






1111111111111111111111 = EDITORIAL: 

- John and I at Newbury Comics have had an interest in 
- new wave/punk music for several years now. We have no-
- liced that even today much of the new music is ignored by 

-

the commercial interests in town. Aside from a few com-
mercial radio stations, such as WBCN, and a few en/ight

- ened club owners, most of the money people are still fight-
- ing this music. Through Boston Rock we hope lo provide 
- the sort of coverage this music deserves, and hopefully en-
_ 

lighten· that part of the public which is not currently aware 
of it. In the past year I have been surprised by the enormous 

- amount of goodwill and excitement which exists in the Bos-
- ton rock community. Musicians and club goers are very 

-

much alive with interest in the new wave scene. I only wish 
that this kind of excitement could spread to the bored bod· 

- ies and minds of the public at large. What's wrong with 
-dancing? There's nothing more exciting than seeing the in· 
- teroction between the band and audience whenever any of -:~i:::: ~'/:,,°~':;; ::;:,a;c:a:;rf/;,.n;;~~::u:a;;~ :; 
- Garden, then I encourage you to at lea.st experiment with a 
- trip to one of the local clubs. I think you'll be surprised! 
- And the clubs are just the lip of it. If you check around you 

-

will find there ore alternative performances being given at 
colleges, lofts and other locations, many of which have no 

- age bam'er. If you just give it a chance, you'll be thanking 
yourself. 
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LE TT'EI ns to a concert. Disco is good but personally 
J"\. Rock is bener. They put on a show every 

time I go to one I lik e The Cars best dealing 
with st range and crazy sounds you expect Send your letters to: 

Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston , MA 02116 

LEITER: 

from hell itself. 
I really enjoy Rock like I said Rock is al

ways coming on st rong. I really love ii. Now 
here is the big argument over the matter: 
DISCO IS FOR BLACKIES ROCK IS 

Punk music Punk buttons Punk patches FOR WHITES 
Punk haircuts. Yes, Punk music is becom- Yes racism is even spreading to your ears, I 
ing a new wave (or is). I remember as a am colored, but l love rock music, I could 
chi ld I was called punk but not for the same have rock tunes played over my grave. Dis
reasons. Porcupine Hair-cuts and shades co is what you called a backup for blacks, 
looking quite odd add ressed with other they say that rock music and punk is for 
st range garments. Leather is a lso nice with faggots. And many whites state that Disco 
the advailable (straps, wristbands, spikes, sucks. Not true, some Disco songs are 
studs and maces, etc). Elvis Costello, The great and some are not, same with Rock it 
Clash and many others have kept the tempo is not that good. Music is a long shot, it 
or Punk Music steady. Many people claim has its advantages as well as its disadvan
Punk Music is not good. Loud music, peo- tages. All musicians have the same prob
pie jumping up and down, and in some lems. Music is international as well as other 
casei; vomiting and having to go to the bath- things. Disrupting it with racism won' t 
room very orten. In some states it is solve anything. Music is to be enjoyed, so 
banned. The pogo is an interesti ng dance enjoy galore. Don't be too critica l about iL 
that I wil speak about several to a near doz- Listen and marvel, sometimes it does not 
en people jumping up and down it is ver) catch you r beat but it catches others and 
fun the lights, the sounds, the movements, that's all that music needs. 
the drugs, who knows what's next? I advise -A sixteen year old 
not a heavy meal or you might have your 
lunch on somebody and next is !heir fist. f3[J[J)[jJ;J• 

Di~co is what you call sexy music, mostly 
all disco songs have in one way or another 
deal with love passion and the rear end jive! ,-.,...----------.._--, 
1 've listened to disco from Donna Sum
mer's Bad Girls (hookers) to Funkadelics' 
Knee Deep (crazy). I really like Donna-her 
show is interesting, the white dudes in the 
audience go wild with desire as well as black 
dudes. Then there is Rock and Roll yes rock 
thi nking of Elvis, Sex Pistols, 852s, The 
Cars, C heap Trick dealing with hard rock 
Deva, Clash, Iggy, The Jam, The Rolling t;;:-;f~::~}!} 
Stones (Going Deaf? still more) Boston, l· 
ELO, Eddie Money, Journey, Lene Lovixh, 
The Boomtown Rat s. I got ir.terested in -
rock at an early age, 10 (early enough) I 
really like it, you don't know· what to ex
pect when you go to a concert. They battle 

;~hd~~;~::~~t;~}iii:;:~:~:!~;:t:;el I~~ l:::===~f-~ 
L.Ll_LLl.ll.l.Ldc...Jl,c____::,,2"--_ULJ.lJ 

Local N ewS.:wI• ~~~-=--• 
New local band which might be worth 

checking out arc THE VACUUM HEADS. 
Saw their commcrciaJ debut at the Under
ground to a fairly packed house on a Mon
day night. Speaking of the UNDER
GROUND, I must comment it is probably 
the club with the best atmosphere in town 
right now. You can a1most carry on a con
versation in the back haJf there-would 
help if they'd turn down the back speaker. 
If they avoid problems like they had when 
THE CURE was there they should do well. 
Check them out at 1110 Commonwealth 
Ave. Look for the coming MIDGET 
PLANETS album from Lust/Unlust. Stars 
former Girls Robin and David as well as 
Roger from the Missions. Also coming out 
soon: The Mission of Burma EP (tape 
sounds great), PASTICHE's new EP, 
Bound and Gagged EP, and many more 
I've no doubt forgotten. Also look forward 
(those of you with a Beta-max) to a 
GROUND ZERO video cassette, which 
should be out within a month. Marc Thor 
fans should be on the look-out for a color
ing book by Pat McDowell which will in-

"ZIPPY AND THE 
GOVERNOR" 

elude a nexi-disc by Marc with guest vocals 
by Judy from the MAPS. 

Coming soon at the Rat: Ravioli party by 
the VINNY BAND-also from them this 
summer: Surfing parties and an Annette 
Funicello look-alike contest. 

Radio News: Kate Ingram, former WB
CN music director is now working at WC
OZ and has been seen buying import discs 
for the station-so look forward to some 
better music on the commerciaJ airwaves. 
Should have an interview with her next 
month. CaJI up those commerciaJ stations 
with your requests! Let them know that new 
wave is alive. 

Non-commercial radio is worth listening to! 
They program more new wave music! 
WMBR 88.1 FM (Late Risers Club in the 
morning) 
WERS 88.9 FM (Nite Club, evenings) 
WMFO 91.5 FM (Wombat Matinee 2-6 am 
Thurs, Radio Free Ethiopia reggae show 6-8 
pm Fri.) 

rn2s-r Of ALL, MV fJ(PE/llCNCE A'> GoV-
6R.NOf2 OF (At/FORNIA t..O.UGHT ME HOW 
TO DElll W'T" T"€, UH I/IJG-P/?D/)IJC/N6 

//€(,IONS. A TOTA~ BLDCKIIPE 
Wtt.L BR1N6 Tl-l€M AROUNO .•. 2122 





STRAIGHT FROM THE HARTE 
An Interview With Rick Harte 

Rick Harte is currently Boston's premiere independent 
label record producer. His credits include: THE INFLIK
TORS (Where'd You Get That Cigarette blw Everybody 
Wants To Survive); THE NEIGHBORHOODS (Prettiest 
Girl blw No Place Like Home); THE CLASSIC RUINS 
(1 + 1 2 blw Nyquil Stinger, Heart Attack); and a forth
coming MISSION OF BURMA record. 

Boston Rock: Age and occupation? 
Rick Harte: Thirty; Record producer-and I sell records. 
BR: What are the five adjectives that best describe Rick 
Harte? 
RH: (pause) Sick ... serious, fanatically serious about 
sound ... about this mission ... about music. 
BR: What is the goal of your label, Ace of Hearts? 
RH: The records I make are supposed to be a stepping 
stone for the bands to go on to bigger and belier things. 
BR: Are your records a team effort? 
RH: Very much so. In fact the band has to be totally satis
fied with the product, or I will continue to work on it until 
they are. 
BR: Do you produce records with an eye towards commer
cial success? 
RH: In the beginning I didn't think in terms of that. I 
thought they would be enjoyed, and perhaps respected. But 
I never thought they would become hits. Because of their 
success I'm forced to think more in terms of retailing and 
collecting money. · 
BR: Would you rather not have that commercial part in
volved, so you could concentrate on the music? 
RH: Yes, I would. In fact the retailing is the worst part of 
Ace of Hearts. I need marketing assistance and have needed 
it for some time ... but it's not easy to find the right per
son. 
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BR: How do you choose the bands you record? 
RH: The first step is to see the bands. After several visits, 
generally the bands have discussed the possibility of a single 
with me. When they have made a suitable arrangement we 
begin to rehearse. I like us to have a reasonable idea of 
what we're trying to do so we don't waste time. The first 
thing we do is set up the drums and start miking them. We 
work very hard on the rhythm track until it is just as tight as 
it can be. I let them listen to the track for a week or so, then 
they come back and we start putting the overdubs on. The 
overdubs have been the most difficult part for the bands. 
BR: Due to the inexperience of the bands? 
RH: Yes, all the bands have found the studio to be a very 
new experience. I believe we have all benefitted tremen
dously from spending a long time there. You go from work
ing with the most talented and spontaneous people to peo
ple who can barely play. You can see how that can create 
challenging production. 
BR: Have the groups needed to warm up to the studio? 
RH: Yes, in fact we've had some incredible cold starts. It'.s 
sometimes totally foreign to walk in off the street or from a 
gig into the studio. None of the bands have gone in and 
knocked the stuff out. 
BR: What's your view concerning uses of the many studio 
tricks that aren't available to the group during live per
formance? 
RH: The age old problem is taking a band's live perform
ance and creating a record that sounds good and sounds 
alive. When a band plays live the vocals are often not clear 
and the instruments tend to step on each other. In the stu
dio we have control over these things. One of the things 
that can be done is the use of delay, and eco on the vocals. 
But we don't use a lot of effects on the records. Most peo
ple like vocals that arc produced like those of THE CARS. 

But that sound to me is too processed, too slick, too much 
delay. Sometimes it sounds like they're singing out from the 
bottom of a cave. These tools can be used to make a good 
song sound better, but can never make a bad song sound 
good. And a lot of times EQ and various effects are being 
used to cover up mistakes instead of improving the basical
ly flat and correct image that should be there in the first 
place. 
BR: How much material do you record to make a single? 
RH: We record a bunch of them. It varies with each band. 
It was seven with the Neighborhoods, five with the Inflik
tors, three each with the Missions and Classic Ruins . We 
talk about the songs the bands like ... the ones I'd like to 
record-these are the ones I see people react to at the clubs. 
BR: The groups you've recorded so far would all be put, by 
people who like to put things into categories, into the cate
gory of new wave music. Is this style of music your main 
interest? 
RH: I like this music a lot, but to me punk or _.SU.her labels 
people put on this type of music often denotes a fashion or 
a social mode more than the music . The Neighborhoods are 
referred to as punk by most people, but to me it's pop. And 
good solid pop. The Classic Ruins to me arc basic rock and 
rollers, with some modern guitar layering. The Infliktors 
threw in a kind of macabre edge, but they were at the root 
of it fine musicians, and quite traditional at times. The 
Missions are a little hard to describe. They play many dif
ferent parts which weave in and out of the sound. 
BR: You're very serious about music. When did you be
come interested in it? 
RH: Since I was about ten I've been a very, very serious and 
avid record collector. One of my goals in life is to start a re
cord museum. I worked for a computer company for five 
years; this was about 1970. I just listened for so many years_, 



there was a frustration level in just listening and collecting 
records . 
BR: Were you ever a musician? 
RH: Well I played the trombone in high school and 
marched around the football field a little, but there was no 
self-expression in that so I dropped it. Now I play the gui
tar, but it's really only a production tool for me in the 
studio. 
BR: What was your first production experience? Who did 
you /earnfrom? 
RH: I started out with my 2-track Crown recorder, which J 
took out a bank loan to buy. I slogged around clubs with it 
for over a year, and then it became apparent to me that 
making tapes was pretty mindle's~. so I got to thinking in 
terms of making records. 

At that time there were three bands that many people 
iked: The Real Kids, The Nervous Eaters, and The lnflik
tors. I spoke to Gary Cook of the Infliktors one day in 
front of the Paradise-they were doing a show with the 
Cars. I told him I thought I could make a good tape of 
them, that I could interpret that sound to be original and 
very, very powerful. So we recorded it in a hi-fi store over 
two nights. 

A lot of people ask me, "How did you ever get that 
sound on a homemade tape?" It was that kind of thing 
where you shoot a roll of 36 shots with a camera and two or 
three come out good. But it just so happened that the song 
I wanted to come out on the single was well recorded. 

The Neighborhoods really, really liked the sound of the 
record. It was loud, and the bass sounded good. It was raw, 
it was spontaneous, it was alive, it had dynamic range. 
That led to my involvement with the Classics and every
body knows the rest of it. Prettiest Girl became a big hit in 
the region. 
BR: What is thefuture of Ace of Hearts going to be? 
RH: Well, I'm going to have an album. 
BR: How soon can we expect that? 
RH: I think early July. 
BR: Is that going to include some of the unreleased tracks 
you've recorded? 
RH: It's going to include the best tracks that I've recorded, 
with a couple of remixes. Plus a couple of surprises along 
the lines of different bands. 
BR: How have the sales been going on the released records? 
RH: I've sold about 3,000 Infliktors, 5,000 Neighbor
hoods, and 2,000 Classic Ruins records, but it's just out. 
And I've had tremendous inquiries concerning the Mission 
record. 
BR: How much does it cost you to put out these records? 
RH: These records aren't cheap, and it takes a tremendous 
amount of my time. When I'm not in the studio I may be 
worrying about the records at home, so it's a full time si
tuation . The records arc expensive, but arc a bargain com
pared to what you'd have to pay n New York. I work them 
out of Soundtrak, and I've a special arrangement there, 
based on reciprocation which goes back a long time with 
the owner. I get a very, very, very reasonable rate, and 
often times things are looked over. 
BR: Do you like the equipment at Soundtrak? 
RH: The best I've ever seen. 

PHOTO: Phil In Phlash 

Rick with Neighborhoods ' manager, Joe Casey 

BR: A lot of people have wondered where you get the capi
tal necessary to finance these records. Are you indepen
dently wealthy, or do you have some benefactors? 
RH: This isn't funny as you guys in here know. I've been 
in here twice this week borrowing twenty dollars so I can 
cat. The Infliktors single was recorded for a small amount 
of money. It only cost, totally, one thousand bucks. When 
it came tii:nc to do the Neighborhoods record it was obvious 
that I didn't have enough money. So I borrowed three 
thousand dollars from this bank in Gloucester. Then it be· 
came even more horrendously expensive when it became 
obvious that the Neighborhoods were on the move and 
were perhaps going to sign a major contract. So it became 

important to make a good cover, and you can't make a 
good cover cheap! 
BR: ... as has been demonstrated by a lot of people! 
RH: There have been people who have offered to help me 
out, in fact a lot of people, but there seem to be strings at
tached and I am totally independent. 
Rkk Harte: I am out there on my own. So I'd rather go a 
day without a meal than have a guy over my shoulder. I've 
bounced so many checks around town that it's only the fact 
that they see my face every day that they know I'm not rip
ping them off. .. everyone knows this rap. 

There have been so many mornings that I've gone to the 
post office box, pulled open the drawer, and seen those re-
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tum check envelopes and become just disgusted. But I 
know if I take 1,000 dollars and pay off those bills there'll 
be no Missions record next month. So of course my priori
ties are to say "rip off my landlord, rip off Lechmere, rip 
off the insurance company, rip off Edison, and GET THE 
MISSIONS RECORD OUT NOW!" {his fist hits the 
chair). 
Boston Rock: What do you think of the quality of records 
by other independent labels . .. say the Rough Trade stuff? 
RH: Well, I sort of admire their spontaneity, because in a 
way that's how I started out-with a raw sound and not a 
whole lot of technical expertise. But their sounds are still 
very primitive, and technical errors continue to exist in the 
mixing of their records. For example many of the Rough 
Trade cuts I've heard lately have had the drums totally 
buried. 
BR: Any small labels you're impressed with? 
RH: I thought the STIFF concept ~as viable. I'm not ori
ented that way myself. My label is more patterned after a 
Sam Phillips' SUN type of idea, where there was a SUN 
sound, where there was a family of musicians. I don't see 
this family feeling in other labels. 
BR: What do you think about (Count) Viglione's records? 
RH: Well, you know the Count and I have totally opposite 
methods. He's a master of retailing-he's the best I've ever 
seen, he's a genuis. He can sell a record to a rock. But the 
Count doesn't put the effort into production that I do. I do 
admire him for trying; I know he's very, very dedicated.
he's been on the scene a long time. He just has a different 
way of doing it than I do. I go all out for production, and 
he goes all out for retailing . . . you can choose what you 
prefer . 
BR: Have any larger record companies shown any interest 
in Ace of Hearts? 
RH: I have gotten a lot of feelers ... I have lawyers calling 
me from New York. I haven't been able to get along with 
anyone I've talked to so far because they come on with a 
rap. And I think to myself, "who are these people talking 
to?" They are totally insensitive to where I am or what I'm 
doing. Somebody came up and asked me if I would give 
them financial assistance on a record and I was horrified. I 
don't give financial assistance to anyone ... I'm the cheap
est bastard around. 
BR: Does the label plan to record any non-Boston bands? 
RH: I would say the answer to that is yes ... but it's not a 
goal. · 
BR: How would you rate the radio attention your records 
have received? 
RH: Very good. We have WBCN, WAAF, WBRU in Pro
vidence, WCOZ, WMBR, and WERS that are all very in
terested in what's going on and they play the records often. 
Many local bands complain about lack of radio airplay, but 
I think part of that is because their recordings are not up to 
the level of technical quality that people demand at the 
radio stations and at home. Leslie Palmiter told me that 
they would like to play more locaJ material but until recent
ly little of it had been good enough to play. They had to go 
with a consistent type of sound. 
BR: What do you think about the Classic Ruins temporary 
breakup? 
RH: Well, I don't know what happened actually, but it 
hasn't caused a lot of trouble ... the record is selling better 
than 1 ever expected it to. 
BR: We hear the Ruins are a prelty wild bunch. Did you 
hove much trouble with them in the studio? 
RH: Well, I never had one ounce of trouble from them. 
Everyone has experienced their wildness and bizarreness. I 
knew that you were getting around to this one, and of 
course there has been a tremendous amount of discussion 
on the drinking situation in the studio. 

l might say that, yes, there were a few occasions when the 
Classic Ruins became incredibly intoxicated ... but every 
single band, at one time or another, has become inebriated 
in one way or another. The Missions, unbeknownst to some 
people, can put away an incredible amount of alcohol. 
They have what I call the "Flat Bottle Syndrome"-they 
like to carry those hip flasks. Whereas the Ruins have the 
"Round Bottle Syndrome"-namely emptying too many 
of those round beer bottles! But if I put the Missions and 
the Ruins head to head in a drinking contest. .. three of the 
Missions and one of their roadies head to head against the 
Ruins ... I think the Missions would blow them away. At 
any rate the bands have to loosen up in the studio, and 
everyone has their way of doing it. 
BR: Are there bands that you're managing now? 
RH: No, this is not a management company. 
BR: Are any of the bands having management problems? 
RH: There are problems, but you should talk to them your
self. 
BR: Outside of your bands, what are your favorite Boston 
groups? 
RH: I think everyone knows I'm a Nervous Eaters fan. I 
don't like them as much now .. 
BR: How about some qu)ck responses to the following 
bands: The Thrills. 
RH: (He ignored us) 
BR: The Lyres. 
RH: If they ever got it together they could kill everyone! 
BR: The Maps? 
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RH: They're on their way to a sound. They've got to de- · 
velop an image. 
BR: Bound and Gagged? 
RH: No comment. .. 
BR: Ground Zero? 
RH: Haven't seen them enough to make an intelligent 
comment. 
BR: The new La Peste? 
RH: It's not happening yet. 
BR: Robin Lane? 
RH: Going downhill. 
BR: What do you think of the new album? 
RH: Can't stand it. Look at the cover. I always liked 
Robin Lane as a Boston band, but when things are export
ed to the West Coast God knows what's going to happen. 
BR: Nervous Eaters? 
RH: I'm keeping my fingers crossed that Steve Cataldo's 
tremendous experience will help them make a great album 
... I hope they don't clean them up too much. 
BR: Human Sexual Response? 
RH: I don't love them, I don't hate them. 
BR: How much of your income do you squander on drugs? 
RH: It used to be that I would do the normal ·amount o 
weed that anyone else would buy through the normal chan
nels at the normal frequency. But recently I've not had to 
pay for these things, so the answer to the question is none, 
but I do see shovels of the stuff coming my way. 
BR: What's your academic background? 
RH: I'm the only one on the label with a college education. 
I graduated from Tufts in 1976, I went to the Museum 
school before that and was later on the admissions board 
there ... a $3.75 an hour job where I reviewed incoming 
students' portfolio. 
BR: What advice do you have for bands that want to put 
out their own single? 
RH: Not a bad idea, but I believe it's the bands' responsi
bility to create new material, and to get a professional 
sound. It's hard to be objective in the making of the sound 
recording, and difficult to handle all the business details. I 
don't think there's anything wrong with the concept. I 
haven't heard many good homemade records to date how-

ever. 
BR: We hear you're not hot on SPIT. 
RH: Well ... I don't like the door policy ... I think the 
club has potential. The Neighborhoods and The Missions 
would be more excited about playing to a younger crowd, 
rather than to bored people .. 
BR: How do you like the other Boston clubs? 
RH: The Rat, to me, is functional. Not fun for the bands, 
because they never earn enough money. But it does serve a 
purpose. I don't have too many criticisms ... let's say I 
wouldn't want to get into too many criticisms. 
BR:Sure .. 
RH: Cantones's I find non-functional from the performers' 
point of view. 
BR: Why? 
RH: No P.A., one light bulb over the stage, which makes 
me sick. I just wish they were more professional about pre
senting the bands. I enjoy going there and usually have a 
good time, but 1 don't like to see my bands or any other 
bands look like rookies due to the surroundings. They 
should have a chance to perform in a better environment. 
BR: What about the Underground? 
RH: I like the comfortable aspects of the club, but the P.A. 
and stage situation need improving ... I was down there 
with the Dots and the Missions one night and it was a fias
co. But I do like the idea of it . .. I think it has great possi
bilities. It seems to have good management. 
BR: The Paradise? 
RH: This is going to freak people. But I like the Paradise 
because it's good for recording ... good for my purposes. 
BR: Finally Rick, where can people pick up your records? 
RH: Let's sec, we have Discount (Records) in Harvard 
Square, Music City in Kenmore Square, Newbury Comics 
and The Coop. Record stores can contact Rounder Records 
to get them wholesale. By the time this goes to press there 
should be some other outlets as well. 
BR: Who do you support for president? 
RH: They're just a bunch of pitiful characters. Taster's 
choice. But I wi/lvote for somebody! 
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The Sound of Things 2 Come 
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• Belt Buckles 
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by Rick ~ry and Trude Koby 

Boston's music scene is constantly changing. Without 
Your music listings you' ll never know if it's Disco or Beact1 
Party night at the Rock club. Two years ago new Boston 
bands were cropping up frequently while the old ones im
proved, and ou1-of-10wn talent was making more than oc
casional appearances. The Ral was the local Rock shrine 
and they were depended on to present name bands. II be
came apparent that there was a 101 of money to be made, so 
other clubs (i.e. the Paradise, the Club, and Jonathan 
Swift's, lo mention a few) began booking the bands that 
1he majority wanted to hear-a fashionable, commerical 
venture. This commercial trend is growing; for the manage
ment it offers financial success and few problems with the 
authorities, for the clientele it's a place they can go and 
show their wares. It looks good on the outside, but the core 
of Boston's music scene is as rotten as ever with only a few 
musically conscious people promoting the avant-garde. 

We talked with several Boston club managements and 
with the exception of a couple, found the actual promotion 
of the bands ranked rather low on their priorities list. Po
pular bands usually don't require much promo whereas un
knowns usually won't draw without it. While the smart 
owners are cleaning up, the playing spaces for experimental 
bands is diminishing, or becoming harder 10 break into. 
For a band, a friendly relationship with the management is 
essential to provide a good working environment and a 
good show. But for an out of the ordinary band, keeping 
the doors open is even more important since club owners 
have some 350 Boston rock bands alone to choose from. 

The consumer also has a choice. The boutique-chic are 
easily accomodated at Spit, the Paradise, and New Wave 
Night at Celebration. Other accessible music can be found 
at the Rat, Cantones, the Paradise, the Club and Jona
than swifts. The Underground and some of the above clubs 
do offer some more experimental stuff, but you may find 
that you'll have to go out of your way to get to the various 
lofts scattered around town. The reason? Most of the more 
experimental or avante-garde bands are frustrated dealing 
with the less than supportive attitudes of commercially
minded club owners. Alternative spaces are more relaxed 
and provide a more exciting and enjoyable atmosphere than 
a club. 

Jim Coffman, the manager and booking agent a1 the 
Underground, says what he believes to be Boston's prob
lem. "There aren't enough local bands," says Coffman, 
"to keep the music scene here constantly progressive. '' Per- · 
sonally we respect Jim's musical knowledge and taste. He 
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books out of town bands that he feels will provide a better 
environment and audience for the more avante-garde Bos
ton bands. Some recent appearances were made by The 
Dance, The Cure and Eight Eyed Spy. 

Over the past couple of years we've seen what we thought 
to be big changes in Boston clubs. It started with the Space, 
a woman's bar gone "New Wave," only to shut down be
cause of legal problems brought on by neighborhood con
nicts. To make up for the loss of the Space, the Honey 
Lounge began scheduling rock bands. Situated near fash
ionable Copley Square, it's easy to understand why the club 
never was awarded an entertainment license and was soon 
inoperative-spandex strutted down Newbury Street, right 
into the discos. 

Sponsored by WCOZ, Molly's Friday and Saturday 
Pogo-a-Goga soon failed because it "thinned out and got 
excessively rowdy." Cache met with a similar fate. Sunday 
New Wave night didn't attract big spenders, according to 
the management. Spit, Boston's first Rock Disco, had an 
extremely successful opening nigh1, but has since settled 
into an expensive meat rack. Spit was and is enjoying finan
cial success, prompting frequent rock nights a1 Celebration, 
1270 and other discos. No one is to be condemned-clubs, 
like bands, need money to survive. But what we are ob
jecting to is the lack of knowledgeable people booking 
bands and willing 10 take chances, and the often sinister 
reasons why bands are being booked. 

Several managers we have spoken to openly stated that 
New Wave was good for their business because it doesn't 
attract blacks like disco and jazz do. In accordance with 
Boston tradition, this shouldn't come as a surprise. The 
original New Wave was minorities accomodating minori. 
ties, now a dubious concept. "New Wave" is not the mu
sical vanguard it was in 1977, now it's a commercial com
modity. Like many commodities ii has moved from an eso
teric art form to vogue acceptance. 

What about you r musical interests? Do you prefer the 
energy of an expanding and challenging form, experiences 
that leave you standing in disbelief, or are you content 
standing bored at the bar? The choice for Boston musicians 
trying to break out of the conventional structu re is to risk 
total impoverishment (usually resulting in frust ration and 
disbandment) in Boston, or to move elsewhere while the 
rest of the city is satisfied to lap up the musical offerings of 
money-fixated club owners. 

Our concern is for the future of music. We don't want to 
be pawns in business games. We are consumers, but this 
new music is ours, we made it and perform it. Leap before 
you look, but think while falling. 



by Mark Dudick 

The Troggs were in Worcester on April 8th at Sir 
Morgan's Cove. This interview took place in the club's 
dressing room an hour before the group were due to hil the 
stage. The legendary Troggs helped define the raw, 
uninhibited music of the 1960's mod scene with hits such 
as "Wild Thing", "With a Girl Like You", "I Can't 
Control Myself", and the tender ballad ''Love is All 
Around''. The group has survived the seventies with three 
of its original members intact: Vocalist Reg Presley; Chri~ 
Britton, guitarist; drummer Ronnie Bond; and the newest 
Trogg, bass guitarist Tony Murray. They were all on hand 
for this interview. 

I headed down the stairs to the dressing room armed 
with pen and notebook and twenty-five Troggs 45's that 
I've diligently collected over the years. The first Trogg I 
encountered was Chris Britton who sat on a crate outside 
the dressing room tuning his gu itars. Here in the bowels of 
Sir Morgan's Cove, the dressing area resembled a 
cave-the perfect setting fo r a conversation with the 
Troggs! 

MD: Good ei•eni11g, _Chris. I'm here to do a11 imerview 
i,·ith your band if you feel up to it. 
CHRIS: ,shaking my hand) Sure.jus1 let me get this gu itar 
in tune and we'll get on with it. 
(A few minutes later the guitar was all tuned up and we 
were ready to start the interview) 
MD: l\•e brought along some 45'sfrom Japan that mighr 
i11reresr you. The picwre sleeve of ··Marbles a11d Some 
Gum" shows you guys looking really blown away. 
CHR IS: (taking the sleeve) Oh me God-look at this, will 
you? Excuse me a minute, I' ve got to show this one to Reg. 
{Chris goes into the dressing room and seconds later fits of 
laughter fill the basement. Chris beckons me to enter. All 
four Troggs are assembled arouod a large crate that 
doubles as a table. Bottles of whiskey. drum.sticks, 
suitcases, and numerous copies of "The Vintage Troggs" 
lp are on display as I take a seat next to Reg Presley. 
REG: Where on Eanh did you ever find this record? 
MD: (Introducing myself) My frie11d in Japan se11ds them 
ro me. The Troggs are 11ery popular there. In fact, your 
band has the disti11crion of havillg more grearest hits 
packages i11 print rhroughout the world tha11 any other 
group exceprillg of coi1rse the Beatles and Rolling S1011es. 
RONNIE: I wish we could see some of that money! 
(laughing) 
TONY: What's this, then, mate? (spying the other 45's) 
are these all Troggs records? 
MD: Yes, and I still need four singles to complete my 
co/lectio11. I've had lolS of trouble finding "The 
Ra1'en"with a pie sleeve. I also need Chds · solo Ip. 

CHR IS: I traveled around the world a bit. I owned a night 
club for a few years. and just jammed to keep in touch with 
my playing. 
MD: Tony, did you play in any bands prior to joining rhe 
Troggs? 
TONY: Yes. but you wouldn't know the band. We were 
called Plastic Penny. 
MD: A11orher Larry P,,ge production! I've gor some 45's 
by yo11r group: "Everything I Am". and "Baby, You're 
NorToBlame". [liketheband. 
TONY: (shocked) That's right! Those were our biggest 
selle rs! I can't believe you knew!(pleased) 
MD: Did you have anything to do with The Clique who did 
"She Ai11't No Good?". That was another Larry Page 
prod11crio11. 
RONN IE: That's a great, really early record for 
L!my-1964. I believe. That wasn't any of us. It was 
session people including Mitch Mitchell From Jimi 
Hendrix's group. 
MD: He was in a11orher session group called the Riot 
Squad. Bowie played sax 011 one of their records. 
RONN IE: Thai's right! It's basically the sa:me people. 
MD: I've he,1rd ir said that you're one of Bowie's .fa1·orite 
bands. /Jow did yo11 like working wirh him 011 his T\ ' 
special <1.f'ew years ago? 
RONNIE: He rang us up and asked us to be on. We had 
heard stories that he was bitchy to work with, but he was 
grea t! We had a great time with him. 
MD: He had rheforesighr rohave 11ot only rhe Troggs. bur 
Marianne Fairhfu/1011 rhe show as well. 
REG: Here, have a drink! (passing a bottle of whiskey) I 
s1ill feel a bit jet-lagged after the flight. 
TONY: I could use some sleep soon. but I could use a 
drink right now. 
MO: Do you have any plans to record a new studio album 
i11 rhe near furure? 
TONY: The first offer of twenty thousand pounds and 
we'll sign. 
REG: CBS has shown a bit of interest. 
MD: Sire Records would be perfect for you. They·ve 
recently signed the Searchers, and their album is gretU/ 
The Records e1•e11 wrote a song for them. I read that Chip 
Taylor, who wrote "Wild Thing·· has a new tune pe1111ed 
for you. 

' REG: Yeah. he did write a song, but we didn't think it was 
right for us. He's into country music now. 

TONY Nobody's seen or heard from him m quite a while 
and his phone's always off the hook. 
MD: Whar's Pere Staples (the original bass player) doing 
rhese days? 
REG: I don't know. !haven't seen him in years. 
RONNIE: Last I heard, he was doing elec1ronics or 
something. 
MO: Are you happy wirh the new "Troggs live at 
Max's"lp? 
REG: Yes. but we won't make much from it. But we hope 
to have offers after we play around the states. Frank Zappa 
came to see our NY shows. 
MD: You're a big influence 011 New Wave groups. Tt1lkillg 
lle!lds perform ''Love Is All Around'' during some of rheir 
shows. Maybe a populor group will record one of your 
tunes and have a hit with it. The Pretenders hir ir big wirh 
the Kinks' "Stop Your Sobbing". I recently heard a 11ew 
wrsion of ''Wild Thing ·· by some NY group 011 the l.R.S 
lube!. bur ir didn't even come close to your origi11al 
1·ersio11. Are you going ro ploy the ocarina solo in "Wild 
Thing" to,iight? 
REG: (holding up the ocarina) I've got it right here! 
At this point the manager comes in to tell the Troggs tha1 
it'stimetogoon. 
TONY: Mark. are you going to show up at The Ra1 
tomorrow? h would be really good to chat some more . 
MD: I h'ish I could, but rhis is my 011/y free 11iglu. I will 
de/inite(v see you next time you're back rhis way. 
REG: Thanks for doing the interview. We had a good 
time. 
MD: This is definitely one of the highpoiflls of my life. Do 
you lll11'e a fan club or any pluce toJind our wlmr you guys 
ure 11p ro? 
REG: No. ·we don't have one at the moment. unless of 
course, you want the honors? 
MD: Are you kidding? SURE/.' ls there an address in 
England l ca11 reach you ar? 
REG: I'll give it to you. 
(I wrote down the address and helped Chris with his guitar 
s1and-due to a Jack of roadies-and wished the Trogg'> 
luck with their show. 

Moments later. The Troggs took to the stage and 
delivered a 45-minute set that was energetic. fun, and 
chock-full of all their hits. Reg announced "'Strange 
Movies" saying "This one was banned on the radio-but 
then, mos! of our songs were: · The highligh1 of the 
evening was Reg's ocarina solo on "Wild Thing". The 
crowd was on their feet cheering! The band looks good live 
and deserves to get the chance to rack up another string of 
hits in the J980' s. 
As I left the club, clutching an autographed poster and 
one of Ronnie's autographed drumsticks, I couldn't help 
but feel the Troggs' time has come. Long live rock & roll' s 
cavemen, the mighty TROGGS! ! 
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IS IT 

This inlerview look place in the studios of WMBR . . 

Boston Rock: When did you two begin? 
Candy: We began last October ('79). 
Colkttc: Tom Lane's ratings really sucked. 
CA: Yeah, they were sooo low! He ncccled something to 
spice up his show. He knew Crystal and I. 
CO: Two glamour girls on the scene ... 
CA: He bribed us to come on and do the show. Now, as 
you know Crystal is no longer with us, but we'll go into that 
later. We were initially on the air S days a week but we cut 
back to three because they couldn't afford to pay us for a 
full five days. 
CO: But we do get great health benefits! 
CA: Yeah-Medicaid-Everyone at the station is eligible 
for Medicaid. 
BR: Is it true that your show is the only thing keeping 
WMBRgoing? 
CA: Of course .. . it's obvious that Tuesday and Thursday 
they're just filling in with Buck Trend. 
CO: We're hoping to go to syndication actually .. 
CA: We really are .. . we have a deal in the works, two ac
tually , one on the west coast and one in New York. 
CO: When we go national we'll be members of the jet set 
and have all our plane fares paid for by the record com
panies. 
CA: I really miss not having a Lear jet to fly around in . .. 
BR: Whal aboul TV? 
CA: We expect Matt Siegel to interview us on his show soon 
. . . When George Fernell left the S All Night spot Gloria 
Gearshift applied for the show and the only reason she 
didn't get the show was that they were trying to get us and 
we were too busy at the time so they ended up bringing in 
Matt. 
BR:/ guess they had to setllefor less than the best. 
CA: Yeah, but we're pretty happy here on the radio. 
CO: Especially since the S All Night people suggested we 
put bags over our heads. 
CA: They weren't sure if they wanted people to know who 
we were. 
BR: Is that a problem in general? 
CA: Well, we have had a few wild experien~ in the clubs 
when someone discovered who we were! 
BR: Do you ever say good things aboul people? 
CA: It depends on how much they pay us! And they don't 
necessarily have to pay in cash! Have you been listening to 
our show for very long? 
BR: No, not a long time . .. 
CA: You missed all our early shows?! 
BR: Yes, I'm sorry I have to work every day, and I can 'I get 
it on my radio. 
CA: You mean your radio doesn't get us-shoot it! 
BR: / would like to. 
C6, Anyway I grew up in Boston. My father was a roadie 
for the Everley Brothers and my mother was a local Boston 
fotk singer. I can't reveal her identity because she was very 
young at the time and I was a well kept secret. That's why 
I'm such an expert on the Cambridge folk scene. 
BR: How can people identify you at the clubs? 
CA: I change constantly ... a master of disguises. 
BR: What have been some of your past disguises? 
CA: Well, I was Lou Miami on the Matt Siegel S All Night 
show. 
BR: Yes, I hear you were very successful. 
CA: He was tied up that night (Hint Hint Nudge Nudge) . .. 
so I went in his place, it was a great disguise. 
CO: One time she was a bouncer at the Paradise. 
CA: It was extremely fun to see the club from the other 
side. It was the night the Members played. 
BR: So what's your favorite Boston band? 
CA: Unnatural Axe was my favorite band in the whole 
world. When they broke up I felt like my best friend had 
died. 
BR: Any interesling tidbits about the band? Rich Parsons' 
love life or . . . ? 
CA: Well, I could tell you what he does on his lunch hour. 
BR: How long is his lunch? 
CA: Long enough. 
BR> What do you actually do for a living? 
CA: I'm a rock photographer. I shoot for Creem . .. I've 
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done work for most of the local Boston magazines. My 
stuff has appeared in everything from skunk piss and killer 
children to vibrations and N.E. teen scene. 
BR: You mus/ kn:,w Don Law pretty well. 
CA: No-although I saw him freQuently we had little con· 
tact-I think he was afraid of me. 
BR: Do you influence any of the local bands? 
CA: If it weren't for me The Lost might have made it. 
BR: What advice would you give to rock stars? 
CA: Keep away from us! 
Ron Diamond (Show's engineer): These two have been 
known to destroy careers! 
BR: Yes, I wanted to ask you about that-what really hap
pened to Willie Loco and Mono Man. 
CA: We can't go into that, people have said I was to blame, 
but I can't really take credit. It really wasn't my fault. 
CO: We don't take credit for any of the mass of poorly 
produced trash that's been masquerading as music these 
days. We're just horrified by some of them. Billions of re
cords, you know everyone sends us their records. We've 
got so many independently produced singles and compila· 
tion albums .. . Texas bands-awful, awful stuff. I have 
stacks of 'em. 
CA: We use them as frisbees .. 
BR: What's your background Colette? 
CO: I'm Crystal's sister-from Gravelsnatch, Kentucky. I 
didn't want to come to Boston-but my mother made me. 
She's a Jesus freak back home. 
CA: She has her own radio show. 
CO: She comes on and says, "Morning, morning morning 
-BLESS YOU ALL!" She couldn't leave her show to 
visit Crystal ip. the hospital so she bribed me to come up 
with an original Ventures' Mosrite guitar. She gave me a 
bus ticket and said, "alright kid, you want the guitar, you 
gotta visit Crystal first.'' 
CA: Tell them what happened when you arrived at the 
Greyhound terminal! 
CO: Oh, Right!-1 arrived at the bus station and saw this 
character in rubber pants pasting up flyers for the SURF· 
IN' NAZI party. 
CA: This was in the ladies room, right? 
CO: Yeah, found out later that it was LOU MIAMI. I guess 
his campaign is still going on. 
CA: When she got here I made her take over Crystal's spot. 
I needed a partner ... it's not easy putting these shows IO· 
gether. I didn't want Tom Lane to do it, even though he'd 
been begging to get on the air with me. 

TOM LANE enters the room. 

Tom: I made these girls stars! People told me I was crazy
they said "Get rid of those girls, they're no good!" But I 
said "I know, but I'll make 'em good!" 
CA: We already told them the truth-that your ratings 
needed a boost. 
Tom: But we're not rated! Until that SLUGGO (Colette) 
showed up I was really happy. 
CA: He really liked Crystal-he still visits her in the hospi· 
tal every now and then. 
Tom: Crystal still calls me every now and then ... she used 
to baby sit my dog .. 

? • 
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CA: The nurse dials the phone and Crystal drools into it. . 
BR: Exactly how did Crystal gee into the hospital? 
CA: It was a result of the wrestling match with the RUDE 
BOYS! 
BR: Who are the Rude Boys? 
CA: Lester Miserable, Felix Cruel, Frank Blunt, and their 
manager Unusual Punishment. 
CO: Also their sidekick-John Levy, King of Men. 
CA: Crystal and I were challenged to a wrestling match by 
the Rude Boys because we innocently mentioned that the 
Infliktors were the original Rude Boys. I think it was Jim· 
my Isaacs (Cellars By Starlight) that first called the Inflik· 
tors rude. 

., 

BR: Tell us about the match. 
CA: It was a matter of honor-we had to defend our good 
name. Unfortunately Crystal went down early. It was a 
rough match. Felix Cruel was unmerciful. 
CO: He was mad because she got blood all over his 2-tone 
wrestling tights. 
CA: Crystal's in a coma now. It's really disgusting, tubes 
up her nose ... yuk. 
CO: At the hospital they refer to her as Crystal Ann Quin· 
Ian. 
CA: Anyway, after Crystal went down, it was my turn to 
team up against Les Miserable, and I had him pinned to the 
mat of truth in the squared circle. Then Felix Dorky Cruel 
hit me in the head with a typewriter. This is the point when 
the radio lost the audio connection. 
CO: They were scraping people off the walls. It took two 
weeks for them to clean up the arena, as of course the 
crowd went wild when they saw the illegal actions of the 
Rude Boys. 
BR: What about the drinking match? 
CO: With Platypus? That psychedelic-haired milk drinker! 
CA: He took our side (Over the air on the Demi-monde). 
He said he was appalled by the Rude Boys' actions. 
CO: Then they called him and accused him of drinking 
Pina Colladas. 
CA: Insults have been flying hot and heavy ever since. 
CO: Tune in for the resu1ts of the upcoming match real 
soon. 
CA: Also coming up are mud wrestling matches, so stay 
tuned! 

After· reading this interview, you probably think that 
Candy & Colette are two air-heads. But under that facade, 
aretwoseriousobserversof. and participants in, the 'punk' 
scene. We try 10 slap together the soap opera and gossip 
column aspects of the show (which are occassionally, if 
we're lucky, witty and amusing) into a satiric social com
mentary. We want to keep you in touch with the new and 
the pertinent, and help you avoid what sucks. Do the same 
for us-keep Warm Leatherette's comical characters in 
their place-send hate & love mail, any good promo junk, 
and extra marital aids, to us at WMBR, 3 Ames St., Cam· 
bridge, MA 02/39. 
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THE PRETTIEST BOYS 
The Neighborhoods may well be Boston's favorite un· 

signed rock 'n' roll band. They draw neat<Opacily audi
ences at the Paradise Club and New York's Hurrah. Mike 
Quaglia started the Hoods about three years ago when he 
lived in Newton. Al that time, the band got its name be
cause everybody lived on the same block. David Minehan 
joined the band when Mike moved to Upton. John Hart
corn joined a year ago when the band moved to Boston. 
Shortly thereafter, the Hoods won the Boston Baille of the 
Bands. That kicked off their reputation for consistent, 
power-packed performances and an appealing blend of ori
ginal pop and punk tunes. The bond rind road crew current
ly live together in a house on Boston's north shore. The 
Neighborhoods are: 

John Hart corn (bass and vocals) 
David Minehan (guitar and lead vocals) 
Mikt Quoglio (drums and vocals) 

Boslon Rock: Whost: birthday is it downsloirs? 
D,avld: Well, mine. It's coming up. It's in a few days. I'll 
be 21-intcrnationally legal . 
BR: Does it make a difference to you that you 'II be 21? 
D: 21 is a real turning point for me . I look at some of my 
peers, and I really am an aggressive person, where I want to 
beat them at the punch in a way. I look at people like Paul 
Weller [from the Jam] and others, They're just turning 21 
and they've got four albums behind them. I know people 
who arc just turning thirty and are just getting signed. I 
could look at it that way. 
BR: Are you concerned that you aren't signed already? 
D: I'm not concerned. I could've been signed a year ago 
but I'm going to be signed under my own terms. If they 
don't want to come to those terms ... I'm not being unrea
sonable because I expect the band to go someplace and not 
to just be put on the shelf. ' 
BR: Whal sort of goals are you trying to obtain with the 
band? Do you want to conquer the world? 
Mike: Yeah. Go for it all, because whether you're going to 
'get it all or not, to get any part of it is great . We could've 
been signed right now if we weren't going for the world. I 
think anybody really can get a nowhere contract but we arc 
trying to find something substantial, to do it right the first 
time. 
BR: How do you meet that goal? 
D: Well, first of all you've got to land a contract and land 
one that your artistic freedom is ensured. That is the biggest 
problem. We're not a band that is looking just to be signed. 
BR: Are there any record companies you'd like to work 
with? 
D: We were in negotiations with EMI for months. They 
would purchase studio time for us, telling us this and that, 
keeping us in limbo, Yet when we would meet with the vice 
president and the other important people, it was obvious 
that if and when we would be signed, they had very strong 
ideas on how they would like to mold the band. I sec Epic 
as a nice company. They 've devoted that time in breaking 
in the Clash. 
BR: /t seems like a lot of record companies are opening up 
10 the new wave bands. 
D: Yeah. The hypocrisy of it all is that a year or two ago 
they wouldn't have touched them with a ten foot pole. In 
working with the establishment in that sense, I never want 
to sell out. Yet I don't want to work for lounge lizards all 
my life, because that's ungratifying. 
BR: So you think it's really important to get a record out? 
D: It is important because then you're in the water. You've 
got to learn to sink or swim. Of course we don't want to 
sink. So that is what gets you going. It's .the tour support 
and the promotion that is more important than anything. 
I'm looking ahead. I'm looking further than a three album 
contract. 
BR: What's the goal? 
D: To fulfill every whim. We've got the video aspects com
ing up .. 
BR: You 're a very visual band. How long did it take you to 
work inlo that? 
D: Well, we were lucky enough to have some early video 
taping. It's like hearing yourself on tape. You shake your 
head and go, "Oh my god!" You can't kid yourself, it's 
right there in front of you. It doesn't take long before you 
realize what's good and what's not good. 
BR: Have you alwoys been a wild man on stage? 
D: Yeah. I'm finding now that subtleties are important. 
I'm working on that too . 
BR: Do you think you 're calming down? 
D: Not calming down, but making an audience work for me 
as in the past I have been working for them. And it's 
good because that makes them feel good, they're all of a 
sudden a part now. 
BR: You seem to throw your guitar around a Jot. 
D: Yeah. It's on it's fifth neck. We get angry just like any
body else and you can sec Mike, you can see John and you 
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can sec me, on any given night, throwing our tantrum on 
stage. And that's when they get the real show. 
BR: {To John}: You seem to be the least destructive mem
ber of the band. 
John: Because I have the least amount of gear. If l busted 
what I got, I wouldn't be playing tomorrow. It's fun to be 
able to smash your gear. People make references to Michael 
and Keith Moon, and David and Townshend. That's all 
garbage because other people did it before them. But it's 
fun to do. But no one should expect us to do it . 
M: That's why once in a while we give people a shock and 
don't do anything. 
BR: / notice you encourage audience participation. 
J: Oh yeah. That's what we're here for. The days of going 
to sec some guy play ten minute lead solos is over. If you 
don't dance ... 
BR: It seems that some of your fans get pretty wild. Do 
they ew:r do any crazy things? 
D: I've seen a lot of crazy things. The Hoods have such a 
spectrum of fans. I've tried to look for common traits but 
I can't. They're just so varied. They just enjoy the music . 
That's the common denominator I guess. 
BR: What's the wildest thing that's happened? 
J: We had a whole stage filled with people, to the point 
where I had to play like Bill Wyman with my neck straight 
up in the air. I couldn't go anywhere else. It was in com
plete control. Nothing was getting trashed or anything. 
That was getting pretty wild. It was great, we weren't get
'ting beat up. I could sec a lot of bands, the people arc on 
stage to beat you up. 
BR: Has there been any violence at Hoods gigs? 
J: Not really. We played in front of Richie Blackmore once 
and that was brutal. It was a Blackmore crowd. They 
staned throwing things at us. 
D: Yeah, actually we won a lot of friends because of our 
audacity. We even added songs so we could stay on longer. 
The abuse they were giving us was incredible. 
M: We wouldn't take a break between songs which would 
piss them off. Instead of letting them boo we'd go right 
into another. 
BR: Other than that you really haven't had any violence at 
gigs? 
D: We really don't promote violence. If anything it's just 
good natured fun. The only violence that will occur arc 
people who aren't there for the music, they're there mainly 
for trouble. 
BR: Do you guys play as the Crocodiles anymore? 
{The Crocodiles were a hodge-podge of local band mem
bers including the Neighborhoods and Thrills. They played 
covers of a variety of Ramones and Sex Pistols tunes, al
ways with a total abandon.} 
M: No. It doesn't look too good after one of our shows. 
D: The Crocodiles arc our little spoof. We like spoofs as 
well as anybody else. If it's not the Crocodiles it'll be some
thing else, so keep your eyes open. 
BR: What Boston clubs do you like 10 ploy? 
J: Jasper's and Spit. [Jonathan] Swift's is a little tough. I 
have a pole on my side of the stage so I don't really dig it. 
They do treat us very nice at Swift's . 
D: I'm looking for the ultimate place in Boston because 
the Paradise is not the place. Spit can be too trendy. Only 
because the people who frequent there were into disco just 
before. Now that it's switched over, they're the same peo
ple but they buy their clothes from Fiorucci and now 
they' re hip . 
BR: What's your favorite place? 
D: I would have to say Spit at this time because people 
can dance. You can't dance at the Paradise. 
M: They try real hard. 
BR: What do you lhink of the audience at Spit? 
M: Real good because most of the people have never seen 
us before. 
BR: What do you think of Boston audiences, in general? 
D: Damn healthy. 
BR: What do you think of New York audiences? 
D: Unfortunately I've noticed a trendiness coming into 
Hurrah which I find disappointing. So now we're ~witching 
to Club 57, Irving Plaza. We went to CBGB's but it's ob
viously reached its peak so I'm having high hopes for Club 
57. 
BR: Any clubs you don't like? 
M: No, we do all right in most of them. 
D: Only places where they're not there for the music·. 
They're there for the two drinks for one dollar night. 

BR: /t seems that you're expanding your audience. I was 
surprised to see you playing ot Jasper's and Swifl 's. Those 
aren't typical new wave places. 
M: Last time we played Jasper's we broke the house record 
for most-people-in, close-the-doors-earliest, most-money
at-the-bar, most-money-at-the-door. 
J: We do very well in Somerville. 
M: They turned aw~y hundreds . 

BR: / know, I was one of them. How come you started 
playing Jasper's, that's not par, of the new wave circuit? 
J: We're not specifically new wave. We're a band that plays 
fast, hard pop rock. 
BR: Do you mind the pop-punk label people put on your 
music? 
M: I don't really care what people label us as. 
D: I think we're pop, with an edge. 
BR: What would you coll ir then? 
M:Fastpop. 
BR: How do you feel about David being the center of at
tention? 
J: It's never really bothered me, but every once in a while 
your ego gets insecure. Whatever he gets recognized for in 
tum works for the good of the band. 
M: That's the way it is. I know I'm doing my part. I help 
him as much as he helps me. I've written about every back
up vocal that we do. 
BR: How do you all get along at the house? 
D: Surprisingly well. When we were all forced to live with 
each other this winter, there were definite outbreaks of 
violence but that worked itself out. 
M: I used to live over at David's house. I lived with him for 
almost a year. We all lived in a two-room apartment by the 
Fcnway. 
J: We had five or six people all the time. It got a little wild 
but we handled that. We really never had massive problems 
though we eventually got evicted. We know how to get 
along with each other, we're all friends. 
BR: Are there any big egos in the band? 
J: No, not at all. 
BR: // seems so well balanced. 11 doesn't make sense. 
J: I know, it doesn't. Because I've been in so many other 
bands .. 
BR: Considering how many bands broke up last year it de
fies the odds that a band sticks together. 
J: Yeah, the odds are tough right now. 
M: It's usually financial problems that are the hardest 
thing to deal with. 
BR: Does this band have any problems with finances? 
M: We used to spend 1200/o of what we make. Now we 
spend just IOO'lo. 
BR: What would happen if the band fell apart? 
J: It wouldn't. It couldn't. We feel too strong ourselves. 
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BR: What sort of problems does the band have right now? 
D: Because we don't really have a manager. Joe is more of 
a booking agent. He keeps our books straight and keeps us 
fed, and that's it. We've taken on the responsibility of 
molding our image and musical direction. And that's very 
healthy for us because when we do sign we'll know better 
than anybody else what we're after. When you're doing it 
by yourself you need a second opinion. 
BR: Are you happy about the way bookings are going? 
D: I am. Because now J0e has broken us into the college 
circuit in which you 're not playing for people for ... They 
are there for the music. That's so much more gratifying in 
a lot of respects. 
BR: How do you/eel about the bad gigs recently? 
D: You have to realize that there's always going to be bad 
gigs. I myself can be a very fragile person and I can really 
let things bother me. So I have to realize that there will be 
things that will bother me. I can be a real cunt, but overall 
I have to realize that would have to be, sometime anyhow? 
Everybody has 'em. 
BR: Why ore the Hoods so successful? 
J: You have the sound and the songs, the image on stage
just trying to play off the people. We're gigging so much 
now, the more we do it the easier everything becomes. Jf 
you know you're going to be lacking in vocals one night 
you make up for it in another direction. 
BR: Do you/eel you hove any local competition? 
J: No comment. I don't want to get into trouble. 
M: No, I don't look at it that way. A band's a band and 
everyone's different. 
J: One of the things is that a lot of bands are older bands 
now. They've been playing not for one year, but for two or 
three. To keep on going and not get something to happen 
makes a band start to slow down. · 
BR: That's happened 10 o lot of them. 
J: It usually does. Either through the fact that they have 
either bad management or no management or personality 
problems, One thing is that we're only three people so we 
don't get much conflict. 
BR: Who do you think will win the Boston Bottle of the 
Bands this year? 
M: I don't know. I think Thrills is going to win though. 
BR: Do you ever check out the or her local bands? 
M: I've seen them all. I've been going to the Rat since I 
was fourteen. 
BR: Do you think there's any jealousy from local bands? 
J: There's a good deal of camaraderie actually between the 
bands. Anytime we can, I'm more than anxious to help any 
of the other bands. 
BR: / saw you open one night for Shane Champagne at 
Swift's. They seemed a little intimidated by the Hoods. I 
don't know if I would have gone on stage after your set. 
M: [slyly) They'll be opening for us next time. 
BR: Are !here any loco/ bands that wouldn't want to play 
with you? 
M: There's many bands. We hardly play with an:t, bands 
anymore. 
BR: What do you think of the 01her Boston bands? 
M: Private Lightning-I like the album. They have good 
stuff on that. It's commercial. It's going to do alright, I 
guess. Robin Lane-I like her songs. 
BR: Any bands you can't stand? You'd turn off when you 
hear them on the radio? 
M: The Fools. 
D: I hate southern rock : Molly Hatchet, Allman Bros. 
... Who else? 

BR: Lynyrd Skynyrd 
D: Oh yeah. You've hit it on the nose. I despise that band. 
That's everything I stand against. They're very macho. 
BR: What do you think of New York bands? 
J: I don't know what New York thinks is good anymore. 
New York changes thCir taste so often, I don't really under. 
stand it. 
BR: How did the sales of your single go? 
M: I know we've sold over ten thousand already. 
BR: How do you like doing studio work? 
J: It's different, but I love it. 
BR: Was this the first time in the studio? 
J: With this band, yeah. The first session in fact was a total 
disaster. Michael fell asleep the first day. 
BR: Are you ready to make an album? 
M: Well, we could do it, but the longer we wait the better 
it's going to be. 
BR: You haven't thought of what songs you're going to put 
onit? 
M: Well, we only have enough songs now for an album. So 
we really don't have that big of a choice. 
BR: / remember when you first started you didn't have 
much of o set. 
J: We did a lot of 18 minute sets-9 songs. 
BR: God forbid you had to do two sets in one night! 
J: What we'd do is take the songs and work from the back. 
BR: How did you get the sound you have now? 
J: When I just turned a teenager the Beatles came out. I 've 
always been keen on 2 minute, forty second songs. We try 
to observe what's going on and what other people are doing 
and what makes them work and what parts could wo:k for 
us-which everybody's done all along. The Beatles took !t 
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from Little Richard and Chuck Berry. The Stones took n 
from the blues orientation._The Jam took it from the Beat· 
Jes and the Kinks. 
BR: Any groups doing music the way you like it done? 
J: There's one band that does it for me. They always take 
the right approach as far as I'm concerned. The Jam really 
do it the way I like it. 
BR: Who do you listen to? 
M: Constantly Beatles, Jam, the Clash. A lot of old stuff: 
Dave Clarke Five ... Our producer [Rick Harte) came over 
about a month ago with a whole suitcase full of records, all 
late S0's and 60's, all the hits. Really great. 
BR: What other bands do you listen to? 
J: The Pistols ... Mostly I listen to what's happened in the 
last three years, Jam, the Clash, the [Generation] X. 
D: Well mostly what gets played at the house is ska revival, 
Marley and the Wailers and then there's the Clash, the 
Jam .. 
BR: How do you/eel abou1 ska? 
J: I think that whole revival of ska stuff is great. For one, 
they do it great. I can't believe how good the Specials are. 
They' re so fucking great! 
BR: Would you ever wont to play ska in the band? 
D: Oh definitely. We've honed up on all those things and 
they'll be arriving at some point. We don't ever want to be 
tied down to a cenain style. We're going to try everything. 
M: As long as it's good, we'll do it. 
BR: What musical direction are you moving in now? 
J: I've always liked the combination of mixing the very hard 
and rough with the very soft and the very sweet. 
BR: What are you doing with the new songs? 
J: The old stuff was ramrod stuff. You know, everybody 

playing the same beat, da--<la·da-Oa ... Now we're trying to 
fit the pieces better together to leave openings in guitar, 
openings in bass and drums, so that other things at differ· 
ent times can come out. It's very different. It's more song. 
oriented than repetitive riff. 
BR: // seems that every song you write has to be very solid 
before you play it on stage. 
J: It may seem that way but boy ... I'll tell you. A couple of 
songs like "Can't Explain" we never practice. But the 
"Patriot" we've done a few times and we got it out there 
even though it wasn't ready yet. We still haven't finished 
the "Patriot," which is our newest song. I haven't really 
put any of my vocal parts in it and Michael is still fooling 
around with his. We've worked it to a point where we can 
bring it out live but we haven't had a chance to do more 
with it. , 
D: The "Patriot" is the Hoods' appeal for an importance 
to listening to the lyrics instead of just enjoying rock 'n' 
roll. And we've made it very viable melodically so that 
hopefully it will stick. Once it sticks in their heads, next 
time around the melody will already be there so they won't 
have to think about that and the words will come next. I've 
found that to be true for many songs. I'll hear the melody 
and when I'm familiar with it, will start to acknowledge the 
lyrical content. It doesn't have answers. It only has state-
ments in our past. The first lyrics begin: With a case of am. 
nesia for the USA/ A little bump on the head and we forget 
about yesterday/I see the American teen after school/He's 
pumping gas and acting cool/Yet every customer makes 
him bear the brunt of the world/Every emotional outburst 
makes him think a little more. 
The second verse: Previews of World War III and economic 
doom/Bounce off a satellite into your living room/When 
flames engulf the red, white and blue/I'm just as red
blooded as you/Yet when correspondents get shot down in 
cold blood/Youth just sits a"nd stews and thinks a little 
more. A little instrumental and the third verse: I'll see you 
on the USO world tour/You just gave up your rock 'n' roll/ 
So if you want to carry a pistol, boy/Make me proud of 
you/If you want to shoot somebody, boy/Make me proud 
of you. 
We scowl at the idea of another war and we're only trying 
to make it seem as though when you get angry that there's 
a reason for getting angry and it's sometimes more super
ficial than it really is. 
BR: // seems your newer songs are more concerned with 
social and philosophical issues rather than girl·boy stuff. Is 
that the way the band is going to go? 
D: It will for a while because I have a lot I want to say 
about that, and only when I think I've said enough. Be· 
cause I really don't have all the answers but I do feel if I 
voice myself on these issues more and more, perhaps I'll 
start to make a little sense and then I can come to some con· 
crete conclusions and get back to pure punk or whatever. 
But right now I'm in question as is everybody else. I just 
want people to realize that there are these issues. It's easy 
for people to go out drinking every night and lead their ex· 
istence at the factory. When if inadvertently something 
should happen-they're being shipped off next month 
somewhere. 
J: If our songs say something social or political, we're try· 
ing to show things from two sides. If people are going to 
listen to the lyrics in this song and are going to derive some· 
thing from it we try to give them the choice in the song. 
There's another side to it, always and if there's two or three 
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or four sides we try to ultimately come out with the positive 
end ofit. 
BR: Is the band interested in establishing a more political 
and social orientation? 
J: Yeah, a bit more. But I wouldn't want to say that's what 
we're specifically striving for. If you can have a song with a 
message that's great. I know people look to a band a lot of 
the time for answers. and stuff. We'll even write a song 
that-Don't ask us, man! Because we don't always know. 
BR: So you don't want co give up the fun rockers? 
J: No. It should always be fun. That's the main point of 
everything. 
BR: How do you guys get up for a gig? 
M: We get up very late. 
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BR: Wiseguy. 
M: No, it's enjoyable work. 
BR: How do you survive the rock 'n' roll lifestyle? 
M: I sleep late every day, real late. I get up, take a shower 
and we're out the door, and we're in a club. 
BR: {To John] How do you get up the show? 
J: I don't know. The harder you work at it, the better it is. 
If you slouch on it then it becomes a drag. If I'm sick the 
only place I want to be is on stage. Once I'm on stage every
thing else is left behind. It's the one thing I'm striving for, 
completely. I mentally click on sometime between the 
sound check and when I put my clothes on. And that's 
when I'm into it. 
D: Every show is different. Sometimes when my anticipa-

tion is high, the show can be disastrous. Sometimes when I 
feel I can't go on, that last surge of power is really brilliant. 
Like I told you before, I'm a person that a lot of little 
things affect me and a lot of things can bug me and some
times, rather unprofessionally, it can get to me. 
BR: How does that affect your playing? 
J: What? Getting high? 
BR: Yeah. 
J: I don't get high. We don't get high before we play. It's 
much ... 
BR: You're ruining my perception of the rock 'n' roll life 
style. 
J: You're much cleaner. You can't play, physically, when 
you're high . Jfyou're Eric Clapton you can be high because 
the clarity and consciousness aren't as important as being 
smooth and stoned. We're really up when we come in for a 
show and that's a bit of a high. 
BR: What do you do to entertain yourselves? 
M: Lots of pinball. We spend a couple of hundred dollars 
a week on those silly things. Sometimes it's ridiculous. 
J: Listen to records a lot. Try to relax when we get the 
chance. It's nice to do nothing sometimes. 
D: Sometimes, like right now, I wish I could be totally 
alone. Unfortunately, when I'm really tired like I am righ1 
now the cordial politics just begin for me. You're supposed 
to talk to everybody and be nice and do tha1. It's very 
!iring. 
BR: What would you do if you couldn't play in a band? 
M: I'd be working for a band. 
J: If I wasn't playing, I'd manage or produce or something 
like thal. This is the only thing I think about. 
BR: What's your goal? 
M: I still want to be doing this. I want to be in this band. 
BR: Are you happy the way the band is turning out now? 
J: Oh yeah. We really couldn't be any happier. I wish there 
was about an extra five days in a month and five hours in a 
day and then we'd have more chances to do stuff like re
hearse and write songs . Other than that, everything is just 
right. 
BR: Will the band pull any surprises this year? 
D: Well we aren't going to sell ourselves shon in a record 
deal. If we have to hold out a liule longer we will because 
when the time is right and we know we're going to have 
some freedoms of our own, then we will sign. But we're 
still looking forward to getting into that field. That's where 
you really start the ball rolling. That's probably the biggest 
surprise I could hope for. If not, we'll carry on regardless. 



Notes From 

Lake Flaccid 

by Eddie GorodelSky 

l'LL ADMIT l'VE ALWAYS WANT
ED A COLUMN TO PIG-HEADEDLY 
PUSH MY OPINION DOWN OTHER 
PEOPLES' THROATS. NOW THAT I 
HA VE A COLUMN (AS WELL AS A 
FEW YEARS AND TOO MANY FREE 
MEALS UNDER MY BELT) AND I FIND 
I HA VE FEWER OPINIONS. SO TO 
TAKE SOME OF THE PRESSURE OFF 
OF ME (AND STILL ALLOW ME TO 
COLECT THE AMPLE SALARY) WE 
CAN TURN THIS INTO A CLEARING 
HOUSE FOR YOUR IDEAS. THIS WILL 
ALSO ALLOW ME TO STOP ANSWER
ING MY MAIL, SA YING ME UNTOLD 
POSTAGE. 

FOR MY PART, l'LL BE MENTION
ING THINGS I ESPECIALLY LIKE. UN
LESS SOMETHING IS REALLY BAD, 
LET'S TRY TO IGNORE IT. WHY 
BOTHER? I'LL WRITE ABOUT SOME 
OF MY FRIENDS AND ACQUAINT
ANCES AS IF YOU REALLY CARED. 
OF COURSE, IN A SITUATION LIKE 
THIS I'M BOUND TO LEAVE SOME 
PEOPLE OUT. THAT'S GOOD BE
CAUSE IT WILL GIVE PEOPLE WHO 
DON'T LIKE ME SO MUCH SOME
THING NEW TO TALK ABOUT WHEN 
l'M NOT THERE. YOU'RE PROBABLY 
THINKING, WHO THE FUCK IS THIS 
JERK TO WRITE ABOUT HIS BORING 
FRIENDS? NO ONE IN PARTICULAR, 
EXCEPT FOR TH FACT THAT IT'S 
MY NAME ON THE BY-LINE AND l'D 
PROBABLY RUN OUT OF IDEAS REAL 
QUICK AND WE'D BE STUCK WITH A 
REGULAR COLUMN ABOUT PRETTY 
FLOWERS AND OTHER SUCH NON
SENSE. SO LET'S SEE WHAT WE GOT: 

ST A YED UP THE OTHER NIGHT TO 
SEE "TTHE HELEN MORGAN STORY" 
ON TV. GREAT FILM IF YOUR LIFE 
SUCKS AND YOU WANT TO SEE 
SOMEONE'S WHOSE IS EVEN WORSE. 
PAUL NEWMAN'S CHARACTER HAS 
JUST ABOUT NO REDEEMING FAC
TORS AND GREAT PERFORMANCES 
BY THE IMMORTAL ALAN KING 
(WHOSE COURT WE WERE IN) AND 
ED PLATT (BETTER KNOWN AS THE 
CHIEF OF CONTROL). 

IN TERMS OF MUSIC; LISTEN TO 
LOTS OF IT. l'LL BE TRYING TO IM
POSE MY TASTES A LOT IN COMING 
COLUMNS SO YOU SHOULD BE REA
DY TO COUNTER. BUT FOR NOW 
HERE ARE TWO RECORDS TO CHECK 
OUT: "WHAT'S THE WORD?" BY THE 
FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS ON 
CHRYSALIS RECORDS IS FILLED 
WITH MUSIC THAT GOES WELL 
WITH JALAPENOES, BEER AND AC
TIVITIES AFTER FOREPLAY. ON THE 

OTHER HAND, RED ROOSTER RE
CORDS HAS RE-RELEASED THE 
SHAGGS' "PHILOSOPHY OF THE 
WORLD" LP RECORDED IN REVERE 
AND IT SOUNDS LIKE THE REVERE 
CHRISTIAN GIRLS' FOLK ROCK 
BAND AFTER AN ATOMIC MISHAP. 
AND REMEMBER A LOVE OF GOOD 
MUSIC IS A SURE SIGN OF FINAN
CIAL INSTABILITY. 

NEW JOSEPH HELLER NOVEL 
SUCKS. MORE JEWISH GUILT AND 
SMARMY SELF-DENIGRATION. GAU
DY SATURDAY EVENING POST GRA
PHICS, TOO. READING DOESN'T 
SEEM TO BE SO MUCH FUN LATELY. 
ANY SUGGESTIONS (GOOD BOOKS 
OR OTHER ACTIVITIES?) 

l'M LOOKING FOR A 45 CALLED 
"RADIO KAOS" BY ARBOGAST AND 
ROSS ON LIBERTY RECORDS. IF ANY
ONE HAS IT PLEASE CONT ACT ME 
c/o WBCN SO I CAN TAPE IT. MY 
COPY MELTED. 

SPECIAL HELLOS AND A TIP OF 
THE CHAPEAU TO ASCERBICALLY 
HEBREW DAVID SEIBER AND TO 
JAMES "SONNY COLUMBUS" RYAN 
JIMMY, WHO WAS THE MOVING 
FORCE BEHIND THE RAINBOW RIB 
ROOM AND IS THE ORIGINAL 
STONED WHITE THIN, HOPES TO 
HAVE A NEW RIB VENTURE SOON 
LOOK FOR SUCCESS WITHOUT COL
LEGE. BOTH DA YID AND JIMMY 
WILL HAVE COLUMNS WRITTEN 
ABOUT THEM AS I RUN OUT OF 
MORE INTERESTING THINGS TO 
WRITE ABOUT. 

THERE'S PROBABLY A LOT OF BAD 
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION MIS
TAKES IN HERE. SORRY! I REALIZE 
THAT JUST A CHANGE IN PUNCTUA
TION CAN CHANGE MAN'S LAUGH
TER INTO MANSLAUGHTER. IN THE 
FUTURE l'LL TRY TO BE MORE 
PUNCTUAL. IT'S A COMBINATION 
OF IGNORANCE AND LAZINESS AND 
l'M NOT POSITIVE THAT BOTH 
PROBLEMS CAN BE EASILY ERADI
CATED. 

IN THE MEANTIME LET'S SAY 
HELLO TO J & K: ONE MADE ME CRA
ZY-ONE KEEPS ME SANE. IF YOU 
KNOW SOMETHING THAT I DON'T, 
LIKE WHERE TO GO TO GET DECENT 
MEXICAN FOOD AROUND HERE GET 
IN TOUCH CARE OF THIS PAPER. RE
MEMBER, THIS IS YOUR COLUMN 
BUT I GET PAID FOR IT. THIS WEEK'S 
WORDS TO LIVE BY: IF YOU SHOULD 
NEVER BITE OFF MORE THAN YOU 
CAN CHEW, WHY SHOULD REACH 
EXCEED YOUR GRASP? 

Publicati<_ms you should buy: 

SUBWAY NEWS 
KILLER CHILDREN 

Look for 'em at your favorite new 
wave outlet! 

PROVIDENCE ROCK FANS 
visit 

THAYER ST. RECORDS 
We feature 

• Providence's best selection of imported 
punk and new wave records 

• New wave T-shirts and Posters 

• Huge button selection-including the 
latest from London! 

• Friendly atmosphere 

We are located at 287 Thayer St., 2nd 
floor, on the east side of Providence. 
Hours 10:30-7 daily Tel. :351-9339 

• We buy used rock albums 

l,llf)lrlJ)l~Nf~I~ Nl~l\TS 
Providence maybe a small city, but it 

does have more than its share of exciting 
bands. One of the most futuristic of these 

bands are the Dcbutantes. 
I fust heard about the Dcbutantes at a 

down town club called the Living Room. I 
had just moved to Providence 

and knew very little about the loca1 bands. 
(had met Chris Charyk in a record shop 
haggling over the price of a Roxy Music 

bootleg. He mentioned to me that he was in 
a band called the Debutantcs and that I 
should drop by and give them a listen. I 

figured why not there sure the hell wasn't 
anything else to do in Providence. As I en

tered the Living Room l noticed that the 
place was much fuller than the previous 

times that I had been there. Two hours later 
I left the Living Room a Debs fan . The 

vocals are what separates the Debutantes 
from a lot of other bands. Though every 

one in the band sings, the innovative vocals 
of Julie Roig seem to stand out the most. 

One point that must be stressed is that un
like Blondie the Debutantes are a band. 

Another refreshing thing about this band is 
that there are no two songs of theirs that 
are alike. Though the inter play between 

the bass and drums along with the rhythms 
arc quite unusual, all the tunes arc dance

able. Versatility has to be one of the biggest 
strengths of the band. Occasionally the 

Debutantes will be their own opening act 
masquerading as the infamous punk rock 
band called the Dead Whores. The Debu

tantes use the Dead Whores as a vehice for 
further experimentation with thei~ material. 

The Debutantes were formed about a 
year and a half ago. The band members are 
Chris Charyk, guitar and vocals; Rob Mar

tin, bass and vocals; Randy Freed, lead 
guitar and vocals; Crawford Brown, drums; 

and Julie Roig, vocals. Their influences 
vary from Billie Holiday to the Residents. 

Despite their differences they have become 
one of the best post new wave bands in the 

New England area. 
All the Debs attended and graduated 

from the same college, with the exception 
of Randy Freed who will drop out for rock 
and roll. Even Crawford Brown tore apart 

his application to grad school in order to 
dedicate his full time to the band. Within 

a two month period the band will relocate 
to New York City. This was the reason that 

the band's name was changed from the 

by Sal Paradise 

Debs to the Debutantes, as there already is 
a band in New York called the Debs. 

Now is your chance to hear some thor
oughly modern music while the Debutantes 
are still playing in the New England area on 

a regular basis. You can hear the Debs 
tune Upstairs Downstairs played rcaularly 
on WBRU here in Providence. Along with 
Upstairs Downstairs the Debutantes have 

25 other original tunes. 
Debutante dates: 

May 8 at the Living Room, Providt:nce; 
May 17, The Club, Cambridge MA. 

Local Briets: 
The Providence band scene seems to be 
going through some big changes of late. 

Bands are breaking up all over the place. 
The most lamented of these break-ups is 
that of the DC Tenz. Tom Piche, former 
DC Tenz main man and bass player isn't 
remaining idle as a new band has already 

been formed. In addition to Tom the band 
consists of ex-Tombstone super guitarist 

Paul DiChiara, ex-Trouble guitarist the in
famous Claude Day and on drums Jackie 

Machine. The band will be called D Charac
ters and will be playing at Pellands Lounge 

in Providence and Cantones in Boston. 
John Glenn, guitar and Skip Powers, 

drums, fonncrly of Pit Bulls will form a 
band with Charlotta Christy, bass and 

vocals and Mark Fearncy, guitar, formerly 
of the DC Tenz. No name for the band yet. 

One band remaining together after losing 
a member is Rick Bellaire and Trouble. 
Rick Bellaire is now doing all the guitar 

work with Nick Duane on bass and the mas
ter of mayhem Carl Eggert on drums. The 

band is getting tighter as a three piece band 
and will be seeking gigs in the Boston area. 

There is a new band in the area called 
CYS 5. They have a progressive sound and 

should be appearing at the Living Room 
soon. 

The Nads' independently produced EP is 
available at record stores in the Providence 

and Boston areas. A free button comes 
with each EP. 

Look for the new Pasthe single which 
features "Boston Lullabye" written by 

local drummer/ writer of CYS 5 Mark 
Dudick. 

I recently caught a local band called the 
Probers-these guys could be contenders. 
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LANDSCAP 

CHALLENGE 
by Ron Marcus 

Chtulu had been cancelled out. It is a kodachrome time 
when lackluster ambitions become like the masses. a 
uniformed response of a smile that disturbingly resembles 
the edge of a cliff with lemmings massed upon its 
perimeter. Apes now wear leisure suits and exchange 
commercial greetings which cling like jingles. Pink 
Flamingoed women walk the borders of the streets 
complaining of a tiredness in their legs, in their very 
movements themselves which become thwarted like crows 
feet across the cornfield. 

In summation, this is a secondhand time when freshly 
cut roses die immediately in the confines of human 
captivity and the legends of intrigue and terror have long 
been condemned to hibernate for a millenium. 

Though like Bob Marley's fists raised in natural 
defiance through the air. how long can you keep a strong 
terror or revolution down? 

It's winter. not spring, and the vagabonds and derelicts 
freeze like snot-popsicles smelling of time and decay along 
the impassive cuttings steps of Boylston Street. 
Scientology testers do their best to prove that humanity is 
a worthless occupation. Nature's wings. or "sentimental 
feathers" as Sheena calls them. are part of this organized 
lunacy. mock-chirping like Exxon-sign-red cardinals. How 
dare these claw-footed members of the Audubon Society 
chirp so gai ly and freely with the branches snapping like 
Airto's fingers. 

"Oh. I grow ever so tired of all this stagnancy which is 
heaped upon me in layers. I so long for a change, a subtle 
diversion like opium. To be like those French surrealist 
poets and leave my indentation not only in some other 
person, but also in some dus1-soiled mattress of time." 

Achilles Heel spoke wearily, painstakingly removing 
arrows. as Diane Arbus styled children with grenade 
hearts and spiked glossy metal collars explode like so 
much fodder and confetti through the high-fashion district 
of downtown Beantown, Achilles Heel continued: 

"Sometimes I feel such a screaming multitude of 
thoughts." 

Sheena, as she always did when she got bored, cut in, 
"Oh, you mean like a Brecht audience?" 

"No, my dopey-dear. I mean when the brain becomes so 
o.verburned with maddening brilliance that it is like a 
kaleidescope melting." 

"Or a man-of-war turned over." 
"May I continue, if you please. You, you with the 

chromosome damage in your DNA. I swear to Christ. 
Sheena, your brain reminds me of the effectiveness of Con 
Edison." 

"Well. pardon my existence." 
"Not in this lifetime. Sheena." 
Sheena gave Achilles Heel a look that by itself could 

crack crystal. 
"No. sheena. what I'm referring to is bored beyond 

yawning. Even the supposedly sharp razor'S edge bores 
me. 

At this point. Achilles Heel stuck ou1 his hands like a 
signpost and struck 1wo Scientology monitors, side by side 
in slapstick. Glaring like a hanging blowfish. Sheena 
admo1rished him. 

"Tell me. Achilles or Martha or by whatever Dewey 
Decimal System of reference you should be called. Do you 
always go off your rocker on Washington's birthday?'' 

His arches pierced unbelievingly in pain, and his knees 
buckled like nineteenth-century romanticism. He would 
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have slapped the shapely Sheena down right then and 
there in front of High Society on Newbury Street if Sheena 
didn't look good enough to turn Jack Frost's ice breath into 
liquid steam. 

A brick hoveled city. styled right out of Frank Lloyd 
Wright's grand iose nightmares into a sort of above-ground 
bomb shelter embroiled in national politics, becomes 
armies of lost causes united by their discontent. 

It is primary day, when the banners and American flags 
and the Rorschach inkblot men who squat on Death Row 
wave high. Sheena contented herself by running through 
the streets in black spandex pants and tight hatter pink 
pseudo-Jeopard top, shouting: 

"Vote for Iggy Pop! Vote for Iggy Pop! He's the 
candidate who exposes himself.'' 

The few times that Achilles Heel, like real fine one-hun
dred-year-old wine, would permit himself to open up and 
smile, he positively flowed and bubbled over. exuding a 
vetrinarian amount of warmth. He had to smile. Sheena. in 
her surfaceness. was right-from her Jefferson quarter
sized nipples down to her six o'clock expressway jam. 
That's what politics and honesty should be about-ex
posure. As the modern Sleeping Beauty Marilyn Monroe 
found out. too much exposure chills and can kill. If 
Diogenes is wandering the streets today, surely he would 
die of mouth rot. 

After s1renuous hours of making love, stretch ing the 
finit e point of reality through the sati n-ringed layers of 
that orbit around the sphere of influence of texture and 
titilate the star-night of imagination. Stretching time like a 
taut silk nightie to ecstacy. To Achilles Heel. passion mos! 
reminded him of permanent sauna or the beginning of the 
earth when all the world was dragon breath and hot, 
steamy nebulous gases. Seeing Sheena undulate like a 
Frederick's of Hollywood electric tickler special sickened 
him down to the barnacle shaped nerve endings in his 
tubular spine. Sullenly, he got up from the moisturized 
surface of the water bed. The slight pulsations of his 
movements copied by the surface waves, made him still a 
little more nauseous. His mouth formed into that snarl that 
had made Presley so attractive in his youth. He was 
displeased with everything but ready to try anything. 

Sheena was pissed. Men usually performed the cobra 
dance to be allowed on her water bed and this dude was 
walking away. turning his back on her. 

"You know, Achilles, some day your head will be placed 
atop Mt. Rushmore. I just hope the rest of your mutilated 
body doesn't mind too much." 

Achilles Heel's face winced, and as he scrutinized his 
feet. he found two pinpricks of blood marring his calloused 
surface. They looked to him like smokefish with a sour 
grey dead expression. Paris' song of undying romanticism 
stabbed through his ears and feet like spears thrown 
through the orifices and wound-worlds. Achilles Heel 
knew that he should bathe his bipod raped virgins in 
Baptism's transparent waters. 

Sheena rose from the bed, demanding retribution like a 
Spartan on the walls of Athens. She probed her finger into 
the Styx depths of his stomach where Poseidon hid in 
hibernation. 

"You know what you are, Achilles? You're a 
malcontent, classic case of angry children.'' 

''I'll have to remember that. Sophie Cleese." 
His six o'clock shadow was staring back at him through 

the mirror's surface. He begged for consideration like the 

hulk of a derelict, abandoning time and tragedy for 
chiildlike submission and puppy-dog affections. Achilles 
Heel watched with a stringent diligence as his curiousity 
faded like breath on a mirror. 

In unison, the plexiglass floor and the Sex Pistols' album 
began to shake and splinter in shards. As the 
transformation occurred, the bedroom window became an 
aquarium because ... a sea serpent longer than to
morrow's expectations surfaces with its neck first like the 
aqualine periscope of a submarine. Fish-scaled, it was a 
school of fish unto itself. It wrapped itself like an organic 
necklace around the dimensions of the Charles River. 
stretching from the brain schools of Cambridge to the 
twirly-capped propellor-hats of Boston Anarchademia. 
There were a thousand eyes around its spiralling neck so 
that it resembled a sea of peacock feathers protecting the 
eye. The monster came above ground on great claws and 
smelling of a great gym locker algaic stink, it began to 
consume. But the sea monster only had an appetite for 
college students. feeding on them like so many 
requirements. 

Sheena would have to wonder no longer about feeling 
guilty about pouring the poison of mercury into the fish 
tank, as Rod Stewart records surfaced. 

Long ago. when the world will shake like cand idates 
upon their party's platform. There seems to be a 
conspiracy as all the ancient and old world grouped 
together like an archaeological dig come to life in the form 
of a mortal-control union. The teeming condominiums 
themselves with co~tractor and citizenry alike in thei 
attempts to force the young out of Boston. These stoi 
brownstones came to life like mortal sandmen engaged in 
putting a young city to sleep. 

Achilles Heel took to his great crystal sword defending 
his home. It was pointless, for a great foot o 
stormtrooping condominiums with the abrupt mannerisms 
of South Boston crashed his hovel to dust. The Sea 
Monster from the Charles craned its great swelling 
Freudian neck at Sheena and Achilles who huddled 
together like Siamese twins; its thousand eyes expressed 
only a faint interest. Like any other corporate structure, the 
Monster would soon move on to bigger and better things. 

Institutions around Boston began to have methedrine 
nerves. The Hancock towers became obliging and sent 
splintering glass shards slicing only the illitetate populus. 
Mobs from Narcissus and Celebration wanted to fight but 
not in their glossy polyester suits. so they died with a Pink 
Lady smile on their faces. The Pru folded up like a great 
glass accordion. City Hall became a gargoyle's paradise of 
glaring immobile stone. The city's cynics felt it 
appropriate to comment: 

"Never had the city's legislations seemed so libertine." 
The B.P.L. got the worst of it, accused of having a 

gothic. germanic structure. is was imprisoned by the 
Dallas Cowgirls and sentenced to American aid which 
largely consisted on cone pone sandwiches. Leather 
iackers. like the absurd carpet of Jarry's King Abu, 
decorated the streets with James Dean's searching glare. 
As the Rat became love, all was lost. 

Achilles Heel wiped his feet off with a tablecloth from 
the Ritz as it rained diamonds this worthless day. 

· 'You know, Sheena, this only proves one thing . .'' 
"What's that. Achilles?" 
''That nothing is permanent, including college.'' 

. "Wow.gee." 
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CARTER ALAN TOP TEN 
(D.J. WMBR and WBCN) 
1. BOYS DON'T CRY, Cure 
2. A FOREST 12" SINGLE, Cure 
3. BROKEN DOLL, Wreckless Eric 
4. TIN SOLDIERS (LP TRACK), 

Stiff Little Fingers 
5. HANDS OFF/TWIST AND 

CRAWL, Beat 
6. SELECTER LP 
7. PASTICHE EP 
8. I DON'T REMEMBER (B-SIDE), 

Peter Gabriel 
9. LOS ALAMOS (TAPE), Manhat

tan Project 
10. STARINGATTHERUDEBOYS, 

Ruts 

TVOD TOP TEN, TONY V. 
(D.J. WMBR) 
1. URBAN VERBS LP 
2. WHAT USE, Tuxedomoon 
3. RICKY'S HAND, Fad Gadgets 
4. . .. THE KITCHEN AT PARTIES, 

Jona Lewie 
5. REEL TO REEL CACOPHONY, 

Slmpleminds 
6. TEETH (DOUBLE SINGLE), 

Mekons 
7. ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES 

(IN THE DARK) LP 
8. PSSYCHE, Killing Joke 
9. PSYCHEDELIC FURS LP 
10. VIEW FROM HERE LP, Random 

Hold 
Special Pick: I THINK I THINK TOO 
MUCH, Ed Sirrs 

1. PRETTIEST GIRUNO PLACE 
LIKE HOME, The Neighbor
hoods. 

2. BETTER.OFF DEAD/BLACK, La 
Peste 

3. CALIFORNIA UBER ALLES 
Dead Kennedys 

4, 1 + 1 < 2/HEART ATTACK/NY
QUIL STINGER, Classic Ruins 

5. l'M TALKING TO YOU/MY EYES 
ARE BURNING, The Maps 

6. JEFFREY I HEAR YOUIELE· 
PHANT MAN, The Girls 

AT!Yt 

MR. Mi'X-UP'S PICKS: 

NEWBURY COMICS 
CURRENTTOP10 
1. RAT BAIT, Swimming Pool Q's 
2. 1 + 1 < 2, Classic Ruins 
3. GOING UNDERGROUND, Jam 
4. YOU, Delta 5 
5. TEETH , Mekons 
6. AYATOLLAH HARMONY, 

Members 

ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES 
THE DARK, (Din Disc) 

IN 7. SURFING S.W. 12, Mono
chrome Set 

Two Man, keyboards, rhythm ma
chines and bass. Includes both 
Jingles-Electricity and Red Frame, 
White Light. 
INTENSIFIED: ORIGINAL SKA 
1962-1966 (Mango) 
The name says it all. 
TAKE AWAY, Mr. Partridge (Virgin 
Import) 
All the tunes originally done by 
XTC. Andy dubs, remixes and elec
tronically alters. 
SACRED SONGS, Darryl Hall (RCA) 
Recorded 2 years ago, better late 
than never. 
METAMATIC, John Foxx (Metal
beat Import) 
Keeps getting better with each lis
tening. 
ARGYBARGY, Squeeze (A&M) 
Why don't they have a hit single? 
TOO MUCH PRESSURE, Selecter 
(Chrysalis) 
Get up and dance? 
SABOTAGE/LIVE, John Cale (IRS/ 
A&M) 
Powerful music and lyrics, espe
cially 'Ready for War' 
WHITE MUSIC-GO2, XTC (Virgin 
Import) 
(Int.) 
Not new, but just released domes
tically. Well worth owning, 
GREATEST HITS, Slim Whitman 
(Suffolk Marketing) 
"Unavailable in any store," Slim 
has sold more records than any
one, anywhere, anytime! Poke your 
own cow._ 

8. CAUCASIAN GUILT, Noh Mercy 
9. ROUGH BOYS, Pete Towns

hend 
10. DON'T WANNA SEE YOU 

AGAIN , Undertones 

ALBERT 0. TOP TEN 
(D.J . WMBR) 
1. SHOWCASE LP, Black Uhuru 
2. BLACKBEARD LP, Dennis Bo

vell 
3. DE BLACK PETTY BOOSH

WAH , Linton Kwesi Johnson 
4. UNKNOWN PLEASURE LP, Joy 

Division 
5. WARDANCE/PSSYCHE, Killing 

Joke 
6. METRONOME/MOSCKOW 

1980, Manicured Noise 
·7. METAL BOX, Public Image Ltd. 
8. TREASON, Teardrop Explodes 
9. URBAN VERBS LP, Urban 

Verbs 
10. BETTER SCREAMIJOP, Wah! 

Heat 
Up and coming: I CAN'T MOTi· 
VATE MYSELF, Suade Cowboy 

NEWBURY COMICS ALL TIME TOP 25 
(Based on record sales) 

7. T.V.O.D./WARM 
ETTE, The Normal 

LEATHER- ING DOWN/GIRLS TALK, Elvis 

8. HOW DO YOU KNOW/DON'T 
GIVE IT UP NOW, The Lyres 

9. MONEY/MONEY B, Flying Liz
ards 

10. WHERE'S CAPTAIN KIRK/AM
NESIA, Spizz Energy 

11. LIVE AKA, The Specials 
12. ALABAMA SONG/SPACE OD· 

DITY, Bowie 
13. I CAN'T STAND UP FOR FALL-

Costello 
14. LONDON CALLINGIARMAGID· 

DEON TIME, The Clash 
15. ONE STEP BEYOND/MIS-

TAKES, Madness 
16. AT HOME HE'S LIKE A TOUR· 

IST/IT'S HER FACTORY, Gang 
of Four 

17. DREAMING/SOUND ASLEEP, 
Blondie 

18. BUTCHER BABY E.P., Plasma!-
ics 

NlteKlub Top 10 singles 

by TAMI HEIDE(D.J., 
WERS88.9) 
1. SCUBA SCUBA, Revillos (Din 

Disc) 
They've, sewn up the teen trash 
market with this one! Silly and 
danceable. 

2. TREASON, Teardrop Explodes 
(Zoo) 
They got their name from a 
comic book! 

3. COOL, Pylon (Caution) 
More good music from Georgia. 

4. YOU'LL ALWAYS FJND ME IN 
THE KITCHEN AT PARTIES, 
Jona Lewie (Stiff) 
Might hit with this one-it's 
about time! Hope it doesn 't 
Stiff on him. 

5. TURNING JAPANESE, Vapors 
Even if it's becoming a major 
market hit now, it 's still a hit! 

6. LET'S DO ROCK STEADY, 
Bodysnatchers (2-Tone) 
All female ska group-sounds 
great. 

7. ACADEMY FIGHT SONG/MAX 
ERNST, Mission of Burma (Ace 
of Hearts) 
Not released as of this date, 
but I know it sounds great. 

8. RICKY'S HAND, Fad Gadget 
(Mute) 
(Ch. 38) In this episode, Ricky 
loses his hand, Ozzie is morti· 
fied. B& W. (R). 

9. GOING UNDERGROUND, Jam 
(Polydor) 
Jam are still cranking out great 
music, and this is more of it. 

10. DE BLACK PETTY BOOSHWAH 
Linton Kwesi Johnson (Island) 
Good British reggae and won
derful song tdle. 

19. T.V. GUIDE E.P., Rolling Stones 
20. WORK, REST AND PLAY, Mad

ness 
21 . MY WAY/A PUNK PRAYER, Sex 

Pistols 
22. A SONG FROM UNDER THE 

FLOORBOARDS/TWENTY 
YEARS AGO, Magazine 

23. ELECTRICITY/ALMOST, Or-
chestral Manoeuvres 

24. DOUBLE PACK, Tubeway Army 
25. PICTURE DISC, B-52's 
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-SINGLES 
TheCu..-- ----- --
A FOREST b/ w Another Journey By Train 
(Fiction) 

Two good tracks by the Cure. Both would 
fit in with the material on the album, so 
don ' t expect anything new. 

The songs arc very similar, the lip side 
nearly being an instrumental version of '' A 
Forest ." Both have a driving rhythmic 
beat, which slowly builds the tension in the 
songs. They would be wcU suited for use in 
a soundtrack. My complaints: Neither song 
comes to a very satisfactory conclusion, and 
the single costs $5 .99, which is robbery no 
matter what the material is. (John Brusgcr) 

Chri.,tiH ----------
1S THAT ALL THERE IS? b/ w Jungle 
Love 
(ZE Records) 

You say you like Spit? And you wear your 
Stirf records T-shirt there? The only record 
you own is .. Money" by the F!yjngLizards? 

Well here's the second record for you! 
(John Brusger) 

Sham.,._ _________ _ 

TELL THE CHILDREN b/ w Jack 
(Polydor) 

Like every other Sham 69 song this one tells 
us that yes, the kids arc alright. (John 
Brusgcr) 

Rk:bard HelllTllle Neon Boyo---
Don't Die/Time/ That's All I Know (Right 
Now)/ Lovc Comes In Spurts 
(Shake Records) EP 

I first must admit that I'm a Richard Hell 
fan, though I've never met anyone else who 
is. The first song, "Time," is a slow, and 
even melancholy, ballad. As usua1, his un
usual voice and unique phrasing combine 
for grc_at vocals. The second song, "Don't 
Die," is more a standard rock song than a 
punk song. 

The second side of the EP features two 
songs from the Neon Boys, recorded in 
1973. The lineup is Richard Hell on bass 
and lead vocals, Tom Verlaine on guitar, 
and Billy Ficca on drums. This side is more 
of historical interest than anything else, as 
both principals have gone on to better 
things. (John Brusgcr) 
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Membt,n---------- X-0-DU>---------
ROMANCE b/ w The Ba11ad of John and ENGLISH BLACK BOYS b/ w Sec Them 
Martin a'come 
(Virgin) (Factory Records) 

Hey! A new single by the Members! Oh oh, 
something's wrong here. They've always had 
a good sense of humor, but this is getting 
downright silly. "Romance" is a hopping 
reggae-rock number with a strong disco 
backbeat. Sure, it's supposed to be a good. 
natured poke at the dating game, but the 
stupid chorus simply ruins the possibility of 
listening to it on a regular basis. As with all 
Member's songs, there are a lot of rough 
edges that give it charm and there's always 
Nicky Tesco's voice, but it's simply not 
enouah. "The Ballad of John and Martin" 
isn't any better. It's a straigbt~ahead rocker 
with some guitar-picking licks borrowed 
from the Grateful Dead. Why bother? I'll 
let you pass your own judgement on this re
cord but as they put it, ''you are to blame.'' 
Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

LeneLovkn--------
WHAT WILL I DO WITHOUT YOU
double single 
(Stiff Records) 

If you already have Lene's "flex" LP, you 
probably don't need this double release, 
one live EP and one studio 45; a total of six 
songs. Five of these songs are on the a1bum. 
The live tracks capture all the gusto and 
bravado of Lene's performances, but they 
also emphasize her failings. Without the 
benefit of the visual effcct5, Lene's ten· 
dency to be over-dramatic becomes cloying 
if not not downright annoying. This is espe· 
cially apparent on "Too Tender To Touch" 
and "The Night" where she wallows in the 
schmaltz. "Monkey Talk" is pretty good, 
but in "You Can ' t Kill Mc" she gets in so 
deep she has to plead insanity to save face. 
Now the studio 45, which is much better: 
" What Will J Do Without You" has a lot 
of punch and Lene in top form, posing us 
with her paradox of courage and security. 
Quite the romantic, isn't she? Her cabaret 
delivery is more fitting for "Joan" which 
is sung with the combined spirit of a patri· 
otic march and a pub drinking song. It's 
very uplifting if not a bit corny (the Gennan 
horn section helps here), but fun all the 
same. It also makes me thirsty. Could I 
have another pint of Guinness please? Not 
recommended. (Mr. B) 

Cabaret Voltal1ro-------
Three Mantras 
(Rough Trade Records) 

This is certainly something different. All I 
can figure is they must be on drugs. Use it 
to chase out your roommate. (John Brus-

Mo-Dttt•,._ ________ _ 

WHITE MICE b/ w Masochistic Opposite 
(Rough Trade) 

Here's an all-girl band with a good sense of 
humor. Two of the band members are from 
the States, and the other two, from Eng
land. They call their sound "modern mood 
music," though it's not in the least bit 
moody in the conventional sense. The Mo
Dettcs just want to have fun, and are glad 
to have you along for the ride. "White 
Mice" is sort of an up-tempo reggae with a 
bouncy bass line. Romona does the vocals 
in an unrefined , streetwise singing voice 
with just a few Lene Lovich innections. Ro· 
mona's vocals are backed by the other girls, 
who revive all the sophistication of a Girl 
Scout singalong. "Masochistic Opposite" 
has a jerky, driving beat that is instantly 
likeable. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

A reggae record that's slow and sad. It con
cerns the problems of blacks in England. 

J'his 12" single is very long, and rccom· 
~~~~~-~~r re_ggae ~ans . (!ohn ~~~~ger) 

Delta ,,__ _________ _ 

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS b/ w Now 
That You're Gone 
(Rough Trade) 

Now this record may take some getting used 
to. Delta 5 are a sarcastic bunch (3 gals, 2 
guys) who have he gall to play disco-fla. 
vorcd funk rock, use two bass players, and 
sing snotty lyrics with a detached attitude. 
Actually, it's quite danceable and even 
quite likeable. Delta 5 are from the same 
school (both musically, as well as literally
Leeds University) as the Gang of Four and 
the Mekons, but they don't take themselves 
half as seriously. "Mind Your Own Busi· 
ncss" has a driving disco beat and a funky 
bass line which creates the dance mood. 
The music clashes with the cocky female 
chorus who, for one reason after another, 
insist that you piss-off. The guitar solo (if 
you can call it that) is vicious and just won
derful. "Now That You're Gone" is more 
subdued (some may mistake it as indiffer
ence) and slower than the A-side. It also 
sounds like strung-out Slits, if you can pie· 
ture that. Recommended. (Mr. 8) 

On the cover we see an aging progressive 
rocker resplendent in his leopard skin tights 
and leather jacket. Let's hope he hasn't 
really turned punk. 

I '11 put it on the turntable. 
Ah-ha! It's really a song aboul punk 

rock. How novel. 
In any case, who could disagree with lines 

like, "New York, you suck ." (John Brus· 
ger) 

It's great to hear a record where the group 
puts their all into it. "Go Away Girl" is 
sheer emotion and energy, with not a trace 
of production. It literally sounds like it was 
recorded in someone's basement. For the 
life of me I couldn't understand a word they 
were saying but that's of little importance. 
They do list the song titles to give you some 
indication of what they're about . Both 
songs are on the A-side of the disk (the side 
solely marked by a piece of microfilm). The 
B-side (with absolutely no markings what· 
soever) has a series of five cuts of a single 
synthesizer note being played. As the needle 
hits each cut the note drops a pitch. So 
what. R~~~mended . . (P-:J_r_. ~) 

I liked this one. Stylistically, it might be 
compared to early Talking Heads. It has the 
same tense atmosphere, along with pulsing 
bass and drums. At other times there are 
such diverse influences as jazz and ska. 

Occult Chemistry uses a wide variety of 
instruments with great success, including 
bells and woodblocks for percussion, and 
flute, whistling, piano and xylophone for 
melody. 

Give this new wave/ jazz fusion a try. 
(John Brusger) 

Brian Brain---------
THEY'VE GOT ME IN THE BOTTLE 
b/w I Get Pain 
(Secret Records) 

Side one, featuring bass, synthesizer and 
vocals, is artsy-faruy, and doesn't go any
where. "They've got me in the bottle" re
peated over a thundering bass. 

Side two: More of the same, but with 
some success this time. The vocals still 
pretty wild-the piano part on this one 
made it sound like a tune from a demented 
musical drama. 

If you're looking for something different 
you might give it a try. (John Brusger) 

Jerks-----------
Come Back Bogart/ Are You Strong En
ough'!/The Strangest Man Of All 
(Laser Records) 

A very bland pop tune , and bad besides. 
Forget it. (John Brusger) 

Ludus----------
"The Visit," a 5-song 12" EP 
(New Hormone Records) 

Ludus, a Peter Hamill (Van der Graaf) re· 
lated project, is remincscent of what was 
considered "jazz-influenced rock" before 
the advent of fusion megaliths like Chick 
Corea and Mahavishnu. "The Visit" 
sounds like it was recorded in 1968, and Lu
dus sounds like just another band trying to 
expand their horizons. Despite this, Ludus 
is not cspeciall archaic, but they're not es
pecially anything else either, leaning t0· 
wards the innocuous except for a few di
gressions. Vocalist Linder takes great pains 
in ennunciating some very feeble catch 
phrases, repeating them several times mak
ing sure they don't get by unnoticed. This 
makes lines like "You abuse my sexuality" 
less than cute, and lines like "l'm hot, I'm 
cold, I'm in control" uncommonly embar· 
rassing. Linder's pseudo-jazz tonality wan
ders erratically over the band's lounge-trio 
approach. The occassional bursts of inspir
ation are never sustained throughout a 
whole over-arranged song. While Ludus' 
music doesn't annoy me, it doesn't leave 
much room for satisfaction either. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 



The Underton,es--- -----
My Perfect Cousin/Hard Luck Again/ 
Don't Wanna See (You Again) 
(Sire) 
"My Perfect Cousin" shows a different 
side of the Undertones. This time around 
they pay more attention to the lyrics 
(they' re even printed on the sleeve). The 
story they tell is longer than usual, but not 
very interesting, and the music is slower and 
lifeless. 

"Hard Luck Again" is an over-long, un
interesting instrumental. 

Finally, on the last song I found the Un
dertones I was looking for: 41 seconds of 
good fast punk. (John Brusger) 

Cretones----------
REAL LOVE b/ w Ways of the Heart 
(Planet) 

Boring! Boring! Boring! This stuff is 1000'/o 
L.A. formula music. Not that I have any
thing against L.A. (it's actually quite fun) 
or pop clones (how could all those record 
companies be wrong). However, I do think 
that during the night someone sneaks into 
record stores all over the country and places 
these records in the new wave bins to catch 
innocent customers off-guard, so watch 
out! Maybe if you're an Eagles or Ronstadt 
fan, you' ll be able to appreciate the finer 
points of this record. Myself, a fan of neith
er artist (can I call them that'?) found no 
point at all . Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

Stiff Little Fiogers-------
AT THE EDGE b/ w Si lly Encores, Au
tumn 1979 (Chrysalis) 

SLF still maintain that punk is not dead 
and prove it once again with their effec
tive barrage of flailing gu itars and crash ing 
cymbals. SLF may be proteges of the Pis
tols and the Clash, but they outdo both in 
terms of energy and emotional attack. Jake 
Burns must have the gutsiest voice in rock 
' n' roll which he strains to the point where 
each word sounds like ii will be his las1. 
You don't doubt that he means it. SLF may 
no! have a broad vision, bu! they are very, 
very good at what they do. Side B is a pair 
of punk rend itions of popula r songs: ''Run
ning Bear" and "White Christmas. " 
They ' re fun the fi rst time you hear them but 
save 'em for the holidays, Recommended. 
(Mc.B) 

The Tee•V'ees--- -----
DOCTOR HEADLOVE b/w War Machine 
(Good Vibrations) 

The cover boldly announces: "This is a 
dancebeat record and must be played at 
high volume when standing." Well , don't 
get your hopes up. This is the sort of thing 
Queen will come up with when they find out 
about ska three years from now. (John 
Brusger) 

Li nto n Kwesi Jo hnson-----
DE BLACK PETTY BDOSHWAH b/ w 
Straight To Madray 's Head 
(Island) 

Okay, I'll be the first to admit I'm not 
much of a reggae fan. I even like this record 
for all the wrong reasons - it reminds me 
of Lhe Specials. Sorry about that, Mr. John
son, First off, Johnson is a top-rate reggae 
poet whose lyrics draw heavily from his ex
periences and the experiences of other Brit
iSh blacks in dealing with the State, He's 
also a prominent if not notorious spokes
man for black righ ts in England. Now to 
Lhe music: "De Black Petty Booshwah" is a 
great reggae number wi1h a bopping blend 
of horns and guitar. Johnson has a full, 
deep voice 1hat harmonizes perfec tly with 
lhe music. As with his other material (most 
notably · ' Fite Dem Back''), he speaks the 
lyrics confidently and matter-of-factl y. 
" Straight To Madray' s Head" is a short 
instrumental with numerous special effects 
that speed up, slow down and fade out var
ious instruments throughou1 the mix. So 
what's an instrumental doing on a poet's 
record'? Don't know, but -no matter. It 's 

too! recommended . 

Generation X--- - - ---
VALLEY OF THE DOLLS b/w Shakin' 
All Over 
(Chrysalis) 

God, this is awful. And they used to be a 
great band too. Now they sound as sedated 
as the dolls the title refers to. Over a tired 
"Rebel Rebel" guitar riff, Billy Idol drones 
on about (and basks in) the trials of being a 
rock star. To make matters worse , Billy is 
backed by what sounds like a chorus of 
tone-deaf housewives. Then again, ''Valley 
of the Dolls" sounds good compared to 
their speedy and sloppy rendition of "Shak
in' All Over." I had to refer back to the 
Guess Who's version to reassure myself that 
yes, this really was a good tune. This record 
is NOT recommended to anyone. (Mr. B) 

Sue Saad and lhe Next-----
WON'T GIVE IT UP b/ w KAMON
BA YEH 
(P lanet) 

Another schlock-rock release from Planet 
records. Don't they ever give up'? At least 
they're consistent. They're great a1 signing 
bands that do cute, naive, rock ' n' roll love 
songs, dressing them up in stunning punk 
and new wave attire, and then packaging 
the whole thing fo r mom, dad, and the kids 
to enjoy. Oh yes, the group itself. The band 
seems appropriately named since I think 
their time is already up. If, for some reason, 
they "won't gi ve it up" and persist in put
ting out this type of material , INOJUS
WEARDEYKANPUTIT. Not recommend
ed. (Mr. 8) 

The Humans---------
Play EP 
(IRS/ A&M Records) 

How nice to have a record company pro
vide the funds for an excursion into self
indulgent packaging. It's not even a double 
record "mini-LP" as a sticker on the jackel 
leads you to believe, just a dressed-up 4 
song EP of questionable worth . 

The inside spread displays a high school
level pencil drawing of heavy stuff like rats 
and a suicide hanging that's visible from a 
window that's directly over a view of a pair 
of legs whose owner has a wall full of S&M 
paraphenalia, etc. In the second pocket 
where the second record should be, there is 
a Human booklet, complete with crummy 
pictures, lyrics and information you didn't 
want to know. 

This little innovation is called a "Four
Play" and might have been interesting had 
the space been devoted to something of vi
sual value. Instead it merely houses music 
by three middle-aged teens and their fat her 
figure. 

The writer in the Humans booklet says 
!heir roots lie in early rock, psychedelia, 
new wave and surf. ("Surf" must refer to 
their garage band imitation of the Ventures' 
"Pipeline.'') The writer is generous. 

At various pit stops on this record, the 
four-piece from Santa Cruz sounds like a 
cover band doing Elvis Costello, Alice Coo
per, Joe Jackson, David Bowie and a mix 
of fo rgettable bands of the last decade. 
Only on "Play," the EP's only slightly re
deeming cut, do the imitations get harder 
to pin down. Save your money and tell Hu
man Sexual Response they don't have to 
worry about for their first 
name. 

Ruis-----------
STARING AT THE RUDEBOYS b/w 
Love In Vain 
(Virgin) 

This follows the same form as all other 
Ruts singles: ponderous heavy metal rocker 
on side A, lifeless reggae on side B. 

Well, almost in spite of myseir I found 
the A side pretty li keable. A good tune, but 
not much in spirit. The reggae anempt was 
boring, 

The Ruts have always been competent. 
They need to do something new. U got one, 
U got 'em.all. (Jon Brusger) 

The Revillo,--------
SCUBA SCUBA b/w Scuba Boy Bop 
(Din Disc) 

I preferred the flip. It's short and fast, like 
some of the old Rezillo's numbers. The hit 
side, "Scuba, Scuba," is also good. If you 
liked "Motorbike Beat" you'll like it
lhey're very similar. (John Brusger) 
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SINGLES 
2x4'>-----------
LITILE CITIES b/w Bridgeport Lathe 

I really like this record. John Hovorka has a 
weird voice that makes these songs that 
much more appealing. "Little Cities" is 
John's observations while walking the 
streets of a small town before a gig. It's a 
rocker with handclaps, jerky vocals and a 
twangy guitar solo. "Bridgeport Lathe" 
describes his personal experiences working 
in a machine shop. The buzzing sound ef
fecis are distracting but don't hurt a bit. 
The band is a four-piece now and they 
sound great. Go see 'em. (Mr. 8) 

Rentals----------
1 GOT A CRUSH ON YOU b/w New York 
(Beggar's Banquet) 

Although the Rentals are no longer with us, 
they've left us with a fine sample of their 
stuff. "I Got A Crush On You" is a lusty 
rock 'n' roll ballad, sloppily played and la
zily sung; it's great! "New York" is a hard
driving ode to the Big Apple, equa1ly good. 
Jane and Jeff Hudson are now playing in a 
five-piece band, the Manhattan Project. If 
you never got to sec the Rentals you'll want 
to have this record to find out what you 
missed. If you have seen the Rentals you 
probably bought this record a month ago. 
(Mc.Bl 

Coc:kney Rejects-------
BAD MAN b/w New Song 
(EMI) 

Do you like loud, wall-of-noise three-chord 
rock? Yes? Oh good, then read on. No? 
then please skip to the next record rcvfow. 
Let's sec if I can present the pros and cons 
fairly ... The Rejects are three British bad 
boys currently being touted as the leaders of 
the new-punk movement. It's very raw rock 
'n' roll, but lacking the urgency and pur
pose the Stooges or Sex Pistols had. The 
lyrics are pretty useless (how seriously can 
you take chants of ''You're a BAD MAN!), 
but it's the distorted guitar drone that's the 
fOCus of attention anyway. The "New 
Song" is just like the old song though I 
doubt their fans notice. The Rejects are 
supposed to be great fun live, but I really 
don't have much use for this record. Not 
recommended. (Mr. B) 
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Pretenders--------
TALK OF THE TOWN b/w Cuban Slide 
(Real Records) 

This is a perfect example of not bein& able 
10 please all the people all the time. In their 
newest release, the Pretenders have decid~y 
opted to fall on the pop side of the pop/ 
punk new wave line. "Talk of the Town" is 
rock 'n' roll, but Captain and Tennille 
style. I don't doubt they'll lose a few of 
their fans in the transition, but heck, maybe 
they can get a feature spot on the Mike 
Douglas Show. In ''Cuban Slide'', !he band 
pays hommage to Bo Didley's brand of 
r'n'b and Chrisse's vocals mimic Joni 
Mitchell. So much for originality. Not 
Recommended. (Mr. 8) 

Industrial machinery and broken glass arc 
in vogue while instruments like acoustic 
pianos and violins are thought 10 be too 
mundane. But the Mekons can see it both 
ways. They know that it's rough, keeping 
these instruments from calling to mind syr
upy or endless recitals of ego. They're able 
to avoid this because they treat them just 
like any other rhythm or support instru
ment. Add to this the Mckon's affinity for 
drones, their compatible English-accented 
vocals and non-singing, intelligent use of 
beats and creative energy and it makes for a 
compelling record. "Teeth" uses the violins 
for its pulse. On "Guardian," mutated lyr
ics noat over a lilting piano. "Kill" phases 
a discoid beat with transitory modulations. 
And "Stay Cool" pits a light reggae strum 
against so·mc tribal bass and drums. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 

Speedles ---------
LET ME TAKE YOUR PHOTO b/w No 
Substitute 
(Golden Disc) 

Pop go the Spcedies. I like pop music as 
much as the next guy, but this is getting ri
diculous. Blame it on their ages, their hair 
color or whatever. Their songs are basic
ally bland, repetitive and downright boring. 
So why is New York so crazy about these 
cutics? I decided to find out for myself and 
caught their act at Max's Kansas City one 
night. The house was packed and the whole 
audience was going ga-ga. Okay, I give up. 
Anyone with a reasonable explanation, 
please drop me a line. Thanks. (Mr. B) 

Project 197--------
Project 197 EP 
(Independent Project Records) 

Boy this is a good record. There arc seven 
cuts on this EP and they're all on the mark. 
Before you rush out and buy it (if you can 
find it) let me give you fair warning: All the 
tunes are experimental instrumentals, very 
rhythmic but definitely not in the main
stream. If you appreciate PIL for what they 
do instrumentally (and not because John
ny's in the band) you'll probably like this 
record. Highly recommended. (Mr. 8) 

Disco Zombi,es---------
HERE COME THE BUTS b/w Mary Mil
lington 
(Dining Out) 

This quartet didn't do much to catch my in
terest. Their pop style is pleasant enough, 
if you lil-e your music pleasant. 

At times they show some similarity to the 
Rings (the Rings are better). The refrain on 
"Here Comes the Buts" is quite similar to 
the one on "Boys Will Be Boys." (John 
Brusgcr) 

Chrome ---------
The Original Soundtrack From Read Only 
Memory 12" single 
(Siren Records) 

This record is the work of a duo, Damon 
Edge and Helios Creed. All instruments are 
synthesized, including keyboards and gui
tar, tape loops, beat machines, and echo 
units. 

The effect is certainly a bizarre one, al
though not to the point of rendering the 
piece unlistcnable. The work has an ever
shifting rhythmic beat, with the synthesized 
instruments playing over it. The music is si
milar in some ways to the soundtrack side 
of Throbbing Gristle's Second Annual Re
port. (Jon Brusger) 

Pylon----------
COOL b/w Dub 
(Caution Records) 

Would a band from Athens, Georgia wi1h a 
home-grown single have any chance to be· 
come the new darlings of New York critics 
if the B-52s hadn't preceded them? If not, 
then gawd for bouffant hair~dos, 'cause Py
lon makes pretty worthwhile music. 

Vocalist Vanessa, who mixes Lydia 
Lunch, Patti Smith and Kate 8-52, under
stands that words should be used for more 
than story-telling. And she is no contrived 
lightweight screaming aimlessly. She rants, 
raves and sighs, in control but totally ex
posed, singing largely indecipherable lyrics 
telling listeners to forget about the goddam 
words and listen to the sonics coming from 
her mouth. Do you ask to see the piano ar
rangement when you listen to a song? 

Randall's rough-edge guitar is all over 
Vanessa, especially on "Dub." Both of 
them push each other other around while 
battling for their portion of the spotlight, 
fighting to sec who gets 10 carry the ''melo
dy" line. Meanwhile, the drums and bass 
remain unflustered, not distracted by the 
skirmish going on in front of them. The 
bassist has beautifully reduced his playing 
to only necessary notes, possibly for protec
tion, with him and the drummer braced for 
any projectiles that might come their way 
(i.e. the guitar or Vanessa). (Tristram Lo
zaw) 

Classic Ruln,>---------
1 + I 2/Heart Attack/Nyquil Stinger 
(Ace of Hearts) 

The latest, and best, release from Boston's 
own Ace of Hearts label. The A side, "I + 
I,'' presents a new face of the Classic Ruins. 
It's a tight, fast rocker; much smoother 
than anything else by the Ruins. Kevin Gia
sheen sets the pace with some dynamic 
drumming. 

On the flip there are two older tunes. 
Both have a rawer sound, much like the 
Ruins' live sound. Both feature Frank 
Rowe's gritty lead vocals. Frank shows his 
bizarre sense of humor in his songwriting
the lyrics are great. Buy it. (John Brusger) 

Delta >----------
ANTICIPATION b/w You 
(Rough Trade) 

This single combines some interesting 
sounds-it starts out with a popping jazz
funk bass, adds Gang of Four guitars, and 
your typical English female vocalist. Unfor
tunately the material is weak-a few phra
ses repeated during the song, and not even 
catchy ones. 

The flip side, "You," is much better. A 
similar style, but this tune is a good dance 
number. The rhythm section is tighter, and 
the vocals have more interest. My only 
complaint: The guitar swiping was much 
more apparent on this side. 

All in all, this one warrants a listen. 
(John Brusger) 

Vlbrator>---------
GIMME SOME LOVIN' b/w Power Cry 
(Rat Race) 

Well the Vibrators arc back together again. 
Isn't that just great? Nope, guess again. On 
general principle, I don't care for tired rock 
'n' roll, and since I know these guys can do 
better, it's inexcusable. Their cover of 
Spencer Davis' ''Gimme Some Lovin''' is a 
bit closer to Bad Company than I can al
low, and Bad Company would probably do 
it better anyway. Giving the tune an up
dated heavy-metal sound is fine, but they 
don't do it with enough conviction to pull 
it off. The flip '' Power Cry'' is standard 
heavy-metal with obligatory guitar solo. So 
who cares? Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

LONG 
PLAYER 
James Brown--------
Pcoplc LP 
(Polydor) 

There's nothing on the cover to make you 
think that the new James Brown LP is any 
different from the last dozen or so unmem
orable ones. I mean, has anyone really lis
tened to him seriously since the JB's al
bum? Well guess what, poppa's got a brand 
new bag (a friend dared me $1 to write 
that). 

Brown has been the mentor, directly or 
otherwise, for just about anybody who's 
ever shouted sweat into a microphone and 
danced manicly around the stage. And he 
practically invented the traditional rhythm 
& soul sound of ever-repeating chinka gui
tars, rock-steady drums, outfront bass and 
horns thrown in for emphasis, with every
thing kept very simple and precise. (If you 
misplayed a note in his band you were one 
unemployed negro). But except for presid
ing over the closing of Studio 54, Brown 
hasn't been news for years. 

Anyway, now Polydor is ready to dump 
the Godfather of Soul when he walks in and 
tells them to hold on a minute, he's got a 
guaranteed soul/disco/pop/crossover hit. 
That's "Regrets," a soulful re-creation of 
his hot-night-at-the-Apollo spirituals. 

But .the big diff is when Brown learns to 
have fun again. On "Let the Funk Flow" 
JB and his anonymous band take over a 
dull house party, complete with cock1ail 
piano, and turn it into an intricately ar
ranged musical brawl. The interaction of 
simple parts once again rallies Brown to 
some prime word-spewing. He doesn't want 
it to end and screams right through the last 
squeak of the fade out. 

Through the best of the rest of the al
bum, Brown continues this party theme, 
using pointers he's picked up from his des
ccn..dants (who learned them from hii:n in 
the first place) to prop up his slumping mu
sical fortunes . He takes a stab at most of 
the funk "innovations" that have surfaced 
since his heyday and succeeds in injecting 
them with some needed new life. (Tristram 
Lozaw) 



Pylon----------
COOL b/w Dub 
(Caution Records) 

This is a band to watch out for; a powerful 
sound and a great debut single. "Cool" is a 
calculating rocker set off by bursts of ma
chine gun guitars and Vanessa'a desperate, 
screaming vocals. Contrary to the title, 
things are not "cool." Vanessa plays a 
character at the end of her rope, and the 
song provides no means of release. "Dub" 
is a dissonant chant borrowing ideas from 
the Gang of Four, but still good. As in 
"Cool," there's a strong and steady rhythm 
to let Vanessa and Randell (guitar) do all 
the fancy stuff. Pylon hails from Athens, 
Georgia (also the home of the B-52's) and 
deserve your attention. Highly recommend
ed. (Mr. B) 

Ruts-----------
SOMETHING THAT I SAID b/w Give 
Youth A Chance 
(Virgin) 

Are the Ruts really a heavy-metal band try
ing to sneak in under the guise of "New 
Wave?" They're a little too slick with their 
ultra-light arrangements and more-than
competent musicians. But it's their indiffer
ence that finally gives them away. "Some
thing That I Said" gets too rapped up in 
technique to be effective. Afterafewblazing 
guitar licks, the tune loses momentum and 
ends up going nowhere. "Give Youth A 
Chance" proves that they can play reggae 
as poorly as the enxt English white band. 
What they lack in soul they undercompen
sate with in technical precision to an overall 
boring effect. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Regular Classified Ads may be 
placed by either individuals or 
businesses. The individual rate Is 
$1.00 per line; the business rate is 
$1.50 per line. The following form 
must be used for all classifieds. 

Your Name, _________ Phone ____ _ 
All classifieds must be prepaid. Mail or bring in person to: 

Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

You must include your name and phone number whether or 
not you run It In your ad. Ads must be in no later than the 
first of the month. 

The S11----------
YJLP 
(Rough Trade) 

This LP, which comes in a plain white 
sleeve, should be avoided. The recording 
quality is so bad (similar to a bad bootleg) 
that the material is unlistenable. 

Only for diehards . (John Brusger) 

Ground Zer·u--------
Born To Be Bombed EP 
(Ground Zero) 

More social and political commentary from 
the Ground Zero clan. Excuse my lack of 
enthusiasm, but vinyl doesn't do them jus
tice. They're a very visual band. Fortunate
ly, they're in the process of putting down 
some stuff on video cassette which should 
be great. Until then, check out "Cybernetic 
War" and "Break Apart" cuts on this re
cord to hold you over. P.S. You gave us a 
nice color sleeve on the last record. Now 
I'm spoiled. (Mr. B) 

The Vinny Band-------
THE RAVIOLI b/w I Won't Bother You 
No More 
(Pasta Records) 

Two good songs by Boston's Vinny Band. 
Both are good straight rock numbers. "The 
Ravioli" concerns Boston's latest dance 
craze, while the flip is serious in nature. 

It's your civic duty to buy good local 
singles like this one. (John Brusger) 

One letter or space per box. First 
two words boldface at no extra 
charge. 

Classic Ruin~--------
1 + I 2 b/w Heart Attack, Nyquil Stinger 
(Ace of Hearts) 

Pick single of the month. Too bad the 
Ruins arc currently in retirement. Frank's 
phone has been ringing off the hook since 
this record was released and he doesn't even 
have a band together. Tough break. On 
"+I" the band never sounded better. Kev
in pounds out a drum intro, the guitar 
breaks in, and the rest is wild rock 'n' roll 
abandon. I just want to know one thing: 
How do you hit those high notes, Frank? 
(Mr.B) 

The Monochrome Set-----
THE STRANGE BOUTIQUE b/ w Surfing 
S.W.12 
(Din Disc) 

A disc that takes many diverse elements
the keyboards of ? and the Mysterians, 
nangcd guitars, tangos, and the Beatles
and gives them that unique Monochrome 
Set arrangement. Give it a try, especially 
the flip side. (John Brusger) 

The Boy•>---------
YOU'D BETTER MOVE ON b/w School 
Girls 
(Safari) 

A sing]e in the style of the mid-sixties. The 
Boys produced this one themselves, and did 
their best to copy the Phil Spector sound. 

I'll move on. (John Brusger) 

I want my ad to run ir the following category (Check one): 
D For Sale D Gigs D Musical Equipment D DJ's 
D Recording Services D Music Instruction D Wanted 
D Bookings/Promotion D Records D Publications 
D Miscellaneous 





BOSTON BANDS ROCK AGAINST 0 

THE DRAFT 
by Pamela Noyes (contributions from 
Abraham Toyota) 

Five of Boston's best new wave bands 
took part in a benefit extravaga nza at the 
Modern Thea:tre to raise funds for the Bos
ton Alliance Against Registration a nd the 
D'"ft (BAA RD). 

Mission of Burma, Someone and the 
Somebodies, The Maps, V, and Count 
Viglione's Love and Flame "rocked against 
the draft" for some 400 people, and raised 
over $500 for the cause, according to one of 
the concert organizers, Ted Lewis. 

By far the most anarchistic of the bands 
that appeared, V; was an appropriate choice 
to open an anti-draft benefit. Their songs 
ran the gamut on war, death, communism 
and other historical drama, leading off with 
"Political Stupid" and peaking with a reg
gae-navored "Do Helicopters Eal Their 
Young." V; consisted or a fretless bassist 
(ex-1.C.), two flame-throwers for guitarists 
(one an ex-Einstein), a screaming linguist 
for a female vocalist and a drummer who 
"would like to be a drummer" so he 
wouldn't have 10 be a lawyer. 

V; were accompanied by actors from the 
Court Repertory Theatre who posed as 
nurses, soldiers, WACs, and somnambu
lized TV watchers in some interesting war 
war mime, pulling posters to int roduce each 
song. Several semi-clad women gyrated 
around the stage throwing paper airplanes 
into the audience and occasionally yelling 
back-up vocals into the mikes. 

This diversion gave a visual edge to the 
frenetic, peak-pitched flailing which was 
furt her blurred and distorted by the inade
quate sound system, in th is case actually en
ha ncing the aural overkill and violent dis
cords. mated musician in Boston. 

XXXXXXXXXX X X Y XX 

xxxxxxxxxxx x x xx 

ance-wise. Their paper/leather-look black 
shirts, du ll black painted pins and trimly 
groomed manner complemented their mu
sic, underscoring the group's singular way 
or playing. 

The last group to appear this night were 
the Maps, who were headlining the affair. 
Before their set, WMBR/ WBCN's new 
wave proprietor Oedipus and WMBR 's 
Tom Lane gave their pitches against the 
draft and then launched into an introduc
tion or the Maps with an extended play on 
the words or the title or the band' s single, 
''I'm Talking To You,'' until bassist Danny 
rescued the audience from further silliness 
by dragging Oedi from the stage. 

A female vocalist for a focal spot ligh t 
would seem 10 indicate a more traditional 
pop approach, but the Maps' music stayS 
far from the processed routine you might 
expect. With a ponytai l fountaining from 
the top or her head, the singer's coy affec
tations anr;! oddly emotive voice were as ori
ginal as they were endearing. Her panw
mimes and gargoyled facial expressions 
were a posi1ive addition to a set or imagina
tive pieces that included "Factories In 
Flight" ·and ended with their popular si ngle 
" I'm Talking To You." 

Blazing behind her was a tight, talented 
three-piece pressing out eccentric beats and 
guitar/bass ingenuities to sti r up the appre
ciative audience, which had diminished 
considerably af1er MOB's set, due to the 
lateness or the hour. Those remaining took 
up the slack, dancing intently to the music. 

There had been problems with the PA 
but none or the bands had it as bad as the 
Maps who were plagued by a murned mix 
and faulty microphones, but their efforts 
and antics were enough to earn the group 
two encores before the evening came to a 
close. 
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THIRD RAIL 
. DANGER 

POLICE TAKE NOTICE 

Third Rail's new single on Long View Records 
"It's a Surprise" b/w "Take That" 

Available from: Rail Thing Music · PO Box 202 Auburndale, MA 02166 
(or your local record store) 



EDITOR'S NOTE: 
I wish to give a big THANK YOU to ev

eryone ho has been so very helpful in mak
ing the first issue of Boston Rock the suc
cess it was. Special thanks to: Dave Bieber 
and WBCN for mounds of advice and sup
port, the record store owners who allowed 
us display space, and to all the people who 
otherwise gave much needed support and 
fttdback. I would like to give extra special 
thanks to Mike Bastarache and Mr. B, who 
are two of the most dedicated and hard 
working people I've ever met. Also to Chris 
for her endless humor and good-natured 
ways at 3 in the morning. For this issue I 
particularly wish to thank all of our adver
tisers for making ii possible. I'm gratified 
to see so many local bands taking an in/er
e.st in us, as they are really where it all starts 
... so how about e11erybody going out and 
giving THEM some support by going out to 
see 'em! 
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An Interview With 
Pauline Black 

by Mr. Band Chris Tun 
BR: So hove you been enjoying your tour? 
PauUne: Yeah! 
BR: How did you Like L.A.? 
Pauline: l didn't! I thought it was horrible. I thought it was 
plastic and I thought it was full of a load of trendys. 
BR: But you're going back! 
PauUne: Y cah ... more by design than choice ... I go where 
I'm told to go. 
BR: How'd you like the tour overall? 
PauUne: It's been good. The best places we played were in 
Tcx4s. They're all hippies but they're great. .. they want 
something different ... I mean they're really bored. They're 
listening to bands doing sort of old Led Zepplin covers and 
stuff like that. 
BR: How'd they react to your music? 
Pauline: Like a breath of fresh air really. 
BR: What other cities were fun to play? 
Pauline: Um ... Minneapolis! 
BR: What type of label do you put on your music? 

~~:;~~:·:i::::.u;k:n::;: on ... the media does that 
~Qe: No, we don't mind the Ska label. We mind when 
they say it's Ska revival. 'Cause there's so many damn 
bands over here doing as I say Led Zepplin covers ... to turn 
'round and call us revivalists! 
BR: How would you describe yourself? 
P1uUne: We've taken the Ska offbeat, which is dance 
rhythm and mixed it up with rock aid reggae with a spot of 
punk here and there. And whatever other innuences were 
around. 
BR: How do you come up with the ideas for the songs? 
Where does the inspiration come from? 
P1ullne: Just from everyday living ... I mean you don't sit 
down do you and just decide you're going to write a song. 
You have to write from some personal experience you don't 
like or do like or something like that. 
BR: What's the idea behind "Three Minute Hero?" 
Pauline: The idea is about working in a factory. I mean 
from his own personal experience, and just that whole frus
trating experience of wanting to be a musician, but working 
in a factory and that whole three minute hero syndrome of 
''If I know l could get a record.'' He's not trying to glorify 
is ... you know the pop world. 
BR: How did you get into music? 
PauUne: I just sort of plopped in really. I mean I sort of 
knew the guys in the band. This is the first band I've sung 
in. 
BR: / heard you used to hang around folk clubs a lot. 
Pauline: It was the only place really. lf you're a woman and 
you want to sing in a band, you either do backing vocals or 
someone wants you to dress in some dumb dress. I thought 
the best way to do it was to learn to play an instrument and 
just go out and sing. So I tried that. .. but it didn't seem to 
work either! (laughter) 
BR: So you haven't any musical training J or your voice. 
Pauline: No. 
BR: Do you think Ska music is ofod? 
Pauline: No, I don't think it's a/ad. When we firs! started 
out in Britain we got quite a following of kids long before 
any records came out. That wasn't a faddish thing. They 
were looking for someone to identify with. Let's face it, 
they're generally the ones who are most turned on. Later 
it's the twenty five year old trendys who start finding out 
what it's about and start wearing the gear. Then the media 
comes along and hypes it all up and starts selling black and 
white checked clothes for sort of 50 quid a tie-which none 
of these kids can afford. And it just turns into the most 
nauseating fucking spectacle. But there's still a hard core in 
England. We'll just see how it evolves. 
BR: What'syourassociotion with Two-Tone now? 
P1ullne: At the moment we have an agreement with The 
Specials who are kind of directors of Two-Tone. So it's sort 
of like 14 permanent A&R men out on the road. 
BR: There isn't any contract binding you to Two-Tone is 
there? 
Pauline: Not at the moment, no. We all come from Coven
try and we've kriown each other for some time and so it's 
built on a friendship thing rather anything else. And be
cause Two-Torie has been so successful everyone's runni'ng 
around .saying, "You need a contract, you need this, you 
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need that, you need a lawyer"-1 mean bollocks! 
BR: What happens after the tour? 
P1UUne: We'll be going into the studio after we get back. 
BR:Anolbum? 
Pauline: Yes. 
BR: That's great. What sort of direction will you be going 
in? 
Pauline: I don't know. You'll have to see. 
BR: Do you have the songs written? 
Pauline: Some of them. 
BR: Could you give us a little summary of your personal 
history? 
Pauline: My PERSONAL HISTORY? 
BR: Do you mind? 
Pauline: There's not much to it really. You read the papers? 
BR: Yeah. 

Photo: B.C. Kagan 

Pauline: Well then you know! 
BR:/ didn't want to plagiarize them/or this interview! 
Pauline: I don't want a Freudian exploration into the 
realms of my personality either! (laughter) 
BR: / hear you 're into Joan A rmatrading. 
Pauline: I really like Joan Armatrading. I really want to 
sing like her, but unfortunately I don't. I've only been at it 
nine months! 
BR: What do you wont to do in the next two years? Do you 
hoveoplan? 
Pauline: I don't know. What do I want to do? I suppose 
just carrying on and progressing in music. 
BR: You don't want to present more serious topics to the 
music? You want to keep it pretty much upbeat? 
Pauline: Because you do up-tempo music doesn't mean vou 
talk bullshit. I keep it up-,tempo because you can talk about 

Photo: Phil in Phlash 
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"ONE MORE CHANCE" b/w "ISOLATED" 

NOW ON YOUR LOCAL STATIONS 
Appearing 

Thursday Nights ., 
The Beacon HIii Pub 

NO COVER I 
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MR.B GOES 

HOLLYWOOD 
Well, I'm back. After seven grueling days battling traffic 

jams and ticket lines it's nice to sec Boston again. Success
ful in my attempt to find a healthy new wave scene, I burnt 
myself out getting the lowdown. 
All you need to enjoy your L.A. holiday is: the current 
issue of the L.A. Weekly to tell you what's going on at all 
the clubs, a car 'cause you have to drive miles to do any
thing, and finally a strong constitution to withstand the 
Hollywood lifestyle. It's also nice to have a bundle of 
bucks; nothing's cheap in this town except tacos. 

The main clubs in town are the Whiskey (a Go Go), the 
Starwood, Oub 88 and 'the Troubador. All these clubs 
book a variety of bands, not just new wave. The Hong 
Kong and Madame Wong's book mostly new wave stuff 
and arc worth checking out. Relatively new clubs outside 
of town are the Fleetwood {Redondo Beach) and the Arena 
{Culver City). The beach crowd is particularly interesting. 
They're still (or getting) into hard-core punk. It's just like 
England in '77 and '78. Everyone's wearing safety pins, 
leather and bondage pins. Oh wow, man! 

Monday night: l popped over to the Whiskey where 
Joan Jett {yes, from the original all-girl punk band, the 
Runaways) is showing off her new band. First up are the 
Spoilers. Aptly named I must say; they definitely spoiled 
the evening. The Spoilers are well-groomed Bruce Spring
steen clones, and I HATE SPRINGSTEEN! They did do a 
lively cover of "Twist and Shout" but that was the only 
tune I could honestly clap for. When Joan Jett and the 
Blackheads (er 'cuse me, that's "Blackbearts") hit the 
stage, I w'as psyched for some git-down rock 'n' roll. In
stead, it turned out to be bring-down dreck 'n' droll. Joan 
played punk poseur for an endless number of limp rock 
tunes that- made me glad I didn't own any Runaways re
cords. Joan has a new album out (available only in Europe) 
with a different Blackhcarts lineup including ex-Pistols 
Steve Jones and Paul Cook, among others. The album 
should be available in the USA sometime in June or July. 

Tuesday night: I ate dinner; one of the few nights I got a 
chanc~ to. Speaking of which, the next time you're in the 
neighborhood of La Brea and Sunset Blvd. pull into Top 
Taco. This is definitely the best taco stand in Hollywood, 
hell California. In addition to the top-notch cuisine it's a 
fun place to watch people. Top Taco provides the needed 
nourishment to many starving L.A. new wave and rock 'n' 
roll musicians . . 

Wednesday night: Off to the Whiskey again. Late as 
usual, I miss the Plastics, a Devoish Japanese new wave 
act. I do get to see the Alleycats and they're great. Said to 
be one of L.A.'s favorite bands, they're the most unpre
tentious rock 'n"' roll band I've ever seen. No rock star pos
turings, no exagerated facial expressions and no guitar 
hero. What's left you may ask? They're simply musicians 
who are more concerned about playing good music rather 
than if their t-shirt is tom the right way. They play straight 
ahead rock with few frills, but lots of conviction. As far as I 
know their only recordings are on compilation albums, the 
nifty YES L.A. LP and the more recent Sharp Cuts LP 
from Planet Records. Visually the band is, well, unusual. 
The drummer is an average-looking frat boy, the guitarist a 
drawling country-western type, and the bass player is a tall, 
beautiful Chinese woman. That's unusual, isn't it? 

Later that night, still perky and vivacious, I got my butt 
over to the Starwood where the infamous Fear were play-
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ing. I smiled as I readied myself for an evening of punk 
nirvana. And what did I get? Bullshit! To be honest, I wa!l a 
little wary when I saw their banner prominently displayed 
above the stage. It was suspiciously tom in just the right 
places. (If you can do it tot-shirts you can do it to banners!) 
I got more apprehensive when the band appeared on stage. 
Though wearing all the appropriate punk accessories (dog 
collars, etc) they're uncommonly clean cut though I don't 
get the chance to check them for acne. Still giving them the 
benefit of a doubt I tolerated their hey-mah-we're-stoned 
routine, their stupid-joke routine, and they're hcy-man-wc
play-punk routine, but enough is enough. The latter being 
the most obnoxious, a hodge podge of punk posturings, 
forgettable music and a barrage of sophomoric profanities. 
What garbage. The only interesting part of the whole show 
was a rabid audience involved in demolition pogo. Crash
ing bodies and flailing arms were par for the course as the 

weaker po-goers retreated to safer confines of the Star
wood. Thoroughly bored, I left for some shuteye. 

Tbunday evening: Tonight I find myself at the Arena in 
Culver City. Main problem here is a lack of advertising, re
sulting in a poor turnout. Headlining arc X and the show 
isn't even listed in the L.A. Weekly. Warming up for X arc 
the Motive, new wavc's answer to Grand Funk, and SVT. 
As you may know ex-Jefferson Airplane bassist Jack Cas
sidy is in SVT. And you know what? After all these years 
he's still not comfortable on stage. A minimum of people 
hang around listening to these two bands. All the punks arc 
either still outside or exchanging greetings by the bar. A 
flood of enthusiasm runs through the hall when X hits the 
stage. Vocalist Excnc has tremendous charisma, not to 
mention a great singing voice. The music is rock 'n' roll 
with influences from punk, rockabilly and a few other in
teresting styles. I like it .. X have a great debut album "Los 



Angeles" out on Slash (L.A. 's new wave tabloid) Records. 
Ray Manzarek (ex-Doors keyboardist) produced it and also 
plays a mean organ on several cuts. The Arena's crowd 
isn't as rowdy as the Starwood's with the exception of a 
couple psychos. They finally kick out the guy who's been 
flopping about on the front of the stage and gets into a 
fight with the Blackhearts' guitarist. 

Frfday evenln1: Another big night out on the town. First 
stop is Club 88 where my favorite L.A. punk band, the 
Weirdos, are headlining. Club 88 is a cozy club; a cleaner 
version of the Rat. I miss the name of the first act, a bouncy 
art band. Second up are the Blasters, a fast-moving hard
driving rockabilly band. Good stuff. They've got at least 
one record out (an LP) but it hasn't hit the east coast yet. 
Keep your ears open. Oh oh! It's getting late and I've got 
tickets to see the Selecter. Reluctantly, I scoot on over to 
the Whiskey and find out they haven ' t even started to let 

OH NO, IT'S RODNEY! 
Well known by any modern Californian, Rodney Bingen

heimer is L.A.'s premiere new wave DJ. Rodney's shows 
on KROQ have been the springboard for several local and 
national punk and new wave acts. When not on the air he 
spends his time spinning discs at clubs such as the Starwood 
and the Fleetwood. As Rodney and the Brunettes, he re
leased a cover of "Little GTO" on BOMP records. I took 
the opportunity to talk to him in his cluttered and eclectic 
Hollywood apartment. Amid the stacks of records, posters 
and a few gold records he filled me in on some background 
info. 

people in for the second show. Finally inside, I get a spot 
right near the stage. They've pulled out all the chairs and 
tables for this one and it's packed. First up are the Ink 
Spots. Remember them? They're a real old black vocal 
group 'ccpt now only one original member is left. This may 
be music that mom and dad could enjoy but I can't-it's 
awful! The audience doesn't even give 'em a chance for an 
encore which is fine with me 'cause by this point I'm bored 
stiff. When the Selecter do come on the crowd is hot for a 
good time and the Selecter gives it to them. Pauline Black 
is extremely animated and the band is thoroughly enjoy
able. Give it a 10. 

Saturday eventna: It's my last night in L.A. so I punk out 
in Redondo Beach. The Fleetwood is featuring four hard
core punk bands: The Adolescents, Der Stab, Middle Class 
and the dreaded Genns. The Adolescents are a great new 
band in the Sex Pistols mold. Still in school, no one in the 

Germs. 
R: Oh yeah. I work down there. You'll see murder. You'll 
see death. You'll see everything tonight. It' ll be a wild 
show. 
BR: Do you have any guidelines for surviving o concert like 
that? 
R: Don't talk to anybody. Wear your worst tom up clothes. 
BR: What are the people in L.A. interested in right now? 
R: The new music. All the art bands. What I call "tin can" 
music. Which is like Extremes, Human Hands, Monitor, 
Wall of Voodoo, Nervous Gender, Catholic Discipline ... 
BR: Are these guys the up and coming thing? 

by Mr. B R: Yeah, to a lot of people. They aren't really rock 'n' roll. 
They're the sit-back-and-listen-to types . 

Boston Rock: How did you get into the music scene: BR: / was wondering if the punk scene would be dying out? 
Rodney: I've been into it since I was a kid. I ran away from R: It'll never die out. It'll remain underground. 
home when I was sixteen and came to L.A. I hung out with BR: So bands like the Germs ore never going to get far? 
the Seeds, the Standells and people like that. R: No. They'll have a cult following. They'll still pack 
BR: Wherewereyoufrom? clubs. 
R: San Jose. BR: What will happen to bands like X and the Alleycots, 
BR: Have you ever been in o band? which are more rock 'n • roll? 
R: I sat in with the Chocolate Watchband back in San Jose R: X will be signed to a major label I think. Alleycats too. I 
days. like punk, pop, anything that moves you. I'm not much of 
BR: What underground bands were around L.A. in the 6as a fan of the tin can stuff. But I play it because people want 
other than the Standell.s and the Seeds? to hear it. 
R: Arthur Lee and Love. Chamber Brothers. Iron Butter- BR: It seems you're pretty busy these days. Do yov work 
fly played at Gazzari's every night. every night? 
BR: What's going on in L.A. now? R: Just about. Monday and Friday are my free nights. 
R: It's like living in the sixties again . All .the bands are put- BR: Are you doing mostly DJ stuff? 
ting up their own posters on telephone poles. R: DJ, spinning records, moving into discos and bringing 
BR:/ usually go by the L.A. Weekly. things like the Ramones in . 
R: Yeah, that's the Bible for the L.A. scene. BR: What's happening to discos? Are they being token over 
BR: What else is therefor music magazines? by new wove? 
R: BAM. Los Angeles Reader. Of course there's Slash, R: New wave and rock 'n' roll dancing. 
Flipside and a new one called Plastic. Teenage Lobotomy. BR: Is that true uniformly or are there going to be a few 
I'd say BAM and L.A. Weekly are the two major ones. holdouts? 
BR: What's happening with the punk scene? Is that fading R: I haven't heard a real disco record in six or seven 
out? months. 
R: No. It's very much alive down at the beach. It's like liv- BR: What about the L.A. audience in particular. Are they 
ing in London in l'T/7, down in Huntington Beach. getting bored with punk music? 
BR: I'm going to Redondo Beach tonight to check out the. ·R: The real clique people are. You can't keep playing Black 

band is over 17. With blasting guitars and a machine gun 
delivery, the Adolescents drive the audience into an uncon
trollable frenzy. The background is a violent demolition 
po-go from which several fans matiage to crawl onto the 
stage. Bouncers keep extremely busy tossing the trespassers 
back onto the dance floor (and it's a good drop tool). One 
overanxious bouncer heaves Adolescents vocalist Wanky 
Brandenburg mid-song from the stage. After Wanky man
ages to crawl back on stage, he shouts the usual retort, "It's 
alright man, I'm with the band." 

Less tun are Der Stab, another young band, and Middle 
Class, a well-established L.A. punk outfit. Middl~ Class 
have a few recordings, which come across better than their 
live performance. Nevertheless the audience stays enthu
siastic and continues to po-go and do the worm (sans brok
en glass). Although most of the people dressed English 
punk circa l'T/8, a few women sported two-tone haircuts. 

Photo:Mr.B 
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One couple I talked to (both 16 but looked about 13) were 
committed to the punk philosophy, or lack of one. Al
though their schoolmates didn't agree, they were convinced 
that "Punk rock will rule the world. It is not a fad." I was 
not in a position to argue with them. Though small, there 
were a lot more of them than I could fend off if an argu
ment ensued. 

Feeling totally burnt out I dragged myself off without 
catching the Germs. Being banned from all other area 
clubs I was surprised to sec them playing the Fleetwood. 
Without the benefit of a live review I'll refer you to their 
recent album for an example of their best work. They also 
play on the Cruising soundtrack. 

Sunday: Tonight the Clash arc playing an unannounced 
gig at the Roxy for a mere $5 a head. I'm missing it and I 
don't care. It's been a long week and I'm glad to be heading 
home . 

•.. Rodney Continued 

Flag or "Anarchy in the UK" because the Sex Pistols split 
up. But people down at the beach don't seem to think so. 
BR: Is Public Image big in L.A.? 
R: Yeah. They have a big following. They have a tin can 
following. I think the beach kids arc going to be very disap
pointed he's not going to do those songs on stage. 
BR: What are the people asking for on your show? 
R: There's a lot of requests for this girl called Christina 
from New York, "Is That All There ls7" And the Germs 
cut, "My Tunnel" which is not available. 
BR1 (Picking up a copy of Rodney's "Little GTO" record) 
There's a lot of controversy iibout this record isn't there? 
(It was originally a Debbie Harry bootleg under the name, 
the New York Blondes featuring Madame X.) Can you ex
plain that. It sold out in Boston instantly. 
R: Tharwasn't supposed to be out. I put out a court injunc
tion against it. Mc and Chrysalis. Blondie helped out as a 
thank you for discovering Blondie. So they laid down these 
tracks, a guide vocal. I went in and sang over it with Deb
bie. What happened, the record company, BOMP, figured 
out a way to make a quick buck and so they said, "Let's 
take Rodney's version out and put out the one with Debbie 
singing." So they put it out on Decca in England. 
BR: Did you ever get a copy of that? 
R: Yeah. I got one copy. So me and Chrysalis got together. 
I got my lawyers with their lawyers and I got a contract 
from Blondie saying it was only to be used for Rodney and 
the Brunettes. 
BR: So that was Bomp's screw up? That had nothing to do 
with you? 
R: It could be the producers too. Bomp and the producers. 
BR: How is Bomp doing these days? They've gone through 
some ups and downs. 
R: Very poorly. Hopefully this record will bring them out. 
It's number five on the San Jose charts. 
BR: Why did you decide to put out your own record? 
R: All my friends have Iecords out. Why not me? I've got 
an album coming out with Blondie and the Ramones and 
whoever wants to come in. 

BR: What's the best record store in L.A.? 
R: Poo-bah's in Pasadena. 
BR: That's the only place I haven't been to. I've been to 
Zed's which is a pretty good record store. What are your fa
vorite L.A. groups? 
R: Human Hands, Flyboys broke up, X, Go-Gos ... 
BR: Are you close to the Go-Gos? 
R: Yeah. Jane (Wicdlin, rhythm guitarist) used to go to my 
club. 
BR: What was your club? 
R: It was called Rodney Bingenhcimcr's English Disco. All 
we played were English imports. We had apple cider, Eng
lish beer ... Rock stars, David Bowie, people like that would 
come in. 
BR: What's happening with the Go-Gos now? 
R: They're jn England, on Stiff Records. Right now, the 
saying goes, if you're a female band you have it made if you 
go to England. If you're a blonde, you don't have to sing, 
you automatically have the number one record in Japan. 
BR: What kind of music don't you ike? 
R: Disco. I do like ''Heart of Glass,'' ''Rasputin.'' 
BR: Do you care for any of the so-called "straight-ahead 
rock 'n' roll" bands? 
R: I discovered Van Halen. I'm responsible. Don't throw 
anything at me!! I notice what the audiences do, what the 
kids do. Van Halen had all these kids following them 
around, girls screaming. So I said, "My God, what is this?" 
I got them out of Gazzari's and got them in the Starwood. 
From there they got signed. 
BR: It seems there's a progression of clubs o band con play 
at. Do you start at an out of town dub, then Gauari's, 
then the Starwood? 
R: Yeah. If you play the Whiskey that's the best place. The 
Whiskey and the Starwood. The Fleetwood, they'll book 
just about anybody at the Fleetwood. 
BR: Do you have to pay your dues at placrs like the Hong 
Kong and Gauari's before you play thr Whiskey? 
R: Usually. Unless a big band demands to have you open 
for them. 
BR: Are you getting any flak from any of tht punk bands 
anymore? Thrrr seemed to be an anti-Rodney campaign. 

L.A. TIP SHEET 
Paul Warren and Explorer 

When was the last time you saw or heard a truly great 
guitarist? When was the last time you really cared what the 
guitarist played. Well, the next time may be when you see 
Paul Warren and Explorer. This guy is simply amazing. A 
rock 'n' roller of the first order, Paul kicks out good origi
nal pop material (and a few covers) with considerable pow
er and passion. His band also sports a second dynamite 
guitarist, Steve GomaU who plays a mean slide guitar. 
Paul's debut album "One of the Kids" is due for a June 
release on RSO Records. I can't imagine that the record 
captures the intensity of his live set but we'll sec. Paul will 
be following up the album with a US tour. Check 'em out. 

Go-Gos 
Girl bands arc quite the rage right now and the Go-Gos 

could easily move to the forefront; they're more accessible 
to the general public than the Slits or Delta 5. Originally a 
"real bad" punk band, they've moved into a pop/mod 
direction and a record deal with Stiff records. After open
ing for Madness in L.A. and San Francisco, the nutty rude 
boys took the girls to England for the rest of the Madness 
tour. The Go-Gos have a single "We Got the Beat" out 
right now and an album should follow shortly. Groovy! 

R: It was just one band. They were jealous. The Angry Sa
moans. 
BR: Was it really bad? 
R: They were making death threats. 
BR: Seriously? They were that jealous? 
R: They have to be because I haven't done anything against 
the scene. All I've done is promote the scene. I can't play 
them because they don't have any records out. It's ridicu
lous! 
BR: What's the problem then? 
R: They're rock writers. They figure they can do a better 
job than anyone in the world. 
BR: Are you writing for anyone beside Flipside7 
R: I'm not writing for Flipside. I just give them a top ten. I 
used to write for Go magazine and Phonograph Record 
magazine back in the early 70s. 
BR: What national acts do you keep in touch with? 
R: Ramones. Blondie. Cheap Trick, of all people, still keep 
in touch. 
BR: You seem to get a lot of attention from the celebrity 
set. 
R: I guess they all listen to my show. 
BR: So what's the deal with Brooke Shields? How do you 
know her? 
R: Just being a fan of hers. I first read about her when she 
was nine years old. There was a big interview with her in 
Interview, Andy Warhol's magazine. This girl, nine years 

.old, having cocktail parties and knowing all these artsy type 
people at her age. I figured that was the girl of the future. 
So I followed her career. I kept rapping about her on the 
show. Then they looked me up. I used to get these crank 
calls, girls saying they were Brooke Shields. She did call and 
say she was Brooke. I said "Fuck you-no way!" and 
slammed the phone down. And they kept calling. Then her 
mom finally called and said it really was Brooke. 
BR: What was the first record you ever bought? 
R: It was Elvis Presley. I know that. I think it was "Be My 
Baby." 
BR: Thtfirst album? 
R: I think it was a Ventures album. 
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XCUSE ME, ·1s THIS SITE OCCUPIED? 
Editorial Notes 

Seems as ihough there's a Jew people out 
there who are sour grapes on THE NEIGH
BORHOODS extreme focal success and are 
now saying things like, "They should have 
MADE it by now." Well anyone who has 
seen them lately knows they are better than 
ever ... Several other bands require men
tion. NEW MODELS are not to be missed. 
They are definitely on the move ... Both 
PASTICHE and The PEYTONS were fan
tastic at their debuts at CHANNEL 1. 
Seems as though both bands just keep get
ting better. Everybody owes it to themselves 
to check out Channel I. It definitely isn't 
for everybody, at least, not until they im
prove the DJs and atmosphere, but it does 
provide an immense amount of dance space 
and promises to book a lot of interesting 
groups. SPIT is now open on Wednesday 
nights with my good friend Albert 0. spin
ning. Word has it that it's a fun night ... 
JIM at THE UNDERGROUND is making 

a real effort to get interesting groups in. Re
cently we've seen PYLON, ORCHESTRAL 
MANOEUVRES and THE SWIMMING 
POOL Qs there. 

On the more depressing side of things ... 
WERS lost/or the summer some of its bet
ter new wavers. I hope whoever"made the 
staffing decision realized how important a 
source of music NITEKLUB has become to 
a lot of us. No reflection on those who rtt
main ... but some great people were not in
cluded on the summer schedule. Across the 
river at WMBR there has been a stir created 
by some heavy-handed dealings with some 
of the new wavers, but word has it that all 
will survive. My sincere apologies to any 
bands who gave info to me that didn't make 
it into the local news. Things kind of blew 
up here at the end ... Zippy will return next 
inonth ... All you DJs out there should give 
a careful listen to "Academy Fight Song" 
by THE MISSION OF BURMA. 

LOCAL NEWS 

At Seabrook, etc. 

by Bruce Stallsmith 
The most memorable part of the May 24-

26 direct action at the Seabrook nuke con
struction site was the heavy police presence. 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Is
land, Vermont and Maine staties; National 
Guard MPs and a special anti-riot unit 
(usually deployed against rioting bikies at 
the Laconia bike races); and coastal NH po
lice departments, to the point that it looked 
jlike someone was staging a police fashion 
•show. The only prerequisites were helmets, 
nightsticks and colors. By consensus the 
Rhode Island staties, resplendent in left

.over black SS tunics and bloused riding 

!b~~~:~hn~a:::~ical events, the Sea-
brook occupation/blockade attempt could 
easily lend itself to Greek drama (or an 
elaborate board game a la Avalon Hill). The 
cast includes several thousand townies, in
volved to different degrees on both sides; 
700 police and Guardsmen; 2,SOO anti
nukers; and, often overlooked, more than 
5SO inedia people, the most heterogenous 
group of all. A compelling script would ar
range for some conflict within an affinity 
group of helmeted and poncho-clad fence 
cutters, culminating at the fence on Route 1 
· in Seabrook against a Greek chorus of state 
{>()lice. For a fleshing out of the plot, one 
could include character development of a 
know-nothing pro-nuke townie and a radio 
reporter sympathetic to the occupiers. Giv
en the acknowledged hopelessness of a real 
occupation among occupiers, this could be 
enduring, timeless theatre. 

Even without a formal script and plot, 
however, good theatre was the primary ac
complishment of the weekend. I say this in 
a positive sense. Given that we (the occupi
ers) knew we weren't going to overrun the 
site with our low numbers (a minimum of 
20,CXXJ, with our level of organization and 
tactics, is needed), why, then, go through 
with such a personally dangerous and time 
consuming futile cffort7 Only two coherent 
answers come to mind: the first is, nuclear 

power is such a menace that one has to do 
something, anything, against it; and more 
important in the realistic long run, to keep 
public attention focused on the nuclear 
power question, including corporate and 
state involvement in the issue. 

Did the Coalition for Direct Action at 
Seabrook (CDAS) succeed relative to the 
above points7 On balance, yes-but not by 
much. We didn't directly stop construction, 
although our presence caused a construc
tion halt for a four day weekend, with at
tendant slowdowns for a week on either 
side, and cost the powers-that-be over 
$500,CXXJ for security. Not much, really, but 
more than those marching around chanting 
"Eat Fence!" and looking for further ultra
''left" adventure really did, and much more 
than those praying for "peace, non-vio
lence and no nukes" and the Anderson/ 
Kennedy supporters, on the other hand, ac
complished. 

The second point, keeping the nuclear 
power question before the public, is the acid 
test of whether the action was worth it. Did 
most people see a bunch of extremists fight
ing police, or did they see a small but grow
ing movement acting in the public interest7 
l say the latter, but not unequivocally. 
CDAS doesn't control the media, and there 
were undeniably tendencies towards gratui
tous fence cutting and confrontation. My 
own observations of local. residents con
firmed what CDAS had been told before 
May 24, that local people were already for 
or against us, and our actions would only 
reinforce their beliefs. And nationally, the 
most direct effect appears to be encouraging 
similar direct actions, like the one at Shore
ham, Long Island this September at a nuke 
con~truction site. 

Two final (rhetorical) questions: If so 
many people are anti-nuke with ''No 
Nukes" bumper stickers,· etc., how co~ 
only 2,500 participated on some level May 
247 It 's understandable that people don't 
want to become weekend warriors in a bi
zarre combat situation, but who wants to 
eat plutonium for breakfast in 20 years? 

A ne.w loft is opening June 12th in South coming out of the basement to release their 
Boston at 409 W. Broadway. Featured will single "If I Only Had A 'Lude"' based oh 
be Lou Miami, Whitt Women, and Admis- the life of Judy Garland. Features Bryan 
slon of GuUt ..... Dee Rall can be heard on Doll, George Love, Nick Galante and 
WZBC FM 90.3 Saturday afternoons 1-S Skip ..... Walter No0ns is recording a new 
with the new reggae show "Obscure Altcm- single at Studio B to be released this fall. It 
atives" .. Wunderdlnd will be playing features "Happy Man" and "I've Got 
June 18 for Women '80 and June 25 at The You." ..... TheStompcrs, new single, which 
Underground. Their new single Metropolis is now available features "You're The 
Fallen among the Palms should be out One" and "American Fun." It was pro
shortly ..... Wlllle Alexander has no less ducedbyJeffGllmanandSalBaglloatMu
than two singles and an album in the works. sic Dalgnen Studio ..... The Trademarks 
First single will be on the Counts label and will be appearing June 20 a{ Canterburys, 
will feature "Gin" b/ w "Close Enough." June 25 at Cantoncs and June 27 at The 
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"Up For This'' and a non-cover "Be Bop a Stares arc appearing June 17th at The Un

BASKETBALL JONES 
BOOK REVIEW: 

Lu La" with help from Peter Dayton. Re- derground, June 25th at Jaspen and July The Basketball Diaries, by Jim Carroll 
cording will be at Electro Acousdc ..... The 5th and 6th at Tht Rat. Jim Carroll's Addiction to Junk, Poetry, 
Scientific Americans are coming out with a Confirmed rumors have it that The and the Basketball Jones · 
new project. This time it's a 9" flexi disc Neighborhoods will be putting out another "Shakespeare, he's in the alley, with his 
featuring "Meltdown" - a song about the single by September, almost assuredly on pointed shoes and hit bells."-Bob Dylan, 
nuclear family, along with an untitled dub the Ace of Hearts label, but the ink isn't fromMemphisBluesAgain. 
song. They played Hurrah's and Wash. dry yet. The Hoods will be spending the by Eugene J. Tyrell 
D.C. last week and will soon be off on a next month or so writing songs and in the Jim Carroll's Basketball Diaries is a bi-
tour of the Midwest to show off to the folks studio. Seems like they were playing some- zarre odyssey of a wild and wise adoles
in Kalamazoo..... From Count Vlglione where every night. .... Look out for the ''No cent's experience on the streets of New 
comes the news that his varulven records Surfing in Dorchester Bay" single by for- York. Taken from his actual diary, the Bas
will hereby be known as Var records. An- mer Unnatural Axer Rich Parsons, and a ketball Diaries describes Carroll's develop. 
other spectacular will occur at The Paradise host of other Boston old timers ..... The ment, survival and education between the 
June 15th, featuring Love and Flame, Pdtr Telephones can be seen at Beacon HIii Pub .ages of twelve and fifteen. 
Dayton, Ground Zero, and the Nffds..... every Thursday and will be at Molly's on : Inhaling carbona while skipping school, 
Speaking of Ground Zero, their first single the 20th and 21st ..... Lulu White's is start- stealing purses from elderly women, selling 
has been reissued - but they've had a little ing a new wave night. .... Bands: if you want his body to homosexuals, smoking grass, 
bad luck on the personal side. They're press send your news NEATLY WRITTEN drinking cough syrup, and forever trying to 
working on their first album which will be to: feed his heroin addiction, young Jim Car-
self made for Ground Zero Records. For Boston Rock roll has no illusions. He docs have salvation 
any of you who have video equipment, their 268 Newbury St. however, and in the beginning it's basket-
cassette will be out very soon and ''features Boston, MA02116 ball. 
all kinds of things." ..... Human Tra11edy is Basketball not only makes him high, it .,. _ _,...,...,_..,.,.,._,...,...,..,..,. .... IIS!all_,.,._, __ ..,..,.,.,._,.,.,.makes him a hero. He's the king of the ur-

SUBWAY NEWS 
KILLER CHILDREN I 
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.ban asphalt: a junked up punk who can 
shoot your eyes out. And his talent gets him 
a scholarship to a fancy prep school. 

It's at prep school where Carroll gets to 
see the other side of life in New York. Here 
he gets to meet the neurotic young artists 
and the phony rich marxists who make it a 
point to appear seedy. Jim Carroll sees right 
through them as if they were a weak zone 
defense. 

Carroll's interest in basketball deterio
rates as the diary goes on and his main con
e.em becomes junk. It takes over his life, 
and if he's not trying to score heroin, he's 
desperately scavenging for the cash to sup
port his habit. And he gets it, any way he 
c:an • . 

Carroll discovers another salvation to
wards the end of the diary and that is the 
realization of himself as a poet. He discov
ers a need to express himself and that's 
when he discovers why he was keeping the 
diary in the first place. 

One of the most moving sections of the 
diary is when he describes himself, standing 
naked in the evening air of spring, mastur
bating on his roof. Just the stars above him, 
a gigantic city dressed beneath him, and the 
beauty and freedom of the moment within 
him. 

AlthoUgh Carroll is corrupted by city life, 
his prose manages to remain innocent, sin
cere and pure. It is written in slang, street 
dialect, angry street dialect, tough 'street 
dialect, black street dialect, Harlem street 
dialect. 

At times his diary talks tough, but sounds 
scared: scared of the police, scared of his 
junk habit, scared of the imaginary bombs 
suddenly dropping. He's hip to the cultural 
revolution of the 1%0's. He's against the 

. war but suspicious of the other anti-war ac
'tivists. He makes a reference to Allen Gins
burg and is. constantly listening to Bob 
Dylan. 

In Basketball Diaries, Jim Carroll is a 
child of the streets, a bard with the urban 
blues. We see him thinking, perceiving, and 
always zonking us with the vividness of his 
vision. With a sharp blunt wit, he illumi
nates Manhattan's tortured alleys. It's as if 
New York City had him write its confes
sion. 

Basketball Diaries is short, sweet and 
moving. It has the potential to be an under
ground classic. It has the same brutal rebel
lios analysis of society as Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas and Junkie. I anxiously wait to 
hear more f,rom Jim Carroll . 
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~~Allio 2 inten,iew with Tracy Roach took place BR:Howdidthatoccur? doyourshowMthsomcsonofprcparation. Tome pact of 
June6 in her apartment. For those of you who don't know Tracy: Maxannc had quit ... everyone had quit. It looked my job is just going out and wanderir.g around the city and 
her, she can be heard on WBCN 104 FM 6-10 p.m. week- like 'BCN might die, because or the 'COZ challenge and so spending time hanging out to get an idea of what everyone's 
days. forth . Charles had left and Max was leaving. They obvious- b«n doing all day. There may be productiori you have to 

by M. Dreae ly were looking for a woman to be a full-timer and they do. Tom & Eddy may call and say, "Hey, we need a voice" 

BR: How long have you been at 'BCN? 
Tracy: What's today? 
BR: The 6th. 
Tracy: Then it's three years today-I started on the 6th! 
BR: / understand you used to work in Providence al the 
college station. Could you tell us how you broke into radio? 
I know it's a vary important station in this region. 
Tracy: Yeah! I still don't understand why they haven' t been 
challenged. They're the only station down there that plays 
anything really. When I went to school I figured I'd do 
something with broadcasting or media and so went to the 
station to get some experience. I did news there for a long 
time. I guess it seemed like the guys who were playing music 
were having more fun ... so I ended up doing that my last 
two years in school at WBRU. I did some part-time work at 
PRO.FM screaming and yelling doing Top 40 which was 
quite an experience. It was kind of fun ... I was working 
five nights a week at the progressive station and then week
end nights I was over screaming at the other FM station in 
town. I thought it was a good experience and a lot of fun. I 
was even in high school a sort of cxtra--curricular person 
rather than going to classes all the time. So it was logical 
that once I got to college I'd start working at the station 
rather than going to class. 'BRU is a good college station to 
start at in the same way 'MBR is in that you get good treat
ment from the record companies and get to meet lots of 
people in the industry. I got to know some of the 'BCN 
folks and made those connections that help and finally got 
hired at 'BCN. 
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hired me! They were aware of my work in Providence. -so I come in early. I check out the Trades, find out mu
BR: That leads to one of my questions-what's it like being sically what's going on. I found it important to do a lot of 
a woman in radio? just checking out and finding out what's happening at the 
Tracy: To be completely honest this is one of my least fa- clubs. I try to go to as many coi,..erts as possible. That gen
vorite questions I always get asked.I It doesn't seem like eral "hanging out"-1 think a lot of people think it's just a 
Mark Parenteau and Oedipus get asked what it's like to be lot of fun and glamorous ... meeting artists backstage ... and 
a man in radio all the time and I don't find it to be that dif- it TS fun and one of the great advantages of the job-but it 
ferent. I'll sigh a little bit on the radio if it's necessary, but is also a lot of work. I mean there's some nights when the 
I'm a person first. You get misinterpreted a lot of times lastthinglwanttodoisthatsortofthing. But then there'll 
though, they expect you to be backstage and stuff coming be another week when all you really do is your show. You 
on or there to get laid and you're NOT (laughter). It's like know l'U hang around all day-I am a soap opera nut ... I 
suddenly you realize this guy is saying, "Well aren't we go- watch my soaps and maybe catch some sunshine and be real 
ing to ... ?" and I'm going, "What are talking about-I'm lazy and do my show and come right home. It can be as 
talking about your record." It gets a little confusing. I've much as you want it to be or as little as you want it to be. I 
been around it long enough now. I just take it with a grain think to do a good job you have to hang out and do all 
of salt. those things. 
BR: Do you find that people at the station treat you the BR: How much freedom do you have to play what you 
way you want to be treated? want? Do you have more freedom in the evening? 
Tracy: Basically, yes. I don't look for trouble. I'm probab- Tracy: Yeah, just by the nature of radio and what the peo
ly a little naive in that there probably are lots of sexist things pie are doing at nightime. Oedipus and Jerry Goodwin have 
that have happened to me that I'm just oblivious to. even more freedom than I do. This is nothing institutional
BR: Since you're the first DJ ~·ve interviewed could you ized or format-wise. When Mark (Parenteau) is on the air 
give us a typical day in the life of a DJ and what exactly do people are driving home, they're still busy. They probably 
you do? want to hear things that are a bit more familiar. The radio 
Tracy: I think for every announcer it's different, especially is more of a background and informational source for them 
at 'BCN 'cause we're such different people. There'U be at that time of day. Once they get home at night, when I'm 
some days when you go in and spend the whole day running on the air, they tend to be listening more. That's the time 
around-making phone calls, listening to records, helping they may be sitting down reading a book, the paper, or with 
with a promotion, maybe running out to a record store to 
do an in-store with an artist who is in town. Of course you continued next page 
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TOP OF THE POPS: 
Kate Ingram is currently the music director at WCOZ, 

having left the same position at WBCN just over a month 
ago-causing quite a stir at both stations. Since she 
switched there has been a considerable change in the type of 
music being played at 'COZ-a shift towards more new 
wave music. l hope that those of you who care about this 
will call in and be supporlive of this sort of change. The fol
lowing interview took place in the offices of 'COZ. 

byM.Dnue 

BR: Whydidyouleave'BCN? 
Kate: Well ... I guess in retrospect ... my intention was to try 
and play more good music. And I felt like the approach 
that Tommy Hadges had come to me with ... that I would 
have autonomy over all the music th-. would be done here 
and I just felt like that for the people in Boston it would 
mean we'd have a lot more good music. My intention is to 
try to be totally responsible to the audience. That's no re
flection on 'BCN. I think 'BCN is doing quite a good job 
of that in relation to most radio stations in the country .. 
but the more the better. 
BR: You've earned a reputation as a fairly innovative music 
director, interested in new wave and different forms of mu
sic. What do you suppose 'COZ's intentions were when 
they hired you? As far as altering their programming? 
Someone must have been looking for a change. 
Kate: Right. The staff at 'COZ had been lobbying for a 
change in this direction for some time-that is, the air staff. 
Especially I'd say Steven Clean, who is probably one of the 
main people who sets the pace muscially for the station. 
The music of the station had been going towards this direc
tion because of the music the disc jockeys do have the 
choice they want to play off of the records that are in the 
library. Instead of having to lobby for each and every re
cord I think that they had felt like if they could get me to 
come over here and work they wouldn't have to go through 
such trouble-the records would be provided for them and 
they could concentrate more on being good communica
tors. 
BR: We understand that 'COZ has a new program director. 
Who is he? 
Kate: His name is John Sebastian. John comes from a more 
scientific background than I do, as far as using research of 
a more passive nature than has been my philosophy in the 
past. He was at KUPD in Phoenix before he came here, 
and prior to that he worked in L.A. at a Top 40 station 
owned by the same company that owns WRKO and he 
made a success out of a radio station in Minneapolis-St. 
Paul before that-it was Top 40 station as well. That's ba
sically his background. 
BR: What do you think his overall approach will be? 
Kate: It's difficult to say since he's only been here 3 days, 
but I'm hoping for the best. I can't tell whether or not he's 
going to be listening to all of us on the air staff and me or 
not. But I hope for the sake of everyone who listens to the 
radio station he will take this input and use it. 
BR: So you're a little bit worried that perhaps he will 
change things in kind of an opposite direction from you? 
Xate: Well, so many radio stations in this country have 
gone dowm in the past year, for example WPIX in New 
York and KSAN in San Francisco, where I worked until 
last July when I went to 'BCN. All over the country there 
has been a movement to the right on the FM dial. Whereas 
FM started out as an alternative to the restrictive program
ming of AM radio, it seems now that the advertisers have 
been putting lots of money into FM stations and FM sta
tions have been ratings conscious just as well as the AM sta
tions. Now there's a lot of what we call FM penetration
people have FM radios in their homes-probably about 
800fo of the people in a given market, if that few. With that 
consciousness there's been a movement from AM to FM 
with these restrictive formats. My concern is that the sta
tions have in many cases sacrificed responsibility to the 
community which is what the F.C.C. license is supposed to 
mean in the first place, for immediate ratings success-and 
the quality has also been sacrificed. The quantity of records 
that have been introduced by FM stations in your major 
cities, for the most part, bas been declining ... regardless of 
the fact that the amount Or "product"-that's what they 
call it-has been increasing in the past few years. 
BR: What exactly does a music director do? 
~te: In the past 8 years that I've been a music director my 
job has mostly been that of choosing music for the objec
tive of the radio station, which is to get the ratings, and also 
to provide the most responsible programming that we can. 
In other words, to use the medium of radio to inform peo
ple about new music and then to try to hook onto trends 
and to play the music that gets played a lot-say, your 
"heavy rotation" or whatever you want to call it. Those 
would be the records that people want to hear the most ' 
based on input 8t a street level or whatever. Some music di
recton miaht use a more scientific approach by aoina out 

and tabulating record sales at various record stores or of 
doing call-up research but my own approach has been that 
of an observer from a sociological point of view. I have 
tried to take all facts into consideration and to lay them 
out in proportion to how important I think they are in de
termining what people want to bear. A music director in 
other words has a rapport with people in record stores; 
goes out and sees bands who come to town that might have 
records or be looking for records. I like to evaluate a band 
on its live performance as well. If I'm going to play a re
cord, and it sounds great in the studio and the band can't 
deliver live then I don't think they have a very good chance 
of having a hit record and it's disillusioning anyone who 
hears that record in lieu of another one to go out and buy 
it and then find out that the group can't do it live, but only 
with the use of a high paid producer. 
BR: What is the process by which a record gets on the ra
dio? 
Kate: I think it sort of. varies depending on the integrity of 
the programmer, whether it is a disc jockey who decides or 
program director or music director. In my case I try to base 
it totally on the VALIDITY of the music, on how valid it 
is. For example, Three Dog Night might once have been 
valid, but now I don't consider them to be particularly 
valid. By valid I mean relating to the lifestyle of the listener. 
In my opinion people listen to the radio for two reasons. 
One is on a conscious level for escape or entertainment and 
on a more sub-conscious level I feel people listen because 
the music that is played is something they have self-identi
fication with. Most of the people that listen to music sta
tions are fans. And the reason that they might like the Ra
mones and not another group is because they like what the 
Ramones say with their music. They like the fact that it's 
fun music. They identify with the lyrical conte11t and the 
sound of the music. 
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KATEINGRAM 
BR: What would you consider to be the most valid bands 
at present? 
Kate: I'd say the most valid bands, looking over the social 
changes of the pa.st year, are The Who-I think they have a 
wide effect. The Kinks are another band who have certainly 
paid their dues and may appeal to people who are your 
more active listeners, who are really up on the music scene, 
but also to your passive listener who doesn't really know 
what or who they're listening to but know that they'like cer
tain things or don't. The Pretenders have come from ob
scurity to become an extremely valid band, although one 
problem with a fast rise to success such as they've had, or 
that the Knack experienced a year ago, is that the music 
tends to bum out if the artist doesn't have a large reper
toire of music. That's why I feel the Beatles were so suc
cessful back in the early 60s, because when they first made 
it in America, they already had S or 6 albums that were 
available to the consumer, and there was little burn-out fac
tor of their music. It sounded great and there was a wide va
riety. 
BR: Any bands you consider to be invalid? 
Kate: There always is an element of hype in the music busi
ness. The hype that I try to look through. Some bands de
serve a lot of hype. Now DEYO is starting to get a lot of 
hype and they're valid, I feel. But a lot of times I'll get in a 
new record by some unknown artist. I really hate to say a 
name. I hate to name any band that's gone through the 
trouble ... 
BR: They'll say, ''Oh my God she's shot me." (laughter) 
Kate: I feel like every artist that's really trying to do some
thing is merited, whether or not I like it or the public likes 
it. 
BR: If we don't like them we just ignore them. 
Kate: EHctly. 

continued next page 
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TRACY-continued from pg 14 
will have a marvelous facility, one of the best radio facili
ties around. So they've made these investments in us, and 

some friends ... they're paying more attention to the music it makes us feel more wanted and secure in what we do. 
-so that's the time you can kind of spread out and teach They're about as nutty as we are tool Any management 
them new things-they're going to be more receptive to it. that would throw a party in a roller skating rink and ask 
But basically I play what I want to play. Sure there are everyone to wear tuxedos is a little out there! They're a lot 
guidelines at 'BCN, it's a very organic sort of fonnat ... I of fun. So a lot of bad feelings are mended. Yet we are still 
HA TE that word "format" ... that we've kind of cooked vigilant in· making sure they don't do anything like that 
up together, with some help from Charlie Kendall several again. 
years ago, and now with Tony, that we all feel is a good BR:Doyouhaveanyfavoritelocalgroups? 
way to be familiar, so the people will listen to us, but also Tr: It's hard to answer because I don't want to offend any
try all sorts of new things to give people the breadth and one I forget to mention. There's so much right now that's 
depth of all sorts of music. And those guidelines are really good in town, from those who have already made their re
nothing more than common sense. It's sort of like just di- cords like Robin (Lane and the Chartbusters), to those that 
reeling a good play every night when you're on the air. I will soon, like The Rings, to those who hopefully will soon, 
like just about everything. like the Remakes. I saw a couple of bands last night-The 
BR: What do you listen to here at home? New Models and Peytons were sounding great. The new 
Tracy: Oh hell, I'll listen to Barry Manilow records! I'll !is- Pastiche record is just great. I'm really, really happy with 
ten to anything. I really listen to all sorts of things. that. .. I like "Talk Show." Oh God! There's just so many. 
BR: How do you get along wilh therestoftheairstqff? It's a very exciting time for Boston right now. I hope that 
Tracy: We all spend an awful lot of time with each other the support services develop in as rapid a manner as the mu
really. It's a real family of sorts. I think a lot of people have sic has. For instance, studios and people who are good in 
called it a clique of sorts which is very difficult to enter. But management. 
basically it's real close, we've been through a lot together- BR: That's what I think is the biggest problem-manage
especially the strike. Even though I don't talk to Charles ment. 
every day we're still close. We have to spend a lot of time Tracy: I think that the fact that we don't have some good 
together by the nature of the kind of radio we do. I think managers in town hurts us. There's a lot of good bands I 
it's one of the best radio staffs in the country and that to- see that just need that bit of polish, that bit of guidance 
gether we could go up against any bunch. They're a very that someone ... for instance Al Perry has worked wonders 
talentedandcaringgroupofpeople. with The Rings and helped them immeasurably. But there 
BR: How are things with management since the strike? aren't that many Al Perrys running around, and we really 
Hove things pretty much settled down? need more. We also need better recording facilities in Bos
Tracy: They have turned out to be real OK guys. We still ton to keep the bands in Boston once they make it. The mu
have our fights ... they're sort of our parents, but I think the sic scene needs the money that recording brings in-and 
actions they took which motivated the strike were bred out the prestige. It helps the whole scene when everybody is 
of naivete about Boston and also about the staff, and 'BCN making this their home base. Fortunately the bands have 
and its uniqueness. By virtue of the nature of our union been relatively good about that. Geils and Aerosmith still 
and by virtue of the loyalty of the 'BCN listenership, I just record in the area, Boston still records here ... Robin went 
don't think they were aware of what they had gotten into. away ... a lot of it's just though when those bands go away 
I think there's now a lot of respect for us. For example we -there's just not the facilities yet. Intcrmedia has done 
can now walk in and say, "Hey guys, guess what we'regon- some new digital stuff, their studio is getting to be a very, 
na do this week" and have some scheme-for instance our very fine facility. 
Seabrook coverage last year-and they just shake their . I'm constantly amazed by how nice all the Boston bands 
heads and say, "Ok, how much money do you need ... go are. When it comes down to it, practically every band from 
ahead ... don't tell us about it!" I think there's a lot of re· Boston that I know I like as people. I don't know what it 
spect now. They realize that we, know our jobs vei-y well is, maybe it's just that Boston is a small town and we all 
and they know their job which is dealing with the financial know each other, you can't get away with being too much 
aspects of the station. There's a lot of respect between the of an asshole, or everyone's going to immediately say, 
two parties now. They' re willing to spend money on pro- "Well so-and-so's made their record and now they aren't 
motion. For instance, when Duane took over the station a going to grace The Rat anymore." You know you do see 
few weeks ago, we went on the road that day and broad- Dave Robinson and Rick Ocasek all the time, the Geils 
cast from five different locations. Those things can't be band-you see Wolfe all over the place as well as everyone 
done without some money and they give us the money to do else in the band. If they didn't make records I'd still want to 
those things. And th~ new station for instance-finally we know them. I really find that to be a joy. It means when a 
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BR: What about records that don't hove any regular distri
bution, like independents and imports? 
Kate: Well it seems as though some of those records are the 
most valuable of all from a programming standpoint be· 
cause they sound great, people like them, but they can't 
hear them except on a station that might play them. Your 
commercial Top 40 stations don't play that kind of music, 
and since you can't get them you have to listen to the radio. 
An example of course would be The Vapors. "Turning Ja. 
panese" is a great song, anyone who hears it feels good. If 
you did do call-out research on a record like The Vapors it 
probably would be pretty effective ... it would show that it 
is a rea1 popular record, but you certainly couldn't gauge it 
from record sales, because the record hasn't even been 
available to buy until just recently. 
BR: What advice would you hove to offer to o local band 
who wonts to get a tape or record on the radio? 
Kate: I think packaging has become extremely important, 
because of the amount of spontaneous generation of new 
music by bands in every city. There's so much that 's good 
that it gets down to what people listen to. If I listened to all 
the records and tapes that came in to me it would be all I 
did. Obviously I don't have time to listen to ·everything. I 
delegate a lot of it to my staff, which consists of my assis
tant music director and three interns who work here. I learn 
their own tastes and try to help them help me. It's a learning 
experience for all of us. 
BR: Are there any local bonds you ore particularly fond of? 
Kate: Too many to name, but I will start! Human Sexual 
Response I think has an extremely good future if all goes 
well. I think they're about to release an album independent
ly ... it's a real good record-I got a chance to hear it. Some 
of the bands are going to be more commercial than others. 
We were talking last night about Mission of Burma-I 
think they are an extremely talented group of people, 
whether or not they are going to make a commercial success 
is left to the public ... or the programmers of radio in Amer
ica. I don't think that with the current state of radio they'll 

be a commercial success right off the bat. If you look at the 
trends in music, anytime there's a new energy that comes 
into music it seems that records develop that are cult hits 
and then when AOR radio came about in the 70s they went 
back to the old progressive hits and started playing them. A 
lot of them had even been cut out like It's A Beautiful Day 
-which was a cut out by the time it achieved any airplay 
success. 
BR: What about Bound and Gagged? I see you're wearing 
their badge. 
Kate: I think they're great! l think there's a real trend 
towards more rhythmic music. Perhaps where the guitar 
was the instrument of the 70s-the lead guitar-perhaps the 
drums will be the instrument of the 80s. Although that 
seems a bit trite. Also another trend is that vocals seem to 
be becoming more of an instrument rather than just an ex
pression of musical content. 
BR: Do you ever get o chance to listen to the non-commer
cial stations in the area? 
Kate: Yes I do. I make it a point. Especially I like to listen 
to the Late Risers-just about every day. Having interns 
who work at the various college stations means I always try 
to tune into their shows. It's really fortunate we have the 
non.-commercial stations we have. 
BR: Do you view non-commercial stations as competitors? 
I know some of them program o heck of a lot of the kind of 
music some of us find interesting. 
Kate: Going back to 1974, there was a radio station in At
lanta, Georgia, WRAS-the Georgia State radio station. 
When people went up to Arbitron, it was determined that 
if they had been counted in the sampling, they would have 
gotten a 7 .9 share of the market, while the #1 Top 40station 
got an 8. So yes they are competitors. Just about everybody 
in Boston can listen to the non-commercial stations because 
it's such a closed-in city. 
BR: Do you think you'll ever see 'COZ picking up one of 
the more popular college station DJs as 'BCN has done, to 
directly top into that market as far as DJ knowledge is con
cerned? 
Kate: I would hope so. 

record comes out by Robin Lane and the Chartbusters I 
really wont to play it, I really want to help that record out 
'cause I like those people, and they have in turn been kind 
to me. Whereas somebody like The Pretenders comes in 
and Chrissie Hynde is the biggest asshole I've ever met in 
my entire life and I just don't care ... and don't extend my· 
self for someone like that. 
BR: You wont that in print? 
Tracy: Oh sure-the woman is a real jerk. Robin Lane is 
like the Virgin Mary compared to her. I like common cour
tesy a little bit, which isn't that hard to muster. 
BR: What do you think distinguishes Boston radio from 
the rest of the country? 
Tracy: The audience. We have a very intelligent audience_ 
here. Very alert, very aware, very willing to be challenged 
by new things. They tend to be very loyal. Generally a very 
motivated and involved listenership. We have to be on our 
toes. I was almost intimidated by it at first, because I knew: . 
that the majority of the people out there knew a hell of a:. 
lot more about music than I did. So we have the freedom to 
do intelligent radio. 
BR: / understand you hod quite o time with Elvis Costello. 
Tracy: I was petrified. There were TV cameras and lights an · 
over the place. I was going to throw up, I was so nervous, 
Plus I'd heard that Elvis was going to be real tough to inter
view and it turned out to be a real easy one ... it was a lot of 
fun. Beyond that I had met him the time before and had · 
gotten along extremely well, in fact that's why we got that 
interview. The second time they did no radio in America ex··: 
cept for that one with Oedi and I. A couple nights later at a 
party in Providence he was standing in the corner drinking 
a glass of wine and I wandered over and we got talking~ 
about something and then out af nowhere I made mention 
of his recording of I Just Son't Know What to Do With . 
Myselr· and I'm a big Burt Bacharach and Dionne war; 
wick fan. And he said, "YOU LIKE Dionne Warwick?". 
and I said "Oh yeah." And we spent the next hour and a· 
half singing Burt Bacharach songs round the piano. The· 
people whose house we were at wouldn't invite us back for 
two months because we'd monopolized Elvis Costello alJ 
night. But he's just a real nice guy. Very sensitive. Very shy .. 
This bravado.. · 
BR: He got a lot of bad press o while back. . 
Tracy: Of all people ... to accuse Elvis of being a flamiriii 
racist I find incredibly amusing. He's a good guy. I wish he;d 
tour here again. He's a little annoyed with America ancl 
American radio right now. Last time I saw him was in PtO- . 
vidence and Elvis' last words were, "And I won't com~ 
back to the fuckin' United States until fuckin' American 
radio gets its fuckin' shit together." That's a lot of the re3-
son why he's not touring with this album-'cause ):ie 
doesn't want to have anything to do with American radio . . 
BR: Anythin~ else you'd like to say to our readership? 
Tracy: I like the magazine a lot! (laughter) 

1 
BR: Can you tell us o little about the new waves ene in Son · 
Francisco? 
Kate: Last year about the time I left, radio had gotten pretty 
bad. There was not much on the commercial band where 
you could hear new music and at the same time there wasn't. 
one hall you could go see someone at. Since then Bill Ora:· · 
ham has bought a 2,000 seat hall. • 
BR: Con you tell us about the time you interviewed the sex 
Pistols on the radio? · 
Kate: It was a total surprise to me when they walked into 
the studio. It was my very first night on KSJO in San Jose. I 
was petrified. Disc jockeys have dreams a lot of times be
fore they're really competent, in which they work out a lot .. 
of problems-like the record skipping and they can't get to 
it in time. This was like all of my disc jockey nightmares· 
combined! At one point in my interview Paul Cook cameuP. 
to me and touched my arm aod said, "Why are you shak-.
ing? Please stop." They were awful nice to me-but I 
thought they were going to flush my head down a toilet. 
BR: Any other interesting interviews? 
Kate: I interviewed Dickie Betts and Greg Allman one time 
-and since then they've never done a radio interview,·. 
giving the excuse that some girl in San Francisco gave them 
a hard time. The ironic thing is the Allman Brothers had al
ways been one of my favorite bands. Dickie and Greg were. 
just total jerks. One of the things they said to me in the in-· 
terview was "We're artists-we don't care about politics."· 
The weird thing about it is they're the ones who brought up 
that they worked for Jimmy Carter. 

As we go to press it appears as though 'COZ may be 
switching to more of o heavy metal format as per the wishes 
of the new program director. Needless to say I hope this 
doesn't come about-and you, the listener, should let the 
station know what you wont to hear/ 
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NOTES FROM 
UNDERGROUND 

MISSION OF BURMA 
by M. &uUUll<he 

At limes when you think that all avenues of rock 'n • roll 
have been explored, a sound comes out of nowhere to prove 
you 're wrong and to give you something new and innova
tive to listen to. Mission of Burma is both new and innova
tive and have been playing the Boston and New York club 
circuit, attrating substantial critical praise in the process. 

·. They'.vejust released a single on Ace of Hearts Records/ea-
, luring "Academy Fight Song" and "Max Ernst." The 
Missions are: 

Clint Conley-bass and vocals 
Roger Miller-guitar and vocals 

· Peter Prescott-drums 
pseudo member: Martin Swope-tape loops 

/Amid all the chaos and laughter, the Missions were occas
sionally serious during the interview. For the sake of brevity 
I'll omit noting where laughter occurred during lhe inter
view and leave it to your imagination.} 

BR: The obvious question is, how did you choose the name 
"Mission of Burma?" 
Peter: (to Clint) Explain. It's your fault. 
BR: Clint did it? Okay, Clint, 'fess up. 
Clint: It's just a mysterious name. It really has nothing to 
do with anything. 
Peter: But you got it from an actual place ... 
Clint: In New York. I just passed by it and thought it was a 
gooct·name for a band. 
Peter: Political and foreign intrigue .. 
BR: So you remembered it all this time? How long ago was 
that? 
Clint: That was when Roger and I were in Moving Parts. I 
said, "That would be a great name for a band." And sure 
enough, a couple months later we hac' ;"- ~,: to name a 
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new band. 
BR: How did everyone meet in thejirst place? 
Clint: Sex ads in the newspaper. 
Peter: The Moving Parts broke up because of differences 
in .. . 
Clint: Let's back up a little Pete. We created the Moving 
Parts out of a newspaper thing (band ads), and then ... (to 
Peter): Carry on. 
Peter: I was in the Molls and got kicked out. The first peo
ple I thought of checking out was these two, because they 
were the only good musicians in town (blushes all around). 
Clint: Now, that's not what he thinks. 
Roger: Now that he's worked with us he realizes we don't 
know our shit. 
Peter: They had me try out three times I'll have you know. 
Clint: We're still trying out people. We're still not quite 
sure. 
BR: Have you ever thought of gelling more people in the 
band? 
Roger: We toyed with the idea of keyboards but once we 
got three, the sound was so satisfying ... 
Peter: It would be superfluous at this point. 
Roger: And we've got Martin doing tape loops. 
BR: Can you give me a Iii/le background? 
Peter: I came from Wareham which is down the Cape. 
Pretty normal. I was into standard things of the time and 
noticed myself getting bored with standard things of the 
time. Then I started coming up here and heard bands. I gra
dually moved closer to Boston. I got in the Molls. That was 
good but wasn't satisfying. 
BR: How long have you been playing? 
Peter: Since I was about 12. 
BR: Have you been in bands since then? 

Peter: Yeah. Cover bands originally. 
BR: And you, Clint? 
Clint: My dossier includes a lot of sordid facts. I grew up 
around Philly and northern New Jersey, and then spent my 
formative years in Darien, Conencticut. I remember every
thing up until Darien and then after that there's a big drug
induced fog. 
BR: Did you go to school there? 
Clint: University of Darien? Yeah. No, I went to school at 
the University of Rochester, I got an English degree, and I 
was in funk bands all the time. It was really hard funk. Real 
hip. Real fine nine or ten piece band. 
BR: Did you sing in those bands? 
Clint: No, I didn't sing until this band. I started playing 
back with "Louie, Louie." Real heavy, heavy stuff. 
BR: Roger? 
Roger: I'm from Ann Arbor, Michigan. I started playing 
rock a couple years after the Beatles, Yardbirds, Kinks .. 
Stuff like that. I was playing bass at the time. One of my 
favorite bands was a band I had in 1969 called Sprotun 
Layer. They kept playing off and on trying to make it. They 
just never made it. 
Peter: That band was all originals, right? 
BR: That was the problem back then. Playing all originals 
was a death blow, especiolly if you wanted to play the De
troit circuit. 
Peter: And they weren't commercial originals. 
BR: Did you go to school in Michigan? 
Roger: I went to the University of Michigan for one term 
and dropped out. Four years later, I went to another col
lege for a year and dropped out. Went to California, was a 
composition major for two terms and dropped out. I went 
back to the UPiversity of Michigan and dropped out ... 
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Peter: Now he knows how to drop out. He's got it down. 
Clint: University of Mission of Burma is next whenever he 
has a relaPse. 
BR: What was Ann Arbor like when you were playing? 
Roger: I was a year or two too young. Before that it was 
pretty incredible. The MC5, the Stooges (then called Iggy 
and the Psychedelic Stooges) and the (Amboy) Dukes (Ted 
Nugent's original band) used to play all the time. I used to 
work at a club called the Fifth Dimension. I did psyche
delic posters so I could get in to see the bands free. 
BR: What was the music scene in New Jersey? Was there 
any? 
Clint: No. There was none. We went to New York. 
BR: What were you listening to back then? 
Clint: The usual. I h:i.d a reaction against the Beatles 'cause 
everybody listened to them. l listened to a lot of Kinks. 
Beach Boys too. 
BR: (to Peter) Whal were you listening to in your formative 
years? 
Peter: First good thing was Eno. Before that it was heavy 
metal. That's what was played and that's all that was avail
able too. Then I started reading and occassionally I'd see an 
odd record here and there. I realized that if I wanted to hear 
more of that I'd better come to the cities. 
BR: (to Roger) Who were you listening to? 
Roger: The first stuff I started to like was the Beatles, the 
Yardbirds, the Who, the Kinks. In the psychedelic era, the 
bands that grabbed me were Pink Floyd with Syd Barrett, 
Hendrix, and "Strange Days" by the Doors. 
BR: Are there any groups that influence your current 
sound? 
CUnt: I hope not. We do listen to tons of music ... 
Peter: I think when we first started-Wire (Still a relatively 
obscure original English punk band). And now, the ambi
ence created by Gang of Four, Public Image, the Mekons 
and that sort of stuff. It's not so mQch influence . . It's what 
we like. 
BR: Do youfeelyou can relate to groups like that? 
Clint: Whenever we play with these English bands (the 
Missions have played with the Buzzcocks, Gang of Four 
and the Cufe), we get along pretty well-musically. 
Peter: The Fall, who are totally uncooperative with the au
dience or with other people, said that we are the only band 
they could stand. 
Clint: (Sarcastically) They gave us a high compliment! 
BR: Do you think your music is more accessible to the E,ig
lish? 
Peter: Probably so . It's an American sound, but if we were 
over there we'd have an album out now. 
Roger: America's big. England's so pressured, moment to 
moment is really important. Whereas in America moments 
are real long. We might pick up faster in England, but 
might last longer in the United States. 
CUnt: It's the Big Prairie Syndrome! 
BR:/ heard you got a real good reaction in New York. 
Cllnl: Yeah, favorable. Not frenzied. At Hurrah things 
have been real good. 
BR: What do you think about Hurrah's audiences? 
Peter: They're alright. • 
Clint: I think they're pretty fucked up. 
Roger. It's not as bad as were led to expect. People move. 
CUnl: They are jaded. They come up (Clint exhibits a blank 
expression as typical audience reaction) and you're busting 
your ass. (Mocking New Yorker's attitude): "Show me." 
I'm the best person in the world . I've got my thing-own a 

boutique." It's like working up against a rock when you go 
down to New York. They're not as quick to dance as they 
are up here. 
BR: Do you consider yourself a dance band? 
CUnt: Not really. I like it when they dance, but I don't think 
we're as danceable as a lot of bands. 
BR: Compared to a lot of bands, especially out of the punk 
movement, it seems your music is fairly complex. 
Peter: That's fine. That's great. 
BR: Is that really intentional? 
Peler: No. Actually most of the bands we were in before 
were more complex and more leadened. My idea of this 
band is to fuck up whatever anybody thinks we're going to 
do. I don't want to satisfy expectations. If they think we're 
a dance band-we're not. If they think we're an art band
then we're not. 
Clint: See, we're nothing! 
BR: Have f¥Ople called you an art band? 
Roger: Not to our face. 
Peler: They wouldn't dare. 
Roger: One guy who came up and interviewed me last night 
at the Underground said, "I think of you guys as basically 
straight forward rock 'n' roll." I said, "Okay." 
BR: Can yoU relate to any labels people are putting on mu
sic now? Your're not Ska. How do you describe your sound 
to somebody who hasn't heard the band? 
Clint: I do it all the time to these old ladies at the Census 
Bureau, (mimicing an old lady's voice) "What kind of mu
sic do you play?'' I say, ''Rock.'' 
BR: Where do the ideas/or your songscomefrom? 
Peter: Roger and Clints' warped minds. A couple have 
come from collective jams. And they're always formed af
terwards. 
Clint: Where they start is hard to tell. On a bus ... There'\ 
something in your head. 
BR: What about "Einstein's Day?" 
Roger: I was just sitting around, while I was still in the 
Moving Parts, aimlessly playing guitar because I was bored. 
In fact, a lot of the song comes out of boredom. I was play
ing the guitar and said, "What a stupid riff! I know Clint's 
gonna love this." And I liked it too. I just shelved it for a 
while. When the band formed I fixed it up a bit. 
BR: Where did the words come from? 
Roger: This couch. 
BR: (Pointing to the,couch) This is Einstein? 
Roger: Like a lot of songs, a lot of things focused together. 
Einstein's 100th birthday and I was looking out the window 
feeling spacey .. 
Cllnl: ... Major events! 

BR: What about "Max Ernst?" 
Roger: That was written in Moving Parts. That was two 
years ago. When I came to Boston I decided I wasn't going 
to be in a rock band but I ended up in the Moving Parts. 
That was the third song for the band. I felt real inspired be
cause it felt great to be writing rock again. 
BR: Why Max Ernst? 
Roger: It was somebody I was reading about. I respect the 
guy a lot. There's a certain archetypcncss to him. He was 
putting out all these ideas that were very radical. He got ac
cepted eventually but when he started he was involved in 
dada which is about as against the grain as you can get . Af
ter years of bashing his head against the wall, something 
happened. 
BR: Sort of a/heme song for the Missions? 
Rogep Maybe. Evcrything's a tticmc song. 
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(At this point the conversation degenerates into a frce-for
all discussion of dadaism and art films.) 
BR: What about the "Academy Fight Song?" 
Peter: Clint venting his spleen! 
BR: Anybody inspire you to write that? 
Clint: (Reluctantly) Yeah, you could say that. 
BR: A lot of anger in that song? 
Clint: Yeah. Pretty angry. You wouldn't know him. That's 
where it started from. To hear the lyrics now it barely con
nects with the incident. It's just a big conceit. A metaphor. 
BR: How did you like doing those songs in the studio? 
Roger: Torture. There was pleasure and there was torture. 
BR: Did you find it frustrating? 
CUnt: There were frustrating moments. It was pretty tough . 
Doing the songs was rougher than I thought it would be. 
We had some fuck ups ... psycho-moods where we'd storm 
out of the studio. 
Roger. Mixing down, I personally found to be the worst 
part. It's aiways fun to play. 
Clint: We went up to Vermont and spent tho~nds of dol
lars ... millions of dollars trying to mix it out. And we had 
28 hours for two songs. It was getting down to the 27th 
hour and we knew we weren't anywhere near the first song. 
Mixing is definitely the hardest thing because there's so 
much voodoo in the studio. 
BR: Did you/eel under a lot of pressure in the studio? 
Clint: Fortunately, we didn't. Rick (Harte) was real cool, 
because he wants to do things right no matter how long it 
takes. 
Peter. We couldn't have been in a better situation for our 
first single. 
Clint: Not that kind of pressure. Just personal, self-pres
sure. You wanted todo it. 
BR: Who's the most tempermentalperson in the band? 
Clint: You'll have to ask Rick (Roger and Peter point to 
Clint). 
BR: Everybody's pointing to Clint here. 
CUnt: Well ... Roger has his freakouts. I have my freakouts, 
Peter has his freakouts ... 
Peter: ... But Clint is the most tempermental person in the 
band. 
Clint: No. I'm always cheerful. I freaked out in that last 
session, that's true. But, I haven't freaked out in many ses
sions. Have I? 
Roger: The advantage and disadvantage of Soundtrack (re
cording studio) was that we weren't pressured, but at the 
same time we'd start real late and end up real late in the. 
morning. If we hadn't gone so late our judgement could've 
been a little clearer. 
BR: Are you happy about how the record turned out? 
All: yeah. Pretty much. I'm happy about the way it came 
out. (Sarcastically) Extremely mellow record. 
BR: What do you think will happen when the single comes 
out? Do you think ii will be a turning point? 
CUnt: I think our relations with Russia will ease up. It's 
hard to project. I think it'll really help on a lot of points. At 
least we'll have something we can send to somebody. You 
don't see that many A&R men hanging around the clubs 
until you're really hot. 
Roger: Boston's not so bad. They're looking in the wrong 
places. The Fools, Private Lightning ... All these groups 
have albums out. In a way it looks like Boston's a hotbed 
of popular music, but it's all shit. 
BR: I've heard A&.R people will only go to places with 
clean ba.throoms. Is that true? 
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Clint: It's true. They'll only go to the Paradise. Only if you 
kiss their ass to.do it. 
BR: What do you want 10 get out of I his record? 
Cllnl: I Want to gain ... What do we want to do? 1 want to 
get attention. You can bust your ass in these little clubs. 
BR:Howfardoyou want to go? 
Cllnl: Past the B-52's record. 
BR: Seriously guys, what do you want to do with the band? 
Peter: Get on a label and get a lot of control in the process. 
BR: And give up your daytime jobs? 
(Assorted laughter and remarks) 
Clint: As long as it doesn't interfere with my Census job. 
BR: Who works daytime jobs? 
Peter: Pontiac dealer, Quincy. 
Clint: D02142. District Office 2142, Census Bureau. 
Roger: I occassionally tune pil\nos ... and I play an obscure 
instrument in the subways. 
BR:/ see. So you're a musical consultant. Martin, what do 
you do? 
Martin: I find money on the ground. 
Clint: When the Missions started I more or less wanted to 
try writing songs. 
BR: (To Roger) You wanted to give up rock 'n' rolf for a 
while didn't you? 
Roser: For about a month. 
CUnt: When was that, last month? 
Roaer, Startin.a: tomorrow. 
BR: Did any of you do a lot of dn1gs in the sixties? 
Clint: Almost all of the drugs I've ever done were back 
then. 
Peter: Most of mine were done in the seventies. Actually 
there's a kind of difference in our ages. 
BR: Yeah. You're the youngest. Howoldareyou? 
Peter: 23. I think. I'm at least 22, possibly 23. 
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Clint: I'm 24, but about 25. 

=~~:.}~~ ~:~s~u;~;.about 54. Closing. 

Roger: You're not kidding ... Yeah, drugs are great. I don't 
do many drugs anymore. I used to do a lot of pot and acid. 
It's a source of inspiration. 
BR: Rick Harte says you're quite the drinkers. 
Peter: He just exaggerates that shit. I think to him it's more 
noticeable because when we're with him we happen to be in 
clubs, the studio ... 
Clint: ... waking up in the morning. We'd have a drinking 
match with the (Classic) Ruins and after four drinks .. 
(mocks unconscious drunk pose) 
BR: ls there a Jot of tension when you play? 
Roger: Yeah. It's not like we're rigid. We get sort of elastic, 
but we're tense in a different way. 
Clint: You crank up so there's a lot of tension and when 
things don't go right you get violent. 
Peter: There arc times when things go so bad that we are 
better and there arc times when things arc good and we're 
just terrible. There never seems to be a constant on how 
we're affected. 
BR: Do you have a problem in being inconsistent? 
Roger: No problem. We're just inconsistent. 
Clint: In a way it's good to be up and down. When you're 
up, the highs are going to be higher. 
Peter: The worst idea is to have a safe middle. 
Cllnl: You have that high. Then yoll have the low like at 
the beginning of the set last night when you just want to get 
back in the corner and shrink up. 
BR: Do you like that uncertainty about playing live gigs? 
Clint: Well it makes it a lot harder. 
Peter: We like the uncertainty. Sometimes it works and 
sometimes it fucks things up totally. But, (bravely) that's 
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the chance we take. 
BR: How do you feel after a bad show? 
Roger: Either bad or slap happy. 
Clint: Sometimes you'll get off the stage and people will 
say, "Great set, great set," and you'll be too cmbarassed to 
look at them. 
BR: You can 'I always tell from where you 're standing. 
CUnt: I know. We probably have the worst perspective of 
anybody there. We're in the worst place to hear the music. 
BR: How do you feel after a good show? 
Clint: Great. Drunk. Ten minutes after a good show you're 
pretty well drunk. 
Peter: We never slap each other on the back. We just feel 
good about it. It's talked about more when it's a bad show. 
Clint: That's the only time: we talk. We talk a lot then. 
BR: Does anyone gel any personal grief for a bad night? 
Clint: No. Everybody makes mi.stakes in this band. 
Roger: We're all about as equally bad. 
Clint: When we make mistakes we smile at each other, it's 
fun. 
Roger: Mistakes per se don't have anything to do about 
how a show is going. 
BR: What's the making fora good show? 
Peter: We haven't found that out. 
Clint: If we could analyze that stew, we'd make it every 
night. 
BR: What do you think of the Paradise? Do they treat you 
right? 
Peter: The Paradise is a pretty cool place. Basically they 
treat us pretty good. 
BR: What about other clubs in town? 
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Clint: Cantone's I've wanned up to. Just because they treat 
you well down there. (Sarcastically): They've got this in
credible dressing room. (Actually the club's kitchen.) And 
an amazing light show. (A single light bulb above the stage.) 
I enjoy playing there. It's really fun. 
BR: How hard is ii for a band to make it? 
Roaer: Extremely easy. We're just too stupid. 
CUnt: We're trying to find out. I'd like to be like the 
Shades. They're the most fucked up band I've ever heard. 
There's certain things you can do to make it easier ... 
Peter: The shag haircuts are next month. 
Clint: ... Water everything down. Play songs like Blondie. 
BR: What do you think of the Boston music scene? 
Clint: Right now we're going through a reshuffling. A dol
drum in Boston. Lost the Maps .. 
Roger. ... lost the (Unnatural) Axe, lost the Girls, La Peste .. 
BR: So you guys are the last ho~? 
CUat: I like the (Neighbor) Hoods and 1 love Bound and 
Gagged. 
Roger. If the Lyres could get it together ... There's poten
tial. There's something not quite right yet. 
BR: Are you guys going to stay in Boston? 
CUnt: Hopefully not, to be truthful ... Until something im
portant happens. Moving to New York wouldn't make a lot 
of sense at this point. 
BR: Do you get a lot of pleasurefromplaying live? 
Clint: Yeah. It's a whole different world . 
BR: Arr therr times when you think it's not worth it? 
Clint: Sometimes 1 don't look forward to playing a gig. 
Once out of five times I think, "Ah, I don't feel like Stay
ing up late and talking to people." Most of the time it's 
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gung-ho. You think about it all day. You just want to play. BR: Whoe~doyou like to listen to locally? 
Roger: I never thought or actually quitting. But there have Roau: The new La Peste is really good. And there's a 
been times I've said I never wanted to play out again. group called Vitamin I'm getting a lot. 
BR: So there's no threat of the Missions breaking up in the CHnt: (jokingly) Harlequin is our favorite band. 
near Jutun? You'll put up with the aggravation for as long Peter: I like the2 x4s but I've only seen them once or twice. 
as you can stand. BR: But you really do like Harlequin of course? 
Roger: It's been less aggravating rcccnt1y, than six months CUat: I really like 'em. I'll even pay to see them. I will. But 
ago. 1 can only take about five minutes. I get so much in that 
BR: Why is there so much faith in this bond? five minutes. 
Clint: I think we're real original. • BR: Do you have any problems not having a manager? 
BR: That's an understatement. That's why I think it's hard Peter: At this point it's not too bad. We'd like a manager, 
to find your influences. Because you do have a unique roadies ... 
sound. You have the same style as the Gang of Four or the BR: He was going to Law School and managing at the same 
Mekons... time. His capacity to do either was much reduced. While he 
Clint: But we don't sound like them. was doing his thing I think he did it pretty well though. 
Roaer: We're coming from the same roots. BR: Dou it work having the band manage itself? 
BR: All these bands are considered to be more intellectually Peter: It'll be a lot better when none of us are working. At 
oriented. Do you consider yourselves intellectuals? this point I'm not doing my part. These guys have to handle 
Roaer. We think, but we feel and act as well. the shit end of the stick. 
Peter. The whole problem with the previous band I was in BR: Does a democracy work when ii comes to making deci
was that there was too much thinking before feeling. The sionsforaband? 
whole idea is to feel it first and then explain your feelings in Peter: This band has always been that way so we don't have 
an intelligent fashion. Entertainment is part of what wedo. to adjust to being that way. 
BR: Do you put ony thought into your stage show? BR: You don't have problems making decisions? 
Roaer: Peter came up with the idea of the collective cloth- Roaer: We have a lot of problems because there is no one 
ing concept for a more visual thing. person making them. But they always work out. 
Peter: The idea that we look cohesive has a nice balance to BR: How do your resolve conflicts? 
it. CUat: Brute force. If I need an argument articulated l call 
CHnt: Roger and I aren't exactly great entertainers in front my brother to articulate it to my friends here. 
of the microphones in between songs. We're not like Lou BR: (lo Clint) Are you the prime ego of the band? 
Miami. Roter: We're all pretty much prime egos. 
BR: So you're not shooting/or Las Vegas? Peter: I've got just as much ego as them. In fact, I'm trying 
Clint: No. That's Lou's domain. to arrange it so that the drums are up front and they're in 
Peter: That would be great if Lou Miami made it big in Las the back. 
Vegas. BR: How do you amuse yourselves when you're not play. 
Clint: Add him to the list of great bands. ing? 

Roter: Drugs. 
Clint: I enjoy editing census fonns. Tracking down people 
... (seriously) Listen to music and read. 
Peter: I read different things than Clint. Clint's more ma
ture. 
Clint: He reads creepy stuff. 
Peter: I lean more towards shitty horror movies and stories. 
CUnt: I'm totally immersed in Henry Miller right now. 
BR: You're living his life style? 
Clint: No, but it is affecting my life style (with a glimmer in 
his eye). 
BR: Moving right along here ... Roger, what do you do to 
entertain yourself? 
Peter: Plays his organ in the subways. 
Clint: There's not that much1ime actually. 
BR: What would you like to do if you had some free time? 
Clint: Read, listen to records. 
Peter: If I had more money I'd play around with recording 
on my own. 
Roser: I'm actually working on an album with Dave Hill 
(ex-Girls drummer) right now. Sort of spare time. Sort of a 
job. 
BR: So what do you want to get out of all this? 
Clint: Not having to worry about money and things might 
be easier. 
Pekr: Being able to do it the way we want. 
Clint: Without having to fucking go down to the fucking 
Census Bureau. 
BR: So you just want to have your artistic freedom? 
Clint: Absolutely. You don't need Cadillacs across the 
street. 
BR: What advice do you have for up and coming bands 
that want to make it in Boston? 
Peter: You can't give advice. Everybody does it differently. 
Roger: You've g_ot to get financial backing. 
cunt: It's just as easy to marry a rich girl. 
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One of my favorite songs on Orchcstr 
Manouvrcs' excellent debut album is tit! 
"Pretending to See the Future." I had nev 
er thought much about the song's title unti 
the day they performed at The Under 
ground. It was then that I realized its bla 
ant irony. Unlike most clectronic-synth 

sizer pop bands (such as Gary Numan, Joh 
Foxx, The Human League or Dcvo)Orchc 
ral Manoeuvres have very little interest i 
uturistic posing. They don't dress up i 

surrealistic costumes or rubber suits. Thei 
stage show is plain and simple with no hid 

en trickery. And they don't sing about r 
bots, spaceships, cars or DNA, either. 

For me this :., a much welcomed relief 
ver the year: I've developed a degree o 

animosity towards a lot of this synthesizer 
orientated stuff. 

The real trouble began back in the lat 
ixtics, early seventies when the pompou 

sounds of Walter Carlos, Rick Wakeman 
ELP, Styx, Kansas and others helped sen 
rock music straight into the trashcan. Al 

up t at recent y p ay 
the Underground. 

these bands had the same despicable traits 
Under the pretense of being futuristic wiz 
ards swirling and twirling knobs, they per 
formed music that transformed the audi 
encc into mindless, gawking spectators. 

Of course this is not being totally fair 
For every disgusting syntho-schlock albu 
r~orded in those years there was an excel 
lent Roxy Music, David Bowie or even St 
vie Wonder album that utilized basically th 
same instruments. But overall the develop 
ment of syntho-rock seemed to suppr 
the carefree spirit of rock and roll. 

And it was because of this that by 197 
77 I joined a growing group of disgruntl 
rock fans that welcomed the punk move 
mcnt with open arms. Four years later, an 
segments of the new wave are falling bac 
into the same old rut. 

Orchestral Manoeuvres arc one of a fe 
excellent synthesizer dominated bands tha 
don't seem to be falling into the same pot 
hole. Their music is both intelligent an 
danceable. They play buoyant high-energ 

pop songs-not depressing funeral marches. 
From Liverpool, Orchestral Manoeuvres 

is the brainchild of two men, Andy McClus
ky and Paul Humpreys. Although the pair 
have been working together and with others 
for years (an early version of "Julia's 
Song" can be found on a sampler of Liver
pool bands called Street to Street when 
McClusky and Humpreys were part of a 
group called The Id), Orchestral Manoeu
vres first came into the public eye with their 
bouncy single "Electricity," recorded last 
year using just a tape recorder, electric pia
no and bass. 

"Electricity" could easily be considered 
one of the most professional sounding gar
age records of all time. Initially only 500 co
pies of the record were pressed. According 
to McClusky, one of the 500 people to pur
chase that first 45 was none other than that 
big cheese of modern synthesizer pop, Gary 
Numan. Supposedly, Numan liked the re
cord (perhaps he's human after all!) and 
had his manager offer the duo the opening 

songs. 

slot on Numan's upcoming British tour. 
With Numan's records circulating high · 
the British charts, Orchestral Manoeuvre 
was destined to attract a lot of attention 
Soon they found themselves playing in fron 
of upwards of 3,500 people. 

At the time Orchestral Manoeuvres' stag 
show consisted of McClusky on bass a 
vocals, Humphreys on keyboards and on 
stand center stage, a Teac taperecorde 
named Winston. Unlike many other band 
that play accompanied by tapes, Orchestr 

anoeuvres make no attempt to fool thei 
audience by hiding the pre-recorded sounds 
To this date Orchestral Manoeuvres contin 
ues to use a tape recorder on stage, but earl 
ier this year Winston lost some of his signi 
ficance when two additional band member 
were added to their stageshow. 

Drummer Malcome Holmes and key 
boards-synthesizer player David Hugh 
(on temporary leave from his own grou 
Dalek I) have been touring with them fo 
the past few months. It was this same line 

Originally Orchestral Manoeuvres had n 
intentions of playing Boston on this (thei 
first) U.S. tour. But thanks to the persis 
tcncc of Jim Coffman, The Underground' 
manager-booking agent, the band was per 
suaded to add an additional date to thci 
itinerary. 

I have a good deal of respect for Coff 
man. His genuine enthusiasm for mode 
music has brought some excellent bands t 
Boston that would never have been bookc 
by any other club. My only regret is tha 
Coffman is not booking a different room 
The stage at The Underground is small an 
hardly visible from within the club's nar 
row, poorly-ventilated confines. On an off 
night a pair of noisy pinball machines (1 
ated about twenty-five feet in front of th 

stage) provide an additional distraction 
Fortunately the machines were removed fo 
that night's soldout show and Coffman ha 
the insight to solicit Jan Crocker (the maes 

ro o os on s growmg roe vi eo scene 
who provided TV monitors of the stage ac 
tion for the two-thirds of the audience wh 
were unable to sec the stage. While Crocke 
did an excellent job, many patrons com 
plained of paying five bucks to watch 
band on TV, especially knowing the ban 
was playing live in the adjacent room. 

To make things worse, the band's un 
comfortableness with The Underground' 
limitations put a damper on their enthusi 
asm-as was ret1ccted by their short 35 min 
utc set. (Apparently the evening befor 
they had also experienced technical diffi 
culties while playing at Philly's Hot Club. 
Still, in spite of everything, I found thei 
set extremely enjoyable. McClusky prov 
to be a surprisingly charismatic front man 
As they closed the set with "Electricity' 
McClusky spit out, "Electric things ar 
great when they work. But they aren't. 
good night." 

Back when they were The Jetts, guitaris 
Casey Lindstrom earned my respect as 
tight, fierce g'uitarist who frequently bound 
ed from one end of the stage to the other 
Unfortunately, in the new band some of th 
same guitar playing a,nd stage moves tha 
worked brilliantly in the original group wer 
a little too flashy to fit comfortably wit 
their new, toned-down material. In contras 
keyboardist Steve Thurber (who played pri 
marily bass as a Jett) seems better suited t 
this new band, and the one song he sings 
"Kiss of Death," is among the best of thei 
strong new material. This was only the thir 
or fourth appearance of The New Models 
and already I'm confident they will develo 
into a superb band. 
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The evening started out with The N 
Models, a local three piece that sprang fro 







LATE SHOW FEATURE: 
8-EYED SPY STARRING LYDIA LUNCH 

by Mr. Band Chris Tun 

I was fortunate to interview Lydia and the Spy crew dur
ing their Greek (restaurant) tour as they passed through 
Boston. Although this was sup~d to be a "band inter
view", the noise and acoustics of the Aegean Fare restau
rant (Kenmore Square) made that practically impossible. 
What we have instead is the unmistaken charm of Ms. 
Lunch and an occasional comment by members of the 
band. 8-Eyed Spy are: 

Lydia Lunch - vocals 
George Scott - bass 
Jim Sclavunos- drums 
Mike Palmgarden - guitar 
Pat Irwin -guitar and sax 

Boston Roc:k: Who started the band? 
Geors;c: Lydia discontinued Teenage Jesus (and the Jerks} 
and I found myself, for one reason or another, out of the 
Contortions. So we put a band together. 
BR: What's the thing with Jomes Chance? 
Geo'lc: I'd rather not talk about it. It's just not worth talk
ing about. 
BR: ls it a sensitive thing? 
Lydia: It's desensitized. 
BR: Where did the name "8-Eyed Spy•• come from? 
Lydia: Don't ask ... It really existed. We didn't coin the 
phrase. We stoic it as usual. 
BR: What are lhe plans/or recording this group? 
Lydia: When Warner Bros. meets our price then we record. 
Pat: That's a little flippant . If we get approached to do a 
record, we'll do one. That's what we all want to do. 
BR: What do you want lo do with this band that other New 
York bands haven't done? 
George: J don't know if we want to be that calculated about 
it. We're just a rock 'n' roll band. We get all this jazz stuff 
laid on us. In Billboard there's an article saying we're jazz
rock fusion, punk-funk ... People sec a saxophone player 
and it's a jazz band. 
BR: An you trying to break from trends followed by New 
York bands? 
Lydia: There arc no trends in New York. Disco is the only 
trend. 

· BR: They're doing a lot of electronic sh.if/ now. 
Lydia: 1 try to avoid whocver's doing electronic music. In 
that vein, 1 hate electronic music in any fonn except for 
Suicide. And even now they're getting pretty disgusting .. 
Pat: What did you ask about trends? 
BR: / just wanted to know what trends are popular right 
now. 
Lydia: Ska. Stabbing, there's a lot of that. (Coincidentally, 
Lydia's fiance gets stabbed outside the Rat the very same 
night.) Marriage is very big. I'm getting married for the sec
ond time soon. Acid is a trend I endorse. I don't mean 
LSD. Waking up ... I endorse it thoroughly. 
Pat: Disco. Everywhere you go they're still playing disco. 
Lydia: You get into a groove and you can't get out. 8-Eyed 
Spy is the only rock 'n' roll band in New York. 
BR: What do you think about what tM Cars do? 
Lydia: I think the Cars arc great. 
BR: What about Aero.smith? 
Lydia: I think Acrosmith is great. I don't listen to Acro
smith. I don't have a Cars record, but they're so total in 
what they do. When you hear their song you know it's the 
Cars. You never mistake a Car's song for anything else. I 
like production. I think production can only help. 
BR: Do you listen to your sh.if/? 
Lydia: I like my album. (Queen of Siam) I like the first side 
of my album a lot. 
BR: Have you heard the group .. X .. ? (See L.A. Sct!ne arl
icleelsewhen in this issue.) 
Lydia: They're good friends of mine. My favorite band, 
besides 8-Eyed Spy. 
(A discussion of L.A. bands ensues at this point. Much 
negative response when BR mentions Joan Jett.) 
Lydia: May I just say, "Joan Jett, will you please die!" 
She's tried unsuccussfully to kill herself. It's time people 
take it into their own hands. 
BR: She seems so bored with her music. 
Lydia: She's very young, but I think it's called being an 
acid casualty. 
BR: Whal clubs do you like to play in New York? 
Lydia: Madison Square Garden. My favorite. 
BR: When do you usually play? 

Lydia: Madison Square Garden. No, we play at Tier 3 a lot. 
We play everywhere. 
BR: What do you think of New York audiences? 
Lydia: Love 'cm. They love us. We love them ... can't resist. 
BR: Where are you playing now? Primarily New York City? 
Lydia: Yeah. We've played a few other places, Buffalo, 
Toronto, Rochester, Boston ... I prefer to play in New York 
because I'm too lazy to travel. The audiences are better 
anywhere else. I'm beginning to rcalizc I'd rather have apa
thy then hop in a van and drive 300 miles to get a few hip
hurrabs more. The West Coast tour was very good. J liked 
that. It was a bit more cushioned. 
BR: Would you go to Europe again? (Lydia went as part of 
the Teenage Jesus tour.) 
Lydia: Yeah. If somebody paid, I'd go. 
BR: What types of music· do you listen to? 
Lydia: I like country and western. I like Crcedence Clear
water Revival. The band votes the new ZZ Top album best 
of the year so far. 
BR: What are the good New York bands? 
Lydia: Please ... 
BR: There must beat least one or two? 
Pat: Bush Tetras, Dbs ... 

BR: What's happening in clubs like Max's Kansas City and 
CBGB's? 
Lydia: We refuse to play those clubs. We like the uptown 
more. 
BR:Monchic? 
Lydia: Yes. That's when I wear my sequined full-length 
evening gown with glitter gloves . • 
BR: What international bands do you like? 
Lydia: I personally am not concerned with what is con
temporary. 
BR: What an you interested in? 
Lydia: Not music. Just continuing, I guess. Existing till to
morrow. Music is not my life so don't ask me any musical 
questions. I'm just not interested in music. 
BR: What do you like? 
Lydia: TV. Movies at the theatre. 
BR: You wouldn •t mind giving up music altogether? 
Lydia: I'm trying. I have given it up and I'm back. I just 
use this as a stepping stone. Th~ is it for now. This is not 
my life. It's a great band. The best band I could have. Iti5 
now. That's all I'm interested in is right now. Not music. 
Not what's going on around me. Not Europe. Not Boston. 

~f/ :':n!~r!ir:,t :=~~ ~~nd~;t ~:~ ~!uJ:s~~:!:~~:~ 
different than the next Joe. I'm probably the most suburb
an in the band. 
BR: An you from the suburbs originally? 
Lydia: No, but I try to be suburban. 
BR: So you want a house in tM suburbs, a car, a dog ... 

Lydia: I do. I'm working on it. If somebody could give 
that to me right now I would say pfttt ... and go for it. No 
questions asked. I'd go for it for now. That's all I'm con
cerned with. 
BR: So you have no desire to work? 
Lydia: No. I have no desire to work. No desire to create. 
No desire to exist. They have the energy. I have the apathy. 
BR: Do you like to read? 
Lydia: There arc things I do love to read. I like to be read 
to. I like to hear stories. That's about it. 
BR: ls there anything you care about? 
Lydia: I care about everything. Except for politics of any 
sort. 
BR: So you don't keep up with the news? 
Lydia: I like to listen to the news. I can't do anything to 
change it so why should I care? 
BR: Some people make a big deal of it ... 
Lydia: That's because they have nothing else to make a big 
deal over so they use politics. They're personally probably 
so bland they have to make a big deal over something so 
why not politics? I am not personally bland therefore I can 
be apathetic. I can entertain myself so what need do I have 
for you? 

BR: What type of mood do you try to create when you sing? 
Lydia: I'm not trying to. I'm singing the words. That's all. 
I'm not telling them what to think. I have to do everything 
for them? I have to stand up there .. . I have to look pret
ty ... I have to wear a dress ... I have to open my mouth ... 
Sing words ... Remember songs ... And then on top of it I 
have to create a mood? 
BR: Hey, some people like that. 
Lydia: I'm merely doing my job. Just like a plumber or a 
janitor. I just want them to think I'm a pretty nice girl that 
they would like to take home and fuck. But only they know 
they can't. 
BR: Do you consider yourself a seductress? 
Lydia: No. I wouldn't bother seducing them. 
BR: WMre do the words come from? You don't gtl those 
from libraries do you? 
Lydia: You wanna bet? They just come out. I'm gifted. It's 
a talent. I never sit and think about it. They just come out. 
I never change them. I'm good at syllabication and diction. 
Sometimes it will take me a year to realize what I wrote. I 

~~·~:,~7!;:} ;h~:~!~C: ;:,c:~d? 
Lydia: Ctlme books. Documentaries ... 
BR: Do you read the newspaper? 
Lydia: Sometimes, yeah. I like reading the newspaper. It's 
pretty funny. I wouldn't buy it. 
BR: Do you nad your interviews? 
Lydia: Yeah. I love to hear what I have to say. 
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The Gang of Four are an odd lot; often dead serious, and 
just as often, very funny. The serious tone of their "Enter
tainment/" album is softened a bit when you see them per
form, showing their true colors. They actually have fun on 
stage and their live show is a tour de force that no record 
can capture. The "Entertainment!" album has been recent
ly released in the States and the Gang have been touring 
America to compliment its release. The Gang of Four are: 

Andy Gill- guitar 
Hugo Burnham - drums 
Jon King- vocals 
David Allen - bass 

by M. Bastarache 
Boslon Rock: What type of music do you like to listen to? 
John: PIL. 
Andy: I don't. 
Hugo: For everything somebody in this band likes some
body else hates it. 
BR: What do you think about Ska music in general? 
Various: It stinks!. .. Bleech!. .. lt'sa load of shit. 
Hua:o: Well I quite like it. 
BR: What about the mod music? 
John: It's shit! You mean the NEW mod music-Secret 
Affair and crap like that? 
BR: What's the British scene like right now? 
Hua:o: It's totally revivalist, it'.s all heavy metal, it's all ska. 
BR: How does Gang of Four fit into all of this? 
John: We don't fit into it generally. I just think we have our 
own ideas. 
BR: Have you ever been considered a punk band? 
John: Yes. 
Andy: The only neighborhood of bands that we would fit 
into would be bands we've played with on tour. Scritti Po
litti, Delta S, Mekons, Raincoats. 
BR: What area are you guys from? 
John: We've all been living in Leeds for the last five years ... 
it's about as far north of London as Boston is from NY. 
BR: Did you all meet together at college? 
John: I knew Andrew beforehand ... from the South. 
BR: Have you noticed a lot of groups picking up on the 
Gang of Four's style of music? 
John: Heard one the other week at EMI. 
BR: What do you think of the US music market? Why did 
you come here? 
Hua:o: Last year we came and it was an enjoyable and chal
lenging proposition and it still is. It gets boring playing in 
the same places in England over and over again. 
BR: What's Warner Brothers planning on doing with the 
band? 
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John: There's a record coming out. "Entertainment" is 
coming out domestically. 
Hua:o: It's exactly the same (as the import-Ed.) except it's 
being cut again. Louder and a bit more bass. It's a better 
cutting. 
BR: Are you having a good relationship with EM/ right 
now? 
John: It's alright-basically they just finance what we do. I 
don't know quite what a good relationship should be ... 
BR: Are they pleased with the sales of the album? 
Huao: No ... in that ... they're not displeased with us, but 
naturally enough they'd like to sell more. 
Dan: The record companies always expect more sales than 
they'll get. If we sold 800,000 they'd want 2 million. 

HUGO 
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John: I don't know how many we've sold really ... perhaps 
50,0007 
BR: Do you think your music is accessible to the general 
public? 
John: It seems to be. The radio don't play it at all in Eng
land . You see over here you have rock stations. You don't 
have that at all in England ... you have a national station ... 
they're all like bland FM stations. 
BR: What's the overall music philosophy of the band? 
What holds this band together? 
John: Mutual distrust (laughter). It's a very democratic 
band. There's no one big man. 
BR: Yes! I was saying to the road crew how it was amazing 
to see a band come on stage for a heavy and not see them 
waving their hands! 
John: (imitating a big rock star) "Thank you Boston you're 
really cool. Great to be here. What day is this ... Wednes
day? This must be Bos(on ... " No, we don't behave like 
that. But you will notice that we do smile when we come 
back on ... I mean that's about the limit. I think it's a bit 
embarasslng all the trappings at rock and roll gigs. Most 
bands that do that do it every night. If they didn't get an 
encore they'd be thinking "fucking bastards." I mean 
they'd be so pissed off! ... because they don't play a set and 
then think an encore's extra. 
Andy: We're pissed off when we get an encore ... 
John: ... cause we don't know what to play! Usually we do 
some bloody cover versions! 
BR: How important is it to you to have the audience under-
sland your philosophies and politics? · 
John: I don't know if you should call it philosophies be
cause that implies a set of completely worked out ideas ... 
which I doubt there are although there are certain things we 
are trying to grapple with ... lots of propositions put for-
ward ... certain viewpoints ... but it is difficult to say there's 
a philosophy. 
BR: How can you avoid people misinterpreting? 
All: You can't! 
Andy: You just explain yourself as best you can. 
Huao: All the parts and images of the Gang of Four hope
r ully reinforce each other. 
BR: What are some of the basic ideas you're trying to get 
across to the audience? 
John: A lot of it is a suggestion of some sort of method 
isn't it? Sort of "Do things on your own." 
Andy: It's a mixture of method and theme. 
BR: Are you opposed to romance? 
John: I think we're really in favor of realism as opposed to 
romance. 



Haao: We're opposed to a romantisation of romance. 
John: Sort of like "Contract": "you dreamed of scenes 
you read in magazines ... " The idea to put over is that this 
romance that people are looking to is a sort of fabricated 
one which doesn't satisfy anyone. There's nothing wrong 
with people being romantically attached to each other at 
all. But what tends to happen is it's just one long pile of 
bullshit isn't it? Really? People react "Well this is what I'm 
supposed to do because I'm in love." And then they think 
"Well am I really?" ... just look at the divorce rate. 
Andy: Take America where extreme individualism is en
couraged. Everybody is in pursuit of their own furtherance 
... usually at the expense of other people and it's hardly sur
prising that the idea that you might actually have something 
in common with someone else is extremely appealing. It's 
like "Contract": "ls this really the way it is . .. contract in 
our mutual interest" .. .in other words is it a liaison for our 
mutual benefit. 
BR: So the effect of the music is to make people realize they 
may befalling into that situation? 
lobn: Yeah ... to a certain extent. 
Andy: I don't think we're necessarily talking to people to 
preach to them or to encourage them. We're really pointing 
out ... talking critically about received ideas ... the things 
you're encouraged by others to believe. 
BR: The band come across very seriously ... do you intend 
humour? 
Andy: I think we like to be pretty serious, really but there is 
an irony in that ... it's sloppy Buster Keaton. 
Jobn: I don't know if you've seen any of the publicity pho
tos we do for ourselves ... (laughter) but we're standing in 
sort of mock socialist realist poses like this (demonstrating) 
sort of looking up into the sky ... 
Andy: ... All of us in identical poses. All individuality is 
suppressed ... it ' s the triumph of the correct over the indivi
dual ... but it's done in a completely mock-heroic pose 
right? 
John: Yeah . .. mock heroics is what we're all about ... You 
got Mod, you got Ska, and you got mock-heroic! (laughter) 
Hugo: That's it! We've now pigeon-holed ourselves ... 
(laughter) ... MOCK HEROICS! 
Jobn: Mock-heroic Buster Keaton! 
BR: Who else is in that category? 
John: I think a lot of people . .. Scritti Palitti for example 
have a lot of humour which a lot of people don't work out. 
Andy: I think they suffer in the same way that we do in that 
people always take them at face value. 
BR: That's probably what happens. 
Andy: I mean Scritti Palitti has this white drummer with 
dread-locks! 
John: ... and a consumptive guitarist! We've got a lot of si
milarities. 
BR: / think it did help seeing the band live ... 
John: Did you catch one of us smiling? 
BR: Yes, I did as a motter offact! 
John: Shit ... that was a mistake! Someone will have their 
wage stopped fo r that is you can tell me who it was! 
BR: John- it was you! (burst of laughter from the others) 
John: (Laughing) I was exposing our prej udice! But you 
have to be a little more severe on an album than you are 
live. 
BR: Are you happy with your first album? 
John: It's fucking good actually ... I mean like when we 
first did it. .. I didn't like it much. But now l think it's great 
... I think it's flawless. 

Andy: Yeah .. . it's flawless. 
BR: How much improvisation is involved when you do a 
song? 
John: I experiment a lot actually ... normally the experi
mentation is left to Andrew ... 
Ruao: .. .'cause he can't remember from one night to an
other what notes to play! So he has to experiment! 
John: The rule of thumb actually: "Any three strings you 
play at the same time you oaU a chord." 
Huao: If you get really drunk before playing them you get a 
better understanding of what the process is all about ... 
John: What are the chords in "Damaged Goods" Andy? 
Andy: Don't ask me that! You KNOW I don't know! 
BR: Has anyone had musical training? 
All Around: No ... No ... No. 
John: Six years singing as a choir boy! (laughter) 
Huao: Ohl Well I was a choir boy as well! 
John: No, I mean my choir training was quite rigorous 
musically. 
Andy: I'll always be a complete musical dunce. 
John: Im not saying I'm not a musical dunce. I'm just say
ing I've had the training. 
Dave: I took a long time learning how to drink . Then I 
learned how to play bass. 
BR: That'sthesequence? 
Dave: That's the sequence ... 
John: You know about Dave's anti-solo concept? 
BR: No I don't. 
John: On "Armalite Rifles" I did a prolonged anti-solo 
where I don't appear at all. It's the idea of instruments 
dropping in and out. You're aware in say "Damaged 
Goods" of more their absence than their presence. 
BR: Do you think the audience is attracted to your philo
sophy? Or is it strictly the music? 
Huao: I certainly don't think it's strictly the music. I don't easily write the extremely sort of attractive pop rock songs. 
think it can be. Because we come from England. Because BR: Are you looking for things tliat are ev'e!J way beyond 
we're nationally political. what the band does now? 
BR:HowpopularoreyourpoliticsinEngland? Andy: Yes. We're not really trying to develop something 
Hugo: Probably less so than here! that's easy to develop. We're just not happy with some of 
BR: Do you really think so? the things we're doing. It's a bit like the reason you start a 
John: I mean as a general rule I'd say the majority of pea- band in the first place. You listen to some groups and say 
pie here hate any sort of suggestion of politics because they ''Hey, that's not right" and try to do what IS right. Every 
think that what they think of as NORMAL in their daily song we do tends to throw out more questions and prob
lives ... you know like the "fact" that women are inferior... lems about what we should be doing. So every song is like a 
Hu10: It's private you know ... and not open to discussion solution to a set of problems. 
or change. BR: Then there's no ultimate goal/or the band. 
John: That's such an intuitive thing you know. They've Andy:No,lwouldn'tsayso . 
grown up with those ideas, they believe them, they WANT Huao: Personally I don't see one. I don't see it in .that way 
to believe them... .at all. I'd just like to sec it continue for a while. 
Huao: They want their values to remain intact... BR: Is there a natural conclusion to the band? 
John: ... and if you start introducing debate into their lives And1: The natural conclusion will be when we are no long
... such as the status of women or the status of other peo- er in existence. It's almost impossible for us to project more 
pie.~. . than two or three months ahead. I imagine we'll be doing 
Ruao: .. . racial disharmony or anything... more songs, but it won't be really clear what will happen 
John: ... you cause a lot of doubt in peoples' minds and that 'till it's already happened. 
gives rise to a lot of hostilities. The amount you read in BR: How are things now? Does everyone still feel creative 
NME saying "all those political bands" ... and there just atthispoint? 
AREN'T ANY! And1: I think so. 
(at this point John and Dave left for an interview on Huao: We go through periods of letdown ... we take an 
WERS) enormous amount of time to write songs for various rea
BR: Do you think your music is difficult for people to ac- sons. 
ceptfirst time they hear it? BR: Do you hove all the songs/or the next album? 
AIH:ly: I don't know ... not for people who know what we're Huao: Noway. 
like. It is difficult for a general audience. We could very Andy: Since Christmas we've written three songs. Two of 
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those are on the new single. The third one's called "White 
Theory." 
BR: What do you think about the "Rock Against Racism" 
organization? 
Andy: l think in Britain it's been quite an important or
ganization. It's produced an extremely good paper called 
Temporary Breakdown. I think it's the best thing it does 
actually. The problems with that is when you start examin
ing its aims ... The whole idea of R.A.R. is a very problem
atic sort of statement really. The way I see it, it started out 
trying to use the force of rock and roll to promote racial 
harmony ... which is really sort of peculiar ... it's changed. 
It doesn't have that kind of ambition. Since the punk thing 
started it started to become a springboard for the small 
local group. The local R.A.R. is kind of a platform for 
local bands to have gigs •.. the black & white groups. 
BR: Do you think it has been succes.iful? 
Huao: It has been in a number of different ways very suc
cessful. I think at the moment there's this general feeling of 
stalemate ... of "what do we do next?" The people who 
were so involved at one point kind of saying ''well, that was 
last year's thing-what do we move on now?" The organi
zation R.A.R. has a problem of maintaining people's atten
tion. 
BR: What other issues do you think are important? 
Huao: Rock against sexism is an obvious one. 
Andy: In a way I'd be hesitant to endorse any particular 
issue because that's not what we're really about or our 
function. We aren't in this to propagandise certain mes
sages. To endorse any particular cause would be to put an 
unfair distortion on the purpoSC of the band. 
BR: How about a quick response to the following: "The 
political situation in England ___ .. 
Other BR: A quick response to that?! (laughter) 
BR: YesorNo? 
Andy: No. (laughter) 
BR: Do you feel ii 's serious or stabilizing? 
A.ad}': I think it's pretty serious. I think the current govern
ment has managed to alienate most of the people who put 
it in power in the first place. 
BR: What about the political situation in the U.S.? 
Andy: I think it's getting pretty alarming as well. I think 
England is closer to the U.S. than any other European 
country as far as its mood and attitude at the moment. 
BR: Do you think there's a possibility of another world war? 
Andy: You know everybody asks us that. .• and I think it's a 
litttle alarming that it's on everybody's mind at the mo
ment. Everyone has these militaristic machines which if 
they keep on growing will have to be used. There are certain 
symptoms which have historical precedence ... Mrs. That
cher has increased the expenditures on the Police and Army 
by the same amount she's cut what was spent on social ser
vices. It's a real swipe at all social benefits. 
BR: ls the le¥el of contentment at an all time low in Eng
land? 
Andy: Yeah ... people are pretty pissed off. The only people 
that are happy arc the sort or. ' .. well ... there's always the 
reactionary spirit pretty rife in Britain who got Thatcher in 
in the first place. for instance, they've shifted inspectors 
from tax evasion to social security fiddlers, yet the amount 
lost on tax evasiop. is simply an enormous amount com
pared to social welfare. Yet there are more inspectors look
ing into social welfare than tax evasion which is sort of a 
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particularly totally insane bias. It's just a way to penalize 
'the low.paid. 
Huao: To continue this thing about "if you're on welfare 
you're a failure'' or should be embarrased ... 
Andy: ... And yet the government is deliberately pursuing 
policies which will put ever more and more people out of 
work. 
BR:Are a lot of people going to music as the only a/tern· 
ali¥e? 
Andy: Well no, that, in a sense, is sort of one of the cliches 
of the punk rock thing ... that it was better toDC in a band 
than on the dole. But the proportion of people who got us 
out of it by joining a band must be infinitesimally small. 
BR: Is being in a band ¥ery profitable? 
Haao: We exist really on advances. We haven't made any , 
money really. Unless you're really selling a hell of a lot of 
records I'd say most bands who have a record deal live off, 
or don't live off and get into debt, over the advances they 
get. We certainly haven't begun to make money over and 
above the advances we got, even though our advances were 
comparatively low. 
BR: Do you think EM/ thought you were a risky ¥enture 
when they signed you on? 
Andy: I think they saw us as a potential Pink Floyd or 
something ... that by our fourth album we might start to be 
massively big. 
Huao: But I think they're rapidly changing their mind! 
Andy: We've sort of consistently refused to put out the 
singles they wanted us to put out off the album ... but don't 
get me wrong ... there's no big confrontation between us 
and EMJ. For example, they wanted us to put out "Essence 
Rare" off the album as a single 'cause they thought quite 
rightly that it'd get a lot of radio play and would probably 
break the band pretty big in England. But we declined that 
because we don't want to be represented by that track ... it's 
quite an old one. It's one we like less. We'll probably put 
out one or two more singles in the next 6 months. 
BR: Who runs the band now? 
Andy: Well, we run it. Linda is coordinator, administrator, 
basically the manager. But all decisions she refers to us. She 
doesn't see herself as a separate entity who has the right to 
make decision on behalf of us. 
Huao: Which is how we had originally planned to work 
with Rob (Rob Will- fonner manager ... Ed) 
Andy: Rob proceeded to go off by himself in London for 
Weeks on end and not even phone us up. 
Haao: Linda phones us three or four times a day when 
we're in Leeds. She keeps in contact so we know what's go
ing on. 
BR: Who decides the musical direction of the band? 
Andy: Well, the four of us. We generally get into the re· 
hearsal room and sweat it out between us. 
BR: Are there a lot of cor,Jlicts in there? 
Haao: Well yeah, but I'm sure that's often the case. I think 
I'd be somewhat worried if there weren't. 

BR: How would you guage the respotJR in Boston as op
posed to other places? 
Huao: We played Long Island and N.Y. city before we 
came here and in a lot of ways it's a lot different than the 
last time we were here. I noticed particularly in Boston this 
time, whether I spoke to people or not, that there were a 
tremendous number of familiar faces from the gigs we 



played last year - both in THE RAT and openin1 for The 
BUZZCOCKS. 
BR: There's a large group of ~ry intt!rested peopk in this 
town. 
Huso: And it's greatt It's kind of like Long Island. 
I mean, N.Y. was cuy in the city ... "sold out" etc. But we 
went out to Long Island ... and it's not particularly trendy 
or cosmopolitan , and it wasn't full or anything, but we 
were really surprised because there was this group of really 
dedicated people ... and they knew everything and bad seen 
us last time and thought it was great that we had gotten the 
promoters to move the tables so they could dance. 
BR: What places do you really like? 
Huso: The Gerry Temple in San Francisco. 
BR: How do you/eel about the Buucock.s? 
Huso: Well, individually we like them in differing degrees. 
I mean I like their music given that it has Very little to do 
with what we're doing. But in the last three years they've 
been instrumental in helping us. Mostly through Richard 
Burn, their manager, who gave us our first gigs of any sig
nificance. 
Andy: They gave us some bits of their tours. 
Huso: They were playing LEEDS once and we said "well 
let's just tum up and ask them if we could play" and they 
said yes ... fairly begrudgingly - but afterwards they said 
"great." And then they asked us to play at the Lyceum in 
London - this is before we played more than 12 miles out 
of Leeds ... totally unknown ... not a word of press, and it 
was really wicrd. Herc we were a very young band, art stu
dents! I mean wer were really getting down to the dregs of 
humanity as far as most people's opinions ... and people 
were very pissed off because within 3 months of existence 
we made it to the main gig in town. Oh god! It didn't go 
very well! 
Andy: We were pretty scared shitless. It was a fairly hostile 
audience for those reasons. They think "these students -
who the hell do they think they arc" and we were scared! 
Hugo: Oh Jesus! And David had this sort of bass thing that 
was two 4 by 12s on top of each other and the amp on top ... 
Andy: ... and I was playing and I hear this CRASH! ... this 
enormous crash and I turn 'round and Dave's amp is flying 
across the stage. 
Hugo: Oh, it was TERRIBLE! Dave was sort of running 
around saying "where the hell do I plug it in" and we 
weren't together enough to stop and say "aw fuck it, 
Dave's got to plug it in." 
Andy: Oh God ... it was embarrassing! 
Hugo: But at the same time I think we held ourselves in 
pretty good stead. 
BR: What is your favorite group? What do you think about 
Stiff Little Fingers? 
Huso: Very Little. 
BR: Killing Joke? 
Hugo: Don't know. I've no idea what they're like. 
BR: The Curt!? 
Huso: Not much. 
BR: The Mekons? 
Andy: Now THEY'RE different! 
Hugo: There we're talking about the very high level group. 
Surely the future of rock and roll lies with the Mekons. 
Andy: Have you heard about their problems? They were 
just dropped by Virgin ... see Virgin signs every band that 
comes along. Their system is-if you make it in a year Photo: M. Dreese 
greatl-if you don't, drop 'cm! And because the Mckons 
weren't becoming massively successful they dropped 'cm. 
And they didn't just drop 'em. They waited 'tiU they cut a 
new album and then left them with the biU for it. 
BR:/ hear the Mekons are big Gang of Four fans. 
Andy: They like us. 
Hugo: They fuckin' better-they're borrowing money from 
us! 
BR: What do you think about tht! Rough Trade organka
tion? 
Andy: Funny you should mention that because Rough 
Trade was one of the first people the Mckons went to after 
Virgin-and they were rejected. 
Hugo: This is the trouble, right? Rough Trade is thinking 
"well everyone is regarding us as a graveyard." I bet you 
that was part of the reason behind it. 
BR: Do you care/or any American bands? 
Hugo: Talking Heads ... 
Andy: ... Pere Ubu ... 
Hugo: Ramones ... 
Andy: How did they get in there? 
Hugo: Well I like them! Why? Because there's a lot of peo
ple trying to Ramone and nobody Ramones like the Ra
mones! I mean there are so many groups trying to do it. 
Andy: And Pylon. 
Huso: Yes, Pylon, Mission of Burma ... they've gone a little 
bit heavy metal, little bit like guitar solos and that.sort of 
thing. Although I think "Oh my God, that pasagc is 
rough," then they do something in the same song that lifts 
them out. They've got great ideas. Personally I don't think 
they've got quite the cohesion of ideas ... putiing it into a 
full song without doing boring things. But that's the sort of 
band that should be encouraged. They've got good ideas. 

Photo: B.C. Kagan 
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Notes From Lake Flaccid 

by Eddie Gorodetsky 
Well here we are; back again with more 

fun and frolic and multi-syllabic mutation 
of the written word. My first thought was 
to run the same column as last month, 
thinking that either (a) no one bought the 
first issue or (2) everyone just looked at the 
pictures. The accountant wouldn't clear my 
check, so it's back to square one. 

I'd like to apologise for the use of all cap-
ital letters in the last column. I'm not adept 
with the shift key and i wasn't thinking. 
The capital letters made it look as if I were 
screaming and there was nothing in that 
column important enough to warrant 
screams. 

Saw the "Empire Strikes Back." Maybe 
I'm old-fashioned, but if I pay $4.S0 for a 
movie I like to see at least a few of _the loose 
ends tied up before 2004. MoYie serials were 
great but were shown with self-contained 
features and resolved the dilemma the fol. 
lowing weeks. I had to tell my 60 year old 
aunt not to go see it because she's not going 
to live long enough to see what happens 
there in Peyton Space. Of course in the next 
film Han Solo's brother Napoleon teams up 
with Mr. Waverly in ''Striking Back 
Against the Empire of Thrush." 
LSD is back again so people will stop mak· 
ing plans for the weekend. Song title of the 
month is "I want to come back ( from the 
world of LSD)" by the FFE-Fl-FOUR plus 
TWO. It's just one of the mind.melting dit· 
ties on volumes 5·8 of Pebbles on BFD rec· 
ords. Psychedelia will be as big as ska in a 
few months and after that we will be ad· 
vancing on the present at an alarming rate. I 
shudder to wonder what we will do when we 
actually catch up to ourselves. 

From my home state of Rhode Island 
.comes a tape of TV show themes. Thank 
you,j. Now all I need is the theme to mister 
cd and the patty duke show. By the by, did 
you know that Morey (Buddy Sorrell) Am· 
sterdam wrote the theme to "The Dick Van 
Dyke Show?" Do you care? 

Eddie 

BASEBALL 
The Single (pts. I & II) _ _ 

q(· 
(i/)\~ ~( ,v 

IT'S A HIT! 
/ 

/ 

YOU CAN HEAR IT ON 
-.fllJiWCAS, WMBR 

BASEBALL 
The Single (pts. I & II) 

I 
/ 

If you have a free minute to check out the 
Duke Robilard Trio at where ever they hap· 
pen to be on a given night. Good material 
and duke plays a lot of guitar often. More ;·· --------------------·t-__________ ._ __ ,_-._...,_ __ ----i 
details as we fabricate them. 

Special apology to Charles "counter.cul· BA s EBA L L 
turc daddy'' Laquidara for not mentioning 
his name in the last column. By the way, did 
you know that his name is from the french The Single (pts. I & II) _ 
and means ''the quidara?" In a similar _.~------,.. E , 
vein, aloha to stellar albanian Tommy . - ~~ 

Hadges. 1' ;·' Congratulations to Rick Harte on his ,,......--- , 
well.plotted record bizness. Also congratu· (, , 

lations to Elvis Costello for not insulting , .. 

0
t'iJl lf!t} \.,, I,\. ' ,' 

any negros or being punched by women yet ~ 
this year. If this keeps up we may forget all 
the Booker T swipes on his last album. ( 

Remember when it was cool to hate dis· ½co~ \ ' 
co? Remember power pop? Remember the ', •·~, · _·· , \-' 
Pueblo? 

Are the genes that transfer information 
on hereditary baldness called "chrome 
dome chromosomes?" I don't think so. 

do~t~=~:a~~~r.ti:n'.~~:-.t-t-~ IT'S A HIT' ; 
::~J~~~fe ~~ujs~:~~~~ ~u ~°:Jk Y::; • / 

BASEBALL 
The Single (pis. I & II) =--. 

,.-----7;;;jii: 

rr:c;;t~ 
~·~IT! I 

/ witty scribblings to: notes from lake placid ;/ 
c/ o this newspaper. All letters will be elig· / // 
ible for our drawing for Mary Stewart's t-----------'c..._...;;:,.____.._,,e,<'-/----4-----------L--~--__.-""----; 
:~~ ~:~~:.~~v:~~~~~;;::~. higher "A DIAMOND IN THE 
sq:;k~~~ .. ~e;;"';:e;;::~~~,s~~~~~ ROUGH ... COULD BE A 
n'twerocktheboat? MAJOR HJT" BY THE SILENCERS 

James Isaacs, Boston Phoenix 
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Caught in a 
wasteland? 

For those of you who aren't able to visit Boston's finer record shops 
we offer the following through mall order: 
The Neighborhoods Prettiest Girl/No Place Like Home 2.00 
Pastiche Boston LullabyefTermlnal Barbershop/ 

Pastiche (old) 
Stompers 
Marc Thor 
Maps 
Lyres 
2x 4's 
Wille loco 
Walter Noons 
Green Sex 
Tennie Komar 
Classic Ruins 
lnfllktors 
The Nads 

Talk Show 2.00 
Flash of the Moment/Derelict Boulevard 1.60 
You're the One/American Fun 1.60 
Love SucksfTrak 1.60 
I'm Talking to You/My Eyes Are Burning 1.60 
How Do You Know/Don't Give It Up Now 1.60 
Brldgepot Lathe/Little Cities 1.60 
Dirty Eddie/She Wanted Me 1.60 
Never Be the Same/Anyway 1.60 
Save MefTellyphone 1.60 
Road Trouble/Roll Me Over 1.60 
1 + 1 2/Heart Attack/Nyquil Stinger 1.75 
Cigarette/Survive 1.60 
You Don't Know Me/The Hurt 's Gone/Blame It 
on the Priests 1.60 

Hilton James Rich Prettyboy American/Never Let Go 1.60 
Third Rall It's Over Now/Dark Ages 1.60 
Cane & Abel Citizen of Babylon/Le Vice Anglais 1.60 
Mr. Curt (Pastiche) Write Down Your Number/Another Side 1.60 
MKC Glow In the Dark/Take Me Away 1.75 
The Buzzarians Wild Weekend/C 'mon Denise 1.60 
The Notes Rough School Year/Love Gets Lost 1.75 
A Band Lowly Worm/No Love 1 .60 
Delex Lenny the lizard/City Boy at Heart 1.60 
The SIiencers Baseball , Parts 1 & 2 1.60 
The Space Negroes 6 Song EP 2.00 
Vinny Band The Ravioli/I Won 't Bother You No More 1.60 
Ground Zero Born to Be Bombed EP 1.75 
La Paste Better Off Dead/Black 1.60 

Terms: You MUST add 2.00 Postage and Handling on all orders. No 
CO D's. Allow 3 weeks for delivery. Send all orders to: 

Newbury Comics/Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston , MA 02116 Alternates Appreciated 

Rockit 
Records 

Route One Northbound 
15 min. over the Tobin Bridge 

5 min. from 128 

New & Used Records 
&Tapes 

Imports 
Local Singles 

(in or out of print) 
Wide assortment 

of buttons 
Magazines (US-UK) 
Rock 'n' Roll Books 

Posters 
Audiophile LPs 
Rare Records 

Plenty of free 
parking 

Rt. 1 Northbound 
Augustine's Plaza 
Saugus 233-7805 

zright next doorto Tech HI Fi 
Mon.-Frl.11-9 

Sat.11-6 

CASH IN OR TRADE IN 
YOUR USED RECORDS AND 

TAPES 
- ALL RECORDS GUARANTEED 
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PROVIDENCE 

by Sal Paradise 

The Tits are without a doubt the most 
unique band in R.I. or anywhere else for 
that matter. They are a band that you will 
love or bate. but even if you hate them you 
will respect them. 

The Tits are: Waffles Natusch on guitar, 
bass and vocals; MaryAnn Roberg on bass, 
keyboards and vocals; and the newcomer to 
the group, CindyQuartino on keyboards, 
percussion and vocals. MaryAnn and Waf
fles have been performing in the area for 
about a year and a half, and Cindy joined 
the band a few weeks ago. 

To truly appreciate the Tits you must see 
them live. I guarantee it will be an exi>cri
ence you won't forget and of course it will 
be fun. The live perfonnances consist of 
generally outrageous behavior, partial nu
dity, and modem and creative music. It's 
difficult to describe Tit music but here's an 
attempt. 

It's not punk 
It's not new wave 
It's not just sex rock either 
It is Tit rock 
It is a social phenomena 
An integral part of their show 
Is how you react 
You arc as much of the performance as 
they are 
The sound is soft . The sound is hard . 
They disgust you. You are in ecstasy. 
It reminds you of your bedroom 
Your guts are showing. You'll love it . 
Their single will be available soon. They 

arc recording it now at Tits Sound Studios . 
It includes "Girls Walk By" and on the flip 
side is "Hard Boy." Also soon to be re
leased is their independently produced al
bum called "The Tits-Everybody's Got 
'Em." You'll probably want to get both of 
them. 

The Tits will be performing at the Living 
Room on June 22 and often play at Max's The Tits 
Kansas City in New York. They haven't 
been doing much in Boston (are the Tits 
banned in Boston? I hope not) . If you 
haven't seen the Tits yet you're missing out 
on a good time. Sec them, they're fun. 

Local Briefs: 
The Debs are going into the studio to re

cord a four song demo tape, upon signing 
with a newly-established production com
pany. The Debs are currently working on 
new material in intense rehearsals. The 
band will relocate to New York City some 
time in July. 
Tight Rope is a new band in the area doing 
original material. The band features Rich
ard Toro on bass, Steve Breault on guitar, 
Michael Beauregard on keyboards, Mark 
Angerine doing vocals, and John Robert 
Orsi on drums and percussion . 

The Mundanes, who were the winners of 
the WBRU Roel Huntarc, arc doing very 
well in New York City. They have been 
playing at CBGB's, Tier 3, My Father's 
Place, and at The 80's in NYC. 

The Delinquents' long-delayed single will 
be out by the time of this writing. The De
linquents are Skip Potter on guitar and vo- -
cals, Tom Goodrich on drums, and Big 
Vinny Earnshaw on bass and vocals. The 
single will have "It's Down to You" written 
by Vinny on the "A" side and "I Want To 
Be Vice-President" on the "B" side (writ
ten by Skip). 

"What are Nads?" you might ask. The 
dictionary descrives Nads as; Nicotinamide 

NEWS 
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TheNads 

Adenine Dinuclcotidc, an organic coen
zyme that functions in cnzmatic systems 
concerned with oxidation reduction reac
tions, and gives the body oxygen energy and 
life. The slang term for Nads refers to little 
boys who squeeze little girls. These two in
terpretations descrive · a Providence band 
called the Nads. 

The Nads began with guitarist Larry 
Brown. Larry had played for several years, 
but quit during the popularity of heavy 
metal. When New Wave music came into 
being, Larry picked up his auitar, ready to 
play again. The next step in forming the 
band was teaching Shane Williams to play 
bass. Larry didn't let the fact that he never 
played bass stop h~ fr<,>m teaching Shane 
every song he wrote and some that he did
n't. An ad was placed in a local paper and 
lead guitarist ac>b Kropp and drummer 
Rick Zeigler applied . They were accepted. 
The Nads arc a young band - their ages 
range from 18 to 20, and with the exception 
of Bob Kropp this is everyone else's first 
band. 

In the nine months that the band has 
been together quite a few accomplishments 
have been made. The Nads were one of the 
first R.I. bands to play in New York City. 
So far they are playing regularly at CBGB's 
and Hanahs. In Boston they have been 
playing the Onderground and the RAT 
(where they will be headlining on June 18). 
When the Nads arc not playing Boston or 
New York City they can be seen here in 
Providence at the Living Room or at Lupos 
Hearthbreak Hotel. 

The Nads have already produced their 
own independently financed E.P. The E.P. 
contains "You ·Don't Know Me," 0 The 
Hurt's Gone," and "Blame It On the 
Priest." All of the songs were written by 
Larry Brown. Included with each E.P. is a 
Nadsbutton. 

The Nads have also opened for some 
well-known acts: Squeeze, Mink DeVille, 
and Robin Lan~, to name a few. 

Despite all the prOgress they have made 
on their own, the biggest problem the Nads 
have is lack of management. The Nad$ have 
been doing all their bookings themselves . 
The Nads claim they will remain here in 
Providence as long as they can because it's 
cheaper to live and they have a nice bank 
vault to practice in. 

I was glad to hear that the DC TENZ arc 
back together after a short-lerm break-up. 
The band-has -reconciled their differences 
and have put together some new material. 
The TENZ will have Skip Powers as their 
new drummer. The band is also working on 
an independent single that should be in the 
record stores soon. 

The Illustrators.are one orthe most inter
esting bands here in Providence. While 
other bands rely heavily on covers, the Illus
trators do entirely original songs. They 
combine innovative lyri& with very dance
able music. lbc Illustrators arc Jesse Pere
ira on drums, Keith Pereira on auitar, 
Maurice Methot on bass and vocals and 
Deborah on vocals. The band has an in
dependent single with "Military Man" on 
the "A" side and "You Gave Me a Dia
mond (It Stuck Like a Pain in my Heart)" 
on the "B" side. All the songs were written 
by bass player-singer Maurice Methot. The 
single is getting airplay on WBRU, WBCN 
and WCOZ. The band will be playing at the 
Rat in Botf,on, the Living Room in Provi
dence, and CBGB's in New York. 
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NlteKlub Top 10 singles 

by DENNIS MILLER(D.J., 
WERS88.9) 
1. POINT OF VIEW (SQUEEZE A 

LITTLE LOVIN'), Matumbi (EMI) 
Doo wop meets reggae in this 
English band's first single that 
tore up our charts In 3 weeks to 
number 1. 

2. BORN TO BE BOMBED, 
Ground Zero (GZ) 
Ground Zero breaks new 
ground with this EP, that In
cludes the timely "Cybernetic 
War" and one for the man we've 
all come to trust and hate, Wal

OEDIPUS TOP TEN -
Sion 
(DJ, WBCN, WMBR, SPIT) 

~",; 9ronklte called "Prima Don- 1_ COLASSAL YOUTH, Young Mar
ble Giants 3. NOT THAT WAY ANYMORE, 2. 

Stlv Bators (Bomp) 
FOR HOW MUCH LONGER DO 
WE TOLERATE MASS MUR
DER?, Pop Group He Is too, and even more so. 

4. 1 + 1 <21NYQUIL STINGER, 3. 
HEART ATTACK, The Classic 
Ruins (Ace of Hearts) 

WARM LEATHERETTE, Grace 
Jones 

More from Boston's best /nde- 4
· 

~:n,dent label. Thhtis
1 

tlm_et the :: 
ns are caug n pIc ure- 1. 

TALK SHOW, Pastiche 
17 SECONDS, The Cure 
POWER, The Temptations 
YOU'RE THE ONE, The Stomp-

perfect form. 
5. ISRAELITES, Desmond Dekker 

(Stiff) 
New life Is breathed into the 
classic lament that hit #1 In 
England In 1969. Now it's 
danceable! 

6. A FOREST, The Cure (Fiction) 
I picture myself behind the 
wheel in a sleek sports car, 
weaving over hi/ls and around 
corners in a thick green forest. 

7. WICKED INTENSE!, Pastiche 
(P'P) 
Behind that Jr. High School ex
press/on Is a rock 'n' rollin' set 
of 3 songs that are Pastiche 
better than ever. Thank WI/lie 
Loco Alexander and Engineer 
Phil Adler for superb quality, 
and start moving! 

8. SLEEP, Voice Farm (Optional) 
Music to daydream by. Very re
laxing and dream-like. 

9. MIRROR IN THE BATHROOM, 
The Beat (Go-Feet) 
The founders of Go-Feet ex
plore your vanity. Is your hair In 
place? 

10. THE TEST OF LOVE AND SEX, 
Fun With Animals (A&M) 
How do you score? (Tami Helde 
picked this one). 
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ers 
8. HICKS FROM THE STICKS, Var

ious 
9. MICHAEL & MIRANDA, Pas

sions 
10. ROCKER'S DELIGHT, Mickey 

Dmad 

NEWBURY COMICS TOP 
TEN (based on sales) 
1. TALK SHOW/BOSTON LULLA-

BYE/TERMINAL BARBER-
SHOP, Pastiche 

2. TURNING JAPANESE, Vapors 
3. YOU'RE THE ONE/AMERICAN 

CAN FUN, The Stampers 
4. MIRROR IN THE BATHROOM, 

The Beat 
5. THE RAVIOLI/I WON'T BOTH

ER YOU NO MORE, The Vinny 
Band 

6. BRIDGEPORT LATHE/LITTLE 
CITIES, The 2 x 4's 

7. BASEBALL PARTS 1 & 2, The 
Silencers 

8. PRETTIEST GIRL/NO PLACE 
LIKE HOME, The Neighbor
hoods 

9. TWIST AND CRAWUHANDS 
OFF SHE'S MINE, The Beat 

10. IMPORT ALBUM, The Beat 

GREG REIBMAN (Music 
Director, WMBR) 
1. 1980-THE CHOICE IS YOURS, 

Members (Import LP) 
2. SONGS THE LORD TAUGHT 

US, Cramps (domestic LP) 
3. HYPNOTIZED, Undertones (do

mestic LP) 
4. CORRECT USE OF SOAP, Ma

gazine (Import LP) 
5. CAN'T STOP IT, The Beat (Im

port LP) 
6. HICKS FROM THE STICKS, 

Various artists (Import LP) 
7. BEST OF DALE HAWKINS, 

Dale Hawkins (do(llestlc LP) 
8. FREEDOM OF CHOICE, Devo 

(domestic LP) 
... and two I seem to never grow tir
ed of... 
9. GET HAPPY, Elvis Costello (do

mestic LP) 
10. ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES, 

Orchestral Manoeuvres (Import 
LP) 

ALBERT 0. TOP TEN 
(D.J. WM BR) Alphabetically: 

1. BLACK UHURUIJAH GRUNDY, 
Rent Man/Resident Area (12" 
Import 45) . 

2. ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN, 
Rescue (12" import 45) 

3. FASHION, Sliver Blades (im
port 45) 

4. HICKS FROM THE STICKS, 
Rockburgh records comp. (Im
port LP) 

5. AUGUSTUS PABLO, Original 
Rockers, '72-'75 (Import LP) 

6. ROXY MUSIC, Over You (Import 
45) 

7. SHAKE, Invasion of the Gamma 
Men (Import 45) 

8. URBAN VERBS, Urban Verbs 
(LP) 

9. WAH! HEAT, Better Scream/ 
Hey Disco Joe (Import 45) 

10. WOBBLE, Betrayal (Import 12" 
45) 

Still Waiting/Soon Come: JOY DI
VISION, Love Will Tear Us Apart 
(A.LP. Ian Curtis) 

SOME STEADY SELLERS 
FREDERICK MARKHAM, 
Discount Records 
ALABAMA SONG, David Bowle 
BREATHING, Kate Bush 
I BELIEVE, Buzzcocks 
CLASSIC RUINS 
THE F·BEAT SINGLES, Elvis Cos
tello 
A FOREST, The Cure 
GIRL U WANT, Devo 
HAND'S OFF, SHE'S MINE, The 
Beat 
NO ONE DRIVING, John Foxx 
TRAINS RUN ON TIME, Gang of 
Four 
BORN TO BE BOMBED, Ground 
Zero 
l'M THE FACE, High Numbers 
GOING UNDERGROUND,Jam 
WHEN THINGS GO WRONG, Rob
In Lane and the Chartbusters 
l'M TALKING TO YOU, The Maps 
PRETTIEST GIRL, Neighborhoods 
RED FRAME WHITE LIGHT, Or
chestral Manoeuvres 
TALK OF THE TOWN, Pretenders 
OVER YOU, Roxy Music 
ROUGH BOYS, Pete Townshend 

CARTER ALAN TOP TEN 
(D.J. WMBR and WBCN) 
1. WICKED INTENSE!, Pastiche 

(EP) 
2. MIRROR IN THE BATHROOM, 

The Beat (45) 
3. BOYS CRY/REFLECTIONS, Ori

ginal Mirrors (LP tracks) 
4. WHIP IT, Devo (LP track) 
5. MY TURN TO YOU, Eddy Grant 

(45) 
6. YOU'RE THE ONE, Stompers 

(45) 
7. SHE'S A PUT ON, V.I.P.'s (LP 

track) 
8. PRIVATE LIFE, Grace Jones 

(LP track) 
9. MY COUSIN KEVIN, Under-

tones (album) · 
10. STRAIGHT LINES, New Musik 

(10" EP) 



NEWBURY COMICS ALL 
TIME TOP 25 (based on 
sales) 
1. PRETTIEST GIRL/NO PLACE 

LIKE HOME, The Neighbor
hoods 

2. BETTER OFF DEAD/BLACK, La 
Peste · 

3. 1 + 1<21HEART ATTACK/NY
QUIL STINGER, Classic Ruins 

4. CALIFORNIA UBER ALLES/ 
THE MAN WITH THE DOGS, 
Dead Kennedys 

5. l'M TALKING TO YOU/MY EYES 
ARE BURNING, The Maps 

6. JEFFREY I HEAR YOU/ELE
PHANT MAN, The Girls 

7. HOW DO YOU KNOW/DON'T 
GIVE IT UP NOW, The Lyres 

8. TALK SHOW/BOSTON LULLA· 
BYE/TERMINAL BARBERSHOP 
Pastiche 

9. T.V.O.D./WARM LEATHER· 
ETTE, The Normal 

10. I CAN'T STAND UP FOR FALL· 
ING DOWN/GIRLS TALK, Elvis 
Costello 

11 . MONEY/MONEY B, Flying Liz
ards 

12. WHERE'S CAPTAIN KIRK?/AM· 
NESIA, Spizz Energy 

13. LIVE AKA, Specials 
14. TURNING JAPANESE, Vapors 
15. LONDON CALLING/ARMAGI

DEON TIME, The Clash 
16. TWIST AND CRAWL/HANDS 

OFF SHE'S MINE, The Beat 
17. THE RAVIOLI/I WON'T BOTH· 

ER YOU NO MORE, The Vinny 
Band 

18. LIVE AT THE PALLADIUM, The 
Clash 

19. ALABAMA SONG/SPACE OD· 
DITY, David Bowie 

20. ONE STEP BEYOND/MIS-
TAKES, Madness 

21. IS THAT ALL THERE IS?/JUN
GLE LOVE, Christina 

22. AT HOME HE'S A TOURIST/ 
IT'S HER FACTORY, Gang of 
Four 

23. DREAMING/SOUND ASLEEP, 
Blondie 

24. WORK, REST AND PLAY EP, 
Madness 

25. HOMICIDE/SOLDIER, 999 

THE 

lncredlble 
2. WICKED INTENSE! EP, Pas- C 

tlche(P·P) IL.,~ 
A great record by one of the !17, b ~ 
best bands around! '1' -~ 

3. 1980-THE CHOICE IS YOURS, \;J 
The Members (Virgin, Import) 
Non-stop high energy rockin ' 

4. FREEDOM OF CHOICE, Deva 
(Warner Bros.) 
This one Is growing on me-try 
"Snowball" 

5. SEVENTEEN SE CON OS, The 
Cure (Fiction) 
I think this is short, but fine 
music 

6. THE BRAINS, The Brains (Mer
cury) 
Interesting debut album, this is TONY V (tvod WMBR 

7. ~~1~~gFVIEWtBLACKBEARD DJ SPIT - Saturdays) 
-I WAH DUB, Matumbl (More 
Cut, Import) 1. 
Mlxmaster Dennis Bovell, mak- 2. 
Ing great reggae 

8. HUNTED, The Passions (Fie- 3. 
tlon) 4. 
More good dance music! 

9. SYMPATHY (DON'T BE TAKEN 5. 
IN), Expelalres (Rockburgh) 
Dance tune with social mes- 6. 
sage 7. 

8. 

17 SECONDS, Cure 
WAITING FOR THE MAN "", 
Orchestral Maneuvers 
HOLIDAY '80, Human Leauge 
~~:eRECT USE OF SOAP, Mag-

Israelites 1980, Desmond 
Decker 
WE GOT THE BEAT,Go Go's 
TALK SHOW, Pastiche 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE LP, 
Devo 

10. PARTY WEEKEND/HOUSTON 
EL MOVER, Joe "King" Carras
co (GeeBee) 9. ANTHOLOGY II, BOMP, Waves 
He's from Austin, Texas
watch for this guy! 

11. THE UP ESCALATOR, Graham 
Parker (Arista) 
At first I wasn't sure, but this Is 
his best yet 

10. NIGHTMARES IN WAX BLACK 
LEATHER 

Nuevae Disco pick of the month: 
WARM LEATHERETTE, Grace 
Jones 

TOP 10, NEW ENGLAND 
MUSIC CITY (KENMORE 
SQUARE), by STEVE 
POFCHER 
1. GOING UNDERGROUND, The 

Jam (Import) 
2. TURNING JAPANESE, The Va

pors (Import) 
3. GAMES WITHOUT FRON-

TIERS, Peter Gabriel (domestic) 
4. ECHO BEACH, Martha and the 

Muffins (Import) 
5. BETRAYAL, Jah Wobble (im

port) 
6. TALK SHOW, Pastiche (local) 
7. PRETTIEST GIRL, Neighbor

hoods (local) 
8. OUTSIDE THE TRAINS DON'T 

RUN ON TIME, Gang of Four 
(import) 

9. A FOREST, The Cure (Import) 
10. 1 + 1 < 2, Classic Ruins (local) 
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The Speclals--------
RA T RACE b/w Rude Buoys Outa Jail 
(Two Tone) 
TbeBeat 
MIRROR IN THE BATHROOM b/ w 
Jackpot 
(Go-Feet) 

These aren't singles to get excited about 
-there isn't much new-but they're still 
ones you probably will want to own. 

Like most of the Two Tone singles they 
are good dance tunes, and a pleasure for the 
ears. 

"Rat Race" is my favorite of the lot. The 
keyboards are especially good. However, 
Terry Hall's lead vocals are still very weak 
sounding. "Rude Buoys Outa Jail" is a 
throwawy. 

The Beat single has the same effec"t on me 
as "Twist and Crawl." It may have a boun
cing beat , but the tone and the words are 
sinister. Both sides are recommended. 
(John Brusger) 

Gary Numan---------
WE ARE GLASS b/w Trois Gymnopcdies 
(Beggar's Banquet) 

Another profound statement from the 
master. 
If you like Gary Numan you'll like this one 
too. (John Brusger) 

The Crass/Polson GI-----
BLOOQ:Y REVOLUTIONS b/w ·Persons 
Unknown 
(Crass Records) 

Apparently these folks are still on some 
sort of anarchy trip. All profits from the re
cord will go to support an "anarchist cen
tre." According to the liner notes this will 
be a place where, after paying the rent the 
first of each month, the anarchists will sit 
around, drink tea, and have bull sessions. 

In any case the songs are just what you'd 
expect: ponderous boring sermons. 

However, I would recommend the Crass' 
LP "Stations of the Crass." It is pretty 
wild. If the Sex Pistols really had been an
archists (Not just a stage act), they might 
have sounded like this. (John Brusger) 

The Vibrato,._ _______ _ 

DISCO IN MOSCO b/ w Take A Chance 
(Rat Race Records) 

Cross my heart, it sounds just like Van 
Halen! (John Brusger) 

CuR-----------
A FOREST b/ w Another Journey by Train 
(Fiction , import) 

Love that sound! A lot of the beauty of 
the Cure's music comes from the great pro
duction work . Things can't really sound 
that clean live, can they? The 7 inch version 
of "A Forest" is a bit more concise and 
more easily likeable. On both, the Cure 
blend the guitars, synthesizer, and the bass 
into one instrument. The echo effect gives 
the voice a lost soul quality and the strike of 
the snare drum is as regular as a metro
nome. "Another Journey ... " is a punchy 
instrumental, in the same vein as "Jumping 
Someone Else's Train." Highly recommen
ded. (M<. B) 
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Mental as Aaytbla1R------
EGYPT b/w Pork Is not a Gift 
(Virgin) 

This one makes you wonder. It's a very 
bad Nick Lowe imitation. (John Brusger) 

Metropak ---------
WALKING b/ w Herc's Looking at You 
(PAK) 

Metropak shows some improvement here 
on their second single. The AAA side, 
"Walking," is a pop song gone wrong. It 
had all the makings of a hit, but the ar
rangement ruined its chances. The rhythm 
section is funky, the guitar dissonant and 
out of tune, and the keyboards arc the 
cheap plastic kiqd. Somehow they combine 
to make an interesting and even catchy 
song. 

"Here's Looking at You," the AAAA 
side, has a rougher sound-perhaps like a 
listless Gang of Four. (John Brusgcr) 

SINGLES 

ThePe,,u----------
REGGAE SUE b/w Keep on Doin' It 
(Virgin) 

The one with a dread-locked Buddy Hol
ly on the cover. I suppose it seemed like a 
good idea at the time. The funky flip is as 
bad as the title would lead you to believe. 
(John Brusger) 

Nazis Aaalmt Fudsm-------
SID DID IT b/w Sid Did It 
(Elektra) 

I can't say enough bad things about this. 
(John Brusger) 

Buzzarlam--------
C'MON DENISE b/ w Wild Weekend 
(Boynton Records) 

This is the type of band that would have 
your neighbors calling the cops whenever 
they played your parties. It's straight for
ward rock 'n' roll but a bit primitive for 
most suburban tastes. The Buzz.arians don't 
break any new ground. It's garage band in
ventiveness borrowing ideas from Crcc
dence Clearwater, Buddy Holly and similar 
rave-up artists. I rather like it myself. My 
favorite is "Wild Weekend" over "C'mon 
Denise" ; preferring the subtle sentimental
ity of it all. Just remember to pick up the 
beer cans when you ' re through. (Mr. B) 

Guns forHlro---------
l'M GONNA ROUGH MY GIRL
FRIEND'S BOYFRIEND UP TONIGHT 
b/w I'm Famous Now 
(Korova Records) 

A pretty non-dcscript pair of songs. A 
slight ska beat on side one, but most of it is 
mindless boogie. (John Brusger) 

Various Artists--------
WEIRD NOISE EP 
(Fuck-Off Records, import) 

True it's weird. But not that weird! There 
arc five groups on this nine song EP, all try
ing to be more obnoxious than the next. 
The overall effect recalls early Captain 
Bccfhcart. Side BAD features Danny and 
the Dressmakers, 012, and the Sell-Outs. 
Side AWFUL features the Door and the 
Window, Danny and the Dressmakers 
(again) and the Instant Automatons. It's a 
barrage of experimental punk noise, lousy 
sound quality, and dissonant out-of-tune 
instruments. Sound good? I've heard 
worse. Captain and Tcnille's "Muskrat 
Love" is much worse for example. Recom
mended only to the dedicated hard-core 
punk connoisseur. (Mr. B) 

The Dlstractio,n-------
BOYS CRY b/ w Paracetamol Paralysis 
(Island) 

Very disappointing. Their last single was 
a great pop tune, but this wimpy record 
bites the bag. (John Brusger) 

Photos---------
IRENE/CRIDSILLA b/w Barbcllas/Shy 
(Epic, import) 

Why do I have to review junk like this? 
Blah! Failed experiments in pop songwrit
ing ... grumble,_grµmble. Please excuse me 
while I regain my professional composure. 
Well let's sec now ... Each tune flops in its 
own inimitable way. "Irene" is a pop/rock 
number with some commercial potential 
but which I find ultimately forgettable. 
"Cridsilla" is the strongest cut, a Ramones
style rave-up which eventually falls apart. 
The songs on the b-sidc aren't worth men
tioning. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

DEYO----------
GIRL YOU WANT b/ w Turn Around 
(Virgin) 

All in all, a pretty dull song. This one 
even has a guitar break in the middle. Bring 
back the real DEYO. (John Brusger) 

Graham Parker-------
STUPEFACTION b/w Women In Charge 
(Stiff Records, import) 

Not much to say here. Graham's rather 
consistent. Recommended if you like Mr. 
Parker's prior stuff (or Mr. Costello's per
haps). Not recommended if you haven't 
liked his brand of sarcastic, cynical rock ' n' 
roll before. If it's any help, "Stupefaction" 
reminds me of Herman's Hermits "I'm In
to Something Good." That's good? That's 
all. (Mr.B) 

The ChoT(b.--------
SOMETHING'S MISSING b/ w This Is 
What They Want 
(Polydor) 

The Chords are another mod revival 
band. They stick closely to the traditional 
mod sound, but are on the less energetic 
side. I would recommend it to someone 
who's already a mod fan. (John Brusgcr) 



Gana of Four·--------
"OUTSIDE THE TRAINS DON'T RUN 
ON TIME" b/w "He'd Send in the Anny" 
EMI Import single 

For anyone who doesn't yet have the 
Gang of Four LP, it has been released do
mestically and is now affordable by the 
masses. For those who have been impatient
ly awaiting new material there's this new 
import single. 

"Outside the Trains," an instant classic 
that was a hit at the group's rccnet Paradise 
appearance (what wasn't?), is the latest edi
tion of music that bears their distinctive 
stylistic edge and stripped-down energy. 
The middle guitar break is reduced to a per
fect three note guitar figure. "He's Send in 
the Anny" focuses its beat with a metallic 
thud while the band's other elements try to 
challenge its rhythmic authority with some 
enterprising counter-attacks. 

On this single the Gang of Four are able 
to recall the bite that exists throughout the 
'Entertainment" album without repeating 
themselves. Led by guitarist Andy Gill they 
maintain their intrepid discipline and essen
tial approach and lyrical awareness. 

However, I am constantly amazed by 
critics who try to tum the Gang of Four into 
a political movement and write about the 
group as though they're doing a term paper 
on the Communist Manifesto. Jeesus, can't 
a group be relevant without having to be 
part of some socialist crusade. The point is 
that if you're scribbling philosophy on a le
gal pad you're probably missing the music. 
And it's not easy to ignore the Gang of 
Four's deviant, danceable sparseness. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

1111111111111 
Pastiche---------
WICKED INTENSE EP 
(P•P Records) 

Good record. Everything works in "Talk 
Show," the A-side of the long awaited Pas
tiche EP. Spooky's 60's style organ, Mr. 
Curt's growling guitars, and Ken Scale's 
haunted voice blend into a powerful blast 
against talk show mentality. "Boston Lul
laby" is probably my least favorite cut; it's 
a sentimental rock 'n' roll tribute to our fair 
city. "Terminal Barbershop" is fine 
though, with its snappy Costello-style organ 
and punchy drumming. Enough of this. 
Don't talk about it - listen to it. (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
The Slltsifhe Pop Group 
IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS 
RHYTHM b/w Where There's a Will 
(Rough Trade) 

More great wierdo funk from both 
bands. Oddball sounds and abstract playing 
prevail in the deepest excursion of this kind 
since the Pop Group's "She's Beyond 
Good and Evil." The peculiar rhythms and 
sparse guitar on The Slits "In the Begin
ning" would have been very at home on 
their LP, the one with the cover that irri
tated the feminists (some people just have 
NO sense of humor). Personally, I wish this 
45 also had mud-painted bodies on its cover 
'cause these bands take me back to my 
mud-wallowing days as a child. Can't get 
much more primal that that. (Tristram 
Lozaw) 

Boxboys---------
AMERICAN MASQUERADE b/w Come 
See About Me 
Zone-H Records 

This could well be the worst record I've 
heard in the last ten years. Really. This 
makes "You Light Up My Life" sound 
brilliant. Part of the problem is simply tech
nical: Betsy can't sing and the band can't 
play. Aside from that, it's ~till awful. 
"American Masquerade" is about what 
happens when a bunch of L.A. lounge mu
sicians hear the Specials or Selecter and fig
ure they can do it too . This proves they 
can't. "Come See About Me" is a slaughter 
of the famous Motown hit. Their sadistic 
treatment of this song includes disco beat, 
incompetent playing and more awful vo
cals. Have they no mercy? Not recommend
ed. (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
Art-----------
THE ONLY RECORD IN THE WORLD 
EP 
(The Only Record In The World) 

Believe in music for the moment? You 
got it. Here's a reminder of a moment I'm 
glad I missed. A true period piece, obsolete 
before its time. It's high on the poor taste 
scale, but not half the gross-out the band 
intends it to be. If only it were! Their 
"We're All Boat People" singalong makes 
fashionable derogatory remarks about the 
Mudd Club, new wave, and Sid Viscious as 
if they aren't aware it's the biggest self-put. 
down of the year. Their attempts at insult 
and social commentary are too weak to 
have any shock value, reducing the whoe 
thing to a dumb joke. Oh well, back to the 
drawing board. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
Joe "King" Carrasc,o------
PARTY WEEKEND b/w Houston El 
Mover 
(Gee Bee Records) 

My first experience with Joe "King" Car
rasco was a C.B.G.B. 's recorded video 
broadcast on New York cable TV. I had 
been listening to records and flipping the 
channels (with the volume off). There on 
the screen was a beaming lunatic guitar 
player wearing an Imperial Margarine 
Crown. 

As soon as I realized this wasn't a com· 
mercial (even in New York they don't pogo 
on TV ads) I turned down the record, 
cranked up the TV and began tapping my 
toes. In the next minute and a half I became 
a Joe "King" Carrasco fan. 

From Austin, Texas Carrasco and his 
band "The Crowns" play Mex-Tex rock 
and roll (shades of Sir Douglas and ? and 
the Mysterians) with plenty contemporary 
dance orientated influence (Revillos, B-
52a). Even closer, they sound like the Lyres 
would if Monomann could ever get (and 
keep) a good band together. 

Complete with a photo of "The King" 
waging a royal-guitar attack at The Alamo, 
this fun-packed single comes on the heels of 
an album that I've still yet to hear. Based 
on what I saw on TV that night it reflects 
only a portion of their staggering potential. 
Watch for Carrasco's upcoming appearance 
at The Inn Square Bar on July 7-8. (Greg 
Reibman) 

SINGLES 

-~ ~T\14 ~ 
TbeClas;---------
TRAIN IN VAIN b/w Bankrobber/Rock
ers Galore 
... UK Tour 
(German import) 

Now that he has his own record label, El
vis Costello doesn't have these problems. 
But for The Clash releasing this single (re
corded earlier this year in NYq has been 
hell. In the UK, CBS didn't think it was 
good enough. And here in the States, Epic 
is too busy milking sales from "London 
Calling'' to want any distractions. But per
sistence prevails, and this is a German im
port (judging by the English label) designed 
for British and American consumption. 

Even though plenty of bands have proven 
otherwise, The Clash make this white-boy 
reggae stuff sound easy. Getting help from 
Mikey Dread (remember the boos he got 
that he did'nt deserve at The Orpheum?), 
this record should restore any credibility 
the band may have lost. "Bankrobber" is a 
rocksteady-ish ·piece. (Is Strummer losing 
his voice?) "Rockers Galore" is Mikey 
Dread toasting the same rhythm tracks. 
(Did Mikey ever have a voice?) I love both 
new tracks, and with "Train in Vain" in
cluded, how can you go wrong? (Greg 
Reibman) 

1111111111111 
'Elvis CosteUo---------
NEW AMSTERDAM/DR. LUTHER'S 
ASSISTANT b/w Ghost Train/Just A Me
mory 
(f-bcat records) 

Let me see if I can get this right. "Get 
Happy" had "twenty big hits ." "Girls 
Talk" was the flip of the first single, that 
makes twenty one. Then came his cover of 
Van McCoy's ''Getting Mighty Crowded.'' 
Number twenty two. Now here's a four
song EP with three new songs and one 
("New Amsterdam") from the album. 
Twenty three, twenty four and twenty five. 

Traditional music business practice says 
you're not supposed to do this. It confuses 
the public and scatters their dollars (or 
pounds). And horrors of horrors if radio 
stations started playing what they wanted 
instead of featuring the same hundred re
s:ords coast to coast: Well (if you ignore the 
Beatlesque ending on "Dr. Luther") Elvis 
was always one for bucking tradition, and 
it's good to sec he hasn't let up yet. 

The new self-produced material lacks the 
vitality of the Nick Lowe produced album, 
but I'm glad he's letting us (and not some 
music mogul) decide for ourselves. (Greg 
Reibman) 

1111111111111 
Mission ofBunru>-------
ACADEMY FIGHT SONG b/w Max Ernst 
(Ace ofHearts) 

This month's super pick hit. A thousand 
guitars play on "Academy"; acoustics, 
electrics, and feedback form a devastating 
wall of sound. Clint's angry vocals try to 
punch through that wall till the end where 
the wall disappears on the sound of a single 
distorted guitar chord. Wow! ''Max Ernst'' 
is raw power played to the edge of control. 
You expect the song to explode or coUapse 
at any moment. The "dada" chorus is a 
fascinating effect. I just can't say enough 
good things about this record. It's great. 
(Mr.B) 

Stompen---------
YOU'RE THE ONE b/w American Fun 
(Double Eagle Records) 

"You're The One" is good solid rock 'n' 
roll. I usually find romantic rock 'n' roU 
tunes not to my liking, but I don't mind this 
one a bit. A good hook, more than compe
tent playing, and strong vocals make this 
song a winner. Everything right about 
"You're The One" is wrong with "Ameri
can Fun." It's too choppy and sloppy to be 
"fun." Well it is the B-side. If the Stamp
ers keep putting our songs like "You're The 
One" they can make it. Do it guys. (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
Clothespins--------
BASEMENT BOY /Stupid Loverifaxi 
Deniro 
(demo tape) 

It took several listens but I finally like 
these guys. I'm not sure their demented 
ideas will get them far from cult status but 
they have something new to offer. "Base
ment Boy" and "Taxi Deniro" are fast
moving rockers while "Stupid Lover" is a 
thumping dirge. AU have entertaining lyrics 
(e.g. "Sensitivity makes me shrink/ I wan
na girl that fucks like a mink") and Dan 
Nugent's unique vocal style. Go see. these 
guys and tell me what you think. (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
AnemJc Boyfrien,-------
GUYS ARE NOT PROUD b/w Bad Girls 
in Love 
(Red Sweater Records) 

"Guys Are Not Proud" is a female reg
gae poem dealing with male sexual atti
tudes. It's more than a bit biased, but it's 
done with a good sense of humor. It's quite 
catchy and I'm sure it'll hold its own in the 
novelty record graveyard, next to such hits 
as Christina's "Is That All There Is?." 
"Bad Girls In Love" sounds like a female 
Foreigner, which is not a compliment. Re
gardless what they say, I wouldn't "do it 
with sheep." Or would I? (Mr. B) 

1111111111111 
The Nam,~---------
FORGET ART LET'S DANCE b/w Mis
fits 
Dindisc 

Nothing new here. It's regular rock 'n' 
roU. It probably sounds familiar because 
you've heard it all before. Let's just say 
that their sound is similar to Luna's, but 
Luna does it the right way. "Forget Art 
Let's Dance" isn't even a dance tune so why 
bother? No comment needed for "Misfits." 
I'm not sure where they're from. Let's just 
hope they stay there. Not recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

1111111111111 
Made in Plttsburah Vol. 1----
(Bogus Records) 

I sure hope there's more going on in 
Pittsburgh than this compilation indicates. 
The only good song is "My Baby's in Prep 
School" by the Hank Band. (John Brusger) 
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The Loners 731-8197 

1111111111111111111111111111 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

The Sound of Things 2 Come 

GRtE~jEX 

Send$2.OO 

postpaid to: 

INNER SLEEVE 
RECORDS 

(Wholesalers 
welcome) 

On Inner Sleeve Records 

The NEWEST Boston Sound! 

Like NOTHING you've ever heard I 

First 500 are numbered limited editions with surprise sleeve! 
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B oston R ock's 
Readers Poll 
First ten replies received by mail win a free Boston 
Rock T-shirt! 

Best local bands: 1. (5pts) 

2. (3pts) 

3. (1 pl) 

Favorite radio station: 

Best places to see live music 1. 

2. 

3. 

Best national/international 1. 
bands: 2. 

3. 

Favorite rock mag (exclud-
ing BRI) 

Best radio disc jockeys 1. 

2. 

3. 

Worst song/group on the 
radio: 

Song/ group that should be 
on the radio but isn't: 

Best local single/tape: 

Favorite recent a lbums: 1. 

2. 

3. 

Favorite record store: 

Favorite clothes store: 

Things I like most about Boston Rock: 

Things I like least about Boston Rock: ____ _ 

If you would like to be on our mailing list then fill out 
the following optional information: 

Name: 

Address: 

Zip: ______ _ 

Remember-1st ten replies get a free Boston Rock T
shirt. Send all questionnaires to: 

Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

All answers must be In by July 8 to make the 
poll. 

The In-Steps need a modern drum
mer who plays mlnlmally. New Wave 
only. Call Beth 527-3449 or Richard 
862-7974. 

Classified Ad rates for Boston Rock 
are 1.00 per llne for bands and 1.50 
per line for everyone else. 



Ouida and the Numbt,.._ ____ _ 
RUNAWAYb/wYeah, Yeah, Yeah, Yeah 
(Modern Records ---=- import) 

Rather dumb actually. The sole highlight 
of this record is that strangler, and ex-con, 
Hugh Cornwell produced this record. 
There's really nothing else really distinctive 
about it. It's simply nostalgic Petula Clark 
mood music. Suitable for AM radio. Not 
much else. Nice record sleeve though. 
(Mr.BJ 

Mystery Flve'>--------
SHAKE SOME ACTION b/ w No Message 
(Flicknife Records - import) 

Throw together some catchy guitar licks, 
too many rhythm changes, and a couple of 
Paul Revere and the Raiders touches and 
what do you get? A record that sounds like 
a debut record by a group that doesn't have 
it all together yet. Both cuts are incredibly 
lame and not really worth the bother. Not 
recommended. (Mr. 8) 

Lambrettas --------
D-A-A-ANCE b/ w Feel the Beat 
(Rocket Records - import) 

These British boys have studied their 
Beatles and Dave Clark Five records will. 
Imitation may well be flattery, perhaps 
profittable but not very admireable. This 
record gives you a good idea of what things 
sounded like in the mid-sixties; light catchy 
rock 'n' roll. "D-a-a-ance" is the Knack 
with echo. "Feel the Beat" is Beatles circa 
1963 and an outtake at that. Not a spec of 
originality on this record. Recommended to 
those of nostalgic temperament only. 
(Mr.BJ 

Peter Gabrie,1---------
NO SELF CONTROL b/w Lead A Normal 
Life 
(Charisma Records, import) 

To be perfectly honest with you, I haven't 
listened to Genesis or Gabriel in years, but 
this record should be likeable by fans of 
either artist. Gabriel is very articulate both 
lyrically and musically, and not nearly as 
pretentious as his Genesis days . There's a 
lot of nifty sound effects and instruments 
on these tracks but it's not a record you can 
easily play between the Gang of Four and 
PiL. "No Self Control" is so fluid it sounds 
like it could have been written by Stevie 
Winwood; it isn't. Overall, a nice record. 
Recommended. (Mr. B) 

ECHO and the Bunnymen-----
RESCUE b/w Simple Stuff 
(Korova Records - import) 

The better things to come they hinted at 
with their first single, "The Pictures On My 
Wall" haven't happened yet. The twangy 
guitars with Television (and Doors)-style 
vocals help it fall short of its mark. It's just 
a bit too monotonous to get excited about. 
"Simple Stuff'' is more interesting. It has 
twangy guitars too but they add pounding 
drums and neat sound effects to round out 
the song. Recommended for "Simple 
Stuff." (Mr. B) 

U.K. Sub,,,_ ________ _ 

TEENAGE b/w Left For Dead/ New York 
State Police 
(GEM - import) 

There's little to commend here other than 
the shocking pink transparent vinyl and 
day-glo green label. The music's rather dis
posable. The Subs are essentially students 
of the Ramones/Sex Pistols school of music 
and poor students at that. They don't even 
have a respectable sense of humor. Too 
bad. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

TheRox:---------
GIMME BACK b/w Laughing At You 
(demo single) 

It won't be a hit, but it's an indication 
that Rox have hit potential. Rox play pop 
with energy and enthusiasm, two items mis
sing from many band repetoires. "Gimme 
Back" is a fast pop number with strumming 
guitars and a punchy rhythm. It's not per
fect though. Rox ·still have to develop a 
unique vocal style. Their harmonies espec
ially sound like 9 out of 10 other bands. 
They'll do better. (Mr. B) 
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Killing Joke---------
WAR DANCE b/w Pssyche 
(Malicious Damage) 

This music is so energeticly electronic and 
impressively powerful that the vocals have 
to be screamed (and it's not some dumb 
punk pose either). Minimalist synthi clinks 
and clouds, some great occasional funk
bass cliches, a pounding and danceable 
beat, over-driven guitar chords and your 
very own draft notice. Play it all night at 
your next political rally, u'se it to pace the 
output of assembly line workers, listen to ·it 
at different speeds - Get a hold of this rec
ord! (Tristram Lozaw) 

The Ruon---------
LOWDOWN KIDS b/w Subway/Wasted 
Life 
)(Rock-o-rama Records - import) 

Kick out the jams! More good garage 
punk and not bad at all. It's punk in the 
Germs or Wire vein; raw, rough and dance
able (though pogo only). All cuts are good, 
especially "Subway." Recommended. 
(Mr.BJ 

Go-Go's---------
WE GOT THE BEAT b/w How Much 
More 
(Stiff Records - import) 

Yes it's pop. YesJhey're cute. Yes I like 
it. L.A. girls make good abroad with their 
·debut single. It's just one step above garage 
rock with rough edges and all. "We Got 
The Beat" revives Hullabaloo and Shindig 
and all the innocence, energy and fun that 
went with it. "How Much More" isn't as 
strong but has some good rocking and 
hand-clapping. This record isn't a hit but it 
makes me want to hear more. Recom
mended. (Mr. B) 

Arthur Kay's OriglnalS-----
PLAY MY RECORD b/w Sooty ls A 
Rudie 
(Red Admiral Records - import) 

More ska? Yup. I just wish I could stop 
dancin'! This one's actually pretty good. 
"Play My Record" sounds very, very much 
like Madn~s. It's got a hopping ska beat, 
happy horns, and those nutty vocals . 
"Sooty" is okay though a bit boring. They 
simply repeat the song's title an endless 
number of times and the background vocal 
shenanigans add little or nothing to the re
petative rhythm. Not original but nonethe
less listenable. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Siouxie and the Banshees-----
CHRISTINE b/w Eve White/Eve Black 
(Polydor) 

After an extremely disappointing second 
album, the best thing that could have hap. 
pened to Siouxie did-she broke up with 
her old band. This is the second single (the 
magnificent "Happy House" was first) 
since then, and my esteem for Siouxie is 
quickly returning. 

"Christine (The Strawberry Girl)" is a 
mid-tempo, almost psychedelic ballad. It 
features John Mc6eoch from Magazine on 
acoustic guitar. The nip finds Siouxie dab
bling (once again) out in Jeft field. (Greg 
Reibman) 

PASTICHE--

Donkeys---------
NOWAY b/wYouJane 
(Back Door - import) 

Not necessarily jackasses, the Donkey 
play pleasant power pop. You know, 60's 
type stuff, lots of chords, lots of harmon
ies .. . Nothing innovative, nothing exciting, 
just pleasant. Both sides are solid cuts and 
rather interchangeable. Recommended to 
those who like pop music. (Mr. B) 

...... ···---, •' ,.-· ... --·-··· 

• I Wv1/1i\rY 
RECORDS 

Assorted mediocre pop rock slngles·-··---
Freskies 
Yellow Spot b/w If Its News (razz Records) 
9BelowZero 
Homework b/w Is That You (A&M Rec
ords( 
Holly and the Italians 
Miles Away b/w It's Only Me (Virgin) 
Cosmetics 
Guilt b/w Something Happened (Virgin) 

If you've nothing nice to say about some
one don't say it, right? Right. None recom
mended. (Mr. B) 
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". . .it's just a completely 
different sound . . : it's more 
of a natural sound . .. a more 
basic sound, I think, for 
rook and roll. It feels much 
freer to experiment ... " 

Willie Alexander 
May 1980 

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC 
8-track recording 
$15/hour 

20 Piedmont St., Boston 
482-8110 

THE 
TRADEMARKS 

For booking• call 246-0704 

Request "Got No Time" on WBCN and WCOZ 

CANTERBURY'S JUNE 20 
CANTONES JUNE 25 
THE RAT JUNE 27 



Mquine---------
THECORRECTUSEOFSOAP 
(Virgin, import LP) 

I'm not of one mind on this record. It's 
been several listens, several writings and 
I'm still not sure if it's great or merely good. 
Mr. Devoto has taken on a new direction on 
this one. If his split from the Buu.cocks had 
anything to do with musical differences 
then they're thinking along the same lines 
again. "The Correct Use of Soap" is defi
nitely PoP music but every song has the De
voto twist. Each has a hook and is meticu
lously put together. And there arc some ex
cellent ones too: "Because You're Fright
ened," "I'm A PArty" and the instant 
classic "A Song From Under the Floor
boards." Magazine runs the gamut of mu
sical styles: soul, rock, funk, jazz with ab
solute precision. The only problem is taking 
Devoto seriously. He can come across a bit 
too theatrical (as he docs in live perfonn
ance). He croons like Bowie, or swears like 
Alice Cooper and you know he doesn't 
mean it. But that's show business isn't it? 
Devoto is an entertainer and if pop music is 
entertainment then this is the correct use of 
pop. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Devo -----------
Freedom of Choice 
Warner Bros. LP 

Just before listening to this album for the 
first time, I was informed that Devo had 
broken up. That rumor has since been un
substantiated, but my reaction at the time 
was one of indifference. I was sorry to see 
them go, but I wasn't sure that it wouldn't 
be better if they got out now. 

As one of the people who liked the se
cond Devo LP, .. Duty for the Future," I 
thought Devo was getting a raw deal just 
because they were Devo. If they hadn't 
been so experimentally pleasing in their 
early days, there wouldn't be so much ex
pected of them these days. 

Just think of how things would have 
turned out if "Freedom of Choice," their 
most commercially viable entry, had been 
released first, followed by the suggestions 
of potential derangement on ''Duty,'' peak
ing with the enthusiastic explorations of 
"Are We Not Men." 

But that's the way of devolution. Maybe 
the next album will sound like the Cars. 

Actually, there arc many nice touches on 
"Freedom" to recommend it. The great 
Wa-oh Wa-oh chorus on "Mr. B's Ball
room," the industrial tom-tom on "Gates 
of Steel," the hit potential of "Whipit" (a 
remake of "blockhead" from the 2nd LP), 
the wavy synthi work on "Cold War," and 
various other pleasantries that slip my mind 
at the moment. There are also some awful 
moments of mediocrity scattered through
out. 

In any case, why don't we tell our baby 
brothers and sisters to buy millions of these 
"Freedom of Choice" LPs. It will start 
them on the road to being properly warped 
and make Devo rich. Any group whose vo
cal style has been expanded by hundreds of 
burgeoning garage bands into a new rock 
vocal approach deserves at least that. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

Thin Red Lln1es--------
THE CRETONES 
(Planet 
(Planet-Elektra/ Asylum) 

This album isn't much to the left of 
Donny and Marie, and they're mQrc fun to 
watch. The Crctones sound like Linda 
Ronstadt (remember, they helped her make 
her "punk" LP) trying to be more access
ible. Just listen to the first cut, "Real 
Love," and you'll get the picture for the 
rest of the album. There hasn't been any
thing this feeble masquerading as part of a 
"ricw sound" in years. If this is what they 
think new wave is in Iowa, no wonder they 
hate it in the boonies. I'd even rather listen 
to Van Halen. (Tristram Lozaw) 

LONG 
PLAYERS 

The Cure----------
SEVENTEEN SECONDS (LP) 
(Fiction Records import) 

In interviews, Cure guitarist/vocalist 
Robert Smith has related his affinity for 
bleak musical landscapes, and "Seventeen 
Seconds" is a notable exercise in the same. 
His pha,sed/dclayed guitar, the addition ol 
Matthieu Hartley on keyboards and the 
total insistence on minor keys make this one 
of the most mystically moody records to 
surface in some time. 

The Cure have moved away from the 
rawer numbers that brought comparisons 
with Gang of Four in favor of more of an 
overall textural performance. The LP is full 
of despondent tones and alienated lyrics, 
sort of a resignation to being in pain. Each 
side starts off with a pensive piano piece, 
side one with "A Reflection" (yuk title) 
and its doomy green world feel, side two 
with the scattered dissonances of ''The 
Final Sound." "A Forest," an up-tempo 
trance dance, and "Play For Today" are 
the liveliest cuts, but don't expect anything 
like the brasher cuts on the first LP that 
Smith would like to avoid. 

The vocals arc played down in the mix 
throughout the album. On "Secrets," a 
medium pace two-chord vamp with beauti
ful piano and guitar sub-melodies, the faint 
vocals produce a helpless sigh/cry effect. In 
the echoing piano and backward-swishing 
discoid beat of "In Your House" they dis
appear altogether (now that's really bleak). 
The record closes with the utter despair of 
the title cut. 

A tremendously emotional album, but I 
have difficulty believing that anyone could 
be that depressed and I miss the frenzied 
outbursts The Cure are capable of produc
ing. (Tristram Lozaw) 

U.K. Sub1s-----------
BRAND NEW AGE 
(Gem Records, import) 

Yawn. It's the dawning of an old era. 
This is flogging a dead horse. Oh yes, it's 
quite punk. It's all hard rock.in' buzzsaw 
guitars, screaming vocals and social com
mentary lyrics. So big deal! Doing it three 
years ago it was forming a brand new sound 
for rock 'n' roll. Doing this stuff now is 
just wallowing in past glory. In fact, there 
isn't one outstanding cut on this album. It's 
not obnoxious, it's just very predictable. 
Rock 'n' rock y'alll Not recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

Orchestral Maneouvres In the Dark-
MESSAGES b/w Waiting for the Man/ 
Taking Sides 
(Dindisc, 10" import) 

They think they're so slick don't they? 
OMD came up with another winner in 
"Messages." It's snappy, electro-disco beat 
music with cool vocals. So what if it's pop, 
and commercial, it's good. 0 Waiting for 
the Man" is an abyssmal rewrite of the Lou 
Reed tune, a total waste of vinyl. "Taking 
Sides Again" is a dub version of "Mes
sages." There's really no excuse for this 
type of self-indulgence. Recommended for 
"Messages" only. (Mr. B) 

Holaer Czuka1~------
Movics 
EMttmportLP 

Holger Czukay was a premier economy 
bassist for Can, Germany's masters of pro
fessional primitivism in an auto-beat for
mat. When bassist Reebop Kwaku Baah (ex 
of Traffic) joined Can and led the group 
down an increasingly plastic funk path, 
Holger was squeezed out. But even on the 
most pathetic of their recent LPs, Can 
seemed able to pull off at least one brilliant 
10 minute trance dance. 

So here comes Holgcr with his first solo 
album with all of his Can friends as his sup
porting cast. So they reunite and return to 
their spark.ling grandness of yesteryear, 
right? Not quite. 

Except for a few sustained grooves, the 
album's four pieces arc fragmented se
quences that use overdubs and overproduc
tion to make up for Holfer's weak guitar 
work and lack of cohesive iaeas. 

"Cool in the Pool'' and "Persian Love," 
the two shorter pieces, had the potential to 
be pleasingly quirky pop tunes. "Oh Lord" 
and "Hollywood Symphony," Holger's 
two epic attempts, show that Can's unique 
chemistry cannot be recreated merely by a 
group reunion. The ideas are here but the 
executioii, on~ of Can's fortes as a group, 
is not. (Tristram Lozaw) 
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PROVIDENCE ROCK FANS 
visit 

THAYER ST. RECORDS 
We feature 

• Providence's best selection of imported 
punk and new wave records 

• New wave T-shirts and Posters 

• Huge button selection-including the 
latest from London! 

• Friendly atmosphere 

We are located at 287 Thayer St., 2nd 
floor, on the east side of Providence. 
Hours 10:30-7 daily Tel. :351-9339 

SUBSCRIBE 
,-----------------
' To: Boston Rock 

I 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

I check one: 1--------------
1 D I want a regular subscription for 6 months. I have 
I enclosed $6.00 

I 
D I want a charter subscription for 6 months. Please 

send me a BOSTON ROCK T-SHIRT 
I size: small_ med____ large_ 
j And the following ACE OF HEARTS single: 

I D NEIGHBORHOODS D CLASSIC RUINS 

I 
D MISSION OF BURMA D INFLIKTORS 
I have enclosed $12.00 

I j Name. ____________ _ 

I Addres,_ ___________ _ 

I z· I Ip _____ _ 

"REDUCED" 

b/w 

"Fun Fades Fast 

In the USA" 



TRACY 
ROACH 

6 pm-10 pm 

JERRY GOODWIN 
AS 

THE DUKE OF 
MADNESS 
2 am-6 am 
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Extended Play 
on 415 Records 

a 7-song "mini-album" by 

SVT 

get it at the cool stores 
or 

by mail order $5.00 : 

415 Records 
P.O. Box 14563 
San Francisco, CA 94114 



... STILL COMING 

34. DELINQUENTS/TRUDY /GORODETSKY 

3l. READERS POLL 

36. ALTERNATIVE CHARTS 

41. NEWBURY COMICS 

42. BRA!NS/RAMBOW 

Boston Rock is published monthly by: 
NEWBURY COMICS 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Entire contents copyright © 1980 

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mike Dreese 
(617)247-7590 
(617) 262-1252 eves . 
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by M. Bastarache 
What's happened to the Ramones? Well, everything and 
nothing. End of the Century was a surprise to everyone- a 
sellout to some, a welcome change to the rest. It's a new 
direction, take it or leave it. Their live performances 
haven't changed a bit, though. It's still uncompromising, 
nonstop, gul-level rock 'n' roll. You've got to hand it to 
them, they've played it straight with us for the last six years 
and they've earned my respect as one of the first "new 
wave" bands to put meaning back inlo rock 'n' roll. 

Joey: When we started we were the only band doing what 
we were doing. Television was into more a Velvet Under
ground type of thing. We were the only band playing real 
gut rock and roll . 
BR: What was the scene really like then? How were people 
reacting? 
Joey: There were about four bands. When we started we 
were playing to NOBODY! 
Johnny: In the very beginning there was us, Blondie, Tele
vision, Patti Smith. Talking Heads were like a year later
they were second generation. About nine months later all 
the bands sprung up-Dead Boys, Talking Heads. 
BR: What were the audiences like I hen? 
Johnny: They were real small, 'cause you went to a place 
and had no following. They all liked it. They'd all come 
over and be waiting for us. But they all sat there because 
they were weird people. Students, avant-garde people who 
sat and watched. We didn't get an encore for about nine 
months or a year. 
Joey: Also with the more arty people it was almost like it 
wasn't cool to show any emotion. At CBGB's it just wasn't 
hip to applaud, everyone just sat-very sterile. 
BR: When did it start changing? 
Joey: Well, we went to England in the summer of '76. 
Johnny: It started changing a little bit when they had the 
summer festival at CBGB's. About one year after we start
ed they had like 6 bands a night for a week and Rolling 
Stone came down and covered the thing; wrote a one page 
aniclc about all the groups. HaJf the article was on us and 
the other half on all the other groups. That's when things 
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started changing. Then we signed the record contract. 
Joey: We got signed to Sire. 
Johnny: We would send out tapes and the record compan
ies would send them right back without even listening to 
'cm. 
BR: Just because of the name Ramones? 
Johnny: At the time they weren't very much into looking. 
Joey: The dominant music forces were heavy metal and 
disco. New wave or whatever you want to call it didn't exist 
and people were really afraid of something new. There was 
a lot of resistance to us ... always has been and up to this 
day there's probably more resistance to us than anybody 
else. 1 guess we were the first and now we're the underdogs. 
Now it's acceptable and people want to be hip and say, 
"Yeah, I want to sign this band." 
BR: Do you think a lot of it is jealousy ... that people don't 
want to admit thal I hey slole a lot of ideas from you? 
Joey: Yeah ... a lot of jealousy, a lot of spite. Our first al
bum came out not domestically but as an import from Eng
land. We played two dates in England and sold out. The 
likes of Joe Strummer and The Clash and the Sex Pistols, 
those were first generation bands too. There were no bands 
yet. They had heard our album. The kids in England are up 
on everything. 
BR: Richard Hell gave you guys credil for creating the 
whole sound in England. 
Joey: They were into what we were doing. The Clash were 
just getting together at that time, and The Damned. 
BR: I think a fol of people forge/ how long ago the Ra
mones started playing, because they think it's the English 
bands who inspired all the American bands. 
Joey: On the English side it started as more of a fashion 
kind of thing. A trendy kind of thing. 
BR: Were people dancing there when youfirsr starred? 
Joey: Yeah, they were all crazy. Jumping up and down. 
They were just letting go and having a good time. That's 
what the Ramones are all about just to have a good time. 
Like the big bands were never really playing rock 'n' roll to 
begin with. The whole gut meaning of rock 'n' roll is lost 
with these bands. It's just a business and has nothing to o 
with music. 
BR: It seems like you guys did a lot of things different when 
you first came out. 
Johnny: We didn't try to learn someone else's songs, we 
just sat down and wrote Ramones songs. 

BR: Seems like you had a pretty unique stage show as well. 
Johnny: A lot of people have done things copying that-as 
far as running songs together now. Everybody has short
ened their sets a little bit going from one song to another. 
Joey: Also, our song writing style ... we absorbed the best of 
what had gone down in rock 'n' roll since 1955 or so, taken 
a broad spectrum of influences and stored them up in o:ir 
heads. So when it comes to songwriting, there's a million 
different influences. A lot of these later English bands were 
just influenced by us, the NY Dolls and the Stooges and 
every group sounded the same. 
BR: You guys listen to anybody now? 
Johnny: All the time-the Buzzcocks, the Dickies, the Sex 
Pistols, the Heartbreakers. 
BR: Do you listen to any of the art bands? 
Johnny: I don't think so ... like Suicide? They give me a lot 
of inspiration! I like the B-52s too. 
BR: They're a fun band. What about ska music? 
Joey: That's junk. That's just a regression in music. 
They're trying to make it something new but it's just some
thing old. 
BR: What about heavy metal? 
Joey: A lot of people just cover up for the fact that they 
can't do it and they just kind of escape 'cause it's the new 
trendy kind of music. In England there's like a new trend 
every week, one week it's heavy metal, another week it's 
something else. 
BR: What do you expect the response to be the next time 
you go there? 
Joey: They love us over there. We just play for the kids. We 
don't care about the press over there 'cause they're just a 
bunch of assholes. We play for the kids, and they KNOW 
it, and it's just great. It's always great. That's why we keep 
going back. 
BR: What are the best places to play at? Any favorites? 
Joey: In England? Europe? 
BR: Anywhere ... 
Joey: We'll play anywhere. We'll go into new places. Like 
on this American tour we went to Pocotella, Idaho and 
Iowa. We go to a lot of the more suburban, middle America 
sort of places. But you have 10 go EVERYWHERE 'cause 
you have to. Every place you go is a challenge and it's like 
you have to go in and conquer. You got to win them over, 
that's your objective, that's what you do it for. You gotta 
spread the word like Billy Graham! 
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BR: What's the Ramones' religion then? 
Joey: Rock 'n' roll. Pure gut level rock 'n' roll. It comes 
from the heart and the gut. We care about what we do, 
whereas most people are in it for the bucks. We care about 
our audience. We care about having the best conditions for 
the best show. The business now is all out of hand. It's like 
a joke. 
BR: Are you concerned about some day being os big os the 
Beatles or Led Zepp/in? 
Joey: Well, you want to be successful. Everyone wants to 
be successful. It's the American way. It's just how you go 
about it. That's what makes it right or wrong. You have to 
have high standards and ideals and integrity, and stick to 
your beliefs and do it right. Then people respect and admire 
you for what you're doing. We're going on six years, but 
we've stuck to our goals and what we feel is right. A lot of 
people started out when we started out, like Blondie. They 
all took the easy way out and went for the bucks. They 
went for that Springsteen sound, that Elvis Costello sound, 
that middle of the road sound. Or they went disco. I don't 
know ... there's so few bands that have anything unique 
anymore. Most the bands that are coming out now are real
ly middle of the road, like the Pretenders. They come out 
and the next week they're on the top and so what? Look at 
the Clash's new album! I hate to slam 'em, but it's all wa
tered down. I always liked them. I remember being like one 
of the first people really into them. We were over in Eng
land when they first came out and I thought they were fan
tastic. Now they're like every writer's band, every rock crit
ic's band. They're on the cover of Rolling Stone. Bands are 
supposed to work for years to get on the cover of Rolling 
Stone and they get it no problem. I think it sucks. I asked 
somebody from Warner Bros. "how come these British 
bands come over here and the next minute they're huge?" 
You're American and you work your ass off for years doing 
something good but it's like "you're American, so what?" 
Because they come over from England they're like exotic or 
something. 
BR: Do you think you 're more popular in Europe than ove 
here? 
Joey: Yeah, well now it 's different. Our audience is muci 
broader now. A lot of those heavy metal kids are starting tc. 
wake up and realize they're being ripped off when they g< 
to see Pink Floyd in a 20,000 seat arena. They don't giver 
shit about them. They care about money and they go ano 
play another hockey arena. They don't care if the kids can't 
see or can't hear or can't dance. Now we're starting to play 
ballrooms where young kids can see us. We're dealing with 
promoters in new areas and they kind of restrict where you 
can play and can't play. We want to play for the kids. Like 
tonight, I wanted to play the Orpheum, but we gotta play 
here [the Paradise). And every time we play here, I see a lot 
of kids outside who can't come in and it's not fair. 
BR: You guys play a lot of gigs every year, don't you? 
Joey: We play just about every day. 
BR: Do you like recording? 
Joey: Yeah, I like recording. But recording and playing are 
like two separate things almost. When you record it's some
thing exciting and special and when you perform it is, too. 
Like the last time with Phil Spector, it was personally like a 
reaJ thrill. Me and him got along real well and it was very 
exciting. 
BR: Are you going to do your next album with him? 
Joey: I don't know, we might go with somebody else. We 
like to keep changing, have every aJbum sound different. 

BR: Were you surprised by some of the negative flak you 
got on your lost album? 
Joey: Those people don't even know. The people who put 
down Phil were like hard core punks who probably never 
even heard of Phil Spector. All they know is like he's from 
the '60s and this is the '80s. He created a whole music form 
in itself. When you hear the stuff he's done ... that sound 
will live on forever. It takes over your body. It's complete. 
It grabs a hold of you. But a lot of kids don't understand 
'cause he's not a punk producer or something. But I think 
for the most part the response has been very favorable. 
BR: Do you really care about what the press hos to say 
about your records or the band? 
Joey: It depends on the person it's coming from. Most 
writers are in their own little world. And instead of giving 
you objective criticism they look at you from their personal 
standpoint. There's some people that believe in perspective 
criticism but you can't reaJly let it alter you ... you can't lis
ten to everyone in the world. 1 try to read everything and 
keep up on everything. A lot of people shut themselves out 
from reviews and write-ups and stuff. I like to know What 
they have to say. 
BR: Now that you've been together for six years is it hard 
to maintain a sense of humour about the rock 'n' roll busi
ness? 
Joey: No. Sometimes it gets to you, but you have to laugh 
it off. You can't let it bug you and bring you down 'cause 
it's not worth it. 
BR: Have there been any low points where you were just 
ready to pock it in? 
Joey: You might feel that way for haJf an hour. But then 

you play a job and the audience ... they're WITH you. It's 
like we're united and all together at a rally. Our fans just 
bring you out of anything. They make life worth living. 
It's like the ultimate high playing live. 

We were in Chicago awhile back. And we got there to do 
a sound check and there was this big rally going on. We 
thought it was a protest march or something. And then we 
find out it's all these kids ... it was like a general admission 
sort of situation and the place sold out in two hours and 
they were all lined up in their spots 'cause they didn't want 
to lose their places. It was crazy. It was like going to see a 
Led Zepplin concert except everybody was crazy. That's the 
way it's getting to be now. We're drawing and starting to be 
taken more seriously as a legitimate band. I think the indus
try sees that, that we're not a bunch of fuck-ups. 
BR: Is ii hard throwing off that comic book image you had 
in the beginning? 
Joey: I never saw us as having one. It was tough, you know. 
When you think you're doing something constructive and 
creative, whereas the English ones were out to destroy the 
music business. That was punk rock. You were out to build 
it and do something constructive with it. When we first 
came out radio was getting so soft. They were trying to cov
er our calls. Like a Pat Boone kind of thing. They were pro
moting Linda Ronstadt, the Eagles, the Doobie Brothers, 
like that whole thing with the Cretones and all that shit. 
Like in the sixties they played everything on the radio and 
now in the eighties it's like a real select business with Styx, 
Kansas and whatever. It's a big business and music has 
nothing to do with it at all. And all these people have their 
money invested in various bands and they don't want to 
change. They're very happy. Everybody's making money 
and they don't want a change. It took more of a middle-of
the-road kind of new wave to open the door. Maybe we 
were too extreme when we first came out. It took the Cars 
and the Knack and Blondie and Elvis Costello and people 
like that, 
BR: They coiled them ALL punk at the beginning! 
Joey: Right! And they thought that because the Knack were 
selling a billion albums that they were the reaJ thing. 
They're a joke altogether you know. It seems like what bugs 
you is that you have something to offer that's real, and 
these groups are just stereotypes like synthetic formulated 
shit bands, and people say "yeah, this is punk rock." And 
now Linda Ronstadt and Billy Joel jumped on the band
wagon ... but it's good, because with people like that, it's 
looked at as more of a legitimate thing. I mean when every
one started going platinum they started taking it seriously. 
It's not a fad anymore. It's permanent. It's here to stay. I 
guess maybe it's frustrating, but the real meat kind of 
crowd, the people that really know what's going on and the 
kids that are just in for a good.time-they all catch on tous. 
BR: How do you feel about the future of the bond? 
Joey: We're just about to break. We're on the hump now. 
BR: Do you think the next album will do it? 
Joey: Well, with THIS album we got played on four times 
as many stations as before. In America the only way people 
are going to hear music is on the radio. 
BR: How do you like LA os a city? You do anything spe
cial when you're out there? 
Joey: There's this great taco stand that we go to. 
BR: Which one? 
Joey: Los Tacos. 
BR: Hove you been to Top Taco? 
Joey: No, this place is fantastic. I think it's the best. It's on 
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Santa Monica. We all have different interests. John is o 
movie fanatic. He goes to get movie posters. We go to Pht 
Spcctor's house and hang out with him. 
BR: Do you get to see very much of the other cities when 
you go on tour? 
Joey: Some of them. A lot of times you don't get to see too 
much 'cause you work every day and arc driving. It's great 
when you have two or three days in the same place. You get 
to walk around. It's kind oflikc a free day. 
BR: How do you/eel aboul New York now? 
Joey: I love New Yprk, but now we think of ourselves as 
being more of an AMERICAN band. 
BR: Hey Joey, why do you put yourself through all this? 
Joey: It's kind of like somebody has to lead.the Way and do 
it right. If it were somebody else besides us, then there 
might not have been anything at all. If it were some shiny 
band people would've said "well fuck it, it's just junk." So 
you have to maintain standards and show 'cm how to do it 
right. 
BR: Do you think there'll ever be a time when you stop do· 
ingit? 
Joey: Yeah, there'll be a time. But I don't sec it in the near 
future. There's always a time where you have to step back 
and make room for someone else. 
BR: Do you see any up·and·coming groups that you find 
interesting? 
Joey: Shrapnel, the Rattlers, that English group called the 
Boys ... they haven't really gotten the credit they deserve. 
There arc a lot of new bands that arc great. I think there arc 
a lot more creative bands coming out of America than Eur· 
ope. 
BR: Would you do anything different over the last six years 
if you could? 
Joey: I guess we've made a few mistakes, things I wished 
we'd done differently. But all in all I think we've done 
things right. When you start out you're kind of naive about 
things and you don't really feel the punches. 
BR: How did you learn what the rock 'n' roll business was 
all about? 
Joey: By taking the falls. You learn by experiencing your 
own mistakes. I don't think anybody really goes in knowing 
everything. 
BR: Were there any big surprises when you first started 
out? 
Joey: It's very disillusioning, You got to be on top of every· 
thing 'cause they're out to screw you. You can't leave it in 
the hands of anybody, 'cause if you don't care, they don't 
care. And that means your record company, your manager 
-everything. You can't say ''Oh, I can rclu now.'' 'Cause 
that's when you get screwed over. We came out pretty good 
-picking the right manager and record company and all. 
BR: How is your management company treating you? 
Joey: One good thing about it is Gary. He's really on the 
ball. He's sharp. He doesn't let anyone fuck him over. He's 
not a pushover. People respect him and don't want to get 
on his bad side. In that respect he's done a lot of good for 
us. It takes balls to be a manager. You have to be aggressive 
and sharp. It's a tough hard world and right now we need 
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somebody who has his grit. 
BR: What's been the best thing that has happened to the 
band over the last six years? 
Joey: We never made any compromises and we're not 
about to. We're doing it our way. 
Joey: We're political in a sense. It's not political where we 
sing about how bad things arc. We went through that poli· 
tical revolution in the 1960s. The Viet Nam war, Joan Baez, 
the Grateful Dead and all that. We went through our po
litical time. In England they didn't, and now they're going 
through theirs. The Sex Pistols and the Clash singing about 
hard times, urban affairs and social problems. Rock 'n' roll 
is meant to be fun and exciting and that's what we're trying 
to do. But we're not forgetting about it. 
BR: Lii me ask you a few quick questions here. What's 
your fa',1/)rite TV show? 
Joey: Family Feud. 
BR: What's your favorite sex object? 
Joey: My girlfriend. 
BR: Favorite food? 
Joey: I guess steak. 
BR: Who can consume the most tacos in the band? 
Joey: John. 
BR: The most alcohol? 
Joey: Mark. 
BR: The most dope? 
Joey: Dee Dec (laughter) 
BR: What do YOU do best? 
Joey: I play Space Invaders best! 
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byM. Dreese 
Pastiche was one of the first bands I saw when I first 

started serious club going a little over o year ago. Since that 
time they have progressed immensely and are currently one 
of the top new wave ac1s in town. They proved this July 4 
by winning the yearly " Battle of the Bands" or "Rat Rum
ble. •• Theirs has been to a large ex.tent a sort of cult J~l/ow
ing up 'till now, but with the exposure the Rumble wctory 
gave /hem they should soon be known to all of Boston's 
rock fans. Their "Wicked Intense/'' EP is currently in its 
second pressing and is available at most in-town record 
shops. It features "Talk Show," "Boston Lullabye" and 
"Terminal Barbershop." If you haven't met these guys yet, 
J encourage you to do so. And if you ever want to talk to 
them, just walk up at one of their gigs-they're the friend-
liest guys in town! Pastiche is: 

Pastiche can be seen: 

Ken Scales (vocals) 
Mr. Curt (guitar/ vocals) 
Brad (bass) 
Ron (Keyboards) 
Rick (Percussion) 

BR: First I wonted to congrotulote you on winning first 
pfoce ot the Botlle of the Bonds at the Rat Rumble. 
All: Thanks! 
BR: What did you think of the Rumble? 
Ron: It was a lot of fun! Quite an event. 
BR: How do you think your victory ... 
Ken: We'll just be a lot busier I think. We wanted to take 
some time off in August to learn some new material. But it 
looks like that's going to be more of a wait and see situa
tion. 
BR: Have you gotten a lot of added auention since win
ing? 
Curt:Yes. 
Ken: I think people are expecting more now. We can never 
play bad again. The Rat was a lot of fun. That's how I 
overcame the nervousness of it. Especially 1he night we had 
to go on first. In the Phoenix Jimmy Issa~ poi?ted o~t 
that usually that works against a band, but m this case 1t 
worked to our favor by just setting a certain standard and 
having the other bands have to come up to that standard or 
surpass it. 
BR: Who were your favorite bands at the Rumble ... who 
were you most worried about? 

July24 
2S, 26 
August 8 

The Underground Ron: On our first night the Shades probably... . 
The Canterbury, Beverly · Curt: I was worried about anyone the second night. And 

Weymana Ballroom, Weymouth against France I just felt our style of musi". would ~e more 
Mr C's Lowell esthetically pleasing to the judges. I was Just hopmg that 

Headliners North Nashua NH our show would keep up to the standard we'd been setting. 
21 
22 
23 
29 
September 3 
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S All Night Live (TV) We'd been playing hard and just trying to improve the stage 
The Channel, Boston show and presentation. 

Jonathan Swifts Ron: I think we knew that if we REALLY coo~ed we'd 

have it. 
Ken: There were mechanical difficulties every single night. 
Brad: Tuesday the bass drum peddle broke. 
Curt: I dropped my pick the next night! (laughter) 
Ken: Then the P.A. wasn't working right. 
Curt: Ken couldn't get a glass of water the next night .. lit
tle things like that. 
BR: There were tremendous crowds. How did that o/fect 
you? 
Curt: The last time we played it was strange, the crowd was 
very edgy ... They were pulsating towards the stage. 
Ken: It was like a wave. 
Curt: There was this vacant gleam in all their eyes, which 
doesn't make much sense, but it was nice to feel all the en
ergy. 
Ron: I never experienced anything like it. 
Brad: Really! Me neither. 'Cause everybody was just trying 
to dance so hard and make so much noise and it looked like 
there were going to be fights and stuff. 
BR: What do you plan to do with your prize money? 
Ron: Did! (laughter) 
Curt: Spent ii all! We just paid our roadies! 
BR: How's the record doing? 
Curt: You tell us! You're one of the sellers of the record! A 
purveyor of fine taste! Seriously ... the ~rst ~ressing sold 
out and we're waiting for the second pressing nght now-as 
soon as they can ship it up from Texas. 
BR: So are you happy with the radio play it has received? 
Curt: Of course! 
Ron: We have to be. 
BR: What does p•p stand/or? {the record's label} 



Curt: It stands for our executive producer Steven Pofcher 
and the band. It's a Pastiche and Pofcher production. And 
you have to say that three times fast! 
BR: Where was ii recorded? 
Curt: At Downtown Recorders in Boston with Willie "Lo
co" Alexander producing. It's a new 16-track recording 
studio. Phil Adler engineered it. 
BR: What kinds of problems did you have? 
Ron: Not too many. 
BR: Have you all been in the studio before? 
Rick: Yeah. 
BR: Were you all on the "Mr. Curt" single? 
Ron: Nope. We did ''Psycho Blonde,'' though. 
Curt: Ken was on it, that's it. 
BR: How about a brief history of Pastiche? Where'd the 
name come from? 
Curt: It's an old French term I picked up walking back 
from Marseilles. (laughter) 
Ron: It's French for pistachio. (laughter) 
Curt: The history is hard. I don't really want to talk about 
it. THIS band was fanned after three other versions didn't 
make it. The last one before this one, I met Ron and he sur
vived from that. Ken and I had worked earlier and I got 
him back into the fold and I knew I wanted Rick and I just 
had to wait for him to come back from the mountains. We 
spent a while looking for a bass player, and finally this 
southerner came in from Connecticut and we nabbed him 
into the fold. When he walked in with his hair we thought 
he was a girl! We said, "That's what we want-a girl bass 
player." (laughter) 
Brad: That's why they were going to take me! (laughter) 
Curt: And there we were. We WERE a "Pastiche." It 
sounds disjointed-it was just a building block process over 
several years. Out of the past and into the future. 
BR: What are your favorite local clubs? Where do you like 
to play the most? 
Ron: Boston-Boston! 
Curt: My favorite club I'd say is The Paradise. 
Ken: You get a good sound and audience. 
Ron: I'd say the Rat. 
Rick: I'd say the Rat. 
Brtd: The Rat. 
BR: Whal aboul your favorite bands locally? Who do you 
go OUI IOsee? 
Ron: Mission of Burma. 
Rick: Tigers Baku at Pooh's Pub. 
BR: You lislen 10a lot ofjau? 
Rick: Yeah ... I'm a jazz drummer. I have a classical train
ing. I've had private lessons. 
Curt: I took some music lessons when I was younger just to 
learn melody and harmony and to read music. I took theory 
and composition but it didn't have any bearing on what I 
wanted to do, so I stopped that. I've always been writing, 
either poetry or prose, and I think that's been the biggest 
help. 
BR: Do you do mos! of the writing? 

Photo: Phil-in-Phlash 

Curt: Most of it, although at other times I'll tell you I do all Curt: Very modern, contemporary music. I try not to be 
of it. comparative at all in anything I listen to. J hope that the 
Brtd: He's done that before! band is just trying to develop our own sense of musical 
Curt: Everyone helps. knowledge. It would be other people who listen to us that 
BR: What !raining have you had, Ken? would draw the similarities. 
Ken: Eliot Church junior choir-Newton, Mass. BR: Where else have you played? 
Brtd: I've had a few bass lessons, but mostly listen to re- Curt: Providence, New Hampshire, Maine. 
cords. Ken: We play the Downtown Lounge in Portland. We're 
Curt: Don't you want to tell him about your past1 doing pretty well there. Providence has been a little bit 

tougher nut to crack. The audiences are more reserved. 
Ken: Both times down there has been with The Neighbor
hoods. 
Curt: The Neighborhoods have their own fans who can be 
pretty demanding. 
BR: Can you tell us the story behind Brad's womanfaing? 
Brtd: That's all false ... that's all rumours. (laughter) 
BR: We understand that groupies are becoming quile a 
problem wi1h Brad. (laughter) 
Roadie: Brad got his first official female groupies several 
months ago. 
Curt: We put 'cm on the payroll! 
(pause) 
Curt: They must need space at the bottom of the page! 
(laughter) 

_.. (pause) 
BR: / assume you are all wealthy enough from playing !hat 
you don't have to work outside jobs. (laugh1er) 
Curt: What we're trying to present is this very democratic
socialist concept where we both work and play at the same 
time! What we're trying to do is run our bodies down! 
(laughter) ... What do we do on the outside? Well, Rick is a 
graphic designer, I'm a school bus driver. Ken receives .. 
Ken: At tbe Harvard Coop in Harvard Square. 
Curt: Ron dabbles in compound and metal. (laughter) 
Ron: I work at my father's auto body shop. 

J Curt: And Brad1 Well, Bradley isa loaf! (laughter) 
Brad: I just got fired last week. 
BR: Why'dyougetfired? 
Brad: 'Cause of the band! For missing days and being late. 
Everyone else can get away with it, but I eouldn't. 1 worked 

Photo: Phil-in-Phlash more hours than anybody, too! 
Curt: Ask us one of those questions you guys asked (Mis-

Brad: Heavy metal bands, disco bands. sion of] Bunna! Like, what the centrifical force behind the 
Rick: He can perfectly copy every Stanley Clark album. ubiquitous ... (laughter) 
Curt: I think Brad invented the pentatonic theory. BR: What are you guys doing about managemen1? 
Ron: I was playing in a big band circuit back in the forties Curt: Well, we're waiting to find a strong, strong manager 
(laughter) ... No, I took about five months piano and organ with connections and so on who can really help propel us 
lessons and taught myself after that. Just from playing in ahead. We're doing it all ourselves now, with Steven's help. 
this band I've learned a lot. I'm sincere when I say we take everything upon ourselves .. 
BR: Where do you see Pastiche going musically? You've all the responsibilities of running the band ... the record ... 
added a reggae number, right? everything. We won't give it up to anybody until we're sure 
Curt: A couple. We're trying to expand ourselves as much we're getting a good deal. There's a lot of people out there 
as possible. You say, what's our direction, and all I can say who try to take advantage of bands. I've known bands that 
is forward. We're just trying to create, do new material and this has happened to and I don't want it to happen to us. 
just grow and expand our dimensions. BR: Do you find the lack of an outside manager causes 
BR: How would you describe your music? problems? 
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Curt: We fight all the time! 
Ken: There's a healthy tension here. 
Ron: I want a manager personally .. 
Curt: He's going to get his own manager! 
Ron: People have pointed out to me the benefits of a mana
ger.that I never thought about before. I think we're getting 
to the point where we have to have a manager ... someone 
outside the band. 

Curt: How do you procure a manager? 
Ron: I don't know .. 
Curt: Do you snag him? Do you smack him off the side of 
the head to get him to listen? 
Ron: You don't want a manager. It seems like you haven't 
tried to get a manager! 
Curt: Where? In Boston? 
Brad: How do you do it though? 
Ken: I'd rather get someone in New York. I'm really dying 
to get to New York. 

BR: Have you tried to get down there? 
Ken: I think some people are going down there next month 
and taking the record. We have a few connections .. 
Curt: Some management people and some record company 
peop!C that I've known through the years who have ex
pressed some interest. They heard we won the Rumble 
which is an added plus for us. I just ran into someone who 
wants to put the band into a movie, a new wave documen
tary. 
BR: Any gripes you have you want to talk about? 
Curt: Yeah, what can be done to get rock and roll to young
er people in the city? What can possibly be done? Is there a 
venue that can be used to get music to a younger crowd? 
Like we said earlier-playing to vacationers sometimes is 
not entirely desirable even though they're throbbing and 
dancing and having a good time. I mean sometimes younger 
kids are more enthusiastic about what we're doing. 
BR: The problem is that there is just no money in kids. The 
only way I can see that happening is if some of the colleges 
took it upon themselves to have events like they've had 
down the street. But what's a club owner supposed to do? 
They could have an event at Celebration or someplace 

where they banned alcohol, but why would they do that? 
You've seen it. They've had trouble. A lot of the kids are 
real punks. If you just opened a place up it would be like 
going to a Garden·concert with lots of obnoxious assholes 
like those kids who crashed into the Rat a couple of months 
ago. It's like the same street kids who give people trouble 
outside Spit and stuff They're kids that are like 16 who 
think they're tough shit. So it you open a place up and you 
have to deal with kids like that-what's the incentive? A lot 
of people who have been running lofts have been stupid
selling beer and stuff Running a de facto nightclub. 
Curt: With no security! 
BR: Yeah, it's like ''everybody's cool'' but everybody's not 
cool. You almost have ro have somebody to bash in heads. 
Who do you feel is most honest in town? 
Brad: Jim Coffman. 
Ron: Cantones is pretty straight. 
Curt: The Channel is pretty good too. 
BR: Channel One usually just guarantees you money right? 
Curt: That's better than most places in town. Most places 
you have to work against the door. It's better for a band to 
go into a club with a guarantee. 
BR: I like that place. A lot of people think it sucks. They 
walk in and say "there's this water fountain" and I say if 
that's your only problem then you have a problem. 
Curt: T:hey can't deal with a water fountain. 
BR: It has a really broad audience. Some nights I recognize 
a lot of people, but other nights it's all new faces. So if you 
can be successful there it means you're appealing to a very 
wide spectrum of people. I know you played there with the 
Peytons that night and it was just wildly succ~sfu/for both 
groups. Have you played there since that night? 
Ken: Yeah, we played there with La Peste and Admission of 
Guilt. It was almost as good as the first time, but not quite. 
BR: It's a real challenge to do well there, 'cause there's a lot 
of virgin minds out there. ls there anything you want to say 
to thefans out there? 
Ron: We just want to thank everyone for supporting us at 
the Battle of the Bands, and to maybe ask people if they 
haven't seen us to come out and see us! 
BR: Thanks a lot guys. 
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More Wicked Good Music from 
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You Need Some Lovin' 

Cruisin' Alone 

on ISABELLE records. 
Manufactured and distributed by 
Bomp Records, 2702 San Fernando Rd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90065. 

Watch for the upcoming 
BOSTON INCEST ALBUM. 
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byBho 
Bhob is the film columnist for Heavy Metal. 
For the issues of September and October (a 
Special Rock issue), he has authored a two
parter on the background and history of 
light shows-a piece he says "was a bilch to 
research." 

There were The Hawks. Then there was 
The Band. Then came The Band's farewell 
concert Thanksgiving Day, 1976-cap-
tured i~ 3Smm/Dolby Stereo in Martin 
Scorsese's The Last Waltz (1978}, a dance 
at the edge of the end of an era. The climax 
of The Last Waltz carried a suggestion that 
something new was coming. "Just making 
music-trying to stay busy," answered 
Robbie Robertson when asked what he was 
doing. And now-a new beginning for Ro~
ertson, making his dramatic film debut m 
the lead role of United Artists' Carny, also 
produced by Robertson. As Patch, a carni
val conman/manager, he provides a lacon
ic laid back contrast to the wild and cxuber
a~t excesses of his friend Frankie (Gary Bu
sey), the carnival "bozo" who nightly 
climbs into a cage where he screams one
liners at the spectators throwing baseballs to 
dunk him into a tank. The carnival travels 
through the South, tearing down and set
ting up-occasionally encountering slimy, 
small-time hoods who demand a payoff. 
Along comes Donna, (Jodie Foster), a wait
ress attracted initially to Frankie but then to 
the lure of carnival life itself. 
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Hollywood has long found a dramatic 
backdrop in circuses (The Greatest Show on 
Earth, 1952) and amusement parks (Hi~ch
cock's Strangers on a Train), but Twentieth 
Century-Fox's effort to show the bchind
the-tcnt-flap carnival cynicism inNightmare 
Alley (1947) was a disappointment, with 
Tyrone Power completely miscast as a self
destructive carny mentalist who graduates 
to night clubs before ultimately winding 
down as a sideshow geek ripping apart and 
eating live chickens. Nightmare Alley had 
the benefit of technical advice from the 
owner of the Patterson-Yankee carnival 
and two other long-time carny operators, 
but the film, produced by none other than 
George Jessel, knocked the sleaze out of the 
memorable 1946 novel by William Lindsay 
Gresham (who also authored Monster Mid-
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Carny, 'On the other hand, g~s to th_e 
heart of its subject because the director IS 

Robert Kaylor, a twenty-year veteran of 
documentaries, notably Derby, an excellent 
commercially-distributed 1970 study of 23-
ycar-old factory worker Mike Snell who !cft 
his job for the excitement of roller derbies. 
Kaylor's documentary background comes 
into dramatic play in Carny when he cuts 
back and forth from the midway's bri_ght 
lights to the bchind-thc-s~ncs dra~a-11;1st 

as Derby intercut the nnk action with 
Snell's personal life. . . 

There's an evocation of the Forties m 
Carny-a feeling for film noir with Patch 
and Frankie constantly aware of the hope
lessness of their situation and Donna gr~
dually understanding that th_c Great Amen
can Carnival (as it is called) 1s not the Great 
American Dream but a crew of battered 
survivors, making their way down an end
less road. Composer Alex North manages to 
capture this quality in his s~o!c, a mood.
piece of dark yearnings rem1msccnt of the 
sad, lyrical melody in his Stre~~car Name~ 
Desire score of 1951 . An add1t1onal music 
credit goes to Robertson for the "midway 

m~~~;:,s some first-rate acting here-Gary 
Busey as dynamic as he was in the title role 
of The Buddy Holly Story, Elisha Cook 
limning a striking portr~! of a midw~y op
erator on a mental precipice and Jodie Fos
ter in her first really sexy role. A problem 
with Carny is that we never get to know 
much of anything about the backgrounds 
and prior lives of these people. What 
brought them to the car~iva11 No ~atter. 
Past depictions of carmvals and circuses 
have usually either (a) larded on so much 
exposition of carny "lore" that the whole 
affair collapsed from phoniness, ~r (b) cast 
big names in a spectacle, attempting to re
create that spectacle in Hollyw~ ten;· 

Carny, premiering in New England at ~he 
Nickelodeon, does neither. Instead, hkc 
Freaks (1932), it goes !or the undcrb~lly of 
this subculture, occas1onally captu_!;.ng an 
Arbus-likc ambiance. -.::..;:;:: ... a,,.., 
A number of music films arrived in Bos

ton last month. Stony Island (aka My Main 
Man and My Main Man From Stony Is
land), filmed a few years back in Chicago 
during one of its worst winters, is a low
budget cffon made for S400,000. After pre
miering at the 1978 Chicago Film Festival, 
it opened at a Chicago theater, vanished in
to a release at subnm theaters around the 
country, and is now back as as arthousc of
fering. The story, although there's really 
not much of such, has Richie Bloom (Rich
ard Davis) and Kevin Tucker (Edward 
"Stoney" Robinson) on Chicago's South 
Side, realizing their dream of forming a 
band after they enlist the aid of an oldtimcr, 
saxophonist Percy Pride (Gene Barge), who 
works as a caretaker at a funeral home. 
They get it together, but not without prob
lems, ranging from loss of rehearsal space 
and lack of cash to Percy's death. Their 
band is a good one-jazz-oriented R&B 
with the Stony Island Band, supervised by 
Gene Barge, performing music by David 
Matthews (soundtrack available on Glades 
Records). Most of the actors in this film arc 
musicians, not professional actors, but one 
is hardly aware of either that or the film's 
low-budget. There's a neat supernatural 
twist at the climax when the band is rocking 
away on stage and Percy's spirit apparently 
returns from the dead to blow a few riffs 
from a shadowy hallway behind the audi-

---• .. ;I._-~ 
Breaking Glass (due in September), like 

Stony Island, is about musicians forming a 
group-in this case, a British New Wave 
group, Breaking Glass, assembled by a 
teenage singer-songwriter (Hazel O'Con
nor) and her manager/hustler (Phil Daniels, 
who played Jimmy In Quadrophenia). Her
alded as "A New Wave musical to shatter 
the '80s,'' Breaking Glasslcftafewstunncd, 
not shattered, when it was shown out of 
competition at the Cannes Fest last May. 
The writer-director is Brian Gibson, for
merly of British television, making his thea
trical feature directorial debut. Look for 
the Breaking Glass soundtrack on A&M 

RR;;;!:· in its New England premiere at 
the Orson Welles Cinema, rocks on ... and 

with the original soundtrack album on 
~~~go Records (a division of Island ~e
cords). You enter Rockers prcpa~ed w1~h 
your Ras ta patois dictionary, ~vaJ~ablc ~n 
the lobby but you don't need IS smcf t e 
film's mc~sagc is so clear. ~hen you cave 
hopping to the beat; the music rarely pauses 
either on screen or in the lobby (thanks to 
the overhead lobby speakers. It's I-re~, 1-
drcn . You no sec it1 The-I should. With a 
few well-placed suggestions by 1 ~nd I, may
be the Welles will also book Radio ~n . Ho~ 

lsc arc I and I going to get to sec it1 Radio 
~n. like Rockers, has a so~ndt~ack of .a!; 
most constant music-only, m this case,~! al 

ro cssivc pop. Twisting not only t~c 1 

~ut ~so some of the familiar c?nvcnuons ~f 
the mystery genre, Radio On ,~ a 1979 Bn
t" h/West German co-production about a 
~~dpan type, Robert B. (Da~d Beams), 
who deejays the in-house music at ~ Lon
don biscuit factory. Keeps 'cm .turnmgh o~t 
those biscuits. Learning of his brat e_~ 
death Robert B. sets off on ·an unhu_m 
drive lo his brother's flat in Bri~~ol. Direct
ed by Christopher Petit, filr~ ~ntlc for Lon
don's Time Out, Radio On is u_1flucn~ed, 1,0 
a degree, by the style of Wm_i ~mdc~t 
(The American Friend)-who 15• m fa ' 
Radio On's associate produ.c:~-and ~~~ 
by this Kraftwcrk statement. We arc 
children of Fritz Lang and Werner von 
Braun. We arc the link between t~c T":cn
tics and the Eighties. All change m soc1~ty 
passes through a sympathetic_ collabora;~z:
with tape recorders, synthesizer! and . " 
phones. Our reality is an clectr~ rcahty. 

Thus7'Radio On has the radio_ on ... Also 
TVs. Also cassettes. From th~c ISSU~ forth 
an electronic barrage of David Bowie, tan 
Drury, Dcvo, Robert Fripp, Kraftwc~k, 
Wreck less Eric, the Rumour, Lene Lo'Vlch 

and Sting as Robert B. travels the English 
landscape more intrigued by the people he 
::~. than the mystery of his brother's 

Mohre tunes (in Dolby) abound in Road· 
-wu a soundtrack on w ,e 

:n~r!\i~~t 0 ~ location ina~~~ti~:o~h;~ 
Remembe Man udolph(WelcometoLA 

lightwcig~-:U;'~=~)i,~:~s. fi!m may b~ 
as _Travis w. Rcdfish, a road:!:.~ He stars 

~~: ~':!~~!;g h~~~ ::\~:ta~::{ Ln ~rf:~t;:~ 
requires him t . h . oa s role 
he docs admir~~;1!0 m. as an actor-which 
sensitive John Bciush~i~gacrossasasortof 
quires more from h· m ah part that re

up a~ a.utomobilc with ~lc!tg~a~%a:rhing 
~~ad~d m Am_ericathon). The ending, wf~ 
a lc~:;:~n_ng to rc~air a disabled UFO is 
UFQI Pl . smcc we re never shown the 
Roy {) b~Ymg themselves in Roadie arc 

Cooper~d!~~;a~ank Williai:ns J~., Alice 
Burke, Jimmy :Jc3:t~ ~in!

1
Ste1n, ~!cm 

Frank Infante, Ramblin' Ja~k E~~rnson, 
others-with Ha 1ot and 
cring dialo c tr:>'' and and Cooper dcliv
and is intr:uccd a~ s no~ out-<?f-character 
in a.credible fashiod_nto~ ,;,;am storyline 

Rude Boy (1980), with the Clash, should 
be having its American premiere at the Or
son Welles about the time you read this. 
This is like the flip side of Roadie where 
everyone is entranced by Travis and his cre
do: "Everything works if you let it." Ray 
Gange, roadie for the Clash, seems to turn 
everyone off. For Gange, nothing works. 
Two years in the making, Rude Boy inter
mingles narrative, documentary and concert 
footage. The filmmakers arc Jack Hazan 
and David Mingay who previously provided 
us with an in-depth documentary portrait 
of painter David Hockney in A Bigger 
Splash (1975). In case you're interested, 
here arc the songs in Rude Boy: "Wrcck-a
Buddy" (Soul Sisters), "Johnny Too-Bad" 
(Slickers), "Police and Thieves" (Junior 
Murvin), "No Reason" (Joe Strummcr), 
"Stay Free," "Revolution Rock ," "Gar
agcland," "London's Burning," "White 
Riot," "White Man at Hammersmith Pa
lais," "USA," "Janie Jones," " The Pris
oner," "Tommy Gun," "All the Young 
Punks," "Rudie Can't Fail," "Complete 
Control," "Safe European Home," 
"What's My Name," "I Fought the Law" 
(The Clash). All this is in Dolby Stereo. 

. Due next year is yet another roadie mov
ie. What is this? Sounds like a whole new 
~cnrc. This one's a Dick Clark production 
titled "Rollin' Stoned, described as .. ~ 
wacky, outrageous comedy which takes 
place 'on the road.' Our hero, a roadie, 
works for the world's top singing super
star." Or could this just be hype rollin' 
~own that road? And commercially clever 
title, ch? Just change a few letters, and ... 

Also up ahead (and undoubtedly of more 
in!crcst) is Captain Fantastic & the Brown 
Dirt Cowboy, a feature-length animated 
fi.Im based on the Elton John/Bernie Tau
pm LP· The)'. call it "a Fantasia for the 
'80s." The producer is Al Brodax-thc man 
who brought you Yellow Submarine (1968). 
And what has Al Brodax done since Yellow 
Submarine1 Well, for one thing he made 
an "acid art" animated film he~e in Bos
ton, I Am the Devil (1975), a JI-minute 
stu~y of Satan through the ages, with ani
matl?n by the L_isbcrgcr Studios (Animal
?mp1cs). The designer of Captain Fantastic 
is ~Ian Aldridge (The Beatles Illustrated 
Lynes, The Butterfly Ball), and the story, 
so they say, is an odyssey that "transports 
two unl!kcly ~crocs from youth, home
town, fncnds, mto an alien world of mys
tery, comedy, demons and high adventure." 
. Well and good. We're waiting. But mean

time, how come we can't sec the Sex Pis
tol'~ Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle (which 
Variety has called "the most imaginative 
use of a ~ock group in films since the Beatles 
debuted m A Hard Day's Night) and Franco 
Rosso's dreadlocks-in-London drama 
.Babylon. (soundtrack on Chrysalis Re: 
cords)117111? 

Good question. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES Mike Dreese, 
John Brusger byM. Dreese 

A belated congrats to the Rings on being 
Mike Bastarache signed. Catch them at the Rat July 31 and 

August I before they don't play there any-
Chris Gilbert more. Speaking of the Rat, an extra big 

congrats to Pastiche for winning the Battle 

B.C. Kagan 

Tristram Lozaw 
Mr.B 
Neal Trousdale 

Phil in Phlash 
R.A. Higgins 

of the Bands. Can't say I thought too much 
of the atmosphere down there on any of the 
nights. Special thanks to the asshole who 
threw the smokebomb in the men's room. 
Seems as though maybe next year a larger 
facility would be in order. Something is 
wrong when they charge you $4.00 to enter 
an over-packed room and then won't let 

Trudy ~~uid:~i1~ !~~~ ~~e~~~e~u!u~1:o;:~i~e: 
Mark Fisher it's one of the most exciting events of the 
Tristram Lozaw year. I'll assume that most of you read 
Greg Reibman Jimmy Issacs' excellent article on the Rum-
Mr. B blc and so I won't bother to rehash it. I 
:~:: Stallsmith suggest Sam Whitmore go and suck on a 

Har?ld Lepidus :;~t sl~:~~~'c::;~i=~so:::e~ce o~otthi: 
Eddie Go~odetsky page you'll find two photos of my favorite 
Sa_! Paradise bands at the Rumble, Pastiche and the Pey
Mik_e Bastarache tons. Despite what some people think of as 
Chns Teen a summer drought, there a few new bands 
Kate Ingram worth checking out. Mt favorite of a month 

Bruce Stallsmith :~~he~~~ ;:~~~;Y ~:~!~~ ::n~;~r~;~nc~ 

Chris Gilbert 

B.C. Kagan 

Susan Sidel 

Roseanne Colot 

booked four nights in one week-good go
ing guys. White Women have provoked a 
rather large number of both favorable and 
unfavorable comments. They're still a band 
very much in the rough, but doing interest
ing things. Suade Cowboy is still cooking 
with the addition of a synthi-sax player. 

Printing Charles River Publishing 

A final note to encourage everyone to go 
out to see Swingers Resort at Cantoncs 
Monday, July 28 and Jaspers, August 6. 
Their tape, just recorded with Willie Alex
ander producing, is something to hear, and 
hopefully will be out on vinyl soon. Besides, 
I just plain like these guys . 

LOCAL NEWS 

The Rox's single "Gimme Back" b/w 
"Laughing at You" is now available for re
quest at 'BCN and 'COZ. They will be play
ing July 30/31 at Canterbury and Aug. 4 at 
the Rat ... The Scientific Americans' floppy 
disc with "Taking Time," "Call Home 
(Meltdown)" and "Service Dub" will be 
out first week of August. .. Tennie Komar 
and lhe SIiencers will be appearing at lhe 
Rat Aug.Sand the Channel Aug, 9 ... Pop• 
ular Records who just brought out the disc 
''Confidential Chat'' b/w "Private World'' 
by Anne Marte and the Pistons will soon be 
releasing additional discs by Popular Girt 
and the Prisoners ... The Games are working 

on a·tape at Triton Studios featuring "Rea
dy to Go" and "Falling in Love." They 
will be appearing Aug. 8 at the Main Act 
and Aug. 20 at the Ral. 
WQTV Channel 68 is featuring the follow
ing groups on "Boston ... Live!": 
July 21 -24, Ron Levy Bluesman Band 
July 28-31, Johnny Rames 
Aug. 4--8, Reinterpretation Jazz Band 
Aug. 11-15, Sass 
Aug. 18-22, Alan FAtes 
Aug. 25-29, Uttle Jimmy Valentine and 
the Heart Murmurs 
WUllt Alexander has been working with 
Lord Manuel. .. 

et hod 

Modern Method Records 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Robert Fripp's League of Genllemen, 
The Paradise, Boston. 

I arrived at the Paradise club as La Peste 
were finishing their set, which served to re
mind me why I took my lime in getting 
there in the first place. Not that La Pcste 
arc 1hat bad, but if a band borrows heavily 
from the likes of ,The Clash and The Jam, 
unless they are careful they wi ll sound like a 
bad copy. Know what I mean? 

One thing immediately noticeable as 1he 
League of Gentlemen appeared on stage, 
was the complete absence of any Fripper
tronic equipment; not so much as a solitary 
Revox was to be seen. 

Fripp, having taken his seat on stage in
formed the audience tha1 1he League of 
Gentlemen arc a dance band. (Before the 
show Fripp ensured that the management 
removed all the tables in front of the stage 
to encourage dancing. Pity this isn't perma-

nent.) 
A dance band they arc indeed, the mosl 

energetic and creative one this reviewer has 
heard for some time. Bassist Suzy Lee and 
drummer Johnny TooBad provided a per
fect foil for the inventive interplay between 
keyboardist Barry Andrews and Fripp. 
While each member of the band was indivi
dually excellent, the blend was perfect, en
suring a sound greater than 1hc sum of its 
parts. 

Fripp seems to have an uncanny abili ty to 
find the right players for his excursions 
whenever he needs them. The same line-up 
will be releasing an album on a small Eng
lish label later this year, possibly followed 
by another tour. 

Fripp's 'Drive to '8 1' continues .. in the 
fast lane. (M. Fisher) 

Coming soon on 
Modern Method Records: 

Bound and Gagged 12" EP 

" No Surf in' in Dorchester Bay" 
by Rich Parsons 

Rerelease of "Heartbreaker" 
by Thrills 

"Italy's Underground Economy" 
by The Uncommitted 
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ROBERT FRIPP 
by M. Bastarache 

This interview could have been called "Robert Fripp Ex
posed," a poor pun in several ways. But it isn't and that is 
mainly due to Mr. Fripp's reluctance to be photographed in 
his bathing suit. Nevertheless, Fripp is an intelligent and 
amusing fellow as the following intrview will bear out. Na
ked, save .for the aforementioned bathing suit, Fripp poised 
himself on a rock in a small, private courtyard and I sat at 
his feet posing questiQns to the guitar master. 

Boston Rock:/ suppose the first thing to talk about is your 
new bond. 
Fripp: It's not my new band. It's the new band of which I 
am a member. 
BR: For some reason people identify anything that you do 
as your project. 
Fripp: Yes, that's silly. 
BR: What are you doing with the League of Gentlemen? 
Frtpp: Playing dance music. I'm the guitarist for the band. 
Because I form bands doesn't mean I want to be a band
leader. 
BR: What are you doing in the League that is different 
from whor you did with Eno and Bowie? 
Fripp: It's different music. It's a dance band. I would re
commend that one who would listen to this band, would 
listen while danciQg. In the same way, would dance while 
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listening. So one has two parts of one's self working. That 
one is actively listening, one is also actively dancing. That 
is, remaining in contact with the sense of one's bodily pre
sence, while in motion. How is it different from the work I 
did with Bowie and Eno? Because it's different. David 
Bowie's new album, for example, on which I'm playing on 
six tracks is called Scary Monsters, in my opinion contains 
some of his best work . It also contains some of mine. It's 
David's work with me in some ways affecting the character 
of it. But nevertheless, it's work from David's point of 
view. The League of Gentlemen is the product of four dif
ferent people. Because I formed the band doesn't mean I 
exert proprietary right over it. The band works on princi
ples which arc not generally the principles the music indus
try works to. There's a flexibility and quality of spirit in the 
group which isn't tied to the notion of production. 
BR: How do you feel about ploying in o group versus your 
smaller experimental rhings? 
Fripp: One reinforces and validates the other. 
BR: You think you hove todo both? 
Fripp: I do. I don't know whether anyone else would have 
to but me, each gives the other a validity and strength. 
BR: Are there any groups you'd like to ploy with? 
Fripp: Yes! I would very much enjoy working with Public 
Image. I should like very t\lUCh to work with the Talking 
Heads. Blondie, I'd like to work with. I'd also like to work 
with Darryl Hall. I'd like to work with Ornettc Coleman as 
well. 

BR: What musical goals do you hove for the next year? 
Fripp: To somehow find the note which is simply that note. 
BR: How close ore you to that? 
Fripp: Sometimes I've gotten perilously close. From time to 
time some of the harmonics ring true. 
BR: What happens when you reach that note? 
Fripp: It makes life worth living. It helps you live cheer
fully through five to seven years of awful conditions, hav
ing people heap insults upon one's work, having to put up 
with intolerable conditions of working, and so on. 
BR: And you've been in that situation for the lost five to 
seven years? 
Fripp: And the rest... Sure. 
BR: How does rhatfit into your Drive to 1981? 
Fripp: The League of Gentlemen is part of the Drive to 
1981, but the Drive to 1981 is not part of the League of 
Gentlemen. The League of Gentlemen has its own sover
eignity quite apart from the work of its members. 
BR: Did you know the League was going to exist a year 
ago? 
Fripp: I patented the name "League of Gentlemen" about 
three years ago. The other answer to that is "no." The 
Drive to 1981 as we said last year, a campaign on three lev
els, in the market place, on the level of ideas, and on the 
level of a personal discipline, or the converse side of that is 
the level where music is alive on its own terms but inaudible. 
The League of Gentlemen is how I'm currently earning a 
living. We're a cooperative venture. We run according to 
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have a number of specifics, but I'm not pinning myself 
down beyond September 11, 1981 in terms of specifics. But 
what is important is the aim. The way to approach that will 
appear upon mature reflection. I'm committed until Sep
tember 11, 1981 regarding the way of working, which is in 
the marketplace. And with a high visibility. After that 
point, I shall reconsider. 
BR: Have you found that you've been able ro reach your 
goals even faster than you've anticipated? 
Fripp: No. Everything is roughly on course. For example, 
the ideas behind Frippertronics won't be generally settled 
for another two to five years. 
BR: What are chose ideas? 
Fripp: Essentially it has to do with a different form of per
ception, a different quality of working. 
BR: Is that based on tape loops in particular? 
Fripp: No. It's based on being a qualitatively different hu
man being. 
BR: So that human being hasn't developed yet in the mar
ket place. 
Fripp: The human being hasn't developed generally. And I 
don't exclude myself from that at all. But there are possi
bilities that I've come close to and sometimes touched 
which are so remarkable that are worth pursuing. And for 
me, this isn't just a series of bright ideas or theoretical con
structs. It's real stuff which isn't going to be tasted with en
cyclopedias of metaphysical arguments. It's far easier than 
that. It's often as difficult as dancing on one's feet in the 
Paradise. It's that difficult and that easy. But it's a way of 
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working. It's something you can talk about but you 
principles I would like any other firm I'm involved in to 
run-it's cooperative. At the moment, the living it's earn
ing us is very poor indeed. To do with ideas, it's for me 
formed according to principles and runs on principles 
which one wouldn't normally wouldn't find in the industry. 
And third, as always, it's a personal discipline. 
BR: What principles are you using that are against the in
dustry? 
Fripp: I wouldn't like to say "against" the industry. It's a 
question of finding a unit of organization which is effi
cient in terms of the 1980s. So what I'm trying to do is find 
means of working with an aim. And where the aim of the 
'70s was high profitability, the aim of the '80s is survival. 
So I'm trying to find a form in which survival is more than 
possible, it's probable. Since I work as a musician, the in
dustry I'm trying to find survival within is the musical in
dustry but once again, on these three levels. It is not just a 
question of earning a living. It's not just a question of 
working with interesting ideas. It's not just a question of 
having a personal discipline. 
BR: It seems like a lot of people can do just one of those. 
Fripp: Yes. We normally think because one works with 
one's body that to use one's mind contradicts that. Well 
this is as I'm suggesting with The League of Gentlemen
one listens and dances simultaneously, they're not contra
dictory. In fact, one reinforces the other. 
BR: Do you know where you want to be in five years from 
now? Have you planned that far? 

Fripp: My plans for the moment extend to 1990 which is a 
critical year. I have a sense that the 1980s are my years. I 
needn't. It's like smelling one of those nowers. If we 
haven't smelt that red flower over there maybe the man 
who leaned over the wall and asked me to put my shirt on 
would give me an encyclopedia of gardening and after read
ing the encyclopedia of gardening I would know an awful 
lot more about gardening but I'd have no idea of what that 
flower smelt like,. And if I really walked over and smelled 
that flower, I could throw the encyclopedia away. And 
that's what I'm trying to do with Frippertronics. If some
thing can be experienced in that moment that qualitatively 
changes one's life; everything changes. The rules change. 
It's a different ballgame. 
BR: But that means people become familiar with that con
cept. 
Fripp: No. It's a quality which one can never pin down 
but, as [Peter] Brooke said, has to be re-experienced. It's 
always there but it's never the same. One simply has to re
experience it. 
BR: What'/1 happen to your earlier albums, like with Eno, 
in the '80s? 
Fripp: I hope they'll continue to sell. In fact, they're being 
re-released on Edition EG in America. 
BR: ls it close to a time where these records can be profit
able? 
Fripp: They've already been profitable. Except not in a way 
the industry anticipated. The industry in England, Island 
Records, didn't want to release them, EG Records didn't 
want to release them. No Pussyfooting in England alone ac
cording to figures given 10 me four years ago had sold a 

· hundred thousand. You see, in the situation I'm in at the 
moment where on the Drive to 1981 l'm getting increasingly 
successful in ways I've said quite emphatically I am a hu
man being and I'm not going to align myself to be dis
suaded from that. Last night at the Paradise we went down 
to see the Undertones and I was approached mainly by 
nice people but also by a few pests. But in that situation 
there was no way I could function as myself and not be 
stolen. So what happens then, traditionally, is that one gets 
body guards or the industry protects one or. .. That's some
thing I don't want. For example, at the radio station today, 
where I was protected by various industry structures be it of 
a subtle and intangible nature. Nevertheless, I recognize 
them well. Two people from outside the confines of the 
music industry, as strictly defined, wished to approach me 
so they came to the foyer. We made it a fleeting touch. 
Well, that's the part of life which I would wish to touch and 
embrace in a firm and vigorous embrace rather than fleet
ingly. But it's very, very difficult because the ways of relat
ing to Robert Fripp in public are essentially determined by 
always reacting. So this is difficult for me. I'm not pre
pared to be suckered into falling for the one of becoming a 
celebrity. 
BR: Doesn't it imply that you have to find new ways of per
forming? 
Fripp: Oh, I've found the new ways of performing. Cer
tainly, My problem is being allowed to enact what I already 
know. It's very difficult and it'll probably take about ten 
years because all the venues are built to differentiate be
tween the audience and the performer. 
BR: What's the ideal performance area? 
Fripp: For the League of Gentlemen, on a dais which is 
only slightly raised, so that there is a visibility which I re
cognize some people should like, and a substantial dance 
noor that should probably surround the stage so that there 
would not be an implication of a qualitative difference be
tween the performers and the performers. And preferably 
with a bar so that people can perhaps get drunk enough to 
let go within restraints but not enough so they lose control. 
In other words, sufficiently drunk so they can reinforce 
their wish to be part of this particular ceremony. For Frip
pertronics, it would be the same but probably with comfor
table seating. Without a raised dais, and without a bar so 
there could be physical tranquility. 
BR: What do you think about the use of drugs when listen
ing to your music? 
Fripp: It obscures many possibilities. 
BR: So not even marijuana is recommended? 
Fripp: For me, no. I would not recommend that. 
BR: Have you ever used drugs to create your music? 
Fripp: No. None at all. Ever. 
BR: Any liquor? 
Fripp: No. I occassionally have a scotch on the rocks before 
going on. And then and again I have a scotch on the rocks 
when coming off. But it's not possible for me to drink and 
play with any measure of accuracy. 
BR: How do you decide either when you're recording ~or 
when you're playing live is the piece is right or wrong? 
Fripp: Instinct. 
BR: What happens when you realize it's wrong? 
Fripp: I hurt. 
BR: Do you continue? 
Fripp: One often finds oneself in situations which are not 
perfect but one merely has to persist to get to the other side 
of it. My father had this adage which"he discovered as a 
young man and guided his professional career in real estate, 
which was :"The other side of calamity is an opportunity." 
BR:/ agree. It's just realizing that. Have you ever done an 
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album you weren't happy with? 
Frtpp:Yes. 
BR: Which one? 
Fripp: Many of them. I have reservations with all my work. 
Some of it however reaches a point where whether there 
are mistakes or not, the mistakes are irrelevant. 
BR: They're a/so inevitable, aren 'I I hey? 
Fripp: I would think so, yes. 
BR: Would you be able to do the type of music you're d<r 
,ng with acoustic inslrumenls? 
Fripp: No. 
BR: Whal is wrong with acoustic inslruments for your 
purpose? 
Fripp: Nothing is wrong with acoustic instruments, but the 
kind of music I'm working with requires electricity. Should 
electricity collapse I'll pick up an acoustic guitar. There are 
some things that are possible with frequency ranges only fa. 
cilitated by electricity. Once can't get feedback on an 
acoustic guitar. One can't hold a note for five minutes on 
an acoustic guitar. It's not possible. It's a different instru
ment, has a different vocabulary, a different technique, 
even a different value structure built into how one works 
with it. 
BR: What other techniques do you use besides feedback? 
Frtpp: Tuning one's personal note is the most important 
If one's personal note is in tune then one can immediately 
recognize dissonance elsewhere. 
BR: How do you get in tune? 
Fripp: Discipline. 
BR: Do you practice a lot? 
Fripp: I practice my personal note apart from an instru
ment and I practice my personal note with an instrument 
and I practice my personal note with the League of Gentle
men. 
BR: How do you manage to practice your personal note in 
your doily life? 
Fripp: By effort. 
BR: Is it adopting a certain philosophy or Jiving a certain 
philosophy? 
Fripp: Yes, it means one has structured exercises; psycho
logical, spiritual, sometimes physical... {At this point, the 
conversation drifts into an appreciation for French Gothic 
architecture.] 
BR: Do you consider that to be the work of a genuis? 
Fripp: What was necessary for that was a series of men, 
maybe all of them anonymous, that were so committed to 
an aim of reconciling a contradiction so great that one can't 
humanly bear, and yet building that contradiction into 
stone is part of a process that would take longer than one's 
personal life so one would never sec it realized, Yes, the 
Gothic cathedrals are all part of a very remarkable com
munity genuis. 
BR: Do you think that people are less likely to make that 
committment? 
Fripp: There are still people that can make that commit
ment. I know some of them, but there are many I don't 
know. The hope of getting into the 1980s is people that will 
make that commitment. 
BR: ls ii a realistic possibility? 
Fripp: I know it's a possibility because I've seen it happen
ing. But the outcome is not yet decided in my opinion. Pro
bably the 1980s is the most remarkable time to be alive in 
terms of possibilities for the past 800 years. 
BR: In terms of your music, who do you look to be your 
audience? 
Fripp: Anyone who would care to approach it. 
BR: What frame of mind does someone have to be in 10 ap
proach your music? 
Fripp: Let me tell you about this idea of non-commercial. 
In November, 1978 I went to Atlantic studios in New York, 
rose from my deathbed of flu at a request from Peter Ga
briel 10 play guitar on a song called "I Don't Remember" 
which he was then making for a single. A rough mix of it 
was turned down by Atlantic because; I'll quote here, 
"Fripp's guitar playing is an irritant which will prevent ra
dio play." This same record company, Atlantic, refused to 
release the:. third Peter Gabriel a1bum because it wasn't 
commercial, simultaneously with it being number one al
bum in England following immediately on a number three 
hit single. One therefore sees Atlantic Records proclaiming 
a record to be non-commercial that happens to be the best 
selling record in England at the moment. It would seem to 
me to be a contradiction. For me, I earn a living. My aim is 
survival, not high profitability, If I can earn a living and en
gage honorably in my work, there's nothing more I need 
ask for. 
BR: Don't you think there's a big distinction between 
what's commercial in England and what's comemrcia/ in 
the United States? 
Fripp: If Peter Gabriel can sell out 18,000 scats in Mon
treal, I would call that commercial. If one is going to de
fine as commercial the highest number of dollars which can 
possibly be squeezed from a stone, I would remember the 
case of Blackjack ·Nho Polydor Records decided to make 
successful and sgcnt $350,000 in a promotion campaign de
dicated to make people enjoy Blackjack. Now this is with
out any criticism whatsoever of the value of Blackjack 
who were, in their terms, a good band. Polydor decided 
that this group would be successful, that Blackjack were a 
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commercial band, and lost considerably in excess of 
$350,000 being shown that they were wrong. With me, Ex
posure, this non-commercial work, it was the third or 
fourth best selling rock album Polydor had last year and I 
was not commercial, and yet I outsold nearly all their com
mercial bands. 
BR: Maybe there has to bea new definition of the word. 
Fripp: Well, "commercial" to me means the capacity to 
earn a living and perhaps more. "Commercial" means to 
the industry I.hat which sounds like what the executives in 
the industry consider to be commercial. In other words, 
what reflects their personal taste. The difference, therefore, 
between what is commercial and what is not commercial is 
whether or not the music fits the taste of the executive 
making the choice. 
BR: ls that the problem then? That the executives' tastes 
aren't in tune to what's happening in music now? 
Fripp: Exactly right. If one lives one's life on the 34th floor 
of an office building in New York and one's Gucci shoes 
only touch the pavement only briefly twice a day, when one 
rises from one's limousine which has brought one in from a 
comfortable house in Westchester 'till one returns to one's 
limousine to go home to one's comfortable house in West
chester. I suggest that there is a prim a facie case that one 
becomes removed from public taste. That's without any 
ethical implications whatsover. If one's work is to respond 
to public taste it would seem self-evident to me that one 
would put oneself in a position where one is in intimate 
liaison with the public. 
BR: Hove you been able to identify your influences on 

other artists? 
Fripp: I'm only just beginning to sec and hear the influ
ences. David Cunningham of the Flying Lizards for ex
ample told me that the guitar break in Flying Lizards' 
"Money" is in fact based on my guitar style. My response 
was, "Why didn't you ask me to play on it then?" And he 
said, "I want to do it myself." Which is the perfect answer. 
In the words of Sounds Magazine, "Robert Fripp is newly 
fashionable." I listen to commercial MOR records from 
time to time. I accidently becom~ exposed to them and hear 
passages which simply could not have existed without 
[King] Crimson. In other words, the music is eleven years 
out of date. 
BR: Right, but that's to be expected. 
Fripp: A lot of ''new wave'' music, much of which I enjoy, 
I recognize as being influenced by one or two people with 
whom I've worked myself around the time the original 
statements were being made. 
BR: You mean like David Byrne? 
Fripp: One is not going to put names on these things. I 
don't know how much influence I've had. I hear guitarists 
who seem to be influenced by me, but the kind of ap
proach J have and the kind of approach I'm interested in is 
not the people who pick up on a specific sound nor particu
lar technique, but an idea or way of working. What I am 
getting more and more, is a response from people who read 
about "small mobile intelligent units" in an article in the 
Melody Maker in October 1974 and the strength of the idea 
captured their imagination and they got to work on it. 
Now, that's more interesting! 



BR: / agree wilh you. What I meant by "influence" was 
the attitude. 
Fripp: Yes, the attitude is spreading. A small mobile intelli
gent unit as a way of working has the strength of an idea 
whose time has come. I was reading Renoir's My Life in 
Films a couple of days ago and he said that, "There's no 
such thing as plagiarism. An idea spreads like an epidem
ic." And this is true. I wouldn't claim to do any more than 
make an idea my own. No one owns an idea. An idea which 
is alive has a life of its own, its own sovereignity. 
BR: Well, what constitutes the forefront of contemporary 
musical ideas? 
Fripp: Where as fifteen, twenty years ago, even ten years 
ago, one could characterize a particular trend and move
ment by one dominant artist like Presley or the Beatles, the 
music of the eighties is essentially the music of collabora
tion. And a particular trend will increasingly be the consen
sus of a number of artists working together. This has been 
my conviction for a while. I was talking with Bowie while 
working with him in London and he had the same feeling 
and Mr. B's instincts are remarkably sound. 
BR: There seems to be a collection of artists, you included, 
Eno, Bowie that people see as being the forefront of music
al thought right now. 
Fripp: What a perilous place to be in. 
BR: You wouldn't want to be in that position? 
Fripp: Well obviously if one feels that one's ideas have a 
validity and sovereignity of their own, one would like one's 
ideas to be treated with respect and good humour. But if 
that means that Robert Fripp is someone special, no, I re
pudiate that role. 
BR: / guess what happens is that people take that to mean 
that they're very serious and you should take their music 
seriously. 
Fripp: Well, yes, provided one also embraces it with a vi
gorous humour. "No idea of any merit at all lacks humour. 
And no humour of any merit at all lacks seriousness.'' That 
was Charlie Chaplin, the comedian. 
BR: Do you find a lot of people take your music lotally 
serious? 
Fripp: Yes, I do. And that, for me, invalidates much of it. 
It should be embraced with two feet. 
BR: Why do you think people look at it that way? Is it the 
idea of Robert Fripp creating this music that makes it seri-

ous or is ii the experimental nalure of the music? What is 
that block? 
Fripp: I suppose a lot of it has to do with I don't know 
everyone who listens to my music personally. And because 
of that, as I am mediated I would seem to be a mean and 
ferocious fellow without any capacity for human or natural 
functions. There are those who have approached me more 
closely who would have a different view of that. 
BR: What do you think of the critics' reaction to your mu
sic? Are you concerned what they have to say? 
Fripp: Yes. I should like everyone to love my work. I recog
nize that a proportion within a proportion won't and the 
well-balanced review is unlikely. 
BR: What have they said about your current double/ 
single album God Save the Queen/Under Heavy Manners? 
Fripp: I haven't read an awful lot of reviews. I've been told 
that the consensus is one of disappointment. This is what 
I've been told. Now I don't know what to make of that 
other than obviously I'm disappointed. And I shall press 
on . My feeling is, that at the end of the Drive to 1981, when
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all the work I've done in this period is seen as a whole then 
Heavy Manners/God Save the Queen will be seen in per· 
spective. 
BR: Are you always conscious of what you 're doing? 
Fripp: No. The very best moments one is completely un
aware of. There is this paradox in Frippertronics; not only 
is it nearer to me than anything I've ever done, it also has 
nothing to do with me. 
BR: Is it "playing the edge?" 
Fripp: Oh, it's right on the edge. Sometimes it goes one 
way, sometimes it goes the other . And when it goes the 
other I can't put into words what it feels like. It's simply .. 
life is worth living. 
BR: Are you doing any writing now? 
Fripp: Yes. I'm continuing my articles ... The next major 
one is going to be on touring to establish new principles of 
working as a human being and tour at the same time. You 
know about the expression about walking and chewing gum 
at the same time. Well, how can one tour and be a human 
being simultaneously? I have a number · oC suggestions 
which make it quite practical and reasonable. 
BR: Did you ever consider that you may have more impact 
on the music industry through your writings than your 
music? 

Fripp: That's why I'm writing. I think it's true to say that 
probably the articles will have more immediate effect than 
my musical work. 
BR: When did you first start writing? 
Fripp: At school. My best subject was always English litera
ture. It's an irony that I became a professional musician be
cause in music I had no natural talent at all. All my natural 
talents are to do with manipulation of words and the or
ganization of words. 
BR: To what extent do you analyze? 
Fripp: I analyze what's going on in every way. Analysis is a 
way of understanding what is going on in the present mo
ment. Analysis is therefore discovering the historical con
tent of the present moment. One writes history quite de
liberately to restructure the future so that analysis is there
fore a means of predicting the future. 
BR: Do you think you miss the pleasure of music at all by 
analyzing it? 
Fripp: When I play, I don't analyze it, t play it. After the 
event, I analyze but in the moment I get on with it. This is 
abandoning history. I would define art as the capacity to 
abandon personal history or I would define art as the capa
city to re-experience one's personal innocence and inno
cence as the ability to abandon one's personal history. 
BR: Do you think it is just as possible for someone to be 
creative with no musical training versus someone who has? 
Fripp: Infinitely easier except if they're going to be a pro
fessional musician it's different. I had breakfast with a mu
sician who tours with the Whirling Dervishes. He said the 
finest music he'd heard was in the fields of Turkey by pea. 
sants on pipes, who had no idea "'{hat they were doing. They 
were only musical. When people come up to me and say, 
"I'd like to learn music. I'm prepared to re~d music," I say 
"Please don't." It's rather like teaching a child to speak by 
giving him a book. It's not necessary. If one wishes to work 
in a literate mode then once has grasped the annunciation 
in speaking then one can move on to reading the language, 
but it's a different mode. It's a different way of working. 
With reading music it's often a handicap to playing music. 
BR: Have you had much musical training? 
Fripp: Enough to be a nuisance but not enough to be a han
dicap. 
BR: So you think you can overcome your musical training? 
Fripp: I have enough ignorance to be useful. 
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., m "·',~., • :-. band. Their album, Be True to Your School on Bold Re-
cords (a division of disco king TK Records) is now in na
tional distribution. It's even getting in-store promotion in 

1 the Strawberries record stores in BoSton. 
L II ...,. .• , ..... .....,,,, "The Cichlids arc vying for fame and fortune with hum-

('\.*il mable, hook-laden "caucasian dance music." Their school-
\\ ~ t: surf-youth melodics arc chock full of definitive Floridian 
) :',- ~ reference points in songs like "Tourists Arc Pink," "Jew-

- )])' f •• Ev c" ishGirl"and"GatorHop.""BcTruetoYourSchool,"a LJ teenage battlecry, and the Max Frost-ish ''14 of Fight'' arc 

--.... • ' "'" . ~~~~i;~;~::: ~::~y~t~~o~~s~=~~~1:i1:~~n~b~~hM:;; " I celebrations of non-parochial passions. 
A N ,,. .. ': 

,., 0 ., ........ 011 "Through My Most Grl~vous Fault ••• " 
• K•v w. " ¥.'!,~ ~ . Even though they have put out disclaimers on the sub-

Ject, The Eat, another top band, have a reputation ror de
by Tristram Lo1.11w foliating clubs. They were once hired by a slick mag called 

TAR BALL BEACH, FLA.-If you're looking for a va- Images that wanted to celebrate its one year anniversary 
cation spot where you'll literally be forced to get high for and a new "openness" toward non-disco lifestyles by rent
something to do, and where you'll experience great swells ing the Commodores disco club for a night. Before the 
of gratitude ror the access we Yankees have to worthwhile show even started the management requested that The Eat 
music, have I got the place for you. keep their volume down, fearing heart attacks in the neigh-

Miami. boring senior citizens condo. Nobody took too kindly to 
The home of alligator wrestling, disco, Burger King and the directive. The amps were promptly set at 10 and the 

huge quaalude inventories. Where the girls who have red crowd chanted "Eat the Rich" as the club owners pulled 
and blue hair are widowed senior citizens. Where half the the plug. Meanwhile, the editor of the local 'zinc pulled a 
city can burn down without disrupting the tourist trade. picture orr the wall and hurled it through the air with pan-
Where culture consists of a Wayne Newton appearance at a demonium reigning until the cops arrived. 
beach hotel. "I know that punks have to play 103 times louder than 

The appalling cultural void that exists in orangeland is anyone else," quipped the party's organizer. "But really, 
even more sickening when you consider how much money is playing loud the sign of good music?" You can guess the 
there is floating around down there. You'd think that the three-letter answer she was given. 
New York transplants would've brought some big city arts The Eat were also tossed out or The Agora after just one 
awareness with them. Even the valiant efforts that are made set for which they introduced themselves as "the only punk 
usually collapse from a lack or financial support from the band in South Florida without any Jews." Their ejection 
community. may also have been precipitated by their poster of Ted Ken-

South Florida has become a refuge, an extended vacation nedy mouthing "drown the hostages" (it's OK, The Eat 
from action, involvement and creative thought that sizzles are Catholic). "We did the same show at the Blue Waters, 
in the mind-numbing sun and heat. Those that like it that the Premier and even at the Sunrise Musical Theater {with 
way like Florida. Those that don't devote most of their en- the Contortions!). But it must have orfended somebody 
ergy toward escaping Florida lest they succumb to the lure here (at the Agora)." 
of permanent soporifics. Miami is one big 714 tablet that In any case, manager Eric Moss doesn't want them to get 
keeps most of its populace on intellectual or societal downs. the reputation of a band that gets kicked out of places. Au-
When the drugs wear off, extreme withdrawal side-effects diences know them more for inciting dance noor frenzies 
are likely. than sponsoring social riots. The tenacity of their hardcore 

The Miami riots weren't mere violent acts of frustration. fans is quite impressive, and they have been elected to the 
Having been supplied with fewer and fewer socio-economic elite list of three-encore bands. The Eat are a good, loud, 
fixes since th~ refugee invasion began years back, some of "faster than the Ramones" commie-punk band. They des-
the more incei;ised black community reacted like cold-tur- cribe themselves as "Jefferson Airplane being sodomized 
key addicts with som-: truly ugly scenes of hate and murder. by Carl Perkins on acid'' and label Eatmusic as ''intellec-

lt's a similar situation with hard core punks. Though tual scum rock." 
hardly as important in the spectrum of world events, In fact, most of the bands in South Florida seem to like 
they're jusf as angry in their own context. their labels. The Wrap {cellophane rock), The Midnight 

T'.1ey love their punk and nobody's gonna take it away Shift (cop rock by Dade County's finest), The CoUege 
from them. They've had to put up with years or boring Girls (prep rock), Lipstik (Euro hunky punk), The R.A.F. 
Southern guitar licks, boring disco and boring Top 40 (young, loud and snotty punk), and The Kent Berlin Band 
clubs. They get really mad about the fashionable punk of (Sexually agitating sub-gothic rock). Punkers also like to 
Linda Ronstadt, Bloomingdale displays and discos pretend- vent displeasure with their habitat by mutating names-
ing to be new wave dance clubs. "Even Louise Goffin has a West Palm Bitch, Floriblah, Borlando, Napalm Beach, St. 
'punk' LP," cracks one young snot. They get even angrier Pit, etc ... 
when thev'rc lumped together with this punk chic sector. ·· 

So when favorites of the South Florida punk faithful 
perform (few as they are), the crowds react in a massive 
spasmatic frenzy. 

How did punk even find its way to copybandland USA? 
Most people give that credit to The Cichlids (sick-lihds), 2 
girls and 2 guys in search of vocal and instrumental ability 
that quickly developed one of the most dedicated cult fol
lowings in the history of South Florida music. Lots of peo
ple also hate them and rank them right down there with the 
worst. They've been nicknamed with such aspersions as the 
Chicklets or the Slicklids, supposedly in reference to the 
studio production on their album that made them sound 
better than they really are. But even these detractors will 
admit that without The Cichlids, there may have been no 
scene at all. · 
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The Eat got their name from what they thought people 
would say the first time they saw the group-these guys 
really cat! The Eat's music and lyrics rotate on a social-re
ligious commentary axis, much of it a reaction to the pla
cidity of the '70s and the religious "garbage" they were 
dealt when they were young. Michael O'Brien and his bro
ther Eddie, who is better known as Father O'Brien and 
dresses in priest's vestments for performances, write most 
Eatmusic. They come from New York and used to play in 
country rock bands until that got popular. The brothers 
are rounded out by a 285 pound atomic-powered drummer 
who used to be with David Allen Coe and a heart throb 
bassist. 

The Eat arc probably the only Miami band to actively 
{though somewhat tongue in cheek) invite bi-lingual punk 
participation. Gig nyers include the welcome "Bienvenidos 
Los Punks Cubanos, Sc Habla Espanol." "Cuban kids 
don't get into it too much," says Father O'Brien, "but the 
Cuban punks that do exist arc the most knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic." 

The Eat released a most popular single "Communist Ra
dio/Catholic Love," recorded live for their Gigglin' Hitler 
label. They have a new five-song EP, God Punishes The 
Eat, that includes their hot dog crowd-crazer "Jimmy B. 
Goode." 

"Sid Is Dead" 
A third group causing lots of commotion, and about to 

sign an albun't deal with Polydor Records, is Screamin' 
Sneakers. Until recently they had been known mostly as a 
good cover band. But one night the Sneaks so impressed a 
lawyer who was in attendance that he promptly put them in 
the 24-track Quadrial Studios, home of Ted Nugent and 
Pat Travers gold records, to record a demo. Before they 
knew it, the Sneaks, which had only four originals at the 
time, had been treated to a couple thousand dollars worth 
of studio time. "We were pretty unprepared for what hap
l)Cned." 

Cory Waite, who produced the tape, had never done any
thing outside of his disco hits before. When he first heard 
the screeching Ramones-tone of the guitars he screamed 
"What the hell is that?," futilely turning knobs and pull
ing wires trying to find the invading buzz.saw. After the 
Sneaks played him some Sex Pistols and assured him that 
the guitars were supposed to sound that way, Waite swiftly 
assimilated the process and turned out a clean, tightly-pro
duced, pop-oriented calling card with catchy tunes intended 
for radio play. The Sneaks also got to jam with James 
Brown's band while they were waiting for the Godfather to 
show up to record tracks for his next LP. 

Screamin' Sneakers sport a drummer who loads up on 
oxygen before shows to increase his endurance. The last of 
a long line of Sneakers' drummers, Randy Blitz is the 
band's central energy bank. Up front is Lisa Nash, a per
sonably punkish vocalist with strong girlish voice and some 
good s1age moves. "Lisa used to get compared to Deborah 
Harry a lot, mostly because she is a girl and has blonde 
hair.'' Most of those comments have ceased since she dyed 
her hair black and bought a whip. 

The group has no qualms about their commercial slant, 
which Arista Records didn't think was very commercial 



FLORIDA CONTINUED 

anyway, and hope for a popular success that will free them 
to experiment more. Bassist Cosmo Gangemi and guitarists 
Gary Sunshine and Eddie Greg played together previously 
in various bands designed to make a Jiving in the maze of 
Top 40 and disco/funk bars. So their desire to escape to 
more creative pastures is strong at this point. And they 
needed to create a vehicle that would get them out of Flori
da. 

[n their earlier days of covering Elvis, Ramones and 
Patti Smith songs, the Sneakers were once the target of a 
local writer's wrath after they failed to include him on the 
"all-important" guest list at one of the clubs. They were 
quoted as saying "We hate punks" and "Sid Vicious is an 
asshole because he's dead," which had actually been ut
tered in mock anger during a small shouting match outside 
the club. Along with a couple of other words of inspiration, 
they were included in the writer's tirade against fake punks 
and for punk pride. What's a "real" punk in a totally su:. 
urban white society anyway? But many Miami punks consi
der the city a Clockwork Orange-ville where they have to 
fight for "dignity of soul." They react strongly even when 
confronted in jest, an attitude better suited to the factory 
towns of England than the beaches of Florida. 

Even within the realms of mass-appeal pop punk, the 
Sneaker's material covers a good deal of ground and gives 
some hints as to what they'll explore if given the space-a 
nice syncopated break in Sunshine's "Keep On Oancin'," 
Cosmo's straight-forward youth anthems "Just Kids" and 
"We'll Rock," Lisa's fractured showpiece "Sick to the 
Brain," and the uptempo shuffle of "Violent Days." The 
Sneakers have a tendency, though, to extend songs beyond 
their useful life-probably a holdover from the stretching 
material to fill a night's worth of sets. 

Coming up on the outside are a few bands that warrant 
mention: 

The Reactions-Puhhnk rock, raw and green, by four 
young rockers who were inspired to form a band after 
watching The Cichlids and The Eat perform. They cover 
Buzzcocks, Pistols and Clash pretty well and have added 
several similarly-flavored originals to their set list. They 
show more finesse each time they play out and are still ag
gressive enough to pound out their two-chord wonder 
songs. The guitarist from the (Miami) Girls now plays bass 
in the band. 

Lipstik-Despite the glitter name and a stage full of hea
vy metal Marshall amps and double bass drums, this band 
is actually more in tune with "modern" music than most. 
They pridt; themselves on their subtle European feel and 
have a few adventurous tendencies. Jona Tesszary, an at
tractive Canadian who's Lipstik's focal point, pulls off 
some chatty girl-vocals that bind Lydia Lunch and Blondie 
Harry inflections in perfect detente. 

Smegma-Four girls who play early beatnik plunk-plunk 
music and "recite" free form poetry. They can't sing or 
play their instruments and will be great as long as they stay 
that way. On Smegmadrums is Pepe, who's married to The 
Eat's O'Brien. They do an acapella version of "Chapel of 
Love" that features lead screamer Cookie blasting away 
with sub-lyrics about getting banged up. Smegma is one of 
the area's "three-encore" bands. 

Lipstik 

Roll N Pinz-A fun band that occassional y conjures up 
visions of Blue Cheer, the Monkees and Johnny Rotten. 
Lead singer Steve Hoffman, a real estate agent who ''sells 
condos to rich Jewish widows" during daylight hours and 
dresses in locker room chic (shorts and jock strap) by night, 
flexes his muscles and bounces around a stage full of Uncle 
Sams, underwear, and hanging guitars and band members 
adorned in unicorn hats, tin foil and gag noses. Their best 
song has 8 words, 43 of which are ''kill.'' 

The Next Big Thing 
Cichlids manager Robert Mascaro believes that South 

Florida ''will be the next big music center.'' Well, maybe, 
but it will be at least a few years behind the times. The level 
and content of the punk-new wave scene is reminiscent of 
New York and Boston in about 1976. And just think of thf' 
consequences if Miami mass-merchandises (and finally des
troys) new wave like it did to disco. 

Dated as they may seem, punkers are at the forefront of 
music in Miami. A good portion of the groups posing aas 
punk/new wave are really slightly updated cover bands 
from the '60s. 

The Z-Cars, pronounced zed-carz (pronounciation care 
of their British lead singer), are one of the better draws. 
Their name may suggest that they listen to too much Gary 
Numan, but they're basically a Who cover band with a 
singer who sounds more like Cat Stevens than pretty boy 
Daltry. Not only that, they've had to work years just to 
play someone else's music as marginally well as they do. 
They also do an absolutely vomit-inducing version of "Get 
Off My Cloud." I'd hide in the swamp if I were you, boys. 

Then you have Critical Mass, a '60s-type heavy metal 
band featuring extended guitar leads and a vocalist whose 
eyes pop out. They reportedly recorded some tracks in 
England recently. 

Or how about The Principles, a very well-produced 
group with lots of ability but still ·heavy on the Southern 
sound of the early '70s. It's probably just the thing for 
breaking beer bottles over barmates' heads in Crackerland 
(a Cracker is a Floridian with a red neck, for all ypu urban 
types). At least they know enough to have declared war 
against extended guitar solos. Led by Robert Wagneaux 
(one-you), a former folkie and teacher at Austin Prep in 
Reading, MA, The Principles have scored a minor hit with 
"USA 423" (Dome Records), a tribute to the Olympic hoc
key team. Its bumpersticker lyrics read: "Puck you mother 
Russia, We knew that we could crush ya, So take the Aya
tollah, and stick him in your goala." It's backed by "Down 
On My Love," Hustler-type sex rock that claims to be 
"good to the last drop." "Down" appears on another 
single with "Good Friends." With Paul Harris (arrange
ments for The Doors, Bob Seger, ... ) again assisting with 
production, The Principles will be returning to Criteria Stu
dios to finish an album's worth of material. 

Then there's Charlie Pickett and the Eggs. Every city has 
at least one band named the Eggs. They try really hard, es
pecially the two guitarists. But it doesn't make much differ
ence when you're playing Stones or Velvets covers. Or how 
about Fantasy, a '60s psychedelic leftover who in their acid 
days had a following that surpassed The Cichlids'. They're 
still recording and playing around. To which I must ask, 
wh? 

But the dated methodology of these bands looks futuris
tic next to the music on South Florida radio. As The Princi
ples' Wagneaux says, "Radio around here has abandoned 
ship." "We had a good station for a while," says Father 
O'Brien. "WSHE-FM (Ft. Lauderdale) was 9.SOJo punk, 
new wave and golden old wavies. Even local music. But 
they brought in a programming consultant who convinced 
them to go back to ELO and Nugent." 

Who Shot J.R. Ewing? 
Even though they claim they'll program anything "good 

enough," the prograqi directors at two of the rock biggies 
admit to a prejudice against local singles and a third is pro
bably unaware that there are any. ''The PDs are into the 
production more than musical content. They're looking for 
something that blends with the overproduced pap on their 
playlists," says one disgruntled musicftln. 

Sour grapes it's not. Florida airwaves are heavily into 
J.R . Ewing (from TV's "Dallas'') jokes, and playing Blon
die and Bob Seger in the same hour is considered progres
sive programming. Corporate pop abounds, and even 
"Rock Lobster" wasn't suitable for airplay until The B-S2s 
had spent 40 weeks on the charts. 

Some light does shine from up at Jupiter Beach. WCEZ
FM aka Z-97, mixes Pistols, Devo, Richard Hell and the 
BUzzcocks in among the Eagles, Linda Ronstadt and For
eigner on its Night Moves program. The station's signal, 
however, doesn't make it much south of the Palm Beach 
County line, and it doesn't as yet give play to the locals. 
And, knowing Florida, there's a good chance that Night 
Moves won't even exist by the time this is printed. 

Cassettes of local bands get a lot of play at the beaches 
and in vans (a Floridian's van is his castle), and local cover
age is pretty good in the alternative papers, which are by 
and large informative but poor cousins of the Boston Phoe
nix and Vi/lQRe Voice. They're also free. 

But the "legit" press could care less about the spirited in
terest that the local scene has generated. Most of the writers 
still regard it as a safety pin joke. This little quote from one 
of the "hipper' critics will give some clues to the common 
slant: "(Bob Seger) is rock music played by men ... No little 
kids up there with spikey hairc!_os, pink sunglasses and lea
ther straight legs." Rock is something punks will under
stand better when they grow up, right Jon? 

At the other extreme are xeroxed proponents of one
chord rock like the entertainingly dumb and entropic FLA 
VOID. Price? SS for trendies, free for everyone else. 
There's also Mouth of the Rat, a 2-color new music tabloid 
published in Deerfield Beach via New York, where editor 
Dave Parsons spends most of his time these days. MOTR 
began as four xeroxed sheets in Boca Raton, a coastal com
munity north of Ft. Lauderdale, taking its name from the 
English translation of the city's Spanish name. 

Now fourteen issues old with a circulation of 20,000 (?), 
it is (irregularly) published and distributed in NY, Ann Ar
bor, and LA as well as in the South. MOTR's copy is scrib
bled in the tradition of Punk magazine and its commentary 
is loose, amusing and amazingly informed. A recent issue 
featured PIL and Clash dates, fiction, a sepia-toned center
fold of John Lydon and a section of first-rate record re
views and independent releases. 
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FLORIDA CONTINUED 
So, you say, South Florida can't be all that bad if it sup

ports such a nifty mag. Well, first of all, remember it's free. 
Secondly, you'd have a hard time finding the records that 
MOTR reviews in more than 5 stores south of Atlanta. And 
thirdly, non-Floridians seem to appreciate the mag's intrin
sic value more than home staters. Sample these typical love 
letters to the editor: l) "Punk rock is just a phase for ass
holes that have nothing better to do with their time. You're 
just really lucky you don't cut down some of the great rock 
bands like Van Halen, Black Sabbath and Heart.'' 2) ''You 
punks is bums." 3) "Burn your spandex., fuck the safety 
pins and try listening to some serious music." Uh, you 
mean like Kansas? 

Editor Parsons also prints Fantome, a collection of ori
ginal art work, sketches, drawings and surrealism that goes 
for$3.50. 

Beside Twin Sounds near the University of Miami, the 
only outpost that seriously pursues the more obscure new 
record releases is Open Books and Records·, run by Leslie 
Wimmer and Ted Gottfried. Leslie and others are working 
on the New Rock Hour which will premiere later this sum
mer on the public radio station WLRN-FM and feature in
dy and local releases. OB&R is also one of the better spots 
for appearances by local bands. They clear the floor and 
the store fills up with interested fans. "We've had great suc
cess with the in-store shows and it's a great way to give ex
posure to good local music." 

Which is also a comment on the very unstable club 
scene. Unstable in that clubs can close or go into hiberna
tion at the shift of a sea breeze. The problem is a scarce
ness of local bands doing original music. In all fairness, it's 
hard to see the point in having an "original" band, or even 
a punk cover band, it you don't have anyplace to play. And 
just because a couple clubs pop up it doesn't ensure an im 
mediate sprouting of worthwhile bands. It takes some time 
to get even a 2-chord group together, ya know. 

The paucity of bands docs, however, seem to open the 
door for groups that are less than ready to play in front of 
an audience. Witness Tar & the Nicotines, who played their 
first gig ever on four hours notice at the Agora in Holly
wood. 

The B-51s A I 15 
The Agora is probably the "classiest" room in the area, 
similar to Boston's Paradise. The Agora has what the Para
dise lacks-a large dance floor-and holds more drinking 
age patrons-900 to 1200 depending on how legal they want 
to be. Every Tuesday is new wave night, showcasing three 
or four local ensembles. Loyal fans do come out for their 
bands, but there is a considerable core group that shows up 
no matter who's playing. Cover charges arc reasonable and 
despite complaints about bouncers who "would card your 
grandmother," they're no more oppressive than those in 
most northern clubs. The Agora is where 999, Iggy, the Ra
mones and the Swimming Pool Q's play when they come to 
town. 

Among the beloved hot spots that have bitten the dust is 
the Blue Waters, a retirement-resort hotel where somebody 
talked them into featuring punks at the bar. "It was worth 
the cover charge just to sec the blue-haired old ladies and 
retired postal workers confront the punks in the lobby'' 
says Father O'Brien. Bowling lanes serve as the stage and 
Akron's Chi-Pig played there on their Florida vacation. 

Other clubs to disappear include West Palm's PB's, 
Tight Squeeze (a hangout for drugged up bass players) and 
the AOR Premier. PB's, where the men's room sometimes 
featured a topless girl who rated entering men on their sclf
control, is now a gay disco. The Premier was previously a 
gay review bar which had turned rock 'n' Roll only to shut 
its doors. The Cichlids' Mascaro convinced the owner to re
open and organized a last minute, word of mouth show 
with The Cichlids and The Eat that packed an overflow 
crowd. The Premier quickly became the punk club, featur
ing only local new wavers (a loose term to be sure). But with 
nobody to book but the same bands, over and over, crowds 
were down and the Premier is again in limbo. Terribly wa
tery drinks didn't help either. 

Hollywood's Rock Casino and Rendezvous arc relatively 
small time mainstream rock bars, but have put on shows 
with David Johansen and John Cale. Fort Lauderdale 
beach has The Button (regular rock) and the New Wave dis
co, notable mostly for its very un-ncw wavey decor and its 
tradition of playing the B-52s at 45 instead of 33 rpm. "It 
always gets 'cm dancin'." 

Bands can disappear very quickly, too. Most who are old 
enough or good enough try to lc:avc at the earliest conven
ience. One promising group, the (Miami) Girls split when 
their drummer left to attend Berklec College of Music. As 
another handless musician remarked, "If it weren't for the 
drugs, I would've left long ago." Note: Florida has banned 
the bong and all other drug paraphcnalia, including rolling 
papers, effective October I. Paraphenalia sales had gener
ated Sl million a year in sales tax revenues for the state. 

It's the same or worse in the rest of the state: too few 
bands with too few original songs to make the clubs vital 
enough to stay afloat. So you never know when clubs will 
be turned into indoor tanning centers (yes, in Florida!), or a 
punk singer will ask for his old job at the bank back. And 
most of the audience, with tastes only as current as South 
Florida's Devonian Era radio, probably won't know any
thing about new wave except Blondie and Gary Numan un
til K-Tel Records sells "Punk Power-22 Original Hits" on 
the late show. 
where to write: 
Open Books & Records-a good bet for Fla. bands, re
cords, Fantome and MOTR. 119 NE 2nd Ave., Deerfield 
Beach, FL 33441 
The Eat-2(,00 Trap Ave., Coconut Grove, FL 33133 (also 
Smegma) 
The Cichlids-Robcrt Mascaro, mgr., PO Box 997, Dania, 
FL 33004 
Screamin' Sneakers-330 NE 180 St., North Miami Beach, 
FL 33162 
ThePrinciples-626 NE 124 St., Miami, F.L 33181 
Lipsrik-91 Isle of Venice#, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

OUR SHIP HAS COME IN 

The sound of hammers like the pounding of drums 
The rhythm of saws and drills give the building a new life 
Like a rhythm track the walls are put into place with care 

and forethought 
a drum isolation area here, a vocal booth there, a spacious 

control room, 
Three practice suites, and a couple of lounges for resting 

and reflection. 
Our dream has become a reality; come record with us, 

come practice with us, 
Come celebrate with us. 

The new Euphoria recording and practice facility. 
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By th• time you read this the new G.G. Allin album wlll b. out an Orang• Records, 
called Always Was, Is and Alwoys Sholl Be. Pick It up ot your fove music store and 
request It on your fave radio station. Appearing on the album will be Merle Allin 
(Thrills). Aua Electrls (Teasers). Tim Horrigan (Dutch Courage), Bob MacKenzie and 
Corl Square (Resonators), David Peet (lower East Side) and many others. And yes, 
G.G. Allin has dropped the Jabbers from his lineup because of musical taste and 
incompetence. G.G. Allin should have a new band and be back playing In the neor 
future. Faro copy of the new album send $4.99 to: 

G.G.Allin 
542 Beech St. 

Manchester, NH 03104 

Now That Your Act Is Together 
How Does It Look? 

FLASHIONS 
Custom Designed Stagewear 

by 

C.J. FLASH 

Individual or Group 
Consultation 

(617) 581-3382 

By Appointment 
Only 

IOA.M. - JOP.M. 



byMr.B 
Isn't this really what American folk music is all about? Not 
that whiney protest and flowers-in-your-hair stuff The T
Birds play drivin' R&JJ sounds that make you tap your foot 
and order another beer. It 's the music of truck drivers, fac
tory rats and roadside restaurants. Now that 's American! 
The T-Birds have a couple of albums out on Chrysalis/ 
Takoma and have been louring extensively in Europe and 
the US. I talked to Kim Wilson (vocals/harp) and Jimmie 
Vaughn (guitar) prior to their gig at the Paradise a while 
bock. 

BR: You spend a lot of time on the road. Do you miss 
Texas at all? 
Kim: Yeah ... sure. 
BR: Is that hometown for everybody? 
Kim: Too many good looking girls down there not to miss 
it. 
BR: Even better than all over the world? 
Kim: I think so maybe. 
BR: Texas is a hot spot huh? 
Kim: Yeah! That and California I think. 
BR: How did you like your Europe tour? 
Jim: It was great-wonderful. London's real good. They 
really like us there. And in general it was great. 
Kim: No bad gigs. 
BR: What type of audiences were you playing/or? 
Jim: Young ... a weird assortment of people ... old people. 
Kim: It's like the draw here really-it's everybody pretty 
much. 
BR: What was Jhe overall response of the people when they 
heard the band? Were they expecting your type of band? 
Jim: They KNEW US! 
BR: Oh really? 
Kim: Yeah, because of the Rockpile tou r thing we did over 
there. 
BR: And then you headlined after that? 
Kim: Yeah. 
BR: So the records got over there ... as imports? 
Jim: It was released over 1here. We're on Chrysalis over 
there too. We got two albums out there and three singles. 
BR: That's great! You don't have any singles here in the 
states though do you? 
Jlm:No. 
BR: So they were pretty familiar with your stuff by the time 
you showed up? 
Kim: Yeah, gettin' good airplay and everything. 
Jim: You know we were real BIG. We were filling up small 
places, turning people away. It was really fine. 
BR: How did you/eel about p/aying with a new wave act? 
Kim: Rockpile new wave?! He's like Little Richard, man. 
Rock and Roll. 
Jim: Too many people get them confused with new wave. 
BR: That's sort of the category they're putting those people 
in .. 
KJm: That's really kind of weird. I mean they even pul us in 
that category. 
BR: So d0es your music/it into new wave? 
Jim: Well, it 's not o ld to us you know! We're not on some 
nostalgia lrip trying to do 'S0s stuff or something. It' s just 
the way we are and what we like . 
BR: So you think it's kind of a new twist on old music? 
Kim: You could say that. lt's definitely not old stuff 
though. Even the old songs we do we do like us. 
BR: What were your gigs like in Texas-a lot different than 
this? 
Kim: Yeah .. 
Jlm:Wilder! 
Kim: Crazy. 
BR: What type of places were you playing in? 
Jim: Beer joints. Big beer joints. 
BR: What type of people go in there? 
Jim: All kinds. We don't really have one type or people 
who come to see us. It's real strange. 
Kim: Eight to 80! 
Jim: There's a lot of people 40 to 45 who dug this stuff 
back in the 'SOs who're comin' in, and thCn there's also 17 
& 18 year old people who never heard it before, who've 
never heard anything like it. 
BR: Played some pretty rough places in Texas? 
Jim: Yeah. Not so much as like we used to. We used to play 
in real clubs-black clubs and Mexican clubs, biker clubs. 
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BR: Has I here been much violence at the gigs you play? 
Kim: Not really. There's always a few fights. A friend of 
mine got slabbed real bad. Bui that's rare. l don't want 
people to think they can't show up at our gigs! 
BR: In England recently there's been a Jot of violence at 
the new wave shows and people have been real concerned 
about ii. Did anything happen when you were over there? 
Jim: _No, we didn't have any problems. Everybody jus1 had 
fun. 
BR: Did you ever think, when you were playing in Texas, 
that you'd be playing in bars af/ your life? 
Jim: Yeah! 
Kim: Yeah, I mean I'm in a bar right now! {laughter)Tha1's 
where I'm at home. 
BR: Where are you originalfy from? 
Klm:Oetroit. 
BR: Oh really! That's where I've spent most of my life! 
Kim: Well I lived there for 10 years and then moved to Cali
fornia for 14. Lived in Minneapolis for awhile. 
Jim: I'm originally from.Dallas. 
BR: What was the big break for the band? What made the 
difference? 

Photo: Mr. B 

Jim: Again, it was Muddy Waters. We came to Boston .. 
the first place we really went to that was far from Texas. 
That was about four years ago. 
BR: How did he see your act? 
Jim: We opened for him at Antone's in Austin. We were 
the house band down there. We'd back up blues singers 
when they came in. 
BR: He gave you a kick in the butt and got you up here? 
Kim: Yeah. 
Jim: We s1arted coming up here and then star1ed going a 
little bit this way and that way. 
BR: Where were you playing when you first came up here? 
Jim: Speakeasy, Bunratty's. 
BR: Rea/Jy? That's crazy! 
f.lm: It 's crazy now, but it wasn't crazy then! (laughter) 
BR: What was the band like then? 
Together: The same. • 
Kim: A little different tunes but pretty much the same. 
BR: You make more money now! 
Jim: Spend more 1hough! 
BR: Are there any undiscovered R&.B bands in Texas? 
Kim: I think they've all been discovered . 

BR: You were the last ones? 
Kim: There's some good ones down there ... 
Jim: Double Troubl~ .. 
Kim: The Headhunters ... started by a guy who used to play 
with us, Mike. 
Jim: John and Nicholas . He's from here, bu1 he lives down 
there now. 
BR: What sort of bonds do you like to listen to now? 
Jim: I like all kinds of weird stuff, like Pharoah Sanders. I 
like the Cramps a lot, and Rock.pile too. 
Kim: I have no real preference. It doesn't matter what kind 
or music it is. I think there's something in every kind of 
music. 
Jim: I'll tell you who I really like is ZZ Top. 
BR: They're a Texas outfit too, aren't they? 
Kim: They're real good friends of ours. 
BR: They 're a real high P.nergy rock and ro/J band. 
Kim: They are! They'll knock you right flat on your ass. 
BR: What do you think about new wave music in general? 
Jim: I love it. 
Kim: Some of it's got very commercialized. 
BR: Definitely! When ii hit the west coast it did. 
Kim: Well that's when EVERYTHING gets commercial
ized! (laughter) 
BR: What do you think about punk music? 
Jim: I don'1 know what punk IS. I think the Clash is great. 
I don't know if they're punk or not. 
Kim: There's some good guys in England. 
BR: What do you think about country music? 
Jim: I like the old stuff. Hank Williams, George Jones. 
BR: What happened to country music all of a sudden? 
There isn't much to it anymore. 
Jim: There's still some stuff coming out. But it's just like 
everything else. Everybody has too many gadgets on their 
guitars! (laughter) 
BR: You guys use any special effects or anything? 
Jim: I use tremolo. 
Kim: I don' t use any. 
Jim: I think a guitar and an amp is a gadget. 
BR: Why do you think young people are gelling interested 
in your music now? 
Jim: 'Cause it's fun! 
BR: How do you want your audiences to react to you? Do 
you want them to dance? 
Kim: We don't really care. They can do anything they want. 
As long as they have fun we reaUy don't care. 
BR: What type of background do you think you need to 
playR 'nB? 
Jim: It don 't really matter. All you got to do is like it and 
have an car for it. 
BR: What kind of jobs were you doing before you started 
playing musicfuJJ time? 
Jim: I've always been playing for like fifteen years. I was 
trashman once in between there-just when I had to get a 
job. 
Kim: You gotta get a job and play at the same time at acer
tain stage in your life. 
BR: Don 'I aJJ the jobs you guys get have to be temporary 
jobs? 
Kim: They don't have to be, but they always end up that 
way! (laughter) 
Kim: First thing I always figured out when I did get a job 
was how I was going to quit. 
Kim: I never could hold a fuck.in' day job . . . I can't get up. I 
like being out at night. I like being in front of people. 
BR: Does playing the blues have any effect on your atti
tude? Does it bring you down at all? 
Jim: No. That's the thing. It's not down music. We don't 
play crying-in-your-beer music. We're more on the fun side 
ofit. 
BR: What's your general overaf/ philosophy about music? 
Kim: To have fun. That's-it. If this was not fun, then how 
could you do it? 
Jim: It's got to come from here {hitting his gut) . 
Kim: You got to mean it to do it. 
Jim: You can teU if it's ju.st somebody trying to get on the 
wagon or whether they really mean it. 
Kim: You can tell if it's fake or not. 
BR: What about the idea of Fabulous Thunderbirds? /sn 't 
that a little pretentious? 
Jim: Well, yeah, but I always wanted a band named that! I 
just always liked the way it sounded and this is the first 
chance I had to do it. 



Scenes in 
Boston 

by Trude Koby 
Imagine this.. Friday night on your 

couch with a bottle of wine and the Phoenix 
looking over the night's entertainment 
choices: 

Today this might sound like fantasy but a 
year ago you had access to places and per
formances like the ones listed above. Eclec
tic Star Systems Loft at 24 Thayer St., one 
weekend with The Contortions, La Peste, 
The Girls and Ground Zero, another with 
the jazz ensemble Outertubc illustrated by 
Bill Sebastian. BFVF and its multi-media 
productions including out-of-town bands 
and filmmakers. The Lounge Lizards, Zev, 
Boyd Rice, a performance by Julia Hey
ward from N.Y., films by Vivian Dick, 
early works of John Waters, even home
made films by Larry Bangor of Human Sex
ual Response. 

Who remembers the Daily Bodies' first 
gig at the Harrison Ave. loft? Come on!!! 
Wasn't it just yesterday? All these places 
just vanished and we don't even give them a 
second thought until we're sitting on our 
couch on a Friday night looking at a full 
three pages of musical entertainment and 
what comes out of our mouths? .. There's 
nothing to do tonight." 

The loss of Boston's alternative spaces is 
a matter of economics. Star Systems loft 
was forced to vacate because of a massive 
rent hike and months of back rent owed. 
Lofts are extremely hard to come by, the 
whole downtown area is being bought up 
for condo conversions . If you're lucky 
enough to come by a space, the capital ne
cessary for rent, electricity, heat, etc. isn't 
something that a bunch of idealistic musi
cians can afford. If you've been apartment 
hunting lately you know it costs upwards of 
$500 just to move in. 

BFVF was evicted from their space be
cause the owner felt he could make more 
money using the building for other things. 
Fortunately BFVF has financial backing 

(membership) and rumor has it that they 
have relocated someplace on Boylston St. 
This probably means that music will be off 
the agenda. 

Now it looks like 38 Thayer St. might be 
the next to go. The area began to get a bit 
strange after Star Systems closed and the 
Pine Street Inn moved in. Aside from an 
occasional gig, the only other activity going 
on around there is drunks breaking into cars 
looking for a place to sleep. For those of 
you who are not familiar with the Pine 
Street Inn, it is a home for indigent men and 
women. Recently the Inn began receiving 
state funds and with it, ·mental patients. 
Aside from an odd tension in the air, noth
ing has really happened at Thayer St. 

The police say that the Inn is attracting a 
lot of thieves who come around to roll 
drunks for their money or snatch purses. A 
murdered man was found on Thayer St. 
some months back, but the police are still 
not sure if he was actually killed there or 
just dropped off. Anyway, a suspect was 
picked up. The police do cruise the area fre
quently and the only other episode that oc
curred there was caused by the police them
selves (see "Disturbing News" in this issue). 

The Eventworks at Mass. College of Art 
had a poor turnout this year. The 1980 pro-
gram included people like Zev, DNA, Non, 
The Aides, Mission of Burma, Julia Hey
ward, Johanna Went, Bound and Gagged, 
etc. It doesn't seem likely that programs like 
this can continue without an audience. 

What this all comes down to is that we 
must show interest in alternative space. The 
Boston avant-garage scene will die without 
our support. If Boston has the best radio 
anywhere in the world it's because we show 
enthusiasm. We protested when WMBR 
faced a program change and we drove 
around the citY in our cars honking for 
hours when the WBCN staff was fired. 

Don't hesitate to go down to Thayer St. 
if there's something going on that you 
might find interesting. Go and check out 
the new South Boston loft run by Dolores 
Paradise. There's a lot of new and interest
ing bands popping in Boston and there's 
only so many times a month they can play 
the Underground. Where else is a new band 
going to make money unless we're willing 
to put ourselves out for them? .. 

ROCKERS: 
TUNES & HERBS 

by Bruce Stallsmith 
If you've already read two or more Rock

ers reviews, please bear with me. If not, 
don't feel left out-the amount of print 
Rockers has garnered is amazingly big rela
tive to the number of Americans who have 
seen it. 

Early on two points should be made 
about Rockers. Firstl, when you get down 
to it, the music tells and illustrates the story 
more than any other production I've ever 
seen. And secondly, if one looks at this 
movie from "normal" movie standards, it's 
pointless-everything in the movie will go 
right by a viewer. 

In explanantion of the above statements, 
Rockers struck me as a Rasta version of 
Rock and Roll High School. Both movies 
rely on exaggerations of a music culture's 
characteristics bent into a lightweight plot 
of Us 11s. Them (and We win!). Plot devel
opment and acting are vague, almost irrele
vant in both movies; essential (and more be
lievable) action is almost always part of 
either a musical event or musicians hanging 
out. Rather than slag Rockers for this, 
though, I think it's great! 

Horsemouth and Dirty Harry, respective
ly the protagonist and his best buddy, are 
both big-name studio musicians in JA. And 
a fantastic number of other Jamaican mu
sicians make at least cameo appearances in 
Rockers. The definitive cameo appearance 
is by Big Youth, who steps out of his green 
Ford as Horsemouth pushes his motorcycle 
by on his way to Randy's Records in King
ston, and flashes a toothy smile featuring 
the art work on his front teeth. And the 
crowd at Randy's, the #1 outlet in JA, is 
one big cameo appearance by the 'most ac
tive scenesters in JA. 

An often pooh-poohed part of both the 
movie and reggae music is the conscious re
jection of "Babylon," i.e. the whole power 
structure from Kingston police on up to 
Exxon and Jimmy Carter. It might look like 
a joke in the movie sometimes, but these 
guys aren't kidding. They're dispossessed 
blacks who grew up in some of the world's 

most blasted slums. The musicians in the 
movie all work enough to eat regularly, but 
realize they're privileged in that. When 
Horsemouth has a Lion of Judah design 
painted on his bike's gas tank, it's an iden
tification with Ethiopia-not the Dergue 
who run it today, but the ancient empire 
run by black Christians and only briefly 
conquered by whites (1935-43). This pro
bably seems bizarre, but consider that Afri
cans in this hemisphere were slaves for 400 
years, with any manisfestation of African 
identity and culture systematically stripped 
from them. Rastafarianism is a move to re
claim that identity-arguably imperfect, 
but pay attention to the motivations, not 
the trappings. 

Several scenes in the movie are stunningly 
beautiful. The opening scene is a "nya
binghi" (trance jam) by the combined 
Abyssinians and Ras Michael & the Sons of 
Negus, totalling about IS heavy dreads. 
Roots drumming and herb smoking in a hut 
in the jungle culminates with a hard dread 
stepping forward and speaking of the immi
nent fall of Babylon, etc. Sign me up to-
day ... Another, often overlooked scene is 
when Horsemouth, recovering from a beat
ing, visits his grandmother in the hills, ac
companied by a dread with locks in a mat to 
his waist. They find Horsemouth's grand
mother at a riverside "revival" (Afro-Chris
tian) ceremony involving heavy drumming 
and dancing into the river for receiving the 
waters of the Loi:d. (I guess). An important 
root of Rastafarianism comes out when 
Horsemouth's grandmother (a spirited wo
man) asks him if he's still Revival. He an
swers yes, but goes on to say that the choice 
now is War or Jah Rastafari. 

As silly as parts of Rockers might be, it's 
worth seeing just for the music, which is 
exquisite. The movie shows a lot of good 
street scenes from JA, too-just bear in 
mind that a lot of it is stretched. But it's all 
high energy (pardon the pun), and if the 
(rasta) revolution was grim, what use would 
it be to rpusicians? Down Babylon! 
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Wed., July 23: 
JASPER'S 
379 Somerville Ave., Somerville 
617-266-57 I 3 

Wed. & Thu., July 30/31: 
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byMr.B 

The Underlones ca/1 lhemselves a pop band bul can we 
really lake them seriously? No gliller suits. No narrow lies. 
No rock star pos1urings. Nol one guy in the band even falls 
inlo lhe category of rock 'n • roll sex symbol. So whal gives? 
ls there really a band out there that simply plays pop rock 
music without the pretentiousness taken for granted in the 
music industry? Yes there is. The Undertones are: 

Fcargal Sharkey (vocals) 
Dec O'Neill (guitar) 
John O'Neill (guitar) 
Mickey Bradley (bass) 
Billy Doherty (drums) 

Boston Rock: How did the group get started in the first 
place? 
John: We all knew each other at school. We fonncd a 
group 'cause there wasn't anything else to do. Got equip
ment, started practicing, learned enough songs, and looked 
for a place to book us regularly. That's when we checked 
out a place called the Casbah. We played there every week. 
Once we learned enough of our own songs we made a demo 
tape, sent it out to record companies and Good Vibrations 
[record store in Northern Ireland] were the only ones that 
liked it. They asked us to come up and record. That's when 
we did "Teenage Kicks." 
BR: Did you always hove the same lineup? 
John: Aye, except at the very, very start, about four and a 
half years ago. 
BR: Who started the band originally? 

Photo: B.C. Kagan 
John: It was me and Billy's idea. 
BR: What type of music were you ploying when you first 
started? 
John: It was all with three chords in it. 
Dee: Something easy, we'd only learned how to play. 
BR: So you were doing all cover stuff then? 
John: Aye. 
BR: Was "Teenage Kicks" your first original? 
John: No. The first song was "Told You So," the B-side 
of our recent single. 
BR: Are there any other good groups in Ireland? 
John: Moondogs arc from Derry ... the Outcasts. 
BR: Do you help or discourage bands who are trying to 
makeil? 
John: We try to help them. We help the Moondogs. It's 
different, there's no place to play now. 
BR: Do you prefer to play in Ireland? 
Dee: We did an Irish tour in February. It was the best tour 
ever. 
BR: When you first started people said you sounded like 
the Ramones. Why's that? 
John: We loved the Ramones so it rubbed off on our songs. 

BR: Did you do any Ramones covers? 
John: We did nearly the whole first LP. 
BR: Now that you 're getting settled down what do you 
think will happen to your music? 
John: Do you mean getting married and all? 
BR: That's a concern when bands change their environ
ments. ls Feargal going to be able to sing ''Teenage Kicks" 
when he has a wife and kids, a dog, and a house in the 
country? Is that something he thinks about? 
John: Well we don't think about being a group for much 
longer than say five years. A lot can happen in five years. 
BR: Do you know what you want to get oul of it in five 
years? 
John: I don't know. Like you were saying, helping other 
groups ... 
BR: So you don't want to make a career out of the band. 
John: No, not really. 
BR: Who's getting married in the band? 
John: I am, 26th of July. Billy's getting married ... and 
Feargal. 
BR: Why has everyone decided to get married all of a sud
den? 
John: Just because we can afford to, I suppose. 
BR: What do you think you'll be doing after the band 
breaks up? 
John: There isn't that many good jobs. If the group lasts 
long enough to make enough money I'll probably go back 
to school or something. Feargal says he wants to buy a bar. 
BR: (to Dec) What would you do? 
Dee: I'd probably start my own band. 
BR: So you'd make a career of it? 
John: It's an easy job. The only time you work is when 
you're touring. We don't kill ourselves. 
BR: It's been said the band's been on the verge of break-up 
several times. What holds it together? 
John: Our manager. This year's been real easy. 
BR: What was the problem before? 
John: Touring. There were arguments on how long we 
should tour for. 
BR: So you've come to terms on this one? 
John: Well, if I had my way we wouldn't have come at all. 
But if we didn't do it this way we wouldn't sell records. 
Dee: There arc things we're doing this year we probably 
wouldn't have done last year. 
BR: So you 're sacrificing a lot more for the bartd? 
John & Dee: Aye. 
BR: So you're trying to make it successful at this point? 
John: I think we have. 
Dee: There's more effort. 
BR: So where do you want to take it? 
John: We just take it from record to record. 
BR: How do you like your newest album? 
John: It's great. It's better than the first. 
Dee: But we can do it better. 
BR: Any plans for a third album? 
Dee: Well we're supposed to be cutting it in November but 
there are no songs yet. 

John: You see, that's the thing of it. You're touring, you 
can't do any songs. 
Dee: Aye. We always write songs at home for some reason. 
BR: / understand you 're not too keen on living in London. 
Dee: No. It's good being in Derry 'cause when you meet 
your friends they treat you the same. 
BR: Keeps you humble. • 
Dee: Aye. (sarcastically) We're a humble band. 
BR: Actually everybody thinks that you are a humble band. 
John: I hate this, ''the innocent and naive Undertones.'' 
Dee: We're not naive. The reason we're doing this tour is to 
get known and make money. There's more emphasis on 
making money. 
BR: When you first went to England, was it difficult shak
ing the Mick-hick image? 
Dee: We still haven't gotten rid of that, the nicc-boys-next
door stuff. 
BR: What do you think of Irish bands that have moved to 
England like Stiff Little Fingers? 
John: They've suffered since. Their second LP was terrible. 
BR: What do the English think of North Irish bands? 
.John: A lot of people think of North Irish groups as being 
stuck in it. That's probably why we got so popular, 'cause 
people felt sorry for us. 
BR:Really? ~ 
John: At the start. If we hadn't come from Northern Ire
land I don't think we could be where we arc now. 
BR: Do they look at you as being underprivileged or some
thing? 
John: Not now. 'Cause we always try to stay away from 
that. 
Dee: When it first started, Stiff Little Fingers were singing 
"Suspect Device" and "Alternative Ulster," playing off 
the Troubles. Then we came along and people were saying, 
"poor kids from war-torn streets, singing about love-it's 
great." 
BR: How do you avoid the trappings of the rock 'n' roll 
lifestyle? 
Dee: We've never been involved in it-living in Derry ... 
BR: No one in the bond does drugs? 
John 1nd Dee: No. 
BR: And hardly any of you drink .. 
John: Aye. We do. That's the only thing we do. 
BR: Do the other guys in the band drink? 
Dee: No. 
BR: So what do they do for amusement? 
John: I wish I knew. 
BR: What's the best thing that's happened to the band? 
John: Doing the second LP. We were really surprised it 
turned out as well as it did. 
BR: What was the worst thing that happened? 
Dee: The first tour, it almost broke up the band, in Novem
ber of '78. Everything went wrong ... ,,;e didn't have a man~ 
ager then. 
BR: Last question. What do you want people to know 
about you? 
John: If we can do it, anybody can do it. 
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~ WHO WOULD BE KING E 
Long Live Joe Carrasco, King of the Nucvo Wave-0 

by Greg Reibman 
While the southern United States has been sweltering 

through this summer's 115 °heatwave, Joe "King" Carras
co and his Austin, Texas based Crowns were lucky enough 
to be touring along the much more moderately tempered 
east coast. Which is only to say that it wasn't quite so hot 
outside. Inside, the inflammable Crowns (who played two 
packed nights at The Inn Square Men's Bar and another at 
The Rat) prove to be the hottest, rip-roaringest rock and 
roll band to dance its way through town all summer ... per
haps all year. 

Besi4es singer/songwriter/guitarist Carrasco, The 
Crowns consist of Kris Cummings on tin organ and vocals, 
Mike Navarro on drums and bass player Brad Kizer. While 
Joe is a long time veteran of the southern Texas music cir
cuit, he proudly boasts that Kris, Mike and Brad had never 
been in a band before locking horns with The Crowns less 
than a year ago. And that Brad had never played bass until 
a few days before their first gig. 

Knowing this, it is absolutely astonishing how good they 
are. And at a time when many groups and fans (particularly 
in Boston, and along both coasts) seem obsessed with 
sounding, dressing and peforming like they're from Britain, 
it's refreshing to see a band undeniably proud of American 
roots. 

Carrasco told me that down south ''they've been drop
ping like flies [from the heat]. They even have to ration 
electric fans." On The Crowns' recent tear through Bos
ton, people were suffering from dance exhaustion. And at 
the first night at The Inn Square, the bar even ran out of 
Jack Daniels. 

Boston Rock had a chance to talk to Joe Carrasco and 
the rest of the band a few hours before they took the stage 
at The Rat: 
BR: Joe, when did you start wearing a crown? 
Joe: I started out with cardboard Burger King crowns, 
when I was about three years old. Real crowns are really ex
pensive. l used to borrow one. I finally got a decent one 
this past year. 
BR: Where do you get them from? 
Joe: I got mine in New York. I might go back to Burger 
King ones again. 
BR: Of course you're from Texas. And we know "Sir" 
Douglasisfrom Texas, and you're Joe "King." Is this part 
of some musical monarchy? 
Joe: Yeah. There's also Lord August and His Visions of 
Light. It's kind of a tradition. 
BR: You've basically been playing around Texas/or years 
haven't you? 
Joe: Yep. All my life. This present band got together on 
October 15. Before that l recorded an album with The Old 

San Antonio Band, which included part of Sir Doug's 
band, my band ... everybody's band. Also The West Side 
Homs. It took about two years to record that album. Ev
erytime I got a little money I'd go into the studio. 
BR: / was surprised when you told me that except for you, 
none of the other Crowns had ever been in a band before. 
Joe: In my bands before I had the best musicians in Texas. 
Maybe the best in the United ·States. You can have the 
heaviest musicians in the world-but that don't mean shit. 
Just means you need a lot of babysitters. Simple music is 
what people like. We're a real simple minded band, real 
stupid idiotic lyrics and no message whatsoever. So it works 
out just fine. 
BR: Kris, how did you connect with Joe? 
Kris: Well I was a big fan of [his band called] El Molino. 
When I first met Joe, he was already recording the album 
and I designed the cover. It's pretty wacky! At the time I 
was playing piano in piano bars ... boogie woogie New Or
leans stuff. Then Joe lost his keyboard player 'cuz his wife 
wouldn't let him go on the road. Joe asked me if I wanted 
to join the band and maybe go to New York. (pause) I come 
from McAllen, Texas which is the southernmost part of 
Texas, seven miles from the Mexican border. It's a great 
place! 
BR: What about you Mike? 
Mike: I'm from Monterey, Mexico but I live in Texas now. 
My ex-roomate used to jam with the Chicano bands in Aus
tin, and he met Joe who was looking for a drummer. He 
told him about me even though I've never been in a band 
before. We jammed once and here I am. 
Kris: Good thing, tool 
BR: And Brad, what were you doing when you met Joe? 
Bnd: I was listening to AM radio. 
BR: ls that all? 
Bnd: Yep. 
BR: Oh, OK. And you're the same band that played on the 
"Parry Weekend" single, is that right? 
Everybody: That's right. 
BR: What's the scene in Texas like? 
Bnd: It's great. Austin especially is very active. 
Kris: Austin's been really enthusiastic ever since country 
music hit it big with Willie Nelson. Then it changed over to 
kind of a blues scene. And then all of a sudden new wave 
hit. That's the strongest right now. 
Joe: The Chicano scene has always been big. Weddings, 
dances .. 
BR: And where do you fit into all this? 
Kris: A combination of all of it. 
Mike: We play Mex-Tex rock and roll. 
Joe: We play the new wave venues primarily-that and the 
Chicano gigs ... 'cuz that's where I used to play mostly. 
BR: But at least you can say that the new wave scene 
opened a lot of doors for you outside of Texas. 
Joe: Definitely. We first played the Lone Star in New York. 
That was good but then we played the Mudd Club and that 
was better. Then CBGB's and all around New York. 
Kris: The fact that we were so successful in New York 

-

helped us out initially in the Texas new wave clubs. At first 
they were saying what arc you doing playing Mex-Tex in 
the punk clubs? Then all the sudden they started to listen 
and they liked it. 
BR: I liked your comment when your mike didn't work at 
The Inn Square Men's Biz,. You said ii wouldn't sound 
right if it weren't played on a cheap system. 
Joe: Alright! I've always played on cheap systems. P.A.s 
wiih monitors are a new thing for me. This is the first band 
I've ever been in where we put microphones in front of the 
guitars. Even the Chicano bands don't use monitors and 
they play in huge halls. 
BR: Also on that same night (long after the mike had been 
j,xed) you were doing things like jumping offstage with 
your guitar and jamming with the band from the room be
hind the bar. Later you did the same thing only you played 
from the middle of the street. I noticed you have a super 
long guitar cord, do you do that kind of thing often? 
Joe: Yes. I do it just about everytime I get a chance. In lar
ger places you can't do it. 
Kris: It used to make me so nervous ... him getting out on 
ledges and tables. l don't watch him anymore. 
Joe: I got hurt in Dallas last Christmas. And at the Mudd 
Club I chipped a tooth. I have specially made shoes with air 
bags so you can jump off ten foot buildings and still never 
miss a note. 
BR: You mentioned the other night that you expected to 
have some good news about a record contract. Anything 
you want to tell us? 
Kris: Yes. It looks like we'll be signing with Stiff (world 
wide everywhere except the US). Hopefully we'll tour Eur
ope in September. I'm dying to see what those Germans 
and Parisians think about Mex-Tex. 
BR: Does this mean you'll be going into the studio before 
vou leave? 
Joe: Yeah. We wanted to get Neil Bogart to produce it. He 
produced "96 Tears" and all the bubble gum hits, but he's 
not available. 
BR: You do "96 Tears" live, are you going to put it on the 
album? 
Joe: No, it will be all our own stuff. But we'll still play 
songs like that. Our stuff is along those lines anyway. You 
use songs for guidelines. "96 Tears" is a pretty good guide. 
That and Mexican polkas. 
BR: Do you have any goals? 
Joe: I want a hit record. And I wanna keep playing. That's 
all. 
Kris: I want to hear our songs on the radio. 
Brad: We want to spread the trash gospel across the four 
corners of the earth. My goal is to play Moscow. 
BR: Joe, are you the boss of the band? 
Joe: The boss of the band? I'm the King! 
Kris: We have to call him Your Majesty, or else he won't 
talk tous. 
BR: Is he a good King? 
Krit: Yeah. I think he's real good. 
BR:Metoo. 
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DEATH AND DYING 
X by Chris Teen 

There was a time when Los Angeles was a hotbed of music
al creativity. Remember the Doors? Love? The Seeds? The 
Leaves? Well, the Doors anyway. It's time again and LA 
music is blasting its way across the US. X, the Germs and 
B·People (all on Slash Records) are at the forefront of a 
new LA rock 'n' roll mentality just when you thought Van 
Halen were the ullimate in good taste. In tribute to their 
fair (or unfair) city, X call their album Los Angeles. 

Boston Rock: Why do you smile all the time when you play? 
Eunt: 'Cause we have a happiness clause in our contract 
and we have to live up to it. He always used to smile at every 
show but we played a few shows recently where (he wasn't 
smiling) [in a whisper/. 
BR: What was your stance with rockabilly like? /great 
question-ed.] 
Billy Zoom: My stance with rockabilly? It was like--- He 
demonstrates a stance) 
BR: Did you enjoy it? Did you learn a lot from it? 
Billy: Y cah I enjoyed it. I learned a lot from it. It was like 
playing before 11 people in some out of the way bar six sets 
a night. Back in those days there wasn't any live music in 
LA. 
BR: That was about what year? 
Billy: '73 to '76. Three years. That was when I had my own 
band. From 1970 until whenever the Ramones and that 
stuff started happening there wasn't any place for live mu
sic in LA. They all closed. All the clubs folded around '69 
or '70. And there wasn't any until punk rock clubs started 
opening. 
BR: What do you think about LA now? 
Billy: It's great. It's the best place in the world. 
Excne: It's the most exciting place we've played. Boston's 
real exciting too. 
John: Boston is real good, but LA has the widest audience. 
Excnc: It has the most diverse people. People from all 
walks of life. 
John: And the largest audiences and the most appreciative, 
dancing, crazy, listening, understanding audience. 
BR: Do you think lhat that might be because you've been 
playing there for years and people have watched you grow 
to where you are now? 
John: To a certain extent that's true. 
Don: But they sec other bands playing and they go crazy 
too. 
Excnc: That's what I was going to say. We're not saying a 
one-sided view of what it's like for us, but rather what it's 
like for the scene. And the scene is fast to other local bands 
and bands from out of town. 
John: One other thing that's very important is that live 
music started again in late 1977 in LA. And by '79 the peo
ple who'd been going out to all these shows, like 20 shows a 
month wcrcn 't exactly knocking each other over to get on 
the dance floor. At that particular time all these kids from 
the beaches down below LA, like 14 to 16 or 18 came up. 
And it was like all this fresh blood. And the audiences are 
huge at this point. There arc all these people who know 
what is going on who can impart infonnation to people who 
are new to it. It's real good. 
Exenc: In some cities they don't have that kind of flow. In 
Toronto people were saying to us "we're sorry a lot of peo-

lc didn't come our show and le weren't active." 

But those people arc sick of punk now. And it's like that's 
their problem, but where arc all the new kids? 
BR: So it's not being renewed or anything. 
EHne: I don't think it should get to that point. If you're 
bored with your town then get OUT of your town or get 
something started. Don't blame it on the place where you 
live. 
Billy: This is the best place we've played outside LA. 
Excne: Yeah, on our tour it's the best. 
John: New York was real good, but the clubs in New York 
are nut set up as rock clubs. 
BR: WheredidyouplayinNew York? 
John: Dancctcria, Mudd Club, the Eighties. We're playing 
Irving Plaza which should be a very good place. A lot of the 
r.lubs in New York haven't been open long enough to es
tablish themselves as rock clubs. Set up the acoustics and 
sound so it's easy to play there. It's always a real challenge. 
Exene: They're more concerned with getting a video system 
put in than a P.A. That video business in New York is 
really strange. And I don't think that would go over in LA 
very good. Because I'll tell you what-people don't feel like 
sitting down and watching TV when a band is on stage. 
John: First of all they throw beer bottles through the TV 
sets. (laughter) 
EHnc: LA is more music oriented, whereas New York is 
more multi-media oriented. In LA it's music-live music. 
John: People outside LA come up with the weirdest con
cepts of what LA is like. The most off-the-wall stuff. 
Excne: What we're trying to do is clear up the misconcep
tions about LA. That the people are laid back. 
BUly: Somebody in Toronto asked me how it was in LA. I 
said, the music was real good and she wouldn't believe me. 
She said that she had heard that in the south all they liked 
was southern rock! And I spent fifteen minutes trying to ex-
plain to her how come LA wasn't in the south. , 
Excnc: They said to Billy, "We really like your show, but 
do you know any songs by Lynyrd Skynyrd." (laughter) 
and wanted to know how come I was so much like Lydia 
Lunch! Apparently Lydia Lunch was the only woman 
fronting a band to come through Toronto. "Wow, she's 
imitating Lydia Lunch ... 'cause that's the only woman 
we've ever seen and they both have black hair." 
BR: How do you know Lydia? 
Excnc: We met her in New York when my sister was man
aging Teenage Jesus and the Jerks and my sister's husband 
was the bass player. 
Don: In London everyone thinks we have swimming pools 
and smoke marijuana all day long. 
John: It's a hurdle to get over. People realize it pretty 
quickly if they give themselves a chance to get over their 
preconceptions. The whole idea of people from Boston 
putting down New York, LA putting down London and all 
this bullshit that goes on is just dumb. I mean what's the 
difference? Each town has its good and bad points and you 
just take them for what they arc. It's just a boring conver
sation. Like "LA sucks." 
EHne: But of the major cities LA has the worst reputation 
musically. New York and London are considered to be 
these hotbeds of new music. LA is considered to be imita
tive of New York and London. Which is what we've man
aged to clear up to some extent. 
BR: It's just a lot of bands that have made it out of LA are 
like the n 

John: The Knack were never part of the local scene. Never 
had a local following there. They're all these people who 
came from someplace else and did a couple of showcases 
and got signed but have never been part of the scene. 

Excnc: Anybody with any kind of intelligence shouldn ' t as
sume that the people who have made it are the people who 
are creative. Because usually the people who make it real 
quick and real fast and get all this hype arc people who set 
out to do just that. 

BR: Do you think your sound has commercial potential? 
Exene: Obviously it docs , 'cause we've been selling tons of 
albums. The reason it has commercial potential is because 
we're in a time when no one is doing anything particularly 
original or quirky. Our music hasn't followed a pattern. 
BR: How do you describe your music? 
Excnc: I can't describe our music. Our music is commercial 
because right now it is a real low point in rock 'n' roll mu
sical history for creativity. And we stand out because we're 
like real creative-musically, lyrically and everything else. 

John: At this point in rock 'n' roll the people who are car
rying it on arc basically carrying on a tradition. The same 
heart and soul as other bands that came before them. And 
we're just like interpreters of that feeling. It's not like 
you're taking each song and doing different versions of 
Chuck Berry songs or whatever. It would start somewhere 
around Hank Williams and just work itself up. And you 
just take your creative input and do different things \" . . ,n 
rock 'n' roll music. 
Excne: Variations on a theme. 
BR: What groups do you admire now? 
Excnc: Living or dead? 
BR:Living. 
Excne: That's good because the dead list is much longer 
than the living. The Cramps, the Go-Gos, the Blasters. 
Billy: I'd say all of the above, plw the Ramones. 
Billy & Don: Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, Captain Beef. 
heart, Slap Happy, the Gcnns. 
Excnc: Most of the people we like and who have influenced 
us most are dead: my sister, Gene Vincent, Hank Williams, 
Eddie Cochran, Jim Morrison, Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, 
Phil Ochs.AU: There's this great album I got in Canada, 
Phil Ochs Live at Carngie Hall. And it has this movie poster 
of him with machine guns and a guitar slung over his back. 
With a guitar in one hand and a gun in the other he tamed a 
nation. 
Excnc: During the live show people didn ' t like it. They were 
going, "We want to hear these protest songs" and he was 
saying, "Look at it this way. I'm Elvis Presley right? And 
he's America right? And here I am Elvis Presley doing these 
protest songs right?" 
John: He said, "Look man, you can be a bigot any way you 
like. You can hate black people or you can be a bigot in 
music, so just sit back and listen.'' It's a great record. 
BR: He used to play around Boston all the time. 
Excne: I liked him when I was growing up 'cause my sister 
listened to him all the time. And then right before she died 
our roadie Kit was playing this Phil Ochs album. And after 

~i~:e~i:! ~::?~ i:v~~e~~:.d J:~ ~;J;;~~t~s and have been 

BR: What aboul Ray Manzerak. How did that all come 
about? [Ray is a fonncr Door and producer of the X album 
-ed.) 
Exene: A few people don't like "Soul Kitchen" on our al
bum. I don't know why. He liked us. He said he wanted to 
meet us. We didn't know what to expect. It turned out he 
was very similar to us. He's real smart. He's real cool. He's 
a survivor. He's real creative and a great producer. We had 
$IO,<XX> to do our album with. We had to work real fast and 
he was real good. 
John: For Excnc and me, in the past we were such Doors 
fans, it grew to be sort of this Hollywood dream. We met in 
Venice, where the Doors wrote most of their songs and Jim 
Morrison lived and all this shit. And then suddenly you're 
hooked up with this guy who used to be part of this legend 
you always thought about. But the fact of the matter is we 
met him two months before we signed with Slash. And we 
considered doing a demo tape and taking it around to the 
record companies and nobody knew how that would turn 
out. It wasn't so much a busine&s relationship as much as a 
friendship relationship. He just wanted to help us out. I 
think he did a real successful job on the record. 
Ex enc: I don't think anybody else could have got our sound 
so well and done it so quickly. He didn't have any time. 
BR: Why is it so difficult to make it in LA? 
Excnc: I'll tell you why. Because LA has this real, real crea
tive scene. On top of that they have this huge flood of peo
ple trying to make it. And the record companies just start 
picking people off. When they realized that we were selling 
more albums and getting more press than any other band in 
LA ... they couldn't BUY the press we got. Then they start
ed to come towards us and stuff. We sold like 15,000 al
bums in two months. 
BR: Why do you think it's been hard fora lot of LA bands 
to get out here? 
John: It's a matter of finances. It cost $IO,<XX) to make a re
cord-which is what you need to make any kind of a decent 
album. And it cost Slash a hell of a lot of money to get us 
out here. 
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NOTES FROM LAKE FLACCID 0 
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by Eddy Gorodetsky 
JESUS! Is it time to write another col

imn? Where does the time go? How do peo
ple chum these things out weekly (weakly?) 
or, God forbid, daily? If one were to do 
enough things to fill a daily column, when 
would they write about it? I lead a boringly 
sedate life and never seem to have time to 
sit in front of a typewriter. 

This column almost didn't get written 
anyway. I found out my typewriter had 
cancer. I removed its colon and now all 
seems well. 

A new restaurant has opened and you 
should eat there before the reviewers de
cide that it's worth making you stand in 
line for. It's called Restaurantc Buteco at 
130 Jersey Street in Boston and this is an 
unabashed plug for good Brazilian food 
served hot and tasty a' a reasonable price. 
Support these people. They arc not Ameri
can and arc really nice . 

While we're on the subject of plugs-let's 
hear it for spas. Spas are those stores that 
used to be in every neighborhood that sold 
rubbers, sundries, magazines and a ljttle bit 
of everything. Lately they have been over· 
run by those merchants of mediocrity like 

Store 24 and others of that ilk. Take the 
Palace Spa on Washington Street in Bright· 
on. They have a selection of magazines that 
rivals Harvard Square, toys, bakery.fresh 
bread in the morning and regular employees 
who aren't smart.ass college kids. Support 
spas the way you would a good ethnic res· 
taurant over a McDonald's. 

By the by (of the silvery moon) have you 
noticed how much Deborah Harry looks 
like what's her name who starred in Honey 
West? Or, have you noticed how much Spit 
looks like the sixties would have if LSD was 
big in the fifties? Sure can be fun to be voy· 
euristic there though. 

Rodney Dangerfield camt up to WBCN 
and he was one of perhaps half a dozen 
people I have been really excited about 
meeting in the past year. Great guy. He 
doesn't give a shit about any of the record 
company crap happening around him. He 
just wanted to bum a smoke and take a 
leak. He's like somebody's dad, only funny. 

If you have read all the Raymond Chand· 
ler books, pick up something by Dasheil 
Hammet. More hardboiled detective stories 
done with a style and grace missing in much 
of the genre. Hammet and Chandler were 
the backbone of the film noir (Noir is pro. 
nounced like you just sipped bitter milk .) 

Here's a piece of useless trivia: the track 
"No Anchovies Please" on the J. Geils' 

INTER ST A TE FLIGHT MURDER, ARMED ROBBERY 

DELINQUENTS 

THE NEW HIT SINGLE 

IT'S DOWN TO YOU / I WANNA BE THE VICE PRESIDENT 
ON ROCK OF EIGHTIES RECORDS 

A CELLS DAMAGE PRODUCTION 
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Love Stinks LP there is a phrase that sounds 
as if it is in a foreign language . It's not. It's 
backwards. Reverse it and it says, "It 
doesn't take a genuis to tell the difference 
between chicken shit and chicken salad." 

Special thanks to someone real special, 
for the earring and beautiful painting. 
How's the flora and fauna, Kate? 

ln the meantime remember, even the 
most hardened cynic will bleed when shot. 

DISTURBING NEWS .. 

by Trude Koby 
On June 20, a rather disturbing incident 

occurred on Thayer St. Three girls were 
leaving a Zev/Boundand Gagged gig at 38 
Thayer and were accosted by plain clothes 
police on charges of "disorderly conduct." 
According to the two girls arrested, the ac. 
cusation was false, and they also claim that 
they were verbally and physically abused by 
the police. 

The three girls said they left the Thayer 
St. basement at around 2 a.m. and were 
walking down the middle of the dark and 
narrow road. They became aware of some 
men in a car flashing their lights and yelling 
at someone in another car. As they ap-
proached the vehicle, one of the men leaned 
out a window and screamed, "Get out of 
the road you fucking cunts!" The girls said 
they were moving out of the way when the 
men got out of the car. One of them 
grabbed a beer that one of the girls was car· 
rying, saying This is a fifty dollar fine, you 
know," and placed the beer on the roof of 
the car. He then grabbed the woman closest 
to him and said she was under arrest. No 
identification whatsoever having been 
shown, she protested with "Let go of me," 
at which point he slapped her across the 
face. The other girl was trying to liberate 
friend and was then seized, and both of 
them were wrestled to the ground. All three 
were taken to District Four. Their rights 
were not read to them. On the way down to 
the station one man said to the other, 
"What should we book them on?" The one 
driving replied, "disorderly persons."" Ah, 
yea,OK." 

One girl claims she was not allowed 10 
make her phone call. Eventually they were 
set free on $10 bail and will be arraigned in 
court. The girls said that the police reported 
their story as follows: "We asked lhe girls 
to move out of the road and they responded 
with obscenities. One girl heaved a beer 
bottle at the car.'' 

John Sacco, a spokesman for District 
Four, did not go into the episode, but said 
that the police are doing their best to keep 
people off the streets . ''The Pine St. Inn has 
attracted an unsavory group of people, but 
we can't ignore them. We have to live and 
deal with them. Drunkenness is not a crime, 
nor is mental problems." Sacco says it is 
not illegal to have parties, but a little coop-
eration with the authorities could relieve 
tension. This means that the police should 
be no1ified when a party is planned so if 
there are any problems they will be on call. 
If they know what's going on, they're not 
apt to hassle anyone. 

Star Sys1ems Lof1 at 24 Thayer always 
100k the 1ime to notify District Four when 
they were going to hold an event and there 
were never any problems. Dolores Paradise 
has notified the South Boston police about 
her plans to have music events in her West 
Broadway loft and they responded with, 
"No problem. We'll be on call if you need 
us. Just clear everyone out by I: IS and there 
shouldn't be any problems." So if you plan 
to play a1 a loft or just attend a par1y at 
one, don't just assume that the details have 
been taken care of. Get in touch with who· 
ever is sponsoring the party or call the po
lice yourself. 

Officer Sacco filled me in on a few Bos
ton laws: 
• It is illegal to consume alcoholic beverages 
in a public way orjn your car. 
• It is illegal to ha Ve any· alcoholic beverages 
in your possession in a public park. Opened 
or unopened! 
• It is legal to consume alcoholic beverages 
on private property, including the front 
doorstep. 

The two girls arres1ed on Thayer St. were 
mistreated and might have had a case for 
themselves, but they were doing something 
illegal, drinking in public. What more is 
there to say? 
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Best Local Bands 
I. Mission of Burma 
2. Neighborhoods 
3. Someone and the Somebodies 
4. Thrills 
5. Bound and Gagged 
6. Rings 
7. Luna 
8. Zion lnitation 
9. Human Sexual Response 
IO. New Models 
11. Pastiche 
12. Lyres 
13. Robin Lane 
14. Peytons 
15. LaPeste 

Best Radio Disc Jockeys 
1. Oedipus 
2. Carter Alan 
3. Tracy Roach 
4. Albert 0. 
s. Tie-Tom Lane 
5 Tie-TonyV. 
7: Charles Laquidara 
s_. Greg Reibman 
9. Carla Nolan 
IO. Mark Parenteau 

Best Places t S . .... ·.·.·-·.·.·.·.:.:-·-· 

J. The Underg~ou~~ Live Music 
2- The Rat 
3. The Paradise 
4- Cantones 
5. Spit 
6. Jaspers 
7 MamAcr 
8 Channel J 



CARTER ALAN TOP 10 
1. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk (Imp. 45) 
2. NEW MODELS, Mixed Emotions 

(tape) 
3. SIOUXIE AND THE BANSHEES, 

Christine (Imp. 45) 
4. PETER GABRIEL, Biko (LP track) 
5. ZION INITATION, Think About It 

(12" disc) 
8. JAH WOBBLE, Betrayal (entire LP) 
7. MAGAZINE, Upside Down/Light 

Pours Out of Me (Imp. 45) 
8. X, Los Angeles (entire LP) 
9. GRACE JONES, Bullshit (LP track) 
10. JOE JACKSON, Harder They Come/ 

TIit (12" disc) 
Local look-fora: Zion lnltatlon 12" (end 
of July), New Models EP (October), 
Neighborhoods 45 (sept.). Also new 
Stones LP out (do you care?) 

TAMI HEIDE (EXILED D.J., 
WERS) 
1. JOY DIVISION, Love WIii Tear Us 

Apart (single) 
2. SIOUXIE I THE BANSHEES, Chris

tine (single) 
3. JOE KING CARRASCO, Party 

Weekend (single) 
4. THE BEAT, Just Can't Stop It (LP) 
5. CRISTINA, Baby You Can Drive My 

Car (single) 
8. GO-GOS, We Got the Beat (single) 
7. SUICIDE, Alan Vega, Martin Rev(LP) 
8. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk(slngle) 
9. U2, 11 O'clockTlckTock(slngle) 
10. CLIVE LANGER I THE BOXES, It's 

All Over Now (single} 
Watch and listen for Carlene .Carter LP 
"Muslcat Shapes," (F-Beat lmport),wlth 
Dave Edmunds and hubby Nick Lowe 
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NEW ENGLAND MUSIC CITY 
-KENMORE SQUARE TOP 
SELLING45s 
1. PASTICHE, Wicked Intense EP (lo

cal) 
2. MISSION OF BURMA, Academy 

Flghl Song (local) 
3. THE VAPORS, Turning Japanese 

(Import) 
4. MARTHA I THE MUFFINS, Echo 

Beach (Import) 
5. THE GO-GOS, We Got the Beal (Im

port) 
8. DEAD KENNEDYS, Holiday In Cam

bodia (Import) 
7. THE CLASH, Bankrobber/Traln In 

Vain (Import) 
8. STOMPERS, You're the One (local) 
9. PRETENDERS, Talk of the Town 

(Import) 
10. KILLING JOKE, Wardance (Import) 

GREG REIBMAN, MUSIC DI
RECTOR: WMBR AND DJ ON 
THE LATE RISERS CLUB 
1. FRANK SINATRA, Theme From 

New York, New York 
(They play this after every tlome game 
at Yankee Stadium, win or lose ... usual
ty they win) 
2. DEAD KENNEDYS, Holiday In Cam

bodia 
3. JOE "KING" CARRASCO, Party 

Weekend/Houston El Mover 
4. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk 
5. MISSION OF BURMA, Academy/ 

Max Ernst 
8. HUMAN LEAGUE, Holiday '80 EP 
T. STOMPERS, You're the One 
8. PASTICHE, Wicked Intense I EP 
9. THE GO-GOS, We Got the Beat 
10. UNO, Boogie Beat 

NEWBURY COMICS' 
1. NEIGHBORHOODS, Prettiest Girl/ 

No Place Like Home 
2. MISSION OF BURMA, AcOJJemy 

Fight Song/Max Ernst 
3. LA PESTE, Better Off Dead/Black 
4. CLASSIC RUINS, 1 + 1 2/Heart 

Attack/Nyqull Stinger 
5. DEAD KENNEDYS, California Uber 

Alles/The Man With the Dogs 
8. THE MAPS, I'm Talking to You/My 

Eyes Are Burning 
7. ELVIS COSTELLO, New Amster

dam/Dr. Luther's Assistant/Ghost 
Train/Just A Memory 

8. LYRES, Don't Give It Up Now/How 
Do You Know? 

9. DEAD KENNEDYS, Holiday In Cam
bodlaJPollce Truck 

10. PASTICHE, Talk Show/Boston Lul
labye/Termlnal Barber Shop 

11. THE GIRLS, Jeffrey I HEar You/Ele
phant Man 

12. THE CLASH, Train In Vain/Bank 
Robber/Rockers Galore 

ALBERT 0. TOP 10, ALPHA· 
BETICALL Y (DJ, WMBR & 
SPln 
1. JOE "KING" CARRASCO, Party 

Weekend/Houston El Mover (45) 
2. LINTON KWESI JOHNSON, Bass 

Culture (Import LP) 
3. JOY DIVISION, Love Will Tear Us 

Apart (Import 45) 
4. MISSION OF BURMA, Academy 

Fight Song/Max Ernst (45) 
5. OFFS, I've Got the Handle (from 415 

compltatlon LP) 
8. PINK MILITARY, Do Animals Be

lieve In God? (Imp. LP) 
7. ROLLING STONES, Emotional Res-

cue (45) 
8. ROXY MUSIC, Flesh & Blood (LP) 
9. SUICIDE, Suicide (Import LP) 
10. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk (Import 45) 

NEWBURY COMICS TOP 15 
1. MISSION OF BURMA, Academy 

Fight Song/Max Ernst 
2. ELVIS COSTELLO, New Amster

dam/Dr. Luther's Assistant/Ghost 
Train/Just A Memory 

3. DEAD KENNEDYS, Holiday In Cam
bodia/Police Truck 

4. CLASH, Train In Vain/Bank Robber/ 
Rockers Galore 

5. JOY DIVISION, Love WIii Tear Us 
Apart!These Days/Love WIii Tear Us 
Apart 

8. SIOUXIE I THE BANSHEES, Chris
tine/Eve White/Eve Black 

7. ELVIS COSTELLO, Picture Disc 7" 
8. PLASMATICS 12", Bulcher Baby/ 

Living Dead/Sometimes I ••• 
9. KATE BUSH, Breathing/The Emp\Y 

Bullring 
10. SLITS, Man Next Door/Man Next 

Door (version) 
11. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk/Waiting 
12. PYLON, Cool/Dub 
13. CRASS/POISON GIRLS, Bloody Re

volutlons/Persons Unknown 
14. YOUNG MARBLE GIANTS LP, Co

lossal Youth 
15. SUICIDE LP, Alan Vega-Martin 

Rev 

ALL· TIME TOP 25 
13. THE NORMAL, TVOD/Warm Leath· 

erette 
14. ELVIS COSTELLO, I Can't Stand Up 

for Fall Ing Down/Girls Talk 
15. THE CLASH, Live at the Palladium 
18. THE VAPORS, Turning Japanese 
17. THE FLYING LIZARDS, Money/ 

Money B 
18. SPIZZ ENERGY, Where's Captain 

Klrk?/Amnesla 
19. VINNY BAND, Ravloll/I Won't Both· 

er You No More 
20. CHRISTINA, Is That All There Is?/ 

Jungle Love 
21. THE CLASH, London Calllng/Arma

gldeon TlrT)e 
22. THE SPECIALS, Live AKA 
23. THE JAM, Going Underground!The 

Dreams of Children 
24. GANG OF FOUR, Outside the 

Trains Don't Run on Time/He'd 
Send In the Army 

25. SIOUXIE I THE BANSHEES, Chris
tine/Eve White/Eve Black 

OEDIPUS' TOP TEN-SION 
(DJ, WBCN, WMBR, SPln 
1. SIOUXIE AND THE BANSHEES, 

Christine 
2. DIANA ROSS, Diana 
3. GO·GOS, We Got the Beat 
4. MISSION OF BURMA, Academy 

Fight Song 
5. TOYAH, The Blue Meaning 
8. BLACK UHURU, Slnsemllla 
7. CHIC, Rebels Are We 
8. ULTRAVOX, Sleepwalk 
9. THE DANCE, Dance for Your Dln-

ner EP 
10. RAN BLAKE, FIim Nolr 

DON MacDONALD (DJ, REG
GAE MUKASA, WMBR) 
1. JACOB MILLER, Mixed Up Moods 

(LP) 
2. LINTON KWESI JOHNSON, Bass 

Culture (LP) 
3. PABLO MOSES, A Song (LP) 
4. THE BEAT, I Just Can't Stop It (LP) 
5. SUGAR MINOTT, Music for the 

Roots Lovers (LP) 
8. UB-40, My Way ol Thinking (version, 

12" EP) 
7. VARIOUS ARTISTS, Catch This 

Beat (The Rock Steady Years, Vol. 
1)(LP) 

8. AKRYL YKZ, J.D./Ska'd for Life (EP) 
9. LEROY SMART, Harder Than the 

Rest 
10. HORACE ANY, Pure Ranking 
New I Hot: STEEL PULSE, Caught You 
Dancing (LP) 

MR. MIX-UP'S PICKS 
UB-40, My Way of Thinking/I Think It's 
Going to Rain Today 
Fine second single, from the Engl/sh 
Mid/ands. 
BILL NELSON, Do You Dream In Col· 
our? 
4 good songs, 'Red Noise' style 
ELVIS COSTELLO, New Amsterdam 
Elvis shows off his '60s Influences with 
3newsongs 
SUICIDE, Alan Vega & Martin Rev 
The beat Is trsnc&-lnduclng. Oustand· 
Ing cut: ShBdBU 
PETER GABRIEL, Peter Gabriel 
An exciting, beautiful record 
NERVUS REX, Nervus Rex 
On Mike Chapman's new label Dream
land. They're lot's of fun! 
ROXY MUSIC, Flesh and Blood 
The production Is first rate, the songs 
shimmer and shine 
ROLLING STONES, Emotional Rescue 
For those hot summer nights 
YACHTS, Yachts Without Radar 
Features the continuing story of 'Box 
202' 
LINTON KWESI JOHNSON, Bass Cul
ture 
2nd album by reggae poet, excellent 
stuff 



CUve Langer and the Boxes------
lT'S ALL OVER NOW b/w Lovely Even
ing 
(F-Beat, import) 

This is a loser if I ever heard one-a not
so-special new wave-disco adaptation of the 
Stones' "It's All Over Now." The music 
actually doesn't sound that bad, J just can't 
forgive them for doing this to a "good" 
Stones' tune. "Lovely Evening" starts the 
same way, disco beat, zooming synthesiz
ers, etc . It's downright nauseating. This 
could be what King Crimson might sound 
like if they played pop music and were 
around today. Thank God they didn't and 
aren't. Not recommended. (Mr. 8) 

Cub Koda and the Poln<S-----
SHAKE YO' CAKES c.p. 
(Baron Records) 

Remember Cub Koda? He wrote the high 
school hit "Smokin' in the Boys Room" 
back in his Brownsville Station days . Well, 
still remember him for that 'cause this re
cord's rather forgettable. "Sneakers on a 
Rooster" is Cub's attempt at blues, Savoy 
Brown style. Yes, it's a blues boogie, growl
ing guitars, growling voice, and only ten 
years out of date. "Ducktail" could be Jer
ry Lee Lewis, but it's not even close. Next, 
Cub does his black man imitation on 
"Break of Day" to play some real rockin' 
blues. ls this really necessary? Maybe, be
cause this is the best cut. "Baby Won't 
You Let Me Rock 'n' Roll You" is awful. I 
mean real bad. Cub tries a lot of blues styles 
on this record but to what end? He needs to 
find some healthier roots. Not recommend
ed. (Mr.B) 

Toyah----------
JEY A b/w Helium Song 
(Safari, import) 

Toyah's had quite a few releases in the 
last year but nothing you could really call a 
hit. Her "Sheep Farming in Barnet" LP 
(and BP) garnered some international at
tention but still no release in the States. 
"IEY A" is Toyah's latest addition to her 
collection of odd songs and could fix her as 
a cult anist. "IEYA" is another rock dra
ma in the Genesis and Lene Lovich vein. 
Toyah's more schizoid than Lene and also 
seems more convincing in her role as a crazy 
person. Who else would kiss a boy in the 
audience one moment, and spit in his face 
the next'? Definitely not a nice girl. "Heli
um Song" is just that, a song sung while 
under the influence (of helium, silly). In
teresting if you're a fan of the Munchkin 
scenes in The Wizard of O.t. Not recom
mended. (Mr. B) 

LOVE SONG b/w Psychomodo 
(Pre, import) 

After bombing with their last single, 
"They Came and Took Her," the Scars de
cided to put out some good music again. 
And it is good.I "Love Song" is a great, 
rough-edged dance number. Their sense of 
humour is also appreciated as the desperate 
chorus sings, "This is the weekend so let's 
have fun." On "Psychomodo" the Scars 
try too many things at once which don't all 
work. That's okay it's still a good single 
and one of my faves. Recommended. (Mr. 
B) 

Amnesty lntemadonal Proudly Prexnts the 
Secret Policeman's Ball-The Music-
With Pete Townshend, Tom Robinson, 
Neil Innes, John Williams 
(Island, import) 

You may have ignored this record in a 
record bin. It's not what you think. 

You may have noticed in the import sec
tion of your favorite record store a comedy 
album with a similar title and similar art
work. That, however, was an expensive 
comedy album, with members of Monty 
Python and other English comedians per
forming . 

Wot's all this then, you may well ask. 
What we have here are live musical per

formances from the Amnesty International 
Gala of last year. Townsend, Robinson and 
Williams appear alone, accompanied by 
their acoustic (or classical) guitars, while 
the John Altman All-Star Big Band play be
hind Big Neil and his cool 88. 

The album is packaged as an eight song 
maxi-single, but the music adds up to al
most standard record length. It's a bargain 
for about six bucks in the states. 

Most of the material has an "in-your
living-room" intimacy which escapes most 
live recordings. A Who-less Townshend fla
menco's his way through "Pinball Wizard" 
and "Drowned," gutted with strong vocals. 
Robinson, with a phase-shifter on his gui
tar, sings a new, nostalgic song, "1967 (So 
Long Ago)" to his friend Martin (again), 
and leads a sing-along "Glad to Be Gay." 

None of these songs are superior to the 
ones done with The Who or TRB, but these 
personal, naked versions are just as enjoy
able in a different way. 

Side Two starts with Neil Innes' "Spon
taneous,'' a big band song on the loony 
side (with an honest-to-God tight, swinging 
arrangement). It's the only intentional hu
mour on the disc (unless you count the clos
ing number). 

John Williams performs your classical fa
vorites next (a possible new trend?). He's 
quite good you know. Play it and impress 
your friends with your diverse tastes. 

Townshend and Williams strum their way 
through "Won't Get Fooled Again," al
though Williams has trouble being heard. 
Thank Meher Baba they ignored the synthe
sizer bits. 

Amnesty International gets the profits 
from this, so empty your pockets for a good 
cause and great music. (Harold Lepidus) 

U-2 ------------
!! O'CLOCK TICK TOCK b/w Touch 
(Island, import) 

Not bad. Though I prefer a bit more en
ergy in my pop music. This is primarily the 
fault of the drummer who plays with exces
sive wimpiness. "11 O'Clock Tick Tock" 
is a slow, laid-back rocker with a snappy 
rhythm and catchy guitar riff. The harmon
ies are for the birds, but the group shows 
promise in the future. "Touch" is boring. 
Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

Those HeUcopte,,.._ ______ _ 

SHARK b/w Eskimo 
(State of the Art, import) 

Those Helicopters go through dozens of 
musical effects on "Shark," and they all 
sound great. This could very well be the 
first use of harp (the classical variety) in 
new wave music and guess what? It works. 
"Eskimo" has a ska flavor to it, is a bit 
wacky and quite demented. It's one of those 
songs where you wonder what the hell is go
ing on. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Prefect-----------
GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS b/w 
Things in General 
(Vindaloo, import) 

If you don't already like the Mekons and 
the Gang of Four, then you're guaranteed 
to hate this record. "Going Through the 
Motions" is almost "new blues"; slow, 
pounding drums and fast-strummed, dis
torted, twangy guitar for maximum mini
malist effect. The vocalists are on 'ludes 
and the sax player's on speed-it's great! 
"Things in General" is an uptempo rocker, 
perfect for knocking down walls. Highly re
commended to those who are always look
ing for something different. Not recom
mended to the casual listener. (Mr. B) 

New Muslk:---------
SANCTUARY b/w She's a Magazine/Chik 
Musik/Magazine Musik 
(GTO, import) 

New Musik should have stopped at 
"Straight Lines." At least that was a good 
pop song. "Sanctuary" is sacharine sweet, 
if not ·downright stupid. High-voiced vo
cals, handclaps, electronic percussion and 
blah-blah-blah-blah ... "She's a Magazine" 
is electronic disco-more yucch . And ''Ma
gazine Musik is a wasted moment in music 
-phooey! There's absolutely no new music 
here I'm afraid, just more muzak. Not re
commended. (Mr. B) 

In Cament---------
FINAL ACHIEVEMENT b/w Die Laugh
ing 
(Beggar's Banquet, import) 

We all knew it was a matter of time didn't 
we-the arrival of the PiL clones. Well, it 
is rough beiQ& original these days . "Final 
Achievement" is a Public Image for begin
ners, simpler and shallower than PiL but a 
fair impersonation all the same. "Die 
Laughing" is more manic though little more 
than another failed attempt at inventive 
music. It's still nice to have Metal Box to 
listen to. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

Any Troubie----------
2ND CHOICE b/w Name of the Game/Bi
ble Belt 
(Stiff,impon) 

This is the type of music we've all come 
to expect from Stiff-catchy riff.filled pop 
music. Any Trouble use a '60s sound, add 
Joe Jackson punch and come up with a win
ning tune in "2nd Choice." The b-side in
cludes two live covers, a mediocre version 
of an awful song, Abba's "Name of the 
Game" and a rockin' rendition of "Bible 
Belt." Recommended to pop people. (Mr. 
B) 

Flys-----------
WHAT WILL MOTHER SAY b/w Under
cover Agent Zero 
(EMI, import) 

What's this ... another band from Coven
try, England? But unlike the Specials or the 
Selecter, they don't play anything that 
sounds like ska. Wait... they sound like ... 
the Boomtown Rats? Yup. They do. I've 
never liked anything the Flys have done be
fore, but I guess imitation pays off 'cause 
"What Will .. . " sounds decent. "Under
cover Agent Zero" is less good as an imita
tion of Mott the Hoople and David Bowie 
styles. Don't be fooled by imitations, buy 
brand name goods. Not recommended. 
(Mr. B) 

TEAR US APART b/w 

This month's pick hit also serves as an 
epilogue to Ian Curtis' short career. Why'd 
ya do it Ian'? As corny as it may sound, 
"Love Will Tear Us Apan" has something 
for everyone: a very danceable beat, a 
haunting melody, and a certain something 
that makes you want to hear more. "These 
Days" is a bit rougher, faster and almost as 
good. Unlisted on the record is a second 
version of "Love Will..." fulfilling our 
wish to hear it just one more time. Highly 
recommended. (Mr. B) 

The SUts----------
MAN NEXT DOOR b/w Man Next Door 
(Rough Trade, import) 

The Slits indulge in some melodic, dirge
like reggae in ''Man Next Door'' and con
tinue their streak of noncompromising mu
sic. Don't they ever do any bad stuff'? Sure, 
but this ain't it. The song is a great combi
nation of moaning vocals (with Grace Slick 
echo), Doors-ish guitar melodies, and a bass 
line that crawls all over the record. The 
only fault is the waste of placing two ver
sions of the same song on this single. For 
my money, I'd rather hear something dif
ferent. Recommended for "Man Next 
Door." But which version'? (Mr. B) 

Discharge---------
REALITIES OF WAR/THEY DECLARE 
IT b/w But After the Gig/Society's Victim 
(Clay Records, import) 

With groups like Crass and Discharge 
around, the hard-corC punks have enough 
head-breaking music to last for years. In 
comparison, though, Discharge are less 
convincing in their role as staunch anarch
ists. Nevertheless, I dedicate these songs to 
those of you who still wear ripped-up lea
thers, still dye your tiair, and still pierce 
your body with safety pins . All others, be
ware. (Mr. B) 
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M •a• Ms-----------
I'M TIRED b/w Knock Knock Knock 
(Quark Records) 

Go. Go. Go. Go-got Slip on those white 
Beatie boots and relive the past (if you like 
that sort of thing). Marcy can't sing worth 
shit, but the M 'n' Ms do have lots of drive 
and energy. Could be recommended. (Mr. 
B) 

Tbe Dodae,.,._ _______ _ 

LORD LUNCAN IS MISSING b/w Gotta 
Give It Up 
(Criminal Records, import) 

"Lord Luncan ... " is close enough in 
style and sound to the Scars' "They Came 
and Took Her" that there's sufficient evi
dence for a lawsuit. It's solid British elec
tro-pop with vocals heavy in dialect. Both 
"Lord Luncan ... " and "Gotta Give It Up" 
arc rather catchy ditties on the first listen, 
but they don't really have much substance. 
A pity, isn't it? Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

The Rolling Ston,,..._ ______ _ 

Emotional Rescue 
(Rolling Stones Records) 

Considering what the Rolling Stones have 
had to contend with (a hostile press, assault 
from the New Wave and a drop in record 
sales) over the last couple of years, one 
would have thought this sufficient pressure 
to force them out of their musical apathy. 
In places, this record does show signs of a 
return to a more stripped-down, raw sound 

The second side opens with "Where the 
Boys Go." Now this is more like it. A 
straight ahead rocker, maybe not the best 
thing they've ever done, but after sap like 
"Indian Girl," a real pleasure. "Down in 
the Hole'' proves that the Stones can still 
make some of the best music around when 
their hearts arc in it. This one is a slow 
bluesy ballad, full of arpcggiated chords 
and w«ping guitars. Jagger drops all the 
posing for once, which makes me wonder 
why he takes up poses in the first place. 
"Emotional Rescue" is absurd, Jagger 
singing falsetto over a clumsy disco back
ground, which sounds all the more incon
gruous when he reverts to his normal range 
in the middle of the song. The lyrics arc pa
thetic, a joke perhaps? "She's So Cold" 
has potential, the vocals are strong, but the 
band remains static almost lagging behind 
instead of building the required tension. 

The album closes with "All About You," 
Keith Richards staggering through the lyr
ics. The music limps a bit too. 

The problem with the Rolling Stones 
right now is that Jagger s«ms to be off on a 
tangent from the rest of the band. Lost in 
experimentation (games to relieve bore
dom?), he attempts to sing various styles 
yet it is only when he drops these masquer
ades that the band becomes focused, creat
ing some powerful and satisfying music. 

Emotional Rescue is encouraging, in that 
it contains some of the most abrasive cuts 
since Exile... Unfortunately, there just 
aren't enough of them to make this an out
standing album, but, for the time being, it 
will have to do won't it? (Mark Fisher) 

UB40-----------
MY WAY OF TH.INKING/I Think It's Go
ing to Rain 
(Graduate Records) 

Two more good reggae songs from UB 
40. "My Way of Thinking" is more upbeat 
than their previous recording, ''King.'' The 
vocal harmonics alld saxophone give them a 
distinctive sound. 

811Hmenl :,--------
SILICONE CHIP/Chip Butty 
(Island) 

Anticipating the ska revival of 2010 we 
have the Basement 5 doing their version of 
Deva m«ts Madness. They say that silicone 
chips ain't fish 'n' chips, and I don't doubt 
it, but unfortunately the results aren't par
ticularly a pleasure for the cars. 

Squl~---------
MY MIND GOES ROUND IN CIRCLES/ 
Does Stephanie Know? 
(Stage One Records) 

A pair of oldies-recorded yesterday. They 
sound good, but, as Mr. B says, why 
bother? 

that characterized the Stones at their best, 
but suffers from overall lack of consistency 3 
and real emotional commitment. 

The opening track "Dance" is short, 
with some nice Richards/Wood guitar 
tradcoffs. Unfortunately, Jagger's compla- ~ 
cent singirig prevents the song from really 
taking off. "Summer Romance" has a nice --: 
rough edge to it, but the vocals arc over
played, twisted into a parody, destroying 
any subtlety the song might otherwise have. 
"Send It to Me" is another Stones Reggae 
attempt. Whereas a band like the Clash can 
take reggae and fuse it into their own indivi
dual sound, lhe Stones merely copy it with
out really adding anything else. ft lacks vi
tality, Jagger sounds bored. "Let Mc Go" 
is a gem, classic Stones. Thrashing, bouncy 
guitars, sparse production and Jagger 
sounds committed for the first time on this 
album. Damn good. The last track, "Indi
an Girl," is a bit silly and comes off sound
ing rather insincere with Jagger impersonat
ing Dylan by way of the West Indies. The 
lyrics are a bit trite: "Life just goes on and 
on, getting harder and harder." Well, 
really! 
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The Strangle'5--------
WHO WANTS THE WORLD&/Thc Men
inblack (Waiting for 'cm) 
(United Artists) 

This single sounds a lot like The Doors
both vocals and instruments. I think it's an 
improvement over their last few singles, 
which are pretty lifeless. The flip is a bland 
in:;trumental. 

Huana Cbun,t--------
lSN'T IT ABOUT TIME WE WERE ON 
TV? b/w Drive Me Crazy 
(Rewind Records, import) 

"Isn't It about Time ... " offers a full 3 
minutes of cl crappola; staccato, rock 'n' 
roll rhythms, Jeff Beck-style guitar licks, 
and Chicago-type vocals. Turn the offer 
down-it's not worth it at any price. "Drive 
Me Crazy'' is even a bit worse-bad David 
Bowie with squeaky Wt. (An aspiring 
James Chance clone perhaps?) As with all 
releases of this ilk, not recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

Laura Warm,an--------
lMPOSSIBLE TO LOVE YOU b/w Pick 
Up the Pieces 
(Dindisc, import) 

Laura darling, not only is it impossible to 
love you, it's impossible to listen to this re
cord. But you do deserve a respectable spot 
on AM radio. Thank God I don't own one. 
Laura's "Impossible to Love You" is a too
pleasant disco ballad. Sounds appealing 
doesn't it? But wait, there's morel "Pick 
Up the Pieces" sounds just like the Cap
tain and Tenillc. It's that good! Not recom
mended by any stretch of the imagination. 
(Mr.B) 
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Hawkwlnd --------
SHOT DOWN IN THE NIGHT b/w Urb· 
an Guerrilla 
(Bronze Records, imports) 

These two live songs, especially "Shot 
Down ... ," arc Hawkwind at their best to 
my mind: play it at all loudly and one can 
almost f«I one's hair being blown back in 
the output. This isn't a function of just 
volume, but mostly the pulsating bass and 
steady drums, with keyboards providing 
soaring swoops towards space. 

From the same roots as Pink Floyd, 
Hawkwind has steadfastly remained a cult 
group. Recently they've claimed they were 
the original punk group (well, 1 don't know 
... ). They undeniably have maintained 
a high level of energy, while Pink Floyd 
have drifted ever further into commercial 
wastelands. Very few other groups are stiU 
playing the exact same kind of music today 
that they did 12 years ago, and getting 
away with it. 

Hawkwind is perfect music to practice 
Fripp's advice of how to listen to music to: 
listen closely while you dance and dance 
while you listen closely. Highly recom
mended. (Bruce Stallsmith) 

SlllconTtt,D>--------
SUN FLIGHT/ Just Like Eddie 
(Mute Records) 

These songs stick with the usual Silicon 
T«ns format: only synthesizers for instru
ments. 

"Just Like Eddie" is another updated 
jingle, but it lacks the charm of their previ
ous efforts. "Sun Flight" is an original 
tune with a different sound-they use the 
synthesizer with good results to create a 
slow haunting melody. (John Brusger) 

The Susscd---------
l'VE GOT MY PARKA/Myself, Myself 
and I Repeated 
(Graduate Records) 

This novelty tune is built around the line 
"I used to be a punk, but now punk sunk." 
It's pretty good-funny for at least a few 
listens. (John Brusger) 

L.aur.aWannan 

Pttt Stride• John Plaln-----
LAUGH AT ME b/w Jimmy Brown 
(Beggar's Banquet, import) 

"Laugh at Mc" is okay . As sort of Ian 
Hunter piece. Solid. Rockin'. "Jimmy 
Brown" is a rock ballad in the Ramones 
mold but much lighter, a la the Byrds.Ovcr
all, I'd say this record's okay. Not offen
sive, but not very innovative either. Re
commended. (Mr. B) 

DeUnquents --------
IT'S DOWN TO YOU b/w I Wanna Be 
Vice President 
(Rock of Eighties Records) 

I wouldn't want to try to live up to a 
"Rock of the Eighties" title and the Delin
quents shouldn't try either. They play a 
blend of rock 'n' roll and punk sounds more 
common to '78 or '79 (sorta like the Dead 
Boys) rather than 1980. 1 prefer the "I 
Wanna Be ... " cut since its mindless stance 
is more akin to my own way of thinking. 
"It's Down to You" is rough and tough but 
too slow-paced and self-indulgent for my 
taste. Give it another try guys. (Mr. B) 

Glrlscbool --------
NOTHING TO LOSE b/w Baby Doll 
(Bronze Records, import) 

Did you like the Runaways? Neither did 
I. So 1 don't care for still another all-girl 
band's rendition of heavy metal either. 
"Nothing to Lose" is all beat and little 
else. "Baby Doll' sounds a little more solid 
if only because all the riffs arc familiar. 
Who n«ds more dumb music? Not recom
mended. (Mr. B) 
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T-SHIRTS 
TOP QUALITY SILK SCREENED T-SHIRTS 

These are not cheap concert shirts! 
Available In the following men's sizes: small, medium, large, x-large. Be sure to 
state the style and and size you want. Send $6.00 per shirt plus $2.00 postage 
and handllng per order total. 

Send orders to: 
Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

8-52s 
he Beat 

Blondie 
Boston Rock 
Bowle (Aladdin Sane) 
Buucocks 
he Clash 
he Clash (first LP) 
lvis Costello (and the Attractions) 

Elvis Costello (50,000,000 Elvis fans 
can't be wrong) 
Oevo (Duty now tor the future) 
Doors (logo) 
I-Tones 
If it ain't STIFF It ain't worth a fuck 
I'm bored STIFF 
Jam (photo) 
Jam (Union Jack) 
Luna 
Madness (One step beyond) 
The Mods' Return · 
Mod (Target) 
Monkees 
Pil(logo) 
Pink Floyd (The Wall) 
Piss Off 
Pretenders (logo) 
Pretenders (photo) 

Ramones 
Ramones (logo) 
Rock Lobster 
Rocky Horror Picture Show 
Rolling Stones (Black and Blue) 
Rolling Stones (tongue) 
Sex and Drugs and Rock and Roll 
Sex Pistols (Pretty Vacant) 
Sex Pistols (Pretty Vacant) 
Sex Pistols (Never Mind the Bollocks) 
Sex Pistols (God Save the Queen) 
Patti Smith 
Speclals 
STIFF Records (Round logo) 
STIFF Records {Rectangular logo) 
STIFF Records ("We Came We Saw We 
Left") 
STIFF Records ("Sez It Works Better If 
You Plug It In") 
Target 
Pete Townshend 
Tubeway Army (First LP) 
Undertones 
Undertones (You've Got My Number) 
Union Jack 
The Who (Bold logo) 
The Who (On target) 
We Had A Wicked Good Time 



Model: Billie Montgomery 

You'll look better 
in a Boston Rock 

T-Shirt! 
Sizes: Men's S, M, L, XL 

Photo: B.C. Kagan 

To Get Yours send $6.00 per 
shirt plus $2. 00 postage & 
handling per order to: 
Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 



Caught in a 
wasteland? 

For those of you who aren't able to visit Boston's finer record shops 
we offer the following through mail order: 
The Neighborhoods Prettiest Girl/No Place Like Home 2.00 
Pastiche Boston LullabyefTerminal Barbershop/ 

Pastiche (old) 
Stompers 
Marc Thor 
Maps 
Lyres 
2x 4's 
Wilie Loco 
Walter Noons 
Green Sex 
Tennie Komar 
Classic Ruins 
lnfliktors 
The Nads 

Hilton James 
Third Rail 
Cane & Abel 
Mr. Curt (Pastiche) 
MKC 
The Buzzarians 
The Notes 
A Band 
Delex 
The Silencers 
The Space Negroes 
Vinny Band 
Ground Zero 
La Peste 
The Marshalls, AM 

Talk Show 2.00 
Flash of the Moment/Derelict Boulevard 1.60 
You're the One/American Fun 1.60 
Love SucksfTrak 1.60 
I'm Talking to YoulMy Eyes Are Burning 1.60 
How Do You Know/Don't Give It Up Now 1.60 
Bridgepot Lathe/Little Cities 1.60 
Dirty Eddie/She Wanted Me 1.60 
Never Be the Same/Anyway 1.60 
Save MefTellyphone 1.60 
Road Trouble/Roll Me Over 1.60 
1 + 1 2/Heart Attack/Nyquil Stinger 1.75 
Cigarette/Survive 1.60 
You Don't Know Me/The Hurt's Gone/Blame It 
on the Priests 1.60 
Rich Prettyboy American/Never Let Go 1.60 
It's Over Now/Dark Ages 1.60 
Citizen of Babylon/Le Vice Anglais 1.60 
Write Down Your Number/Another Side 1.60 
Glow in the DarkfTake Me Away 1.75 
WIid Weekend/C'mon Denise 1.60 
Rough School Year/Love Gets Lost 1.75 
Lowly Worm/No Love 1 .60 
Lenny the Lizard/City Boy at Heart 1 .60 
Baseball, Parts 1 & 2 1.60 
6 Song EP 2.00 
The Ravioli/I Won't Bother You No More 1.60 
Born to Be Bombed EP 1. 75 
Better Off Dead/Black 1.60 

2.00 
Delinquents, I Wanna Be the Vice President 
Elvis Costello, New Amsterdam Picture Disc 
The Beat, Tears of a Clown 

2.00 
4.99 
2.99 

B·52s, 7" Picture Disc 
Bowle, Alabama Song/Space .Oddity 
Buzzcocks, Orgasm Addict 
Clash, London Calllng/Armagideon Time 
Dlckles, Glgantor 
Plasmatics, Butcher Baby EP 
Ptasmatlcs, Butcher Baby 12" 
Ctash, Bankrobber 
Kate Bush, Babooshka 
Modettes, Paint It Black 
Phil Gentili, Mama Lied 
Third Rail, It's A Surprise 
Radio Vision Orchestra, P-Town 
Anne Marie and the Pistons, Private World 

4.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
4.99 
3.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.00 
2.00 
1.75 
1.60 

Clash, Remote Control 
Clash, Complete Control 
Elvis Costello, High Fidelity 12" 
·Elvis Costello & George Jones, Stranger In the House 
Elvis Costello, New Amsterdam EP 
Elvis Costello, I Can't Stand Up for Falling Down 
Christina, Baby You Can Drive My Car 
Dead Kennedys, Holiday In Cambodia 
·Gang of Four, Outside the Trains Don't Run on Time 
Jam; Strange Town w/pic sleeve 
Jam, .Eton Rifles w/p\c sleeve 
Lene Lovich, Double Single 
Magazine, The Light Pours Out of Me 
Rolling Stones, In Memory of Brian Jones 
.Rolling Stones, Satanic Majesties (unreleased material) 
Rolling Stones, Summer '69 
999, Homicide 
Normal, TVODfWarm Leatherette 
-Gary Numan, We Are Glass 
Pretenders, Talk of the Town 
Pl L, Memories 
Pylon, Cool Dub 
Roxy Music, Over You 
Ruts; Babylon's Burning 
Ruts, Something That I Said 
SIiicon Teens, Sun Flight 
Slits, Man Next Door 
Stiff Little Fingers, Nobody's Heroes 
Swimming Pool Os, Rat Bait 
Pete Townshend, Let My Love Open the Door EP 
Vapors, News at Ten 
Remains, Why Do I Cry 
.Art, We're All Boat People 
Clash, London Calling Live 
Elvis Costello, New Amstersam 

·"Martha and the Mufflns,-Saigon 
Sex Pistols, SIiiy Thing 
Sex Pistols, Holidays in the Sun 
Sex Pistols, Pretty Vacant 
Sex Pistols, Rock Around the Clock 
Specials, Gangsters 
Selecter, The Selecter 
_Stranglers, Nuclear Device 
~tranglers, Don't Bring Harry EP 
Stranglers, Bear Cage 
.X·Ray Spex, Highly Flammable 
Iggy, Jesus Loves the Stooges 
Iggy, Tight Pants 
XTC, Walt TIii Your Boat Goes Down 

2.99 
2.99 
4.99 
2.99 
3.49 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
3.49 
3.49 
3.99 
2.99 
3.99 
3.49 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.49 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
1.99 
3.49 
2.99 
2.00 
2.99 
3.49 
2.49 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 
2.49 
2.49 
2.99 

Terms: You MUST add 2.00 Postage and Handling on all orders. No 
CO D's. Allow 3 weeks for delivery. Send all orders to: 

Newbury Comics/Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 Alternates Appreciated 





Unlike the ride at Disneyland it's not a 
small world but a Big World. Big World is a 
theatrical band from Newport, RI. The 
band consists of seven rather eccentric surf
ers who are making some good music. Big 
World are Johnny Morocco guitar, James 
Silk guitar, Victor World guitar, Nick 
Stingley vocals, Charles Best bass and Vince 
(the force of one) Peabody actor. In a short 
period of time Big World has become one 
of the most popular bands in Rhode Island. 
I have seen Big World at Harpos in New
port and the Living Room in Providence. In 
both instances the clubs were packed. 

Big World's live performance involves 
the use of props, costumes and very effec
tive skits. Each of the routines relates di
rectly to the lyrics of the songs. This is one 
the talents of Nick Stingley and Vince Pea
body are used. Nick Stingley admits that he 
was influenced by Alice Cooper and Alex 
Harvey. Nick always wears make-up and 
cosIUmes and is hardly ever seen with the 
same hair color. When I was interviewing 
Nick r asked him if his name was spelled 
the same as the crippled football player. 
Sure we' re related, Nick replied as he 

Big World 

turned his back to me and revealed a large 
scar at the nape of his neck. Nick had once 
broken his neck in a surfing accident. Of 
course if you've seen the highly physical 
performance of Nick you wouldn't believe 
that he had had such an injury. Vince Pea
body is another intricate part of the Big 
World show. He may appear as Dirty Har
ry, a beatnik, a caveman or a World War 
One soldier. The shows are always exciting, 
whether Dirty Haryy is gunning down the 
band or if Nick is singing on top of your 
table. The key is to expect the unexpected. 

A point that must be made is that Big 
World is not just a show band. They arc 
serious musicians and song writers. Most of 
the songs arc written by guitarist Victor 
World. His lyrics arc clever and demon
strate his somewhat bizarre sense of humor. 
Some of my favorites arc "Big World," 
"Beatnik" and "Common 1.Q." 

Big Worlds is one of the few bands I 
know that effectively uses three guitars. 
One guitarist will not overshadow and the 
leads are equally shared. 

When Big World isn't playing they can be 
found surfing, skateboarding or racing slot 

PROVIDENCE ROCK FANS 
visit 

THAYER ST. RECORDS 
We feature 

• Providence's best selection of imported 
punk and new wave records 

• New wave T-shirts and Posters 

• Huge button selection-including the 
latest from London! 

• Friendly atmosphere 

We are located at 287 Thayer St., 2nd 
floor, on the east side of Providence. 
Hours 10:30-7 daily Tel. :351-9339 

cars. They are also avid wrestling fans and 
of course their favorite wrestler is George 
(the Animal) Steele. Big World stressd the 
fact that they are real surfers. When I heard 
this I asked them what they thought of the 
west coast band called the Surf Punks. They 
commented, urhose guys aren't real surf
ers, they just hang around the beach and 
drink beer." Big World has issued a chal
lenge to the Surf Punks for an over-the-top 
batle royale any time, any place. My mon
ey's on Big World. 

Big World is now in the process of getting 
jobs in the Boston club circuit. Their audio 
visual tape is being distributed among Bos
ton club owners. They also have a tape that 
will be played on WBRU in Providence. 

DCTENZ 

The DC TENZ were formed about a year 
ago. In that time they have gone through 
several drummers and two break-ups. They 
arc now one of the finest bands in Rhode 
Island. When I first saw the DC TENZ they 
were good but not quite up to their poten
tial. After a brief break-up, and with a new 
drummer, the DC TENZ are now better 
than ever. 

The new DC TENZ are Carlotta Christy, 
lead vocals; Thom Piche, bass; Mark Fear
ney, guitar; and the newest member, Skip 
Powers on drums. Their live performances 
have improved drastically. NO member is 
ever stationary-the movement and energy 
is constant. Carlotta's vocals are loud and 
clear; you'll have no problem understand
ing the lyrics. Mark is a guitarist much in 
the tradition of Mick Ronson, with short, 
sharp tasteful leads that will hold your in
terest. Thom's bass playing is steady and 
solid. And Skip the drummer is a basher 
with technique. 

The DC TENZ are a band that is totally 
dedicated to rock and roll. There are no col
lege students in the band and no one ever 
went to art school. It's rock and roll or 
nothing with this band. The hard work has 
paid off for the TENZ. After being back to
gether again for only a short time the band 
is already packing clubs and getting a strong 
following in Rhode Island and Connecticut. 

Everyone in the band writes. As a result 
the band has about 25 strong songs. Many 

The tape features the songs "Big World," 
"Rock Money," "Dance All Night," 
"Common I.Q." and their newest, "The 
Joe Lewis Story.'' 

Big World is now completing their inde
pendently produced EP which wiJ) be avail
able in record stores soon. 

If you would like to read more about Big 
World, there will be a feature on them in 
the August issue of Surf Magazine. 

Big World is coming to your area. Catch 
'them, you'll have a good time. 

It's a Big World 
Welcome to it 
lt'saBIG World 
Be glad you're in ii 

-"BWMusic" 

of the songs play on the headlines of the 
times, such as "Hostage," "Skylab" and 
"DC TENZ." One of my favorite songs is 
"Graduation." It's a song that people who 
hated high school can identify with and it 
states the attitude of the band. Three of 
their songs will appear on their indepen
dcntally produced EP on In Flight Records. 
The EP will feature "I Wanted," "Hos
tage" and "Waiting for Your Call." The 
EP should be out some time in September. 

In August the TENZ will be playing the 
Underground in Boston, Ron's House of 
Punk in New Hav~n and CBGB's in NYC. 

The next time the TENZ are in your town 
drop by and sec them. If you like rock and 
roll you'll like the DC TENZ. 

LOCAL BRIEFS: 
There seems to be some good bands in 

Newport as of late. One is Fas1 Eddie's 
band the Hangers. Another is 1he State
ments, managed by ex-Boots singer Bob 
Lawton who also does the Monday book
ings at Harpos. Ed Tabela formerly of the 
Screamers has a new band called New Le
gion. Along with Ed on vocals are Mike 
Sullivan, guitar; Dave Kettelle, bass; and 
Bob Stosz, drums. The Prime Numbers arc 
another new band here in Providence. And 
an article on the Tits will appear in the Oc
tober issue of Playboy. 
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Downtown Recorders congratulates Pastiche 
on their victory at the Rat Rumble! 

II'. "·";;~~"' 
We also congratulate Pastiche on the fast sell-
out and 2nd pressing of their Wicked Intense! 
EP. We look forward to working with them once 
again on their upcoming new single. 
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Boston Rock Update: La Peste Find A New 
Lease on Life ... 

by Greg Reibman 
Spread the news! La Pcste, once one of 

the best damn bands to ever come out of 
Boston, are back! After a lengthy, disillu
sioning layoff marked by the departure of 
Peter Dayton, the "new La Peste" (with 
guitarist Ian Stevens as Dayton's replace
ment) arc once again kicking up dust in the 
clubs. 
It's impossible to talk about La Peste today 
without wanting to recall their past, and the 
heartbreak. Throughout the second half of 
'78 and well into mid '79, La Peste was to 
my mind the most awesome band in Bos
ton. When Dayton announced he was leav
ing the group to pursue a solo career, I was 
convinced the door had been prematurely 
closed on another chapter of rock history. 

Traditionally this is the way things often 
work in this city. The Remains, Sidewind
ers, Orchestra Luna, The (original) Modern 
Lovers and most recently The Real Kids all 

enjoyed their reign in Boston only to disap
pear into relative obscurity. But ai least 
these groups left us with an album. La Pcste 
seemed to be leaving only a handful of hard 
to find demo tapes (including three songs 
masterfully produced by Ric Ocasek), one 
brilliant 45, and a lot of disappointed fans. 

La Peste played a brand of aggressive 
dance music that proved to be too cold and 
militaristic for gathering anything more 
than their huge cult following . Unlike other 
popular local bands, when La Peste was 
drawing around-the-block crowds at clubs, 
the major Boston radio stations hardly ac
knowledged their existence. When theywere 

BETTER OFF ALIVE 
finally forced into the city's eye by their 
strong showing in the 1979 Battle of the 
Bands (they won a similar, less-publicized 
contest the year before) it was feared that 
they were too sophisticated and serious to 
actually win . As it turns out, La Peste 
placed second that year to the buoyant pop 
sounds of The Neighborhoods, another e,c
cellent local trio. It was only days after that 
fatal week at The Rat that the long-circulat
ing rumours of Peter Dayton's split were 
confirmed. 

Not that I could blame any of La Peste 
for wanting to quit the band. Their music is 
e:ittremely aggressive and must require an 
inhuman amount of stamina to perform 
nightly. And imagine what it must feel like 
when, night after night, you find yourself in 
front of an entranced crowd shouting, 
"Don't Wanna die, die, die in my sleep to
night," or "Kill Me Now" and "Better Off 
Dead." 

While I have yet to hear the new La Peste 
do either "Die In My Sleep" or "Kill Me 
Now" (they only recently began doing 

''Better Off Dead'' again), bass player Mark 
Anderson and drummer Roger Tripp cho* 
to maintain the same La Peste intensity and 
keep the band going. Almost immediately 
upon Dayton's departure Mark and Roger 
began a three month search for a new gui
tarist. After countless auditions they finally 
settled on Ian. Iro:tically Ian had once audi
tioned for the old La Peste when they had 
been toying with the idea of adding a se
cond guitarist. At the time Ian seemed un
satisfactory because he was too close in 
style to Peter. Now with Peter gone, the 
choice seemed perfect. 

Finally on a cold, wintry December week-

night, the. new La Peste made its debut at 
Cantones. Despite the foul weather and 
lack of publicity, a large number of fans 
and friends showed up. 

I'll never forget the hush that fell over 
Cantones that first evening as Mark, Roger 
and Ian moved past the bar and towards 
the stage. It wasn't quite like Kenny Jones 
trying to replace Keith Moon or Rick Cer
rone filling the shoes of Thurman Munson, 
but all eyes gazed on the young new guitar
ist as he quietly plugged in. For the first 
few songs everyone stood deadpan and po
litely applauded. But by the middle of the 
set most of the room was dancing. 

The thing that became apparent that 
night was how compelling Mark and Roger 
are as a rhythm section, and how responsi
ble they have always been for the La Peste 
sound. Ian proved to be a competent (if not 
e,ccellent) replacement. It was going to take 
a lot of work, but the general consensus 
was that La Peste had returned. 

For the ne,ct few months their sets con
sisted of almost e:itclusively new material. 

On some nights they were absolutely ter
rible, with the biggest problem being the 
lack of strong vocals. While this problem 
still plagues the band, both Mark and Ian's 
singing has greatly improved. Roger has al
ways added harmony and recently they 
have greatly enhanced the sound by fre
quently singing leads in unison and e,cperi
menting with syncopated back-ups. 

Nowadays their live set includes virtually 
no slow material. Even" Acid Test," a song 
dating back to their earlier line-up is done 
considerably faster. Among their new razor 
sharp material, "Moscow Radio" and the 
aptly titled "Bounce" (a great hook-not 

much of a song) reveal hints of a new pop 
sensibility without ever losing their power 
and precision. 

In the past si:it weeks, La Peste ltas been 
busy working in the studio. A local ad 
agency recently hired the trio to write and 
record a sixty second public service radio 
announcement for the Humphrey Center, a 
Boston area alternative high school. Sound
ing not unlike a rock and roll "Toyota" or 
"Join The Army" commercial, La Peste in
troduce themselves and encourage kids to 
think about finding a career. 

They also have been recording their own 
material with Pastiche's Mr. Curt produ
cing. When asked about working with La 
Peste, Curt was quick to praise the band's 
studio ability and noted how much better 
they seem to become after each session. 
Curt added that he is particularly awed by 
Ian's guitar playing. If the band continue at 
the present pace, perhaps in a year's time 
we will see a La Peste album after all. 

Mark recently told me that they are not 
yet totally satisfied with their new sound. 

He also added that if the right person were 
to come along (be it another guitarist, key
boardist, vocalist or whatever) they would 
be open to adding a fourth member to their 
lineup. 

Totally satisfied or not, the most import
ant news is how much the band has im
proved since that snowy night at Cantones. 
They haven't gone back to drawing lines 
around the block yet, but the general con
sensus among the grbwing number of peo
ple who have been checking them out is that 
"La Peste is back." 
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\ \ by Mr. 8 flee. ''If I had it to do over again, knowing 
\ \ As Zcv completed a recent performance what I know now ... " pondered Zev when 
\ \ at the 38 Thayer St. (sub)lort an enthusias- asked about the practicality or always being 

..._ ..._ \ \ tic person from the audience shouted, out on the proverbial limb. Zev has played 
--\... \ "More noise!" "Makeityourselr," Zcvca- most of the new wave clubs in New York, 

\ ...__ sually responded as if to resent that his Los Angeles and San Francisco but has to 
\ brand of percussion be considered noise at rely on frequent live performances as his 
\ all. Zev's show is an excellent example of a only means of promotion. Aside from vid-

\ music form that is dead center in the con- eo there isn't any medium suited to cap-

',, \ ~ii:~sls ;~~~h:~:!n:;:::Sof~~=!~i/~~~ ~~;~~~~~:v~:f!:.c~Y~~~;:1::s.~~~ c8?-
', \ tics and stainless steel pans around his feet, fects have little musical impact on record 

off the walls and into a pile in the comer, and depend significantly on audience mood 
you hear individual sounds that crash, and environment. Zcv's music changes ac

- _ chime, scrape and thud but taken toge1her cording to the ins1rumcnts on hand, the 

/ ;~~~m:. hypnotizing chant of complex ~~~;~\~s~rff~~::r°:~ ::ic~c:.intcraction 

/ Remember as a kid discovering a neat Zev draws a variety of reactions from the 
, I sound by hitting the sidewalk (or your baby crowd. Some stand motionless, absorbing 
',./. brother perhaps) with mom's best kitchen- the sights and sounds as if in some form of 

1 , ware? There was always something fascinat- meditation. Others rocked with the rhythms 

/ : > !~!t a~;;tt ;:~ ~uunn~~nZ
0
~:~~h~b!:~ :~:e:~~~:~\~~e:~~t ::~~:~!:~~~\:;: 

/ .,,,.,,,,. walk until the infatuation wore off. Zcv has tical combined with the exciting threat of 

.,/,,,,.,,,,. taken his fascination with these sounds to da;~~~ughout the performance the audi-

,,,,.,,,,./ :~:n~~,~~mf~r;o~~:t:al:~::r~f ~e~~~ cnce was consciously aware that any acci-
/ and madness. dent could maim Zev or one of them. As we 

/ When treading the fine line separating watched, a cord snapped and a large sheet 
...._ noise and music you have to be keenly of metal crashed to the noor. To date, no 

............ _ ..... .....,_ aware of the audience's reaction and be ca- one has been injured during a show except 
~ pablc of a quick change to keep ii in1crest- for Zev himself. "This stuff doesn't scratch 

ing. Zcv is very proud of his musical tran- you. It takes a chunk out of you." As a re
sitions. A lot of it is based on intuition. suit, Zev wears elbow pads, knee pads and 
''When it sounds familiar, I know it's time protective shoes as well as a variety of scars 
to change it." Zev accomplishes the transi- from earlier duels between man and metal. 
tions, interspersing various shapes and ma- Regardless of your interest in "tin can" 
tcrials, by pulling a new chain of objects music, Zcv has to be admired for his inven
out of the heap and throwing another chain liveness in creating a primitive ceremony 
into it. Somehow it all works. The overall from scraps of a modern society. Without 
effect is mesmerizing. the need for conventional musical instru
, Zev is slowly building a following ments, without electricity, without modern 
throughout the US but it hasn't been with- music theory, Zev is s1 ill making music. 

//~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ ,--- out some pers.onal and professional sacri- What would you do if the power went out? 
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Peter Gabriel 
1 -----

by Harold Lepidus 

Peter Gabriel did it himself last week to a 
near-capacity crowd at the Orpheum. 

Who else but the hairless wonder would 
start his set by emerging from the audience, 
along with his band, dressed in black Deva
like suits? Once they got there, Gabriel's 
group played a set that was magical and per
sonal, although not at the same time. 

The beginning and the pre-encore ending 
were totally successful in putting 3,000 peo
ple into a trance. With the opening, hyp
notic, repetitious drums of ''Intruder,'' and 
through the first few songs (all from his new 
album), Gabriel and his band took the au
dience someplace while keeping them in 
their seats. 

During the middle portion of his show, 
Gabriel changed the show's format. He 
started giving explanations of, and humour
ous introductions to, his songs. He intro
duced one song by recalling a time "when 
men were men, and sheep were nervous." 
Not only did he come across as intelligent, 
but also quite amiable. lt was pleasant com
pared to most so-called "progressive" mu
sicians, who seem programmed not to 
laugh. 

Unlike his days with Genesis, Gabriel 
used few props other than six long, thin 
"Force"-like lights which lit up during cer
tain portions of the show. Gabriel spent 
much time seated at the piano, which was 
located at the left side of the stage (ob
scured from view by some), but spent 
enough time with a wireless microphone in 
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hand at the front of the stage to please 
those with bad seats. 

The song selection ranged from the popu
lar ("Solsbury Hill") to the obscure 
("Humdrum," "Mother of Violence") to 
some songs from his new album, with even 
a couple of unrecorded ditties thrown in. 
The first new song, "Milgram's 37," was 
similar in feel to his recent material. It's a 
scary piece based on Milgram's experiment, 
which proved that people would electrocute 
other people when an instructor would yell 
loud enough . The lyrics included the line 
"We do what we're told," repeated in a 
zombie-like fashion. 

The other was a frantic rocker called "I 
Go Swimming." Herc, Gabriel swam 
through a sea of people (clever, aye?) to the 
back row and back again. 

The band, which included Larry "Syner
gy'' Fast on keyboards, did a good job of 
replacing Gabriel's more illustrious session 
musicians (Robert Fripp, Phil Collins, Paul 
Weller, Roy Bittan), especially with Tony 
Levin's stick playing, although they had a 
hard time duplicating Kate Bush's high
pitched vocals. Originally, "Games With
out Frontiers" was not to be performed be
cause of this. Public pressure, however, 
caused him to attempt it. So Gabriel tried 
the songs, mocking Kate Bush's French vo, 
cals (how dare he make fun of her!). At 
least Gabriel realized this before he started, 
and a humourous attempt was better than 
11oncatall. 

The highlight of the show, however, was 
the closing song ''Biko." It's about a South 

Photo: Neal Trousdale 

/ 
/ 
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African civil rights leader killed in jail, al
legedly by the police there. With its somber 
tone; repetitive, wordless chant; and audi
ence participation, it turned into something 
almost religious. (Really!) It was something 
very beautiful that I've never before experi
enced nt a rock show. 

After that, Gabriel could only follow 
with a medley of hits, and that's what he 
did. "On the Air," "D.I.Y.," and "Herc 
Comes the Flood" were the perfect choices 

for encores. People even tried leaving their 
seats to go toward the stage, although they 
were stopped by Don Law's red shirts. 

The opening act for this "Tour of China 
1984" is Random Hold, an interesting pro
gressive band which, like Gabriel, seemed 
both electronic and human. They even dealt 
with human relationships in "When We 
Fall Out of Love." It was a smart pairing
Random Hold seem interesting, and should 
be watched. 
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A Sensational solo 
flight! 
Dove was 15 years old when he 
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guitar r iffs on the phenomenally 
successful early Kinks hits "All 
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"You Really Got Me." 
Together with his brother Roy 
they steered the Kinks to lnter
notlono/ success and proved, In o 
business of overnight success 
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ambition w/fh the release of his 
first solo LP. His coreer as on In· 
tegral part of the Kinks wlll con· 
tlnue of course. Dove hos long 
wanted to record and express 
himself through the songs and 
music on this solo flight which he 
recorded In England. 
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EDITORIAL: 

I'd like to start out thanking all the ad
vertisers who have made this issue possible. 
The response of the community has been 
gratifying. A special thanks to the record 
labels and store owners who have had the 
guts to support a young publication such as 
ours. Due to their support we have been 
able to grow from 36 pages to our present 
60. 

I would also like to take this time to men
tion that John and I at Newbury Comics 
have just started a record label-MODERN 
METHOD. Our aim is to do fairly low bud
get productions of groups which we feel are 
important for people to have access to. Al
ready pressed are "No Surfin' in Dorches
ter Bay" by The Gremies and a reissue of 
"Heartbreaker" by Thrills. Groups which 

are waiting to be pressed include Bound and 
Gagged, The Uncommitted, Boy's Life, 
and The Outlets. Needless to say the cover
age of these bands in Boston Rock presents 
us with a conflict of interest problem, so we 
just thought wed let you know that yes, 
Newbury Comics, Boston Rock magazine 
and Modern Methods Records are all part 
of our company. 

Sorry to have a lack of local tidbits this 
issue, but putting it together has been a 
mammoth job and I didn't have time to 
make a buhch of ohone calls. 

Letters or Local News should be sent to: 
Editor /Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Boston Rock is published monthly by: 
NEWBURY COMICS 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Entire contents copyright ©1980 

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION CONTACT, 
Mike Dreese 
(617) 247-7590 
(617) 262-1252 eves. 



Mouth of the Rock: The Swami's Concert Diary 

SWAMI DIARY: 

Aug. 3-WMBR party at the Under
ground, to celebrate the return of the 
Late Riser's Club to the airwaves. For 
those of you who aren't aware of the 
show, tune In to 88.1 FM Monday-Fri
day, 9 a.m. · 1 p.m. for a new wave treat. 
Lou Miami looked a bit tlred tonight, 
but even tired he's better than most. 
Boy's Life showed up late due to a dou
ble booking at the Rat. Their perform
ance was the best I've seen them to 
date . 
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Aug.4-Back to the Underground again 
to check out The Spaadles. A very ener
getic, although somewhat hyped up 
show. Please, no more cereal throwers. 
Their llve sound is better than the sin
gle. They're becoming regular NY-Bos
ton commuters, so you shouldn't have 
any trouble seeing them. Boy's Life 
was booked again, but it was a bit of an 
off-night for them. 
Aug. 6-lnvited myself to seeSwlngers 
Resort at their practice space. Very lim
ited seating mind you. These guys have 
now replaced The Vacuum Heads as 
my favorite, almost undiscovered band. 
Gosee'em! 
Aug. 7-Carolyne Mas at The Paradise 
tonight. Missed The Lyres opening, 
which was too bad as they must have 
been the evening's highlight. 
Aug. 8-The Lyres at The Underground 
with The Swimming Pool Q's. Now this 
Is an evening's entrtalnment1Hadn't 
seen The Lyres for quite awhile, but 
Jeff proved why they're stlll around
people stlll want to hear good rock! I 
can't say enough good things about 
Q's. They should soon be coming up 
from Atlanta again rea1 soon. 
Aug. 9-What a way to spend the day! 
Go to the beach and amusement park 
and, to top it off seeing The Ramones 
at Mr. C's. Holly and the ltallans did a 
competent but somehow uninspiring 
opening set. Obviously the crowd had 
come to see The Ramones. Great, great 
shew, marred only by some excessive 
violence on the part of the security per
sonnel. 
Aug . 10-The Main Act-A long, long 
night. Richard Strange was a bit tire
some with his tape players. John Ot
way provided some relief, but by the 
time Magazine appeared I was a bit too 
tired and drunk to fully appreciate 
them. Anyway, everyone else seemed 
to have a good time. 
Aug. 14-'COZ party at The Channel. 
Don't ever give a tree party with a name 
act playing unless you've rented a very 
large open field. Obviously the huge 
turnout was not anticipated. Hundreds 
were turned away chanting 'BCN, 
'BCN ! Once Inside It was wall to wall 
people with nary a bartender in sight. I 

left after 30 minutes, so didn't get a 
chance to see Robin Lane. 
Aug. 16-Back to The Channel. The Op· 
tlx did a credible set, but still need 
some polish. Next came one of my fa
vorite obscure bands, Au.nt Helen. I 
first saw them at The Ladybug Lounge 
In Peabody. Their album, just released 
a few weeks ago, has some very good 
cuts on It. They only suffer in that they 
don't have their roots in trendy new 
wave. Their performance was truly out· 
standing and was the hlghllght of the 
evening. Next and last up was The 
Count with Love and Flame. By now I 
was drunk and the crows was tired, but 
The Count was still fu11 of energy and 
put on a show. 
Aug. 20-Back to the Swingers Resort 
practice space. Standing room only 
this time. I'm almost starting to learn 
the words to some of their songs. End
ed the evening at Spit with Albert 0 
spinning. Surprised to see John Of The 
Thrills there. 
Aug. 21-Up to New Hampshire to see 
the B-52'&. For a pleasant surprose 
Pastiche was opening. Has to be one of 
the best shows Pastiche has ever done. 
Had the crowd really yelling which sur
prised me, as despite their popularity 
I'm sure most of the crowd had never 
heard of them and were up for the B-
52's. Tip of the hat to all of the Boston 
boys. Great show! The B-52's had the 
crowd on their feet from the beginning. 
This had to be one of the biQgest out
breaks of part-time punks this area has 
ever seen. 
Aug. 22-Down to Atlanta for the week
end. Talked to Jeff from The Swimming 
Pool Q's. He's still in search of his missing 
guitar and has taken up consulting mystics. 
Aug. 23-Visited Danny Beard's store, 
Wax 'n' Facts. Danny was the genuis be
hind the independent B-52's single "Rock 
Lobster." Hears a tape of the new Pylon 
album, which should be out in October. 
Tom Gray of lhe Brains was also in atten
dance, as well as Alfredo of Fans. Also 
heard the new Kansas album and met the 
group in their studio. 
Aug. 24-Last day in Atlanta. Hears some 
Fans tapes and records. They are playing in 
New York next month, but won't be up in 

Boston till late in the year. Great stuff. 
Aug. 29-30-The Peytons and Swingers 
Resort at the Inman Square Men's Bar. 
Yup, I had to go both nights. Must com
ment on the friendly though cramped at
mosphere of this place. At least everyone 
has a good seat! Seriously, you should 
check this place out, especially now that 
there is such a broad range of music being 
booked now. The 30th saw Swingers Re
sort most enthusiastic performance to date, 
complete with encore. Tim was flying all 
over the place with B.C. doing as best as 
she could to protect her Rickenbacker from 
his potentially lethal gymnastics. The Pey
lons put on their usual good show with the 
large number of fans in attendance making 
it quite enjoyable. Barry Marshall ended 
their set with a guest appearance. 

Tip for this month: Bush Tetras Sept. 19 
at the Underground. 
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THE CARS GO A THIRD LAP: 
INTO OVERDRIVE 

AN INTERVIEW WITH RIC OCASEK 
by Kate Ingram 

The Cars have come up with a third solid LP in a row and 
they'll no doubt win lhe 1riple crown with the new record, 
Panorama. The day of the release, Boston Rock caught 
Ric Ocasek at final rehearsals prior to the group's huge 
North America tour (which will be in Boston this Novem
ber). 

Boston Rock: Why are you so mad today? 
Rk Ocasek: I'm mad today because people in interviews 
ask crazy, silly questions that I don't care to talk about
like what kind of cars I drive, what color I like, what I had 
for breakfast and all that stuff, which is corny. 
BR:/ won't ask you anything like that, no way. I will ask 
you to tell us a little about the movie. ls that happening? 
RO: Oh yeah. The movie we did. We did a film for two 
songs on the record. One, "Panorama"; the other one 
"Touch and Go." We did it with Gerry from DEYO. He 
was the story-boarder and producer, with Chuck Statler, 
who is a filmmaker from Indianapolis. We did it all in Bos
ton; we tried to find something that typified the Boston ar
chitecture, landscaping thing. We just ran around the city 
and did this crazy film, which should be out pretty soon. 
BR: Was ii fun? Are you going 10 do a full length feature 
now? 
RO: Most assuredly. We'll probably do a 24-hour movie 
like Andy Warhol, called The Guitar where you just see a 
guitar for 24 hours (instead of a kiss) . 
BR: Can you tell us a little about the Suicide sessions, be
cause I heard ii was an interesting time. Weren't there other 
people in the studio? 
RO: There were a lot of people who stopped in. Bruce 
Springsteen and Iggy and oddly enough, Carly Simon. She 
just happened to be in the next studio. We did it in Janu
ary. It was a two-week album session. It was done in the 
midst of sheer insanity. It's pretty free-fonn. It just flowed 
along. It was a good session. Alan was particularly expres
sive with his vocaJs, and I know that in the song "Harlem" 
he laid on the floor the whole time he sang it. I mean, he 
dropped to the floor after the first word. Sec, there's two 
tracks of vocals on that song. One's a pretty much primal 
sort of scream track that he did which was going to be his 
original voca1 where he just hit the floor after the first word 
and screamed the whole way through in sheer terror, just 
like Harlem would be if you were down in the streets. And 
then, he decided to do an overlay vocal where he would 
sing the words in a jive way and sing the story about it. 
There were all kinds of interesting things that went on in 
those two weeks. It was an around-the-clock son of thing. 
When we got up, we went in. When we fell asleep, we fell 
asleep. 
BR: You're known for that. For getting kind of manic on 
things and just really going/or it and getting through in the 
studio in an unbelievably short time. 
RO: Yeah, I think it's part of the spontaneity. 
BR: Do you write I hat way too? 
RO: Definitely. Really quick and a lot of songs at one time. 
I just feel it's a waste of time to labor over technique. The 
Cars are a tight band anyway, and it appears that we would 
have gone in a studio and spent a lot of time getting every 
note right and so on and so forth. But it's not the case. 
BR: Did you spend more lime on the new album Panorama 
oron the first or second ones? 
RO: No, it was still done within a month's time. We did 
half in New York and half in Los Angeles, but we prepared 
a couple of months before, and that's usually what we do. 
We know what we're doing, I guess. 
BR: Well, you do have that appearance as a producer. 
RO: Oh, as a producer ... 
BR: That you labor over things. You certainly get them lo 
perfection in everything that I've heard that you do. 
RO: Yeah. 
BR: / guess part of that, though, is to produce only groups 
of people I hat you feel are ready and that they know what 
they want and you know what they want. 
RO: They're usually ready when I want to go in with them. 
I seldom would take a band that didn't have at least their 
own style down. It has to be something that's unique to 
them ... it's something they've developed over the years and 
they know what they do sounds unique to them and to me, 
and usually the uniqueness will pull it through. I don't like 
to practice in the studio and work out parts. It's extremely 
boring. 
BR: You do all your writing before you go in? 
RO: Everything's done before we go in. And most bands 
that I work with, they're ready when we go in. They're 
done. Suicide, they've been ready for about eight years, so I 
knew when I went in with them they would do whatever 
they felt and it would be good because to me, in that art 
form, the way they were performing and what they were 
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doing, there's no right or wrong, you know. They weren't 
trying to put an A.M. record out. They knew what they 
were doing. They were artists, and they did it. 
BR: How long have you known Alan and Martin? 
RO: About three years. I saw them first at the Rat. I think I 
was the only one who stayed. But they're actually real rea
sonable people. They know what they're doing. So that's 
their story ... Peter Dayton. He's pretty ready. I like Peter a 
lot. 
BR: You did a lot of work on thal Sharp Cuts record, did 
you not? 
RO: Yeah, and with The Fast. There are some projects in 
the future I might do, like Iggy Pop-he's asked me to do 
it. Lene Lovich ... 
BR: Oh really. That's fantastic because her production has 
been the weakest part of her music. When it comes out on 
the record it's not nearly as good as it is live. 
RO: Roy (Thomas Baker] was asked to do Lene Lovich, 
and Roy wanted to co-produce it, with me. I can't under
stand why. He kept asking me to do it. I'm not sure I'll 
have the time. I sort of like to do brand new bands that 
don't have records out rather than do anything that's estab-
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lished. As far as Iggy goes, he's brand new everytime he 
comes out. 
BR: And it seems like it could take your working with him 
to go beyond /hat cult status, because all of his songs are so 
great, potentially. 
RO: They're wonderful rhythmica11y, and lyrically even. 
BR: / like "Dogfood." It's a great song ... What inspires 
you to write your songs, the words. Do you just pick up on 
things that are catchy? Do you think of a rhythm thal goes 
with it? 
RO: Yeah. Sometimes I'll write things down in books and 
on napkins when I'm travelling about and I'll put music to 
it. That's seldom the case ... what I usua1ly do is write them 
at the same time. I don't know what it is particularly; I 
know that I get in the mood to write. 
BR: You gel the adrenalin going? 
RO: Yeah, the adrenalin stays for about three weeks. And 
at that time I sort of flip out and go into hibernation, get 
away from the world and write on absurd things. Misunder
standings. You know, people that can't understand why 
they're in trouble. It's real obvious to me that they just 
don't have an overview of what they're all about. 



BR: Well, you do seem to simplify it o lot in the lyrics from 
o problematic standpoint. You use simple words ond simple 
chords ond yet the whole thing comes out, o tremendous 
work. 
RO: Yeah, simplicity because otherwise you lose the Mid
west. (laughter) And also because if there's nothing else to 
say, you should say it that way. Sometimes I tum cliches 
around to mean something that they're not, like "Good 
Times Roll." 
BR: Well, there ore o lot of cliches but sometimes thecliches 
ore the most true things in life. 
RO: They are always true philosophies. 
BR: How did you come up with "!r's my hopscotch; it's 
my torch?" 
RO: I don't know. Sometimes those kinds of things, I don't 
really plan them out. They just sort of pop out, sort of ab
surd imagery. You know, hopscotch being a game, jumping 
around. The torch is a flame ... when I try to think back on 
what the songs meant when I wrote them, I can never do 
that. I figure that once they were done, at the time, I had a 
very definite thing in mind, but then once I get the whole 
picture, the total song, the words are meaningless. They 
just go away. They just fly out ofmy head. 
BR: Do you ever change the lyrics ofter you'¥e written o 
song, soy when you're performing or anything? 
RO: Oh, when I'm performing it? A lot of times when I 
perform them I change them on the spot, just for the varie
ty of it. I may change a line or two just because I may have 
forgotten the line. I just make up my own words on the 
spot . I do do that. 
BR: Since the Cors hove made it so big and you guys are all 

big stars, do you think this hos hod an emotional effect on 
you as for as dealing with your old friends or with new peo
ple that you meet now that there's just so much you can do 
with your time? How do you handle it? 
RO: Delicately. No, it's had an effect. Old friends don't 
understand the time it takes to keep up with it. They don't 
understand the fact that other people want your time con
stantly. They think that everything is the same: you wake 
up in the morning, eat breakfast, hang around awhile doing 
something. But you don't do that; you're pretty much busy 
18 hours a day. To find time for everybody is difficult. Es
pecially if you want to work and get things done and see 
what's going on and stay on top of things. It becomes diffi
cult to socialize, although I don't feel any different than 
those people or the way I was three years ago. I just feel 
busier and have a little more money to play with, which 
means I can do more projects, more producing, and more 
things for other people who don't have those things at their 
fingertips. Emotionally, people want to take a lot from 
you. Once you get a lot, people want it from you. A lot of 
people live on the leech system. They want it from all an
gles, all directions. Some people will go to any means to get 
it. Some people understand, though ... it's easier to deal 
with other artists who are in the same category, but it's been 
a bit trying and yet, I like it. I'd rather be doing this and 
be where I am now than wher"e I was a few years ago. I 
don't feel like I've lost touch; I haven't changed mentally 
or personally, I don't believe, in the last few years. 
BR: Well, you've said you've obtained a street level which a 
lot of people can't do as an artist, like Roger Waters, for 
example. Youl:ouldn't imagine him going to some club and 
hanging out. I guess that's what "The Woll" is all about. 
That separation. 
RO: I refuse to be put into that position. I do get lutssled 
when I go to clubs and things, but I put up with it because I 

want to be there. And I feel I can walk in anonymously. I 
haven't fully realized that I'm not anonymous anymore. 
BR: You could grow a beard like Mick Jagger did. At least 
it would work/or a day or two. 
RO: That's hard to deal with, a little bit. Because like I 
said, everybody wants to spend some time. I can under
stand it. I used to be afraid to go up to people that I thought 
were very busy and were stars and everything until I finally 
realized that they're really all just like everyone else. 
BR: In the band, you've had the same personnel now for 
three albums. Hos there been a strain on your relationships 
as well, like the change with other people? 
RO: I don't know. I don't think so. We're still pretty close 
mentally. We still like each other a lot. We don't get on 
each other's nerves too much. When we are on the road it 
gets a little sticky but that's because you're out for six 
months at a time and living with each other every day. It's 
just like a marriage. 
BR: You've gotta work at it to make it work. 
RO: Yeah, you do. But, I don't think there's a problem. I 
think we get along fine in fact. In the last year we've come 
together quite a bit. We've become much closer, actually. 
Because of all the things that have gone on around us and 
all the problems we have had trying to make music and do 
all the other things that people think you have to do for 
them. We've really become close in the last year. 
BR: That's good. Do you see yourself becoming a patron 
like Chris Blackwell, Seymour Stein? Spend your money to 
invest in music and put out new music. 
RO: Yeah, I do. I don't feel like a Seymour Stein, but I do 
feel like there's a lot of artists that don't get breaks and I 

like to help because l know what it's like. I also feel like the 
only place anything is happening is on the street. Record 
companies are all reactionary to what's going on. It's usual
ly old by the time they get it. The only creation that's go
ing on is literally in the clubs and in the basements, and if 
people don't feel like they have a chance to get on the radio 
or to get on record, they fall apart. Bands fall apart, music1 
falls apart. And, you know, there could be lots of albums 
out by good bands if they had the opportunity. I'd like to 
sec a lot of bands get opportunities like that. 
BR: How do you feel about the state of radio os you go 
across the country and listen to the same things again and 
again on each radio station? 
RO: I feel like there are three good radio stations across the 
country. The rest arc about a year behind if not more-too 
strict programming-so they don't give any time to local 
artists. Boston, I have to say without prejudice, is the best 
city I know for radio. Both the top two stations, 'BCN and 
'COZ, do help local bands and that's real important. The 
only other station, KROQ, which is real good, is in Pasa
dena, California and they play music, some of which I 
don't even know what it is. Which is great because I like not 
knowing what it is. You have to find out. Radio works for 
money and if they don't feel like they're going to make 
money in selling time then they have to play stuff that they 
think they can sell time playing. It's bland. Real bland. 

I think dancing clubs are a good thing. I think if one 
sprung up in every city it would pick up the whole scene. 
And it's moving around very fast. 
BR: It does seem to be the alternative thing. It seems like 
since the Cars}irsr album wos released that all these break
ing record-type radio stations, at least half a dozen to a 
dozen, ha¥e just died. It must be a lot harder for a bond 
now than it was say four years ago. 
RO: I think it's harder now than it was even a year ago, 

which is too bad. 
BR: Do you find all of the groups that sound like the Cars, 
who seem to aspire to your sound, ore considered more 
commercial because of your music having already been es
tablished? 
RO: People probably consider it commercial because it gets 
a lot of radio play and sells a lot of records. Needless to say, 
when we first started we had no idea we were a commercial 
band. I never dreamed of having a single on the charts, and 
I never dreamed we would sell more than 20,000 albums on 
the first one. To me that would have been an achievement 
to sell that many. At one point, we had thought about mak
ing our own record and releasing it, just locally . So it was 
quite a shock. It got so much attention. 

But I don't think that copying other bands is any way to 
get anywhere. It's what some people so. There's a differ
ence between bands who think and bands who don't. It's 
hard for a band that really has something different to say to 
get a break. Record companies want to cash in, and they 
can't cash in on experimentation. As far as I'm concerned, 
being a-I don't want to say musician because I don't feel 
like a musician-but whatever I am in the music business, 
you search deeper for something that's different because 
you are the music. If you collected art, you wouldn't col
lect just one artist, you would look very deeply to find 
things that really interest you. You wouldn't just take Nor
man Rockwell paintings and things that are all established. 
So musicians look deeper and they know what's going on 
more than the general public. Sometimes maybe musicians 
get ahead of the public because they just don't understand 
the people. Suicide, I wouldn't expect everyone to like 
them. But I did that for aesthetic reasons because it's real 
valid as far as I'm concerned, and there's a lot of bands 
like that around, who won't get a break unless they knock 
down the doors themselves . 
BR: Have you thought about starting your own label? Any 
chance of it happening? 
RO: I've thought ofit. Yeah, there's a chance. I could pro
bably do pretty much what I wanted to as far as producing. 
I think that any label would let me takt a chance at it. You 
know, I could do ten things in a year. 
BR: You could do a lot of things if you hod the time. 
RO: But I wouldn't have the time to do my own albums and 
write, you know. Which I love more than anything-writ
ing. 
BR: So are the Cars your priority of all the things you do 
in the music business? 
RO: Yeah, I would say the Cars are my priority. Writing 
and the Cars. 
BR: What do you do with all the other songs that you write 
that don't get on the Cars albums? 
RO: Sometimes I keep them in a drawer. Sometimes I'll 
play them for other people. I haven't actively tried to go 
out and have other people record them. I haven't even sent 
tapes of extra songs to people to have them do them. "Slip
away" just got recorded by accident. You know, someone 
heard it and wanted to do it. I never tried to give a song to 
Linda Ronstadt or anything. 
BR: She needs some more. 
RO: But I'll use them. I do records in my basement. I do 
things that could be pressed, there. Someday they'll all be 
out. The songs will get out. 
BR: Could you compare the audiences in say the Boston 
area or in America to the audience in England, the reaction 
to the group. 
RO: Well, England. England for us ... we came out with a 
picture disc in '78 which was the first one that you could 
play an unlimited amount of times. It wasn't one that you 
could only play 20 times, it was one you could play 100 
times. It cost the same as the regular record. At the time 
England was very nationalistic and they were very much in
to hard-core punk. They felt it was a threat to have an 
American band come over and do what we were doing. Our 
single went to number three in three weeks, and it was half 
because of the picture disc. I don't know if they liked the 
song or didn't like it. It was "Best Friend's Girl," which 
was a single here. So we got bad-rapped in the press there. I 
read a lot of British press and it's a whole different way to 
write. It's much more flowery and much more sarcastic. I 
even enjoy the way they write about people. If you want to 
get a devil's advocate view of yourself or anybody, you can 
usually get it out of there. They'll write to the core what 
they like and what they.don't like. 
BR: It seems the most commercial groups we hove here are 
the ones that get panned the most there. 
RO: Yeah, they don't like American bands. They feel like 
they have their own scene. It is different. We played over 
there. We played in a lot of countries in Europe. 
BR: What type of audience do you attract? 
RO: Thcre7 Well we attracted pretty much, at the time, a 
punk audience. But that was in 1978, and we haven't played 
there since. We were playing small places over there. Just 
300-400seatclubs. 
BR: Are there any other qualities you feel a bond must have 
for you to produce them besides being original? 
RO: Ah, unique and ready. 
BR: Can you name any bands that you like, that you're 
thinking of producing now? 
RO: Well, I'm still going to do stuff with Peter Dayton lo
cally. I would do other local bands as well. I've been trying 
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to run around in the little time that I'm home. I'm in Bos
ton three or four months a year, now. And I do live here. I 
think Boston has one of the best music scenes, and there are 
a few bands in Boston that I wouldn't mind doing tapes 
with, The only problem is that once I make the tape I don't 
really have the time to take it to the record companies, and 
that kind of thing, because I'm too busy. The group itself 
has to be aggressive. Any band has to be very aggressive 
with record companies. If they're going to stay in Boston 
and just play in clubs and wait for somebody to come see 
them, it's never going to happen. They've got to go to New 
York. They've got to send tapes to record companies or 
take them in. They've got to be turned down a lot. They 
have to push if they want to get a record deal. You have to 
do it. You just can't wait for them. It never happens that 
way. 
BR: Now the story I've always heard as far as you all go is 
that you got rejected by every record company that existed 
and then Elektra signed you and it was "ha ha" to all the 
other ones who had said "no." 
RO: Yeah, we just persisted. We would go down to drop 
off tapes. Go to New York and play. 
BR: Did you do it yourselves? 
RO: In the very beginning, in the early years, we did it our
selves, yeah. 
BR: Has your music changed, do you think? To me it's 
changed a lot. 
RO: I think it has. I try to keep it changing. It's more ... I 
don't know ... it's hard for me to say how because I am still 
on the inside looking out. To me, it's all one flow of thing:'>. 
What happens is a year later I've learned this much more 
and applied it to whatever areas that I write in and play in, 
and it comes out the way it is. I can't, when I sit down to 
write new songs, think how am I going to make this differ
ent from the ones before. I feel like they've naturally pro
gressed because I do progress, just from my environment 
changing all the time and all the feedback I get. 
BR: It's hard to stay the same in a world that changes as 
fast as it does now. 
RO: Yeah, and I would rather not. 
BR: Do you expect lo live in Bos/on much longer? 
RO: I like Boston. I'm probably going to live in Boston. l 
haven't decided to move yet, and I could immediately if I 
wanted to. I don't want to live in Los Angeles. I don't want 
to live in New York. I'm close to New York. I can go there, 
and I'm in Los Angeles four months a year, anyway. So I 
think I'll probably stay in Boston. It's an odd thing to do, 
but 1 want to, because I think Boston can be one of the 
most important rock scenes in the country. 
BR: People seem to gravitate here for the music scene. It's 
one of the hottest things Boston has going as an attraction, 
it seems like. 
RO: Exactly, and t think it could be even better. But we've 
all got to work to make it better. 
BR: Do you plan, or any of the other people in the band, on 
doing solo works? 
RO: In the future, I'm sure that some of us will do solo 
work, yeah. 
BR: Get indulgent a little bit. 
RO: Yeah, it's fun todo. It's another perspective. 
BR: This may be the corniest question, but see 1f you can 
answer it: is there anything in your life that made you de
cide to be a musician, or was it influential happenings thal 
sort of led you to do it? 
RO: I was interested in playing an instrument when I was 
really young, like 13 or 14. And did happen to have at the 
time a grandmother who loved me, who bought me a gui
tar. And I made a decision when I was at Antioch that it 
was the only thing I liked doing, playing and writing. I just 
wanted to write more than anything because I felt it was go
ing from nothing to something and I didn't know quite 
how to do it, but I started doing it, just for the heck of it. 
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You know, writing and writing. 
BR: What were you doing before you started writing. Any
thing? A student? 
RO: Yeah, I was a student, and l had a few odd jobs here 
and there. You know, I worked at various stupid jobs, and 
when I needed money to live I did all that stuff. And then I 
just began to write, and I thought it was the most natural 
thing for me 10 do. I decided to go into music because I 
loved it so much that I was totally obsessed with it, and 1 
didn't want to do anything else, and that's all I did for as 
long as it took to get the Cars, which was a good eight, nine 
years with bands, and trial and error and getting turned 
down. I was pretty used to getting rejected ... that was easy. 
Life was easier in another way. It's not as much fun now, 
more labor. 
BR: Well, do you feel in retrospect or even as you were go
ing along this process that you have had a sort of charmed 
life? 
RO: Yeah. A very different life. I did a lot of very strange 
things for long periods of time. I tried to get into the gut of 
everything and found myself in very absurd situations 
which I wouldn't trade for anything. I feel like if I wouldn't 
have gone through all those things, I wouldn't have been 
doing this now, and I wouldn't trade quite a lot of things. 
BR: Any of them you want to tell us about? Any things 
that you were involved in? 
RO: Well, just bands, and living in New York was pretty 
strange for a couple of years. Living on the Lower East 
Side, having your friends die around you. 
BR: What street did you live on? 
RO: I lived on 13th between A and B. I slept sometimes in 
the bathtub, sometimes on the floor. Many times across the 
country this kind of thing happened. I was pretty much 
just living off the land, which J liked doing. 
BR: Well you can't starve in North America anyway. 
RO: No, you don't in America. It's easier, I think, than in 
Europe. I just kept with it. I figured that I would be in the 
music business one way or another, not the business end of 
it but music production, and I worked in studios for a cou
ple of years and that sort of thing. 

BR: Did you meet any influential artists when you were 
younger? 
RO: Lots of poets ... Ferlinghetti and Brautigan and Dylan 
and people like 1hat I met early on, people I was very afraid 
of but forced myself to find and meet up with at one point 
or another. 
BR: Who are your favorite bands from when you were a 
teenager? 
RO: Well, I liked what's considered rockabilly now. Even 

·1hen. I used to love Buddy Holly and a lot of those old 
bands like that. I used to like a lot of r&b because I lived in 
the midwest. I also lived in BaJtimore for a long time and 
tha1's all they played, and I was really influenced by all that 
hook-ey kind of material which I think influenced my whole 
philosophy of the hook, you know, having people be able 
to relate to something ... sing it in their head. To walk 
around with a song in your head is a nice thing to do. I 
didn't want to be bland. I didn't try to be commercially ac
cessible. I always tried to stay away from it, thinking I was 
staying away from it. I was very surprised that the Cars 
were that successful. 
BR: Well, probably if you really aimed for it, it wouldn't 
have been. What's next for you? 
RO: We're going on a tour starting this week. 
BR: Where are you going co be going? 
RO: All over this country. We'll be in Boston in November. 
We'll play the Garden this time. And also a club for a cou
ple of nights. I can't say which one. 
BR: / was going to ask you if you were planning to go back 
to any of the clubs. 
RO: We're going to do 1hat. We sort of have to play the 
Garden because of ticket demand. Rather than like last 
year, when we played three nights at the Music Hall. This 
year it probably would have been five . That's too many to 
play in one city, I think. 
BR: It's a lot of work. 
RO: I mean it wasn't when I was playing bars and doing 
four sets a night, five nights a week. That was great. But at 
this level it's a little tougher. 
BR: How do you feel about playing large halls where the 
acoustics are really difficult? 
RO: I don't enjoy it. I don't enjoy seeing kids in the front 
row get bashed and scraped and fucked up on quaaludes and 
just sick and puking. I don't like that whole aspect of it ... it 
really turns me off. I feel sorry for those kids, that they're 
there for the scene and not there for the music. And I feel 
like that's a lot of what I talk about in songs ... misunder
standing yourself and your influences and feeling that you 
have to belong. It's very important to kids to have to be
long to something; if they don't, they just feel alone. So 
they buy drugs, they belong to the scene, to the clique. You 
know, like song "Down Boys" on the new record is pretty 
much about that kind of thing, down boys being just a 
scene, a clique of people who think that they're where it's 
at. 
BR: "Misfit Kid" too. 
RO: "Misfit Kid" exactly. It's like, people in limbo, not 
knowing, people getting accused of being something they're 
not. So that's as far as I've gotten on it, on a sociaJ level. I 
look at it absurdly rather than in political terms because 
politics are boring to me. And people don't care about it. I 
also feel very strongly about kids not having to go and be 
taught things by ,:o-called, obnoxious rock stars, like how 
to react at concerts. We get criticized sometimes for not 
moving on stage and doing other things that other bands 
do. To me it's just we're playing ... I don't want to teach 
them anything. I don't want to ask them to reJct, to do 
things they don't feel, 'cause I feel that they get enough ofit 
outside a concert situation, without having to come in and 
have somebody else direct them. We're not directors, and 
that's why our live show is like it is. That summarizes it. 





FOR THE PEYTONS 
IT'S JUST A MATTER OF TIME 
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by Mike Dreese 

The Peytons are: 
Walter Clay, vocals 
David McDowell, guitar 
Lee Harring1on, bass 
John Jules, drums 
The Peytons are appearing at: 
Channel 68, Boston Live, Sept. 8-1 l, 6 p.m. 
Bunrattys, Sept. 10 
The Rat, Sept. 18-19 

Boston Rock: How about a little band his1ory. 
Lee: We've been together for just a little more than a year 
now. The original line-up was different. Walter and Paul, 
the first drummer, went together, and I joined 'em. Then 
there Was Andy who played with us before we were The 
Peytons. Then David played with us for awhile. Then he 
split and we got this guy Mau. That was the original Pcy
tons-Paul, Walter, Matt and I. Paul and Matt have since 
left and now it's David, Walter and John and I. 
BR: Was your first gig really at the Honey Lounge? 
Lee: Our first gig was at a Knights of Columbus hall in Wo
burn-a high school graduation. That was wild. We had 
gotten a guitar player thr« nights earlier. We had to sit 
down and figure out a name as well as enough songs to play 
for three hours. 
BR: Do you miss those days at the Honey Lounge when you 
perhaps didn't have to worry quire so much about your 
professional appearance and sound? 
Lee: Sort of .. 
Walter: Our hearts are still there. 
Lee: We haven't gotten that far away from it. I don't feel as 
though we've transcended that level completely yet, we're 
just playing better. 
BR: What kind of audience do you like to play for? 
Lee: (To Walter) Don't say girls. (laughter) That's too ob
vious. I don't know. One of the best gigs we had was play
ing at Bridgewater State College with The Neighborhoods 
last spring. It was great-the kids weren't really involved in 
the local music scene ... they weren't a bunch of poseurs. 
They thought it was great to hear live music. It was great. 
It's sort of the same thing when we play on the Cape. 
Walter: Anyplace outside Boston proper, where you run in
to audiences who don't know you, or only know you from 
reading about you. They'll come and talk to you and say, 
'' I read about you here and there.'' 
Lee: The kids in Maine are great at the Downtown Lounge. 
It was like the hottest night of the year up there and they 
danced from 1he beginning of the night through all three 
sets. 
Walter: Including one great guy who was wearing a coat 
and tie-and kept it on. I kept mine on of course. I went 
over and congratulated him at the end of the set. And he 
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said, "I'm a mod." 
BR: Who does the song writing/or the band? 
Lee: Now it's mostly done by me. David and I work togeth
er occasionally. At the beginning David did most of it be
cause I didn't know much about it. 
BR: Do you find there's a problem of people confusing 
your covers with your originals? 
Walter: The funny thing is, there arc times when we'll do 
only one cover in a set, and people will come up and say, 

· "Who wrote that song?" or "Who wrote this song." I'm 
not sure exactly where the confusion is. I've a pretty good 
knowledge of musical history .. 
BR: But your fans don't all! 
Walter: Well sure, what I'm trying to say is that I'm fairly 
conscious 6f things in songs that are reminiscent or even a 
direct steal.. 
Lee: (theatrically) GASP! 
Walter: ... FROM SOME OTHER SOURCE. And I usually 
say something about it if I hear it. People who do have the 
knowledge usually can very easily tell the covers we do. The 
things that we do for covers 1 think are well chosen. I per
sonally don't think it's a bad thing to do covers. We do 
Herman's Hermits songs, Bee G«'s songs. Just good 
songs. 
Lee: There's such a stigma about playing covers. 
BR: Just among certain people. 
Lee: I guess it's just in the urban club scene. 
Walter: The last band 1 was in was essentially 1000/o origi
nals. We had an awful time. We started out in '77. But we 
had an awful time trying to play places because we played 
originals, and everybody wanted you to play covers. And I 
feel in some ways a reverse discrimination now-that if you 
play any covers you find it hard to play in certain places. 
BR: How would you describe your musical style? 
Lee: (pause, dumbfounded) Wow! (C'mon Lee, you must 
have been asked this before-Ed.] That's such a hard ques
tion. We s«m to be tagged a 101 as really heavily British In
vasion influenced, Kinks and early Beatles. I guess that 
really is a big part of what I've listened to all my life. 
There's just so many influences ... in writing a certain song 
it's more what you listen to at the time. I remember a couple 
of months back listening to nothing but The Buucocks and 
so anything I tried to write sounded like that. I think that 
we're all still developing so much individually that we have 
a long way to go to put it together as a package ... there's 
still too many loose ends. 
Walter: I'll go real s1rongly on record as saying I like stupid 
pop. My history's been that I'd take Dean Martin over 
Frank Sinatra and Ricky Nelson over Elvis Presley. I'm in 
some ways fascinated by the commercial schlock side of 
things. I don't think that what we're doing is commercial 
schlock, but it's ingrained in the back of my mind in acer
tain way. 

Lee: It's hard, trying to k«p that basic f-:cling withoul be
ing too ridiculously banal, especially lyrically it's hard. It's 
hard for me to write songs, because I don't want to write all 
my songs about being bummed out because my girlfriend is 
mad at me. That seems to be such an easy thing to write 
about. David has a real good sense of chord changes and 
melody, but if you read his lytics ... 
Walter: If you you read his lyrics ... before they've been 
worked on .. 
Lee: ... we just have to rework stuff. l1's bad, l don't know 
why. Sometimes I feel real guilty that that's what I feel like 
writing songs abo,ut. I feel like I should be writing songs like 
the Gang of Four or something. I like doing it. I feel intimi
dated by it. By people who say we should be more political 
or do more songs with meaning. We do songs that arc just 
fun. 
BR: So your principle musical goal is entertainment? 
Lee: I think so, as opposed to changing the world, or mak
ing people think. I mean, I don't want people not to think. 
From where I stand now, I'm in no position to offer any 
opinions musically that have much effect on anyone. I'd 
be real hard pressed to write songs about things like that, 
'cause I just don't'want to. 
Waller: I'd say entertaining is certainly a function of a 
band, especially if you're playing live. Anything has to be 
ultimately entertaining in some way, I think. There's an in
teresting connection I think betw«n cnlcrtainment and 
show business. Show business is definitely a business. And 
to make a go of it as a business, then you have to be an en
tertainer at the same time. A heavy political song can be en
tertaining. A song about your girlfriend being mad at you 
can be entertaining too. Talking about your girlfriend not 
being mad at you can be wonderfully entertaining. 
BR: For a band which seems to have a pretty realisric view 
of some aspects of the business, how do you guys keep 
yourselves going when you realize the phenomenal odds 
against making it big? Or is it your goal to make it big? 
Walter: We like to lose money! (laughter) 
Lee: I'd love to be comfortably well off and achieve some 
level of international fame. But right now that's not what 
I'm thinking of. I'm thinking about playing. I really love to 
play. That's a lot of fun. It can be torture sometimes
when it's bad. When there's nobody there-it's hell. But 
when you play great and get a great response then it's defi
nitely worth it. It'd be great if the money was better, but 
you have to be realistic and know that it's not going to be 
better, not for awhile. 
BR: Youngsters like you can have that attitude! (L« is the 
youngest-Ed.] 
Lee: Yeah. (laughter) For me this is a great learning experi
ence. I barely even played before I got together with these 
guys, only a couple of high school bands. I was originally a 
singer and I wanted to play guitar, so I washed dishes and 



bought a guitar. But I was so bad they threatened to kick 
me out unless I played bass. 
Walter: That wasn't The Peytons by the way! 
Lee: I hadn't played bass for more than six months before I 
hooked up with these guys. I think the chemistry is good 
with these guys. We have a lot of fun. A lot of the same at
titudes. 
Walter: I think one interesting thing about us is that we 
don't have great roots in Boston. I've been in Boston for 
two years. 
BR: How do you get along in general? Is anyone the leader? 
Walter: Basically we're democratic. If anyone has a par
ticular experience or expertise in any area or maybe even a 
great intuitive feel, we're reasonable about it. He gets to 
have a say. 
Lee: It's been a lot better recently with Johnny in the group. 
When Paul was playing with us it seemed like he never 
wanted to get involved. John sometimes says so much you 

have to tell him to shut up. I think at the beginning we all 
looked up to Walter a lot. .. because he's taller than the rest 
of us. (laughter) But he seemed to just have a certain calm 
feeling about him like he knew what was going on. But now 
I think things are more democratic . Musically there's a 
great deal of input from everyone. 
BR: What's the current state of the band's management? 
Walter: (Talking to microphone) We're looking for a good 
manager-he said emphatically. 
Lee: We're doing OK. I don't have anything to do with it. 
David and Walter do most of the booking. We've had a lot 
of help too from Joe Casey. He's helped us a lot. 
Walter: We're lacking a lot of the things tbat you're sup
posed to have to guarantee success. With those handicaps· I 
think we're doing real well. We need a P.A. and a road 
crew. We borrow road crews liberally from our friends. 
Lee: We made the most money we've ever made in July 
when we played 20 dates out of the month. I got paid $5 for 
the whole month! One night I was completely broke and I 
asked if I could have 5 bucks .. . and I think that's more than 
anyone else in the band got. So it all goes right back in the 
band. 
BR: What are your outside jobs? 
Walter: You really want to know? 
Lee: Johnny works at Mass . General.. 
Walter: He's a brain surgeon ... 
Lee: He traffics in X-rays. I drive a delivery car for The 
Image Maker. 
Walter: David's just gotten a job as a quality control tester 
on pinball machines. And I work for a record company. 
Lee: What record company? 
Walter: Rounder Records in Cambridge, Mass. 
BR: Where exactly does Lee buy his fabulous clothing? 
Lee: A lot ofit I've bought in New York, and a lot of it I've 
got given to me by a lot of people~ 
Walter: He also borrows things from people and doesn't 
ever quite give them back or wash them. 
Lee: When they ask for 'em back they'll be dirty so I get to 
keep 'em. 
BR: Do you work a lot on your stage appearance to achieve 
the good look you have? 
Lee: It's funny, 'cause there's never been a point where 
we've discussed clothing or onstage habits. It just seems to 
work that way. · 
BR: What is the truth about Lee's womanizing? 
Lee: I have a wonderful girlfriend .. 
BR: So you in fact discourage ladies from adoring you after 
gigs? 
Lee: No, it's just that when I first started playing that was 
one of the biggest motivating factors. I was big enough to 

play football. But then you start to meet the girls you've al
ways wanted to meet and you start to get jaded 'cause you 
start to wonder if they care about you or if they just like 
you 'cause you have a big guitar. And now I have a wonder
ful girlfriend who's hardly ever seen us play, and I really 
like her. And that's much better than most of the girls I've 
met. Although there's some really cute girls that I certainly 
hope keep coming to our gigs. You know what I mean? 
Walter: I know exactly what you mean. 
BR: You/ind that 10 be a problem, Walter? 
Walter: I don't get attacked, really. I sort of get my arm 
pulled and things yelled into my ear all the time. 
Lee: Things like "Can you get me a Pastiche button?" in 
the middle of a song. 
Walter: The best thing actually was a girl asking me if I 
could get her a Pastiche button in the middle of a song! 
Lee: And you did.. -
Walter: Sure did. 

Lee: But Walter is terrible. He exudes so much charm. He 
attracts all these girls. He gets in trouble 'cause four or five 
girls will show up at a gig and expect him to give them his 
undivided attention and boy is he in trouble! 
BR: How did you like the Rat Rumble? 
Lee: It was real good I thought. When the idea was first 
proposed by David I didn't Like it. I ended up deciding it 
would give us good publicity and it would be good to have 
to perform under pressure. I talked to people who had done 
poorly at previous battles . Looking back on it, it wasn't a 
good idea to listen to them because they were just bitter . 

!You hear all these things about it being rigged. I think it 
worked out great for us 'cause I didn't think we'd do as 
well as we did. I think we played very well and got what we 
deserved. We lost to the winners, and that's great. 
Walter: As it turns out, I think that we ultimately had as 
much to gain as anybody by being in the battle. 

BR: It's somewhat surprising that a band as popular as The 
Peytons doesn't have a single out. Do you have any re
cording plans? 
Lee: We're going to go into the studio sometime in the next 
three weeks ... just to hear what we have to work with on a 
rough mix. Then sometime in late September we'll go in 
and try and record a single. Financially it's really hard for 
us. Plus we seem to be really lazy about important deci
sions. It takes us awhile to get things together. I guess we 
just have to make up our minds and do it. 
Walter: There was a long time at first when we were strug
gling along just trying to get our act together. We changed 
personnel fairly recently going from two guitars to one, and 
picking up a new drummer. So in some ways we really 
haven't been around that long. 
Lee: Our first tape was a good learning experience. I'd nev
er been in a studio before, and we went 24-track. I know 
that the next thing we do will be light years ahead of it, just 
because we're better as individual musicians and much bet
ter as a band. 
Walter: Part of the problem with recording something is 
that we are still progressing. We can tell. If we're playing a 
lot, like we have been for the past few months, we can just 
feel a progression from month to month. The time factor 
involved in taping something and pressing it is such that by 
the time it comes out it's dated. Once you have a record out 
it represents the band and we're still changing. Tapes tend 
to not last as long. 
Lft: I'm desperate to get into the studio. I think that we're 
ready . I think that the songs that we have now are as good 
as they're going to be. Then the next thing to look forward 
to is to have new material to record later. I want to get stuff 
on tape at least and I'd love to have something on vinyl... 
just to show my grandchildren. 
Walter: I'm concerned about airplay too. The tapes we 
have now were recorded with a different drummer. So it's 
not fair in a way. 
Lee: It's not fair to us either 'cause we're getting better. 
We've all gotten better. · 
BR: What are your favorite clubs? 
Lee: ALL of them! (sarcastically) 
Walter: I think it's very hard to be playing in Boston and 
not have a fondness for the Rat. It's a fun place to play. 
Lee: Financially it doesn't always work out great, I guess, 
because people who don't know anything about anything 
and want to see punk rock on a Saturday night will go to 
the Rat. You get more varied exposure. People at the Un
derground are great. 
BR: The problem playing there is that you aren't broaden
ing your audience very much. 

Walter: When we first started playing there I thing we were 
broadening our audience more because the hard core •;new 
wavers" weren't really aware of what we were doing. , 
BR: Certainly four or five months ago there was some hea
vy criticism of the band going around among the trendies. 
Were you aware of it and what was your reaction? 
Lee: Yeah, we heard it. The initial reaction was bad. 
Walter: We're not an arty band ... 
BR: But now you seem to have gained acceptance by that 
crowd. 
Lee: We heard all that criticism. At first it really noored 
me. I hated it. 
Waller: Some of it is still going on. 
Lee: Oh yeah, but you just can't worry about it. I don't 
think any of us consciously set out to win over any particu
lar audience. It ended up that more people liked us than 
hated us so that's great. 
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CBS RECORDS 
ROCKS BOSTON 

NinA H3GEn eano 

3C 36817 This 10-inch EP by the 
most important German songstress 
since Dietrich is only available in the 
free world. Specially priced. 

GARY MYRICK 
AND THE FIGURES 

EOO/E MONEY 
PLAY/NC FON KEEPS 

Including: 
Running Back{Trinldad/Lel'a 8e Lover8 Again 

Satin Angel /Get A Move On 

FC 36514 More Money. More rock
ers, more hits. He's got i i . And you 
get it all. 

BLUE OYSTER CULT 
CULTOSAURUS ERECTIIS 

JC 36550 Once again, it walks the 
Earth. And once again, the Earth 
trembles. 

TEDDY 
PENDERGRASS 

TP 

Sorrows 
<J~,J/~ 

including: 
c.n·1 Go Baek/Lonely Girl/She Comes And Goes 

Television/Bad Times Good rtmea 

JZ 36369 Are you the only one who 
still-hasn't heard this album? What a 
pity! 

JC 36471 Hailed by The New York 
Times as a prime force in the power 
pop of the eighties, Quincy is here 
with a debut album that burns. 

JC 36442 This Australian band 
comes to you direct from their chart• 
topping success in England-took 
out below! 

7~'/i?~ 
ROCK ,--.... 
AND ROLL 

ANDLOVE i-ANDDEATH 'f', 
including: 

1won·t8elieve " 
You Again 

LetGoTon,ght 
Tell Me, What Can I Do ...,,.,., 

Daddy Daddy j .,... 
The Boal 

JC 36544 Rock ·n• roll at its best 
-tearing families apart. 

BtuYJOEl 
GLASS 

HOUSES 
Including: 

AIIForLeyna 

~May 
BeRighl 

Don"!Ask 
MeWhy 

IOon'tWant 
To Be Alone 

H'sSlill 
RockendRoll 

ToMo 

FC 36384 Get an entirely new view 
of Billy Joel·s art with "Glass 
Houses.'· Ten new songs from one 
completely musical man. 

Look for: New Elvis Costello LP "Taking Liberties" 
Steve Forbert "Little Stevie Orbit" 

The Photos The Ps chedelic Furs 



LET THOSE LAKE-PIPES ROAR! 

AVAILABLE AT ... THE COOP, 
GOOD VIBRATIONS, NEW 

ENGLAND MUSIC CITY, NEWBURY 
COMICS, POPCORN, AND Coast Line Records 

STRAWBERRIES. 1736 Beacon St. 
Brookline, MA 02146 
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,. .,. "• '"> ';. '° "., a- .. > ri.\ > ,. : .. , ..1, / < ., <r,. ..,..1, v -BR: Yeah, I know what you're talking. about. 
,. "' .. A r:,. ~.,, O L ; >,. ... ~ .,. ..1,. v,.,.,. Gina: The egg lady1 Well that was Edie's band. That's how 
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...... ,,. r> "' <, ,. ,o.,,. ., '- ._ v.,,."' ~ .. ,. .,. <r 1BR: Was it really Edie? I can't imagine her being in a band. 

, v .,.A.,,: <r: .. ,;-t · ~L .. "'<r ",: ..1o > ", : : "'/ /,Gina: .Yeah. Sure. Edie lived right down the street from me. 
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k .4 " ,. .., ,c .a. .. ':c. .., _.,. ,. ,. ., ., " <r > ,. <r ., < I went back to Baltimore. She was smgmg me some lyncs to 
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/., ,Gina: Yeah. We went and visited her there. It's called 
., ".,. "' .. ! ..1o" ,.":. • .,'" "'.,. .. ..1o " , 1;. "'.,. <" r Edith's Shopping Bag. And she's working on a new film. 
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~ L>v~; .,., : ~a N THE GO WITH -THE GO-GO ,-sl-~:A:""" ... :: ... ..,: .. t~:~~otte: I never was. I'm not slagging anybody. I like ,. : .., ~.., <: • ,. .-. "' ,.",. ';, ., ..1, .. < ,. ..,· ; ,. ,. .., ~ -,. ., .1. .. ,. .. .,; ., • .. ., c ,. : .1. " .. -:._ ,; .... '"" ,."-"' "c v : ; .,, ., ., ~ .. ., .., :those bands for wh~t they do. I have enjoyed seeing t~e':" . 
., ..1, .. v >., ,. "' c "' ., .. ~ .. , .,, ,. ., .., , ,. : , " ....... ", .,. v .,. .,,. ... > _ • ,,., " ...... "' ., . '" "'.... .,,, "' "' • > "' , I'd say that I was mfluenced by the Beatles, older sixties 

..1,. .,,. ,. ". > ,. .,. .. '". • > "' ... ~ .. "' • ,. c _ .., by Mr. B. ,."Charlotte: It's extremely different. Ska-the skmheads go ., stuff. I'm the one who never listened to new music. 
"After a whirlwind tour of England, a n!w record releas_e ,. for that. Teds-rockabilly. The punk rockers.. ~' BR: /n the beginning, they put you into that [the punk] co-

on Stiff Records and plans for an album ,n Octobe~ you d . -:. BR: ... the mods, heavy metal... . , tegory. 
think the Go-Go's would be on Easy Street. Not quite, but,. Gina: What was great when we played our shows mLondon< Charlotte: When I joined the group, Jane was writing all 
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Charlotte Caffey-lead guitar ,.' Charlotte: Originally we played with Madness and the Spe-• I Gina: Happy songs. Get happy. It's good dance music ... 
Jane Wied/in-rhythm guitar ,,.~dais in LA. ~Beatnik·Surf. 
Margot-bass < Gina: And they went back and spread the word ... BR: A"tot's happened to you guys in the last couple months 
Gina Slchock-drums '.,'BR: Do you think it's an advantage being a girl band? , hasn't it? 
Boston Rock: What's it like play_ing in England? Do you' .. Gina: It can ~e, and other times... . ':,,
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",." ,. ., .. '" 1 ., > "'_ ,., v" ,. ., 1- < ., , ,. " " "' '" " .) "' >" " "' ..1,... '" ..1,. ,. <,. l>" "' 1Charlotte: No. It seems to me they're always ready to slag 

> .. <..,,. .. '".,." "'.., ,. r~,: .. .,, "an American band when it comes over. 
·.,,. ""' .. ., '"".,, • ~~ " "BR:Buttheylikedyouguysalot! 
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~ < ....... : L: '7:.., «'"""'-''"'+k' •o," C ., "'for England? 
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~ ,. : '- .. ,. ,. ... ., .., : .,. '"., "' sic. Easy to listen to ... hard to play. 
~ >"' .. :,..: <t:"' , ,. "'/,."., ~BR: (toCharlotte)Haveyouplayedinabandbefore? . 
c- "--ft"-' .. ,. ".,. ".,v ,., iCharlotte: A couple bands. The first band I plug everyt1me, 
" " .... 'II: .., ~ < 
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. ! .. ,. 4 , ..., '" c 1 
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> A " .., ., ",.. > 4 , .,. ..1,. ", "'" ·dy. It was very humourous. It was supposed to be sarcastic 
,. '"
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"' " "' 1- v ., < > < but people got very upset about it. 
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B-52's KATE PIERSON: 

BEYOND WIGS AND MAKEUP 
by Kate Ingram 

The B-52 's may be considered avant-garde and new wave, 
but that doesn't change the fact that their first LP is still
after more than a year-a top-seller in the Boston area. 

Considering the '52's material and live shows, which con
sist of funny lyrics and fun antics, it's not surprising that 
the members maintain a sense of humour. This interview 
with Kate Pierson (vocals, keyboards and guitar) took place 
before the B-52's played the second of two nights at the 
Club Casino in Hampton Beach, N.H. during August. 

BR: What's it like to be a "rock star?" Do you like it? 
Kate Pierson: I'm not sure I am one. Nobody ever recog
nizes me, so I live the life of an anonymous rock star. 
BR: Do you like it better that way? 
Kale: Definitely. I really don't feel any effect from it at all. 
BR: Well, does it effect you when you change clothes and 
put on make-up? 
Kale: Yeah, that's part of the whole purpose of wearing 
party clothes. I mean, otherwise people wouldn't put on 
party clothes to go to parties. It's a transcending mood. 
Just putting on make-up is exciting. 
BR: Did you have a hat wig? 
Kale: No. Fred had one. Keith had a red hat wig, too. 

I just saw some amazing bouffants in New Jersey. Bouf
fants arc coming back. People were walking around with 
some giant hairdos. I guess it's an eternal hairdo. 
BR: Can y'all play when you're not dressed up, when 
you 're not wearing make-up? 
Kate: Oh, I couldn't play a thing without my make-up. 
BR: How can all five of you write one song? 
Kate: Well, some records arc written individually. But the 
ones we all write together, it's sort of like a primal scream 
therapy. Most of the time Keith and Ricky will work out 
music, or sometimes we'll all jam and then out of that will 
come lyric ideas or musical ideas. Then Keith and Ricky 
will usually get some substantial music together and we'll 
jam again on that, using ideas from another jam session or 
maybe the same ideas we had for that original music. And 
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then we'll have miles of tapes, and we'll go through and 
pick out harmonies. 
BR: What port do you ploy in that? 
Kale: Well, Fred and Cindy and I all write lyrics. And a lot 
of times, they're just stream of consciousness. Sometimes 
there's a title idea, and just melodies and harmonics the rest 
of the time. 
BR: What was thefirst song that you all wrote? 
Kale: "Killer Bees." But we only performed it once. 
BR: Why? Did the queen bee die? 
Kate: Yeah, it was a disaster. 
BR: Are you scared of getting sued, like George Harrison 
got sued for "My Sweet Lord" by the Chiffons because it 
sounded like "He's So Fine?" Like, for using the Outer 
Limits theme in "Private Idaho?'' 
Kate: Well, there arc certain copyright laws that aren't very 
clear. I always thought if you copied something, it had tobc 
for more than five measures. Apparently as long as some
thing is recognizable as a theme or something you can get 
sued. But just for using a little phrase, I don't think you can 
get sued. But if you used it throughout the song, you could 
get sued. I guess we could use a footnote, and put "Outer 
Limits Theme." A lot of times things arc repeated without 
intention. Most of those things are just non-intentional. 
BR: Some people think of you as the mo.st "normal" mem
ber of the8-52's,perhapsbecauseyou'rethemostvocal. Do 
you/eel you represent the band, in that respect? 
Kale: No, I don't think we have any leader. 1 don't really 
feel more normal. 
BR: Maybe you just translate it better in laymen's terms, or 
something. Are you Jess shy than the rest of the group? 
Kate: I don't know. I guess so. Fred isn't shy. He's pretty 
talkative, when he's in the mood. 
BR: How did you like working with Rhett Davies? 
Kale: He was great to work with. He wanted to experiment. 
He didn't like the idea of having everything set, and just be
ing like a technician who would record everything as it was. 
He really is into using rhythm boxes. He put in some things, 
although we didn't add a lot of overdubs. We did add 
some, but we didn't really add a lot of extra licks. But there 

were some extra things he put in, some accidents that 
turned out to be good. 
BR: ls he of the same school as Eno? 
Kate: Yeah, I think he has the same idea of merging with 
the group, and not putting his innuencc over on the group, 
but having input, and sort of becoming a member. 
BR: Will you work with him again? 
Kate: Yeah. 
BR: How about with Eno? 
Kate: I don't know. Eno is very elusive. 
BR: Can you tell us about some of the places you've been 
on tour? 
Kate: Japan and Australia were just wonderful. 
BR: Which did you like best? 
Kate: I really couldn't tell. They're so different. The crowds 
are really great. ln Japan, people would come to the shows 
wearing incredible outfits ... huge bouffant wigs, I mean 
sky high. I saw a lot of Cindy look-alikes and Kate look· 
alikes. In Australia I saw some mannequins in windows that 
were dressed just like we were on the album cover. Exactly, 
they had the same shirts and shoes ... really bizarre. 
BR: At the shows in Australia did people dress up too? 
Kate: Not as much as they did in Japan. They dressed up, 
but not so much as look-alikes. But in Japan they were real
ly trying to look like the group . It was really strange. And 
they're very polite. But when they break through the polite
ness threshold, they go wild. 
BR: Do people drink at shows in Japan and Australia? 
Kate: In Australia they do. Not so much in Japan. It just 
depends on the places you play. The places we played in 
Japan were more theater-type places. And we played one 
club there called the Chakura Mandara. It had all these 
glass pyramids everywhere. It made you want to meditate. 

In Australia we played at bigger places than we've ever 
played. One was an old airplane hangar ... they moved the 
plane out so we could play. And we drove up to the stage, 
too; we got to drive up in a truck. Right through the crowd. 
BR: Did you get to go shopping while you were in Japan 
and Australia? 
Kate: Yeah ... we played in a department store in Japan. It 



was open. We played on the top floor; we just worked our 
way to the top, shopping. 
BR: ft would appear that you're heavily influenced by ori
ental styling. How did you get that kind of influence, com
ing from Athens? 
Kale: Well, there's a Chinese restaurant in Athens. And do
ing laundry at the Chinese laundry. I like tofu, too. They 
have an oriental food store in Athens, where they sell fish 
jerky. ln Japan they have snacks, like instead of buying po
tato chips they have fish jerky. And they have hard-boiled 
eggs in a litle packet. Instead of soda you can buy tea. You 
can aJso buy peanuts, and all sorts of health snacks. 
BR: Do you think people are more healthy in Japan than 
here? 
Kate: They seem to be, except Tokyo's polluted, supposed
ly the air is polluted. But they seem a lot healthier. Not too 
many people seem overweight. They're really into jogging. 
In Australia, too. People arc jogging like crazy. 
BR: This is a multiple choice question. Of the following 
choices, which country's style, art, culture or whatever you 
want to call it, appeals to you most? A} Hawaii; B} Egypt; 
C) Japan, or D} Other __ ? You can fill in the blank on 
"other." 
Kate: Bali. I like Balinese art. And I like those gongs they 
have there. Did you ever hear that music? Like temple bells, 
or some sort of resonant percussion. 
BR: This is sort of an abstract question. I think of the B-
52's as a band who incorporate a whole lot of middle Amer
ican culture. And other culture too. In that sense of the 
word, what do you think it is about any culture that makes 
popular music manifest in it, or any popular art form. 
Kale: I think of culture as assimilating things that you 
would just have to laugh at, or otherwise you would hate 
yourself. Things that you see in a humourous way. Things 
that would otherwise be very serious. And anybody in any 
given culture will absorb the various elements of it. In Eng
land they say we're exploiting the American trash aesthetic. 
I guess there's so much trashy stuff in America that you 
can't help but absorb it, but you can laugh at it too. 
BR: Do you think that rock 'n' roll is becoming more of a 
mass appeal music form? 
Kale: It's much less the property of young people than it 
used to be. It's becoming very pervasive. Everybody listens 
to it. Except new wave, of course, things that arc really 
risky. Certain age groups seem to stick with certain bands. 
The older crowd seems to stick with groups that were big 
when they were younger. 
BR: Well, what direction do you feel people are going in 
now? Do you see the advent of new music being accepted? 
Will this subculture ever reach a mass potential? Or do you 
think Styx and Kansas will continue to be real popular? 

Kate: It looks that way, doesn't it? Unless r8dio changes. 
In Austra1ia I was just so amazed that they were able to mix 
Herb Alpert, Olivia Newton-John, and something new like 
Split Enz, and lots of new music that would only be played 
here on college stations arc hits there. Also the more con
servative, middle-of-the-road songs would be hits there. 
And that's the idea, you can have radio please so many 
people. 
BR: Do you think people who are between 25 and 35 now 
will be listening to rock 'n' roll when theyare35 to45? 
Kate: Yes, definitely. My parents listen to Blondie. And 
Talking Heads ... my mother heard "Heaven" on the radio, 
and just went wild, and said she wanted to have that record. 
BR: Why do you think people lose their imaginations when 
they grow up? Or do they? 
Kate: Well, sometimes your imagination can get more vivid 
as you grow up. There are so many more possibilities. I 
guess it happens sometimes when you have to work at 
something very mundane. You get sort of hypnotized by 
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work. 1 think you need a lot of free time to use your imagi· 
nation. You sort of get into a state where your mind can 
drift and creativity can surface. 
BR: Do you think that might be part of the reason that you 
have more imagination manifest than a lot of people do? 
Kale: Well, I think the fact that we started in Athens meant 
that we had a lot of free time. We worked , but still it's not a 
frenzied atmosphere, so there's a chance to think a lot. 
BR: What kind of work were you doing? 
Kate: I was working at a newspaper doing paste-up. Fred 
worked at a vegetarian restaurant; Cindy worked at the 
Whirlaque, that's a little luncheonette, and Keith and Ricky 
worked at the bus station. 
BR: What did they doat the bus station? 
Kate: Ricky sold tickets and Keith loaded buses. ..... 

The B·52's wilf play at Boston-Boston, 15 Lansdowne 
Street, September 15 and 16. Watch for the next issue of 
.Boston Rock/or afolfow-up article. 

APPEARING AT: 
THE RAT-OCT. 7 
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by Mark Fisher 

As I walk into the hotel/interview room, Howard Devoto 
is already engaged in conversation with two other inter
viewers. I put my tape recorder on the table and take a seat. 
Tje first thing I notice about Devoto is how frail he looks; 
appearances can be deceptive I remind myself. No doubt a 
part of his wraithlike constitution cac be attributed to the 
stress of touring ... I turn on the tape and sit back, Howard 
is explaining his ideas about hell. 

"I'm sure that it's an absolutely commonplace thing to 
enter hell, I'm sure that it's just like being admitted to your 
dentist or buying some toothpaste esseotially. There's gon
na be some marks on the wall, a certain type of carpet. .. I 
mean how would you feel if you just looked down at that 
table in the next half minute and you have a quick cut and 
there you are ... you're gonna instinctively know where you 
are, you're gonna handle it exactly the way you handle ev
erything else and you're gonna have those funny tittle 

--......_ thoughts going through your mind." 
Howard seems absorbed in what he's saying yet he shows 

no visible signs of interest at all. At the same time he 
doesn't appear to be bored,removed certainly. He chooses 
his answers carefully, savouring each word he uses and end
ing each statement with a slight wry grin that makes you 
wonder if he is trying to share some profound joke. He 
would be easy to accuse him of being coy and self-centered, 
such accusations are incorrect though, beneath his aura of 
resolute reticence one is able to catch glimpses of a rather 
less serious, light hearted character. Definitely a challenging 
person to interview. The best policy seems to be: start with 
the most obvious questions and see how things develop. J 
ask Howard how he likes America. 

"A lot, it's very familiar, you see so many American TV 
programs and films in Britain ... then again, there are lots of 
things that you don't know, you don't know how things 
smell 'ti! you come here. I mean now having gone to L.A.
all those endless programs that are set in L.A. I can now see 
in a completely different light, now that I've seen the place. 
There's nothing like the material thing ... '' 

The conversation drifts naturally enough to comparisons 
between America and England. On a musical level, what 
reasons does Howard see for the substantially greater crea
tive output coming from England as opposed to the U.S.? 

"The best thing that's happened recently in England is 
that very small record companies have really been able to do 
quite well, and the reason for this is the size. It's not so dif
ficult to get your records around in England. Similarly the 
fact that there's a national music press that everybody reads 
means that it's that much easier to break through on a large 
scale in the U.K. In America, it seems like you have to go 
in10 things in a big way or not at all." 

Does making it in America matter that much? 
"Well, i1 doesn't matter where it is particularly. For Ma

gazine at the moment, we've gone so far in Britain and until 
something else happens there for us, we're quite happy to 
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play elsewhere.'' 
Envisaging Magazine really taking off in the U.S., I in

quire how the band would feel about making the 'neces
sary' compromise involved as halls and crowds become lar
ger and the 'dinosaur band' syndrome looms ahead. 

"I don't know what compromises would be involved ... I 
don't like big places but sometimes it seems necessary to 
play them. I don't really know until that happens." 

This sounds a little untrue, it's hard to believe he doesn't 
have at least some idea of the gradual breakdown in com
munication that occurs between bands and their audiences 
as large scale commercial success is achieved. Howard says 
he doesn't define what he does as being rock anyway. I ask 
him why. 

"I don'! know, I've no justification for that at all, l 
mean I suppose we are a rock band in a way, we use those 
instruments and play where other rock groups play. I just 
don't like the idea of setting yourself certain kinds of limits. 
It's rather a safe thing to do ... you know, just be around 
with my bunch of admirers and we all know each other very 
well indeed and we're OK thank you very much.'' 

Th1tt's an interesting statement, because Magazine's con
cert seemed to be just like that. It may be a little naive to 
imagine that it will ever be any different. Howard Devo10 
isn't blind either. 

Time to change the subject; what does he listen to or read 
that might affect his own writing? 

"I can't think of anything musically that's affected me 
for a long time ... I read a lot, but it's hard to know how it 
fits in with the beat." 

He won'! be more specific, fair enough. Does the idea of 
working with video appeal to him? 

"Well, we've done some videos, but I can't see the future 
of the video disc at all. I don't know what people are going 
to do with it. I mean how many times do you wish to see 
your favorite group miming to their album? How often do 
you wish 10 see even a very nice bit of film? Not that often. 
I dunno what people are gonna do with it all. I mean the re
cord companies seem to think it's gonna be the next big 
thing ... entertainment investmem. That kind of thing will 
only make sense if it can be part of your room or some
thing. I think people will just stop looking at it eventually. 
Besides, I don'! like the idea of having songs reduced and 
represented by a single image at all. However specific your 
song is, video will still restrict it, even if you're just watch
ing the girl walk under the moon on the beach ... it doesn't 
quite make it if you've only got one moon, one beach, one 
girl walking exactly the same way each lime, let alone if you 
want to try and write about some1hing which is not quite so 
easily visualized. I could be wrong, I might be in the posi
tion of someone who said the 'talkies' will never catch on." 

His writing is too imp'.ressionistic for video? 
"Yeah, there should be flashes of settings and feelings 

different for each individual, not limited ... " 
How does he write, stream of consciousness? 

."I don't operate on a stream of consciousness at all .. 
it's very much like this, a series of rocusings rather than a 
gush. I don't like !hat kind of writing at all, which I find 
Patti Smith, for instance, very adept at doing, which was 

one of the things that writing with the Buzzcocks was kind 
of really: 'how many words can we get in here,' it was a bit 
more like that.'' 

I always had the impression his writing was cathartic .. 
"It is in a way, bu1 then you want to be more precise. I 

did, just deal with less words." 
The mains1ay of Howard Devoto's lyrics deal wilh de

pression, dislocation and alienation. Duali1ies. Shoe by 
both sides? 

"It was some1hing someone said to me ... that was all. 
What they told me was that it would be my fate 10 be 
gunned down in that way when the barricades go up ... as 
people used to say. Added to that is the idea of the born 
victim, the theory that there are certain people who are 
born or grow up to be mugged or beaten by their wives or 
whatever, as if that's their destiny. Also there's the idea of 
taking your own part in the conspiracy with your oppressor 
or whatever. Som~ay you invite it, somehow you put 
yourself there.'' 

I assumed that it dealt with balancing the opposite sides 
of one's nature. 

"I'd say some other songs deal with that more, you can't 
be too sure what the sides ar.e-it's too easy to fall for doing 
somebody a good turn and going ou1 and kicking someone 
to balance it." 

Does he use any instruments to write with? 
"Yeah, guitar or keyboards, I don't play them with any 

dexterity at all, sufficient for writing with. We've done a 
bit of writing since we've been working with Robin [Simon, 
ex-Ultravox, who recently replaced John McGeoch on gui
tar]. You know, that's going well, it's the most important 
thing as far as I'm concerned, that's where everything 
comes from-the songs.'' 1 

While on the topic of McGeoch's departure from Maga
zine, I wondered if there had been or would be any change 
in the band's direction now. 

"It's very difficult to know. It's bound to change in a 
way because unless you insist in working in certain way all 
the time ... you can take what ideas somebody else brings so 
long as they themselves are open as well. Things are work
ing out very we\l with Robin, they couldn't be working out 
better than they already are." 

I ask Howard if he has any particular goal in mind when 
writing. The perfect pop song? 

''Well yeah, that's an interesting goal if you can get away 
with something else ... other types of in1ensity somehow ... 
to be irresistable, very important." 

He is often looked at as being the intellectual. .. 
"I distrust the word intellectual just as much as I hope 

other people distrust it, I wouldn't say I was. I'm not in the 
right work if that's what I wanted to be.'' 

What work would he ·be doing if he wasn't with Maga
zine? He has no idea, or says so anyhow. When I asked him 
what he was doing at College, he avoids the question twice 
and finally admits to studying various subjects: Philoso
phy, Psychology, Literature, etc. 

''I tried 'em all, I was a REAL juggler.'' 
After my conversation with Howard Devoto, I'm con

vinced he still is one as well, particularly with the press. 
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Coming this fall ... 

AMY WACHTEL 
takes over 

THE HOMEGROWN 
MUSIC HOUR 
* 1 hour of local artists * 

SATURDAYS 
noon - 1 

with co-host: Beth Beighlie 

380 GREEN STREET 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.02130 (617)492-8450 

Wickus Island 
BROADCASTING CORP. 

BEST BOSTON BAND 1980 

IPASTll(IHIE 
... September 3: Jonathan swlft's (withe peytons) ... september 6: the rat {withe 
taxi boys & slow children) .. . september 10: bunratty's (withe peytons) .. . 
september 13: u/mass amherst ... september 19: the channel (w/arthur slick and ... the three-song single: "wicked Intense" Is available for $2.00 from p•p re-
the nice glrls) ... september 20: emerson college ... september 21: the lady bug cords 96 mountford st. #2, boston, mass. 02215 or wherever local hits are sold .. . 
(wired effect) ... spetember 25: northeastern university ... september 26: the para-
dise (withe peter dayton band) ... september 27: the llvlng room, providence, r.l. ... for booking Info, contact: pretty polly prod. (clo Howie or Gary) ... 266-0790 . . 
... october 2: tufts university ... october 314: lnns sq. men's bar ... october 10/11: 
downtown lounge, portland, me. 



SOUND OF THE SUBURBS 

by Greg Reibman 
"It's funny but this place is just like 

The Chelsea Nitec/ub in England-a 11ery 
straight-laced, fancy looking club where 
they play disco, no bands, just recorded 
music ... the last time I was in a place like 
this they wouldn't serve me." 
-Nicky Tedesco, lead vocalist for The 
Members just before beginning their set at 
Boston's Celebration Club. 

Back before they put in the wall to wall 
carpeting, tropical plants, overhead light 
spinners and the twinkling dance floor, rock 
bands were a regular feature of this Ken
more Square basement club. The New York 
Dolls and Aerosmith played here-but that 
was before they covered the exposed pipes 
and took out the picnic tables. As part of a 
large multi-room complex called "The Ken
more Club" the downstairs went by the 
name of "Katy's" (better known as K-K
K-Katy's)-but that was before it was re
modeled into a fancy, and once very suc
cessful, hot-shot discotheque. 

About six months ago, I spoke with the 
short silver-ha.ired manager of The Ken
more Club and asked him his opinion on 
the opening of Spit, the dance club which 
recently converted from 'disco'' to ''rock.'' 
At the time he predicted Spit's success 
would be short lived. "Rock and roll fans 
are no good," he told me. "That place will 
be closed in three weeks. There's going to 
be so much trouble, they'll never be able to 
afford the court costs." Although he ad
mitted there would probably be some 
changes at The Kenmore Club (they tried 
oldies night, country and western night and 
something called "hybrid night"), he said 
they would never consider returning to rock 
and roll. 

In spite of this conversation, it wasn't 

MEETING THE MEMBERS 

that surprising when local promoter Jim 
Coffman announced that The Members 
would be playing Celebration. It seems dis
co is still on the downslide. And Spit has be
come an overnight smash doing tum-away 
weekend business and expanding its week
day schedule. (While much of Spit's crowd 
are former disco goers in new costumes, I 
have yet to hear of any particular "trouble" 
there.) The decision to allow one of the 
first rock bands into Celebration since the 
days of K-K-K-Katy's was strictly an eco
nomic one. 

Upon entering Celebration on that rainy 
night it became obvious by the beefed-up 
security that they expected a troublesome 
crowd. Throughout the evening, the club's 
bouncers and bartenders barked and snort
ed at the spikeheads and skinny ties in the 
audience. (Even at The Paradise I get a 
thank you after investing in those expensive 
drinks .) And while more than once the band 
told me they wished they could have played 
elsewhere, they succeeded in making the 
best of an awkward situation. Of course no 
one in the band seemed to mind the set-up 
nearly as much when they noticed that the 
management (who hadn't thought about 
providing a dressing room in years) mis
takenly put them in the room where the beer 
was stored. 

This wasn't the first time The Members 
had found themselves booked into an un
usual setting. One of their roadies told me 
about the time they played at last year's 
huge outdoor Reading Festival. Due to 
some mix-up The Members found them
selves scheduled to play on heavy metal 
night instead of on the next day's new wave 
bill. Pitted against stacks of amps and walls 
of slick looking new guitars, lead guitarist 
Nigel Benett saved the day by sprucing up 
his power chords and tossing out a few gui
tar solos. Reportedly the band went over 
triumphantly, earning themselves a well de
served encore. 

The Members are an extremely talented, 
witty group who (with two albums under 

their belts) have yet to gather as much re
spect as they deserve. For some reason even 
in England they enjoy little more than a 
large cult following. Formed on the heels of 
Britain's initial punk breakout in 1977, The 
Members were among the first of the new 
bands to mix original reggae tunes (once a 
sacrilege for white bands to be doing at all) 
with their fast razor-sharp material. It's un
fortunate that with last year's ska-reggae re
awakening, The Members didn't get to 
share the publicity that many of the 2-tone 
bands enjoyed. Their brand of white reggae 
ranks among the best recorded. 

Their show at Celebration was opened 
with such a song. ''The Ayatollah Harmo
ny!' is a catchy, quick-skanking, almost 
funky instrumental. With lights twirling 
-overhead and the floor flashing the room 
set to dancing the moment they began. 

One of the benefits of the set-up at Cele
bration (besides the band being able to 
sneak all the free beer they desired) is the 
unique location of the stage being more or 
less in the center of the room, allowing the 
rare opportunity of being able to watch the 
band from any angle. 

Lead singer Nicky Tedesco took full ad
vantage of this theatre in the round, swing
ing about the perimeter of the stage like a 
monkey. Without a particularly extraordi
nazy voice Tesco is an unlikely front man. 
He owes his success to his captivating stage 
presence and a sparkling sense of humour. 

Shonly after ''The Harmony'' The Mem
bers broke into their c18Ssic anthem "The 
Sound of the Suburbs." A song that seems 
as relatable to life in Chelsea, Massachu
setts as it must in Chelsea, England, "Sub
urbs" was The Members' first and, to this 
date, biggest British hit. Later for an en
core, they did a hilarious country and west
ern versionofthesamesong. (Tedesco: ''We 
heard that c&w is huge in this country, so 
here goes ... ") 

All the momentum gathered by that first 
version of "Suburbs" was sustained by 
quickly leaping into the top-ranking "Off 

Shore Banking Business." Although only a 
minor British hit, the controversial "Bank
ing Biz" (a highly critical account of the oil 
monopolies' tax dodge set-up) once made 
newspaper headlines from Bermuda to Tor
onto (including The New York Times finan
cial page) as nervous oil cz.ars refuted the 
song's charges. 

Amidst a flood of publicity over "Bank
ing Biz" The Members set on a world tour 
(of North Americt, Europe, Australia and 
New Zealand) that included last year's bril
liant but poorly attended Paradise show. 

According to Tedesco much of their se
cond album was conceived during that tour 
of the U.S. The former political science stu
dent also told me he wrote the song "Clean 
Men" (from which the line for the album's 
title 1980 The Choice ls Yours was taken) 
while watching the early unravelings of the 
Presidential campaign on hotel television 
sets. 

It's -unfortunate that after releasing their 
first album At The Chelsea Nightclub the 
American branch of Virgin Records chose 
not to issue the second one here. Besides 
"Clean Men" there are a few excellent 
songs on this-one-notably the Springsteen
esque ''Gang War''-that would havcstood 
a good chance of getting U.S. radio expo
sure. 

The band played for about an hour and 
fifteen minutes, alternating between materi
al from both of their albums as well as a few 
of their singles. The Members worked hard 
and for the most part were successful in as
sisting the crowd's discomfort with the 
Kenmore Club and its gestapo manage
ment. • 

After the show, I asked promoter Jim 
Coffman how he felt about the show. Coff
man exhaustedly told me he was pretty sa
tisfied, adding that the night's show was an 
experiment. "I let them (the management 
and bouncers) have their way tonight," he 
said, "next time they'll do it my way." 
Sounds good Jim, can we get them to 
change the name to C-C-C-Coffman 's? 
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by Oreg Reibman 
On the cover of the Nervous Eaters album there are sev

eral sets of what appear to be teeth indentations. There ,s 
also one spot where it looks like an actual bite was taken 
out of the album jacket. The expense of such alterations to 
a record cover must be phenomenal. They can be seen as 
substantial evidence that Elektra Records is quite commit
ted and confident of this Boston-based band's commercial 
potential. But as a long time admirer of the Nervous Eaters, 
I couldn't help thinking those teeth marks could have been 
made by me or any number of their frustrated fans who 
were initially disappointed in their debut album. 

I'll never forget the day I first heard the album. It was a 
moment I had been waiting for since first seeing the Eaters 
at the Rat four years ago. In concert their frantic non-stop 
rhythms sent blood rushing to my head. But as I first 
dropped the needle on the new slicked up boogie-woogic 
version of "Loretta" everything sank to my feet. 

Ready to forgive a new version of an old favorite, I be
came even more anxious to check out the vinyl that fol
lowed. After "Loretta" comes a song called "By Your
self." Oops! A slow syrupy ballad. Well, I told myself, you 

can't blame them for putting one of these on the album
gotta sell records in Utah I suppose. But then came another 
slow one, "No Sleep Tonight." Heyl What's going on 
here? Two in a row! (This one's got strings and the lead vo
cals are sung in a falsetto.) I tried the rest of the first side 
and was shocked to find three more unmemorable, but 
competent, slow ballads. 

I felt let down. This was not the same crank 'cm out 
tough guy Nervous Eaters that I used to know. 

Since that earth-shattering day I've grown more accus
tomed to the Eaters' album and (thanks to a much better 
second side) I can honestly say that I rather enjoy listening 
to it. While I'll never understand why anybody would put 
five slow songs back to back (not even Eagles albums arc 
arranged that way), side two's torrid versions of "Get 
Stuffed," the invigorating "Girl Next Door" and "Out on 
a Date" (the one track that hoqestly captures their on-stage 
sound) are enough to allow me to continue to cheer the 
band on. I've even come to enjoy the piano riff (played by 
seasoned session man Nicky Hopkins) on "Loretta"-al
though I'll never forgive whoever is responsible for the 
some pathetic incessant tinkering on ''Last Chance.'' All in 

WITH THE NERVOUS EATERS 

NERVOUS EATERS 

all (even though I feel they could have done better) three 
great songs and a couple more good ones is more than 
enough to make anybody's debut album respectable. 

But that still leaves several questions looming on my 
mind. Why did the Nervous Eaters make a record that 
sounds like this? They used to be such respectable degener
ates! Did they finally tire of starving and playing the same 
clubs? Was this part of a compromise with their manage
ment or record company? Perhaps they felt this was the 
route to eventual artistic freedom. Or were they just expos
ing a more callow side of the band that we had never seen · 
before? After reminiscing on their earlier years, this was 
the focus of the discussion that took place when the Nerv
ous Eaters leader Steve Cataldo (lead vocals, guitar and 
lyricist) and newest member Jonathan Paley (guitar) sat 
down to talk to Boston Rock. 

After our seemingly frank conversation I was convinced 
'"that at least Cataldo and Paley feel both happy and com
pletely in control of the way things arc progressing for the 
Nervous Eaters (either that or they are great liars). Herc is 
the discussion that took place ... 

Boston Rock: (to Steve) Correct me if I'm wrong, but the 
Nervous Eaters have essentially been you, Robb Skeen 
(bass), Jeff Wilkinson (drums) and an additional guitarist 
who you've changed pretty frequently. ls that right? 
Steve: Yes, that's right. 
BR: How long have the three of you been together? 
Steve: We've been together about five years ... maybe six 
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years. 
BR: 1 know that you all play on Willie Loco's first 45 (on 
Garage Records). ls that the first record the band worked 
on? 
Steve: Yes. We had done demo tapes before that, but I 
guess that was the first official record that the Nervous 
Eaters are on. , 
BR: And when did Jonathan join the band? 
Jonathan: Last August. (to Steve) Hey, that's a long time 
for you guys! 
Steve: We're celebrating his one year anniversary. We've 
also added a keyboardist named Larry Milton. Larry comes 
from New York. Jeff, Robb and I used to play with him in 
a North Shore group called "Dance Stance." Larry split, 
went back to New York where he was in some Top 40 cover 
bands. Then I heard he was in the area . I called him up and 
asked him if he wanted to get out of what he was doing. He 
said "yes." He's classically trained-but he's got a good 
rock sense and sings well. It's great having somebody we 
know. 
BR: Since we haven't seen him, would you say that Larry's 
style resembles the boogie-woogie kind of thing that Nicky 
Hopkins does on your album? 
Steve: Well, he can play modern electronic music, but he 
also does have that blues knowledge, which I guess isn't too 
hip nowadays ... but I happen to like it. 
BR:/ think putting Nicky Hopkins on your record shocked 
a lot of people. I know it surprised me. It's just not the 
sound we associate with the Eaters, or anything else that 

has gone on in Boston in the last half dozen years. 
Steve: When we were telling Nicky what we wanted him to 
do, we described some of the songs he played on during the 
British Invasion like "The Ox" by the Who and "She's Got 
Everything" by the Kinks. He played on all those, and we 
just asked him for that old double time feel. To us it's pret
ty normal. 
BR: Did he come in and plQY after you recorded your own 
parts? 
Steve: On some songs he did. 
BR: Like on "Last Chance?" 

:~~e~Ji:~ back a few';,ears, there was that long period of 
time when you were endlessly playing and you'd be watch
ing other Boston bands either breaking up or getting 
signed .. . 
Steve: ... and we'd still .. 
BR: ... still be playing the Rat. 
Steve: Y cab. 
BR: Was that frustrating? Did you ever want to give it up? 
Steve: Anybody who says they never get down is probably a 
liar. It does happen. But I don't remember anything really 
traumatic when l decided to give it up totally. But there are a 
lot of rough times like I'm sure a lot of the groups that are 
struggling right now know all about. 
BR: Of course in 1977 you released "Lore/la" as a single 
[on Rat Records) and then some time after that there was a 
second record that never officially came out. What was the 
story with that? 
Steve: That was "Get Stuffed" b/w "Just Head." We were 
with (the Rat's) Jim Harold at the time. He had the records 
made. He thought we were going to tour Europe so we were 
saving them for Europe, and it just didn't happen. We nev
er went. Then our contract expired with Rat Records. The 
record basically became a stalemate, they're still sitting in 
Jim's office. 
BR: 1 know that a lot of record companies have been look
ing at you for years. How did you finally decide on Elektra? 
Steve: Well, Elektra gave us a pretty good deal with a lot of 
support that other companies couldn't offer. 
BR: So do you feel that the pressure is on you, and the 
band, you can't blame Elektra 1f you don't make it? 
Steve: Yes. We're making it, or not making it, on our own. 
BR: Are you happy with the record? 
Steve: Yes. I'm real happy with the record. The producer 
has about fifty percent to do with the record. You're pay
ing him a lot of money, and he's got a lot of experience, so 
you want 10 listen to him because you don't know every
thing. I was very willing to take direction from him. I like a 
variety of music . I don't like to be kept in a little space 
where everything sounds the same. I like to write and play 
different kinds of songs. At least one side of the album is 
stuff that we've been writing over the years. Fans that fol
lowed us for a long time will recognize a lot of those songs, 
but newer fans will probably just think we just wrote those 
songs and went to California to record them-and that's 
not true. "No Sleep Tonight" is probably five years old. So 
is "All Except You." 
BR: You didn't feel like there was pressure to do certain 
songs-or change your lyrics? 
Steve: No, not really. We didn't change that many words. 
We tried to make a statement of some kind of variety. Rip
pin' out ten songs on distorted guitars is a pretty easy thing 
to do-but to play cleaner songs with harmonics and be 
able to reproduce it live is hard. I think it makes you pro
gress as a musician. Some of the songs that we put on the 
album were also on the demo tape that got us the deal, and 
that's another reason why they appeared on the record. 
Jonathan: As much as it was the live show that turned me 
onto the Nervous Eaters when I saw them three years ago, 
to go out and make a record that sounded like that would 
have been fun ... but it would have been kind of pointless. 
Take a group like The Ramones. The Ramones arc one of 
my favorite groups and they've been going at it for quite a 
few years. And there's other groups that make the same 
kind of records, they never stop, they keep on doing it until 
it gets boring, or you see them die off-or break up. 
BR: The'album is so different from the live sound. How is 
this going to affect your live sound from now on? 
Steve: Well, we're not going to be doing every song on the 
album. The band still sounds just as good as it did before
just as raw. On the next album. you probably won't see too 
many ballads. It will be a lot harder ... a tougher album. 
BR: Do you think you'd ever consider playing places like 
the Rat or Cantone 's again? 
Steve: Sure I would, If the managers said it's OK. And if 
we could work it out. I'd like to. 
BR: Do you have anything you'd like to say to your Boston 
fans? 
Steve: Yes. When we come to town come sec us . And we'll 
all have a good time! Nobody will be disappointed! 
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THE RAT'S MIXMASTER 
PROFILES IN AMPLIFICATION: 
Granny At The Rat 

by Carter Alon 
The Rat has been the most important club in Boston •s re

vilalized rock and roll scene. For three to four years, while 
the energy remained underground, the Kenmore Square 
Club introduced nearly all of the importanl Boston New 
Wave bands and introduced the "outside world" of rock to 
the scene. A small sampling includes The Shirts, The Jam, 
Idols, Stranglers, Ramones, Runaways, Police, Cars, etc. 

In the summer of 1980 that scene is out of the subway 
and up on the street as the money investors come out of the 
closet and give rock and roll the support they've held bock 
for so long. Now 1976 to the present is a sort of nostalgic 
era at /he Rat, but even now, the limelight will always create 
an underground. That underground will always be welcome 
at the Rat and places like it. 

Of all the various figures who have helped guide the 
course of the Rat perhaps the most interesting is the man 
who's in charge of the sound and electrical corner. Granny, 
as he is known, is a veteran of three JU/I years of Rat rock 
and roll including some pretty amazing moments of musical 
history. Granny, who rarely speaks while working (a good 
habit to pick up-saves wear 'n' tear on the vocal chords), 
mixes the sound and supervises the set changes. There are 
Jew musicians in the city who haven't met him and if you 
frequent the Rat, you've seen him 'cause he virtually lives 
there. 

The following is a brief expose of history and dry humour 
over gin and tonics sometime this summer after the rock 
and roll Rumble. 

Boston Rock: The Rat's been here since '75 hasn't ii? 
Granny: Yeah, I s1ar1ed right when thC Live at the Rat al· 
bum was being done. Before that I used to play here ten 
years ago when the place was called T .J. 's. 
BR: So you've been here during the New Wavo years? 
Granny: Yeah. I've been working sleady since The Jam 
came over the first time (Oct. '77). 
BR: How about before-are you from Boston? 
Granny: Yeah, I've Jived here my whole life, graduated 
from Dedham High in '69. That was back in the days when 
you had to wear shirt & tie. I was one of the school's two 
hippies-they wouldn't let me go to graduation because my 
hair was too long. 
BR: Were you an asshole? 
Granny: Naw. Maybe a court jester. 
BR: How about after that? 
Granny: Well, I actually went to college for awhile and 

worked for Acrosmith on the road crew. It was a neat gig, 
we got to play with so many bands in big halls in front of 
zillions of people. 
BR: Sounds great, but did you ever have the desire to OC· 

tuolly be on stage playing? 
Granny: Sometimes, but the rush is still there. In the begin. 
ning when the crowd would first recognize a big song like 
"Dream On," there'd be a wave, just a roaring sound like 
standing behind a jet. Even though you're not in the band 
it still affects you-you still get that rush of adrenalin and 
you know you can't fuck up or you'll get fired. No rockin' 
out on stage man, (laughs) you can't dance, you got to keep 
your eyes open. 
BR: What did you do with Aerosmith specifically? 
Granny: I didn't mix sound, but I did set ups, drums and 
othre stuff. I kept people off the stage sometimes. Once I 
lost my sneaker and almost lost my foot getting rid of an 
M-80. 
BR: / used to go to shows in Philadelphia, I almost had my 
scalp bombed off down there. 
Granny: You know, maybe it was Philadelph.ia. The Spec· 
trum was always the worst for firecrackers, at least for 
Aerosmith. Maybe it was a sports kind of thing-they hate 
the Bruins. 

(Granny left Aerosmith shortly after Rocks was released 
and began hanging out at the Rat until he became their 
steady sound commandant. If he's been working since The 
Jam made their bow their then it's been a steady three years 
without break.) 
BR: Just before the rock and roll Rumble at the end of June 
you took three weeks off ... 
Granny: That was my first real vacation since I staned. J 
usually work six or seven nights a week. 
BR: Why do you do it? 
Granny: Anybody knows that on certain nights things arc 
electric. Maybe a band you thought was terrible suddenly 
becomes great. It's jus1 a matter of plugging into that and 
getting the energy. I love seeing the bands obviously or else 
I wouldn't have been here so long. It's fun, you get to see 
the bands, all of them. The ones that get big have to start 
someplace. 
BR: The Cars? 
Granny: Yeah, and all the New Wave bands. There's been 
some wild nights, like when I mixed for The Troggs. When 
I was a kid I listened to "Wild Thing" and never dreamed 
that one day I'd meet them and mix sound for them. 
BR: Any other nights that you particularly remember? 
Granny: The first night The Plasmatics played sticks out in 
my mind. Wendy walked out in clear vinyl pants. That was 
interesting, 
BR: (As I eye six halves of guitars hanging by the sound 
board) They have played here three times? 

Granny: Good guess, so nice they left souvenir guitars. 
BR: Now they're blowing up Cadillacs. Are there any other 
shows you thought were really great? 
Granny: The Police did four nights, it was tough on them 
because it was the end of the tour, but they were great. You 
know though, there's been at least one good show a week 
and as long as I can count on seeing at least one good show 
a week, then things are okay. 
BR: That's what keeps you going? 
Granny: Yeah. It's a matter of feeling that electricity, t can 
feel it in the board when I bring a guitar or something up 
and the sound comes out. When I mix I try to visualize the 
sound as the speakers and a wavelength in between. You 
have to go ahead and fill in the blank spaces. It has been a 
lot of fun. I like bands that have a good drummer, that's all 
you need. (laughing) Actually, it's never how loud, but 
how good. 
BR: On to more serious things. Are you a pinball wizard af· 
ter working down here so Jong? 
Granny: Naw, I'm not much into pinball really . I'd rather 
let a record skip on the jukebox and wait to see how long it 
is before someone notices. The records are always getting 
ruined 'cause somebody kicks the machine or pours a beer 
down it. 
BR: Somewhere I heard oil those records in there ore yours? 
Granny: Yeah. Bands give them to me or they come in the 
mail to the Rat so I load the machine. Every once in a while 
I'll go out and buy some. 
BR: One last thing, what about the ripoff problem here? 
Granny: Oh, you mean out back? Well, in here we've never 
had the P.A. ripped off, but bands are always forgetting to 
leave someone with their equipment in the parking lot. H's 
not the Club, it's just a seedy section of town. Occassional· 
ly you 'II get an idiot who comes in and grabs a guitar, but 
that doesn't happen often. 
BR: So the job must keep you on your toes? 
Granny: Oh, there's something different every night. Al
ways something happening, 101 of times it's only as exciting 
as the bathroom leaking or .. 
BR: Smoke bombs? 
Granny: Yup, those too. That was fun during the Rumble, 
there was yellow crap on everything and I had to mix the 
Peytons in that shit. Yeah, it's just an adventure every 
night. 

Indeed, Granny is dead serious about his job. That night 
during the rock and roll Rumble when a disgruntled/an set 
an Army sulphur bomb off in the head, Granny stayed right 
by the boars and mixed the resr of the set. He's helped 
shape the performance quality of many bands, most recent
ly his favorites, The Dawgs. You'd be hard pressed to find 
a belier soundman and stage manager in all of Boston. 
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RETURN Of 
bY phi/ In phlash 

I just spent time in London, Wok
ing, Brighton, Dover, Paris, Dieppe and 
every other town in between. They were al1 
strange because I was the stranger. Every 
thing was different-the money, expres
sions and the people; some loved you and 
others hated you, I was an American and 
knew it more than ever before. Every day 
and night I was on edge, tension like l never 
knew before. I never knew what or who 
would approach us with good or bad inten-

tions. 

Boston Rock October 1980 



If you 're going to London htrt are a few 

tips: 1) lf you need a p\ace to stay try Mrs. Kay's 
at 34 Roc\c.\ey Road, Sheapards Bush, 
Hammersmith. Bed & breakfast for a good 
price. Say the American hobos Phil and E\e 

sent you. 2) Good place to eat, Cafe Restaurant, up 
the road 2 blocks from Rock\ey Rd. This is 
a working class restaurant run by Greeks . 

Good food, good people. 
3) Always check tube tunes so you know 
which tube runs the latest, and you'll get 

home with no problerns. 
4) Go to the record companies: Stiff, 
Rough Trade, Virgin. Good records for 
cheap or cheaper. Also go to RiskY Business 
off carnabY St ., & 1..ance's Corner for but-

tons & badges . ' 5) Check out the rnusic and all the clubs. lf 
it's a skin band, beware-they hate punks. 
Best local band: Wasted Youth . 
6) Listen to John Peel's sbow, 10 p .m. 
midnight, a1most every night. 

Boston Rock October 1980 
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A ROCK & ROLL SUPERMARKET 

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN 
141 TREMONT ST. OPPOSITE PARK ST. STATION 338-9835 

FATELLO, RALPH 
SURFER EXTRAORDINAIRE 

Birth place-American oceans 
Hobbles-Surfing, music, doing 
the ravioli, eating raviolis 
Favorite Saylng-Choogumbl 
Goals-To some day surf down 
the face of the Prudential 
Favorite Beer-I hate beer 
Favorite Band-Are you 
serious? The Ventures of course 
Comments-life to me is a bold 
and daring adventure 

simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 
simplistics 



DANCIN' INTO THE EIGHTIES 
ROBERT FRIPP ... SUICIDE ... BUSH TETRAS ... THE BEAT 

by Tristram Lozaw 
Even though the '60s spawned Dylan's poetic ramblings 

and ''politically-aware'' rock, that decade's best songs were 
dance rock-music for the body. When rock songs started 
becoming "pieces" and "compositions," the beat got lost, 
and most of the best music of the '70s, except for some ob
scu re European excursions that never hit the US market, 
was music for the mind. The only thing to dance to was 
disco, which somnabulized the brain and slowed the body 
down with its plodding, 130 decibel bass drum thumps. 

In the '80s, the best rock will be music that makes both 
minds and bodies dance . 

Even Robert Fripp, one of rock's leading purveyors of 
music for the mind and a proponent of active listening, is 
now calling for "active listening while dancing" and has 
been caught shuffling his feet to the B-52s. Since the dis
banding of King Crimson, one of the '70s' best musical 
thought provokers, Fripp has had lots of good ideas. But 
his disdain for group situations , and thus the lack of a co
hesive band with which to develop the ideas, forced limita
tions on the execution of many of his compositions. Fripp 
has been dealing in creative fragments instead of trying to 
fully exploit musical concepts. So someone should convince 
Fripp otherwise when he says that the League of Gentlemen 
is only a band he'll be sitting in with for a while. This new 
band marks the best potential for a concrete realization of 
Fripp's ideas since Crimson. 

A totally instrumental dance band with Fripp on guitar, 
cx-XTC keyboardist Barry Andrews and a drummer and a 
bassist they found playing in a London pub, the League of 
Gentlemen draws on a battery of stylistic combinations that 
run the gamut from non-vocal pop ditties to tunes best des
cribed as "the European auto-beat groups meet King Crim
son." Fripp's guitar usually leads the way in setting the 
mood. 

Fripp achieved the near-impossible at their recent Para
dise gig when the management ditched 12 front tables to 
make room for dancing, as per his request. So in front of 
Fripp were fans in various stages of dance-some simply 
shaking their shoulders, others occupied with more frenzied 
forms of footwork. · 

While we're at the Paradise, one question keeps popping 
into my head as the new Suicide LP plays on my turntable 
(once again)-where was this stuff when Suicide (divided 
by two) played the club recently? Was it just Vega's night 
out or had they decided not to take the material on the al
bum (Alan Vega, Martin Rcv-Suicide/Ze import) on the 
road yet? The record's pervasive combination of body and 
mind music ranks it as one of the top LPs of 1980. 

Suicide has regained their title as America's street-wise 
electronic alchemists with the brilliant use of understated 
kefboards, Vega's charismatic mumbles and a new empha
sis on downbeats, suitable for dancing, to complement the 

rushes of white noise percussion. The Cars' Ric Ocasck's 
production job throughout the album and on "Harlem" 
and "Shadazz" in particular is impressive for its restraint 
and subtle touches. 

Another New York entourage, The Dance, is an unlikely 
assortment of musicians who know how to play on the edge 
of being out of control. The group, performing a new 
funk/rock/progressive blend that lives up to their name, is 
very adept at working and weaving their instruments in syn
copated, offsetting and complementing parts that neatly fill 
the spaces in their songs. The guitarist/percussionist, With 
his collection of devices that looks like a kitchen drawer of 
pots and pans, is a fi.tting and effective liaison between the 
strong funk bass work and dominant drumming. Layered 
on top at various times arc su, violin, organ, guitar and vo
cal harmonies that flirt with atonality. Two of The Dance's 
best arc "Do Dada" and "Slippery When Wet," included 
on their new Dance for Your Dinner EP distributed by 
Rough Trade. 

The Bush Tetras are first descendants of the No NY 
wing, with ex-Contortionist Pat Place on guitar. Her inven-

the Swimming Pool Q's 

by Kate Ingram 
To have a band and live in Atlanta, Geor

gia must take some sense of humour. At 
least that's what one might conclude after 
seeing the Swimming Pool Q's play. 

Songs like "Big Fat Tractor," "Stick in 
My Hand" and "Ratbait" bring together 
the humourous and the absurd aspects of 
rock 'n' toll. Live, the Pool Q's visually en
hance their absurd lyrical images with ex
pressions and props. They're fun, for fun's 
sake. 

Sound-wise, the band has been compared 
to the old Jefferson Airplane-probably be
cause of the male and female lead vocals by 
Anne Boston and Jeff Calder. The style of 
harmonies may be similar to the Airplane's, 
but Grace and Paul were never so much fun 
as the SPQ's. 

The _group played extremely well at the 
Underground in . early August.. they 
seemed to thrive on the heat and the crowd 
around the stage. It's hard to stand still 
when the Q's arc jamming away, because 
the rhythms are so intense and the lyrics so 
escape-oriented. Each song is different, 
which is much more interesting than a band 
who maintains the same sound for every 
tune. 

One of the more refreshing things about 
the group is that the SPQ's have an air of 
being very loose, but they're really tight. 
Robert Schmid (drums) and Bob Elsey (lead 
guitar) have been with the Q's for 2½ years, 
while Pete Jarkunas replaced the previous 
bass player this past Spring. 

So far the Swimming Pool Q's have re
leased one single themselves-on Chlorinat
ed Records (see, they can't pass up any op
portunity for a little laugh) called "The A
Bomb Woke Me Up" b/w "Ratbait." 

Two other songs, "Stock Car Sin" and 
"Misfit" will appear on a forthcoming 
compilation LP, Standard De\Jiation (due 
this month). 

tive slides and metallic punctuation were responsible for a ,-------------------, 
good deal of the attention that the James Chance-led group 
received. In the Bush Tetras, with their sparse instrumenta
tion a_nd elementary (i.e . easy to dance to) beat, Pat's guitar 
plays around the instinctive, loose vocals of Cynthia Sley. 
Not your typical punk/funk band, though the Tetras evoke 
similar musical images, they don't carry the "negative is 
hip" attitude. The four-piece seems more interested in 
making music that makes them, and their feet, happy. 
Look out for a song called "Which Window," and the Te
tras' first single out soon on the new 99 Records label
"Snakcs Crawl," Too Many Creeps" and ''Tropics." 

Finally we have The (English) Beat. The main difference 
between The Beat and other Two-Tone bands is that The 
Seat's song writing abilities allow them room for stepping 
outside the normal ska-reggae boundaries. The Specials' 
ska has some good rock hooks and energy to keep it from 
getting too rcpititious. The Selecter has Pauline Black. But 
only The Beat really fuses rock and ska , ska itself being a 
blue beat hybrid that had its first big hit back in the '60s 
with Millie Small's "My Boy Lollipop. " 

The Seat's heavier emphasis on rock rhythms allows 
them to explore more musical styles. This freedom to ex
plore in turn lets The Beat amend the medium-slow tempos 
of reggae with fast, danceable rock beats. The complaint 
some rock dancers seem to have with less adventurous reg
gae and ska is that it's all basically the same unspectacular 
beat, and it's not much to dance to if you're trying to get a 
work week out of your system on a Friday night. The higher 
velocity of The Beat addresses that problem quite well. 





music, except for a couple. For 'Modern Dance' J wrote 
the lyrics first. 

• THEUBUVIEW 
Mayo: I like to write away from the band. Everyone has 
their own way, it's pretty loose. 
BR: Who has the final say on whether a song is accepted or 
not? 
Allen: It's a democratic process, we try and satisfy every

u one. If one person in the band doesn't like something, we'll 
:g probably change it. 

PEREUBU 
The current line up is: 
Scott Krause, Drums 
Tony Maimone, Bass 
Allen Ravenstine, Synthesizer 
David Thomas, voice 
Mayo Thompson, Guitar 

by Mark Fisher 

Tom Herman left Pere Ubu in September '79 due to music
al differences. Mayo Thompson is now the current Ubu gui
tar player. He will, however, continue to lead Red Crayola 
when not engaged in Ubu business. After their show at the 
Main A ct, I spoke to A (fen Ravenstine, Mayo Thompson 
and David Thomas. The following is a condensed version 
of a most interesting but rather lengthy conversation. 
Boston Rock: Pere Ubu is often described as being a weird, 
arty-type band. How do you/eel about that? 
Mayo: We're not an Art-rock band, people tend to pick on 
the easiest, most obvious things to label. 
BR: Like David's stage antics? 
Mayo: Yes, I think the more subtle points of the band are 
often missed. There's a lot of ambiguity in the show. 
BR: Such as? 
Mayo: Well, we're serious about what we do, but at the 
same time, we like to have fun, we like the audience to have 
fun. There's an underlying message in our songs, but we try 
not to get too heavy with it because that puts people on the 
defensive. 

~ BR: What do you aim for musically? 
2 Mayo: To write good melodies, well-formed pop songs. 
] BR: What about influences? I hear a bit of }au. a bit of 

~ ~ri::~-s~ott and Tony are into reggae, like 'Modern Dance' 
~ although that's a ska parody .. . 
0 Mayo: I like Ornette Coleman, James Blood Ulmer ... 
~ BR: Free )au ... 

Mayo: Yeah, the melodic aspects of it, that's what I like 
about Coleman's playing-the song-like qualities. We're all 
influenced by various kinds of music, but the main thing is 
to hide it. I think we hide our influences quite well, like 
David's favorite group is the Beach Boys, but you'd never 
guess it. 

David: Like in 'Caligari's Mirror' ... (on Dub Housing) 
Allen:__ Yeah, with a song like that, people will have fun at 
the concert but maybe later on they'll go home and think 
about it a bit more. 
BR: So whal's the message? Political? Philosophical? 
David: It's all there, but we're not trying to force it on any-
one. 
BR: The albums tend to convey a darker, more serious at
mosphere than the live shows. ls this intentional? 
David: The pressure of recording makes you more serious, 
I think it'll be different next time. 
Allen: The new band is much lighter, I think the next album 
will reflect this. Also, on previous albums we've recorded 
studio songs which are hard to play on stage the same way. 
We're trying to make all the new material playable live. 
BR: How seriously do you take Pere Ubu? 
Mayo: We're serious about putting on a good show, giving 
the audience value .. 
BR: Do you find yourselves compromising musically to suit 
the audience? 
Mayo: I think it's a case of balancing excess ability (music
al) with the right to make a living through the use of music. 
Allen: We try and stretch boundaries a bit, but we are stuck 
with the business of making a living. 
BR: How do you come up with the music? 
David: It's pretty varied, mostly I write the lyrics after the 

• BR:Really? 
David: Yeah, seriously. 
BR: Are you influenced by the sort of things Fripp and Eno 
are doing? 
Mayo: Attitude-wise we lean more towards PiL, for ex
ample. 
Allen: We're not as technical as people think, we do enjoy 
noise-making for its own sake. 
BR: How do you feel about the weirdness people seem to 
expect from you? And why do you think they expect it? 
Allen: I think people are disappointed when they see us, 
they expect us to be weirder. For some reason we're not 
supposed 10 lead normal lives, but we do ... we all have 
wives and so on, that would probably surprise some people. 
Like when we were playing in Paris. There were all these 
really strange people around at the show expecting us to be 
really 'out there' into hard drugs etc. You know, at times 
like that I just want to get away, we're just not like that. 
David's been picked on a lot by the critics, like in Montreal, 
some guy did an article calling him a madman. David feels 
pretty bad abriut things like that which is why he's reluctant 
to do interviews these days. 
BR: / don't think David's crazy, on stage it seems like he 
sends himself up a lot, more like self-parody? 
David: Yeah, that's it. 
BR: How are things on the business side? 
Allen: We deal with most of it ourselves, for example, Da
vid's the band's secretary, we're also very happy with our 
management. 
BR: And labelwise? 
Allen: We're pleased to be with Rough Trade now, they've 
been a big help. 
BR: Do you consider Pere Ubu to be a 'Rock Band' in the 
general sense of the word? 
Allen: To some extent, I don't really like to be defined by 
this occupation ... we certainly don't see ourselves as rock 
stars. Everyone in the band has other interests, Mayo has 
his band, David's thinking about some solo projects .. 
there are a lot of other things I enjoy doing as much as mu
sic, too. 
David: We are a dance band, we'll let other people make 
the 'necessary' categorizations. 
BR: What direction is the band heading in now? 
Mayo: We feel that Pere Ubu is still a viable project. I lhink 
it's a matter of extending from principles a lready laid 
down. New Picnic Time was the end of one direction .. 
Allen: You could say that The Ari of Walking is treading 
water ... the next album will be a step towards a new direc
tion. I expect we will be accused of going commercial and 
selling out. 
BR: That would be typical. I could see the same sort of 
thing happening to the next PiL album as well. 
Mayo: A lot of writers develop preconceived ideas before 
they even hear the material. 
BR: Wi/1 you be producing the next album yourselves? 
Allen: No, probably not this- time, we're looking around 
for someone to take control of that side. 
BR: Do you have anyone in mind? 
Mayo: No one definite at this stage. Definitely not a 'name' 
producer, though, we don't want to be a vehicle for some
one else's self-promotion. 
BR: Fair enough. Do you have any regrets about the way 
the band's been handled in lhe past? 
Allen: No, we acknowledge our mistakes, we make no ex
cuses though. 
UBUALBUMS 
The Ari of Walking-Recorded by the current line-up at 
Suma in January. Released on Rough Trade in UK, June 
'80. 
New Picnic Time-N. P. T. has not and will not be released 
in the US by Chrysalis. Business between Ubu and Chrysa
lis has been terminated by the latter in the US & UK. 

9/15 WKOX AM 1190 music and Interviews ........... . 
Ubu re-acquired the rights to Modern Dance, Dub Housing 
and New Picnic Time for the US in April '80. They are ex
pected to be released later in the year (in the US label unde
termined), Ubu are currently negotiating to re-acquire the 
rights to the Datapanic EP which has been deleted by Radar 
Records. 

6:30 p.m. / luv from Gravy Cleve Mike & Rick 
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WATCH OTWAY 

by Harold Lepidus 
The newest in the long line of British Stiffs is a loon 

named John Otway. With English hits like "(Cor, Baby, 
That's) Really Free" and "Watch Out for the Flowers 
('Cause I'm Sure They're Gonna Get You, Yeh)" under his 
belt, Otway is out to conquer the States with his manic stage 
shows, which include smashing microphones, dancing on 
tables, and imitating Adolf Hitler and Mick Jagger (both in 
-the same song!). This interview rook place in Otway's hotel 
t)room before he played at the Main Act in Lynn. He an· 
swered questions with one leg wrapped around the other, 
wearing block trousers, a wrinkled, untucked blue shirt, 
and a pair of mismatched socks. A big fan of Bob Dylan 
and Monty Python, Otway was talkative about everything, 
but shy compared to the way he seems on stage. P.S. Thonx 
to morty and John for their helpful interruptions. 

But now, heeerrre's Johnny-
Boston Rock: You hove o new album out, entitled Deep 
Thought, which includes half new material and half old 
stuff Did you put it together, or did Stiff? 
John: It was quite a joint effort really. I wrote out the al
bum I thought as we should put it out. And they wrote 
back, suggesting a couple of changes. 
BR: In England, it'll be oil new material, right? 
John: Yeah. 
BR: How'd you get on Stiff Records? 
John: Um, we came over here a year ago, 'cause we were 
doing quite well in the UK, but nobody was particularly in
terested in signing us for America. And so we thought the 
only way we're actually going tO'get our stuff released was 
to come over here and build up a sort of a following. And 
as soon as the following builds to a degree, somebody's go
ing to put us on records. Eventually, Stiff agreed to do a 
deal to put out an album or two over here. 
BR: How'd you meet Wild Willy Barrett (Otway's partner 
in crime)? Could you give us some background? 
John: Yeah. We came from the same town, a place called 
Aylesbury, about SO miles from London. And I suppose we 
were the two most sort of dedicated people in the town at 
that time. It was a bit of a mixture, I was regarded as a bit 
of a joke a1 the time. I still can't tune a guitar properly. I 
was very theatrical, not very musical. The fusion of the two 
(of us), though, worked really well. 
BR: He plays some stuff on the new album, doesn't he? 
John: Yeah, he plays basically most of the instruments on 
the album. He tends to sort of get a bass and drums rhythm 
section, and does most of the stuff himself. 
BR: You stopped ploying with him/or a while? 
John: Yeah, that's happened loads of times. The last one 
was a two year gap. Playing with other people .. 
BR: ls he gonna be here tonight? 
John: (Shakes his head). At the moment, he's got his own 
studio that he's just got together, a nd he's just started a re
cord label. I think he's sort of quite happy with that. And 
he doesn't really take to touring that well. 
BR: How many albums do you have out in England? 
John: Four altogether. 
BR: Including the first privately released one? 
John: Yeah, with the Extracted [label] one, all Polydor did 
was take the album and put it on Polydor. 
BR: Who is Bob Lind, the guy who wrote "Cheryl's Going 
Home?" 
John: Can you remember "Elusive Butterfly?" A pop sin
gle, it was the B-sidc of that. 
BR: How'd you get together with Pete Townshend? 
John: Well, what happened was when I was about 18, 19, I 
put jn some demo time at the studio, a just sort of Revox 
studio, with sort of overdubbing on the other track, and we 
recorded a few tracks and I pressed off 500 singles Qf a cou· 
pie of the tracks we'd done, and my mum got them down to 
the record shop. And a friend of Willy's played it to Pete 
Townshend. And he just got in touch, and said, "Would 
you like me to produce a few tracks for you?," so we said 
"Yes" (laughter). That was way back in '71 that those Pete 
Townshend tracks come from. 
BR: Did he just produce, or did he ploy? 
John: He plays bass on all the tracks he produced. He's a 
great bass player, actually. A lot of his bass lines I thought 
were really exciting. 
BR: Were you two jumping around a lot in the studio? I 
m~an, you're pretty energetic. 
John: Actually he's quite violent in the studio. He plays 
very aggressively. 
BR: Did you ever break any of your own instruments? l see 
you throw them at your roadie ... 
John: Oh yeah! (laughter) They keep getting mended. Mi
crophones tend to suffer the most. 
BR: And your shirts, too. 
John: They last the night (laughter). 
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JOHN OTWAY 

BR: Did you ever meet Keith Moon? 
John: Yeah. In fact the night before he died. It was at the 
Buddy Holly thing. And he gave us a lift to the cinema from 
the reception. That was really sad actually. It was a realty 
good night. If you've met Pete Townshend, the first ques
tion everybody sort of asks is, "Did you meet Keith 
Moon?" and I'd never met him until that point. 
BR: Is it true that Paul McCartney asked you to be an 
opening act? 
John: Yeah, it happened just before last October time . We 
had a tour of Britain lined up to do, and it got really close 
to the dates, and we hadn't got an answer, and in the end 
we had to pull out (of McCartney's tour}. 
BR: That wasn't Japan, was it? 
John: No (laughter). In fact it was only a two week tour of 
England. We had a tour of England lined up. It got too 
close to pull our dates out. So if you get more than sort of 
two weeks before your own tour, you can't really pull the 
dates because it's not really fair to all the people that 
bought their tickets. 
BR: Do you like performing live more than making re
cords? 
John: Yeah. I think I'd prefer to be a fallen star than to be 
onstage if I had the choice. 
BR: You had your own TV show, right? A TV special in 

England? 
John: Yeah. 
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BR: How'd that go? What was that all about? 
John: That was really good, really well directed, actually. 
Because most rock films do tend to center round life on the 
road, a lot of backstage footage, coupled with sort of Jive 
footage, but the director sort of approached it from an an
gle of... I was doing it in Aylesbury, and I've done a free 
concert there every year for the past seven years or so, and 
it was the one after the first hit record over in England. It 
was sort of a big affair in the open market square. There 
were 15,000 people. 
BR: Were there always 15,000 people showing up? 
John: No, the first had 150 people. Basically, it sort of cen
tered around a bit of a life story, people you grow up with, 
people involved in different stages in your career. My mum 
was in it. It was a really funny program, really well direct
ed. I mean, if you didn't like the music, at least you could 
laugh at it. (laughter) 
BR: Did you ever think of putting out a live album? It's the 
natural place to hear you. 
John: Yeah, a lot of people ask about a live album. The 

.problem with it is that a lot of it is so visually theatrical, in 
terms of the live act. You're bound to lose something if you 
do a somersault or something, it's just a few crashes and 



OTWAY continued .. 

bangs, (laughter), a lot of applause. (pause) One year, as 
Christmas presents, l sent out I 50 live albums from a tape I 
had done from one gig, sent to friends and people at home 
one year, and it was great for the people at the show be
cause they thought, "God, can you remember that bit? You 
know what happened there?" l mean to anybody that just 
listens to it that hadn't seen the live act, forget it. (laughter) 
BR: It's hard trying to explain your act while capturing the 
essence of what's going on. 
John: It's a bit like watching an Alfred Hitchcock film with 
the visuals off. (laughter) 
BR: You recently went on a rather unorthodox tour of Eng
land. Instead of buying tickets, one had to have your latest 
single, and you slept in tents ... 
John: Yeah, the reason for that was that in England, we got 
a really, really good live following who would come out 
everytime we were on tour, and if I put out a single, they'd 
tend not to buy it... partly because the act is sort of a live 
act. A lot of people will come and watch it rather than play 
it on their record players, I suppose, (laughter), to some de
gree, and they tend to buy the album instead of the single 
anyway. The single sales had dropped a bit, but the live au
dience has gone up. So I thought a good way around that 
was to do this whole tour where if people went out and 
bought a single they could get in for nothing. (laughter) All 
your live audience that wouldn't normally have bought the 
single all sort of bought it, so it was good. 
BR: Was that your first Stiff single? 
John: No, it was the last Polydor single. (laughter) Any
way, it got to #45 in the charts. It was nothing to write 
home about, but it was a good promotional exercise. 
BR: Were there many broken records at the end of the 
evening? 
John: Yeah, actually there were a few. (laughter) My fa. 
vorite was a guy that came walking in 'cause-they sort of 
marked the center of the record to make sure that if they 
wanted to come to two shows, they had to buy two records. 
(laughter) So you mark the middle. And one guy came 
strolling in, obviously not holding a record, pulled it out of 
his top pocket-he had folded it. He said (thick cockney ac
cent], "Oy'm not wawkin' 'round with this in me 'and awl 
noit!" (laughter) The funny thing about that tour was 
'cause obviously you're let in for nothing, so you won't get 
any money at the end of the night, so we weren't getting 
paid for the gigs, so we couldn't sleep in hotels, so the 
whole tour was sort of travelling to the nearest campsite, 
putting up a tent, nine of us sleeping in a tent every night. 
BR: It wasn't raining much, was it? 
John: God, it was the last week! (laughter) The first four 
weeks were quite fun actually, but the fifth week-it was a 
long tour ,for England, 29 dates. We tried 10 cover every 
part of the country. 
BR: Whatdidyoudoforfood? 
John: That was bowls of cornflakes, mainly, in the morn
ings, and transport cafes. We did have the intention of 
cooking steaks over a barbeque, at least I did, but it didn't 
materialize. (laughter) 
BR: Do you enjoy reading reviews about yourself? 
John: Yeah, the press sort of tends to sway from one side to 
the other. Sometimes, especially reviews, you can see a gig 
in a particular way, another review can sor! of see it in an
other way. I tend to rely more on the feeling you get from 
the audience, rather than what a review says. That tends to 
be more accurate. 
BR: ls there any reason why "My Body's Making Me'' isn't 
on the new album? I liked that one. 
John: It's not on Deep Thoughts? I thought "Body Talk" 
was. 
BR: No, "My Body's Making Me." 
John: (laughter) Oh, all my songs are about bodies! 
(laughter) There just wasn't enough room. It's a long al
bum anyway. 
BR: It's just that I liked that one. 
John: It'll be on the next one. (smiles) 
BR: How many shirts do you buy? 
John: Basically one every night. I bought a bale of white 
nylon shirts. They kind of presented them to me. (la"ughter) . 
And they lasted a whole tour. (laughter) I get them all from 
charity shops, anyway, otherwise they'd cost me a fortune. 
(laughter) 
BR: Do you improvise a lot when you 're on stage? 
John: Yeah, as much as I can. I try to keep the thing as 
spontaneous as possible. Obviously when you're doing a 
long tour it's hard not to fall into a bit of a routine, but you 
have to try and change the act regularly enough so that 
there is a different act every night. 
BR: How'd you get on Iggy Pop's tour [last December?) 
John: We did four dates, I think, with Iggy Pop's tour. 
That was all right, some of it was great, others were OK. 
(laughter) None of them were bad. (laughter) 
BR: Do you wear the same earrings all of the time? 
John: Yeah, I've been wearing these. I never take them out. 
They've been in for a year. 
BR: What's Aylesbury like? 
John: It's quite small, 60,000 people. I mean i1's quite a 
nice size really 'cause it's the sort of place that if you put 
yourself out, you can become famous. And it's big enough 
to actually mean something if you actually make it, you 
h;.vea name in the town. It's small enough that if you don't 

make it, you haven't ruined your chances. It's a nice size 
town to come out of. The sort of place you don't get 
swamped ... it has two local papers. 
BR: Are there any other famous people from there? 
John: The Great Train Robbery-you've heard of that 
one'?-that happened near Aylesbury. (laughter) Do you 
get Aylesbury ducks over here'? It's a breed of white edible 
duck. {laughter) That's the only other thing that it's famous 
for. . 
BR: Were you popular when you were in school? 
John: No, I had a horrific time up until I was about 14 or 
15, really I was just like the sort of person that was bullied 
by everyone. Not a happy childhood. 
BR:/ heard you would drink ink? 
John: Oh yeah, I'd got to the point where people would no
tice me, I sort of became notorious. 
BR: Did you like that? 
John: Well, I hated it at the time, because I had nicknames 
like "Smelly." (laughter) But at least everybody knew me. I 
BECAME important. I found out that people that would 
associate with me weren't known by name, but as "Otway's 
friends." So I ended up making the most of it. Things like 
the "Drinking Ink" episode happened because I was just 
one of those people that could get an audience of 250 peo
ple to come out and watch me drink a bottle of ink. The 
whole school would talk about it for three weeks. (laughter) 
Another good thing was picking fights with all the bullies at 
the school. (laughter) It meant that you'd absolutely get 
slammed about and have bruises and things-at least you'd 
be a bit of a hero. (laughter) People would talk about it 
more! I think people sort of respect you for having a go at 
these people, even though you come out of it the worse for 
wear. And they used to draw huge audiences. I mean, being 
disliked and watching the bully sort of bash 'em up as well 
... it got to the point where I started putting on concerts, 
and getting really good audience turnout. 
BR: What things do you like to do? 
John: Nothing really, suppose I'm a bit of a bore. In a lot 
of ways. I was sort of completely career dominated, which 
takes up all of my thinking time, waking time ... I don't 
have many hobbies that are not career orientated. 
BR: How did your parenJs affect your career? 
John: At first, they really disliked the idea of me ever get
ting near a guitar. I mean they allowed me to learn the vio
lin. I didn't get a guitar until I was 16. Willy (Barrett) used 
to sort of walk up and down across the street with a sort of 
beatnik girlfriend on one arm, and a guitar sort of slung 
across his shoulder, and my mum used to regularly say, 
"You're gonna end up like Willy Barrett." Later on, when 
I was about 22, 23, she realised that I wasn't going to do 
anything else, they really did help me a lot, they lent me a 
lot of money. Especially with that Extracted album. We got 
the thing recorded, Track records had put the single out. 
BR: Through Townshend? 
John: Yeah, that was "Louisa on a Horse" that they put 
out as a single. And we wanted to do an album, and they 
kept on arguing about producers, so in the end we booked a 
studio ourselves and went and recorded the album. And we 
took it to Track records, and they fired us on the spot. 
(laughter) That's why the album is called "Extracted." 
BR: Who were your influences? 
John: I sort of quite like people like Tom Jones, Shirley 
Bassey, Liberace, just because I find them funny. (laughter) 
They were as much of an influence as Bob Dylan. I mean, 
Tom Jones used to just crack me up. I'd just watch the tel
ly, with my mouth wide open. There were all these middle 
aged women waving knickers in his face. (laughter) They 

were quite a strong influence. Musically, I suppose my 
tastes were Bob Dylan, Van Morrison, those sort of people. 
BR: Have you ever done any of their songs? 
John: The first gig that I ever did had about JO Bob Dylan 
songs and one of somebody else's. Don't know why that 
was. (laughter) 
BR: Did you ever take piano lessons? 
John: With violin, yeah. I was in the orchestra for a while. I 
got in the habit of miming. I started playing with the bow 
half an inch from the strings, and making sure my arm went 
in the same direction as everyone else. (laughter) You really 
get nervous in case the bow happens to touch the string. 
(laughter) 
BR: How many chords do you know how to play on the 
guitar? 
John: Probably about a dozen. Depends if you count the 
capo. (laughter) 
BR: What were some of the dangerously athletic feats you 
werefamousfor then? 
John: The worst one of those was acrobatics on the canal 
bridge. (laughter) I got into a habit of hanging from this 
bridge, 20 feet over concrete, hanging from one foot, 
swinging around, (laughter), let go and sort of catch a gird
er. It was really a matter of .. _. 
BR: Luck? 
John: Yeah! (laughter) I used to make it as dangerous as 
possible. The crowds would gather just dying to see you fall 
off. 
BR: But you weren 't dying to please. 
John: No. I gave up things like that, because you always 
have to top yourself, and then it just gets stupid because 
eventually you aren't gonna top yourself, so ... Sometimes 
you try things like that out on an audience. Someone once 
described it as having the same appeal as an airplane disas
ter. (laughter) 
BR: Have you ever hurt yourself? 
John: Just before I'd done this tour, I thought I'd done my 
back in. I did this handstand where l did an imitation of 
Olga Corbit which was to take the mike out of the stand, 
throw it up in the air, turn the guitar around, and thwack 
the microphone across the stage, (laughter), which worked 
out really expensive, because it didn't do the mikes any 
good at all. I niean three Olga Corbits and you're a mike 
down. (laughter) But I mean, I'm at the point where if it's 
gonna gel a laugh, even though there's sort of a $200 mi

crophone and a $400 guitar, there's just something in you 
that can't resist. (laughter) 
BR: Did you ever hurl anybody else? 
John: No, I try and be pretty careful. It does frighten me 
sometimes. When we did the Bottom Linc and I was stroll
ing across these tables, and I spilled a drink over some girl 
who was sort of charging a sort of a cleaning bill. (laughter) 
BR: Do you exercise? 
John: I'm completely unhealthy, actually. I don't know 
how I can do it. Things like studio work is completely un· 
healthy because I smoke about five times as many cigarettes 
when I'm working in the studio, 'cause you're just sort of 
sitting there listening all the time. 
BR: Do you take anything very seriously? 
John: Yeah, I do. I'm really passionate about success be
cause I really do wanna be successful, I do wanna be a mil
lionaire. (laughter) 
BR: When? 
John: The sooner, the better. It's not really for power ei
ther. I just want everyone to know who I am . • 
BR: Then you like signing autographs? 
John: Oh, I love it. (laughter) 
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SPEEDIES FOR BREAKFAST.,,,,,,.,,.,.,, 
by Michele Kirsch 

Mention the New York rock scene to any self-respecting 
Boston fan, and he'll look at you real nasty-like and make 
retching noises. 

"New York? Oh, like those Trash 'n' Vaudeville trend
ies? Put me on your guestlist, l sleep with the roadie? Anya 
Philips singing Irving Berlin off-key? The esoteric Mudd 
Club set? and Andy Warho? Bl«ker (/ brought the Buzz
cocks to America) Bob? And the Gary Glitter New York 
Dolls who think they invented punk rock? You pompous 
New Yorkers want to take credit for everything! 

And if you're a self-respecting New Yorker, you'll tell 
the guy that I) the Dolls did star1 punk rock, and 2) New 
York can boast one of the greatest pop bands this side of 
the Monkees: The Spccdies, who recently left the dungeons 
of the Mudd, Hurrahs, Club 57 etc. to take on the dragons 
of Boston's own Rat. 

These five terribly clean musicians looked as out of place 
in the Rat as the Bay City Rollers would in CBGB. Hostile 
locals in leather jackets (in 90 degree weather, no less) sat 
in the back of 1he club during the Speedies' second set, p-:ri
odically shou1ing, "Lawng fuckin' Island!" or "New 
York!'' To which rhythm guitarist Greg Crewdon an
swered, "sucks!" Was he trying to win them over? Greg 
says, "I don't really know why I said it. But I'm sick of 
bands like 'Hey, we're from New York!' Like English 
bands coming over; sometimes they'll sell out wi!hout ever 
being heard of, just because 1hey're English." 

Whether or no1 The Speedies' Brooklyn heri1age worked 
for or against them, I don't know, but I imagine their bill
ing as a pop group turned some Ra1 regulars of.f. After all, 
the onfy pop many of these poor blind sods have been ex.
posed to is that of the bubble gum set. Pop, they imagine, 
was when you were twelve and you traded /6 Magazine with 
your friends; staying home Friday nights to watch The Par
tridge family; memorizing Bobby Sherman's sweater size. 
A.ndjust as you grow out of your training bra (David Cassi
dy will recognize you as a woman), some stupid hippy 
comes along and turns you on to the Dead. So you throw 
away your Roller pix. and Partridge Family a!bums and de
ny ever having liked them. 

Well listen, you too-cool Rat pack, The Speedics are 
pop, and real groovy, too. They are not auempting a pop 
revival; ra1her, they have created a pop sound of their own. 
What's more, if you're worried about what your sneering 
friends will say when they see your Speedies single next 10 

your Sex. Pistols LP, fuck 'em; it's their loss. Specdies fans 
will never hide their records. 

Meanwhile, back at the Rat, The Peytons had jus1 fin
ished their second set, and much of the sufficiently sloshed 
crowd decided to call it a night; and as they stumbled out 
into Kenmore, John Carl, bassist and manager of The 
Speedies, looked about, teary-eyed, and said, "Where are 
they all going? Why don't they come back?" I mean, this is 
a band that sells out in New York faster than you can say 
Capin Crunch. But those who condescended to stay and sec 
what this pop stuff was all about, were not disappointed. 
Expecting three chord I-love-you-woo-woo, the surprised 
audience were up and bopping 10 a clever, witty anthem to 
the proverbial rich , "Acute I.Q." 
I can see your loafers strolling on the Upper East Side, 
You got into Haavad and Yale but you couldn't decide, 
Oh yeah? 
Alligators on your t-shirt, raquet ball in hand, 
I love you Sergio, but Vanderbuilt is my brand, 
Oh yeah, 
She's got acute I.Q. don't you? 

What followed was a short set of seven, very danceable, 
happy tunes (the kind you find yourself humming for days 
after). At first, the live version of their single, "Let Me 
Take Your Photo," seemed to be an ex.act replica of the 
studio version, but 1hen The Speedics launched in10 a long 
rhythmic riff, perfec1 for dancers who run out of ideas and 
just want to bop. And a lot of people were dancing towards 
the end. A very energetic lot, The Specdies; they bounce 
about the stage in a playful way and sing tunes abou1 math 
teachers and the girl next door. Call it escapism, but it's still 
super dance music. 

Not angry dance music. The Speedies like to stay away 
from subjects such as war and politics. Three Speedies are 
only seventeen and fresh out of high school; why worry 
about death and violence when there's a killer geometry 
ex.am tomorrow'? 

So five nice guys from Brooklyn got together to make 
nice music-nice shu1-up-and-dance music. They soon be-
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THE SPEEDIES 

came the most popular group in New York, securing the 
New, York Rocker's readers' choice of the best N.Y. band 
in 1979. Rock critics everywhere who took special interest 
in The Speedies would write about the cereal The Speedies 
throw into the audience. Some developed complex. theories 
about the symbolism and profundity of the cereal thing; re
jection of a sugar-coated culture? Rejection of materialistic 
values? 
John: Actually, it's like this: We'd go and see the Dead 
Boys at CBGB, and they'd get hit with these beer bottles. 
So we figured, if we throw cereal, they'll throw cereal, and 
we won't get hurt. 
John Carl (bass and manager): The clubs started to hate.us 
because of the mess. 
Eric(lead guitar): But we stopped throwing it because we 
got to be known as the band that throws cereal. 
Boslon Rock : Sure, you can avoid violence on a personal 
level, but look at today's paper: "Soviets have Death Ray" 
or "Dear Beth: My mother won't let me use tampons." So 
much misery; how do you stay happy? 
Allen(drummer): Our mothers let us use tampons. 
Eric: Now it's getting really popular to sec bands that arc 
depressing, like Gang of Four. We try and stay away from 
that, like The Undertones; all their lyrics are kind of ''up." 
We try to stay away from politics. 
Allen: We're the Grateful Dead of the eighties. 
John M: We'd rather hear someone singing about a good 
time. Like in '76, '77, they were screaming about dead ba
bies; that was acceptable. Now we're 1rying to be more op
timistic. 
BR: But you wore an "Anarchy" t-shirt at your gig. 
John M: My other shirts were dirty. 
BR: None of you seem to have this don 't-touch-me-l'm-a
star attitude other New York performers are noted for. ls it 
easier to be nice and have a good attitude because you're 
not under the pressure of a major record label? 

· All: We would love to be under the pressure of a major re
cord company! 
BR: Three of you are seventeen; how do you feel about be
ing younger than a lot of your fans? 
Allen: That's not true. If they didn't let people under eigh
teen in, half the audience would be gone. 
John C: In New York, anyway. They seem to be stricter 
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about that in Boston. 
BR: You have to be twenty here. 
John M: My God! There are thirteen year olds getting abor
tions! Why shouldn't they get into clubs? 
BR: What is this fascination with abortions, John? 
John M: What I'm saying is that younger people get away 
with a lot these days. Thirteen year olds getting abortions, 
but they can't go to a bar. If they've seen the world outside, 
they might as well see the world inside. 
Allen: What John's really trying to say is that most of the 
band's expenses go towards paying for girls' abortions. 
BR: How do you feel about the Boston music scene, as 
compared to New York's? 
John C: Boston papers are very supportive of their own 
bands. New York is ridiculous; we were voted best unsigned 
band by the New York Rocker's reader poll, but they didn't 
do a story on us. 
Greg (rhythm guitar): They don't like us. 
John C: Eric chased Andy Schwartz of Rocker down the 
street yelling, "Why didn't you do a story on us'?" And 
he sent them a real nasty letter. And he also chased Christ
gau one day. They(critics) all hate him. 

I don't. The Speedies are a breath of fresh air amidst a 
rock scene polluted with bands that bitch about life, death, 
and anything in between. And if you're fed up with Joan 
Baez-goes-punk protest music, or if you're wincing at the 
prospect of a heavy "fuckin" metal revival and nauseated 
at the thought of mental teenagers playing their stomachs, 
then get thee to a record shop and buy The Speedies' single 
and pogo away to your heart's content.• 

And do it fast, before The Speedies get older and som
ber. There are already signs of age showing in lead singer 
John: 

"I wanna be rich. I'm gonna die soon. They read my 
palm. I have a liver problem. And a condition. Also a pace
maker." 

So star1 getting happy nowadays, music lovers, before 
The Speedies start getting depressed. 

•The record has a gurantec: If you arc not satisfied wi1h 
the quality and/or performance of The Specdies, send 
name, address and reason for dissatisfaction along with box. 
top to: Rock Therapy Institute. Washington, D.C. 





MAN WITH THE MISSIONS 
An Interview With Martin Swope 
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by Mark Fisher 
An interview with Mortin Swope; the member of Mission of 
Burma you won't see on stage. 
Boston Rock: How long have you been with Mission of 
Burma? 
Martin: I got into Boston just as they were starting up, at 
the time I was trying to get another band together. I started 
working with loops with the band in the fall of '79, that was 
real sporadically. 1 guess around early January this year, 
when 1he band recorded the single, was when 1 really real
ized Mission of Burma was going to be importani; maybe 
in ten years, maybe now. That's when I started full-time. 
BR: You were doing the mixing as well. 
Martin: Yeah, I'd never done any before then. I think there 
were a lot of nawed shows at first, but it's getting better 
now. 
BR: Concerning your work with tape loops, hove"}ou been 
influenced at all by the likes of Steve Reich, Terry Riley? 
Martin: Yeah, I've heard a little bit of their stuff, also 
Stockhausen flipped me a bit, or did when I was 18, 19, 20. 
And John Cage's experiments with chance ... I guess the 
main relationship that I have with the Missions is that I take 
chances doing loops and stuff, often I don't know what's 
going to happen ... often times nothing at all happens 'cos I 
forget to patch something in correctly, but that's chance 
anyhow. 
BR: Do you like the sort of things Fripp 's doing, like Fripp· 
ertronics? 
Martin: Yeah, I'd thought about getting something togeth· 
er playing that kind of music. Actually, I'm kind of a re· 
tiring guy so I didn't pursue it too much, if things get des. 
perate I might think about it again. I like Fripp's earlier 
stuff with Eno but I think this Ambient Music thing's gone 
about as far as it can go really. 
BR: Would you like to talk about what kind of things you 
do with the tape loops and mixing? 
Martin: Sure, well every board works a bit differently but 
I usually take the signal from the effect, send say the snare 
drum, run it into my tape recorder then I have little devices 
that I can use like a Ring Modulator, or a Phase Shifter or a 
gain control so I can overdrive the signal, stuff like that, 
then run it into the deck, record it, manipulate it in various 
ways like changing the speeds. I use a ½ track machine so I 
can turn the tape over and run it backwards .. 
BR: Then you add back into what the band's doing on 
stage? 
Martin: Yeah, I bring it back into the P.A. The basic con· 
cept behind this is that people tend to accept anything that 
they see or hear as being real. I like to change that. For ex· 
ampl, on "New Disco" I record Roger's voice using 'sound 
·On.sound' and then he stops singing and just as he walks 
away from the mikes, there's still this raw voice coming out 
of the P.A. 
BR: Do you use this effect much with the drums? 
Manin: No, hardly at all-not unless it's already set up like 
at the Paradise. There's an instrumental the band does 
called "Tremolo" which I'm still experimenting with a bit. 
I've tried a bunch of different things, what I'm working 
with right now is that I record Peter's entire drum kit on the 
song before that at slow speed, and then play it back at high 
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speeds during "Tremolo." 
BR: Does the bond synch to what you're doing? 
Martin: No, not really. I'm not interested in having the 
band link up with what I'm doing, there are technical prob· 
!ems which often prevent this anyway so there are times 
when the band doesn't hear at all what I'm doing-which 
can be a little odd. 
BR: So they must trust a lot then. 
Manin: Yeah, it's a good deal. So far I feel I haven't 
screwed them up too badly~ I do worry about that some· 
times though. Sometimes my lack of knowledge becomes 
glaringly obvious like at the Gang of Four show when they 
brought in their own equipment. I guess I should apologize 
for that one. 
BR: Have you ever had much experience with the techni· 
cal/electronics side of things? 
Manin: No hardly any at all actually .. 
BR: You were talking about manipulation of sound earlier. 
Manin: Yeah, in most of the songs it's pretty subtle, for 
example in "Max Ernst" the loops at the end or on "Ein
stein's Day," what I do is a simple guitar loop of Roger's 
opening lines and record it at half speed and play it back 
twice as fast when he starts his guitar solo. The idea is to 
make a small sort of background so that it doesn't sound so 
obvious that he's stopped playing rhythm. 
BR: How much were you involved in the production of the 
single? 
Martin: Not much, I hadn't had much studio experience so 
I basically just stood back and absorbed as much as I could, 
which was a great deal. I think that experience helped me 
out a lot in terms of understanding what possibilities are 
available on a mixing board ... (At this point, the conversa
tion veered off into a general discussion about recording, 
ciculation of records and band management in general.) 
BR: What bands do you like locally? 
Martin: The Girls, The Batchelors Even ... Bound &Gagged 
have come a long way .. 
BR: Yeah, l saw them a while back at the Rot but the audi· 
ence woufdn 't give them a chance-I liked them. 
Martin: Mmm ... there seems to be a serious lack of under· 
standing amongst just general music-goers as to what the 
future is and the past was, they seem to keep looking to the 
past for excitemem-they want remakes of it now, it's a 
real bogus arrangement. 
BR: Hove you heard much stuff like The Raincoats? 
Martin: Yeah, I heard the single, I like them a lot. 
BR: Well, Bound &- Gagged's approach sort of reminds me 
of them ... l was a bit annoyed to see people giving them 
such a hard lime. 
Martin: Yeah, Americans are such rude assholes. I have a 
real hard time with most people in America-ever since 
they were young they've had everything they wanted, they 
just don't have any respect for anybody else. II really 
shows .. 
BR: / agree. 
Manin: Yeah? It's one of the things I really feel strongly 
about. 
BR: How would you sum up your approach with Mission 
of Burma? 

Manin: Well, going back to the idea that people are often 
surprised by the loops and that they tend to accept what
ever they see as first hand reality, l think that idea isn't ma· 
nipulated at all in any aspect of American Life. Generally 
bands, and then in the larger sense people in this culture, 
think about rigidly defined areas like Rock, Jazz, Classical 
etc. and they operate within these boundaries all the time. 
The main idea that I have with the Missions is to break up 
those barriers as much as possible. I've thought of the idea 
of using loops and radios more in the show, we've talked 
about the idea of eventually at one point in the show having 
say ten minutes of loops from earlier material in the per· 
formance at which point the band could walk off stage and 
take a break. Anyway, the basic idea is to get rid of the bar. 
riers that exist between different kinds of music, that's not 
to say that we're a progressive punk-fusion.jazz band or 
whatever, the defin itions come after the fact. We just like 
to experiment with sound a lot.. 
BR: / notice that particularly with Roger's guitar playing, 
it's very texturally orientated. 
Martin: Yeah, Roger's really oriented towards that, it's 
given me some real problems in mixing 'cos often his sound 
becomes this backdrop for what the rest of the band's doing 
and his guitar just vanishes, if you look for it it's there but 
there's no way to pull it out like you can do with other gui· 
tar players. (Imitates clichM guitar style) 
BR: That sort of reminds me of the "anti•solo" approach 
the Gang of Four use. Do you like PiL? 
Martin: Yeah, I was amazed by them at the Orpheum. I 
keep using the word "manipulative" but it seems to be a 
good descriptive word for the way that people operate in 
the world. The Public Image show was very manipulative of 
what people were expecting-I thought it was amazing that 
they did an encore, they didn't in New York. I like what 
Wobble's doing a lot, it's great that he can keep getting 
away with what he's doing. 
BR: Yeah, he seems to be very prolific at it too. Do you 
have any thoughts about how you would approach doing an 
album with Mission of Burma? 
Manin: Yeah, I've has a bunch of thoughts about album 
work. Again, I'd like to try and break down the set ideas 
that people have about albums ... try and experiment with 
moving sounds in and out of the mix. Roger had one great 
idea of making a real extreme stereo record, where channel 
one would be one monophonic track, and channel two a SC· 

parate mono track; then the two combined would make a 
third song in stereo if the mix was right... that's sort of CX· 

treme. · 
BR: That reminds me of Charles lv(S, he once got two 
marching bands, tuned them a semitone apart and had 
them march through town from opposite ends, so that 
when they passed each other in the center a third band was 
created from the two clashing. 
Martin: Yeah, I remember reading about that. Again it's 
the idea that you can break up people's perceptions very 
easily, usually music and everything in our culture rein
forces the person's perception. I, personally, am interested 
in breaking it up and I think the band's orientation is at 
least partly towards that. 
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by Jess 
Since their debut gig at the Underground 

this past May, the New Models-Casey 
Lindstrom, guitar and vocals; Steve Thur
ber, keyboards, bass and vocals; and Mich
ael Johnson, drums-have grown steadily 
from being one of the most promising 
bands in Boston, to simply being one of the 
most exciting bands to watch in a saturated 
town. 

The New Models bypass your belt for a 
good shot at your feet. Their hook infested, 
rhythmically terse vignettes bring to mind 
influences of Ultravox, The Buzzcocks and 
their mid-sixties organ dominated prede
cessors. Typically, Lindstrom will chase the 
strings of his guitar around the neck with a 
power octave run while Johnson flails away 
on the drums adding fills and rolls where 
you least expect them. Thurber lurks in the 
background with dense keyboard runs, 
stepping into the foray with beeps and 
buzzes, occasionally quoting a nursery 
rhyme or punctuating Lindstrom's playing 
with synthesizer bass runs . Lindstrom is the 
focus of the band, whether he is singing, 
power chording or soloing. As a guitarist, 
be incorporates the manic intensity of heavy 
metal, the concise tension of punk and the 
melodic invention of pop without seeming 
tired or stale. Lindstrom forms articulate 
solos with the strength of a lawnmower, 
churning the sounds around him into 
mulch. 

On their soon to be released EP (Simple 
Simon Records, produced by Simple Si
mon), the band teases the listeners with the 
potential of their material. Recorded while 
they were in the process of getting their act 
together, the still untitled EP offers a 
glimpse at the growth of the band. With the 
aid of the studio and the experience of Sim
ple Simon, the band get a Spcctoresquc ve
neer to their music. The sound of the tape is 
so polished and damned good that the band 
fought hard to reproduce the arrangements 
live, struggling through their first few 
shows. Now, their playing is confident 
enough to duplicate the tape and go it one 
better. 

The opening cut, the instrumental "Pour 
on the Snap," is a good example. On tape 
"Snap" drags along before breaking the 
way for the cathartic "She's a New Mod
el." Live, "Snap" is pared down to barely 
two minutes. By compacting the song, and 
by Thurber's growing confidence in his key
boards, 'Snap" acts like the opening round 
of a good boxing bout. It circles around be
fore landing the heavy blow of "She's a 
New Model." The latter song, one of the 
strongest in the New Models' catalogue, 
brings the cold visions of a mechanical, 
asexual future together with the chugging 
beat of rock and roll. "New Model" is pro
pelled by Johnson's drumming, which also 
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bring the cold aspect of technology exem
plified by the rock steady rhythm and lyric
al imagery and infuse it with high strung en
ergy to avoid the pretensions of, say, Gary · 
Numan. In this case, Lindstrom's guitar 
solo works like a patient on a couch at a 
shrink's office. He's not surrendering to the 
problem, he's lashing out with the last 
thread of sanity he has. He builds on the 
same riff then launches out with drawn out 
phrases, sustaining his notes, opening the 
way for his vocal with one pained, drawn 
out note, then punctuates the final chorus 
with instrumental screams behind the 
band's chant ''I can't relate, I can't relate.'' 

Side two, in a sardonic way, sets the story 
of The Jetts, the ill-fated band that gave 
birth to the New Models. Consisting of the 
three Models plus lead singer Dennis (Mich
aels) Siciliano, The Jctts were a band that 
never lived up to their potential. At the time 
of the break up, they were in the studio re
cording a tape under the production of Car
ter Alan. "The problem with The Jctts," 
explains Thurber, "was, we were all getting 
dissatisfied with the way things were go
ing." Johnson, usually the silent partner in 
the group, chirps in "we were stagnating." 
Thurber and Lindstrom nod. "We had 

thoughts of doing differept things,'' contin
ues Thurber. "Both Casey and Michael 
were approached by different bands, I 
wanted to work on a few projects. There 
had to be some kind of change." 

Indeed, Thurber and Lindstrom, who 
wrote the material for The Jctts (as they do 
for the current band), started holding back 
songs. While he had range and technique, 
Siciliano often seemed like he was busy po
sing for pictures rather than singing in a 
band. Since the band was centered around 
him, much of their material sounded drab. 
On tape they fared better, but vocally, 
something was being held back. After dis
cussing their feelings with Alan and a few 
friends, they decided to dissolve The Jetts. 
Siciliano went on to join a traveling sixties 
rock revue singing his Roger Daltrcy im
pressions, and Thurber, Lindstrom and 
Johnson thought they would try out some 
new ideas in the already paid for rehearsal 
room. 

From that point on it reads like a fairy 
tale. Simple Simon heard them working on 
a song with Lindstrom singing, liked the 
way he sang (particularly his British phras
ing) and suggested they go in the studio. 
They fleshed out the EP and their reper-
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toirc at the same time. At first, the live per
fonnanccs suffered from Thurber's move to 
keyboards (with The Jetts, he only played 
keyboards on three songs, the rest on bass
with the Models, the tables have turned). 
Thurber would painstakingly work out his 
new-found role. Now, Thurber is more re
laxed in his playing. The resulting tightness 
of the band has as much to do with Thur
ber's growth as with the care and counseling 
of their producer. There were holes at first, 
concedes Thurber, "but now, l think we 
come pretty damned close to the sound of 
the tape." 

He's right. The New Models, though less 
than six months old, play with the raw pol
ish of an older band. Playing as tightly as 
the wire coil of a pick-up, they can share the 
bill with bands like Mission of Bunna, the 
Peter Dayton Band, The Rings or The Pey
tons with equal case. The New Models, by 
virtue of their eclectic offerings have ful
filled the hopes of the old Jetts fans and 
converted detractors of the earlier band. 
If their newer material is any indication 
(and it is), than the EP is merely a hint of 
what they have to show. The New Models 
are a band to watch. They'll grow before 
your very eyes. 

holds together the strains of Thurber's key- 1 -----------------------------------------. 
boards and Lindstrom's guitar. 

Side two of the EP opens with a song 
from the band's recent past, The Jctts' 
(more on them later) "Mixed Emotions." 
Lindstrom's vocal paints a picture of agon
izing growing pains. "At certain times you 
considered suicide, but you 're afraid to 
die," he chides. Lindstrom fuses images of 
loneliness and confusion backed with a 
steady beat building the tension . For the re
frain, Lindstrom chants, screams and 
shouts the title of the song, culminating 
with a Janovian primal scream "mixed 
emotions right now." But that's not 
enough. He continues the attack: "It's im
possible to leave here, it's impassible to 
stay ... You wanna scream but if you'd only 
shout it out. You're caught in a trap and 
you know there's no way out." 

~SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS 

BEYOND FISCAL· DISTRESS 

NEW 3 SONG 9 in FLEXI DISC 

ON SALE AT NEWBURY COMICS 

"Mixed Emotions" serves as the perfect 
introduction for "Can't Relate." Again, 
Lindstrom is found at odds with his sur
roundings. He brings images of work, ur
ban life and ''Telephones ringing in my 
ear," to the civilized conclusion, "I can't 
relate." As in most of Lindstrom's-and 
the band's-work, the band manages to L..---------------------------------------...J 
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by Sal Paradise 

The Dcbutantes were the first band I no
ticed in Rhode Island that seemed to be do
ing something different. And in the time 
I've been here the band has steadily im
proved. In the New Paper they were voted 
second most signable in a recent poll. I felt 
that they should have been first. I decided 
to conduct an interview with The Dcbu
tantcs and let them tell their own story. 
The Dcbuantcs are: 
Chris: Guitar and vocals 
Robe: Bass and vocals 
Julie: Lead vocals 
Randy: Lead guitar and vocals 
Crawford: Drums 
Sal: How did you come up with your name? 
Chris: You mean the 'c' at the end? 
Sal: No, the name itself 
Rlndy: It sounded good. I think it fitted us. 
I believe Chris thought up the name. 
Sal: Tell me sometMng about your various 
musical backgrounds and influences. 
Randy: 1 was influenced by the Beatles. 
When I was learning guitar my favorite gui· 
tarists were Clapton and Santana. 
Rob: I studied trumpet for eight years and 
then switched to bass when I figured that 
the trumpet was worthless. 
Chris: Early to mid sixties San Francisco 
sounds. Hank Williams Williams and Dan 
Hicks. Acid rock is where it's at, danceable 
pyschedelic music. 
Cra.wford: I played in two high school 
bands. One was a 'S0's band, we played a 
lot of Elvis tunes, the real Elvis. The other 
was a heavy metal band. I played in both 
bands at the same time so it's hard to say 
which influenced me more. 
Julie: My only singing experience prior to 
this was musical comedy. (At this point the 
rest or the band breaks out into laughter.) I 
also did some jazz and blues. 
Sal: What is your favorite place to play? 
All: It's the Living Room. 
Rob: I like the Rat too. 
Randy: The Living Room, the Rat and the 
Underground. It would be a tie. 
Sal: Tell me about the Dead Whores. They 
open for you qui~e often. 
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Chris: They're from Argentina. They come 
up here occasionally to gig with us. 
Rob: They don't speak English. They just 
mouth the words. 
Sal: Are there any other groups in RI that 
you like? 
Randy: The Tits! The Tits are way out 
there. 
Rob: I think the DC TENZ are good too. 
Sal: I'm often told it's easier for a RI band 
to be accepted in NYC than Boston. What 
do you think? 
Chris: If you're a good band you'll go over 
anywhere. Some bands just use this as a ra· 
tionalization. 
Sal: What's the band's biggest problem? 
Crawford: Losing our rehearsal space. 
Chris: Making the right decisions. 
Sal: Are there any plans/or an independent 
single? 
AU: Yeah. 
Sal: Who~ so_ngs would be on it? 

Chris: The songs that haven't been written 
yet. 
Rob: Most likely "Upstairs.Downstairs," 
"Even God" and "You Got Her Now." 
Sal: When will ii come out? 
Rob: Probably some time in October. 
Sal: What are your future plans? 
Randy: Success! 
Julie: We'd like to start playing Boston 
some more. 
Rob: That's our plan, to take Boston by 
storm. 
Sal: How many songs do you have? 
Rob: 35. 
Sal: Who wrote them? 
Rob: We all write, but Chris wrote most or 
them. 
Sal: Why are you doing this? 
Randy: We're stupid! (laughter) 
Sal: How would you describe your music? 
Cbrb: We're moving in a healthy direction 
toward hypnotic, danceable psychedelia. I 

think the end product is going to be run and 
a good time for everybody. 
Rob: We now have a definite direction. 
Sal: Same of your songs seem a bit on the 
macabre side. 
Randy: Absolutely! 
Rob: No. Some or the songs are falsetto 
and very happy. 
Sal: How about "Upstairs-Downstairs?" 
Rob: It could be just about some one get· 
ting a knife for her parents. It depends on 
how you interpret it. 
Sal: What are you people doing when 
you 're not playing? 
Crawford: Wishing we were playing! 

Local Briefs 
The DC TENZ have two members on the 

injured list. It seems the band was a bit 
overly enthusiastic during one or their en· 
cores. The end result was a broken bass, a 
cracked cymbal, drummer Skip Powers suf· 
fered a broken wrist and bass player Thom 
Piche needed six stitches in the head from a 
flying high hat. 
A rcw of the local artists have independent 
sing]es. 

Jak Glenn: "Put Me On (The Radio) b/w 
"Bad Risk." 

Parellcl 5th: "Im An Artist" b/w "Won·, 
der Years." 

The Probers: "I Saw You Looking" b/w 
"It's Over." 

The Illustrators: "You Gave Me A Dia· 
mond" b/w "Prove My Manhood." 

The Mundanes have an EP coming out 
sometime in October which will feature 
"Make It The Same," "Funnier Than 
Love" and "Empty Boulevards." 

The O'Characters, who opened for Roy 
Orbison recently, have a new bass player, 
Bill Metcalf ... The Legends or Bowling, a 
band from Newport, are the first act around 
that docs some ska music. They were pretty 
good ... A band I highly recommend is Rub
ber Rodeo. I'll be doing a major feature on 
them in the next issue ... Along with a story 
in the October issue or Playboy The Tits 
will be in an upcoming issue or Swank. Isn't 
it runny how RI bands only get press in out· 
-,f.state publications7 



by Mike Bastarache 
Why are DEYO saying all these terrible things about our 

society? Where di we go wrong? Sure, things aren't perfect 
-but, God knows, we've tried to set them right. Once more 
DEYO provides us with practical lessons in modern men
tality. Boston Rock and Gerry lead the class in a question 
and answer period: 

Boslon Rock: Does the world need DEYO? 
Gerry: More than they know. 
BR: What does DEYO have to offer? 
GERRY: DEVO has something that goes beyond going in 
circles, retracing the same old pictures. 
BR: Does that mean getting a perspective of things? 
Gerry: Yeah. DEVO is a different technique for looking at 
all the information that bombards us. 
BR: When DEYO first started off. what were you trying to 
do? 
Gerry: Kind of a breath mint to shake up your mouth. 
BR: So you're still going in that direction then? {What di
rection is that?-ed.J 
Gerry: Actually, we're just trying to become like any work
ing unit; a strong, stable force that works over a period of 
time so that people understand what we do. 
BR: Do you think that people are beginning to understand 
whal DEVO'sal/about? 
Gerry: Some are. I know that. I know our fans are. I know 
the sold-out halls understand. 
BR: What do you think your audiences are looking/or? 
Gerry: I think they' re looking for what every audience 
looks for whenever they go anywhere and that's to be enter
tained; to have whoever is the group or whatever they're 
paying for, do something that they can't do for themselves. 
Certainly we are entertainers above all, just our entertain
ment is different. 
BR: Do you think it goes beyond that-to a certain social 
consciousness or certain philosophy they don't get from 
ocher groups. 
Gerry: Well, the best entertainment has substance to it and 
I would like to think that they are responding to that level 
of DEYO; that DEYO is entertaining them because it is 
dealing with things, because it is different, and because it is 
a relief from the kind of banal or oppressive circumstances 
of their daily lives. 
BR: What do you think is the biggest problem in America 
today? 
Gerry: The biggest problem? MENTALITY. Not intelli
gence, mentality. 
BR: Whatisthatproblem? 
Gerry: It's like a stultification. It's like the imagination's 
been killed, for some reason. It could be just too many 
things, I don't know. 

Gerry: I mean physical things, it could be just because of 
'too many physical things . No longer is there seemingly a 
strain of American which is part and partial to the folklore 
of America or the greatness of America, which is the person 
with incentive, the person with honesty, the person with 
imagination, the person with Yankee know-how, the per
son who responds with grace under pressure in a crisis
that seems to all be gone. 
l)R: So you think the DE-EVOLUTION theory is still rele
vant? 
Gerry: Absolutely. Just look around you. 
BR: Why do you think Americans are so preoccupied with 
sex? 

Gerry: In America sex is always used to sell something else . 
I don't think they're really preoccupied with sex. Sex is an 
image. Everyone is preoccupied with sex because sex is the 
central image of life. It's the obvious reason we're here and 
the reason we go on. It's the drive to preserve the species . 
It's power and desirability. But sex is twisted up with con
sumer goods and political power in America. I don't think 
American are really obsessed with sex .. 
BR: .. . it's more the fantasy of sex. 
Gerry: Yeah, yeah. It's as much as they're obsessed with 
death and fear of dying. And sex plays into that as some
thing to sell to them to keep them occupied. 
BR: Who's the ultimate culprit here? Or have we been do
ing this to ourselves? 

Gerry: That's the point! There's no ultimate culprit here. 
You can't go to Madison Avenue and say it's THEM, or 
grab RONNIE REAGAN. They're just geek figureheads 
that are merely responding to the general mentality. 
BR: Do you care about politics at all? 
Gerry: Not caring about politics would be political. I'm in
terested in information, and that seems to be at odds with 
politics. So I'm political in the sense that most organized 
politics are destructive to the human condition. 
BR: So do you care who wins the presidential race? 
Gerry: I see it as a moot point. There's no difference be
tween Democrats and Republicans at this point. They're 
part of the same machine. They both perceive reality in vir
tually the same way. They retrace the same old picture. 
Whether or not there's Carter peanut man or Ronnie Rea
gan from Disneyworld really makes no difference. Except 
maybe for certain idiots in society to say they were right. 
BR: What do you think would make a difference? Does it 
have lo be something disastrous? 
Gerry: What we have now is disastrous. It would have to be 
something nice and clean like a surgical blade. I'm sure that 
humans at this point in America wouldn't accept anyone 
with an enlightened viewpoint or anyone with a proper per
ception of the issues or anyone with a good solution. 
They'd kill him. It would be like Michael Renee in The Day 
the Earth Stood Still." An alien comes down with a good 
plan for them, and they want to kill him. It seems to me 
that's right where we are. 

.BR: How seriously do you take yourselves? 
Gerry: About as seriously as anyone can without being ludi
crous. I mean I do laugh at it all. 
BR: What aspects of your music do you take seriously? 
Gerry: We take our music absolutely seriously or we 
wouldn't bother perpetrating it on people. Even if it has a 
sense of humour, I take the dissemination of that humour 
seriously. 
BR: It seems that to some extent the critics have cooled 
down on DEVO. Do you know why? 
Gerry: I think because everybody gets tired of meeting 
somebody after a while. 
BR: They seemed to be very positive at the beginning, when 
you came out with your Are We Not Men album. 
Gerry: In the United States we were virtually ignored. A lot 
of critics did like it, but we got no radio play. Then by the 
second album, the same critics that liked us hated it-be
cause that's usually the path things take. We were no longer 
brand new, we were no longer unsigned, we were no longer 
cult. We were in-between. By being in-between and siill not 
succeeding commercially, it opened up a very vulnerable 
area for them to attack which they in predictable fashion 
do. 
BR: What do you think your new album has to offer that 
Are We Not Men didn't? 
Gerry: The first album was a statement of intent. DEVO 
talking about the situation. We have come to the point 
where we are just writing DEYO songs in substance so 
they're more personal, more like slices, than they are some 
kind of didactic statement. 
BR: So what type of social and political issues are you con
cerned with? I'm talking about things that are presented in 
the newspapers oron television. 
Gerry: Well I don't know ... pick one! 
BR: What about racial incidents in Florida? 
Gerry: Racial incidents irr Florida or anywhere else are just 
always indicative of the incredible perverseness of human 
nature. I mean racial incidents are inevitable as long as peo
ple carry around the perceptions they carry about life. 
BR: From your standpoint do you think things ever will 
even out, or do we need conflict to keep us interested in 
life? 
Gerry: Well, I don't know. I haven't been alive that long 
myself. What I know about human history is that it's al
ways been this way. And one could extrapolate from that 
that it always will be. But that is an irresponsible kind of 
prediction because there's no reason to believe this isn't a 
finite kind of situation. There's no reason to believe that 
man on earth isn't a finite situation. There's no reason to 
believe that in twenty years something so bizarre or amazing 
might not happen so that life as we know it would never be 
the same. 
BR: Are you prepared/or the world to end next year? 
Gerry: Oh no, the world won't end. Western society may 
bite the dust. 

DEYO continued .. 
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DEVO continued .. 
BR: It seems as though "Whippit" has been gelling signifi
cant airplay all over. 
Gerry: Yes it has. 
BR: Whowroteit? 
Gerry: Mark and I. 
BR: What did you want to get across on that song in parti
cular? 
Gerry: It was the final straw of the "me" generation. In 
other words. In other words it's kindly telling everyone to 
quit being big babies. To get it together. 
BR: Are you happy with the way the group is now? 
Gerry: We're doing everything we can. And tha1's good 
enough. 
BR: What's the next step? 
Gerry: We'll do whatever we can within the limitations of 
time and money and lack of commercial success. We'll con
tinue to pursue the use of film and possibly try to make a 
more significant film ... not at all connected to promo .. 
we'll continue to experiment with electronics and write a 
more kind of primitive, minimal, pure electronic song
and be able to perform it live. 
BR: Are you ever going to go back to producing your own 
stuff? 
Gerry: Oh, absolutely-it'll never change from now on. We 
should have a long time ago. 
BR: A record review in NME [New Musical Express-a Bri
tish rock wcckly ... ed.) compared Devo with Frank Zappa's 
music. I was wondering how you thought it was similar? 
Gerry: (laughter) I guess anyone in DEVO would agr« with 
me that we don't understand the connection. Other than 
you have a bin with apples, and in this bin is an orange and 
a pear and so the critics-those who who put names and la
bels and tags on things, say, "Look, these things aren't ap
ples ... let's put 'cm in this bin.'' By default we may be com
pared, but I don't s« a similarity of approach or intent. 
BR: How do you think the music is reaffy different? 
Gerry: We write very direct songs. We certainly don't pur
sue over and over the same kind of voicings or attitudes or 
characters like I'm familiar with Frank Zappa doing, where 
he's got to throw potty humour into everything. I don't s« 
how a song gets created or the nature of the music being 
similar. 
BR: How successful has marketing DEVO products been? 
Gerry: Well, we have them there for the people who have 
been screaming and pestering and begging. Those people 
arc buying them, so we're making those people happy. 
BR: Somebody asked me if I thought it was gelling out of 

hand, that usually group parophenalia is associated with BR: What do you think it tokes to create people like that? 
hype type bands like KISS. More education? 
Gerry: I don't know. I never go to sec a band that doesn't Gerry: It has to do with mentality. I know people of all dif
have something in the lobby. And usually they're the most fcrcnt intelligences that I happen to like a lot. It's mentality 
boring, uncreative, mass-produced type images that you not intelligence. I Tokyo they're no more intelligent. They 
can find. At least ours Mark and I design and try to k«p just have a more intelligent mentality. Because the forces 
some control on what goes out to people. tha1 formed them and how they regard other human beings 
BR: I'm interested in these new projects you're to/king is totally diffcrcn1 than in the west. There isn't this mass 
about. How much time ore you spending on video? breakdown in quaaludes and heroin and lots of drug taking 
Gerry: As much as we can. Since we can't afford ourselves and drunks on the street. People losing it, and being out of 
to fund a film project, we have to always limit our video or control and self-indulgent, riding around in cars and 
film ventures to the direct connection between promotion smashing into abutments. There's a sense of purposc-bc
and the new albums. The record company puts up a limited cause a lot of their culture has b«n formed by a socialistic 
number of dollars and says, "Make a film of two of the base. They arc much more stoic in their behavior. Socially 
songs off the album." The reason DEVO even gets any directed towards cooperation to raise the general level of 
money for that is because we were doing it before we had a culture. In this country it's every man for himself, like the 
record deal and showed people how to make a "promotion- cowboy with a gun. People degenerate down to the point 
al" film-which we ourselves didn't think of that way. I'd of, "I have a right to be ~an asshole, get fat, take up too 
say The truth About De-evolution, Jocko Homo, and t~c much room, and be stupid and not pay attention." 
movie Satisfaction definitely influenced everyone in the BR: Is that sort of the true punk atlitude? 
business that was making promotional films. Ge-rry: The punk attitude is just no attitude. The nihilistic 
BR: / think that's on understatement! Video has really tak- attitude is a bit boring at this point. 
en over New York. Have you seen many multi-media pre- BR: What do you see to bethestateofmusicright now? 
sentotionsin Europe? Gerry: I don't know. I'm still rooting for our side. (laugh-
Gerry: Believe it or not it's in Paris, not so much in Lon- tcr} 
don. And in Rome ... certainly in Japan. BR: What other sides ore there? 
BR:Areyougoingtobeplayingonymorebenefils? Gerry: Well, there's the whole side of music that's analo-
Gerry: I would like to play a benefit for private ownership gous to big cars in Detroit. 
of recombinant DNA labs. We want to deregulate govern- BR: You mean selfing the sex fantasy? 
mcnt control: We want to put it in the hands of private Gerry: Yeah, endless, endless variations on a theme, with 
citizens. twenty too many tracks; ridiculous, meaningless lyrics. 
BR: Do you think there's a new human being to be created BR: What other groups do you consider co be on your side? 
in the next hundred years? Gerry: Like I said I was really refreshed by the presence of 
Gerry: (laughing) Well, unless we create a new one there Numan ... what he was able to do ... for all the criticism he 
may not be any at all. I really think the image of bands has received ... is to put together a very unique, very un
that's popular is inadequate and out-modcd. I think it's de- rock and roll theme ... which has nothing to do with drugs, 
structivc. I've had enough of cowboys and drug addicts and sex and the barbaric "man alone" outside of society. It had 
outlaw rebels to last me forever. a sort of rational presence. A kind of calming, intelligent 
BR: What do you think is the contemporary image? edge to it. 
Gerry: That unfortunately is the contemporary image. , BR: One last question: Why don't you allow photos of the 
BR: What should represent the contemporary _man then? band without your uniforms? 
What would that person be doing? Ge,rry: Well, because we're not really very interesting to bc
Gerry: Actually I think the kid who made the A-bomb and gin with. And there's plenty of pictures of all the other 
is running for Congress is close. bands without uniforms-which happen to be their uni-
BR: There's few of them though... forms. An image goes out to people ... a lot of people who 
Gerry: Exactly! Gary Numan has b«n something, but he's never bought an album or read an interview see that, and 
just confused with so much warm water where there should see the name next to it and burn it in. And that's the image 
be blood. they're left with for maybe a year. 

harsher synthetic textures. This is particu- dollar figure was bound to impress some re- "I Can't Explain," 1hc Hoods had the au
dience in the palms of their hands. The Main Act, Lynn larly noticeable in some of the earlier ma- cord company execs. 

Having never been to the Main Act be- terial such as "The Modern Dance" and At first, this seemed like it might be a 
fore, I was pleasantly surprised. The acous- "Ubu Dance party." major event-you know, something you 
tics arc good, there's plenty of room to Pere Ubu is a thought provoking band and could tell your children about. This show 
move about in, and the obnoxious "red- well worth checking out. I'm glad I did. might be up there with seeing the Beatles at 
shirt" mentality so prevalent in Boston is (Mark Fisher) Shea Stadium, or wa1ching Public Image' 
notably absent there. Should be mentioned, .--------------' Ltd. on American Bandstand. Allending 
I feel. Boston Rock at Boston Rocks. . . the filming of a concert that might catapault 

Mission of Burma kicked off the evening three bands from obscurity 10 stardom add-
with an energetic set of concise, well-deliv- by Harold Lepidus ed a certain amount of excitement, forever 
ered songs (dcspi1e a few equipment prob- Jt 's been more than a year since the 10 be captured on celluloid-not to mention 
lcms). Mission of Burma have managed to Neighborhoods won the Rumble at the Rat. seeing yourself on 1he tube. 
develop a sound which is quite unique and Since that time, the Hoods have had a local Things were not so romantic once you got 
original, I don't know how to describe it- hit single, heavy airplay, an increasing cult there, however. The show itself was delayed 
'Propulsive dissonance' maybe? Who cares, following, cons1ant tours and exciting in order to make everything technically per-
it's good danceable music and they are defi- shows. The golden success that was expec1- feet. So much for spontaneity. A plastic 
nitely a band to look for. ed to follow, however, failed to shine on MC was even telling the kids to keep back 

Pere Ubu have somehow unwittingly our three heroes. Not that they haven't had so that the cameramen could film in front 
built up a cult reputation as being a bunch tempting record offers. It's just that the (the kids didn't matter anyway, right?). 
of weirdos, or at least a bit odd anyway. Hoods arc waiting for the label that will give The Neighborhoods' David Minehan 
Well that's a load of bollocks and anyone them complete control on their own pro- summed up the even,ing when he said, "You 
expecting anything other than an evening of duct. Good for them! don't like, we don't like it, bu1 it's gonna be 
excellent fun and music would have been Too bad the Atlantics didn't wait. They on TV." 
disappointed. Pere Ubu are fine creative signed early, didn't get control, released an After we had a coupla warm beers, 1he 
musicians, who also happen to have a k«n album, and are still awaiting mass populari- Atlantics started the evening. They play 
sense of humour. ty. power pop, and have 1965 haircuts, suits 

On stage, the most absorbing figure is Sass have released a single on Roulette and ties-but wait, they arc not Knack 
David Thomas. He demands attention and (?!), home of Tommy James and the Shon- clones! From the opener, "It's Hard When 
holds it throughout the show, continually dells. I didn't even know that Roulette was You're Young," on lhroughout the set, the 
improvising lines between the songs and still in business. Needless to say, the single Atlantics brought to mind the fun of the 
generally working in a kind of off-beat sold into the doz.ens. mid-60s, not watered down new wave of the 
comic counterpoint to the rest of the band. So what can be done to rectify this situa- late 70s, and that's a compliment. The mu
Around this, the music seems to hang pre- tion, where three of Boston's most popular sic that followed the Fab Four from Eng
cariously on the verge of chaos, often bands are virtually unknown outside of land sounded exciting, fresh and young, 
threatening to collapse into total anarchy New England? Doesn't anyone realise an- and The Atlantics capture it, mixing it with 
before suddenly regaining i1s balance at the other Cars, Geils or Boston could be here? their own original songs. Their new single 
last minute. Well, one suggestion must have been ca- should be out by the time you read this. 

Mayo Thompson's guitar work adds a blc TV, because in July, the Neighbor· The Neighborhoods were next, and they 
new subtlety to the overall Ubu sound, hoods, the Atlantics and Sass headlined a were clearly the band the crowd came 10 
rounding out some of the rough edges, pro- ''Boston Rocks'' show at the Bradford Ho- see. From the opening notes of ''Twist and 
vidin a nice contrast to Allen Ravenstine's tel for $6.50 $7 .50 day of show!). The high Shout" to the drum-demolishing finale of 

Head Hood Minehan, wilh his electric 
red hair, bright white outfit, and Ricken
backer guitar, looked like Ziggy Stardust 
imitating Pete Townshend. Ably abetted by 
Superman-shirted bassis1 John Hartcorn 
and the ever-you1hful looking drummer 
Mike Quaglia, the Hoods, rocked the night 
away, seeming vicious yet childlike. The 
ending of "Pret1iest Girl" and "No Place 
Like Home" was the climax, and the encore 
of "I Can't Explain" was the icing on the 
cake. If a video tape of this doesn't gel them 
a major recording con1ract, there is no God. 
When the Hoods left, so did half of the 
crowd. 

Sass was the last band of the night. Their 
brand of light 11eavy metal could conceivab
ly help them to become a major arena-type 
act. With heavy metal popularity on the 
rise, especially in England, record company 
execs are probably looking for bands like 
this. Sass are also capable of putting out 
catchy singles, as their first attempt, "Ra
dio," proves. They should get rid of the 
skinny ties, though. 

The evening was obviously a success, as a 
similar concert has been scheduled for Sep
tember 13, with the Neighborhoods, Mis
sion of Burma and La Pcstc. This promises 
to be an even better show, and it only costs 
five bucks. With an open dance floor, good 
atmosphere (I heard of no problems other 
than the TV people), and great bands, this 
will hopefuny become a tradition. You can 
help keep Boston rockin' by supporting lo
cal bands. 



by Lather 

After waiting 11 years we finally get an
other festival of music by some of today's 
best so-called "punk" or "new wave" art
ists. Like Woodstock, it was just a bunch of 
young people gathered together, having a 
great time in a small own in Canada. Un
like Woodstock II, which was planned for 
last year, this went on. They had it planned 
very well: good security, health facilities, 
good weather, and most important, Great 
Bands! Now to all the misfortunate people 
who didn't go because they had "something 
better to do," or listened to my friend T.L. 
-here is what went on Saturday, August 
23, 1980. 

9:30 a.m., it all starts out with "Time" 
by Pink Floyd. They played about a half 
hour of music, and then some local band, 
The Architects, were booed off the stage af
ter only four songs. Next came the band 
Teenage Head, another band from Canada 
who were a. favorite of the audience and 
most of the audience . They were alright, but 
they did too many covers of lousy songs. 
Their best song was "brand New Cadillac," 
although I liked "C'mon Everybody," the 
Eddie Cochran cover they did for an en
core. 

Next, there were all these equipment box
es on stage that said "Rockpile," so every
one assumed that Rockpile was coming on 
next. But instead it was The Rumour, who 
are much better without Graham Parker. 
As they said themselves, "We are not Gra
ham Parker's Rumour, we are The Ru
mour!" They did a few new songs from an 
album that will be out in a month or so, in
cluding their latest single "Little Red 
Book" and The Spinners' "Rubber Band 
Man." It was very good to see Brinsley 
Schwartz still performing with a band. We 
missed Bob Andrews, but they did just as 
well without him. If you had good seats, 
you would've noticed the fact that Nick 
Lowe and Dave Edmunds had been watch
ing from the side and checking up on Brin
sley. The set ended and then a plance flew 
by with a streamer welcoming Rockpile. 

Rockpile has taken a new direction in de
livering their brand of rock in a rockabilly 
form, although they didn't do many ofNick 
Lowe's songs. Their best songs were "Sing
ing The Blues," "They Call It Rock" and 
"Girls Talk," which as Nick said "was the 
best version." 

After Rockpile finished their set, on came 
another band: Holly and the Italians, whose 
single "Tell That Girl to Shut Up" is OK. 
But they just don't have that much good 
material. They didn't have any real form of 
originality. It was as though you'd heard it 
before. They were better than they were at 
Uncle Sam's opening for The Ramones re
cently. One thing that made it hard to en
joy them was the way the stage was set up, 
so that while a band was playing, they could 
set up the next band's drum kit and sound 
system. Everyone knew The Pretenders 
were up next and couldn't wait for Holly 
and the Italians to get off the stage. 

Next came the moment I had been wait
ing for for 3 weeks, "Precious" by The 
Pretenders. All my friends who saw The 
Pretenders at the Paradise said that they 
were terrible, that Chrissie was an arrogant, 
stuck-up rocks star, I had to see for myself. 
Boy was I surprised. She actually behaved 
herself. She dedicated "Tatooed Love 
Boys" to "the women who stay with lovers 
who beat them up more than once." They 
also did a rip-off of The Kingsmen's "Lou
ie, Louie." Chrissie mentioned before do
ing "Private Life" that Grace Jones wrote 

it for them as a little joke. There were a few 
new songs that will make the new album 
worthwhile . A song which took the audi
ence was "Mystery Achievement," the en
core. They couldn't do another encore be
cause of a press conference they were sche
duled to give. So I went backstage to get 
ready for this conference and talked to a 
few of my friends. Then all I could hear was 
everyone clapping madly for the fivcsome 
from Athens, The B-52's. 

I left the press conference and ran like 
hell to see Fred take his walkie-talkie and 
sing the outrageous "Planet Claire." They 
did a few new songs from the forthcoming 
Wild Planet album, including "Give Me 
Back My Man," which was different than 
the recorded version . featuring Cindy sing
ing all the vocals to the song, dancing 
around in her Jackie-O outfit. During 
"Dance This Mess Around" they asked the 
audience ·"Now don't that make you feel a 
whole lot better?" You know it did! One 
new song that was different from anything 
they've ever done was "Quiche Lorraine." 
It was good to see the crowd enjoying them
selves dancing, especially the band. 

So The B-52's ended their set with only 
one encore, "Strobe Light." The M.C. an
nounced that Talking Heads were up next, 
so I got all excited 'cause I thought they 
were going to debut some stuff from their 
new album. (They did a song called "And 
The Heat Goes On" and "Walking The 
Night.") After a 45-minute wait, the Heads 
came on with a new guitarist, so I thought 
well, maybe by having an extra guitarist 
David can do a lot of the other stuff he does 
without worrying about guitars. They start
ed off with Tina plucking away the begin
ning bass solo of ''pycho Killer,'' which was 
the only song of the set which wasn't affect
ed by the change in the band. Next song 
they did was "Cities." During the begin
ning of it another new member joined them 
onstage, this time a drummer. A few se
conds later another joined, a woman for 
back-up vocals to complement the band's 
new members. Next came "I Zimbra," 
which was always one of my favorites, but 
then as they'd been doing all night, two 
more members came onstage, so then they 
had nine. They came off with such a funky 
version of "Zimbra," it was as if they were 
Parliament/Funkadelic doing covers of 
Heads' songs. Next were three new songs 
from the aforementioned new album, which 
will be out in September. They closed with a 
new version of "Life During Wartime," in 
more of a disco form . A funny moment 
came during the part where David sings 
"We Dress Like Housewives, We've Chan
ged Our Hairstyles," when he turned 
around and looked at Tina, who had chan
ged hef herstyle and was looking. like a 
housewife. He sang it to her with a funny 
little grin that hasn't been seen too often. I 
thoroughly enjoyed their show; it was a nice 
light show for the Heads and for an out
door show. I liked the fact that they were 
having fun up on the stage. As a closing 
note I would like to quote Dave Wohlman 
on "Who Says Punks Don't Have Funk" 
as to what an observer would have thought 
of the whole scene in general towards the 
Heads . 

Next comes Elvis Costello, with an hour 
set of of all your favorites and a new song 
he had written just for the show called 
"Clubland" which was about "The world's 
biggest club." He said the reason he hasn't 
played over here lately was because of such 
poor radio. He then dedicated "Radio Ra
dio" to the radio of North America. He al
so dedicated "What's So Funny ... " "to 

the many young hippies in the audience.'' 
Elvis did a bunch of songs from Armed 

Forces such as "Green Shirt," "Oliver's 
Army" and "What's So Funny." A great 
moment was the reggae version of "Watch
ing The Detectives." He did three encores 
including "Pump It Up" and "I Can't 
Stand Up For Falling Down." Nice attitude 
the crowd had towards him, which he 
picked up on and kept thanking us for. 
Another thing that Elvis did that was very 
much in character was at the end of his last 
encore while the band was basically off
stage. He stood there and continued to play 
even without the band (who joined him a 
few seconds later). 

The band that followed after Elvis, The 
Kings, were probably the reason they didn' t 
call it "Punkstock." The Kings, a home
town favorite, have a debut album out on 
Elektra with the hit song ''Switching To 
Glide." They arc a band similar to Cheap 
Trick, but have more of a heavy metal 
sound. The band also put on an over-pro
duced light shoe, but the audience loved it. 
Their best songs were Eric Burden's "When 

I Was Young" and "Switching To Glide." 
The band that followed and closed the 

show, The Strand, were so bad in quality 
and sound that they too were booed off the 
stage, just like the first band. 

It was a very positive experience for just 
about everyone who showed up, even the 
bands. From what I noticed, the bands al
most seemed to enjoy themselves more than 
the crowd. Seeing Rockpile getting off on 
the great set that The Runour put on or 
vice versa, seeing Chrissie and Pete of The 
Pretenders dancing to Rockpile with The 
Rumour, seeing Kate and Cindy of The B-
52's dancing to The Talking Heads' encore 
of ''Take Me To The River,'' which had the 
whole audience jumping too, and lastly Joe 
Strummcr standing backstage with beer in 
hand during The Pretenders' show was al
most too much for your average groupie. 
Too bad Joe Strummer and the rest of the 
boys couldn't get enough money, but they 
weren't missed! It turned out fine and there 
were no problems, so maybe we won't have 
to wait another 11 years for ·this type of 
show again . 
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Get rude In RUDE WEAR 

t:;g 
doll in mousetrap 

functional pursefront 

custom objects in plastic on sweatshirts 
specify letter, red-black-grey , S-M-l 

$18.50 send check or moneyorder to: 
RUDEWEAR P.O. Box 363 Hull, MA 02045 

-the only book deal you can dance to-

ANNOUNCES: 

The novel you just didn't expect! The outlandish, 
zany, intriguing newspaper of the book of the novel 
of the film of the record of the Sex Pistols-

THE GREAT 
ROCK 'N' ROLL SWINDLE 
by Michael Moorcock Import A steal at $5.00 

II 
From "Lesson 1: How to Manufacture Your Group" through = 

T.M. 

He did it his way 

THE SID VICIOUS FAMILY ALBUM 
Import $7.50 

"Lesson 10: Who Killed Bambi?" here's what to read while waiting Catch him-in pretty (?) pictures-from infancy through the end. 
for (or finally watching) the movie which inspired it. A limited Sid's actual family photos , in a large format volume , from Ma 
edition English import, printed in newspaper format, and naturally, Vicious to you. Hot off the presses. Whucould ask for anything 
the collector's item of our time. If you haven't spent enough more? , 
money on the Pistols yet, buy an extra copy to save. ~ 
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CARTER ALAN (DJ, WMBR, 
WBCN) 
1. Fischer Z, Crazy Girls/So Long (al

bum Trax) 
2. Atlantlca, Lonely Hearts (Single) 
3. Ultravox, Atl Stood Still/Sleepwalk 

(Album Trax) 
4. Peter Dayton Band, Perfect Wave 

(Tape) 
5. B-52'1, Gimme Back My Man/Private 

Idaho (Singles) 
6. SVT, Extended Play(7 song 12") 
7. Cara, Up & Down/Gimme Some 

Slack (Album Trax) 
8. Flngerprlntz, Bulletproof Heart (sin

gle) 
9. Joy Division, Love Will Tear Us 

Apart (Single) 
10. Ian Oury, I Want to Be Straight! (Sin

g le) 

ALBERTO (DJ, WMBR, SPIT) 
"The Perfect Satisfier" 

1. Associates, Affectionate Punch (im
port LP) 

2. Baeements, Silicon Chip (10" im
port 45) 

3. a-52's, Give Me Back My Man (im
port 45) 

4. Black Uhuru, Sensemilla (LP) 
5. Certain Ration, Shack Up (import 

OEDIPUS' TOP TEN-SION 
(DJ, WBCN, WMBR, SPIT) 

I Roy, Ten Commandments LP 
Linton Kwazl Johnson, Bass Cul
ture LP 

8. The Selecter, Whisper/Train to Ska
ville 7" EP 

9. Desmond Dekker, Black & Dekker_ 
LP 

10. UB-40, I Think It's Going to Rain/My 
WayofThlnklng, 12" EP 

Bubbllng Under: Hugh Mundell, Jah 
Fire WIii Be Burning, 12" EP 
ReggseMukasa, Sun. 7-10a,m., WMBR 

45) NEWBURY COMICS TOP 15 
6. ~~;:~•4:)gela, Independence Day 12.. B-52'a, Give Me Back My Man 

7. Echo & the Bunnymen, Crocodiles David Bowle, Ashes to Ashes 
(Import LP) 3. The Jam, Start I 

9. Joy Division, Closer (Import album) 4. Ooad Kannedys, Holiday in Cambo-
& She's Lost Control (12" dom. 45) dla 

10. Slouxsle and the Banshees, Kalei-
doscope (Import LP) 

Top 40 Is Occaslonally Worthwhile 
Dept: from the Chic Organization, Re
bels Are We & Upside Down (w/Diana 
Ross) 

DON McDONALD (DJ, WMBR 
REGGAE MUKASA) 
1. Black Uhuru, Stalk of Sensemilla LP 
2. Bob Marley & the Wallers, Upslng 

LP 
3. Jacob MIiiar, Mixed Up Moods LP 
4. Burning Spear, Living Dub LP 
5. Sugar Minott, Songs For Roots Lov

ers LP 
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5. Gremlea, No Surfing In Dorchester 
Bay 

6. Squeeze, Tiny 5" collector's record 
7. Go-Go's, We Got the B8at 
8. Thrills, I'll Be the Heartbreaker 
9. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us 

Apart 
10. Magazine, Live 12" sing le 
11. Radio Hearts, BU Baby/Ball Cherry 
12. Ultrevox, Sleepwalk 
13. Ian Oury, I Want to Be Straight 
14. Slouxsle and the Banshees, Kalei

doscope LP 
15. Joy Division, Closer LP 

GREG REIBMt,N (MUSIC DI· TAMI HEIDE (DJ, WMBR; 
RECTOR, WMBR AND DJ) NEWBURY COMICS 
1. 2X5 Album (sample of New York 1. B-52'1, "Give Me Back My Man." 

bands) 2. Gremles, "No Surfing In Dorchester 
2. The B-52's, WIid Planet (LP) Bay" 
3. Slouxsle and the Banshees, kalel- 3. A Certain Ration, "Shack Up" 

doscope (Import LP) 4. Tom Browne, "Funkin' for Jamaica" 
4. Curtis Blow, The Breaks (12") 5. Manicured Noise, "Faith" 
5. Cara, Panorama (LP) 6. Roky Erickson, "Creature With the 
6. Manicured Nolee, Faith (import 45) Atom Brain" 
7. Ultravox, Vienna (LP) 7. Ultravox, "Sleepwalk" 
8. Grand Master Flash, Freedom (12'') 8. Bow Wow Wow, ''C'30-C'60-C'90 
9. U-2, 11 O'clock(lmport45) GO!" 
10. Rocky Erickson, Creature With the 9. Bok Bok, "Come Back to Me" 

Atom Brain (import 45) 10. Llllput, "Die Matrosen" 
Coming Soon: albums by Joe "King" 
Carasco and The Dead Kennedys. 

Neighborhoods, Prettiest Glrl/No 
Place Like Home (over 1,000sold) 
Mission of Burma, Academy Fight 
Song/Max Ernst 
Deed Kennedys, Holiday in Cambo
dla/Poltce Truck 
Classic Ruins, 1 + 1 2/Heart At
tack/Nyqull Stinger 

5. Deed Kannadys, California Uber Al· 
lesfThe Man With the Dogs 

6. La Paste, Better Off Dead/Black 
7. Elvls Costello, New Amsterdam/Dr. 

Luther's Assistant/Ghost Train/Just 
A Memory 

8. Pastiche, Talk Show/Boston Lulla
byefTerminal Barber Shop 

9. The Clash, Bank Robber/Rockers 
Galore 

10. Tha Maps, I'm Talking to You/My 
Eyes Are Burning 

11. The Lyres, Don't Give It Up Now/ 
How Do You Know? 

12. The Girts, Jeffrey I Hear You/Ele· 
phant Man 

13. The Normal, TVOD/Warm Leather
ette 

14. B-52'1, Give Me Back My Man/Ver
sion 

15. David Bowle, Ashes to Ashes 
16. Elvis Costello, I Can't Stand Up For 

Falling Down/Girls Talk 
17. Gremlea, No Surfing In Dorchester 

Bay/Dorchester Dub 
16. The Jam, Start/Liza Radley 
19. The Clash, Live at the Palladlum 
20. The Thrills, I'll Be the Heartbreaker/ 

Hey (Not Another Face in the 
Crowd) 

21. The Flylng Lizarda, Money/Money B 
22. Squeeze, Tiny 5" collector's record 
23. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us 

ApartfThese Days 
24. Splzz Energy, Where's Captain 

Klrk?/Amnesla 
25. Go,Go's, We Got the Beat/How 

Much More 

1. Nenoous Eaters, Nervous Eaters 
(domestic LP) 
Cars, Panorama (domestic LP) 
Go-Go's, We Got the Beat (Import 
45) 

4. The Atlantlcs, Can't Wait Forever 
(lmport45) 

5. The Gremlea, No Surfing ln Dor-
chester Bay (local 45) 

6. DEYO, Whlpt It (domestic 45) 
~- WIiiie Alexander, Gin (local 45) 
8. Pastiche, Wicked Intense! EP (lo

cal EP) 
9. Dead Kennadys, Holiday in Cambo

dia (independent domestic 45) 
10. The Dance, Dance to Your Dinner 

(12"Import) 

MR. MIX-UP'S PICKS 
The Distractions, Waiting for Lorraine 
... to drop dead, Great lyrics. 
Basement 5, Silicon Chip 
In the English music hall tradition, 'BO's 
style 
Bow Wow Wow, C-30 C-60 C-90 GO! 
More calculated craziness from Mal
colm McLaren 
The Only Ones, Baby's Got A Gun 
More upbeat than In the psst, Peter Per
rett Is st/II an uncurable romantic 
Dexy's Midnight Runner, Searching for 
the Young Soul Rebels 
Too much hype surrounds the groups 
and album, but the arrangements and 
production are great 
Carlena Carter, Musical Shapes 
Rockplle makes this album, along with 
good songwriting and Nick Lowe's pro· 
ductfon 
Modettes, Paint It Black 
Nice harmonies and interesting rhy· 
thms 
Sector 27, Can't Keep Away (b-slde) 
LIiiiput, Die Matrosen 
They have changed their name, stlll 
have that distinctive sound 
Joy Division, Closer 
The final album 

B-52's, Private Idaho/Give Me Back My 
Man 
Album out soon, Can't wait 



Quality Music Guide 
SUNDAY 
7-10 WMBR Reggae Musaka Don McDonald Reggae 

8-11 WMFO Sounds of Praise Barry Sadler Gospel 

11-2p.m. WMFO Morning After Blues Nate Thayer Blues 

12-2 WMBR Out of the Blues Dave Hcrwaldt Blues 

1-l WRBB Roots Rock Reggae Glendale Reid Reggae 

7-9:45 WBRU Giant Jukebox Jeffrey Lee, esq. '50's&'60's 
7-10 WERS Metrowavc Hugh Munoz local live 

10.11 WBCN Basement Tapes concerts 

12-la.m. wcoz Boston Beat Leslie Palmiter local 

MONDAY 
7-9 WMBR Sleepwalk Tami Heide '60's, pop 

9-1 WMBR Late Risers Club AJbertO NW 
l-4p.m. WBRS Bill Houchbcrg Progressive rock 
1-4 WMBR Divertimento Sharon Kirby wide range of space 
7-IO WERS Nite Klub Dennis Miller NW 
7-l0:30 WZBC No Commercial AJternativc t.b.a. NW, progressive 

TUF.SDAY 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Dave Erickson, Laurel Katz'60's,pop 
9-1 WMBR Late Risers Club Peter Gates NW 
l-4p.m. WBRS Newt Weinert prog. rock 

7-IO WERS NiteK.Jub Dennis Miller NW 
7-10:30 wzec Volt Meter Volt Meter NW, progressive 

WEDNF.SDAY 
7-9 WMBR Slccpwa1k Dave Meyer, Zach '60's, pop 

9-1 WMBR Late Risers Club Carla Nolin NW 
1-4 WBRS Brent Hurtig prog. rock 

7-IO WERS NiteKJub Dennis Miller NW 

7-10:30 WZBC No Commercial A1temative t.b.a. NW, progressive 

9-11 WMFO On The Town loca1 bands live 

9:30-12:30 a.m. WBRS Sophisticated Boom Boom Peter Mork NW,'60's 

ll-2a.m. WMFO MeotaJNotes Mike Pailas mutant music 

12:30-3:30a.m. WBRS Neil Meyers NW 

THURSDAY 
2-6a.m. WMFO Wombat Matinee Bruce Sta11smith 

9-11 WMBR Late Risers Club Greg Reibman 

7-I0p.m. WERS NiteK.Jub Dennis Miller 

7-10:30 WZBC No CommerciaJ A1temative t.b.a. NW, progressive 

I0:30-2a.m. WZBC Spacious Headquarters Dave Hurley Avant-garde 

FRIDAY 
9-1 WMBR Late Risers CluS Tom Lane NW 
14p.m, WMBR TVOD TonyV NW 

6-8 WMFO Radio Free Ethiopia Ras Gary reggae 

7-IO WERS NiteK.Jub Hugh Munoz NW 

7-I0:30 WZBC Mods & Rockcrs Marc Catapano NW. progressive 

8-11 WMBR Friday Night Live Dave Wollman NW 

l0-2a.m. WBUR Con Salsa! JoscMasso Latin 

11-2a.m. WMBR The Ghetto JayCcc soul, r&b 

l2-6a.m. WGBH Blues Hour Mai Cramer blues, r&b 

SATURDAY 
8-1 p.m. WHRB Hillbilly at Harvard Old Sine, Cousin Lynn 'S0's, country 

1-2 WMBR Artists at Work Dan Goertz local live music 

1-3 WCAS Reggae Bloodlines Peter Simon reggae ,_, 
WZBC Obscure Alternatives Ott Rail reggae, ska 

2-4 WMBR Rock 'n' Roll Memory Time Larry Parmenter oldies 

4-7 WMBR Dcmi-Moode Oedipus/ A1bcrt O punk 

6-9 WHRB Street Corner Symphony Stompin' Zcmo r&b, doo wop 

7-9 WMBR Nouveau Disco varies dance musics 

7-10 WERS NiteKJub Hugh Munoz NW 
12-3a.m. WMBR Asylum Ken Havely social collapse 

Because so many stations change their schedules in September, this listing is tentative, 
especially for WZBC, WHRB (back on-air Sept. 6) and WBRS. WMFO offers much free 
form programming, and is 24 hour; a power boost up to 125 watts is scheduled for the fall. 
At WERS, Ken Rountree will host Rockers, a reggae show, 6-8 p.m., M·F, starting in late 
September, and the Nite Klub will shift to 8-11 p.m., M-Sat. And WBRS will be featuring a 
blues show 1-4 either Thursday or Friday afternoon. 

If we missed a show, or shows, or somehow fucked up, drop Boston Rock a line-we're 
open to suggestion & correction. -compiled by Bruce Stallsmith 

WBCN 104.1, 536-8000 
WBRS91.7 0 899-4970 
WBRU Providence, R.I. 91.7 
WCAS-AM 740. 492--1188 
WCOZ94.5. 421-5600 
WERS 88_9 0 267-7821 

WGBH 89. 7, 492-2777 
WHRB95.l. 495-4818 
WMBR 88.1, 494-8810 
WMFO 91.l, 625-0000 
WRBB 91. 7. 537-2657 
WZBC9(U, 332--1110 

~~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

PROVIDENCE ROCK FANS 
visit 

THAYER ST. RECORDS 

We feature 
• Providence's best selection of imported 
punk and new wave records 

• New wave T-shirts and Posters 

• Huge button selection-including the 
latest from London! 

• Friendly atmosphere 

We are located at 287 Thayer St., 2nd 
floor, on the east side of Providence. 
Hours 10:30-7 daily Tel.:351-9339 

~~~~~~ 
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As The Associates, Billy McKenzie and Okay you electronic noise buffs, this is 
Alan Rankine have successfully joined for- the album you've been waiting for. It makes 
ces to produce some aural excitement of the no difference if Caberet Voltaire are origin
highest order. Perf cctly concise, snappy and- a1 or rip off someone else's ideas. The music 
suitably obscure at times, this record deliv- works and as an album, has my vote as the 
ers a swift kick to the groin of pretension- best "tin-<:an" record of the year. The 
orientated synth-rock (POR anyone?) problem with most bands of this ilk is that 

at 
some of these ideas are incomplete in their 
development is hardly noticeable. "Clock
face" is still a convincing vamp everl. if 
Siouxsie didn't have time to write words 
(no lyrics, just woo-woos). "Desert Kisses" 
and "Paradise Palace" continue the tradi
tion of Siouxsie's far-Eastern musical phra
sings. "Tenant" is a great 1980s ad lib in 
the style of the Stones' mid-sixties "Goin' 
Home" jam. And what better way to em

in one section Mayo's vocals sound for 
the world to me like a highly twisted Noel 
Coward, his ideas are still interesting and 
solid enough to carf)' the whole thing along. 

This little offering is enough to whet my 
appetite for the next Red Crayola album, 
but not enough to support my Crayola.'hab
it for months on end. If you don't want to 
miss out on an important facet of your own 
culture, you ought to listen to these folks. 
At least once. (Jim Puccio) 

phasize "too much exposure" than by using ...,...,..IYIJ'INWINI.Ml.....,....,M/..._.,N\/Y\J" 
a camera's film advance mechanism as a MIYIJ'INWINI.Ml.....,....,Ml.....,....,,.,,._'IN\11: 
percussion instrument on "red Light." As 
g0od as this album is, it only hints at the 
musical possibilities that the band's creative 
rejuvenation has now made possible. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 

"The Affectionate Punch" and "Amu- after one or two cuts, their music gets repc
sed 'as Always," the opening tracks, set the titious and either becomes very annoying or 
standard for the rest of the album. Bare al- ends up as background music. The Voice of 
most skeletal arrangements augmented with America doesn't get into that trap. Caberet 
tasty synthesizer supporting McKenzie.'s Voltair have great ideas and lots of 'em. 
agitated vocal crooning. There are definite Not your typical synthesizer-driven art 
traces of a strong Bowie/Byrne influence at band, they also do creative things with 
work here but the end result is highly origi- rhythm boxes, guitars and taped dialogues. l!\,",NIIYIJ'INWINI.M/.....,,N\/Y\J'INW\Nl.lll, 
nal. "Logan Time" is notable for its bra- You don't mistake this stuff with Gary Nu- &NW.....,WIIYIJMl.....,NI.Ml.....,WIIYIJMIWC At best, a quarter of the egotistical, self
cing clarity, particularly the background man's. Actually, they share more in com- assured snots in the music world can back 
singing. Very entrancing. mon with Joy Division or the Mekons than The Red Crayolla-------- up their hype with some product. Most of 

"Paper House" and "Transport to Cen- other electro-pop bands. Noted cuts on the BORN IN FLAMES b/w The Sword of the rest are somewhat laughable in the de-
tral" are built effectively around the guitar, record are "Voice of America," "Kneel to God gree by which they overrate themselvl. 
using it in unusual ways to colour the sound the Boss," ''Obsession", and ''Messages (Rough Trade, import 45) While Dexy and his Midnight Runners, c r-
rather than define it. '' A Matter of Gen- Received''; however, I must warn you that rently the hottest thing going in Lond , 
der" is superb, thoughtfully constructed it's all very aggressive mood music. Don't For over a decade now, The Red Crayola have proclaimed themselves the leaders f 
anc\ most effectual with more than a pass- play it first thing in the morning-you may (Mayo Thompson's ongoing band/project) the new soul vision, their deliberate copy
ing reference to PiL's guitar/bass sound, kill somebody. Don't play it while de- have stood as bastions of American musical ing of an era gone by can hardly be consi
but far enough away to be considered an in- pressed or while holding a sharp instru- originality; fit to stand in the spiritual com- dered the frontier of funk. At their best, 
fluence rather than a copy. ment. Do play late in the evening after tis- pany of Captain Beetbeart (Don Van Vlirt's the Dexys attempt to recreate some of the 

"Even Dogs in the Wild" with its drama- tening to Frank Sinatra. It gets stranger in ongoing project) and as inspiration to Pere soul energy that the Motown legends left 
tic offbeat accents and repititive lyrics is the night. Recommended. (Mr. B) Ubu. If you haven't heard of them, it's not behind. So it should be no surprise that the 
one of the most cynical cuts on the album. :ir.M1W1NI.M/YJ',N\/Y\J'INWINI.Ml.....,,c surprising given the regular media practice only thing that really stands out on "There, 
A little too cryptic to be outright disturbing :ir.wWINI.Ml.....,...,..IYIJ'INWINI.MI.....,,.: of ignoring the most vital products of our There," a song that nonetheless has a great 
though. "Would I Bounce Back" is distinc- native culture. However, it is a shame, and deal of 00mph, is the vocal style of Kevin 
tive enough with its treated guitars and for- ought to be remedied post-haste. Rowland-a combination of Wild Man 
cibly handled vocals but somehow seems to This single, as ought to be expected, is a Fischer incantations and rrrolling r's . The 
lack the required impetus it needs to place good one. Moreover, it features Lora Logic Dexys would be a lot easier to like if it 
it totally over the top. ''Deeply Concerned'' Reduced to Siowi:sie and bassist Steve Se- (of Essential Logic and previously of X-Ray weren't for abominations like ''The 
has almost a funk feel to it; a nice heavy verin after the band's recent split, the Ban- Spcx) on vocals and saxophone. On "born Horse," an instrumental originally made 
ass line pounds the whole thing into mo- shees have enlisted drummer Budgie (of In Flames," Mayo has written some beauti- popular by Holt Unlimited. "The Horse" 
ion goaded along by jagged guitars and Slits fame), Magazine's John McGeoch and ful vocal lines suitable to her idiosyncratic has been played better and with just as 

McKenzie's soaring voice. "A" is a word Steve Jones, an old Pistol in a new format, warbling. Running under this is a propulsive much "soul" by dozens of high school 
game, intresting enough but rather more to produce an album that's a giant step for- (though refined) rhythm section. An un- marching bands around the country, and 
lightweight than the rest of the material on ward. Both of the recent inventive singles usually memorable tune. this weak entry helps to put their better 
this record. Intriguing nonetheless. ("Happy House" and "Christine") are in- "The Sword of God" could easily have tunes like "There, There" and "Geno" (a 

The debut from The Associates should eluded, though the blockbusting psychotic gone on the last Red Crayola album Soldier previous single) into perspective. If we 
gain for McKenzie and Rankine the recog- epic B side ("Eve White/Eve Black") is Talk, both for thematic and compositional wouldn't stand for "phony Beatlemania," 
nition they most certainly deserve. Highly not. Siouxsie and Severin have so many reasons. Although the lyrics on this cut bog why should we treat fake funk with any 
recommended. MarkFisher new id and athsto ursuethe almost alittl oder hewei htofsomema ·c and m rerverence7 ·str Lo w 

"No Surfin' in Dorchester Bay" 

Now available at: NEWBURY COMICS, NE MUSIC CITY, 
STRAWBERRIES, POPCORN, ROCKIT RECORDS, DISCOUNT 
RECORDS. 

~ A SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION VERSION OF THIS SINGLE IS AVAILABLE ONLY AT SELECTED ain!III 
... STORES IN DORCHESTER. ... 



Atbledco Splzz 80-------
Do A Runner 
(A&Mimport) 

Do A Runner is one of a small, but grow
ing set of new wave discs that show counter
point and polyrhythms staging a minor 
comeback. It's about time. 

People who appreciate The Stranglers 
somewhat, but gag on Hugh Comwclls vul
gar misogyny will likely find something of 
value in this record . For some reason, 
others don't seem to. (Jim Puccio) 

Slouxsie and the Banshees-----
Kaleidoscope LP 

With the departure of Mackay and Mor
ris and the addition of Budgie on drums and 
ex-Magazine guitarist John McGeoch, the 
revitalized Banshees have, for the most 
part, dispensed with their sledgehammer 
methods and assumed a more toned-down 
fragmental musical identity. Experimental 
and diverse, this is certainly the most re
warding Siouxsie & the Banshees incarna
tion so far. Kaleidoscope is a very suitable 
name for this album. "Happy House," 
"Tenant" and "Trophy" are similar in 
style and progression to the earlier Ban
shees music; however, the sound is much 
less heavy-the arrangements are given a 
more subtle, sensitive treatment. A little of 
the old, a little of the new, these first three 
songs reflect a band in transformation and 
while they are interesting, they ultimately 
sound incomplete. "Hybrid" is the least 
successful track on the a1bum, it is rather 
heavy-handed and is stretched out longer 
than it should be. "H)'brid" probably 
comes across better in a live situation. 
"Clockface" features StCve Jones on guitar 
accompanying Siouxsie's wordless vocal 
swooping, it's short and seems to lack di
rection, one of those riffs a band can't quite 
figure out what to do with. Side one ends 
with "Lunar Camel," an eastern flavored 
piece, using mainly multi-tracked vocals 
and synthesizer to create a rather drifting 
dreamy mood. A nice interlude from the 
harshness of "Clock face." "Christine" is 
remarkably different from anything on the 
first side. McGeoch's twelve string acoustic 
guitar and the unusual crispness of Sioux
sie's voice give this song a Light, airy feel. 
Rather unexpected considering the song's 
lyrical personality. "Desert Kisses" is a col
lage of impressions employing some power
ful imagery. McGeoch's combination of 
phased guitars, sitar and synthesizer and 
The Sirens' backing vocals create a back
drop as vivid as the subject matter. Argu
ably the best track on the record. "Red 
Light" sounds suitably barren and cold, a 
scornful view of the professional model. 
"Paradise Place," a somewhat cloying look 
at the effects of cosmetic surgery, is notice
ably pedestrian compared to the other ma
terial on this side, Steve Jones' guitar play
ing isn't as inventive as McGeoch's interest 
is barely maintained by Budgie's polyrhyth
mic drumming. "Skin" d~als with the ex
tinction of wildlife for use as decoration by 
those with money (and pretensions). Effec
tively understated musically. To the point. 
Kaleidoscope reveals a new band with new 
directions, a turning pQint for the Banshees 
towards what seems to be a very promising 
future. Certainly worth investigating. 
(Mark Fish:_r) 

The Meko,.,... ________ _ 

SNOW b/w Another One 
(Red Rhino, import) 

Poor Mckons. After being booted from 
Virgin Records they haven't sounded the 
same. Which is good of course, since one of 
the most appealing aspects of The Mekons 
is their willingness to change their s0und. 
"Snow" and "Another One" give us two 
new Mekon ideas to grow accustomed to. 
And it's not easy. You have to listen several 
times before they make sense. "Snow" is a 
synthesizer dominated dirge, steady rhythm 
and spoken vocals. Great tune. "Another 
One" is... well how about psychedelic 
Kinks dub? Maybe not. In any case, You, 
can dance to it. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Joy Dlvblon--------
Closer 
(Factory Records, import LP) 

This album is spooky! Though it's never 
really morbid, it could very well have been 
played along the route of the death march 
for vocalist Ian Curtis' self-execution. Sing
ing on your own memorial album is like 
writing your own obituary. Ian's voice, 
sounding like a close cousin of Jim Morri
son's, is resigned to the despair evident in 
the "before the flood/holocaust/end" mu
sic. The lyrics ask answerless questions and 
keep speaking of cheerful subjects like 
"finding his destiny before it's too late" 
and "watching loved ones slip away." 
There's nothing as happily ironic here as 
the "Love Will Tear Us Apart" single, and 
the melodies rarely escape the minor keys. 

We'll assume that the . album cover, 
graced by a gray reliefof a scene of mourn
ers in Christ's tomb, was completed before 
Ian took his life. It would make sense since 
the jacket is a perfect reflection of the mu
sic inside. In fact, the album sounds like it 
was recorded in that crypt. Much of the in
cidental percussion noise throughout Closer 
suggests the closing of the burial vault door. 

From the jungle toms and twisted rat-a
tat guitar in "Atrocity Exhibition" to the 
desperate whispered wails of "Eternal" to 
the final release of "Decades," this album 
is a near masterpiece of dark emotion. The 
synthi work is eerie and brilliant, the guitars 
throb t,,ith discord and the beat in incessive 
and insistent. Even the weak moments con
tribute io the total effect of Closer, an al
bum of music that bridges two worlds. And 
I'm convinced Ian fi~d already made up his 
mind to end it all before this LP was record
ed. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Japan 
Live In Japan 
(Hansa International, import EP) 

When Japan's Obscure Alternatives LP 
(from which most of the material on Live in 
Japan comes) was released, it was clear that 
they were working a similar post-Roxy and 
Eno turf to that classic first Ultravox al
bum. However, since then, Japan's showing 
on vinyl has been spotty at best. 

While the Live In Japan EP docsn 't end 
all that, it docs sport jazz chops on what 
could easily be the definitive "Obscure Al
ternatives." People who thought Japan 
wasn't half bad, or those who appreciate 
'?O's gems like 801 Live will probably be in
terested, if for that cut only. 

Also of note is an extremely Roxyesque 
tune called "In Vogue" (of course). Hear
ing this makes me wish Roxy themselves 
hadn't turrled so flaccid of late. The other 
two tracks suffer from a case of inept engi
neering (mainly improper miking andequal
ization). Overall, I wouldn't say this is a 
great disc, but it has its moments, and when 
they're good, they are good. (Jim Puccio) 

Ullput -----------
SPLIT b/w Die Matrosen 
(Rough Trade, import) 

Formerly "Kleenex," the tissue company 
took legal action to have this Swiss all.girl 
band change their name to something less 
commercial. Now as "Liliput," they've put 
out an excellent single that rivals both of 
their earlier releases. "Split" is loud, rough 
rock with horns. The vocals literally scream 
at you. "Die Matroscn" is my favorite 
though. The bass thumps along, the rhythm 
guitar strums double time and a nice horn 
part backs up the vocals. The special feature 
of this song is the chorus-it's whistled. 
Out-of-tune and quite loveable, this song 
gets at least one listen a day on my stereo. 
Highly Recommended. (Mr. B) 

V; 
DON'T LET THE BASTARDS b/w Ward
robes in Hell/You're A Weapon 
(V; Records, 45) 

In the band's earlier days, V; produced 
sonorous blasts of screeching and screaming 
that didn't make sense to most people. 
Control seemed to be beyond the grasp, and 
intent, of the band. Now the band's playing 
has solidified enough to let Gary Gogcl's 
anarchistic guitar stand apart and push the 
other instruments into semi-submission. If 
it sounds like V; has become a static music 
environment, don't be misled-V; still relies 
on frequent flares of musical discrepancy 
from all its members to fuel their compul· 
sive, annihilistic approach which is some· 
times reminiscent of Boston's late great 
Girls. To succces, they keep the music 
just under the danger line which separates 
enthusiastic overdirve from belligerent blur. 
This is a level that V; has only recently 
started to achieve with consistency, just in 
time for the single. "Don't Let. .. ," written 
lzy vocalist Susan Anway and bassist Joe 
Cuneo, is a quick, quirky carnival reggae 
tune that has a great vocal-stutter hook. An 
accelerating eight-note guitar figure starts 
"Wardr0bes," Gogel's agitated ode to tra
velling wardrobes and self-abuse. With this 
single, V; should earn some of the respect 
they deserve. (Tristram Lozaw) 

The Soft Bo 
Underwater Moonlight 
(Armageddon, import LP) 

The Soft Boys' LP is anything but soft or 
lightweight. It's carefully constructed, with 
vocal harmonies (the group has three sing
ers) rivalling The Byrds. 

All the vocals have a raspy, textured 
quality that delivers the message of the lyr
ics with an emotional punch. The guitars 
mesh together with pronounced rhythms 
for even more texture. There's a lot going 
on throughout the record, so further listen
ings arc increasingly revealing of all that's 
happening. Worth hearing! (Kate Ingram) 

A Certoln RaUo-------
SHACK UP b/w And Then Again 
(Factory/Benelux, Belgian import 45) 

A Certain Ratio incorporates their own 
soultown influences into a modem ap
proach to funk that features apontaneous 
flurries, a schizophrenic guitar that alter
nates between colored drones and twangy 
rhythms and the effectively eccentric use of 
horns with mangled pitch. "Shack Up" is 
an infectious dance with continually chug
ging bass and drums that provide a launch
ing pad for the vocals and contorted brass. 
When the echoed guitar and trumpet solos 
on "And Then Again," recorded live, 
threaten to get out of hand, drummer Don
ald Johnson's exacting, involved funk beat· 
ings pull them right back in. Eno might 
sound like this if he joined the sould revi
val. (Tristram Lozawl 

Robert Wyatt 
ARAUCO b/w Caimanera 
(Rough Trade, 45) 

Robert Wyatt, the visionary drummer for 
Soft Machine and one of the more emotion
al creators of music in the world, has gone 
Spanish in his first single for Rough Trade 
since his "trial separation" with Virgin Re
cords. The warbling, harmonium organ 
chords, murky tones, plunking piano and 
subdued beats that made the Rock Bottom 
and Ruth /Richar_d LPs so aesthetically suc
cessful arc used again by Wyatt, but the 
most that can be said about "Arauco" is 
that it's weirdly pleasant. At points Wyatts' 
pained voice almost sounds like Stephen 
Stills (yipes!). Side two is a version of 
¼ "Guantanamcra" with lyrics by a Mr. C. 
Peubla. Almost as interesting as the record 
arc the messages etched into the vinyl at the 
end of the grooves (example: SW APO Must 
Win). (Tristram Lozaw) 

Mikey Dre11 
ROCKERS DELIGHT b/w African Map 
(Dread at the Controls, import 45) 

No, the Clash probably aren't the back
up baiid on this 45-thcir organization just 
distributes it. 

"Rockers Delight" sounds soft somehow 
-I can't place it, maybe a feeling that Mi
key took some slick studio tracks and threw 
in some extemporaneous toasting (vocals) 
over it. Not bad, just .. . disappointing. 

"African Map" has a lot more verve to 
it, maybe because Mikey's toasting has a 
black pride base that prompts him to better 
efforts. The music tracks sound better, too. 

As a shot out of the dark, maybe Mikey 
has been out of JA too long. He's a master 
of the studio, but he should watch out that 
production values don't ovrcome his mater· 
ial. Like any other music, reggae needs a 
tension to keep it interesting-and slick 
productions tend to gut those tensions. 
(Bruce Stallsmith) 

ROOERT dEVEREAUX 

I rliENEWWAVE 
hAIR SAlON 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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Peter Hammll11--------
A Black Box 
(S-type Records, import LP) 

Of the original founders of what used to 
be called "progressive rock," only Peter 
Hammill and Pe1er Gabriel, it would seem, 
have had the creativity in the past year to 
push their initial conceptions beyond pro
gressive rock, punk, and new wave into
?7What? It isn't important what kind of 
term any rancid music critics choose to coin 
for it: the point is that the guys who made 
the initial statements tha1 rendered the very 
existence of bands like PiL, Wire, et al pos
sible are once again Important. Know your 
roots! (Jim Puccio) 

Magic Michael wilh Rat Scabies, Captain 
Sensible (and Algy Ward,----
MlLLIONAIRE b/w My Friend & I 

Magic Michael, aided and abetted by the 
Damned, offers up some feisty rock 'n' roll. 
Could be labelled punk I suppose. All stops 
are pulled on this one, play it Loud. (Mark 
Fisher) 

Jab Wobbl--------
V. I. E.P. (featuring Blueberry Hill) 
(Virgin) 

Only ten weeks after his debut solo se1, 
Wobble has managed to produce another 
thirty four minutes of worthwhile material. 
Originally intended as a follow-up single to 
Betrayal, this album has been entirely writ
ten, produced and arranged by Wobble and 
in accordance with PiL's 'non rip-ofr stra
tegy is a couple of dollars cheaper than re
gular album price. 

"Blueberry Hill," the opening cut, fea
tures lots of nice sequenced piano/synthe
sizer over familiar sounding PiL-like bass 
and drums. Wobble dispenses with the vo
cals in a nonchalant "couldn't care less" 
style giving this old standard an entirely 
new dimension. "Computer Version" is an 
instrumental continuation of "Blueberry 
Hill" pepped up by some interesting tape 
effects. I awai1 Wobble's version of "Green 
Dolphin S1r«t" with keen interest. 

"I N«d You by My Side" is based 
around rhythm machine, bass and piano all 
used quite minimally to maximum effect. 
Over 1his, Wobble chants the lyrics, some
times sounding a little too close to Lydon, 
narrowly avoiding direct imitation through 
the diligent use of a phase shif1er. "Mes
sage From Pluto" uses the previous back
ing track adding to it trealed piano and var
ious synthetic squeaks, bleeps and submar
inal noises. The overall effect is quite hyp
notic, almost like a mantra. 

"Sea Side Special," the first track on 
side 1wo, is entirely different from anything 
else on this album. It's disco/funk Wobble 
style with horns, strings (synthesizers), the 
lot. As expected, all this is propelled steadi
ly along by no-nonsense drumming and a 
good solid bass line. Echoed trumpets and 
guitar fade in and out of the mix, contin
ually creating interest, making this one of 
the most immediately accessible pieces 
Wobble has done to date. 

"Something Profound" crea1es a dark, 
dreamy atmosphere, sounding like it was re
corded in the depths of some Silurian cave. 
A song of emptiness and despair, no1-one to 
listen to when depressed. 

This side closes with "Blood Repres
sion," a reggae-influenced call to revolu
tion, lyrically similar to The Clash's politi
cal stance. Wobble's almost deadpan sing
ing and unusual vocal dubbing manages to 
prevent the material from sounding cliched 
and insincere. More like a manifesto than a 
clarion call actually. 

V.l.E.P. is an important album, a posi
tive alternative to the new, acceptable face 
of New Wave and reflects a logical pro
gression from Betrayal and the Public Im
age albums. In spirit, a true punk record. 
Highly recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

The Explolte,--------
ARMY LIFE b/w Fuck the Mods/Crashed 
Out 

In the extreme Right corner, we have, 
from Edinburgh, Scotland, the ultimate 
heavy metal psychotic skinhead/punk band 
featuring Wattsie on vocals, Dru Stix on 
(yes, you guessed it) drums, Hayboy on gui· 
tar and Mark on bass with backing vocals 
by "the Fuckits." On side one, they com
plain about the army 1raining people to kill. 
On side two, and the sleeve notes, they do 
the opposite. On the 'subtle' "Fuck the 
Mods" they suggest all manner of violence 
should be employed against those they 
don't like. 

Question one: This is America, what 
mods? 

Question two: Who's exploiting who, 
anyhow? 
Bauhaus---------
TERROR COUPLE KILL COLONEL I/ 
Scopes/Terror Couple Kill Colonel 2 
(Ad7) 

Bauhaus sound like a conglomeration of 
various other bands (e.g. a bit of Magazine 
here, a bit of Kraf1werk there etc.) without 
having anything new or individual to offer. 
The lyrics seem a little pointless too. Not a 
particularly outstanding single. (Mark 
Fisher) 



tan Dury & the Blockbead1s----
l WANT TO BE STRAIGHT b/w That's 
Not All 
(Stiff) 

In the past, most Americans have no 
doubt found the contradictory nature of the 
Blockheads disco/funk and Ian Dury's un
compromisingly British vocal style a little 
hard to come to terms with. 

However, since Chas Janke! (the Block
heads' musical director) left the band to be 
replaced by Wilko Johnson (ex-Dr. Feel
good, Solid Senders), the Blockheads have 
developed a grittier, more down to earth 
sound more in keeping with Dury'sCockney 
inflections. 

"1 Want to Be Straight" is, as expected, 
oriented towards the guitar and the over -
all production is miles away from the slick 
studio sound of "Do It Yourself." 
"That's not All" features Davey Payne's 
rather chaotic sax over a lolling rhythm sec
tion. I prefer the A-side. Recommended. 
(Mark Fisher) 

Athledco Spill ,..,_ ______ _ 

HOT DESERTS b/w Legal Proceedings 
(A&M) 

Athletico Spizz '80 (formerly Spizz Ener
gi) turn out a couple of mildly interesting 
tunes here. "Hot Deserts" is quite varied 
for a 'thrasher.' "Legal Proceedings" isn't 
bad either except that the piano intro is a 
direct steal from Pete Townshend. 

Spizz's current problem seems to be that 
their songs lack a real sense of unity and di
rection . Recommended for interest's sake. 
(Mark Fisher) 

Magazine ---------
Sweetheart Contract/Feed the Enemy b/w 
Twenty Years Ago/Shot by Both Sides 
(Virgin, EP) 

This EP is a combination of one recent 
studio track and three live versions of earl
ier material. "Sweetheart Contract" is the 
same as on The Correct Use of Soap and 
needs no further comment. "Feed the Ene
my" gives a good indication of how power
ful Magazine are Live compared to their stu
dio recordings which sound rather thin by 
comparison. The live renditions of "Twen
ty Years Ago" and "Shot by Both Sides" 
are similarly more forceful than the corre
sponding album cuts. If you haven't seen 

Red Crayola--------
BORN IN FLAMES/The Sword of God 

"Born in Flames" (subtitled The Social 
Democrat's Song) is an interesting cut. The 
instrumentation is fairly minimal (mainly 
bass and drums with the odd touch of syn
thesizer and piano), leaving lots of room for 
a nicely contrasting vocal duet between Gi
na Burch and Laura Logic. Yeah, you can 
dance to it too. "Sword of God" requires 
a little more listening, the rhythms are more 
erratic and the arranging more complex 
than on "Born in Flames." To compound 
this, the lyrics, being somewhat esoteric, 
may make this track too 'arty' for some. I 
like it. Recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

Stiff Little Flngers-------
MR. FIREMAN COLEMAN b/w Back to 
Froht 

"Mr. Fire Coleman" reminds me of 
"Police and Thieves" in more ways than 
one, the punk-reggae feel, the lyrics, and 
even the vocal delivery are very close to the 
early Clash sound. Too close for comfort. 
"The man who lives by the gun now, bound 
to die by the gun now" etc. Where have we 
heard this before, now? 

"Back to Front" contains yet more revo
lutionary sloganeering probably nicked 
from Joe Strummer's wastepaper basket. 
Very punk and all that. Any takers? (Mark 
Fisher) 

Magazine in concert, than this EP is defi- .----------------------------, 
nitely the next best thing. (Mark Fisher) 

The J11m----------
START b/w Lisa Radley 
(Polydor) 

Paul Weller & Co. dispense with these 
two songs tastefully as always, but my first 
impression of this latest single is that it lacks 
the fire and conviction that hallmarks The 
Jam at their best. 

"Start" is held together by a bass riff 
similar to "Tubestation at Midnight" and 
generally the sound is similar to the All Mod 
Cons mix. 

"Lisa Radley" is an acoustic song. I find 
both these cuts a little predictable, as 
though the Jam have found their niche and 
have decided to stick to it. Standard Jam 
fare this, recommended anyhow. (Mark 
Fisher) 



The Sdentiflc American 
TAKING TIME b/ w Call Home 
(Tckno Tunes, domestic 45) 

I'd never have guessed it from their De
void Beyond Rational Thought EP, but 
these guys just got down and got funky. 
Their approach on Taking Time" is to dose 
us wi1h bathtub PiL, pressed with vocals 
somewhat remincscent of Strangler Corn
well. Meanwhile, "Call Home" brings on 
the return of the son-of-Mothersbaugh vo
cals, but this time with a strong clectrofunk 
underpinning. 

Look. So it's not a Patented Genuis Ori
ginal. Not everything can be. It's still fun, 
has lots of good grooves, and since it's a 
flex.i, it's pretty cheap. I like it. (Jim Puccio) 

The Dance---------
Dancc For Your Dinner 
(ON Records, domestic LP) 

LaruJI & Eo 
Day of Radiance: Ambient 3 
(EG Editions, domestic LP) 

Eazy Tttl 
CAR NOISE b/w Her Blade 
(Dcnta Records, 45) 

The Cblpmun 
Chipmunk Punk 
(Pickwick-Excelsior, LP) 

This is a dulcimer record (hammered and Eazy Teeth features Robert Williams, ex- Before we get to the comeback trail of 
otherwise), so my immediate guess is that drummer for Captain Becfheart's Magic Alvin and his nut-gathering buddies, I must 
you probably won't like it. However, I for Band, but he doesn't get to show off his relate a Karen Silkwood-ish incident from 
one am very impressed: both with Laraaji's skills on the A-side of this single. "Car the rodent world. Over a year ago, in some 
performance and with Eno's flawless-as- Noise" sounds too much like The Resi- summer silliness, I decided that it would be 
usual production work. dents. The lyrics, about hearing the car fun to dissect some original Chipmunk re-

Side one, "The Dance," is a minimalist noises outside and knowing it's time to get cordings and update them. So I slowed 
composition in three parts, employing ham- up, have a certain novel appeal. But the down old David Seville's (a.k.a. R. Bagda
mercd dulcimer as its only sound source. It song wanders in a circle of silly (as in bor- sarian) voice down and figured out the vo
should easily restore at least some of mini- ing) guitar meanderings and slow synthi se- cal inflections and harmony intervals that 
malisi:n's very recently tarnished image. quences. "Car Noise" may be a good at- were used to create Alvin, Theodore and Si
First off, it is hardly ''ambient" music {as tempt at duplicating the mood of the transi- mon. I c.pmbined this with a loop of the fa. 
side two certainly is). Instead, "The Dance" tional period between being asleep and mous Chipmunk intro, a tape of The Ra
is one of the most dynamic minimalist awake {when it's hard to.get out of bed), manes' "Rockaway Beach" minus the vo
pieces I've heard since Phil Glass' Solo Mu- but it doesn't do much for conscious minds. cals and a guitar "solo" by Alvin which en
sic LP of '75. So it's on an "Ambient" re- The flip side is another story alogethcr. abled my David Seville imitation to give his 
cord. So what? Play it loud. "Her Blade" sports a good percussion ex- trademarked yell for the stubborn chip-

Side two is called "The Meditation," and cursion be Williams in a tense, cutting duct munk to fall into line. The package was 
while it doesn't reallys tand up to that kind with the fuzzed out keyboards of Paul dubbed The Chipmunks, possibly to be fol-

The Dance are yet more of that how of a rave, it is rather good as ambiance. Young. It's an isntrumcntal, syncopated lowed by The Chipfunks, and the final tape 
funkwave coming out of New York City Don't fret though: if you think ambient shuffle with a lot of forward thrust. This was novel enough that it could've been 
these days in the wake of recent Orncttc music is crap, there's always ''The Dance," single should have been released as ''Her America's next Pct Rock. 
Coleman and James White projects. Tight which t think is worth the full price. You Blade, Parts I &2." {Tristram Lozaw) A few days later my car was stolen with 
musicianship, skillful hook writing and can always scratch out side two and think of the Chipmunk tape inside, never to be seen 
clear production make this EP as good an it as an EP. (Jim Puccio) James Blood Ulmer·------- again. A year later Billboard magazine ran 
excuse as any to sweat all over the dance ARE YOU GLAD TO BE IN AMERICA? a two page ad on the arrival of Chipmunk 
floor. Radio Hearts--------- b/wTVBlucs Punk. Three weeks after that the LP en-

The Dance are additionally noteworthy BU BABY b/w Ball Cherry (Roguh Trade, import) tcred the top-sellers charts at number 47, 
for the company their drummer Fred Maher (Greenlinc Records) promising to rake in a few dozen acorns for 
keeps. The man somehow manages to keep Ulmer plays a blend of jazz/funk/blues Bagdasarian's son, who produced the al-
busy percussing for Material and for Fred Well I can't say that this is representative that catches your ear immediately. Some of bum, before the 'munks returned to their 
Frith's new band Massacre, both of which of modern music mentality. It isn't. The it sounds very familiar, a guitar part here, a nostalgic graves. 
arc more experimentally-orientated yet still Radio Hearts play a hard-drivin', honky horn sound there, but as a whole stands Similar to most of the attempts to exploit 
funked-out NYC-based bands. tonkin' style of rock 'n' roll more akin to quite apart from the jazz-fusion crap that's the hell out of the Chipmunk legacy , Chip-

Followers of Someone and the Somebod- early J. Geils efforts. Local rock celebrity saturated the airwaves in the last 6 years. munk Punk tires before one complete lis-
ics who missed their bill with the Dance a Willie Alexander is featured on "BU Baby" "Arc You Glad ... " is a funky jazz ballad tcning. They've rodentized songs by a wide 

bile back undoubtedly did themselves a where he attempts to set some soi:t of record with bluesy vocals sung by Ulmer. "TV range of artists (no one ever accused Billy 
real disservice. The two arc unusually com- for minimalist lyrics. If you know the title, Blues" is an extended guitar instrumental Joel of being a punk) but the perfect union 
plemcntary outfits. Well, I suppose until· you know the lyrics. "Ball Cherry" is slow- with a loping funky bass part and horns. of Chipmunks and Ramones didn't make it 
they decide to come back to town, we can er-paced, has a fancy guitar solo and not a Even if you don't care for jazz, this record to the record {they probably didn't want to 
always dance for our dinner. {Jim Puccio) bad rocker. (Mr. B) deserves a listen. Recommended. (Mr. B) be too obvious about where they got the , _________________ ..__,_ ______ .;... ______ _._====-'--'-'----...:.-..:..---1 idea). The Chipmunks' version of The 
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Knack's "Rice-a-Roni" is probably the best 
thing here, but try to find the single instead 
of depleting your allowance on this weak 
attempt at nostalgia. 

Epilog: The only remaining trace of the 
Chippunks, a rough cassette, was among 
the casualties in the latest break-in of my la
test car. {Tristram Lozaw) 

The Daw•---------
PAPER MOON b/w Shot of Your Love/ 
Main Street U.S.A. 
(Greenlinc Records, 45) 

After endless Monday night gigs at the 
Rat, The Dawgs finally come out with a 45. 
Produced by the Cars' Elliot Easton, all of 
The Dawgs' influences come to bear one 
way or another: Flamin' Groovies, Chuck 
Berry, early Stones. 

"Paper Moon" is a pretty mid-tempo 
ballad that sounds pristine clear almost to 
the point of overproduction, which is sur
prising given their all-out good timcy live 
shows. "Shot of Your Love" and "Main 
Street U.S.A." are much closer to their 
norm, the latter especially being Berry
esque. Just on principle, it's good someone 
is still shunning skinny ties and playing 
straight-out, original rock 'n' roll. (Bruce 
Stallsmith) 

Blurt -----------1 
GET b/w My Mother Was A Friend of the 
Enemy of the People 
(Test Pressings, import) 

Is this punk, rock, jazz or junk? Some of 
each I think. The main clement in Blurt's 
style is distortion. Horns, guitars and voice 
all have their sound processed by a disposal, 
it seems. No need to clean your record nee
dle on this gem. This what Eric Burdon and 
the Animals must have sounded like on a 
cheap stereo. Great record to play when 
you're mad at your parents. Horns squeal, 
voices scream, guitars clash ... stop! No 
more, I'll talk. Face it folks, you deserve 
this record . Recommended to all you pur
veyors of poor taste. (Mr. 8) 
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Charles River 

Are you a retailer Interested In carrying 
Boston Rock? 

In the greater Boston area contact: 
Capitol News Distributors, 
(617) 442-1905 

In Rhode Island: 
Jimmy Parra, 
(401) 351-9339 

We are distributed nationally by: 
Sky Disc. Inc. Llttleneck, NY 
(212) 423-9494 

Important Records NY, NY 
(212) 995-9200 

Rough Trade, San Francisco 
(415) 986-3675 

If for any reason you are unable to deal 
with these distributors, please call 
Mike Dreese at (617) 262-1252 

EDITORIAL NOTES 
A Note to record company people: It's a 

shame some of your publicists work so hard 
to arrange interviews and yet in many cases 
the club or road manager involved is so to
tally uncooperative. What with dollars 
shor1 all around, one would think the free 
publicity a good interview gives would ,be a 
little more valued .. 

There are two things I think you all 
should do out there. I) Listen to the new 
Human Sexual Response album, Figure 14. 
It's truly great. 2) See the Gang of Four 
when they come to Boston. I'll admit 
they're my favorite band. 

And yes, the page numbers are probably 
fouled up! 

We're having a party at The Channel No
vember 20th featuring The Neighborhoods, 
Pastiche, The Lyres, Swinger's Resort, The 
Gremies, and The Outlets. Tickets are SJ.SO 
in advance and there'll be no service charge 
on them if you buy them at Newbury Com
ics-this show only. Proper ID only, 
though-sorry, folks. 

Good News 

Looks like despite the lack of alternative 
spaces, the Boston music scene is opening 
up on the more commercial end of things. 
The situation now exists where 15 Lands
downe, The Channel, and promoters at 
The Bradford Hotel Ballroom are all bid
ding for acts that come to !own. What this 
should mean is more money for the ac1s and 
1hus more acts will want 10 play here, Not
ably The Channel has finally booked some 
heavy new wave-The Stranglers and The 
Gang of Four, and has also started to bring 
in acts such as The Bush Tetras and The 
Modettes, who were previously only to be 
seen a1 The Underground or Spit. Hope
fully this will be a permanent change in !heir 
booking philosophy. Also the local media is 
really taking an interest in the scene; with 
the Globe now running frequent articles of 
interest in the Calendar section-even local 
single reviews! So cheer up everybody and 
go out there and support these bands! 

Bad News 

Looks like lhe Real Paper has really gone 
out of control, music-wise. Let's hope for 
the good of the community that someone 
makes some heads roll ... Is there really an 
editor overseeing all those fast moulhed 
writers? And for god's sake, if they're go
ing to do a 1op ten, how about a readers' 
poll? 

In any case they've won our Worst of 
Boston award! 
A Very Short Interview Wilh Bette Midler: 

This was conducted after waiting 90 min-
1aes on line for the Divine One's autograph 
at the Harvard Coop. 
Belle: Is that The Who (on your bunon)? 
Boston Rock: Yes, it is. 
Bette: Oh! I love The Who! 
BR: Yeah? 
Bette: Oh, I think they'regreal. 
BR: Have you ever met them? 
Bette: Oh, sure. Haven'! you? 

-Harold Lepidus 
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Cle.In Money/Girls Talk/Radio Sweetheart 

Getting Mighty Crowded 
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JC 36839 Elvis Costello clears the 
decks and presents 20 songs con
spicuous in their absence from pre
vious EC LPs. 
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byM. Dreese 

Human Sexual Response is one of the premier new wave 
acts in Boston. I first saw them perhaps a year and a half 
ago, although their history runs twice that Jar back. Their 
new (and first) album should be out by the time you read 
this. I most enthusiastically encourage you to check them 
out (both the band and the album) if you haven't done so 
already. They should be playing a totally wild date on Hal· 
loween at The Channel. A special good luck wish to Don 
Rose of Eat Records. 

Human Sexual Response is: 
Casey Cameron, vocals 
Larry Bangor, vocals 
Windle Davis, vocals 
Chris Maclachlan, bass 
Rich Gilbert, guitar 
Malcolm Travis, drums 
Dini Lamot, vocals 

Boslon Rock: First of al/ I'd like to congratulate you on 
getting your record deal. Perhaps you could tell us a little 
bit about how that one came about. 
Larry: The first thing we did was to decide not to release 
''Jackie 0. '' as a single. A lot of people said that that was a 
big mistake, that we could have been signed a lot sooner.. 
that we could have gotten a lot more attention. 
Windle: The tape got a lot of airplay at radio sta· 
1ions around the country. Our tape go1 sent to a lot of re· 
cord companies, bu! we never go1 any offers that were 
worth listening to. 
Larry: We decided pretty much to do a single by ourselves 
and went into the studio and recorded some really awful 
stuff ... 
Windle: ... without a producer. We learned how important 
a producer is. 
Larry: After that we changed our bass player and got rid of 
our manager and spent about three months just rehearsing. 
Shortly after that Don Rose from Eat records offered to do 
an album with us. It wasn't a major label, but .. 
Rich: ... he was very enthusiastic, he really wanted to come 
out with a quality product. 
Windle: During that whole period we had heard so 
many bands signing deals that weren't any good 'cause 
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money was so tight. And we realized that looking for a 
major label perhaps wasn't the best way to go about it.. 
that releasing something more or less independently would 
suit us better. 
Larry: Our financial arrangement with Don is far better 
than we ever could have gotten from a big company. 
Casey: Oddly enough it didn't seem like default. 
Larry: It was more like the first offer that just was really 
appealing. 
Windle: It was like a ray of hope. 
Larry: So we recorded the album with Don and he spent 
about four months looking for distribution. Finally Pass· 
port, which is a subdivision of JEM, decided they would 
distribute it. 
BR: / understand there was a bit of agonizing over these· 
lection and sequencing of the songs on the album. 
Rich: Actually, the selection of songs recorded was totally 
ours, so there was no problem there. 
Ca.Ky: We'd pretty much agreed upon that. 
Windle: I think the problem came when we realized we 
wanted to fit too many minutes of songs on each side and 
we had to cut some out, which meant we had to resequence 
the songs. 
Chris: They wanted to have "Sex" first, and we just 
thought that that wouldn't work out... there would be too 
much playing on the name ... that it would be too vulgar. 
Larry: All of these conflicts kept making us ask ourselves 
"Well, how much control can we get over the record." We 
would think that we should have control over the jacket de
sign or something, and the company would say "Well, that 
falls more into the marketing ofit. .. that's more our field.'' 
It's the whole problem of who shou ld have control... 1he 
band or the record company. 
Windle: It's funny being "an artist" and not having full 
control. 
Casey: But it's not like an artist doing his work for the sheer 
pleasure and perhaps exhibiting it. It's more you're creating 
something 1hat has to be sold ... so it's a never ending de· 
bate. 
Larry:But then again that's what we're doing every night.. 
rehearsing, creating something that has to be sold. We have 
to sell tickets. 
Casey: But the emphasis in our thinking is more on the aes
thetics and pleasures of creating and performing, rather 
1han .. 

Windle: ... marketing to a lot of different kinds of thinking 
people. 
Larry: I don't understand that! Because to me performing a 
song is marketing a song. It's like designing a record cover 
or sequencing the songs in it is an aesthetic thing as much as 
marketing it. 
Casey: Yeah, "as much as." 
BR: So to what extent do commercial considerations enter 
into your songwriting? 
Rkh: Whenever we write a song I never think "Oh, people 
just eat up this type of thing, let's do it this way.'' The main 
thing is it just has to really appeal to me. 
Casey: The deeper you. 
Rkh: It has to appeal to everybody in the band, or it just 
doesn't get done that way. I think we're really hard on our· 
selves, just in how the songs get put together and how they 
are arranged. Each part we try about ten different ways. To 
me it's great that people seem to like it, but we don't cater 
to them. 
Larry: We don't cater to them, but I think part of the art of 
being a band, at least being a rock band, is selling your
selves. It's appealing commercially, and that's how we get 
away with like doing a nude photo. It's sort of like a real 
commercial step, but it's more like it was just a lot of fun to 
do too. It's a weird blend. We weren't thinking, "Wow, 
people will eat this up.'' But.. 
Casey: ... You know it's publicity. I think subcon
sciously that's why we did "Butt.fuck" on Channel 5. Sub· 
consciously though. Because the way that came out wasn't 
a conscious, premeditated thing. 
Rich: We didn't decide until about 15 minutes before we 
did. 
Casey: But it was like 15 minutes after we went off the air 
and people were screaming at us, that we realized that 
"Hey, this might get us some publicity." (laughter) 
Windle: And Danny Schecter thought we did it just for 
that. 
Larry: Opportunistic! 
Chris: And that's just not the way it was. It just fit the set
ling of the show so much better 1han "Beauty Brigade" 
which we were going to do. (laughter) 
Rich: We just sat around and said "It's three in the morn· 
ing. Who's going to be watching TV?" And it turned out 
everyone was. 
Windle: Getting back to being commercial, whenever we go 
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Casey: You mean as far as censorship goes1 There really 
isn'1 much trouble. As far as general style goes .. . mainline 
commercial.. 
Larry: PersonaJly I could see us on AM radio, but I doubt 
we'll be there. 
Chris: I wou ld love it if we just had some tune 1hat perfectly 
fit AM radio, but I don't think it's going to happen on this 
album. 
Larry: I'm not too worried about it. 
Chris: We've never played places like Pittsburg, so who 
knows h~ it's going to do. 
Windle: I think we're all really proud. We feel they're ex
cellent recordings of the songs and that we couldn't have 
done much better. You just hope for the best 'cause you 
know you're delivering the best you can do. 
Rich: I don't think the album is going to be a major hit like 
The Pretenders. Because it just doesn't have the push to it. 
BR: Perhaps more of a hit like the "X" album? 
Rich: Oh yeah, we'd be reaJ happy to do that well. 
BR: Even that level of achievement is quite spectacular, 
considering the amounr of material released every month. 
RJch: I think the chance of ii doing that well are fairly 
good. I think we have a wide enough name in many parts of 
the country now. 
BR: Where outside of Boston have you played? What city 
is friendliest? 
Together: New York ... Providence ... Providence is great. 
C~y: New York is pretty friendly, we played Washington 
D.C. and Philadelphia. 
BR: Do you have any tour plans? 
Casey: We hope we'll be able to do some two week mini
tours. But we've been in this position of working day jobs 
and doing this at night. 
Windle: lt'S like if we go on this two week tour, does every
one quit their day jobs1 The money you make as a band is 
ridiculous. 
Larry: Especially with seven people. 
Casey: It seems to me we have high expenses. We want 
money for new equipment all the time. A 101 bands jus1 
subsist. They don't have savings accounts. Instead of tak
ing the money out, we keep putting it back in the band. 
BR: Don't you think touring would be essential to the suc
cess of the record? 
Casey: We're going to do it sometime. 
Larry: We have to do it. 
Windle: It seems now in these recession days, you wait and 
see how the album sells and go there, rather than going 
there to try and sell the album. 
Casey: But that's such a vicious circle! 
Larry: I think we'll probably combine the two. 
BR: / can't believe a band with your name wouldn't get 
press on tour. 
Windle: We've been pretty lucky with the press. 
BR: What is the message you are trying to give people? Is 
there a serious message below the surface humour? 
[much silence and pondering) 
Larry: One message is that you can be happy. I think we 
dwell on problems, but they always have ahppy endings. 
RJch: Not necessarily have happy endings though, just like 
problems are only problems in a certain context. 
Larry: I think "relativity" is the best single word to sum up 
our message. That everything's relative. If you're a million 
miles from earth then a lot of the roblems don't seem so 

Casey: Who can read it? 
Rich: So many people aren't aware of the book connection. 
Larry: Ifwe just formed now, I bet we would be called The 
Hite Report. (laughter) 
BR: What's the story behind the lyrics "I licked Belly 
Ford's boots/She wore them all over China ... '' 
Larry: That's because Dini and I really licked her boots. 
Dini and I both worked at Sak's Fifth Avenue. Betty was 
getting ready for her trip to China and went to the Chevy 
Chase (Maryland} branch of Sak's and bought these boots 
and they didn't have her size so they had to get a transfer 
from the Boston store. So they sent these boots up to Dini 
and said "These have to go out right away to Betty Ford," 
and he licked them all over and then brought them to me
so I sucked the heel and licked the toes and sent them off. 
Then Time magazine had a picture of her in China wearing 
the boots! (laughter) 
BR: How about a Ii/lie band history? 
Casey: I was a frustrated children's book editor, and moved 
into a commune of young professionals in Brookline. Next 
door lived, at different times, Dini, Windle and Larry. And 
I ended up moving from the house of the young profession
als 10 the house of the young not-so-professionals. (laugh
ter) We started singing together. Larry wrote some country 
songs and we started singing at parties. 

-:1 Windle: We got invited to two or three parties a week. 
Casey: And got dressed up in country and western outfits. 
Windle: Meanwhile The Ramones were just starting to play 
around ... and Patti Smith. We were really excited by these 
bands. And when we really started getting serious about our 
music we realized we didn't want to do country music . It 

\ . was really fun, but it wasn't where our hearts were. 

Photo: Michael Grecco ~~~: t~eB~~:~a~~~~~h~o~~~::t~~~~i:':~o~~~.f~s~t~: 
pressing. 
Rich: If you're a million miles from earth it doesn't really 
matter if ten thousand people are starving in India. 
Larry: Or ... if you're living in Boston. 
CaHy: That sounds so heartless and distant.. 
Larry: At the same time it's really agonizing ... it's like we 
take the agony for granted. I think we kind of make the as
sumption that everyone is on our wavelength even though 
we know a lot of them aren't. 
RJcb: All you have to do is talk to some members of the 
audience after a show and you realize that all of them aren't 
on our wavelength. (laughter) It's not that they're airheads, 
it's just they misinterpret us sometimes. When your work 
means different things to different people then your work is 
effective. 
BR: Why the heavy sexual concentration? 
Windle: It's what everybody thinks about. 
Larry: I think mainly because most of the people in the 
band are really hung up on sex. 
Windle: Sex applies to everyone. If they don't have sex, 
they think of why they're not having sex. If they're having 
sex they're thinking ''Am I having too much sex?'' 
CllSey: Or "What kind of sex am I having." 
Larry: It's sort of a lowest common denominator, because 
just about everybody is interested in it. It's a pretty easy 
way to get everyone interested in us. 
Casey: I don't know how many of your readers are aware 
of it, but the name "Human Sexual Response" is taken 
from a book by Masters and Johnson. It was the first best
seller clinical book. It was just a clinical book about sex
uality with a lot of laboratory reports. But it became a best
seller. 
BR: Have you ali read the book? 
Larry: No. 

joint, but it had rock bands. 
Rkh: It was The Girls's first gig too. I was so scared. 
Larry: Then we played Cantone's a whole lot. 
Rich: We played the Rat and Thayer St. loft. 
[The band then showed me their scrapbook. A very inter
esting and intricate record of their gigs and press.} 
BR: What about the legendary HS/l. parties? Do they still 
goon? 
Windle: My favorite party was the Hootenany Barbeque we 
had here. We invited a lot of bands ... Peter Dayton, Lou 
Miami, a lot of other people to come and perform acoustic
ally. 
Larry: We had people reciting poetry, and comedy rou
tines. 
Windle: The whole backyard was like one huge garbage 
can. 
Rich: Actually our very first perfomance as a band, before 
we had Malcolm in it, was in the backyard at a party. The 
Girls played too. 
Windle: The police came and made us stop because it was 
so loud. 
Larry: We had video monitors set up, so everyone in the 
backyard could see the police coming in the front door. It 
was great. 
Windle: And then there were the parties we had over on 
Harrison Ave. Malcolm was living in a loft over there. La 
Peste played. Both times several hundred people showed 
up. 
Larry: We had an S&M birthday party for Casey once. 
Casey: That was the theme ... S&M. 
Larry: We took her down in the cellar and threatened to 
beat her. 
BR: Nos such fuck though? 
Casey: Right . Oaughte<) 111111111111111111111 1111111111 11111111111111111111111 
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into rehearsal and you play the beginnings of a song and I 
realize it's a dance song, I say "Hurrah" 'cause everybody 
like dance songs. So on that level, it's kind of a commercial 
approach. 
Chris: When you're on stage it's important to feel that 
you're communicating, and communicating does have to 
do primarily with getting people to move to the music. 
(An argument ensues over what constitutes musical com· 
munication] 
Rich: When you see an audience dancing you know that 
they're having a good Lime. Something that's not so upbeat 
and dancy, it's harder to tell if they're bored or if they're 
just totally drawn in. 
Casey: But sometimes if they stare at you for four songs in 
a row withoul moving a muscle, you know they're drawn. 
Windle: One of the most moving experiences I've had as a 
performer is doing "Anne Frank" at the Living Room in 
Providence as a second encore. When we finished the song, 
everyone was quiet for a while and then it just went crazy. 
That's a case where they were moved mentally. 
Chris: I think it is a frustrating thing to think that you're 
just doing music that people are respond ing to in a superfi· 
cial way. That any of your ideas or any of your playing just 
isn't sinking into them .. 
Casey: They're using you as a handle. 
Chris: "We're here anyway and we're drinking a lot so you 
better be good"-1 really hate that attitude and we all re· 
sent it a lot. It's hard to get up in front of an audience like 
that. 
BR: What about the band's management? 
Larry: We don 't have a manager now. 
Rkh: We're doing it ourselves. 
Windle: The current situation is really good ... 
Rich: ... a little hectic .. 
Windle: ... a lot of phone calls and it means we have to have 
meetings when we should be having rehearsals. But on the 
other hand we're directing what's going on. Managers say 
"I'll take care of everything," and then you realize that 
what they're doing you don't really like. You don't have a 
hand in how people see you anymore. 
larry: You have a hand, but somebody else has too much of 
a hand . 
Rich: What happens is things happen to project your image 
that you don't appreciate or just don't want to project. You 
don't find out about it until it's too late. It happens without 
your being told. 
Windle: You see yourself being represented how you don't 
want to be represented and it's just awful. We have a book· 
ing agent. We have a road manager ... who's also our book· 
keeper. We had a publicist, but we've taken that upon our· 
selves. It's really important to have posters done, to make 
sure the press knows you're playing. 
Casey: We have come out of a somewhat unpleasant man· 
agement situation. Had we had a 1000/o great management 
situation, we'd probably be talking about it differently. I 
wouldn't want to go on record saying no managers are any 
good. I think managers can do a lot for a band. 
Rich: I don't think we're anti.manager or have ruled out 
the possibility of getting another manager. 
Windle: I'd love to have somebody I could have faith in. 
Cll.H:y: I think part of the problem is that we have big egos 
and we want to have a lot of control over our image. 
Windle: We have a telephone answering machine that's ba· 
sically our manager right now. (laughter) 
Larry: And because of our relationship with Don, we don't 
have to deal directly with a big record company. 
Cll.H:y: 1 look forward to having a manager who's sort of 
the right arm of the band. Someone so closely allied with 
our interests and goals that it's seamless. 
Rich: That's one reason we don't have a manager. We sim· 
ply haven't been able 10 find someone even closely aligned 
with our goals. 
(A long discussion now began on the image and creativity 
of the band.] 
BR: It seems as though there is more individualiry being ex· 
pressed by the lead singers these days. 
Larry: That's weird, I feel it's going the other way. 
Casey: It's probably just a r:netter of confidence. 
BR: It seems now there's a little more inside joking going 
on on stage. More knowing glances. 
Windle: I think that might have a lot to do with Chris join· 
ing us. There arc so many times now I'm overwhelmed by 
the sound of the band that I feel like turning and appreciat· 
ing it. For a long time I was never really moved enought to 
let them know it. 
Larry: I find getting more relaxed gets me more aware of 
other people on stage. I used to feel alone on stage. Now, I 
can look at the rest of the band and feel what people are do· 
ing more. Whereas I used to concentrate more on just get· 
ting my part right. 
Rich: As an extension of this I take more chances in songs 
than I used to. Some songs I can't jump around as much, it 
depends on the complexity of it. 
(A discussion developed on radio play.] 
Chris: In the midwest you have so much less of a choice of 
what to listen to. I would be surprised if in Pittsburg you 
can find interesting music even on college radio. I bet 
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Windle: Larry writes the lyrics, so if we had to name a lead· 
er I'd say it starts there, because our songs most often start 
there. So I would point to Larry. 
Larry: I would too! (laughter) 
BR: How's the band doing financially? 
Larry: Awful.. 
BR: Ev~rybody wants to know about your day jobs. 
Larry: I make sandwiches in Quincy Market at Rebecca's. 
People arc sometimes shocked to see me working! 
Rich: People come up to me sometimes and say, "God, I 
thought you were all making$300a week each.'' 
Cll.H:y: I work at Sabell on the waterfrontr Same boss as 
Larry. I'm a waitress. Every day. 
Larry: Dini works at Cheese Importers, on Boylston St. 
Casey: Malcolm works at C'est Si Bon. 
Windle: I'm not working right now. 
Chris: I work at Autrc Chose, a French restaurant. 
Rich: I work at Sak's Fifth Avenue. Larry got me the job as 
a matter of fact. I work in receiving, so peopl$,-C3n't see me. 
Cll.H:y: We're very grateful to our bosses for giving us days 
off for the band. 
Windle: We take out SIOO a mouth each from the band and 
get $10 a day on the road. 
Casey: We're basically poor people who work in an organi. 
zation that requires a lawyer, a road manager, a secretary, a 
roadie .. 
Rich: ... and I can't even afford to go to the dentist. 
Casey: We make pretty good money, more than a lot of 
bands, but we find ways to spend it. 
Windle: The settlement with our ex-manager cost us money 
that we could have been spending. 
BR: Whal bands do you look up·to? Who inspires you? ._ _________ ....;;;;;;;.====-.J All: David Bowie ... Ramones. 

"Guardian Angel" wouldn't even be put on. 
Rich: When I went home to Illinois this summer it was just 
amazing how restrictive the radio was. All southern boogie 
or heavy metal . Their idea of really experimental new wave 
was Joe Jackson . (laughter) I just felt so out of place in a 
lot of ways.BR: Who are the big egos in the band? 
Larry: I'll step right in! 
Casey: Larry Bangor and Rich Gilbert ... and Dini Lamot. 
Ric ' . Actually, I thi~k everyone has the same ego and same 
amount of pride in themselves, it's just some people don't 
express it as openly as others. 
Wlndlt:: A lot of times I'll find other people are arguing my 
point for me, so I don't have to be vocal about my views, 
and can lay low! 
Rieb: It seems like no one ever argues my point! (laughter) 
Windle: That's one good thing about being in a group of 
seven. You can always find someone on your side. 
Rich: I'd say the good thing about being in a group of seven 
is that I've learned how to compromise and work with oth. 
ers. All my growing.up life I've had trouble dealing with 
groups of people, but in a band you have to compromise 
with others to be successful. 
Windle: The way it works is if someone feels really strongly 
about something, then it would tend to go his way. 
Rich: If someone really hates something, we won't do it. 
'Cause if it's that painful to that person, then it's not worth 
it. -
Windle: It's a semi-democracy I guess. 
BR: Would you describe anybody as bein the leader?' 

BR: How about local bands? 
Casey: The Girls . 
Windle: The Girls were a phemomenal band. I'll always 
feel awful that they broke up. 
Rich: Mission of Burma ... I kind of hate naming any, for 
fear of missing someone. 
Casey: I love The Troggs, I love John Cale. 
Rich: Public Image, Iggy Pop. 
Casey: Yeah, Iggy Pop. We played with him at Hurrah. 
Chris: If you want to get back to the roots I'd say Jefferson 
Airplane. 
Rich: Miles Davis to me is just fantastic. The guy is a gen· 
uis. You rarely achieve that level of brilliance. But you 
know, I just don't get to see that many local bands any. 
more. 
Wlndel: That's a problem. We either play or practice when 
other bands play. Lou Miami as a performer is phcnomc· 
nal. 
Larry: I like Cowboys International. 
Rich: I'm also interested in the '60's R&B scene. Like Same 
and Dave, Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding, Aretha Franklin, 
The Supremes, The Four Tops. The whole mid-sixties was 
such a great soul period. 
Wlndel: It's funny that we don't mention The Beatles. 
Everyone will mer,tion The Beatles. 
BR: Any local bands you want to wail on? 
All:No. 
BR: Any clubs you won't play? 
[This question started a discussion on a particular club they 
felt ripped off at.] 
Wlndel: I wish someone else with the foresight and money 
would open up a rock club. 
BR: How does an HSR song get written? 
Casey: With ag0ny! (laughter) 
Larry: Usually I'll have an idea for a song and I'll sing it to 
the band. Sometimes I'll have a riff in mind, but a lot of 
times it's just trial and error. A lot of times we'll have a 
whole arrangement worked out and then scrap it 'cause it's 
not working. Usually we work about six weeks on a song. 
Casey: Before the back·up vocalists come in. 
Rich: That's-including the back.up vocalists' time. 
Larry: That's when we can get six weeks. When you're 
playing three nights a week it's hard. 
Casey: I would say ultimately everyone contributes some· 
thing. It's prelty good. 
Rich: Everyone gets something in. 
Larry: I think a song like "Lesbians" is when everyone 
didn't get something in. 
Chris: It's too bad we aren't all on the same wavelengt 
to make something so simple work. 

Larry: "Andy Fell" is a song that we had worked on and 
had worked out and then stopped rehearsing it for at least a 
couple of months. 
Casey: Certain songs came about unbelievably quickly. 
"Sex" ["What does sex mean to me"] came abou1 real 
quick. 
Windle: "Bun.fuck" was pretty quick too. (laughter) 
BR: To what extent do you think you'll have trouble get· 
ting airplay due to the controversial nature of your music? 
What songs do you think radio will play? 
Larry: "Guardian Angel." 
Rich: I can't tell. I just can't tell. 
Windle: I can't think of anything controversial except for 
"Sex." 
Larry: "Sex" maybe would cause trouble. 
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by Mike Bastarache 
Pop stars have private lifes too. The problem is gelfing 

past the facade and allowing the public to get a perspective 
on how a performer really thinks and really feels. So that's 
what you 're supposed to do in a good interview, but that's 
not whar I've accomplished in this brief talk with the 8-
52's Fred Schneider. The B-52's are rather introverted m 
private and rarely muster a smile while performing; an in
teresting contrast to rheir image and music. Fred likes to 
keep his private life private. More than once his eyes bright
ened in response to a question and he casually replied, "I'd 
rather not say." I could just strangle this guy. 

80s1on Rod,; }011 [mys ha1·e bef11 011 four for a hell of a 
long lime 1101,. 
Fred: \\'ell, \\C' 1wt bad.: from Ausira\ia a while ago and 
no\, ,,e're siarti;g sh. "eeks in the US. Then we do a couple 
of "eeks in Eng.land and Europe. 
UR: Ha1·e you been 10 E11gla11d be(ore? 
Fred: Yeah. !\\ice. 
BR: Ho1rdo the1· like 1·011 ,here? 
Fred: Thev like ~s. Th·e fans like us. The critics? who cares. 
BR: 11 ·11ai do you 1h111k is 1he mos, imporlant aspec1 of the 
new album. 
Fred: That it is more of us. The previous one ... well, the 
songs "ere great, but I don't think they were captured 
right. 
BR: There's a lo, of 1hi11gs I 1hink make the second album a 
/or d1ffere111. 
Fred: !i's fuller. It's a 101 fuller. 
BR: Are you going for a more produced sound? 
Fred: No, ,,e're going for a more live, full sound. Just a 
full, complc-te sound, rather than a thin sound. We just 
added what we thought was necessary. We didn't want to 
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overdo it. There's a lot more on this, but i1's also closer to 
our live sound. 
BR: Was there any auempr 10 be less wacky? 
Fred: No, we don't attempt to be wacky. What ever comes 
out comes ou1. Humour is important and maybe it's more 
subtle on this one. 
BR: Do you feel you had any differen, influences on the 
second album rhat weren't present on the first? 
Fred: No ... I don't think so. Some of the songs are old. 
Like "Strobe Light" was wrillen about the same time as 
"Rock Lobster." 
BR: One song I'm particularly interested in, and I noticed 
you didn't ptint lyrics this time, is "Private Idaho." Whar's 
the story behind that song? 
Fred: It's basically one we all jammed on. I had an idea for 
a title, and a mood and some lyrics. And 1hen from there we 
all jammed on differen1 aspects that came to our minds. 
Cindy came up with the idea of deadly hands on the radium 
clock. 
BR: Do a lot of your songs have hidden jokes and inside 
meanings? 
Fred: Yeah. There's complex puns and whatnot. We don't 
try to make it so obscure that people can't pick it up in 
different ways. We just like people to read them however 
they want to. We just sort of give them a map with no dir
ections. 
BR: You said rhe important thing was to have humour in 
your music. Do you ever intend to get more serious? 
Fred: We never intend anything. We just let things happen. 
We don't gel together all that frequently to jam so what
ever happens happens. We have our very serious side, but 
it doesn't always come across in our music. 
BR: What happens when a serious song does come up? 
Fred: If it comes up we keep it-if we like it. 
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BR: Is there anything you do now that you consider 10 be a 
serious song? 
Fred: I guess after performing them several times we sari of 
take them more serious than when they first came out. 
Some of the songs are done on stage more seriously than 
others even though they may have sort of ludicrous content. 
BR: Is there any disadvantage in being a humourous band? 
Fred: People will take you "serious." Although there's a 
lot of humour in our music, we could choose to not put any 
soul into it-make it one long gag. But all of us try to get 
into a mood and take something from ourselves 10 put into 
it that's human. I think our music has humour but also the 
soul to back i1 up and make ii full. 
BR: It seems as though in a very short time you've come a 
very long way from your somewhat humble rural begin
nings. Do you have any explanation as to why your sound 
appeals to people more than any other band? 
Fred: I guess we don't put on a pretense of being "stars." 
When we were on stage I think people feel they can relate 10 
us. We don't seem unapproachable like gods or goddesses. 
We never wanted that and never tried for that. 
BR: How much do your moods affect your performances? 
Fred: It affects it a lot. If we're not in humour or not feel
ing well, you can tell. But I guess that's where our pro
fessionalism comes in. We lry not to let things that are 
bothering us come across when we're on stage. We don't 
want to make a dull concert. 
BR: How come you released your album in Australia and 
Canada befo. ? you released it in the US? 
Fred: I don't know. 
BR: You don't have any control over that aspect of it? 
Fred: Yeah, we do. It was just thought to be a good idea or 
something, 'cause they were going to release the smgles 
earlier over there. 
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BR: Did you deliberately want to get a feel for what the re
action to the album would be elsewhere before you released 
it in the states? 
Fred: No. We just did it that way. 
BR: In terms of your concert success ... are you going to be 
playing bigger halls now? 
Fred: We'll probably play bigger places 'cause we're cutting 
off half our audiences playing smaller places . 
BR: Tonight, the show sold out immediately. 
Fred: If you're under 20 you can't even get in. It's ridicu
lous. We don't want to shut anybody out. 
BR: Are you going to play places where you can dance? 
Fred: No, we'll probably play theatres. We find people 
can'! even dance in places like this [15 Landsdowne] when 
it's so crowded anyway. As long as the sound is good and 
people can see us we'll play large theatres. The sound is im
portani too. We can play small dance places and 1he sound 
will sound like shit. So we wan! to get the right balance 
where people can see, move-they can move just as well, we 
found out, in the aisles or in front of their seats as they can 
in a place where they're packed like sardines. We prefer 
large dance halls, but there just aren't that many in the US. 
BR: Any countries you become porricu/or/y fond of on your 
tour? 
Fred: We loved Japan. We enjoyed Australia a lot. It was 
really interesting. We tend to enjoy places where we can 
spend time, where we're not there as a performing group. 
Like we spent some time in Fiji which was sort or like a re
velat ion. You don't get 10 see much on tour except for ho
tels and restaurants. 
BR: How have you been able to cope with things so far? 
Fred: Fair to average. I sort or distance myself from things 
when we're performing and touring. 
BR: Have you noticed how you've changed between rhe 
time you've lived in Georgia and the time you've lived in 
New York? 
Fred: Oh yeah? 
BR: Who1's happened IO you on a personality level? 
Fred: It's real personal. Good things and bad things. It's 
like anything, you know. How sensitive you are can really 
get to you. It's real complex. I couldn't go into it in a para
graph. 
BR: ls this the hardest time of your life at this point? 
Fred: I don't know if it's the hardest. It's one of the most 
challenging. Dealing with business. Dealing with our com
mitmenis 10 people. We just want to do things right. Na
turally, when things happen like this you're worried about 
letting some people down. You can't help it. 
BR: It seems like a rather complex issue. 
Fred: You really have to be in ou r shoes to understand it. I 

used to think "Well why doesn't a performer do this or 
that." Being on the border of things you can see how 
strange it can get. 
BR: From your perspective, what do you wont to do wili1, 
the band? 
Fred: I just want to find stability in a lot or ways. Succes~ to 
a point where I can do what I wan t to do in different areas. 
I guess just stability all around. 
BR: Hove you always been a musician? 
Fred: I've never been a musician. I never sang 'ti ll ... I used 
to make basement tapes where I ruined my voice before 
joining the band. (laughter) But I've never been involved in 
music except as a listener. 
BR: How did the sound of the bond originally come about? 
Was there a deliberate a/tempt to get !hat sound or was it 
just an occident? 
Fred: No, we all got drunk at a Chinese restauranl and we 
didn't want to go home. 
Kate: (from afar) Are you telling that old story again? 
Fred: Yeah, here it is for the five thousandth 1ime. No, but 
it evolved from all or us. Everybody put in what they want
ed. We found it worked. All the different pieces fit. 
BR: What about !he idea for the image? Was that well
ploued our? 
Fred: No, we're not really deliberate about anything, ex
cept being entertaining. I guess now everyone concentrates 
more on their appearance on stage. But it's still not to the 
point where we calcu late things. We wear what we want to 
wear. We were more outrageously dressed going to work in 
Athens than we are on-stage now. 
BR: How do you balance between what you feel comfor
table with and what you feel is right for the fans and the re
cord company? 
Fred: We have a fair contract. In our contract we have art
istic control. We can't be pushed or pressed. We have dead
lines and all that, but they're reasonable ones. They don't 
try to push us into things we don't want to do. 
BR: ls your management company good 10 you? 
Fred: Our manager is the Talking Heads' manager. Yeah, 
he's done a good job for us. 
BR: So up to this point have you made any money out of 
this business? 
Fred: Not a lot. We're doing fine. We're supporting our
selves. People don't realize how expensive it is. You can see 
the figures. But after everybody geis their percentages, and 
touring and lawsuits and lawyers-it just disintegrates. But 
that happens to every band. 
BR: Hove you gotten into any trouble for any of the lyrics 
you've written or any of the songs? 
Fred: We are having trouble-but I don't want to go into 
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that and blow it open ... Not for lyrics-j ust fo r music. 
They'll read anything-so many musicians get sued just be
cause a line in their song is in another song. 
BR: So is this worth ir? 
Fred: Yeah, I think it is. I wish I could do ii more my way, 
but then everybody else wishes they could do it. 
BR: How did you like the " Heatwave" show in Canada? 
Fred: I thought it was great. I thought it was exciting that 
they got so many people together . It wasn't like a big family 
though. The groups sort of kept apart. 
BR: Do you socialize with very many other bonds? 
Fred:Afew .. 
BR: From Athens? 
Fred: Oh yeah. And some New York bands. Heatwave was 
good 'cause it showed that new wave really does have a fol
lowing, but it wasn't advertised well enough, because all 
the money went for salaries and there wasn't any left for 
the promoter. About half as many people showed up as 
they had hoped for. 
BR: In terms of music, where do your own personal tastes 
go? 
Fred: I should just say rock 'n' roll, but 1 like soul music 
and female vocalists. I like jazz and Motown and Fellini 
soundtracks. (laughter) Piano music. James Brown. Wilson 
Pickett. I like '60's British rock. David Bowie. Eno. I love 
Talking Heads. 
BR: When did you first meet Talking Heads? 
Fred: They played in Atlanta in early '77. Kate's boyfriend 
runs a record store there [Wax n Facts], and invited them to 
a party and we were there. We put on a tape we had made 
and they liked it. We played in New York and they came to 
see us, and started telJing people about us. 
BR: Do you consider yourselves to be a party band? 
Fred: Pu t our record on . . . it's good fo r a party! 
BR: Do you think there's afuturefor a party bond? 
Fred: As long as there's parties, I think there's a future for 
it. I think things got so dull in the '70's, it's about time for 
something fun. I think there's alw8.ys room for a good 
dance band. I mean, if/ have a parly I want to play stuff 
that will get people moving. 
BR: Do you think a band can sustain 1hot ... keep a sense of 
humor? 
Fred: I think so. We're going to try all different things and 
experiment. I can't say what direction we'll go in, but we'll 
try all different things. It may not be as humorous as be
fore, but I know there'll be humor. It may be different 
beats-maybe some Latin or some African. 
BR: What's the one thing you'd like to do in the next year? 
Fred: Can't say. So many different things. I'll just keep it 
1omyselL 

B-52's go whoopie in B-town. has proven to be ·1his unique-sounding 
band's extraordinary crossover appeal. Al
most singlehandedly the B-52's have con
verted former discoites, pumped life into 
old hippies and tamed heavy metal freaks. 

Green Line train after an Aerosmith concert 
at Boston Garden. 

success. 
And yet I know this isn't the right aui

tude. Arter years of starving and dues pay
ing the new wave is finally succeeding in 
busting down significant barriers. Rightful
ly anyone who has been cheering this new 
music on should be very grateful to the B-
52's for all the doors they are seemingly 
opening. Still, 1 can't escape the feeling that 
a lot or those same sweaty slobs (in their 
brand new wrap around sunglasses) that 
have been screeching "Rock Lobster" re
ently could easily be the same banana-heads 
who two years ago gawked and yelled Sid 
Vicious jokes at people dresse<f the same 
way they are now. 

by Greg Reibman 
1980, at least fo r Boston, will go down in 

history as the year or B-52mania. In the five 
years that I have been Jiving in this city no 
act, new wave or otherwise has leaped to su
perstardom with such a frenzy. While this 
ingenious combo from Athens, Georgia 
(formed in late 1977 with the intention of 
playing once at a private party) actually hit 
big in New York City more than a year ago 
(and have probably not yet reached their 
full impact elsewhere in the US) this was the 
year they took Boston by storm. 

The B-52's played this area three differ
ent times in the past year. All were sellouts. 
During the week prior to their recent ap
pearance at Landsdowne Street (about 2500 
people over two nights) their just released 
second album Wild Planet was the number 
one selling d isc in every major record store 
in Boston. That same week Strawberries 
even reported the first B-52's album as the 
chain's second biggest seller. In addition, 
some stores reported Wild Planet's first 
week sales surpassing first week purchases 
of other big 1980 LPs including The Rolling 
Stones, Cars, Clash or Billy Joel. WBCN 
and several important non-commercial ra
dio stations including WMBR and WERS 
all listed Wild Planet as their most played 
album. Even Kiss 108 (WXKS) was playing 
the B-52's. And outside on Landsdowne 
Street, S8.50 B-52's tickets were being 
scalped for thirty or more dollars. 

As far as Boston was concerned no one 
had time to label the B-52's the next big 
thing. They had already become it. 

The amazing thing about au this is what 

or course this wasn't always their audi
ence. The B-52's first played Boston in 
March or '79. On that crisp spring night the 
only people to venture out to the less than 
half fi lled Paradise were the same crowd 
that usually hung out at the Rat or Can
tone's. Where were their newer fans? Well, 
I'm willing to venture they were either still 
shaking their booty to the Saturday Night 
Fever soundtrack, mellowing to the latest 
Billy Joel piano ballad, or wrecking another 

The B-52's first came to world wide atten
tion playing the punk ci rcuit, gening their 
independent single played on underground 
radio and distributed in new wave record 
shops. 

Having been one or those 150 or so peo
ple lucky enough to see the B-52's Boston 
debut, I remember spending the next week 
telling everyone I met about this marvelous 
new group. But now, after spending two 
miserably crowded nights at Landsdowne 
Street surrounded by a mass of newly con
verted idiots in new wave halloween cos
tumes, I find myself mourning over their 

"Haw, haw, haw," they used to howl. 
"Hey punk, let me see you cut yourself! 
Haw, haw, haw." 

Nowadays it's, "Yeah, I'm into new 
wave. Isn't everybody? I like Martha and 
the Muffins, The Vapors 'and Robin Lane is 
my rave local group. But the fifty-toos are 
still the best. I have eleven or their but
tons." 

I don't have any hostility toward the B-
52's. You can't blame them for being so 
damn good even morons can recognize it. 
Despite the overcrowding, poor visibility 
and all the drinks that were spilled on me, 
the band sounded excellent. They are get
ting better and better each time. It's just un
fortunate that the only time I got a full 
view or the stage was during those mo· 
ments in "Rock Lobster" when the crowd 
goes "down, down, down." In fact in spite 
of the hassles, I'm ready to venture into the 
Boston Garden if that's the next place they 
end up playing. For those are the sacrifices 
onw has to make in the city or B-52mania. 
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You'll look better 
in a Boston Rock 

T-Shirt! 
Sizes: Men's S, M, L, XL 

Model: Billie Montgomery 

To Get Yours send $6.00 per 
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handling per order to: 
Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
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CENTURY THREE RECORDING STUDIO 
Century Three otters the finest 16-Track recording equipment, pro
fessionally designed recording and mixing rooms, up to date outboard 
EO and effects, and a highly qualified staff. We also offer a special low 
night time rate for bands like yours. Learn how accuracy can make 
the difference. Century Three/545 Boylston St./Boston, MA 02116 

Call James Dean at 26 7 -9800 
for Information and Rates 



THE B-52's 
Wild Planet 
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lhe B-52's/Wild Planet. The 
band thal brought sand. surf and 
a · Rock Lobster"· into !housands 
of American homes returns Their 
second LP Wild Planet features a 
heaping dose of danceable rock 
& roll. including the single 
Pnvate Idaho. ··oev11 In 

My Car.' plus seven more 
OnWarnerBros.RecordsandT1pe1 
Mlr. listprice $7.98(Tapes $7.98) 

On Warner Bros. 
Records and Tapes 
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by Mr. B 

What's happened to Detroit anyway? Is 
it ahead of the times? Behind the times? 

Finding myself in Detroit for a few days I 
resigned myself to answering these ques
tions and obtaining my usual distorted per
spective of the new music scene. So what 
did I find? Not much actually. Not a lot of 
new wave bands, mostly rock 'n' roll bands 
that play both covers and originals. A lot of 
clubs, but not many club-goers. And in the 
studio? To my dismay, not one new wave/ 
punk single has been released in Detroit this 
year.A sad state of affairs, I must say. The 
recession has hit Detroit's music scene as 
hard as its auto industry. But it wasn't al
ways this way ... (organ music and kaleido
scope effect as we go back in time) .. 

The year is 1968. Motown is going down
hill and the airwaves are filled with peace/ 
love psychedelia. But while everyone was 
getting mellow, a new sound had emerged 
from a few isolated clubs in Ann Arbor and 
at Detroit's Grande Ballroom. The MC5, 
the Psychedelic Stooges (Iggy's band) and 
The Up were literally tearing the walls 
down (or at least the audiences were). These 
bands shared a mentality that was initially 
repelling and a sound that was built on 
sheer volume. Enough of these superlatives, 
these bands could kick 'em out, thereby es
tablishing the MC5's "Kick Out The Jams" 
as Detroit's rock 'n' roll anthem. The MC5 

* 

were the most militant of the Detroit bands, 
sharing room and board with White Pan
ther Party leader John Sinclair. As with all 
well-intentioned (?) causes, the Party lost 
momentum and later changed its name to 
the Rainbow Peoples Party in an effort to 
be more contemporary. The MCS became 
more conventional too, and also lost a lot of 
energy between the time they recorded their 
"Looking At You" single on A I Records 
and their last album, High Time on Atlan
tic. 

By the mid-'70's everyone involved in 
those bands was a basket case. Drugs had 
taken its toll. (And let that be a lesson to 
you, kids.) Iggy was burnt-out and without 
a band, MC5 guitarist Wayne Kramer was 
in jail on a drug rap, and Detroit had settled 
into its regular production of autos and 
mediocre bar bands. 

So what does that leave us now? Some of 
the MCS and Stooges arc still about, but 
other than Iggy, have had little exposure in 
the current music scene. Ex-Stooge Ron 
Asheton and ex-MCS Michael Davis formed 
Destroy All Monsters a few years back and 
gig once in a while. MC5 lead singer Rob 
Tyner fronted a different MCS lineup to 
marginal success and have since disbanded. 
Wayne Kramer got out of the clink and af
ter some time put together Gang War with 
barely-able assistance from ex-New York 
Dolls, ex-Heartbreakers and eventually ex-• 
Gang War guitarist Johnny Thunders. Lat-

est news is that Gang War have broken up 
too. 

What docs this give us? A bunch of old 
rock 'n' rollers wallowing in past glories? 
Naw, not exactly. Detroit docs have some 
new music. Bands like Zero Ambience, Art 
In America and Razor 1922 have the elec
tro-pop edge we've grown familiar with in 
the '80's. Other than that you've got your 
choice of pop-rock and hard rock combos 
like Cult Heroes, Coldcock, Nikki Corvette 
and the Convertibles, The Mutants, and 
The Romantics. Probably the best of the 
lot are R. U. R. and The Sillies, both with 
records on the Nebula label. The Sillies are 
fun rock 'n' roll. They're zany and unpre
dictable; their stage show and personnel 
lineup are never the same. R.U.R. are a 
more serious punk/rock band with hook
laden tunes and a good stage show. Nice 
guys too. When I saw them at the Railroad 
Crossing, the place was less than half full. 

So what's the problem? Most of Detroit's 
punks have either opted to stay home or 

frequent the trendy Bookies Club 870. 
Bookies is a small, cramped and very loud 
club featuring the best of the small US and 
British new wave bands that find their way 
to Detroit. Aside from the good bands, 
there's little to recommend about Bookies. 
There's no place to sit, stand or fall down 
and there's all those tourists to deal with. 
Ughhl There arc other clubs in town and 
you can usually get a seat if you need one. 

Nunzio's (in Lincoln Park) is a small cozy 
club with a friendly atmosphere. They book 
mostly new wave bands Wednesday through 
Saturday, rock movies on Tuesdays, and 
dance parties on Sunday. Good place. Best 
of all, though, is Lily's (in Hamtramck, De
troit's Polish community) . Also small and 
cozy, Lily's is run by Lily herself, a friendly 
lady who takes an interest in keeping her 
patrons happy. Drinks are cheap, cover 
charge is low, and I'd be glad to go back 
anytime. Other clubs I didn't .Rel the chance 
to check out are the Bowery (also in Ham
tramck) and the Red Carpet. Other than 
that, youtr~taking your chances. Most bars 
in Detroit feature godawful bar bands that 
play note-perfect interpretations of your 
least favorite covers. Also, the Second 
Chance in Ann Arbor occassionally features 
major new wave acts and is set up pretty 
nice. 

Across the street from the Second Chance 
is Schoolkids Records which happens to be 
the best record shop in Michigan , if not the 
Midwest. Where else can you find the PiL 
metal box still in stock? They're well loaded 
up with local and import singles too. (Dear
born Records and Off The Record, both in 
Dearborn, aren't bad either.) While in Ann 
Arbor, check out Steve's Lunch for some of 
the best sandwiches and omelettes in the 
city. Another good bet is the Del Rio. The 
Del Rio is a comfortable, dark bar with 
great hamburgers (the Oct-burger) and the 

QUITE SILLY AN INTERVIEW WITH SCOTT CAMPBELL 
byMr.B 

Scou Campbell is/was/will be the major proponent of 
the new wave scene in Detroit. He organized several of the 
first punk concerts in Detroit, formed his own independent 
rfcord label, Nebula Records, c<restablished the first major 
new wave music club in Detroit, Bookies Club 870, as well 
as forming, managing, and performing with his own band, 
The Sillies. In his spare time, he enthusiastically rambles on 
about the Detroit music scene, The Sillies and the trials and 
tribulations of being in the rock business. My favorite Scott 
Campbell quote regarding his inevitable but still pending 
success is, "Everything I like goes nowhere." 
Boston Rock: What's your musical background? 
Scott: When I was a little tyke, I did a record of my own, 
playing all the instruments, in a group that didn't exist 
called Apparition. 
BR: That was a MoodyBlues•type of band wasn't it? 
Scott: Yes. It was a Moody Blues-type me is what it was. 
BR: How far did that band go? 
Scott: Not too far. I got some industry interest, but not 
enough, in England in '74. They said, "If you could have 
brought us this two years ago ... " So at that point t decided 

1 
.. ,.:. not to deal with anything I thought was regressive or not 
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head may be "Let's be progressive") when they start play
ing their own stuff, it ends up being old hat as soon as itgets 
out. 
BR: What did you do after you discovered that? 

;_i.~.t.:'..; Scott: I started working with a writer who was an auto ex
ecutive who had the same sick sense of humor that I did. 

11.: .. , ... :.:.•.;'..i.•:r.:.i.•.;.•.·.· .. •,·.:,. itl1J~;{~i~i~~i~iii;~;:~:iii;=;~;:;~ ·11 he wanted to contact someone who was interested in a song 
he had written called "Yours Truly, Jack The Ripper." I 
said, "Like the Robert Bloch short story?" We realized 
that he and I had the same twisted sense of humor and we 
started working on material. That's how we developed "Sex 
For The Handicapped," "Love You To Death" and a few 
other songs. (All made famous by The Sillies.-Ed.) 
BR: What's he doing now? 
Scott: He works for Toyota now. He moved to the west 
coast. 
BR: So what 1hen? 
Scott: In early '77 I was invited to someone's basement for 
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DETROIT ... continued 
biggest bar stereo system I've ever seen. 

So what is my conclusion from all this? 
Detroit desperately needs a cohesive music 
community to share and develop ideas. You 
can hardly feel comfortable taking chances 

and attempting progressive music in an at
mosphere of indifference and distrust. Un
til such an attitude change takes place, De
troit's music scene will remain in a state of 
constant changeover-no production, no 
new models. I don't mean to sound gloomy 

but look at the track record. The biggest other groups to foster the punk mentality 
things out of Detroit have been Bob Seger and sound of the '70' s. Lest you forget, 
and Ted Nugent (and they were sharing lo- Michigan is also the home of? and the Mys
cal concert bills in 1968). Detroit's major terians, the inspiration of new wave bands 
claim to fame remains the MCS and the everywhere. Maybe Detroit has had its day. 
Stooges, who probably did more than any If not, I'm still looking. 

CAMPBELL ... continued 

a jam session. I ran into a strange girl doing back-arches. I 
thought she had a very good voice. And there was also a 
good guitarist who was her friend; quite a good guitarist. 
But I was interested in the girl so I didn't like the guy much. 
We started talking and she knew who Peter Hammill was 
and Van Der Graf Generator. We were also both interested 
in something called ''punk rock" which was starting to gar
ner some attention in the US. After a day of thinking things 
over and conversing with her, it inspired me to form a 
"punk rock group" even though no such thing existed in 
Detroit at the time. I said, "I've even got the name. Let's 
call it The Sillies.'' Her name was Sheila Edwards. She later 
ended up with James Chance, but she did not join The 
Contortions. Later she was with The Screamers in LA. Now 
she's living in New York, hopefully under an assumed 
name. Sheila had one of the best voice I've ever heard in 
rock . She also had a tendency for being wanted for Federal 
offenses. She was a little too self-destructive and difficult to 
work with after a while. 
BR: Sounds like the perfect altitude/or a punk band. 
Scott: Yeah, she was good. So it was my material, her 
voice, my voice and we formed the first Sillies with Steve 
Sortor (ex-drummer for The Mutants and later, drummer 
for The Mutants) and Tommy Kilowatt (ex-guitarist from 
Flirt and now, current guitarist with Rirt). We had a show 
that I organized headlined by the MCS, The Sillies, and 
Destroy All Monsters (with ex-Stooge, Ron Asheton). It 
was considered by some to be the birth of punk in Detroit. 
BR: What's happening in DetroU now in terms of music? 
Scott: There are a couple of bands of some interest. Art In 
America has a harp player (not a mouth harp). Another 
one, I just heard, is called The Johnnys. Art In America are 
mildly progressive, mildly pop. The Johnnys have an inter
esting mix, a little ska, a little reggae and their originals. 
BR: l noticed a lot of Detroit bands seem more rock 'n' roll 
oriented with roots in the '60's and '70's. 
Scott: Yeah. In Detroit it's a two way split. Where The 
Ramrods were a straight and true punk band, The Roman
tics seemed to be '60's pop with a whole lot of covers and 
most of them the exact same covers the Flam in' Groovies 
did. 
BR: Outside of The Romantics and perhaps Gang War, no 
other Detroit bands seem to get much national exposure. 
Scott: The Romantics were never considered a punk act. 
Only when "new wave" became popular were they ever 
considered a new wave act. At a certain point the radio sta
tions decided to adopt a local band and through the promo
tion efforts of their management, they were the band. So 
with the push they got from the radio stations and from 
Creem magazine (which had adopted them from early on) 
they eventually built a pretty good local following. Their 
management handled the rest and they eventually got 
signed. Since then, once they got to the point of being a 

serious national act, the people that were promoting them 
(radio stations and Creem) picked up on The Mutants. So 
now they're the fair-haired boys that get all the breaks right 
now. 
BR: We don't hear too much of the Detroit sound in Bos
ton. How come Detroit bands have such little exposure 
elsewhere? 
Scott: Most of them don't even try for it. Most of the best 
bands have the worst management. They don't have that 
broad a scope of vision. For one thing, the press is much 
better on the East coast. The quality of bands is less an in
dication of what happens with groups as is ·the quality of 
the local press. And in Detroit there is very little support 
and there used to be much less for whatever group came out 
of Detroit. So that any group that came from out of town 
had to be better than any band in town even though people 
will come in here all the time to pick up people for their 
backup group. 
BR: So you think Detroit bands are underrated? 
Scott: Yes. There are some very good bands here such as 
R.U.R. They're an excellent band. They've thrown out 
more good material than most bands have been able to 
come up with in years. 
BR: What other good bands are there? 
Scott: The Seatbelts are good. They have a straight rock 'n' 
roll set-up: bass, guitar, drums and vocals. A lot of 'SO's in
fluences without sounding like a 'SO's or rockabilly band. 
BR: One major problem is that none of these bands have 
records out. 
Scott: There is going to be a compilation album. There's a 
IO" EP by Flirt which· has just been released. There's a 
single coming out by Retro . The LP is called, I think, De
troit Ala Platter. It will have The Sillies, Flirt, the Mu
tants, The Cadillac Kidz, The Big Bad Dads, The Reruns, 
The Zooks, Master Cylinder, and Coldcock. That's about 
it. 
BR: How come you haven't been doing any recordings late
ly? 
Scott: The Sillies have been cutting a demo for CBS Cana
da. 
BR: So there won't be anything out on Nebula Records/or 
a while? 
Scott: There could be something, but I haven't got anything 
earmarked for release right now. 
BR: That's another problem with Detroit. Aside from Neb
ula, there isn't much in the way of independent record la
bels. 
Scott: Not a lot. They tend to work totally independently 
(each band). There's no cooperation. There's an unfortu
nate tendency with a lot of bands to think that you're terri
bly privileged if you're allowed to help them get some
where, anywhere. 
BR: ls it very easy IO make money as a new wave band in 
Detroit? 

Scott: No. It's quite difficult right now, the economy's so 
poor. 
BR: Do you think Detroit's new wave will go the way of the 
auto industry? 
Scott: Well, it can't go the same route, but obviously it's 
been retooling-not necessarily in the direction it Should be. 
Because it's just turning in the direction of bland inane pop 
music next to the bland inane heavy metal. But there are 
bands and people who are more than interested in doing 
something different whether you want to call it avant garde, 
new wave or anything. The actual intention or urge to go 
out and do something different, energetic or exciting or un
usual is what made new wave good. It's what made punk 
good. What's made it bad was people trying to adhere to 
certain conventions. 
BR: ls there much of an audience? 
Scott: There's a fair audience, but right now they're out of 
money and also they're rather jaded. 
BR: What are they looking/or? 
Scott: They're looking for the bands they've heard a lot of 
from out of town. Other than that, there are the people 
who have just been introduced to the scene and think that 
the B-52's are the first new wave band that ever came down 
the pike. 
BR: You opened one of the first new wave clubs in Detroit 
didn 't you? 
Scott: Mc and my ex-partner did, Bookies, which is still go
ing and handles everyone who's small and comes from Eng
land. 
BR: When did the club open and who did you bring in? 
Scott: March '78. The second show we had was Pere Ubu 
and the Suicide Commandos. In April it was Teenage Head 
(A major Canadian group-Ed.) and it wasn ' t until August 
that we had the Dead Boys. I also got The Damned. 
BR: Have you promoted any shows since Bookies? 
Scott: Nothing to speak of. I did a Dead Boys show in De
troit. I'd also like to do another Peter Hammill show. I got to 
do him in '79. 
BR: What types of music do you listen to? 
Scott: I like Wire. Not because I like everything they've 
done. Some of the things I listen to most I don't even like. 
.But I learn a lot more from that than something that sounds 
nice and sweet and comfortable. 
BR: Wire is another underrated band wno never seemea w 
get much publicity. 
Scott: I think they weren't promoted properly, one thing I 
wanted to do with The Sillies. And one thing I also wanted 
to make sure never happened with the band was do what, 
say, Hammill did, crucify myself on the cross of "art for 
art's sake" or "terribly underrated band" and that's why 
I've been so involved in the promotion. I've also spread 
myself what some people consider extremely thin. 
BR: Amidst all this, it still hasn't made you a rich man yet? 
Scott: (laughs) It's made me a poor man. That's something! 
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INCLUDES lol 
I DIEc YOU DIE ~ 

THIS WRECKAGE/ REMIND ME TO SMILE 

Some day, every home will 
have its own computer, but 
until then-there is Gary 
Numan! His new album, 
"Telekon ," features the 
trademark Numan Sound on 
tracks like " I Die: You Die," 
"This Wreckage," " I Dream 
of Wires," and more! 

$5.99 LP/TP 

GARY NUMAN 

ROBERT PALMER 

Robert Palmer/Clues. Last 
year this British vocalist 
scored with " Bad Case of 
Lovin' You (Doctor Doctor}. " 
Clues finds Palmer entering 
the 'BO's in great shape, cov
ering songs by the Beatles 
("Not A Second Time"} and 
others, as well as collabor
ating with Gary Numan on a 
new song ("Found You 
Now"}. 



by Mike Bastarache 
If you 're wondering where your sense of humor hos gone 

lately then you haven't seen Boys Life. They're one of the 
few bonds around that con ploy serious music without lak
ing themselves too seriously. Hopefully they're setting the 
trend for new Boston bands. I caught them in o particularly 
festive mood for this interview. Most of the laughing, 
screaming and talking at once hod to be omitted for clarity. 
Boys Life are: 
John Surette-guitar, vocals 
Joe McCormick-bass 
Ed Weston-sax 
Robert Werner-drums 

Boston Rock: (to Robert) So you're the one who screwed 
up the gig for next week. 
John: You always do. Everytime we have a gig, it's on a 
Jewish holiday! The gig in New York, at Danceteria ... we 
had to fly him there because it was a Jewish holiday-he has 
to fast for 24 hours. Last time there was something going 
on too. 
Robert: Oh yeah, it was Passover. Had to wait for the fami
ly to leave. 
BR: (to John) You're the only one out of high school aren't 
you? 
John: Yeah. 
BR: / talked to Richie [Parsons]. He gave me some back
ground information. 
John: Did he tell you I tried out for the movie Blue La
goon? I got a screen test and everything. 
BR: Did you get to do the screen test with Brooke Shields? 
John: Naw. All I did was dive into the water and stuff. It 
was really nothing. 
BR: Oh. Yoll''re a professional actor? where I have to go." So Richie Parsons [formerly of Un-5 get an album contract . When we -have an album, we want to· 
John: Amateur. Should 1 say what I was in? Guys and natural Axe, and Boys Life producer] sang with us that 5 put a free single in it. But not of us, of some band that 

~fi~~.' I had the lead role, Malden High School. Carou- ~!~~s~~/:~~~tj~~.ed the band. But we threw him out i f:.s:~::!~es::: ~~~ ~~~~~~=~~~d:~.'.P the band out. 

Robert: He was Jigger. Spit a lot. BR: ls that really true? ! Robert: 3! At least 3! 
John: ... I was preside'nt of the Malden High Chorale Arts John: Sure. Then he got his hair cut really short. He looked E John: Everybody would get to hear this unknown band. 
Society. really young and then we said he was too young. 5 Nobody helps each other out anymore. 
BR: You goto lot of credentials. What's the next step? BR: / guess it was o problem finding o Boy Scout uniform i Robert: It's everybody for themselves. 
John: Next step? Leavin' this band! that big. [One of the bond's sroge trademarks-they oll 5 (John also described his plan to start an underage club that 
BR: Is that good news or bad news? wear Boy Scour uniforms.] 5 would allow high school kids to hear club acts.) 
Robert: It's no news. Robert: No. He wore one. 5 BR: What bonds do you support now? 
BR: So you guys live the punk philosophy. BR: So what keeps you guys lean and hungry? 5 John: The Outlets. They're on the other side of our single. 
Ed: No future! John: (Pointing to their manager, John's brother Dave) He 5 [Two Boys Life tunes, "Perfec1 Life" and "Trouble" are 
John: (sarcastically) We didn't know who the Sex Pis1ols doesn't feed us. He starves us. He steals all the money from 5 due for a fall release on Modern Methods Records.} ... 
were until a week ago. We were listening to Yes. us. S That's another joke, free records. "I'm your friend. Give 
BR: What bands do you actually like? BR: That's a good idea. That way you guys stay creative at 5 me a free record." If you're a friend, why don't you buy it 
Robert: None. least. You guys really interested in making money? i and support us? 
Everybody at once: PiL, The Jam, The Clash, Buzzcocks, John: You have 10. To survive. 5 BR: So what do you think about the Boston music scene? 
Undertones.. BR: You guys ore all supported. Isn 't someone takint core i John: There is no scene. (This leads to talk about Boston's 
John: The Cure especially. of you? 5 clubs) 
BR: Do you like the newer stuff? John: I'm eighteen! 5 BR: It seems like music is getting more serious, depressing. 
Everybody: No! No! No! Ed: I'll be eighteen in five months. I've got five months to i John: Yeah. It's not very happy. I'm not happy. These guys 
BR: Stiff Lillie Fingers? Sham 69? live. 5 aren't happy. 
John: Yeah. Everybody! Let's tell him how it started. Punk John: I could go to school like I am now but I don't think i BR: What happens if there's o war? 
rock days. When was that? 1977. W,,; didn't start playing. that's going to last too long. I'd rather this be the job [the 5 John: I'm not even registered. Let's start there. 
This was before thal. band] rather than get a real job. 5 BR: So you're "reluctant" to go. 
Robert: (the youngest member of the band at 15) I was just BR: So what do you guys core about? What ore the band's; John: The Army called me up yesterday. They were trying 
a punk fetus at that time. All crumbled up with black ideals? 5 toconvincemetoquitcollegeandgoandjointheArmy. 
glasses. John: That's a toughie. 1 3 BR: What'd you hove to soy? 
John: Malden High is 990/o heavy metal kids in10 Led Zepp- Robert: People should dance and have fun. ! ·John: I said, "I play in a punk rock band." They said, 
lin.. John: No. I got it! We want people to come and have fun, 5 "The Army has a band." (Everybody breaks up on this 
Joe: ... Takin' drugs. not like all those jerks that hang around Spit (Spit-toons), i one.) 
John: ... and we were nobodies. but don't forget to pay attention to what's going on in the§ Robert: Now let's be happy ... 
Robert: Still are. lyrics or what people are trying to say. We aren't just sing-ii Joe: And peppy ... 
John: Me and Joe and about ten other kids started this ing about nothing. For instance, today going home on the 5 Everyone In unison: And bursting with love! 
group, the Malden Contingent. Nobody knew who we were subway ... (everybody groans as they've heard this one be- S John: We watch The Odd Couple too. 
so we got ourselves known by being real gross, like throw- fore) ... No, this is a good story. 5 BR: Hove you noticed the flower generation, psychedelic 
ing up and eating each other's throwup, spitting in each Ed: It's not a good story. 5 revival lately? 

.other's mouths, drinking urine and stuff like that. John: You wouldn't have the guts 10 do it! I'm waiting to i John: Oh! Have we noticed that! In our practice room! 
Joe: And believing in it. get off the car. This lady's standin' with her pocketbook i The other band is like ''Flower Ducklings.'' 
John: Yeah. And we were really sincere about it. That's and this guy comes up really smooth and pulls out her wal- i BR: What do you think about that attitude? 
why it didn't make us sick. We just did it because they were let. I said, "Hey lady, that guy just took your wallet!" and i John: That's a lot of drugs. 
all idiots. And now it's worse! he was getting away. So I grabbed him from the back of the i BR: You're on anti-drug band then? 
BR: Whot'sthedeolobouttheburnoutsversusthepunks? ... neck yanked him back on. He was huge. He banged his5John: Very, very. That's another thing we feel strongly 
John: It's true as anything. Las1 year, I'd walk outside the head against the wall. I said, "What'd I do that for?" I 5 about, this sexual freedom garbage! Why don't you fall in 
front door and I'd have to duck from the cans and spit and thought he was dead. Then I said, "Can I have the wallet 5 love, get married and have kids? 
everything. back please?" (everyone claps wildly) That's what I want 5 Joe: There is no love. 
Ed: But we showed them! people to do. 5 Ed: (shouting) The bass player has no emotions! 
John: Look where we are now! Ed: (sarcastically) Beat the shit out of everybody. 5 John: (sarcastically to Joe) Sorry, Mr. Flower Child. Talk-
(Everybody laughs) BR: So what do you wont to do with this bond? How far is! ing about free sex and drugs. What is this? Peace! Peace! 
John: Now they really hate us. They have their heavy metal it going to take you? i Where's my beads? 
band called Adrenaline (they really stink). They feel threat- Everybody: All the way! 5 Joe: (flashing the peace sign) Make peace no war, John. 
ened by us. They're all these drug addicts and everything, BR: Are you going to be living in Hollywood with your 5 Make peace no war. 
and then there's us. limos? 5 BR: So what's the right oflitudefor kids? 
BR: So whor about the bond? John: Naw. That's a bunch of garbage. It's pretty hard to 5 Everyone in unison: Think! 
John: We had a lead singer up to a little while ago. get to that point anyway, but when you get there it's a sick 5 Ed: Read a book. 
BR: What happened to him? thing. Like someone was telling me, who went to a Queen 5 John: (talking about the burnouts) They can't talk. it's not 
John: We'd have a practice and he'd show up late. One concert. He went backstage and there was a huge table set ~ exagerrating. They're total idiots. 
night we were playing Cantone's and he said, "I want to go up with thousands of cold cuts, champagne and everything,§ Ed: I wonder what makes them happy~ I don't know. 
to a banquet tonight. I don't feel like coming." "But we're and it hardly got touched. That could have made an album SJohn: They're not happy. They're miserable. We're a 101 
playing!" He said, "Nobody tells me what I have to do and or single for some little band. We have an idea if we ever: happier than them, and we're no1 loo thrilled! 
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An Afternoon With Peter Noone 

by Harold Lepidus 
Peter Noone is as friendly as you'd expect him to be. No 

matter what I asked him, Noone answered happily and 
completely. Accompanied by his wife of 12 years, Mireille, 
the ever.youthful looking Noone seemed enthusiastic about 
his new band, The Tremblers, and quite willing 10 talk 
about the old days in Herman's Hermits. The interview 
took place at the coffee shop in his hotel, and before it 
starred, we discussed the reason he missed o scheduled ap
pearance on "Five All Night" the previous evening. We 
join the interview already in progress . .... (P,S, lhanx, Al) 
Peter: What time did "five All Night" finish? 
Boston Rock: About three in the morning. 
Peter: Oh, I would have missed it anyway. 'Cause it's 
called "Five All Night," that's why I called. I though I 
could get there during the "All Night" part. The main 
problem was that I was told it was 450 miles from Cleve. 
land, but it's like 650 miles. 
BR: (Host) Matt Siegel said your car broke down. 
Peter: At 1:30 I was still 200 miles away. 
BR: They were making AAA jokes about it. 
Peter: Oh good. 
BR: Then Livingston Taylor, who they brought bock on, 
said "Where's Peter Noone?" And the audience said 
"Yeah!" Then Siegel said your car broke down, and Tay. 
/or did "Mrs. Brown You've Got A Lovely Daughter" 
with a banjo. 
Peter: Oh God! If I was there, they would have probably 
made me do those songs. 
BR: All right, these questions ore in chronological order. 
Was theflrst bond you were in called The Heartbeats? 
Peter: No, the first band I was in was called The Cyclones. 
That was when I was 12, in 1960, and we used just do in
strumentals. We did "Rocket Man" by The Robots or 
something, and "FBI" by The Shadows-a lot of those 
C·A minor-F-G instrumentals, because everybody knew 
how to play that, and a lot of Buddy Holly songs. But we 
didn't have any microphones so it was really wimpy. 
BR: So you were instrumental because you didn't have 
mikes? 
Peter: That's right. We all played through two amplifiers
two Watkins Dominators-which was a five watt amp at 
the time. Then I joined The Heartbeats when I was about 
13. I knew the guys, I'd been to see them a lot of times. I 
used to go and watch bands, because I was in The Cyclones, 
which was one day gonna be the greatest band of all time. 
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That's what I thought, anyway, and I used to go and see 
these Heartbeats, and I knew a11 their songs, and one night 
their singer wasn't there. And I was in the audience, and I 
knew the bass player, and he said, "Why don't you sing a 
few songs and help us out'?" So I got up and sang a few of 
this guy's songs-their act, I did! It went down great. And 
they asked if I'd join the band. I said yeah. It was better 
than my band. People eventually got fired, and people left 
to go back to hairdressing school and things, and that even· 
tually evolved over a long, long period of time into The 
Hermits. In the end, it was only me and Carl Green who'd 
ever been in The Heartbeats. 
BR: Weren't you caf/ed Sherman fora while? 
Peter: Originally the band was gonna be "Sherman's Her· 
mits" because of the Bullwinkle show-Sherman and Pro-
fessor Peabody. We had these cards made which said . 
''Sherman's Hermits-Weddings, Bar Mitzvahs, Youth 
Clubs-Telephone Ermston 6751," which was my home 
phone number. 
BR: Were you living at home? 
Peter: Yeah, during that period. We had a big house and 
we could rehearse there. My parents were really into that, 
letting me do whatever I wanted to do. The second time, 
the cards got printed wrong, and we became Herman's Her
mits. We had 2,000-you know, big time-we spent maybe 
ten dollars on cards. So we weren't gonna throw them 
away. 
BR: So when was this? 
Peter: That was early '64, when we changed the name, that 
was the key to getling recognized. Then all the record com
panies started to get interested, because before that we were 
Peter Novack and The Heartbeats, which sounded like a 
'50's band. So Herman's Hermits sounded like a real '60's 
band, a happening band. Then we were looking for a pro-
ducer and I was really sure of what I wanted, and I wanted 
a young producer, not these old guys 1ha1 played golf and 
wore white shoes-older men who I knew wouldn't under· 
stand what the band was about. So I'd seen Mickey Most 
on an Everly Brothers/S1ones/Mickey Most lour. 
BR: Was he a performer? 
Peter: Yeah, with the Most Brothers, they had hits in South 
Africa. I remember him and the Stones died. They booed 
the Stones. Mickey Most was in a rock 'n' roll band, and he 
produced the first Animals single. So we got him. We paid 
his plane ticket and his hotel room, so he couldn't refuse to 
come. 
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BR: Did Herman's Hermits always play their own instru
ments then? 
Peter: They did in the beginning. Mickey and I had a rela
tionship where we decided it was expeditious to use Jimmy 
Page and John P\ul Jones and those kind of people on the 
record. They'd come in with their amplifiers and immedi
ately get the sound. But by the time we got out on the road, 
the guys could play it better than the record. John Paul 
Jones joined the b'and for the German tour, and he didn't 
want to be the organ player, he wanted to be the bass play
er. But I felt, "No, we gotta keep our bass player." 
BR: So you were all very friendly? 
Peter: We were until the end when they started 10 become 
caberet people. Then I couldn 'I stand to be with them. 
BR: Did you ever object to the wholesome image? 
Peter: No, 'cause it was always good for me, it was always 
the perfect cover. I never had trouble at customs, not that 
I'd ever be carrying anything through customs anyway. I 
was a working class English boy who realized that the tie 
was the passport to being treated properly. I figured if I 
walked into a bar with a tie and a suitcase and say, "I'll 
have a beer," they'd forget to ask for an ID. 
BR: Did you ever feel pushed by the record companies? 
Peter: No, we were really lucky. The only push they ever 
put on us was to release "Mrs. Brown, You've Got A Love
ly Daughter." I nearly left the band on that one, but I was 
proven wrong, you see. Me and Mickey thought it would 
ruin the image of the band. The record companies would 
never let us do the ones that were really good like "When 
I'm Cleaning Windows." That was the best one. It was 
about a voyeur. They'd say, "That's not good for little 
Herman to sing." It was the second verse that they hated
"The blushing bride looks so divine/The bridegroom he is 
doing fine/I'd rather have his job than mine/When I'm 
cleaning windows." It's really perverted. 
BR: You hear songs like that all of the time now. 
Peter: Oh it's so ridiculous. Now you can say anything you 
want to . Like now, there's.all these cocaine songs, i1's just 
incredible. 
BR: Herman's Hermits were on tour with The Who when 
Keith Moon hod his infamous birthday party, weren't they? 
Peter: We broughl them over 'cause we figured they'd be a 
great opening act for us. They were bigger than us in Eng· 
land, but unheard of in America, 'cause I think they were 
on Jockstrap Records or something. Completely worthless, 
worse than MGM. We let them smash our gear. 



NOONE ... continued 

BR: They smashed up your equipment?! 
Peter: Yeah, 'cause we got ours given to us. They were good 
guys, I really got along with them. Moon was completely 
mad. He wasn' t a working class person, he was a middle 
class person. When he wasn't crazy, he was a good person 
to be around, and he was even more fun when he was crazy. 
He used to get the shit beat out of him every night 'cause 
he' d always get himself in trouble. I'd have to leave, 'cause 
I didn't want to get my body pummeled into little pieces. 
BR: But what about the car in the swimming pool? 
Peter: It never happened, at least not in America. What. 
happened was-I shouldn't tell you this-we bought him a 
load of cakes, 'cause he had this fantasy about cakes, and 
we rented the Ambassador Suite at the Holiday Inn, and we 
prepaid the damage to the room. They were very nice about 
it. So we had these big cakes-those horrible American 
cakes with icing that's made out of petroleum. So we 
couldn't eat those cakes anyway. He eventually go1 his 
tooth knocked out that night, so he was taken away that 
night. He wasn't even there! And we were naive-we were 
kids!-and we'd go into bars with fire extinguishers. They 
make people's eyes bleed! We thought, "This is America, 
no one must sleep!" This fire extinguisher takes all the 
paint off the cars so there"was a big bill. And Moony was 
nice 'cause he wasn't there but still paid for the cars, which 
shows he was a gent, and they weren't making any money. 
That was part of the Moonery and the Noonery. 
BR: Someone mentioned a theory to me that one reason 
why you were so popular when you were was that you 
looked like John F. Kennedy. 
Peter: (surprised) I never heard that! My mother would like 
to believe that. We were popular 'cause we had hits, that's 
all. 
BR: OK, this is the last Herman's Hermits question .. 
Peter: Oh, I don't mind talking about Herman's Hermits, 
that's part of my career. As long as people realize it's still 
not going on. 
BR: Wei/, what are your favorite Herman's Hermits songs? 
Peter: Oh, I like "Museum," I like 'em all, actually .. I like 

the hits, 'cause they all mean something to me. I remember 
the first time I heard them on the radio, which was always 
the big kick for me. 
BR: They're playing "Green Shirt" (by The Tremblers) a 
Jot here. 
Peter: I like "Green Shirt," I'm pleased they're playing 
that one. That 's the only song on 1he album I didn't write-· 
Shit! Imagine how rich I could be! 
BR: So after Herman's Hermits, you had your own televi
sion show? 
Peter: Yeah, it wasn't my own television show, I was like a 
special guest every week. Bu t it was every Friday and it was 
live, so it would take my whole week. You'd rehearse all 
week, go on live Friday, had Saturday and Sunday to do 
whatever you normally did, and then start rehearsing again 
on Monday. So it completely ruined my life. I mean com
p/etey ruined my life. I became li ke a Variety [show) person. 
I did it for li ke no money-maybe 250 pounds a week-but 
they couldn't bill me as "Herman." So while I was becom
ing Peter Noone, I was becolTl ing 1he wrong Peter Noone. 
That's why I can't compromise anymore. 
BR: Yqi, recorded a single with David Bowie? 

Peter: Yeah, we did a couple-"Oh! You Pretty Things" 
and ''Right On, Mother.'' 
BR: Was that a "Peter Noone" single? 
Peter: Yeah, that was the first Peter Noone single. Mickey 
Most found "Oh! You Pretty Things," and Bowie had a 
hit with "Space Oddity" in 1%8, and was going through a 
real bad period , and he'd sent this song up for Herman 's 
Hermits. Mickey said, ' ' It would be better if this was your 
first solo single. This is what you should be doing." And I 
said, "You're right. Can we get the guy who wrote the song 
to play on the record?" Bowie played piano which he 
doesn't usually do. And then we did "Top of the Pops, " 
and it was amazing 'cause we had Bowie on piano, one of 
Hot Chocolate on one of the guitars, one of Mott the 
Hoople on another, we got the most bizarre band. We used 
the actual session players. And they show it in England, 
'cause Bowie has really long hair, and I really had long hair, 
you know it was like two hippies. Then we did "Right On, 
Mother,'' and it was banned by everybody. 
BR: Did you have a boutique in New York? 
Peter: That was years and years ago. It was for a gag, real
ly. It was called The Zoo. We put the suits in cages, and it 
had a grass floor. It was called "Attire for the Male Ani
mal." It was fun for a while, but then I lost interest. 
BR: Why did you move to France? 
Peter: Well, I got sick of England, so I moved to France. I 
had a little house in the south of France, and it recharged 
my batteries, it made me want to get back and work. I had 
time to think, so I went on vacation in Los Angeles in 1978 
and I'm still there. I saw all these little bands starting and it 
looked exciting. 
BR: Did they try to make you into a caberet star? 
Peter: Always. Everybody wants to make me into John 
Davidson. I'll give this five years. Who knows, maybe NBC 
is waiting for me! 
BR: Do you remember doing Midnight Special? 
Peter: Yeah, that was one of my biggest tragic mistakes do
ing oldies. I didn't realize you could recycle those things. I 
did that ten years ago. 
BR: Did the new wave scene help you decide what you 
wanted to do? 

Peter: What I think new wave is, it's the beginning of the 
end of the old lot. That's what they said in Liverpool in 
1962. It was the end of all those solo singers, like Bobby 
Rydell, which I liked. I bought all their records, which 
shows how hip I was. And if you wanted to be a rock star 
in the '70' s, you had to have money to get started and there 
weren't clubs to start in. It was a lot of that pompous rock , 
which relates to that 'S0' s thing, with a lot of business in
volved . 
BR: How did The Tremblers get started? 
Peter: We started like a garage band . A " GA-rage" band . I 
saw bands in clubs , and I realized what kind of a band I 
wanted. But to eventually find those type of people, with 
the right type of personality, it took longer than I thought. 
(Here we got off the subject while discussing directio,.s to 
the Paradise and when pictures would be taken.] 
BR: How did the name "Trembfers" come about? It 
sounds pretty shaky ... 
Peter: Pretty shaky? (laughter) Well, we were originally 
called The Dominators, but we were afraid that "Domina
tors" would be leather and whips like Judas Priest. So the 
opposite of that is a Trembler. That's one version. (laugh· 

ter) Actually, it's when you make love standing Up, in Eng
land it's called a "knee trembler." 
BR: Ah hah! Is the Dave Clark on the record the same 
Dave Clark from the Dave Clark Five? 
Peter: Yeah , he' s a friend of mine. He came down to the 
sessions and shook tambourines and things, and stamped 
his feet. 
BR: There seems to be a Jot of '50's influence on the record. 
Peter: You think so? 
BR: Like the hiccuppy vocals on "Steady Eddy" and " Lit
tle Lover, " and a song ca/Jed "She Was Something Else," 
which brings to mind ... 
Peter: Eddie Cochran. Oh you noticed that! It's an Eddie 
Cochran title. It was to illustrate ... well, in America it 
means [Cochran imitation] "Hey, man, she was something 
else," but in England it means she was something else than 
she actually is. 
BR: Do you think of this as your first album? 
Peter: Yeah, it's the first-ever album for me. I wrote it and 
I produced it, you know, it's a different situation. I had no 
help except from the band. 
BR: In the inner groove of the record, it says, "NUN
QUAM OT/0 TORPEBAT." Do you know what that 
means? 
Peter: Yeah, I wrote that, I put it on all the albums. It 
means "Never was he lazy." It's my old school motto . 
They'll get off on that, ' cause they thought I was lazy, 
(thick accent) "He's not doin' any work, he's joinin' a rock 
'n' roll band." 
BR: Were al/ the songs on the album written recently? 
Peter: I started writing in October '79. All these songs are 
since then. 
BR: Did you find it easy to start writing? 
Peter: Yeah, I had so many songs going around. It was just 
a question of knowing which songs to do, and which was 
the style I wanted to do. I was afraid people would think of 
skinny-tie rock 'n' roll barids or Knack-type of things. It 
was very hard to make it sound different. 
BR: If I didn 't know it was Peter Noone on the record, I'd 
think the band was a very young, teen-love songs type of 
band. You're more successful at it than most young people. 

• • 

.. 

are. What do you think about when you're writing? 
Peter:All the songs that I've liked, always forever , were 
songs with that theory, the theory of unrequited love, or re
quited love. I never liked the Stones psychedelic period or 
the Dylan political period or the "Saved" period, I liked 
the dumb ones. Like " Mr. Tambourine Man," which pro
bably isn' t very dumb, but I like that. I like the Stones' 
" Let 's Spend The Night Together, " and " She' s So Cold," 
and "Satisfaction, " that 's what always turned me on. So 
when I try and write a song, those are influences. I liked 
Eddie Cochran, and " Dad Said" is more Eddie Cochran 
than all the other songs, that's a send·up of " Summert ime 
Blues" - " You can't use the car 'cause you did n't work 
late" was like my fa ther, 'cause there's no way my fathe r 
would let me have the car-'cause he didn't have a car. In 
England, we got this image that in America, everybody 
had a car when you were nine years old, whereas in Eng~ 
land you had to work 12 years. 
BR: Who does your father's voice on that? 
Peter: Me. Who could do my father better than me? 
BR: Were you confident when you walked into the studio 
for the first time in a while? 
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NOONE ... continued 

l>tter: Yes, 'cause I had nothing to lose. When it was fin
ished, 1ha1's when my confidence was shot. Between the 
time it was finished until the first time it got played on the 
radio, I was wondering what people were going to think. If 
just one radio station would play it, it would all bejuslified. 
BR: Do you have any plans/or the next album? 
Peler: I don'! know yel. I haven't started work on it yet. 
It's 100 soon into this one. It'll probably be completely dif
ferent. I wouldn't like todo what The Knack did. 
BR: Clone the album? 
Peter: Yeah, right. It'll probably be completely different. 
I'll be writing with other people. I might write with Stan 
(Lynch, of Tom Petty's Heartbreakers], and the others, 
but I'd like to write with the band, because you get better 
innuences. 
BR: How did you gel signed? 
Peter: I had a cassette with The Oominators written on it, 
and I played it to Bruce Johnson at his house, and he 
thought it was fantastic, and he said he wanted to take it to 
CBS 'cause he was starting his own label in January or 
something, and I agreed so long as he only played it as The 
Oominators. I wanted to be signed not for my past, but for 
my future. So he played it to them and they liked it and said 
they wanted to sign us, and he said ''Well guess what? Peter 
Noone's in 1he band." So we got even more money from 
them. (laughter) Not really, we just got the budget to make 
lhe records. For five records we got it for, five albums, 
which was unbelievable. 
BR: So you're happy now doing what you're doing? 
Peter: Yeah, it's fun no1 being a star, fun being able to just 
start with nothing, just get a little amp and go out there and 
just experiment. 'Cause once you're a star you can't do it 
anymore, and they wanna hear those 20 songs. And you 
cheat them. You see a review-"They did their new album, 
didn't do any of their old stuff." With The Tremblers all 
we've got is eleven songs. So we put more into those eleven 
songs than Herman's Hermits put into ten years of work. 
Really! Because it's so much harder 'cause we're nowhere. 
We're playing in little clubs, just barely selling out, 'cause 
the album's only been out about a month. People don't 
know who the band is yet. They're not really that interested 
in Herman-who cares about that stuff? They're no gonna 
spend ten bucks 10 find out, anyway. 
BR: So no Herman's Hermits songs for you. 
Peter: No, that would be wrong. I mean 1 do Herman's 
Hermi1s songs for fun, for a giggle with ten people around 
and you're at home, 1hen you can do it. J always say they 
weren't made for 1980, they were made for the '60's, 
they're not right anymore. 
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by Mark Fisher 

There's nothing quite like turning up for 
an interview only to be confronted by vari
ous backstage people who know nothing 
about it. "Come back in ha1f an hour," 
they say. Fair enough, I came back every 
half hour for the next two hours, getting 
more nervous and agitated each time. Final
ly, after a calming visit to the nearest pub, 
I'm allowed in by The Beat's manager, who 
introduces me to guitarist Andy Cox and 
bassist David Steele. We manage to find a 
reasonable quiet corner backstage and the 
interview begins. I asked Andy how The 
Beat started off. 

"Well, what happened is-Dave Wake
ling and I, we'd known each other since 
school and been living in various pits 
around Birmingham doing sort of normal 
jobs in factories and stuff, playing guitars 
in the evening for about four years think
ing, 'It'd be great to get a band together.' 
we kind of ran out of options and it be
came obvious that we were going to spend 
the rest of our lives doing six months fac
tory work, 6 months on the dole. We met 
Shuffle [David Steele}, the bass player and 
he was like ... it was interesting, because he 
was really into the punk thing, so he 
brought a lot of energy into what we were 
already doing. Then we moved back up to 
Birmingham, practicing in front rooms and 
stuff, and we thought, 'Oh well, next we 
gotta have a drummer for the band.' So 
David asked one of the nurses that worked 
with him-she was Everett's cousin or 
something, some rea11y weird coincidence. 
He came down-thought we were mad ba
sically-because none of us could read 
[music). I mean, Everett was quite a skill
ful musician, had a lot of experience playing 
in clubs and things." 

I asked Andy if the rest of the band had 
much experience in bands before The Beat. 

"Not really. I played in a couple of bands 
when I was at school, and Dave Wakeling 
has played in a rock 'n' roll band-various 
little odd stupid things-not much really. 
Never been in like a serious band. We didn't 
really expect a lot. 

"The four of us started gigging like that, 
March the 31st of last year. The first band 
that we supported was called The Oum
Oum Boys, who were a punk act, and they 
had Roger [Rankin' Roger, The Beat's vo
calist] playing drums for them. But he was 
also like a total character in Birmingham
anytime there was a band on he would up 
on stage, do a bit of toasting. He started 
coming to our gigs and jumping up and 
toasting for a couple songs and then jump
ing off and disappearing. But Everet! 
wasn't sure he liked it-none of were sure 
we liked it, it sounded a bit weird. He was 
thinking that maybe Roger should join on 
drums. In the end anyway it ended up that 
we were a five piece. We got amalgamated 
that way. 

"Around that time we were playing once 
a week sort of thing at the pub in Birming
ham and we got offered some support dates 
for The Selecter. They had just had that 

thing out on the other side of 'Gangster.' 
They were doing a tour before their own 
single came out. So we did that and The 
Specials saw us and liked us and said, 'Do 
you want to do a single on 2-Tone?' We 
though, 'Great, have a look-in.' We 
thought we'd do 'Tears Of A Clown' be
cause it was one of the three tunes we could 
play properly. We thought it would be nice 
to have saxophone on it, and we'd seen 
Sax.a playing just in a bar in Birmingham 
with some other old guys, and we thought, 
'Oh, he looks like quite a character, be nice 
to spend a weekend with him making a re
cord.• And he came and did two gigs with 
us just to get the feel of it, and he said, 'I 
really like this band, nobody's getting me 
off the stage-you'll have to kill me.' So he 
joined the band last December. 

"Before that he'd just been playing with 
these four old guys in a pub in Birmingham. 
Played a bit of jazz, bit of rhythm & blues, 
a few ballads-lot of ballads. Just really 
sort of low key stuff-maybe a couple of 
ska numbers at the end of the night when 
everybody's drunk, you know ... He's also 
played with people like Desmond Dekker, 
when he was back in Jamaica.'' 

At this point, I mumble something about 
the directions the band's taking now. Andy: 

''Well, I don't really know what direction 
we're taking. It seems like up until now 
we've been just learning to play together, 
learning to play as a band. Like all those 
cover versions on the album-we had to 
start playing things that everybody knew, it 
was like a common point of reference. So 
you knew vaguely what it was supposed to 
sound like. So ... I don't know ... it'd still 
probably be dance music, I would think, 
one way or another, whatever happens.'' 

What specific ideas are The Beat trying to 
get across? 

"For meself, I suppose, to maybe make 
people think a little bit-if that's possible. 
Without ramming dogma down anyone's 
throat-if you can avoid that and just bring 
up questions. If we could encourage people 
to give us a bit more respect, some room, 
that would be really good. But it's pretty 
unlikely. (laughs)'' 

How do they feel about the success that 
they've achieved so quickly? 

"Well ... obviously it was really exciting 
for a while ... like a year ago I was working 
in a factory and now I'm in Boston, Ameri
ca-and it's great! (laughs sarcastically) I 
think the only thing that worries me is that I 
might become addicted to it. At the mo
ment it's come so quickly and it seems really 
transitory and it's great fun-although it's 
quite hard work." 

I ask him if he feels he's had to make a 
lot of compromises. 

"Not really, I don't think so. I mean
the album came out-because of the con
tract we've got with Arista. As long as we 
deliver them master tapes that they are tech
nically able to make into records. That's it. 
Also, we can control all the art work and 
everything." 

Do they find this has any drawbacks? 
"Well, it's a lot to look after, since you 

find yourself sitting there and you really 
want to be in bed or down at the pub or 
something, and you're thinking what the 
advert for the next single should look like. 
That was one of the most frightening things 
I found on coming to America, that there's 
much more pressure, whereas in England 
it's very tight, we've got things set up so we 
can so what we want." 

I ask them how they feel about playing to 
audiences over here . 

"We played at the Palladium in New 
York with The Pretenders-we supported 
them-which really wasn't very good. The 
audience was sitting down, for a start-they 
weren't allowed to stand up. That's been 
the worst thing about doing a lot of The 
Pretenders' gigs, because of them [the audi· 
ence] being in their 30's. We don't play 30's 
usually. Also-it's not that necessary to 
stand up to watch The Pretenders. I think a 
lot of the time it'd sold out before we were 
even on the tour, so it's obviously hard core 
Pretenders' fans that came to see it." 

David Steele: "They're all sort of Kansas 
fans and people who are in love with guitar 
solos still-things like that.'' 

"Some nights were good," Andy adds. 
"But when people were able to dance it 
went down much better because they all 
really got into it." 

I ask Dave if he has any particular ideas 
that he wants to get across to Americans. 

"That guitars are horrible and they 
should be ignored. They're still into guitars 
and 'raunchy rock 'n' roll' here, and really, 
it's finished for the guitar. You can use the 
guitar as a rhythm instrument, but as a lead 
instrument it's finished. And if we can get 
across to them that the guitar is finished, as 
a lead instrument, I'd be quite happy, but 
we'll have to be really educated, because 
here they're about ten years behind now.'' 

Speaking of ten years behind, I ask what 
they think about the idea of Ronald Reagan 
getting in. 

David: "Well, compared to him, you 
don't realize how good Margaret Thatcher 
is. I mean, she's pretty awful, but at least 
she's pretty intelligent. Whereas Ronald 
Reagan is just pretty awful and pretty stu
pid as well." 

I mention their recent New Musical Ex
press (NME) interview in which they dis
cuss their political views. 

"We all have different political views," 
David replies. "I mean, whatever we did 
politically was such a compromise between 
what we all think. So we just tried to do 
things that we all agreed on-and we an 
think, 'Well, that's fucking wrong any. 
way.' Such as-well, nuclear power is one 
thing, but there's thousands of other things 
as well. Like it seemed a good idea at the 
time to give money to the anti-nuclear peo
ple in England.'' 

Andy: "We wanted to give the money 
away off that single, because they were old 
tracks, really, and it seemed a bit greedy to 
us to keep the money. The record company 
wanted us to put out a single to kick the al
bum off. So they [CND) were like the first 
good cause we came across.'' 

David: "Opposing nuclear power has 
suddenly become quite hip in England. The 
problem is-it's the really idiotic groups 
that will adopt a cause-rock against racism 
seemed like a good idea-and get involved 
with it just because of its hipness. And 
that'll probably happen. I mean-if it just 
makes people think then it's quite good. 
They think, "Well, if the government's ly
ing about nuclear power they could be lying 
about all sorts of things.' Just if they'll just 
think, 'Oh well, fflaYbe that's not true 
then.' At least they're doing something. We 
can't change everything." 

How much do they feel they can influ
ence people on these issues? 

David: "Just make people think. As long 
as they think, we don't mind. I mean, they 
can think we're a bunch of wankers, as long 
as they think, 'Oh, what're they saying, 
what are they doing now.' At least we've 
done something." 

I ask them if they had much feedback 
from "Stand Down Margaret.'' 

David: "We haven't been in England 
since it's been released. There's an article in 
the NME on an anti-nuclear rally in Wales 
that said, 'If The Beat had been there, 
they'd have been mobbed.' So it's getting 
across." 

It seems as though the band has moved 
into more political issues, compared to the 
lighter earlier material. 

"We've been exactly the same all along 
but the media hasn't picked up on it before. 
We haven't changed.'' 

What do they think about the music pa
pers in the UK? Do they treat bands fairly? 

"I used to think they were not that fan
tastic, but since I came to America, even 
the crappiest music papers like Sounds and 
Melody Maker seem amazing. I like the 
NME.'-' 

Andy: "It's a good comic to read." 
David:"A lot of things you really appre

ciate in England, like Radio I. Just to hear 
Radio I again, that'd be great!" (sarcastic
ally) 

Andy:"Mind you, there's some great 
soul stations here, especially in New York." 

While discussing differences, I ask what 
they think about the music business here 
compared to the UK. 

David:~"{ think it's got quite a lot to do 
with music in England ... " 

Andy: "It's got more to do with dollars 
here." 

David: "Music comes about #10 on the 
list. It comes about, perhaps, six in Eng
land." 

"It's all promotion, like whether you got 
Warner Brothers behind you, whether the 
pratty radio will play you, whether you've 
ever met Dolly Parton, things like that. 
Whether you've got long hair or not." 

I ask if they have anything else to say, be
fore I turn off the tape. Message to Ameri. 
ca? 

David: "Leave America." (humourous
ly) 

Andy: "And don't vote for Reagan." 
(not so humourously) 
IHHNIHUIINtNI-NIMIIIIHIIINI-IIINNflffftfftttff 
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by Oreg Reibman 
This page was originally set aside to re

por1 on a rare but spectacular Boston ap
pearance of The Feelies. And it will be. But 
not until first giving a very honorable men
tion 10 The Rockats, a kick-ass rockabilly 
quintet that were added to an already strong 
bill to begin with. Seeing Mission of Burma 
is reason in itself 10 go out any day of the 
week, but with The Feelies and The Rock
alS, this triple bill at The Channel turned 
out to be one of the most enjoyable nights 
on the town in recent memory. 

Tommy Darnel, the drummer and most 
recent addition to The Rockats, begged me 
not to describe his band as just a rockabilly 
band. "We do so much more," Darnell ex
plained. "We do some blues numbers, R&B 
tunes and so on. What we play is fifties 
music like it would sound on today's equip
ment." 

O.K., Tommy, you win. The Rockats are 
not just a rockabilly band, you're a damn 
fine rockabilly band that plays with an ex
tremely fresh, uncontaminated zest. And 
your non-rockabilly material is top-notch 
too. In a fourteen song set only three were 
covers (including ones by Otis Rush, Chuck 
Berry and Mickey Gilley). The original ma
terial, co-written by the entire band, was 
particularly impressive. The Rockats arenot 
yet as good as Levi & The Rockats, the 
group from which this original line-up 
sprang, but that's hardly an insult, for Levi 
and the bunch were one of the best I've ever 
seen. 

It must be about six months ago that for
mer lead singer Levi Dexter left the band. 
When Dexter departed, Rockats' guitarist 
Dibbs Preston dropped his axe to tackle the 
vocals. About a month ago former New 
York Dolls drummer Jerry Nolan (who had 
been with The Rockats for some time) also 
left. Nolan was replaced by Darnel. By then 
two new guitarists, Barry Ryan and Tim 
Scott had already been filling the spot va
cated by Preston. 

But this still leaves the real star of the 
show. The only other original Rockat is 
their extraordinary bass player, the aston
ishing Smutty Smiff. From England, Smiff 
is apparently one of those dozen or so souls 
devoted to the endangered art of playing 
stand-up bass rock 'n' roll style. This guy 
not only wails away on a bass that is almost 
as big as he is, he also climbs on top of it, or 
holds it high above his head and waltzes it 

THEFEELIES 

across the stage. All while never missing a 
note. 

While Smiff is having the time of his life 
with his bass, the rest of the band is going 
just as nuts. The best way to describe their 
on-stage energy and enthusiasm would beto 
compare them to the wacky dance show 
we've grown to expect from Madness or 
The Specials. Only instead of crew cuts and 
pork pie hats these cats arc decked out in 
brylcrcemed DA hairdos and cowboy boots. 
Even their roadies dress up. While they may 
not yet be as tight as the original Rockats, 
this new lineup is well on the way. Just give 
them a little time. 

In many ways The Feelies are mirror op
posites of The Rockats. And yet I enjoyed 
their dynamic but serious set as much as I 
enjoyed the wild and reckless Rockats. Just 
to give an idea of the contrast between the 

two, when Boston Rock asked The Rockats 
is they'd be interested in posing for a few 
photos they threw up their arms ang enthu
siastically shouted, "Sure. Let's Go!" But 
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upon approaching the shy and timid Feelics 
they kind of shrugged their shoulders and 
whispered, "We might be able to do that. 
Give us some time to think about it." 

Over the years The Feelies have earned 
quite a reputation for being a very bashful, 
humble bunch. But put two guitars, a bass 
and a pair of drumsticks in their hands and 
the meek turn into monsters·. Standing on. 
stage in those famous baggy pleated trous· 
ers and button down sweaters they play 
fierce, aggressive and very original music. 

From Haledon, New Jersey, The Feelies 
played their first gig at New York's CBGB's 
in 1976. The original lineup featured gui
tarists.songwriters Bill Million and Glen 
Mercer, bass player Keith (Clayton) De
Nunzio and his drummer brother Vinny. 
For the next three years The Fcelics played 
in and around New York and watched more 
than one record contract fall through. Then 
in '79, just as they were enjoying tremen
dous critical acclaim (The Vi/Jage Voice 
called them "the best band in New York") 

drummer Vinny quit. 
Anton Fier, Vinny's replacement, is per· 

haps just as eccentric as the other other 
members of the band, but in different ways. 
Among other things, Fier is the only Feelie 
who lives in New York City. Besides drum
ming for this band, he is also part of anoth
er group, The Lounge Lizards {who will re· 
lease an album of theirs before Christmas). 
Anton told me he became involved with 
The Lizards out of frustration. It seems 
The Feelies don't play live much (only eight 
times so far this year, he said) and don't re
hearse much. This left plenty of time to be 
part of another group. When I asked him 
about The Lizards, poor Anton didn't seem 
much happier. Apparently they don't get 
together very often either. 

If we consider how rarely The Feelies play 
-I guess s ·oston is lucky they've been here 
three different times (The Rat, Cantone's 
and now The Channel). Still, since it's hard 
to consider three appearances in almost five 
years very significant, most people know of 
The Feelies from another rare commodity: a 
Feelies record. There have been only two. 
The first was a Rough Trade single ("Fa Ce 
La" b/w "Raised Eyebrows) released in '79 
and then this year's album on Stiff, Crazy 
Rhythms (which includes versions of both 
songs on the single). At the band's insist
ence they produce all their own material. 

Both Feclies' records are very precise, 
carefully recorded to the last minute detail. 
Most start with just a faint twitch, a single 
repeated note, a tap of the drum or tim· 
bales, followed by a twang of guitar. Then 
all so suddenly everything explodes, vocals 
come in, guitars are ringing and drums are 
pounding. By the time the piece ends you 
are left screaming for more. 

Live, the band follows a similar progres
sion, only those intricate polyrhythms seem 
more frenzied, more chaotic and simply eu
phoric. To compensate for all the drum 
overdubs on the album The Feelies utilize a 
second percussionist named David Wecker· 
man. With only a few exceptions the live 
material was limited to the material on the 
album. Some reports have it that these may 
be the onJy songs Mercer and Million have 
ever written. Still, according to the ever
hopeful drummer Anton Fier, The Fee lies 
already have plans to record their second 
Stiff LP early next year. Personally, I can't 
wait. 

ROCKATS ROCKATS 
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by Trude Koby 
Boston Rock: I've noticed that of the bands I admire, par
ticularly 8-Eye'd Spy, Bush Tetras and Raybeats, most of 
the members originate from the Midwest. ls there any rea
son why you come to New York to set up bands? 
Laura: I think that musicians and artists come to New York 
from other parts of the country probably have a pretty 
warped sense of music and art. They never rea11y get to see 
the bands from New York, so they're just exposed to what's 
available, say in Cleveland or Chicago. What happens there 
or comes out of it is .. 
BR: Uninfluenced? 
Laura: Well, uninfluenced or influenced in such a dis1orted 
way that it creates a really unique thing. Which Devo pro
bably exemplifies. They're so middle of the road now, 
though. 
BR: Laura, you were in some garage band in Ohio, weren't 
you? Did you ever play out? 
Dee: Once on the driveway. 
BR: Dee, what band were you in before the Bush Tetras? 
Dee: Hundreds. I started out on a snare drum and bother
ing my parents. 
Pat: Oh no, this is gonna be a long one. 
BR: Teff me about art school. Cynthia, Laura and Pat 
went, right? 
Pat: Let's tell some good lies about art school. 
Cynthia: I only went a semester at a time. 
Laura: I was studying pyro-technics at MIT, and suddenly 
one day I heard a Dead Boys record and it changed my life. 
BR: Let's talk about your dress code. Is everyone trusted to 
wear the proper thing on stage? 
Pal: We try and create different outfits for different atmos
pheres. Danceteria requires a jumpsuit look. Trax-we 
mold ourselves to whatever the audience requires. We're 
basically a flexible group. 
BR: How did you feel about playing the Underground and 
how did you gauge your response? 
Pal: Fantastic. 
Dee: We were really let down at Hurrah's afterwards. 
Pat: Or playing New York period, after that. 
Dee: By the last set in Boston we were real hot. At Hurrah's 
it's the total opposite. . 
BR: You mean you only play one sel? 
Laura: Playing four sets in two nights was a real neat thing 
because you felt like you were discovering the audience. It 
seemed that they were getting more into us as we pro
gressed. The people in Boston were really ready to dance. 
BR: Do you want to be a dance band? 
Laura: No. I don't think we want to be categorized in any 
way like that, but it was really good for us that people were 
having a good time and enjoying us. Like in a real physical 

way. Sometimes you end up playing to a real art crowd and 
they tend to just examine you. 
BR: So you're not as pretentious as you seem. (A question
ing look from everyone) I heard a Jew people in Boston 
comment on your New York attitude. 
Dee: If you lived in New York you'd have an attitude too. 
BR: The Boston scene is quite different. You get to know 
everyone that hangs out because the city isn't particularly 
large and this music scene is a reaffy tight-knit group of 
people. 
Dee: Well, in New York you do get to meet just about ev
eryone. 
Pat: New York puts you on the defense. You have to be 
that way. 
BR: Your lyrics seem to reflect a lot of tension. 
Cynthia: Well, that's not really directed at the audience. 
It's just out here in the city. It gets really disgusting. 
Dee: Things we might write about, like practicing down on 
First Street and dealing with all the people around, but real
ly all the sentiment that goes into it is universal. You can 
live on any block and still experience the same thing. 
Pat: The creeps are everywhere. 
BR: When is the single due out and what's on it? 
Dee: Second week in August, the latest and Donny Spector 
and Natty Ed are producing it. (laughter) 
Cynthia: Donny Spector ... You'll have to clarify yourself. 
Dee: Don Christiansen. (Drummer for The Raybeats and 
ex-Contortions] 
Cythia:: The songs are "Ci-eeps," "Snakes Crawl" and 
"You Taste Like The Tropics." 
BR: How has the response been to you overall? 
Laura: Phenomenal. 
Dee: Delightful. 
Pat: I wouldn't say that. 
Laura: What would you say Pat? 
Pat: I'd say it's all right. 
BR: Does that make you feel insecure? 
Dee: New York makes anyone feel insecure. We're doing 
pretty good for a band that's five months old. 
BR: Do you think that your appeal has anything to do with 
Pat's former involvement with The Contortions? Maybe 
people come to see you because they want to see what Poi's 
doing. 
Dee: Maybe for the first gig, but after that.. 
Pat: ... they say, "Oh, forget it!" 
Dee: Oh, god, she plays chords now! 
Laura: It's probably a factor, that people would make that 
connection but we're nothing like that band was.-
BR: Do you resent that Pay may be what attracts people? I 
know that in Boston they advertised you as basically, "Pat 
JJlace's band." 
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Pat: I've paid my dues and I'm still paying them. I don't 
think the rest of the band resents it at all betause ... 
BR: ... it's an honor. 
Laura: Cyn1hia's a lady wrestler. A lot of people come to 
see us for tha1. 
BR: Mud wrestling? 
Cynthia: No, not mud wrestling allhough I would like to 
mud wrestle. 
BR: Do any of you have jobs? I know Cynthia collects food 
stamps. 
Laura: She injects them daily. 
Cynthia: I sell them on the corner. 
BR: Let's hear about band policy. Do you find it hard to 
subsist on the band, do you think you're playing yourselves 
out? 
Laura: It's not easy but we do it. 
Cynthia: We've only played out 19 times. 
Pat: We've been playing out once every ten days. 
Laura: Clubs in New York have been pretty fair to us. They 
have to be because there's a lot of competition. There are 
some clubs that have pretty good policies and they'll pay an 
opening act a decent amount of money. 
BR: How we// do you think your single will promote you? 
Laura: A band's first single is pretty much a physical thing 
that people can look at and identify the band with. If peo· 
pie have only heard about you 1hrough New York Rocker 
that won't make them as eager to see you. ' 
BR: Do you feel it's rea/Jy important for you to go to Eng
land soon? 
Dee: For sure. 
BR: Why? 
Pat: Because it's fun. 
Dee: Well, besides its being fun, the audiences in England 
seem to be a lot more open to different styles in music than, 
say, the people in N.Y., Boston or L.A., which are still lost 
in a time warp. Look at all the bands that are getting signed 
in England-pretty strange and think of Top 40 radio in 
New York-we'd never fit. I just 1hink there'll be a lot of 
people over there that will appreciate what we're gonna do. 
BR: You don't think that people in this country appreciate 
you as much as the English audience would? 
Pat: If we went to England and then played N.Y. afler 1hat, 
N.Y. would appreciate us much more. It's sick but true. 

The Bush Tetras are: 
Dee Pop-drums 
Cynthia Sley-vocals 
Laura Kennedy-bass 
Pat Place-guitar 

Their EP is now available on 99 Records. 
It includes "Snakes Crawl," "Too Many 
Creeps" and "You Taste Like The Trop
ics." 
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• MIND THEIR OWN BUSINESS • ~ • 
by George Binelle 

Amid the claustrophobic ambiance of the Underground, 
Britain's Delta 5 delivered two contrasting yet equally ef
fective performances of their curious fusion of influences. 
The basis of the D5 sound lies in the interplay of bassists 
Ros and Bethan and drummer Kelvin, who offer an alter
nately fight and insistent funk selling a spark beneath the 
feet of the most angs1-ridden Anglophile. 

Led by rhe detached anger of Julz's voca4, the three 
women engage in incongruous conversations that capture 
the occasionally silly, frequently barbed paradoxes of the 
bond's lyrics. This parallel with the Gang of Four, with 
whom they share roots, admiration and friendship in the 
norrhern city of Leeds, marks not an influence but a com
mon reaction to common circumstances. 

Loyal to the uniquely independent label, Rough Trade, 
the D5'sfirst American single will be released through the 
company's new San Francisco office in November. This 
third 45 features the brass section of Bad Manners, a ska
inflected band, who have scored well on the British charts. 
Delta 5's new songs, "Try" and "Color" do not, how
ever, suggesl any other radical deparlures. They hope to re
turn 10 lhe studio to record !heir first album when they re
turn/ram this first American tour. 

Toward the end of an exhausting thirty six hours in Bos
ton, drummer Kelvin and vocalisl/guitarist Juh:., despite a 
cruel migraine, collapsed into an interview. Interspersed 
with remarks from Ros and Alan, we engaged in a conver
sation by turns hilarious and somber that defied the clink
ing of glasses and tumbling equipment of the Under
ground's backstage. 
Boston Rock: Are you still having fun or does this Ameri
can tour convince you that you're now a product? 
Kelvin: No, we're enjoying ourselves. Apart from the fact 
that Julz is about to die, we're having a great time. It's 
really good fun. If it ever stopped being fun, 1 don't think 
we'd do it. Do you, Julz dear? 
BR: But you've definitely made a commitment to this as a 
career? 
Julz: We've made a commitment in that we're in the States 
for the next few weeks. That is the commitment. 
Kelvin: And of course we've got the single coming out over 
here. 
Julz: Yeah, but other than that we have no commitment. 
BR: There's obviously something that binds you together as 
Delta5. What is it? 
Kelvin: Pure hatred of each other. No, really, we enjoy 
each other's company so very much. 
Julz: We haven't got to do it. I suppose that's part of it as 
well. 
Kelvin: Right, in that we haven't got a system of contracts 
with Rough Trade. 
BR: What would you do if you weren't in a bond? 
Kelvin: I'd marry Julz and run off into the sunset. 
BR: Where does the sun set? 
Kelvin: Leeds ... Oh, I suppose I'd join another band. Rock 
'n' roll is my life. 
BR: This may be a misperception on my part but I have a 
sense of this still rigid class consciousness in Britain as op
posed to the States. So where do you come from in terms 
of background, education, parents' wealth? 
Kelvin: Wei,. I'm the prole of the band. I didn't even go to 
university at all but for two months. We really came from 
the same sort of background apart from Bethan who grew 
up in New Zealand. Now she's just like the rest of us. 
Julz: She came to England, about 18, and went to the Poly
technic at Leeds. 
BR: Julz. what about yourself? 
Julz: I went to high school, did a year's art, then dropped 
out, and went on the dole for two and a half years. 
Kelvin: That's a pretty bad way to be, isn't it? Bad enough 
to be on the dole somewhere else. It's bad enough to be in 
Leeds. Put the two together and it's the pits. 
BR: Did you find that humiliating? 
Julz: The Conservative government would like to 1hink it 
was. One of the things about (Prime Minister) Thatcher and 
her ilk, is that they're literally putting people out of work 
and then there's ethical dogma attached .. 
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BR: To make the victim/eel guilty about it. 
Julz: Yeah. But I never felt guilty about it. If I worked in 
that country, l'd be paying enough taxes to support wha1 
should be decent social welfare. And really there isn't any 
work. I said I'd take any work and I didn't get offered a 
single job in two and a half years. I went looking for jobs as 
well and found nothing even mildly interesti ng. 
BR: You've all been active in Rock Against Thatcher? 
Kelvin: Well, we'd like to be active in Rock Against That
cher, but it's not actually happening at the moment. 
BR: There's nothing happening? 
Kelvin: It's not organized very well. People are numb to 
the pinch, they're just not collectively o rganizing as they 
should. 
BR: It seems that almost every segment of society including 
lhe industrial capitalists are very much alienated by That
cher's policies, yet she retains a good deal of personal po
pularity according to the polls as reported in the States. 
Kelvin: I don't think it's very accurate at all, now . .It was 
when she first started out. What with her being the first · 
woman Prime Minister, and she was going to be vicious 

~ • 
among the forty to fifty year olds, but not among the eigh
teen to twenty five year olds. At the recently completed 
British Trades Union Conference, they didn't say so in so 
many words, but they decided that Thatcher's government 
had 10 be kicked out. 
BR: Is it also fair to say that since Thatcher became Prime 
Minister, there's been a lot more police brutality? I'm re
ferring IO the Blair Pe<1..ch murder. [Peach, a schoolteacher 
and member of the Socialist Workers Party fell victim to a 
police attack at an anti.fascist demonstration in London 
late last year. I 
Kelvin: No, not really. The police are a thing on their ow n. 
Whether it's Thatcher who's in o r whoever, it's pretty bad. 
Any radical can take a wrong step. 
BR: Do you think her election represented a sublimated 
racism come to the/ore? 
Kelvin: Yeah, definitely. She's made a few speeches in 
which you'll find she's rather dodgy, but she's also made 
speeches on immigration that have shocked a few people. 
You'll find that she skirts around issues, won't say anything 
direct, but if you look at it closely, she's trying 10 bring in 
new immigration laws, cut down on immigrants, drive a 
new passport, with three categories-immigrant, British, 
and half-British. 
BR: What's the racial situation in Leeds in terms of day-to-
day tension and violence? 
Kelvin: It's an area called Chapehown where I live. 
BR: Very much like Brixton in London. 
Kelvin: Yeah. A lot of black people, and angry. But Julz, 
what would you say, you've been in Leeds longer than I 
have. 
Julz: Not as much tension as there was. I think that there's 
more racial tension in Philadelphia than in Leeds. Of 
course, there's a lot of patriot mongering by the National 
Front, which is aimed at kids on the dole, saying that black 
people arc taking the jobs that you could have. The Nation
al Front is actually paying kids on the dole to pass out this 
propaganda. 
Kelvin: The trouble is kids who are 16 and 17, just out of 
school and without work arc going to read that stuff and 
believe it. They're not going to thi nk about Thatcher or the 
bloody system. That's why it's very important for this or
ganization to realJy get off the ground with the bands be
cause I really think bands can reach the kids. 
BR: So a Labour government then, regardless, would be 
much preferable? 
Kelvin: Oh, right, not a lot better but certainly better. 
BR: Do you consider yourselves sociaiists? 
Julz: Yes, 1 do consider myself a socialist. 
BR: Now, Gang of Four, in an interview in Boston, felt un
comfortable about that label simply because it provoked 
images of repression. 
Julz: Well, I don't. I'm talking abou t myself, not the band. 
Obviously, I'm comfortable with that label, 'cause I said it. 
BR: Do you go along with that? 
Alan: (out of vodka and orange juice) I'm a capitalist with 
a sense of humor. 
BR: Alan, you thick brooder. 
Alan: This is Alan, a Virgo, who likes all that sort of crap 
and I play a red guitar that's absolutely spiffing. 
Kelvin: Gimme five. 

.,, , Ros: This is Ros. I'm a feminist as well. So gimme five. 
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and put the country back on its feel, but now she's man
aged to double the unemployment figures, while cutting the 
monies for unemployment benefits, for schooling and hos
pitals, and ploughing it back into defense. 
BR: Witness the recent decision to go ahead with the pur
chase<'/ U.S. Trident missiles. 
Kelvin: Righi. So her popularity is going to go down, but if, 
you make a true public opinion poll, I know you'd find a 
lot of bad feeling. There may still be a lot of support for her 

Kelvin: I'm a feminist and I'm not doing anymore of this 
interview. Well, maybe. 
BR: Oh, I've hit him. He's been attacked by his interviewer. 
So, what does it mean tobeafeministasa man? 
Kelvin: Well, I suppose I can't be really. 
Alan: Well, he wore falsies. Sorry, that was in bad taste. 
Kelvin: I do feel very strongly about sex.ism and the con
trived separations especially in advertising. 
BR: Until this week, some injluenlia/ people on the Boston 
music scene thought Della 5 was an all-female band. 
Kelvin: Right. Well we were. Me and Alan had operations. 
I used to be a beautiful brunette. 
Alan: I used to be bald. 
Kelvin: A lan was one of the best looking women I ever saw. 
BR: Did you feel at times a certain discomfort playing in a 
band aggressively fronted by two women? 
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DELTAS ... continued 

KeMn: No, never. I always looked at them as musicians. 
BR: And you composed as co-equals. 
Kelvin: Yeah. Apart from my being far more intelligent 
than the rest. I just lower myself to their level and we carry 
on as a great success. 
BR: How long before you reach your ultimate level of me
diocrity? 
Alan: About 12 inches. 
Kelvin : You mean how long before I rule the world. About 
ten minutes-as soon as we finish this interview. 
BR: O.K. Kelvin, you're free. Have anything else you'd like 
to say? 
Kelvin: I just would like to say, all you ought to go out and 
buy Puppy Paddle which is a plastic dog which drinks wa
ter and then pisses it out, hopefully into a bowl. It's a toy 

EDDIE WALKER 

~ 
S point in going on. You've just got to try to make something 
';; positive of the pressures that are put on you. 

] ~!~:T!e;::; ~c:;:;tn anarchic joy to the music. 

O BR: Yeah, you communicate the sense that you 're having a 
b gooddealoffun. 
:c: Julz: Of course. But however much the rest of the band 
o.. ,keep saying that it's predominantly dance music, I don' t 

for kids. It lets them teach a toy dog to piss into a bowl. 
Truly wonderful. Saw it in an advert on Channel 11 in New 
York, Only $15. 
BR: What's the redeeming social value of the dog? 
Kelvin: Well, if kids realize that dogs have to piss into 
bowls, then the maker's home will be a far better place. 
BR: Back to you, Julz. Perhaps it was hyperbole, but you 
said earlier that you felt there was greater racial tension in 
Philadelphia than in Leeds. 
Julz: Yeah, from one day there. Specifically for blacks and 
the lot, all is not equal in America. The land of golden op
portunity is crap. 
BR: Is there any reason to be optimistic about the future in 
England? 
Julz: No, I don't think so. The whole world's in a bloody 
recession. The thing is if you start thinking about it too 
much, yol!. become totally negative and then there' s no 

agree. I think that the lyrics are very important. All about 
personal politics, which is a start to understanding .. 
BR: You articulate very well on stage. 
Julz: Well, I won't tonight. But anyway that's just because 
I don't know fuck about it. 
BR: Do you think at all about projecting your own sexuali
ty on stage? 
Julz: No, I don't think about sexuality on stage, at all. 
BR: Did you have any theatrical training? 
Julz: No. None at all. I just sort of take what I think the 
song means. You haven't seen us do one of the more thea
trical songs, caUed "Alone," about someone wanting to go 
to bed on their own. I don't really think in terms of either 
sex or gays when I'm singing. You start trying to under
stand yourself and it makes it easier to unders1and what's 
going on in the world. 
BR: Are the people who come to your concerts from very 
different backgrounds? Are crowds really diverse? 
Julz: I'd say yes. When you say backgrounds, you can't ac
tually tell by looking at someone what their background is 
simply because there are a lot of fractured subcultures in 
England right now. We did a gig in London where up front 
were punks, then mods, skinheads, even hippies and heavy 
metal freaks. 
BR: What about black and white mix? 
Julz: Black kids do come to out gigs, but a lot stay away out 
of fear or no money. 
BR: Anyway, to wrap thfy up .. Is there a way to wrap this 
up? 
Julz: Good-bye. 
BR: An unending dialogue. 
Julz:.Oh, I don't know. I'll switch that machine off. 

The interview concluded, I sat beaming with a confidence 
in the retooled rock- until Jim, the Delta .5 's lonely British 
roadie, chose to sow the seeds of discontent. In a sardonic 
tone that implied no judgement, he reminded me that rock 
'n' roll has never changed anything and never would if only 
because oil bands succumb to the desire for the almighty 
dollar. The Delta .5, however, remains a little dynamo capa
ble not only of setting the limbs loose, but also slightly 
stretching the chains around thought . .A A A A A 
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REQUEST ON WMBR & WERS 

AVAILABLE AT NEWBURY COMICS 
& MOST RECORD STORE LOC/.TIONS 

Quality Music Guide 
SUNDAY 
7-!0a.m. WMBR Reggae Mukasa Don McDonald reggae 

8-1\a.m. WMFO Sounds of Praise Barry Sadler gospel 

II a.m.-2p.m. WMFO Morning After Blues Nate Thayer blues 
1-S p.m. WRBB Roots Rock Reggae Glendale Reid reggae 
S-6 p.m. WMBR Sports Palace Bernie Smith et al. punk sports 

5:30-Sp.m. WERS Bluesology Gary Krantz blues 
7-I0p.m. WERS Me1rowave Hugh Munoz local live 

10-11 p.m. WBCN Basement Tapes concerts 
10-11 p.m. wcoz Dr. Dem en to Show Dr. Demento bizarre comedy 
MONDAY 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Tami Heide '60's, pop 

9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Albert 0 NW 
l-4p.m. WBRS Bill Houchberg progressive rock 

1-4p.m. WMBR Divertimento Sharon Kirby keyboarded music 
6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Roumrce reggae 
7-I0:30p.m. wzec No Commercial Alternative NW, progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS NiteKlub Tami Heide NW 
TUESDAY 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Laurel Katz '60's, pop 

9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Tom Lane NW 
l-4p.m. WBRS Newt Weinert progressive rock 

6-8p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7-10:30 p.m. WZBC Volt Meter Volt Meter NW, progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS Nite Klub Dennis Miller NW 
WEDNESDAY 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Dave Meyer, Z.ach '()()'s, pop 

9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Carla Nolin NW 
J-4p.m. WBRS Brent Hunig progressive rock 

6-8p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7-10:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Alternative t.b.a. NW, progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS NiteKlub JeffMcQuinn NW 

9-11 p.m. WMFO On The Town local bands live 

9:30-12:30 a.m. WBRS $ophis1icated Boom Boom Peter Mork NW,'60's 

ll-2a.m. WMFO Mental Notes MikePailas mutant music 

12:30-3:30a.m. WBRS Neil Meyers NW 
THURSDAY 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk John van Zelowitz '60's, pop 

9--1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Peter Gates NW 
6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7-10:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Alterna1ive NW,progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS Nite Klub Laurel Katz NW 

10:30-2a.m. WZBC Spacious Headquarters Dave Hurley avant-garde 

FRIDAY 
7-9a.m, WMBR Sleepwalk John Fix '601s, pop 

9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Greg Reibman NW 
1-4p.m. WMBR TVOD Tony V, Bro Cleve NW.funk 

4-7:30p.m. WMBR Jazz Celebration James Isaacs jazz 

6-8p.m. WMFO Radio Free Ethiopia Ras Gary reggae 

6-8p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7-I0:30p.m. wzec Mods and Rockers Marc Catapano NW,progressive 

8-11 p.m. WMFO Freed Form BruceStallsmi1h upbeat musics 

8-11 p.m. , WERS Nite Klub Kerry Waldron NW 
8-11 p.m. WMBR Friday Night Live Dave Wollman NW 

10-2a.m. WBUR Con Salsa! Jose Masso progressive Latin 

ll-3a.m. WMBR The Ghetto J.C. Soul, Funk, R&B 

12-6a.m. WGBH Blues Hour Mai Cramer blues, r&b 

SATURDAY 
8-1 p.m. WHRB Hillbilly at Harvard Old Sine, Lynn '50's, coun1ry 

12-2 p.m. WMBR Out of the Blues Dave Herwaldt blues 

1-3 p.m. WCAS Reggae Bloodlines Peter Simon reggae 

1-5 p.m. wzec Obscure Al1ema1ives Dee Rail reggae, ska 

2-4p.m. WMBR Rock 'n' Roll Memory Time John Brown quality oldies 

4-7 p.m. WMBR Demi-Monde Oedipus/Alben 0 p,nk 

6-9p.m. WHRB Street Comer Symphony Stompin' Zemo r&b, doo-wop 

7-9 p.m. WMBR Nouveau Disco varies dance musics 

7-!0p.m. WERS NiteKlub Hugh Munoz NW 

8-2a.m. WBUR Con Salsa! Jose Masso progressive Latin 

12-3a.m. WMBR The Asylum Captain Trash social collapse 

WBCN 104.1, 536-8000 WGBH 89.7, 492-2777 
WBRS 91.7, 899-4970 WHRB 95.3, 495-4818 
WBUR 90.9, 353-2790 WMBR 88.1, 494-8810 
WCAS-AM 740, 492-1188 WMFO 91.5, 625-0800 
wcoz 94.5, 247-2022 WRBB 91.7, 537-2657 
WERS 88.9, 267-7821 WZBC 90.3, 332-1110 

Guide compiled by Bruce Stallsmith, technical assistance provided by Porter Mortell. 
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by Mark Puccio 

Someone and the Somebodies are: ? 
Tristram Lozaw-bass, guitar 
John Coe-drums 
Michael Glickman-guitar, bass • 
Rob Davis-guitar, synthesizer 

Boston Rock: How has your approach changed from that 
of The Molls? 
JC: When we started out with The Molls, our objCCtive was 
to be as hard-hitting as possible .. 
TL: Actually, our objective was that we didn'1 hove an ob
jective. 
JC: We just wanted to go out andjam, basically. We hadn't 
worked out anything really concrete. We just had a few 
simple ideas upon"'O/hich we would improvise. 
BR: fl reminded me a lot of German psychedelic music. 
JC: Well, we had all listened to .. 
MG: ... those fucking Germans. 
TL: We had played together for about six months before 
we decided to call it a band and play out. We were just get
ting together three or four times a week to just play. Differ
ent people would show up each time, but we had a basic 
nucleus. 
JC: What we really wanted to do was to just establish some 
sort of groove center for our music, but what happened was 
that the only outlet we had was in the punk/new wave cir
cuit, because that was the only place that would accept us. 
We were too loud for Pooh's Pub, or anything like that. 
JC: We'd go to the Rat and be up against bands that would 
play these real short, concise songs. 
BR: When was this, The Summer of Metal? 
JC: '77 was when we played out. What we were doing was 
playing all this improvisational music, stretching pieces out 
to like a half an hour at times, and we'd be going up against 
bands that would play ten or more songs in a half an hour. 
But we did build up a kind of cult following. 
BR: You must have been considered pretty weird. 
TL: Well, we were the Rat's token "art rock" band. Basic
ally, they told a lot of bands ''We've already got one of you 
guys. We've got a Molls." 
BR: When punk and new wave wOs breaking, I wasn'I real
ly into it. Suddenly everybody was wearing torn up t-shirts 
and playing these brief loud things. 
RO: I think it's always been a part of our musical back
ground, though. When the Stooges were first beginning and 
that stuff was happening, I think we were all listening to a 
lot of it. We started trying to find places to play out about 
the time the Rat was starting to happen as a new wave 
place. 
TL: Contrary to popular belief. this was all going on in New 
York first, a year or so before anybody in Britain was into 
it. Everybody's talking about "the British punk scene." All 
it was was a copy of what had already been going on in New 
York. 
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BR: What about the Cleveland/ Akron area? 
JC: I think that scene was something that was in the process 
of evolving concurrently with what was happening in New 
York, but didn't really gain any recognition unti l about a 
year later when everything broke open in London and all. 
TL: Ohio has always had a weird music scene. They've al
ways had strange new bands coming out of there. 
MG: It's because they're so wholesome. 
BR: From heavy industry. 
TL: Musicians there are really committed, and there seems 
to be more of an acceptance of outside ideas, as strange as 
it wou ld seem. That's where I first started playing, as a tot. 
JC: The thing that's really amazing, though, is that even 
though we all come from different parts of the country and 
have different listening and playing experiences, once we all 
got together we actually arrived at a uniform style for a 
band, as opposed to lots of styles happening at once. 
BR: It's ht:althy that you aren't so inbred. You're bound to 
have enough different ideas that it keeps the whole thing 
alive somewhat longer than ii may otherwise. 
TL: The thing about The Molls was that we had a lot of dif
ferent angles, but we were known only as a death and des
truction band. Especially with the bassoonist, who pur
posely played atonally all night, and was the focal point. 
BR: / heard him mostly as an interesting color to have 
there. Sure he was squaWking away, but it didn't seem like 
he was doing as much as he might have, so I didn't payafl 
that much attention to him. It may have been the mix, bul 
he was just kind of a drone to me. 
JC: Then you heard The Molls tlie way they were supposed 
to be heard. 
TL: The fact is that he really did have a big edge on the di
rection of the band in terms of how people perceived it and 
how the matetial was realized. So when we broke up, it was 
originally just John and I who wanted to develop some of 
the things we had worked on in The Molls . 
BR: What prompted you to start getting more funky? 
;;:;~~!;~n a big change in the overaf sound between the 

TL: I think that The Molls could have done a lot of the 
things thal we're doing now. It's just that when we turn 
them out it sounds different. 
BR: / guess what I remember most about The Molls is the 
strong repetitive riffing/jamming that you did. It struck me 
as psychedelic rock of a sort. 
JC: Those are definitely some of the ideas tha1 we've 1ried 
to keep in !his band while adding a bit more form. 
TL: We play songs. The Molls played pieces. The Molls 
were basically negative. It had a lot of energy, but people 
accused us of taking nega1ive musical stances just because 
of the cheekiness of it. 
BR: / must have a strange perspective bcause it's been so 
long since I started listening to atonal music that it doesn't 
strike me as anything weird. 
TL: The first reactions we go! to this band were how it was 
a much happier, positive altitude type band. I don't know 
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if it has to do with the compositions or just the general 
makeup, but there were a lot of tensions in The Molls that 
both helped and hindered what went on. 
BR: / think the persona they put across was somewhere be
tween Hawk wind and Van derGraaf or something like that. 
A kind of future/high-tech/apocalypse sort of .. 
JC: ... science-fiction rock. You got it. A lot of people con
sidered us a "future shock" type band more than anything 
else. 
BR: Were you inrofunk at the time? 
JC: Oh yeah. It didn't start out that way, really. 
RD: On the contrary, The Molls started out to play a kind 
of heavy on the bottom end Miles Davis and Can and that 
sort of stuff. Just the real jam band kind of thing. 
JC: We even did one song that was. structu red just like a 
Miles Davis piece that he did on tour around '74 or '75. 
TL: And all the splo instruments were in place like in real 
avant jazz. They were avant jazz solo pieces wilh all this 
other stuff going on in the background. We had a classical
ly trained drumm,er who was always trying out new beats. 
He didn't like to play the same thing twice. 
MG: It must have been nice to just ride around in all of 
that. 
BR: It was good to hear an American rock band that could 
jam and have it come out interesting. Even though I didn't 
get to see The Molls very much, it was still a big dealforme 
because the American psychedelic tradition was very differ
ent from the European in the way they went about impro
vising in a rock context. It was nice to hear Americans get 
experimental for a change. 
TL: Maybe that's the basic difference between The Molls 
and the Somebodies. The Molls got their highs in the im· 
provisation. The Somebodies are doing pret1y ilfteresting 
things within a fairly basic format, I think. 
BR: There is a lot less improvising, except for that one con
cert. 
JC: We've been integrating moments of improvisations to 
take up the time between songs lately. But the format we're 
going for now is much more concise, where songs start and 
end and have certain developmental sections. It's based a 
lot on what we tried to do with The Molls as far as our har
monies and rhythms go. 
TL: Or what was developed but never used. 
JC: Exactly. It never reached the proper peak, but now 
we've got about the most functional people we can work 
with, who can get together and work on new stuff and come 
up with parts really quickly. We try to work on the really 
simple ideas-three or four simple ideas rhythmically hap
pening at once. 
MG: The simpler it is sometimes the more you can do with 
it. 
TL: Actually, I don't like comparisons between the two 
bands because they're so different to me. It's not really an 
extension of The Molls. We have a lot more leeway than we 
used to, just because there are definite things going on so 
you move against those, while in The Molls a lot of the time 



too much was happening. In the early days we had so much 
that we wanted to do that we didn't know exactly what to 
do. 
JC: What we do is that I play Farfisa organ and Robbie 
plays his guitar and his effects and synthesizer, and we get 
mixed with an echo signaf which we use as our rhythm 
while I play really fast. 
RO: It sounds a lot like Terry Riley and Fripp & Eno stuff. 
JC: That's right where we're coming from. We base our 
patterns on the rhythm of the echo signal repeating at a 
standard rate. 
BR: Do you ever use o variable-speed deck to git a rhythm
ical variation? 
RD: We're improvising against the rhythm and using our 
hands a lot. John is very Terry Riley-ish in that respect, and 
I improvise on the guitar and synthesizer, so we're really .. 
BR: ... hectic. 
TL: One of the things the Somebodies do best is a guitar 
trance band, and it's in a regular song format. 
JC: Tris is saying that the juxtaposition of the Somebodies 
guitar parts is equal in intensity to the layers that Robbie 
and I get with the echo. We work out these patterns that 
build to a critical mass point. In the Somebodies, when we 
reach that peak, we cut ii off. 
TL: In the Somebodies, we use different strings for tex
tures. Between an eight string bass, a twelve string guitar, 
another six siring guitar and a synt hi all going on at once, 
you get lots of droning and doubling of notes. 
JC: And I try to provide a very minimal kind of drumming . 
I rely on straight beats because the texture is so dense with 
all these symmetrical guitar parts happening with a lot of 
rhythm ical counterpoint in the strokes. Even if I'm playing 
someth ing really simple, it still fills out because we all have 
room between ou r parts. We get a very shimmering sound, 
so that people sometimes think that we're using echo even 
though we're not. Also, playing at very energetic tempos is 
really important to us because we want people to move to 
the music. 
MG: One thing that Tris likes to do, which is really fair as a 
bass player, is to just play octaves. That leaves a lot of lee
way for the other instruments. 
BR: You're giving a basic framework for the overtones that 
the other people can fill in. 
TL: It falls in to the way I like the sound of the guitar as an 
instrument. To use the name of a dead Boston band, it's 
"moving parts." It's parts that move against each other 
very slightly, but they're still moving and interchanging 
just like gears. Hey, this sounds like Music 101 in sixth 
grade: ''The parts of an instrument, like parts of an orches
tra, all work together like gears in a car." (laughter) These 
aren't your basic heavy metal concepts, which ar~ basically 
to play standing parts of the tune in unison. It's not that 
kind of thing, but just simplifying. However it does grow 
more out of that kind of rock than jazz. 
MG: It's very easy to step over the line of doing too much 
in an allempt lo agree with some sort of standard of impro
visation. That's nol what we're in it for at all. 
TL: We're making ourselves sound like a really technical, 
heavy band, and that's one thing that we don't want to do. 
I mean, sense of humor is really important. As soon as you 

.!!: TL: To be able to do things in seven and not sound like 
~ we're doing things in seven. 
; BR: Right. So people willsrill dance to it. 
~ TL: As soon as you sound like you're trying to be intellec
- tual, you lose everybody. l RD: One thing that the old band did that we Slay away from 

0 was really abrupt stops or changes within songs. This band 
0 just moves easier, and when we do changes of some sort, the 
if rhythms carry them through; whereas in The Molls, some-
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start to take yourself too seriously, which so many fucking 
bands do .. 
JC: So many people come up to us and say, "Well gee, 
man, I don't understand what you're trying to do, but I had 
fun!" 
TL: That's the whole thing. You don't have to understand 
us or know exactly how we set up the textures. You can just 
come and dance or bop your head or fall asleep or whatever 
you want to do. The main difference between us and The 
Molls is that we don't get quite as much heavy negative re
action, although I did like that about The Molls. You could 
stir somebody up so much that they hated you so bad ... We 
left a couple of places with our lives in danger. 
BR: "You guys ever play those sounds again, boy, we'll 
knock your teeth our!" 
TL: Getting off the stage used to be a problem for our bas
soonist. 
JC: He had to carry beer bottles in his coat pocket because 
people would get so violent towards him. I mean, he was 
dressed in a black raincoat with a black baseball cap and he 
was smoking this cigar, and every time anybody had any
thing negative to say, he'd just stand there and go like 
"euuuuhhh!!" And he'd blow his bassoon up as loud as he 
could, like "reowreagh!" People would go .. 
TL: ... ''This is rock and roll?'' 
BR: Well, that's what happens with something that's more 
experimental. 
JC: When Tris and I were putting this band together, we 
thought about how The Molls used all these dense, very 
weird chords and odd notes all the time with hyper
rhythms, and we just decided that we wanted to get away 
from crunching people's skulls with atonality all the time 
and just hone some of that down, because we liked some of 
the harmonies. The Molls were never really a fun band or a 
dance band. We decided to make something different come 
of this, to play stuff that will move people, make them hap
py and want to dance, plus be interesting to us as musicians 
in terms of the amount of thought put into each song. 
TL: I like to make music that hits both the stupid beer 
drinker at the bar and the real intellectual who when some
thing moves him just taps his finger. 
JC: I think we fina ll y got the balance we need 10 pull off 
the ideas and keep them simple, yet be appealing to alt sorts 
of folks. 
BR: Do you plan ro maintain a Somebodies' sound? Cer
rainly whar you're doing right now has an immediale per
sonaliry, bul what do you lhink you'll do as lime drags on? 
JC: We're committed to the band and want to carry 
through with the material that we have right now. But if 
things are to work out, whatever we're working on now can 
always become a vehicle for different kinds of expression in 
the future while still maintaining our identity. 
TL: We want to be able to develop what we're doing now. 
The band is probably at about 500"/o of its potential in exact
ly what we're doing, without even going beyond the speci
fic styles that we play. 
RD: I'd like for us to become even more funky or maybe 
even more minimalist. Our basic thrust is to stay rhythmic
ally very simple, but to be able to change and develop the 
textures and harmonies and everything on top of it. 

times I think we just did changes for the sake of changes. 
Now l could be happy to play the same chord for five, ten, 
fifteen minutes, and if it felt like it wasn't becoming boring, 
I wouldn't be afraid of it being boring. 
BR: Well, if you're no1 bored, rhen ir's not boring, in at 
least some sense of the word. 
TL: Also the Somebodies don't do weird things just 10 be 
weird. For us to develop the Somebodies style, we first had 
10 draw back. At first a lot of the things we did sounded 
pretty normal until we learned how to deal with being very 
straight about it. We had to develop a feel of playing with 
each other and paying real attention to what's happening, 
rather than playing lots of things that just somehow stay to
gether. Taking pains to make things fit. 
BR: No free improvisarion. 
JC: Well, there can be free improvisation. It's just not col
lective at this point. 
TL: It can be collective! Even now, some of the sections 
we're playing really take off just because things are starting 
to happen in performance. The night you were talking 
about we had a very standard beginning, then a couple of 
things started building off each other. It worked so well 
that we've done it a couple of other nights now. 
BR: / really enjoyed rhar. Ir was my favorite concerr of 
yours. 
JC: It was hot. This band still has improvisational poten
tial. We just like starting out with a certain knowledge of 
the form. We build up the different parts, while listening to 
each other, and if it's gelling right, we just carry on for a 
bit. Otherwise we know we have to cut short. Once some
body plays a part that's obviously part of the actual song 
rather than the introduct io n, then we just fall into it. 
TL: It sounds like we have all this stuff charted out, but 
more what we rely on is what we're hearing and feeling. 
We've all been fairly trained, but I just don't think that 
stuff applies to rock. As soon as you get into composing on 
paper, you're losing the whole idea of rock. The Molls, as 
rock music, were probably more jazz-oriented. 
BR: So how's rhe tape of the EPdoing? 
TL: We have some really good responses. Pat Metheny has 
been to see us three or four times in the past couple of 
weeks and has told us that he's a fan of ours, and has got
ten us some contacts at Warner Bros. Some people we know 
at Creem magazine have also got us some contacts at RCA 
with the new division with Philip Glass. They seem to think 
that it would be really good for them. 
BR: Thar's whar rhe Polyrock album is on. Seems pretty 
appropriale. 
TL: I thought so. Polyrock is a group that is pretty similar 
in the roots that they're coming from. They handle it a bit 
differently, but 1hey're one of the few other bands that I've 
heard that are homing in on simple textural chords and 
playing up the fact rather than quick rhythms and Philip 
Glass trance and all that. 
MG: We try to leave some element of chance in our music, 
too. That can sometimes make ii sound "off." And you've 
got to be really careful because you can start controlling the 
whole things just because of some idiotic idea that I might 
add or something. But Phil ip Glass and those guys, that's 
all written out. 
BR: Thar's why I don'r rhink rhe band is so much in line 
with a minimalist rradirion. /i's not a "systems" music. It's 
a performance music. It's nol so lhoroughly analyzed and 
baroque as those kinds of music can be. 
TL: That's some1hing I don't like so much about people 
like Philip Glass. I think it's great that they can write all 
that stuff out and make it sound like that, but the reason 
that/ like it is because it sounds like it's being done right at 
that point. I think it can be done without writing out every 
single note, and have it sound just as good Dervish [Tris' & 
Jon's two man band) does that. And I know Terry Riley 
does not write out his stuff. I don't like things that are real
ly, really programmed. 
MG: I think it sounds good when it doesn't sound like it's 
being improvised but it is. 
TL: Or doesn't sound like it's programmed, but it is. 
MG: I don't know about that. That word "programmed" 
confuses me. 
TL: When I write, I'm continually looking for ways to use 
bits of inspiration that I get from music or just things 
around me, and work them into the way I approach music. 
Different styles, different types of art or ways of thinking 
or whatever all affect me. I think it's really important to 
keep drawing on new sources of inspiration and influences. 
BR: Sure. 01herwise you get monoronous. 
Tl: Well, you're crazy if you think that holing yourself up 
and cuuing yourself off from the world will make you really 
unique and creative, because all creativity is is using what 
you've already learned in new ways. 
MG: We need to work on new material so that we can also 
get a perspective on the stuff that we're stilt doing. Rear-
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range it to fit how we've changed and whu.t we've found out 
about whal we have to deal with when we go into live play
ing situations. 
BR:/ don't thing you're at a stagnant point. I wouldn't 
worry about that. 
TL: There's a colltinual development. A lot of the material 
that we play now is the same as it was six months ago, but 
people have said how different a band we are, and how 
much better our material is now, not realizing that it's the 
same stuff. It's just 1hat we're getting to it better. Some of 
it hasn't even changed that much. We're just learning how 
to deal with each other better. 
JC: I think it comes from accepting role definition and al
lowing yourself to be free within your defined role. We're 
getting relaxed with the material and can listen a lot more to 
the other contributions and be spontaneous. 
BR: Not worrying so much about what you yourself have to 
do next, so you can put yourself on autopilot and see what 
the others are up to. 
JC: The only way you can get that way is through perform
ance. That's one area where I think this band can really ex
cel no matter how we develop. 
TL: Live performance is also where we have a lot of prob
lems because the type of thing that we're doing is more 
subtle and needs to have very exact sound a lot of the time 
if it's going to come across at all. 
BR: Since tuning is so important to your music, that creates 
another problem. It isn't as much a basic part of lots of 
other people's musics. 
TL: Often things start making sense after people have heard 
our tapes because they've never gotten to hear a lot of the 
nuances in a cramped room where things bounce off the 
ceiling and you can't hear the bass or whatever ... Let's talk 
about something besides music. 
JC: Great tacky American TV shows. 
BR: They should broadcast these shows (detuned) like this 
anyway. Plastic colors really put the right perspective on 
what's happening. 
TL: This stuff drives foreign markets crazy. Ever see Jap
anese TV? Channel 2 runs Japanese programs on .. 
BR: Gotta see some! 
TL: Once or 1wicc a week at about 11:00. Incredible. It's al
most like propaganda because it's so traditional and back in 
history and time. And regimented. 
BR: In the way they do things? 
TL: And the subjects they approach. It seems like they're 
all about feudal wars. 
BR: lnframan. 
TL: The Japanese were always ones for outdoing us. 
MG: Hmmm. Not true with Japanese, sir. Japanese merely 
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cheap imitation of American. 
TL: That's what this country tried to say for 20 years. Now, 
even our computer industry, which was our last really big .. 
MG: I don't care if this rountry collapses as a country . 
TL: Yeah? What are you gonna do1 The worse it gets, the 
worse it gets for people like us trying to play music in clubs. 
The more it gets into a socialist or communist type .. 
JC: Yep. It's true. The government's already thinking 
about doing away with total arts spending. 
TL: The only reason you and I have guitars at all is because 
we had such a foolish period of wealth and prosperity that 
is still trying to be carried on. 
BR: You can't carry that stuff on without going out and 
stealing from other generally starving people in other parts 
of the world. It just doesn't come from nowhere. lt'sa mat
ter of whether you want to be a fascist or a human being. 
Whether having a guitar means that much to you .. 
TL: But it does .. 
BR: Morally, you know? 
TL: To, to me .. 
JC: Kill. Pghwfll. 
n: Music and creativity is the most important thing in life. 
I mean music as a division of creativity. Being creative is 
the only reason man is any different from a fucking ant. 
And if you don't do anything with that, if you don't do 
anything with your imagination, you can starve or you can 
be the richest man on earth and it doesn't make any differ
ence. 
JC: I know I've always been driven by a creative passion. It 
just means so much to me to be able to do something that's 
a part ofmy personality. 
TL: I can get excited over the dumbest things. Bands, mov
ies, museums, it doesn't matter. It all comes back to the 
creative link. So much for politics. 
JC: Really. 
TL: However, none of us really have a iirasp of America, 
because this (pointing to TV) is what America is . 
JC: Blecch. 
TL: It's really bad when you see bands like The Dance, and 
well at least my first impression was that they're probably 
not from the United States, otherwise they wouldn't be 
playing music like this, or that they're from New York and 
they're going to be together for two months. 
JC: They've really developed a now about their perform
ance. Everything fits now. 
MG: I kinda like the idea of a whole evening performance 
with no interruptions, waiting for applause from the audi
ence or whatever. 
TL:I like the reaction in between, because if you get that 
going on during the set, you can use it as energy in the per-

formancc. If you get it at the end when it's a total release, it 
might make you feel good, but you can't feed it back into 
what you're playing. 
BR: Of course while you're playing, you can sense how the 
audience/eels about what you're doing, even if they don't 
happen to be screaming and yelling or clapping at that 
point. 
TL: It's nice to give them chances to yell whether they like 
you or hate you though. 
JC: It's the immediacy of that rapport that's the best, be
cause when you're getting the immediate feedback, it either 
makes it or breaks it for you, and you can either match the 
performance to the response, or exceed the response, if it's 
necessary 10 do so. 
TL: Sometimes you get really funny audiences. Must be a 
full moon or something like that. They call out all sorts of 
weird names and you start talking to them. That's a lot of 
fun. They catch you off guard with what they're saying and 
yelling. 
BR: / remember once there was this woman up fairly near 
the stage. She was drunk, I think, and calling out altsorts 
of weird things to yoll. I don't remember what they were, 
but Jesus! 
TL: Oh,.l remember. She's the one who started out with 
Billy Joel! That was fun. She came up afterwards and said 
she really liked us. 
BR: She seemed to be having a good time. 
TL: Now that we've finished taping, now that my car has 
blown up and been fixed, now that everybody in the band 
has finally moved and now that we've finally gotten another 
practice space ... For a while there we had really built mo
mentum, but we sort of got derailed. When that happened 
we had five new things we were working on, but since then 
I've come up with a couple of million I'd like to work on, 
and so has everybody else. We still have to hawk the tape 
and have promotion around and hand le our bookings. It's 
a lot of work. They to try and do that and practice and 
work during the day and play on weekends ... 
BR: lt'sa rough hfe. 
JC: It keeps it from being boring. 
TL: Wouldn't have it any other way. Sometimes when I do 
get a free night, I have no idea what to do with it, because I 
have so many things I'd like to do that I can't make a deci
sion. I usually end up going to a club to hear some music. 
JC: One thing that you can safely say about us is that we are 
comsumed by music. It just like comes out of our pores, 
out of our follicles .. 
TL: And we also consume a lot. 
JC: Really! Mass consumers, albeit purveyors of said pro
duct. ~--~~-~--------------~~~--~ 
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Lake Flaccid 
by Eddie Gorodersky 

Seems as I've missed a month. Not to 
worry, it was either the estrogen or ennui. 
Since nothing happened to me, nothing. 
This past month little happened; ergo a little 
column. 

First o[f, congratulations to young and 
earnest Marc Miller for finally living some
where. Mine couch breathes easier. It does 
drive property values down now that he is 
my neighbor. 

NRBQ will be at the Paradise shortly and 
you owe it to yourself to do it. Their new al
bum goes from bop to pop at a healthy clip. 
They are one of the only bands who can be 
called eclectic without making me cringe. 
They still have fun. No deeper explanation 
is necessary. 

Speaking of fun ... 15 LandsdowneStreet. 
Congrats, Pat. 

Shogun alleviated most of my guilt over 
Nagasaki. One of America's greatest 
achievements seems to be the capability of 
turning thehistory of a proud and rich cul
ture into twelve hours of mediocre made-

for-television melodrama. 
Sonny Columbus, ribmaster of the long 

lamented Rainbow Rib Room, is back hold
ing court at the Rat of all places. The Hoo
Doo Bar-B-Q upstairs at the Rat features 
Sonny's infamous dead animal platters, in
genious side dishes and homespun wisdom. 
Patronize his establishment, please. 

A friend recently turned me on to Flan
nery O'Connor. If you're looking for in
teresting reading on a crisp fall evening, she 
may be the ticket. American Gothic for 
cynics. 

Christmas is coming up faster than you 
think. Be prepared to either fetch the insu
lin or hide. Soon we shall all be buried be
neath two record live sets of greatest hits by 
multi-million dollar craftspeople. This, of 
course, is a yearly holding move and it will 
pass. 

More details as I develop. 
R.I.P. Doug Kenney. 
R.I.P.Eb. 
Good luck and kudos to everyone in

volved in Art week. 
And special thanks to Kate for continual

ly teaching me how little I know. 

-
U-Dance 

at 
The Bradford Ballroom 
275 Tremont St. Boston 

STEEL LENKYROY 

PULSE The ETHIOPIAN 
ROOTS 

Sat. Oct. 25 at 9:30 Tickets: 
$4.50 advance, $6.00 door 

The SLITS The OFFS 
from England from San Francisco 

Sat. Nov. 1 at 9:00 The SCIENTIFIC 
Tickets AMERICANS $6.50 advance, $8.00 door 

Tickets available at: 
Strawberries• Music City, Kenmore Sq.• 

Newbury Comics• Scorpio Records, Dorchester• 
Out of Town• Moukassa Records• 

- AN ISHEN PRODUCTION-

Appearing at THE CHANNEL Oct.15 
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Bookings: John Kelly 628-7580 eves. 926-4220 days 
Also appearing at: 

STEPPIN' OUT & JASPER'S,Somerville 
Ask for "TOUGH GUY" & "l'M SERIOUS" on WBCN & WCOZ 



Guilt Complex 
Ride The Airwaves 

produced by T.K. Dolan 
Engineered by Karen Kane 

Available at: 
Newbury Comics 

Strawberries 
New England Music City 

CJ[]LRRY Ei';'iTERPRISES 
16 BALMOAAL STREET 

ANDOVER. MASSACHUSETTS 01810 

phone#: 337-5222 



f!wn.n.etJ.df.a.'ri<et 
Silk Screen Printing and Design T-Shirts Posters Promo Kits etc. 

Also Artists Studio Space and Band Rehearsal Space 

482-6596 



by Sol Paradise 
Rubber Rodeo is one band that is truly 

doing something new. I first saw Rubber 
Rodeo at a club in Providence called Lu
po's. I must admit I was skeptical when I 
went in. I just couldn't imagine how a new 
wave/ country band could be good. Since 
then Rubber Rodeo has become one of my 
favorite bands. 

Rubber Rodeo arc Robert Holmes (gui
tar, mandolin, violin and lead vocals), Pa
tricia Milliken (lead vocals, organ and per
cussion), Doug Allen (bass guitar, string 
bass and vocals) and Barclay Holmes 
(drums). 

Rubber Rodeo sprang from two bands: 
The Asphalt Cowboys and The Egyptians. 
In December of 1979 the Rubber. Rodeo 
formed. The band was originally started as 
more or less a hobby. The band never 
thought that their sound would be the least 
bit popular. The band's first job was to 
open for a very popular R.l. band called 
The Young Adults. They had second 
thoughts about being in this position, but 
did the job anyway, and with the encour
agement of Rudy Cheeks and The Young 
Adults, Rubber Rodeo kept moving in a 
positive direction. 

The next step was to gel a rea1 drummer. 
Up 'til then Rubber Rodeo had been using 
tapes for the drum parts. This is when Bar
clay alias Bare joined the band. With a real 
drummer the band was now complete. 

Barclay, Bob's brother, is considered the 
only true musician by the rest of the band. 
Prior to Rubber Rodeo Bare played in a 
French band called Boring Music. Boring 
Music has an album called Lo Penpersito on 
the Invisible record label. The album con
sists of a man and woman ta1king dirty over 
music and was only meant to be sold in sex 
shops. But, the record did well and was la
ter sold in record stores. The band became 
fairly popular and opened for James 
Chance. 

To my knowledge Rubber Rodeo is the 
first new wave country band. Too often 
people confuse bands like the Allmans or 
Charlie Daniels with Rubber Rodeo-there 
are no comparisons whatsoever. The major 
influences of Rubber Rodeo are Roy Ro
gers, Dolly Parton, Roxy Music and Dcvo. 
Rubber Rodeo has successfully merged 
these diverse sounds. The band has a1so 
merged the two audiences. Bob Holmes ex
plained, "It's because of the humor that we 
go over with both the country and new wave 
crowds. The new wavers think it's funny to 
hear a song like "Stand By Your Man" and 
the country people find it funny at the other 
end." 

The spirit of the band is that of the lone
some singing cowboy. The band usually 
dresses in identical cowboys outfits with 
Trish in a matching rodeo dress. The em
phasis is on that of the singing cowboy, not 
the macho gun slinger, much like one of 
their heroes, Roy Rogers, who never killed 
anyone. 

Rubber Rodeo has been doing very well 
in the short period of lime that they have 
been together. This present lineup has only 
been together about four months. The band 
has been playing at Lupo's in Providence, 
the Channel, the Rat and Inn Square in 
Boston and Max's Kansas City and the 80's 
in New York City . 

Rubber Rodeo has about 20 origina1 
tunes along with their rearrangements of 
country tones such as "Stand By Your 
Man" "Wichita Linc Man" and " Ghost 
Ride~s In The Sky." The original tunes dif
fer widely; some arc very danceable, others 
arc meant for you to just sit around and lis-
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ten to. In order to create their unusual 
sound, the band will occasionally play 
cheap guitars and a Farfisa organ. 

Two of the Rubber Rodeo songs arc 
available on a French compilation LP called 
Noise New York on the Invisible record la
bel. The Rubber Rodeo tunes featured on it 
are "Forbidden Planet" and "Look At 
Mc." There is also a single that should be 
released in late October on Rumble Re-

cords with the songs "Who's On Top" and 
a re-worked version of Dolly Parton's "Jo
lene." 

Rubber Rodeo is a band that likes what 
they're doing and docs what they like. They 
told me it wouldn't matter if the band broke 
up tomorrow because they did what they 
wanted. 

LOQJ Briefs ... The DC TENZ, who seem 
to be going through constant changes, now 

have a new guitarist, Jak Gleen. By the way, 
Jak's solo single "Put Mc On (the Radio)" 
is doing quite well in the R.I. area ... Mark 
Fcamcy, who left the DC TENZ, has a new 
band with a female vocalist ... The Enemies 
is a new band in R. I. with a lot of energy .. , 
A new club opened in R.I. called the Center 
Stage, It has a huge dance floor and a great 
sound system. Acts coming to the club in
ch,1.de The Psychedelic Furs and Ultravox. 



The Neighborhoods, 
Mission of Burma, 
La Pesle 
Bradford Ballroom, 
September 13, 1980 

by Harold Lepidus 
It's nights like this that restore your faith 

in Boston's local music scene. Three of 
Bean1own's most popular bands managed 
10 fill the ballroom dancenoor with new 
wavers, local band lovers and the curious 
for an evening of great rock 'n' roll. 

All three bands received a very enthusias
tic response as each struggled with the poor 
sound system. And aside from the long 
waits between sets-three album sides were 
played each time-everything else was very 
enjoyable. 

The first band, La Peste, has finally got
ten its act together since the departure of 
leader Peter Dayton (I thought this stuff 
only happened to established bands). La 
Peste is now new wave on the verge of hard 
rock. There are a lot of guitar riffs and ex
cellent drumming by Roger Tripp, with vo
cals shared between guitarist Ian Stephans 
and bassist Mark Karl. They still need a lot 

ROOfRT dEVEREAUX 

1 •NEWWAVE 
IIAIRWON 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

of work to bring the rest of their repertoir~ ""'--------------~"'!"--~--..,.-----------------"I 
up to the par of ''Moscow Radio,'' "So Burma were the most experimental of the Last but not least were The Neighbor- tended guitar solo, a departure from his 
This Is Your Life" and "Brand New Lease three bands. One song featured Roger Mill- hoods. Guitarist David Minehan dedicated usually rhythmic role. 
On Life," their most melodic and memor- er placing his fingers haphazardly across the the opening number to the audiences' par- Drummer "Careful" Mike Quaglia 
able songs. All in all, a big improvement fretboard of his guitar, and it didn't sound ents as the band launched into "No Place showed his Keith Moon roots, and stole 
since the last time I saw them. amateurish, either! It also had an interest- Like Home." Minehan, in a pink shin and the show, by having water spurt out of his 

After an hour of Police and Jam songs ing stop-and-go guitar vs drums intro. Dur- PiL button, looked like an evil marionette drums during "Prettiest Girl" a la "A 
played over the sound system, Mission of ing the song "Fun World," the difficult as his wiry body was pulled across the stage Quick One'~ (which later led to a water 
Burma took the stage. Dressed in pastel tempo changes were handled expertly by and into mid-air. All of the Hoods' favorite fight), and then threw his entire drum kit 
colored shirts and grey pants, Burma per- drummer Peter Prescott. songs were played, including "Think It inio a frenzied crowd after "Twist And 
furmed their brand of post-punk avant- One reason MOB are so good is their two Over, '' ' 'Flavors' ' and "She's So Good. " Shout.'' Sometimes I think bassis1 John 
garde (or whatever it's called). As another strong songwriters, Miller and bassist Clint For "Simon Says," Minehan 100k out a Hartcorn is the only normal member of the 
critic noted, if MOB were from England Conley. The latter wrote their hit "Aca- little electronic box with a switch that band. 
they'd be as heavy as Gang of Four (and if demy Fight Song," as well as one of their screeched out feedback, then resorted to 
Robert Fripp came from Iowa, Frippertron- best live numbers, "That's When I Reached hitting it to reach certain notes. After play
ics would be known as "tuning"). For My Revolver." ing with that, Minehan unleashed an ex-
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NOISE IN THE N~~~~e~g~az~e~~I~~yf-Bosto~-Rock Annou;~es Its First I 
Wh~t the new wave audience in ~1aine DTL after their first gig when lead singer ft O ~ byNoncyK/int:zandRichardlulio managedtogetthcmsclvcsbanncdfromthe I AM .. 'TEUR Phot 

~~~~~:m~u~~t\~~~;a~~cup ;;~~o~~ ~::::\ !:~;~~c~:, ~~~~~~. t~o:;:!: We ~ 
Lounge (DTL) opened up in Portland in Downtown Lounge manager Will Jack- ~ Contest I 
the Plaza Hotel (s« it, believe it-101 son's October line-up is one of the best yet, ~ 
rooms and IOI ways to use oil cloth and with Mission of Burma, Pastiche, Insect ~ 
fibre board with a nair). The DTL emerged Surfers, The Rattlers, and Kenny and The 11 t • $50 
as Maine's premier punk palace (faster, Kasuals, among others. Something to look s pnze ~ 
louder, more fun!). It was a welcome relief forward to on Halloween Eve will be the ~ 
from the inevitable cabin fever and a reme- national debut of Bebe and the B-Sides. • $ ~ 
dy for the cultural doldrums brought on by Now you may ask, "Who?" Well, Bebe 2nd pnze 25 I 
the demise oft he legendary Wax Museum.a Buell needs no introduction-from her past ~ · · 
reco~d s1ore/hang out that nearly a decade uncoverage in Playboy to her more recent ~ • $ 
ago_kickedoffthepunk/newwavescenein coverageinOctobe,'sCreem.Thissummec 15 Honorable Mentions 10 
M~;;~ the outset, the DTL was a show- :~;trc::~~~t~at~d

10c!:::'~::i~ tup~;; ~ 
case for local bands-The Stains, The songs are covers, including Manfred All W1·no1·ng entn·es w1·11 be pub ~ 
Donns, Quill, The Same Band, et al. Unfor- Mann's "Little Red Book," Iggy Pop's . -, 
tunately there weren't enough local groups "Fun Time," and "Little Black Egg" by i.; • • • ' 
tofillthethrccnightsawcckattheDTL,so TheNightCrawlers,Thevarioustracksin- ~ lished ID a future Issue of Boston 
we looked to Boston to fill the gap. Al- elude back-up by The Cars, Rick Dernnger ~ 
though the majority of bands have been and Todd Rundgren, who also lent a hand I R k 
well received here, among the veteran bands in producing the album. Bebe's touring OC • ~ 
that have met with continued success are band (not included on the album) arc local • • .: 
Pastiche, Lou Miami and The Kozmetix, musicians George Gordon (lead guitar), Photos will be on display at the,~ 
The Dawgs, The Lyres, and La Peste. Don Crosby (rhythm), Beth Blood (ex-

The Stains, Portland's notorious punk Stains bass player) and Mike McGuiness .: B ( R k rty t Th Ch 
band, has gone through many changes since (drums). The Halloween Eve party he,e ~ OS on oc pa a e an-
its beginnings one year ago, then known as promises to be quite an event. Besides Bebe ~ J 2 
The Wank Stains. "".hile retaining original an_dt~eB-Sides, betweensetstheDJ ":'ill be I ne November 0. .: 
members Fred Hemng (vocals), Nobody spmnmg non-stop horrorable music to :Ill 
(rhythm) and Joe Potter (drums), they have spook spikes right into your hair. Plus, • ~ 
added Steve Sometimes (lead guitar) and Ira there will be a ,creature double-r,ature, in- Judgmg:• B.C. Kagan, Boston Rock Staff Photographer I 
~~~~s/ ~~;:~.1a;~r~~~b~~~;e~~;~f~~0e~~~; 1~!i;!n~ ~:te~~~ :if:;d~:~i::;;:~fo;!: ~ C~ris Gilbert, Boston R?ck Ar~ Director 
British punkers, such as The Clash and The tion in the streets of Lewiston and Porl- ~ Mtke Bastarache, Associate Editor 
~f:g~~~f~s~o~:;s ~~ai;!r~~!r:ir~

1
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own material. On stage the group is wild members play fast, riveting, raw versions of 268 Newbury St. Boston, MA 02116 ~ 
and unpredictable. The ceiling a1 the DTL '60's punk, as well as covering the likes of :Ill 
has never been the same since they tore it The Viletoncs, The Dead Boys and Sham I. All photos muSl have your name, address, and phone# on the back. I 
1::~ct~~~~t~~~:~~~m;~ t~C: ~:::~::~: :~· 1~~

0;!i:~~~ v:~:ti~a:~~n~d("t;~~~ ~ 2. Although we will do our best to insure the return of your photo, we cannot 
Their four song EP, recorded last April, Johnnie Tone) is the song "Old Orchard ~ guarantee their return, due to circumstances of their display and our general 

is just now getting regional attention and Beach." The Contractions will be opening I disorganization. So please send us a duplicate if your photo is priceless. ~ 
distribution. By the time you read this, The this month for the Insect Surfers. :, 

~~~~~;!~g~::~;ade their Boston debut at by Aifc~~\1;.~u~~~:ec~e~~'.4::;~~\~~i~ 3. Photos may be on any topic of interest to Boston Rock readers. ~ 
On_c of the more promising bands around juke box. rewired with ex_tension speakers, ~ 4. If a band or rock personality is pictured-please identify them. I 

now 1s Tyte Squeeze, a five member group surroundmg customers with sound from a ~ 

;~~~: ~~ut~nec~~~;s tt~e J~:~~ ~~:nJe~: ~~ seJ:~~oa~i~! ~g-:~/r~t~i~i~~::r::,:;~: \ 5. Photos .not t~ken in public must include a model release only if you want 
and The Records. They met each other at in this state, which at i1s best is the worst. them published m Boston Rock. ~ 

~~: ~:J-jtstli!·r~:~:1~
1f~:1 ~=~~. ~rd re~~:~~~ ~;~i:~uc~:V~;tt~~~~~~~~:~! 6. Only people who do not regularly sell photos to publications or the public ~ 

was persuaded to join with former members into a 250 watt bass amp. are eligible. I 
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HOW'D YOU LIKE YOUR OWN 
J.B.L./TASCAM RECORDING 1+"t«-

STUDIO 
FOR $1850.-! ! 
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I Sounds incredible but it's true 

But here's the Kicker 
to rn·o tracks at the sa me Lim<'. And 
there's a master fader that give~ you 
overall le,el control during recording 
and mixdown. 

MASS. I 

You don't only get the 
TASCAM 144 PORTASTUDIO and 
JBL 4301 POWERED MONITORS 
You also get: 
1 TEAC ME 120 MICROPHONE 
1 ATLAS MICROPHONE STAND 
1 K&MBOOM 
2 Whirlwind Speaker Cables 
1 Set Audio Technica Headphones 
10 TDK SA-90 Tapes 
You'll notiee that there is not one piece 
of .. off brand" equipment in the lot. 
This little 4 track studio will give you 
the essential functions and flexibility of 
multitrack recording. You can record 
basic tracks, overdub in sync and remix 
to stereo. And you use Standard Cassette 
tape. 

The Portastudio has its own 4 x 2 
mixer section that gives you 
mic/line/tape switching, Trim control. 
high and low EQ, Fader, Pan, and Aux 
Send for each input. The Failsafe group 
switching matrix lets you record on up 

The Full-logic i.ystcm in Porta-Studio 
lets you hear everything·you're doing all 
the time. In1mt and tape cueing, 
monitoring for record ing or mixdown 
are all available. And every signal can 
be metered. Coming or going. 

Porta-Studio's drive system is built 
specifically for the rugged needs of 
multi-track recording. Transport 
controls are all solenoid-operated for 
faster easier switching. And you get a 
built-in variable speed control that lets 
you add special effects, fix a flat note, 
or solve timing and cueing problems. 
And wait till you hear what you 
sounded like thru the JBL 430"! 
Powered monitors!! 

It still sounds Incred ihle, doesn't it? 
TASCAM • JBL • Audio Technica a nd 

Your own studio for S 1850 

TASCAM SERIES 
TEAC Professional Products Group 

SALEM STORE OPEN NITES TIL 9; 
SUN 1·5 and NO SALES TAX! 
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"-'~"re, 
tTt11d,!t ~•ici 8111re& 

·•uy•Trade•Sell•llepalr• 

361 So. Broadway (rt 28) Salem, NII 
603-893-4420 

77 Congress St (Downtown) 
Portsmouth, NH 603-436-1142 

914 Elm St (Downtown) Manchester, 
NII 603-669-9346 
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by Kate Ingram 
Pylon came to Boston for the third time recently. They 

played at Spit Wednesday, September 3 and at the Under· 
ground, with Mission of Burma, September 5 and 6, Friday 
and Saturday. Pylon are: 
Vanessa Ellison-vocals 
Randall Bewley-lead guitar 
Michael Lachowski-boss guitar 
Curtis Crowe-drums 
and they released an independent single on their own Cau· 
lion label last year, "Cool" blw "Dub." This interview 
took place in the afternoon of their Saturday show here in 
the offices of Boston Rock. 

Boston Rock: Can you tell us something about the early 
days of Pylon-how the bond got together in the first place, 
what made you decide to play together, when? 
Mlch•el: When? It was in the fall of 1978, when Randy and 
I were roommates. We'd lived together for a year and been 
listening to new music, and he was excited about trying to 
have a band. He and I were both art students. He talked me 
into it even though I thought, it was too late for a new band 
to come out. And so, we bought guitars and played on them 
for a month or two before Curtis ... Curtis can tell his side 
of the story. 
Curtis: My side of the story is, I was living in a loft in down
town Athens, and Michael and Randy had a studio directly 
beneath mine. I heard 'em playing, and playing ... and play
ing ... and playing. I sat there and smoked dope and lis
tened to them play, and I thought it was real funny they 
were doing this. It had this reaJ monotonous [he sings a 
drone noise] over and over. One day I got real tired of just 
listening to it, so I went downstairs and saw some drums, 
and said "Can I play drums?" So I started playing drums. 
BR: Whose drums were they? 
Curtis: They were Randy's. I don't know exactly where 
Vanessa came in. 
Vanessa: Well, I used to go drinking with Randy and Mich
ael. And Randy was kidding around, asking me if I wanted 
to be in a band. One day when I was working at Penney's 
in the catalog department after Christmas, almost Valen
tine's day, he came in. I worked not at the desk but at the 
phones in the back, and this girl I worked with came back 
and said, "There's a real cute boy out front, and he wants 
to talk to you." Like, nobody came in to work to talk to 
me. And I went out there, and he said "You wanna come 
down and audition for my band tonight?" Sol went down 
and I listened, I guess I tried or something, and they let me 
be in their band. 
BR: How did you meet Randy and Michael? 
Vanessa: We were in art classes together. 
BR: So the three of you, Randy, Michael and Vanessa were 
art students together. What was Curtis doing? 
Curtis: I was an art student and a resident bum. I didn't 
know any other students, I don't think, 'til the band. I 
knew vaguely of Michael and of Randy, through parties, 
but not really personally. 
BR: How did you decide to call the band Pylon? 
Michael: It's hard for me to remember ... I know that we 
had decided on that name just before Vanessa came to au
dition. Up until then the working title of the band had been 
"Diagonal." We had discussed it over and over again, and 
finally ended up with "Diagonal." We'd kept it for several 
weeks when I suggested we name it Pylon, and we decided 
to do it just because of the shape of a Pylon. 
BR: Why that shape? 
Michael: It's a real monolithic thing. 
BR: ls it a phallic symbol? 
Michael: Monolithic for sure, not necessarily phallic. 
Curtis: It could be in a strict Freudian sense ... it probably 
is. 
Michael: We found out that "pylon" actually refers to 
many things, like the DC-IO. It's part of Egyptian architec
ture. And it 's used in America and England to refer to high 
powered tension masis that're used for electrical lines. 
Curtis: We were talking to our British producer, and he 
asked us what Pylon means, and when we explained it to 
him, he said, "Oh, you mean 'Bollards'." 
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R~ndy: Over there "pylon" is only used for electrical 
things. · 

BR: It's interesting that "Diagonal" and "Pylon" 
are both geometric terms. -
Curtis: And real visual things. 
Michael: WeU, that's because we're all art students and that 
appealed to us. We wanted to come up with a name that 
also had a visual identity. And "Diagonal" was more of a 
conceptual identity because it can be used in a wh,.olc lot of 
ways. I guess if we had done that we would have had to had 
every photograph taken with the camera turned at a 45-de
grcc angle. It would get old. We'd have to stand that way 
on stage and adjust our mike stands ... but that was too 
conceptual. I think Pylon, just being more of an icon, ap
pealed to us more. 
Curtis: It's a word that really doesn't mean a thing; it's just 
something you look at. 
Michael: And there are a lot of them around. 
Curtis: They're the same in every city you go to .. 
Michael: Everybody sees at least one a day, unless they 
don't leave the house. 
BR: Does anyone in the band collect pylons? 
Vanessa: I used to. 
Curtis: We stole one off the road in Virginia one time in 
the middle of the night 'cause it looked so good. 
Michael: Mainly other people steal them because they want 
to have a souvenir of our band. 
Curtis: You can pick up souvenirs anywhere in the country. 
Michael: More fans have stolen them than we have. The 
first ones we got were given to us, and then we acquired a 
few others in another city in a private parking lot, and then 

Curtis: No, we just had to get more. They're easy to find! 
Michael: At the Underground they had a pylon in front of 
the door, and I don't know where they got it. 
Curtis: Someone said they walked about half a mile with it. 
Vanessa: One of the Bound and Gagged girls took it, I 
think. 
BR: Because of the success of the B-52's, it seems that 
Pylon has had certain inroads, like getting to play in New 
York ... the Athens, Georgia tie. How did you meet the 
B-52's? 
Curtis: Parties. I met them when they played at a party at 
the house I was living in. That was the last party they played 
ar before they went to New York and played at Max's Kan
sas City, their launch to stardom, I guess. They played at 
our house, on top of the dining room table. 
Michael: That was a good party. They'd play a song, and 
then there would be about eight to ten minutes before they 
were ready to play the next one. 
Curtis: At least. They took so long. They only had eight 
songs and they had to fill up the whole evening. They'd 
play a song, and then they'd wait and wait. And then they'd 
tune up and untune and tune up again. They were just kill-
ingtime. 
Michael: I got bored and left. I couldn't take the gaps in be
tween. Also, the kitchen was so crowded. 
BR: At the time, was there a lot of street talk about the 
B-52's in Athens1' 

• • • 
the Athens police came and pulled a raid on our studio. 
They confiscated all of our pylons and assumed that they'd 
been stolen off the streets of Athens, and every single one
two of them were from Six Flags Over Georgia and five 
were from Randy's brother's skateboarding park, and the 
others were gifts from people who had probably stolen • 
them. None of them were from the streets of Athens. And 
they even took the tiny ones that are used for slalom skate
boarding. 

• 

.BR: Did you ever recover them? 

• • • 

• • 
• • • 

• 

• • • • 
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Curtis: Street talk, and that's all. They were try.ing to get i 'att, 'th3.t we gOibooked at Hnrrah. So that was the begin- i 'l the start and have Danny release it. So Danny will sell it in 
something going around there, but the people m Athens ! ,ning of our playing out. And the response was good enough ; the U.S. and Armageddon has the rights for it in the rest of 
had for the most part a "don't touch" attitude about them. 5 for us to want to come back. § the world. 
They were a little too bizarre. Except among their friends. ~ BR: One thing that's interesting is that you played in Bos- § ,BR: Are you releasing the exact same record? 
Vanessa: And art students. 5 ton before the B-52's ever ployed here, by about a week. § Curtis: There's one cut on the British album that's not on 
Curtis: There was a big party scene going on, and the party i When you played at the Rat last August ... they first played S the American, and one on the American that's not on the 
scene embraced them, but that was it. They couldn't break i here lost August 24, and I suppose you were hereabout... , i British. 
into the club scene until they'd gone off and "made it." 5 BR: What do you think it is abour Arhens that makes ii I BR: Why is that? 
BR: How about you, Vanessa, were you al that party? j have the dance-oriented type of scene it has, like the Meth- $ Michael: l think it's a marketing technique as well as being 
Vanessa: No, I didn't get to see them until about the third 5 od Actors, you all, and of course the B-52's. i) one way to flag the differences between the two records. 
time they played at the Last Resort. I took these two friends 5 Curtis: It's this unspoken law. If you make music; you 'd 5 ,They are almost identical in terms of design, but the colors 
of mine that had absolutely nothing to do with art, a black 5 better be able to dance to it, or nobody's going to like it. 5 will be different. And we've decided to put a title so you 
science fiction writer who was married to a white girl. I just 5 When we started I thought, well, it's gotta be danceable, or : could tell it's the same record and not have people by mis
wanted to see how they would react to the whole thing. And $ else there's no point. I'm sure the B's had a whole lot to do 5 take buy both of them. But there is a difference in the cuts, 
they loved it. Only they couldn't understand the words. It 5 with that. It's a real tight party scene. § a different identity for each record which the record com-
was great, the words they came up with were even better 5 BR: Do you ever play at any fraternity parties? 5 panics themselves wanted to add on there. It's not really in-
than the ones the group was singing. Like, they thought 5 Curtis: We played at one. It was organized-the all-Greek 5 tended to make people buy both copies but some fools 
"Planet Claire" was "Planet Clap." I had a blast. They did 5 "punk" party. They came decked out just magnificently. i might do it. I wouldn't. 
two sets that night, the same songs over and over again, and 5 They had no idea how to dress, so they just dressedlin what- 5 BR: Do you plan to go on a tour when the record is re-
l was just fascinated by the set through it all again. 5 ever they saw in magazines. 5 leased? 
BR: Were you thereat the party, Randy? i Michael: That was our effort to bridge the gap . At least to 5 Curtis: Sure. I would think so. We haven't gotten any con-
Randy: Michael and I went together. ! show we were interested in playing for more than what's j :crete plans for one yet but this British tour will be pretty 
Curtis: I didn't even know Michael and Randy then. j considered to be a really clique-y scene. After that there was 5 ,much an album tour. It's not going to be successful finan-
BR: Were they influences of yours, as faros what they were i some talk of one-or another fraternity wanting us to play at i cially, it'll be to spur sales, hopefully. And there was some 
doing musically, since they were getting successful? i their parties. But they never got in touch with us. j talk of us going out to California, but I don't know how 
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1~~;~ A::::;cise, more than ! ~~~];~=~~ua~~~~~\n California before? 
and to go to New York, and just on the basis of sheer origi- j jogging. i Curtis: No. 
nality-not on any other level-it was possible for them to i BR:/ understand that you've just recorded an album. Did§ Michael: We do plan on coming up to Boston, New York 
be successful to a certain degree. But at the time Randy was i you record it in Athens? 5 and maybe Philadelphia in December, sometime between 
talking about having a band, they'd played in New York i BR: What studio? $ when the record is released and when we leave for England. 
and all, but this was a long time before they were getting i Curtis: Stone Mountain Studio. It's nowhere near Stone 5 BR: ls it difficult for you to go on the rood when you have 

d:~~)h:~:~:~~:i;r~::~~a!i:!1: ~=~ :~~J~~ few clip- I ~;:u:J::d~~~:~e~:~~!~~~~!~~:~:~ reason. ; ~':t~~~~~';:~{ite band still in school? 
pings, and we thought geez, if they can do it, why can't we'? i Vanessa: I like it. I learned a lot from it. I can see things I j BR: Do you cut classes? 
Michael: That was just like an education. I think most of E did on it, now, I might not do again. But that's o.k. 5 Curtis: Yeah, I go to my teachers and say, look, I'm in a 
the things the B's have provided for us, although not exclu- I BR: When is the record coming out? § band and we're going on the road and you can either give 
sively, have been that they paved the way in the sense that E Curtis: Late October. S. mea break or fail me. 
by seeing what kind of steps they took, it was educational i BR:And how will it work, having an import and a domestic i Randy: I'm taking this quarter off. I have a lot of pressure 
for us. Whereas we wouldn't have had any idea what to do i record? ! from my family to graduate, but I'm going to lay out this 
next. So we figured when we formed a band that the first j Michael: The British record is primarily for the British au- 5 quarter because I don't think I could learn very much while 
and most important thing for us to do was to go to New 5 dience although it'll be available in the U.S. on import: j missing so much class. But I plan on finishing school. 
York. We had Played a few parties, and we had played at j And it'll be released soon afterwards on DB Records in this 5 BR: How'd you like playing with the Mission of Burma? 
one club in Athens, and right after that, we went to New 5 country. We wanted to do that mainly out of the interest of 5 Vanessa: I think they're incredible. They're one of the best 
York. So we hadn't really played out at all before we came§ American consumers, because we're not that hot in Eng- 5 bands I've seen in a long time. I was real impressed. 
up here. That was just what we figured you were 'sposed to i land, and it would be unfair for the album to be available i Michael: Yeah, there aren't that many good American 
do next, on the basis of what they did. ii only on import since a lot of Americans would end up buy- S bands. I'd say they were one or the top bands around. I 

They had given a tape of us to Jim Fouratt, at Hurrah. j ing it. It owuld be unfair to release it that way while waiting 5 wish that they were better known around the country. 
Fouratt asked the B's 1f they knew of any other bands from 5 for another Amencan company to take an interest m beens- 5 Vanessa: And I hope they have an album soon I dedicated 
their area It was because of that tape, and because of Four- j mg the matenal So we decided to solve that problem from ! our second set to Mission of Burma 
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MR. MIX·UP PICKS 
XTC, Black Sea LP 
Nothing here Jumps right out and grabs you 
(fike "Nigel"), but after a few listenings, you 
can't get the songs out of your head. 
David Bowle, Scary Monsters LP 
Combination of hi-tech, funk and hints of 
Ziggy. "Ashes to Ashes" is fantastic, "Fash· 
ion " Is probably the next single. 
UB40, Signing Off LP 
There just Isn't enough space to rave about 
this album. Number one in England. 
Joe "King" carrasco, Buena/Tuff Enuff 10" 
78 
You're thinking, 78 rpm? Most modern turn
tables never heard of it. So, buy the 45 ... an 
dance to Tex-Mex r 'n' r. 
The Teardrop Explodes, When I Dream sin 
gle 
Nicely put together Pop hit. 
Talking Heads, Crosseyed and Painless 12' 
single. 
Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark, Enol 
Gay single 
New single from the album being release 
the end of October. 
Polyrock, Polyrock LP 
Well produced, teKtured sound. They 're 
dance band from NY. 
The Cramps, Drug Train EP 
Done in their own destructive style. Fun! 
Dead Kennedys, Viva Las Vegas, LP cut 
... and this one is wild! 

.•. NEWBUIIY~oMtt;s{ Ah\t1M 
TOP 2!l'(ln safes) .. 
1. Neighborhoods, Prettiest Girl /No Plac 

Like Home 
2. Mlaalon of Burma, Academy Fight Song 

Max Ernst 
3. Dead Kennedys, Holiday in Cambodi 

Police Truck 
4. Dead Kennedys, California Uber Alie 

The Man With the Dogs 
5. Classic Ruins, 1 + 1 2/Heart attac 

Nyqull Stinger 
6. La Peate, Better Off Dead/Black 
7. Patllche, Talk Show/Boston Lullabye/ 

Terminal Barbershop 
8. Gremlet, No Surfing in Dorchester bay/ 

Dorchester Dub 
9. Thrills, I'll Be the HeartbreakerlHey! 
10. Elvis Costello, New Amsterdam EP 
11. 8-52's, Give Me Back My Manl(Version) 
12. Clash, Bankrobber/Rockers Galore 
13. Maps, I'm Talking to You/My Eyes Ar 

Burning 
14. Lyres, Don't Give It Up Now/How Do Yo 

Know? 
15. Go-Go's, We Got the Beat/How Muc 

More 
18. Girls, Jeffrey I Hear You/Elephant Man 
17. The Normal, TVOD/Warm Leatherette 
18. Tha Atlsntlcs, Can't Wait ForeverfLone 

Hearts 
19. Bowle, Ashes to Ashes/Move On 
20. Clash, Live at the Palladium 
21. The Jam, Startfliza Radley 
22. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us Apart / 

These Days 
23. The Jam, Going UndergroundfThe 

Dreams of Children 
24. Spizz Enargi, Where's Captain Kirk?/Am

nesia 
25. Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit for Rotting 

Vegetables LP 

l, 
8, 

9, 

-
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. AL8EFIT O (bj, WMBR/Spfl) 
'1. B"t.lsh T'8tras, Too Many Creeps EP 
2. Buzzcocks, Are Everything single 
3. Capt. Beefheart, Doc At The Radar Sta

tion 
Indoor Life, Archaeology EP 
Pauline Murray, Dream Sequences sin
gle 

6. Orchestral Manoeuvres, Enola Gay sin 
gle 
Polyrock, Polyrock LP 
Simple Minds, Empire and Dances LP 

9. Teardrop Explodes, When I Dream single 
10. U-2, Day Without Me single 

~R~i!~~}"'Jti:!W~tW~ FO) 
2. Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit For Rotting 

Vegetables LP 
3. The Uncommitted, Italy's Underground 

Economy single 
4. The Suburbs, In Combo LP 
5. Human Sexual Response, Figure 14 LP 
6. V;, Wardrobes In Hell single 
7. Walter Steddlng, Walter Stedding LP 
8. Snakeflnger, Green Pastures LP 
9. David Bowle, Scary Monsters LP 
10. Polyrock, Polyrock LP 

STEVJ:N POFCHER (NE MUSIC CI
TY, Kenmoie Square) 
1. B-52's, Wild Planet LP 
2. David Bowie, Scary Monsters LP 
3. B-52's, B-52's LP 

(Comment: OK folks, that's enough. 
Let's pick up on the next trend.) 
Stevie Wonder, Master Blaster single 
Martha and the Muffins, Echo Beach 
single 

6. B-52's, Private Idaho single 
(Comment: see what I mean ... ) 
Willie Alexander, Gin single 
Gremles, No Surfing In Dorchester Bay 
single 

9. Linton Kwesi Johnson, Bass Culture LP 
10. Nervous Eaters, Nervous Eaters LP 

NEWBURY COMICS TOP 15 
1. Dead kennedys, Fresh Fruit for Rotting 

Vegetables 
Cramps, Drug Train 
Rezlllos, Rev Up LP 
Go-Go's, We Got the Beat 
Dead Kennedys, Holiday ln Cambodia 
Stitt Litt le Fingers, Hanx ! LP 
Orchestral manoeuvres, Enola Gay 

9. Manicured Noise, Faith 
10. Joy Division, She's Lost Control 12" 

single 
11. A Certain Ratio, Shack Up 
12. XTC, Black Sea LP 
13. Dead Kennedys, California Uber Alles 
14. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us Apart 12" 

single 
15. Specials, International Jet Set 

CARTER ALAN (OJ, WBCN & 
WMBR) 
1. U-2, A Day Without Me single 
2. Police, Zenyatta Mondatto LP 
3. Ste\lie Wonder, Masta Blasta single 
4. David Bowie, Fashion, Scary Monsters 

off of LP 
5. Fischer z, Crazy Girls, So Long from LP 
6. I-Tones, Love Is A Pleasure single 
7. Units, Digital Stimulation LP 
8. Buzzcocks, Are Everything single 
9. Fingerprintz, Distinguishing Marks LP 
10. XTC, Black Sea LP 
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Specials/T,he Beal/The Selecter/Body- Brian Braiin---------
snalchers/Madness 
2-TONE, TOO MUCH TOO SOON? 

byMr.B 
Was ska-revival a good thing 10 s1arl 

with? Sure, but the British press promoted 
the hell oul of it. As a result, 2-Tone ska has 
lost its appeal 10 everyone except for the 
diehards. 2-Tone is still alive and kicking 
though, thanks to the eccentric ingenuity of 
head-Special Jerry Dammers. While most 
of the early 2-Tone bands have gone on to 
new record deals (only The Specials and 
Bodysnatchers remain on 2-Tone), Jerry 
has steered The Specials away from the ska
shtick and usual fate of "Next Big Thing" 
acts. Unfortunately, the other bands have 
been less creative and do little more lhan 
variations on their old ska themes, as the 
following reviews point ou1: 

Specials 
INTERNATIONAL JET SET b/w S1ero-
1ype 
(2-Tone) 

This record could appropriately be re
named "Party Music For Playboys (circa 
1951)." The closest thing to it is the muzak 
piped into your local dentist's office. It is 
weH played and quite moody bu{ hardly 
what I like to listen to. No matter, I say this 
is the sound that makes The Specials a 
household word. If Herb Alpert can do it, so 
can Jerry Dammers. Wanna bet? 

Bodysnalchers 
TOO EXPERIENCED b/w Easy Life 
(2-Tone) 

The Bodysnatchers are a good band and 
have tried to update their sound with some 
Motown influences. (A Soul-revival has 
swept through England in the last few 
months.) Unfortunately, it's not enough to 
maintain the 2-Tone momentum during 
early 1980. Too bad, both songs are good. 

The Selecter 
THE WHISPER b/w Train To Ska ville 
(Selecter) 

I'm afraid Selecter has lost its steam, nol 
to mention two of its band members, after 
leaving 2-Tonc. These cuts are not up to par 
with the material on their firs! album. 
"The Whisper" is a boring boogie woogic, 
and "Train To Ska ville" is a medium-paced 
near-instrumental. Nothing special. (Excuse 
the pun.) 

Madness 
BAGGY TROUSERS b/w The Business 
(Stiff) 

Madness are at it again. E)(actly the same 
formula with different lyrics. However, 
Madness does have a good formula. It's 
just a matter of time before 1he fans tire of 
1his nuuy nonsense. "Baggy Trousers" is 
more wacky ska. "The Business" mighl be 
the sound track to a roller-ska skating mys
tery movie. (Are you serious?-Ed.] 

The Bea<---------
BEST FRIEND b/w Stand Down Margaret. 
(Go-Feet) 

Of all the original 2·Tone bands, The 
Beat have faired the best. They've broken 
away from the standard ska rhythm and 
s1ill have a lot of great material. "Best 
Friend" starlS with a Byrds-type intro and 
then breaks into a straight rocker with 12-
slring guitar and pounding drums. "Stand 
Down Margaret" is a fast ska number with 
well-placed dub effects. So far, The Beat 
beat the res!. 
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Unexpected Noises 
(Secret) 

Brian Brain, alias Martin Atkins (one
time PiL drummer), may have stretched his 
capabilities a little too thin on this first solo 
effort. Attempting to control too much too 
soon (he is credited with virtually all the 
writing, instrumen1al, vocal and production 
/mixing chores), he seems to have failed to 
focus on any one of these areas. With a 
couple of exceptions, the resulting vinyl is 
mediocre and lacks inspiration and direc 
tion. 

"Another Million Miles," like most of 
the material on this album, is built mainly 
around bass and drums which sound stifled 
and clumsy, as if they were recorded in a 
cupboard. "Our Man In HongKong" is 
more interesting , but again-mostly due to 
the mix-sounds flat and Jacks dynamics. 
Minimalism is one 1hing, just plain boring is 
another. Unfortunately, most of the tracks 
on the first side fall into the latter category. 

"They've Got Me In A Bottle," co-pro
duced by John Madden, is well-balanced, 
energetic, and showcases some thoughtful 
synthesizer work. Perhaps the first hint of 
what Martin Atkins is capable of doing 
when he is able to concentrate more on jus1 
the music. 

On side two, "Unexpected Noises" is di
rect and forceful, with pounding drums and 
echoed voices creating a distinctly uneasy 
feeling of imminent chaos. "I Get Pain" is 
even better. The instrumentation is more 
varied, including piano, chimes, and a very 
rhythmic staggered bass-line. It's obvious 
that more time has been taken to arrange 
this one, and the resulls are far more pleas
ing. Sadly, after these two brief interludes, 
the rest of this side falls back into uninspir
ed cliches and monotonous synthetic dross. 
If Atkins had spent more time with the mu
sic and allowed more people into the crea-
1ive process, it is safe to assume this record 
would have been excellent. As it is, we are 
lefl wilh raw material and ideas which are 
not developed. 

Unexpected Noises? ... hardly. (Mark 
Fisher) 

Polyrock---------
Polyrock 
(RCA, LP) 

With the risk of sounding like a record 
reviewer for the East Rutherford Times, 
Polyrock is really a breath of fresh air. As 
the first entry in a new RCA rock division 
headed by classical !ranee composer Philip 
Glass, Polyrock lightens its strum where 
others drop bricks, pulling back to let sub
tleties show through. With Polyrock, pro
ducer Glass has done what he was unsuc
cessful at doing with his North Star LP
creating an albllm of short, likeable, 
tranced-out songs. Polyrock builds layers 
of textures that are compelling in their 
spirited pleasantness. The group's light
handed approach renders their dissonance 
and discord relatively harmless (i.e. acces
sible) 

The sextet merely warms up unlil "This 
Song," cut three of side one, which leads 
off a hot trio of tunes that finishes with 
"Your Dragging Feet," a "Philip Glass 
mee1s Roxy Music" type number. Side two 
occassionally sounds like "the B-S2's mc,ct 
the Bloodless Pharoahs," but all ends well 
with "If']," a driving instrumental thal you 
might want to make a tape loop of to play 
on long car trips. (Tristram Lozaw) 
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Pere Ubu----------
The Art of Walking 
(Rough Trade LP) 

"I used to be a slob bu1 now I'm cute" 
-David Thomas 

As one of America's premier creative 
rock (and I do mean rock) bands, Pere Ubu 
has always teetered on the edge of being 
serious to a fault-difficull for 1he sake of 
being difficult. With The Art of Walking 
the group is out to prove that even "weirdo 
music" can be fun. Although this LP is al
most too silly, it takes some of the more
outside-than-thou edge off Ubu's music. 
I've never felt that Pere Ubu was anything 
but a classic rock band that saw fit to ex
plore areas not commonly thought to be 
within the areas of rock, but these infusions 
of fun are a welcome foil for 1he group's 
drifting improvisations-to a point. Singing 
about little fishies, little ants and grasshop
pers that hop, hop around and just want a 
good time are cute the first time but can be 
tedious after that. David Thomas shows 
that he understands how "too much" of 
anything can get on people's nerves when he 
entreats us with "Hey, where's everybody 
going? Come on back, I didn't mean it" in 
"Lost in Art." The best of The Art of 
Walking is in its extremes: the opening cut 
"Go," a piece in the tradition of Ubu's 
mangled rock masterpieces; and the closing 
"Crush This Horn," a short showcase for 
synthesist Allen Ravenstine's shortwave in
terference. The worst is ·~Horses," new gui
tarist Mayo Thompson's out-of-place spa
ghetti wes1ern theme. Everything else moves 
in and out of the trademarked Ubu ap
proaches, with Ravenstine taking over lhe 
instrumental spotlight formerly occupied by 
guitarist Tom Hermann. And don't worry. 
Even though they may now look like an 
Amish rock group with their turn-of-the
century beards and all, they definitely 
haven't been overwhelmed by the Jehovah's 
Witness bit. (Tristram Lozaw) 

The Mcxlcano--------
TRIAL BY TELEVISION b/w Jamaican 
Child 
(Stiff R~ords) 

Having nothing to do with Joe "King" 
Carrasco (except that they're both on Stiff 
and make great dance music) this particular 
"Mexicano" probably knows more about 
eating fried bananas than enchiladas. After 
last year's onslaught, I was quite sure I had 
my fill of these bouncy little ska tunes-but 
after a feW listens I realized there's always 
room for one more-if it's good enough. 
This one is. Both sides are produced and 
written by (Walking On Sunshine) Eddy 
Grant. (Greg Reibman) 

Kate Bush---------
Never For Ever 
(EMI, import LP) 

When I first heard Kate Bush's "The 
Kick Inside" what struck me was her voice 
-high, shrill, childish, unique. But other 
than that, nothing really got me. Her mu
sic , which was supposed to be sensual , 
sounded cold, empty and lonely. Her se
cond album suffered from the same prob
lem. 

That's all changed now. At 22, Kate Bush 
has grown up. Her recording sense has ma
tured immeasurably. While the first two al
bums centered around her and her piano, 
Never For Ever is a polished studio work
nol g1ossy, but polished. Whether it's the 
people walking from speaker to speaker, 
the violin used in "Violin," the haunting 
effects used in the eerie "Breathing" or the 
fuller sound all around, you conslantly no
tice that her intricate songs have finally got-
1en 1he textures that they deserve. 

Bush's songwriting has also improved. 
There are more memorable songs here (es
prcially the bouncy "Babooshka") 1han on 
her previous two albums combined. There 
are no plans to release the LP domestically, 
so look for it in your import sec1ion. 

~5 rpm fans-all three singles from the 
LP'feature pie sleeves and non-LP B-sides.) 
(Harold Lepidus) 

The Simple Mind:s------
Empires and Dance 
(Spart/ Arista import LP) 

There's still a lot of the Human League 
and (a whole lot of) Joy Division in the mu
sic of the Simple Minds. But where theSM's 
first album openly copied the successful ap
peals of other bands, Empires and Dance 
tries to do them one better,. with signs of 
the SM's themselves starling to break 
through. It's a good 1hing, loo, because I 
don't knoW how many more bands we need 
to evoke the distant, painful and desolate 
power that Joy Division and The Cure have 
already effectively cornered. Still, the firs1 
few times I heard the SM's "Celebrate," 
even after b.eing informed otherwise, I s1iU 
thought it was a glossy new Joy Division 
epitath morbidly celebrating the passage of 
dealh. 

The SM's can make you forget about 
their plaigiaristic tendencies with their fine
ly structured compositions and an over
abundance of textural know-how. Vocalist 
Jim Kerr sings his fittingly oblique lyrics 
with a colored emotion that gives sense to 
the words. The intertwined use of electron
ics, percussion and larger.than·life melodies 
are impressive, even in light of SM's music
al mentors. (Tristram Lozaw) 



Indoor Llf 
VOODOO b/w Gilmore of The Fillmore, 
Archeology/Madison Ave 
(Indoor Life Records) 

Soulful (but arty) 4 piece San Francisco 
band. Features synthesized trombone, plen
ty of distortion, feedback and revcrb-but 
no guitar. "Voodoo" is a lengthy exhibi
tion or everything these guys do well. Some
times it seems a little too long. The not 
quite as busy and shorter "Archeology" 
works better. Definitely worth investigat
ing. (Greg Reibman) 

Ru,to-------------
WEST ONE (Shine On Me) b/ w The Crack 
(Virgin, import 45) 

It's alright I guess but hardly what you'd 
call punk. "West One" is straight-ahead 
rock 'n' roll , and dedicated to their quite 
dead ex-lead singer, Malcolm. "West One" 
uses a guitar part you might remember from 
The Beatles' ''Dear Prudence'' but this time 
with a heavy metal accent. The song also 
uses sax, nicely played. On the other hand, 
"The Crack" is a bunch of white soul/reg
gae nonsense . I'm not impressed. Not re
commended. (Mr. B) 

Knox 
GIGOLO AUNT b/w Alligator Man 
(Armageddon Records, import) 

I know little about the band, but I'm fa
miliar with the song. The A-side was written 
and originally done by my hero, Syd Bar
rett. Syd's not doing much these days-just 
sitting in his room, surrounded by guitars, 
watching TV and getting fat-yet Syd's in
fluence never died. David Byrne, Brian Eno 
and Syd's old group, Pink Floyd, arc just 
some of the more obvious followers of this 
crazy diamond. 

"Gigolo Aunt" is from Syd's last album. 
The original version was very pop sounding 
with lots of organ, but was always on the 
verge of falling apart, which gave it a cer
tain charm. What Knox do, however, is 
play it as a light hard rocker, a la Wings . 
It's quite enjoyable except for the synthe
sized drum bit in the middle, and the de
tached vocals don't sound nearly as sincere 
as Syd's. 

Fans of Syd Barrett should pick this up, 
if for no other reason, just to feel 1ha1 
you' re not alone. Newcomers arc advised to 
pick up Syd's solo albums, The Madcap 
Laughs and Barrett, and Pink Floyd's A 
Nice Pair. 

Come back, Syd. (Harold Lepidus) 

The Fal 
TOTALLY WIRED b/w Putta Block 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

More nonsense from The Fall, and their 
best nonsense to date. "Totally Wired" 
starts off with plodding drums and voice 
gleefully exclaiming, "I'm totally wired!" 
The song builds up momentum through to 
the end. By that time, you're wired too and 
glad of it. Great tune. "Putta Block" is 
some sort of musical experiment (or is it a 
joke on us listeners?) Parts or it fail miser

Killing Joke--------
CHANGE& REQUIEM b/w Requiem 
(Malicious Damage, import 12" single) 

Fans or Killing Joke, a four-piece from 
England that wants to remain individually 
anonymous, must know by now that the 
band's appeal lies in its sound rather than 
its songs. Killing Joke's songs are usually 
loosely-arranged riffs, sometimes created in 
the studio and usually not anything special. 
"Change" is an undisciplined syncopation, 
"Requiem" is a moderately paced three 
chord progression, neither very memorable 
in the world of composition. But the sound 
is something else. Tortured vocals compete 
with power surges and electrical overloads 
in funk-tinged formats that make it difficult 
to sit still. If the band is serious when they 
say that everything they've done up to now 
is just playing around, and that the upcom· 
ing album will be perfect, it might be un
bearably good. (Tristram Lozaw) 

u,,_ __________ _ 
A DAY WITHOUT ME b/w l'hings To 
Make And Do 
(Island, import 45) 

Despite their proclaimed admiration for 
Joy Division, Ireland's U2 is more akin 10 
Cowboys International and Magazine than 
to the JDs. "A Day Without Me" is a melo
dic, pop-edged tune helped along by Steve 
Lillywhite's lush production (not the JDs' 
Martin Hannett as we expected). The flip, 
an instrumental called "Things To Make 
And Do," is a superior cut. It's a reassuring 
number that haRgs an updated Ventures
style guitar, drenched in echo, over a 
chunky rhythm section. Besides, how can 
you not like a group with a singer named 
Bono Vox.? (Tristram Lozaw) 

The Speda1>---------
STEREOTYPE b/w International Jet Set 
(2-Tone) 

Intent on ditching the "ska" tag, The 
Specials have offered up two entirely differ
ent pieces of music, both of which bear 
more resemblance to cheap movie sound
tracks than creative pop. 

"Stereotype" uses lot of instruments; 
flamenco guitars, brass, etc., but sounds 
clunered and a bit pointless. The lyrics are 
amusing but seem out of context with the 
musical backdrop, which would really be 
more suited to a B-movie western. 

"International Jet Set" begins with suit
ably appropriate airport-type music plus 
more brass and a funky bass. It doesn't 
really seem to go anywhere, though. If th is 
is their new sound, personally I'd rather be 
skankin! (Mark Fisher) 

The Fall---------
TOT ALLY WIRED b/w Putta Block 

If monotonous bass lines and a Oat sound 
are your forte, this single should fill the bill 
perfectly. "Totally Wired" sounds empty, 
lacking in real conviction and emotional 
commitment. "Putta Block" is more ab
sorbing, but ends up resembling a working
man's Magazine before it dissolves into 
what sounds like a drunken jam session. 
"Totally Wired" maybe, but not obviously 
plugged in yet. (Mark Fisher) 

ably, but the middle section slows down and 1------------
speeds up the tempo enough times to keep 
me amused. Is there a point in all this? I 
really don't know. I like it and I'm going to 
recommend it, damn it. (Mr. B) 

Fad Gadget--------
Inseclicide 
(Mute) 

This is electronic pest cont rol with a pur
pose and it sounds like a roach rock group 
playing and singing after being sprayed with 
Raid-great gurgled gasps, tonal twitching, 
cucaracha crunches, ... I give ii a B + with 
points off only because the bugs at our 
house like it too much. (Tristram Loz.aw) 

Josef K---------
RADIO DRILL TIME b/w Crazy To Ex.
isl 
(Postcard Records, import 45) 

This music is abrasive! The guitars have a 
metallic twang sound that is immediately ir
ritating and the vocals are of the tortured/ 
nervous crooning variety. Overall affect is 
Joy Division gone over the edge. "Radio 
Drill Time" uses a disco beat and disco 
sound effects and goes nowhere. "Crazy To 
Exist" is an uptempo rocker and is a bit 
more likeable. Sometimes I like it. Some
times I don't. You'll have to decide for 
yourself. Uncommitted. (Mr. B) 
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THE YOUNG MODERNS 

Hear us October 18th 
on WCAS Home Grown Show 

Also coming soon to the 
Steppin' Out Club in Somerville 
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141 Tremont St. • Downstairs 
At Park St, Station 
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Boston, MA 02116 
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Appearing at: 

The Channel-Boston, MA 
N.H. College-Manchester, NH 
The Main Act-Lynn, MA 
Huskies-Boston, MA Oct. 23 
lnnsquare Men's Bar-Cambridge, MA Oct.24/25 
Lowell University-Lowell, MA Oct. 29 
Franklin Pierce College-Rindge, NH Oct. 30 
Plymouth St. College-Plymouth, MA Oct. 31 
The Livingroom-Providence, RI Nov. 1 
Brandeis U. "The Stein"-Waltham, MA Nov. 6 
Mr. C's Rock Palace-Lowell, MA Nov. 13 

HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE 

of-
·1 



Request our new tape 
"Massacre On Michigan St." 
a·nd "Break-Off" 
on WERS, WMBR and WBCN 

Photo: B.C. Kagan 

Bookings: 536-0140 

r---------------------------------, 

L---------

COMING SOON ... 
The OUTLOOK 
recording studio 

The OUTLOOK 
recording studio* 

Take a working vacation in Maine's White 
Mountains 

*Special Introductory Rates thru January* 
Watch Boston Rock for more details . .. 

*Subsidiary of Electro-Acoustic Systems, Inc. 

---- - -------- - - • .....J 



climate themselves to the alien equipment 
they were playing through, the group took 
extra time to get used to the small room's 
acoustics and fine tune the PA system. 

by Tristram Lozaw Barney had lost his Gibson SG and Vox 
The New Order is: amp and was working on his new Gibson 
Bernard (Barney) Albrecht-guitars, synthi hollow body and Yamaha amp. Unable to 
Steve Morris-drums, synthi find a replacement for his English-made ieally hit their stride until they're halfway I flip side, "Atmospheres," is a calm, almost 
Peter(Hooky)Hook-bass six string bass-"We found a Fender in down the road. I peaceful march toward "the end," coura-

On the day prior to Joy Division's first New York but it played terribly''-Pete The Joy Division, a young band, grew in , I geously celebrating and mourning at the 
American tour, lead vocalist Ian Curtis com- bought a (regular) 4 string bass and bor- leaps and bounds between their first raw EP same time. 
mitted suicide before the band got to play a rowed an amp. Steve made do with a drum and the Unknown Pleasures LP on Factory In retrospect, it's disturbing that all the 
note. On the second attempt, now calling set that was clearly not one of his favorites. Records, now released domestically in the clues that Ian laid at our feet to indicate his 
themselves New Order, their van, containing Considering the logistical obstacles, let US. But the JD didn't really reach their planned martyrdom didn't alert someone to 
all $40,000 of their uninsured c;quipment, alone any emotional baggage that might stride until Closer, a masterpiece of music at least attempt to alter his plans. Now, 
was stolen in New York. still be hanging around, The Joy Division/ on the dark side of emotion, released after "She's Lost Control" is so apparently des-

Borrowing amps from other bands and New Order turned in quite an impressive Ian's death. 'perate in its reasoning, we wonder how we 
replacing some of their guitars, the band set. Though they're obviously in a rebuild- The band seems to understand this pro- could have thought it was anything other 
came to Boston to play at the city's leading ing stage, the Underground date showed cess of development quite well. The latest, than an advance release of his epitath. Ian, 
brothel of eclectic new music, the Under- that there was no better band to comple- and probably last, Joy Division release with who was married, cries for his frightened 
ground. The club had been wired for video I ment Ian Curtis' riveting vocals and fore- Ian Curtis is a 12" single that features an in- love in many of his s0ngs, but none so ef
so that people pressing the front of the tiny I warning lyrics (New Order now shares vocal credible (really!) new version of "She's Lost fectively as this one. 
stage wouldn't be the only ones who could : duties among themselves). Control,'' originally done on the first al- The New Order recently recorded their 
see what was going on, and the local groups I The band opened with "Little Boy," a t bum. In Martin Hannett's ever-capable "first" single in New Jersey, "Ceremony" 
on the bill offered the services of some of I cryptic drone with a methodical rhythm box I hands, the ghostly clean production intensi-' b/w "Little Boy," and it should soon be 
their drums and amps to fill in the many I beat and Barney, sounding not unlike Ian, I fies the snarling guitar accents, the synthi's out on Factory Records . In the meantime, 
gaps in the New Order-Joy Division's I alternating between playing a melodica and I snapping beats and percolating undertones, I • we can thank a band that has broken 
equipment situation. I singing. A phased bass and bouncing guitar I the off pitch/on pitch fate-ridden vocals I through a world of Hallmark greeting cards 

Advertised for an appearance the pre- I led "Dreams Never End" into a metallic : ·and the high-note bass melody that build to I and television tears to show us the creative 
vious week and then cancelled after the I build. "Cries and Whispers" followed with a sharp peak before the song fades out. The I power of real emotion. 
theft, the news of the rescheduled date tra- : some driving, minor-key disco that was 
veiled only by word of mouth. Which eventually overwhelmed by its own seething 
makes it hard to understand why the crowd rock power. Once again employing the me-
that showed up was so uncharacteristically lodica and rhythm box, "Truth" had a 
affected. Expecting only hard core devo- heavenly appeal. "Mesh" was military dis
tees, it was a surprise that so many cheeky co with a nifty synthi break and heavy duty 
new wavers were in attendance. Maybe it bass. "Homage" (these one word titles are 
was supposed to be an Event-what with so final) kicked in a powerful shuffle that 
the morbid attraction of a group whose was highlighted by some high-note bass 
singer had killed himself-and maybe they melodies. 
showed up to be impressed, to see how New Order ended with "Ceremony," a 
strange and other-worldly this band must piece that best represents their facility for 
be. music that sounds like defiance in the face 

Now, trendies aren't a bother, per se. The I of impending doom. With a light feel re-
more people that listen to something be- 1-miniscent of "Love Will Tear Us Apart," 
sides Billy Joel and J. Geils the better. But I the trio used simple octave bass parts and 
indifference to the music that they're sup- I building tensions to end the set in a dense, 
posed to be fashionably following is point- l distant digitally-delayed dance of elegance. 
edly offensive. I The crowd finally came alive, but New 

So it was with a crowd that gave the first : Order wasn't fooled and didn't respond 
band a lukewarm reception and basically ig- 1 with an encore. Without that superficial 
nored the second as they staked out their I gloss that makes it easier for the audience 
viewing stations for the headliners. I to grasp, the music went over the heads and 

Rumors circulating about the Joy Divi- I under the emotions of some of the crowd. 
sion's penchant for privacy and chilly man- l There were others, however, who were ap
ners proved unfounded. They just didn't propriately dazed and appreciative of the 
want to have to talk about Ian's death irony of the group's stony, almost listless 
(again). The trio was so personable that stage presence which betrayed the passion
they were barely distinguishable from their ate intensity of the music. In the dressing 
road crew and certainly less pretentious room after the show, the group seemed 
than the crowd. In sharp contrast to other somehow resigned. The focus of their dis
English bands who will tell you why they're pleasure-crowd? performance?-wasn't 
the thing at the drop of a guitar pick, this clear. 
band seemed truly unaffected by the critical When asked later about how much 
acclaim and the burgeoning cult of fans that healthier the creative music scene seemed in 
they had garnered. Even more remarkably, England, a few members chimed in that it 
they appeared unimpressed with themselves was partly illusion. "You know, Manches
for having achieved such underground sue- ter [their home] only has one club," said 
cesses as the top two albums on the British Pete . Yes, indeed, the alternative charts and 
alternative charts. Pete was more concerned stores were prospering. And it was appar
about "getting the vocals up to scratch and ent that a little promotion could push un
writing some more new material." knowns to the top of the pops. But the ma-

In the couple of months since lan'sdeath, jar record companies weren't picking up on 
the New Order has written nine new songs, enough of the good new acts and were wast
seven of which were performed at the Un- ing their money on tired tunes. 
derground. The only strains of the "old" Even so, there are a lot of really young 
Joy Division's music that were heard that bands in England that are still in their 
night came during a glittering run-through crude beginnings but making it onto re
of "Love Will Tear Us Apart," minus vo- cords. Some bands, like The Mekons, 
cats, during the soundcheck. Trying to ac- change with each new release. Others don't 
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Bradford Hotel Ballroom 
All ages admitted - Show ID to drink 
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A,~mount Pictures Presents An Allred Stars Producton Breaking Glass Sta111ng Phrl Dands Hazel OConno, and Jon F,nch 
Executive Producer Dodr Fayed Produced by Dawld Belling and Clrve A,rsons IXfrtten and Directed by Br~n Gbson 

!Soundtrack Album Available on A&M Records and lapesl !Read the Fav,cett Aipe,backl A,navlSIOl7® I ft I 
IPGIPARENTllGUIIIAHClstmSTED C>I DOIOOI.BYSTERED!' A AJ~mountl'lcture f .,,\,, ~ 
~-Tl- ..... TNOTMIUIT.-.U:,ofll~ INSE~£ClEOTHEATAE~ Copyngr,lcMCMl)OO(b)'P•amcunlPansec:.,,or,,io,Al~Re-..d • '"f"..=:-- '• 

Exclusive Engagement Starts Friday Oct.17 

CHa\21.EI•·•·• 
Camb. St. naarGov. Clr . 227-1330 

PHLASH IN THE PAN 

Phil-in-Phlash has learned the hard way 
the problems associated with running an 
"alternative" nightclub/ space. His alterna
tive space, opposite Cantonc's, is now 
closed. Security was the reason. Talking 
with him last week, I could sense a great 
deal of frustration and despair. He had such 
high hopes for this place. A photo gallery; 
exhibition space for other artists; a fashion 
store; haircutting; and most important, a 
space for live music to be played arter hours 
in a pleasant environment. 

Opening night went very well, with The 
Neighborhoods, Pastiche and Unnatural 
Axe performing in a benefit for the rent 
money. But late night violence became an 
immediate problem, and word spread 
quickly that this already unpleasant section 
of town was not ihe place to be at 4 a.m. 
un1ess you were ready to fight your way in 
and out. After several violent incidents, 
Phil resorted to hiring some doormen. But 
by then it was too late, as people were 
afraid to come, and undesirable elements, 
in the form of large gangs, were admitting 
themselves right in . The place was vandal
ized . Doors were broken. Bands performing 
were abused by unruly members of the 
crowd. Phil had lost control of his own 
space. What was intended as a communit y 
space was attracting the wrong community. 

Phil can only curse in frustration at the 
idiots who destroyed that which he had put 
so much effort into. 

He laments that the only way to really 
perate is to behave in exactly the heavy 
anded manner that most clubs in town do. 
e seems worn out by the experience. 

staff of 

Rock 

would like to 
ongratulate 

MikeBastarche 

on reaching 
his 38th birth
day. 

You're 
never too old 
to rock! 



Turn on _, rune in 
_, 

Rock out 

OCTOBER 

17 

18 

21 

22 

Merrimack College 

Wellesley College 

15 LANSDOWNE . . . w/ Ultravox 

1270 Club 

PASTICHE 
NO.VEMBER 

6 Br•ndeis Universi t y 

13/ 14 • THE RAT . .. w/ The Outlets 

15 Bridgewater State College 

20 THE CHANNEL ... " Boston Rock "' Party 

23/ 24 · JASPER ' S .. . w/ Tennie Ko mar , the Silencers 

for b ook i ngs, contac t , P R E T TY POLLY PRO D U CTIONS . . (617) • 266 • 0790 

a new single is forthcoming s oon I I 

Electrographic by George Fifield 



The Uncommitted's 
"Italy's Underground Economy" 
"Maximum Tumescence in Repose" 
"No Delicate Redhead" 

UNCO~TED 
Available now on Modern 
Method records: 
001 The Gremies 
002 The Thrills 
003 The Uncommitted 
004 Boy's life/The Outlets (EP) coming soon! 
005 Bound & Gagged (12" EP) coming soon! 
Distribution by Rounder Records Somerville , MA 

Modern Method Records 
268 Newbury St. 

Boston, MA 02116 

b/ w Maximum Tumescence in Response 
and No Delicate Redhead 
(Modern Method, EP) 

The Scam---------
PERFECT STRANGER b/ w Don't Quit 
(Alpha-Media, 45) 

A funny Lhing happened to me on the 
way to Newbury Comics. I, just an innocent 
bystander, was handed these two new local 
singles to review. Right then and there. 
Imagine my surprise! 

After giving me pen and paper (which 
helps), the 8-side of The Uncommitted 
(docs that mean they once were?) EP was 
put on the turntable. Then at the right 
speed, again. "Tumescense" is an elec
tronic, trance-like (or monotonous, if you 
don't like this type of thing) song which 
repeats the title over and over and over and 
over. "Redhead" fares beuer-movie mu
zak written with no pretentions. What di
versity! Soliloquies open and close the side. 

On the hit side, we have a danceable 
Italian news report. You already know if 
you'll like this. 

Next we have The Scam. Good name. I 
think they want to be Heavy Metal moth
ers,, but "Perfect Stranger" is a shnoozer. 
No energy, no melody, nothing. The B
side, however, is much better. Although 
"Don't Quit" starts off as limp reggae, it 
gets much stronger and ends up as a great 
HM song. If more of their stuff is like the 
last quarter of this single, they may be an 
interesting melodic crunch rock band, 
which are a scarcity now. Definite poten
tial, if they know what to do with it. (Hel
mut Luftschutz) 

The Clothesplns-------
Stood Up/The No Girl/Standard Eyes 
(demo tape) 

Great stuff on this one! "Stood Up" and 
"The No Girl" are both hypnotic, catchy 
songs. A little more time in the studio would 
probably have helped the sync. on some of 
the vocal tracks. "Standard Eyes" is a bit 
weak, bu! what the heck, 2 out of 3 ain't 
bad. I encourage everyone to see The 
Clothespins live. (Mike Dreese) 

Junk Mai>--------
Violcnce In Miami/Massacre on Michigan 
St./Breakoff 
(demo tape) 

I've never seen these guys live, but will 
have to make a poim of catching them, 
based on these cuts. "Violence" is my fav
orite. An 'txtremely energetic and tight 
sound. "Breakofr' was amusing in that its 
lyrics are almost corny, while the instru
ments come slashing through with a real 
edge to them, creating an interesting dis
sonance. Check 'cm out. (Saharta K. Swa
mi) 

The Gremies--------
NO SURFING IN DORCHESTER BAY 
b/w Dorchester Dub 
(Modem Method Records, 45) 

Surf punk comes to Boston, with Richie 
Parsons, formerly of Unnatural Axe, front
ing an all-star band: Ralph Fatello, Vinny 
Band, on guitar (of course); Mono Mann, 
Lyres, keyboards; Howie Ferguson, Lyres, 
drums; Frank Dehler, ex-Unnatural Axe, 
bass; and Richie's little brother Moose on 
sax. 

Not only does the record sound real 
good, I genuinely admire someone even 
considering surfing in Dorchester Bay on 
Tenian Beach, much less writing a song 
about it. And a dub flip ... (Bruce Stall
smith) 

FORA 
6001' 

-nt41£9 GAU-

MONA 
,11-'111-1%2.I 

Clothing is as individual as a signature .. 

Antique Adornment 

Punk and Deco Dry Goods 

107 Brighton Avenue 

Upstairs, Room No. 6 

Allston M-Sat 12-6 



Boston Rock's 
Readers Poll 
First ten replies received by mail win a free Boston 
Rock T-shirt! 

Best local bands: 1. _____ (5 pts) 

2. (3pts) 

3. (1 pt) 

Favorite radio station: 

Best places to see live music 1. 

2. 

3. 

Best national/international 1. 
bands: 2_ 

3. 

Favorite rock mag (exclud- _______ _ 
Ing BR!) 

Best radio disc jockeys 1. 

Worst song/group on the 
radio: 

Song/group that should be 
on the radio but isn't: 

Best local single/tape: 

2. 

3. 

Favorite recent albums: 1. 

Favorite record store: 

Favorite clothes store: 

2. 

3. 

Things I like most about Boston Rock: ____ _ 

Things I like least about Boston Rock; ____ _ 

If you would like to be on our mailing list then fill out 
the following optional information: 

Name: 

Address: 

Zip: ______ _ 

Remember- !st ten replies get a free Boston Rock T · 
shirt. Send all questionnaires to: 

Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 



XTC 
GENERALS AND MAJORS double single 
(Virgin, import 4S) 

XTC borrow so many ideas from The 
Beatles it's almost embarrassing. The title 
cut, "Generals and Majors" is full of plai
giarisms and a bit too silly for my taste. I'll 
warn you though, it's a very catchy tune. 
You'll find yourself whistling it after the 
second or third listen. "Don't Loose Your 
Temper" starts with a variation on The 
Beatles' "J Feel Fine" guitar riff, and it's 
downhill after that. Actually I prefer the 
"free" single. "Smokeless Zone" is a real 
noisy rocker. The background guitar uses a 
washboard effect and a harmonica-like syn
thesizer is the featured instrument. The flip 
is another version of''The Somnambulist,'' 
a moody synthesizer-driven dirge. Overall, 
the package is a good deal. Recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

Joy Olvislo 
SHE'S LOST CONTROL b/w Atmosphere 

Joy Division are unnerving to say the 
least, intent on confronting those dark 
emotions most people try and suppress; 
they are a study in fear. The musical results 
are anguished, wracked, even terrifying. 

"She's Lost Control" is stark and ob
sessive. Drums and bass drive on relentless
ly lashed on by barrages of cutting guitar. 
Synthetic melodies drift in and out of the 
storm. The vocals rise and fall in an under
current of resigned despair. 

"Atmosphere" is less driving yet equally 
intense. Waves of dreamy synthesizer cloud 
over the slow pondering rhythms, creating a 
misty gothic haunt for the melancholic 
wandering vocals. 

Joy Division ... ironic is hardly !he word. 
{Mark Fisher) 

Zound 
CAN'T CHEAT KARMA b/w War/Sub
vert 
{Crass Records, import 45) 

Zounds and Crass are compatriot anar
chist punk bands and two of the too few 
groups with the true spirit of anarchy in 
their music. "Can't Cheat Karma" might 
be called modern punk but it has a lot of 
roots in the '60's. It's an odd blend of punk, 
pop rock, hard rock and funk with lyrics 
straight from Haight-Ashbury, true hippy 
mentality. "War" sounds like an out-tElke 
from the first Clash album. Zounds can 
rock. "Subvert" is a great tune though it's 
odd to hear anarchist lyrics to a ska beat. 
Reggae, yes. Punk, yes. But ska? Maybe 
these guys take themselves too seriously but 
they need your support for a good cause. 
Recommended. (Mr. B) 
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I DauTgh.:ters I 

Rock & Roll at its Best 

Appearing at: 

OCT.29to4 
NOV.2 

6 
8&9 

11 
12 

16to 18 
21 to 25 

31 

Brickyard Inn-Laconia, N.H. 
Main Act 
Keasigne-Portsmouth, N.H. 
Canterbury Pub-Beverly, MA 
The Rat 
The Channel 
Red Boons Tavern, VT 
Stable Inn 
UMass. 

Orchestra] Manoeuvres In the Dark----------· 
ENOLA GAY b/w Annex 
{Dindisc) 

With "Enola Gay" Orchestral Manoeu
vres drop another devastating warhead on 
the world of inferior pop music. The only 
difference is this is the kind of battle I enjoy 
seeing waged. Once again these guys are 
right on target. (Greg Reibman) 

Marty Thau Presents 2xS, wllh various 
artists 
(Red Star Records) 

Jimmy Destri's production holds this 
compilation together so marvelously that an 
uninformed listener could easily assume 
they were listening to an album by one great 
band instead of five. It's only after repeated 
listens that distinct characteristics of the 
various tracks begin pleasantly to glare 
through. My personal favorites are the two 
hilarious cuts by the (now defunct) Blood
less Pharoahs. (It's always tragic discover
ing class material by an already broken up 
band; but their guitarist has resurfaced 
the highly acclaimed rockabilly trio The 
Stray Cats.) Faring just as well is the Rev
lons' "Red Hot Woman." This song fea
tures a sustained minute and twenty second 
one-chord guitar break, that believe it or 
not isn't boring or indulgent even while 
lasting for more than a third of the song! 
Also noteworthy is the Comateens' energe
tic "Overseas" and "Shadow Lones" (love 
those backup vocals) by The Fleshtones. 

The only thing I don't like about this 
collection is the egotistical pat on the back 
Red Star Records honcho Marty Thau gives 
himself on the album jacket. In 1977Thau's 
label released a pair of excellent albums, 
one by Suicide, the other by Boston's own 
Real Kids. Three years later we find Thau 
using the cover to brag about his work with 
Suicide and other prominent New York 
bands, but due to what I understand was a 
personal dispute between Thau and The 
Kids, he never mentions them. Still don't 
let Marty's limited memory prevent you 
Boston fans from checking out this samp
ler. It's the label's third classic in a row. 
(Greg Reibman) 

TV21 ----------
AMBITION b/w Ticking Away/This Is 
Zero 
(Powerbeat, import EP) 

The Jam have always been a bit cold
hearted, but that's not the case with TV21, 
a new band out of Edinburgh, Scotland. 
TV21 effectively out-Jam The Jam and 
most other new hard pop bands. There's 
three songs on this EP, all solid tunes with 
tremendous commercial potential too. TV-
21 play serious pop music with a sincerity 
and energy you find only once in a while. 
"Ambition" is the prime cut, a loud, fast 
rocker with a heavy accent on the bass gui
tar. The voice is especially good. Great pro
duction job too. "Ticking Away" is a me
lodic rock ballad. The clock-like guitar ef
fect is a little corny but a good tune none
theless. "This Is Zero" is an uptempo rock
er in The Jam tradition. This record is an 
example that imitation can pay off. Highly 
Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Buzzcock.s --------
ARE EVERYTHING b/w Why She's A 
Girl From The Chainstore 
(United Artists, import 4S) 

I'm afraid this bombs miserably and I 
wish it didn't. ''Are Everything'' is a boring 
rocker intent on repeating the Association's 
"Windy" melody line an endless number of 
times. Works better than Nyquil. "Chain
store" is a little better, but not enough. 
Steve Diggles' voice isn't half as interesting 
as Pete Shelley's. As a result, the song 
sounds like any number of other mediocre 
hard rockers. If this is the Buzzcocks' best 
effort after "I Believe," I am not pleased. 
Not recommended. (Mr. B) 
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UES. "NU MUZIK REVUE" $1 
CT. 21 THE OUTLETS• GRAPHICS• THE REMS 

WED. 
OCT.22 

FRI. The 
CT. 24 ATLANTICS • EGGS• SWINGER'S RESORT 

From San Francisco! 
SVT 

HALLOWEEN PARTY 
with 

SAT .. 
OCT.25 -: 

~ Allf.~~ ------

C\lalNeL 
25 NECCO ST .. BOSTON 

Across the Bridge from South Station;Turn Right at Fir.;t Ligh 
ID'S REQUIRED• 451-1905 

Advance Ticket Sales! All Strawberries•Out of Town 
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Concert Charge•426-818l•Elsie's 
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The Mundanes TBA Romanul 
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Nov. 3-6 
Human 
Sexual 

Response 
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Cabin Fever 

BOSTON'S BEST MUSICAL TALENT NIGHTLY 

- presents ., 
• 

• ea Di J - featuring 

AMERICA'S 

THURSDAY and 

OCTOBER 30th BOSTON'S 

6 - 7 p .m. 
BEST 

CHANNEL68 
WATCH IT! BANDS 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIRED! 
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SF's SVT-No Hippies Here 

by Kote Ingram 
Most '60's "hippie" artists-like the re

maining members of the Jefferson Starship 
-have continued indulging themselves in 
the same musical vein as they were in back 
then. Many of them, for example Country 
Joe McDonald, are proud of it , and some, 
like Graham Nash, even complain about 
"punk music." (Nash call Elvis Costello's 
records "garbage.") 

EDITOR'S NOTES as much like the early Clash as do Stiff Lit· 
Our underpaid staff willing, Bos/on Rock tie Fingers.) 

is going bi.weekly. That's right-every oth· The live combination of conviction and 
er week from now on! We will be sporting energy continues the comparison, and in the 
somewhat fewer pages, but also ~a lower lyrics as well the similarity to the Clash is 
price. Hopefully this change will make for evident. No other groups arc so blatantly 
more timely articles and record reviews, as political and rebellious, or so idealistic in 
well as help us to be of more use to bands their protest. 
and whatnot who want to advertise club While the Paradise show e:itcelled in 
dates. sound, the Ritz show merited because of the 

Hopefully the Human Sexual Response group's inspiration ... Halloween and the 
album will be out by the time you read this. last night of the US tour were coincidental. 
Seems as though there are some problems It was mandatory to dress in costume to 
with their contracts. Don't forget to come get into the club, and almost everyone 
to the Bos/on Rock party at The Channel wore white or black. If typical punk fash· 
on Nov. 20th! Listen to your favorite non· ion is considered unusual, punk Halloween 
commercial stations WERS & WMBR for costumes arc far more inspired. 
ticket giveaways and more details. A panty·clad woman standing in a huge 

Special thanks for the kind words in test tube adorned the entrance of the club. 
Domoge magazine. Newbury Comics en· From the top of the tube were attached 
joyed supporting Subway News.. wires connected to a tank right out of 

All you photographers, amateur that is, Frankenstein and labeled "lobotomy" .. 
still have time to get your photos in for the brain matter the obvious contents. All the 
Boston Rock photo contest. Call 247.7590 waiters and waitresses wore lab coats cov. 

liifoiiir,idiii''iia;i1';,· ---------•• :~~:ti!:dv~~ r~:;~~;.~:i~:O:h~~: !~~ 
No doubt they, along with most Dead- to the main floor of the hall were also 

heads, would have a han~ time: appreciating stained with blood. 

Boston Alternative Retail 
Record Charts 

SINGLES 
, . Dead Kennedys, Holiday In Cam
bodia 
2. Pretenders, Talk Of The Town 
3. Go·Go's, We Got The Beat 
4. BowWowWow, C30C60C90GOI 
5. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us Apart 
6. XTC, Towers 
7.Jom,Start 
8. Bowle, Ashes To Ashes 
9. Kate Bush, Breathing 
10. Talklng Heade, Cities 

ALBUMS 
, . Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit 
2. Talklng Heads, Remain 
3. XTC,Black Sea 
4. Joy Dlvlalon, Unknown Pleasures 
5. Plasmatlcs, New Hope 
6. Slouxale & The Banshees, Kaleldo· 
scope 
7. Joy Division, Closer 
8. Psychedelic Furs, Psychedelic Furs 
9. Rockpllo 
10. Pollce,Zenyatta Mondatta 

SVT, Jack Casady's San Francisco-based Most morbid of all were the two stands 
band. Yet what SVT is doing is as innova· in the balcony from which people wearing LOCAL PRODUCT 
tivc musically as the original flower·child gas masks sprayed a sweet smelling vapor 1. Ml11lon of Burma {3 out of 5#1's[) 
records. In fact, SVT's music is psychedelic from their vantage point. I cringed at the 2. Pastiche 
in a very realistic way· analogy to gas chambers and thought how 3. Atlantlcs 

It would seem a f!atural progression for ironic it was for a band so political to per· 4. Neighborhoods, Prettiest Glrl 
Jefferson Airplane and Hot Tuna fans to formamidstsuchadisplayasthis. 5. Gremles, No Surfln' In Dorchester 
want to check out where Casady is at these Since the Surf Punks chose not to show Bay 
days, what he's up to musically. Instead, for the warm·up, a set of necrophilia videos 6. The Scam, Perfect Stranger 
most all of them were blown off entirely by opened up for SLF: "Sympathy for the 7. I-Tones, Love Is A Pleasure 
the orientation of the new band. Devil,'' ''Die Young, Stay Pretty,'' etc. 8. Wlllle Loco Alexander, Close Enough 

Now SVT's been around four years, and Once SLF finally made it to the stage, 9. V;, Don't Let The Bastards 
they've come a long way. Just recently they many of the fans had already begun to 10. The Graphics, Gullt Complex 
lost keyboardist Nick Buck, but the band crowd the 'stage in anticipation. The band Complied from sales at: 
seems to have improved rather than suf. ran through the same basic set they did at N.E. Music City (H. Sq.), Newbury Com
fered from the loss. the Paradise, right down to the introduction /cs, Strawberries (Kenmore), .Discount 

Live at the Channel October 25 the new· of "Alternative Ulster," which Jake de· Records (H. Sq.), Popcorn (Boston) Jy.exposed SVT fans joined the small cult clared a "song about having nothing to .. ____________ ii 
following they've got here from two previ· do ... 
ous trips to Boston. On the part of its fun-seeking audience a 

There aren't as many bands with as show so energized as the Fingers' surely 
strong a drummer as SVT's Paul Zahl, or as provides some catharsis. Yet the irony of a 
practiced on guitars as lead singer/guitarist by·thcn drunken crowd cheering to songs 
Brian Marnell and bassist Casady. Why like "Tin SOidier," one of the most pro. 
people won't give the band a chance is be- test.oriented songs in musical history, is up. 
yond me. They're so tight, they have great 

on reflection as bizarre as anything else that 
went on all evening in the morbidly decor· 
atedhall. 

In any case the impact of this show was a 
musical statement of the power of rock 'n' 
roll. And the privilege was merely being 
awake enough to take it all in. 

songs (ranging from Ramones-type simpli- ..,.------,--,---------~-,,---,.,.,,..-,--------

city to extremely complex musicianship, as no•-'-'f~"'1. ·ok· a.a ..... ~~~!a '· 
in the reggae-inspired tune, "No Qucs· IV· a. ,. ~WV 
tion"). Truly it's a case of an image prolr 
lem where the hard-cores think of Casady a-------------'-'--~------'-'----~------4 
as a burned.out hippie and the hippies arc 
scared of anything that doesn't espouse 
peace, love and flowers. 

SLF-Caugbt In The Act 

by Kole Ingram 
I had the privilege of seeing Stiff Little 

Fingers twice on their recent trek through 
the US. I use the word "privilege" deliber· 
ately because both performances-the Par· 
adisc here on Oct. 29 and the Ritz in New 
York Halloween night-were powerful 
demonstrations of a band making signifi
cant impact on its audience. 

The Paradise has its obvious limitations, 
namely the physical layout, but the "privi· 
lege" from that show was to sec SLF, who 
are obviously accustomed to playing much 
larger venues and using a lot more equip. 
ment-play an intimate room where the 
sound system is considered by some to be 
the best in the world. Singer Jake Burns, 
whose vocal style imitates Joe Strummer's 
in virtually every way, could be heard clear· 
ly for every syllabic, a treat even more a.p. 
preciablc from being less than 30 feet away. 

Obvious comparisons to the Clash make 
it easy to write off SLF as a copy of the 
original, but as a fan from "Police and 
Thieves" on, I like the Clash much better 
before stardom got to their heads. Now that 
they're really big, the working.class image 
and "just·like-everybody-else" attitude 
they've maintained seem hypocritical and 
pretentious, not to mention overplayed. 

(As someone said to me recently, the 
Clash had to alter their style in order to 
havC hit records. And now that their music· 
al configuration has c:itpanded with Mikey 
Dread on keyboards, the Clash don't sound 

by Eddie Gorodetsky 
Hey Ho! Lots of music; good, bad and 

bland. Special thanks to MCA for issuing a 
38 volume set of classic jazz performances 
spanning from 1926 to the late '50's. Many 
people don't listen to this stuff, filled as 
they arc with preconceived notions. Person
ally, I think it's great stuff and you should 
listen before you say it sucks. 

1 see where Bruce Springsteen has 
pinched another vinyl loaf. Many critics 
are calling it his equivalent of the Beatles 
(Remember them? The Buzzcocks of the 
sixties) white album. Docs this mean that 
Bruce will be breaking up after this album. 

David Beiber seems to like a record by 
Crazy Joe and the Variable Speed Band 
called "Eugene." Condolence cards can be 
addressed to Mr. Beiber c/o this column. 

Remember Davy & Goliath? Super.Clay. 
Mation akin to Gumby except with reli
gious impact. Well, today's worthless 
knowledge tidbit concerns Davy's father. 
His voice is supplied by the actor who plays 
Otis the Drunk on the Andy Griffith Show. 

This piece of random nugget of info 
comes from November's Spotlight Genuis 
-Billy West. Billy is one of Boston's best 
guitarists, has performed exemplary stand· 
up comedy opening for his good friend 
Jonathan Richman and most currently is 
doing the most amazing collection of voices 
since Don Messick. Let's make Billy West a 
cult hero and sec if it will affect his ego. I 
like to hope it will. Visit Billy at the Record 
Exchange. Coming soon: Mary Ryan. 

The current Pope looks like John Glenn 
sans freckles. 

Joe Jackson gets a "Cool Guy" award 

for using Ken Nordine as the voice of his 
radio commercials for his new Beat Crazy 
LP. Look for Nordinc's classic word jazz 
recotds in the local used record stores. 

Mexican restaurant update: Latin·O 
burned down, same people opened a place 
on Newbury Street that is so bad that I al· 
most hope the fire wasn't a fluke. Tried 
Miguel's in Marblehead. Not bad at all but 
kinda faraway and not the chow dreams are 
made from. Sonny Columbus makes some 
happenin' chile that won't leave you like 
Bruce Springsteen's "Born With The 
Runs." 

Watched a little bit of Vanessa Redgrave 
in that television production "Shogun For 
Jews." Visually it was quite impressive with 
strong.necked women and stark phot<r 
graphy. The story didn't touch my heart, 
though, even though it is supposedly my 
heritage. 

Cliff Garobedian, or however the fuck 
you spell it, did one;: of the more amusing 
things I've seen lately in the Phoenix (or 
anywhere). The photo essay on baby's first 
experiences was a killer. Baby's first lawn 
rake [job?). Great. Between him, James 
Isaacs, Howard Litwack and whoever it is 
who quotes Johnny Burnette songs on the 
front cover, the Phoenix is in good shape. 

Danny Riccio; where are you (avec Fluf. 
fy1). 

Rodney Dangerfield was great live, 
though the Hines is only slightly nicer than 
seeing an act in Carlsbad Caverns. Anyway, 
Rodney is one of God's good people who 
has the most impeccable timing this side of 
Denzil Best (his story in coming weeks). 

Happy B-day MKH. 
Happy B·day ME. 
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WINNER OF BOSTON ROCK READERS' POLL FOR 
FAVORITE CLOTHING STORE 

~ 
lflE BES' N~"-'.IE & VINTAGE CLOIHING 

~ 
273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 

STORE HOURS: 11 :00 AM. TO 7:00 P.M. 

Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! 



GARY 
NUMAN 

-- -------- ' --by Kate Ingram BR: Do you think of lyrics or subjects to generate the other 90% of the paper because they're slagging people tha 
At age 22, Gary Numan has accomplished more than music you write? l don't like. If a paper slags everyone, it can only win. It's 

many rock artists do in a lifetime. Just before his Orpheum Numan: The most I ever get inspired to write is one line, pleasing most people most of the time. 
how here October 17, Boston Rock spoke with him back· and then I use that. I make notes; I have a note pad, so if I BR: That seems based on negativity. 
toge, discovering a mu,h more gregarious, relaxed and think of something I write it down. Then when I get ready Numan: But that's what the English press is all about. It 
pen person than his carefully crafted stage performance to write some music, I look at my no1es to see what would really is the worst in the world. You've got one or two pea-

might lead one to believe he would be. Here he speaks, fit that particular mood. And the Same with titles. You'll pie over here that arclike that, very English style, and that's 
withoutanyfacade. find if you write enough notes, you can find one note unfortunate.lhopethatdoesn'tspread. 

oston Rock: Before this tour, you'd been thought of by amongst them all that will sum up how you're feeling at I did an interview last tour in Creem that said I was ii-
any very much as a recluse, someone who really didn't the time. literate, because I didn't know what 'voyeur' meant. I got 
ant to talk to the press, do interviews or the like. And now BR: In reference to "Cars," Ore you into cars as an art it back to front; I still don't know, it's like the two 'theres' 

·n Boston you've been more open, speaking your mind on form? (their and there), I still don't know the difference. I've 
radio, television, and in print. Did you change your mind, Numan: As an art form? How the hell could a car be an art been told so many times, but I still can't remember. Any-
r have you changed'? form? ' way, he came to the whole conclusion that because l didn't 

Numan: I did do 17 interviews the last tour, and I'll pro- BR: Well, the design ofit, itsst"yle. undestand the word 'voyeur' I was illiterate. Whith is real-
bably do about the same th'is time, so there's no real Numan: If I like a car, I'll buy it. I don't think of them as ly annoying. It's a terrible attitude to take. I'll bet I know 
change. I don't really understand why people think I'm a art forms, like painting or music, Or maybe poetry, and to words he doesn't know. That's very much the English style. 
recluse. If you're in the pop business you're going to have some extent, certain films. They sent a different man from Creem this time. I was wait
to do interviews. And there's no way around it. Sure, there BR: / wondered when I listened to the lyrics of that song if ing for him. 
are a few people around who say they don't want to sell perhaps you did think of them asar ,irt form. Because you BR: You brought your dictionary! 
records and they don't want to be stars. They're eithre ly- seem like someone sensitive to a lot of things many people Numan: The only thing about being involved with fashion 
ing or they're too ignorant to know what they're missing. aren 'r tuned into in life. Are your 'friends' electric ... do is that you die with it. Because all fashions die eventually. 
I appreciate the need to do interviews, and it's quite nice, you appreciate them? 
'cause you so often get people making claims about what Numan: I appreciate them, yes. People who 1 meet twice BR:Howdidyoudevelopyourstageshow? 
your songs are about, and they're completely wrong. Every and who call themselves friends, I don't appreciate them. Numan: I did play clubs. As a punk band. Twenty people, 
now and then it's nice to be able to say what they're really BR: Any reasons you didn't include "We Are Glass" on sometimes ten, actually sometimes three. But, that was be~ 
about. In England the latest rumor is that I hate to sign au- the last LP? fore I went electronic, when we were a punk band. I de-
tographs. I think I've turned down two in my entire life, be- Numan: There were too many songs. The album is over cided it wasn't the way to do it; it wasn't what I wanted to 
cause the people were out and out rude. SO minutes as it is. 1 never see any a single has to go on an do anyway, because I didn't like the music. I just did it to 
BR:/ don't imagine anyone would like doing that a /or. album, although in England they say you've got to include get a contract. So having got a contract, we split up. Me 
Numan: Yeah, but I still do it, and I'm always polite to the single to promote album sales. As far as I'm concerned, and Paul [Gardiner] started doing electronic things. And 
everyone I speak to as if I really wanted to do it. When I'm I think a name docs more for promoting an album than the then I said, I don't ever want to play live, I'm not interested 
35 or 40 and all this is done, if I'd never signed an auto- album itself. So if you have a hit single, then it promotes in playing live. Unless I can do the sort of show I want to 
graph in my life, I'd regret it. your name and makes people buy the album. In England, do, which meant I needed to become famous before going 
BR: Perhaps one of rhe reasons you're thought of as ore- most people buy singles anyway. around live. Made a couple of albums, and now I'm on the 
c/use is because you don 'r go out a lot, like many artists do. BR: Could you talk about what your song, "Mel I Discon- road. See, the Replicas album was a statement from a 
How come? nectFrom You"isabout? story I was writing, which I never have finished. The last 
Numan: I never really have enjoyed it. I'm fairly shy, ac~ Numan: It's about. .. it's very strange. The whole album has show was simply that. Like · when the building from the 
tually. If you're going to listen to music, you can listen at a lot of overtones of when 1 was hanging around with peo- story came to life. 'Cause I didn't see the need of having 
home. In my position, the people tend to come to me. I pie who didn't want me around anymore. And it's really streetlights anymore. If the buildings themselves had lights 
don't know that I enjoy getting sweaty, and people always about that, their conversations, what they were saying. I in the walls which were triggered by the actual light in the 
have a tendency to get drunk, try to prove something. think you can tell a lot about what people mean by their air, so the darker it got, the more the buildings would light 
Those sort of problems tend to crop up, and I'd rather not inflecfions. up. So when it was pitch black, the buildings would be 
have to worry about them. I'm a bit of a target anyway, BR: It seemed to be parallel to "I Die: You Die." glowing. No more dark corners, no more mugging; there 
now that I've grown on, so people try to get me to prove Numan: "I Die: You Die" is a straight song about the wouldn't be darkness anymore. You would see everything. 
I'm me, rather than someone else. That worries me a bit. British press. It's to the point; a bit boring for that reason. I just thought that would be the way to make cities. We're 
Nobody gets me anymore, because there are enough people The thing about the British press is, they're so wrapped up building new cities, new towns, new airports from scratch. 
around to stop it, but the possibility of the whole situation in fashion. Their entire world of writing is centered about Why the hell do we have to have streetlights'? 'Cause they're 
arising is enough for me not to want to go out. I really don't fashions they create. And then they decide that they hate. completely outdated. I've never understood that. So all the 
sec what people do. What do they do'? You drink and you See, they have a great system. If they write ten articles set was a building, come to life. I just became the story. 
talk. People are jumping up and down , and you can't heat and slag ten bands , they're going to please 900'fo of the peo- This tour is that, only one step further. It 's now become 
anyway. I'd rather stay at home, without sweating like a pie. 'Cause 900'fo of the people enjoy slagging a band, since show business and I've become a star. Also I've sorted out 
pig. When I was younger people would go out and pick up they only like one band out of those ten. Suppose I have the problems the last one had and just developed it a bit 
girls . How can you pick up a girl who can't hear a word one favorite and nine I don't like. If I read an article, I more. I've now turned a building into a show, I think, with 
you're saying'? You spit in her car! won't like the bit where they slag my favorite. But I like the all the variable effects it can have. ----------------------------------------Boston Rock #6 



----- --R: Do you ever fantasize becoming an architect? 
Numan: Yeah, I'm designing a house for me in England to 
e built next year. And I'm just completely doing the the 

inside of the one I bought. The outside is neo-Georgian, 
but inside I'm ripping the floors, the walls and the ceilings 
apart. 

I'd like 10 be a fashion designer, but I can't draw: So I 
gave up. 
BR: Who does your costumes? 
Numan: Me. They're done in a shop in Kensington where I 
have a mate, so I just go in and say I like this or I like that. 
I'll go in and I'll see something, and I'll say that's alright, 
but do this to it, and that to it, put a red here, or whatever. 
It's quite simple, actually. Mostly the things I do start from 
somewhere else and I just twist them to what I want to do 
with them. 
BR: There's nothing new under the sun. 
Numan: No, there really isn't. Even the people that stand 
there and do the most appalling noise you've ever heard, 
and tell you it's totally original, well it's not. 'Cause some
one's played the guitar before, and somebody's played it 
that badly before, probably. That's the only thing that sur· 
prised me about certain bands in England who are called 
truly great bands. I guess it's because they're not famous. 
And I've listened to them, 'cause I thought, there must be 
something going on, or people wouldn't be saying it. And 
all they sound like to me are second rate Iggy Pops and 
second rate someone else, like Joy Division. They're acting 
like God's gift, and now the bloke's committed suicide, so 
they're almost legendary. And I'm slagged off for being 
second rate David Bowie, and a group like that is called 
great because they're a second rate Iggy Pop, who's not 
even as good as David Bowie. They're supposed to be better 
than me! Strange, really, isn't it. 
BR: We've heard rumors that you aren't going to be tour· 
ingagain. 
Numan: That's right. I've been told not to say it, 'cause 
it's not helping ticket sales. 
BR: You'd think that would help ticket sales ... 
Numan: ... That they'd all want to rush out and see it before 
it was through. I don't agree with that much, I figure if it's 
not selling, it's not being promoted right. 

All I know is, although I'm enjoying it, I'll be glad when 
il'sfinished. 
BR: You are awfully young to have accomplished all you 
have so far. What do you see for yourself in the future at 
this point? 
Numan: Mainly video. I want to make writing a hobby 
again, I want to go back to doing it when I want to and not 
when I've got to. That's no wy to write, really. 
BR: Don't you enjoy being on the road? 
Numan: I do enjoy it, but it takes up far too much time. 
And it's time I don't want to spend anymore, I want to go 
into video. 
BR: Do you foresee writing, say, a short story and then 
adapting ii to video form? 
Numan: No, what I want to do first of all is set up libraries 
from which you can get conventional films-rock concerts. 
What I want to do is make short stories, short plays-may
be about ten plays to a cassette-of other people, not just 
mine, on information: how to play a synthesizer, how to 
play guitars. So people can hire them just like books, where 
one can go home, do the lesson, get the second one, and do 
that one. People have always thought of video as being to· 
tally centered around music. I read a Howard Devoto in· 
terview in your paper and he said he couldn't see video go. 
ing anywhere because you only watch your favorite band so 
many times. But why does it have to be a band? I don't 
even want it to be a band; I'd rather it be completely sep
arate from musical performance. There's so much you can 
do with it. Instead of hiring a teacher to teach you how to 
play the guitar, you hire a video for half the price, for one 
week, and do it that way. It's much more fun; there's no 
one telling you you've got to do it, you do it when you want 
to do it. And you learn it when you fell like it, not when a 
man is sent 'round to teach about it. It could teach you any
thing-how to fly airplanes, how to drive cars, how to drive 
boats ... anything at all. 
BR: Being into video, are you into video games? 
Numan: Yeah, I really like them. I'm really good at one, 
Galactian, a flying one. 
BR: And, are you into electronics other than music, say 
how things work? 
Numan: No, I don't understand them. I can do a plug if 
it's labeled brown and blue for right and left, and that's 
how I remember it. I don't know how they work, I jus1 
know what to do to make them work. Like, I don't know 
how an engine works, but I can drive a car. It's the same 
thing. So I know exactly how to get sounds out of my syn. 
1hesizer, exactly what I'm after, but not how it runs. 

R: Do you dream a lot? 
Numan: I do, but I can never remember them. I can al first, 
bul later 1he whole thing escapes me. 

I woke up once and thought I'd smoked a cigarette, and 
I was absolutely shattered that I'd done it, 'cause my whole 
thing is to go through life and never smoke a cigarette. 
Ever. And I dreamt that I smoked one. I woke up and I still 
believed ii. Another time, I dreamt that I was back with a 
irlfrie~ ~ split up wi1h1 th~ l~as really close t<i;.AJ)i I 

wok~u~and we weren1t. frw:'1ike iosmg her t:r'c:"for 
days and days it bothered me. 
BR: Are you preoccupied to any degree with your health, 
making sure your body is in good shape? 
Numan: No, I treat it terribly. I eat hamburgers all day, 
french fries all day. All I drink is Coke. I don't drink water, 
just Coke with ice. 
BR: One thing I've heard is that you like McDonald's a lot. 
Numan: That's true. (laughter) 
BR: Anything else you like about our culture, besides Mc
Donald's? 
Numan: Yeah, Corvettes. I like Corvettes. 
BR: Youhaveone? 
Numan: Yes. A '78. I'm getting an '80 when I can find one. 
I want a black one. The one I've go1 at home is white. 
BR: / see your camera; are you into photography? 
Numan: No, I just like taking pictures. I don't understand 
it. I can't be experimental. Reason I've got this camera is 
'cause it's all automatic. It even rewinds the film when it's 
all run out. It's got flash too. 
BR: Do you collect anything besides pictures? 
Numan: I would like 10 collect cars. I don't know why. I 
just like them. Maybe they are an art form. (laughter) I love 
cars. 
BR:Talso understand that you like dogs. 
Numan: I like dogs. Dogs and whales. But I'm more likely 
to buy a dog than a whale actually. I'm going to buy Green
peace a boat. 

f here1s-:" m~n m England wh.,s ~rilbant, he1s a so~ 
man actually. He's got this thing called a "Maniac." Eac 
letter stands for something, the Maniac Sequencer. He real 
Jy does play it. He has a joy stick, which-oh, it's incredi· 
ble, yeah-he pulls out a keyboard (they're on racks), and 
as he presses it, it goes 1hrough a sequencer. Quite a few 
changes. Yet it's still going through a synthesizer. 
BR: When Robert Palmer was in Boston about the time 
Replicas came out, he was raving and raving about your 
music. Obviously since then he's met you, and you've in
fluenced his sound considerably. Has he influenced your 
music as well? 
Numan: No, he got me involved with him because he want· 
ed to become electronic. I didn't get involved with Robert 
because I wanted to get involved with guitars, because I 
could play a guitar anyway. That sounds bad, I don't mean 
it like that... no, I worked with Robert to help Robert And 
it was interesting to co.write things 'Cause I've not done 
that before. And I think it came out very well; I was quite 
pleased with it. 
BR: Where did you do your writing? 
Numan: We did it at his house in the IJahamas. 
BR: Did you like it there? , 
Numan: I felt a little out Of place, 'cause he's got his fami· 
ly, his friends he's had for a long time. And most of them 
turned up on the doorstep and stayed two or three days. I 
was very much younger than everyone else, I felt a little like 
an upstart from London who had come to take over the 
place. They didn't make me feel like that, it's just some
thing I felt. He was very nice actually. 

And I pick up synthesizers quite regularly. Somebody 
came up to me the other day and said, "Buy it, it's a bar
gain," so I bought one. I've not used it yet; it was quite 
cheap aCtually. So I collect those. I like having a lot of syn- BR: So since you put out the first Tubeway Army album, 
thesizers. and now that you have three US releases, do you feel like 
BR: What about sequencers? the influences you've heard have brought you to use more 
Numan: I've never used one. Palmer uses a sequencer. I guitarsoflate? · 
don't like them; it's not what I call real. Because i1 is a Numan: It was my personal decision. I went almost totally 
machine playing. I don't want to use a drum machine. So I electronic on the last one, as l had this big thing about 
can't quite justify my logic , that's how I feel about it. Just wanting to be entirely electronic, and I think it's a mistake. 
prejudiced~a~sl s51uencers. • • ---- • ~l's like cuttinf of~o~ arms. What I'm~~ to do now is 
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add to what we've got ra1her than replace it. I don't think 
we should replace it; it's being self-indulgent, going off in 
tangent which isn't really needed. 
BR: That's a criticism by a lot of people who listen 10 you 
music, that a lot of it sounds alike. 
Numan: Well, if I listen to classical, every fiftieth composer 
I listen to sounds like the one before him, so if I don't un
derstand the type of music, it will all sound alike. So people 
who say all my music sounds alike are probably right, be
cause they aren't interested in it enough to understand the 
intricacies of it, much the same as rockabilly all sounds the 
same to me, and heavy metal all sounds the same to me for 
that matter. Any music you're really interested in, you ca 
appreciate the differences in it. 
BR: When you were in school what subjects did you con
centrate on? 
Numan: (laughs) School? I was thrown out of two schools 
and a college. I didn't concentrate on anything. I don't 
know what it was, really, I wasn't interes1ed in what they 
were teaching. We had teachers teach us music, but they 
wouldn't teach me what I wanted to learn. This teacher had 
a fascination for "West Side Story," and all she used to 
play was "West Side Story" soundtrack. It was all right, 
but you can get fed up with it. Same with history, in a class 
of 40 people, every session would consist of taking down 45 
minutes of dictation. And you had to read it anyway. 
That's not a lesson, that's not teaching. We could have read 
the book instead of taking the class. It's completely point
less. And when you get that kind of thing thrown in your 
face and you can see straight through it, there's no point in 
doing it. 
BR: So what led you to your career as a rock artist? As a 
child, were you a performer? 
Numan: No, I never really learned to play anything then. 
In music they would tell us to sing a "C." 1 have no idea 
wha1 a "C" sounds like. I just sing a note if I sing a song. 
But I can't sing in key. It was silly, I wanted to learn to play 
the piano. But the teacher would want me to sing a "D." 
How can I sing a "D?" I've got to play it first to see what it 
sounds like. All the lessons in college I found really frus
trating. They had a set system of teaching, and that's how 
you had to do it, whether it was sensible or not. ., ___ ,.. Photo· Neal Trousdale 
BR: Do you see your work, your art, as being done for ymg, o8"r tffl'ct 11 b0rmg. I his, lfflle ... s s0Melnlng 1601'!' -,_.uman: I he on~nlifflg lhaf w0rneT hffl91~'fti 
yourself, and if anyone else gets into it they do-or do you touring that makes me not want to do it anymore. Writing when it does happen. Most people just lose their temper. 
do itforotherpeople? is different, though, because writing is a hobby. But actual- BR: But, do you keep it inside? 
Numan: Everything I wri1e, I write for me. Everything I do, ly being a star and performing and having to keep up acer- Numan: Me? Well, up to a point. And then there's nothing 
I do for me. But I do it with the assumption that if I like it, tain degree of how you present yourself, I have a hard time. I can do about it. 
other people must like it. Because I'm a fan. So I write I like to be scruffy and just do what I want, go where I BR: Perhaps the art is an expression? 
everything as a fan. Not necessarily of me, because I don't want, be able to walk around. Numan: No, the art is a job. I write songs because it makes 
like everything I've ever done, but as a fan of someone. BR: Well, people don't expect to see someone famous me an awful lot of money, is very good for my ego, because 
See, if I like whatever I'm doing as much as what anyone walking down the street. That's the one advantage you people scream at me, although now I'm used to that and it's 
else is doing, then there's the possibility they'll like what I have. no longer good for the ego; I've accepted it, it's become 
do. Numan: Yeah, when we played Hammersmith Odeon in very much a normal way of life for me now. So I don't 

I've never wanted to sing about people being on the dole England I walked in the front doors to see if I could get walk around with a big starstruck ego problem, I can talk 
and how terrible things are, and all that, because I'm having away with it, and a ticket clerk tried to sell me a ticket. It to anyone. Like, I stay in the same hotel as the band, 1 
a great life at the moment. I'm really enjoying myself. So was really funny, trying to sell me a ticket to my own con- don't go to the Hilton or the Hyatt, or whatever it's called 
why should I go and wri1e about other. This credibility cert. And I said, "That's me." I though he was going to dig here. We all stick together. I don't write for any other rea-
thing ... making statements of social discontent. Bollocks, a hole and climb in it. sorrthan I want to. I don't write as an outlet for my energy. 
I'm not discontented with anything. Except I want more BR: ls your energy level sometimes extremely high? I just do it because I want to, it's the same reason people 
money. Numan: Sometimes it's nonexistent. It comes and goes. climb mountains. I don't think people drive lorries becaus 
BR: You've been quoted as saying you admired the Nazis Sometimes I don't want to do anything. But I'll think of they want to; I think it's the lesser of evils they're con 
because they were so orderly. Did you say that? something and write it down. You spend too much time fronted with. 
Numan: I said I 1hought they looked good. What I admire thinking. Other times you've got like ten ideas at once, BR:Doyoueverwritepoemsasidefromyourmusic? 
is how they looked, not them at all. That's completely there's just so many ideas, pick one. Take it out and ignore Numan: I used to; I don't anymore. I'm going to star 
wrong. I think the Nazis are fucking bastards. When I was the rest, and hope you can remember them when you've again, bring out a book. A man I talked to the other da 
about ten my granddad gave me these books with films of got more time. And other times I've got no ideas, no incen- gave me an idea to write a short little book of poems an 
Auschwitz and the like, so since I was about that high I've tive to do anything whatsoever. put it out to see what happens to it. Just to say "I've don 
hated it. But what was good about the way they looked is BR:Doyouconsideryourselfagenuis? it." I'm really interested in doing things to say "I've don 
that they had a certain role, and they looked exactly right Numan: (long pause) I think if I could do what I intend to it," in the least. At least I've tried something. 
for that role. Those were terrified people. And just looking do, then I'll be a genuis. But I haven't done it yet. At this BR: If you never tried keyboards ... 
at them terrified you. That's what I've tried to do-to carry moment I just think I've got it right, and tha1's a little bit Numan: .. ~That was such an accident, that was. This whol 
an image that's perfectly tuned in to the music. And to the of luck and a bit of perception. thing happ~ned because I went into the studio one day, and 
light show, the same thing. That's what I think it takes, BR: Many times it's said that in people with high intel/i- the man who been in there before I was had left his behind, 
three posts, perfectly together. And that's why I don't think gence, there's also a lot of emotional instability, craziness, by accident. If he hadn't, I never would have gotten int 
other bands have done it, because they've got the music whatever. Areyouastableperson? synthesizers. I was looking for something to write on, be-
right and haven't got the visuals right, or 1hey've got the Numan: I wouldn't say I was weird, just a little unstable, cause I'd run out of ideas on guitar. Yet the synthesizer 
visuals right and not the music. One elemen1 hasn't worked that's all. I've been like that for ages. But being aware is hadn't crossed my mind at all. It just never occurred to me. 
quite right together. I think Ultravox fit that description. great, because you can watch it. And when you do some- I was basically trying to put effects on guitars to change 
They sound right but they never have looked right. And thing that you know isn't quite right, and you're aware of them. And there it was, sitting there. It changed everything. 
you have to go on about it if you're going to gel big. it, that's half the battle won, isn't it? I had some trouble a1 BR: When was that? 
BR: Are you basically a person who does what he/eels like school, they sent me to some social psychologist, I guess Numan: Must have been two and a half, three years ago. I 
doing?Orareyouadiscip/inedperson? that's what theyhll it. Emotionally things can trigger off didn't actually get a piano until a year afterwards. And I 
Numan: Well, I think things out years and years in ad- rather quick, it just happens, ''like that.'' I can't handle the couldn't play it. I remember watching a man at college wh 
vance. I know today what I'm going to be doing when I'm emotional side of it well, it really is a shame. Because I want used to play two while notes and miss the one in between. 
30. This has all been working out practically to the week. tp get married. So when I first got a piano, I did that to see what it sounde 
It's planned, everything. The second American tour, the al- BR: Now that's a very difficult thing. But marriage is one like. And then I found out what a "D" was, and from tha 
bums, even the titles of the albums. of Jhe ways people can deal with their own emotional crises. I learned what the other notes were. I've never had a lesson, 

Now that the video idea has fallen into my mind, I know It certainly confronts them, to gel to know another person, and you'll find most of my things_ are q~ite simple. I've go 
what I'm going to be doing with it. I've spent the las1 year to know their weaknesses, and keep yourself from using other people to flower them up a little bit. . 
thinking abou1 what I was going to do with it, knowing that them. It's a difficult thing. BR: Is there anything else you want rosay m Boston Rock? 
I am going into it. As far as this rock star thing goes, I've Numan: I go from .. . well, I don't really know how to com- Numan: Oh, ~ want to ~ay t~ank you to Ge_rry from De~o, 
done ii now and I don't want to do the same thing over ,pare. I don't know if I gel more up or depressed than any: because he 53.1d some mce thmgs about me m there. Wh1c 
again. one else. J do tend to get rather ... angry at times. And it's is very nice because not many people do that. And to sa 
BR: You seem like someone who as much as anything else usually over just a very silly little thing. Just enough to tip thank you to Robert Palmer. He's like an English gentle 
hatesbeingbored. Andanythingthatyoudot.:>omuchgets you over. I don't think it's particular just to me. I think man. 
boring. most people have it. 

Num1n: Exec~ ~win5. I sgend h~s~i~k~ LR: Perhags it's ;uii.aJ.nsion factor. - - ---- - - ---- - - ---- - -
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From the city that has banned just about everything comes 
the debut album from Human Sexual Response. 

Their brand of rock is not to be missed-both Live, and on 
their new Passport album "Figure 14". 

Fig.14 
Human Sexual Response . .. irreverent rock from 

some Masters without Johnson. 



XTCis: 
Andy Partridge: guitar, vocals 
Colin Moulding: bass, vocals 
Terry Chambers: drums 
Dave Gregory: guitar, keyboards 

XTC is a group of four boys from Swin
don, England, a city of /00,000 people 70 
miles due west of London and quire, as the 
band says, provincial. Nothing much to do 
except work or get into trouble. Colin 
Moulding, a confessed map fetishist, was at 
various limes in his life a milkman's assis
tant, laborer and council worker. He lived 
near Andy Partridge who was born in 
Mollo, dropped our of school at 15, was an 
errand boy in a newspaper shop, and then 
taught himself to play guitar while studying 
art at a technical college. Terry Chambers 
wanted to be a soccer player, but insiead 
ended up as a builder's merchant and lithog
rapher. He was booted from school at I 5 /or 
mistaking someone's garage as a bathroom. 

After playing in different bands together, 
XTC was formed in 1976 with keyboardist 
Barry Andrews completing the foursome. 
They played their first U.S. gig on New 
Year's Eve 1978 with the Talking Heads. 
After releasing the White Music and Go 2 al
bums, Andrews and the bond ported 
company, early in 1979. Longtime friend 
Dave Gregory was added on guitar and 
occasional keyboards to replace one of 
XTC's central figures. Were there problems 
tiling in? "The problems were with me and 

rry perceptions of what to play," says 
Gregory. "Not with the band." As soon as 
he stopped al/empting to duplicate the 
missing keyboard parts on guitar, he was at 
home with the bond. 

The first album with Gregory, Drums & 
Wires, was XTC's first international hit, 
spurred on by the successes of the "Making 
Plans for Nigel" single. The LP inspired at 
least a dozen reviewers to term XTC and 
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their music as "avant experimentalism com- ling, gasping, and octave-changing his way slill some magic left in it when I'm doing it, 
bined with pop sensibilities." into an extended improvisational section but not when I'm just watching other 

On this, their third visit to Boston and the that was greeted with an extended round of people. 
second date of the latest U.S. tour, the band applause. BF: How about bonds that you do like? 
pulled up to the not-so-converted disco at 15 "Towers of London," another new one, Andy: Have you ever heard of the Closet 
Lansdowne St. in a large touring bus that transferred well to the live selfing. "Real by Bears? 
XTC would begin sharing with the Police Reel" started out with a teasing "dub" BR: No. 
the next night in Canada. Advance soles had beginning (a friendly poke at the Police?). Andy: Somebody gave me a tape, I think it 
been slow, mostly because of the hefty sur- "Bauery Bridge," currently XTC's show- might've been in the West. An American 
charges that ticket agencies rock on and the piece, chimed and chinked its way to a bub- band. It was great. Cowboys International, 
feet that you couldn't buy tickets at the hall bling build that was echoed nicely by the an English group, I like their first album a 
until the day of the concert. But there were scratched film and venetian blind light ef- lot. Otherwise nobody. I like old things, re
plenty of night-of-concert soles to fill the feels. discovering old things I never knew about. 
acoustically erratic room. Eighteen songs, acoupleofjamsandtwo BR: Like Charlie Porker? (For those un-

A forty-five minute sound check for the real encores later, XTC retreated to the knowing, Parker is generally regarded as a 
drums, which were turned up 10 cannon dressing room, tonight consisting of the god in the world of jazz.) 
proportions to fine lune some synthesized punk disco next door. Andy: Yeah. l listen to a lot or different 
effects for the snare and tom-toms, helped Terry iS tired and grumpy and doesn't sorts of music. I like music that relaxes me. 
to relieve a splitting headache! Must hove want to do anything but ride back to the Like some classical music. Not the really 
been the moon. A very "local"soundingset hotel. Colin is talking about basses and passionate pieces, but the more mechanical 
by Chicago's Skefish threatened to reintro- comparing no/es with some local musicians classical music - classical muzak - Bach, 
duce the migraine. Actually they weren't who are trying hard to impress him. Dave for example, just all those scales. It's not 
that bad. But just about every city in and Andy are fielding questions and every- taxing. It slows me down. 
America must have a bond with a slightly one seems generally pleased with both the BR: Nothing that would inspire you? 
crazed songwriter who darts about the stage performance and the crowd's enthusiasm. Andy: Music doesn't inspire me. People in
singing mediocre, mutated teen anthems Andy had picked up on the flurry of boos spire me, places, events, the soul, the brain 
while a blithely-dressed maiden cavorts. that had greated "Another One Bites the . those things inspire me. Never music. 

Just before XTC come on, the crowd Dust" and remarked on it to the audience. Music is just a veh.icle which I'm supposed 
literally forced the house DJ to remove Andy: You pick up on th.ings to make it a to be squeezing everything through. 
Queen's/atestsinglefromtheturntablewith little bit easier at the start or the show. I One of XTC's "vehicles" was a single 
their boos. Nouveaux hipsters, possibly, couldn't figure out why they were booing that was produced by Phil Wainwright, 
denying their past. But amusing nonethe- Queen. I mean, they have their uses just like "Wait 'Ti! Your Boat Goes Down," a com
less. And a great intro for XTC. With cross- disco music and. position that drowned in a production tech
hatched projections striping the Stage, the Boston Rock: Do you listen to much other nique that tried to incorporate a little bit of 
band launched into "Outside World" to music? every music style imagineable. Phil and 
start a set that included most favorites and a Andy: Yeah, quite a bit. Just off the cuff. Andy, to understate reality, did not get 
heavy dose of new tunes. A new ''four- I'm very selective about what I listen to. along, and Andy dubbed the knob-twirler 
letter" song entitled "Waiting for Another BR: Do you, yourself go out to see other "Fascist Phil." 
CUBA" with a great guitar cluster melody bands, to hear music? Andy: That was just for one single. It wasn't 
segued into "Generals and Majors," the Andy: No never. I occasionally listen to our idea. Virgin Records said that we needed 
single with the catchy whistle hook. Buoyed newer records or if I get the radio working I a good producer, so we gave him a try. 
by the crowd's reception of the new num- listen to that. But I never go to see other Whether he was a good producer or not was 
bers, Andy was starting to look like he was bands, 'cause when you're in a band it's like bye the bye. He wasn't very nice to get on 
really having Jun. His vocal eccentricities owning a circus. If you're going to see some- with. 
were sounding less forced and more natural one else's circus, you know how the fire- BR: The single was released? 
than on previous occasions, and he played eater does his tricks ... There's no magic Andy: Yeah, it failed miserably. Pity, too, 
this·to the hilt on "Scissor Man," mumb- left in it when other people do it. There's because that was my favorite song. 



BR: Is Virgin still pushing/or the big hit? 
Andy: Well, they obviously want a hit single 
because that's where the money lies. We 
wouldn't mind a few hits too. We haven't 
had a great commercial success in England 
to date. I think it would be nice to be Top of 
the Pops. 
BR: You're quite popular in Canada. 
Drums & Wires went gold there. 
Andy: Yeah, and in New Zealand for some 
reason . Droms & Wires came out in New 
Zealand before anywhere else in the world 
and went straight to # 11. 
BR: Why Canada and New Zealand? Do 
you find attitudes toward music different in 
those countries? 
Andy: For some reason we're very big in 
countries that are very "British" - Can
ada, New Zealand, Australia - countries 
that have a lot of Britain in them, but not 
Britain itself. 
BR: Do you haveafavoriteplace or city that 
you like to play? 
Andy: I have a favorite place and that's 
home in bed ... Favorite gigs? Yeah, I like 
Manchester (England), London, New York. 
I like the audiences in New York. They're 
very receptive. 

One place that Colin doesn't care to play 
again is Ireland, in the midst of their own 
"holy war." "It's crazy up there. You look 
at two houses and you'll see barbed wire 
between them and blown out windows on 
either side of the fence." Still, Colin found 
the crowds well-behaved but the scene was a 
bit too spooky. 

Another thing XTC will probably avoid is 
traveling around the U.S. in a van. The 
band's last trip including a 2,000 mile jaunt 
across 3 states that included deserts, mud 
slides, floods, rain and snow as viewed from 
a close, sweaty Dodge, occasionally side
tracked as the band and crew searched for 
the Alamo and Cochise's Stronghold . The 
adventure prompted Chambers to swear he 
would become a junior hairdresser when it 
was all over. 
Andy: I hated it. I really hated it. It was the 
only thing that ever made me want 10 give up 
music. All that traveling. 
BR (sarcastically): You didn't feel you were 
getting next to America? 
Andy: No. Just seeing a selection of Holiday 
Inn rooms. I felt like a Holiday Inn Wreck. 

After that tour ended in Los Angeles, the 
band went back to England to work on the 
new album, Black Sea. 
Andy: That was recorded during two 
months last summer in England. It had a 
very bad false start. We picked a grotty 
studio and started to record it. All the equip
ment started breaking in the studio and the 
people working the gear weren't totally 
together. And it just fell to pieces. 
BR: Did the band take any new approaches 
on Black Sea. A lot of it seems bouncier 
than previous tracks. 
Andy: Yeah, it live-er. It's stripping away a 
lot of things, cutting th.ings down to a func
tionable state. I think it's simpler, straighter, 
direct. More like a live record. We went in 
and played most of the things straight down. 
And it was mixed quite conventionally, no 
fancy tricks . 

Black Sea starts out with three solid 
eqtries, all performed at 15 Lansdowne: 
"Respectable Street," a jerky rocker that 
would've been at home on Drums & Wires; 
"Generals and Majors," a logical follow-up 
to "Nigel" for hit status; and, "Another 
Cuba," one of the band's most impressive 
pieces live. An unn~essary dissonant 
anchor at the end of the melodic guitar pat
tern saps some of the song's live energy. 
"Towers of London," pure Partridge pop: 
starts off the second side. "Travels in 
Nihilon," the band's best-realized experi
mentalism to date, ends it. On first listen the 
rest of the cuts were merely varying degrees 
of filler. It seemed that a few of the compo
sitions were given short shrift, especially 
"Paper and Iron," where a progressively 
imaginative tune is teamed with mundane 
lyrics. But it does grow on the listener, and 
its subtle nuances become more strongly 
fixed with repeated listens. 
BR: Drums & Wires was immediately 
catchy, whereas the new LP is more of a 
creeper. 

Andy: Actually, I liked the new album 
straight away, whereas it took me a time to 
get into Droms & Wires Oaughs). 
BR: / guess chat blows that comparison. 
Andy: Since I wrote more songs on Black 
Sea, I learned to Jive with it a lot easier, a lot 
quicker. The songs were going around in my 
head a while before we recorded. I'd like to 
branch out more on the next album. I feel a 
surge of creativity coming on. 

Some of the band's "branching out" is 
already available on two imported singles . 
Both come in nicely designed jackets that 
hold two 45s. "Towers of London" in
corporates a futuristic skyline with a sil
houette of old London imprinted on the 
poly bag cover. It features Andy's 
"Towers" and Colin's "Set Myself On Fire 
(Live)" though it seems like the writing 
credits should be switched around: each 
s6ng is more in the other's style. Also in. 
eluded are a fine live version of "Battery 
Bridge" and a new rendition of "Scissors 
Man." The "General and Majors" package 
sports Andy's "Don't Lose Your Temper" 
and two hot little space-outs: Colin's 
"Smokeless Zone" and Andy's "The Som· 
nambulist." Why some of these tunes 
weren't used on Black Sea is a mystery, since 
they overwhelm the album's " sleepers" in 
their dynamics alone. XTC could have 
"branched out" on this album instead of 
waiting for the next issue. 

BR: Who's responsible for the artwork for 
the "Towers" single? 
Andy: I do all the design, for everything, 
and then it gets passed on to a design com
pany for the finished artwork and produc
tion, to straighten out my ideas artistically. 
So there are other credits, but I actually do 
the album and single sleeves. 
BR: Were you involved with design before 
XTC? 
Andy: Uhm, sort of. 
BR: Would you do it again if you decided to 
quit music? 
Andy: No, I wouldn't do that if I decided to 
quit music, I'd rather write and paint. 
BR: Novels? Poetry? 
Andy: Your more romantic style of painting 
- as in artist, as in Bohemian. I could more 
or less do anything. I don't want to sound 
like I'm boasting, but I more or less could 
do anything to make money. Why I choose 
music, which isn't making me any money, I 
don't know. I could do anything if it came 
to the crunch. I could write, do journalism, 
novels, painting, "come have your portrait 
drawn," Romantic painting as in free-form 
expression and maybe flagging off later. 
BR: How about in JO or 15 years? 
Andy: I think I'll be writing books or film 
scripts. 
BR: But you wouldn't stay in music? 
Andy: If I stayed in music, I'd probably stop 
playing it and go into producing more, 
noises to my own satisfaction. The more I 
do it (play), the more annoyed with my own 
noises I become. I want to correct other 
people's noises and channel them. A bit 
fascistical maybe . 
BR: If you don't see new bands perform 
wouldn't it be difficult? 
Andy: ActuaJly, it's easier for me not to go 
and see other bands. I know that a lot of 
these bands wouldn't thrill me because "live 
equals so many people under nervous ten
sion with shitty equipment" and I know 
exactly what they're going through. I love 
studios. I love creating initially. When you 
paint, you do a painting and when you're 
finished you say this is my painting. When 
you write a book, this is my book. When 
you're in the studio, you make a record, 
that's your record. Trying 10 reproduce it 
over and over again (in concerts) is un
natural. Making it the first time is correct. 
So I like the studio and I like what it stands 
for. It feels more comfortable. It's not in the 
public eye. You can relax. You can change 
the identity of things. You're a god in the 
studio. You can change the shape of things, 
the sound, the feel. 

Andy ought 10 know. He released a solo 
LP, Take Away, on which he took song bits 
and developed and directed them in the 
studio. Aptly subtitled The Lure of Salvage, 
Mr. Partridge' s album is a collection o finci -

dental images and impressions that were 
conceiving by mutating, altering and other
wise reconstructing old tracks and adding 
sounds and lyrics of his own. The origins of 
some of the cuts are easier to discern than 
others. For instance, the jumpy drum beat 
of "Helicopter" is audible in the solo LP's 
"The Rotary," and strains of the "Real by 
Reel" that we all know and love turn up in 
"Steam Fist Futurist." 
Andy: It was mostly things from Drums & 
Wires plus a few Bsides and things that were 
around at the time. If you ever see one take a 
listen. You don't have to buy it, just take a 
listen. 
BR: How about composing within the band. 
Do you work off creative tensions between 
you and Colin? 
Andy: No. I used to work on stage off ten
sion between Barry (Andrews, now with 
League of Gentlemen) and myself when he 
was in the band because we didn't get on 
very well ... Songwriting is conducted very 
privately, both with Colin and myself. And 
when either of us has worked out a new idea, 
we bring it up to the rest of the band. We 
never work off each other. 
BR: There are songs where you share the 
vocals that seem like joint projects. 
Andy: We're just sort of helping each other 
out. I think there's a misconception. We're 
not excellent friends. I mean, we get on very 
well together. But it's not like we live in each 
other's pockets. 
BR: So you don't hang out together? 
Andy: We do everything separately, but we 
work well together. Like you were in the 
Army (comradeship) or something. 
BR: Friends often do not make the most 
productive partnerships. 
Andy: Yeah. If you're friends and you work 
together you find that one leans on the 
other. That's not anything to do with the 
friendship. They can be equal as friends, but 
when they actually work , one may lean on 
the other because one is stronger working 
than the other one. I think we all work hard 

together, but seeing as we do that, we don't 
necessarily go and hang out together when 
we're not on the road. It's almost a strength. 
If we spent all that time with each other I 
th ink we'd all go crazy. 

At this point, the road manager, mindful 
of the tour still ahead of them - north to 
Canada, down the West Coast, across 
Texas, up the middle and back to the East 
Coast - gives the stage signal for "speed it 
up." 
Andy: What's wrong with your wrists? 
BR: On the road, do you keep scrapbooks 
of notes, ideas that you get and say to your
self "I'll work on this when I get back 
home?" 
Andy: Never, ever. I turn off completely on 
the road. I just unplug and go into per
forming overdrive. 1 don't think, my brain 
floats about pickled. And when I get home it 
takes me about three weeks to relax and re
discover my brain. Sometimes I do get the 
old ''two words'' that may end up as a title. 
I spent the last American tour convinced, 
heavily, under a flash of inspiration that the 
new album should be called "Tigers in Tune 
World." In my head for about ten weeks, 
even longer. Then when we made the album 
I thought no, it shouldn't be called that. I 
had been forming embryonic ideas about 
the tracks for the album. 

Now the rest of the band and crew is all 
packed up and waiting on the bus to go 
searching for their late night snack. 
BR: Any last words/or America? 
Andy: Don't have anything to do with guns. 
If you get the chance, lobby, protest, talk to 
people and generally try to have them 
banned and put out of American life, ' cause 
I think it's keeping you in the Stone Age. 
Don'! eat half as much as you think you 
should. Don't wear artificial fibers. And be 
good to everyone . 
BR: ls this a general view of Americans that 
Europeans hold? 
Andy: Yes, I also think that it 's one that 
most American's ho ld . 
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MUSICIANS SPEAK OUT BUMPER STICKER 

FREE 
with any purchase 

DADDY'S IS INTO NEW WAVE!! 
We've got the largest selectlon of used 

~~~t1:t8~Qa~~.11~r~ke~~!~t~r ~~~t~~:; 
Fender Jazzmasters, Jaguars, Danelec
tros, and tons more. It's no wonder that 
the best new wave bands shop at 
Daddy's (Including the B-52s). 

PEAVEY 
Decade Ampllller 

only $118 
and wait 'tll you hear It! 

APPLAUSE 
by Ovation 

The bast medium priced 
guitar In the world 

only$1311 

Tubular 
Guitar Stand• 

11st $37.95 
Daddy's Price $111,11811 

Haadphone#Amplltler 
11st $52.50 

Daddy's Price $34,118 

DIMarzlo 
Pickups 

80¾0FF 
Plus $1-Daddy's Is 

the "DIMarzlo" leader 

Electro Harmonlx 
SALEII 

Memory Man 
wfchorus 
Hot Tubes 
Micro Synthesizer 
Soul Preacher 
Screaming Tree 
Mini Mixer 
Attack Equallzer 
Zipper 
Rhythm 12 

$199.00 

49.00 
149.0Q 

45.00 
19.95 
59.00 
39.00 
.. 5.00 
99.00 

PEAVEY MONITORS 
1 O" and Plezo In Each 

$1211#palrll 

JUSTINA 
Quartz Tuner 

by Seiko 
$88 

The Famous 
Unlvox 

Electric Pianos 
with phasors 

$4811 

Electro Harmonlx 
Mini Synthealzer 

(as used by Plasmallcs) 
$1711 

Yamaha 
CS-301 Synthesizer 

$31111 

MXRDavlH 
(we bought them at 

Iha old price) 
Distortion + 
Phase 90 
Dyno Comp 
Flanger 
Noise Gate 
Analog Delay 
68and EO 

$45.00 
75.00 
59.95 

149.95 
59.95 

225.00 
59.95 

361 So. Broadway (Rt. 28) Salem, NH 
(603) 893-4420 

914 Elm St. (Downtown) Manchester, 
NH (603) 669-9346 

77 Congress St. (Downtown) Ports
mouth, NH (603) 436-1142 

SALEM STORE OPEN NITES TIL 9; 
SUN. 1-5 and NO SALES TAX! 

Sllngerland 
Drum Seta 
315-40"/oOfl 

CB-700 
Conllnantal 3 pc. sets 

List $389 
Daddy's Price $2411 

Unbelle!ablel 

SAVE 

Size 
12" 
13" 
14" 
15" 

North 
Super Heavy Duty 

Cymbal Stands 
$48 

(we bought them at 
the old price) 

TeaclTaecam 
144 Porta-Studio 

reg. $1300 
Now$10411 

lncredlblel 
Evans Drum Heads 
Hydraullc Blue• 

Daddy's 

18" bass 
20" bass 
22" 

List Price 
$15.20 $9.95 

15.80 10.50 
16.60 10.95 
19.20 12.50 
31.00 20.50 
34.40 22.50 
39.00 25.50 
43.60 28.50 24" 

Delon 
Modal "78" 

You absolutely can't buy 
a better acoustic for 
$3811 wn,ard case 

Elka Rhapaody 
String Maohlne 

11st $840 
Daddy's Price $41111 

Balow Wholesale! 

Yamaha Guitar• 
From 

$99,H 

WHtbur, Standard 
Solid Body w/DIMarzlos 

and hard shell case 
$21111 

Qurlan Guitar• 
Handmade In N.H. 

from$450 

FREE 
Amp I Iller Covers (used) 
You qualify If you have: 

• Purchased the amp from 
us In the past & the cover 
fits. 
• Purchase a new or used 
amp. 

Ovation 
Custom Balladeer (1112) 

was$470 
Daddy's price $21111 

OVATTION 
Deacon Limited 
Super alee. guitar 

$21111 
with hard case 
(limited supply) 

FREE 
Ovation Bait 

w/purchase of any 
Ovation Guitar 

Great Little 
VANTA.OE 

AMPLIFIER 
Only$811.118 

Yamaha JX-20 Amp 
revarb, master volume, 

much more ... 
only $1711 

Incredible 
Ovation 

Electrlc Guitars 
42%0II 

Daddy's 
List Price 

Viper $520 $299 
Viper Ill 560 325 
Preacher 585 339 
Deacon 665 385 
Magnum I 705 415 
Magnum II 820 479 

All prices Include Ovation 
hardcase. 

'2>Jl'l>'1rc, 
WE DON'T SELL EVERY LINE -
ONLY THE BEST!! 

Peavey, Ovation, JBL, Biamp, Tascam, 
Roland, Yamaha, Music Man, and a few 
others; and ... .., tTunf,.!l cAfe.ric Stores 

Salem-Manchester-Portsmouth, N.H. 
The largest selection of rare, vintage, and 
used instruments in the country!!! 



THE STRANGLERS 
FIVE MINUTES WITH THE MEN IN BLACK 

by Greg Reibman 
It's almost an understatement to say that over the course 

of their five years together The Stranglers have run into a 
considerable amount of hard luck. Amidst continual cries 
of police harassment and unfair press/media coverage, 
these .. bad boys" of the British punk scene currently face 
a jive year sentence for allegedly inciting a riot from the 
stage of a concert in France. These legal hassles follow on 
the heels of guitarist Hugh Cornwell'sjust-served drug pos
session sentence in France. 

And yet they persist. Since 1977 The Stranglers have re
leased Jive (British) albums and fourteen singles. While 
talking to them they gave every indication they planned to 
be together for many years to come. 

Stranglers Jeon Jacques Burne/ (bass & vocals) and Dove 
Greenfield (keyboards) talked to Boston Rock after they 
ployed The Channel ... 

Boston Rock:/ don't know if you realize this or not, but 
The Stranglers hove created quite a legend in Boston. PeO· 
pie still talk about the time you trashed WBCN. 
J.J.: Well we didn't exactly trash the place. All we did was 
use our democratic powers to discriminate between certain 
records. I mean here was this guy [Oedipus) who seemed to 
be genuinely into the new wave, but he was surrounded by a 
lot of records that were trash. We were only trying to help 
actually. 
BR: That was bock in /978. What do you remember about 
America in those days? 
J.J.: Well in those days people weren't too aware of the 
new music-so it was interesting to say.the least . 
Da,·e: Basically we were kind of banging our heads against 
a brick wall-everyone still wanted to hear long guitar so
los, and they couldn't relate to our lyrical ideas. 
J.J.: I think people are more aware of things now. We must 
have achieved something because people seem to know of 
us now. 
Dave: We really didn't expect anyone to have heard of us 
even this time. We were quite surprised. 
BR: You have a reputation for being very hostile towards 
America. Whyisthot? 
J.J.: Basically when we first ca.me to America, even before, 
we hated it and the idea of America. You've got to under· 
stand that in Europe we've been subjected to a hell of a lot 
of American culture. I mean a lot of kids in Britain know 
more about the streets in San Francisco, LA and New York 
than they know about the town next door. So it has tended 
to cause a lot of resentment. Imagine going to an obscure 
corner of France and seeing kids with U.C.L.A. t·shirts. 
But fortunately when we ca.me to America we met some' 
Americans who were pretty decent, and very interesting 
people. 
BR: Let's talk about this current tour, how long is it? 
Dave: Two months. 
BR: How did you/eel about the show tonight? 

J.J.: Tonight was a real bummer for us. 
BR: Why? 
Dave: Well, the BBC was here tonight to record the show 
and for some reason when they patched into our gear my 
keyboards didn't work. 
J.J.: Basically they caused all kinds of electrical problems. 
Our monitors didn't work so we couldn't hear anything. It 
was quite frustrating. EsPecially when just before the gig we 
told them to cancel the recording. And then when we 1sot on 
stage we found it wasn't cancelled. 
BR: Is it possible they might air the tapes without your per
mission? 
Dave: They better not! 
BR: You hove a lot of problems with the British press, 
don't you? 
Dave: Yes. We always have . 
J.J.: Not just with the critics but with the law too! 
BR: Are there any of those problems in specific that you 
want to talk about? 
J .J.: Well we can't talk about too many legal things because 
at the moment we are on bail. 
BR: From that concert in France? 
J.J.: Yes. We're on ten thousand pounds bail at the mo· 
ment. We have a one to five year jail sentence hanging over 
us. In fact we have to go straight from New York 10 the 
court case on December 2. 
BR: How did it happen? 
J.J.: We're not allowed to say. 
BR: Can you describe the concert? 
J.J.: We really can't say. 
BR: Well it was a large outdoor concert right? 
J.J.: Fairly large. It was at the University of Nice. 
BR: And you never actually finished the set, is that right? 
J.J.: Right. We played about twenty minutes. 
BR: Can you describe the problems, like what the crowd 
may have done without mentioning the band's involve
ment, or lack of involvement? 
J.J.: No. Sorry, but .. 
Dave: So far I'm the only one clear of the charges. But I 
still spent two days in jail. They've got this awful law, they 
can hold you for that time with no access to a lawyer or 
anything. But from our point of view it wasn't our fault. 
J .J.: We were innocent. That's all we can say. 
BR: OK. I noticed that the group publishes its own maga
zine called Strangled. Can you tell us about that? 
Dave: Strangled has been running for some time. In Eng
land it comes out every couple of months. 
BR: Is the paper put out as a reaction to your problems with 
the British press? 
Dave: Sort of. It's kind of an information thing-but :t 
also features a number of articles about topics that we're 
interested in. And we get other artists to contribute too. 
For example, Robert Fripp is going to contribute an article 
soon. We can also mention other bands-and they can be 
quoted exactly what they say-not like the British press 
which alters things. 
BR: Is there an address where our readers could write away 
to subscribe? 

J.J.: Yes. They should write to Suzanne Prior c/o S.I.S. 
New Hibernia House, Winchester Walk, London S.E.I. I 
think the subscription rate is about six dollars a year. 
Dave: In England all of our LPs have gone gold, and that's 
with absolutely no media support. The context in which we 
play is drastically different from over here. We get a lot of 
contributions to Strangled relating to lyrics and extensions 
of ideas. Our music is not so much about politics as it is 
about what's happening in the world. 
J.J.: For example the song "Nuclear Device" is about our 
experience in the state of Queensland, Australia (which has 
vast uranium resources, necessary for making nuclear wea· 
pons-ed.). Queensland is a fascist state run by a guy who's 
been in power for ten years while receiving only seventeen 
percent of the vote. He manages to do tha1 by altering the 
electoral boundaries of the state so that a person who lives 
in a huge ranch house has more voting power than someone 
living in the city. It's a total police state-their special task 
force broke up one of our gigs there and we had to escape 
across the border. 
BR: Do you think your British audience knows what's be-
hind your songs? · 
Dave: Oh yes, they're not to be underestimated at all. 
BR: What is "Shoh·Shah·A·Go-Go" about? 
J.J.: That song is based upon a certain prediction by Nos
tradamus who was a sixteenth century prophet. About 950/o 
of his predictions have come true. In 1555, only eighty.odd 
years after Columbus had re-discovered America, he pre
dicted there would be three brothers, two of whom would 
come to power and would die violent deaths. He even pre
dicted the coming of Adolf Hitler. And another one of his 
predictions was that "from France the old religion would 
replace the monarchy in Persia." On the cover to the [im
port) Raven LP we put Nostradamus' quote because it 
seemed so relatable to what was then happening in Iran. 
BR: (to Jean Jacques) Included as a bonus single in your 
American album The Stranglers IV is a bonus 45 that fea
tures a song from your solo project "The Euroman Com
eth." What can you tell us about that? 
J.J.: "Euroman" is basically a testament to what I believe 
is a necessity for creating a "United States of Europe." 
Europe is sandwiched between the two great powers [the 
US and USSR) and if there was ever another war Europe is 
bound to become the battleground again. Most of my fami
ly is French, and I've lost most of them. I don't want to see 
that happen again. So I really believe Europe must unite. 
BR: Have any other members of the band engaged in any 
solo projects? 
Dave: Well, Hugh recorded the movie soundtrack to NOS· 

feratu. He's very interested in films, as we all are, and we're 
going to get more involved in that area very soon. But we've 
also just recorded our next album. It was recorded in Ger· 
many, rtaly, France and Britain. It's called Men In Black 
and will be released in Britain in January or February. 
BR: Assuming everything works out with your court case 
do you plan another US tour in the near future? 
J.J.: Oh yes, we'll definitely be back. 
Dave: And in the very near future too! 
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Tiff 

by Mr. B Jake: But, I'd rather not tell that story 
Upon first hearing Stiff Lil/le Fingers' again thanks. 

first album, Inflammable Material during Gordon: Henry had to move when he was 
mid-1979 I was convinced they were the ul- quite young. They were right beside a po-
timate punk band. So did the British press, lice station. It got bombed ever other night. 
who over the course of several months pro- The family used to go to sleep with mat
ceeded to build them up and knock 'em tresses up against the windows. But mostly 
down. SLFaren't really part of any musical it's wherever you go, you get stopped by the 
fad. At their own insistence, they're just a army and police and searched on your way 
rock 'n' roll band. Nothing more. Nothing into shops. I lived there for two years and it 
less. Nobody's heroes, indeed. is an incredibly dull, gray wasteland. 
S1iff Lillie Fingers are: All: Imagine pubs closing down at 9:00! 
Jake Burns-lead gui1ar, vocals BR: ls it still like that? 
Henry Cluney-rhythm guitar Ali: Oh yeah. I think if you went there 
Ali McMordie-bass you'd be surprised because it wouldn't be as 
Jim Reilly-drums bad as you'd expect. Most people from Bel-

(Co-writer of several SLF songs is Gor- fast, even from the country in Northern Ire-
don Ogilvie, also manager of the band.) land, think it's worse than it actually is be-

Boslon Rock: What kind of things were you 
doing before you met Ogilvie? 
Ali: Well, we had a couple of our own 
songs, ''Breakout'' and ''State of Emergen
cy.'' Most of the set was made up of covers 
at the time. 
BR: What covers were you doing? 
Ali: Dr. Feelgood, Eddie & the Hotrods, 
The Damne~ .. 
Jake: ... The ash ... 
Ali: ... Sex 1stols, Vibrators, and i1 wasn't 
"Stiff Little Fingers." (Which was the Vi
brators' song used to name the band-Ed.) 
BR: You didn't use it as a theme song or 
anything? 
Jake: We thought about i1 but never go1 
around to it. 
BR: When you met Ogilvie, is that when 
you were gelling heavy into the political 
and social themes? 
Jake: Not really. "State of Emergency" 
was a political song that we'd written. We 
were at a stop there basically. Gordon 
talked us into going on at that level. 
Ali: In 01her words, this is what is happen· 
ing around you .. 
Jake: It took someone from outside North
ern Ireland to say to us, you wouldn't be 
"cashing in" on something that is basically 
your own life. The more we thought about 
it 1he more sense it made. Because if we 
weren'tgoing to write about wha1 we knew, 
what were we going to write about? And 
since all the Troubles in Northern Ireland 
staned when we were about ten years old it 
was basically all 'fe knew. 
BR: To what extent did the Troubles per
sonally affect you? 
Jake: It was an everyday thing. You got 
used to i1. To me, it was just boring. II real
ly is. 
Ali: It certainly con1rols your social life. 
Jake: There's nothing 10 do, nowhere 10 go. 
Even if there was somewhere to go, you 
were always aware of looking over your 
shoulder 10 see what 1he guy behind you 
was doing. 
Ali: It' s hard getting home at night. 
Jake: It's nigh on impossible geuing home 
at night. 
BR: D;ri anylhing happen to your friends 
there? 
Ali: Umm ... "Wasted Life." 
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cause the way the media picks on things. 
It's the same reason a lot of people think we 
have trouble at gigs in England. Because 
there was trouble once, and the papers blew 
it out of proportion, 
BR: / was considering why you chose the 
song "Doesn't Make It Alright." Was it 
addressed to that problem or did you just 
think it was a good song? 
All: Really, it was just a good song that the 
Specials had done. We thought we could do 
it better, give it more balls. [This leads to 
talk about studio recordings and the band's 
relationship to Chrysalis and Rough Trade 
Records.} 
BR: What about the song "Rough Trade?" 
Gordon: It's not about Rough Trade. 
Jakt: It's about Island Records who showed 
a lot of interest in the band when we were 
still in Belfast. They invited the band to 
London to record some demos. We went 
over and recorded them. They were literally 
talking about, "Oh, great, this one will be 
the single ... '' They then invited Gordon and 
Collin (who was still involved then) to go 
over and hammer out the terms of a con
tract. So they got the whole deal sorted out. 
Came back. Outlined the deal and said, 
"This is it. All we've got to do is sign it." 
Gordon: They were in such a hurry to re
cord the album, they said the band could 
sign when they came to London. I was over 
in London and they just phoned up and 
said they changed their minds. In the mean
time, Jake and Brian had quit their jobs, 
and jobs aren't very easy to come by in Bel
fast. 
Jake: So that's what that was about, and 
not Rough Trade. Rough Trade are people 
who trust people, who put music first.. 
BR: What do you think of the British press 
side of the music business; 
Jake: You've got to take the music pre'is in 
a certain frame of mind. If in every piece 
you read, you keep in mind that's one guy's 
opinion, that's what he thinks, then I don't . 
think the music.press will gel to you 1hat 
much. If you adopt 1hat attitide, the natural 
follow-on is: they can help you on your way 
up, but once you're there they can't really 
hurt you tha1 much ... As long as you do 
what we do ... Which is, meet 1he kids, sa}l 
hello 10 1hem, show them 1hat you're hu
man, and let them ask you aboul wha1 they 
arc worrying about, rather 1han have them 
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completely rely on the papers to convey 
what the papers belive we're thinking. As 
long as you do that, then it makes 1he need 
for communicating through the paper a lot 
less vital than it would be. It means 1hat 
you can sit back and take a sane view of the 
papers and not get completely paranoid be
cause someone in a paper says-this band 
has lost touch with their roots. Whereas, we 
don't really have that problem. To verify 
whether that's right or not, all we have to 
do is go down after a gig that night and start 
talking 10 people. And that clears it up right 
away. 
BR: Do you address your music primarily 
to the working class then? To those who 
may live at home/or the rest of their lives? 
Jake: I wouldn't say that. But what I would 
say was tTUe is that we have never forgotten 
where we came from and hopefully we nev
er will. It's a question of stripping away all 
the layers people will put on you, because 
of what you do and the more popular you 
get, and question what you are basically un· 
derneath. And what we are underneath is 
basically four working class kids from Bel
fast who happen to be very lucky inasmuch 
as we do something a lot of people Like. I 
wouldn't say we address our music to work
ing class kids', but I would say what we're 
doing is putting it across in such a way that 
they can understand it rather then talk 
down to them, the way a 101 of bands do. A 
lot of bands' music is very self-centered. 
It's very "Look-at-me. Here·I-am, there-is
you'' sort of thing. 
BR: Have you moved to London? 
Jake: I have. Henry still lives in Belfast. 
BR: / have to assume that when you move 
from one environment to another totally 
different environment something is going to 
change. How do yu feel you've changed 
moving from Belfast to London? 
Jake: I drink more. That's not a joke. 
That's serious. I do, basically because I've 

got more opportunity to go out. That is the 
one big difference between Belfast and 
London. There are more places to go in 
London. Belfast everybody builds up 10 be 
a real battlefield, which to a cenain extent 
it is. But it's not as bad as everybody makes 
out. The people who live there have gotten 
used to it. It's been going on for eleven 
years. You don't think about it much as 
somebody fresh to the place would. In Bel
fast, you get searched every time you go in
to a store. Woolworth's. Walk into a Wool· 
wonh's and it was automatic to spread your 
arms and legs like this so security could 
chaeck that you didn't have a gun or a 
bomb. The first time we came to England 
we were forever rushing into stores and go
ing like this (demonstrates). Of course there 
was nobody there. We were sure people 
were staring and going, "Is he going to 
start singing?" We made complete idiots 
of ourselves. JI was because i1 had just be· 
come second nature. There's a lot more 
freedom [in England}. A lot more choice. 
BR: In terms of your mUsic, how do you 
think your new songs have been affected? 
Jake: Obviously they have been. Though I 
don't think it has that much. I don't think 
my idea of what makes a good rock 'n' roll 
song or good rock 'n' roll band has changed 
that drastically by moving from Belfast to 
London. I don't think anybody's has. Even 
the song topics. All we ever wrole about is 
what we knew abou1. Obviously the 1opics 
will change a bit inasmuch as to be about 
what we know now we're over in London. 
But everything will still be true. We have no 
intentions of startin' tellin' lies now. 
BR: The songs on the first album [lnflam· 
mable Material] seem to deal with being in a 
compromising situation, expressions o 
fmstrotion ... 
Jake: They were very much so. Like I said, 
il's a very boring place. 
BR: Now the songs to be of a more active, 



"dosomething"attitude... "punk" bands punk bands. The UK Subs 
Jake: Well ... "Alternative Ulster" was very are a great rock 'n' roll band because I can 
much a "do something about it" song and have a couple of beers, have a laugh, jump 
it's from the first album. What we said is around, and have a good time. I can do the 
whal we did ... We formed a band moved same with the the (Fabulous) Thunderbirds 
away. There's a definite mood of optimism or whoever .. 
on the second album (Nobody's Hero) that BR: What about bands like Crass? 
really wasn't in the first'. The first was all Jake: Crass ... Oh ... We did a west coast 
written in Belasl before anybody ever sug- radio show with Rodney Bingenheimer .. 
gested to us that we could be a "real" band. He mentioned he got a lot of requests for 
When we did the second album it seemed Crass, that they were really popular on 1he 
suddenly the whole world opened up in west coast and that they were really going to 
front of us. There it was, the possibility to be big if they ever came out there. He-got so 
be a real band was there. We could actually many requests one night he had to play an 
do it. People actually did enjoy watching entire Crass album. Unfortunately for him 
us. the track just came to an end and he asked, 
BR: Some songs like "White Noise" "What do you think of Crass?" and I gave 
seemed to be directed at the British in par- him my honest opinion, which is that 
ticular. they're tuneless, pointless, and a waste of 
Jake: It was directed against ignorance ev- bloody time. 
erywhere. It was a song written about ra- BR: .. . phones began ringing wildly ... 
cism. Since it is such a foul, crude, 'orrible Jake: Oh yeah. But they are. They're 'or-
idea, we wrote a foul, crude, 'orriblesong.. rible. They've got no tunes whatsoever. 
We wrote the song as hard as we possibly There's not much energy either, I don't 
could. think. 
BR: Did you find a lot of people misinter- BR: But it's some type of music. lt's not 
preted that song? rock 'n' roll. I wonder if that's the true es-
Jake: Oh yeah. An awful lot. We've been senceofpunkmusic? 
banned from a city in the northeast of Eng- Jake: No. Nah. Never ... No, no, no. If you 
land, Newcastle-upon-Thyme, because of want to categorize music I duppose there's 
that song. The councillor totally took it the bad punk. A good punk band is the UK 
wrong way. He said it could incite race ri- Subs. A bad punk band is Crass. 
ots. I don't see how it could. It hasn't any- BR: Fair enough. Why did you release a 
where else in the UK. It's funny because the live album (Hanx!] now? 
last concert that we did in Newcastle-wpon- Jake: Because the first album isn't available 
Thyme was a benefit for Rock Against here and we were coming here and we want-
Racism. ed to put out something that we knew peo-
BR: What did you think about the British, pie could get easily, cheaply, and something 
and England in general when you were liv- we knew was representative of the band as 
ing in Belfast? And how has it changed it is, at the moment. It was also a good way 
now? of wrapping up what we've done so far. 
Jake: I didn't really think that much about We've done the Rough Trade album, we've 
them, to be honest. They didn't really in- done the Chrysalis album in 1he studio. But 
nuence my thinking one way or the other. now it's reactied a time where we're gonna 
BR: How would you like going back to Ire- stop, draw a breath and think about what 
land to live? we've done, and think of what we're gonna 
Jake: I wouldn't like to. I've been back a do. And that's what we're gonna do when 
couple of times to see my folks and things. I Photo: R.A. Higgins we get back to Britain, before you ask me just feel so much more comfortable living __________________________ ._ what are we gonna do. 

in London. I really do. I'll always be glad to BR: That's exactly what I was going to 
go back there and play. ask ... 
BR: So what do you think is the most im- ahead of those people anyway, before we Jake: I always t_ry to think why I wrote a Jake: ... because I don't know yet. 
portant aspect of your music? even started ... But at the same time, in a particular song when I'm playing it. I feel as BR: Do you think you'll be looking for a 
Jake: Oh. That's a hard one. That's the totally different plane, they're musicians long as I do that, I'm bound to convey some new sound? 
first time I've ever been asked that. Umm... just as much as we are ... probably even of the original feeling. Jake: No, because I still believe in that run-
Oh ... I really don't know. It's very hard for more so, in fact. BR: How about ''Suspect Device?" away train, I'm going to try to get closer to 
me to differentiate one part from another. BR: But that doesn't always count. Jake: Everytime we play it I try to do it, that. 
BR: I'm tryiffg to get an understanding of Jake: Well that's it. It doesn't always count hopefully, ironically. I try to sing it really BR: Do you think your attitude or song 
why it appeals to people... for me. There's no way somebody like Gen- spitefully because the guy in the song who's topics will change? 
Jake: I don't even know that. I don't know esis ever sounded like a runaway train. talking is trying to be reasonable and Jake: Oh, the attitude can't change because 
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~ BR: What type of influence is he? 

er coaster going down a mountain. Once we u Jake: He's very much the Johnny Ramone 
get the runaway train, we'll have it. We're BR: What are you p!Onning to do With your I refuse to belive there's anybody in the of the band. I it's out of tune, Henry will 
getting there. albums? I thought Nobody's Hero sounded world who wants to sit around and do no- complain a bit but he'll carry on. I can't see 
BR: In the song "Wait And See" you talk cleaner than Inflammable Material. thing. I think withing anybody there is a us getting that polished. 
about the idea of being "as good as a dance Jake: It does sound cleaner but at the same pop star, an actor, a film director, a doctor, BR: One last question: How come the mo/-
band." I was wondering where you thought time, there are moments on it where it is a nurse, even an accounts clerk ... Within to, "What you see is what you get?" 
you were now in those terms? closer to the vision, if you see what I mean. every discontented person there's some- Jake: Because it's true. What the kids see 
Jake: The whole idea of that was that BR: I do. Some parts, like on "Fly The body else trying to get out. What I'm say- on stage in front of them is what they get. 
Northern Ireland is completely ruled by the Flag." in' is, within me, when I was workin' as an Four guys playin' instruments. I don't want 
hideous creation known as show bands. Jake: Umm ... Yeah, yeah, especially on accounts clerk in this idiot office in Belfast, anybody coming backstage to meet me an' 
What show bands are, are a band of usual- stage, "Fly The Flag." The Jive "Fly The all the time I wanted to play in a rock 'n' expect me to jump into their Rolls Royce 
ly about eight guys, makin' enough noise as Flag" gets me even more like that. roll band. In school I got pretty rotten re- and drive off, 'cause I'm not going to. I'm 
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the collar over their double-breasted pink Jake: Oh live we've hit it, yeah. Most defi- pulled very many women ... So as far as 1 happens to play guitar because he !aught 
jacket open to here, 'uge great 'airy chest, nitely. We were getting ii tonight, occas- was concerned, I was the ultimate failure up himself how to. And that's it. What you see 
gold medallion, drooped moustache, and sionally. Very rarely we've done a gig where to that point. And if I can do what I really is what you get. Don't put any further ex-
hair that goes like this. And they all look we've done it all the way through and it has· wanted to do, then surely they can. It's as pectations on it. 
like that. And they all play the top twenty, worked. Then you just wouldn't be able to simple as 1hat. .. i think that if somebody BR: So when you're good ... 
five country and western songs, and the na- sit down and. talk. The most frustrating wants something bad enough, they should Jake: When we're good, we're very good. 
tional anthem. And that is it. And that is gigs are the ones when you walk in and play go for it. · But when we're bad, we' re bloody awful. 
what Northern Ireland classes a dance the first song and you know it's never going BR: Sounds good to me. You consider And that's it. There really are no in-be-
band. Hence the line, when we played, club to get anything like it. And you've got an- yourselves a rock 'n' roll band... tweens. There really are no ''okay'' gigs. 
owners would say, "You're not good other hour to go? Oh Christ.. Jake: Yeah. We're either very good or very bad. And I'd 
enough to be a dance band." Where would BR: What's your attitude when you're play- BR: ... insteadofapunk band? much rather keep it that way. 'Cause I've 
I see ourselves? I always thought we were ingyoursongs? Jake: You know, I don't even consider neverseenanalri ht runaway train. 
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arlene Carter: Country Craz 
by Mike Baslarache 

Carlene Carter is crazy in the country 
and western tradition, living life lo the full
est and, whenever possible, to excess. Even 
if there's been too many drinks, too many 
debts, or too many husbands, it don't mat
ter a bit when the music comes on. What 
new wave did to rock 'n' roll, Carlene Car
ter's done to country. She puts the punch 
back into a music form that has degenerated 
into a comemrcialized formula. Before you 
dismiss her latest album Musical Shapes as 
"just another country" album, give it a lis
ten, look at the musical credits (Nick Lowe, 
Dave Edmunds et al) and I bet you decide 
you like it. 
Boston Rock: Do you call your music 
"country music?" 
Carlene Carter: Yeah ... country music with 
"cunt" in it. (laughs) Guys have balls. 
Girls have cunt. 
BR: Do guys play a different kind of coun
try music? 
Carlene: Some do. Some have country mu
sic with balls. I just think a lot of the coun- · 
try music that's out right now does'n't have 
any sort of sex to it at all. That's what rock 
'n' roll has. It's sex music. 
BR: How many types of country music did 
you think there were? 
Carlene: Well, I thought there was only one 
kind, myself. Unfortunately something 
happened and people decided it was better 
to crossover [to mainstream pop). When I 
left Nashville and went to England all the 
people that were making successful records 
were going in with this formula, "Let's do 
this record that's going to cross over" and 
they would do this whole treatment on it. 
And they hardly ever did {cross over]. I 
think half the time they tried to hard to 
make it pop. The country audience would 
go yeww, and the pop audience wasn't rea
dy to accept it. I just didn't want to get 
stuck in that bag of being the "new coun
try" and being real slick, strings on every
thing, really formulazied music. I think go
ing to England made a big difference. On 
1he last album (Musical Shapes} all I did was 
write the tunes, I went and played 'em to 
Rockpile and said this is it. We just did the 
songs. We didn't think about if we were 
making a country record or a rock record or 
anything. I think it's country. 
BR: / do too. I think it has a sentimental 
quality that you get in country music, very 
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personal. But it also has an energy you 
usually don't find ... 
Carlene: That's it. That's what I thought 
was lacking in a lot of things. 
BR: So you don't think that modern coun
try music will catch on any better than old 
country music? 
Carlene: Well, I think it's getting better. 
BR: What do you think of country artists 
like Dolly Par/on? 
Carlene: Well ... I really have mixed emo
tions about her because 1 think she's bril
liant. She's got a great voice and everything 
but I really do not understand why she 
wants to go pop. She can, with her eyes 
closed, but in doing that she's lost a bit of 
her country credibility. Country fans are 
like the most loyal in the whole world. 
They're the kind of people that if they buy 

your first record, they're going to buy every 
record you make until you do something 
really off-the-wall that they hate. She's to
tally marketed. She's "Dolly." 
BR: Do you like the old stuff like Hank 
Snow? 
Carlene: Yeah. I love all that, you see. They 
were the first outlaws. I mean, Willie [Nel
son] and Waylon (Jennings) were not the 
first outlaws. They just happened to be the 
first that said, "We're going to be out
laws." Even my daddy, Carl Smith, he was 
such a raver. All those country people .. 
People talk about how rock stars are ravers, 
take loads of drugs and screw loads of 
girls ... But !hey keep their mouths shut is 
the thing. They're very close-mouthed 
about their vices. They were the ones that 
were the outlaws first, Hank Snow .. 
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George Jones was like the biggest and bad
dest. 
BR: What's lhe bes/ word lo describe your 
new album? 
Carlene: Fun. I had a good time makin' it. I 
think most people want a job that they en
joy. I don't want to be a singer and write 
songs if I don't have fun doin' it. 'Cause 
I'm not really in it for the money ... It's 
nice ... to make some money. It'd be great. 
It'll probably take me !he rest of my life to 
get out of debt. (laughs) 
BR: What did you want to accomplish with 
the album? 
Carlene: I wanted it to be me. The first aJ. 
bum happened so fast... I didn't have the 
songs. I didn't have the experience that I 
should have had for that big break that I 
had. It's a good album. I had this great op
portunity to go to England and I got in with 
the Rumour and they were really good to 
me and they taught me lots of things. And 
the second one ... arggghl It's a really long 
story with the second one. I haven't made 
any beans about telling people I wasn't very 
happy about that one. [Carlene proceeds to 
tell the whole story of the various producers 
and problems associated with recording her 
second album.) I didn't believe in that one. 
I just believe in this album. 
BR: Did you want to get any specific mes
sage across, to your fans? 
Carlene: I've got fans? (laughs) 
BR:/ would think so! 
Carlene: I guess I did. I guess I really want· 
ed to say I finally did what I've been sayin' 
I'm going to do. It's a lot harder to do it 
than it is to say it. It's hard to get around to 
doin' it. I finally got around to doin' it. It 
was really easy to record this album. 
BR: What's lhe story behind "Baby Ride 
Easy?" How did that come about? 
-Carlene: When I went to England, Dave 
[Edmunds) was going to produce my first 
album. I went there to see him. We ended 
up bein' really good friends. As soon as 
Rodney [Carlene's ex-manager who also re
corded the first version of the song with 
Carlene] split, me and Dave learned the 
song. We've been singing it ever since. We 
used to sing it in hotel rooms on Rockpile 
tours or at parties. At first everyone would 
be groovin' on ii. There'd be a roomful of 
people singing along until about the tenth 
time. Dave and I would looka round and 
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... continued 
everyone would have filtered out of 1he 
room 'cause we were boring them shitless. 
BR: Is that the hit from the album? 
Carlene: I think they're all hits! 
BR: What's the story behind "too Bad 
About Sandy?" 
Carlene: Oh, inces1ual story there. [Carlene 
proceeds to go through all the details of an 
ex-husband marrying a younger sister.) I 
just couldn't think aboul anything but, 
"it's too bad." And that's where the song 
came from. It was called, "Too Bad About 
Cindy." I changed it to "Sandy" because 
my mom's face wen!... (awed expression) 
when I sang it to her as "Cindy." She went, 
"Honey please change it. Johnny Cash will 
kill you." (laughs) (By the way, Johnny 
Cash is Carlene's step-father, and June 
Carter is her mother.) 
BR: Are you on good terms with your fami
ly? 
Carlene: Yeah. Very good. I've been going 
around telling all the smut about everybody 
'cause I haven't been livin' with them for so 
damn long I sort of take it for granted that 
they don't want anybody to know about 
this, but I can't tell a lie. I have to tell the 
truth about my songs. 
BR: Was there any disadvantage growing 
up in such a well-known family? 
Carlene: No. Actually I had a great time. 1 
got to travel a lot. You know how if you're 
a new kid in school they go, "Oh, Johnny 
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Cash's kid!" Then at first you're gonna get 
a bit of stick, but I always gave it back so 
fast ... 1 just tried really hard to be normal. I 
wasn't a brat or anything. 
BR: Did you ever rebel against country mu
sic? 
Carlene: I never rebelled against it 'cause I 
never listened to it. It was around me all 
the time and it was never pushed on me. I 
listened to what you listened to in high 
school in the 60's. My mom bought me 
Yardbirds records. I don't think I ever re
belled against it other than the fact of Jiving 
in Nashville it was really uncool not to like 
country music. 

BR: What do you listen to now? 
Carlene: Well I've changed a lot. Since I've 
gotten married (new hubby is Nick Lowe} 
and lived in England I've become much 
more cynical. Deep down I'm a real roman
tic. I cry over songs and stuff. I used to lis
ten to a lot of Jackson Browne and Janis 
Ian and the real songwriter, pouring his 
heart oul.. .. Now I listen to things like Bow 
Wow Wow, "C30C60C90GO!" and the 
Police. I don't like their album that much 
but I love "Don't Stand So Close To Me." 
BR: Do you like the more extreme stuff like 
hard core punk? 
Carlene: I don't know what hard core punk 
is. I remember first hearing Nick Lowe and 
saying, "This is new wave?" To me he just 
sounded like this country singer. The first 
thing Dave Edmunds asked me was, "Do 
you know George Jones?" All these guys 
are supposed to be new wave heroes and all 
they listen to is this {country] stuff ... al
though Elvis [Costello] lislens to every
thing. He buys every record that comes out. 
I've never seen anything like it. Nick never 
listens to anything except his own shit. So I 
don't get to listen to that much 'cause I 
have to fight over the record player. 

BR: Who's going to be touring with you 
when you tour? 
Carlene: On, I've got this really cute band 
[two of Clive Langer's Boxes, and the Sin
ceros' drummer]. I can't wait 10 get them 
on the road. They're not under twenty 
though I wouldn't mind a couple of 17 year 
olds. (laughs) They're all about my age. It's 
the youngest band I've ever had. The Ru
mour is quite old. Then working with Rock
pile ... they're ancient! They're well over 30. 
BR: Let me ask you two last questions. 
What's the smartest thing you've done in 
the last year? 
Carlene: Made this record. 
BR: What's the dumbest thing you've done 
in the Josi year? 
ViCartene: (laughs) I did a really dumb 
thing last night. I do a dumb thing every 
day. 
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Fingerprint 
FINGERPRINTZ SHOWS THE STRAIN 

liJCorter A/an 
Fingerprinti: returned to Boston for the 

._third time on October 22 at the Paradise. 
The rock and roll ensemble, fronted by 
the lanky, amiable Jimmy Q'Neill ijrst 
scored on their early 1979 release of 
"Dancing With Myself," a single that re
ceived some light college airplay in the 
States. It wasn't until the band toured the 
country that summer as Rachel Sweet's 
backup unit that they began to get a lift 
from commercial radio, Several stations, 
including WBCN, participated in live con
cert broadcasts that demonstrated Sweet's 
talents in front of the explosive assault of 
O'Neill, bassist Kenny Alton, Cha Burnz 
on guitar, and drummer Bob Schilling. The 
performance was devastating, but due in no 
small part to Fingerprintz' excellent musi· 
cianship. That fac1 was glaringly obvious 
when Swee! returned to Boston with her 
hard rock band from Akron called the 
Toys. The spark was missing and 1he young 
singer just wasn't good enough to carry the 
show on her own. 

"At first I didn't think it was such a good 
idea 10 back Rachel," mused Kenny Alton, 
"but it's so expensive to come to America, 
so did it." It was a one off tour and the 
song "Nervz" performed by Rachel Sweet 
and penned by O'Neill showed up on Fin· 
gerprintz' ne,ct effort, an EP. Like the pre· 

vious single, it turned up in the US as an im
port. O'Neill also earned kudos for pen
ning the under-rated "Telepathy" and the 
hit "Say When" for Lene Lovich's first 
LP. The group then wem on to record their 
own debut album in a 24 track studio only 
to scrub the entire project because, in Kim
my O'Neill's words, "II was too polished 
and lacked the energy." Fingerprint opted 
instead for the relative simplicity of an 8 
track studio and recorded the brilliant The 
Very Dab. Their performance at the Para. 
disc in January of this year was a wonder of 
tightness and ingenuity, blending the rock· 
ing fervor of such songs as "Tough Luck," 
"Close Circuit Connection," and "Hey 
Mr. Smith" with the dreamy reggae dub of 
"Beam Me Up Scotty" and "Finger
prince." This time the band was taking 
its second US-released LP, Distinguishing 
Marks. on the road. Despite generous air
play on the single "Bulletproof Heart' ' on 
WBCN and WCOZ, ttw Paradise was only 
500/o full. Augmented on stage by Steve 
King on keyboards, it was quickly appar· 
ent that Fingerprintz had forsaken much of 
its reggae influence in favor of a more dir· 
ect rock and roll bashing. The show suc
ceeded in motivating the crowd to dance 
and enjoy themselves bu1 was only spottily 
mesmerizing and a1 its wors1, jus1 plain 
sloppy. 

O'Neill, decked out in sco1ch plaid suit 
and his usual spiked doo, parcelled out 
strong lead vocals on only a few songs, hav· 

ing difficulty hitting the right notes on 
"Bulletproof Heart" and "Invisible 
Seams" among others. In addition, 1he 

'ti usual complex interplay of the lead singer's 
g rhythm guitar and Cha Burnz' lead was no-
0 ticeably understated, the instead relying on 
a:: guitar and keyboard soloing to fill the gap. 
;=;- On the song "Fingerprince," the group's 
! dub treat~ent and funky feel was replac~d 
- by a straight forward approach heavy in 

~ guitar solos. King's ominous synthesizer 
g creepings were a definite plus, though. The 
0 keyboardist's contribution was also strong-

ly felt on "Radiation" from the new LP in 
a fiery organ duel with Cha Burnz' guitar. 
"Wet Job," introduced by O'Neill as being 
about a guy "Bumped off by the Bulgarian 
secret police'' showed the band in top form 
with all elements jelling in front of Bob 
Schilling's steady beat. (On this tour and al· 
bum, Bob was credited under his real name, 
Bogdan Wiczling. You pronounce it!) 

For all this critical hoopla, the band had 
absolutely no trouble mustering an encore 
after which I found them sprawled back· 

jan bell 

s1age. They were discouraged, not with the 
audience, but with their own performance. 
I poin1ed out to O'Neill and Alton that 
even on an off night, Fingcr:printz has cer
tainly- reached the point where their show 
waSstill absolutely professional. ''Thanks,'' 
replied the bassis1, "but it's just too bad. 
We're beat, a case of too many nights and 
too little sleep." I found out that the gorup 
was in the middle of many one.nighters and 
the breakdown of their tour bus in Toronto 
and the subsequent scramble to find a train 
heading south didn't help matters. Hard life 
on the road is just one aspect of rock and 
roll and sometimes the band comes up los· 
ing. If I had not seen their January per· 
formance, Fingerprintz' most recent mis· 
takes would undoub1ably have been largely 
hidden. Despite the lack of their usual pre· 
cision, the band showed us what's more im· 
portant in rock and roll, sincere energy for 
sheer entertainment. Fingerprintz is highly 
recommended if they chance to return 10 
Bos1on in the future. Until that time, either 
of the two LPs makes for great listening. 
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MONOCHROME SET 
A Very Strange Boutique, Indeed ... 

by George Binette 
The Monochrome Set embody the sub

stance of a lingering fear for any self-ab
sorbed critic. Their first album, The Srrange 
Boutique, 011 Virgin/Dindisc, marks the 
work of eclectic eccentrics with an un
abashedly marketable product that defies 
labelling. Rarely dense, often spritely, the 
debut LP has the elements of a veritably 
"pure pop for now people." 

On vinyl their music betrays many influ
ences, while yielding to none. The desire to 
breeze through keyboard arrangements and 
upbeat guitar riffs conjures an image of the 
now bygone Kinks, turned altogether per
verse. As with Ray Davies, this band may 
have its tongue planted too firmly in cheek. 
"Goodbye Joe," the single culled from the 
album, recreates the poignance of "Cellu
loid Heroes" while purging it of any wistful 
nostalgia. The song diverges from the sar
donic backbiting of most of the record. 
Their second LP; Love Zombie, just re
leased in England, features more self~con
sciously smart fun with a bit of an emotion
al range. 

An active denial of stage presence dis
tinguished their two sets at the Rat. Un
happily, the work of filmmaker Tony Potts, 
a regular member of the group, could not 
be integrated into the performance. As a re
sult, the band performed with a morose 
discipline in front of inconstant images on 
the screens. Though far from spontaneous, 
their playing reflects a polished musical 
standard. Lester Square's frequent modula
tions on lead guitar combined with the 
graceful loping of Andy ("yes, I played 
with Adam and the Ants") Warren's bass 
and John Haney's vigorous drumming gave 
Bid's vocals a lush background. All this al
so drowned the lyrics, but his voice was 
still an ingratiating baritone. On stage their 
act passively demands a good deal of its 
audience. 

At the prospect of an interview, the band 
turned lively, determined to be elusive. 
While they insisted on reducing anything 
and everything to a joke, they did not hide 
any resentment for the intrusiOn on their 
backstage card game. We engaged in a 
meandering, occasionally pointed conversa
tion which made apparent their desire to in
definitely postpone any consideration of is
sues, political, aesthetic or moral. For the 
Monochrome Set, infinity appears on a 13 
inch screen. 
Boston Rock: So do you really hold your 
audiences in contempt or just the people 
who write about you? 
Lesler: The people who write about us hold 
us in contempt. 
Andy: So do our audiences. 
BR: And you just throw ii back in their 
faces. 
Andy: We are perfectly charming to every
one. 
Bid: We actually spoke to them tonight. 
Lester: Did we? 

B : As/or "Love Goes Down The Drain," 
is that the viewpoint on an abortion from 
the foetus? 
Lester: Well, it is the viewpoint of Bid who 
was aborted when he was young. He did re
cover, though, and lived to tell the tale .. 
They got a rota-rooter out and hence was 
born Pid. 
BR: I won't ask if the title is sexist. 
Tony: Right. I suppose we might as well do 
the interview now. 
Lester: How else do you interpret lyrics? 
Most people say lyrics are meaningless .. 
BR: On the song "Monochrome Set" you 
refer to the audience as just money to you. 
Lesler: That's a fallacy to start with. 
Andy: That's meant to be ironic. 
BR: You are more than capitalists with a 
sense of humor. 
Bid: Right. Ha, ha, ha. 
Andy: You call us capitalists, but the fact is 
that we're having a difficult time surviving. 
BR: Financially, has it been worthwhile to 
switchfrom Rough Trade to Virgin? 
Lester: Yeah. Except for this tour, because 
it's not subsidized. 
BR: How do you folks write? Collectively? 
By strangulation? 
Bid: It depends. I write all the lyrics. As for 
the music, we bung everything in, we bung 
it around, and bung it out. 
Lester: If people took llotice of lyrics, then 

they would have realized th8.t- Andy Wil
liams actually sang, "It doesn't matter 
about the length of your skin or the color of 
your hair." At the risk of hammering home 
a point, when you talk about our lyrics 
they're actually Bid singing about a situa
tion or someone else. It's not our opinion. 
We don't hold any opinions other than very 
jaded ones. 
BR: You're above or below all that. 
Lester: Well, we observe. 
BR: Withalotofjaundice. 
Lester: Yes, we don't eat right. 
Bid: I do hold strong opinions, but it does~ 
n'tmatter. 
Lester: Especially about Americans. What 
was that you said? 
Bid: "I hate all Americans' guts." I never 
said that. I love America. I love New York. 
Lester: Fishtown, Philadelphia, most beau
tiful spot on God's earth. 
BR: What about God? 
Tony: How big is God-that's what I want 
to know. 
John: I know that he hasn't been very kind 
tous. 
Bid: Do you mean that question seriously? 
BR: You never know, do you? 
Bid: Are you a Christian? 
BR: Would I be here? 
Bid: I wouldn't want to insult you. I just 
don't even think about it. I could tell you 
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that I worship the green goblin on your 
shoulder. I can't prove anything to myself. 
A group of people got together and wrote 
the Bible. I don't know who it was. Why 
should I care? 
Lester: Why should he care when his ances
tors were gods themselves? 
Bid: You can listen to "Adeste Fideles" on 
the second album. It's really kind of a joke. 
A filthy one. Basically a song about wor
ship-yO,ll'd find each one of the lines in 
hymnbooks; It's sick-all these scourged 
bodies. The song's the most fucking per
verse you've ever heard. 
BR: I'// credit you with a lot of fucking per
versity. 
(The banshee wails of V; waft upstairs) 
Bid: All overtly political bands are dread
ful. 
BR: Which bands do you label overtly po
litical? 
Bid: Well, of course, you may have some 
good ones in America-Jimmy Carter's 
Touring Band. 
Lester: Of course, there's Ronald Reagan's 
campaign song. The first verse: "We don't 
want no hippies/We don't want no reds/ 
We don't want no homos." A wonderful 
sort of hatelist. 
BR: What about a checklist: Clash? Gang 
of Four? 
Bid: Hate the Clash, Gang of Four. 
Lester: The Clash isn't an overtly political 
band. Stiff Little Fingers, yeah, and they're 
boring. 
Andy: The Clash never said anything defi
nite. 
Lester: They sang about the same things as 
rhythm and blues singers have for years. 
Bid: Maybe within the band. They exuded 
an aura of something, but I don't know 
what. 
BR: What about associating yourselves with 
causes, Rock Against Racism/or instance? 
Andy: What about us? 
Lester: We're a good enough cause, aren't 
we? 
Andy: You don't know the number of racist 
bands that play RAR gigs in London. It's 
just another show for them. 
Lester: The people involved are not com
mendable, no matter how good the idea. 
BR: What do you think about Margaret 
Thatcher? 
Lester: She's trying to bring about the re
turn of free enterprise, which is a good 
thing, but she's fairly unattractive to me 
sexually. 
Tony: I preferred Jim Callahan (ex-Labour 
Prime Minister). I'd take him into the closet 
any time ... We must say something about 
the food. Best meal we've had in America. 
BR: Free advertising/or the Rat. We're get
ting to the end of the tape. 
Lester: The ultimate goal of the band is to 
hammer home our political views. 
Tony: We don't have any. 
BR: Well, thank you, that's it. 
Lester: Oh damn, a one-sided interview. 

Photo: Kevin Jones 



THE JIM CARROLL BAND 
Catholic Boy 

INCWDES 
PEOPLE WHO DIED 

IT'S TOO LATE 

4.99 LP 

Jim Carroll not only brings to h.is music a true street-level gul-sensc of and love for rock'n'roll, 
but a li1erary repu1ation rarely present in the rock medium. Born and raised in New York City, at 
the age of 12 he began to wri1e 1he much-acclaimed "Basketball Diaries," a series of descriptions of 
coming of age on the streets - the drugs, the sex, the crime, the hustling 10 survive. By 16, he had 
published his first book of poems, and a later collection was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. An avid 
follower of the Velvet Underground in the late-'60s, Jim did some poetry readings with Lou Reed 
and began 10 experiment with writing lyrics on his own. In 1974, he moved to the San Francisco area 
to leave the New York pace, and the drugs, behind him. 

Having maintained contact with his old friend Pani Smith, another poet turner rocker, Jim 
went to sec one of her California shows and wound up being the opening act (with Palli's band pro
viding musical background as he rapped his lyrics). And for the first time, he felt the real energy of 
rock from the performer's perspective, and that did it. Jim recruited an existing San Francisco area 
band who had "this real manic energy and the real chops to go with it." They began to collaborate 
on songs and made their debut to rave reviews a1 Frisco's Mabuhay Gardens. Having done a demo 
tape, when Jim was in New York for a visit to make a mass-market paperback deal for the 
"Diaries," he decided to see Earl McGrath (then President of Rolling Stones Records) for some 
advice. Earl loved what he heard and decided to get fully involved in the project. 

THE JIM CARROLL BAND 
Catholic Boy 

• INCWD[S 
PEOPLE WHO DIED 

IT'S TOO LATE "CATHOLIC BOY" is the debut album from The Jim Carroll Band, appearing on the Atco 
label via Earl McGrath Music, with Earl producing and Bob Clearmoun1ain co-producing and L-------------' 
engineering. Certainly one or the most eagerly-anticipated new LPs of the year, it has already 
generated a buzz from coast to coast. In addition to Jim on vocals, the group consists or: Brian 
Linsley- guitar, Steve Linsley - bass, Terrell Winn - guitar, and Wayne Woods - drums. All 
the band had a hand in the writing and arranging for the LP, which finds Jim's striking, aggressive, 
no-holds-barred lyrical images set against masterful pulsing rock. "Cockiness and rage - that's 
what rock'n'roll is all about," Jim states. 

For a sampling or this impressive premiere, try the uptempo ''PEOPLE WHO DIED'', a likely 
single prospect with a great hook; the churning opener "WICKED GRAVITY"; the sinister feel of 
"IT'S TOO LATE"; or the personal hard rock.in' anthem "CATHOLIC BOY". Other points of 
interest include the mid-temp ballad mood of "DAY AND NIGHT", co-written by Blue Oyster 
Cult's Allen Lanier, who also contributes keyboards; and the slow-building, mesmerizing "CITY 
THAT DROPS INTO THE NIGHT", with Bobby Keys on sax. Jim Carroll is a charismatic figure, 
an alluring presence who brings a unique vision to his.rock'n'roll music. Listen. 

4.99 TP 

~ INCLUDES THE WBCN LISTENER LINE #1 REQUEST-"People Who Died" 
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Talking Heads/Remain In 
Light. One ol America·s most 
10ventive bands delves further 
into the tense , taut realm ot the 
urban sanctum. The band's 
spare sound gels thicker this 
time w11h a highly percussive 
blend of African and American 
rhythms. It's a custom T Heads 
mix of the idiosyncratic and the 
visceral. Watch lor "Seen And 
Not Seen;· "Crosseyed And 
Painless:· 

4.99 LP/TP ,, 
SIRE 

SALE ENDS 11119 

HARVARD SO. 

KENMORE SO. 

METHUEN MALL 
Methuen, MASS. 

MEADOW GLENN 
MEDFORD, MASS. 

MADNESS 
Includes Baggy Trousers 

E.R.N.I.E./On The Beat Pete 

Absolutely 

~ Givethegift 
'-#T'ofmusic. 

Madness/Absolutely. One of 
the bands that touched off lhe 
reggae revival 1n Britain, 
Madness returns with their 
self-described .. nutty" sound. 
Get ready for non-stop rocking 
from a band who dance JUSI as 
well as they play. Frantic, funny, 
furiously played Madness 

4.99 LP/TP 

LINCOLN MALL 
LINCOLN, R.I. 

DEDHAM MALL 
DEDHAM, MASS. 
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WOii 



bySkak-key 
Upstairs at the Bradford Hotel, after the 

gig. Policemen ye/Ung in the corridors for 
everyone to leave. A roomful of assorted 
people. sitting around on the floor and on 
the two twin beds. Everybody is tired, espe-
cially Psychedelic Furs vocalist Richard 
Butler, bass guitarist Tim Butler and roadie 
(hallucination?) Boston Rock "interviews" 
them, nonetheless. And remember, it's only 
a movie. 

Boslon Rock: Have your souls been psyche-
deliciz.ed? (laughter) 
Richard: I just have to ask our roadie .. 
Roadie: Well, there was some very strange 
punch floating around at the Bradford .. 
Richard: ... and some very weird cake; 
we're sure it had acid in it, 'cuz we just 
couldn't get the show quite together. We 
were really out of our minds. But we al
ways are, you know, that's how we got our 
name, the Psychedelic Furs. 
BR: The British press would lead one to be
lieve that you're almost as big as the Clash. 
This is a phenomenon. 
Richard: We're actually Jar bigger than the 
Clash. 
BR: Well, thereareonfyjiveofthem. 
Richard: Yeah, their average height is about 
5' 8", and we're about 5' 9" or 5' IO". 
BR: How 'bout your roadies, though, are 
they as big? 
Richard: Oh, they're bigger than the 
Clash's roadies. We made sure of that. It's 
in the contract. We have to have roadies 
that are at least 6' 2". 
BR: Does that mean you can headline? 
Richard: I'll have to ask our roadie ... 
Roadie: We make headlines everywhere we 
go. Look at Tim's fracture. I think Tim 
should show the readers of Boston Rock his 
fractured arm. 
(Hereby, for the record, Tim holds up his 
arm to the tape recorder.) 
Tim: I did lhat in Austin, Texas, smashing 
me guitar on stage. 
BR: You're just having a flashback, I sup
pose. 
Richard: Yeah, he's another acid casualty; 
he used to hang out with Roky Erickson, 
and all that lot for a bit. 
BR: Have you e11er met Jimi Hendrix? 
Tim: He was there tonight. We've visited 
his grave, and in spirit. We did m«t him, 
yeah. Definitely. 
Roadie: The guitar was flaming. 
Richard: It s«med like that, anyway. It 
might have been the effect of the punch. 
BR: He punched you? 
Richard: When we walked into the ceme
tery we got punched. My head felt hot, any
way. I don't know if the guitar was actual
ly on fire. 
BR: So you're hotheads, are you. ls that 
what makes you write those angry lyrics? 
Richard: Well, they're not really angry. 
They're more of an observation on the cur
rent state of urban swamp music, 'SO's psy
chedelia. You've heard of urban swamp 
nusic? 
Roadie: Roots ... like psilocybin. 
(Ed. note-psilocybin is a fungus, not a 
root) 
Richard: One thing we can say about this 
band is that everyone's got their tongues 
planted firmly in their cheeks, I suppose. 
Tlm: (Unintelligible noises made with his 
tongue in his cheek.) That's why we all talk 
like this. 
Roadie: We generally blame it onJhe moni-
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tors, but it's really the tongucs-in-the
cheeks. 
BR: Is that how you get your voice to go up 
and down like that? 
Richard: Of course, yeah. 
BR: Did you ever try it with marbles? 
Richard: Yes, but I broke a few teeth, so I 
just kept me tongue in there.Roadie: Actu
ally Richar4 was a marble champ in his 
years at public school. 
Richard: Also, the Young Marble Giants 
wanted me to join 'em, just 'cuz they'd 
heard of my skills. 
BR: Is this rhe final band you 're going to be 
in? 
Richard: It's the first one ... and probably 
the final one. I don't want to go through 
this again. 
BR: Why don't you start your own record 
label? 
Richard: Well, you can start up your own 
record label, fine, but it just means some
thing on the surface. Because eventually it 
goes through a bigger publishing company, 
and a bigger record label. In fact, most of 
'cm-the smaller labels-are distributed by 
crooks, like WEA in England. It means 
nothing. It's like a joke, really. We like be
ing on CBS 'cuz people have to listen to us 
now. (laughter) 
Roadie: And it's much more profitable than 
dealing drugs. 
Richard: I haven't got any complaints. You 
get people complaining about record com
panies, and we have absolutely no com
plaints about CBS, whatsoever. They've 
been great, so far. People complain about 
being with a big record company, and as 
far as I can see, it seems like crap. Next 
question please. l don't want to talk about 
that. 
BR: Sorry, I didn't mean to bring up a sore 
subject. Nor will I ask you about recent ru
mours that David Bowie is going to produce 
your next record. 
Roadie: Well, to tell you the truth David 
Bowie has asked us to learn a version of 
"Tusk" so we could play in coordination 
with his production of "The Elephant 
Man." It was at such short notice that we 
cou!.dn't do it. But David Bowie is interest
ed ... 

BR: And Tim's going to be the orchestra? 
Tim: Of course. With 19 instrumentalists. 
Richard: Seriously, though, we don't mean 
to be so sarcastic. We're really honest. 
BR: Can we then get an honest confirma
tion or denial of the various rumors about 
your band? 
Richard: Certainly. 
BR: What about the romour you 'II be using 
Diana Ross for back-up vocals? 
Richard: Diana Ross is interested in doing 
back-up vocals, yes. 
BR: Next romour ... Frank Sinatra abso
lutely refuses to acknowledge the existence 
of the Psychedelic Furs, because he sup
ports Ronald Reagan. 
Richard: Frank Sinatra just puts down the 
phone every time he phones us up. He says, 
"Frank Sinatra" and then just puts down 
the phone. We never phone him. He just 
wants us to know he doesn't like us. 
Roadie: Actually he's considering a lawsuit 
because we've used his name. 
BR: In vain? 
Roadie: The band copped the riff from 
''Fly Me To The Moon." 
BR: Not because of "Imitation Of Christ?" 
Tim: No, he's not that big-headed. Yet. 
Richard: He will be soon, though. After 
Reagan gets elected he;s going to run for 
Christ. We're going to do some Frank Sina
tra for Christ gigs, actually. In fact, the 
next tour over here is going to be Frank Si
natra for Christ. 
BR: Who would be the anti-Christ is Frank 
Sinatra were ChrisI? 
Richard: It's got to be someone intelligent, 
hasn't it? 
Tlm: Eddie Fisher .. 
Roadie: Anita Bryant.. 
Richard: Esther Williams. She's got to be 
an anti-Christ. I don't know why, but she 
just has to be. 
BR: Next rumour. David Byrne is joining 
the band. 
Richard: David Byrne's got pissed off with 
lumbering these 11 guys, or whatever he's 
got at the moment, 'round the country. 
BR: Will he be doing harmony vocals with 
you, or will you trade off songs? 
Richard: He'll be playing .. 
Tim: ... bongos .. 

Richard: ... tambourines .. 
BR: What about the rumour that the next 
Psychedelic Furs album will be live from the 
Taj Mahal? 
Richard: The second one will be total sil
ence. 
Roadie: Silence is a rhythm, too. As the 
Slits say. 
Richard: Somebody I was speaking to re
cently said they like reggae. They said, what 
do you think of reggae, and I said, oh, I 
like the silent bits. (laughter) 
BR: And what about the rumour that the 
next time the Psychedelic Furs tour, the 
stage will be entirely decked in flowers? 
Roadie: There'll be roses, chrysanthemums. 
Tim: We're going to have two cannons, you 
know, the kind they use at circuses that 
shoot out human beings. Well thesi:: will 
shoot out flowers. Massive garlands of 
flowers, into the audience. 
RJchard: And the stage is going to be total
ly bedecked in flowers. I'll be sitting cross
legged under a statue of Ohandi. 
Roadie: And Donovan will make guest ap
pearances. He enjoys the consumption of 
nowcrs. 
Richard: He eats nothing else. 
BR: We heard the Psychedelic Furs are ac
tually going to become a new soap opera, 
and that was lhe inspiration to the song 
"Soap Commercial. " 
Richard: That's absolutely not true. We are 
making a TV series, though. 
Tim: We're becoming an epic. (laughter at 
bad pun) 
Richard: We are making a TV series but it's 
not a soap opera. It's more like people 
nailed to the wall, hitting other peoples' 
toes with rubber hammers. 
Roadie: Don't you ever use my name in this 
interview. 
Richard: He's just got to be ''Roadie.'' 
BR: When are you coming back to Boston? 
Richard: We're going to be back in abou1 
three months. 
BR: Let me ask you one more question, 
Richard. Are you really related to John Ly
don? 
Richard: Fuck off. 
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Plastics----------
Welcome Plastics 
(Japanese import) 

Plastics are a baby.rock band, meaning 
they have great Sesame Street appeal. If 1he 
covers a band chooses are any indication of 
their musical influence, "Last Train to 
Clarksville" is a clear sign of the Plastics 
obsession with Americana. The rest of the 
songs - all original and in English - are 
U.S. inspired. "Robot" is an '80s·era up· 
date of "Initials" from the Hair soundtrack 
(both songs are comprised of three-letter 
initials like L.B.J. and 1.8.M.). 

Plastics are a rhythm.oriented band, in 
which all the sounds - including vocals and 
guitar are used as percussion. Ironically, 
there are no drums. Toshio Nakanishi's 
male vocals are almost identical to David 
Byrne's, yet one suspects spontaneous gen
eration rather than imitation. Indeed, 
Plastics are favorites of both Talking Heads 
and the B·52's. For what it's worth, Wel
come Plastics is the most expensive record 
this reviewer has ever purchased and well 
worth it. (Kate Ingram) 

The Jim Carroll Ban,o------
Catholic Boy 
(Atco) 

No question, Jim Carroll is one incredible 
writer. His song lyrics evoke a thousand and 
one images, more than any photographer 
could hope to capture. "Catholic Boy" 
compels more than superfluous listening 
with music punctuating heavy subject mat· 
ter ... like death, truth, evil, love, and 
hate. 

As a singer, Carroll uses strong expression 
rather than purely melodic vocals to relay 
his lyrics. For that alone, the record merits 
attention; it is parallel to recordings of 
Dylan Thomas reciting his own poetry. If 
that was truly an inspiration to Bob Dylan, 
there's no telling what Carroll's LP could 
inspire. 

Each of the ten songs on the record prof. 
its from powerful production attributed to 
none other than Rolling Stone Records exec 
Earl McGrath. Superficial listening provides 
better.than-average rock 'n' roll, while 
deeper attention promises emotional self. 
interrogation. (Kate Ingram) 

Gen X-----------
DANCING WITH MYSELF b/w Ugly Rash 
(Chrysalis, import 45) 

Bullseye! Resurrection of the year! Who. 
ever expected Gen X to ever record again -
let alone do something this satisfying? The 
only musicians given any sort of credit on 
the sleeve are singer Billy Idol and bassist 
Tony James. Presumably that's all that's 
left of the original band. Still no matter, half 
of Gen X and half of whoever have com. 
bined for a very danceable, unpretentious 
little smasheroo. 

There are plenty of songs that tend to 
make us feel bad about the conclusion of a 
long romance. "Dancing With Myself" is 
designed to make you feel good aDout it. 
(Greg Reibman) 
Dead Kennedys-------
Fresh Fruit For Rotting Vegetables 
Cherry Red Records, import LP} 

So good it's hard to tell when one song 
ends and the next begins. Different versions 
of "California Uber Alles" and "Holiday 
In Cambodia" plus 12 new songs add up to 
the best LP of the year. (John Brusger) 
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UB40-----------
Signing0ff 
(Graduate, import LP) 

Straight from the top of the British charts 
comes UB40, a reggae band from Birming
ham, England. UB40 do to reggae what the 
Crusaders do to jazz, tha1 is make it palat
able to the masses. And it works marvelous· 
ly. This album's been at the top of the 
charts since its release a few weeks ago (in 
spite of being an independent record re· 
lease). The major problem with the album is 
that it's a little too MOR. Which means an 
overall bland (' er I mean mellow) sound. 
The record intersperses songs and instru
mentals, mainly horn-dominated arrange
ments with the expected dub effects. Like 
many reggae bands, the musicians often too· 
involved in the music to notice that they've 
overstayed their welcome. The best cuts _on 
the album are also on their single. "King" 
is a tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr. 
"Food For Thought" has a Stevie Wonder 
feel to it. I can't get too excited about it, 
but I guarantee there are plenty of you who 
will. (Mr.B) 

The Police---------
Zenyatta Mondatta 
(A&M, LP) 

Zenyatta Mondatta, the Police's third 
(and most ludicrously titled) LP, finds the 
peroxide trio settling down comfortably in 
their white.reggae niche. They've made 
their money-found their formula-from 
now on it seems like they're going to stick 
to it too. Damn shame. 

There are a couple of potential hit singles 
here (which no doubt A&M will milk for 
the next twelve months or so), but apart 
from that, the rest of the album is below 
par, never rising above the expected. 

The first in this line of singles, "Don't 
Stand So Close To Me,'' sounds like a com· 
pilation of previous Police tricks but lacks 
the urgency and genuine feeling of "Mes· 
sage In A Bottle" or "Walking On The 
Moon.'' Still, if l had 10 listen to AM radio 
I'd rather listen to this than anything else 
on the Top 40. 

"Shadows In The Rain" and "Man In A 
Suitcase" (no doubt about the "life on the 
road") arc also Police trademarks, with the 
requisite reggae-tinged guitars and falsetto 
vocals. Guaranteed income. 

''Driven To Tears" and "When The 
World Is Running Down ... " are funkier 
than anything the Police have done to date. 
The respective mixes are rougher, and most· 
ly feature bass and percussion with the odd 
splashes of Andy Summer's multi·tracked 
guitar. $ting's voice is deeper and more 
cutting than usual. If your head doesn't 
like it, your feet will anyhow. "Voices In 
My Head" is another funk number, with 
quite a hypnotic riff. A riff nonetheless and 
we all know about them. 

"Canary In A Coal Mine" is pretty bland 
and "Bombs Away" does just that. 

Like on other Police albums, there are a 
couple of instrumentals-"The Other Way 
Of Stopping," which is quite nice, and 
"Behind My Camel," which is a Hendrix
esque guitar solo, no doubt to lure all those 
timid little Kansas fans who still haven't 
"gone New Wave" yet. Pointless wanking 
is you ask me. Which leaves us with: 
"De Do Do Do, De Do Do Do, 
the innocence will pull me through." 

Not for much longer, mate. Zenya110 
Mondatta, indeed! (Mark Fisher) 

David Bowi,_ _______ _ 

Scary Monsters 
(RCA LP) 

Bowie's latest and maybe greatest hope 
has been on the racks at your favorite 
K·Mart store for well over five weeks as of 
this writing. You've heard Scary Monsters 
on the radio and most likely have already 
formed an opinion or two about it. What I 
found immediately disarming about this 
record is that Bowie, the master of so many 
different mediums, is once again a pop 
craftsman of the highest order. 

At first glance, the musical personae of 
Scary Monsters is not surprising. On yeah, 
said I. Dennis Davis on percussion. Alamar 
and Visconti on guitars - and wait ... 
What's this? Fripp appears on over half of 
the ten tracks and Townshend makes his 
presence known on "Because You're 
Young." In the hands of anyone with less 
of a technical bent than Bowie, the LP 
might have ended up sounding like a refu. 
gee from certain guitar wars. It didn't. 
Scary Monsters is without reservation 
Bowie's most accessible LP since Ziggy 
Stardust and his most danceable LP ever. 

I remember an early glitter-era Circus 
magazine headline that read, "Does Bowie 
Really Believe In All This Outer Space 
Stuff?", or something like that. It should 
have been so obvious. 

About Major Tom, I mean. (Larry West) 

Wahl Hut--------
SEVEN MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT b/w 
Don't Step On The Cracks 
(Inevitable Records, import 4.5) 

This is the second offering from another 
Liverpool band. The first single, "Better 
Scream" b/w "Disco Joe" showed a band 
taking an interesting leap from mainstream 
rock 'n' roll. The current single sees Wahl 
Heat following in the footsteps of the Tear· 
srop Explodes and Echo and the Bunny· 
men. "Seven Minutes To Midnight" 
doesn't show the imagination of "Better 
Scream." Both Sides are straight·ahead 
rockers without much bite. More ne<rpsy. 
chedelic music in the grand Liverpudlian 
tradition. A definite disappointment after 
the promise of the first single, but not to
tally worthless. (Peter Gates) 

Madnes.s----------
Absolutely 
(Stiff, import LP) 

You remember Madness, don't you? The 
original nutty rude boys? Well they're back 
with another fun-filled LP of good-hu
mored ska niusic. Please stop yawning, 
that's really rude. I can understand that 
you've skanked till you've sropped and 
you've had it up to here with Two-Tone, 
but this is a brand new album! No reaction, 
huh? What if I tell ya there are some great 
new tunes like "Embarassment" (Las Ve· 
gas here we are?) and "Solid Gone" (help 
from the Cramps on this one)? You don't 
believe me? I don't blame you, I'm not too 
thrilled actually. Their songs were better on 
the first album, One Step Beyond and only 
slightly different from what this record has 
to offer. If you have that first album, you 
probably won't care 10 bother with this 
one. If you're not a Madness fan already, 
this probably won't make you one. Want to 
try it one more time me lads? (Mr. B) 

The Sklds---------
The Absolute Game 
(Virgin Records, import LP) 

I've read enough about the Skids and lis. 
tened to their records to know that these 
four guys from Scotland, particularly front
man Richard Jobson, tend to be very POLI
TICALLY HEAVY. Fortunately for us 
Americans, Jobson is usually preoccupied 
with Scottish and British socio-economic 
issues that we know nothing about. This 
makes it quite easy for us to ignore the 
sermons and just enjoy the bubbly hooks 
and cute rhymes. 

And while side one of The Absolute 
Game is both bubbly and cute, it is also 
simply brilliant. The album opens with 
"Circus Games" (supposedly inspired by 
some obscure post·war Italian filmmaker 
... but do I care? No ... not particularly 
to tell you the truth). "Circus Game" fea. 
tures ten children singing (and giggling 
through) the chorus, and as on all Skids 
material, features their majestic wall of 
sound. (It would be interesting to see how 
the Skids can possibly recreate this wall of 
production live, it has been their trademark 
throughout their three albums.) Two tracks 
later comes the song from which the album's 
title is taken; "Goodbye Civilian" is easily 
the catchiest, most danceable thing they've 
yet to do. The side closes on an equally in
spired - but much more solemn note, the 
hauntingly erotic "A Woman in Winter." 

Unfortunately flipping over this album 
isn't very rewarding. There is nothing here 
that matches the splendor of the first side. 
Also a disappointment is the so--callcd free 
bonus album included in the first however 
many copies of the album. Jobson was re· 
cently quoted as saying that since this disc 
was going to be free, they weren't too con
cerned with how it turned out. 1t was just 
their chance to experiment and play each 
other's instruments. Well you didn't have to 
tell us that Richard. It shows. 

Still, as old as it may seem, in spite of 
three uninteresting sides, side one is noble 
enough to make me glad I own this album. 
And I continue to thank my American 
naivete for keeping me in the dark about the 
ramidications of Jobson's lyrics. Otherwise 
there would always be a chance that I might 
not like it at all. (Greg Riebman) 

Echo and the Bunnymen------1 
THE PUPPET b/w Do It Clean 
(Korova, import 45) 

Dark. Dismal. Desperate. Not pretty ad
jectives, eh? But those three fairly describe 
the sound of England's Echo and the Bun
nymen. There is a constant tension and tone 
of resignation throughout the Bunnymen's 
tunes that is as familiar as their twangy, 
slow-picked echo guitar sound. "The Pup· 
pet" is no exception, starting with solo gui
tar picking, then march-precision drums, 
and finally the rest of the band joining in. It 
goes somewhere fast. The lyrics are full of 
dreary images though they don't pack much 
of a punch. In contrast, the musical sounds 
are varied, haunting and even beautiful. 
"Do It Clean" is a fast.paced rocker with 

· slashing guitars, tremolo organ and pound
ing drums in the same vein as Them's 
"Gloria." It's a real rave.up and sounds 
great. This is their third single, the first fol· 
lowing their Crocodiles album. It's also 
their best work to date. Recommended. 
(MLB) 
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Poly Styrene--------
TALK IN TOYTOWN b/ w Sub Tropical 
(United Artists, import 45) 

OH POLLY! UP YOURS! 
X-Ray Spex were one of the most in

spired, humorous and color fol bands of the 
past decade. The last thing we needed from 
their illustrious vocalist was a dainty tale 
ballad. Bui that's what we've got. This kind 
of sounds like ii was written for a Disney
land exhibit. (Greg Reibman) 

Classlx. Nouveax-------
THE ROBOTS DANCE b/w 623 
(ESP Records, import 45) 

This group also features a former X-Ray 
Spex member. Only drummer B.P. Hurding 
and company have done something plea
santly neurotic and much closer to my lik
ing. More than a potential theme song for a 
Gary Numan took-a-like contest, "Robots 
Dance" is a rather ordinary slice of disco
techno bop that is enhanced by some ex
lfemely wacky vocals. As long as this band 
maintains its sense of humor they should 
have a healthy career ahead of them. 
(Greg Reibman) 

The Speclalo--------
More Specials 
(Chrysalis Records, LP) 

Al first, More Specials seems like a stu
pid name for the Specials second album, 
but after listening to the whole record, you 
realise the pun involved. You see, half of 
this disc is schmaltzy elevator muzak, a.k.a. 
middle of the road, or MOR, hence the ti
tle. Get it? 

The first half .of this album is what you'd 
expect from these seven skanksters, except 
that the extra brass, backing vocals (courte
sy of the Go-Go's) and the production in 
general gives i1 a fuller sound, which wiU 
probably lengthen its turntable life (sorry, 
Elvis). 

The album opens and closes with the 
most perfect of cover version the Specials 
could ever do. It's called "Enjoy Yourself 
(It's Later Than You Think)," which capi
sulizes the Two-Tone philosophy of skank
ing through Armageddon in under five min
utes. The rest of the songs on this side, 
which have some muzak influence in the in
strumentation, are still dane tunes that 
make you think. The subjects include nu
clear power ("Man At C&A"), narcissism 
("Pearls Cafe") and the social ladder 
("Hey, Little Rich Girl"). 

Side two starts with a long version of the 
single "Stereotype," the second half of 
which is dubbed. The first total MOR track. 
is "Holiday Fortnight," and although it 
could fit ona Lawrence Welk record (you 
can almost see the bubbles), it is both fun 
and funny. Next is "l Can't Stand It.'' 
complete with a rhythm box and Body
snatcher Rhoda Dakar hamming up the 
corny lyrics. "International Je1 Set" fol
lows, which is true music for airports. I 
really enjoy this stuff, as long as it doesn't 
take up an entire album. 

The Specials have proven that they are 
creative and daring enough to play like 
Mantovani (who'da thunk it?), thus escap
ing clichedom. Yes, there's more to life than 
skanking, but don't overdo the MOR bit, 
OK guys? (Harold Lepidus) 

The Cowboy>--------
TEENAGE LIFE b/w Supermarket 
(Tet Offensive Records, single) 

You have to give extra points to anyone 
from a place like Columbus who makes a 
record like this. And you must also remem
ber that punk is just reaching the heartland, 
and they're doing nice things with it. Ignore 
the tired subject matter, and enjoy the en
ergy or a music form that sounds fresh 
again. "Teenage Life" is Iggy punk and 
"Supermarket" is sort of a slow Sex Pistols 
reggae. Write: 1585 N. High St., Colum
bus, Ohio 49201, c/o Tim Anstaett. (Tris-
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Joe Jackson--------
Beat Crazy 
(A&M, LP) 

Joe Jackson is mad as hell and letting the 
world know about it. But who wants to hear 
about his problems, frustrations and petty 
ravings? I don't think many people will. 
There's little appeal to anything on the al
bum. Instead he befriends us like some 
drunken, obnoxious guest. I don't need 
this! On the title cut, "Beat Crazy," he 
lashes out against the punks though given 
the choices, I'd take the punks anyday. At 
least the punks get angry at some deserving 
causes rather than wallow in their own pet
tiness. Joe Jackson's self-indulgence also 
prevents him from demonstrating any sense 
of humor-a sorely missed ingredient for 
such a dry album. On the positive side, 
some of the songs are of melodic interest 
like "One to One" and "In Every Home." 
There's one good rocker, "Mad At You,'' 
and even a ska number, "Pretty Boys." In 
spite of the liner notes claiming that "This 
album represents a desperate attempt 10 
make some sense of Rock and Roll" there's 
little rock 'n' roll to be found here. Howev
er, "desperate attempt" may still be accur
ate. For all his efforts, Joe has missed by a 
longshot. Not recommended. (Mr. 8) 

This Heat---------
Health and Efficiency b/w Graphic/Vari
speed · 
(Piano Records, import 12" EP) 

"Health and Efficiency" begins with the 
same sort of positive-attitude post-Velvet 
type riffing that you get from The Feclies. 
That'd be good enough for me, but things 
get even better. The vocals are uplifting. 
The band really cooks. Then the tape loops 
set in. They take excerpts from the band 
jam and send solos, sound effects and other 
loops over them. It even builds. Before 
long, the musicians re-emerge in real time 
and take one last fairly fragmented improv 
on the tune. I just want to play this side 
over and over. 

"Graphic/Varispeed" is gas music from 
Jupiter which is constructed out of an organ 
drone on a tape loop being played on a vari
able speed tape deck and processed through 
a graphic equalizer. It's a pretty refined 
piece of sub minimal music, combining both 
principles of slow and sudden change in a 
'Single entity. This side is trance music which 
kicks you every once in a while, not rock. 

There is no doubt in my mind that This 
Heat are among the few synthetic/electron
ic bands that are still exploring, experi(l'lent
ing and innovating. Moreover, I think their 
latest LP and this little disk both prove that 
intelligence and rock need not be anathema 
to one another. Jim Puccio 

ROOERT dEVEREAUX 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

The Teardrop Explodes-----
Kilimajaro 

The Teardrop Explodes typify modern
pop sensibility. Their music is neat and per
fectly tailored, light with an underlying 
bite. Julian Cope's lyrics concentrate on 
oblique emotions and misplaced feelings, 
and are invariably cryptic. Cope seems to be 
content to build up a series of images, 
glancing at situations from different angles 
without ever focusing clearly on his sub
jects. We are left to draw our own conclu
sions. 

The sarcastic "Ha Ha I'm Drowning" 
and "Sleeping Gas" combine light uptem
po melodies augmented by a touch of brass 
and cynical, almost self~pitying, lyrics. 
Cope's vocals are crisp and easily discern
able yet fashionably reserved. The result is 
surreal rather tahn psychedelic. "Treason," 
"Second Head" and "Brave Boys Keep 
Their Promises" seem to dwell in self-re
flection; fragmented ideas and pictures 
flash by and the music maintains its happy 
pace; in contrast, perfectly structured and 
precise. A bitter-sweet mixture. 

"Poppies In The Field" opens with some 
very tasteful . counterpoint between Alan 
Gill's guitar and David Balfe's 
synthesizer, creating a suitably hazy atmos
phere for Cope:'s lyrical dream-sequence. 
More disillusionment with personal rela
tionships. 
· "Went Crazy" is unusually abrasive, and 
Cope's singing, suddenly charged with 
emotion, makes his reservation on the rest 
of the album appear calculated, even 
pose-y. 

"Books" (written with Jan McCulloch 
from Echo and the Bunnymen) is similarly 
aggressive and yet seems to lack something, 
almost as though it's played by a different 
band. 

The album picks up again with "Boun
cing Babies" and ends with "When I 
Dream," which is, surprisingly, a straight
forward fantasy, and no doubt would make 
a good single. 

Kilimanjaro is a truly satisfying pop re
cord. Real Black Velvet. (Mark Fisher) 

A Certain Rallo-------
BLOWN AWAY b/w Flight, And Then 
Again 

ACR seem to have assimilated several 
diverse musical forms and blended them in
to a unique mixture of telttural funk. Not 
funk of the slick "booty-shaking" kind, 
but hard-edged dance music, subtly shaded 
with various synthetic hues and scattered 
attacks or echoing guitar. Simon Topping's 
sporadic vocals appear discretely under
neath, emotional yet somehow affecting. 
Blown Away? No doubt about it. Highly 
recommended. Mark Fisher 

Talking Head>-------
Remain In Light 
(Sire Records) 

Sometimes I feel like I'm preaching to the 
converted. By now, you probably already 
know what this record is like. The Heads are 
one of the most daring yet popular bands to 
emerge from the new wave scene of the mid
to-late '70s. Each album has been more ad
venturous than it~ predecessor, and each 
new disc outsells the one before. How many 
other acts can say that? 

On Remain In Light, their fourth album, 
the Heads have gone funky. The album is 
very danceable, and very strange. There's a 
lot going on in the grooves- multi-rhythms 
with various percussive instruments, a few 
voices singing different parts simultaneous
ly, instruments and effects mixed in and out, 
and so on. It's truly amazing when you hear 
it all together, but you probably already 
know that. 

What's troubling me, however, is the 
future of David Byrne and company. All 
does not seem hunky dory in the Head 
camp. Byrne had been recording with pro
ducer and resident genius Brian Eno prior to 
this album. Their effort, My Life In Th 
Bush of Ghosts, allegedly has a strong 
African influence, which was obviously car
ried over to this record. Some oFthe mater
ial on Remain In Light could fit on Eno's 
Before and After Science, especially "The 
Overload" and "Once In A Lifetime." 
Byrne and Eno co-wrote all or the songs on 
the new album (with Jerry Harrison helping 
out on a couple of cuts), I'm also sure that 
most of the weird effects are due to Eno
sophisticaion. So, how much of this album 
is Eno/Byrne, and how much is Talking 
Heads? 

Byrne has also refused to tour unless he 
could take half a dozen extra musicians with 
him. Although this made them the highlight 
of the all-star Heatwave Festival, this may 
be a warning sign or thin,as to come. 

They're at the Orpheum on November I 
& 15 and you'd better catch 'em. It's th 
only tour they'll do as a ten-piece funk 
band, and it may be their last for a while. I 
hope I'm wrong. but there might not be 
follow-up to one of the best albums of th 
year. (Harold Lepidus) 

Earl Zero and the Soul Syndlcate----4
• 

Visions of Love 
(Epiphany) 

Zero's style in more laid back, less dy
namic than Bob Marley's or Linton Kwesi 
Johnson's. But he's just as political. The 
"hit" on the album - complete with hooks 
-is ''I No Lie,'' while the rest of the album 
is more subtle . Not recommended if you're 
already on the verge of boredom, but a great 
album for relaxin . Kate In ram 
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Thrills are: 
Barb Kitson-vocals 
Johnny Angel-guitar, Vocals 
Merle Allin-bass, vocals 
Mike Collins-drums 
Sean McDonough-guitar 

Last year while opening for The Ra
mones at the Paradise, Thrills' guitarisl 
Johnny Angel took a serious on-slage tum
ble, causing serious injury to his leg. 

After recovering from John's leg opera
tion, Thrills are back and once again kick
ing up the dust in Boston's clubs. We talked 
to Barb and Johnny starting with a discus
sion of the days when they first put a band 
together ... 
Johnny: Barb and I started the band in the 
winter of 1977. We met a few months earlier 
through mutual friends. 
Barb: ... even though when we first met we 
kind of hated each other. 
Johnny: Well we ended up not hating each 
other. We both liked the same bands most 

f whom came from New York. Barb reallv 
lliked Palli Smith and I liked The New York 
Dolls. Of course, we both were wild about 

he Ramones, The Sex Pistols. The Jam, 
he Clash, and everything else that was 

going on in 1977. 
Barb: Just before we met I had come back 
from a trip to England. Things were really 
happening there - and I was really into the 
punk idea that anybody could start their 
own band. At the time John was playing 
bass for a Boston band called "Tracks." 
Boston Rock: Bass? How come you were 
laying bass? 

Johnny: Well their other bass player just left 
one night. So I picked it up. I've been play
ing guitar for years, but I never played bass 
before. 
Barb: And then one day we were getting 
together with some friends who were think
ing of playing together. At first John didn't 
want me around. He didn't want to htlve a 
girl singing. But when we played we really 
enjoyed it. Used to bang away on the bass 
like it was a guitar. The next thing that hap
pened was we found ourselves playing a gig 
in place of Tracks, who had just broken up. 
That was at a sleazy bar in the Combat Zone 
called The Bird Cage. We played in front of 
a bunch of bikers. It was my first time on 
stage. We just did a couple of covers. 
John: Our second gig was a little while later 
at Cantones. This was actually the first time 
we played as ''Thrills''. Mike was our drum
mer back then - even though he later left 
and then returned. We went through several 
bass players until Mearle joined. And then 
last year we added Sean. 
BR: What was Bos/On like back then? 
Barb: A lot of fun. There was more of a 
sense of community - bands weren't jeal
ous of each other. It was more under
ground. As for radio there was only WTBS 
(now WMBR) and WERS, and two clubs 
... The Rat and Cantones. Before I started 
the band I ran a little record store in a corner 
of The Rat. We had some really good stuff 
too! We had the original Buzzcocks "Spiral 
Scratch" EP, and the Pistol's "Anarchy in 
the UK," The Jam, Slash Magazine and a 
lot more. But none of that stuff sold at first 
so we had to close the store. But my first 
involvement with the new wave thing hap
pened when I went to Emerson College. I 
worked on WERS only except for me they 
were mostly into being a jazz station. But I 
was playing things like Patti Smith, The 
'Ramones and whatever I could find out 
about. Of course the only other person on 
the radio doing that kind of stuff was Oedi
pus on WTBS (before WBCN). In fact, I 
had beat Oedi by 12 hours playing 
"Anarchy in the UK" for the first time in 
Boston. 

As soon as I got out of school in February 
of '77 I decided to go see what was happen
ing in England. 
BR: What was that like? 
Barb: It was so incredible! Everything was 
happening so fast and everybody was totally 
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into it. I saw the very first gig The Slits ever 
did, and Siouxie and The Banshees's second 
gig. I also saw The Stranglers, The Jam, The 
Damned, Generation X, The Heartbreakers 
and lots more. 
BR: And what happened when you came 
back to Boston? 
Barb: Well, I got back and I was telling 
everyone about what was going on, and 
that's when I started working at The Rat and 
the record store. And I helped get The Jam 
and The Stranglers their first gigs at The 
Rat. And then we started Thrills. 
BR: Thrills have really changed a lot since 
those early days. 
Johnny: Yes, we really'used to be a punk 
band. But that couldn't last forever. Now I 
like to think of us as more of a pop band -
only a gutsy pop band. I really believe we're 
much more suited to that - especially since 
Barb has such a good voice. It's a shame to 
waste it spitting and shouting. 
Barb: And John's writing has really matured 
too. 
John: But there was one thing that punk 
did, that I still believe in completely. That's 
the idea that when you're on stage your no 

better than somebody else. There are plenty 
.of people in this business, and I could name 
names, but 1 won't bother, who have be
come so isolated and so far away from their 
original intentions that it's disgusting. 
Barb: Yeah. The idea is that we're no better 
than anybody else-it's just that we had the 
nerve to get up on stage. Anybody can do it 
if they have the motivation. 

And you've got to keep it fun. If it's not 
fun then why bother. You might as we·u go 
join a corporation and make some real 
money. As far as I'm concerned I'm a rock 
'n' roll fan. That's the most important 
thing. When I go see a band that I really like 
I get so excited and feel so good. And I 
would like to give that feeling to other 
people. As far as the changes we've g0ne 
through ... going to England and the old 
days at the Rat were great-but I'm still 
having fun. And we're still changing the 
band constantly. 
John: But don't worry we won't be adding 
any violins or any stuff like that. 
BR: Last year The Cars asked you to open 
for them at The Music Hall, what was that 
like? 

Barb: Playing with The Cars was a real 
turning point for us. It was so totally 
different from anything else . even the 
audience, you know they're there but be
cause of the lights you can't see them. It's 
just a black mass. But you can still feel their 
presence. It's funny, I used to go to a con
cert and sit in the 25th row, and I'd be stand
ing up on my seat, dancing, and thinking the 
band could see me- but you can't see shit. 
Johnny: And of course the little moves that 
are so important when you play in a club 
don't mean anything on a stage like that -
everything has to be very exaggerated. 

But we were so excited. The whole band 
was on Cloud Nine. 
Barb: Of Course opportunities like that 
don't come easy. We're very thankful to 
The Cars and Fred Lewis for letting it hap
pen. And that's just given us all the more 
reason to keep working: 

The Cars have helped the scene so much. 
It would have been very easy for them to just 
turn into super.stars and forget everything
but they didn't. 
Johnny: I would think it would be very hard 
to start a local band right now. I mean look 
what you're up against. Practically every 
other night a different national act is playing 
somewhere in town. In the old days a great 
out of town band would only play occasion
ally. It would be a major event - but the 
rest of the time you'd go out and see local 
bands. Its great that so many different 
groups tour Boston - but it does hurt the 
locals. 
BR: What about all lhe different clubs in 
town. l would think there would be plenty 
of gigs with so many clubs. 
Barb: My favorite places to play are Spit, 
The Rat, The Channel, and The Paradise. 
Spit especially is a lot of fun. 
John: The thing about Spit is . well l 
know a lot of the hardcore crowd don't like 
it ... but the fact is people go there to have 
fun, and for no other reason. 
BR: How about The Underground, I've 
noticed you've never played !here? 
John: I'm not really sure why ... But we've 
never been asked. Jim Kaufman doesn't 
think we'd be feasible or right for his club. 
Barb: I suppose we're too mainstream, 
and that's O.K. The Ur,derground took the 
Thayer Street loft scene and put it back into 
the city. 

BR: How would you describe your sound? 
John: We like to think of ourselves as what 
The Crystals or Ronenes would sound like if 
they were now instead of 1963. 
Barb: Yeah. They had balls. The Crystals 
were a real street sounding band. They were 
very gutsy. Very urban. Of course we're not 
actually like them. I mean we don't have 
back-up singers. And I don't wear a little 
dress and a beehive. But I do like to think we 
have that kind of feel. We also don't 
want to be a fashion show with a chick .sing
er. That whole sex.ism thing is bullshit. 
BR: And finally whal are The Thrills doing 
right I/OW. 

Barb: We're going back into the studio to 
make a tape for radio airplay. We have a 
single in the can (''Dreaming'' b/w ''I Want 
You Back") but it won't be out until Feb
ruary. It will beon Decibel Records again. It 
sounds much better than anything we've 
done before. 

One of our main problems has always 
been finding an opportunity, and the money 
to get into the studio. And we've changed 
our sound quite a bit - so that's taken a lot 
of time. About a year and a half ago, when 
we put out our first single "Heartbreaker" 
we were getting calls from Arista, Planet 
and other record companies who wanted us 
to send them tapes. But I felt we weren't 
ready. I wanted to wait. And I'm glad we 
did. You can really get swallowed up in this 
business- if you're not careful. I'll tell you 
one thing - we plan on being ready with 
this next record. 
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thing I remember about all the parties was 
Live from Newbury Comics, Candy the bathtub fuU of Wild Turkey in Tom 

brings you unaltered rumors, vicious half Lane's room. 
truths and outright lies, in the 1st printed Wednesday's events lacked any major 
edition of Warm Leatherette. disturbances and I found myself a bit dis-

Personally I think Bos/on Rock should tracted. To cure my boredom I took the 
run a nexi disk in the center of each issue contestants to see Stiff Little Fingers and 
containing au this verbal garbage that's not Thrills (with Richie Parsons as their roadie) 
quite fit to print. However, since both Marc at the Paradise. We all had so much fun 
Thor and Bos/on Groupie News (not to dancing and banging heads together that we 
mention Human Sexual Response) have could barely stand up the next day for the 
beaten us to the punch with their own nexis, pageant. One of the contestants "actually" 
I recommend we publi~ the first nexi video considered dropping out of the pageant and 
disk. running off to New York with the band. I 

Moving rigflt along. October was a busy overheard someone compare the show to an 
month. Everyone from the Stranglers (with orgasm, which I must admit is not inaccur
their studied meninblack coolness and out- ate. But ... the life of a seene-maker is tough 
rageously dusty shoes) to the Slits and Stiff and we all peeled ourselves away from the 
Little Fingers have passed through town. band and headed back to the hotel for an-

The XTC show at 15 Landsdown was lots other serious night of partying. 
of fun, but the high-light of the evening was On Thursday night of the competition I 
when DJ Tom Lane played Queen's "An- left the contestants in their rooms to pre
other One Bites The Dust" and the entire pare for their last stab at stardom and 
audience booed through the entire song. dropped into the Underground to see Shut 

When Boys Life played the Rat with Up and CCCPTV. There was a miniscule 
Mission of Burma and the Insect Surfers, turnout to hear these two new bands. l was 
they played a fine first set. The second one pleasantly surprised by both of them. Shut 
was marred by a lack of monitors and Up played the most unique version of 
strange lighting. After four songs the band "Paint It Black" that I've ever heard. Their 
complained to the sound man who, angered "Note-by-note" rendition was lost on the 
by their audacity, threw them off the stage. early crowd, still hanging back at the bar. 
Rumor has it that the sound man in ques- Most of their material was not easily classi
tion is no longer employed by the Rat. fiable so I hate to lump them in with all the 
Mission sounded really good-as usual, but other art-rock-punkers. Guess you'll just 
I was not impressed with the Insect Surfers' have to see for yourselves. 
version of Wire's song "Ex-Lion Tamer." I was enjoying CCCPTV until I had a 
Maybe I was just turned off by the lead run-in with two pretentious turkeys who 
singer's 19 pounds of nuffy blonde hair. felt the band should be thrown off stage for 

Prom night at Spit was "the" fashion being trendy. These self.important hedge
event of the season. The crowd went "all hogs should have realized that their own 
out" to create the proper atmosphere. Hu- trendy attitudes showed up their own lack 
man Sexual Response crooned appropriate of "true" punkness (whatever that is). 
prom-like oldies and I think the basketball Anyway, back at the pageant the next 
hoops on the walls added the perfect touch morning the ballroom filled up early as ev
of nostalgic authcnticity. eryone awaited the final event. When the 

When Ultravox played Landsdown St., runners-up were announced, chaos broke 
they were as professional and polished as out to the right of the stage, as several rud
my tapedeck. After Pastiche's excellent and ics attempted to gain access to the stage. 
danceable set the crowd was ready and They were quickly subdued by numerous 
waiting to greet Ultravox, but when the de- muscle men that I had engaged for the oc
lay between bands (due to a broken synthe- casion. I noticed WMBR's Henri was near
sizer) lasted more than one and a half ly thrown out along with the rowdies until 
hours, a good portion of the crowd went Carla Nolin stepped in and vouched for 
home. Those that hung around were even- him. 
tually (when the equipment arrived from the The time had come for my final decision 
Music Complex) treated to a musically com- and the winner was-CRASS! Maybe it was 
petent non-show. The band's lack of in- her inimitable Dee Dee Ramone imitation, 
volvement with the audience was exhaust- or the knowledge that she believed Joey Ra
ing. Next time I'll stay home and listen to monc to be the most influential leader in the 
the album. world. Whatever it was, she's my choice 

Towards the end of October I was caught and to quote Crass, "the day was almost as 
up in the whirlwind of activities surround- exciting as being at a Ramones' show." A 
ing the Warm Leatherette Pageant at the girl after my own heart. 
Copley Plaza Hotel Ballroom. After audi- We celebrated by attending all the Hal
tioning applicants for nearly a month and lowccn parties around town and by Satur
carefully screening out most of the nurds day we were primed for the Slits, but unfor
and wackos, I was finally prepared to make tunatcly they weren't primed for us. Maybe 
the final selection. Having been without a it was the crowd or the size of the hall or 
partner since Brother Cleve and I decided their lack of enthusiasm but we were out
that radio and romance don't mix, I was right bored. Crass just kept wishing that 
eagerly-awaiting the competition. Gloria Gearshift (who made a real exhibi-

This closed door affair was filled to capa· tion of herself in her good fairy costume) 
city. Due to the large turnout we were would turn the band into Stiff Little Fingers 
forced to follow a strict "invitation only" with her stupid magic wand. 
policy at the door. Rumor has it that cer- We were sad to see Shu1 Up's cute little 
tain "very important" people were turned guitarist Michael had cut all his hair off. A 
away because they didn't have invitations, little bird says that David Hild made him do 
and backstage passes were next to impossi- it. 
ble to obtain due to the tight security. Looks like it's time to wrap up my first 

The talent competition went smoothly, column. I want all of you to write "nice" 
marred only by one rude judge demanding letters so the editor will continue to lei me 
that Oedipus leave the hall. Fortunately he waste his space with this trash. 
was due on the air al BCN anyway so the This has been Warm Leatherette, with 
fight was avoided. I've heard from various Candy-one of the Principle Girls of the 
sources that Oedi is planning some form of USA. 
retaliation in the near future. Tune in again next month to find out 

My personal favorite of the many talents what happened to me during November. 
that day was the intricate imitation of Dee Editor's Note: Candy does a gossip col
Dee Ramone. The contestants spent the umn on WMBR 's Late Risers' Club on 
evening displaying their ability to have fun Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 10:50 
and party while gathering gossip. The main A.M.-88. I FM. 

Color me tickled pick with the new 
Specials a1bum. It truly has a perfect side -
the second side, starting with "Stereo
type." But as usual, the American packag
ing botched everything up, sullying the per· 
feet side with the mediocre "Rat Race," 
and missing the entire point of the album's 
title by leaving it as MORE SPECIALS. On 
the import cover, and in lhe British ads, the 
'E' is covered by a mock sticker, leaving it 
as M.O.R. SPECIALS. 

That proud declaration signals not a put
down parody of traditional dance-band 
music as kitsch, but an embracing, with 
humor, of atmospheric music, and an 
appreciation of all those greasy hotel 
rhumba bands. Long live Jerry Dammers's 
organ! Just listen 10 the organ solo on "I 
Just Can't Stand It"; he's got it down to a 
T, save for his film-soundtrack orchestra
tions on "Stereotype" and "International 
Jet Set" ("real" ska was obsessed with 
B-movies, too). He injects these forms with 
a new energy and lets them comment for 
themselves on their importance in our Jives. 
But don't confuse this album side with 
Dammers's stated intention to write muzak. 
He wants muzak to be more like The 
Specials, not The Specials to be more like 
muzak. 

All this comes none to soon for me; faced 
with all those drone bands from Liverpool 
with long cryptic names and oh-so-urgent 
singers, I find myself going down the radio 
dial to WXKS-AM (not a "beautiful" 
muzak station, just big bands and good 
singers, which is what I listened to before 
Never Mind the Bollocks changed my deci
bel tolerance level). I can now console my
self with· the wonderful, Dammers-pro
duced "Mnntovani" by the Swinging Cats, 
Steve Nieve's "Theme Music for the film 
.Outline of a Hairdo," and the Mono
chrome Set, who have an actual crooner, 
and a wit that wins them a place next to my 
Noel Coward albums. Only I was disap
pointed that they weren't wearing white 
dinner jackets when they played at The Rat. 
And whenever I feel the urge for a cha-cha 
or rhumba, now I've got Kid Creole and 
The Cocoanuts in there with my Stan Getz. 
And if David Bowie wants to sit on a stool 
and present an evening of Kurt Weill, that's 
fine with me. 

Next: MORamones. 
-Betsy Sherman 

Mr. Mixup, ably assisted by Hy Voltage 
The idea is truly wild. The idea is truly 

crazy. But, why not set up a wholesale dis
tribution company for imports right here in 
Boston? Right now we have to look to New 
York for our import albums. We have to 
wait for the a1bums to be shipped up here. 
Sometimes it doesn't take long, other times 
we never see the albums .or singles we de
sire. I believe the market exists in Boston 
and its environs (even for the more obscure 
items) . The local musically.aware consumer 
deserves nothing less. And it may mean a 
lower retail price to consumers (I hope so). 

A Fe.,.Plcks 
I've been listening to some albums lately 

that deserve mention: 
First of all, the Jim Carroll Band. Jim 

Carroll paints a vivid picture of NYC street 
life, better than anyone else I've ever heard 
do it. You must hear this for yourself. 

The Teardrop Explodes is some of the 
best pop I've heard in ages, causes uncon
trollable foot tapping, and with songs like 
"Poppies In The Field," will cause uncon
trollable fits of dancing. 

Speaking of dancing, I want to talk about 
Joe "King" Carrasco and the Crowns. 
Though slagged by the British press, I was 
happy to sec John Rockwell of the New 
York Times come to the album's defense, 
Friday 10/31. Thisisagreatdanccrcc0rdno 
matter what the (some?) Brits think. Keep 
in mind JKC is not trying to break new 
ground, just get people dancing. 

The new Specials album is being written 
off here by many, but I find it enjoyable 
and interesting. It's nice to sec a group 
change with its second a1bum (though not 
necessarily to MOR). I like it and think that 
"Stereotype Pt. 2" is outstanding stuff. 
Too bad the a1bum isn't getting more air 
play. There arc more albums worth 
speaking of, but space limitations mean 
they'll be covered in the next column. 

Address all love/hate notes to Mixup/ 
Voltage c/o of this paper. 

by Nancy Klintz 
Portland is on the circuit (unfortunately) 

for many of the rock mcgaconcerts-Heart, 
Rush, ad noiseum. It's rare we get a chance 
to see bon,-Top Forty bands from outside 
New England. So this past month was a 
welcome change 10 those of us who spend 
too much time and money frantically trying 
to get down to Boston to catch whoever's 
currently on tour. 

Due to some snag in Canadian law, Fin
gerprintz was forced to make some last 
minute changes and had to kick off their 
American tour in Portland instead of Mon
treal, as they planned. They were under
standably confused as to the location of 
Maine and whether it is really a state (yes, 
it's the one in the upper corner that looks 
like a big potato). Fingerprintz played a 
very strong, intense set and didn't let up un
til they finished several well-deserved and 
well-taken encores. They were tight and 
true to their excellent new Distinguishing 
Marks LP, with some of their older favor
ites to remind, like the great funk number 
"2 AT." We can only hope more immigra
tion red tape will send Fingerprintz through 
this way again before returning to England. 

Living in Portland is often reminiscent of 
junior high-you know everyone and 
what's going on, and it's seductively secure. 
And the Downtown Lounge often takes on 
the atmosphere of the school cafeteria at 
noon. With the coming of the Insect Surfers 
word went out for one more of the 
Lounge's famous beach party blast~bcforc 
the long Maine winter took hold. Enough 
short·shorts, flowered bcrmudas and terry
cloth turned out for the occasion to keep 
Annette and Frankie giggling and fondling 
each other till early next spring. The Con
tractions opened the evening with a long set 
to a crowd supportive of this local band. 
This four-~mber band is young and has all 
the enthusiasm that goes along with that 
territory. The lead singer is prone to mug
ging and theatrics and keeps up the band's 
good level of fun. Eagerly anticipated, the 
Insect Surfers did not disappoint the audi
ence. The are definitely a band to be danced 
to if you like it fast. The Surfers and the 
crowd built on each other's momentum and 
their incredibly high·encrgy sets inspired 
one of the Lounge's best nights. 

The Rattlers' appearance here was some
thing of a let-down. Playing in the shadow 
of the Ramones, many people may have 
shown up to see Joey's brother play and 
were satisfied. But the Rattlers had trouble 
standing on their own long legs and short 
merits. They played New York sets-late, 
short and only two, with some songs re
peated. It could be this was sort of a throw 
away performance for them and we'll gladly 
give them another chance, if they can find 
their way back here. 

In case any rumors have drifted south, 
the Downtown Lounge, located in the in
famous Plaza Hotel, will not be closing 
down. Because of inflation (the cost of 15· 
watt light bulbs, Salvation Army mattresses 
and Roach Motels have spiralled out of 
reach), the Plaza has asked its guests to 
leave by November I (cast out of the cold 
and into the cold). But breathe easy, Boston 
bands, the Hotel will maintain "special 
rooms'' for you and your friends. And the 
Downtown Lounge will continue as always, 
except for cancelling Wednesdays and add
ing on Thursday nights, Fridays and Satur
days Y{ill be ever as before. 





Sampling the Samplers: 

by Tristram Lozaw 
Yeah, I know. There are already too 

many anthologies and album samplers glut
ting the market that all look and sound the 
same. You sift through the records and then 
sift through the lists of unknown bands and 
every once in a while you hear something 
worthwhile, but hell if you can remember 
which group, which album. But, I'm tellin' 
ya, here are two that are musts and two 
more that are recommended with reserva
tions. 

Number One "Must Get": Wanna Buy A 
Bridge? The Rough Trade Compilation of 
Singles (US). You know all those British 
groups you hear great things about, may 
even have heard on alternative radio, but 
can't really remember? Here's the first 
sampler that clears things up instead of con
fusing you further. Oh, that's what the 
Raincoats sound like. Hey, I've heard this 
onw by the Slits before. Or-Jeez, I'm glad 
I didn't spend ten bucks on these creeps. 

Included are entries from 11 (count 'cm) 
different bands-Delta 5, Stiff Little Fin
gers, Swell Maps, Cabaret Voltaire, Essen
tial Logic, Spizz Energi and 5 others. 
There's no filler since these songs were al
ready thought to be good enough to be re
leased as singles. And since Rough Trade 
now has offices in San Fran, this domestic 
release will cost about the price of two im
ported 45s. Maybe Rough Trade can do the 
same for the exposure of America's under
rated unknowns as they've done for the 
new British invaders. 

Number Two "Musi Get": Troublemak
ers, (Warner Bros. $3! double set). OK, so 
the vinyl isn't still warm on this one. But I 
had to wait 8 weeks to get my copy in the 
mail just like the rest of you schmucks. 
Troublemakers is the latest entry in a series 
of loss-leader samplers that were once the 
pride and joy of Warners' weirdos. With 
the corporate (i.e. MOR} slant prevailing in 
Warners' stable of acts since the early se
venties, most of the recent samplers have 
been dogs because the groups on them have 
been dogs. 

Now, with some decent acts once again 
on the Warner roster, the famed samplers 
may achieve the listening levels of yester
year. Not only is Troublemakers a great in
troduction (Christmas present for your cou
sin in Tulsa?) to a lot of acts that are still 
maintaining cult status despite the fact that 
their record company is a branch of the lar
gest entertainment conglomerate in the 
world, it also had rare tidbits and long-lost 
cuts to entice those who still believe that 
there hasn't been any good music since the 
end of the good ol' sixties (which actually 
ended in about 1973 after accounting for jet 
lag and all). It also shows why the Modern 
Lovers shouldn't have been signed on the 
strength of their Kim Fowley-produced 
demo (the tapes were fun but gawd-awful). 
Included: PiL, Gang of Four, Nico, Sex 
Pistols, Robin Lane, John Cale, others. 

Number Three: "Buy If You Have the 
Money": Made in Great Britain (Polydor). 
The others on this four-group sampler 
(Protex, Excel, Invaders) are competent 
enough. But only the Comsat Angels' four 
cuts make it worth having. While most 
groups, record execs, DJs and fools-in-gen
eral think that commercial success can only 
lie in unoriginal, over-produced, and unin
spiring cliches, bands like the Comsat An
gels are making intelligent inroads into pop. 
Fave cut: "Independence Day." 

Number Four "Buy Only If You Absolute
ly Adore Kim Fowley": Kim Fowley & 
Others-Hollywood Confidential (GNP
Crescendo). This 12 song album ranges 
from teenage punkettes (The Runaways), 
pychedelic underkill (The Seeds) and re
pressed girl-group sexuality (The Popsicles) 
to absolute worthlessness (Venus & The 
Razorblades). This may be a collector's 
item, because I don't recall any releases 
from Crescendo in the last 13 years. 

Declaration Of lndependents----------------
(Ambition Records, LP) 

These songs by 13 bands from 8 colonies, 
I mean states, are the result of the ambi
tious task of making an interesting album 
from American bands that record on inde
pendent labels. These types of labels are far 
more successful in England, where sounds 
that are new and exciting are encouraged 
and the personal touch is more appreciated. 
Stff, 2-Tone, Radar, F-Beat, Rough Trade, 
Factory, Go-Feet and other English inde
pendent labels are responsible for most 
trends (punk, new wave, ska-revival, post
punk avant garde, etc.) and the more inter
esting bands (Elvis Costello, Ian Oury, Nick 
Lowe, the Specials, the Beat, Joy Division, 
Young Marble Giants, and others) of the 
late 1970's. 

Although the above labels have been very 
successful, that doesn't mean we don't have 
somc;._thing of worth to offer as well. As a 
matter of fact, as this disc proves, (with 
only one Beantown band included), there is 
enough to fill up at least an album. 

There isn't one clinker here. Highlights 
include Pylon's "Cool," and our own 
(sigh) Robin Lane and the Chartbusters' 
"Rather Be Blind" from their Deli-Platter 
EP. 

The best thing about the album is the di
versity. There's the disco-ish "Meltdown" 
by Root Boy Slim, rockabilly by Tex Ru
binowitz, pop from Des Moines' Luxury, 
white soul schmaltz from Bubba Lou and 
the Highballs, and, of course, cover ver
sions of the Ventures, the Seeds, and an in
teresting stab at Chuck Berry. 

This is an example of a good idea car
ried out as planned. Now, watch for the 
best of Ace of Hearts, and watch out, Jake! 
(Harold Lepidus) 

TheMundanes--------
MAKE IT THE SAME b/w Funnier Than 
Love/Empty Boulevards 
(Portable Records, EP) 

This Providence-based sextet has been 
playing around the Boston area long enough 
that you just might recognize their name, 
and the familiarity does not stop there. The 
songs are pleasantly poppy, and the listener 
might feel immediately well acquainted with 
them. "Empty Boulevard, " for instance, 
sounds like an early Blondie outtake. The 
strongest tune on the EP is "Make It The 
Same," which also happens to be the most 
original tune contained herein. You may 
wince when you hear lead vocalist Marsha 
Armitage doing a Ronnie Spector "uh-oh, 
uh-oh" thing, but this particular strain of 
pop music doesn't particularly pride itself 
on originality of musical form, nor does it 
take heart in disguising its influences. The 
Mundanes' music is snappy and unpreten
tious. Consider their EP a pleasant surprise. 
(Larry West) 

Disturbed Furniture------
lnformation/BobEJy Beausoliel/ Allores Allez 
(Demo Tape) 

Disturbed Furniture is yet another NY band 
to be on the lookout for. It's difficult to 
describe their sound, but a Joy Division/X
Ray Spex hybrid comes to mind. "Informa
tion" is head-crashing music with a ska-fast 
tempo. "Bobby Beausoliel" is another fast 
rocker but this time with a "Psycho Killer" 
feel to it. And rapping it up, "Allors Allez" 
is a plodding but gloriously noisy ballad 
sung in French. I haven't seen them yet but I 
strongly recommend catching them the next 
time they're in town. Good fun this one. 
(M,. B) 

The Revlllo,s--------
Rev Up 
(Snatzo Records, import LP) 

Alas, it's half great, half bad. The best of 
the lot: "Secret of the Shadows," "Scuba 
Boy Bop" and "Yeah Yeah." 

If you have a tape recorder you can make 
a super half-LP out of it. (John Brusger) 

The Unlrs---------
Digital Stimulation 
(415 Records, LP) 

Digital Stimulation is an impressive LP 
debut on Howie Klein's 415 label for the 
Units, 2 synthesist/vocalists and a drummer 
from San Francisco. It's a cleanly-produced 
collection of personable electronic music 
that for the most part avoids the preten
tious, sterile trappings that do in a lot of 
electr.o-bands. Using some great spatial ref
erences in the stereo mix, the Units have re
recorded, and consequently cleaned up, 
some previously available material and add
ed some new tunes. The lyrics, which the 
Units make a point of emphasizing, are the 
band's weak suit. They stray toward ob-. 
lique story-telling and an over-theatrical de
livery. Supplied with the album jacket's 
snapshots of the films which accompany 
the group live, side 2's 3 instrumentals tell 
their stories just as well as the vocally-ac
companied numbers. Overall, the band's 
promising approach outweigh's this weak 
spot. Top cuts include the LP's strong 
opener "High Pressure Days," "Canni
bals" with its computer-driven jungle mu
sic, and the airy echoes of ''Town By The 
River.'' (Tristram Lozaw) 
The Hates---------
No Talk In The Eighties/New Spartans b/w 
All The Whites Are Going Negro/Last 
Hymn 
(Faceless Records, EP) 

A punk trio? From Texas? In 1980? 
Well, if you just can't get enough punk 

these days, Houston's Hates are for you. 
All the songs are Ramones-fast, played 
with spunk, and sung with real angst. Noth
ing revohttionary, but a lot of fun anyway, 
even if they are a bit late. Best song-''New 
Spartans.'' (Harold Lepidus) 

.John Lennon/Yoko On.,o-----
(JUST LIKE) STARTING OVER b/w 
Kiss Kiss Kiss 
(Geffen Records, 45) 

This single is from the forthcoming LP 
Double Fantasy, John And Yoko's first 
collaboration since 1972, and Lennon's 
first record since Move Over Ms. L from 
the "Rock 'n' Roll" sessions of 1975. 

"Starting Over" marks the third major 
period of Lennon's career. In the '69's he 
was a Beatie, in the '70's he was an ex
beatle, and now he can just be himself. He 
is probably happier now than ever before, 
after taking half of a decade off to buy 
land, sell cows, raise a son, and leave the 
business to Yoko. 

The change is obvious in the opening sec
onds of "Starting Over." On Lennon's 
first post-Beatie album, the opening cut 
started with slow, resounding clangs of 
church bells, followed by some of the most 
depressing and personal music you'll ever 
hear. "Starting Over," however, begins 
with a few quick, happy chimes, followed 
by John strumming his electric guitar every 
few syllables, singing about how content he 
is with Yoko-"Our life, together, is so 
precious, together we have grown." Sooth
ing backup singers then emerge behind Len
non's demon-free voice. John has always 
had one of the best voices in rock 'n' roll, 
and to hear him so trouble free really makes 
you feel good inside. 

and Yoko reaching orgasm in Japanese (I 
really think so). 

There's also a great black and white pie 
sleeve with Yoko and John smooching. The 
40 year old John, sans glasses, looks like he 
did 15 years ago. 

John and Yoko, it's good to have you 
back. (Harold Lepidus) 

Captain Beefhea,n-------
Doc At The Radar Station 
(Virgin/ Atlantic, LP) 

There are very few creative musicians 
whose lyrics are as important as their music. 
There are many, of course, whose music is as 
forgettable as their lyrics usually are. But 
Don Van Vliet's brilliant brickbat poetry is 
as potent as his pioneering musical imagery. 
On Radar Station, Beefhcart puts in his 
best efforts in these regards since the classic 
Clear Spot-scathing vocal exercises in alli
teration and presence mixed with a re-vital
ized Magic Band that makes music, as Bill
board observed, that "was made on an
other planet." His motal visions hit a high 
peak in "Ashtray Heart," where he com
plains about people with '' a case of the 
punks." The Captain and his band try to 
emphasize their transcendence of this trend
iness by sporting wide ties and long hair in 
their cover photo (pretty un-punk, huh?) 

But as much as he'd hate to admit it, 
Becfheart seems to have been stirred from 
the complacency of his self-regard as one of 
the top musical minds of the century by the 
successes of punk, new wave and post-punk 
bands that he greatly influenced. The no
tion that a group has sold out solely because 
they sell records is bunk. Beefheart him
self attempted to "go commercial" with 
the much mis-maligned Bluejeans and 
Moonbeams. And the notion that the punk 
uprising stole the progressive spotlight from 
the inventive groups (who were already ob
scured by the flaccidity of the '?O's main
stream) is pure fantasy: There wit always be 
a lot of hopping from trend to trend. But 
for all its shortcomings, the "new wave" 
has provided the Captain with more open
minded ears than have been available in 
ages. And Radar Station, the most focused 
and effective Beefheart in years, is just the 
album to play for them. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Sector 27---------
INVITATION, WHAT HAVE WE GOT 
TO LOSE b/w Dungannon 

If, like me, you always liked Tom Rob
inson's lyrics, but found TRB's music 
heavy-handed and unimaginative, Sector 27 
should come as a pleasant surprise. 

"Invitation" finds Tombo moving away 
from politics but still maintaining a sense of 
purpose. The music, although not incredi
bly original, sounds convincing and ener
getic. 

"Dungannon" is the most interesting 
song I've heard from Sector 27 so far, lean
ing towards vaguely reggae-ish rhythms and 
jarring, stacatto guitar, it's closer to PiL 
than TRB. Recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

Swingers Reson-------
Mind Off You/Rockets and Rose/Nervous 
(Demo Tape} 

Most of the song, however, is a 50's-typc Swingers Resort are kicking out some of 
R&B rocker, although producer Jack Doug- the best hard-core rock 'n' roll in Boston 
las (Aerosmith, Patti Smith Group) gives it right now and they're but a couple of 
a slick modern feel. Lennon is still a dream- months old. Their songs bring to mind The 
er and an idealist ("It's time to spread our Jam, Ramones and AC/DC although these 
wings and fly") and that's the way I like it. bands better describe their influences than 
1 don't remember the last time I played a re- their true sound. "Rockets and Rose" is 
cord as much as this one, or awaited an al- probably the best-known tune and the one 
bum as eagerly. ~ getting the most airplay. It's a fast rocker 

For those of you who think that the fab with a driving melody you just can't get out 
one has played it safe, just flip the disc of your head. Their other tunes can't be 
over. Yoko's "Kiss, Kiss, Kiss" would be a slighted either, they're both solid rock tunes 
great segue between the Slits and PiL. The that pack a wallop thanks to some heavy
first half of the record is basically a "nor- handed bass playing. The Swingers are in 
mal" song, with Yoko over-dubbing vari- the .studio right now working on an EP to 
ous syllables interspersed between Jines. The include "Rockets and Rose" as well as two 
sound is a bit too clean, but the second half new songs. Until then, go see them - Now! 
of the disc is handclaps, feedback, wailing, (Mr. B) 



by Harold Lepidus 
The Spectres are: 

Glen Matlock (vocals, bass) 
Danny Kustow (Vocals, guitar) 
Arthur Collins (Vocals, reeds) 
Mark Ambler (keyboards) 
Graeme Potter (drums) 

The interview with Glen and Danny took 
place backstage at the Underground. Al
though many of the response seem hostile 
on the printed page, most of them were said 
with a smile. 
Boston Rock: I'm gonf'IIJ have to ask you 
about your past ... 
Glen: Oh, you don't have to. You just did! 
"No comment" was the firm reply. 
BR: Well, how did you feel when you left 
the Sex Pistols? 
Glen: Good riddance. Yeah, good riddance. 
BR: Your promo kit said that you wrote 
most of the material ... 
Glen: I wrote some things. There was kind 
of a rumour that went 'round that everyone 
was arguing about it. Yeah, I wrote a few 
things, most of the things were co-credited. 
I don't make any bones about that. A cou
ple songs I wrote, and a coupla songs I 
didn't. It was a pretty casual kind of thing. 
'Cause at the time, it was like everybody 
was c0ntributing ideas, so it was fair. One 
person may have written the whole of one 
song, and maybe not have done anything 
on another song. We decided it was gonna 
go four ways, so that was it, really. 
BR: Did you make much money? 
Glen: No. I made enough money to hang 
about and get the right band together. 
Bands are an expensive business. You 
know, if you put a band together, and no
body else is putting the money up for it, you 
kinda end up with second best musicians 
and stuff, just because you have to go on 
the road and stuff. This time I felt, and 
Danny as well, we were able to afford to 
take care of time, and get exactly the right 

man for the job in each case, and I think it 
makes for a better band. It's not like a bot
tomless pit of money, 'cause it's running 
out now. I think we've used it to good pur
pose. I mean money is a thing to be used, 
not to be kind of hoarded. I don't see any 
pleasure in spending it like water. It's such a 
transient kind of thing. To obtain goods 
hoard things, I don't see the point of that. 
You should use it towards something con
structive. 
Danny: Unlike you, I like little gadgets and 
things. I mean, all the money I ever got out 
of TRB has sort of gone into financing the 

· band. (sings) "It's running low ... " 
Glen: It's not like we're cocaine fiends or 
anything, if you're looking for the big 
scam. Or even if we were, we wouldn't tell 
you. 
BR: The excuse the Pistols gave when you 
left was that you liked the Beatles. What 
was the real reason? 
Glen: I was fed up . I wanted to move on. 
BR: So you left? 
Glen: Yeah, I left. You see, the whole thing 
of that was that they couldn't be seen not in 
total control of their own destiny. So when 
someone wants out, it doesn't look like the 
band's a tight mix, so the bands had to 
make it look like they're kicking somebody 
out, to save face, when it's really the other 
way around. So that's the simple explana
tion to that. 
BR: What do you think of what the other 
members are doing? The Professionals? 
Glen: The Professionals.. they haven't 
really done anything really ... one single .. 
BR: Public Image? 
Glen: Publia. Image, they•re a good comedy 
band. It's like Spike Jones. It's that type of 
thing. 
Danny: Anyway, they're a "company," 
aren't they? (laughter) 
Glen: Yeah, they're not a band. 
Danny: Videos, and doo-dah. (laughter)We 

dabble with .. 
BR: How about Bow Wow Wow? 
Glen: I don't know anything about them. I 
heard half of the single on the radio. You've 
got to get on with what you're getting on 
with, you know. 
BR: OK, then the next thing was the Rich 
Kids. There was sort of an all star cast 
(Mick Jones, Midge Ure, Mick Ronson, 
Ian McLagen). How did that all get togeth
er? 
Glen: Um, I don't know really. It comes 
down to finding the right person for the 
job really. And, in a way, it:s easier if you 
think you know what you want someone to 
play like. The reason we got Ian Mclagen, 
who wasn't really in the band, he just did a 
bit of playing on the album and he did a 
tour with us, you know, just for a laugh 
more than anything else, really .. . It was like 
we were in the studio, and Mick Ronson, 
who was producing, was playing a lot of 
keyboard parts, but basically, he's just a 
guitar player. And we were looking for a 
rock and roll style piano, and Mick couldn't 
play it, so he said, "Well, who do you want 
it to be like? Explain what kind of style." 
And we said, "Ian McLagen, really." So 
we thought, "Shit! Where are we gonna 
find a guy who could play keyboards like 
Ian McLagen?" Then someone came up 
with the brilliant idea of getting Ian McLa~ 
gen. So we called him up. It was pretty 
straight forward. 
BR: You had a hit single, then the album, 
and you split up. 
Glen: Well, we kind of broke up because we 
didn't really get on. Our personalities 
clashed. Midge is in Ultravox now. I loathe 
that (Ultravox) ... well, I don't loathe it, but 
I couldn't play it. I like a bit of soul in my 
music, a bit of sweat, guts. You could see 
we were going in different directions. 
BR: Then Iggy was next. How did that 
about? 

Glen: He just phoned me up. He. was look- ,,. 
ing for a bass player, and someone said the 
Rich Kids split up, so he just called up. It 
was like a job, because I was stuck at EMI 
and stuff at the time. I couldn't record any 
of my own stuff 'cause the Rich Kids still 
owed 'em three albums. We never saw most 
of the money. But playing with Iggy was 
quite an interesting propective. 
BR: Was he someone you admired as a kid? 
Glen: Not particularly. I did listen to his re
cords. He wasn't like a hero or anything 
like that, but I always found him interest
ing, you know, I always found him ... I 
mean there were a few people, when you go 
out and buy their new record, and you've 
found that they've really pushed themselves 
to the utmost."You can really think this is a 
record that's come out great, but it doesn't 
seem contrived. It sounds like someone's 
put their full effort into it. Some things just 
sound really a formula kind of thing. I real
ly like people who can do that [avoid the 
formula], I respect that, and he was one of 
the people. 
BR: Whose idea was it to do "No Fun?'' 
Glen: On the Iggy Pop tour? I can't remem
ber, actually. I think it might have been 
mine, really. I mean he didn't wanna do it, 
'cause he's always felt that the Pistols did a 
far better version than the' Stooges. That's 
what he said.-1 said, "it's a good song." I 
mean we just used to work a song out with 
the sound check, and, like, do it that night, 
and that was one of the things that war ':ed, 
so we just kept it in the set. It's a good 
song. 
BR: You wrotefoursongson h!!.Y s Soldier 
album. Did you write them for Iggy, or did 
you already have them' 
Glen: One, "Ambition," I already had 
around. Actually we'll be doing that to
night. We do it pretty different. Two I 
worked out with him. One was another 
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song called "Forget Mc Not,'' which be
came "Take Care or Mc," 'cause I didn't 
really like the lyrics. I couldn't imagine Iggy 
singing (sings) "Forget Mc Not." (laughtct) 
I couldn't imagine anyone singing that. I 
hated it, but I liked the tune. 
BR: Did you know that you were gonna be 
with Iggy for just a short time? 
Glen: Well, a1 one stage I wasn't, but then 
we had a layoff. Then Danny came by my 
house, didn't you? 
Danny: I looked your address up in the Mu
sician's Union Directory. 
Glen: Is that where you got it? 
Danny: It was your mum's number! (laugh
ter) What's that doin' in there? 
Glen: That's where I used to be. Anyway, 
Danny came over. I had finished the Eng
lish and European tour with Iggy, and then 
we had some time off, and then I did the al
bum and the American tour. During the 
time off, me and Danny, we stayed in Eur
ope with Budgie or Siouxsic and the Ban
shees, and we were just looking around, we 
decided to do some gigs, you know, just to 
work in a few new songs, just for a laugh. 
And also everyone was kinda like thinkin', 
"What arc we gonna do next?" as well a 
little bit. But we did it a bit hair heartedly. 
But me and Danny really enjoyed doing it, 
so we decided to make more of it. 
BR: OK, Danny, now it's your turn. You 
left the Tom Robinson Band, and that's 
what caused the break-up ... 
Danny: Yeah, well they called it a break-up, 
but, I mean, Dolphin had left, and just af
ter the first a1bum, Mark (Ambler) got 
kicked out. And they called it the "TRB 
breaking up." I suppose we were the only 
two original members left. 
Glen: Instead or "The Tom Robinson 
band,'' it should be "The Tom Robinson.'' 
(laughter) 
BR: Why was Mark Ambler kicked out of 
TRB? 
Danny: He was kind of ... I don't know, he 
just didn't seem really into it. I don't think 
he ws into the band. Also, at the time, he 
was about 16½, 17. Notthatthat'sgotany
thing to do with it. I think it was just a load 
or things that kept happening, and the last 
thing was this Swedish television thing we 
did with Beau Brummel-it was live, you 
know-I don't know, we all decided he 
should go, really. But he's in this band,so .. 
BR: Why did you choose him again? 
Danny: Well, I really like his playing, you 
know. I really think he's a good player. I 
met him quite a few times since he ... (whis
pers) got kicked out... (louder) left. (laughs) 
You know, we had two sax players origin
ally when we started out .. 
Glen: In TRB? 
Danny: No! In the Spectres! TRB never had 
... Anyway, we had this other guy called 
C.C. who played good keyboards, but it 
wasn't really any good, it wasn't good 
enough. We wanted strong keyboards. So I 
phoned up Mark. 
BR: How'd you/eel when TRB broke up? 
Danny: It was so good that it broke up. It 
was the best thing that could have hap
pened. We had to break up, there was just 
no other way. It just got to the point where, 
I remember the last American tour, I re
member when Tom got to "Glad To Be 
Gay," he started smiling and laughing. I 
don't know, when it got to the point where 
I thought, "What's really happening?", 
stuff like that, it was rca11y good when it 
broke up. 
BR: Have you seen Sector 27? 
Danny: Yeah. I caught their set a couple of 
weeks ago in London. It's a lot of interest
ing stuff. I've known Tom for years, and I 
really admire what he's done, but on the 
other hand, I know that he really likes to 
enjoy hi "1:-elf onstagc. I know he really 
likes to feel it. I didn't see him rca11y en
joying himself [in TRBJ. I think that the 
songs that Sector 27 arc doing arc a lot less 
political, or whatever, than what we did, 
but it's a bit more personal. 
BR: I've only heard a couple of songs. 
What's the general sound? Is it heavy me-
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' ta/? 
Danny: (Quickly) No, no, no, no, no. It's 
much, much sort of fun. I mean there's this 
sort of guitar sound that either you love or 
you hate. It's more in the vein of ... there's 
no kind of blues scales, or anything, there'~· 
no things as we know it. There's different 
sounds ... I don't know, I went away feel
ing, you know, it was quite interesting 
stuff. I don't know, I didn't go away feel
ing really fulfilled. Maybe I'll hear him 
again and I'll feel differently. 
BR: What did you do between TRB and 
the Spectres? 
Danny: What did I do? (mischievous laugh) 
BR:/ mean, that we can print. 
Danny: Yeah, I did a lot of riding around 
on me bike. I did a couple of sessions, you 
know, like the Planets, and then Licky Li
t us, of Roogalator, who used to play with 
TRB as well. Uh, and 1 did, ummm ... and I 
did a few gigs with Stiff Little Fingers, sort 
of went on the road with them, did a couple 
of gigs .. 
Glen: (surprised) When did you do that? 
Dan ny: (Yelling) WHEN YOU WERE IN 
THE BLOODY ... (quietly) Oh, sorry, when 
you were here, with Iggy. 
Glen: You kept that quiet! 
Danny: Well, I was, you know, I did a few 
gigs. Then I did a couple of auditions .. . It 
didn't work out, I mean I didn't get phoned 
up or anything. (laughter) It was up to that 
again-"Oh, we'll phone you." No one 
ever did, you see. And we put this Jimmy 
Norton thing together. 
BR: That was very shorl-lived. 
Glen: Yeah, it was just like, uh .. 
BR: / mean, there's no one named Jimmy 
Norton! 
Danny: No, don't discuss it. Please, keep it 
quiet. (laughs) We can't say anything really. 
Glen: No, we're sworn to secrecy. 
Danny: Sorry about that. 
BR: All right, all right. How'd you get the 
rest of the Spectres? 
Glen: Well Graeme (Potter], the drum
mer ... 
Danny: We nicked him. 
Glen: We knicked him, viciously, from this 
band called the Little Roosters, whose band 
I was kind of half-producing at the time. 
They're like an R&B band. They've just 
done some stuff with Joe Strummcr. We 
had a few people drumming, Jim Walker. 
Danny: Ex-PiL. 
Glen: Mark Wyatt, from Generation X. 
They're all good drumcmrs, but... You've 
got to get on with more than just playing, 

it's got to feel right. We had an advert in 
the papers, you see, for a dance band, that's 
how we found Arthur [Collins), and these 
were the first people to come down. But we 
realized that we didn't have anyone to 
drum for us that night. So we phoned up 
Graeme, you know, and said "Could you 
come and help us out?" We had all or these 
name drummers who didn't work out very 
well, and Graeme is a lot more kind of per
sonable, more casual and friendly. So he 
ended up staying. Now the Lillie Roosters 
won't speak to us anymore. (laughter) 
BR: Is anyone the leader of the band? 
Danny: (points two different ways) He went 
thataway. 
BR: Whose idea was it to get a sax player? 
Danny: We both sort of wanted a big sec
tion at first, a brass section. (To Glen) You 
started talking about a section .. 
Glen: Yeah. Arthur had just left the army, 
the Brigadier Guards. A lot of brass players 
get their start there, which I didn't realize. 
BR: You have just the one single out, right? 
["Strange Effect" b/w "Getting Away 
With Murder") 
Glen: It's really half a single. There's one 
we've just recorded, but it's not out yet, for 
F-Beat. 
BR: Where did you find the Ray Davies 
song ''Strange Effect''? 
Glen: The Kinks never did it. 
Danny: Dave Berry did it, Dave Berry and 
the Cruisers. (Docs a little imitation) 

BR: Wasitahitforyou? 
Glen: No, we just did it for ourselves, we 
didn't have a record deal. We'd been gig
ging around, and we did the single for all of 
the kids who'd come to see us. 
BR: Was that the only release on that label 
[Direct Hits)? 
Glen: Yeah. Why, do you want to put a re
cord out? 
BR: Well, that's another story. How'd you 
like the American tour so far? Are people 
coming to see you? 
Glen: (enthusiastically Yeah! We find a lot 
of kids who come to see a pretty good band, 
the ones who arc into new wave or what 
not, not like these English so-ca11ed new 
wave babies, who get put off by English 
kids who see themselves as tortured artists, 
that seem like just looking at the band is an 
effort. American kids seem a bit put off by 
that. So we're getting along fine. 
BR: So you've been signed to F-Beot re
cords. 
Glen: Yeah. 
BR: But you're not managed by Jake Rivi
era. 
Danny: (Loudly, with a thick accent) CA
TEGORICALLY NO! We want to send 
Jake a wooden spoon (I don't get this onc
HLJ. Cut! 
Glen: No, he's alright. 
Danny: He's just helping us out. 
BR: When do you pion to put a record out? 
Glen: The reason we're here is because 
we're ta1king to record companies at the 
moment, to sort out a record deal. We've 
got one in England, but we want one with 
an American base. 
Danny: We thought we'd do a few gigs at 
the same time. Just do the New York area, 
Con-nc-ti-cut. Why don't they say "Con
nec-ti-cut''? 
BR: I don't know. You guys speak funny. 
Glen: (laughs) Look who's talkin'! 
BR: Do you know what label you'll be on 
here? 
Glen: We've been talking to Ncmperor, 
who seems to interested at the moment. 
David Gcffcn is, as well. 
BR: Who writes most of the songs for the 
f!and? 
Glen: Ido. 
Danny: Jimmy Norton. (laughs) Oh no! I 
gave it away! Shit! 
Glen: We write them. We do a few old ones 
that I never managed to do, so that makes 
up most of the set, and the new stuff is co
writtcn. 
BR: Do you pion to play down your past? 
Danny: In a lot of ways, it's kind of against 
us, the fact that we've been in bands before, 
do you know what I mean? 
BR: Yeah, it's misleading. soundwise. 
Danny: We just wanna do something new 
now, you know, I don't wanna do old TRB 
stuff, it's sort of all behind me. 
Glen: It's kind of nice that some people fol
low your career. It's a help ... It's good, 
'cause they know you're doing something 
else. When your past becomes important, 
then it really becomes a drag. 
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A new EP on Isabelle Records. 
Produced by 13arry Marshall. 
In stores everywhere. 

Order the "entire" Isabelle catalogue. 
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More Isabelle vinyl outings to follow! 
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Pylon is appearing Nov. 18 
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Four. 
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-vacn. PUTS YOU AND A FRIEND ON 

TOUR WITH BRUCE SPRINGSTEENIU 
See The Boss in concert in New York, Philadelphia and 10

,,F,# 

PittSburgh, and meet Bruce, in person, backstage. Details only on W3C/1. 

Free pairs of Bruce Springsteen Boston Garden tickets!!! 
Both shows- all this week only on W3C/1. 10,irAI !!! 
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by Mark Fisher 
V; ... [Vee) are one of the most interest

ing bands to appear on the Boston club cir
cuit in recent months. Their sound is quite 
original although their approach has ob
viously been influenced by the Slits and the 
Gang of Four, among others. V; was 
formed about a year and a half ago by gui
tarist Gary Gogol and vocalist/ guitarist 
George Petcoff; Susan Anway (vocals) 
joined six months later and Matt Burns 
(drums) last summer. The band was com
pleted when Joe Cuneo (bass) joined last 
November. V; then spent the next six 
months writing and rehearsing, and played 
their first gig at BF/VF in March. Since 
then they've been pretty fortunate, support
ing such bands as Joy Division, Delta 5, the 
Members, and most recently the Mono
chrome Set. 

The name V; (from Thomas Pinchot's 
novel} was chosen as a symbol for the most 
part, a reaction against the current ''the 
_s" syndrome. It's a visual effect; 
like the book, the band Y;'s music is hard 
to describe. 

Recently I talked to George Petcoff and 
Joe Cuneo about V;. 

George: "Basically, our main aims right 
now are to try and get another record out, 
and play out as much as possible. We really 
enjoy being able to do that instead of some
thing else.'' 

Joe: "As a short term goal, we'd like to 
start breaking into New York and playing 
down there. I think we' re more suited for 
that audience ... anywhere in the Northeast 
actually. Places like Albany, Cleveland ... " 

I mention that Boston seems to be open
ing up a bit to new creative music. 

Joe: "Yeah, but it's still Boston-I see all 
those same people at the gigs. It's kind of 
limited playing." 

George: "It's the difference between hav
ing a million people in a city and ten mil
lion. We'd love to play London as well. It's 
just a matter of getting more people to hear 
us." 

V; are trying to keep as much control 
over their own musical direction and affairs 
as possible. Their immediate goal is to ex
pand their current audience. To this effect 
they privately funded their single "Dinner 
Music For The Starving," and have been 
1rying to get the usual business people in
terested in backing them. They currently 
have enough material for an album or two, 
but so far they haven't received much re
cord company interest. This situation is 
bound to change, as the single is receiving a 
fair amount of airplay-primarily on 'MBR 
and 'BCN-and recently V; have been play
ing further afield. 

George:"We played Gloucester a while 
back and it went over pretty well. I'm sure 
that when people listen to music like ours 
they like it, but they don't go out of their 
way to listen to it unless it's brought to 
them. People have to listen more anyway 
but they don't want to change, they just 
keep on hearing the same stuff until some
one says, "Here, listen to this." You sort of 
have to force it on their turntables or what-
ever." 

What was the i~itial reaction to their 
music in Boston? 

George: "At first I think people were 
afraid of us or something. We used to get 
really weird reactions, but at least we got a 
reaction. No one seemed to know what to 
think ... whether it was cool to listen to us or 
not. I mean, people have actually come up 
to me and told me that! They're not sure if 
it's in to like V; or not, so they weren't 
coming out as much as they would have." 

Joe: "We get a good response these days. 
The next song we're going to record is called 
"Don't Listen To The Sirens." We've had 
a lot of requests for that particular song." 

When V; first started, they had a bit of a 
reputation for never playing the same song 
the same wa twice. Since then however, 

they seemed to have tightened up their ar
rangements considerably. What direction 
(musically) is V; heading•in now? 

Joe: "V; direction ... to try and achieve a 
new sound." 

George: "To try and get that new sound 
to be the sound. We want people to pick up 
on what we're doing as a commercial entity 
without having to compromise the sound it
self... which of course is a really idealistic 
thing to want to do. Record companies, by 
nature, are going to want to change your 
sound into what they feel is appropriate." 

"Some bands have managed to keep con
trol of their directions-Gang of Four, Joy 
Division . .They sold a decent amount of al
bums, got a lot of people interested in them. 
I think it can be done but it's much hard
er." 

Joe: "We're not an imitation of any
body. We'd rather have people imitate us ... 
that's a kind of goal and it's a big compli
ment if somebody's trying to rip off your 
material or sound. If you can start a new 
sound, that is ... " 

V; have recently added a synthesizer to 
their instrumentation and are using it on 
five songs. By switching instruments be
tween various members of the band to ac
comodate the synthi, they should be able to 
add a new dimension to their current ma
terial. 

What kind of influences are at work 
lyrically/musically in Y;? 

Joe: "I think lyrically il's our emotions, 
whoever writes the lyrics ... we tend to have 
more literary influences rather than lyrical 
influences from other bands. Our lyrics are 
more story-like." 

George: "We don't do any songs about 
cars or girls. Musically, we've been influ
enced by too many things to single out any 
individual ones. What I like to listen to 
doesn't show up in my playing. I mean, I'm 
very fond of Jamaica and we do a couple of 
tunes with a vague reggae influence, but I 
could never be in one of those ska bands, 
it's just not in me." 

Joe: "The songs we do that sound like 
that are not really that style, more taking 
off from it, using the same basic musical 
ideas.'' 

George: "I think our biggest influence 
musically is just the sound of the city, see
ing as I've basically lived in New York and 
Boston all my life-the noise is all around 
you and it comes out in your playing and 
everything you do.'' 

From here our conversation veers off into 
that hazy and generally unsavory area 
known as politics. How does this fit into 
what V; are doing? 

George: "I've been involved in a lot or 
politics and decided that the way the US 
works is the same as the Soviet Union. The 
Soviet Union is supposed to be a commun
ist country, but they have a boss and every
body underneath him. It's just the same in 

the US; there's a boss, it doesn't matter 
who you elect, things are still going to be 
manipulated towards what a few indivi
duals want.'' 

Joe: "Collectively, as a band, we don't 
all necessarily share the same opinion, but 
we think along the same lines.'' 

V; have ideas to get across, but will peo
ple make the effort to listen? 

George: "I don't know, I hope so even
tually. We do a song called "Break Into 
Prison," and the reaction we gel from that 
is remarkable. People have 10 be listening 10 
the lyrics in order to understand what that 
song is about at all." 

Joe: "You never know whether people 
are listening to what you're saying. I mean, 
we always get complaints: 'Oh, l couldn' t 
hear the vocals, I couldn't understand it.' 
So ii makes me think people want to listen. 
1 suppose if you get across 10 one person a 

2 night, you've made a gain." 
i George: "Our music and lyrics fit well to
t gether. The songs that are intense lyrically 
.§ are generally very intense mlViically. The 
< thing about that though is that we're almost 
i::i shoving it down an audience's throat some
] times." 
o. V; seem to deliver 1heir attack in short, 

sharp bursts; most of !heir songs are about 
2 minutes long. They usually manage to 
knock off about 22 songs in 45 minutes. 

Joe: "Take a band like Gang of Four
people listen 10 their lyrics. It's getting 
across. If you're given the proper media ex
posure, I think you can. It's just a question 
of whether the record companies, or who
ever's behind you, are willing to put their 
efforts behind you to get it across." 

V; have no illusions about this side of 
the music business. Much of what they have 
to say and what they are trying to do is in 
direct opposition to the major labels' ap
proach to music. They only way V; will be 
signed is if a record company believes that 
they can make money from them. V; cur
rently handle all distribution of their single 
themselves locally, and in New York they 
have one small outlet with about 75 copies 

~ available. _Reac~ion to "Dinner Music For 
·gs The S1arvmg" m New York has been very 
::E favorable, receiving good reviews from the 

. New York Rocker and many others. 
<; George: "In New York, they caught the 
~ joke about 'Wardrobes In Hell.' It's about 
S the costumes people wear and the necessity 
_g for people to wear them. That 's all it's 

about; lyrically it's very simple, just four 
lines. Up here people just kind of like the 
song, but don't know what to think about 
it. In New York they cracked up and played 
it over and over again.'' 

Joe: "New York doesn't have the radio 
stations we have. In a way it's good and bad 
-people don't get exposed to a lot of the 
music, but then they go and listen to the 
music because they can't listen to it on the 
radio. Here, a lot of people need to be told 
what to like. In New York it's not as pro
nounced as that because people there are in
to the newer stuff, trying to get into new 
music. They really have to go out and listen 
and decide what they like, the decision's on 
them, no one's putting things into their ears 
all the time.' ' 

V; intend to play New York as soon as 
they can, all.Pough they would like to play a 
few more clubs in Boston first. Most of 
their exposure has been through The Un
derground, apart from the odd night at the 
Rat and a couple of disastrous evenings at 
Cantone's. With limited exposure available 
to the band in Boston, a move to New York 
would seem to be the logical step to take. 
One final note: lately, in an attempt fo · 
out-trend the trendies, a well-known scrib
bler for one of the smaller local weeklies 
has gone out of her way to wage a private 
war against several of the most creative and 
worthwhile bands in Boston, including V; 
and Mission of Burma. Jus1 ignore it; she 's 
not doing you any favours either. 
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I had more or less given up on Spring
steen releasing a studio album that could 
capture the excitement of his live shows. 
Bruce seemed determined to take all of the 
spontaneity out of his albums by recording 
them over and over again, until it sounded 
"right." But he would overdub them to 
death. That, however, didn't stop his last 
two efforts from topping the charts (actual
ly, it probably helped). Because of this, The 
Boss has had fans begging for a live album 
for years. The abundance of triple album 
bootlegs easily supports this theory. With 
Springsteen spending months on his latest 
opus, it just looked like more of the same, 
right? 

Well surprise! This is the Bruce Spring
steen of your dreams. The River is chock 
full of rock 'n' roll with innuences ranging 
from the 'SO's through the Clash, with 
Bruce's romantic ballads interspersed for 
variety. 

It's rare that a double album is totally 
successful. Not counting live albums 

0

or 
greatest hits packages, how many great 2 
LP sets come to mind? The White A /bum, 
Exile On Main Street, PiL's Second Edi
tion, Blonde On Blonde, Quadrophenia, 
and maybe a handful of others. All of these 
albums are successful because the artists 
were at their creative peaks, and their ma
terial was diverse and upbeat (tempo-wise) 
enough to sys1ain interest for four sides. 

The River succeeds because of these rea
sons, and because Bruce has been storing 
up material for years. "Independence 
Day," "Drive All Night," "Point Black," 
and "Sherry Darling" date back to at least 
I 978. All of the songs arc between very 
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Despite a wobbly financial status, we arc tichc, The Neighborhoods and especially a 
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John Lydon 

ABOUT FACE 
A Calendar for 1981 

Photographs by B.C. Kagan 

ABOUT FACE 
The second annual calendar by photo
grapher B.C. Kagan. Includes photos of 
the Ramones, Lene Lovich, Joe Jack
son, John Lydon, Ric Ocasek, Howard 
Devoto and others. 

Available at Newbury Comics and other 
cool places. 
Also available thru the mail. Send $6.50 plus $1.50 
handli[lg to: 

ABOUT FACE 
83 Pinckney St. 
Boston, MA 02114 

SWAMI NOTES: 

Rumors: 
1) Pastiche will put out a single on Mod
em Method Records. 
2) Rick Harte's Compilation album will be 
out by Xmas 1981! The Lyres got blisters in 
the studio. I ID takes! 
3) Monoman is a member of The Gnmlcs. 
4) Frank Russo, Don Law's nemesis, will be 
booking The Bradford Hotel Ballroom 
soon. Maybe Kid Creole. 

Plasmatics Fans 
If there's anything about the above group 
you like please let me know. All I got was a 
headache. Even Pat Lyons was wearing ear
plugs ... 

Groupies 
Have I got the mag for you! The new Bos
ton Groupie News is out-complete with 
Kip Korea flexi disc. Don't Miss It! Also 
the new KIiier Children should be out in a 
jiff as soon as K.L. finds those responsible 
for the printing ... 

Fisher's Rule: 
Girlfriends can stay out as late as they want 
without calling, but Boyfriends have to be 
in by midnight. 

Brusger's Law of Club Manage
ment: 
The smaller the club, the fatter the head of 
the booker. 

Calendar Fanatics: 
Look for the upcoming calendar by B.C. 
Kagan, featuring more of her extraordinary 
shots. Just saw an advance copy and it's 
groovy. Even regular people can buy this 
year's model. They aren't signed and num
bered by the artiste, but they'll only be six 
bucks or so instead of last year's high 
priced "limited edition." Better layouts 
and binding too! So fill your Christmas 
shopping carts with this one. 

Alternative Shows 
The Buzz.cocks show is happening in anoth
er two hours as the paper goes to press. 
Newbury Comics' owner said they shov
eled out over 600 tix. Should be quite a 
crowd. Maybe APP Productions knows 
something Don Law doesn't about what 
the people want to hear. The security peo
ple are even polite at The Bradford! 

Record/Tape News 
The Bound and Gagged "historical" re
cord may actually be out before long. 
Seems as though those Modern Methods 
boys have been dragging their feet. Heard a 
good tape by The Upstarts ... a good, 
young band. Ask for it at ye olde college ra
dio station. COZ is putting out another lo
cal compilation album-so send in your 
tapes for consideration. 

Boston Rock Back Issues 
$2.00 per issue (includes postage) 
#1. Neighborhoods, Public Image, 
Troggs, Unnatural Axe, Suicide, ·Rock 
Against the Draft, Rick Hart. 
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Selecter, Lydia Lunch, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, L.A. Rock, Radio. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Robert 
Fripp, Pastiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, 
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:\2·s (part 

one), Magazine, Members, Nervous Eat
ers, Pere Ubu, Speedies, John Otway, 
New Models, Heatwave, The Peytons. 
#5. Human Sexual Response, B-52's 
(part 2), The English Beat, Feelies, Roc
kats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, Boy's Life, 
Pylon, Someone & The Somebodies, 
Peter Noone, and Detroit. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, Stiff 
Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, Carl
ene Carter, Monochrome Set, Finger
printz, Thrills, V;. 
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TA L K I NG H· E ADS: 
ONCE IN A LIFETIME TOUR 

by Kare Ingram 
David Byrne and Adrian Belew are as 

differenl in many ways as black and white. 
To meet them Is a good example of con
trast; to interview them a good example of 
comparison. 

Byrne ... serious, sensitive, shy, reserved, 
reticent, even removed are all adjectives 
which describe his persona. On the other 
hand, Belew is asserlive, extroverled, gre
garious, manic, enthusiastic, friendly and 
candid. 

These inteniiews took place at the Copley 
Plaza Hotel in David Byrne's and Adrian 
Belew's rooms, respectively, when Talking 
Heads were in town for their Orpheum 
shows November /4 and 15. 

DAVID.BYRNE 

Boston Rock: How did it feel to do your 
first performance as a big band? 
David: Oh, it felt great. The first one was at 
that festival in Toronto. And we were all 
real pleased with it. 
BR: I/ surprised a lot of people, needless to 
say. 
David: Yeah. We had rehearsed a little bit 
before that. And even though we weren't as 
tight as we might have been, we were real 
excited about it. So we were happy with the 
way it went. 
BR: How improvisalional do you get with 
this new show? It seemed to be jam-orient
ed at certain points. 
David: At some points it is. And there arc 
certain areas, say at a given point in a song, 
when a couple of people can play different 
things within given parameters. People 
can't do whatever what they want; it's pret
ty tightly structured, but there is a little bit 
of freedom. 
BR: One impression about it is the building 
effect you gel, going from fi11e members 
and adding on. At lhe same time ii seems 
your music-the albums~ the shows-have 
been doing that all along. How would you 
describe the progression from the first al
bum until now? 
David: For me the changes with the first 
three records were pretty gradual. And the 
change with this one is pretty radical. Al
though the music may not sound that dis
similar from what we've done before, I 
think the idea is what the music comes 
from, and the social implications in our new 
music as opposed to what we used to do arc 
very different. I know at a certain point I 
just decided I wanted to do something new 
and this was the kind of area I was excited 
about. Anyway, it's what I've been listen
ing to at home and reading about, so it 
seemed natural to try to take the band in 
this direction. I had completely stopped go
ing to see most other bands and listening to 
other rock bands. So I figured there's no 
sense in my doing anything like that any
more, we should do something different. 
BR: Would you say the direction towards 
Junk had anything to do with perhaps a 
Jru.siration at the mass audience's rejection 
of black music because of the disco pheno
menon? 
Dalvd: (pause) No. 
BR: It wasn't because you felt a void? 
David: No. It came purely from my excite
ment about the music. 
BR: Weff, as a result this does make some 
interesting inroads musically. Your core or 
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cult audience is being introduced to some
thing that may be new to them. How do you 
feel about the acceptance or lack of accept
ance of this record because of some peo
ple's altitudes about Junk music? For ex
ample, most mainstream rock radio just 
won 'I have that sound. 
David: That's their problem. They are go
ing to get left behind. 
BR: Could you foresee in the future doing 
yet another genre of music, say a jau album 
or a pop album? 
David: I don't know exactly what I'll be do
ing next. 
BR: Then obviously where you are now is 
something you couldn't have foreseen? 
David: Sort of. I work on things and I'm 
never sure exactly how they're going to turn 
out. Lately I got in the studio with a con
cept but not a sound or anything, so I really 
don't know what the result is going to 
sound like. I go in with a frame of mind and 
I guess an attitude about music and that 
guides my decision-making in the studio. 
BR: Which comes jirsl, the lyrics or the 
sound? 
David: They affect one another so they 
happen not one before the other, but paral
lel to one another. And then at some point 
after they've both been developed awhile 
they get linked up. But they're sort of se
parate, and at some point they join togeth
er. 
BR: Your lyrics seem fragmented in a Jot of 
ways. You juxtapose things that otherwise 
people wouldn't think of as related in a 
song. Do you think the phrases for your 
songs come about in a fragmented way? 
David: Oh, yeah. I collect phrases a lot, or 
collect groups among phrases. And then I'll 
at some point group them together, the 
things that seem to hold them together. And 
then sometimes I'll put things together that 
for some reason have something to do with 
each other, but when I'm doing it, some
times I couldn't explain what this particular 
chorus or that has to do with the verse. Al
though for me intuitively I might feel they 
have a lot to do with one another, but I 
couldn't explain why. 
BR: Do you generally write in the studio? 
David: I improvise some lyrics in the studio 
and then work on them later at home, sort 
of like doing my homework. And then 
come in a day later and try them again. 
BR: Do you ever get this creative urge where 
you've got to write something, and you've 
got to do it right then? 
David: Yeah. 
BR: Does that happen on the road at all? 
David: Not too much. On the road I gener
ally make notes ... about a musical attitude 
or a concept rather than writing down ac
tual lyrics. 
BR: But then you might go back to lhem 
and borrow something from a feeling or a 
nole you've made? 
David: Yeah. I might write down notes 
about attempting a piece of music that has a 
particular texture, and that kind of texture 
would of course imply a certain lyrica1 point 
of view. After the music was partly com
pleted I might look to see what kind of lyr
ics I have around, or what sort of thing docs 
this imply. 
BR: Do you ever forget thoughts you would 
have liked to have used because you didn'I 
have time to get them all down? 
David: Oh sure. But I figure if they're that 
important, I'll remember them, or they'll 
come back to me sometime. 
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BR: Are there any songs thal comes about 
in a different way, say ''The Overload," 
the last song on the new album-the one 
that sounds like a dirge? 
David: That one had very little overdubbing 
on it. It was just something we improvised 
in the studio. It was done on the second or 
third take. I just took the mood of it-with
out listening to it-wrote some words and 
went back into the studio and just started 
singing them over and over again until the 
melody seemed to come out of th~ words. 
And then once I got the melody sort of for
malized I just sang along with myself and 
overdubbed it back . Lyrics help bring things 
into focus and help sometimes to articulate 
what the music is saying, 
BR: Do you foresee adding any new instru
ments? 
David: Yeah. I was talking to Adrian last 
night about doing a recording using a aos
pel type choir. I'd like to of course do the 
arrangements in an interesting way. But 
who knows what happens to those kind of 
ideas. Sometimes they work out, sometimes 
they don't, 
BR: When will the LP you did with Eno be 
out? 
David: It will be out in the new year. We're 
trying to get it out before Reagan goes into 
office. It will be on E.G. Records in parts of 
Europe; it will be on Warners and Sire here. 
BR: Can you tell us about Brian's relation
ship to the band? The way it seems on the 
new record is that the two of you had been 
working on the collaboration for your re
cord with him, and then out of that you had 
ideas for the Talking Heads album. Then, 
you took that basic idea and you went to 
the band, and you all created it. Is he then 
another member of the band in the way you 
work? 
David: Y cs, I suppose you could say that. 
BR: How did your original involvement 
with him come about? 
David: When we first played in London be
fore '77 came out, he came and saw us and 
we got a1ong quite well and kept in touch. 
He liked our record and we became friends. 
We didn't really discuss working together 
until we'd been friends for a year or so. And 
then at that point it seemed natural since we 
did have similar musical ideas. 
BR: And Eno and Adrian had obviously 
worked together as well. Al what point did 
you meet up with Adrian? 
David: I met him when he was touring with 
David Bowie; that was a couple of years 
ago. 
BR: Has the meaning of some of your songs 
changed now that you've extended them for 
the new show? 
David: A little bit. On some of them. Doing 
them this way, they're a little more fun. It 
presents them from a different angle. 
BR: Do you become tired of doing the same 
songs every night? 
David: Sometimes that happens, but some
times you think that, and when you get on 
stage and start playing, it can be a lot of 
fun. 
BR: Are there any factors that have con
tributed to your success, outside of luck? 
David: I suppose some of our success has to 
do with the fact that some of what we say 
has meaning for people. 
BR: Do you think the public's tastes in mu
sic are changing? 
David: I think people might start doing mu
sic that works better. For instance this new 
record is pretty positive sounding, and yet 
it still has some serious implications in the 
words and the music. But I think it's possi
ble to have those kinds of meanings and still 
have music that's enjoyable,. Just because 

something has a lot of implications or deep 
significance doesn't mean it's not fun. So l1 

think it's a mistake to say if music is fun it 
must be shallow, but if it's significant it 
must be very boring and dreary and serious. 
I think it's possible to mix the two together 
without really compromising .. 
BR: How did the different members of the 
band get integrated into the group? 
David: Well, Adrian was pretty obvious. He 
played on the record, so he was a natural 
choice. BUitcr we had all known for awhile, 
and it was primarily through him that we 
got in contact with the other people, Steve 
and Dolctte and Bernie. 
BR: There has been a revival of dance music 
wilh black R&JJ roots in music. As a musi
cian have you studied this? 
David: Somewhat. I was mainly fascinated 
with African music. I mean, I grew up with 
American black music but a lot of that mu
sic has its roots in Africa so 1 became inter
ested in that and how the music related to 
the social structures there and how one re
flects the other whcih I think can happen 
here too. That became exciting for me. 
BR: Do you think all those people really 
voted/or Reagan? 
David: You mean, do I think the election 
was rigged? No. Maybe a little bit, but I 
think people really voted for him. 
BR: Do you think this conservative trend in 
polilics will have an impact on popular mu
sic? 
David: It could in a roundabout way. It's 
odd, when everything seems to be happen
ing for the worst, I feel the best about the 
possibilities for music and its social implica
tions. I was just talking to Brian this morn
ing and he said that what happened in Brit
ain with their Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, 
the result of her being in for a couple of 
years has been some sort of coalition 
amongst all the people she's a1ienated: the 
workers, immigrants and some of the mid
dle class. Even people who might have vot
ed for her arc now bec:oming united 
amongst themselves against her. I thin~ that 
might be the same thing that'll happen here. 
People who might not have talked to each 
other, in their disgust with Reagan might 
get together who otherwise might not have 
done so. 
BR: It seems lately in England there has 
been some restriction on artistic freedom in. 
the conservative regime over there, at feast 
by intimidation. What do you think about 
it? 
David: I think most music that claims to be 
about politics doesn't have any effect on 
politics. For me, it's music like what we're 
doing now that is the basic underlying 
structure that implies a whole different way 
of looking at the way things are organized, 
which also implies a whole different way of 
looking at social organization. So you get to 
the root of the problem rather than just 
complaining about the government, or 
whatever. You get to the root of dealing 
with social organization and how people 
work together. If you can stimulate new 
ways of looking at that, you might see real 
change. But just complaining about the 
government, complaining abou1 taxes or 
whatever doesn't really chanp;elhings. 
BR: Is there any political system that you 
think of which allows for artistic freedom 
to be sought by those who want it? 
David: Well that's raising a lot of ques
tions. Western society places a high va1ue 
on freedom, whatever that is, and so a lot 
of artists talk about wanting artistic free
dom. But for me the real question is, what's 
the art for? Most art doesn't really serve 
people in this country anyway. So artists in 
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thiscountryarcgivcnahighdcgreeofartis- David: Yeah, in the recent stuff it docs. 
tic freedom because generally they're pow- That's an awfully big question. Why docs 
crless. It's a safe outlet for their expression; anybody do what they do? 
they're not going to affect anything. I also BR: Wellsomepeoplearedrivenbymoney, 
think that art in different cultures has dif- or the desire to be famous or stars. 
fcrcnt functions, and that by placing a high David: I'm not driven by those things. I 
importance on artistic freedom you rule out like to get excited by what I do. 
a lot of other possibilities of the way art 
and creative activities can be used in a cul-
ture. 

As an example go back to the kind of mu
sic we're playing. If we placed a high im
portance on freedom in the music we've 
been playing, the music would fall to bits. 
People would just go off on various tan
gents. They wouldn't be playing together. 
It would sound like free jazz, which for me 
is overemphasizing one thing to a ridiculous 
degree. 

In some of whstt we call primitive cul
tures, if you looked at the varioUs art ob
jects you might say that the musicians or 
artists don't have much freedom. And 
that's probably true. But in a way, that's 
the way they want it. They're much happier 
working within the restrictions they have 
and their music and art have a real social 
function. Whereas a lot of art and music 
in this culture doesn't have much social 
function anymore. 
BR: It seems like all the commercialism is 
an escape. Television, a lot of the movies, 
and records that come out seem to draw 
people that don't get anything out of them, 
it's just a pacifier. 
David: They must be getting something out 
of them or they wouldn't watch them. 
BR: What do you think is the significance 
ofDevo? 
David: I heard some music business agent 
describe them as Kiss for college students. 
BR: How about yourselves? What do you 
see as your impact? What types of people 
do you think like Talking Heads? 
David: I think a whole wide variety. I hope 
it gets even wider. I don't know if it'll at
tract more and more people but I hope the 
variety of the audience we attract increases. 
BR: Your audience reminds me of Grateful 
Dead fans. They're very intense and re
spectful. 
Duid: They're worse than that! I think 
we're some sort of mystical experience. 
BR: Like reggae bands, perhaps? 
David: Oh yeah, we're a different groove 
but they do the same thing. 
BR: Do you like reggae? 
David: Sometimes, yeah. We've used reggae 
techniques, drum repeats, echoes and 
things, on our records. But we make no at
tempt to make it sound like reggae. 
BR: Why do you do what you do? 
David: Gee, that's an awfully big question. 
Well, it's not just ego gratification. 
BR: Certainly your style de-emphasizes ego. 

ADRIAN BELEW 

BR:/ understand you've done a guitar solo 
on Garland Jeffreys' new album. 
Adrian: That was real nice. I only got to 
hear that one song, it was called "Mystery 
Kid." I put a new thing I'd invented, this 
bagpipe-type playing, on it. It sounds like 
bagpipes, but you do it on guitar. It's a 
picking method. I guess that comes out 
around the end of January. 
BR: How about David Bowie? Will you be 
working with him again? 
Adrian: I'd love to work with him again. I 
don't know why he didn't call me on the 
last album. But I won't cry about it. I'm a 
fan of Robert Fripp as well; the two of 
those guys put together usually come up 
with great stuff. (Whispers) However 
though, secretly I believe I should have 
done the record. 
BR: Obviously the people you've worked 
with have been very strong artists in their 
own right... Zappa, Bowie and David 
Byrne. What do you plan to do next? 
Adrian:} hope to do my own projects ... a 
lo1ofthem. 
BR: So you don't see yourself as a Talking 
Headfora Jong time to come? 
Adrian: Oh yeah, sure, I'd like to do that. 
But Talking Heads don't work such a de
manding schedule that you can't do other 
other things. First of all, there are a lot of 
misconceptions as to what I do as an artist. 
Most people have only seen me either as a 
singer and guitarist with Frank, David or 
Talking Heads. But few people have seen 
me as songwriter/composer/arranger ... all 
the other things that I'm trying to do and 
believe I have the potential to do. 

When I have my own band, we just play 
in bars. That's what I did in the period be
tween working with David and working 
with Talking Heads. There was a whole 
year and a half where I just went back and 
played in small clubs around the midwest. I 
put together my own band; we did all songs 
that I'd been writing the last IS years. And 
it was great; in fact we received standing 
ovations. But we never linked up into a re
cord deal. So consequently people don't 
know about it yet. 

But I've also been getting offers from 
other people I admire. The most recent one 
is Bette Midler, who's a good friend of 
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mine; I met her in Australia with David 
Bowie. And I'd like to work with her; I'm 
going to try to convinve Bette that I can do 
arrangements and write songs for her, as 
well as play the guitar. 

My guitar-playing in the bands I've 
played with has been very one dimensional; 
it's only shown me as a lead guitarist, and 
that's not all I can do. I'm also a good 
acoustic guitarist, a good songwriter, good 
drummer. I played drums in my band. We 
didn't use a live drummer. We have an 
eight-track studio; I would record the 
drums in there and we'd play the tape. And 
oddly enough it works. 
BR: Did you get to see the League of Gen
tlemen? That sounds like a very Fripp-ish 
idea. 
Adrian: We opened for them five times. 
And by the way, it was Robert Fripp's idea 
that I record the drums, since I couldn't 
find anyone else to play them. When we 
opened for them at the Agora in Cleveland, 
it was totally unexpected. The audience 
didn't know a thing about us. And that's 
one of the places where we received a stand
ing ovation, as an opening band, playing 40 
minutes. 
BR: What did you call the band? 
Adrian: We never named it, we just billed 
it "Adrian Belew." It's going to be one of 
my main projects. Along with Talking 
Heads. I want to continue to work with 
them. And I want to expand into other 
areas.. production, arrangements, song
writing, things like that. 
BR: Were you a fan of Talking Heads? 
Adrian: Yes. They're probably the only 
band I've seen since the Beatles and all 
those that fell apart at the end of the sixties 
that I thought was fresh, really fresh. All 
the bands that came out of the seventies 
proclaimed to be fresh but to me were no 
more than rehashes of some of the best ones 
we've ever seen, like the rockabilly artists, 
or Hendrix, or Dylan, or Bowie. I'm really 
intent on doing something myself that's 

fresh, and I feel it's great that I'm learning 
it from master people. I consider these peo
ple to be the master artists, whose contri
butions to music actually have changed the 
history of music. Bowie and Zappa and 
Talking Heads. I'd like to work with the 
Beatles someday too. 
BR: What do you think about John and 
Yoko's new record that just came out? 
Adrian: I would have loved to play on that, 
but I haven't heard it. 
BR: It's no? all that inspired ... 
Adrian: That's why 1 would love to have 
played on it, honestly, without blowing my 
horn too loudly. I think I know so much 
about those people, I've studied them so 
much, their music, and enjoyed it so much. 
I think I would have been able to come in 
and so something magical with it that would 
have really helped. Not just "hot guitar 
licks"; see we're back to the old problem. 
People just call me up when they want some 
dissonant feedback guitar solo. 
BR: That's not all you contributed to the 
Talking Heads show. It was another inter
pretation, especially on the older songs, 
that was particularly expressive. 
Adrian: I wasrealcarefulofthat, you know. 
I wanted to add to Talking Heads. I feel a 
real kinship with them, a real closeness to 
them. I wanted to add in a way that put a 
little more dimension in what they do, just a 
little more. And when it breaks out into the 
fuU band and there's the whole sort of 
funky orchestra out there, then I'm free to 
go really crazy, in a couple of places. Also 
it's nice to sing with David. Our voices 
blend real Well. I sang real well with Frank, 
and David Bowie too, as far 85 being able to 
blend with them. 
BR: Are your tastes more similar to any one 
of the artists you've played with than the 
others? 
Adrian: I've a real penchant for songs of a 
humorous nature. I like songs that are 
kind of funny. That's the kind of stuff I 
like to write the most. That's why people 
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like Bette Midler intrigue me. Or Frank 
Zappa. But I don't think what I'm doing, 
or what I will be doing, will sound like any 
of those people. It'd be very easy to be a 
derivative of them since I've worked with 
them and I know their songwriting meth
ods. I've studied them, worked with them, 
gotten to know them closely as people. 
What I really want to do, though, if and 
when I finally do something on my own, I 
really want to be on my own. It's hard not 
to be influenced by all those genuises ... 

I want to do some really hot guitar stuff, 
'cause I feel there's a lack, since the death 
of Jimi Hendrix. I will do that on record 
when the opportunity arises. 

Another thing I'd like to do perhaps is 
work with the Roches on their next record. 
I have a concept in mind; I just beard them 
the other night and I really love what they 
are doing. I could sec the next logical step, 
how it should be arranged and produced. 
It's very simple, and it's something I have 
in mind, if they're in the mood for it. 
BR: What were you doing ten years ago? 
Adrian: My whole history in a nutshell is 
that when I was ten years old, I began play
ing drums in the school band. When the big 
British invasion came about, I was about 14 
or IS. I started playing in bands, and I've 
never stopped since. When I was about 16 
or 17 I realized I wanted to be a songwriter. 
At that point, I taught myself to play guitar. 

I don't have any technical training; I 
don't read or write music. But I taught my
self to play guitar over the years, kept up 
with it, learned to play flute and cello and a 
few other things. I started really studying 
arranging and orchestrating. I played in all 
sorts of bands, and eventually I was in a 
good copy band in Nashville, in 1977. 

That's where Frank heard me, for about 
40 minutes, and hired me. Then I worked 
with him for a year. When we were in Eur
ope, that's when Brian Eno saw me and he 
called up David Bowie and said, this is the 
guitar player you should get. So David 
came to our show and actually asked me to 
play guitar in his band. As I walked off for 
a moment during the show, there were 
David Bowie and Iggy Pop standing there. 
It flipped me right out. 

Frank's tour ended in March of 1978, and 
David's began a week later. So then I 
worked with David for a year and a half. 
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At one point I went to David's home in 
Switzerland and we wrote some songs to
gether, and eventually we were recording 
and finishing the Lodger album. We started 
it in Switzerland and finished it at the Re
cord Plant. At that time we recorded some 
songs together, with David on piano, his 
producer Tony Visconti on bass, and me as 
the drummer. And later we were going to 
do an album together that way. I was go
ing to play guitar as well, but it would have 
been those four instruments and a vocal. 
Sort of the first Plastic Ono Band kind of 
concept, that stark sound John Lennon had 
then. That was David's idea at the time. 
However, he didn't follow it through. 
BR: He must have a fol of ideas thal don 'I 
make it to vinyl. 
Adrian: That is one I think he should have 
followed through on, because it would have 
been the perfect way to re-establish himself 
in a more simple format, following all the 
stuff he had done which was so complex 
with Eno and Fripp. Maybe he'll still do it 
.•• I hope he'll call me up. 
BR: So you live in Illinois? 
Adrtan: I do, but I'm hoping to move to 
New York so I can be more involved with a 
lot of proiects. 
BR: Whal I own in Illinois are you from? 
Adrtan: I livC in Springfield, because the 
other three members of my band are from 
there. Christy Bly plays keyboards, Bill 
Jansen plays saxophone, and Rich Denhart 
plays bass. So it's kind of like a five piece 
band, since the drums arc on tape, with 
four vocalists. There's a lot of visuals, too. 
We do a lot of costume changes, a lot of 
crazy things. We do some songs that arc 
straightforward good songs, you not, not 
humorous. Then we have songs like, "Peas, 
I love you so much I hope you don't give 
me disease," and we have a song about the 
last rhinoceros in the world, which is a very 
touching song. For "Peas," we put on these 
little green hats that make us look like peas. 
It's a lot of fun, you know. Our band is 
very much a fun band. 
BR: The original Talking Heads always 
seem«} like very serious people. But you on 
the other hand are gregarious and fun to be 
around. 
Adrtan: I've tried to be instrumental in tak
ing away from some of that seriousness. 
Just so they can loosen up on stage and 

have fun. I would never sec Talking Heads 
going to the extent that I can go with my 
band, but then I have the background of 
having worked with Frank Zappa. So ob
viously I feel freer to be crazy. That's how I 
normally am, whereas David Byrne for in
stance is not. He's more artistically serious
minded about what he's doing. But I do feel 
they needed to have people come in and 
work with them that would take the serious 
edge off. And I think it's helpful. I'm not 
the only one, obviously; the other people in 
the band do it too. 
BR: How did you meet lhe Talking Heads 
originally? 
Adrilln: They came to the Madison Square 
Garden show I did with David Bowie, and 
it became very much a mutual respect right 
off the bat. I knew their music, and they 
were really impressed with my guitar play
ing. And when they did the Fear Of Music 
tour, my band came to sec them on three 
different occasions. The third one, they 
asked me to play with them. We played 
"Psycho Killer." This was in McComb, 
Illinois, at a little college there. That I guess 
was the link-up. 

Then when the Adrian Belew Band went 
to New York to open for Robert Fripp, 
Brian Eno and Jerry and David came over 
and heard us, and said, why don't you 
come over and record this album with us 
before you leave town. Chris and Tina at 
the time were in Boston doing the album 
artwork. They're very supportive, especially 
Tina. She's real supportive of other people, 
and she's helping me to gain the insight into 
how to make these things work. I believe in 
using your potential. 

Up until now, I've only been asked to 
play lead guitar for people, and sing a little 
bit. Certainly Frank Zappa doesn't need 
someone who can arrange or write; I guess 
Bowie doesn't either. l think Talking Heads 
do, and maybe my role in their band could 
evolve in that manner. l hope it will. When 
we put the vocals together for this band, I 
did the vocal arrangements. I just sort of 
did it in one afternoon because I saw there 
was a need to do it, and I said, hey, let's 
quit this messing around with everybody 
singing and not knowing what they're sing
ing. Let's structure it the way it should be 
structured. It was very simple to do. 
(At this point, Belew exclaims "I'm getting 

too serious in this interview!" He runs 
around the room, picks up the phone 
(which hasn't rung) and says, "hold all the 
messages. And by the way, tell Ronald Rea
gan I don't want to speak to him ever 
again." He then sits back down for the rest 
of the interview.) 
BR: Are you a hyper person normally? 
Adrian: Yes. I have a lot of energy. That's 
probably why I'm skinny; I think I have a 
fast metabolism. I like to work hard. 
BR: Did you say the reason you don't have 
a drummer in your band is because you 
can't find anyone to do it the way you want 
it to be done? 
Adrtan: Exactly. I'd really love to find 
someone. My band has a certain personality 
make-up that I don't want to mess with. 
It's magical, to use a cosmic term. It's very 
much a collective thing. Rich will precede 
the song I mentioned about the lone rhino
ceros with a rap about there being these 
tiny little baby ones that are about two 
inches big, and they roam the plains of Illi
nois in herds of 20,000. And French Cana
dians scoop down and scarf off their skins 
and make coats and jackets out of them. 
Our politic.s arc to stop this incessant 
slaughter of tiny rhinos that are roaming 
about central lllinois. 
BR: What is your relationship with David 
Byrne like? 
Adrtan: I'd like to work with David in other 
capacities. I think he's the best lyricist go
ing. And I respect his guitar playing an aw
ful lot. I think we work together real well, 
so I foresee being able to do a lot of differ
ent things with this bunch of people. Last 
night at the bar we were talking about do
ing a song that had a lot of choral singing 
in it and very little music, mostly rhythmic
al. It made me feel good; it made me realize 
that David knew 1 could do vocal arrange
ments. 
BR: Were you surprised at the direction 
Eno and Byrne took for the Remain In 
Light album? 
Adrian: No, but it did take a period of ad
justment, because I was so thrilled with the 
Fear OJ Music album. That album stunned 
me. One night Bill Jansen and I got ex
tremely drunk, and he put the album on. I 
"saw" it, to use another cosmic term. 
Sometimes that kind of thing happens to 
me, everything becomes obvious. Maybe 
it's because I'm usually so far out with my 
thoughts that the obvious things usually es
cape me completely. I may walk out of the 
room and realize later that I didn't put my 
shoes on. 
BR: Do you believe life is cosmic, that what 
happens is more than coincidental? 
Adrian: Yes. 1 believe there's chemistry, 
and I believe I'm too stupid to understand 
it any further than that. 
BR: Dtd you take LSD when it was a popu
lar drug? 
Adrian: I was the last person I know who 
did it. I held out as long as I could, and fi
nally curiosity got the best of me. The first 
time 1 did LSD was to try to avoid the draft. 
l did it when l went to take my induction. 
BR: Did you get out? 
Adrian: Yes, but not because of that. I got 
out because they brought about the lottery 
and I escaped. It was close; they could have 
gotten me and I could have been a bugle 
boy. You just never know. But I'm patriotic 
to the extent that I do believe in defending 
our country. I've been all over the world, 
well, to a great part of the world, and it's 
always nice to come back to the good ol' 
U.S.A. 
BR: So what's it like, being with Talking 
Heads? 
Adrian: I've been really taken back with 
how much friendship there is in this band. I 
mean David or Jerry or Tina or Chris, they 
call me up and ask me to do things with 
them. It was never that way with Frank 
Zappa's band or David Bowie's band. They 
were hand-picked musicians, and even 
though you got to be friends, there wasn't 
the kind of kinship you feel with Talking 
Heads. I really feel like although everyone 
says Brian Eno is the fifth Talking Head, I 
think lam. 



GREMIES 
Disappear ! ! ! 

byMr.B 
Shortly after their fareweU performance 

at the Boston Rock party last Thursday, the 
Gremies' tour plane disappeared over Bos
ton harbor during their return flight to 
hometown Dorchester, Massachusetts. Ra
dio transmission with the small craft was 
broken shortly after their departure from 
Logan airport. The last message received 
from the plane's pilot indicated problems 
with the fuel system and that an emergency 
landing was required. Though hope has not 
bcnn abandoned for the band members and 
the plane's crew members, no trace of the 
plane or passengers has been found since 
the initiation of an extensive search began 
early Friday morning. No foul play is sus
pected although the band's keyboard player 
is being sought for questioning. Shortly be
fore their performance on Thursday night, 
blows were exhanged between the keyboard 
player and other band members, reportedly 
over royalty percentages for their forthcom
ing Greatest Hits album. Plans for the re
lease of the record are now uncertain due to 
the disappearance of the band. The key
bord player was the only member of the 
band not present on the flight. While police 
search for his whereabouts, lawyers are 
pushing through negotiations for immediate 
re-release of their classic "No Surfing In 
Dorchester Bay" single. 

Prior to their disappearance, the band 
was readying for a world-wide tour sche
duled to begin December 20th in London, 
and concluding at the International Surfing 
Competition in Hilo, Hawaii, on July 17. 
All members of the band were avid surfers 
and had accumulated numerous awards in 

NOW 
AVAILABLE 

ON 
SIDEMAN 
RECORDS 

team competitions. The Gremies were well- , dicated fans camped on the edge of the Bos-1 Boston Garden and other venues for a trib-1 are to be distributed to surviving fam.ily 
liked by their friends and business asso- ton waterfront patiently awaiting results of ute concert. Bands rumored to volunteer members. Former manager Tim Curl's re-
ciates and were generally considered "just the continuous search effort. their services for the benefit include the action to the news was, "There was a lot of 
normal guys." While many people were In preparation of a fatal outcome, pro- Beach Boys, the Ramones, Jan & Dean, and talent there. Things won't be the same with-
shocked by the news, an estimated 300 de- moters are already scrambling to secure the Dead Boys. Donations from the concert out them." 

Don't Be Conservative-
See James Straight and the Bureaucrats 

James Straight and the Bureaucrats 
At the Rat Dec. 15, at the Underground Dec. 10 
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COLUMNS 
WARM/ 
LEATHERETTE 

Live from the Broad Street Gym, Candy 
and Crass bring you more uneven reviews 
and unsupported rumors, in this, the 2nd 
printed edition of Warm Leatherette. 

We were really upset that Boy_s Life was 
bumped from the Buzzcocks show to make 
room for the Raiders (who happen to be 
touring with the Buzzcocks). Everyone acts 
like they're the Ramones or something. We 
heard that the promoter even had to fight 
to keep LaPeste on the bill. Looks like local 
bands can't get no respect. 

Moving right along, Brian Brain played 
the Underground and we enjoyed their mix 
of prerecorded tapes and live music. Mar
tin Atkins (who was in town last spring with 
PlL) fronts this most unusual band. Friday 
night the band seemed unenthusiastic and 
distant but by Sat . they had woken up and 
gotten closer to the audience-by throwing 
styrofoam balls at them. The high point of 
the evening was when notorious radio per
sonality (and man about town) Peter Gates 
joined the band on stage. 

Speaking of new bands, we saw theStaln1 
at the Underground and want to start a 
campaign to move them to Boston. Bean
town has lots of new wave bands, art-rock
punk bands, punk-funk-art bands and even 
punk-art-reggae-rock bands but what it 
needs is a little more of the old BOOM 
BOOM. Since chances of Stiff Little Fin
gen or the Undertones moving to Kenmore 
Sq. are slim, we've decided to throw our 
"vast" influence behind a traditional punk 
band from Portland, Maine. The Stains EP 
on Gutterworst Records includes a great 
cover of "Submission" and the instant clas
sic "Give Ireland Back To The Snakes" as 
well as two other rock gems. The lead singer 
was into traditional English folk music be
fore moving from Britain to Portland where 
he was transformed into a punk. Crass 
thinks we should buy Gloria GearshHI a 
one way bus ticket to Maine. We ran into 
Gloria recently at Spit/Boston Boston wan
dering back and forth between the Time 
Twins and the B~52's Look Alike Contest. 
For once she was no more confuse<J than 
anyone else. The Twins reminded us a lot of 
Ms . Gearshift. Do you suppose Las Vegas 
punk is the next big thing? 

We're all excited about yet another great 
band from Ireland (what is it about those 
Irish boys-hint hint, nudge nudge, wink 
wink). The band is Ul (like in the spy 
planes). We've only had their album for 3 
days and have already worn out the neigh
bors with it. We'd love to see this LP re
cased domestically but record companies 
just aren't that smart. We also question the 
intelligence of whoever has booked U2 as 
an opening act for some hoary hard rock 
band at the Paradise. 

The hordes of WMBR expected for the 
MBR benefi1 at Spit never quite material
ized. The close knit crowd that braved a 
Monday night on the town were treated to 
(among other things) the Suade Cowboys 
who seemed to have taken control of their 
music and turned slightly sleazy funk punk 
into tightly controlled funk fusion. Y'know 
Candy, I don't particularly like that type of 
music but they had a female singer who 
would have been a smash at a wet T-shirt 
contest. Well, Crass, just because you don't 
like funk was no reason to knock Bob Too
mey's keyboards over during their second 
set. "Sorry Bob." 

Anyway, the Ne,r Models kept us dan
cing thru their entire set and we were de
lighted to see Honey Bea and the Meadow 
Muffins open for the Billy Goons. It's not 
often that a famous band like the Goons 
will take time out to let a real down home 
human type band like the Muffins join 

them on stage. The Billy Goons (who spent 
all night in the dressing room watching TV 
and drinking champagne) backed up by the 
Billy Suades, performed an artistically cre
ative set of two tone theater. Our personal 
favorites were "The Goons Are Drinking 
Again" and ''Lick It." Bernie Smilb (WM
BR sports commentator and co-host with 
Lester Miserables of the Palace) made his 
long awaited debut performance with the 
Goons. Looks like Mr. Smith may have a 
future after all. The crowd was delirious 
when B.J. Pl1tner and Beth Harringlon 
took over the stage to play a live version of 
their much requested tape "Rude Girls 
Don't Make Coffee." If you weren't there 
-too bad for you. You missed a great 
evening. 

The Talklng Heads show at the Orpheum 
surprised a lot of people. Most everyone 
was on their feet dancing by the middle of 
the 3rd song. Even though we liked their 
new album, we were really surprised by the 
enthusiastic audience response. They 
opened with the original four Heads on 
stage and gradually brought the new mem
bers out one by one. Tina looked really dif
ferent in her red Blondie-style dress with 
pink stockings and uncropped hair. David 
Byrne looked like a marionette on a string
he almost danced. Their new lineup in
cludes Adrian Belew, from David Bowie's 
band, and Bernie Warrell, of the Funkadel
ics, mixed with original Talking Heads' art 
rock to create a highly acceptable blend of 
rock-fusion and punk. 

Over at the Paradise we watched 999 do 
the same show we've seen five times before. 
It was really tight and lots of fun but a little 
variation would be appreciated. On the 
other hand, Albletlco Splzz 80 were super. 
Cute little Spizz was full of energy and kept 
everyone waving their fists and daciQ.g up 
and down. The rest of the band stood still 
and looked nerdy while front man Spizz 
waved the mike stand around and practiced 
his splits. We're waiting to hear if their new 
name for 1981 will really be Spizz Orwell 
(which seems more appropriate for 1984) or 
if they'll dream up something else before 
the end of the year. 

Moving right along, we saw Basic Drives 
at the Mass. College of Art and they get 
crazier every day. Check out their "Subwa:y 
Fantasy" song! Over at Gallery East we saw 
Pablo Hartado's art exhibit, even ex-Rental 
Pseudo Carol (looking truly alive for the 
first time in years) showed up for this avant
garde event. We really liked the series of 
mutant zilol baby clones with their brightly 
colored gloves and "well-endowed" private 
parts. Pablo, dressed all in black, was type 
cast for the part of chic artist. I hope this 
colorful exhibition Wm gain him the media 
attention he deserves. 

The Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Pylon show at the Channel was the biggest 
event of the past couple weeks. In between 
stimulating conversation with other drunk
en press party goers we were treated to a 
rabble-rousing set by Pylon. Unfortunately 
only the rabble were roused and we were 
not moved to leave our spot at the bar. 
Their album Gyrate is not without value if 
you like the new school of non-melodic, in
sistent, unvarying rhythm and screechy vo
cals. However that type of music makes us 
itch. 

Where were you for the beginning of 
Mission of Burma's set Candy? I was hang
ing out at the back of the club with fellow 
gossip monger Claudia Perry of the Real 
Poper. We were having a wonderful conver
sation on the "Qualitative Effect of New 
Wave on the Traditional American Fami
ly." When we had exhausted the subject 
(and finished our drinks) I realized that she 
had almost made me miss the Burmas. By 
the time I made my way to the front of the 
stage and joined Crass, they only had three 
songs and three encores left. What's strik
ing about MOB is that they're not an easy 

band to identify with. It takes more than 
one listening to get really involved but that 
involvement, when it comes, is an over
whelming experience. Being a devout Mis
sionite I was not pleased with Claudi's de
vious subversive attempt to keep me away 
from them. Next time motormouth Perry 
wants to talk turkey it had better be with 
pistols not putdowns. 

Gang of Four (who in our opinion are 
one of the best bands around) really tripped 
over the sound system. Roger Miller (of 
MOB) said that they were incredible in New 
York when he played with them, He was 
concerned that the audience would blame 
the band rather than the equipment. We 
know that they're an incredible band be
cause we've seen them five times and 
they've proved it, but it would be nice to 
see some more new material. It was a super 
evening, the alcohol flowed freely, the mu
sic was good and all our friends were there 
-wish more nights were like this one. 

We were really disappointed when Sub
,ray News folded, but now that Jimmy Is
aacs has moved out of the cellar and into 
the den, Subway editor Doug Simmons has 
taken over Cellars By Starlight in the Phoe
nix. We'll miss Jimmy but it's nice to see 
Doug on the scene again. 

On the other hand, we've had some real
ly bad news. Ed (Boys Life's adorable sax 
player) has forsaken the band and the rock 
'n' roll life for a more stable career in medi
cine. Rumor has it that Richie Parsons' lit
tle brother Moose (also known as Bob) is 
polishing his sax. 

While on the subject, cute little Michael 
of Shul Up is rumored to have left the 
band. We wonder if the loss of Michael's 
guitar will turn the band into an all elec
tronic psycho machine band. 

We'd like to know who etched "Billy
goons" into a desk at the Brandeis lecture 
hall! Maybe it was Joe Strummer sharpen
ing his new set of teeth. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy and Crass, Two of The Principal 
Girls of the USA. 

Check us out next issue to find out the 
true story behind the Killer Children delay. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Candy and Crass 
host Warm Leatherette on WMBR, 88.1 
FM. Mon, Wed, Friot 10:500.m. & 

MERIT BADGES 
by Betsy "Badges" Sherman 

At the ungodly hour of one on a Satur
day afternoon I sat in Sully's tavern near 
Boston Garden and waited for the Goons to 
arrive with tickets for that afternoon's 
wrestling match. I knocked back a post
breakfast beer (also known as a spack ie or 
wacky-spackie; you have to know these 
things if you listen to "Sports Palace" on 
WMBR). The matches were to begin at I 
p.m. this month, because the Bruins had 
rudely scheduled a game for Saturday 
night. At last 1he Goons swep1 in, blowing 
1he cobwebs off the regular Sully's patrons. 
Grand Wizard Bill Tupper distributed the 
tickets; I was nearly blinded by the reflec
tions off of his sequined turban. Like the 
Pied Piper he led us across the st reet to the 
(majestic?) Garcfen. As we made our way 
up to the balcony Tupper was cheered for 
his Grand Wiza{d regalia (the Grand Wiz
ard is a wrestling manager) or else heckled 
as "a fake, a sham!" 

This was my second time at the matches, 
so in the meantime I had watched TV so I 
knew more about what was going on. But 
all you really need to know is who's the 
good guy and who's the bad guy, and you 
can tell that by Jocking at 1hem. On this 
card they actually had the nerve to have a 
few matches where both wres1lers wore 
plain old trunks and didn't even have wigs 
or anything! You'd think it was a sport or 
something. Bui it gives you time to get a hot 

dog, if you dare to eat one. Goons like hot 
dogs 1hat bite back . 

The best match was Ken Patera vs. Pedro 
Morales. Pedro is the goodest good guy 
there. Everybody loves Pedro, they scream 
for him, not only the Hispanics, though I'm 
su re he is responsible for bringing a lot of 
Hispanics to the matches. Goons love 10 
hate Pedro, but even more so, Goons love 
to love Ken Patera. Patera is a turncoat
he used to be a good guy but he turned on 
his mentor, Bruno Sammartino, and now 
he's a real bad bad guy. He had bright 
blond curly hair, which I 1hought was a wig, 
but Pedro was tugging on it so hard, I guess 
it can't be. This was a good match because 
Patera was really fierce, and it was a close 
match, they threw each ot her out of the 
ring an equal number of times (last 1ime I 
went they had a match with other wrestlers 
s1ationed outside the ring, so that if either 
of the fighters tried to leave the ring he was 
thrown back in). Palera was searched by 
the ref for a "foreign object" and the 
Goons broke into the Cure's "Object" (is 
that what they wrote it about?) 

Everybody talks about all the bag-ladies 
in the audience, but my favorite people to 
watch in between matches are the nine year 
old boys who play-wrestle along the side
lines and body-slam each other all over the 
place. Junior Goons in training. 

The match everyone was waiting for was 
Sgt. Slaughter (his Boston debut) against 
Bob Backlund. Sgt. Slaughter is a huge Ma
rine with a riding crop who takes to bellow
ing; "From the halls of Montezuma ... " etc. 
The Goons snapped to attention for this 
one, anticipating the abuse to be heaped 
upon Backlund, who is even more boring 
than Pedro. Instead, it is the Sgt. who was 
abused; Backlund tossed him around like 
Annette Funicello tosses a beach ball. The 
Goons were crushed; they re-enac1ed the 
opening scene of "Branded," with Sgt. 
Slaughter as Chuck Connors. I started to 
doze off during 1his farce, only to be jost
led awake when the match turned around, 
and for a change Slaughter threw Backlund 
out of the ring. Slaughter actually won, bul 
mistakenly thought he won Backlund's 
championship belt. I'd hate to be the one to 
take the thing away from him. For me the 
turnaround was too late, and I was disap
pointed with the match. 

Then White Trash and I went down to the 
floor to look for Bernie Smith and Lester 
Miserables ("don't call me Les Misera
bles!") who were trying to interview the 
wrestlers for "Sports Palace." For some 
st range reason the waters did not part for 
them and they couldn't get into the dressing 
room. So I was treated to a play-by-play 
description of the final ma1ch. What a doo
zy-a 6-man tag-team match with The Sa
moans, identical twins Affa and Seca 
(they're real savages, too) and their mana
ger Captain Lou Albano (the crowd hates 
Albano even more 1han they love Pedro 
Morales), against 3 good guys whose names 
I can't remember, except Tony Atlas, who 
is one of those perfect male specimen types. 
Albano is a terrific clown, and the Samoans 
pulled all sorts of dirty tricks but still lost. I 
feared for the Samoans' lives, because the 
wrath of the Captain is mighty, and they 
were on their knees begging for mercy. 
Some of the fans lunged at Lou on his way 
to the dressing room, and there was a big 
fight 1hat the cops had to break up. Un
daunted, ernie-Bay and ester-Lay went off 
in search of Captain Lou for an interview. I 
did not complete the ritual by joining the 
Goons (why? are they coming apart?) a1 
Sully's for the post-game bally-ballying 
(damaged Goons, send them back) . 

I'm hooked. Some of it 's pretty predict
able but when it 's good it's a great show. 
The next matches are December 13, at 
night, at Boston Garden. You'll see The 
Hangman, the Incredible Hulk Hogan, and, 
yes, Sgt. Slaughter! If you can't find the 
place, hail a passing Goon. A 
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MARTIN ATKINS: 
FIGHTING WITH A 
PUBLIC IMAGE 
by Greg Reibman 

The first snowball fight of the year took 
place in early November indoors at The Un
derground. The principal instigator of the 
confrontation was the evening's headliner, 
Brian Brain, a.k.a. Martin Atkins. Earlier 
that day Atkins (who still occasionally 
drums for Public Image but more on that 
later) had purchased sixty styrofoam 
"snowballs" at Woolworths with the inten
tion of disrupting the tail end of his show. 

I suppose you might be wondering what 
one of lhe world's better drummers was do
ing hurling foam balls into the crowd in
stead of pounding away on a drum kit. If 
so, you'll probably be astonished to learn 
that on this, Atkins' first solo American 
tour he didn't even bring his drums with 
him! Drum sounds are an important part of 
his show. But they are all pre-recorded on 
tape leaving Atkins free to skank about the 
club, guzzling beers, tossing snowballs and 
performing on an instrument he insists be 
referred to as "mouth." We really couldn't 
call it a voice at this point." 

His two partners in crime, former Cow
boys lnternational bass player Pete Jones 
and guitarist Bobby Surgeoner, play their 
legitimate tools long and hard for most of 
their thirty two minute, twelve song set. 
Eventually bass and guitar, plus additional 
voices and even applause, begin creeping in 
on the tape, allowing Pete and Bobby the 
opportunity to drop their instruments and 
join Martin. With the crowd busy retaliat-

ing, and snowballs bombarding the stage, 
Atkins needed all the help he could get. 

Of course most of the crowd remembered 
Atkins from the part he took in the now
legendary Public Image band that made its 
US debut in Boston last spring. Shortly af
ter the PiL tour, amidst rumours of being 
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kicked out of the group, he embarked on an 
already planned solo project under the 
Brian Brain alias. So far a pair of Brian 
Brain singles and an album have been re
leased and a new four song 12" EP is due 
out this December. An audition of a test 
pressing of this new record {which includes 
two original numbers plus covers of the 
Gang of Four's" At Home He's A Tourist" 
and PiL's "Careering") unquestionably es
tablishes the new disc as his best work to 
date. 

Within the past few months Atkins has at 
least temporarily regrouped with Lydon and 
Keith Levine on a new live PiL album re
corded entirely in French entitled Paris Au 
Printemps (Paris In Springtime]. According 
to Atkins (who didn't play on any of the 
previous Pil records) the Paris album is 
"better than The Metal Box." He also likes 

it to be known that he played on six tracks 
of Jah Wobble's first LP The Legend Lives 
On "even though he barely gave me any 
credit, not to mention money." Wobble of 
course is currently dodging snowballs while 
driving taxi in London. 

But best of all, beyond the shenanigans 
(in Britain they once pelted the crowd with 
bananas) this is an excellent band with some 
fine material. I have never had as much fun 
at The Underground. A few members of 
the audience seemed to berate Atkins for 
his tendency to mimic many of the stage 
poses we associate with Johnny Lydon. Per
sonally I found plenty of other bizarre and 
original things going on that I wasn't troub
led by this in the least. Besides if you're go
ing to cop your moves from somebody you 
might as well take your lessons from the 
top. 



t.he REBEL IS BACK! 

Our most popular stage monitor is back in stock-
50 strong !-and the Rebel has been updated! The 
new Euco Rebel Mk. II features a heavy-duty 12" 
Eminence woofer and a Heppner horn in an opti
mally-tuned cabinet. The horn volume is regulated 
with a 100 watt L-pad and has its own 3.5 KHz. 
crossover built in! A steel grill provides "bullet 
proof" protection for the woofer! The monitor is 
ideal for either on-stage floor monitoring or for the 
club musician looking for a small portable full
range cabinet! 

E.U. \NURLITZER 
fine musical instruments INC. 

of BOSTON 
360 NEWBURY ST. 
16171 261•B133 

in FRAMINGHAM 
2B0 WORCESTER AO. 
ROUTE 9 (617) B79•359 

~ MUSICIANS ARE OUR ONLY B.USINESS" 

, Celebrate 
(....._./ ~ Rock and Roll's 
~ , .. ...,-11 Silver Anniversary 

)
-,~~ Get a Copy of 

· \ ~ 25 Years of Rock 
}.._ '"\J'-1 ~(t=J;- TODAY! 

/~~ '\. ~\·~~ / \ ~__;x:--- \-7:7 I . i.:: . ..-
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Call your favorite station · 
and request The Spies!! 

Available at Record Stores Everywhere 
On LONGVIEW RECORDS 
(401) 723-6672 Undercover Ltd. 

Pro Town Productions 
Brings to You: 
Duke Robillard Band 
The Spot Finders 
The Box 
Mundanes 
The Johnsons 
Big World 
Memphis Rockabilly 
... and many others 

Call Deb Davis or 
Pat DeQuattro 

(401) 941-7216/331-1720 



by Tristram Lozaw 

Polyrock is: 
Billy Robertson-guitar, vocals 
Tommy Robertson-guitar 
Lenny Aaron-keyboards 
Curt Cosentino-bass machine 
Joseph Vannece-drums 
Catherine Oblasney-vocals 

Though sometimes you wouldn't know 
it, there are other roads to commercial suc
cess besides entering through the front door 
-i.e. using safely-stylized elements in safe
ly-constructed formats while playing safely
tested cliches. Polyrock is trying to get in 
through the side door with a mixture of pop 
song/dance music concepts and minimalist
ic traditions like repetition, sparseness, tel
star textures, pulsing beats and galaxic vo
cals. They want to be "accepted by the 
mainstream without conforming to people's 
expectations." 

Polyrock grew out of the short-lived 
Model Citizens, who also helped spawn 
The Dance, a connection which came in 
handy _for their first visit to Boston. Drum
mer Joseph Y annece had broken a leg a few 
days before and Polyrock was able to ac
quire the percussive services of Michael 
Philips through some friendly Dancers. 

Besides working with a drummer who 
had been with them for only 4 days (he per
formed admirably, by the way), Polyrock 
had to cope with not being able to do a 
sound check for their Paradise gig, so de
prived because of an over-extended check 
of the radio mix for the headliners, Finger
printz. So they began their I I-song set on 
an understandably shaky foot, getting used 
to the sound as they went along, tuning gui
tars and setting volumes as a very behaved 
audience looked on. The first tune was all 
drums. With that down, their soundman 
was able to add guitars, then keyboards, 
and by the end of "Romantic Me," the 
third song, the whole group could finally be 
heard through the house PA system. 

"In New York we're really spoiled be
cause we have a really good audience and 
always get to do a sound check. We usually 
don't open for other bands," said Polyrock 
guitarist/composer/spokesman Billy Rob
ertson, obviously distressed. 
Boston Rock: With your music you need to 
know where everything is, soundwise. You 
can't just turn on your amps and .. 
BIiiy: No you can't. The energy is in the 
tonality of the song. It's not just rocking 
out. 

"It's never as bad as you think," adds an 
RCA rep. 

"I'm not so sure," responded Billy. 
''But I think we pulled it off." 

By the time they ended with "117" (an in
fectious number that inspires dancing as 
well as speeding down the autobahn, de
pending on your immediate environment), 
Polyrock had put in a provocatively enter
taining, though not totally electrifying, set. 

Polyrock's stage instrumentation mirrors 
their musical approach. An Acetone organ, 
Korg synthi set-up (Korgs are sort of the 
VW bugs of the synthi world} and Ricken
backer and Flying V guitars are used to pro
duce textures, sounds and layers that lazier 
types leave up to Walls of Moogs and 32-
Track overdubs. It's the simplicity, the sub
tlety, that's important to them. Parts are 
stripped to their most essential denomina
tors, allowing each to actively pursue some 
sort of gear-like communion with the 
others. 
Billy: I like to get a very clean, everything 
in its place type of sound. Something 
strange but clear, and not pret ntious. It 
can be technically very intr' J.te, but it 
should be simple and necessa: _ . 
BR: Do you keep a danceable beat in mind 
when you write songs'? 
Billy: It just sort of happens. People say 
we're a dance band, but it wasn't contrived. 
We didn't put together a dance band, we 
just put together a band. It just so happens 
that we like that up beat ... We like to dance 
around when we play, so we usually write 
something that gets us going. 

One of the differences in Polyrock's ap
proach is that the individual instruments 
carry much of the group's melody, instead 
of being relegated to accompanying a vocal 
lead (and later making up for the lack of in-

ventiveness in the production). 
Billy: (With most bands] you hear the 
sound effects and all but there's no real 
construction going on. The basics are not 
being played in such a way that they're in
teresting. The basics are very basic and they 
put overlays on top, sound effects. It just 
doesn't hit me. I want to see the basics 
changed-the basic structure, the chords, 
the timing, whatever. A certain spark you 
have to get to make a song. From the ex· 
terior to the interior, just totally different. 
BR: You use your vocals more as another 
instrument rather than trying to make them 
the focal point. 
Billy: Words are pretty limited, you can al
ways sing love songs. I like lyrics that are a 
little vague. I get static about it, but I think 
it kindles the imagination to be a little more 
obscure. Sometimes it's hard for people to 
understand what I'm talking about. They 
say, "Oh, I want a story ... " I'm not going 
to write lyrics like I hear on the radio. I 
would like a hit single, however, that is 
Polyrock and has all of our elements but 
still makes it on the radio. 

These "Polyrock elements" stem from 
common backgrounds in the band. 
Billy: The band's been together for about a 
year, but we've known each other since we 
were children, about 10 years. We share 

sensibilities, which is important. Everybody 
sort of dressed alike, thought alike, pre
ferred the same music styles . When we got 
together all we wanted to do was package 
our music finally and make a product out 
of it ... We said, "Let's get a contract and 
get a record out." And that's basically what 
we did. So far so good. 

Some of the band's shared musical pre
ferences start back with the Stones and 
Beatles, unrevolutionary up through Bow
ie, Roxy Music, Eno, English rock like King 
Crimson and Pink Floyd, new wave and 
then nearer to the deep end with John Cage 
and Philip Glass, the modern trance-classic
al composer who ended up producingotheir 
first album. 
[The presence of Glass on the record made 
it easier to draw connections between what 
is called "sCrious" by people like Steve 
Reich and Terry Riley and Polyrock's mini
malistic tendencies. But although they're 
not as gracefully primitive, Polyrock's lay
erings often cruis along in a manner closer 
to European autobeat groups like Neu, Can 
and Amon Dul (something like Kraftwerk 
with a little more soul) even though Billy 
had never heard them. When it came time 
to get a producer for the first LP, Nancy 
Jeffries from RCA's A&R department 
hooked them up with Glass.] 

BR: Cathy sounds like she could have sung 
on North Star (a Glass LP that featured un
dulating ohs and abs}. 
Billy: She's not a singer, actually. She's an 
artist and designer and she did some work 
for Manhattan designing companies, it was 
a creative job, but not creative enough I 
guess. About two years ago I decided she 
had a good voice, so we started working 
out. 
BR: There seems to be an artistic slant in 
the band .. 
DUiy: Well I didn't go to art school , but I've 
always painted. My mother's an artist. 
When I was sixteen years old I was playing 
music and I've basically known what I 
wanted to do since then. 
BR: What kinds of bands where you playing 
in back then'? 
Billy: Very experimental. We went through 
a jazz stage when I played bass. Atonal 
jazz, then atonal rock. Lots of instrument
als, a lot of little pieces with rhythm genera
tors. We just experimented a lot. We got to 
a point where we said, "Let's package it.'' 
BR: Do you have ongoing projects outside 
the band, musical or otherwise'? 
DUiy: I still write things that l don't use for 
Polyrock. I just wrote some Songs for Rob
ert Gordon. I hope he takes them. He's a 
lot different. And I might be working with 
Philip Glass ... I did a few performances 
where I hired dancers, tango dancers. 
BR: Under your name'? 
Billy: No, not usually. We once did a Poly
rock show where we had dancers. We hired 
the winners of the Harvest Moon Ball and 
they came in with their gowns and tuxedos. 

Billy seems most interested, however, in 
working on songs for the next album in a 
friend's 16-track studio, trying to cook up 
about 20 from Which to choo:;e and get a 
finished product to RCA. RCA's involve
ment in the recording will cor.sist ofapprov
ing a producer who knows how to budget 
money and bring a project in on schedule. 
Glass may produce again, or just perform, 
or Polyrock may try to produce themselves. 
Billy: We're signed to RCA for five years, 
we just signed with Philip for one. 
BR: Isn't this whole thing something new for 
RCA? It seems like they've been ignoring 
rock for a long time. 
Billy: Yeah they wanted something differ
ent, something they didn't necessarily ex
pect to be top 40. And that was really good 
for us because we didn't have pressure to 
manufacture hits. 
BR: So you're pretty happy with RCA'? 
Billy: Mmmmm. Money wise, financially, 
I'm happy ... But they've done some publi
city posters and stuff that I thought were 
really terrible. 

The protested materials included lots of 
"next big thing" language-some of which 
centered around an embarrasing slogan, 
''So this is the future'? Gee, it sure sounds 
swell" and promotional playthings like 
miniature Polyrock postpunk buttons (kin
da cute actually). 
Billy: I hope that by this point they've 
stopped it. Even the buttons. I don't mind 
them but I really rather that they hadn't 
done it. They gave me problems with the al
bum cover, simple as it was. I really clash 
with anyone who works in an office, and I 
don't want anybody doing that kind of job 
on our artwork and graphics. On that point 
I do clash with them (RCA]. Plus their per
ception of us is not what we are. They don't 
even know what we're derivative of or any
thing. They just think of us as an avant 
garde rock band. It's something new, it's 
what they needed. But the person who 
signed us-Nancy Jeffries-is a very hip 
person. She's·very into new directions. 

One thing that RCA did right for Poly
rock was to release a 3-song sampler of the 
LP for radio station play. WBCN gave lots 
of play to "Your Dragging Feet," a Roxy 
Music meets Philip Glass concoction that 
features wordless vocals. 
Billy: The second album will be more like 
that, more instrumentals. Singing too, 
there'll be lyrics. But it's a whole different 
way of writing, not verse/chorus, verse/ 
chorus. There's so much in rock music that 
we have to stay away from just to be able to 
do what we do. You have to stay away from 
all the residue. So much that we hear has 
been done before. • 



by Mark Fisher 
Aimee and I entered the assigned hotel/ 

interview room with some trepidation. 
There had been earlier reports that the last 
journalist to enter hadn't returned. Ru-· 
mours were going around that he's been 
eaten alive, notebook 'n' all. We sat down 
on the nearest bed, as inconspicuously as 
possible. It was OK; George (the aforemen
tioned journalist) was still in there, alive but 
looking rather pale behind his wraparound 
sunglasses. 

I glanced quickly around the room before 
retreating into my notebook, pretending to 
be absorbed in my notes. Someone had 
warned me-the Slits don't like to answer 
questions, they prefer to have a "conversa
tion." With this in mind, I desperately try 
to start the "conversation" without it 
sounding like an interview. I don't know 
these people, so obviously I'll have to start 
with a question. 

Approach #1... The Humourous Ap
proach: 

(Adopting Monty Python voice): ''How 
long have you been in America and how do 
you like it so far?" 

Viv (Albertine): "You must be joking! 
Listen to hirn-" (imitates sarca,tically). 

I'm destroyed ustterly in one swift blow. 
Dismayed, I try and explain that I was jok
ing. 
Viv: "Oh, good." 

Ari: "Really, I'd forgotten about the 
English sense of humour (editor's nole: 
Boston Rock's Mark Fisher is originally 
form London. 

Viv: "We've lost it already." 
OK. I'll do it their way. I realize that any 

"specific" question I ask will be taken as an 
insult to their intelligence or whatever. 
What would they like to talk about? 

Ari: "When he put on a voice like that, I 
knew there must be something funny going 
on. I though that maybe because he's Eng
lish, he's being serious. I forgot that Eng
lish people can be really humourous." I'd 
always thought so, but at this point I was 
beginning to change my mind. Viv suggests 
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•CUT BY
THE SLITS 
ARI CHANTS, VIV 
TH ROWS SPEARS 
that Bruce [Smith, the Pop Group's drum
mer, currently drummer for the Slits) 
should start the conversation. Bruce seems 
disinterested and starts to glance through a 
copy of Boston Rock. Ari starts doing a few 
vocal warm-ups. Any remaining hopes of 
having a cohesive interview dissolved. I 
closed my notebook, but left the tape run
ning. 

Approach lfl ... the Persistent Approach: 
(Insistently) "What would you like to talk 
about?" 

Viv: "Try and understand that if you sit 
in a room and ask someone what they'd like 
to ta1k about ... '' 

At this point I'm tempted to say, "What 
the fuck d'you expect if you won't answer 
questions, etc." Instead I suggest that they 
must have something to say. 

Viv: "I'd like to talk about music. I don't 
know, it's a shame the conversation had to 
stop and the interview had to start." My 
mind wanders as I try to figure out what 
the difference is. Most "interviews" I've 
done have usually turned into conversa
tions, for what it's worth. The room is si
lent again. 

Approach #3 ... the Desperate Approach: 
"What sort of ideas arc trying to bring 

out through your music?" 
Ari: (glibly) "The same as when I was 

born." 
Viv: "We don't have a special 'mission 

for America,' we're not in the army. The 
same attitude we have here is the same we 
have in England in life!" (Maaan!) 

Ari: "There's no machinery answer for 
that 'cos we're talking about music. You 
can't talk about it like that." 

Viv: (to me) "What arc trying to get 
across in your music?" 

J mumble a few words about feelings, 
emotions, and music being a reflections of 
the individual. 

Bruce: "Yeah, take for example this guy 
who works rolling oil drums. If he's really 
pissed off with his wife because she's been 
giving him a hard time, he'll go in and 
throw drums around 'cos he's really an
noyed. So, similarly, maybe one evening 
we'll get up there and we play because 
somcthing's ... " 

Ari: ''What'?'' (indignantly) 
Bruce: ''I'm just trying to .. . '' 
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Ari: (interrupts) "l didn't get it, I'm sor
ry. I fucked it up ... " 

At this point, Journalist George revives 
himself a little and mutters a few inane 
words about proletariat identification and 
cracks a weak joke about oil drums as op
posed to snare drums. Ari snubs him. Si
lence again. 

Approach #4... the "Crawling" ap
proach: 

"OK. Before I came up here your mana
ger told me you were sick of questions 
from interviewers, so I'm happy to talk 
about whatever you like ... " 

girf;~~~~:::~!~ri/.~ Aimee) "This is your 

BR: "Yeah ... " 
Ari: "We get good questions from inter

viewers ... " 
Viv: ''We prefer conversations.'' 
Trying to change the subject, I ask them 

how they write their music. 
Ari: "It's difficult to talk about that be

cause we do it anyway. I mean, you sing on 
the bus, don't you?" 
Viv: "You know what you said, what you 
arc as a person, the way you write music, 
you just live your life, observe it, feel it, and 
it comes out in the music." 

Attempting to keep the conversation go
ing, I ask them if they could be more speci
fic. For example, how do they deal with ap
plying this to recording? 

Viv: "That's boring, who gives a shit? 
It's much more interesting that it comes 
from what's around you-much more in
teresting than how it gets done in the stu
dio." 

Fortunately for me, Aim_ee steps in and 
explains that, as a musician, she is interest
ed in the mechanics of the studio and how 
they prepare for it. 

Ari: (to me) "You're so inlel/ecrual 
about it, though-why doesn't it just drift 
together." 

Viv: "It happens totally casually. Actual
ly, when I first started writing, I used to 
write the whole page-verse-chorus, vcrse
chorus. '' 



Ari: (in reference to an earlier chat about 
music schools) "That's one thing, I think 
them schools can make it dangerous ... I 
think them schools can be really good be
cause you can sort of get into them and use 
them, learn from them, and write lyrics or 
whatever. 'Cos their roots is very intellec
tual. School is school y'know. It's very dan
gerous to cross the line without letting it 
affect you." 

Viv: "Yeah, like I said, when I first start
ed writing, I wrote out the whole song. Now 
it wouldn't even occur to me to do that 'cos 
it just drifts together. And it won't ever 
come together completely. You can always 
add to a song." 

Ari: "Yeah, always. You wanted to know 
about the studio-in the studio it comes out 
totally different. One day you write a song, 
next time you do the song it could be com
pletely different. And it's not only 'cos of 
the 'licks' thing. I mean, how you feel that 
day makes the licks come out different, but 
also everything else." 

Viv: "You can always add lyrics or mu
sic ... " 

Ari: "Arranging, everything." 
I glance at George, who senses his turn to 

take the lead. 
George: (shakily) "Was there ever a time 

when the Slits considered themselves a 
joke?" 

Viv: "No. Fun ... always humour in it. 
Maybe a bit of self-parody ... " 

Bruce: "You've always got to be able to 
laugh at yourself.'' 

Ari: (interrupting again) "Not at your
self, with yourself. You're definitely not a 
joke." 

Viv: "Because however you relate to 
yourself, that's how you relate to everyone 
else." 

George takes a deep breath and visibly 
braces himself. "Was the album cover of 
Cut ... " 

Ari and Viv glare at him. George coughs 
nervously and continues, "I assume you're 
often asked about this ... '' 

Viv: "Spit it out, come on ... " 
George: "It struck me as ironic that a 

band which, consciously or otherwise, culti
vated a feminist image was in a sense ex
ploiting themselves.'' 

Viv: (condescendingly) "WeU, we didn't 
ever consciously-or otherwise-cultivate a 
feminist image.'' 

Ari: "I like that cover because you can 
tell people's character just by the way they 
react to it. That's incredible. I mean, we 
had friends, they gave me a lesson, man, 
'cos they didn't understand it." 

George, trying a different tack, "Was 
there a sort of 'rejoicing-in-your-bodies' on 
that cover?" 

Viv: (screaming) "Nooooo!" Ari shrieks 
loudly. Chaos ensues. George looks embar
rassed; the laughter trails off. 

George: (resentfully) "Most men on see
ing that cover have said, 'Oh yes, the Clits.' 
That's been their reaction." 

Viv: "They're not terribly bright, are 
they. The thing is-well, we felt really fat at 
the time." 

Ari: "Yeah, we were fat. Man, was we 
fat." 

Viv: "It wasn't any big sexy thing-fuck 
that." 

Ari: (laughing) "We were so hideously 
fat." 

George: "In a sense, it was really anti
punk, the image that most Americans have 
of 'punkettes. "' 

Viv: "If that's how you see it." 
Ari: (grandly) "I know your fucking 

character inside out now." 
George: "Uh, I'm not speaking for my-

self ... " 
Ari: ''Oh, I'm not slagging it down ... '' 
Viv: "You are speaking of yourself." 
Ari: "Speak about yourself." 
~eorge: "Well, I'm an American and 

Ari: "You're a person, not an American. 
Fuck territory, man-join the army." 

Viv: "Join the army. In stereo ... No, you 
see, you've reacted in that way, and I see 
you've got those badges all over, so I've got 
a rough idea of where you're at, actually, 
from wtiat you say. And other guys have re-

acted saying, 'Oh, sexy,' other guys have 
reacted sticlcing up for feminists and saying 
we're exploiting women." 

Ari: "What's-her-name-Mary White
house-she saw it and she dug it! She said, 
'They're not trying to expose their bodies Or 
anything.• She's against all that stuff that 
actually we are against, all the pornogra
phy." 

Bruce: ''Britain's ... '' 
Viv: (interrupting) ''In England, she's to

tally against sex being exploited-she's a 
real 'bad' character." 

Ari : "She looks like Maggie Thatcher, 
you know." 

Viv: "A lot of people really hate her
she censors things and stuff. It was so iron
ic-someone wrote in the paper about the 
cover and she wrote back and said she un
derstood perfectly what the Slits were say
ing, that they didn't actually want their 
bodies used and abused and-oh I don't 
know-but I like the way she saw it. It's 
really ironic." 

Ari: "I never used to' be able to slag her 
down, because I saw an interview with her 
once. She sort of very innocently describ
ing Youths, and I liked it-it wasn't forced 
or anything, like the Queen would be or 
Maggie Thatcher. I don't know what to 
think of her because she looks straight out 
of the horrible fucking government. But she 
got it right." 

Viv: "It was just amazing-in places like 
Sweden, which is supposed to be really hip 
-places like that freaked out over that cov
er. Because they're so hip-they're just ass 
over tit." 

Aimee: "I can't imagine that it would 
cause that much of a stir.'' 

Viv: "Yes-in Sweden and Norway and 
these places where they're so free about sex, 
they all..." 

(Ari interrupts) "In Sweden they got a 
government for the kids' rights-they got 
their own fucking rights and government. 
They're taking over, the kids-they got 
what us kids always wished and wanted. It 
shows they're just so hip over there." 

Viv: "They're so hip they're back
wards.'' 

Ari: "The world is really unperfect." 
Viv: "And that's such a joke about that 

record cover; it really tests out where you're 
at. Because the Swedish guys were trying to 
be feminists-see what I mean-they're try
ing to stick up for the women." (Ari gives 
another warm-up shriek; Viv trails off.) 

George: "What was the appropriate re
action?" 

Viv: (tiring of the subject) "Oh, there's 
no appropriate reaction. Each person has 
their own reaction." 

George: "I laughed when I first saw it." 
Viv: "Good." 
George: "Oh good!" (relieved) "I stuck 

by my initial reaction, then I started to 
think about it..." 

"And?" Viv asks menacingly. 
"And I had a lot of contradictory 

ideas ... " 
"And?" 
"And now I'm back to my initial reac

tion," George finishes. 
Ari: "Laughing at it or laughing with it? 

..• I think you feel insecure about it." 
George: "Uh ... yeah, now that I'm on 

the grill. Ha ha." 
Viv: (nastily) "I think you should take 

your sunglasses off, it's very rude." 
George: "Sorry." He hastily takes them 

off; Viv and Ari giggle at him. 
Ari: "Thank you." (said coyly) "I can 

see your eyes, baby." 
Bruce: "I'm starting to learn to trust my 

first reaction." 
Viv: "Yeah, I like first reactions. I think 

they're great, I think school teaches you not 
to like your first reactions. (to Ari) You 
spurred that on with me when I first met 
you. 'Cos you would just react without 
words, and laugh, and I would be too busy 
thinking about what I said." 

Ari: "That's a1I coming to me now. It's 
all fucking hang-ups that are coming. I nev
er used to have hang-ups. It's really bad. 
Everyone's got a weight on them in life, 'cos 
we're all living with our own individual 

hand and we have to follow it to put some 
extra lines on it. Meaning we can have our 
own choice about how we wanna live as 
well; meaning our character. We all got a 
weight, and I don't like someone mixing up 
the weight you have to carry on your back, 
right, with hang-ups. 'Cos hang-ups devel
op through your own insecurity, your own 
shit. It's a different thing." 

George: "Why did you split with Rough 
Trade?" 

Ari: "Because ... " she stops, falters, real· 
izing that a 'question' has been asked, " .. 
you're a stupid cunt. Honestly, I just don't 
... we don't want to talk about that stuff." 

Viv: "We'll send you some badges with 
the explanation." 

The group bursts out laughing at this. 
George giggles a little. 

Ari: (to George) "Don't think it's funny 
... You better be serious.'' 

Viv: (aggressively) ''you better believe 
it ." 

Ari: (frustrated) "You're really acting 
like-do you know what I mean?-1 mean, 
I feel really low when I feel I'm talking to a 
human being who's on the same level as me, 
while he acts like a fucking wall. I feel low, 
I feel like walking out of the room. And I 
feel low because you don't even know it. 
Because you're probably a great guy. but 
don't know that you're treating me like a 
wall and )'ourself like a wall. We just told 
you that we don't like talking about super
ficial stuff like record business, business, 
business-isn't there enough of it? And 
straight away ... " 

George: "But don't your personal lives 
enter into your business dealings?" 

Bruce: "Yeah, but that's no reason to ad
vertise it." 

Ari: (emphatically) ''We don't have no 
personal lives, we don't have no business 
dealings. It's all the same.'' 

Viv: "I mean, I'd rather talk about hav
ing shits, the mechanics of that." 

Ari: "I'm not slagging you down, I'm 
just feeling really insulted. Not 'cause of 
you, I just feel really sad, it hurts me. It 
does. I mean, I'm talking to you so that 
there's vibrations going.'' 

Viv: "It would be different if you did 
ask us about having shits and you asked us 
about the record distribution because then 
you'd want to know about the mechanics of 
everything we did. But always we get asked 
about-distribution, and labels, and all that 
pox-it's so academic. But you're not in
terested in all the academics like shitting 
and that sort of stuff.'' 

George: (another lame stab at humour) 
"Well, l might have regressed from money 
to feces." 

Viv: "Regressed? Why is that regres
sion?" 

George, desperately fumbling for some 
way to get out of this mess: ''Uh, because .. 
um ... " 

Viv: (sharply) "Why don't you talk pro
perly." 

Ari: (coaxing) "What? What? Come 
on ... forward, straight, forward. What did 
you say. I didn't understand what you said. 
(closing in) Nor a word." 

George: (hopelessly lost) "No ... uh ... ac
cording to Sigmund Freud's theory of fixa
tion ... uh-should I go on with this?" 

Bruce: {in disgust) "He's just totally 
screwed up." 

Viv: "He's covering up." 
Approach #5 ... the ''Trying To Save A 

Sinking Ship" Approach: 
The atmosphere in the room is extremely 

tense. I make a last bid to try and salvage 
the conversation: ''How much of your time 
is taken up with the Slits?" 

"We live it," Viv states bluntly. 
I ask them what other things they might 

like to do if they had some time off. 
Viv: "This is our spare time." 
Bruce: "everything's important. From 

one second to the next..." 
Ari: (to me) "I think that school's af

fected you already a bit." I jokingly apolo
gize for being so supposedly academic. 

Ari: "It's not as if ~ou're bored. You're 
not like that, 'cos you don't look like 
that ... " 

BR: "Well, not at all-I mean ... " 
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SLITS CONTINUED: Viv: ''That's different; we don't call that 
Viv: ''What do you mean, not at all- war. We call what we do war. What soldiers 

you're so disrespectful of us." do is sort of wanking off." 
BR: "Look, I'm sorry, we have to think Ari: "Making jellies ... " 

of. .. " Bruce: "Out of people." 
Viv: "Don't say 'I'm sorry.' Just act like Viv: "When you say 'soldier, ' you ima· 

we're fucking human's trying to have a con- gine someone sort of strong, fighting for a 
versation." cause, and we think of soldiers as such de· 

BR: "I am. I'm just trying to explain... plorable assholes." 
the point is when you work for a magazine, Ari: "They think, the soldiers, 'I 've 
you're expected to come up with questions found an aim, it's to protect my territory, 
to ask because ... '' my country, our people.' That's their aim-

Viv: (derisively) "Oh, are you gonna be their fucking brainwashed aim." 
one those old guys who say, 'Sorry mister Bruce: "They're not necessarily thinking 
it's more than my job's worth'?" that-personally thinking that." 

BR: "No ... " Ari: "They're really thinking they're be. 
Viv: "You're saying that now and you're ing a big hero, fighting. And they'll think 

twenty." that ti! their dying day." 
BR: "I'm not saying that, I'm just say- BR: "I think they just want to sec a pay. 

ing it's a starting point for a conversation, check, meself." (This angle is ignored.) 
toaskquestions." George: "Aren't they thinking on an. 

Viv: "I don't even like reading those in· other level, 'Why am I putting my life on 
terviews anyway. l mean, every paper I've the line?''' 
seen'sgotamillionofthem." Ari: "They can't think that far 'cos 

Ari: "1 don't read them because I know they're brainwashed. Everyone has a bra.in 
each (of the people being interviewed] clas· and the bra.in never stops thinking ti! your 
sifies themselves as being in a group, spcci· dying day. Even a mongoloid has a certain 
ficaJly a rock group. I know they're aJI gon· feeling, and a brain that thinks in a way that 
na say the same thing. (imitates stoned we can't even imagine. But as soon as 
American rocker] "We gonna release our they're brainwashed, their brain will only 
next LP in a month and tour the United work in a certain way where they totally 
States.'' think machinery. Think totally brainwashed 

sh~~~'..!~ontinuing) "I buy my guitars at this d;n~:.a;~;j0tt~: s~~f~;;~~o~~~:tt~~-confi. 

Ari: "That's all it's gonna be in those · Viv: "Respect for others." 
things, or it's gonna be (adopts condescend· Ari: "If you remember, every second, 
ing, self-righteous English accent, actually what you've done ... forward and back· 
more appropriate than she reaJizcs) "Well, ward, if you think-'my girlfriend really 
1 think certain things are wrong and I really tried to fuck me up yesterday,' and then 
want to do something about it' and all think, 'Hang on, is that so?' Just trying to 
that." be really conscious all the time ... Jesus said 

I try to mention that perhaps readers of something reaJly good, 'Those who know, 
BR may be interested in some of the topics will know; and those who don't know, 
that the Slits consider mundane and boring. don't have to know.' 'Cos there's nothing 
Arter aJI, they aren't all that well known in you can do about those people that don't 
the US. want to listen. Open-mindedness is a big 

"Well, I'm not interested in a]I that," step. Open-minded makes open-hearted.'' 
Viv replies. ' Viv: "Next question." 

George apologizes to Ari and Viv, ex- Unfortunately there wasn't time; Aimee 
plaining that he feels he's insulted them. and I left the room reeling from the inten
This leads to a short anaJysis of George's sity of the last hour's proceedings. The last 
character (not a particularly favorab le one). time I saw George he was heading for the 
Referring to the state of the ''interview'' so bar with a determined look on his face. 
far, I ask them if this sort of situation often Ari and Viv are a contradiction. They be· 
develops between the Slits and 'the press.' licvc in certain values, but when confronted 

Viv: "Yeah. Even between us it hap-- with situations to apply them, they convcn· 
pens." iently ignore them. Viv speaks of respect for 

Ari: "A lot happens between us. So, you others, yet during the interview she is surly 
have to go through it all and it's very fuck· and arrogant, showing a basic lack of con
ing painful. It's very difficult to be in the sidcration for other people's points of view. 
family. Each one's an individual person; Ari taJks with genuine conviction, and her 
you have to be at one in a way. There's a overwhelming honesty and sincerity balance 
lotofwargoingonsometimes." her apparent na.ivite. She is a compelling 

George trys to crack a joke about war, character, and definitely commands most 
fails miserably, and is severely reprimanded of the attention both on and off stage. For 
by Viv. I press on. the record, Aimee andr I both enjoyed the 

Do they spend much time thinking about Slits' performance, and I suppose that's a]l 
war. that matters in the end. 
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Notes From Lake Flaccid 

by Eddie Gorodetsky 
Hello and welcome back to the column 

1hat though! 1hat moonies were people who 
worshipped Gale Gordon. 

One can't help but notice that we have a 
new presidem. He was married back to Jan 
Wyman, made movies with a chimp, calls 
his present wife "mommy" and called his 
autobiography Where's The Rest Of Me? 
Other countries can'I help but respect us. 
Maybe ifwe ignore him he'll go away. Afler 
an, it worked with Carter. 

Well, we've had some snow. Lei's move 
right on to April now. 

Tom Waits put on a wonderful show at 
the Orpheum backed by only a bass player. 
As usual he was full of jives and jibes. It 
seems as 1hough he's not a fan of local TV. 
Anyway he sounded like a much hipper 
Mose Allison singing from one of the inner 
pits of hell with his lungs full of sulphrous 
smoke. 

Comic convemions are basically a drag I 
found by visi1ing one at the Shera1on. It 
was filled by people who had quit being 
fans and had become fanatics. They way 
they picked everything apart, you would 
have thought they never had enjoyed !hose 
wonderful four color pulps. Wading 
through these armchair cynics I picked up 
three items: 
I. Art Seigelman's wonderful RAW maga
zine, a graphic magazine of postponed sui
cides. 
2. A new comic book by Fred Hembeck, a 
winy satirist of comic books who proves 
you can still be a fan after an education. 
3. A set of R. Crumb's "Heroes of the 
Blues" trading cards. 

There were many other prizes there in
cluding original art and EC comics (of 
which we'll talk in coming weeks). These 
convemions can be fun as long as you don't 
1alk to anyone who considers comic books 
the culmination of the his1ory of art and 
literature. The shit was made to be fun. 
Everything doesn't have to change the 
world. 
This column may ramble more than some 
(oh really! how could I 1ell?) because I am 
trying an experiment. I know that some of 
you are thinking: Drugs {bless your liule 
one-track minds). But no, the experiment is 
typing this column at home thanks 10 a 
wonderful lady who gave me a typewriter. 

jan bell 

It takes a certain discipline 10 work at home 
because of all the distractions, mos1 notably 
bed. I'm not sure how this will work out. 

There is a new magazine on the s1ands 
called comedy. It's not great ye1, but it will 
never become great if you don't go out and 
buy it to support them. Please do this be
cause it would be sad if they folded before 
they did their article on Jay Ward, the crea
tor of Bullwinkle. 

Trash novel for airplanes and taking a 
shit 1his week is Number One With A Bul
let by Elaine Jesmer. Mix Valley OJ The 
Dolls with Motown Records, add lots of 
poorly described sex and a few pounds of 
dope, and you have reading which is as en
grossing as ii is vile. Thanx for this one, 
Marshall. 

Help I've got a camera on my back. 
Those new one step cameras that offer in
stant visual gratification and the print can 
be fucked with as it's developing. More fun 
and just as quick as instant coffee (though 
both probably use the same chemicals). 

I promised to mention Mary Ryan this 
issue. I just did. Her story later. If the 
Rockpile show is ½ as hot as the album, 
you'll see a glinering message here next 
time. 

Now, as promised, THE DENZIL BEST 
STORY. I mentioned him in the last col
umn and I thought I would explain why he 
is one of my cult heroes who should be res
cued from obscurity. Denzil was a cat who 
truly dug music. He started as a trumpet 
player and played until his lungs collapsed. 
He then 100k up drums, playing with all the 
greats including Charlie Parker. This lucra-
1ive career was nipped in 1he bud by calcium 
deposi1s hardening in his wrists forcing him 
to quit playing. He contented himself writ

--ing some of the hippest be-bop tunes until 
he fell down a nigh1 of steps and died. Look 
for Denzil's one film appearance with Cole
man Hawkins' band in the film The Crim
son Canary. Denzil's on drums. And he was 
no relation to that other Bes1 drummer, 
Pete. 

Stunt Man is a great movie. Ignore the 
plot and have a ball. 

I really want the new Saturday Night Live 
to make it for two reasons. One is new cas1 
member Charles Rocket was one of my fav
orite funny people back in Providence, RI. 
He co-led the long-lamented Fabulous 
Motels with Rudy Cheeks and Spor1 Fisher. 
He is very runny and it would be great to 
see him put to good use. More importantly 
though is the fact that Sat Nite is trying 10 
do what it set out to do; be an exposure 
poim for an unknown repertory of comic 
performers. Good luck to them, though the 
over-abundance of toilet and gay jokes in 
the first week doesn't appear promising. 
Let's give them a few weeks though. 

This week's dumb fact: Rod Stewart 
played harmonica on Millie Small's hit re
cord "My Boy Lollipop." 

Hopefully I get bored writing this at 
about the same time you get bored reading 
it. As always comments, questions and bon 
mo1s can be sent to me c/o this magazine. 
Ten 10 one i1's another lousy New Year's 
Eve. 

BELLE VISAGE 
~cut into the future' 

PUBLIC NOTICE! 

HANDS OFF! 
If you are a musician-this is important. HANDS OFF! is a 

non-profit organization that will protect your equipment. Cur
rently in the planning stages, HANDS OFF! is designed as a de
terrent against equipment theft and as a widespread recovery 
network of stolen goods. 

HANDS OFF! will keep track of all members' equipment 
serial numbers and descriptions. If your equipment is stolen, 
this information will be distributed to hundreds of music 
stores, pawn shops, instrument exchanges and police depart
ments statewide and throughout the region. 

If you're interested in getting in on the groundwork- ACT 
NOW! For more information contact: 

Trude Koby or 
734-3982 

Ken Travers 
492-4266 

ARE YOU A VU NUT? 
Got some free time? 

Whot Goes On, America's Only Velvet Underground Fanzine, is 
lool1ing for a volunteer or two from the lloston area to help with 
general duties (i.e. shitworl1) and maybe some editorial 
assistance as well. Only dedicated VU Nuts need apply. 

Philip Milstein 492-7130 

Highway Imports Inc. 
155 Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10013 

SPECIAL OFFER 30% SAVINGS 
PLUS Free color CLUB Poster with every order - a 53 value 

I l"d like to order a whole box or CLUB papers to be sure I always have the besL I 
I Please send me boxes Single width (50 packs)@ 512.50 I 

(25~ per pack). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... $ ___ I 
I Please send me boxes Double wtdth (Cabaret) (25 pac ks) I 
I @ S8 00 (32¢ pee pack) $ ___ 1 
I New York residents please add sales tax . . ... $ ___ , 

I TOTAL . . . . .. _$ ___ , 

I O I am 18 years or age or more. Ship to: I 

708 Commonwealth Ave. 247-3111 1 
NAME ADDRESS _ 

1 
I I 

Boston, Mass. 02215 247-7472 1 CITY ___ STATE z1p ___ 1 --------------~----------~ ---------------------------



by Harold Lepidus 
They arc Maggie and Terre and Suzzy 

Roche. And if you're familiar with them, 
you probably think that you have each. sis
ter's personality pegged. There's Maggie
smart, sensitive, a bit spacy; and Terre-the 
tomboy that'll throw well-intentioned gif!-5 
back into the crowd; and Suzzy-thc conuc 
relief, the clown. 

Well, guess again, because Suzzy, at 
least, is not as humorous as she seems on
stagc. For example, when asked for her re
action to the New York Times' review of 
their first album, which proclaimed it the 
"Best Album of 1979" by the summer of 
that year, she replied, ii'l'm a very ratio_nal, 
logical person, and I don't get really thnllcd 
too much, and all I saw from that was the 
next time he wrote about us, it's gotta be 
bad. That's the way they do it, those writ-

crs(;;s this wonderful attitude towards crit
ics that got this election night interview off 
to a difficult start. While I was setting up 
my tape recorder, Suzzy was talking with a 
friend about how she hated doing inter
views, specifying certain stupid questions 
asked by uninformed interviewers. 

Undetered, I asked her why the new 
Roches aJbum was called Nurds (admittedly 
not the most intelligent question I ever 
asked, but I was just looking for a humor
ous anecdote, and hopefully it would push 
the discussion in the direction of the new 
disc). Suzzy nastily replied, "Well, have 
you heard the new a]bum? Well, after you 
listen to it for a while, you'll figure it out." 

I could tell this was not going to be easy. 
Although I'd seen them last year, and was 
familiar with both of their aJbums as a trio, 
Suzzy figured me for someone who was just 
out for a story. Once she realized I was a 
fan, however, she was much nicer, and an
swered my questions more fully. 

When the Roches recently appeared on 
the Tomorrow show, an uninformed Tom 
Snyder was not so lucky. "I was looking at 
him thinking, 'You poor guy,"'Suzzy re
membered. "I knew he thought we were be
ing difficult, but there was rca11y nothing 
else we could have done, under the circum
stances. I mean it's rather insulting when 
someone doesn't find out who they're taJk
ing to. 

"I definitely like the aspect of things that 
arc a little uncomfortable, when things 
don't go exactly smoothly," she added. At 
least I knew my enemy, I thought to myself. 

Sisters Maggie and Terre started per
forming as a folk duo in the mid-70's, re
corded an LP, Seductive Reasoning, with 
help from Paul Simon, who also had these 
two singing \)ack-up on his Rhymin' Simon 
a1bum. 

"Then Maggie and Terre kinda stopped 
playing," Suzzy recalled. "They wcren_'t 
playing for about two years. We were a1I m 
danger of forever being waitresses and se
cretaries. Then I said, 'Hey, Let's do some
thing here!"' 

So Suzzy and her siblings started singing 
Christmas carols, worked out originaJ ma
tcriaJ, and then played Greenwich Village. 
"There was a scene," Suzzy remembered. 
"Steve Forbcrt was there, Caroline Mas, 
and a lot of people that you probably never 
heard of.'' 

In the summer of 1978, an unusual oc
currence happened when tickets for the 
Roches wcnt 1on sale at New York's Bottom 
Linc. It seems many people figured it was a 
pseudonym for the Rolling Stones, who 
were rumored to be looking for a dub to 
play. However, according to Suzzy, ''The 
guys who owned the Bottom Linc weren't 
selling tickets to people who thought it was 
the Rolling Stones. The reason people came 
to the Bottom Line was to sec us, not the 
Rolling Stones. I mean, it would have been 
a more interesting story if they had." Oh, 
well, so much for that one. 

The a1bum is full of humor and intricate 
harmonics the New Jersey three are known 
for. What exactly is the Roche approach? 

"Usually, somebody will bring in a song, 
you know, maybe ha]f a song. We'll sit 
around and work on it for hours and hours. 

It takes a long time to arrange the songs," 
Suzzy says. 

The Roches have a new aJbum out. This 
time out, however, Robert Fripp did not 
produce. "We wanted to [use him), and we 
actually did go one day into the studio," 

1Suzzy explained, "but Robert was sick, and 
he was only in New York for a couple of 
days. He had to go back, and basically, he 
was too busy, and we wanted to take a lot 
longer time than he had. We just kind of 
agreed to skip this one." Fripp still gets a 
special thank you on the cover, however. 
"That's for Robert as only Robert can be, 
who is a never ending inspiration to me, to 
all of us, I guess." 

It was decided that Roy Halcc would be 
used as Fripp's replacement. "We worked 
with Roy basicaJly because of Willie Nile," 
says Suzzy. "He's a friend of ours, and Roy 
produced his albums. So he suggested we 
talk with Roy, and we liked the idea." 

Some of the songs on Nurds have backing 
instrumentation, while most of the arrange
ments are similar to Fripp's sparse Audio
Verite production. "They're not really 'au
dio-verite' in the Fripp way," Suzzy point
ed out, "but they don't have a lot of othc( 
instruments on them. Those ones just didn't 
seem to need them." 

How about the unpredictable melodics? 
"We don't think of 'Hey, let's fool people!' 
We just try what we like the sound of. We 

use a lot of dissonant harmonics and stuff 
like that." 

On their new aJbum, the Roches do an 
a cappclla version of Cole Porter's "It's 
Bad For Me.'' ''That was so hard to learn,'' 
Suzzy comments, "like the 'Hallelujah' 
chorus (the highlight of their show], it took 
us forever to learn it, but when you finaJly 
learn it, you really enjoy singing it.'' 

The only other unoriginaJ song on Nurds 
is "Factory Girl," a traditiona1 Irish folk 
song. 

''That's one of the first songs we ever did 
together," says Suzzy. "We found it out of 
a book. We just liked the words to it, so we 
learned the tune." 

'there's a song on the album called "The 
Death Of Suzzy Roche." It's about a fataJ 
encounter in a laundromat. I asked Suzzy if 
it's based on any reaJ event there. 

"Well, in a very vague way. It really has 
more to do with a lot of different things, 
just the way I see life. I was just using that 
as one example. That song is very strange, I 
aJmost feel that that song came from some
where else. That song frightens me, in a 
way." 

I also asked her about the other Terre 
and Suzzy Roche composition, "Bobby's 
Song." Her face lit up, and she said, "Bob
by is an amazing person. He's an older jazz 
clarinet player, who was in a plane crash. 
He was very strange. He was working with 
Leon Redbonc. That's how we met him, we 
did a tour with him. He's hard to describe." 
Did she have a crush on him, as it says in 
the song? "You can't reaJly believe every
thing," she said mysteriously. 

Suzzy wrote "Nurds," the title track of 
the new aJbum. She says that it's autobio
graphicaJ. "I don't know if my childhood 
was more unhappy than anyone else's. I 
don't consider that it was my own experi
ence exclusively [in the song). I feel like 
most of the people I know have had some
what similar experiences, or the people that 
I'm most drawn to have had those experi
ences, 'cau~. in a way, it's the most inter
esting part of life, to me-the underside." 

This probably explains why she doesn't 
start laughing in the middle of her most hu
morous songs. "I don't think it's funny, 
really." 

The songs? "Anything. I find mostthings 
very serious." 

But Suzzy denies that she's pessimistic. 
"I'm realistic," she asserts. Even on elec
tion night'? • 

Rob£RT dEVEREAUX 
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by Mark Fisher 

After their WMBR appearance, I went 
back 10 the Bradford Hotel and spent the 
better part of an q/ternoon talking with 
various members of lhe Buucocks, firstly 
with guitarist Steve Diggle, drummer John 
Maher, and bassist Steve "Paddy" Garvey, 
and later lead vocalist/guitarist Pete Shel
ly. I found them all to be genuinely friendly 
and sincere, pleasanlly devoid of the pre
tentiousness thal so often q/flicts well
known bands. 

The following transcript is taken from my 
first conversation. A second arlic/e may fol
low at a later date depending on whether I 
can decipher my talk with Pete Shelley 
which, for some unknown reason, my tape 
recorder picked up rather poorly. 
Boston Rock: This is your third American 
tour now; how do you find ii playing over 
here compared to the U.K.? 
Steve: Going from last time, very enthusias
tic. I was surprised-the first time I was 
over here, it was just like playing in Eng
land. I don't think there's that much differ
ence really. 
BR: Don't you find the audiences more 
good natured? • 
Paddy: Y cah, probably. I think so. 
All:Yeah. 
BR: Is there anything that you parlicular/y 
like about playing here? 
Steve: I like it in one way; there's lots of ac
tivity, especially in New York. It's quite 
good really, but I don't think I could live 
there. 
BR: Where did you play in New York? 
Paddy: Irving Plaz.a the first time. Two 
nights there, then the New York Palladium. 
Steve: Also the Diplomat. 
BR: How about up here ... like the Para
dise? 
John: It was really quite good too ... 
Steve: It was good and spirited last time, al
though technically it wasn't very good. 
Paddy: Y cab, I remember it was the first 
time we'd toured in six months, that was 
about 18 months ago I think. It 'Seems like 
people are really enthusiastic towards Brit
ish bands at the moment as well. It's got a 
bit stale in England in some ways. 
BR: Yeah, it seems to be very factionalited 
these days. 
Steve: Yeah, it's diverse, all over the place. 
There's so many different things going on, 
but that's good. There's different spirits 
now .. 
BR: O-Yer the fas I year, you've had a bit of a 
lay-off How do you find it coming back in
to things? 
Paddy: Well, we didn't intend to have so 
long really. We intended to have 4 or S 
months off and come back with some sin
gles-.do some recording and then when the 

singles come out do some short tours. It's 
just taken so long for the records to come 
out. The material that's coming out now is 
getting on six months old. 
BR: Since you've had al/ lhis time off. do 
you/eel like you've Jost impetus at all or do 
you think it's been beneficial? 
Paddy: Beneficial, very much so. It's a lot 
more healthy now. 
Steve: We really enjoy it now, whereas a 
year ago it was a dijfcrent thing altogether. 
It was getting stale. I'm sure we must have 
played some gigs last year where, to the au
dience, it was really bad, 'cos we were just 
... well, going through the motions. So when 
we did that short English tour it was great. 
BR: / notice that when you were inter
viewed on WMBR, you said that there were 
more "political" things to think about now 
that Thatcher's in and so on. Do you think 
that your writing will be heading more into 
that direction? 
Steve: I've always done those sort of things 
because of background influences, but 
that's my own thing really. There's only 
bits of that. It's all down to the lyric writer. 
That's only my opinion, you know. 
BR: While the Buucocks were having this 
lay off over the last year, what other prQ-
jects did you all get involved in? 
Paddy: I've always been working with Dave 
Prince, and John's been working with him 
as well. I've done one single and we've got 
another coming out. Also I've been work
ing with a band called the Night Visitors, 
producing. I wouldn't call myself a produ
cer, but if I can find a young band without 
much experience, I'd go in and help 'em. 
BR: Have you ever considered producing a 
Buucock's album yourself, as a band? 
Paddy: No, we were discussing that stuff. 
We could never do that because we're not 
the sort of band that can criticize each oth
er's playing and things. 
Steve: We need a referee really, I mean if a 
band gets on really well and can discuss 
what they're playing it's okay to produce 
yourselves. I did a solo EP recently and had 
a go at producing it and all that, but there's 
only so much you can do. If I'd wanted 
extra-special sound and all that, I would 
have been a bit lost. An' it's the same with 
John; he had a band called the Fins. 
John: I had a single out by them; I intended 
starting a record label. 
BR: How did that work out? 
John: Not that well; we're hoping for better 
things. I played with a rockabilly band 
called the Renegades which just played 
pubs, just for fun really, that's all-some
thing to do. Played some tracks for John 
Cooper Clarke and Pauline Murray's 
Invisible Girls album as well. That was 
,all within a period of about two months. 
It's funny, when you do get some work, it 

all happens at once. The rest of the time 
you do nothing. 
Steve: It was good fun though, the time we 
had off, y'knoW. We were all able to catch 
up with being normal again. 
Paddy: For three years or some we were 
just touring and recording all the time, and 
you just can't do anything else besides that. 
I enjoyed the time off. I got bored some
times but it was a good move basically. 
BR: Did you do a Jot of writing during that 
period? 
Paddy: Yeah, 1 did a lot actually. 
BR: Did you find yourselves in-Yolved with 
more experimental types of music? I know 
Pete {Shelley] recently released a fairly ex
perimental record of earlier material. 
Steve: Yeah, I've got a lot of experimental 
stuff on tape but I don't think the time's 
riJ1,ht to put it out yet. 
IIR: What are your plans after you finish 
this tour? 
Steve: To get down and write songs for the 
next album. We might be doing some 
Christmas dates in Britain but it all depends 
on the next single. If that docs well, which 
we hope it will ... 
Paddy: We decided that releasing singles 
one after the other doesn't have any great 
impact. It's much better to do an album 
and get a whole lot of things out so people 
can sec more where we're going than if we 
just - do singles. The singles don't really 
work at all in England. 
BR: I'm surprised, I thought it would be 
just the opposite. 
Paddy: Well, they've done OK, but no big 
deal. I think the year lay off lost a bit of 
ground really. I think the best way we can 
state that we're back again is with an album 
and a tour with that. It's not too good just 
doing a tour to promote singles, it's better 
to have a whole album. 
BR: When you actua/Jy get down to writing 
new material, how does it come together? 
Steve: Usually whoever wrote the song
usually we just have the chord sequence and 
a few words or whatever ... 
Paddy: And we just say, it goes like this, 
y'know ... 
Steve: Tt1en John and Paddy just add their 
bits to it . Once the idea for the song's there, 
it's just left to all of us to add to it. Stops it 
from being too pure. 
John: More often than not it ends up being 
worked out in the studio at the last minute. 
BR: You do a lot of experimenting in the 
studio? 
Steve: Not that much at the moment, we 
probably will ... in the past what we've done 
for albums is go in and do demos of the al
bum. Funnily enough, often the albums 
don't seem to have as much life as the 
demos. The demos probably have lots of 
mistakes an' that. 

BUZZCOCKS 
ARE EVERYTHING 
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Paddy: That only works sometimes, like 
these six tracks we recorded with Martin 
Hannett which are being released as Parts I, 
2 and 3. [In conjunction with the Buzz
cocks' tour-by-installment plan] for Part 3 
that's coming out soon which we just 
played on the radio station, the version that 
we recorded with Martin Hannctt took us 
about 2 weeks to record and a'nother week 
to mix them. We recorded in two different 
studios in London, and we don't live in 
London so it meant we had to stay down 
there for 2 weeks and then they mixed the 
tracks at a different studio, and then took 
them back up to Manchester to remix them . 
The whole thing got really dragged out, like 
"What d'you know, that version was really 
tired and not very exciting at all." So what 
happened was: we got the old demo tape of 
it and Martin (Rushing) sort of chopped it 
up, taking out mistakes and that and stuck 
the other in. So really what that is, is the 
original demo with a few pieces stuck on 
top. 
BR: What's it like working with Martin 
Hannett? Is he kind of dictatorial at all? 
Paddy: He is at the mixing stage. 
John: He just likes to have his own way. I 
worked with him on the Pauline Murray al
bum as well an' that was better in a way be
cause I didn't have to worry about the end 
product. I just went in and did my bit and 
as far as that goes it was great. 
paddy: He's alright, he's a nice bloke to 
work with an' all that but everything took a 
long time to doy'know. 
John: He likes working through the night as 
well and finishing about 6:00 in the morn
ing. We can't do that, all the life's gone out 
of us by that time. 
BR: Yeah, it's a long lime. How many takes 
do you usually take to put down a good 
track? 
Steve: About 3 on the average. 
Paddy: What we've been doing recently is 
to put the drums and bass down together so 
therc:,S something to work on a tight back
ing trick. 
BR: Whal aboul doing a live album? 
Steve: Well, we have some live tapes lying 
around; we were taped about S times for 
Virgin so there might be at some stage. The 
first album we did was more or less live, we 
recorded everything at the same time except 
for vocals and guitar. 
BR: Well, thal's about all. I won't ask you 
what your favorite color is or anything. 
Steve: It's always those questions that get 
us, it's easier to talk an' take people 'round 
the house, if y'know whatta mean. Just one 
last thing-my EP's called "Fifty Years Of 
Comparative Rock"; it'll probably have no 
promotion an' only sell about three copies, 
so if two people buy it over here it'll be 
something . .& 





by Kate Ingram 
Along with Parliament/Funkadelic, Dr. 

Buuard's Original Savannah Band was the 
precursor to the faller-day revitalization of 
r&b in popular music, the group having de
butted in 1976 but without much commer
cial success. August Darnell, lyricist/bas.sis! 
for the Savannah Band, more recently cre
ated his own group, Kid Creole and the Co
conuts. 

Kid Creole includes members of the Sa
vannah Band, including August's half-bro
ther, Stony Browder, along with vocalist 
Cory Daye and vibisr Andy Hernandez. 

It's been a relatively consistent but at the 
same time unhurried climb/or Darnell, who 
combines island, reggae and calypso into an 
intense, almost theatrical performance. The 
band recently hooked up with the B-52's 
and Talking Heads/or .several dates on their 
recent tours, and they got a .shot to play on 
the fir.st "Saturday Night Live" of the new 
TV sea.son. 

This interview took place in the after
noon prior to Kid Creole and the Coconuts' 
performance at the Orpheum No_vember 6. 
August, along with musical director/Vibe 
player Andy "Sugar Coated" Hernandez, 
were sitting in Room 907 at the Howard 
Johnson's at Park Plaza as I arrived to talk 
to them. 

Now picture toll, slim and debonair Dar
nell, always calm and unbelievably aware, 
about to chow down on .some breakfast 
flakes and a sweet roll. Next to him sirs An
dy, or "Sugar Coated," the spacey vibe 
player who seems as unlikely a companion 
to Darnell as does Droop-a-Jong to Rico
chet Rabbit in the cartoon. 
Boslon Rock: Is Kid Creole an enactment 
of any particular fantasies? 
Augusl: Yeah, everything we do is an enact
ment of a fantasy of some sort. This one 
was more or less the enactment of a child
hood fantasy, since I was always fascinated 
by the tropics. I should say, Hollywood's 
version of the tropics, in such vehicles as 
Abbott and Costello movies, and movies 
that Carmen Miranda might appear in. 
BR: How 'bout Desi Arnez? 
Augusl: Yeah, that whole Lucille Ball trip. 
The element I liked most was Desi. 
BR: ArtisticaJly, what stimulates you? 
Augusl: Nowadays, no1hing new. The las! 
thing 1ha1 excited me, trulhfully, is Lene 
Lovich. That was about 1he newest experi
ence I've had in the las1 six or sever'! months, 
musically, Other 1han that, I listen to a lot 
of Louie Prima, Harry Belafonte and Bob 
Marley. And lots and lots of James Brown. 
My favorite of the classics are the Beatles, 
of course, and Elvis Presley. James White 
excited me for a while. But then he failed to 
live up to his potential; he got waylayed by 
something 1hat waylays a lot of creative 
people-drugs. That's too bad. I thought 
he could change a lot of what rhythm and 
blues and soul music is about in this coun
try. 
BR: Now that you're on tour with the B-
52's, what do you think it is that's caused 
them to reach the type of success they have? 
Augusl: Five days ago I was sitting on the 
bus discussing that with my musical direc
tor here. After we do our show we go out 
in the audience and we look at their show. I 
said to Sugar Coated, this is truly proof that 
the race is not to the swift. Which is some
thing I always say, it's my calling card: 
"The race is not to the swift, or the baule 
to the strong." It's a line from "Ulysses" 
by Alfred Lord Tennyson. But this, to me, 
is the greatest illustration of that saying. I 
loved them long before I ever heard about 
hooking up with them and touring. I even 
have their albums, and I don't buy albums, 
so that proves I do love them. 

I think what they have is fresh and inno
vative. It defies the traditional song form 
(verse, chorus, verse, chorus, bridge, etc.). 
They have no respect for that. As a matter 
of fact, their lyrics are like grocery liSIS. It's 
a most amaz.ing thing. And I turned to An
dy, here, because he's much more gifted in 
music than I am, per se. He's a student of 
music, and he reads and writes. I said to 
him, jokingly, can you do a lead sheet for 
this? He !urned to me and he said, "Nev
er.'' 
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Augusl : There are many reasons for that. 
The primary reason is that Mondi [Andy's 
name in the Kid Creole line-up] and I did 
the album ourselves, mostly. We did it at 
Chappell Studios, which is a 16-track siu
dio. So Mundi and I went in 1here and he'd 
play 1he piano, and the vibes, and I'd play 
the guitar and bass and drums. And I 
should mention that I'm (.IOI a guitarist or a 
drummer; I'm not a great bassist. But I get 
by on these things. And so we constructed 
these things together. Obviously the energy 
of the live show would be different than 
this, because the parts are being played by 
people who live their whole lives just to play 
their instruments. So the execution is much 
different. That's the first reason. 

The second reason is, no matter how 
much you have a vision of what something 
is going to sound like live, it's the hardest 
thing in the world to control. It's dealing 
with different musicians who come from 
differen1 schools. The reason I like playing 
instruments myself on records is because 
it's the style I like. It's a controlled style, a 
limited style. And the music is such that it 
needs parts. You know, the musicians are 
supposed to play parts, they musn't put too 
much of their personality into it, they muSI 
hold it back. There musn't be too much ad
libbing or too much improvising. 

In fact, there are no chord symbols on 
the charts for the bass part, just so the bass
ist must be confined to play only those 
notes on the page. It's so difficult to get 
musicians to play the style and the tone and 
the mood of what you want that I had to 
settle-I know this sounds awful, but it's 
true-for what I got, because they were 
good musicians. But in being good musi
cians they all gave a part of themselves to 
the general sound. I in no way ever wanted 
the sound to lean as much toward rock 'n' 
roll as the live show does in "Mr. Soflee" 
and "Grace Of God." I hate guitar solos, 
but as we evolved, as we played around and 
the cats got more and more excited about 
what they were doing, they wanted to give 
of themselves. 

Mark, our guitarist, happens to be a great 
rock guitarist. So when he contribu1ed that 
guitar solo on "Grace Of God," though I 
personally hate guitar solos, it worked with 
the audience. Everywhere we played, they 
loved it. The kids just jumped up and 
down. If it were up to me I would have a 
rhythm section much more like James 
Brown, where it's all tight rhythm and blues 
music. But, I couldn't get that. 
Sugar Coated: Obviously the energy live is 
more intense than on an album. And our 
thing is so vis:ual, that even adc:ls more to it. 
'Cuz. even though a 101 of people like our al
bum, once they see 1he show, 1hey realiz.e 
such a big difference between the album 
and the show. The album could never 
match the impact of the live show. 
BR: Why didn't you include the two songs 

O from the single, "There Bui For The Groce 
] Of God GO/" and "He's Not Such A Bad 

The point being that there's no guarantee 
in this industry. There's no way you can 
say well, this cat's gonna make it and 1his 
one's not. The cards were against them, I'm 
sure. When record company executives 
first heard their music, they must've said, 
"You've got to be kidding!" And seeing 
them live. they're not even gifted musi
cians. Kate is not an excellent pianist, in any 
shape or form, and Fred has no stage pre
sence. He's gonna be 1he Pat Boone of the 
eighties. But he's great; he's the common 
man, he's Gary Cooper. And we joked 
abou1 it and said, it's900/o luck. 
Sugar Coaled: Pan of it too is tha1 despite 
1heir ideas, it seems like anyone could have 
been the B-S2's. I. think it's a produc1 of 
!heir living toge1her, or just hanging out to
gether and throwing ideas about. Their 
hand is on wha1's happening on the streets. 

I was talking to Kate and she said some
limes their friends write the lyrics. And then 
they put the music together. It sounds like 
colloquial-s1yle 1alk. One strange thing 
about them is that Ricky, their guitar play
er, doesn't even tune up his guitar like peo
ple normally do. He sharps maybe one 

i:i... GuyAfterAll"onthealbum? 

string, then double-flats another siring. He 
probably couldn't play regular guitar, but 
what he does is incredible. They're great at 
what they do. Before I went on the road 
with them, I wasn't really into !hem. But 
now I'm a fan of theirs. Plus, it's dance
able. 
BR: They've helped get dance music away 
from the disco phenomenon, and I think 
you have too. People wrote off disco as 
mindless trash that all sounded alike. Then 
Dr. Butzard's came along and made people 
aware of "art-disco. " 
August: I think that's the most impor1ant 
contribution of a group like that. They've 
helped to expand the musical horizon. And 
God knows, we need that as much as we can 
get it. Because 1here are radio programmers 
in this country that are so blind, and their 
ears are so deaf, that we need all the B-52's 
we can gel! 
BR: It seems there's a certain effect that 
you get from your stage shown, and some
how, this doe.sn 't come ocrps.s on the re
cords. As a producer, is that something 
you've been working with? Or is it a hard 
thing to translate? 

August: The album had been done such a 
long time ago-it was packaged already
the album cover was done, the artwork, and 
then the distribution deal with Buddah fell 
through. So we had to hold off on that. 
And then in the interim, since everybody 
was going craz.y because of our overextend
ed hiatus that wasn't anticipated, we said, 
let's get a single out. We knew we couldn't 
pull the single from the album, because it 
had been packaged already. So we just did 
two new songs. "Bad Guy" will be on the 
second album. 
BR: What do you tnink is going to happen 
to music now that the election has tumed 
politics to a more conservative direction? 
August: I think self-complacency is the 
greatest crime of all times, especially when 
there's nothing to be complacent about. 
What we experienced in !he last many years, 
since 1he college uprisings, was a period of 
indifference, to be kind. A period of well, 
who gives a fuck, it's going to be this way 
anyway, so why not acce,pt it. This is like 
becoming the walking dead, so to speak. 
And music has reflected that. The whole 
disco scene came out of a period of com
placency-people saying let' s have a party, 



let's go out and gel dressed up, get in a 
limosine, lei's drink the wine, let's put the 
shit up our noses, let's have a good time. So 
the result of tha1-that could only last for a 
certain period of time-led into this so
called "new wave" era, which was a direct 
slap in the face of disco. Disco was polished 
and perfection, and new wave was, get slop
py, anything goes. So it was a direct re
sponse to disco, the antithesis. 

Now, thank God, since we've gone 
through this whole childish period of "I've 
got perfection" and "I've got sloppiness," 
·with Reagan being elected, we have a reason 
to stand up and say, "[ can't be indifferent 
anymore." That is to say, if we feel any
thing, if our antennae are alive and re
sponding to the environment. 

Bob Marley was the only one in the last 
couple of years, I would say, who said any
thing political, although perhaps I'm not 
turned onto the others. You see, Bob had a 
reason . Look at Bob's culture, look at his 
environment, and you'll see that his lyrics 
are a direct result of 1he oppression that he 
(although not himself personally) was feel
ing from his surroundings. 

So now, wha1 I think is going to happen 
to music is that the lyrics are going to re
flect some troubled times ahead. In my 
opinion, it's a movement in the right direc
tion. There are things that need to be said. 
And I think that they should be spoken, 
and spoken aloud. Politics, it definitely has 
a play in music. 

Music is the people's message, so to 
speak. And they deserve to hear it, because 
most of today's generation is not into read
ing books or newspapers. Statistically 
speaking, most of today's kids get their in
formation from watching the tube and· 
through music. So, if music is telling them 
to boogie, then that's the message for that 
decade or year, or whatever. But if the mu
sic is teUing them you've got to serve some
body, as Bob Dylan would say, I think it's 
a great power for people. Absolutely. 
BR: In your childhood, did you and your 
brother {composer Stony Browder, who 
ploys with August in both Dr. Buuord's 
Savannah Band and Kid Creole and the Co
conuts/ hove typical sibling rivalries when 
you were growing up? 
August:We had no rivalries, because we 
were in two separate worlds, so to speak. 
He was into the world of music, and in 
those days, I was a scholarly lad. I was into 
the world of education, so we were going in 
separate directions until he taught me how 
to play bass guitar. And then he introduced 
me into the world of music. In our latter 
years, that's when the rivalry actually start
ed. 
BR: Are Dr. Buzzard's and Kid Creole in a 
way a competing sort of thing? You are ob- · 
viously the leader and central figure in Kid 
Creole, and he in the Savannah Band. 
August: The group itself, Kid Creole, 
doesn't really take anything away from the 
Savannah Band, inasmuch as the Savannah 
Band is not the kind of group that performs 
much anyway. We haven't had any con
flicts since we started. 
BR: When was the lost Savannah Band per
formance? 
Sugar Coated: We did Magiquc in October, 
I think. 
Ausust: Still haven't gotten paid .. 
BR: Coming from a scholastic background, 
what literature made heavy impact on you 
when you were growing up? 
August: A lot of Thomas Hardy. I saturat
ed myself with Shakespeare; I read his plays 
and followed that whole theatrical concept. 
Also Fitzgerald, and the usual playwrights 
-Ibsen, Chekhov. My favorite play of all 
time is "Cyrano de Bergerac," the most 
anti-heroic romantic figure. 
BR: Do you ever foresee doing a Broadway 
musical? 
August: Oh, God, I've been working on it 
for years. It's very hard to break ground on 
such a project, because so much of it is 
caught up in conservatism. You come along 
with a new idea, in the theater, and it's even 
more difficult than breaking a new idea in 
music. Because musically you can do it in
dependently; if you've got a hundred thou
sand dollars or so you can do your own al-
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bum. But theatrically you're talking about 
S(i(X),000 just to get the play into rehearsal. 
BR: Obviously what you're doing already, 
as a performer, lends itself to that kind of 
adaptation. All you need is a story line, 
which I guess you've done too... you've 
written plays that have been performed. 
August: I've done some off-Broadway pro
duction work, I was a member of Frank Sil
vcra's Workshop, that's the Harlem-based 
writer's workshop in New York City. And 
now I'm collaborating with a gentleman by 
the name of Johnny Hammill, who is Peter 
Hamrnill's brother. We're doing a musical 
called "Cherchcz La Femme," which is a 
story line I've been working on for three 
and a half years. It's a modern day myth, so 
to speak. It tells the story of a rastafarian 
who's brought to this country, and it's par
allel to the Sampson and Delilah fable. Only 
his talent lies in his hair rather than his 
strength. And he's betrayed by a Jezebel
like woman, and he loses his talent. That's 
the one I believe will reach Broadway. 
BR: As an educalor, do you see your role as 
a successful entertainer having some re
sponsibility to educate? 

August: Definitely. I think the two are in- · 
tertwined. One must be very careful, be
cause there are so many dummies out there 
who arc given to misinterpret whatever you 
step forward to ·communicate, of any 
weight. The classic example being, "There 
But For The Grace Of God Go I" which 
was attacked by so many critics as being 
pejudicial, whereupon I stated that I didn't 
like blacks, Jews or gays. It was just an ob
vious case of people taking things out of 
context and not listening. But I think you 
must take that risk. Every time you step 
forward to do or say something that is poli
tical, or non-partisan, you take the risk of 
being misjudged by the masses. You may 
even ruin your career in that fashion. Espe
cially with this organization we have, be
cause everything is so satirical, tongue-in
chcck. 

A journalist in England said he didn't like 
it because it was too cheap. And what he 
was saying was, he couldn't have fun with 
us. We were having too much fun on stage, 
and he couldn't understand why we were 
having so much fun. The mockery we do is 
a subtle mockery. There are those who can 

come see that show who don't sec anything 
satirical or political about it. But what in 
fact we're doing, obviously, to the 
"brains," to the so-called elite in the audi
ence, is making fun of pop music in the 
form that it is. We're making fun of every
thing that has come before, and everything 
that will come after us. And it's done, I 
think, in a light-handed manner. At least 
we're not getting up there preaching. I 
mean, it'snot didactic; it's cool, having fun 
together. "Darrio, can you get me into Stu
dio 54" ... if that's not trash pop, nothing 
ever was. But it's better than coming out 
and saying, this is what you've been buying 
for the last 20 years. It's having fun with it. 
But as I say, there's dangerous ground be
ing trodden there, once you become politi
cal 
BR: (to Andy) Is August a gifted musician? 
Sugar Coated: Yes, he is. Naturally gifted. 
He's not trained, I mean, he can't write 
things down on paper technically, but in 
terms of what comes from the heart and 
from the soul, he is gifted. 1 mean, if they 
put the time into it, anybody can learn to 
put things down on paper, but from the in
side ... there are times when I sit down with 
him when he has a production I'm doing 
the arrangements on and he comes out with 
ideas it's bard for me to put down on paper. 
1 think if he was trained, he couldn't come 
up with some of these things. He comes out 
with rhythms that stem from Africa or from 
Haiti or those kind of things, and I try to 
put them on paper, and it's hard work, A 
lot of times I'm in front of a string session 
18 musicians, all these classical cats from 
Juilliard and everything, and I've got this 
weird rhythm in front of them, and I just 
tell 'cm what's in front of you is just to put 
something there,. but right now I want you 
to listen to what August has to say. 
August: It's a good marriage, it's always a 
good marriage to have the trained musician 
such as Andy, and one who hasn't been 
trained. Because each can learn from the 
other. 
BR: Where do you {August/ get the inspira
tion for music that comes from Haitian cul
ture, or African? 
August: Well, for me, I would have to ati..i
bute it to my ex-wife, who' s Haitian. 
There's a resurgence in me of all those 
rhythms because they were played around 
the house 24 hours a day. 
BR: Do you think if you keep at ii there 
will be some more commercial awareness of 
your music? 
August: I wonder about that sometimes. I 
don't know if we have music that will ever 
have massive wide appeal in the way that 
the Stones or Beatles had. I think what we 
have is a combination of so many worlds 
it intimidates and it frightens. I'm not on a 
mission of conquering the world, or having 
the most hit singles on the hit parade. My 
mission is merely to entertain and to enjoy 
while I'm doing it. And if in doing that we 
can reach a lot of people, don't get me 
wrong; I'd love to. But I think it's going to 
be a hell of a job. Perseverance I have, so 
that if it's a time.consuming job, my time is 
there to do it. 
Sugar Coated: I think of the masses, and 
somehow we'll both come together. I think 
our music will keep growing, and the masses 
will keep growing. And somehow along the 
line, we'll find each other. Personally I feel 
a need for that audience to hear what I have 
to say. Sometimes it gets frustrating when 
you're trying to make it and you know 
you've got something good. So sometimes I 
think I'll write less of a strange chord. But I 
know I can't write like those other people, 
like the Beatles and the Stones. 
August: It's gotten to the point with me 
that what pleases me, what sounds natural, 
is regarded by others as the weirdest thing in 
the world. A song like "Mr. Softcc," to 
me, that's commercial. People will say, 
"That Mr. Softcc" is the most far-out shit 
you've ever done!" It makes me wonder 
what they're hearing that I'm not hearing. 
Because it sounds so normal to me, but peo
ple come up to me and ask, "Why arc you 
guys so out there; don't you care about the 
masses?" I guess it's just a question of, 
what is hip? 
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BOSTON AREA RECORD CHARTS 
LOCAL 
1. Mission of Burma, Academy Fight Song 
2. Human Sexual Response, Fig. 14 
3. Mundanes, EP 
4. Pastiche, Wicked Intense 
5. Atlantlcs, Lonely Hearts 
6. NelQhborhoods, Prettiest Girl 
7. Gremlea, No Surfing In Dorchester Bay • 
8. WHIie "Loco" Alexander, Gin 
9. Jared 
10. I-Tonas, Love Is A Pleasure 

LPs 
1. Talking Heads, Remain In Light 
2. Human Sexual Response, Fig. 14 
3. Clash, Black Market Clash EP-
4. Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit For Rotting 

Vegetables 
s. Pollce, Zenyatta Mondatta 
6. Orchestral Manoeuvres, Organization 
7. Rocl(plle, Seconds Of Pleasure 
8. XTC, Black Sea 
9. B-52S, WIid Planet 
10. Roches, Nurds 
10. Residents, Commercial Album 

Import 45's 
1. Dead Kennedys, Hollday In Cambodia 
2. Orchestral Manoeuvres, Enola Gay 
3. Dead Kennedys, KIii The Poor 
4. Buucocks, Pt. 2 
5. Joy Division, Love WIii Tear Us Apart 
6. Gen X, Dancing With Myself 
7. Jam.Start 
8. Talking Heads, Cities 
9. Professionals , 1·2·3 
10. Devo, Whlplt 

Based on sales at Discount Records H.Sq., 
Coop H.Sq., NE Music City H.Sq., Straw· 
berries Kenmore, Newbury Comics, Pop· 
corn Copley. · 

GREG REIBMAN TOP 10 (MUSIC 
DIRECTOR & DJ, WMBR) 
1. Hum•n Sexual ReaponH, Fig. 14 LP 
2. The THrdrop Explodes, Klllmanjaro LP 
3. Talklng HHdt, Remain In Light LP 
4. Joa "King" CarrHco and the Crowns, 

Joe "King" Carassco and the Crowns LP 
5. KIiiing Joke, Kllllng Joke LP 
6. Frankie Smllh, Double Dutch Bus 12" 45 
7. Dead Kennedys, Kill The Poor single 
6. U2, Boy LP 
9. Pylon, Gyrate LP 
10. Method Actors, The Method single 

TAMI HEIDE(DJ, WMBR & WERS) 
1. Gen X, Dancing With Myself single 
2. Spandau Ballet, To Cut A Long Story 

Short slngle 
3. Waitresses, No Guilt single 
4. Wahl Heal, Seven Minutes TIii Midnight 

single 
5. KIiiing Joke, Change single 
6. Pylon, Weather Radio, from Gyrate LP 
7. U-2, Boy EP 
8. Teardrop Explodes, Kilimanjaro LP 
9. Comsat Angels, Waiting For A Mtracle 

LP 
10. Human Sexual Response, Fig. 14 LP 
Soon come: Slits, more Buzzcocks 

ALBERTO(DJ, WMBR & SPIT) 
Alphabetically: 
1. A Certain Ratio, Blown Away slngle 
2. Comsat Angels, Waiting For A Miracle 

LP 
Gen X, Dancing With Myself slngle 
Human Sexual Response, Fig. 14 LP 
Orchestral Manoeuvres, Organisation LP 
Pylon, Gyrate LP 

7. Redbeat EP 
8. Teardrop Explodes, Klllmanjaro LP 
9. U-2, Boy LP 
10. XTC, Black Sea LP 
Tapes to listen for: Suede Cowboys, Mis· 
sion of Burma 

LAUREL KATZ(DJ, WERS& WMBR) 
1. Buucocks, Strange Things, Airwaves 

Dream 
2. UB·40, Signing Off LP 
3. Prince, Dirty Mind LP 
4. Talking Heads, Remain In Light LP 
5. Rockplle, Seconds Of Pleasure LP 
6. Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit For Rotting 

Vegetables LP 
7. Adam & The Ants, Dog Eat Dog single 
8. Gen X, Dancing With Myself single 
9. Jim Carroll Band, Catholic Boy LP 
10. James Brown, Live At The Apollo, Vol. I 

LP 

OEDIPUS TOP TENSION (DJ, WM
BR & WBCN) 

OtuE o· M /\'1AIJY SMALL 
lt,JC.OIJVEIJIENC.ES PM CRORS 
UP B'r Vll'iT\.11? O' HAVltv A 

COO'LA 1HOJ5.'\ND 1)\/L..cS ~win' 
YOU Al,Y YER NA1tH'RL HOM€ .. , 

2. Jim Carroll Band, Catholic Boy LP 
3. Prince, Dirty Mind LP 
4. U2, Boy LP 
5. Gen X, Dancing With Myself slngle 
8. Polson Girls, Chappaquiddick Bridge 

LP 
7. Tear Drop Explodes, Kilimanjaro LP 
8. Talking Heads, Remain In Light LP 
9. The Passage, Plndrop LP 
10. Classlx Nouveau, Robots Dance single 

CARTER ALAN (DJ, WBCN & 
WMBR) 
1. U·2, Boy LP 
2. Gen X, Dancing With Myself single 
3. Human Sexual Response, Fig. 14 LP 
4. 999, Biggest Tour In Sport EP 
5. XTC, Towers Of London single 
6. Jimmy Clift, I Am The Living LP 
7. Civilians, In America single 
8. Teardrop Explodes, KIiimanjaro LP 
9. Electratresh, Ejected Rejected single 
10. Jim Carroll Band, It's Too Late/CathoHc 

Boy, LP tracks 
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by Greg Reibman 

When entrepreneur Rod Swenson 
brought his new wave porn show The Plas
matics to Landsdown Street last month I 
thought I was at a stag party. Standing 
among an almost ninety percent male 
crowd-The Plasmatics haven't changed 
their show much. In fact the only thing 
missing was the exploding automobile. All 
the other props including the machine gun, 
chain saw, TV set, firebombs, tutu, flower 
pots and several gallons of shaving cream 
were all there. (To compensate for the miss
ing car they showed a film of them dumping 
one into New York's East River.) Of course 
as expected the show was gawd-awful and 
their heavy metal punk was worse. But 
while I might have been bored to tears by aU 
three versions of "Butcher Baby" (their 

THE BOSTON INCEST ALBUM 

by Carfl!ie 8. Cooper and Bonnie Kaleta, 
QMRA 

A funny thing happened on the way to 
making what Erik Lindgren calls "a trashy 
pop throwaway album." He and his friends 
cooked up a banquet. "It's got an element 
or fun. I hope that people pick up on that. 
It's not a real heavy album." The Boston 
Incest Album is a compilation with titles 
like "AM," "Walk Away, Renee," and 
"Rough School "tears." It would have to 
be pressed in concrete to be considered 
heavy. You can get a whiff of the fare from 
the cover's centerfold of the faces, bodies 
and beds of its contributing Beantown art
ists. This ain't no orgy, this ain't no disco, 
this is a whole lot of fooling around: a rock 
pajama party. 'It's back to fun," Lindgren 
says. "Punk was really great around '73, 
'74, '75. But it's kinda changing, kinda 
branching off in two angles. One's gettin' 
real pessimistic and New Yorky and real 
drug-oriented, and then the other angle is 
health rock. Si.trf, good bodies." 

JO Boston Rock #7 

Pure spontaneity. Willie Boom-Boom 
Alexander's rendition of Lindgren's "In 
With The Outs" slaps a punchy answer to 
the question or alienation: so what if no
body likes you? Just sing rock and roll for
ever. It's a bowl of Wheaties compared to 
Alexander's meal of gin and innuendo. 
What it lacks in sophistication, it more than 
makes up for in inspiration, and displays 
what Lindgren believes is Alexander's bril
liance. ''The Professor [Anonymous) is a 
first-take person and Willie is a first-take 
person. ff they're psyched, they'll do it. 
There's no need to do it again. That is such 
a rare treat." 

Another rare treat is the appearance of 
The Professor himself, whose goat-like 
voice and typically manic "It's Surprising" 
spells out much of the emotional vocabu
lary of the Boston Incest Album .. Oppor
tunism, measured insanity. Try it. "The 
change is gonna do you good,'' he bleats. 

In Lindgren's hands, the change in atti
tude and instrumentation revives the cs-

best song tool) the bulk of the crowd got 
the sex, violence and feedback they came 
for. 

Not only did Wendy WIiliams smear 
shaving lather and plaster bits of potted 
plants over her topless body she also wrest
led drum kits and blew up speaker cabinets. 
Half way through, gruesome guitarist Rich
ie Stotts (with his mohawk and ballerina 
costume) made poor use of Wendy's on
stage presence with a horrifying guitar solo. 

Although the show was as calculated and 
predictable as always, this represented their 
first Boston appearance since this fall's con
troversial British tour. It seems that while in 
England they were banned from playing by 
the Greater London Council (GLC). Al
though I have heard many terrible things 
about this "fascist" organization they de
serve a trophy for that particular action. 

sence of 'SO's and '60's music and does it 
loads of good. The producer/songwriter/ 
singer /keyboardist looks backwards and 
ahead at the same time, as his earlier mon
tages of work suggests. Legit radio commer
cials by Sounds Interesting, his production 
company; work on the lunatic fringe of Liv
ing In The World, Professor Anonymous' 
last LP; production and creation of one ex
perimental single under the name Space Ne
groes (which will shortly be followed by 
another) arc only a few of his credits . But 
"I'm really the only person around here 
that really does not want to make it. Be
cause once you make it, you wreck your
self. The things that I want to develop, now 
and in the future, are either '60's look
alikes, or sound-alikes that are trying to 
beat them at their games. I'm really into 
that. Trying to compete. Doing a better ver
sion of "Gimme (Gimme, Gimme) Some 
Lovin'" or "Little Latin Lupe Lu." You 
can't recreate that stuff, but I try all the 
time." Why keep trying? It seeems to a 
matter of fun. 

It's a celebratory revival. And in the case 
of the Peytons, Sidewinders, and Reflec
tors, it's a reincarnation. On The Boston 
Incest Album, Lindgren gets his friends 10 

serve up dishes that never ma:!: it tc vinyl 
platters before. "Matter or Time" by the 
Peytons, a bouncy Bacharach-type love 
song, was only recorded on a demo tape be
fore the recent breakup of the band. And 
''Streetwalkers,'' recorded impromptu in 
the MIT Student Center, comes closer to 
cooking up the Sidewinders' vicious sound 
than their LP ever did. Jonathan, brother 
of Sidewinder/Nervous Eater Andy Paley, 
joins with fellow Eater Steve Cataldo to do 
a searing power rocker, "You Arc Cordial
ly Invited To My Death.'' 

These last two songs come to t;;ndgren's 
pajama party dressed in leather. The heav
ies who bring the hard liquor to mix with 
the pop also do a g9od job of dimming the 
lights to just the right degree. Even young 
innocents like the Marshalls' "AM" can't 
stay naive with 1.hc Sidewinders and Re
flectors around. They can start out naive, 

though. The first cut on the LP, "AM," 
greets you with groundrules. "Too nervous 
to listen to music at home any more, drive 
around in your car, hum with that tinny 
radio, snap your fingers, and if it don't 
sound like somethin', punch out the button 
till it sounds right." 

Lindgren and his cohorts follow the Mar
shalls' directions through some very cir
cuitous routes till they intersect at the most 
outrageously tongue-in-cheek cut on the 
LP: "Rough School Years" sung by Chris
ten and the Notes. The first version, one of 
Lindgren•s earliest ventures, sports a male 
vocalist. It's so weird it cmbarasscs even 
him. "Unfortunately," Lindgren says, 
"There's a few lines in there that when a 
guy sings, you think Human Sexual Re
sponse oughta be singing it. Like 'I'm a 
checi-leader again.' Yup. Also "I'm seeing 
the star tight end ... Don't be mad, it's just 
for fun."'The Boston Incest Album just 
subst itutes a Pink Lady for the original 
Marguerita. Slippery, Carlsen's vocals slith
er lightly over such truly heartfelt lyrics as 
"Darling, these words are impossible to 
write ... But I never promised to be faithful. 
I never promised to be true." Moonlight. 
Summer. Waves on the beach. A man she'd 
love to string a1ong till next summer. Bitch. 

It's perfect. "Don't get the impression 
that I'm only into nostalgia," Lindgren 
says. "I do like all that sixties stuff; there's 
a real sense of inspiration ... zero taJent, 
IOOOJ'o inspiration.'' His compilation con
tains more than just inspiration, though. 
It's got rich bass werk by Mission of Bur
ma's Roger Miller, a hot and cold silver 
platter guitar solo by Eric Rose on "No 
Hors D'oeuvres," explosive percussion by 
Baby Bear and Ray Boy Fernandes. It's 
also got some irritatingly whiny talking on 
''Busted.'' 

And it's got violins, flutes and WiWe 
Alexander's translucent voice . "Walk 
Away, Renee," the classic nostalgic core of 
the album, toasts the simple emotions of 
pop. "That song," Lindgren says, "Willie 
had a very hard time singing. It's very 
weepy. We were trying for that feel.'' 



"Surf Rock . .. " 
HENDRIX WAS 
WRONG. 
Call 266-0790 



Pylon 
Gyrate 
(DB Records, LP) 

Pylon don't believe in playing it safe. tr 
they can't play on the knife.edge, they'd 
rather not play at all. Gyrate is a set of well
defined musical meditations, but not in the 
conventional sense. In fact little of what 
Pylon does is conventional. Pylon songs 
are tense chants, the vocals anxious 
screams. The overall sound is both appeal
ing and repelling, Vanessa's vocals punch 
you in the head but the music sucks you 
deeper. You occassionaUy hear traces of the 1 
Gang of Four and B·52's in Pylon's rhy. 
thms but similarities stop there. Pylon's ap. 
proach is much more personal. 

Everything on the album is excellent, 
proving that their initial release "Cool'' 
was no fluke. If I had to pick two favorites I 
guess I'd choose "Volume" and "Danger." 
"Volume" uses a seductive rhythm, deep 
crawling bass, and tense guitar attacks. 
"Danger" uses a rock-steady drum beat, 
snaking bass line, and a combination of 
clucking and slide guitar effects. The driv· 
ing music is punctuated by Vanessa's vocal 
bursts and whistle blowing. Their live per
formance of this song features an extended 
drums and vocal intro that is truly mesmer
izing. 

This is an uncompromising album by an 
uncompromising band. A must hav. Highly 
Recommended. (Mr. B) 

TheWho---------
My Generation 
(Virgin, import LP) 

This I 5 year old reissue contains two 
songs that were never released in America
"l'm A Man" and the complete "The Kids 
Are Alright.'' The original version was edit
ed because The Who's record company, in 
their infinite wisdom, figured that the feed
back was unintentional! A classic. (Harold 
Lepidus) 

KUUng Joke--------
KillingJoke 
(Malicious Damage, import LP) 

Killing Joke are adamant about their atti
tude. Romanticizing rock is for those who 
can not play. The music should stand on its 
own, without pretty advertisements, pa
tronizing publicity or contrived stage thea
trics. I couldn't agree more with them. It's 
truly sad how few groups could sustain 
themselves without their manufactured im· 
age. Killing Joke is one of the few groups 
with no manufactured image. Their con
tempt of promotion extends to the point of 
not even listing the band members on the 
album. That is compulsive. What Killing 
Joke have to offer is a devastating wall of 
sound that challenges anyone to knock 
down. Killing Joke deliver what the Sex 
Pistols and Clash promised though contin-
ually fell short of: raw power. Rather than 

Swell Map 
Jane In Occupied Europe 
(Rough Trade, import LP) 

I never paid any attention to Swell Maps 
before this album. Their music was exces
sively harsh to most ears, mine included. 
Times and tastes change, however, and now 
I've found them quite 10 my liking. A bit 
late, perhaps; Swell Maps have unfortun· 
ately broken up but have left us with their 
best work ever. There are basically two 
types of tunes on this record. First there are 
their punk noise experiments. Some are 
great, some not so great (even boring). All 
of them are quite abrasive. Second arc their 
brilliant punk rave-ups like "Border Coun
try," "Helicopter Spies" and "Whatever 
Happens Next..." While most bands are 
content to bash away song after song with 
the same sound, Swell Maps create a wide 
variety of musical textures with their instru
ments. They do more with bass, guitar and 
drums in three songs than most bands do in 
a lifetime. WARNING: Listen to this re· 
cord before buying, it may not be to your 
liking. On the other hand, it's highly re
commended. (Mr. B) 

Electrafiesh--------
EJECTED REJECTED b/w Broken Trust 
(Artificial Intelligence Records, 45) 

"Ejected Rejected" is a catchy synthe
sizer driven pop song that conjures images 
of "Strawberry Fields" days marred only 
by a real dumb chorus. "Broken Trust" is a 
tough guy's ode to frustrated monogamy. 
This tune is distinguished by pulsing synthe
sizer and drawling vocals. My hint: Don't 
read the lyrics. Overall, a major improve
ment for Lord Manuel over his previous ef
forts. (Mr.B) 

preach or trivialize anarchy, Killing Joke U--z-----------
celebrate it. 

This is easily one of the best albums of 
the year, probably not commercially, but 
definitely from an artistic standpoint. 

This debut album has at least four excel
lent songs, and four very good ones. "The 
Wait" is one of the truly excellent ones. 
The main focus of this song is the drums, a 
pounding tribal dance occassionally inter· 
rupted by a chorus of rapid-fire power 
chords. "Complications" puts guitar dis
tortion and synthesizer noise to good use, 
one of the band's strong points. H's always 
a pleasure to hear imaginative use of these 
instruments after most bands arc content to 
copy the traditional sounds (e.g. Sex Pis
tols, Zepplin, etc.). "Requiem" and "War
dance" arc new (and better) mixes of pre
viously released material. Although "War. 
dance" loses some of its former power and 
volume, the added production is more satis
fying. 

Killing Joke play very hard dance music. 
If you'd rather blow up the whole city while 
others merely tear down walls, this is the al
bum for you. Highly Recommended. (Mr. 
B) 
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Boy 
(Island, import LP) 

U-2, the Scottish tock and roll quartet, 
not the U.S. Air Force high altitude spy 
plane, proves on Boy that it is just as capa
ble of making a brilliant album as it is mak
ing stunning singles. The group's debut LP 
sports eleven songs all draped with mysteri
ous imagery in Bono's vocals and the ex
quisite chording from "The Edge's" guitar. 
Indeed, the instrumental prowess of guitar 
and vocals lends U-2 a progressive rock 
quality while retaining the energetic pace of 
punk. Adam Clayton and Larry (the drum
mer) power the band with a similar mix of 
complexity and sparseness recalling The 
Cure and Magazine. 

Standouts include the superb 45, "A Day 
Without Me," "I Will Follow," and the 
three song suite of "An Cat Dubh," "Into 
The Heart," and "Out Of Control." The 
entire LP, though, is thoroughly devoid of 
filler and one of the best and most consist
ent releases of 1980. Great stuff for New 
Wavo fans and maybe your friend out West 
who's into Jeff Beck. (Carter Alan) 

Factrlx The Psychedelic Fu 
EMPIRE OF PASSION b/w Splice of Life MR. JONES b/w Susan Strange 
(Adolescent Records, 45) 

Everyone out there who can pronounce 
French should say the following word 
aloud. Factrix. Get it? Industrial music for 
modern man. This single is full of all the 
sonic goodies we have grown to know and 
love in today's a•go-go world. A chromatic 
guitar hero viciously rips through sheet me
tal with his axe while the drummer takes us 
on a rampant tour of subterranean boiler 
rooms by way of some pretty funky inci
dental percussion in ''Empire Of Passion,•• 
a tune owing topical inspiration to the Jap. 
anese film of the same name. "Splice Of 
Life" mangles one vocal track with a ring 
modulator while another manages to recite 
some lyrics not unlike what you'd expect 
from Throbbing Gristle. (It seems that they 
have some young lovely on the operating 
table, but I'm not certain.) This time 
around, the drums swing with more of the 
feel of a steam radiator. I think perhaps 
these people have studied the effects of LSD 
in the sub-basements of defense research 
plants. Just look at that concrete. (Jim 
Puccio) 

Orchestral Manoeunes in the Dark·-·····H 
Organization 

Organization, OMitD's second album in 
six months, reflects a natural expansion 
away from their self-sufficient productions 
towards the more versatile possibilities of
fered by a recording studio, in this case 
Ridge Farm and Advision. The instrument
al/vocal chores arc shared equally between 
Andy McCluskey and Paul Humphries, 
both playing a variety of kcyboards/synthe. 
sizers, rhythm machines etc. Drums and 
percussion are provided where required by 
Malcolm Holmes. 

"Enola Gay," the opening cut, show· 
cases the best OMitD have to offer on a 
commercial level; a synthetic reinterpret&· 
tion of earlier pop styles. As in the case of 
"Enola Gay" and "Statues" (last track on 
this side), when this approach works it's 
quite compelling. "2nd Thought" also 
works quite well, mixing clangourous tim· 
bres and soothing string sounds with fifties
type vocal crooning. "VCLXI" isn't bad 
either, although at this point, when listen· 
ing to the album, I began to tire of its over· 
all uniformity. Fortunately this feeling was 
relieved by ''Motion and Heart,'' which has 
a lighter, almost jazzy flavor and doesn't 
get swamped by multiple overdubs. 

On Side 2, the last track "Stanlow" is 
particularly gratifying, beginning with a 
"neo.symphonic" intro reminiscent of 
PiL's "Radio Four." Included with "Or· 
ganization" is a single featuring some earl
ier material recorded on Winston in '78. 
Being of a more experimental nature, this 
provides an effective contrast to the more 
streamlined sound of this LP. 

While occasionally the continued use of 
rhythm box and numerous synthesizers be
comes a little tiring, there is something in
stantly likeable about this album. Recom
mended. (Mark Fisher) 

Don't be fooled by the name, there's 
nothing inherently psychedelic about this 
straight-ahead '80's dance music. It docs 
speed though. Richard Butler's urgent raspy 
vocals and the pleasantly economical use of 
rhythm guitar and sax give these cuts acer
tain individuality. Thumbs up for this one. 
(Mark Fisher) 

Wunderklnd--------
METROPOLIS b/w Fallen Among The 
Palms 
(Kino Musik, local 45) 

Wunderkind is a curiously anachronistic 
local band (but hell, what rock isn't an ana· 
chronism these days ... ) in that its musical 
roots arc finnly entrenched in the British 
Progressive Rock scene of approximately 
1972. Now, I realize that with these words, 
you're probably on your way to the nearest 
bathroom to blow lunch, but hold on. Most 
of the reconstructions of that particular 
period that you're accustomed to hearing 
arc a tremendous vulgarization of the form 
that was the state of the art at the time. 
The same sort of relationship Gary Numan 
bears to Eno, for example. 

The thing about Wunderkind is that they 
rock out (as is currently expected of rock 
bands) but manage to maintain thee/an that 
is essential to good progressive rock. In gen
eral, their lyrics and vocal style conjure up 
the jaded.hip presence of John Wetton in 
Crimso with a much gutsier presentation of 
early Y cs hannonies, while their use of the 
musical devices of stop time and contrary 
motion indicates a certain predilection to 
Gentle Giant type arrangements. 

As far as "Progressive Rock" proper is 
concerned, this single is right on target, the 
only flaw being its needlessly compressed 
dynamic range. You can't have everything 
in flashbacks, I suppose. (Jim Puccio) 

John Fon--------
MILES A WAY b/w A Long Time 

If you're expecting more electronic nood· 
lings over a rhythm box, forget it. For 
"Miles Away," Foxx actually employs a 
ri;al live drummer, Edward Case, and the 
use of Moog here tends to lift the song 
rather than diffuse it. "A Long Time" is 
reminiscent of Meddle-period Pink Floyd, 
particularly the opening melody. A thought
ful arrangement, however, keeps it inter
esting to the end. Recommended. (Mark 
Fisher) 

The ResldenIS--------
The Residents Commercial Album 
(Ralph Records, LP) 

If you've never heard anything by the 
Residents, let me just warn you that they 
are a band (sic) whose music generally 
brings out extreme reactions in people. You 
either like them or you hate them. Period. 
You know how the FDA checks out various 
chemical products by administering truly 
awesome doses to rats? Well, listening to 
the Residents is like exposing yourself to 
that much American culture (Ronald Mc
Donald, television commercials with spiffy 
computer graphics, Hallmark greeting 
cards, plastic crucifixes, contact paper, de
ordorant, Naugahyde, TV dinners, you 
name it) over and over again while strapped 
to your chair in a hermetically-sealed white 
Formica room with air conditioning. 

For some reason, records full of little 
teensy.weensy (I minute long) musical cam· 
cos arc cuucntly sweeping the experimental 
music scene. (fhe spirit of Alan Berg moves 
upon the Earth.) If you wJnt to hear the 
Residents apply good ol' Yankee overkill in 
injecting all of your most plastic experiences 
into this idea with a little electronic device 
called the "harmonizer"; if that's your idea 
of fun, then go ahead. Just don't say I 
didn't warn you. 

Of course, if you want to hear short mu
sic "done right," I'd heartily recommend 
you to get a hold of Morgan-Fisher's new 
LP, Miniatures and give it a listen instead. 
(See review in this issue) (Jim Puccio) 
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Paris Au Printemps (Paris In Springtime) 
(Virgin, import LP) 

"Oh yes good ain't wc7 SHUT UP! I'll 
walk off this fucking stage if you keep spit
ting. DOOi" 

... So murmurs Johhny Lydon toward the 
end of this unmemorable live album. Re
corded this spring over the course of two 
days (prior to the US tour) there's nothing 
particualrly wrong with these versions of 
previously released material-but it's not so 
great either. Supposedly some parts were 
mixed down low to cover the boos from the 
fans who had hoped to sec the Pistols. PiL 
fans should be booing too. (Greg Reibman) 

The Contr1ction 
RULES & REGULATIONS b/ w You 
Touched Me 
(0 'n' 0 / 415 Records, single) 

This all-girl trio from San Francisco 
should have spent as much time on develop
ing their own sound as· they did on making 
an attractive sleeve for their first 45. "You 
Touched Me," with its steel drum break, is 
fun even though it sounds like misdirected 
Zappa at times. "Rules & Regulations" is 
straight Blondie surf music right down to 
the Deborah Harry phrasing. (Tristram 
Lozaw) 

Androids of Mu-------
Blood Robots 
(label unknown-looks like a Rough Trade 
distributec, import LP) 

I have news for a11 of you out there whom 
I've heard lately whining about the possibi
lity of a psychedelia revival. Psychedelia 
never went away. I know this because I've 
followed many of its manifestations over 
the past decade. Of course, by "revival" 
you probably mean a bunch of young 'uns 
discovering some music form and starting 
bands to play it, in which case your worst 
fears are confirmed. You sec, it's here al
ready . 

Despite an extremely rustic production 
job, Blood Robots isn't even a bad inilial 
stab at attempting to recreate what the 
scene sounded like in Europe in 1971. In 
fact, it sounds a lot like the kind of stuff 
that was played at Glastonbury Fayre (the 
british Woodstock week-long event) in 
1972. A young band starting out at that 
time could conceivably have sounded like 
this. 

I don't mean to imply that the Androids 
arc a complete anachronism. For one thing, 
the vocals arc occasionally reminiscent of 
Poly Styrene of X-Ray Spex or even some
times a Lene Lovich without as much voice 
control. Moreover, the guitarist is fond of 
the kind of extremely dense dissonant 
chording recently brought into vogue by 
groups like the Gang of Four el'al. Overall, 
however, this band follows more closely in 
the footsteps of early Gong, Hawkwind 
and krautrockcrs Amon Duul in terms of 
their song structures. The same kind of re
petitive psychedelic jamming that swept 
Europe in the early seventies has resurfaced 
for another go. The really crazy thing is 
that in the lyrics, vocals and occasional car
nival reggae motif, these folks manage to 
evoke (in a very bizarre way) The Incredible 
String Band. A truly oddball perspective 
that might even go somewhere . 

However, the Androids of Mu arc a 
group pretty clearly in its infancy. This, 
coupled with the poor production quality 
and awful band name makes me reluctant 
to recommend this record to everyone in
cluding my long-dead great aunt. Intriguing 
if you get into weird turns of history. (Jim 
Puccio) 

\'tu 
Solid Pleasure 
(Ralph, LP) 

What we have here is yet another funky 
electronics combo, this time a trio from 
Switzerland. Not surprisingly, they seem to 

be relatively direct musical descendants of 
the German band Can (one of the genre's 
pioneering outfits). People who get a charge 
out of light-skinned people electronically 
co-opting dark-skinned peoples' musical 
forms will probably enjoy this record, al
though if you think of it in those terms, 
chances arc you won't. 

Musical politics aside, Solid Pleasure is 
um, OK I guess, making for a listening ex
perience similar in some respects to Telex. 
(Jim Puccio) 

------7..-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-= James "Blood" Ulmer 
Are You Glad To Be In America? 
(Rough Trade, import LP) 

I confess: my first urge was to dump all 
sorts of useful information on you about 
the new jazz (practitioners call it "Creative 
Music"), how this record relates to it and 
why it's important that it does, but I have 
since thought better of that (mainly because 
I don't want to bore you to tears). 
This album has soul. The real stuff with no 
preservatives. And in the end, I think that's 
the most important thing yo should know , 
about it. You may or may not care that the 
horn sidemen arc true luminaries in their 
field and arc probably more wcll-rcspcctcd 
than Ulmer himself; nor might you want to 
know that he gets a very unique "dry" 
tone on his guitar; nor even that he's a skill
ful writer and that the music on this disk is 
consequently pretty interesting stuff. None 
of this matters much anyhow, because soul 
is all humanity has to offer to itself, what 
truly makes life worth living and makes it 
possible for a jazz/funk guitarist to play all 
twelve tones yet still move people on a raw 
emotional level. Essence. (Jim Puccio) 

Bauhaus---------
ln The Flat Field 
(4AD, import LP) 

Steve Forbe,,.._ _______ _ 

Little Stevie Orbit 
(Ncmpcror Records, LP) 

Forbcrt emerged from the New York folk 
scene a couple of years ago with a debut al· 
bum modeled after Elvis' Sun Sessions 
called Alive On Arrival. The follow-up, 
Jackrabbit Slim was an overproduced critic
al flop and a commercial success. 

For his third album, Forbert enlisted new 
wave producer Pete Solley (Forbert was 
once called a "new wave folkie"). Lillie 

Stevie Orbit is not new wave (except for 

the Dylan vs Split Enz opener), but a mix
ture of his first two albums. Horns, strings, 
and background singers arc sparely seal· 
tercel on the first side, while side two is raw
er and more fitting to his songs. 

And Forbert's songs are what's import
ant in the first placc-scnsitivt, personal, 
and sometimes naive and/or smug-arc 
what count, and there are 13 of them here. 
It's a good album, but a transitory hop for 
Jackrabbit Steve. (Harold Lepidus) 

It's the modern world, and it's powered '"'""'""""''""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""'""!!!!!!!!j 
by an evil so profound it bends the nund, Leo Ego & the id (617) 899 5330 
holding us in its iron grip through the sheer • 
seductive power of its stark metallic beauty. 
There is a long and venerable tradition of 
European psychorock bands exploiting this 
concept. Recently, the most visible have 

been the crop of British new wave bands 
mto which Joy Division and Killing Joke 
fit. Bauhaus is a somewhat less well known, 
but classic exponent of this world view and 
the music that goes along with it. There is 
no question in my mind that this new LP is 
the most notable vinyl yet released by the 
group, and should get them more favorable 
attention than they have generally yet re
ceived. 

In The Flat Field is a difficult record to 
neatly pigeonhole (always an encouraging 
sign). On the same disk we can find Arto 
Lindsay-oriented chickcnscratch no-wave 
guitar, concrete tape effects, Doorsy 
doomsday vocals, amplitude modulator and 
European psychedelic trance rock a la 
Hawkwind and the Teutonic heavies of the 
seventies, as well as all manner of other 
goodies sealed together in a breathtakingly 
crisp production job. You should give this 
album a chance, because it might just open 
your cars up to the vast collection of stun
ning music from which it all springs; a 
genre which to now has been sadly ignored 
in the press. (Jim Puccio) 

Someone and the Somebodles---
WORKIN' IN THE COAL MINE b/w We 
Were Only Kidding 
(demo tape) 

These guys do have a sense of humor. I 
mean, really who else would do a cover of 
"Workin' ... " But wait-it sounds great! 
The Somebodies do it doublctimc with 
buzzing guitars and a rapid fire bass line. 
Cool. (The "Sabre Dance" guitar riff is a 
nice touch too.) "We Were Only Kidding" 
funks out with choppy guitar chords and 
zig zagging bass. Ya just can't keep a good 
band down. Both cuts arc to be released on 
their upcoming "Bops On The Head" EP. 
Watch for it. And if you haven't seen these 
guys live, you're missing out. They cook. 
(Mr.B) 
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csx•sn, 
Biondi 
Autoamerican 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Blondie's gotten 1rendy again with 1his 
aJbum. If "I Zimbra" was a hint of the 
drastic change of direction Talking Heads 
took with the Remain In Light LP, then 
"Heart of Glass" and "Atomic'' were simi
larly indicative of Blondie's new direction. 

It's a revitalization of saris, as the songs 
are energized and excitiog. Thank goodness 
Blondie have digressed from the pattern 
whereby superstars find the formula that 
makes hits and get stuck in it. Debbie 
Harry is soulful in the funk numbers. She 
does a great rap song, a la SugarhiU Gang, 
called "Rapture." She also does a good 
Patti Smith-type reading at the end of the 
lead cut (which sounds like it comes from 
the soundtrack of an epic movie) called 
"Europa," strangely enough, since the 
title is derived from this continent. 

More than one of the tunes are reminis
cent of thirties speakeasy-type music, and 
the last song is a cover of "Follow Me" 
from the movie Camelot. There's plenty of 
diversity from song to song, and the addi
tion of horns makes for more than a pop 
style. It's a wonderfully produced, inspired 
record that Should be played LOUD. (Kate 
Ingram) 

Stray Ca 
RUNAWAY BOYS b/w My One Desire 
(Stray Cat Records, import 45) 

Wow! Dig the cool bass line. This is the 
debut from the Long Island trio that moved 
to England to spearhead the rockabilly re
vival. The drums are also great. Too bad 
about the vocals. Too bad the Bloodless 
Pharoahs broke up. Maybe next time. 
(Greg Reibman) 

Moe Tucker/Lady C.rolyn----
l'M STJCK!N' WITH YOU b/w Of Yes
terday 
(Varulven, 45) 

The stellar cast on this record includes 
ex-Velvet Underground drummer Moc 
Tucker, ex-Modern Lover Jonathan Rich
man, and Willie "Loco" Alexander, all be,. 
ing drunk and disorderly. What they offer 
us is a beer hall singalong in "I'm Stickin' 
With You." It's cute and a lot of fun. 
Don't laugh, you'll be singing along too by 
the third round. I'm much less excited 
about the flip, Lady Carolyn's "Of Yester
day." Dum-de-dum-dum. (Mr. 8) 

Buzzcocks --------
STRANGE THING b/w Airwaves Dream 
(United Artists, import 45) 

Now, this is more like it. Though I've en
countered a great many people who have 
cared to differ with me, this single (which is 
now the second of a three part series of 
Buzzcocks 45s) easily surpasses their boring 
"Arc Everything" platter. Let the bottles 
and rotting fruit fly! "Strange Thing" is an 
ominous, wall-of-distorted-sound rocker 
with an odd om-pah rhythm. Good and 
rough. I like "Airwaves Dream" even bet
ter with its nifty guitar hook intro. The song 
mimics the feel of the their classic ''I Be
lieve"; repetitious but not boring. Recom
mended. (Mr. B) 

Knox 
GIGOLO AUNT b/w Alligator Man 
(Armageddon Records, import 45) 

A bouncy well-produced record featuring 
former Vibrators' vocalist/songwriter Ian 
Camochan-bcttcr known as Knox. The 
energetic A-side is a cover of Syd Barrett's 
"Gigolo Aunt." The silly flip "Alligator 
Man" (a LaCoste advertisement?) features 
Alex Chilton. (David Holiday) 

Jon McDonal1a--------
Johnnic's Watkin' Blue/Love's Your Sweet 
Revenge b/w Rosalie 
(Revolver Records, EP) 

McDonald is a singer-songwriter (boy, is 
this guy in the wrong magazine!), but be
cause that's not hip doesn't mean this re
cord isn't enjoyable. McDonald sings sen
sitively, and his back-up, including Robin 
Lane's rhythm section, delicately accom
pany him. Recommended to those who like 
soft rock. Buy it for a friend! (Harold Le
pidus) 

The Boston Incest Albu 
(Sounds Interesting Records, LP) 

This anthology of a particular segment of 
Boston's diverse music scene features one 
of the worst bands in the city and a couple 
of equally wretched studio get-togethers. 
But it also has a few unexpected highlights. 
The (now defunct) Peytons' "Matter of 
Time" ranks among the best straight pop 
songs this city has produced. There is also 
some worthy Willie Loco material, an OK 
never before released Sidewinders' tune and 
this lggy-ish Steve Cataldo/Jonathan Paley 
get-together. And yes, Professor Anony
mous gets a passing score here, although I 
still cringe at the thought of ever listening to 
his solo LP again. Incest has always been 
known to produce some bland by-products, 
and while there arc a few bright spots here, 
for the most part this album lives up to its 
names. (David Holiday) 

Carlene C.rter-------
Musical Shapes 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

Ms. Carter comes from the first family of 
country music, but it took her Limey hus
band Nick Lowe to steer her in the right 
direction. A mixture of Carter originals, 
family chestnuts, and cover versions arc 
given the Dasher's "Stop Your Sobbin"' 
production for a fresh, bright sound on 
this, her third effort. The backing, of 
course, is provided by Rockpile, and Dave 
Edmunds plays Johhny Cash to Carlene's 
Carter on "Baby Ride Easy." The more 
you hear this album, the more you'll love 
it. Especially good arc "Too Bad About 
Sandy" ("I love that cold hard cash/Won't 
mess around with American Express") and 
"Cry." Current country for cool cats. 
(Harold Lepidus) 
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The Comut Ange 
Waiting For A Miracle 
(Polydor, import LP) 

Expecting more of the instant-hits that 
made their showing on the domcstically
rclcascd Made In Britain sampler so appeal
ing, Waiting For A Miracle was initially a 
letdown. It also took a while to get used to 
the lack of20-foot guitars, the "big" sound 
that most pop-oriented productions lean 
toward these days. But in the long run, the 
Comsat Angels have earned more credibili
ty by taking the occasionally bleak over
tones of their more commercially-aesthetic 
tunes like "Independence Day" and "Map 
Of The World" and stepping into more 
ominous and inventive territory ("On The 
Beach," "Missing In Action," "Real 
Story") where their sparse sound becomes 
dreamy and full through mere implication. 
The effective and imaginative use of under
statement is the key to the album's success. 

There are a few reassurin crack's in the 
album's armor. "Monkey Pilot" is a loser 
of a song. And certain phrases in the lyrics 
arc repeated ad infinitum (a nuisance in
deed). Why not just shut up? However, this 
repetition is used with perfect timing on 
"Postcard" when a series of "1-don't
think-you're-listcnings" interrupt some 
low-key vocals and bring the song back into 
focus. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Fad Gadge1--------
Firesidc Favorites 
(Mute, import LP) 

Does anyone remember a movie called 
The Hellstrom Chronicle, more-or-less a 
documentary on the damnably adaptable 
and virtually indestructible insect world 
which suggested that they could take over 
the world? Fad Gadget sounds like the 
music made after the crickets have taken 
over (everything, including the computers). 
Maybe it's on1y the hexapodic suggestions 
of "Insecticide" (side 2, cut 2), but "Coitus 
Intcrruptus'' seems to suggest the presence 
of a giant mosquito who peers in through 
through the window to oversee your sex life. 
"Fireside Favourites" sounds like a wanky 
Pink Panther (Pink Termite?) banjo theme 
for the new feature film from Praying Man
tis Pictures. And how about "Salt Lake 
City Sunday"? Doesn't that reek of an ant 
colony that wants to continue the profit
ability of televised religion? Then again, all 
this might have been brought on by that 
acid-flash-back flu that's going around and 
making everyone paranoid. 

In any case, whether through the ingenui
ty ~f human beings or an advanced group 
of gnats, this is an album that docs the right 
things. "Fad Gadget" is a very telling mon
iker, because the group used all of the tac
tics that makes fads catchy and gadgets use
ful, without the quickly-dated trendiness 
and contrivances that most fads and gad
gets cany with them. The record is elec
tronic (synthis) without sounding electronic 
(Gary Numan), it's morbid without being 
overbearing, clean without sounding thin, 
and humorous without being as silly as the 
insect comparisons in this review (any guy 
named Fad Gadget has that coming). Des
pite a cast of si.Jl, Fad Gadget (the group) 
avoids the dense gimmickry that is often 
used to fill out a band's sound, instead opt
ing for subtle explorations in sound. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 



by Greg Reibman 

In Britain the 1977 punk explosion was a 
reaction to that country's hard times. Often 
without making any direct reference, the 
British scene reflected day to day political 
issues. Meanwhile here in America the 
movement basically addressed the politics 
of the corporate dominated music industry. 
Perhaps as our financial and social woes 
continue to grow, then our music will begin 
to take on that same added significance. Or 
has it already? 

Herc in Boston, amidst tax cut laws and 
faltering transit systems, there is a new band 
that while never directly addressing issues 
in its lyrics is making a serious statement 
against what still remains our biggest dilem
ma ... racism. If you don't believe racism is 
an issue in Boston then you probably 
haven't noticed the blood red paint on the 
Mass. Ave. bridge calling for revenge for 
the shooting of Levi Hart. Or the billboards 
in Hyde Park spraypaintcd "niggers must 
die." Perhaps you missed the night at the 
Bradford Hotel when some idiot in the au
dience jumped a member of Steel Pulse 
while performing "Ku Klux Klan" in a 
mock KKK suit. And maybe you don't have 
any kids in public school. 

The band that we're talking about arc the 
Suadc Cowboys. Now before this gets too 
involved it should be said right off that 
more than anything the Suadcs arc a very 
enjoyable, fun band. It just so happens that 
amongst the laughs their music (which is 
both funky and punky), as well as their 
overall approach, seems suited to breaking 
down barriers. While so far they have been 
playing primarily the new wave circuit, the 
Suades have designs on the entire city. 
Whether Boston will listen or not remains 
to be seen-but that doesn't prevent them 
from being perhaps the most important new 
band in town. 

The Suades arc the most recent of many 
projects intiated by long time friends Bob 
Toomey and Chris Maher. The pair origin
ally connected a decade ago when fifteen 
year old Bob was invited by Chris (five 
years his elder) to play piano in his band, 
the Phalli Bogus Blues Band. At the time 
Phalli Bogus had a regular paying gig at an 
Everett bar named Tiny's. But in order to 
meet his mother's twelve midnight bedtime 
curfew young Bob was permitted to play 
only the first two of their three nightly sets. 
Despite mom's efforts, nothing seemed to 
prevent Chris from finding time to corrupt 
her son. Chris boasts being the first person 
to get Bob stoned-and although Bob in
sists he got there on his own, it was his older 
friend who also drove him home after his 
first real drunk night in a bar. Ten years 
later it's become impossible to determine 
who's corrupting who. 

While the pair have a long history of 
playing both together and individually in 
various Boston-based bands, it was the ar
rival of the new wave and the doors it 
opened that encouraged them to pursue 
more off-the-wall projects. Inspired by both 
the Ramones (Bob: "I totally flipped over 
the lyrics on the first album.") and Parlia
ment/Funkadclic, they soon found them
selves playing punk clubs while taking the 
George Clinton route of establishing several 
different bands with different names and 
approaches. 

The first of their projects yielded an ex
cellent reggae-influenced single, ''Citizen 
Of Babylon," under the moniker Cain and 
Able. Besides being the first piece of vinyl 
to introduce the duo to Boston music fans, 
it also earned the distinction of airplay on 
WLIB, a black disco-reggae station in New 
York City. According to Chris, "We're still 
not really sure how it happened, but we met 
these three black guys on the Amtrak to 
New York. We had our guitars with us and 
we were also drinking beers and Jack Dan
iels when these guys came up asking us 
what band we were in. Well when we told 
them-they didn't believe us. At first they 
kept insisting we must have been Kiss trav
eling without our makeup. Of course Kiss 
doesn't travel by Amtrak-but it took us a 
long time to convince these guys. Anyway I 
gave one of them a copy of the single, and a 
couple of days later he called our house ask-
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ing for a commission for getting it played 
on WLIB. Nobody had any agreement or 
money to pay this cat. But sure enough 
friends of ours in New York assured us they 
were playing it." 

Soon after their initial success, Cain and 
Able coWdcd with tragedy. At the end of a 
weeknight gig at Cantone's Chris and Bob 
were severely beaten up by a gang of thugs. 
After recovering from assorted broken 
limbs and noses (Bob: "I still can't snort 
out of my left nostril." And Chris: "But it 
doesn't matter because we can't afford 
drugs anyway.") they resurfaced, first call
ing themselves Cain, Able and Whiplash, 
then either Pappa Rod and the Benders or 
the Aggressive Errors and eventually the 
Suadc Cowboys. 

Alluding to a nickname given a pair of 
black cowboys and a white cowgirl seen 
parading in their rodeo clothes through a 
suburban shopping mall, the Suadc Cow
boys wear their name proudly. Both Bob 
and drummer Anthony James grew up on 
the wrong side of the tracks, in West Med
ford and Dorchester respectively. Anthony 
is an excellent rock and roll drummer, and 
he also has a natural feel for some of the 
blacker beats the band so suc~fully cap
tures. But it is the fanatical Bob Toomey 
(with his always present soul box under his 
arm) who is credited with guiding the 
Suades forward in their zealous crusade to 
be '' fun"'y motherfuckers." 

"We try to break down peoples' pre-con
ceived notions," Bob told us, "especially 
the old 'disco sucks' mentality. There's 
good songs and there's bad songs. It 
doesn't matter what the genre. We enjoy 
playing places like the Underground and 
Spit, but we also look forward to playing 
places like Lane's Lounge [a black night 
club] in Mattapan or a jazz club like Pooh's 
Pub." 

The original Suadcs were Bob on synthe
sizer and electric piano, Chris on bass and 
synthesizer-treated bass, and Anthony on 
drums. After one of their first gigs at the 
Underground they were introduced to Su
ber-a sax player who at the time was play
ing with Outertubc, an off-the-wall jazz ori
entated band. Suber plays a mean sax.
usually aided by a number of treatment de
vices that often distort its sounds beyond 
recognizability. These four members cur
rently comprise the nucleus of the Suadcs 
although the band occassionally features 

one or two female vocalists, most notably 
Jackie Steele, an airline stewardess who 
joins the band whenever shc.'s not (as Chris 
likes to call it) "up in the air." 

One of the more interesting pl.~ces the 
band has been playing is a private Irish
Catholic club in Malden called "The An
cient Order of Hibernians." According to 
Chris, "Irish-Catholics arc probably more 
often stereotyped as racists than any other 
group in the city. But they love us out there. 
We've played a number of gigs-bringing 
the whole band, our r&b numbers, our 
black friends and everybody has a great 
time!" 

"People tend to lose their racist tenden
cies when dealing with people as indivi
duals,'' Bob adds. ''The one thing that docs 
happen when you're in a mixed group is 
you become more aware of racism. I was 
reading an interview with [the Specials'] 
Jerry Damncrs where he was saying the 
same thing. Suber and I will be out together 
and suddenly either one of us would realize 
we'd be in some neighborhood that we defi
nitely wouldn't be welcome in if it weren't 
for the other guy. But you also get to go 
places you might not get to otherwise. Like 
all the great rib places ... Simco's and Buc
ket of Ribs on Bluebill A venue and Ribs On 
Wheels in North Dorchester and also in Ja
maica Plain. Ribs arc the kind of thing that 
you have to cat at twelve noon and no later, 
and then you can't have anything else to cat 
for two days! I've also just recently tried 
chitterlings which arc pigs' intestines. It's 
an acquired taste-but so is Guinness 
Stout." 

At this poi.pt Chris interrupts, "Yech! 
How can you eat that stuff?" 

''With a lot of vinegar,'' Bob replies. 
The partnership between the two original 

Suadc Cowboys works like a well balanced 
tug of war. Although Suber has written 
some of their material, Chris is viewed ba
sically as their lyricist while Bob assumes re
sponsibility for arranging the music. Re
f erred to playfully by Anthony as "the 
madman" Bob would most certainly direct 
the band toward total chaos if it weren't 
for his more conservative pop-orientated 
partner. Chris adds, "I write the lyrics and 
Bob proceeds to warp whatever I do. But at 
least he warps them in a nice way. I take 
my writing pretty seriously even though I 
know nobody pays attention to the lyrics. I 
wouldn't write any Moon-June stuff.'' 

Always prepared to preserve the balance, 
Bob butts in, "Oh really? What about that 
song called 'Doper and Roper'?" 

"Oh,'' Chris blushes. "That's going 
back to an old bondage song I wrote two 
years ago. Hey let's forget that!" 

Besides "Roper and Doper" the Suades 
estimate having a repertoire of at least forty 
original numbers. While certain songs arc a 
direct attempt to capture a specific groove 
(for example Bob's "Saka My Brain In Al
cohol'' is done in the style of Trinidadian 
calypso known as soka) others arc more of 
a synthesis of many different types of mu
sic. They arc also able to pull off a variety 
of excellent covers, perhaps their best being 
an insane version of Frank Zappa's "No, 
No, No," but also Funkadclic's "One Na
tion Under A Groove," Sly Stone's "Hot 
Fun In The Summertime" and Donna Sum
mer's ''Bad Girls." 

"When we did 'Bad Girls' at the Under
ground it blew a lot of people away," Chris 
recalls. "They didn't know if they should 
puke, dance, or laugh." But when it was 
over everybody was srcaming for more." 

And on the other side of the coin they 
have already begun attracting a sizeable 
black audience. "People would be sur
prised how many young blacks we've met 
who arc into new wave sounds," Bob adds. 

But like we said earlier, the most import
ant thing about the Suadcs is that they're a 
lot of fun. Their music covers a lot of 
ground, and they still have a lot of growing 
to do. After hashing over past history and 
present projects all that seemed left was to 
ask what if any particular aspirations they 
might have for the future. While Bob 
dreams of moving to the majestic ruins of 
Roxbury's Fort Hill ("Maurice Starr and all 
the other great ~local black acts lived 
there."), Chris jokes about wanting to play 
before the Daughters of the American Re
volution. ''In fact,'' he said, ''I'd like to ex
pose myself in front of them.'' 

Do you have any heroes? 
"Yes," Chris replies, "Del Shannon. 

He's my hero.'' 
What about you Bob? 
"Heroes? No, not really ... Oh wait. I've 

got it. My heroes arc Lenny Bruce, Richard 
Prior and BloWflyl" 

Just then Chris brightens up. "Hey 
Blowfly! That's a good one. Put him down 
for me too.'' 

You won't find Blowfly in the new wave 
corner of your local record store. (In fact 
some of the more conservative chains won't 
carry his records at all-while others keep 
him behind the counter only.) And you 
won't find him on the jukebox at the Rat 
either. But there must be some people read
ing Boston Rock that will find Blowfly 
something different (at least amusing) and 
worth checking out. And that's what these 
Suadc Cowboys arc all about too. 
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WMBR Benefit with: Suade Cowboys, New 
Models, Honeybea and the Meadow Muf
fins, The Fabulous Billy Goons, and Beth 
&8.J. 
November 10, 1980, at SPIT 
by Harold Lepidus 

WMBR-FM (88.1) is a non-commercial 
radio station affiliated with MIT, and their 
morning program, ''The Late Risers Club,'' 
plus other programs, speciali~es in the new
est releases in rock (and anti-rock). Obscure 

English bands like Teardrop Explodes, Or
chestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, and Mon
ochrome Set, as well as many local bands, 
get airplay daily. It is also the breeding 
ground for new disc jockeys-WBCN's 
Oedipus, Carter Alan and Dave Wollman 
are among those who got their start there, 
and continue to work at WMBR also. WM
BR deserves much of the credit for keeping 
Boston interested in new music. 

But, as most of you know, import re
leases from England cost a lot of money, 
and in order to continue to serve in the pub-

lic's best inierest, WMBR organizrd a bene
fit show at SPIT to raise money for more 
new records. Hooray! 

SPIT is a weird place. Half of the people 
dress up in two year old fashions, and the 
other half seem hopelessly average. And the 
Suade Cowboys are a weird group. Their 
backup vocalist could be one of the Su
premes, the bassist looks like he belongs 
with Charlie Daniels, and the keyboardist 
would be perfect for the Bar Mitzvah 
crowd. 

Unfortunately, when they came on, they 
were sabotaged by the P.A. system. The 

sound was so bad that I couldn't even tell 
what style of music they were playing. I'll 
get to their second set later. 

The New Models were next. As Tony the 
Tiger would say, "Thheeerrre GREAT!" 
The guitar-keyboards-drums trio rocked 
away for a half hour. Singer-guitarist Casey 
Lindstrom didn't stop moving for a second 
-all energy, all fast, all fun! The only com
plaint one could have about the New Mod
els is that it's obvious who the old models 
were-The Neighborhoods. But the Models 
seem to be a bit more democratic, have 
some humour, and use keyboards that give 
1he band a slightly different sound. Their 
roots also seem more '60's than late '70's. 
They are a must see. 

Honeybca and the Meadow Muffins (Hu
man Sexual Response sans instruments) 
followed. Portraying a hilarious a cappclla 
country group, with Honeybca (Casey 
Cameron) singing of her troubled love life. 
You had to be there. 

Then came lhe Goons. Actually, since 
the Suades provided the b;ickup we should 
call them the Billy Suades. The Billy Suades 
were sort of like a mix1urc of Madness and 
the Blues Brothers. Hats, shades, bow 1ies, 
jackets-all either black, red or white
were worn by the Goons. Their set included 
"Lick It" and "The Goons Are Drinking 
Again," along with a lot of in- (and-out) 
jokes (Bow to the Goons?). Copies of Goon 
News were distributed to the eager throng. 

Goon-duckie B.J. Platner, with help 
from Beth on guitar, energetically per
formed their WMBR hit, "Rude Girls 
Don't Make Coffee (They Just Make 
Love)," before things got back to semi
normal. 

The Suade Cowboys finished the evening 
with a couple of funky numbers, and mad
man Bob Toomey was so excited that he 
knocked over his keyboards! By the time 
they go! into a groove, though, it was time 
to close shop. 

I had a fun time, and I'm sure most of 
the people there did too. But most import
antly, we can continue to hear great music 
on WMBR. Yea! 

Graphi'ts - Immaculate Conceptions - Chas For Bookings And Information Call: (617) 492-0206 Photos: C. Paul 
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by Mike Dreese 

As I was pasting up the paper last night I heard the news. I remember 
those plastic Beatie wigs the kids used to wear on my block. And the car. 
toon shows on. television. I remember the Blue Meanies and the lonely 
man on the hill. I remember doing my high school poetry project on 
"Imagine." Just last month I bought a songbook with all your songs in it 
so I could try to learn to play the guitar. The dream may be over for you, 
but it continues for all of us ... goodbye. 
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Boston Rock Ma Be Here To Sta 

... and more! 

The issue you are now holding is the first one which will show a pro 1t. ope
fully Newbury Comics will no longer have to subsidize each issue. I think this is a 
very positive sign for the intelligent rock community in Boston. It means people 
are willing to support a publication which is not grossly commercial in editorial 
approach. It also means we should be able to bring you consistently better writ
ing, photographs, and layouts as we pay higher fees to our starving staff. 
Special Thanks to: 

Jeep at Music Sales 
Mike Bastarache 
The Neighborhoods 
David Reiber 
WMBR 
Jane Norris at 'COZ 
Pat Lyons at SPIT 
The Channel 
Bruce Stallsmith 
Jeff McLaughlin 
James Isaacs 

Mark at High Society 
Chris Gilbert 
Chris at Strawberries 
The Rox 
Oedipus 
WERS 
Kate Ingram 
John& EIieen 
Our Subscribers! 
Subway News 

A Good Year For Boston Radio 
... those who don't think radio is good here shou ld tune in in some other town. 
We probably have one of the most progressive large FM stations in the country 
along with a bountiful number of worthwhile alternative stations ... a radio guide 
should be listed somewhere further on. 

The 20 ear old drinkin law 
... may be having uncertain effects on 1he financial viability of clubs, bu! it's hav
ing a definite effect on young musicians and fans. One of the biggest problems we 
hear about is that of younger people who can't see or hear music being per
formed live. If a band, local or international, isn't big enough to play the Or
pheum or Garden, then the kids just don't get to see 'em. 

Don Law's ri on the music scene 
... may be slipping. The latest threat comes from Frank Russo, who just had Kid 
Creole booked, albeit unsuccessfully, at the Bradford. The Buzzcocks show, just 
weeks before, was a highly successful event. With lhree promoters booking at the 
Bradford and The Channel also vying for groups, we should see yet more good 
music next year. These alternative promoters seem to know how to push their 
shows. 

Inde endent record releases rom local bands 
... ave een ast an unous t 1s year, wit a surpnsmg num er receiving su . 
stantia l airplay. The growth of alternative retail outlets along with the large 
record chains' growing acceptance o f independent releases sets the stage for com
mercial viability for such releases. 

Club violence 
.. is one thing which hasn't improved. A major project of Boston Rock this 

spring will be to investigate club violence. It is one aspecl of the scene which no 
one can stomach, and yet it continues unabated. 

An invitation to readers 
... towritcin and tell us what you think ... What do you want to see in Boston Rock? 
What bores you? What excites you? If you have something really important to 
say, then submit a letter or guest editorial. 

Write to: 
Mike Dreese-Editor 
Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 
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by Larry West 

ft was an autumn evening about three 
years ago when I first encountei-ed The Po
lice outside the Strawberries store at Copley 
Square. At the time, The Police had been 
receiving limited airplay on WBCN and 
WCOZ and a handful of college stations 
with their import 45, "Roxanne." Having 
learned that Boston was the first city of 
their first your, I must admit my interest 
was piqued. Later that night at the Roi, The 
Police turned out an all-around fine per
formance to fewer people than were on 
hand to see Pylon their first trip here. 

Then came the release of the first album, 
Outlandos D'Amour. "Roxanne" was bu/-· 
leting up the charts, indicating that as early 
as late 1977, the new wave was on its way to 
becoming acceptable to the masses. "Can't 
Stand Losing You" was the follow-up sin
gle and did reasonably well on rock and roll 
radio. 

Another year, another album, another 
tour. The scenario was different this time 
but the net effect the same. Late in 1978 
The Police returned to Boston and ployed 
four sold out shows at the Paradise theatre. 
Sling's voice was a little rough around the 
edges, bur the range was still there. Andy 
Summers fluctuated betWttn his roles as 
flashy journeyman guitarist extraordinaire 
and his more reserved role as an extension 
of the rhythm section. Stewart Copeland's 
handling of complex rhythm changes was 
absolutely masterful. I was convinced. One 
year after their initial appearance on the 
scene The Police had emerged as one of the 

. most positive, real, progressive forces in 
popular music. 

Regatta de Blanc was released last fall, 
and the changes were apparent upon a first 
listening. The Police were now more cere
bral. The reggae influence was now much 
more pronounced. And now another sold 
out show, this time at the Orpheum. Al
though much of the material for the show 
was taken from the second album, it was 
quite clear that the older songs had already 
taken on the stature of rock and roll class
ics. And so it went during The Police's an
nual visit to Boston this post month. The 
old songs, the "classics, "still sound fresh. 
The new songs are almost as enthralling. 
"De Doo Doo Doo De Doh Doh Doh" and 
"Don't Stand So Close To Me" were the 
highlights of this year's model. Tomorrow's 
standards today. 

Sting dances around on stage a lot more 
now. Overall the group plays with a self
confidence that comes only with a coming 
of age. Three albums and hundreds of 
thousands of tour miles later, The Police 
are aware of their stature in the hierarchy of 
rock and roll. They are in a different place 
now than they were three years ago, and we 
are richer for their changes. In a remarkably 
short period of lime The Police have: 
I) helped legitimize new wave, 2) spawned 
an interest in reggae music that audien(:eS 
might never have been exposed to other
wise, and 3) enjoyed a very reasonable 
amount of commercial success of their own. 
Both critics and audiences here and abroad 
truly love The Police. What do they do for 
an encore? 

\/\l\1\/\/\J 
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Shortly qfter the Police brought the audi
ence at the Orpheum to ,ts feet on Friday, 
November 28 and the last "Roxanne, Rox
anne" chant echo had dissipated, Boston 
Rock had the opportunity to talk with 
Sting. Although the questions in the dia
logue below were posed by several persons 
(Peter Simon, noted reggae DJ was also on 
hand), all the questions are identified as 
Boston Rock. All of the responses were, in 
fact, given by Sting. 
Boslon Rock: Every time the Police come 
to town its keeps getting better and better. 
You seem to have been in exceptionally 
good voice tonight, considering that most 
times you come to Boston
Sdng: Nil! Actually, I'm getting better at 
bypassing, what makes me sound rough, 
lhe throat. .. I think it's just technique; I'm 
singing more from my stomach. The only 
way you can do it is by slowly learning how 
to sing properly. 
BR: I'd like to skip all the questions about 
whether or n.ot you're all natural blondes 
and who Roxanne is and get to some more 
substantial stuff. if you don't mind. The 
first question is how did you get turned on 
to reggae music. 
SUng: Reggae has been a part of British 
subculture for the past thirty years; there is 
a very, very large West Indian community 
in England. It's not as if it has suddenly ar
rived. It's always been on the British charts 
. .. in the fifties, there was ska-people like 
Millie Small with a record like "My Boy 
Lollipop," so it's always been in our sub
culture. As a musician, my interest in play
ing was fairly recent. It was probably Bob 
Marley who was a touchstone between my 
interests in black music-black American 
music-and jazz. I found in reggae an in
terest that was basic. It was very bass music, 
where the bass takes a very dominating role . 
So, obviously, it appealed to me. Marley's 
singing had a greal effect on me ... a very 
major effect, just as James Brown had for 
the previous 1en years. 
BR: Are there any other reggae people that 
turned you on to playing that kind of mu
sic? 
Sting: No, not as essentially as Marley. 
Once we had 1hat input, we forgot about 
reggae. We forgot about the ethnic, Jamai
can roots. I don't listen to many reggae 
artists aside from, say, Burning Spear. I 
think that what we've done is we'Ve assimi
lated into our own style, into our own 
whiteness, so that now we have a hybrid 

. that has next to nothing to do with reggae. 
In the beginning you could sec that we 
jumped around from standard while rock 
to, say, eight bars later, we played very for
mal reggae. What we've done over three al
bums is we've assimilated both, so that on a 
song like "Don't Stand So Close To Me" 
you have both influences, but quite certain
ly ... blended. So we're not playing either ... 
we're playing something else. I think that's 
quite unique. 
BR: What do you think about white groups 
that profess to play reggae music? 
Sting: I applaud their interest. Reggae is a 
rhythmic area that really hasn't been ex
plored to death, like a lot of other rhythmic 

areas I'm talking aboul the backbeat 
and they do 1t to varying degrees of effi
ciency, of ocursc A lot of groups use 11 as a 
pohucal stance Just by playing reggae 1t 
means that they're {jccnngly) m lme with 
the Third World and that their poht1cs arc 
left. That, I'm not particularly interested 
in. I'm interested in mere music. Music 
crosses barriers, and reggae music crosses 
barriers for me. 
BR: You mentioned bluebeat and ska. 
What do you think of the Two-Tone bands 
like Selecter and the Specials? 
Sting: They're all very valid. And very en
joyable. As long as they don't stop there. I 
think that if Selecter or the Specials .. 
stopped ... and said, "OK, this is what we 
play, this is how we do it" ... in fact, the 
Specials didn't. The Specials surprised me 
greatly. They went on and developed somc
lhing thal was tolally their own. Their firs! 
album is very much ska, conservative, tra
ditionalist. The second album is somewhere 
else. You can sec where it's come from and 
that it's going to a totally different place. 
And that, I think, is very, very laudable. 
BR: How would you describe the direction 
that the Specials are going in? 
Sting: It's a synthesis of two forms, you 
know, white music and black music, and it's 
going to a new area. To put words on it 
means 10 classify it in a box, within a boun
dary, and the whole thing I'm against is 
boundaries in music. I think that's what's 
wrong with American music at the moment. 
Take a look at a Billboard and you sec a 
page dedicated to black music, a page for 
disco music, country music, Lalin music, 
white music ... there arc very, very rigid 
boundary lines, and unless there's a cross
over, you Set stagnation, and stagnation is 
whal's happening in America. American 
music is dead on its feet. English music, on 
the other hand, because of the program
ming on the only radio station, Radio One, 
the programming is very catholic. So one 
might hear some regage, lhe next moment 
you're listening to country ... it might be 
noxious to some people bu! I lhink there 
is a link. There is crossover. You hear all 
different kinds, and that's what we need. 
You need to hear. .. Emmylou Harris. I 
mean, it's important to hear different kinds 
of music. Like, a guy in Boston will listen to 
WBCN. That's a good station. But, he 
doesn'I hear any country music on WBCN. 
He doesn't hear much disco. There musical 
forms are valid. And they should be heard. 
BR: Although, on WBCN, you wil hear 
more than hard American rock and roll 
music. 
Sting: It's a good station, and I could cilc 
worse, I could cite some really bad stations 
that work against the whole principle. Some 
really commercial stations that are afraid 
that if lhcy play the wrong kind of music 
people will turn off. They lose revenue ... ii 
comes down to selling soap powder. 
BR: How much of the radio in Britain has 
reggae on it? 
Sting: About the cquivalency in percent of 
the black population. -
BR: What's that? 
Sting: About twenty percent. 
BR: Although you don't want to quantify 
any type of music and least of all, your 

! AND OTHER 
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own, if you could, how would you describe 
the musical direction that the Police are 
headed in? 
Sting: (Groan) There are a number of forces 
a1 work. A very strong force, I'll admit, is 
commercialism. I'm interested i.n playing to 
a lot of people ... and that obviously tailors 
your music. The fact is, the music we enjoy 
making, coincides, by accident, with what is 
commercial. That's very fickle. In three 
weeks or three months or three years, there 
is some kind of a drastic change, what we 
enjoy could be totally out on a limb. But at 
the moment, I'm enjoying the power of en
joying 1he music that we're making ... sell
ing a lot of records, that's important, and 
I'm not going to deny it. 
BR: Do you miss playing the small clubs at 
all? 
Sting: We occasionally do play small clubs, 
especially in middle America, where we 
haven't really cracked it. When we play 
Memphis, we play a zoo.seat club. We play 
in New York at Madison Square Garden. 
There's a lot of inertia in this country ... it's 
a big place. It takes more than three weeks 
to conquer it. It's taken us three years to get 
this far; we've never been as far as this ... so, 
I don't really miss the small clubs. I love to 
play HUGE venues-it's fantastic! it's 
great! 

BR: Why do you think that your own brand 
of music has become so much more success· 
Jul than, say, Bob Marley or something 
that's really great in the reggae vein? 
Sting: I think before Marley or Burning 
Spear can be heard in America, because of 
the ethno.sociological state in America, you 
need a while group to play it. It's blatant 
racialism (sic) ... just the truth, tho'. No one 
would have heard of John Lee Hooker 
without the Rolling Stones. To play to the 
white community, white people have to in· 
traduce black music. Also we're a touch. 
~ .me between the two forms. You ask any 
black artist, the answer will be the same. A 
black artist who has though! about it will 
actually tell you that the Police have done a 
lot of good for reggae. 
BR: In the future, might reggae become 
more popular due to your actions and the 
actions of others? 
Sting: It's happening already. Especially in 
England. Without us there would be no ... 
you see, the step beyond us was the Spe. 
cials, who are, like, black and white musi
cians. They're a good example of what hap
pened after the Police. The next step is po
pular all.black reggae artists, which is also 
already happening. 

BR: What about movies? Are you doing 
any soon? 
Sting: Yes, I am. 
BR: Like what? 
Sting: I'm planning on spending three to six 
months next year doing a movie ... there's a 
choice of about four or five. It's a matter 
of juggling and finding the best script, the 
best director, and so on. But movies are 
pipe dreams. Until you're actually on the 
set, recording with a script, it's a dream. So 
I don't have to worry about it too much. 
But I want to make a good movie. It's an 
ambition of mine. I'm turning down rub. 
bish. 

DA 
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COLUMNS . 
WARM/ 
LEATHERETTE 

LIVE FROM THE TERMINAL BAR· 
BERSHOP, Ca"ndy and Crass bring you 
more skinned heads and hairy chests in the 
latest edition of Warm Leatherette. 

We've heard that the inf.imous Rude 
Boys have forcefully persuaded cute little 
Tommy White Trash to follow in the foot
steps of Baltimore Oriole pitcher Jim Palm
er and pose for TV Guide in his jock strap. 
Seems that Goon Enterprises needs to re
plenish their slush fund. Will that adoreable 
tush grace the nex1 centerfold of Playgirn 

The Channel's lousy sound system struck 
again at the Boston Rock party. The Neigh
borhoods set was almost destroyed by the 
distorted sound. They did a 101 of new 
songs, several of which were particularly 
impressive {especially "Electricity"). 

The Gremies were wicked fun even 
though they performed without their bril
liant keyboard player. Seems that Mono 
Man was mortally offended that the Lyres 
played before the Gremies so he stomped 
out of the club and left his friends in the 
lurch. Come off it Jeff, this is supposed to 
be fun! 

The Oullets are absolutely super-fantas
tic and wonderful, besides that we like them 
a lot. The only 1hing (besides the sound sys
tem) that marred this party was the atro
cious behavior of the Channel bouncers. It 
was notable that 18 and 19 year olds were 
allowed to attend "but" the tough guy 
bouncers mistook their enthusiasm for row
diness and spent the entire evening throwing 
kids out for nothing more than looking at 
them cross-eyed. If the people at the Chan
nel aren't careful they may lose the crowd 
they're supposedly trying to attract. But, all 
in all it was a fine pany and we're delighted 
to hear that Boston Rock is planning more 
parties for the future. 

We finally saw Wunderkind's new line
up at the Underground but, couldn't quite 
hear them over the caustic comments of 
Real Paper writer Claudia Perry. Speaking 
of this sensitive and colorful columnist
she can stop aching for Boy's Life depart
ing saxophone player. Don't believe every
thing you hear Claudia, Ed's way too smart 
to join the army, he's more likely to end up 
at Harvard. 

Things are really happening in the maga
zine and record department lately. Nice to 
see the new issue of Boston Groupie News 
on the stands. We especially liked the "Day 
In The Life Of Barb Kitson" and we think 
flexi discs are a terrific idea. However the 
interview in BGN with Peter Dayton (as 
we[] as the one in the Phoenlx) implies that 
La Peste began and ended with his arrival 
and departure-this just ain't true! We 
really wish tha1 the persistent La Peste/Pe
ter Dayton foolishness would just quietly 
fade away. 

While on the subject of fanzines, Gerard 
Cosloi has been publishing Conflict maga
zine for a long time and we think he de
serves some recognition. This small infor
mal rag comes out "every" single month, 
which is more than most locals (KIiier 
Children for example) can claim. 

Two new magazines should be ready 
around the first of the year. Free Lunch is a 
Skunk Piss format xerox zine of question
able taste but true creativity. Jarl (the 
blonde bombshell behind this project) has 
been soliciting material in the weJl-known 
conference room located upstairs from the 
Rat. Take-II will feature the incredible pho
tographs of the irrepressible Phll-ln-Phlash. 
We're really looking forward to this ven
ture. 

A little bird tells us that Michael (ex-Shut 
Up guitarist) may join David Hild's (ex of 
the Girls) band in New York. Rumor also 
has it that Judy Gruenwals (of the much 
missed Maps) is contemplating the same 

move. Looks like David may play with a 
real live girl again. 

Candy spent Turkey week in the wilds of 
Illinois with the notorious Brother Cleve. 
They received some sort of bizarre mys
terious invitation to a gathering of science 
fiction fanatics. Evidentally they couldn't 
pass up the free plane tickets and extrava
gant booze allowance. However their arriv
al in the flat lands was met by a silver 
skinned, bevel eyed creature straight out of 
one of Candy's favorite books. This appari
tion spent 6 days in conference with the ten
der twosome feeding them phantasmal al
coholic potions. Cleve claims this spectre 
plans to return for another tete a tete some 
time after New Years. 

While Candy was off in alien territory 
consorting with the enemy, Pageant runner
up Coco and I were in the midst of a non
stop whirl of social and musical activity. We 
haven't been this busy and stimulated since 
that frantic and frenzied week of the Warm 
Leatherette Pageant (remember Stiff Little 
Fingers? hint hint nudge nudge wink wink). 

The long awaited Boston debut of Sioux
sie and the Banshees was a smashing sue-

. cess. We got pretty nervous when the ori
ginally scheduled show was cancelled (be
cause the band had the wrong visas) but 
they managed to get it straightened out and 
their performance was well worth the wait. 
It was the best night ever at 15 Lansdowne 
St. The crowd was informed and enthusias
tic and just the right size so that almost 
everyone could see for a change. Before the 
band came on we were treated to a rare 
showing of some of Jan Crocker's videos of 
the Neighborhoods, La Peste, Unnatural 
Axe, Or<:hestral Manoeuvres, and The Cure 
We think it would be super 10 see a whole 
show of Jan's stuff. (Since the Rude Boys 
need money so bad why don't they sponsor 
a benefit at the Broad St. Gym.) 

Anyway, back to Siouxsie, the thing we 
really Jove about Ms. Siouxsie Sioux is that 
she refuses to play the stereotypical female 
singer, tramp, vamp, adolescent famasy, 
stupid, boring role. The British press slags 
her for being a cold, gloomy poseur but we 
didn't see that at all. We thought she was 
beautiful and hypnotic and the latest ver
sion of her band was terrific. 

Speaking of terrific bands, the next night 
(Tues.) was the big Buzzcocks, La Peste, 
what's-their-name show at the Bradford 
Hotel. For a while it looked like that show 
would have to be cancelled, too. When the 
bands arrived for sound checks it turned 
out that the whole stage was electrically 
live. There was a mad rush to find the Brad
ford electrician, who finally turned up 
around 8:30. He fixed the problem but it 
was too late for anyone other than the 
Buzzcocks to have any sound check at all. 
By that time, the hordes of music-starved 
teenagers were attempting to bash the doors 
down. When they finally let them in there 
was a great charge to the front of the stage. 
La Peste did not disappoint them, even 
without a soundcheck. The kids at the front 
pogoed and screamed as La Peste slammed 
their way through a charged set and every
one loved it. A rare encore of "Better Off 
Dead" was the perfect finish and lacked 
nothing. 

Speaking of better off dead, the Rattlers 
were deservedly booed off the stage for 
their sloppy, uninspired, you've-heard-it-a
million-times, stale rock and roll riffs. They 
stomped off without finishing their set with 
a friendly "Thank you. Fuck you." to the 
crowd. Oh, you boys are such punks! What 
really hurts is that they bumped Boy's Life 
for this. 

Anyway, the . Buzzcocks were fantastic! 
They bounced their way through a super set 
of all the classics we know and love as well 
as the newer stuff from the latest trilogy of 
singles. (The third of these will be released 
soon in the US and it's a double-sided kill
er!) This band is just so much fun without 
being at all silly. Their songs are serious and 

intelligent but their music is pure joy. Buzz
cocks are a band to love and we'll leave the 
critical analysis to the poseurs. They turned 
out to be really nice people, as well, when 
met them. Peter Shelley was sweet and 
adorable and the whole band thought Bos
ton was great. We can't wait for them to 
come back. The Bradford is getting to be 
the best place in town to see live bands and 
Alu Peter (of APP Productions) deserves a 
lot of credit for promoting the show. Now 
if he would only please, please book the 
Jami!! 

Friday found us going Underground for 
the Boy's Life show we should have seen on 
Tuesday. They opened for La Peste as last 
minute replacements for the Major Think
ers who had to cancel when their truck 
broke down. Anyway, that was the most 
amazing set we've ever seen Boy's Life do. 
John Surette was a wild man, swinging 
from the pipes, crashing into amps, mikes, 
the rest of the band (Joe, Ed, Robert) 
and us brave souls crazy enough to stand up 
front. He even shredded his T-shirt to show 
off a bleeding gash acquired at some point 
in all the thrashing around. When his guitar 
went out of tune he improvised with a med
ley composed of one line from every song 
they do. Who said punk is dead? The 
band was joined on stage by manic saxo
phone player Mike Evans, who will soon be 
playing out with a new band of his own. 
Stay tuned for details. 

We saw La Peste on four different occa
sions in that same week and they were bet
ter every time. This band has progressed to 

a point where "old La Peste" comparisons, 
like the "old/new Clash" ·crap; are irrele
vant and pointless. Miss them at your own 
risk. · 

We managed to catch the KenScales 5 at 
Cantone's when they played with the Out
lets. Well, in our opinion they're just an
other bunch of Pastiche clones. Even their 
name is a ripoff. The Outlets, on the other 
hand, are perfect! They're young, brash, 
loud, fast and they really mean it. Go and 
see them immediately and check out their 
fantastic half of an EP, finally out now. 
(Boy's Life are equally stupendous other 
half.) 

The Undertones have left Sire records to 
form their own record company. Crass is in 
hysterics because they're calling their latest 
British tour the "See No More Tour." 
We're afraid that this might mean they 
won't be touring any more. The thought of 
not seeing them again makes us ache, HINT 
HINT NUDGE NUDGE WINK WINK! 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy and Crass, two of the Principal 
Girls of the USA. 

Stay tuned to find out what comes be-, 
tween Candy and her spandex. 

Listen to Candy and Crass live on 
WMBR, 88. J FM at 10:50 a.m. Mon., 
Wed., and Fri. 

Warm Leatherette goofed last issue 
when we screwed up Beth's name, of 
B.J. and Beth. She's really Beth Cour
ant. Rude girls may not make coffee but 
they sometimes make mistakes. 

MR B'S BEAT 
byMr.B 

So how can I cleverly tell you about the 
best records and Boston groups of 1980? 
Should I first dictate my musical philoso
phy and explain why it's important for you 
to refine your perspective of what is good 
versus bad music? No, too pompous. What 
if instead, I preach how it's your moral duty 
to go forward and support new music and 
struggling local musicians. Nope, too self
righteous. What if, as a last resort, I ridi
cule your tastes and attitudes because 
you're still content listening to your old 
Sex Pistols and Blondie albums? That's not 
even fair, that's playing off your insecuri
ties. 

Look, these are some great records I 
want you to give a listen to. (Make that a 
few listens, they don't all sound that good 
the first time around.) Spanning several 
musical categories (pop, hard-punk, experi
mental and even easy-listening) these re
cords represent the most innovative and 
mostly accessible ideas offered to the gener
al public during 1980. Sorry if your favor
ites aren't here. Some good ones by PiL, 
the Specials, Madness and Buzzcocks ac
tually came out late 1979 and aren't sub
ject for consideration. On the other hand, 
you just might have lousy taste. In alpha
betical order then, the best of 1980 are: 
I TheCure-"A Forest" imporl single. 
Less energy than prior efforts, but soooo 
cool. 
2. Joy Division-"Closer" impor: album 
A perfect balance of calm and conflict. 
3. Joy Division-"Love Will Tear Us 
Apart" import EP 
"The song of the year and a fitting epitaph 
for singer Ian Curtis. 
4. Killing Joke-"Killing Joke" import LP 
Tribal rock musicforanarchists. 
5. Mission of Burma-'' Academy Fight 
Song" local single 

A devastating wall of sound and emotion. 
6. Pylon-"Gyrate" domestic LP 
Tense rock chants with rhythm. 
7. Swell Maps-"Jane In Occupied Eur
ope" import LP 
Lots of great noise and good humor. 
8. Young Marble Giants - "Colossal 
Youth" impon LP 
Gentle mood music withalorofinspiration. 
9. Various Artists-"Mutant Pop" import 
LP 
Compilation of the best underrared bands 
,in the last three years including Gang of 
Four, Mekons, Scars ... 
IO. Unidentified artist-Unidentified re
cording 
The year isn 'Lover yet. 

Yes, it's almost year's end and it's time to 
make that special New Year's resolution. If 
you haven't decided on one yet then prom
ise yourself to frequent the local music clubs 
on a weekly basis. Not only will you be 
poorer, you'll also be happier. The Under
ground, the Channel, the Bradford, and 
even Cantone's and the Rat offer some phe
nomenal music on one or more nights of 
the week. If you're overly cautious, then 
first check out each and every one of the 
following best Boston bands of 1980 (again 
in alphabetical order): 
I. Bound and Gagged 
Rewarding experiments in rhythm and noise 
2. Boy's Life 
Boston's best mix of fun and energy 
3. LaPeste 
The band to watch in 1981; it's time 
4. Mission of Burma 
Totally wired and powerful rock 

Special mentions also go to both the Out
lets and V; who sounded just great the time 
or two I've caught them. 

Okay, that's enough politeness for now. 
You can bet I won't be so nice next issue. 
Until then, drink plenty and listen good . 
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PETER 
DAYTON 
by Harold Lepidus 

This interwew took place at 9 in the 
morning, three days after the Peter Dayton 
Band opened for the Cars at Boston Gar
den. It's a strange time to do anything. Day
ton kindly offered the use of his tape re
corder after seeing my pathetic Panasonic, 
and while making coffee, he asked to see 
my list of questions (who was I to argue?). 
The most interesting aspect of the morning, 
however, was trying to figure out how some 
of the response Wf!rt meant to be taken. 
Every sentence, whether humorous or seri
ous, was saiJ in the same tone of voice. 
Maybe he has a great sense of humor. But 
then again, maybe not. 
Boston Rock: Were you nervous at Boston 
Garden? 
Peter: I was real nervous 1he day before, 
and I was real nervous the wttk before, 
when we didn't have a drummer. 
BR: Whar happened ro him? 
Peter: He quit. He quit two times, and I let 
him back in the band, and he played the Or
phcum with us, and quit again right before 
this gig. And it's just a question of not be
ing able to deal with the pressure of playing 
a gig lik e that. He was a brand new drum
mer. 
BR: Your new drummer is Kevin Glasheen. 
How did you meet him? 
Peter: He was in the Classic Ruins, and 
we'd been thinking about using him and 
stuff, and I'd seen him around the scene for 
three or four years. He works at Exxon on 
Cambridge Street. So last Wednesday night, 
Willie (Cooper, keyboards) and I pulled up 
to the gas station in the car and said, "Hey! 
Kevin, do you want to play a gig with us?" 
And he's pumpin' gas, right? And he goes, 
"Yeah, uh, when?" I go, "Next Sunday," 
and he goes, "Yeah? Where?" I go, "Bos
ton Garden." He goes, "WITH WHO?" 
(Laughter) That guy was happy, real happy, 
because he's a great drummer, and he 
hadn't played in six months, so he did it. 
BR: Is hea permanent member now? 
Peter. There's no such thing as a permanent 
member. 
BR: Temporarily permanent? 
Peter: Well, I try to stress, being the leader 
of the band, it being "The Peter Dayton 
Band" or whatever, that to ask somebody 
to be a permanent member of something 
that I want to do is like asking someone to 
marry you if you don't love them. I haven't 
even really talked to him about ii. But it'll 
be something like if the Classic Ruins want 
to play, you can play with them, if you want 
to play with me, you can play with me. But 
it's getting to the level that ... if I have some
thing to offer somebody, money-wise, 
they'll go with it. They just want to get 
paid, and have a good time, not a 9-to-S 
job. 
BR: What kind of feedback have you gotten 
about the show? 
Ptter: Mostly everyone I've talked to has 
been sort of hush-hush, "I've heard really 
good reports" or ''I thought you were phe
nomenal." Nothing bad. 
BR: You had been recording with Ric Oca
sek. Howdidthatbegin? 
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Peter: It began right when they came back 
from London, from recording the first re
cord. They had heard the La Peste [Day
ton's old band) single [''Better Off Dead''], 
which had just been recorded. And they 
had just seen punk when they were there, it 
hadn't really happened here, so they were 
real surprised to hear it in Boston, you 
know, sounding very English. Ric called me 
up and said, "Do you want to play the Par
adise with us?" So I said yeah. So that was 
like just before the record started to sell 
really, they weren't famous yet. So luckily, 
I got to know him before everybody else 
wanted to. 
BR: Then what? 
Peter: We had this sort of La Pcste thing 
happen for us. It was sort of a very tumul
tuous 1imc for La Peste and, consequently, 
it sort of broke up the band, the whole 
thing. Because it seemed like I was real re
stricted in the form we were working in, and 
Ric was real unhappy about it, in terms of 
the production and stuff, 'cause he wanted 
to push the sound, make it project more 
toward the future. Constantly we were pull
ing back on it, saying, "No, it's gotta be 
punk, it's gotta be this." But since then, 
it's been like really good friends. I think 
he's a genuis, even though in the beginning, 
I didn't like them, when they played the Rat 
and stuff. I thought they were boring. I had 
never seen them. I had just dismissed them 
as a club act, 'cause I was really into the 
punk thing, and everyt hing had to be acer
tain way. Totally like negative and totally 
like don't-give-a-shit. 
BR: He produced demos for the Peter Day
ton Band, too ... 
Peter: He's helped me a lot. We did a thing 
for 1he album Sharp Cuts almost a year ago. 
He did a demo for us a few months ago, 
and hopefully we're gonna do an album 
with him, but I don't know if I'm gonna do 
it yet. 
BR: ls that with a label ... 
Peter: Uh huh . 
BR: Which one? 
Peter: I don't know yet. I want to do a re
cord with him. I don't care if it's in Shit Re
cords or Warner Brothers. 
BR: The stuff you've done will remain dem
os, then? 
Peter: Yeah, none have been released. I did 
a tape, "Perfect Wave," at the 8-track stu
dio I used to work at. Mike Baker, my 
roommate, sort of helped me produce it. 
BR: Did Ric just out-of-the-blue ask you to 
play Boston Garden? 
Peler: He TOLD me I was gonna do it. 
BR: Did you have any second thoughts? 
Peter: He'd asked me about a year ago to 
do the Midnight Special, but I had no band . 
(laughs} This was just when I was hanging 
around, wondering what I was going to do. 
He always drops the bombs on me. 

I called him the day before the Garden 
date, I said I couldn't do it. I said I was too 
scared. He thought that was pretty cute. He 
also came in the dressing room, five minutes 
before we came on, with Elliot Roberts. his 
manager, who proceeded to scare the shit 
out of us. It was really funny, 
BR: Whatdidhedo? 

Peler: Telling us it was all gonna go wrong, 
that we should be more nervous, which con
sequently made us a lot less nervous. 'cause 
we were laughing our asses off. 

BR: There are two things that I really like 
about the Peter Dayton Band. One is that 
you are not c/iched, pre-fabricated, skinny
tie new wave. In your music you can hear 
Elvis Presley, Lou Reed, surfing music, and 
stuff-there's a variety. Is that a conscious 
thing you did? 

Peter: It's just a decision that sort of came 
about, you know? After being really in
volved in the so-called punk rock move
ment, especially in Boston-and I was really 
into it at the time, in terms of sort of like 
being a model band. Everything that was 
right about punk rock, I wanted La Pcste to 
be, and I think it was for a while. But as 
soon as that whole thing started to multi
ply, I mean literally overnight boom-boom
boom... I remember when Boston had 
about 4 or S trios, who were sort of starting 
to touch what we were doing. So I said, 
"Fuck this, it's time to move on/' P\us, 
the more people wanted us to stay the same, 
and to do what we were doing, 'cause it sa
tisfied their urge for that kind of music, the 
more I wanted to say, "Fuck it!" There's 
more to rock and roll than this stuff. The 
whole thing with punk saying, you know, 
''Pink Floyd sucks," I thought Pink Floyd 
doesn't suck, they're pretty good. So fuck 
everyone, I'm just gonna do what I wanna 
do. And I had all of these new songs ... At 
the time it was like I'd alienated myself 
completely from the whole scene, everyone, 
and caught a lot of bullshit from it, and was 
taking a lot of flack for a long time. And 
only recently it has let up. 'Cause the bands 
that told me when I left La Peste, "You ' re 
crazy," arc just now getting their bands to
gether. 
BR: The other thing I like a lot is that when 
you 're on stage, there's a lot of controlled 
energy ... 
Peter: I like the music to be controlled. I 
like it to have a conscious force instead of 
everyone in the band throwing their energy 
out, I like the band to give their energy to 
me, then I push it out like that, l want it to 
come from me. So I told 'cm, "If you have 
any nervous energy, or excess energy, don't 
throw it out in the audience, send it through 
the band, and it will come through me. And 
I'll control it, and store it." 
BR: Could we have a quick life history, like 
where you're from? 
Peter: New York, Manhattan. Grew up on 
Long Island. Went to prep school, wcs1ern 
Mass. Studied two years abroad, France, 
Switzerland. That was a big influence in a 
lot of ways. 
BR: In what ways? 
Peter: Just having a word view instead of a 
Boston view. And New York, thinking New 
York is the only place in the world. J tra
velled all over the world, except South 
America and places like that. I went to art 
school up here, that's why I'm here. 
BR: As far as La Peste goes, since it's all 
chronicled, could you give us the high point 
and the low point? 

Peter: (Pause) Everyone always asks these 
questions, and I have to think back so far. 
(pause} The high point could have been 
playing in the Combat Zone one summer, 
Thursday through Sunday, every weekend, 
I guess that was three summers ago. And 
we'd go from our loft, which was a block 
away from this strip joint. Just go down the 
elevator, push the amplifiers across the 
street, put them in there, and play all night. 
It was kinda fun. Thinking now, I can't be
lieve I did it. It was like motorcycle gangs, 
transvestites, the whole thing ... angel dust, 
LSD, birthday cakes, all that stuff. .. it's 
really weird shit. All they wanted to hear 
was "Born To Be Wild." (laughter) And 
the low point was getting a manager. 
BR: Did that lead to the split? 
Peter: Yeah, I mean we get a manager from 
New York. "OK, boys, you're gonna be 
big.'' It's all bullshit. 
BR: Have you seen the new La Peste? 
Peter: Yeah. 
BR: What do you think of them? 
Peter: I think they're good. 
BR: So do/. 
Peter: I like them. I'm glad they'tc still d6-
ing it. I think people need to hear that type 
of music. 
BR: How did all of these Long Islanders in 
your band get together? 
Peter: Willie Cooper is going to the Muse
um School that I went to. He's second year 
student. And Peter Collins (bass) I met in 
New York when La Peste used to pla)- down 
there. He was in a band called the In vaders. 
I saw them playing, and I said, "This guy's 
great!" So there was always this undercur
rent that we'd work together, but i1 was al
ways impossible to do. When I started Peter 
Dayton (Band] , he called me up and wane 
me to play with the Invaders, and the 
thing I know he came up. 
BR: Does the Peter Dayton Band play any 
La Peste songs? 
Peter: There's two or three. "Road,'' the 
first song we did at the Garden. I still do 
''Skin-Tight.'' 
BR: / wanted to talk about a .few of the 
songs that you do now ... 
Peter: Whatever you say. Harold. 
BR: ''SameRefrain'' ... 
Peter: (sings) "Stuck on the same refrain · 
BR: It has a Lou Reed sound to it 
Peter: That's what everyone says. 
BR: Even Trouser Press said it. When you 
were writing it, were you trying to wri!e a 
Lou Reed-type song? 
Peter: I don't even think that I sing like 
Lou Reed, OK? But I heard it a l01, and es
pecially about the opening, it's supposedly 
like the song "Heroin." 
BR: The chords are the same. 
Peler: I've never heard .. I can't picture 
"Heroin" in my mind, how it goes. I only 
know Lou Reed from Loaded to SalfyCan'l 
Dance and Transformer. So maybe it 
sounds like him, but probably it's ju~t be
cause we're bo1h from Long Island. 
BR: "Boys Want Girls," that's a nice pop 
song. 
Peter: That was inspired by the Romantics 
"That's What I Like About You." 
BR: In "Here Comes The Music," you say 



"thefttling is gone" ... 
Pe~r. That's like a lot of music completely 
devoid of feeling, even though it's suppo
sedly important, or it has a message, but it's 
not. Songs like "Here Comes The Music," 
it's like tongue-in-check, it's like "Here 
Comes The Bullshit." Wait a minute, 
there's something wrong. Wait a minute, 
the feeling's gone. 
BR: "Perfect Wave?" 
Peter: "Perfect Wave" they called the 
"Pipeline" of the 80's. 
BR: There seems to be some sort of surfing 
revival here, with the Ore mies and others ... 
Peter: Yeah, and some of it's alright. I'm 
glad I did it. I like that song. 
BR: That's the one that's getting airplay. 
Peter: It's amazing, that song. It's almost 
like I don't lhink J wrote it. It's just too 
perfect. Even the name of it. 
BR: /I seems fun to do. 
Peter: It's totally fun, and actually it means 
something. We play "Last Supper" before 
it usually. And "Last Supper" is sort of a 
throwback to ... it's pseudo-nervous break
down music. It jusl depresses you, "Last 
Supper." "Pcrfec1 Wave'' is just happy. So 
in the pas! year I've gone from being totally 
depressed totally happy. 
BR: "Last Supper," is that the one about 
frappes? 
Peter: Hamburger and milk shake, yeah. 
It's about lhc break-up with La Peste. I 
used to go to Brigham's, order a hamburger 
and milk shake, and it was really bad, yeah, 
really bad. 
BR: There's a song that's sort of Elvis Pres
ley-ish. 
Peter: "Love At First Sight"? (sings) "II 
was love/at first sight/well alri&ht." That's 
a new song. Audiences don't get the irony 
of that one, they just think it's a stupid 
song, so we don't play it all the time. 
BR: You seem to have a strict schedule. 
You'd been outside before we'd met this 
morning. I thought you'd be crawling out 
of bed. 
Peter: I'm a pretty normal person. I'm not 
too into the rock and roll lifestyle. I just re-

cently quit my job, so for the last two weeks 
I've just been hanging around. I was a 
house painter, before that I worked in a 
factory. 
BR: What do you think of the Boston mu
sic scene now, as opposed to when you were 
in La Peste? 
Peter: It's totally different. It's completely 
different. When we were doing the La Pcste 
thing, there were new bands with the new 
ideas, and the old bands with the old ideas. 
And even before I played out, I went to sec 
the old bands. A big influence on me was 
like the Real Kids, Third Rail, Mr. Curt, 
people like that. The new bands came out, 
but those old bands thought it was a joke, 
and all of a sudden, those old bands were a 
joke and the new bands took over. There 
was a sort of community there for a while, I 
felt, between La Pestc, Human Sexual Re

, sponsc, and the group The Girls, and that 
was sort of the exponent of quality ideas in 
the Boston scene. For a lot of people with 
La Pestc breaking up, they really thought 
we were gonna make it or something. For a 
lot of them it was like, "Shit! If they can't 
do it, then we can't either." And now what 
we have is ... I don't know if I really fit in. I 
don't know if I do fil in. I don't know that 
I want to fit in. I just want to do what I'm 
doing. I think that the bands that are trying 
to be commercial are the ones that aren't 
going to make it. And l think that some of 
the younger bands arc really good, like 
Boys Life. I think 1hat a lot of them arc in
fluenced by the Contortions, and a lot of 
the new English stuff, and New York stuff, 
but there's always that undercurrent of Bos
ton rock, rock and roll. Boston's really a re
gressed , Catholic place. You can hear it in 
the music. l respect people like Willie "Lo
co," Rich Parsons, Mr. Curt. I think that if 
the Cars didn't live in lhc city, I don't think 
I'd live here, or if I did, I know I'd be beat
ing my head against the wall. I think that 
they're really opening things up for this 
town. 
BR: Ric soys he wants to build a slote-of
lhe-arrs sludio. 

Peter. That's what I've heard. That would 
be just incredible, if it came off the way he 
says it will come off. It wouldn't be like LA, 
'cause LA is all product bullshit, and New 
York is very much like ... bands go to New 

· York to do their albums. I think in Boston, 
none of the bands would come here, but a 
lot bands that arc here would get their re
cords out, it would be more like London. If 
that happens, it would be really good, there 
would be a lot more purpose and a lot more 
people. With us and the New Models play
ing the Garden, there's a lot of envy and 
jeaJousy involved, "Oh, I should have done 
the gig, I've been playing for X number of 
years. Peter Dayton's just on cloud nine, 
just walking around, doing what he wants 
to do." But, it's a sign of what the Cars 
are into, it's really gonna open for a lot of 
people. I mean, it's amazing to think that 
they're a world class band. It's hard to be-
lieve, 'cause they all live in town and stuff. I 
went to the Garden the second night, 
scalped a ticket out front, just one of the 
20,000 checking it out objectively. I was 
amazed. 
BR: What do you think of the Human Sex
ual Response album? 
Peter: I think it's good. I've known those 
guys for a long time. 
BR: Do you think the rest of lhe country 
wi((goforit? 
Peter: It's hard to say. There's so many re
cords coming out that it's scary. But I know 
that it's great that they got a record out. 
BR: How ab·out the Nervous Eaters album? 
Peter: 1 think that Steve Cataldo is great. I 
just think that the album is ... (pause) I 
don't dislike the album, but it's not some
thing I would listen to. They should have 
gone either completely hard rock or com
pletely wimp, and they tried to do both. 
and you can't do that, especially on the first 
record. It's got to have a consistent sound. 
BR: What do you think of the Neighbor
hoods selfing thousands of copies of 1heir 
single? 
Peter: I think it's OK, I think that it's 
good. I think those bands are limiting them-

selves. Pretty soon they're going to change. 
And I'm sure people are telling them not to. 
I can tell wh;n l see them that they want to 
change. 
BR: In what way? 
Pe~r: Just like the whole thing with the 
Jam, and trying to be English. I think that 
they have to go beyond what they're doing. 
BR: Have you seen any good bands lately? 
Peter: I haven't seen many lately. I like the 
Sickness. 
BR: I haven't seen them. 
Pekr: They're like this horrible, horrible 
band. They're just the worst band there is. 
(laughter) They're hard to take live, but I 
have a tape of them that puts them right up 
there with Public Image. 
BR: Do you like the stuff that's coming out 
of England now? 
Peter: I don't listen to any of it. 
BR: Even Public Image? 
Peter: I hear the hits(?) or whatever, but I 
don't get off on the anti-rock thing. I don't 
like that. I think it's stupid. "I hate rock 
and roll, we're out to destroy rock and 
roll." They want to be rock stars. 
BR: So what are your plans now? 
Peter: I just want to record again. I hope to 
do that this winter or this spring, but I'm 
not frantic about it. 'Cause when you get 
frantic, you get heart-broken. 
BR: Before I came here, people said that 
you 're hard to get along with ... 
Peter: Who told you that? 
BR: Jusl people, things I've heard. Do you 
have anything to soy about that? 
Peter: Yeah. Whatever anyone tells you 
about me is wrong. The great thing about 
rock and roll is the level of gossip. Precon
ceptions, what people think, is usually never 
true. The only reason I'd be hard to get 
along with is because I know what's import
ant to me. 
BR: Do you hove anything to say to the read
ers of Boston Rock? 
Peter: Yeah. Don't read Boston Rock. It's 
fuckin' propaganda. It's a self-serving tab
loid (smiles) and it's great. It comes out 
twice a month. Boslon Rock's great. 
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by Greg Reibman 
According to Scottish folklore a "ban

shee" is a mysterious female spirit frequent
ly found wailing eerie melodics and warn
ings throughout the countryside. Taking 
their name from this ancient saga, "Siouxsie 
and The Banshees" have an equally mystic
al aura-especially here in America where 
up until last month the band had never 
played. 

"We tried 10 get over here a couple of 
times before, "Siouxsie Sioux explained 
Her band has been performing in England 
since September of 1976. Since that time 
The Clash, The Jam, Buzzcocks and other 
bands from those days (not to mention 
newer ones) have visited our shores one or 
more times. The Banshees just haven't had 
the best of luck. "When we first thought of 
touring (the US] the only outlets offered 
for us to play were little bars in New York 
City. It just didn't seem worth it. We didn't 
want to play places where only the people 
at the front of the stage could sec." 

A couple of years later, as the band grew 
in popularity (even in America) they actual
ly decided to play here. This time however 
it was personnel difficulties within The Ban
shees that forced them to shelve their plans. 
Yet another tour was cancelled earlier this 
year when Sioux.sic fcU victim to hepatitis. 

And finally just last month, after having 
already crossed the Atlantic, The Banshees 
stumbled upon further misfortune. After 
returning from a gig in Toronto their road 
crew, management and equipment met with 
visa problems delaying their entry in the 
States. Luckily this turned out to be not 
quite as serious as fim anticipated. After a 
few rearrangements in their itinerary (five 
days later than originally scheduled) Siouxsic 
and The Banshees at long last played Bos
ton. It has only been since then that some 
of the darker mysteries about the band have 
become unveiled. 

Siouxsic first met bass player Steve Severin 
at an early (pre-record company) Sex Pis
tols gig. Also travelling with the Pistols in 
their early days was a fellow named Nils 
Stevenson. For a while Stevenson was co
managing the Pistols with Malcolm McLar
en-but he eventually split with Mclaren to 
become the Banshees' manager-a job he 
has maintained ever since. 

SIOUXSIE::: 

Their first public performance was as a 
last minute addition to Britain's now in
famous 100 Club Punk Festival-a bill that 
also included the Pistols, The Clash and 
Subway Sect. The original Banshees con
sisted ofSiouxsic, Severin, a guitarist named 
Marco and Sid Vicious on drums. Playing 
on equipment borrowed from the Pistols 
(they had originally arranged to use The 
Clash's gear but their manager Bernie 
Rhodes revoked their permission when 
Sioux showed up wearing a swastika) their 
debut half hour set consisted almost enti re
ly of covers. 

After not playing for the next few 
months, Sid and Marco were eventually re
placed by drummer Kenny Morris and gui
tarist John McKay. While almost instantly 
the Banshees were greeted with widespread 
acclaim they spent the next year and a 
half penniless and without a record con
tract. As it turned out it wasn't until late 
summer 1978 (the Pistols had split up by 
that point) that they finally signed with 
Polydor , first releasing the single "Hong 
Kong Garden" (number seven on the Brit
ish charts) and then their debut album The 
Scream. 

Just as things seemed to be going quite 
well they began to fall apan. Their second 
album Join Hands was released to lcss
than-favorablc reviews, but even worse, on 
the second day of a tour scheduled to pro
mote the new record Morris and McKay 
mysteriously quit the band. The details of 
the split are unclear and perhaps irrelevant 
except for the fact that after a long day of 
autograph signing the pair just didn't show 
up for that evening's sold out gig. This left 
Sioux.sic and Severin, with the help of The 
Curc's Robcn Smith (who had been the 
opening act) to entertain the disappointed 
crowd on their own. 

McKay and Morris were never to return. 
This forced cancellation of most of their 
tour while the two original Banshees slowly 
began to reform the group. Eventually they 
connected with drummer Budgie (of Slits' 
fame) and began work on their next record 
Kaleidoscope. While both Siouxie and Sev
erin chose to handle some of the guitar 
playing themselves (both play on the song 
"Tenant" and Siouxsic also plays "Para
dise") they also solicited help from former 
Pistol Steve Jones for three numbers and 

BANSHEES 
Magazine's original guitarist John Mc
Gcoch on five others. 

McGcoch (who played the Paradise dur
ing Magazine's first tour and also helped re
cord all three Magazine LPs) has since left 
his earlier band to work with The Ban
shees. "I first started working with The 
Banshees about January of this year," Mc
Geoch told us. "I had done some recording 
with them and had some time off (from 
Magazine) when Sioux and Steve asked me 
if I'd do a few dates with them in Scot
land. I did-and I enjoyed it. And that's 
one of the reasons I'm still with them. But 
you should know the split with Howard De
voto was very amicable. I feel quite bad 
about it to tell you the truth. We're still 
very good friends. But I just decided it was 
time to move on." As for The Banshees, 
"I've been working with them for the past 
couple of months and will continue to do so 
for the next three or four. And then we'll 
take it from there." 

It was this line-up Siouxsie, Severin 
Budgie and McGeoch that finally made it to 
America, including a knockout perform
ance at 1.5 Landsdown Street. The band 
played long and hard that night, chasing 
material from all three albums and several 
new numbers including their new single "Is
real," a song described by Siouxsic as "a 
Christmas song of disillusionment.'' 

After it was over The Banshees seemed as 
satisfied with their Boston debut as the 
crowd was. "We were quite pleased with 
the audience," McGeoch beamed, "they 
didn't go absolutely wild over every little 
move but they seemed very appreciative of 
certain parts-which just so happened to be 
the pans we thought were good too." 

When asked, Severin suggested that the 
current music scene in England is "pretty 
uninteresting" especially compared to the 
early days of 1976-77. But he added "in a 
way there arc things about those days there 
that remind me of America now. For in
stance whenever we play we know that it is 
virtually the first time anybody has seen us. 
It's totally fresh everywhere we go and so 
it's always exciting." · 

"It's really exciting to play in front of 
new people," Siouxsic agreed. "We've en
joyed ourselves tremendously. We're glad 
to be here so people can sec us and not have 
to read aboul us all the lime." 

Siouxsic also mentioned she was quite dis-

turbed by the number of Americans they've 
discovered "who treat the British music 
papers as if they were the Bible. The Eng
lish papers have a lot of power determining 
what the taste of the time is, and they arc 
not always very accurpte ... I'll give you a 
classic example, about ~wo years ago we ac
tually were reviewed by NME (New Musical 
Express) for playing at a gig with The Clash 
that we didn't even play at." 

"The reviewer who wrote that must have 
been at some restaurant down the road," 
Severin added, "otherwise he would have 
known we didn't play that day!'' 

Now that they're finally here it's become 
apparent that things in America are far 
from rosey either. While they're happy with 
their relationship with their British record 
company they are currently without any 
American record deal. Upon release of their 
first album The Scream British Polydor 
sent copies of the record to many U.S. ra
dio stations. The favorable response gener
ated by this action more or less forced U.S. 
Polydor to release The Scream here-but 
its subsequent poor sales (many people al
ready had the import) lead them to prompt
ly drop them and pass on options to re
lease songs that have undeniable hit poten
tial like the poppish "Christin" (based on 
the book The Three Faces of Eve) and 
"Happy House." But Severin said, "That's 
another reason why we're here. We just 
want to show our faces and sec if anybody 
is interested." 

After concluding a short visit to the west 
coast The Banshees have returned to Eng
land where they will play a few dates and 
then hopefully begin work on a fourth al
bum. Instead of the usual Siouxsic/Scvcrin 
combination, "This will mark the first time 
that all four band members will share in 
writing the material," Siouxsie told us 
"Then we hope to return to America with a 
new record contract.'' 

Let's hope they do. And let's hope it 
doesn't take as long this time. Their show 
al Landsdown Street was one of the best I 
can remember, and Kaleidoscope was one 
of the best albums of the year. 

Just like the myth from which they've 
taken their name, The Banshees have an 
eerie, spellbinding female vocalist. But 
we've just begun to discover that not only 
can this Banshee wail-she can rock and 
roll. 
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byMr.B 
Compared to their Chinese counterparts, 

Britain's Gang of Four arc faring quite 
well. Though a bit the worse for wear as 
they neared the end of an extensive US 
tour, they still managed to play with in
spiring energy during their sole Boston ap
pearance a few weeks ago. Special mention 
also goes to Pylon and Mission of Burma. 
Pylon had the best sound of the evening in 
spite of not having a sound check. The Mis
sions played as fine as usual but had to con
tend with an uncooperative sound system. 

It seems more than coincidence that the 
Gang of Four share a bill with these two 
bands. Aside from similarities in musical 
taste and attitude, these bands appear to 
work on the same set of by-laws. 

By-Law #I: The Music Must Not Be 
Compromised. 

All three bands share a commitment to 
produce innovative and challenging music 
unyielding to commercial demands. This 
determination also carries through into 
their performances which are always intense 
demonstrations of energy and emotion. It 
goes beyond acting. It means focusing all 
thought and behavior into the meaning of 
the moment. At that point, all individual 
egos dissolve and form that all-encompas
sing sound each band is capable of creating. 

As attitudes change perhaps their music 
can be more readily accessible. Warner 
Bros. took a chance signing the Gang of 
Four. To many people, their sound is abra
sive and unmelodic. How many people are 
openly willing to investigate this beauty/ 
beast phenomenon when the ugliness is so 
apparent'? On the positive side, Gang of 
Four are drawing larger and larger audi
ences; they played to 16,000 people in 
Gainesville, Florida. But by all accounts, 
Gang of Four are still a cult band. Accord
ing to drummer Hugo, "I think we have 
the potential to be the best band in the 
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Hugo Burnham 
world. It's just a matter of working it.'' The By-Law #3: Use Four Heads Instead Of 
question is, will the record companies wait One. 
while this form of music garners enough Each group is distinguished by their lack 
mass acceptance to ensure themselves a of a specific frontman or group spokesman. 
good profit? We'll see. Any and all issues related to musical direc-

By-Law #2: Maintain A Good Sense Of tion or business are dealt with collectively. 
Humor. This does have its disadvantages since it's 

The Pylon, Mission of Burma, Gang of quite difficult to get four opinionated peo
Four concert literally was a festive occasion. pie to agree on anything. Gang of Four also 
Pylon were celebrating the release of their write all their music as a group effort. 
first album Gyrate at a pre-concert party. While this has had rewarding results in the 
The fact that everyone could keep their past, it is taking longer and longer to com
sense of humor in spite of the confusion plete new material. On the other hand, it.is 
and pro;,,lems restored my faith in musi- probably this constant reevaluation of val
cians' temperaments. Not all musicians ues and objectives that makes the Gang of 
have a chip on their shoulder. In general, Four such a strong working unit. In the 
these bands share a great attitude and dry end, it's the music which determines wheth
humor that is a welcome con1rast to their er or not there were 100 many cooks in the 
stage personalities. To the audience, only an kitchen. 
occasional (and unintentional) smile pro- By-Law #4:Search For New Ideas 
vides any indication that these folks enjoy Compared to the Gang of Four, both the 
themselves on stage. They do have fun. Missions and Pylon are young bands. They 

really haven't been around long enough for 
us to evaluate the extent of their creative 
potential. The Missions only have a single 
local record out, "Academy Fight Song," 
with another one in the works. Pylon's new 
album is their second recording, following 
their critically acclaimed ''Cool'' single. 

Gang of Four have been around for three 
years but have written a relatively small 
number of songs in that time, leading the 
British press to question whether their creat
ive ability has dried up. Their recordings to 
date strongly support this observation since 
many of their releases are simply remixes or 
retakes of previous work. The most obvious 
case is "Damaged Goods," available in no 
less than 4 separate versions, going back to 
their first recording on Fast Records. 

To be fair, Gang of Four have added four 
new songs to their performance repertoire 
including ''Chesseburger,'' ''Ditch,'' 
"Why Theory(?)," and "Cargo." Admit
tedly still in the formative stages, the new 
songs lack the cohesiveness of earlier works 
and seem unfocused in comparison. Hope
fully they'll be firmed up and sound less 
like funk jams when they hit vinyl. The new 
Gang of Four album is tentatively scheduled 
for around March or April of next year. 
Aside from the new songs mentioned, we'll 
probably hear yet another remix of "Out
side The Trains Don't Run On Time" and 
"He'd Send 1n The Army." Some habits 
are hard to break. 

Summary Statement: 
Don't get me wrong. I don't have any in

tentions of passing judgement on the Gang 
of Four or their creative abilities at this 
point. It's still too early to determine how 
far they can go. Gang of Four are still a very 
important band. But, Gang of Four's im
portance lies in their ability to play music 
that accurately and concisely reflects the 
present. And how long can you keep that 
up? 





by Tris/ram Loww 
Athlctk:o Spizz '80 is: 
Spiu.-vocals, occasional guitar 
Jim Solar-bass 
C.P. Share-drums 
Lou-guitar 

Athlctico Spizz '80 came to America for 
the first time with a list of what they 
thought was wrong with it. Typical British 
fantasies. You know, how dense we all arc, 
how fat we all are, how we'll buy anything 
but what we really need, etc. But I spent 
much of our "interview" answering ques
tions from the foursome about life here in 
the ol' US o'f A. At no time did it seem that 
there were less than two Spizzites talking si
multaneously, even though occasionally 
they were talking about the same subject. 
So no apologies arc forthcoming for the 
way this little talk jumps around. 

Spizz and Jim were in the original Spizz 
Oil. Near the end of 1978, Spill Encrgi 
sprung on the scene and went through vari
ous line-ups while releasing their two most 
popular tunes to date, "Where's Captain 
Kirk" and the dance hit "Soldier, Sol
dier." Their older materia] is leased to 
Rough Trade, and they may do a new ver
sion of "Soldier" for the States with their 
current line-up. Their first LP, So A Run
ner, was just released domestically and a 
new album is being recorded this month for 
release next spring. 

What did the band do before they be
came Spizzites? 
Spizz: I went to college and then I was on 
the dole (unemployed). And then punk ex
ploded. 
C. P.: I was scraping barnicles off deep sea 
equipment. 
Jim: I worked in a pin factory (i.e. punk 
buttons]. 
Lou: And I made coffee ... C.P. has only 
been playing drums since he joined the 
band. 
C.P.: The group bought me a drum kit. I 
used to just hit cushions at home, but I kept 
breaking all the cushion covers. 
Jim: We don't attract a lot of publicity in 
England, We're not easily grouped into one 
of the current categories. That's a reason 
why we're sort of driven underground. Peo
ple think of us as one of the last bastions of 
1977-style punk. We're quite amazed at 
this. I know we've released "Soldier" and 
"Kirk" which are punky sort of singles, but 
a lot of the stuff that we do isn't anythfflg 
like that. And when we signed to A&M 
there was such an outcry about it. We got 
verbally attacked. People kept asking stupid 
questions like, "Why did we do it?" We're 
not really sure why people think that way, 
but we've always been considered under
ground, even though we've always been 
sort of commercial. 
Boston Rock: The English music press likes 
to hit on anybody that's played in America 
or gets a contract with a major company. 
Jim: There's a lot of vindictiveness .. 
Spill: ... Snobbery .. 
Lou: The press think they have the divine 
right of judgement on music and what peo
ple should like. 
Spill: We don't actually play our favorite 
kinds of music that we might like. We play 
in what we hope is a new manner ... We 
don't want to copy anything. 
Jim: We do one cover, "Virginia Plain," 
'cause we like the song. Bands we listen to 
arc mostly our contemporaries. Joy Divi
sion, Human League .. 
Boston Rock: Any Americans? 
Spizz: Alice Cooper? 

I tell them that because of fanatic fasci
nation with British bands and their heavy 
coverage, many ncuvo-wavers know more 
about groups that have just popped up in 
London that someone who's been playing 
on one US coast or the other for a couple 
years. 
Spizz: Things in England can travel from 
London to Manchester, two musical towns, 
within a week. Fashions spread. Whereas 
you've got such a distance here. On radio 
and TV, people are not switching to the 
same programs. There's far more national 
broadcasting in England, so things spread 
quickly. 
Jim: The idea of having 3 or 4 time zones 
really slows things down. If we wanted to 
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go from here to the West Coast, it would be 
basically what we've done from London to 
here. There's nothing in between really. 
BR: I'm sure Detroit will be happy to hear 
that, How did you come over? 
Spizz: We're paying for it, basically. But we 
wouldn't be here if we hadn't signed to 
A&M. We made sure that in our contract 
the album was going to be released here. 
C.P.: I think that with the next album, 
you'll probably hear things that are more 
laid back .. 

A side conversation develops about mo
dal chords and someone asks a question I 
don't hear. 
C.P.: It'll hopefully be fairly commercial, 
'cause we want to make some money. 
Jim & Spin: What do you mean it'll be 
laid back? It'll be just as hard rock in'. 
C.P.: What I mean actually is that it'll be 
more thought out. We did the last album in 
about 4 days. And this time we're going to 
take a good look at what we're doing. 

Somehow a discussion of racism, Boston, 
and busing ensues. "I though it was the 
confederate states that had the racial prob
lems." Next the group goes to New York 
City. 

Spizz: Is there a faster city in America than 
New York? 
BR: No. (I wanted to make a dumb joke 
and say Indianapolis. 500, get it? Ybu nei
ther?). 
Spizz: London was quite fast when we lived 
there, but we've overtaken that. We need a 
faster city. 
Lou: Oh, don't give him tha.t bull! 

The talk turns to drugs and food and how 
Americans eat so much and arc so bloody 
fat. 
Spizz: I'm below eight stone and there's not 
a single working American that's below 
eight stone. 
Jim: Everyone you see walking around here 
is ~o fat. All the women have such fat asses. 

C.P.: I think it's cause most Americans 
are brought up on peanut butter and cook· 
ics & milk ... Twinkics. 
Spizz: McOonalds. 
Lou: Yeah, what's an "cnglish" muffin, 
anyway? I've never had a muffin in my life 
let alone an english muffin. 
Jim: They're called crumpets. 
BR: No English junk food? 
C.P.: Yes but it's very good. 
Spizz: English fish & Chips arc very tasty. 
BR: Anything like Arthur Treachcrs? 
Group:?? 
C.P.: We don't have all this crap like 
Dunkin' Donuts. 

We now drift to eating on the road, 
roadies, and the night's show. At the be
ginning of the I I-song set, Spizz '80 was 
loose and mediocre, missing beats and gen
erally sounding rough enough that I 
thought I might have to call them Pathctico 
Spizz after all. But someone must 'vc warned 
them just before the fourth song-full
bodicd chords chiming out over a rock/dis
co beat in a quick tune I think was called 
"Washing Day." Spizz danced around in 
semi-graceful hops, kicks, lurches and 
chigging fists that made him seem the des
cendant of a Lance Loud (Mumps)/ Joel 
Grey marriaJte (divorce?), The group's lat
est single, "Central Park," combined T. 
Rex, funk/pop and Killing Joke tendencies 
with some rhythmic drone chording. They 
played their dance hit "Soldier, Soldier," 
introduced the audience to another Star 
Trek spinoff entitled "Spock's Missing," 
and turned "Clocks Arc Big" into a mum
bled ''sing"-along. Probably the most im
pressive number was "Airships," a heavy 
metallic anthem/epic with a cannon-like in
tro and a light melody. By the time Spizz 
'80 ended with "Where's Captain Kirk?" 
they had displayed more of a sense of hu
mor and a lot more band direction than 
was apparent on the Do A Runner LP. 

The latest shuffle of members-Lou in, 

keyboardist Mark Coalfield and guitarist 
Dave Scott out-must've been a good 
move. But observers at other dates on the 
group's latest short visit to the States re
ported that things are still a bit rough. For 
an encore, Spizz '80 did their (kcyboard
lcss) version of Roxy Music's "Virginia 
Plain." 

Spizz: "Virginia Plain" was Roxy Music's 
first single, and it was on the first single by 
Spizz Energi. Our bands had similar set 
ups-5 pieces with keyboards. We liked the 
intelligence of Roxy Music and it was a 
statement of our band at the time. It was a 
bit big-headed I suppose. Sort of "Look at 
us, we're the new Roxy Music'' ... Bui that's 
only a joke really. So what did you think of 
the show? 

I tell them that I think it was more fo
cused than the LP. They seem pleased. 

Spizz: We've got more direction now, we've 
channeled it. 
Jim: Our new format.. 
Lou: Are you just being nice? 
BR:No. 
Lou: Oh, you're not trying to be nice? 
C.P.: Anyone want tosec999? 

Half the room is not very fond of999 and 
our talk once again roams, this time into a 
discussion blaming America for making 
Europe the battleground for WWII. • 



Jim: l don't know if Americans realize 
this but they've never been bombed and 
lhcy'rc never gonna be bombed. 'Cause the 
American government and the Russian gov
ernment got together and decided they were 
going to fight in Europe. 

Spizz: They' re gonna fight across Europe 
and I'd prefer that they fight across the Pa
cific. 
Jim: Yank soldiers everywhere ... We don't 
hate Americans, we just hate the fuckin' 
government and their soldiers. 
Spizz: The people on the street here are al
right. 
Jim: Everybody we met in NY were very 
good to us, actually. Ta,ci drivers, shop 
keepers, hotel staff, the general public. In 
fact they're a lot better to the English than 
the English arc to Americans, I'll tell you 
that. Because the English in London have 
this kind of attitude about Americans that 
they're au basically thick. 
Lou: I think that there are a lot of bright 
people here. And I'd like to think that the 
people who like new wave arc the brighter 
ones. It seems that Boston knows more 
about what's going on than say Albequcr
quc. ls that so? 

I explain the Boston scene, record stores, 
papers and the college radio outleu for new 
music,etc. 

C.P.~ We listened to the normal station 
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[WBCN?J and there were some good tracks 
on it. The DJ was even humorous, cracked 
a few jokes. 
Jim: The government in England controls 
most of the radio and there are all types of 
regulations about different types of music, 
so much air time for each. So you do get a 
lind of exposure throughout the country. 
Whereas in America they normally have to 
cater to the lowest common denominator 
'cause there arc so many stations. 
C.P.: Even with all the television stations 
here rarely do you get a good program. The 
only good programs arc the funny ones. 
Spizz: Happy Days. 
Lou: Crazy Eddie. 

The talk d,pes a quick zag toward dry air, 
the water shortages, road signs that say wa
ter shed and the couple in Pennsylvania that 
wanted to trade their kid for a sports car 
("Why'd the dealer want another mouth to 
feed?" "His family died in a Christmas 
fire." "Whit's a Christmas fire?") before 
it zags back to the superiority of German 
pornography and dirty television. 

BR: You have naked women in your daily 
papers, don't you? 
Spizz: Not that many. Ju.st girls showing 
their tits on pqc five. 
Jim: Actually it's a bit more repressive in 
Enaland, Most films in Enaland aet cen
sored, especially American and foreign 
movies. 

Spizz breaks into the Monty Python skit 
about a cheese shop that doesn't have any 
cheese, and C.P. wants to know what 
Americans think of that sort of humor and 
we get to US TV. 

C.P.: A whole lot of crappy British soap 
operas, like "General Hospital," turn up 
on American TV. We never even get to sec 
them 'cause they're such crap. 
Jim: "Dallas" is good. It was a great book. 
We probably get the best of American TV. 
Lou: I wish we could go to Texas and play 
there. Texas must be full of shitkickcrs. I'm 
sure we could have a great time there. Get 
into fights, you know. 
Spizz: We tried to watch "Star Trek" to
night. And as soon as the introduction was 
through, they stopped for messages. Then 
they had some program and then adverts. 
And then some more program and a lot 
more adverts. Then the ending credits and 
then adverts. Then they tell you what's on 
next, and more adverts . . . 
Jim: 11;1, England there's only about 4 min
utes of adverts in between shows, and you 
get up and make a cup of tea. It's different 
for football clashes and news programs. 
Benny Hill has one every 20 minutes. 
BR: Have you seen any American football? 
Spizz: Yeah, today. There's more death in 
it than any other sport, isn't there? 

We talk about para.lyud receivers and 
fishtJ at hockey pma. 

Spizz: Arc they getting into soccer here? 
They arc, aren't they? I think the crowd si
tuation is better over here. You can take the 
family along and it's an occasion ... but you 
couldn't do that in England. 
Jim: Over here in America, entertainment
whether it's sports or whatever-there's a 
pretty high standard actually. And in tum 
the audiences seem to enjoy it more. For in
stance, when we walked on stage tonight , 
nobody had probably seen us before and it 
went quite well. When American bands 
come to England, it's like they've Sot to earn 
their place on stage. 
Spizz: In some cities in England, we'll be 
doing a good gig and halfway through the 
sets they just want to hear the hits again. 
Jim: ,English audiences can be very snob
bish. 
Spizz: Unless you've got 18 hits. 
Jim: It's a change to come here and just 
play for people that you'd like to get into it. 
Spizz: I thought America was a pretty cut 
and dried country. But since I've come here 
I've realized that the extremes in England 
aren't necessarily the extremes in America. 
I can't generalize anymore, 
C.P.: Hey, we haven't smashed this inter
viewer's tape recorder yet, have we? 
Lou; Arc you getting bored with us then? 
BR: I must've run out of questions. (I lied. 
though, 'cause I'd actually run out of ques
tions on the "American way of life."] 
C.P.: Want to repeat the questions aad 
we'll tell yCN some differmt Ha1 --·. 



by Tristram Loz.aw 
Hi, l'm Sonya Platt, and today we visit 

the home of that famous rock drummer for 
The Cahs, Dave Robinson. Dave's not home 
now so let's have a peck around for our
selves. Hey, think Dave likes "Vargas girl" 
prints much? You know, the guy that used 
to draw for Playboy and did the cover for 
Candy-o? Well look, they're just all over 
the place. And lhc furniture, and those 
great art deco lamps, must have cost a for
tune, huh? Oh, here's where we always 
have a lot of fu n. Let's see what records 
Dave listens to-probably heavy new wave 
stuff like The Pretenders, 8-Sl's, and all . 
Hey wait. Who arc these guys-Human 
League? And this album looks like it's from 
a foreign country. And this album looks 
like it's from a foreign country. And how 
about this-Suicide. Sounds simply grue
some. And these-The Cure, Siouxsie and 
the Banshees, Public Image ... 

. '* .. 
. ·-v 
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If you could take a tour through the re
cord collection of a Cah, you'd find a lot 
of surprises. Music that dedicated aficiona-dos seek out, not things you 'd expect a top .. ___________ _ 

10 rock 'n' roller to listen to. You think 
they don'! know. But they know. 

They know more than you or me. They 
had a plan from the beginning. They knew 
how to develop their chops as a band 
through selected cover songs. They prac
ticed their act in tiny South Shore clubs. 
They knew just what ratios of which music 
to blend into their formula. They knew how 
10 get the local exposure and manager they 
needed to land a contract. (They realized 
that Capt. Swing, an earlier incarnation, 
was a dumb name.} And they knew just 
how to make a first album that had "hit" 
etched all over it from the time it hit the 
racks. 

The Cabs know that you have to hit the 
crowd over the head with something like 
''Misfit,'' you can't bury it in the middle of 
the set. They also know enough to stagger 
the rest of the set between their more ex
ploratory numbers and the basic rock faves, 
saving the most popular heavy-hitters for 
the obligatory encores (when the kids are 
guaranteed to yelp incessantly while they 
hold up their lit matches). So the kids re
member the razz.le-dazz.le start and finish 
and get exposed even if they don't realize it. 

They know enough to straighten out 
some of their quirky rhythms, since subtlety 
is usually beyond the rock appreciation 
quotient of 15 year old fans. And maybe 
they also know that few people in the air
plane hangar will notice that the band is 
relatively uninspired on stage. Those that 
do will just thi nk it enhances their star im
age. (Ric has the nicking of guitar picks to 
the audience down to an art.} 

All this doesn't sound so spectacu lar, 
docs it? But if it's easy, how come so many 
others find it so hard? Gall dang, The Cahs 
must be smart. I wonder if they ever fin
ished high school? 

Now, let ' s move over here to the kitchen 
where we have .. 

REDDOG 
AT CHRISTMAS 
Vintage Thru Contemporary 
Clothing 
Jewlry Accessories 
Fine Used Furniture 
Collectibles 

:.; 

1737 Mass. Ave. 
Cambridge 

Mon-Sat 10·6 Thurs. 'Iii 8 
Sunday 1-5 · 

Since lhen, The Cahs have also known 
how to use their fame to provide a push for 
struggling bands-something they were for 
a brief time long ago. And they insisted on 
two locals, New Models and Peter Dayton, 
to open their homecoming at The Garden. 
How many high-schoolers had at least 
heard of Peter Dayton before Nov. 30? 12? 
How many after? 14,000? And ya wanna 
bet that at least 50G'Jo of the US sales of Sui
cide's last LP were due to Ric Ocasek's 
presence in the credits? And why not jusl 
travel to the tropics to record your albums 
instead of working to put a major studio in .-------------------------------------.. 
Beantown? 

The Cahs also know that you fill 15,000 
seat arenas with mostly high school stu-
dents, no matter who buys you r records. So 
they do all the things you need to make in 
basketball barns: Dave Robinson's drums 
and Greg Hawkes' keyboards surrounded 
each respective Cah on platforms at oppo-
site ends of a stage sectioned off by a futu r
istic chain link fence; amplifiers hidden 
from view; metal grating to diffuse the 
lights and mirrors to bounce them around. 
In the back were three metallic columns out 
of Fritz Lang's "Metropolis," thal sup
ported a variety of patterned backdrops. 
Nothing as deficit-inducing as "The Wall,'' 
just bold and basic. 

They prime their audience with taped 
electronic music ~tween bands and they 
launch into their set with a synthi and elec
tro-drums duet that lets everyone come on 
one by one and take their bows. And while 
they still have the teeny-boppers attention, 
The Cahs jump into "American Misfit 
Kids," a tune as close to the music of sui
cide as anyone in the top 10 is likely to get. 
Ocasek even looks like Alan Vega fo r a 
split second. 

ROOERTdEVEREAUX 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211 S 
26'.2-9131 







Favorite National/International 
Groups 
I.Clash 
2. Dead Kcnncdys 
3. The Cars 
4. Public Image 
5.B-52's 
6.Costclto 
7.Ramoncs 
8. Gang of Four 
9.XTC 
10. Buzzcocks 

Local Bands 
I. Mission of Burma (by a laodslidc) 
2. Human Sexual Response 
3. The Neighborhoods 
4. Someone & The Somebodies 
5.Pastichc 
6. LaPcstc 
7. Robin Lane 
8. Bound and Gagged 
9. The Lyres 
10. Peter Dayton 
II. Boy's Life 
12. I-Tones 
13. Lou Miami 
14. SuadcCowboys 
15.TheGrcmies 

Favorite Radio Station 
1.WMBR 
2.WBCN 
3. WERS 

Favorite Club 
I. The Paradise 
2. The Underground 
3. The Channel 
4. The Rat 
5.SPIT 
6. Jnn Sq. Men's Bar 
7. The Bradford 

Favorite Rock Mag. 
I . New York Rocker 
2. Rolling Stone 
].Subway News 
4. The Face 
5. Boston Groupie News 

Favorite Clothing Store 
\. High Society 
2. Filenc'sBascment 
3. BrandX 

4. Salvation Army 
5. Hubba-Hubba 
6. Goodwill 
7.HarvcstMoon 
8. Forever Flamingo 
9. Fiorucci's 
10. Oona's 

Favorite Disc Jockey 
I. Oedipus 
2.CartcrAlan 
3. Greg Reibman 
4. Tom Lane 
5.AlbcrtO. 
6.LisaCarlin 
7.TamiHcidc 
8. Carla Nolin 
9. Ken Shelton 
10. Hugh Munoz 
11. Duane Glasscock 
12.MarkParcntcau 
13. Charles Laquidara 
14.PctcrGates 
15. TonyV . 

Favorite Record Store 
I. Newbury Comics (honest!) 
2. Rebop 
3. N.E. Music City 
4. Strawberries 
5. Discount Records 
6. Rockit Records 
7. Beggar's Banquet 
8. Good Vibrations 
9. Nuggets 
10.Coop 

Worst Song/Group op Radio 
I. Queen, "AnotherOncBitesThcOust" 
2.Gra1efulDcad 
3. "Freebird" 
OTHERS: "Jet Boy Jct Girl," Charlie Daniels, 
The Nervous Eater's album, Billy Joel, Prince, 
Pretenders, Molly Hatchet, The Uncommitted, 
La PestGt The Mundanes, The Marshalls, Bar
bra Streisand, Bruce Springsteen, "Ed King" by 
The Vejgctablcs, I-Tones, Trademarks 

Song/Group That Should Be on the 
Radio, But Isn't 
I.Cramps 
2. Lou Miami 
3. Human Sexual Response, "Butt Fuck" 
OTHERS: Sugarhill Gang, I-Tones, Pere Ubu, 
Delta 5, Prince Charles, La Pcste, AC/DC, 

Things I Like Least About Boston Rock 
• ... Basca~~che sometimes ask real dipshit dull questions ... it's not big enough ... piss 

poor wmmg ... send the I-Tones 10 I-ran-or keep 'em in Cambridge ... not enough 
Ralph Fatello-would like a cemcrfold!. .. too many ads but not 100 many com
plaints ... unedited interviews ... not enough sex ... too much on' punk and new wave 
... extremely sexist ads!. .. EDDIE GORODETSKY ... sloppy layouts ... amateur re- • 
views ... no butt fuck photos ... I can't complain ... the cover ... tyyppopos ... inter-

• view~ w/shitty ~ands .. _. too much B-S2's!. .. busly women who model Boston Rock 
T-Shirts ... terrible wnters ... irendy assholes with their heads up their asses ... the 
showing of outright favoritism to certain bands while ignoring other great ones ... 
price (but worth it) ... NOTHING ... the price ... clilism ... unbalance writing ... noth-
ing I can 1hink of. .. it only comes out once a month!... doesn't come out twice a • 
month ... too commercial ... no insight in interviews ... 

Things I Like Most About Boston Rock 
Nice layout ... interesting articles ... not too trendy ... focus on local musicians and • 
their accomplishments ... great local coverage ... good selections of singles reviewed 
... terrific photos! (Yea B.C.) ... something to make fun of, fun to hate, readers' 
polls so I can tell you you suck ... reviews ... interviews ... the excellent job you do on 
covering Boston acts and the better national acts ... you do great interviews on a lot 
of bands that don't get too much in the media ... the charts ... the radio listings ... 
local scene ... interviews of local bands ... local music coverage ... easy to buy ... the • 
typesetter-he's cute! ... layout... interviews ... records ... local scene ... interviews ... 
music charts ... local band stories ... no nonsense ... the pictures ... it gives excellent 
publicity for excellent Boston bands ... great interviews ... it's wicked-pissa! ... the re
views ... well written features ... concert reports ... interviews with bands that have 
something to say ... articles on Boston bands ... very good interviews and concert re-
views ... you know what's going on all over Boston and vicinity!. .. everything (real- • 
ly!) ... fresh punk. .. it's full of informative interviews ... hard concentration on 
Boston bands ... articles on bands ... it's promotion of !he Boston scene ... formal .. . 
articles byTristram L., Mark Fisher ... charts ... wicked good interviews ... pictures .. . 
good coverage of local bands, attention to "avant-garde" ... easy to read ... reviews 
... concert photos ... interviews ... having more than one review of a record ... won
derful graphics ... good live photos ... top tens ... radio guide ... Mr. B's travels... • 
good upbeat optimism ... integrity ... the charts that show the radio shows ... it's good 
at bedtime and for toilet training dogs ... it covers all aspects of "the" scene ... lots of 
coverag~ of interesting bands ... more concise than N. Y. Rocker. .. local bands ... al
bum reviews ... it's about Boston rock ... Boston's own rock mag ... good photo
graphy ... interviews w/local bands ... it pays much deserved attention 10 the local 
music scene and .appreciates the many talented local bands in Boston ... it exists ... 
it's the only decent source on the New England music scene ... articles by T. Lozaw, 
Mr. 8 ... layouts ... writing ... record reviews ... Phil-N-Phlash ... even the ads are 
good. 

Suadc Cowboys, Comsa1 Angels, Dickies, Out
lets, Manicured Noise, Boy's Life 

Favorite Local Singles/Tapes 
I. Pastiche "Talk Show" 
2. Mission of Burma '' Academy Fight Song'' 
3. Gremies "No Surfin' in Dorchester Bay" 

OTHERS: Neighborhoods, Lyres, Boy's Life, 
Human Sexual Response, I-Tones, Willie Alex
ander, Stompcrs, Maps, Phil Gentili, Someone 
& The Somebodies, "Pcrfecl Wave," "Ed 
King," "Rude Girls Don't Make Coffee ... " 
Suade Cowboys, Outlets 
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BOSTON AREA RECORD CHARTS 
Thia Last 
lasue IHue LOCAL 

1 2 Human Sexual Response, 
Flg.14 
Atlantlcs, l onelyhearts 
MIHlon of Burma, Academy 
Fight Song 
Robin Lana and the Chart· 
busters, Uve EP 

4 Pastiche, Wicked Intense! 
EP 
lmporl45 

2 Orchestral Manoeuvres In 
the Dark, Enola Gay 
Gen X, Dancin ' With Mysel f 
Dead Kennedy,, KIii The 
Poor 
Paychadellc Fur,, Mr. Jones 
DHd Kennedys, Holidays In 
Cambodia 
The Teardrop Explodes, 
When I Dream 
Buzzcocka, Strange Thing 
Joy Division, Love WIii Tear 
Us Apart 

9 Clash, The Call Up 
10 B·52's, Strobellght 

LPs 
2 Human Sexual Response, 

Fig. 14 
1 Talking Heads, Remain In 

Light 
Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit 
For Rotting Vegetables 

7 Rockplle, Seconds Of Plea
sure 
Clash, Black Market Clash 
Orchestral Manoeuvres In 
the Dark, Organisation 
Blondie, Autoamerlcan 
Psychedellc Furs, Psyche
delic Furs 

9 U2, Boy 
10 The Teerdrop Explodes, Kllf-

man]aro 

Based on sales at: Newbury Comics, Music 
City Kenomore, Music City H.Sq., Discount 
Records H.Sq., Strawberries Kenmore, Har
vard Coop, Popcorn Copley 

-90od lliltN&iNI-
Everythlng from Back to Rock ..• At prices that will save you money. 

SOUND SAVINGS F~~~::Mr~::s 
BETTER THAN BOSTON PRICES, SELECTION & SERVICE 

DECLARATION 
OF 
INDEPENDENTS 
13 Tracks of U.S. 
ROCK 1980 
(Ambition AMB 1) 

Much of this year"s most 
exciting new music has been 
released on Independent la
bels, and here Is a collection 
of the best! One selection 
each by SVT, Jim Wunderle, 
D. Cllnton Thompson, Pylon, 
Razz, Kevin Dunn, Robin Lane 
& the Chartbusters, Luxury, 
The News, Ragnar Kvaran, Tex 
Rublnowltz, Root Boy Sllm & 
the Sax Change Band and 
Bubba Lou & tho Hlghballs. 

RECORDS• TAPES• VIDEO NEWTON 
MIRSHILLS SHOPPING CTR 

-- -~ -.. _.._ __ .. ___ -
~ N11dhm SI. 969-3445 
\!I CHELSEA 

MYSTIC MILL Em1lllve. 884 8544 

....................... " 
aead 1HIHet1a11a 
900d 1a1IHot1ono 

SALE 
PRICE 
$4.95 

WALPOLE 
WILPflMW.pii~!;m Hwy 

CANTON 
VILLAGE MILL. WIShinglao SI. 

828-4533 

-=--= ffl!!l! 
tali 

Don't Be Conservative-
See·James Straight and the Bureaucrats 

James Straight and the Bureaucrats 
At the Rat Dec. 15, At the 1270 Jan. 18th 



FOR 

999 
by Carter Alan 

I lost count or how many times 999 has 
been in Boston, but my estimate says four, 
including their most recent show at the 
Paradise on November 15th. lt was a near 
sellout and not bad for the English quartet 
who had sweaty Saturday night competition 
from the Talking Heads at the Orpheum 
and a 13,000 strong crowd for lhc Doobic 
Bros. at the (chamber of horrors) Boston 
Garden. But for rock and roll lovers the 
place to be was the Paradise, even though 
the band offered few surprises and the same 
basic set they'd handed Boston in the spring 
(including the group's usual penchant for 
performing "homicide" twice in a night). 
The simple reason for the similarity of 
shows can be seen if one grabs a copy of 
999's latest vinyl offering, The Biggest Tour 
In Sport. It's a six song EP recorded 
live during the band's mighty three month 
tour of the United States between March 
and June of this year. Their Boston visit 
was at the Paradise for two nights on April 
11 & 12. Nick Cash, the lead singer for 999 
told me 1hat he was sure, "it's the bigges1 
U.S. tour undertaken by a British band 
since the early sixties." Af1er that mam
moth crossing of America, 999 went on to 
tour Germany, Holland, Belgium, and Eng
land before returning to America. Peering 
into that particular schedule doesn't yield a 
hell of a lot of lime for writing and record
ing, so the group just did their old show 
and added a few new additions from an al
bum Nick promised, "will be out in the 
spring of 1981." 

999 hi1 stage after an enthusiastic set by 
Athlctico Spiu 80 and didn't slow the pace 
for well over an hour, then ii was time for 
encores. Of course, the band isn't exactly 
known for ballads, in three albums the 
mildest song recorded is "Feclin' Alright 
With The Crew" and that song was enough 
to threaten the stability of most tables in 
the club. Drummer Pablo Labritain and the 
bassist Jon Watson (with his Kojak styled 
noggin gleaming in the spots) set a thunder
ous pace and fury over which Cash and lead 
guitarist Guy Days had more than enough 

room to work the crowd into a frenzy. The 
lead singer, whose chunky frame and 
peachy-keen fuzzy head immediately cut an 
amiable teddy bear kind of fiiure, had ab
solutely no trouble in rousing reaction on 
the first run through of "Homicide." On a 
new song, "That's The Way It Goes," he 
declared a state of audience participation 
and incited a clamorous singalong. He wild
ly right and left and skittered all about on 
stage for the entire set, all the while cheer
leading, singing, and pounding out on his 
rhythm guitar. 

All this rabble rousing and extra effort 
resulted in much more than an ordinary 
show, it pushed the performance in10 the 
good natured realms of a huge party. When 
Nick sang, " ... we're with the boys in the 
gang!" the feeling generated was not that 
999 was on stage, on top, or in a mysterious 
syndicate to all others' exclusion. No, the 
feeling was one of honest energy of 999, 
psyched to be with the gang at the Paradise. 
That's always been their style, and along 
with an aggressive bottom heavy rock at
tack, remains 999's most endearing charac
teristic. November 15 was a rather special 
night for the group and Nick, the cheer
leader announced ii in midset. "Tonight, as 
999 we arc playing our 500th concert!" 
That drew a lot of cheers and the party con
tinued at an even more frenetic pace. 

For a band only 2½ years old, doing 500 
shows is a pretty surprising feat. Still, it's 
one of the ways to beat a path to the door 
of success. Some of the classic superstar 
bands in America managed to work their 
way up to headlining status without radio 
play just by gigging constantly. The Out
laws (who perform more than 200 shows 
yearly for four years now) started out 
wanning the stage for Rory Gallagher. Fog
hat began in a similar fashion working in 
front of Johnny Winter back in the early 
70s. The one catch to this route is that the 
burnout factor is pretty high and clearly 
you better love what you're doing. 

"Yeah, I love what J'm doing," mused 
the lead singer after the show. "I like to see 
people enjoy themselves and just have a 

good time. I know I like to see that when 
I'm on stage. That's the part of the day that 
I love, I'm not eating at McDonald's or 
something, I'm on-stage and it's great." 

With nine months of touring behind them 
this year alone, 999 stands a high probabili
ty of breaking wide open in America. Radio 
play of 999 in Boston is an exception. To 
get their music into places like the great 
midwest, the group will have to carry it 
there by themselves. The music stands a 
good chance of turning on those kids into 
Nugent and Seger because it's definitely not 
punk and the band has that good natured 
attitude about its audience. On 1hat "Big
gest Tour" 999 carried their music to places 
like Wichita, Flagstaff, Tampa, and Lub
bock, Texas. Now that's taking English 
rock where it's got to be heard in 1980. 

Along with the Skids, 999 and a few other 
bands played one area foreign to Western 
rock and roll bands, Portugal. "It's kind of 
behind the Iron Curtain but the kids defi
nitely want rock, they want something 
new," offered Pablo Labritain. Nicks pick 
it up, "Yeah, we played a massive bullring 
with 10,000 people and all you could see 
were these heads bouncing up and down in 
all this yellow dust." Pablo also mentioned 
that 999 is very interested in visiting places 
that aren't used to getting a dose of rock 
and roll energy, such as South America. 

Right now, though, for seasoned fans in 
Boston, there will be a several month wait 
for the forthcoming album. The live EP is 
just out but it's basically nothing new. It's 
songs (''Homicide,'' ''Feelin' Alright,'' 
"Inside Out," "Titanic Reaction," "Emer
gency," and "boys In The Gang") are 
among the most outstanding in the 999 bag 
of chestnuts and stand as an unofficial 
"best or collection for uninitiated fans. 
The major significance of it's release in the 
States is that 999 is receiving some form of 
record company support as it tours across 
the country, a factor whose lack has hin
dered many a British band dying to put to
gether the necessary support to make it 
across the Atlantic. 

999 arc vets though and onstage they 
proved it again on November 15, working 
together as a well oiled machine with lots of 
heart. Jon Watson was often prone to fits 
of energy, aiming himself for near colli
sions with Nick and at least managing to 
ensnarl the guitar cords into a yardball. The 
band drew two encores and the night threat
ened to last forever when Nick invited the 
audience onstage and got his wish. In se
conds a quarter of the audience got up and 
danced, laughed, and sweated along with 
the band who had disappeared in the crush. 

Nick commented later, "What the hell, 
the scats are nailed down and if we can't 
take the roof off the sucker, we'll go 
through the floor." 

Jon Watson 
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by Mike Dreese 
I firsl saw the Vinny Band several sum· 

mers ago at the Rat. At the time they were 
presenting themse/\les as the ultimate Italian 
band. The big thing was to do "The Ravio-
li"-an idiotic fun sort of dance to the song 
of that name. A modestly successful single 
ws released, and the band seemed to be 
doomed to be caught in the trap of being a 
"/ave" local band without any hopes of be· 
ing anything bigger. 

Well, the Vinny Band is now into surf 
music, and it's a definite change/or the bet· 
ter, in this writer's eyes. 'Cause it's not just 
silly surf music. Their full bodied guitar 
sound produces a somewhat unique and en
joyable listening experience. The question 
still remains as to whether or not they'll 
break away completely from cliches, but 
their new sound is one you should check out 
even if you hated the old Vinny. 

They have been active in the studio re
cently, and you con look forward to hearing 
"No Future," "Why Can't You Soy 
Love, " and maybe even a re·do of "I 
Won't Bother You No More" in the near 
future. 

Ralph Fate/lo also heads up ''The Grem
ies"-thot local bunch of crazy non-surfers. 

Boston Rock: How about a !iltle band his
tory? 
Ralph: We started when I quit being an art 
director at an ad agency in New Hampshire. 
l was on the beach. A perrcct set.up. I had 
quil rock 'n' roll. But I realized I was doing 
the wrong thing so I bought myself a guitar 
again. The lady I was with was always hid
ing my guitar. I left. I quit my job. Left the 
house and her and the dog and the cat and 
split back to the city. So Vinny Band start
ed. John and I were the original members. 
We started around '78. We were originally 
called "The Beavers." Then "The Beaver 
Brothers." We went into the studio and re
corded a record. We'd never been in the 
studio before. 
BR: Wel/youlearnedalot. 
Ralph: We did. And we got a lot or airplay. 
II was surprising. It got us going. Then we 
went through a thousand drummers and 
bass players until we ended up with our pre
sent lineup.We've changed a lot since '78 
though. We went through the whole circle 
starting with the Italian thing and evolved 
into a surr band. We're still Italian though_ 
Can't stop that! (laughter) 
BR: Describe the surf thing. 
Ralph: It's fun. We always been Cun-right 
fellows? 
John: Hey, you're the most fun of anyone I 
know! (laughter) 
Ralph: Hey! We're going to have FUN to
night! RIGHT GUYS?! ACKNOW
LEDGE! 
Peter: SIR! (laughter) 
BR: How'd you get into surfing? 
Ralph: Well, you have to buy a surfboard 
first! 
BR: Anyone else in the band surf? 
Jon: Yeah, I've done a little .. 
Peter: I used to skateboard a lot. 
Ralph: When I was away doing my South
east Asia tour, I left my boards back home 
and Johnny and Alpo of the Real Kids used 
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to steal my boards and my guitar. 
John: At the same time? 
Ralph: I've seen old photos in a surf maga
zine of a guy playing a Jaguar on a surr
board! So Johnny surfs. Peter came to 
watch me surf a couple of times! 
BR: You think everyone should try surfing? 
Ralph: You know, I would hate it. I was 
thinking last night how I'm always pushing 
this surfing thing on the audience, but t 
would hate it, if the audience took it up. 
There's too many people out there already! 
It's too crowded now. But it takes a special 
breed or person to put a wetsuit on, go out 
there in a snowstorm and go surfing. 
John: Retarded! (laughter) 
Ralph: It takes the proper drugs besides. 
BR: How would you describe your music 
style? 
Ralph: Loud. It's not just "surr• music 
though. 
John: Surf music gives forth visions of tin
ny guitars. 
Ralph: We have that Cchrrrughl chainsaw 
guitar sound. So if you want to put theever
popular "new wave" label on us you could 
do that. I hate to use such a fucking cliche, 
but it's rock 'n' roll. Our music isn't all that 
much fun. I'm a pretty depressing guy. A 
lot or things have happened to me. I'm 
bummed out. These guys arc bummed out 
(pointing) ... (laughter) So we have some 
pretty ... what would you call us Mike? 
You've heard us? 
BR: I'd say ofu/1.powered straight out rock 
sound, but I wouldn't describe it as heavy 
metal. 
Ralph: In the past we've been called heavy 
metal. I attribute that to the fact that we 
can play our instruments. I have tapes of 
my singing voice from a few years ago. I 
swear to god, I sounded like the Sex Pis
tols. My voice has always sounded like a 
brillo pad stuck in my brain. A really 
strange voice. My voice was nervy sing. 
songy enough to do material like "Yes" so 

I concentrated on guitar playing. But now 
my vocal style fits in with today's music. 
But I swear we sounded like the Sex Pistols 
in the early 70's. l was a pretty wild cat 
there for a while, but I've toned down a bit. 
BR: How does a song get writlen in the 
bond? 
Ralph: l write it, bring it in and basically 
know what I want. But these wonderful 
guys add a lot or their own parts. It's pretty 
easy. I'm not the dictator that they think I 
am! I'm a nice guy. It's true. (laughter) 
John: (sarcastically) I don't think I've ever 
heard you yell. 
Ralph: I voice my opinions, yeah. H some
one screws up. I look at rock 'n' roll like a 
game plan or a war situation .. 
Later: ... boot camp! 
Ralph: H someone doesn't bring the right 
ammunition, and we get over-run, we lose, 
man. So we just have to pull together as a 
team. So i£ things fuck up, of course the 
Captain's going 10 get pissed orf and you're 
all going to be doing K.P. (laughter) 
Later: Like going out on a mission and for
getting your gun. 
Ralph: That's right. We did that WERS 
broadcast and I brought three extra guitars. 
Lester didn't bring his extra bass and he 
broke a string on the air. I wanted to stran
gle him or course, but I kept my cool. I 
think people get the impression 1ha1 I hang 

around with axe murderers, but it's not 
true. Just got to pull together boys .. 
BR: So you'd say the bond gets along fairly 
well. (loud laughter) 
Ralph: Yeah. We have a good time. We go 
out on the road. I tell jokes. These guys 
laugh. I mean I couldn't ask for a better 
crew ... well maybe I could. The guys arc 
good. Our ex-drummer was a real pain in 
the ass. l was always worried about what he 
was thinking. He always wanted the money 
to be better. All this guy could think about 
was money. 
BR: Well what do you all do to make 
money? 
Ralph: Johnny climbs on roofs, don't ya? 
John: I do roofs. 
Ralph: Lester, what do you do. 
Later: Framing. 
Ralph: What?! Your historical society. 
What happened to that? 
Later: That's over now. 
BR: So you're a carpenter. 
Later:Yea. 
Ralph: Rea1ly? What docs Peter do? He's a 
bartender at the infamous Canterbury 
Club. You can catch him there pouring 
drinks. 
BR: Had much out of town action? 
Ralph: Sex? (laughter) 
BR: Hove you ever been down to the Big 
Apple? 
Ralph: Haven't played there. We've played 
Rhode Island, Conncc1icut and New Hamp
shire. But wC haven't gone to New York. 
I'd rather wait for this Ace of Hearts thing 
to happen before we go down there. 
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BR: What are some of your favorite local 
bands? -a ... Ralph: My favorite local band is the Ner
vous Eaters. I don'1 want to say who I like 
and don't like ... don't want to upset any
one. I can tell you a band I HATE! by the Dark B 

BR: What's happening with A~ of Hearts? 
Ralph: We're going to do a couple of songs 
on the album. Possibly a single. We'll pro
bably be recording next week. You don't 
want to go to New York empty handed. 
You want to go in there with the right am
munition and kick ass. 
BR: Has there been· a big change in your 
fans since you changed your orientation 
from "The Ravioli" to surf music? 
Ralph: Yeah. You've seen the Ravioli. All 
these girls on stage with all these tits bounc
ing and so all the guys would come to see 
that. Now we're slowly diminishing that. 
I'm not saying we aren't ever going to do 
the Ravioli again though, 'cause it was a lot 
of fun. If people say it wasn't fun ... I'll 
KILL them! (laughter) People would come 
just to see the Ravioi though. And now 

BR: Who do you hate? 
Ralph: Shrapnel. I hate the band Shrapnel. 
BR: Why do you hate them? 
Ralph: For a very good reason which should 
appear to be obvious. (talking to micro
phone) I hate you Shrapnel! I hate you kid
dies ... (laughter) Those kids are fucking 
punks. That's one band that really pisses 
me off. 
BR: What's the hardest part of being in a 
band? , 
Ralph: For me it's dealing with no audi
ence or audiences that aren't very apprecia
tive. Not making money ... the usual things. 
Wearing the tight pants .. 
John: It makes singing the high parts easier! 
(laughter) 
BR: [J you were to give advice to the young 
kiddies coming up the ranks in rock, what 
would your advice be? 
John: Get a nice job. Get a nice Jewish girl. 
Stay home. 
Ralph: We should put a ban on new acts. 
Too many people are out here already. 
BR: If you could change something in the 
club scene, what would it be? 
Ralph: The bouncers. The drinking age. 
The kids have all the energy. 
John: Young kids go crazy. 
Ralph: Young fat kids don't go crazy. 
(laughter) The kids are out to have a good 
time. Let's bring the kids back. l don't want 
to say lower the cover charge, 'cause that 
lowers our take. It's a vicious circle, Mike
you can't win. 
BR: How do you make out financially? 
Ralph: There's no money. We don't make 
all that much. There's no way we could sur
vive off 1he band right now. I don't know 
too many people who can. 
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CASE& ON SALE 
MICROPHONE CASES 
Die-Cut foarfled Micro
phone Cases. Available 
ln4styles. 
Medium Duty 8 Slot 
(briefcase style) Reg. 

$75.00 NOW 69.00 
Heavy Duty 12 Hole wl 
compartment Reg. 

149.00NOW 129.00 
Medium Duty 6 Hole wl 
compartment Reg , 89.00 
NOW 

79.00 
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PORTA STUDIO 
CASES 
Make your Porta Studio 
"Really Portable" with an 
ATS Medium Duty Carry
ing Case. 
Reg.$105. NOW 

89.00 

BRIEFCASES 
Great for Christmas! At
ractlve & light Weight 
(only 6 lbs.). Ideal !or car
rying record albums, 
sheet music or those Im
portant "Contracts." 

Reg. $59.00 NOW 

$49.00 

MEDIUM DUTY 
GUITAR CASES 
Rugged, Light Weight, 
Inexpensive. Everything 
you've always wanted 
but couldn't afford. Is 
NOW made affordable to 
you by ATS. 
Guitar... Reg. $147.09 
NOW 

135.00 
Bass... Reg. $157.00 
NOW 

145.00 

LIGHT DUTY 
GUITAR CASE 
NEW!! An even LIGHTER 
carrying case !or Solid 
Body Guitars and Bass· 
es. 

MEDIUM DUTY 
SYNTHESIZER 
CASE 
Keep your Keyboard 
looklng like new. Protect 
your Instrument from 
Scratches, Dents or Se
vere Damage with an ATS 
loam padded Carrying 
Case 

Stratocaster Size 

99.00 
Precision Bass Size 

105.00 REG. Sl 10.00 - 120.00 

NOW 

99.00 -109.00 

MEDIUM DUTY 
RACK CASES 
An Economlcal Case ,or 
Housing and Transport 
Ing 19" Rackmount 
EQulpment. Cases have 
Aemoveable front and 
Rear Covers and Pre
tapped Mounting Angle. 
3½"' Reg. $103.00 NOW 

95.00 
51/,"' & 7" Reg . $110.00 
NOW 

99.00 

CUSTOM HEAVY 
DUTY CASE 

E.U. V\/URLITZER 
ATS Heavy Duty Road 
Cases are available for 
all types of Musical & 
Electronic Equipment. 
ATS also manufactures 
Custom Cases bull! to 
your Speclal ReQulre
ments. 

fine musical i~struments INC. 

of BOSTON 
360 NEWBURY ST. 
(617)437-1815 I 

in FRAMINGHAM 
2B0 WORCESTER RO. 
ROUTE 9 {617) B79•359 

II 
wMUSICIANS ARE OUR ONLY 11.UIINE:II" 

I_!'!!-!._ • PRO AUDIO 437-1744 SPEAKER RECON!NG 437-1824 
- • EUCOELECTRONICS437-1822 EUCO FRETTS266-0110 • 



Quality Music Guide 
SUNDAY 
7-I0a.m. WMBR Reggae Mukasa Don McDonald reggae 

8-11 a.m. WMFO Sound~ of Praise Barry Sadler gospel 

ll a.m.-2p.m . . WMFO Morning Arter Blues Na1eThayer blues 

1-Sp.m. WRBB Roots Rock Reggae Glendale Reid reggae 

3:30-5 p.m. WERS Compass Creole Hallan Daphnis West Indian music 

Hp.m. WMBR Sports Palact Bernie Smith et al. punk sports 

5:30-Sp.m. WERS Blucsology Gary Krantz blues 

7-!0p.m. WERS Metrowave Hugh Munoz local live 

10-11 p.m. WBCN Basement Ta~ 

10-11 p.m. wcoz Dr. Demento Show Dr . Demento bizarre comedy 

MONDAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Slttpwalk Tami Heide '60's, pop 

8-\0a.m. WHRB Plast ic Passions Neil Re)lnolds NW 

9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Albert O NW 

1-4 p.m. WMBR Divertimento Sharon Kirby keyboarded music 

6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Mike Perkins reggae 

6:30 p.m.- WKOX Claire O'Neill local 

7-I0:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Ahernative NW, progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS Nite Klub Tami Heide NW 

TUESDAY 

7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Laurel Katz '60's, pop 

8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Mark Sashihara NW 
9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Tom Lane NW 

6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7- 10:JO p.m. WZBC Voh Meter Voh Meter NW, progressive 

8-11 p.m. WERS Nite Klub Dennis Miller NW 

WEDNESDAY 
7-9a.m. 

8- I0 a.m. 
9-1 p.m. 

6-8p.m. 

7-10:JOp.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

9-11 p.m. 

11-2a.m. 

THURSDAY 
7-9a.m. 

8-!0a.m. 

9-t p.m. 

12-Jp.m. 

6-8p.m. 

7-10:J0p.m. 

8-11 p.rri 

9:30-12:JOp.m. 

l0:30-2a.m. 

12:30-3:]0a.m. 

FRIDAY 

7-9a.m. 

8- I0a .m. 

9- 1 p.m. 

12-Jp.m. 

l-4p.m. 

4-7:JOp.m. 

6-8p.m. 

6-Sp.m. 

7-10:J0p.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

8·11 p.m. 

I0-2a.m. 

ll-3a.m. 

l2-6a.m 

SATURDAY 
8-1 p.m. 

12.1 p.m 

12-2p.m 
l-)p.m. 

l-Sp.m. 

2-4p.m 

47p.m. 

6-9p.m. 

7-9p.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

8-2a.m. 

12-Ja.m 

2-6a.m. 

WMBR Sleepwalk Dave Meyer. Zach '60's, pop 
WHRB Plastic Passions Scott Michaelson NW 
WMBR Late Risers Club Carla Nolin NW 

WERS Rockers CinCrothers reggae 

wzec No Commercial Alternative Lb.a . NW.progressive 
WERS Nitc Klub JeffMcQuinn NW 

WMFO On The Town local bands live 

WMFO Mental Notes MikePailas mutant music 

WMBR Sleepwalk John van Zelowitz '60's, pop 
WHRB Plastic Passions Large Louis NW 
WMBR Late Risers Club Peter Gates NW 

WBRS Brent Hurtig 

WERS Rockers Doug Herzog reggae 

WZBC No Commercial Ahernative NW,progressivr 
WERS Nile Klub Laurel Katz NW 

WBRS -Sophisticat«i Boom Boom Pe1er Mork NW, "60\ 
WZBC Spacious Headquarter~ DaveHurlcy avant-garde 
WBRS Art School NdlMcyers 

WMBR Sleepwalk John Fix '60's, pop 
WHRB Plastic Passions Dave Johnson NW 

WMBR Late Risers Club Greg Reibman NW 

WBRS Newtones, Mutones 

WMBR TVOD Tony V, Bro Cleve NW, funk 

WMBR Jazz Celebration James l~aacs Jazz 
WMFO Radio Free Ethiopia Ras Gary reggae 
WE.RS Rockers Hcrber1 E. Lee reggae 
WZBC Mods and Rock.en Marc Catapano NW, progres~i\e 
WMFO Freed Form Bruce S1allsmi1h upbeal musi..:s 
WERS Nile Klub KcrryWaldron NW 
WMBR Friday Night Li\e Da\e Wollman N\\ 

WBUR Con Sal~a! Jo~e Ma\~0 progressi\·e Latin 
WMBI< The Ghetto J.C. ,oul. funk, r&b 
WGBH Blues Hour Mai Cramer blue\. r&b 

WHRB Hillbilly al Harvard Old Sinc. Lynn ·so·,,coumry 
WCAS Homegrown Mu~1c Hour Amy Wachtel 101.·al 
WMBR Out of the Blue, Da,e Herwald1 blues 
WCAS Reggae Bloodline\ Peter Simon reggae 
WZBC Obscure Ahernati~es Dee Rail reggae, \ka 
WMBR Rock 'n' Roll Memor} Time John Brown qualit)· oldie\ 

WMBR Demi-Monde Ocdipu\/Alben O punk 

WHRB Street Corner Symphony S1ompin' Zemo r&b, (loo.wop 

WERS Nite Klub Hugh Muno, NY. 

WBUR Con Salsa! Jo\e \1a\,o progre\,iH~ Lalin 

WMBR The A~ylum Captain Tra\h ~oc1al collap<,e 

WERS The Peter Program Pe1er Choyce !·rnu,11.: 
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NON-COM RADIO ------------by Larry West He ha .~ had great success with college radio 
Bost•,n is fortunate in having a plethora stations in the past and will continue to 

of college radio stations programming a va- make the Ra1 available for station and 
riety of block formats and individual group benefits. 
shows. From a listener's perspective, it is Jim Coffman, who books the Under-
not difficuh to pick and choose which pro- ground, feels differently than Rothberg. 
grams to listen 10. In fact, it is possible to Coffman is thankful for the support he has 
hear rock and roll radio day in and day out received from college radio, but wishes 
all week long without tuning in to the com- these stations would expand their roles as 
mercial band at all. educators. As Coffman sees it, he will book 

College radio is not burdened by having a band in his club, bring tapes of the band 
ro program for the end result of higher around to the different stations, and hope 
numbers in the Arbitron (ARB) survey, the for the best. New York's Bush Tetras are an 
Nielsens of radio. Lowest common denomi- example of a group that Coffman heard, 
nator programming is a beast of the com- liked enough to book into lhe Under
mercial airwaves. Non-commercial stations ground, and went out of his way to pro
are not listed in the ARBs. Along with the mote. The Bush Tetras now draw good 
benefits of freedom in programming, there sized crowds in Boston, but Coffman says 
are some questions which arise, e.g. if none he wishes that college radio would meet him 
of the audience survey corporations in- halfway. The Underground is a relatively 
elude non-commercial radio in their find- new club in the area, and Coffman would 
ings, who listens? Questions like how like to see college radio playing the records 
many? how often? and where do they live? and tapes and announcing the gigs at his 
have always been a problem for the pro- club now as much as they did during the 
grammers of college radio to define. first five months the club was open. Ac-

In an attempt to measure the impact of cording to Coffman, there is a very sizable 
college radio in the clubs, I spoke with the audience that listens to college radio and es
booking agents of the Rat, the Under- pecially to the Late Risers' Club on WMBR. 
ground, and the Channel. Harry Bouras of The Channel says that 

Alan Rothberg has been booking the Rat when an act becomes available for booking, 
since July. A long time member of the Bos- college radio airplay is a definite considera
ton rock and roll scene, Alan recently man- lion. "College radio is much more import
aged the Real Kids prior to their break-up. ant now than it was even six months ago. 

He was very happy to talk at some length Larger numbers of college kids and other 
on the subject of college radio and its ef- people are listening to alternative radio ... 
feet on the booking policy at the Rat. Alan because stations like WERS and WM BR ire 
described the influence of college radio as more apt to play a record by an unknown 
"very strong." He then proceeded to list all artist than WBCN or WCOZ." 
of the jocks of WMBR' s Late Risers' Club. Due to the volunteer nature of their mem
lt shou ld be no surprise that Alan is familiar bership, however, most college stations suf
with the Late Risers' Club. Several months fer from a lack of centralized organization, 
ago the Go-Go's played the Rat on a Mon- which often affects the station's air sound. 
day and Tuesday night and packed the Tom Lane, producer of the Late Risers' 
place. What's so unusual about 1ha1? WM- Club, sees a rather straightforward solution 
BR was the only station in town playing the to the volunteer labor problem. "We're de
Go-Go's record. The story was the same dicated to succeeding in radio in this for
when Joe "King" Carrasco came through mat. Everybodycaresabouteverybodyelse. 
town. College radio supported the act, and It sounds like '60's hippy jive, but it's the 
the Rat was turning people away at the only way it can work ... We're friends. 
door. We're organized. We've been together so 

The vitality of the local scene is directly long that the organizational thing has been 
related to the healthiness of college radio, implanted." 
according to Rothberg. "Sure, we're lucky All three booking agents indicated that 
to have WBCN , but try driving cross coun- college radio is a force to be reckoned with 
try. Forget it, there is nothing to listen to." at this time in Boston. How much of a force 
Rothberg lists WMBR, WERS, and WZBC is as yet either undetermined orundetermin
as his personal faves. All three stations pro- able. Yet, in a ci1y where there are several 
gram large doses of rock and roll, local and hundred thousand college students and 
national, esoteric and well known. "The many more non-student potential listeners, 
Rat is open to doing more co-promo1ions the influence of college radio is clearly 
with college radio stations," Rothberg said. growing. 

WBCN 104.1. 536-8000 
WBRS 91.7, 899-4970 
WBUR 90.9, 353-2790 
WCAS-AM 740, 492-1188 
WCCH, 89.5, 
wcoz 94.5, 247-2022 
WERS 88.9. 267-7821 

WGBH 89.7, 492-2777 
WHRB 95.3, 495-4818 
WKOX, AM 1190, 
WMBR 88. 1, 494-8810 
WMFO 91.5, 625-0800 
WRBB 91.7, 537-2657 
wzBC 90.3. 332.1110 

Guide compiled by Bruce Stallsm ith, technical assistance prO\ided by Porccr Mortell. 
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Willie 'Loco' Alexander 

LOCAL KIDS MAKE GOOD 
14 NEW COTS BY BOSTON ARTISTS 
Also featuring: The Peytons, The Sidewinders, Pro
fessor Anonymous, The Marshalls, Erik Lindgren, 
Eric Rose, Tim Jackson, Steve Cataldo, Andy Paley, 
Jonathan Paley, Billy Squire, Lenny Kaye , Roger 
Miller. .. and more .. . 

On Sounds Interesting Records 
In stores everywhere. Distributed by Rounder Re
cords. Or $6.00 ppd. to Sounds Interesting Records, 
P.O . Box 54, Stone Harbor, N.J. 08247 
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by Mark Fisher 
Since the last time lhe Buzzcocks played 

Bos1on, it seems their popularity has greatly 
increased. Whether this is a result of gen
uine apprecia1ion of their music or 1he 
growing acceptance of so-called New Wave 
music (if the Buzzcocks can be pu1 into that 
mostly sanitized category} as the thing to be 
into. I don'I know, but lhe difference be-
1ween 1he two concerts sadly highlights 
America's ability to absorb almost anything 
into its vapid musical status quo. The Brad
ford is the New Wave Boston Garden, com
plete wi1h poor sound, fighls, fists raised in 
time to the music, and screams of Rawk
'n'-Rawl from non-descript rednecks in Yes 

BIGGER 
BUBBLES 
WITH 
BRIAN BRIGGS 

hy Harold Lepidus 

1980 may go down as the year of the 
Brian. We've had "Life of Brian," Brian 
Brian and nowthere'sBrianDamageby Bri
ab Briggs. 

Briggs, until recently, was known as John 
Holbrook. If you look through your record 
collection, you might notice his credils as 
the engineer of albums by Ian Hunter, 
Todd Rundgren, the Band, the Isley Broth
ers and others, including many on Bearville 
Records, his employer. 

His debut album, Brian Damage, is ba
sically an exercise in electronic pop. This is 
not unusual considering Holbrook's back
ground because, among 01her things, he 
helped develop the synthesizer. 

"I was working for this one company, 
EMS, in England, and it was among the 
first to actually manufacture synthesizers 
for sale. They were building new products, 

T-shirts. Someone even 1ried to sell me 
Quaa\udes, maan. 

As I arrived at the Bradford, La Peste 
were finishing their set and seemed to be 
geuing a better reac1ion from the crowd 
than most opening acts can expect. They 
have tightened up considerably since the 
last time I saw them and are sounding more 
than the sum of their influences. A good 
start to the evening. 

The Rattlers followed next, getting a 
cold, then hostile response which culminat
ed in the pathetic beer can throwing ritual 
at 1he end-no doubt instigated by the size
able presence of former Van Halen fans. 
The band finished their set and left the 

and I was demons1ra1ing it, messing around 
with it, coming up with ideas. I had a small 
hand in that. I'm not an electronics design
er, but I understand probably more than a 
lot of people understand. That was probab
ly around 1970." 

While talking to Holbrook in his ho1cl 
room (and interrupting his intent watching 
of "Dr. Who"), 1he thin, orange-haired 
Englishman-cum-American discussed the 
origins of his new persona. 

"It happened from before "Life of Bri
an." II was just sort of a fooling around 
name. The name came from when I used to 
live next to Nick Jameson, who's a guy that 
does stuff out of Bearsville. We just used to 
make our own Goon tapes, these crazy 
tapes just for a laugh, and the name stuck." 

Briggs' first record was an electronic ver
sion of Eddie Cochran's "Nervous Break
down," and it became a hit in the clubs of 
Boston and the Big Apple. 

"It wasn't my idea to do the tune, ac
tually," Hobrook said modestly. "I do like 
Eddie Cochran ... but actually, it was Ian 
Kimmet, who is my co-producer who said, 
'Why don't you give it a go?' So I thought, 
'Why not?' It seemed appropriate." 

Next on the agenda was a b-side, and it 
turned out 10 be one of the most interesting 
things on Brian Damage. "Lifer" brings 
new meaning 10 the term ''acappella. '' 

"We had to come up with something 
quickly,'' Holbrook explained. "I always 
wanted to do something where instead of a 

stage, giving the crowd a well-deserved 
"Thank you, and fuck you." 

The Buzzcocks opened with "Girl From 
The Chainstore," grabbing attention wilh 
formidably energelic delivery and magnetic 
stage presence. Steve Diggle flailed around 
the stage, reminding me of a young Pele 
Townshend, somehow managing to main
tain a constant wall of sound to comple
ment Pete Shelley's insistent vocals. Bassist 
Paddy Garvey and drummer John Maher's 
steady yet dynamically aware playing pro
vided the necessary contrast to prevent 1he 
songs from sounding too similar. From the 
opening chords of the second number 
"What Do I Get," the crowd was predict-

band, it's all done with voices, so that's 
what we did." 

The result is a song that' s all voices, but 
sounds like none. "I just laid it down, track 
by track. I did a bass drum track sound by 
popping into the microphone, and vocal
ized all 1he sounds, electronically molding 
them to sound a bit more natural. We did 
some serious treatments, but it's all voice." 

Since the clubs picked up on the single, 
and a lot of people heard it, an album was 
made. 

"The album was like, 'Well, the single 
did alright, so let's do an album,"' Hol
brook explained. "It's a fun thing for me. I 
didn't want this to be too serious an endea
vor because I also do production and engi
neering for other people. If it doesn't pan 
out, I could always put it down to experi
ence." 

Holbrook does almost everything on his 
new album-produc1ion, engineering, vo
cals, and instruments. But there is no one 
playing the drums. 

"The album, you see, was cut with a 
drum machine-sort of as a conceptual 
thing, not 10 use conventional jrums," 
Holbrook said. "I had been listening to new 
semi-electronic stuff that's been coming out 
-John Fou, Ultravo,c, all that sort of 
stuff. I wanted to make ii sound more sa
lisfying and real and have more impacl, 
more than the linle rinky-dink electronic 
drum machines. 

"So what we did was customize it, run it 

ably won over. The heroes are on, time to 
go through the motions of adulation. The 
Buzzcocks followed with a whole stream of 
their most popular hits: "Harmony In My 
Head," "Fallen In Love," etc., most of 
which can be found on their Singles Going 
Steady LP. I left after about lhc ninth song, 
despite the Buzzcocks' excellent perform
ance. Something seemed 10 be missing, 
spontaneity perhaps, or maybe I was just 
depressed by the presence of so many leo
pard-skin T-shirts and skinny-tied trend 
hoppers showing such a mindless, vacuous 
response to a band that deserves far better. 
How does that song go? "Everybody's 
Happy Nowadays." 

through big amps, with separate sounds
the bass drums through one amp, the snare 
drum through another amp, so there was 
some presence. I wanted to see it I could 
work with a drum machine and not make it 
sound sterile, give a humancss to it." 

Clever, ain't he? 
One highlight of the album is a rave-up 

version of "Goin' Out Of My Head" (yes, 
that one!). I sugges1ed that it would make a 
grea1 hit single, but Briggs hinted other
wise. 

"I'd be happy to put any1hing out as a 
single!" Holbrook laughed. "'Spy vs. Spy' 
seems to be popular with the jocks (that's 
DJs, not football players]. It seems 10 have 
some edge with some of the New York 
guys." 

The title comes from the old Mad Maga
zine cartoon. "As far as I can remember, 
Mad did come out in England. It musl 
have, because it (Spy vs. Spy) dredged it
self out of the back of my memory . '' 

Holbrook hopes 10 tour, but i1's quite 
difficult, both financially and logistically. 

"Putting together a band without a hap
pening record, you could lose quite a lot of 
money on it. So my initial plan is to do 
more video productions, 10 shoot some 
films. I still have to get over the stagefright 
stage. I've played live with bands (bassist 
with Johnny Average and the Falcons), but 
fron ting a band is something I haven 't 
done. Maybe next year. '' 

Well, Brian, hopefully see you then . 
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PROFILE 
DAN NY BOY COLBY 
Stage MANAGER for the 

VINNY BAND 
BIRTHPLACE: NAPLES, ITALY (PRE-QUAKE) 
HEIGHT: 5'2" 
WEIGHT: 265 lbs. 
FAVORITE COLOR: BLOOD RED 
LIKES: GIRLS, BLOOD, CHINESE FOOD, 
AND MY MOTHER 
DISLIKES: DRUNKS WHO FALL ON THE 
STAGE, PEOPLE WHO CARRY AUTOMATIC 
WEAPONS 
HOBBIES: SEWING, TAKING LONG WALKS 
IN THE WOODS, BUILDING SAND CASTLES 
ON THE BEACH, AND SELF-INDUCED VO
MITING 
FAVORITE BAND: "WELL, l'VE ONLY SEEN 
THE VINNY BAND SO I GUESS l'D SAY 
VINNY." 

1:-----------------------

....... 

THE OUTLOOK 
RECORDING STUDIO. 

NOW ACCEPTING BOOKINGS. 
Weekend Packages available 
at special low introductory rates. 

Free accomodations. 
The Outlook 
Star Route, Box 180 
Bethel, Maine 04217 

Call Ped or Connie St. Pierre 
for more info. (207) 824-3246 

Subsidiary of Electro-
Acoustic Systems, Inc . 
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~~:~om:i~t~a~o~~:~n:o~~:;~~Yb~~~~ Slouule and the Banshees------ The Clasb----------The Jarn---------

Sound Affects 

Never content to ride on former glories, 
the Jam continue to set the standard by 
which other bands are judged. The main 
concept of Sound Affects appears to be a 
reflection of the individual's Struggle for 
personal freedom within the modern exist
ence, hence the quote from Shelley on the 
inner sleeve. A call for Liberty and a ques
tioning of values. This album contains some 
or Waller's most powerful writing so far, 
his highly personalized view captures the 
universal feelings of uncertain youth and 
the frustrations of living in 1he modern 
world, translating them into concise stanzas 
of unique clarity and perceptive depth. The 
music is tight, direct, and uncluttered, re
lying more on the strength of the lyrics and 
good production to supply the required vi
tality. 

Side one opens with "Pretty Green." 
Sharp, precise rhythms and crisp guitar 
work. Weller admits his Beatles influence 
and, in thoroughly absorbing it, transcends 
mere copying. "And they didn't teach me 
that in school/it's something I learned on 
my own/that power is measured by the 
pound or the fist." This applies equally in 
America as in England, so let's not hear any 
more about the Jam being "too English." 
On the gentler "Monday," Weller con
fronts his own feelings about love, learning 
from his experience. Perhaps realizing the 
effects of his own importance upon others. 
"But I'm Different Now" reflects further 
insights into his own personal relationships. 
"Fun lasts for seconds/love lusts for days/ 
but you can't have both." Musically, the 
Beatles influence is a little more noticeable 
here. 

"Set The House Ablaze" is like a flash
back to "Setting Sons." Appropriately 
more aggressive, Weller urges us toques1ion 
the insidious ways of indoctrination, in this 
case military. "Start," employing the 
"Taxman" bass riff, is probably the weak
es1 track on this side and surprisingly was 
chosen as the first single. The last cut on 
side one, "That's Entertainment," is ex
cellent. Like a day in the lire of an English 
you1h, seen as a series of separate images. 
The light melody and harmonies on the 
chorus add a nice touch of sarcasm. This is 
Paul Weller a1 his best. 

On the second side, "Dream Time" be
gins with some spacey effects which lead 
into a sparsely arranged song reminiscen1 of 
the Mod Cons period. This works well, ef
fectively counterpointing the claustrophob
ic lyrics. "Man In The Corner Shop" re
minds me of Animal Farm, with the ironic 
"For God created all men equal" line. A 
cynical look at the English class system. 

"Music For The Last Couple" is more 
experimental in nature, and although not as 
satisfying as some of the other material, 
does provide a brief change of pace. "Boy 
About Town," perhaps dealing with the sa
crifice of privacy due to stardom, is a 
throwback to Weller's earlier Townshend 
influences. In the context of this album, it 
does sound a bit dated. 

"Scrape Away" points the finger at the 
hardened cynic. The lyrics are excellent; un
ortunately the music sounds labored, as 
though the band were tired of recording, 
and at this point were impatient to finish 
the album. A good song nevertheless, and 
the last track on a very fine record. Recom
mended. (Mark Fisher) 

11111111111111 
The Fal1-----------
Grotesque (after the gramme) 
(Rough Trade, import LP) 

On the surface, the Fall may appear to 
have much to offer. Delving beneath their 

ered all the issues· which still prCoccupy the fSRAEL b/w Red Over White THE CALL UP b/w Stop The World 
Fall. ft's all too easy to ramble on about (CBS, import 45) 
the working classes, drugs, and the evils of Compared to the Banshee's excellent Ka-
the record business, etc., but unless some leidoscope LP and accompanying single 
new ideas or views are added, it's just an "Christine," this latest release isn't what I 
excuse for more whingeing. The Fall are of- would have expected. "Israel" begins with 
ten touted as being the band for the sos, but the Banshee trademark, treated guitar ar
Grotesque, their fourth album shows sparse peggios and simple bass line, but doesn't 
evidence to support such claims. really develop into anything special. To 

Virtually all the songs on this LP are compound this, the vocal melody sounds 
based around repetitive riffing over which too similar to "Happy House" and doesn't 
Mark Smith rants and raves in his predict- manage to lift this song out of mediocrity. 
ably hysterical style. The end result is at "Red Over White," a piece of hippy-ish 
best hypnotic, more often than not it 's just gumbo, is a little different from the Ban
monotonous. A poor mix doesn't help mat- shees' usual approach but doesn't sound 
ters any either. particularly convincing. Overall, this single 

"English Scheme," supposedly "a spite- is a disappointment, lacking any evidence 
ful stab esp. against white rastas, .. is one of of the progression hinted at on Kafeido
the more varied cuts on side one and avoids scope. ft's a shame to see a potentially vital 
sounding drab due to the addition of key- band becoming complacent as a result of in
boards. "New Face In Hell" is the most in- creasing "fame 'n' fortune." This just 
!cresting track on this side, a simple two won't do, I'm afraid. (Mark Fisher) 

chord bash, fairly restrained (for Smith), 11111111111111 
with some effective sax/vocal interchanges. 
On the second side, "Impression of J. Tern- The Electric Personalltl,._ ____ _ 
perance," "Gramme Friday" and the an- HOT SPOT b/w Cage At The Zoo 
thcmic "The North Will Rise Again" are (Barclay Towers, import 45) 
notable in comparison with the rest of the 
material on this record; especially the dis
mally recorded "WMC-Blob 59" which is 
definitely the worst, most pretentious track 
I've heard for a long time. Lydon's "Reli
gion Attack" seems almost humble com
pared to this. 

Grotesque will appeal to those who liked 
"Totally Wired" and would like to hear it 
played backwards, forwards and sideways 
with different (mostly inaudibly) lyrics. I 
never liked it in the first place. (Mark Fish
er) 

NOW 
AVAILABLE 

ON 
SIDEMAN 
RECORDS 

With its black and white xeroxed picture 
sleeve this is the type of record that when 
shopping you might glance at once, quickly 
dismiss, and pass onto the next thing in the 
stack. Fortunately some little bird down the 
street made me listen to this one ... Zap, 
Zing, Zowie, Beep, Beep!!! "Hot Spot" is 
a nifty but jaded pop smasheroo by an up
dated version of the old Television ("Part 
Time Punks") Personalities. Search for it 
today, and if you find an extra let me know, 
I've worn mine out. (Greg Reibman) 

I have mixed feelings about this one
the first overtly political song by the Clash 
in years. Although only a British import 
"The Call Up" is written for us Americans. 
(There's even an address on the sleeve 
an anti-draft organization in New York.) 
From behind a wall of sirens and a mili
taristic drum roll Joe Strummer reminds us 
of our brave ancestors who've given their 
lives for our freedom-and then in the same 
breath adds "I DON'T WANT TO DIE!" 
Musically "Call Up" is vaguely reminiscent 
of several songs from the wonderful Lon
don's Calling LP-which is more than can 
be said for the sadly pitiful flip. B•:: at 
least that side is about nuclear disarmament 
-something that is an issue in their own 
country and the rest of the world. (This 
time the sleeve makes reference to an anti
nuke organization in London.) And while 
I happen to sympathize with the sentiments 
of both songs-I wonder if our draft regi
stration problem is any of the Clash's busi
ness. (Greg Reibman) 

11111111111111 
Blue Moon Band-------
WILD WEEKEND b/w Hate You, Want 
You 
(Beast,45) 

The Pride of Wormtown have been 
punks since before the Sex Pistols (ii says 
here). The trio, led by bassist Cathy Peters, 
play fast, melodic pop-rock. Very enjoy
able, especially the 50's influenced A side. 
(Harold Lepidus) 
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Lewi., & Gllber1-------
3R4 
(4AD, import LP) 

Now don't get me wrong: t think Wire 
was one of the truly great New Wave bands, 
it's just that in the long run I must admit 
that I'm glad they broke up. This isn't as 
perverse as it sounds. With the benefit of a 
year's worth of hindsight, it seems pretty 
apparent that they were an example of that 
rare phenomenon of the whole being less 
than the sum of the parts. You see, on the 
other hand Newman and Gotobcd (still aid
ed by producer Mike Thorne) have gone on 
to mine much of the same turf as the old 
group, so for all intents and purposes Wire 
(as a concept) is not dead. 

On the other hand Gilbert & Lewis have 
emerged as perhaps the most potent elec
tronic experimenters of the Newer Wave. 
No exaggeration. They are that good. And 
prolific, too. In less 1han a year lhese guys 
have put out 2¾ albums wonh of high
quality new material. Dome was the real 
nowering of the new unit, being an intricate 
statement of life on the mental fringe blend
ed with warped musical ideas further bent 
through a comprehensive exploration of the 
possibilities of the recording studio, It's the 
one to have if you're strapped for resources. 

Kluba Cupol and 3R4 both extend the 
concepts implicit in the music on Dome into 
long industrial/trance/jungle music pieces 
of a slowly-evolving subtlety, In some ways 
these two records fall somewhere in the ter
rain defined between Eno's recent nco
third-world experiments and Faust's alert 
studio electronics of yore. While it may be 
valid to call this "trance" music, it is by no 
means a Somincx equivalent. It you're into 
this kind of music, Lewis & Gilbert arc a 
band you must hear, and ir you're not, they 
might change your mind about it. Oh, inci
dentally, the title 3R4 refers to the fact that 
depending on how you look at it, there arc 
three or fou r new tracks on this record. 
(Jim Puccio) 

11111111111111 
Wall or Voodo,o-------
Wall of Voodoo 
(lndex/1.R.S., EP) 

THE 

Finally ... a record with relevant lyrics 
that doesn't sound like it's preaching at 
you. A lot of people can relate to the four 
songs included here, guaranteed. 

11111111111111 
Live 11tT11rge1 2/24/IIO-----
Flipper, Nervous Gender, Fa1rix, Uns 
(Subterranean) 

Probably the unusual aspects of this re
cord come not only from the above-average 
lyrics, but they also result from an unusual 
configuralion. Wall of Voodoo arc a five- I wish I were there for the performances, 
piece band from LA, with two brothers, but the record is a good substitute. The four 
one on guitar, the other on bass and key- groups were recorded in Subtcrranean's 8-
boards. Also, there's a percussionist rather track studio in San Francisco, their similari-
than a drummer. ty philosophical or thematic, as described 

What this adds up 1o is a most accept- on the elaborate artsy }yric sheet/liner 
able piece of ~rt that's easily palatable. In notes. "updating 1he concerns of the punk 
fact, it's addictive, especially the unusual movcmem of the late '70's." 
cover of "Ring Of Fire." It's got to be the Like the legendary Residents, these four 
furthest departure from an original hit I can bands use electronics in such a way 1ha1 one 
think ofoffband. can't decide whether 1he expcrimenls result 

"Can't Make Love" has a great hook: in accidents or discoveries. In many ways 
"I'm a nice guy but I don't love you. J just this music is a new 1ype of jazz. because a 
want 10 sleep with you." But it's avant- similar type or interpolation whereby the 
garde by virtually any standards. discipline is in taking sound and following it 

I'd love to see this band live, but mean- in a particular mode to the point of almost-
while the EP wil suffice, Rumor has it that indulgence is used as in a great jau solo. 
John Cale is slated to produce a bona-fide Thcre'l> a 101 of discord and cacophony 
LP soon (the EP's produciion is credited to on the part of all four bands, although 1hcy 
the group itself). Good graphics, and a lyric are different i~ many ways in their uses of 
sheet to boot allhough they're quite audi chord progressions and strange sounds. The 
ble. (Kate ln~ram) significan_ce of what i~ on t~is album is 

11111111111111 ~~:~~:;:~~~l{a~~io~n~~'(~~~ 
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(IRS) CHARNEL GROUND b/w Haunted 

The Damned were the first British punk 
band to tour the United States. When they 
played the Rat I thought they were brilliant. 
But many people criticized their Jack or 
playing ability. Well they've finally mas
tered their instruments and sing in near per
fect harmony. Some people may like this 

11i1iiiii!i1'ii1 
Lln,e>-----------
DREAM LOVER b/w Slow Night 
(Sideman, 45) 

Great local single. The A side is an elec
tro-pop version of the Ricky Nelson hit. 
The nip has neat "Na-na-na" harmonies. 
As Mr. B says, highly recommended. (Har
old Lepidus) 

(Factory Benelux, import 45) 

Unfortunately, I don't have the time to 
run off at the mouth about this single. 
Briefly, this is the deal: they sound like a 
junior Wire or Joy Division/U2/Killing 
Joke/Bauhaus type outfir (depending on 
your own personal orientation). It's on Fac
tory Benelux and is produced by Martin 
Hannett. What more do you need to know? 
Oh yeah, I like it. (By the way this is not 
TOm Robinson's new band. Thal's Sec1or 
27 .) (Jim Puccio) 

11111111111111 
Pauline Murray and the Invisible Glrb------
MR. X b/w IVE 2 
(Illusive Records, import 45) 

For some unknown reason several "new 

WAYNE KRAMER 

wavers" are opting for a middle-of-the
road pop sound over their earlier punk ef
forts. Is old age setting in already? Ex
Penetration vocalist Pauline Murray offers 
a blend of nouveaux-disco pop that's not 
necessarily bad. "Mr. X" is a very reserved 
disco-beat number wih definite commercial 
potential. "IVE 2" is a slow delicate bal
lad with breathy vocals. Neither song is 
particularly inspiring nor memorable. Let's 
hope these arc just two experiments towards 
a larger musical goal. Listen for yourself. 
{Mr.B) 

11111111111111 
Bauhaus--------
TELEGRAM SAM b/w Crowds 
(4--AD, import 45) 

People who have the nerve to mess with a 
song like Marc Bolan's "Telegram Sam" 
had better do it well or not at all. Bauhaus 
do it \t'Cry well, this interpretation adds a 
new dimension that didn't seem possible in 
the context of the original version. Pure, 
frantic energy. 

"Crowds" reminds me of Peter Gabriel's 
"Here Comes The Flood," particularly the 
acoustic piano and Enoish background 
noises. However, the insistently original vo
cals convincingly lift the song away from 
further comparisons. Excellent, certainly 
recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

11111111111111 
Method Acto,._ ______ _ 

THE METHOD b/w Can't Act/Bleeding 
(Armageddon Records, import 45) 

If the B-52's and Pylon weren't enough, 
there's yet another good band from Athens, 
Georgia. Actually it's a hard rock duo in 
the form of Vic Varney (guitar) and David 
Gamble (drums). The surprise is how hard 
two people can rock without the benefit of 
a bass. There's a lot of pleasant noise on 
this record, my favorite being "The Me
thod," a 1wangy rock 'n' roll rave-up. The 
Actors use harmonics and vocal tracks that 
suggest Buddy Holly as a possible musical 
influence. It takes some getting used to, but 
I like it. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

11111111111111 

The Madman of Manchester GG Allin was recently in New York 
City at Dreamland Studio recording a 3 song EP to be released on 
Genya Raven's Polish Records. The EP will feature GG Allin & the 
Motor City Bad Boys Wayne Kramer & Dennis Thompson (who 
haven't recorded together since the MC5 days) along with GG's 
band, with David Peel producing. The songs wlll be "Gimme 
Some Head," "Occupation" and "Dead Or Alive." 

CHANNEL Ad~ance l1cke1 Sales' 
All S!rawDemes • Ou1 ol Town 

Har~ara Sq 

In Feb. GG Allin will be touring with 2 of Detroit's hottest bands 
the Cadillac Kldz and The Secrets and will play Detroit, NYC, Bos
ton. NH and Maine. 

Also, if you have not picked up the first GG Allin LP Always 
Was, Is And Always Shall Be what are you waiting for? It is avail
able at all Boston music stores or send $5.95 to Suzy Shaw at 
Bomp Records. 

·25 NECCO ST .• BOSTON 
AcroH the Brldg• from South Station: Turn Right 1t Flrll Light 
ID'S REQUIRED• 4S1-1t05 

34 Boston Rock #I 

Coen Ouo1 ,n Brockton 
Conce11 Charge• 426-8181 
Elsie s • Newoury Com,cs 



MUSIC IS A GREAT GIFT and ... 

NOBODY PREPARES FOR 
HRISTMAS LIKE DADDY'S! 

We've worked all year long to get our prices this Low! 

]o o o o: Amplifiers 

Headphone/Amp $34.95 
Vintage Amplifier $59.95 
Peavey Amps from $95 
Yamaha Amps w/Reverb from $115 
Plus the largest selection of 
used amps in the USA!! 
400amps in stock!! 

Hondo II 
Les Paul Style 

$95 

EB-3 Style 
Drifter Bass 

was $200 now $99.95 
S.G. Style $69.95 

Hondo Pro 
B.C. Rich.Style 

$379 
wait till you 

try this one!! 

Electric 
Guitars 

The Famous 
Hondo II Guitars 

from $39.95 No Sales Tax! 
Applause by 

Ovation 
$139 Acoustic 

Guitars 
Ovation 

Hondo II Custom Ballader 
Dreadnaught was $470 now $299 

$69.95 

Yamaha Guitars 
from $99.95 

North Hardware 
(Cheap) 

We bought at 
the old price 

Slingerland 
Drum Sets, 
40% off! 

plus the largest selection 
of used drums in the 

USA (used snares from $29!) 

HERE'S MORE EXAMPLES WHY DADDY'S WAS VOTED "BEST 
PRICES IN CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND" IN A RECENT MUSI-CIAN'S POLL!! 

~tlas Microphone Stand Real Leather Tubular Guitar Stand DiMarzio Pickups Justina 
List $26.55 Straps List $37.95 50% off Quartz Tuners 

Daddy's Price 15.95 $8.95 Daddy's Price $19.95 plus $1 $65 

,oJJ-Dt,rc, 
• tTunl'l cA<e~ic Store• 

• Salem-Manchester-Portsmouth, N.H. _ 

Audio Technica 
Pro-1 Microphone 

$35 
361 So. Broadway (rL 28) Salem, NH 

603-893-4420 
77 Congress SL (Downtown) 

Porll.mouth. NH 603-43~1142 
914 Elm SL (Downtown) Manchester, 
~ H 603-669·9346 

ALL DADDY'S STORES OPEN NITES AND SUNDAYS THRU CHRISTMAS 
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The Mini World of Morgan-Fisher 
by Trislram Lozaw 
"Short words arr best"-W. Churchill 
"Less is mol'l?"-Bucky Fuller 

Mlnltltum---------
Co~pilcd by Morgan-Fisher 
(Pipe Records, import LP) 

Briskly. I've a minute just a little min
ute just 60 seconds to 1cll you about this ob
scenely entertaining elpee of 51 onc-minute
or-Jcss tidbits that includes not only a com
prehensive 40-year history of rock present
ed by Andy Partridge (XTC) in 20 seconds, 
a poster for Sunday afternoon reading, 
the Residents mutating the Ramones and ½ 
Japanese mutating "Paint It Black," but 
also nifty stuff like Thunderclap Newman 
telling dentist jokes, Neil Innes' son playing 
a Slade song, "The Wreck of the Hesper
us" recited in I minute instead of the usual 
4, the entire works of Henry Cow, the 
Stinky Winkles playing Anton Wccrn, an 
ornithological lecture from the Pretenders' 
drummer, a me-generation lecture on the 
evils of music, Mary (:30) Longford de
scribing her purposeful body, R.D. Laing 
1-Chinging his piano, a rare taste of En
tron Fou Lcloublan, Norman Lovett imi
tating John Peel singing the blues badly, 
and pithy non-perishables from Fred Frith, 
Loi Coxhill, Ron Geesin, Ralph Steadman, 
Michael Nyman and lots of others -like 
Robert Fripp who believes in small mobile 
units and would agree (:45) that Miniatures 
should be one of the five albums you take 
with you to the fallout shelter but on the 
other hand if you've held off buying aster
eo until you could also afford a record col
lection here's the solution 'cause if you buy 
this and play one cut every day then you 
won't have to repeat until the end of next 
month and then you can play them all at 
different speeds and by (:57) the time you 
do that you'll have saved up enough to b 
(:60). (fristram Lozaw) 

Morgan-Fisher-------
The Pocket Library of Unusual Film Music 
(Passion/ Cherry Red Records, import 45) 

A Consumer's Reports Best Buy, 40 se
lections on one 7" record. Morgan-Fisher's 
personal crusade against music that is too 
long, bland and/or complex continues with 
this invaluable aid for the aspiring home 
movie enthusiast who, up until this time, 
has found hiring symphony orchestras be
yond the budget for his Super 8 features. 
Now, with this collection of "concise (times 
range from :04 to :53) and evocative" com
positions that will help solve problems like 
what music to put with that 12 second clip 
of little Jimmy coming down the slide. 
Even if you have no interest in being a Hol
lywood hero on the homefront, you can still 
have fun by following the suggestions on 
the jacket to speed up, slow down, super
impose, play backwards and otherwise alter 
the genetic structure of these pieces. Printed 
in a limited run of 500. (fristram Lozaw) 

11111111111111 
Modern Electrics-------
MODERN ELECTRICS b/w Kamikaze 
(Electromagnetic Records, 45) 

~ 
Phil 'n' the Blanks-------
AUTOSEX b/ w PRL-8-53 
(Pink Records, 45) 

A couple of wtJrthwhile independent re
leases here. Modern Electrics are currently 
still rehearsing and hope to be playing 
around Boston fairly soon. "Modern Elec
tric" is light, airy pop. A good hook sus
tained by a thoughtful arrangement of gui
tars, rhythm section and synthesizer. "Ka
mikaze" is rougher than the A-side, leaning 
towards heavy metal, particularly the guitar 
solo. As a self-produced debut, this single 
should definitely kick up some interest. 

J(> BDIIOll Rock ft 

Phil 'n' the Blanks also have an ear for a 
good melody. PRL-8-53 is quite unusual, 
sort of a combination of New Wave and the 
Hair soundtrack. Not bad at all. Both re
commended. (Mark Fisher) 

11111111111111 
Various Artts,ts-------
Rodney On The ROQ 
(Poshboy Records, LP) 

Los Angeles is not laid back. Rodney 
Bingenheimcr authoritatively demonstrates 
this by these choice selections from his 
KROQ radio show. This compilation offers 
us the best of LA's new music scene, and 
it's all great. Yes, LA has more to offer 
than the Motels and Joan Jett (thank God). 
The common clement in these selections is 
energy and much of it, fast and furious. 

The 

Agent Orange and the Adolescents blast 
of£ side one with their respective styles of 
hard rockin' teenage punk. Both border on 
heavy metal (even guitar solos, by golly) 
but are good, catchy tunes nonetheless. The 
highly acclaimed Circle Jerks do a rave up 
rendition of "Wild In The Streets" that 
makes Garland Jeffreys sound like a wimp 
in comparison. Next up are U.X.A. who 
arc great as usual. (Buy their album if you 
can find it.) Their offering "Tragedies'' is a 
better-than-Stooges sounding rocker. The 
neo-punk-psychedelic phenomenon known 
as the Klan do a less impressive intcrprc1a
tion of the Seeds' "Pushin' Too Hard.'' 
The infamous Black Flag buzzsaw their way 
through a satisfying headbanger. And final
ly Rik L Rik wraps up the side by dredging 
through his Doors and Iron Buuerny in0u
ences to produce a plodding ballad of epic 
proportions. And it sounds marvelous! 

FROM 

Side two starts off rockin' with the 
Crowd (who are also featured on the Beach 
Blvd. compilation). Next Los Microwaver 
David Javelosa provides us with his inimita
ble brand of pleasant electro-pop. The 
Nuns' "Wild" is a rough, tough Blondie 
imitation that is ultimately preferable over 
the original product. The Fender Buddies 
then provide some weird art rock madness. 
(What docs it all mean?) If that's not 
enough, the Vidiots' "Laurie's Lament" 
sounds like speeded up Iggy Pop, and 
every bit as good. Hot damn. The Simple
tones play straight ahead rock 'n' pop. 
Rough but cute. The only disappointment 
on the album is Christina's "Is That All 
There Is?" which is also the only uncredited 
cut. I don't know about you, but I am real 
bored with that one. All in all though, a 
nice variety of songs adds up to a great al
bum. Recommended. (Mr. B) 
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by Eddie Gorodetsky 

First of all, I would like to raise a com
plaint with Boston Rock for the graphic 
adorning this article recently. As you can 
see by the accompanying photo taken dur
ing the annual silly T-shirt compctiton, I 
look nothing like last issue's illustration. 
But, fuck me if I can't take a joke. I hope 
you all recognized our little friend with the 
lollipop, however. His name is Herbie and 
he was the star of a short-lived though sub
limely surreal comic book in the early six
ties. This strip along with the legendary EC 
comics were the inspiration for many of to
day's underground artists with Bill Grif
fith's Zippy the Pinhead owing a special 
debt to Herbie. He can sit at the top of my 

column any time. 
Congrats to the Humans for a nice debut. 

Nice cover, too. 
The back cover of the Humans' Lp has a 

photo by the multi-talented B.C. Kagan 
who along with the ever endearing Sarah 
Brown, remains amongst the small handful 
of bass players who need two g-strings. Sar
ah has a new band who I am excited about 
checking out. And of course B.C. is happily 
checked into Swingers Resort. 

Thanx to everyone at the Webb and to 
PW for making Thanksgiving palatable. All 
the conveniences and fun of home and no 
messy leftovers. 

Quick, fun reading can be had in Don 
Marquis' archy & mehitabel, the poetic tale 
of a cat told by a cockroach who types by 
jumping kamikaze-like onto a typewriter 
keyboard. Nothing heavy; just fun. 

Rockpile was great live as everyone there 
has probably already told you. I like the 
fact that they don't carry a lot of technical 
toys to try and sound exactly like their re
cords. They just come out and play rock 
and roll. By the way-does anyone know 
who originally did the song "Let's Talk 
Abbut Us" that is on Dave Edmunds' Get 
It LP. It was written by Otis Blackwell who 
wrote many songs for Elvis (P). 

Last issue's plea did not fall on deaf ears. 
Welcome back Danny. 

Irwin Corey, my favorite professor, is 

coming back to town. It is well worth going 
to see him. He never does the same show 
twice and is one of the few truly original 
voices in comedy. 

Now that all the star ska bands have had 
their second records panned-will someone 
please tell me the next big thing, I feel left 
out. 

Welcome back Iron Buuerny. In the gar
den of eden baby, don't you know that I 
love you .. 

My favorite Xmas records thus far are by 
NRBQ and Professor Anonymous. And 
don't forget-the Shaggs make good listen
ing year round but their homespub philoso
phies are especially poignant at holiday 
times. 

Good luck to the fledgling Take fl! ma
gazine. Flexi-discs are more fun than rigid 
records because if you don't like them they 
burn real bright and I'm glad that maga
zines are giving us an alternative to electric 
light. It almost is a drag when you like the 
record. 

A doff of the flaccid chapeau to Coach 
Couch who I've promised to mention and 
to J.I. for a well written article on the im
mortal Soupy Sales. 

If you don't hear from me before the ac
cursed holidays, go out and get lots of pre
;ents, drop me a line and buy Santa a beer. 
My bet is still on about New Year's eve. 

Have a cool yule. 



GETZ 
AT THE 
CONTROLS 

by Catherine Dear 
We walked into a small room off the mix

ing studio at channel 68, and Richard Getz 
ran through his list of video tapes like most 
recite their album selection. "What do you 
want to see,'' he asked, "The Psychedelic 
Furs ... Pastiche ... Human Sexua1 Response 
... The I-Tones ... Robin Lane ... " We de-
cide on the Neighborhoods, and with the 
flick of a cassette, the Hoods play on the 
monitor before us. 

Richard Get{ is the producer of "Boston 
... live," and evening magazine show on 
channel 68 that features different bands 
every week or so, along with news, inter
views, magicians, jugglers, astrology fore
casts and a host of other goodies. Getz runs 
all kinds of bands in the music segments of 
his show. "I've done everything," he says, 
"from the most outrageous new wave, lhc 
Psychedelic Furs, to the Romnual Orches
tra, a young classical group. We've done 
country, swing, jazz, dixie, big bands, bee 
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BJ and Beth 
by Carrie B. Caspar 
and Bonnie Kalela, QMRA 

They blew in rrom the cold. Despite the 
spirit of their current tape "Rude Girls 
Don't Make Coffee,'' they said ''yes'' when 
we asked ir they wanted some hot liquid re
freshment. Beth Courant took hers neat; 
BJ Plattner laced hers with Jack Daniels. 

"BJ, Beth and the Breakdowns" intend 
10 stretch the current boundaries of music. 
Nol an easy task. Out there on the edges, 
the only role models in sight arc behind 
you. You've got to define, and if you want 
to look ahead, you have 10 do it alone. In 
women's music, "Nobody's made it yet and 
everybody wants to make it first," Beth 
said. It's a competitive frontier. And men, 
according to BJ, "Know they can't be first 
anymore, 'cause it's been guys all along. So 
they're more apt 10 help each other.'' 

"We' re pioneers," Beth added. 
Pioneering has its hardships. Though 

they plan to rund the pressing 1hcmsclvcs, 
there is no single or "Rude Girls" yet. BJ 
and Beth sent the tape to a Midwest record 
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bop and crhnic music.'' 
But, the big money is in rock and roll, he 

says. ''There arc about 6SO different music
al entities in Boston," Getz claims, "pro
bably 400 of them arc rock and roll, all 
1rying 10 get a slice of the muhi-mulli-multi
million dollar rock and roll business in this 
town alone." 

How docs a small s1a1ion such as 68, 
WQTV, work with this multi-million dol
lar business? They do it on no budget at 
all. Twenty four year old Getz taps his cow
boy boot nervously against the counter as 
he talks. "The show has been running for a 

~~~-~ore th:~r::.car nowb~; no bu~::~:;, 

The bands arc not paid for their appear
ances on the "Heritages Station's" Mon
day through Friday 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. ma
gazine show. They do ii for free, paying 
for their own crew, equipment and promo
tion. In exchange, 68 gives the band a video 
tape of their performance and four days of 
exposure at a consistent prime TV time. 

There arc plenty of problems, though, in 
running the show this way. When "Boston 
. . . live" started in November, 1979, Getz 
was an associate producer and in charge of 
booking the entertainment segments. "I re
member what it was like," he reminisces 
and tilts back in his chair. "When I Sl,!rted 
with the show I was complclcly new to mu
sic, completely new to Boston television, I 
didn't know shit. I didn't how how I was 
going to get these bands every week, I 
didn't think anyone would care to be on 
channci 68. But, we've goltcn to the point 
in the past year where we have major labels 
calling us and they even spend money to 
promote their appearance on the show.'' 

Originally Getz went to bands he'd seen 
around town and asked them to be on the 
show. Just a couple of months ago, Colum
bia Records called him, and as Getz ex
plains, "The manager for the Psych Furs 
called and said, 'I understand you do the 
'Boston ... live' show, blah, blah, blah; the 
Psychedelic Furs arc at the Bradford Hotel 
next week, is !here any way we can get 
something on your show?'•• The band that 

company thal "has all these blues bands. 
The man who lis1cncd 10 the tape said, 'The 
vocals are nice but you need more lead gui
tar."' 

"More lead guitar?" Beth exclaimed. 
"We've heard enough or that for years, 
haven't we? I just went out of my head. I 
don't know what came over me. I just said, 
'h's the music of tomorrow.' There's a line 
between creativity and whal sells and he just 
didn't get it. He's in another coun1ry.'' 
They both laughed-we all laughed-rau
cously, throughout this talc. 

"Rude Girls.'' The sound's urban, street
wise. The slinky harmonics and vampy 
lead vocals offer no comproinises. "Rude 
girls don't make coffee; they just make 
love/I've got something to say to you thal 
you're not gonna like/If you ask me to 
make your coffee one more time I'll leave 
this town tonight.'' 

Unbending to the fool who would choose 
caffeine when other pleasures arc available, 
they let quality harness ego when it comes 
to teamwork. They compare themselves 10 
the Beatles in this respect. 

The Fab Four? Delusions or grandeur? 
No. Beth talked about how the Bca1lcs 
worked together. "They were all leaders, 
but when they got together creatively, in
stead or letting egos get in the way, they'd 
say, 'No, your idea's better. I admit it.' 
That's what I think we arc." Later, she 
added, "I'm Lennon to BJ's McCartney." 

"It works out," said BJ. "She's sort of 
pointy and I'm ort of round.'' 

Their personalities arc as di\.'ersc as their 
pasts and both collide to make this meteor 
shower or tomorrow's music. Beth, lead 
guitarist, vocalis1 and composer, held court 
for seven years in a seven piece women's 
band named Lilith. BJ, lead vocalist, key
board player and composer, has been play
ing music for fifteen years. A list or her 
projects include the Erotics, Slo CHildrcn, 
and Crimes Against Nature. Beth's funk 
background provides the syncopated, up
beat movement 10 fill oul Beth's punk 
sparseness. The result: the pogo swayed; 
nuid. 

was scheduled for the next taping couldn't 
make it, so Getz had an opening. "They 
were on," he says, "and they were wild, 
just the wildest thing we've ever done." 

Tapings run from 9:00 a.m. to about 
2:00 p.m. on Mondays. "That's one of the 
hardest parts about doing this," says Getz. 
• A lot of bands arc not hep to getting up at 
nine o'clock, much less being here at nine 
a.m. on Monday morning. Many of them 
have been up all night doing a gig, but there 
is simply no other time for us to do the tap
ing." 

There are also the musicians' time restric
tions to work with. At one point Getz was 
taping an interview between Al DiMcola 
and Mark Parenteau. DiMcola had to be 
back at the Paradise in a half hour, but the 
engineer who was running tape had 1hc 
wrong input switch plugged into the tape 
machine. After the fifteen minute interview 
was over they discovered that nothing was 
1aped. Getz shook his head slowly for a 
minute and explains, "It was very hard to 
walk out of there when Al DiMcola had to 
be on stage in another fifteen minutes and 
do the whole thing over, but we did it." 

He stared at the television monitor for a 
moment. The Neighborhoods were still 
jumping around on lhc screen. "The bad 
s1orics I can tell you ... " He trails off in 
midscntencc as the next tune begins, and 
counts down for the Neighborhoods' ver
sion or "My Generation." "One, two, 
three, four ... watch this shot.'' 

A diamond pattern dissolves over the 
screen (called a split screen diamond wipe) 
as Getz explains the way he shoots the 
bands. "We use two cameras on one live 
tape. I mostly use varying speed dissolves, 
which seem to be the magic way to mix 
music. I throw in special effects for bands 
like the Neighborhoods. It's tricky, though, 
you star! messing wilh special effects and it 
doesn't pay for time, especially with the 
amount or people working with us." 

He uses a couple of camera people who 
have never seen the bands they arc shoot
ing. The bands, for the most part, have 
never done television. "So you have these 

Beth says, proudly, she thinks they have 
an original, unique, new sound. Unlike any 
Boston band we've heard. As a matter of 
fact, BJ said, "When they played the tape 
at WMBR, somebody said, 'Oh, here's a 
new band from England.' Somebody else 
thought we were from New York." Glee. 
Laughter. 

"h's not a Boston sound," Beth said, 
"which I'm kind or proud or. It doesn't al
ways thrill me, the Boston sound." She 
does like Human Sexual Response, their 
music and their beguiling stage presence. 
BJ, who thrives on the local music scene, 
cites the Refrigerators and the Vcjgctablcs 
as favorites. "I love the fifteen year old gui
tar player in the Vcjgctablcs (Bobby 
Barnes}. And the Refrigerators have a real 
clean sound, great leads, fantastic harmon
ics. Their songs arc like ours, kinda pop
py.'' 

two [actors," says Getz, "and I'm the only 
one who has seen or heard the band. I also 
do the lighting, directing, producing, sta
ging and camera angles. Not only that, but 
we have a big pole in the middle of the stu
dio which is a pain to work around." 

Getz works with associate producer Joe 
Vcrangc, who is "invaluable" according to 
Getz. Also listed in the credits arc Carole 
Velverton as associate producer and Elliot 
Francis as co-producer, but Getz describes 
the "Boston ... live" sports announcer as 
"a star." 

Mark Parenteau is another co-worker as 
host of "Boston ... livc'"s monthly show, 
Videodisc. As Parenteau, of WBCN fame, 
puts it, "Videodisc is the show that asks 
!he question, 'Docs video kill 1he radio 
star?"' It usually runs in place or "Boston 
... live" on the las! Thursday or every 
month and features about a hair dozen vi
deo tapes thal the bands do themselves. 

Tapes or bands like Flash and 1hc Pan, 
David Bowie and most currently the Silen
cers, Hall and Oates, and Human Sexual 
Response arc blended into one another in a 
one hour medley or big name bands. Soon 
to be featured is a special salute to Stiff Re
cords, featuring Dirty Looks, the Equators, 
and the entire Son or Stiff group. 

We turned up the tape to sec the last 
couple or Neighborhoods tunes. During 
"Prcltiest Girl" Getz leans toward the 
screen. "Look, look, watch David Minne
han (the guitarist and lead vocalist] and 
you'll sec another problem we have with 
lhcsc tapings." Minnchan's face twisted in 
frustration. "Look, his guitar string 
broke," Getz pointed, "now watch and 
you'll sec why we couldn't retape it." 

We s1ared at the screen intently until the 
end of the set when Mike Quaglia, the 
drummer, kicked his drum set over and 
stomped on it to get off stage. "Sec," says 
Getz, "sec, he wrecked it, no one probably 
noticed David's string, but we couldn't 
shoot over again anyway without the 
drums." 

Tha1's the way it is when you are shooting 
live on "Boston ... live." 

BJ got all excited when she talked about 
the Refrigerators and the Vcjgctables. She 
likes to think abou1 fame and fortune being 
earned by bands she respects. She and Beth 
both want to become famous. And rich . 
But they're not in a great hurry. ll's import
ant for them to take time out, help other 
bands, other musicians. ll's this "Yes" alti
tude that helped shape las! year's Rock for 
Humanity benefit, a project that BJ, in par-
1icular, commandeered. 

And though they want to get on the air
waves, they also want to have run, not com
promise their ideals or their spirit. Their 
distaste for people who do crops up. BJ & 
Beth interrogate and accuse in "Values." 
One of the eight or so songs they have on 
tape, it delivers their maxim: "ls money the 
only 1hing you live for? So, you got a car. 
You dress in the bes! or taste. Where docs ii 
get you?" 
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$4.99 
LP/TAPE 

From the city that has banned Just about everything comes 
the debut album from Human Sexual Response. 

Their brand of rock is not to be missed-both Live, and on 
their new Passport album "Figure 14". 

Fig.14 
H11mC111 Sex11C1l Response •.. irreverent rock from 

some MC1sters without Johnson. 
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FREE JELLO! 
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TUNE TO CHANNEL 68 
FOR DETAILS 

CHANNEL68 
WATCH IT! 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIRED! 
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EDITOR'S 
NOTES 

by Kate Ingram 

To my friends in San Francisco who can't 
understand why I chose to stay in Boston 
rather than move back there, and to anyone 
else who wants to know why/ left radio: 

One of the main reasons I was more than 
tempted to take the job as editor of Boston 
Rock is because it's an honest publication. 
I've been increasingly bothered over past 
years that the media surrounding new mu
sic is so biased; not just radio but also the 
rock press is extremely opinionated. 

The subjective approach to music has 
contributed to the hype of many superstars, 
some deserving and some not-so-deserving. 
At the same time, many of the best artists 
of the so--called "progressive rock era" 
have been for the most part excluded by the 
rock media: McGuinness Flint, King Crim
son, Roxy Music, the Velvet Underground, 
the New York Dolls, and so forth. Only 
their fans, not the mass public, have been 
able to recognize their work. 

Sometimes the rock media have em
braced talen1ed musicians only years after 
they began recording; think how long these 
folks had been around before becoming 
"stars": Derek and the Dominoes, the 
Kinks, Traffic, Proco! Harum, and Al 
Stewart. 

Now, 10 me it seems more and more good 
music is being ignored by the rock media, 
in that commercial radio is growing tighter 
and publications are either following along, 
or else are writing from ultra-artsy and 
avant-garde viewpoints. More and more 
good music is cropping up in Boston clubs, 
as well as elsewhere, yet the opinions of 
media "gate-keepers" on what's commer
cial and what's trendy seem to keep a good 
deal of accessible good music from reach
ing 1he masses. 

From a fan's standpoint this is particular
ly frustrating, and I believe this frustration 
is the unique bond that has brought to
gether the staff of Boston Rock. 

We're all fans and even though there may 

be some disagreement among us of who's 
good and who's not, we share a feeling of 
wanting. to spread the awareness of the mu
sic each of us believes is really good. 

What makes Boston Rock honest is that 
we don't want to hype any bands or re
cords.· The objective is write about lots of 
bands people· like a lot, so we'll be able to 
reach lots of interested people. 

We write more about good music that 
isn't being exposed in other rock maga
zines (either they.!re not writing enough 
about them, or their readership is 100 nar
row to reach enough people). We also 
write about fflists who aren't being ex
posed on radi0 enough to satisfy their fans. 

Instead of using up space criticizing 
bands we don't like, Boston Rock generally 
concenirates On covering the ones we like. 
but even if we all hate a band, we'll still 
write about tb~m if we go to see them and 
it's obvious a lot of people like them. 

Whei-e you'll find our criticism is in who 
we exclude, wbo we do choose to wri1e 
about and how much and how often we 
write about them. 

l Call this attitude "music respect." No 
two people have the same tas1es. But we re
spect the muSic tastes of other people and 
that's the attitude from which we write. 

What we're talking about and writing 
about is sound, a sensory perception no 
newsp3per can transmit. So it's important 
to be honest, ·as we hope to maintain credi
bility in order that Boston Rock may be
come Very suC'cessful. Like I said, we're all 
fans who sh~re a feeling of wanting to 
spread the awareness of the music each of 
us believes is really good. 

On February 1 I become Editor-in-Chief 
of Bosron Rock. Going into the job I bring 
a good deal of energy and ideas about how 
to make the paper successful. And they all 
revolve aroun,d a commitment Boston Rock 
has had since its inception, namely to 
chronicle the music scene as honestly as 
possible. 
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RIN 
by Kate Ingram 

The Rings released their debut LP at the 
first of the year, and now they're in G#Jli
fornia ... the first time playing out of Bos
ton for a significant amount of time since 
getting together some two and a half years 
ago. Boston Rock interviewed all four 
members of the band just before they de
parted for Los Angeles, the next Boston 
band in a recent string including Robin 
Lane and the Chartbusters, the Nervous 
Eaters and Human Sexual Response to 
make a go at recording and supplying their 
music to a national audience. 

/l's extremely difficult to predict the suc
cess or failure of a band, so many intangi
ble factors enter into the outcome. There's 
timing, image, sound, and a hose of other 
ingredients to consider, and experienced 
managers with successful track records as 
well as promoters lose money placing wa
gers on "safe" bets. MCA, the Rings ' re
cord label, has bombed out more than it's 
made hits; there are a dozen or more fail
ures, like Trooper, Hotel, Axe, Critical 
Mass, and se\lera/ more "misses" that make 
one wonder how the label made any money 
at all, e\len with the Who and Elton John to 
balance things out. 

Interviewing the Rings was a lot like I'd 
imagine it would ha\le been to interview the 
Three Stooges or the Marx Brothers. They 
can 'r resisr one-liners and they bounce puns 
and witticisms off each other as naturally as 
they breathe. Listening to a tape of the in
terview reminds me of lhe Rutt/es for the 
amount of humorous references that per
\lade the answers. At several points they 
would ask me questions, for le\lity. They 
ore anything but reticent, so the interview 
flowed with little need for direction from 
me. 

What folfows is the basic information I 
was able to extract, /ea\lin~ out most of rhe 
humor, since it's the type that loses effect 
in transcription. 

Boston Rock #10 

Boston Rock: How did you get the name of 
your bond? 
Bob: We played at the Star Systems lofl on 
Thayer Street where the people from 
Ground Zero Lived, about a year and a half 
before people started playing there . The 
place also spawned Bound and Gagged. 
We played there before La Peste and the 
Humans were playing; they had a loft 
right down there. We first played a Valen
tine's Day party, so we decided to call our
selves the Rings of Saturn. Then we short
ened it to the Rings. 

The phonetic sound is what we liked 
about it; it didn't mean anything. 
Mlke:lt was just the sound we liked. One of 
the problems when people try to name a 
band is they usually get cosmic. As soon as 
you hear the name, you know ii meant 
something. The best names are the ones that 
really don't mean anything. It's open to in
terpretation. 
BR: So what are your musical influences? 
Mark: I started out playing blues, then 
moved over to funk. I've been playing 
heavy metal for a long time, got into some 
country for awhile. I can't think of any 
style other than classical or real Top 40 that 
I never really got involved in. I play aster
oids as well. I can lis1en to anything. 
Malt: Jeff Beck, Randy Newman. That's 
about it. I was in fiflh grade when my par
ents bought me a little supermarket drum 
set. And my friends always broke the 
heads. My brothers suggested I get a drum 
set, so actually I have my brothers 10 thank. 
Bob: I like classical music; I like nilly-gritty 
rock 'n' roll; I really like funk. What turned 
me around was that Mark was listening to a 
lot of 'MBR back when we first got togeth
er, when it was 'TBS. And I started playing 
the Ramones, the Sex Pistols. 
Mike:: My major influence ... where there's 
an album that pretty much sums it up. h's 
the Mickey Mouse Disco Album, and 
there's a song on it, "Watch Out For 
Goofy." 

Bob: That sums up Mike Baker. HC went to 
Disneyland, and his life hasn't_ been the 
same since. 
Mike: That's where I met Stinko Feldman. 
BR: What does one hoVe to do to meet 
Stinko Feldman? 
Bob: He only comes to yOu.in°your dreams. 
I mean, he knows when your state·ofmind's 
right. When you're peaking, you know ... 
somebody's slipped you about three hits of 
Mickey Mouse acid, y0u'II meet Stinko. 
(laughter) That's because you're real good. 
We'd like him to open for us, actually. 
Mike: Musically I've always really loved 
Rubber Soul and Revol\ler by the ·Beatles. 
The Heptones; I love U840. Sergeant Pep
per's was interesting to me, but on Rubber 
Soul and Revolver there is not one song you 
can consider a throwaway. Each o.ne sits 
the same on the album. Those two albums 
just flow from beginning to end. And that's 
one thing we tried to do with ours. 

A lot of times in the industry it's like, 
you've got "x" amount of hits, so ·you try 
to divide them up between "y" amount of 
albums, put two on each, and the rest is 
called "filler." Ir somebody went out and 
paid five dollars for our album, when they 
go out and play it on their record player, we 
want them to put it on and be able to play 
the whole side and the next side without 
having to pick up the needle and skip any
thing. 
Matt: Was anybody here influenced by 
Chuck Berry or Eddie Cochran1 'Cause I 
know I wasn't. (No one answers in the af-
firmative.) · . 
Mike: I did like the early Jerry Reed stuff, 
before he hit Vegas, and Roy Clark, when 
he was about 20 years old. He was the na
tional banjo champion. 
Bob: I listened to a lot of swing bands, too. 
You can't really shut anyope out, because 
you'll find connections all the way through, 
and you're only belittling yourself.. Why 
shut the door? 
Mike: That's one of the reasons I really like 

the Police. When they played the Rat I got a 
chance to talk to them; I talked to Miles, 
thcir'manager, it turned out. Their old man 
and mine are in the same line of business, 
and they were in Beirut when I was in Israel. 
Bob: They're both diplomatic brats, that's 
the reason. 
BR: What local bands ore you into? 
Mark: We share a practice space with the 
New Models. And a brother. 
Bob: And we're very interested in Bound 
and Gagged. 
Mike: Peter Dayton has a lot of potential. 
When he and Rick Ocasek finally get to
gether, I think it'll be great. 
Mark: I kind of hesitate to name a lot of 
local bands because we'd leave somebody 
out. 
Bob: I'll say one thing, basically way back 
when there were a lot of bands playing 
around, we always liked the fact that they 
ex.isted. It we opened for someone, played 
with another group, I always heard in my 
head that there was a reason for this band 
to be there. 

A lot of the shit that we caught was that 
we didn't have the right to exist. It's bull
shit. People don't realize how much infor
mation we're consuming in our lives right 
now. We're consuming five times as much 
as our parents did. And the next generation 
will be consuming 15-20 times the amount 
of information. There is room for every
thing. 
Mike: Well, you can't demand of anybody 
that they have the attitude you would hope 
they'd have. 
Bob: No, you can't. I'm just saying that 
sometimes it hurts a little bit, you know. 
Mike: I know that I'll appreciate anvthing 
and I like anything within the context that 
it's put across. Once I understand the con
text, I can judge it for that context. I listen 
to everything that way, because I know I 
can benefit from understanding it. Now, if 
someone else doesn't want to go to that ef
fort it lessens their growing process. No one 



suffers but themselves. 
Mark: If I don't like a band, it doesn't 
mean they're not good. 
BR: Why do you think you guys have been 
more successful than a lot of other bands, 
in getting a recording contract with a major 
record label? 
Mark: Those people liked it, obviously .. 
Bob: That's one aspect of it. 
Mike: We were lucky. 
Mark: There was a little bit of luck in
volved. Also, we handle our business well. 
Mike: We do owe quite a bit to Tony Bera
dini. Because he was the person that 
brought Al Perry down to the Rat. That 
means he thought enough of us to drag Al 
down, who'd been looking fo r a band to 
manage for about half a year. That was 
luck. 

Also, we were lucky that we put on good 
shows that nights we played for labels. 
Granted we rehearsed, but there were no 
technical fuck-ups or anything. Also we 
were lucky enough to produce our own al
bum, I think. 
Mark: That was the will of God, not a pre
planned situation. The responsibility got 
dumped in our laps. 
Mike: I always thought we could pull it off. 
There's just no way a major label will give 
you a chance like that right off the bat. And 
it just ended up that way. On the other side 
of the coin, we had geared our sound and 
our direction as a band to aiming towards a 
group of people other than right here in 
Boston. So I think that's the reason our ac
ceptance here hasn't been as great as other 
bands right in town. Because we weren't 
reaching for that audience particularly. We 
were trying to reach somewhere else. 
Matt: Part of our make-up is diversity. I 
feel strongly about diversity; I was going to 
bring this up before, in terms of musical in
fluences. The only thing that's disappointed 
me in listening to rock 'n' roll over the 
years is the expectations I would have of 
certain people, and they would always let 

me down eventually. I think that's the main 
basis for criticism in a magazine, because 
they've let that writer or a number of listen
ers down as to expectation. 

You'll notice that for my favorites I've 
picked Randy Newman and Jeff Beck, be
cause they've progressed, and they've never 
come to a point where, you can call it any
thing you want, they try too hard to make 
their audience bigger. A lot of times it dis
appoints people. There are very few bands 
that have cut it all the way down the line. 
The Stones are another one. Diversity 
seems to be the answer to that problem. 
You just keep it open. 
Bob: Yeah, you listen to everything that's 
going on. I think a lot of bands, once they 
get successful, tend to parody themselves. 
Queen is another band that you can see 
glimpses of evolution in. Anyone who's lis
tened to A Night At The Opera can see, 
there's ten songs here, and they duplicate 
the same thing in A Day At The Races. 
Matt: There's a turning point after awhile. 
Most people can agree that after a certain 
record, it becomes formu la. 
Mike: I think once you get to that point, 
you get aware that you're the reference 
point people reach for. I think you become 
very cautious; it's natural. To me, a real 
professional band is a group of people who 
can get over that hump. You always hold 
onto something that's secure. It's like a 
long-term relationship that has broken 
down completely, and both partners know 
it. You can't separate, because you're so 
used to having 'cm lay next to you. And 
it's the same with a band, you know. 
They've had platinum albums every time, 
and they want to stretch, but it's like shit, 
you know.. if we don't go platinum, 
someone's going to take our place. And 
they don't have the confidence to say, fuck 
it, we're going to go this way. The Beatles 
had this confidence, so do the Stones. 
Long term bands, they know how to trans
cend that. 

Matt: But so many bands arc the other way. 
Like the Jefferson Airplane, Jethro Tull. 
Mlke: That's when it's really contrived. lt's 
not visceral. What we'd like to do as a 
band is to reach a lot of people . That's 
what we tried to do with the first album. 
Like, the neitt album, if we get to that, it's 
going to be what we feel. It's not going to 
be contrived in any way. 
Mark: The only limitation I put on myself 
when I write a song is that I don't want it to 
be over three and a half minutes, and when 
you leave the song, you know what it'~ 
called, the name of it. 
Mall: That's only Mark, too. 
Mike: And that's only now. Maybe a year 
from now, you'll want to write a song as 
long as you want, maybe that'll feel right. 
Mark: It's not like I'm saying, it's got to 
have a backbeat, it's got to do this or that 
as far as tempo or style. It's not all that im
portant. I set up that criteria for myself so 
that I have that framework to work within. 
When it comes to the message of what you 
want to be writing about lyrically, or where 
you want to take it rhythmically and melo
dically, that's a different story altogether. 

Another thing that we've done in rehears
al which I love is that we'll take something 
that's very direct and straight ahead, and 
say, "how can we twist this, how can we 
turn this completely upside-down?" 
Mike: You have to make it yours. We had 
this cover of "The Last Time," the Stones' 
tune, and we made it ours. It follows the 
original, but there's a little something in 
there with the 12-string that makes it ours. 
Bob: There'd be a reason you want the tune 
in the first place, but then you're bound to 
interpret. It's like, I hear a great story; I'm 
going to tell it in my own words. That's 
growing, and that's just evolution. 
BR: (to Bob, who wrote the song) What's 
"/ Got My Wish" about? 
Bob: That comes out of a thing where you 
lose hope, and then you lose your ego, 
when you go through break-ups with a lov-

er. You have a number of options, either 
you can consider suicide, I'm not saying I 
did that, or you can start building yourself 
back up, again. The reason you got so de
pressed is that you're not judging every
thing, you're saying, "I'm not making it." 
And then you get rid of it, you no longer 
judge things that come to you, and you be
come objective, 

That song is about a guy who was incar
cerated someplace, and then he gets out 
again. So he has an idea of what he wants 
to do, a clear frightening one. He's just 
going to stop everything. Unfortunately 
he's going to affect several million other 
people at the same time. He's just going to 
shut it all out; he's not really thinking about 
the fact that it's not going to start up again. 
It's sort of like a science fiction story, I was 
thinking when I wrote it. 
Mike: It's Bob's Mein Kampf, you might 
say. 
BR: Why is that the only song on the record 
that the lyrics are provided on the liner 
notes? 
Mike: It's appropriate. If you read the lyr
ics, this is what the album entails. Two and 
a half years of work, compressed to 35 or 
40 minutes. That's the band , for that period 
of time .. 
Bob: It's still not enough, but it's basically 
a summary of two and a half years, in 10 
songs. 
Mike: We did get our wish. You can apply 
that to the album. Next time, if we get a 
chance to do a second one, we'll do some
thing different. 
Bob: We've got a lot of songs; we're writing 
all the time. Michael's got about S or 
6 six songs, Mark's got 3 or 4; I've 
got about 3 songs. Matt's got some 
too. We don't even have time to work them 
out, because we're doing video taping, or 
we're getting ready to go to California, or 
whatever. So the next album hopefully will 
be more of what we're doing now. 'Cause 
already this stuff is dated. 
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by Bruce Stallsmith 
I've seen the Ramones in various settings, 

but seeing them at 15 Landsdowne, former
ly the Boston.Boston discotheque, beats 
'em all for bizarreness. The original loud, 
leather-clad NYC punk band or 1975 play
ing at a linchpin or disco "culture"? This is 
a vic1orious insurrection, like Fidel driving 
into Havana in 1959 or Vandals wandering 
through downtown Rome. 

The front or 1he club before the show is a 
blend of disco organizational remnants and 
rock 'n' roll crowd activity. Having to pass 
through a red plush rope barrier manned by 
Boston cops and bouncers (for ID pur
poses) seems unusual to me, but I play 
along. At least the line keeps moving. I'm 
held up only briefly as I hand my license to 
the bigger bouncer. It's my bad luck to do 
so as a WBCN DJ walks up to the front of 
the line and the bouncers fa ll back for him. 
At leas! there isn't any question of me being 
screened out for not appearing cool enough 
or some Mudd Club.ish bullshit-but my 
status as another ticket is iced. So what's 
new ... 

Once in the club the official Ramones 
paraphcnalia table catches my eye. Very im· 

pressive-they've once again slightly modi· 
fied the Ramones coat of arms, this time 
somewhat artier (don't ask me to describe 
it, I don't understand heraldry). Jah knows 
why they hadn't thought befor~of a large 
badge containing a Ramones guitar pick. 
Betsy Badges (diligently hawking her pro
ducts in the cold out rront} has more in. 

tcresting stuff on balance. 
The lay-out of 15 Landsdowne Street 

encourages familiarity with other people. 
since with no tables or chairs there's not 
much choice but to be up and about. A 
sold-out Ramones gig only encourages it. 
That's the best part of the club. Who needs 
a stupidly passive audience? 

Why is there an incorrectly.ordered neon 
rainbow over one bar? Why is an unusually 

well-groomed bouncer wearing designer 
jeans? Why is IS's bottled beer cheaper 
than the Parasite? Why do people keep ask
ing me who I am as I write notes? 

Ex-Real Kids guitarist John Felice play
ing in a band without Alpo in his new band, 
the Taxi Boys, marks the end of an era. 
They do competent versions of Real Kids 
songs mixed with newer material that also 
sounds like the Real Kids. The crowd has 

the wit to appreciate them, and some peo
ple even dance. Not bad for a warm-up 
band. 

After the Taxi Boys finish, the dance 
floor in front of the stage (750Jo of the 
club?) is more and more wound up. No sur· 
prise given that the crowd is drunk, walJ.tO· 
wall and anxious to see the Ramones. My 
favorite part of this is a spontaneous "Ra
mones! Ramones!'' chant between recorded 
songs. 

Finally, 'BCN's Mahk Parenteau comes 
out to introduce the boys (in a leather coat, 
no less). As the de rigeur booing-of-a.DJ
introducing-a-band dies ou1 1 THE DRUMS 
start up-the Ramones mania! beat intro 
(is it to acclimate the crowd to loud music?). 

Maybe in honor of co-sponsor WBCN 
(maybe not), they open with "Rock And 
Roll Radio." Why does Joey, in his spiel 
after it, say "You heard it here firs1"? Is he 
talking about 'BCN, or 15 Landsdowne 
having been the Boston Tea Party years 
ago, or what? Then they launch into "Do 
You Wanna Dance," appropriate to this 
being a ''dance concert.'' 

As the set goes along, I notice that rela
tively few people are making any attempt to 
dance. Everyone seems enraptured, bu1 this 
is a dance concert, right? 

The "Feat of Heroic Devotion" award is 
definitely won by the two fashionably 
dressed women standing almost inside the 
PA stage righ1, where it must be 160 deci· 
bets. I no1ice later on tha1 1hey're not wear
ing ear plugs! 

The band isn't as 1ight as usual. Johnny 
in particular often seems to be ou1 of synch 
and having 10 catch up. Joey has never 
been a real active singer, but usually literal
ly leans into the mike stand. Tonight he's 
mostly just kind of s1anding there. In spite 
of this lack of their usual tight energy, some 
songs arc s1and.outs. "Commando" and 
"I Want You By My Side" are particularly 
good. It seems the songs I don't recognize, 
new ones I assume, are the ones they have 
the most problems with. 

A 23 song set with the normal pinhead 
rally ending still hasn'I really shaken the 
crowd. People seem to like it, to scream for 
more, but 1hey still haven't been moving to 
it. Arc they dumbly drunk? Preppie new 
wavers? Or just too packed on the floor? 
They yell enough so the band docs 3 encores 
of another 8 songs. The 31 song total in
cludes a remarkably even mix of material 
from all 5 albums as well as 4 or 5 new 
songs. 

Good news for local music is that 15 
Landsdowne is closed temporarily while 1he 
inside is totally re.done for live music. An
other disco returns to live music? The place 
defini1cly needs a renovation. It's hard to 
see the stage, access 10 and from the floor 
is restricted and those stupid revolving mir
ror balls hanging from the ceiling get on my 
nerves (even turned off). More than that, 
there were just too many people packed in. 
The Ramones apparently demanded and 
got "a lot" of money (beyond the Brad
ford promoter's ability to guarantee, unfor
tunately), but I object to wall-to-wall 
"dance concerts.' at $8.7S a pop. Let's 
hope that the renovation will be a positive 
contribution to the local scene. And that the 
Ramones practice more ne:1et time. 
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by Jim Puccio 
Bound & Gagged arc: 

Trude Koby-bass, saxophone, trombone, 
percussion and vocals 
Marcia Maglione-keyboards, roto·toms 
and vocals 
Deni Ozan-drums 
Wendy Stone-guitar and bass 
Martha Swetzoff-guitar, percussion and 
vocals 

Over the course of the past year, Bound 
and Gagged have become one of my favor· 
i1e local bands. Their music has undergone 
a continual process of evolution and deve/. 
opment, always seeming to push past what 
they had done before in an effort to extend 
their limits. 

For about the first half of its existence, 
the band had front singer Barbara Britto 
and a more angular musical approach. This 
period is reasonably well documented on 
their new/y.released 12" EP, although ob
viously Britt's frantic energy and stage pre· 
sence didn't really come through in the 
translation to vinyl. 

In the inrervening period, the music of 
Bound and Gagged has taken a more prom· 
inent position in their overall sound and has 
rounded out nicely with the introduction of 
more tropical musical references. They've 
added incidental percussion for more inlri· 
care rhythmic structures and sax and from· 
bone on a few numbers for extra color. 
Throughout all of this change, they've still 
retained a fine sense of humor. 

And now Bound and Gagged are al !heir 
s1ronges1 point yet. But I'm sure !hey will 
continue to reJ;ne and srretch themsefres 
into new areas as well. If you haven't 
caught them yet, you've missed a lot. Not 
to worrv, though, because you can still 
watch them take it to the next phase. 
TK: I think we should make this a very 
unique inten·iew. I think we should start 
off 1alking about where we do our clothes 
shopping. 
00: People have definitely criticized our 
clothes, so we might as well. 
TK: Oh, that was ages ago. 
DO: I've heard people on the radio say, "I 
wonder if those girls still suck bones," so I 

... 

imagine \015 of people haven't seen us since 
then. They must still think we have bad 
taste in clothing. 
TK: I think Deni is the most competent 
shopper in the band. She doesn't leave 
home one day without picking up some 
work of art from some store. 
MS: To me, this is fulfilling some kind of 
preconception I would have about an inter
view with a girls' band, where they'd talk 
about shopping, and we haven't reached 
the topic of tampons yet, but we will soon .. 
BR: Youjustdid. 
00: Actually, I'm worried about what kind 
to use now. 
TK: I am too. A monih ago rhey came on 
1e\evision and said no! 10 use Rely tampons. 
MM: Yep. Every night 1hey come on and 
say to send them back to the manufacturer 
for a refund . 
TK: Even if they're used?!?! .. 
MM: That':, be gross. 
TK: And they're such expensive things, 
too! They're like $3 a box. 
MM: I think it's disgusting to put those 
spOnRes in your body anyway. 
TK: Marcia likes the OBs because she gets 
to use her finger. 
DO: You'd better print this, because this is 
actually the best interview we've ever had. 
TK: We're actually quite good cooks, you 
know. 
DO: The very first time the Bush Tetras 
played in Boston, between Trude and Laura 
Kennedy we made the best omele11es with 
apples in them. It was amazing. 
MS: So in line with the fact that no one 
takes us seriously, really all we do with our 
lives is shop and eat and take care of our 
houses. 
WS: Well, should we ans'her questions like 
how long we've been 1ogether? 
MS: We've been together a little more than 
a year no\\ 
MM: A year and three months. 
DO: And now we're in what we like to call 
''Phase 3 of Bound and Gagged.'' 
BR: Whal were Phases J and 2? 
00: Phase I was when we first got together 
and fim played out, up to about the 1ime of 
the Paradise gig. That's when we were suck-

ing bones and splattering blood all over the 
place. 
MS: We had some real theatrical elements 
in our5e1. 
DO: And we got a liHle press about that 
time. The Herald American actually liked 
U\ the best. They took the music seriously 
al that Paradise gig. 
TK: And didn't just care about our hair or 
our clothes .. 
00: The thing that's so funny about that is 
that we were so painfully serious about the 
music at the time, reinventing everything. 
From about the time "'e started recording 
the EP, which was lasl January, up to !he 

time that Britt our old vocalist left, we fig. 
ure is Phase 2 because whal we were doing 
was starting to rethink our sound and go 
for a more sophisticated kind of \\Orldly
wise New York audience. We were starting 
to throw out some of the older punky rock 
and rolly songs and get more imo the kind 
of sounds we have now. 
BR: More third world musical influences? 
MS: Yeah, more heavily rhythmic, more 
opened up, more space in the music. 
DO: But thal1 s really Phase 3. Starting 
about the time that Britt left, being a quin
tet and getting closer to each other in terms 
of our stage performance allowed us to get 



into these more rhythmic things because in
stead of just playing things that were ar
ranged previously, we were starting to work 
together in an almost improvisational way 
on stage, and that's pretty much what 
we're doing now. Sort of a new profession
alism ... 
BR: So you 're trying to gel into more im
provising? 
MS: That's always been there to some de
gree with us. 
DO: But hopefully now without the feeling 
of abject terror about it. What I was trying 
to suggest is that we're growing into know
ing how to improvise rather than just being 

thrown into it because someone is making a 
terrible mistake or something. 
MS: Well, sometimes we did it, but I think 
all along we've had a sense of humor about 
it. 

DO: See, we used to hate disco because 
everybody in the New Wave was supposed 
to hate disco, but that was a couple of years 
ago. Now we've realized .. 
MS: Well, that was when disco was really 
boring and it was really worth hating be
cause no one was doing anything with it. 
DO: There was always something interest
ing going on, but the thing was ... 

BR: You had to know about ii. 
DO: Yeah. Plus at the time it seemed like 
disco was in danger of taking over every
thing so that there would be nothing else 
left. In a way you had to align yourself with 
the other guys in order to keep something 
else alive, but now we've realized a much 
more cross-cultural thing. It's much neater 
to have a little of everything in the music. 
BR: / think there was a subconscious racist 
element in what was going on at the time 
that people didn't consciously grasp. 
MS: I don't know. To me, the lifestyle that 
disco suggested was very threatening and 
very disturbing, sick ... and just the whole 
thing of finding some nice plastic body to 
go home with. But what we're trying to do 
is to continue to bring our music along by 
going with how we feel about things. We've 
had some real learning experiences, but it's 
coming together more and more. 
BR: Your sound has certainly changed a 
great deal since the first time I saw you, at 
the gig with 8-Eyed Spy. 
DO: I think generally our music has 
changed for the better, but I don't know if 
our audience has been reacting to.it. I think 
maybe our audience is evolving into some
thing different from what it used to be. 
BR: / enjoyed your music very much back 
when you had Britt, and I though it 
slumped after she left, but I feel you've be
come quite good again. 
DO: When she left, though, we didn't feel 
that it had hurt us, because we were starting 
to lean towards a slightly different concept 
of playing music anyhow. 
BR: So the split come at a critical lime and 
essentially forced the issue. 
DO: Exactly. Britt had generously offered 
to play out the remaining gigs that we had 
booked, but we felt we had to go it alone 
now or die with it. I almost feel that we've 
become more like a jazz band now, not in 
terms of all the technique and years of 
study; we can't lay claim to that, but.. 
BR: fl takes a lifetime to be ajau musician. 
DO: Right, but what I'm getting at is more 
of the idea of how the old jazz musicians 
would just throw an ensemble together to 
get some new stuff worked out. I think 
there's almost that sort of idea going be
hind us now. 
MS: But I also would like to keep some of 
the powerful stuff happening. 
TK: We're too old to do that stuff. 
DO: I think there is something true about 
that. A band that claims to understand 
youth and youth's problems really docs 
have a short lifespan. Singing about love 
and how your dad threw you out of the 
house and all is vital and important, but 
you can't keep doing that when you're 
thirty or forty years okL 
BR: Peter Townshend spends a lot of time 
now groping with that problem. 
DO: That's very true. It's interesting that a 
whole new generation of kids arc totally 
identifying with the Who. I bet one reason 
that they can do that is because they're 
stadium rockers. I doubt they could do it 
on an intimate level. You just see the lines 
in the face. You see the fact that the guy's a 
geezer now. I'm not saying that we're anti
youth at all. We feel youthful. 
MS: I don't think our audience has really 
caught up with ou r changes yet, or the fact 
that we aren't a static kind of musical situa· 
tion. 
BR: If you don't change as muskians, it 

just dies. 
MS: Exactly, but it creates a kind of odd 
situation with the audience because when a 
band does play the same basic material for 
a good long while, it becomes a really com
fortable thing to see them for some people. 
People still don't seem to know where we're 
coming from, and that goes for the fact 
that we're all women, too, They think ''Oh, 
they must be an all-dyke band," and it nev
er occurs to them that we like to work with 
each other and that we just happen to be all 
women as well. 
TK: That doesn't matter anyway. I just get 
really pissed off at people who condemn 
people for their sexual preferences or what
ever. I mean what arc you going to see the 
band for? Is it to see them as social animals 
or to see their music? 
BR: Sometimes it's hard to tell. I think in 
general, rock audiences don't particularly 
go co see the music. That doesn't seem to 
be what they're there for because if they 
were really interested in music, they'd be 
into all different kinds of musics too, but 
they always seem so damned narrow-mind
ed. 
MS: It seems that a lot of rock audiences 
go to derive a certain vicarious existence 
off what they see on stage, and most of the 
time it's sexual because rock and roll is a 
very sexual kind of music. It's real bizarre 
how being on stage and performing puts 
you in an environment that has a traditional 
association with it where that becomes the 
major interest or judgement. We experience 
a lot of depressing attitudes about this, but 
we're getting fairly used 10 it because it hap
pens so often. 
BR: Leering audiences or what? 
DO: It's a problem for instance when any 
of us go into music shops to get pieces for 
our instruments that you'll have all these 
guys standing around and saying "This is a 
chick; she can't play." Because we don't 
have the kind of dog-like pecking order that 
a lot of male musicians seem to have, es
pecially in a town that's got Berklee and a 
lot of music schools, we don't just whip off 
amazing things. I don't stand up at the 
counter with drumsticks in my hand doing 
these amazing rolls to prove myself. 
TK: Like the guys who have their three 
great licks that they've been practicing 8 
hours a day 5 days a week so that when you 
come in the store they can impress you with 
their chops. 
DO: Sound men a lot of the times at some 
of these clubs have really shorted us in 
terms of the attention we should have been 
given. 
BR: So you get shitty mikes. 
MM: I would say that we've also been sabo
taged by sound people sometimes. Once at 
Dancctcria in New York, three different 
people went up to the sound guy to tell him 
that the mix was wrong and he said, "W.cll, 
I only have the vocals up." So they asked 
him why and he said, "I think they're loud 
enough, don't you?" 
MS: This is a very consistent problem we 
run into, and the fact that we're also self
managed means that when we go into a 
place we don't have someone who can be an 
asshole for us. 
BR: Couldn't you manage yourselves in ad
dition to having somebody who just pro
vides the service of taking the abuse? 
MS: We need a good sound person who will 
put up with the fact that a lot of the time 
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the club's sound person is going to give you 
some shit and maybe make life a little diffi
cult for you. 
TK: But they all want good pay. ll's really 
difficult because you have to play a lot or 
gigs to afford it, and when there aren't that 
many people in town, you can over-expose 
yourself to the audience. 
MM: I think that when a woman gets up 
and does something very visible and the 
world looks at her, they're no looking at 
her as an individual; so that if you fuck up 
it's not like you that makes the mistakes, 
but more like .. 
BR: Every woman that ever was or will be. 
MM: Yeah. Like when I was a kid playing 
softball, that's how I felt. Every time I was 
going to make a catch, if I dropped it it 
wasn't me, Marcia dropping the ball; it was 
''Girls can't play softball.'' 
DO: It makes you have to work a little 
harder, but that's OK too. There's nothing 
wrong with having a liUle extra impetus to 
get you going. 
BR: How do you write your material? 
DO: We just start something up. Someone 
will be playing with a riff she likes, and 
we'll start working off each other. When it 
rails together, everybody gives it the seal or 
approval ir they think it sounds pretty 
good. Then we do it over and over ... and 
when something's nol quite right, like ir we 
haven't quite figured out how 10 end a 
song, we'll put it aside for a little while and 
work on it again. We take these things to 
the hospi1al every so orten. 
MS: The way i1's really decided is if there's 
a subliminal click that happens in every
body. Sometimes it seems like it takes 
weeks for 1hat to happen, but unless every
body feels it, usually we never take it out. 
BR: It's easy ro become too dense if you're 
nor careful. 
DO: That's righl, so everybody slays pretty 
minimal. We could all play a lot more, but 
we try to keep the par1s simple and weave 
them 1ogcther. There's sort or a jigsaw 

puzzle effect. In "Monslcrs," for ins1ance, 
J play a repealing figure in 6/8 while Wendy 
plays a shifting bass line which only repeats 
about 2½ times during !he length of the 
song. What Trudy and Martha are doing 
come in at cer1ain times, so you get these 
shifting patterns. 
BR: Have you ever had any training or 
been in other bands or projects? 
MS: I had a really fun time about a year 
ago doing a tape loop thing with Roger 
Miller and Martin Swope or Mission of 
Burma at Harvard's Carpenter Center. We 
used tape loops to explore the acoustic 
space of the building in conjunction with 
some spontaneous music. 
WS: I had two years of regular guitar and a 
year or classical, years ago when I was in ju
nior high school and high school. Then I 
just totally gave it up for about a year and a 
half. 
DO: My fa1her, who was a language pro
fessor, always loved all sorts or Latin
American music, so what we'd do in the 
evenings at home was to get like we were all 
completely nuts even though we hadn't 
been drinking or anything, and we'd all 
dance. We'd put this music on and he'd 
teach us the Merengues and stuff, I'd put 
my feet on his feet and he'd dance, lifting 
my feet up. He used to be a drummer when 
he was young, and he played the bongos 
really well, so we had claves and bongos 
and all sorts of latin percussion ... But it 
was more tha1 he would drum on me, like 
drum on my stomach and Sluff. It was nev
er any formal training. 
MS: I had a background in some instru

. men ts, mostly piano I guess. For the long
est time I played a little bit of oboe, but gui
tar I pretty much taught myselr. ln that re
spect it was great having Wendy around, 
both in that she could show me enough that 
I knew what was going on but didn't have 
10 feel like I was laking lessons, and also be
cause it forced me to try and keep up with 
her. 

WS: But she's a lot more innovative than 
me. I still can't get past what I do remem
ber, which is a real drag sometimes because 
I have trouble loosening up. 
BR: Who do you listen to? 
TK: The only thing I listen to is the Bush 
Tetras. I call up WMBR and request them 
all the time. 
WS: I like the Residents, Snakefinger and 
old psychedelic music. 
'rK: I like Motown a lot. 
WS: Jimi Hendrix .. 
MM: And the Doors ... 
TK: Wendy, there are disco records at your 
house. 
WS: Oh, I listen 10 everything, but I mean 
right now that's all I listen to. 
MS: I don'! really know what I'm into now. 
I was listening to a lot of Kiss-108 this sum
mer, but I listen to a lot of different stuff. 
Of current bands I love Joy Division .. 
DO: She's an Anglophile. I like American 
bands. 
WS: I don't like Joy Division. 
TK: Marcia likes reggae music. 
MM: I love it. I like all kinds of music, but I 
do have certain things that I hate, like the 
Grateful Dead. I really think they're com
pletely awful. I've never been to one or 
their concerts live. I hear my whole head 
will be turned around if I go to one, but I 
hate the Grateful Dead, I hate trudge-rock 
and I hate cover bands. 
BR: What's trudge-rock? 
MM: Black Sabbath and all those bar bands 
that do the same kind or stuff. 
DO: I love John Coltrane. 
TK: Euch. I like Ornette Coleman. 
DO: Tha1's what you say, but !hat's what 
you didn't like. Trudy doesn't know any
thing abou1 jazz a1 all. 
TK: I like a lot of jazz. 
DO: I love seeing Sun Ra live. 
BR: You get into the little aluminum foil 
pyramids on their heads and stuff 
DO: Yeah. They're so amazing. That band 
knows everything. That's really what it is. 

MS: Ride the spaceway! 
MM: Ethnic music. I love Irish music and 
Cajun stuff. 
DO: Oh, and my favorite record just about 
is Latin Dance Party. And Anthony Brax
ton and the Art Ensemble of Chicago. 
MS: Funkadelic. We forgo! Funkadelic. 
WS: The best record out now is Grace 
Jones' new album. 
TK: I like Nina Hagen. 
MS: She has the mbst operatic voice .. 
00: Oh, Stockhausen. 
MM: I like Can since I've been introduced 
to them. 
DO: or course. And I really love Neu! and 
La Dusseldorr. 
BR: How about Faust? 
DO: Yeah, but I don't have anything of 
theirs. Do you like Magma? 
MS: I don't know what Magma sounds like. 
BR: It's basically Orff-rock. 
MM: I love Carl Orff. 
BR: While we're on the subject, I'd like to 
mention something I said once before to 
Marcia. In a way I think you folks sound 
like Bee/heart. Especially some of the things 
that Martha and Deni do. 
WS: What a compliment! 
DO: That's nice. I don't know why I didn't 
think of him, because he was so important 
to me. I love his album Trout Mask. 
MS: I hardly ever listened to Beefheart dur
ing my younger years because I didn't have 
all that much access to strange music. 
TK: I didn't have any access to strange 
music. 
BR: It's tough todo when you're a kid. 
DO: I was lucky enough to have friends 
who turned me on to different music. One 
of my aides! friends in the world is Gary 
Gogol from V; and second oldest just about 
is Robbie Davis from Someone and the 
Somebodies. I knew them back in Florida 
when I was there in '72 .. 
BR: What brought all you folks from Flori
da to Boston? 
DO: Have you ever been to Florida? 
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What would you think about a band 
whose first LP's cover and much of the mu
sic the cover housed, focused on a young 
boy? Would you be one of those to make 
pedophile charges (the reason U2's cover is 
different in the US)? Would you take it as 
an invitation/indication of sexual prefer
ence for those of the same gender (as did 
two specimens who came backstage to 
bother U2's singer Bono Vox)? Or would 
you thin~ here are some guys writing cutesy 
songs about kids before their time for MOR 
middle-agedom had arrived? You know, 
like Crosby, Stills and Goldsborough OD
ing on sugar. 

Well any 20-year olds who can write 
about "travelling into the heart of a child" 
as a vision of rebirth and the future, center 
a whole album around that theme and pull 
it off royally (i.e. make some nifty music) is 
OK by me. So, enter U2. 

lmponed copies of U2's debut album 
Boy sport, in large-as-life fashion, the dar
ling \iule face of Bono's next door neighbor 
back in the band's hometown, Dublin. But 
the boy serves as more than just a one-shot 
central theme for an LP. He represents the 
group's whole approach to music and star
dom, one which they and many others ex
pect to take them to the top or the heap. 
"In the shadow, boy meets man." 

Bono: The whole album is about emotion 
[U2's keyword}, about being stripped bare. 
The child that's on the cover is like that. He 
doesn't restrain himself. As you grow up, 
you're taught to restrain yourself and hold 
back. "Into the heart of a child" ... that's 
the whole idea. We must be like children 
and mature as well. 

U2 hails from the binhplace of Boston 
mayors-Ireland. 

Larry and Bono: The Irish and Italians are 
everywhere. Making kids seems to be their 
hobby. And our country is so small. At one 
point there was a population of 13 million 
and then half of them left for Boston and 
most of the rest starved {the Potato Fam
ine) until there were just 3 million of us left. 

These four lads whose speech occassion
ally hints at heavy brogues, met at Ireland's 
first comprehensive school, i.e. co-educa
tional and mulli-denominational. For a 
year and a half afterwards, they had fun 
growing as a band, but were scraping 
crumbs financially. Adam would sign 
checks for everything. They didn't bounce, 
but that's only because he didn't have an 
account. "The busman would ask him for 
his fare and he'd even sign for that." One 
thing that held the four band members to
gether was the fact that they were, and still 
are, all friends, something not as prevalent 
in rock bands as you might think. 
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Singer Bono, with a penchant for the in
tense and a gift for oratory exceeded only 
by his willingness to use it, is usually the 
group's spokesman although all are friend
ly and talkative. Bassist Adam, the old man 
at somewhere around 20 years of age, is 
distinguished by a healthy patch of white
blond hair. The black-haired Edge, with his 
sort or updated Ventures/big guitar sound, 
provides U2 with cavernous melody lines 
and clusters. And more than a few fans 
have found drummer Larry, the young'n 
with the round ly tossled golden mop on 
top, too cute for words (my female friend, 
just 2 years his elder, had an irrestible urge 
10 mother him to death). ,... 

Larry is the only U2er that had played 
before the band formed (il's everybody's 
first band, by the way). He studied under a 
heavy-technique jazz drummer. 

Larry: It didn't work out because I played 
what I wanted instead or what he wanted. I 
couldn't really play. 
Bono: I thought I could play and really 
couldn't. Edge didn't think he could play 
but he really could. 

U2 is so self-reliantly youthful that you'd 
expect more naivety or ego to accompany 
their inspired determination to make it. 
They've taken the time (4 years) to "rise 
naturally" from their outpost in Ireland. 
"Dublin was a good place to be," says 
Bono. From there, they had a special in
sight into the London scene, a view from 
the outside where they could see the pitfalls 
and avoid them. 

They chose the name U2 because it was 
vague, ambiguous and easy to remember. 
Though they grew up alongside the Punk 
Explosion and, like so many other bands, 
copped a lot of their early sound from the 
London scene, they had no real design or 
format for U2. "We were just kids. We had 
that spark between us, though. That some
thing beyond musicianship, a chemistry be
tween four people." 

U2 won the Guinness competition for 
bands in Ireland, and the recording contract 
that went with it, despite the fact they were 
making mistakes all over the place and Bo
no had lost his voice. "The place was 
stunned. It was the spark that they no
ticed." They had two hits on CBS Ireland, 
"U23" and "The Dream Is Over," but 
couldn't work an agreeable deal with CBS 
England and went with Island for t"'o more 
singles, "A Day Without Mc" (produced 
by Steve Lillywhite) and "11 O'clock Tic 
Toe'' (produced by Martin Hannelt). 

Arriving in the midst of a slew of other 
post post-punk music with spacious sound 
qualities led by albums from Echo and the 
Bunnymcn and the Teardrop Explodes, 
Boy has still managed to make quite a dent. 
It made a few American ''Best Or' lists even 
though its release asan import came near the 
end of 1980, and alternative radio DJs were 
giving it a hef1y push on their programs. 

Hope for the RrOup and the LP (distrib
uted in the US by Warner Brothers) is un
derscored by the fact that no less a sound 
marvel than Steve Lillywhite was acquired 
for the production duties. He helped the 
band to accomplish the transfer of their 
sound by hanging Edge's lush, heavenly, 
reverb-drenched guitar lines over punchy, 
snapping bass and drum workouts, inject
ing Bono's insistent, sincere singing (yes, 
actual melody lines!) into the center of it all. 

Bono: (Steve) was good because he had lots 
of brains and we needed that. He wasn't a 
bully like lots of producers are. He sat back 
and brought the best out of us. He let it 
happen. That's his art and that's what 
makes him so special. 
BR: He was helpful, then? 
Bono: He showed us how to get what we 
wanted. We wanted a big sound. I hate 
small music-dit dit dit dit dit. I like broad 
textures. Like on a picture screen. Rich 
colors, shades. 

Bono often refers to the other three in 
the band as primary colors, applied in 
broad strokes to evoke images and patterns 
of light , distance, tone, texture and extra 
dimension. Music from the skies, if you 
will. Consequently there should have been 
Instructions on the LP jacket, in the tradi
tion of "Play This Record Loud" that 
would read: "To get the most out of the 
spacial qualities of this record spread stereo 
speakers as far apart as possible and hang 
from the ceiling." Not quite as pithy as 
"Turn up the volume,'' but good advice for 
full appreciation of the vastness of Boy's 
carefully planned sonic peaks and valleys. 
Actually, if you're in a lbcation where you 
could bounce sound off the Prudential 
tower, that would be even better. On the 
other hand, U2's "I Will Follow" sounds 
pretty hot even on car speakers. 

Bono: I'd like to see Boy played alot on the 
radio. Let's give Queen and Ted Nugent a 
well-deserved rest. I saw Queen once and 
the first thing Freddie Mercury did was yell 
"Awwl Ryeet." Then I saw him at a Lon
don club and he had five bodyguards to 
protect him and his new moustache. 

Queen, the Clash, the Stones and other 
older groups practice what U2 calls "emo
tional imperialism," preying on adolescent 
insecurity in a philosophy 180 degrees 
away from their own devotion to the posi
tive, childlike emotional energies. Yet the 
band understands that if they're going to 
prove anything, they must confront all 
1ypes of rock lovers. 

Bono: You can't tell me that everyone who 
still likes Pink Floyd are complete assholes. 
There must be a reason (that they still do]. I 
think we're better than Pink Floyd, but un
less we actually confront a Pink Floyd per
son, how's he going to be able to 1ell the 
difference? 

So the purpose of U2's recent jaunt to 

the East Coast was to get a feel for America 
and to confront some of these new audi
ences, people who still think about U2's in 
connection with espionage on the high seas. 
That's why they took a booking at the Par
adise with Barooga, a band lost in time 
somewhere around 1972. But as it turned 
out, most of the Paradise crowd knew 
''what U2 was about," and left before the 
headliners played one tired note. 

U2 arrived on stage all dressed in black, 
purely by coincidence they claim. Adorned 
in the same color I was more than once mis
taken for a member of the road crew. 

Bono: Black's a very strong color. It's like 
our name-ambiguous. Maybe the next 
time we'll all wear white. (OK, just warn 
me.) 

All four had their locks trimmed earlier 
that day at the New Wave hair salon across 
the street from their hotel. Adam needed a 
haircut and the rest followed, reading back 
issues of Boston Rock while they waited 
their turns (there's the plug, where's the 
bonus?). Despite a rushed sound check, the 
band's performance was as relaxed and 
stylish as their spruced-up demeanor. They 
were hot from the first note, dispelling all 
prior reservations-like how much of the 
album's appeal lay with the band and how 
much was due to the knob-twirling mastery 
of Steve Lillywhite? The big sound was still 
there and, surprisingly, the band's infec
tious performance far surpassed their vinyl 
accomplishments. 

Bono: The album could've been rnore ag
gressive, but we didn't want to make a re
cord that would just reproduce the live 
show. Thal would be wrong because they're 
two different mediums. So the record's im
portant in another kind of arena. It works 
well in a living room or car. 
Larry: Alot of American audiences have ac
tually said that they're surprised that a 
group with a very good album, if I do say 
so myself, can come over and back ii up. 

The glitlering set-starter, "11 O'clock Tic 
Toe," was followed by a version of "Ah 
Cat Dubh" that pitted a silky guitar against 
a grating, pulsing bass that nvalled the 
sharp edges of Killing Joke. The song also 
permitted U2 to show off their impressive 
sense of dynamics. When Larry's mix of 
solid funk and rock s1eady beats sat out a 
few bars providing a contrast for the final 
killer chords, the tone for the rest of the set 
was cemented. Each song built and swelled 
like it was the bang 'em up finale. 'The pure 
richness of the group's sound made the 
room seem more spacious and open than it 
really was. Bono, as ecs1atic with the band's 
rapport with the crowd as the audience was 
with the performance of their new fave 
raves. thanked the crowd for their response 
before each of the songs was over. 

U2 carries all the needed aspects of pro
fessionalism, knowing just what is needed 
and what to do about it, without veering 
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toward the sterile grandiose wing of pre
planned rock. Just the opposite. Remember 
1ha1 their keyword is emotion. And their 
outpour of emotion is possible because 
these four guys are so damned sure of 
themselves and what they're doing. A nice 
linle base of self-confidence from which to 
emote. When this much self-assuredness is 
involved things can rapidly degenerate into 
self-important cockiness. 

Blinking out from each of Bono's stroll
ing gestures and attempted high notes were 
neon signs annoncing how much he was 
really going to enjoy every step of the 
road to becoming "the next big thing." 
But his over-eagerness didn't seem 10 both
er anyone much at the Paradise, because it 
was enthusiasm over ego. And the convic
tion and energy with which he and the rest 
play, like a band fresh out of the garage, 
belies the fact that they've been together as 
long as Carter was President. 

U2 ended their first Beantown set with 
"I Will Follow," the sure-bet single from 
the LP. That the band would come back 
for at least one encore was taken for grant· 
ed. But the crowd, still in an ecstatically 
dazed state, forced a second one when 1hey 
succeeded in drowning out the piped-in 
music that plays during intermission. U2, 
as happily dazed as the audience, took this 
chance 10 serve up the other sure-bet from 
the LP, "Out Of Control," and promise 
that they'd be back in a few months. 

The whole aura of the evening was remi
niscent of the first time the B-S2's played 
the club. There were only about 40 or 50 
people there, but both crowd and band ap· 
preciated the uniqueness of the night. Every 
gig since then that the 52's have played in 
Boston has sold out. And now with a larger 
"local scene" you can be sure that the 
word-of-mouth on these Irish boys will be 
even more extensive (Southie night at the 
Paradise?). 

Bono: The emotion (that word again] gets 
through to these people. There was an 
openness ... Emotion is everything. Behind 
every tartan-shirted American is a heart, 
and the heart is what's affected by music. 
BR: People like to be excited. 
Bono: / like to be excited. l get excited on 
stage. I'm excited by writing music, creating 
something out of nothing. 

The first trip from Dublin to London had 
not been as smooth. The reception was ini
tially very restrained. Crowds were standing 
around sussing the band out, waiting for 
something they had heard on the radio. 

Bono: They can be so cold over there ... It 
took a long time to get through, but we 
broke the emotional barriers. 

So the band was obviously pleased that 
the Paradise crowd went crazy. 

Bono: I don't care if there weren't 3000 
people. That kind of reaction, that feed
back, that's my pay ... America has taken a 

while to warm up to the new music. But 
now is the time. Things are going to change. 
The quality is still around and all the crap 
has settled down. The Sex Pistols set the 
stage for now. The Pistols played some hot 
music, but it wasn't the truth. 1976 was a 
con trick. At Sid Vicious' last concert he 
said, "Ever get the feeling you've been tak
en for a ride?" I'm sort of glad they didn't 
really make it. 
BR: Most of America was unaware that 
they existed. · 
Bono: America's not as caught up in fash
ions and trends as England is, though the 
conserva1ism here is a stumbling block for 
new bands. Some groups come over from 
England and expect it to happen straight· 
away. But the scene is just working its way 
up now. I'm glad America didn't immedi
ately jump to the next fashion and dye its 
hair red (ever been to Miami Beach?). The 
English think "We went for it, why didn't 
they?" I think it's more like "We Jell for 
it, why didn't they?" 
BR: Why has it taken so long for all this to 
surface? 
Bono: Punk and the whole new rock move
ment were tagged with a sour, negative im
age. Tony Wilson of factory Records 
blamed the bad image on two people: Mal· 
colm McLaren, because of the sham he 
pulled with the Sex Pistols; and Ian Curtis 
(vocalist for Joy Division) because he died. 
Tony really thought Ian would be the one to 
bring it through. 
BR: Who do you listen to now? 
Bono: There aren't many contemporaries 
that we like. Talking Heads is one group .. 
My brother played early Who records all 
the time. Then I listened to Lou Recd, Vel
vet Underground, David Bowie. Now I'm 
mainly in hearing new bands ... You know, 
there are lots of ways to be "original." The 
Plasmatics for instance. You can take off 
your T-shirt and rub shaving cream all over 
your body. And alot of bands will go to the 
far right or the far left just to make "new" 
sounds, but they leave emotion behind. 
There are more subtle ways of being origin
al. 
BR: Do you think of U2 as being in the 
same category as other "big-sounding" 
groups like Echo and Teardrop ... ? 
Bono: People try to put us in with those 
groups, but we were around before them. 
Edge had developed his guitar sound way 
before any of those groups ... We're not 
part of them. They don't really perform. 
Larry: Echo and the Bunnymen arc a group 
l really like, with a good album. But they're 
boring to watch, they just sit on stage. 
Bono: They have a good LP and I think Ian 
McCulloch has something to say. It's their 
way and I won't try to knock it. But our 
way is to not hold back. It must be 1000/o. 
BR: If you play music that doesn't evoke 
much emotion from the people who are 
playing it, it's real likely that you won't get 
much of a response out of the audience. 
Bono: Tha1's what I think. There are peO· 
pie who just haven't got it in them, and 
they can't pretend. There aren't many 
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bands in the world that can join with an 
audieoce and have a totally uplifting effect. 
You can name them on two hands ... The 
Who ... Springsteen's supposed to have that 
effect. That feeling of emotion when people 
just let it out. I felt it tonight. 
BR: The Who? The Boss? Aren't they past 
their prime? -
Bono: Yeah, probably. John Lydon said 
that after 15 days of touring it all becomes 
routine, but I disagree. We've been touring 
4 months, pushing ourselves to the limit. I 
haven't seen this band not give. We've gone 
on when we're really sick with the flu ... It's 
the struggle that's important, that makes it 
real again every night. There's no excuse! If 
you don't really feel like it, you must strug
gle against that feeling. People see through 
pretend. Ir a band can't do it for real, then 
people shouldn't go to see them! 
BR: I think a lot of the big arena crowds 
react more to their drugs and the social 
event of it all .. 
Bono: I find drugs incredibly boring. I asso
ciate them with Pink Floyd, heavy metal, 
pretend emotion, masks.. The TV age 
bombards this generation with images that 
people watching try to live up to-stardom, 
perfect figures, happiness and eternal bliss. 
And then they look in the mirror and say 
"This isn't going to work." That's all 
wrong. Music's a celebration of who you 
are, not what you're running away from. 
Drugs are an easy way out. 
BR: Yeah, but drugs can be fun. 
Bono: A lot of people say it helps them get 
an insight into themselves. I don't believe 
it. I think that's a cul de sac. 

Drugs can interfere. But there are a lot of 
groups they would make easier to listen to. 
And some sedatives might be useful for 1he 

mobs in Belfast, then in the grips of a hun
ger strike and the site of a U2 concert a tew 
days after the band returned home. There 
would be a lot of tension pent up inside the 
concert-a;oers and U2 hoped the music 
could act as a "release valve" for people. 

Bono: Instead of directing your energies, 
negatively, into busting somebody's head 
open, you can direct them, positively, into 
letting yourself go and appreciating what's 
going down on stage. 

[They ask if there's much vandalism in 
the US. We give weak laughs.) 

Bono: There are very few phone boxes in 
Ireland. Kids eat them. Seriously. And they 
also like to take hubcaps off of cars as 
they're passing by. 
Larry: These guys-15, 16, even younger
they rob cars and 1hen sort of let the police 
know they've robbed the car. They let the 
police chase them and then they ram the 
police cars and get out. The police have 
been told not to follow these cars. 
Bono: It could only happen in treland. It's 
literally a fashion in Dublin, this art of po
lice car ramming. You've got to ram the po
lice car so it can't move but you still can. 
BR: Boston has the highest auto theft rate 
in the US. · 
Bono: It's the Irish then. It must be second 
nature ... J stole a car once, a big car. I'm 
not very proud of it. But I did bring it 
back. 
Larry: (laughs) He felt very guilty on 1he 
way and turned around. 
Bono: I couldn't drive very straight. 
Larry: (still laughing) Yeah, he learned how 
to drive in someone else's poor car. 
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by Greg Reibman 

It's another overly-crowded night at the 
Underground. The four members of the 
British band Au Pairs are about halfway in
io their opening set when they slide into a 
superb rendition of their current single 
"It's Obvious." Guitarists Lesley Woods' 
and Paul Foad's instruments carefully col
lide, speed-up and crash into each other 
again. Lesley sings and Paul gently echos 
her chorus of "you're equal-but different" 
and "it's obvious." 

Behind them, almost hidden in the cor
ner, bassist Jane MunrOC'" is slowly coming 
to life. Always a strong constant in the Au 
Pairs' bass-heavy sound, Jane is happily 
skanking away. Meanwhile percussionist 
Pete Hammond (in a borrowed Skunk Piss 
Mag T-shirt!) is diligently picking up the 
tempo. Another verse. Another chorus. 
And more splendid trade-offs between Paul 
and Lesley. Just !hen, without warning, 
Pete begins rattling away on the flip side of 
a large stand-up ashtray .. 

'' Rat-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta. Rat-ta-ta-ta-ta-ta.•• 
The guitars gracefully drop out but 

Jane's bass continues to offer a sharp con-
1rast to the piercing sound of the inverted 
ashtray. Lesley dances around the cramped 
stage singing "you're equal-but different, 
you're equal-but different." And Paul 
adds, "it's obvious." 

The Underground is in a frenzy. There is 
only a minimal amount of pushing tonight 
-and all of it is in the direction of- rile 
stage. 

Since their first gig, exactly two years 
ago this month, Au Pairs have been greeted 
with "mostly positive" reviews and a large 
cult following-but up until recently almost 
no record company interest. "We were of
fered a few deals with big record compan
ies," Pete explains, "but they weren't 
worth doing because basically you just get 
used as a company tax loss. They sign you 
and put out your record-bu! they don't 
help much distributing it-or bother letting 
anybody know it's out. It's just a big rip 
off."' 

On the other hand many companies 1ha1 
might otherwise be interested in the Au 
Pairs seemingly commercial music have 
been hesitant to approach them. This was 
due to their reputation for being involved in 
numerous political benefit concerts, and the 
subsequent press they generated. "We've 
been labeled a political band,'' Pete con
tinues. ''And well, we are a political band .. 
and we're not." 

"We sing about everyday things in life," 
Paul adds, "and that's politics as far as 
we're concerned. But we're not preaching 
to anybody, although hopefully from what 
we do people will think, yeah, maybe that's 
a different way of looking at things." 

One of the Au Pairs' songs that original
ly caused the biggest waves was the song 
they opened with, "Cum Again." Intro
duced by Lesley as a song about "faking 
orgasms," it was banned by the BBC and a 
member of that station's staff referred to 
the group as "perverts." 

Two songs later they did "Armargh" in 
which Lesley sinis about 1he "horrible liv
ing conditions" of a British-run prison in 
Northern Ireland. Of course the Northern 
Irish Catholics are the ones who waqJ 
that country to be independent from Great 
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Brilain so naturally, says Lesley, "When a 
Protestant reviewer got hold of the song he 
really became quite paranoid and accused 
us of sloganeering." 

But, I asked, isn't that what you were 
doing? 

"No,'' Lesley pronounced. "If I was on 
some sort of crusade I wouldn't be singing 
about it-I'd probably just go over and 
plant a bomb, or join a terrorist army. I 
just think it's better to get up and sing a 
song like 'Armargh' than get up and do 
something like 'Some Girls Do-Some 
Girls Don't."' 

"People used to label us as a political 
band," she contined, "and that had certain 
connotations. But those connotations have 
changed because bands like UB-40 and the 
Beat also do political songs and they've had 
big hits." 

And with these changes seems to have ar· 
rived a shift in the band's luck. More than a 
year ago they released an independent single 
financed from their own savings. Thal re
cord ("You" b/w "Domestic Departure" 
and "Kerb Crawler") has since sold out and 
is impossible to find. But now the Au Pairs 
have released their second record ("It's Ob
vious" b/w "Diet") through a newly 
formed label called Human Records. (The 
Slits have also recently signed to Human.) 
"1t's been quite a good deal," Lesley hap
pily relates, "we retain control over exac1ly 
what we're doing and yet they can offer us 
national distribution. It's already gotten 
daytime Radio One airplay, which is quite 
an accomplishment.'' 

Au Pairs: Lesley, Paul, Jane, Pete 

The Au Pairs' first visit to America 
brought them only to Boston and New 
York. So far they have no US record plans 
-but they hope to tour our country more 
... x,ensively in the springtime .. Judging by 
both the success of "It's Obvious" and the 
rest of the excellent material performed at 
the Underground we have every reason to 
expect more first class Au Pairs' records in 
!he very near future. 

In addition to show-stopping originals 
like ''Monogamy," "Dear John" and the 
cynical "Love Song" they did a killer cover 
of Janis Joplin's "Piece Of My Heart" 
(using that same kind of marvelous trade
off between Lesley and Paul as they did for 
"It's Obvious") and David Bowie's "Repe-
1ition." 

But for me the high point of the evening, 
the moment that earned my highest respect, 
came during another original, "Give An9 
Take." Coming on the heels of "It's Ob
vious" and the overwhelming positive re-
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sponse thal song earned from the audience, 
Pete began experiencing technical problems 
with his drums. With Pete out of commis
sion, the rest of the band chose not to break 
the momentum and stop mid-song (as we've 
all seen a million other bands do) but to 
keep playing. 

After fiddling on the noor with his bass 
pedal for a few moments, Pete realized 
whal his cohorts were doing, scrapped his 
repair efforts and began thrashing on his 
one still-usable drum. 

The Au Pairs' make-the-best.of-a-bad· 
situation attitude is extremely refreshing. A 
lot of lesser bands would have stalked off 
the stage-later placing the blame on the 
small Underground stage or lousy (ren1ed) 
equipment. Bui for this band it represents 
an aspect of the group that unfortunately is 
overshadowed by their political dealings, 
and that is, their absolute commitment to 
being an outstanding rock and roll dance 
band. And they arc. That's obvious. 
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RED 
ALERT 
by Mr. B 

Though not the sentimental type I've al
ways had a soft spot for the BF/VF (Bos
ton Film/ Video Foundation) and their Red 
Alert events in particular. Red Alerts were 
the brainchild or Kathy Izzo who had the 
foresight and courage to provide Boston 
with some exposure to creative music, film, 
video and theatre in the rock idiom. And 
thanks to Red Alert, I met my sweetie 
(nearly a year ago today) as a result of their 
"Shellshock Rock" showing. Together we 
went hand-in-hand to each and every Red 
Alen happening in 1980. 

It was a matter of time until the landlord 
evicted the BF/ VF from their Allston loca
tion and Kathy Izzo burned herself out. 
Luckily for Boston both are in action again. 
The BF/ VF has reopened its doors at 1126 
Boylston Street, Boston and Kathy is al· 
ready planning a new series of Red Alens. 
The first event, scheduled Friday, February 
13, is titled ''Romance And Water,'' a song 
and dance performance featuring none oth· 
er than Kathy herself. Because the new lo· 
cation is quite small (holding approximately 
200 people), future events will be even more 
low. key and eclectic than those at the for
mer location. 

A couple of weeks back Kathy gave us a 
taste of things to come, and raised some 
money in the process, by holding a Red 
Alert ben_efit at t~Underground-:-13~ all 
accounts 1t was-great fun, nuuy and Jam
packed. To add to the confusion, Steve 
Stain was the master of ceremonies , intro
ducing the bands and displaying an AP
PLAUSE sign at appropriate intervals. 
Steve looked very dapper in an outfit 
adorned with cotton balls and his fashion-

able doggie-do hair style (plastic dog bone 
and all). Chic at its peak. And then there 
was music: 

Starting the festivities were the Fuckin' 
Barbies and they were fuckin' wonderful. 
These nine.odd strutting singers accompan
ied themselves with anything and everything 
that made noise (pots, metal chairs, broken 
drums). The highlight of their set was "She 
Didn't Have Eyebrows, She Painted Them 
In" which also rhymed with "She was al
ways on diets, but never got thin." With 
those two lines you have the complete lyrics 
to the song. 

Ex-Rental and Manhattan Project-ite, 
Jane Hudson, crooned some trashy ballads 
accompanying herself with tape recorded 
background music. Very camp, though 
things didn't really click till "Love For 
Sale," bul how can you top that? 

Science and The Good Life began their 
first and only number behind a hand-held 
curtain humming and dancing along with a 
pre-recorded calypso melody. The five or so 
cast members then launched into a real-life 
advertisement for the American good life. 
As the barker proclaimed America's offer
ings for the good life, a scantily clad hostess 
passed out cigars, croissants, brownies, 
whistles, and Alka Seltzer 10 the eager 
throng. An inevitable food fight ensued, 
prodded on by the barker's encouragement. 
But suddenly ... Stop the music ... Have we 
forgotten about the fate of the hostages in 
Iran? A woman screamed the message to 
the audience-was it fair that the hostages 
were deprived of the good life? Appropri
ately, an empty cigar box was passed 
around for donations. No doubt the 17¢ 

~t~t ~:~~7er~'~!~~~-st;~; 
five happy winners walked away with a 
brand·spankin' new copy of the Revolu
tionary Worker newspaper. And isn't that 
what America is all about? 

Next up were Mission of Burma. Though 
playing a fine set, they looked rather staid 
in comparison to the kaos of the earlier 

David Hild 

performers. Ex-Girl David Hild next played 
a short but excellent set with notable side
people such as Judy Grunwald (ex-Maps), 
Roger Miller (Mission of Burma guitarist), 
Michael (Shutup and Chinese Girlfriends) 
and the inimitable Steve Stain. Good stuff. 

:~~e~:t~:~:i::1r:~ ~~s\~~ evening with 

Kathy isn't planning the future Red 
Alerts to be as extravagant as the benefit 
but they're sure to be at least as much fun. 
Thanks again Kathy. 



TheRin,,_ _________ _ 

The Rings 
(MCA Records, LP) 

There's been some inane speculation that the 
Rings have copped the Cars' style on their debut 
release for MCA. You can only believe this 
view if you don't listen to the album, because the 
Rings do manage to carve out their -own easily 
identifiable sound. If the Cars are a smoothly 
running '66 T·Bird that pulls up next to the 
Rings in their Mercedes truck carrying half a ton 
of herb, that's the only similarity-they run on 
the same street. 

It's unusual for a major label to entrust the 
production of an entire recording debut 10 a 
band, but the Rings were allowed to do just that. 
with surprisingly objective results. The instru· 
men1s were recorded in New York at Electric 
Lady and vocals in town at lntermedia. The re· 
suiting ten songs spotlight the band's precision 
in the studio without leading to any forced mech· 
anization or stiffness. The humor and looseness 
of the Rings' attitude has always positively col
ored their live shows alongside an especially 
sharp rhythmic assault and Mark Sutton's bJaz. 
ing guitar. This ''looseness'' permeates the entire 
record, inspiring !he songs and driving this re
viewer back for more and more. The Rings sound 
like they belong there, nobody's nervous and 
everybody's smiling 'cause the group's ideas 
didn't gel lost in the translation onto tape. 

The LP starts wit Ii "Opposites Attract," a 
cute reggae powered ditty about bauling sexes. 
Co-written by singer/guitarist Mike Baker and 
Casey Lindstrom of New Models fame, this song 
seems like an odd choice for the record's opener 
because in the entire set il's one of the weaker 
songs. "Opposites Anrac1" does establish a cou· 
pie points, though; one notices instantly that the 
group is not just a 4/4 rock army because they 
try a reggae tune and as the LP unfolds the !is· 
iener notices that the Rings actually do enjoy reg
gae. Also, the song features a rap vocal by Baker 
that might have been written out but sounds im
provised and one gets the feeling that this LP will 
be much more than just a rigid studio assembty 
job. 

In rocks "Who's She Dancing With" on a 
burst of menacing guitar feedback. Those who 
are hearing the Rings for the first time quickly 
realize that they're not dealing with just a reggae 
band now. The chorus is nicely syncopated with 
acoustic guitar darting in and adding bite to some 
of the LP's best harmonies. "This One's For The 
Girls" is a choppy popper relying on a chicken 
strutting guitar and vocal replies of "Uh Oh
Oht" to provide a hook. Two other highlights 
are the new versions of the songs that started all 
this hoopla about the .Rings last year, "Let Me 
Go" and "I Need Strange." Both are steady, 
thumping rockers that break dishes al only 90 
decibels. The reggae.rock duality that courses 
through The Rings is again displayed on the final 
two songs. ''Too Much Of Nothing" is a happy. 
go-lucky skanking tune that puts a smile on your 
face and then "Third Generation" rushes in on a 
scream of infernal guitars to add the final excla
mation point. 

With so much going for this record (easily this 
city's best debut since The Car.t), it's difficult to 
pick best song, but "Got My Wish" gets my 
vote. The song picks up on Day #I after Mr. X 
has just been released from imprisonment and 
builds in emotional excitement in a tersely° throb
bing beat and Bob Gifford's dramatic singing. 
You see, Day #I outside the wall is Mr. X's last, 
he can't handle it and pushes the button. It all 
proves that you can never know for sure what is 
going to hit you at the next moment and the 
Rings don't know either. They seem to have pre
pared themselves admirably, though; the varied 
rhythms. production, and performance all hold 
up and gel s1ronger with age. It's guaranteed to 
be a big hit record in Boston, but what about 
Tulsa, Oklahoma? I hope the Rings get their 
wish. (Carter Alan) 

EMs Costelllo---------
Trust 
(F·Beat Records, LP) 

Elvis has done it again, another album of clas
sic pop. Fourteen tracks and not one's a dud. Of 

course one could accuse Elvis of playing it safe, 
by keeping to tried and tested formulas, how
ever, when he does it it's so bloody good that 
such charges just won'! stick. The songs often 
sound familiar yet never predictable; the ar· 
rangements twist and turn, absorbing various in. 
fluences and styles, but invariably the end result 
is a unique and personal sound. An eclectic LP. 
this is the work of a true craftsman. 

Side one opens with the single "Clubland," a 
sarcastic view of seedy club life, perhaps refer. 
ring to London's East End. h's strong with a 
good hook and should be a hit. 

Following this is "Lover's Walk," which re· 
lies mainly on an assortment of percussive ef
fects and some rather bare piano. The vocals are 
restrained and mixed lower than usual, and, like 
the lyrics, the effect is harsh and dry. "You'll 
Never Be A Man" reminds me of the 60's Mo
town sound, driving funky R&B. Very danceable 
this one. "Pretty Words" and "White Knuck
les" are reminiscent of earlier material, especial
ly the characteristic uptempo "boom.chick" 
drums and subtle organ droning in the back
ground. 

"Strict Time," like several other tracks on 
this album, relies heavily on piano and layered 
cross.rhythms, sounding almost like early Doo-
bie Brothers, particularly the guitar intro. The 
lyrical tone remains as cynical as ever. "Luxem. 
bourg" and "Fish 'n Chip Paper" are straight
out rock 'n' rollers right down 10 the authentic 
dance.hall sound (courtesy of Nick Lowe's pro
duction) and twangy guitar solos. 

My favorite on this album is "New Laced 
Sleeves'' which, afler a sparse, vaguely reggae. 
tinged beginning, develops into a real pop master 
piece. Very effective and thoughtful instrumen. 
talion. 

The last three tracks I 'll mention are as differ· 
ent from each other as the rest of the material on 
this record. "From A Whisper To A Scream," 
with its high.energy raucous guitars and shared 
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vocals (Squeeze's Glen Tilbrook handles the vo
cals), is probably as close to hard rock as Elvis 
will ever get. Hopefully, anyhow. Still it's a good 
song and is absorbing enough, if only as a curios- · 
ity. Likewise, "Different Finger" which is pure 
country with even a delayed reverb guitar solo 
and Nashville-s1yle piano licks. The most sur
prising track is "Shot With His Own Gun," a 
powerful, melancholy vocal/ acoustic piano duet. 
A sensitive song without being corny or preten
tious. Emotional and convincing. 

My only complaints about this record is that 
due to the number of cuts on each side, the indi
vidual songs are a little short, and often seem to 
fade out too early, rather like singles. In fact, 
this album could be summed up as being another 
collection of great singles. Recommended. 
(Mark Fisher) 

Tennie Komar and the Sllence'>----
Future Stories 
(Spirit Records, 12" EP) 

TK and the Silencers kinda remind me of Lene 
Lovich and Human Sexual Response in outer 
space. Unfortunately, they take the least admira
ble traits of both. 

When Ms. Lovich arrived on the scene, her 
quirky push.button phone voice sounded new 
and fresh, but on most cuts here, Ms. Komar 
sounds close to a parody of Lovich, and it can 
get on your nerves. That's why tracks like "It's 
So Tragic" work best-she's singing like herself. 

Like HSR, Komar's comrades sing such hu· 
morous songs as "S.I.G.H.S." (which stands for 
Sexual Identification Gender Hotline Service) 
with such seriousness that the jokes gets lost 
somewhere along the line. Unless, of course, it's 
suppsed to be serious, in which case they're 
worse off than I thought. 

Which brings us to outerspace, so to speak. 
Ms. Komar and CO•writer/Silencer Jonathan 

BELLE VISAGE 

Shade handle science fiction with no real origin. 
ality-jeez, even Paul McCartney has a song 
called "1985"! In "Slippery Jack," lines like 
"The way I wipe out those loathsome sluts/I 
think I deserve some applause" are hard to take 
considering the recent actions of !he Yorkshire 
Ripper. (Harold Lepidus) 

FireEngln,._ ________ _ 

GET UP AND USE ME b/ w Everything's Roses 
(Codex Communications, import 45) 

These Scottish bands get noisier and noisier. 
Fire Engines is the latest in a line of noise-pop 
bands, following the ranks of Orange Juice and 
Josef K. (Odd names too!) On first listen the 
music is instantly irritating. And on subsequent 
listens too, by the by. The sound is an abrasive 
blend of cheap twangy guitars played foll vol
ume on cheap amplifiers in someone's basement. 
The vocals scream and break. But it's fun . 
There's something magically honest in the deliv. 

1ery of these songs. I wouldn't tamper with them 
if I could. Recommended. (Mr. 8) 

Jack Dartln1<---------
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS b/w Cat Woman 
(Open Eye Records, 45) 

With this package you receive a picture sleeve, 
a regular sleeve, lyrics, and a poster. You also get 
this black, round piece of plastic. 

I won't discuss the A·side (which I hate), but 
will spend some time on the terrific B·side. "Cal 
Woman" is a melodic hard-rocker with some 
good lines ("She's so cute you want to pet her"), 
along with some insipid ones ("Moves like a leo
pard/She knows where it's at"). It may not be 
purr.feet, but the meowing guitars make it sound 
like something Julie Newmar would be proud of. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

A Cut Into The Future 
$5.00 off all cutting and crazy color services with this ad 
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Clash-----------
HITSVILLE UK b/w Radio One 
{CBS,45) 

I can sympathize that the Clash may be bored 
playing )-chord thrjishers and reel the need 10 

stretch out and ei:pcriment, but ~omewhere along 
the line they seem to have lose something vital. 
They may still be convinced in what they're do
ing but it certainly doesn't sound like it. "Hits
,·ille UK," with its magic organ intro and faci le 
jingle-bells-type melody, just doesn't cut it. In 
context the lyric\ ~eem trite and condescending; 
Mick Jone~ and Ellen Foley sound about a~ ex
citing as an amateur carol singing group. 

"Radio One" is more interesting; a light
hearted dub with toaster Mickey Dread at the 
controh. Hea,y on the drum~ and lots or revert,. 
Recommended for "Radio One" only. (Mark 
Fi~her) 

XTC -----------
SGT ROCK (IS GO ING TO HELP ME) blw 
I i,;ing Through \nother Cuba1Generals And 
\lajor\ 
(Virgin, 4~) 

This i~ dcfinitelv good \'alue "Sgt. Rock" 
cakes a humorous look at the little guy who looks 
up to a hCro, the aptly named Sg1. Rock. The 
music reminds me or Sgt. Pepper era Beatles, es
pecially the vocals and "one-to-the-beat" guitar 
chords. 

"Livi ng Through Another Cuba" and "Gen
erals and MaJors" are both live "ersions, and al
though the recording su ffers a bit, the energy 
le~el more than compensates. Also included with 
this single is a free poster of the band and an 
amusing cartoon sequence set to the lyrics of 
"Sgt. Rock ." Recommended . (Mark Fisher) 

Tools-----------
HARD WORK b/ w The Road Forever 
(Subterranean Records, 45) 

The Tools are a high energy, dare I say punk, 
outfit from California, all buzzsaw guitars, 
pumping bass and drums and spat-out vocals. 
"Hard Work" is the bes1 thrasher I've heard for 
a rang 1ime, and with lines like "We gotta fight 
but it ain't Iran, •· these guys mean business. Re
commended. (Mark Fisher) 

N111iveTongu,o---------< 
MISTER ZERO b/w Jumping At You 
{local demo 1ape) 

S1ill more good music from Boston. Native 
Tongue is a brand new three piece from the Re
vere/Everett area. They'll start playing clubs in 
early February. 

"Mister Zero" is a slow rhythmic ballad using 
jerky thumping bass. funky drums and a delicate 
guitar line. As odd as it seems, it sounds quite 
nice. 

"Jumping At You" is a fast-paced rockabilly. 
type rocker. There's a good bounce to it and the 
discordant harmonies give the song a real fresh 
sou nd. That's two good songs so far . Keep an 
ear open for these guys. (Mr. B) 

lnduslry---------
(Metro Records, 12" EP) 

"We Do Crazy 
Colors, 
Cellophanes And 
Specialize In 
Rock Band Stage 
Presence1

' 

RObERT dEVEREAUX 

-..NEWWAVE 
lwRWON_ 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
261-9131 

It may or may not be deliberate on the part of 
the musicians involved, but this EP certainly 
seems designed to enhance nitrous o,i:ide abuse. 
It has much of that same digitized, strobing 
deja-vu that you get when truly gassed. This nifty 
effect is accomplished through the clever use of 
double-speed (pixie) percussion, sequencer, 
synth and the occasional modulated vocals. Two 
guys are responsible for this, and while I don't 
know if they can pull it off live, they do OK on 
record. Wouldja pass me that balloon now? 
Thanks. What did I just say? (Jim Puccio) 

In Cameno----------
lVSongs 
(4AD, import 12" EP) 

It never ceases to amaze me how if you scratch 
beneath the surface of the texture-rock segment 
of the new wave community (the 4AD crowd, the 
Factory crowd, U2 etc.), you come up with Teu
tonic psychedelia. If you don't believe me. get 
ahold of Can's Monster Movie, Amon Duul's 
Tanz Derlemminge. any Neu!, any Faust ... I'm 
ranling again. Sorry. 

In Camera ought to appeal to the Bauhaus 
fans. The approach is similar and of course they 
both have that 4AO sound. This particular re
cord is mostly composed of layers of guitar dis
sonance, a crisply repetitive rhythm section and 
relatively infrequent vocals (some backwards), 
although one cut, "The Conversation," violates 
the st ructure by substituting a pensive, Enoesque 
piano for the guitar. All in all, the EP achieves a 
nice balance between the subtle and the direct. 
(Jim Puccio) 

Throbbing Grbllo-------
SOMETHING CAME OVER ME b/w Sub
human 
(Industrial Records, import 45) 

Once again, Throbbing Gristle is out 10 prove 

that they're the sickest band going. Consider the 
A-side, extolling the virtues of juvenile mastur
bation. Now consider the B-side, wailing a paean 
to mass murder and genocide. Nummy, right? If 
you can stand the cover graphics, then this re
cord and its electronic aesthetic presentation of 
the aforementioned concepts arc probably for 
you. (Jim Puccio) 

Cabaret Vollairo-------
SECONDS TOO LATE b/ w Control Addict 
(Rough Trade Records, import 45) 

Cabaret Voltaire's recent vinyl output has been 
a satisfying refinement of their particular brand 
of eleclronic new wave, starting with the Three 
Mantras LP on through Voitce Of America and 
this single. 

Any number of different types of electronic 
devices, from echo-unit to amplitude modulator 
ar~ used here, and the result is somewhere be
tween the industrial and the relaxing. Abrasive 
yet strangely non-abrasive. Something about the 
Cab Volts has always reminded me of Boston's 
own defunct Ground Zero. I think it's their atti
tude, or maybe the use of cybernetic terms in 
their song titles. Perhaps it's just this urge I get 
to l'ind a good bomb shelter. (Jim Puccio) 

Monly Pylho,n---------
1 BET THEY WON'T PLAY THIS SONG ON 
THE RADIO b/w Sit On My Face/Farewell To 
John Denver 
(Arista,EP) 

This must be the world's shortest EP-lt 
clocks in at just under two minutes. All three 
bits are humorous, but ultimately forgetable. 
The best of these is ''Sit On My Face,'' which is 
performed with a marching band. The John Den
ver thing has recently been banned, seeing as the 
bland one gets strangled, and the would-be vic
tim complained about it. (Harold Lepidus) 

Alan Veg,_ ________ _ 

Alan Vega 
(Ze/PVC Records) 

My initial reaction on listening to this piece of 
plastic is to wonder why someone would even 
bother to record such a collection of uninspiring, 
derivative, monotonous dreck. No doubt the 
sleeve is enough to put most people off. You 
know-Vega in a leather jacket, slashy pink cre
dits, and song titles like "Jukebox Babe," 
"Kung Fu Cowboy," and "Speedway." 

The songs drone on and on around insipid 
country/rockabilly jingle-jangle guitar and play
by-numbers bass lines, punctuated by the odd bit 
of harmonica and rhythm box. Vega seems con
tent to chant a rew simple lines over the top. Ima
gine Elvis Presley on Quaaludes and you've got 
the picture. 

The overall atmosphere conjured up by this re
cord is extreme tedium. Recommended for term
inally hip heroin users only; I suggest everyone 
else give it a wide berth. A bit naf to say the least. 
(Mark Fisher) 

Taxi Boy,,_ ________ _ 

Can't Kick/ Down To You b/ w Up Is Up, Some 
Love Like Yours 
(Star-Rhythm Records, local EP) 

In their prime the Real Kids were the best band 
in Boston. And while I hate to judge this new 
group by standards set from one fourth of its 
membership, ex-Real Kid John Felice's total 
dominance in the Taxi Boys makes the connec
tion unavoidable. All four songs on this EP 
sound like thinly produced out-takes from the 
classic Red Star Kids' album. Only these sessions 
sadly miss the dynamic rhythm section of Alpo 
(now a Nervous Eater), Howie Ferguson (of the 
Lyres) and riveting guitarist Billy Borgioli (now 
or occassionally in the Classic Ruins). These new 
(?) songs and band, including veteran guitarist 
Billy Cole, are OK. But big deal. (Greg Reib
man) 



,sx•sn, 
Levi Dexter and the RJpcordl,----
"l'm Gone"/"lt's The Beat" b/w "Catfight"/ 
"21 Days In Jail" 
(Mistral Records, import EP) 

Aha! Mayher there is something to this so
called rockabilly afler all! On the heels of an ex
tremely disappointing single by the highly touted 
Stray Cats (a top five UK hit that received rave 
reviews from virtually every British rag) it's re
freshing to hear something with a little more 
balls. The best two numbers here are perhaps the 
snarling "Catfight" and the slinky "It's The 
Beat." But all four songs are classy, no frills. up
tempo rockers. Unquestionably this is the best 
record of the month. 

It's sadly ironic that Britain should be the 
place to rediscover this American-derived music. 
And we just had our chance too, for up until last 
year Levi Dexter with his old band Levi and The 
Rockats (see BR #5) had been regularly touring 
the US. Dexter has since left the Rockats and 
formed the Ripcords in England. Herc's hoping 
that this time around, Dexter, and rockabilly, 
get some much deserved attention. (Greg Reib
man) 

Modern Englls;n--------
GATHERING OUST b/w Tranquility Of A 
Summer Moment 
(4AD, import 45) 

"Gathering Oust" starts off just right. The 
bass slowly strums a few chords. the drums 
build a steady thumping beat and the song takes 
off as a full speed rocker. An accent of sweeping 
symhesizer (though a bit unnecessary) and some 
horns are added for good measure. Very power
ful and quite likeable. 

On !he other hand "Tranquility ... ·· is as dull 
as the title suggests. lt"s a very slow build-up of 
sound that never seems to go anywhere. The con
cept is alright. It' s the execution that leaves 
something to be desired. Corny but recommend
ed. (Mr. 8) 

HI Sheriffs of Blu,,-------
AIN'T BUT SWEET 16 b/w My Big Vacation 
(Roller Skate Records, 45) 

Further dissonance and distortion from ex
Girls' guitarist Mark Dagley and his NYC-based 
band. It's not as clever as I might have hoped ... 
and it sure does give me a headache. I think Dag
ley will consider the headache part a compliment. 
(Write: 342 W. 47th IEF, NY, NY 10036) (Greg 
Reibman) 

Valentine's/Birthday Bash 
Benefit 

with 

LOU MIAMI & the KOZMETIX 
Boys Life 

Swingers Resort 
White Women 

At the Rat 
Feb. 11 Only$4.00 

The Space Negr--------
Go Commercial 
(Arf Arf Records. local 45) 

There's the weirdest damn mid-winier bug go
ing around these days. It drives people to put 
numerous eeny-we~ny toonz on single pieces of 
plastic. Morgan-Fish.-r's had it twice already. It 
forced him to record The Pocket Library of Un
usual Film Music and Miniatures (stilt the classic 
of the genre). It infected the Residems until they 

finallly got The Residents Commerical Album 
ou1 of their {collective) system. And now local 
Erik Lindgren (alias 1he Space Negroes) has evi
dently con1rac1ed a case too, poor guy. 

Lindgren's symptoms are remarkably similar 
to the Residents'. Nole the protruding rhythm 
box, rc1rac1cd synth noodles and obsession with 
the "commercial" conccpl. Of special note arc 
the facts that he is not black nor particularly 
spacy, although the Yardbirds' cover "Happen
ings Ten Years' Time Ago" is a nice ges1ure in 
1hat direc1ion. (Jim Puccio) 



renews 
Near the Soft Boys EP'------
KINGDOM OF LOVE b/ w Vegetable Man/ 
Strange 
(Armageddon, import EP) 

From the label that broughl you Knox's ver
\ ion of Syd Barrett's "Gigolo Aunt" (BR 5, 7), 
"' have an EP by more of Syd's fans, featuring 
the very tall Robyn Hitchcock. who helped on 
the aforementioned Knox single. 

This single is even a bigger treat for Sydo
philes as "Vegetable Man (Where Are You)" is 
an unreleased Barrett / Pink Floyd single from 
1969. The Soft Boys' version features detached 
vocals, light instrumentation, and psychedelic 
effects that sound as Syd would have wanted. 
The back of the sleeve has a cartoon of the song 
drawn by Hitchcock. 

Both "Kingdom Of Love" and "Strange" are 
originals penned by Hilchcock, and are equally 
as enjoyable as "Vegetable Man," even if Syd 
had nothing directly to do with them. "King
dom" is an upbeat song that could have been 
wrinen in 1966. The way Robyn says, "King
dom of Lo-uh-of" is jusl perfect, and lyrics like 
"You've been laying eggs under my skin/Now 
they're ha1ching out under my chin ... / All them 
tiny insects look like you" are just so, uh, heavy, 
you know, man? The sparkling guitar playing al
so deserves special mention. 

"Strange" is a slow one. The dreamy echoing 
chorus accuralely captures the besl of early 
psychedelia. If there is a revival of this stuff, I 
hope it is all as enjoyable as the Soft Boys. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

X------------
WHITE GIRL b/ w Your Phone's Off The Hook 
But You're Not 
(Sla\h Records. 45) 

De~pite a weak performance last year at the 
Paradise, X's strong debut album and general ac
claim always lead me to assume that this LA
based quariet just had an off-night in Beantown. 
But now with the release of "White Girl" (from 
their upcoming second LP) this rather ordinary
but-competent Jefferson Airplanish ballad 
causes me to furiher wonder what all 1he fuss is 
about. (Greg Reibman) 

Girls Al Our Bes,1-------
POLITICS b/w It's Fashion 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

"Politics" is a fun jab at the American politi
cal system. The music uses a bouncy rhythm and 
grunting guitars against clear, light female 
voices. 11 works very nicely. Very catchy too. 
"It's Fashion" is less distinctive. Most definitely 
B-side ma1erial. In fact neither cut is as strong as 
their first single, but I like it just the same. Re
commended. (Mr. B) 

Sten Wlnwo,od--------
ArcOf A Diver 
(Island, LP) 

Perhaps Steve Winwood needed the autonomy 
of playing all the inslruments himself to make 
this album sound as he wanted il. Though the 
assistance on his solo album three years ago
and before that playing wi1h Traffic, Blind Faith 
and the Spencer Davis Group-seemed to leave 
nothing to be desired by his fans and critics. 

In any case, the three year break since last we 
heard from him have yielded a fine piece. These 
are soul \Ongs, both inspired and inspirational. 
They now with ''positive vibra1ions, man.'' 

One good thing about this record is that af1er 
listening to it about 25 times, it made me go back 
and dig out all the old Winwood records to com
pare them. And it stands up 10 masterpieces like 
Dear Mr. Fanrasy, Blind Faith and John Barley
corn Must Diee:memely favorably. 

There's a lot of similarity between the songs on 
!his LP and the earlier ones, but I maintain the 
new ones are better-produced and more carefully 
constructed than any .~ong on the double Win
wood anthology record, which chronicles his best 
pieces up to 1971. 

All the songs on Arc OJ A Diver are notable 
for the manner in which they blend music and 
lyrics, for the unison is more than compatible. 
It's both subtle and straightforward, with bitter
sweet overtones. Because these tunes have no 
pretension in the way they portray everyday emo
tions, universal feelings. Plus, a resounding har
mony pervades every element of every song. 

Starting off with ''While You See A Chance,'' 
the recording compels with a trancelike, soo1hing 
momentum. Winwood's voice is so clear that the 
instruments resonate around it in total harmony. 
"Arc Of A Diver" (the title song) weaves im
ages of beauty and perfection. Stevie uses the 
song form-verse, chorus, etc.-10 the sublime, 
where words become the manifestation of emo
tions laid in the music track. 

Since going into reclusion, Steve Win wood has 
not forgotten his three Rs: rhythm, resolution, 
and resonance. Each song embellishes lyrical im
agery with instrumental punctuation, including 
some nice solos. Winwood is a master at this, 
the stuff real classics are made of. (Kate Ingram) 

I can't pretend I've got any more integri
ty than any other journalist who hangs 
about, notices a few things, and proclaims 
a new counter-culture is born. We've got to 
do something to keep ourselves amused. 
Hell, that's ·how "rock 'n' roll" was dis
covered. That's how "punk" was discov
ered too. Well then, I'm going to discover 
the "new beat generation." Yeah, tha1's 
right. Get your mum's beret and wooly 
sweaters oul of mothballs, it's time to go 
beatnik again. 

But really, it does make a lot of seme 
right now. Haven't you felt a bit more in
trospective, perhaps even depressed lately? 
Sure you do. Miss those Dobie Gillis and 
Beanie and Cecil TV shows don't ya? The 
political climate is just right too. We've got 
a brand old Republican administration to 
give us a taste of those golden Eisenhower 
years we all missed. I'm not one to make 
predictions on how America's state of af
fairs will turn out but with an anticipated 
increase in oppression, repression and de
pression, we'll all be playin' bongo drums 
and hangin' out in coffee houses within six 
months. Nothin' wrong with that. In fact, I 
might just quit my job and grow a goatee. 
To paraphrase Mr. Maynard G. Krebs, 
"WORK?'' 

And what does all this have to do with 
music you might ask? Er yeah, I was giuin' 
to that... Though that's a bit harder since 
we're still in a transition phase. Bands like 
Joy Division and Echo and the Bunnymen 
provided that crucial bridge between physi
cal head-banging rockers and gut-wrench
ing ballads. But the trend (in England at 
least) towards slower, more poetic, and in
tellectual musical expression is evident. 
(Haven't we been unintellectual for long 
enough?) Take Young Marble Giants for 
ex.ample. Or their offshoot, the Gist. They 
make their mark by subtle manipulation of 
words and music rather than numb the 
senses with a wall of sound. Their tunes are 
both very powerful and uncompromising 
without sounding a bit like Sham 69 or the 
Dead Kennedys. 

Oh by the way, this doesn't mean that 
punk is dead. Punk will continue to nourish 
in those places that put it to good use like 
the beach communities of southern Cali
fornia and the cities of Holland. What bet
ter way to freak out your laid-back hippie 
parents than sporting . a nazi armband, 
chains and a spiked, rainbow-dyed mo
hawk? Now that's rejection of values. But 
here on the east coast we're content to snub 
the preppies and their domesticated, clean
cut style of living by more cerebral means. 

So we'll s~ you soon, some w~kday 
night, in some smoke-filled caberet. I'll be 
wearin' the black beret and turtleneck, 
downing a few shots or whiskey, readin' 
one of those dumb Kerouac books, and lis
tening to the next Johnny Lydon album. 
Hey, it's a living. Next stop Greenwich Vil
lage. Toot, toot. 
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by Harold Lepidus 

Supra Vascular Tendencardiosis. Ski Va
cation and Travel. Sweaty Voluptuous 
Thighs. Whatever it stands for, SVT means 
a hot night of rock and roll. 

At least, that's what it should mean. SVT 
means "Jack Casady's new band." Al
though Casady is a very talented, aggres
sive bassist, the former Jefferson Airplane/ 
Hot Tuna member may in fact be the most 
dispensable member of the band. 

The centerpiece of the trip is singer-gui
tarisi.songwriter Brian Marnell, who alone 
is worth seeing. With his hair piled up on 
his head and his guitar hanging around his 
knees, Marnell looks like a little kid who 
enjoys nothing more than playing rock and 
roll. But along with Casady and Paul Zahl, 
a drummer for 16 years who has been innu
enced by people like Billy Cobham, SVT 
doesn'1 only play rock and roll-there's al
so pop, ballads, and rockabilly in their 50 
song repertoire. 

When I asked the band for a description 
of their sound, Marnell came up with 
"Rockametal-1hat's our new term." Ca
sady added, "It's new rock. The songs were 
writ1en last week." Do they consider 1hem
selves part of the new wave? "No, we're 
just a rock and roll band," Marnell said. 
"New wave has become a 60's revival thing, 
you know?" 

SVT have two singles and a 12 inch, sev
en song EP called, cleverly enough, Extend
ed Play. I asked Casady abou1 this unusual 
process. "We borrowed money left and 
right," Jack explained. "We did 1his seven 
song EP in two days, ran out of money, 
got to mix it fot six hours, and put it out. 
The first single we did all ourselves. These
cond one we did on a tiny label (415 Re
cords) with limited distribu1ion. That's 
about the stale of the art right now." 

I've seen the EP for S7 in some stores. 
What is it supposed to sell for? Jack said, 
"It was supposed to be what ii would cost 
to get seven songs instead of twelve." Paul 
added, "The problem is that everybody 
thinks it's an album." 

I asked why the band isn't on the Jeffer
son Airlines' RCA/Grunt label. Marnell 
answered, "When we first started, they ex
pected Jack to do a solo a1bum. They 
wouldn't accept the band." Casady added, 
"They wanted the packaging to be a la 
Jack Bruce. You were supposed to hire mu
sicians to back you up while you play solos 
all night Jong. I kept telling them, 'No, you 
don't understand!' We had another offer 
from Atlantic, who wanted the same 
thing." 

So it seems that it's SVT against the dino
saurs. Having a famous bassist may actual
ly be doing more harm than good. Maybe 
if they changed their name to the Brian 
Marnell Band. Or how about Marnell, Ca
sady and Zahl? 

When I asked the band about Casady be
ing the center of attention, they said he 
wasn't. Of course, they were lying. I mean, 
the marquee outside the Paradise, as well as 
all of their concert ads, said "SVT with 
Jack Casady." Later on, however, they ad
mitted problems in the early days. 

"In the beginning, it was a little more 
bruta1," Casady said, "people would be 
giving me the finger." "No, they went to 
ME like that," Marnell laughed. Casady 
continued, "They [Hot Tuna fans) felt like 
we be1rayed them or something. And to me, 
I'd just finished a set that I put more energy 
into than with Tuna.'' 

SVT started three years ago in San Fran
cisco, right after Hot Tuna split up. "18 
days later, Brian and I started playing," 
Jack said. "I didn't know him beforehand, 
but I heard him on 1ape. So we started play
ing." Brian added, "The reason Jack start
ed again was because he wanted to do some
thing. Jack's not the type of person that 
wants to sit around and take his 1ime.'' 

The ground rules were set righl away. 
"The firs! day we met," Casady said, "I 
told Brian that I wanted to play songs (as 
opposed to solos]." Marnell said, "I'd just 
gotten through playing with Tony Williams. 
His thing would be to tell me what to do. So 
that's the FIRST thing I checked out with 
Jack (laughter). 'Cause if that's wha1 he 

wanted me 10 do, that's not what I wanted 
to do with my life. I want to be in a band 
where everybody works for the same 
thing.'' 

"I'm a bass player," Jack said, "and I 
play better bass when I have a good song 
format. Now we're starting to let that hap
pen in the natura1 creative time a band 
grows instead of saying, 'Oh we're a new 
wave band, Oh, we're a country and west
ern band.' Then you start playing like you 
think you should. But we've gone through a 
lot of experiments." 

Founding SVT member and former Hot 
Tuna Keyboardist Nick Buck recently left 
the band. "He wanted to pursue an eso
teric keyboard band with a couple of key
board players," Brian said. "He was into 
Eno and Public Image. He wants to do an 
electronic keyboard thing, and I want to do 
more rock and roll, so we parted ways. I 
was a little shaky when I thought about us 
as a three-piece, but I also know that Jack's 
playing much better than in the four-piece, 
'cause you can hear Paul's playing much 
better. It sounds fuller than it did, which 
doesn't make any sense at a]I!" 

Jack added, "That's why we're all pretty 
happy the way it's going. Now we have con
fidence with each other.'' 

The current set SVT plays has a lot of 
rockabilly covers. I asked Brian if it was a 
big innuence on him. "Well, that 
was a big influence when I met 
Jack, 'cause Jack had grown up on that 
kind of music, and I was not hip to it at all. 
I had started on the Beatles, and I knew a 
little about Elvis (laughs), and Johnny Cash 
I'd heard of. But as for all the rockabilly 
stuff, Jack played me records from his old 
days, and the ones we do just stick out. We 
do more now-"Nervous Breakdown," 
"Jean Jeannie.'' It's just great music, and I 
just wasn't hip to it at all. Now I'm really 
hip to it. I think I have even more records 
than Jack has!" 

THE 

I asked the band what new music ttiey 
like. Brian said, "God, there's so many 
things I like. B-52's, especially 'Give Me 
Back My Man,' Orches1ral Manoeuvres in 
the Dark have a song that's rea11y good." 
Paul said that he like the new Ta1king 
Heads a1bum. Brian continued, "'You 
Shook Mc All Night Long' by AC/DC. I 
just saw Gladys Knight at The Ritz, and she 
was dynamite. I don't care what it is man, 
new wave, old wave, old rock, new rock. 
There are also some jazz fusion bands that I 
like." Jack didn't speak. 

"I think that the scene in San Francisco 
is rea]ly dead," Brian laughed after being 
asked about his turf. "People a1ways ask 
me that, and I think, and then I just give 
up." 

Brian said that SVT is getting big follow
ings in Manhattan and San Francisco, and 
to a lesser exten·t, in Washington D.C. Bos
ton, he said, "is starting to get like that." 
They were also pretty popular when they 
went to England. "That was in the begin
ning," Jack said. "But we want to go back, 
'cause we sound drastically different." 

For some perverted reason, I asked the 
band what was the worst description SVT 
had received. They a]J started laughing, try
ing to top each other. "Watered-down Pat 
Bcnatar, only a little more middle-of-the
road," Zahl said. Brian said, "In Damage, 
some guy said that Perrier and designer 
jeans and our music was all the same thing! 
I couldn't even afford a pair of designer 
jeans, much less want to go out and buy 
them!" Paul said, "I have three broken 
cymbals that I can't afford to replace." 

Gee, maybe being ca1led "Jack Casady's 
new band" isn't so terrible. Anyhow, the 
kids don't seem to care. 

"We draw a total cross in San Francis
co," Brian said. "You see this long-haired 
hippie from way back doing the same thing 
the punks are doing, and they're both hav
ing a great time.'' 
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THE FANS: 

Boston's most exciting new band with 
a supply of fresh originals is currently 
looking for a booking agent with clout 
to arrange Boston debut and New Eng
land tour. Contact: 

Manager David Batler 
10 Eisenhower Rd. 
Framingham, Mass. 01701 1 

Tel. 617-877-3205 
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MEKONS 

AU PAIRS 

GANGOFFOUR 

by Kate Ingram 
1981 began in New York clubs with some 

great shows. Killing Joke made its US debut 
at the Rock Lounge, while Club 57 offered 
Orches1ral Manoeuvres and the Method 
Actors. And the Gang of Four was head
lining at Hurrah, only under the condit ion 
that their pals, the Mekons and the Au 
Pairs, be paid to ny from England to New 
York for the show. 

The reason for their ultimatum, which 
entailed flying a total of 25 people in, pay
ing 1heir expenses in New York, and flying 
them back to Britain again, was that the 
Gang of Four wanted to make 1he show 
fun. "It wasn't a gig, it was a party," 
stressed Hugo (the Gang of Four's drum
mer) the following afternoon. 

Such good friends are the Gang, Mekons 
and Au Pairs that it's almost incestuous. 
The relationships between members of one 
band and another, including relatives who 
work with the crew and management, 
sounded too complicated and confusing 
even to attempt keeping track of. 

Another aspect of this story tha1 was par
ticularly confusing was keeping up with 
who was who in the Mekons, who opened 
up the show. Apparently, members of the 
group are sort of transient, for Jane Mun
ro, the Au Pairs' bass player, also filled in 
as bassist for the Mekons. 

"When we write music, we write it in the 
studio," explained one of the Mekons dur
ing our interview. "We just play whatever 
instrument that's lying around. So if we 
play live, we just re-write it for whoever's 
around. It's a revolutionary concept." 

Indeed, revolutionary concepts abound 
among the group of British musicians who 
played Hurrah New Year's Eve. The Gang 
of Four's democratic approach to commer
cial music has been their trademark, as have 
the radical politics they've espoused. 

The MCkons were most up fron1 about 
their dislike of Ronald Reagan. Herc is a 
quote from "Rotten Reagan," a song they 
performed at the gig: "Love is a feeling he 
don't know/His mother and his father 
should not ha~c let him grow.'' 

(I meant it when I noted how confusing ii 
was to keep up with which Mekon was 
which, and the distinction became even 
more obscure in transcribing the tape of the 
interview. So the following excerpts do not 
distinguish which member or friend of the 
group was talking. 
A Mekon: People shouldn'1 be allowed to 
vote, 'cos they're too stupid. Americans 
shouldn't be give the vote, and the bloody 
British shou ld n't either. They've excelled 
themselves this time. We've got dictator
ships toge1her. There's a real partnership of 
spirit now between Britain and America. 
Another Mekon: What wears while and 
blai.:k, goes riding on a horse and has a po
nytail? 
Boston Rock: What? 
Mekon': A till of the nun. 
Yet Another Mekon: I hate Ronald Reagan. 
He's such a shit. He should be nailed to a 
tree through his genitalia. I presume it's a 
joke. I wouldn't come here if it weren't a 
joke. 
BR: Are you communists, socialists, an
archists or what? 
A Mekon: Who's communist? We're so
cialists. 
BR: Do you think there's going 10 be a war 
in the coming year? 
A Mekon: Yes. 
BR: How do you think that will affect mu
sic? 
A Mekon: I don't think there'll be a lot be
ing made. 
BR: Do you 1hink the "powers that be" 
will put people in concentration camps? 
A Mekon: Well, in the SWP (Socialist 
Workers Party) we all get our positions 
promised after the revolu1ion, don't we. 
(After you understand where the Mekons 
are at politically, it almost seems preferable 
to quote them anonymously rather than as 
individuals.) 
BR: Why did Virgin drop you? 
A Mekon: Didn't like us. Only one person 
there liked us, and he just happened to run 
1he place. 
Another Mekon: They were cuttting down 
on lavatory cleaners .. 

A graphic illustration of the show at Hurrah .....,.,_. 
New Year's Eve, 1980-81. Drawing by Jon 
Langford and another Mekon. 

Yet Another Mekon: 'Cos we were fucking 
shit, that's why. We didn't sell any records. 
We lost 'em a lot of money. 
BR: So how did you get hooked up with 
Red Rhino, the label your LP's out on? 
A Mekon: They took pity. We turned 
down CBS, and RCA, and Chrysalis. Red 
Rhino are like us, you see. Ours is the first 
album they put out, so it's worked out 
quite nicely. Actually rhe album came out a 
bit late, about nine months. It was recorded 
in April. 
Another Mekon: That's when the single 
"Snow" came out. II was jus1 a money
making ruse. Just to promote the album. 
And pay for the Bermuda trip. (laughter) 
Apparently the single was rc-EQ'd on the 
album. On the LP it's more middly and less 
bassy. 
BR: So who writes the songs? II doesn't say 
on the records. 
A Mekon: Why don't the Mekons write any 
good songs anymore? (silence) 
Another Mekon: Why did the Mekons stop 
writing pop songs? 
BR: When did you start? 
A Mekon: We're doing brilliant pop. What 
did we play last night? "Smoke On The 
Water"! 
BR: Do you guys play for yourselves, or for 
the audience? 
A Mekon: Yes, we play with ourselves. (Af
ter you understand what a sick sense of hu
mor the Mekons have, you understand why 
the band has turnover of members.) 

One of the Mekons (this one's name I re
call; see I didn't miss all of them), Jon 
Langford, wanted to write a piece for Bos
ton Rock, so I asked him to do a review of 
theirsel. 

We (the Mekon) got up very early and 
watched TV. Then we went to the bottom 
of the Empire State Building. There wasn't 
a sound cheque 'cos they didn't get it to
gether man. 

We taught Jane the songs that afternoon 
etc. We played our set then we went to the 
bar. 

Good looking galvanizing rock 'bald' 

personality Mr. Corrigan was given a gold
en truss by the lads for his troubles. Jon 
"good looking rock personality" Langford 
charmed the crowd with his moving gospel 
interpolation of Elvis Presley's "Please 
Don't Touch," "Long Tall Sally" move in 
the Dvojack sphere. 

The chaps bludgeoned their way through 
a "punky" little set including such chart 
/aves as "Neddy Be In A Riot," "Berty 
Two Weeks" and "Smoke On The Water," 
classics from the new and old album. (blah 
blah) 

Being one bass player short they bought a 
taller one whom they had to sack as his 
Brain smelt. Good looking Tom "rock per
sonality" Greenhalgh laid it on thick (a 
touch of rouge and some anti-fungal creme) 
his adoring fans upset themselves emotion
ally at his emotional renditions of ''Karen" 
and "After 6, "the /alter being a high point 
in post-modernist punk Junk reggae Jou re
vivalism (Cole). 

Kevin's jacket was a bit of a tunn off 
Andy was a bit of a turn off 

-Jon Langford, drummer, rhe Mekons 

BR: How do you th ink the crowd reacted 10 
your show? 
A Mekon: They were screaming. 
BR: Whal did they scream? 
A Mekon: Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeech! ! ! 

Hugo claims the Mekons are "the only 
real punk band." He also said it was possi
ble the New Year's Eve show was the last 
performance for the band. But the Mekons 
adamantly denied the allegation. 
A Mtkon: There's no way we could split 
up. We can't think of anything else todo. 
BR: What would you do if you didn'I do 
this? 
A Mekon: Sign on the dole. 
Another Mekon: We're signed on already! 

Unfortunately the Mekons didn't make it 
up to Boston, as did the Au Pairs, who 
played the Underground two nights after 
the Hurrah party-show. The Mekons 
seemed quite content to do only one show 
in the US their first trip over here. 

Let's hope it's not their last! 
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by Mike Bas1arache 
It's sometimes hard to believe what peo· 

pie call rock 'n' roll. Rock 'n' rolf isan arri
tude and energy aspired to more often than 
achieved. But if rock 'n' roll is fast, loud 
and Jun then the Outlets ore Boston's best 
rock 'n' roll band. Sometime, I think 
they're the best rock 'n' roll band in Ameri
ca. Sometimes they are. 
The Outlels are: 
Dave Barton-vocals, guitar 
Rick "Zinc" Barton-guitar 
Mike "Whitey" White-bass 
Walter Gustafson-drums 
Boston Rock: What do you want to set 
straight about the Outlets? 
Everybody: We're not a punk band! 
BR: Why do people mistake you for a punk 
band? 
R.kk: Because it's loud and fast. 
Dave: We don't know what punk is! 
Mike: We play just regular rock 'n' roll. 
Dave: (in a deep voice) The way it's sup
posed to be played. 
BR: So what's the difference between a 
punk band and a rock 'n' roll bond? 
Everybody: Attitude! 
Dave: I never lived in England! I don't even 
know what it was about. 
BR: So what is the rock 'n 'ro/1 attitude? 
Dan: Fast. Fun. Loud. EXCITING! No 
money ... 1000/o is rock 'n' roll. 
BR: What is the rock 'n' roll attitude 
towards politics? 
Mike: No politics. 
Walter: We do girl songs. 
BR: What is your attitude towards war? 
Dave: War? I'm against violence. (joking
ly): Everyone should live in peace and har
mony. 
Mike: No guns. 
Rick: John Lennon .. 
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BR: Is there a statement you want to make 
about John Lennon? Was he rock 'n' roll? 
Enrybody: Oh, yeah. 
Mike: Well, he was one or the early punks. 
Dave: This punk stuff! There he is ... (point
ing to Mike). 
BR: Oh, there ore some punks in the band? 
Mlke:Who? 
Dave: Yeah, Whitey(Mike]. The only punk. 
(sarcastically) He's from England. 
Mike: I don't have a chain around my neck! 
Dave: (sarcastically, again) He hates the 
Queen. 
BR: Are you concerned that people ore now 
going to mistake you for a punk band? 
Everybody: Who cares? 
Dave: ll's fast. It's loud. Sex Pistols played 
rock 'n' roll the way it was supposed to be 
played. 
Tim: (ex-Outlets stage puppy) The Sex Pis
tols played basic rock 'n' roll except they 
added the political poims or view. And we 
don't do that. 
BR: What's the rock 'n' roll attitude 
towards girls? 
Everybody: The more the belier! The more 
the merrier! 
Dave: The songs I wrote aren't anti-girl 
songs, but they're what girls are really like 
to us ... Not all girls ... I'm not saying one 
hundred percent of all girls are bad, but.. 
Mainly beautiful girls. (singing and shout
ing) KNOCKS ME DOWN AGAIN ... 
Walter: He gets beaten up by girls all the 
time. 
BR: So what do you think about girls? Do 
you like 'em or no? 
Everybody: Yeah! We love 'em. 
Mike: The Outlets love girls. 
BR: But you don't have any girlfriends? 
Mlke:No! 
Dave: Yeah! 
Mike: No we don't! We're alwa s lookin 

THE 

OUTLETS 

for new girlfriends. 
Tim: Dave has two or them, as a matter or 
fact, hanging by a string. 
Dave: Not this in Boston Rock! My girl 
problems! I always have girl problems. 
BR: How come? 
Dave: Girls arc strange. I'm too young to 
understand girls. 
BR: So what is your auicude towards love? 
Dave: Love is like ... a warm puppy. 
BR: What about the rock 'n' roll auitude 
towards drugs and booze? 

Everybody: Don't do drugs! 
Tim: (permanently ex-Outlets stage puppy) 
We do all the coke we can get our hands on. 
Dave: No. Drugs arel'\..'t good. Drinking is 

· alright. No. Drinking isn't aJright either. 
Look at us, drinkin' the beers sayin' "No 
drinkin', kiddies." 
BR: That's right. Hey, wait a minute. You 
guys aren't old enough to drink.' 
Dave: I know, but once we get in here {the 
clubs) we can drink. 

BR: Is there anything that represents rock 
'n' roll to you? 
Dave: Just like I said, 1000/o . Fast. LOUD. 
Fun! New York Dolls arc rock 'n' roll. 
Rick: I say a Fender Slratocastcr (guitar) 
represents rock 'n' roll. 
Dave: Yeah, a Fender Strat. Buddy Holly 
represents rock 'n' roll. 
BR: Why do you think Buddy Holly was so 
good? 
Dave: He was an innovator. 
Mike: He wrote excellent songs. And then 
he died when he was 21. {That was 22-Ed.] 
Dave: He died before he could get bad. 
BR: Do you think anyone can do rock 'n' 
rollover2/? 
Everybody: Yeah! Yeah! Ya can. 

Rick: I hope so 'cause Whitey doesn't have 
long to go. 
Mike: The Ramones aren't no teenagers! 
The Clash ain't no teenagers. 
BR: What about the Stones? Do they still 
play rock 'n' roll? 
Everybody: No. No. 
Dave: They sound like ... cosmic ... disco 
wave. But early Rolling Stones is some of 
my favorite stuff. I liked it better then 
Much better. (disgustedly) They got rich. 
BR: So what ore your musical influences? 
(to Dove) Yours was Buddy Holly, right? 
Dave: Yeah. 
BR: (to Whitey) What about yours? 
Dave: He just follbwed me. 
BR: What about you Rick? 
Rick: (New York] Dolls, I guess. 
BR: (to Wolter) What about you? 
Dave: CHEAP TRICK!!! 
BR: So you guys haven't had too many 
punk influences? 
Everybody: No. 
Dave: Do you think we're a punk band? 
BR:No. 
DaYe: No? Good. Sec? 
Tim: Rock-pop, right? 
BR: Rock-pup. Right. 
Due: Puppy-rock! With love in our hearts. 
BR: How do you know if you 're good or 
not? 
Everybody: We don't. We're good. 
Dave: Some people tell us we're good. 
Tim: We've had people come up to us at the 
Rat and threaten us .. 
Mike: There's worse .. 
BR: They Jealous or what? 
Rick: The bands and the musicians seem to 
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OUTLETS CONTINUEO ... 
like us. It's the idiots that don't. 
Dave: The people that really like rock 'n' 
roll should like us. There's two kinds of 
rock 'n' roll ... We can settle this all! GOOD 
AND BAD. Good, is the Lyres and Buddy 
Holly. Bad, is people who take rock 'n' roll 
and try to do weird things with it. 
Rick: Too bad they made up that word 
"punk" rock. I wish that word was never 
invented. 
One: You don't have to be talented to play 
rock 'n' roll. 
BR: What do you need? 
Rick: Ya need guitars. 
Dave: Inspiration. 
BR: So where do you guys go from here? 
Everybody: Up. Up. 
BR: There's no place left to go guys. 
Dan: I just want to make enough money to 
live off rock 'n' roll. 
BR: Are you sure you wouldn't get bored 
with it? 
Dave: Bored with rock 'n' roll'? How can 
you get bored with it? 
BR: Just think, you 'II have to get up every 
afternoon, do your sound check, ploy a 
gig .. 
Everybody: No, no, no .. 
Dave: I'll tell you what I'll do ... I'll get up 
at 12:00 and eat pancakes. And then I'll 
practice. That's the best thing that you 
could ever do ... There's nothing on earth 
that could be better than playin' in a band. 
BR: You don't think playing music 365 
days a year could get tiring? 
Walter: We want 10 be sure to get Christ
mas off. 
Dave: It may be tiring, but it's worth it! 
Rick: I practiced today for three hours .. 
The longest I ever played my guitar. I 
learned a new lead, my second lead. 
Waller: Perhaps some day we can play it. 
BR: Tell me something abour your new re
cord. Why did you choose "Knocks Me 
Down"and "You Told Me"? 
Mike: Rich (Parsons] talked us in10 it. 
Dave: "Knocks Me Down" got the best 
crowd resoonse. That's whv we did that. 

Rick: We did the songs as a demo tape and 
then after it was recorded, we decided 10 
put it out as a single. 
Dave: One take. Both songs. One, two, 
three, go. How many times do you have to 
do it? Rock 'n' roll's so simple. You just 
play it. 
BR: / hear you get embarassed when you 
hear your songs on the radio? 
Waller: It'll never be good enough. 
Dave: Yeah. I hide my head under 1he pil
low ... Even when I'm alone. 
BR: How did you come across Richie Par
sons [who produced the record/? 
Walter: He came across us. 
Dave: He came to the Rat and said ... Ya 
know what he said? He said, you're a cross 
between the Neighborhoods and the "'Nerv
ous Eaters but better than both! We said, 
"Holy Shit!" 
BR: Did you believe him? 
Everybody: No. No. (sarcastically) Not 
anymore. 
Mike: We're not better than them. 
Dave: We keep tryin' but we're not getting 
anywhere. 
BR: Whatoreyouguysdoing wrong? 
Walter: No management. We need mana
gers! Send your resumes to .. 
Rick: As long as you have money, that's all 
you need. 
BR: Wharbothersyou? 
Rick: Yo1.: know what I hate? Bands takin' 
hour long sound checks. 
Everybody: Yeah! Yeah! 
Dave: Do you know what hour long sound 
checks mean? No sound checks for us. All 
you need is a guitar, you plug into the amp, 
turn it on, and play! 
BR: What else borhers you? 
Dave: People who go to the clubs and 
[marsh]mellow out. 
Mike: They just sit there! 
Dave: You go out there and put out a hun
dred percent and you see this guy in the 
back putting out a half a percent... polite 
applause. I hate that. Don't even clap if 
you're gonna do that polite applause crap. 
All or nuthin'. 
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ALBERTO TOP TEN (DJ, WMBR & 
SPIT) alphabetically 
1. Adam and the Ants, King of the Wild 

Frontier LP 
2. Au Pairs, ti's Obvious/Diet 45 
3. Brian Brain, EP 
4. Certain Ratio, Du the Du EP 
5. Fleshtones, Up Front EP 
6. Insect Surfers, Wavelength LP 
7. Local Heroes SW9, Drip Ory Zone LP 
8. Mathematlques Modeme, Disco Rough 

45 
9. Mystere 5, Heart Rules the Head 45 
10. Vlcllms of Pleasure, When You're Young 

EP 

BRUCE STALLSMITH TOP 10 (DJ, 
WMFO) 
1. Fleshtones, Up Front EP 
2. Echo and the Bunnymen, Crocodiles LP 
3. Bound and Gagged, EP 
4. KIiiing Joke, LP 
5. Diodes, Action Reaction LP 
6. Au Pairs, It's Obvious 45 
7. Boys life vs. Outlets, EP 
8. Dictators, live Bootleg LP 
9. Clash, Sandinista! LP 
10. Wall of Voodoo, LP 

CARTER ALAN TOP TEN (DJ, WB
CN & WMBR) 
1. Pylon, Feast On My Heart , LP track 
2. Victims of Pleasure, When You're Young 

45 
3. Peter Dayton Band, Here Comes The 

Music, llve tape 
4. The Jam, Sound Aftects LP 
5. Diodes, Cat walker, LP track 
6. Gen X, Dancing With Myself 
7. Au Pairs, It's Obvious 45 
8. Thrllls,Sorry, tape 
9. Kllllng Joke, Change/Requiem 45 
10. Shoes, Burned Out Love, LP track 

LISA KARLIN TOP 10 (DJ WBCN) 
alphabetically 
1. Blondle,Autoamerican lp 
2. Elvis Costello, Trust LP 
3. Dire Strelts, Making Movies LP 
4. Echo & the Bunnymen, Crocodiles LP 
5. Gen X, Dancing With Myself 45 

. . 

6. Jam, Sound Affects LP 
7. Mundanes, Make It The Same 45 
8. Manfred Mann, Chance LP 
9. Shane Champagne, EP 
10. Stevie Wlnwood, Arc Of A Diver LP 

KEN SHELTON TOP 10 (DJ, WBCN) 
1. Jam, Sound Affects LP 

2. Gen X, Dancing With Myself 45 
3. Bruce Springsteen, The River LP 
4. Clash, Sandinista! LP 
5. Stevie Wlnwood, Arc Of A Diver LP 
6. Rockplle, Seconds Of Pleasure LP 
7. The Rings, LP 
8. Marvin Gaye, In Our Lifetime LP 
9. Toots, Live LP 

BOSTON AREA RECORD CHARTS 
This Last Wks 
wk wk LOCAL on 

3 1 5 Boys Lile vs. Outlets 
2 Shane Champagne 10" 
3 Human Sexual Response, 7 

Fig.14 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 4 

Bound & Gagged EP 
The Rings LP 
Pastiche, Wicked Intense 9 
Taxi Boys EP 
MOB, Academy Fight Song 9 
Mundanes, EP 5 
Atlantics, Lonely Hearts 9 

SINGLES 
Gen X, Dancing w/Mysell 7 
Elvis Costello, Clubland 3 
Slouxsle and the Banshees, 3 

Israel 
Dead Kennedys, Holiday In 9 

Gambodla 
Pretenders, Talk of the Town 2 
Delta 5, Try 
Au Pairs, It's Obvious/Diet 
U2, I WIii Follow 
Clash, The Call-up 
Buucocks, Pl. 3 
Blondie, Rapture 
Spandau Balley, To Make A -

Long Story Short 

ALBUMS 
Clash, Sandinista! 
Jam, Sound Affects 
Human Sexual Response, 

Fig.14 
Elvis Costello, Trust 
The Teardrop Explodes, 

KIiimanjaro 
Pylon, Gyrate 
U2, Boy 5 
Adam & the Ants, Kings of .. 3 

9 
10 

Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit 6 
For Rotting Vegetables 

The Rings 
Echo and the Bunnymen, 

Crocodiles 

ON THE WAY UP ... 
Spanday Ballet (LP soon come) 
Thrills, Sorry (so far only a tape) 
Papa·s Got A Brand New Bag) 

(re-Issue) 
The Roamers, Don't Matter/No-

thing At All 

Compiled from sales at: Newbury Comics; 
Discount Records H.Sq.; New England Mu
sic City Kenmore; Strawberries ff/; Popcorn; 
Harvard Coop. 

10. The Outlets, Knock Me Down 45 

GREG REIBM/<N TOP 10 (MUSIC 
DIRECTOR & llJ, WMBR) 
1. Levi Dexter & the Ripcords, In The Be-

ginning EP 
2. Etvls Costello, Tru st LP 
3. Boys Life vs. The Outlets, EP 
4. Adam & the Ants, Kings Of The Wild 

Frontier LP 
5. Jam, Sound Affects LP 
6. Fleshtones, Up Front EP 
7. Sweat Band, Freak To Freak, 12'" 
8. Theater Of Hate, Original Sin 45 
9. School Ties, No Future 45 
10. Was (Was Not), Wheel Me Out, 12" 
In the studio: The Cramps, Go-Go's and 
Suade Cowboys. 

TAMI HEIDE (DJ, WERS & WMBR) 
alphabetically 
1. A Certain Rallo,Fl ight EP 
2. Au Pairs, It's Obvious 45 
3. Boots For Dancing, Hes itate 
4. Bow Wow Wow, Cassette Pet 
5. Boys Life/Outlets, More Troub le/Knock 

Me Down EP 
6. Brian Brain, EP 
7. Levi Dexter & the Ripcords, It's The Beat 

EP 
8. Electric Personalities, Hot Spot 
9. Mathemallques Modernes, Disco Rough 
10. Our Daughter's Wedding, Lawnchalrs 

OEDIPUS TOP TEN-SION (DJ, WB
CN, WMBR, SPIT) 
1. Clash, Sandinista! LP 
2. Chandra, Transportation EP 
3. Pylon, Gyrate LP 
4. Jam, Sound Affects LP 
S. Bound and Gagged, EP 
6. Classlx Nouveaux, Nasty Little Green 

Men45 
7. James Brown, Soul Syndrome 
8. Alan Vega, LP 
9. The Rings, LP 
10. Throbbing Gristle, Something Came 

Over Me 45 

Contributor selection based on BR Readers' 
Poll (Dec. 1980) 
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YET ANOTHER IRATE READER: 

the new band Boston's talking about! l/l l/81 
I've been reading Boston Rock for a 

while now (ever since I moved here from 
Texas this summer) . I really love it, if's a 
good paper, and I can find only one fault 
with it-that is the fact that in practically ~t 

Now available on 
Sideman Records 

LINES 
MANAGED BY MAXPRO 

588-8908 

f:~;~~~~~~::u:;:i.~~~I~~ ~~: ;;~h~;: 
kids. And, speaking for many, it pisses me 
off that you're always putting us down for 
being into punk. I agree, some kids, cspe· 
cially !hose into middle-of-the-road new 
wave, are assholes. Bui there are those of us 
who are into the Ramones, the Buzzcocks, 
etc., and have been ever since we were mu
sically aware enough to catch onto it. !l 's 
certainly not the "thing" where I go to 
school and I get a 101 of hassle about it. It's 
really hard being smart enough to catch on 
to good punk when you're in high school. 
Not only do we get shit from the majority 
of kids who are still into Black Sabbath and 
AC/DC, we get it from older people, like 
your contributors, who put down teenagers 
into punk. And we can't get into any of the 
clubs to see the groups we love so much. It 's 
really 1ough! I just wish you wouldn't slag 
us because of our age. There are some teen· 
age punks who aren'I jerks! 

Mary Willmann 

P.S.-1 sent away for a B.R. subscription 
in mid-Dec. and I haven't received an issue 
yet. 

The publisher replies: 
As we rapidly near 30 or so, our insecurities 
begin to show. Sorry about that. Really we 
are ... (snivel, snivel) So to get off on the 
right foot again, we'll be se nding you a 
complimentary Trademark's nexi-disc with 
your next issue. See, we're not so bad after 
all. 

POSTERS BADGES , i· Roe KIT REcoRos 1- ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND ' ' AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
T-SHIRTS, MAGAZINES SAUGUS, MASS. (617) 233-7805 

ALTERNATIVE 

CLASH CU.SH CU.SH 

"TheClaahSlnglesBoxSet(J) 
1212"Clash-LondonCalllng{E) 
7"Clnh·COstolllvlngEP(E) 
LPClash-Sandlnlsta-new3LPsettUS) 
LPClash•1&t(E) 

"E.COs1ello-Clubland(E) 
0 SexPls1011-6PaektE) 

lcassenesexPlstofs"HeyOay"Doc(E) 
LP Jam-SOul'!d Alteets (US) 
"JamFlul-Pop.Flex!•Olse(E) 

LPWaU-Pe,sonalTroublH(E) 
LPTheSound-Jeop1rdy{E) 
LPPubUclmage-llvelnPa,ls(E) 
LPMagulne-Llve(E) 
LPFall-G101esque(E) 
LPModenu-TheStorySOFar(E) 
LPBauhauslntheFlatFleldjE) 
U2-Boy(E) 
LP ComN! An11ets,WalUl\g Fo, A Miracle (E) 
LPTea,dropExplodes-Klllm1nja,o(US) 
LPPassage-Plndrop(E) 
LPSwellMaps.JaneF,omOecupledEurope ,~ 
LPEcho&1heBunnymen-Crocodlle(US) 
LP Voung Marble Glan1a-ColoSH! Youth (US} 
LP Pink Mllllary-Oo Anlrnals Belleve In Goel \EJ 
LPJoyOlvlak>n-Close1(E) 
LPYello-SO!ld Pleasurt(US) 
LPHawkwlnd•LevlleUon(E) 
LPFauSl·SOFar(E) 
LPCen-Elj&BOlmyaal(US) 
7""&12"'Slouu1e&the8anahees-la1ael(E) 
7"GlrlsAt0urBest-Poll!lcs{US) 
Cass Bow Wow Wow !El 
r Oelta 5-Try/Colour\US) 
7"' Diseharg•Decon1,01 (E) 
1""ModernEon-Euthenlcs\E) 
7""Sectlon25-CharredGround/Haunted(E) 
7"'ComsaLAngels-TotalWarGlrl(E) 
7"0i!adKennedys-HolldaylnCamtJOdla(E) 
r· Crawllng Chaos se~ Machine (El 
7"ModernEnghsh-Ga,narlng0us1(E) 
7""GenX-OanelngWlthMyseUtE) 
7""AuPalrs-11'aObvlous(E) 
LPBuement!5 
12""Secllon2!5 

~ND MORE ... 

HEAVY METAL 

AC/DC AC/DC AC/DC 
LP ACIOC•3LP Box Se1 (F) 
12·· AC/DC-Rock n' Roll Aln"1 Noise Pollution 

(wl1reebutton) 
LP AC/DC Dirty Oeeds Oona Cheap (A) 
LPACIDCTNT(A) 
LPACIDCLetThereBeRock(A) 

BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 
7"'BlaekSabbath-Paranold(Plc)(E) 
12"BlackSabbath•OlaYoung\L1ve)!E) 
Lf>BlackSabba1h-Llve(E) 
LPBlackSabl>8th-GreatutHlta(EI 
12·· Ozzy Oaborne-Mr. Crowley (live) 
LPOuyOaborne-BllzzardofOz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LPO P. 1nCOncer1 (all new livematerlal)(E) 
LPSh8de1olOeepf>u1ple(lsl LP) 
LPO.P-t.aatConcertlnJapan(Al 
LPWhlteanake-llve lnTne Hearl QI The City 

(2ndUveLPnotwlU$19lease)(E) 
12"" Whnesnake-A!n"t No Love In The Heart 01 

TheCl1y 
LPGllllan-GloryRoad(dUl.tromUS)(El 
7'"G,man-Ooublel1vaSlngle(E) 

JUDAS PRIEST JUDAS PRIEST 
LPJudasPrles!Boxse1-SlnAfterSln.Sta1ned 

Glaaa,KllllngMach,ne{E) 
LP Judas Priest-Sad Winge ol Oullny (US) 
LPJudnPrltURockaRolla(E) 
LPGrea1es1Hlts-PlcOlae 

t2""JudasPr!enTheRlppe,(E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

12'M1ehae1Schenker,twl2Uveeu1a) 
7"'MlchaelSchenker(CryForTheNa11on) 

(clea1vlnyl)(EJ 
7 .. UFO-Couldn"t Ge1 n Rlgnt (B side !Ive) 

(clea,vlnyl) 
LPSaion-StrongArmOtTheLaw(El 
12""Kroku1-Toky0Nlgh1s(211vat,acka)(EJ 
LPAtoZ-WltcnOtBerkeley(E) 
LPSaxon-1atLP(E) 
LPKrokus-EarlyLP(E) 
LP Riot-Rock Cily \C) 
LPFlst•Flst 
ComlngLedZeppelln-HeyHev Hey What Can 

IDolneartyFeb (Japan) 
MOTORHEAD MOTOR HEAD 

LP Mo1orheed-Motorhead (E) 
LPMoto1heed-OnParoltlE) 
LPMotOfhHd·Overklll\E) 
12"'Mo1orhead•BeerDrlnker 
LPMoto,head·Bomser\E) 
12"" Motorhead-Ace 01 Spades(w/Xmaa cover, 
AND MORE ... 

LOCAL 

LP'1 LP01LP'aLP01LP0a 
Rings-new release 
HumanSelualResponse-Flg 14 
P10IAnonymous·L1vlnglnTheRealWo,1d 
Boatonlneea1LP 
Rot:iert Ellla OrraJ~Sweet Nothing 
RoblnLaneAndTneChartbuslers 
TheNervousEa1ers 
PrlvateLlgh1nlng 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Atlantlcs-Blg C!1y Rock 
0,11 Chlnnock-Olme Store He1oea 
JeanneFrench-OlamondlnRough 
Ba,barlana 
Fools-SOid Out 
G.G. AIUn-Always Was. la and AlwlyS WIii Be 

12"'12"12""12"12""12"12""12"12'"l2"" 
Bound and Gagged 
Robin Lane•!5llveSOngs 
Robe,tEll1sOrra!I-WMenolae 
ShaneCh1mpagne 
7"7"'7""7""7"'7""7""7""7"7""7""7'"7'"7""7""7"' 

WlllleLocoAlexender-Gln 
Blue Moon-WIid Weekend 
Boyslll&'Outlels-EP 
Beaver B1own-Wlld Summer Nl!jhts 
c,eamera-Casse11e 
Ou1chCoura11e-1maglne 
Fools-Paycl'IOChlcken(Ja~nese45) 
Gene,al Foodz-Be SO Funny 
Grem1es-N0Surt1n· In Dorches1er Bay 
Jared-SpaceTravene, 
JoshuaHayes-CardlaeArres1 
I-Tones-Love I~ A Pleasure 
LIHla Jimmy and the Homewreckers-4 song 

EP""Lovlng1nanlm1teOt11ects· 
Maps-l'mT1lkln11ToYou 
MlaslonOtBurma-AcademyFlgntSon11 
Mundanes-Make It The Same 
Nelghborhooda-Pren!est Girl 
Pastlche-T81kShow 
P1stlch•new4!5dueaoon 
SclenHlleAmer!cans•Flexl-Olsc 
Space Negroea·Go Comm1rc!al 
6181ns-4songEP 
Slompe,1-You·reTheOne 
TulBoyl•4SOngEP 
Third Rall-It's A Surprise 
V;-Don'I Lt1TheBaa11,ds 
Vinny Band-I Won·t Bo1her You No More 
Mlrrora.due1100n 

AND MORE ... 

SOLID ROCK 

LP Allman Bros -Live At The FIiimore Cast(US) 
LPAnlmals-Best\US) 
LPBeatles-Beatleman!a(C) 
LPBeatlu-20GoldenHlta 
LPBeallea·8aUada(HJ 
4!5Beat1u-Auatral1an&JapaneseLP01 
LPBeachBoys•TheCapllolYears-6LPBOX 

SETW/booklet(E) 
12·· Jackson a,own•Hold On. Hold Out (US) 
LPB1ins!eyScwartz•1S1&21'!dLPs(doubla 

LP)IE) 
LPEddleCochran·Bo•Set!E) 
LPCountFlve-PsychotleReac11on(US) 
LPOerek&TheDomlnoa-llve(J) 
Fleetwood Mae-Sliver Springs (J) (due Feb.) 
45 Genesls-Mlaunderstandlngs/Gu,dance 01 

L/s'~~~~~;.~~=~c
11
~/~W11e 

12·· Peter Gabrlet·SOme New Material (C) 
LPWho-OlrectHlts(J) 
LPWho-AOu,ckOne(J) 

HENDRIX HENDRIX HENDRIX 
LPJlmlHendrl•·WarHe,oea{J) 
Jlml Hendrl•-Woke Up This Mornlng{w/Jlm 

Morrlson)(E) 
45JlmlHandrl•·Sm11tesS1xPack 
45Klnka-Fa1herXmas 
45TomPeny-OoubleSln11lewlllveson11s(E) 
EMsPruleyboxaet 
LPRolllngStones-Ge1MoreSallslaetlon(E) 
LPWho-istEngHshRelasue\E) 
45Who-!5:1!5\E) 
45HlghNumbersZ001sull(E) 
LP Enlwhlatle-Smash You1 Head Against Tt,e 

BOOKS 

BEATLES BEATLES BEATLES 
BeJHes-GeotlreyStokea 
Beaues-AToZ 
Beanes-lllus11a1edly1lcs 
Mersey Beal-The ~Innings 01 The Beat 
A!IYouNeedlaEars-Geo,geMartln 
LennonRemembe,s·JohnLennon 
lnH!sOwnWr/1e-Johnlennon 

DOORS DOORS DOORS DOORS 
No One Gets Out Allve-Hopklns & Sugarman 
The Lords & New Crea1urea.Jim Morrison 
The Doors Comple1e song Book 

SEX PISTOLS FILE 
Grea1 Rock & Ron Swlndle-M. Mooreock 
Greal Rock & Roll Swindle songbook 
Never Mind The Bollocks songbook 
ClashSongBooksl&II 
TheClash•BeforeAndAlter-PennleSml1h 
TheOead-HankHafflson 
TheLedZeppUnBlog,aphy-R11eh1eYorl< 
TheBasketb1U01arles-J,mCarroU 
Jam-Settln11 SOna SOngbook 
Blondle-Les1eraan11a 
OavldBowl•VlvlanCl1!,e 
Pink Floyd-A Visual Documentary by Miles 
PlnkFlayd-67(songbook) 
RockFam!lyTrees 
The SOund Of Phl!adelphla-Tony Cummings 
The Story Ot Motown-Peter BenJamlnson 
Elvls"!',6.AllredWerthe,mer 
Summer 01 Lo~e 
Volume-dls1.ographyolnewwave 
Babel·PattlSmlth 
LouReedWords&Plc1ures 

Wall(US) t-----------i 
4!5Yes-Oon'tKi!ITheWhales(E) 
12'"Zapp1-0on·1wannaBeD1111ted(E) 
LPLastOaysAtlheFlllmore-bo•set 

REGGAE 

LPAugua111sf>ablo-RockersMeelKlngTubby 
LPLlntonKwu1Johnson-ln0ub&BassCul· 

lure 
LPRltaMarley-WhoFeelsltKnowsll 
LPlsraelVlbretlon-SameSong 
LPMlstylnRoo1s-Llve 
MlkeyOread-WorldWarlll 

AND MORE ... 

JAZZ, JAPAN, ROCK 

Japanuerecordaaoundbest1 Uyou,reled 
up with poor qua!lty American pressings 
come ne us about our unique J1panese 
speela1orderaervlce AlmostallRockLP"sre
feased In tr.e US end England are 1lmultan
eoualy reteased In J1pan. They also have an 
1wesomeJa.ure!asueaerlH! 

AND MORE ... 



CARLENE ARTER 
Carlene Carter at the Paradise 
by Harold Lepidus 

I was not really in the mood to venture 
into clubland the night of this concert. But 
I already had a tickel, so I dragged myself 
down to the Paradise. It is to Carlene Cart
er's credit that I enjoyed the show immense
ly. 

Ms. Carter probably has the most musical 
surroundings of anyone in the field of pop
ular music. June Carter of The Carter Fam
ily is her mother, Johnny Cash is her step
father, and Nick Lowe is her husband. But 
on the stage of the Paradise, Ms. Carter 
had to prove that she was a talented per
former in her own right. She passed with 
flying colors. 

It took three tries, but the country-pop 
of her Musical Shapes album is the perfect 
vehicle for Ms. Carter's voice and personal
ity. Surprisingly, less than hair or the 
show's material came from that album. 

Carlene was dressed in a denim jacket 
and a suede miniskirt, and had a big, black 
Les Paul hanging from her neck . She was 
charming throughout the evening, telling 
humorous stories and easily handled heck
lers and drunk Warner Brothers executives. 

Ms. Carter started with the classic "Ring 
or Fire," finishing it be saying, "My moth
er wrote that." The following number had 
a slight reggae feel to it. 

Nick Lowe helped her write her next 
number, "Too Many Teardrops," and then 
did the Bashers' "Heart," which is also on 
Rockpile's latest. Later, when introducing Mother June, however, said that Ms. Lowe 
another Lowe-Carter composition, "I Do It would have to change the name to protect 
In A Heartbeat,'' Carlene sarcastically said, the guilty. Well, now you know the truth. 
"Nick steals everything from me." One of the highlights or the show was a 

Those interested in gossip may be inter- song called "When You Stink You Make 
ested to know the history or Carlene's song, Me Think Dirty." I have no idea ir her hus
"Too Bad About Sandy." She explained band influenced the song, and I probably 
that it was a true s1ory, based on her sister don't want to, but it sure was runny. 
Cindy's marriage to Carlene's ex-husband. The show closed with a trio or songs from 

Put a charge in your Friday night ... 

F reedform Music on W MFO 
Every Friday at 8 p.m., with your host 
Bruce Stallsmith 
(follows Radio Free Ethiopia with Ras Gary, 6-8) 

WMFO, 91.5 FM - 24 Hour! 

the new album-"Madncss, " "Cry" and away with saying something like that. 
the encore or "I'm So Cool." The latter Ms. Carter was admirably backed by a 
Carlene introduced with a story about her band called the Rockin' Rayguns (Get it? 
visit to a Boston restaurant. Ms. Carter relt Carter? Rayguns?) that reatured the Ru
that she was dressed migh1y fine, bu1 a mour's Martin Belmont on guitar. The Ru
waitress asked ir she was dressed for Hal- mour backed Carlene a rew years ago, but 
loween. She replied by saying "They're now Carlene Carter doesn't need to be 
only jealous 'cause I'm so cool." How's known by the company she keeps. She's de
that for confidence! Only she could get light fol just being herselr. 
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~ Now Available on J. 
J.:"" Modern Method J 
{ Records J 
t.- Bound & Gagged 1 
~ 4 song 12" EP now on sale! 

~ 
t 
t 

Also: 
Boy's Life vs. The Outlets 
A four song 7" EP by two of Boston's best new 
bands! 



COLUMNS 

The Fast 

PROVIDENCE 
NEWS 

by Sol Paradise 
The Fast have been a household word in 

New York City since 1975. With the release 
of their new LP Fast For Sale they have 
gained national prominence. They will soon 
gain international recognition with their 
"World Domination Tour . ., The Fast are 
one of the most exciting live bands since the 
New York Dolls. So if you want to know 
the secret of Miki's giant pencil and who 
Liza is catch them live, get their LP. 
The Fast are: , 
Miki Zone-guitar, vocals, giant pencil 
Paul Zone- vocals 
Ian North-bass and vocals 
Joe Polisewo-drums 
Boston Rock: Tell us about that great LP. 
Miki: It's called Fast For Sale. Half of it 
was produced by Ric Ocasek. It happened 
when he came down to see us at the Rat. He 
came backstage and next thing we knew 
we're opening for the Cars at the stadium. 
And then he offered to produce us. 
BR: What about the songs? 
Miki: I always try to keep it very 1968. I 
don't want to use the word but in my sense 
power pop is what we play-power pop 
means gut guitar with maybe some harmon
ics. The Ramones are power pop. Some 
people call it punk, and it's such a wrong 
term, it's really power pop. 
BR: Do you have a "thing"forpencils? 
Miki: Well, we're always doing tunnel vi
sion things on stage because you catch peo
ple with two elements, music and visuals. 
The pencil thing was just a fluke. I was 
playing with pencils on my guitar with the 
volume all the way up, and it made incredi
ble sounds. You know, I've gotten com
ments such as it's ingenious to it's the silli
est thing you can do. 
BR: Well I think it's ingenious! What are 
your musical goals? 
Miki: I'd like to write a country-western 
song, a jazz song, a real artsy song and 
elaborate on each one. 
BR: What do you think has been your big
gest problem lately. 
Miki: The biggest problem right now is we 
travel so much because we've got to play all 
over, and we do it on a budget scale. We've 
been travelling across the country in a sta

;1ion wagon for the last three years! 

BR: A re audiences here any different? 
Miki: Yes, in the fact that they really 
opened up to us from the beginning. The 
first time we played the Living Room peo
ple jumped up and were dancing. When 
we're in New York a lot of kids are laid 
back. And that's why it's exciting to come 
here although we get paid a lot less than we 
do in New York. And if the audience 
grows with us it's great! 
BR: Your stage show is very aggressive
like your brother Paul swinging from the 
rafters like some S&M King Kong. Has it 
ever caused any problems for the band? 
Mlkl: Yeah, in fact many times, not here, 
but people jump on stage or they pull you 
off stage, and they're really adamant about 
it. Once in Hollywood a local punk band 
was furious just because we were in Holly
wood taking over the local punk scene and 
playing all the clubs they were playing. They 
would come down in gangs and threaten us. 
They'd say, "If you guys don't get out of 
town we're gonna kick your ass." This 
would go on until it reached the boiling 
point. We said fuck you, you can come to 
New York and do the same thing-just go 
there and do it-don't come up to us and 
say we're taking your territory, we're here 
to play rock and roll, not to take over your 
fuckin' little scene. 
BR: Those guys sound like a bunch of pen
cil necked geeks to me ... Where's Liza bur
ied? 
Miki: Ha! Ha! Liza is buried somewhere in 
Greenwood Cemetery, which is a big ceme
tery in New York in Brooklyn. It's a fabu
lous cemetery. Kids go in there at night and 
open the graves and take the bones out and 
paint them all different colors. So it's an 
appropriate place for Liza. 
BR: Wow. I'd like to visit that place, not as 
a permanent guest of course... Who were 
your major musical influences?, 
Miki: Alice Cooper and the Who. I'm not 
talking about Alice Cooper today or the 
Who today. I'm talking about Alice Cooper 
in 1970 and the Who in 1968. I think bands 
are at their best during their initial period, 
before they make it, before they catch on 
and become popular with the kid next door. 
You know that when you've lost them. 
They're not exciting anymore. That's why 

I'm still infatuated with the Ramones. They 
still haven't made it. Blondie I knew when it 
started. But they're so far off that it doesn't 

· matter anymore. They've become stars 
whereas the Ramones are still real people. I 
would like to do that, I'd like to remain at 
that level even if we did get popular. Once 
you get out of small clubs, you've lost it 
forever. 
BR: Any Fast words of wisdom for the pub
lic, Miki? 
Miki: Cities like Providence and Boston are 
important. New York bands are nothing 
until they travel to other cities and build up 
a following and that's a fact. We were the 
first local New York band to get out and 
play other cities and now almost all the New 
York City bands travel across America, be
cause the New York band scene needs ci
ties like Providence and Boston. 
BR: Thanks Miki. 

MERIT BADGES 
by Betsy "Badges" Sherman 

The basic things we used to know, was it 
so long ago? Where did our basic values go? 
We, the common people, have lost another 
means of control over our destinies. Those 
non-common people with connections in 
music biz won't exactly identify, because 
they've probably never had the beastly ex
perience of standing for hours in a ticke1 
line. 

I think the final nail was put in the coffin 
of ticket lines January 8, at the Elvis Costel
lo fiasco at the Orpheum. Maybe I'm just 
spoiled: I don't go for the real super-con
certs like Springsteen or the Rolling Stones, 
where I guess no one can be sure of gelling 
good seats. In my experience (starling with, 
coincidenlally, the line to get tickets for El
vis Costello at the Orpheum in 1978), one 
has been more or less rewarded for one's 
labor: if you got there early enough the 
morning tickets went on sale, you'd get a 
good seat. But starting at some point at the 
end of the summer, the Orpheum became a 
Ticketron outlet, which changed a few 
things. First, they don't use those little print
ed tickets anymore, the ones that you could 
haggle with the ticket seller over, and de
cide, for example, between 4th row on the 
side and 12th row in the center, or taking 
two pairs instead of four seats together. A 
few indecisive people abused the process by 
taking five minutes to make up their minds, 
but on the whole it was a civilised process. 
However, now they have those computer
ized tickets, and when you say five tickets, 
you get the five the machine gives you and 
that's that. Second, now every Ticketron 
outlet punches into the computer for tickets 
to a concert at 10:00 a.m. when the tickets 
go on sale. I'm really not sure whether the 
different outlets get specific allotments of 
tickets, but it seems that any outlet is on an 
equal footing with the Orpheum box office 
now. It also means that it takes about five 
minutes in-between sales, so the computer 
can clear or something. In sub-freezing 
weather it's a grueling experience. 

Since this system was instituted, J've been 
experimenting with it. When tickets went 
on sale for Talking Heads, Rockpile, and 
th·e B-52s, I waited at the Orpheum, had a 
good place in the front of the line, and got 
good seats. When the Police concert went 
on sale I went to Popcorn in Copley Square, 
a Ticketron outlet, a1 a reasonable hour, 
was second in line when they opened, and 
got a good seat. 

Elvis Costello happens to be my favorite 
thing, so even though I tried to use every 
"connection" I might have to get tickets, I 
knew I had to go to the Big Source, the Or
phcum ticket line. Besides, that old Puritan 

ethic welled up inside me, and I knew suf
fering in the ticket line was the only way I 
would be assured of having control. Then I 
would truly deserve the good seat I was sure 
I would get. 

That Thursday morning finally came, as 
did the 10 ° weather that had been predict
ed. I put on as many layers of clothing as I 
could, but their protection only lasted 
about ten minutes (I'll spare you my suffer
ing; after all there are plenty of people in 
less fortunate nations who don't even get 
the opportunity 10 stand in ticket lines). 
When I missed the first bus, and didn ' t get 
to the Orpheum alley until about 10 min
utes 10 6:00, I knew I was lost, it almost 
wasn't worth having come. There were 
about fifteen people ahead of me, which in 
reality means about forty (by the time ev
eryone's friends arrived, and people man
aged to cut in line), anJ each of them could 
buy five or six tickets. By the time the box 
office opened, late, at IO: 15, the line was at 
least down to the corner with Tremont 
Street. It was an hour and fifteen minutes 
before I would finally get to buy my tickets. 

I was prepared for the worst. Almost 
from the beginning, people had been stag
gering out of the box office with shocked 
looks of disbelief on their faces. People who 
had been there since 4:00 a.m. came out, 
tears running down their faces, with twenti
eth row balcony scats in their hands. The il
lusion of control had been shattered. 

I ended up not doing too badly, because I 
split the four seats I needed into singles, 
and got scattered orchestra seats. The guys 
in the box office were pushing tickets for 
the Providence Costello show (for which 
you had to pay a service charge), and a guy 
was already making a big SOLD OUT sign. 
I bought a Providence ticket (hope I make 
it down there). Then, 100 numb to think 
about it all, I went to the downtown mall to 
thaw out and call my boss to make excuses 
for being so late for work. 

In the next few days i got to see how 
everyone else had fared, aud it was quite 
shocking. The Boys Life contingent held 
the first four places in line; they had gotten 
to the Orpheum 11:00 Wednesday night. 
The first two of them to buy tickets got 
seats in the first, second, and third rows; 
the third person in line was given thirtieth 
row. From there on it was a nightmare. 

Sad but true (and obvious) conclusion: 
you gotta have connections. I did manage 
to get a one-shot connection, and ended up 
with a ridiculously good seat (in the infam
ous right-center promo section, the one 
that's always empty during the opening 
act). I try to think that vindicates my freez
ing in the line, but in reality it means I 
needn't have gone through it all in the first 
place. Then again, connections often fall 
through, and I could never see myself ac
tually trusting them, so I couldn't have 
taken that chance. I've been in a situation 
where a phone call placed to a ticket agency 
by the right person got 1en1h row seats to a 
Boston Garden concert only a few days be
fore the concert took place. So those good 
Costello tickets arc probably still sitting 
around somewhere. l have heard rumors 
that a record store/ticket outlet bought up 
huge blocks of tickets for their employees 
before letting in any of the customers who 
had been lined up outside. I can accept that 
getting concert tickets is one of the perks of 
working in a record store, but buying huge 
blocks is another thing. 

For the rest of us the future looks pretty 
shaky, for big-demand concerts, Seems like 
the only line th~t will get results will be the 
line up to the scalpers, and start bidding. 
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John Surrette 

Live from under the soundboard Candy 
and Crass bring you more tales of drunken
ess and cruelly on Warm Leathereue. 

The night after New Years Jimmy Coff
man scored again by bringing the wonderful 
Au Pairs to the 'Underground. They were 
only in the states to play New Year's Eve at 
Hurrah's but persuasive Jimmy managed to 
snag them fof Boston and it was the first 
real event of 198 I . Everyone was there and 
so were a lot of other people making up 
what had to be the strangest crowd we've 
ever seen in that club. Half the crowd was 
there to hear this exciting, original and sen
sitive English band but the other half didn't 
seem 10 know why they were !here and were 
very distracting. We wonder if the Real Pa
per's Claudia Perry knew she was there at 
all since she spent a good part of the even
ing passed out under the soundboard-and 
she had lhe nerve to imply that Candy can't 
hold her liquor. Well at least we know 
how objective she is. She didn't risk a re
view of the Au Pairs because there were too 
many witnesses to her indelicate position 
but if she had it would have been just about 
as credible as her Mission of Burma review. 

At the first handgun control benefit Pas
tiche got their best Paradise reception ever 
with their flawless set. The crowd was un
usually receptive (for the Paradise) to all the 
bands and it was a good night for a good 
cause. 

Speaking of enthusiasm, the Ramones 
didn't seem to have any when they played 
15 Lansdowne St. It's not that they were 
bad but they seemed tired and uninspired 
and almost bored and for the first time they 
didn't make us go mental. 

A show that did make us go mental was 
the return of that dynamic duo Mission of 
Burma and La Peste to the Rat. People 
were lining up in the street to get in and 
Mission played the kind of inspired set 
that's impossible to describe. They were 
hypnotic and brilliant and sets like that are 
what make us fanatical about them. 

La Peste of course were fantastic at the 
Rat but at the Underground the next night, 
when they played with the Outlets, they 
were even better. They play tense, tightly 
structured songs with strong hooks and 
enough energy to knock down tall build
ings .. . "Besides that they looked so cute 
and adorable. I really love La Peste" .. 
"Hey, wait a minute, Candy, La Peste are 
my band. You find your own band" ... 
"Okay, I'll take the Outlets" ... "Well, how 
about if we share the Outlets'?" ... "Well, 
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Claudia Perry-Hard At Work 

all right but only if l can have a piece of 
La Peste" ... Anyway, the Outlets are the 
sort of band that after you see them you 
start charging up to people you barely 
know and screaming "Have you seen the 
Outlets'?" And if they have seen them you 
sort of jump around and grin at each other 
and if they haven't seen them you insist that 
they have to immediately and you keep it up 
until they do. 

We got to see the soon to be legendary 
Outlets again when they opened for the al
ready legendary Thrills at Jasper's. We 
hadn't seen Thrills for a while and we'd for
gotten how much fun they are. They're a 
great dance band, with no pretension, just 
real songs with hooks and melodies that you 
can even remember and besides they've got 
Johhny Angel. 

Speaking of smashing, Don Law's be
loved red shirted goon squad, in an attempt 
to mellow out their image (that's what I 
read in the Globe) are switching to blue 
shirts-sort of from the Red Death to the 
Blue Meanies. We're so relieved. 

And speaking of comforting news, the 
Undertones' cryptic "See No More" tour, 
which had us so worried a few weeks back, 
was only a pun on the name of their former 
record company boss, Seymour Slein .. 
Now we get it ... And you thought we only 
liked Irish boys because they're cute. 

We felt really sorry for all the people who 
had 10 wait so long in line to get into the 
BF/VF benefit at the Underground. It will 
be great if they made enough money to pre
sent live music again as well as films and 
video. Science and the Good Life were the 
funniest night club act Candy's ever seen 
with their bossa nova beat and their home 
made rolls. Of course, Crass was only there 
to see Mission of Burma and after their set 
she had nothing to do bul hang around by 
the pinball machine looking for anybody 
with an Undertones button. Candy stayed 
up front to watch cute little Michael, ex of 
Shut Up play with Duld Hild, ex of the 
Girls who seemed to be opening up to the 
audience more than before. 

Anyway, did you see the jukebox on the 
cover of the latest New York Rocker with 
Mission's "Academy Fight Song" on the 
Top Ten playlist7 Look for them s0on in 
People Magazine. 

Speaking of big stars, we were all excited 
about seeing the new Boys Life at the 1270. 
We were greatly saddened when Ed Weston 
left the band and moved to the Galapagos 
Islands because we were afraid they'd never 
find anybody as cute but their new sax play
er, Nell Sugarman is adorable and besides 
that he plays great! Neil's sax is less shrill 
and a lot more integrated into the overall 
mix which gives them a much fuller sound. 
They played two fourteen song sets and en
cored with a cover of the classic "Knock 
Me Down" by their heroes (ours too) the 
legendary Outlets. 

A new Boston legend was created the 
night The Dark and V; played to a sold out 
crowd of two at Jumbo's. (Only the really 
In people were there). The management 
loved them so much he sent both bands 
home early. His headache cleared up soon 
afterwards. Crass says that usually those 
bands send her home early but then she 
doesn't understand anything about Art 
anyway. (Who's Art and what's he got to 
do with Stiff Little Fingers'?). 

On the other hand, the Stains are a band 
we can both understand although the audi
ence at the Underground when they opened 
for the Lyres didn't seem to. Between the 
quaaludes and the acid that crowd couldn't 
understand much of. anything. Harrassing 
the band between songs isn't punk, boys. 
It's dumb. 

Watch out next mont~ for a video from 
Ground Zero which will be sold cheap in 
record stores and other trendy places. This 
28 minute tape is not a performance tape 
but a series of images and stuff with a back
ing of Ground Zero's music that's meant to 
illustrate the connection between video and 
music. 
Boys Life are going into the studio in 
early February to cut a new single. They'll 
be recording "Two Doors Down" and a 

new song, "I Found Her" (their first love 
song) with Boston boys Ric Ocasek and Da
vid Robinson producing. It's nice to see big 
stars like Boys Life giving a break to local 
musicians. Just because they've outgrown 
those cute little uniforms doesn't mean 
they're not still good scouts. 

A hot rumor has it that La Peste have 
been booked to do a six date East Coast 
tour with Tom Robinson's Seclor 27. If it 
works out it will be great for La Peste but 
Crass will have a problem since she just has 
to see them every tidie they play. Sector 27 
could have a problem too because La Peste 
are gonna blow them off the stage. 

To get back to cracked brains, Olio Gua
temala of Free Lunch has upset a lot of peo
ple with his Claudia Perry style cheap shots 
at local bands. This short, arrogant trend 
poser was last seen passed out in the Ladies 
Room at the 1270. Hey, we bet he is Claudia 
Perry. 

We're seriously considering scratching 
the names of Richie Parsons and Dave Bar
Ion from our legendary list of Coveted 
Cute Young Things. We were realty hurt 
that you boys played an Unannounced 

·night at the Underground without us. We 
know you were drunk, Richie, but David 
has no excuse (he's not old enough to drink) 
and we may never forgive you. After all, 
there's a waiting list for our attentions, 
boys, and you may jusl drop to the bottom 
of it. HINT HINT, NUDGE NUDGE, 
WINK,WINK. 

Then again, you boys worked so hard for 
us at the WMBR benefit at the Rat that we 
just couldn't stay mad. What an amazing 
night that was. The doors were closed at 
quar1er to ten and a lot of MBR supporters 
had to be turned away which was a real dis
appointment to everyone involved. (We 
hear that organizers Tom Lane and Carter 
Alan are negotiating with the Boston Gar
den for the next one). For the first time in 
the history of the world everyone knew why 
they were there-no, not just to see us
they came in drove~ to pay tribute to the 
patron saints of THE MUSIC-those dy
namic dinosaur smashers of the Late Risers' 
Club. Due to a lack of discretion the night 
before, we didn't wake up in time to catch 
the Wild Stam. We did stumble in just in 
time for the Mighty Ions who did a mighty 
good job of waking us up. We loved them 
and so did the crowd who screamed for 
more but alas, there was no time. By then 
we were ready for breakfast and out craving 
for pizza drove us over to the legendary 
Kenmore Dell where we were temporarily 
distracted by a couple of cute young sub
urban things and much to our dismay re
turned to find we had missed Someone and 
lhe Somebodies. Richie Parsons' new band 
the Future Dads made their debut perform
ance (the first one didn't count because WE 
WEREN'T THERE). Candy, who has nev
er been quite right in the head since the Axe 
broke up is starting to feel better. 

Jan Crocker's videos kept the crowd 
spellbound between sets. Crass was sup
posed to introduce Boys Life but she got so 
involved watchi11g Buzzcocks and La Pesle 
films from the Bradford that she forgot. 
Boys Life went on anyway and played the 
set of their lives. Energy nowed between 
the band and the crowd; as the crowd got 
more excited the band got better and as the 
!>and got better the crowd got more excited. 
When they finished we were primed for the 
Outlets who then proceeded to play the 
icind of set that gets people jumping up and 
down and grinning like idiots and pounding 
on each other and giving bear hugs to peo
ple they never saw before. There are no 
strangers at Outlets' gigs. 

We would have stayed to see the Tax.I 
Boys but you see there were these cute 
young things and we were so wired ... and 
they were so cute ... and sooo young .. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy and Crass, two of the principal girls 
of the USA. 

Warm Leatherette can be heard on WM
BR-FM, 88.1, every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 10:50 a. m. on the Late Risers 
Club. 



AT LAST!! 
BOSTON'S OWN 
THE RINGS 

5.99 LP/TP 



NOW OPEN!! 
Our 13th Location 

in Manchester N.H. 
Across from the 
Manchester Mall 

Steve Winwood/Arc Of A 
Diver 
It's been three years since 
this legendary guitarist/ 
keyboardist's last solo al
bum and this one finds 
Steve in ambitious form 
playing all the instru
ments. His totally distinc
tive voice performs songs 
from the R&B-tinged to 
rockers like "NightTrain." 

SALE GOOD THRU 2/12/81 

STEVE WINWOOD 
Includes 

While )bu See A Chance/Spanish Dancer 
Night Train/Slowdown Sundown 

Arc Of A Diver 

STEVE WINWOOD 
Arc Of A Diver 

On Island Records and Tapes 

$4.99 
LPor APE 
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U2 always wanted to be hard to cate· 
gorlze. "The name U2 Is ambiguous, 
It'll In between ... like the tightrope that 
we're all treading,'' Hys Bono, the 
band's vocalist. 

The name could derive from the high· 
flylng reconnalsance aircraft: U2's mu· 
sic certalnly has stratospheric quall
tlee. It could ea1lly be a pun on the per· 
sonal pronoun, an Indication of the 
band's compulsive wish to communl· 
cate with their audience over and above 
conventional terms. 

U2 are from Ireland although their 
music falls wall outside that country's 
well-establlshed showband tradition. 
But then U2 trade In surprtse·. The 
band's early reputation was built 
through just two singles-both re
leased only In Eire-and a handful of 
London dates. 

U2 qulckly developed a unique style, 
reworking and remodelllng the classlc 
tour-man line-up whilst avoiding the 
cllches and exceuas of both punk and 
heavy metal. The result was a soaring 
and emotional rock style that was pow
eriul without being muscle-bound. U2 
give you time to breathe. 

U2, working away from the attentions 
of the London media and the record 
buslnea1, had time to develop without 
being rushed prematurely Into the rock 
and roll circus. The band attracted their 
own audience In Eire. A three-track 1ln
gle, called U-2·3, was released In late 
1979 and went straight Into the lrt1h 
charts. By the beginning_ of 1980 the 
band had won five categories In the 
Readers Poll of the lrtsh rock magazine 
The Hot Press. The last band to achieve 
that distinction was the Boomtown 
Rats. 

U2 come from a country where the 
conditions tor young rock bands have 
been Inclement and discouraging. The 
band has changed th, cllmate In Ire· 
landj now they're iet to do the same 
everywhere else. 

U2·Boy 
U2·BOY 

Includes I Will Follow 
Stories For Boys/Out Of Control 4.99 

LP/TP 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston Tel: 267-0195 
(opposite the Publlc Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos In any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans-Studs 
Jodhpurs, Breeches, Engllsh Riding 
Clothes 
Motorcycle Jackets & Leather pants 
60's Peg-leg Jeans & Ladles "Ranch" 
Pants 
Cowboy Shirts • Cowboy Boots 
Western Jewelry• AND LOTS MORE! 
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THE PRO AUDIO DEPARTMENT AT E.U. WURLITZER'S 
HAS PROVEN TO BE NEW ENGLAND'S LEADER IN 
SALES OF SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND RE
CORDING EQUIPMENT! 
• PERSONAL A HENTION 
• LOW PRICES 
• LARGE SELECTION OF PRODUCTS 
• COMPREHENSIVE REPAIR SERVICE 
• HUGE INVENTORY 
• AN EXPERT STAFF 

COME MEET GREG, ERIC, ROOSTER OR MIKE IN 
BOSTON OR STEVE IN FRAMINGHAM TO FIND 
OUT HOW THEY CAN MEET YOUR AUDIO NEEDS. 

"At Wurlitzer's, you can afford the best!" 

E.U.WURLITZER 
fine musical instruments INC. 

of BOSTON 
360 NEWBURY ST. 

(617) 437-1815 

OUR OTHER NUMBERS -

in FRAMINGHAM 
280 WORCESTER RD. 
ROUTE 9 (617) 879-3590 

• PRO AUDIO 437.1744 • EUCO SPEAKER RECONING 437-1824 
• EUCO ELECTRONICS 437-1822 • EUCO FRETTS 266-0110 

HOURS: 

mm:11 
9:30-5:30 

MON.·SAT 
WED.·TIL 

8:30 
- HOURS: 

ihi II Hid I 
11:00-830 
MDN.-FRt. 

SAT. 
11:00-6:00 

PUBLISHERS NOTES: 
The Changing Of the Guard . .. 
seems to be progressing at a rapid rate here, though it's a rocky road we travel. 
Kate Ingram (former music director at WCOZ and WBCN), our new Editor
in-Chief, is doing a marvelous job all around. If you don't see the effects fully 
in this issue, it's because she was only in charge for a week. But the ball is roll
ing .. 

Our Club Violence Poll . .. 
didn 't provoke quite as many response as our band polls, but the results were 
interesting. It still amazes me that club managers don't realize that you can't 
treat people like animals and then expect them to react as something other 
than animals. 

A Special Plug for Pylon . .. 
These guys (and girl) are playing Wednesday night, Feb. 18 at The Paradise 
along with Mission of Burma. Their album (Gyrate) is out now on the indepen
dent dB record label, based in Atlanta. The band is working hard at promoting 
this very good record without going the big-time "commercial" route. The la
bel is owned by Danny Beard, who brought you the original "Rock Lobster" 
independent release by an unknown band called the B-52's. So miss them at 
your own peril. 

But Don't Get Too Burnt Out . .. 
'cause the next night, Thursday, Feb. 19, you can do me a big favor by coming 
to the Newbury Comics/Boston Rock/Modern Method Records party at the 
Channel. It's $3.00 advance/$4.00 at the door, but you get 7 bands! Pastiche, 
Bound & Gagged, Someone & the Somebodies, Boys Life, The Outlets, The 
Young Snakes, and The Future Dads (w/Rich Parsons) will all be appearing. 
If you come, come early, 'cause there'll be music starting at 8:15. Music be
tween live sets will be produced by TAMI HEIDE of WERS. Listen to both 
WMBR & WERS for ticket giveaways. 

Speaking of The Channel 
They, in conjunction with WCOZ, are opening their doors on Sunday afler
noons to the underage populace; featuring local bands. Let's hope it works, 
'cause no one should be shut out of rock. How about some of you other club 
owners trying it out? 

Boston Rock is published bi-weekly by· 
NEWBURY COMICS 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 266-8787 

ENTIRE CONTENTS Copyright © 1981 

Chart by DR. MIX-UP 
With a special thank-you to Dennis at 
Strawberries, Kenmore; Arron at New
bury Comics; Fred at Discount Records 
Harvard Square; Emily and Ken at The 
Harvard Coop; Steve at NEMC Ken
more; Michael at Popcorn In Copley Sq. 
and Fred at Rocklt Recortls In Saugus. 

Dr. Mix-up Boston Area Record Charts 

This Last LOCAL Wks 
Week Week On 

Boys Life vs. Outlets (EP) 
Human Sexual Re-
sponse, Fig . 14(1p) 
Taxi Boys (EP) 
The Rings (LP) 
Shane Champagne (1 O" 
EP) 

6 10 Atlantlcs (45) 11 
7 4 Bound and Gagged (EP) 5 
B 8 Mission of Burma (45) 11 
9 6 Pastiche, Wicked In- 11 

tense EP) 
10 (·) I-Tones (45) 

COMING NEXT ISSUE: 
Garland Jeffreys 
Fleshtones 
Revlllos 
Lou Miami 
Jonathan Richman 
Pylon 
more Warm Leatherette! 
Elvis Costello Part 2 

45's 
Gen X, Dancing With 
Elvis Costello, Clubland 
Clash, Hltsville UK 
U2, I WIii Follow 
Joy Division, Love WIii 
Tear Us Apart 
Clash, Call-up 
Blondie, Rapture 
XTC, Sgt. Rock 
Spandau Ballet, Long 
Story 

10 Slouxsie & the Ban
shees, Israel 

LP's 
Elvis Costello, Trust 
Clash, Sandinista 
U2, Boy 

Jam, Sound Affects 
Dead Kennedys, Fresh 
Fruit For Rotting Vegeta-bles 
Human Sexual Re- 9 
sponse, Fig. 14 
Teardrop Explodes, Kili
manjaro 
The Rings 
Adam & the Ants, Kings 
The Wild Frontier 

10 Pylon, Gyrate 

bubbling under-on the way up,_ 
Phil Seymour, Precious To Me 
Stray Cats, Rock This Town 
Blue Orchids , Flood 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (LP) 
Modern Eons 
Our Daughter's Wedding, Lawnchalrs 
Millle Jackson, Glory Road 
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by Kate Ingram 
"He's better than Springsteen," I heard 

someone comment as we left the Orpheum 
after Elvis Costello's only Boston perform
ance on the recent US tour. 

Well, the King may not play as long as 
the Boss, but Elvis has a lot more songs. 
And it's taken Costello only four years to 
release as many albums as it took Spring
steen eight years to produce. 

Considering he's not but 26 years old and 
that he only started making records in 1977, 
it's a phenomenon that Costello has already 
become a myth. He's the textbook exam,Ple 
of a "cult hero"; after proclaiming himself 
King he's acted out the role, and no 
one has even tried to de-throne him. 

There is a certain pretension in the name 
he adopted: another E.C., a second Elvis. 
He initially revealed himself to be a defiant 
punk who meant to do whatever he damn 
well pleased. 

And there's a mystique about his image 
that's the result of how the media has re
sponded to him. Alternative radio, wher

•ever it existed, embraced and glorified him. 
FM commercial radio tolerated him before 
all the more offensive sounding "new wave 
shit." 

Certain incidents along the way made 
waves, like his antipathy for the press. El
vis' henchmen not only discouraged report
ers from writing about him, they in fact 
used physical force to eject writers and re
porters alike. 

Also there was the Bonnie Bramlett en
counter in 1979, when she accused Costello 
of espousing racist views (he reportedly 
called Ray Charles a nigger). A brawl of 
sorts ensued, and she supposedly dislocated 
his shoulder. 

Costello appeared on the Tomorrow 
Show with Tom Snyder two nights before 
his Orpheum performance here. Although 
some very subtle antagonism came through 
on occasion in his dry wit, for the most part 
he was mild and cooperative. 

According to A.R.S.E., the people who 
manage Elvis, there was to be no press ac
cess this whole tour for print or radio. "Not 
even Life magazine," spokesperson Alan 
Frye explained. 

So when I went backstage after the first 
of three Elvis shows in New York's Palladi
um, I was caught off-guard a bit to find my
self speaking with him face to face. Still 
dressed in the conservative yet stylish suit 
and vest (complete with ascot) he'd worn on 
stage, he looked like he might have been 
performing in a Las Vegas casino. 

"It's a shame about KSAN. They've 
gone country now," he commented upon 
recalling our meeting in San Francisco when 
he played the Old Waldorf in 1977. 

He'd prefaced the rendition of "Radio, 
Radio" during the New York show that 
evening with a remark that radio had in
deed gotten worse since he was last here, 
just as he did elsewhere on the tour, like 
Atlanta, where I'd caught the Costello/ 
Squeeze date the week before. Yet he omit
ted the commentary at the Boston show, 
perhaps in recognition of WBCN's open at
titude about programming, in comparison 
to radio stations elsewhere. 

Elvis was relaxed, gregarious, even jovial 
among a pretty small group, most of whom 
were management, road crew or other band 
members. Garland Jeffreys (who'd been in 
the audience) was also there, along with a 
few record company executives. 

Someone from CBS asked how he liked 
the new Clash triple LP. As if minding his 
p's and q's, he replied to the effect that 
although it seemed rather lengthy, he'd 
prefer not to pass judgment until he'd 
listened to it more. 

"I haven't heard it but once," he ex
plained. "When Give 'Em Enough Rope 

One of the reasons it's difficult even for.,_-+-+--< 
people who've been following Elvis Costel-
lo since 1977 to be certain what he's really.,_--+-+----< 
about is because he doesn't want to be un-
derstood. Over the years, he's revealed only.,_--+-+----< 
a few facts about himself; what he wants 
you to find out about is his music. I was.,_--+-+----< 
kidding him about the no press interviews lt---+-+-----t 
edict and he smiled to say, "Everything I 
have to say is in the songs and the show . .,_--+-+----< 
That's all she wrote.'' 

Costello's lyrics go right over the heads a+--+-+--< 
of most of his audience, who one day may 
find themselves stabbed in the back by the lt---+-+-----t 
biting truth that lies within his pop tunes. 
On superficial listening, they're meek and 11+----+-+----< 
mild, but when you think about what he's llt----t-+---t 
saying, the messages reveal ugly realities 
about life in the world today. "Clowntime llt----t-+---t 
is over," he tells us. But what that implies, 
downtime being over, is no fun. a+----t--t---t 

His songs are laced with heavy implica-
tions, even the sweetly crooned ballads. a+---+-+---t 
"Big Sister's Clothes" sounds innocent 
enough: "She's got eyes like saucers, oh llt----t--t---t 
you think she's a dish .. ./It's easier to say 'I a+--+-+--< 
Love You' than 'yours sincerely' I sup-
pose." But he's not singing a love song, it's llt----t-+---t 
dishonesty h~'s talking about. 

The manic dancing and boogeying that 11t----t-+---t 
accompanied songs like "Goon Squad" in-
dicates most of the audience has no concept a+---+-+---t 
of what he's really saying. It's a warning 
that being blind to what's going on in socie- .,...._._,_+---t 
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stand, but it's doubtful they listen to even a+---+-+---t 
the slow ones on a deep enough level to 
"get it.'' 

Indeed, subtlety is as much of the Elvis 
mystique as anything else. No lyric sheets llt----t-+---t 
arc breast-fed to you; you have to listen to 
the words. llt----t--t---t 

One thing I couldn't resist asking about lt---+-+-----t 
was the last Elvis performance I'd seen, in 
1979. He played a 2,000-plus seat hall in 11+----t--t---t 
Berkeley, California, and the first night's 
set was no more than 35 minutes long. And a+----t--t---t 
he didn't do an encore. What made it even 
more of a rip-off was the fact that there was .,_--+-+----< 

no ~:~i~~~~: 0:u~:!:/~o~ t~i~=~t~rf at lt---+-t------t 
Elvis. I frankly feel he was demonstrating .,_--+-t----< 
to promoter Bill Graham that a support act 
should have been booked, and perhaps 1he at---+-t--1 
anger would have been more appropriately 
channeled at Graham. at--+-+--< 

Again, an honest yet somewhat evasive 
response from Costello: "Well, we're doing a+----t--t---t 
longer sets now. 

"I practically feel like an old man at 26," 
Elvis went on. "Now there is a whole new 
lot of bands, like Madness, coming to play 11+----t--t---t 
in America. When we first came here, we lt---+-+-----t 
attracted a much younger crowd." And it's 
been only a little over three years. 

After a little more chatter, everyone got 
into the tour bus to ride back over to the 11+----t-+---t 
Gramercy Park Hotel. They invited me 
along, so I went, and it seemed unlikely but a+--+-+--< 
appropriate when Elvis and much of the en- a+---+- +--< 
tourage relaxed in the small bar downstairs, 
completely unhassled by any fans from the lt---+-+-----t 
Palladium ... or journalists. 

Including this one. He was a mce guy and a+--+-+--< 
I figured he deserved to be left alone by the 
press. Besides. he looked happy to be ming- lt---+-+-----t 

}~~ :i:k~h::;;;~:e:~~~et~: p~~~~ ·s set a lt---+-+-----t 
Unlike the more mellow crowds in Allan- .,_--+-+---t 

ta and New York, 1he Orpheum audience 
stood up the whole time. Elvis, obviously 
pleased with this enthusiastic response, 
played a longer set and extra encores. Of lt---+-t------t 
the three shows I saw on this tour, Boston 
-~fu~~ a+--+-+--< 
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Includes "Start" & "Going Under
ground"-two #1 British Hits plus 
limited edition 45 Bonus. 

LP 
THE TEARDROP EXPLODES 
"Kilimanjaro" 

The name Teardrop Explodes may 
have been taken from a comic book 
but there's certainly nothing comic
al about the way this group whips it 
up. Hailing from Liverpool like four 

5 99 other talented lads you may remem
ber, The Teardrop Explodes are 

• Alan David Gill, guitar, Gary Dwyer, 

TP 
The #1 Group in 
England- Topping 
Every Poll!!* 

drums, David Balfe, keyboards and 
Julian Cope, bass and vocals. Their 
debut album, "KIiimanjaro" is a 
mountainous smash. 

Though strangely titles, "Ha, Ha, 
I'm Drowning" is a deliriously good 
sounding rock track while cuts like 
"Sleeping Gas," "Brave Boys Keep 
Their Promises" and "Books" are 
outstandingly different. This was 
one of the most sought after im
ports during Fall 1980-now at last 
available domestically. 



by Kate Ingram 
Unlike Eric CJapron, also a member of 

the legendary band Blind Faith, Steve Win
wood has not achieved Jame on his own. 
Not yet. The first solo attempt he made was 
the self-titled Winwood LP, critically ac
claimed but commercially no big deal. 

That record came out three years ago. 
Now Win wood has released a second solo 
effort, Aic Of A Diver, again on his old 
buddy Chris Blackwell's Island Records 
This time he plays all the instruments, and 
ii appears Winwood has struck more com
mercial acceptance with the newer album. 

The "tour" from the album was not mu
sical, but instead Winwood made appear
ances of a promotional nature in some ma
jor US cities. He and his lovely wife Nicole 
stopped in Boston en route from New York 
to LA and he graciously allowed interviews, 
,fnot photographs, to the media here. 

At 32, Win wood is still pretty young, es
pecially to have accomplished all he's done. 
His bands, the Spencer Davis Group, Blind 
Faith, and Traffic, have all been super
groups in their own rights. After coming 
out of his three-year retirement, Steve 
spoke some with Boston Rock of the past, 
but mostly of the present and his future 
plans as well. 
Boston Rock: Has rhis been a good three
year period for you since we last heard from 
you? 
Winwood: It has, yeah. A very good three 
years. 
BR: What did you do? Did you have to 
learn any new instruments for the new LP? 
Winwood: The only one ... I didn't actually 
learn it for 1he album, but I've kind of been 
learning the mandolin. That's the only new 
instrument, really, because you see, all the 
bass on the album was keyboards. Most of 
it was keyboards and guitar, which I've been 
playing for some time (and I'm no1 particu
larly improving), and drums; well, drums I 
had 10 re-learn. I used to play them when I 
was young, drums, and I stopped doing 
that. 
BR: Didn't you start with drums and then 
go to guitar? 
Wlnwood: Well, no. You see, my father 
used to play odd things like bass and drums 
and sax, and he was always getting jobs 
playing different ins1ruments with bands. 
Often 1he instruments would be in the 
house. I remember I wasn't allowed to play 
the drums in !he house, 'cos I was making 
too much noise. So I was moved down into 
the garage. 
BR: Is it really true your father used to play 
in the same band as Jim Capaldi'sfather? 
Wlnwood: He played with him, yeah. 
BR: So how old were you and Jim when 
you first met? 
Wlnwood: Seventeen, I guess I was. In our 
fathers' day, they didn't really have bands. 
The musicians would get gigs for one night. 
They used to play at weddings and dances, 
and those kinds of things. 
BR: Do you like the life of an English gen
tleman on your farm in the country? 
Wlnwood: First, I must get this straight; I 
don't live on one of those huge baronial es
tates that sprawl as far as the eye can see. I 
live on a very small farm. 

But I do find life in the country very re~ 
freshing. It's interesting to gel to know peo
ple who don't know the first 1hing about 
rock 'n' roll. Strangely enough, these people 
do have feelings about music . I find talking 
with them enables me 10 get some objectivi
ty. 
BR: Whar's the studio like that you built on 
your farm to record Arc Of A Diver? 
Wlnwood: It's ama1eurish. The mixing 
board is an old one; i1 came from Basing 
Street studios, and all the old Free and early 
Traffic albums were recorded using this 
board. These studios, they're always trying 
, o update their equipment 10 compete, so 
they buy digital that and digital this. And of 
course they have to sell off the perfectly 
good, non-digital analog equipment, which 
is great for someone like me, 'cos 1hat's the 
kind of thing I hopefully can afford. 

I started off recording-in fact, I record
ed quite a few tracks on the album-with a 

\AflNWOOD 
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Steve Wlnwood at age 31. 

very old 3M machine. I mean, this huge old 
thing; I think it's about 15 years old. I up
dated that about halfway into the album; I 
managed to get a 7 year old Studer ma
chine, which is a 16-track.l've kind of add
ed odd gadgetry and effec1s gradually, and I 
find it very adequate, really. 
BR: Are there any other new songs you've 
been working on besides the seven on the 
new LP? 
Wlnwood: Y cs, I did have a couple. I might 
try to resurrect 'em, but I somehow doubt 
it. I'm trying not to use backlogs. I like to 
try to write at the time ... since I've been 
working with Will Jennings, he's told me he 
always liked 10 do that. I mean, he has 
backlogs, and I do 100, but it's usually bet-
1er if you do it on the spot. 
BR: There's talk that you'll be gelting a new 
band together to record with directly, that 
you're making an album this coming Sep
tember. Will it be a new supergroup? 
Winwood: I haven't got a band yet; I'm go
ing to put it together. It'll be three or four 
people. But I don't know for sure yet. It'll 
probably be younger blokes, younger musi
cians. I shall probably augment it if I find 
later in the year that I'm actually drawing 
some people to see it. If that's the case I 
shall probably gel a percussionist as well, a 
horn player or 1wo, or something. 
BR: One form of music that's being revived 
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now is Jamaican .ska. There was .some of 
that influence in the Spencer Davis Group. 
Winwood: I think it 's brilliant music, really 
important. Bui I'm not interested in playing 
"retro"music. 

In a way, all progressive music is becom
ing "retro" music. There's a line where it 
ceases to emulate something from the past. 
It embodies the principles of it. The Jam, 
they relate to the Beatles. A11hough think
ing about it now, their guitar licks do sound 
rather Bealtes-ish. 

But that's not really what I want to do. 
BR: You've always had a lot of jau influ
ence in what you've done. Is there a specific 
direction you feel like pursuing now? 
Winwood: Yeah, relating to rock 'n' roll. 
Quite a bit more, more than what's on this 
last aJbum. I feel this very s1rongly now. I 
think just of la1e-il's ridiculous it's taken 
so long- I've suddenly realized what rock 
'n' roll is: the embodiment of country music 
and rhythm & blues. 

I'm not saying 1he record will come out 
like a rock 'n' roll record. But I definitely 
am more keen to use those elements. 
BR: The Cosmic Muffin, Darrel/Martinie, is 
an astrologer in town who pointed out some 
things about you from your chart. You're a 
Taurus with a Cancer moon. He says you've 
ju.st had an erratic year. 
Winwood: That's right. 

BR: Plus, he say.s your Mars is in Leo, 
which means you had lolS of responsibilities 
when you were young. 
Wtnwood: Yeah, I was in the church choir, 
which was like a duty, and J was a Boy 
Scout. That kept me off the stree1. You 
know the church choir, linle angels with 
dirty faces. Young villains. 
BR: Was thar what got you interested in 
music? 
Wlnwood: Not really. Because I didn't take 
that kind of music seriously. I realize now 
that type of music probably affected me, 
subconsciously or something, 1 guess. 
BR: [N.Y. Times critic] Robert Palmer 
has an article in yesterday's paper that de-
scibed jou a.s ... 
Wlnwood: That las1 sentence! He said I'd 
become "a traditionalist, a rock 'n' roll con
servative." 
BR: What do you think of those tags? 
Wlnwood: He was being extremely nice 
throughout the article, and then he pul the 
knife in at the end. I think I know why he 
said it; I made it very clear I'm quite inter
ested in and exci1ed by this return 10 the old 
-and I think I did use the word "tradition
aJ" -values in rock 'n' roll, in the revival of 
R&B. Like it or not, it's the basis of what's 
now rock 'n' roll. What I said is that I quite 
welcome this. These are the values upon 
which present rock 'n' roll ought to be 
based, and ii tends sometimes to lose track. 

There's this group called the Stray Cats. 
It's interesting ... l wonder if Bob PaJmer 
would call them tradi1ionalis1s or conserva
tive. I somehow doubt it. 
BR: 0/ your contemporaries ... for exam
ple, Marianne Faithful, since you worked 
with her, Eric Clapton, Mike Oldfield, or 
Jimi Hendrix ... are any of them more valid 
to you personally? 
Wtnwood: Well, yes. The thing is, it's diffi
cult to compare Oldfield with Hendrix. I'm 
not just being diplomatic, but I genuinely 
feel they all have influenced me in their 
way. 

I'm not reaJly going to play behind peo
ple anymore. Eric Clapton has always said, 
"I'm just an average guitarist, a rhythm gui
tarist." He always used to push me out and 
say, "You go out and do the stuff." And in 
a way that's been one of 1he most fantastic 
things. Bui with 1he others, I played parti
cularly an accompanying role. Except Eric, 
and maybe Marianne. 

With Marianne, I was able to take more 
of a production role. I didn't actually pro
duce her album, but I helped out in that 
area. 

With Hendrix, I was really a back-up mu
sician. It's nuts, because I think the art of 
accompaniment is as great if not as difficull 
and if anything just as rewardi ng, as the art 
of being out fron1. The accompanying role 
is something I've been interested in for ages. 
Bui nevertheless, I don't really want 10 do 
more of that. The only thing I shall do is 
work in conjunction with 01her people. 

I've got plans to work with Marianne 
when I get back, to record with her. I've al
ready written a song for her next album. I 
thought it was going to take a week 10 write 
a tune with her, but i1 only took an after
noon. She's so professional and so fantas
tic. 
BR: A lot of the people you've worked with 
hove been heavy drug users, to the point of 
addicrion. How have you been able to avoid 
it, yourself? 
Wlnwood: I've just seen too many casuaJ
ties, I suppose. Also, amongst artists and 
performers there's this old-fashioned idea, 
more or less an existential concept from the 
Twenties, that the artist must suffer to be 
produc1ive. I think this is totally unfound
ed, not true at all. That's not to say some
one who suffers can'1 do great things, but I 
believe to think i1's necessary to go through 
some sort of suffering in order to do any
thing worthwhile or good is absolute non
sense. For anyone who thinks it's necessary 
to suffer, drugs are the easiest way . 

I think with drugs, you can't take any 
pleasure w/ out having 10 give it back. I be
lieve a person who tries to keep his body 
healthy wiU be more produc1ive, absolutely. 
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by Mike Bastarache 
I can 'I pretend I know whal Lo Peste are. 

I know what they're not. And I know they 
don't fit any of those readymade labels !hat 
journalists are prone to tag on bands. La 
Peste present too many contradictions for 
that. They 're deadly serious while keeping a 
sharp wit, socially concerned yet detached, 
and coolly conjidenl though vulnerable. 
Bur somehow it works. And it works very 
well because Lo Pesre sincerely believe in 
their approach. And it works because they 
don't beat you on !he head with their sin· 
cerity. They slowly convince you through 
their songs and their sound. The s01md. Oh 
yeah, La Peste hove that sound. 
La Pestearc: 
Mark Andreasson-bas-., vocals 
Ian Stevens-guitar, vocals 
Roger Tripp-drums, vocals 

Boston Rock: What's !he background of 
!he band? 
Mark: Roger and I started La Peste with 
Peter (Day1on] about five years ago. Basic
ally none of us knew how to play. We just 
got together and decided to start a "new 
wave" band. 
BR: Was that in art school? 
Mark: Well, 1 was in art school. Peter was 
in art school. Roger was in electronics 
school. 
Roger: We were living in the same rooming 
house. 
Mark: Yeah. That's how we met. Peter and 
I happened to be roommates and Roger 
lived upstairs. So we all got together, and 
scratched together some instruments, and 
learned how to play. It took about a year to 
do that. From there we started playing gigs, 
gening better and better-started to devel
op a following. Then a friend of ours, Car
oline Bertram, put up the money to help us 
put out a record ("Better Off Dead" b/w 
''Black'']. After that things really started 10 

mushroom. At the same time, the Boston 
music scene was really gelling a lot of good 
bands. 
BR: What was the inspiration to get a band 

together in !he first place? 
Roger: The thrill of playing rock 'n' roll 
music. Just being on stage. 
BR: Were there any bands in par1icufar you 
were listening to then? 
Mark: Roger was really into the Beatles. I 
was listening to a lot of Roxy Music and 
David Bowie, and typical Massachusetts 
kids like Aerosmith .. 
BR: Did you do any covers when you start
ed? 
Mark: Naw. We didn't know how to play 
any covers. We were lucky to play our own 
stuff. 
BR: Did you always have the basic sound 
you have now? 
Mark: Yeah. That core was there from the 
beginning. We weren't hindered by all these 
rules and stuff. It was total creativity right 
from the start. We had no form to follow. 
BR: How did people react when you first 
played? 
Roger: It was precty bad, our first gig (at 
Boston University's student cafeteria). 

ark: Mixed reaction. (everybody laughs) 
ome people recognized it as true art. And 

other people recognized it as true shit. We 

w 



just set up and plugged in. It was absolute 
garbage. But it was great garbage. 
BR: Well now it seems people have a differ
ent opinion of you. 
Ian: Yeah. It's worse. 
Mark: No, it's probably the same mix. 
There has been a general shift in audiences. 
People tend to be more receplive to new 
music in gen~ral. They're not as closed as 
they were two to three years ago. 
Ian: It's been a year since we've been play
ing live (as the "new" band with Ian re
placing Peter Dayton], spent developing in 
front o'f people, and there's always that ten
dency to judge. The coming-out was awful. 
Mark: Three months after we started play
ing Boston we were Still getting a lukewarm 
response. We'd go to New York and play in 
front of 1,000 people 'and it was amazing; 
they loved it. 

Ian: We spent two months auditioning lead 
singers. It took that long to learn that we 
had to sing ourselves. And we didn't want 
to sing. Mark and I were learning and it was 
really funny. We finally said, ''Lei's do it.'' 
So we played a gig as "special guests" hop
ing nobody would show up. Of course the 
word got around. To get better we had to 
play. And to play we had to present our
selves for judgement and criticism that as a 
young band, we actually weren't ready for. 
BR: ls there a particular attitude La Pesre 
represents? 
Ian: Non-ignorance. 
Mark: My favorite thing to do is sit with 
two televisions on, the radio on, and read 
something ... You have to be smart to suc
ceed. 
BR: Do you think your music goes over the 
heads of a lot of people? 
Mark: The music is hitting people at a 101 of 
different levels. A lot of people miss what's 
being said in the lyrics, but they listen to the 
music and they think that's good. Other 
people just see us as a rock 'n' roll band. 
For them, they don't look any deeper and 
that's fine. That's all we are. To -still other 
people, it goes way beyond that. 

BR: /! seems !hat, of any band in Boston, 
La Peste are more misunderstood than any
one else. 
Mark: Sometimes we don't do anything to 
change that either. 
BR: What would you change if you could? 
Roger: Nothing. 
Mark: The music is always changing regard
less ofus. 
Ian: What will change, will change. We're 
just there to absorb it. 
BR: How important is !he look of 1he band? 
Roger: It does help to have a visual image
it helps the impact. 
BR: Does the way you dress have anything 
to do with the attitude? The khaki shirts ... ? 
Roger: ... working class. 
Mark: We're very conscious of the way we 
dress. A strong feeling within the band is 
that we're all very patriotic, as far as a 
strong America goes. Not necessarily to 1he 
degree of pushing to the right, the new 
right and all this moral s\uff. But we are 
into being American. 

Ian: We strive for a unity and uniformity 
onstage. The whole thing behind the band 
is that we want to be looked at as a unit. 
BR: What did you think of Jim Sullivan's 
evaluation of rhe band? [Mr. Sullivan, a 
writer for the Boston Globe, found La 
Pesre's brand of music too derivative of cir
ca 1977 British punk bands.] 
Mark: It's a good example of someone who 
goes to see a band and doesn't see beyond 
his immediate impressions. 
Ian: If he liked us, we'd probably be in 
trouble. It's very favorable to us that he 
"didn't" like us. 

BR: What kind of audience do you think 
can relate to the band? At the level you 
want to communicate at? ' 
Mark: To me personally, the ideal people 
I'd like to get to are the kids, fifteen to 
twenty. Just the fact that those are im
pressionable years. 
Ian: Kids like that are ready to put you up 
on a pedestal, bu1 if you go out there, and 
you don't throw out this Star shit, you just 
go out and sweat for them, they appreciate 

it. They understand it. Like Boys Life. 
You'll probably see more bands like that. 
BR: They',:,e more in touch with what's go
ing on. 
Mark: Exactly. They have a lot more to of
fer. All these new bands have so many 
fresh ideas, it just makes things so much 
more interesting. 
Ian: Mark and I never go to see anybody. 
Maybe once in the last two months. The 
whole reason I think we started playing ... 
someone might as well do it right. 
Mark: That's a rather conceited viewpoint, 
but... that's why we do it. 
BR: You don't think any of the young 
bands do it right? 
Ian: Oh sure, there's some good bands .. 
Roger: The Outlets, Boys Life .. 
Mark: There's a lot of good bands. I saw 
the New Models the other day . They were 
really good. But any band I go see, I only 
last for three or four songs before I start 
getting tired. I'm sure the same thing hap
pens to people in the audience watching us. 
I don't know what that's from but it hap-

BR: What issues do you think are import
ant? What influences your songwriting? 
Mark: Politics. People. 
Ian: We don't dream u_p these man/woman 
situations or big autobiographies. I don't 
even think any of our songs have the word 
"love" in them. 
Mark: (sarcastically) I stick it - in every
where. A lot of them are personal interpre
tations of what we see around us; interac
tions and reactions to things that happen to 
us in our everyday lives. 
Ian: They're feelings everybody has-ex
cept love. 
BR: Why is it that 99% of the other bands 
in the world can focus on one thing: silly 
relationships with women? 
Mark: Because everything rhymes when you 
talk about that. 
BR: I'm wondering if it's all imitation or if 
it's what people are really concerned about. 
Ian: I think it's imitation too. But, it's also 
easy ... 
Mark: It concerns the person, but it is scary 
that everybody writes them. 

Command [the electronic game]. 
BR: What'sthesongabout? 
Mark: A very futuristic world where we 
have 16 major cities, no more countries, no 
more races; wars are between the cities. 

BR: How did you come to do rhe commer
cial for the Humphrey Center's career op
portunities project? 
Mark: I knew this guy who knew somebody 
in the advertising business who needed a 
new wave band to do this. I went down and 
met with the guy, played him a few tapes, 
and he thought we were great. So he gave 
me a sheet of lyrics and said, ''This is what 
we'd like in it." I brought it back, the three 
of us looked it over, and we said, "Oh no! 
Noway!" 
Ian: It was like this little story about Jack 
and Jill or something. It was way out to 
lunch. 
Mark: We rewrote the whole thing. I went 
down and played him a rough tape. He 
loved it-the new words and everything. 
Ian: We had total creative freedom within 
the guidelines. But when they mixed it. .. to 
us they ruined it. When I heard it on the 
radio I would cringe. 

BR: So what are the intentions for making 
it as a commercial success? 
Mark: We're working our hardest at it. 
Ian: Yeah. What we want to do is play for a 
lot of people in a lot of cities. Right now 
our strength is the live show until we do 
more recording. 
Mark: Unfortunately we have to work with
in the structure that's already there. To do 
that, we have to follow a lot of rules as far 
as business and commerciality. We're defi
nitely conscious of that. At the same time, 
we aren't going to compromise with any of 
the material. We're walking a fine line be
cause we want to gel to that level. 
BR: You have to play a par/ of the game IO 
get what you wan/. 
Ian: But we would never bend anything ba
sic to our principles to do it, to be pop-y or 

, anything. I think, first of all, pop music is 
absolute shi1. And I don't think wha1 we 
play is pop music. We're going to make it 
as we are or ... go crazy. (laughs) 
BR: So have you been happy the way lhe 
band's been turning out? 

ROGERMARKIAN 
Mark: Very happy. Overall the band is 
moving at a real good pace. We always get 
these anxiety attacks as far as the music 
goes and how successful we are at the time 
but... it is moving at a good pace. 
BR: Have you felt you haven't received the 
mass acceptance versus what the Neighbor
hoods and Pastic.he get? [All three bands 
are Boston Battle of the Bands wiiiners.] 

pens to everything. If I listen to an album. I 
get tired of it after a few songs. I just don't 
listen to that much music at all. 
BR: What about international bands? Do 
you think !he Clash have gotten better? 
Ian: They got better before they got worse. 
Mark: So you mean they got worse now? 
Ian: I think they've lost touch. 
Mark: There definitely comes a time when 
it's hard to figure out, with yourself, 
whether you're doing this truly for the art 
and the feeling or you're doing it because 
it's going to be commercially successful. 
BR: So would it be good enough to contin
ue to do it for the art? 
Mark: Well, we certainly aren't getting rich. 
Jan: That's for sure. I think we want to do a 
lot more recording; a lot more than we've 
do)le. That's part of our character we 
haven't really touched on-only because of 
the money. It's not like we're going to go 
into the studio and put together these Barry 
Manilow songs. It's just going to be a logic
al extension of what we do live. But also, 
we're not going to record a punk album. 
It's not going to happen that way at all. 
BR: Have you ever thought of yourselves as 
a punk band? 
Ian: A lot of people don't recognize there's 
no such 1hing as punk rock. People who 
want to be in a punk rock band actually 
want to be in a novelty band now. We're 
not into that. We're not into that "No Fu
ture, No Hope" thing. It's actually the very 
opposite of that. We're saying there is 
hope, and life doesn't suck. 

BR: What's the idea behind "Moscow Ra- Mark: It's different. The music is at a lo.t 
dio"? different level. 
Ian: Mark wrote the music and we said .. 
Mark: We need some words! 
Ian: It was a long time ago when we were 
auditioning singers. They were all coming 
up with this love song stuff for it. I got 
really sick of it. The whole idea of "Mos
cow Radio" actually was that I got a short 
wave radio for Christmas once and I can re
member listening to it, and hearing the dis
crepancies between whal J read and what I 
heard. Uokingly) And it gives us a chance, 
for three minutes, to say "Moscow Radio." 
BR: (to Mark) What is your favorite song? 
Mark: My all-time favorite, and one of my 
strongest writing efforts was "Color 
Scheme." As for other songs, "Takeido 
Road." I've always been into oriental his
tory. It's imagining as if I were in Japan, 
marching down this road and fighting these 
Japanese samurai. 
BR: Roger, what's yours? 
Roger: "Seven." That rhythm and riff 
came a long time ago. I like the words be
hind it too. 
Mark: The words are real simple. It's just a 
poem about death, what death is. It's a 
spiritual song. 
Roger: 7 is a spiritual perfection-a decent 
concept. 
BR: Ian, what's your favorite? 
Ian: I like "Sixteen Cities,'' which Mark 
hates. He wrote the words and I wrote the 
music. He should change it to "Six Cities" 
now that they've come up with Missile 

Roger: We're a newer band than they are 
too. That has a lot todo with it. 
Mark: Aclually, 10 the average listener, we 
probably aren't as well accepted as the 
Neighborhoods or Pastiche, but the music 
is so much deeper. I mean, can you listen to 
the Neighborhoods twenty times or La 
Peste twenty times, and which one would 
you get bored with first? It may take you a 
while to get into La Peste, but it's going to 
hold your interest that much longer. 
BR: At any point do you think you take 
this all too seriously? 
Mark: Yeah. 
Ian: Yeah. Sometimes we reach the point 
where we start banging our heads against 
the wall and get really depressed about it. 
Roger: That's when we take a vacation. 
BR: Why do you lose perspectives of 
things? 

Mark:- ... Push too hard. 
Ian: We can't make things happen. There's 
our part of the bargain, that we have to put 
up, and the rest is out of our hands. Some
times we try to do everything. 
BR: So why do you stick it out? 
Roger: We love it. 

Mark: It's great. When you're on stage, 
there's nowhere you'd rather be. 
Jan: Carl Wallenda said about walking on 
the wire, "Being on the wire is life and the 
rest is just waiting,'' and the stage is a lot 
like that for us. 
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real rock and roll. 

THE TAXI BOYS (STAR-RHYTHM 1002-EP) 

Featuring: 
"I Can't Kick" 
"Down To You" 
"Up Is Up" 
''Some Love Like 

Yours" 
(45 RPM 
Extended Play 
Disc In Hard 
Cover Jacket) 

The Songs of John Felice. 
The Music of The Taxi Boys. 

They'll Take You Where 
You Want To Go. 

Available at Record Stores Everywhere 
Mail Order Coples Available for $3.00 Each Postpaid (U.S. only) 

New England Distribution: Rounder 
Management: Alan Rotberg ( 617) 26 7-4156 
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SQUEEZED 

Squeeu \'ocallst Glenn TUbrook 

by Carter Alan 

Squeeze have played around Boston a 
half dozen times over the last three years. 
They've shown a patience in dealing with the 
American marketplace that few English 
bands have been able to match. 

Under the wings of Police manager Miles 
Copeland (who no longer manages Squeeze, 
as of this beginning of this tour), they came 
to American in 1978 with their debut album 
and a van of equipment to tour here for the 

first time. At the time all British "punk" 
bands were looking for ways to convince 
their record labels to finance US tours. 

Squeeze, along with the Jam, ignored the 
refusals and put their own tour together. It 
catapaulted needed college radio play, and 
the group built a base of support upon 
which their second LP Cool For Cats took 
off like a rocket. The title tune was a major 
hit in the UK and garnered bona fide com
mercial airplay in the US as well. Argybar
gy continued the uphill swing and was their 
first stateside hit LP while Squeeze toured 
extensively. 

Things fragmented after that, as found
ing member and keyboardist Jools Holland 
announced plans to form his own band. It 
was awhile before the remaining members 
chose as his replacement Paul Carrack, for
merly a member of the one hit ("How 
Long" in 1974) band Ace. He wrote the 
bulk of Ace's material, so Squeeze gained 
much more than a replacement keyboard
ist. 

When Squeeze returned to Boston Pebru
ary 5 as support for Elvis Costello's long
awaited return, Carrack contributed back
up vocals and shined on some rippling pi
ano runs that made me forget he was hidden 
behind a PA column. The sound for the 
concert was unusually good, with comfor
table volume levels. Squeeze's full instru
mental scope was audible, as were the vo
cals. Glenn Tilbrook (lead guitar), Chris 
Oifford (rhythm guitar) and Carrack lay
ered harmonies on nearly all the material 
and it was pleasant to hear their precision. 

Squeeze's hard rock Style always has been 
interspersed with witty, occasionally mildly 
perverse ballads, with a minimum of instru
mental excess. Difford and Tilbrook 
worked through a full 40-minute set, alter
nating on vocals. There wac; a surprising 
break halfway through when they an
nouned Carrack's addition to the band and 
performed their own version of "How 
Long." It's a song most people remember, 
even if they can't recall the name of the 
band that made it famous. 

Squeeze had the luxury of performing for 
a capacity crowd that surely wasn't going 
anywhere. They presented material from 
their forthcoming album, along with some 
slower tunes like "I Think I'm Go Go" and 
"Up The Junction." There was a steady 
rise of energy culminating with a pair of 
tunes from Argybargy: "Another Nail In 
My Heart" and "Pulling Mussels From A 
Shell." 

The audience, many of whom were see
ing Squeeze for the first time, roared for an 
encore. Later on, Elvis brought Tilbrook 
out to perform "From A Whisper To A 
Scream" off Costello's latest LP, Trust. 
Their combined vocals were among the 
evening's higher moments. 

Later on, in trying to meet up with 
Squeeze to talk about the changes they've 
been through in the past year, I was re
buffed by the band's management, who 
claimed it was an inappropriate occasion. 
They would bi more than happy to speak 
when they return to the states in April, once 
their LP is out. 

Attempts were made to contact the band 
anyway, although it looked just about im
possible since the security net surrounding 
the Costello/Squeeze camp prevented con
tact with the artists. In addition, a squad of 
Boston Police shook down Squeeze and 
their road crew for possible possession of 
drugs upon the band's return from the Qr. 
pheum. 

Along with a couple of other fock 'n' roll 
samaritans, I managed to get to Gilson La
vis, Squeeze's sturdy and powerful drum· 
mer. He didn't consent to an interview, but 
I didn't ask, either, it being 3 a.m. with the 
tour bus scheduled to depart for New York 
at ten. He did confirm my suspicions that 
the Boston security net was unusual and 
confessed he was quite nustered by all the 
commotion. 

Gilson expressed loads of excitement 
about the fourth Squeeze LP, to be titled 
East Side Story and released March 17. 
They'll be back to America-and Boston
after that for their own tour. 
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by Mark Fisher 

Tom Robinson-lead 
vocals/rhythm guitar 

Stevie B-lead guiiarl 
vocals 

Jo Burt-bass guitar/ 
vocals 

Derek Quinton 
drumslsynth percus
sion 

It's 1:30 p.m. and I'm at the Bradford 
Hotel. I've just been introduced to mem
bers of Sector 27-Derek Quinton, drum
mer and "reformed football hooligan," 
and Stevie B, guitarist and bearer of an im
pressive mu/ti-stacked blonde quiff 

Derek and Steve are in remarkably good 
shape considering the grueling routine 
they've been subject to over the last four 
weeks: 28 dates, numerous interviews, and 
radio appearances. Steve had just woken up 
from a half-hour nap; most of the band 
have had about 3 hours sleep in the past 
three days. We chat about the reactions the 
band has been receiving here and in Cana
da; very favorable by all accounts. 

Jo Burt, bassist and long-time friend of 
Robinson's, enters the room to inform me 
that Tom will be a bit late as he's 011 the 
way back from doing a radio interview. I 
turn on the tape; the atmosphere in the 
room is friendly and relaxed. 

Boston Rock: Could you start with a brief 
history of how the band came together? 
Derek: The band was formed by Jo and 
Tom, so most of the son_gs that have bttn 
written and recorded were done by them. 
Steve 's done some songs .. 
Sten: Yeah, I came along from an ad in the 
Melody Maker after !hey found Derek, and 
we all star1ed banging ideas together. As we 
were in a hurry, we wrote as many songs as 
we could and then went on a tour of Eng
land, nicely known as the "toilet tour" of 

England. We played and wrote songs and 
did interviews for the whole tour until we 
died of exhaustion- (laughter) literally. 
BR: You enjoy touring, though? 
All: Yeah . 
Sieve: You get very tired after a while, not 
so much tired of doing gigs 'n that, but 
you're physically knackered. 

I love louring, especially coming to 
America 'n that , even though we don't get 
to see much o f it anyway, still you get to see 
a bit , which is good, and you get days off 
here ' n there. 'N o f course playing the gigs , 
wh ich is the best part o f it. The worst part 

of the day is travelling. 
BR: How did you decide on the name Sec
tor 27? I know it comes from an Allen Gins
berg poem, but is there any relevance to 
that? 
Derek: Only that it doesn't mean anything 
a1 all. 
Jo: We just looked for a bland name that 
wouldn't categorize us or have anything to 
do with TR 8. 
Steve: We're just trying to get away from 
the TRB thing. Jo was trying to get away 
from the Troggs thing (laughter) and all in 
all we ~nt for a name that had nothing to 
do with the Troggs .. 
Derek: (laughs) ... or TRB. 
Sieve: ... or caberet bands like Derek's 
(more laughter) or country/ western bands 
like me. H's something we all agreed on. I 
think it was a mixture of Jo and Tom that 
came up with the name and the band just 
said, yeah, it's a realty nice name to go 
with. Since then we've found out there's 
another band called Section 25 who we 
wanna kill. (laughter) Other than that it's 
fine . 
BR: In the press sheet Tom says that the 
discipline of the format in which you work 
is necessary to develop yourselves as play
ers. Could you expand on that a bit? 
Jo: Basically, when we're writing a song or 
playing together, we won't do the things 
that we've been doing for years. We sit 
around and get someone to hold the beat 
steady, like probably Derek, and we sort of 
pee around and do whatever comes into our 
heads, which we generally get better at do
ing as time goes on. Also, instead of using 
extra instruments to get new sounds, we try 
to get them out of the ones we have. 
BR: Instead of using synthesizers? 
Jo: Yeah. And keyboards, which is some
thing we wanted to get away from all along, 
much the way XTC did when they joined up 
with Steve Lillywhite. The album they did 
with him was big when me and Tom started 
out. 

There's no set rules on it, though, we 
could feature keyboards in the future, but 
at least not initially. 

Al this point Tom enlers the room, we 
shake hands; the rest of Sector 27 complain 
to him about lack of sleep. The conversa
tion continues. 

BR: / read that Tom said something about 
the drummer being "fundamental to the 
rhythm as the part of the music which will 
see the most serious development in coming 
years." Something Fripp said as well. 
Could you expand? 
Jo: It was important to us that we had a 
drummer who was prepared not to play 
standard stuff; we had ideas about how we 
wanted the drum par! to sound. Earlier on 
we had worked in the studio demo-ing the 
songs with a session guy who'd played with 
Tom previously, and nothing but old licks 
were coming out. 

That automatically affects the rest of the 

band, especially as we work closely togeth
er. So when we dragged Derek into doing 
demos, we found out we were able to exper
iment, if only by playing one bass drum 
beat to the bar ins1ead of normally playing 
two. 
Tom: Doing it like instead of just on one, 
doing it on one-and.. like on "Mary 
Lynne." 
Jo: The mere fact that the guy was pre
pared to do that , y'know. Most drum
mers'll say .. 
Tom: "Don't tell me what to do mate, I'm 
the drummer." Obviously Fripp is into the 

heavy techniques of where you place the 
beat... the fact that English drummers 
place the beat in a different place than say 
American drummers, those kind of things. 
BR: With regard to that, one song that par
ticularly impressed me is "Dungannon" 
(the B-side of the "/nvi1ation"4.S). 
Sieve: Yeah, that's one of mine and Tom's. 
The lyrics are fairly Bowie-innuenced, not 
really sung out, more held back, whereas 
lots of songs on the album are really sung 
OU!. The way we came to write it was that 
Tom had a chorus 'n I had a good little gui
tar riff 'n we jelled those things together. 
BR: It sounds very Keilh Levene [Pil gui
tarist) influenced. Was that a conscious in
fluence? 
Steve: No. I've only just started listening to 
Keith Levene. You're about the 997th per
son who's said to me I sound like Keith Le
vene. The only other one they've compared 
me with is the old Banshee guitarist (John 
McKay). I don't know what it is, 'cos I've 
never listened to Levene until the other day. 
I like "Poptones." 

Even Tom's said that. I was playing 1he 
guitar and Tom said, "Oh, 1ha1 sounds like 
a Keith Levene thing." 'N I said "Oh 
bloody 'ell, I'm getting paranoid about this 
thing," so I started listening to him. It ac
tually was very similar to what he played; I 
take that (comparison to Levene) as a com
pliment, 'cos he's a good guitarist. 
Tom: !l's always that lean, wasted look that 
makes a guitarist play that sort of style. 
(laughter) Another guitarist that we en
countered quite recen1ly who's exploring 
along the same lines is Edge. 
Sieve: Yeah, U2's guitarist. He uses echo a 
lot, 'n I like to use echo. Also a bit of Andy 
Summers sounds like me as well, mainly be
cause it's chorus 'n echo again. 
T~m: Right-I mean, for the actual texture 
you use. 
Steve: Right now there's about 20 or so gui
tarists all trying new ideas along the same 
lines, and a1 the moment they're categor
ized together. But in a couple of years time 
I think the unique styles of each one will 
come out and people will identify with that 
rather than like they used to with Jimmy 
Page. 
Tom: That's right. When that style really 
emerged ... {to Steve] although you were too 
young to remember of course ... which was 
around '66, suddenly every.one wanted to 
get a Les Paul Gibson 'n crank it up full 
with a Marshall amp. Within a few months 
there was Jeff Beck with the Yardbirds, 
then Eric Clapton, then John Mayall, then 
Cream. Then Hendrix burst onthc:sceneand 
suddenly everyone was playing guitars like 
violins with long sustained notes. It's a little 
bit the same now that people are picking up 
on the fact that all these toys are available 
really cheap that expand the sound of the 
guitar 'nits possibilities. 
Steve: Also I think il's competing with syn
thesizers. I mean guitar is a very important 
instrument that shouldn't be ignored be
cause .. 

Jo: You'll be out of work. (laughter} 
Steve: If you just sit on your arse playing 
old-time Hendrix riffs all the time, 1he in
strument is never gonna get away any fur
ther than that. 'N ye1 the radio stations in
sist on playing mostly that. Not all of them, 
but you tend to turn on the radio and hear a 
song by the Eagles. 
BR: A lot of heavy metal too ... What's 
''Invitation, What Have We Got To Lose?'' 
about? 
Tom: It's kind of a manifesto if you like. 
The song represents an attitude more than a 
specific event or subject . It con\'e}s an atti-

tude which is fairly prevalenl, one that we 
certainly feel as a band with regards to our 
own situation. You go play "Rock Against 
the Right" in Germany. It's the same 
thing; during the steel strike we were play
ing it in northern England, and it meant 
something else again. The attitude was 
common to all those situations, or people at 
school under a regime from the head teach
er, and so on. 
BR: A universal meaning? 
Tom: It'd be nice to reach toward songs 
that have universality. That song perhaps is 
one of the most successful we've done in 
terms of trying 10 do that, where it doesn'I 
'.lCtually dilute by being very specific. 
BR: What's "Total Recall" about? 
Tom: It's one of Jo's songs. 
Jo: It's about the wacky world of compu
ters and about the fact that if you get 
stopped by the law in just about any coun
try, with numbers they can I rack you down 
from your driver's license or car plate. Ba
sic paranoias of being found out y'know. 
Tom: I remember talking to someone about 
it and they said, "Well, if you stay within 
the law ... " But who docs. (laughler) 
"You'll be alright Jack, nothing to worry 
about," but that's such a naive view. 
BR: Well it doesn't take into account the 
laws getting tighter. 
Tom: Exactly, and once the stuff is on the 
data bank ... sure, while you're under a re
gime that isn't going to abuse the process of 
law. 
Sieve: Yeah, if you agree with everything 
that the law stands for, that's OK. But if 
not-how can they have a common law 10 

everybody when everybody doesn't neces
sarily think the same way? I mean just take 
the gay thing for a start, when they were 
making gays illegal. It was bloody stupid. 
Because if you're gay you don't find that il
legal at all. 
Jo: I'll 1cll you one particular instance that 
happened. I was given a TV for Christmas 
and I'd just moved back into London, hav
ing been away with my parents for the 
weekend. I'd just arrived at the Oat, and 
there was a knock at the door and I opened 
ii, 'n there was this guy from the TV license 
people asking me if I had a TV license. 
There was no possibility that the guy had 
checked up on me or anything; it was just 
sheer coincidence. But nevertheless I was 
completely freaked out 'cos I didn't have a 
TV license and that kind of sparked it off t 
guess .. 
Tom: The point of the song is that it's a sort 
of counter to the Boomtown Rats' "Some
one's Looking At You." Because they're 
not; there's no one person sitting there 
monitoring all these TV screens of every
body in each block, 'cos obviously there 
isn't the manpower 10 do that. It's a passive 
process by which that information is 
amassed. 

Each time you make a purchase on acre
dit card, each time you get stopped by the 
law for a routine investigation, each time 
you might have your fingerprints taken, 

each time you register to vote, for a pass
port, get a bank account, whatever. That 
goes down on a data bank, nobody·s look
ing at it, but when they want to put the fin
ger on you it's available. 

And the beginning of the song, the first 
verse is: "They're checking the records as 
far as they go," which means they're 101ally 
checking on you. But by the time the song 
ends it's saying checking on 1he records is as 
far as they go, 'n if you're not on 1he re
cord they can't check you. Which is why it 
finished up with "Buy another bike/Get a 
fresh address/ Get another bike/ Take an-



other test/What you never tell, they can 
never guess." So ha ha ha, better not forget 
to send off your registration. 
BR: Why did you choose Sieve Lillywhile 
10 produce the album? 
Tom: He was very good looking ... (laugh
ter) 
Derek: No one else wanted to do i!. (more 
laughter) Actually it was his bum in front or 
the mixing desk ... 
Ste"e: Close friends with a friend or ours .. 
[looks knowingly at Tom] 
Tom: Backstage at the Peter Gabriel con
cert, I saw Peter talking to this really foxy 

boy and I thought, "well ... " and steamed 
up with my "Well who's your friend there 
Peter" look, and he said "This is Steve." 
We talked a bit, and it gradually dawned on 
me that this was Steve Lillywhite, the big 
famous producer; he just looked rar too 
young to have done anything that he's 
done. 
Derek: He's not really-he's 46, keeps his 
age well by playing decenl music ... taking 
the right drugs ... (laughter) Seriously, he's 
got to be one or the best producers around, 
apart from meselr. We couldn't have done 
the album without him. 

Jo: In the very early days we were just sort 
of throwing ideas around, we said if we 
have a producer it'd be nice to have Steve. 
Sten: He was the first producer I've ever 
worked with, and I was well impressed ac
tually. He's brilliant, I think. 
Tom: The particular gift he brings to bear 
that the record buyer doesn't necessarily 
know about is, in terms of psychology, not 
in a calculating clinical way, but just hand
ling people. He's actually contributing as 
much to produce an LP by saying "Let's go 
down 10 the pub" and keeping an eye on 
everyone for the next two hours. Seeing 

what kind of mood they're in and choosing 
his moment before he says "Let's go back 
'n do it" or "Let's knock off for today' ac
cordingly. That's as important to the end 
product as what you actually twiddle on the 
knobs. 
Sten: An' especially as it was so rushed for 
us. We had hardly any time for first re
hearsals 'n writing songs, then we went 
straight on playing clubs 'n that. Then we 
had a week doing something else. 
Jo: To get well again. (laughter) 
Stel'e: And then straight into the studio. 
Derek: And the fact that Steve Lillywhite is 
a producer-normally I hate producers. I 
hate the bastards, I can't stand them, 
they're a bunch of wal\ys most of them, 
'specially these so-called "name" produ
cers. But Lillywhite is a mate ... His techni
cal side is amazing. He isn't afraid 10 exper
iment or ask what you think, or he'll try 
something really silly. I mean, who'd think 
of using a tiny little battery practice amp for 
Steve's guitar, or for vocals we used it. 
BR: Which song was that? 
Tom: (sings) "I'm not ready." We just used 
a little Radio Shack amp. 
Derek: You just don't get many producers 
that are willing to go that far. You might 
come in with an idea and he'll say, "OK 
let's try it." 
Tom: On some tracks he said why don't we 
do a backing rack with just Derek. 'Cos 
Derek had been playing the numbers live, 
he knows where all the frills came an' 
that. Some of the songs went down just 
drums, which meant we could gel this huge 
ambience in the studio, 'cos there was no 
leakage and we could mike the kit from a 
distance. 
Derek: It's more difficult laying down a 
track like that. 
Tom: Easier for us, more difficult for you. 
BR: / wasn't aware that it could be done ... 
Dertk: Yeah, I've done it a lot; most of the 
time Tom'd stand there 'n shout out "Here 
we go with the verse, the chorus," etc. 
Sten: The great thing i~ that Tom's singing 
along and out of tune all the time. (laugh
ter) 
Tom: Well, I don't have a pitch to tune to .. 
Sten: So to know where you are in the song 
you have to listen to him going ... (singing 
flat) "Total recall ... " (The rest of the band 
joins in imitating Tom singing Oat.) 
Derek: The hard thing is you've got 10 con
centrate on laying down a track with a lot 
of feel 'n soul and you've got a guy 1here 
(pointing to Tom) being a bloody comedi
an. (More Imitations or Tom's "guiding" 
!racks from Steve and Jo.) But anyway, it 
worked really well; !here aren't many pro
ducers that even think about doing that or 
let you if they did. A lot are on this ego trip 
of "You're a band, play together," but Lil
lywhite treats every band he records differ
ently. He doesn't put anyone down, and 
he's willing to learn. The album would nev
er have been made as well without him. 
Tom: And neither would our live shows. 
Stel'e: He progressed us about a hundred 
per cent. We had lots of ideas but not the 
time nor clearheadedness 10 sit down and 
work out some kind of order to do it all in. 
And he helped us with that a lot. 
BR: Do you experimenl on stage with the 
music a lot? 
Tom: Not enough .. 
Sten: I muck around a bit and I tend to 
think of lots or good thing but they only 
come in handy doing other songs. 
Tom: But sometimes you fish them out or 
the soundcheck the next day and we tape 
'em and use them as building blocks for 
more songs. When you get back home and 
hear the cassettes, you put little bits of all 
the ideas together. Then you get a sort of 
master thing to write from. Steve's got 
about six or seven songs in fragments. 
BR: So you usually write from fragments 
then? 
Tom: That's how "Dungannon" came 
about. 
Stne: There's no set rules, sometimes 
someone might sit down and write a whole 
song. 
Dertk: I can't understand how bands will 
write songs and play them a certain way and 
that's it. It's just ridiculous, the songs get 
chocked. We don't work like that, at all . 
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DADDY has something in store for YOU!! 

The LATEST-of 
the GREATEST: 

Applause 
Artley 
Audio-T echnica 
BIAMP 
Calzone Cases 
CB-700 
Conn 
Daion 
dbx 
Dean Markley 
Deering Banjos 
DiMarzio · 
Electro-Harmonix 
Hondo II 
JBL 
Korg 
Latin Percussion 
Meteor Lighting 
Music Man 
MXR 
Ovation 
Peavey 
Rickenbacker 
Roland 
Schecter 
Shure 
Slingerland 
Synare 
TEAC/T ASCAM 
Washburn 
Whirlwind 
Yamaha Acoustic 

Guitars 
Yamaha Amps, 

Keyboards, 
Electric Guitars 

Zildjian 

At right: (Clockwiee from front 
center)-Mosrite Ooubleneck 
(B-52'• style), very rare Fender 
Custom, Gibson Reverse Fittbird 
V, Danek!:ctro (like Jimmy Page's), 
and a Vox 1:ean:lrop 12-string. 

Below: Stacka of Sound in Salem 
Daddy's. 

FULL TIME REPAIR SERVICE 
Electronics 
Brass/Woodwinds 
Percussion 
Strings 

Mark Rogers 
John Allain 
Ray "Dr. Boom-Boom" BruneUe 
Sam Orsini (of Pedulla-Orsini Guitars) 

OPEN WEEK 
NIGHTS 
Salem and 

Portsmouth 
(Manchester- M & Th) 

SUNDAYS 
Salem 

361 S. Broadway 
(Rt. 28) 

Salem, NH 
893-4420 

No 
Sales 

Taxi 

' ' 5% 

5°/o 
Sales 

Tax 

\ s~::• 

/ 

947 Elm St. 
(downtown) 

Manchester, NH 
669-9346 

Category - USED 
Instruments (2/4/81) 

# Units 
In Stock 

Glbeon Solid Body El. 20 
Glbaon Hollow Body El. 3 
Gtbeon Basaea 4 
Fender Electrlca 17 
Fender Baesea 10 
Mlec. American Solid Body 38 
EL 
Ml•c. Imported Solid Body 27 
El. 
Mlec. Hollow Body El. 14 
Mtec. Bauea 26 
Mlec. Electric Strtngs 5 
Martin Acoustic• 5 
Glb•on Acou•tlc• 8 
Ovation Acouetlca 10 
Guild Acou•tlc• 3 
Yamaha Acou•tlcs 6 
Misc. Amertcan Acoustic• 12 
Ml•c. Imported Acoustics 11 
ClaHlcal Guitars 3 
Banjoe, Mandolin•. etc. 4 
Vtollns, Celloe, etc. 9 
Fender Guitar Amps / Cabs 59 
Fender Bass Amps / Cabe 9 
Marehall 10 
Ampeg 23 
Kustom 14 
Traynor 
Sunn 
Peavey 
Music Man 
Mlec. Guitar Amp• / Cabs 
Mtec. Bass Ampe / Cabs 
PA Mixers, EQ'• , X-overs, 
etc. 
PAAmpa / Mlxer• 
PA Speaker cabs, etc. 
{pair•) 
Misc. Pedal• and Effects 
Microphone& 
Electric Plano• 
Organs 
Synthesizers 
Lesltee 
Orum Sets-American 
Druma Sets- Imported 
lndlvtdual Drums 
Misc . PercuHlon 
Misc. Brass / Woodwind• 

9 
12 
35 

5 
18 
18 

16 
10 

11 
96 
14 
10 

5 
11 

4 
17 
16 
58 
54 

114 

Probably the 
LARGEST Selection 
of USED 
Instruments In the 
WORLDIII 

77 Congress St. 
(downtown) 

Portsmouth, NH 
436-1142 



RED -RITH 
by Jim Puccio 

Fred Frith is an intelligent and pers9nable 
man 10 talk with as well as being remark
ably modest in light of the considerable im
pact that his work has had on experimenral 
rock musics over the past decade. Musically 
he has been unrelenting in terms of ex1end
ing the boundaries of what may be consid
ered "rock," exploring the realm of unex
pected noises that may be coaxed out of the 
electric guitar, as well as employing radical 
politics in the process of rock and vice-ver
sa. He has been a vita/force in the true rock 
underground and l believe he will continue 
to be so fora while yet. 

Fred has been involved in too many pro
jects for me to list them exhaustively here, 
but the mosr visible to date have been per
forming in Henry Cow and the Art Bea[S in 
Britain and producing several records of his 
own guitar solos, some of which also in
clude solo work by other guitarists of a sim
ilar bent. Presently he is touring the US 
with jazz trumpeter and bizarre vocalist ex
traordinaire Phil Minton as well as working 
with Massacre, his experimental New York 
based funk-rock band. 

This interview took place on New Years 
day, two days before his sellout gig at the 
Underground. 
Boston Rock: What do you intend to do ar 
the Underground? 
FF: This is fundamentally an improvised 
music tour, although Phil and I have 
worked on written pieces in the past for 
different groups that we've played in to
gether. 
BR: The Westbrook and Henry Cow big 
bond? 
FF: Yes. That was a big project with IS mu
sicians that we were both involved in. Phil 
was also an honorary member of Henry 
Cow for a while, touring Spain wilh us 
once. I've done quite a few duo concerts 
wilh him and I'm sure !here will be written 
elements in what we do, too, but the basic 
bias is going to be improvisation. Although 
that can sound kind of dry, I think my atti
tude to improvised music is not particularly 
academic. I don't usually play it in the con
text of art galleries and small circles of elite 
musicians. 
BR: There's not much point in it, because 
those are the ''converted" people. 
FF: I prefer to play it in a rock. club more 
than anything else, just because it's not go
ing to be like anything they've come to ex
pect. I myself think of it as a kind of rock 
musk and I think people have got to ny tc, 
deal with ii in those terms rather than think
of it as some sort of semi-academic proce
dure. I mean it's an entirely logical develop
ment of everything that I've done before. I 
can unders1and that people mighl not real
ize !hat when they hear it, bul if I pul in in 
the right context.. 
BR: Sometimes I think of what you do as a 
development of the things that Hendrix ini
tiated in the way of exploring the guitar as a 
resonator and just thinking of it outside of 
its traditional uses. 
FF: There must be some connection there, 

although a pretty minimal one. 
drix a lot, bu1 I would say that he was work
ing out of a completely different social anj 
mental background. However, I think one 
thing we do have in common is that we both 
work fairly intuitively. I don't think out 
things in advance. 
BR: You do what feels right at the time. 
FF: Even when composing music I tend to 
work on an in1ui1ive basis. The other thing 
is that we both take a lot of risks and see it 
as something inherent in the musical pro
cess. One of the things that fucked Hendrix 
up the most was the fact that the music bus
iness militates against the idea of taking 
risks precisely because it means .. 
BR: It's councerproductivefor profits. 
FF: Yes! Taking risks means not doing 
what people are going to expect, and the 
whole point is to have some kind of a stable 
product. 

Imagine a concert starting 
from scratch. A particular set of accidents 
will lead to the perception of some1hing to 
do and repeat, and perhaps 10 develop. My 
technique is to not actually practice impro
visation between concerts. This means that 
I migh1 come across something during 1he 
course of a performance which I'll remem· 
ber, and over a series of gigs the memory 
and the working at it will produce some
thing I understand how to do. I call these 
"controlled techniques." 

There's also ''controlled 
accident." I can toss a bag of rice up in the 
air so that it falls on the strings. I don't 
know which s1rings each grain will hit but I 
do know what the general sound will be 
like. If I could ever start aiming the rice so 
that it hit the same point on the string 
every time with the same tone settings, then 
that would be a different order of tech
nique. Which one can do, though obviously 
not with 1his ex'ample. I can learn to pro
duce a sound very accurately, even though 
it involves certain minutiae of operation. I 
think with Phil it's pretty much the same. 
He works on developing certain kinds of 
fine control with his voice in the same way 
that I work on it with the instruments. 
BR: He's oma4ing. I find it hard to believe 
he can get some of those high squeaks out 
of mole vocal chords. 
FF: He gets pretty low, too. He's got a 
range pretty much like ·Beefheart's. 
BR: Why don 'r you tell our readers some
thing about your new band, Massacre. 
FF: OK. Well, Massacre was a group that I 
had with Fred and Bill Lasswell. 
BR: This grew out of Zu House? 
FF: Well, I met both of them the first 1ime I 
came to America, because they were playing 
with David Allen at the time. They wanted 
to play "Moeris Dancing," a song from 1he 
Art Bears record at that first concert, the 
Manifestival. They had rehearsed it before I 
arrived and proudly played it to me, hoping 
that I would play with th'cm when they did 
ii, but they had somehow managed to 
change all the rhythms into 4/ 4 from 15/ 8 
and it sounded so ridiculous to me that I 

wouldn't do ii. Fred was only sixteen then 
and he's really improved a colossal amount. 
And Bill's quite a good player. They've be
come one of the most in-demand rhythm 
sections in New York at the moment. 
BR: How did you finally get together? 
FF: We were put together to play 1he first 
part of a Peter Blegvad concert at Sound
scape in New York on Valentine's Day. 
Hence the name "Massacre," because it 
was all we could think of in the 1wo days 
notice we were given to prepare. We en
joyed it, so we thought we'd do other gigs. 
BR: Who writes the music? • 
FF: It's fundamentally a group where I 
write the skeletons of the material, but we 
rehearse it together and it changes accord
ing to what they feel best about doing. So 
there are quite a few numbers that I write 
which obviously won't work and we don't 
do at all, and others which we expand quite 
a lot. We had quite a repertoire by the time 
we finished the first series which comprised 
a kind of "Massacre Part l," ending last 
spring. We did a lot of concerts in New 
York and one in Washington DC. 
BR: I've heard a tape of the DC concert. 
My impression was something on the order 
of a Junky Henry Cow, which I felt was 

~71t~;~:~0:/~~~~:~:r~ certain rhyth-
mic things about it that I wasn't completely 
satisfied with, but there were other things 
about it that I felt I needed. That kind of 
solidity and heaviness of the sound was 
something that I hadn't really worked with 
since playing in soul bands as a teenager, 
and it was nice to reaffirm those roots. 
BR: Will there be any recordings? 
FF: We did a whole series of gigs culminat
ing in a recording of a concert at CBGB's 
where we made a 16 1rack tape, parts of 
which, heavily altered by me in the studio, 
are going to surface on the second record of 
my Ralph series, to be called Speechless. 
That's the next record after Gravity in a 
series of 5. 
BR: You have a 5-record contract? 
FF: I have a 5-record, non-exclusive con· 
tract. This means that I'm free to record 
things with other people as long as Ralph 
gets tht;ir 5 records from me, to concen
trale in lhe area of "popular music" in the 

loosest possible definition of the term. 
Thus, 1hey won't be putting out any of the 
improvised stuff or anything done with 
members of Henry Cow or the Art Bears. It 
turns out Graviry wasn't even planned as 
part of that series. It was only after they ac
cepted it that we got to talking about re
cords, and I liked the idea, so I did Speech
less s1raight after that. It was done in 
France with Eton Fou on one side and tapes 
of Massacre with bits and pieces of other 
stuff on the other side. It was a record J 
really wanted to do quickly, bu1 the next 
one will probably take much longer. 
BR: Are the tapes done yet? 
FF: Oh, it's cut. It's due out on April 10. 
BR: How do you like working with Ralph? 
FF: I like it just fine. They are people that 
I've known for a while, so it's not like 
working with a company at all. It's like 
working wilh friends, which I prefer. Also, 
they're the only alternative label in America 
with any decent operation or distribution. I 
could have done it on my own and sold 
2000 copies, but I couldn't have afforded to 
do the kind of promotion that they've done 
on it or do a color cover or any of these 
things. 
BR: They don't intrude on your music? 
FF: Not at all. They have nothing to say 
about that, but they have a rejection clause 
so if they don't want to put something out, 
they can turn it down and I can put it out 
somewhere else. 

I think you can place Yelle, Tuxedo
moon, MX-80, the Residents and Snake
finger as "the Ralph sound," but I'm the 
odd person out as far as the label is con
cerned, because although some reviewers 
have missed the point and tried to assume 
1hat the Residents had something to do with 
Gravity and so on, in fact I don't think it 
has got anything to do with their sound at 
all, but they like it well enough and they've 
got the Art Bears of course. 
BR: Does that do well for them? 
FF: No. I think that the Art Bears is pro
bably one of their worst sellers and I don't 
think Gravity is doing particularly well ft;,r 
them, either, though I do think it's the kind 
of record that will just sell sieadily for a 
long time. I mean it's had very few reviews 
yet, but I haven't read a bad one . 
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Head was released after the popularity or 
the Monkees had declined. Arter Rarelson 
Schneider and direclor James Frawle; 
"mi\nufactured" the Monkees for TV in 
1966, Rarelson laler decided 10 commenl 
satirically on the hype and media manipula
tion involved. "Head was never thought or 
by me or my partner (Schneider] as a pie
lure that would make monty. What J fell 
was lhat we were entilled, since we had 
made for Columbia an enormous amount 
or money in their record division and in tel
evision sales, to make a picture 1hat would 
expose the process. Head was assumed 10 

be an exploitation film, but in fact it was 
n<:>t that at a11. It opened metaphorically 
with the Monkces committing suicide. It 
was a complete exposure or my relationship 
tot.he Monkees. It made no money," he ex
plamed. 

" ... One of the curious things is that the 
Beatles and the Stones and other rock 
groups regard Head as being a minor tri
umph, because it's the story of their lives as 
well-or the manipula1ion of rock stars." 

Including the cameos, Head has a helluva 
cast: In addition to Mickey Dolenz, Davey 
Jones, Mike Nesmith and Peter Tork 
there's Victor Mature (star of a hair com: 
mercial in which the Monkees portray the 
dandrurQ, Frank Zappa, Rarclson and Ni
cholson (as themselves), Annette Funicello, 
Sonny Liston, the silicone-breasted Carol 
Doda of Frisco club fame, Terri Garr (later 
of Young Frankenstein and Close Encoun
ters) and Timothy Carey (one of the more 
underrated actors of the Fifties and Sixties 
who followed his striking appearances in 
E?st OJ Eden and Kubrick's Paths Of Glory 
with the lead in Poor White Trash). 

. c c orcography in Head is by Toni 
~asil "'.hose recent work in video dancing 
(mcludmg the sensational black-and-white
on white "Four Swans" of contrasting 
dance styles, seen on both Popclips and Sa
turday ':'ight Live) brought her a big color 
spread m Dance Magazine last year. Apart 
from the outstanding Proco] Harum-like 
"~orpoise Song" (Gerry Goffin, Carole 
Kmg), the other Head tunes include "Circle 
Sky" (Nesmith), "Can You Dig It" (Tork), 
"As We Go Along" (King Toni Stern) 
"Daddy's Song" (Nilsson) ~nd "Long n: 
tie: Do I Have To Do This All Over Again" 
(Tork). 

In the past 13 years television showings of 
Head have been extremely rare. And those 
fe;"' TY airin~ did not convey the "Kool
A1d spiked _with lyscrgic acid" effect (as Off 
The Wall IS blurbing it) due to extensive 
cuts removing some of the funnier more 
drug-slanted sight gags. A lip of the head to 
Off The Wall for taking this one of the 
shelf. 

The fifth program in the Beat series is a 
clip compilation they're calling Rock Roots: 
In Their Prime (1955-59), featuring Elvis 
Presley TV appearances and telescriptions 
of Big Joe Turner and the Clovers. Tele
scrip1ions were musical fillers shown on TV 
during !he mid-Fifties, usually seen when a 
movie fell short of the hour (back in the 
days when they didn'1 take ou1 40 minutes 
to squeeze a movie into a time slot). Three 
01_her clips-Fats Domino, Del-Vikings, 
Diamonds-were extracted from Univer
sal's The Big Beat (19.58). All 1he others
Chuck Berry, Jackie Wilson, Eddie Coch
ran, Richie Valens and the Flamingoes
were taken from Go, Johnny, Go!(l959). 

Incidentally, the most fascinating music 
show on television these days has to be Pop
clips (IO p.m. Saturdays on Warner Cable's 
Nickelodeon Channel). The series offers fhe 
best of recent film and video clips, like the 
infec1ious "One Step Beyond" by Mad
~ess. S~me are simply straight-ahead sing
m~ _ while others have startling effects, 
bnlhant colors and meticulously directed 
staging. Queen's "Love Of My Life" was 
filmed al a ' concert, bu! with many added 
atmospheric effects. Spider's "New Ro
mance" is sung to mannequins. Some, like 
the Police's "Walking On The Moon," re
ceived airings on other shows, but the high 
quality of these clips makes them wotth 
viewing over and over. The outstanding vi
deos get repeated week after week on Pop-
.clips, creating a deja vu sensation. The 
producer-check it ou1-of Popclips is 
none other than Mike Nesmith, former 
Monkee. Hey, hey! 



THE ONLY REAL ROCK N' ROLL STATION IN BOS ON. 

AVAlLABLE AT: 
STRAWBERRIES 
NEWBURY COMICS 
NEW ENGLAND 
MUSIC CITY 
POPCORN 
THE COOP 
LOONEY TUNES 
REBOP 

REQUEST ON: 
WBCN WCOZ 
WERS WZBC 
WMUM WMBR 
WMFO WHRB 
IN PROVIDENCE: 
MIDLAND RECORDS 
THAYER ST. RECORDS 
WBRU95.5FM 

, For Bookings: 266-0286 



MRB'S 
BEAT 
Dear Editor of Boston Rock, 

Mr. B can't write a column today. He's 
too sick. But he wanted me to let you know 
about some great new bands around town. 
You know how trendy he is! He's the worst 
fan in the world. He raves about some band 
one day and somebody else the next. He 
says that once a band's energy and original
ity wane, the band is useless. Some nice 
guy, eh? And then he says he has no need 
for bands that have lost sight of their cre
ativity and sincerity. At that point, he says 
they might as well break up and start fresh. 
What's sad is it means most bands are only 
good for two or three years. Is that any way 
to make a living? 

Being as merciless as he usually is, Mr. B 
doesn't concern himself with such matters, 
doesn't mourn the breakup of any bands 
(unless he never got to sec them), and is al
ways on the lookout for new stuff. So 
what's he raving about these days? NatJn 
Tongue! w·ud Stares! The Neats! He thinks 
this stuff is raw, noisy and fun. (Whoppcc! 
he screams in the background.) 

Nalive Tongue arc a brand new Boston 
band with a very fast, sparse sound. Com
parisons with Mission or Burma and Geor
gia's Method Aclors aren't uncalled for. By 
the way, don't be put off by their demo 
tape. tt can't compare to their live set. 
Catch them at the Underground, Tuesday 
February 17. A must see! 

Mr. B also wants you to know about the 
WIid Strires. They've been around for about 

a year now, with a variety of personnel, but 
the current lineup is the most satisfying, 
with Steve Gregoropoulos (bass and vo
cals), Justin Burrill (guitar and vocals) and 
Ramona (drums) sharing duties wit:- her 
other band, People In Stores. Mr. B says 
that if you like the Fire Engines or Josef K 

rz~~h~~~:~~e:i:'.
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Wild Stares gig will be at the Gallery East 
(East Street, Boston, near South Station) 
on March 7. 

And yet 3.nothcr band to search out is 

JAN BELL 

The Neats. If a cross between the Ventures 
and Echo and the Bunnymen is possible, 
this is it. Mr. B sure had a great time when 
the Neats and the Outlets played at Can
tone's the other night. He bopped till he 
dropped. Maybe tha1's why he's so sick. He 
says the high point of the eventing was when 
the bouncers tried to kick the Neats off the 
stage (it was past closing time or some
thing). Vocalist Eric Martin decided to 
"Fuck the establi.shment" and launched the 
band into one final song, the 13th Floor 
Elevators' "You're Gonna Miss Me." Ab-

BELLE VISAGE 

solutcly perfect. 
Well, that's about all for now. Mr. Bis 

beginning to babble. I'll just tuck him into 
bed. Let's sec, a couple of shots of Nyquil 
should do him just fine .. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ms.B 

A Cut Into The Future 
I don't do every rock 'n' roller or band, but I'm working on It This 
is who I do: 
Carter Alan, Larry West, Arthur Sllck and the Nice Girts, Jeff Forti of th4' Fanz, 
Aaron Picard of Star, Gall Perry formerly of WMBA, cathy of Jonatbaa Swifts, 
Amy Wachtel of WCAS and Michael Daley of WCOZ. 
$5.00 off all cutting and crazy color services with this ad. Mastercard and Vlllli accepted 

708 COMMONWEALTH AVE. 
BOSTON, MASS. 02215 

247-3111 
247-7472 







WARM 
LEATHERETTE 

Rita Rau, Antpenon 

LIVE FROMWHERETHEBOYSARE, 
Candy and Crass bring you more tales of 
orgasm and ecstasy. 

We're still swooning from the weekend 
the Oullets, Boys Life, Pastiche, Thrills, La 
Pesle and Mission or Burma all played . It 
began at the Channel with the Outlets and 
their usual gonzo performance for a crowd 
studded with celebrities like the Outlets' 
mothers and Rich Parsons (of Lee Harring• 
ton's new band, the Fulure Dads). We don't 
know about the Outlets' mothers but Richie 
was right up front with us going crazy just 
like a regular person. 

From there we raced over to the Rat just 
in time to catch Boys Life. These days we 
just have the hardest time deciding whether 
to stare at Nell or Robert or Joe or what's 
his face . We do know who a certain color
ful columnist stares at because she physical
ly attacked Candy and warned her to keep 
her hands off John Surrtlle. Well we hap
pen to know that if she lays one finger on 
John he'll bite it! 

Speaking of creeps, there were a few at 
Spit when we dropped in to watch cuddly 
Greg Reibman playing DJ. It was so sweet 
of you Greg to play a song specially for us. 
It knocked us right down. 

Back at the Rat for the Loners-we're 
really glad to see them playing out again 
(Jimmy Dufour is one of our favorite peo
ple). 

Anyway, returning to the Channel for 
the Lym, it looked like Mono Mann wasn't 
one of Richie Parsons' favorite people. The 
free-for-all in the dressing room between 
Richie, Mono, various Mighty Ions, assort
ed Rude Boys and a couple of Outlets (but 
not their mothers} got us all thrown out of 
the club just in time to get back to the Rat 
to hear Pastiche who were bouncy, bright 
and beautiful. Candy was pasted to the 
front of the stage drooling over Brad who 
looked so sexy in those tight pants . 

The next night at the Paradise for the 
Gun Control benefit the Taxi Boys did a su
perb rendition of "All Kinds of Merles" as 

well as the classic "A Night For Beautiful 
.Merles." The crowd was really knocked out 
by Thrills and La Peste tore the fucking 
roof off. Their steamroller sound combined 
with the sensational Paradise system is one 
of life's truly uplifting experiences. Our 
musical orgy climaxed at the Underground 
where Mission of Burma mesmerized the 
whole crowd with their magical voodoo 
rhythms. 

We're indecently excited again about the 
rumored Boys Life/Outlets High School 
Dance at the Bradford with a third teenage 
band yet to be announced. This wet dream 
should come off in February and the tickets 
will be real cheap so watch out! I! 

SPEAKING OF TAPES: Lou Miami has 
finally made one. "Boy Detective" is fast, 
furious and fun. Candy really wants Lou on 
vinyl so she can take him home. HINT, 
HINT, NUDGE, NUDGE, WINK, WINK 
... The Insteps, with Beth Kaplan on bass, 
Jeff Johnson on drums and Richard Mason 
on guitar have put out "Walking Gigi" 
which impressed us so much that we may 
camp on Jimmy Coffman's doorstep until 
he books them at the Underground. The 
curiously named Future Dads (who got 
their name from curiously named Mission 
of Burma's curious Olnl Conley), have giv
en the world a tape of "Art Must Go" (rude 
cheers from Crass). 

The Dark have made special tapes for lo
cal personalities like "Candy Manoeuvres In 
The Dark," and "I Wanna Be Cute Like 
Michael From Shu I Up," plus the Dark's 
own "Moral Majority." We got to hear the 
Young Snakes' tape of "Karl K-9" and we 
really liked it. 

La Pesle have a fascinating new tape 
which combines "Sing Sing Sing," an old 
Benny Goodman song (no, Crass, he's not 
Irish) with their own "Sixteen Cities." Some 
record company better grab this band soon. 

And speaking of grabbers, we got to hear 
an advance copy of the new Pastiche single. 
"Like I Always Do" really rocks and the 
reggae inspired "Lock It Up" is one of Can
dy's favorites. Pastiche are Boston's most 
versatile band (that's what Pastiche means, 
dummy) so we don't wanna hear any shit 
about this not sounding like "Talk Show." 
It isn't supposed to. · 

Hordes of fans turned out 10 see Boston's 
next big thing, Human Snual Response, at 
the Paradise . "If they're the next big thing 
I'm moving to Belfast. "Oh come on Crass, 
I like them and I'll miss their black humor 
while they're on tour." 

The Spil anniversary party was crammed 
with millions of Boston's most In people. 
We were intrigued by KIity Litter's neato 
peachy keen new wave paraphenalia and by 
cute Steve Slone's historic slide show. Can
dy ran into Howard The Duck (no, no, that 
was Harlan Ellison) and took off in a lim
ousine just like a reaJ groupie queen . 

Crass went over to the Underground to 
see D-Club but their set got cancelled after 
the Dance set fire to the stage. We hear 
they're great with Mike Evans, ex-Boys 
Life, on sex & drums, John Hill on guitar 
& violin, Bryson Dean on bass and Kevin 
Foley on drums & keyboards. We can't wait 
to hear them. 

The next night the Dance didn'1 start any 
fires but the crowd really liked their dance 
trance rhythms except for crazy Mike 
Dreese who kept screaming for the Outlets. 

(We aJways knew he was a wicked neat 
guy.) 

And speaking of crazy, the Outlets were 
just so fucking great at the Rat when they 
played with the New Models and Thrills. 
"Crass, why did you have to start all that 
business about beer dumping. The whole 
crowd got into it and it took me three days 
to get aJI that beer out of my hair." "Shit, 
Candy, / can't help it if people can't control 
themselves at Outlets gigs. We can't even 
control ourselves at Outlets gigs." Anyway, 
we hear that's the last time they'll have to 
play third on the bill. 

We read somewhere that Echo & the 
Bunnymen play "synth pop." If that's what 
the New Models are we like it a 101. They 
play fine high energy music, synthesizer and 
all and besides that they're cute. But that 
can't be what "synth pop" is because Echo 
& the Bunnyrnen don't have a synthesizer. 
Maybe "synth" means synthetic ... does that 
mean some pop is organic? (Sounds like 
something hippies 'drink.) 

Anyway, Thrills always make us dance. 
The crowd went crazy when they played 
"Sorry" which is one of the top requested 
songs on WBCN. If the long' overdue single 
is this good it ought to be a smash. 

From the Rat we went to the Gallery East 
for a terrific after-hours dance party. Mis
sion of Burma had some equipment prob
lems but nobody gave a shit because we 
were all having such a good time. You 
didn't know whether to watch the band or 
the crowd. Reckless Robin was there with 
her adorable boyfriend Ronnie Marlnlck 
celebrating her birthday. Albert O & Tami 
Helde brought aJong Oedipus (an obscure 
art band). Sexy Brad Pasllche, in light Lord 

& Taylor jeans and sporting a heavy new 
Ita1ian hairdo, refused to share his beer 
with us until we gave him an Outlets but
ton. Nasty little Tommy Whlle Trash was 
on the scene but his cronies Felix & Lesler 
stayed home in bed. Rumor has it they're 
burning out. Captain BUI Tupper was there 
though body slamming all his favorite peo
ple. 

And speaking of body slams, the Stains 
really made an impact. In between head
banging a lot of frustrated punkers (like 
Peter "Bang Bang" Gales) found a new 
band to love. Punk rock returns 10 Boston! 

People are raving about a new band 
caJled 007 who describe their music as blue
eyed rock steady (an unbeatable combina
tion}. 

Speaking of beats, Peter Dayton's new 
drummer is a rhythm machine. His bass 
player Peter Collins and legendary Boston 
scenemaker Jan Long considered spending 
their honeymoon in the Galapagos Islands 
but Jan is allergic to turtles so they'll be 
celebrating with us right here in Boston. 

And speaking of scenes, Rita Rau, always 
in the forefront of fashion, has brought 
Antmania to Boston with her fetching 
orange and black Mohican hairdo. We 
know Adam Ant will love it. HINT, HINT, 
NUDGE, NUDGE, WINK, WINK. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy & Crass, two of the principal girls of 
the USA. Next time we'll tell you what was 
really going on under the Boston Rock table 
at the Rat. 

Warm Leatherette con be heard on 
WMBR-FM, 88.J, every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late 
Risers Club. 

EDDIE G. 
by Eddie Gorodetsky 

Seems as if I missed an issue. Whoops! I 
was busy recovering from New Year's Eve. 
The big surprise was that New Year's Eve 
was pleasant. The bad part was the after
math, the emotional placenta that threat
ened the whole year. Fortunately, even as J 
type this, the moratorium on fun is being 
lifted. They come; they go. Dao dah doo 
dah. 

Speaking of music, did you see NRBQ on 
Five All Night? More bands should be like 
that or they should be more famous so we 
could see 1hem more often instead of the 
dubious brothers, blandie or even boring 
bruce. Here's a band, together over ten 
years; that still sounds fresh and still has 
fun. They seem to be God's own jukebox 
(thanx, Sonny C.). 

Speaking of whom-congrats to James 
Ryan on impending matrimony and the suc
cessful relrieval of his chin. 

Following the phenomenal success of the 
Shaggs, a record company in England has 
re-issued "Paralyzed" by the Lonesome 
Stardust Cowboy. Now, here's a record 
with everything-all at once. An unusual 
time signature, an exciting trumpet solo, 
dirty guitar sound and a truly original vo
cal. Latch onto this one, Shaggs fans. 

Camel filters has a new pack which is the 
same as the non-filter pack, which is fitting 
since the cigarettes wouldn't fit into the 
smaller pack since they are larger, having 
filters. A wise choice on the cancer-mer
chants' part since the old packs were ugly 
and these are not. 

I went and saw "Sweeney Todd" and it 
left me cold. Predictable story, forgettable 
melodies and a script written in nineteenth 
century EngLish which allows you to under
stand the odd sentence. It was interesting to 
watch from a technical level and many peo-

pie I know enjoyed it. I didn't, though. An
gela Lansbury looked like Nina Hagen's 
mother. -

If anyone knows where I can procure a 
copy of Row magazine number two please 
contact me c/o this magazine. And if it is 
anywhere near as good as issue one, latch 
onto it yourself. Also in the magazine world 
Comedy number two is out. Still not great 
but they are preparing to hit their stride. 
Wet magazine continues its backslide. 

There is a three record Best of Sun re
issue available from Rounder Records 
which is amazing, mixing the hils of Jerry 
Lee and Carl Perkins with wonderfully ob
scure gems which are footnotes to today's 
scene. Also, a must have is MCA's six re
cord Buddy Holly set. Has Sandinista! beat 
in volume (in all senses of the word). The 
only problem with the Buddy Holly is that 
"Police On My Back" isn't on it. So I guess 
you need it and Sandinista!, too. Or Tippe
canoe and Tyler too. 

Ken Nordine is supposedly coming to 
town. 

Saw Altered States. If you took LSD and 
saw it, it would either be the grea1est experi
ence of your life or we would never hear 
from you again. (Thanx, Marc). The plot
dumb. The dialogue-dumber: Monty Py
thon doing Kierkegaard (thanx again, 
Marc). It's like "plan nine from outer space 
with a multi-million dollar budget." But 
what a great piece of junk food for thr
brain. Feel free to go see it . 

Let's organize a Rondo Hatton/Tor 
Johnson film festival. 

Keep an eye and ear out for the music 
film series at Off The Wall. 

Congrats to Pat Lyon and everyone over 
at Metro including Richard Getz. 

If clothes make 1he man, what should 
women wear? 
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ARMAGEDDON LP '$ 

ARTIST TITLE 

ARMAGEDDON RECORDS 
MAIL ORDER 

PRICE: S7.98 RELEASE AA MAGEDOON EP'S 

CAT.# DATE ARTIST T1TlE 
PRICE: $2.98 

CAT. II 
THE SOFT BOYS UNDERWATER MOONUGHT ARM 1 • OUT THE SOFT BOYS 

JAD FAIR 
PYLON 

NEAR THE SOFT BOYS 
ZOMBIES Of MORA TAU 
10"45 RPM 

AEP 002 
AEP 003 
AEP 12004 
AEP 12005 

RELEASE 
OATE 
·our 
·our 
2/20 
3/21 

THE LAST WORDS FAMOUS ARM 2 • OUT 
ROBYN HITCHCOCK ARM 4 3/7 
PvtON GYRATE ARM 5 ·our METHOD ACTORS RHYTHMS OF YOU 
BLURT IN BERLIN ARM 6 2/27 

JAPANESE LOUD ARM 7 3/14 ARMAGEQDON SINGLES PRICE: sl.98 
DANNY ADDLER GUSHA GUSHA MUSIC ARM 8 J/21 THE LAST WOADS TOP SECRET AS 002 
MIDNIGHT RAGS WEREWOLF Of- LONDON ARM 9 • OUT KNOX GIGILO AUNT AS 003 

PRICE S19.75 
KIMBERLEY REW STOMPING AS 004 
THE son BOYS I WANNA DESTROY YOU AS 005 

JAPANESE '1 GENTLEMEN/ NOT BEASTS ABOX1 ·our METHOD ACTORS THIS JS IT AS 006 
TOM DOLBY URGES AS 007 

HEOONICS LP'S PRICE: SS.98 
PLUMMETT AIAUNES ON STONEY GROUND HEOON 1 'l3i4 
RADIO ~H EUROPE LAUGHONCUE HEDON 4 2120 

PYLON 10" 45 RPM AEP 12004 COOL / DUB / DRIVING 
SCHOOL / OANGERII COOL I DUB VOTED US INDEPENDENT 
SINGLE 1980 C/ W DRIVING SCHOOL FROM LP 'GYRATE 
(ARM 5) DANGER (DUB) NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE 

1/2JAPANESE HiESPY AS009 
KEVIN DUNN OKTYABRINA AS 014 

·our 
·our 
·our 
·our 
·our 
116 
TBC 
116 

All RECORDS ARE SUPERIOR IMPORTED PRESSINGS FROM UNITED KINGDOM 

TO ACQUIRE ANY OF THE ABOVE SPLENDID ITEMS SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO CAROUNE SEND TO 
ARMAGEDDON RECORDS.PO BOX 48551 ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30362 FOR 7" SINGLES PLEASE ADD 6OC P&P FOR LP'S, 12" & 10" PLEASE 
ADD $1 25 P&P ORDER OVER 5 ITEMS POSTAGE FREE . ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY FULL CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

POSTERS BADGES , 2~ ROCKIT RECORDS t~ ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND ' ' AUGUSTINE$ PLAZA 
T-SHIRTS, MAGAZINES SAUGUS, MASS (617) 233-7805 

ALTERNATIVE 

CLASH CLASH CLASH 

"TMCfast1Slngles8o•Se1(J) 
1212"Clash-LondonCaUing(E) 
7"Clasll-CostolllvingEPtE) 
LPClastl-Sllndlnlsta-newJLPset(US) 
LPC1asll-1st(EJ 
7"ECos1ello,Clublend(E) 
7"SHP1stola-8Paek(E) 

lcessetteSexPlsto!s"HeyOay .. Doc(E) 
LPJa,n.SoundAll&els(US) 
7 .. JamFlexl-Pop-Flexl-Olse(E) 
LPWall-PtrsonalTroubl,s(E) 
LPTheSound-Jeopa1dy(E) 
LPPubllctmaoe•LlvelnParla(El 
LPMai;iazlne-Llve(E) 
LPFall•Grotesque(E) 
LPModettes-Tl\tSlorySoFar(E) 
LPB-eutlauslnttleFlatFleld(E) 
U2-8oy{E) 
LP Comsa1 Angele-Waltl"'iJ For A Miracle (El 
LPTeardropE.xplodes-Klllmanjaro(US) 
LPPassage-Plndrop(E) 
LPSwellMaps-JaneFromOeeupledEurop.e 

,a 
LPEct10&1heBunnymen-C,oeodUt(USJ 
LP Young Marble Gtants·Colossal Youttl (US) 
LP Pink Mllltary-00 Anlma!S Believe In God (E) 
LPJoyOMslon-ClosertE) 
LPYello-SoUdPleasuretUS) 
LPHawkwlnd•Ltvlta11on(E) 
LPFaust-SoFar(E) 
LPCan,Ege6amyasl(US) 
7"&12"Slouxsla&theBanshets·lsr1tl{E) 
7" Girls Al Our Best-PollUes{US) 
Cass. Bow Wow Wow (E) 
7"'Delta5-Try/Colour(US) 
7"Dlsetlarge-Deconlfol(E) 
7"ModarnEon.Eulhenlcs(E) 
7"Sectlon2S-CharradGround/Hauntad(E) 
7" Com sat Ani;iets-Tota! War Girl (E) 
1'' Dead Kannedys-Hollday In CambodlatE) 
7" C,awllng Chaos-Sex Machine (E) 
1"ModernEni;iUstl-GatheringOusl(E) 
7" Gen i<:-Dancmo W!lh Myself (El 
7"AuPalrs-tt·sobvfous(E) 
LPBasement5 
12"Stctlon25 

AND MORE ... 

HEAVY METAL 

ACIOC ACIOC lc'1b6 
LPACIDC-JLPBoxSet(F) 
12" ACIDCRoek n' Roll Ain't Noise Pollullon 

(wltreebunon) 
LP ACIOCDlny Deeds Done Ctleap (A) 
LPACIDC·TNT(A) 
LPACIDCLetTheraBaRock(A) 

BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 
1" BlackSabbath•Pa,anold(Plc)(E) 
12"BlackSabbattl-OlaYoung(Live)tE) 
LPBlaekSabba11\_·LlvetEJ 
LP Blaek Sllbbalh-GrealHt Hits (E) 
12" Ouy Osborne-Mr Crowley (Live) 
LPOuyOaborne-Bllzzardo!Oz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LP O.P. In Concert (all naw llva material)(E) 
LPSlladtSOIOeepPurple(lslLP) 
LPD.P-LastCOneartlnJapan(A) 
LPWhllesnake-LlvelnTtle Heart OITtlaClty 

{2ndllveLPnolwlUS1tlease)(E) 
12"Whltesnake-Aln'tNolovetnThaHear10I 

TtleC\ty 
LPGUllan-GloryRo.ad(dlll.tromUS)(E) 
7"Gll!ian-DoubleLlvaSlngle(E) 

JUOASPR1ESTJUDASPR1EST 
LP Ju<las Priest Sox Set-Sin Altar Sin. Stained 

G!ass,KU11ngMactllne(E) 
LPJudasPrles,-SadWlngsotDeatlny(US) 
LPJudtsPrltsl·RockaRolls(E) 
LPGreateslHl1s-PleOlse 

l2"JudasP1lest-TheRlpper{E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

12"Mlctlae!Sctlenktr-(w/211veeutl) 
7"MletlaetSchenke,(CryForTtleNatlon) 

\clearvlnyl)(E) 
7"UF0-Couldn'IGet11Rlghl(Bs1dellvt) 

(elearvlnyl) 
LPSaxon-StrongArmOtThaLaw(E) 
12"Krokus•Toky0Nlgt11s(211vetraeks)(E) 
LPAtoZ-Wltct10tBt1ktley(E) 
LPSaxon·lstLP(E) 
LPK1okus-Ea1lyLP(E) 
LPRlot·RoekClty(C} 
LPFls1-Flsl 
Coming Led Zeppelin-Hey Hey Hey Whal Can 

IOolnearlyFeb (Japan) 
MOTORHEAO MOTORHEAO 

LPMotorhead•MOtO<lleadfE) 
LPMot01head-OnP1role\E) 
LPMotorhead-Overklll(EJ 
12"Motorhead-Beer0unker 
LPMotorhead-Bomse,(El 
12·• Motorhead-Aca Of Spades (w/Xmas cover) 
AND MORE ... 

LOCAL 

LP'1LP'1LP'1LP'1LP'1 
Rlngs-new1tlease 
Human Sexual Response-Fig 14 
Pror Anonymous-LlvinglnThaRealWorld 
BostonlneestLP 
RobertElllaOrrall-SweetNothlng 
RoblnL1neAndTheCt1artbus1ers 
TheNarvousEatars 
Prlvatellgh1nlng 
TIie Johnny Barnes Story 
AtlanUc1-BlgCllyRoek 
8111 Chlnnoek·Olme Store Heroes 
Jeanne Franch-Diamond In Rough 
Barbarians 
Fool1-SoldOu1 
G.G. Allln-Alwsys Was, la and Always WIii Se 

12"12"12'"12"12"12"12"12"12"12" 
Bound and Gagged 
RoblnLane-5LlvaSonga 
Robar1Elll10rrall,Wt11tenolse 
Shane Champagne 
7"7"7"7"7"7"7"7"7"7"7'"7"7"7"7"7" 

WlllleLoeoAlexander-Gln 
Blue Moon•Wlld Weekend 
SoysLUalOullels-EP 
BeaverBrown-WlldSummerNlghls 
C1tamere-Canelte 
Dutch Courage-Imagine 
Foola-PsyctloClliekentJepanasa45) 
GenaralFoodz-BaSoFunny 
Gremles-No Surlln' In Do1chester Say 
Jaitd·SpaeaTraveller 
Joshua Hayes-Cardiac Aun! 
1-Tones-LovelsAPlnsu1e 
Llnla Jimmy and the Homtw,eckars-4 song 

EP"LovlnglnanJmateOb)ects" 
Mapa•l'mTalklngToYou 
Minion Ot Burma-Academy Flgh1 3ong 
Mundanas-MakeltTheSllme 
Ne,gllbOrlloods-Pra.ltlHt Glfl 
Pasllche-TalkShOW 
Pastlclle-new45duesoon 
SclentlllcAmerleana-Fltil-Olsc 
Spaee Negroes-Go Commercial 
S1alns-4songEP 
S1ompera•You·relheOne 
Taxl8oys-4aongEP 
TtllfdRall•l\'SASurp11ae 
V:-Don'tLetTheBas1a,ds 
Vinny Band·I Won·1 Bolhtr You No More 
M1r,ors-<1uesoon 

AND MORE ... 

SOLID ROCK 

LP Allman aros·Llve At TIie FUimore Cast\US) 
LPAnlmels-Best(US) 
LPBeatles-Beatlemsnla(C) 
LPBeatlas-20GoldenHHs 
LPBeatles-Ballada(H) 
45BaatlH•Auslrallan&JapaneeeLP's 
LPBeach8oys-TheCapltolYaars•6LPBOX 

SETW/booklet(E) 
12" Jackson Browne-Hold On, Hold Ou, (US) 
LPBrlnsleyScwanz.1s1&2ndLP1(double 

LP)(E) 
LPEddleCoellran-8oxSet(E) , 
LPCountFlve-~yctlollcReac,lon(US) 
LP Oerak & The Domlnos•Llve (J) 
FleatwoodMac·SllverSprlngs(J)(dueFeb.) 
45Genesls•Mlsunders1andlnga/GuldsncaOI 

t/S.:~~~!~;.:r~:~:~;~ile 
12·· Pel er Gab1lel-Some New Material (C} 
LPWllo-DlreetHlls(J) 
LPWho-AOulckOna(J) 

HENDRIX HENDRIX HENDRIX 
LPJlmlHendrlx•WarHero,s(J) 
Jlml Hend1lx-Woka Up This Mornlni;i (w/Jlm 

Morr!son)(E} 
45JlmlHendr!x-S1nglesS1xPack 
45Klnka-Fa1herXmas 
45TomPe1ty-DoubleSlnglewlllvesongs(E) 
EMsPresley-boxsal 
LP Roll I no Stones-Get Mo1e Satlstaetlon tEJ 
LPWtlo-lstEngllahRe-lnue(E) 
45Who-5;15(E) 
45HlghNumbersZootsuil(E) 
LP EnlwtllsHe-Smash Your Head Agalns1 Tha 

BOOKS 

BE.l.TLESBEATLESBEATLES 
Baatles-GeoUreyStokea 
Beatles-AToZ 
Be1tles-lllustra1edLyrlcs 
MerseyBea1-TlleBeglnnings01ThaBea1 
AIIYouNeedlaEare-GeorgeMarlln 
LennonRemembars-JotlnLennon 
lnHlsOwnWri!e-JohnLennon 

ODORS DOORS DOORS ODORS 
No One Gets Out Alive-Hopkins a Sugarman 
The Lords & Naw Crte!ures-Jim Morrison 
TIie Doors Complete Song Sook 

SEX PISTOLS FILE 
G,eatRoek&RollSwlndle-M.Moorcoek 
Great Roek & Roll Swindle Songbook 
Neve, Mind The Bollocks Soni;ibook 
Clutl song Books I & u 
TIie Clash-Before And Al1er·Pennle Smit II 
The Dead-Hank Ha11l10n 
TheladZeppllnBlography-RllctlleYork 
TheBaske tballOlarles,JlmCarroll 
Jam-Setting Sona Songbook 
Blondie-Lester Bangs 
Oavk! Sowle-Vlvlan Claire 
Pink Floyd-A Visual Doeumenta,y by Mllt1 
PlnkFloyd-67(soni;ibOok) 
RoekFamllyTreas 
Ttla Soun<! 01 Phlladalptlla-Tony Cummings 
Tt1eS10,yOIMotown-Peter8enJamlnson 
EMs'56-AUradWarlha1mar 
Summar QI Love 
Volume-<liscographyotnewwave 
Babal-Pat!ISmnh 
LouReed-Wo1ds&P,c1ures 

Wa11(US) r-----------, 
45Yes,Oon·tKIIITheWhales(E) 
12"Zappa-Oon'tWannaBeOralted(E) 
LPLa.stDaysAtTheFlllmore-bOxHI 

REGGAE 

LPAuous1usPablo-RockersMea1K1ngTubby 
LP

1
~::'o!1 Kwesl Jotinson,!n Dub & a.en Cul-

LP Rl1a Milrlay-Who Feela II Knows It 
LP Israel Vlbratlon·S&me Song 
LPMistylnRoots-L,ve 
MlkeyD1ead-Wor1dWarUI 

AND MORE ... 

JAZZ, JAPAN, ROCK 

Jjapanese,eeordssoundbest1 Uyouarafed 
up w,111 poor qullily American pressings 
eome see us ab0u1 our unique Japanese 
spaelalorderservlceAlmostallRoekLP'are
laased In !ht US end England are s1mu11an. 
eouslrreleasadlnJapan.Ttleyalsotlavean 
awesomeJau,e,ssuaserles! 

AND MORE ... 



Violence Grows Violence Grows 
Well folks, below you'll find the results of our violence Readers' Poll. 
Cantone's and the Rat won your admiration by such a vast number of 
votes that the other three shouldn't really be listed. I hope to have a bit of 
an essay for you on violence next month. 

WARNING: The below reflects only the opinions of our 
readers and may or may not reflect either the truth or the 
feelings of the editorial staff of Boston Rock. 

1. How many times per month do you go out to see live 
music? 
Average response: 8 times. 

2. The most violent clubs: 
I. (tie) Cantone's 
I. (tie) The Rat 
3. The Cha.noel 
4. The Paradise 
5. Spit 

3. The least violent: 
I. The Underground 
2. The Paradise 
3. Inn Sq. Men's Bar 
4. Spit 
5. The Channel 

4. What do you feel to be the main cause of club violence? 
Not enough room for "fucked up" people who are getting into the tunes .. 
Drunkencss, high spirits (no pun intended)-rock 'n' roll breeds activity which is 
sometimes translated into "violence" ... People who are violen1 are the problem, 
if you grew up with these kinds of people you would know violence is a big part of 
their life ... The bouncers are always looking for fights and when they get into 
them they carry it 10 the extremes. I personally know ... People pay a lot of mon
ey, stand in lines, get stampeded and then the show stinks or the seats are lousy. 
Or some1imes the show is over too soon without ever having gotten really hot (i.e. 
The Cars at the Boston Garden) ... Bouncers' ''tough-man'' egos ... some assholes 
dop't know how to hold their liquor ... Club owners overcrowding the clubs to 
make a few extra bucks ... Rat bouncers pick fights and create trouble. They hate 
1he music and the people who listen to it... People who go to the clubs for the 
sole purpose of causing trouble . These people have had no place in the music 
community, but it's very conveniem for the local media (the Globe) to blame vio
lence on "punks" ... The drinking age ... Punk/Disco differences ... People who 
drink too much and can't handle it! ... Too much alcohol imbibed by the wrong 
people. Too many people of cross-cultures packed into too small a club ... Misin
terpretation of various dance techniques ... Segments of our society are becoming 
very violent. Among many kids violence is even fashionable! These kids come to 
many of 1hc new wave clubs and they are the ones who fight and cause the main 
problems ... Drunk people with nothing better to do. Usually men. Sometimes (as 
with The Channel) it is the location of the club and the people who Jive in the 
area, who aren't used to going out, enjoying music, and handling their liquor .. 

POLL RESULTS 
Biggest problems tend to be outside the vicinity of clubs especially The Channel, 
outside 15 Landsdowne (of course-Kenmore!). There's also often a conflict be
tween patrons-some like to get up and dance or crowd the stage while others sit 
and stare from their chairs. Often 1he sitters get upset at the dancers and vice 
versa ... Drunks!. .. Low intelligence ... too much drugs/booze ... naturally violent 
people ... Oh, most probably alcohol. Dancing with someone's girlfriend has ·got-
ten me in beefs a couple of dozen times!. .. pinhead patrons and bullheaded 
bouncers! 

5. Have you ever been unintentionally involved in an incident 
of violence in a club? 
Yes, a man approached me and harrassed me for no apparent reason ... Yes , at 
the Rat while working for the DCTENZ we were hassled and beaten up. I got the 
worst of it. It was totally unnecessary to take 1he actions the "bouncers" did .. 
No, but I have taken people to the hospital who were badly hurt, and I have to 
sidestep fights in clubs. If you see a lot, you know when to get out of the way .. 
Nope ... no ... no, not yet anyway, but you never know with the assholes you see in 
the clubs these days. The scene has changed but then so has the music. Long Live 
1977 ... Leaving clubs, yes. Inside, no ... Nope ... was on the guest list at the Rat
guy wouldn't let me in. I said fine-offered to pay-he told me I couldn't get in 
'cause the club was full, but then he let others in-I asked for Alan-I had 10 see 
the Rings & New Models-bouncer then proceeded to punch my boyfriend for no 
reason ... Yes!!! Twice! The worst at The Club (now a C&W room). Trying to 
help an accosted friend, I (and two others) were bea1en by a tire iron and baseball 
bat. One friend suffered a concussion and broken arm. I survived with a black 
eye and cracked ankle ... Yes, 4th of July a firecracker was thrown at me and ex
ploded several inches from my ear, causing temporary problems (I hope) ... No, 
but some bouncers over-react and seem to be looking for a figh1. Also, drunk 
guys who think women go to clubs just to be picked up are obnoxiously rude & 
aggressive ... No, I always start them intenlionally. 

6. To what extent do you believe club management is respon
sible for violence? 
They should ban people known to cause trouble. They should discourage their 
own bouncers from beating people up ... They meet violence with counter-vio
lence. As a bouncer once told me "You learn to be sicker than they are." Some
times they are a necessary evil. .. 1000/p they seem to encourage ii. After getting 
beaten up by bouncers I went to the Boston Police Dept. and they just said it was 
"very" common ... It's up to them to limit entry to clubs-overcrowding is the 
basic cause of violence ... Bouncers that think they own you (15 Landsdowne, 
Paradise, Rat) ... In most cases very. In events a1 the Paradise and Orpheum inci
dents are started by ''security.'' In the case of lofts they should choose a safer lo-
cation ... They have goons and over-pack the clubs. I'd say they're at least 500/tto 
blame ... To NO extent at all-EVER SEE DON LAW START A FIGHT?? .. 
Bouncers often try to impress each other and can be unmercifully violenl. Instead 
of just throwing someone out (like at Spit) they often crack they guy over the 
head and then throw them out (like at the Rat) ... Bouncers seem to over-reacl. 
Perhaps it is a bad habit that is unique to 1heir breed. I think most of the problem 
stems from the clientele a certain club attracts. But it isn't always easy to de1ect 
the assholes and keep 'em out... I don't believe the managers of these clubs are 
responsible. They are victims too. Certainly none perpetuate the problem-aside 
of "bouncer" problems ... They're right up there, but I think the bouncers are 
the most responsible-I think they feel like hotshits just because they're bouncers. 
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REDLINE 
THE CHANNEL 

Wednesday 2/25 

THE RAT FREE ADMISSION! 

Wednesday 3/4 

& IMAGINATIVE" 
"pl)LSATING, SHARP·EOGEO~R()V IOENCE JOURNAL 

-T. u ocE. 

45 's AVAILABLE NOW! 

(401) - 331-2065 

D Send me your next 6 issues. I have enclosed $6.00, 
D Send me your next 12 issues. I have enclosed $10.00. 
Please print neatly! 

~ame _ _ ___________________ -1 

Address ------------ --------1 



EDITOR·s 
NOTES 

by Kare Ingram 
The opening of Metro inspired a few 

thoughts for this issue. Adding a new venue 
for rock in town is a welcome event, and it 
doesn't happen as often as it should. 

Last year we lost the Main Act, the Hon
ey Lounge, and before that, the Space, 
while we gained the Underground and the 
Channel. Also the 1270 now has bands ev
ery Wednesday night, and Spinoff will 
hopefully resume live rock 'n' roll every 
week as they'd been doing last fa11. 

Whether Gallery East, the giant size loft 
space near South Station where some party/ 
shows have been held lately, and the Brad
ford Hotel will continue to present live rock 
is not clear. Some problem occurred at one 
of the Gallery East shows when the police 
showed up, and it looked like future use of 
the room might not be possible, but the 
Valentine's Day and March 7 shows are 
firmly set. 

The problem a1 the Bradford is Jack or 
crowd control, in that damage to the ball
room has cost the promoters a lot in repara
tions. But it's a wonderful hall and if some 
entrepreneur should get ahold of it, he 
could turn it into another video/rock pal
ace like the Rilz Ballroom in New York. 

Apparently Jonathan Swift's is expand
ing the genres of music previously featured 
there, Recently the Outlets and Mission of 
Burma drew a nice crowd there, followed a 
few nights later with the Berlin Airlift (for
merly Luna) and Pastiche opening for Rob
ert Ellis Orran. Also, Spit will feature live 
talent every Wednesday and Thursday 
night. 

These are only the in-toWn places, Sub
urban clubs are even more numerous, and 
like Swift's they are expanding the bills of 
fare. 

Several cities are enjoying similar booms 
in club life, like New York, where the Pep
permint Loung'e, the Rock Lounge, and the 
Left Bank are newly thriving while mos! all 
the old ones continue to stay packed. Hur
rah is doing more business again lately (no 

doubt the res~lt of having booked Boston's 
V;, Human Sexual Response, and Bound1 
and Gagged recently), and the biggest club 
in the world, Bond International Casino, 
presents two shows a night, Wednesday 
through Saturday. 

Bond's is like an arena, it's so big. They 
say capacity is 4200. If 1he decor or Meiro is 
somewhat decadent, Bond's is straight out 
of Dante's Inferno. Whoever writes in and 
closest approximates the total attendance 
when the Ramones play there Thursday and 
Friday, February 19 and 20, wins a free 
one-year subscription to Boston Rock. 

In San Francisco, North Beach is becom
ing infested with clubs rather than strip 
joints. Everyone who tried to get in couldn't 
fit into the legendary Mabuhay Gardens, so 
the Stone opened a big room across 1he 
street. And the Old Waldorf nearby has 
done a nice job of booking new bands·over 
the years. 

Other cities where club life nourishes 
whi le radio gets more and more closed to 
the acts who are making the circuit include 
Atlanta, Austin, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
and Seaule. 

The only major negative about the rock 
scene is that the prices are so prohibitive. 
Even if the door is "only" three dollars, 
the drinks are expensive, yet tempting. lt's 
never made sense why ticket prices for up 
and coming art ists are so high, since many 
times more than twice as many people 
would come if the door prices were cut in 
half. 

Why not put the C lash or the B-52's (or 
Elvis Costello or the Jam or Talking Heads 
or ... ) into the Boston Garden, take out the 
floor chairs for dancing, and get some good 
local bands for support? If admission were~ 
three bucks, simple arithmetic shows the to
tal door woafd-.be far more than a double 
digit ticket price would yield for a show at 
the Orpheum. 

Isn't that really more in keeping with 
what the spirit or rock 'n' roll is supposed 
to be about? 

lrom~9-n.m. to 

.Jlhl"I'( w,., "'· 
"llltltuttl1'ih1i\de!" Solo,r1u .. 
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HUMAN SEXUAL FAREWELL 
by Larry West 
Eddie and rhe Hot Rods are: 
Barre Masters-vocals 
David Higgs-guitar 
Steve Nicol-drums 
West-keyboards 
TC-bass 

Last time Eddie and the Hot Rods took 
on American audiences, the band was ap
palled by the overwhelming apathy of their 
stateside audiences. Barre Masters hates a 
polite audience. 

Their set was punctuated by quick drum 
segues and energized rearrangements of 
cover tunes. The Hot Rods treated those 
present at the Paradise to a high energy per
formance, an example of the pure power of 
rock and roll. During "Life On The Line," 
Masters turned his back 10 the small but 
vocal crowd and shook his head furiously, 
showering swea1 all over the drum kit. 

After the show, the singer observed that 
the American audiences were much more 
enthusiastic than thP.y were on the Hot 
Rods' prior American tour. 

He said 1he Hot Rods are not a1 all poli
tically motivated. When asked how he likes 
the Clash, Masters replied, "They're pa
thetic." Then he laughed. "They approach 
everything the wrong way. It makes me 
fuckin' die." 

Eddie and the Hot Rods have come a 
long way since 1975, when they were a re
vival R&B outfit from a London working 
class suburb. The band is now much tight
er and they write better songs, more opin
ionated and outspoken. They are also with
out a record label. Any takers? 

II was a very special sold-out show at the 
Paradise. Human Sexual Response had just 
taken their place on stage when a fight 
broke out between the jerks sitting in their 
chairs and the cooler jerks who were 
squeezing their way onto the Paradise's 
three foot wide dance noor. 

Ever since their January 21 TV appear
ance on the Calendar program, 1hings have 
been going extremely well for our home
town heroes. Their album Fig. /4 started 
off with phenomenal local sales when it was 
first released a few months ago. And now, 
just when you would think every Bostonian 
would already have a copy, it's been jump
ing off the shelves again. Everywhere 
they've played lately, bo1h in and out of 
state (New York, New Hampshire and 
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by Greg Reibman 

Rhode Island) has been sold-out. 
As the Paradise crowd was well aware, 

this was to be HSR 's last Boston gig for 
some time. At 10 a.m. Sunday Feb. 8, the 
band hopped into their van to embark on 
a month long, thirteen date tour of the US. 
Their first stop was Ann Arbor, Michigan; 
the next day, Chicago, and a week l?-ter Los 
Angeles and Texas. 

If everything goes as planned they'll be 
back in Boston on March 6, but only for six 
days. Then it's off to Europe. 

The first stop of the European tour will 
be England where they are to appear on the 
infamous television program The Old Grey 
Whistle Test. Vocalist Dini Lamat assured 
me they will not attempt to perform "Butt
fuck," the song that caused considerable 

reaction last year when they performed it 
live on Channel 5. After that they'll be 
playing in Holland and France. 

Over the course of their last show, the 
Humans performed vir1ually everything 
from flg. /4, as well as "One To Ten," 
"Andy Fell," "Buufuck" and covers of 
Balloon Farm's "Question Of Tempera
ture, " Bowie's "Rebel Rebel" and the Mc
Coys' ''Hang On Sloopy.'' 

It was one of :he best performances I've 
ever seen from the Humans; to me, they're 
one of !he very best bands around. For the 
next few months, the rest of the world is ex-
1remely lucky. 

HSR has promised to keep a diary of 
their current tour. Watch for excerpts to be 
published in Boston Rock. 
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RECORD REVl~S 
Pnrl Harbour-------
Don'I Follow Me, I'm Lost Too 
{Warnu Bros., LP) 

Lots or people though! last year's Ptarl Har
bour ond tht' Explosions was weak. More than 
anything else: ii suffered from tack of enough 
good material and s1iff production. 

That can hardly be said of this new album. 
Pearl hcrse:lfwrolC ten of the fifteen tunes on this 
Fiftiu-rcminisccnt LP. 

Gatcshasallthccncrgyandasimilarapproach 
to Joe "King" Carrasco. She sound~ a lot lik<.' 
Carlene Carter, maybe bctu:r than C.C., espe
cially on "Cowboys And Indian~." 

Ian Oury ..-rote the iml)Ort single "fuJiyama 
Mama." whkh is a highly produced, psychedelic 
rockabill)· tune. "facrybody's Boring But My 
Baby," the ne,u song, has Pnrlcy wailing out, 
and "Losing To You" possesses all the melan
choly of a country jukebox. 

None of the band memben are credite(\ on the 
LP, including the two drummers in the band (like 
Adam and the Ants). Mickey Gallagher pro
duced the album and various Clash affiliates also 
appear. 

Pearl E. Gates has made an.album that'~ right 
up there \loith her energy level. Fun ~tuff (Kace 
Ingram) 

ThtVibriit0U>---------
8atterieslneluded 
(CBS. import LP) 

Thi\ compilation LP of pop tune\ bv the Vi
brator~ really ~hows "'hat a great band !hey "'ere. 
Since 1hey firs! broke up, Gary Tibbs left to 
play ba~s for Roxy Musk. Code Blue, and ac1 
in the mo\'ie Breukini Glos.t, and John Kno~ ha~ 
done \Orne solo recording. More reeentl)· the re
main~ of a once exceptional band got 10,-ether 
under thr same logo and pu1 out a 4\ "Diwo In 
\10\CO." 

··Di,co"isn'tincludedinthecompilation.and 
neither is the classic amhem "We Vibrate" 
"hichha,stillne•·ermadcittoanalbum 

le "ould be nice of Epic. 1heir US lablel. to 
follo" ~ui1 and make this record domestically, 
\ince 1heir only ~tatf.'side relea~e ha~ been ,;ul-ou1 
foralonglimf.'. (Kate Ingram) 

\'11rlouJ11rti~1>--------
I.R.S. Greate\t Hits Vols. 2 & 3 
(I.R.S. Records, LPs) 

There'\ a sticker on the front of chi\ two
re<:ord set proclaiming the compilation "the bes, 
deal inde<:ades!!!" It's nm. But any r«ordcon
rnining an unreleased Cramps' \Ong ("Uranium 
Rock") is worthy of a spot in my collection. All 
of the twenty-three other track~ arc available 
elsewhere, mme just as import\: "Fall Ou 1," 

from the first Police 45; a ~ong from the first 
Squeeze EP, a Jools Holland ~olo effort, and 
John Cale's cover of ''Memphis.'' 

Othershavf.'becnreleasedassingleshereinthe 
~tate\: Brian James' cla~sic "Ain't That A 
Shame," Henry Badowski, and a boring one by 
Fashion. The rest are available as domestic 12" 
EPs (the Fleshtoncs!) or album tracks; the Buu
cocks' "Say You Don't Love Me," along with 
Wazmo Nariz, the Fall. Sector 27, the Strang
lers, Ska fish and the Damned. Actually, quite an 
impressive colle<:tion. But, "the be~t deal in de
cades"??? ... Perhaps if it had two Cramps 
songs. (Greg Reibman) 

Th, Boomlo11tn R11,u------
Mondo Bongo 
(Columbia, LP) 

I have several reasons for liking the Boom
town Rats. 

I. They were the first band I saw when I 
moved to Boston two years ago and I had a ter
rific time. Call me sentimental. 

2. Sheerpc:rversityamacumetoanyband the 
"smart"Engtishpresshatesasmuchas they do 
this one. 

3. "RatTrap"isagreatsong. 
4. Bob Geldorf has possibly the world's big

gest mouth. Surely that entitles him to some con
sideration. 

5. They're Irish. 
I have one reason for 1101 liking the Boom

town Rats: this record sucks. 
Mondo Bongo has bongo drums all over it. 

Gtldoff sings like someone's jabbing pins into 
him. Everything echoes and there are no empty 
spaces anywhere. Thty should have called it 
''Crazed Chimpanzee At The Controls.'' 

One son1 has Ge!doff goin1 "yoo hoo" while 
the rtst of the band make, cute Latin yippy 
noiJH. Awesome. 

I have this great live tape of the Boomtown 
Rau from 1978. I can't think of even one good 
reason for listening to anything else they've 
done. (Crass) 

Ad1m 11 ndlheAn.,_ _____ _ 

Kings Of The Wild Frontier 
(Epic, LP) 

This is th!.' second band and second album 
from long time British cult hero Adam Ant. 
(The original Ants disowned Adam in the mid
dle of last year to work "'ith Malcolm McLaren ' s 
Bow Wow Wow.) Aside from Adam's hiccuping 
voice the most distinct characteristic of the new 
band is the presence of not one but t"o drum
mers, ont of whom, Chri, "Merrick" Hughes, 
produced the album. 

Kings Of The fl'i/d Frontier is a barrel of fun. 
All 13 songs (two differen1 cuts on the ju~t-re
leased domestic edi1ion are not on the import, 
and one import track didn't make it on to the US 
release) follow asimilar, but hardly tedious pat
tern; the drums raltle oFf in double time "hilc 
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guitar and bass weave in and out. On top, Adam 
shouts words of Antwisdom like "Unplug 1he 
juktbox/And do us all a favor/That musk's lost 
its taste/So try ano1her navor. .. Antmusk!" 
And everyone (probably including younelr after 
you'"'t htard it a few times) chants " Hep! Hep! 
Hep! Hep!" 

That's just the music. The Ants come de-eked 
out in colorful pira1e costumes and warpain t. 
"Somebodies' got to do somelhing a bi1 nam
bo'yant!" Adam once to ld Slush magazine. And 
when it comes to flamboya nce, the re isn't any
body doing it better. (Greg Reibman) 

Z1nt----------
OutForKicks 
(Bomp Records, LP) 

The Zantees play nice, fun rockabilly. It's not 
as "nice" as Rohen Gordon, but it's also not as 
"fun" as the Cramps. Every song seems to be a 
fast-rockin' rave-up with a whoopin' and a hol
lcrin' that I can't get too excited about it. Oh 
yeah, they're from New York. Okay? (Mr. B) 

Sh1nrChlmp11n,------
(Pureand Easy, 10~ EP) 

This quartet hu been playing the Boston club 
scene for quite some time, and they've gathered 
quite a following. On the surface, thei r music 
sounds as bubbly as the band's name implies, but 
after a couple of listens, you realize these guys 
are really quite talented. 
Shane Champagne sound somewhat rough when 
they play live, but deep down inside, they're a 
pop band. Comparisons to t he Police would not 
be unfair: MLead Me On" is reggae, no doubt 
about it, as is their monster radio hit, "Shado"' 
World." The sound may be clean and lean, but at 
least they don't pretend to be Jamaican. They 
just use reggae embellishments 10 add to the fla
vor of the song. 

All six tunes are well-crafted and have been 
professionally recorded. They stand up well to 
anything else that's on the radio. If this doesn't 
get them a record contract, I don't know what 
will. (Harold Lepidus) 
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V1riou1 Artls1>--------
A Factory Quartet 
(Factory Records, import double LP) 

Your usual sampler fare is to have an LP con
sisting of one or two cuts by each of a number of 
artiSIS contracted to the label. Not so here. By 
using the double album format and selling it at a 
reasonable price, Factory has made it possible to 
spotlight each of the four acts contained herein 
for an entire side. Thus The Duruui Column, 
Kevin Hewick, Blurt and The Royal Family And 
The Poor are each given adequate chance to dis
play themselves, so 10 speak. Why these particu
lar musicians where chosen from the Factory ros
ter is beyond me. 
Duruni Column has been called the new wave 
Mike Oldfield in the rock press. This baffles me. 
He doesn't sound like Oldfield much at all. I 
think this dude's more in the tradition of some
one like Michael Rother, with his pleasantly mo
dified guitar sounds strumming and picking their 
way through the Book of Mellow Jazz Chords, 
Volume One (over an appropriate rhythm sec
tion, to boot). I don't mean to denigrate this 
stuff. It has some obvious value. It just doesn't 
do much for me, y'know? 

Kevin Hewick is the real loser on this selection. 
Imagine some incredible pansy trying to be Peter 
Hammill, but forgetting that the heart of Ham
mill's art is his grit and angst. The side's live. The 
audience heckles. 

Blurt. Now here's something to enjoy. A rough 
sax somewhere between James Chance and Al
bert Ayler, dissonant guitar chords, drums & 
sparse vocals ... with distortion. Love it love it 
love it! Quite- the relief after ol' Kev. Contortion
ists will lap this side up. 

The Royal Family And The Poor have no taste 
in band names. So what? Their side really fits 
with the Factory concept as I have come to un
derstand it from faithfully following this label's 
output. Driving rhythm section, layers of grating 
guitar, an apocalyptic vision. Despite an ex
tremely didactic vocalist, these folks are hot stuff 
a la Killing Joke, 4AD-ers and the general Fac
tory scene. (Jim Puccio) 

Hon~y Ban,,__ ________ _ 

TURN ME ON TURN ME OFF b/w In Dreams 
AIN'T NOBODY'S BUSINESS b/ w Negative 
Exposure 
(EM I, import EP) 

I'm confused. In '79, Honey was a punk. She 
put out an EP with Crass called You Con Be 
You, complete with the Crass genuis-of-noise 
production job, Existencil lettering and anti-por
no lyrics. In '80, I'm afraid I don't really know 
whor she was. Let's call this her transition period. 
Something deep within her drove her to put out 
the "Guilty" single, sporting dub techniques and 
pant-rock vocals that'll get a man hard at 30 
paces. Pretty weird. 

I guess that brings us to the present. Honey 
seems to be making a play for British New Wave 
Fashion Plate, '8 1. Jimmy Pursey produced the 
new EP; the music on it is reasonable FM radio
rock ; the vocal style is something like what Paul
ine Murray does now (parallel development'!), 
and the lyrics remind me of John Foxx, though 
more narcissistic and oriented 10 the life of fash
ion models. 

Here's the blow-by-blow: "Turn Me Off' is 
about TV, "Ain't Nobody's Business" is a nihilis
tic caberet number not unlike Cris1ina's cover of 
" Is That All There Is," while "Negative Expo
sure" appears 10 be about modeling per se and 
" In Dreams" has her "laying, sweating in my 
sheets" and dreaming of heaven and hell. All em• 
ploy se;,,:ual titillation 10 some degree, though not 
to the extreme of"Guilty." Add to this the fash
ion photo sleeve upon which Honey e;,,:poses vari
ous pans of her auractive bod. Now do you see 
why I'm confused? (Jim Puccio) 

"We Do Crazy 
Colors, 
Cellophanes And 
Specialize In 
Rock Band Stage 
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Decline of we,I coul c:lvllludon ..•.. , 

This is progress? LA music hasn't changed 
much in the last three years: thcrearejusl more 
bands. With !he c:xccption of the newer electron• 
ic combos like 45 Grave and BPcoplc, most LA 
bands persist in playing classic punk (in the tradi
tion of the early Buzzcocks, Ramones and Sex 
Pistols). With due respect to LA's punk musi· 
cians, LA punk is harder, faster, louder and 
more sincere than its British counterpart. 
Though what the music consistently lacks is the 
melodic and vocal hooks necessary for airplay or 
commercial success. (But ask them if they care.) 
Most people find these non·stop, hard, fast, dis
torted buzz-saw sounds too punk.pure for their 
cars, hence guaranteed obscurity. The following 
discs are four of LA 's most recent offerings: 

Clrde Jerks--------
GroupSex 
(Frontier Records, LP) 

The best of the lot is the Circle Jerks LP. S1ill, 
they offer little variation from the typical punk 
themes. Even though a lot of the songs deal with 
the usual swipes at society ("Beverly Hills" and 
"Group Sex"), the government ("Paid Vaca· 
lion" and "Red Tape") and personal sensitivity 
("Don't Care" and "What's Your Problem") 
there arc some great standouts. "Live Fast Die 
Young.'" "World Up My Ass" and '"Back 
Against The Wall" provide positive assurance 
that anarchy is still alive in modern music. This 
record is not available in any supermarkel. (Mr. 
B) 

Black t"la.---------
JealousAgain 
(SST Recordf, 12" EP) 

Black Flag are one of the early LA punk out· 
fits and this record shows chat they haven't 
changed much over the last three years. Even 
though ex-lead singer Keith Morris moved on to 
the Circle Jerks, guitarist Gregory Ginn has al
ways been the driving force behind the band. 
Black Flag's sound is s1ructurcd on a screaming 
vocal backed by screaming guitar and 1hrown to
gether with rhythmic chaos. Every other record 
sounds slow af1cr listening to this one a few 
times. Top tunes arc "Revenge" and "No Val. 
ues" but none arc recommended for the squeam
ish. (Mr. B) 

Angry Samoa,,_,_ _______ _ 

Inside My Brain 
(Bad Trip Records, 12" EP) 

To the average consumer, the Angry Samoans 
arc probably the most accessible of this selection 
of LA punk platters. There's less pandemonium 
present than with the Circle Jerks and Black 
Flag and it's somewhat more predic1able. Then 
again, the Samoans are superficially more shock· 
ing. They use a lovely hatchet murder cover pho
to and a lot of "kill," "fuck" lyrics for sensa· 
1ion value. At least they're sure to get some pub
licity for "Get Off The Air," a direct jab at LA 
deejay Rodney Bingcnhcimer. Sec you in court 
boys. {Mr. B) 

Various Artbts--------
Thc Decline ... Of Western Civilization 
(Slash Records, sound1rack LP} 

Not much to recommend here. The production 
is lousy, the presentation poor and all these 
bands have better stuff elsewhere. In addition, 
most songs have been previously recorded in a 
preferable form. Even as a sampler soundtrack, 

from the punk culture documentary of the same 
name, it's virtues arc questionable. Yeah, Black 
Flag do sound like 1his live, but without the 
benefi1 of the visuals, who cares? Other notables 
on the album include X, Circle Jerks, and the 
Germs. The defunct Germs offer yet another ver· 
sion of "Manimal'' (there's at least three record· 
ings by my count) and another selection wou ld 
have been preferable. Finally, Fear provide their 
inimitable brand of Don Rickles punk for a flam
ing finish. Ho-hum. Either the Too1h &. Nail 
(Upsetter Records) or Rodney On The ROQ 
\Poshboy Records) compilalion is preferable to 
•his exercise in overindulgence. (Mr. B) 

Throbbing Gr'lstl<-------
ADRENALIN b/w Distant Dreams 
(Industrial Records, import 45) 

Throbbing Gristle, not well known for their 
subtlety or an attitude of appeasement toward 
their audiences, have focused their "Kilowatts in 
heat'' resources to come up with single-type ma. 
teriat for this very unlikely 45. Out of the three 
Throbbing Gristle rec0rd owners that I tested 
this on, none could make the connection with the 
TGs. First of all, buy this if only for the jacket, 
which comes wrapped in a camouflaged vinyl 
bag. Secondly, buy it because of the great buzz. 
saw vibrato, sequenced melody and nasal·whis
per vocals in "Adrenalin." Thirdly, buy ii be
cause "Distant Dreams" carries on and expands 
the Euro tradition of swelling, funk-beat space 
outs that most other bands seem to have forgot-
1en about. (Tristram Lo;,:aw) 

Jtff & Jant Hudso,-------
WorldTrade 
(Lus1/Unlust, EP) 

Jeff and Jane Hudson have long been per
forming on the NYC-Boston arl axis, first with 
the unredeemed Rentals, then with the more sa
tisfying Manhattan Project, and often on their 
own as a this- is-wherc-the-othcr-synthi-part
would-goduo. With this record they step into the 
world of 12" EPs, and when they're able to SC· 
paratc their ideas from their influences (most no
ticeably Suicide and Can), the Hudsons reach 
their most captivating levels yet. Side one, the 
stronger side, starts with "Cat Scan," the best 
cut. While ebbing music lilts loosely in the back· 
ground, Jane breathes to us about the "small of 
her back." She also docs a good job keeping a 
straight face (voice?) while serving up a humor. 
ously successful rendition of "Gi;I From )pane· 
ma" that sounds like it's being performed by a 
Holiday Inn lounge organist while a Residents' 
record plays in the next room. 

To Jeffs credit, he has decided that he likes 
whispering better than screaming, at least on this 
record. but he needs to develop more style so he 
doesn't sound like Suicide's Alan Vega all the 
time. His vocal approach works well in "PCP," 
where high, nittering notes play around the drum 
pulse. But sometimes Jeff's and Jane's composi· 
tions are much too thin, not much more than a 
drum machine and heavy rcverb, making the imi
tative slips stand out even more. Their song ideas 
need to be more fully thought out and exploited. 
For example, "Guatcmala"'s great warbled s1eel 
drum sounds "'ould have provided an even better 
showcase for Jane's sultry-smooth vocals if the 
tune were better developed. And we're not talk
ing more chord changes here. 

But all in all, especially if the Suicide sound. 
alike squabbles don't bother you, World Trade 
is quite an achievement in !echo-music for the 
Hudsons. Lust/Unlust, PO Box 3208, Grand 
Central Sta., NYC 10163. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Bob(hlercag--------
(wllh Fred Frt1h, Bryan Medway & Charles K. 
Noyes) 

Fred Frith destroying &-string conventions while 
Osienag manipulates the tapes. Another dimen
sion is added when the home listener changes 
turntable speeds (the piece moves best at 45). 

Getting Ahead 
(Rift Records) 

No one accused Lou Reed of making a fun al
bum when he recorded Gelling Ahead's musical 
kissin' cousin Metal Machine Miisic. But Getting 
Ahead is designed to stimulate some fun involve
ment on the part of the listener while he/she de· 
cides at what speed the record should be played 
(there is no indication whatsoever). 

On side two's " In Tundra," Ostertag mutates 
the unorthodox chiming of percussionist Charles 
K. Noyes, whose path has crossed Henry Kai
ser's. Owen Maerck's, the Toy Killers' and oth
ers'. Again, different speeds should be explored 
for different aural re~ults. 33 rpm creates a calm 
dissonance of bells. But al 33, 45 or even 78, 
you'll still be able to hear a pained cow fly 
through time warp. Ostertag, who has been featured with the 2000 

Statues Orchestra and Anthony Braxton's Crea· 
tivc Music Orchestra, works wi1h various elec· 
tronics and tape recorders. Side one's live impro.. 
visation tit le piece features a "highly unstable 
and peculiar recording sys1em" which uses kid· 
die helium balloons to hold up tape loops be· 
tween tape recorders that are made to malfunc
tion in an assortment of ways, with guitar-twister 

Ostcrtag's label, Rift Records, is a new non. 
profit collective and all money from this record's 
sales goes 10 the musicians who conceived and 
executed it. Rift's future plans include Mexican 
rock music, new music from Europe and the re
release o f Fred Frith's three Guitar Solos albums, 
now currently unavailable. Rift Records, 513 E. 
13th St. #24, NYC, 10009. (Tristram Lozaw) 
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THE RATTLERS 
Lapeste, Berlin Airlift 
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NERVOUS EATERS 
Outlets Sonics 
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by Carrie B. Cooper & Bonnie Kaleta 
One hot June night, we sat in the back of 

the Plough and Stars. The Guinness began 
to take hold, and at one point we lurched 
over to the jukebox. We could barely read, 
bu1 no matter; we punched buttons ran
domly. We didn't always get whal we wanl
ed, bul we gel what we needed. It was then 
tha1 we understood the connect ions be
tween bars, jukeboxes, and the Rolling 
Stones. 

In our search for the perfect jukebox, 
then, our firsl crileria was Rolling S1ones 
songs. Old Stones was better than new 
Stones, but new Stones was better than no 
S1ones at all. Jukeboxes with the highest 
concenlralion of Rolling Stones: 

Tower of Pizza, Harvard Avenue in All
ston. 

El Phoenix Room, Commonwealth Ave
nue in Alls1on. 

The Plough and S1ars, 920 Mass. Ave. in 
Cambridge. 

The Ra1 (upstairs). All the Stones selec
tions here are new. 

We awarded severe demerits for the in
clusion of Barry Manilow in the follo..wing 
jukeboxes: 

Ken's Pub in Allston, and the nameless 
pizza place beside it. 

Charlie's Kitchen, across from Braille 
Stree1 station in Cambridge. 

The Bulkie, Boylston St., Boston. 
1369 Jazz Club, Inman Square, Cam

bridge. 
Cantab Lounge, Mass. Ave., Cambridge 

(near Central Square). 
Missing Johns: Denver, Davidson, Rich-

man, Phillip Sousa. -

Best New Wave/ Punk Jukeboxes: 
The Ral (downstairs) 
The Inn Square Men's Bar 
Cantone's 
Best SO's Rock Your Sox Off Selections: 

The Ra1 (upstairs): 
Johnny Ray: Cry/The lillle White Cloud 

That Cried 
Buddy Holly: Oh, Boy/Maybe, Baby & 

That'll Be The Day/ Peggy Sue 
Chuck Berry: Brown-Eyed Handsome 

Man /Too Much Mo11key Business 
Gene Vincent: Be-Bop A Lula 
Bo Diddley: Bo Diddley/ l'm A Mon 
Bill Haley and the Comets: Rock Around 

The Clock/Thirteen Women 
The Ronettes: Be My Baby 

Inn Square Men's Bar: 
Elvis Presley: Guitar Man 
The Capitals: Cool Jerk 

1369 Jazz Club: 
Elvis Presley: Love Me Tender 

Club Casablanca: 
Buddy Holly: That'll Be The Day/Peggy 

~!le 
Back Room Al The Idler: 

Fats Domino: Blueberry Hill 
60's Tunes: 

Tower of Pizza: 
Cream: / Feel Free 
Kinks: A Well-Respected Man 
Steppenwolf: Born To Be Wild 

also: Beachboys, Jimi Hendrix, Janis 
Joplin and more 
El Phoenix Room: 

Steppenwolf: Born To Be Wild/ Magic 
Carpet Ride 

Otis Redding: Siu in' On The Dock OJ 
The Bay 

Back Room at the Idler: 
Otis Redding 
Cream: Sunshine OJ Your love 

Club Casablanca: 
Doors: People Are Strange 
Janis Joplin: Cry Baby 

The Rat (uPstairs); 
Sly and the Family Slone 
Jefferson Airplane: Somebody To Love 
The Ha'Penny, in lhe Patchouli-seeped 

section of Cambridge on Mt. Auburn St. 
near Brattle Station, has by far 1he best six
ties collection in the area. 
Missing Artists-Couldn ' I Find 'Em Any~ 
where: 

Syd Barrett 
Armand Schaubroeck 
Suicide 
Brasil '66 
T-Rex 
The Jam(!) 
Dave Clark Five 
Mrs.Miller 

Besl/Most Local Selections: 
Inn Square Men' s Bar {selection changes 
every week): 

Midnight Traveller 
The Vinny Band 
Travis Shook and the Club Wow 
Pastiche 
The Neighborhoods 
Didi Stewart and the Amplifiers 
Mission-of Burma 
The Atlantics 
Robin Lane & The Chart busters 
The Nervous Eaters 
The Tweeds 

The Rat (upstairs): 
The Tweeds 
The Neighborhoods 
La Peste 
The Taxi Boys 
Boys Life/Outlets 
The Nervous Eaters 
Willie "Loco" Alexander 

Cantone's: 
.. also has a good selection of local tunes, 

but was deleted from this category because 
of the inclusion of Barry Mani low. 
Best/Most Local Selections: Uukeboxes 
1hat don'1 work mosl of the time) 
The Rat (downs1airs): 

Nearly every band tha1's passed through 
has left a single here. 

WUUe Aleunder'• fa\lOrite jukebo1:: 
The Prospect Buffet, Prospect Street, 

Central Square, Cambridge. His reason: 
good bass. (Because of deadlines and the 
fight that broke out just as we got to the 
box, we didn't have time to note the selec
tions.) 
Original Versions of Popular Covers: 

Righteous Brothers: You've lost Thar 
Lovin' Feeling. (For those of you who just 
can't get enough of this song 1he Club Ca
sablanca also has the Hall & Oates version. 
They do not have Willie Alexander' s ver
sion. They do not have the Human League 
version.) 

Capitols: Cool Jerk-Inn Square Men's 
Bar. 

Willie "Loco" Alexander: Moss. Ave./ 
Kerouac-the Rat (upstairs). The LP ver
sions of these tunes differ from the original 
singles. 
Highly Unusual Selections: 

The Tubes: White Punks On Dope-El 
Phoenix Room. 

Jimi Hendrix: All Along The Watchtow
er/Burning The Midnight Lamp-Club Ca
sablanca, Tower of Pizza. 

Jimi Hendrix: Hey Joe/ Stone Free & 
51st Anniversary/ Can You See Me?-the 
Rat (upstairs). 

Mick Jagger: Memo From Turner/Na
tural Magic-Inn Square Men's Bar. 

Howlin' Wolf: Don't laugh At Mel l 
Walked From Dallas-Inn Square. 
No Comment: 

Maureen McGovern: Theme Song from 
TV series Angie-1369 Jazz Club. 
Vintage Delicacies: 

Fats Waller: Honeysuckle Rose-Back 
Room at the Idler 

Ray Charles: / Can't Stop Lovin' You-
1369 Jazz Club 

Duke Ellington: Mood /ndigo-1369 
Jazz Club 

Miles Davis: Just Squeeze Me- Inn 
Square Men's Bar 

Billie Holiday: My Mani / Cried For You 
-lnn Square Men's Bar 

Four Seasons: Big Girls Don't Cry
Charlie's Kitchen (ups1airs) 

Supremes: / Hear A Symphony-1he 
Plough and Stars 
Mosl Edilh Piaf: (a tie) 

Back Room at the Idler and the Ha'
Penny. Both boxes contain the same Piaf 
selection: la Vie En Rose. 
Down Home: 

Merle Haggard: Moma Tried-the Rat 
(upstairs) 

Freddy Fender: Wasted Days and Wasted 
Nights-1369 Jazz Club 

Pure Prairie League: Amie-El Phoenix 
Room 

Lynyrd Skynyrd: Sweet Home Alabama 
-El Phoenix Room 

Special thanks to the following for oid, 
comfort, inspiration: 

The Lost 
John Surrelle 
Tristram Loi.aw 
Larry Bangor 
Neal Cassady 
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M etal Boys ((ncurina Chln1,f----
Tokio Airport 
(Celluloid, import LP) 

Do you like distortion? Sure you do. I mean, 
you like rock , don't you? Well, the Me1a1 Boys (a 
related project 10 Metal Urbain and Dr. Mix And 
The Remix) love distortion ... of any and all types 
available to them. I guess you could say that they 
have a distorted view of the world. Sorry. 

Lei's say that at any time of your life you have 

enjoyed Cabaret Voltaire, Hawkwind or better 
yet, Faust. Let's say that your favorite Ubu al
bum is Modern Dance. If any of these things are 
the case, then you're prepared. Otherwise you 
probably don't really appreciate the degree lo 
which basic rock can be fuzzed out. The Metal 
Boys arc right up there when it comes 10 making 
rock that just won't focus perfectly. They don't 
use amplifiers, they use Bridgeport lathes. They 
don't play clubs, they play auto factories. (Jim 
Puccio) 

Quality Music Guide 
SUNDAY 
7-10 a.m. WMBR Reggae Mukasa Don McDonald reggae 
8-11 a.m. WMFO Sounds of Praise Barry Sadler gospel 

II a.m.-2 p.m. WMFO Morning After Blues Nate Thayer blue!> 

1-5 p.m. WRBB Roo1 s Rod, Reggae Glendale Reid reggae 

3:30-5 p.m. WERS Compass Creole Hallan Daphni s We~1 Indian music 

5-6 p.m. WMBR Sports Palace Bernie Smith, ct al punk sports 

5:30-8 p.m. WERS Bluesology Gary Krantz blues 

8-11 p.m. WERS Metrowave Hugh MunoL local li\c 

10-11 p.m. WBCN Basement Tapes 

10-11 p.m. wcoz Dr. Demcnto Sho" Dr. Dcmento bizarre conted) 

MONDAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Tami Heide '60s, pop 

8- 10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Neil Reynolds NW 
9 a.m.·1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club AlbenO NW 
9 a.m.·5 p.m. WZBC Modern Rock various NW 
l-4 p.m. WMBR Divertimento Sharon Kirby keyboarded music 
6-8 p. m. WERS Rockers Mike Perkins reggae 

6:30-8:30 p.m. WKOX Claire O'Nei ll local 
7- 10:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Alternative NW, progressive 

8-1 1 p.m. WE RS Nite Klub ~~i Heide NW 
T UES DAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Laurel Ka1z '60s, pop 

8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Mark Sashihara NW 
9-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Tom Lane NW 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. WZBC Modern Rock various NW 
6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 

7-10:30 p.m. WZBC Voll Meter Voll Meter NW , progressive 

~m. WERS Nite Klub Dennis Miller NW 
WEDNESDAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Dave Meyer, Zach '60s, pop 

8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Scott Michaelson NW 

9 a.m.-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Carla Nolin NW 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. WZBC Modern Rock various NW 
6-8 p.m. WE RS Rockers Cin Crothers reggae 
7-10:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Alternative t.b.a. NW, progre~sivc 
8-11 p.m. WERS Nite Kl ub Jeff McQuinn NW 
9-11 p.m. 

l l-2a.m. 

WMFO On The Town 

WMFO Mental Note\ 

WBCN 104. l. 536-8000 
WBRS 91.7. 899-4970 
WRUR 90.9, 353-2790 
WCAS, AM 740. 661-6204 

local bands live 

Mike Paila\ mutant music 

WGBH 89.7, 492-2777 
WH RH 95.], 495-4818 
WKOX. AM 1190 
WMBR 88.1, 494-8810 

Minny Pop,,---------
DOLPH IN'S SPURT b/w Goddess 
(Factory-3 1, import single) 

Here's a strange group of boys from Holland 
who think a drummer has too much stuff lo haul 
around, so they use pre-programmed electronic 
rhythms instead. With producer Martin Hannen 
at the helm, this single is a basement party of 
thick, desperate images and electronic minimal
ism. First impressions may leave you thinking 

THURSDAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk 

8-IOa.m. WHRB Plastic Passions 

9 a.m.-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. WZBC Modern Rock 

6-8 p.m. WERS Rockers 

"Kraftwerk gone weird," but there's much more 
to the Minny Pops. Their talent for understate
ment and simplicity goes hand in hand with their 
ability to produce unique sounds and song ele
ments. Nice cover design by Martyn Atkins, too. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

~~~ 
~~~ 

John van Zelowitz '60s, pop 

Large Louis NW 

Peter Gates NW 
various NW 
Doug Herzog reggae 

7-10:30 p.m. WZBC No Commercial Alternati\e NW, progressive 
8·11 p.m. 

9:30-12:30 p.m. 

10:3-2~. 

FRIDAY 
7-9 a.m. 

8-10 a.m. 

9a.m.-1 p.m. 

9a.m.·5 p.m. 

J2.J p.m. 

1-4 p.m. 

4-7:30 p.m. 

6-8 p.m. 

6-8 p.m . 

7-10:30 p.m. 

8-1 1 p .m. 

8- l l p.m. 

8- 11 p.m. 

10p.m.-2a.m. 

11-3 a.m. 

midnight-] a.m. 

midnight-6 a.m. 

SATURDAY 
7-9a.m. 

8a.m.- l p.m. 

12-1 p.m. 

12-2p.m. 

1·3p.m. 

1-5 p.m. 

2-4 p.m. 

4-7 p .m. 

6-9 a.m. 

7-9 p.m. 

8-11 p.m. 

8p.m.-2a.m. 

midnight-3 a.m. 

WERS 

WBRS 

WZBC 

WMBR 

WHRB 

WMBR 

WZBC 

WBRS 

WMBR 

WMBR 

WMFO 

WERS 

WZBC 

WMFO 

WERS 

WMBR 

WBUR 

WMBR 

WERS 

WGBH 

WMBR 

WHRB 

WCAS 

WMBR 

WCAS 

WZBC 

WMBR 

WMBR 

WHR B 

WMBR 

WERS 

WBUR 

WMBR 

WCCH 89.5 

Nite Klub 

Ari School 

Spacious Headquarters 

Sleepwalk 

Pla,tic Pa~~ions 

Late Riser!, Club 

Modern Rock 

Newtones, Mutones 

TVOD 

Jazz Celebration 

Radio Free Ethiopia 

Rockers 

Mods and Rockers 

Freed Form 

Nite Klub 

Friday Night Live 

Con Salsa! 

The Ghetto 

Peter Program 

Blues Hour 

Media Blitz 

Hillbilly at Harvard 

Homegrown Music Hour 

Out of the Blues 

Reggae Bloodlines 

Obscure Alternatives 

Rock 'n' Roll Memory Time 

Dcmi-Mondc 

Street Corner Symphony 

Nouveau Disco 

Nice Klub 

Con Salsa! 

The Asylum 

Laurel Katz NW 

Brent Hurtig NW, '60s 

Dave Hur[e~-- avant garde 

John Fix '60~. pop 

Dave Johnson NW 

Greg Reibman NW 

various NW 

Tony V, Bro Cleve NW, funk 

James Isaacs jau 

Ras Gary reggae 

Herbert E. Lee reggae 

Marc Catapano NW. progressive 

Bruce Stallsmith upbeat musics 

Kerry Waldron NW 
Dave Wollman NW 
Jose Masso progressive Latin 

J .C. soul, funk, r&b 

Peter weird st uff 

Mai Cramer blues, r&b_ 

Eric Muller West Coast punk 

Old Sine, Lynn '50s. country 

Amy Wachtel local 

Dave Herwaldt blues 

Peter Simon reggae 

Dee Rail reggae, ska 

John Brown quality oldies 

Oedipus/ Albert O punk 

Stompin' Zero r&b, doo-wop 

varies dance musics 

Hugh Munoz NW 
Jose Masso progressive Lalin 

Captain Trash social collapse 

WCOZ 94.5. 247-2022 
WERS 88.9. 267-7821 

WMFO 91 .5, 625-0800 
WRBB 91.7. 537-2657 
WZBC 90.3. 332-1110 

Guide comniled by Bruce S1all\mith. technical assi~tance flTO\ idcd by El Kabong. 



E!Mntlal Loglc,--------
EUGENE b/w Tame The Neighbors 
(RoughTrade,45) 

Lora's back! In my opinion, 1his single is per
haps the best thing she and lhe boys have done 
yet. The"A"sidesccms 10 be about the chimp on 
the cover. It sporis an invcniive melody with 
some mean hooks, quirky vocals, choppy rhythm 
guitar and a much-tightened rhythm section, nol 
tomention Lora's own laughing sax work, which 
if your memory goes back that far, is reminiscenl 
of Bloomdido Bad DcGrasse of the old Gong 
band. 

And as for "Tame The Neighbors," what we've 
got is an instrumcnial cut (glad to see these rear
ing their heads again!) with funny rhythms. toy 
percussion, double-tracked sax, melodic devel
opment and all the rest that made European 
psychedelic/progrcssive/ ja:u rock the pinnacle 
(in my book) of 70's rock everywhere. Don't 
agree? Listen to Unrest by Henry Cow, then tell 
me about ii. (Jim Puccio) 

Lngut of Gentlemen/Robert Fripp·-··············· 
HEPTAPARAPARSH INOKI b/w Marriage 
Music 
(Editions EG, import single) 

If ever a song were a cute little ditty, "Hepta
paraparshinoki" (give me a break) is it. And if 
ever a ditty were an inven1ive little dance num
ber, this is also ii. Some sort of vinyl offering has 
been awaited ever since Robert Fripp premiered 
his new vocal-less dance band last year, so you 
might think that we'd get a lillte more than this 
2 minute segue. If this is just supposed to whet 
our 1as1e for more to come, fine. But if Fripp 
just goes back to 11 :45 guitar tape loops like 
"Marriage Music,'· on the nip side, he'll never 
be forgiven. (Tristram Lozaw) 

••t-----------
The Official Secrets Act 
(Sire, LP) 

The Sound 
Jeopardy 
(Karova. import LP) 

U2 
Boy 
(Island, LP) 

Visage 
Visage 
(Polydor, LP) 

These albums have ceriain things in common. 
All of them are by British artists and were re
leased in 1980. Each or the songs is in 4/4 time 
and despite the fact that they're all fine records, 
none of them are hits-yet. And they all four 
deal with profound subject matter. 

Robin Scott's second M album by no means 
contains a classic like ''Pop Muzik" from the 
firs!. But it's more consistent in the McLuhan
esque Future Shock insighl provided in all the 
ten songs. 

The mood is out of a James Bond movie, 
full of political intrigue. The lyrics are full of 
ominous buzzwords like ''manifesto,'' ''left,'' 
"right,'' "official" and "subversive." And the 
digi1al, computer-like rhythms create a feeling of 
Big Brother in control, 1984 style. 

Visage also uses the digital approach to create 
a mood. This time the threat is not so much poli· 
tical conspiracy as decadence. The bau and 
synthesizer effects suggest a disco atmosphere, 
which conjures up images of Sodom and Gomor
rah. 

Oddly enough, Visage's "Visa-Age" is so sim· 
ilar 10 the M record 1hat it could easily have 
been transposed onto The Official Secrets Act. 
The pacing of the rhythms, sound effects and 
overdubbed speaking voices sound just like a 
Robin Scott production. 

"Fade To Gray" also employs the M style of 
production. It's one of the standout tracks, as is 
"Tar," a song about cigareue smoking. "Ten
sion! Addiction! .. warn Visage. A special dance 
club EP segues "Tar" with another of the belier 
tracks, ''Moon Over Moscow," which contains 
one of the most compelling dance tracks you'll 
ever here. 

Visage are of the same synthesizer rock school 
as Ultravox, the Minny Pops, Gary Numan and 
Vivabeat. They're all good variations of their 
s1andard bearer, Kraftwerk. 

Rather than comment on what's going on in 
the world, U2 talk about feelings in 1heir music. 
The echo used on Bone's voice is haunting in a 
very personal way, as if an inner voice or con-

science were crying ou1 from the soul. 
Largely on the impetus of 1he classic UK sin

gle "I Will Follow" which leads off the album, 
side I is more grabbing lhan side 2 , which is 
more subtle. Especially on "Follow" the Byrds' 
innuence is felt, much like the dynamics of 
"Public Image." the first PiL single. Although 
both are sequenced the same, the imper! package 
ismuchnicerthanthedomestic. 

U2 have an approach in dealing with personal 
matters of the spirit that's both aware and inno. 
cent. "Into The Heart" is one of the most cere
bral, emotional melodies since Tubular Bells. It's 
a combination of Bowie vocals, Verlaine guitar, 
and Gabriel sensitivity. 

Both the Sound and U2 sound like latter.day 
groups, e.g. the Cure, The Teardrop Explodes, 
and Comsat Angels. Although the Sound don't 
use the special effects that Steve Lillywhitc's pro
duc1ion Boy is marked by, Jeopardy is indeed 
similar in other ways 10 the U2 record. 

Of the quartet, the Sound has the fines! re
cord, and ironically it's the only one not yet do
mestically released. Their tunes combine the 
deeply personal approach used by U2 with the 
world overview presented by M and Visage. 
"Missiles" is a great example: "Who the hell 
makes those missiles?/Well, they know where 
they can go." 

Pylon's Vanessa Ellison said in a recent inter
view that if you're going to have a message in 
your music, you shouldn't sing anything you 
don't believe. No doubt lhe artists who made 
each of these four records would agree. (Kate 
Ingram) 

Hot Datt,---------
TUNE INTO ME b/w Do You Want Mc 
(Boston Skyline, 45) 

Boston's Hot Dales have come out with a well 
produced, melodic single. Both songs are under 
three minutes. The label has a fancy design. They 
don't sound very original. "Tune In .. is about the 
radio. They could make mill ions. (Harold Lepi
dus) 

Our Daughter's Weddin<-----
LA WNCHA IRS b/w Ai rl ine 
(Design Records, single) 

The fact that it·s very fashionable; to slag Gary 
Numan these days does not bode well for the 
dozens ofin\'entively-wired electrobands that are 
springing up all over. Bui fear not, groups like 
San Fran's the Units and NYC's Our Daughter's 
Wedding are out to prove that memory circuits 
and low pass filters can be programmed to have 
hear!. Synthi experimenters arc continuing to toy 
wilh pop song formats, and "Lawnchairs" b/w 
"Airline" is one of the better examples. Pack· 
aged in a three-color cover which features your 
favorite summer sunning chair on the fro nt and a 
collection of alignment markings on the back, 
ODW's debut is successfully bouncy, laying mel
odies and drones over metronomic rhythms and 
1hrowing in an occasional acoustic instrument. 
Rico Silva's transistor-toned vocals borrow from 
Peter Hammil, Bowie and Cowboys Internation
al innuences. {Tristram Lozaw) 

Lou Miami & the Kozmetix 

Request "Boy Det ective" and "Timmy" 
on WMBR, WERS, WBCN, WZBC 

Feb. 14 
22 
26 

Mar. 4 
7 

Valentines Day at The Channel 
Ladybug 
Jack's in Cambridge 
1270 
Backstage in Randolph 
(formerly The Randolph Chateau De Ville) 

Pylo----------
!! 
(Armageddon, import 10" EP) 

My cat likes Pylon a whole lot. She sits in front 
of the speaker whenever I put the band on, and 
she gets this faraway look in her eyes, something 
like ecstacy, some1hing like almost falling asleep, 
like she was going 10 a different world. I like Py
lon, but not as much as my cat does. I have a 
bigger brain than hers, and the length or Pylon's 
on-vinyl tunes gets to me after a while. Instead of 
inducing a trance in me, it induces some amoun1 
of restlessness. 

This EP includes two of lhe best songs from 
Pylon's album. "Driving School" cooks wit h its 
rote bark imt roll of car parts. This heavy bass/ 
percussion chassis cruises thick and smooth, 

chrome-plated here and there wi1h guitar notes. 
The re-mix "Danger" is more effective here than 
on the LP: it depicts Ellison with more control 
over her voice, manipulating distance and tone 
quality by the use of volume. It's a real minimal 
song. Mostly jus1 drums, cymbals. voice: here 
and there a bass line. As the song predicts, it 
docs get you unaware. 

The old tunes from the single, "Cool" and 
"Dub," are not as good. They don't have the 
jabbing pulses that build the 1wo on !he other 
side. The intros to both songs, though, are inter
esting, layering the instruments as they do. 

Overall, I'd ra1her save my money and see 1his 
band live, be tempted into danger by the feline 
movements and bouncy stalking of the band 
members. There, songs ·could go on for hours 
and sti ll be compelling. tCarrie B. Cooper) 

the new band Boston's talklng about! 

Now available on 
Sideman Records 

LINES 
MANAGED BY MAXPRO 

588-8908 



WBCN: 5 weeks in Top 3 Local/Single. Chart! 

* * * Real Paper .. . "ABSOLUTELY MURDEROUS ... " 

PROGRESSIVE PLATTER: " Boston's Best Shot Nationally" 

the new band Boston's talking about! 

·I· ' - ' ' 

Now avallable on 
Sideman Records 

LINES 
MANAGED BY MAXPRO 

586-6908 

TheBralns-- --------
Electronic Eden 
(Mercury, LP) 

Atlanta's Brains have some fresh new pieces 
on their second LP, produced as was their debu't 
by Steve Lillywhite (known for his work with Pe
ter Gabriel, XTC, and several other .notables 
with the common desire 10 reproduce their music 
without altering their sound). 

Vocalist Tom Gray uses three sets of key
boards in perfo rmance. He's got an ear-and 
fingers to match-that's both simplistic and 
complex in the clarity with which he contributes 
innovative melodies to punctuate the group's 
fine tunes. 

The Brains succeed on a critical basis with re
spect to lyrics, composition and musicianship. 
"Jesus Chris!, what's the matter with you/ 
What's the matter with me?" implores Gray in 
"Heart In The Street.' The tune, incidenially, is 
bastardized to the point of travesty on Manfred 
Mann's la1est album. Mann was chicken to say, 
"Jesus Christ," so he changed it to "Red, blue 
and white.'' (duck, cluck!) 

All of the lyrics were written by Gray, whose 
imagery evokes emotional response instantane
ously. There is an overall desperate tone which 
should be easy to relate to these days. Even the 
aspirational "One In A Million" warns that 
"Enough is hard to get," bu1 don't quit hoping, 
"There's still that 'on'! in a million' chance." 

The Brains' sound alludes 10 early psychedelic 
music, like the Doors, especially Rick Price's gui
tar. He wrote ''Ambush,'' an instrumental remi
niscent of "Apache" by Jorgen lngmann (and 
later the Ventures) in the same way the group's 
"Treason" off the first LP is a 1980's version of 
"Telestar." 

Along with Gray and Price, . bassis1 Brian 
Smithwick and drummer Charles Wolff are ac
complished performers who did not sacrifice the 
spontaneous, frenetic elements of their live set to 
make Electronic Eden. 

Previously !he Braim' anthem, "Money 
Changes Everything" (it led off )ide two of their 
first album afler auracting positive response as 
an independenl single), was their calling card. No 
song on the new album is as big of a gem as 
"Money," but they're a consistent lot. (Kate In
gram) 

Oeutsche-Americanlsche freundschaft--- ---.... --
TANZ MIT MIR b/w Der Rauber Und Der 
Prinz 
(Mute Records, import 45) 

DAF is must lislening for anyone who consid
ers himself/herself seriously interested in rock 
electronics. They're right at the top of the (non
defunct) heap along with the likes of This Heat, 
Minny Pops, Associaux Associes and Lewis & 
Gilbert. What I'm trying to say is that this is cer
tified good shit. 

By the by, "Tanz Mit Mir" transla1es as "Dance 
With Me," but don't go expecting a German ver
sion of an Orleans tune. Nosirree, Bob. On thi~ 
baby OAF drive several different interlocking 
rhythms between their Beefheart-style guitarist, 
bass-register keyboards and funk drummer. This 
number is a smart, relentless rocker. 

"Der Rauber Und Der Prinz" is an extremely 
bent kind of singsongy piece something like what 
being five years old and discovering a piece of 
Mickey Mouse blotter might be like. It features 
keys, drums and gently spoken German vocaJs. 
Nevertheless quite odd, intelligent and yet vital. 
(Jim Puccio) 

Foreign Objects-- ------
World At War EP 
(Squared Circle Records c/o Wm. Broderick, 
16C Brandywine Apts. Amherst, MA 0 10020) 

TEN- HUT! Mens. we got here da new record 
by Foreign Objects. I think they must be Russ
kies-the lead guitarist's name is Romanov
Noodles Romanov. Even the label is red. They 
can't fool me! 

But seriously folks ... this three year old West
ern Mass. band led by Bill Perks have released an 
EP for those of us who don't travel that-a-way. 

''Not Too cool'' has been covered by½ Japan
ese. The best songs however are the military 
ones. "Sgt. Saunders" (" If he fought for the Na
zis, they woulda won the war/They wou lda taken 
Russia and a whole lot more") is reminiscent of 
the Royal Guardsmen (you remember "Snoopy 
Vs. The Red Baron," don't you?). The pop-ish 
"World Al War" includes lyrics like "I can't see 
you no more/ If we have a world a1 war.,. The 
chorus of "Retired Deviant" ~ou nds like a drunk
en German opera. 

How can you resist this? tHaro'.J Lepidus) 
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PUBLISHERS NOTES: 
by Mike Dreese 

KATE IS TOO TIMID 
... to tell you all about why there's so much PYLON coverage. Turns out she 
owns part of their record label! We've known this all along, but you haven't. 
Well now you know. Needless to say, John and I with our Modern Method 
hype still make her look like a little leaguer in the self-promotion game, but she 
seems to be learning ... now why couldn't she have told you that!? [Ed. note: 
At least I didn't put Pylon on the cover!] 

GLAD TO SEE YOU ALL 
... at the Modern Method Record Party. Even with the Revillos in town I think 
it was worth attending. Don't think we don't appreciate the support. What 
with the album coming out soon we got nothing but bills to pay. We're having 
another one at the Rat on March 19, which will feature the Outlets, La Peste, 
Bound & Gagged and several other groovy noise makers who do it the Modern 
way. 

VIOLENCE FEEDBACK 
... hope to have an interview with some of the Rat doormen next issue to get 
their impressions. You shouldn't get the idea that I think the bouncers of any 
club are particularly violence prone. But violence does occur and some clubs 
are in more violent areas than others, and have more potential problems
many of which are beyond the control of anyone. When it comes to crowd 
control, I'm quite a fascist. I don't like to have !iome idiot pouring beer on me 
or slamming into me while I'm dancing. If people can't respect even primitive 
rules of behavior (and there are some barbarians out there) then Judy says 
knock 'em in the head. 

About the back co"er ... Jon Langford, 
drummer for the Mekons, sen! us a wonder
ful drawing/story, all the way from Leeds, 
England. The Mekons were in New York 
for New Year's (see story in issue #IO) and 
although they didn't make it to Boston, 
they have two fine albums, The Quality Of 
.\-fercy Is Not Stained (Virgin) and The Me
kons (Cherry Red), both on import. 

Boston Rock is published bi-weekly by: 
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FROM THE HARTELAND 
Over the next rew months, Boston record 

producer Rick Harte will be releasing a set 
of four or five i2" 45 rpm records on his in
dependent Ace of Hearts label. Beginning 
in early April, he has scheduled EPs by the 
Lyres, Mission of Burma, the Neighbor
hoods, and a compilation EP including the 
Missions, Hoods, Dawgs, Infliktors, Clas
sic Ruins and the Vinny Band. A secret 
firth EP is also in the works with an as yet 
unidentified artist. Rumor has it that it 
could be the currently label-less Nenous 
Eaters. 

Although the compilation EP will con
tain several previously released cuts (though 
new mixes). the Lyres, Neighborhoods and 
Missions EPs contain completely new ma
terial. The Lyres' EP will have "Buried 
Alive," ''In Motion," "High On Your
self" and "What A Girl Can't Do." The 
Missions' EP will contain "Outlaw," 
"Fame And Fortune," "And Is This 
Real," "Revolver," "This Is Not A Photo
graph" and "Cowboy." The Neighbor
hoods' record will contain 4 songs from a 
selection of ''Patriot,'' ''Fools,'' ''Electri
city," "Innocence Lost" and "Cultured 
Pearls." 

PRODUCTION PICKS UP 
IN DETROIT 

Amids! speculation that the midwest mu
sic scene has dried up and been buried, De
troit's Automotive Records will be releas
ing Detroit On A P/auer, a compilation of 
the Motor City's more notable bands. The 
album features tracks by the Mulants (not 
the San Francisco group), Masler Cylinder, 
the Sillies, Sneaky Haircuts, Destroy All 
Monslers (featuring ex-MC5 and ex-Stoo
ges members), Flirt, Coldcock, and six oth
er groups. The record is due for release on 
the first of April. 

Further contact from Detroit indicates 
the SIiiies will be coming to Boston in May. 
Also, the Mutants will be on a forthcoming 
George Cllnlon album, and a new 700-seat 
dub, Todd's, has recently opened there and 
features new music. 

WCOZ GETS ITS ACTS 
TOGETHER 

By the time you read this, the 'CO2 
compilation of Boston's best hard rock 
bands will be in the stores. Rock 'n' Roll, 
the Best of the Boston Beat, Volume 1wo, 
features selections by the Slompers, Johnny 
Barnes, John Butcher Axis, the now-de
funct Balloon, and seven other artists. 

All selections on the album were finalists 
in a contest conducted b)I WCOZ. These 
tunes will also be eligible for national com
petiton in association with Big Music Amer
ica, where firs! prize is a sizeable recording 
deal. 

Balloon's breakup resulted from lead 
singer Charlie Farren's departure to join the 
New Joe Perry Project The new lineup will 
be featured in a March IO show al the Para
dise. 

HATS OFF TO ROCKER 
Congrats to Andy Schwarlz, Editor, and 

the staff of N.Y. Rocker. The state-of-the
ar1 American rock paper has made it 
through five whole years of publication and 
looks belier than ever. A benefit celebra
tion was held February 12 at NYC's Hur
rah, which featured Lenny Kaye, Richard 
Hell, Alan Vega, and others. Headlining 
were the dB's and the Raybeats, who left a 
week later for a special one-night stand at 
the Rainbow Theater in London, England. 

Rulh Polsky, the innovative lady who has 
taken it on herself to bring bands over from 
England to play at Hurrah (and in some 
cases at the Underground here in Boston), 
turned the tables in the opposite direction 

by taking the dB's and the Raybeats, along 
with Polyrock, the Bongos, the Bush Te
lras and the Fleshtones across the Atlantic 
for the "Taking Liberties from New York" 
show at the Rainbow held Friday, February 
20. Melody Maker referred to this event as 
"the New York Shuffle," fealuring "a six
pack of U.S. bands." Hopefully this type 
of cultural exchange will continue on both 
sides of the ocean. 

GOODBYE GEN X ... 
Reports have been coming out of Eng

land that yet another or the original batch 
of punk rockers, Gen X, have decided to 
call it quits. This news broke within days af
ter their third LP was released. 

... HELLO BEATLES 
John Lennon's death ironically may have 

brought about what was 1hough1 to be im
possible previously. George Martin is said 
to be in Carribean island studio producing 
a "Lennon Tribute" which reunites Harris
on, McCartney and Slarr. 

ALSO IN THE WORKS 
David Johansen is almost finished re

cording his third album for Blue Sky Re
cords, due in April... the B-52's are writing 
songs for their third LP, now that the first 
went gold, with the second one close to it .. 
Peter Gabriel, on the tail of his first (solo) 
hit LP, has moved over to Geffen Records 
and is preparing to record a fourth album. 
The question is, will it like the first three 
also be titled Peter Gabrien 

D.K.s TO TOUR 
With election year safely past, the Dead 

Kennedys prepare to embark on their first 
major US tour this spring. Though dates at 
both 1he Channel and Bradford arc said to 
be firmly set during April, apparently none 
have yet been confirmed in New York, 
where the D.K.'s managemenl is reportedly 
holding out for a S7500 guarantee. Even if 
that negotiation gets resolved, there's still 
no official word on a replacement for the 
drummer, who left 10 join the Wolverines. 
Maybe if the D.K. 's get all that money he'll 
be tempted to go back with them. 

LOCALS RESURFACE 
It's good to see Men and Volts, the band 

who used to perform nothing but Beefheart 
covers, back on the scene. Afler a six
month hiatus they have developed all new 
original material. 

Also the Berlin Airlift, formerly Luna, 
have been performing all new songs out and 
about town. Barry Marshall is using a Her
culite suitcase for a kick.drum, and Steven 
Perry (guitar) and Chet Cahill (bass) are 
also in the lineup. 

PAZZANDJOP 
In the February 4-IO Village Voice, noted 

rock critic Robert Christgau printed the re
sults or The Seventh or Eighth Annual Pazz 
and Jop Critics' Poll. Localites Human 
Sexual Response, Mission of Burma, the 
Peter Daylon Band and the Stompers all 
got votes. 

Strangely enough, the B-52's Wild Planet 
did not show up anywhere on the Poll's 
LP chart or on any of the listed critics' Top 
Tens. Looks like the B's are a failure with 
the "experts" even though the fans love 
'em. 

NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS 
It seems the Neighborhoods have decided 

to sever themselves from manager Joe Ca
sey. Though Casey claims this is the fourth 
time such a rift has occurred and he's opti
mistic that things will be straightened out, 
Hoods singer David Minehan says this time 
it's final. "There is no ambiguity about it," 
Minehan told Boston Rock. "Now we all 
feel great." 
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REQUEST DEATH ON 

BOSTON AREA CHARTS 
SINGLES 

This Last 
issue Issue Weeks on 

1 (-) Pretenders, Message of Love {-) 
2 1 Gen X, Oancin' With Myself 11 
3 4 U2, I WIii Follow 4 
4 (-) The (English) Beat, Too Nice 

To Talk To (·) 
5 (·) Stray Cats, Rock This Town (·) 
6 7 Blondie, Rapture 4 
7 (·) Subterraneans, My Flamingo H 
8 (·) Boys Lile vs. Outlets, EP (·) 
9 (-) Police, Don't Stand So Close 

To Me (·) 
(-) XTC, Generals And Majors (-) 

ALBUMS 
U2, Boy 
Elvis Costello, Trust 
Adam & the Ants, Kings Of 

The Wild Frontier 7 
(-) Jam, Sound Effects 3 
2 Clash, Sandinista! 7 
(-) Gen X, Kiss Me Deadly (-) 
10 Pylon, Gyrate 4 
7 The Teardrop Explodes, 

KIiimanjaro 
Rings 
Dead Kennedys, Fresh Fruit 

For Rotting Vegetables 10 
(·) Talking Heads, Remain In 

light 

LOCAL 
2 Human Sexual Response, 

Fig.14 11 
3 Taxi Boys, EP 4 
1 Boys Life vs. Outlets, EP 7 
4 Rings, LP 4 
5 Shane Champagne, 10" EP 4 
6 Atlantics, Lonely Hearts 13 
(·) Fools, Heavy Mental (·) 
7 Bound & Gagged, EP 7 
(·) Neighborhoods, Prettiest Girl 4 
(-) Mundanes, EP 7 
9 Pastiche, Wicked Intense 13 

On The Way Up ... Byrne-Eno LP; Victims of 
Pleasure, When You're Young; Lyres 12" 
(soon come); Angelle Upstarts, Kids On The 
Street; Sort Sol, Marble Station; Aaron and 
the Gas-Tones, I Stink. 

a letter 
To The Editor: 

As a member of The Graphics I am writ
ing to clear up what we feel has been a mis
representation of our image and music. We 
are no longer associated wi1h T.K. Dolan 
(manager). 

It was his idea to press our first single, a 
record which in no way in indicative of our 
direction. It was recorded as a demo tape, 
with a different bass player, and solely for 
studio experience. 

I get the impression Boston Rock has dis
missed us because of the record, Please re
tain an open mind until you can see us Jive. 
The two songs on the single aren't even in 
our repertoire anymore. We have a more re
cent tape, "Popular Science" which is more 
faithful to our sound. We are currently 
planning a new projecl (hopefully with Mr. 
Curt producing) that will set things straight. 
Again, come and see us Jive, and continued 
good luck with the magazine and all your 
projects. 

Mark Pothier 
Ed. note: Finally. Our first "official" edi
torial letter (outside of irate subscribers; 
our apologies, now they're going out on 
schedule). Maybe we should frame it, like a 
business does when it gets the first dollar 
bill. In any case, Boston Rock welcomes 
your correspondence. 

Coming Next Issue 
The Boomtown Rats 
The Revlllos 
Sir Douglas Quintet 
Lou Miami 
Shane Champagne 
Bauhaus 
Garland Jeffreys 
Johnny Cash 

"Mell, 'E~, f).ND 



by Kate Ingram 
Robin Lane is a most vibrant womar. 

whose manner of speech resembles close/} 
the soft-spoken style of Jackie Kennedy. 
Her second album album with the Chart
busters-Tim Jackson (dnims), Leroy Rad
cliffe (guitar), Scot/ Boerenwald (bass), and 
Asa Brebner(guitar)-tit/ed lmita1ion Life, 
is finished, awaiting release this spring. 

• 

ro 10 
ane 

Robin's song lyrics barely reveal her sin
cere spiritual convictions. She is very much 
committed to personal beliefs not often as
sociated with rock 'n' rollers, namely those 
basic Christian tenets found in the Bible. 

In this recent interview, which took place 
the afternoon of George Washington's 
Birthday holiday, Robin brings us up to 
date concerning the second album and dis-

We didn't do any overdubs. 
BR: Did you feel the songs that are on the 
EP were befler recorded than they are on 
the album? 
RL: No, not necessarily. There are pros and 
cons. "Why Do You Tell Lies" ... when I 
first heard that on the EP I smashed the re
cord. (laughs) I had a fit. And then, when I 
first heard the album, I went, oh no. It was 
our first one, and it was not so much in our 
hands. We were just naive. We thought the 
guitars sounded okay in the studio. But 
then when we got home ... this is the typical 
story for a lot of bands, if you don't have it 
together. We didn't. I would have liked the 
guitars to be much more present, double 
tracked, triple. 

On this album we did tons of things. I 
think we should have done that on the first 
album. Because even though The Pretend
ers was out and their album is great, we 
would have had a larger audience than we 
did. It didn't sound that great, our album, 
and we didn't get played on the radio much. 
I'm hoping this album does . 

Soundwise, it really is from what every
one says a lot better than the first album. 
Because that one didn't come out at all the 
way we wanted. And this one is pretty much 
the way we wanted iL 
BR: What was the difference? 
RL: Well, we had a producer on this one. 
Joe [Wissert), he's a nice guy and I love 
him. But he didn't really produce the al
bum. 

closes some of her beliefs . 
Boston Rock: Let's go back a little. What 
were you doing before Robin Lane &. the 
Chart busters? 
RL: Writing songs and playing them. My 
band then was a lot different; it was a little 
of everything. I didn't have an electric gui
tar; it was folky ... jazz:y, country. kinda 
everything. I played around New England. 
I had a following, too; that's how I got a 
contract with Private Stock Records. But I 
got tired of it. That's a problem I have. I 
really grow tired of things fast. 

Plus ... I've always been a creative per
son, whatever that mea ns. And being on 
stage, it's not really creative to me. Per
forming, that's a different aspect. So I'm 
missing the more creative side of life. I 
don't have time for it. Usually before I 
cou ld spend a couple weeks gelling pre
pared, and just write. 

I had all that time to write songs for the 
first album. Elvis Costello said the same 
thing, 20 years to write songs for the first 
album, and six months for your second. 
BR: Do you feel, with the first album, it 
would have been a bigger hit, had a bigger 
impact, ifit hadn't come out in the same re
lease as the Pretenders' album? 
RL: Definitely. I've thought about that. 
She's a lot harder edged but there's a lot of 
similarity. Their a lbum was really well-pro
duced, too. I think we would have stood a 
better chance if we'd had production. 
'Cause we just went in and did those songs. 



BR: Whodidthe secondone? 
RL: Gary Lyons. He's done a 101 of hard 
rock stuff, too. Anyway, he was a real doll 
to work wilh. We were laughing all the 
time. We were in the stud io for two monthS 
because he kept gelling sick. Uokes) He 
couldn't take us, really. 
BR: Where'd you record it? 
RL: Media, in New York. The whole envir
onmenl of the easl coast as opposed to the 
west coast... it was great. It was jus1 like 
being at home, in a way. And in LA it had 
been, who are you"! It was the Doobie 
Brothers crowd. And they were nice, too. 
But still, it just wasn't our element. So this 
one's produced. II sounds produced. And 
that's the thing I'm thinking people might 
not like about it. Maybe they would think ii 
was ... slick. I don't think it's slick. I like it. 
It's got two ballads on it, which some peo
ple won't like at all. 
BR: How many songs all together? 
RL: Ten. It's not the most commercial ar
rangement of songs. But 1hat's okay with 
me. 
BR: When 's the album being released? 
RL: At the end of March. It'll be in the 
stores in April. 
BR: Are you going for a Top40 hit? 
RL: Sure. But when you hear this album .. 
as for AM radio, right now I just don't 
think the music we're doing could get on 
there, unless certain things happened. 
BR: What do you aspire to do with your 
music? 

RL: Just to make belier music. As far as 
success, I'd like to be more successful, sure. 
If thal doesn't happen, I'll just do some
thing else. 

I want to write better songs. And be a 
better band. I would love to have time with 
the group when we could just play. Now the 
third album, if we get to make one, I'd like 
to do it so the group gels together and we 
all inspire each other musically. And then I 
can get write songs off of that. 'Cause it 
doesn't happen; we just get together to re
hearse, if that. And we haven't done that in 
awhile. 

So far the only thing we did like that was 
a song called "What The People Are Do
ing," off the second album. I wrote it in 
sort of a James Brown funk, and I brought 
it to the band. It didn't come out that way. 
It turned into the song it is now when we 
were in the studio. We made it into a reggae 
song. They came up with the riff, but the 
chords, anyway, were mine. 
BR: Are you a big James Brown fan? 
RL: I always have been. And all of a sud
den he's "in" again. Or he was last month. 
I don't know what's "in" !his month. 

I like country, too ... Loretta Lynn. I love 
Cissy Spacek singing Loretta Lynn; 1 went 
out and bought that album: And I love 
rockabilly, Nick Lowe, Dave Edmunds .. 
BR: How about Dolly Parton? 
RL: She's wonderful. 
BR: Have you ever met her? 
RL: No, but I know she'd {mimicing south
ern accent] "be lihk peaches 'n cream." 
She's so real. That's what I want... what
ever music comes from the heart. l like mu
sic that comes from the mind, too. There's 
something about Dolly Parton. She gets on 
TV and sings those little songs. She's so 
cute. I 1hink she's a pretty normal person. 
BR: You really played a lot with the last 
record. 
RL: A real lot. 'Cause we have to survive. 
That's how we're making enough money 
just to pay our salaries and the road crew. 
'Cause really you only make money selling 
records. 
BR: You haven't played in rownfor a long 
time. 
RL: Excepl at Mr. C's, my favorite place. 
Jim Carroll, he's playing !here soon and 
they're to record it for a live album. 

I don't get to spend enough time in Bos
ton. But I can't complain about it, because 
I always wanted to be doing what we're do
ing now. Jus1 being able to play for people. 
And have the opportunity to travel and 
meet people. I didn't know it would entail 
so much hard work. (laughter) But that's 
alright. You know, there's always some
thing to complain about on this planet. 
BR: You sold most of your records in Bos
ton, didn't you? 
RL: I think so, in this area. 
BR: But now you've played out in other 
places more than you had before the first 
record ... 
RL: I'm looking forward to going out 
again. I'd like to do what 1he Police did and 
go to other countries. Instead of having to 
play Cleveland, like Sting said. 
BR: Join a band, tour the world. 
RL: Don't go in a Winnebago, though. 
That was really something, 
BR: Well, if you didn't know everybody in 
the group before, you must now. 
RL: Yes. Very well. Too well. 
BR: It'll be interesting when you play in 
Boston again with a for of new material. 
What's the show you 're doing now like? 
RL: We're doing old songs we didn't do be
fore. The first album, some of it I can't 
even do. "Kathy Lee," that song I didn't 
play the whole first tour. And now we're 
playing it. I like playing it now. 

I never listened to the album when it was 
out, never listened to "Kathy Lee." And 
now 1 like the song. It's like a new song or 
something. Now I just don't play a lot of 
those songs from the first album. We do 
about five. 
BR: So you've been evolving more and 
more into songs from the second album in 
the live show? 
RL: How we got the new songs, I don'! 
know. We had to have songs, period, for 
the second album. And there are a lot of 
new songs that haven't materialized yet. 
They're like right here, and they just have 

to come out. We need new material. I just 
don'! know how much time I'll have to get 
how many out. You can't always play the 
same things. And you want to have a good 
show, so you don't want to jam out totally 
and take the chance. But on the other hand, 
we don't want to be terribly calculated. It 
creates a dilemma. I'm not really a chance
taker kind of person. I'm a scaredy cat. 

Like Jonathan Richman. You know, Asa 
and Leroy played with him. He just makes 
up things and takes chances. 1 find it really 
hard to take chances. I'm looking for secur
ity. I'm old enough. Though I don't know 
how secure any of us can be. 
BR: What's the most incompatible bill 
you've ever played on? 
RL: Us and the Undertones. Are you ready 
for that'? Six nights in a row in California. 
Where we're totally pop. I mean, they've 
got a lot of great melodies, great songs. But 
their crowd hated our guts. 

I made the mistake ... when I was in Lou
isville. I met this girl and [mimicing south
ern drawl again) "she was sooo na-ive" .. 
she took me down to this store where Elvis 
had bought all these things back in the six
ties, and given away five gold Fleetwood 
Cadillacs. I wen1 into the store and found 
all these really neat gold and silver mod 
dresses with the middle showing, with 
chains. Really cute little things, five dollars 
each. So I bought a whole slew of them. 

I was wearing them around in California. 
What do I know-I mean, really, I don't 
know anything about that, about images, 
what you look like-and I'm really happy 
in my little dress, little shoes, s1ockings. 
Felt really cute. 

Well, the Undertones' crowd, it was like 
a riot. People were throwing things at us. 
They guys on our road crew were jumping 
on people from the audience, like fights. 
We had to stop playing. One time, in Palo 
Alto, I chased someone around. I jumped 
off the stage; I was a nervous wreck. With 
another crowd that room might be okay. 
But not with theirs. 
BR: The Undertones do seem to have a bit 
of a punk image, speaking of images. 
RL: They're real quiet guys. Real nice. Bui 
they didn't like us. Our music is definitely 
more mainstream. Me in my little dress .. 
and Scon, looking like Scott looks. The au
dience was yelling, "Stars, go home." 1 
you meet a few interesting people. Then 
BR: How did that booking happen? Do you 
have the same agency or something?, 
RL: Oh yes. You see, we're booked by my 
good friends, I wouldn't want to be with 
any other agency. FBI in New York, Ian 
Copeland and John Huey. I love them to 
death as people. We hang out together. 

In fact I don't know whose idea it was, if 
it was theirs. It might have been our mana
ger or our label. It was a mistake in any 
case. I'd rather go out with the Eagles. 
Well, we wouldn't fare well with that audi
ence, either. 

That trip made me into a meaner person. 
1t brought out this awful person in me. And 
still I'm getting over it, yelling at people. 
But the things that happened to me made 
me into a total shrew and a mean person. 

When I came back, I went to the Ra1 and 
got in10 this argument with the guy at the 
door. And you don't get into fights with 
them. If I'd really jumped out at him I 
would've been creamed. Creampuff city .. 
the hospital. 

And then afterwards they came up and 
apologized when they found out it was me. 
I said, I don't care. I could be Joe Schmoe 
in 1he street; you don't treat people like 
that. 

I think violence is out, as far as I'm con
cerned. The U2s were talking about that. I 
love them. I just appreciate their attitude so 
much. Because our base instinct as human 
beings is to be like, mean. It's harder to be 
nice than mean. Especially if you're in a 
pressurized situa1ion, which this business is 
full of. Rock 'n' roll, it brings out the vio
lence and the meanness and the pettiness. 
You just have to do something about it. 
Not surrender to it. 

Everybody, they think being in a rock 
grouP is glamorous. And it's a bore, really. 
You play the gig, and maybe if you're lucky 
you meet a few interesting people. Theu 
you go back to the hotel and you go lo 

sleep. Or watch TV. And read. 
BR: One of the things people as a whole 
don't realize is the other things an artist has 
to do. They think all there is is playing a 
couple of hours. But traveling, interviews ... 
it's hard. What's next on your agenda? 
RL: We're playing all the time. But I am 
going to Bermuda. That's something, any
way. The thing is, we need money. Just to 
pay our road crew and survive. I don't have 
any time to take off. I mean, four days .. 
maybe I'll come up with a couple of songs. 
I picked Bennuda because it's only two 
hours away. Otherwise I'd go where it 's 
warmer. But at least it'll be warmer than 
here. 
BR: What do you do when you're not writ
ing songs and you 're not on the r0ttd? 
RL: My laundry. Get together with friends. 
BR: Isn't it hard to keep up with them? 
RL: Yeah. I haven't seen some of them in 
ages. It's hard. 

1 walk, you know what l do, I walk. I 
like to walk around Beacon Hill. 
BR: How long have you lived on Beacon 
Hill? 
RL: A year and a half. But I think I might 
move back to Cambridge. I would just like 
to find a place with cheaper rent. Especially 
with the state of the economy. I don't want 
to be paying exorbitant rent, and then .. 
BR: Are you married? 
RL: No, 1 was. But I'm not now. The next 
time I get married, it's forever. Because 1 
think it can be. I just think that in this day 
and age it is totally the hardest thing in the 
world to make a relationship work. To stick 
together. Because there's eight zillion dis
tractions. 

There's no love in anybody's heart any
more, and everybody's thinking of them
selves. It's like, I'm number one. 1 come 
first. That's what psychology tells us. I'm 
number one, you know. Me, me, me. And 
that's totally detrimental to relationships. 
Because you have to sacrifice, give up. And 
who wants to do that'? People have too 
much greed. 
BR: People don't know how to love, now. 
There are too many other things to concen
trate your energy on. The few people who 
want to love are in the minority, it seems. 
RL: Is that really the truth, or is it because 
we live in the city? I think there's a whole 
world out there 1hat you're not in contact 
with when you live in Boston. Everybody's 
got a career, something going for them
selves. We're all pursuing goals, and that's 
the real world now, I suppose. But I don't 
know how real the real world is. Because we 
created it. It came out of our minds, our 
brains, and I just don't know how cool we, 
as the human race, are. It's this society we 
live in that we can't adjust to. 

Sin right now in our vocabulary is a for
eign word. My girlfriend Patty Perry who 
used to do our sou nd mentioned it one 
night at the Paradise and 1hey said, "Sin, 
what's that'?" 

But everybody falls short of the grace of 
God. When hatred towards somebody is in 
your heart, il's like you just murdered him. 
Yet we can't possibly be all good. God has 
ultimate love for us and forgiveness for us. 
Prayer works. It really does. 

Some people look at this as square. But 
I'd rather be in that square than ou1 there 
where they are. 

Did you know JoeStrummer of the Clash 
just became a Christian"! A couple of lines 
from one of his songs on the new album re
flect ii, where he says, after all this time, af
ter so many drugs, to believe in Jesus, when 
I used 10 think 1 was Him. 

This is a funny story. This sound guy 
who was working with us , he was Boston's 
sou nd guy. He used to play Kansas, that 
song, "Carry On," to get the E.Q.s. It used 
to drive me out of my mind. So finally we 
got the tape and we smashed it and lit it on 
fire. 

Well, two days ago I was hanging out 
with Kerry, the guy from Kansas who writes 
all the songs. And another guy, David. 
They were so great. It's like a miracle, and 
even though 1 don't particularly like their 
kind of melodies, them I love. 

There are a lot of Christians on this plan
et right now. If you love God, then things 
will come together for the best. I totally 
trust in that. 
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by Mark Fisher 

Pylon are at the forefront of the current 
spate of bands hailing from Athens, Geor
gia, homeground of (among others) the 
Method Actors, the Side Effects, R.E.M. 
and the Swindles. This is the new "South
ern Rock." Uncomplicated yet thoughtful, 
Pylon's music possesses a warmth and hu
mour not necessarily to be found in north
ern bands. 

Pylon was formed in the fall of '79 by 
guitarist Randall Bewley and bassist Mich
ael Lachowski. They began jamming to
gether at home using stereo amps and inex
pensive Tyscoe guitars, learning their in
struments and developing their own tun
ings. With the addition of drummer Curtis 
Crowe and Vanessa Ellison on vocals, Pyl
on was complete. 

Their first club date was in Ju~e '79 fol
lowed by various support dates with the 
Gang of Four in New York, Philadelphia 
and Florida. The response, particularly at 
Hurrah (NYC) was so favorable that the 
band decided to stay together and has since 
been making frequent trips to the New 
Photos: B.C. Kagan 

York area. After the release of the single 
"Cool"/"Dub" and the LP Gyrate, Pylon 
went to England where they received a una
nimously positive reaction from audiences 
and music press alike. 

Wednesday, February 18, Pylon played 
to a similarly enthusiastic crowd a1 the Par
adise. Although they were exhausted, the 
band succeeded in whipping up enough ex
citement to have almost everyone dancing 
and demanding two encores at the end of 
the evening. 

Pylon on stage are simply gripping, a 
bundle of nervous energy in motion. Wild 
and wide-eyed, Vanessa pogoes, rushing 
back and forth across the stage as she sings 
and screams in counter--rhythm to the 
music. Michael bounces, kneels and twirls 
like a dynamo, somehow managing to hold 
down the bass line and avoid colliding with 
Vanessa. Randy and Curtis, by comparison, 
are more subdued, laying down fractured, 
insistent chord clusters and rhythms respec
tively. 

After the show I managed to find a quiet 
corner backstage and chat with the band. 

Offstage, they arc calm, a little shy at times, 
answering questions slowly yet without re
servation. I was interested to learn how they 
write their music. Randy explained, "Ori
ginally, I'd come up with riffs and expand 
on it, but lately we've been in the studio and 
-whoosh!-songs just come from nowhere. 
Someone'll turn on the tape recorder and 
we'll play for about half an hour." 

"The tape recorder is invaluable," Curtis 
continued. "We rigged up a footswitch; 
we just improvise and ii it sounds good, 
someone'll hit the footswitch and we'll do it 
over and over preny much the way we ori-· 
ginally did and then condense it. After 
awhile it's not that interesting playing the 
stuff we know, so in-between songs at re
hearsal we'll just start playing new ideas, 
more out of boredom than anything else.'' 

Randy went on to elaborate, "Like on 
'Feast On My Heart,' that was the first lick 
I played and it just fell together. That 
doesn't always happen though; some re
quire more work than others." 

I inquired whether the lyrics are written 
in the same way. "Sometimes," Randy 
said. "With the first songs, we'd take home 

a tape and listen to it and write down the 
words afterwards. With the latest stuff, Va
nessa already had the words.'' 

"Even that's changing," Curtis pointed 
out. "Sometimes we'll just play and Vanes
sa will make up a whole song over the top, 
there's no set way. Other times we'll do the 
music and she'll just sit there and take the 
tape home and come up with something 
there." 

"It's pretty rough on Vanessa at prac
tice," Randy continued. "Us guys jam and 
she just sits there and drinks beer and may
be gets inspired every now and then and 
goes up to the mike." 

Vanessa's lyrics deal with singular ideas, 
perhaps only one word which is not so 
much developed as embellished by loosely 
connected imagery. The end result is un
pretentious and appealing in its simplicity. 
"Danger" is a good example. 

"Michael and I worked on those words 
together," Vanessa explained. "We had 
this song which'd been worked out from a 
jam and just !he word 'Danger' seemed to 
fit so we made a list (of similar ideas'?) 
around that." 



So the lyrics come from fragments as 
well? 

"Well, I sit in the studio and close my 
eyes and whatever it seems the song's about 
I use as a basis, also I find words tha1 fit in 
well with the rhyt!Jm of a particular song." 

I ask Vanessa about a couple of other 
songs, "Precaution," "A Safety Message" 
and "Working Is No Problem," which is 
one of the first songs she wrote. Like "Pre
caution," "Working" is a resull of working 
at the DuPont factory in Athens. It's her at
titude about work and apparently she 
would rather let the songs speak for 1hem
selves. 

One song I can't resist asking about, 
though, is "Stop l1." "That's another song 
1hat came out of a practice," Vanessa 
says. ''I was just working with 'Don't Rock 
'n' Roll, Hey Kids' and I don't think that 
Michael wanted to have 'rock 'n' roll' in 
any song, bllt it worked in that one. He 
said he'd like it if every line went 'now 
rock 'n' roll.' It's like yelling at a bunch of 
kids, a mother maybe ... " 

I mentioned I find it a little confusing. 

"It confuses me too," Curtis replies, 
"when we started playing and Vanessa 
started singing 'Don'! rock 'n' roll ... now, 
stop it,' it was hilarious. I liked the contra
diction of her singing 'Don't rock 'n' roll,' 
because it's almost irresistable ... which I 
was hoping would be the intent of it.'' 

Considering that everyone in the band at
tended art school, I wondered if this influ
enced their thinking in regard to music. 

Randy: "Only in that we're non-musi
cians making music, it gives us a different 
approach." 

Curtis: "We approach music like an art
ist might approach a painting, it's like, 
'Well, we don't know a damn thing aboul 
it so there's the tools, let's go,' and we just 
went in and did it, improvised and didn't 
worry about fuckin' up. Trying to make 
different music than anybody else. 

"A IOI of people have lo live the art 
school lhing down but I find it very benefi
cial. Maybe not press-wise, where they go, 
'Oh, another art band,' but from the stand
point that we have a visual sensibility that 
maybe others don't, and we can translate 

that into music." 
While on the topic of visuals, do they put 

much time into planning stage movement? 

Michael: "Not at all. In the beginning it 
was very minimal, we had a conscious atti
tude of being immobile. At first we weren't 
very accomplished with our instruments so 
nobody moved much, partly out of visual 
s1arkness and also to concentrate on our in
struments. 

"Later we were told by Jim Fourau, who 
booked our first New York dates, !hat we 
should have more fun on stage. 01hers said 
to smile more. So instead, we moved more, 
to the poini that's developed into an im
portant part of our show. Sometimes it gets 
out of control and we make mistakes and 
bruise each other. Vanessa and :landy have 
both fallen down at least once and twisted 
their knees but it's something that we con
tinue to do." 

"It's fun," Vanessa added. "And it gets 
the energy going when we play. Like to
night, we were all exhausted before going 
on stage, but I knew once we gal oul there 
and had some exercise it'd really help keep 

us going.'' 
"None of us had any sleep last night," 

Michael said. "I think if we'd jus1 s1ood 
1here, chances are we'd have fallen asleep. I 
ended up trading off playing my bass part 
exactly in favor of being able to move more. 
I do make quite a few mis1akes though, es
pecially since I'm still getting used to my 
new bass.'' 

Pylon hope to have some time off soon to 
write new songs; they also in1end to go to 
Europe in the not too dis1ant future. A se
cond trip to England is planned for Octo
ber, which originally was scheduled for 
March. The band decided ii would be eco
nomically unfeasible now and they will be 
going 10 California instead. 

Randy and Curtis also have !his big wish 
to tour Japan. "It's something good to 
shoot for," Randy explained. "Our first 
major goal was to play New York, now 
we've done that our new goal is Japan. 
That might be a while, though, if we have a 
second album, maybe it'll be after thal." 

"It's kind of pie-in-the-sky right now," 
added Cuitis. "Maybe we'll make it but I 
won't cry ifwe don't." 
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Two weeks before those words were read 
coast to coast, Elvis Costello hurled similar 
threats at a lifeless Paradise crowd. His 
angry glare alone sl,lould have been enough 
to rip anyone out of the nailed down chairs. 
But it did the opposite. With chins practic
ally hanging on the carpet, the aud ience of 

i..-.,,===~.,P.,"'-'"'-'"'-'"'-'"'k~~~~ Costello's first Boston gig sat frozen in their 
seats. 

The Elvis Costello who first toured here 
in 1977 was offended, even pissed-off by 
American complacency. "People are basic
ally quite phony," he said in an interview. 
"They become obsessed with this arrogant 

-~~~~_.._ ____ _,,..,_,..,_,..,_,..,_, attitude about rock and roll being some-
thing special, and it's not. ll's the lowest 
form of life known to man." 

Why he became involved with something 
he had so little respect for isn't clear. But 
for less than forty minutes Elvis and his 
fiery back-up band the Attractions treated 
the Paradise low-lifes to selections from My 
Aim Is True (his only LP at that time) plus 
many numbers that would appear on his se
cond album. And then, just as quickly as 
he'd begun, Costello bolted off the stage. 

Suddenly the crowd came alive. For ten 
minutes they screamed for more. 

There was no encore for that first show. 
The next day, on Oedipus' Demi Monde 
show, Costello bluntly staled that he didn't 
think the crowd deserved an encore. They 
weren't appreciative enough. 

Comparisons to Richard Nixon have 
been made before, and like the former Pre
sident, Costello and manager Jake Riviera 
have a reputation for keeping lists of the 
"friends" and ''enemies" they made on the 
road. Arter spending just two nights in Bos
ton (including an embarassing situation 
where they were refused admission 10 The 
Rat) Costello was rumored to have assem
bled quite a list here. "I'm not trying 10 
make myself out a saint," he said in another 
radio interview. "h's just one set of bad 
guys versus another set of bad guys." 

Costello's nex1 shoot-out occurcd a few 
days later in from of a nationwide television 
audience. The Sex Pistols had been sche
duled to appear on Saturday Night Live but 
had (or were) cancelled at the last minute. 
As their rep\acemeni Costello committed 
the unpardonable sin of going against the 
will of both network producers and record 
company executives. It had been pre-ar
ranged that Elvis would perform two num
bers: "Watching The Dctt!ctives" and "Less 
Than Zero" (a song about England's neo
Nazi National Front and its mentor Oswald 
Mosley). "Detectives" went smoothly en
ough, but just as they had rattled off the 
first few bars of "Zero," Costello calied the 
Attractions 10 a halt and instructed them in
stead to play "Radio, Radio." The pro
gram's producers were furious. 

This year, in an interview February 3 with 
Tom Snyder (his first time on US TV since 
the 1977 Saturday Night Live show) Costel
lo joked about 1he incident. "I thought it 
was a live show; something about the title 
suggested that. .. but I guess it wasn't that 
live! It ("Less Than Zero'') was a song about 
a very English situation and it didn't really 

radio which at the time wasn't recorded. So 
we just did that spontaneously ... I think 
they told us not to come back. They said I 
'We'll see that you never work again."' 

In 1978 This Year's Model (the first al
bum recorded with the Attractions; My Aim 
Is True featured a studio band named Clo
ver) was released. Elvis returned to the 
States that spring wi1h Rockpile and Mink 
De Ville. The enthusiastic crowd at the Or
pheum offered testimony to Costello's phe
nomenal growth in a mere six months. 

The afternoon before that show, Costello 
told WBCN's listening audience that despite 
being heralded as the freshest thing to hap
pen to rock in years (announcer Tracy 
Roach's words) he didn't think things were 
getting any better. "They might nor be get
ting worse," Elvis explained "but they 
haven't gouen any better either. Part of 
what we're here to do is kind of annoy peo
ple just so you know there's something oth
er than the BeeGees." 

His words that day echoed his angry sen
timents of the year before, but they were 
spoken in a calmer, more relaxed fashion. 
"I don't go about in a permanent rage," he 
claimed. 

Onstage Elvis was still his fiery self. 
Aside from the relatively complex use of 
stage lights, the main difference between 
that show and the 1977 Paradise show was 
that Costello had begun to move quite flu
idly. But unlike Presley and most other 
rock and rollers, this EIYis has always 
moved in a non-sexist fashion; he doesn't 
wiggle his crotch around on stage. 

In record time Costello was becoming a 
superstar. Dylan, Springsteen, Jagger and 
even Ronstadt were all seen at his concerts, 
apparently in pursuit of a spot on that fam
ous "friends" list. 

And of course Linda Ronstadt's hit ver
sion of "Alison" (slagged by Elvis as "sheer 
torture ... a waste of vinyl") reportedly 
earned him about fifty grand in royalties. I 
Since then Ronstadt's gone on to mutilate 
three other Costello compostions, "Girl's 
Talk," "Talking In The Dark" and "Party 
Girl." Other songs of his have been record
ed by everyone from Dave Edmunds and 
Carlene Carter to the Outlaws. 



While hanging out with a few of those when Columbia suggested using the "Jesus" I 
more tradi1ional showbiz acquaintances, title for Costello's collection, 1he Elvis pea-
Costello found himself thrust into what had pie turned Columbia down. 77777777..,--1'""""""""""'-'11'11 

1

10 be the most awkward and frus1rating The new album Trust was released in 
moment of his public life. The Village Voice January and Elvis has just completed a tri- 1 
ran a report of an alleged brawl that oc- umphant come-back tour (again accompan-

1 

cured in an Ohio hotel between (among ied by Martin Belmont but also with a well
others) Costello, Bonnie Bramlett and Stev- healed Steve Naive) of America. 
en Stills. Apparently af1er this supposed ar- Back in 1977 the skinny Buddy Holly 
gument Bramlett and Stills went running to lookalike burst onstage in a poorly fitting LLLLLL£L<-ic-.-.-f 

the Voice to accuse Costello of having made soot grey jacket. This year's Elvis material
racist remarks. Specifically Elvis was quot- ized under the Orpheum spotlight looking 
ed as having called Ray Charles "a blind much more portly in his designer suit. For 
nigger." about two hours he belted out close to thirty 

The cruel charges of the Voice article songs including a fistful of classic ballads. 
made headlines across the world, including "I think you can have strength at any vol-

;r1e;: !0a:;e:~~~:~!s:~~~~:~~~~~11:w~ um;h:~e ~~~: s;~~~ encores. For the first ~~~~~,.;,,.:,.;,,.:~ 
ing statement to respond: one, Squeeze's Glen Tilbrook joined the At-

"lt seems necessary for me to come here tractions to sing "From A Whisper To A 
today to make just one statement, which is Scream" from Trust. Later a chorus of 
that I am not a racist. In Wednesday's Stevie Wonder's hit of this past year "Mas
Voice there was a report of an incident terblaster Jammin'" was snuck into his re
which occured in Columbus, Ohio ... and mark ably similar "Watching The Detec-
t he details of it were somewhat confused, tives." \ -'>.:>..>.:>..>..>..>.:>..>.!r7777777 
understandably, and I was quoted out of Despite his current success Costello still 
context... In the course of the argument it maintains that the complacency in music 
became necessary for me to outrage these hasn't gotten any better at all. He said so in 
people with the most obnoxious and off en- his only official inierview of the tour, !he 
sive remarks that I could muster to bring aforementioned Tomorrow program. On 
the argument to a swift conclusion and rid the same show, Elvis dispensed with the old 
myself of their presence. These people now computer-programmer-turned-rock-star le- rr.n--:n--:rr77!==='-.L. 

' seem to have chosen to seek publicity at my gend by insisting, "This thing about being a 1 
expense by making it a gossip item ... The computer programmer is nonsense. I did ii 
things that were printed were only the things for about twenty minutes." 
about black artists because they make good And despite Snyder's superficial pleasan
copy. They didn't print the things l said tries, Elvis showed no sign of the urge to 
about Crosby, Stills and Nash and they ki\lattitudehemaintainedback in'77. 
didn't print that Bonnie said all limeys are ~;;~Z.,Z,¼Zi'4~::;;~77--ri,(j 
lousy fucks and couldn't get it up ·any
more." 

With the damage already done, Costello 
went through the motions of completing his 
remaining tour dates which included. his 
second visit to the Orpheum. When the firs, 
Voice article ran in late march of 1979, his 
lhird album Armed Forces had just reached 
Billboard's top ten. But when Elvis and the 
Attrac1ions packed up to go home Armed 
Forces was quickly sliding down the charts. 

Elvis did not play this country again until 
the recent 1981 tour, almost two years later. 

:~e t~~~e~i~~r:ha:~~t~~~ta::;::~.~e ~~;; -~~.,.J'"""""-'""-'""-'-"'1'""""d&W 
Wave Festival. 

Much of the rerJ!ainder of '79 was spent 
touring Europe and working on a fourth 
LP, an album that became victim of a long 
delay due to the folding of his British label, 
Radar Records. Also Costello produced 1he-

. Specials' brilliant debut and the Attractions , .LL.LL.4"'"""""""<"<0@f, 
recorded a solo album last year. 

Get Happy!! finally came out in the first 
few days of 1980 on manager Jake Riviera's 

I 
F-Beat record label. Commonly regarded as: 
his "soul" album, the record evinces strong I 
admiration for the classic r&b music (Stax, 
Motown, Tamla, Atlantic etc.) of the fifties,~=.+==~i,,!I / 

~ and sixties. The release of such an eloquent 
, album as Get Happy!!, coupled with his 

work wi1h the Specials and a career history 
of appearances at anti-Nazi rallies, all made 
Bramlett's and Stills' "racist" charges seem 
absurd. 

I 
In 1980 Elvis kept even a lower than usual 

public profile. Reports of a split between 
Costello and the Attractions proved untrue. 
Then last summer keyboardist Steve Naive 
was injured in a car accident in Los Angeles 
and was forced to miss the bulk of a two 
month European tour. The Rumour's gui
tarist Martin Belmont ("special Attraction" 

:~~~~i;0h/.5h~uk~~~!::~!:~~~'.n on second~ 

In the US, Columbia Records released an 
album of Costello's odd pieces under the ti-~· 
tie Taking Liberties. (A similar tape-only~-
collection released in the UK was called JO~ 
Bloody Marys and JO How's Your Fa1hers.) ~ ~ 
Two years before, when Nick Lowe released 1·-"-'""-'"'l.-~~~~.....1--· 
his debut LP Jesus Of Coolin England, Co
lumbia feared the title might cause a stir and 
demanded Lowe alter the title. Ironically , 

---------- ----- - -- -
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by Karen Moline 
High above Hoboken's ytaters, the blink

ing lights of America's largest neon sign an
nouces to those unfortunat( enough to in
habit the alleys which spawned ol' blue eyes 
Sinatra that Maxwell House is. The sign has 
a certain domineering presence, but don't 
let it fool you. Look closely, for behind the 
"o" in the sign is the Bongos' apartment 
building. 

And they're not just another little band 
from the other side of the river. These guys 
-Richard Barone on guitar, bongos and 
slinky; Rob Norris on bass, and Frank Gio
vanni on drums-play songs with more hooks 
and infectious melodies than most gar(b)age 
bands'l/ think of in a lifetime of one
nighters. 

The group was "born'' at Maxwell's 
Club in Hoboken. In fact they were the 
first band ever to play there, VI 1977, when 
Rich, who'd moved up from Florida, mer 
Jersey boys Rob, Frank and Glenn Mor
row, who has since gone on to form !he In
dividuals. Shortly thereafler the head of Fe
tish Records in London met the band in 
Maxwell's one night when he was slateside 
to see then-Fetish artists WKGB. 

He liked the Bongos and asked them fora 
demo, which became "Telephoto Lens" 
blw "Glow In The Dark." That single (not 
released until 1980) received rave reviews on 
both sides of the Atlantic; "perfecting the 
arr in pop," NME claimed. A new 12-inch 
EP is in the slores which contains "Hunt
ing," "In The Congo," and a sizzling ver-

siofl of "Mambo Sun" that would do Mr." 
Bolan proud. 

The band le/I for England to play the 
Rainbow Theater along with the dB's, the 
Bush Tetras, DNA and Polyrock. Then, 
they are 10 continue on tour in Paris and 
Italy along with the Bush Tetras. 

All three of the Bongos are admittedly a 
bit off-the-wall. Rich's baby-round face is 
lopped with a punked-out crewcut; that, to
gether wilh his shoes and go(J shirts from 
the '.50s, give him !he appearance of a 
crazed preppie. His favorite drink is chloro
phyll and vodka with a twist of lime ("It 
oxygenates and purifies the smoky club ar
mosphere," he laughs). Rob is extremely 
intense on bass; he's in a terminal trance on 
stage. And Frank provides the backbone, 
drumming while he belts clear high harmon
ies. 

All the voices are slightly higher-pitched 
than you'd expect, giving 1he songs a sense 
of urgency. Their compositions are self
contained nuggets and you'll find yourself 
whistling them in the shower. They distill 
the best of '60s pop, infuse it with no-wave 
inspired '80s sensibility and pour out their 
own brand of innocently rambunctious 
songs. Next time you get the chance to see 
them, get out your sneakers, think bock to 
high school days and get ready to "glow In 
The Dork." 

Flash lights when ready 
That's what she said to me 
Some assembly required 
That's what I said to her 

Oh we're gonna glow in the dark 
We're gonna glow in the dark tonight. 

©1980, Fetish Records 

GOOD TO THE LAST DROP 
Rob: Glenn met Steve Fallon (Maxwell's 
manager). We were called "a" then. But we 
broke up after we first played there-mu
si'cal differences mostly. 
Rich: Glenn's songs were big epics .. 
Rob: He was sort of in a Springsteen mode. 
Frank: We just wanted to do dance songs. 
Rich: It wasn't the kind of music we wanted 
to play. It was more like a guitar band. Lot
sa Feelies. 
Frank: It was very unsophisticated. 
Rich: It was like primitive Television. Now 
Glenn's band, the Individuals, are great. 
Rob: Richard always had this feeling for a 
pop sensibility. Real short and concise. 
Frank and I came from a format that was 
really a dance band. 
BR: What bands were you in before the 
Bongos formed? 
Rob: Just different bands in New Jersey ... 
Maxwell's was like a tool shed at the time. 
Rich and I started working together for 
fun. And it just kept going. 
Rieb: We were playing strictly for fun. And 
we still are. 
Rob: It sort of snowballed. Someone said, 
why don't you play in NYC? I said, OK. 
Frank: We started at Max's Kansas City. 
Rob: We used to play with terrible bands. 
Rich: Eventually we stopped. We were pu! 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . BONGOS cont. 
on with groups that were offensive to the 
people that came to see us. 
Frank: And fina11y we said we have to play 
with people we like and in places we like, or 
we won't do it. 

A FETISH A DAY 
BR: Tell me about meeting Rod Pearce (the 
head of the Bongos' label Fetish Records}. 
Frank: He came because he had a contract 
with WKGB. They were friends of ours and 
we were having dinner with them. He stayed 
and listened to us, and he liked us. 
Rob: We made a tape and he callea us a 
coupla weeks later and said, Hey Jet's make 
a record, and we said, great! 
BR: Hod you been talking to other people 
about a single? Or had you even thought of 
ir? 
Rich: You have to realize the Bongos were 
never intended to be commercial. We were 
never rushed about making anything. These 
were things we didn't care about. We just 
played. 
Rich: Our first single got so much good 
press .. 
Rob: We did virtually everything for our
selves. Rod just helped us put out the re
cord. 
BR: That's what Rod and Bob Singerman 
{booking agent] said, they love to work 
with you because you're so organized. 
Rob: We did everything. We had no distri
bution, nothing. 
Rich: We set up our own distribution. It 
took over a year. 
Rob: We were calling people all over the 
country and saying, would you like to carry 
this single or ours? They 'd say well send one 
and abou1 one out of ten would answer us. 
Rich: We worked at it and eventually we 
really learned how to run a record company 
and we're still doing it. But it's getting to be 
too much, to write songs, have a band and 
tour. And(laughs) run a record company. 
Rich: We do all our own graphics and have 
to deal with companies that don't really 
care too much about anything except big 
accounts. 
Rieb: We really believe in the independent 
label idea. We're still not looking for a ma
jor label; if someone wants to make us a 
nice offer for Fetish Records that's nice. 
But we're not actually looking for a con
tract because .. 
Rob: There's some interest but we're happy 
with our independence. 
BR: What happened after the single came 
out? Did you decide you wanted to do an 
EP? 
Rich: We said we'd like to do more and Rod 
said great, let's. It was recorded in Septem
ber and just came out. Actually, our first 
single was a demo tape. 
BR: How long did it take to do? 
Rkh: An evening. 
Rob: We recorded both songs and mixed 
them in one night. 
Rich: And Rod bought the tape. ''Glow In 
The Dark" is a fast rhumba. 
BR: On the new EP, "Hunting" has a 
pause before the final chord. 
Rob: It's the longest ending of any rock 'n' 
roll song. 
BR: Thar chord in "Doy In The Life" is 42 
seconds. 
Rob: Well this is a pause without any 
sound. It's a trick ending. 
BR: What made you decide to do that? 
Rob: It came out of playing live. We'd let 
the last note ring for a long time. Actually 
we got the idea from the Ramones. In acer
tain verse-last time I saw them in a club
they paused, and they stood there like sta
tues -dead silence. And looked at the au
dience for 30 seconds. People started 
screaming 'cuz they couldn't take it. The 
energy level was amazing. That got us start
ed; we stopped at the end of that song, let 
it ring and ring, and then played the last 
chord. 
BR: How did you pick your name? 
Rob: I don't know. S.Eyed Spy were going 
to be called the Bonaos. 
fruk: We were thinkin1 of a million 
names ... 1he Whcelbanows. 
Roll: The Barban, Billinpleys. 
_, The Hiah Chain. The Whed<hain. 

The Sunken Treasure Band . 
Rob: When we were playing with the Acsh
tones, someone said, what's your name? 
And Frank said the Bongos. 
Rich: It was gonna be Banjos right before 
that. 
BR: Great names! 
Rich: They're horrible! 

Rob: About 2 years ago we were going to 
call ourselves "The Kooky World of LSD." 
Rich: That was really going to be our flame. 
We were this close . 
Rob: People just convinced us we'd never 
get jobs. 
Rich: Two years ago that was a weird name. 
Frank: Well we do take the stuff. 
Rich: One of the early Bongo rules was that 
we wouldn't perform unless we were all on 
LSD, but we never really stuck to the rule. 
BR: You've got to be kidding. 
Rob: Who knows where we'd be today. 
Rich: Probably still on ... (laughter) 
BR: Sitting in Beverly Hills. 
Frank: People still call us psychedelic. 
BR: They try Io get a handle on you. Thar's 
what they call you, psychedelic, because of 
the guitar sound. 
Rich: But you know, really, we're no more 
psychedelic than we arc anything else. I 
don't really do anything much more than 
Eddie Cochran did. 
BR: Do you think he would have done a 
"Mambo Sun"? 
Rich: He would have-if he had a fuzz box. 

BR: Does it bother you when people say 
"psychedelic?'' 
Rich: No, I love that music. I've been lis
tening to Jimi Hendrix a lot lately. Especial
ly Lady/and. 
Rob: We have this idea for a new psyche
delia fever-with brains . The old psyche
delic stufrwas good in a way, but the whole 
hippie movement was just heart without 
enough calculation. This is gonna be a new 
transfer. 
Rich: More intellectual. 
Rob: Mind and heart. 
Rich: Things change. Hopefully the Bongos 
will no! be a predictable band. 

APOLOGIES TO PHAROAH 
BR: About writing music ... 
Rich: I just play guitar and go to practice 
and play it. 
Rob: Rich writes most of it. 
Rich : We don't think about it too much. 
Frank: He comes with the words and the 
chords. 
Rkb: The songs take a really short time to 
write. About S minutes. 
BR: Do the lyrics pop into your head? 
Rkb: It's all stream of consciousness stuff. 
I've found 1 never chanae what J write. 
Rob: Usually the song takes about a month 
toad. 
BR: Do you mean you rehearse for about a 
month, or you're playing? 
a-:.: We introduce new sonp at sound 
checks. And we also try most of our ma
terial al Maxwell's. 

BR: How did you get your "Clay Midgets" 
song? 
Rich: That was inspired by Young Marble 
Giants. 
Rob: I made a pun on their name. I thought 
it should be ''Ancient Clay Midgets.'' 
Rich: I wrote the song last night. 
Frank: Just popped out of Richard. 
Rich: It's my favorite song I've ever writ
ten. I was reading Thomas Wolfe and turn
ing the pages really fast and taking out the 
first word in the left hand corner-and 
that's how the lyrics came out. 
Frank: Thomas Wolfe, not Tom Wolfe. 
BR: You Can't Go Home Again. 
Rob: Of Time And The River. 
Rich: Right. Of Time And The River. 
BR: Then how did you get the idea for 
"Bui/rushes"? From the Bible? 
Rich: Well sort of. I was reading one of 
those children's Bible books and I was try
ing to combine it with a first grade reader. 
You know, those Dick and Jane books. 
Think and do. 
BR: Think and do? 
Rich: I found old books like they used in 
first grade. So I put in Biblical characters 
instead of their parents. I put Moses in. It's 
a religious song. The song title is pretty 
outrageous. 
Frank: Some people think it's about a drug. 
Rich: But actually it's about narcissism. 

BR: Are you trying to get some sort of mes
sage across? 

RJcb: Just the feeling that it's something 
people arc interested in. I don't really try to 
write about anything m particular. It's 
what's on my mind at the time. 
Rob: Certain mystical things pop in. 
BR: Unconsciously or ... 
Rob: They just appear. 
BR: Do you rewrite any of your lyrics? 
Rich: Never. I never change a word. I like 
them to stay exactly the way I wrote them. 
Rob: The song'II pretty much stay the 
same, just get expanded or contracted in 
different ways. Everytime we play it should 
be different. 

SALLY CAN DANCE 
BR: Rich, how did you learn to play gui
tar? Listening to T. Rex? 
Rieb: Sort or. Listening to the Beatles. I 
used to play bass that I got in junior high 
but then I got really bored with four strings. 
·so I traded it in for an acoustic guitar. I 
learned to play like Donovan. 
Rob: I did just the opposite. I traded my 
six for four. 
BR: Frank, how'd you starl on drums? 
Fruk: I used to be in a band when I was 
about seven. 
BR: The Dino, Desi and Billy of New Jer
Ry? 
Fru•: Me and a piano player, we used to 
play .. Wipe-Out'' perfectly. 
RJd: That's still all ht ever does. (lau1h
ter) 
RM: And he wa.s in a marchina band. He 
wu the littlest auy and carried the biunc 
drum. 

Phlo:ftl-

Frank: No, I had a snare drum, not a bass. 
Rob: Oh, come on, Frank. 
Frank: Rob played tuba. 
BR: Does Rich play other instruments be
sides slinky? {The introduction to "Tele
photo Lens. "/ 
RJcb: I'll try any instrument, not that I can 
really play any. I really can't play guitar. 
BR: What do you mean? 
Rich: I just tune it differently, and I always 
have. Because I can never figure out how to 
play with the real chords. I've been tuning 
my guitar that way since third grade. I 
couldn't play it back then so I re-tuned it. I 
really haven't changed that ever since. It's 
hard to get back to that after I tune it "nor
mal" for "Mambo Sun." 
Rob: The only time I ever used to special
tune was for "Mambo Sun." I used a but
ter knife for !he bar. 
Rich: At the end ... it's a butter knife. 
BR: It almost sounds like a metal machine 
gun. 
Rich: I have a Rickenbacker guitar. Only 
because Lou Reed picked. it out for me and 
he said you should play this guitar. That's 
all he said, so I said OK. 
BR: Where were you when this happened? 
Rich: I had just moved to New York-had 
only been there two days. I went to a guitar 
shop, and Lou Reed was in there. I sorta 
stepped back because Lou is one of my her
oes-well, if I have heroes. 
BR: Why did he tell you to play that guitar? 
Rieb : I was trading in my old guitar and 
telling the salesman what I didn't like about 
it. Lou Recd said well you should try a Ric
kenbacker, I know they have one in the 
back. He told me to try it. It wasn't out in 
the store, it was hidden, and he got it out 
for me. 

Rob: We might not be here today if.. 
BR: If you hodn 'I run into Lou Reed. 
Rob: That guitar is just perfect for him. 
BR: What kind of bass do you have? 
Rob: Precision. 
BR: You're the "precisionist?" 
Rob: Oh no. Pretty sloppy. We're all slop
py. 
Rieb: I think I'm the sloppiest. 
BR: Because you dance around so much. 
Rich: I think I make more mistakes per beat 
than anybody else. 
Rob: He does, yeah, in !he band. 
frank: But that's like a charm. 
BR: It is, but I would never refer to you as 
sloppy, though. 
Rob: Rock 'n' roll is supposed to be perfect 
and prepared by machines. That would be 
the essence of r'n'r to most bands. 
BR: Churn it out. 
Rob: Like the shit you hear on 1he radio. 
It's being made by machines. 
Rich: We want to keep it really rock. Eddie 
Cochran is one of my guitar heroes . 
BR: Do you get bored? 
Rich: It could be boring. I don't know if it 
does because we don't let it. The songs arc 
never the same. 
Frank: We like to take chances. 
Rich: We have to since audiences get so 
boring. 
Frank: We have different changes, crazy 
things happen. 
Rich: It's really loose. 
Rob: Sometimes they're fast, sometimes 
slow. 
BR: So do you ever argue? 
Rich: We argue a lot. 
BR: / don't mean picayune things but in 
terms of conflicting musical ideas. 
Frank: There are huge confrontations. 
Rieb: That's right. There's no leader of the 
band. 
Rob: We come from different schools of 
music. 
BR: How would you classify this group? 
Rob: I'm probably the most primitive-the 
real primitive school. 
Rkb: I don't like fancy 1uitars. 
Rob: We really hate a slick kind of sound. 
Rkll: And yet, our second sinalc: is so slick, 
it's ridioulous! But it's just an experiment 
we wanted to do. We don't want to be a 
slick live band; we never intend to. 
BR:Frank, wltat'syourKhool? 
f-:Slick.(I) •= He oil.J his sticks. 
• ••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••.•. CONT. -·-112 15 



.............. BONGOS cont. 

Rob: Thal comes from a jazz training back
ground. 
BR: Did you ever ploy in jazz bands? 
Frank: No, never. 

:i~k~ui1 ~~~skr~:~:i~~~i~i~::~~- In drum 
corps, for training. 
Rich: We have strong musical differences. 
Some of us like things to be really perfect 
and some of us don't. 
BR:· Perfecr in what sense? 
Rob: Everybody has different ideas of what 
perfect is. 
Rich: I like the songs to be where anything 
goes. 
BR: But they're all pretty short; they're 
very self-contained. 
Rich: They're like short improvisations. 
Frank: But it's those different elements that 
make the band interesting. 
Rich: So we do have fights. Sometimes we 
don't speak to each other for awhile, but 
then, we work it out. 

BR: It's rather difficult when you live to
gether. 
Rob: Actually we're all really close friends 
-which compensates for the bad times. 
Frank: Practices are so predictable. We 
don't speak to each other. 
Rich: Practices are short. 
Rob: Very short. 
Frank: They last about 15 minutes and then 
we all go crazy. 
Rich: I like to practice once every two 
months, I think. 
Frank: We used to practice a lot and then 
we finally figured out why we were so neu
rolic. 
BR: Because you rehearsed so much? 
Frank: Yeah, twice a week. And that's a 
lot, it reaJlyis. 
Rob: I can't imagine. 
Rkb: Well I hate to practice. 
BR: Do you e\Jer just sit in your room and 
play? 

Rkh: I play constantly when I'm watching 
TV. 
BR: With the TV on? 
Rich: TV on. I like to write my own musical 
accompaniments to my favorite TV shows. 
BR: Do you write jingles for the commer
cials? 
Rich: I don't like commercials. 
Frank: We have one jingle. 
Rob: "Video Eyes" is a jingle. 
Rich: No, "Burning Bush." For designer 
washcloths. It's a designer enlightenment 
commercial. 
BR: For the guru with class. 
Rich: "The Burning Bush"... I don't 
know ... it's everywhere; we keep seeing it. 
Rob: It's somet hing that kept cropping up 
at our house and we saw the words in 
print and we'd think about it. I had a book 
on the Kabbalah; suddenly it appeared and 
sounded like the burning bush. 
BR: That's the name of the song? 
Rob: Yes. And some1imes I dare Richard 
to go up on s1age and make up a new song 
title and sing it. 
BR: Does he always li\Je up to it? 
Rob: Always works on a dare. 

WANNA BE SEDATED 
Rich: We don't want the Bongos to like one 
1ype of music. We do like dance music, but 
we want to put in all the other things we 
like ... the language of now, I guess. 
BR: What do you listen to, besides the Feel
ies? 
Rich: 1 like the Velvet Underground. And 
T. Rex. 
Rob: And the Beatles. 
Rkh: And we really like a lotta new bands. 
Rob: Rich and I love Becfheart but it 
doesn't show up too much in the music. 
Rkh: I like the real minimal type. Like Py
lon. 
Frank: And the B-52's first album. And 
their first show. 
Rich: I love Barry Manilow. And I listened 
to "California Dreamin'" today and 
thought we should cover thal. 

Frank: We probably sound like the Mamas 
and the Papas. 

~~~~
1
//~:;::t::a\J~~~~-of the band. 

BR: And Frank would be Michelle. (You do 
look a bit like her!!) 
Rich: Rob would be John Phillips. 
Rob: John Phillip Sousa. I like Public Im
age. I love that Metal Box record. 
Rich: I listen to it every day, I think. And to 
me the Ramones are still classics. Absolute
ly. They're like Brahms, I guess. 
Rob: I would say Bach. 
BR: The Bach of rock 'n' roll? 
Rich: The Ramones are like Bach, yeah. It's 
just as precise and beau1iful. I can listen to 
their first album forever. 
Rob: We're responsive to stuff like Abba. I 
love them! 
Frank: They make great records. Rob has 
bough! me a lot of records over the years. 
ThcCowsills ... 
BR: You must ha\Je all the Monkees' al
bums. 
Rich: I have an autographed copy of Head
quarters. It's really good; they play all their 
own instrumcn1s on it. 
BR: That's a shame. 
Rob: We know our '60s stuff really well. 
Rich: But we don't just listen to '60s; we 
collect records. I used to work in a record 
store and I have two thousand albums. 
Rob: And I have just as many. We have 
twin towers of discs in the living room. 
Frank's got lots of records too. 
BR: Partridge Family? 
Frank: Well, not really. 
Rich: I like Kraftwerk. 
Rob: And Professor Longhair. And Joy Di
vision ... a lot. 
Rich: What we listen to and what we Hke
it ends up in our music one way or another 
and we can't really help it. 
BR: How do you fit into the direction mu
sic is taking right now? 
Rob: I don't know. It's frightening. 
Rich: One of the only good movements 
right now is 1he return to primitive rock and 
roll. I think that's how we fit into it. 

Rob: I'd like some of the bands that are a 
little bit more out on the edge to be more 
widely exposed to young people. They 
really need it. The stuff that's on the radio 
is just junk. 
BR: Teach them how to listen. 
Rich: DNA should be big stars, Pylon 
should be big stars, the Feelies should be 
gianl. 
Rob: DNA should be on Saturday Night 
Live. But al the same time we're really hap
py about the way this whole scene has de
veloped in New York. We're all friends 
with other bands. 
BR: You all seem to help each other out. 
Rich: Everybody likes each other a whole 
lot. We like to invite friends to play with 
us. Like Dee Pop came to play bongos, and 
Jim Mastro (ex-Richard Lloyd Band) on 
acoustic guitar. Maybe Pat Place. I love to 
have friends. 
Rob: Alan Vega wamed to come one with 
us. 
BR: You 're kidding. 
R.kh: No! Everyone wants to. 
Frank: And Bob Singerman has broken a 
lot of ground with getting bands out into 
the country. Everybody said it couldn't be 
done. 
Rich: He really deserves a lot of credit for 
bands that are making it in New York. 
Rob: We hope there are scenes like this in 
other cities. 
Rich: NY Rocker is so depressed right now; 
they almost make the scene seem like it's 
worse than it is. 
Rob: That's becau~e we're in the classic sa
turation period. Every era in rock 'n' roll 
that has ever been has a beginning period 
that's all raw and rush, and then it starts to 
get popular and then you're totally saturat
ed-and it goes in a cycle over and over. 
Then it collapses. 
BR: What happens when it collapses? 
Rob: Probably we're starting the collapse 
phase; we're not actually in it. There are so 
many different scenes going on at the saffie 
time, in different cycles, so there won't be a 
general collapse. I hope. 



by Carter A Ian 
The Fleshtones ... tan heroes of the Jus

tice League of America? No, just a rock 
and roll band, but they're clearly a group of 
the first order. The quartet-Keith Streng 
(guitar, vocals), Peter Zaremba (keys, har
monica, vocals), Bill Milizer (drums), and 
Jan Marek Pakulski (bass, vocals)-is now 
augmented by the "action combo" of Brian 
and Gordon Spaeth on saxophones. 

The band hit the Channel on Friday the 
13th of February but didn't let superstition 
keep them from doing a superb set. live, 
the Fleshtones bind rockabilly, endless 
boogie, and driving punk energy into their 
own form of dance craze. They've played 
Boston a lot in the five years they've played 
together, traveling up from home (New 
York) even before their first 45, "American 
Beat" blw "Critical list," was released on 
Marty Thau 's Red Star label in 1977. The 
band was included on the Red Star compila
lion of Big Apple Bands 2x5 produced by 
Jimmy Desiri and have since hooked up 
with IRS Records and former Blondie rood 
manager Bruce Patron. 

All these events have brought the group 
to a higher plateau of visibility. Patron has 
devised a firm schedule of tour dates and 
IRS released a five-song EP entitled Up 
Front in December. It contains at least three 
tunes that befit airplay on all American 
AOR stations. The fact that this will pro
bably never happen doesn't seem to hold 
back the Fleshtones, whose future looks 
more promising than ever. 

The entire band sans Gordon Spaeth were 
present for this interview, but Peter Zarem
ba and Keith Streng acted as spokesmen for 
most of the talk. Their responses are ap
propriately labeled Z or S. 
Boslon Rock: I understand you guys are go
ing to Europe, at least to England? 
Z: Yeah, on Wednesday (Feb. 18). We're 
going to call it the ''Trail of Tears Tour''.,. 
(much laughter) 
BR: Have you been to England before? 

GOING 
UNDER 

GROUND 
by Kate Ingram 

Can you believe the Underground has 
been around over a year now? To the peo
ple who've only recently started to frequent 
the small basement room, it probably seems 
brand new. And to the "regulars"-bands 
and fans alike-it probably seems like a Jot 
more than 365 (give or take) nights worth of 
musical development has gone down since 
the club first opened its doors. 

There's no other place like it, that Un
derground. Freezing cold in the winter, hot 
as hell in the summer. The room has 
changed little during its first year; most no
ticeably, the stage was raised a foot or so 
off the floor, the cashew machine disap
peared, and the price of beers went up. 

Held Monday night, February 16, the an
niversary show had a party atmosphere for 
more than one reason. Jim Coffman, who 
does booking for the club, was dressed up 
in a tie and jacket, looking very much like 
the band manager-type he's become lately. 
The wall with the collage of artsy band fli. 
ers was covered by a giant piece of white 
paper which was used between sets to screen 
a color slide presentation of photos taken 
over the previous year by Neal Trousdale, 
complete with music. 

Many bands who'd played during the 
Underground's first year were featured in 
the slide presentation, though the screen 
was difficult to see (except for those who 
stood at the front of the crowd and the tall
er people in the room ... but it made the 
presentation more true-to-life, since that's 
how it is trying 10 see bands perform on 
st.age at the Underground. 

Trousdale had put together some excel
lent shots, including a whole series of Mis
sion of Burma pictures set to their tape of 
"Funworld." The Dark, accompanied by a 
recording of their anthem "Moral Majori
ty," and V;, shown to the songs on their 

THE R.ESHTONES: UP FRONT 

S: Never. This is just for "The Empire 
Strikes Back" show at the Rainbow Theater 
in London featuring five New York bands. 
It includes us, the Raybeats, the dBs, the 
Bush Tetras, and I think Polyrock. We're 
going over there to show 'em what's going 
on here. 
BR: You should get a good crowd. The 
British seem to enjoy checking out things 
they don't know so much about yet. 
S: We're excited. 
BR: Have you gollen any notice from the 
English press yet? 
Z: The EP hasn't yet, but our other records 
have gotten response. 
S: Well, the EP hasn't been released in Eng
land. They didn't want us to put out just an 
EP, so we're adding a few tracks and calling 
it an album. What it's going to be called is 
The Collected Works OJ The Fleshtones. It 
will probably include the two tracks on 2xJ 
as well as the first single and maybe a live 
cut from the filming of Urgh! A Musical 
War. 
BR: What's that? 
S: It's a documentary film with the Cramps, 

single, were also subjects of in-depth fea
tures. And severa1 out-of-town visitors, like 
Pylon and the Brains, helped fill out this 
slide archive. 

After the projector went off and the 
Neats were on stage, graffiti began to ap
pear on the former screen. Nothing to 
match the creative stuff on the walls in the 
bathrooms and backstage, but original 
nonetheless. Later in the Neats' set, Jim 
Coffman showed he was into the party spir
it. He took off both tie and jacket to join 
on harmonica, along with Monoman on 
keyboards. As usual, the Underground's 
sound guy, Michael Whittaker, was manning 
the board. 

Two large televisions had been rigged for 
used in screening Jan Crocker's original vi
deo, most of which was filmed at the Un-

Squeeze, Skafish, the Police, any band you 
can think of. 
BR: You mentioned you want to record a 
new LP in the summer:. Will this be totally 
different than the upcoming English LP? 
S: Yes. The new LP will be all new stuff re
leased in America and Europe. The EP is 
being transformed into an LP only for Eur
opean release. 
Z: Can you say that in English? (laughter) 
S: Uh ... no! (much more laughter) 
BR: Do you own the rights to the Red Star 
material? 
S: Uh ... no! 
Z: These things are being negotiated in high 
places. 
BR: Did you enjoy working with Marty 
Thau? 
Z: Yeah, he was okay. Behind the clouds of 
marijuana smoke you could see some blink
ing studio lights. 
S: I liked working with Jimmy Destri, he did 
most of the work getting our sound on2xJ. 
Z: It kinda turned out to be the Fleshtones 
meet Blondie; it's not quite the rockin' and 
rollin' sound we wanted. 

derground during the first year. Crocker 
did a nice job capturing the intimacy of the 
small room, and the verite approach to re
cording energetic performances by bands 
like the Cure, Orchestral Manoeuvres in the 
Dark, and Mission of Burma were appro
priate as they recaptured some of the year's 
performance highlights. Also, the Ground 
Zero video was screened between the two 
sets. 

Many people got in free for the party 
which was kicked off by People In Stores. 
Although most of the four hours between 
10 p.m. and 2 a.m. were filled by live per
formance and audio-visual presentations, 
there was still time for the Underground 
''deejay''-the cassette deck-to contribute 
some background music. 

Truly the contribution the Underground 

708COMMONWEALTH AVE. 
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BR: A Fleshtones sidetrack? 
Z: Yeah, I like that, a Fleshtones sidetrack. 
BR: You know we've been talking about 
the Fleshtones like everyone knows about 
the band ... 
Z: Well everyone does know don't they? 
(much laughter) 
BR: OJ course. But maybe for the benefit 
of some, how long has the band been in 
business? 
Z: The first time we played in Boston was in 
'77. 
S: We were still learning how to play our in
struments .. 
Z: Still don't know how! We had already 
created the music .. 
S: Yeah, we had the idea of what we .wanted 
to do, I've only been playing guitar for as 
long as the band's been around, five years 
in June. 
BR: Do you feel that you have more of a 
handle of things now? 
Z: I think we've managed to cut out a little 
niche for ourselves. Listen to the records 
we've just made ... who else was making this 
kind of music when we were? We've been 
mucking about with this stuff for years and 
I think that people should have something 
now from the source. 
BR: So what now? 
S: To do our LP, go on a European tour 
and come back here. 
Z: Then buy a Mercedes. (laughter) 
S: At this point we refuse to answer any 
more questions. 
BR: What's this? 
S: We can't give out too much info. 
Z: Isn't that how the "stars" do it? 

Stars the Fleshtones may very soon be if 
they continue to produce music as striking 
as that on the Up Front EP. Their show at 
the Channel was 45 minutes of delightful 
rock 'n' roll. With Bruce Patron now firm~ 
ly guiding their course and Boston a steady 
stopping point the Flesh tones should return 
soon to the area; if you go see 'em, they'll 
make you dance, guaranteed. 

has made in developing new artists is note
worthy for its effet:tive results. Aside from 
debuting bands like Boys Life, CCCPTV, 
the Young Snakes and Someone and the 
Somebodies, all of whom garnered positive 
reaction after doing so, the club has given 
Boston the opportunity to see bands too ad 
venturous for the other venues in town to 
book them. And the U.G. cassettes, less ex
pensive than a deejay, have provided an 
aesthetic alternative to the more repetitive 
pop stuff heard elsewhere. 

Rumors keep popping up that the Under
ground might have to close because of BU 
people who run the upstairs dorm. Appar
ently they've complained about the noise 
and traffice. It'd be a damn shame, because 
the vibes in that small basement room are 
unequaled anywhere else in Boston. 

247-3111 
247-7472 
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JONATHAN RICHMAN: 

HE'S NATURE'S MOSQUITO 
by GreR Reibman 

Jonathan Richman may have the most 
distinct voice in music. 

No matter where he plays, from the mag
nificent sound system at Carnegie Hall to 
the meager P.A. at Cantone's, that deep 
unmistakable nasal always makes Jonathan 
sound like he's playing in a high school 
gym. 

That may be the only thing that hasn't 
changed about the former Bostonian. A 
dozen years ago Richman was one of those 
guys you might have seen plucking his gui
tar on the Cambridge Common or in front 
of the Harvard Coop. In 1971, with the as
sistance of producer John Cale, drummer 
David Robinson (now with the Cars) and 
keyboardist Jerry Harrison (of Talking 
Heads), he recorded an ingenious demo 
tape that eventually became one of the in
spira1ional albums of ''new wave.'' 

After 1he distorted guitars and walls of 
feedback on that first Modern Lovers al
bum, Richman gradually altered the direc
tion of both his music and lifestyle. (There 
are so many references to monsters oil his 
second and third albums that one might in
fer something frightened him.) Each of his 
succeeding four albums is more acoustic 
and sparser than its predecessor. And he re
cently moved to a simpler back-to-nature 
lifestyle, moving from his Cambridge 
apartment to the back woods of Maine. 

Ten years ago Jonathan Richman wrote 
songs about chasing girls at BU. Nowadays 
he sings about bumblebees and insects. 

Apparently not everybody at his well
anended show at the Bradford Ballroom 
had been clued into the changes Jonathan 

has gone through. During most of his se1, 
more than a dozen voices screamed requests 
for the old classic "Roadrunner." 

"Oh no!" he whined. "Don't tell Jona
than what 10 do! I can't do thal song any
more. You see I was 18 when I wrote 
'Roadrunner,' and now I'm 29. 1 respect 
that song and I don't want to do it half
heartedly. If I did it now, it just wouldn't 
feel right." 

What feels right to Richman nowadays is 
much closer to piano lounge music-the 
currenl Modern Lovers lineup includes 
bass, drums, piano and 1wo vocalists-with 
some stand up comedy and poetry tossed 
in. But as Richman tried to point out from 
the stage, "I'm really doing now what I was 
doing then. You see, back then I was doing 
what I wanted to do. And now I'm really 
doing what I want to do too!" 

Richman's quirky logic evidently suited a 
large percentage of his audience. The Brad
ford swayed euphorically to Richman's gen
tle tales of mosquitos, playpens and hand
holding. While there were many bright mo
ments to the show (like Beth Harrington's 
vocals) overall it lacked organization. Jona
than said so more than once, uttering "Oh 
my that wasn't fast enough!" and "I don't 
know if we can follow that up with any
thing." Each time Richman addressed the 
apparent disarray, it was impossible to de
termine if he was apologizing, kidding or 
just plain self-conscious. 

A rather rotund Phil Gentili-who had a 
local hit this past summer with '' Mama 
Lied"-was enjoyable as the opening act 
for three of 1he six songs he did. Overall the 
Bradford show was not superlative, but cer
tainly the performances were unique. 

Bob GIiion! 

11 Oh not Don't tell Jonathan what to do!" 

by Harold Lepidus 

It's Valentine's Day. What better way to 
impress your date than with a pair of tickets 
to one of the Rings' sold-out shows a1 the 
Paradise'? (Except, of course, getting on 
the guest list... but enough about that.) 

V.D. and their return to 11oston after 
playing out in LA were not the only reasons 
the shows were celebrations. The Rings 
have an MCA album to promote, plus it 
was the third anniversary of their first pub
lic appearance. 

A year ago, back when the Rings played 
the Rat, I saw themJhere (with Robin Lane 
and the Chartbusters... those were the 
days.) No big deal, though "I Need 
Strange" sounded good enough on the ra
dio. 

What a difference the record contract has 
made! The Rings took 1he stage like they 
owned the place and played a set ten times 
better than what I'd expected. 

Except for a couple of crude comments 

like "You're all drunk" and "It's all a 
bunch of horse shit," the Rings came off 
very professionally. Guitarist Mike Baker 
looked the stranges1-Jack Casady circa 
1967 from the front, a dreadlocked Stevie 
Wonder from the back. 

Musically, the biggest change was in the 
energy they exerted. The Rings rose to the 
occasion like returning heroes. A lot of their 
material is almost heavy metal, and other 
stuff has hints of reggae. 

The best songs on the album are also the 
best ones live. The Rings saved "I Need 
Strange," "Let Me Go" and "Third Gen
eration" for the finale. They also did a few 
covers-Little Richard's "You Can't Come 
In,'' the Stones' "Last Time,'' and the 
Beatie,; ' "If I Needed Someone." The great 
thing about their covers, especially the last 
two, was that they didn't perform the songs 
note-by-note from the originals, bul in
stead played them in their own style. 

The Rings are soon heading off on a na
tional tour, so catch 'em if you can., 
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No writer was around to cover lhis show, 
and l had been assigned weeks before 10 
shoot the photos. So with the 1hought "a 
grea1 looking band is great to find" running 
through my brain, I volunteered to write 
this article myselr. 

Armed with the information I could glean 
from a lone 45 ("Where's The Boy For 
Me") I arrived al The Rat to meet 1hc Re. 
villas before their show Thursday, February 
19. 

I "'as met upstairs by Rocky Reynolds. 
"Could I help you?" 

"Well, I've, uh, come to take photos for 
Boston Rock and, uh, actually to write a 
story as well." (Note the aggressive form.) 
After a short delay I was shown to a man 
with wet black hair and a towel on his head. 
He arranged for me to speak with band 
members Rocky, Vince, and Kid Krupa. 
The pictures, he said, would be best right 
before they went onstage. 
Seated at the upstairs bar of the Rat I told 
the lhree Revillos that I was unaccustomed 
to interviewing. "What does one ask?" I 
queried. "Hopefully, things that everyone 
hasn't asked a hundred times before," re
plied Rocky, who became my main inform
ant. 

"Okay, what did you eat for breakfast 
this morning?" (M y favorite interview 
quest io n.) 

Without hesitauon, Kid Krupa answered , 

"Cheeseburger and strawberry r.hake. Ac
tually, that's what I've had for breakfast 
every day for the past week." 

Rocky had also been eating lots of 
cheeseburgers. A discussion ensued and we 
established that while it's true, American 
burgers are better than English ones, the 
Revillos were not entirely pleased with the 
food they'd encountered in the States. They 
missed their favorite food, curry. And 
Vince had not had breakfast at all because 
he hadn't been able to hold down any food 
for a few days. 

Next question. 
"Well, what do you know about us as a 

band'?'' asked Rocky. 
"Not much," I admitted, not knowing 

"Rezillos" from "Revillos." 
So Rocky filled me in. Of all the Revillos 

only Eugene and Fay were in 1he original 
band, the Rezillos, formed in 1976. Since 
the guitarist from those days wrote most of 
their material, when the band broke up (in 
early '79), Fay and Eugene decided 10 learn 
10 play a few instruments so they could 
write songs. 

They then formed the Revillos, with 
Rocky, Eugene's brother, as drummer. 
They worked with various other musicians 
until arriving at their presenl lineup ... this 
one' s been 1ogether about eight momhs. 

The newlv- formed Revillos worked on 
materia l a nd waited for. the Rezillos· , on
tract with Sire to expire . "You couldn't 

play out while you were under contract?" I 
asked. 

"We didn't want them to know that the 
band existed," Rocl.:y explained, "because 
they might have wanted an option to renew 
with the new band. So we stayed at home 
[Edinburgh, Scotland} and wrote and re
hearsed uni ii the contract expired." 

Unlike the Rezillos, the Revillos have 
control over virtually every aspect of their 
band. They took all the money from their 
new record deal with DinDisc in Europe 
and purchased a P.A., lights and a van. Not 
having 10 rent equipment, Rocky told me, 
gives them control over the amount of gig
ging that they do. DinDisc is a subsidiary of 
Virgin Records (for distribution) and the 
Revillos have their own label on DinDisc 
called Snatzo Records. 

The Revillos record and produce their 
own records (much of it on 8-track, some 
even on 2-track). They are responsible for 
all their concep1s and artwork. "Y'see we 
don't really feel that anyone else could cor
rectly portray the image of our band," said 
Vince. The band is touring the States now 
in search ofa U.S. deal. 

The Revillos spend a lot of lime in pre
paration for their show. When they're not 
on stage, the three women in 1he band often 
can be found with compact mirrors in 
hands applying eye makeup ... lots of ii. 

For 1he sak e o f brev ity the band's dress 
,ould be de~cribed as outerspace carnival 
gear. Lots of colors, spandex, and metallic 

, 

materials. Hair dye and hair spray. 
Eugene Reynolds, lead singer and mana

ger of the Revillos, won the NM E's coveted 
"Haircut of the Year" award. I watched 
him as he prepared for the show with wet 
hair, a blow dryer, and several cans of hair 
spray. 

"Did you invent that'?" I asked. 
"Yeah," he answered, blowing and 

spraying. 
"And you have to do all thal before ev

ery set?" 
"Yeah.'' 

Luckily for Eugene, the Revillos usually 
play only one set a night. 

I couldn't see much during the Revillos' 
set. The Rat was crowded and everyone 
was standing, straining to see (a great look
ng band is great to find). Al one point Eu
gene swung up on the pipe that cuts across 
the stage and wrapped his arms and legs 
around ii, hanging like a monkey while he 
sang. Although it may have caused the 
Rat's management undue cardiac strain, 
the crowd enjoyed the Revillos' "show for 
show's sake" a1ti1ude, which prevailed 
throughout their 1wo Boston sets. 

The Revillosare: 
Eugene Reynolds: lead vocals, sax 
Fay Fife: lead vocals, keyboards 
Rocky Reynolds: drums 
Vince: bass 
Kid Krupa: guitar 
Babs and Cherie: background \'OCal<; 



TheSelt'Cter---------
CELEBRATE THE BULLET b/w Last Tango 
In Dub 
(Chrysalis, import 45) 

These songs find the Sclccter in a reflcctive (or 
perhaps slightly lazy) mood. "Celebrate The Bul
let" immedia1ely slips into a mid-tempo groove 
and stays there for three minutes while vocalist 
Pauline Black works her way around the title 
phrase. By the end of the song, "celebrate the 
bullet" becomes a mystical incantation, half in
struction, half prayer. 

In a strange way, this song is the ska equival
ent of New Orleans funeral jazz. The form says 
"happy," but there's a macabre edge. A strong 
effort by the band's reshufned line-up. "Last 
Tango In Dub," also written by guitarist Neol 
Davies, splices together a lot of rhythmic 
changes within an elongated dub sound. Not 
really forceful, but OK to wash dishes to. (M. 
Howell) 

Ian Oury & The Blockheads-----
Laughter 
(Stiff, LP) 

In a nutshell, Laugh/er is instrumentally less 
formualtcd. more surprising, chaotic and flexible 
than the slick disco of Do II Yourself. The lyrics 
continue to develop the unusual blend of bawdy 
wit and heartfelt wisdom that is unique to Ian 
Oury. 

"Superman's Big Sister" (aside from the syr
upy string intro) and "Pardon" both sound fa
miliar with funky bass and drums punctuated 
by guitars and piano embellished with raucous 
sax. Ian whispers, talks and sings over the top in 
his characteristic Cockney banter. Due to the 
production however, the sound is harsher and 
has an edge not found on earlier albums. "(Take 
Your Elbow Out Of The Soup You're Sitting 
On The Chicken)" and "Oh Mr. Peanut" fall 
into a similar category, reminiscent of earlier ma
terial yet rougher, more adventurous. 

"Delusions Of Grandeur" and "Hey, Hey, 
Take Mc Away" are straight ahead rockers (per
haps innucnced by guitarist Wilko Johnson). 
These two songs sound fragmented and the gui
tar work is especially unimaginative here. "Un
cootahol" (guess what that's about) is a good 
slow dance number, sparse with some nice syn
copated bass & guitar w,ork. 

On to my favorites: "'Yes & No (Paula)" is ex
cellent. sort of an East End rap song featuring 
some tasty trumpet by Don Cherry. "Over The 
Points" is fascinating, a train allegory with suit
able click clack background rhythms and various 
whistles and puffs provided by the rest of the 
band. The most unusual track on this LP is 
"Manic Depression (Jimi)," a gentle ballad full 
of Hendrixesquc echoing guitars, saxes and 
Ou1e. The tone is sadly philosophical (though 
still down to earth) till the odd Latin-style chorus 
confuses the mood considerably. 

The last track, "Fucking Ada," is bloody 
marvelous, beginning with os1inato strings and a 
minor key progression that sounds like one of 
those romantic '70s theme songs. The lyrics, and 
particularly the chorus dispel this nicely, a great 
contras!. 

Fucking Ada! (Mark Fisher) 

Stray Ca.,_ ________ _ 

ROCK THIS TOWN b/w Can't Hurry Love 
(Arista, import 45) 

The Stray Cats are (as they describe them
selves) Brian Setzer, strummin' & croonin', Lee 
Rocker, slappin' 'n' howlin', and Slim Jim 
Phantom, bangin' 'n' yellin'. That should give 
you a clue 10 what they're on about. 

''Rock This Town'' is authentic-sounding rock
abilly: all reverb guitar, upright bass and no
nonsense drumming. The vocals arc strictly for 
the dance hall. "Can't Hurry Love" gets a nice 
early '50s s1yle treatment. Quite convincing ac
iually. Now about those quiffs ... (Mark Fisher) 

GenX-----,-------
KissMeDeadly 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

The third album by Gen X (actually the first 
album by Gen X-the other two were by Genera
tion X) is a lot beuer than the second one and 
not nearly as good as the first. Billy Idol was the 
perfect symbol of punk as teen fashion back 
when punk was in. Unfortunately, he hasn't fig
ured out how to move on and still be fashionable. 
While his cronies John Lydon and Siouxsie 
Sioux are loudly smashing the boundaries of 

rock, Billy just wants to be a pop star with street 
credibility. The last album was a heavy metal 
disaster and Generation X were wriuen off for 
the mos! part. But then out of nowhere came 
"Dancing Wi1h Myself," an all-time classic 
single. 

more effective. Billy Idol sings with all the fury I Look Down" jumps off the turntable. 
of a teenager yelling at his mother that she Sure the words are lame·and sure Billy Idol's a 
doesn't understand him. His voice even cracks poseur. But if he wants to see himself as the 
when he gets too excited. brave outcast stalking the fringes of an insensi-

Apan from "Dancing With Myself" which I live society (he'll show !hem someday), well, 
opens side one (perhaps a poor move; what can there's Certainly a tradition for it. If you're look-

So now, the knowledgeable people are con
fused; do Gen X matter or don't they? Well, re
gardless, I like them a 101. especially ''Kiss Me 
Deadly." The production is sparse and therefore 

possibly follow it?), the first side has three terrif- ing for new insight into the meaning of life, 
ic rockers in "Untouchables." "Heavens In- avoid this record. Me, I'll take those ringing gui
side," and "Triumph." Side two isn't as good, a tars every time. (Crass) 
couple of heavy metal clinkers on it, but "Stars 
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(1) Gibson RD Std. Guitar 1120-
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(1) Gibson RD Custom Guitar 1320-
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(4) Ovation Viper 1271 560-
(2) Ovation Preacher 1281 620-
(1) Ovation Viper 1273 620-
(1) Yamaha BB800 bass 645-
(1) Yamaha BB1000 bass 750-
(1) Yamaha BB1200 bass 895-
(4) Yamaha L5A guitars 495-
(4) Yamaha L 10A guitars 580-
(3) Yamaha L 15A guitars 730-
(1) Yamaha L20A guitar 890-
(1) Yamaha L25A 1150-
(1) L YS L guitar 330-
(1) L YS L5 guitar 405-
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(1i LYS L 1012 guitar 505-
(1) LYS L15 guitar 655-
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Tbt Stnntt World of Richard Strange------------
Richard Strange 
(Ze/PVC, LP) 

Richard Strange has a bizarre one-man-plus-
1apes live show that was preserved on this record 
at his Hurrah performance in New York Septem
ber 24, 1980. 

The show as well as the album develops the 
personna embodied in protagonist Richard 
Strange. He is depicted as a twentieth century 
charac1er, baring his soul in stark truths of mod
ern existence. An anti-hero, Strange wails and 
whines his laments for the most part, though 
some of his lyrics are sung in more melodic fash
ion. 

There's a valid message and some worthwhile 
music for anyone who takes the time to listen to 
The Srrange World of Richard Strange. (Kate 
Ingram) 

Various Artists, Soundtrack----
DanceCraze 
(2-Tone, import LP) 

Second only to The Great Rock And Roll 
Swindle, Dance Cra1,e heads the list of rock 
films I'd most like to see This live soundtrack 
features 1hree songs each by The Specials, The 
Selecter, Madness and The U.K. Beat, plus 1wo 
by Bad Manners and one from The Bodysnatch
ers. Although there is no new material here and 
the original studio versions are generally superi
or, this is still an extremely enjoyable, welt put 
together album. (Greg Reibman) 

The Bongo,s---------
Hunting/ln The Congo b/w Mambo Sun 
(Fetish Records, import 12" EP) 

"Hunting" is the only song on this 12 inch re
cord not included on the less expensive 7 inch 
version, reviewed elsewhere in this issue. Each 
time I listen to this song I have the same reaction; 
it's enjoyable enough, featuring nifty handclaps, 
cool guitar and nice harmohies, but it ends so 
suddenly (and a much better number follows) 
that it becomes instantly forgetable. Recom
mended ... but hardly essential. (Greg Reibman) 

The Bongo>>---------
IN THE CONGO b/w Mambo Sun 
(Fetish, import4S) 

The way the Bongos hone their pop tunes i1's 
almost wholesome. "In The Congo" is a punchy 
rocker with a nice size helping of bounce to it. 
Good fun this one. 

On "Mambo Sun" the Bongos try to get more 
gritty. But on this Marc Bolan cover they just 
come across cute. Recommended and enjoyable 
record. (Mr. B) 
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Garland Jefftty.--------
Escape Artis! 
(Epic, LP) 

Garland Jeffreys fans who saw him at the Inn 
Square Men 's Bar four or five years ago can stop 
waiting for another record as inspired as 
Ghost Wrirer. Escape Artist is differeht from his 
first album but it represents an eclectic mix of the 
old straight ahead Garland Jeffreys with some 
big names like Nona Hendrix, the Rumour, and 
Linton Kwesi Johnson thrown in. 

Not all the songs jump off the turntable at 
you, but there are enough gems sprinkled 
throughout this album 10 make it valuable. Songs 
like 1he Costello-paced "Ghost Of A Chance" 
and "Innocent" (which Lou Reed performs on) 
are going to make this album a classic. The bon
us EP (with the exception of "Christine," an
other version of which is on the LP) is a reggae 
sampler featuring the legendary Big Youth. 

When Garland's fourth album, American Boy 
& Girl, came out in 1979, it was disappointing, 
jusc as One-Eyed Jack had been the year before. 
There were no "Wild In The Streets" or "35 
Millimeter Dreams," and when he played the 
Paradise last year the back-up band was so slick 
many fans must have lost faith. The Inn Square 
show had been sparse, open and entertaining ... 
the only percussion was the sound of his foot on 
the tables. 

This new album captures his unique sense of 
reality, blends it with syndrums, echo and back
up vocals without losing its honesty. The album 
is very live sounding except that a lot of the 
rough edges are missing. Looks like I'll add Es
cape Artist to my record collection and finally 
trade American Boy & Girl at Rebop. (Kathei 
Logue) 

Phil 'n The Bl11nk.-------
l WANT SOME MORE b/w I'm Losing Interest 
(Pink Records, 45) 

"I Want Some More" shows definite signs of 
development since Phil 'n the Blanks' previous 
single "Autosex." This is highly energetic pop 
music, concisely arranged and produced. Phil 
Bimstein and Carol Holmberg's shared vocals 
are particularly impressive and very individual. 
"I'm Losing Interest" is a tastefully repetitive 
rocker with more than a nod to the Devoto/Shel
ley style of writing. Not being a guitar solo fan I 
prefer the A side. Recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

The Dark---------
A Personalized Tape To You 
(very local cassette) 

One of the best buys around now is the four 
(or more?) song personalized cassette by the 
Dark. Even if you don't wear an ID bracelet or 
have your initials engraved on all your belong
ings it's hard to resist a ditty written just for you. 
For SJ .69 you get three "serious" (?) songs, 
"Used Rubbers," "2 Much Knot Enuf," and 
"Moral Majority" in addi1ion to the tune just 
for you. Listen closely and you'll hear snatches 
of the Normal . Zappa, Devo, P-Funk and 
Chambers Bros. amidst all the controlled chaos 
of the Dark's keyboard-based sound. Let ' s just 
call it elec1ro-psycho-pop-a-funk-dub. And it's 
yours now when you send Si.69 to the Dark, 40 
Mt. Auburn, Watertown, MA. (Mr. B) 

Angelic Upstarts 
KIDS ON T HE STREET b/w The Sun Never 
Shines 
(EM I, import 45) 

Sham 69 are no more, but the Pursey punk 
sound is alive and well. Here we find a new an
them for the "Kids On The Street" (not that it 
will ever catch on) and a song of hope. 

The Upstarts pick up where the Clash and 
Sham 69 left off. On this record they don't do 
anything they haven't done before, but I'm glad 
this brand of commercial punk is still around be
cause after all it was this type of sound which 
started the ball rolling in the first place. Get it. 
(JulesShalek) 

FlttEngln,,._ ________ _ 

Lubricate Your Living Room 
(Pop: Aural, import LP) 

Here we have a relatively rough-hewn album 
which mostly ignores the fact that the vocalist 
wants to be James Chance so much he can hardly 
stand it any more and concentrates on long in
strumental passages panerned after the music on 
Beefheart's overtly psychedelic albums Mirror 
Man and Strictly Personal. This is fine by me on 
two counts. First, I couldn't care less about the 
Chance vocal style. Moreover, that is one of my 
favorite Beefheart periods, if not rhe favorite. 

If you don't know what I'm talking about, 
what all this boils down to is two guitarists jam
ming discordantly over the crazy rhythms of the 
bass and drums. Every so often the vocalist 
blurts out something to ignore, which is easy to 
do since it happens so rarely. 

Despite the inevitable low-budget sound quali
ty, I'd say this disc bears up under repeated lis
tenings. You should also note that the cover art 
is very grainy, which shows they understand, if 
you know what I mean. (Jim Puccio) 

Bow Wow Wow--------
LOIUS QUATORZE b/w Sexy Eiffel Towers 
(EM I-H olland, import 45) 

This is the first single from the "Pet Cassette" 
8-Pack. The two songs here are produced and 
co-written by Malcolm McLaren who has since 
been accused of ripping off a couple of nice 
Frenchmen who claim that they wrote the songs 

fo r McLaren's use in a special children's show. 
Anyway, "Louis Qua1orze" is a great pop song 
which is spurred on by the same steady drumbeat 
as "CJ0 C60 C90." 

The B side consisl.$ of an orgasm on the Eiffel 
Tower. Isn't being outrageous what Malcolm 
McLaren's game really is? It's all part of the 
"Swindle," although it's not all that bad. Re
freshing. (Jules Shalek) 

The Pretende,,s--------
MESSAGE OF LOVE b/w Porcelain 
(Real Records, import 45) 

What made the Pretenders' debut album ter
rific was that they sounded familiar while being 
entirely different. 

Chrissie seems ready to naunt herself now, 
and the result is uninspired. "Message Of Love" 
strings together just about every pop romantic 
cliche: me and you/eyes of blue, lookin' at the 
stars. the reason we're here/is to love each other, 
etc., without a hint of her previous worldly 
toughness. The rest of the band is barely there in 
her paean to romance. The song jerks along on a 
drum and a chord until the chorus. "Porcelain" 
is even more narcissistic; a guitar workout col
lapses imo Hynde scattering words over an un
varying solo guitar line. Absolute filler. 

Maybe the band is issuing some late night 
tracks to meet public demand while they go 
about 1he work of writing actual songs. I can't 
believe there's much of a demand for this type of 
self-indulgent noodling. Your Pretenders collec
tion is better off without this. (M. Howell) 
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CLASH CLASH CLASH 

7"TheCluhSlnglesBoxSe1(Jl 
12"Clash·LondonCalllng\E) 
7"ClaSh·CoSto!LlvlngEP(E) 
LPClash-Sand!nlsta-newllPset(US) 
LPClash,1S1(E) 
7"ECostel!o-Clubland{E) 
7"SexPlsto1s~Pack(E) 
Casseue Sex Pls1ols "Hey Day .. Doc (El 
LP Jam-Sound Alfects(US) 
7"JamFlexl·Pop-flexl·Dlsc(E) 
LPWall·PersonalTroubles(E) 
LPTheSound·Jeopardy(E) 
LPPubllclmage·LlvelnParis(E) 
LPMagazlne-Llve(E) 
LPFa\l,Grotesque(E) 
LPModet1es,TheStoryS0Far(E) 
LPBauhauslntheFlatFleld(E) 
LPU2·BOy(E) 
LP Comsat Angels·Waltlng For A Miracle (E) 
LP Teardrop Exp1odeS·K!llmanjaro [US) 
LPPassage·Plndrop\E) 
LP Swell Mapa.Jane From Occupied Europe ,~ 
LP Echo & the Bunnymen·Crocodlle (US) 
LP Young Marblt Glants·Colossal Youth (US) 
LP Pink Mililary•DO Animals Believe In GO<I (E) 
LPJoyDivlslon·Closer(E) 
LPYello-SolldPleasure(US) 
LPBrlstolRecorder1&2(E) 
LPFaust·SoFar(E) 
LPBouquetOISteel{E) 
7''&12"Slouxsle&theBansheeS·ISrael(E) 
7" Girls Al Our Best·PollUcs \US) 
Cass. Bow Wow Wow (El 
7" Delta 5·Try/Colour (US) 
7"Dlscharge,Decontrol(E) 
7"Crass,new•5w/lreepalch(El 
7"Secllon2S.CharredGround/Haun1ed{E) 
7" Com sat AngelS·TOtal War Girl IE'l 
7" E. Costello-From A \OlhlsperTo A Scre.m 
7"CrawllngChaos.Sex.achlne(E) 
7" Modern Engllsh,Gatherlng Oust (El 
7" Gen X,Oanclng With Myself {El 
7"AuPalrs·lfs0bvlous(E) 
LPBasemenl5 
12"Sectlon25 
LPClockOVA·Th!rst(E) 
LP Fire Engines/El 
7" I'm So Hollow {clear vinyl) (E) 
7"P,e1enders·MessageOILove(El 

AND MORE ... 

HEAVY METAL 

AC/DC ACIDC AC/DC 
LPACIDC·3LPBoxSet(F) 
12" ACIDC·Rock n· Roll A!n'l Noise Pollution 

{wltreebutton) 
LPJudasPrlest·PolntO!En1,y(E) • 
LP AC/DC TNT (A) 
LP AC/DC-Let There Be Rock(A) 

BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 
7' BlackSabbath·Paranold(Plc)(E) 
12" BLackSabbath·DleYoung(Llve){E) 
LPBlackSabbath-llve(E) 
LP Black Sabbalh·Greatest Hlls (El 
12"0uy0sborne--Mr Crowley(Llve) 
LP Ouy Osbome-B!luard ol Oi 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LPD.P.lnConcer1(altnewllvematerial)(E) 
LPShadesolDeepPu,ple(lstlP) 
LPD.P.LastConcertlnJapan(A) 
LPWhltesnake·LlvelnTheHea,tOITheClty 

(2ndliveLPnotw/USrelease)(E) 
12" Whltesnake-Aln't No Love In The Heart 01 

TheCltv 
7" GIiian-Mutuaiiy Assured Deslrucllon (wl 

lreebook)(E) 
JUDASPRIESTJUOASPRIEST 

LP Judas Priest Box Set·Sln After Sin. Stained 
Glass,KilllngMachlne(E) 

LP Judas Prlest·Sad Wings ol Destiny {US) 
LPJudasPr!est·RockaRolla(E) 
LPGreatestHlts-PicDlsc 
12"JudasPrlesHheRlpper(E) 

MORE METAL MORE METAL 
l2"M!chaelSchenker,(w12llvecu11) 
7"Krokus,new45 1nredvlnyl(E) 
LPRiot,newLP(E) 
7" UFO·Couldn't Get It Right {B s!de Uve) 

(clearvlnyl) 
LPKrokus-newLP (E) 
12"Krokus·TokyoNlghll(2tlvetracka)(E) 
LPAtoZ·WllchOIBerkeley(E) 
LPSaxon·1atLP(E) 
LPKrokus·EarfyLP(E) 
LPRlot-RockClty(C) 
LPFl&1·Fist 
Comln11 led Zeppelln·Hey Hey Hey What Can 

IOolnMarch(J) 
MOTORHEAO MOTORHEAD 

l.PMotorhead-Motorhesd(E) 
LPMotorhead·OnParole(E) 
LPMolorhead•Overkl11(EJ 
12"Motorhead·BeerDrlnker 
LPMotorhead-Bomser(E) 
12" Motorhead-Ace 01 Spades (w/Xmas cover) 
AND MORE ... 

LOCAL 

LP'1LP'1LP'1LP's LP's 
Rings-new release 
HumanSexualResponse-Flg.14 
P1ol.Anonymous·LlvlnglnTheRealWorld 
Bos1onlncestLP 
Robert Ellls0rrall·Swee1 Nothing 
RoblnlaneAndTheChartbuslers 
TheNervousE1te,s 
Private Lightning 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Atlanllcs·BlgC11yRock 
8111 Ch!nnock-D1me Store Heroes 
Jeanne French-Diamond In Rough 
Barbarians 
Foo1S·Sold0u1 
G.G. Allin-Always Was, Is and Always WIii Be 

12"12"12"12"12"12'"12"12"12"12" 
Bound and Gagged 
RoblnLane•5llveSong5 
Rober!ElllsOrrall·Whlteno!se 
;haneChampagne 
7··7··7··7''7''7''7''7''7''7"7''7''7''7''7''7'' 

Willie loco A1eonde1·Gln 
Blue Moon,Wlld Weekend 
Boysllle/Outlets·EP 
Beaver Brown·Wlld Summer Nlghls 
Creamers·Cassette 
DulchCou11ge-lmaglne 
Fools·PsychoChlcken(Japanese•5J 
General Foodz,Be So Funny 
Gremles·NO Surlln' In Dorchester Say 
Jared-SpaceT11veller 
JoshuaHayes-CardlacArres.t 
I-Tones-Love ls A Pleasure 

'LIiiie Jimmy and lhe Homewieckers·4 song 
EP"LovlnglnanlmateObjeclS .. 

Maps-l'mTalklngToYou 
Minion 01 Burma-Academy Flghl SOng 
Mundenes·MakeUTheS1me 
Nelghborhoods,Prettlest Girt 
Pastlche·T&!kShow 
Past lche-new,t5dueaoon 
SclentlticAmerlcans•Flexl·Dlsc 
Space Negroes·Go Comme1c!al 
Stalns·•songEP 
Stompers,You·reTheOne 
THl8oys,4songEP 
ThfrdRall·lt' sASurprlse 
V;.Don'1letTheBas1arda 
Vinny Band-I Won't Bother You No More 

AND MORE .•• 

SOLID ROCK 

LP Allman Bros.·Live At The FIiimore East (US) 
LPAnlmalS·Best(US) 
LPBellles-Beatlemanla(C) 
LP1:lea11es-20GoldenH!ts 
LPBea11es-Ballads(H) 
LPBrlnsleyScwartZ·1St&2ndLPs(doub!e 

LP)(E) 
LPEddleCochran·BoxSet(E) 
LPCountF1ve·PsychotlcReactlon(US) 
LP Derek&. The Dominos·Live (J) 
,5 Fleetwood Mac,Sllver Spring (J)(due Mar) 
45Genesis,Misunde,standlngs/Guldance0f 

Autumn/unrelease<l)(E) 
LP Searchers-Searchers File 
12·• Pe1er Gabriel-SOme New Material (C) 
LPWho,0Jrec1Hlts(J) 
7"Ro•yMuslc-Jealousy(E) 

HENDRIX HENDRIX HENDRIX 
LP Jim! Hendrix·War Heroes (J) 
LP Jim! Hendrix-Woke Up This Morning (wl 

JlmMorrlson)tE) 
•5 J!ml Hendrl~·Singtes Six Pack 
•5Klnk&·FatherXmas 
45 Tom PeUy•Double Single wlhve songs{E) 
LPElvlsPresleY·bo•set 
LPWho-AOulckOne(J) 
LPWhO·lstEnglishRe-lssue(E) 
,swho·5:15(El 
,5HlghNumbera-Zootsult(E) 
LPEn1whlslle-SmashYourHeadAgalnstThe 

BOOKS 

BEATLES BEATLES BEATLES 
Bea11es-Geo!lreyStokes 
Beatles-AToZ 
Beatles-Illustrated lyrics 
MerseyBeat-TheBeglnnlngsO!TheBeat 
LouReed-Words&Plctures 
LennonRemembers·JohnLennon 
lnHlsOwnWrlte-JohnLennon 

DOORS DOORS DOORS DOORS 
No One Gets Out Alive-Hopkins&. Sugarman 
J1m·lst Songbook 
The Doors Complete SOng Sook 

SEX PISTOLS FILE 
Great Rock & Roll Swindle·M Moor cock 
Great Rock & Roll Swindle Songbook 
NeverMlndTheBollockaSongbook 
Clash Song Books I & II 
Jam-2nd Songbook 
The Dead-Hank Harrison 
TheLedlepp!ln8lography·R1lchleYork 
TheBaskelballOlarles,JlmCarroll 
Jam·Settlng Sons Songbook 
Blondie-Lester Bangs 
David Bowle,Vlvlan Ctalre 
Pink Floyd·A Visual Documentary by MIies 
PmkFloyd-67(songbook) 
RockFamUyT,ees 
The Sound Or Phlladetphla•Tony Cummings 
The Story 01 Motown·Peter Ben/amlnson 
EMs'56--AltredWerthelmer 
Summer QI Love 
Volume·dlscographyolnewwave 
Babel·Patt1Sml1h 
LouR<ted•Words&Plctures 

Wafl{US) t------------1 
45Yes,Oon'tKIIITheWhales(E) 
12"Zappa-Oon'tWannaBeDralted(E) 
LP Last Daya At The Flllmore,box sel 

REGGAE 

LPAugustusPablo-RockersMeetKlngTubbV 
LP Linton Kwesl Johnson.In Dub&. Bau Cul· 

ture 
LPR1taMarley·WhoFeelsltKnowsl1 
LPlsraetVlbra11on,SameSong 
LPMlstylnRoot J•llve 
LP Mikey Dresd·World War Ill 

AND MORE ... 

JAU., JAPAN, ROCK 

Japaneserecordasoundbeslllfvouareled 
up with poor quality American pressings, 
come see us about our unique Japanese 
speclalorderservlce.AlmostallRockLP'sre
leased In the US and England are slmultan· 
eouslyreleasedlnJ1pan . Theyalaohavean 
awesomeJazire!saueserlesl 

AND MORE ... 



FUTURE 
ISNOW 

by Carrie 8. Cooper 

If Basic Drives arc to be believed, the 
famed future that was celebrated Sunday, 
February 22 is locked up inside of us. A 
two-man band, bass and ... voice? Vocals. 
Bass and cxorciscr. Bass and raw emorion. 
Bass and quivering trembling groaning 
shaking body surrounding a voice that's 
wrenching out some truths about revenge 
giving relief and pain yielding to pleasure. 
A naked duo, Basic Drives' performance is 
tuneless and h«dless. Al one point a guest 
singer joined in and knew some words; ob
viously at least this Vega-esque madness 
had been rehearsed. 

Whew. The Mighty Ions, dressed all in 
yellow, were for the most part lost in the 
crunch between Basic Drives and the Young 
Snakes. Despite cquipmenl problems, the 
Snakes finally played a short set, but sweet 
and satisfying. Some of the words were 
blurred, but it was not particularly bother
some, like noticing the wallet you've just 
found SIOO in is made of vinyl, not leather. 
Who cares. This set overwhelmed the sen
ses. 

By the time Artyard played, the Channel 
management was speeding up the show. 

Not enough people had showed up; perhaps 
the future isn't quite here. One of the best 
things about Artyard, their optimism, 
seemed to be lacking, as was one of their 
members. But their songs are interesting, 
0ecccd with weirdly melodic jumps, atop a 
heavy, steady bass line. 

People in Stores took the stage after Art
yard. Another democratic band, everyone 
sings, everyone plays a variety of rhythm in
struments in addition to rock boxes. Two 
women here, drummer and bass player. The 
saxophone player doubles as a can-banger. 
Two guitar players. A big group whose 
near-samba beat is reaJ funky. 

The Dark appropriately partied into the 
end of the future. No Dead Lennon revue, 
just mild insanity ... barks, yelps, looseness 
and general goofiness. One of the best 
things about the Dark is their enthusiasm; 
they're really into paying attention to who's 
doing what. They didn't play long enough, 
though, perhaps because the small crowd 
had by that time dissipated to a few hang
ers-on. 

If the future ends up at aJI like this line
up would indicate, watch out. Overall some 
real good times. 
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On LONGVIEW RECORDS 
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city sound records congratulates Broken Glass 
on their debut single, "Rather You Than Me." 
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Includes "Start" & "Going Under
ground" -two #1 British Hits plus 
limited edition 45 Bonus. 

LP 
THE TEARDROP EXPLODES 
"Kilimanjaro" 

The name Teardrop Explodes may 
have been taken from a comic book 
but there's certainly nothing comic
al about the way this group whips it 
up. Hailing from Liverpool like four 

5 9 9 other talented lads you may remem
ber, The Teardrop Explodes are 

• Alan David Gill, guitar, Gary Dwyer, 

TP 
The #1 Group in 
England- Topping 
Every Poll!!* 

drums, David Balfe, keyboards and 
Julian Cope, bass and vocals. Their 
debut album, "Kilimanjaro" is a 
mountainous smash. 

Though strangely titles, "Ha, Ha, 
I'm Drowning" is a deliriously good 
sounding rock track while cuts like 
"Sleeping Gas," "Brave Boys Keep 
Their Promises" and "Books" are 
outstandingly different. This was 
one of the most sought after im
ports during Fall 1980-now at last 
available domestically. 
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ROCK 
by Jan Crocker 

Developments in the area of video tech
nology over the last few years have been 
phenomenal. The public now has access to 
a large assortment of video components 
ranging from home recorders to sophisti
cated projec1ion units and laser disc play
ers. Somewhere in-between are cable TV, 
pay TV, home box office, video installa
tions in clubs, computer games, and low~ 
cost recording equipment to shoot home 
movies or your favorite neighborhood 
band. 

Consumers have responded to these de
velopments in a typically confused fashion. 
Caught up in the spirit of the video revolu
tion, Mr. Jones might purchase a Sony Be
tamax machine and find out later the VHS 
copy of Runaway Hormones obtained for a 
mere $100 won't fit into his machine. 

While pornographic films are currently 
the big moneymakers, the music industry is 
eyeing the market with drooling an1icipa-
1ion. Video production of studio and live 
performances is well underway by most 
major record companies, who intend to dis
tribute in all existing video formats. Pre
sently CBS, EMI, WEA, Stiff, Virgin, and 
others have a large assortment of offerings, 
from XTC and Ian Oury down to Pat Bena
tar and Paul McCartney. Many of these 
tapes are designed for record promotion 
and are distributed to clubs across the coun
try. In NYC alone there are over ren clubs 
with video installations. The Peppermint 
Lounge and the Ritz are both well-known 
for their majestic walls of video. In Boston 
both the Spit/Metro complex and the Rat 
have installed permanent systems. 

While Spit and Metro have gone big with 
Kloss prototype projection units the Rat 
chose the more conventional approach, 25-
inch TV monitors. Both systems are well
designed for their respective spaces. Capaci
ty of each system, however, is the same, 
programming prerecorded tapes over the 
house video and audio systems. To their 
credit, management of both venues have 
demonstrated a genuine interest in indepen
dent local rock video and welcome interest
ed film/video makers to show their work. 

On the home distribution front, rock per
formance tapes are now becoming available 
-in all formats. Also, the cost of home 
components is steadily decreasing while the 
quality and features are improving. More 
people are buying video equipment than 
ever before and are integrating it with their 
stereo systems. 

The laser videodisc may have the single 
greatest effect on the rock music industry. 
Unlike videotape, the disc is tracked by a 
laser beam that emanates from the video
disc player. The result is high quality out
put of both video playback and audio re
production. The laser beam reads the infor
mation (audio and video as well) contained 
on the acrylic videodisc that resembles the 
familiar LP. The difference is there are no 

into the general "rock" category and is 
compared to a few well-known acts. And if 
the band isn't so lucky, i1 gets called "new 
wave," ''punk" or "art rock." It's bad 
enough these terms have to be used at all, 
but if they are, at least they should be used 
correctly. 

Regardless what Time magazine and the 
rock press say, "new wave" is not a type of 
music. It's time to senle this once and for 
all (even though I feel like I wrote this three 

~ years ago). "New wave" is simply the la1est 
generation (wave, if you must) of musical 
talent. It doesn't represent a particular 
sound nor does it represent a particular ap
pearance. It implies that the music be fresh, 
exciting and innovative but as we know 
now, that's rarely the case with "new 
wave" bands. 

grooves and the information is transported 
without the stylus making physicalcontact. 
The disc will never scratch or wear out; it's 
virtually impossible to damage. Discplayers 
are relatively inexpensive (around $500) and 
can be used along with most any home au
dio system. 

In the near future record companies will 
be distributing albums on disc that contain 
performances of each song. The consumer 
has the option either to view the perform
ance or simply listen as with an LP. Blon
die's Eat To The Beat and Elton John in 
live performance are currently available on 
disc as well as the more familiar video tape 
formats. 

Cable TV, soon to become a fixture in 
Boston and home box office or pay TV now 
offer a variety of alte'rnatives to Don Kirsh
ner's Rock Concert or Midnight Special. Jn 
NYC as well, cable is accessible 10 most 
people and new wave bands are featured re
gularly. Here in Boston you can presently 
tune in to Five Alf Night and Nighrshift and 
catch 1he latest rock promo tapes as well as 
local rock performances like the recent 
Suade Cowboy performance on Nightshift's 
Rock Against Racism. WQTV (channel 68) 
also broadcasts Boston live and occasion
ally a new show called Video Disc including 
live studio performances by local bands 
along with promo-tape fare. 

The video revolution has radically 
changed the way we watch and experience 
all performing arts. Rock music will play a 
major role in the programming of home 
systems and rock clubs as well as cable TV. 
What's in store for us all is an exciting new 
way of experiencing vital music. We've 
come a long way from Hullabal/oo and 
Shindig. 

Jan Crocker is a freelance video-maker 
who has been taping live Boston bands for 
rhe past three years. 

MRB'S 
BEAT 

There's hardly a band I know that likes 
to be labeled "new wave" or "punk." Gen
erally they object to being put into any of 
those handy music categories. 

Unfortunately, the media demands an 
easy-to-pronounce and concise phrase to 
tag onto each new band that comes along. 
(The established bands escape this on the 
basis of their mass recognition. No one asks 
what kind of music the Who plays, do 
they1) If a n~w band is lucky it gets lumped 

As a result, there's been considerable 
confusion about what is "new wave" and 
what is not. To define this as simply as pos
sible, any band that has established itself in 
the rock industry is not part of the new 
wave. Linda Ronstadt couldn't be "new 
wave" if she shaved her head and roller 
skated to England and back. LiKewise, the 
B-52's and the Clash are too far along in 
their careers to be considered part of the 
"new wave." 

And we're told the Clash are supposed to 
be a "punk" band too. More important 
than the 1hrashing, head-banging wall-of
sound "punk" is associated with, "punk" 
represents the angry and nihilistic attitude 
that gained underground popularity in the 
late '70s. 

In spite of all of the true punks and punk 
poseurs in the world today, "punk" music 

can only be found in a few isolated areas. 
It's safe to say that Boston does not have 
any punk bands. Orange County of Cali
fornia does have bands that play punk. 
Black Flag, Middle Class and the Circle 
Jerks ... yeah, they know what "punk" is. 

So if "new wave" and "punk" won't do, 
what's left? At one end of the rock music 
spectrum there's still "rock 'n' roll," that 
gut-level but naive form of fun and energy 
that Bill Haley and the Comets hit upon 
just 25-odd years ago. At the opposite side 
of the scale there's "euro-rock," that com
pletely detached machine-not-man music 
Kraftwerk formulated during the '70s. Be
tween those extremes are 219,327 other 
bands that promoters have shoe-horned in
to some rock niche or other. 

"Rock 'n' rail" per-se has been dressed 
up in every way imaginable since "Rock 
Around the Clock" and "Johnny B. 
Goode" hit the air waves, and little of it has 
lived up to the energy and excitement the 
phrase represents. Very, very few bands 
play "rock 'n' roll" these days. The form 
of power-chord posturings that Ted Nu
gent, Pat Benatar and Led Zeppelin wallow 
in is not really "rock 'n' roll,'' regardless of 
what their promo packages say. Macho 
men just can't play rock 'n' roll. With a 
few welcome exceptions, American bands 
have forgotten how to play rock 'n' roll and 
it's a darn shame. 

To play ii safe, don't call any band 
"punk" or "new wave" and you'll save 
yourself the embarassment of getting chas
tised for ignorance. And if you find a real 
"rock 'n' roll" band, let me know. 
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WARM 
LEATHERETTE 

LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS 
ARE, Candy and Crass bring you more 
tales of kindness and cruelty. 

Before The Future Dads played at the 
Underground it was hard to know what to 
ex.peel. Well, they're heading in a new mu
sical direction. The band is serious and the 
songs are surprisingly renective. The one- _ 
lime reunion of Frank Dehler and Tommy 
White (plus Bob MacKenzie) as the Swing
ing Neck Breakers reminded us of the gold
en olden days of the mighty A,c.e. And 
speaking of reviving the dead, the Blushing 
Lennons (a.k.a. The Dark) played a one
shot a1 the Underground combining moldy 
Beatles melodies with their own lyrics. 

Al Jonathan Swift's we suspected hippie 
sabotage when both the Outlets and Mis
sion of Burma kept snapping guitar strings. 
The Outlets bounced back higher than ever 
but Mission really struggled. When forced 
back for an encore a furious Roger MIiier 
yelled "We sucked!" But Mission are the 
only band that can come unglued all over 
the stage and their fans just love them more. 

And on the subject of falling apart, Tom 
Robinson's bass player looked like he was 
going to kick his amp to pieces at the Para
dise. First his pedals didn't work so they re
placed them but the new ones didn't work 
either so he gave up on them. Then his 
chord broke, his amp went and then he 
went crazy. In spite of the overly polite 
crowd the band was pretty good. From 
there we dropped in at the 1270 10 see Pas
tiche and to admire Mr. Curt. By the way, 
their new single wilt be out soon on Modern 
Melhod Records. 

We walked out on Elvis Costello to see 
Mission of Burma al the Fensgate Ball
room. That gig plus the one at Swift's con
vinced us thal Mission have the most in
tense emotional impact of any band 
around. The connection between them and 
their audience is total. When they're really 
on you're transported and when they can't 
quite get it together you want to cry. Our 
favorite spy reports that the session tapes 
for their forthcoming EP are so hot the 
console smokes. When this band gets huge 
lots of folks will be sorry for all the times 
they didn't see them. 

On the subject of emotional disturbance, 
Candy really enjoyed Peter Dayton's Fens
gate set. "Come on, Candy, a song about 
hamburgers and milkshakes?" "Well, 
Crass, I like milkshakes but I am bothered 
by his greedy offstage bahvior." You won't 
be hearing Peter Dayton's "Perfect Wave" 
on the Modern Method compilation album 
after all. Seems this "superstar" wanted 
more money for his masterwork than the 
other bands are getting. He tried peddling 
some "old" La Peste tapes but nobody was 
interested. So he tried to sell some prehis
toric Mission of Burma material (which he 
doesn't own). At this point no one was 
laughing and negotiations ceased. So tha1's 
why you won't be hearing the Peter Dayton 
Band on the compilation album. 

Speaking of freeloaders, Metro, Boston's 
newest rock disco had a pretty people press 
and poseur party. Remember 15 Lands
d0\11 ne Sl. with those giant poles and the 
lousy acoustics? It's been completely re
modeled. Now it's a different kind of ugly 
but the poles are thinner. It doesn't matter 
because the club will be aimed at the "Rock 
Lohster" /"Turn ing Japanese" crowd 
abandoning Spit to the Joy Divislon/U2 
gang. Wicked neat ifit works out thal way. 

Candy tried to see Polyrock at the Under
ground but the bad sound and heat drove 
her back to Cantone's where the Outlets 
(haven't you seen them yet?) killed us and 
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everyone else. Richie Parsons {mumbling 
about Mums and Dads) got so excited that 
he poured beer all over Dave Barton. We 
also saw the Neats for the first tin'le and 
they really were with their punk/blues fu
sion. 

The crowd was small but enthusiastic at 
the benefit for the Stains at the Under
ground, They played a rude and raunchy 
set for their growing fanatical following. 
We lured them here from Portland and we 
think this spurt of new blood could really 

,transfuse the scene. The Ml1hty Ions have 
such a good lime on stage that you can't 
help but have fun and when they were 
joined on stage by the fabulous Barton bro
thers for a crazed rendition of the New 
York Dolls classic "Pills" they brought the 
house down. 

Crass, who thinks 1he Channel is in the 
suburbs, went all the way out to Peabody to 
see La Peste. They were smashing but 
somebody should have smashed that P.A. 
i...a Peste are tight and ready. How much 
longer is this band going to have to play 
dumpy gigs? 

The WERS benefit at the Rat was a huge 
success. We can never get enough of Jan 
Crocker's videos and we loved Tami's cook
ies and Laurel's muffins. While Women, 
Swin1er's Resort, Boys Life and Lou Miami 
and the Kozmetlx all added to the revelry 
but what we'd like to know about is the lady 
who kept shrieking she was having John 
Surntte's baby. He says it must be immacu
late conception. Some joker threw cake at 
Lou Miami so when Laurel Katz tried to 
present him with her home baked 
birthday surprise he L .... mped it on her. Is 
that any way to treat a friend? Really. 

The Oullets played their first headlining 
gig at the Underground with Swinger's Re
sort whose perfromance suffered from Bar
bara Ka1an's cold (although the drumming 
was terrific). Typically the Outlets drove the 
crowd berserk, and Mr. Cvrt of Pastiche 
got body-slammed into the stage. Despite 
bruises everyone had a wonderful time. 

As for Jonathan Rlchman's show at the 
Bradford-who let the zombies in the audi
ence out of Harvard Square? They man
aged to raise themselves off the noor to tap 
their feet and sway back and forth-arm in 
arm-to the music and we kept wishing 
someone would throw up or something. We 
love Jonathan but a little sweetness and 
light go a long way so we left to find some 
real rude noise. Unfortunately Cheetah 
Chrome's noise at the Rat was louder but 
no improvement. He looked, acted and 
sounded like a real live dead boy. Pure 
junk. 

"I had to drag Candy away from a stu
pid science fiction conference to go see the 
Outlets in Mudvil\c." "No, no that was 
Donovan's in Lakeville." "Well, wherever 
it was should be called mud forever." Ricky 
Barton's better-never-than-late arrival in a 
less than sober condition set the tone for 
the evening and a less than perfect-note set 
was climaxed by his face-first exit from the 
stage. He promises never to do it again but 
don't look for the Outlets again any time 
soon in Mudville. Fortunately the evening 
wasn't a total loss because we got to see 
Shane Champagne for the first time in ages. 
They have a lot of good songs ar.j are wick
ed fun to dance to. 

Rita Rall and Tomaha'<'k Cruise (world's 
#2 La Peste fan) have s1arted a new maga
zine. It's called Aclion Strasse and will at· 
tack apathy in music, society or whatever. 
They'll be taking contributions from any
one who wants to mouth off in print so 
watch this space for details. 

Shut Up have lost their drummer, Gene 
Thompson, to a ne"' band called Savage 
Ohms. We can't tell you the rumor about 
his replacement yet but it's most intriguing. 
Other gossip columnists gel cocaine, good 

sex and/or lots of money but we get weird 
little packages from the Dark. "Actually, 
Candy, it was pretty funny and if you 
promise not to tell anyone, I even liked the 
music on my very own Crass tape." "Well, 
next time I wish they'd leave some cham
pagne in the bottle." 

On the subject of synth pop, rumors are 
nying about the New Models getting signed 
10 Warner Brothen subsidiary Geffen Re
cords and there's supposed to be lots of 
money involved. Another rumor that has 
now come to pass concerns Thrills who 
ain't jusl plain Thrills no more. They've 
been reborn as City Thrills (our favorite 
kind). 

We finally got to see 007 at the Under
ground with the Vacuum Heads. 007 are a 
wonderful sloppy punk ska rock (steady) 
dance band with all original songs and we 
loved them. They've only been together for 
four months with Larry Williams on vocals, 
Dee Rail on bass, Steve Harrel on guitar, 
Billy "Shakin'" Bacon on keyboards, and 
Gary Eton-Miles on drums. It was delight
ful to see the return of the MIT super-manic 
bang-bang band, Vacuum Heads, who were 
dynamite. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy & Crass, two of the principal girls of 
the USA. Next issue you may find out if 
Warm Leatherette is really written by a 
computer. 

Worm Leotherene can be heard on 
WMBR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late 
Risers Club. 

EDDIE G. 

by Eddie Gorodetsky 
Let's start off by congratulating three 

Beantown-based scribes-Bob Blumenthal, 
Kit Rachlls and Ariel Swartley (co-winner 
with Trlstram Lozaw of the cool name com
petition). According to Soho News, these 
three (all of whom write for the Phoenix) 
helped update the official presidential re
cord library in the White House. Blumen
thal chose the jazz and Rachlis/Swartley 
worked on the rock. It's good to think that 
Rockin' Ronnie and Nancy now have the 
option of listening to Never Mind The Bol
locks or Give 'Em Enough Rope. 

Elvis Costello was great with Tom Sny
der, great at the Orpheum and great on his 
new LP. His songwriting style is evolving 
and if Dionne Warwick ever decides to 
make a comeback, she has a new person to 
pen her hits. "Watch Your Step" sure is 
nice. 

Pop/country singer Juice Newton has a 
new album with cover versions of "Angel 
In The Morning" (would have made a great 
single by the Pretenders) and "Queen Of 
Hearts." Only thing is she doesn't say 
"hangel" like Merilee Rush did. 

Speaking of over-produced pop fluff, 
we're all going 10 be sick of "9 to 5-Morn
ing Train" by Sheena Easton once it be
comes a hit. For now it reminds me of 
"Video Killed The Radio Star." 

Like the A-side of the Stray Cats new 
seven-inch offering, though the B-side is a 
terrible Supremes cover. 

Check out the incredible Casuals-my 
favorite local power trio. They were al the 
Inn Square and not only did they rock but 
they had a good time doing it, Which is 
rare and helps us, the listtners, enjoy the 
show more. Now if only the Inn Square 
would take my idea of having wet dov. n jac
ket contests. After all, it is Cam1,:idge 

The Rings put on a show at the Paradise 
that proves the album is no fluke. Say 
goodbye to them. They will be big stars. 

Rumor has it we should be congratulating 
the New Models. 

The music series of rilms at Off the Wall 
is shaping up nicely. Don't miss the Monk
ees in Head, written by Jack Nicholson and 
featuring a cameo by frank Zappa. The 
fifties flicks they'll be showing the final 
week are awesome especially the Jackie 
Wilson (gasp!) and the phenomenal dancing 
of the Flamingoes. 

The welcome home hostage mags have 
just about totally pushed the John Lennon 
commemorative magazines off the news
stands. 

Metro ... opening night was full of span
dex and pinky rings; but once the room set-
1les into its identity it should be on the plus 
side of fine. Congrats once again to all in
volved. 

MERIT BADGES 
by Betsy "Badges" Sherman 

Lots of merits this time. First, bravo to 
La Peste for their version of "Sing Sing 
Sing," the original having made the au
dience whoop it up in the aisles at Ben
ny Goodman's 1938 Carnegie Hall concert. 
When will Roger Tripp start greasing his 
hair up, Gene Krupa-style? 

Now that we've been thoroughly 
drenched in Elvis-mania, everyone should 
buy the Attractions' "solo" album, Mod 
About The Wrong Boy (F-Beat import). It's 
full of pop tunes with witty lyrics. You 
also get an EP of Steve Nieve's piano 
soundtrack to the film (non-existent, un
fortunately), Outline Of A Hairdo. Plus 
the F-Beat cover art. 

Was it really a misprint or a 1ypesetter's 
critique when an ad for a local record store 
called the Only Triple Album That Matters 
''Sodisto"1 

Hopefully all you mythology buffs were 
watching when Iggy Pop explained to Tom 
Snyder how his was a Dionysian as opposed 
to an Apollonian art. But Tom just wanted 
to hear about rolling around on broken glass. 

On the subject of Dionysian arts, wrest
ling returns to Boston Garden on March 14, 
and it marks the long-awaited Boston debut 
of the Moondogs, Rex and King (they're 
practically identical, but King is a bit sexi
er). Their manager, Captain Lou Albano, 
says they are from Parts Unknown, but 
they look like the product of many years of 
Appalachian in-breeding. Hope you're all 
supporting Bill Topper's petition drive to 
have March 14 declared Moondog Day, and 
putting pressure on the mayor to present 
the pups with the keys to the city. Who said 
today's youth aren't political? 

I spent Valentine's Day at the Nickleode
on Theater watch.ing Our Hitler: A Film 
From Germany by Hans-Jurgen Syberberg. 
It clocked in at 7 hours and 9 minutes but 
was totally mesmerizing. Anyone at all seri
ous about cinema and/or Getman history 
should see this film on one of the rare occa
sions it plays. It's neither a documentary 
nor a fictitious recreation, but a series of 
visual and theatrical metaphors and medita
tions on Germany, Nazism, and lhe cinema 
itself. 

Also, I finally got to see Mod Mox which 
was not the chrome and cement punk wet
dream TV commercials made it appear to 
be. It turned out 10 be a tired old revenge 
story, 1101 an original idea in the v.holc pro
ject. 

Blurt will be playing at the Underground 
March 5; I've been intrigued by what I've 
read abou1 them and about their poet/sing
er Ted Milton. Our Last Word is a Milton 
composition enti1led "Tipping's Riddle"· 
Q: what lives in a ~and dune, blinks, blow~ 
sand in your eyes with a forked tongue 1 

A: SPAM (I'd like hear rlwt one set to 
music.) 
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$5.99 LP 
"Electronic Eden" 

At long last, the paradise of rock 'n' roll has been located. 
It's right here In the second album from the Brains, "Elec
tronic Eden." Incredible press and critical raves greeted 
their Mercury debut and producer Steve LIiiywhite, of Peter 
Gabriel fame, has channeled Tom Gray's melodies and wry 
lyrics into a new package that will expand the Brains' cult 
and find great radio acceptance. 

This foursome polished their licks and honed their style In 
dance clubs from Atlanta to New York, and tracks like 
"Dream Life" and "No Tears Tonight" show the results as 
outstanding crowd plaasars. Manfred Mann has already cut 
another tune from the album, "Heart In the Street," so the 
world will be aware of the best new rock 'n' roll tunesmlths 
around today. 

$5.99TP 

Don't Miss The Brains April 11th at the Channel 
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among Boston club-goers, who is inter
viewed on page 9. Photography by 8.C. 
Kagan and design by Chris GIibert. 



••• EDITOR'S No,Es .•. 
by Kate Ingram 

It is some1hing else to start a publication 
from scratch. Lots of stumbling blocks, but 
a lot of encouragcmenl as well. 

Every time there's a good performance 
by an up-and-coming band, 1here's more 
inspiration for this project. As new ar1iS1S 
arc finding the means 10 release records, en
ergy is born out of the frustration shared 
by all of us who feel they should be heard 
in depth, on the radio and subsequently on 
a mass scale in peoples' homes. 

Yet getting even the very best new music 
heard is a lot more difficult than ii might 
seem. There's much more involved in addi
tion to starting a band and playing well; few 
and far between arc the miraculous success 
slOries, like four working class Liverpool 
kids becoming super stars. 

Musicians and fans alike are quick to 
name tight radio playlists as the reason 
more music isn't making it. But the more 
open-minded stations for the most par! do 
poorly in the ratings, which indicates there 
are other reasons new music doesn't get 
heard besides narrow-minded radio pro
gramming. 

Record companies, managers and pro
moters who have vested interests in groups 
(of great as well as small stature, though 
since there's more money in big-name bands 
it happens more frequently with established 
hit artists) often make decisions that ex
clude new talent. These people wield a lot 
of power in the mega-bucks they control; 
the business of selling 500,000 records or 
putting on a big concert is hardly something 
to sneeze at. 

Perhaps that's why big record companies 
are not signing up many of the better 
bands. Nobody ever said life was fair, and 
this point was never more clearly illustrated 
than by checking over the list of duds the 
major labels are promoting while many of 
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the better musicians have to work day jobs 
to pay the rent and buy equipment. 

And then there's the problem of manage
ment. Will Rog~rs said, "I never met a man 
I didn't like." Either he was the most toler
ant man who ever walked the earth, or in 
those days the entertainment business was 
not corrupted by sleazy types who go 
around stepping on people to get their 
bands booked, or who take advantage of 
their artists by iaking possession of their 
publishing rights. Good managers are few 
and far between ... amen. 

There's not a lot any one person can do 
about this type of behind-the-scenes manip
ulation. Unless, of course, you have a for of 
money. If you don't have upwards of ten 
million dollars in your pocket, it's probably 
impossible to bring any change in the music 
industry. 

The strength of the music, profuse and 
good though it may be. is by itself like the 
tree in the forest that falls down out of any
one's earshot. It doesn't matter whether 
there's any sound or not if there's nobody 
around 10 hear it. And there's only so much 
an artist or a band can do to compete with
out financial backing. 

All this negativity could make a person 
want to give up in despair. But instead, the · 
energy generated from such frustration can 
hopefully fill in where the money stops. 

One aspect Boston Rock is very con
cerned with is media responsibility. Our 
writers may nOI be the most prolific in 
town, but guaranteed they're into the local 
scene and pretty darn aware of what's go
ing on, from a street level. 

Which puts the responsibility on you, the 
readers. Robert Kennedy said, "Every time 
a man sticks out for an ideal, he sends. 
forth a tiny ripple of hope." We're putting 
the word out about new music; if you're 
into it, go to clubs ... spread the word .. 
support local bands. And bring a friend! 

Dear Editor: 
I am very pleased at 1he attention your 

paper has given to violence in clubs. Your 
reporting has spotlighted the problem, pin
pointed causes and suggested solutions. II 
illustrates the most obvious and most im
portant fact of all: that the overwhelming 
majority of the rock community are not 
"into" violence. The majority want to enjoy 
music and have a good time. Yet they are 
more and more frequently being victimized 
by 1he obnoxious anti-social minority of 
trouble-makers. 

I find this to be responsible journalism. 
I'm sorry to say that your "Warm Leather
ette" column undercuts all of your positive 
efforts. Your warm lea1here11es present 
violence in a cutesy, glorifying tone which I 
find totally irresponsible and dangerous. 

Issue #11 presents your violence poll re
sults on page 25. Yet on page 23, almost 
back to back, your warm leatherettes seem 
to have feasted on an orgy of violent epi
sodes and enjoyed every minute of it. We 
start with a physical attack of Candy by 
another columnist, then a brawl among mu
sicians in the Channel dressing room, then 
a fire set by musicians, then beer dumping 
initiated by your columnist Crass, then the 
"body-slamming" of another rock journalist 
Bill Tupper, and finally ended with "head
banging" somehow attributed to the Stains. 

Six incidents of glorified violence! Every 
incident involves members of the core rock 
community! What kind of picture of the 
rock scene is this?! Perhaps this is a big 
laugh for a certain cliche. But consider the 
effect an ar1icle like this has on the average 
club-goer ... on the occasional club-goer .. 
on someone who never goes to clubs, and 
maybe never will thanks to articles like this. 

I am upset that your issue #11 exposes 
violence on one page and espouses violence 
on the previous page. 

I think Candy and Crass would do better 
to stick to sex minus the S&M frills. Their 
sex angle is degrading to both men and 
women, but at least it isn't physically dan
gerous. 

-Anonymous 

(I'm sorry· I can't give my name. I go to 
clubs quite often and don't particularly 
want to be the next victim of a body-slam
ming.) 

Dear Editor: 
I am writing in regard to your poll on 

violence in clubs in Boston. I can under
stand why you didn't byline this unique ar
ticle: It was in my opinion a disgrace to you 
and to Boston Rock. You can't tell me you 
polled more than a handful of people. I'd 
like to know how and to whom the poll was 
administered. Are you aware that improper 
interviewing and poor questionnaire design 
can alter accuracy of results and increase 
sample bias? 

I'm sure that you would like to know who 

• --

HELIUM 
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• 
I am. I'm a bouncer (or a "goon") at that 
hated bar called the Rat. You described all 
of the bouncers at the Rat as being pighead
ed, of low intelligence, naturally violent, 
and just plain assholes! I am a college gra
duate, I am not pigheaded or violent, nor is 
anyone I work with. Basically we don't get 
any cooperation from people like you and 
from 2% of the customers. Why don't you 
write an intelligent article on how bouncers 
help customers. Example: Women being 
beaten by their boyfriends or lovers, or 
women being bothered by aggressive men, 
other women, and pushy reporters. When 
someone is in need of assistance, we try to 
help them. Of course, things don't work out 
perfectly 1000'/o of the time. Nobody is per
fect. 

Why don't you come in some night and 
report a more interesting and accurate 
story. We can do without the garbage re
sults of the poll. You might write about 
what the Rat has done for many people and 
the music industry in Boston! 

Dear Editor: 

Sincerely, 
Erik W. Joseph 

As you said in the last issue and in issue 
#8, "one of the biggest problems is that of 
younger people who can't see or hear music 
being performed live." 

As I sit here in agony over missing Pylon/ 
Mission of Burma and yes, even the Mod
ern Method party, I hear the concert re
ports every night: "And coming soon, Gen 
X, Adam & the Ants, and (my heroes) the 
Dead Kennedys." I heard the Dead Kenne
dys want to play for under 20's if possible, 
but can you honestly believe this will come 
off? Of course n01. 

Let teenagers lynch the landlord! Just try 
it once! Let me dance with myself. Let us 
''dada" with Bos1on's best. 

Dear Editor: 

Sincerely, 
Eric Anderson 

It becomes increasingly difficult for me 
to find money to spend, but I did succumb 
to#II. 

I was warned. "Never judge a book by its 
cover." To be perfectly honest, Grecco & 
Martin's photos had a lot to do with it. And 
the prospect of reading interviews with 
Squeeze, Costello, H.S.R. & La Peste were 
too much to resist. 

Carter Alan wrote basically, Hey, the 
band was really good at the Orpheum with 
Elvis. (Yeah, we know.) And, when I broke 
through security, I saw their drummer, but 
it was late so everyone went homw. 

I passed up Star's spaghetti for this meat
less article. That's i1? Gimme a break, OK? 

Kate, I had the same hunger pains after 
your Costello bit, but I noticed more is to 
be served up in your nexl issue, so I reserved 
immediate harsh judgement. Please, I need 
something substantial... at this rate I shall 
surely starve. 

Ralph 



EAGLE FLIES HIGH 
Eagles drummer Don Henley had some 

trouble recently, yet another example that 
being a rock star takes away one's privacy. 

This from Melody Maker (3/7/81): 
"When nosey narcotic and vice squad cops 
(who lipped THEM off'!) just happened 
through the front door of Henley's Malibu 
Beach home in sun-drenched California 
where, you'll remember, the girls can't be 
beat, especially if they're under-age, but al
so under the influence of various nose pow
ders and 01her illegal chemicals. 

"Henley, who clocked in at 33 in court, 
was fined about 1,000 pounds ($2,400) for 
drug offences with the 15 and 16-year-old 
girls. The drummer was also ordered to take 
a drug rehabilitation course. He claimed in 
his defense that he thought the girls were 
aged about 20. Maybe he needs glasses.'' 

TOO MANY EGOS 
Two British bands, Intenolew and the On

ly Ones, have broken up. Interview's two 
Virgin albums both were issued in the US, 
and the Only Ones had two domestic re
leases as well, although neither group ever 
made it to Boston 10 perform. Wha1's 100 
bad is that now we may never have the 
chance to see them presenl their music live, 
even if their fine LPs turn out to be classics. 
And what's really sad is that despite the rel
atively unique and meritous qualily of their 
recordings, most people will probably never 
hear their music. 

Luckily Rockpile achieved some level of 
success before Nick Lowe and Dave Ed
munds decided to part ways and pursue 
their own careers. The one Rockpile album 
demonstrates the incredible energy of the 
live shows, and hopefully Edmunds and 
Lowe are at least going to tour together 
again. 

Gen X's split has been verified by the 
band as well as their agent and promoter, 
though their record label refuses to ac
knowledge i1. Bass player Tony James 
claims "Billy Idol feels the need to be a so
loist" is 1n_e reason for the breakup. 

MORE ROCK 'N' ROLL 
RADIO 

WLYN (l01.7) has expanded the "Rock 
'n' Roll Revival" hosted by Rich Anzalone 
to six nigh1s a week. The show is aired 
Tuesday through Sunday from 6 p.m. to 
midnight. 

Monday nights WL YN runs an oldies 
(S0's and 60's) show with host Ed White, in 
the same time slot. 

Certain hours feature "new and recent 
domestic and import rock, new wave and 
local music": Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday nights from 9 to 11, and Sunday 
from6p.m. 'ti! II. 

And WL YN's "Local Music Spotligh1" 
runs Tuesday and Thursday night from 11 · 
'lil midnight. 

The people at WLYN feel their new pro
gramming "serves as a true alternative to 
rock 'n' roll as it is now presented." 

WANNA NEW TOY? 
Lene Lovich has a new single on import 

called "New Toy." It was written by 
Thomas Dolby, who has his own single out 
now, and who toured on keyboards with 
Bruce Wooley and the Camera Club. 

"'New Toy' is about depression," says 
Lene. "Watch the television and you really 
get to believe that purchasing a new cooker, 
car or stereo will solve all your problems. 

'New Toy' says this is not so; you must sort 
1he problems out yourself." 

Incidentally, David Bowle bought a copy 
of Lene's new single last shopping trip to 
the Virgin megas1ore in London. 

HUNTER/RONSON LP 
There's a new album due from Ian Hunt

er and Mick Ronson, with none other 1han 
the Clash's Mick Jones as producer. (Some
what of a turnaround from Hunter produc
ing Gen X's second LP). The record, which 
was recorded at the Theatre of the Absurd 
in England, is due out in April. 

FRIPP'S NEXT PROJECT 
Robert Fripp is working again with 8111 

Bruford on a project promising to be as ex
citing as (if not a divergence from) King 
Crimson in which Fripp played guitar and 
Bruford on over half the albums played 
"percussives." 

Fripp's latest project, the League of Gen
tlemen, having toured and released an al
bum, the noted musician has begun playing 
wilh Bruford and Adrian Belew for the nexl 
LP. The tentative name for the collabora
lion will be "Discipline." It's said by a 

MODERN FACTS 
Modem Method Records and WBCN are 

releasing a seventeen song compilation al
bum of new Bos1on bands. The record in
cludes songs by La Peste, Pastiche, Bound 
& Gagged, Boys Life, the Outlets, Vacuum
heads, the Loners, Someone and the Some
bodies, Future Dads, Swingers Resort, 
Young Snakes, Suade Cowboys, and an in
strumental by Eric Lindgren and Mission of 
Burma's Roger MIiier. 

Included on the album is a new recording 
of Pastiche's "Psycho Blond"; Boys Life's 
"Heroes of the Dead"; La Peste',5 "Lease 
on Life," and Future Dad's "New Feel· 
ing." Pastiche, Boys Life, La Peste and 
Bound & Gagged all contribule lwo songs 
to the compilation. 

Modern Method will imminently be re
leasing Someone and the Somebodies' 4S 
r.p.m. EP, Bops on the Head. 

RUNDGREN PROJECTS ... 
Todd Rundgren is getting ready to pro

duce three LPs for other artists, including 
New England, Touch, and the Moondogs 
(who have just started work on a British TV 
series). 

Rundgren , who just released a solo album 
called Healing, will then produce a record 
and go on tour with Utopia. The LP and 
tour are both slated for April. 

... PETTY PROTESTS 
Tom Petty apparently has won the battle 

with MCA, his parent label, who wanted rn 
release his forthcoming LP as the first $9.98 
lisl. Petty ac1ually refused to turn over the 
tapes unless Backstreet/ MCA came down 
on the price tag. 

MCA, one of the 1wo major record labels 
to have turned a profit in 1980, was one of 
the first to jump 10 the $8.98 list. And the 
Rings no doubt have suffered from being a 
brand new band whose debut was list priced 
atS8.98. 

RAMONES PRODUCE •.. 
The Ramones are going into the studio 

with a new producer, Graham Gouldman of 
10CC. In some ways this is a weirder com
bination than the Ramones and Phil Spec
tor, who produced the last album, End of 
the Century. 

The first three Ramones LPs were pro
duced by Tommy Erdelyi "Ramone," for
merly drummer for the group. 

... MPC INSTIGATES 
MPC and the Instigators, whose farewell 

gig was January 29 at Berklee Performance 
Center, have changed their lineup and ac
tually are emerging as a brand new band, 
the Instigators. 

The lns1igators are into "surf rock." 
Tl;tey are working at Normandy Sound on a 
single, "Daytona Crash," which they' ll re
lease themselves. They plan 10 start playing 
out when the weather gets nice. 

Mike Capsalls, guitarist for the four piece 
band including Jeff Casper {drums), Doug 
Leeds (bass), and Julius (lead guitar), said 
"Pretty much what we want to do is be Bo
ton's Rockpile. We want to have fun. 

"I'm happy with what we're doing now; 
it's fun," claimed Capsalis. "It 's like we 
were back in high school jamming for the 
first time. We want a fun atmosphere, like 
it was in the late Sixties.'' 

spokesman for Polygram, Fripp's record 

;;;;~~;;i;:;:;~~for a ·······•CREDITS•··· •••• 
Swingers Resort have a single due out r------------===-c===--=--=:....:,:::_ _______ _ 

early April. In addi1ion to their slot on 1he 
Wicked Good Time Boston compilation 
with "Hit List," they recorded two songs 
for their upcoming single release. 

"Rockets and Rose" b/w "Movies" fea-
1ure the production of Willie "Loco" Alex
ander. But you'll never see them performed 
live by the original threesome, it seems, 
since bass player B.C. Kagan has decided to 
leave the outfit. Tim Hayes and Tom ·Bull 
will continue to perform as Swingers Resort 
once they find a new bassist, and Kagan will 
not only continue to work as Staff Photo
grapher for Boston Rock, but also continue 
to pursue her musical talents. She photo
graphed and designed the cover for 1he sin
gle. 

JAMTIME 
It looks like the Jam will make it to Bos

ton-finally. The British three-piece will 
not be making a major tour of the US; pro
bably their only stops will be Boston and 
New York after playing a few Canadian 
dates. 

Sound Affects, the latest Jam album, has 

:~~o:':::;~~::o;?~~o~i;;:!rc~:~i~a~:~d;; 
a tour. It's hard to believe a band could be 
so huge in the UK that when they played 
their hometown Woking recently riots en
sued, while stateside they have yet to enjoy 
exposure to the masses through radio or the 
press. 
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during February, billing it a "Rock Against Rob Llpshutz Kathel Logue -Bhob Stewart Ric Ocasek 
Reagan" concert. The show, which fea- Diane Bergamasco Wlnslow Martin Jules Shalek Mr. Mix-up 
tured the Ralphs, the Fort Worth Cats, Bag Betsy Sherman Eddie Gorodetsky Lesley Palmiter Jim Sullivan 
of Wire, and others raised several hundred Marcia Magllone Phll-ln-Phlaah Morris Beverly John Tricomi 
dollars for the farmworkers, who were on Trlstram Lozaw Jim Puccio George Gibson J.T.G. 
strike at the time. Harold Lepidus M. Howell Kathy Chapman Mark Fisher 

The lead singer from the Fort Worth Mr. 8 Beth Barnes Adrienne Pearson Carrie B. Cooper 
Cats delivered a speech against Reagan in Carter Alan Julle Panebianco Beth Williams Joan McNulty 
which he men1ioned high gas prices and the Larry West Ell Sherer Albert O The Swami 
draft as 1opics of concern. All the bands Jane Richter Bruce Stallsmith Laurel Katz Oedipus 
performed for free. !;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;, 
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Geldof 

BR: So that was all an improvisation? 
Bob: Yeah, the one track that the whole 
band didn'1 do, just 1he three of us. If it 
had ended up as pure self-indulgence we 
would have kicked it out, but when we lis
tened to it, we thought it was a great dance 

I 
• tune. I mean, some of the stuff I said was 

n "erv,ew - really off the wall-I had to copy the lyrics f j off the !ape for the LP. It was the sound of 
it we liked. 

Boston Rock: Somebody told me you hove 
the flu? 
Bob: Nah-only joking. Whal I've really 
got is a permanent sore throat. • 
BR: Your show tonight and your stage de
sign were fascinating, at leasr as interesting 
as your new album which is an amaiing co/. 
/age of styles. What's been influencing you 
in the past year, ska? 
Bob: Well, I don't have any ska LPs except 
for Club Ska '67 which I've had for ages. 
I'm sure you've been listening to everything 
and the same is true with us, nothing in par
ticular. 
BR:/ was curious about what prompted the 
sudden interest in mambo ... 
Bob: Uh-"Mood Mambo?" We put it on 
!he record first because this time we wanted 
to do something that was completely spon
taneous and we wanted 10 do an album with 
lots of rhythm to it. We were playing to
gether really well, having been around the 
world and doing something like I 16 gigs, so 
there was this mutual understanding that 
comes from constantly being in a fucking 
van together. 
BR: When did you record the album? 
Bob: Back in June in Spain. A lot of people 
don't realize that. 
BR: So you've been on hold for some rea-
son. 
Bob: We haven't been locked up, it's just 
that Polygram who we're signed to for the 
rest of the world has us tied. We said they 
owed us money and we wanted an indepen
dent auditor to check the books. They said 
we couldn't so we dusted down our con
tract and found a clause that said we could. 
We found they owed us more than we 
thought and Polygram said they'd pay us 
back in the form of advances. We said 
FUCK OFF! That means they were going to 
give us the money they owed us as a loan 
and then we'd have to pay that back! 
BR: Po/ygram didn't sneak the LP our 
while you were in court obviously. 
Bob: No, we held the tapes. 
BR: The LP is here in America now and l 
confess l had difficulty with it arfirst ... 
Bob: Well, I couldn't give a shit whether 
you think the LP is crap .. 
BR: / definitely don't think it's crap. But it 
took a few listens. 
Bob: The only pe9ple we feel we have a re
sponsibility to is ourselves. And if we try to 
do something that's difficult and manage to 
achieve, 1hen for us it's worthwhile. It 
doesn't matter if other people have done it 
or can do it better, for us it was a step for
ward. 
BR: For me the record was difficult because 
it's so different. ft did challenge me. 
Bob: You see, we could have done a hun
dred "I Don't Like Mondays" or "Rat 
Trap"s. If we wanted to be an R&B band 
we could have done another first LP, and if 
we wanted to be a pop group we could have 
redone Tonic for the Troops. The last al
bum was just controlled paranoia, and for 
this one we had to do it different. 
BR: Where did the ideas begin? 
Bob: I read Tales of Beatnik Glory by Ed 
Saunders and I guess I got hung up on being 
a beat poet-that's what I wanted to be 
next. (Laughs) So one night after dinner in 
Spain we went into the studio about 2 a.m., 
just myself. Simon Crowe, and Pete Bri
quette. I had no idea what I was gonna say 
or do and Bricky only had a riff. The Latin 
American thing felt right, so I just started 
saying things. (He rattles off some inane 
lyrics to "Bongo Crazy.") I really didn't 
know what I was saying and then it just 
came out-He's in the mood to mambo! 

BR: lt'sa common critic's tact to call some
thing fresh and personal self-indulgent. 
Bob: Well, if we ran around and said, 
"Listen to this, aren't we clever," that's 
self-indulgem. 
BR: One song on the record is about the 
fall of the British Empire, it's ... 
Bob: Oh, that's "Another Piece of Red." 
That song is preuy standard musically; you 
can trace it directly back to "Mondays." 
One of my favorites is "This Is My Room.'' 
BR: Would you view that song as just a 
sketch? 
Bob: Yeah, that's a good word for it. 
That's why I didn't want to put loads of 
words in it. It's a whole mood piece. To me 
it's a lot like "Me& Howard Hughes"; he's 
gonna Jock himself·up. It's the same im
agery, a guy wakes up in a tiny flat with the 
windows shot out. And it's depressing, 
there's always a scream at the back of your 
head, and that's how I sing the song. 
BR: The live version was very well done, it 
improved on the studio track, l thought. 
Bob: No, I don't think so. When we do 
things live they make greater sense 10 you 
because you see the whole context of mater
ial from four albums all put together. 
Things that seem 10 be disparities are now 
part of the rest and when we do them on 
stage you go, "Yeah, it makes sense." 
Thing that puzzles me is why people can't 
accept that the songs blend together on the 
record too, it's jusl that we want to shift 
moods. We don't want 10 be constrained in 
some, forgive me for sounding pretentious, 
artistic cage. 
BR: Do you mind trying to educate your 
audience? 
Bob: I don't know if we do educate them, 
they might just say FUCK OFF! (laughs) 
That's our problem. We can do a fuckin' 
rock tune anytime we want; I think a lot of 
people just think we're trying 10 be clever. 
Righi now we are doing just what we hear, 
like "Elephant's Graveyard.'' We wanted a 
'60s pop tune and that's how it came out. 
BR: /n your live show, l enjoyed "Ele
phant's Graveyard" when you grabbed 
those four people from the audience and 
put them behind a curtain in front of lights 
to dance. 
Bob: That '60s feel, jusl like American 
Bandstand. My favorite song on the album 
is "Please Don't Go" and people always go 
"What the fuck is that?" There's African 
drums and then I play typewriter at the end. 
To me there's a connecti0n between Afri
can talking drums and typewriters. The vo
cals get all psychedelic, George Harrison 
style. People knock us for it, but I haven't 
seen anybody else try anything totally like 
it. 

I can't understand why people are telling 
me there's nothing on Mondo Bongo to 
play on the radio. "Banana Republic" is a 
bigger hit in Europe than "Mondays," so 
tell me they can't play it on the radio. 
BR: There's several good radio tunes on the 
LP, like "Under Their Thumb" ... 
Bob: Yeah, but the only reason they'll play 
ii on the radio is because people recognize 
the fuckin' song! (Puts on a mock AM DJ 
voice) "Here's the old Stones song, now 
done by 1he Boomtown Rats!" If the Stones 
did "Mood Mambo" they'd play it. We 
don't get played on American radio any
way. 
BR: So how does American ·radio sound 
compared to the rest of the world? 
Bob: It's the worst. 
BR: We talked about radio the first time 
you were in Boston {Spring '79}. 
Bob: It's even worse now .. 

BR: Agreed. But "Mondays" was a big hi! 
for you in America based on radio airplay. 
Bob: It was a hit on FM, but they wouldn't 
play it on AM because of content, they 
wouldn't play "Rat Trap" for the same 
reason. I wish they'd play "Up All Night," 
it's only out in America and Canada. It's a 
demo tape, recorded way after the English 
LP. I like it but we're having problems. 
Why? Because it's sarcastic. (Quotes} "ll's 
an agreeable town/It's neat and sedate/ 
Why even the muggers are off the streets by 
eight." 

So the radio people say, "Well it's nega
tive, people think you're singing about their 
town." I say that's right. 

There's another verse that says people 
only know how to live when they start to 
feel pain. They say, "Well, people don't 
like to be reminded about pain." FUCKIN' 
HELL! Now with rock radio going over to 
AC/DC and Judas Priest and AM adult 
contemporary, we don't have a natural 
home on American rock radio. We don't 
have the reputation of Costello or the 
Clash; we're viewed with suspicion. Either 
they think we're too lightweight or we're 
just trying to be clever. 
BR: Every artist goes through that period 
when their music is unknown or unaccept
able to the masses. Some never break out of 
that, but you hove to acknowledge that 
Costello and the Clash went through that 
phase. 
Bob: Sure. But "Mondays" was a hit in 
twelve countries before it did OK here. So 
we came close to it, but we're still fighting. 
The Clash's new LP is their most experi
mental yet but they're getting airplay, only 
'cuz they had a hit. 
BR: Do you think you can make the pro
gress you want by touring? 
Bob: No. I'm not interested in doing it 
touring. It wears you out and bores you ul
timately. If we break in America it will be 
just fuckin' luck. 
BR: How are you received elsewhere in 
America? 
Bob: We do OK. Some places are a total 
stiff, but in Chicago we do aboul four thou
sand people. Generally it's that horseshoe, 
both coasts and Chicago, Detroit, et cetera. 
Bui it isn't worth it to take the losses we 
swallow in touring America. 
BR: You are obviously frustrated with 
America ... 
Bob: The radio. I think we're expec1ed to 
make safe records for radio. 
BR: But you seem Jrsutrated in general and 
very defensive this time. 
Bob: I can't understand why it takes so long 
for people to listen. We're getting so much 
shit from the English press at this point. 
The New Musical Express has been slagging 
us for two years now and you tend to get a 
liltle defensive, but you can't be that way. 
You have to make sure you never play it 
safe and always go out on that limb. For us 
thal is; I don't care what other people are 
doing. 
BR: During the show you dedicated ''Mon
days" to John Lennon and the need for us 
Americans to take a look at our gun laws. 
The song took on even greater importance 
than before. The crowd wen! nuts, but 
would you have preferred silence at that 
point? 
Bob: They weren't cheering for the song; I 
think it's more of an explosion of frustra
tion or angst. 
BR: You 're pleased with Mondo Bongo? 
Bob: We never put out anything unless 
we're pleased with it. It's the first LP we've 
finished and I liked immediately. One writer 
in England said it's the Rats going through 
their Satanic Majesties period. (laughter) 
Well, I think it's a good analogy, going 
from one style to a new one. 

Wait till you hear the next one. 

The Boomtown Rats are: 
Bob Ge/do/ Pete Briquette 
Gerry Cott Johnnie Fingers 
Garry Roberts Simon Crowe soston Q.ock #13 
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by Mike Dreese 

One of Boston's most professional and 
reliable acts, Lou Miami and the Ko1.metix 
hove been transformed from a Monday 
night novelty act at Cantone's into polished 
cabaret performers. Lou hos a Rocky Hor
ror sensuality that is electrifying. His two 
recently released tapes, "Boy Detective" 
and "Timmy, "only scratch the surface of 
the band's magnetism. -Kathei Logue 

Lou: Fire away. 
Boston Rock: Perhaps you could fill us in 
on a liule of your history. The first show 
you did, was it the one you promoted at the 
Modern Theatre with eight bands? 
Lou: Seven bands. It was Mission of Bur
ma's debut as well, lwo years ago this April 
Fool's Day. We called it the Lou Miami 
Transfusion. 
BR: Had you done any performing before 
that? 
Lou: None. This is my first band. 
BR: What was your background for it? 
Lou: None. None at all. 
BR: Are you originally from Boston? 
Lou: Suburbs ... Brockton. 
BR: Hove you ever done video with the 
bond? 
Lou: No, we're planning some stuff. We're 
concentrating more on studio work. That's 
our most important thing right now. 
BR: Do you hove a single coming out? 
Lou: No, we're working on it. 
BR: What tapes ore out now? 
Lou: We've released "Boy Detective" in 
January, and last month we put out "Tim
my:" 
BR: What was your original fine-up? 
Lou: The very first ba nd? Lei's see, it was 
this kid Skippy o n drums. H .P . was my 
bass player, this girl from England . She's 
still hanging around Boston. And Jack 
Rootoo. He's always bee n with me; we 
went to high school together. It reall y 
started as a joke. 

Lorraine Ballard had a rad io show, Rude
bega Radio on 'MBR, I guess it was 'TBS 
back then. She had this thing, be a D.J. 
for a day, if you sent in a program. So 
I did and she li ked it. It was called " Twist
ed"; It was all these perverted sex songs. I 
guess I got a lot of fan mail so she asked me 
to come back on a regular basis . 

So I called up some people I went to high 
school with and we pul together a tape. We 
did Little Eva's "Locomotion" but we did 
it real, real slow; it had a real Velvet's 
sound to it. My wife Delores played key
boards on it. We recorded it down in Co
hasset. 

So then I started a band. From then it 
took me two yefrs to get it together, to find 
the right people and everything, before I 
even played out. It took a lot of auditions. 
BR: So that happened almost four years 
ago. 
Lou: Yeah, it was a joke. We weren't even a 
party band; I just had a tape. So then I did 
the Modern Theater show. 
BR: Was that something you personally 
promoted? 
Lou: Yeah, it was my production. 
BR: There are tales of Lou Miami running 
around plastering posters up in the ladies 
room at the bus station. 
Lou: Yeah, that's what I did. I had thou
sands of posters made up and I gave away 
about a hundred tickets. We had close to 
500 people there, which wasn't bad. We 
charged two dollars for seven bands and 
you could be under 18. Back then the drink
ing age was 18, which made a difference. 
BR: So you gave up the life of a promorer? 
Lou: Yeah, I think so. It was interesting bu1 
a lot of work. Things seem different now; I 
don't even know if it's viable. It was a good 
way 10 get started because people noticed us 
right away. 
BR: What were things like back in the hey
doy of Contone's? 
Lou: II was really wild. 
BR: Thor's where your reputation was 
built .. . 
Lou: That started as a joke too . I asked 
Teddy fo r Monday nights ' cause they were 
real dead . He laughed at me like, " you 
assho le." He said, " Let me think about it," 
anti then I saw him again a coupfe days later 
a nd he said, " Yeah, you can have them, 
we' ll try it." 

From the beginning it just took off. He 
let me have the gimmick night, with the 
free beer. We had some funny things, like 
condom night, when we got in !rouble 
' cause the Phoenix put it in the paper and a 
whole lot of shit hit the fan. All these peo
ple showed up with condoms. 
BR: How loni did that go on? 

Lou: About exactly a year, from May to 
May. 
BR: What was the reason for the demise? 
Lou: The club wasn't as supportive, and 
there wasn't protectio n anymore . We were 
making some money so there was always 
the risk of getting jumped. It just wasn't 
worth it to get creamed when you were real
ly helping the club out. Plus we were grow
ing out of the weekly thing of being a house 
band. ll really helped the band's career to 
gel out of there so we could play every
where. 
BR: What would you attribute your popu
larity to? 
Lou: Beats me. 
BR: There are few bands that have the wide 
appeal you do. You play in a brood range 
of clubs; you play in the super cool clubs 
like Spit, you con play in rock and roll 
clubs, you can play in suburban clubs, you 
con play on the Cape. 
Lou: We played at Spinoff for the JCA ben
efit, we've gone on the Good Day Show 
with Fiorucci. I don't understand it at all. I 
never thought we'd be popular. ll started 
real leisurely. I didn'I work or anything; it 
was a hobby. I think our music is real di
versified ... we do some country, and I'm 
really into cocktail music. 
BR: At one of your Spit shows six months 
ago I said to myself. "Even my parents 
could enjoy this show. " 
Lou: People's parents do come. 
BR: The covers you do nightclub style are 
appealing and entertaining because they're 
familiar yet so bi1.0rre. Like the Dickies ... 
when 1hey cover a song it's so for out. 
Lou: But a lot of them are really straight, 
like when we do " King of the Road" and 
" Girl from lpanema." We do those pretty 
deadpan. Then other things we really ca mp 
up a lot. We d id "Strangers in the Night " 
at 2000 m.p.h., so ii was a mi nute long. 
BR: A re you the driving force behind most 
of the material? 
Lou: I write most of the material. The 
band helps with the arrangements. 
BR: Are you musically adept in a technical 
sense? Did you take piano lessons? 
Lou: Not really. I pretended I did. I told my 
pa rents I was going for pia no lessons, but I 
can't play. I just play bass a liu le bit by ear. 
I'll play a song to the band really slow and 
then I'll say, "Play that faster" and they' ll 

play it faster and then I'll go, "That's the 
song." 
BR: How do you usually get song ideas? 
Lou: Walking around. I don't think it's in
Ouenced by other music; I don't think my 
material sounds 1hat much like anyone 
else' s. It ' s pretty individual. 
BR: You certainly fit into the role of charis
matic bond leader. Are there any people 
you look up to in music or rock history as 
role models? 
Lou: Ricky Nelson, Leslie Gore, Peggy 
Lee, Eartha Kitt. She's really wild, like 
James Dean. She did a lot of anti-war 
stuff, she's blackballed in this country, 
she's American. She was the black Cai
woman on Batman. She was a well-known 
cocktail singer, still is. I saw her in Pro
vincetown last year. I like Ronnie Spector, 
I'm really impressed with her. I like Iggy 
Pop. 
BR: Is it true you have a lot of records? 
Lou: It's not a bad oldies collection. 
BR: / heard they're the most scratched up 
records. 
Lou: Semi. I get them in drive-in nea mar
kets and Salvation Armys so the quality 
varies. As long as I can hear it. 
BR: What are some of your favorite songs 
of al/time? 
Lou: Some Patty Duke stuff like "Say 
Something Funny." I really like that alot. 
Different stuff, it's hard to say. Claudi ne 
Longet, I like her alot. " A Man and a 
Woman," that ' s one of my favorite cock
tail songs. Johnny Mathis, I'm really into 
his fifties stuff, like "Chances Are ." I think 
the kids are really into it 'cause it's li ke 
they're peeking down the stairway while 
their parents are having martini parties, and 
they remember that music. It fits a Republi
can period. 
BR: Where do you hope to be three years 
f rom now? 
Lou: I hope we're recordi ng. I hope we 
have a contract. I don 't want to do this for
ever. I 'd lik e to have my own club; that 
would be a n interesting project. 
BR: What do you see as the progression of 
the local dub scene since you starred? 
Lou: There are very few posi1ive develop
ments. A posit ive thing is that a lot of places 
are experimenting with booking. Like Cam
bridge places really 100k a long time to gai n 
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acceptance. Now there's a lot of suburban 
clubs, like the Backstage and Chateau de 
Ville. That's a real curious development. 
Spit is a real innova1ive thing for Boston. 
I'd say those are good, but on the other side 
it's hard to be a new band right now, harder 
to get an audience. 

The audiences are less accepting of raw
ness in new bands, which has 10 be a fact of 
life. We were 1erriblc. Jack broke Slrings 
every song. That was half the reason I was 
always screaming al the audience, telling 
them to go home, because the show was 
terrible. It was ten songs, repeat the set. 
Back then that was acceptable. The audi
ence doesn't have that patience anymore. 
To me that was exciting and fun. Your au
dience really got drunk so they didn't care. 
It's not as loose of a party atmosphere any
more. It's way more serious. 

BR: You're rid of oil the 18 and 19 year old 
wild men. 
Lou: Yeah, it hurl a lot when the drinking 
age went up. The young kids kept it hop
ping and made everyone else afraid of being 
old, so they got enthusiastic. Thal always 
packed it every night. It was a big audience 
to take away, 1hat was a big support. 

BR: A lot of bands are frustrated because 
they're /8 and /9 and their friends can't get 
in. Normally they would draw some young 

supporters. You put 20 people up fronl 
jumping up and down, it tends to catch on. 
Lou: When we did those Modern Theatre 
things I'd say the majority of our audience 
was 18 to 20. Then three months after we 
started, they were all gone, so we had to 
cultivate a whole new audience. II was four 
or five months before we got the momen
tum again with a whole new audience. That 
was really difficult. I feel bad for new bands 
right now. It's much tougher than before. 
There are so many bands now, all fighting 
for 30 days out of a month. 

You have to manage yourself when you 
start. You can be really good, but if you're 
not gonna Sil on the phone all day and get 
fifty "no's" and one "yes" every other 
day, you don't have a chance at all. How 
can you attract someone to say, "Don't 
stay on the phone, I'll be on the phone, you 
work on your music?" 
BR: How long have you been with your pre
sent manager? 
Lou: About a year. She used to run the 
Space, that's how I met her. That was her 
brainstorm. She promotes some of her own 
shows too, like on the Cape this summer, so 
we work a lot down there. 
BR: How's the Cape crowd different from 
an in-town club crowd? 
Lou: Well, it's a resort crowd. We play to 
people from all over the country. It's weird 
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because we'll get a 35 or 40 year old lesbian 
couple from Toledo who go to new wave 
bars there. They see our poster saying 
"New Wave Night" and they'll come to 
the bar. So you can meet some interesting 
people you wouldn't meet just playing the 
regular city 10 city circuit. 
BR: Do you still play the Rat? 
Lou: Yeah, we didn't for a long time but 
now it seems to be one of the better altcrna
lives. It's having a renaissance again. It's 
like a phoenix, it keeps coming out of its 
ashes every few years. 
BR: How old are you? 
Lou: 2.5. Proud of it too. 
BR: Do you have any advice to aspiring 
young hands? 
Lou: Just keep playing I guess. Pound the 
pavement. 
BR: What's your opinion of fashion? 
Lou: Fashion now? I don't think there's as 
much as 1here was. It's a real transition per
iod for new wave music, the lifestyle and 
everything. There's a real indecisiveness; 
bands are going every which way. ll's not 
really a jelled movement anymore, l don't 
think, like a fixed concept. Which is really 
good, but it's going to re-gel into something 
else, I'm jus1 not sure what. Everything 
seems real impromptu now, which hurts 
when you try to describe style or fashion. 
When it is indecisive there really can't be 
trends, things don't become trendy when no 
one knows what to go for. 
BR: There's a lot of schiT.ophrenia among 
the clubgoers. There's still a lot of people 
who think they ore Sid Vicious, then there's 
the people you'd coll the new wavefashion
Fiorucci crowd, then you have Spit that's 
become thoroughly entrenched so you hove 
the new elite. 
Lou: I hope sophistication is what gets pop
ular. I think with Reagan being President 
there'll be a new gung-ho American atti
tude. 
BR: Are you a Reagon supporter? 
Lou: Oh yeah, I really am. My guitar player 
voted for him in the election so that was 
really cool. 

I think he's a really good idea. I think it's 
going to bring a new respect to America and 
Americanism. 
BR:/ toke it you 're a patrioticfellow. 
Lou: In my own way I guess. But I think 
we'll become less reliant on England for set
ting the pace for what music is. And style, I 
think it's going to become way more Ameri
can-oriented again, which it should be. We 
started rock and roll. 

Even in the very beginning the New York 
records that were coming out in '76 and '77 
were really interesting. Bomp carried a lot 
of incredible stuff. Like Pere Ubu had their 
own label and they put out some beautiful 
stuff like "My Dark Ages." To me that was 
better 1han the gobs of English stuff they 
came out with. Bang, bang, bang-rip up 
mother. Every song sounded !he same. II 
really got to be a formula that they duped 
everyone with. 
BR: What kids ore eating up now is fairly 
bland pop music. 
Lou: It has that disco band beat, that un-

dertone. Four lines of words repeated over 
and over. The monotony is good, but you 
can't realty distinguish one band from an
other, I don't think. 

The saving grace is America's attitude 
towards new wave. We're not political, I 
don't think. We have some sociological 
viewpoints on homelife and personal rela
tionships bu! we're way more concerned 
with that type of stuff than rioting in the 
streets because we're all poor. I hope that 
never becomes popular here. 

America's always been class-conscious, I 
think we are born with it. I think it's very 
accepted here bul there's that underdog 
thing too. You know, you can be Joan 
Crawford, go from doing laundry to being 
a Hollywood movie star. Things are anain
able here if you work hard, and you don't 
have to be so uptight about your living si
tuation. 
BR: What live artists have you seen recently 
that you've been impressed by? 
Lou: Well, we opened for the Revillos al 
Blitz down on Long Island, and they were 
out of this world. They were fabulous. And 
they were really friendly which was nice be
cause we had expected different from Eng
lish bands; we'd heard a lot of horror stor
ies from other people who've played wi1h 
them. We met them and they were really 
nice and their music was incredible. So 
much fun. Their look is out of this world. 
They're wild. They're just really wild and 
fun. A lot of their music sounds like those 
'50s horror movies like Teenage Dracula or 
I Was a Teenage Werewolf. Like where 
they have the pool party at someone 's house 
and the monster shows up, and they have a 
little combo playing. They really have that 
sound, that rauchy '50s rock and roll 
sound. I enjoyed them a lot. 

The music should be fun, thar's the idea. 
I don't think you should get 100 serious. If 
you have something to say, say it in a joke. 
People want to go out and have a good 
time. They don't want to think about how 
awful their job is or how much they fight 
with their girlfriend or boyfriend. Or how 
they don't have a boyfriend or girlfriend. 
People want to escape so that's what I think 
the function is of a band. I don't think you 
should set yourself up as educator to the 
masses. To me that's real pompous. I don't 
think it's what people are looking for eith
er. People can read books if they want so 
leave them alone and let them party. You're 
going "Proposition 2½" in a song. Who 
cares? I don't really think anyone does. 
BR: Like the Dead Kennedys or something. 
Lou: Or the Clash. I think the Clash are a 
real bore. It just seems too phony to be in
teresting. 

When you come right down 10 it we have 
very little in common with the English 
bands and what a \01 of their stuff is about. 
Look at England ... one of the most popular 
bands there is Blondie. And they're one of 
the most non-political bands. The B-52's 
are real popular world-wide and they don't 
go neari1. 

Just have fun. Party's gone out of 
bounds. 
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by Lesley Palmiter 
Outside Boston, anyone hearing "Shane 

Champagne'' would most likely think it was 
the name of some chateau or vintage. But 
now that they've released an EP, word 
should spread about this Boston foursome. 

Gary Lavinsen, a.k.a. Shane, and David 
Alcott, a.k.a. Champagne, comprise the 
nucleus of the band. They've got a mutual 
trust and sense of humor that often yield a 
good partnership. Gary likened their rela
tionship to how John Lennon recently de
scribed the Beatles, a certain sense of male 
bonding. 

They are so comfortable together that 
during this interview it seemed each had 
certain questions he would nawral/y re
spond to. Neither stepped on the other's 
toes, nor was there any struggle by one in 
particular to be heard. It appeared to be 
choreographed naturally from many years 
of mutual friendship. 

When rhe rwo mer, only David really / 
played guitar. He taught Gary some chords. 
And though they auended different 
schools, they kept in contact and always 
played their songs/or each other when they 
got together vacations. Both come from a 
common background of good schools and 
all rhe advantages, but on top of that they 
share the need to be different and the de
sire to be totally involved in music. 

They'd play for anyone who would listen 
hack then.from girlfriends to parents. Gary 
quir school at age /8 and traveled for 
awhile, ending up in New Mexico where 
David was in school, "because David was 
my menror." David went on to graduate 
three years later. As he put it, "We were 
studying the classics, you know, Plato and 
Aristotle all week long, and Quicksilver on 
weekends. '' Early influences include Neil 
Young, James Taylor, The Doors, Buffalo 
Springfield, Jimi Hendrix and Jackson 
Browne. 

Their discography includes a single, 
"Stepped On" blw "Love My Baby Like a 
Car," released in June of 1979, and a newly 
released ten-inch EP with six songs: "Hold 
On To The Mystery," "Lead Me On," "/ 
Don't Need A Knife," "Shadow World," 
"Money Talks," and "Lonely Next to 
You." Both records were released on their 
own Pure and Easy record label. 

Shane Champagne are: 
Gary Shane-lead guitar 
David Champagne-lead guitar, vocals 
Chip Dundee-bass, vocals 
Ricky Rothchild-drums 

s H A N E 
CHAMPAGNE 

Boston Rock: Let's pick up the story of -
Shane Champagne at the point when you 
seriously decided to start a band. 

Top to Bottom: Chip Dundee, Gary Shane, Ricky Rothchild, David Champagne 

band with me, but after awhile he quit; he 
couldn'1 handle it. I guess it was 100 loud 
and unorganize.:I as I" everything I try todo. 

David: We were so arrogant we figured 
wha1cver we did, people should be inlerest
ed in it. 

Gary: I was at Berklee School of Music at 
the lime, but I quit because a teacher 1old 
me thal my trying 10 write a song was like a 
three year old 1rying 10 wri1e a book. I got 
pissed off, so the next day I qui1. 

I was really insulted by how narrow 
minded they were. I learned a lot of theory 
and arranging, like I learned how to arrange 
charts for four horn parts. But I didn't Jet 
to use it a lot. 
David: We had such different innuenccs; 
Gary's was very urban, being at Berk lee ... a 
jazz innuence. I'd been in California and 
was innuenced by the laid-back Southern 
CaJifornia attitude. Ailhough I hated the 
people out there, I was still affected by the 
lifestyles. 
Gary: Yeah, back then we didn't realize 
how much our environment affected our 
writing. We just 1hough we were wriling 
from a very worldly point of view. 

Anyway, after I quit school I wrote Da
vid and told him to come oul and we'd 
start a band. Up until then I had aJready 
done some pla) ing out with a few different 
people. Treni Artebury, the mime, was in a 
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' So after David joined, we had two gui
tars. And Chip ... he'd been the sound man 
in my other band, and we really got along 
well. He wanlcd to be in the group, so we 
told him to learn the bass, thinking, well, 
nobody listens to the bass and drums any
way. Shows how naive we were. As it turned 
out, he got to be good, really fast. 

This guy Studebaker Hawk was our 
drummer for awhile, but he'd leave notes at 
rehearsal saying he couldn't make it. Later 
we'd find him passed out drunk. We wen! 
lhrough a few other drummers after that 
too. 
BR: So when did Ricky join the band? 
Gary: We were playing the Rat and Can
tonc's, although we never really fit into that 
scene, we weren't punk enough. But one 
night we were talking to this guy and told 
him we needed a drummer. He said, "I'm a 
drummer." It just worked out that way. 
Lucky, because he's been the strong force 
behind a conscious commercial effort. 

Gary: So when Ricky joined the band, we 
had an important new meter by which to 
gauge our music. 
David: It was fun, but we had no idea whal 
we were doing. Willie Alexander, !he Ner
vous Eaters, the lnniktors and the Streets 
were all really popular then, and we came in 
as ou1siders who really didn't fit into the 
punk thing. It definitely innuenced us. 
Willie liR.ed us, he used to come by and see 
us. 
BR: When did you start lo gel as a band and 
get some a1te11tion? 
Gary: We moved into town right before the 
Blizzard of '78, I'll never forget it. About 
that time, we were asked to be on the se
cond Rat album, which never did happen. 
We recorded along with about forty other 
bands, but later we thought it might have 
been a scam to get lots of bands to play for 
nothing. After that, we started getting some 
interest from a lot or people around 1own 
and hooked up with Bruce Houghton, who 
said he could 11.et us a record contract. 

David: Back then, outside ol the Kat and 
Cantone's, there were no other clubs where 
you could do original music. And since 
none of us were working regular jobs, we 
had to play cover clubs. 
Gary: For awhile, way back when I was in 
the band with Trent, I was driving a cab. I 
got robbed and swore I'd never do it again. 
David: Back then we thought we knew what 
we were doing. II was important for us to 
be ahead of the times. Tom Petty had just 
released his first album and I got turned on
to ii by some friends in California. No
body was playing it out here, but we loved 
it and worked some of the songs into our 
set. 
BR: / take it that by this time you were gig
ging pretly regularly. When did you first get 
airplay? 
David: From Tom Lane at the then WTBS 
{now WMBRJ. He had gotten ahold of a 
live tape we'd done at the Living Room of 
"That's Not Rock And Roll" and started 
playing ii. 
Gary: They played it for awhile until they 
started getting Oak for the four letter 
words. 
David: At that time we still reaJly didn't fit 
into the punk thing that was happening. We 
were thought of as carpetbaggers because 
musically we didn'I come from any discern
able place. 
Gary: Our first big plans for a single were 
with a record company 1hat took our mon
ey and disappeared. We were going to re
lease ''That's Not Rock And Roll" and 
''The Feeling,'' 
David: Meanwhile, Bruce Houghton had 
joined Pretty Polly Productions (a locaJ 
booking agency). He had us playing a lot of 
cover clubs to keep the money coming in. I 
don't think they had any idea of what to do 
with us, bu1 somewhere about thal time we 
wen! into a recording studio and spent fif
teen hours on four songs with yet another 
slick con artist. We didn't like what we gol 
at all; it was much too s1crilc. 
Gary: First of all, we spent too much mon
ey, but you should never expect to come out 
of a studio aflcr only fifleen hours with 
four songs. One song, maybe. 

So we decided to do our own single; it 
was the only way we were going to get any
thing done the way we wanted it. We v.ent 
into Triton Studio and produced it with 
Michael Golub. It was on our own label, 
which is 1hc way it should have been in the 
first place. It came out in June of 1979. We 
started getting airplay from 'CO2 and 
'BCN aJmost immediately, and some other 
stations up in New Hampshire and Maine 
picked up on ii too. Tami Heide helped us 
with promotion; she was the one caJling 
radio slations and following up with the 
stores. 
BR: How many did you press? 
Gary: Two thousand copies, and we gave 
most of them away. We did put ii in the 
stores, bu1 we didn't bother to collect !he 
money from it. We used it mostly as promo. 

The single was our first real concession to 
the punk rock scene. "Stepped On" and 
"Love My Baby Like a Car." And then 
David wrote "Same Old Shit." His songs 
were angry, and mine were more like bal
lads, you know, songs with a message. 

I reaJly wanted 10 be like James Taylor or 
Jackson Browne, and David wanted to play 
loud guitar. In some places people 1hought 
we were punks, and in others, people 
thought we were wimps. 

Generally people would compare us to 
whoever it was they knew. Some said we 
sounded like the Cars, others compared us 
lo lhe Fools. We worked a lot of different 
circuits, some we fit in, some we didn't. 
Bui we did build up a following, and be
cause of the single, we gained a reputation. 
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Then I wrote "Shadow World," and ev
erybody flipped out over it. A few record 
companies came to sec us, but it was obvi
ous they were looking for a formula they 
could market, and we had to face reactions 
like, "How does that song fit in with every
thing else you do?'' 
David: We needed some direction and man
agement at that point, and we finally real
ized that Bruce Houghton was out of his 
league. He was trying 10 direct us and satis
fy his commitments at Pretty Polly while 
trying to convince them to get more aggres
sive about artist development. So we had a 
parting of the ways, and he left Pretty Polly 
at the same time. 

Then we approached Collins/Barrasso 
Booking Agency, who were working with 
bands we had nothing in common with. 
Their big mistake was assuming we could 
play anyplace where James Montgomery 

. played. They freaked out 'cause we were 
getting bad reports, and we freaked out 
'cause we were playing clubs we shouldn't 
have. Club owners would book us on the 
basis of hearing "Shadow World" but get a 
big surprise. 
Gary: More often than not, we'd find our
selves playing to people who were yelling 
"Freebird" or "Lynyrd Skynyrd." 
BR: Do you rhink ir's sri/1 true in many 
cases, that you can't put over original mu
sic as easily as covers? 
Gary: Yeah, we're finding they're ca1ching 
onto the more modern music now, for the 
first time. The punk s1uff is getting popular 
in suburban areas, but now they want to 
hear Clash covers. So I guess the need for 
something familiar is still there. 

We were s1ill enjoying a lot of airplay on 
"Shadow World," but it was frustrating 
because nobody out there was really solicit
ing for us, no follow through. 

Aboul that time we met Gregg Lunsford, 
Pat Metheny's engineer, and he took us 
down to Normandy Sound Studio. 

David: We traipsed around to every pro
fessional recording studio in New England. 
Gary: Up until then we had only used S
track facili1ies, for pre-produc1ion. 
David: The one we really liked was Triton, 
but we didn't want to sign any papers. Then 
we ran into Gregg who, between Pat Me
theny's tours, took us around to all these 
different studios. We recorded lhe EP ex
cept for "Shadow World" a1 all different 
places-Normandy, Downtown, Sound
track ... and Blue Jay for the final mix
down. We really liked the version of "Sha
dow World" we got at Triton, so we kepi it 
the same for the EP. 

When we'd finished up the tracks for the 
record, we were introduced to Jan Hammer 
and set up some showcases for record com
panies. Mercury showed some in1erest, and 
after some lengthy meetings we arranged a 
verbal agreement. But Mercury merged with 
Polygram and the original interest was wan
ing. People feared for their jobs and sud
denly we weren't as important to them any
more. 

Later we figured you just can't believe 
any of 'em till you see it on paper, and none 
of 'em really know what they're talking 
about. But they hold the cards and they can 
stop the wheels at any time. 
BR: Well, if they were closing offices and 
people were losing their jobs, maybe it was 
lucky you didn't siRn anything. You might 
have gorren lost in the shuffle. 
Gary: Yeah, possibly. We decided it was 
time 10 do it ourselves again, so allhough 
Mercury still maintained they were interesl
ed, we did the EP. We couldn't afford to 
spend a lot so we did a little here, a little 
there, when and where we could afford it. 
We just wanted to get it out; we figured 

people wanted to know what we'd been up 
to. 

By the 1imc the EP finally came out-it 
was delayed six or seven months-we'd 
started doing some recording in Jan Ham
mer's studio at his home. It was a bummer 
to have to wait for the EP so long ... we do 
like it; it represents 10 us and our audience a 
certain development. But it's already past 
history. People are getting behind it, but 
for us, personally, we're already way into 
this new project. 
BR: What kind of person is Jan Hammer? 
David: He' s creative. And he doesn't want 
to be pegged. He wants to show there are 
other things he can do besides play with 
Jeff Beck. He still plays a lot, but he has 
other projects. He saw us as a way 10 
broaden his approach to music. He has an 
incredible ear ... he's not even a keyboard 
player by 1raining, he's a drummer. He's 
an unbelievable keyboard player, he's an 
even more unbelievable drummer! He's 
technically so far beyond anyone else I ever 
met or worked with, it's amazing! 

BR: Do you think with his professional 
guidance and expertise your music might 
become a bit broader in appeal? 
Gary: Yes, I think it definitely will have a 
wider commercial appeal. There's no doubt 
we're going to grow. 
David: We never wanted to do just one kind 
of music, which has held us back in a lot of 
ways, confused people. But we never want
ed to limit ourselves to just one thing. Jan 
can help us bring out the best of all those 
innuences, and then we'll be more than just 
what's labeled punk or reggae, or any of a 
million different labels you want to make 
up. Tha1's such a drag; neither of us would 
be happy with any of those labels for more 
than fifteen minu1es. · 
BR: Understandably you don't want to be 
pur into a niche or caregoril,ed, but for the 
purposes of clarity and communication, 
what do you say when people ask you what 
kind of music you play? 
Gary: I tell people to ask someone else! 
David: If they lik'e 1he songs, that's impor1-
an1. We just hope they listen to 'em. 
BR: When you're wo,:king out new material 

to include in a set, how do you come upon 
the arrangement? 
Gary: What I think of is an attitude ... firsl 
of all, it's got to have a feeling about it. 
Then we all thrash it around and it seems to 
come out. 
BR: What are your favorite bands? 
David: I really don't have any; I just like 
particular songs. If something is said 

, through a particular song and it catches me, 
then I like it. There's a song called "Outta 
Control" by U2, and I really liked "Whip 
It" by Dcvo the first few times I heard it. 
But now, I've heard ii so much that I never 
want to hear it again. I like the Pretenders, 
100. What I like in other bands' material, is 
to1ally different from what I like in my own 
writing. 
Gary: I like the Satellites, and Someone and 
the Somebodies. 
David: I like the bands tha1 get their point 
across without posing. It's pretty hard to pull 
that off anyway.•lf you can, it's admirable, 
but when it's in the formulative stages, i1's 
awkward and ugly. 

Gary: Speaking of which ... one time at the 
Rat a woman came up to me and said she 
represented a battered women's group. She 
claimed the songs "I Don't Need a Knife" 
and "Love My Baby Like a Car" were sex
ist and degrading to women. And, !hey are, 
on the surface: "I don't need a knife to cut 
you/I don't need a gun to hurt you/You're 
hurt anyway/ I don't need a knife." "Love 
My Baby Like a Car'' is simply a double 
entendre, and a lot of people missed it be
cause of 1he high energy of the song. 
David: A 101 of people who go out to be en
tertained don't want to think. That's unfor
tunate; I want to play for people who do 
want to think and I'd like to create that at
mosphere but still have the energy of rock 
100. 
Gary: We want to provide something for 
everybody, for those who do and those who 
don't (want to think). It 's better if it can 
work on both levels. 
BR: Getting back to the women's issue, 
what about "Knife"? 
Gary: It's just a fee ling. Most people say it 
sounds like the Car ... lt'i. right to the roint. 

, 
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BR: Sounds like pure and simple hate. 
Gary: Jan liked it too, so now we're work
ing on the fourth recorded version of that 
song. He's produced the best version for a 
demo tape. So far it includes "Knife," 
"Thousand Dreams," and "Highway Pa
trol." And we have plans to do more. 
BR: Yeah, "Highway Patrol" ... that's one 
of the newest, isn't ii? 
Gary: Yeah, that one strikes a lot of people 
right away. It's funny, we don't know what 
the "hits" are until after they've b«n re
corded. For ins1ance, "Shadow World" 
didn't have that much impact live until we 
recorded it. Now in our live performances 
the songs people hear on the radio go over 
much better than before. But we had no 
idea how "Shadow World" was going to 
work until after we did it. 
David: When you take the time in the stu
dio, you see things differently than in a live 
situation. And since we're craftsmen, we 
put a lot of things in that you can pick up 
on wilh more than one listening. We're 
really proud of the EP; we think it's a good 

representation of our sound. 
BR: What's next for Shane Champagne? 
David: We'd like to start rehearsing newer 
material. We haven't for three months be
cause we can't afford to rent a space and 
pay for the heat, so when the weather 
warms up again ... 

We do have enough songs to be able to 
keep changing our repertoire, but there are 
cer1ain songs we f«I compelled to play ev
ery night. Th;u gets to be a drag, so we 
change the set around as much as possible. 
We also have other solo projec1s each of us 
is involved in. 
Gary: With or without Jan Hammer, we'll 
keep playing, k«p writing and recording. 
BR: Ir seems you learned the hard way. Is 
there any advice you'd give other musicians 
regarding writing, recording, dealing wirh 
agents and managers and all? 
Gary: They should find a gimmick, or copy 
the Cars, like a lot of bands are doing. 
David: If you want to make good music, 
jus1 do it . Don't listen to our advice ... or 
anyone else's, for that matter. 
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"Emollon ls what I'm all about" 

by Greg Reibman 

Julian Cope, the blond haired singer/ 
songwriter from the Teardrop Explodes was 
more 1han willing to discuss his Liverpool
based band. But given the opportunity just 
to talk about music, he became exuberant. 

"I remember there was this Boston band 
called the Girls," Cope recalled. "They had 
a single on Pere Ubu's label that I thought 
was great. I remember writing to them and 
saying 'I love your single' and it was great 
because they wrote back and said 'We love 
your single ("Sleeping Gas") as well.' It 
was a really good feeling.'' 

And suddenly the bright-eyed vocalist be
came qui1e solemn, almost mournful, add
ing, ''I was sad to hear they broke up.'' 

According to Julian Cope, the first Tear
drop single was recorded after his band had 
played just two gigs. Prior to that he had 
been part of a Liverpool group called the 
Crucial Three. Aptly titled, the Crucial 
Three not only produced the Teardrop's 
front man but also Ian McCulloch of Echo 
and the Bunnymen and Pete Wiley of Wah! 
Heat. It was the combined efforts of these 
three bands, along with Orchestral Ma
noeuvres and Pink Military, that helped in
augurate a musical renaissance in Liver
pool. 

"For ages we were just fans," Cope re
minisced. "II wasn't until late '78 that we 
realized we could form bands ourselves. 
Liverpool is very romantic but it is also very 
artistic. The music scene takes place only in 
a very small part of Liverpool; you can sore 
of turn off the main thoroughfare and 
there's Matthews Street where [the now de
funct club] Eric's was and where Zoo Re
cords is. It's like a completely alternative 
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society. I think it's a very important city.'' 
But while the Liverpool scene has been 

one of the success stories of the late seven~ 
ties/early eighties, it has an ugly side too. 
"We all used to be such great friends, there 
was no pressure when we were all sort of 
huddling together thinking 'oh yeah we can 
all be great.' And now everybody knows 
they can be great and it's started to get a bit 
heavy. Every so often it gets outright un
friendly. And now there's a big rivalry be
tween myself and Ian McCullough. It's 
really.sad.'' 

While stylistically the Teardrop's almost 
'psychedelic music sounds similar to that of 
many other bands from in and around Liv
erpool, Julian Cape's lyrics tend more to
wards optimism than most of his contem
poraries. "It's so easy to be depressed," he 
maintained. "A lot of people don't like our 
songs because they've got lots of love ima
gery about them. I think that's crazy. The 
only thing I bother about is emotion. Emo
t ion is what I'm all about. 

"It sounds st~pid for me to say I'm both
ered by emotion but I feel I have to say it 
because so much is being wri11en about it. 
Emotion is the most basic thing in the 
world. It's like writing poetry without emo
tion." 

The entire time Cope had been talking, 
his voice was growing rather hoarse, a prob
lem that severely hampered his performance 
at the Paradise !he night before. "I'm very 
close to blowing my voice out all the time," 
he confessed, "especially doing two gigs in 
one night." 

As part of a brief two week US tour, the 
Teardrop Explodes put on two Paradise 
shows that were of such contrast ii was like 
watching two different bands. After emerg-
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ing from behind a cloud of artificial smoke, 
their first set was murky and uneven. Cope, 
obviously troubled by his sore throat, was 
sometimes seen paying more a11ention 10 a 
bottle of grapefruit juice than the songs he 
was singing. The band , including drummer 
Gary Dwyer (the only other original mem
ber of the band), guitarist Tony Tate, bass
ist Alfie Agius and Terry Trumpet on 
horns, also looked uncomfortable in front 
of the packed house. 

But less than two hours late, the Tear
drops were magnificent! Exhibiting a total 
looseness, an even hoarser Julian Cope 
forced out his songs as he skanked happily 
about the stage. As if by magic the band 
came alive. Thanks to the dub skills of their 
sound man, Kid Gambino, a single trumpet 
was harmonized into the equivalent of an 
entire horn section. Gambino was also able 
to improvise, adding a few effects to Cape's 
faltering voice, giving the Teardrops an eer
ie sound. 

"The second show was definitely best," 
Cope freely admitted. "I'll gear myself up 
10 do one performance but if in the back of 
your mi nd you're thinking, 'oh I got to do 
another one later,' it becomes a drag. I felt 
I was ripping people off." 

After this short tour the Teardrop Ex
plodes will be returning to Liverpool to be
gin work on their second album. Their first 
LP, Kilimanjaro, was released in October of 
last year. While distributed through Mer
cury Records both in the UK and more re
cent ly in the US, the Teardrop still remains 
part of Zoo Records, the small Liverpool
based label for whom they originally re
leased their first three singles. 

While ex.pressing some disappointment in 
Kilimanjaro's production, Cope looks for-

ward to ret urning to the studio. "I thought 
the songs on the first one were great. Most 
of the record was produced by our mana
gers at Zoo. But I'll be producing the next 
one with help from Kid." 

Always the music enthusiast, Cope 
seemed just as excited about recording his 
own material as he was in discussing an
other project he has been involved in. "My 
three favorite singers are Jim Morrison, 
Tim Buckley and Scott Walker. Everybody 
knows about Morrison and many people 
know about Buckley, but nobody seems to 
know about Scott Walker. So Zoo is put
ting out a Scott Walker compilation and 
I've been writing the liner notes. 

"Scou Walker was a fantastic singer. He 
was American but he used to be a big British 
heart throb that ended up doing these big 
romantic orchestrated albums." 

From there Julian continued to discuss 
other forms of music. He was particularly 
happy to learn that members of the J. Gei ls 
Band had come 10 see them at the Paradise. 
"I used to be a huge J. Geils fan," he pro
fessed. 

"In fact I'm just a big fan of everything. 
I love seeing other bands. Sure there's a hell 
of a lot of crap around , but I'm constantly 
listening just in case I find something that's 
really good. I think il's exciting. I love me
dia. I feel very hopeful about everythi ng. I 
know I haven't got much reason to feel 
hopeful, but I am. I think it would be very 
easy to say, 'oh isn't it bad, isn't it horri
ble.' But I lead a great lifestyle. I mean, 
how can you feel doomy when you get paid 
to come to America and have an ego trip? 
But yet I'm exactly the same person I was 
when I wasn't in a band. It's no big deal. 
Except sometimes I have to stay in bed now 
to let my voice rest.'' 
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American Pop is the latest feature film by 

onimalion director Ralph Bakshi, who di
rected Fritz the Cat, Heavy Traffic, Coon
skin, and Lord of the Rings. 

byBhob 

While applauding Ralph Bakshi's contin
uing evolving exploration of feature-length 
dramatic/realistic animated narrative in 
American Pop, one might question some of 
the more mundane musical selections. 

But his rock singer, Pete, making night 
moves before rising to stardom in the clos
ing seconds, is a dynamic, powerful charac
ter (even when only seen briefly in the TV 
promo spots). Taken as a whole, the film is 
as ambitious, contradictory, erratic and 
complex as Bakshi himself. 

Pop comments on the destruction and 
self-destruction involved in a success strug
gle, using the American music industry as a 
backdrop for the story, sprawling over four 
generations: Zalmie, a failed vaudevillian 
turned small-time hood; his son Benny, a 
brilliant pianist killed in · WWII, and Ben
ny's son, Tony, a Beat poet who gets 
drugged out in the '60s rock scene. And 
Tony's illegitimate son, Pete, who becomes 
a rock superstar. 

Whatever direction Bakshi takes (he's 
now planning "an animated documen
tary"), the critics, like the hounds of hell, 
snap at his heels. He can't escape them. Al
though Vincent Canby (N. Y. Times) called 
American Pop ''a dazzling display of tal
ent, nerve, ideas (old and new), passion and 
a marvelously free sensibility" while sug
gesting that Bakshi ''may well be a genuis,'' 
the film received diverse reactions in other 
quarters. Instead of a "free sensibility," 
Veronica Geng (Soho News) concluded, 
"With no visual sensibility you can trust, 
the movie muddily wallows in druggy esthe
tics and druggy doom. It's not a high, and 
it's not sad. It's only morbid." 

John Pareles (Village Voice) expected 
American Pop to be "Bakshi's rock Fanta
sia," but, discovering that Bakshi was "not 
after Fantasia," he dismissed Pop as "an 
unremitting bummer" and "a collection of 
tear jerk cliches." Michael Blowen (Boston 
Globe) climaxed his review: "Bakshi criti-

cized Disney for creating childish drivel. 
But Disney's stories gave animals realistic 
human characteristics. Bakshi makes many 
of his humans into stereotypes, and they're 
not half as interesting as Dumbo." 

In storylines, styles, themes and tech
niques, Disney features and Bakshi features 
are leagues apart. During two viewings of 
Pop, the only moment I even thought of 
Disney was a circa 1940 scene when neon 
blues and pinks appear behind Benny the 
jazz pianist. Critics rarely credit Bakshi for 
his successful decade-long efforts to take 
the animated feature, a dying artform, and 
resuscitate it artistically and financially, 
making it possible for others to Jauch risky 
animated feature projects. Instead, they 
persist in far-fetched Disney comparisons. 

In truth, Disney did make two pop music 
features, Make Mine Music (1946) and Mel
ody Time (1948), filmic equivalents of cut
out bins. Unlike Pop, neither of these two 
movies attempted to tie the short song seg
ments together with a cohesive storyline, 
and as a result, they aren't given theatrical 
re-releases by Buena Vista, the Disney dis
tributor. Over the years certain segments 
have been excerpted for TV or re-released 
as theatrical shorts (making it virtually im
possible to see Melody Time's wonderfully 
surreal high-speed interpretation of pianist 
Jack Fina's 1946 hit, "Bumble Boogie"). I 
suspect Pop will be with us for some time to 
come-not sitting on a dusty shelf. 

It makes sense that Bakshi's number one 
concern would be on the story and his char
acters, but many critics apparently see the 
film as a musical history ... perhaps because 
of the way it's been advertised. Not so, says 
Bakshi: "It's not a musicpicture,perse. (t's 
a picture about a family. If I were doing a 
history of music, I think we would have 
been more historically accurate in all as
pects. But my main motive was to stretch 
the limits of animation, to try to experiment 
in different films lructures and cutting 
times. That was the intent of the film ... if I 
were to do a history of music, I would ani
mate Chuck Berry. I would do Louis Arm
strong going from New Orleans to Chicago 
to New York." 

A pertinent critique comes from David 
Rosenbaum (Real Paper) who deals directly 
with the story and finds "something unde· 
niably appealing and wistful aboUI Ameri
can Pop" after noting that "Bakshi shows 
us, crudely 10 be sure, how character and 
music fuse" in at least one scene where he 
"made us feel how personal history can 
create music." Rosenbaum also mentioned 
the film's lack of new wave and black music 
-which is true. (Could it be that Bakshi 
and composer/arranger Lee Holdridge 
didn't consider these areas "pop" enough?) 

Yes, there is an exuberantly animated 
Jimi Hendrix ("Purple Haze"-the same 
tune used to intro the psychedelic era in 
last year's Kerouac biography, Heart Beal). 
But the fragments of Paul Desmond (''Take 
Five"), Benny Goodman ("Sing, Sing, 
Sing"), Art Blakey ("Moanin' ") and Her
bie Hancock ("Cantaloupe Island") only 
make one aware of the vast areas of jazz 
omitted from Pop. No Miles Davis? No 
John Handy? No Mingus? No bright mo
ments from Rahsaan Roland Kirk? None of 
Coltrane's favorite things? ("If I were ani
mating a piece of jazz, I'd go abstract," 
says Bakshi.) 

What's in the film serves the story. When 
Tony gets caught up in the Beat Generation 
fervor and goes on the road is a case in 
point. At his Boston press conference, Bak
shi stated, "1 was interested in how Tony 
felt when he thought Kerouac was God." 
Yet in the film his quote from Kerouac is so 
brief and scanty it's hardly noticeable, in
stead of quoting On the Road's key sen
tence ("But when they danced down the 
streets like dingledodies, and I shambled 
after as I've been doing all my life after peo
ple who interest me, because the only peo
ple for me are the mad ones, the ones who 
are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be 
saved, desirous of everything at the same 
time, the ones who never yawn or say a 
commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn 
like fabulous roman candles exploding like 
spiders across the stars and in the middle 
you see the blue centerlight pop and every
body goes 'Awww!' "). Bakshi's in control, 
however, and on~ Pop scene of dingledodie 
dancing in the middle of the Kansas high-

way night is more evocative of Kerouac 
than theentirity of Heart Beat. 

Throughout there's a synthesis of music 
from a given period with the art styles of 
that same period-from the Ashcan School 
to Edward Hopper to psychedelic posters. 
One of the film's best moments uses "Peo
ple Are Strange" for background music in a 
scene of a silhouetted junkie alone in a col. 
or-drained seedy room as he tries to score 
on the phone. Pete's rise from candyman to 
rock stardom is charted by Lou Reed ("I'm 
Waiting for the Man"), Pat Benatar ("Hell 
Is for Children"), Bob Seger ("Night 
Moves") and Lynyrd Skynyrd ("Free
bird"). Odd choices and seemingly not the 
most forceful ones to match the wild Kelly 
Freas-like graphics in this sequence-pogo
ing on a giant razor blade beneath an im
mense face with a safety pin piercing the 
cheek. But they are appropriate in the story 
context. A listener might prefer Ena James 
or Wunderkind or Tennie Komar to Bena
tar, but in Pop "Hell Is for Children'' is 
part of the story, timed precisely as an aural 
illustration of the moment teenaged Pete 
(in an animated transition lasting only a few 
seconds) grows to full snarling adulthood. 

The street-wise Pete, who moves likes a 
striking cobra, is designed with blond hair, 
pink lips, purple shades and skin a whiter 
shade of pale-"living animation" express
ing the essence of the '80s music scene. In 
Bakshi's attempts to devise believable ani
mated personalities with emotional depth, 
human reactions and realistic lifelike move
ments, Pete stands in the spotlight as Bak
shi's greatest triumph in character creation 
-a psychologically fascinating razor-sharp 
coiled spring behind a mask of indifference 
and defiance. If filmed in live-action, Pete 
would not be nearly so potent. Bakshi's hit 
on something here, no doubt about it. 

Some of Bakshi's films, notably Heavy 
Traffic, are autobiographical prisms, and 
Pete, in several ways, reflects Bakshi's own 
drive for success in defiance of his critics. 
"My job," he says, "is to produce adult 
animation, to try to change what animation 
has done. And any means that works for 
audiences and me personally is what I'm go
ing to do." 
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MR. B TOP TEN (BOSTON ROCK) 
1. New Order, Ceremony 
2. Llllput, Elsinger Wind 
3. Gang of Four, What We All Want 
4. Bongos, In the Congo 
5. Stray Cats, LP 
6. Dept. S, Is Vic There 
7. Lou Miami, Timmy 
8. The Names, Night Shill 

LAUREL KATZ(DJ WERS) 
1. Blllygoons, flexl-dlsc 
2. Blah Blah Blah, In the Army 
3. Stray Cats, LP 
4. New Order, Ceremony/In a Lonely Place 
5. Positive Noise, Give Me Passion 
6. Grace Jones, Oemolitlon Man 
7. Byrne/Eno, My Ufe in the Bush of 

Ghosts 
8. Dennis Brown, Fout Play 
9. Sugar Daddy, Another One Bites the 

Oust (Rap) 
-===========m'! 10. Gang of Four, What We All Want 

9. Nikki Sudden, Ringing on My Train 
10. 5 or 6, Another Reason 

BOSTON AREA CHARTS 

Local 
This Last Weeks 
Issue Issue On 

' ' .:. 

1 10 Pastiche, Wicked Intense EP 16 
2 3 Boys life vs. Outlets EP 10 
3 7 Rings LP 7 
4 5 Shane Champagne, 10" EP 7 
5 9 Neighborhoods, Prettiest Girl 7 
6 6 Atlantics, Lonelyhearts 16 
7 (·) Mission of Burma, Academy 

fight Song 14 
(·) Zion lnltalion, Showcase LP (·) 
1 Human Sexual Response, 

Fig.14 14 
10 2 Taxi Boys EP 7 

SINGLES 
1 1 Pretenders, Message of Love 3 
2 2 Gen X, Dancing With Myself 14 
3 (·) Roxy Music, Jealous Guy (·) 

4 (tie) (·) Yoko Ono, Walking on Thin 
Ice (·) 

4 (tie) (·) The Who, You Better You Bet (·) 
5 3 U2, 1 Will Follow 7 
6 6 Blondie, Rapture 7 
7 (·) New Order, Ceremony (·) 
8 5 Stray Cats, Rock This Town 3 

(·) The Passions, I'm In Love With 
a German Film Star (·) 

10 4 TheBeat,TooNicetoTalkto 3 

ALBUMS 
1 U2, Boy 12 
(-) David Byrne/Brian Eno, My Lile 

In the Bush of Ghosts (-) 
3 Adam & the Ants, Kings of the 

WIid Frontier 10 
4 Clash, Sandinista! 10 
5 Jam, Sound Affects 6 
6 Elvis Costello, Trust 7 
7 Pylon, Gyrate 7 
8 Gen X, Kiss Me Deadly 3 
9 Rings 7 
10 The Teardrop Explodes, 

Kilimanjaro 12 

On the way up. Department S, Is Vic 
There?; Chrome, In a Dream/Danger Zone; 
Joe Ely (with the Clash) LP; Prince Charles 
Garland Jeffreys, Escape Artist. 

Compiled from sales at: Strawberries Ill , 
Kenmore Sq.; Popcorn, Copley; NEMC, Har
vard Sq.; Harvard Coop; Newbury Comics: 
Rockit, Saugus; Discount Records, Harvard 
Sq.; NEMC, Kenmore. Chart by Mix-up 

E_: -AT RECORDS 
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CELEBRITY TOP 10 
RIC OCASEK (THE CARS) 
1. Alan Vega, LP 
2. The Psychedelic Furs, LP 
3. Telex, Neurovlsion 
4. Young Marble Giants, Colossal Youth 
5. The Cura, Seventeen Seconds 
6. Robert Wyatt, At Last I Am Free 
7. Swell Maps, Jane In Occupied Europe 
8. Rama Rama 
9. Gang of Four, What We All Want 
10. Capt. Beefhaart, Doc at the Radar Sta

tion 

ALBERTO (DJ WMBR (LRC), SPIT) 

OEDIPUS TOP TENSION (DJ, WM· 
BR, WBCN, and SPIT) 
1. Clash, Sandinista! 
2. Stray Cats, LP 
3. Adam and the Ants, Kings of the Wild 

Frontier 
4. Elvls Costello, Trust 
5. Gap Band, Burn Rubber on Me 
6. Red Rockers, Guns of Revolution 
7. Crass, Big A little A blw Nagasaki Night-

mare 
8. Victims of Pleasure, When You're Young 
9. Yoko Ono, Walking on Thin Ice 
10. Furious Pig , I Don't like Your Face 

alphabetically ~=========== 
1. Bongos, Bongos 
2. Brains, Electronic Eden 
3. D. Byrne/B. Eno, My life In the Bush of 

Ghosts 
4. Sly Dunbar, Rasta Fiesta 
5. Fire Engines, lubricate Your living 

Room 
8. Gary Glitter, Glitter and Gold 
7. NewOrder,Ceremony 
8. Yoko Ono, Walking on Thin Ice 
9. Positive Noise. Give Me Passion/Ghosts 
10. TV21, On the Run/End ol a Dream 
Things to get excited about: A deluge of 
loca/vinvl.l 

f ~- • • ,.~· • 

ROB LIPSHUTZ (MUSIC DIRECT
OR, WCOZ) 
1. The Who, You Beller You Bet 
2. Phil Collins, Face Value 
3. Elvls Costello, Trust 
4. Steve Wlnwood, Arc of a Diver 
5. Stray Cats, Rock This Town 
8. Rainbow, I Surrender 
7. Jam, Sound Affects 
8. B.L.T., B.L.T. 
9. Searchers, Love's Melody 
10 .. 38 Special, Fantasy Girl 

CARTER ALAN TOP TEN (DJ, WB
CN, WMBR, THE CHANNEL) 
1. Gen X, Kiss Me Deadly 
2. Eno/Byrne, My LIie in the Bush of 

Ghosts 
3. Ellen Foley, Spirit of St. Louis 
4. Boomtown Rats, Mondo Bongo 
5. Yoko Ono, Walking on Thin Ice 
8. Clash, Sandinista! 
7. Brains, Hynotized & One In a MIiiion, LP 

cuts 
8. Grace Jones, Demolftlon Man 
9. Creamers, Little White lies 
10. Pretenders, Message of Love 
Note: In my Top 10, five entries are com
plete LPs attesting to the overall quaflty of 
these records. Four of those five are domes
tic LPs, which Is surprising. 
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WBCN BIHJHDAY 
WBCN celebrated its thirteenth 

anniversary of broadcasting rock 
on March 15. The following is a 
tribute submitted by DJ Mississip· 
pi Joe who describes here the dr
cumstonces surrounding the m0id
en broadcast. 

by Joe Rogers 

We were late . I was sweating 
from fear and from the weight of 
two armloads of albums as we 
started up the stairs to the studio 
where I was scheduled to do my 
first professionaJ radio show play
ing "hippie" music on a full 
sized, .50,000 watt FM stereo radio 
station. 

The studio was an unbrcathably 
cramped cubbyhole of taped to
gether Army surplus style equip
ment with control cables strewn 
across the noor. There were no 
windows, and the only doorway 
led back to the drunk at the top of 
the stairs. Dizzy, drugged and 
scared, my professional debut was 
not to be coherent. 

I had taken my first tranquilizer 
pill earlier that day. I had never 
taken anyth..ing like it before. It 
was one of Muriel's; she had just 
been released from a three month 
stay in a mental hospital and was 
still under heavy medication. She 
had been taken to that hospital 
after having an unhappy reaction 
to Tom Manly's crucifixion. Muri
el was an artist and a gentle soul 
who had done volunteer work on 
a new Boston •·a~" newspaper 
called the Avatar. Tom am used 
himself by taking her on her first 
acid trip in the room with the hid
den microphones and hidden 
speakers. Tom, a local deity, was 
just being himself (Jesus) and re
enacting his crucifixion when 
Muriel became distressed. Her re
covery was to require more than 
two years. She was never the 
same, She used to be lively, out
going and laugh a lot. She and 
Lou were going to get married. 
Now her time sequence was mixed 
up. She was always about two full 
seconds later than everyone else. 
On March IS, 1968 I was learning 
why. I had swallowed one of her 
tranquilizers and I was a good two 
seconds behind too. In the midst 
of my opening night terror, I was 
having a lot of trouble staying 
awake. 

Peter Wolf, Tommy Hadges, 
Steve Magnell, Jack Bernstein and 
I were all packed into the studio, 
waiting for 10:30 p.m. to arrive 
while Ronnie Ray Ricpen, the 

kingpin of this expedition, stared 
at us from the production room. 
Ray Riepen was a self-styled sim
ple country boy lawyer from Kan
sas City who was doing card tricks 
to get through Harvard Business 
School before being psychedeli
cized into trading his li fe insurance 
fo r a dance hall called the Boston 
Tea Party . He could pull a quar
ter out of your car or spook you 
with his down-home Gestapo 
mannerisms. He had short hair, 
one pair of shoes, one suit and a 
big black Lincoln Continental 
(with the laundry in the trunk). 
When we first met he was living 
alone in an expensive Cambridge 
apartment with absolutely no fur
niture, bare walls and bare floor. 
No bed. No mattress. J ust a pil
low, a blanket and a stack of 
books. 

My high school sweetheart and I 
had a dirt cheap rundown third 
floor apartment in Arlington that 
we shared with her older brother, 
his motorcycle, her two guinea 
pigs and my pair of ducks. We of
fered Ray a mattress and the room 
wit h the ducks and he came to live 
with us . He now had a mattress, 
his own room (almost) and vast 
media empires to plan. 

As the minutes ticked down to 
sero in the studio it was hard to es
cape the feeling that something 
sacred was about to happen. WB
CN had been an excellent classical 
station in a city that wasn't inter
ested. The radio waves were being 
overwhelmed with AM shouters 
and tight rotations of two minute 
pop tunes. This station had been 
on the financ ial skids for so long 
that it could hardly afford to stay 
on the air at nigh!. That's why we 
were there. Ray had told them 
that he could bring over some an
nouncers from the local college 
stations to play some "youthful" 
music that would bring in some lis
teners and sponsors. The Nasal 
Retentive Caliopie of the Mothers 
of Invention was cued up. The last 
of the semi-classical records began 
to fade. Then came about four 
minutes of the electronic farting 
and belching of Zappa's musical 
ensemble followed by a new Eng
lish band called the Cream. Hun
dreds of people called on the tele
phone. They called again the next 
day and the next night. They 
called on the telephone and they 
wrote cards and letters. They said 
that they liked it. They said we 
weren't too late. They said we 
were lucky enough to be right on 
time. 
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lndlvlduala/Outlets @Channel Plaamallea/Future Dada WMBR Benefit with Mission of 
@Channel Burmafla Peatelhter Dayton 

Band/PaatlchefThe Dark 
Mission ol Burma/People In Black Flag/CIHalc Rulnann. @Channel 
StorH @Underground sect Surfe,s @The Rat 

Lou Mlaml/Lone,s @The Rat 

Dance Trance (movies) Mission ol BurmaTThe Nei ta 
@BFN F (11 p.m. · 6 a.m.) @Underground The 0-ClubNH•mln 

@Underground 

3/27 3/28 3/30 

Th• Rings/Peter Dayton Band NNB @Underground Marth• 1nd the Muffins Rock Roots ( 
@Parad ise @Channel @Off 

Nervous Eaters @Channel ou, .. ,. @Underground 

NNB @Underground 

4/3 4/4 4/5 4/6 

Ad1m and th• Ants @Paradise Ne~hborhoodslOutlets Echo and tht Bunnymen Big Youth ( 
@Paradise @Paradise 

Brian Brain @Spit FourTops 

ROCK ON! 
Rock 'n Roll Every Night 6 PM-Midnight 

WL-•Mt02 
Rock from the 50'1, 60'1, 70'1, 80'1 and Beyond 

Requests Welcome 599-6262 

@ Bradford Ballroom 

CLUBLAND PH 
9f/Vf ••••••••••••••• 536-1540 
CANTONE'S •••••••••• 331-76n fj 
THE CH ANNEL ........ 451 -1905 
INN SQUARE ••••••••• n1-'672 f 
JASPER'S •••••• • • • ••• '25-4975 
JONATHAN SWIFT'S •• 661-907 
JUMBO'S •• , • , • , • , • , • , 23.9257 
LULU WHITE'S , ••• , • , • 423-3'52 I 
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COllN NIWMAN 
The following is a review of 

Colin Newman's performance at 
the Rock Lounge in New York 
City Friday, February 28. 

Or all stage presence. 

d Fools/Boys Life/Outlets Nu Mualk Revue with Native The Rings/Peter Dayton Band 

The presenlation was at once 
understated and ambitious, a fu
sion which while hardly captivat
ing was certainly a grand attempt 
to remove some distance between 
the performer and the audience. 
The attempt, however , created ex
actly what it intended to eliminate 
-an elite group of performers on 
stage confronting an emulating 
audience. Elitism is easy to fall 
prey to in certain contexts, as in 
art rock's vapid pretensions or in 
Newman's case, alienating oneself 
to the point of negating any posi
tive effects one might create. 

II, 354-5678 @Metro TonguefThe Freeze @Channel @Paradise 

CCCP-TV @Cantone's 
Le PHte/Junk Mall @1270 

3131 411 

Outlets @Lulu White's 

Wall of Voodoo/Insect Surfers 
@The Rat 

412 

by Michael Hafitz: 

Although an interested Wire 
follower since Pink Flag hit these 
shores some four years ago like a 
slap on a child's backside, this lis
tener was left feeling somewhat 
ambivalent by Colin Newman's 
appearance. 

Cullure (reggae) Stranglers @Channel Slumming In Harvard Yard (ax-
Newman, who composed many 

of Wire's more vital songs, head
ed a unit which included Des
mond Simmons, Robert Ootobcd 
and an unidentified guitarist. 
Billed simply as Colin Newman, 
the band played a tight and music
ally brilliant forty minute set of as 
yet unreleased material. Each 
player was lit only from the waist 
down by a flashlight attached to 
his microphone stand. This frac
tional lighting, coupled with the 
unfamiliar music and absolute si
lence between songs, created a 
barrier between the band and the 
audience which neither party quite 
succeeded in overcoming. 

The failure resulting from New
man's refusal to follow conven
tion demonstrates the Catch-22. 
On the one hand, a band is criti
cized for plodding through the al- -
bum cuts like clockwork, cement
ing themselves in a particular 
mold, while that Friday night his 
band took .~omc real chances and 

all, 354-5678 @Jonathan Swift's Punkt O.ta artists art thawing) 
@Tlchnor Library; Mark Flynn, 

417 

read a book ... 
han Swift's 

nRO •••••••••••••• 262-M2ol 
~ THE PARADISE ••••••• 2Sol-20S2 

HE RAT ••••••••••••• 2u.n13 
i I PIT •••••••• ••••••••• 262-2ol37 

TEPPIN' OUT ........ 623-9216 

Ml11lon of Burma @Inn Square 734-3079 

OutletslGraphk:1 @1270 

418 

dance In your Owing room .•. 

Donnie lrfs @Paradise 

419 

Dead Kennedysllyres 
@Channel 

Phil Seymour @Paradise 

Coming In April: The Brains, 
the Fall, XTC, Garland Jeffreys. 

JAN BELL 

Newman's point obviously was 
to emphasize the importance of 
the music by discounting any im
pact the players might have. It's 
safe 10 say his well-inten-. 
tioncd plan set high hopes for the 
audience's ability to absorb a dou
ble dose of superbly performed 
music while being wholly deprived 

BELLE VISAGE 

as a consequence lost a good 
three-quarters of their audience. 

Newman's outfit performed a 
set of densely structured composi
tions which were both abrasive 
and compelling. To this reviewer, 
however, the music could have 
been pre-recorded for all the add
ed impact the presence of the 
members provided. 

All in all, the rewards of Colin 
Newman's music arc many. He in
vites the listener to take chances 
rather than rely on the familiarity 
of an expected progression. At the 
Rock Lounge, however, seeing the 
band in motion added practically 
nothing to the music and may 
have stifled 1he overall presenta
tion. 

A Cut Into The Future 

.J.J:fon't do every rock 'n' roller or band, but I'm working on it. This 
{swholdo: 
Carter Alan, Larry West, Arthur Slick and the Nice Girls, Jeff Forti of the Fanz, 
Aaron Picard of Star, Gall Perry formerly of WMBA, Cathy of Jonathan Swifts, 
Amy Wachtel of WCAS and Michael Daley of WCOZ. 

20% off all cutting and crazy color services with this ad. 
Mastercard and Visa accepted. 

708 COMMONWEALTH AVE. 
BOSTON, MASS. 02215 

247-3111 
247-7472 



WZBC BENEFIT »» 

WZBC held its first benefit February 23, 
1981 at the Underground. Coincidentally it 
was also the first time the Neighborhoods 
ever ployed there. 

by Carter Alan 

Over the past year, WZBC's emergence 
as the third major non-commercial outlet 
for new and experimental rock has contin
ued to gain momentum. The Modern Rock 
show, lodged in weekdays 9 a.m. to S p.m., 
is an excellent alternative for commercially 
frustrated radio aficionados. While the ov
erall consistency of 'ZBC jocks involved in 
valved in Modern Rock has developed, do
mestic record service 10 college radio has 
deteriorated and impori releases have been 
too expensive to procure. Clearly money 
was required 10 purchase important LPs 
and take care of sundry costs. 

DJ Bruce Kenelle was the major catalys1 
behind the Boston College radio station's 
coming oul party, He explained that 
the project's purpose was twofold; in addi
tion to raising money, it would give the 
station added visibility. He also hinted the 
show at the Underground was to serve as a 
I rial run for future shows. 

Chapter 12 made their official debut 
splash with a sa1isfying set. even if !he 
sound was uncommonly poor. 007, a two
tone patterned band whose members smile 
a lot, got me smiling and the crowd-a full 
house-dancing. 

The surprise of the night was not so 
much thal the Neighborhoods were playing, 

that information being freely leaked days 
before the benefit. lns1ead, it was what !he 
'Hoods played. The lrio's new material ex
periments in refreshing ways with rhy1hm 
and melody. David Minehan could have 
lert his guitar home for !he evening; basic
a lly it was rhythm and vocals. Sti ll one of 
the most moving performances I've seen by 
the Neighborhoods, it indicates a quick 
move out of !heir stylistic holding pattern. 
The sound was the only major fault of the 
evening, but the Neighborhoods managed 
to play with enough enthusiasm to over
come the PA difficulties. 

Thanks to the bands, The Underground, 
and the audience, WZBC walked away with 
$800. And the 'ZBC staff is no doubt al-



Boys Life's John Surrette, Interior Detorator Photo: Phil-in-Phlash 

The Swami Goes 
Spectacular . .. 

Last month the Swami saw three big local 
talent shows. If you didn't catch at least 
one of 'em you missed out on a lot of ac
tion for the buck. 

Feb. 19: The Modem Method 
Records Party (The Channel) 

My big complaint with these shows is the 
length! 8:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. means five and 
a half hours, and you gotta stay through to 
catch everyone. Plus, l didn't get to see the 
Revillos at the Rat. 

Guess most people missed the Outlets as 
they went on first. Got the folks dancin' 
early, though. Next up were Future Dads, 
who seemed a bit stiff-not that I don't like 
'em mind you. But guess the jury is still out 
on what they'll give birth to. 

Someone and the Somebodies followed 
and surprised me by the amount of crowd 
reaction they drew. I thought their complex 
renditions might go over the heads of the 
crowd. 

But the big story of the night was Boys 
Life, at least for us gossip mongers. I knew 
there'd be trouble when f saw a bouncer 
clutching John Surrette ever-so-delicately 
around the neck. Seems as though young 
John was surprised they didn't know he was 
a star. A no doubt intelligent screaming 
bout ensued, and John called him "a los
er." Apparently there was some doubt as to 
whether or not the band would go on after 
all the ruckus, but they did-and what en
ergy! Their set ended with Surrette punch
ing out some ceiling tiles and stalking away. 
Doubt the management was pleased, but.. 
that's entertainment. 

Pastiche followed all this nonsense with 
their usual polished set, with vocalist Ken 
Scales dressed to a T. 

Bound & Gagged's set was highlighted by 
the guest appearance of long-lost vocalist 
Barbara Britto and Suade Cowboy saxo
phonist Suber. Then the Young Snakes, a 
fairly new trio of present and ex-Berklee 
students, finished off the show with a re
spectable perfonnancc of airy art-rock. 

. Feb. 22: The Conni's Rock & 
Roll Spectacular, #567 (The Par
adise) . 

The Count is still going strong! Only 
problem with this show was that it conflict
ed with the "Future ls Now" show at the 
Channel. The Swami was hard pressed to 
cover both shows, especially since I got 
there late, thus missing the FranUcs, who 
I'm still looking forward to seeing some 
day. 

The big surprise to me was the Lines. I 
didn't know much about these guys except 
for the fact that they had their own bill
board in Allston and were being promoted 
fairly heavily by their manager. Their ma
terial was well-polished "new wave macho 
rock,'' as Mr. B would say. They were tight, 
obviously skilled, and had well-balanced 
songs. Their live stuff puts their so-so sin
gle to shame, so check 'em out if you're in
to more main-line rock and roll. 

Lo¥e and Flame were up next and put on 
their usual fare, highlighted by an appear
ance by the Count himself. His acrobatic 
stage antics even put Boys Life to shame. 

A few words are in order about Joe "The 
Count" Viglione. This guy has put out 
more records, d6ne more promotion, and 
helped out more bands than anyone else in 
town. His Varulven label has released such 
diversities as Lady Caroline, Willie "Loco" 
AleHnder, and the infamous "Hitler's 
Brain" EP by Unnatural Axe. So help 'em 
out and do yourself a favor by getting tic
kets to his next show before it sells out. 

Getting back to the subject at hand, I 
then was forced by Mr. B to head for The 
Channel. 

Feb. 22: The Future Is Now, 
Part II (The Channel) 

If this was the future, it's an underpopu
lated one. In contrast to the soldout show 
across town at the Paradise, this place was 
bleak. The bands all put out their best, des
pite the lack of audience ... ·a few bands 
were even grumbling about having their sets 
shortened so the place could close early. 
Ah, well. 
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by Be/Sy Sherman 

Blurt appeared March 5 at the Under
ground where they performed one set. 

A few years ago poe1/performance artist 
Ted Milton would go ii alone on slage for 
about ten minules and then bait the audi
ence by announcing "Now I'd like to iniro
duce my band.'' The mounting anlicipation 
would soon be blunted by Milton's "Oh 
dear, they don't appear to have turned up 
this evening. Tha1's because I haven'! gol a 
band. You cunts!'' 

For just over eighteen months now, Ted 
Milton has had a band, descrip1ively called 
Blurt. His brother Jake Milton plays drums, 
Pete Creese plays guitar and trombone, and 
Ted plays blurted saxophone, sings blurted 
vocals and writes blurted lyrics. Blur! ven
tured over from Gloucestershire, England, 
to do a short tour of the Northeast. 

It is Milton's aggressively absurdist world 
view that dominates Blurt. His pre-Blurt 
history is colorful. His book of poems, Mil
ton: The Works, came out not only in stan
dard book form but also in a "gerbilised 
edition": after twenty-four hours in the 
gerbil's cage, lhe tanered volume was re
trieved and wrapped in cellophane. 

Nol content 10 restrict his poems to the 
printed page, Milton performed readings of 
his work. He says, "My feeling is if ii 
doesn't work out loud, there's some1hing 
desperately wrong with ii." Thus evolved a 
show, "Intimations of Verbal Karate," 
which featured tactics like the audience
baiting described above. 

From there Milton developed puppet 
shows. He was reluctant to supply any de
tails about these shows (perhaps the title of 
one, "The Blue Show" helps explain that), 
but reportedly they were quite shocking to 
the puppet-show-going audience, flaunting 
the conventions of the genre. Milton was 
conseque . banned from the National 
Theatre. f',jot that he found any more toler
ance from rock audiences; he was roundly 
abused when he opened on tour for Eric 
Clapton in 1976 and Ian Dury in 1979. 

p 
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BlUHJ is BlURJ is BlURJ is ...... BLURT! 
Milton at once celebrates and sneers at 

his former colleagues in the Blurt song 

"Puppeteers of the World Uni1e'': 
Puppeteers of the World Unite! 
Don't make love make War! 
Fight the Paper Mache fight 
Until your fingers are sore! 
Puppeteers of the World Unite! 
Don't be cool be uptigh1! 
Keep two fingers upright 
And be a bloody bore! 

With Blurt, Milton has traded in the pa
pier mache for brass. His saxophone and 
vocals in 1andem produce 1he Blurt-ness of 
Blurt's sound: excessively elongated rude 
noises, s1ut1er-stops, runaway passages of 
discordant wailing. Guitarist Pete Creese 
lives up to his moniker The Human Loop, 
producing steady elliptical pa11erns of short 

R 

strokes , and drummer Jake holds a solid 
bot1om under it all. One critic called Blurt 
the perfect band for bassists to practice to. 

Visually Ted Milton is the focus, with his 
gaunt face and figure, ill-fitting clo1hes, and 
Stan Laurel h.tircut. One moment he is bop
ping around the stage, head down, swinging 
his saxophone; the next he is leaning men
acingly into the crowd, eyes blazing. His 
vocals sometimes recall Captain Beefheart's 
whine and groan, sometimes Tom Waits' 
drunken drawl. Though Milton occassion
ally slips into behaving consciously "eccen
tric," pacing back and forth muttering 10 
himself, he does seem to be an open per
former, not averse to laughing out loud or 
commenting on the moment. He insislS that 
Blurt's songs are open to improvisation: 
"Some pieces had tended to become rather 
organized, rather predictable, but others 

have stayed open, and sometimes 1hings 
happen which actually surprise me on stage 
in a performance." 

Lyrics are just about incomprehensible in 
a Blurt performance (and usually on record
ings as well), which makes 1he lyric sheet in
cluded in Blurt's new album especially wel
come. The album Blurt: In Berlin was re
corded live last December at the Rock 
Against Junk concert. Though it's great fi. 
nally to have an album's worth of Blurt 
songs, this effori is rather frustrating. Not 
as flexible as Blurt's studio work, it is a bit 
sterile as a documenl of a live Blurt per
formance, fading oul at the ends of songs 
without any of Ted Milton's between-song 
commentary. 

One especially st riking song is "Dyslexia 
Rules,'' built around the anthemic "Dys
lexia Rules X.O.!'' It outlines the alienation 
of someone searching for the land ''where a 
square peg can fit into any hole." 

The character of Pere Ubu, playwrighl 
Alfred Jarry's pathetic liulc dictator (and 
the subject of many puppet productions), is 
represented in the song "ubu": "Inside of 
every skinny chap there's a big fat cat trying 
to get out he wants to dominate the world." 
All the songs on the album were performed 
at the Underground show, plus several un
recorded songs. 

Blurt will soon be going into the studio 
to work on some more recording. Prior to 
the album, which is on Armageddon Re
cords, they released a single "Get" /"My 
Mother Was a Friend of an Enemy of the 
People" on the Test-Pressing label. They 
had four songs ("Puppeteers" /Dyslexia"/ 
"Some Come"/"Beknighted") on Factory 
Records' sampler, A Factory Quartet. 
When asked about the fact that each release 
is on a different label, Milton's immediate 
reply was "Well, it just goes to show what a 
terribly inep1 business-fellow I am." 

Then, breaking into the slow smile of one 
who, despite all obstacles laid in his path 
ends up doing exactly what he wants, he al
lowed, "On the other hand, it might mean 
I'm being rather smart and sneaky." 

N 
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"LIKE I ALWAYS DO" 
"LOCK IT UP" 

Collect them all! 
001 The Gremies "No Surfing In Dorchester Bay" 
002 Thrills "Heartbreaker" 
003 The Uncommitted "Italy's Underground Economy" 
004 Boys Life vs. The Outlets, 4 song EP 
005 Bound and Gagged, 12" 4 song EP 
006 Pastiche~new single) out Feb. 1981 
LP1 Boston New Wave sampler album out April 1981 

Featuring Boston's best bands 
Distribution: Rounder Records 
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by Tristram Lozaw 

The present is not a great time for ja::!.Z 
heads. Unless you like fusion or want to 
hear the ump1eenth simplistic head followed 
by a round of "it's my turn now" solos fol
lowed by the same simplistic head, you've 
probably gone underground (where every
body takes solos at the same time or re
treats to the masters' recordings of yester
year.) Really, what was the last jazz record 
that was so "progressive" it made tradi
tional jazz musicans jealous? 

Some jazzers are slill playing good things, 
mostly familiar names who can be depend
ed on to be exploratory when they put out 
albums every few years. Some even sell well. 
And lo1s of people say they like jazz, 
though it seems a large percentage of them 
use it only as a background for late night 
conversations. 

But the mainstream of wha1 used to be 
America's mos1 uncompromising music is 
now pure pap. Take a look at the Billboard 
jazz charts and you'll find it full of poseurs 
(just like punk, eh?). 

Supporting a hot new LP, Illusions (Co
lumbia Records), Arthur Blythe showed up 
at the sold-ou1 Paradise club inten1 on 
turning lhe trend around. His quintet, in
cluding James Blood Ulmer on guitar, 
strolled on stage, tuned up and launched 
into "Cresting," a slinky swinging samba 
with doubled melodies and blistering sax 
work. (If only folks whose knowledge of 
sax begins and ends with the unison blow
ings of Boys Life and the Gremies had been 
!here!). 

Bob S1ewar1, an alumnus of Carla Bley's 
avant-fun school of jazz, played quick, rov
ing bass parts on his tuba, a tactic used by 
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Gil Evans in the '40s, Roaming around in 
the frequency gaps between Ulmer's guitar 
and lhe tuba was a masterfully plucked, 
strummed and bowed cello. At points, the 
sax, guitar and cello were working melody 
lines in and out of each 01her wilh ease 
while the drums drove everything along 
with an extensive repertoire of bealS, from 
dance funk to Latin romps, always at a fe
verish pitch but never too busy. 

"In The Field" showcased a tuba-sax
cello trio in an ominous weave of whining 
swells, quivering brass and bowed darkness. 
"Field," an impressive textural sound
scapc, is a piece that makes listeners enjoy 
its uncomforiable effects, like the atmos
phere at a funeral after an attempted joke. 

Imaginative instrumentation is a shining 
aspect of Blythe's quintet. They play with 
and twist the basics, creating new spaces 
within the confining boundaries of 
"straight" jazz. And the rarity of their 
ability to be both accessible and innovative 
was reinforced in the second set, where a11 
of the provocative advancements of the first 
were lhrown out the window. Where the 
first was energetic and inventive, the second 
show was slow and safe. You get the pic-
1ure, boringly straight. Even the group's in
dividual and collective virtuosity couldn't 
pull it through. 

Luckily the encore was Ulmer's upbeat 
"Bush Babies," featuring syncopated funk 
with rhythmic trade-offs and a great cello/ 
sax melody head to match the guitar work. 

Bly1he should continue to work with Ul
mer's ideas. And they should both recog
nize the need for a support network that 
could promote jazz crealivity more. No 
doubt increased enthusiasm will guarantee 
more good shows and more good records. 



MAGICAL MAN 

THE UNVEILING 
OF 

MARIANUS 
AND 

THE INVISIBLE LIGHT BAND 
at 

METRO 
15 Lansdowne St., Bos ton 262-2424 

(F ormerly Boston-Boston) 

Musi be al least 20 ye.rs o l age with val!d driver's I.D. 

March 30, March 31, April 1 • Showtime 10:00 

P.S. Things To Bring: SEATBELTS! 
A John K. Hajjar Presentation 

In Association with Jupiter Phonodisc 

MAGICAL MAN 

The following is an excerpt from an interview with John K. Hajjar, 
Financial Backer of Marianus. It took place at Lol)gview Farms, 
Recording Studio, N. Brookfield, Mass. February 19th, 1981. 

T JO: You're spending a lot of money? 
JKH: As far as the money goes, what goes around, comes around 

and usually picks up interest along the way. 
T JO: Why are you doing this? 
JKH: Marianus is a good friend. Plus it 's a good cause. Marianus 

is bringing in the music of the new age. The vibration of 
his music will be equalling the universal energy of the 
Aquarius Age, bringing out a vibration in people that has 
long been dormant in their subconscious minds for years 
and even lifetimes; awakening them up from a deep sleep 
like Sleeping Beauty getting kissed by the Prince. 

T JO: Do you think people will believe this story? 
JKH: When they hear his music they will! 
T JO: What do you think will be the late of the "Magical Man" 

single? 
JKH: It's like a girl that's two months pregnant, you cannot notice 

but she's pregnant. Well , the record's pregnant. 

INTRODUCING 
THE INVISIBLE LIGHT BAND 

JOE PET-Percussion & vocals; lormerly w,th Luna & Cloud 
JOE FAZIO-Guitar & vocals; formerly with USA 
JOE BLAIR (Mudarri)-Bases. taurus pedals, vocals; formerly 

with USA and Rockestra 
JACK PETRYCKt-Synthesizer, mellotron & ~ocals; formerly with 

Layz.a 
WOODY 8RAVATO-Light1ng d1rec1or; lormerly with U.K. BILL 

Bru!lord,&Gong 
TERRY HANLEY-Audio engineer; or innumerable credits 
MARIA NUS-Lead vocals; rrom west .:ot Alpha Celllaun 

Wh1lev,s,i.ng eosion 1ne band ,.,11 tie slay,ng al 1ne ~yau.Regtncy. Carno .. age 

JUPITER PHONODISC NEWS 
Advance tickets w,U go on sale the first week 01 March 101 our 
concerl at the Me1ro They w,11 be ava,lab1e at Strawberries and 
Out Of Town T1cke1 Agency T,ckets the night o! the Show w,U be 
available a1 the door tor S600 
Watch for the silver blue label ind1ca11ng the new recording ot 
· Mag,cal Man·· w11hthelnv1s1blel1ght8and. recorded at Longv,ew 
Farms and m,xed a! the Record Plant AU old records may be saved 
as collec1or's ,1ems or senl to Jupiter Phonod,sc and your money 
w,11 be returned 
Remember that our cash pr,ze con1est ,s Slill go,ng on The 
deadline tor al l entries ,s March 31. 1981 The winners w,n be 
announced the nigh1 of April 1st at the Me1,o 

SEE YOU THERE 111 



Doug Sahm/Sir Doug 

by Bruce Stallsmith 

The Sir Douglas Quin let played at Jonathan 
Swift's February 24, 1981 

One thing I never expected was to see the 
Sir Douglas Quintet. Back in the 60's they 
played an infectious, organ-heavy Texan 
music called "Tex-Mex.'' The Quintet was 
credited with popularizing the so-called 
Farfisa sound of the 60's, even though key-

boardist Augie Meyers actually played a 
Vox Continental. 

Well, they're back. Three of the original 
Quintet-Doug ("Sir Douglas") Sahm, 
guitars and vocals; Augie Meyers, organ 
and accordion (!); and Johnny Perez, 
drums- have regrouped, along with Louie 
Ortega, guitar and vocals, and Speedie 
Sparks, bass. A new album, Border Wave, 
is out and the group is extensively touring 
both the US and Europe. (Alvin Crow plays 
guitar on the album and started the tour 
with them. But Sir Doug told me before the 
show that Crow dropped out when they hit 
Dallas because, "He's my friend, but Al
vin's an Okie and just doesn't like the 
pressures of a tour. He'd rather be playing 
softball.") 

I called up WMBR's Late Riser's Club 
the morning before the show to request a 
song from Border Wave and got a big 
shock. The woman who answered the 
phone didn't know who the Sir Douglas 
Quintet were. "Sure, we'll try and get to it; 
we've been getting a lot of other weird re
quests, though." Sir Doug a "weird re
quest"? Sure, they never had a platinum re
cord, but. .. ? And then John at Newbury 
Comics said he had never heard of them. 
Am I that old at 27? 

Probably not. Since the original Quintet 

broke up in 1970 ("Sure we broke up. It's 
hard to do acid every day and keep a band 
together," admits Sir Doug), both Sahm 
and Augie Meyers have kept low profiles. 
Mostly they've just gigged around Texas in 
small clubs and roadhouses, playing tradi
tional Tex-Mex music (good for drinking 
beer to, for some reason). 

Sir Douglas is 38 now but still real out
going and full of energy. He'll talk up a 
streak about anything you approach him on 
(especially baseball-Fenway's the only ma
jor league park he's never seen a game at). 
Rather than being an old fart, he's a 
straight-ahead 1968-style Austin, Texas hip
pie. "I relate to the old hippie trip, I'm still 
a hippie." But he's not anything near a bas
ket-case drug casualty or any other kind of 
sixties burnou1. The Quimet is on the road 
to play alive music, without poses of any 
kind. And that's what they do. 

I was psyched to see Sir Doug pJay, even 
if Swift's is only a fair place to see music. 
The place was aboutlhree-quarters full, not 
bad for a rainy Tuesday night. And as a 
special bonus, there was no opening act. 

The Quintet opened their second set with 
a Flaco Jimenez number, "Llano Juarez." 
A basic-model Tex-Mex piece, it set the 
pace for the evening: up-tempo, "roots" 
dance music. 

Sir Doug had said earlier that they were 
consciously going back to Mexican music, 
and he wasn't kidding. Augie Meyers (with 
a three-foot braided ponytail) played killer 
accordion on four or five songs in the 23 
song set, including "Chicano" and "Nuevo 
Laredo." The way Augie plays accordion 
sounds like the way he plays organ. One 
hand maintains a steady wall of sound in 
the bass register, and the other is a rolling 
staccato of sixteenth notes. It's ace party 
music ... even if no one dances at Swift's. 

Another thing Sir Doug said earlier was 
that he considered himself and his band to 
be primarily musicians, rather than enter
tainers (or poseurs). As a child, he used 10 
hang out at various musical events in Texas 
and Louisiana with his father and learned 
to play fiddle and guitar while still quite 
young. 

All the Quintel members are obviously 
talented musicians, able to shift instrumen
tation and style from song to song, no 
sweat. Their covers ranged from old Chi
cano numbers to Dale Hawkins' "Suzy Q, '' 
"Two Headed Dog" by Roky Erickson and 
Dylan's "Like a Rolling Stone." 

The night before the show I listened to 
their 1969 album Mendocino{the second al
bum I ever bought) and right afterwards, 
their new one, Border Wave.The only ma
jor difference is that a large percentage of 
the guitar parts on Mendocino are heavy on 
fuzz-box. The old stuff they did at Swift's 
-"Mendocino," "I Wanna Be Your Ma
ma Again," "Lawd I'm Just a Country 
Boy in This Great Big Freaky City,'' ''She's 
About a Mover" and "Texas Me"-was 
still punchy, far beyond de rigeur run
throughs to please the crowd. 

It's heartening that Sir Doug and the 
boys are out touring hard and fast. They're 
not a 60's revival band, since the basis of 
their music, Tex-Mex, is about 40 or 50 
years old (and they've written lots of new 
material besides). Sure they're older, all in 
their thirties. But they're no "comeback" 
a la Iron Butterfly. They're musicians. 

ARMAGEDDON RECORDS 
MAIL ORDER 

ARMAGEDDON LP'S PRICE: 0.98 

ARTIST TlTLE CAT.# 
THE SOFT BOYS UNOERWATER MOONUGHT ARM I 
THE LAST WORDS FAMOUS ARM 2 
ROBYN HITCHCOCK ARM 4 

RELEASE 
DATE 
"OUT 
·our 
3/7 

ARMAGEDDON EP'S PRICE: $2.9B 
ARTIST TITLE CAT. II 
THE SOFT BOYS NEAR THE SOFT BOYS AEP 002 
JAD FAIR ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU AEP 003 

PRICE:$3.98 

RELEASE 
DATE 
·our 
"OUT 

PYlON GYRATE ARM 5 ·our PvtON 10" 45 RPM AEP 12004 2/20 
BLURT IN BERUN ARM 6 2/27 

3/14 
METHOD ACTORS RHYTHMS OF YOU AEP 12005 3/21 

'h JAPANESE LOUD ARM 7 
DANNY ADLER GUSHA GUSHA MUSIC ARM 8 3/21 
MIDNIGHT RAGS WEREWOLF OF LONDON ARM 9 ·our 

PRICE: S19.75 

½JAPANESE ½ GENTLEMEN/ NOT BEASTS ABOX 1 • OUT 

HED0NICS LP'S PRICE: $5.9B 
PlUMMET AIRUNES ON STONEY GROUND 
RADIO FREE EUROPE LAUGHONCUE 

HEDON 1/2 3/ 4 
HEDON 4 2/20 

BLURT IN BERLIN ARM 6 INC. MY MOTHER WAS A FRIEND 
OF THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE WITH TITlESUKE THATWliO 
CAN BEAT THEM? 

ARMAGEDDON SINGLES PRICE: $1.9B 
THE LAST WORDS TOP SECRET AS 002 
KNOX GIGILO AUNT AS 003 
KIMBERLEY REW STOMPING AS 004 
THE son BOYS l WANNA DESTROY YOU AS 005 
METHOD ACTORS THIS IS IT AS 006 
TOM DOLBY URGES AS 007 
1/2 JAPANESE THE SPY AS 009 
KEVIN DUNN OKTYABRINA AS O 14 

ALL RECORDS ARE SUPERIOR IMPORTED PRESSINGS FROM UNITED KINGDOM. 

TO ACQUIRE ANY OF THE ABOVE SPLENDID ITEMS SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO CAROLINE SEND TO 
ARMAGEDDON RECORDS. PO BOX 48551. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30362 FOR 7" SINGLES PLEASE ADD 60C P&P FOR LP'S. 12" & 10" PLEASE 
ADO S1 25 P&P ORDER OVER 5 ITEMS POSTAGE FREE ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY FULL CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
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JOHNNY CASH 
by Greg Reibman 

Johnny Cash was in Boston February 22 
for a concert with June Corter, at Sym
phony Hall. 

There was a shiver of excitement as the 
legendary man in black took the Symphony 
Hall stage. The seven members of his back
up band, also dressed in black, had already 
launched a medley of country/rockabilly 
classics including "I Walk the Linc" and 
"Ring of Fire" when the six-foot-plus bari
tone made his 1ricd and tested introduction: 

"Hello," he boomed. "I'm Johhny 
Cash." 

With his great big hands holding his rhy
thm guitar, Cash opened with one of his 
earliest hits, "Folsom Prison." He esti
mates having performed it more than twelve 
thousand times since it was recorded in 
1956. 

Like Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, and oth
ers, the grown up Arkansas farm boy dis
covered success behind the door to Sam 
Phillips' label Sun Records. Cash recorded 
six albums with Sun before moving to Co
lumbia Records, his current label. Overall 
he has released almost fifty albums over the 
past twenty-five years. And while Cash's 
career has travelled many paths-every
thing from being addicted to amphetimines 
for ten years to becoming a born-again 
Christian-a year hasn't gone by without at 
least one hit song on the Billboard country 
charts. 

Just last year Cash released Rockabilly 
Blues, his most satisfying album in years. 
Featuring guest appearances from son-in-

law Nick Lowe (Lowe is married 10 Carlene 
Carter), Dave Edmunds, Martin Belmont 
(of the Rumour), and Pete Thomas, Elvis 
Costello's drummer, along with many or 
Nashville's finest musicians, the album rep
resents the many styles or Cash's prolific 
career. 

"Rockabilly Blues," the title track, uses 
rockabilly-style stand-up slap bass. Two 
other numbers were produced by Cash's old 
Sun Records producer Jack Clement, and 
Nick Lowe produced lhe cover of his song, 
"Without Love." Also included are a pair 
of old-style cowboy ballads, gospel songs, 
and a country duet with his wife, June 
Carter. 

In concert at Symphony Hall, Cash suc
cessfully covered even broader ground. His 
band was hampered only by the illness of 
bass player Joe Allen, whose absence was 
covered by guitarists Marty Stuart and Jer
ry Hensley. They switched on bass through
out the show. Several songs, most noticibly 
"Ring of Fire," were enhanced by a pair or 
horns. But the evening's highlight came 
when Cash stripped his band down to an 
upright bass, a single snare drum, and his 
own guitar for several gritty rockabilly 
numbers. 

Later Cash's 22 year-old daughter Cindy 
joined him onstage for one duet and one so
lo number before retreating to make room 
for June Carter, who performed both solo 
and with her husband. 

For the encore, Cash pulled out his har
monica for a fiery rendition of "Orange 
Blossom Special." And then 1he big man 
sauntered off stage. 

ONWCOZ 
YOU'LL HEAR · 
LESS TALK&~ 
MORE ROC"r·· ( -

J:;~ 
t· ,., 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
Phil Collin,,---------
FaceValue 
(Atlantic,LP) 

Genesis drummer/vocalist Phil Collins' Face 
Valm! is one of the few worth)' "solo" projects 
ever recorded. &uer still. it's the most refresh
ing music I've heard in months. Collins master
fully performs a gamut of often unconventional 
styles. This is very unexpected from the man who 
is best known for his ability to maintain Genesis' 
familiar sound. 

But this record's appeal reaches way beyond 
Genesis fans. Several 1racks are blessed with the 
joyous Earth, Wind & Fire horn section. Com
bined with Collins' advanced drum work, they 
create a modern R&B that even disco-haters 
could groove to. Phil gets carried away at one 
point and actually says, "Yeowww!" Through
out the album, these bright moments are offset 
by mood pieces, lush ballads, and strange and 
wonderful amalgamations of African music and 
Genesis keyboard layers. You hear a lot of Peter 
Gabriel innuences. especially from his third al
bum. But Collins' predecessor has always been 
an inspiration, and Face Value is no rip-off. 11 is 
Phil Collins' passiona1e voice and expert jazz/ 
rock drumming that remain the focal point 
through all the nash and affect of 1he various 
styles. 

Of the R&B cuts, "I Missed Again" could be 
the classiest hit single of the year. "Behind the 
Lines," a Genesis song from Duke, has been 
transformed into a snazzy love lament that 
makes the original sound like a demo tape. 
"Hand in Hand" is the happy yet unlikely meet
ing of Ramsey Lewis' "Sun Goddess" and the 
"Theme From Sesame Street." 

Most of the styles arc incorporated at the end 
of the record in a free-for-all version of the 
Beatles' "Tomorrow Never Knows," suggesting 
both an acknowledgement of the past and a 
promise of more artistic adventure in the fu1ure. 
Collins makes one poim clear on the LP's opener 
"In the Air Tonight" as the hypnotic track 
swells with excitement. "I've been waiting for 
this momen1 all my life!" Collins repeats, each 
time with more conviction. He's made a great al
bum. (Rob Lipshutz) 

Yoko Ono---------
WALKING ON THIN ICE b/ w It Happened 
(Geffen Records, 45) 

God, is this depressing. 
If this record had come out under normal con

ditions, it would ha\'e been a.i;ign of joy. John 
was happy about the positive press Yoko had re
ceived from Double Fantasy. They chose the 
most conventional material from their mid-1980 
sessions for that album, holding onto the more ·. 
experimental stuff for the follow-up, Milk and 
Honey. 

John was so excited he insisted Yoko strike 
out on her own. "Walking on Thin Ice" is the 
fruit of their love labor. "Kiss Kiss Kiss" from 
the album was a disco hit and surely would have 
been a successful follow-up. John wanted it re
leased before Christmas, but then it was instead 
decided Yoko should get the full star trca1men1. 
The release was delayed until February. 

"Walking On Thin Ice'' starts with Yoko sing
ing. "You gave me my life" and "I may cry 
someday, but the tears will dry." Her \'Oice shiv
ers a bil, as if she's holding back 1ears. Hard to 
believe it was recorded before "the night." In the 
middle, Yoko switches to the banshee wails that 
were her trademark a decade ago. Next she tells 
a drunken tale about a girl who walks across a 
frozen lake. And by the way, John plays some 
great slashing rhrthm guitar. 

"It Happened" is almost unbearably sad. Two 
weeks before his murder, John found this song 
among some of Yoko's old tapes and insisted it 
go on the b-side. As usual, John was the one 
pushing for Yoko's success. 

It starts off eerily with John and Yoko walking 
through the park, a habit for them. John says 
things like, "Just two average people strolling 
through the park" and "Hey Yoko, why don't 
you buy tha1 building? You can have one room 
to keep your fur coats, and on to keep cats in." 
Then, as you hear John typing, a slowly 
strummed acoustic guitar comes in. Yoko gently 
cries "It happened at a time in my life when I 
least expected ... and I know there's no return, no 
way." This song is indeed from 1973, and John 
had decided it would be the b-side. 
That's really hard to take. 

One cannot listen 10 this record withou1 won
dering how it would be if John were here. I sus
pect that the record would have been well-re
ceived, a moderate hit, but we can never know 
for sure. 

If John could somehow see the success Yoko 
seems 10 be achieving, he would be eternally hap
py. Still, I can't think of anything sadder than 
the idea of Yoko without John. (Harold Lepi
dus) 

Steve Diggle---------
Shut Out the Light b/w Fifty Years of Compara
tive Wealth/Herc Comes the Fire Brigade 
(Liberty Records, import EP) 

After hearing only a sampling of Steve Diggle's 
songwri1ing abilities on Buzzcocks albums and 
wishing for more, his first solo EP has finally 
been released. Ably assisted by John Maher on 
drums and Steve Garvey on bass (both from the 
'Cocks). it's a branchout from his previous group's 
contributions. Both "Shut Out the Light" and 
"Here Comes the Fire Brigade" are thrusting 
rockers, a little sparse on melodies and produc
tion, but contain a raw biting rhythm that more 
than makes up the difference. 

"Fire Brigade" has an infectious guitar riff and 
nifty keyboards as well. "Fifty Years of Compar
ative Wealth" is a slower paced tune with much 
to say about Digglc's view-and possibly your 
own-of the state of the world today. 

This isn't quite Buzzcocks type material. but 
it's sure a great solo start. (Joan McNulty) 

Lene Lovic0----------
NEW TOY b/w Cats Away 
(Stiff, import45) 

Bingo! After a year's layoff, this spirited new 
single should put Lene Lovich right back on top. 
Lovich's voice has always been superb and the 
song selection painfully hilarious, but only occa
sionally have her efforts blended so well with Les 
Chappell's synihesizer wizardry and the record's 
overall production. Recommended ... and hit
bound. (Greg Reibman) 

TbeWho----------
YOU BETTER YOU BET b/w The Quiet One 
(Polydor Records, import 45) 

THEY'RE BACK! It's been about three years. 
In the interim there's been a Who tour, two mov
ies, Pete's solo LP, Roger's movie (which never 
got here), and the tragic death of Keith Moon. 

Three years have not taken their toll on Town
shend's songwriting ability. "You Better You 
Bet" has one of those catchy Townshend melo
dics that turns into a major Who production. 
Kenny Jones plays as if inspired by Moon him
self and Roger and John haven't changed. 

"The Quiet One" is an Entwhistle rocker 
which explains why he's called the quiet one. 
This single is a taste of the new LP. Face Dances. 
I can't wait for the rest. 

If I say you get it, You Beuer You Better You 
Bet.Get It. (Jules) 

lanGomm---------
Whata Blow 
(Stiff, LP) 

A lot of catchy, light, humorous pop songs, 
some with a country feel. Ian Gomm sounds like 
Nick Lowe, except Lowe writes better songs. 
This album has quite a few nice listcnablc tunes, 
but nothing that knocks you in the head, with 
the possible exception of ''Slow Dancing (Sway
ing to the Music)," which is much better than 
Johnny Rivers' version. Other picks include the 
Rockpilish "Man on a Mouniain" and a number 
called "I Just Wanna Stay Here,'' a pretty ro
mantic song. (Julie Panebianco) 

Five OrSix---------
ANOTHER REASON b/w The Trial 
(Cherry Red Records, import 45) 

"Another Reason" is a slow Latin-like ballad 
based on electronic percussion sound. The dreary 
vocals are soft, detached and oh-so-cool. I like it 
very much. 

"The Trial" doesn't do so well on account of 
its overly simplistic form-a one-chord experi
ment with subllc sound techniques. Big deal. 
Still, the record is more than recommended for 
"Another Reason." (Mr. B) 



Spandau Ballcl---------
Journeys to Glory 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

In England, a group of people now exists who 
frequent such clubs as Le Beat.Route and Le 
Kill. Their dress is a strict code of immaculate 
stylization. From reading letter columns in the 
various musiC papers, they are tired of being 
pigeonholed and praised/ridiculed by the press 
and just wish to be left alone. Their wish would 
be granted, except that a few of them have come 
out with an album necessitating and actually in. 
viting outside scrutiny. The band is Spandau Bal
let, whose name is drawn from Spandau Prison, 
a German establishment where Rudolf Hess re
mains the only inmate. 

Strip away the clothes, pose and spokesper
sons. and all that remains of this new dance mu
sic is an excrutiatingly boring record whose best 
song "Toy" is hardly danceable ! Take the syn
thesized awareness of such precursors as the Hu
man League and the German contingent, add the 
fashion/attitude of early Roxy Music. but miss· 
ing the best qualities of both, add a dash of the 
Bowie glamour and it all adds up 10 plenty of so 
what. The record could have been an excitingly 
danceable interpreiation of these influences, bu1 
instead the result is a rather bland producl. 

Two of the songs, "To Cu1 a Long Story 
Short" and "The Freeze" were released before 
the album in both 7 and 12 inch versions. Now 
that's good mileage. After the keyboard doodle 
of "To Cut," the album pretty much mimics ilS 
format ... lay down the riff, sing a couple of 
verses, lighien up on everyt hing but the pounding 
drums, and finally return for a last verse. The 
second side opens with an inst rumental, "Age of 
Blows." After " The Freeze" is "Confused," 
and we11 ii is with voca list Tony Hadley trying his 
best to sou nd like John Cale. The album then 
ends with its only bright light, "Toys," a slow 
piece which shows that the Spandaus can pull 
through once they don't have to perform what 
everyone expects of them. (Michael Hafitz) 

Zion lnllallo,,_ _______ _ 

Sbov.case 
(Armagedon Records, 12" EP) 

At last Zion lnitation have released this long
awaited disc. Zion I is Boston's one world-class 
reggae band. They have managed to translate 
the power of their live show on to vinyl reason
ably well. with the vocals and guitars escaping 
burial in the mixes as sometimes happens in their 
live shows. 

The EP contains two original songs, "Think 
About It" and "Got to Love Jah Jah," along 
with a Culture cover, "Conquering Lion." Each 
song goe5 into its dub, which were all mixed by 
the ubiquitous Mickey Dread. This record is well 
worth the wait. (Bruce Stalbmith) 

The Basic,s---------
Bad Guru/Slow Motion Suicide b/w Sexual Ob-
jcet/Beggin' for Beer 
(Basic Music, EP) 

I know I'd be disturbed if people from cities 
outside of Boston started describing all our local 
bands as having that "BOSTON SOUND." But 
my firs1 reaction to this Atlanta, Georgia based 
group was "Here ...,e go again, with more of 
those crazy Georgia rhythms." 

All four tracks are well-recorded, competent 
songs by an obviously talented group. I look for
ward to hearing more from these guys. But if 
they have any neighbors who are also thinking of 
s1ar1ing their own band-maybe they should 
consider going into television or theater instead. 
(Greg Reibman) 

Spandau Ballcl---------
THE FREEZE b/w The Freeze (special mix) 
(Chrysalis, import 12" EP) 

Inasmuch as the two sides of this EP are vir
tually identical, except for the fact that the B 
side is more interestingly produced, this package 
seems like a partial waste. The music is at the 
pop end of the texture rock spectrum, with pretty 
normal use of synth keyboards. an school lyrics 
and a white-disco rhythm section. (You can 1ell 
they're white because white acts generally don't 
have much in the way of swing.) What they do 
have going fo r them is a guitarist who likes to 
play with effects boxes, a singer who really belts 
it out with an open throat and a good knob
twiddling producer. Will play on FM, no doubt. 
(Jim Puccio) 

RMk 'n' Rol1---------
The Best of the Boston Beat Volume II 
(Big Music America, LP) 

A little less than a year ago. John Sebastian 
became the new program director and principal 
spokesperson for the "new" WCOZ. In more 
than one interview with the IMal press, Sebastian 
said that as soon as Boston's local bands started 
wri ting and rceording material that fe ll within 
the parameters of his station's fo rmat, he would 
put it on the air. In some ways, this LP is the ful
fillment of that promise. 

The Big Music America company is a talent 
search founda tion which seeks out new talent on 
a national basis. WCOZ is the Boston station 
which was chosen to cond uct the talent search in 
this area. The result is 1his compilation LP. 

All entrants a re competing fo r a shot at the 
$25,000 grand prize and a contract with Nova Re
cords, an affi liate of Big Music America. Those 
who buy the albu m determine the local winner by 
checking off thei r favori te song on a computer 
card located inside the sleeve and sendi ng the 
card back to the talent search group. Local win
ners receive SS ,000 cash or merchandise and a 
bid in the regional competition. Regional win• 
ners go to the finals and compete for the big loot. 
The competition is very stiff. 

Some of Boston's best "kick-ass" bands land
ed a place on the record. Everyone's rave, the 
Stampers, are represented here with "You're the 
One." "Rock on the Radio" by Mark William
son and American Teen has received extensive 
airplay on Boston radio. Other top contenders 
include Balloon, Johnny Barnes, and the John 
Butcher Axis. 

The bands that may be unfamiliar to most lis
teners generally combine heavy metal guitar with 
southern-type harmonic leads with vocals a la 
Styx and Kansas, and they do it pretty well. 

Call ii Sebastian's self-fulfilling prophecy. 
And don't forget to vote for your fave. (Larry 
West) 
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THE 
TRADEMARKS 

On Sale In a Store Near You 
Or 

Send $1 .50 
plus $1 .00 Postage & handling to: 

Smash Records 
P.O. Box 1575 
Boston, MA 02104 

Smash Single Release 
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE/MAGIC IN HER EYES 

See the TRADEMARKS at: 

3/19- The Channel, Boston 
3/20-The Rendez-Vous, Methuen 
3/21-Chateau de VIiie, Randolph 
3/25-Bunratty's, Allston 
3/27-28-lnn Sq., Cambridge 

4/2-Ranch House, Marshfield 
4/4-Northbeat, Ipswich 
4/8-Jack's, Cambridge 
4/15-Kayo's, Portland, ME 
4/18-Rahar's, Northampton 



Robert Fripp/The Le1gue of Genlleman·········
Roberl Fripp/The League of Genllemen 
(Polygram Records, LP) 

Despite Mr. Fripp's insis1ence that the League 
of Gentlemen is not his band (it is, ah, rather 
" ... the band of which I am a member"), this al· 
bum is largely a Robert Fripp venture. I doubt he 
could change this fact even if he wanted to, for 
Mr. Fripp dominates the projects he is involved 
in. Fripp is a very opinionated and deliberate 
man. When he decided to perform with a dance 
band, he formed the League of Gentlemen. This 
is the end product of that veniure. 

Not one to be bogged down in tried and true 
formulas, these selections provide us with anoth
er view of Robert Fripp not apparent in his 
Frippcr1ronics creations or his collaboratons 
with Eno. Most people will (gratefully) find this 
record to contain his most accessible music for 
sometime. 

Dcspile silly titles like "Inductive Resonance" 
and "Cognitive Dissonance," the tunes them· 
selves are not nearly as stuffy. There's also a con. 
siderabte amounrof variety here. From the fuck· 
rock of "H.G. Wells" to the eccentric instru· 
mentals of Pareto Optimum"s (I and II), Fripp 
successfully creates a diverse set of "up" moods 

represents macho and fascism to present the op
posi1e viewpoint. The flip as well is recorded in 
the HM s1yle, but with meaningful lyrics. 

So anyone too left-wing musically to appreci
ate 1his direction the Ruts have taken following 
Malcolm's death, that's who's really missing out. 
No, the Ruis DC have not sold out. But maybe 
this way what they have to say will reach more 
people than they were able to when they sounded 
like the Clash. (Kate Ingram) 

Susie Hutle---------
No More Boy/Girl 
(Domain Activities. EP) 

Ms. Huete hails from New Orleans and has 
just released a five-song EP which shows off her 
diverse talents. Influences include the Roches, 
Carole King, Patti Smith, and NOT Lene Lov
ich. l's go on, except I have no idea how you can 
get a copy. Who is she, anyway'? (Harold Lepi
dus 
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and musical texiures. Somewhere between 1hese --------------------/ 

~~~~':1~~~~:~da~~~ ;~:r~~~ts~~~::i~?t:: itt~! -------: 
mos1enjoyable. 

The album includes several recorded interview 
excerpts interspersed between and within the mu· 
sical selections. Whether or not you care for 
these distractions, they arc well·integrated with 
the idea of the album and tastefully done. Over· 
all, this is a very fine and pleasant collection of 
tunes. Yes, very pleasant indeed. Recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

Ruts DC;---------
A DIFFERENT VIEW b/w Formula Eyes 
(Virgin, import 45) 

This single is no doubt offensive 10 1hose cead
ers with liberal tastes who are bothered by the 
heavy metal style of production, a la Foreigner 
and BOC. 

They're the ones who simply don't get it. "A 
Different View" is just that; using a format that 

Coming Next Issue ... 
Neighborhoods and Missions 
The Method Actors 
Garland Jeffreys 
Steve Forbert U2 
Simple Minda SF Units 
Brian Brain Bauhaus 
The Fools ... and more 

POSTERS BADGES 2~ ROCK IT RECORDS t~ ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND ' ' AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
T-SHIRTS, MAGAZINES SAUGUS. MASS (617) 233-7805 

ALTERNATIVE 
7" Antipasti-Another Dead Soldier (E) 
7" Antlpastl-4 Sore Points (E) 
T' Bongos-In the Congo (E) 
7" Bow Wow Wow-Work (E) 
7" Robert Calvert-Lord o! Hornets (E) 
7" Clash-Magnificent Seven (E) 
7" Elvis Costello-Watch Your Step 

(USA) 
7" Crass-Nagasaki Nightmare (El 
7" Dalek-I Love You/Heartbeat (E) 
7" Dark-Einstein's Brain (E) 
7" Dept. S-ls Vic There? (El 
7'" Depeche Mode-Dreamingol Me 

(E) 
7"' Steve Dtggle-Shut Out the Light (El 
7" Thomas Dolby-Urges {El 
7" Duran Duran-Planet Earth (El 
7"' Essential Logic-Music Is a Better 

Noise(E) 
7" Gang of Four-What We All Want (E) 
7" I'm So Hollow-Dreams to Fill a 

Vacuum (E) 
T' Grace Jones-Demolition Man (E) 
7" Ultlput-Eisiger Wind (E) 
7' Lene Lovich-New Toy (E) 
7" Me<lium, Medium-Hungry, So 

Angry (E) 
7" Minny Pops-Dolphin Spurt (E) 
7" New Order-Ceremony (E) 
7" Colin Newman-Inventory (E) 
7'' Our Daughter's Wedding-Lawn

chairs (E) 
7" Pere Ubu-Not Happy (E) 
7" Pole Cats-John I'm Only Dancing 

(El 
7" Positive Noise-Ghosts (E) 
7" Splzzles-Risk (E) 
7" Subterraneans-My Flamingo (E) 
7" Shaking Pyramids-dbl. single (E) 
7" Slmple Minds-Celebrate (E) 
r TV-21-0n the Run (E) 
7" UB-40-0on't Slow Down (E) 
7" UK Decay-Black Cat (E) 
7" Urge-Bobby (E) 
7" Vice Squad-Last Rockers (E) 
7" Visage-Mind of a Toy (E) 
LP Recorder-w/llve P. Gabriel (El 
LP Bouquet of Steel (E) 
LP Clock OVA-Thirst (E) 
LP Fire Engines (E) 
LP Blurt-In Berlin (E) 
LP Gang of Four-Solid Gold (E) 

P Db"s (El 
P Stray Cats (E) 
P Oome-2 (El 

HEAVY METAL 

AC/DC AC/DC AC/DC AC/DC 
LP ACIDC-3 LP Box Sel (F) 
LP AC/DC-TNT (A) 
LP AC/DC-Dirty Deeds Done Cheap 

(A) 
BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 

7" Black Sabbath-Paranoid (pie) (E) 
12" Black Sabbath-Die Young (live) (El 
LP Black Sabbath-Greatest Hits (El 
12" Ouy Osborne-Mr. Crowley (live) 
LP Ouy Osborne- Bliuard of Oz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LP O.P.-ln Concert (all new live materi

al) (El 
LP O.P.-New, Live, & Rare (J) 
LP Whitesnake-Live in the Heart ol 

the City (2nd live LP not w/US re
lease) (E) 

LP D.P.-Last Concert in Japan (Jl 
7" Gillan-Mutually Assured Destruc· 

lion (wlfree booklet) (E) 
LP Gillan-Mr. Universe (E) 
LP Gillan-Live at Budokan Vol. 2 (J) 
LP Rainbow-Difficult to Cure (U.S.) 
LP Green Bulllrog-w/members ol D.P. 

JUDAS PRIEST JUDAS PRIEST 
LP Judas Priest-Point ol Entry (new 

LP)(E) 
LP Judas Priest Box Set-Sin Alter Sin, 

Stained Glass, Killing Machine (E) 
LP Judas Priest-Sad Wings of Destiny 

(US) 
LP Judas Priest-Rocka Rolla (E) 
LP Judas Priest-Greatest Hits (El 

MOTORHEAD MOTORHEAO 
LP Motorhead-Motorhead (El 
LP Motorhead-On Parole (E) 
LP Motorhead-Overkill (E) 
LP Motorhead-Bombers (E) 
12" Motorhead-Beerdrlnker (E) 
10'' Motorhead-Girrschool/Please 

Don't Touch (E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

LP Iron Maiden-KIiiers (new LP) (E) 
LP Krokus-Hardware (new LP) (US) 
LP Riot-Rock City (C) 
LP A to Z-Wltch of Berkeley (E) 
LP Scorpions-Lonesome Crow (Cl 
12" Michael Schenker-w/2 llve cuts (El 
LP Krokus-Pay It in Metal (El 
7" Led Zepplln-Hey, Hey What Can 

I Do (J) 
LP Chevy (E) 
LP Fist Turn the Hell On (El 

• LOCAL 

LP'tLP'tLP"sLP"tLP"s 
Rlngs,newrelease 
HumanSeiualResponse,Flg 14 
Prol.Anonymous,LlvlnglnTheRealWorld 
BoslonlncntLP 
RobertEUl10rrall•Swee1Nothlng 
RoblnLane~ndTheChartbuslers 
TheNervousEa1ers 
Prlva11Llgh1nh1g 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Allanltcs-Blg City Rock 
B111 Chlnnock,Olme Store Heroes 
Jeanne French-Diamond In Rough 
Barbarians 
Fools-Sold Out 
G.G. Allin-Always Was, ls 1nd Always Will Be 

12"12"12"12"'12"12"12"12"12"12" 
Bound and Gagged 
RoblnLane-5LlvaSongs 
Robel1Etlls0rrall-Whltenolsa 
Shane Champagne 
r·1··1··r·r·r·r1··r·1··1··r·1··r·1··r· 

WIiiie L0<:o Aleundar-Gln 
Blue Moon-Wild Wnkend 
BoysLlle/OuUels-EP 
Baaver Brown-WIid Summar Nights 
Creamer..CU1111le 
Dutch COurage-lm.aglna 
Foota-Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
Gener1IFOO<lz-811So Funny 
Gremles·No Surlln' In Dorchester Bay 
J1red-Sp1ceTravellar 
Joshu1H1yes,Ct.rdlacArres1 
Hones,LovelsAPleasure 
LI tile Jimmy and 1h11 Homewreckers-4 song 

EP"Lovlngln1nlmat10blec1&"' 
Maps-l"mTalklngToVou 
Mlulon 01 Burma-Academy Flghl .3ong 
Mundanes-Mike It The S.me 
Neighborhoods-Prettiest Girl 
Pa,llche-TalkSllow 
Pastiche-new 45 due soon 
Sclenllflc Amarlcans-Fteii-OIK 
51)8CII Negroes-Go commarclal 
Stalns-t11,0ngEP 
Stompera-You·reTheOne 
Tad8oy1-4aongEP 
ThlrdRall-ll"IASurprlse 
V;·Oon't Let The Baatards 
Vinny Band-I Won't Bolher You No Mo,e 
MmorS·dUISOOn 
12" Zion lnltatlon-Showcase 

7" Mirrors-Stay Close 
7" Trademarks-Magic In Her Eyes 
LP Modern Method Records Compila-

tion (due soon) 

ANO MORE .. 

SOLID ROCK 
LP Allman Bros.-Uve at Fillmore Eas1 

(US) 
LP Allman Bros.-Eat a Peach (US) 
LP Beatles-Beatlemania (C) 
LP Beatles-20 Golden Hits (F) 
LP Beatles-For Sale (Uruguay) 
LP Beatles-Meet (J) 
LP Beatles-2nd (J) 
LP Beatles-No. 5 (J) 
LP Capt. Beelheart-Strictly Personal 

(El 
LP Brinsley Schwartz-1st & 2nd LPs 

(C) 
LP Eddie Cochran-Box Set (El 
LP Count Five-Psychotic Reachon 

(US) 
LP Dave Clark Five-Best 
LP Derek & the Dominos-Llve {J) 
7" Dave Edmunds-Almost Saturday 

Night (E) 
7" Fleetwood Mac-Silver Spring (J) 
LP Genesis-Foxtrot (E) 
7" Genesis-Guidance of Autumn (E) 
12" Peter Gabriel-I Don't Remember 

(C) 
LP Peter Green-Watcha Gonna Do? 

(4th solo LP) (E) 
LP Jimi Hendrix-War Heroes (J) 
LP Jlmi Hendrix-Woke Up This Morn-

ing (E) 
12'' John Lennon-Imagine (G) 
LP John Lennon-Wedding Album (J) 
12" Lynyrd Skynyrd-Freeblrd (E) 
7" Tom Petty-dbl. single w/live ma-

terial (E) 
LP Elvis Presley-box set (US) 
7" Pretenders-Message of Love (US)' 
7" Roxy Music-Jealous Guy (E) 
12" Bruce Springsteen-Rosallta (H) 
7" Yes-Don't Kill the Whales (E) 
12" Zappa-I Don't Wanna Be Drafted 

(C) 
WHO WHO WHO WHO WHO 

LP Who-Face Dances (due March 23) 
7" Who-You Better You Bet 
LP Who-Dirt:ct Hits (J) 
LP Who-Perfect Collection (J) 
LP Who- A Quick One (J) 
LP Who- Odds "n Sods (E) 
LP Who-Live at Leeds w/poster (E) 
LP Pete Townshend-Who Came First 

(El 

BOOKS 
Beatles-Geoffrey Stokes 
Beatles-A to Z 
Beatles-Illustrated Lyrics Vol. 1 & 2 
Lennon Remembers-John Lennon 
In His Own Write-John Lennon 
Lennon Tapes 
The Doors Complete Songbook 
No One Gets OUI Alive-Jim Morrison 

bio 
Sex Pistols File-Ray Stevenson 
Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle-M. Moor· 

cock 
Great Rock •n· Roll Swindle Songbook 
Never Mind the Bollocks Songbook 
Clash Songbooks I & II 
Clash-Before & After 
Jam-The Modern World by Numbers 
Jam-Setting Sons Songbook 
Jam-All Mod Cons Songbook 
Buucocks Songbook 
Songs by Sting 
Lou Reed-Words & Pictures 
Mods-Richard Barnes 
Rolling Stones-Complete 

Discography, MIies 
The Dead-Hank Harrison 
The Led Zepplln Biography-Ritchie 

York 
Blondie-Lester Bangs 
Pink Floyd-A Visual Documentary, 

Miles 
Rock Family Trees-Pete Frame 
Volume-discography ol new wave 
Summer ol Love 
The Sound of Philadelphia-Tony Cum

mings 
The Study of Motown-Peter Benjamin-

'°" Elvis '56-AUred Wertheimer 
Babel-Patil Smith 
Punk-Virginia Boston 
X-Capees-Santos (S.F. punk) 
Ask the Angels-Santis! (punk photos) 
Hendrix-Chris Welch 
Smokestack lightning-John Eskrow 

ANO MORE ... 



THE NEW WAVE OF 
COLLECTABLES 
FOR THE '80's 
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Presents: 

Readily affordable. ceramic collectable rock 
pins make perfect and unique gifts for the 

music enthusiast who values having rock 
items that are truly limited in edition. 

We have a full line of completely Handmade 
Ceramic Designer Pins - Each pin is limited 
to a STRICT NUMBERED Edition of 1000. 

"The _Badges of Rock" 

€HAMIC 
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Available for a limited time 
through mail order. 
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Franchised Dealers 
Nationwide. 
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DEALER INQUIRES ARE WELCOME 

Roxy Musk--------
JEALOUS GUY (a tribute) b/w To Turn You 
o, 
(Polydor/EG, iml)Ort 45) 

Before he died, John Lennon left us his Dou
ble Fantasy album, a contribu1ion of syrupy, 
self-serving songs. Hardly the chronicle of give
and-take between him and Yoko it was supposed 
to be, the album's only bright spots were pro
vided by Yoko. Lennon said the album, with its 
dredged-up rock 'n' roll rirrs carefully modified 
to be innocuous, was made for a specific audi
ence, an audience that grew up with the Beatles 
and now has no clear leaders. Hence, Rock for 
Middle-Agers, or people who have grown too la
zy to seek out anything fresh and new. 

Now it appears Bryan Ferry and the Longettes 
Symphony that still calls itself Roxy Music have 
picked up the banner of "R for MA·· with this 
tedious Lennon tribute. Everybody else was try
ing to jump on the bandwagon with covers of 
Lennon's better lunes so you decided to record 
this sappy pap, right Bryan? And the flip side is 
worse because there's no excuse; you wrote it! 

I do think it's OK for intelligent voices like 
Ferry and Lennon (and the Move/ELO, Traffic/ 
Dave Mason, and Pink Floyd then/now) to reap 
the financial rewards their earlier, more satisfy
ing work may not have earned them. But geezus, 
I wish there were another way to pay them back 
besides sales of inferior music. Then we wouldn't 
have to watch them trash themselves for the com
mercial market. (Tristram Lozaw) 

S11v Baton--------
Disconnected 
(Bomp, LP) 

Man oh man am I glad I'm not Stiv Bators. I 
would've wiped my evil mind and skinny bat
tered body off the face of this earth tong ago. 
Disconnected is everything lucky Stiv's life must 
be lixc, and a little more: hard, hateful, gritty. 
ldcalistica1\y monochromatic. But the surprise
and maybe the thing that makes the rawness sting 
-is melody. ~ 

Yeah, melody. Classic schmaltzy AM-style 
pop melodies from years gone by, a la Vanilla 
Fudge, Turtles, Youngbloods. Pretty little tunes 
that you can nearly predict note for note as soon 
as you hear the first liue. You can sing along 
with Stiv on the chorus after listening once. 
Helped along by David Quinton's jabbing drum
work, the instrumentation of this melodic stuff 
is a barbed wire fence compared to Dead Boys 
wall of sound playing. 

And if you only went as far as that, you'd be 
okay. But if you started listening to the words, 
you'd realize how negative they arc. Underneath 
this revved-up melody lurks a real threatening 
despair: ''I plan on living just to die,'' Stiv sings 
in "The Last Year." The only time he admits to 
feeling anything but dislike for anyone just 
makes him feel :ioiorse; he realizes the woman 
loved his " stance," not him. "Swingin' A Go
Go" solders ugly words to a pretty tune, too. 
gets the attitude across: what the hell, it's all 
shit anyways, we might as well just dance and 
fuck and get it over with. Nice pop tune, no? 

The only part of this LP that relieves the listen
er of the tedium of despair is the series of bad 
puns that litters the songs. But, hey, if there's a 
laugh here, things may not be as bad as they 
seem. Perhaps Stiv's offering some burnt sugges
tions instead of the barrage of anguished criti
cism that pervades Disconnected. The guy is an 
amazing, energetic performer, and this LP just 
doesn't do him justice. (Carrie B. Cooper). 

Ellen Fol,,,-________ _ 

Spirit of St. Louis 
(Epic, LP) 

It's hard to categorize this as an "Ellen Foley" 
album. I mean, I doubt I would have bought it if 
it didn 't "The Clash" stamped all over it. And 
though I didn't have much hope for the record to 
begin with, after a couple of listens I love it. 

You know how Sandinista! got weirder and 
weirder toward the end? Well, Spirit of St. Louis 
actually could be considered another Clash al
bum. Take the four Clashboys, Mickey Galla
gher and Tymon D0gg (where's Mickey?), give 
Foley six new Strummer/Jones tunes, along with 
an obligatory duet with Mick Jones ... it's bizarre 
enough to follow the end of Sandinista!, don't 
you think? (Well, I thought it was a good 
theory.) 

This album doesn't have much rock 'n' roll on 
it, but then again, neither docs Sandinista!. But 
just as with Sandinista.', the Clash compositions 
grow on you after awhile, as docs the rest of the 
record . In fact, Foley's disco-ish "Phases of Tra
vel" shows she doesn't really need the Clash that 
much after all! 

You may choose to think of Ellen Foley as the 
Cilia Black or Peter and Gordon oft he &O's, but I 
prefer to think of her as the Marianne Faithful. 
(Harold Lepidus) 



David Byrne/Brian Eno-------
My Life in the Bush of Ghosts 
(Sire, LP) 

David Byrne and Brian Eno have found reli
gion ... not in the "born again"sense, but as some 
bauble 1hat amacted their interest. On My Life 
in the Bush Ghosts, their much talked-about col
laboration, two of rock's most deliberate intel
lec1uals take off on a spiritual journey. But like 
Keats and his Grecian urn, they're less interested 
in what they see 1han in whal they can imagine. 

Like explorers of new frontiers, they've dis• 
covered a whole realm: religious ecstacy. Evan
gelists, revivalists, and fundamentalists have 
it. " It" is the spiritual fervor that gives a kind of 
verbal hypnosis, so that when the rhythm's right, 
it doesn't so much matter what the words are or 
mean, but rather they are interested in the power 
of religion. 

Which might make for a rather dry record, ex
cept for their other fascination, the communal 
rhythms of African music. The appreciative lis
tener must focus on 1he interplay of 1he various 
drums, gongs, rattles and sticks. As on the 
Heads' Remain in Light LP (which obviously 
was an outgrowth of the directions developed on 
My Life in the Bush of Ghosts, recorded earlier 
though released later), an array of percussion in
struments establishes a basic undulating beat. 
Everything else-vocals, guitar pans, keyboards 
-plays off that basic bottom sound. Indeed, to 
the African the percussion is the music. 

My Life in the Bush of Ghosts, like most Eno 
records, is exhi\iratingly clever. On the album's 
opening track, "America Is Waiting," an "un
identified indignant radio talk show host" keeps 
repeating (courtesy of tape loops) "America is 
waiting for a message of one sort or another" 
and wailing that we have "no will whatsoever." 
But he's talking over {through?) a funky track 
and scratchy guitar that gives his words much 
more resonance than he could otherwise project. 
The effect is like hearing an offended right-wing 
scat singer. John Birch Society funk music, any
one? 

Similarly "Qu 'Ran" is a track of chanting Al
gerian Muslims from a recording which Eno and 
Byrne develop into a very secular quality; they 
could be Devo. 

Byrne and Eno are conscious of their manipu
lations, working ovenime to be sure that the ele
ments mesh just right. That's the difference be
tween a believer and an observer; for these two, 
spiritual ecstacy seems to be a curiosity rather 
than something that they are actually familiar 
with . Which is fine; but because they are on the 
outside looking in, My Life in rhe Bush of Ghosts 
is more impressive as a formal achievement than 
as a musical experience. (m. howell) 

Outsets----------
l'M SEARCH IN' FOR YOU b/w Fever 
(Contender Records, 45) 

The NY based Outsets (not to be confused 
with local heroes, the Outlets) are Ivan Julian 
(ex- Television, Richard Hell & the Voidoids) 
lead vocals & guitar, Vincent DeNunzio, drums, 
Bob Albertson (ex-Swinging Madisons) bass and 
Simon Chadiet, guitar. 

"I'm Searchin' For You" is melodic and un
pretentious, '60s production with an '80s sensi
bility. The guitar intro is a gem. "Fever" is han
dled with ease, a good cover, although judging 
by the quality of the nip side I'd rather hear an
other original. Keep an ear open for these guys. 
Recommended. (Mark Fisher) 

Defunkt----------
Defunkt 
(Hannibal, LP) 

This is a party record. The debut album from 
New York City's Defunkt is the fu nkiest piece of 
vinyl to come across my turntable in some time. 
Up front rhythm guitar permeates this LP, 
sounding a Jot like James Brown's backing 
group, the J.B.s. 

While side one is a little too cluttered, side 1wo 
contains the strongest dance tunes on the record. 

Defunkt's leader, Joe Bowie, is the son of re
knowned jazzman Lester Bowie of the Art En
semble of Chicago. All members of the group 
possess an abi lity that comes only from years of 
technical training and free playing. Party hearty. 
(LarryWes1) 

lgl00>----------
OCTOPUS b/w Wolf 
(Fresh,45) 

Aha! Yet another Syd Barrell cover! 
"Octopus" is given the electronic treatment, 

although the vocals are humanistic. "Wolf" was 
not written by Syd; it's a melodic, synthesized 
Europop number, similar to "Computer 
Games." (Harold Lepidus) 

The Fools-----------
Heavy Mental 
(EMI-America, LP) 

Boston's own Fools firs t gained notoriety with 
their hit, "Psycho Chicken." But instead of be
coming a novelty. band, the quintet worked on 
songs that would stand up to repeated listenings. 
They may be Fools, but they're not idiots. 

On this, their second album, the Fools have 
become (as the title suggests) a heavy metal band 
with a sense of humor. Bet you thought they were 
mutually exclusive, eh? I don't know about you, 
but I'll take these guys over Styx and Van Halen 
anyday. The Fools even have good melodies. 
What more could you want from this genre? 

And if you order now, as an extra added bon
us, you get the Fools covering Roy Orbison's 
"Running Scared.'' Act before midnight tonight. 
(Harold Lepidus) 
TheSele<:ler---------
CelebraletheBullet 
(Chrysalis,LP) 

I expected disappointment with this LP, but 
wasn't completely rewarded. It lacks the spirit of 
their first release, so I won't like it as much, but 
it's worth a play al a quiet lime of day. (,I. T. G.) 
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COLUMNS--~ ---
WARM LEATHERETTE 

LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE 
Candy and Crass bring you more 1ales of 
kindness and cruelty. 

We saw the latest version of the Loners at 
the Rat a few weeks back and their new 
line-up works so well that we're getting real
ly excited about this band. 

The Underground's one year anniversary 
party_ was packed with regulars passing 
around champagne to celebrate 1he exist
ence of this great club. The sneak preview 
of Ground Zero's new video impressed ev
eryone and so did Neal Trousdale's slides. 
The Neats' set with temporary Neat Jimmy 
Coffman on mean blues harmonica was 
great fun. Whal other intriguing talents are 
you hiding under that cool exterior Jim? 
Mission of Burma had a frustrating time 
when they opened for Pylon at the Para
dise. Gee Roger, we really liked the new 
song with the "fuck, fuck, fuck, fuck, 
fuck" chorus but you can't say that on the 
radio. 

At the Modern Method party at the 
Channel the Future Dads were wonderful. 
We love them not because they're young 
and cute (though they are) but because the 
music is really good. They've written a song 
especially for Crass and she's thrilled. Al
though you might not be able to tell from 
the title, "Crush, Kill, Destroy" is not just 
another wimpy love song. Boys Life pro
vided more excitement than we needed. 
John Surrette was so furious after a run-in 
with the bouncers that he went a little crazy, 
smashing his guitar, punching holes in the 
ceiling and flinging mike stands. We don't 
know who was to blame bul in !he general 
confusion Candy got knocked in the head 

by an over-enthusiastic fan and had to be 
carried out. 

Over at the Rat the Revlllos arrived too 
late for a sound check and it showed. Vi
sually, however, they were fantastic with 
enormous pompadours and Cochise style 
go-go girls. 

At the Channel the RaUlers were very 
brave (or very stupid) to follow La Peste, 
since the last time they played together at 
the Bradford La Peste were so electrifying 
that the Rattlers got booed off the stage. 
However, they'reslil/ better off dead so we 
moved to the Underground for the Outlets' 
incredibly exciting set. When they're really 
on they'd be the perfect band for visiting 
Martians who want to know what roclc 'n' 
roll is all about. It's not art-just pure rock 
'n' roll-and we hope we die before we get 
too sophisticated for it. A different kind of 
band who are just as much fun are New 
York's Terrorists, who brought their wild 
ska rock reggae to the Rat. We can never 
get enough good skanking music. La Pesle 
were so brilliant at the Underground later 
that Crass had laryngitis for a week from 
screaming. 

WHRB, the Harvard radio station, plays 
an intriguing mix of local music, reggae, 
nouveau disco and industrial music week
day mornings from 8 10 IO. And keep an 
eye out for a magazine called "Art Police," 
filled with comics, propaganda and lots of 
anarchy. The current cover is by Boston's 
own Holly Anderson, who's one of the ma
jor forces behind this mag. 

The WZBC benefit at the Underground 
was a great success for the station as well as 
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a very special night. We didn't see much of 
OOi because we were too busy catching up 
on all the hot news. We already know how 
wonderful they are and you should check 
them out. The real excitemem was the Un
derground debut of the Neighborhoods. 
We loved the 'Hoods way back when they 
were new and fun and bursting with excite
ment, but as time went by and they cranked 
out the same set six nights a week, they got 
bored and so did we. Well, they're not 
bored anymore because, aside from the ap
parent split with manager Joe Casey, things 
are changing. They looked and sounded 
great as they slammed through a set ofter
rific new songs which are much more so
phisticated than their earlier ones. They're 
looking for a fourth member, male or fe
male, to share the creative burden and take 
some of the weight off of David. The bCst 
thing for us is seeing them so enthusiastic. 
It's wonderful to be excited about the 
Neighborhoods again! 

Rauen weather kept down the crowd for 
the little publicized appearance of Robin 
Lane and the Chartbusters at the Rat but 
her hardier fans were rewarded with a long, 
professional set. Lou Miami's sleazy, sexy 
cabaret moves at Jack's in Cambridge 
would have fit right in at Berlin's Blue An
gel back in the decadent thirties. "I always 
get excited when Lou Miami plays." "Oh 
Candy you're such a pervert." Anyway, 
we've never seen his band play a less than 
perfect set. 

If all you rockers who are fed up with 
crummy clubs and rude bouncers make the 
effort Lulu White's could get to be one of 
the best spots in town to hear live music and 
have a good night out without being bugged 
by too many creeps. The Upstarts, who 
opened for Shane Champagne on the first 
rock night at Lulu's are a young north shore 
band with lots of solid rock and roll energy 

to go with their charter membership in the 
Ntlghborhoods' fan club. Watch for their 
single in April. Shane Champagne's first 
set was competent but lazy. They're talent
ed, cute and very likeable with some won
derful pop songs but we wish they'd sweat 
more. Their too short second set was looser 
and a lot more exciting but the next time 
Gary Shane sits down on his amp somebody 
should kick it out from under him. We'll 
have to see this band go crazy before we de
cide if they're any competition for the Un
dertones. 

The infamous Wailrtsses at Spit were ori
ginal and fun. Speaking of great fun, two 
of the all time legendary bands in the his
tory of the universe took over the Under
ground. The Lyres were great as always but 
the big news was the return of the magnifi
cent Classic Ruins. Come on you guys, one 
weekend every six months isn't nearly 
enough. 

We somehow managed to miss the In
Steps again at the A St. loft but the Neats 
gel better and better. Art Yard were half
way through their set when the cops ar
rived and threw everybody out. We can't 
figure out how they even knew about this 
show in such an isolated neighborhood. 
And speaking of things we don't under
stand, we think a paper called Boston Rock 
should make a point of having a Boston 
band on every cover. Elvis Costello's mug 
may sell papers but why take up the whole 
page? La Peste are prettier than he is any
way. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy & Crass, two of the principle girls of 
the USA. Next time we'll let you know if we 
find out who spray-painted "CANDY & 
CRASS" in the Malden subway station. 

Warm Leatherette can be heard on 
WMBR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday at 10:50 a. m. on the Late 
Risers Club. 

t--------------------------

EaDiEG. 
by Eddie Gorodetsky 

Attention EC Comic fans! Archivist Russ 
Cochran has put out volume four of his 
complete re-issue series. This time it's Weird 

· Fantasy, and the only thing better than 
them is Tales From the Crypt. All are avail
able at Avenue de Victor Hugo bookstore 
on Newbury Street. They have magazines 
and books not available elsewhere and are 
very supportive of the local literary scene. 
(Bet you didn't know there was one!) This 
store should be supported since the owners 
are having financial problems. 

The new Fabulous Thunderbirds album 
is fabulous. "One's Too Many," the single, 
was co-authored with Nick Lowe; there's a 
cover version of Prez Prado's "Cherry Pink 
and Apple Blossom White," and a buncha 
good stuff. This album could make them 
household words outside their own house
holds. Hurray! 

If you're looking for good information 
on the mid-60's New York rock scene, check 
out The Warhol Sixties, Andy's memories 
of that turbulent decade. Film, an, music 
and decadence abound. Warhol can be a 
funny son of a bitch sometimes. 

Speaking of 60's revivals, lots of reissues 
have popped up since the Nuggets compila
tion. Now we have ten (!) volumes of Peb
bles and two volumes of Boulders, a made
for-TV special. Warner Brothers will be 
putting out a special edition of re-issues, not 
to mention vintage Easybeats and Rascals 
albums available on Australian import. 
And so much more I don't know whether to 
shit or go blind. I'm going to have to ask 

Boston's top 60's scholar, Lawrence Azrin, 
what the scoop is on this stuff. 

By the way, an oversight needs correct
ing. Jovial James Isaacs, local scribe of ac
claim, was also involved in choosing the re
cord library for the Reagans (discussed in 
BR #12). It's good 10 know the prez can lis
ten to Wild Tchoupitoulas and Philly Joe 
Jones at his leisure. 

Perhaps it's just me, but I can't stand 
Ralph Bakshi's drawing style. And I've got 
news for him, there were a lot more negroes 
invovled in the development of rock and 
roll than American Pop would lead one to 
believe. 

Scuttlebutt has it that the remaining 
Beatles-George, Paul and Ringo-are with 
George Marlin in the Carribean recording a 
tribute album in honor of John "Saint 
Winston" Lennon. Rumor continues that 
Michael Jackson, Elton John and a 'cast of 
others are pitching in to help out with this 
project. Personally, I think someone more 
full of piss and vinegar should be involved. 
John's album was sweet, but it was a sweet
ness borne out of toughness, not cuteness, 
ready to propel you into insulin shock. 

Finally, a plug for Hipshake, a locai band 
featuring Sarah Brown. They're a blues 
band that escapes the "shuffle Iii you die" 
syndrome, mainly because Sarah has the 
flexibility to choose material from sources 
other than blues bands. Strong harp and 
vocals from co-frontperson "Sugar Ray" 
along with one of the few good local piano 
players I've heard make Hipshake a good 
night's diversion. 

Speaking of diversion, I'm diverting. 
Catch you on the back nine. 
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THE FUTURE 
... is not all as grim as it may seem though. As Edi1or, Kate Ingram has basic financial con
trol , with the unders1anding that given our tax bill and financial obligations to other pro
jects , Newbury Comics can no longer pm money into Boston Rock. It looks like we are 
now operating the magazine on a posi1ive cash now basis, and the paper could acrnally 
start to realize a profit by the year's end. 

So things don'! look so bad right now. Oui goals of having a publication that's both 
financially viable and editorially pleasing may be met yet .. 
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(Ed. note: the following note is a response 
to our subscription renewal form, which 
said "We do realize the mailings were nol 
always on time ... but the situa1ion is under 
control and they are being sent out every 
Thursday.) 

As far as I can remember, they were NE
VER on time! 

But there were advantages: 
• Did not feel obligated to take the effort to 
respond to readers' polls when I first 
learned about them by seeing (late) issues 
with the results 
• Did not fel obligated to follow reviewer's 
advice to spend extra$ to get import Sandi
nista! since advice came after domestic long 
available 
• Many ways more enjoyable to read re
views of stuff you're already familiar with 

But it's o.k. if you are prompter-won't 
complain. Also, I hope efficiency in mailing 
is not a symptom of increasing profession
alism (and concomittantly markedly declin
ing quality). The first issue-the farthest of 
them all from being slick-so far has been 
the best. 

Dear Boston Rock: 

Love, 
J.B. 

I need help. My sister lives in Boston, and 
I am 16 and living in Williamsport Pa. 
{It's near t,he middle). Now, I'm gonna 
come up this summer-I've been 1here be
fore, but this time I wanna get into the 
punk scene, and I'll have the time to do it. 
So I know I'm probably a thorn in your be
hind 'cause you don't have a lotta time but 
if you possibly could I'd like to find some
one into 1he Pistols, Jam, Ramones, XTC, 
PiL, Clash etc. (if you get the gist) to cor
respond with-preferably an attractive fe
male about my age-ha, ha. (But no fool
in'). And since you're the only people I 
know into the heart of the culture I figured 
I'd write you guys. My sister is a wanker not 
into new wave or nothin' but she provides 
the shelter. If it is possible I'd also like to 
write to Boys Life-the interview with them 
sounded so much like our band (the only 
NW one in Williamsport). So please if it's 
a1 all possible get me somebody to write to 
and to meet this summer. This letter may 
sound stupid but I'm not gonna be silly and 
let it slip past me-I'm only young for so 
long, right, so I might as well be aggressive 
while I'm still able to. So please try and get 
a correspondent-if at all possible. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Thanx, 
Mark Mahosky 
RD#l Box 284 

Williamsport, Pa. 17701 
"I'm not on drugs 

----. anddon'tliketodrink 
# Just wanna dance real fast 

Get sweaty and stink" 

• 

r s 
Dear Sir: 

Your magazine is the best around {rock 
or otherwise), and so I am subscribing 
again. 

Last subscription, however, I got 2 maga
zines on schedule after subscribing in July. 
One was sen! in October, and 3 came a1 
once in January. The bright side is that my 
3 month subscription lasted 6 months. But 
I missed everything in be1ween. So please 
get your shit together, cuz I love BR so 
much! 

To Boston Rock, 

Love, 
David Filipou 

My favorite rock mag! You are gelling 
better and better each issue. You are con
vincing me to move back to Boston. Life's 
too short 10 miss Boston's scene. One com
ment: Loved the Elvis piece but-your 
slatement 1hat the crowd doesn't listen to 
his lyrics ... I can listen to Elvis forever but 
when he puts on .a show I want to have a 
good time and bounce around. Thanx, 

Space 
P .S. Someone should shoot Gorodetsky 
(I'll volunteer). 
Hello Everyone at Boston Rock, 

Thank you very much for 1hc copies of 
BR; 1 must say I really enjoy reading about 
other ci1ies' scenes, since Aspen has abso
lute nothing (fucking wasteland). Anyways, 
in exchange here is a copy of my very own 
fanzine, Noise. I know it looks new wavcy, 
stupid & skimpy, but hey it's the first 'zine 
I've ever done. One complaint: why do you 
cover such wimpy bands? There is so much 
exciting music goi11g on today: PiL, Crass, 
DOA, Black Flag, Damned, etc., etc. I did 
however like your articles on Siouxsie, 
Gang of Four, U2 and the Ramones. Don't 
feel you have to be popular by supporting 
top 40 "new wave" bands. Fuck 'cm!! 
They already have enough money. Any
ways, keep up the good work, 1ake care and 
keep in touch. One Step Beyond, 

Bob Moore 
Aspen, Colorado 

+-----r--- t t e r s 
-YOUR---hEL-IUM----vOIGE 



ANEW ANT 
Adam and lhe Ants's new bassist is none 

other than Gary Tibbs, whose previous 
memberships include Ro,i;y Muslt, Code 
Blue, the Vlbraton and a part in Hazel 
O'Connon' Breaking Glass. The Ants's 
previous bass player, Kevin Mooney, left on 
amicable terms to (as the saying goes) "start 
his own band." 

UNDERGROUND: 
GOING UNDER? 

Boston University doesn't seem too keen 
on keeping Boston 's premiere new music 
venue in business. The Underground may 
be closed-down May I, depending upon the 
outcome of a hearing Apr. IO in which BU 
hopes to give cause for breaking the club's 
IS-year lease. 

The Underground has provided the Bos
ton community with innovative local, na
tional and international new music. In just 
over a year the club has given Boston audi
ences their first taste of such notables as 8-
Eycd Spy, the Bongos, the Bush Tetras, Au 
Pairs, the Cure, Orchestral Man~u"res, 
Pylon, Blurt, the Method Actors and Poly
rock, among others. 

Locally, the Underground has given 
many Boston bands their first club dates as 
well as offering space for a variety of bene
fit s. 

According to BU's Daily Free Press, the 
school wants to use the space, which is in 
the basement of a dorm, to house a laun
dermat. If you 'd rather not see that hap
pen , send letters to the current landlord: 
Kenmore Management, SIO Common
wealth Ave. , Boston, MA 021 IS. 

Everyone is encouraged to write and 
voice objections to the proposed closing. 

BOUND & GAGGED 
BAGGED 

Differences among the five members of 
Bound & Gagged have resulted in the 
group's decision to split up. With a 12-inch 
four-song EP having been available several 
months, the all-female band also donated a 
pair of tunes on the soon-to-be-released A 
Wicked Good Time compilation LP of Bos
ton bands, due out this month. 

Three of the five Bound & Gagged girls 
are working to re-form a group very soon. 
Trude Koby (bass), Martha Swetzoff (gui
tar) and Marcia Maglione (keyboards/ per
cussion) are currently auditioning drum
mers. For the only all-fema1e five-piece on 
the scene, it has not always been smooth 
sailing along the way. Bound & Gagged lost 

Boston Rock Beck Issues 
$2.00 per lsaue (Includes postage) 
#1. Neighborhoods, PIL, Suicide, Rick 
Harte. 
#2. Gang of 4, Mission of Burma, Selec
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#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe ''King'' Carrasco, X, La Paste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 1, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels , Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, Feel
ies, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, pyton, Someone & the Some
bodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, Stiff 
Llttle Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, Carl

. ene Carter, Monochrome Set, Flnger
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#7. Talking Hoada, Slits, Polyrock, Kid 

Barbara Britto, the singer, after recording 
last year's 12-inch, and basic philosophical 
disagreements marred the group's develop
ment while the remaining five were still a 
band. 

Meanwhile, for those who've never seen 
Bound & Gagged perform their unique 
rhythms, and for those who have and would 
like to sec them again, the band is playing a 
farewell performance at Spit Apr. 10. 

SLOWHAND 
SUFFERS ... 

Eric Clapton has cancelled his 1981 tour. 
Apparently the rock 'n' roll lifestyle has 
taken its toll on his body, as EC has three 
bleeding ulcers and at least a year has been 
set aside for him to do another type of r 'n' 
r, namely rest and recuperation. His hospi-
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... SHELLEY SOLOS 
Pete Shelley, who co-founded the Buzz. 

cocks with Howard Devoto, now of Maga
zine, has left the 'Cocks. The band' s US la
bel terms the parting "amicable," while 
Shelley claims his creativity was restricted 
by the band's confines and precedents. 

The remaining Bu z.zcocks, Steve Dlggle, 
Steve Ganey, and John Maher, are record
ing and mixing a new album due on IRS, 
and Shelley is also working on a solo album 
on the label. 

RSO DISSOLVES 
Whereas a mere ten years ago the trend 

was towards sma11er record labels out-pro
fiting the majors, nowadays the big corpor
ate labels are eating up the rosters of the

1 little guys. A few months ago Casablanca 
Records, previously 1he home of Donna 
Summer and the VIiiage People, was dis
solved, while label chief Nell Bogart began 
a new logo and roster, Boardwalk Records, 
under the umbrella of Polygram's PGO 
conglomerate. 

Now RSO Records, subsidiary of the 
Robert Stlgwood Organization, has been 
dissolved. Ironically this happened just as 
Erk Clapton's latest , Another Ticket, 
climbed to the top of national album charts. 

Clapton, a1ong with the Bee Gtts and 
Andy Gibbs, are rumored to be staying with 
Stigwood, who has agreed to a corporate 
decision whereby PGO is licensed the re
sponsibility for the remaining acts. Al Cou
ry, president of RSO Records, may start his 
own label, while XTC appears headed for 
Columbia and the Rockets to Elektra. 

Creole, Buzzcocks pt. 1, Suade Cow
boys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian Brain. 
#8. Police, Slouxsle & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks pt. 
2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha-& 
the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, Al
berto Y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons , Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11. Elvls Costello pt. 1, Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, Wlnwood, Frith, La Pesta. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 
Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Mlaml,Shane 
Champagne, Teardrop Explodes, Blurt, 
Arthur Blythe, Doug Sahm, Johnny 
Cash. 

BOSTON ALTERNATIVE CHARTS 

Thia Lui Wffkl 
IHue laaue LOCAL on ALBUMS 

1 I·) Pastiche, Lock It Up I·) 2 Byrne-Eno, My Life In the Bush 
2 2 Boys Life vs. Outlets EP 12 of Ghosts 2 
3 I·) Planet Street, General Hos- I·) The Who, Face Dances I·) ,., I·> 3 Adam & the Ants, Kings of the 

4(tle) 9 Human Sexual Response, Fig. WIid Fronler 12 
14 16 I·) Robert Fripp/League of Gentle-

4(tie) I·> Trademarks, Magic in Her men l·l 
Eyes I·) 5 I·> Stray Cats, LP I·) 

6 Atlantlcs, Lonelyhearts 16 6 6 Elvis Costello, Trust 9 
7 7 Pylon, Gyrate 9 

SINGLES 8 1 U2, Boy 14 
1 3 Roxy Music, Jealous Guy 9 I·) Gang of 4, Solid Gold I·) 
2 7 New Order, Ceremony 10 1-) Spandau Ballet, Journey to 

3(tle) I·) Lene Lovich, New Joy I·) Glory I·) 
3(tle) 2 Gen X, Dancing With Myself 16 

4 1 Pretenders, Message of Love 5 Compiled from sales at: Aocklt , Saugus; 
5 4 Who, You Better You Bet 2 NEMC, Kenmore Sq.; NEMC, Harvard Sq.; 
6 l·l Lennon/Ono, Watching Discount, Harvard Sq.; The Harvard Coop; 

Wheels l·l Newbury Comics; Popcorn, Copley Sq. 
7 8 Stray Cats, Rock This Town 5 Chart by Old Joe 

8(tle) 5 U2, I Will Follow 9 Sorry to see Dancin' Dennis and his c rew 
8(tle) I·) Gang of 4, What We All Want (·) gone from the Strawberries Ill Kenmore Sq. 
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l b ;ubbing cat shit 
"You can shock J?eo~toJY teach fhem that 
in their face, but it wi want to get things 
cat shit is gross.;; we 
across to people. 

charts; and Finland, Germany and Portu
gal, where disenchanted young people are 
buying Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables, 
their new album, 

They call themselves an anti-fascism, an
ti-stupidity band that plays garage rock. 
Their inspiration came from rough urban 
American punk bands of the late '60s and 
early '70s: the Nuggets, the Sonics, the 
Stooges and the Ramones. These bands also 
inspired the punk rock explosion, which hit 
England as well. This happened during, and 
in defiance of, the nationalistic pageantry 
of the Queen's Jubilee year, 1977. 

In San Francisco, the reverberations of 
that explosion shook musicians off their 
shelves, turned mild-mannered art students 
into sneering punks, and greatly increased 
the sales of hair dye. Since then, literally 
hundreds of groups have formed and died, 

by George Ypsilantis and finally penetrate into the maelstrom of but some, by maintaining a sense of pur
thrashing dancers directly in front. The di- pose and by attracting a following, have 
vision between band and audience becomes survived. The Dead Kennedys are unques-

THE DEAD KENNEDYS? Is that taste- blurred here, as inspired punk rockers are tionably the most successful of these. 
less and offensive? Yes, that's right. The jumping onto the stage, and Jello Biafra Dead Kennedys. It's hard to say it with
Dead Kennedys are a band that definitely leaps into the audience. It's hard sometimes out feeling a little queasy, which is exactly 
take an offensive position. They know ex- to tell who's actually singing, since every- what the band has in mind. When the Brit
actly what they're trying to do to you, the one seems to know the words and the mike ish rock mag, the Face, asked why they 
victim of their aggressive music. is not always near Jello's mouth as he is be- chose their name, they replied, ''To shock 

Their concerts are loud, fast, personal, ing tossed around by the seething mass. It's people into life and attack their closed atti
and wildly exciting. And their goal is to a remarkable scene that happens almost tudes." It has, in fact, shocked some peo
break down any resistance you might have every time they play. pie. In Boston the name was blacked out of 
to strong emotion and intensive action. For those of you who have spent the last handbills, posters and newspaper ads for 
Most people find them either breathtaking- three years watching TV in your bomb she\- their upcoming shows. A&M Records, par
ly liberating or very obnoxious. ters, the Dead Kennedys arc a San Francis- ent company of their IRS label, would not 

At the Fab Mab (the Mabuhay Gardens co punk band who've been playing the cir- distribute the album as they do for the rest 
club in San Francisco] after only one day's cuit of punk venues there, including the of the records on IRS, because A&M feels 
notice, a packed house has turned out to see now-defunct Temple Beautiful and the also- the name is "in poor taste." 
the Dead Kennedys (or OKs, as DJs call defunct Deaf Club, since their first gig at EveninEngland,suppressiveeffortswere 
them). Energy is surging from the stage as the enduring Mabuhay in July, 1978. Ac- made. "One hundred and eighty venues, all 
Jello Biafra sings and wildly gestures with tually, you TV fans may have seen them part of the Mecca Entertainment Corpora
his arms. East Bay Ray is thrashing out when they appeared briefly in a filmed re- tion, banned us in a two day period before 
threats with his guitar, Klaus Fluoride is port documenting the wild punks on Rona we even hit the English shores," recalls 
thumping on his bass, and D.H. Peligro is Barrett's Tomorrow segment. Their notori- Biafra. "It was on account of our name, 
pounding the audience with his drums. ety has spread to such exotic locations as they say, but who knows? We got banned 

The energy increases as you butt past the Fresno, Philadelphia and Paris, where from the Lyceum. We got banned from 
outer ring of patrons who are just staring they've played to very enthusiastic audi- Hammersmith Palais the next day, and 
at the room, through the people who are ences; LA, Boston and London, where their now," he chuckles, "we're banned from 
nodding spastically and tapping their feet, records have topped alternative music the city limits of Dundee, as people! 

~Ph'o-c,0-,""C""har---,-ly""'F~,a-n-,-k"lin----------------------1 "The name is a convenient excuse, obvi-

ously. But what they really don't want to 
touch is the though! behind the music and 
the lyrics." 

But still, why Dead Kennedys? There are 
other names that could be even more shock
ing. Biafra replies, "It was not meant as a 
slap against the Kennedy family in any way, 
but against the religion that sprang up 
around them. It was meant to call attention 
to the beginnings of the 'Me Generation,' 
which started with the Kennedy assassina
tions, because the Kennedy assassinations 
torpedoed the American Dream. 'America 
growing bigger, better! Out in space! Bigger 
cars! Movie star president and his gorgeous 
wife!' Kaboom! Americans are laid-back 
and self-centered, the same way the Ger
mans were when they allowed Hitler to take 
over. The balance tilts, and it tilted slowly, 
but where are we now? In the age of the de
cline and fall of the American empire, 
which will decline as all empires have to." 

The point of the name is not just to be 
shocking. The point is to use shock and hu
mor as a tool. As Biafra explains, "You can 
shock people by rubbing cat shit in their 
face, but it will only teach them that cat 
shit is gross. It will not teach them anything 
beyond that, and we want to get things 
across 10 people." 

And so it came to pass in the spring of 
1978 that a tall kid from Castro Valley, Cal
ifornia, with a degree in mathematics from 
U.C./Berkeley, a passionate love for the 
guitar, and a strange gleam in his eye put an 
ad in a local fanzine which read: "Guitarist 
wants to start punk band. Call. .. " 

The ad was answered by a restless 19 year 
old theater student from Boulder, Colora
do, who was already notorious for starting 
mayhem at punk concerts, had written sev. 
era\ songs, and was possessed by an excep.
tionally twisted outlook on the world. 
These two, finding a strong common inter
est in politics and raw, live rock and roll, 
became East Bay Ray and Jello Biafra, re
spectively, and founded the Dead Kenne
dys. Each mind recognized in the other 
some fundamental similarity in their music 
and ideas. "Ray's guitar sounds like the in· 



side of my head," said Biafra, who calls 
Ray's playing "film noir guitar." 

Soon af1er, the same ad anracted the at· 
tention of Klaus Fluoride, a bass player 
from Detroit, via Boston, who among other 
unusual ac1ivi1ies operated pirate radio 
stations. They played as a trio for awhile, 
but could not get a gig unlit July of '78, 
when Don Vinyl of the Offs in1erceded with 
Dirk Dirksen, promoter for the Fab Mab, 
on behalf of the fledgling band. 

Carlos, whom Jello had me1 at a Scream
ers concert, joined 1he band as a second gui
tarist, though he left the band after the 
Deaf Club gig during the First Western 
Front concert series. Carlos, by the way, is 
one and the same as 6025, who wrote and 
played on some songs on the album. Final· 
ly, only one week before their Mab date, 
1hey were joined by drummer Bruce Slesin· 
ger (a.k.a. Ted), who came to San Francis. 
co from his native New York City after 
studying architecture at Pratt lnstituie. 
Bruce has also left the band, citing musical 
differences as the reason. 

Probably one of the strangest things the 
lead singer for a punk band could do is run 
for public office. So Biafra did just that, in 
the 1979 S.F. mayoral campaign. The re
sults surprised a lot of people, with Jello 
coming in fourth out of a field of ten candi
dates, garnering 6,591 votes . It sparked 
some controversy, having the singer from 
an anarchist, anti-fascist and anti-corpora
tion band run for Mayor, and the cam· 
paign caught the imagination of many peo
ple, including the city's leading columnist 
and part-time honorary punk, Herb Caen 
of the S.F. Chronicle. How could it fail to, 
when Biafra's platform featured such in. 
spired ideas as having the police elected by 
the neighborhoods they patrol, having city 
offic~ up for auction (whiCh is making 
public what happens anyway in private), 
and cleaning up Market Street by obligating 
all businessmen to wear clown suits. 

After surviving the media blitz surround· 
ing the campaign, and the persistent rumors 
of the band's imminent breakup, the OKs 
sailed through 1980, accomplishing the suc
cessful and enjoyable Turd Towns Tour of 
Santa Rosa, Stockton, Fresno, and San Di
ego, and finishing their first album. The 
Dead Kennedys then ventured to England 
in September and played several dates there 
(when not getting banned) and in France 
and Germany. 

So far, 1981 has seen the American re
lease of their album, Fresh Fruirfor Rotting 
Vegetables, and the addition of a powerful 
black drummer named D.H. Peligro, who 
used to play for a band called S.S.l. at the 
various punk venues. The other band mem· 
bers say they settled on D.H. rather quick
ly, because he has the e,i;;citing, unrefined, 
live sound that the band has always fa. 
vored. 

II is not the aim of the Dead Kennedys' 
music to be intricate, and you could never 
really call their playing "tight." But the en
ergy that some bands lose in c0ncentrating 
on perfection and technique is certainly not 
lost by the OKs. Their goal is musical 
force, and the direction is straigh1 into the 
audience. In fact, it's hard to imagine them 
practicing by themselves, the sense of inter
action is so strong. "I love audiences!" ex
claims Biafra, and it must be true because 
he's always diving into them. East Bay Ray 
agrees. "1 would like to play three times a 
week, if we could," he once told an inter
viewer. 

The audience responds to this musical as
sault b_y hurling themselves up into the air, 
against each other, and onto the stage. To 
one who's never been in the middle of one 
of those scenes, it may seem dangerous and 
hostile. But once an initial venture is made, 
the person discovers teenage girls and thin 
people with glasses wildly dancing along 
with everyone, and suffering no harm, ex
cept for an occasional bruise. 

Many of the new music sophisticates re
gard this kind of dancing as a relic of the 
late seventies, when it was very common at 
punk shows. Recently, however, ii has be
come popular in the most unlikely place, 
Orange County, California, a bastion of 

conservatism just south of LA. It has at· 
tracted a storm of criticism after reports of 
several violent incidents involving the Or· 
ange County punk crowd, and the band 
Black Flag. 

It must be pointed out that the people 
who really try to hurt others, simply don't 
understand the unspoken rules of this sort 
of "anarchy dancing." The point is to 
break down barriers in your mind and 
body, and also barriers between people. 
Fights make people defensive and build the 
barriers higher. On this, Jello states flatly, 
''I have no respect for people who come to 
our gigs, or anyone else's gigs to start 
fights. There's a way to get violent with 
class, as in you can get knocked around and 
knock other people around all you want, 
and still everybody has a good time." 

Some of the other bal'lds who create an
archic situations at their shows say it's just 
not their fault if people in the audience are 
starting fights. Biafra, however, holds a dif
... CONTINUED 
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DEAD KENNEDYS CONTINUED .. 

fcrcnt view. "Anarchy requires a certain 
amount of responsibility you have to exer
cise, meaning you've also got 10 look out 
for other people. If at one of our gigs, peo
ple in the audience are beating the shit out 
of each other, I lhink it's our responsibility 
to put a stop to it." 

This is not to say that you should bring 
your grandparents, Aunt Hilda, and all the 
children to see the Dead Kennedys. Even 
though there is never any intention of hurt
ing, the desired effect upon you, the ob
server and victim, is 10 shock and awaken. 
"It's really fun when people don't know 
what to expect, and they wind up either hat
ing or loving it," smiles Jello. 

"I remember our first gig in Boston, at 
the Rat. A 101 of people were sitting, so I 
jumped into the audience and started over
turning tables. People began throwing pit
chers of beer at us and it soon developed in
to a wild melee. At the start of the second 
show, everyone stood against the back wall. 
Then there was this one guy in Berkeley; I 
stood on top of his table and glared at him, 
and gave him my 'Man With the Dogs' 
smile, and he go1 utterly petrified in his 
chair, and couldn't move. So I picked up 
his beer and slowly poured it on him, and 
then went back on stage. Later, he came up 
to me and told me it was one of the greatest 
things that ever happened to him. I've seen 
him at lots or gigs or us and other bands 
since then." 

Behind the outrageous behavior and 
loud, threatening music is a very serious 
motive. Using shock and aggression com
bined with highly enjoyable music, the 
Dead Kennedys want to deprogram their 
audiences. Edward Albee explained this 
phenomenon in Zoo Story. "Cruelty and 
kindness alone have no effect beyond them
selves. It is the combination of the two 
which is the teaching emotion.'' 

What they want to teach is anti-stupidity. 
"Stupidity," says Biafra, "is what's drilled 
into you from day one, when you went to 

kindergarten, as in don't think, don't create 
obey. The way they do this is by yelling at 
you when you don't make a perfect letter 
'8' on the lined paper, and by handing back 
your drawings because you don't draw stuff 
the way you're supposed to." 

The OKs wanl to create an experience in 
their shows that will work lo deprogram 
this conditioned suppression of creativity. 
"By sending shock waves from the top to 
the bottom of their bodies, it allows people 
to bust out of the sedated state they're in 
and once again feel the freedom and plea
sure of screaming. When people scream, 
either with their bodies or with their voices 
or with their minds, they're breaking out of 
the mold that the school system has cast 
them into," Biafra believes. 

Another source of creativity suppression, 
view, is the music industry. "The record 
companies, along with big-time TV and 
movies, try to prescribe Norman Rockwell
type sedatives for audiences that have been 
taught, since the early years of school, that 
their goals in life should be to be comforta
ble and to fall in love. Therefore, they try to 
keep them addicted to a steady diet of very 
placid, mellow, safe music. 

''The people who initially were the real 
creative spark behind the music industry 
have slowly lost their ideas, lost their 
punch, gotten rich, gotten old, gotten 
drugged, and consequently, they've lost 
their ability to touch ground with what's 
going on. They no longer have their car to 
the ground. These executives would rather 
look at graphs of sales than at new bands 
on stage at a club," Biafra observes. 

At the same time as the music industry 
has gotten out of touch, a huge number of 
new bands have arisen. To fill the gap, a 
large number of smaller independent com
panies have been putting out a remarkable 
variety of local and offbeat recordings. 
"All these strange, twisted people-actual 
people with ideas, came crawling out of the 
woodwork and were able to present them
selves as they wanted to be seen, rather than 
waiting ten years for some big label, who 

You sweated with them at the Rat 
-now hear the original recordings 
tha~ made them a Boston legend. 
Here are the finest recordings of a 
classic rock 'n' roll band. 

RELICS 

would water them down, wreck their music, 
and turn them into cartoons," says Biafra. 

They arc trying to show that the lack of 
bold thinking and refusal to take risks is the 
central danger in America today, from 
which all other dangers spring. Biafra re
calls a quote from one of the band's name
sakes, John Fitzgerald, "He who makes 
peaceful revolution impossible, makes vio
lent revolution inevitable." 

That things may yet change is demon
strated by the fact that a band called the 
Dead Kcnncdys can actually have an album 
distributed around the world by some of the 
very people they criticize. After a delay of 
nearly three months, the International Re
cords syndicate (IRS) released Fresh Fruil 
for Rotting Vegetables in the US through 
their Faulty Products distribution. 

The record was produced by the band 
("Norm," who is given the credit on the 
liner notes, is the engineer's cat) and engi. 
neered by Oliver DiCiccio, whom Jello 
praises for being extremely helpful and sen
sitive to the extremes the band was looking 
for. Their one record only contract was 
signed in early 1980 with British indepen
dent Cherry Red Records, because they 
guaranteed complete artistic control over 
the product to the band. Yet there was some 
problem with the mastering of the British 
release, and the record came out sounding 
somewhat speeded up, missing much of the 
music's lower frequencies. · 

Fortunately these defects did not show up 
in the American release, but the album was 
still not satisfactory. "Changing the color 
of the cover to Disneyland Orange was to
tally uncalled for," complains Biafra. "The 
orange cover will be a 'collector's item' 
shortly, because they got a very nasty phone 
call from me, and the ink has been changed 
back to black." 

The reason for the change, evidently, was 
that IRS did not want their promotional 
efforts to help sell the import, which has 
been widely available. Jello responds that 
the best way to combat that would have 
been to get the album released here on time. 

Sales have been impressive, with Faulty 
Products reporting 20,000 copies sold in 
two months, in a recent Billboard article. 
According to Biafra, sales worldwide have 
topped 100,000. 

The album containes fifteen songs, and a 
bizarre poster with the lyrics, made by Bia
fra and Winston Smith. It starts off with 
"Kill the Poor," a fiendish satire about a 
sensible plan to eliminate slums, welfare 
poverty and poor people with neutron 
bombs. "Chemical Warfare" is also hu
mor-laced, about spraying mustard gas on 
golfers. 

Other stand-out cuts are "Holiday in 
Cambodia," a prescription for obnoxious 
college students, and the anthem-like "Cal
ifornia Uber Alles," about fascism in a 
strange disguise. This song was written 
when Biafra was living in Santa Cruz. Af
ter he came back from seeing some punk 
concerts in San Francisco, he chopped off 
his long hair and discovered how quickly 
hippie brotherhood turned into hostility 
and fear when he rejected their conformity. 

The Dead Kcnncdys realize their ideas 
are hateful and very threatening to people 
in powerful positions who want nothing to 
change. For this reason they want everyone 
to know that no one in the band has any 
drug problem and neither are they bad driv
ers, should there be any "accidents" or 
"drug busts" as happened to John Lennon, 
the MC5, and a multitude of political ac
tivists. The Dead Kennedys arc, after all, 
just a band, and if they disappeared tonight 
they might well be forgotten by next April 
Fool's Day. 

Neither are all their observations that ac
curate. But their boldness is exciting, and 
their urgent warning against complacency 
should be blasted on every TV screen, out 
of every radio, and on the front cover of 
every supermarket tabloid, so maybe a 
bored office worker, sales clerk, or house
wife who's reached his or her breaking 
point will grab the Plochman's mustard, 
squirt it all over the zombies in line, and 
dash out of the store, laughing wildly. 
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Top lo bollom, L lo R, Adam, The Edge, Larry, Bono 

Ul are fast growing from cult to main
stream status, as evinced at their two SRO 
performances March 6 at the Paradise. 

Y O U l W 0 
by Tristram Lozaw 

Don't believe it. There's no such thing as 
the Psychedelic Revival. 

But after punk's gulling process, most of 
the ethereal passages, reverb-drenched gui
tars, and keyboard instruments in general 
were left homeless. The bands regarded as 
the first division in the new psychedelic at
tack-U2, The Teardrop Explodes, Span
dau Ballet, Echo & the Bunnymen, Adam & 
the Ants, etc. (note that they're emerging 
from the UK, not the LSD heartland of 
California)-are not so self-indulgent as the 
fifth or sixth generation of "classical" 
rockers who repeatedly ask us to stomach 
their overblown ''works.'' 

Though none of this battalion would de
ny their pop leanings (indeed, they appear 
to enjoy the pop nomer), they're not wimpy 
or regressive like the flash-in-the-pan teen
age idols and glitter-rockers of the '70s . 
And they don't have much in common with 
heavy metal bludgeoners, though Mark 
Moses in the Boston Phoenix did call U2's 
music "heavy metal without all the gross 
parts that offend liberals" (what is heavy 
metal without grossness?) while noting that 
U2 is more "genuinely chaotic" than any 
other band of that genre would ever let it
self be. So writers, record buyers and 
phrase-taggers have been forced to go back 
to the psych-edelic era to meet their compar
ison quota. 

Between two sold-out shows on their se
cond trip to Boston, the vocalist for Ire
land's leading entry in the psychedelic 

sweepstakes, U2, was scribbling a note to a 
friend who would be in town soon. His nap
kin note had been continued onto a tea bag, 
the most representative Boston-type item 
that could be found within the confines of 
the dressing room. Both napkin and tea bag 
were to be delivered to Julian Cope, front
man for one of the other bands competing 
for the new spotlight/fave rave space with 
U2, The Teardrop Explodes. Along with 
the message would go a cassette tape with a 
good-humored excerpt from Sparks' "This 
Town Ain't Big Enough for the Both of 
Us." 

This action brought to mind a couple of 
things . Bono was only about d or 14 when 
Sparks' Kimono My House was released. 
Yeah, "This Town" might not be a totally 
obscure tune, but compare it to what most 
pubcsccnts listen to. And the reason this bit 
of rock sophistication is surprising in U2's 
case is that like many of their other "pro" 
attributes, it contradicts the reasons that 
have been heralded by many as the band's 
main appeal-the newness inherent in their 
youthful approach, their "this is the first 
time I've ever done anything like this'' ener
gy, their rock innocence. 

This "innocence" enables them to pull 
off droning fifth clusters, dreamy song con
structions and dramatic but not too much 
sound. All of which is bathed in youthful 
over-eagerness and excess energy, without 
making people who would normally do so 
flinch. 

Bono seemed to be taking a cue from 
what he considered unusual comraderie be
tween Boston bands, three of which he 
plu11;ged on stage. "In Ireland and England, 
if you asked a musician about another band 
he'd rip them apart. Here, even if they 
don't like another group they're still diplo
matic," he claimed. 

"It gets cold in Dublin but not like this." 
Bono said of the near-zero temperatures in 
his newly adopted home away fi-om home, 
hoping another bout with the flu wouldn't 
dismantle the stage stamina he needs for 
the month-long affair with the States. The 
band hadn't experienced any trouble with 
the weather during their recent European 
stint. "In England, we're not really consid
ered Top 30 yet, so they were real surprised 
when we sold out the Lyceum in London 
and turned away nearly another 1000." 
Every night is important, every success is 
still exciting. "France and Holland were 
great. In Germany we literally had to picket 
the record company for support in the be
ginning, but by the end of the tour it was 
great too, especially in Berlin.'' 

"Their first show at the Paradise came to 
a premature halt as Larry's bass drum pedal 
disintegrated at the end of their first song. 
"I could just hear people saying to them
selves, 'See, they're not that great'," said 
Bono. But he bravely took the opportunity 
to befriend the audience, casually joking 
about having to do two sets ("Only show
bands with guys in red suits who arc balding 
have to do that back home"). He tempor
arily forsook the microphone when he de
cided it gave him an "American accent." 

The piece was repaired and the group 
tried to pick up where they left off. It was a 
carefully built show, gaining momentum 
through the set's 11 songs. After the first 
encore the crowd shouted down the piped
in rock for an additional two appearances, 
and the band took th_p,- opportunity to re
peat a few tunes. 

So backstage after over an hour greeting 
people who managed to garner backstage 
passes and answerjng a long line of similar 
questions, it was time to write up the set list 
for the second show. 

U2, unaccustomed to performing two 
sets, hoped that they could sustain the ener
gy throughout the set. Before going on 
stage, a look around the dressing room 
showed four tired faces disturbed by their 
tour manager's run-in with a Paradise 
bouncer who had eaten too much macho 
for breakfast. 

But they did pull it off. And though only 
ones song was differcnt-"Boy/Girl," an 
early Irish U2 single-the second set was far 
more impressive than the first. It was like 
the difference between working hard to cli
max or maintaining an ecstatic peak for 45 
minutes (don't you just hate obvious sexual 
analogies?). For every movement to the 
front of the stage by U2's three mobile 
members, you could feel a rush of excite
ment in the crowd. Really! 

In any case, the band considered the 
night a hard, but very rewarding, gig. "We 
had a lot more expectations to live up to 
than last time." It was true. The hype and 
press on the Boy album that had preceded 
them was almost out of hand, and favor
able quotes from the NY Times to the Real 
Poper were starting to pile up in the US. 
Critic Jon Parcles was already lamenting 
U2's "growing up," when cynicism and 
self-absorption might possibly replace their 
magnetic innocence. 

So they'll have even more to prove the 
next time through Boston on their way back 
to the UK. But something tells me U2 will 
be up to it. 

Y O U l W 0 
U2are: 
Bono-singer 
The Edge-guitar player 
Adam Clayton-bass player 
Larry-drummer 
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David Gamble and Vic Varney 

by Greg Reibman 

ll's sound check time at the Rat, and the 
club's sound man has just expressed his 
concern about running behind schedule. 

"Oh don't worry," someone tells him. 
"The Method Actors are only a two piece: 
guitar and drums. They couldn't possibly 
take very long to set up.'' 

"Just two guys, huh?" he replies, eye
brows raised. "Well, 1hat should be inter
esting." 

At one side of the stage vocalist Vic Var
ney was unloading one single guitar and 
very few special effects boxes. Situated al
most center stage, behind a well-worn drum 
kit, was David Gamble, a giant muscle man 
who looks more suited to be a professional 
wrestler than the magnificent drummer he 
is. 

Somehow this simple coupling, the husky 
Gamble and his comparatively smaller part
ner, thrash away at their modest instru
ments and construct a dynamic wall or 
sound. On one or their best numbers, 
"Orangutan," Varney dropped his guitar 
pick and ran his fingernails up and down on 
the strings. By beating the guitar with both 

hands in different places, Vic produced a 
ring, like the sound or blowing into a bot
tleneck. On other songs, such as "The 
Method," off their first EP, Varney favors 
a more conventional bu! speedy approach. 
In both cases he obtained awesome results, 
with Dave Gamble completing the attack. 

"As far as noise goes," Vic Varney said, 
"we're certainly making enough informa
tion. We cannot sound like a band with a 
bass because we don't have one. And a 
band with a bass player can't sound like 
us." 

The novelty or a bass-less, two man rock 
band is something that follows the Method 
Actors everywhere they go. "I guess we 
think about adding a third member all 1he 
time," Varney acknowledged. "But that's 
.because people always bring it up. Right 
now the idea or a three-piece band seems al
most like an army.'' 

While the Actors apparently shy away 
from the concept or becoming a full-fledged 
battalion, Varney admitted 10 at least some 
discussion or adding another dimension to 
their small platoon. "Instead or adding 
another member, we could get more mileage 
from a sound man.'' 

Since their first gig on Halloween or 
1979, Varney and Gamble have been per-

forming both in and out or their Athens, 
Georgia home without a roadie or sound 
man. Just as Mission or Burma utilize the 
mixing taJents or Martin Swope, the Actors 
realize that a consistent pair of hands on the 
board could add small patches of noise that 
could be used as another source of music. 

"Having an odd number would be nice," 
he continued. "We both live together, trav
el together and stay in the same hotels. It 
would be nice to have a third party to make 
things easier. Unfortunately it would also 
require buying some equipment, and unfor
tunately we don't have the money right 
now.'' 

Even as a two-piece traveling in their 
small car ot having to spring for airfare to 
Europe, money is a big factor in the Meth
od Actors' career plans. 

"There's almost no money in England 
and an incredible amount of competition. 
But the trips to New York are real good. 
When we play there we're kind of crossing 
inflationary borders. We go and make 
money on one currency system in New York 
and spend it in Georgia where it's real 
cheap." 

While the Actors' European trip last 
year, particularly the five months spent in 
England, was not very rewarding financial-

ly, they reaped other benefits there. Be
sides receiving favorable press, the Actors 
recorded three records in the UK, the first 
having already been released, their This Is /I 
seven-inch EP. By May a ten-inch, seven 
song EP will be released and yet another 
single will follow that. If everything goes 
well, the Method Actors plan to return and 
record an album by the end of 1981. 

In the studio, of course, the Actors have 
the option to add more sounds than their 
two-man live show allows. But their records 
were made with very rew overdubs. 
"There's some noise guitar over the top and 
some vocal overdubs," Varney said, add
ing, "The studio is a lot or run, a real archi
tectural sort or run. Just building some
thing up from the bottom and having the 
option of fooling around with it and mess
ing it up. It's like a painting; you can paint 
over it if you don't like it. 

"I'm going to start playing bass real 
soon. We've got a couple of numbers al
ready with just bass and drums. And that's 
going to be a lot of run." 

Just bass and drums, eh? Imagine what 
the Rat'ssoundman will say about that. Ac
tually he might not be that surprised. Once 
you've seen the Method Actors you begin to 
realize that anything's possible. 
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Mike Duke, Dave Arnson, Dan Buccino, Robert Fass, David Peterson 

by Jim Ingram 

I saw the Insect Surfers at the Pier, a 400 
seat club in Raleigh, North Carolina. New 
music is making its way south, though in 
Raleigh it's limited for the most part to 
"New Wave Nights" at the Pier and anoth
er venue, the Silver Bullet Saloon. 

The quality of bands has been much bet
ter than the quantity. During the past 
month, I've been able to see Pylon, Human 
Sexual Response, Jim Carroll and the Insect 
Surfers. The club scene is sporadically sup
ported but for the most part the bands hove 
played to receptive crowds. 

Sound system problems hindered the In
sect Surfers during their first set, but by the 
third set the problems were solved and the 
remaining crowd sow a great show. Their 
LP Wavelength isn't available locally, but 
the band has built a following during previ
ous visits to the area. 
The Insect Surfers are: 
David Arson-guitar, vocals, bass 
Dan Buccino-drums 
Mike Duke-keyboards, vocals 
Robert Fass-bass, vocals 
David Peterson-guitar, vocals 
Boston Rock: Do you guys have a descrip· 
tionfor your music? 
Dave A: We call it techno-surf more often 
than not. We hate to fall into the new wave/ 
punk nonsense. We coined that phrase 
for ourselves which pretty much describes 
what we're all about. With our roots in'60s 
surf music we update it to the 1980's and 
'90s and beyond. 
BR: ls that something you listened to a lot,· 
'6lls' surf music? 
Dave A: It's something that everyone-well 
I was listening to it for awhile and it's some
thing everyone got turned on to. It's a mu-· 
sical philosophy. A clean guitar sound and 
a real driving backbeat. We have some sci
entific numbers with synthesizers, bu1 we 
try to keep a dance backbea110 it all. 
BR: That's something, your keyboard play· 
er with a Farfisa .. That started to catch on 
in the mid- '60s that was the big rage then, 
the Farf,sa Combo Compact sound. 
Dave A: We try to get away from a lot of 
'70s type sound. I don't know whether 
that's a stereotype remark, not trying to 
sound like Yes and Queen. Our music has 
'60s overtones. 
BR: Yeah, that's how music went. From 
clean in the '60s, and as ii went through the 
'70s it got more and more ... 
Dan: Bloated. 
BR: Elaborate ... yeah, bloated might be a 
good word. 
Dan: Bloated bloat rock. 
BR: ls your sound a sound you've always 
liked? 
BiJI: Hey. They're too young to have really 
noticed it for the first time around. You're 
talking about stuff in the '60s. They're 
eighteen and nineteen. (Bill is the manager 
of the Insect Surfers.] 
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Dave A: Well, my parents were listening to 
i1. It's like, you like something when you 
hear it. Say when I was "advancing in 
years," I would hear stuff like the Yard
birds and the Seeds or the Stooges and 
think "Hey, really good, I like that." 
We've all got different influences. I really 
like a lot of the old surfing stuff and some 
of the Quicksilver stuff. Dave likes pretty 
much anything that's rock and roll. Dan 
likes more polished rock like Police or 
Stones or Faces. Mike likes Pere Ubu, 
Wire, the Velvet Underground. We've all 
managed to come to a conclusion where all 
our music has a musical stamp to it. We've 
arrived at our sound now-pop, in a lot of 
ways because it's the combination of a lot 
of innuences. At the same time it's not what 
you'd call straight pop. 
BR: Listening to you here I heard a variety 
of styles within the songs and the influences 
that show up. A lot of your music sounds 
like parts of other music all put together. 
Dave A: We try to make dance music that's 
interesting to listen to. 
BR: How do you write your songs? Does 
everyone get together and write songs, or 
does one person usually do it? 
Dave A: Usually, one person will have an 
idea for a song. He'll present it to the group 
and everyone will work on it and arrange it. 
Sometimes 1hough, there's collaboration
two people will work on a song and bring it 
to the group. Most of the writing is done by 
either me, Dave, or Mike. 
BR: That's becoming a more popular way 
to get music together. Instead of coming 
with completed songs, working around 
ideas. 
Dave A: The group is democratic to a fault. 
Everybody has an equal share of input and 
we are able to come to a common ground 
after we cackle and bitch like hens in prac
tice. But it comes ou1 okay. It's an optimis
tic point of view. We're not reaJly doom
ridden. There's a lot of new music coming 
out nowadays that's very gloomy. We're 
presenting more of an upbeat message if 
there is any. 
BR: ls that a general altitude you have? 
Dave A: It's very easy to get curved and do 
something contrived-like Oevo or the B-
52's. We try to get away from something 
tha1's totally conceptualized. 
BR: The first thing I ever knew about you 
was six different buttons. They all had a 
concept running through them. I sow your 
flyer down here-I've always thought you 
must have worked in some overall concept. 
BIii: h's a blessing and a curse, both at the 
same time. It fits into a lot of peoples' con
ceptual ideas about what might be fun, but 
then, when a more adventurous spirit 
strikes anybody in the band, first it's a sub
ject for debate whether "this is the Insect 
Surfers or it's not. 11 

Dan: We're written off as being lightweight 
by a lot of people that go "yeng yeng yeng" 
-fun for a party-but if we try to do some-

Bill: ll's like the last time we played Hurrah 
in New York City. I asked Ru1h "What do 
you think?" We've played Hurrah about 
five limes. We had just played a set- some 
of it was surf and some of it was later ma
terial that's showing an expansion in terms 
of the group. Ruth said, "You ought to 
play more surf numbers.'' I think she would 
like 1he band 10 be a lightweight Raybeats 
type of thing-surf music to a cliche. 
Dave A: We like instrumenu. We're doing 
a lot more, in fact. But it's not something 
you can restrict yourself to. In fact, in the 

..c name Insect Surfers-the insect is 1he 1ech
~ nology and the surf is the dance beat. The 
~ band name describes our music. 
c:: Dan P: It's still good time music. We still 
J have a good time playing, but i1's not wi,h
~ out some purpose. If you can have a good 

0 time and the music's enjoyable, people can 
O dance to it and have a real good time. But 
~ they can also see something a little more 

than 1he two dimensional aspec1 of it. It's 
good and it's sort of a purpose. We can get 
the people easier. 
Dave A: Compare us to XTC, maybe sci
ence pop. 
BR: Do you hove anything you want to ac
complish with music? 
D.ave P: We all have different goals; we all 
have different pipedreams. I think it seems 
to coalesce when we're in a band together 
because we have differeni viewpoints and 
roots of our different backgrounds. We're 
pointed together, sort of unified. We're 
mixing our ideas together. 
Robert: It's a constant discovery, a synthe
sis of the innucnccs and styles of each mem
ber as long as that continues 10 happen. 
BR: Mike, you haven't been with the band 
very long right? 
Robert: Right. I was the original bassist in 
the old days. I went back to school and just 
finished up in January. 
Dave A: We've been together abou1 two 
years, but we've played as a foursome for a 
year and a half. 

Getting back to the other question, what 
we'd like to do is get a record contract, at 
the moment. 
Bill: Typical. 
Dave A: And set a goal towards really push
ing, IOuring. This June if we haven't come 
to thal point, or the point where we can 
support ourselves, we'll seriously evaluate 
what we're doing. Maybe we'll break up or 
something. Giving ourselves a goal has giv
en us something tangible to work 10ward. 
We're really driving ourselves. We're sup
porting ourselves with the music. We've 
been going full time since September. We're 
playing New England, New York, we've 
just started to infiltrate the south. 
Dave P: When you talk about musical di
rections, our sole purpose is obviously not 
just to get a record contract together. We 
have an artistic stand of integrity. You want 
to grow musically, to get anisticallymature, 
not bored or stagnant. If you start doing 
the same thing, to where you're getting into 
a rut or cliche, then it becomes like a job 
and not something that's worth it. 
BR: This is going to get a different answer 
from everybody. Dave, you talked about 
what everybody liked. I was wondering 
when you were teenagers {they're teenagers 
now/, what were your musical back
grounds? Did you play in high school and 

t:~~r ::g~~is band, Insect Surfers, is the 
first professional band. We've all been in 
garage level, sporadic club date bands. 
Robert and I formed a group in 1976 just 
af1er the Ramones came out. We called our
selves "Feedback Forever." We played 
Patti Smith's version of "My Generation" 
and "Gloria. 11 We did some Blue Oyster 
Cult songs, Bowie songs like "Jean Jean
ie," Iggy Pop .. 
Robert: Whatever was New Wave. 
Dave A: That was fun. But we only had one 
gig. 
Dave P: One night stand band. I was in a 

• ~i~b "b~~d th~(~~; p~~lt}''h~;;ibi~." • • • • • • • • 
Dave A: Dave was in band that played an 
Officer's Club. 
Robert: We were all in bands that played 
''Freebird.'' 
BR: Have you all lived in D.C.for awhile? 
Robert: Ou1skirts. 
BR: Dave was saying earlier that you didn't 
really like D.C. 
Dave A: Well it's not that we don't like 
D.C.-the point I was trying to make is thal 
you can get stuck playing in D.C. You can 
become a big success as a D.C. band, but 
1hat's it. There's a group called Razz, they 
were lhe biggest band in D.C. for about two 
years, king of 1he slug heap, or monumeni 
heap, but they didn't go anywhere. If you 
want to get anywhere you've got 10 pro
mote yourself oul of town. Try to do some
thing beyond your own backyard, 
BR: Do you think you 'II stay in D. C.? 
Dave A: As a base, probably. Yeah. 
Robert: I don't think we'll move to N.Y. 
Dave A: I like O.C., it's a healthy place. 
But as I say, it's not an end in itself. I don't 
think New York is, or L.A. is, but you want 
to get the best of both worlds. We'd like to 
play England, too, of course. 
Robert: A behind the Iron Curtain tour is 
our dream. 
Dave A: We gol a letter from a guy in 
Czechoslovakia who heard of our record. 
He wanted to be our musical propagandist. 
Robert: He was interested in our anarchist
ic record company-very American and 
very different from Czech music. 
BR: Who's your record with? 
Dave A: It's our own label, a private label 
called WASP Records ou1 of Arlington, 
Virginia. It's got a couple of other bands on 
it. Beex. from Richmond, VA. And True 
Facts and 1he lnsaniacs from D.C. They're 
good, they're like an intellectual garage 
band. We put out a single last year called 
"Into the Action." Instead of repressing it 
we jus1 put out a whole new producl, a re
cord called Wavelength, an eight-song re
cord, a couple of months ago. We're send
ing it to a lot of college radio stations 
around, and urban radio stations. 
BR: Do you think being on a small label is a 
viable way to make a living in music? 
Robert: Unfortunately, it's not. 
Dave A: It's a start. It's a means .. 
Robert: It's great in the sense that you do 
have your own freedom, a, artistically, and 
b, promotionally. And some distributive 
freedom, although you want as much dis
tribution as possible. That's the thing with 
major labels, you get that distribution. But 
now, with money as tight as it is, there reaJ
ly isn't that much money with a major re
cord label contract. There's really no tour 
support, not always even distribution. 
Dave A: It depends on who you work for. 
BIii: Unless you have a hit, and get a mass
ive amount of royalties, bands don't really 
live off record contracts. What they want a 
record contract for is because a Warner 
Bros. will put that record in every store in 
Detroit and you can play it and people will 
say "J like that band, I'll go see them." 
BR: Or "I like that band, I'll go buy their 
record." 
Robert: So what we've done that's pretty 
unique to most bands is try to get as much 
radio play a possible. W:'ve budgeted for 
radio promotion and tried to get radio play 
so people hear of us, hear the record, an 
even though we can't distribute the record, 
well, at least they've heard us. So if we do 
get someone to pick it up for distribution, 
pick it up on a major label, then it'll be in 
the stores and they'll say, ''I've heard it.'' 
We've done the groundwork for a major 
label. 
BR: So you see this as a majdr step in your 
career? 
Robert: Unfortunately, it's the only way for 
dis1ribution. I wouldn't say it's the only 
way to go in the early stages. I thought 1hat 
originally. There's a O.C. band, the Urban 
Verbs, who did that and I think they may 
have gotten a little better if they had put out 
something on an independent label. 
Dave A: Hopefully if we get another record 
contracl we won't be totally green. 
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byHornldLepidus ~-~*_8* _ - f~--:~c. __ -;Y___ E * ~' ~~· 
It started off almost too good to be true. _ _ - , ~ ~ 

I got a free pair or $8.50 tickets 10 see Steve 
Forben at the Paradise. The person I wan1- rf!J _ 
ed 10 take was off to Nirvana following the .. •' ;. * _,, 1 ~ ~ * ----*--~-, ,, ' _ •• ~~· Grateful Dead (on purpose), so I brought , ~ r 
along my impoverished friend Mark, who is 
even a bigger Forbert fan than yours truly. '$- ' .• • • , • :-
We finally got to the box office at show- '6-.-.v.-.•.-.-.-....-.-. ........ ._._._._._._...,._ .... ...,..-.._.~ • I -;. 
time (8:30), and the guy in charge, it turns cuit. He started off as a neo-Dylan type, ,( ~/ P. • •: 
out, is a friend of a roommate's. So he gave complete with a gravelly voice, acoustic ~ I * - ' - ~ 
me a backstage pass before I could even guitar, and harmonica. The critics loved ~ .. , * .. 
startbegging.Sofar,sogood. Forbertandhisfirstalbum,A/iveonArriv- :- * ••• * 6: 8-----R- * * ~ 

Walked inside, and there were four emp. al, which was modeled after Elvis Presley's " f * * :-
ty seats right in front. Reeve Little was the Sun Sessions. ;: T ,: 
opening act and the reason we were in no His slickly-produced second album, ~ _ - - - - R 't. :: 
hurry to arrive. Last time he played, it was Jackrabbit Slim, was panned by the press, <: - * .d!/J o * -*""-- --- * < 
without a back-up band or a discernable but the record-buying public gobbled it up ~ .. - - - - _ ~ 
difference between songs. Little now has a and "Romeo's Tune" became a Top 10 ~ 11 ----*-- _ _ _ * '!ii ~ ,: 
band, and somebody at our table pointed smash. Lillie Stevie Orbit, Forbert's third -: 'I -,,. ,, * * :-
out 1he guitarist was once in the Boom release, was closer in style to his first album ~ , • • :! 
Boom Band. Little was better than last and lacked a hit single. So It was back to -J/,N',,•./V\,w.,,.-.v.•.-...,,v.•.w.,._w.-. .. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
time, but not by much. the clubs for Jackrabbit Steve. Finally, an extremely large bouncer told .- • \ \ :-

The woman sitting to our left looked fa. Which is fine with me. This Forbert show me that I should wait at the "other side" of '$, • . / -: 
miliar. It turned out I sat with her the first was the best I've seen from him. Backed by backstage. Fine. Just gotta take some pies. :! • \ 

8 
>~:. ) ~ 

time I saw Forbert, which was also at the a new five-pi~e band, his songs ~ad their Mark and I obediently headed for that en- •: _ ~~/ •.. ,S. 
Paradise. She has since seen Forbert a doz- best accompaniment yet. Alternating rock- trance. ::, -: 
en or so times, and has even met the band, ers and ballads, Forbert's set was well This bouncer wearing a bright green satin ~-... ......,. • ..,,....,......._..... .... ..,. .... www ...... "5' 
she said. A true fan. When I said I hoped to paced, and the peQal steel guitar backing warm-up jacket with "The Paradise" em- what the fuck was going on. 
interview him, she told me I'd be better off gave the material a fresh country twang, blazoned on the back asked me what I was Finally, I cornered the guy who gave me 
without a notebook and tape recorder since which he'll hopefully keep for his next al- doing there. the backstage pass in the first place. I told 
he's not one for interviews. I knew this, but bum. There were no new songs, but he did I showed him my backstage pass and he him of my trials and tribulations, and he 
I figured that since he talked to Rolling do a couple of covers-"Wooley Bully" asked me if I had a late show ticke1. I said agreed to find out what the problem was. 
Stone, he'd grant an audience with Boston and "Rhythm of the Rain." no, just the early show. He then told me I He less than eagerly told me the press 
Rock. Thus far everything had gone great. I was blew it, I couldn't go back. It's my fauh1 I wasn't allowed backstage and apologized. 

Before I blab on any further, it might be looking forward to going backstage. screamed, "WHADA YA MEAN'? I've been (Who does this Forbert guy think he is, El-
a good idea to give you some background I went to the backstage entrance and was following orders for a half-hour!" He said vis Costello'?) 
on this Forbert guy. told to wait 10 minutes. Fine; I'm in no hur- he'd personally find out why I couldn't go Aclually, I was relieved; I could finally 

Young Steve left Mississipp.i and landed ry, just have 10 take a couple of pictures. I back. Can't say I didn't try. go home! I did my bit. If they don't want 
at CBGB a few years ago, playing with ev- poked my head in every few minutes just to How long should I wait'? I didn't really our help, too fuckin' bad! Who needs this 
eryone imaginable, i.e. Talking Heads, Tel- make sure they remembered me. Ten min- care if I never saw Steve Forbert again, I shit'? And after it had "started off almost 
evision, and the other regulars on the cir- utes. Yup. Great. Doo de doo. just wished someone would have told me too good to be true ... " 

......_ ..... ~ .. ._..,._...._.........,.....-.-,. •• .-.,.-.-.,.....,,,....-.-.-,..-.-.-.v.N.NYNJ\N\N',NVY._.. .........,......_,.~ .. ,~.....,.-.-.-.-.-,m..,.-m-.-.-,,,....~,,....~,,....~,,....~-.w. .. ..-. 

ARMAGEDDON LP'S 

ARTIST TITLE 

ARMAGEDDON RECORDS 
MAIL ORDER 

PRICE: 0.98 RELEASE ARMAGEDDON EP'S PRICE: $2.98 

CAT.# DATE ARTIST TITLE CAT. # 

THE SOFT BOYS UNDERWATER MOONLIGHT ARM I • OUT THE SOFT BOYS NEAR THE SOFT BOYS AEP 002 
JAO FAIR ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU AEP 003 THE LAST WORDS FAMOUS ARM 2 "OUT 

ROBYN HITCHCOCK ARM 4 3/7 PRICE: SJ.98 

RELEASE 
DATE 
"OUT 
·our 

PYLON GYRATE ARM 5 'OUT 
BLURT INBERUN ARM 6 2/27 

PYlON 10" 45 RPM AEP 12004 2/20 

½JAPANESE LOUD ARM 7 3/14 
METHOD ACTORS RHYTHMS OF YOU AEP 12005 3/21 

DANNY ADLER GUSHA GUSHA MUSIC ARM 8 3/21 
MIDNIGHT RAGS WEREWOLF Of LONDON ARM 9 ·our 

PRICE:S19.75 

½JAPANESE 1/:i GENTLEMEN/NOT BEASTS ABOX 1 "OUT 

HEDONICS LP'S PRICE: SS.98 
PLUMMET AIRLINES ON STONEY GROUND HEDON 1 /2 3/ 4 
RADIO FREE EUROPE LAUGHONCUE HEDON 4 2/20 

BLURT JN BERLIN ARM 6 INC. MY MOTHER WAS A FRIEND 
OF THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE. WITH TITLES LIKE THAT WHO 
CAN BEAT THEM? 

ARMAGEDDON SINGLES PRICE: Sl.98 
THE LAST WORDS TOP SECRET AS 002 
KNOX GIGILO AUNT AS 003 
KIMBERLEY REW STOMPING AS 004 
THE SOFT BOYS I WANNA DESTROY YOU AS 005 
METHOD ACTORS THIS IS IT AS 006 
TOM DOLBY URGES AS 007 
1 /2 JAPANESE THE SPY AS 009 
KEVIN DUNN OKTYABRINA AS 014 

All RECORDS ARE SUPERIOR IMPORTED PRESSINGS FROM UNITED KINGDOM. 

TO ACQUIRE ANY OF THE ABOVE SPLENDID ITEMS SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO CAROLINE. SEND TO 
ARMAGEDDON RECORDS, PO BOX 48551. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30362. FOR 7" SINGLES PLEASE ADO 60C P&P. FOR LP'S, 12" & 10" PLEASE 
ADO $1 25 P&P ORDER OVER 5 ITEMS POSTAGE FREE. ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY FULL CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

'OUT 
·our 
'OUT 
'OUT 
"OUT 
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byMorkFisher BRIAN B 
Martin Atkins, with his fondness for 

plaid suits and mious drinking, is an c,

tremely affable character who possesses a • 
seemingly bottomless reserve of good hu
mour, quite surprising considering the na
ture of his previous associates in Pil, 
Mssrs. Lydon and Levene. 

These days, however, Martin is fronting 
his own outfit, "Brian Brain," supported 
by fellow partners-in-revelry Pete Jones ~ 
(bass) and Bobby Surgeoner (guitar) ~ 

At the Underground their show was a ~ ', 
short, sharp dose of angina! entena,nment, '..c. _.\ \if r 
a refreshing blend of music, fun, and some- ~~ 

times chaos The m1en1 was 10 have a party ~ '*'I-\! 
on stage, :rnd the crowd was actively en- ~ '1: 
couraged to JOtn m To this effect, much of 't · 

1 
) 

the music rehes on taped drums and synth ~ 
effeclS, leaving Martin free to move around >;{f: 
the stage playing "mouth," dancing, and 1 
generally having a good time ~t&-r 
w!~~d mh:sr~ :~ts:c:e:;d:;t~n ~:~01~~~~~ f · 1 
backing tape in10 an energetic live perform-
ance. 

Finally the tape took over their chores, 
allowing them to put down their instru
ments for the the final caper: a full-scale at
tack on the audience, using Easter eggs and 
inllatable plastic rabbits. Needless to say, 
some people weren't quite sure how to react 
to all this and quite missed the poini, com
plaining about the lack of a drummer. a 
typical reaction when comparisons arc 
made to old standards. 

But why should there be a drummer? The 
tape/ musician combination is more than 
adequate, and the remixed versions of ma
terial from Unexpected Noises and subse
quent covers of "Careering" and "At 
Home He Feels Like a Tourisl" sounded 
considerably livelier than the vinyl version~. 

The set may have been a little brief (ac
tually quite suitable), but 1he energy per 
beat rating was relatively high. Do we still 
wani long boring gigs in the standard rock 
format? Rockist attitudes linger on, it 
seems. 

Before their WBCN interview, Martin, 
Pele and Bobby managed to find time to 
drop 'round to my apartment for a chat. 
They've been very busy lately, having or
ganized this tour themselves and working 
with their record company to ensure con
tinuing independence, since it's just been 
taken over. 

I began by asking Martin why he chose to 
cover "Careering." 

"I liked it," Martin replied. "It wasn't a 
'Let's cash in on the Pil thing,' I just liked 
the song. I realized I'd never perform it 
again from a drumming point since Pil 
aren't ever going to gig again, and I was a 
bit piS$ed off about that. So we decided to 
do it and it turned out quite well live, so we 
did a studio version. It's the same with 'At 
Home He Feels Like a Tourist,' I just liked 
ii. 

"I don't even remember why we did cov
ers ... oh yeah, it was going to be a live EP 
and then we went into the studio and did it 
instead of messing around live. We didn't 
really think about it tha1 much." 

I mentioned that the EP is very different 
from the LP Unexpected Noises. I won
dered how Martin feels about the LP, look
ing back on it? 

"It didn't take long 10 do," he explained. 
"It was at a time when there wasn't any 
money at all ... looking back on it, it would 
have made a decent set of demos. I feel I'd 
like 10 re-record two or three of the songs. I 
don't know about the res1." 

I suggested that perhaps he might have 
overstepped himself by handling so many of 
the tasks, including production and mixing. 

"No," Martin protested. "It was import. 
ant for me to do, because now I know the 
pitfalls of what I was doing but at the time, 
we were just in the studio ... I'm a bit wiser 
now; we still more or less produce ourselves 
but there's always an engineer there. We're 
more experienced; we've only been going 
for six months as it is." 

"As far as the writing goes," Pete added, 
"the original ideas still stem from Martin 
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and he feeds off me and Bob. It comes 10- 1 
gether that way. Martin's the instigator ... " 

"Sometimes I feet very frustrated,'' Mar
lin explained, ''because I can't play guitar 
and I'd like to, but I'm happy just dancing 
around getting pissed." 

What are the main lyrical concerns? 
"I'm not concerned about a lot of 

things," Martin pointed out. "Things con
cern me but I don't want to spend time 
worrying about them and putting ii into 
words. If I start worrying about Ireland, for 
example. or people on the dole in England, 
I'll start worrying about the shit that's go
ing down everywhere else in the world, 
Save the Whales and all that, and I'd just 
slash my wris1s and that'd be it. 

"So, I don't spend a lot of time thinking 
about political statements and 1he rest; I 
just write whatever I'm thinking about. 
Sometimes I just write a load of rubbish 
and chop it up and look at 1he way the 
words now. I think that's called 'Stream of 
Consciousness' writing. I just sit down at a 
typewriter and pull out phrases .. I don't sit 
down and write songs about a certain thing 
or whatever." 

I asked if he is perhaps more interested in 
live entertainment. 

"The live show is aimed to entertain and 
it's important for us to have a good time; 
that's why we're still doing ii. If I wrile 
some words though, I'm just interested in 
getting rid of something that's going 'round 
in my mind. Once I get it on paper, it's out 
of the way and I don't have to think about 
it. I just enjoy making music and dancing 
around and meeting people ... " 

Ah-ha, a suitable time to ask my "im
pressions of America" question. 

"Oh God!" Martin groaned. "It was on 
the news today ... I thought it was really 
funny that they have decaffeinated coffee 
and everyone's really paranoid thinking 
they're all gonna die if they drink any caf
feine ... anyhow, now they say decaffeinat
ed coffee might cause cancer of the pancre
as. Marvelous, I don't know what they'll 
think of next. 

"Actually I really like it here, it's cheaper 
than England. I bought this huge bonle of 
vodka for $7. 

·"In America," Manin continued, "peo
ple arc more willing to accept something 
different. Whereas in England people spend 
their time going, is it punk? is it futurist? or 
this or that. People are more open-minded 
here, mind you, though, we haven't been to 
Texas yet. As far as music goes, they arc, As 
far as race relations go, that's a completely 
different ball game." 

''A lot of people in England arc just wait
ing to be told what to like," Pete interject-

ed. "Waiting to read about the next thing 
they should be interested in.'' 

"They're still selling 'Destroy' shirts 
there, y'know," Martin continued. "And 
crazy punks are still walking the streets like 
old Teddy boys, forty years old with pot
bellies. We did a gig in the north of Englanc'. 
awhile back and rnmebody grabbed the 
mike and started singing• Anarchy'.'' 

Speaking of anarchy and punk, I won
dered if Martin still kept in contacl with its 
instigator. Actually this was just a way to 
lead into the PiL connection ... so what's 
been happening with Pil lately? 

"I've been working with them," Martin 
replied. "h's just John, Keith and Jeanette 
now. Dave Crowe's gone, and Wobble. I 
did three tracks on the new album and 
there's a song we did ages ago which has 
gone on the B-side of the single. They're ex
ploring all sorts of things; it's easy to get 
bored with instruments. There's all sorts of 
Japanese stuff, violins, saxes, Mickey 
Mouse watches. 

"I don't know how people arc gonna 
take it because there's no Wobble. In fact 
there's no bass on about 70 per cent of it; 
Keith did bass on the rest. But it doesn't 
miss bass because it's not recorded like it 
used to be, i.e., me and Wobble doing rhy
thm with things being laid over the top. 
Now just one of us will go in and do some
thing more or less on our own. 

"We're all in the studio at the same lime 
but Keith will be playing Space Invaders, 
John'll be watching videos, and I'll be do
ing something ... we swap around working 
on the tape; it's a good way of doing it." 

At this point, Martin reminisced about 
Pi L's tour here last year, joking about some 
of the pranks he and Wobble pulled on each 
other. 

"In Boston, Wobble did this radio inter
view. He gets on the radio and says 'Sorry 
Martin can't be here tonight, he's on the 
waterfront trying to pick up sailors.' Now I 
didn't know anything about this, I was off 
having a drink somewhere. Anyway, we did 
the gig at the Orpheum, and afterwards ~II 
these people came backstage and said, 'We 
know some gay bars we can take you to.' 

"'What d'you mean," I said, and they 
said 'We know some gay bars to take you 
to, it's cool, it's cool.' r kept trying to ex
plain that I wasn't gay and no one would 
believe me." 

These days Martin and Wobble aren't 
the best of mates? 

"He's alright," Martin responded. ''He's 
a bit of a criminal though, from !he East 
End of London. I think he's getting some
thing together now with Jim Walker, PiL's 
first drummer . He got me to play on his al-

bum under false pretenses ... I haven't seen 
him for ages now, I get the feeling that if he 
does anything musical it'll sound like PiL 
used to sound, because he has such a dis
tinctive bass sound." 

Finally, a few questions to close the inter
view. What's planned for the future? 
Pete: If we survive these four weeks-we're 
not doing too well at the moment-we'll be 
doing a new single when we gel back to the 
UK. 
Martin: We did our first gig last night, and 
we're nearly all dead already. We did this 
club in Rhode Island where they refused to 
give us any vodka; they went into this big 
speech about everytime you drink it you 
lose 300 brain cells or something ridiculous. 

Ac1ually I don't think think they under
stood what was going on at all last night; 
they didn'1 get 1he music, then we started 
throwing all these colored eggs, .. it was too 
much for them. It was a good warm-up gig 
though. 

We went to Holland at Christmas and 
that was pretty good, so we're going back 
the end of April. Then we'll be doing a UK 
tour 10 coincide with the release of the sin
gle. After that we want to come back here, 
in about four or five months. 

There will be some sort of drastic re-think 
after we do 1he UK tour, because we will 
have done about a hundred and fifty gigs 
by then. We were thinking of using film or 
live video. 
Pete: We brought a cine-camera with us and 
we've been out on the street taking silly 
film ... Exceedingly silly. 
Martin: Something happens. Put someone 
in front bf a camera and that's it, they'll do 
anything. 
BR: Are you interested in video at oil? 
Martin: No, I wanted to get a cine-camera 
and take lots of thngs, then edit them. I get 
the feeling that 8 mm film isn't the easiest to 
do, but it's bener to edit than video, and we 
can get it transferred to video later if it's not 
~ny good. We wouldn't mind doing some 
video, but it's a matter of money really. 

It'd be nice to have one video camera at 
the back 10 get the whole stage, because 
there's not much need to have four video 
cameras to edit different shots. It should be 
entertaining just from one place, in theory 
anyway. We could always spice it up later. 
BR: Ever thought of acting? 
Martin: The 'Hugo Burnham Syndrome' .. 
I don't know, there's a degree of acting in 
what we're doing now, I haven't really 
thought about it. I just like mucking about 
wilh videos. 
Ptle: What about a wcstcrn1 'Atkins at the 
OK Corral.' 
Bob: Go for your guns, Tubby! 
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by Mark Fisher 

Like their original namesake, Bauhaus 
believe in avoiding excess, maximizing the 
use of funtional linear form in their music. 
This is particularly evident on their first 
two singles, "Bela Lugosi's Dead" and 
"Terror Couple Kill Colonel"; both are in
sistent yet minimally conceived. 

After their last single, a refreshingly dif
ferent cover of Bolan's "Telegram Sam," 
Bauhaus released their first LP, In the Flat 
Field, which reflects an emotional edge only 
previously hinted at in their earlier material. 
The album's overall mood is dark, often 
brooding, haunting with images of a reli
gious past and modern anxiety. The music 
is terse and compelling, often relying on un
usual juxtapositions of familiar ideas to 
create new sou nds. 

Live, Bauhaus are considerably more high
spirited than their album would suggest. On 
stage at the Underground, vocalist Peter 
Murphy seemed physically rebellious against 
the cramped conditions, frantically twisting 
and turning around 1he microphone in a 
frenzy of ca1har1ic release. Guitarist Daniel 
Ash, absorbed in his instrument, main
tained an incessant headlong sonic assault 
on the audience, firmly supported by bass
ist David Jay and drummer Kevin Haskins. 

Bauhaus demand a response and the 
crowd was forced to reciprocate, if a little 
timidly, in motion. 

After the show I talked with Peter Mur
phy and Kevin Haskins about their music. 
Although both were rather tired from per
forming, they seemed eager to chat. 

We began with the name; why Bauhaus? 
"David put forward that name," Kevin 

replied. "ll really just looks good on paper 
and sounds good. Also we drew certain si
milarities between what we're doing and 
what the original Bauhaus meant in that we 
like to strip everything down to a minimum. 
We don't really like people reading too 
much into this though, it's just a name. 

"Lately in England, they've picked up on 
Spandau Ballet and all that, they even did 
an article in the NME trying to link us with 
'20s Germany, but we basically just chose 
the name because it sounds good.'' 

What about other innuences? 
"It's very hard to put it all down to any

thing, just all aspects of experience," Peter 
explained. "I know that sounds heavy but 
it's 1rue, we don't have any particular in
fluences. Musically, each person has his 
own angle and there's not one general in
fluence at all. It's really diverse; sometimes 
we do clash which creates tension. It's good 
that there's conflict though; we can bounce 
off each other." 

The conversation moved on to the album 
In the Flat Field. 1 asked Peter what "the 
Flat Field" represents. 

"It's a symbol of the mundane, flat, of 
monotony," he replied. ''When I was a kid, 
I was taken on an archery trip and my uncle 
took me over to a field which was really flat 
and boring. And just shot arrows at this 
target for about four hours. The image 
sprang from that, although obviously 
there's more than one meaning. The lyric 
intenwines words which hopefully get 
across that feeling of boredom that sets in 
and brings on all sorts of depression experi
ences." 

I mentioned he seems to prefer to build 
images around a center rather than actually 
define subjects. 

"Yeah, to me a lyric that's very li1eral is 
short-lived," Peter continued. "I prefer to 
leave things more abstract, open. In "the 
Flat Field" there are rots of extensions of 
the meanings of what's written there, and 
maybe someone would read somethi ng to-

I I 
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tally different into it. When I write, I like to 
write spontaneously, leave it, go back to it, 
learn from it... and maybe change a few 
lines later. On the other hand, David tends 
to write very literally and objectively. [Bau
haus' lyrics are mainly written by Peter and 
David.) 

I hazarded a few guesses as to who wrote 
what on the album, which turned out to be 
correct. The songs I wasn't sure of turned 
out to be collaborations. 

"Dave and I collaborated on 'Stigmata 
Martyr,' Peter elaborated. "Also on 'Small 
Talk Stinks,' which is a mixture of our 
styles, basically a parody of the very elite 
and of everyday small talk which everyone 
partakes in.'' 

What about "Stigmata Martyr"? 
"We were all thinking of subjects for 

lyrics and the only things we chose were 
what we all thought to be strong subjects. 
The stigmata's a very, very emotive thing to 
write about. All of us agree, the 1hing about 
stigmatas is that they're so frighteningly re
liable on their idol Jesus Christ. The Catho
lics hold them in esteem-this high order 
like the chosen-but I felt it a pathetic 
slate, very low, overdependent, so affected 
it was almost .. well it is ego-centered. 

"We didn't really go into the subject, 
rather we bordered on our impressions of 
it, the stigmata. Doing the mix on it, espe
cially the Latin bit at the end, was very 
scary. It was so loud too. Really gave me a 
dark buzz." 

The album is very different from the sin
gles, especially its overall sound quality and 
atmosphere. Were they aiming specifically 
for that dark sound? 

"No," Kevin said. "We didn't want to 
get into a rut of just having one sound all 
the time and cornering ourselves. We try 
and write in different styles, using lots of 
different sounds and directions." 

Hence the "Telegram Sam" cover? 
"Yeah," Peter continued. "That was 

originally in the set for total conirast, a 
really up thing, zappy. Seeing as we all like 
Marc Bolan, it was great to do. Loads of 
kids asked for that as a single so we 
thought, why not?" 

"Every record 's been done at a different 
studio," Kevin explained. "We've only 
done a few singles and the album, and all 

Peter Murphy, Bauhaus 

~ "They just turned out that way. It's good 
g though, it's the purest statement of what we 
: were like then, like a history of what we'd 
~ sane from the start up to In the Flat Field. 
·~ Plans for the future? 
:; "We've got loads of material to work on 
~ for our next album," answered Peter. 
B "We've a couple of gigs waiting in London; 
_g also we're planning our own film called 
o.. Consequences. It'll be about thirty minutes 

long, based on a game we play. A piece of 
paper is folded into four pieces, then one of 
us will draw, for example, a head of a fig
ure. The next person does the next section 
without seeing what the first person drew, 
et cetera. We're kind of extending that idea 
onto film, with each of us doing a segment 
and editing it together.'' 

"Interesting things have happened," 
Kevin added. "For example (referring to 
the drawings], on one piece we did, some
one drew a guillotine and folded the paper 
over and passed it on. The next person drew 
someone's body doing a drum roll. We 
opened it out and it was very weird. 11 

"There's a psychic link it seems," Peter 
commented. "There are certain things 
we've done like that, which relate to each 
other very closely." 

I ask if they've ever written lyrics that 
way. Peter: "We did a cartoon like 1hat and 
Dave and I wrote one song a bit like that. 
We both started off with one phrase and 
Dave would immediately say what he got 
from that and I would follow on it. 'Mask' 
was written that way; we all just sat around 
and shot out from the word mask, wrote 
down the lines, cut them up, laid them 
down and pieced them all together. Then 
we rearranged it and it worked." 

On final question, do they have a prefer
ence for studio or live work? 

Peter: "No, we like both, they're so dif
ferent." 

so we can get different sounds as well. Also 
we produce it ourselves although we have 
an engineer we work with who knows what 
knobs to twiddle." 

Kevin: "Even shows are different, like 
tonight." 

At the Underground, Bauhaus left their 
mark in Boston. They performed a theatric
al, manic set; as Peter himself described it, 
"very wild." 

"Some things on the album weren't ex
actly as we wanted them,' he continued. 

~@[ruu@(ill@ @~[?@[ru~@[?@ 

"hard time to leave you" 
and 

"these lonely nights" 
produced by Ired torchiO. intermedia studios. boston 

photography by mats g. h. nordstrom 

the time we're looking for the ideal studio L..------------------------~~ 
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THURSDAY 
7·10 a.m. WMBA Reggae Mukasa Don McDonald reggae 7-9a.m WMBA Sleepwalk John van 
8-11 a.m. WMFO Sounds of Praise Barr:z: Sadler goseel Zelowitz '60s, 0 

11 a.m.-2 e,m. WMFO Mornin!:j After Blues Nate Tha:z:er blues 8-10 a.m WHRB Plastic Passions Large Louis NW 
1-5 e.m. WRBB Roots Rock Reggae Glendale Reid reggae 9a.m.-1 e,m WMBR Late Risers Club Peter Gates NW 
5-7:30 e.m. WEAS Comeass Creole Hallan Daehnis west 111dian music 9 a.m.-1 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Am:z: Wachtel modern rock 

5-6 e.m. WMBA seorts Palace Bernie Smith/co. eunk seorts 1-5 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Pete Conno11:z: modern rock 

6-12 e.m. WLYN Rock 'n' Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock seect rum 6-7 p.m WZBC Kangaroo Hour Tom Gilroy, Jim 

7:30-9:30 e,m, WERS Bluesolog:z: Gar:z: Krantz blues McKay reviewsfinterviews 

9:30·12 e.m. WERS Metrowave Hugh Munoz local live 6-12 e,m. WLYN Rock 'n' Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock seectrum 

10·11 e,m. WBCN Basement Taees concerts 6-8 e,m. WERS Rockers Mike Jones reggae 

10-11 e,m. wcoz Dr. Demento Show Or. Demento bizarre comedy 7-10:30 e.m. WZBC Tom Gilroy Show Tom Gi l roy NW/anything goes 
8-11 e.m WERS Nile Klub laurel Kalz NW 
9:30-12:30 e.m. WBRS Art School Brent Hurtig NW, '60s 

MON DAY 10:30-2 a.m. WZBC seacious Headguarters Dave Herlihy NW, exeerimental 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Steeewalk Tami Heide '60s, eoe 

8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Neil Reynolds NW FRIDAY 
9 a.m.-1 e.m. WMBR late Risers Club Albert 0 NW 

7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleeewalk John Fix "60s, eoe 
9 a.m.•1 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Dave Schmidt modern rock 

8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Dave Johnson NW 
1-5 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock J. Ferrelli modern rock 

9 a.m.-1 e.m. WMBR late Risers Club Greg Reibman NW 
1-4 e.m. WMBR Divertimento Sharon Kirby keyboarded music 9 a.m.-1 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Bruce Kettelle modern rock 
6-8 e.m. WERS Rockers Mike Perkins reggae 12-3 e.m. WBRS Newtones, Mutones 
6-12 e,m. WlYN Oldies Show Ed White '50s, '60s 

1·5 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Don Ghostlaw modern rock 
7-10:30 e.m. WZBC The Kent Risk Show Charlie O'Atri odd sounds 

2-4 e.m. WMBR Media Blitz Eric Muller west coast eunk 
8-11 e.m. WEAS Nite Klub Tami Heide NW 4-7:30 e.m WMBR Jazz Celebration James Isaacs jazz 
10:30-2 a.m WZBC Rehearsals for the Rape Art Medlar. Dave 

6-12 e,m. WlYN Rock 'n' Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock seectrum of the Mind Gionfriddo nobody knows 
6-8 e.m. WMFO Radio Free Ethioeia Ras Gary et al reggae 
6-8e.m. WERS Rockers Darrell Emile reggae 

TUESDAY 7-10:30 e.m. WZBC Mods and Rockers Marc Cataeano NW, erogressive 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleeewalk Dave Erickson '60s, eoe 8-11 e,m WMFO Freed Form Bruce Stall smith uebeat musics 
8-10 a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Mark Sashihara NW 8-11 e.m. WERS Nile Ktub Kerry Waldron NW 
9-1 e.m. WMBR late Risers Club Tom lane NW 

10 e.m.-2 a.m WBUR Con Salsa! Jose Masso erogressive Lalin 
9 a.m.-1 e,m. WZBC Modern Rock Jim McKay modern rock 

10:30-2 a.m. WZBC Joe Manhattan new & old rock 
1-Se.m. WZBC Modern Rock Brian Robin modern rock 

P.J. 
6-12 e.m. WLYN Rock 'n' Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock seectrum 

6-8e.m, WERS Rockers Ken Rountree reggae 
7-10:30 e.m. WZBC No longer Radioactivity Vin McCabe NW, techno-rock 

8-11 e,m. WERS Nile Klub Dennis Miller NW 
10:30-2 a.m. WZBC Fate in a Pleasant Mood Pat Flaherty esoteric 

WEDNESDAY 8 a.m.-1 e.m. WHRB Hil lbilly at Hai vard Old Sinc
1 

Lynn '50s, count ry 
7-9a.m. WMBR Sleeewalk Laurel Katz '60s, eoe 12-1 e.m. WCAS Homegrown Music Hour Amy Wachtel local 
8-10a.m. WHRB Plastic Passions Scott 12-2 e.m. WMBR Out of the Blues Dave Herwaldt blues 

Michaelson NW 
Late Risers Club Carla Nol in NW 

1-3e.m. WCAS Reggae Blood l ines Peter Simon reggae 
9 a.m.-1 e.m. WMBR 

1·5e.m. WZBC Obscure Alternatives Dee Rail reggae, ska 
9 a.m.-1 e,m. WZBC Modern Rock Jo Jo Furrier modern rock 

2-4 p,m. WMBR Rock 'n' Rol l Memory 
1-5 e.m. WZBC Modern Rock Maura Ennis modern rock Time John Brown guality oldies 
6-8e.m. WERS Rockers Jennifer Togher reggae 4-7 p.m. WM BR Oemi-Monde Oedipus/A lbert 
6-12 e.m. WLYN Rock ·n· Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock seect rum 0 unk 

7-10:30 e,m. WZBC Volt Meter Volt Meter NW, garage rock 5-7 e.m. WZBC Caribbean Safari Franz Minuti Haitian 

8-1 1 e.m. WERS Nile Klub Peter Choyce NW 6-9 e-m WHRB Street Corner Symehony Stomein' Zema r&b, doo-woe 
9-11 e.m. WMFO On The Town Joey Feliciano local bands live 7-9 e,m. WMBR Nouveau Disco varies dance musics 

10:30-2 a.m. WZBC Furniture Music Diane Fazio esoteric 8-12 e.m. WERS Rocket 88 Bob Buckley 

11·2a.m. WMFO Mental Noles Mike Pailas mutant music 8 e.m.-2 a.m. WBUR 

Guide compiled by Bruce Stallsmith, technlca1 assistance provided by El Kabong and 
friends. 

WBCN 104.1, 536-8000 
WBRS 91.7, 899-4970 
WBUR 90.9, 353-2790 
WCAS, AM 740, 661-6204 
WCCH 89.5 

ROBERTG. ROSENBLATT wcoz 94.5, 24 7 •2022 
WERS 88.9. 267-7821 

Attorney at Law 
WGBH 89.7, 492-2777 
WHRB 95.3, 495·4818 
WlYN FM 101,7, AM 1360. 595-6200 
WMBR 88.1, 494-8810 

One Wash ington Mall WMFO 91.5, 625-0800 

Boston, Massachusetts 02108 WRBB 91.7, 537-2657 
WZBC 90.3. 332-1 11 0 

(617) 74 2-7730 

Entertainment Law • 
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LAO INVITED 

LSrl Apn4 3 

BRMC 
BOSTON ROCKABllL Y 
MUSIC CCNSPIRACY 

S.1 ~,1 . 

HYPERTENSION 

... 
LOU MIAMI 

AND 
TH•· KOSMETIX 

and 
THE REGGAE STARS 

Wed AOOI 

SIGNAL 
WITH 

MICHAEL GREGORY 
JACKSON 

Thurt Ap,U IS&F A.p 111 

FACE TO FACE 

<18 

Someone and the 
Somebodies 
4110 

Bound & Gagged 
4/11 

La Pesta 
4115 

Jell & Jane Hudson 

4/3 4/4 4/5 4/6 
Adam and th9 Ania .. . Paradl!18 Nelghbortlooda/Outlet, Echo and the Bunnymen/Clty Big Youth( 

(SOLD OUT!) . Paradise Thrlll1 .. . ......... Paradise 

Tiny OHk UnltfThe Dartt Brtan Brain.,.. Spit Four Top, . Bradford Ballroom Bob Cue 
Underground Hullo . 

Native TonguelCelebrity Teenal Bob CaH Tribule with J.B. 
U.S. Ape/Lyrulfuture D•d• The Dartt. Underground Hutto.. Inn Square 

. Rat 
Lounge Lluirda/U.S. Ape/ 
Mighty Ion,. . Channel 

4/11 4/12 4/13 
Bound & Gagged.. . Spit The Bralnl/Taxl Boyt/Loner, Healing or the Nation, (reggae) Jame, 8 

(Farewell performance) Channel . Western Front 

LyreatBoys life .. Underground Pasllche/Boyt Life.. . • . . Rat Dada Underground 

Someone and the Somebodleal P11llche live on WBCN 
Artyard/Young SnakH 

Underground 

Lou Mlaml/007 .... Inn Square 

4/17 4/18 
Jool• Holland. Channel Units. 

Minion of Burma/Boys LIie 
Paradise 

Units .. 

Outlets .... 

Underground 

Spit 

APRILFOOU 

4/19 
Underground Eal your bunny .•• 

4/20 
Glenn Phll 



4/7 418 419 
TIN Nutt/Arty1rd/ln•1tep1 Wild St1rea/CCCP-TV Dead Kennedya/Lyres/The Dark 

. Rat . . . . Underground Channel 

Mod Lang .. . Cantone's Outlets .. . Inn Square Phll Seymour •...... Paradise 

Native Tongue/Suede Cowboy, 
Cantone's 

XTC/Joan Jett. . . . . . . Metro Modem Method Party with Hazel O'ConnorfThe Dark 
athan Swift's Boys Lffe/Outleta/Blrd Songs... Paradise 

(Roger Mllhtr, Dawld HIid, Stewe 
Staln)ISomeone and the Some- Natlwe Tongue/Men and Volta 
bodlea/Future Dada.. Rat Underground 

Dr. John/Glenn Phllllpa Band 
.. Jonathan Swift'~ 

4/21 4122 
Garland Jefheyl/The Rumour Garland Jeffreya/The Rumour 

Underground . . ... Paradise ......... Paradise 

Boys Lite .. 1270 

4/23 
The Dance.... Underground 

PHllche ..... Jonathan Swift's 

On their way: Adam and the 
Ants (again), U2 (again, too), 
Fire Engines (maybe), Jeff and 
Jane Hudson, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres 

to this band at your local new
wave reconverted disco would be 
stretching things a bit. The type of 
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Simple Minds 

by Tristram Loz.aw 

Simple Minds played at Spit 
Saturday night, Mar. 14. 

While Simple Minds have been 
overwhelmed at times by their in
fluences, they have borrowed 
wisely, most notably from Joy Di
vision and the Human League. 
But the Scottish band's recent Spit 
appearance, with the aid of the 
club's noticeably cleaned-up 
sound system, showed they're 
ready, really ready, to leave all 
that behind. 

Photo: Steve Stone 

Their bleak dark images have 
graduated with honors from the 
Ian Curtis School of doom. The 
great, dusky nuances of their Em
pires and Dance album have 
grown into a power all their own. 
It seems a contradiction to call 
them a "gloom and dance band" 
(something like joyous agony), 
but Simple Minds take disturbed 
musical images and turn them into 
sequenced beats, harmonic tete-a
tetes and minor drones, fast and 
slow, 1he kind that sway bodies 
and feet. To say you could pogo 

tualistic at the same time. 
An impressive battery of tonal 

knowhow and inventive applica
tions, probably an influence from 
the group's Glasgow art school 
background was apparent 
throughout their nine-song set. At 
least I think it was nine songs. 
During the show I found myself 
and those around me weaving in 
and out of our own little trances. 
Not sleepy trances, no. But some
thing you might compare to mild 
possession. 

Vocalist Jim• Kerr sauntered 
about, allowing his ascendant 
~inging to escape into the ringing 
clouds of warped calliopes, black 
chords and phased desolation that 
surrounded him at predestined 
moments. The band, testing our 
loyalty, waited quite a while be
fore returning for an encore. 

To some, all this may seem a bit 
mystical and thus dumb. But 
theirs is a promising new power to 
experience. If you ever have an
other chance, sec Simple Minds. 
Unlike most other imports, they 
don't enjoy the financial benefits 
of having an American (spelled 
life-sustaining) label and don't 
have the ways and means to hop 
on over to 1he States any time they 
feel like it. 

Jorma Kaukonen &: Vital Parts 
were in Boston for Jwo shows at 
the Paradise March 18. 

by Bruce KeJJelle 

'' I bet you never saw Pigpen 
play lead guitar," J orma chal
lenged a group of fans who had 
gathered backstage hoping to 
catch a glimpse of his elegantly 
tattooed back. 

Jorma Kaukonerl. isn't so 
wrapped up in his present lineup 
that he ignores the influence of his 
early days with the Airplane and 
Hot Tuna. In fact his "electric" 
set sent visions of Hot Tuna sail
ing through the appreciative audi
ence, a collection of hippies, 
punks, and 9-to-5 types who came 
perhaps for a glimpse of 1heir 
pasts. 

He started the evening with a 
thirty minute acoustic set covering 
much the same material as on re
cent tours, including an inspiring 
version of "Barbeque King." But 
after a short intermission he reap
peared on stage with his new 
band. Like Hot Tuna, Vital Parts 
is a three piece, with Jorma carry
ing the vocals and guitar, Denny 

THE 

DcGorgio on bass, and Joe Stefco 
(who's toured with Ellen Foley 
and Meatloaf) on drums. 

It was a precision performance 
in which Jonna presented nine of 
the ten songs from his new RCA 
LP Barbeque King. "The Fast 
Crowd" and "Roads and Roads 
&" proved this champion of acid 
boogie rock is no "junkie on an
gel dust." Bass and guitar weav
ing in and around each other like 
a pair of happy otters in a stream 
laid down the framework that 
brought new value to songs like 
"Rockabilly Shuffle" and "Man 
for All Seasons." 

Kaukonen just returned from a 
comprehensive European tour 
sweeping from England to Italy. 
Part of his outing included a tour 
of the Gennan judicial system 
which detained him after a dis
agreement with the local promot
er. But Jorma hasn't changed 
much and isn't any worse for 
wear. Yeah, maybe he copped out 
for some when he cut his hair, but 
the energy is as strong as it was 
with Kantner and Cassady. His 
songs reflect the day-to-day life he 
lives just like you and me, with 
the reassurance that everything 
will turn out all right. 
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Boston 
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Fame andforlune is a s1upid game, 
Fame and fortune is the game I play, 
... I'll play forever. 

-"Fame and Fortune" (©Roger Miller) 

by M. Bastarache 
Yeah, it is stupid. And no, Mission or 

Burma have never played that game. In that 
choice is both their value and their dilem
ma. Mission of Burma have only been 
around for about two years now but in that 
time have set an example for all new Boston 
bands to follow. They're excellent musi
cians, powerful performers and sincerely 
committed to the band as a working unit. 
(And they're nice guys to boot.) But be
cause they're a band which deliberately 
avoids the cliches most rock bands wallow 
in, the Missions could become nothing 
more than a cult favorite if the general pub
lic refuses to accept their intense and emo
tional brand of music. 

Fortunately, people ore coming around. 
The British music trade paper, NM£, had 
nothing but praise in a recent review of the 
"Academy Fight Song"/"Max Ernst" sin
gle the Missions released last summer. Iron
ically, it was only a few months ago that 
the very same tabloid viciously panned 
every aspect of the band's performance and 
the record's production in an earlier review. 
Though obviously the record didn't change 
in that short time, people's attitudes to
wards it have. New York Rocker rated it as 
one of the ten best singles of 1980, an ad
mirable accomplishment for a debut record 
on an independent label (Ace of Hearts). 
And if "Mission of Burma" wasn't a 
household name already (isn't it?), Mission 
of Burma graffiti has been sprayed-painted 
on much of the available concrete in Bos
ton. 

Getting back to the original issue ... how 
big is the market for Mission of Burma? 
Obviously any major record label interested 
in the band is going to ask this question be
fore taking the risk of signing an American 
band that is as progressive as Gang of Four 
and Killing Joke. (It sometimes seems a 
nuke that Gang of Four and PiL go1 signed 
in the first place.) Unfortunately for bands 
like the Missions, most record companies 
are concerned with quantity, not quality. 
The fact that they are Boston's best band 
is unlikely to be of much interest to their 
A&R departments. If it doesn't compute in 
dollars and cents then they look for some
one wearing a tiger-striped shirt who sings 
Elvis Costello covers. 

In spite of the American record compan
ies' extreme conservatism, the Missions did 
get reasonably good sales on their first sin
gle (approximately 5,300 sold to date) while 
their club dates continue to grow in anend
ance. The single still has the potential to do 
bener if it ever gets decent distribution. As 
it is, the record has barely made it out of 
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tour," explained b.-ssist Clint Conley, "was 
to back up the single. The single, we as
sumed, was in every store in all the major 
cities. When we got to the cities everybody 
was saying, 'We've heard about your single 
... where isit?"' 

In any event, the single provided a cata
lyst for the band, both in and out of Bos
ton. They've had no problems gening gigs 
since its release, and on April 17 they'll be 
headlining the Paradise. The band plays 
Boston and New York clubs extensively, 
but additional touring and additional re
cords are the only way artists can broaden 
their audiences, especially without the bene
fit of promotional support from a major la
bel. 

Their fall tour was a siring of closely 
spaced one-nighters in major American ci
ties including, among others, Detroit, Min
neapolis, Seattle, San Francisco, Los An
geles, and New Orleans. Although they 
were handicapped by having to play on bor
rowed equipment, the experience was more 
good than bad. "In a way it brings you 
back to earth because there's so many bad 
factors. When we got back I think it made 
us be!!er," says drummer Peter Prescott. 
"We got used to playing in totally adverse 
conditions," adds Roger Miller, Missions 
guitarist. 
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MISSION or 
BURMA'S 
Key to 
Success 

Mission of Burma's live shows are still 
their strong suit, and when the Missions are 
good, they arc very, very good. And when 
1he Missions are bad ... well, they've always 
been inconsi~1ent. As Clint bluntly admits, 
"On any given night we nap." And it's 
painful to the band and fans alike, when 
things get so wired that songs collapse as 
they should be building momentum. "Even 
at this point," adds Peter, "we're some
what inconsistent.. When we're feeling 
down or things are fucking up we tend 
not to hide that fact. So some shows are 
kind of depressing affairs.'' 

The Missions aren't afraid of taking al\
or-nothing risks tha occassionally cause a 
show to self-destruct, but when they do, 
you'll find the Missions most sullen. No en
cores, no smites, and usual)y Huie talking. 

Aside from new songs, the only changes 
the band has added to their live show are 
subtle ones. Peter has been contributing 
vocals since last fall, and also adds a variety 
of primal screams (not so subtle) through
out their set. Their off-stage fourth mem
ber, Martin Swope, has been incorporating 
more tape loops into their live sound, with 
increasing effectiveness. 

While many bands around as long as the 
Missions seem lo have already peaked in 
their performing and creative abilities, the 
Missions continue to steam. They still find 
time to work on new material even as they 
put the finishing touches on their soon to be 
released six-song, 12-inch EP. The record, 
due sometime in early May, will include 
p 

"Fame and Fortune," "And This Is Red 11 

"Revolver," "This Is Not a Photograph:" 
"Outlaw," and "Cowboy." 

And if all goes well, the Missions could 
be picked up by a major label based on the 
potential success of their record. "If we 
don't have somet hing real solid within a 
short time after this record's out,'' contin
ues Peter Prescou, "!hen we'll put out an 
album of our own." 

The EP will sound considerably different 
than their single. The Missions used much 
less production in these recordings in an ef
fort to be truer to their live sound. "We 
liked it (the single) a lot," said Clint. "We 
just didn't think it sounded like us live. We 
weren't sure how it'd come out so we tend
ed to overcompensate to make it sound 
good." 

And while the Missions won't knock re
cord execs over in the numbers game, that's 
not where their anention is focused. It's 
quality first, quantity second. It's difficult 
enough for any English, much less Ameri
can, band to get a recording contract nowa
days, but it's significantly harder for a band 
that plays outside the rock 'n' roll main
stream. "If we do it and we're American, 
that would be another step forward," says 
Peter. "It would be nice to be on a major 
label and keep all your scruples." Roger 
adds, "It all depends on how many records 
are sold. Basically it's how much money 
they pull in. That's all it boils down to in 
getting signed to a major label.'' 

Of course, they see the dark side of the 
music industry too. "It's a really dirty, 
scummy business," says Clint. Roger adds, 
"I don't think we expect anything." "No, 
we don't," continues Peter. "It wouldn't 
be bad to be on a major label if we could 
control it. If we can't, I guess we'll make al
bums independently.'' 

With respect to their long-term goals, 
they're rather aggressive. "We want to fuck 
up something," says Peter. " It 's not like 
we're carrying a torch and tha1's the point 
of why we're playing , but something's got 
to be done here." On a more conservative 
note, Roger says, "We want 10 reach as 
many people as we can. We want to make a 
living doing something we believe in. We're 
not looking for the big hit.'' 

"I think we're great! I think we're good. 
I really believe in what we're doing and 
eventually it's going to get through," ex
claims Clint. But in spite of their growing 
notoriety, they're not rich by any means. 
Instead they barely make enough to get by. 
How long could they starve for? "I could 
stand it another ... couple weeks," jokes 
Clint. "Yeah, every day we eat and sleep 
and wake up and we write songs," says 
Roger. And if anyone had any doubts that 
music isn't a very effective way of making a 
living, Roger cracks, "That's very true. It's 
one of the stupidest ways of making a liv
ing," 



Modern Method Records 
Boston's Own Record Label! 

BOY'S LIFE 

Collect all the Modern Method Records: 
001 The Gremles "No Surfing In Dorchester Bay" 
002 Thrills "Heartbreaker'' 
003 The Uncommitted "Italy's Underground Economy" 
004 Boy's Life vs. The Outlets 4 song EP 
005 Bound and Gagged 12" 4 song EP 
006 Pastiche (new single) 
LP1 Boston New Wave Sampler Album, out April 1981 

featuring Boston's Best Bands 
Distribution: Rounder Records 
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Peter Simon is a local reggae enthusiasl 

whose column will appear in Boston Rock 
regularly. 

by Peter Simon 

-•••• _,.v 
cord label (among others), and I recom-
mend Born for a Purpose by Doctor Ali
mantado, Keep Knocking by 1he late Jacob 
Miller and Sirring in the Park by Junior 
Delgado. 
Big Youth, the DJ artist who's recently 
been experimenting in a conventional style 
of "reggae crooning"-10 mixed reviews
is appearing at Jonathan Swift's April 6. 

II is no secret that reggae continues to After his abortive appearance last fall at 
grow in popularity, and its musical cxpres- Spit, it should be good to see him in full 
sion can be heard seeping into new wave, force, without curfew hassles and promoter 
rock and even disco. Although it is most in-fighting. 
pure in that raw, roots form, the sound can His new album Rock Holy is a bit more 
be a welcome addition anywhere it's heard. commercial than usual for him, but features 

A good example of reggae crossover can his great medley "The Many Moods of Big 
be heard on the EP included with Garland Youth" as well as a bizarre version of 1he 
Jeffreys' new album, Escape Artist. The Beatles' lunes "We Can Work II Out." 
houesl track, "Miami Beach," features And while on 1he subjec1 of 1he Beatles, 
Linton Kwesi Johnson, who speaks a hard- check out Ranking Joe's new album, A 
line commentary about the racial rioting Tribute to John Lennon, which is performed 
there last summer. Its backup produc1ion is DJ style, with some curious lyrics describ
·aulhentic rockers with a rub-a-dub bass ing alleged circumstances surrounding 
line. And Stevie Wonder's hit last fall, John's death. 
"(Mas1er Blaster) Jammin'" was the firs! The latest poop on Bob Marley is that 
successful attempt to fuse reggae onto the he's still in Germany recovering from can
black disco market. Another pioneering ef- cer at an ahernative clinic. Reports on 
fort from Stevie.. his prognosis and condition vary. He is ten-

At any rate, this column will attempt to tatively expected 10 return to this country or 
keep you all informed about the latest reg- J .A. during the firs! part of April. Plans 
gae-related events in the area, some record for a new record, a biography, and a few 
reviews, tips on places to pick new and ob- concert dates are, of course, contingent 
scure reggae singles and albums, occasional upon his improvemem. 
interviews with artists, producers, and me- Robbie Shakespeare, along with Sly Dun-
dia people connected with the music. bar and responsible for the best riddims 

Reggae records can best be found at the coming ou1 of Jamaica these days (on Taxi 
following locations: Records), is reportedly out of s;un court 
I) Mukasa Records - good assortmem, where he was incarcerated for possession of 
nicely priced, located in the South End on several machine guns(!). He is scheduled 10 
Columbus Ave. near Mass. Ave. go on tour wilh Black Uhuru in May, and a 
2) Storplo Rttords-hard to reach (in Dor- Boston appearance is expected. 
chester) but has a good line on all current Rumored to be making a long-awaited 
and some past releases. appearance is Bunny Livingston Wailer. 
3) Lion Records-The mos1 recem addition And a 1entative series of reggae summer fes
to reggae record outlets. Doesn't have much tivals are being planned in various loca1ions 
inventory yet but sure to grow. Located (Boston, New York and Toronto) to span a 
right on Mass. Ave., just past Porter Square two or three day period. Stay tuned for fur
in Cambridge; owned and operated by ther details. 
members of local reggae group Zion Inita- Reggae Sunsplash, incidentally, will take 
tion. place in Ochos Rios this August 4 through 
4) Strawberries-on Memorial Drive, this 8, so make your reservations early .. 
chain offers a good selection of LPs and The new Dennis Brown album, available 
12" EPs. on A&M records, is called Foul Ploy and is 
S) H1rv1rd Coop-a fair sclcc1ion of cur- a crossover attempt from 1he talented sing
rent stuff, good on dub music, but lacking er/songwriter. Although not totally sue
some important classics. cessful, a few tunes stand out, particularly 
6) Che.po Records-localed in Central ''If I Follow My Heart." His new single, 
Square, this is a huge record store which however, geared for a more native audi
moslly features oldies, but has a fair stock ence, is called "Bloody Ci1y" and is a total 
of reggae, mostly Mango, Island or Trojan triumph featuring heavy lyrics and an un
releases. Not too good on current material. usually slow beat. 

Some good news is that Rounder Records If you have any additional information, 
has begun to distribute reggae music for the comments or feedback, please write them 
first time, so many hard-to-find albums and to my attention at Boston Rock. Next col
disco 4Ss will now be more available. umn will feature an update on reggae on the 
Rounder is distributing the Greensleeves re- radio, Boston style ... One love._.....,.....,....,.. 

sROftMERS'" 
ARE BACKTRACKING! 

We are looking for a rock-steady drummer 
who does back-up vocals ... good solid beat 
without crowded fills. 

CALL JOHN 891-6958 
~ 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

(Warner Brothers, LP) 

One recent review of Face Dances states the 
LP shows the Who growing old gracefully. If the 
new album revealed the group approaching me
dicare status, then you might as well forget about 
buying it, but fortunately, it docs not. 

All the elements of what 1he Who provide in 
their best rock and roll are here: tension, revolt, 
energy, and decibels. We are still learning from 
them; in the '60s the band helped us determine 
what rock and roll is, by 1970 they set the stan
dards by which a great rock LP could be judged, 
and in the '80s, while every superstar act has 
gone into various stages of strangled menopause, 
the Who can still outplay them all onstage. 

Face Dances is the first album of new material 
from the band since Who Are You? (1978), but 
events have kept the members very much in the 
spotlight over the past three years. Keith Moon's 
death, tours in '79 and '80, violent deaths at 
their concert in Cincinnati, The Kids Are Alright 
and Quadrophenia movies and soundtracks, and 
Daltrey and Townshend solo excursions. 

Bassist John Entwhistle wrote two rockers on 
the record, and Peter Townshend contributed 
seven of his own compositions, not as musically 
manic as past efforts, but just as cutting lyrically. 
Townshend is the model soldier, equally as ef
fective with the axe as the pen. When he was 
starving, the desi re was success; now that suc
cess is no question, he's pushed onward 10 other 
quests. Never satisfied, he continues 10 change, 
and herein lies the secret of his creative mind. 

Every change Townshend undergoes is chroni
cled honestly by his pen , and he views the world 
a nd himself with surprising frank ness. Reports 
of turmoi l withi n the band have always gar
nered headli nes in the music press a nd from those 
sparks fly the fire. If the Who ever reach a stage 
of "growing old gracefully," they might as well 
give ii up. 

Face Dances is the group's first album for 
Warner Bros. Records after stormy associations 
with Decca and then MCA Records. Bill Szym
czyk produced the record, and it's his first ef
fort with the Who. For the full range of sound 
on Face Dances, from acoustic guitars to wild 
Rickenbacker bass-driven rave-ups, Szymczyk 
succeeded in capturing the music quite clearly. 
Of course Townshend and Entwhistle arc excel
lent producers in their own right, but the value 
of having a talented outside ear to complement 
two musicians so wrapped up in their art isn't 
lost on the Who. 

While pointing out debuts, this is Kenny 
Jones' first complete LP drumming for the band. 
His talents have already been applauded live and 
for the three tracks he did on the Quadrophenia 

soundtrack, and on Face Dances he remains a 
steady back beater, not as wild as the loveable 
Moon, but by no means stiff and unemotional. 

The closest comparable Who work is not a 
previous group record, but Townshend's recent 
epic solo work Empty Glass. It has been dis
played before how the guitarist dips into the pool 
of melodic ideas he has laying around. Songs 
that were originally part of the same concept 
eventually made it onto vinyl as separate songs 
or were broken up to provide themes for other 
tunes. "This Song Is Over" ends with Roger 
Daltrey singing "there once was a note, pure and 
easy." The same verse and melody open "Pure 
and Easy" which appeared on Townshend's 
Who Came First album and was covered by the 
band on the Odds N Sods LP. 

Some themes from The Who Sell Out went in
to Tommy, and more recently, the Townshend
backed single "Peppermint Lump" by young 
schoolgirl Angie begat a rippling piano run that 
inspired "And I Moved" on Empty Glass. It 
might have been the other way around since the 
songs both appeared about the same time, but 
the important fact is that Townshend doesn't 
mind using some of his best ideas again when he 
believes they haven't been used to their best ad
vantage. He talked about this in the li ner notes to 
OddsNSods. 

"Let My Love Open the Door" from Empty 
Glass reveals direct inspiration for "You Better 
You Bet," which opens the new album. The first 
45 from Face Dances, it features the same perco
lativc synthesizer line and layering of brightly re
corded acoustic guitar with nicely strummed elec
tric. Townshend's seven songs rely mostly on 
beautiful hooks a nd understated guitar playing; 
the digs come mostly fro m the lyrics. 

I know that I been wearing cr:u:y clothes 
I look pretty crappy sometime-
But my body fee ls so good 
And I sing a razor line evcrytimc. 

To those who think the band may be mellow
ing out because Townshend doesn't lean on his 
explosive electric playing as much should realize 
he got his hard rocks off on Empty Glass. It 
should be equally obvious that the Who arc 
pretty adept at avoiding critics' extrapolations as 
10 where they arc heading. 

"You Better You Bet" is a love song, and to a 
Who fan it is exciting to hear what you couldn't 
hear on Empty Glass. Townshend sings a back
ground introduction to the song and then Dal
trey's rasp enters. The singer is in fine form once 
again, blasting out when needed and soft-spoken 
on other tunes such as the one that follows, 
"Don't Let Go the Coat." Townshend's vocal 
talents were fully demonstrated on Empty Glass, 

and the quality of his singing is best seen within Who have a responsibility to turn out product 
the band as harmony and echo of Daltrcy's many for their fans. 
voices. 

"Don't Let Go the Coat" is directed towards 
Townshend's faith in something bigger. Theim
age of a coat as warm and enveloping like God is 
a good one, reminiscent of a line from "And I 
Moved": ''he laid me back just like an empty 
dress." 

"Cache Cache" rocks the stew up a bit and 
only cools down for a lovely two stanza chorus. 
It builds the energy up 10 lead into the pounding 
pace of John Entwhistle's "The Quiet One." 
The bass player sings this one as a comment on 
Townshend. 

I ain't never had time for words that don't 
rhyme 

My head is in a cloud 
I ain't quiet-everyone else is 100 loud. 

Pete replies with his heaviest edge on guitar, 
sounding much like he docs live. On "Did You 
Steal My Money," the lyrics hint, but in true 
Townshend style don't tell you everything. A 
possible target for this one is Decca since the la
bel got in the way as much as they helped. 

Side two opens with the piano-powered "How 
Can You Do It Alone," which uses three separ
ate slices of life to ask how some people can be 
so blatantly audacious. The song refers back to 
"The Music Must Change" from Who Are 
You? and features a section of Scottish dance ar
rangements done on the synthesizer along with a 
springy chorus sung by Townshend. 

The guitarist penned the next tune, "Daily 
Records," an obvious description of Towns
hend's mental state in the music business circa 
1981. To all those that look to the Who as sav
iours and ikons of rock, Townshend has always 
been completely honest in his writing. Once again 
his attitude is clear; he doesn't know what he's 
supposed 10 be doing in relation to what's oc
curing around him. He shuns the feeling that the 

John Entwhistle has always lent a fascinating 
edge to the Who with his writing, often laughable 
bits of irony or smirking looks at the macabre. 
"You" is sung by Daltrcy, but it's definitely a 
weird Entwhistte view of an all-consuming wo
man who makes life hell. As in the bass play
er's other compositions, whether or not the oc
curence is real or imagined is always left open. 
This one's another ballbuster though and Towns
hend rips loose on the lower notes to complement 
a strategically growling bass. 

"Another Tricky Day" ends the album. It's a 
comment on time and the passing changes 1ha1 
cause Townshend to pause, renect, and re
evaluate. An excellent postscript on an LP that 
spends a lot of time analyzing the passage of 
events in each member's lives, "Another Tricky 
Day" is a song of hope. The LP is borne out of a 
philosophy the Who looked 10 after the horrible 
dual traumas of Keith Moon's passing and the 11 
dead in Ohio. When the Who continued their 
American tour after Cincinnati, their choice was 
to go on so that pain could eventually give way 
to understanding. Another tricky day, so to 
speak. 

It is this attitude that eliminates any possible 
view that the Who are winding down after past 
exploits. Their changing lives determine how the 
music wilt go, rather than being a separate entity 
to worry about while they also worry about mak
ing music. While most bands strike at a formula 
and keep their lives separate from their work, the 
Who would have died before Tommy if change 
didn't bring new strength. 

The Who are still a group of punks, the only 
such band left from the original British rock 'n' 
roll invasion. The four punks have all seen a lot. 
They live in the forest, in big comfortable man
sions, yet they still see the trees. (Carter Alan) 
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Gang ofFour--------
Solid Gold 
(EMI, import LP) 

After seeing both Gang of Four shows at the 
Paradise last May, a friend phoned to say that 
they were pretty good, but not nearly as stimulating 
as their Rat appearance the previous August 
when the Gang easily wooed Boston . They 
should have been given the key to the city. 

Remember that August? Gasoline had just hit 
SI .50 for the first time, and this east coast center 
of higher education was good and ready for an 
intelligent dance band of political persuasion. 
Soon thereafter, the first album arrived and it 
clicked, as Andy Gill assimilated guitar styles ga
lore into a choppy, rapid-fire attack which was 
propelled along with half-sung half-shouted vo
cals, incessant drums and funk-rooted bass, into 
what sounded like a musical version of a lively 
town meeting. 

The Gang of Four played Boston last Novem
ber bu1 that off night merely showed their need 
for a nigh! off rather than any lack of ideas. And 
now, after a year and a half wait, their new al
bum, Solid Gold, is finally available. 

The album's good, certainly not a dog, but the 
Gang of Four seem only to be echoing the senti
ments of those outfits who took the cue from 
Entertainment and who drew from their well var
ious combinations of the holy four: Music, Art, 

ing us the second chapter of the same book, the 
band has stopped to reflect on what has gone on 
before, decided it .was good enough, and sum
marized it all over again. 

So the album isn't gonna win a new wave Em
my. It still has all the qualities which made En
tertainment great. Solid Gold begins with "Para
lyzed," a song which rather than expounding on 
the glories of being unemployed, describes the 
victim's pain and humility. Marked by plenty of 
distorted guitar shooting rhythmic darts, the tap
ping of drums, lyrics spoken rather than sung, as 
the words create the image: "Paralyzed ... Flat 
on my back ... Wealth is for the one who wants 
it ... Paradise, if you can earn it. .. My ambitions 
come to nothing ... The birds come home to roost 
and I'm the dupe." Pretty depressing stuff, al
right. 

The next song, "What We All Want" embel
lishes the scheme as John King sings, "Could I 
be happy with something else? I need something 
to rill my time." This is the caliber of material 
that should be expected from a band who has in 
the past set.such high standards for itself. 

T hen Solid Gold grows somewhat tedious. "If 
I Could Keep It for Myself," the only other new 
song on side one, sounds as though it was taken 
from the first album's leftovers as it mirrors 
rather than improves on what has gone on be
fore. 

"Cheeseburger," which begins side two, is 
simply a satire on American culture through our 
eating habits, which has been don~ countless 
times before, although not with as much vigor 
and determination. Except for two brilliant mo
ments, one being Gill's guitar on ''In the Ditch''; 
the other the lyric in "A Hole in the Wallet," the 
remainder or the new songs sound bloated and 
repetitive. 

Solid Gold is a must for those who haven't 
bought the three songs off the album which have 
been available in somewhat different form for 
awhile. If you have them already; the album 
doesn't hold any real surprises except for "Para
lyzed." Either way, the choice is yours. (Michael 
Hafitz) 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
B.L.T. -----------
8.L.T. 
(Chrysalis.LP} 

B.L.T. are Jack Bruce, Bill Lordan, and Rob
in Trower. 

Since the demise of Cream, Bruce has man
aged 10 record a lot of unmemorable music with 
a Jot of great musicians. And Trower has been 
pretty stale the last bunch of albums. So exil his 
bass ptayer/voca1is1 Jim Dewar, enter Mr. Bruce 
along with Trower's drummer Bill Lordan, and 
voila. 8.L.T., instant supergroup! You ask, is it 
like Cream? Well, B.L.T. is not (al least on this 
record) the improvisational/indulgent showcase 
Cream was. Instead, 8.L.T. is simplistic Cream; 
short songs, tight intelligent playing, little over
dubbing, and an emphasis on blues. A restrained 
Cream. 

Trower, who sounds more like Hendrix than 
Clapton, delivers a compact multi-textured per
formance that's a quantuum leap above his hack 
work of late. Bruce's voice sounds as great as 
ever, but without the over-dramatic phony ma
cho swagger. And B.L.T. have stretched the stylis
tic limitations of Cream to cover rock, tradition
al blues, R&B, funk, and, btst of all, dreamy, 
flowing blues/rock. ("Won't Let You Down,'' 
"It's Too Late," "Once the Bird Has Flown," 
and "Carmen") that deliver a haze of quasi
psychedelia. 

B.L. T. won't bowl you over if you're expect
ing Disraeli Gears. But for now, B.L.T. is im
pressive for the musicianship alone. Who knows, 
this "supergroup" might prove legit. (Rob Lip
shutz) 

The T11,----------
LOVE DOLL b/w Lightning 
(Banana Records, local 45) 

Judging from this debut waxing, the Tits are 
probably one of the Boston/Providence area's 
most interesting bands. Although their approach 
is sufficiemly unique to make most of the com
parisons I can think of seem ridiculous, they still 
simultaneously remind me of the Lemon Kittens, 
the Mechanical Servants, Ludus and jazz singer 
Annette Peacock, all of which are fairly obscure. 

Unfortunately the (hand-silkscreened) sleeve 
doesn't tell us who does what; but bttween the 
three of them they manage to get a funky rhythm 
section going (including synth and rhythm gui
tar), warble great personality-filled jazzy vocals, 
play impressive chromatic lead guitar somewhat 
like Fripp and twiddle with the tape deck, all 
while maintaining a fantastic sense of humor. I 
love 'em! (Jim Puccio) 

A Certain Rallo------------
Shack Up, Son & Heir b/w Do The Du, The Fox 
(Factory, import 12" EP) 

ACR's second EP continues the Britfunk ex
perimentation along the same lines as their 
"Blown Away"/"Flight" single. 

"Shack Up," produced by the band, is more 
accessible than their previous material. The rhy
thm section dominates the mix punctuated by 
some jarring, spartan guitar work and synth 

horn parts. "Son & Heir" revolves around a 
simple three noie bass line which builds into a 
hurricane of rhythmic synthetic effects. As on 
"Shack Up," the vocals are clear, but under
stated. 

''Do The Du'' also relies heavily on percussion 
and bass which sound surprisingly rich compared 
to the usual Martin Hannen production. Simon 
Topping's singing is crisp and has the edge to cut 
through 1he busy rhythms. "The Fox" is perhaps 
the most aurally challenging irack, beginning 
with Latin-style percussion and a short vocal 
chorus and develops into a jam session, almost 
free jazz in nature. Thisisthemusicfor '81. 
Dance. (Mark Fisher) 

Clock OVA--------
Thirst 
(Feiish, import LP) 

To me, this is the first all-1ime biggie record of 
1981, inasmuc:h as it resurrects a number of 
valuable ideas which have lain dormant since 
European progressive rock was all-but-killed off 
by the Oedipal new wave contingent. 

Consider the instrumentation: voice, clarinet, 
tapes, saxophones, nute, guitar, bass and drums. 
Which would be enough to set me on my ass, but 
beyond this are the facts that improvisation (in
cluding tape manipulation) was important in con
structing this music, that the tunes sometimes 
run together without pause, that rhythms change 
within songs, and that the tape operator isn't 
afraid to make a sax sound like whale farts if he 
damn well wants to. 

It's obvious that this band is conscious of what 
they are doing. Important influences that are too 
well-stated to be accidental include Van Der
Graaf Generator, Beefheart, Gong and Can. The 
vocalist for instance somehow manages to bridge 
the gap bttwecn Ian Curtis and Beefheart with a 
lyrical mentality that must have been weaned on 
Peter Hammill. Amazing. 

Neither is this an archaic music. Not only does 
the guitarist come up with new wave trance 
chords when necessary, but do you think Gene
sis P-Orridge of Throbbing Gristle would write a 
music manifesto as lines notes for a bunch of 
time-warped geezers? (Jim Puccio) 

Medium Medium--------
HUNGRY, SO ANGRY b/w Nadsat Dream 
(Cherry Red Records, import 45) 

The premiere 45 from Medium Medium, a new 
London-based group, is a simple funk/dance 
"pick hit" with a sing-song melody line that's 
catchy enough to get the message to your feet. 
Subtle electronic dissonances are used to good ef
fect in the breaks. These discordant injections 
are more pronounced on the jerky nip-side, 
"Nadsat Dream," a back room stretch-out that 
builds on layers of synth-treated guitar and a 
soulful background chorus. 

Medium Medium's real ace is their ability to 
capture some of the coolness of their funk fore
fathers' music (check out the nice guitar strum
ming). The only complaint with both sides is that 
just as the grooves feel really ready to take off, 
they end. Where are the disco mixes when you 
need them? (Tristram Lozaw) 

Three ex-members of 
Bound & Gagged are 

looking for a drummer. 
EOE. 

Call: Trude, 734-3982 
Marcia, 367-0695 
Martha, 731-5142 
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Gana of Four·--------
WHAT WE ALL WANT b/w History's Bunk 
(EM I, impon 4S) 

Now that the Gang of Four have (predictably) 
fallen from favor of the British music press, it's 
unlikely that they'll ever receive balanced criti
cism again. NME has already panned this single 
and the upcoming Solid Gold LP, and it's too 
bad because this record more 1han deserves a lis
ten. "What We All Want" is more of the heady 
socialist-funk we've come to expect and respect 
from Gang of Four, and a good numbtr all 
around. As usual, Andy Gill's guitar work is 
marvelous. On the other hand, "History's 
Bunk" is a wallowing psychedelic dirge with cav
ernous effects and vocals. Dull at best. Still re
commended. (Mr. 8) 

l'mSoHollo--------
DREAM TO FILL THE VACUUM b/w Dis
traction 
(Hollo Gram Records, import 45) 

No, your record doesn't skip. It turns out that 
most of the A side consists of a backing track of 
sound effects, a space-age electronic war game. 
There are hints of vocals and psychedelic guitar. 

The B side starts slow. As a matter of fact 
they could have cut the firsl 60 seconds and not 
done any harm to the song. For that firsl minute 
I thought "another loser," but all of a sudden 
the song gained momentum until ending in a 
J9go•s display of psychedelic guitar work. They 
remind me of The Afnicted, and slightly of 
The Soft Boys. All in all I like it. The single 
comes in a clear plastic holder and is pressed in 
clear plasiic so don't walk by it. (Jules Shalek) 
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c------------
NAGASAKI NIGHTMARE b/w Big A Little A 
BouncingB 
(Crass Records, import 45) 

Crass are the most politically anarchistic band 
around. Not only they hit us with sickening 
truths about our pitiable existence, which we're 
usually too busy to think about, but they do 
something nobody else does. They offer alterna
tives and solutions ... non-violent ones at that. 

"Big A Little A Bouncing B" is set to the tune 
of a children's rhyme (remember children = in
nocence in literary metaphor). But some truths 
shatter the innocence surrounding the tune· 
Change starts with oneself. If you do not agree 
with the system, do what you believe in instead 
of joining the system blindly; then you've made 
a start and avoided becoming part of the prob
lem. 

Nagasaki Nightmare" is a reminder of the 
pain that took place not so long ago, how it's 
still going on, and how it can affect us in the 
near future. 

If you need more incentive to buy this single, 
it comes with a free Nagasaki Anti-War sew-on 
patch. The Clash arc commercial, thi~ isn't. "Big 
A little A Bouncing 8/the system might have 
you, but it won't get me." (Jule5) 

R.L. Crulchfleld's Dark Da,>----
Extreminating Angel 
(Lust/Unlust-lnfidelity LP) 

After listening to Exterminaling Angel for 
about two weeks, I still don't know much about 
it, that is in translatable terms. I know it's a bet
ter record than the 1980 Suicide album, definitely 
one of last year's bttter records, to which it will 
no doubt be compared. I know it is so far ad
vanced from Robin Crutchfield's earlier bash
ings that any comparisons would be silly. It 
reaches the same heights that European electron
ic music does at its peaks, but has a distinctly 
American feel and approach. 

I also know that Dark Day is a very full sound
ing 1rio-Phil Kline on guitars, synth and piano; 
Barry Friar on drums; and Crutchfield on synth, 
piano, vocals and various playthings. They neith· 
er deny nor naunt their electronic edge. Crutch
fie ld recites words in distant comfortlessness, 
usually taking a backseat to pusling melodies that 
jump from instrument to instrument (like they 
do on "Flightless Birds"). Except for "No, 

Nothing, Never," the lyrics never exceed a few 
tines. In fact, the lyrics to "Crib Death ( ... and 
the car sucked the baby's breath)" contain only 
three more words than the title. 

I know that the songs, though discrete entities, 
run together and sometimes differ only slightly 
from track to track: Dark Day have reversed the 
stultifying trend of the '70s by taking the "epic" 
and breaking ii into cohesive bits. And I don't 
lhink the album was made to be marveled at as a 
masterpiece, danced to (not with any lights on, at 
least), used as a background for the ingestion of 
colored pills, nor regarded as a dim musical 
poem of urban alienation. Though at certain 
times 1hese uses mighl bt appropriate. And 
though a dejected, exterminated song of defeat 
runs through most of the LP, sometimes surfac
ing in the musical equivalent of emotional terror, 
the record shouldn't bt considered suicidal. 

But I do know one thing-/ like it. (Tristram 
Lozaw) 

Llllput-----------
EISIGER WIND b/w When The Cat's Away 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

Liliput aren't easy to love; the music is often 
harsh, the vocals off and 1heir sense of musical 
taste seems to bt in question. But what Liliput 
lack in aesthetic appeal, they easily make up in 
good humor. Thank god that no one else sounds 
like 1his, and thank god that Liliput do. "Eisiger 
Wind" has all the subtlety of a tank driving 
through your living room. The guitar and bass 
grind on relentlessly with the Liliputs shouting 
and woofing over the drone. it may not be plea
sant, but it ain't obnoxious either. ''When The 
Cat's Away ... " is a cutesy sing-song melody 
played on squeezetoy and cheezy French accordi
an. The vocals are of the light caberet variety, 
and appropriately kooky. Overall, the record 
falls somewhere bttween Recommended and Not 
Recommended but I like it. (Mr. 8) 

Pere Ub---------
NOT HAPPY b/w Lonesome Cowboy Dave 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

Ubu entered a "cute" phase with their last al
bum. The Ari Of Walking. This si ngle is every 
bit as cute as the LP. These guys are just as de
mented as ever, but there's this new-found doe
eyed cuddliness in all their new material. Is it ht
cause of David Thomas becoming a Jehovah's 



The \'Inn)' Band············-----
HIJACKER b \I, Why Can: You Say Loi,: 
(Tape) 

"Hijacker" is a winner! It's a solid rock num• 
ber wilh exceptional production by Dave Robin· 
son. I had 10 listen to it several times just to con
firm the rush I got after the first play. Excellent! 

"Why Can't You Say Love" didn't do quite as 
much for me as a song, but it's well-performed 
and produced. 

This tape demonstrates that Vinny could break 
it into the big time if they came up with more 
tunes of similar quality. Since you can't buy 
these tunes, you'll have to harrass your favorite 
radio station. Or better yet, go see 'em Jive. 
(Mike Dreese) 

Death in the Shopping Malll>------
Man on a Tightrope/Death in the Shopping 
Malls/The Purpose 
(Tape) 

This is a fun group of songs. These guys sound 
a lot like early Sparks. I haven'! seen them live, 
but if you should venture out to sec their show, 
I'd bring seat belts. Very brash. (Mike Dreese} 

Blurt-----------
ln Berlin 
(Armageddon, import LP) 

What you have with this Blurt LP, worth the 
price for the cover photo of pink garbage bags 
alone, is a part of a linked collection. To really 
appreciate Blurt you must also experience the 
rest of the set: Blurt's singles, their appearance 
on the Factory sampler, and the experience of a 
live Blurt show. 

On its own, In Berlin, with sound quality 
equivalent to a good bootleg, doesn't begin to 
display the satisfaction possible in the group's 
nth degree approach to their guitar-drums-sax 
setup. But taken together with the whole, Blurt's 
funky misconduct here is quite engrossing and 
danceable. You'll be able to imagine vocalist 
saxophonist Ted Milton's impersonations of an 
airplane and lhe electricity that fills the air when 
he. guitaris1/1rombonist Pete Creese and drum
mer Jake Milton are on stage. But until you've 
got the whole set, this record may leave you a bit 
Oat. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Altered lmag,,,_ _______ _ 

DEAD POP STARS b/w Sentimental 
(Epic, import 45) 

Altered Images are a five piece British group 
that have over the past year been taken under the 
wing of Siouxsie and the Banshees. Produced by 
Siouxsie's bassist Steven Severin, both sides fea
ture female vocalist Claire (who sounds even 
younger than Annabel from Bow Wow Wow) 
and have that Banshee spookiness to them. 
(Greg Reibman) 

FadGadge,1---------
MAKE ROOM b/w Lady Shave 
(Mute, import 45) 

Fad go funky and come up with a snazzy little 
gem. "Make Room" features great drums that 
are sadly replaced by rhythm machine for 1he 
spacier electronic nip. (Greg Reibman) 

The Rocka<S---------
ROCKABILLY DOLL b/w Tanya Jean 
(Kat Tale, 45) 

Just because il's rockabilly doesn'I mean it's 
going to be good. Though I enjoyed their high
powered show at the Channel last year, this stuff 
goes nowhere. Comes with a nice poster ... but 
you can't dance to a poster. (Greg Reibman) 

The CiaLSh, Ehb, Costello & the Atlractlon.s, Ian 
Our,, & the Blockhe11d.s, Paul McCarlno & 
Wings, Pretenders, Quttn, Rockeslr:1, Rockpile, 
the Specials, lhe Wh 
Concerts for the People of Kampuchea 
(Allantic, LP) 

Live albums tend to be disappointing. There 
are only a few really great ones; most are nothing 
like actually being at a concert. The majority 
serve as greatest hits collections, contractural 
obli&ations, or excuses for excess tour expenses. 
Concensfor the People of Kampuchea has a bet
ter raison d'etre: to feed a starving nation. 
Culled from four evenings in late December of 
1979, this double LP has better music than No 
Nukes, Woodstock, and Woodstock 2. Too bad 
they didn't make a record out of Heatwave. 

The Who, Pretenders, and McCartney occupy 
more than half of the album, leaving the other 
acts only one song apiece. I would like to have 
heard more from Elvis 1han just "The Imposter" 
or from the Clash, "Armagideon Time." There 
are at least sixty Costello tunes I prefer to his ode 
to Joe Jackson, performed in the arrangement 
from Gel Happy! instead of the revised version 
used in this year's tour. But the Clash breathe 
meaning into their number, relevant as it is 10 the 
event. Both these artists deserve entire live al
bums of their own. 

Rockpile deliver an intense version of the hy
per "Crawling From the Wreckage" and back up 
Robert Plant on Presley's "Liu le Sister," the re
cord's most unpredictable selection, especially 
when Nick Lowe unintentionally sings past the 
end of 1he song. There's more silliness from the 
Specials on "Monkey Man," and a loose rendi
tion of "Hit Mc ... " from Ian and the Blocks. 
Oury and Co. garner the biggest ovation from 
the surprising sedate/polite/poorly-miked audi
ence. And Queen do one of their better rockers, 
"Now I'm Here," mercifully shorter than on 
their obnoxious live album. 

The Who, sorry to report, are pretty dismal 
here. Only "Baba O'Riley" is up to expecta
tions, exceeding the version that marred The Kids 
Are Alright. "See Me Feel Me" is truly unin• 
spired and horns make it worse. Pull out your 
copy of Live al Leeds. On the other hand, Chris
sie Hynde and her "girls" do exciting, thrashing 
versions of "The Wait" and "Tattooed Love 
Boys." "Precious" is pretty hot too, but the ulti
mate live version is on !heir new Extended Play 
record. 

Not surprisingly, Beatie Paul steals the show 
(after all, the concert was his idea). The voice is a 
bit ragged, but his spirit is magical. "Go1 10 Get 
You Into My Life" is a romp and "Every Night" 
is sweet. but not sticky. Finally, McCartney 
fronts the all-star Rockestra for a wall of sound 
"Lucille" (which the Beatles attempted to re
cord) and an emotional "Let It Be." 

Let-downs aside, this is very enjoyable for a 
concert album. And if you don'I believe it, wait 
till you see the video (it's 10 be shown on com
mercial TY). Not only does the money from the 
concert recording go to a wor1hy cause, but nei
ther Ravi Shankar nor Crosby, Stills & Nash 
have anything to do wi1h it. (Rob Lipshutz) 

Various Artls,<S--------
Some Bizarre Album 
(Some Bizarre Label, import LP) 

There are a dozen different bands represented 
on this compilation, far too many to allow for a 
blow-by.blow description. All 1he artists featured 
arc medium-avant electropop bands, dean and 
refined; not a dog in the bunch. The general terri
tory covered lies somewhere between the ex
tremes defined byLewis&Gilbert (ex-Wire], Ultra
vex (with Foxx), Tuxedomoon, Cluster and 1he 
Stranglers. Something like that, anyway. Expect 
synths, sequencers, rhythm boxes, tape units and 
reed instruments in addition 10 the requisite rock 
instrumentation. In general the tunes sound as if 
people-rather than androids-made them. An 
interesting set, overall. (Jim Puccio) 
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Planet Street--------
GENERAL HOSPITAL b/w Choose Your Wea
pon 
(Mongoose, 45) 

Two very solid hits on this chunk of vinyl. 
This Boston band shows subtleties in 1hesc re
cordings that other local bands and producers 
should take note of. The B side is my fave, fea
turing Joanne Cipolla's wonderfully pretty voice. 
Go out and get 1his one! (Mike Dreese) 

Tiny Desk Unil--------
Tiny Desk Unit 
(9½ x 16, LP) 

A multiplicity of ideas abound on this live al
bum. These guys start with a heavy metal in
spired bass tine and rhythm section, then add a 
haunting female voice, and top it off with fairly 
bizarre synth and guitar sounds. kind of like 
Killing Joke. 

So if you like the heavily rhythmic stuff. go 
for it! My favorite cut: "Breathing'" (last track 
on side two), very danceable and tranceable. 
Production of the vocals on this disc is my only 
complaint-but after all, it was recorded live. As 
such, a very credible and in1eresting record. 
(Mike Dreese) 

TheSplzz.11,s---------
R ISK b/w Melancholy 
(A&M, import 45) 

"Risk," from the forthcoming LP Spikey 
Dream Flowers, was penned by Spizz with music 
by Jim Solar. It's based on the board game 
"Risk." 

In this case however, the game of world domi• 
nation develops into an all-out nuclear war 
which, of course, no one wins. Considering the 
grave subject, the overall tone is very nip. The 
music is rather mundane as well. 

"Melancholy" is more promising, musically 
well-conceived and powerful while the lyrics suc
ceed without resorting to excess dramatics. 

Is Spizzlcs synonymous with fizzles? I hope 
not. (Mark Fisher} 

The S11tellit<S---------
FULL CIRCLE b/w No Horizontal (No Verti
cal) 
(CDC Records, 45) 

Any band with a guy named Justin Case is all 
right in my book. Case sings the Police-ish white 
reggae of "No Horizontal (No Vertical)," while 
Cindy Daley handles the vocals of "full Circle." 
The latter could become a hi! if AOR radio got 
their hands on it. I just wish some of the humor 
in Case's introductory letter seeped into his mu
sic. Oh well, I guess you can't have everything. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

The Strangle·,._ _______ _ 

TheMeninblack 
(Liberty, import LP) 

This is no1 an easy record to understand. Af
ter repeated lis1ens, no overall theme is evident, 
even !hough the concept dealt with throughout 
is New Testament symbolism. That's the prob
lem; the S1ranglers take on intense, extremely 
deep subject mauer and fail to put across a real 
message. 

But even scholars of the Bible can't explain the 
mysteries presented in the book of Revelations. 
And a confused assessment of spirituality at least 
reveals the attempt IO confront it. The Menin
black, like Alrered Srates, represents confronta
tion of the Deity, yet both seem to come up with 
''no answer'' in response to the age old question, 
''Where is God?'' 

Musically as with the lyrics, there is no one 
universal pattern or direction 10 grasp onto 
Some of the pieces are e:rcceptionally inspired, de
veloped and executed, incorporating allusions to 
religious music, for example, the title track which 
sounds in places like a Gregorian chant, and 
"Two Sunspots,'' with its "hymnrock"' organ 
carrying on a fugue with the bass instruments. 

The most interesting vocals are used through. 
out. "Waltzinblack,'' the opening cut. has the 
strangest harmonizer effect, where the chorus is 
sung in munchkin-like voices that sound like 
taunting heckles of the winged monkeys in the 
Wizard of Oz movie. And the next track is sung 
with exaggerated innection; "Just Like Nothing 
on Earth," is the emphasis given to the title lyric. 

Likewise the Lord's prayer is interpreted mu
sically in the last song, "Hallow to Our Men," 
while the words arc recited slowly and deliberate
ly. 

Sure there are spirutual truisms addressed and 
extolled all the way through. But if you accept 
the Stranglers' point of view, there's no simple 
basic truth that underlies our existence. Instead, 
they depict a reality that's filled with evil as well 
as good. (Kate Ingram) 

The Pllmsou,1,--------
The Plimsouls 
(Planet, LP) 

You look at the cover of this album and 
groan. Those sunglasses. Oh, no, another Hol
lywood power pap group. But wait a second, un
like the million other LA bands that have re
leased records in the past year and a half, the 
Plimsouls aren't posing, time-warped, manufac
tured wimps living in Beatles fantasies and re· 
cycling used chord progressions. The Plimsouls 
arc all other things the model ''power pop'' band 
should be-honest, energetic, fun guitar rock 'n' 
roll. Without copping the mentality or affecta
tions, the Plimsouls exude the spirit and music 
sensibilities of the Beatles-era rock bands. 

Peter Case, the band's leader and major writ
er, has one of those universal rock 'n' roll voices, 
a crisp, pop sound that's at once friendly, confi
dent, boyish, urgent, and defiant, not forced or 
obnoxious like the singers in the Romantics, the 
Knack, etc. Equally respectable are the sprite, 
simple arrangements, highlighted by the lead gui
tar work of Eddie Munoz. Some horns and an 
organ appear on a few tracks, augmenting the 
sound without ruining the guitar band concept, 

But the album has one big problem. The vi
brant performance of the Plimsouls is held bad, 
by the record's unspectacular mi:rc. Only a couple 
songs, "Zero Hour" (originally on their pre\·ious 
EP) and "I Wanl What You Got" break through 
with aural excitement. Still, I admire the band's 
genuine spirit, musical values, and lack of bull
shit. (Rob Lipshutz) 



RECORD REVIEWS 
Witness? Is it because of adding Mayo "Crayo
la" Thompson to the band roster? Whatever the 
cause, it's clear that the industrial sensibility of 
Modern Dance is gone for good. Where they go 
from here remains to be seen. As for now, this 
disc is jus1 treading water. (Jim Puccio) 

Nikki Sudde,n--------
BACK TO THE START b/w Ringing on My 
Train 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

When the Swelt Maps split up, Nikki opted to 
continue the brand of sloppy fun and infectious 
music his group pioneered. You could never love 
the Swell Maps' music on first listen and this re· 
cord is no exception. In fact your first impression 
may be of dismay, but give it another spin. As 
time wurs on you' ll... well, I'm not promising 
anything. 

"Back to the Front" is an optimistic uptempo 
rocker that hops along with the aid of horns and 
a pleasant guitar hook. On 1he nip, the bass gui. 
tar snakes in and out as the horns punctuate the 
repetitive boogie of '' Ringing on My Train.'' On 
both songs Nikki uses a no.frills approach to pop 
music. The vocals are nat, the performance slop
py, and the production rough, but it's charming 
nonetheless. Never mind that the resulting sound 
has all the finesse of sand in your lunch bucket. 
Somehow it still tastes fine. Recommended. (Mr. 
B) 

The Mothme--------
PayAttention! 
(ON-U Sounds, import LP) 

These guys have an extremely idiosyncratic 
musical style. Starting with a solid grounding in 
Becfheart's jigsaw puzzle rhythmic technique as 
well as a firm understanding of the workings of 
dub reggae, they have gone on to fashion a sound 
unlikevirtualtyall thcrest ofthenew wave. 

On the A-side, the Mothmen run through any 
number of different approaches, from pure 

space music to heavily rhythmic Beefy funk to 
dub to plain unabashed weirdness, and they pull 
it all off brilliantly. 

On the nip, they lock into a tribal groove a fa 
Can or Lewis & Gilbert and stay there for a good 
twenty minutes. At first, this side can sound dull, 
but it turns out that there is a lot more going on 
than immediately strikes the ear. As with other 
minimalia, patience reaps the greatest reward. A 
fine, fine album. (Jim Puccio) 

Shella Hyl10,n--------
THE BED'S TOO BIG WITHOUT YOU b/w 
Give Mc Your Love 
(Mango, 12" EP) 

It's odd to hear a woman singing reggae, odd 
but interesting. ''The Bed's Too Big Without 
You," a cover of Sling's song, is a mermeriz.ing 
eight minutes. The arrangement, done by Peter 
Tosh band members Robbie Shakespeare and Sly 
Dunbar, adds a real reggae rocker feel that's 
missing in the Police version. "Give Me Your 
Love'' doesn't come off as well, more of a disco 
song than reggae, but the band sounds great, 
very slick. Both songs get you dancing. (Julie 
Panebianco) 

T hcNewAgeSteppe,~-----
The New Age Steppers 
(ON·U Sounds, import LP) 

Although the New Age Steppers arc composed 
of members of the Slits, the Pop Group, the 
Raincoats and other assorted folks. the net effect 
of this LP most closely evokes recent Sli ts. (Not 
only do they include a dub version of the Slits' 
single ''Animal Space,'' but much of this materi• 
al sounds familiar enough to make me think the 
Slits played at least some of it during last fall's 
tour). This all adds up to a lot of laid.back white 
dub. complete with lyrics espousing Rasia.like 
concepts. Despite a general lack of drive in this 
music, there are st ill enough interesting jams, 
tape manipulat ion and worthwhile sentiments to 
make for good listening. (Jim Puccio) 
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DepartmentS--------
JS VIC THERE? b/w Solid Gold Easy Action 
(Demon Records, import 45) 

So this is the band the boy\ in the Jam are rav
ing about, eh? Not bad. Not bad. "Is Vic 
There?" evokes the mood of Echo and the Bun
nymen but with the drive and determinism of the 
Jam. The song's rhythm and riff structure is 
both recognizable and likeable. Good tune-nice 
sound. 

On the other hand, "Solid Gold ... " is trashy 
rock ·n• roll satire with little or no merit. Really, 
one more bastardized "Satisfaction" take-off is 
neither welcome nor appreciated. Let's hOP" 
that it is the A·side cut that represents the 
group's direction rather than this mess. RecOm· 
mended for "ls Vic There?" (Mr. 8) 

New Order·---------
CEREMONY b/w In a Lonely Place 
(Factory, import 45) 

During their tour of the US, New Order gave 
much indication of their potential, but litt le indi· 
cation that they would be able to pull it orr in the 
long run. Well, the audi1ion is over. It's high 
time we stopped referring to New Order as "for
merly Joy Oivison" and judged them on their 
own merits. On record, at least, their sound is 
very, very impressive. "Ceremony" is a well
crafted chant of restrained but very emotional 
vocals. The drums carry the song along with a 
solid backbeat and the guitars and synthesiz.er 
provide a simple melody line. The song is appro-
priatcly understated and quite haunting. " In a 
Lonely Place" is even sadder and murkier. The 
song glides along on a basic synthesizer/mello-
tron melody while the tom-toms slowly roll in 
the foreground. Overall, an excellent first single 
and my current pick hit. Highly recommended. 
(Mr.B) 

T he Passlon,>--------
l'M IN LOVE WITH A GERMAN FILM STAR 
b/w (Don't Talk To Me) I'm Shy 
(Polydor, import 45) 

I don't know why the Passions aren't an offi. 
cial Big Thing yet. They make such consistent ly 

great pop music I'm surprised people aren't capi· 
talizing on them left and right. And while it may 
seem good for a band to stay unpolluted h) me
dia hype, you ne,er gel 10 \l'e act\ nobody's 
heard of. 

With "I'm In Love ... " they've produced yet 
another classic of modernist psychedelia, heavy 
on the trance. It features air-filled guitar chords 
and silky female vocals singing a damn good me
lody line that could set you to wearing away at 
the platter unless some smart OJ finally elects to 
do it/or you. '' ... I'm Shy" is somewhat more in 
the dance/trance vein, and not completely unlike 
something Martha and 1he Muffins might do. 

If only they could play in Boston some time .. 
(Jim Puccio) 

Voicefar---------
DOUBLE GARAGE b/w Elevate 
(Systematic Records, 45} 

Imagine a psychedelic cross between the B·52's 
rhythm section, the Human League, and Public 
Image, and you've only begun to describe this 
talentedBerkcley, California.based trio. "Dou
ble Garage" reaiures an amusing story line that 
ends too soon; not only are we unable to find out 
who, or what, is chasing Joann around her 
house-but we only get to hear the song's catchy 
chorus once. The less interesting nip, "Elevate," 
is a more straight.forward syntho-pop song. 
(Greg Reibman) 

Robert Wyat11--------
AT LAST I AM FREE b/wStrange Fruit 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

You can't be ready for this. Wyat! gives us a 
couple touchingly dramatic pop ballads which 
must mark some sort of new direction for Rough 
Trade. Wyatt first drags us through a lethargic 
cover of "At Last I Am Free." Spare drum 
sound and tinkling piano add the necessary 
cocktail loungeeffec1s. 

"Strange Fruit" is even tougher to take. This 
weepy ja21-pop number isn't even suitable for 
soft·rock radio. Not recommended to rock 'n' 
rollers. (Mr.8) 
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Elion John Band Fe.luring John Lennon and lhe 
Musde Shoals Horn,_ _____ _ 
Whatever Gets You Through the Night/Lucy in 
the Sky With Diamonds b/w I Saw Her Standing 
There 
(DJM, import EP) 

It seems that there arc only 1wo things forcer
tain in a rock star's life-death and posthumous 
releases. However, il's hard to accuse Elton of 
exploiting Lennon, as he is Sean Lennon's God
father. Besides. "I Saw Her Standing There" has 
already seen the light of day as the B-side of 
''Philadelphia Freedom.'' 

These 1974 live performances are ragged, 
rockin', and a lot of fun. The Beatlemania-style 
screams are alone worth the price of the record. 
Too bad we had to wait so long to hear them. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

Phil Scymour--------
Phil Seymour 
(Boardwalk, LP) 

Seymour has left Dwight Twilley, formed his 
own fan club, and put out a solo album. This, as 
they say, is pop. The production is slick, bu1 not 
overdone. Seymour wrote the hit "Precious to 
Me" and a couple of others, and he stole a cou
ple from Twilley. Pure pop for newer people. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

Hazel O'Connor-------
Sons and Lovers 
(A&M,LP) 

The problem with this album is !hat too much 
of it sounds the same, and all of it sounds like 
Marianne Faithful. The first song, "D-Days," is 
the best, in which the chorus "Decadent Days" is 
sung repeatedly over frantic dance rhythms. Un
fortunately the rest of the album sounds like a 
variation of "D-Days" over and over again, slow 
or fast. Oh well. (Julie Panebianco) 

The King:,...,,_ _______ _ 

The Big Beat 
(RSO, LP) 

The Kingbccs play very authentic fifties rock
abilly rock and roll. The Buddy Holly cover, 
"Wishing," is a standout, as is "Rockin' My 
Life Away." But the surprising thing is that their 
originals sound as authentic as their covers. "She 
Ain't My Baby" and especially "The Big Rock" 
sound great, and are a lot of fun. Their intention 
is to get back to rock-roots, and they do. (Julie 
Panebianco) 

Paslich,e----------
LOCK IT UP b/w Like I Always Do 
(Modern Method, 45) 

"Lock It Up" is. a very catchy song, and it 
sounds terrific on the radio. Ken Scales' singing, 
good lyrics, and the band's choppy reggae beat 
combine to make what could be a hit. Great sin
gle. Elvis Costello organ pumps up the second A 
side "Like I Always Do." On the liner Pastiche 
dedicates this 45 to John Lennon: ''Dance,..don't 
shoot!" Sounds good to me. (Julie Panebianco) 

The Coms1t Angel,s-------
Eyc of the Lens/ Another World b/w Gone/ At 
Sea 
(Polydor, import 12" EP) 

Positive Noise 
Give Mc Passion b/w Ghosts/End of a Dream 
(Statik, import 12" EP) 

Face it. Texture rock is the sound these days. 
Everyone from Siouxsic to U2 by way of Joy 
Division and Wire (and Bauhaus and Killing 
Joke and all the rest of the world) is doing it or 
have done it already. If il weren't for the coinci
dence that I happen to like the stuff, I'd be migh
ty annoyed. I certainly don't blame anyone who 
u. 

The Comsats arc definitely near 1he top of the 
heap of groups which lay their music out in spare 
horizontal strokes. Their music will probably ap
peal to people who enjoy the U2 end of the 
spectrum. "Eye of the Lens" and "Gone" 
ought to convert the heathen. Give these guys a 
try. 

Positive Noise strike me as more of a fashion 
cop. The JD and Bauhaus comparisons arc just 
too easy to make. Neverthesless interesting mu
sic. If they can only come to grips with their own 
personalities, 1hcy might make a name for them
selves. (Jim Puccio) 

A Certain Rati--------
Blown Away b/w Aight/ And Then Again 
(Fac1ory, import EP) 
Shack Up/Son and Heir b/w Du the Du (casse)/ 
The Fox 
(Factory, import EP) 

These two twelve inchers are a must for any
one who thought that Talking Heads' Remain in 
Light LP was interesting, expected absolu1ely 
AMAZING things from the unsurprising Eno/ 
Byrne collaboration, and was disappointed not 
to get what was expected of the two genuiscs 
after all the hype about polyrhythms and "intel
ligent innovation." In fact, these singles sound 
more like what I expected from the Eno/Byrne 
collaboration than did the real thing. 

Very danceable, these seven Martin Hannett 
produced songs are all thick, basic, rhythmic, in
telligenl, and-most of all-confident. These 
guys aren't fooling around, they know exactly 
what they're doing and they know how great it 
sounds. 

Heavily based in bass, each song works from 
an R&B foundation and incorporates layers of 
tribal and funk percussion, horns, and guitar, 
achieving an ethnic-African feel, more funky and 
less Anglocized than Remain in Light. 

A Certain Ratio seem intent upon enhancing 
the rhythm roots of funk rather than modifying 
them, resulting in a dana: feel that's a lot tighter 
than the Byrne/Eno stuff. Simply speaking, A 
Certain Ratio make intelligent and compelling 
dance music without pretension. I hope Eno lis-
tens to their music. (Tom Gilroy) • 
The Rocka,_,_ ________ _ 

ROCKABILLY DOL~ b/w Tanya Jean 
(Kat Tale Records, 45) 

I'll admit 10 my biases up front. I never have 
cared for rockabilly save for Elvis the first and 
Billy Swan's "I Can Help." But since rockabilly 
is now a big deal in England, it appears we're in 
for a minor deluge. 

One guitar plays high twangy rhythm while the 
other provides the menace. Cleanly articulated, 
the accent calls up Presley and Holly. "Rock
abilly Doll" is about a girl who the singer thinks 
is great. "Tanya Jean" is about a girl the singer 
thinks is great but can't touch because she's only 
16 (one thing about these rockabilly songs, po
liteness rules). Comes with a poster, too. (M. 
Howell) 

The front LJn,,s--------
Where Do We Go From Here? 
(Practicle,EP) 

These guys from Evanston, Illinois, home of 
the Funeral Hall of Fame, it says here. 

A lot of this record is your average clean-cut 
power pop, but "Night Napalm" clearly sticks 
out as the best song. Three-quarters of the band 
is playing skinny-tie rock and roll, but the bassist 
is in his own little funky groove. And the guitar 
solo is bound to knock you out of your scat. 
''Lips Are Sealed" is pretty good: it starts off 
like a Joe Jackson ballad, but then revs up to a 
wild rocker. Great harmonica, too. (Harold Le
pidus) 
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The Past Seven Day 
RAINDANCE b/w So Many Others .. 
(4AD, import 45) 

"Raindance" is a celebration of spring, a mu
sical impression of the beginning of an evening 
rain shower. A single idea runs through the song 
bul it's a powerful idea. Moody lyrics, resonant 
bowed bass tones, an off-beat slap of drums and 
incessant chunkchunk chiming guitar join to pro
duce a deep, cavernous sound. Both sides of the 
single are pretty self-indulgent, however, and 
while I recommend it wholeheartedly, its lasting 
power has not yet been proved. 

The Past Seven Days now sit next to Televi
sion, early Pink Floyd and the Doors. drawing 
urgency and spaciness from each other. Sort Sol 
and New Order arc making similar musical state
ments, staking out claims in new musical terri
tory, and although the Past Seven Days arc the 
new kids on the block, my only fear is that the 
old hippies might like it more than anyone-and 
this is supposed to be a kid's game-isn't it? 
(MichaelHafitz) 

Classlx Nouveaux,-------
GUIL TY b/w Night People 
(Li~rly, import 45) 

Classix Nouveaux's last single, "Nasty Little 
Green Men," was a brilliant novelty record, fun
ny, powerful and catchy as hell. "Guilty" isn't 
nearly as clever but hey, I like it. It's a super pop 
record with all the neat bits that make good pop 
records irresistable. It's got a big boomy bass 
line, a great beat and a wicked hook of a chorus. 
The singer has one of those growly voices I love 
so much and the perfect "woo woo" backup 
vocals are classic pop. Ignore the band's preten
tious name and the dull B-side. "Guilty" will 
sound terrific at Spit (the '80s equivalent of car 
radio). 1 give it an 85. (Crass) 

The Vapo 
SPIDERS b/w Galleries For Guns 
(Liberty, import 45) 

The Vapors are definitely trying for a follow
up hit to "Turning Japanese." In fact they have 
gone out of their way to imitate that sound with 
"Spiders." It has potential, but something tells 
me it's never going lo get off the ground. 

The B side is much better as I suspected. "Gal
leries ... " sounds very much like "News At Ten" 
which never got the credit it deserved. The Va
pors really are a good band and I recommend 
giving this single a fair chance. (Jules Shalek) 

Sliff Lillie Finge·,._ ______ _ 

Just Fade Away b/w go For It, Doesn't Make It 
A\Right(Livc) 
(Chrysalis, 7-inch33) 

Let's set one thing straight. I love Stiff Little 
Fingers. There's no way I'm not going to love a 
Stiff Li1tlc Fingers record unless it doesn't sound 
like Stiff Little Fingers. So, I love this record. I 
think it's fantastic, honest. The production is a 
bit more complex than usual but nothing radical. 
Well, all right, "Just Fade Away" has stupid 
lyrics. It's your standard punk love (un-lovc? 
non-love? anti-love'/) "I hate your stupid face 
shut up and get outa' here" type song. But I 
don't care. It's the sound-those incredible 
clanging, ringing, chiming guitars ... Jake Burns 
pushing his voice so hard my throat hurts ... the 
intensity and the power and the energy and-sor
ry. I warned you. 

The B-side is nothing special-an okay instru
mental and an outtake form Hanx. "Just Fade 
Away" is from the next album, Go For It, 
due out around Easter. I'm going to love it. 
(Crass) 



FurloUl!IPlhe---------
FuriousPig 
(Rough Trade, import 12" EP) 

Back when I was living in my old college dorm
itory, we had built a closed circuit system where
by everybody on my noor could play the same 
music simultaneously. There was also a ledge 
running around 1hc building at window level. 
When the madness hit, we would set up lhou
sands of watts of s1ereo power and blast the peo
ple across the courtyard with the Ramayana 
Monkey Chant at truly inconsiderate times of the 
night. Those were 1he days ... 

Furious Pig could easily enrich anybody's life 
in much the same way. In fact, I'm certain this is 
going 10 be my pick hit of 1981. Here's-a record 
which claims to be playable at any speed, thus 
encouraging the user to creatively explore the re
cord/listener rela1ionship even though it is argu
ably a 45. As for the music, the only real roots 
1ha1 come 10 mind are to be found in Balinese 
chanting, which doesn't exaclly get the kind or 
airplay that certified loonies like myself might 
like. Suffice it to say that it sounds like highly or
ganized hysterical screaming, yelping and yowl
ing. The first time I slapped this baby on the old 
turntable, I nearly pissed myself laughing. It is 
that good. (Jim Puccio) 

Single Bullet Theory------
PEGGY GOT HER EYES FULL b/w There Is a 
Boy 
(Artifacts/Jet, 45) 

From the band that gave us "Keep It Tight" 
from last year's Planet Records' Sharp Cuts 
compilation, more over-produced American pop 
bullshit. 

This band is so clean in the studio that 1hey're 
sterile and boring, trying to compensate for the 
shallowness of their material with crisp produc
tion, a hopeless endeavor 10 dress up some hor
ribly cliched songs. Another case of a mildly suc
cess fo l local bar band, this time from Richmond, 
Virginia, that got laid a lot, thought 1hey were in
tense, and decided to grace the world with a sin
gle. 

I wouldn't be surprised if a psycho-killer 
didn't receive a "divine message" from their 
name and shoot them all. (Tom Gilroy) 

S.Y.P.H.----------
S.Y.P.H. 
(Pure Freude, limited edition German LP) 

One or the most marvelous things about for
eign albums is the fact that you don't have to lis
ten 10 the lyrics. No matter how embarrasingly 
insipid they might be (as long as the language is 
one you don't readily comprehend) you're safe. 
This leaves you free to attend to the music. 

When this album isn't dredging rock bouom 
with pathetic garage punk, ii can be pretty inter
esting. The better moments fuse the older Ger
man tradition of heavy metallic space rock with 
the gra1ing gui1ar sound of early Wire and take 
the whole mess out on nice tong joyrides. Kraut
rock lives. (Jim Puccio) 

Patrick D. Martl-------
Patrick D. Martin 
(IRS, EP) 

I'm not realty one for electronic pop, but I 
sure love this bizarre offering from the former 
Belsen Boy. This seven-song sampler is a good 
introduction 10 lhe warped wonder. Best songs 
are "I Like 'Lcctric Motors" and "Computer 
Datin'." Great for dancing, too. (Harold Lepi
dus) 

NEWBURY 
COMICS 
268 Newbury st . Boston Mass. 02116 

Thomas Dotb,,--------
URGES b/w Leipzig 
(Armageddon, import 45) 

Here's an interesting piece of British synth
pop somewhat in the tradition or Kraftwcrk, but 
warmer. Several people were involved in making 
this one, including Andy Part ridge (of XTC) and 
Simon Phillips, but all the credits are for bizarre 
things like "stick" and "knob." 

''Urges" mostly bops along as a sprightly little 
ditty, but the key transitions arc all bent out of 
shape. I figure that's where the knob comes in, 
but who can tell'? 

"Leipzig" does a fine job of capturing the late 
'70s Teutonic sound (found on Sky Records, for 
example). Very light (unlike the early '70sGer
man heavies), very refined and modern like Clus
ter, but a tad more pop. Nice. (Jim Puccio) 
BrokenGlus--------
RATHER YOU THAN ME b/w Rather You 
Than Me (mono) 
(Citysound,45) 

A subtle, Steely Dan-funk sort of tune. with a 
very nice synthesizer overlay. Good production. 
Would liked to have heard another tune by them 
but alas, the B-side is the same as the A-side. 

The Commuda,1>-------
Compare and Decide 
(Eat Records, LP) 

From the label that brought you Human Sex
ual Response. These guys aren't really playing 
with a fu ll deck-the Commercials' press kit said 
that the two principle members were a,ie-mur
dcred (yuk, yuk). For the most part, however, 
this is an enjoyable record. The tempos are up. 
beat, with lyrics like "I've got chairs for you." 
Melodic, sick '80s pop. Sorta. (Harold Lepidus) 

Dave Edmund!,_ _______ _ 

ALMOST SA TU RDA Y NIGHT b/w You'll 
Never Get Me Up 
(Swan Song, import 45) 

No real surprises from Dave Edmunds here. 
It's the Rockpile sound all the way, great live, 
but a liUlc same-y on recent recordings. The A
side is a catchy version of the Fogeny song. On 
the nip they churn out fellow pub-rocker Mickey 
Jupp's paen to fear of flying "You'll Never Get 
Mc Up (In One of Those)." (Betsy Badges) 
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Antique Adornment 

Punk and Deco Dry Goods 

107 Brighton Avenue 

Upstairs, Room No. 6 

Material----------
Temporary Music Compilation 
(Celluloid, import LP with 45) 

Material is a semi-experimental, semi-electron
ic funkwavc New York band blessed with a high
calibre rhythm section very much in demand in 
those parts these days. Bassist Bill Laswell and 
drummer Fred Maher both have played with 
Fred Frith in his latest band, Massacre. Laswell 
appears on Eno & Byrne's Bush of Ghosts LP. 
Maher used to percuss for the Dance ... Anyway, 
you get the idea. 

The present package is a nice French pressing, 
primarily functioning as a re-release of their 
Temporary Music EP (first album side) and the 
"Discourse" b/w "Slow Murder" single (includ
ed as an insert), although the second album side 
is devoted to new material. 

Although the personnel shifts about several 
times over the course or this document, the core 
of the band seems to have settled on Fred, Bill 
and Michael Beinhorn (who plays keyboards, 
percussion and taped fragments of radio broad
casts). They kick. They funk. They lay textures, 
jams and funny noises on your brain, so shake 
what you've got, upstairs and down. Dig? (Jim 
Puccio) 

RaybH,s----------
Roping Wild Bears 
(Don't FaJI Down the Mountain, import EP) 

LOUDKC l.Jurds 
Lounge Lizards 
(Editions EG, LP) 

Linton Kwesl Johnson 
LKJ in Dub 
(Mango/Island, LP) 

It's taken a long time to begin to undo the 
damage that songwriters like Dylan and rock 
critics with their emphasis on words, words, 
words have done to instrumental bands. But a 
growing number or bands arc finding that their 
"roots" extend back to the spaghetti western 
themes, tremeloed guitars, bubbling Farfisa or
gans and simple ritualistic double-hit drum beats 
of the great and not-so-great-but-fun no-vocal 
groups of a few years back: the Barkays, Sandy 
Nelson, the T-Bones, Booker T. and the MGs, 
the Tijuana Brass ... but especially the grandaddy 
of 'cm all, the Ventures. 

It's virtually impossible to have a reconstruct
ed instrumental rock band without paying some 
homage to the Ventures. The telstar guitar sound 
of U2's The Edge owes much to them, and U2's 
"Things to Make and Do" is an update of the 
Ventures's music that seems to have a lifetime 
supply of blue Mosrite guitars. 

The idea that at least some songs don't need 
words is reinforced by the increasing inclination 
to include a vocal-less track on albums. Some 
groups have even managed, once again, lo dis
pense with words entirely. 

On their new four-song EP entitled Roping 
Wild Bears, New York's Raybeats draw heavily 
on the music of the '60s no-word bands. The 
quartet consists of drummer Don Christensen 
and guitarist Jody Harris, both alumni of the No 
New York Contortions as well as other seminal 
projects, Pat Irwin on such various period instru
ments as saxophone, acetone organ and vibrat
ing guitar, and Danny Amis taking the place of 
the late bassist George Scou, to whom the re
cord is dedicated. 

At its best, the Raybeats's music is an enjoy
able, intelligent, much-developed extension of 
that of 1heir ancestors. One example is "Time 
Zone," on the side dubbed the "Bad Side," con
taining one of the more convincing exercises in 
train whistle/chugga-chugga imagery ever pro
duced: a depraved locomotive rhythm section 
with exquisitely Doppler-warped organ hoots, 
entering the badland territories of a Rod Scrling 
thriller. During their least compelling moments, 
the Raybeats are reminiscent of the filler on a 
Sandy Nelson teen beat album. But their depth is 
quite impressive, even during these lapses. 

Another New York ensemble, the Lounge Liz
ards, reach back to the suave nightclub jazz of 
the '50s for their base of operations for the 
"kind of beat bands used behind strippers," ac
cording to saxophonist/composer John Lurie. 
And then they give into their tendencies to go 
atonally crazy. The group struts along, covering 
a lot of territory, with what they like to call 
"fake jazz," so 1hat no one will misunderstand 
their intentions or compare their playing with 
the technical intricacies of jazz masters. Then 
they infuse (subvert?) the tunes with frenetic in
terplay that's often led by the detuned 12-scring 
scratchings of guitaris1 Arto Lindsay, who also 
performs a similar device for the "fake heavy 
me1al" band D.N.A. 

Though their sense of humor (note: you can 
see Lurie and his keyboardist brother in Debbie 
Harry's commercial for Murjani jeans) is the 
main adhesive joining 1he band's halves ol nor
malcy and noise, the Loungers also exhibit a 
more than fair grasp of the classics from which 
they draw, a grasp which exceeds that of many 
(most?) orthodox jazz players. Witness the effi
cient vigor of their arrangement of Thelonius 
Monk's "Epistrophy" and Lurie's masterfully 
morose ''You Haunt Me.'' 

\ For those of you who always wanted a chance 
at singing for a rasta band, Linton Kwesi John
son has provided you with a "reggae minus one" 
album, LKJ in Dub. If you don't happen to have 
any ambitions in that area, the record's airy pro
duction and tropical echoes may instead prove 
interesting for late night undulations. John Kpi
aye's intermittent guitar work provides lhe re
cord with its most interesting passages. 

Actually the LP is not entirely sans vocals. The 
human voice does make a brief appearance in 
"Iron Bar Dub," but that'll just give all of you 
aspiring Marleys a chance to catch your breath. 

But what it all comes down to is, finally, a 
growing realization that words need not make 
~ongs. lnstrumen1s alone can carry that weight, 
there are indeed many effective ways to use the 
human voice that haven't even been touched 
upon, even within the ''limited" scope of rock 

==='---------"""""'--' music. (Tristram Lozaw) 



RECORD REVIEWS 
romeo volo---------
lt'sa Condi1ion 
(41!1, LP) 

Especially when it comes to really fine music 
nol getting the amounl of aucntion ii deserves 10 
be given by radio, 1hc rock press, and as a result, 
the majority or people, who never have the 
chance to decide whether they like it or not, 
things don't necessarily happen 1hc way they 
ought to, ii seems. 

It's kind of run to root for "the good guys" 
even if they're the underdog. romeo void have a 
quality about 1hcm that's unique and meritous 
for the personal emotional communication t,e. 
tween 1he group and the listeners. Or fans, as 
many who give 1hcm a chance will no doubt be· 
come. 

It's ironic that a group so sensual in tone as 
this one would choose the name, "romeo void." 
There in itself is a contradiction in emotion; ''ro
meo" implies love and warmlh, while "void" 
conno1cs emptiness. Which is a prclly accurate 
asscssmcnl of romeo void's span of mood and 
subject mancr. These songs hi11hc peaks and the 
vallcysofhumancxistcncc. 

One way of looking at lhc theme of lhc record 
is described in the tillc of one of the songs, "love 
is an illness." That thought represents the con
clusion of side two, a forlorn emotional pica of 
loneliness developed in the songs 1hat precede ii 
in sequence. 

So if you're a Pollyanna, listen to the more 
warm and happy songs like "white sweater," a 
song abou1 faniasics. And if you're feeling sorry 
for yourself, you'll find misery-loving company 
in ''nothing for me,'' while ''charred remains'' 
leading off side two, brings on a carefree, in
spired mood. 

David Kahnc, who produced Pearl Harbour's 
first album (with the Explosions), has done him
self bcucr by working wi1h romeo void. There 
will no doubl be some Pylon comparisons as 
both bands arc four piece units with relatively 
large and striking female front singers. romeo 
void to me is more like Young Marble Gianu. 
(Kate Ingram) 

Redline----------
THE MOTIONS b/ w Waiting 
(GVS Records, 45) 

This single came to me in a package similar to 
what one mighl bring to a job interview. There's 
a folder, a resume of 14 club dates, 18 campus 
concerts, and big stars Redline have played with, 
including Chuck Berry and Johnny and Edgar 
Winter. Also included was a song list: 21 ongm
als ("Little Boogie," "Cocaine Song") and sev
en covers, including '' All Day and All the 
Night" (sic) by the Kinks and "Summertime 
Blues." There's more but you get 1hc idea. I as
sume only cri1ics and club owners arc lucky 
cnoughtogetthisstuH. 

The record itself is pretty good. It's well
craftcd, the singing is good, the playing is tight, 
the gui1ar has lotsa gadgets. And the B-sidc has a 
dash of reggae. You know, the usual. Like most 
bands of this genre, they arc probably better live. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

Youn1 MarbleGlanu--------
Tcstcard EP 
(Rough Trade, import 45) 

While the relatively few people who are aware 
of Young Marble Giants's musical genuis are la
menting their break-up, Rough Trade has re
leased "Six instrumentals in praise of mid-morn
ing television made and played by Stuart Mox
ham and Philip Moxham." 

Even though singer Alison Statton docs not 
appear on this EP, 1hc fut is consistent with 
1hcir album, Colossal Youth. There's a bouncing 
energy that marks YMG's recordings throughout 
these uplifting melodics performed on guitars, 
organ and bass. 

And for you word-game fana1ics: the record's 
label contains a dozen anagrams derived from 
1hc lcncrs of "Young Marble Giants" ins1cad of 
the usual song titles and publishing information. 
That clever bll docsn'1 compensate, however, for 
the missing vocalist. Why don'! these Young 
Marbles get back together again? (Kate Ingram) 

Tht Mlrro..,__ ________ _ 

STAY CLOSE b/w Talkin' to You 
(RareVicw,45) 

I'll forgive the skinny tics, the badges, and 1he 
"right" haircuts, because "Stay Close" is an en
joyable song, rcminiscen1 of the Maps and the 
Pretenders. "Talkin' to You," however, suffers 
from sounding too much like the Maps. What 
they need, besides a good lawyer, is a little more 
work in the lyrics department. But all in an, an 
impressive debut. (Harold Lepidus) 

Go-Belwttn,,-------------
1 NEED TWO HEADS b/w Stop Before You 
Say It 
(Pos1card, import 45) 

Innovative bass playing and ca1chy riffing 
make lhcsc two songs by Scotland's Go-Betweens 
a cut above the common fare of mindless pop 
tunes, and the quirky rhythms and clear vocals 
evoke a Tom Verlaine feel. 

Obviously exposing their derivative pop sensi
bilities (reminiscen1 of the Police, the Fall, and 
Talking Heads), neither song gets drowned by its 
influences. They sound familiar yet interesting, 
not rip-offs. 

Good, unabashed pop songs, without the 
spanking clean, Ultra-Bright-smile innocence. 
(Tom Gilroy) 

The Cnmp>---------
Psychedelic Jungle 
(IRS, LP) 

On this, their second album, Kid Congo more 
or less proves capable of filling the boots of rene
gade guitarist Brian Gregory. Which means to 
say the guitars on Psychedefic Jungle are just as 
fuzzy, distorted and out of tune as ever. Al
though some of the material here seems tamer 
than on their rowdy debut, the Cramps again 
break all the rules and show no regard for the 
technological progress of the past two decades. 
And once again they have recorded a vile, dis
usting and near perfect album. (Greg Reibman) 

Radio Frtt Europ-----------
lT LIKES YOU b/w A Couple Screams 
(Mig,45) 

Radio Free Europe, from Austin, Texas, arc 
not just anmhcr dumb Tex-Mex party band. No 
sir, these arc intelligent people, and this is very 
modern stuff. You know how Adam & the Ants 
have two drummers? Well, this band has two 
drum machine players (operators?). That's mod
ern. 

"h Likes You" could be called Sci Fi Synth 
Pop if it had a melody. Actually, it's not bad if 
you like lhis sort of thing, all synthesizer drone 
and robot vocals plus some truly bizarre lyrics 
which arc printed on the sleeve; "A sublime dime 
which values you. II likes you." It's a bit over 
head bul what do I know. If you sec this around, 
check out 1hc photograph on the cover. (Crass) 

Plas11,,_ _________ _ 

DIAMOND HEAD b/w Peace 
(Island, import 45 nexi-disc) 

Plastics arc a pop group from Japan who hap
pen to use syn1hcsizcrs and rhythm generators. 
This flcxi-disc contains re-recorded versions of 
two of the better songs on their second Japanese 
import album. 

The Plastics' songs arc sung in fractured Eng
lish, with a few French and German expressions 
sometimes thrown in for an international flavor. 
The arbitrary lyrics and slurred vocals at first 
seem merely charming, but after a few listcnings 
(and the album's indispensable lyric sheet), Plas
tics songs begin to make sense. 

"Diamond Head" is a bubblegum jazz tune, 
reminiscent of a beatnik coffeehouse in an early 
'60s movie. The male singer works himself inlo a 
constipated frenzy about Art and Metaphysics 
(Rauschenberg and de Chirico become, on the 
lyric sheet, Lauschcnbcrg and de Kiliko), white 
the female singer shimmies around him, warning 
that if he doesn't shut up, he'll miss the New 
Age. "Peace" is also melodious and inventive. 

It's hard, however, to recommend this particu
lar package; though the songs are great and the 
gold flcxi-disc is kinda neat, my copy had some 
skips and cost as much as a regular single. I'd 
say: Remember Plastics, and buy the soon-to--be
released Island album. (Betsy Badges) 

Slray Ca1>-----------
StrayCats 
(Arista, import LP) 

Wow! Dig the cover! StandL..p rockabilly bass 
and a drummer who slams away on a single snare 
while pogoing on the edge of the stage. And 
check out those hairdos! 

Inside one of the coolest record covers I've 
ever seen comes 1hc best rock and roll album so 
far this year. From Long Island but currently en
joying fame and fortune in the UK, Stray Cats' 
fast numbers arc as devastating as a tornado. But 
just as lhe calm in the eye of the storm, there arc 
a few (comparatively) slowtr ballads, most nota
bly "Stray Cat Strut" that reveal a more soulful 
but equally awesome dimension. 

Seven songs on this debut are produced by 
Dave Edmunds, while the other five arc pro
duced by guitarist Brian Seltzer and band. The 
music is rough, tough, raw and exciting. Bui 

. most important, it's fun. (Greg Reibman) 

Charlie Pickett A tht E1p-------
FEELIN' b/w White Light, White Heat 
(Open Records, 45) 

"Feelin'" is the firs! release from South Flori
da's Open Records, the same people !hat run the 
area's most new-wave store. They carry the mot
to, "Where being warped is no defect.'' 

And while it's nothing new enough to write 
home about, the rockabilly fun of "Feelin'" at
tracted the support of cognoscenti like the editor 
of Mouth of the Rat who wrote the liner notes, 
and Cichlids' manager Robert Mascaro, who 
manages the Eggs as well. "White Lighl" is in
fused with sufficient amounts of original Velvets 
energy to make it work. Send two bucks to Open 
Records, 901 Progresso Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33304. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Tnntnlnvuion-------
SENTIMENTAL b/w Herzmuskcl 
(Weltrckord, import 45) 

This is real German post-Kraftwcrk synth
pop, marked by minimal instrumentation (bass 
and synth augmented by snare on the B-sidc) and 
minimal melodics. "Sentimental" has vocals like 
a dis1an1 airport PA system and a synth line that 
moves as jerkily as early Dcvo. Tht-y let the rhy. 
Ihm box 1akc an ultraminimal "solo" near the 
end. Although "Hcrzmuskel" has a more intri
cate and interesting interplay of different parts, 
this stuff is stilf very sparse. Those happy-go. 
lucky Germans: now there's a culture that's al
ways been dcvo. (Jim Puccio) 

Jools Holland and His Mlllionaires-·-··-··-·
BUMBLE BOOGIE b/w That Doesn't Maner to 
M, 
(A&M, import 45) 

Keyboardist Jools Holland did about the most 
unfashionable thing one could do in London in 
1978: he put out an EP of boogic-woogic music. 
With his new band, 1hc Millionaires, Jools is free 
to let loose the style that was bubbling under in 
the songs he did with Squeeze. 

"Bumble Boogie" isn'I the first time "Flight 
of the Bumblebee" (yeah, yeah, the Green Hor
net song) has been toyed with in this fashion, but 
it could do for its genre what Madness' "One 
Step Beyond" did for ska. It's full of the humor 
we'd expect from Jools, wtlo was the smarmy 
Master of Ceremonies in Squccze's live shows. 
"That Doesn't Matter to Mc" is a bouncy, cyni
cal love song co-wrilten with Squeeze's lyricist 
Chris Difford. (Betsy Badges) 

Missing Presumed Ocao------
How's Your Bum for Cracking Walnuts? 
(Sequel Records, import LP) 

A lot of different flavors create the overall 
sound of this LP, though the major tradition in
to which ii falls is !he neo-Beefhcart wave of the 
Swell Maps, Fire Engines, Josef K, Blurt et al. 
This is spiced up in different spots through the 
use of dub techniques, Talking Hcads-ish choppy 
rhythms, texture rock trance guitars, noisy saxo
phones and almost-jazzy psychedelic jams. The 
drummer deserves special mention for being one 
of the most sensitive, versatile and talented per
cussionists to crop up in a new wave band. So-so 
production. Great music. (Jim Puccio) 



For those of you who can afford it, there 
is a new video componem available on the 
consumer market. ll's the video disc, and 
the quality of the image is phenomenal 
compared to the home video recorder's 
poorer picture results. 

At a time when most people are still sort
ing out the differences in 1he confusing 
world or video incompatability, RCA has 
put out their Selec1avision videodisc play
er. But its arrival will not put an end 10 the 
problem; in fact, this new player cannot re
ceive any of the discs previously developed 
for the optical laser systems. 

Early last year Phillips/MCA introduced 
an optical laserdisc on a test market in At
lanta. Since its debut, Pioneer put out its 
own disc player and Sony, along with JVC, 
will release their version of the disc player 
this summer. 

All or the above-memioned disc players 
work on the same technical principles and 
arc comparably priced around $700 to $800. 

The optical systems exlusively play video
discs that are manufactured by MCA Ois
covision. Their disc has a surface that re
flects a laser-tracking device which reads 
the encoded audio and video information 
contained within the disc's grooves. Fea
tures or these players include still-framing, 
single frame advancement, variable speeds 
(like slow motion), and rapid scan. Index 
reference and audio search are also avail
able on some discs. 

The majority of these M.CA discs now 
available for optical players are full-length 
movies like Jaws. If you're sadistic you can 
program your disc player to show "Jaws" 
consuming some poor swimmer over and 
over again, ad infinitum. MCA Discovision 
promises more titles in the future; so far 

their software catalog has grown slowly and 
disappointed many. Some music-only discs 
are available also, with ABBA, Elton John, 
and Blondie heading the limited roster. La
ser discs range from $6 to S25, depending 
on length and material. 

While the optical laser players work on 
the principle of light emission, the new 
RCA Selectavision unit works on the famil
iar stylus-tracking principle. The RCA disc 
is made of a vinyl acetate, which like the LP 
has grooves in which information is stored. 
The video information is displayed on your 
home TV as the stylus tracks the disc. 
Whereas the MCA discs store the informa
tion within the disc and thus protect it from 
scratches, stylus wear and smudges, the 
RCA disc is contained in a protective unit 
that is inserted into the player. Unlike the 
Pioneer and Phillips players, RCA's Select
avision does not provide many of the stan
dard features of the laser player; the image 
does not appear during the fast-scan func
tion, disallowing visual recognition. 

Perhaps the biggest single disappoint
ment with the R~A player is that it comes 
with monoraul sound only and lacks direct 
video and audio outputs. Which means dur
ing video modulation to your TV receiver, 
some noise is unavoidable so you cannot 
use the unit with your home stereo without 
modification. However, if you can live with 
these drawbacks, the player goes for around 
$500, or about S250 less than the competing 
laser players. The RCA discs will start 
around S20 and the catalog of software also 
promises 10 be far more extensive and im
pressive than that now available by Discovi
sion. Current titles include The Godfather 
and The French Connection, with other 
specialities like Star Trek episodes. RCA 

has also ex.pressed a desire to increase the 
software availablity of 1ock-related mate..i
al. There is a wealth of material availabfei.D 
the RCA and affiliate vaults arid with rltgo
tia1ion with major broadcasters underway, 
availability of a wide range of historical and 
current rock-related material should soon 
turn up. 

So the choice is yours. Do you want the 
more sophisticated unit with laser-tracking 
and other features, or the less-developed 
technology with an ex.tensive catalog of 
compatible software? Whatever you 
choose, don't forget the incompatibility 
factor. Or you might find yourself trying to 
force a square peg into a round hole. 

I 
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The Swami Speaks 
Mar. 19: Modern Method Mad
ness at the Rat 

This party was much better than the one 
held last month at The Channel... A more 
intimate environment perhaps? (Bui how 
could The Rat be intimate?) .. 

Anyhow, the Suade Cowboys started 
things off well, with their new drummer 
adding a bit of extra punch. Seems as 
though the management wasn't expecting 
the turnout and saxophonist Suber of the 
Suades nearly got in a beer with a bartender 
over the service. 

Bound & Gagged were up next but went 
somewhat unappreciated at what turned out 
to be their last gig before announcing their 
breakup. 

The Outlets came on ready to knock 'em 
dawo, and lhe. audl~nee was waiting for it. 
By the t_irhe they wtre 1h"'rollah, people in 
the crowd were standing on their chairs and 
craning their necks 10 get a glimpse. It was 
so crowded, it was reminiscen1 of the Battle 
or the Bands. Let's hope these youngsters 
don't let it go to their heads though. 

If ii was a battle, then La Peste were rea
dy to compete. This must have been one of 
the best performances they've given. 

The surprise guests from Athens, Geor
gia weren't the B-S2's, but rather the Me
thod Actors. This duo from the south was 
much more appreciated and improved over 
the last time they played in Boston. People 
kept wondering where the third player was! 

All in all a great night, aside from the 
crowded conditions and those spoilsports 
Black Flag. Fatheads from the west. .. who 
needs 'em? 

Mar. 22: WMBR Benefit at the 
Channel 

Never thought we'd see La Pesle and Pe
ter Dayton on the same bill! Anyhow ... La 
Peste won. The crowd didn't seem to like 
Dayton's "Better Off Dead" encore. Any
how, this is the last of rhat rivalry this gos
sip-monger shall report. 

I intentionally missed the D~rk. Every
one says they have a wonderful sense of hu
mor in their songwriting, but I never end up 
smiling. Anyhow, to each his own. 

Pastiche really had 1he crowd going this 
show. Their new single had just hit the air 
and everyone was psyched. Phil-ln-Phlash 
was apparently a little too psyched and was 
rudely deported by house security after 
stepping over the magic line. 

Just to keep things completely out or or· 
der, I'll comment on the Mission of Burma 
set. They played all their big "hits" and en
cored with a cover of "Public Image," in 
which Dave "Stain" sang vocals, Roger 
MIiier played drums, Clint Conley played 
guitar, and MOB drummer Peter Prescou 
played bass. Silly, but genuine fun. 

XTC Black Sea presents XTC 
Includes: GENERALS AND MAJORS 

TOWERS OF LONDON/RESPECTABLE STREET 

With the release of their magnificent new 
album. "BLACK SEA:· XTC achieved the kind 
of poweriul and adventurous maturily which 
confirms them as trail blazers for the BO's. 
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of boring. Front man Julian Cope, dressed 
like a refugee from Sherwood Forest, had 
such severe throat problems he couldn't 
even do an encore. And his theatrical moves 
seemed forced, while the band, who've 
only been together for a few weeks, were 
competent but uninspired. We heard from a L-------------,---------------1 lot of people that the second show was a 

Live from where the boys arc, Candy and 
Cm, bring you more tales of kindness and 
cruelty. 

Bauhaus and Blurt, two of the more un
usual English bands to make it to Boston, 
played the Underground within three days 
of each other. People who adored Bauhaus, 
swearing eternal allegiance and willing to 
follow them anywhere, thought Blurt were 
competent but boring. Others swore that 
Blur! were one of the most fascinating and 
creative bands in existence but insisted !hat 
Bauhaus were interesting but a bit 100 thea
trical. We don't care, as long as Jimmy 
Coffman keeps up the incredible booking. 
(Hey, Jim we'd Jove to see Patrkk Fitzger
ald!) Joe King Carrasco at the Rat was mu
sically as wild and bouncy as ever but we 
missed his manic trips into the au
dience with the world's longest guitar 
chord. We're just dying to see him stop 
traffic in Kenmore Square the way he did 
when he played the Inn Square Men's Bar. 
Maybe he's waiting for baseball season. 
Anyway Joe, didn't your mo1her warn you 
that too many Mexican mushrooms can 
really slow you down? 

Speaking of bitter disappointments, we 
went to see Shel/shock Rock, the classic 
film about punk rock in Northern Ireland, 
at Off the Wall Cinema. But it wasn't the 
same film we saw a year ago at the BF/ VF. 
A lot of the dialogue seemed to be gone and 
wom of all, two incandescent performan
ces by the celestial Undertones had mysteri
ously vanished (except from the credits and 
the advenising). Off the Wa11 management 
was as surprised as we were when we point
ed out the cuts. Oh well, the thrilling per
formance by Stiff Little Fingers (plus the 
chance to swoon over Jake Bums, 1op
ranked cute young thing) saved us from to
tal heartbreak and it's s1ill a great film with 
Protu, Vlcllm and the shamefully neglect
ed Rudi who deserve to be va.srly better 
known than they are. 

The mighty Nenous Ealers were the 
band that closed down Lulu White's to rock 

music, at least for the time being. Seems the vast improvement but they all heard it from 
neighbors thought they were too loud. We Grt& Reibman whose taste is a bit eccentric 
thought they were a bit subdued since sexy so we'll have to wait and sec this band when 
Sieve: Cataldo was suffering from a nasty we're all feeling better. Casey Lindstrom of 
sore throat leaving most of the vocals to the New Models (who opened for Tear-
perennial cute young thing, Jon Paley. This drop) had his own attack of the dread 
band is so damn good, it hardly mattered at clumsies !hat night, but he ended up only 
all-e~pecially since they played "Desper- looking more adorable lhan ever. 
ate,'' one of the all lime phenomenal songs And speaking of adorable (who u.s?) Mar-
in the history of the cosmos, twice! We'd lln Atkins, otherwise known as Brian BraJn, 
do just about anything to have that song on is definitely one of the cutest and dearest 
vinyl. HINT HINT NUDGE NUDGE young things we've ever met. His show at 
WINK WINK! the Underground-complete with masses of 

It was like coming home when Ul trium- inflatable bunnies-was just as much fun as 
phantly returned to the Pandlse. It was the last time his band came to town. They'll 
only December when this unknown (unless be back to play at Spit on Apr. 4, and if 
you listened to u.s) young Irish band played anyone knows where to come by something 
to a small but incredibly enthusiastic crowd called "Sily Strins," WMBR's Peter "Bang 
when they opened for "Bombastic" or Bang" Gales will be pleased a punch. And 
somebody. This time they sold out two we'd be ever so pleased if Brian Brain would 
shows and they'll be back in May to sell out move to Boston (it worked with the Stains). 
Metro. They're a hard band to describe, es- On the subject of things to be thankful 
pecially if you've gone totally nuts over for, the Grateful Dead played Boston and 
them like Crass has. You can tell because we missed it. Incidentally, Johnny Angel 
she gets this strange gleam in her eyes and did not say that City Thrills wanted to open 
she sort of babbles when the subject comes for the Grateful Dead; he said they wanted 
up. Since La Pesle opened for U2 this time, to open on the Grateful Dead. 
she was even more incoherent than usual.. We went to MIT just to see the Neighbor• 
but she sure was happy. hoods (the free beer had nothing to do with 

The crowd, who seemed mostly like new it). We're keeping a close watch on what 
faces, paid close attention from the start those boys are up 10 these days, and with all 
and got more and more involved as the the changes they're going through, every gig 
night went on. They were mesmerized by La is a new experience. What they're attempt
Pcste and so were U2, who raved about ing isn't easy or traditional, but we sure 
them on and off stage. At the second show would love to see 'em pull it off. We hear a 
''our boys" got two encores, and the last lot of whining about bands that don't 
time we saw an opening act get two encores change and more whining when do try 
at the Paradise was last December when U2 something different. Well, you can't have it 
did it. both ways; if you don't like what a band is 

As for U2 they were impossibly wonder- currently doing, it makes sense to go and 
ful if you love them and really good if find yourself another band to love. We have 
you're still objective. Tomahawk Cruise a waiting list if anyone needs suggestions. 
was the only person we heard who said he It may be fashionable to be snotty about 
was bored but then he measures everybody Spit (sounds disgusting}, but the truth is it 
against La Pcste. can be a great place. We've always had a 

We were back at the Paradise a couple of great time there on weeknights and Candy 
nights later to see the Teardrop E:llplodes, claims she's never had a better time period. 
who were somewhat less than electrifying. Still, people who came to hear Simple 
As a matter of fact their first show was kind Minds play were frustrated and disappoint-

ed because the atmosphere was wrong for 
such a subtle band. They would have been 
better off in a more intimate setting with a 
crowd who was there specifically to see 
(hem. 

California punk band Black flag, on the 
other hand, wouldn't be too subtle for 
World War Ill. They were in town to play 
at the Rat, but a tiff earlier in the week be
tween Black Flaggers and a couple of Rat 
bouncers supposedly caused the band to 
move the show over to Spit. We were treat
ed to some classic California street politics 
as the band plastered Kenmore Square with 
flyers urging one and all to boycott the 
"Bad Guys" (the Rat) and suppon the 
"Good Guys" (Spit). As politics it was 
pretty silly; as theater it was pretty drama
tic, but as irony it was magnificent. Any
way, how would you like to be a bouncer at 
the Rat? They may (understandably) get 
jumpy sometimes but it seems to us that 
they prevent a lot more trouble than they 
cause. 

For once Boston Garden was the in place 
lo be, as we celebrated Moondog Day. No, 
the Moondogs aren't a punk band from Ire
land (well, actually the Moondogs are a 
punk band from Ireland) but these Moon
dogs are a platinum blonde, bone-chewing 
pair who were the main attraction of the 
wrestling matches we were lucky enough to 
see. The smell of leather jackets mingled 
with the beer and sweat to make us feel 
right at home as three rows of Boston's pep
piest punky persons cheered for their her
oes. Among the famous faces in attendance 
were Paul & Betsy Sherman, Oedipus, Steve 
Stone (who can share my beer anytime), 
Tom Lane, blonde Liz & brunette Liz, Su
san, George, Velma, Carmelita and the ter
rible twosome Maria and Eve. Of course 
the Rude Boys were on hand although we 
missed Captain BIii Tupper who's in Flori
da searching for talented wrestling alliga
tors. We don't believe the rumor that he 
plans to hire them out to local clubs as 
bouncers. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy & Crass, two of the principal girls of 
the USA. Next issue we'll tell you how Can
dy lost her own wrestling match with Dr. 
Kruel and still bears the scars. 

Warm Leatherette can be heard on WM
BR-FM, 88. 1 every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 10:50a.m. on the Late Risers 
Club. -------- I"'---------

by Betsy 'YJadges" Sherman 

One of the most sacred institutions on 
the Boston club scene is The Benefit. Since 
there seems to be an even healthier prolifer
ation of benefit concerts than usual, I'd like 
to examine the tradition and reminisce a 
little. 

I'm not familiar with the rock scenes in 
any city besides Boston, but I've always sus
pected the bands here are particularly co
operative with each other. (I get the feeling 
that in a place like New York, every time 
there's a benefit they print up t-shirts for it, 
it's such an event.) 

You always hear about benefits for bands 
who've had equipment stolen, or who are 
being thrown out of their rehearsal space, 
or have a member in the hospital. Not only 
are bands willing to donate time to each 
other, they also put themselves out for col
lege stations and fanzines, who are after al_l 

an integral part of the scene. Of course the 
clubowners who provide the venues deserve 
credit as well. 

What is going to a benefit like? Well, for 
relatively little money you get 10 see a few 
bands you know you like, one you've want
ed to see but haven't gotten around to yet, 
one you'll definitely sit out, and probably 
one you know absolutely nothing about. 

It'll be really crowded: lots of bargain
seekers, people who don't usually go out 
but read about this one in the Phoenix, and 
people who've been around the scene for 
gawd knows how many years. Get there 
fairly early, because at one point the doors 
may be shut, and no matter who's "best 
friend" you are, you won't get pas! the 
doorman. 

There will be interminable intros of 
bands, sometimes from big-time DJs who 
have never seen the "hot" band they're in
troducing, or from perennial sccnestcrs who 

tell inside jokes that only the people way up 
front understand. Don't forget those all
important "jam" encores, where members 
of any two or more of the participating 
bands huddle together to figure out which 
New York Dolls song they all know. But by 
then you're dancing and grinning too hard 
to notice that they don't get the verses ex
actly right. 

Benefits are good occasions to debut 
bands because, well, if they're bad, at least 
they're pitching in for the cause. They can 
also be conducive to experimental perform
ances. The recent Red Alert benefit at the 
Underground provided an outlet for the ex
hibitionism of the Fuckin' Barbies and a 
wonderful sociology lesson by Science and 
the Good Life. 

When I first started seeing local bands 
around mid-1978, I used to hear about ben
efits like the Marc Thor benefit (when he 
broke his neck} and the legendary Frenzy 
benefits (for the legendary Frenzy maga
zine). My personal favorite was in the fall 
of 1978 at Cantones, the Thrills benefit, af
ter their equipment had been stolen. Spirits 
were exceptionally high, my five favorite 
bands played, and Johnny Angel was emcee 
(remember when he used lo be funny?}. 

A few people I talked to agreed with my 
choice; one cited the above-mentioned Red 
Alert benefit, and people still remember the 
Brain Damage benefit for Unnatural Axe's 
Creeper movie. But most chose from the 
distinguished line of WMBR/WTBS bene
fits. 

One commendable aspect of the WMBR 
benefits is that they try to cover a11 the 
available venues around town. So we have 
been treated to the first one at the Rat, fea
turing a spontaneous strip.tease by some fe
male fans during Classic Ruins' set, dancing 
10 TVs at the BF/VF, Richie Parsons' faith
healing at the Space (his knocking a fan on 
the head dislodged a tumor, making surgery 
unnecessary), a record-throwing free-for
all during Unnatural Axe's finale at the 
Club, and the majestic Billygoons a1 Spit. 

Inevitably, as La Peste once said, kind
ness invites abuse: I have heard reports of 
benefit organizers mysteriously disappear
ing to Florida soon after the gig. But I think 
we can by justly proud of having a scene 
where benefits arc so easily organized and 
the shows are so enjoyable. Besides, if it 
wasn't for benefits, how would we have 
gotten 10 sec Willie Alexander in the past 

two years? • • • ---- • • 
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BOPS ON THE HEAD PARTY! 

Modern Method Records Party #3 

at The Rat @a[ 
Wednesday, April 15 

Party Starts at 8:00 p.m. 

Featuring: r-- B;;s Lif;------------7 
~I The Outlets 

1
~ 

Someone & the Somebodies 

I
~ The Future Dads ~ 

• Special Guest Performance by • I 
~ ~ ~ Mission of Burma's Roger Miller ~ 

I and friends I 
(David Hild, Steve Stain, Martin Swope & 

~ who knows who else!) ~ 
L ............ ....-,. ............ ~ ............ ..-.-...,.. ..... ..-.-.......... ...._... .............. ..-.-.......... ..J 

(Lineup subject to change) 
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Advance Tickets available at: 
Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston 247-7590 

Tickets: $4.00 
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Good Medicine. 
Is reality getting you down these clays? 

Maybe what you need is some IMITAffON 

Robin Lane and the Chartbusters have an album-full, 
waiting just for you. 

But you won't find it where you find records that sound like 
every other record. 

You'll find it only where records sound exactly like what happens 
when five of Boston's best rock and rollers blend intelligent lyrics, 

emotion, great melodies and power with classic roots. 
Where records are full of music that moves and shakes. 

Where records are called IMITATION UFE. 

Robin Lane and the Chartbusters; 
Good medicine from Warner Bros. Records and Tapes. 

Produced by Gary Lyons for Fab Productions Inc. 
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THE UNITS 
RIC OCASEK 

BAKSHI INTERVIEW 
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A copy of the newest Rolling Stones LP, a special 
collector's edition ceramic WCOZ pin and a sur
prise bonus gift courtesy of Stairway to Heaven, 
WCOZ, and Boston Rock. 

THE ROLLING STONES 
suc1<.1NG IN Tl-IE SEVENTIES 



"the best rock 'n' roll photos In any store" 

Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston Tel: 261-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Artlngton Station) 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans-Studs 
Jodhpurs, Breeches, English Riding 
Clothes 
Motorcycle Jackets & Leather pants 
60's Peg-leg Jeans & Ladles "Ranch" 
Pants 
.Cowboy Shirts • Cowboy Boots 
Western Jewelry• AND LOTS MORE! 
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TOR'S NOTES 
by Kate Ingram 

I was reading over some or the copy for 
this issue and came to a statement in Kathei 
Logue's Ian North LP review. "Unrortu
nately the commercial fate of an unknown 
independent label is shakcy." Which sums 
up and drives home some cold hard facts 
that are more and more apparent, especially 
over the last two and a half months I've 
been working for Boston Rock. 

This business of investing in music that 
nobody else knows about or wants to put 
money behind is not necessarily lucrative. 
There is a lot of risk involved, and in most 
cases the losses are great and any payoff is 
relatively small. 

Being editor of Boston Rock is without a 
doubt the biggest responsibility l'vc ever 
had. Not only is there the extreme sense of 
responsibility to give you readers what you 
want rather than forcing hype and medio
crity down your throats. There is also the 
responsibility to keep publishing so long as 
there is a demand for what Boston Rock is 
doing ... and that's where reality hits and 
the dollar sign becomes almighty. 

If we were a publication with an endless 
supply of front money, Boston Rock would 
be in great shape. Initial and subsequent re
actions to the magazine have been far be
yond the expectations even most well-fi
nanced publications could hope for. 

Now this "embryo" has grown to the 
point where it's necessary to use our wings 
and fly. And while we're still growing and 
testing the waters, we need your support in 
order to succeed. 

There is truth to the adage, "Nothing 
succeeds like success." And the success in 
recent months in terms of circulation, criti
cal acceptance and advertising promises to 
yield a margin in which we can operate. But 
the time and the necessary e,cpenditurcs arc 
having a stressful effect on our pocketbook 
... not to mention the fact that I am a total 
novice at running a publication! 

In the shut-up-and-dance tradition which 
has been indigenous to rock 'n' roll history, 
I'm proposing just that. A series of benefit 
"party" shows which will make the paper 
grow to meet the needs of the community. 
It doesn't seem to me philosophically out of 
line for Boston Rock to call on any consti
tuents who might be inclined to help sup
port the paper. Just to realize the bands, 
venues, and the readers that help us are put
ting in a big, welcome contribution. 

The first "Friends of Boston Rock" par
ty will be held on May 3 at the Under
ground. The cast of characters so far in
cludes Men and Volts, Native Tongue, 
Planet Street, and Mission of Burma. As 
the saying goes, hope to see you there! 
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Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! 



They crashed onto the stage in a flurry of 
excitement! 

Two slinky drummers of almost equal 
height mounted a pair of colossal drum 
sets. A large stocky guitarist wearing a 
skull-and-crossbone shirt plugged in. On 
the opposite side of the stage stood their 
skinny curly-haired bass player. 

But all eyes in the standing-room-only 
Paradise were fixed on the man standing 
center stage. He wore a gold-laced brass 
button jacket. Feathers and ribbons dan
gled from his hair. A luminescent stripe was 
painted across his face. 

The crowd screamed. The drums roared. 
He waved his hand and a spotlight caught 
the sparkle of many silver rings. Finally he 
began to shout, "Heya-Heya-Heya Ho! 
Heya-Heya-Heya-Hol'' 

Adam Ant had arrived! 
Antmania was everywhere! 
In the Harvard Coop's record depart

ment earlier that afternoon, hundreds of 
adoring fans, some dressed in warpaint, 
others wearing business suits, waited pa
tiently for their own sixty seconds of glory: 
a chance to meet Adam and the Ants. 

"Can I ask you a favor?" inquired a 
young girl, about thirteen years old. 

"Wots that?" replied the dark haired de-
bonair Adam Ant. 

"Can I kiss you?" she asked meekly. 
"Why not!" said Adam. 
No sooner had the Englishman given his 

consent when this admirer hoisted herself 
up onto the counter, pecked Adam on the 
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cheek, and scurried off to meet the rest of 
the band, 

The Harvard Coop sold more than two 
hundred Adam and the Ants Kings of the 
Wild Frontier albums that afternoon, a 
mere fraction of the fifteen hundred copies 
they've sold since its domestic release two 
months ago. Indeed, part of the Kings LP's 
extraordinary success is due to its being 
blessed with an unusually low $5.98 Ii.st 
price. In the Coop's case they've been sell
ing the record for a mere $2.99. According 
to one Coop official, that's approximately 
the record's cost. [It was also explained that 
the Coop sells many records at or below 
cost in hopes of attracting customers into 
other departments in the store.) 

The line seemed endless. While a large 
store security guard attempted to keep 
things moving swiftly, another fan demand
ed a few extra seconds . "Let me have a 
good look," he begged, "'cause I can't go 
to the show.'' 

"Hey Adam," someone else interrupted. 
''How come you're playing the Paradise?'' 

"Well," he answered, "this is our first 
time in America. Tonight's the first night of 
the tour. We have to play small places until 

.we get known over here." 
"Is this guy joking?" mumbled one 

Coop employee to himself. "If he's not 
. known, then who the hell arc all these peo
ple?" 

Apparently Antfcver is just as prevalent 
in other parts of the US. An estimated nine
ty thousand Kings albums have been sold 
nationwide. And according to Adam Ant, 
all the initial dates on his US tour have been 
sold out. Since the Paradise show was such 

a success, a second Boston date at the Metro 
(more than twice the size of the Paradise) 
has been tacked onto the end of the tour. 
Similar plans arc being made for adding a 
show at New York's Palladium. 

In a less crowded environment Adam 
confessed to being quite flattered by Ameri
ca's welcome. "It's a real buzz," he admit
ted. "It's great when people have enough 
faith in your music to show an interest even 
before you set foot in the country." 

The Ants arc currently one of Britain's 
most popular acts. In fact, by having had 
six top ten singles they recently broke the 
Beatles's record. But it took Adam four 
long years of hard work and numerous per
sonal challenges to achieve his current sta
tus. 

Adam booked his first-ever gig in 1976, 
claiming to be a country and western act. 
Reportedly the group played just one song 
that night, "Beat My Guest" and the gig 
was instantly cancelled. Shortly afterwards 
Adam obtained a small part in the seminal 
punk film Jubilee in which he acted and 
performed the songs "Plastic Surgery" and 
"Deutscher Girls." Much to his misfor
tune, "Deutscher Girls" was misinterpreted 
as some sort of pro-Nazi testimony (instead 
of the parody it was intended to be). The 
ncg&tivc publicity regarding this one song 
allegedly blacklisted the Ants from any ma
jor record contract for more than three 
years. 

The first Antsinglc, "Young Parisians," 
got negative reviews and was destroyed by 
record distribution problems. Forced into 
taking refuge with the small British inde
pendent Do It Records, Adam released an-

other single, "Zcrox," as well as his first al
bum, Dirk Wears White Sox, in 1979, both 
to overwhelmingly negative reviews. By this 
time, however, the Ants had assembled a 
large cult following and both records sold 
very well. 

"The press," Adam bitterly recalled, 
"has had nothing to do with our success." 
Instead of catering to another audience, 
Adam went through the slow grueling pro
cess of creating his own. "It was difficult 
economically," he continued. "But once 
you've built your own audience the import
ance of the press diminishes immensely." 

It was shortly after the release of Dirk 
that Adam connected with renowned entre
preneur Malcolm McLaren, who for a short 
time became the Ants's manager. Although 
it is accepted that McLaren greatly helped 
Adam shape his image and sound, differ
ences between the pair developed quickly. 
Within a month McLaren exited, taking 
Ant's drummer Dave Barb, guitarist Mat
thew Ashman and newly recruited bassist 
Lee Gorman with him. 

Despite the potential for hard feelings, 
Adam insists that no animosity exists from 
the split. The original Ants worked together 
for years without much success. "It was 
quite logical that they wanted to go on to 
other things,'' Adam admitted. ''I just wish 
them all the best." 

As it turned out, the change in personnel 
was just the stroke of luck Adam Ant need
ed. As Malcolm McLaren and the old Ants 
went on to form Bow Wow Wow with An
nabelle Luwin, Adam quickly proceeded to 
audition new band members. 

His first move was to contact an old 
friend, Marco Pirroni. As the original gui
tarist for Siouxsic and the Banshees in 1977, 
and then part of the punk outfit the Models 
and later Rema-Rema, Marco shares with 
Adam a history of involvement in the early 
punk explosion. But it is Marco's cheesy 
sense of humor and his self-described pas
sion for "really horrible" odd-ball records 
and "great old American television pro-



grams like The Munsters and The Adams 
Family" that contributed most to the new 
Antsound the band has gone on to record. 

"The idea behind Adam and the Ants is 
definitely fun," boasted Marco. 

"It' an invasion," Adam proclaimed. 
"But it's a fun invasion! One of our big 
ambitions is to write an entire western 
soundtrack which was also the idea behind 
'Los Rancheros' [from Kings) .. . it's like a 
terrible spaghetti western. The riffs in that 
were so bad we were on our knees crying. 
That's how we knew we got it right!" 

In addition to Marco, Adam recruited 
drummers Terry Lee Miall (who also was 
part of the Models with Marco) and Chris 
Hughes (a.k.a. Merrick), plus bassist Kevin 
Mooney. After a short, triumphant British 
tour, and recording the single "Car-trou
ble" which fulfilled contractural obliga
tions with Do It Records, the Ants were 
signed to CBS records. By this time Chris 
Hughes had become the Ants's full time 
producer. 

With his new band and record contract, 
Adam crafted a new image of himself. A 
former graphic arts student, Adam had 
been designing the Ants's records, posters, 
t-shirts and other paraphenalia since the 
start of his career. But in 1980, instead of 
returning to the leather bondage imagery of 
his earlier days, Adam dressed himself in 
wild colorful costumes that borrowed heav
ily from both Indian and Pirate cultures. 
This new Antlook went perfectly with the 
new bright double drum Antsound-a-sound 
which Adam credits both to the American 
Indians and to African tribal music. 

"The Indian culture is a very beautiful 
culture which has helped me deal with my 
life," he explained. "Indians and Pirates 
are very misinterpreted; given the social 
and economic conditions of those days it 
was very clever and logical to be a pirate. 

"Historical events can sometimes relate 
very closely to what's going on nowadays. 
And the things I'm interested in are a reac
tion against the recession and the depres-

sion, and being told that everything's gone 
wrong.'' Later he added, ''We're not going 
to accept not having fun, even though 
we're told there is none!" 

With the new look, Marco's sense of hu
mor, and two skillful drummers, the Ants 
finally capitalized on Adam's years of hard 
work. Their first CBS single "Kings of the 
Wild Frontier" became Adam's first UK 
top forty hit. The next single, "Dog Eat 
Dog," reached number four, and the album 
has been in the British top ten for the past 
three months. 

The Ants were recently invited to per
form before England's Princess Margaret 
who, Adam said, " ... rather liked us. It 
was a great honor.'' 

Sine• recording the album they have also 
produced a yet unreleased single "Stand 
and Deliver," a song they performed at the 
Paradise. "Marco and I have already writ
ten the next album," he noted. "We like to 
be one album ahead so you never get into 
the situation where you're wondering what 
todo next." 

In mid-February of this year Kevin 
Mooney left the Ants and was replaced by 
Gary Tibbs. Originally with the Vibrators 
and more recently with Roxy Music, Tibbs 
is the only Ant who had previously played 
Boston. 

"I was here when Roxy played the Or
pheum," Tibbs explained. "I had just re
turned from Australia having decided to 
quit Roxy when I learned through a mutual 
friend that Adam needed someone to play 
bass." 

After a week of London appearances 
with Tibbs, the Ants headed off to Ameri-

ca. ThCy arrived in New York on the ill
fated day of the attempted assassination of 
President Reagan, Mar. 30. 

"We had only been in the country for 
three minutes when we heard the news," 
recalled Marco. "We got into the limosine 
and heard this kind of heavy metal mush 
fon the radio). That was our first impres
sion of America; our second was when it 
was interrupted by an announcement that 
the President might have gotten shot." 

Later Adam added, "They reported it in 
a way that you wouldn't get in Britain, 
which was reporting it absolutely accurate
ly, just showing the movie over and over 
again. In Britain it would have been more 
hushed up and you'd only see certain bits of 
it. 

"I think it's better to see the harsh reality 
of it so people realize what a disgrace it is ... 
any violence of that nature is bad. I just 
hope he fReagan) gets better and everything 
returns to normal again. But that doesn't 
reflect America for me. You can't judge an 
entire country by the actioM of one or two 
crazy people." 

Adam also mentioned that although he 
used to have problems with violence at his 
own concerts, the new Ants haven't en
countered difficulties. Nonetheless, where 
ever he goes nowadays Adam is accompan
ied by his own personal bodyguard. 

Also the Ants's large entourage includes 
costume and makeup people, roadies, 
soundmen, and Adam's management. 

After watching the band at the Harvard 
Coop, to understand how the band gets 
along musically at aU is a puzzle of sorts. 
While Adam had the store's manager search 

for a copy of the second New York Dolls 
album and Marco boasted he was no longer 
interested in music (that was before he rat
tled off dozens of obscure records from his 
reportedly huge collection), Terry Lee Miall 
picked up tapes of George Benson's and 
Stevie Wonder's latest efforts. Merrick 
chose Joni Mitchell and ZZ Top, and new 
member Gary Tibbs smiled contentedly af
ter finding the latest Talking Heads album 
and one by Cat Stevens. 

A few hours later, as the Ants prepared 
to go onstage, there was a feeling the show 
would be something special. If nothing else, 
it was a chance to see a band that is used to 
performing in front of British crowds ten 
times as dense with people. Based on their 
phenomenal US record sales and overall re
sponse, Adam and the Ants will probably 
never play such an intimate setting in Amer
ica again either. 

Of course the Ants were more curious 
than anyone to see what America's reaction 
would be. And what would the American 
press make of Adam Ant? Would they dis
miss them as quickly as their British coun
terparts once tried to do, while "the kids" 
(Adam's words) had the time of their life? 

Most of the crowd seemed enthralled 
with the Paradise show. But certainly oth
ers agreed with Steve Morse of the Boston 
Globe who found Adam laden with "con
trived gimmicks" and '"moronic songs." 

"We're very proud of what we do," con
cluded Adam Ant. "It's just people who 
come along that like Adam Ant and want to 
see a good show. There's no philosophy be
hind the music at all. It's fun. That's all. 
It's a fun invasion." 
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GREG KIHN BAND Rockihnroll 
Don't miss the 

Greg Kihn Band 
live at 

p~ 
Friday, May 1st 

Including: "Valerie"; "Sheila"; 
"Can't Stop Hurtin' Myself". 
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by Kale Ingram 

Boslon Rock: A lot of people mighl not 
know what you did before this album, so 
lei's go in descending order, backwards. 
Before this group you hod the Explosions, 
and you pul out an album. How did you 
get into 1hot? 
Pearl: Before the Explosions there was Leila 
and the Snakes, and Hillary and John, the 
Stench Brothers, were the rhythm section 
for Leila and the Stlakcs. We had done Lei
la and the Snakes and we got a little tired of 
doing it. 

So we decided to form a rock 'n' roll 
band, Pearl Harbour and the Explosions. 
That was the idea in beginning; in the end it 
turned out to be sort of a jazz-funk type 
band. But we learned a bunch of cover 
tunes, went out on the club scene, and 
didn't have much trouble at first because 
people had seen us in Leila and the Snakes 
and wondered what we were doing. So we 
did mostly cover tunes at first, then we 
started writing. 
One of the first songs we wrote was "Driv
in'." We gave that to Beverley, a DJ in San 
Francisco, and she sneaked it on the air. It 
starting getting requests, so we put out a 
415 single that started to get airplay, and it 
sold very well. 

We were offered contracts with various 
companies and we chose Warner Brothers, 
not because they offered us more money, 
'cause that's not the case ... they seemed 
like the friendliest, and we understood the 
way they worked more than any of the oth
er ones. 

Then we made the album Pearl Harbour 
and the Explosions in about a month, and 
did a tour with Talking Heads. We got back 
to San Francisco and played around some 
more, and then we did a tour of the US and 
Canada. That was when we came to Bos
ton. 

We got back and started working on new 
material, but no one agreed on how the 
songs were going. I wrote "Everybody's 
Boring But My Baby" for the Explosions, 
and they didn't like it. I wrote "Alone in 
the Dark" for the Explosions, and they 
didn't like that either. They showed me 
songs they had written and 1hcy didn't real
ly thrill me so we decided to go our own 
ways. 

Now Peter has his own band called Peter 
Built and 1he Expressions, and John and 
Hillary play with Jorma Kaukonen. 
BR: The first album had a lot more funk 
oriented stuff that you've gotten away from 
and I assume that's because you're into 
pure rock 'n' roll. 
Peart: Yeah, I didn'1 mind doing it, it was 
fun for awhile, it was like learning how to 
sing that style, then it came naturally. What 
I'm doing now suits me better; it's a lot 
more fun. 
BR: Let's go back before Pearl Harbour 
and the Explosions, to Leila and the 
Snakes. How would you describe Leila and 
lhe Snakes to someone who had never 
heard them? 
Pearl: It was sor1 of a rock 'n' roll musical 
comedy. Leila is this six foot something, ex
tremely funny woman who also wrote 
songs. There were different sections to the 
show, a punk rock section, cocktail hour 
section, country and western section, rock 
'n' roll pop song section. And there were 
costumes that went with each section. In be
tween changing cos1umes Leila would do a 
comedy routine. 
BR: What was your affiliation with the 
Tubes? 
Ptarl: They had a Tubes talent hum, em
ceed by Martin Mull, and it was a pretty big 
event. They held it in this nightclub and 
there were 65 to 100 contestants, all singing 
or dancing or juggling. I did a tap dance 
routine and won their talent hunt. So I 
started dancing with them. That was in 
1976. 
BR: How old were you then? 
Ptarl: God I don't know. That was five 
years ago, I was like I 9. 
BR: You were pretty young, but I under
stand that wasn't really the beginning of 

Pearl E. Gates Photo: B.C. Kagan 

PIARl HARBOUR 
your show business career. 
Pearl: Before the Tubes for seven months I 
was in an all-girl band called Wood Nymph. 
Before tha1 I was 17, and I was looking for 
a job. I found one in a thrift shop. 
BR: Throughout your career you made de
cisions, at your own will. When you were in 
Pearl Harbour and the Explosions you 
didn't have a personal manager. Do you 
have one now? 
Pearl: No. 
BR: Do you lhink it's held you back in any 
way? 
Pearl: Could be, could be. I don't know. I 
haven't regretted learning anything I've 
learned through having to do it myself. I 
had a manager for awhile and it was a lot 
easier. I didn't have to worry about any
thing. Then again, I did worry about 
1hings, 'cause I'd learned what there was to 
worry about. Unless you managed yourself 
you couldn't possibly know all the things 
that could go wrong. 
BR: After you and the Explos;ons decided 
to coll it quits, you were living in England ... 
Pearl: Well, I quit in San Francisco, then 
moved to England. 
BR: And how did your new band come to
gether? 
Pearl: First I was there for three months 
and didn't know if I was still on Warner 
Brothers 'cause when you break your con. 
tract, you have to wait until they decide 
what they want you to do. Then they de
cided to keep me. I told them I had written 
some songs. I had written about ten songs 
and I got together some musicians to make 
a demo tape. 

First I went to Otis Watkins, a keyboard 
player for Shakin' Stevens. And J sang my 

songs a cappel/a to him 'cause I don't play 
any instruments. He started playing along 
with me; he plays New Orleans style like 
Or. John or Prof. Longhair. 11 was amaz
ing ... the happiest moment in my life. 

All the songs started to sound similar; I 
needed another influence. Some of my 
songs I had written with a more rockabilly 
sound in mind and I knew Nigel Dixon, 
who was in a band called Whirlwind which 
had an "authentic '50s sound." He and I 
reworked all the songs, and they all sound· 
cd like rockabilly songs. That was really 
great, we did it in his living room and it 
sounded like an old Sun record, real echo-y. 

And I knew Michael Gallagher, 'cause I 
knew all the Blockheads, from when they 
played in San Francisco. I played him the 
tapes and he said he could help me combine 
the two so it didn't sound straight rocka
billy or didn't sound straight Or. John. 

So then we got together some musicians, 
a bunch of friends, and made this demo 
tape with Mickey producing. In two days 
we recorded eight songs, and it was done 
live. I brought that tape to Warner Brothers 
and they liked it; they liked Mickey Galla
gher too. 

So I went back and recorded the album in 
ten days. We had to do it quickly 'cause 
Mickey was supposed to go on tour with the 
Blockheads. We had to work long hours 
but at the same time it was really great, you 
knew you had to do it. No lazing around 
the studio or watching TV. 
BR: Why no credits on the album? 
Pearl: There arc so many people on it, 
about twelve people playing on it. II just 
would have sounded like I was bragging. I 
am an unknown in England and I honestly 

thought if someone like me came out with 
an album with all these famous people's 
names on it, somebody would always be 
able to give me a hard time. Say, your al
bum only sold because so and so was on it. 
BR: Is ii slill a mystery who the so and sos 
are? 
Pearl: Well, I'll tell you who some of the 
people are. The number one pedal steel gui
tarist in London, B.J. Cole. On sax is Gar
ry Barnacle (Garry plays with the Ruts). 

On keyboards is Otis Watkins, rhythm 
guitar is Nigel Dixon, lead guitar is Steve 
New who used to play with the Rich Kids. 
He plays a lot of wild stuff on there. Two 
drummers, Topper from the Clash, and 
Steve Goulding from the Rumour. Now, 
live on drums is Nicky Simonon, Paul from 
the Clash's little brother. And Benjie Cun
ningham, Otis Redding's drummer's little 
brother. Bass is Barry Paine, Dave Paine's 
(of the Blockheads) older brother. 

I'll hint that the Clash were recording 
next door and they came in to visit some
times. 
BR: How was it, play;ng in the studio with 
them? 
Pearl: Fantastic. It was the funniest thing 
that ever happened to me. Really. 
BR: How come they didn'l get you to sing 
on Sandinista! with Ellen Foley? 
Purl: Well I did those war cries on "Wash. 
ington Bullets." But l didn't want my 
name on their album neither. It just looks 
so ... icky and corny. 

I wanted people to listen to the record 
and not know who was on it and take it for 
what it was, instead of everybody listening 
for so and so's part. 
BR: How did you come up with the art 
work for the album? 
Pearl: That's a friend of mine named Julian 
Bell. He does loads of covers in England. 
He goes for old fashioned kinds of things. 
Most of them were for new wave bands, but 
I told him I didn't want to look new wave 
or anything. I wanted you to be able to look 
at the cover and not be able to tell what 
kind of music was inside. 

We looked at all these old records and 
there was this Ella Fitzgerald cover. I said, 
tha1's the style that I like. This project was 
so much fun 'cause I was involved in every
thing, the production, instrumentation. I 
chose the order of the songs, I chose all the 
cover tunes ... with Pearl Harbour and the 
Explosions I didn't have very much to do 
with anything, I was jus1 singing and tha1's 
all. 
BR: The country influence in music. Do 
you idolize any female country singers? 
Pearl: Wanda Jackson's late 50's early 60's 
stuff. I thought she was the best female 
rockabilly singer. She's still around but she 
sings country ballads and she's real reli
gious, and does mostly religious type 
things. I idolize Dolly Parton, the way she 
is, she represents all that I hope to accom
plish. That is, the way she is about her ap
pearance. She knows she looks sleazy but 
she does it for entertainment purposes, to 
be different, she enjoys all that. Just like I 
do. I just like the way she's in it for the fun. 
She seems real honest, she looks like an an· 
gel, she loves everybody, everybody loves 
her. She's wild and could be the biggest sex 
bomb in the world but she doesn't naunt it 
like Suzanne Sommers does. I love Loretta 
Lynn. 
BR: Has rhe past year been a total change in 
lifestyle/or you? 
Purl: Complete. I went from living in a 
pretty nice place in San Francisco with 
money in my pocket, TV 24 hours a day, I 
had a car. I was living pretty good. Then I 
moved to England and I don't have a car, 
don't have much money, TV shuts off at 
midnight, bars close a1 eleven; cigarettes 
cost three bucks a pack. 

I live in a real crummy neighborhood, a 
cockney ghetto part of East London. II 
gives me something to write about, all these 
characlers around. 

I know what's going on now. I've learned 
a lot. You can't figure oul wha1's going on 
unless you make loads of mistakes. I have. 
I've learned what I wan! now, and I'm try
ing to get it. 
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SOMEONE & TH.E SOMEBODIES 

BOPS ON THE HEAD IP 

1. A non-violent disciplinary methodology for do
mestic animals. In the Initial training period, all 
physical punishments (I.e. whacks to the pet's head 
or body) are accompanied by the forcefully spoken 
word " bops." In t ime, the animal will connect the 
word with forbidden acts, and his master will need 
only to yell " bops" to stop his pet from misbehav
ing. 2. A phrase used to describe the trials, tribula
tions, pains and pleasures of modern living. 

Side One 
1. WORKIN' IN A COAL MINE 
2. WE WERE ONLY KIDDING 

Side Two 
1. IT'S ONLY EXTAZV 
2. MOM BO SOM BO 

Modern Method 007 

ARMAGEDDON RECORDS 
MAIL ORDER 

AR M AGEDDON LP'S PRICE: $7.98 

ARTIST TITLE CAT.# 
THE SOFT BOYS UNDERWATER MOONLIGHT AAf.i I 
THE LAST WORDS FAMOUS ARM 2 
ROBYN HITCHCOCK ARM 4 

RELEASE 
DATE 
• OUT 
• OUT 
3/7 

ARMAGEDDON EP 'S PRICE: $2.98 
ARTIST 
THE SOFT BOYS 
JAD FAIR 

TITLE CAT. # 
NEAR THE SOFT BOYS AEP 002 
ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU AEP 003 

PRICE: SJ.98 

RELEASE 
DATE 
·our 
·our 

PYLON GYRATE ARM 5 • OUT 
BLURT IN BERLIN ARM 6 . 2/27 

PYLON 10" 45 RPM AEP 12004 2/20 

½JAPANESE LOUD ARM 7 3/14 
METH OD ACTORS RHYTHMS OF YOU AEP 12005 3/21 

DANNY ADLER GUSHA GUSHA MUSIC ARM 8 3/21 
MIONIGHT RAGS WEREWOLF OF LONDON ARM 9 • OUT 

PRICE:S19.75 
½JAPANESE ½ GENTLEMEN/NOT BEASTS ABOX 1 • OUT 

HEDONICS LP 'S PRICE: S5.98 
PLUMMET AIRLINES ON STONEY GROUND HEDON 1 /2 3/4 
RADIO FREE EUROPE LAUGHONCUE HEDON 4 2/20 

BLURT IN BERLIN ARM 6 INC. MY MOTHER WAS A FRIEND 
OF THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE. WITH TlTLES LIKE THAT WHO 
CAN BEAT THEM' 

ARMAGEDDON SINGLES PRICE: $1.98 
THE LAST WORDS TOP SECRET AS 002 
KNOX GtGILO AUNT AS 003 
KIMBERLEY REW STOMPING AS 004 
THE SOFT BOYS I WANNA DESTROY YOU AS 005 
METHOD ACTORS THIS IS IT AS 006 
TOM DOLBY URGES AS 007 
1/2 JAPANESE THE SPY AS 009 
KEVIN DUNN OKTYABRINA AS 014 

.ALL RECORDS ARE SUPERIOR IMPORTED PRESSINGS FROM UNITED KINGDOM. 

TO ACQUIRE ANY OF THE ABOVE SPLENDID ITEMS SEND CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO CAROLINE SEND TO 
ARMAGEDDON RECORDS. P.0 BOX 48551, ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30362. FOR 7" SINGLES PLEASE ADD 60C P&P. FOR LP'S. 12" & 10" PLEASE 
ADO S1.25 P&P. ORDER OVER 5 ITEMS POSTAGE FREE. ALLOW 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. FULL CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 
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LI n i t S 

The Units from Son Francisco will be in • • 
Boston with their unique audio/video pre
sentation for a date at lhe Underground 
Saturday, April 18 . 

• 

• 

by Michael Snyder 

"Most people consider synthesizers and 
the musicians who play them to be cold and 
emotionless. The Units want to change that 
attitude." Scott Ryser, founder of the San 
Francisco-based band, waved his chopsticks 
to emphasize the point. 

Ryser and his fellow Units Rachel Web
ber and Brad Saunders were finishing off 
an order of Kun Pao Chicken at a favorite 
Szechuan restaurant to celebrate the success 
of their tour through the American South
west. That series of club dates in Nevada, 
Arizona and Southern California followed 
the release of their debut album on 41.S Re
cords, Digital Stimulation. 

The Units have begun to enlarge their au
dience beyond the SF Bay Area after two 
and a half years of hard work on stage and 
in the studio. Their achievements are espe
cially surprising when you learn 1he trio's 
instrumentation is totally eleclronic, excepl 
for Saunder's drum kit. Not a guitar or sax
ophone in earshol. 

"My intention was to have a synthesizer 
band that rocked out," said Ryser, who 
sings while providing melodics and rhythm 
panerns on a variety of keyboards. "Other 
groups with line-ups similar to ours get lost 
in spacey metaphysical noise and preten. 
sion. The musicians try to imitate guitars or 
take long, dull synthesizer solos. I don't 
care if it's Switched.On Bach or robot.disco 
like Gary Numan. All that stuff Jacks soul. 
Even though synthesizers arc machines, we 
want our blend of sounds 10 be emotional, 
not mechanical." 

Tapping his chops1icks on the edge of a 
teacup, Saunders joined lhe conversation. 
"Why create a wasteland1" he asked. "We 
might want to depict alienation, but we 
don't want to fos1er it. We prefer passion." 
The percussionist, bearded and intense, be· 
gan his collaboration with Ryser in their 
hometown, Redding, CA, during 1976. 

Wanderlust struck Saunders and he end· 
ed up traveling to West Africa and Spain 

TM Unltl: Scott Ryser, Rac:MI Webber and Brad Saundtn 

for a while. "I went to Ghana to study mu. 
sic. On arriving there, I discovered that 
Ghana was in a state of political and eco
nomic chaos, but I was able to connect with 
a Dagomba master drummer for lessons. 
Oddly enough, the majon~ of Tny ethnic 
training came studying under Kwaku Dadey 
and George Marsh, both of whom teach 
and perform in the SF area. Spain was no· 
thing but disco music. That's probably what 
drove me home to become one of 1he 
Units." 

Scott had put together the first line.up of 
the Units when Brad was out of the coun. 
try. That group didn't last. Upon Brad's re
turn from Spain they began rehearsing with 
Rachel, who added vocals and bass synthe
sizer to the mix. "Rachel and I met at 1he 
Mabuhay (S.F. club} two years ago," ex
plained Scott, as Rachel looked up from 
grappling with her eggroll and smiled. 

"I was singing with another band, the 
Mummers & the Poppers, and I was having 
too much fun, so I joined the Units," said 
Rachel, eyes wide with innocence. As if on 
cue, Scott and Brad groaned. 

"Seriously," she continued, "Scott and I 
saw the Uni1s as a chance to combine our 
interests in the visual arts with our music." 
Indeed, a typical Units gig includes all man
ner of projections and films that flash to the 
beat throughout the entire set. 

''I was making films before I got involved 
with music and my work was shown at thea
ters around town," Scott interjected. "The 
early movies had actors and plots. Then 1 
got into film collages which lent themselves 
to fast-paced music. I chose to create my 
own soundtracks. Later, the films became 
integral parts of our live shows. Rachel has 
a degree in video art and we wanted to add 
something extra to make each performance 
more of an audio-visual event.'' 

"We try to make our songs visual, too," 
said Brad. "Not just in the lyrical content, 
but in the melodics and rhythms used. They 
can come from sources as diverse as Latin 
and African music, or even architectural 

structures. We've translated visual rhythm, 
the patterns in a building's facade, into 
scores. You can actually develop polyrhy
thms based on the horizontal organization 
of, for example, windows or ornamen1a
tion." 

''There are also classical influenct:s, '' Ra
chel added, "like the rhythm line in one of 
our songs which we adapted from Stravin
sky's 'Rite of Spring.' On the other hand, 
you have a number like 'The Mission ls 
Bitchin', • which is pure fun. It was inspired 
by the fact that Scott and I live across from 
Mission High School, and we've had a 
steady diet of burritos and low-riders. 'Mis
sion' is our tribute to the barrio." [Ed. 
note: the Mission district of San Francisco 
is predominantly Hispanic, and like Bos
ton's Mission Hill has recently become a 
mecca for local musicians.] 

Scott broke open a fortune cookie with 
no fortune inside and laughed. "I hope ev
eryone forgets the pre-conceived notion 
that synthesizer bands are tortured intellec
tuals," he said. "We're into this for the 
fun, not angst. I'd rather listen to Iggy Pop, 
Aretha Franklin or James Brown than Tan
gerine Dream. We've played toga parties in 
Las Vegas and juke joints in Tuscon. Those 
cowboys get as excited about our music as 
our fans in San Francisco." 

"We never want to be dominated by the 
machines we use," agreed Rachel. "The ti
tle cut on Digital Stimulation is about a per
son who can't find gratification from hu
man relationships, because he's overcome 
by technology. Hopefully, that will never 
happen to the Units.'' 
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by Candy&. Crass 

Claudia Perry shakes people up. Since 
last September, when she began writing her 
"Local Color" column in the Real Paper, 
her outspoken and outrageous opinions on 
sacred cows of the music scene have buzzed 
around the regulars quicker than the hottest 
gossip. 

Who is she and where does she get off 
saying these awful things'? Fearlessly, she 
agreed to talk to us in her South End apart
ment. Perry came to Boston from Washing
ton, DC in 1976 as an MIT student (which 
she still is). That was the year that the Eng
lish and, to a lesser extent, American punks 
were busy turning music upside down and 
changing lives in the process. 

Claudia listened to Oedipus on WTBS 
(now WMBR) and she was interested be
cause she's always followed what was going 
on in English rock and roll, but her life 
wasn't exactly transformed. 

"Maybe it's just where I went to school, 
but I felt very isolated and I was hardly do
ing anything. I was aware of the stuff but 
not really into it. It's a way you get when 
you're locked into an intellectual prison like 
MIT. You fall in love with the idea or 
things but you're not really experiencing 
anything. Like TRB caught my fancy and 
the Clash and all those people. I thought 
'Oh great, the Seventies have b«n so dull!' 
But that didn't necessarily mean that I was 
running right out and following all the re
cords and trying to find out as much as I 
could." 

The local music scene was exploding as 
wclf, but Claudia's involvement was still 
casual. Then she went to the Rat one night 
and saw an early version of Thrills. 

''They had a bass player who was Eng
lish; had a bass painted like a Union Jack 
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which he wore on a chain, and he was prac
tically the dumbest person that l had ever 
s«n. I was fascinated in a real bizarre way, 
partly sexual, partly like that was weird but 
maybe not so weird. Him as an individual I 
wasn't that interested in, but as a type I was 
getting really hooked. I would not be stupid 
enough to say that I was a punk expert or 
expert on any music that's happened since 
'76." 

To a substantial number of people in 
Boston, music is closer to religion than it is 
to entertainment. They talk about the first 
time they heard the Sex Pistols the way 
born-again Christians talk about finding 
God. It is these people who Claudia Perry 
infuriates when she casually dismisses bands 
that are integral to the whole scene. 

She disposed of the Buzzcocks in a four 
line review of their recent show at the Brad
ford as "another mediocre English band" 
and suggested it would show more charity 
to adopt one of the many mediocre bands 
already in Boston. Longtime Buzzcocks fol
lowers were put off, to say the least. 

When we asked, she told us that her first 
exposure to the Buucocks was Different 
Kind of Tension, their fourth album-.fifth 
counting Singles Going Sleady. To fanatics 
who can talk 45 minutes on the Spiral 
Scratch EP (made in 1977 when Howard 
Devoto was still in the band), her flip write
off was condescending and insulting. 

'' I can s« that, but I have to argue that 
you can care about something and really be
lieve in it because I care about rock and roll 
and all of its various subgroups. But my 
God, people just talk, people just write 
things. What difference does it make?" 

That's the problem of course. Objective
ly she's right, but when your world revolves 
around something as fragile as rock and 
roll, you get threatened when it's attacked 

Claudia Perry 

Local 
and objectivity isn't in it. Anyway, doesn't 
she care that her credibility as a critic is at 
stake? 

"I don't think it is because I've never set 
forth to have any so I don't think there's 
any at stake. I don't want to be a critic. I 
would love to keep writing about music but 
I don't really want to be a critic. I s« my 
column as more or less a place to pass infor
mation along. I don't see myself as any sort 
of a great arbiter whereas what I say is the 
last word on something which it obviously 
isn't or that it even makes any difference in 
the long run. 

''Two weeks from now will you remem
ber what I've said? If you do then you're 
holding a grudge. God, I don't remember 
what I've written two weeks ago half the 
time. Why should anybody else? 

"I'm not that fond of reading people 
who take flights of fancy out or their head. 
I mean, many people complain about what I 
do but I do write about what I sec. I mean 
no matter what happened you should write 
down what happens. Most people who 
wanted to s« that show didn't. And so we 
got this review in the Real Paper all about 
this one writer's fantasy that Elvis Costello 
was like Nixon and he went on and on 
about it. There was one paragraph in the 
entire article that said 'Oh yeah, he did 29 
songs and Squeeze were present.' I wasn't 
there. I want to know what happened." 

We asked about some current new wave 
"faves" and she gave us her opinions. 
Elvis Coslello: "I think the lyrics are really 
good and I like the records and I think he's 
good. That docs not mean I think he's the 
new Dylan. They wrote that in the New 
Yorker which is making me nervous. I just 
want to listen to the guy. I think he's a rock 
and roller. I don't want him to become a 
cultural icon." 
The Clash: "I've never seen them, Probab
ly if I had I'd feel a little more strongly 
about them because this is something that 
was brought to me second-hand. I mean I 
didn't run right out and get their records 
when they first came out." 
The Jam: "I would hear them and I'd go 'oh 
wow, that's neat' and it would stick in my 
mind and all these things would add up and 
say 'oh yeah, they're all the Jam' but the 
thing that did it for me was I got an advance 
copy of Sound Affects." 
Joy Division: "I love them. That show they 
did at the Underground got under my skin. 
There was something really mechanical 
about the whole thing but kind of primal." 
Kllllng Joke: "I love them. I think they're 
really wonderful. I'm probably gonna buy 
that record." 

Does she buy records at all? 
"Some, but mostly stuff I know I'm not 

gonna get, so I buy some imports but not 
many." 

Maybe if Perry had to pay for records, 
she would listen to them more carefully. In 
a review of the new Echo and the Bunny
men album, she labelled it "noxious synth 
pop" and called it the worst English export 
since Thalidomide. That might be a clever 
line but as criticism it's pretty useless. 

She told us she'd listened to the album 
four times so we asked what she meant by 
"synth pop." "Pop using synthesizers," 
she replied, walking right into the trap. 
Echo and the Bunnymen don't have a syn
thesizer. 

"Arc you absolutely sure?" 
We're sure. Oh well, on to local bands. 

We asked Claudia what Boston bands she 

cares about. She mentioned Someone and 
the Somebodies, the Dark, Wunderkind; 
and "Bound and Gagged always. I find 
what they're doing really hits me no matter 
what it is ... Boys Life of course.'' 

Some Perry opinions of other local 
bands: 
Ptler Dayton: "I think Peter Dayton is one 
or the dullest bands I ever heard in my life." 
Pastiche: "Fun. Lots of fun. Good rock 
and roll songs.'' 
The Outlets: "Welt I must confess they 
grew on me. The first time I heard them 
they were like disco or death, it was so 
loud." 
La Peste: "The times I've seen them I've 
enjoyed them a lot.'' 

Perry stirred up another minor crisis 
when she blasted the Neighborhoods for 
playing the same old set after a Paradise 
show that was half new songs. She has s«n 
them since then and takes it all back. She's 
truly impressed with the new material and 
she's said so in her column. 

We were almost ready to tackle the 
"Great Mission of Burma Controversy" 
but first we asked Perry to clear up the mys
tery surrounding another Real Paper non
critic, Ms. Janis Recd. 

"OK. The Real Paper did a Janis R«d's 
ten best bands which if I had b«n there J 
would have screamed 'You must be crazy 
getting Janis R«d' as we all know who Jan
is Recd is in his/her spare time." 

The Real Paper's never admitted who 
Janis R«d is. "That's a problem with one 
of my superiors," Claudia said. "We all 
know it's the Count (Viglione]; they asked 
me to do it and I said, 'I don't think in all 
fairness I can do a ten best list because I've 
been out of town for three and a half 
months. And I have a sneaking suspicion a 
lot has changed. I've only s«n eight or nine 
bands in the last two and a half years, and 
I'm not into this whole metaphysical socio
logical what does it all mean nonsense. 

"Like the article the Real Paper ran on 
the Elvis Costello thing drove me nuts. My 
attitude is if you're gonna write about that 
some of them aren't even together any 
more.' So he did it and then he did the thing 
at the end about Boston's most overrated 
bands [Mission of Burma, Lou Miami, the 

. Neighborhoods and the Atlantics]. 
"There was that and then there was the 

· thing I did which I can safely say even 
though I am not that fond of Mission of 
Burma to this day, the way the thing was 
written makes me come off a lot dumber 
about the issue than I think I should have 
b«n." 

If Claudia Perry is infamous in Boston, her 
Mission of Burma story is the reason. Burma 
fans wanted her lynched and even more ob
jective parties thought her attacks were un
fair and unsupported. For one thing she 
claimed that Mission of Burma didn't make 
her f«I anything except the desire to leave 
the room. Maybe so, but the force of their 
emotional impact on an audience is probab
ly the one consistent thing about this band. 
To dismiss them as trendy bullshit without 
acknowledging that impact invalidates her 
whole argument. If she had a point to 
make, she certainly didn't make it in that 
article. 

"I agree with you. I can honestly say I 
think I blew it there because you're right. 
That was like my third week of wrestling 
:with 'Local Color' and I was finding that 
they were getting on my nerves. I think if I 
had sat down and worked through that 



thing and written it about four more times 
instead of once... that whole article took 
me about 40 minutes to write. 

"The thing that drove me nuts was that 
every time J turned around they were play
ing and always on a bill where I had gone to 
sec somebody else. In the space of about 
seven days I saw them four times and my 
first thing was 'Why are they getting all 
these gigs? Oh "Academy Fight Song"' so 
I went out and bought it and I played it I 
think four times the day I got it. I was like 
what's the big deal so I turned it over and I 
played 'Max Ernst' and I thought 'A city is 
in an uproar over this? Well maybe I should 
go see them' so I went and saw them a 
bunch and, I don't know, maybe I was just 

Unlucky enough to catch them on evenings 
when I just didn't feel they had it together. 
That or perhaps the fact that I was checking 
out all these BU trust fund punks and peo
ple I knew were trendy as hell so I'm like 
'If they're here it must be terrible.• So I 
wrote this thing and I looked at it and I said 
'It's kind of funny. It's obnoxious as hell. 
I'm sure people will be pissed off. But 
would it be a bad thing if they're pissed off. 
Well if it gets them to think about stuff, 
probably not.' So I let it go and then the 
more I thought about what I'd done and the 
way that I'd approached it I said 'Hell no 
you could have done this differently.' 

"So I would have to say that I'm still not 
that excited about Mission of Burma but I 

have seen them on nights when I've thought "I can't imagine Michael and ,John being 
they were really good. At the Channel the too conceptual about it. It's great now that 
night they played with Gang of Four I there are people who have a chance to write 
thought they were pretty good. and there are bands that have a place to put 

"I felt that of all the nights I had seen their records out that didn't before but it's 
them they were the most on and I went 'Oh, fairly obvious to me that neither Mr. Dreese 
okay now I'm beginning to understand or Mr. Brusger are that heavily committed 
what all insanity's about.'" to the music.'' 

As a parting shot, we gave Claudia the Does she think that's necessarily wrong? 
chance to tell the world what she thinks of "Not really, no. Obviously they're doing 
Boston Rock. well by it." 

"Well I hate the two people who own it But other people are benefitting by it as 
frankly but in some ways it's real useful be- I well. 
cause there's a lot of things that end up in "Yeah, which is great. If local bands can 
there that don't end up in either of the ' benefit by something I can't complain too 
weeklies and certainly aren't going to end much." 
up in the Globe. 

Cellars by Colored 
accepting a different set of prejudices. "That's another thing wrong from the "I get so mad when I get letters from 
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here and pointing their fingers at the audi· couraging people who don't have any ta!- supportive and you're just condescending 

Until recently, Doug Simmons was best ence. Like the Clash ... 'I don' t trust me, ent. The worst thing you can do is boost a and cruel. ' And it's not true. You gotta just 
known in local music circles as editor of why should I trust you.' scene. The best thing you can do is be hon- say the way you feel. 
Subway News, Boston's first stab at a pro- "I look back on Subway News and wish est." "My favorite part of Boston Rock is your 
fessional quality punk paper. In the olden it could have been better. I wish we could He believes there is a need for criticism column (Warm Leatherette] and Betsy 
days, before punk turned into new wave, have come out on time. We didn't expect to and that punk rock should be judged-not Sherman's because they're the only two col-
Subway produced five literate, artistic is- make money. We spent money. I wish we in terms of musicianship-but in terms of umns I feel are real. They're both like com-
sues. would have been paying attention to busi- intent and overall effect. ing from the heart. I try to do that. 'Cause 

Operating out of a kitchen, it was classic ness. It probably could have turned into a "I hate to use the word 'art,' but the Sex that's the trick, trying to put the experience 
punk do-it.yourself. And when it died, af. regular thing." Pistols are right up there with Renoir. It's down on paper. I'm still trying to become a 
ter fourteen months, it was as good a sign When Subway News began, punk rock amazing. You look at their total effect, the first rate critic and I don't feel I am. 
as any that punk rock, as we knew it, was was the exclusive property of a small, pas- way they interconnected with culture. . .. CONTINUED 
dead. sionate hard core whose lives had been for-

Times change. These days, the Dead Ken- ever changed by the Sex Pistols. By the final 
nedys play the Channel, acid rock is the issue, that music had grown .up and gone 
next big thing, and Doug Simmons is in love public. 
with country music. "Like in '77 at the Rat you knew every-

Last fall. Simmons took over James Isaacs' 1 one. You're talking about four hundred 
"Cellars by Starlight" column in the Bos- people. The Ramones used to play the Rat. 
ton Phoenix. According to Doug, the col- · Now the Ramones play 15 Lansdowne 
umn was never defined so what he writes Street, and I don't know anyone there. 
about is entirely up to him. "My only pas- "[But) I think it's good. We've got two 
sionate link to reality is rock and roll; now local papers for better or worse. We've got 
things (music] other than rock and roll. Modern Method and Ace of Hearts and Eat 
Nothing much has meant anything to me.. Records and Star Rhythm Records. Long 
just rock and drugs and girls and cars." after the fights are forgotten and the news-

Doug came to Boston from Nebraska to . papers have disintegrated, you've ~till got 
study journalism at BU and headed right the records and that's where it's at." 
for the Rat. Since we were talking about papers, we 

"I had shoulder-length hair, and 1 walked asked Doug what he thinks of Boston Rock. 
in and I immediately felt obsolete. Within a "I think it could be done so much better 
week I just despised hippies ... cut my hair. I with just a little more effort. You're talking 
saw DMZ and couldn't believe them. The about punk rock. I've read things that 
early La Peste shows were amazing. Willie made me mad in Boston Rock. Like Phil
Alexander was really on top of things. in-Phlash's project down on Broad Street. 

"The Rat scene was unbelievable. Here To read an editorial that said, 'It just goes 
was a culture of four hundred people that I to show, you need professionals running 
wanted to get involved with. I was just an· the show.' You don't admit defeat like that. 
other BU student at the Rat so I tried to You keep trying something else. That's why 
pass. I met the lnniktors; they lived in my I admire England. The Crasscs and the 
neighborhood. And I immediately ·got into Rough Trades and those gigs that come out 
punk rock. I realized all my favorite people of nowhere." 
including the Kinks and the Stones and the Local bands too have changed since 1977. 
Who were suspect." A lot of the vitality and wild creativity that 

At that time, every American city with an made that music so compelling to Doug 
active punk scene had its own press. Except have vanished along with the anarchy. But 
Boston. there are still bands around he cares about. 

"Boston had a scene that was every bit as "Peter Dayton, the Lyres, Boys Life, 
crucial and vibrant as San Francisco or LA Mission of Burma, James Straight and the 
or New York. So we started Subway News. Bureaucrats. I like Mod Lang; I like the 
We all had full time jobs, Mike and Jeff Taxi Boys well enough." 
and I, and we did Subway in our part time. I In a column on the Taxi Boys, Simmons 

"Of course, some people bitched about wrote that he liked them, but admitted, "I 
it. I think the average person in rock and did it reluctantly, because John Felice is a 
roll doesn't think very much. They're just creep." 

Doug Simmons 
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Doug Simmons, continued 
"In the back of my mind I write for those 

four hundred people at the Rat and I try to 
play with the prejudices. The way most peo
ple read criticism is to say 'Oh he likes it, it 
must be a good review.' That's frustrating I 
think." 

A year ago Doug Simmons discovered 
country music; now he listens to it all the 
time. He also listens to Public Image every 
other day. It's a hard connection to make. 

"There's a lot more to be had in a Willie 
Nelson song as far as my life, and probably 
most of the people that go into the Rat, 
compared to Killing Joke or even U2 or 
Crass or those bands who I think arc all 
good in their own way but... I hate our 
country too and I think that's what the re
action is. 

"People arc buying all these English 
bands because they essentially arc ashamed 
of being American. That's why I try to 
write up the Zantees or the F1cshtoncs or 
the Alley Cats. X arc right up there. The 
Dbs's album just came out... the Angry 
Samoans are fantastic. Everything except 
the Georgia bands, which I hate without ex. 
ccption. I like the Bush Tetras. 

"One reason I'm convinced it's not there 
is that we're not looking for it. I'm going 
out of my way to find American bands to 
hype because England doesn't need it. 
Bands come up here from New York and 
play to empty houses." 

We said we'd been disappointed in many 
of the American bands we'd seen. X, for 
example, were such a letdown. 

"I didn't like their live show that much, 
but I like them a lot," Doug commented. 
"It's probably true that English bands arc 
better. I mean we have yet to produce a 
Clash or a Sex Pistols." 

When we asked him why he thought that 
was true, he said the reason was money, 
that the lure of big bucks has misled artists 
like, for cxamIJlc, the Nervous Eaters. 

"There's a band that went for the money 
rather than the spirit. Somewhere along the 
line they got really bad advice. That record 
hurt me when I heard it. I had so much 
hope. The thing is if they would have gone 
in and done a Nervous Eaters album, they 
wouldn't be in the arenas. But I think 
they'd be making records still." 

Next question, we asked Doug if he 
thought there's a place in American rock 
and roll for a band like Mission of Burma, 
something between Underground cult band 
and Boston Garden superstars. By rock 
standards, moderate success and failure 
seem to mean the same thing. 

"That's what's pathetic about rock and 
roll from the start. There arc bluegrass 
bands, for example, who have been around 
for years, who have never made money at 
what they do. And they never have any in
tent of making money or any hopes. But 
rock and roll is poison from the start. 

"That's where music fucks up, when you 
start tailoring it for radio, or for an audi
ence that's already there. That's why I like 
the Lyres so much, because they don't give 
a shit. Johnny Rottcn's right about rock 
and roll. It's a real ugly beast. It's still po
tent and powerful, but it's depressing. To 
me the last rock and roll heroes were the 
Sex Pistols." 

The Sex Pistols weren't around long 
enough to face the kind of impossible ex
pectations the Clash have come up against. 
Doug Simmons thinks that Clash arc pro
bably the greatest rock and roll band on 
earth. 

"I went to their Harvard Square gig ... I 
was expecting something great, and that's a 
dangerous place for a band to have a group 
of people walk in expecting that much. And 
when they for me surpassed it... it was 
transcendent. It was one of the happiest 
times of my life." 

Does Doug still bu)l records? 
"Oh yeah, I spend most of my money on 

records. They' re usually old ones at this 
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point. There aren't that many imports I buy 
anymore because I just don't need Killing 
Joke. I'm having a hard time getting an 
overview of rock and roll right now. 

"The thing is, when it's great it cuts 
across all the lines. One thing I think is 
really nice about hard core punk is that it 
didn't cross any lines. It brought 1ogc1hcr 
just like all the weirdos. All these people 
who know the world's doomed. 

"The only thing about the Rat people is 
that they're all dying. h's d8ngcrous. The 
danger is part of the fun but the sense of 
apocalypse means it isn't worth doing any. 
thing.'' 

Oedipus said the reason songs arc only 
three minutes long is because you can't 
count on being around longer than that. 
Doug agreed, commenting, "That was a 
good line. I hate songs that go on longer 
than three minutes. We [Subway News] 
were intensely apocalyptic. I had this file 
called 'apocalypse.' Then we had a file 
called 'nuclear apocalypse' and we kept 
breaking down and it just kept growing. 

"That was pretty much the only unifica. 
tion Subway had. It was three guys that sat 
around and said 'Look at the arms race; 
look at punk rock; tic it all together. ' 

"I believe society is sicker than it's ever 
been, and it's getting worse all the time. 
You know what made me quit smoking so 
much pot? When I did that Boys Life story. 
Talking to this eighteen year old kid. 

"I used to smoke pot every day. Every
thing I'd ever written up until that piece 
was written under the influence of pot. And 
I heard this, and it was like shocking to hear 
that from a kid. He meant it, and it was so 
true; we've got a society full of zombies. I 
used to always be stoned. Up until I did that 
Boys Life piece. I wish I wouldn't have 
smoked so much. 

"I like their [Boys Life's] attitude and 1 
like what they're saying. They're one of the 
smartest bands that have come along in a 
long time. I like intelligent bands. 

"I also like stupid bands ... Little Richard 
or the Flcshtoncs or the Undertones ... but 
you've got to be great if you're gonna go 
that route. I saw Peter Dayton and the 
Lyres. The Lyres arc pretty much your av
erage stupid rock and roll band but when 
they're on they're like the best rock and roll 
I've ever heard. 

"Peter Dayton, he's hiding a lot behind 
what he docs. lt's funny. He thinks he's 
Romeo and there arc girls who go 'gaga' 
over Peter Dayton. But he backs it up. I 
hope that guy never quits.'' 

Doug brought up the Neighborhoods. 
"I think they've progressed. The thing 

about a band like the 'Hoods or any pop 
band is that you're not supposed to go see 
them 95 times. You can see Mission of Bur· 
ma all the time because they're different 
every time, but the 'Hoods arc a show and 
pop is disposable. 

''You're meant to see them when you buy 
their record and it's supposed to be one of 
five hundred records you own and about 
every five years you're gonna dig out '96 
Tears' or whatever and play it again for a 
few weeks and then put it away. And other 
bands arc like more cerebral stuff. 

"Every three or four months I go and see 
the 'Hoods. I have a lot of respect for them 
and I think it's a crime that they haven't 
been recorded. 

"That's what pissed me off about Claud· 
ia Perry's last swipe at 'cm; I was at that 
show [at the Paradise] and half of it was 
new songs. I couldn't believe it." 

As a parting shot, we asked Doug what 
advice he had for us as writers. Whatshould 
we do to keep from getting bored (or bor
ing)? 

"Turn nasty. You'd be surprised. I just 
love it. You write something nasty, you get 
'Oh wow, they're really out there.' Get 
them used to it. Bands have to get used to 
bad reviews. When I say a band's good I 
want it to mean something and you can't 
do that if you 're always hedging your bets.'' 



INCLUDES: FREEDOM OF 
CHOICE THEME SONG/WHIP 
IT/GIRL U WANT/GATES OF 
STEEUPLAN ET EARTH 

MINI-LP 
ONLY 

3.99 

• WARNER BROS. 

KAMPUCHEA INCLUDES: 
SIDE ONE 
BABA O'RILEY 
THE WHO 
SISTER DISCO 
THE WHO 
BEHIND BLUE EYES 
THE WHO 
SEE ME, FEEL ME 
THE WHO 

SIDE TWO: 
THE WAIT 
PRETENDERS 
PRECIOUS 
PRETENDERS 
TATTOED LOVE BOYS 
PRETENDERS 
THE IMPOSTER 
ELVIS COSTELLO 
CRAWLING FROM THE 
WRECKAGE 
ROCKPILE 
LITTLE SISTER 
ROCKPILE WITH ROBERT 
PLANT 

TWO-LP 
SET 

ONLY 

SIDE THREE: 
NOWl'M HERE 
QUEEN 
ARMIGIDEON TIME 
THE CLASH 
HIT ME WITH YOUR RHY· 
THMSTICK 
IAN OURY 
MONKEY MAN 
THE SPECIALS 
SIDE FOUR: 
GOTTO GET YOU INTO MY 
LIFE 
PAUL McCARTNEY & 
WINGS 
EVERY NIGHT 
PAUL McCARTNEY & 
WINGS 
COMING UP 
PAUL McCARTNEY & 
WINGS 
LUCILLE 
ROCKESTRA 
LET IT BE 
ROCKESTRA 

INCLUDES: 
MESSAGE OF LOVE 
TALK OF THE TOWN 
PORCELAIN 
CUBAN SLIDE 
PRECIOUS 

MINI-LP 
ONLY 

3.99 ,, 



Donnie Iris played at the Para
. dise Thursday. April 2. 

by Julie Panebianco 

Remember the song • 'The Rap
per" by the Jaggers? "Rapper, 
Rapper, Rap, they call him the 
Rapper." Never knew what the 
hell that meant. Anyway you 
know that song "Ah Leah?" 
Same guy although his band isn't 
the Jaggers anymore, simply Don
nie Iris. 

Donnie Iris has a new record 
contract with MCA, and a new al
bum Back on the Streets, and a hit 
song, so he has a right to be exhil
irated and happy, as he was at his 
recent show here. The guy 
couldn't stop smiling. 

Decked out like Buddy Holly, 
black and white jacket, black 
horn-rimmed glasses, he put on a 
fun, danceable show that the audi
ence went wild for. His band 
played competent Top 40 rock un
til a ballad with the lyrics "Too 
young to lie, too young to lead 
our lives ... " slowed things up. 
The show also included the first 
drum solo at the Paradise since 
Graham Parker's amps blew. By 
the time Donnie Iris and his band 
swung into "Ah Leah," the crowd 
had surrounded the front of the 
stage to try to shake his hand. 

Offstage, Donnie Iris was still 
smiling. Out of his stage clothes 
he resembled Dobie Gillis more 
than Buddy Holly. "D'ya ever 
hear of Pittsburg? That's where 
I'm from," Donnie smiled. "I've 
played around there for years. 
Me, Norm Nadini and the Tigers, 
the Iron City Houserockers ... " 
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Mleslon of Burma/Boys Life Unite/Neats.. Underground Propeller Records Benefit 
.. Paradise ..... Rat 

Stomporo/Secrel Affair with Noato/Wlld St1rooN;/ 
Joola Hofland. . . Channel ........... Paradise CCCP-TV/People In Stores 

Units/Limbo Race Future Ded1/Stalns 
. . . . Underground Cantone's Outlet11007 .. Underground 

Naw Mod1l1.. . .... Spit Outlets ..... Spit Joh Mollo . . Swift's (reggae) 

NolghborhoodsNlnny Bond 
. . . . . Jaspers 

4/24 4/25 4/26 4/27 
Pllm1oul1IFuture Dada Human Sexual Re1pon11/ Human Sexual Reaponae Planet St 

............. Paradise Loner, ........... Paradise ............. Paradise 
(All ages - 3:00 p.m. show) 

Clrcu1 Mort/SuadeCowboya Mission of Burma/La Paste 
. . . . . . Underground . . . . . . . Channel 

Boys Lite/Future Dads/ 
Prime Movers ..... Channel 
(All ages-3:00 p.m. show) 

LI Poato/Arty1rd Lyres/Condy Appia 
....... Mass. College of Art . . . . . . . . Cantone's 

Native Tongue .. Cantone's Circus MortN; Underground 

The Dance ............ Spit 'Loa Mlcrowavee.. . . Spit 

5/1 

Greg Kihn/WHIie NIie 
. Paradise 

NelghborhoodalFuture 
Dade Channel 

New Models. . . . . . . . . . Rat 

The MCA people were organiz
ing a photo session and they were 
yelling for the Rings. "Take a pic
ture with Donnie." 

The Rings came forward, lined 
up, and put their arms around 
Donnie. Everyone smiled. Even 
the Rings. "Great show," they 
said. 

Two kids from the audience had 
· talked their way backstage to 

shake Donnie's hand. "Great 
show Donnie, great show." Don
nie just smiled. 

5/2 5/3 5/4 

Nervous Eaters or Pastiche 
. Jasper's 

Friend• of Boston Rock Par
ty with Mission of Bunnal 
Native Tongue, Planet 
Street, Men & Volts 

go to bed 

Tiny Desk Unit appeared at the 
Underground on Friday, April 3. 

by Tom Gilroy 

"We take some getting used 
to" is the way vocalist Susan 
Mumford of Tiny Desk Unit de
scribed her band's music. "It's 
nice to have people stare at you 
the first time they sec you because 
that's an acknowledgement that 
you 're something new to them and 
that they're interested." 

Judging from that criterion, Ti
ny Desk Unit was definitely 
"something new" to the crowd at 
the Underground. While a few 
people managed to ignore the phy
sical presence of the band and 
danced, many others just stood 
and stared. 

With their unique mixture of 
funk , punk, and jazz, the quintet 
from Washington DC managed to 
overcome the muddy sound sys
tem at the Underground and chal
lenged the audience to get used to 
them. 

What first strikes the listener 
about Tiny Desk Unit is the dis
tinctive vocal style of Mumford, a 
haunting and sometimes atonal 
mixture of the melodic fluidity of 
Joni Mitchell and the raspy, dirge
like quality of Johhny Lydon. 

As Mumford let loose the poet
ic, sometimes chanted lyrics and 

Underground 

swayed lethargically around the 
stage, the rhythm section of Terry 
Baker (bass) and Chris Thompson 
(drums) churned out a steady, 
sometimes funky foundation for 
the occassionally harsh guitar dab
blings of Michael Barron and the 
keyboard-as-percussive noise of 
Bob Boilen, who is admittedly ig
norant of "formal keyboard 
knowledge" and who relies on his 
sense of rhythm to accompany the 
rest of the band. 

"It would be easy to fall into 
some real nice melody on the key
boards," confessed Boilen, "but 
there's so much else you can do 
with a synthesizer." It's interest
ing he boasts no formal training 
on the keyboards, the familiar cry 
of another avant-garde (though 
not as obscure) artist, Brian Eno. 
Because much of the band's music 
is reminiscent of Eno's Tiger 
Mountain-era material. 

With a new studio EP due out 
in a few weeks and the press the 
band has been receiving from 
playing with the likes of Lounge 
Lizards, Urban Verbs, Pere Ubu, 
and Robert Fripp's League of 
Gentlemen, it's obvious they are 
going places. With each piece of 
material they are forging an inno
vative and intriguing niche in the 
mass of upcoming American 
bands. 
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and/Family Garland J11frey1/Tha Ru- Boys LIia/Prima Movers The Danca/CCCP-TV 
derground mour .. Paradise (sold out!) . . . . . . . .... 1270 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Underground 

Nervou1 Eaters Adam end the Ants .. Metro Video Wor1<1 
..... Bunratty's (254-9804) . BFNF (8:00 p.m.) 

Garland Jaffrey1/Tha Ru-
WIIII• Dixon mour .. Paradise (sold out!) 
.......... Jonathan Swift's 

Stampers Jonathan Swift's 

4/28 4/29 4/30 

Jeff end Jane Hudson 
han Swift's Underground 

do fifteen puahupa. . . . . . • . Orchestral Manoeuvres/Our 
Daughter's Wedding 

Paradise 
U2 .... Metro 

New Models .•........ • Rat 

5/5 5/6 5/7 

WIid St1re1/Noats/N1tlva CCCP-TV ... . .. 1270 Future Dada .. Underground 
Tongue. Rat 

Joo Ely.... .. .. Paradise 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

u.s~- -- ·aPe-------------
I U.S. Ape played at Th~ Chan-
I nel on Saturday, April 4. 

J ___ by~To_m_O~•-'lr~oy __ _ 
I With a name like U.S. Ape, 
I you'd expect this New York City 
: band to be a bunch of goofs kid
I ding around and singing dumb 
I songs for a quick buck, concen-
1 trating on the Dead Kennedys/Ra-
1 manes type of humor without ei-
1 ther band's semi-serious under
I tones. This is not the case, how
: ever. 

1 
"U.S. Ape, as a name, has a 

1 funny side and a serious side to 

1 it," explained vocalist/songwriter 
I / bassist Tom Goodkind after the 
I band's show at the Channel. "It 

stands for United States Anglo
Protestant Ethic, which is funny 
because the two guys that started 
the band back in '78, me and Mat
ty Aurbach, arc both Jewish. But 
the serious side is the emphasis on 
the Anglo-Protestant work ethic, 
because being in this band is a lot 
of fun, but it's a fuck of a lot of 
work." 

As workers, U.S. Ape are pretty 
di!igent. Goodkind, who pro
motes and books New York's 
trendy Peppermint Lounge, han
dles the band's bookings and pub
licity, while drummer Paul Rich
ards and songwriter/ vocalist 
Shauna Laurie handle the distri
bution of the band' s singles (the 

newest of which, •'Animal Lux
ury," is being distribnted by 
Stiff), and newcomer guitarist 
George Philips monitors the new 
single's radio add-ons, boasting a 

· "rolodex the size of a ferris 
wheel" as his primary source of 
assistance. 

"We're hard workers " ex
plained Goodkind. "We w'ant ev
eryone to hear us, not just the 
people in the city clubs. If you 
just play in the cities, then the 
kids in the suburbs never hear you, 
and they're just as important to 
us. We want to get away from this 
elitism that exists in every club
oriented city, especially in New 
York. I mean, I was a suburban 
kid from the Island, and I want to 
have all those kids out there and in 
any suburb to hear us so they 
don't say 'oh, new wave music, do 
we have to dress a certain way? Oh 
... this new wave' . .. you know?" 

Goodkind owes a lot to Patti 
Smith for his musical urbaniza
tion. "I lived upstairs from Patti 
in '74 and '7S, and she turned me 
on to this whole thing that was 
happening in the City. I wanted to 
be in a New York band, just like 
the Dolls, the Velvets, the Lovin ' 
Spoonful. I wanted to be very 
New York, but not be so local that 
everyone couldn't get into it. I just 
wanted a New York sound, so we 
originally modelled ourselves after 

MIHlon of Burma ...... Rat 

On the way: Fabulous Thun
derbirds, Plaatlca, Rings, 
MX-80Sound 

the Lovin' Spoonful. I even went 
to the same schools as John Sebas
tian.'' 

Goodkind's influences from 
those New York bands are ex
tremely evident in much of the 
band's material, with many of his 
songs coming out of the Lou Reed 
/Richard Hell school of rock 'n' 
roll. And Laurie's songs have an 
unmistakeably Patti Smith/Deb
bie Harry feel. U.S. Ape's onstage 
sound at the Channel was a bit 
muddy, but their performance had 
a New York feel, a type of tight 
determination, which is evident in 
their resolve to ''stick it out." It is 
this determination that has kept 
the band together, while many of 
the other post-Heads/ Hell/Patti/ 
Television bands from New York 
like Come One, the Bloodless 
Pharoahs, the Invaders, and Stu
dent Teachers have broken up. 

''We're serious about making it, 
about having everyone hear us," 
Goodkind asserted. "The only 
way rock 'n' roll is going to as
sume its once-held position of be
ing a serious art form is if the 
bands concentrate and take them
selves seriously.'' 

"We're serious and we're not 
going to sit around. We've gotten 
a good response with our singles , 
we've got an EP coming out 
around September, and (WNEW
FM's) Meg Griffin is going to pro
duce. I've got a lot of material, 
and we're not going to do an al
bum until everyone's heard of us. 
This band is too smart not to cut 
it. "' 
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Thu.4123 WCOZ CLUB NIGHT 
FREE ADMISSION I 

American Teen 
Smith Brothefll 

Powergllde 

Frl4/24 Nervous Eaters 
CltyThrllle 

Wunderklnd 

Sat4/25 Mission of Burma 
LaPeste 

The Mundanes 

Sun 4126 Sayne 
Nlghtshlft 

Aces & the Eights 

Thurs4/30 Commander Cody Band 
Steve Geyer Band 

Fri 511 The Neighborhoods 
Future Dads 

Lip 

Sat512 Private Lightning 

Comlngl 
Fri 518-The Go-Go's EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Sat 5/9-John Cale NU MUSIC REVUE 
Thurs 5/14-Steel Pulse 
Fri 5115-Joan Jett 

ID'1FlequlM 
ADVANCE TICKET SALES: ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF 
TOWN Harnnl Sq. • OPEN DOOR IN BROCKTON • NEW· 

IURY COMICS• STORE 24 • TIC KETRON 



ALTERNATIVE CHARTS 

This Last 
week week LOCAL on 

1 1 Pastiche, Lock It Up 2 
2 3 Planet Street, General Hospllal 2 
3 (·) Robin L,ne/Chartbusters, 

lml1atlon life (·) 
(·) Swingers Resort, 45 (·) 
2 Boys LIie VI. Outlets, EP 14 

SINGLES 
3 Lene Lovich, New Toy 2 
(·) PIL, Flowers of Romance (·) 
2 New Order, Ceremony 4 
(·) Bow Wow Wow, WORK (·) 
(·) Cure, Primary (·) 
8 Gang of Four, What We All 

Want 2 
7(tle) (·) Bauhaus, Kick In the Eye (·) 
7(tle) (·) Heaven 17, Fascist Groove 

Thang (·) 
7(tle) (·) Steve Dlggle, EP (·) 
6(tle) (·) Fad Gadget, Make Room (·) 
S(tle) (·) Grace Jones, Demolition Man (·) 

3(tle) 
3(tlo) 

9 
10 

(·) 
1 

4 

CELEBRITY TOP 
FRED SCHNEIDER (THE B-52's) 
All-time favaa (In random order) 
1. ~;rthe & the Vandellaa, Greatest Hits 

David Bowle, Panic In Detroit 
Yoko Ono, Why 
JamH Brown,• Prisoner of Love {lfve) 
Eno, Somber Reptlles 
Pat1y Cline, Greatest Hits LP 
Boot1y'1 Rubber Band, Bootzllla 
Jackson Five, Forever Come Today 

9. Ike & Tina Turner, Nutbush City limits 
1 0. Dinah Waahlngton, Our Love 
"Stlll the King 
Picks: Pylon, the Method Actors, and any 
bands from Georgia. 

"I categorically deny all rumors that the 
B-52's are breaking up after the next LP." 

CARTER ALAN (DJ, WBCN, WM
BR, CHANNEL) 
1. romeovold, ll'saCondltlon1 
2 Gen X, Stars Look Down, Triumph (LP 

tracks) 
Bahama Mama, lonesome Cowboy, Up
state Skank 
Prince, Gotta Stop Messln' Around 
La Pesta, Lease on life 
Claah, Sandinista! 
CIHh, Armagldeon Time (live-Kampu
chea LP) 
Holly Stanton, Black Is Black 
Shella Hylton, The Bed's Too Big With 

ALBUMS 
Pretenders, Extended Play (·) 
Byrne/Eno, My life in the Bush 
of Ghosts 
Stray Cats, LP 
Adam & the Ants, Kings of the 
WIid Frontier 14 
U2, Boy 16 
Elvls Costello, Trust 11 
Who, Face Dances 2 
R. Fripp/League of Gentlemen 2 

10 Spandau Ballet, Journey to 
Glory 2 

(·) DMZ, Relles (·) 
(·) KIiiing Joke, LP (·) 

--------------------
Compiled trOffl sales at: NEMC, Kenmore 
Sq.; Popcorn, Copley Sq.; Newbury Comics; 
Discount Records, Harvard Sq.; Rocklt, Sau-
gus; Harvard Coop. 

Chart by Mix-Up 

TAMI HEIDE (DJ 
alphabettcally: ' WERS, WMBR) 
i :•uhaua, Kick In the Eye 

ow Wow Wow w O RK 
3• DMZ, Relles ' . . · · 

:_- f.~~::~ ~~:.a~clst Groove Thang 
II. Shella Hylton T~d•:n, ,World Trade 

outYou ' 8 edsTooe1gW11h-

;· ~ra,c• JonH, Demol/Uon Man 

a." M:,~•::; ~1-~~~8,! 
10. Paaafona I'm In L • Fuel to the Fire 

FIim Star' ove With a German 

Worth waiting for Cit T 

~~~es LP Nltec1ubb1n/ anh;l~0 ;:,H~;:~~ 

GREG REIBMAN (MUSIC DIREC
TOR & DJ, WMBR) 
1. Th• Cramps, Psychedelic Jungle 
2. Fad Gadget, Make Room 
3. ESQ, EP 
4. Stray Cata, LP 
5. Steve Dlggle, 50 Years of Comparative 

Wealth 
DMZ, Relles 
Bow Wow Wow, W.O.R.K. 
PIL, Flowers of Romance 
Sleepy LaBeef, Ain't What You Eat 

10. Bauhau,, Kick Me In the Eye 

TOM GILROY (MUSIC DIRECTOR 
DJ, WZBC) "order Is arbitrary" ' 
1. Simple Minds, EP 
2. Stray Cat,, LP 
3. Psychedelic Furs, Mr. Jones 
4. Eyeleu In Gaza, LP 
5- e:~~~)Eno, Mea Culpa & Regiment (LP 

A Certain Ratio, Shackup & Do the Du 
Chrome, lnworlds 
Adam & the Ants, Kings of the Wild 
Frontier 

9. ~,:~
8
Order, Ceremony & In a Lonely 

10. U2, Boy 

AIRPLAY FOR LOCAL BANDS 
Please send all vlnyl/unreleased tapes to us. We publlsh 

playllsts. 
LY91. FM 

Wellesley College 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
(617) 235-9150 Esther Lalngmac 

WCCH89.5FM 
Holyoke Community College 
Holyoke, MA01040 
(413) 538-7000 ext. 527 Al Faber 

~~ "fi • Q • 

•I• 

Boaoa Rock Its 11 

WDJM91.3FM 
Framingham State College 
Framingham, MA 01701 
(817) 872-1321 Jonathan Long 

OEDIPUS TOP TENSION (DJ WM 
BR, WBCN & SPIT) All singles': 
;· Heaven 17, Fascist Groove Thang 
• The Cure, Primary 

3- PIL, Flowers of Romance 
4· Modem Eon, Euthenics 
5. Delek I, Heartbeat 
8· DepechemOde, Dreaming of Me 
7
· ~~~~~~ylton, This Bed's loo Big With

s. New Order, Ceremony 
9. TV21, On the Aun 
10

· 1~~b~~:~~ Blllygoons, Goons Are Drink-



toscope, which is what we're talking about. try in American Pop? 
As a follow-up to the surwy of the criti- Disney was a closet rotoscopcr. They just Babbl: I have certain feelings about the 

cal rraction to Ralph Bakshi's American. never discussed it. Art is infinite. If you muic industry. But, again, I don't think the 
Pop (BR #JJ), here's the flip side-Ralph trace a photograph exactly, you are tracing pie is about the music industry. It's about 
BakshihimselfwiththeQ'sandA's. live-action. I'm not against it. If it works strugglingforsuccess-whichisavcrydiffi
Bwbl: The thing I tried to say in American and gets across your point as a filmmaker, cult, dubious thing. 
Pop is whether Pete's making it as a star fine. BR: Do you btlitvt st,vggling for success 
and what his family had to give up to get But then there arc generations of tracing; has to bt a lot of dirty laundry and . .. 
there is worth it. I think we in America love if an animator traces a character to get the Bakshi: Yes. Absolutely. . 
our stars very much. We confuse freedom action from live-action, and then puts a BR: ls that a reflection of what you had to 
with stardom and consequently spend a lot piece of paper over that and redefines it- go through? 
of time chasing it. Once you have it, it's de- and puts a piece of paper over that and re- . Bakabl: Minor compared to what most pco
batablc whcthcr it's bcen worth thc cffort. defines it, he gets to the second, third, pie I know had to go through. Yeah, if 
BR: The music industry, as Sttn in Amcri- fourth, fifth generation-it's animation. you're really struggling for heavy success, 
can Pop, Is surrounded by violence. What we arc interested in is the livc-ac- if you're struggling for stardom, your room 
BWbl: I don't feel the music industry is tion timing. We're to fourth or fifth roto- is littered with friends, family and relatives. 
surrounded by violence. I feel in the early scope in Pop. Rings was about two genera- No question about it. 
'60s it was surrounded by drugs. It's been a tion rote -.cope-in some cases, one. And in BR: Consequently, you /ttl audiences that 
difficult time building America. On a ccr- some CdSCS, directly to the screen-where enjoy popular music are rrally basically 
tain level there has been a lot of violence, all the trouble started. But I'm not against suckers/or not Stting through it and seeing 
and there have been two or three wars. It's animators who want to animate their own that it's just a bunch of coke, bigwigs . .. 
been very difficult to get to where we arc to- way. I'm certainly not against modern ani- Bl.Ubl: No, no. Sec, I'm not down on the 
day. It's been very violent. mators who use stamps or use collages. people. Don't get me wrong. I love Tony 
BR: How did you reffarch the/Um? The film's the thing. I'm certainly not very much. I thought Tony, at the end, 
Blklbl: Well, probably not very carefully. against George Lucas once I found out his loved his son very much and did the right 
The backgrounds were designed from actu- Star Wars raygun blasts were airbrushed thing. Tony was doing the best he could. 
al photographs. Books, compilations, pho- and his ships weren't real. It's an infinite I'm very much down on the music industry 
tos. Tremendous access to old photos in argument. when it came to the '60s, when you'd walk 
Hollywood. I personally care very much for We had tremendous objections when I into a dressing room, any star's dressing 
Jacoob Riis and Weegee. I like photo- did Fritz. tht Cat. When I arrived in Holly- room, and sec a packet of cocaine or heroin 
graphs very much. Old Life magazines. The wood the first thing I faced coming out of delivered by the manager, and delivered to 
point of it wasn't to be so accurate with New York with my studio were full-page the manager by the record producer. That's 
every background detail. ads in Variety condemning me, condemning a fact. The problem with the film is that 

American Pop's animation is quite a my work, from every animator in town, youcan'tjustcovcrcveryaspcct. 
challenge to animators as far as storytelling who said, "We who have worked in the BR: Part of punk was a reaction against 
techniques in realistic animation. To me Disney tradition to keep animation clean that. 
that's always the joy, to stretch out what and pure want to have no part of Bakshi Blklbl: That's right. 
animation can do and can't do. Productions and pornography.'' And it was BR: You kind of just went right over that; 
BR: How do you Jttl about charges from very difficult for me to get animators. That it's just part of the continuation of the '60s. 
other animators that what you 're doing was much more difficult than some anima- Baklbl: You 're right. Pete was playing the 
lsn'treallyanimationbuttracing? tors' claim of rotoscoping being a cheat. I same game against the producers to achieve 
BWbl: Oh, I understand it. I dismiss it. don't think Pop looks like a cheat. what he wanted. And that's the same reac
How I get my films to the screen is my busi- BR: Why did you choose to show more of tion you're talking about. 
ncss. Certainly Pop doesn't look cheated. I the dubious cynical side of the music indus- BR: You pass«} O'ltl. the '50s. 
love animators dearly, and I have some of 1-=============cc'c=~
the greatest animators in the world. They 
were confused as to what I was doing in 
Lorri of the Rings. 

The animation union thought I had 
found a way of doing away with animators. 
Until they found out exactly what I was do
ing, and they calmed everyone down. Ani
mators got very insecure. I had tried some 
experiments in the Rings, on the Ores, 
where I went directly from live-action to 
the screen, bypassing the animators. That's 
why you have those real shadows. 

And everyone thought Bakshi was going 
to do away with animators, that he had a 
new method. Artistically speaking, how an 
animator works is his business . The history 
of animation and the downfall of anima
tion, and the reason you don't have ten or 
fifteen animated features out there, is basic
ally the animator's tremendous love of 
moving something overrode everything else. 

We used to sit in rooms discussing how a 
rabbit goes over a log until we were blue in 
the face. Not one of us ever cared about the 
picture, the structure of a film or what we 
were moving. We only cared about how 
well we moved something-which defeats 
filmmaking. 

I'm more concerned with what animation 
tries to say-how different can we say it 
than how well can we do it. Disney used ro-

BWbi: I didn't pass over anything. 
BR: In terms of how rock •n• roll really 
came out of the '50s with Elvis . .. 
BWbl: I wasn't interested in how rock 'n' 
roll came out of the '50s. It wasn't an his
toric picture of music. It was really Tony's 
story, who was Benny's son. [just used ... 
BR: It also eltctrified a generation in terms 
of their attitudes and . .. 
Bakllll: That's a different movie. That's 
not the movie I was making. You arc look
ing at the background music of the period 
but not in any chronological order. I wasn't 
interested in how rock electrified the coun
try. I was interested in how Tony felt when 
he thought Kerouac was God and went 
across the country very idealistic. A very 
beautiful guy. And that transition to the 
'60s which was still beautiful. And then that 
transition to tbc end of the '60s which was 
devastating when it came to drugs, ending 
with Manson. I wasn't interested in what 
the music was necessarily doing. That's just 
part of the story on a whole other level. 
BR: Did you choose music that you wanted 
JJJ illustrate this? 
Blklbl: I chose the music from the 'SOs un
til the end of the film, and then I helped Lee 
Holdridge, the composer, on the music I 
wasn't a part of. He would play different 
things for me; I would just sec if it worked 
with the film-songs I remembered from 
old movies or some from old radio. 
BR: What are you going to try next? 
Bakshi: We have lots of scripts working. I'd 
like to do a picture on American crime ... 
the first animation documentary, which 
might afford us more storytelling possibili
ties than Pop's kind of storytelling. An out
rageous comedy. I may do a film with 
Frank Frazctta because I like his artwork. 
Could this be the last question? Because I 
think I'm about even now. I don't want to 
lose this one. 
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by Kate Ingram 

What do "rock stars' ' do with their 
money'! Buy drugs, big houses, cars and 
travel? In "hometown heroes" the Cars's 
case, a good portion or the band's net 

ON 

SALE 

THE 
CARS 
MOVE 

IN 

STEREO 

worth is bcing·investcd in the studio facility 
on Newbury Street that up to now has been 
Intermcdia-recording home for Aero
smith, J. Geils, and Jonathan Edwards dur
ing its 1.5 year history. 

"We're calling it Syncro Sound," offered 
Ric Ocasek, winking an eye to make sure 
the automobile allusion to "syncro-mesh" 

wouldn't be lost. But what docs a touring 
band, having closed the studio, expect to 
get out of the facility? 

Last time Boston Rock spoke to Ocasck 
(#4), he talked about ideas of a philanthro
pic nature. Like helping other, up-and
coming artists get produced and recorded 
through the aid of his talents and resources. 

Plans for the studio on Newbury Street 
arc manifestations of Ric's plans. Ocasck 
just finished producing two songs there by 
the New Models, to be released as a single, 
"Shattered Windows" b/w "Permanent 
Vacation." And he plans to make the facili
ty available for local bands to record in " .. 
for less money than anyone would think 
possible." 

But first the studio will be remodeled. 
From Ocasck's description, it will seem 
more spacious and at the same time be more 
functional , as the basement and a large 
room in the building right behind the studio 
are being incorporated into the facility be
fore much more recording can be accom
plished in the studio. 

From the Cars's standpoint, this invest
ment has some obvious advantages. Studio 
time is extremely expensive to lease. And 
like the analogy of renting an apartment for 
years versus paying a little more money in 
time payments but actually owning a home 
after awhile, purchasing a studio could ac
tually save the band some money over the 
long haul. 

''We wanted to make tapes, but we didn't 
have any place to make them," noted Ric. 
"We thought about doing another record; 1 
just didn't think there was a good enough 
place in town to do it." 

Which is in some ways true of Boston, a 
city that's rich in virtually every other as
pect of the music scene. Clubs abound, fans 
arc receptive, and there is a profusion of 
good bands playing the circuit. But to re
cord a record, many local bands opt for an 

out of town studio, as the Cars did in mak
ing their first three albums. 

The band plans to record at least most of 
their fourth album at Syncro Sound. Ric 
spoke confidently about the quality to ex
pect from the finished sound. "There's a 
possibility Deva and Tom Petty will record 
here," he offered. "I think it will be good 
enough that they will want to." 

Initially a good amount of criticism was 
leveled at the Cars for causing Intcrmcdia 
to be no longer available to other musi
cians. But it's difficult to see how that fact 
would necessarily be detrimental to the Bos
ton music scene, given the Cars's plans for 
using it. 

In fact, the effects an upgraded studio in 
town could have on music here look ex
tremely positive. For one thing, other stu
dios in town should get more local business . 
And perhaps that demand will cause some 
of them to upgrade equipment as well. 

But change, even of a positive nature, is 
difficult for people to swallow, agreed Ric, 
who was affronted at the amount of harsh 
criticism that's come down on the Cars for 
buying lntermcdia. Some alleged that the 
WBCN shows live from the studio would be 
discontinued, but the Pastiche broadcast 
April 12 went as scheduled. "So will the 
rest," promised Ocasek, except of course 
those scheduled while the studio is under 
construction. 

Many artists who reach the success level 
of the Cars have simply purchased their 
own equipment, like for example Neil 
Young (who shares the same management 
company as the Cars). No one really criti
cizes them for elitism when they build ex
pensive studios and don't let anyone else 
have access. Indeed, it's extremely fortun
ate that the Cars have a commitment to 
make Syncro Souns available to other art
ists, and time alone will yield final judge
ment on the merits o' the Cars's purchase. 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
Robin Lane and the Chartbustc..----
Imitation Life 
(WarnerBros.,LP) 

Last year, Robin and the boys released their 
debut album. And while it spent a lot of time on 
my turntable, ii certainly had its flaws. Inside its 
horrid album cover you could find eleven good. 
to-great songs, but as with the cover, the band 
didn't seem to be in control of the proceedings. 
The record was recorded live in the studio, and 
also methinks Robin was bitten by the new wave 
bug, since the songs all ranged in tempo from 
fast to very fast. 

Since then the band came out with a live mini
LP, which features Robin screaming her pretty 
linle lungs out during a frantic version of "Shak
in' All Over." But the new material was a bit 
weak. 

Now we have Imitation Life, the Chartbust
ers's powerful second full-nedged album. This 
time, they've done ii all right-the cover, lhe 
songs, and 1he production. Those of you who 
have caugh1 1he band live within the last six 
months or so will be familiar wi1h much of the 
material. 

Almost in reply 10 accusations of "fake new 
wave" and "sell-out," the album definitely 
opens with two rather slow songs: the spiritual 
"Send Mc an Angel" and 1hc cry for help in 
"What the People Arc Doing." Robin has per
fected 1he ar1 of opening her heart, so tha1 when 
she cries "If I get lonely," you wish you could 
run right up to her and say i1's all gonna be all 
right. 

On 1he rockin' title track, Robin looks at all 
the misery in life, asserting she doesn't want to 
live an imita1ion life. Once again the theme is re
ligious, with Robin telling those she observes that 
1hc answer is righ1 in front of their eyes. 

Normally I don't care for relirion with my 
rock, but Robin's lyrics give the songs a universal 
feel; even if you didn't know of her strong con
victions, you can enjoy ii, gelling your own 
meanings out of them. Besides, Robin's spiritual 
beliefs give both her singing and her songs an in
credible intensity that come through even in her 
non-religious material, especially 1he love songs. 

Things slow down again for 1he beau1iful "Say 
Goodbye," before speeding in10 ''No Control," 
a rocker about a guy with X-ray eyes. Too bad 
we can't sec Robin's dancing or Asa Brcbncr's 
knees-bent rhythm guitar attack on this track, 
but I guess we'll have to wait for a 1our or a 
videodisc. 

Side two starts off with an oldie (for them) called 
"Rather Be Blind," which also appears on the 
Declaration of Independents compilation album. 
"Solid Rock" follows, and once again, here arc 
hints of religious imagery, like the "There I go" 
chorus which could probably convert an atheist. 
Next, the melodic "Preny Mala," which from 
what I can gather is a warning-bolh 10 the 
young woman and those who know her-about 
the problems with Mala's beauty. 

"I'm just an idiot over you" is how the next 
song starts. It's a terrific '50s style rocker with 
1he trademark Chartbus1ers's clean sound all 
over it. It's another concert fave, and possibly 
the highlight of the album (if you pick just one). 

The album ends with the acoustic "For You," 
a perfec1 synthesis of physical and spiritual love, 
and a good choice for a closing number. 

I'd just like to emphasize the facl thal while 
1his album has religious overtones, it's a far cry 
from Slow Train Coming. A better comparison 
would be to Pete Townshend. As with Towns
hcnd's work, most people won't recognize any
thing devout in most of Robin's songs. It's there 
if you want to see it, yet the album is still enjoy
able if you don'!. 

The 1hing I like best abou1 the album is that 
while bands like PiL, Gang of Four, and the 
Clash tell us what a miserable place the world is, 
Robin Lane and the Chartbusters go one step 
further by 1rying also to deal with 1he problems. 
It may not be as hip, bu1 there arc so many nega
tive things going on in the world, we need all the 
help we can get. (Harold Lepidus) 

Bow Wow Wow--------
WORK b/w C-30, C-60, C-90 Anda! 
(EMI, import 45) 

Every new Bow Wow Wow release sounds like 
a reworking of their great debut single. Technic
ally each one's better 1han the one before. Bui 
they could use a few new ideas. (The B-sidc is 1hc 
Spanish version of the original classic.) (Greg 
Reibman) 

Heaven 17---------
(We Don't Need this) FASCIST GROOVE 
THANG b/w The Decline of the West 
(British Electric Foundation, import 7" & 12") 

"Groove Thang" has got 10 be one of the best 
dance tunes of the year. And hey, these guys 
even have great political lines such as "Hitler 
proves that funky stuff is not for you and me 
girl." Whal more could you ask for? The nip, 
"Decline of the West," is simply beautiful mood 
music to be nuked by. But seriously folks-1his 
one is worth getting. (Mike Dreese) 

The Cu,._ _________ _ 

PRIMARY b/w Descent 
(Fiction, import 4.S) 

"Primary" arrives as welcome adrenaline af
ter the lulling, reticent quality of the Cure's last 
long-player. Released last summer, Seventeen Se
conds rarely failed to induce sleep on those in
tolerable dog days when the temperature was 
barely liveable. When fall arrived, the record 
found its way to the rack, a standing mo
menta of a different temperature. It would have 
stayed there too, had the single not rcac1ivatcd 
an interest in guitarist/vocalist Robert Smith's 
observa1ions on life and the pursuit of loneliness. 

"Primary" hits hard with an understated 
brashness, as the phased guitar and bass carry 
the driving beat until the final spit of the drum 
machine. 

The instrumental flip side, "Descen1," high
light Smith's interesting and con1inually evolv
ing guitar style, but fails to capture more than a 
passing interest. 

Although Fiction 45s usually find their way 
onto albums, the Cure's third isn't yet available 
and since this one likes to be played over and 
over again, a purchase now won't spoil "Pri
mary'' for the future. (Michael Hafitz) 

Ian Nortl>---------
My Girlfriend's Dead 
(Cachalot, LP) 

The reclusive Ian North has finally released an 
album that does him jus1ice. His previous track 
record with the recording indus1ry was discour
aging at best. Unfortunately the commercial fate 
of an unknown independent label is shakey. 
However, My Girlfriend's Dead should bring to 
him some of the critical acclaim which has for 
years been just out of reach. 

It's difficult 10 believe this album was written, 
engineered, produced and performed by Ian 
North in his NYC apartment on an 8-track TE
AC. I wish the tigh1 dean professional sound on 
this home recording could be transferred to some 
of the more expensively produced product that's 
turned out daily by the larger record companies. 

Ian's gloomy cynical lyrics, backed by a room
ful of synthesizers and rhythm machines, form a' 
pleasant mix of black humor. The synth-rhy1hm 
styles of Ultravox and Gary Numan are 1as1e
fully blended with the peppy pop styles of Nick 
Lowe and the Cars. If you can get past the bla
tantly pornographic cover, this is a pleasing piece 
of pop that is lis1enable as well as danceable. 
(Kathei Logue) 

Public Image Ud.-------
FLOWERS OF ROMANCE b/w Home Is 
Where the Hearl Is 
(Virgin, import 4.S) 

"Spend some time on ii," I was told. "It's im
portant." So I did. I listened to it about fifty 
times and I'm still intimidated. There's the cover: 
Johhny Lydon glaring into a creepy looking mir
ror, and wha1 with the crucifix and all, if it were 
anybody else I might call ii pretentious. I don'1 
know if the music's pretentious. I'm impressed 
by it, but then I already knew it was important. I 
suppose it doesn't really matter because if you're 
seriously interested in this record, you'll hear it a 

million times and decide for yourself. 
It's differcn1. For one thing, there's no bass, 

and there's a strange sound I didn't even recog
nize as a guitar until asked an exper1. The whole 
effect is eerie and hypnotic. The drum beats, the 
guitar drones, and John chants his lyrics of failed 
love, maybe the most conventional words he's 
written. ("I'll take the furniture, star1 all over 
again.") 

The music barely changes through the song, 
and there's almost no melody. All the emphasis 
is in the 1onc of Lydon's voice and that's enough 
to intimidate anybody. 

So I don't know. I like 1hc record and I think 
it's creative and worthwhile and even good to lis
ten to but I can't help wishing that ii wasn't so 
imponant. (Crass) 

DMZ-----------
Relics 
(Voxx, LP) 

This is one of those quality releases of original, 
rare demos (and an out-of-print EP) that some
body like Jeff Connolly or Peter Greenburg of 
the Lyres would find worthy of adding to their 
reportably enormous collections of ou1-of-print 
items from the sixties (Chocolate Watchband, ? 
and the Mysterians, 13th Floor Elevators etc.). 
The only difference here is 1hat DMZ were a 
prominent Boston phenomenon in the seventies, 
not 1he sixties, and that both Connolly (a.k.a. 
Monomann) and Greenburg were members of 
this legendary band. 

Never afraid to show their roots, DMZ were 
nonetheless a very original, adventurous band. 
And Relics captures their awesome wall of sound 
considerably better than their first Flo and Eddie 
produced debut (Sire). There's magic (and his
tory) in these grooves. If you remember DMZ, 
you probably already own 1his. If you don't, this 
is defini1ely a reliable sample of what you 
missed. (Greg Reibman) 
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POSTERS, BADGES, i ROCK IT RECORDS 2 ROUTE Ot~E NORTHBOUND 
T-SHIRTS MAGAZINES AUGUSTINES PLAZA 

' SAUGUS MASS (617) 233-7805 

ALTERNATIVE 
7" Crass-Nagasaki Nightmare (E) 
7" Dept. S-ts Vic There? (EJ 
7" I'm So Hollow-Dreams to FIii a 

Vacuum(E) 
7" Medium, Medium-Hungry, So 

Angry(E) 
7" New Order-Ceremony (E) 
7" 5 or 6-Another Reason (E) 
7''Cure-Prlmary 
7" Ken Lockie-Dance House (E) 
7" 8111 Nelson-Banal (E) 
7" Aztec camera-Just Like Gold (E) 
7" Theatre ol Hate-Rebel Without a 

Brain (E) 
7" Eyeless in Gaza-1nvlslblllly (E) 
7" U2-Pete th& Chop (E) 
7" Alteredlmages-Oead Pop Stars (E) 
7" Etectrlc Guitars-Health (E) 
7" Young Marble Glants-Restcard EP 

(E) 
7" Bauhaus-Kick In the Eye (E) 
7" Joseph K-SOrry lor laughing (E) 
7" Comsal Angels-Eye of a Lens (E) 
7" Fad Gadget-Make Room {E) 
7" Stiff little Fingers-Just Fade Away 

(El 
7" Past 7 Oays-Aalndance 
12" Associates-Tell Me Easter's 

on Friday (E) 
12" Bolloek Bros.-new (E) 
12" 4 Be 2-AII of the Lads (E) 
12" ESG-(US) 
12" Faction (E) 
12" Heaven 17-We Don 't Need ... (E) 
12" Cabaret Vollalre-Sluggln ' for 

Jesus(E) 
12" Echo & the Bunnymen-AII That 

Jazz(anyday)(E) 
12" Normll Hawaiians-Gala Failed (E) 
LP PIL-Ftowers 01 Romance (El 
LP Stiff Little Fingers-Go for It (E) 
LPCure-Falth(E) 
LP Modern English (due soon) (E) 
LP Theatre ol Hate-Live (E) , 
LP TV Personalities-And Don't the 

Kids Just Love It (El 
LP Family Fodder-Monkey Banana 

Kitchen (E) 
LP Scars-Author, Aulhor (El 
LP Afflicted Man-I'm Oft Me 'ead (El 
LP Birthday Pany-Prayers on Fire (E) 

HEAVY METAL 

AC/DC AC/DC AC/DC AC/DC 
LP AC/OC-3 LP 8ol( Set (F) 
LP AC/DC-TNT (A) 
LP AC/DC-Dirty Deeds Done Cheap 

(A) 
LP AC/DC-Geordie w/Brlan Johnson 
BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 

7" Black Sabbath-Paranoid (pie) (El 
12" Black Sabbath-Ole Young (llve) (El 
LP Black Sabbath-Greatest Hits (E) 
12" Ozzy Osborne-Mr. Crowley (live) 
LP Ozzy Osborne-Blizzard of Oz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LP D.P.-ln Concen (all new live materl· 

al)(E) 
LP D.P.-New, Live, & Rare (J) 
LP D.P.-Lasl Concert in Japan (J) 
LP GIiian-Mr. Universe (E) 
LP GIiian-Live at Budokan (A) 
LP Ralnbow-Dllflcult to Cure (U.S.) 
LP Green Bullfrog-w/members ol D.P. 
7" Whltesnake-Don't Break My Hean 

Again (E) 
LP Graham Bommel (el(•Ralnbow) 
7" GIiian-New Orleans 

JUDAS PRIEST JUDAS PRIEST 
LP Judas Prlest-Poln) of Entry (new 

LP)(US) 
LP Judas Priest 8ol( Set-Sin Aller Sin, 

Stained Glass, KIiiing Machine (E) 
LP Judas Priest-Sad Wings ol Destiny 

(US) 
LP Judas Prlest-Roeka Rolla (El 

MDTORHEAD MDTORHEAD 
LP Motorhead-Molorhead (E) 
LP Motorhead-On Parole (E) 
LP Motorhead-Overklll (E) 
LP Motorhead-Bombers (E) 
12" Motorhead-Beerdrlnker (E) 
10" Motorhead-Glrlschool/Please 

Don't Touch (E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

LP Iron Malden-KIiiers (new LP) (E) 
LP Krokus-Hardware (new LP) (US) 
LP Riot-Rock City (C) 
LP A to Z-Wltch of Berkeley (El 
LP Scorpions-Lonesome Crow (C) 
LP Krokus-Pay It In Metal (El 
7" Led Zepplln-Hey, Hey What Can 

I Do (J) 

New Single Release 
"It's All In Your Head" 

and 
"Hiding My Love for You" 

Request it on: 
WBCN 
wcoz 
WGIR 
WMBR 
WERS 
WMFO 
WZBC 
WLYN 
WHRB 
WJUL 

Box994 
104 Charles St. 
Boston, MA02114 
(617) 266-6130 

LOCAL 

LP'I LP's LP's LP'• LP'• 

Modem Method Records Complla· 
lion (due soon) 

Rings-new release 
Human Sel(ual Response-Fig. 14 
Prof. Anonymous-Living In the Real 

World 
Boston tncest LP 
Robert Ellis Orralt-Sweet Nothing 
Robin Lane and the 

Chartbusters-lmltatlonLlle 
The Nervous Eaters 
Private Lightning 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Allantlcs-Blg City Rock 
BIii Chlnnoek-Dime Store Heroes 
Jeanne French-Diamond ln Rough 
Barbarians 
Fools-Heavy Mental 
G.G. Allin-Always Was. ls and Always 

WIii Be 
DMZ-Relles, new on Bomp 

12"12"12"12"12"12" 
Zion lnltallon-Showcase 
Bound & Gagged 
Robin Lane-5 Live Songs 
Robert EIUs Orrall-Whitenolse 
Shane Champagne 
10" City Thrills-Incl. Sorry, due 

Aprll 25 
Ace ol Hearts new releases due soon 

7"1"7"7"7"7"7" 
Mirrors-Slay Close 
Trademarks-Magic In Her Eyes 
Swingers Resort-new 45 
Atlanlics-Lonely Hearts (back ln 
stock soon) 
wrn1e Loco Alel(ander-Gln 
Blue Moon-Wild Weekend 
Boys Llfe/Oullels EP 
Beaver Brown-Wild Summer Nights 
Creamers-cassette 
Dutch Courage-Imagine 
Fools-Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
General Foodz-Be So Funny 
Gremies-No Surfin' In Dorchester Bay 
Jared-Space Traveller 

Joshua Hayes-Cardiac Arres1 
Hones-Love Is a Pleasure 
Little Jimmy and lhe Homewreckers-

4 song EP "Loving Inanimate 
Objects" 

Maps-I'm Talking 10 You 
Mission of Burma-Academy Fight 

Soog 
Mundanes-Make II !he Same 
Neighborhoods-Prettiest Girl 
Pa.sllche-Lock 11 Up 
Sclentlllc Amerlcens-Fted·Dlsc 
Space Negroes-Go Commercial 
Stalns-4 song EP 
Slompers-You're lhe One 
Tbl Boys--4 song EP 
Third Rall-It's a Surprise 
V;-Don't Let the Bastards 
Vinny Band-I Won'1 Bother You No 

More 
SOLID ROCK 

LP Allman Bros.-Live at FIiimore East 
(US) 

LP Beatles-Beatlemanla (CJ 
LP Beatles-20 Golden Hits (F) 
LP Beatles-For Sale (Uruguay) 
LP Beatles-Meet (J) 
LPBeatles-2nd(J) 
LP Beatles-No. 5 (J) 
LP Capt . Beelheart-Strlctly Personal 

(El 
LP Count Five-Psychotic Reaction 

(US) 
LP Dave Clark Five-Best 
LP Derek & the Domlnos-Uve (J) 
7" Dave Edmunds-Almost Saturdav 

Night (E) 
7" Fleetwood Mac-Sliver Spring (J) 
LP Genesls-fol(trot (El 
7" Genesis-Guidance o! Autumn (E) 
12" Peter Gabriel-I Don·t Remember 

(CJ 
LP Peter Green-Watcha Gonna Do? 

(4th solo LP) (E) 
LP Jlml Hendrb-War Heroes (J) 
LP Jlml Hendrix-Woke Up This Morn· 

Ing (E) 
12" John Lennon-Imagine (G) 
LP John Lennol'j-Weddlng Album (J) 
12" Lynyrd Skynyrd-Freeblrd (El 
7" Rol(y Music-Jealous Guy (E) 

200,000 

ADAM & THE ANTS ADAM & THE ANTS 
7" Adam & Ants-Stand & Deliver 

(new-out any day) 
7" Adam & Ants-Young 

Parlslans/ZeroltlGar Trouble/ 
Ant Music/Dog Eat Dog/ 
Kings ol WIid Frontier 

7" Adam & Anls-A.N.T.S. (llel(tdlsc) 
LP Adam & Ants-Dirk Wears While 

So, 
LP Adam & Ants-Kings of Wild 

Frontier 
LP Jubilee (Has Plas Surgery & 

Deutscher Glrls by Adam) 

WHO WHO WHO WHO WHO 
LP Who-Face Dances 
7" Who-You Better You Bet 
LP Who-Direct Hits (J) 
LP Who-Perteet Collectlon (J) 
LP Who- A Quick One (J) 
LP Who- Odds ·n Sods (E) 
LP Who-Live at Leeds w/poster (E) 
LP Pete Townshend-Who Came First 

(El 
7" High Numbers-I'm 1he Face (El 
12" Secret Policeman's Ball-acoustic 

"Won't Get Fooled Again" 
LP Who-My Generation (E) 
LP Who-Sell Out (J) 
LP Who-Who's Next (Jl 

BOOKS 
Beatles-Geoffrey S1okes 
Bealles-A to Z 
Beat1es-lllus1rated Lyrics Vol. 1 & 2 
Lennon Remembers-John Lennon 
In His Own Write-John Lennon 
Lennon Tapea 
The Doors Complete Songbook 
No One Gets Out Alive-Jim Morrison 

blo 
Sel( Pistols FIie-Ray Stevenson 
Great Rock 'n' Aon Swindle-M. Moor· 

cock 
Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle Songbook 
Never Mind the Bollocks Songbook 
Clash Songbooks I & II 
Clash-Before & After 
Jam-The Modern World by Numbers 
Jam-Setting Sons Songbook 
Jam-Atl Mod Cons Songbook 

Available at: 
Strawberries 
Discount Records 
Music City/Music World 
The Coop 
Popcorn Records 
Newbury Comics 
Nuggets 
Heads Up Boutique 

(Lawrence) 
Inner Light Records 

(Manchester, NH) 
Midland Records 

(Methuen) 
Flipslde Records 

(Maynard) 
Manchester Music 
Mr. Music 

@kle¥er efOd!ic#o@ 
535 Broadway 

Lawrence, Mass. 01841 
Telephone (617) 682-1632 



The Rumour·--------
Purity of Essence 
(Hannibal, LP) 

The Rumour is generally known for the com
pany they keep, chiefly, of course, Graham 
Parker. They have· also worked with Carlene 
Carter and most recently Garland Jeffreys, and 
rhythm guitarist Martin Belmont has been seen 
around these parts guesting with Rockpilc and 
Elvis Cos1ello and the Attractions. 

Purity of Essen~ {the motto of Or. Strange
love's General Jack 0. Ripper, lamenting the 
communist invasion of our "precious bodily 
fluids") is the Rumour's third album, their first 
without keyboardist Bob Andrews. The remain
ing four members, Brinsley Schwartz, lead gui
tar, Sieve Goulding, drums, Andrew Bodnar, 
bass and Belmont are certainly well-respected 
musicians, but the albums suffers from a bland
ness often as,ociated with "session" bands. The 
Jack of dynamic vocals is certainly an issue. Spe
cific vocal chores are not credited on the album; 
based on a a Rumour performance I saw last 
summer, they are about equally divided among 
Goulding, Schwarz, and Belmont. Each has one 
of those "American" homogenized rock voices. 

Song credits on the album include Randy New
man, Clive Langer, Glenn Tilbrook, and Brins
ley's old colleague Nick Lowe ("I Don't Want 
the Night to End"). There arc contributions as 
well by each of the Rumour members. The songs 
are almost uniformly mid-tempo, which gets a 
bit wearing. They range in style from the coun
lry-ish "Houston" 10 the mid-period Beatles feel 
of "More Than She Will Say." The band does 
best on the faster rockers, like "Tula" and 
"Rubber Band Man." All the songs are wonder
ully punctuated by Brinslcy's immaculate but 
tastefully brief guitar solos. 

I always like to see the Rumour live, and I love 
their album titles and I love the paisley camou
flage on the album cover (paisley suits against a 
paisley wall), but I'm rather disappoimed in an 
album that' merely Nice. (Betsy Badges) 

Bia; Worid---------
BIG WORLD b/w To the Top 
(Africa,45) 

These guys did it. Close release of a single 
about losing your mind and going down to 
Washington, D.C. to "make somebody bleed" 
10 President Reagan's recent troubles. 

"Big World" comes off like a John W. Hinck-
ley, Jr. theme song: 

One of these days I'll take a trip 
Down to Washington D.C., 
I'm gonna jump over the White House fence 
And make somebody bleed .. 
More power to them for their extraordinary 

topical sense, '!would seem. 
Big World sound in general like La Pcstc, but 

not as thick, even having six instead of three 
members. At least on this record, that is. 

Final judgement should definitely wait until 
one sees this Providence, R.I. band. (Bruce 
Stallsmith) 

Bl1Money---------
JETSTREAM b/w Cowboy Words 
(No label. .. ) 

Who or what arc these guys? They're from 
West Virginia, apparently, and kinda sound like 
Roy Orbison dubbing in vocals over instrumental 
tracks that the Clash did for J oc Ely. Not count
ing the occasional female voice track asking if 
Jctstream is like a wet dream. 

But anyway, this is the type of music that can 
make you all excited for no rational reason at 
all. Isn't that enough? (Bruce Stallsmith) 

Various Artlsts--------
Experimcnts in Destiny 
(Bomp, LP) 

I don't think of compilation albums as some
thing you listen to, but more as a way of learning 
about new bands. Since you normally have to 
pay about two bucks for each local single, that 
means if there arc five good songs on this two LP 
set, it would be a bargain, right? 

Well as Don Kirshner might note, you get the 
rockabilly zaniness of the Weirdos, the instru
mental surf rock or Jon and the Nightridcrs, 
those personal friends of the Clash-the "8" 
Girls, the 60's rock of the Hypstrz, and the ex
citing punk rock of the Dead Boys. The roman
tics, the Real Kids, the Nuns, Prof. Anonymous, 
the Zantccs, the Crawdaddys (doing Lou Reed!), 
etc. arc all bonuses. 

You mean you don't have any Bomp records? 
For shame! (Harold Lepidus) 

Gary GIUter---------
Glitter and Gold 
(Epic, 10" EP) 

Us rock and roll junkies have been having a 
tough time of it lately. It's been ten months since 
the last Undertones single and unless you count 
Wendell and the Worms (limpmusic for worm
people), good rQCk and roll records have been 
thin on the ground. 

What's lacking here is plain old dumb, beauti· 
ful, noisy trash. You know, rock and roll. 

Anyway relief is available in the person of 
Gary Glitter, legendary something-or-other. This 
gorgeously trashy record is unconditionally guar· 
anteed to hold you until the new Undertones al· 
bum (May al last, at last). So what if it's ten 
years old. Maybe you were hipper than I was in 
1971 but the first Gary Glitter song I ever heard 
was a cover of "Rock and Roll, Part Two," by 
the Und ... -never mind. 

This is great stuff, fantastic stuff, sublime stu
pendous stuff. And it's cheap, six killer songs for 
the price of an import single. Go and buy it and 
feel better instantly. And hold on, it's only a 
couple of weeks until May. (Crass) 

Famous Strana;e,s-------
HARD TO LEAVE YOU b/w These Lonely 
Nights 
(Six Believers, 45) 

Famous Strangers arc a suburban bar band 
who arc apparently trying to break out of that 
syndrome by releasing a sing]c with two originals 
on it. They're only partially successful. 

"Hard Time 10 Leave You" is bland pop, but 
a listener can almost hear the strain of their try
ing on it, to no avail. The flip, "These Lonely 
Nights," almost makes it on the strength of some 
nice guitar hooks and a Latin-flavored rhythm, 
in spite of banal lyrics. 

"These Lonely Nights" was written by drum· 
mer Brian Hallisey, who played for the legendary 
One, acid-rock's last hurrah in Boston three or 
four years ago. The sleeve doesn't say who the 

"We Do Crazy 
Colors, 
Ce//ophenes And 
Specialize In 
Rock Band Stage 
Presence" 

RObERT dn-EREAUX 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

other three guys arc (I saw Brian's name on the ,--~---"!!!"'""\""!!!"'""\"'!"'"""""'"--'!!'!"~"!!"'!""~-'!""'!!"" ... "'!!" ... !'""-
disc's label). Better tuck next time... (Bruce Boston Rock Back Issues #8. Police, Slouxsle & the Banshees, 
Stallsmith) $2.00 per l11ue (Includes postage) Peter Dayton, Splzz, 999, Buzzcocks pt. 

t1. Neighborhoods. PIL, Suicide, Rick 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
Harte. #9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 

Nico ------------1 #2. Gang of 4, Mission of Burma, Selec· the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
~~;;:)~~~~~~~r~~~~;:~~w No One Is ter, Orchestral Manoeuvres. Iggy Pop, Capt. Beef heart, Vitamin, Al-

(What Goes On, 7" EP) :,!h:,aJr:~.~~~.~~~~~;~~·, :.r~:P:S~!~ ~~~o R:~oos~::,lo~~;!~~~~tekons, Au 
For the hard core Nico/Velvet Underground 

freaks, this EP is it. All four songs were recorded 
live at CBGB in March, 1979. Three of them arc 
just Nico and her hannonium (a pedal.bellows 
powered harpsichord), and on "All Tomorrow's 

,Parties," Nico is joined by Lutz Ulbrich on 
acoustic guitar. 

The sound quality is very live without losing 
depth or clarity, kind of a cleaned up Velvet Un· 
derground Live at Max's Kansas City. Every 
nuance of Nico's husky vibrato comes through, 
whether booming or whispering. 

Nico's is the kind of music you either love or 
hate. Its spacey , mystical edge, combined with 
her throaty European voice, can either charm or 
bore. If other Nico solo recordings don't turn 
you on, this one definitely won't. 

#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 1, Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
Pere Ubu, Speedles, Otway, New Mo- #11. Elvis Costello pt. 1, Squeeze, Sec-
dels, Heatwave. tor 27, Wlnwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, Feel- #12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
les, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revlllos, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the Some- Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
bodies, Peter Noone. #13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Mlaml,Shane 
#8. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, Stiff Champagne, Teardrop Explodes, Blurt, 
Llttle Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, Carl- Arthur , Blythe, Doug Sahm, Johnny 
ene Carter, Monochrome Set, Finger- Cash. 
printz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, Kid 
Creole, Buzzcocks pt. 1, Suede Cow
boys, Plasmatlcs, Roches, Brian Brain. 

TO: Boston Rock 
268 Newbury SI. 
Boston, MA 02116 

What Goes On Records is a subsidiary of What 
Goes On magazine, a Velvets fanzine published 
by Phil Milstein. Inquiries about both can be sent 
to What Goes On, Apt. 113, 15 Green St., Cam
bridge, MA 02139. (Bruce Stallsmith) --

SUBSCRIBE: ··-7 
5c,o,.... __________ _ 

ALL ABOUT YOU b/w Author! Author! 
(PRE, import 45) 

I 
I To: Boston Rock 

268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 Sears's first single, "Adult/cry," which is I 

found on the Mutant Pop album (Fast), is a sa
tirical song where the boys had a go at one of the 
last bastions of moral fiber, namely fidelity. The 

:~~cwd:::;irnesth~n s:::~i~f\;:'n~~~~\i~s 1~~;:c~ .cC.ch.ce.cc_k.co_ne~: --------------:-:-::-----:---
~~:t;ng~~~:~0:~~g':: ;it~~~t ::::~:! ~r~ I D Send me your next 12 issues. I have enclosed $10. 
accepted as a "pop" group. With "All About I D Send me your next 25 Issues. I have enclosed $20. 
You," Scars have completed the transformation.

1 

Please print neatly! Check or Money Order only, please! 
This one is as tame as "Adult/ery" is manic; a 
drippy love song which all too clearly abandons (Airmail overseas subscriptions: add $2 per issue) 
the hard edge and humor, resulting in a bromidic 
effort at chart success. 

By all means, flip this one over and listen to 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I "Author! Author!," a more distinct number and Name _____________________ _ 
hopefullyaprcvicwofthingstocomc. I Address I 
m~fn~~!~;r;:~~~~e~~:; ~ ~~~n~a~~; :b;~~ I --------------------- I 
sonal beef, but after three good sing]esand being L:ily ______________ State ----:.1 
on the eve of the release of their first album, 
Scars should be serving up a prime cut. Herc's Zip ________ (must include) 
hoping the forthcoming album delivers. (Mi-

chacl Hafitz) • • ---- • • ---- • • ---- • • 
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SIMON'S DOWNTOWN 
presents: 

Johnny Thunders 
andthe 

Heartbreakers 
ONLY NEW ENGLAND APPEARANCE! 

FRIDAY APRIL 24th 
9:00 p.m. 

with 
Mission of Burma 

and 
Big World 

Tickets: $6.00 Advance, $7.00 Day of the Sh9w 
Advance Tix available at: Thayer St. Records, Providence; 
Simon"s Downtown Records; Newbury Comics; and Ooo
Wop Records In Newport, R.I. 

Simon's Downtown, 250 Main St. 
Pawtucket, R.I. (401) 726-1010 

Thanks Planetillions for 
Spinning with us . .. 

GENERAL HOSPITAL 
B\W CHOOSE YOUR 

WEAPON 

Landing soon at: 
April 15-Jumbo's Lounge, Somerville 
April 22-lnn Square Men's Bar 
April 27 and May 2-Jonathan Swift's, 

Harvard Square 

RECORD REVIEWS 
Shakin' Sleve--------
Shakin'Stcvcns 
(Epic, EP) 

As I write this, TV star Shakin' Stcvcns's sin
gle "This Ole House" is on top or the English 
charts. Though that smash isn't included here, 
we do get four rockabilly favorites on this "Nu
Disc." 

In under twelve minutes, Stevens swiftly exe
cutes four songs (including one original), and 
leaves you wanting more. Two songs arc strongly 
innuenccd by King Elvis the First; the other two 
also have a familiar sound. However, it isn't 
meant to be analyzed, but to be enjoyed. And for 
only three bucks, how could you go wrong? 
(Harold Lepidus) 

The Blrlhd11y Parly-------
Prayers on Fire 
(4AD, import LP) 

Once upon a time in the land of Oz, a band 
called the Boys Ncxc Door put out a classic early 
LP of modern texture rock (it was recorded in 
1978). This was followed up with a positively 
riveting 12" EP, fit to keep company with Ubu 
and Faust. Australia has never been the same 
since. 

In 1980, having changed their name to the 
Birthday Party, these boys started releasing sin
gles in Britain while still maintaining their incis
ive mentality and musical sta ndards. 

On Prayers on Fire, they've decided to get 
funky in spots in a fashion reminiscent of the 
Pop Group, as well as augmenting the instru
mentation to include trumpet parts on a couple 
of numbers. TBP grind out intense jazz-punk 
songs of pain and suffering with the best of 

The Moondop--------
TALKING IN THE CANTEEN b/w Make Her 
Love Mc You Said 
(Real, import 45) 

The Moondogs arc not a bone-chewing wrest
ling team (I think I used tha1 joke before). They 
come from Derry, Nor1hcrn Ireland, home of 
the Undertones, who arc the perfect masters of 
this kind of punchy, melodic pop punk art. I 
don't know what it is about these Irish kids. 
They do this sort of thing so much better than 
anybody else, by instinct it seems. 

The Moondogs aren't up to the sterling stan
dard of John O'Ncil\'s boys, but they're young 
and cute and Irish, and they make infectious 
teenage music that's still solidly on the tough 
side or bubblegum. This is their third single, and 
while it doesn't kick like their debut, "Talking 
in the Canteen" is a snappy pop si ngle, perhaps 
to bounce along to. Included with the record is a 
free Moondogs neckerchief, which you can wear 
to the wrestling matches. (Crass) 

Trapper---------
HIDING MY LOVE FOR YOU b/w It's All in 
Your Head 
(Bosstown, 45) 

And I thought the local heavy metal bands 
didn't release 45s, waiting instead for big-lime 
record deals. Trapper is trying in 1hat direction, 
with this single as well as their track on WCOZ's 
1981 compilation album. 

Both cuts are love songs, full of melodious vo. 
cal choruses and muscular cymbal crashing. Self
indulgent guitar flashes arc minimal, thankfully. 
These guys doubtlessly have a future playing the 
north shore/New Hampshire heavy metal circuit. 
At least they bring a certain polish to a clichcd 
form. (Bruce Stallsmith) 

them. A truly uncompromising band likely toap. r------------
peal to fans of units like the Pop Group, early 
Ubu, Join Hands Siouxsie, Killing Joke and 1ha1 
other Aussie band of note, Whirlywind. Grit 
your cars and rock against Catholicism. (Jim 
Puccio) 

Coming Next Issue: Garland Jeffreys, Echo 
& the Bunnymcn. the Brains, the Strang. 
lers, the Atlantic~, Planet Street ... and 
more. 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . •. 

··cu:rn-i3.~<3 rOR 1l-t£ MOD£l<N .oo12J.p·· 314 NEWBURY ST. BOSTON. MA 02115 
Late,l in ;Vew Ware & High Sryle Fa,hioru Mon. - Sat. 11 - 7 

Hou,ing Area'• Top De,ignen & Their Crearioru ._ _________________________ Vintnse Selection,- Proper AtrirP- Punk Acceuorie, (617) 262-7566 
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'Nea:::tapriY 2~ th. 

GO VINYL!! 
3-Song EP at Stores Now, 

or Send $2.50 to: 
The Decoders P.O. Box 483 

Somerville, MA 02143 
Request on WCOZ, WBCN, WERS, WMFO, 

WMBR, WDJM and WZBC 

Boston Rock #JS 26 

RECORD REVIEWS 
Oran1eJul 
POOR OLD SOUL b/w Poor Old Soul Pt. 2 
(Poslcard, import 45) 

Oranjc Juice come from Glugow. For some 
reason the British music press has 1hcm labelled 
u a pop band, bul 1 can't see it mysclr. 1 likc 
them but I think they're weird. Also their music 
is hard 10 describe. And anyway, I don't know 
why I like ii even ir I could describe it, I could 
say lhc melody rolls up and down and the gui1ar 
makes bubbly sounds and the singer sort or 
croons. But you won't know what I'm talking 
about. Well, neither do I. 

"Poor Old Soul" is about a poor old soul, I 
guess ("How could anybody be so mean?") and 
comes in two versions, one on each side of the 
single. I like the one on side two, where 1hcy all 
chant, "No more rock and roll for you, no more 
rock and roll for you." Check it ou1. You might 
hate it but you never know. (Crass) 

FOR THE 
DISCRIMINATING 

ROCK&ROLL 
COLLECTOR 

<:~··h. of OV-lf.:r:1 , ... : Ir .r\ EHT£11:P111Sf.5 .. ,, 

Presents 

NEW ADDITIONS TO 
CERAMIC COLLECTABLES 

'"The Badges of Rock" 

Not just machine made buttons -but 
completely handmade ceramic 
treasures. 

Each pin is individually numbered 
and comes in its own velvet bag. 

We have a full line of fifty Designer 
Rock Pins that are readily 
affordable ($4.99 each, two for 
$9.00, three for $12.00). 

Don't miss this opportunity to own 
handmade Rock Art - These pins 
are limited to strict editions of 1000 
each. 

If you like either of the pins 
pictured, you may order them 
directly - or -send $1. 00 for our 
unique mini-record style catalog, 
showing all our pins in glorious 
color and providing ordering 
details. 

ST ARTOWER ENTERPRISES 
CERAMIC COLLECTABLES 

P. 0. BOX- 1313 
APOPKA, FLORIDA 32703 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Bltin1 Tonau 
Don't Heal 
(Situation, LP) 

Be'IVQrr-all you noc>-wavcrs. This here clpce 
ain't no B-52's, Oevo, boppin' rave up, dance cl
pee (it docs Bop 1hough). Shit, this sucker is 
Arty. (You know though, you can dance to it
the INst way to do this is naked and depressed, 
drinking white wine from an old jelly jar-seri
ously!). Christ this auy is bellowing on and on 
about all sorts or confusing, doomy, abstract 
nonsense, you know sort-a like poetry (it can get 
kinda scary, know what I mean) while at the 
same lime every single one of lhc instruments is 
going apcshit behind him ... pounding drums, 
scratching, screaming guitar, wailing sax-a/I go
ing absolutely nuts. No sir, this here platter ain't 
noo wave. I really like this record a lot! (dredd 
foolcl Th,rnoo,.,._ ________ _ 
Action/Reaction 
(Orient, imporl LP) 

If justice prevailed in this world, !he Diodes 
would be a successful mainstream rock and roll 
band.Based in Toronto, they've release three sol
id albums but you've probably never heard of 
them. 

They kicked off 1hc Canadian new wave scene 
in 1976, opening their own club, Crash and 
Burn, when they couldn't gel gigs anywhere else. 
Their first album, The Diodes, had classic, no
bullshit punk, pop/rock songs like "Child Star," 
the said story of Buffy from Family Affair. 
"Uncle Bill, Uncle Bill, I took some pills," and an 
irresistablc cover of "Red Rubber Ball," their 
almost-hit single. 

Las1 year's Released was almost as good, the 
wipcout song being "Tired of Waking Up Tir
ed," ("Too much time to kill, it's killing me"). 
ll's an old Buzzcocks trick 10 stick suicidal lyrics 
into a bouncy pop structure and the Diodes do it 
rcallywcll. 

Which brings us to Action/Reaction, the latest 
release. The oddball song 1opics have gone the 
way of bondage gear and these arc just your or
dinary new wave love songs wilh a lwist ("Cat
walkcr" is a strong candidate for the hook of 
the year award). But the sound has barely 
changed at all. In fact, the Diodes arc the only 
band I can think of who sound just like they did 
in 1977 without being either state or dated. 
That's what I mean about mainstream. These 
guys were never meant to be a cult band. 

The Diodes arc obscure because their records 
don't gel distributed and they can't afford to 
tour. If singer Paul Robinson, who's from Bos
ton, didn't drop off an album at WMBR every 
year or so when he comes home to visit the folks, 
we would never have heard of them either. 

Finding their record$ isn't easy, but all three 
are worlh searching for. The Diodes should be in 
the window at Strawberries but then again, who 
ever said there was any justice in this world. 
(Crass) 

TVll-----------
ON THE RUN (Who's Gonna Get Mc First?) 
b/w End or a Dream 
(Demon, import 45) 

I was hanging around Rcbop Records one day 
checking out the new singles and getting more 
disgruntled by the minute. I mean, I like chal
lenging music almosl a.s much as the next guy, 
but somc1imes I want something tha1's not so 
much work to listen to. Then Bill put this on lhc 
turntable and t jumped righ1 off my chair. 
"Grca1," I yelled. "That's the stuff." 

TV21 arc from Edinburgh, but don't hold lhat 
against them. They play instan1ly accessible pop 
that's more than pop-guitars and hooks and 
melodics. They arc interesting but they don't 
have it tattooed across their foreheads. TV2l re
cently signed with a major label, and with any 
luck we'll soon see a whole album of this stuff. 
In the meantime, buy this. (Crass) 

T. K. DOLAN 
Recording Producer 

8-16-24 track 
phone: 337-5222 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
Someone and lhe SomcbodJ.,_ ___ _ 
Bops on the Head 
(Modern Method, 12" EP) 

I think the Somebodies arc arguably the best 
band ever 10 come out of the Boston rock scene, 
both in terms or ideas and musicianship. A brash 
statement, perhaps, but one which I think Bops 
will go a long way towards proving. First orr, 
they have a great sense of humor (as evidenced 
by the cover art as well as the songs inside), 
which is just what we all need in these days of in
cessant cxis1cntial angst-rock. This is not to sug
gest their music is vacuous, however. "It's Only 
Extazy" is as full of pure feeling as anything 
you're likely to come across. Besides which, hu
mor is the best way of expressing profound con
cepts (if you ask me). 

This band is tighl. Tris Loz.aw k«ps a solid 
bottom on things with his driving bass figures, 
which orten involve some serious funking out. 
This, together with "Submarine Captain" Jon 
Coe percussing like the madman he is and Mi
chael "Guitar" Glickman zapping out trance 
chords designed to mangle the fingers of more 
ordinary mortals, is enough to set even people 
with cases of terminal cool to twitching at least 
somewht~ in their bodies. Add Robbie Davis on 
synth and the occasional restrained wailing lead 
guitar and what you have is a fun, progressive 
texture-oriented dan« band par excellence. 

Somebodies aficionados should note that be
cause enough time has elapsed since the record
ing sessions for this disc for them to develop still 
further as a working unit, Bops falls a bit short 
of their recent electrifying concerts. Still a very 
respectable debut effort. (Jim Puccio) 

The Fabulous Blllyaoons------
BALLAD OF THE BILLYGOONS b/ w Goons 
Arc Drinking Again 
(Sounds Awful Productions, flcxidisc) 

Two great Goon songs available only in flexi 
disc format in Boston Groupie News #27. #27 is 
the best issue of B. G.N. to be seen in a long 
while. So get one and support these local yokels! 
(Mike Dreese) 

Gttt: KlhnBand--------
Rockihnroll 
(Bcrscrkley, LP) 

Greg is a rock 'n' roller, no doubt about 1hat. 
This, his sixth LP of steady, uptempo, echo-y 
rock/pop tunes, proves that Kihn is still no 
slouch, despite an apparent decline of energy on 
the last 1wo aJbums. 

There is a quality Kihn's music possesses, an 
honest emotional delivery, that incorporates 
many of the best rock 'n' roll ideas over the past 
twenty-five years. Covers like "Sheila" on this 
album, "Liberty Valence" from the last one, and 
earlier, "For You" and "Roadrunner," fit right 
in with Kihn's originals in terms of mood and 
style. 

With the addition or Gary Phillips, who previ
ously has been involved with Kihn on a more 
peripheral level, to the original four GKB mem
bers, that added energy has sparked some new 
life into the band. Which is great to hear, since 
Kihn et al have been one of the more overlooked 
talents in recent years. 

In the string of Kihn "classics" like "Rendez
vous," "Beside Myself," "Can't Have the 
Highs," "Secret Meetings," "Real Big Man," 
"Hurts So Bad," "Madison Avenue," and the 

Listen for the Swinger's new song 
"Hit List" on the Upcoming 

Modern Method "Wicked Good Time" 
compilation LP. _ 

entire Next of Kihn LP, here arc nominations 
from Rockfhnroll: "Can't Stop Hurtin' My
self," "Trouble in Paradise," "Valerie," and 
"The Girl Most Likely." 

What's even better is looking forward to seeing 
the band perform this new material live on the 
tour that's coming in support of the album. 
(Kate Ingram) 

Baby Buddh,a---------
STAND BY YOUR MAN PT.I b/wStand by 
Your Man Pt. 2 
(415,45&33) 

Yes, this is a version or the Tammy Wynette 
C&W anthem, though just barely, since Tammy 
probably couldn't imagine a synthesizer warping 
or her song, This attack is carried out by a group 
of San Francisco musicians who belong to vari
ous groups who got together just for this song
a techno version or the Gremics. 415 Records 
distributed it as their Christmas present. 

Side one is a relatively normal cover of "Stand 
by Your Man," given that it's an electronic funk 
take-off. The weird stuff doesn't really kick in 
until the nip side, where the speed downshifts to 
33 r.p.m. and length stretches out to 8:07. 

Over an incessant electro-disco rhythm come 
all sorts or clarinet squawkings, synth fills, and 
disjointed sentences, along with broken lines 
from side one. These people have a better feel for 
"version" in the Jamaican sense than any other 
non-Jamaican dub attempts I've heard recently 
and could go far if they keep at it. 

Maybe they don't want to. (Bruce Stallsmith) 

Swlnaen Rnort,-------
ROCKETS AND ROSE b/w Movies 
(SwingingSinglcs,45) 

I just love this single! Boston's Swingers may 
only know three chords, but on top of their Ra
mones-ish attack, they sing melodic teen love 
songs that arc so catchy I can't get them out or 
my head. Drummer Tom Bull penned "Rockets 
and Rose," and guitarist Tim Hayes wrote the 
equally good nip. Unfortunately, bionic bassist 
B.C. "Tattoos" Kagan has since left the trio to 
dabble further at photography. Produced by 
Willie "Loco" Alexander. Oct it. Now. (Harold 
Lepidus) 

TheTeldoncs --------
SHE'S IN LOVE (With the Rolling Stones) b/w 
The Ballad or Jerry Godzilla 
(VVV Records, 45) 

This isn't a bad record but it's been innuenced 
by hordes or other bands and it's easy to forget 
who you're actually listening to. 

"She's in Love" is fast, bouncy and run, but 
it reminds me so much of Pastiche's "Psycho 
Blonde" rhat images of Ken Scales ran through 
my head while playing the song. The association 
is too strong. 

The flip side, "The Ballad of Jerry Godzilla," 
with its dated and repetitive bang bang rhythms, 
is reminiscent of DMZ, Shrapnel and the Dicta
tors all mixed together. I'll probably love this 
band live but the single is much too derivative. 
(Kathci Logue) 

on Swinging Singles 
Records 

Rockets and Rose 
b/w 

Movies 
Produced by Willie Alexander 

Available at Newbury Comics, Rockit Records, 
and other fine stores 
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LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE, 

Candy and Crus bring you more tales of 
kindness and cruelty. 

We finally got to sec the Dirk at the 
WMBR benefit at the Channel. Candy 
thought they were great, but Crass didn't 
get it and doesn't want to. We didn't exact
ly agree about the Peter Dayton Band either 
but we both love Putlcbe. Though both 
bands played o,n the bill, we will absolutely 
will not mention MWlon of Burma or La 
PesW in this column, only bees.use we men
tioned them nine hundred and forty two 
times in the last one. 

Depending on who you talked to, the be
nefit was either the event of the year or 
good for what it was but just another one. 
The next 'MBR benefit party is scheduled 
for Spit on May 21, and City Thrills already 
have promised to be there. We happen to 
know Stlrf Llttle Fingers are busy that 
night, bu! if the Nelahborboods agree to 
play instead, we won't miss them at all 
(Well, maybe only a little). 

We saw NNB at the Underaround and 
thought they were really good, although 
they had lots of sound problems. They ori
ginally come from Minnesota but now 
they're living in New York. We think 
they're good enough to move to Boston. 
They reminded us a lot of Televblon, but 
other people thought they sounded like 
Pere Ubu. The band told us that they've 
even been compared to the Bynb! What
ever, we liked them a lot and we hope they 
come back soon, but they should bring 
their own sound person next time. 

After the show, the last minute party at 
Jimmy Coffman's funky loft was small and 
very friendly. About forty of our favorite 
people were there and it was a great, low 
key party. . . even we like to slow down 
sometimes. Larry Lifeless was so relaxed on 
the couch, we're not even sure he was alive. 
Anyway, we've noticed that any party with 
Putkbe at it is always lovely. 

The spastic Vacuum Heads were wonder
ful at the Ur.derground. They're jumpy and 
jerky and tremendous fun. The way people 
dance to them is really strange. The crowd 
look like they're having epileptic fits, but 
they seem to love it and so do we. From there 
we raced over to the Channel to sec Martha 
and the Muffins who were better than they 
were the last time. They drew a good-sized 
crowd who obviously adored them. 

Gladstone'• in Allston featured new wave 
music for the first time and they certainly 
chose the perfect band to kick things off. 
We can't tell you which band because we're 
not mentioning La Pate in this column. In 
any case, they were wonderful of course, (in 
spite of their toy PA) and they got about 
twelve encores. The last couple of times 
they've played, the audience has refused to 
let them go off the stage. We always feel 
that way. 

Gladstone's is a neat club. The band 
plays up in a kind of loft and you have to 
crane your neck to see them, but once you 
get used to it, it's fun (and the b«r's 
cheap). We'd love to see more great bands 
play there. How about that otMr band 
we're not going to mention? 

The SlranaJen at the Channel weren't as 
boring as they were the last time. The Gni
phka, on the other hand, really impressed 
us when we saw them at the 1270. We hear 
they've improved tremendously in the last 
six months and furthermore we may add 
this entire band to our legendary list of cute 
young things. 

Although we really wanted to sec them, 
we couldn't get in to sec Adam and the Anll 
at the Paradise. Oh we were suppostd to be 
on the guest list but what with the hot shot 
record company executives, big-time radio 
types, and other bandwagon jumpers who 
wanted in at the last minute, we were 
bumped-aJong with most of the small ra-
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dio station people and local music paper 
writers, not to mention aJI the fans who 
didn't even get to buy tickets. 

Then these fat cats, who probably never 
heard of Adam and the Ants until two 
weeks ago, spent the evening sitting on their 
hands and gossiping through the show. 
Some VIP bitched so much about Grq 
Reibman blocking his view that Greg was 
dragged out of the room. Fortunately, the 
Paradise's Nell Jacobten knows who his 
friends arc and Greg was reinstated. 

From what we've heard, the show was 
entertaining but the sound was too thick. 
Which is ironic considering that scats were 

Once again it appears as I have been lax 
with my writing. I missed last issue's col
umn, much to my chagrin and to Space's 
pleasure (sec last issue's letter column). It is 
good to sec that his therapy is progressing 
to the point where they allow him sharp ob
jects, such as pencils, again. Keep writing, 
Space. After all, if monkeys on a typewriter 
will eventually write Shakespeare, you must 
have a chance. 

Actually, the real reason for the missing 
column is because of the new, relaxed tem
po of my life. This spring is starting out 
well and I chose not to ruin it in dank clubs 
with watered down booze and confused 
people reading three-month old British tab
loids that finally made it to America in or
der to figure out what to wear next week. 
No thank you. I'd rather read a good book. 

Speaking of good books, a two volume 
series of how things arc made and work are 
being remaindered (the book equivalent of 
cut-outs). Written in an informal manner, 
they explain how commonplace items such 
as records, matches, coins and much more 
arc made, and how they function. The 
books arc educational and have great illus
trations. Called simply How It's Made and 
How It Works, both are written by Donald 
Cooper and can be found in Paperback 
Booksmith's new remaindered hardcover 
annex, on Boylston Street between Exeter 
and Fairfield Streets. The store has many 
other good books-cheap-that want to be. 
on your coffee table. 

On the Magazine front-Young Lust 
number six is out now and has good strips 
by Griffy, Kim Dictch, M.K. Brown, and 
others. It is perhaps the best underground 
comic to come out in over a year. And spe
cial thanx to Newbury Comics for finding 
Raw magazine number two. There arc pro
bably a few issues left and it is well worth 
checking out to sec what some young 
graphic artists in New York are doing. 
The cover illustration is marvelous. 

Antmania leaves me cold. Bunnyman
mania is a bit more palatable. 

Rockpile is kaput, though perhaps not 

removed to make room for additional 
sound equipment. Albert O told us that he 
spent the night getting more and more upset 
about the people who were there who 
shouldn't have been and the people who 
should have b«n there who weren't. 

We're not looking for freebies; we're in
volved with this music because we love it. 
We just feel it's about time that record 
companies and promoters realized who the 
media people arc in this town that really 
stir up interest in new music and made a 
real effort to include them. 

Speaking of Adam and the Ants (remem
ber?), it seems that Adam was so enamored 
of 'MBR's Carla NoUn that he spe~t hours 

EaDiEG. 
forever. After all, bonds formed in alcohol 
arc tough to break .. 

The 101 'ers featuring Joe Strummer has 
some real good rough-hewn rock and roll 
on it.. 

I'm still awaiting the Creedence Clearwa
ter Revival rcnnaciance (sic). 

I heard Albert O play a local tape on 
WMBR. The song, called "Choose Your 
W capon,'' (now available on vinyl as Planet 
Street's new single-Ed.] has this insidious 
hook, the kind you don't know if you like 
until you find yourself singing it later. 

The Concert for Kampuchea LP has 
some good material by Elvis, the Pretend
ers, Rockpile, Townshend et al. First there 
was no nukes; now there is no gooks. 
Thanks, WEA. 

Hello to Maxanne Sartori who says she 
enjoys reading this mag in the comfort, 
and should I add, splendor of her New 
York office. 

As much as I dislike Springsteen, I must 
thank him for rescuing Gary "U.S." Bonds 
from obscurity. The New Jersey state vege
table wrote songs for the new LP and has 
his band backing up the legendary vocalist. 
What I've heard so far is great, but even if 
it sucks, we should all buy it since Gary got 
fucked for royalties on all his big hits like 
"Quarter to Three," "New Orleans," and 
"School's Out." Invest in Bonds. 

Congrats to Swingers Resort on their new 
45. 

Ditto to City Thrills (nee Thrills) on sign
ing with Star Rhythm records. You all look 
good in purple and "Sorry" is a fab tune. 

Anybody see this mag's erstwhile editor, 
Kate Ingram, on everyone's favorite TV sta
tion, Channel 68? 

Do you know the way to San J osc? 
If you know of anything fun, neat, cool, 

interesting, outasite, dynamite, dynamic, 
wicked, outstanding, mad, insane, wonder
ful or great happening please drop me a 
line c/o this newspaper. Your letters will 
help me write this column, stave off loneli
ness and perhaps give me something to do. 
Maximum input desired. 

Until next time ... Free Abbie (with every 
$5.00 purchase). 

talking to her at Spit while his road mana~ 
gcr kept everyone else away. When it came 
time to leave, Adam was quite put off when 
Carla, who has other priorities, said no. 
King of the Wild Frontier indeed. 

Nothing could have stopped us from get
ting to the Paradise the next night to sec the 
Nelabborboodt and the Outlets. In case 
you're wondering what's been going on 
with the Outlets since our last burst of fren
zied enthusiasm-they've just been getting 
better and better. It was so exciting to sec 
them on the stage at the Paradise and to 
hear them over a great sound system (once 
they figured out how to use it). They looked 
and sounded almost like real stars. 

The Neighborhoods, on the other hand, 
arc having some predictable but complicat
ed problems. If they're going to make the 
kinds of changes they're talking about, they 
may have to come down a bit in the status 
of the gigs they play. We loved them that 
night and we think the new material has 
brilliant potential but they seemed tired and 
unsure and they didn't look like headliners. 

We hear they're still looking very serious
ly for a fourth member, male or female, 
someone who's musically creative, versatile 
and open to change. There's a lot of heavy 
pressure on the 'Hoods right now and it's 
likely to get worse but if they survive they're 
going to be incredible. 

From there we tripped down to Spit to 
sec Brian Brain who arc just plain great fun. 
This time, it was the characters at the front 
who started the silliness. Peter and Spencer 
Gates, Joanie Lindstrom, and Belly and 
faul Sherman were in the lead, flinging 
confetti and generally giving a hard time to 
Martin Atkins, who loved it. At the end of 
the set, the band threw dozens of rolls and 
long toilet paper streamers out into the 
crowd who of course threw it all right back 
so the band-well, you get the idea. 

Speaking of giving a hard time to Martin 
Atkins, we can't understand how such a 
sweet, friendly guy gets involved in so much 
physical violence. Every time you turn 
around, you hear about him getting beaten 
up or hurt somehow. Unfortunately, it hap-
pencd again in Boston, when he got his nose 
broken at the Rat the night after the Spit 
gig. Please, Martin try to stay in one piece 
so you can come back and play again .. 
we've got a hot lead on some Silly String. 

Back at the Paradise, we finally got to sec 
Echo and lbe Bunnymen. Some people 
were bored but we thought it was fascinat
ing. Ian McCulloch is a mesmerizing per
former and, especially in the second show, 
the band could be totally hypnotic. We 
heard they were tired (we're tired of hearing 
that; it's a lousy excuse) and it's true they 
weren't exactly bouncy but then they're 
much too moody to be bouncy anyway. We 
do think someone ought to teU Jan McCul
lough to pull his socks up. 

Oedipus was at the Paradise to sec Echo 
and we can positively refute the sordid ru
mor that he is growing a beard. To prove it 
to us he pointed to his determined chin and 
sure enough, at least an inch of baby 
smooth skin is clearly visible. So, when you 
sec him, do not tease him about his beard. 
Instead, just ask him how his whiskers are 
doing. As for the story that he's thinking of 
replacing his tacky old Warriors jacket with 
a velvet cape-well, we all have to change 
with the times. We won't hold it against 
you, Oedi, honest. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy A Crua, two of the principle girls of 
the U.S.A. 

Next time we'll tell you why Richie Par
son., turned down afortune for the rights to 
''Hitler's Brain.'' 
Warm Leatherette can be heard on WMBR
FM, 88.1 every Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late Risers 
Club. 
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Dear Kate, 
Hi. Firstly, let me commend you on the 

excellent job you've done with BR. When 
you first took command I had written you a 
quite lengthy letter which I never mailed. 
Many people in the Boston rock & roll com
munity had reservations about the maga
zine and its editorial policies-I'm being as 
euphemistic as possible, and this writer 
breathed a sigh or relief when told the news 
about your being signed on to the editorial 
board. 

It is a known fact that fanzines have 
power. Boston Rock is more than a fanzine. 
It is an appealing-to-the-eye publication 
which comes out on a regular basis. That is 
power. With power comes responsibility. 

The early issues of BR showed little re
sponsibility and much favoritism to a seg
ment of the community which was (and is) 
by no means the be all and end all of this 
scene that it claimed to be. By hiring re
spected citizens of this community like 
yourself, Amy Wachtel, Joan McNulty, 
Lesley Palmiter, Carter Alan, Larry West, 
et al, the people behind the magazine have 
made a step in the right direction. However, 
just as a gem is damaged by crushing stones, 
friendships and reputations are not easily 
mended once they've been bruised. A few 
lines in the back pages of the newest issues 
won't satisfy the bands who have worked 
long and hard only to find themselves being 
ignored by a magazine who respects their 
ability to advertise, yet refuses to give their 
music any creedencc. Heck, we're supposed 
10 be in ii for the music and the money is 
supposed to be one of the fringe benefits. A 
musician should be able to look back and 
say "I did it, I MADE IT" once they've 
performed or recorded up to or surpassing 
their standards, not simply because their 
bank account has reached the sixth digit. 

I was quite flattered by the "review" of 
my SPECTACULAR 119 in your 13th issue. 
However, it seemed more like an article on 
Joe Viglione than a critique of the show I 
produced. Not to look a gift horse in the 
mouth, I was still a bit dismayed that such 
fine acts as the Runes, Wunderklnd, and 
B.J. Plattner were not even mentioned. The 
Roc:k & Roll Spectac:ulan arc an institution 
in this town because, ever since that first 
one June 29, 1978, bands have been able to 
team up, sell tickets to a major concert 
club, and put on some of the best perform
ances or their careers. And the bands on 
these shows are not always the most fash
ionable or potent. Some have large follow
ings, some have no following. Some are 
great, a couple still needed some time in the 
incubator. The thread that tied them all to
gether is the team effort. Of course there 
were a few bands whose egos got the better 
of them, but they found themselves unable 
to play any more of our shows and we got 
back at them through my various writings. 
[Who's Janis Reed?-Ed.] 

A couple of other points. My show did 
not-connict with The Future Is Now show. 
My show was scheduled way in advance 
and ii sure looked like someone wanted to 
give us competition. And is it fair to say my 
acrobatics put Boys Life to shame when I've 
been in the business over a decade (actually, 
my little sister chums around with one of 
Boys Life's moms and it wouldn't be fair to 
have them playing favorites-wow, that 
REALLY dates me!). 

About the rest of #13: Your continued 
coverage of Boston rock & roll radio is in
deed welcome to us local record companies 
and local bands, especially in the light of 
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the horrible nosedive AM radio has taken. 
WGTR is all news, WCAS is quickly fading 
-there is no rock & roll on Boston AM ex
cept for WLYN, and how many cities re
ceive their signal? It is of utmost import
ance to keep people informed of airwaves 
that arc alive with roc:k. 

The interviews with Shane & Lou were in
teresting, the record reviews OK-still a lit
tle too trend-oriented for my tastes. And 
the Reibman piece on Cash was excellent, if 
not surprising (even if Greg had to miss my 
show 10 do it!). 

My final assessment is that, though 
there's still room for much improvement, 
Boston Rock may be on its way to becom
ing THE local magazine it has tried to con
vince its audience it is. With major articles 
on bands like the Eggs, Tennie Komar & the 
SIiencers, Veloc:lty, the Satellites, Big 
World, Philip Bragg, the Joe Vando Band, 
the Daughters, the Plectrons, Pug Easy, the 
Zone, Gold Dust, Junk Mail, Leo Ego, 

Jared, Ronette Roll, Cat's Ass, Vendetta, 
Senn, etc. etc. etc., the major portion or 
the community-the bands who have re
ceived limited coverage and who need it 
much more than the millionth Burma arti
cle, Boston Rock may well find its reader
ship expanding beyond its wildest dreams. 
By printing what a select few hundred peo
ple may want to read may keep the mag 
afloat for a rew months, but like all trends 
it will be replaced by whatever when the 
time comes. 

Perhaps I'm not interesting or "in" 
enough to have a major article written on 
what I'm doing (though the Newbury Com
ics people did say they intended one), how
ever I do feel the points I have made are 
valid and it would be nice to see this Jetter 
printed pretty much intact. 

Keep on Rocking, 
Count Viglionc 
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BOSTON AREA CHARTS 

This Last 
week weak LOCAL 

1 (-) Modern Method Compilation 
2 1 Pastiche, Lock II Up 4 
3 2 Planet Street, General Hospital 4 
4 (·) Someone and the Somebodies, 

Bops on the Head 1 
(-) Robin Lane and the Chartbust-

ers, Imitation Life 1 E 

45s ~ 1 

PIL, Flowers of Romance 2 § 2 
Lene Lovich, New Toy 4 !: 
Heaven 17, Fascist Groove § 3 
Thang 2 !: 

(·) Planet Street, General Hospttal 1 § 4 

(5) ~~:;:'l:;;~'.':;;,~fuus Guy ~ ~ 
(-) The Clash, Magnificent Dance 11 E 
(·) Stray Cats, Stray Cat Strut 1 E 
(-) Medium-Medium, Hungry, So E 

Angry 1 E 
10 (-) U2, t WIii Follow 11 E 

ALBUMS 
3 Adam and the Ants, Kings of the 

WIid Frontier 16 
(-) Modern Methods Compilation, 

Wicked Good ... 
(·) Public Image Ltd., Flowers of 

Romance 
2 Eno/Byrne, My Life In the Bush 

of Ghosts 
(·) A. Fripp, Let the Power Fall 
3 Stray Cats, LP 
5 Elvis Costello, Trust 13 
(-) Robin Lane and the Chartbust-

ers, Imitation Life 
(-) Devo, Live EP 
(-) Cramps, Psychedellc Jungle 
10 Killing Joke, LP 

On the way up ... Modern English, LP; Dave 
Winfield, EP; Greg Kihn, Rocklhnroll; Circus 
Mort; Fire Engines, Candyskln. 

Chart by Hy Voltage 

Dear BR, 
Thanx to Mike Dreese for giving The 

Count #IS of Boston Rock which he 
brought home to me, his loving wife. 

The issue was good. The only comment I 
have is that people like Doug Simmons, 
Claudia Perry and Candy & Crass disgust 
me. Look at the travesty that is "Cellars by 
Starlight" now that Jimmy Isaacs is gone. 
He might not have liked every band, but he 
sure in hell wrote about 'cm, like them or 
not. Jimmy Isaacs was (and still is) A 
SAINT. Simmons is a bore. Ir he thinks 
bands have to get used to bad reviews than 
(sic) maybe he should carry a rew amps on 
his back for a few years, put out HIS own 
records (not other people's on his pathetic 
record label) and see how it reels having his 
work trashed. 

He is a poor excuse for a human being. 
Claudia is a close second, and Candy & 
Crass don't even rate a comment. 

The collected works of the above-men
tioned can't hold a candle to this writer's 
works in Musician, The Real Paper and 
the dozens of other magz yours truly puts 
her pen to because we encourage over here. 
The 4 bands your magazine keeps remind
ing your readers that I trashed in the real 
paper (sic) all deserved the trashing. They 
know why, No one ever seems to remember 
the good things people do. Claudia, Doug, 
Candy & Crass won't have to worry about 
that. They'll go down in Boston Rock his
tory. 

Tired of having 10 defend my good name, 
I remain, 
Ms. Janis Reed 
A Boston Rock Original 
Not a jump on the bandwagonecr like some 
people we know-Candy & Crass 

To The Editor: 
Having recently relocated from Southern 

California with my band The Cockpits (for
merly The Dinettes), I was relieved to see 
that Boston has a legitimate bi-weekly re
port of the hep goings-on in town. 

Your paper, both in context and content, 
gave me what l thought to be a fairly repre
sentative view of what The Cockpits can ex
pect when we make our New England debut 
in June. The background knowledge 1 gath
ered from Boston Rock has been most valu· 
able. 

Thank you. 

Doriot Negrette 

To Boston Rock/Warm Lca1herettc: 
Concerning your insipid remarks on the 

Rattlers and La Pestc at the Channel. 
I found the Rattlers captivating from 

song one on. Catchy songs, and great stage 
presence. 

This was my first viewing of La Peste, I 
found !hem very boring and insecure with 
their songs and audience rapport. I'll give 
them the benefit of the doubt and call it a 
bad night for them. We all have them. 

The unfortunate side of the story is their
responsible journalism which gives the Rat
tlers less credit than they deserve. Unfortu
nate too is the fact some people will take 
your word for it and not experience a fine 
band. 

In this instance you simply didn't have 
any idea of what you were talking about. 

Joe Mazzari 
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As told to Boston Rock 

Occasionally it's tempting to compare the 
works of a modern day rock 'n' roller to 
those of the masters of classical art. Works 
by "poetry-orien1ed-rockers"-by 1he likes 
of Reed, Costello, Parker, Carroll, and 
Garland Jeffreys-seem so profuse at pre
.sent, it's as 1f we're in a Renaissance period 
following the horrors of the first and second 
world wars. 

What the classical masters have in com
mon with today's rockers is that they ha1•e 
important messages for the "masses" that 
are communicated through a creative form. 
In the case of Garland Jeffreys, his aware
ness is based on personal experience and in
sight. 

Garland Jeffreys 's writing is like the pic
ture that's worth a thousand words. Each 
song could inspire an infinite amount of 
discussion, and close study of the meanings 
reveals incredible inspiration. 

After 13 years of writing, recording, and 
performing, Garland's matured. For in a 
sense, his earlier records were immature. 
Ghostwriter (his first solo album) may have 
been premature, since the substance was 
certainly as strong, but the delivery not so 
well-stated as on the new LP, Escape Artist. 

Garland is a street-wise person, and his 
music reveals plenty of social commentary. 
Here is an accounl of his personal opinions 
and beliefs, in his own words, which are 
taken from a conversaion !hat was held just 
before EscapeArtist was released. 

ONTHE 
NEW ALBUM 

Escape Artist is dramatically different 
from my last one ... in spirit, in content, in 
production; in ID different ways. And I'm 
pleased, because it reflects a real change in 
my life. It reflects a whole different atti
tude, excitement, preoccupation, interest. 
And gee, it's so nice I could make that 
change. 

I was able to translate my last year and a 
half on record. And the previous record 
was very much a record of what happened 
that year, you know. That's what I think 
records should be, for people that are seri
ous. 

Like if you've had a hilarious year, then 
that 's what should be on the record. I think 
this record reflects much more of a sense of 
humor than any of my records before. It's 
got more dimensions, in terms of its seri
ousness, in terms of the different areas it 
covers. 

It's like a panorama, in a way, obviously 
personal, 'cause if you know anything 
about Garland Jeffreys, there's one thing 
you know: it's that he writes about him
self. All those, including "96 Tears," which 
is there for a couple of reasons. One is be
cause the content is important to that first 
side; it's guy loves a girl, and the girl leaves 
him for one reason or another. Guy comes 
back and wants to get even and hurt her and 
then leave, you know. 

So in a way the first side is devo1ed 10 a 
lot of variations on love themes. Some of 
them are not positive, some of them are im
mature. But down there for a purpose. Ul
timately "Modern Lovers" is the kickoff to 
tbe side, and it's saying, ''Time's gelling 
tougher, but my love's not blind." 

A song like "Ghost of a Chance" is spe
cific; it talks about all those relationships 
that are really, really small time, you know. 
Real small. And it talks about a relationship 
that I had, as well. And the ending of the 
tune, there's a much more mature attitude, 
much more developed. It says, "In this 
modern age, we could use a second 
chance." That's importan1. It's the line I 
wanted the record company to use for the 
ad. 

It's something I've always said on my re
cords. In the dialogue, the talking between 
choruses, that's obvious. But the bottom 
line is, well maybe we could work it out if 
we try. Maybe we could get to a more con
scious understanding of who we are person-
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ally, and consequently together. If we feel 
that there's value in this, maybe we can 
have a better trust, more honesty. 

I really wanted to get as much of a live 
sound as possible. Not a live record, but to 
have the kind of energy. Steve Goulding, 
people like G.E. Smith, people like Danny 
Federici, people that are excellent players .. 
they also have a kind of spontaneity be
cause they're live performers. It's not Steve 
Gatton drums, it's not David Spinnoza on 
guitar, it's not Don Grolnick on keyboards. 
You're getting a rougher edge. 

The album is dedicated to a continuing 
fight against racism. "Graveyard Rock" is 
a tune about a Wall S1reet executive who is 
picked up by a Cadillac hearse, he's dead. 
It's kind of an anonymous funeral, nobody 
cares. The end of the first verse is that he 
died an alcoholic. It doesn't reveal very 
much abou1 him, jusl that maybe he died in 
a certain way. But you're not really sure. 
The chorus says, "I bet you never thought 
he really would.'' The next verse reveals 
that he jumped out the twenty-first floor. 
It happened quite often, this sort of thing, 
in the crash of'B0, '81. 

The last verse is !hat the kind of situation 
it was was that there wasn't much hoopla 
around this kind of thing. But his epitaph 
told me, I wanted to reveal !hat in spite of 
the fact all this had happened to the guy, he 
was sincere. It has a lot of meaning, this 
tune, actually because il's really a dance 
tune. It's a fun tune with a really serious 
lyric, which is basically what all these tunes 
are about. 

ON THE GHOST
WRITER LP: 

Ghostwriter Inc. is my production com
pany. The Ghostwriter record reflects for 
me a very important time of my life. It re
flects a real change, a catharsis, the begin

to do great things or to live. You can have a 
good time and are allowed to enjoy your
self. 

I don't want to sound like a born-again. 
Obviously I come from a background where 
I've had experience in that negalive kind of 
place, and it's really very simple: I don't 
want to be fucked up, I don't want to live a 
painful life. It doesn't mean that I'm going 
to avoid pain for the sake of anything, for 
1he sake of love. Love's not blind. I'm no1 
going to be with someone just because I'm 
in pain or I'm lonely. I'm not going to make 
a certain kind of record because it's easier. 
The point is, I like the idea of a painfree ex
istence, but I'm quite willing to deal with 
pain. Pain is not my obsession. 

Just to clean up the ghost thing. I guess 
the thing that was so important to me was 
that it had a certain feeling about ii. The 
record doesn't have the rock and roll quali
ty !hat this album has. This, to me, is my 
first rock and roll album. But Ghostwriter 
talked about my life in a certain way that I 
needed. Not only was I telling the public 
about myself; I was telling myself about me. 

So that being a very importanl period in 
my life, I used "Ghostwriter" as an insig
nia for me. I also use that for a special rea
son, because I want people to discover that 
record so if-I repeat if-people discover it 
in certain ways, they'll see it and say, what 
does that mean and why, and then they'll 
pick it up. 

This past year what I did was a lot of 
touring Europe. And one of the major dis
coveries I made, because sometimes you 
make discoveries that are so obvious tooth
er people but aren't obvious to you ... it be
came obvious to me that none of my re
cords really reflected what I did on stage, 
never reflected a certain energy I have on 
stage, not even came close. I hadn't quite 
mastered the studio, I didn't even know 
how to get out this feeling, it was stilted, 
stunted. 

ning of becoming a man ... like going from Ghoslwriter wasn't really successful in 
boyhood to man, very painful. Making this this way. ''35 Millimeter Dreams" is far 
record was excruciating; from 1he time up more powerful live than it is on Ghostwrit-
10 the record and two or three months af- er. 
terward were very painful. 

I don't believe that deprivation or insani
ty go hand in hand with a great work. It is 
often the case, but I like to think of life 
withou1 that kind of thing. Just because 
Michaelangelo was a maniac and had a 
rough time doesn't mean we all have to be 
maniacs in order to get work across. I was 
talking to Lou [Reed] about that two nighls 
ago when we went out to dinner. Both he 
and I are in very similar places right now; 
we view our past as important but are very 
interested in escaping from the past. We 
both agree that you don't have to be insane 

ON RACISM 
One of the problems in talking about ra

cism is that sometimes you're looked al as 
complaining or blaming. I want to get it 
clear, !hat is not where I'm coming from. 
The failures I've had in my life, whether 
business, career, emotional or love, are not 
simple. It's not just, "Well I'm black, 
therefore it didn't happen, they're racists, 
the bastards." H's always a complex issue. I 
can't say Atlantic Records didn't promote 
"Wild in the Streets" because they are 

purely racist; it's got to be for a few rea
sons. I take responsibility for some of my 
successes, and I take responsibility for some 
of my failures. Some. 

Let's face it, for me, the world of Ameri
ca has been more racist than it's ever been. 
Racism is on the upswing. Stevie Wonder 
doesn't get played on AOR radio. To me, 
that is out and out racism, because the guy 
is our genuis. He happens to be the genuis 
of our period. If he's no! number one, he's 
certainly in the top three. The fact !hat he 
doesn't get played and they have these ex
cuses in Billboard about it and the D.J .s tell 
you this, well stick it up your ass. 

We know what is really going on. It's not 
just the music business. The music business 
is only part of it. It's not tha1 the music bus
iness is racis1, it's the world. I'm not just 
talking about America. It's happening in 
Germany, heavy. Still racist. England .. 
when I recorded those tracks in London, 
those two pure reggae tracks wilh Dennis 
Bovell and Linton, we did it in Southeast 
London. I got a chance to hang out with all 
these guys from Mtumbe and Aswad, and I 
go1 a chance to get a real feeling about why 
Linton says England is a bitch. It is heavy, 
heavy racism. 

The day of the sessions I remember the 
bass player Jab Blake from Mtumbe came 
in and he had been arrested. The sessions 
star1ed two hours late. I was really anxious 
to start, and they had a lot of setting up. I 
was home in my apartment, and when I 
came down to the studio they hadn't really 
even done the work yet. The bass player 
had been arrested for suspicion of drugs 
and he had nothing on him, it was just Ras
ta locks, put him in jail. 

i''low that I have this hairdo I've been 
sporting for a year and two months, what's 
happened to me is that I stand on the corner 
at my house, the same corner I've been 
standing on for eight years, and instead of 
getting a cab I get passed all the time. I'm a 
light-skinned black person, or a light
skinned multi-racial person as it were. Peo
ple don't know what I am, or that I have 
tt>is complexity, so when I'm standing there 
with this kind of hair I get passed all the 
time; it's immediate. That's a new experi
ence. I am getting treated like a black per
son in the last year. It's quite remarkable, 
it's like the Ralph Ellison thing. I am black 
and I am seeing through a black person's 
eyes. I never really had !hat happen to me 
before, because being a light-skinned per
son, I've passed. I've got blue eyes, fair 
skin. They might think I'm Argentinian or 
Spanish. I speak like you people out there. 
I'm just aware of racism happening more 
all over. I've felt it and I've felt discriminat
ed against in the music business. 



That's why they did that whole move
ment out of England. All the music coming 
out of Europe has been squashed in this 
country, and reggae has been squashed. l 
did an interview with a reggae station on 
Channel J. It was a half hour, fifteen min
utes of music, fifteen minu1es of conversa
tion. One thing we talked about was how 
reggae had been squashed by black radio 
and white radio, and it's creeping in now. 
It's more well-known, and 1hat's terrific. 
But, keep this kind of music away from 
verybody. 

It's tricky; it works both ways. I think the 
public does get what it wants, and I also 
think it gets what ii doesn't want. It de
pends what kind of public you're talking 
about. The masses, the heavy masses: Me
diocrity. They want this kind of existence 
because they've been "fearized." People 
have told them that self-discovery is bad 
and left and communist; it's art, it's sick. 
Mayonnaise is much better. Keep it light, 
keep it white. 

Leftist is only a term that's been given to 
something. If I eat chicken with pasta, 
that's a real leftist thing, that's fuckin' 
communist as a mauer of fact. We know 
that, we are from Illinois. It's just a lot of 
hype. For instance, my mother bought it. 
She bought it from her family, because her 
family was terrified of the whole world, and 
she bought it too and became terrified of 
the world. So when you're terrified of the 
world it's like agoraphobia, living in your 
own corner of the world because if you go 
beyond the corner it's going to be danger
ous out there, you can't speak up and you 
can't say anything. They had to pass it on 
tome. 

That's why I'm not a star. People ask 
me, "Garland, you should have been a star 
a long time ago, ten years ago." The reason 
I haven't been a star up to now is that I've 
been terrified to be one. Totally terrified, 
because I've bought the whole thing. 

But I don't buy ii anymore. I started out 
buying it when the Ghostwriter album came 
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out, and it took me time. "Escape from 
fear, escape from rape, escape from con
finement, escape if you're hooked on drugs, 
escape from refinement, escape from the 
thieves and thugs, escape from your loneli
ness, escape from your past, escape from 
Brooklyn, escape at last." Escape Artist. 
You've got to move out of this shit. 

This message is a message; yes, it is a per
sonal message. It's something I've got to re
mind myself, because I'm not free. I'm just 
more free than you are. I've been through 
enough and I've confronted my life to the 
degree that now I can let a lot of the shit go, 
I can let that fear go, I can deal with the 
loneliness. I've decided ... this is nothing in
tellectual, this is real emotional ... never let 
fear get in my way again. 

Fear will never stop me from moving like 
it's happened in the past. That doesn't 
mean I won't have fear, but I'll never be 
paralyzed by it again. Before there was a 
point where I couldn't move. I was afraid 
to go on tour, afraid to leave New York, 

afraid to go ... what will LA be like, it's go
ing to be scary. 

It's all to do with what you've been 
taught, with what you believe ... it's all got 
to do with white man and black man. If 
white man believes that black man is a go
rilla, is going to chew him up, that's what 
he knows. But babies aren't that way. Ever 
seen white babies and black babies playing 
together? There's no difference. 

ONRASTA
FARIANISM 

There's nothing about the rastafari reli· 
gion that I have anything to do with. My 
hair is strictly a hairstyle, and I think I look 
better in this one than I did in my last hair
style. 

I would agree with certain aspects of the 
rastafari religion, because it's something 
I've always felt anyway. I feel people should 
work to get together, work to know each 
other. I feel that there should be no racism, 
we should be brothers and sisters. I believe 
in these kind of ideals, and I will always 
work toward them in every way I can within 
my capacity, within my personal life, within 
my firendships, within my ability to affect 
the world. I do have an affect on the world, 
and I want to be able to affect it in the best 
possible way. If that happens to link up 
with rastafarianism, fine. 

The reggae rhythm has always been some
thing that I've physically liked. I've always 
loved it, since I first heard it. When I first 
heard it I said, "What's that." And it's 
stuck with me ever since. I love so many of 
the artists. Could be lover's rock, it could 
be political. For me I use it both ways, lov
er's music and for want of a better wcird , a 
political-social way. 

"Wire" from Ghost Writer is like the 
predecessor of "Miami Beach'' in a certain 
way. Musically, tempo-wise, et cetera. I say 
that because "Wire" originated in Boston. 
J wrote the song, half of it in Boston, I 
wrote it here, and I debutedlt first opening 
for Jimmy Cliff at the Orpheum. There 
were two shows that night. It was quite 
amazing, as a heavy crisis was happening 
then, which is often the case in Boston. I 
tried it out and the audience went crazy. 

ON BEING A 
ROCKER 

I've got fans who write me letters and tell 
me what I say to them, so I know that I am 
affecting their lives. That's one of the rea
sons I do what I do, because I know I'm 
affecting people. I've got power, so the best 
thing for me to do is not to abuse my pow
er, the best thing for me to do is when I say 
something that's going to have an effect on 
people, that is going to make them grow 
and change, it's one of the things I'm inter
ested in. 

I think rock 'n' roll can be really fantas
tic. It shouldn't lose its sense of humor, its 
playfulness. It shouldn't lose its danceable 
quality and its fun. And in the meantime, 
you can give something along the way. 
What good is success and fortune and fame 
without having other people get it too. 
Now that I'm successful, am I going to go 
to my mansion in Malibu or upstate or will 
I move to Italy and forget the world. The 
answer is no, I couldn't live that way, I'm 
not that kind of person. 

The pain I've seen in my life since birth 
has been so intense. There are people I am 
personally interested in bringing along with 
me, in helping out, and the world as a whole 
is something. I need to help other people 
along the way. 

For me it's not a big responsibility. It's a 
natural inclination, not a job. It's what I 
do, it's what I've always done. I don't know 
why-really; I could speculate, but it's some
thing I'm interested in, I've always been in
terested in, it has never been a job. That's 
why I write songs like I do, like "Miami 

Continued on next page. 
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GARLAND JEFFREYS Cont. 

Beach" or "Wild in the S1rec1s." They're 
rock and roll songs with content; it is im
portant. That is what I do. 

ON LOVE 
I am a fan of the John Lennon view. It's 

great to be a star. It's great to have money, 
it's great to have success, and it's great to 
get all of the things you've been dreaming 
or. But are you going to be a boy hanging 
out with the guys or are you going to get 
something that's got value like a real inti
mate rich relationship. I'm not like a young 
rock and roller who is obsessed with a cer
tain kind of rock and roll lifestyle. It's nice 
to have women around, but what would be 

more important to me would be to meet 
someone very special. I like the idea of hav
ing children, I like the idea of being around 
when my kids arc brought up. I don't want 
to be on the road. 

I believe in having a relationship with 
someone, bu1 the person has gol to be there. 
It's work, it's not just fucking. Music is 
only part of my life, music is not my life. It 
just so happens it's taking a lot of my time. 
As I get more successful I see I'm a more 
well-rounded individual. Multi-dimension
al, multi-talented, multi-racial. 

One of the things is my alienation. I was 
just a child in the world, like everybody 
else growing up. I grew up in a madhouse 
essentially meaning a family that didn't 
know how to bring up a kid, a family where 

!here was neglect and psychological ano 
physical abuse. 

I grew up in a world where being a person 
with a background like mine-Puerto Ri
can, while, black parts-people !hat were 
while didn't like me, didn't want me. I was 
a Catholic which is a life's work in itself 
1rying to get rid of the shit. The black peo
ple didn't like me because there is a certain 
precocious and imellectual side. 

Basically my allegiances are to black peo
ple, because I am black, but also because of 
the injustice. When I was in high school and 
all the black people sat in one corner I al
ways looked at thal as a negative thing. I 
was never interested in thal. When I was in 
my pre-teen and teen years I didn't have 
anyone around, I didn't have any family, I 
didn't have any supporters, I didn'I have 
any friends. It was very, very lonely. 

I haven't seen a lot of love. I've seen 
some, it hasn't just been bleak and black. 
There isn't any love in my life now. I'm not 
having a relationship with anybody. It is a 
bi1 difficult because I'm very preoccupied 
with my work and I've been traveling so 
much that it's hard 10 maintain a relation
ship. Women shy away from me at this 
stage because they know I'll be leaving town 
in the nexl ten minutes. Righi now most of 
my life is in good shape. I've done a lot of 
work on myself and my emotional life is in 
good shape, my career is in very good 
shape. What I need to make my life more 
exciting is to have some sort of relationship. 
I'm not in desperate straits or anything! I'm 
feeling prelly well. But naturally it would be 
nice 10 have a male to share this with. 

Instead of having a relationship where 
I'm the one that's being nurtured, 1he Gar
land Jeffreys story. I hear enough about 
Garland Jeffreys tha1 ii gets boring some
times. It really would be nice for me to be 
that interested in someone to the point 
where I was interested in what she did, and 
1 was able to give her some of my time, be 
able to really help her out. I think I would 
get a lot of pleasure out of that. 

Women have been the people 1hat have 
changed my life, starting with my mother. 
Women have been the cause of change in 

my life. There's no question about that. 
They've affected such dramatic change in 
my life al times. I understand who women 
are more, and I understand myself more. I 
unders1and more what it takes. A lot of 
people put all this time imo their career or 
into washing their car, but when it comes 
down to the relationship, it falls short as 10 
the kind of effort that's put into it. 

People think that relationships happen by 
accident. They don't understand that peo
ple really worked hard on it. I've had two 
long relationships, one five years, one three 
years, bul I musl admit that I was very im
mature in both situations. I've learned a 
grea1 deal and I also affected the other per
son's life in positive ways, but I don't 1hink 
I've had it 10gether. I was very young, 
blind, unconscious. 

What's really happened 10 me is that I 
really feel like a new person, which happens 
to me every time I make breakthroughs, 
every time I escape from ... when I make 
these changes I feel quite good. 1 know a 
Jot of people had a bad year last year, but I 
had a fantastic year. 

This past year I've been 10 Europe nine 
times, which means I've crossed the ocean 
18 times. I've been 10 Mexico twice, so I'm 
e1ernally jet-lagged. What I've been doing 
is 900Jo my work. There's a lot of things I'd 
like to do ... I write poetry, I'm interested in 
writing a book. 1 have a book of leners that 
I haven't published yet, personal letters, 
love letters. I won't discuss lhe books be
cause it will come out one day, probably in 
1982. I'm going 10 be in a movie, I'm doing 
the music for the movie, and I'm acting in 
it, the second lead. It's called The Break. 
That will be my first movie, it'll be a fea
ture. 

I'm inlerested in a lot of different things. 
I like to work with kids, I like to be a family 
man. I think I'd find a lot of pleasure hav
ing a relationship with a woman where I 
would be really supportive of her. I think 1 
would get a lot of pleasure out of that. I've 
never had that before, where 1 would be the 
nurturing person in a relationship. I see that 
as a challenge, as very pleasurable, it really 
warms me. 
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WALL OF 

by Betsy Sherman 

During their second set at the Rat, LA 
band Wall of Voodoo broke into a medley 
of soundtrack 1hemes from classic spaghetti 
westerns, even including all the grunts from 
"The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly." Such 
an enthusiastic tribute should be expected 
from a band that began as a two-man pro
ject called Acme Soundtracks. 

When setting up on the Rat stage, with 
their three keyboards/synthesizers, Wall of 
Voodoo looked like they might be another 
"Hardware Wars" band. They were pretty 
much static on stage, except for the singer, 
hard at work building their wall of eerie, at
mospheric elec1ronic fog. 

Much of the interest in the live show 
comes from percussionist Joe Nanini. Nani
ni uses his standard drum kit only sparing
ly, mostly using just its flattened-out cym
bal. He works from an array of other per
cussion sounds, from maracas to air squeal
ing out of a balloon. 

Wall of Voodoo has been together as a 
five-piece band for two years. However, it 
grew out of the partnership of singer/key
boardist Stan Ridgway and guitarist Marc 
Moreland. They met at a dingy Los Angeles 
punk club when both were members of oth
er groups, Marc of the Skulls and Stan of 
the Model Citizens (no relation to the de
funct New York band Model Citizens). 

Stan recalled: "Me and Marc decided 
fuck this rock 'n' roll stuff, we wanted to 
write soundtracks for motion pictures. So 
we rented an office up Hollywood Boule
vard. We had a desk, and a light, and a file 

Stan was designated singer. Drummer Nani
ni was at first an occasional member. The 
band was initially unsure whether they 
wanted a permanent drummer: "All the 
drummers played too much, and they did 
too many licks, too much overplaying. We 
always wanted to have a real skeletal frame
work, where everything was real con
densed, no superfluous bullshit. " 

The only Wall of Voodoo on vinyl is a 
4-track EP, put out on their own Index Re
cords through the I.R.S. label. Besides 
three original songs, it has two shorter in
strumentals, peppered with sound effects, 
which are excerpts from their film sound
tracks. It also contains an echocy, evocative 
version of the June Carter/ Johnny Cash 
song "Ring of Fire." Stan professes a long
time affinity for country and western mu
sic, "good, simple songs that are also good 
stories.'' 

The EP's cover is also memorable. A ra
ther grotesque ceramic dog is placed in sev
eral stark situations: it casts a long shadow 
in a deserted warehouse, and is perched 
menacingly at the top of a dark flight of 
stairs. Stan decribes the dog as a voodoo 
object that the band picked up at a local 
shop. The carefully composed cover art re
flects the group's distaste for current rock 
marketing techniques: "The band has a col
lective hate for rock videos, groups mim· 
ing the lyrics to a song they did and jump
ing around." Wall of Voodoo does not, 
however, intend to ignore the medium. It 
will meet the video challenge in a more 
thoughtful fashion, working with "a more 
static framework rather than a lot of fire-

cabinet and everything, real business-ori- works." 
coted. But we didn't have any clients, it Other influences? In an "extra-musical 
took us a long time. We did a few things, sense" sports figures are a special source of 
some porno films, some Canadian travel band inspiration. One cited was Woody 
films, you know , geese going south. A lot Hayes, the former Ohio State football 
of it was guitannusic, maybe we had a little coach, best known for punching out his 
electric piano, it was really low-ball. players for not winning. 

"We were trying to develop a service, Wall of Voodoo unwind by going to the 
where people would come to us to do a racetrack. They claim to do pretty well with 
soundtrack for a specific thing. After their system: once they get a betting pool 
awhile we decided all we wanted to do together, guitarist Marc, who used to work 
really, we always kind of leaned towards in the stables at Santa Anita, sniffs around 
that area, was nothing but pictures that for the perennial Good Tip. 
were of a horrific nature. Who knows where all this activity will 

"First the name of the company was Ac- lead? If some day a movie called "Horror 
me Soundtracks; that didn't go over very Down the Home Stretch" should come 
well at all. Then we changed it to Cheese around, better check the soundtrack cred
Tracks, and then after that we came up with its. 
the name Wall of Voodoo. We were trying 
to think of a name that was representative, 
mood-wise, of what we wanted to do.'' Wall of Voodoo are: 

As more friends became involved, the Stanard Ridgway-vocals, organ 
band came into fruition. Synthesizer player More Moreland-guitar 
Chas came straight out of the Marines. Af- Chas Gray-synthesizer 
ter auditions failed to bring in anyone who Bruce Moreland-bass, piano 
did more than "act like Iggy Squiggy," Joe Nanini-percussion 
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Echo and the Bunnymen 
by Tristram Lozaw 

Bunnymen drummer Pete Defreitas is 
going through his soundcheck at the side of 
the Paradise stage, " ... 'cause everyone else 
in the center is on a riser." Vocalist/rhythm 
guitarist Ian McCulloch is standing a few 
feet from the front of the stage with his 
semi-hollow body Gibson, sortly strumming 
out some chords from Television's "Mar
quee Moon." The soundman thinks he has 
pinned down the source of a "nasty" hum 
coming through the house PA system. ''I'm 
not buz.zin'," dissents guitarist Will Ser
geant, "but I can get a nice buzz if you 
like." Bassist Les Pattinson stands quietly 
over 10 the right, waiting to pump away on 
cue. 

These hardly seem to be the type of guys 
who could earn the year's "Dreaded Inter
view Assisgnment Award" (maybe second 
to the Slits). Except, possibly, for Sergeant, 
who looks like he could be ready for some 
jostling, journalistic or otherwise, in a se
cond. A reputation for being able to devas
tate rock writers has preceded them on their 
trip to Boston ... and anyway, it might be 
fun to have to throw a left hook. But as we 
all retreat to catered food in the Paradise 
dressing room, I get the feeling it won't be 
necessary. 

Echo and the Bunnymen were formed in 
Liverpool, England, during October 1978, 
when Ian met up with Will, who had played 
briefly with Industrial Domestic. They com
prise the group's songwriting core. The next 
month the nascent Bunnymcn premiered at 
Eric's, a local club, with Les on bass and 
Echo, their electronic drum machine. This 
configuration earned Zoo Records a hit sin
gle, the acoustically-tinged ''Pictures on My 
Wafl"/"Read It in Books," released in the 
U.K. in March 1979. 

The following October, Echo [the drum 
machine) was given a rest when Pete was 
added on drums. With a rapidly multiply
ing following, the Bunnymen were signed 
to the new Korova label and released the 
"Rescue" / "Simple Stu fr' single in April 
1980, which quickly entered the charts. 
Echo (the band] went to work on their first 
LP, with Bill Drummond and David Balfe 
of (Lori and the) Chameleons producing, at 
Rockfield Studios in Wales. Released on 
July 4th, Crocodiles was a top 20 hit in the 
U.K. More recently released in the U.S. by 
Sire, the domestic Crocodiles LP contains 
two additional cuts, "Do It Clean" and a 
new version of "Read It in Books." 
Boston Rock: There have been lots of com
parisons between Echo, U2, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Wahl Heat, etc. and the "psyche
delic" era. 
Ian: I can understand why in a way ... The 
vagueness of the lyrics makes it an easy 
comoarison. If something sounds a little 
like it could be one of those groups, it's easy 
to assume that it is [psychedelic). It's easy 
to compare things with what's already been. 
BR: A lot has been made of the rivalries be
tween bands. Do you all really hate each 
other? 
Ian: I did, but I've gotten past that point 
now. They're not really our style of music, 
so we realized there was no competition. 
BR: You were in Teardrop when it was the 
Crucial Three? 
Ian: No, I wasn't in any of them, really ... it 
was just people who decided to try some
thing and it didn't work, and Teardrop 
formed after that. So it wasn't really Tear
drop. 
BR: Is it ln.te that none of you could play 
when you formed Echo? 
Will:Play? 
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US: We could play a few chords. E, 0 .. . 
Will: We still do. 
BR: Do you think that had its advantages? 
Band: Yeah. It did. 
US: When we practiced, we never had to 
play anyone else's songs. 
Ian: We can sort of play (the Velvet's] 
''Waiting for the Man." Luckily we weren't 
technically proficient enough to play any
one else's songs and sound like them. 
BR: What are the differences, now that you 
can play? 
Ian: We can get into it more. 
Will: I get scared though, that I'll get too 
normal. 
Ian: Ahhh, you don't think you can play 
that good, do ya? 

There arc still fragments of 1his crudeness 
hanging around in E & the BM's live show. 
Where the sound is relatively smooth on 
their album, it's chunky and raw on stage, 
despite substantial amounts of echo on Ser
geant's guitar. Generally this provides a 
more powerful, rockier performance than 
might be expected. But when the Bunnymen 
aren't on, the group flirts dangerously with 
unseasoned, almos1 hcavy-metalish sludge. 

This problem is most evident in Ser
geant's parts, because he is expected to car
ry most of the musical weight. So if his 
parts, designed for power and spontaneity, 
arc not happening, the band can sound ov
erbearingly crude. 

Near the middle of E & the BM's first set, 
they got bogged down in some sluggishness. 
Which prompted Ian to turn to the band 
and ask, "Could we please get into it?" 
That was all it took to get back on track. 
They worked their way to the high-torque, 
entropic banging and twanging of "No 
Dark Things," a new tune that reveals Tele
vision influences. Pete, the workhorse of 
the band, pulled a great hesitation beat out 
of his bag of rhythms, propelling the other 
three into energetic rushes of inspiration. 
Les provided the constant solid bottom to 
anchor it all. 

Although there were moments when it 
was obvious that the Bunnymcn arc from 

the same country that brought us Joy Divi
sion, they displayed a fair share of stylistic 
flashes that would be associated with Amer
ican groups. Television, Talking Heads, the 
Contortions (sort of), Doors, Ventures and 
the Bush Tetras all came to mind. 

Which is not to say that the Bunnymcn 
are derivative overall, nor that Ian sings like 
Jim Morrison. Ian's gritty, gasping-edged 
voice has a deep richness all its own, a full
ness that is belied by his mumbling conver
sational manner. On stage, he softly flails 
his armS, jerking, almost stumbling about. 
His hair straggles down into his eyes while 
he rocks back and forth. The effect is sen
sual rather than oafish, and somewhat mes
merizing to boot. 

The group's forte is their ability to inject 
the feel of long, extended grooves into their 
relatively short songs. This is also when 
they seem to have the most fun. In "Res
cue,'' while the band is building into a sear
ing groove, Ian pulls words out of nowhere, 
anywhere, and then directs things back to 
the "song proper" by shouting, "ls tha1 the 
blues I'm singing?" He has made a perfect 
live segue out of a line that on the album 
comes off mildly obnoxious. 

The Bunnymen saved their best for the 
encore, a version of "Crocodiles" that fea
tured a primal, pushing guitar, with Ser
geant in rare form, rising up to and above 
the energy levels to which he aspires -
something like Richard Lloyd's demented 
noisemaking on his better nights with Tele
vision. Topping off the tighter, fuller, live
lier second set, "Crocodiles" was, in a 
word, incredible. Jan had an unlimited sup
ply of words to weave around the beat, 
varying his phrasing along the way to stave 
off monotony. • 'The world is a prettier 
place, when you've got something to take." 
He even borrowed, convincingly, from the 
Fall: "I'm totally wired." 

The Bunnymcn's performances some
times do not live up to the levels of their 
songwriting. But when they shine, as they 
did on ''Crocodiles,'' they really shine. 
BR: Why did you wanttoformaband? 

Ian: I used to sing along to records and 
thought it sounded O.K., so that's what I 
wanted to do ... When I was about ten, I 
wanted to play football. Then music came 
along. 
BR: Did living in the middle of a music 
"scene" like Liverpool or London give you 
an incentive to play? 
Ian: We were one of the first bands in Liv
erpool, so it didn't help-we created it (the 
scene). It just happened almost overnight, 
really. We'd only played a few shows. with 
the drum machine and five songs. Then we 
did the single ("Pictures on My Wall") and 
it was the "single of the week" in two dif
ferent papers. And we had to start writing 
more songs and things took off from there. 
BR: Why did you finally dump the drum 
machine? 
Pete: We never got rid of it. (They still use a 
synare drum.) 
BR: Then why did you add a live dn.tmmer? 
Ian: It was just a drum machine. It was 
there and we jusl used it for a beat. We 
weren't one of those electronic bands. 
Will: From the start we had always intended 
to get a drummer. We always wanted the 
power of a full drum set. It was just a mat
ter of finding the right person. 
Ian: Well, we didn't even try to find some
body.. People had been saying to us 
"You've got to get a drummer" and we 
said "Yeah, we know." And then our 
friend Dave put us in touch with Pete. 
Pete: Dave had stayed at my flat in London 
and we messed around a bit on the guitars 
and drums that were there. He said that I 
drummed like Budgie [Slits, Siouxsie] and 
one of my friends said that must be a com
pliment. And then the band came down a 
little later. 
Les: You had seen us before. 
Pete: I'd seen you before that and I thought 
you were crap . .. 
BR: So you didn 'I like the band at first? 
Pete: Well, I had seen them at the YMCA, 
and thought it was crap. l liked the Tear
drops. I went along really to sec Joy Divi
sion. Then I went up to Eric's where I was 



going to audition and thought that they 
were really good. They were semi-acoustic 
at that point. 
Ian: Some people still regard that as one of 
our better gigs. 
BR: Echo &- the Bunnymen have a reputa
tion as being hostile to the music press. 
Ian: I don't know how. I think we come 
across as nice blokes. 
BR: There's one interview that a lot of play 
has been given to, the one in The Face. by 
Deanne Pearson. 
WIii: She was dense. 
Ian: It was about four o'clock in the morn
ing, Les and Will were already in bed. We 
had finished a show and it was long after. 
She wanted to do the interview then when 
she could've done it ages earlier ... She was 
just really boring and she was also asking 
really serious questions that no one really 
wanted to answer. She was asking me to ex
plain all my lyrics, so she didn't have to do 
any work. 

(On the album, Ian took bits of his lyrics 
and put them together in sort of a poem 
form instead of the normal wordsheet for
mat.] 

Ian: You can hear all the words anyway, so 
it's repetitive to write them all out. 
BR: Are you happy with the way that the 
Crocodiles album came out? 
Ian: It was nowhere near brilliant, but it 
was good. It left the door open for the se
cond album to be brilliant. 
BR: How much time did you spend on the 
production? 
Ian: It didn't take that long 'cause we knew 
what the songs were like. We tried to do 
things slightly differently than the way we 
do them live. 
WIii: We had those songs for about a year. 
Ian: Pretty boring process, that album. 
BR: Are you working on a new album? 
Group: We've done it. 

Ian: It should be out in England sometime 
soon. 

A small discussion then took place about 
the new LP's title, which to American ears 
sounded like "Evan Op Ear" or "Kevin Au 
Pair." The name was finally narrowed 
down to "Heaven Up Here," but not until 
it was spelled out. Nine new tunes that 
Echo played in Boston will be among the 
tracks on the album. 

BR: Since emotion plays a tJig part in how 
you write your songs, are there any prob
lems in performing them if conditions are 
different? 
Ian: You answer that. 
Pete: Recent experience has shown that it's 
impossible for everything to sound right
for it to be great-unless there's some kind 
of atmosphere. When we were playing the 
Ritz in New York it was horrible. Some
times you feel like you're straining to do it. 
Ian: Like when you could've sweated blood 
and the people still woudln't have bothered 
with you. 
Pete: It does vary. We try to leave open
ended possibilities to some of the songs so 
that we can just do what we like. Just leave 
it spontaneous sometimes. We're usually 

never technically great, so if we're not in
spired it sounds crappy. I mean, we can't 
just run through the motions and have it 
sound good. That began to happen up until 
this (new) album because we had been doing 
the older material for so long that it was 
beginning to get stale. 
BR: Who thought up the name Echo & the 
Bunnymen? 
Ian: Some bloke. We almost got away from 
using it. 
Will: It's a good one. 
Ian: We needed a name so we used it. 

During the first week of their three-week 
US stint, E & the BM spent some time in 
New York, which they found a "trashy" 
city, especially compared to Beantown. 
Les: Boston's a tidy city. 
WIii: I don't like the tea shops in New 
York. 

Jan didn't care for the "painter" types 
an.d all the people that "just had to be on 
the guest list." But they all seemed to like 
the Peppermint Lounge, where they snuck 
off to for an impromptu set after their Ritz 
gig. 
BR: When will you be coming back to the 
US? 

Will: Next time we'll buy a Greyhound bus 
or camper and fix it up psychedelic like 
the Partridge Family. It would be a lot 
cheaper than renting all this gear. 
BR: Have you gotten to hear any new 
American bands? 
WIii: We heard the Del Byzantines in New 
York. 
Les: They were our support band at the 
Ritz. 
WIii: The drummer just stands up and he's 
got all these different things he plays .. 
They're a really good band. 
Ian: I liked the way they used the drums. It 
was very nice. 
Les: We saw a band on video, the Bush Te
tras. 
BR: It's ironic that we [U.S.] have to rely 
on the success of this "new British inva
sion ,. for hopes of getting our better A mer
icon bands recognized. 
Ian: Some of the current stuff that is con
sidered good, like the Feelies, is crap. They 
came over to England and the people in the 
press just didn't have any time for them. 
The Bush Tetras had a good single and I'd 
like to see if they're any better. The English 
press generally gives a fair hearing to Amer
ican bands. The Talking Heads are consid
ered one of the best bands in the world .. 
Television ... they're the only big ones real
ly. Patti Smith and the Ramones were. But 
I don't know how much is being ignored by 
the English press. 
La: I've heard Pylon is good ... Do you 
think Jonathan Richman will be here to
night. .. (is New England a state)? 

What would they be doing if they had 
opted for something besides the roadtrips 
of rock? 
WUI: Still cook in' chips, l guess. 
Ian: I'd try to be on the dole. 
BR: What will you do when this is all over? 
Ian: Have a nice sleep. 
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Snakes ....... Underground 
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"We're coming out of hiberna
tion," announced Bob Racioppo, 
Shirts bassist, after their frenzied 
show for WBRS at Brandeis Uni
versity. The April 4th gig marked 
their third Boston area appear
ance in four months, starting with 
the January 16 show at the Para
'dise, and followed by opening for 
the Boomtown Rats at the Orphe
um. He, John Zeek Criscione, 
Annie Golden and Ron Ardito un
wound and chatted after the WB
RS benefit. 

Greg Kihn/WIiiie NIie 
.................. Paradise New Models/Future Dads/ 

The "hibernation" was their 
soured tenure with Capitol Re
cords, which resulted in some bit
terness all around. The Shirts and 
Capitol Records parted ways three, 
to four months ago. Capitol was 
disgruntled by lack of record sales 
and the Shirts were frustrated over 

1 
the complete lack of company 
support. 

''We had hits in Europe,'' states 
Racioppo. THe explanation? 
"EMI handled us in Europe and 
got behind us. Capitol wouldn't. 
They just put our albums in the 
bins. The Shirts attribute their 
support in Boston and New York 
to playing out a lot before their 
contract with Capitol. With some 
disgust, Ardito snorted, "It's a 
blessing that they dropped us.'' 

Regardless, subsequent hassles 
have made the group wiser and 

l cautious. As one business associ-

Nervous Eaters/General 
Foodz.. Jasper's 
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Go-Go's/Taxi Boys 
Channel 

Outlets/Future Dads 
................. Cantone's 

Pastiche 
.... Blue Wall (U/Mass.) 
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Bush Tetras/People In 
Stores ....... Underground 

Future Dads ........... Spit 

Joan Jett. . Paradise 

l ate whined, "You oughta be with the real ~orld." 
I called the Porcupine Band." Be- Dealing with the real world has 
: cause as Golden ex.plained, when l included some weeding, hke drop
I they feel threatened, they put up I ping old management and acquir
~ their force field, like a porcupine : ing a new press agent. The Shirts 

fanning its quills, to defend the 
I 

intend to prune their image: 
vulnerable core beneath. 1 "There's no mention of new 

And the band readily admits to I wave, punk, Brooklyn or New 
its previous vulnerability. Like I York. We're a rock and roll band. 
many musicians, they " ... just I No misconceptions." Plans cur
wanted to play the music and not l rently revolve around tightening 
havetodealwiththeotherstuff." l up their show, which up to now 
The other stuff, namely the infin- 1 has relied solely on their some
ite amount or economic and legal : times overly chaotic stage de
details that accompany any busi-

1 
meanor. The band is .also sending 

ness venture. Racioppo added rue- 1 a demo tape of four songs culled 
fully, "Now we're trying to deal I from a recent live showcase of 

007. . .......... Rat 
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John Cale/Pastiche Red Alert ........... BFNF Benetltfor 1r 
sl• Center 1,,1,J 

New Mod 
Channel with Bird Songs of the Me

sozoic, Steve Stain, David 
Fabulous Thunderbirds HIid, Judy Gruenwald and 

... Paradise friends. 

UB40 ............ Paradise 
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Human Sexual Response May Fest Street Party Native To 
Channel ......... Gallery East 

A Street-across from 
south Station, with Peter 
Dayton/WIid Stares/Artyerd/ 
Sickness/Spike. Music 
starts In the afternoon
party goes all day. 

fourteen tunes to interested labels. 
The Brandeis show was moved 

back over two hours because an 
equipment truck broke down; the 
audience fermented at the door, 
growing angry. When the Shirts 
took the stage, it was nearly eleven 
o'clock, and within three songs 
they had the hall in their front 
pocket. 

"We had the most fun in '72," 
Racioppo said, recalling those ear
ly days when Orchestra Luna used 
to put the band up for overnight 
stays. The five male Shirts and 
their soundman used to sleep on 
two or three mattresses on the 

floor. "You'd wake with someone 
snoring in your face, or with feet 
up by your head ... but that's when 
you have the fun. Things weren't 
serious then." 

Like all bands caught on the bar 
and club treadmill, the Shirts 
faced constant criticism and rejec. 
tion. To keep sane and intact 
through five years waiting for a 
contract ('72 to '77) the band de
veloped several theories as to why 
it's so difficult. 

Tank Theory: There are the six 
Shirts in a tank ... But then the 
tank ran out of gas. So we opened 
the lid, and there was the real 

CALL OF THE WILD 
The Propeller Records Benefit April 19 at 

the Rat. Featuring CCCP-TV, the Neats, 
V;, Wild Stares, People in Stores, and Art
yard. 

byMr.B 

You've all heard the Brighton sound 
haven't you? No, not Brighton, England; 
I'm talking about Brighton, Mass. and the 
noisy ambience created by CCCP-TV, the 
Neats, Wild Stares and other label-mates in 
the newly.formed Propeller Records collec
tive. What led to this fortunate grouping of 
musicians is anybody's guess, bu1 introduc
tions arose from mutual admiration (they 
say, "distrust") of each other's music. I 
emphasize "fortunate~· because hardly six 
months ago, Boston was sadly lacking al-

ternatives to the already-too-familiar 
sounds of its headline groups. 

Maybe no one else noticed, but I was 
concerned. The growth of any music scene 
depends on continuous input of new ideas, 
new sounds, and new challenges to the sta
tus quo. Traditionally this new blood was 
provided by Boston's loft scene, but that's 
been dead and buried for some time now. 
The few musical events attempted at lofls 
over the last year were abruptly closed 
down by the B.P.D. And with the exception 
of the Underground and Cantone's, few 
clubs considered the Propeller bands "pop
ular" enough to warrant regular gigs. 

In spite of the resistance, the Propeller 
bands are providing the necessary creative 

input and the challenge that will keep Bos
ton a center for new American music. The 
benefit at the Rat on Easter Sunday was the 
first step in establishing some public recog
nition for this working group, as well as 
providing the financial means to put final 
touches on the first set of Propeller Record 
releases. 

The first Propeller project is an antholo
gy cassette featuring White Women, Wild 
Stares, the Neats, People in Stores, CCCP
TV, Artyard, Lori Greene, and Chinese 
Girlfriends, a total of eighteen songs. The 
tape should be out mid-May and will sell 
for approximately $2.50, or as close lo cost 
as possible. Also in the works is a four-song 
7" EP which includes one song each by 

Wild Stares, the Neats, ~ 

pie in Stores. This re 1 

able June I. Also due Lr 

Stares single which , ir.: 
Seen Before" and "Yl 

And now back to y 01 

... The Benefit was q Iii 
less than two of my ~ 

Neats and Wild Stare .vr• 
with lots of noisy gui± c 
ese Girlfriend, Micha d,1,,
ed his own inimitable , i,.. 
evening's festivities i ia~i 

dinner jacket. He also taJ-.,. 
lead the Neats througltt'\t;,, 
of the Paul Revere and!Q.. i . 

"Just Like Me." 



Cows Joe Ely . ....... Paradise CCCP·TV/Stalns . 
nderground 

WIid Stares/Slow Children/ Graphlcs/A.Y.M. 

. 1270 MISBlon of Burma/Someone 
& the Somebodies/Neats 

Rat 
Artyard.. . ... Rat ........ Underground 

Suede Cowboys/Square Peg 
........ Cantone's 

Mod Lang .... Underground 
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n Rape Crl· James Brown.. . . Swift's Nervous Eaters/New Steel Pulse/La Peste 
lty Thrtllsl Models ...... Swift's Channel 

..... Metro Los Paramont Underground 
Zodlo Dose/My Hip Bush Tetrae . . Spit 

Jah Malla (reggae) 
. . . . Underground 

... Paradise 
Reggae Party with One Peo
ple/Nobody ... Underground 
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..... Rat take a bath ... 

world!" 
Despair Tolerance Level (or 

DTL): If things got bad, you'd 
raise your DTL to put up with 
more despair ... until you look to
tal despair in the face and not 
flinch. 

ReductJon Theory (linked to 
DTL): If things are driving you 
mad, just reduce yourself to noth
ingness. Accept beign a total beg
gar. 
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Pastlche/UXB ... Inn Square WMBR Benefit with City 
Thrlll1/Natlve Tongue/ 

Inner Clrcle/Suade Cow- Stalna/Blllygoon Orchestra 
boys . . ... Paradise & special guest. . ... Spit 

The Spikes/The Tits Pastiche/Men & Volts 
........... Underground ....... Inn Square 

mise. Two cases in point: they re
fuse to do a cover tune, except as a 
"last resort," and they will not' 
manipulate audiences with the 
convenient sexual tease that's used 
by many bands fronted by a wo
man. 

Soon to come: Teardrop Ex
plodes, U2, Delta 5, the Fall, 
Frank Sinatra 

Bf/Vf •..•••.••....• :536-15-10 
CANTONl'S •••••••••• 33a.7'77 
THI CHANNEL •••••••• 451°1905 
INN SQUARE ••••• , , •• 4t1-t672 
JASPER'S ...••..••.•• 625-4'75 
JONATHAN sw,n•s .. 661·'817 
MnRO ••••..•••••••• 262-2424 
THE PARADISE ••• , • , , 2M-2052 
THI RAT ............. 2•7-7713 
SPIT , , •• , , •• , , ••••••• 262,2Q7 
1210 •••••.••••••••••• u1.12s1 
THE UNDERGROUND •• 566-1577 
WHTHN FRONT ••..• 492-7772 

Spit will host a show of fashions 
by Carol "Toni" Higgins, next 
Thursday, May 7, from 9-2 a.m. 
Shown will be pirate, school and 
peasant wear from her spring, 
summer and fall junior lines. Toni 
is a native of Bangor, Maine and 
is an acting and design student at 
Emerson College. This will be her 
third fashion extravaganza. 

A New York preview was held 
last week at the Mudd Club. As
sisted by paper garb king Robert 
Molnar of Miza, Inc., Miss Hig
gins presented a partial selection 
of her spring and fall lines. The 
outfits were modeled by some of 
her sisters from Maine. Actress/ 
singer Angie Dean kicked things 
off with a dramatic monologue 
from a play by South Carolina's 
Beatty and then sang several songs 
acapella. The clothes and enter
tainment were well-received by 
critics and friends alike. Everyone 
wound up dancing. 

Plans for the Boston party in
clude a slide show, dancing by as
sorted go-go, theatrical and Las 
Vegas dancers, and live music by 
the Drapes . 

I 
I-
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But there is a noblesse oblige to 
their humility. Survival, the Shirts 
are quick to stress, has always 
been the mainstay of the band. 
But not to the point of compro-

The Shirts are obviously well
prepared to keep giving energetic 
performances onstage, despite 
whatever deals go on backstage. 
As Racioppo confirmed, the oth
ers nodding silently, "We live for 
the audience, we're a great live 
band. But the day you carry the 
bitterness onstage, you might as 
well quit. It's over." FRI NEIGHBORHOODS 

STARES) 
m on the scene 
bit o' fun. No 

, ite bands, the 
.. ided great sets 

dry wit. Chin-

V; provided their unique form of modern 
caberet music, the sound bull-dozing its 
way through the club. No one was left 
standing. The best set of the night, though, 
was offered by the Wild Stares, who have 
developed an odd form of danceable funk 
that's as loose as James brown's is tight. 
Their jangling guitars and piercing vocals 
may drive some people bongos, but I have 
to rate it one of the best new sounds of 
1980. More please. 

SAT 2 

FRI 8 

SAT 9 

THU 14 

FRI 15 

SAT . J6 

SUN 17 

FRI 22 

SAT 23 

PRIVATE LIGHTNING 

GO-GO'S 

JOHN CALE 

STEEL PULSE 

JOAN JETT 

HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE 

ROCK FOR ART 

EQUATORS JOll'\C\U: 

ROCKATS THE 
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• ahy, contribut
by MCing the 
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, e good taste to 

sing rendition 
iders'sclassic, 

The evening proved to be highly success· 
ful, economically and aesthetically, for the 
Propeller collective. And if they plan to put 
out more products at the prices they're pro
posing;more benefits are sure 10 follow. So 
next time: Be on hand, or be bland. 

WED27 

FRI 29 

CHANNEL BIRTHDAY PARTY 

STOMPERS 

CHANNEL 
;;l~~k~~='~~r 

SAT 30 ATLANTICS 
BOSTON'S BEST LIVE ROCK 
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HAZEL O'CONNOR 

by Greg Reibman 

There were two sold out shows in Boston 
on April 21, and i had tickets for one of 
1hem. 

At North Station, the Boston Celtics were 
about to face off against the Philadelphia 
76ers in the opening game of their banle for 
the Eastern Championship crown. Mean
while across town at the Paradise, the Ru
mour, a highly talented group of seasoned 
performers, were playing one of their first 
tours without voca1ist Graham Parker. In 
support of their just-released album Purity 
of Essence, the Rumour were to play one set 
of their own before backing-up headliner 
Garland Jeffreys. 

The Celtics, of course, were playing with
out basketball great Dave Cowens, who re
tired prior to this season's start. In a simi
lar play-off bout last year, Philly easily beat 
Boston. But, with significant line-up chan
ges, hopes were running high for a Boston 
comeback. 

According to Rumour drummer Steve 
Goulding, his band parted company with 
Parker about a year ago. "If we can't make 
it ourselves,'' he reported, ''then there's not 
a lot of point in the Rumour staying to
gether.'' 

My tickets for that Tuesday night were 
for the Rumour at the Paradise. I brought a 
transistor radio to keep tabs on the ball 
game. 

The Celtics were impressive during the 
first quarter. But Philly soon came alive and 
problems arose in the second period. By 
half time, which happened to be the same 
time the Rumour began their set, Philly had 
whittled Boston's lead to one point. 

On stage stood the legendary Rumour. 
Off went the radio. 

In addition to the extraordinary albums 
recorded with Parker, the Rumour also par
ticipated in recording Carlene Carter's first 
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album as well on half of Desmond Decker's 
recent effort. Goulding also played with 
Pearl Harbour on her new album, and gui
tarist Martin Belmont performed on Elvis 
Costello's Trust LP, then toured with Cos
tello this past year. Along with Nick Lowe 
and Dave Edmunds, both Belmont and the 
other Rumour guitarist, Brinsley Schwartz, 
played a pivotal role in founding Britain's 
famed pub-rock scene of the early seven
ties. 

While the songs on Purity of Essence are 
well-structured and skillfully executed, it is 
not an extremely interesting album. And, 
although the Rumour were fantastic when 
they played behind Parker and just as good 
behind Garland Jeffreys, their own set was 
dry. By the end of the second song, I quietly 
turned the game back on. 

Boston was down by two points. Bird had 
just been fouled. Bad-guy Darryl Dawkins 
was to add two foul-shots to the Philly tal
ly. Radio off. 

The Rumour were faltering just as quick
ly. Bassist Andrew Bodnar was absent, 
having taken ill at the conclusion of a Euro
pean tour with Jeffreys. He is expected to 
rejoin the Rumour later on during the five
week US tour. In the meantime, his place is 
being filled by someone who's name Gould
ing didn't recall: "It's Brian something, 11 

he shrugged acting rather unconcerned. 
Also missing from the original Rumour 

is keyboardist Bob Andrews. "We sacked 
him," boasted Goulding. "He didn't enjoy 
being on the road all that much and was 
getting a bit weird, too strange for com
fort." As for Parker, "It wasn'I any kind 
of big split. We decided it would be a good 
idea if Graham went on his own and we 
tried something different. It's good working 
with other people, but we like to do stuff by 
ourselves like all normal bands do. You 
have to make it on your own to have self
respect. 

by Julie Panebianco 

The Paradise is dark, and Hazel O'Con
nor sits huddled in a chair. She's dressed all 
in black, face pale against her short, bur
gundy-red hair. Everyone is discussing what 
should be done about the show. Ticket sales 
were minimal, and Paradise management 
wants to cancel. Hazel and her band want 
to play. 

"Didn't they advertise?" she asks. 
"Didn't they advertise about me being in 
the movie?" No one seems to know. Wes
ley Magoogan, her saxophonist, is sent off 
to 'BCN 10 try to get an on-air interview to 
generate some interest in the show. 

Hazel O'Connor isn't quite used to this. 
After starring in a film called Breaking 
Glass, the soundtrack album went gold in 
England and gave Hazel two hit singles. 
Her follow-up album, Sons and Lovers, is 
doing well also, but just in England. 

''The movie sunk without a trace here, 
didn't it? Paramount thought they were 
buying the punk Saturday Night Fever. 

"My only real acting experience before 
Breaking Glass was a dirty film when I was 
18. It wasn't really dirty, it was a simulated 
sex scene," she laughs. "In England they 
did a double page spread on how I stripped 
for fame, when in fact I didn't." 

She stops and pushes her hair back, eyes 
wide. She is more down to earth than her 
model/actress background would lead you 
to believe ... less namboyant than Kate, the 
punk rock star she played in the film. 

"Everybody wanted me to be Kate for as 
long as possible. There was a point where I 
had to change for' sanity's sake. 

"Like Iggy. Once, while he was talking 
10 journalists, he just started to pee-he 
can't help himself. People expect him to do 
it so much that after awhile he doesn't 
know if it's him or not anymore ... people 
have impressed Iggy on him." 

Wesley is back from 'BCN. He couldn't 
get in. People are suggesting all sorts of 
ploys to get an audience, "How about driv
ing the bus around and filling it with peo
ple." 

It is a half hour before show time and 
Hazel is still more interested in talking. 
Someone mentions the Clash, and she starts 

gossiping about Mick Jones. 
"He used to moon across rooms to get 

girls's attention. I guess he got Ellen Fo
ley's. He and I used to be friends, until we 
went on the Rich Kids tour and shared a 
room. We slept in separate beds, and after 
that he wouldn't speak to me. He was never 
my friend again. 

"I would never screw around with musi
cians,'' she adds. 

"It's like screwin' around at the office," 
someone says. 

"Exactly. They won't take me seriously 
anyway, that would make it worse. It is a 
very sexist world, rock, whether it is punk 
rock, rock and roll ... girls come backstage. 
That is all they are good for. Groupies." 

It is time for the band to go on, and they 
do, to loud cheers. Hazel tells the crowd, 
"There are so few of you, I'll probably get 
to know all your names before we leave." 

The band puts on an effective show. Ha
zel is dressed in bowler hat, bow-tie, and 
spandex pants, and she dances around, uses 
mime, props, and acts out the words to the 
songs. For the Stranglers's "Hanging 
Around," she adopts a crucifix pose. Wes
ley Magoogan's saxophone playing high
lights the music, which is part dance, part 
Lene Lovich, part cabaret. 

After the show, Wesley says it was great 
to play to such a small audience: "I really 
got off on it." 

Conversation starts about bands putting 
on theatrical stage shows again, people like 
Lene Lovich, Adam and the Ants. "The 
English music journalists freak out, they 
still haven't caught up with us. Neither has 
my record company Albion. But basically, 
slowly, the power is coming back into my 
hands. I had quite a lot of freedom during 
the film, which spoiled me. A&M was great, 
they treated me well, but then I had to go 
back to Albion. Prior to the film, they had 
me on a bread line. That company couldn't 
get a piss up together in a brewery." 

She laughs. "I've got this crummy record 
company. They give us crummy money to 
go on crummy tours to eat crummy food." 

Hazel looks drained, and a little sad. 
"We'll play to more people next time, 11 she 
laughs it off. 

THE RUMOUR 

The Rumour: Martin Belmont, Steve Goulding, and Brlnsley Schwartz 
Further into the Rumour's set, I again 

checked the basketball score. Boston was 
losing by ten. 

"Here's one from Purity of Essence," 
announced Belmont from the stage. At the 
same time, Philadelphia rookie Andrew To
ney hit a three-pointer. The Rumour men
tioned the name of their album four times 

during their short set. Toney scored twenty
six points that night. 

The Celtics almost won the opener, fall
ing short by only one point. Newcomers 
Robert Parish and Kevin Mc Hale are strong 
enough that Boston should be a winning 
team in the future. But to me, the Rumour 
will never score with the current iine-up. 
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Joan Jett played the Metro April 14, 

opening/or XTC. 

by Alma M. Souza 

Five minutes before Joan Jett and the 
Blackhearts seized the stage on April 14, the 
Metro's witty video crew slipped in Suzie 
Quatro's latest "hit," "Lipstick (On Your 
collar)." Smarmy comment on the dismal 
fate of glitter rock, or pale comparison'? 

In the short run it was academic, because 
Joan Jett quickly proved that glitter rock 
spawned more 1han potential sit-com guest 
stars: it fed impressionable young rock fans 
with future fuel. Because Joan Jett is very 
much her own person, not a retread of old 
Quatro stances, nor a junior-league version 
of Chrissie Hynde. (Absurd comparisons 
drawn out of desperations.. Hynde is a 
grown woman full of piss and cynicism, 
while Jett's aggression is pure vinegar; she 
has no need for reprehension.) 

Jett hit the Metro with some force; she 
opened with the title track from her solo aJ
bum, Bad Reputation, beckoning the audi
ence to the rim of the stage and never letting 
go of them. The gnawing power-chord deri
sion of dual guitars, supported by the thick 
backbeat of the rhythm section, kept them 
there. Her vocals, however, did not take a 
backseat to the instrumental proficiency. 
There is a peculiar gruff, throaty quality to 
her voice, teetering on the edge of rage. 
Live, her voice behaves better than on vi
nyl. Maybe it responds better to an audi
ence, or maybe it just improves with time. 

The Blackhearts, swaggering with crowd
pleasing bravado, dominated the stage for 
three-quarters of an hour. The time was de
voted to covers, old Runaways and Sex Pis
tols's tunes, layered with cuts from the al
bum. And despite a wall-banging rendition 
of "Shout," the audience pulled the band 
out for an encore-XTC notwithstanding. 

Luck seemed to have been running Jett's 
way. Her beloved BaJtimore Orioles were in 
town to play the Sox, but the game had 
been rained out. So, she looked forward to 
catching the rescheduled meet after her 
stint as Ken Shelton's "Celebrity Deejay" 
on 'BCN. Unfortunately, the same power 
snafu that knocked out 'BCN's transmitter 
blacked out Fenway's scoreboard. The Red 
Sox won anyway, 7-2. Sorry, Joan. 

Joan Jett is very much her own person; 
she is so honest, it's disarming. How can 
you figure it? What would you expect? 

At seventeen, she formed the Runaways, 
all-girl band deluxe . Until then, she had 
been another regular at Rodney's English 
Disco, a bar that featured the glitter rock 
style: David Bowie, Gary Glitter (she covers 
severaJ of his tunes), Marc Bolan, and Suzie 
Quatro. lt was Quatro, in fact, who in
spired her to take to the stage: "I saw Qua
tro do a gig and she was doing what I want
ed to do, being on stage and going wild, like 
Joni Mitchell never did. So I got the idea
what would it be like for an all-girl band? It 
would be really intense." 

The band's first producers and constant 
mentor, Kim Fowley, gave the band the la
bels of jailbait and teen sex queens that ca
tapaulted them to national attention and 
eventually swallowed their credibility. Ra
ther than whining about the bad breaks or 
flaunting the dregs of Runaways's appeaJ, 
Jen put it in perspective. "The hardcore 
fans are going to be Runaways fans." As 
for the mega-hyped image, "It was his 
(Fowley's} way 10 get press, which is not ne
cessarily a bad way, but once the name 
stuck, that was it." 

For now, it's on to other things in her 
life. Her solo album took all her attention. 
"This album wasn't done to prove any
thing, to prove I could play guitar. It was 
just a fun album." Originally, she hadn't 

JOAN JETT 
intended to produce a solo effort. Taping a 
movie soundtrack, she was introduced to 
Kenny Lagund, who'd been working with 
the Who organization, and Ritchie Cordell. 

When the movie, We're All Crazy Now, 
was shelved, Laguna and Cordell con
vinced Jett to take her tracks and go solo. 
The credits on the cover read like a house 
party: assists from ex-Sex Pistols Steve 
Jones and Paul Cook, Clem Burke and 
Frank Infante from Blondie joining on a 
particularly raucous cover of Wooly Bul
ly," right down to keyboards by Laguna 
and "kneeslaps" from Cordell. She wrote 
five of twelve tunes, down from eighty per
cent of the writing she figures she did for 
the Runaways. The covers-from Gary 
Glitter ("Doing All Righ With the Boys" 
and a ripping "Do You Want to Touch 
Me") to a sassy, gutsy version of "Shout" 
-seem custom-made for Jett. 

Of all her tracks, the temptation is strong 
to read into the lyrics, to interpret them 
to fit Jett's checkered past and vivid per
sonality . She swears, however, that the 
songs are just... songs. According to La
guna: "I think a lot of it's psychological, 
behind her head. She's got this natural 
thing ... an ability to read a lyric, see if it 
fits her. People say, 'oh, you're speaking 
for the women of the world.' And she says, 
'no, I'm not. I'm just digging what they 
said'." 

Right now, she's doing what she likes 
best: touring. Promoting this album has al
ready taken her to eighty cities, and as the 
time approaches to the cut the second aJ
bum, on mini•tours throughout the east 
coast. Though she deserves a little rest 
("Right now, we're coming off of three 
months on the road"), she won't cotton to 
a long vacation. "Two weeks. I'd probably 
be bored after two weeks." Immediate 
plans, however, keep her on the road; as a 
matter of fact, she will be back in Boston 
within a month. 

As for her future plans ... "In five years? 
Doing the same thing. In ten years ... that's 
too far to think." What would she like to 
be doing in ten years? "The same thing," 
she shrugged, then broke into a sly smile 
without a hint of malevolence, "and be 
friends with all the BaJtimore Orioles." 
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by Carrie 8. Cooper 

''The Infliktors used to play here years 
ago. There's a classic thing about the In
fliktors: they were very popular here when 
they were playing. They were one of Bos
ton's first punk bands, they were featured 
in that Time magazine story, and right after 
that, they played a gig here. 

"The place was jammed, it was a Satur
day night, and they had a mannequin on 
stage with them. Lee Ritter, the lead singer 
[who now plays with Junk Mail], took a 
knife to the mannequin, stuck it in, and 
opened up the inside of the mannequin. 
There were some raw chicken livers inside. 
He pulled 'cm out and threw 'cm at the au
dience. People ... people went nuts. We had 
to restrain people from attacking him. 

"Six weeks later they came out, again on 
a weekend night, with the mannequin all 

SIMPKIN 

sewed up. Ritter tells me they've got a sur
prise but no chicken livers. At the top of 
the set I hear this whirring, and I turn 
around, and Ritter pulls out a chainsaw and 
slices the mannequin to bits.'' 

This madness didn't happen at the Rat or 
at Cantone's or even at the Club. It hap
pened at the Inn Square Men's Bar, in quiet 
Inman Square, in intellectual Cambridge. 
Telling the story and still laughing about it, 
after five years, is Marshall Simpkin who, 
in a partnership with his wife, owns, runs, 
and books the Inn Square Men's Bar. Since 
they bought the place six years ago, it's re
_mained a small, simple, safe good bet. It 
boasts a great jukebox including local sin
gles that Simpkin himself changes weekly. 
It has the longest-and cheapest-happy 
hour in town, and is the "World's Largest 
Seller of Pickwick Ale." A steady crowd of 
day drinkers. A steady retinue of folk mu-
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sic, middle of the road rock, experimental 
new wave, and other types of strange unde
finable music (must be jazz ... ]. 

Simpkin books the bands himself. "Be
ing a small club," he says, "we can't really 
afford all the bigger bands. What I try to do 
is start with bands that are just starting and 
build from there. Hopefully, the good 
graces of bands I've stuck with from the be
ginning will bring them back here when they 
make it. And bands have been good like 
that." 

Before they broke up, the Peytons used 
to like to play the Inn Square. Many local 
groups who are making it, like Pastiche, 
Jonathan Richman, Mission of Burma, and 
Someone and the Somebodies play there. 
Planet Street, People in Stores, and Limbo 
Race are some of the newer bands Simp
kin's recently booked. "I hear them by go
ing to clubs and listening to tapes and 
knowing bands and their members," he 
said. "So when a band splits up, if a mem
ber I know is a good musician goes to an
other band, I know that group is good.'' 

Garland Jeffreys played his first Boston 
gig there. The Roches spent a week at Inn 
Square early on in their career. Joe "King" 
Carrasco walked his guitar out to the center 
of Cambridge Street and played part of his 
Inn Square set lying on his back in the mid
dle of the road. Carrasco was signed to 
Stiff Records that night, Simpkins recalls. 
The Rings used to play there. On Sunday 
nights, Ric Ocasek and Ben Orr used to per
form as a duo. Eddy Clearwater played his 
first Boston show at the Inn Square. So did 
Brave Combo, a Texas polka band. The va
riety boggles the mind. 

Simpkin says, "The diversity of our mu
sic depicts the diversity of the crowd. That's 
why I have new wave: as people get older 
they tend to get married and settled; they 
tend not to hang out in bars any more. So it 
kind of depicts the people who come to the 
club. And since I'm here all the time, I'd go 
nuts, nuts, if I had to listen to the same kind 
of music all the time, be it jazz or blues or 
whatever. I like to take chances with differ
ent bands." 

The real test of ethics is taken in practice, 
not preaching, though. Simpkin comes off 
better in action even than he does in still 
shots. His club is renowned for its peaceful
ness and friendly atmosphere. Even in a 
neighborhood that is not particularly white, 
nor young, nor hip to punk music, there's 
no trouble in the Inn Square. 

Gwen and Marshall Simpkin simply don't 
care enough about money to let hotheaded 
drunks and headbashing rabble through the 
door. Let 'em spend their sweaty dollars 
elsewhere. And if someone in the place 
bends and breaks, Simpkin and his crew 
ease the rebel out, appealing to the intellect 
and not the gut. "We're really lucky," he 
claims. "Anytime you serve the public a 

drug, and alcohol is that, you're gonna have 
people that react. Our feeling is that peer 
pressure first of all helps. The people who 
come here enjoy the bar, like to drink here, 
feel comfortable. 

"If someone's messing or fooling 
around, they'll alert us, or the person, or 
tell the people working the floor. We try to 
screen people out at the door. If someone's 
too drunk, we don't serve him. We don't 
even let him in. We use psychology rather 
than force. It's a lot harder, but if you can 
talk a guy out it makes everybody feel bet
ter." This attitude is helped by the fact that 
the people, men and women, who work at 
the Inn Square actually like the bar, the cli
entele, and the music. And they believe in 
people's intelligence, not their stupidity. 

When asked about what bands he saw as 
rising young stars in the Boston scene, 
Simpkin was hesitant to make picks. He 
didn't want to slight anybody, but nodded 
assent to my choices of Limbo Race, People 
in Stores and Planet Street, all of which he 
has supported by asking them to play the 
Inn Square. He did talk a1 length about the 
music scene in town. "This is a very pro
gressive town, musically. All you have to do 
is listen to the radio and you can tell. 
There's over a thousand bands, and there 
must be a hundred clubs that play live mu
sic every night in the area. You go to any 
major city and there's nothing like it. For 
this size, there' s probably more Jive music 
here than anywhere else in the world." And 
it should be supported, he thinks. "If a 
band isn't good, the critics shouldn't put 
'em down. They should just ignore them. 
Talent seeks its own level. Bands get suc
cessful because they deserve it. The whole 
music scene should be supported. I don't 
think there should be any negative criti
cism." 

Simpkin loves his job. He's good at it, 
and at giving rock and roll a good name that 
it sometimes doesn't get around here. And 
at giving people chances, even when it's a 
gamble for him. "I really believe," he 
smiled, his eyes sparked, "that what goes 
around comes around, and you should try 
to conduct yourself on an honorable ba
sis." 
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Various Boston Artlsts--------
A Wicked Good Time 
(Modern Method, LP) 

Finally! Vinylly! Thirteen Boston bands, sev
enteen songs allogether. Great Mother's Day 
Gift! 

Those of you who follow local music should 
enjoy this album. Those of you who are unfamil
iar with what is going on should find this an in
forma1ive and enjoyable introduction. 

Like most compilations albums, this one is not 
entirely comorehensive. Ace of Hearts recording 
artist Mission of Burma, the Neighborhoods, 
and the Lyres, as well as the Stampers, the 
Mighty Ions, and other local acts, are not includ
ed. Nonetheless, Modern Method Records has 
put out the moolah to release an album that ac
curately represents the Boston club scene. 

A Wicked Good Time has basically been di
vided in such a way that most of 1he more con
ventional stuff is on side one, while the more ex
perimental material fills side two. 

In order of appearance, here is a band-by-band 
description of what's on the album. 

Pastiche: Winner of last year's Battle of the 
Bands, this distinctive quintet open up the album 
with their classic in-<:oncert fave, "Psycho 
Blonde." La1er they sign in with Mr. Curt's ori
ginal "This Reminds Me of the Future." 

The Outlets: "3rd Floor From Me," like other 
Outlets songs, may take awhile to grow on you. 
But once it hits ... Whammo! 

The Future Dads: This band features former 
Unnaiural Axe leader Rich Parsons, with his 
partner in Gremie-dom, brother "Moose" Par
sns. On "New Feeling," the nowing sax makes 
this melodic rocker one of the album's more 
memorable cuts. 

Boys Ure: These talented youngsters are cer
tainly old enough 10 masterfully deal with mature 
subjects like in the powerful "Heroes of the 
Dead" and the other Boys Life offering, "I 
Wasn't Me." 

La Pesle: Ian Stevens's "Lease on Life" is 
my personal favorite on this album. (No, Crass 
didn't pay me to say that!}. With songs like this, 
who needs Peter Dayton? Mark Andreasson 's 
"Army of Apathy" (these guys like alliteration!) 
is almost as good. 

Swingers Resort : Fresh on the heels of their de
but single, Swingers have released yet another 
three-<:hord classic. B.C. Kagan's melodic bass 
line keeps the song nowing. 

Young Snakes: Aime1: Mann's warped operatic 
vocals and Doug Vargas's choppy, grating rhy
thm guitar highlight "Brains and Eggs." 

Vacuumheads: Who can resisl a band with 
members named Luther Consequences, Steve 
Stench, and a drummer called Rod Drumma? 
"Preppie Girls" would fit right on Nuggets. 
Great lyrics. 

Suade Cowboys: The Suade's have trimmed 
their membership and are one of the tightest 
and most exciting bands in town. "Master" is 
full of Eno and Devo innuences. 

Bound and Gagged: Unfortunately, this all
woman band has decided to call it quits. "Black 
Sand" and "Personal Monsters" both feature 
the tribal trademark Bound and Gagged sound, 
which you either love or hate. I love it. Sorry to 
se1:1hemgo. 

Someone and the Somebodies: These guys are 
hard 1o·categorize; "electronic pop" just won't 
do. "Before and Afler," like all their material, 
demands your attention as well as your participa
tion. 

Bird Songs or Che Mesozoic: This is Mission 
of Burma's Roger Miller with Space Negroes/ 
Marshalls alumnus Eric Lindgren. who per
form a beautiful insirumental called "Pulse 
Piece ." It starts off a honky-tonk ragtime num
ber before it's beamed inw another stratosphere. 
Interesting stuff. 

The Loners: These guys have gone through a 
major change wilh the addition of a keyboard 
player. "Planet Spiri1" is a successfu l early at
tempt. Now maybe they will have the success 
they deserve. 

Rick, eat your Harte out. (Harold Lepidus) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Jonee Ear1hqu11ke-------
BLACK PLASTIC b/w Batten Down the 
Hatches 
(Spiral,45) 

This plea~ant but disposable pop record prove\ 
that brevity can be a virtue. The A-side i~ the 
artist's love song to his record collection, match-

RECORD REVIEWS 
ing a few obvious puns ("are you 16 or are you a 
single"} with a vocal that resembles a less en
dearing version of Jonathan Richman. It's set to 
a catchy acoustic guitar jump, with hooks that 
grab hold at first listen. At I :50 it's concise 
enough to make its point and get out oft he way. 

No such luck with the B-side, a standard ska 
workout complete with Jamaican accent. Again 
it's catchy and hook-filled, but overstays its wel
come at 3:42 with an overload of chorus repeti
tions. At half the length it might have been ex
citing, but here it's like eating one too many 
sugar cookies. (Brett Milano) ............................ 
RogerC. Reale--------
Clout 
(Trod Nossel, EP) 

Reale follows up his half-impressive Radio Ac
tive album with a near-perfect EP, containing 
the sort of music that could give a few moments 
of glory to the sagging AM airwaves. Shameless 
pop it may be, but it's the most energetic shame
less pop to come along since the firs! Motors al
bum. Reale avoids the power-pop sappiness trap 
by keeping the playing rough {a basic power trio) 
and the production unfrilled. His singing voice, 
which sounds remarkably like a grittier Pete 
Townshend, doesn't hurt either. 

The obvious pick-to-click here is ''Where They 
Go," a jumping thumper with an addictive riff 
and a chorus hook that doesn't let go. The other 
two tracks aren't far behind; everything here is 
sung with heart and played with guts. (Brett 
Milano) • 

............................ 
TheTetn ldle>--------
Minor Disturbances 
(Dischord, EP} 

The first song includes the line "I'm fuckin' 
bored 10 tears." Another song describes how 
glad the band is that they have no talent. They 
play eigh1 songs in under ten minutes (the long
est, "Too Young To Rock," clocks in at an epic 
2c00). 

This is, you guessed it, a punk record, com
plete with "one-two-three-four's" before most 
of the songs. It plays at 33, but the guitars and 
drums usually sound like they're going at 78. The 
lyrics are mostly about things the band hates 
(which includes posers, boredom, the Grateful 
Dead and Spandex pants). 

They may be right about having no talent, but 
the band has enough basic energy to compensate. 
Even if it's a throwback to 1977, there's still 
something irresistable about the three-chord 
thrash. These idle teens do it as well as any. 
(Brett Milano) ............................ 
PugEas)---------
PITTER PA TIER b/w Lady Who 
(Pug Easy, 45) 

Who? "Pitter Patter" is a bit sluggish, but the 
chorus is great, and the re1:dy vocals help carry 
the song. "Lady Who" is a much faster and 
more melodic number, and the vocals are remi
niscent of Tom Paxton(!). A nice, optimistic re
cord. Besides, Mr. Curt likes it. (Harold Lepi
dus) ............................ 
Str11y Cals---------
STRA Y CAT STRUTb/w Drink That Bottle 
Down 
(Arista,import45) 

Whew, this band struts with their tails up in 
the air! "Stray Cat Blues" is great fun. Brian 
Sehzer's "strummin' 'n' croonin'" rockabilly is 
up there with the bes! of !hem, as is Lee Rocker's 
"Slappin' 'n' howlin'" and Slim Jim Phantom'\ 
"bangin' 'n' yellin'." Hard to believe they're 
from Long Island, not England. The B side is 
live, a more tradi1ional ~low blues songs. This 
single definitely has cat class and cat style. (Julie 
Panebianco} 

The Cure----------
Faith 
(Fiction, import) 

A Certain Ralio 
To Each .. 
(Factory, import) 

The British music scene se1:ms to be polarizing 
again. At one end of the spectrum, "image" 
bands have resurged, with Adam, Spandau, etc. 
(I hear Gary Glitter's making a comeback), ex
citing clo1hes, fun, and insipid music. 

At the other end now exist the (dare I say it) 
progressive bands: ACR, New Order, the Cure .. 
visually reticent ye1 musically forging ahead. In
dian outfits, fun and blandness ... or serious, un
assuming young men with challenging ideas. If a 
choice has to be made, I'll take the latter, so let's 
start with the Cure. 

Faith is, as the name suggests, a strongly spiri-
1ual record, inspiring and strangely uplifting in 
the same manner as Joy Division's Closer. Rob
ert Smith's vocals are simply competent, yet 
through sheer honesty reflect a wide range of 
convincing emotion. 

The opening cut, "The Holy Hour," has eerie 
keyboard effects and mantra-like guitar sequen
ces. It's typical of the album's mood: plaintive 
and for the most part melancholy. A couple of 
other tracks, "Other Voices" and "The Funeral 
Party" have lush string tex1ures, haunting sub
dued vocals, and remind me of Orchestral Ma
noeuvres. 

Some contrast exists, however. "Primary" 
and "Doubt" are fast and incisive, all clanging 
guitars and pounding rhythms to provide some 
relief from the album's more ponderous mo
ments. 

And on To Each ... 
A Certain Ratio's first LP, like their previous 

EPs, relies heavily on percussion. And lots of it 
-tribal rhythms peppered with various synth ef
fects like wind and chimes, minimal vocals and 
chanting, and treated horns. As on the EPs, 
when this mixture clicks, it's quite riveling. 

The lack of variation from the above, how
ever, tends to make the tracks indistinguishable 
after awhile. Some changes of pace would help 
maximize the impact of each track and prevent 
monotony. Individually the numbers are excel
lent; it's just that they are all a little too similar, 
for my taste at least. To those unfamiliar with 
ACR, I'd recommend the EPs instead. 

Regardless, both these albums are better value 
than a pirate uniform or whatever. (Mark Fish· 
ec) 

............................ 
Sm,------------
Author! Author! 
(Pre.LP) 

The Scars come from Edinburgh (as do TV21 
and the Sound) and they've released four singles 
over the last two years, but this is their first al
bum and they've used the time well, because it's 
a gem. From the dreamy but intense opener, 
"Leave Me in Autumn," through the martial 
beat and jerky tension of "Fear and the Dark," 
the gorgeous harmonies of "Everywhere I Go," 
all the way to the classic pop single sound of "All 
Abou1 You," Author! Author! grabs and pulls 
and jumps without a letup. 

Throughout, melodramatic vocals mix with 
ringing guitars, a solid beat and melodic hook 
lines support powerful lyrics about isolation and 
fear and alienation and loss. These days it's hard 
to telt where paranoia splits from common sense, 
and Scars walk that micro-fine line with perfect 
intuitive balance. Scars make music for our 
times. Brilliantly. (Crass} ............................ 
Echo& the Bunnymen------
Shine So Hard 
(Kordova, 12" live EP) 

I wish I'd heard this record before I saw Echo 
& 1he Bunnymen at the Paradise a few weeks 
ago. They sound so different live, i1 took most of 
the first set to get used to it. Luckily I saw the 
second show as well, and I loved it. Opinion is 
pretty neatly split. A lot of people who loved 
Crocodiles were disappointed with 1he band live. 

In concert, the song structures are opened up. 

In concert, the song structures are opened up 
more and played around with. The resull is long
er, looser and incredibly hypnotic ... when it 

works. When it falls nat, it only sounds preten
tious and self-indulgent. And it can be boring as 
hell. But I lhought it worked more often 1han 
not. 

This live EP, with two new songs and two 
from the album, is pretty representative of the 
shows I saw. "Crocodiles" was a highlight, and 
Ian McCulloch was amazing during the bridge, 
jerking his body around like an epileptic and 
spitting out lines like "The world's a prettier 
place when you've got something to take." 

"Zimbo" and "Over the Wall," the two new 
songs, are typical of their style, and excellent at 
that. 

If you liked the band live, you'll like this. If 
you've been ambivalent about them, 1his could 
make up your mind, one way or the other. Then 
again, if you think the whole "psychedelic re
vival" is a load of crap, pay no attention to this 
record. (Crass) ............................ 
Slttpy LaBed--------
lt Ain't What You Eat It 's the Way How You 
Chew It 
(Rounder, LP) 

What Sleepy LaBeef has Jacked in originality 
(none of these songs were written by him) has al
ways been more than compensated for by his re
freshingly simple, good-natured approach. While 
I knew I was going to like the fast rockabilly 
numbers, I was surprised by how much I also en
joy the country, gospel, blues and soul influ
ences. This record makes Rockpile sound like the 
Dead Kennedys. (Greg Reibman) ............................ 
Kate and Anna McGarrigl,<-----
French Record 
(Hannibal, LP) 

This is a wonderful record with eight new 
songs and three of my favorite old ones. I love 
the McGarrigle sisters, unfortunately the album 
is entirely in French and much of Ute delivate 
lyrical arrangements apparent on their previous 
records is lost. Feels like I'm missing something. 
But whether it's in English, French or Latvian 
this is still a tremendously beautiful album. 
(Kathei Logue) ............................ 
StlfrLlltleFlngers-------
GoForlt 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Stiff Little Fingers's first album, Inflammable 
Material, was one of lhosi"records that descends 
with such force that it changes lives. It became 
essential to me from 1he first note I heard. At the 
lime, the band was living in Belfast and the al
bum reflected all the anger and frustration that 
wre inevitable to kids growing up in the midst of 
the''Troubles.'' 

But hit records change bands 100. SLF move 

But hit records chanp;e bands too. SLF moved 
to London and their second album, Nobody's 
Heores, saw them floundering for relevant song 
topics. In their case it was particularly difficult, 
because lhe sound of Stiff Little Fingers at their 
bes1 is, as singer Jake Burns put it, "The sound 
of a runaway train speeding down a mountain" 
and that kind of intensity applied to fairly mun
dane lyrics, was contradictory if not silly to some 
people. 

It didn't bother me at all. The sound of Stiff 
Little Fingers is one of my life's most exciting 
and satisfying experiences. And I don't care what 
they're si nging about, as long as they keep 
pounding out that music. 

Now 1hey've released their third s1udio album, 
Go for It, and it's a much more maiure and var
ied record. They play in several musical styles 
without ever losing tha1 distinctive SLF touch. 
"Roots, Radicals, Rockers and Reggae" is a 
characteristically high energy cover of a song I 
never heard of. But it's a good one. 

"Go for It" is an instrumental that grows on 
me every time I hear it. Henry Cluney sings three 
songs on this one, one of them country innu
enced (!). The rest are classic Stiff Little Fingers 
but a bit more sub1le and developed in lyrics and 
arrangements (not too much ... don't get wor
ried). 

And anyway, I'm happy with the album. I 
think it's good enough to get them some of the 
credibility they deserve. I love Stiff Little Fingers 
to the point of depression. And I will until 
Jake's voice gives out. (Crass) 
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TbeBurn.---------
ONL Y FOR SHEEP b/w The First One 
(WEA, import 45) 

This single is the first product from the five 
members of Oexy's Midnight Runners who ned 
from "The Front-Man You Love to Hate," Kev
in Rowland. They teamed up with three other 
musicians to form The Bureau. If Rowland's 
new version of Oexys is looking for competition, 
they'll certainly find it here. "Only for Sheep" is 
almost as fine as anything the immense Dexys 
pu·t ou1. One ace-in-the-hole for the Bureau is 
sax player JB's arrangements for the horn sec
tion, rousing as ever and well-integrated with the 
punchy rhythm section. Singer Archie Brown's 
growl is actually more pleasing than Rowland's 
whine. "Only for Sheep" is about a passionate 
fool of a leader, giving his followers "freedom, 
within a new set of rules"; Rowland has said 
he's "flattered" that they've written a song 
about him. Even though the song was supposedly 
part of the repertoire of Brown's (and guitarist 
Rob Jones's) old band, The Upset, i1s images do 
seem relevant. The flip side, "The First One," is 
slightly more pedestrian, musically and lyrically, 
aiming at the easy target of trendies. For my 
money, with output this good, the more Young 
Soul Rebels the better. (Betsy Badges) ............................ 
ThtOutcasos------------
MAGNUM FORCE b/w Gangland Warfare 
(GBH, import45) 

The Outcasts have been Belfast heroes since 
the early punk days. I'm not sure how many re
cords they've made. I own three classic singles 
and there was an album, Self Conscious Over 
You (all on Good Vibrations, my favorite record 
label of all time, but the worst distributed) that 
I've never been able to find (hint 10 Bill). 

Good Vibrations has become the Good Vibra
tions Musicians cooperative, and the Outcasts 
have formed their own label, GBH Records. 
I've loved them since "Just Another Teenage 
Rebel" in '78, and they haven't let me down 
yet. "Magnum Force" is a change, slower and 
more rhythmic; the beat is reggae but the force is 
pure Northern Irish punk which is the only kind 
that still rings true. 

Can you picture Spanday Ballet in Belfast? Or 
Adam Ant? The Outcasts were supposed to play 
Boston las! winter but they couldn't get into the 
country. Unfortunately-: their muscle is all in 
their music. (Crass) ............................ 
TheBeat---------
ALL OUT TO GET YOU b/ w Drowning 
(Go-Feet, import 45) 

The nouveau ska blitz that came and went with 
blinding speed a year or so ago was valuable, be
cause it got me interested in reggae. Once I 
heard the real thing, that was it. The Beat were 
considered by many 10 be the most solid of the 
Two-Tone type bands. But you'd never know it 
by this double A-sided record. It's pleasant 
enough, but it won't add anything to your life. 

The slow side, "Drowning," is more interesting, 
with some really pretty vocal harmonies. But it's 
so smooth, it slides right past. It tries to be moo
dy, but it just ends up being slick. (Crass) ............................ 
Aztec:Camera --------
JUST LIKE GOLD b/w We Could Send Letters 
(Postcard, import 45) 

My friends are wondering if I'm losing my 
grip. Nobody I know likes these Postcard re
cords except me. I love 'em. First Orange Juice, 

and now Aztec Camera. (I'm even in love with 
their names.) Charming and deceptively simple: 
a bit of drum, just enough bass to hold the bot· 
tom up, rich melodic guitar, and crooning 
drunken vocals all loosely grouped around goofy 
melodies that wander all over the place but 
stick way down in your brain nonetheless. And 
there are the slightly oddball lyrics: "Oh I'm 
sorry I'm late but I starled to wait and discov
ered I'd lost my shoes." He found them later, 
and I've found a new band to Jove. These re
cords make me smile. Carry on Young Scol1and. 
(Crass) 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
Public Image Ud.-------
Flowers of Romance 
(Virgin, impor1 LP) 

Flowers of Romance reminds me of this old 
Sid Caesar joke. He introduces a jazz musician 
as being " ... on radar, to let us know if we ever 
come close 10 a melody.'' 

But Public Image don't want to know if they 
ever come close to a melody. John Lydon isn't 
even sure if what he does should be considered 
music. He says the tracks on Flowers of Ro
mance should be considered film themes, not 
songs: "Lots of images fired on the scrttn, one 
after another, with quick impact but a lot of sig
nificance," he told Melody Maker. 

It sounds different from anything they have re
corded before. It is nothing like Me1al Box/Se
cond Edition, and it's light years away from the 
theme song, ''Public Image.'' The band is spared 
down to a nucleus of three: John Lydon, Jean
ette Lee, and Keith Levene. Both Wobble and 
David Crowe has been kicked out. "People 
don'! leave Public Image," says Levene. "They 
are asked lo leave." 

The resulting sound is very stark. Mosl notable 
is the drum sound. "Ir you're talking about din 
lik Adam and 1he Ants," Lydon says, "then 
there's no comparison. They need two drummers 
to make such a weedy, poxy, insipid sound." 
What Public Image have done, apparently, is 
use an acoustic drum, and multiply the volume 
control. Keith Levene's gui1ar riffs are gone, and 
in place are ... sounds. Strange screeching sounds 
made, they say, by playing conventional instru
ments in different ways. 

The firs! song, "Four Walls Down," begins 
with a hum, brought to full volume. Then Lydon 
begins to wail: "Allah, Allah ... Destroy the lnfi. 
de!." It is positively frightening. The sounds are 
medieval. The chants the sounds of Turkish 
mosques. The words "Burn, burn" echo in your 
mind Jong after the track is over. 

The title song "Flowers of Romance" is mes
merizing. People I know played the 12-inch sin
gle at 1he wrong speed and didn't realize it until 
it was over. Which is good; Lydon would pro
bably apprecia1c that. It is the only song on 1he 
album that could possibly be danced to, and the 
words arc great: ''I send you flowers, you wanted 
chocolates instead." Lydon is even domestic al 
one point: "On the veranda, talk of 1he future, 
or reminisce, behind the dialog, we're in a 
mess." In the end, he gives up: "I'll take the 
furniture,startalloveragain." 

"Under the House" is another interesting 
track, as is "Banging the Door," which Lydon 
sings in a fascinating, authoritative voice. 

The rest or the album is filler. In some cases it 
is, in 1erms that Lydon uses, "worthless rub
bish," "piss-take," ... especially the "Francis 
Massacre," the end of which sounds like a toilet 
flushing. 

The aim of Public Image is to be influential 
and " ... to play past music and go on to points 
beyond." Yet they try so hard to go beyond, 10 
be influences-less, that 1hey lose something on 
the way. It's ironic that even on their successful 
tracks they sound not new but ancient, borrow
ing from Gregorian chants and medieval music 
instead of rock and roll. 

Because the album is repetitive, it is hard 10 
listen to it all the way through. When PiL miss, 
there is almost nothing worse; when they hit, 
theystun,mesmerize. 

The day of the Marathon, in Cleveland Circle, 
the Neighborhoods had a party in the apart
ments above, with speakers facing 1he streets, 
blasting "Flowers of Romance." People below 
stopped in their tracks, stared up, and some com
plained to the police, while Dave Minehan 
danced with his girlfriend in the middle of the 
street. Whatever you think of it, Public Image's 
music is emotional: you cannot listen passively. 
Public Image wants people to react. And in this 
way, they succeed. (Julie Panebianco) ............................ 
The Appllanc 
Danger Zone/Living in America b/w Unease/ 
Neo-Fascist 
(Applied Sciences Music, EP) 

The Appliances remind me of a toaster-oven 
that I once had: prelly good at making toast or 
heating up frozen dinners, but that's about it. 
The first side of this platier serves up some nega
tive vocals (in terms of both lyrics and quality), 
accompanied by melancholic rock, not unlike 

parts of Ultravox's Vienna, though not as cap
tivating. 

"Unease" made me a bit uneasy when the lead 
vocalist started hamming it up at the expense of 
the guitarist, who was doing a decent job on the 
vocals by himself. The guitar solo was a nice ex
tra. The last song, "Neo-Fascist," about George 
Lincoln Rockwell (as they point out before the 
song gets rolling), America's fave homegrown 
Nazi, stands up musically, but again, the vocals/ 
lyrics fail. Instrumentally, "Neo-Fascist" sounds 
like Public Image, yet that's not enough to sus
tain a band. Overall, good production marred by 
lousy vocals. Save your money for tha1 new 
toaster oven. (Marc English) ............................ 
The Decode,._ ________ _ 

Classics/Decoder b/w The Dagger Underneath 
(Polytrax Records, 45) 

"Classics" is a classic rocker from the word 
"go"! The tom-tom and sax opening sets the 
pace as the Decoders tear through this brisk 
number. Real cool and clean guitar, disjointed 
piano, and a jivey aho mop the dance floor. 
"Decoder" hustles you in the back door of in-
1rigue and caution, like old 007 doing the rhumba 
for his life. For all the jagged guitar and wailing 
horns, it's the whistled part during the instru
mental that grabs me ... it's from "The Good, the 
Bad, and the Ugly" theme. 

It's too bad this single didn't come with a lyric 
sheet, because the words I can catch on ''The 
Dagger" are grea1, as is the haunting 1une. These 
guys go for that '50s R&B sound, but they're 
definitely in touch with today. The Decoders 
have been around for abou1 a year (they're a lo
cal outfit) and both they and their single are a 
must. Check 'em out. (Marc English) ............................ 
TheTrademarks-------
MAGIC IN HER EYES b/w Run for Your Life 
(Smash,45) 

This double A-sided enterprise, focused on 
the lead vocals of Mall Langone, exhibits the 
harmonious pop force required for radio play. 
"Run for Your Life" could be from the sixties 
with growling guitars, crashing crescendos and 
an easy pace thal will leave any housewife in a 
daydream. "Magic in Her Eyes," a love song, 
moves on a bit faster, the guitars have a muddy 
sound which point your ear back to the all-im
portant vocals. Live this band reminds me of 1he 
Romantics's first tour but through rhis recording 
the Trademarks's subtleties grab and hold you 
till you play it again and again ... (Bruce Kenelle) 

............................ 
Haywico----------
EVE OF DESTRUCTION b/w Opec Oil 
(Heavy,45) 

A psychedelic/protest revival has hit Wake
field! Yes, the A-side is the old Barry McGuire 
song with a modern touch. The rough voice re
mains, but the lyrics have changed-busing and 
South Boston are discussed in this version. 

The B-side, an original, deals with the oil 
crunch and its effect on Bostonians. I guess it's 
safe to say these guys arc political rockers. II may 
become the music of the eighties. (Harold Lepi
dus) 
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LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE 
Candy and Crass bring you more talcs of 
kindness and cruelty. 

Our pal Mr. B has flawless taste, so when 
he raves about a new band we run right out 
to see them. That's how we discovered Na
tive Tongue, a dynamite young band who 
reminded us a liulc of Gang or Four and a 
little of the Fttlles. But mostly they just 
sound like themselves. Considering the 
short time they've been playing out, they' re 
astonish ingly good. They're the sort of 
band you ought to see righl away so when 
everyone else catches on, you can say you 
knew it all the time. 

Speaking of way back when, we saw Boys 
Life's very first gig at a PhU.ia-Pbluh party 
a little over a year ago when they were a five 
piece (John was too shy to sing). They all 
wore Boy Scout uniforms and played a lot 
of chaotic super high energy punk covers. 
We've followed them and loved them 
through a lot of changes, but right now they 
appear to be suffering from acute growing 
pains. In the last few weeks we've seen them 
do one set that was terrible, one that was 
terribly dull and a couple that were just 
adequate. The night of the Modem Mtlbod 
party at the Rat was John Surntte's 19th 
birthday and unfortunately he did a little 
too much celebrating before Boys Life 
played. The only energy he ex.tended on 
stage was used to shoot off his mouth 
his uncalled-for remarks weren't cute or 
relevant, just bitchy. He harrangued the 
crowd for not dancing, but you cou ldn't 
dance to them if you tried (which we did). 

It's true 1hat they're adorable, especially 
since Neal Sugarman took over on Sax., but 
1hat doesn't make up for these perform
ances. Wise up, John, before people start 
calling you a boring young fa rt. 

We had a wicked good time at the Mod
ern Methods party anyway. The Oullets 
played the most fantastic set we've ever 
seen them do (and we've seen millions of 
them) . The crowd seemed to agree since 
they went 101ally nuts from the minute the 
Outle1s hil the stage. The band was un
usually together (after they remembered to 
plug in their instruments) and they looked 
like they were having as much fun as the 
crowd. When it all works for the Out let s, 
they're magic. With a bit more discipline, 
they could rule the world ... easy. 

We saw Someone and the Somebodies 
for the second time in a week that night. We 
decided it was time we paid some atten1ion 
to them so we caught them a1 Spit and liked 
them a lot. At the Rat, we loved them. We 
were right up front with grouchy Greg 
Reibman dancing like mad through their 
whole sel, and we were sorry when it ended. 
They may have a dumb name, but they're a 
great band. And Tristram Lozaw wins this 
week's most incredible bass player award 
(he's cute too). Their EP Bops on the Head 
is finally out , and a1 least half of it is 1errif
ic. We're not so sure about the other half
that's the one trouble with this band, too 
much technique, nol enough heart. A few 
more crowds going crazy should straighten 
them out. 

Speaking of technique and heart , the 
highlight of the Modern Method party was 
the first performance by the instantly legen
dary Bird Songs of the Mesozoic, consisting 
of Roger MIiier, Eric Lindgren and Rick 
Scott on keyboards and electronics, Daved 
Hild and Peter Prescott percussioning, 
Steve Stain whipping a metal barrel with a 
chain and Martin Swope on reverse portable 
record player loop. They made fascinating 
sounds and incredible, hypnotic beautiful 
music . It was great to see Steve Stain and 
Daved Hild on stage agai n especially since 
they didn't sing (Candy likes the way they 
sing, although sing may be too strong a 
word). Anyway, ii was the kind of perform
ance that makes us feel really sorry for peo
ple who don't love music. 
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Speaking of special, Mission or Burma 
just may be the best band in the whole 
world. They headlined at the Paradise for 
the first time and the intensity in the room 

by Peter Simon 

Ya Mon! I just recently returned from a 
two-week intensive in Jamaica. I am writ
ing a new book, to be titled Reggae Interna
tional, and thus was hard at work most of 
the time (in between spliffs). 

Hanging out at record shops, recording 
studios and performers' s homes rewarded 
me with great photographs, good inter
views, nice reactions and inside insights in
to the makings of the Jamaican recording 
industry. Due to obvious space limitations, 
it's impossible to go in10 great detail here, 
but I can just touch on a few salienl points. 

(I) The country, as a whole, is in much 
better shape financially, spiritually and cre
atively since the Seaga adminis1ration took 
power last fall. Political violence has slack
ened considerably; staple goods are back on 
the shelves. Unemployment is down and 
overall inefficiency is less pronounced. 

Seaga, however, still has much work 
ahead to recover the country totally, but he 
seems to have strong support from most 
constituencies. I ac1ually was able to meet 
with the Prime Minister (our first appoint
menl was coincident with the Reagan as
sassination attempt and was th us postponed 
two days) and found him pleasant though 
somewhat non-charismatic. Cont rary to 
previous reports, he den ied any intent to de
criminalize ganja. 

(2) The reggae industry continues to 
grow. The new trend is to cover American 
and English rock hits (a fa Sheila Hylton's 
new single, "This Bed's Too Big Without 
You"). John Holt, author of the Blondie 
smash "The Tide Is High," is the envy of 
everyone in the business, as he's reported to 
have collected royalties in 1he high five fig
ures bracket, with more 10 come. 

Sly & Robbie continue to set new riddem 
trends-the Jamaican Top IO is flooded 
with their production sound. Good exam
ples of the "Sly & Robbie sound" can be 
heard on all songs put out on the Taxi label, 
as well as on some singles, like "Old 
Broom" by Wailing Souls, "I Try" by Jim
my Riley, "Sunday Morning" by Gregory 
Issacs, "Cool Runnings" by Bu nny Wailer, 
and "Lovelight by the Tamlins-all state of 
the art reggae. 

The best new single I heard being played 
was "Don't Tek Way Jhe Music" by a new 
group called Jaharmi. 

(3) News of America gets to Jamaican vi
nyl quickly. Papa Ritchie has already re
corded a new rub-a-dub single about the at
tempted Reagan assassination, and he per
formed it recently at a Negri! club, to 
amused reactions. 

(4) Jamaican radio still plays about SOO/o 
reggae, and the rest is a mix.lure of disco, 
R & 8, and Top 40-ish pop rock (Elton 
John and Air Supply are big). New wave 
doesn't exist in Jamaica. Indeed, Boston 
reggae shows are basically superior to any
thing you can hear on the radio down there. 

was giving us chills. They're so good it's 
scary. If there's any justice in the world, 
their forthcoming EP will blow them right 
out of the clubs. 

(5) Live reggae concerts were very evident 
on this trip. Major performances being held 
include Judy Mowatt (a killer), Pablo Mo
ses, Junior Tucker (Jamaica's answer to 
Michael Jackson), Nadine Sutherland, 
Freddie MacGregor, the Mighty Diamonds, 
Toots and the Mayta1s, as well as sound sys
tem shows featuring Jah Thomas, Ranking 
Joe, Papa Ritchie, and other popular dub 
artists. All took place on the island over a 
three week period. 

So, if you want to experience reggae first 
hand , it 's the only place to go. Reggae Sun
splash, st ill scheduled for August 4-8 in 
Montego Bay, sounds like a great chance to 
see it all at once. 

Local Boston clubs continue 10 hop on 
the reggae bandwagon. In Cambridge, 
Swift's has some sort of reggae event every 
Sunday night (either a live act or a dance 
party feat uring myself or Ram-I) and now 
Spil is planning special reggae attract ions 
every Monday night. Lee the Upseller Perry 
is booked May 11 (he' ll be backed by a NY 
white reggae band called the Terrorists(!)) 
which should be curious. And Zion lnita
tion is playing there on May 18. "Special 
guests" may show up for that gig, is these
cret word. 

It's great seeing the local club scene get
ting behind Jah Music on such a regular ba
sis. II looks like there is even some money 
in it. .. The recent Swift's concert by New 
York based Jah Malla proved quite enter
taining. Cleon Douglas, the group's lead 
singer and songwriter, has turned into a sol
id performer. Although the material proved 
inconsistent, the band was tight and full. 
We hope to see a return engagement soon. 
Their first legitimate album was just re
leased by Modern Records and features 
some covers along with a few nice origi nals. 
Although a bit commercial, the group 
shows great polential. Best cut is "Related 
to What." 

Peter Tosh, who has been silent of late, 
just finished mixing his new album for Roll
ing Stones Records. It's du out within two 
months. Advance is that i1's good bul no1 
great. Tosh could use a brilliant album, 
equal to Equal Rights, to help brighten his 
image ... II turns ou1 the creator of Michi
gan and Sm iley's big hi1 "One Love Jam~ 
Down" (Jahnet Enwright) was totally 
freaked out when she heard Garland Jeff
rey's obvious rip-off, "Miami Beach." She 
loved it but apparently still wants to take 
some sort of legal action. Shades of George 
Harrison .. 

Unfortunately, the news on Bob Marley 
continues to be very bleak. Reports indicate 
that he is down to 90 pounds and won't be 
with us for much longer. His death will no 
doubt throw the reggae-related people into 
great mourning and total chaos. II will be 
hard to fill the void. There is still hope for a 
miracle, especially if we all pray and send 
out healing energy towards Germany ... 

Stay tuned. 

We were afraid that nothing could follow 
Iha! show but we went to Jasper' s anyway 
and the Neighborhoods were so wonderful 
that we forgot a ll about "Bird Songs." Da
vid Minehan is o ne of the original legendary 
cule young things, and even though he's 
reached the advanced age of twenty-one 
(happy bir1hday, David), he's still right at 
the lop of the list. So are John and Mike. 
But the Neighborhoods are not just cute 
young things. Their new material is brill
iant, and they gel better and more interest
ing every time we see them. 

Speaking of improvements, we've spent 
more time at Spll in the last month than in 
the whole last year put together. It's taken 
some time, but they are putting together a 
worthwhile identity. As a matter of fact, 
Spit is the most dynamic and creative club 
operation around at the moment-and 
we're pleased because the club scene can al
ways use some excitement. They're doing 
more live shows-all the great loca1 bands
and they'll be booking .a lot of the more in
teresting out of town bands who are too big 
or too complicated for the Underground. 

Starting May 11, Monday nights Spit will 
feature live reggae brought in by legendary 
reggae promoter, MJke Cada. There are 
plans for all kinds of interesting video pre
sentations and lots more. 

The farewell performance by Bound and 
Gagged was held at Spit and it was a sad oc
casion. They were the first local band to 
fight their way past all the crap and preju
dice that still makes it difficult fo r an all
female rock and roll band to be taken seri
ously. They began as an interesting concept 
and ended up as a quality "real" band even 
if not everyone understood or liked what 
they were doing. Listen to their cuts on the 
Wicked Good Time compilation album and 
you' ll see what we mean. 

We finally got to see Adam and the Anis 
at the Metro and it was a really good show. 
They're fun to walch but there's not much 
depth 10 what they do. And while 1he crowd 
enjoyed themselves , they didn't exactly go 
crazy. We don't have anything against 
Adam and the Ants but it's too bad tha1 it 
takes a gimmick to get this kind of atten
tion. How long do you suppose they can 
keep it up before people star, saying "Oh, 
yeah, just another song about pirates and 
ants." 

We've never said anything good about 
the Metro before but we were surprised at 
how comfortable it was. The ?lace was 
packed but you could still breathe and even 
see although the sight lines could be better. 
The sound was good and it seemed pretty 
consistent all around the room. We could 
actually get to like this club, especially if the 
Undertones play there. 

Under-twenties go1 to see the Ants show 
live on video over at Spit for a reduced price 
and from all reports, they had a great time. 
The Don Law people are planning to do 
more simultaneous videos for sold out Me
tro shows. It's too bad kids can't get to see 
more bands live but until an appropriate ve
nue 1urns up, this is the next bes1 thing. We 
hear the magnificent Ul's upcoming Metro 
show could be the nex.1 such event, 

By the way, there is absolutely no truth 
to the vivious rumor that 007 have broken 
up. They had some problems to straighten 
out , but it's all settled and they're closer 
than ever. Ignore everything else you've 
heard and go see their next gig. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy & Crass, two of the principle girls of 
the USA. 

Next time we'll tell you all about 1he ad
ventures of Joan, Betsy, Gay and Judy, 
when they descended on the British Isles. 

Warm Leatherette can be heard on 
WM BR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late 
Risers Club. 
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Bob Marley 



Bob Marley died at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital in Miami on Monday, May 11. He was 36. 
Born Robert Nesta Marley February 6, 1945 in Rhoden Hall , Jamaica to a British Army Captain and a black woman, 

the reggae singer began his career with Bob Marley and the Wailers in 1963 with a commercial failure, "Judge Not," a 
single for which Marley received $50. 

Fame grew gradually for the Rastafarian, who throughout the years recorded and performed with many of Jamaica's 
best known and most talented musicians including Peter Tosh, Bunny Wailer, Desmond Dekker and the Barrett Brothers. 

In 1976 Eric Clapton's version of Marley's "I Shot the Sheriff" became a number one U.S. single. That same year, 
Marley's own album Rastaman Vibrations became this country's first top ten reggae album. Critical and commercial suc
cess greeted each of his subsequent albums, including his last, Uprising, which contained yet another crossover hit, "Could 
You Be Loved." 

At the time of his death, Marley had a powerful full-time band, and although many of his more traditional followers 
accused him of straying from his original reggae roots, no one could deny his role in promoting and expanding the impact of 
reggae music on audiences worldwide. 

Photos by Marcia Maglione -by Tom Gilroy and Chris Wilson 
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WBCN has a new program direclor. He 
had the first punk radio show in the world, 
on WMBR, Nuit Blanche, which later be
came the Demi-Monde. His legendary Noc
turnal Emissions show on 'BCN was, ac
cording to Crass, "Like a million sky-roc
kets going off all at once. "He plays music 
from "any spectrum, from arena rock to 
the most obscure avant garde," on WBCN 
from /Op.m. -2a.m. 

If he doesn't have it oil, he certainly has 
more of it than most people: intelligence, 
wit, creativity, energy, enthusiasm and inte
grity. He also has a really flawless sense of 
timing and the confidence to use it. He says 
he is ageless, and from Thebes. His name is 
Oedipus. 

Candy and Crass spoke to him the week 
before his new position as program direc
tor was announced. 

by Candy & Crass 

C&C: How did it all start? 
0: It was November of '75. I was working a 
temporary job in a dental clinic and I was 
really bored and I thought "God f'd regret 
it if I died now," so I gol my paycheck and 
never came back. I heard Charles (Laqu i
dara) was looking for someone to write 
Mishegas-for no money-so I approached 
hi m and I was Charles' assistant up un1il 
the point he qui!. 

Also at this time I started coming upon 
1he nascent rock and roll scene coming out 
of the clubs. I floa1ed around town and I 
just really gol off on the music. It electri
fied me because it was what I couldn'I hear 
on the radio. 
C&C: What were you listening to before 
then? 
0: I'd grown up with the radio, basically. 
That's why I like to play hits, because I 
used to listen to the radio and just wail 10 
hear my songs. So I'm really hit oriented 
no matter what the hit is-from any spec
trum-from arena rock to the most obscure 
avant garde. 

I also never won anything on the radio 
and I tried every time so that's why I Jove 
giving things away. I never even won once, I 
could never get through. 
C&C: What was going on in the clubs when 
you started? 
0: This was the Reddy Teddy days, Third 
Rail days, Willie Loco would sit in with 
Third Rail and I'd go "Who is this weir
do." He would do "Mass. Ave." and 
"Kerouac" and he was brilliant. 
C&C: How did you get started at WTBS 
(now WMBR)? 
0: Tom Couch was doing a show on 'TBS 
and he told me who to talk to. I said, 
"Well, there's a bunch of new music tha1's 
happening." It was just rock and roll. 
Those were the days when disco was com
ing on strong· because rock had lost it. II 
was lhe hippies that couldn't change. 

When they finally gave me a show, the 
only local single was Willie's. I got the first 
Television single and Pani Smith had an al
bum 1hat just came out and she was exci1-
ing. Believe it or not I played AC/ DC-be
cause they .came from Australia and they 
had a puqk attitude. J played T Rex and 
Iggy and the Dolls. 

Then that summer was when something 
called punk happened and I was already do
ing it when It happened. That's when the 
Ramones started and the Dead Boys, and 
all these groups would come to town that 
nobodfd heard of. Blondie would play the 
Club and it was like a third full. They gave 
me their first single and I played it that 
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weekend. It had never been on the radio. 
There was a camaraderie 'cause these bands 
had no expeclations of mass success. They 
were just doing what they wan1ed to do and 
it was fine. 
C&C: Was the Demi-Monde your first 
show? 
0: Actually my very first show was on from 
seven to 1en in the morning and I did !hat 
the whole summer of '76. Then that fall I 
got the Saturday afternoon slot. So Septem
ber of '76 is when the Demi-Monde started. 
Candy: /didn't stumble onto you until the 
beginning of '77. I was working Saturday 
and I turned onto the station and there it 
was and I called you up and said, "I'm sit
ting here typing at a computer and it's won
erful." All of a sudden working wasn't so 
bad because there was music that I really 
wanted to listen to. 
0: II just all kind of happened. I started 
getting more records. Stiv Baters came on 
with the Dead Boys-said, "There's this 
weird stuff from England. His name is El
vis Costello" and laid the firs! Elvis single 
on me. Danny Fields who used to manage 
the Ramones dropped me an original EMI 
copy of ''Anarchy in !he UK.'' 

The news director a1 'BCN at that time 
knew that I was getting around. He said, 
"Why don'! you start doing a report?" so I 
staried reporting weekly. 
C&C: A gossip column? 
0: Exactly whal it was and I slarted report
ing what was going on at the Ra! and the 
Club and it became this new music and what 
was going on in England. It turned in10 
something called "Rock Journal" and 
'BCN started paying me Sl2 a week. 
C&C: Did you ever get any shit about it? 
0: Constant ly. The thing was I'd s1ay up all 
nigh! to do a lhree minute report and then 
it would take me three days to gel paid for 
it. I'd have to go through about a million 
different people just to get 12 crummy 
bucks which meant everylhing to me at thal 
time. 

So I did lhese rock journals. Then !hey 
brought in ano1her program direc1or a nd he 
just dumped the show and ii was all over so 
I had nothing. I kept doing 'MBR then 
Tommy Hadges became WBCN's program 
director. I s1ar1ed giving Hadges audition 
tapes. He knew some of the new music had 
to be played because it was selling and peo
ple were responding. Finally he went down 
10 Arbitron headquarters in Baltimore and 
although non-commercial stations aren't 
rated, people had written the Demi-Monde 
in the back of the diaries. So he decided to 
hire me because it meant ratings. His idea 
was to bury it, 2 10 6 in the morning when 
no one would hear it yet they could promote 
it. All these record companies were hilling 
them up to add this new music. They didn't 
wam 10 play it and they would say, "Well, 
we'll give it to Oedipus.'' 
C&C: And that was the legendary Noc1urn
al Emissions. When did it start? 
0: December of '77. I emceed the Ramones 
concert and on stage from the Orpheum I 
announced that that nigh! I would be on 
WBCN playing punk from 2 to 6 in 1he 
morning every Friday night and the place 
went "what?". 
Crass: I was in school in Rhode Island and I 
was going to go to medical school and one 
Friday night I was fooling around with the 
radio and I found Nocturnal Emissions and 
I couldn't be//eve it. It was like a million 
skyrockets going off all at once, just totally 
shattering but fantastic. The next day I 
bought this cheap tape recorder and used to 
tape the whole four hours every week. I 

carried the tape recorder everyWhere and I 
played those tapes till they shredded. f nev
er thought about school again. I knew I had 
to move to Boston. To this day that's the 
most incredible radio I've ever heard. You 
talked a mile a minute and you were so ex
cited about what you were playing. 
0: Exci1ed? I s1ood up. I didn't sit down. 
The first I did when they hired me was I 
dyed my hair. Thal really blew their minds 
'cause they figured well now he's gonna 
come in and compromise and I walked in 
with a purple ring around my head and they 
all went crazy. I've always had the punk at
titude. It was do or die and I didn't give a 
shit about 'BCN. I never expected ii to be 
very long lived. I was al war wi1h 1his radio 
station-the very station I'm working for 
and I would say "You cannot hear this on 
any radio station, not even 1his radio station 
except now and this is the grea1es1 music." 

Then Charles came back and they 
brought in Charlie Kendall as program di
rector. He was gonna fire me but I spoke 
with him and he said, "I'll !ell you what. 
I'm gonna give you more time bul I want 
10 see your roots and al the same time I 
wani you to help the music department." 
Then he brought in a new music director, 
Tony Berardini, and we got along famous
ly. Suddenly I had more time so I could 
play a broader spectrum and then you start
ed hearing all 1hese bands during the day; 
the Heads and Blondie arid the Ramones. 
So 'BCN entered the eigh1ies and all the 
hippies left. At that poin1 the ratings start
ed to climb. 
Crass: Your taste is amazing. Most of the 
bands that I really love f first heard from 
you and I can pinpoint the exact times. You 
played "Get Over You" by the Undertones 
in the Demi-Monde and I started searching 
for the record within the hour. You played 
Stiff Litlle Fingers' "Breakout" on another 
show and I went berserk. 
0: That's one of those songs I couldn't play 
on 'MBR. I had so much hassle a1 'MBR 
because the old guard, who kept 1he station 
together, hated the music I played. They 
used to come running in-I played "Caught 
With the Meat in Your Mouth" by the 
Dead Boys and they'd freak ou1-"That's 
gross and obscene!" 1 said "Get the fuck 
out of my s1ud io! Talk to me when I'm 
done," 'cause I was wound up in my show 
totally and afterwards I'd say, "Where the 
hell is you r mind at? He's talki ng about a 
Big Mac." 
C&C: So you could play stuff on 'BCN that 
you couldn't play on 'MBR? 
0: Right, because at 'MBR they're worried 
about their license and I can unders1and 
tha1 so I don't play the "fucks" and 
"shits" where a1 'BCN we push it deliber
ately. I would never play the Dead Kenne
dy's "Too Drunk to Fuck" on 'MBR but 
I'll probably chance it on 'BCN. Also when 
artists are inlerviewed I never censor them. 
C&C: When the Clash were on after the 
first Orpheum show they were outrageous, 
yelling and swearing and smashing records 
they disapproved of 
0: The first lime when they played Harvard 
Square, I was supposed to inlerview them 
and then we got fired-that was the WBCN 
strike. When I got fired that day J went over 
to see the Clash. It was reaDy heavy duty 
when they fired over half the staff. There 
was wailing in the halls. People just totally 
freaked out and I was just pissed. I ran off 
10 a Clash concert and released ii all. 
C&C The latest ratings give WCOZ an /lo/, 
share of the market. WBCN has gone from 
4.2% to a 4.8%. What does that mean to 
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the station? 
0: Against 1ha1 whole onslaught, we've 
gone up which is a further justification of 
what we're doing and what we believe in, 
we recognize the arena bands for what they 
are, ye! Adam & the Ants and the Clash, 
Echo & and !he Bunnymen and the Jam and 
all the Boston bands that we play, people 
still want to hear them more than ever. 
C&C: Who listens to you on 'BCN? 
0: My response on 'BCN comes from col
lege kids and people in their twenties on up 
who are really into 1he new music, and also 
I'm getting lots of letters from junior high 
school kids who love Cheap Trick and Joe 
Jackson and the Ramones. These kids are 
rebelling against their older bro1hers and 
sisters. They don't want to hear these old 
dinosaurs. 

Eventually all of us and all the young 
kids who have grown up with Joe Jackson, 
the Police, Blondie and the Clash and Gang 
of Four and the Undertones and on and on 
-i1's gonna reach a peak such that that's 
our music and the radio stations that aren't 
playing tha1 are not gonna be able to ca1ch 
up because the new wave has that kind of 
thing, the camaraderie of it is such that you 
know when someone's a phony because 
they don't know how 10 pronou nce the 
names. They don't know who's in the band. 
You can't fool someone who loves it. 
C&C: You get stuff out there that most 
people would never hear and you get them 
to accept it. 
0: It's amazing the response you get too. I 
got a leeter from this woman and she said, 
"God, it was the greatest radio I've ever 
heard. You played all these songs that I 
hadn'1 heard and she listed them all-Jef
ferson Sta rsh ip, Judas Priest, Public Im
age Limited-and she loved all of them. 
C&C: We see you buying records all the 
time. You probably buy more records than 
you get for free. 
0: 0~ cons1antly. That's why I do the De
mi-Monde. I go in and I make my trades. 
That's what I really love about Mike and 
John-people will accuse them of so-called 
exploiti ng of the scene and I'm leery of 
anyone who comes in new. I always check 
them out but somebody said "Go to New
bury Comics" and I met these guys and 
they're wise enough to know that their 
tas1es are not everybody's tastes. They insist 
on paying everyone, whatever they can
the bands, the writers. They take their 
money and they turn it into new projects. 
Boston Rock every month-then it becomes 
a bi-weekly. The record label. They keep 
turning the money back in. They're not 
penny pinchers and Rebop Records is the 
same way. They're really nice people too. 
They love the music. That's what's wonder
ful about it. I check them all ou1. When t 
went to Spil I checked out Pat Lyons and 
we talked. He's never stepped on me or the 
music. I've hired all the jocks. We consult. 
We changed the door policy. 
C&C: let's talk about Spit's door policy. 
We still hear a lot of complaints. 
0: Well the door policy origina1ed because 
ii used to be Illusions. II was a teen disco 
and all these South Boston kids they 
wouldn't let in because they were trouble
makers. Those were the same kids that used 
to throw bonles at the Rat. That's when 
David Minehan got hurt. So ii became 
Spit. Ini1ially they thought they could base 
it on dress because to them new wave was 
colored hair. 
C&C: Not in Boston, New wave is anything. 
0: You couldn't base it on dress so then 
they went by altitude. They know the South 



Boston kids and the troublemakers that 
want to come in and cause fights so !hey 
might check your ID or no1 let you in imme
diately to see what your attitude's gonna be 
like and if the person says, "Hey, I just 
came to dance, I can't wait to get in there,'' 
they don't care what he looks like. They 
don't care if he's black or white or gay or 
straight, 1hey're gonna let the person in. 
C&C: We still hear about a lot of people 
who can't get in who clearly aren't trouble
makers, includinR women. 
0: That's weird because my policy is to let 
all the women in. II takes them a while to 
gel to know. I'm not gonna say there's no 
problems but it works more than it doesn't, 
and I agree-good people are turned away. 

But I give them credit that for the most part 
they don't let idiots in. Pa1's philosophy is 
if people are having a good time 1hey're 
gonna come back and they do not nickle 
and dime people. 
C&C: They're changing even though 
they're doing well. It really seems to be the 
only club that's doing much. 
0: They don't have to but they do. That's 
why the new sound system. That's why 1he 
video. That's why !hey hired (the Under
ground's) Jim Coffman. Now they're hav
ing Fad Gadget and Delta Five and Bush 
Tetras. They have the vision. I gave up on 
the Rat long ago. I stopped jus1ifying, ra
tionalizing Rat policies. I just refuse to tol
erate their bullshit anymore. Jim Harold is 
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not an evil person by any standards but 
Jim just refuses to make it great. He's had 
greal people work for him and he just re
fuses to take the Rat anywhere. He nickles 
and dimes ii, the Channel nickles and dimes 
it. There's only two clubs in this town as 
far as I'm concerned-lhe UnJerground 
and Spil and !hat's it. And I Jove the Und
erground. 
C&C: The Paradise i.s another club that gets 
slagged a Jot and we've never understood 
why. It's always been the best place in the 
city for live mu.sic. 
O: Once Don Law got sole control ii in
stantly changed. They said, "From now on, 
no tables, you can dance and the bouncers 
ain't gonna hassle you." 

C&C: The people in this town who are in
volved in new music believe in it .strongly. 
That's what you get across that's so rare in 
professional radio. 
0: That's why I love 'BCN because the 
staff is entusiastic about new music and 
'MBR eleclrifies !he city but 'BCN has the 
ability to electrify the nation and World _be
cause of its stature. We all work together
it's an all-inclusive thing. You couldn't have 
'BCN without 'MBR but 'MBR really 
couldn't be without 'BCN at this point be
cause of how !hey tie in. There's a mutual 
thing and there's respect. 
C&C: ls 'BCN aware ofit? 
0: Oh, completely. That's why Tony Berar
dini insists that we support 'MBR benefits. 
That's why we're on the Modern Methods 
compilation album. We wanted to promote 
it and take it beyond Boston. Are you as 
excited about what's going on as we are'? 
When I stop getting excited you'll see me 
go. I will leave overnight-just disappear. 
It's just as exciting as it's ever been. You 
have to change with it. These people who 
say, "What happened to the punk'? What 
about the Sex Pistols'?" To me the Sex Pis· 
tols are an oldie. They are over and done 
with and I know exactly how Johnny feels. 
It's: an oldie and it has to be treated tha1 
way and those people that still want that 
thing have not explored it enough. 
C&C: Part of the trouble i.s that people 
who are just discovering it-to them it's all 
new. 
0: Thal is true. The new wave is really 
unique that way because it converts you. 
Then you just love it all and you want to 
hear it all. 
C&C: In the beginning we'd know every re
cord in the .stores but now we don't what 
mo.st of the stuff is. You need a lot more in
formation. 
0: That's what I love about Boston Rock. 
The thing is not to review something good 
or bad. The thing is what you review. I 
may disagree with your review but the thing 
is at least you reviewed it and it was worthy 
of being reviewed. 

I read bylines. So in the Phoenix I'll read 
anything Simmons wri1es, I'll read anything 
Isaacs writes, anything Rachlis writes, any
thing Ariel Swartley writes. The same in 
Boston Rock. I read Greg and you. I read 
certain people that I respect as writers. I 
read Tristram. I'll read anything Tristram 
writes arld Betsy-I always read Betsy. Bet
sy's a grea1 writer. She is really tremendous. 
Betsy to me is vastly underrated and under
used. 

What really pissed me off about the Real 
Paper's Mission of Burma slags were first of 
all I disagreed with !hem but on top of it
here's a band that's struggling to keep alive 
-that's trying to play enough gigs so they 
at least don't have to work a day job-our 
responsibility is not just to blindly support 
them but to help them and encourage them 
so that they can make it and a1 least make a 
living. Maybe they'll never play Boston 
Garden; maybe they will-that's not the 
point. Bui let's help them at least 'cause 
their music is important. 
C&C: What do you think of them? 
0: Mission of Burma'? Oh, I'm very fond 
of them. As a mailer of fact I hold Mission 
of Burma responsible for the whole new 
sound coming out of Boston. With 1he 
Wicked Good compilation album, with 
Someone & the Somebodies, wilh the forth
coming Mission of Burma EP and even the 
Lyres-we're seeing bands that are no long
er derivative of past successes. They are 
charting new 1erritory that is unexplored; 
it's experimental. When Mission doesn't 
hit it doesn't make it bul when they hit il's 
magic and they're willing to take a chance. 
And this Wicked Good compilation, these 
records do not sound like anything we've 
heard before. 

Suddenly Bosrnn is gonna be recognized 
-we have a bunch of bands here who are 
charting new territory the rest of world has 
to respond to now. It's the kind of record 
that I would feel proud to send to Rough 
Trade and say, "This record is phenome-

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE 
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nal." h's the bes! compilation ever to come 
ou1 of Boston. 
C&C: The only trouble is with the sound. 
There ore so many cuts 011 it that the sound 
isn't nearly as good as it should be. 
0: Thal's the one thing. There was no ne
cessity 10 put two songs by four bands on 
it. They shou ld have limited it o nly to the 
thirteen bands-one song apiece. I know 
why they did it, but 1hey did sacrifice the 
sound. Compared to Someone and the 
Somebod ies, whose 12" EP is just so hot. 
ltjus1 jumps off the record. Boy is that hot! 

I'm wild about the Young Snakes. I 
didn't even know the Young Snakes and I 
heard this song I just think is fantastic. And 
Bird Songs or the Mesozoic and Bound and 
Gagged's best song, "Black Sand," and La 
Peste's "Lease on Life." I cou ld just keep 
naming them all. It's amazing! It's so solid 
that it really excites me because they're 
charting totally new directions that Boston 
hasn't seen and I hold Mission of Burma 
responsible for that. 
C&C: Their music isn't like anything else. 
0: I don't like to define things. The only 
things I can come close is like discordant 
melodies such that there's someth ing there 
you can sti ll sing. I mean, I can hum "Aca
demy Fight Song." 
C&C: What do you think of the Late Ris
er's Club? 
0: The Late Riser's Club developed out of 
the Demi-Monde. I love 1he people on The 
Late Riser's Club and I listen to them when
ever I can and personally, Peter Gates is my 
favorite announcer. Charles Laquidara is 
the best annou ncer in the world but my fav
orite is Peter Gates. I like what they do. I 
like that they're all different. My problem 
with the Lale Riser's Club is that they do 
not deal with me as a late riser. When I 
wake up between 10:JO and noon and I 
want the news, I want the weather, I want 
the gossip. They've got the music down but 
I want the informal ion at noon when I wake 
Up. 
C&C: Do you like ha11gi11g arou11d with 
bands as much as we do? 

0: We're all groupies. I'm the biggest 
groupie there is. I love hanging out with 
bands and meeting them. But I only want to 
meet the ones that want to meet me as a per
son. I don'! want 10 deal with them as stars. 

I interviewed the Undertones and I really 
love their music so I went to sec them at 
Trax and I'm stand ing up front and 1 'm po
going and I'm jumping up and down and he 
goes, "OK, what's the first song on the first 
side of our albu m, who knows?" and I go, 
"I know-'More Songs About Chocolat e 
and Girls'," and he goes "That's right! 
This person knows!" and they did the song 
and it's like here I am this groupie kid 
standing up there pogoing and I know their 
music too and I knew the answer. 
C&C: Do you remember the first record 
you ever bought? 
0: Yes. T he first single I ever bought-I 
didn't have a record player but I bought it 
- I was a really little kid. I just wanted it. 
"Red River Rock," by Johnny and the 
Hurricanes. 

That's how I know it's a hit. When I hear 
a song that I love- I put the headphones 
on, turn it up full volume so that nobody 
can hear it, I play it over a nd over again, 
and I dance around the room and I si ng it 
out. The best imaginary inslruments and the 
greatest imaginary vocals you ever heard. I 
play an air guitar like nobody's ever seen, 
drums, keyboards. I'm a great imaginary 
bass player and the vocals- I am the great
est vocalist. I sing it out. I've got the moves. 
C&C: A re you a closet rock star? 
0: I told you I'm a groupie, a closet rock 
star. I play every instrument a nd I sing 
every song. I want to have an eniire air 
band where everybody just plays to death 
their imaginary instruments. 
C&C: Do you wa111 to play at our Warm 
Leatherelte party in Ju11e? 
0: Yes, I'd love to. I'll definitely play an in
strument. I may even sing. I'll sing '' Isra+ 
el." It has to be air. It'll have to be pre
rcorded. I play an irl)aginary guitar and 
when I get down I get down. 

Our P.A. consultants at EUCO Pro-Audio are giving the new Peavey XR-6008 rave 
reviews. A compact mixer/amp with front-pannel access, the XR·600B is undlsputa
the lowest priced P.A. "head" available with both low Impedance and high impe
dance inputs. 
Also featured on the Peavey XR-6008 are six independent channels, each having two 
bands of EO, separate effects and monitor busses, and a mains level. In addition to 
the add it ion to the usual master stage controls, this unit also sports an Internal re
verb tank and a built-in 9·band graphic equalizer. Plus it delivers a full 210 watts 
RMS into 4 ohms and an awesome 300 watts at 2 ohms for clean, undistorted sound. 
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A LITTLE AMBITION 
NEVER HURT ANYONE 
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Declaration of Independents 
13 Tracks of U.S Rock-1980 

$ 7 SVT. Pylon, Bubba Lou, Root Boy Slim, Robin Lane & 
The Chartbusters. Jim Wunderle, Luxury, The News. D. 
Clinton Thompson, Razz, Kevin Dunn. Ragnar Kvaran , 

postpaid Tex Rubinowitz 
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Double Shot (Of My Baby 's Love)/ THE ORIGINAL 
SYMPTOMS 

(each) 
postpaid 

Love All Over The .Place/BUBBA LOU 
Life Is A Rock/ CLASS OF 'B1l• featuring Ritchie 

Cordell 
Stronger Silence, Killing You, Not The Same Thing / 

THE REDS 

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL RECORD STORE OR BY MAIL TO CROSS COUNTRY, P.O. BOX 3584, WASH., D.C 20007 

DISTRIBUTED BY JEM RECORDS & ROUNDER RECORDS 



The Upstarts will be appearing at: 

Jaspers May 17 Bunratty's May 19 

1270 May 20 



IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE! 

Favorite Local Group: _____________ _ 

Favorite American Group: ___________ _ 

Favorite Foreign Group: ____________ _ 

Favorite Live Group: _____________ _ 

Favorite Dead Group: _____________ _ 

Most Over-rated: 

Favorite Vocalist: ______________ _ 

Favorite Guitarist: ______________ _ 

Favorite Bass Player: _____________ _ 

Favorite Drummer: 

Favorite Keyboardist: _____________ _ 

Favorite Sax Player: _____________ _ 

Other Instrument: ______________ _ 

Band You'd Most Like to See Come to Boston: 

Band You 'd Most Like to See Leave Boston: 

Best Band Name: ______________ _ 

Worst Band Name: 

Best Dressed Band or Performer: _________ _ 

Worst Dressed: _______________ _ 

Most Obnoxious Rock Personality: ________ _ 

What Was the Last Record You Bought? 

What Is Your Favorite New Album? 

Favorite Old Album? 

Fayorite Local Record ~· ____________ _ 

Favorite Place to See Live Music: _________ _ 

Favorite Place to Drink: ____________ _ 

Favorite Place to Eat: _____________ _ 

Favorite Clothing Store: ____________ _ 
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Favorite Record Store:. _____________ _ 

Favorite Radio Station: 
Favorite DJ: ________________ _ 

Favorite TV Show: ______________ _ 

Favorite Non-musical activity: _________ _ 

Favorite Rock Mag (excluding BR): ________ _ 

What Do You Think Should Be Done About Candy & Crass? 

Favorite BR Writers: _____________ _ 

Worst BR Writers: ______________ _ 

Favorite BR Photographers: __________ _ 

Things You Like Most About BR? 

Things You Dislike About BR? __________ _ 

What Would You Like to See Most in Future Issues of BR? 

..• Any Other Comments, Suggestions, Criticisms etc .... 

THANK YOU! 
Please return to: tlJl.rTOFI 

llOtll 
268 NEWBURY STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116 
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/ by Tristram Lozow 

After about 40 minutes of Joan Jett's 
poor Suzi Quatro imitations and miserable 
cover tunes (had Joan even been born when 
"Woolly Bully" was a hit?), the "pop sen· 
sibilities" of XTC should have been a wel
come relief. But as the band launched into 
the usually invigorating trio of songs that 
opened their set-"Reel by Reel," "At the 
Hop" and "I Have Difficulty"-it was ap
parent that the group was in for an uphill 
battle. The sound was absolutely horrid, as 
if someone had sabotaged the EQ settings 
on the PA system. 

If you were one of those being pressed 
against the front of the stage where the 
sound levels must have been around 140 de
cibels (or you were the photographer who 
had strapped himself to a pole there to 
guarantee his vantage point), you probably 
thought the sound was marvelous, provided 
you had some sort of protection for your 
ears. Otherwise all you heard were very 
crisp drums, and vocals that sounded like 
they were coming from a cardboard box. 

As demonstrated by a 5 song lull in the 
middle of XTC's set. some of Black Seo. 

/// . ·. · .. _,/:>--~ ..... , 
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their latest LP, hasn't translated to the live ter" (XTC in top form) and "This Is Pop," RSO, the company which distributed 
show very well. The tunes aren't as strong the faithful screamed right on through a vi- Black Sea in America for Virgin Records, 
and thus not as able to bulldoze their way deotape of the Police and a new Lene Lov- has since folded. That album will now be 
through acoustical inadequacies as the rest ich pick hit. handled by Phonogram. The next one 
of XTC's songs. Although they had rescued their concert should come out sometime around Septem-

With most of their set already history, from impending disaster, all was not totally ber on Epic records. "We've already re-
XTC managed something of a comeback roscy backstage afterwards. XTC were none corded four or five tunes for the next al· 
with a sterling rendition of "Scissor Man" too happy about being thrown together bum, but I think we'll probably just scrap 
from the Drums and Wire LP, the source with Joan Jett and crew for a few tour them and start fresh when we get back.'' 
for most of their best live material. As gui· dates. Apparently they were less than per- Although Block Seo has been a very suc· 
tarist Dave Gregory provided some bubbly sonable . The Jett-ites, from band on down cessful album for XTC, fueled by at least 
keyboards in a middle-section step-out, one to crew, were too involved in their (albeit three outstanding cuts, it suffered from an 
of XTC's fortes, the crowd seemed to know shaky) star trips to practice abundant lacing of fairly obvious, trying-
that this was what XTC . I tOO·hard attempts at being tight, mtelhgent 
was supposed to .... . ...... .' . . •.. . '- ......._ 4--L/ and co?:merc1ally viable 
sound like. · . , . . ·· · /·· . . -----
The energy continued through · .. .·· ......_ / · ·.. C -- _ 
an upbeat version of "Towers of London," · '-, · -...;: ·· .. 
and "Optimism's Flame" complete with / ' / 

:i~~t.h.;.rhi~·~~;:~:cah~:~~· e:::;; o;r:~:; I :~:~~n~e:;;:~~g friendly human 1eve1s. /good ideas as the tunes mig~h~:.k m':~~ ~~ 
can be gained from seeing XTC live instead (We'll leave speculation on PA sabotage this material turned up especially deficient 
of staying at home with the LP. alone for now.) Anyway, XTC would soon in XTC's live show, compounded further 

By the time the band ended with ''Gen· be off to the uncharted territories of Venez· by the bad sound. Partridge had previously 
erals and Majors," a few songs later, they uela and Florida and leave all that trouble promised that the album to follow Black 
had driven the crowd into the type of frenzy with teenagers behind. Seo would be full of explorations of new 
they'd become accustomed to on their trips "I'm really looking forward to it, it frontiers. The flip sides that weren't on 
to Beantown. After an encore of "Helicon- should be interesting," offered guitarist/ Block Seo show that XTC is perfectly capa,------------------..:=:-------, vocalist Andy Partridge. "It'll be our first ble of tha1. Let's hope that they forget all 

time in either place. I've heard they've had those misguided mumblings about being 
a lot of shootings in Florida, though.'' more ''poppy'' so that they can just be 

Andy has long been wary of Americans themselves: tigh1, intelligent and commer-

~~:i~0~1~n1t:i":e'~?::. ~~:'0~h:s ~~aec:n~; \ cially viable. 

one where I fear for my life." His repulsion \ 
by our country's affairs with Colt 45s will \ 
probably m3terialize on the next XTC LP \ .. 
as a song entitled ''Melt the Guns.''/ · ,,.,,,., 
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by Larry Bangor 

On Sunday, Feb. 8, Human Sexual Re
sponse headed out on its first cross country 
tour. We financed the trip ourselves, trav
elling in two vans, "Honky" and 
"Horny." 

TUESDAY, FEB. JO-CHICAGO 
Arrived in Chicago at 8:00 this morning 

in the middle of a snowstorm. Last night, 
the first show of our tour, at the Second 
Chance in Ann Arbor, went reasonably 
well. Opening for the Busboys, we succeed
ed in winning the crowd over without exact
ly driving them wild. After sit1ing through 
the Busboys' set (no comment) we left for 
Chicago and hit heavy snow almost im
mediately. Counted overturned trucks 
all the way here. 

gave an excellent performance. The audi- the stage. The bride slipped on the beer-
ence was enthusiastic enough that we were drenched floor, but hardly seemed con-
hardly disappointed with the small turnout. cerned about her gown. After the show we 

Yesterday we visited a local radio station told them how smart they were to get mar-
and had a rather awkward interview with a ried and come see Human Sexual Response 
DJ who had never seen us. and was often at on Valentine's Day. We asked if they were 
a loss for questions. One high point: He virgins, but they wouldn't tell. 

:~~~uu;_i~~e;~l~e~:% ;::, ~:~~.~::1~:~k TUESDAY, FEB. 17-
Anne Frank House. ''Where is it?'' he BOULDER, COLORADO 
asked, "in New York?" "No," I answered, Sunday night we celebrated Malcolm's 
"it's in Amsterdam. The one in New York birthday at a steak house in Nebraska. 
is Anne Frank World.'' From the restaurant we did an on-air phone 

We left Boulder early Wednesday and 
drove through Wyoming, Utah and Neva
da. The mountain scenery is amazing, espe
cially through Utah. We slept for about five 
hours in Winnemucca, Nevada, then drove 
on to San Francisco, where it's like late 
spring, with temperatures in the 70s. The 
first thing we heard on the radio here was 
Mission of Burma's ''Max Ernst.'' 

SUNDAY, FEB. 15- ~~1
1
;:~e:n:~ho~~!ti~l~;~~~e~~t~~~~~io). SUNDAY, FEB. 22-SAN 

MINNEAPOLIS Checked into the Bouldec Hotel Monday FRANCISCO 
Last Thursday's show in Madison, Wis- afternoon and that night we played two Friday started with an interview on KUSF , 

consin felt very much like a ''regu lar gig.'' sold out shows at the Blue Note, a beautiful radio, where we've been getting good air-
Quite a few people in the audience seemed club that ho lds about 500 people. Today we play. In the afternoon a press conference at 
to have heard of us before. Lots of requests were unable to find our record on sale any- Domino Records had been supposedly set 
for songs-and not all album cuts. where in town, which is a shame consider- up for us by our concert promoters. Unfor-

Friday and Saturday we played at the 7th ing the success of last night's shows. lunately, no one showed up for it except 
Street Entry in Minneapolis, which is the Over breakfast Windle told me about a Surprise! Oedipus, who was in town on 
most dismal city I've ever encountered, but spaced out interviewer who, while asking vacation. 

THURSDAY, FEB. 12- one with an aware music audience. People questions in our dressing room, filled a beer That night we played with the Mutants at 
danced and cheered and gave us the best re- bottle with water, explaining that he wanted the Old Waldorf. We got a great reception 

CHICAGO ception of the trip so far. Chris's amp head people to think he was drinking beer. Win- and were persuaded by the Waldorf man-
Our first show at Tut's Tuesday night blew out the first night, but luckily we had a die pointed out that there was a cigarette agement to come back the next night as un-

went well considering that, due 10 a severe spare. butt in the bottle. ''That's all right,'' the in- announced guests of the Dickies and the 
blizzard, only about 60 people showed up. Last night we noticed a bride and groom, terviewer answered as he took another swal- Angry Samoans. That gig went alright but 
We had ood sound, a decent sta e, and in full weddin re alia, dancin in front of low, "people will think it's a lemon rind." was a bit anticlimactic after the excitement --•••••••••--•••••iiio••_,i.;;;;,;,;;;;;.;;,.,.,;;.;;,~~;.;,;,;;;.;,:;;;:.:;.~ .. -~_,~I offriday'sshow. 
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I lo r: Dini (with camera) Rich, Diane (a friend), Casey and Windle. Saturday afternoon, during an interview 
with Damage, we heard "What Docs Sex 
Mean to Me?" on the radio. First time 
we've heard ourselves played since leaving 
Boston. 

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25-LOS 
ANGELES 

Last Sunday we played Madam Wong's 
West in Santa Monica. We were greeted on
stage by perfect silence from the 30 or 40 
people there. We launched into "Keep a 
Southern Exposure" and to our amazement "' 
they loved it. At the end of the set, they 
called us back for an encore. Never has 
such a small audience seemed like such a 
crowd of fans. 

Our show the next night at the Starwood 
in Hollywood went even better. We had 



'',I 

been warned that the Starwood was a rough 
place, that someone had been beaten to 
death in the audience only a few months 
ago. As it !urned out, the Starwood was 
comfor1able and friendly with a great sound 
system and a large visible stage. The audi
ence was so bouncy that some members 
jumped onstage to dance with us. B People, 
who opened, are the best band we've played 
with on the trip. 

Last night we played at Club Fort, a mul
ti-level remodeled warehouse, decorated in 
corrugated steel. We're virtually unknown 
here, but we drew a medium-sized crowd 
and got called back for two encores. A suc
cessful gig, but not as exciting as our West 
Coast dates. 

SUNDAY, MARCH 1-
ATLANTA 

A broken van set us back about six hours 
and we ended up driving 24 hours straight 

rt !~~: ~b~~~ne~~t~~~~~·a~~e~ ~hi; a~~ii;:i.°n-
1.,r We sold out the 688 Club, and had a smash

ing show with the most receptive audience 
,., yet. 

This morning was a photo session with a 
... photographer who was intent on capturing 

a feeling of new wave viciousness 1hat he in
sists he perceived in our show. At noon, all 
he was able to coax out of us was a kind of 
reserved camp that leaves us with little hope 
of good results. 

Our Atlanta performance was such a 
high that it's hard to believe that our last 
two shows of the tour could top it. 

Surprisingly enough, our date in Raleigh, 
North Carolina, though not as crowded as 
Atlanta, was technically superior and just as 
warmly received. We had been warned by 
members of Pylon that there was a group of 
drunks in Raleigh that made a practice of 
hurling glasses, beer pitchers, etc. a1 bands, 
and sure enough, toward 1he end of 1he 

night an ashtray was thrown at the middle 
of the stage. When it happened the second 
time, we walked off stage. The incident 
could have marred the evening, but 1he au
dience seemed to be behind us and we went 
off with an ovation. 

Last night we had another outstanding 
performance with a packed house in Phila
delphia. It was a perfect culmination of the 
tour, and was only slightly overshadowed 
by the theft of eight mikes and a bass amp. 

Right now we're on our way back to Bos
ton feeling more in shape and in better spir
its than when we left. 

LONDON 
There's not much point in a day by day 

description of our trip to London since we 
only did two performances there. 

The first was an appearance on The Old 
Grey Whistle Test, a TV show somewhat 
akin to Top of the Pops, but emphasizing 
album cuts rather than singles. We did 
"Guardian Angel" and "Dolls," and both 
songs looked and sounded very good when 
we saw 1hem aired later that night. 

Our only real gig in London was at The 
Venue, a club considerably larger than Me
tro. Although we didn't fill the place, we 
drew a respectable crowd. Our set sounded 
remarkabl ti hi and spirited considering 

that, due to the theft of our mikes in Philly, 
we had not rehearsed in two weeks. The au
dience seemed to sit back and consider us at 
first, but, by halfway through the set, the 
dance floor was full. We were called back 
for encores more than once, and everyone 
we spoke to after the show sounded im
pressed and enthusiastic. 

Our English record reviews, however, put 
something of a damper on our feeling of 
transatlantic triumph. For the most part 
they could be called mixed, although a few 
were downright damning. But if we didn't 
exactly wow the British critics, at least we 
got their attention. The people at Beggar's 
Banquet, who released our record there, 
seemed completely unshaken by our cool 
reception from the press. They've been to
tally supportive and encouraging. 

The rest of our time in London we spent 
on sightseeng, business meetings, inter
views, visits to various clubs and bars, res
taurants and museums. We attended a fan
tastic concert by Colin Newman's band, 
and visited Richard Strange's Cabaret Fu
tura, where we witnessed a series of 
performances similar to, but nowhere near 
as good as, a Steve Stain Revue. We decid
ed to make the trip a small vacation, and 
ended up spending about five days longer 
·here than we ex cted. 

We're back in Boston now, in the middle 
of about six weeks of gigs before beginning 
work on a new record. 

(Poem given to me by someone who over
heard my conversation with a Beggar's Ban
quet representative on the train into Lon
don.) 

Slow Man Slow 
You ain't going nowhere man, 
Hey there's nowhere to go, 
So take it slow man, take it slow. 
You wanna be a singer or a movie star 
Surely man you realize you 're reaching a 

little too far 
So take it slow man, take it slow 
I hear you think two months 

is a Jillie too long 
For the people in Radio land 

to hear your song 
But you gotta take it slow man, take ii slow 
So play the waiting game 
When you 're reaching/or some fame. 

'Cos man, you may be going in 
the wrong direction. 

So take it slow man, take it slow. 

-Des O'Brien 
13th March 198/ 

Best wishes /or your career in music 
Human Sexual Response 



Fri Mly1~ 

OSTON ROCKABILLY 
MUSIC CONSPIRACY 

S11.,May16 

PETER DAYTON 

Sun,Mayt 7 

PLANET STREET 
with 

THE BURNOUTS 

Mon .. May18andlue.May19 

LARKIN 

W&d,May20 

PASTICHE 
wllh 
uxo 

Thur May21 

PASTICHE 
with 

MEN&VOLTS 

Frl.May22 

LIP 
with 

NIKKI AUKEM.A 

$a! . M1y23 

THE VINNY 0AND 

Sun .. Mly2• 

THE TRADEMARKS 

Mon . May:l!I 

THE MARTELLS 

TUI! May:26 

INA RAY0AND 

Thurs. May '17 

LOVE AND FLAME 

Fri May2fl~r1dS.t M1y29 

FACE TO FACE 

Sun . May JO 

HYPERTENSION 

Mon . May31 

EDDIE SHAW 

Wolff performing "The 
Stations of the Cross." During 
Station II, "Jesus Accepts His 
Cross" Wolff placed several wind
up music boxes on the strings of a 
pedal stet"I guitar. The sou nd of 
the music boxes, in the shape of 
Brahms and Bach, reverberating 
against the strings was then fed 
through a tape delay system to 
create a weird variety of whining 
noises. 

I've been racking my brain try
ing to think of a simple definition 
that neatly encompasses the field 
of performance art. I can't do it. 
Critic Rosalee Goldberg came 
close, decla1 ing , "Performance 
art is simply art, live." 

Mass. College of Art, tha1 stale 
supported bastion of the avant 
garde, just completed i1s sixth an
nual Eventworks performance art 
fesival, April 10-26. Eventworks, 
this year, was comprised of nine 
performances ranging from a 
dance with a canoe to the ritualis
tic execution of an electric guitar. 
Along the way the festival touched 
on video, poetry, music, mime, 
film, still photography, and con
ventional theater. Pick any three 
and you've got a performance. 

Fred Frith, a guitarist from Cal
ifornia known for work with a 
progressive rock band called Hen
ry Cow, gave the best attended 
performance of the festival. Frith 
set up a table in front of the 
stage with a variety of noisemak
ers and doctored guitars. For 
about an hour, Frith dug and 
scratched sounds out of his mater
ials. In one piece, Frith unrolled 
a yard of scotch tape and ran it 
over the strings of one of the gui
tars, creating an abrasive screech
ing sound. Another piece utilized 
violin, doctored to sound like a 
cross between a freight train and 
fingernails on a blackboard. The 
entire audience grimaced and 
squirmed in their seats. Nol all the 
compositions were loud and 
abrasive. Frith demonstrated a 
true musician's ability to modu
la1e the sounds and orchestrate the 
noises. The pieces did not have a 
traditional melodic or rhythmic 
organization, yet they did have a 
linear structu re and a sense of di
rection that kepi the work on the 
comprehensible side of chaos. 

The most exciting performance 
of the festival was that of another 
musician, Rick Wolff, an artist in 
residence at Mass. Art. Wolff's 
piece was entitled "The 14 Sta
tions of the Cross" and was pre· 
sented on Easter Eve. Wolff ar
ranged 14 "stations" of sound 
and props around the auditorium. 
With the accompaniment of pre
recorded tapes, Wolff moved 
from station to station, changing 
costumes, and playing the instru
ments at each pface. 

5/17 5/18 
Bush Tetras/People In Human Sexual Response/ May Fest Street Party Native Tong 
Stores . . .. Underground Outlets ........... Channel ............. , . Gallery East 

("A" Street-across from 
Lou Miami/Boys Lite/ Peter Dayton .... Inn Square South Statlon)wlth Peter 
Swingers Resort ....... Rat Dayton, WIid Stares, Art· 

Sueda Cowboys/Rubber Ro· yard, Sickness and Spike. 
Joan Jett ........ . Paradise deo.. . ............... Rat Music starts In attemoon-

5/22 
Fleshtones . . Jasper's 

Equators.. . ... Channel 

Pastiche/Stains 
.... Underground 

5/29 
Jam/Boys Life 

party goes all day. 
Someone and the Some-
bodies/The Dart< D.O.A./The Dart< 

..... Underground ............ Paradise 

5/23 5/24 5/25 
Modern Method Party Count's Rock 'n' Roll Spec- glue your ea 
. ....... Fensgate Ballroom 
with La Peste, Outlets, Boys 
Life, Native Tongue 

(ALL AGES!) 

tacular#10 ........ Paradise 
with Daughters, Slow Chlld· 
ren, Big World and Love & 
Flame 

Rockats ........... Channel U2/Stompers 
..... ClubCaslno(N.H.) 

Lyres/Neats .. Underground (603) 926-4300 

Neighborhoods ... Jasper's 

5/30 5/31 
Teardrop Explodes/La Paste take a walk ... 

6/1 

Channel .................. Paradise 
dotheJungl 

Outlets ......... Cantone's Outlets ......... Cantone's 

Station XI, Jesus is nailed 10 the 
Cross, found Wolff, lit only by an 
occasionally flashing st robe light, 
hammering on the back of a pia· 
no. The tempo of the light picked 
up as Wolff attacked an electric 
guitar, driving nails into the wood
en body. The tempo increased 
again, Wolff took an enormous 
scythe and impaled the gui1ar. 
Lights out. 

Station XIII, Jesus is Taken 
Down From the Cross, was an ac
tual !ape recording of Wolff tak
ing confessions. Wolff had ten 
years of sinning to atone for, acts 
of lust and fornication too numer
ous to remember. "What about 
masturbation?" the priest asked. 
"I tried it a few times and I didn't 
dig it. It's just by yourself." The 
piece ended with 1he priest virtual· 

Glenn Branca. Underground 

ly throwing Wolff out of the con
fession box, explaining that he 
had a Mass 10 give in two minules. 
"Try six Our Fathers, six Hail 
Marys and an Act of Con1rition." 
"Father, I don't remember it." 

Wolff's performance was not 
only an evocalive examination of 
the subject, it was also good mu
sic, very funny, and the most ima
ginative use of media in the entire 
festival. Wolff explored the flexi
bility of performance art 10 very 
effective ends. 

Somewhere in my vague defini
tion of performance art, the word 
"challenge" enters in. Challenge 
to two.dimensional art, challenge 
to the common uses of media, and 
ultimately challenge to the audi
ence. The dance performance by 
Annie Loui and the video tape by 
the team of Ellen Kozak and Vic
tor Young, were both first rate. 
Yet, though I enjoyed the work of 
these three artists, their presenta
tions seemed out of place at a per· 
formance arl festival. These art
ists, and one might also include 
Frith, closely followed the general 
formulas of dance, video, and 
music presentations. There was 
linle spontaneity (except with 
Frith) and no interaction with !he 
audience. Somehow, the quality 
of challenge was lacking. Though 
the performances were well exe
cuted and interesting, I would 
have preferred to see more work 
like Wolff's, work that went far
ther in challenging conventional 
forms. 

by Tom Gilroy 

The soundman at Spit, having 1 

only heard the band's name, had 
no idea wha1 to expect. "Los Mi
crowaves," he was heard to say 
before the San Francisco trio's 
soundcheck, "What a name! I;: 
What the hell do they sound L 
like?" 

It's not easy to describe 1he 
sound of Los Microwaves without 11• 

the use of more than a few hyph- f, 

ens. Something like art-rock-syn- il" 
thesizer - minimalist - dance - pop 
would do a pretty good job, al
though like all labels, it cannot do O· 
the band's material justice. 

"We're a dance band," ex
plained drummer Todd Rosa after 
1ne show, "but we're also a pop II' " 

band. Twis1ed pop, not sugar pop 
like so many other bands nowa
days. Some of our 30ngs you can 
dance to, some you can't. We !I 

don't really set out 10 write acer· 
1ain type of song, the material just 
kind of falls out of us." 

Music has been falling out of 
the trio for almos11wo years now, 
ever since keyboard player David 
Javelosa (who's also in Baby Bud
dha) talked Meg Brazill into sing-
ing and playing bass in the studio , 
with him. "I was driving to 1he 11 

studio in the car with David," re
called Brazill, "and he started 
talking me into singing the vocals 
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y TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
by Brett Milano 

5/19 5/20 5/21 
...... Rat Bow Wow Wow Alan Vega. . ..... Spit WMBR Benefit ........ Spit 

Before Circus Mort's set at the 
Underground, bassist Dan Braun 
promises "something energetic" 
and hopes the audience will re
spond with "some energy or en
thusiasm." Unlike ot her New 
York bands, says Braun, "We 
don't have any lazy, laid back 
funk sound." 

....... Paradise with City Thrills, Native 
Pastlche/UXB ... Inn Square Tongue, Artyard, Stains and 

Blllygoon Orchestra CCCP·TV/People In Stores 
. Rat Inner Clrcle/Suade Cow· 

boys . . Paradise Pastiche/Men & Volts Ci rcus Mort's sou nd is built on 
energy, but it's mostly the nervous 
kind. Jonathan Kane's drums, the 
band's most striking instrumental 
sound, are a constant roar in over
drive. He seldom locks into a rhy
thm, but usually speeds it up or 
circles around it. Braun's bass is in 
hot pursuit, sometimes giving the 
music its only semblance of melo
dy. The other two players-gui· 
tarist Rick Oller and keyboardist 
Josh Braun-are there mainly for 
discordance overtones. They ap
pear mainly in brief fills to height. 
en the tension. 

. Inn Square 
The Spikes/The Tits 

...... Underground limbo Race/Dub Wrestling 
.............. Underground 

5/26 5/27 5/28 
.. e radio... Joe Tex . . ... Swift's Fad Gadget ......... Spit U2 . . . ..... Metro 

Men & VoltsfThe D Club 
.. Underground 

6/2 6/3 
Frank Sinatra Delta 5 ...... Spit 

.... 1270 
..... Metropolitan Center 

Outlets ..... 

--:-:-:-:w·=-:-:-:-=-·-·-;a ··v·····--.--·.--E· ..... ·st•. ?.~t:i1~· ,~~~r~;~:·;r1~h~~: 
fl \:}]t'."·;,~f deed, the synthesizer of Javelosa 

·.·.-. -- -. -. -..... -. -. -. -. -- · -· -· -· -:::::::::::::=::~i;;;, .. sounded better than most instru-
this song. I had never sung he

re, but I did it anyway. It took 
me getting used to." 
That first song, "I Don't Want 

Hold You," which featured 
azill, Javelosa and friend Todd 

osa on drums, received enough 
cal attention to convince the 
nd to try out the life of being a 
e act, and the trio quit their 
bs. They've been playing gigs 
er since. 

.,~ Following the up-tempo " I 
. on't Want to Hold You" and 

any live shows up and down the 
t est Coast came las1 year's "Ra

o Heart," a song that shows an 
lectic songwriting style and a 
und that's slightly reminiscent 
that five member dance band 

om Athens, Georgia. 
'' Radio Heart'' has gotten some 
eat response," claimed Rosa. 
nd the album, on whatever Ja
l it comes out on, will be real 
pular. I thinK people will like 
" Other than memioning the 
ct that the tapes for the album 
·e completed and mastered, the 

ments (or even records) normally 
sound on the Spit sound system. 
Fluctuating between straight 
ahead dance numbers and some 
more avant-garde, poetic textured 
material, the band brought an in
triguing and very San Francisco 
sound to the weekend punks who 
danced and hoped Dad's "punk" 
aviator shades wouldn't fall off. 
Unlike the quirky, mechanized 
feel of Los Angeles's Wall of Voo
doo, or the thick fluidity of SF's 
Units, Los Microwaves showed 
that a synthesizer in a dance band 
doesn't always mean it has to 
sound like R2D2 gone disco. 

"David uses the synth like a me
lodic tool," explained Rosa, "and 
Meg' s lyrics are like poems. I try 
to move bodies with the rhythm 
box and my drumming. That's 
what makes us different. We don't 
have that recognizable stench that 
so many American bands have. 
We're pretty unique." 

Future Dads/Korea 
.... Underground 

6/4 
Modem Method Party 
.... . ... Metro 
with Human Sexual Re
sponse/Pastiche/Boys Life/ 
Outlets/Someone and the 
Somebodies 

Future Oates: Stranglers, 
The Fall, 999, Basement 5 
Snack World 

ling. Once their occasional on
stage pretensions are ironed out, 
they'll be visual. If the album is 
distributed well, they'll be success
ful. And they have that name. 

"Oh yeah, the name," ex
plained Rosa. "Well , here's where 
we got it. David's from San Jose, 
which is a big area for the micro
chip industry. It's also heavily La
tino. Hence, Los Microwaves." 

So it isn't a toaster oven. 

The overall sou nd is compar
able at times to Pere Ubu (for 
the nervous rhythmic jumps) or to 
the Stranglers (for the overwhelm. 
ing grimness). But while Ubu can 
crack a joke and the Stranglers 
can throw in a lovely melody 
when you least expect to hear one, 
Circus Mort is careful to avoid 
both humor and prettiness. 

The band members express no 
loyalty to the New York scene: 
''Most bands there are either stuck 
in the standard funk groove, or 
they're playing icky pop ... we hate 
rock-disco," said Braun. But why 
the overwhelming lack of positive
ness in Circus Mort's music? Man· 
ager Susan Miller replies that "We 
don't want people to forget that 
there' s a world around them, not 
to lose themselves in a mindless 
teenage dance.'' 

Point taken, but it could be ar
gued that a band as resolutely hu
morless as Circus Mort is no less 
self-indulgent than the most he
donistic pop bands. Braun men
tioned that "We don't care if the 
audiences love ii or hate it. Just as 
long as they don't fall asleep.'' 

They can be an easy band to 
hate. In Circus Mort ' s view, that 
just might be an endorsement. 

FRI 15 WAYNE KRAMER formerly of 
MCS and Gang War and 
THE NEW MODELS 

SAT 16 HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE 
and The Swinging Madlsons 

SUN 17 Fort Point Art Community 
Benefit 5 bands, call for Info 

THU 21 GORILLA BENEFIT with 

FRI 

DUKE ROBILLIARD and 
MICH~EL GREGORY JACKSON 

22 on Stiff from England 
EQUATORS 

Attention 
Local Bands and 

Club Owners! 
Reach Boston's most ac· 
live club goers. Space on 
the Clubland page Is avail· 
able for just $6.00 per col· 
umn inch. To place your ad 
In this section call Marcia 
or Mike at 266·8787. 

MAY 

nd was hesitant to discuss labels 
• 1 d the album. "We have some 

od offers, but we haven't signed 
ith anyone yet," said Rosa. "We 
st hope we get a good company 
ith good distribution with people 
at like us and will support the ai
m. We wam people 10 hear it. 
ey'll like it." 

The band's sound definitely ri
s ·s from its blatant eclecticism. 
( ailing themselves "San Francis
co's only technicano salsatronic 
dance band,'' Los Microwaves un
abashedly borrow from almost 
every musical style in the book, 
falling just short of a new wave, 
techno-rock parody. 

THU 28 Tribute to Doors LA WOMAN THE 

Musically, Los Microwaves are 
innovative. Stylistically, they're 
unique. Lyrically, they're compel -

FRI 29 THE JAM 

SAT 30 ATLANTICS 
JUNE 
WED 3 CHANNEL BIRTHDAY PARTY 

with NEIGHBORHOODS 

CHANNEL 
r-t~~!:~~~~r 
BOSTON'S BEST LIVE ROCK 



PRESENTING 

M~tPJo~:!!u~b~n 
Marianus 

HE'S GOT A MAGICAL BAND; HE Will TAKE AU. YOUR 
TROUPLES AWAY. YOU'RE SEEMING APPREHENSIVE, ACT
ING QUITE DEFENSIVE, WAITING FOR HIM TO START THE 
SHOW. WITH THE LOOK ON HIS FACE, YOU SE'E THE 
WHOLE HUMAN RACE, AS THE LIGHT IN HIS EYES BEGINS 
TO GROW. AT FIRST IT SEEMS SO FRIGHTNIN', HE HITS YOU 
WITH HIS LIGHTNIN', THE ENERGY RUNS UP AND DOWN 
YOUR SPINE. LIFE WON'T BE SO TRAGIC, FOR AU. YOU SEE 
IS ~GIC, SO OPEN UP YOUR HEART AND LET IT SHINE. 

NEVER HAD THIS FEELIN'; YOU'RE ROCKIN' AND A-
~ , ' 

REEUN'. YOU'VE ALWAYS BEEN SO WRONG, NOW ITS SO 
RIGHT, YOU'VE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION, YOU'VE 
LIVED IN SOME DELUSION. GO AND TELL THE PEOPLE 
YOU'RE IN LIGHT. LOOK UP AT HIS FACE, YOU SEE THE 
WHOLE HUMAN RACE. SIT BY HIS SIDE, IT'S TIME TO DINE. 
AND LIFE WON'T BE SO TRAGIC FOR AU. YOU SEE IS MAGIC. 
OPEN UP YOUR HEART AND LET IT SHINE, SHINE, SHINE, 
SHINE. MAGICAL MAN HE'S GOT A MAGICAL BAND. HE WILL 
TAKE AU. YOUR TROUBLES AWAY. 
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TOM GILROY (MUSIC DIRECTOR, OJ,WZBC) 
1. PIL, Flowers ot Romance 
2. Rupert Hine, Immunity 3
_ Psychedelic Furs, Dumbwaiters 

4 KI-Oi-M/, Mother Is 
5

_- Eye/eu In Gaza, Pictures as Memories 
6 Basement 5, 1965-1980 7

_- The Stranglers, The Men In Black 
8. A Certain Ration, To Each 
9. Fred Frith, Speechless 10 

Oldie but recently frequenting the turn. 
· table, Nick Drake, F1,e Lea,es \~." 

LPs d the Ants, Kings ol th~8 

1 ~~~mF~~nller Time Modern 3 2 Wicked Good ' 

Method/WBCN Romance 
3 3 PIL, Flowersa~~ the Chart- 3 

8 Robin Lane n Ute 
busters, lmltt!\~nded Play ~ (·) Pretenders, 

(·) Cure Falthand the Heart 
(·) Tom Petty rd Promises 

breakers, Ha Nlghtclubblng 
(·) Grace Jo~:ftne Power Fall 
5 A Fripp, Dances 
(-) Who, Face 

CARTER'S TO~ ~:s11nat1on Unkno 
IHlng Perso ~ 

1 ~ello I Love yiompllcatlon 

N (DJ, WBCNJn1 

Kllllng Joke, for Oeclbels 
dB's, Stands Let's Go Craz~f/Wh1te 
R~:J:Ji~'Myse1f to Myse 

::eater nos, Nlleclub~;9,,/Radio Love 
6 Gr•:;~:ce, eeat~t: :nd Roll 
1· :~• Roblcha~d~~an ln Love 

t: 9: Tom ;•,~YPrlmary :\I 10. The u ' 
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Al TERNATIVE 
7' Crass - Nagasaki Nightmare (E) 
7" Dept S-1s Vic There? (El 
7' I'm So Hollow-Dreams to Fill a 

Vacuum (E) 
7" Medium, Medium-Hungry, So 

Angry (E) 
7' New Order-Ceremony (El 
7' 5 or 6-Another Reason (E) 
7" Cure-Primary 
7" Ken Lockie-Dance House (E) 
7" Bill Nelson-Banal (E) 
7" Aztec Camera-Just Like Gold (E) 
7" Theatre ol Hate-Rebel Without a 

Brain (E) 
7" Eyeless in Gaza-Invisibility (E) 
7" U2-Pete the Chop (El 
7"' Alteredlmages-Dead Pop Stars (El 
7" Electric Guitars-Heal !h(E) 
7" Young Marble Giants-Resl card EP 

(El 
7" Bauhaus-Kick in l he Eye(E) 
7" Joseph K-Sorry !or Laughing (E) 
7" Comsat Angels-Eye ol a Lens (E) 
7" Fad Gadget-Make Room (E) 
7" Essential Bop EP 
12" Faction (E) 
12" Heaven 17-We Don't Need ... (El 
12" Cabaret Voltaire-Sluggin" for 

Jesus (El 
12"" Echo & the Bunnymen-AII That 

Jazz (anyday) (E) 
LP Action-Acl ion 
LP A Certain Ratio-Too Each 
LP Can-Ege Bamyasi 
LP lrman Schmidt- Toyland 
LP 999-Concrete 
LP Stiff L1ttleFin9ers-Go !or II (El 
LP Cure-Fallh (E) 
LP Modern English {EJ 
LP Theatre of Hate-Live (El 
LP Family Fodder-Monkey Banana 

Kilchen (E) 
LP Scars-Author. Author (E) 
LP Afflicted Man-rm Off Me 'ead (El 
l.P Birthday Party-Prayers on Fire (E) 
LP Shaking Pyramids-Skin 'em Up (E) 
LP Clock OVA-Thirst (E) 
LP Fire Engines (E) 
LP Gang ol Four-Solid Gotd (E) 
LP Stray Cats (E) 
Ludus-Cassene with booklet 

MON. 
WED. 
FRI. 

HEAVY METAL 

AC/DC AC/DC ACfDC AC/DC 
LP AC/DC-TNT (A) 
LP AC/DC-Dirty Deeds Done Cheap 

IA) 
LP AC/DC-Geordie w/Brian Johnson 
BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 

7" Black Sabbath-Paranoid (pie) (El 
12"" Black Sabbath-Die Young {live) (E) 
LP Black Sabbath-Greatest Hits (E) 
12" Ozzy Osborne-Mr. Crowley (live) 
LP Ozzy Osborne-Blizzard of Oz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LP D.P.-ln Concert (all new live materi-

al) (El 
LP D.P.-New, Uve, & Rare (J) 
LP D.P.-Lasl Concert in Japan (J) 
LP Gillan-Mr. Universe (E) 
LP Gillan-Live at Budokan (A) 
LP Green Bull l rog-wlmembers ol D.P. 
7" Whitesnake-Don·t Break My Heart 

Again (El 
LP Graham Bommet (ex-Rainbow) 
7" Gillan-New Orleans 

JUDAS PRIEST JUDAS PRIEST 
LP Judas Priest Bo){ Set-Sin After Sin, 

Stained Glass. Killing Machine (E) 
LP Judas Priest-Sad Wings ol Destiny 

(US) 
LP Judas Priest-Rocka Rolla (El 

MOTORHEAD MOTORHEAD 
LP Motorhead-Motorhead (EJ 
LP Motorhead-On Parole (E) 
LP Motorhead-Overkill (E) 
LP Motorhead-Bombers (E) 
10" Motorhead-Girlschool/Please 

Oon·t Touch (E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

LP Iron Maiden-Killers (new LP) (E) 
LP Riot-Rock City (C) 
LP A to Z-Witch of Berkeley (E) 
LP Scorp10ns-Lonesome Crow (C) 
LP Krokus-Pay It in Metal (E) 
7" Led Zepplin-Hey, Hey What Can 

I Do {J) 
7" Girlschool-new 
LP Reckless-1st 
12 .. Rush-Vital Signs 
LP Trust-Repression 
LP Praying Mantis-1st 

MAY 
MAY 
MAY 

18 
20 
22 

6=00 pm 

CHANNEL .J.,1 

LOCAL 

LP's LP's LP's LP"s LP's 

Modern Method Records Compila-
tion 

Rings-new release 
Human Sexual Response-Fig. 14 
-Prof. Anonymous-Living in the Real 

World 
Boston Incest LP 
Robert Ellis Orrall-Sweet Nothing 
Robin Lane and the 

Chartbusters-lmltation Lile 
The Nervous Eaters 
Private Lightning 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Atlantlcs-Big City Rock 
Bill Chinnock-Dime Store Heroes 
Jeanne French-Diamond in Rough 
Barbarians 
Fools-Heavy Mental 
G.G. Allin-Always Was, Is and Always 

Will Be 
DMZ-Relics, new on Bomp 

12" 12"12" 12" 12" 12"' 
Zion lnitation-Showcase 
Bound & Gagged 
Robin Lane-5 Live Songs 
Robert Ellis Orrall-Whitenoise 
Shane Champagne 
10" City Thrills-Incl. Sorry 
Ace of Hearts new releases due soon 

7"7"7" 7"7"7"7" 
Mirrors-Stay Close 
Trademarks-Magic in Her Eyes 
Swingers Resort-new 45 
AtlanHcs-Lonely Hearts (back in 
stock soon) 
Willie Loco Alexander-Gin 
Blue Moon-Wild W~kend 
Boys Life/Outlets EP 
Beaver Brown-Wild Summer Nights 
Creamers-Casse1te 
Dutch Courage-Imagine 
Fools-Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
General Foodz-Be So Funny 
Gremies-No Surlin' in Dorchester Bay 
Jared-Space Traveller 
Joshua Hayes-Cardiac Arrest 

I-Tones-Love Is a Pleasure 
Lillle Jimmy and the Homewreckers-

4 song EP "Loving Inanimate 
Objects'" 

Maps-I'm Talking to You 
Mission cl Burma-Academy Figh! 

Song 
Mundanes-Make It the Same 
NeighborhOOds-Pretliest Girl 
Pastiche-Lock tt Up 
Scientillc Americans-Flexi-Oisc 
Space Negroes-Go Commercial 
Stalns-4 song EP 
Stompers-You're the One 
Taxi Boys-4 song EP 
Third Rail-It's a Surprise 
V:-Don't Let the Bastards 
Vinny Band-I Won"! Bother You No 

More 
SOLID ROCK 

LP Allman Bros.-Uve at Fillmore East 
(US) 

LP Beatles-Beatlemania (C) 
LP Beatles-20 Golden Hits (F) 
LP Beatles-For Sale (Uruguay) 
LP Beatles-Mee! (J) 
LP Beatles-2nd (J) 
LP Beatles-No. 5 {J) 
LP Capt. Beelheart-StricUy Personal 

(E) 
LP Count Five-Psychotic Reaction 

(US) 
LP Dave Clark Five-Best 
LP Derek & the Dominos-Live jJ) 
7" Dave Edmunds-Almost Saturday 

Night (E) 
7" Fleetwood Mac-Silver Spring (J) 
LP Genesis-Foxtrot (E) 
7'" Genesis-Guidance of Autumn (E) 
12" Peter Gabriel-I Don't Remember 

IC) 
LP Peter Green-Watcha Gonna Do? 

(4th solo LP) (E) 
LP Jimi Hendrix-War Heroes (J) 
LP Jimi Hendri){-Woke Up This Morn-

ing {E) 
12" John Lennon-Imagine (G) 
LP John Lennon-Wedding Album (J) 
12" Lynyrd Skynyrd-Freebird (E) 
7" Roxy Music-Jealous Guy (E) 
7" Yes-Don't Kill tne Whales (E) 

ADAM & THE ANTS ADAM & TH E ANTS 
7" Adam & Anis-Stand & Deliver 
7" Adam & Ants-Young 

Parisians/Zerox/Car Trouble/ 
Ant Music/Dog Eat Dog/ 
Kings ol Wild Frontier 

7" Adam & Ants-A.N.T.S. (fle){idisc) 
LP Adam & Ants-Dirk Wears While 

So, 
LP Adam & Ants-Kings of Wild 

Frontier 
LP Jubilee (Has Plas Surgery & 

Deutscher Girls by Adam) 

WH O WHO WHO WHO WH O 
LP Who-Face Dances (due March 23) 
7"' Who-You Better You Bet 
LP Who-Direct Hits (J) 
LP Who-Perfect Collection (J) 
LP Who- A Quick One (J) 
LP Who- Odds 'n Sods (EJ 
LP Who-Live at Leeds wlposter (E) 
LP Pete Townshend-Who Came First 

(E) 
7'" High Numbers-rm the Face (E) 
12" Secret Policeman's Ball-acoustic 

"Won'I Get Fooled Again" 
LP Who-My Generation (E) 
LP Who-Sell Out (J) 
LP Who-Who's Ne){t (J) 

1300KS 
Beatles-Geoffrey Slokes 
Beatles-A to Z 
Beatles-Illustrated Lyrics Vol. 1 & 2 
Lennon Remembers-John Lennon 
In His Own Write-John Lennon 
Lennon Tapes 
The Doors Complete Songbook 
No One Gets Out Alive-Jim Morrison 

bio 
Se){ Pistols File-Ray Stevenson 
Greal Rock ·n· Roll Swindle-M. Moor-

cock 
Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle Songbook 
Never Mind the Bollocks Songbook 
Clash Songbooks I & II 
Clash-Before & After 
Jam~ The Modern World by Numbers 
Jam-Setting Sons Songbook 
Jam-All Mod Cons Songbook 
Buzzcocks Sonobook 

FEATURING 

SUNDANCI 



by Lesley Palmiter 

Durin1 his time with Balloon, Charles 
Farren was lead singer, songwriter, rhythm 
guilarist, arranger and producer. Via a 
demo tape that received substantial airplay 
at both WBCN and WCOZ, many more in 
the Boston area became aware of an im-

mense talent. "Listen to the Rock," a rock
in' funk tune, became one of the biggest 
local hils of 1980. The song combines a 
steady R & B feel, fat bass and concise gui
tar licks, along with Charlie's high pitched 
vocals and memorable phrasing. The talents 
apparent on this and other Charles Farren 
songs ultimately won him a place in the Joe 
Perry Project. 

On March JO, /98/ the new Joe Perry 

Project debuted at the Paradise, which was 
full of enthusiastic Farren/Balloon fans. 
(The line-up now features Joe Perry, lead 
guilar and vocals; Charles Farren, rhythm 
guitar and lead vocals; David Hull, bass 
guitar and vocals, and Ron Stewart, drnms,) 
A new Joe Perry Project album is due out in 
mid to fate May on Columbia records, with 
Bruce Bolnick producing. 

The Charles Farren/Balloon discography 
includes "Mr. Record Man" on Balloon 

Records, released late in /976, and "Politi
cal Vertigo," included on the 198/ WCOZ 
Rock and Roll album. Balloon demo tapes 
that have received airplay include "I'm No 
Loser," "East Coast West Coast" and 
"Listen to the Rock." 

With each undertaking, his prodigious 
talents become more and more apparent, 
yet he is a very modest man. A few weeks 
ago 1 talked to him about the recent changes 
in his life and accompanying him that day 
was drummer Ron Stewart, who joined in 
the conversation. 
Boston Rock: You are quite a talent 
Charles, you write, sing, and play guitar. 
Are there any other instruments that you 
play? 
Charles: I play around with piano and bass 
too, but mostly it's just singing and playing 
acoustic guitar. That's the first instrument 
I learned to play. In fact, the electric guitar 
is still pretty new to me. 
BR: You are also a talented arranger and 
producer. Over the years, I've heard some 
pretty impressive demo tapes from you with 
Balloon, considering the limitations of 
equipment. 
Charles: You mean my bedroom tapes. 
BR: With all these assets, what do you think 
is your greatest talent? 
Charles: I think or mysclr as a singer and 
songwriter first, and then a guitar player 
next. And that's why Joe and I work so well 
together. He's the guitarist! I have no am
bitions towards that, I just want to sing. 
And he plays guitar. So there' s no conflict 
at all. 
BR: Well, now that you've joined the Joe 
Perry Project, can you give me a rundown 
on the progress of the new album? 
Charles: We recorded the basics live at the 
Savoy Opera House, where the Boston 
Opera Company resides. And the Record 
Plant's mobile unit was parked outside re
cording. Basically everything was done 
pretty much live, it's set up just like a gig. 
And then we did the vocal, guitar and per
cussion overdubs later. Bruce Botnick is 
producing it, he did albums ror the Doors, 
Eddie Money, Kenny Loggins and Tony 
Williams. It's being mixed down and pro
duced now in LA, and should be released 
sometime near the end or May. 
BR: Seeing your first gig with the band at 
the Paradise was a real treat, it was sort of 
your coming out party. Did you feel as 
though you fit in, were you comfortable 
with what you did that night? For instance, 
do you think you will be doing any more 
singing? 
Charles: Already I'm singing most or the 
material. Actually, I'm singing more than I 
originally expected to, and I'm doing a lot 
or writing. Everybody in the band is too, it 
really is a band effort. In a way, it's all 
something I didn't anticipate. 
BR: But, you must have gone inro this ven
ture knowing you 'd do some of your own 
material . .. is it official (now that you did 
"Listen to the Rock" that night at the 
show)? Will the band do that and any other 
Balloon material on the upcoming album? 
For instance, "Political Vertigo" or "East 
Coast West Coast"? 
Charles: Well, we recorded a lot or tunes, 
and a lot or them came out pretty good, so I 
guess it' s just what Joe thinks will work 
best. 
Ron: Don't beat around the bush ... yes, it 
will be on the album, and maybe others, 
they're all sounding real good. 



BR: OK, how about another? 
Charles: Well, we recorded "I'm No Los
er" And "Political Vertigo" too, but at this 
point, it looks like it's just going to be 
"East Coast West Coast" and "Listen to 
the Rock." In fact, we have enough ma
terial for two albums. This whole effort be
came a lot more than we originally ex
pected, because we all have inpu1. .. Joe's 
writing, I'm writing, David (Hull) is writ
ing, but when we have something finished, 
it's like ii becomes greater than it started 
out being. 
BR: You seem to really enjoy the collabora
tive effort. 
Charles: Definitely, and it's really new for 
me because before I was the only person 
writing for Balloon, and this is something 
that's really working out well, almost with
out effort. So rar there will be four songs in
cluded that were co-written by myself and 
Joe. 
BR: Well, the audience at the Paradise that 
night heard some of those collaborations, 
and seemed to respond favorably. I realize 
though, that it is early in the process, and 
some of the songs need working out, like 
"Soldier of Fortune" ... 
Charles: Oh, you're right. We di,_d the song, 
"No Substitute for Arrogance" ... that was 
something that just seemed to come togeth
er really fast. Some songs need more work 
though. 
Ron: That song looks like it will be the title 
track to the album. It was going to be "S'ol
dier of Fortune," but "No Substitute" 
came out so good and everybody likes it so 
much ... at this point it seems to be the 
choice. 
BR: You opened the show with "Toys in 
the Attic" ... a great version, at that. Do 
you plan to keep that and the other Aero
smith songs you did that night in the set? 
Charles: Yes, we also did "Same Old Song 
and Dance" and "Train," and the audience 
seemed to get off on them. We certainly 
did. 

Ron: I think the audience expects it ... Joe 
had a part in writing the material for Aero. 
smith, and was with the band for so long, 
it's only natural we should do them. And it 
really is fun. 
BR: Was Aerosmith one of your favorite 
Boston bands? 
Charles: I always liked them. I can remem
ber going to see their gigs, and I really got 
into them. But to tell you the truth, I 
stopped listening to a lot of other bands, 
and a lot of radio too, the more I got into 
writing for Balloon. I still don't even own a 
turntable! 
BR: Is it because you feel it dilutes what 
you are trying to do? 
Charles: Yes, I do have a radio in my car, 
and a cassette deck for listening to my tapes 
and those of my friends. But that's it! 
BR: Backing up a little, did you start Bal
loon? Were you in the original line-up? 
Charles: Yes, me and Ken (Kalayjian) the 
guitarist, Bobby (Sutton) the drummer, Jo
ey (La Sieur) on bass came later, also, PJ 
(Curran) on keyboards. I guess I really 
think of Balloon in its entity, as having the 
last line-up that we did. That was for about 
two and a half years. 
BR:/ don't want to dwell too much on the 
past, because I know you 're excited about 
what is happening now and what's to come 
... but I have a couple remaining questions. 
Did you write "Mr. Record Man," and Was 
that the first and only Balloon single? 
Charles: Oh yeah, actually that was a dif
ferent band. It was called Live Lobster and 
was the same lineup, but we recorded it un
der that band name. We didn't actually put 
it out thuugh un~il Balloon came together. 
That was a long time ago, about three and 
a half, or four years ago. I'm surprised you 
remember that! It was on Balloon Records, 
you know, hot air music. It's funny, I for
got all about that. 
BR: Moving right along ... by the time you 
did "Listen to the Rock," one of the last 
songs Balloon got airplay on, you had real-

ly started to receive some interest. Do you 
think that had you not joined the Joe Perry 
Project, Balloon might have taken off? 
Charles: It really was doing a lot for the 
band. It's hard to say though, it's going to 
be different now with this band. When I 
firs! recorded it, I just threw it together for 
people to listen to. But it really took off. I 
was suprised! 
BR: Will Balloon stay together? 
Charles: I think so; it depends on what hap
pens. They'd lik~ to play together, but 
they're keeping their options open. 
BR: Charlie, how do you think your styles 
differ? Do you approach your writing dif
ferently than Joe, for instance? 
Charles: Joe and I have very different writ
ing styles. When 1 write, I think of the mel
ody first. Joe, on the other hand, rips out 
these great guitar riffs first and builds on 
that. It all seems to work out. So, he gives 
me these licks, and I think of what to sing. 
It's a very different approach-mine is 
more melodic-but it's all working out well. 
I'm excited about a new song called "Third 
World War." He's come up with the guitar 
parts, and I got a melody on it. So far it's 
working out nicely. Befo:-e, with Balloon, I 
used to just layer things when I recorded. 
But with Joe, there's a really great live feel 
going on. It's much more spontaneous. 
Ron: The way we did the first album 
wasn't live. We did it in the studio, and 
when we heard it, we all said, "that's not 
us." So, this was a very different approach. 
Charles: We practice and spend a lot of time 
on pre-production, so when we finally do 
record live, it's as right as it can be. We ac
tually get the songs down so close each time 
that we figure, for each live performance 
we are only maybe a few seconds off on the 
time. 
Ron: There are bands spending a lot of time 
going over stuff in the studio and it just 
doesn't sound live or free. We wanted more 
excitement. Like, you know, what they got 
on the old Led Zeppelin stuff. It's still just 

at the experimental ·stage, it's just what 
we're about now. 
BR: (to Charlie] Are you in the bandforan 
ongoing length of time, or is this a one al
bum deal? Or will you even answer that 
question? · 
Charles: Oh, it's for as long as it can be. 
This is just a start. We're going to do a lot 
together. 
BR: It seems the association is working out 
well. 
Charles: Yes. And David l,:lull, our bass 
player is a real surprise! I was recently read
ing Creem magazine, and in an article on 
Arthur Lee (of Love), it said that a song 
had been contributed to by the driving in
tensity of David Hull's bass playing. Later 
·on I asked him about it, and he told me he 
had not only done this album with Arthur 
Lee, but he's also played with Buddy Miles 
and Ted Nugent. 
Ron: He started playing out right away 
when he got out of high school. He's been 
around a long time, and he's a real pro. 
Charles: He wrote "Buzz, Buzz" and an
other song called, "Dirty Little Things" 
that we just put together. He was also in a 
band called Dirty Angels, remember them? 
They had two albums out. 
BR: Well, it was a magical night at the Par
adise, and the band seems to be working out 
well together. 
Ron: And that was just the first night! 
BR: What do you see for your future? Are 
you looking forward to the next album? 
Charles: Yes, but not yet. We have a lot of 
material; when it comes time to do the next 
one, we'll have enough material for four al
bums! 
Ron: Columbia is really behind it, but when 
it comes out, we're going 10 have to tour. In 
fact, we're going to Japan ... the first album 
did pretty well there. It sold about ten or 
fifteen thousand copies.-
Charles: Well, I guess we just want to con
tinue to do new things and try everything. 
I'm really excited about what's happening. 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
Adam and lhe An,t,...------
STAND AND DELIVER b/ w Beat My Guest 
(CBS,45) 

Only time will tell how long Adam can keep 
writing songs about himself and remain interest· 
ing. 

With Kings of the Wild Frontier, it was always 
a toss-up of whether or not Adam was joking 
aboul himself or if he was a calculated merchan
diser weighing public taste to make a quick buck. 
All that talk about trying another flavor and 
"It's your money that we want / It's your money 
that we shall have." was amusing, yet you 
couldn't help hearing the ring of tongue-and
cheek truth that pervaded almost the entire re
cord. Adam was doing more than singing an old 
pirating cliche. He wanted your money and he 
got it. 

Well, so what? It's not like you got ripped off 
or anything. Adam and the Ants' songs are all 
catchy and entertaining, and you get what you 
paid for. It doesn't matter that he sounds a little 
like Gary Glitter, Mott the Hoople, T. Rex or 
Alice Cooper. He sounds good, which is all that 
should matter, and his songs stay in your head
the true sign of a good tune. 

With ''Stand and Deliver,'' Adam continues to 
sing about himself while remaining entertaining. 
With lyrics like "Stand and deliver your money 
or your life" (another play on a pirate diche), "I 
spend my cash on looking nash and catching 
your attention," and "We're so tired of excuses 
or dignity and philosophy where only show biz 
loses," Adam is telling his audience (which pro
bably knew it all anyway) that he's all nash, all 
entertainment. To hell with art or a "statement." 
Adam has nothing to say, and by admitting he 
has nothing to say, he's said something. He's 
done two albums or saying nothing. His songs 
arc stupid as shit, but fun as hell. 

"Stand and Deliver," and its 8-side "Beat 
My Guest" (a cute little diny or sado-maso
chism) are both great, catchy songs, jam-packed 
with all the yells, echo riffing and nonsense that 
makesGlittermusicgreal. 

Ir you want moral philosophy or depressing 
instrospe<:tion, ignore Adam-you're better off 
wilh Talking Heads or Joy Division. Jr you don't 
mind mindless, catchy pop songs (tha1 you can 
even dance to), Adam is for you. So what if it 
sounds so stupid, at least it's fun, and that's all 
that matters. As long as Adam stays this enter
taining, he can sing about himself for as long as 
he wants, and money he shall get. (Tom gilroy) 

Ale,i:Space---------
RADIO LOVE b/w Beat the Bomb 
(Downtown, 4S) 

''Radio Love'' is a great electronic dance num
ber, even if it is about the radio. "Beat the 
Bomb" sounds like something from Rocky Hor
ror. The New Models' Casey Lindstrom helped 
these local yokels. (Harold Lepidus) 

ViJapanese--------
Loud 
(Armageddon, LP) 

You want primal? ½ Japanese gol primal. 
You want music that sounds like Devo and Hen
ry Cow jamming at a party for hallucinogenic 
ingestion? ½ Japanese got music that sounds like 
Devo and Henry Cow jamming at a party for 
hallucinogenic ingestion. You want loud, louder, 
loudest? ½ Japanese got loud, louder, loudest. 
You want someone who recites (shouts) the win
ning entries of a Fun High School Lyrics con
test? ½ Japanese can whip it up. You want 
lounge music that will never catch on at Holiday 
Inns? ½ Japanese gol it. You want a record that 
will clear out the store S minutes before closing, 
guaranteed? ½ Japanese got that too. You want 
high-tech primitive packaging? You betcha, the 
Fair Brothers (Jad and David) can take care or 
you. 

Listen, any group 1hat adds members (they 
were a duet) just so they can be more deafening 
is OK by me. Buy it. (Tristram Lozaw) · 

Psychedeliefurs-------
DUMBWAITERS b/w Dash 
(CBS. import 45) 

Nothing new here from Richard Butler and 
company: "dumbwaiters" having been heavily 
reatured in the Furs' recent American tour. Na
thing new, which means its's just as good as all 
lhe stuff on the album. Very upbeat, with much 
multi-layered overdubbing, this song is in the 
vein of "Mr. Jones" though not quite as good. 
Fursfanswillbepleased. 

"Dash," the B-side, is pun~: filler, a vocal-less 
track that sounds like an incomplete song. With 
the lyrics and vocals of Richard Butler serving as 
the forte of this e,i,cellent band, it's just not 100 

smart to release a vapid instrumental. Maybe it is 
an incomplete song. It begs for the sore throat 
drone of the band's sinister-looking lyricist. 

The big selling point of this single should in
terest collectors: you can aC"/ua/fy play the sleeve 
of the record, which features little bits of the 
band's upcoming album Talk, Talk, Talk. 
THough mi,i,ed horribly, the nexi-sleeve is a teas
er of an apparently very strong, upbeat second 
record. 

Collectors should buy this single ror the 
sleeve. Fans should save their money for the EP 
that will be released this week and the album due 
out in June. Hopefully, the Furs wil avoid the 
"sophomore jinx" that befalls so many other 
bands with great debut records. Chrissie Hynde 
may not be such a big loss, but losing Richard 
Butler would be a crime. (Tom Gi lroy) 

ProperlD---------
ELECTRIC BOY b/ w Sound the Alarm 

This New York band must have gotten their 
musical roois from the old Jetsons' cartoon ser
ies. "Sound the Alarm" is the better of the two, 
due to its upbeat tempo and its conciseness. The 
lyrics, however, need work-"Another rose in 
your rosary/Another arm in your armory."? 
(Harold Lepidus) 

Robult"ripp--------
Lel the Power Fall, an Album or Frippcrtronics 
(E.G./ Jcm LP) 

This is Robert Fripp's second album of Frip
pertronics: music created by reeding melodies in
to a delayed tape loop system running through 
two reel to reel decks. There are six compositions 
on the album, recorded on a tour of restaurants, 
clubs, movie theaters and offices, and it is music 
that has a very special, serene effect. Robert 
Fripp's Let the Power Fall is an album of melo
dic, sensual, sometimes melancholy music which 
is really unusual, and quite beautiful. (Julie Pa
nebianco) 

UrbanVubs--------
Early Damage 
(Warner Brothers, LP) 

What makes Washing1on, D.C. 's Urban Verbs 
so interesting is that they almost sound like a lot 
of other bands. The variety of influences and 
stylistic nods that pack each of the two Verbs al
bums mix well to form an eclectic yet somewhat 
unique sound, though at times you find yourself 
saying things like, "Oh, that kinda sounds like 
Joy Division." 

£orly Damage is full of those familiar passages 
though, as a whole, the material is much more 
cohesive and better produced than the debut re
cord. The band is almost fully coming into its 
own musically, devia ting from the fragmentation 
that plagued their otherwise impressive selr-ti1led 
firs, LP. 

As on the first record, the lyrics of Roddy 
Frantz are packed wi1h imagery and the definite 
forte of the material, although Robert Gold
stein's music, though eclectic, is hardly boring. 
The two men collaborate extremely well, and the 
intimate familiarity of their songs, combined 
with the (as always) impe<:cably clean produc
tion of Steve Lillywhite, makes great mood mu
sic. Great for listening to in !he dark. (Tom Gil
roy) 

SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES 

BOPS ON THE HEAD IP 

1. A non-violent disciplinary methodology for do
mestic animals. In the Initial training period, all 
physical punishments (I.e. whacks to the pet's head 
or body) are accompanied by the forcefully spoken 
word " bops." In time, the animal will connect the 
word with forbidden acts, and his master will need 
only to yell "bops" to stop his pet from misbehav
ing. 2. A phrase used to describe the trials, tribula
tions, pains and pleasures of modern living. 

Side One 
1. WORKIN' IN A COAL MINE 
2. WE WERE ONLY KIDDING 

Side Two 
1. IT'S ONLY EXTAZY 
2. MOMBO SOM BO 

Modern Method 007 



ho wants to have lunch with you! 
The Who Do! 

ell TheWho who you are and you could eat lunch face-to-face with a member of The Who. 

WIN WHO HERE! 
GRAND PRIZE 
• Round trip p lane tickets tor two to London. England 
• An exclusive lunch tor you and your guesl with a member ol The Wh 

in London. England 
• Hotel accommodatli;ms for four nights in London. England 
• 104 English pounds (U.S dollar equ1valen1 1s approximately $225 

soendino monev. 
• A deluxe cuatom-mada Who/WBCN satin tour Jacket. courtesy of 

Sweet Potato magazine 

SECOND PRIZES 
• Four second prize winners will each receive a deluxe, custom-made 

Who/WBCN satin tour Jacket. courtesy ol Swear Potato magazine 

THIRD PRIZES 
• Additional winners will receive $60 courses at The Joy or Movemen 

Center. to celebrate the release or The Who's new Warner Bros 
album Face Dances 

RARE WHO PRIZE PACKAGES 
• Stay luned to WBCN 104 FM all this week tor instant giveaways 

of incredible Who pr,ze packages including a Who/Bugs Bunny pin. 
souvenir Who tour book, Warner Bros Records Who press kit. Who 
Face Dances album and Who personallly poster 

• Rare Who prize p11.ckages and Face Dances albums will also be given 
as runners-up prizes in The Who and You Lunch drawing 

HOW TO EAT 
WITH THE WHO 

WHAT TO DO 
• L,sten to WBCN 104 FM all lh1s week lor details 
• Look !or The Who/WBCN display at most Boston area record stores 

Fill In the entry blank at the store and tell The Who who you are 
• Or mall the entry blank 1n 11'11s ad to 

The Who 
c/o I04FAI 

"W:301. 
1265 Boylston St. 
Boston. MA 02215 

• AU entrres must be received by m1dn,gh1. Sunday May 17 1981 
• Employees or relahves ot employees ol WBCN 104 FM Hemisphere 

Broadcasting. Inc Warner Bros Records. Sweat Po/a/o magazine 
The Joy ol Movement Center and parl1c1pat1ng retail record siores 
are not eligible 10 win 

• Drawing will be held on Oed1pus·s show on Tuesday_ May 19. 1981 
between 10 pm and 2 am on WBCN 104 FM 

The more you want to eal lunch ~Ith The Who, the 

more you need ""YBC/Z /O,tf fill. 

,-----------------' I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

THIS IS WHO I AM 
I want to meet, greet and eat with a member 

of The Who. Send me and a friend to London. 
Ma,1 to : The Wbo 

clo /O,tfF,lf 

W3C/Z 

I ,;,~c;;~"'~~~""Es"'s,,.---- -------- .i 
CITY State 
PHONE ZIP 

Tr,p to be 1e~en 111 a mutually 1g,eed upon d1te determ,ned by w,nne< Ind 
Warn1r Bros Records Trop w1nn1r under 18 mu,t be eccomo1n1ed by en edult 
Grand Proze p1ckeg1,s non,tr1ns1e,eb!1 and non-e•c~engeeblenspecllled 
by WBCN 104 FM Ent,ie, to WBCN must be malled. and only one entry IM'r 
envelopeoleasa 



Attention Local Bands! 
Not Getting the Attention 

You Deserve? 
Boston Rock has Special Rates for local bands 
to fit your budget. Call Marcia or Mike at 266-
8787 for information and deadlines. 

Renaldo and the Loafr------
Songs for Swinging Larvae 
(Ralph, LP) 

Renaldo M. (guitar, mandolin, bouzouki, 
nocdrum , bamboo, glockenspiel, Ted's metal 
comb, etc.) and Ted the Loaf (loops. clarinet, 
scalpel wielding, prepared guitar, hacksaw blade, 
elc.) are "out there" in my book. Imagine Pere 
Ubu, Bcdhearl, and Pink Floyd's "Furry Ani
mals Grooving With Water Picts" thing, on top 
of each other, and you've got the picture. Liner 
not~ call this "some good basics: primitive mod
ernism; energetic, obnoxious noises: manic, 
high-pitched vocals , and sweet brilliance." I'm 
sure all you swinging larvae will love it. Not me. 
(Marc English) 

Madness----------
GREY DAY b/w Memories 
(Sliff, imporl 45) 

"Grey Day'' is nol particularly original or in
teresting, and it lacks the energy that is a large 
part of ska music. ''Memories'' is similarly unin
spiring. A blah single. (Julie Panebianco) 

Fttd Frllh---------
Speechless 
(Ralph, LP) 

II is an obvious understatemenl to say that the 
guitar playing of Fred Frith, ex-mutant strummer 
of such gatherings as Henry Cow and Art Bears, 
is imaginative. Frith understands that making 
music that is challenging entails more than just 
being entropically grating, and we're lucky 10 
still have him around and making good, intrigu
ing records. Most of his proaressive cohorts of 
1he early to mid '70s have sadly slid back into 
obscurity. We're also lucky that he applies his 
skills admirably in ensembles of musicians that 
are of equal stature, like Massacre and France's 
Entron Fou Leloublan. If you were one of the 
chosen few dozen who caught Entron Fou, loose
ly known as the French equivalent to the Moth
ers (with a name that roughly translates as some
thing about mad white wolf shit), at the Mutant 
Music stries at the Modern Theatre a while 
back, then you are one of the enlightened few. If 
not, side one of Sf)ttChless (Frith with Entron 
Fou) will give you some idea of what you missed. 
Side two features Frith's New York trio Massa
cre, Bill Laswell on bass and Fred Maher on 
drums. 

The LP's range of moods and approaches
sof1 textures ("Navajo"), despondent fear 
("Women Speak to Men") and a good beat ("A 
Spit in the Ocean") to name a few-is quite 
remarkable considering that it all seems to fit to
gether. A 101 of effort went into this album, and 
it will take a lot of listenings before you'll feel 
like you know it well enough ro get tired of it. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 
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Motorhead---------
Ace of Spades 
(Bronze, LP) 

When I am really angry (occasionally) or 
somewhat agitated (often) there is linle that sa
tisfies my appetite for sound like the "brick wall 
effect" of heavy metal. It is only after encounter
ing many brick walls that one can sense the subtle 
variations that exist wi1hin and without. Y'know, 
spacing, nuances of colors, cracks in the mortar, 
etc. 

Motorhead were frontrun ners in England 's 
heavy metal revival. They are dear to my heart 
because of 1heir nurturing and support of the 
band Girlschool, a favorite of mine. 

Motorhead, themselves, are not my favorites 
to throw on the turntable for release. Ace of 
Spades (their third on the Bronze label) does not 
reveal a guitarist like Angus Young, or Eddie 
Van.Halen. The drummer is right there and pow
erful as hell (but that is essential to heavy metal). 
His outstanding attribu1e is his name "Philthy 
Animal" Taylor. Lemmy, 1he bassist/vocalis1 
who is apparently Motorhead himself, occasion
ally strays, in an interesting manner, from heavy 
metal standards on his Rickenbacker, bu1 is a 
disappointing vocalist. The voice bears resem
blance to a John Cale-type scream but there are 
no dynamics evident. This is unfortunate be
cause when your lyrics are mindless (a heavy me
tal standard) a little inflection goes a long way 
(check out David Lee Roth or Bonn Scolt and his 
vocal clone, Brian Johnson). 

Enough intellectualizing. Heavy metal should 
appeal to your animal senses. 

You've got some animal senses left, don't you? 
Well, the point is (and a lot of people miss it) that 
the music can be the expression, the outlet. Then 
you don't need fis1s and guns. 

This album's not great, but it has its moments. 
(B.C. Kagan) 

EVE OF DESTRUC.'TION 

Available at: 

ROCKIT RECORDS 
NEWBURY COMIX 
CHEAPO RECORDS 

B/ W 
OPEC OIL 

" ... It may become the 
music of the SO's" 

BOSTON ROCK 

REQUEST FOR AIRPLAY ON YOUR FAVORITE RADIO STATION! 

WM BR Party at Spit 
WMBR Party at Spit 
Thursday, May 21 

STARRING: 
the fabulous Billygoons!!! 

and special guests 
Native Tongue 
Art Yard 
City Thrills 
Stains 

$4.00 to benefit MIT's non-commercial alternative 



RECORD REVIEWS 
CircusMorl---------
Swallow You/Children Remember b/w Yellow 
Light/Walch the Puppet 
(Labor, 12" 45) 

This five piece band is tough to describe. A 
very well produced record, it has a thick sound 
that enhances the subtleties of the players. The 
rhythm section is superlative and goes beyond 
simply laying a foundation for the keys and gui
tar; ii propels and directs the band. Swirling and 
1extured keyboards pop up and fade out as 1he 
terse guitar work slices through to punctuate 
each statement. My favorite cuts are "Children 
Remember" and "Watch the Puppet," although 
the entire record is outstanding. I missed Circus 
Mort when they played in town recently. I won't 
miss them next time, if I can help it. (Marc Eng
lish) 

SplilEnz---------
Waiata 
(A&M, LP) 

Did you know that mill ions of people buy Su
pertramp albums? That Pete Townshend's been 
listening to Todd Rundgren? That Steely Dan 

spends years in the studio? Thal people 1hink 
Bi lly Joel is God? (Really! They go 10 Berklee!) · 
THAT PEOPLE CALL THIS STUFF ROCK 
AND ROLL!!! 

Split Enz are a New Zealand new wave version 
of this type of music. You know these guys be
cause of their monster hit "I Got You." Nothing 
quite matches that, but the Genesis-like "Hard 
Act to Follow" (yup) and "History Never Re
peats" (wrong) are the best here. 

This album reminds me of milk. Smooth and 
homogenized, but no fun to listen 10 without 
1ha1 snap, crackle and pop. (Harold Lepidus) 

MyCaptains--------
Fall/Converse b/w History/No1hing 
(4AD. 7" import EP) 

This isn't a bad record but you can't help being 
put off when My Captain's music is so derivative 
from Joy Division's classic style. All four tunes 
in this package are slow, dark murky numbers 
dominated by a pleasingly rough and full guitar 
sound. The strongest cuts are "Fall" and "Con
verse" but all are rather similar sounding. Testi
mony to that criticism is their mistake of pasting 
the labels on the wrong sides of the record. Lei's 
try it again gents. Not recommended. (Mr. B) 

Dave Edmunds--------
Twangin' 
(Swan Song, LP) 

The funny thing about this record is that it's 
exactly what you expected. 

With a name like TwarJgin ', and considering 
the recent Rockpile material and the Edmunds
Lowe Everly Brothers EP, it was obvious that 
this album was going to be a rockabilly collection 
of old-sounding songs. 

Consisting of eight covers and two Edmunds
Lowe-Rockpile collaborations, Twangin' can be 
considered either a boring send-up of the rock
abilly genre or an updated, well produced time 
piece, kind of like a tribute to the roots of the 
Rockpile sound. Edmunds doesn't have much of 
a statement to make, he's just fooling around 
and having fun with his favorite genre, much 
like Massapequa's Stray Cats did on their debut 
album. (In fact, they help Dave out on one cut, 
subbing for the otherwise omnipresent Rock
pile.) It's dumb as hell, but ii grows on you. 

What it boils down 10 is whether or not you 
like rockabilly music with a touch of C&W. If 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . .. 

Boston Rock Back Issues 
#1. Neighborhoods, Pit, Suicide, Rick 
Harte. 
#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Select er, Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 1, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, Feel
ies, Aockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the Some
bodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, Stiff 
Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, Carl
ene Carter, Monochrome Set, Finger
printz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, Kid 
Creole, Buzzcocks pt. 1, Suade Cow
boys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks pt. 
2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band . 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 
the Muffins, Len_ny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 

Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, Al
berto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11. Elvis_ Costello ~t. 1, Squeeze, Seci 
tor 27, Winwood, Fnth, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 
Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kennedys, Insect Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbert, 
Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 
#15. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour, 
The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug Sim
mons, Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of Voodoo, 
Echo and the Bunnymen, The Rumour, 
Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 

Send $2.00 per issue (includes postage 
to: Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton , MA 02116 

you do, this is a solid (not spectacular) album to 
pick up. If you don't, chis album won't convert 
you. 

What remains 10 be seen is if Edmunds and 
Co. will go anywhere with this genre. If they 
keep writing originals (which are the best cuts on 
this record), they could remain loyal to 1heir 
rockabilly purist leanings and still be consistent ly 
interesting. If they keep doing cover versions, 
they'll fall victim to the same stagnation that 
now plagues Robert Gordon and which killed 
Sha Na Na. What's the use of doing a cover that 
sounds exactly like the original? Xerox and rotl 
may sell, but's boring as hell. Hopefully, Ed
munds, Lowe et al won'! get that lazy. (Tom Gil
roy) 

J 
Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

rit<NEWWAVE 
lwRWON 

1310 Boylston SL Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

JohnOtway---------
THE TURNING POINT b/w Too Much Air 
Not Enough Oxygen 
(Stiff, import 45) 

Last time out, the Pride of Aylesbury spent 
$138 in Milwaukee on the total demolition of 
"Green Green Grass of Home." Now, with the 
help of label-mate Jona Lewie, we have two new 
Otway songs that were written for an aborted 
cartoon project. Both are carefully produced and 
executed-"The Turning Point" is similar to 
electronic Harry Nilsson, while "Too Much Air" 
is a good dance tune. Is Otway going normal? 
Not with lyrics like "Too many armpits/Not 
enough deordorant." (Harold Lepidus) 

l $4.99 LP/TP (Sale Ends 5/28) 
On lslaM Aeco,(ls & Tapes Manu1ac!ure(I & D,smbule(I by Warner Bros Aecor(ls Inc 

Don't miss The Plastics at The Paradise, Saturday, May 23! 

Copley Sq. • Harvard Sq. • Downtown Boston • Rte. 9 Framingham • 
Rte. 1 Dedham • Worcester • Medford • Rte. 3 Burlington • Mem. Dr. • 
Manchester • Warwick • Burlington VIiiage • Springfield • Providence 
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WARM LEATHERETTE 
LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE 
Candy and Crass bring you more tales or 
kindness and cruelty. 

ll's about fucking lime !he Jam came to 
town. The lost time they played here was 
over two years ago when they devastated 
the Paradise. They toured the US last year 
but they totally ignored Boston. We went to 
see them in Hartford where they played 
with the Neighborhoods (who, especially 
for the occassion, did not play "Standards 
Ruic") and it was the beSt show of the year. 
They were incredible. Anyway they'll be 
playing May 29 at the Channel, for a very 
large sum of money and it's too bad because 
if they played at Metro there might have 
been a video show for kids. We know a 
twelve year old who loves the Jam more 
than anything else in the world and she's 
heartbroken. We don't want 10 call Paul 
Weller a hypocrile but. 

Speaking of kids, !here have finally been 
some decent shows for under twenties in the 
last few weeks. It's been a long spell since 
the wonderful Bradford shows bu! things 
appear to be picking up. Firsl there was the 
Adam and the Ants live video at Spil which 
was a total smash. Then there was the Hu
man Snual Response/Loners show at the 
Paradise. The kids obviously enjoyed the 
Loners and they loved the Humans. Candy 
loved them too. Crass didn't but then she 
never likes any band with _a girl in it. 

Anyway, the Dead Kennedys/Outlels 
show at the Fensgate Ballroom was a phe
nomenal success! A lot of people were scep
tical about this show, including us. bul it 
turned out to be one of the happiest shows 
we've ever seen. There was absolutely not 
one hint of trouble and we were convinced 
again that kids are the very best audiences 
there are. It's super to sec APP Productions 
back in ac1ion. They were responsible for 
the Bradford shows any they pulled off the 
Dead Kennedys show beautifully. 

Speaking of scepticism, we had our 
doubts aboul the Dead Kennd)S. We've al
ways loved their name but we wondered if 
they were for real. After seeing them and 
talking (and talking and talking and talking) 
to Jello Biafra we're convinced. They're 
crazy but they mean it and we love them. 

After the show, the whole band went over 
to the Underground to see Mission of Bur
ma. Biafra ran right up front to dance like 
mad (he did for the Outlels too). The Mis
sions coaxed him on stage for the encore 
and their version of "Let's Lynch the Land
lord" was even belier than the original. 

Biafra came back to the Underground the 
next night for the Bosron Rock party and 
encored with the Missions again. The rumor 
that he was really auditioning for Burma is 
blatantly untrue. Stars of that pariy had to 
be our new faves, Native Tongue. These 
guys are really incredible. Don't miss them 
at 1he WMBR Benefit a1 Spit on the 21st. 
We saw Planer Street for the first time that 
nigh!. They had an off-night but they're an 
interesting band and we'll definitely keep an 
eye on them. 

Speaking of new bands, we just got word 
!hat the Third Annual WBCN Rock and 
Roll Rumble is happening next month and 
!his one sounds amazing. It will be held for 
eight nights al Spit and lhe ninlh night will 
be the finals at the Metro. There are over 
$25,000 in prizes and also some big sur
prises planned. Twenty four bands who 
have never played a rumble before wilt be 
invited to compete. We can't tell you who 
until the lineup is set but we heard the list 
and we're really impressed. Sounds to us 
like the event of the year. 

Back on the subject of old bands, we saw 
Mission of Burma about a million times in 
the last couple of weeks. We never get tired 
of seeing them but we are getting tired of 
talking about them so you'll have to live 
without the details. Best show was the one 
at 1he Channel when Roger Miller was so 
hot we thought he was going to self-de
struct. He's also making great faces, 1hese 
days. Their encores have been extremely in
teresting lately. Besides the two with Bia
fra, they were joined on s1age at the Rat by 
these three guys named David, Mike and 
John who had driven five hours to gel 
there. They're a cule young band with a 
brilliant future and the two bands did a 
rousing version of Iggy Pop's "I Wanna Be 
Your Manager" that was a knockout. Nice 
of the Missions to give 1hese kids the expo
sure. 

TAPE REPORTER 
by Michael Hafitz 

Tape Reporter is a new column devoted 
exclusively to coverage of 1aped material. If 
your tape is a casselle-only release, a dub of 
a planned record, a live tape or just a demo, 
send it 10 Boston Rock. Everything will get 
a listen and given men1ion as space permits. 
Hopefully, bands from all over will send in 
material. Obviously, this kind of thing can 
only be as good as the response it gets and 
maybe it will trigger bands to release their 
stuff in cassette form. As you can see from 
this first batch, anything is welcome. 

Just out is 1he Method Actors 10" LP 
(Armageddon) which arrived as an advance 
tape. Taking the cue from their first single 
"The Me1hod," these seven songs conclu
sively prove that in addi1ion to voice, drums 
and guitar are quite enough. These 1wo 
guys produce an incredibly full sound
jumpy, danceable songs full of 1wangy stac
cato gui1ars and whiney vocals. ll's difficult 
to pick a particular winner from the group; 
"No Condition" and "Dis1or1ion" are 
fast-paced brilliance while "She," a slow 
and shakey number, is a personal favorile. 
A similarity to Tom Verlaine is most ob
vious in !he vocals, but that's really !he ex. 
tent of the resemblance. If you thought 
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"The Method" was good but a little long, 
you'll by duly impressed with this, not be
cause the songs are any shorter (they aren't) 
but because they all seem to fit the album 
mold so much better. A fine set of songs. 

Steven Coursin, sax player for People in 
Stores, dropped in the ot her day, yak
yakked for an hour abou1 the successful 
Propeller Records Easier benefit, dropped 
off a tape of the fina l mix and once again 
dropped out of sight. Propeller Records, a 
collective comprised of eight or nine local 
bands has scheduled a four-band, fou r-song 
45 for June release. On the strength of this 
tape alone, the number of good, recorded 
bands in this town has doubled. And if the 
Neats are as good live as they are on "Six," 
the EP's opener, then Boston really has 
something to be excited about. (Sometimes 
the las! 10 jump on a bandwagon are its 
strongest proponents.) "Six" boasts a de
mented bass line, sneering vocals, and a, 
umm, well, a neat organ sound. A slellar 
vinyl debut for this band. 

People In Stores punch in next with "Fae· 
tory"-a giant step forward for a band too 
humble for !heir own good. They spent 
most of last year searching for a niche and 
now they seem to know exac1ly where 
1hey're going. "Factory" takes a look at 

On another subject entirely, we've also 
been seeing a lot of the Neighborhoods 
lately and we're still madly in love wilh 
them. Stilt, they've got some problems. 
They're fantastic at out-of-the-way, no 
pressure gigs but at the big ones they have a 
tendency to stiffen up. At Harvard they 
were relaxed and happy and they were so 
fucking unbelievably great they we couldn't 
fucking believe it. We've been raving about 
their new songs (which sound better every 
time we hear them) but their covers are al
most as good as their own s1uff. Their road
ie, Chuck took over on drums for a dyna. 
mile version of Wi re's classic "Outdoor 
Miner" while Michael danced around the 
stage. For encores they did Generation X's 
"100 Punks Rule" plus one of our favorite 
songs in the entire universe, the Nervous 
Eaters's "Degenerate," and we loved it. 

The Roamers played with them at Har
vard and if you're wondering why you 
haven't seen the Roamers around it's be
cause they're looking for a drummer. They 
can play wilh the Hoods because Mike Qua
glla sits in on drums but they really need 
somebody permanent. We hope they find 
somebody soon because they're a good 
band and you can never have too many of 
those around. 

Anyway, when the Hoods played the 
Channel they looked like a different band. 
They were competelll and tight but there 
was no joy in it. The crowd didn't care be
cause they were only there to party. We 
keep wishing the Neighborhoods would 
reach !he crowd they deserve but they can't 
do it by playing the suburbs and they can 'I 
do it unless they loosen up. 

Another band that's having some prob
lems is City Thrills. When we saw them at 
the Rat they seemed tired and bitter and 
their show seemed forced. They're still fun 
to dance to but there's something wrong 
with the way they interact with the 
crowd. Johnny Angel has alienated a lot of 
people with his off-stage allitude which has 
been uniformly negative until recemly. 
They can turn it around if they want to but 
not without making an effort. 

A band with no problems at all as far as 
we can see is the Neats who have the per-

the indus1rial world; a ballbusting nine-to
five which grates and screeches right up 1ill 
the final warning. A live tape Steven also 
lefl displays a surprisingly wide range of 
material with "Cheap Detective" being the 
obvious s1andou1. 

"Fear T hal Mind less ," CCCP-TV's of
fering, takes a sat irica l look at modern ali
enation-"I fear the babies I might make .. 
my physical habits bei ng seen"-and even 
includes a lilting. instrumental passage. 

Rounding out the Propeller release is 
Wild Stares's "Moving Targets." Recorded 
last su mmer (why do these th ings take so 
long?), this one has so many ideas crammed 
in10 three minutes it's easy to pick out at 
least one part to like. Maybe that's these
cret! Here's wishing Propeller the best of 
success. 

The Allantlcs, those professional angs1 
laden teenagers, have sell! out a nine song 
casseue containing some o ld stuff, some 
new s1uff and containing new 'BCN fave 
"Weekend." More comfortable in front of 
a gaggle of junior high cheerleaders than 2 
Paradise full of record execs, the Atlantics 
continue their search for that elusive smash, 
using !heir now fami liar formula of balhing 
kid-pop lyrics in a metal solution. The re
sult often has "hit" wrillen all over it, as 

feel name for themselves. We saw them at 
the Rat and we absolutely loved them. They 
have become one of the biggest draws at the 
Underground because people know when 
they go see the Neats they'll always have a 
terrific time. At the Rat they blew Mission 
of Burma off the stage. 

Someone & the Somebodies played two 
nights al the Rat and we saw all four sets. 
The first lhree were adequate but uninspir
ed but lhe fourth was so hor, it was incredi
b le. The crowd (us too) was screaming for 
an encore but Tristram was so totally spent 
that he couldn't manage it. All this band 
needs is the right crowds and more good 
gigs and they'll be unsloppable. 

The Slains played the same show and 
they're another band that can blow the roof 
off when everything works. They had peo
ple going wild at the Rat. This band is just 
beginning to have an effect in Boston. We 
have a feeling there's a lot more to come. 

When we found out that Oedipus had 
been made Program Director at WBCN we 
started wondering if the revolution was 
here. Musically, things in Boston are better 
and more exciting than they've ever bcen
ever-and it's only beginning. We're so ex
cited we can hardly stand up. 

Bobby Sands is dead and we 1hink the 
whole thing sucks. Tom Lane said that he 
could barely bring himself to play English 
records. At the Channel that night, a mem
ber of a high school band, the Delinquents, 
playing their first gig-was politely asked by 
a crowd of bouncers to take off a shirt that 
had a Bri1ish flag on the back. He had worn 
ii without 1hinking and he removed it right 
away. Give Ireland back lo the Irish and 
fuck Margaret Thatcher. 

This has been Warm Leatherette with 
Candy and Crnss, two of the principle girls 
of the USA. Next time we'll tell you who 
inspired David Minehan's gorgeous new 
hair color. 

Warm Leatherene can be heard on 
WMBR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednes
day and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on ,he Late 
Risers Club. 

evidenced by thei r last single "Lonely. 
hearts," but to this lis1ener, 1he nine songs 
included in this tape pale in comparison. 
Not to worry though-the Atlantics have 
bounced back more times than the "well 
crafted" pop song ilself. Arrogant vocals 
and stud io perfect drums are 1he mark once 
again, especially on "Pop Shivers" and 
"Weekend" where they just aboul hit the 
bulls-eye. What's missing, 1hough, is a good 
live show 10 back up these high powered 
problems of aging innocence. 

Also deserving mention this week is 007 , 
even if only to point out that Boston too 
can come up with a watery ska band-a 
good six months after the fad. Second ef
forts by the Beat, Selecler and Specials all 
expanded well beyond the confines of basic 
ska revival. Probably realizing its inherenl 
trappi ngs, these albums met with varying 
degrees of success. Of course, these bands 
did open up the airwaves (and 1his listener's 
ears) to a ton of original ska, but all 
thal's on !his 007 tape is an imilation of the 
imi1ators. Sigh .. 

Piclures, background information, and, 
of course, tapes (preferably casseue) eilher 
live or studio, should be sent to Michael 
Hafitz c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., 
Boston, MA 021/6. 



MONDAY - WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY 6-7 p.m. 

June l, 3, 5 June 8, 10, 12 
THE GUESS WHO GROUP THERAPY 

June 15, 17, 19 
THE CREAMERS 

BOSTON'S BEST MUSICAL TALENT NIGHTLY 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIREDI 

presents 

Video Disc 
with 

Friday 
May29 
6-7p.m. 

CHANNEL68 
WATCHIT! 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIRED! 

Featuring 
America's & Boston's 

Best Bands on 
Video 

Don't Miss 
Reefer Madness 

on 
"Those Magnificent 

Talkies" 
4-6p.m. 
May29! 
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The great student exodus is upon us. For subway riders and car owners Boston's annual 
population shift bestows less crowded trains and more parking spaces. For restaurants, 
movie theaters, record stores and other businesses, the coming of summer signals a signifi
cant slow down. Hundreds of people are on the street looking for part lime jobs-but with 
thousands of kids back home in New Jersey-nobody's hiring. 

Past experience has also shown graduation time 10 have devas1a1ing effects on Boston's 
music scene. A few summers back local groups like Unnatural Axe, The Atlantics, La 
Pes1e, The Nervous Ea1ers and Third Rail would perform before a handful of friends and 
hard core fans. Places like the Rat, Cantone's, The Club and The Space always seemed 
friendlier and more intimate in the summertime-bu! club life was far from perfect. Even 
the most popular bands had difficulty collec1ing gas money, and appearances by out of 
town groups were often weeks, sometimes months apart. 

But now here we are in the summer of 1981, and despite the fact that the majority of Bos
ton's colleges have been closed for a few weeks, our clubs remain packed. U2, a group to· 
tally unknown a year ago, sold ou1 Me1ro. The next night, hundreds of Jam fans were 
turned away from the Channel. (Two years ago The Jam were scheduled to appear at the 
Orpheum but due to embarrasingly poor ticket sales lhe show was moved to a single night 
at the Paradise.) The Gang of Four, The Selecter, Stranglers, Psychedelic Furs, Cramps, 
Members, Black Flag, The Undertones, 999, Stiff Little Fingers, Kid Creole, The Ventures, 
Squeeze and The Fall are only some of the many groups scheduled to play during the tradi
tionally deserted mon1hs of June and July. 

The next few months will undoubtedly confirm how popular the new wave has become. 
A couple of years back, Boston's clubs were almost exclusively populated with ci1y dwell
ers. Now fans come from New Hampshire, Maine, Rhode Island and western Massachu
setts. 

Boston Rock pledges to keep up with the excitement. As each new group rises to national 
prominence, we realize the importance of digging deeper underground. In addition to cov
erage of the better national and international groups we'll also include information on 
groups you've probably never heard about. You can continue to expect to read about Bos
ton's more popular local bands (in this issue Carler Alan brings us up to date on The Atlan
tics) but more importantly, there will always be stories on great but lesser known new Bos
ton bands (see Mr. B's though1s on Native Tongue and Mike Dreese's report on Planet 
S1reet). 

And since the best thing about the current music explosion has always been the way it 
encourages new people to take an active part in creating their own music, we will be bring
ing you information for aspiring musicians, band managers, record producers etc. To kick 
off this new feature we have asked a couple of legal experts to provide information on 
copyrighting songs. 

To round BR #18 off, Harold Lepidus talks to Texan Joe Ely, an incredible singer
so ngwriter who a while back was picked by Joe Strummer to tour Bri1ain wi1h The Clash. 
We also consider ourselves fortuna1e that despite their busy schedule, Tom Gilroy had a 
chance to spend some time talking to The Jam. Earlier this month Tom also spoke with 
John Cale, a founding member of The Velvet Underground. And finally, Bruce Stallsmith 
introduces us to UB40, a racially mixed reggae band from Birmingham, England. 

The city is ours. Go forth and multiply. 
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ear reg , 
We just opened for PiL at the Ritz. We 

used video projection, huge, for a big, 
drunk and frustrated audience. We gave 
them something to vent it on. We did four 
songs. About 18 minutes. They were throw
ing things, spit balls, like junior high. We 
got off; we felt our careers in rock were 
through, that the plug had finally been 
pulled. Charles Ball came first to explain 
how he though it really wasn't that bad, 
and about some problem in the mix, and 
that we should have kept going! We, of 
course, took it all personally, but were later 
vindicated when the crowd showed its true 
nature. 

In the dressing room, located on the stage 
left wings, and above stage level, with big 
lexan windows, we watched the stage pre
parations for PiL. On the other side of the 
screen was an audience intensifying rapidly 
in attitude and size. Bodies were pressed at 
neck level against the edge of the stage, 
three feet from the screen so they had to 
crane their necks back to sec the monumen
tal, noating, indistinct forms which some
times became people. TIME. MONEY. 
RAIN. LOVE/HATE. DRUGS. ALCO
HOL. THE ROTTEN MR. LYDON. 

These ingredients were destined to mix 
into a short-lived, but decisive, mob action 
and counter-reaction. 

Lisa Yapp, the MC, stood on the side of 
the stage (I did not sec her) and her ash-<:an 
interview with Keith Levene was projected. 
I heard that the vertical roll was used to dis
orient the viewing of the image. Looked 
like a technical problem, but ended up be
ing aesthetic. Frustration. Now the band is 
in place. A staff man comes in (our lights 
are out now) and says, ''They say, maybe 
they won't play now. ' ' I said I thought they 
would; I had seen the sound check . There 
were two live cameras (one Ritz cameraman 
and Ariel from Moogy Klingman) back
stage, Jive video on the screen, lights from 
behind giving a shadow of the band through 
the video image. Keith is walking around 
slowly, Johnny and Jeanette are love birds, 
like Hamlet and Ophelia, she with a rose, 
and he wearing a doublet , making snide 
jibes at the audience or nothing at all . 
Mockery and hostility there somewhere. 
Nerves. Bu t we had seen him earlier, sing
ing in the afternoon peace of the empty 
club; everything worked, Keith on dru ms, 
good drummer. So subtle, subliminal and 
anti-rock in i1s spontaneous artiness. The 
Ritz bought them a Prophet .5 synthesizer, 
and it could cut. The room was grabbed by 
it, the thing is like a train . Potent iality is 
the name of this game. The technology and 
the crew make possible a very high level of 
popular art/ entertainment, perception. But 
this audience wasn' t interested in percep
tion (no one could see straight anyway) and 
then the bottles started to come. Someone 
gasped, we could sec both sides. More bot
tles and the bouncers started running 
through our room and they lunged after the 
instigators in the audience. MORE BOT
TLES. Lots of broken glass. Meantime 
Johhny is doing snide dances and saying, 
"Getting your money's worth," to the 
crowd as a huge VIDEO DOLL. All at 
once, a chair hit the screen (I thought about 
the fragments of flying glass in the faces of 
America's youth, the same faces I had tried 
to win over and relate to). Keith kicked the 
screen back in defiance and the sight of all 
the broken glass enraged and frightened 
him. He charged around the screen to con
front the angry crowd. He was hit directly 
with two bottles and then grabbed by a 
bouncer and pulled off the stage. His ap
pearace was the last straw, and the whole 
thing went crazy. A great white cloth had 
been wrapped over the stage for the purity 
of it all. It was very ethereal, blissful. Like a 
wedding. Someone, in front, managed to 
undo the cloth, and in a wave it was pulled 
away carrying the drum kit and the synthe-
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Robert Gall 
DISCO-BOY 
Braniskova 14 
040 01 KOSICE 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Dear Mr . Director of promotion, 
Dear progressive Modern Method Rec. 
Company, 

First a lot of sincere greetings to your
self, to your music activity and to your 
more than very progressive a newly-formed 
Modern Method Record Label. Although 
I've already been writing to you and asking 
to yourself for music information about 
you have recorded releases as well as about 
your Modern Method's musicians and 
groups of your very timely and interesting 
more progressive modern new-wave experi
mental music because me DJ, educator, 
music programmer but mainly music pro
pagandist for the contemporary American 
Underground music (and which is available 
just through your records) so I'd like to per
form and advertising your very timely and 
attractive releases also to our Music Listen
er and music people, so I didn't receive 
any letter or answer of you for the time be
ing. 

Dear Mr. Director of promotion your 
Modern Method Records are the fully un
known sorry we can't obtain them and can 
you imagine at all?? that they're fully inac
cessible for us, here in areas of Czechoslo
vakia! 

So, if it could be possible by yourself 
(and as I think so, could be because I've 
been corresponding and in the narrow mu
sic cont act with the new American Rec. La
bels, usually which are such independents 
and often still smaller even than your one 
however which aren' t such great ly inacces
sible of s'cnding thei r sample-promo copies 
like you and even if either thei r records 
haven't any distribu tion here sorry-but 
these facts aren't favorites of such people 
as myself-e.g. DJs, educators, program
mers (!) please you too much to send me 
and sending sample copies of all new re
leases which will be availab le on y0ur sche
dule during this Music Year O.K.?! , 10 my 
music activity and mainly to don't hesitate 
for advertising your very anractive Modern 
Method Records-a sample copy promo
ones of your have recorded releases of 
your new-wave experimental music (plus the 
special inquiry for copy of very interesting 
E.P. release 004/ Boy's Life vs. The Out
lets on your record label/ Thank you very, 
very much for it and for all to my activity at 
all. 

All my the best wishes to yourself and to 
your progressive Modern Method Rec. 
Company. 
Yours music correspondent & propagandist 
Yours Sincerely, 
Robert 

Dear Boston Rock, 
I am writing in response to the review of 

Colin Newman's Rock Lounge show [BR 
#13] (I am his American representative). I 
was very disappointed that Colin did not 
actually make it to Boston; time was tight 
and funds were short, so I'm pleased that a 
review appeared somewhere where Colin 
didn ' t . 

I thought the review was fairly accurate; 
it's just too bad that the reviewer, Michael 

Hafitz, saw that particular show. The music 
Colin writes and performs is indeed brill
iant, but the band was extremely unhappy 
with that show and audience. (I guess they 
haven't been the only ones unhappy with 
the Rock Lounge; the club closed about two 
weeks later. That's one club I won't miss!) 
The Hurrah show that followed was much 
less stifled, and the distance between the 
band and the audience was lessened radical
ly. A receptive and responsive audience 
makes for a large difference in any band's 
performance. The barrier that was so obvi
ous at the Rock Lounge was nowhere to be 
seen-or felt-at Hurrah. 

Just to clarify a few things Mr. Hafitz 
said: Desmond Simmons was the guitarist, 
and Simon Gillham was the bass player. (He 
may have been unidentified, but his charis
ma is unmistakable, though subtle.) The 
band is called Soft Option, and they will be 
recording an album in August. Colin is also 
recording another solo album in the near 
future. And if I have anything to do with it, 
Colin and Soft Option will be back in the 
States next year to treat all our ears to his 
superb, ambitious, beautiful music . 
Louise Greif 
New York City 

Boston Rock, 
First of all I just wanna say 1 thing. I 

think the Rat bouncers are a bunch of fuck
heads. Sunday May 17 we played there and 
were threatened and then thrown out by 
those goons. Apparently they thought we 
were getting too wild for the Rat, but every
body else was having a time. I just can't be
lieve this of the Rat. They have always been 
out to get us just because we won't give in 
to their rules . Who are they to tell us what 
to do . I used to like to play there and hope 
to again someday. But if they think we're 
going to wimp out to them well they can 
guess again. 

Also-whatever happened 10 the fu n, en
ergy gut-level music and atti tude. Now all 
you have is assholes telling you you're ou t
dated, not techn ical enough or fas hionable 
enough. Who cares! There are no rules in 
rock and roll and we are st ill the guts. We 
were the 1st band in New Hampshire who 
dared to do what we' re doing-believe me 
that 's not easy. We' ve been banned from 
most every club by the Liquor Commission
er and State Police who came damned close 
to arresting us at our last show. It' s not easy 
but whoever said it would be. We get no re
spect. 
G.G.Allin 
P .S. And no I did not nor did any of my 
band break Brian Brain's nose. But he did 
deserve it. 

Boston Rock-
Good for blowing your nose on. Or wip

ing your ass. Or the bottom of a bird cage. 
Or soaking up piddle puddles. Or removing 
the scum from around the toilet bowl. Or 
cleaning old paint brushes. 

Heyl That's not all! Boston Rock is also 
good enough to run ads you cannot afford 
for gigs you barely get paid for. Also a great 
place to read about Mission of Burma or 
some other band you don'1 even like. You 
can also read about how they (Boston Rock) 
really care for and support all the local 
bands. Check out how Mr. B ignores your 
band's gig not once, but 1wice, in the Club
land listings. 

I'll bet you can read just about anything 
in Boston Rock, that is, anything but this 

letter, which probably won't get printed by 
those crass candy-asses. 
CHORD-ially, 
Leo Ego 

Thanks for your suggestions Mr. Ego. It is 
always encouraging lo receive fetters with 
such a balanced perspective. Please don't 
hesilate to contact us again if we con be of 
further help to you and your ilk (er, id). 
Your Humble Servant, 
Mr.B 

Dear Greg, what's happen'n action? 
I'm writing to inform you about WZBC 

at Boston College. I read all this stuff about 
MBR, which is fine, but how 'bout spread
ing it around? Once a week, feature a dif
ferent college station, turn the people on to 
where the music is, most kids think their 
college station is jazz, or talk shows. The 
Boston readers may want to know that most 
stations stay on the air in the summer and 
are just as great. Out in the burbs, no one 
knows any call letters other than COZ and 
BCN. These people dig the tunes but don't 
know where to find them. Inform people, 
everyone, about all the different alternative 
music they can find. Write a short article on 
each station, and talk about their individual 
programming in depth. Print next to the ar
ticle their playlist. 

ZBC is a Great station, and I'd like to 
sec their work get mentioned, as well as oth
er college radio people who deserve praise 
for overcoming the commercial barriers of 
rock and roll . 

Thanks for taking a minute out to read 
my idea . Good Luck in your new job, the 
paper does look great, and consider my 
idea . 
Yours Truly, 
Mark Alcarez 

Thanks Mark! As a regular listener to 
WZBC I can only agree with your senti
ments. Perhaps you missed the ZBC story 
in BR #13 but you can definitely count on 
reading more about non-commercial radio 
in future issues. In addition to our Alterna
tive Charts (which runs in every other issue) 
we ore in the process of compiling our new 
Summer Radio Guide for our next issue. 
But for the time being here 's a list of the 
non-commercial stations we kno w about. 

WBRS 91 . 7, 899-4970 
WBUR 90.9, 353-2790 
WERS 88.9, 267-7821 
WGBH 89. 7, 492-2777 
WHRB 95.3, 495-4818 
WMBR88.I, 494-8810 
WMFO 91 .5, 625-0800 
WRBB 91. 7, 537-2657 
WZBC90.3, 332-1110 

- Ed. 

(Note: many of 1he above stations are 
limited in broadcast range. Jiggle that an
tenna!) 

Dear BR: 
Imagine my surprise (and delight) when I 

read that the ineffable Ms. Janis Reed con
siders me a "saint." In order to attain 
sainthood, however, one must be deceased, 
and at last report I'm still hanging on. Ac
tually, someone once called me "the St. 
Francis of Assissi to dogs and cats ." I tried 
to bring a similar sensibility to scribblings 
on rock 'n' roll. 

Here's to the howling success of BR and 
Modern Method. 

James Isaacs 



A PERSONAL LETTER FROM 
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MUSIC 
They Need 

MUSIC 
You Need 

NOW! 

BOYS LIFE 
The 
New Single 

Two Doors 
Down 

I Found Her 
Produced by 
David Robinson 
on SECO Records 
P.O. Box651 
Malden, MA 02148 



The Publisher's Soapbox 
by Mike Dreese 

GOOD LUCK TO KATE! 

It's Rumble Time Again! 
Only this year it's happening at Spit, not the venerable Rat. The listings for it 

can be seen in our Clubland section in the centerfold. Looks to me like Thursday 
the 25th of June should be the most exciting preliminary round-with the Cream
ers, the Stains, the Future Dads and the Young Snakes all battling it out. Don't 
forget to wear something cool. Air conditioning or no, it's gonna be hot as hell by 
the end. 

Aloha to Mark Fisher . .. 
... but hopefully not goodbye forever. We hope to continue to receive reports 

from him upon his return to his native England. Always quite the opinionated 
chap, we leave his fellow Brits at his mercy. 

Kate Ingram has decided to leave her post as editor-in-chief of Bqston Rock in 
order to pursue her other interests. Having been a close personal friend of Kate 
for quite some time, J will very much miss her. Her time at BR was certainly not 
without controversy, but her immense contribution cannot be denied. She faced 
the difficult task of transforming a good fanzine into a professional , bi-weekly 
publication. Although she was successful in many areas, it became clear after sev
eral months that Newbury Comics simply didn't have sufficient capital to finance UNDERGROUND GOING UNDER 
the expansion of the magazine as quickly as was needed. Thus we decided it was .... A great loss to the community will occur on June 15 as The Underground closes 
best to slow things down a bit. Its doors for good. Although never a very good set-up sound-wise or visually, the 

Kate will be in New York by the time this sees print, and we should be getting club was my personal favorite in Boston. It had an intimacy and sense of com-
some interestin~ ooinions from her in her new column. munity about it which will probably never be duplicated. It debuted many im-

ln New York she'll be pursuing her interest in DB Records, of which she is part portant groups from out of town that the bigger clubs didn't want to take a 
owner. She knows she'll have my personal support regardless of what she's doing. chance on. More importantly, it provided a regular performance space for bands 
If there's one thing we've learned together it's the value of true friendship.. which were experimental and previously confined to lofts. Up till the 15th it 

should be pretty wild down there. 
WELCOME GREG . .. 

Our new editor, Greg Reibman, should be familiar to most all of you. For a 
scant few extra bucks he's been booted upstairs to the role of editor from that of 
assignment editor. Greg has left his position as music director of WMBR (88.1 
FM) to take on the added responsibility. He still does his show Friday mornings 
on "the late risers' club" as well as produce the "Sports Palace" on Sunday af
ternoons. He's been working for us at Newbury Comics for close to a year now. 
His past history includes a degree from Emerson Collge in mass communication, 
specializing in radio. He was among the first DJs to bring punk music to Boston 
via his old shift on WERS (88.9 FM). We like to think of him as our "right hand 
man." Now if only the left knew what the right was doing around here .. 

A NOTE TO DOUG SIMMONS ... 
You have lost my respect. Buy a tape recorder. Don't quote from "notes" you 

didn't take. Special thanks for your great sensitivity. And yes, I know you're too 
cool to care .. 

A little less often . .. 
... wi ll you be seeing Boston Rock this summer. We'll be coming out every third 

week until September, at which point we'll resume our bi-weekly schedule.This 
will take a little pressure off all of us in the production department and allow us 
to have a bit of a vacation. We thought about a monthly schedule, but didn't 
want to give up the timeliness we've grown accustomed to. 

ANDSOITGOES .. .. 

by Kate Ingram 

I've never been very good at saying "goodbye," as is evident in the hasty and sudden 
decision I made to leave Boston Rock ... and Boston. It' s difficult to explain, since my 
head's sti lt spinning, but for anybody who cares, here's the story. 

The new music market, it seems. is growing at such a rapid rate that sometimes the speed 
at which change occurs is startling. Consider what all has happened si nce I first moved to 
Boston some 23 months ago. 

I came here July 14, 1979 and started working.al WBCN the next day. Momentum from 
The Strike enhanced our ability as a team of "media gatekeepers" to introduce new 
music to a mass audience. Which was very special, since from about that time onward, no 
other major commercial radio outlet has been able to do so and stil bring in enough money 
to pay for the effort. 

The responsibility of being there was a challenge, and the unique constitution or WBCN 
set the stage for success. Most valuable of all, in retrospecl, is the greal support the com
munity responded with. 

The circumstances which persuaded me to leave WBCN the following April for the job 
or WCOZ Music Director become clouded behind the veil of what has happened since. 
Specifically, John Sebastian was brought into the station shortly after I was, and our vi
~ions or how 10 program music to the community were very different. 

And, regardless or personal music taste, Sebastian's decisions in programming WCOZ 
have served a far greater number or people than what went on before. 

When the opportunity to work in the realm or spreading the word about new music 
again presented i1selr. I went to Boston Rock in that pursuit. Many times I have compared 
radio programming to magazine editing. Both efforts can be successfo l only when they 
serve the community. 

Less than live short months ago I explained in this paper the reasons I came to Boston 
Rock, which were no different than the reasons I went to WBCN and 10 WCOZ. There is a 
commitment on my part 10 a certain type or media responsibility. And I am increasingly 
compelled when presented with choices to pick the one that best allows me to follow this 
pursmt. 

I happen to be in the minority right now, believing this music does indeed have mass ap
peal. And I am driven to pursue these goals, despite the odds, at the emotional and per
sonal e'<pense which is bound to occur when you're as headstrong as I am. 

My next endeavor is, as things fall, to occur in the private rather than the public seg
ment or the music industry. Now, I'm working to spread new music from outside the me
dia vantage or radio·s1a1ions and publications. 

BELATED THANKS 
... to those who came to and played at our benefit last month. Men In Volts, 

Native Tongue, Planet Street and Mission of Burma all performed to an appre
ciative audience. 

Readers Polls 
. .. from the Oedipus cover issue are st ill rolling in. Seems as though there's a 

write-in campaign for one group which we may have to ignore. But at least we're 
getting a beter idea of what to do about Candy & Crass, and who you're sick of 
hearing about. . . actual resu lts to be published next time around. 

Thanks to Bands . .. 
. .. who have responded to our massive mailing in sea rch of advertising dollars. 

Readers can now look forward to our Clubland section as a real guide to where to 
go out. As more bands and clubs participate it will become increasingly useful to 
all. 

Marcia Maglione . .. 
... is now pursuing advertising for us full time. Some of you no doubt recognize 

her name from her photos, which have appeared in Boston Rock, The Real Po
per, The Phonex, and even Newsweek. She comes to us from the recently dis
banded (pun intended) Bound and Gagged. Those of you who are our advertisers 
will find her to be downright unassuming and remarkably pl_easant. 

tion or efforts in communicating new music has proven to be the only way to succeed in do
ing so. To these special people in Boston (you should know who you are): sincere love in 
appreciation for you r support in the efforts we've shared. 

Another important (albeit more difficult) lesson I've learned was summed up in 1he clas
sic " Harper Valley P.T.A." by Jeannie C. Riley. My past two years' experience have in
cluded meeting up with a number or hypocrites I'd rather not have had to deal with. 

But, despite that, I wouldn't change the past. And somehow, I'm even more committed 
10 the endeavor or spreading new music ... regardless or the corrupt natures or people this 
industry seems to attract. 

So now I'm working with DB RECS, our roster including Pylon, the Swimming Pool 
Q's, Kevin Dunn and the Regiment of Women, 1he Method Actors, and 1he Side Effects . 
I'll be writing opinion columns for Boston Rock from New York, where I'll be living ar 
least for the immediate Future. 

The move from working 10 spread the music or a larger to a smaller, more specific group 
or artists is indicative or how very much I support and believe in the bands on this label. As 
has become usual for me, the Future is no1 necessarily clear. But I am extremely optimistic. 

This much I know: less than two years in Boston have provided the most enriching 
learning experiences or my life. And I didn't even all end one class at any or the fine institu
tions of higher learning. 

What more can I say .. except thanks. 
Always, 

Kate 

WeBUY,SELL 

USED &.REPAIR 
Stereo Components 

and portable TVs 

SOUND·~:~~g~~ 
Quality Used Audio Equipment and T. V.s! We're the experts! 

Everything 
we sell is: 

• Pre-tested 
• Guaranteed 
• Backed by au "la-house" 

Muter Technician 

in DA VJS SQUARE at 
31 Holland St. 

Somernllc 
617•625•7707 

lOit. off any purchaac orn:pair with this ad 
In a way this feels like commencement rrom school (could be the time or year). I feel 

prepared for this next \'enture by all that I've learned in Boston, which is a lot. 
The main lesson I' ve learned is !he value or friends. More than ever before the combina- ._ ________________________ ..... 
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STANDARDS 
RULE THE 

It was hard IO beliel'e it was 1981. I mean, 
the limo speeding up to the door, the enth11-
siastic (olbeil small) crowd besieging the 
smiling band members for autographs on 
a/hums and magazines, the near-idolatry of 
the teenage Jons. For about 20 minutes, it 
really was like the arrival of one of those 
60's bands that I don't need to mention he
cause the analogy has been made a million 
limes in every American artide on the Jam. 
/I wasn 'I !he appearance or the sound at 
the show that brought. /o mind those old 
bands, just 1he excitement that was Mener
ated. Yo11'd lhink these guys sold a million 
records here or somelhing by the way the 
crowd was acting. 1981? How could ii be? 
Where's the pretension, the detached, 
aloof. block-clad and oh-so-cool poseurs? 
Was this reallv enthusiasm? Were rhese kids 
aciual/y admitting they were moved? 
Wasn't that embarrasing? A show of emo
tion? Some fervor? 

Although the Jam has Jailed to develop 
a following ill America like their legions in 
the UK(#/ in nearly every category of the 
NME readers poll, two years in a row), lhey 
were clearly received with unchorocleristic 
enthusiasm by a devoted and young throng 
during their recenl American mini-mini
/Our, which consisled of one show at The 
Ritz. in New York, one show at The Chan
nel, a surprise gig at The Underground with 
Boy's Life and The Future Dads and aboul 
a minute-and-a-half on the Tom Snyder 
show. 

Inside The Channel, before the band's 
soundcheck, bauist Bruce Foxton, looking 
happy but tired in a green Clossix Nouveau 
T-Shirt, managed to fit some conversation 
between autograph signings, Kodak /nsta
matic flash bulbs, and directions delivered 
by seemingly every member of !he Jam en
tourage, from the road manager to guitarist 
Paul Weller's father. Weller and drummer 
Rick Buckler were contenl to JUSt auto
graph away and talk with !he crowd of kids 
in attendance. 

Whal follows is not the eight millionth 
Poul Weller interview (Jammed with Who 
references). but a conversalion wilh Bruce 
Foxton. 
Boston Rock: How hos America been !his 
time around, Bruce? 
Bruce: America's been pretty good. Canada 
was OK, we played four gigs there. People 
seem a lot more into us this time around. 
ll's been basically an in-out job, just a few 
gigs. 
BR: Why ·do you think it's taking America 
so long to get into you guys? 
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Bruce: I don'! know. Everywhere we play 
there's always a small percentage of Jam 
fans, you know, some hardcore fans, and 
it's always been that way, even four years 
ago when we first came over. It's mostly 
kids, and they've always been with us, but I 
don't know why more people haven't 
turned on to us. It's not due to our records. 
you know. 
BR: Do you think it's because the stuff 
you 're saying in your songs can be better 
unders10od by English kids? 
Bruce: No. because everytime we've been 
over that's always been the sort of usual ex
cuse to why we haven't caught on, you 
know, "It's too British for Americans to 
understand," which I think is total rub
bish. I think thal Americans are just set in 
their ways. It's the music scene as it is over 
here, you know. I mean, it's only them, and 
I think people are slowly becoming more 
aware that there's other alternatives in some 
of the music around. I mean it's still the 
same on American radio. we're still up 
against it. 
BR: Actiwlly, 011 college radio in America, 
vou '\•e done amazingly well. 
Bruce: Yeah, I heard that last night from a 
couple of promoters, that college stations. 
especially here, are really plugging us. 
BR: Is 1h01 because you rela1e primarily to 
kids and not a mass audience? 
Bruce: Well, yeah, I mean we're saying 
something to them. You know, it's not so 
much this song is about this and that song 
is about that, it's more generalizing, more 
like being more aware of things that are 
going on. If you like some of those things. 
you should do something about it, some
thing constructive. That's like in Canada, 
we played there and the radio stations said, 
"Oh, the Jam is playing, let's play a token 
half hour of them," and the nexl day they 
put the Jam back into the drawer until the 
next time we came over to play and then 
they'd play another half hour. We[\, we 
played Canada and America 'cause we want 
our fans to ring up the radio stations to hear 
us. you know. We're encouraging them to 
ask for something they wan! when they're 
not happy with the way things are set up. 
We encourage them not to accept things the 
way !hey are because it doesn't have to be 
that way. 
BR: Thai seems to be a theme in a lot of 
your songs, 1his dissatisfaction with the way 
things are, like in "Smithers-Jones," for 
example. There seems ro be some depres
sion there. 
Bruce: Yeah, there's a lot of depression at 
the moment and frustration brought on by 
things like all the unemployment in Eng
land. ll's just getting worse and worse and 
there doesn't seem to be a light at the end of 

the tunnel, or whatever. There just doesn't 
seem to be any way out of that. 
BR: Do vou think yo11 can offer some kind 
of escape from things like that? 
Bruce: Well, hopefully, yeah. Escapism ofa 
sort, I mean it's not offering any alternative 
to unemployment or anything. It's not like 
a kid can say isn't the Jam great and every
thing's alright, because it's no1 gonna get 
him a job, you know. (laughs) I think we 
<ohould inspire kids to think about their si
tuations so they can do something positive 
to make them better you know, do some
thing positive about whatever, getting a 
job. 
BR: So don 'I just si1 back and take lhings 
as they are. 
Bruce: Right. (laughs) Yeah, Really. 
get across over here, I mean we've been 
trying it for four years and banging our 
heads against the wall. 
BR: ~Veil, for the most part, it seems a bit 
easier in America for teenagers than if is in 
England. Most of us have jobs, and there 
see111s to be a bit less 10 complain about, or 
maybe there's as much 10 complain about 
but nobody's bothering or noticinf!,. Kids 
are probably more complacent over here 
Bruce: Yeah, righl. You're right, it was the 
same in Japan, I mean they're a lot more in
dustrious there. I get the sense that most of 
the kids here are in the middle class and 
don't have too much to complain about 
educat ion-wise or job-wise. I suppose they I Bruce: Right, well if you're talking about 
complain more about the music, which is musically, if we're still saying what we're 
why we get really pissed off at the radio saying, then we'll still be around, but I 
stations, but I guess it seems to be changing, wouldn't want to be like ... the Who, for 
because, as you say, college stations are instance. 
playing different music than the commercial BF: / didn't bring up the Who to make 
ones. some swpid and cliche Who/Jam analogy. 
BR: So do yo11 see things getting any belier Bruce: No. No, I know what you meant. 
for kids in England? ' It's just, you know, Peter Townshend's for
Bruce: I don't know, it ' s strange. We read ty or so now. I don't think age is a sign of 
in an English paper over here a few days getting worse musically, though. I mean 
ago about some schools up North where David Bowie's still writing good songs. 
kids had a good chance of getting in and BR: Do you 1hink Bowie can still communi· 
getting some really high [job] qualifications care to kids, or do you 1hink he's like 
but kids were leaving school anyway. Adam, and more interested in just enler
\Vhat 's the point of getting X amount of O faining for the ,r,omenl, you know, an es
levels, I levels, and degrees when there's capist show? 
nowhere to go anyway? {We bolh laugh at Bruce: Yeah, I think they've particularly 
this conversational nihilism.) I mean it's a become entertainers, you know. I don't ne
pretty negative attitude, I know, but there's cessarily like all their songs anymore. 
not a lot of things going on for them. They're just entertain ing. 
BR: So they're banging their heads against BR: You think entertainme!/1 is as impOrl· 
the wall like you are. ant as gelling a point across and saying 
Bruce: Right. (laughs) Yeah, really. something? 
BR: Well, what happens when you guys Bruce: Well, yeah, that's what we've sort of 
aren't in your twenries anymore, what hap- always done anyway. Obviously it's import
pens when you 're thirty or forty? What can ant to be entertaining, for the people to like 
you say lhen? Will you still be talking to the tune and melody of your songs, but we 
kidsthen?/mean, lookhowabsurditisfor try to take it further with the lyrics. And 
the Who to still be doing "My Genera- regarding what we're gonna be doing in 
lion." five or six or eight years' lime, if we can 
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still honestly believe that we are doing 
something, then we'll continue, but if we're 
not, then we'd probably disband and ... I 
don't know, go into other areas of music or 
something. We don't plan that much ahead 
in advance anyway. 
BR: Is that how songwriting goes? Prelfy 
much spontaneously? 
Bruce: It seems to be spontaneous, and ob
viously a lot of it comes right down to get
ting time. It's all though!, you know, I 
mean that's songwriting, and when we tour, 
it's very difficult. We don't write much on 
tours. 
BR: You're obviously inspired by a lot of 
different things, and we've already talked 
about the band's belief that if things suck, 
you shouldn't accept it. But what happens 
when you get a "Smithers-Jones" situa
tion or somerhing, when you lose your Job. 
What can you do? fl 's one thing 10 say 
don'! accepr it, but what can someone 
really do when things really suck? 
Bruce: Well, you know that thing with 
''Smithers-Jones," it's about like lawyers 
and firms, you know, where you can work 
there and then they can just shit on you 
anyway when they're done with you. They 
really don't think about "Well, this guy's 
been with us X amount of years," they just 
get rid of you. We started off this unem-

ployment march that started off in Liver
pool and moved down to London, about 
500 hundred people were involved in it. In 
Liverpool they had this apprenticeship 
scheme, this unemployment scheme, where 
a guy could work for six months for very 
little money to try out a job to see if he 
liked it, kind of like a job opportunity 
scheme, and if the job suited the guy and 
the company liked him, they'd take him on. 
During the six months apprenticeship the 
government would pay him, so the com
pany was getting real cheap labor, you 
know free of charge. So what the compan
ies began· doing was taking these guys on 
for six months and then saying "Oh, he 
wasn't suitable, send us another." And the 
government would send them another guy 
for another free six months. The companies 
didn't pay a thing. So the kids began to 
catch on to this and stopped doing it, you 
know, which was bad because they ended 
up on the streets, but it's good because 
it shows that they're getting a lot more 
aware of some of the things that are going 
on and they're thinking a lot more. They're 
not prepared to get ripped off in a job. 
BR: Whal can they do if there just aren't 
any jobs ro be had? I mean, !hat seems to 
be the cause of unemployment. 
Bruce: Yeah, right. I mean we've got some 

kids even moving over here because it's so 
bad in England. I don't know what they 
can do. (laughs) A lot of them could get in 
bands. 

If I wasn't in the band, who knows what 
the fuck I'd do? I couldn't go back to what 
I was doing prior to the band, which was 
like a printer, and there's no future in that 
anyway because it's being overtaken by 
computers and that in turn makes a lot of 
people redundant. 
BR: So you got in the band out of depres
sion? 
Bruce: Not so much depression like it would 
be now, with some of the kids we're trying 
to play and talk to. It wasn't quite as bad 
then, there were a Jot more jobs to be had 
then. 
BR: So what the Jam pulled off is exactly 
what they're saying in some of their songs: 
If you don't want to be underpaid or bored 
in that printing job, then go out and do 
something, join a band or something. Any
thing. 
Bruce: Yeah, well like that. Well, Paul 
didn't have a job, he never had a job, he 
knew right from the word go that he wanted 
to go straight into music, and I thought 
about music, bu1 hadn't really made a break 
from working and stuff. 
BR: Well, you seem to be gelling the mes-

sage across not Just in your songs bUt in the 
helping hands you guys are giving, your 
spreading of the wealth, so to speak, like 
Paul's publishing company "Riot Stories," 
and your helping with The Vapors. 
Bruce: Yeah, working with The Vapors was 
like giving them a helping hand, we helped 
them get a couple of gigs and we helped 
them get a record deal. The reason I 
stopped managing The Vapors was time 
~eally, we'd just become so busy, you 
know, and so did The Vapors with that 
"Turning Japanese" they went worldwide, 
which was great, but it worked out with 
both bands being miles apart. So we just 
said "We can't give you one hundred per
cent like we'd like to, so we'd like to call it a 
day." But we're into trying to help out as 
many people as we can, · band-wise you 
know, like getting gigs for local bands and 
stuff. 
BR: Do you think the fact that there's 2½ 
million people unemployed in England, the 
majority of them kids, makes some of them 
say, "Well, I've got to go our and join a 
band."? Do you think that's why there 
seems to be a lot more happening musically 
in England 1han in rhe States, as if the kids 
are more desperate? 
Bruce: Yeah, well bands are a good way 
out, you know, kids can say "Let's go out 
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and join a band," but not everyone can do 
that you know, 'cos there's a lot of guys 
like my brother who are in their thirties and 
forties and they've been made redundant
some firms have to close down, etc.-and 
it's even harder for them 'cos they're forty 
and they've got to get training to get a new 
job, and so it's difficult for people in that 
age bracket, as well, 1 mean that's why 
there's always been a vast amount of differ· 
ent sounds coming out of England, any
way. There seems to be a lot stronger com
mitment. Bands seem to be searching a lot 
more for different sounds. It's almost out 
of desperation. 

In '76 and '77 with the Pistols and all, it 
was all that desperation coming to a head, 
you know, "We've had enough." A lot of 
bands had gotten boring and bland at the 
top but no one seemed to be doing anything 
everyone was saying "Yeah, they are bor
ing," but they weren't doing anything 
about it. And a lot of the songs and bands 
t.hat came out of '76 and '77 were doing 

somelhing, and it's mellowed out a bit since 
then. 
BR: It's a/mos/ getting boring again. 
Bruce: Sometimes, yes. To a certain extent, 
yes. There hasn'I recently been any new 
bands out that I can say I like 'cos they 
have great songs. 
BR: Thar seems ro be true in America as 
well as England, which brings us back to 
the foci in America The Jam could 
still be coiled a new bond by some people, 
even /hough you have five albums out, be
cause you haven't hit the mass appeal here 
like in England. 
Bruce: Well, part of the problem for us 
over here is radio. I sometimes think we're 
hardly ever heard. The only way for us ever 
be a success over here would be to play, you 
know, all the places, but none of us wants 
to spend a solid year over here touring. So 
the record company tried to package us as 
1hey package some of the American bands, 
you know, the whole rock and roll star trip, 
which isn't the way we want to be handled 
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Your amplifier is a musical tool. Together with your guitar. it helps you 
get a certain musical message across. 

Tonal versatllity, power and functional design are the most Important 
aspects of a guitar amplifier. Owning a reliable amplifier with the best sound 
for your dollar Is more important than owning the same amp that some· 
one's favorite arena-rock group uses. 

The Westbury 1000 delivers a loud 100 watts AMS In a compact 2-12" 
self-contained format. It features a tremendous range of tone variations 
and has a rich tube sound while giving you the greater rellabitlty of solld 
state. The Westbury 1000 was designed for practical use in performance 
and contains totally Independent clean and distortion channels with in
stant access to either one via a footswitch. 

And you get all this for a couple of hundred dollars less than you'd have 
to pay for the same wattage and features from most other brands of guitar 
amplltiers, Westbury makes sense. 

"At Wurlitzer's you can afford the best!" 
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anyway. And we could use a lot more radio 
play. Sec, that's what happened in England 
when we started ou1, we didn't get any ra-

1dio, so we toured ~ lot, but England's a lot 
smaller than the States and we can tour the 
whole country in two weeks. It con be done. 

Our audience is steadily building-we 
had sold out shows in Japan-and Sound 
Affects has sold .more albums worldwide 
than any of our other albums. And we're 
progressing and trying different sounds as 
well, and whether Sound Affects is more 
accessible herC or not is not a resull of us 
trying to direct our sound to American au
diences or anything ... It's just that we've 
progressed over the four years .. 

BR: So you don't intend to aim at America? 
Bruce: Well, it's what we've said all along, 
we're not out for America, I mean, I know 
it sounds like sour grapes or something but 
we're number one in England and that's all 
we really care about. I mean, it would be 
nice to be bigger in America, but there's 
nothing really more we can do, I mean 
we've toured here four times in the last four 
years. And we haven't had that much suc
cess, I mean, everywhere we play, there's al
ways a core of dedicated Janr fans, and it 
docs seem a shame to not play the States 
and prevent those fans from not seing us, 
but we're not prepared to break our asses 
here, either, because there's alot of 01her 
places to play as well. 
BR: You're not going to give up on us, are 
you? 

Bruce: (laughs) Well, now, there's a lot of 
places to play as well as America and we 
want to play them all. I think we've s1ill got 
a IOI 1o·offer and we will for awhile. 
BR: Well, no one can deny you have a lot to 
say. 
Bruce: Yeah, but all this "message" stuff, 
we're not sort of preachers, you know, bu1 
~i~~~ongs do have ~essages and points of 

BR: The points of view are delivered with 
memorable runes as well so people can hum 
along to the depression, like humming ab-

ent-mindedly to "A-Bomb (on Wardour 
Stree) '' or something. 
Bruce: (laughs) Well, what's a shame here is 
1hat 1wo or three of our albums have al
ready been deleted and you can only buy 
them on import, and our small number of 
fans in your cities can't even get our records 
sometimes, like with singles, and it's gotten 
to the point where it's ridiculous. For in
stance, we released a single today in Eng
land ("Funeral Pyre") and we wanted it re
leased over here and the company said, 
''No, we're going to wait until September,'' 
and by then, you know, it's long gone, be
cause all the kids over here that were inter
ested enough have already bought ii on im
port, and by the time it comes out over 
here, they've missed all the stuff we've done 
in the meantime. There is a lot of fault with 
the record company. 
BR: Plus the price of an imporr single is 
only a few dollars less than a domestic al
bum. 
Bruce: Yeah, right, but you do have it hel
ter over here. Records are a lot cheaper here 
than in England, and even in Japan, Sound 
Affects costs a 101 of moncv. 

At this point, The Jam's road manager 
Keith Wheeler and Paul's father, band 
manager John Weller come over to drag 
Bruce to the soundcheck. 
Bruce: I'm sorry I've got to go, but I've had 
a good time talking, perhaps after the show 
or the sound check or something.. his 
voice trailed off as he headed for the stage 
where Paul Weller was already mashing out 
chords co the jubilation of the small crowd 
present. Immediately the band was bar
raged with requests.) 

later that evening The Jam tore through 
killer versions of material from all five al- I 
bums. At one point between songs Weller : 
addresses the audience ... 

"They say what happened in England in 
'76 and '77 has come and gone here, but I 
believe it has yet to happen. It's up to you." 

ls he right? REO Speedwagon is the num
ber one selling album in America right now. 

It is up to you. 
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The story of the At/antics has been fre
quently chronicled elsewhere and every 
writer has agreed that this Boston rock and 
roll group has paid its dues at least a few 
times. They made the coveted jump to a na
tional recording contract with ABC Records 
after three years of putting everything to
gether and finally released their LP Big City 
Rock in 1979. So, if you were in the same 
position you'd be feeling pretty good 
wouldn't you? The pot was sweetened by a 
cross-country tour supporting Roxy Music. 
Then ABC Records dissolved and became 
part of the MCA Record empire. Life under 
their new masters really didn't appeal to the 
quintet, so they exercised a contractural 
clause to free themselves from the com
pany. 

Bang! The party's over ... Soon one sees 
listings in the Boston weeklies with the At
/antics playing in the area's clubs again. Af
ter you're convinced that the band is stuck 
in those bars forever, they rip off a single 
that was the #I most played local song at 
radio station WBCN in 1980. Soon the At
/antics are establishin,g house al/endance re
cords at most of the places they play and 
have just produced a tape of new material 
for hungry fans. 

Obviously something is up here. In a bus
iness rhat all too soon looks away from the 
failures and fading stars to concentrate only 
on those few artists caught in the spotlight 
at the moment, the At/antics are an inspira-

Photo: B.C. Kagan 

tion. It doesn't matter if you like their mu
sic or not, the members of this band are sur
vivors. We figured it was time 10 talk to 
them and get a progress report. I met them 
at the The Top of the Hub, ordered drinks, 
and ... 

Tom: We're sitting here at the Top of the 
Hub with Carter Alan. I'm Tom Hauck, 
over there is Paul Caruso and 8. Wilkinson. 
We don't know where Bobby or Fred is, but 
we're so relaxed that we don't even notice 
the tape recorder. 
Boston Rock: Are the At/antics embar
rassed by anything? 
Tom:No. 
BW: Nah, just our first album. (laughs) 
BR: Do you feel you have to live down that 
record? 
BW: No, we don't have to live it down, but 

' we do have to explain it to a lot of people . 
A lot of fans really like it. You said you 
did. 
BR: I liked the songs ... 
Tom: The production killed it !hough. 
We've reached the point now where people 
can't judge us from that 9ilbum only. 
There's a single and a new tape, so if folks 
say the Atlantics sound bad 'cuz of the first 
record, it's simply not enough. 
BW: We had no control over that first re
cord. They assigned us a producer_ 
BR: / rather enjoyed some of the songs on 
Big City Rock despite the production flaws. 
BW: Hell, people keep requesting those 
songs when we play live. 

CROSSING 
~THE~ 

ATLANTIC& 
cP 
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BR: A lot of people don't realize that after 
the LP came our and your label folded, you 
had the option to resign with MCA Re
cords. I believe many people think it was 
the label that dropped you. 
Tom: No, we left them. 
BR: Still r'"ink it was a good move? 
Tom: Yup! 
BW: Yeah. 
BR: Why? 
BW: They had some ridiculous idea for us 
to make singles ... anyway, we knew there 
was no commitment there at MCA for us. 
Tom: We thought it was better to be on our 
own rather than in a relationship that was 
non-productive or questionable. It's better 
to get rid of that situation rather than pro
duce mediocrity. 
BR: When you went into the studio didn't 
the label help you? 
Tom: Help? 
BW: Yeah, we were bound and gagged. We 
didn't sec anyone from the label until way 
after the album was finished. 
BR: You feel things went wrong with the re
cording. When did you first sense it? 
BW: lt was during the mixing because we 
were forced to leave the studio. We went 
back in and hear this ton of echo. Then 
there was panic, because we knew there 
would be trouble . 
BR:/ can't believe the group wasn't includ
ed in the LP's production. 
Tom: Honest. 
BR: What about when you got on the road, 
you lraveled with Roxy Music. Was that 
for the entire country? 

00 

Tom: Just about, except for Boston and 
Toronto. 
BR: The album came out, you went on the 
road, left the record company and came 
back to Boston. What went through your 
mind then? 
Tom: Well, we had to get a new drummer. 
BW: It was a real test to keep the band to
gether, a lot of pressure that our drummer 
couldn't handle. Coming back kinda dc
natcd did that. Then we found Paul.. 
Tom: Basically lffe didn't change that 
much .. 
BW: It did change on a musical level 
though. 
Tom: Oh yeah, definitely. 

BW: First of all, we realized what we didn't 
like about our record, and went from there. 
BR~ A lot of people faced with the same si
tUarion might have had a difficult time 
dealing with the sense of failure ... 
BW: We just blamed everyone else! {laugh
ter) 
BR: You mentioned that you experienced a 
musical change. 
BW: Yeah, at first we tried an experiment 
in disco, drums anyway. That's where 
"Can't Wait Forever" and "Lonely 
Hearts" came from. 
Paul: Dance beats! The Atlantics were al
ways a dance band, so we didn't worry 
about that disco tag. Gradually, though, all 
our material began to get more rhythmic 
even though it was still rock ... 

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE 
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BW: The B-52's and Devo have that new 
wave in10 disco popularity and influence.· 
We went for that syncopation rather than 
the st raight punk stuff. 
BR: How much did Paul affect this change? 
BW: Well, we couldn't have done it without 
a drummer. (laughs) 
Tom: It brought stability, the whole band 
got a life. 
BW: Paul is a great drummer, but more im
portantly we finally had a band where ev
erybody liked each other. 
Tom: Well, I think Paul was a willing parti
cipanl in our experiments, which wasn't 
the case before. 
BR: At this point you've dumped your pre
vious managemenl and I imagine you 're 
pretty skeptical with new offers that come 
your way? 
BW: Yeah, but at the same time not 100 
paran6id .. 
Tom: We're not the same as we were two or 
four years ago-we know the pitfalls much 
more acutely now. We're also in a better 
position to avoid them, so there's no fear. 
Paul: Whal we are doing is looking for 
someone who can do it better than us be
cause for a while now we've been managing 
ourselves quite nicely. 
BR: Any pitfalls that you could describe to 
other bands, things to avoid? 
BW: Rather than be negative about it, I'd 
say do everything yourself unless you can 
find someone that can do it better than 
you. We realized that we could produce re
cords better than our manager, so we 100k 
that over and we would demand that kind 
of arrangement in the future. 
Tom: I guess it boils down to being 101ally 
objective. If you find yourself doing some
thing that deep down inside you don't feel 
is right, then don't do it! 
BR: Would you rather have your past with 
ABC Records wiped clean so you could 
have a clean start with "Lonely Hearts"? 
BW: l'm not really mad it happened, for 

one thing we got a lot of fans from that 
first album. They love it when we play "Big 
City Rock" or "When You're Young." 
There's different sections of our crowd, the 
ones that have been with us since the begin
ning and others that got into the band with 
"Lonely Hearts." 
BR: "Lonely Hearts" was a huge success, 
do you know how many copies of the single 
you sold? 
BW: Probably 4 o r 5 thousand. 
Tom: Unfortunately the record came out 
right around the time we fired our manager, 
so getting copies into Boston was harder 
than selling them off the shelf. 
Paul: We'd put in an order for 500 and get 
half that! 
BW: The songs are good enough that they 
are still being played on the radio and the 
single is still selling real well. 
BR: You've had success with "Lonely 
Hearts'' in the discos as well. 
Tom: That was one place where the 45 real
ly happened big. I gave a copy to Mark 
Drew over al Jason's, he played ii and it 
went over real well which amazed us both! 
Then he put me in touch with the Boston 
Record Pool and they distributed a copy to 
every disco in town. 
Paul: At Buddy's they have a ten minute 
version they made! They even invited us 
down 10 play and it was great. Buddy's 
usually doesn't invite bands down. 
BR: So what's in the air now? 
Tom: We just did a tape of nine songs at 
Downtown Recorders. 
BW: We did 'cm live. 
BR: I've heard "Weekend" and "Tired 
Girl" and the sound is excellent ... 
BW: ... it surprised us 100. 
Tom: It entailed playing the songs over and 
over 'till the mix was right, and then when 
the engineer was ready, we'd just record 
them live direct to a two track deck. 
BR: Why did you do that rather than book 
yourself some time at a /6 track studio and 
do it track by track .. 

BW: We wanted to get a lot of tunes done, 
the nine of them were finished in two 
nights. 
BR: There's more risk .. 
BW: Oh yeah. But we feel that our playing 
has gotten very consistent, plus we have a 
lot of confidence in Bobby's singing. 
Tom: There's more punch to a live record
ing and we saved time by making sure we 
had all the arrangements down solid before 
going in. 
Tom: I like "Weekend" though, all 1he in· 
strument s arc adding to a driving syncopa
tion rather than in "Lonely Hearts" where 
the syncopation is almost all in the drums. 
BR: Now you are free from your former 
management compal:Jy ... 
Tom: As of a week or two the arrangement 
is officially dissolved. We've been man
aging ourselves for quite some time now 
and doing fine. What is more difficult how-
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ever, is making a presentation to a record 
company. It's much better if someone out
side of the band attends to those details. 
BW: But we're not sweating ... 
BR: Your present position is by choice, not 
necessity? 
BW: We're not interested in rushing into 
anything, which is a mistake we made in the 
past. We're on our own and we've been 
more successful that way. Our new tape 
cost about SI ,000 and that album cost SO 
times as much! The tape sounds better too! 
We'll look for a deal but if there arc 100 
many restrictions we won't take it. 
Tom: We'd be more inclined to go for a 
smaller deal that gave us more freedom. 
UR: Would you include "Lonely Hear1s" 
on an album? 
Paul: Yes! 
BW: Yeah. 
Tom: Why not? !l's a hit. 

Coming Soon-a new Third Rail single on Long View Records 
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LUBBOCK CAI.LINC 
by Harold Lepidus 

If Joe Ely is in your area, make sure you 
go to see him, because your ticket comes 
with a guarantee that says there's gonna be 
a hot time in the old town tonight. It's like 
seeing four generations of rock and roll 
coming alive before your very eyes. 

For the uninitiated, Joe Ely (pronounced 
E-LEE) plays a raw, energetic style of coun
try music that owes a lot to early Elvis Pres
ley, Buddy Holly, and especially Jerry Lee 
Lewis. 

Always the critics' darling, Ely found a 
big fan by the name of Joe Strummer a 
couple of years ago, and after a couple of 
tours with the Clash, he has been exposed 
to a whole new audience. 

Talking with Ely in his van, it's hard to 
imagine that this soft-spoken country gen
tleman is the same guy that would be tear
ing down the walls of 1he Paradise in a cou
ple of hours. He seemed a bit shy, lrying 
hard to pick the right words to finish every 
sentence. I think we both would have felt 
more comfortable without my tape recorder 
and no1ebook. 

Born in Amarillo, Texas, Ely grew up in 
Lubbock, also known as Buddy Holly 
Land. ''You wouldn't have even known it 
was his home town until two years ago when 
the movie came out. It was almost like 1hey 
refused 10 admit that he existed," Ely said . 

Ely's family wasn't particularly musical. 
"The family sorta sang in the Bap1ist 
Church Choir. There was always a piano 
around the house. There was always tuning 
into radio," Ely said. 

According to Ely, in Lubbock you had to 
play music if you wanted to hear it. He did 
his part by playing the violin, then by pick
ing up the guitar to accompany himself. 

"I started playin' in bands in junior high 
school," he said, "and playin' through the 

clubs-private clubs. It was a dry city-no 
booze. Farmers would pay their member
ship, lotta bootleggers in the parking lots 
and stuff." 

Ely quit school and hit the road, travel
ing around Texas, then to the West Coast, 
and to New York City. "I did a lot of ram
blin', goin' back and forth, learnin' the 
freight lines, you know, jumpin' the right 
train when I didn't have enough money to 
buy a bus ticket." 

Joe soon teamed with Lubbock alumni 
Butch Hancock and Jimmie Gilmore, and 
the trio recorded some songs that about six 
months ago the English Charly label re
leased on an album titled One More Rood. 
Ely still performs many songs penned by the 
two. 

Off on his travels again, the young Texan 
had to take on a couple of rather undesir
able jobs, including a stint with Ringling 
Brothers Circus. "I led a coupla llama and 
the world's smallest horse," Ely recalled. 
"A sorry job. The llama spit, and the horse 
-his head came up 10 my kneecap, and he 
liked to take chunks out of my knee." So 
is playing a better way to make a living? 
"This job takes little cbunks out of your 
mind." 

When Ely returned to Lubbock, "I was 
kinda sick of what I was hearin' on the ra
dio, and I decided to put something to
ge1her." So, five years ago, the Joe Ely 
Band was formed. 

It's hard to pigeonhole Joe Ely into any 
single category. His influences are diverse 
and in many cases obscure. He showed me 
a traveling cassette of his featuring per
formances by Charlie Fea1hers, Mac Curtis, 
Roy Miles, Eddie Bond, Andy Starr, and 
Thumper Jones. "That was George Jones' 
name while he was a rock and roller," Ely 
said. "To this day, George won't admit he 
was ever Thumper Jones. 

"I've drawn from sources like Texas 
blues like Lightnin' Hopkins and Blind 
Lemofi Jeflerson all the way to the Cajun 
stuff that kinda filters through East Texas 
via Loozy-ana, and also the Tex-Mex influ
ence that comes from the border, as well as 
the hard core, dust blown country influence 
of the West Texas area." 

Ely isn't too thrilled with the state of 
country music today. "I think it's kinda 
lost its way in a sea of commercialism. It has 
very little to do with what country music 
talks about in the first place. It speaks to 
the workin' man, the hard hit, the poor, the 
strugglin' man." I suggested calling it a 
punk version of country, and Ely agreed. 
"The original punk started out talkin' to 
the hard hit Eas1 London kids. It said more 
to 'cm than Rod Stewart talkin' about sip
pin' wine on velvet couches. 

"I met Joe Strummer in England," Ely 
reminisced. "He came backstage at a gig we 
were doin', and he seemed to know my 
songs fairly well. He asked why we didn't 
do certain songs. And they were fixin' to 
come over to the states, and we were al
ready playin' one show together at the 
Monterey Pop Festival II, and they were 
goin' to make a swing through Texas, and 
we did those shows.'' 

LA and England followed, and an excel
lent live, import-only album called Live 
Shots from the English leg of the tour was 
released. "I've been thinkin' of doin' a live 
album in Lubbock, and combinin' it with 
the live in London, and have a Lubbock
London connection." 

The Clash audience reminded Ely of "a 
honky-tonk road house audience on a Sat
urday night. There's an element of danger 
there that I kinda like. 

Musto Notto Gotto Lotto is the catchy ti
tle of Joe Ely's latest album. It's the first re· 
lease on Southco.v· Records, which Ely's 

management started "more or less to have 
a Texas label that will work with different 
types of music . We have a little more free
dom to move and kinda do things at our 
own will instead of the record company's.'' 
. While Ely's earlier releases sound "more 
authentic," Musto Notto Gotto Lollo has a 
modern, no-holds-barred feel reminiscent 
of the energetic early days of rock. "I just 
kinda experimented and tried to pull out a 

,sound that was a little more jumpin' and a 
little more lively.'' 

The liveliest song on the album is the title 
track, which Ely said could have been writ
ten for Jerry Lee Lewis. "Out of all the old 
rockabilly guys, Jerry Lee seemed to stick 
out with his give-it-Hell-or-give-it-nuthin' 
attitude." 

Buddy Holly and Elvis Presley are also 
represented on Musto. Holly's "Rock Me 
Baby" was chosen because it was relatively 
obscure, while Ely did Elvis' "Good Rock
in' Toni~ht" because, well, he liked it. 

"We played LA about a week ago, and 
Roy Brown, who wrote 'Good Rockin' To
night,' showed up," Ely told me, "and he 
got up and sang it with us. Chill-bump 
ci1y." 

The most experimental song on Musto is 
a tune called ''Hold On," which features a 
rather funky beat. "Maybe that's the dif
ference between me and what other country 
players are doin'-puttin' a different beat 
10 country lyrics.'' 

It was time for Joe to do his sound check, 
but before he left, I couldn't resist asking 
him why he got his new haircut. "I got this 
haircut through the influence of Strummer 
and Mick [Jones]," Ely laughed. "My 
hair's always been cul shorter and longer 
and shorter and longer for the last five 
years, but I'm sure they had something to 
do with it." 
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Music starts at 8:30 
528 Commonwealth Ave. 

Boston, MA 02215 
(617)247-7713 

JUNE JUNE JUNE JUNE 
5th Peter Dayton, Classic Ruins, Paper Dolls 
6th Mirrors, Berlin Airlift, The Games 
7th General Foodz, Redline, The Scam 
8th Struggle, Free Beer(name of band) 

$1 admission 
9th Bottles, Reality 
10th Maximum Drift, Squad 16, Egyptians 
11th & 12th Trademarks, X-Davis, Seven 
13th Boy's Life, Shrapnel, Graphics 
14th Neats, 007, X-Dreams 
15th Zodlodoz, TBA 
16th La Paste, Future Dads, Art Yard 
17th Runes, GG Turner, Articles (free adm.) 
18th & 19th New Models, Someone & the 

Somebodies, TBA 
20th Taxi Boys, Sonics, Daughters 
21st The D Club, Mod Lang, Limbo Race 
22nd Unction, Glass Negative 
23rd Los Paramounts, Specimens ·---------------• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

G.E. SMITH 
by Carrie 8. Cooper 

Movement. A leap from re
nected glare to the center of the 
spotlight; the odds vary. I usually 
cringe, wait for miserable misled 
ineptitude, a musician playing a 
good reputation for all it's worth, 
instead of playing an instrument 
like it was his life's gamble. Ex 
ax-man for Bowie, Patti Smith , 
Hall and Oates, and most recently 
on Garland Jeffreys' new LP, 
G.E. Smith bets on an alternative 
hunch. "I think," he says, "Un
fortunately, what happens is the 
audience has greal expectations. 
YOu can't blame 'em. Here you 
take someone like me. I played 
with some great people; I was real 
lucky. And they think, 'Wow, he 
played with all 1hese people, he 
mus! be really good.' And 1hey 
gel it home and il's not so good. 
Which happens all the lime. Be
cause the guy tries 10 do too much. 
You can'! live up to !he collected 
expectations, nobody's that good. 
If you were that good, you 
wouldn't have played wi1h them in 
the first place. You'd have been a 
front man from Day Go. So I 1ried 
to go really far from what people 
expected, so far that they'd have 
to take it on ils own merits." 

In the World is very much un
like real life. It is not complica1ed, 
it is not filled with passionate 
howling wailing solos , it never gets 
heavy. The upbeat equivalen1 or 
Joy Division. "Real simple," 
Smith sort or laughs, "Just rock 
and roll. You know, songs. Not 
a gui1ar player flailing away.'' La-

ter, he terms it "very American." 
And it is. Filled with bouncy linle 
jets or country, R&B, ragtime 
rhythms. Studded with quick 
flashes or guitar riffs and general 
exuberance, the songs are real pop 
1unes. Lots or vocals and ca1chy, 
pithy, clever lyrics. About pretty 
typical themes: boys, girls, first 
romance, last romance, aliena
tion, growing up, modern politics. 
Also a very in1eresting tune about 
James Brown, whose musical sen
sibilities help In the World along. 
Even the everyday rnnes roc"k, car
ried right on by the overwhelming 
rhythm or the whole album . 

"Rhythm is where it's at," 
Smith's voice twangs like he's 
from Indiana when he gets going . 
"Rhythm makes that groove. You 
got bass players and 1hey 1hink 
about rhythm and drummers, 
they're thinking about rhythm, 
and then you gol a gui1ar player 
goin' 'bleah bleah bleah.' Tha1's 
nowhere.'' 

If you one of the cool 40 in this 
town, forget it. You'll slag the LP 
on the spot as trivial. Even David 
Robinson's cover design won't in
terest you. Nor would Smith's ob
vious honesty, or the way he lit 
up when he talked about playing 
guitar wi1h musicians he'd admir
ed all his lire. Playing gui1ar is the 
only thing he can do, he says. But 
the music, the record, is as dispos
able a platter as America is likely 
to produce. 

Smith is not deluded. What he 
does, he says, "is not important. 
ll'sjust entertainment. Music with 
guitars and guys singing. I'm not 
breaking any new ground." 
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I Joseph's Lounge 1• 
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The Rat • 

~ June9 ~· 
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Chelsea Armory 

June 20 
~ The Channel ~ 
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New Models 

s.1 June6 

Taxi Doys 
ond 

Tony ond the- Mechonla 

Su, . Juoe7an<IMon. Ju11efl 

and 
Rubber Rodeo 

The Probus 
and 

The- Debutantn 

Sun . June.1' 

Poul Rishell Bond 

Mon . Jun•15 

Modem Method 
Recording Artl•h 

Someone & the 
Somebodlee 

and 
Limbo Race-

Tue1 . Ju,..1e 

BIJouMcCue 
and the Matinees 

W&d .. J11ne11 

Ron levy Bond 

Th111.s.June18 

Rockabilly Planet 

Frl.Ju,..li 

Boston Rockabllly 
Music Conspiracy 

Sat..June20 

Boy's LWe 
ond 
007 

Sun.June21andSat .J1me27 

The Trademark• 

Tue.sJuneT.l 

Tennie Komar 
and the SIiencers 

Wed .. Jul'le24,ndThu,a., June25 

The Mortells 

EVERY SUNDAY Stage Fright 
Showcase (open m ike) 3-7 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
HAPPY HOUR 3.7 

1350Camb'1dgeSt 
ln~n Sq C..mb11dge 

491 -9672 

"Rodney Dangerfield was on 
my show with the Who," Robert 
Klein tells the audience at Bran
deis. "When Rodney saw them he 
said 'The Who? Must be the 
What?' He had no idea who they 
were.'' 

The audience laughs. Klein talks 
more about the show, The Robert 
Klein Radio Hour, and uses the 
performance to plug it; syndicated 
in 100 cities, Boston is one of the 
few top markets he has been un
able to crack. Klein wants to 
change that, soon. 
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6/6 6/7 6/8 
Stranglers/Future Dade Urban Verbs .. .. . Spit The Derk week . Gallery East 

..... Paradise 
Rattlers/City Thrills 

Saturday brunch followed 
by slldes, fashion, and mu-Native Tongue/Young Jasper's sic (starts 2 p.m.) SnakeaN; .... Underground 

Peter Oayton/Claaslc Ruins 
Lyrea/Slow Children Graphic, . Underground 

. Rat 
.......... Cantone's 

The Challenge ..... Channel The Challenge ..... Channel 
Llve(801) vi 

The Challenge • . ... Channel 
with Trademarks/Korea/ with The Make/FanafCrt sls/ wi th Mirrors/Loners/ 
Slow Chi ldren/Johnny Vin ny American Teen 
Sames 

6/13 6/14 6/15 
Future Dads/Nea ts Boys Life/Shrapnel/ Reggae Dance Party (Peter 

. Cantone's Graphics ... Rat Simon) . . .. Swift's 

~hu's~a~ ~::~·e~~l~e~nE:;~ Neats/Insteps Neats/X-Davls ... -. . Rat 
and Carlo Tacky presents 24 Thayer St. (426-6655) 
the wonderful World of Je- Underground Closing Party Someone a 

Nobody/One People . . . . . . . . . . Underground Somebodle 

.. Underground 
(reggae) . . . Gallery East 

Peter Dayton/Rubber Rodeo The Challenge .... Channel 
Inn Sq. with Upstarts/MPC/Sonlcs 

6/20 6/21 
Steve Stain Revue Pastiche . . . . . . . . . Jasper's Bram Tchalkowaky/New 

. Gallery East Models . . . .. Paradise 

New Modala/Someone and TaKI Boys · · · · Aal Battle of the Bands .... Spit 
the Somebodies. · · · · · · · Aa\ Boy's Llfe/007 ...... Inn Sq. with NeataN;ISwlnger's 

Third Rall/Future Dads 
Resort/Planet Street 

_ Jasper's Nobody/One People 
(reggH) .. . .... Gallery East D Club/Mod Lang/Limbo 

The Challenge ..... Channel 
with Boy's Lite and 3 other 
bands 

"We have interesting combina
tions. I had on Steve Tyler, a local 
guy here, who was a tremendous 
pain, all he kept saying was the 
word asshole. I had him on with 
George Martin, a classy English
man who produced the Beatles. 
He used a few multi-syllable 
words, and Steve Tyler said [ whin
ey voice) 'You're not gonna start 
using those big words on me are 
you?' I said 'Steve, there may be a 
few words larger than asshole.'" 
The audience laughs loudly, and 

Race . . . Rat 

Klein goes on. "We go for laughs 
on my show, we care about wit. 
Anyway, I hope we bust into the 
neighborhood." He changes the 
subjccl. 

Later, after the concert, Robert 
Klein brings up the iadio show 
again. He recites a list of his 
guests: Rockpile, Ringo, Steely 
Dan, Abbie Hoffman, Grace 
Slick, Dire Straits. 

''The Robert Fripp/ Bob Gel
doff show was a lot of fun. When 
I had Bob Geldoff, I listened to 

his work, and I heard (chicken 
sounds), then I heard something 
tha1 knocked me out, 'Another 
Piece of Red,' a metaphorical 
song about the British empire 
breaking up, and I realized 1his 
was a first rate mind. I was very 
impressed with him. His !rouble is 
that he's too nihilistic. He's right 
about his cri1icism of Ireland, but 
he has nothing constructive to put 
in its place." 

For someone who hos1s a show 
about music, Klein is surprisingly 
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6/9 
Tho Dark waok. Gallery East Clamshell Benefit . Channel 

. . Spit Music by Baste Drives and with PaetlchefTrademarka 
Dervish (members of Some-

llery East one and the Somebodies) Graphlca/D1ughters . . . 1270 
video by 
s Persuasions . . . Paradise 

. Swift's 

6/16 6/17 

6/11 

Tho Foll .. 

Members/La Peste. Channel 
Tho Dark week . Gallery East 
Live videotaping with Basic 
OrivesfAed/Limbo Race/ 
People In Stores/Men & 
Vo tts/0 Club/Young Snakes/ 
The Dark/Neats/Stains/ 
Native Tongue/Someone 
and the Somebod ies/Peter 
Dayton/City Thrills 

6/18 
la Peatelfuture Dads/ 999/Rattlers . . Paradise Lydia Lunch . 
Artyord ... . ......... Rat 

Lou Miami/Ron Scarlet New Models/Someone and 
.... 1270 the Somebodies ........ Rat 

Vapors/Atlantlcs . . . Metro 

6/23 

New Music Review Channel 
with Specimens/Britain/ 
Redline 

6/25 6/25 

Stiff little Flngarl/The Dark Battle of the Bands .... Spit Battle of the Benda .... Spit 
owboys 
Paradise 

............. Paradise with Someone and the with Future OadafYoung 
Somebodies/Death In the Snakea/StalnalCreamera 

.... Spit 

Loa Paramounts/Specimens Shopping Malla/Tennie 
....................... Rat ~~l~::d the SIiencers/ 

Bottle ot tho Benda . . . . Spit 
with Outlets/JunkmatU 
Satellltea/Runea 

uninformed-he knew nothing 
about the Pretenders, for in
stance, and had never heard of the 
Clash. His personal tastes lean to 
bands like Steely Dan, 1he Doobie 
Brothers, or James Taylor. 

"Sometimes I'll hear something 
that will knock me out. Sometimes 
I don'1 care. A few people on the 
show are wi1hout redeeming tal
ent." 

As for the show being syndicat
ed in Boston, that is slill up in the 
air. WAAF is a possibility, as arc 

'BCN and 'COZ. 
"Tell 'COZ that Ted Nugent 

was on my show. He has himself 
dropped into the wilderness in 
Alaska once a year for two weeks 
with a knife, bow and arrow, and 
a handgun, no food. I 1hink he 
cheats, probably takes along a 
couple of Lorna Doones. 

"I think 'BCN should be the 
outlet, if only for old times sake. 
They were the first to play my 
Child of the Fifties album. I'm 
planning to re-release that. I'm 

City Thrllls/Elevatora 
Channel 

SOON TO COME: Ventures, 
Psychedelic Furs, Squeeze, 
Gang of Four, Robin Lane, 
Black Flag 

going 10 buy advertising on my 
show." 

"Can you get a deal?" someone 
asks. 

"I'll ask myself. The worst 
thing that can happen is I'll say no 
to myself. 

"The thing is, Bos1on is one of 
my 1op cities. I've always done 
well here. II would draw an audi
ence. That's whal it is doing on 
WNEW in New York. It belongs 
on one of 1he stations here. It's 
their loss." 

Listen to WCOZ for more details! 
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by Tom Gilroy 

"The Velvet what?" giggled the red· 
eyed and vacant looking blonde. 

"Underground," he whispered through 
clenched teeth out of the side of his mouth, 
his embarrassed eyes darting back and 
forth to see if anybody in the ticket line at 
The Channel had picked up his date's un
informed/aux pos. 

No one noticed. Velvet who indeed. 
After years of touring as a cult item, an 

important footnote in the story of rock and 
roll, John Cale is no longer an in-the-know 
catch-name used only by rock historians 
and cocktail party aficionados. With the re
lease of 1977's Guts, 79's Sabotage Live, 
and this year's Honi Soil, Cale has estab
lished himself as an artist who is know to 
some exclusively by his current activities, 
while he remains to others, because of his 
background, as someone who is important. 

His recently earned popularity pleases 
Cale, who at times actively avoids discuss
ing his past involvement with Lou Reed, 
Sterling Morrison, et al. "We [Cale's band) 
seem to be changing audiences, getting 
some younger people," he said in his 
Welsh-cum-American accent a few hours 
before the Channel show. "There doesn't 
seem to be concentration of people who 
know me from the Velvet Underground 
anymore. Some, purely for Honi Soil, may
be some from Sabotage." 

Cale's incessant use of fragmented sen
tences in conversation, varying from a fre. 
netic onslau'ght to slow, well-articulated 
images interspersed with lengthy pauses~ 
mirror the artist's lyrical style. Like a sys,. 
tern of random thoughts somehow strung 
together, Cale seems unconcerned with em
bellishments of spe«h, concentrating in
stead on communicating just the meat or 
ideas, the core. 

"A lot of the stuff on Honi Soil, the lyr
ics, was previously jotted down as notes 
and when we did the basic tracks I scanned 
whatever was in front of me. It was a ques
tion of picking up whatever image caught 
me right and then stringing things with ii. It 
wasn't a conscious thing. Sometimes you 
write a song and the words come together, 

The Academy of Peril and Paris 19/9 (nei
ther of which are available anywhere), and 
produced Jennifer Warnes (Yes! The one 
that sounds like Linda Ronstadt and sang 
"Right Time of the Night") and Jonathan 
Richman's debut. 

"When I was at Warner Brothers, every
body kept saying Jonathan Richman, Jona· 
than Richman, Jonathan Richman, till he 
eventually started sort of making an im· 
pression. But I didn't link it up with a guy 
who used to come running around the Bos
ton Tea Party with poems, shoving them at 
Lou and me and the rest of the band. And 
then at Warners they played me a tape and 
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sometimes they don't." 
Honi Soil, an abbreviation of ''Honi 

Soil Qui Mal y Pense" ("Evil to him who 
evil thinks"), is the motto of the Royal Or
der of the Garter, the highest order of Brit· 
ish Knighthood, and is inscribed on all offi
cial British transactions, documents, and 
military uniforms. On the album, songs like 
''Fighter Pilot,'' ''Russian Roulette,'' the 
images of bombed-out cities and war 
wrought destruction, images not exactly 
alien to Sabotage/Live. Is Cale lrying to tell 
us something? 

"SabotaRe and Honi Soil just popped in 
my head," deadpanned Cale's pereniaJ· 
ly forlorn face. "The word choice wasn't 
really a conscious thing. When I began 
Honi Soil I cautioned myself about doing 
that war thing again, and I said no, 'John, 
back off, you know, you don't want to get 
in a rut wilh this thing.' That was after I 
had written a lot of songs that had political 
themes. Communists. Mercenaries." He 
paused for a long time, his gaze fixed on 
the noor. "It would be a mistake to detract 
from the musical impact. If you start pro
mulgating messages it detracts from !he mu. 
sic." 

It would seemingly take a lot to detract 
John Cale from his musical career. a career 
that seems to have diversity almost to the 
point of schizophrenia as its key unifying 
element. After leaving the Velvet Under
ground in 1968, Cale produced The Stooges 
for Iggy and friends, and Nico's Marble In• 
dex, projects that were followed by his own 
solo LP Vintage Violence, a poppy, C&W 
tinged album that seemed almost happy in 
comparison to the dark, introspective works 
of the: Velvet Underground. Violence was 
followed by a collaborative: c:ffort with 
avant.garde composc:r Terry Riley, Churrlr 
of Anthrax, an experimental, contemporary 
classical record that meshc:d an endless va
riety of musical influences and styles into 
six long songs, an album that was hardly 
representative of the other records being rc:
leased by rock artists at the time. 

John Cale, recording artisl, became John 
Cale, record exec when he: signed as an A&R 
man for Warner-Reprise records. Hardly a 
nine·lO-five three-piece-suiter, it was with 
Warners that Cale recorded his solo albums '!1"'i0b~n"'!Ca~le-----------------~~~~~,...~ 

D 

it was the song 'Hospital' and that seemed 
extraordinarily weak but by the time- you 
got to 1he end of the song the weakness had 
become a strength. I decided to produce 
him. He didn't need much encouragement 
in the studio, he just went ahead and did it. 
So what we basically did was a demo tape 
and in two days we did enough for a whole 
album." 

After finishing his stint at Warners, Cale 
recorded four of his own albums that were 
never released domestically: the collector's 
item June I, 1974 with Nico, Kevin Ayers, 
and Eno, among others, Fear, Slow Dazzle, 
and Helen of Troy. With each of these al-

bums Cale received a mi ld degree of success 
abroad, while in America his cult audience 
remained primarily Velvet Underground 
layovers. 

1971 brought John Cale back to New 
York 10 produce Patti Smith's Horses. "I 

saw her in a New York club and I remem. 
bered her and wanted to produce her. I 
looked forward to it. It was a terrifying 
time for the band and for Patti because it 
was their first record, you know, and I al
ways encourage people to improvise, but 
there's a lot of psychodrama that goes into 
that when you're producing somebody like 
Pani. Sometimes you have to present a very 

cold exterior and sometimes absolutely no 
exterior al all. 

"It was really important that we present· 
ed her as a poet, including all her admira
tion and love for the Rolling Stones and 
rock and roll in general. If you tried to rep
resent them as just another rock and roll 
band, you'd fall short. If you made a purely 
poetic literary event, then you tend 10 be
come too obscure. Combining the two gave 
her a life of her own and gave the band a 
distinct character that set them apart from 
every other band that was around.'' 

After playing bass on the Horses tour, 
Cale stayed in New York and kicked around 



the punk/new wave scene (where it always 
was and always will be cool to like the Vel
vet Underground). played some impromptu 
club gigs, produced the debut album for 
Squeeze (then UK Squeeze), and recorded 
1917'sAnimal Juslice. 

Cale returned to touring with the release 
of Sabotage/Live in 1979, a record that 
captured the performer's songwriting eclec
ticism, gritty club-playing sensibilities, and 
love for improvisation. 

Which brings us to Honi Soil. "Honi 
Soit" is my best album," asserted John 
Cale as he frantically pushed back his close 
cut, graying black hair. "It probably was 
better produced. I mean Mike Thorne 
(Wire) and I get along really well together in 
the studio. I tend to bounce off the walls 
once I get in there and after we got in the 
studio we had six days to put down the ba
sic tracks and while we rehearsed and re
corded, I had the engineer keep a cassette 
recording the whole time. As we s1arted im
provising more stuff and getting more in
volved, the creative process got real reward
ing for the band and i1 really tightened upas 
a unit. By the end of the sessions we had 
three times as much material than we start
ed out with." 

Cale's band for Honi Soir and the current 
tour, consisting of Sturgis Nikides on gui
tar, Jim Goodwin on keyboards, Peter 
Munyon bass, and drummer Robert Medici 
perfectly complements Cale's cavalier on
stage attitude. ''The band has really gotten 
10gether and has gotten accustomed to my 
penchant for making things up on stage. I 
mean I could yell chord changes and do 
1hings that if you weren't careful, would 
end up disastrous. They pay attention all 
the time. 

"I like improvising. It has it's drawbacks 
in that as you go in there and write a song, 
you're more or less tied into the position or 
working it out, and you get a good take of 

it and that's the end of the story. Then you 
go out on the road for six weeks and by the 
time you get off the road you've taken the 
shit out of the song whereas before it had a 
nice set presentation. So we're always better 
live than on record." 

That explains Sabotage/Live. "I said, 
'Okay, let's stop this bullshit and let's do 
Sabotage and let's catch the band live,' and 
the only thing about that was we still ended 
up being better live than on the record. In 
the studio, if you improvise, it's just like 
being live and everything isn't nailed down 
to every little detail. The best laid plans of 
mice and men, you know?" 

Cale shifted in his seat as he said this, his 
black leather jacket squeaking as it rubbed 
against the vinyl back of his chair. Having 
just spoken very enthusiastically about Ho
ni Soit, describing his performing and song
writing style with hand gestures and rapid 
speech, he slips into a characteristic long 
pause. Like his musical career, the speaking 
manner of John Cale differs from one mo
ment to the next. A surge of ideas and im
ages, rapid fire and abbreviated, is followed 
by reserved, ponderous, well articulated 
and crafted sentences. His facial expression 
never changes. At once he looks like he's 
holding back both a violent outburst and a 
yawn. 

"My favorite songs on the (new) album 
are 'Wilson Joliet' and 'Casablanca.' 'Wil
son Joliet' may not be rock and roll. 'Casa
blanca' may not be rock and roll in the 
sense that its narrative style points to a dif
ferent direction that's possible. It's possible 
that I'm moving away from rock and roll. I 
don't know. 

"We're writing some songs that are al
most done. Someone gave me a copy of this 
book that was written in 1851 called Crises 
Dallies, which is about the 15 major battles 
that altered the course of history, and 
there's one battle, the Battle of Hastings, 
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that has prose in it that's just amazing
very poetic-so we started using that as lyric 
content for a song.'' 

So war is an interest? 
"Well, maybe. I don't think it is. The at

traction of the crises battles and this text is 
that it's just very poetic and evocative and 
not dry and logistical.'' 

So maybe a war epic in album form is 
next. Cale has done white noise with the 
Velvet Underground, contemporary classic
al music with Terry Riley, ennui with Nico, 
fun with Jonathan Richman, complacency 
with Jennifer Warnes, rock and roll poetry 
with Patti Smith, fear, war, paranoia, rock 
and roll and "not rock and roll" with him
self. What else is left to do? 

"Performing is really important now. It 
gives you this immediate gratification. In 
terms of writing, right now I'm interested in 
what I call the 'non-song.' A non-song is 
one that doesn't have a melody exactly and 
isn't structured in the chorus. For lack of a 
better word, I call it a non-song. I'm sur
prised at how successful the song 'Honi 
Seit' has been onstage because it is a non
song, a repetitive riff, and when we first put 
it in the set, I didn't think i1 was going to 
work. It works in spite of itself, I guess. It's 
grown into another song-it goes from 
Honi Soil to Apocalypse Now back to 
'Honi Soil' again, and the lyrics elaborate 
on themselves and they're different every. 
time." 

"Honi Soil" into "Apocalypse Now"? 
''Sabotage"? "Russian Roulette''? "Crises 
Banles"? "Fighter Pilot"? More war? 

"It's nothing intentional. Some things 
come out that work, some don't. I'm told 
the Germans really are fascinated with 'Sa
botage' and 'Ready for War,' so we're go
ing to finish up this tour of America and 
then go to Germany in September. Touring 
and performing. And non-songs. Those are 
things I'm going to put all my energies and 

interests into right now.'' 
Cale paused again and drummed his fin

gers on the table, his eyes glued to the floor 
as if he's stalking some scent of an elusive 
thought or idea that popped into his head 
while speaking. The subject of German au
diences vs. American audiences comes up, 
and Cale begins to speak very quickly and 
forcibly. 

"Audiences are changing and I don't 
know how to explain it, I can't really give a 
demographic breakdown. I haven't played 
in Germany since I toured with Ritchie 
Blackmore's Rainbow. It should be inter
esting 10 go there in September and then in 
the studio in October or November or 
something like that. By then I'm sure I'll 
have a plethora of tunes.'' 

The Welshman who has been in the rock 
world since 1964 admitted to not knowing 
exactly how the next album would sound, 
that factor being heavily influenced, as are 
many of Cale's musical projec1s, by impro
visation. This of course leaves the future of 
recording projects uncertain, somewhat 
akin to the military battle or skirmish 
which obviously can't be contemplated un
til the firing has begun. The outcome can't 
be known until the battle is fought. Long 
term planning, or the best laid plans of 
mice and men, are always subject to 
change, and the musical schema is no ex
ception. 

"Music will always be changing, it will al
ways be more diversified. It's not going to 
stop. And I don't see rock and roll stop
ping, I mean some people will be 65 years 
old and playing rock and roll which may be 
a sickening thought to some people.'' 

Will John Cale be playing rock and roll 
at65? 

"No," answered the same fixed face that 
remained unchanged throughout the dis
cussion. "Hopefully, I'll be a filmmaker or 
something.'' 

:: .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .,.. ~ 

:- Varulvan Records presents ,: 

~ SLOW CHILDREN ~ 
~ Featuring "Pseudo Girl" produced by Mr. Curt, ~ 
:: b/w "Going to Germany" and "Oriental Bondage" ~ 
~ ) 

:; avallableat: ~ 
~ DISCOUNT RECORDS, MUSIC CITY, STRAWBERRIES,:; 
~ NEWBURY COMICS AND OTHER FINE STORES :: 

i 
(Distributed by Rounder Records) ~ 

. ~ ,: .............................................................. ...,.. ............... .I'.·.·-·.-. .............. .. 
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by Mr. B 

It never ceases to amaze me how many 
good bands Boston has. Just when I 
thought, well that's it, that's about all the 
great bands any one city could have
POWI Native Tongue comes out of no
where and has everybody wondering what 
hit them. But, Native Tongue are a bit more 
than just the "Ne,tl Big Thing." Pul quite 
simply-no Boston band has ever sounded 
like this and few bands are (or ever will be) 
as good as Native Tongue. 

1t was early February when a joe (actually 
named Jack) a1 work mentioned that his 
brother-in-law's band (Oh no!) was playing 
at Cantone's. So I, being an adventurous 
sort, strolled down to check out Native 
Tongue fully expec1ing !he worst. The 
band's demo tape was okay, hin1ing 1hat 
this was nol your everyday rock band, bul 
I was caught completely off guard for what 
happened to be the band's debut per
formance. I realize now that I must have 
looked like an idiot, grinning wildly 
throughout their se1, but the sound being 
pumped ou1 of their stripped-down gui1ar, 
drums and bass arrangements had me total
ly mesmerized. Since then, I've picked my 
jaw off the floor and I've been bending 
everyone's ear to "LISTEN TO THIS 
BAND!" Converts have come easy though 
and typical firs1 responses range from, 
"Where did these guys come from?" and 
"I don't believe i1!" to "Here, take all my 
money." I, not capable of staying cool un
der any circumstances, said all of these 
things, which led me to my current predica
ment. 

Native Tongue is Mike Frackleton 
(drums), Lee Leffler (guitar) and Lou Selvi
tella (bass), a bunch of your basically nice 
guys from Boston's northern suburbs. 
Though somewhat secretive of their shady 
pas1s playing in top 40 bands, I'm not going 
to hold that agains1 them. All is forgiven 
now, and Native Tongue's style is decide\y 
of their own making. It's ironic that people 
commonly compare their sound to contem
porary British bands since they haven't (un-

ul recently) heard many of their proposed 
mentors. Though many of Native Tongue's 
songs are fast and wired, it's not head
banging music but rather infectious post
punk dance rock of non-specific origin. 

I still find it hard enough to believe a 
band like Native Tongue happened at all, 
but how can a band barely six months o ld 
be this good? There's no doubt that these 
guys can play, but that hardly explains their 
creativeness and performing consistency. 
Well, I can't figure it out, just plain happy 
about it, and along with a dedicated follow
ing of "world's biggest Native Tongue 
fan's" convinced that they're on10 some
thing. I'll leave the whys and whats to those 
writers who get a kick out of analyzing a 
band's social significance while writing to 
impress their fellow rock critics. No thanks! 
Let's leave the hot air behind and groove to 
1he 1unes. 

No surprise then that Native Tongue have 
plenty of good ones. "Mr. Zero" and 
"Jumping at You" sound much better live 
than on their so-so demo tape, but their new 
songs arc brilliant. "Carving the Future 
From Soap" is a punchy number with cool 
vocal harmonics and a good sense of hu
mor. ''Someone ls Missing" is an all
around great dance tune and quite catchy 
too-I've been singing it to myself for six 
days now. Three of my favorites are in 1hc 
process of being recorded and should be 
available for airplay some1ime in June. 
This tape will include "Proper Planning" 
(great), "Speaking in Cap1ions" (even bet
ter), and "When the Walls Close In" (phe
nomenal!). The band is playing in local 
clubs on a regular basis now, are consis1ent
ly excellent, so don't miss them. 

Maybe you think I've been too enthusias
tic about this band. Well, maybe I have. 
Please pardon my overindulgence, I 
couldn't help myself, but Native Tongue 
truly is a band to get excited about. From 
now on I promise to maintain control and 
be completely objective, on my honor as a 
Boston Rock writer. Now my only problem 
is that 1hcy'vc taken me up on that money 
offer .. 

This summer a gallery called 

AMBITION 
will open in downtown Boston 

with a new wave photography show 
from San Francisco. 

In order to finish contruction in time to 
hang the show we need money. You can 

HAVEFUN 
and help us out at the same time. 
A fundraising event will be held at 

The Underground on June 8. 
Peiforming bands will be: 

Young Snakes, The D Club, Limbo Race 
and Someone and the Somebodies. 

Show starts at 9 o'clock. Admission is $4. 00. 



UB40 at the Paradise, May JO. 

by Bruce Stallsmith 

The cover of UB40's first English LP, 
Signing Off, is a clue to what this British 
reggae band is all about. It's a blow-up of a 
UB40-"Unemployment Benefit Attend
ance Card.'' If you're ou1 of school and live 
in a town like Birmingham, a UB40 is pro
bably a familiar sight, since so many people 
are on the dole or are just off it. 

But don't think that UB40 are a bunch of 
grim politicos. They play airy, uplifting reg
gae, similar to that of Steel Pulse. Any band 
which sports two people who specialize in 
dancing uninhibitedly around the stage 
(Norman Hassan and Astra, who double as 
½ 's of their horn section) goes way beyond 
"politico." 

The eight-member band set the pace for 
the evening at the Paradise with their first 

If you START WC 

Work started on_ 

Nature of work_ 
Employer's name 

words to the audience: "Don't use the 
chairs." They launched into "Present 
Arms," the title track of their next album, 
which will be their first American release. 

Even though this was the first gig on their 
debut American tour, two of the songs 
from their first LP tha1 they performed are 
based on experiences of American blacks: 
"King" and "Tyler." The first is a tribute 
to the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
while the latter reference is obscure even to 
most Americans. Gary Tyler is a young 
black imprisoned in Angola, LA, on ques
tionable charges of shooting a fellow white 
high school student during a racial confron
tation. True to style, on "Tyler" they 
avoided grimness by breaking into a strictly 
rhythm jam, back into the song proper, and 
out. 

By the time UB40 had finished "King," 
the fourth song of their set, the crowd was 
up and skanking. With "Don't Let It Pass 

You By," a heavy rhythm-rocker featuring 
toasting by Astra, both the band and the 
crowd were completely loose. 

Ending the eleven-song set was "Madame 
Medusa," introduced as their "Rock 
Against Nazism." Released as a whole side 
of a 12" EP, it's easily the most exquisite\ly 
pretty anti-Nazi song of all time (including 
Spanish Republican songs!). 

Their four-song encore was mostly up
beat rhythm raves featuring Norman Has
san and Astra wildly dancing around the 
stage, mirrored by the crowd. The one ex
ception, "Burden of Shame," was dedica1-
ed "to a man called Bobby Sands," this 
writer's favorite touch of the evening. 
"Burden of Shame" opens with: "There 
are murders that we must account for/ 
Bloody deeds have been done in my name." 
The chorus runs, "I'm a British subject not 
proud of it/While I carry the burden of 
shame." The song was written about Brit-

ain's role in supporting apartheid in South 
Africa, but is applicable to the 900 years of 
English abuse of 1 reland. 

An interesting aspect of UB40 is that even 
though six of the eight members are white 
they play a totally unpretentious, authentic 
brand of reggae. All the band members 
grew up in south Birmingham, which has a 
large black community and well-developed 
reggae scene. Like the Clash, they aren't 
late-comers to reggae but grew up with it. It 
might sound idealistic, but it's further proof 
that race isn't an absolute determining fac
tor in musical leanings, but rather social ex
perience and attitude. 

Besides Norman Hassan and Astra, the 
rest of the band are: James Brown, drums; 
Ali Campbell, vocals and rhythm guitar; 
Robin Campbell, vocals and lead guitar; 
Earl Falconer, crucial bass; Brian Travers, 
saxophone; and Michael Virtue, keyboards. 

--------------------------------------------------------
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Notes From the Swami 

RECORD PRICES UP UP & 
AWAY! 

Expect to be paying more bucks for do
mestic albums shortly. It was bad enough 
that the major labels were raising most art
ists to the 8.98 list price level. Now it ap
pears as though they are going to eliminate 
list prices altogether. This will allow them to 
raise prices on a regular basis without wor
rying about introducing the ''unthinkable" 
9.98 list. The only bright side is that they 
are also releasing more "budget" line re
cords. Which include such goodies as older 

Bowie material and whatnot. Also hope to 
see more EPs like the successful Pretenders 
and Devo releases. Import record prices 
should remain fairly stable for the short 
term, due to the favorable change in ex
change rates due to the strength of the dol
lar versus the pound sterling. 

FANS JAM THE JAM! 
The Channel had a few problems with 

too many people the other night. The nasty 
Fire Marshal was putting his foot down, 
thus they had to turn away some folks with 
tickets in hand. A minor affair compared to 
the problem's Bond's in New York was hav
ing with the Clash series ... The Jam show 
had to be one of the better shows of the 
year! 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx INR RAY 
appearing all summer at 

Catch their HOT NEW SINGLES··,· 
Jlifz. 
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asteroid love b/w here tomes the rain 

(Aval/able al Newbury Comics) 
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~ECORD REVIEWS 
The Psychedelic fun------
Talk Talk Talk 
(CBS, LP) 

What's the attraction of an album that you lis-
1en to over and over again just to get depressed? 
There's something confusing about records like 
Lou Reed's Berlin or Joy Division's Cfoser; re
cords you pay a lot of money for, sing in your 
head all day, listen to everyday for a week 
straight, and get depressed by. It's like you al
most look forward co feeling suicidal everytime 
you put the record on. 

Talk Talk Talk is one of those wonderfully 
depressing records. Richard Butler paims dark 
and ar1iculate pictures of everyday existence 
where social interaction is depressing and false, 
parents and kids can'! get along, and even fall
ing in love is a bummer. In other words. he talks 
about real life. 

"Pretty in Pink," the album's opener, sets the 
tone for Talk Talk Talk, an album that is as dis
tinctive as the band's debut album of last year. 
However, ii is somewhat more "commercial" 
and poppy, less on the punkish side, with more 
stress on melody. As Butler laments the phy
sical and mental degradation of the song's sub
ject as a result of her numerous ny-by-night 
sexual encontcrs, textured and layered sax and 
guitar pairing, thicker here than on the first re
cord, provides a dark backdrop to an otherwise 
upfron Hoople-cum-Velvet Underground pop 
song. Lines like "The one who insists he was 
first in line is the last to remember her name," 
"She says this is it that's the end of the joke," 
and "And wasn't she easy?", hardly run of the 
mill pop slop, lose all possible implied innocence 
when delivered by Butler's sandpaper voice. 

What separates Talk Talk Talk from the first 
record most is the length of the songs, all of 
which clock in at less than five minutes. There 
are no "Sister Europe"s on this record. Melo
dically, this album is a lot more intricate and 
more heavily produced,, (Steve "Everywhere" 
Lillywhite) and the style of the songs, as unor
thodox in terms of structure as they were on the 
first album, remain the strength of the Furs' 
sound. While Butler's lyrics arc nawlessly ex· 
pressive, beautiful, and introspective, the band 
would easily be another Lou Reed clone if they 
delivered straight, verse-chorus-verse tunes. 
What makes the Furs so consistently interesting 
is their unconventional structure, the way one 
part of the song falls into another, the way sec
tions that any other band would have used for a 
solo arc left to just the rhythm track, and the 
way Butler mixes lines from the chorus and 
verse, altering both pans and adding new mean
ing. 

It is this novelty of structure that makes the 
Furs so refreshing, playing what they like and ig
noring the conventional restrictions and struc
tures of a "typical song." H's a form of naivete 
mixed with a desire for artistic excellence and an 
urgent need to get a message across, 10 say some
thing. Nothing is filler or thrown away. 

whole thing, fully aware that if they listen they'll 
love it. It's like you're a musical missionary or 
something. 

Wcll,- Talk Talk Talk is one of those albums. 
Anyone who really listens to it will love it, get 
depressed, and try to spread the depression 10 his 
or her friends. Hopefully, no musical Jones
towns will ensue. (Tom Gilroy) 

Dead Kennedy,,_ _______ _ 

TOO DRUNK TOO FUCK b/w The Prey 
(IRS,45) 

You wouldn't play this song for your mother 
-but it isn't i-eally offensive ... just the usual DK 
sense of humor and fast pace. It's not as catchy 
as "Holiday in Cambodia," but it's better than 
most of the songs on the LP. 

On the nip they try their hand at a slow song .. 
without success. (John Brusger} 

VanHalen---------
FairWarning 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

One thing that has always impressed me about 
Van Halen is their sound. It makes me think of 
an enormous constuction site; pile drivers and 
bulldozers; heavy gear. Much of the credit 
should be given 10 their producer, Ted Temple
man. 

For my money these guys should just put out 
"singles." Side one has three great tracks, 
"Mean Street," "Sinner's Swing" and "Hear 
About It Later." "Mean Street" (the lead track) 
is by far the best on the album. It has all the in
gredients that I eat up, incredible guitar intro, 
driving beat and a David Lee Roth talkovcr 
(wow). The other two songs, " ... Swing" and 
" ... Later" will be heard blaring from the backs 
of vans on Revere beach all summer, I'm sure. 

Side two has one OK tune, ''So This Is Love. '' 
The rest just don't cut it for me. 

Avid V.H. fans won't dislike anything about 
this album. There is nothing new or surprising. 
Just another Van Halen record with a couple of 
standouts. (Rich Parsons) 

PereUbu----------
390 Degrees of Simulated Sk:reo. UBU LIVE: 
Volume One 
(Rough Trade, LP) 

Positive Nolse--------
Charm 

Lemon Kltlen>--------
Cake Beast 

(Statik, 45) (United Dairies, import 12" EP) 

They have got charm! Playing funk that would 
make JB proud. A bouncy bassline and some 
really authentic sounding horn charts. A fine 
followup to their first single, "Give Me Pas
sion." (Mixup) 

When the European ultra-progressive rock 
axis represented by Faust, Slapp Happy and 
Henry Cow finally collapsed, a tremendous gap 
was left in the experimental rock community 
which truly has yet 10 be filled again. Certainly 
various outfits deserve mention for making ini
tial stabs in that direction, most notably This 
Heat, Lewis & Gilbert, Red Crayola, and yes, the 
Flying Lizards. There are others, but you can't 
drop a]l the names all the time. 

Chrome-----------
Blood on the Moon 
(Don't Fall Off the Mountain, import LP) 

Chrome shares the same post-atomic industrial 
sensibility of other mondo-distorto sonic attack 
units like MX-80 Sound and Boston's own (de
funct) Ground Zero. Unlike the others, how
ever, Chrome doesn't tend to change what 
they're doing very much within songs, between 
songs or from album to album. Instead, they 
choose to gen~rate what little variation there is 
primarily by fiddling with effects boxes. Some
times this even makes for interesting listening, 
amazing as it seems. (Jim Puccio) 

Now it seems that the Lemon Kittens have be
come one of the most successful in terms of re
newing the tradition in a new idiom. Because 
there are only two Kittens, they have been 
forced to become proficient with the studio in 
order to produce their music at all. (A similar 
si1ua1ion accounts for the new PiL being as good 
as it is.) Interesting manipulations, dense compo
sitions and rich vocals not unlike both S\app 
Happy's Dagmar Krause and Nico of the old 
Velvets make Cake Bewt an instant classic. Pay 
attention to these people. (Jim Puccio) 

ON CASSETTES ONLY 
NEW LIVE ALBUM LENGTH PERFORMANCES 

BY 
BEYEDSPY 

(LYDIA LUNCH, GEORGE SCOTT, JIM SCLAVUNOS, 
MICHAEL PAUMGARDE, PAT IRWIN) 

REPROCESSED AND MIXED FROM LIVE TAPES BY 
CHRIS STAMEY 

JAMES CHANCE AND 
THE CONTORTIONS 

MIXED BY JAMES CHANCE 

THE DICTATORS 
MIXED BY ADNY SHERNOFF 

NOW AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE ONLY WITH FULL 
APPROVAL OF THE ARTISTS, THIS RECENT MA
TERIAL DOES NOT APPEAR ON VINYL. AVAILABLE 
AT RECORD STORES OR DIRECTLY BY MAIL ORDER. 
PRICE $8,00 EACH PLUS $1,25 PER CASSETTE FOR 
POSTGE/INSURANCE, (NY RESIDENTS ADD APPLI
CABLE TAXES). 
WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER ON NEW 
MUSIC CASSETTES, 

REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL RECORDS, INC. 
611 Broadway Suite 214 
NYC, NY 10012Tel: 212-477-0583 

ROIR 
(pronounced ''roar'') liOlR 

Every once in a while an album comes out that 
you like so much that you spend almost all your 
time telling all your friends about it in the hopes 
that they'll pick up on it. It's an obsession, and 
you get real annoying, but to you it's worth ii. 
You almost want to sit all your friends down in 
your living room and force them to listen to the 

Recorded in Cleveland, England and Belgium 
at lofts, universities. and run-down theatres, this 
album contains material from '76 through '79. 
Basically a compilation from The Modern Dance 
and a few singles, the record serves as a history 
lesson for Ubu fans. Taped on both mobile re
cording units and portable cassette decks, Pere 
Ubu run through these tunes preny much as on 
the studio takes. The sound is just as chaotic, yet 
it lacks a certain edge that the studio brings out. I 
don't think Pere Ubu were interested in that edge 
as much as they wanted that live feel, and on 
that point, this album succeeds. If you',·e never 
heard this band (America's most neglected), 
check out The Modern Dance for openers; if 
you've got the entire collec1ion , Volume Ont will 
be next on your list (Vols. 2 and 3 are in the 
works). (Marc English) 
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! SOMEONE & THE . 
June 4 Metro 

Modem Method Party 

~ June 8 Underground 
Benefit for Photo Gallery 

June 9 Gallery East 
Dervish - Part of Dark Week 

June 11 Gallery East 
Top bands, Video surprise 

June 15 Inn Square 
with Limbo Race 

'r; ___ :;,,,4,,,,,,,,,l 
~ aON ON TIii NIAD 

• ,,i\~"'.';1:::$.-4 . .......... ......... . 

June 18/ 19 The Rat 
with New Models. D-Club 

June 24 Spit 
WBCN Battle of the Bands .................................. . 

Watch for the Underground Blow-out Farewell . ......................................................... : 
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hJ11p11ntse---------
TheSpy 
(Armageddon,45) 

You know how it is when you've watched a 
band from its beginnings-a young, intense, 
raw, rockin' band and you love 'em, you try and 
spread the word, they are your band and you be
lie\'e. Then all of a sudden it's BANGO-what 
we in the biz call SELLOUT!!!-Hitsville, 
U.S.A. Shit, it's embarrassing. Your buds, espe
cially chose skeptical of you anyway, snigger. 
You lose your Rn R credibility-My God! 

Man, that's what happened to ½ Japanese 
(the Fair Bros.-Jad and David-from Mary
land who, dig it, have put out some of the raw
est, ravines!, primal, teem, garage avant-rock 'n' 
roll this side of "Love's Signs Denounced" 
which was an early stab of mine at rock 'n' roll 
history.) Yep you got it, they have sold out. This 
platter belongs on the AM radio. PUT this re
cord on the AM charts. Geez they're going for a 
big band sound here, all slick and polished with 
horns and hooks and everything and- "The Spy" 
is-get this-a Doors song no less. I mean, these 
guys've been writing hits for years but this is ri
dic. I predict this to go Top 10 in 1981. Get ii 
now at your local record emporium. Be the first 
on your block ... etc .. 
P.S. Oh yeah, now don't get up~et, but hey, so I 
was 1/2 kidding. (dredd foolc) 

Swimml ni,: Pool Q's------ -
Thc Dcep End 
(Db, LP) 

Combine an irresistable dance beat, include 
enough twists and turn<. 10 keep things interest
ing, add a health\ portion of double edged lyrics. 
Result? A fine debut album from a band that 
~how~ unlimited potential. (Mixup) 

TheCramps---------
GOOGOO ~UCK blw She Said 
(IRS,45) 

An ear pleasing pair from the Cramps! Both 
are oldies dredged up from only Gorodetsky 
know~ where and are given the full Cramps treat· 
ment. "Goo Goo Muck" 1s a slightly remixed 
(with the chimpanzee vocals rehanced) cut from 
their Psychedelic Jun,:le IP. "She Said" is inde
scribable and sure to please all "Surfing Bird" 
lovers. (John ~hould know, he has the bi,:ges1 
collection of "S11rfin~ Bird" covers in the city.) 
(John Brusger) 

Deutsch America nlsche Freundschaft --------------
Allcs lst Gut 
(Virgin, import LP) 

On this, their third album, OAF seems to have 
stripped down to a two-piece, eliminating their 
guitarist and old synth player. Apparently opting 
for the ability to still play their music live, the 
arrangements are quite spare as well, involving 
only drums, synth and vocals. 

Between the basic synth pu lse, restrained 
drum offbeats and Gabi's gut-level vocals, the 
new DAF sets up enough tension in the spaces 
around the music that the other players aren't 
even missea. This is certainly one of the most 
important young ";crman bands today. (Jim 
Puccio) 

The Melhod Actors-------
Rhythms of You 
(Armageddon, import EP) 

With only guitar, drums and vocals, the Meth
od Actors attempt to create a full rhythmic 
sound, but fall short of their ambition. The 
sound lacb the feel of say, PiL, who created a 
much fuller pu lsating beat with the same instru
ments. 

The music is discordant and static, the vocals 
shriek and whine. The Method Actors do create 
a unique sound, but it somehow lacks the power 
and authority necessary to keep your attention. 
Some cuts do stand out however: "Distort ion" 
and ''She" prove that the Method Actors arc an 
interesting band, but most of the songs are all 
too similar. They hold promise, but Rhythms of 
You is just no! satisfying. (Julie Panebianco) 

C11b11tt1Voltaire-------
Voice of America 
(Rough Trade U.S , LP) 

Can you imagine growing up in Alabama or 
Idaho not knowing a Cab from a Sab, seeing 
Voice of America in a record store, and buying it 
on a whim to play at the next Budguzzler? Very 
disturbing thought. Rough Trade U.S. is obvi
oulsy out to damage the lives of these poor kids 
who care more about the crops than they do 
"About the Weather." Am I. in my designated 
role as prospector, delegated to spend my hours 
sifting through the dreck and drivel seeking the 
guiding light, supposed to advocate a mass con
version of our young, directing them away from 
convention towards tape loops and oscillator~? 
Of course. that would be easy enough-just to 
say that thi~ album's proper place is on the sound 
system at Luke Skywalker\ favorite watering 
hole would send them out in droves DEMAND
ING it! But no, you're not gonna find me SUP· 

porting this electronic journey to the center of 
your data center. Nope, not me. I won't have 
young able bodied ,tudents leaving our finer in
stitutions to go to such educational atrocities as 
museum schools and free school~ or worse yet. to 
NO schools. This record could do it too. Beware. 
(MichaelHafitz) 

ESG------------
You're NoGoocL \-1oody, UFO bi\\ Earn It / 
ESG, Hey! 
(99 Records, 12" 45) 

Rhythm and groove is v.hat chis record is 
about. Bas,, drums, guitar, and two conga play
ers fill out the band (a tone male on one conga) 
that uses ESG a<, an abbreviation for Emerald, 
Sapphire, and Gold. My favorite tune~ are the 
first two, for they slide along effortlcs,ly in a 
slow funk, with trace~ or early Motown record
ings and Diana Ross. Good stuff. The second 
side, recorded Jive at Hurrah in NYC, seems a 
bi! empty, for the congas don't come through. A 
very danceable record worth getting, if only for 
the first side. (Marc English) 

Adolescents---------
Adolescems 
(LP, Frontier Records) 

Some more punk rock from LA way-actually 
Sun Valley, CA. As an LP this doesn't s1and up 
that well-but there are five or six pretty good 

For Sale: 
Shure SM58 Microphone 

Works Fine $80.00 
Brighton Sound P.A. 
150 Watt, 6 Channel 

Separate mixer & slave 
2 Cabinets - 15" Speakers 

$350.00 
Call Marcia at 367-0695 or 266-8787 

tunes here ... mainly teenage rage against teenage 
targets: girls, boredom, work, etc 

The Adolescents employ the standard one 
chord attack with screaming vocals. Their lead 
singer (!?) Tony Cadena is the brother of Dez 
from Black Flag which should give you some 
idea of their sound. 

Hard core fans get it, others beware! (John 
Brusger) 

KilllngJoke---------
Follow the Leaders 
(Malicious Damage, 10" 45) 

Boy have these bubs got this formula down. 
Let's see now, what can we call this? How about 
"hard-ass disco? (and believe ol' d.f. this is dis
co). Way on top you got the slap, slap, slap of a 
syndrum while underneath you got raw, crunch
ing guitar and growling unintelligible vocalisms 
(except on the grabber/hook-line/chorus where 
1hey start screaming something that sounds like 
it might be political/ relevant ("Wardance," 
"Change," "Requiem" and on this one "fol-

low the Leaders") to gel ya goin'. Sounds like a 
message, right? Well, ya go1 me. Anyhoo-they 

, still got that big sound bul before they always 
useta sound sound like the whole damn thing 
was just about ready to fall apar1-CHAOS1 
This sounds much more controlled. It does go on 
too Jong for listenin' but as a dance rec I can see 
'em shimmyin ' and shakin' all their noo wave 
finery down al Splat and still beggin' for more. 
("follow the leaders") 

Lately these guys've been gettin' slagged in the 
Brit. press for being rude, arrogant and obnox
ious. But let's face it. How any of us plebes is 
gonna have 'em over to tea and anyway ain't 
that r'n'r tradition. I mean Jerry Lee or Johnny 
R. we~n't no angels-even the now so safe, 
middle of the road Stones useta be copped as bel
ligerent (believe it or not). Anyway, however 
rude dese guys is in the nesh their recs are gcttin' 
slicker and safer and this formula is gettin' a 
little too pat. 

So what am I saying? Hey this is a good dance 
toon; this sounds good, but they're losin' this 
foole. Good just ain't good enough. (dredd 
foole) 

W ash & Wear Cuts 
W ithout the 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211S 
262-9131 

Agent 
products 

DISrR IBUTEO BY LUST/UNLUST MUSIC 

BOX 3208 GRAND CENTRAL STATION 

NFW YORK 10163 



RECORD-REVIEW~---------------------------------------------------------TomPclty---------
Hard Promise 
(Backstreet, LP) 

First of all, I'll clap both hands for Mr. Petty, 
the consumer advocate, who went lo court with 
his record company rather than have them raise 
the list price of his new LP to $9.98. After all, 
the business end may be a little obtuse at times, 
but Petty is obviously one of the B0's first sensa
tions. After two records that defined the band's 
considerable talent and a growing faction of 
fans, last year's Damn the Torpedos was the ma
gical straw. That LP sold millions and even 
though it wasn't the "perfect" LP many 
trumped it up 10 be, it still spawned a few clas
sics that Petty may stand in the shadow of for 
sometime. 

Hard Promises, as the tit le implies, must de
liver the goods, and Petty in his new and unfa
miliar role of superstar rises to the challenge. 
The fast rockers blister ("King's Road.'' "A 
Thing About You") while Petty's duet with Stev
ie Nicks on "Insider" will dampen eyes in 
Nashville. The very best of Tom Petty, though, 
arc the songs that lie somewhere in between; "A 
Woman in Love" is worth the price of the LP. 
no matter whal lisl. Starting with slow mea
sured chords and Petty's scorn for her and pity 
for himself. the song builds dramatically into a 
haunting explosion on the chorus. 

It is a relief to see a sutccssful artist who 
isn't concerned with tailoring his music to fit 
mass 1aste. Hard Promises takes chances and de
livers proving without a doubl that Tom Petty i~ 
rock's coolest cucumber. (Carter Alan) 

X------------
WildGift 
(Slash/Jem, LP) 

If you're expecting another "I thought every
thing from LA was trash until I heard X" review, 
forget it. X arc not the best band in the US of A, 
nor do they make "definitive American Punk," 
despite what you may have read in the Vilfage 
Voice. X owes more to rockabilly (guitarist 
Billy Zoom played with Gene Vincent and a slew 
of R&B bands) chan they do to the Sex Pistols. 
Besides, didn't the Ramones (Note: NYC is still 
generally considered to be part of the country) or 
the New York Dolls, or the Velvet Underground, 
or ... already make !he definitive American punk 
sta1cment? 

The point is that the music of X compares 
neither to these groups nor to such other punk 
and non-punk Americans as the Talking Heads, 
Dead Kennedys, Raybeats, B-S2s, Lydia Lunch, 
Bush Tetras and James Chanct in creative ener
gy, importance or intelligence. At least not yet, 
even though they do stand up very favorably to 
the much-ballyhooed new British invasion. 

X's first LP, Los Angeles, sold S0,000 copies 
on the home-grown independent Slash label, you 
say? Well, to a non-LAer. all that does is rein
force the view that the Pacific city's musical 
tastes are far behind the times (whatever those 
arc) and that a group, any group, finally came 
along that the populace could latch onto as 
though it were their Ramones or Pistols. There is 
no finesse or excitement apparent on Los Angeles 
that would make other cities' townspeople rush 
out and gobble up similar quantities. 

HOWEVER •. 
Such a grassroots accomplishment should not 

be taken lightly, because if anything but the cor
porate sound-alikes are going to penetrate mass 
America's ears, this is exactly what will have to 
be done all across the country. LA was overrun 
by worthless, sleepyheaded music product and 
producers which had a tight grip on the city's 
scene and legitimate venues. So those who felt 
their music had been exiled went out and created 
their own "scene" and a network of places to 
play, stores to sell the records, and papers to 
write about it all. (A nice litle model for the rest 
of the US. even though LA has a few more peo
ple from which to draw their pool of proponents 
than most places.) The creation of 1his network 
took a few years, so what was 1976 in music for 
New York and London didn't really surface in 
LA until '78/'79. 

ALSO .. 
X ain't that bad, and they'll probably be very 

good some day. Their main problem is tha1 they 
sound local. Their songwriting, usually handled 
by singer Exene and bassist John Doe is quite 
solid. The lyrics arc ambiguously street-wise 
without being vacuous or hinting at Billy Joel 
macho. Songs like "White Girl," "In This 
House That I Call Home," and "We Are Des
perate" are teeming with elements nece~sary for 
"great" songs but end up merely as "good." 
Maybe all it would take is a little more song de
velopment. Maybe a little more band ma1ura-
1ion. Maybe a little bit more convincing produc· 

tion. Maybe a little bit less in the whiny vocals 
department. 

The rest of the songs on Wild Gift range from 
promising moments to derivative baits and hooks 
-"Universal Corner" is chock full of Alice 
Cooper guitar lines for instance. 

Excnc, who looks like a hybrid of Siouxsie 
Banshee, Niagra and Lydia Lunch but sings like 
none of them, vocalizes like a kid whose parents 
were folk singers, warbling in that style while at 
the same time rebelling against it wirh her own 
punkish vocal inflections. There's a downward 
drawl as she stretches the last note of each 
phrase. The harmonies Exene shares with John 
Doc are reminiscent of the boy-girl ducts of the 
late sixties {It's a Beautiful Day? early Air
plane?). Doe's voice, better in the traditional 
sense. suffers on Wild Gift from an overly dry 
mix, similar to the deficiencies that undermi ne 
the LP's other strengths. Wild Gift just sou nds 
too much like a tape made in someone's living 
room. A very good living room tape, granted, 

but not good enough 10 convince anyone but the 
already committed. 

X may be making the big push to hawk their 
musical wares prematurely. They've paved the 
way for the next record to be something near 
stellar if they continue thei r development. And a 
lot of this disgruntled complaining about Wild 
Gift may be due more to the pathet ic level of 
British orientation that has osmosized its way 
into our listening expectations than to the short
comings of the album. X is at feast as good as 
half of the bands that NM£ and the British press 
command the American underground and any
one else who will listen to adore, if only on the 
strengt h of D.J. Boncbrake's drumming. Substi
tute Manchester, England for their hometown 
and get them the Buu:cocks' or Gang of Four's 
producer and would we accept X more easily? 
Probably. (Tristram Lozaw) 

SUNDAY JUNE 21: OPENING 2-5:00 
2:00 LOS PARAMOUNTS 
4:00 ROB SILVERMAN'S 

NEW ARTS ENSEMBLE 

ALL AGES /FREE ADMISSION 

ThcFall----------
Slatcs 
(Rough Trade, 10" LP) 

The Fall. A flood of sound rings around the 
room. One of those bands ya like or ya don't? 
This one you like. This one you love. This one 
rings true. Ths fall of electrosmeardancepap. The 
fall of lyrical uselessness. The rise of something 
English sterli ng. What? Ya don't give a hot 
damn about what I have to say? Couldn't care 
less whether or not I like thi , record? Always 
hate the critic's copy and by its end ("This is the 
best record of the year" etc.) promise yourself 
never to listen to the record? Especially when the 
reviewer says "Go out and buy this!" Well, I'm 
with you. Truth of the matter is that I usually 
end up thinkin' the critic is more of an asshole 
than the band. So here's the offer: Go out and 
buy this record. If you don'! like it send it to me 
and I'll send you something else in return. h's a 
"Pro le Art Threat" and you better look out. 
Betcha I don't get any. (Michael Hafitz) 
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by Steven Edward Murra, Esq. 
and Stuart Sojcher, M.A., J.D. 

PART ONE 
You have written a song. There is no co

pyright on it. Someone steals your song. 
What will you do, what will you do? 

What you will do is panic, cuss and gen
erally make yourselr sick. This is normal; 
after all, you have just been screwed. 

After the adrenalin rush, you will calm 
down. You will want to seek aid and com
fort. You will probably get blitzed. Your 
first lucid moment will be some time in 
coming, unless you keep on reading. 

You do not always need copyright regis
tration in order to have the benefit of copy
right protection. That's right, read it again. 
Chances are, you already have legal protec
tion. 

That song you wrote is yours. From the 
moment you put it on paper or tape, you 
are protected. You do not have to register 
your copyright claim until you are ready to 
publish your song. 

It is possible to rightfully register your 
copyright claim even after someone has 
stolen your song; and it is possible to regis
ter your copyright even after publication. 
Compliance with the law is essential. 
Wrongdoers beware; the Federal Copyright 
Act provides severe penalties for ''willful'' 
infringement (breaking the law) of copy
right. 

Regardless of whether or not you filed a 
copyright registration, you will have 10 re
tain an attorney, and you will have to go 
through a legal hassle that will take some 
time (and money). But if you were ripped 
off, you can recover. 

Each case of alleged infringement stands .. 
on its own merits. Depending on the racts 
of your particular case, your anorney can 
determine a proper cause of action. Re
member the following: 

I. Copyright protection does not apply 
to titles and ideas. 

2. Your song must be "original" to qual
ify for protection. 

3. Your song should have been written on 
paper or recorded on tape before ii was 
stolen. 

4. For practical purposes (evidence and 
prooO, other people must have known 
about your song. 

Sad to say, you must realize that no law, 
no matter how well intentioned, can fully 
protect you or your property. The law may 
provide relief, but it cannot remove or pre
vent a problem, nor fully erase a wrong. 

The best you can do is to provide evi
dence for your rightful claim and comply 
with the requirements for relief set forth 
under the law. 

The worst thing you can do is to become 
consumed by, or obsessed with the fact, or 
fear, of infringement. 

The creative process necessarily involves 
changes and experimentation. Some of the 
process is private. But, a large ,port ion of 
the process is public presentation by per
formance to an audience, or by audition to 
people in the business, or to a friend of a 
distant cousin who once knew someone who 
was related to someone who lived next 
door to a friend of the girlfriend of a former 
head of A&R of a large but now defunct re
cord company-I'm sure you get the pic
ture. 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . .. 

During the creative process your tangi
ble, original, creative works are protected 
by law and you do not have to spend time, 
energy and money on copyright registration 
of a work-in-progress. 

PART TWO 

Why should you care about copyright? If 
you are involved in the creative process: 
music, film, or writing, then you are con
cerned with protecting your material from 
being ripped off. 

As an artist, your creative talents and 
your original work are your stock in trade. 
If someone should steal your work and use 
it for their own gain, your first reaction will 
be: do I have rights? Yes, you do. But be
fore we can discuss your rights, consider 
the five following factors: 

I . Copyright ls protcdlon. You arc pro
tected against the unauthorized commercial 
use of your song. 

l. Copyright ls ownership. As the owner 
of a copyright, you have certified proof of 
ownership. Anyone claiming against your 
copyright must prove that such adverse 
rights are legitimate. 

3. Copyrighl Is conlrol. As the owner of 
copyright, you have control over your song. 
No one else can duplicate, reproduce, dis
tribute, sell or prepare a derivative (sequel) 
work of your song without first obtaining 
your permission or authorization. In a later 
article, we will discuss compulsory rights 
(i.e. covering a copyright tune and paying 
the copyright royalty}. 

4. Copyright Is recognition. The proper 
notation announces that you created an ori
ginal work. The notation: (c) copyright, 
year, name of writer/owner, "All Rights 
Reserved," proclaims to the world that you 
are protected under the Federal Copyright 
Act and the Berne Convention. (For pho
norecords and tapes, (p) is used to indicate 
performance copyright.) 

5. Copyright ls an asset. lt can be bought 
and sold. So, be carefol how you deal with 
it; and be wary of those who are too anxious 
to gel your copyright too soon. 

The Revised Federal Copyright Act or 
1976 was passed, in part, to protect creative 
talent from administrative mistakes and re
gistra1ion errors. The law of copyright is ac
tually on your side. So unless you sell, give 
away or transrer your copyright, you won't 
!oseit. 

As bad as it may be 10 have someone 
copy or use your original material, the fear 
of this happening should not prevent you 
from performing, rehearsing or sending out 
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The Underground June 8 

Benefit with 
Someone & the Somebodies 

Young Snakes 
Limbo Race 

Gallery East June 11 

Special Appearance 
as part of "Dark Week" 

The Rat June 21 

with Limbo Race 

form. Likewise with your tapes, dubs must 
be made and sent out for audition and you 
can protect yourselr by keeping an original 
of any demo tape you give out; and, by 
keeping a record of who was given a demo 
tape, when it was given, what was on the 
tape and the reason the demo tape was giv
en out. 

What if you don't have a copyright regis
tration and someone steals your song? Do 
not despair, for even without copyright re
gistration you still have rights and protec
tion under both common law and the Fed
eral Copyright Act. 

In our next column, we will discuss if, 
when and how to obtain copyright registra
tion, and more importantly, the nature of 
your rights and remedies in the event of the 
unauthorized use (infringement) of your 
song. 

PART THREE 

If someone steals your song or infringes 
upon your exclusive rights under the Feder
al Copyright Act, you may be able to: 

l. Obtain injunctive relief (stop the use, 
performance or distribution of your song). 

2. Obtain money damages (for actual 
money income you lost). 

3. Obtain statutory damages (a penalty 
assessment of up to $50,000), AND, 

4. Recover for attorneys' fees you have 
paid or would have paid to your attorney 
for prosecuting your claim. 

Okay, when should you register your co
pyright claim? You should register your 
copyright claim to your original song when 
your song has been recorded, mixed down 
and made ready for what the law calls 
"publication." You might call it "release." 

Publication is generally interpreted to be 
sale or other commercial use. Distribution 
for sale, distribution for promotion and 
widespread distribution are generally com
mercial acts. 

The reason for copyright registration for 
a published song or a song about to become 
published is simply to receive the full bene
fit of and protection under the 1976 Revi
sion of the Federal Copyright Act. In addi
tion, registration puts others on notice as to 
actual copyright ownership. 

Certain remedies for copyright infringe 
ment such as recovery ror attorneys' fees 
and recovery for statutory damages of up to 
SS0,000 are available only for a song that 
has been registered with the Copyright Of
fice. Your unpublished, unregistered ori
ginal tunes are automatically given legal 
protection as soon as they are written or 
taped, and statutory (copyright) remedies 
become available to you upon subsequent 
registration under the Copyright Act. 

To register your copyright, all you have 
todo is: 

I. Get the right form. 
2. Fill out the form. 
3. Make two copies or your work. 

4. Write a check to the Register of 
Copyright, and 

S. Send the completed form, the two 
copies and the check to the Copyright or. 
flee in Washington, O.C. 

Remember-registration is not always a 
condition of copyright protection. Basical
ly, you are protected under the law when 
you write or record your original song. 

You must register upon publication of 
your song. Registration within three months 
of publication is a requirement for your 
bringing an infringement action under the 
Copyright Act. 

For copyright information and forms, 
write to: 

Copyright omcc 
Library of Congress 
Washington, D.C. 20SSO 
For proper assistance, retain an auorney. 

Copyright is a technical area of legal exper
tise. Do not be misled by gossip or friendly 
overtures. Get the best professional advice 
you can, for your own protection. 

If you think that you don't need an at
torney to advise you On copyright matters, 
then in the same vein, you don't need a real 
bass player to play bass; use your best 
friend, he's a nice guy. 

There is a bonom line: when you need 
professional help go to a pro. You'll be 
much better off. You are the one being ad
vised. Get the best professional advice you 
can, for your own protection. 

Copyright ©198/ Steven Edward Murra. 
All rights reserved. Used by permission. 
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LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE were remarkably good. The four members 
Candy and Crass bring you more tales of of the band, Kip Korn on bass, David 

who were playing their first gig and they 

kindness and cruelty. McDowell on guitar, drummer Bobby 
Bird Songs of the Mnozolc at I_>and "BamBam" McNabb and John Drumm on 

Hlld's BF/VF show were just as beautiful as keyboard have between them played in half 
they were the first time. We don't care how the bands in Boston but this time it looks 
busy Roger MIiier is-we want mo.re! Later like they've got it right. We intend to keep 
that night, the Mother's Day fashion show watching. 
featured creations by Nanett Pants, Brand As for the Hoods, they're in the studio 
X, Hubba Hubba and Kitty Litter. Emceed t with Ace producer Rick Harte. Details 
by Oedipus, in skin tight leather pants and a played Jasper's and they were wonderful change according to the phases of the moon 
plastic shirt that looked like it was made out to Alberquerque to get detoxed and it's (of course). They played a super new song or something but it looks like there'll be a 
of those things that hold six packs together, about time. Don't get well too soon). and encored with the Nenous Eaten' "De- record soon. There'd better be. 
we especially loved Richard in ~la~k ~ace And while we're talking about our favor- g

10
en::~e. ~e(G~::! w!~,a~~~ld

0
~:~\~atdf~~ And speaking of long awaited records, 

doing a wicked Little Richard imitation. ite band (Crass falls in love with a new we bet you were beginning to think the 
Andy Rude as a very convincing tough guy, band every week) the Neighborhoods them was a brand new band called Korea Mission or Burma 6 song EP was a giant 
and then there was our good friend Liz who hoax. Well, we know it's real because we've 
looked smashing in Kitty Litter's under- .. ~ - - _ heard it and it's worth every hour il's tak-
wear. " T - ing. It just might be the best record we've 

Speaking of major events, it was thrilling ' PE / ever heard (and you know we never exag-
10 see WIiiie Loco Alexander back on a ', A • · .. gerate). We don't know how they did it but 
stage again. He played three songs at the it's got all the force of Burma live while at 
Rape Crisis Center benefit (with City Thrills REPORTER _. -. ~-· the same time you can hear all the detail. 
and The New Models) at the Metro and he Rick Harte performs miracles for whoever 
was wonderful. It wasn't nearly long he works with and we can back that L!Ptoobe-

~:~uf!~~: ;~g~::~~£:Y~n~;r~s t~~;~~:~ r----~===~=---__... ~;?.seE;e aa~~o i~'~a:~~~~e~o~~~l~~-m~~ge 1;;;: 
thing, we want to see Willie playing with a -----c"b":y;;_Mc:ic:ch...,•e_l_H-"afi_ll~'--,-----;::: potential of Mono Mann and his crew is al-
great band again. (It may happen sooner Well, well. Boston's not so sleepy after While on the subjects of soundtracks, ready a c\iche in Boston but this record 
than you think.) Meanwhile, Willie's r~· all! The response has been extraordinary The Cure has released a "double value" proves it and more. These records are so 
corded an album that will be released in with around !en tapes per week coming in . cassette which includes their latest LP Faith good we're totally blown and when they're 
France this summer. Some clever American My promise still slicks, however. Every- as well as !he soundtrack to Ric Gallup's unleashed on the rest ,,f the world watch 
label would be well advised to bring it out thing will be given some mention , so keep it Carnage Visitors. The film is The Cure's oul for earthquakes. 
here because we hear it's incredible. up... opening act; a 30 minute animated linker- More record news-Human Sexual Re-

On the other hand, Vancouver hard core A linle know three-piece from the sub- toy interaction with the pre-recorded sponse are in the studio recording their se-
punks DOA tore up the Underground the urbs who call themselves Maul Rocco, de- soundtrack providing the background. It's cond album and the Vinny Band are going 
night they played. Their Paradise show was liver with "Hotshots," a one song demo all instrumental, and The Cure seem 10 be in soon to make their first. Vllamln has a 
cancelled due to an overwhelming lack of recorded at Silverlake studios. They say more comfortable than ever working in this new tape and we also have heard some in
advance ticket sales (it's possible to take 'BCN is just about convinced that this mode. The pace is a slow march with multi- triguing rumors about records from La 
this no future business a bit too literally). Rockpileish number is as good as on the lo- tracked guitars building intensely through- Peste, Robert Ellis Orral and the Outlels 
As it turned out, the Underground was pro- cal play list. Although not as yet available, out. Carnage Visitors is a very dominant (not together). But you'll have to wait for 
bably a better place for them anyway. It's the boys hope to make enough money play- piece of music. Although J haven't seen details. 
hard to picture a room full of maniacs ing Boston this summer to press it up. the film, I wonder whether the sou ndtrack Crass played soundperson for the Suade 
slam-dancing at the Paradise-not to men- Meanwhile, they can start saving some cold might trip any balance which may have Cowboys at the Underground and she was 
tion crazed punks diving on and off the cash by purchasing shorter cassettes. been intended, thus making the film a visual wonderful at it (the band sounded pretty 
stage. Can't decide what to get that new gradu- accompaniment 10 the focal soundtrack. I good too). Playing with them was synthe-

Speaking of hard core, you may have no- ate? Looking for a special gift for someone? guess we'll have to wait and see.. sizerist Dennis Kelley from the New Jersey 
ticed some blonde mohawks at Spit lately. Isn't it about time you did something nice Following up on their debut single, The band WKGB. We also saw Limbo Race at 
They belong to the band Lf:per who sen! us for yourself'? Whatever your motivation, Upstarts are now circulating a two-song the Rat and they're another hot band to 
a tape which is terrific! You know how all 1he best gift this (or any other season) has tape. Titles are "My World" and "Man In- watch. A three piece with their own sound 
California punk sounds the same? Well, to offer has to be a personalized cassette side Me." Don't know if they intend to and some fascinating ideas, they're tight 
not Leper. They pity real songs and we from mixdown masters, The Dark. A while press either one of these but my choice is and exciting. Another band to keep track 
can't wait to see them. ago I read a little sn ippet about an English "Man Inside Me" which glimpses the better of. There's so many good bands in Boston 

Speaking of the next big thing, Native band who, instead of offering a cassette of half of humanity. Inquiries to Plum Re- right now we have a backlog (\\e need 
Tongue have us wildly excited. Never mind their songs, were eagerly volunteering 10 cords, 100 Beach Bluff Ave., Swampscott, more time and more space). 
the hint, nudge, wink business-this band pack up their gear and come to your house MA 01901 , As for Irish bands (you knew we'd get 
is really and truly tremendous. We saw and perform-at no charge, of course. For America is in for a special treat this sum- around to it) Ul are just totally incredible. 
them at the Rat and they were fabulous. the past few months, Boston's The Dark mer with Rough Trade's release of a cas- we went all the way to East Providence 
Drummer Mike, Lou on bass and guitarist has rivaled that marketing strategy and sette C81 compiling a bunch of singles, (ugh) to see them and then we saw them 
Lee are not like anybody and they're mak- come up with a neighborly solution. For one-offs, and rare tracks which was avail- again at the Metro. Both shows were the 
ing important music. They're in the studio $6.66, The Dark offer something more per- able only as a mail-in to the NME. There kind that leave you sweaty and exhilira1ed 
at the moment and there should be a tape manent, a tape using your name as fodder are twenty-four bands here covering a ridic- and in love wilh the band and the whole 
available soon. Go and see these guys im- for their stereophonic fantasies. Who can ulously wide range of styles from Scotland's world. The crowd at the Metro went crazy. 
mediately. resist? Included on my cassette are such pop saviours Orange Juke and Josd K. to They're going home to Ireland to record 

Alan Vega at Spit looked bored and we gems as "Michael Majority" (replacing the the down home sounds of James Blood their second album and from the new songs 
were, although Grq Reibman loved it (he passe "Moral Majority") and "Muse to l)lmer and Pere Ubu. A live D.A.F. track is we heard it will be one hell of a record. 
does that on purpose-pay no attention). Michael." This can't miss. Conceited? You also included. The Rough Trade release We're sorry to see them go (they've been in 
We're getting tired of "who gives a fuck" be!. As The Dark explain: "People like lo differs somewhat from the original with America for three months) but it's not as 
posers from New York. We're behind the hear their names, people like to know that The Specials and Linx falling by the wayside bad as it could be because they're sending 
times in Boston-we still like to have fun. we have gone through the special effort of to be replaced by Tennessee's severely de- surr Little Fingers over to comfort us (hur-
We did love seeing gorgeous former Gtn X making a tape especially for them." How mented Panther Bums and England's The ray, hurray, hurray). Now that will be the 
leader BIiiy Idol hanging out at Spit just true.Comesinaniftycasewithinstructions Television Personalities. I can't let this go eventoftheyear! 
like us regular people. He can pose for us for listening. Send a name and any relevant by without plugging my favorite track, We've just hrard some pretty rotten 
anytime. information to Darkworld Industries, 40 .. 1,ooo Names of Wah!" by Liverpool's news. It's just another instance of money 

on the subject of trendsetters, we hear Mt. Auburn St., Watertown, MA 02112 Wah! Heat, which features the best guitar over substance but BU has finally succeeded 
that the Fabulous Blllgoons went down a and make checks payable to Roger Greena- work that side of Roger Miller. On the in closing the Underground. Looks definite 
storm at the MBR party at Spit. They had a walt. strength of a pair of singles and this track, this time-their last night is June 15. We 
little trouble getting the bale of hay past the Jusl in from New Yawk is Mercury De- Wah! Heat have me wrapped in their vision, think it stinks but we're hoping !hat some-
doormen and Bob Toomey of the Billy- scending which I'm sure you all recognize nervously awaiting their first LP due some- how, either the same people or somebody 
suedes is still picking hay out of his synthe- as the score to the hit play of the same lime this summer. else with real vision will find another place 
sizer, but everybody who was there had a name. Made up of ten synthesizer based Next issue: Insteps, 8 Eyed Spy (whose and keep it going. It's just too important 
lovely time (even Greg R.). The Stains, Art soundscapes, Mercury takes Frippeno's liner notes promise quite a 1hrill), James to let ii die . 
Yard, Native Tongue and City Thrills also Evening Star into the night. It's even billed Chance and The Contortions, The Rox, and This has been Warm Leatherette with 
played ... We missed it because Candy got as a play about the future. If quiet lime is lots more. See ya.. Candy and Crass, two of the principle 
into some trouble with that idiot Brother still part of your week, roll out your rug, girls of the USA. 
Cleve again and somehow we all ended up derim/peth,feolrmighetrs. aKnednpnopLothwyis i~,,- A,e'spcoonms·1pbolcs-_ Pictures. background information, and, Wann Leatherette can be heard on 
at Lincoln Park in Dartmouth. It was okay of course, tapes (preferably casselle) eirher WMBR-FM. 88. l every Monday. Wednes-
though because the Neighborhoods just Write him at Wrinklemusic, c/o Exit SIU· live, studio or home made, should be sent to 
happened to be playing there so everybody dio, 347 Court St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231 Michael Hafit ;, c/o Boston Rock. 268 New· day and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late 
ended up happy (except Cleve who has gone L,:;:or~j_:::us::,t !::Pi:;:ck~i::.t u::ip:_:a::_t ;:•h::,e,::be::,tt::,er:,,;s:;;h~op:;:s;.. __ _.b;;;";;;'Y.,;S;;;r;,;,·· _;;B;;os .. 10 .. n ... M-A•O•l•/1•6. ____ _. Risers Club. 
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MONDAY - WEDNESDAY - FRIDAY 6-7 p.m. 
June 1, 3, 5 June 8, 10, 12 

THE GUESS WHO GROUP THERAPY 
June 15, 17, 19 

THE CREAMERS 

BOSTON'S BEST MUSICAL TALENT NIGHTLY 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIRED! 

presents 

Video Disc 

Friday 
JUNE 26 

6-7 p.m. 

CHANNEL68 
WATCHIT! 

NO CABLE OR DECODER REQUIRED! 

Featuring 
America's & Boston's 

Best Bands on 
Video 
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& 

Save 

The Stranglers 

Appearing at: 
Paradise Theatre 

Junes 
Baba O'Riley's 

New London, CT 
Junes 

Our Prices 
& 

Selection 
are the Best! 





!0- pay no more than $2Q.Q! 

propeller product 
I hello./ 

33½ ep Q 
neats-six 
cccptv·fear that mindless . 
people in stores-factory 
wild stares-moving targets 

wild stares 45 Q 

never seen before 

you 

[comingsoon-cassette antholo~ 

··---- THE RESIDENTS 
SNAKEFINGER 
TUXEDOMOON 
MX-SOSOUND 

YELLO 
FRED FRITH 
ART BEARS 

RENALDO and the LOAF 

Eleven of the cuts have never 
been released on an LP, 
including the Residents'"FL YING!" 

1cm1_ 



Recorded music Is your 
best entertainment value ... 

lUUlAD & ALlV!l 

TO ENTER 

Stop In at any Strawberries location 

and fill in an entry blank, or just 

bring this one in! 

DEADLINES FOR ENTRIES IS 

JULY 13th! 

Buy It once, 
enjoy It a llfetlme. 

Strawberries, Capitol Records and 
WBCN want to send you on a Jamaican 
Holiday to, you guessed It, JAMAICA! 
You and a guest wlll spend 4 sun filled 
days and 3 moon lit nights in the 
Carribean, meals, accomodations, and 
airfare included . ...-----'!~-~~ 

Peter Tosh 
"Jamaican Holiday" Contest 
NAME 
ADDRESS _____ ~ 
TELEPHONE 
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WINNER OF BOSTON ROCK READERS' POLL FOR 
FAVORITE CLOTHING STORE 

~ 
lflE BEST N~"'JE & VINL4GE CLOlFUNG 

~ 
273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 

STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 

Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad·! 



"the beat ~k 'n' roll photos In any store" 

Westem Wear ... anc1asaortec1togs 

Straight & boot leg black denim Jeans 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans-Studs 
Jodhpurs, Breeches, Engllsh Riding 
Clothes 
Motorcycle Jackets & Leather pants 
80'1 Peg-leg Jeans & Ladles "Ranch" 
Pants 
Cowboy Shirts • Cowboy Boots 
Westem Jewelry• AND LOTS MORE! 

292 Boylston St., Boston Tel: 281-0195 
......... tlle,.....ilanlon,O-,toAlllngtonllllltlon) 

CLUBLAND l 8 

BETSY'S BADGES 20 
READERS POLL 28 

COLUMNS 34 

CLASH cover photography by Mi
chael Gl't(co, design by Chris GIibert. 



.-------------• Dear Boston Rock folks; To Boston Rock & Readers, Dear BR, 

llOtll 
268 NEWBURY STREET 
BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02116 
PUBLISHED IIY NEWBURY COMICS 

Greetings and salivations. Yes, my name/ To clear up a rumor: the Loners are not Thanks for your fine 'zinc. It is easily the 
address finally did wangle thru the compu- ending the band. There will however be a peer of any other r'n'r magazine which I 
tcr bureaucracy and onto the mailing list. change or two. have read. My subscription form and check 
As such, I've been receiving my issues prct- Currently, the Loners are working on a arc enclosed. 
ty regularly-except #lS. Yup. That's the six song EP for Double AA. Rhythm tracks Article on Jello and the OK's was gear! 
first thing I wanted to write about. As a sound pretty well, hope you'll think so JB is a punk's punk. Angry, committed, 
compulsive collector, I'd sure appreciate if when they're vinalizcd, hopefully by sum- and entirely ready to shake up the troops. 
you'd send the missing issuc(I did get #16). mcr's end. Jus' as important, his band is also made up 

As always, I am pleased with the cover- For those of you who've heard us and of excellent musicians who can really slam it 
age you give the Beantown area-it saves liked us enough to come back, thanks, the out! (As an aside, Mr. Biafra's letter to NY 
me that hellish 13-hour drive there to find rest of you come check us out. Rocker reader's poll was the most thought-
out myself. Especially interested in your ex- Yours, ful thing in that issue.) He can teach us all a 
posure of some of the newer bands that I The Loners couple of things about communication. 

EDITOR haven't seen or heard of yet, the ones you Dear BR, I also enjoy your coverage of local (read 
="-------------ti outlined in #16-"the Brighton sound" or I love the Plasmatics. 1 am from New HUB) musicians, with 1 exception. How 
Greg Reibman whatever you pegged it. Keep it up. Detroit Jersey and I saw them at The Channel in cum' you have never had an article on the 
Editorial Board is awaiting the formal opening of the new Boston. They were great and the sell out LYRES? Mofno, Peter & Co. sla

1
md?ut the 

==='-'-'-~--------I "Clutch Cargo's," the successor to the nu- crowd loved them! Please write more about best 60's stu r in the USA (inc u mg the 
Mike Bastarache mero uno club Bookie's. Robin Lane & Co. the Plasmatics. I buy Boston Rock in New Fleshtones and the Beach Boys). Lack of 
John Brusger scheduled to play this Sat. but word is that York City all the time. I have seen the Plas- vinyl may be part of the reason, and Mono-
Mike Drccsc the new club ain't quite ready (the Strang- matics in concert fifty-one times and the man's notorious sullenness another, but 

lers and the Plastics did one-shot gigs there more I sec them, the more I love them. there must be some way to get through to 
:.:A::.;rtc:D:.:lr«=t.:c••c_ _________ l last week). On the other hand, we're losing An avid reader, ...._ them! Please keep trying. 
Chris Gilbert another mainstay, as Nunzio's is in the pro- Bob Farina Big Coppit Key is one of the southern-

cess of being sold-reportedly to be meta- Verona, NJ most of the FLORIDA KEYS (that row of 
=La~y~o_ub ___________ 0 morphosized back into its previous incarna- _,__ ____ ..:,....,....:"'-.,....O"-<c-----'- dots between Miami and Havana). This is a 
John Tricomi tion as a workingman's shot-and-beer joint. resort community (Key West is just a couple 
Adrienne Pearson Times arc tuff. Pray for Detroit. of miles down US 1). (That's right, the 
Bridget Burpee Yours in good conscience, same one.) It's pretty laid-back. (Local say. 
Tom Gilroy Kevin L. KnapP: ing: Everything manana.) It's rough being a 

Livonia, Ml punk down here. (You know: alienated, 
T)'pactting ~pissed off, on the dole queue, etc.) Yet 
Bruce Stallsmith there is new wave life down here. Most plea-

~ sant surprise is radio. Key West station 
~ WKWF plays an excellent mix of main

-.............. stream r'n'r, new wave, and sometimes 
Cop)'Edllors 

Mike Bastarache 
Julie Panebianco 

Advertising 

Marcia Maglione 
Mike Dreese 

A«ounllng 

John· Brusger 

Photograph)' Starr 

B.C. Kagan 
Marcia Maglione 
Michael Grecco 

~ something outlandish. Sounds a lot like 
;:- 'BCN. Favorite jock is Bruce Youngblood. 
--- Does a .S-to-9 p.m. shift on weekdays and a 

special program on Saturdays, the New 
-- Wave Hour. It features a lot of recently re

leased material which is not play-listed. I 
~----- can while away my hours to it. 

Local New Wave scene is limited to 3 
ncllville) called Dress Code. First of all, we ..,..._,::,."""',._.,8 ""-,,-"-:------ bands. The Pacific Orchestra is very popu-

::1:~ei!n~:::t~a;~:~~ifli~~ti::~b~~; ~ ,~ / ~~t~ta~tat~:: ~~~:· fo~~~:~!;e~;; 
lwouldbeplacinganadinaSyracusenew~-~ OUR in Miami. They just released a self-pro-
paper but Syracuse has none! Syracuse is ....._ ---- duced and distributed album. They're on 
dead!! We have some bands but no clubs! ___ _ ___ the way. 
No good radio (except the college station) H The Method is another local. As a New 

=D-=ls-=-tri=b-=uU=•=•----------1 and no urge to form any type of unified --- ELIUM - Wave cover band, it is not spectacular by 
Bruce Kettelle music scene. If we were a ~ypical band we ___ - HUB standards, but a breath of fresh air 
John Anastas w?uld leave Syra~use for ~tggcr and bet~cr ___ ¥ ____ from the Charlie Daniels/Freebird clones 

thmgs but we believe there_ s some potential ___ _ ___ who nest down here. The band is tight, and 
-=Ed~l_to_ri_al_S_ta_ll __________ for a healthy scene. (We Just have to find ~E has a couple of good originals. I hope they 
Kate Ingram it.) It's really frustrating when any attempt --- ~ --- keep going in that direction. They're also 
Julie Panebianco at a healthy music scene has failed (exam- ======----------=-====-= nice guys (and a woman). Her name is Rob-
Tom Gilroy pies: college radio format change to strict ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in, and she will be attending Berklee soon. 
Tristram Lozaw public radio format is being threatened, ,: Treat her nice, please, Boston. Thanks. 
Betsy Sherman corporation radio is thriving, our indepen- The third band worth mentioning is the 
Michael Neustadt dent music newspaper like Boston Rock has Boss Town Rock (In response to Mr. Ego's Survivors. They play very nice Marley-
Kathie Logue bit the dust, clubs are going out of business letter) (BR #18) Toots type reggae. They also mainly feature 
Jane Richter by the handful~, we have been banned from Who is this "Mr. Ego"?! If he's so upset covers, but have some good originals as 
Carter Alan several clubs with the label of 'punks.') It's about having his band not in the club list- well. Climate and Ganja pretty much limit 
Jim Puccio an overall disappointment for those who ings, why doesn't he tell all what the name their ambitions, though. 
Bruce Stallsmith care about music and clubs. of his band is? That way, the ones who Last Sunday the Method and 3 other 
Michael Hafitz Your newspaper is really interesting and know of them and like them ... can make Keys bands participated in the "7 Mile 
Harold Lepidus from the look of it I see a really fun and sure they get listed. Maybe Mr. Ego's band Jam." It was at the Knights Key Camp

progressing scene. Someday Syracuse will isn't all that great and isn't worth the ink. ,ground at the northern entrance of the Sev-
l 0Ccco_nl_ri~b•~'-""----------t be the same (I hope). We really look for- Do not get me wrong. I'm not trying to be en Mile Bridge (hence the name). It was a 

Steve Stone ward to playing your city someday but are prejudiced against Mr. E's band, but I grand time for 1his punk and the members 
Anton Corbijn financially unable to at the moment. Our don't know about him after that snide re- of the band. 1 served as impromptu road 
Ed Slota record has received little airplay on any of mark about Mission of Burma. Has he no manager and Lead Dancer. J almost got 
Joyce Linehan the three 'money' stations but is getting taste? Maybe he's just jealous because the mugged during my FREEZE during "Psy-
dredd roole good response on the college station. Dress M.O.B. is the best band in the U.S. and Ja. chokiller"! Nonetheless, we'll all remember 
Carrie Cooper Code has been together for almost 3 years. pan. Maybe he's just jealous because the it as a great weekend. More of this kind of 
R.A. Higgins Our music is called power pop and draws Burma's are so cute (including Martin). I'm exposure could help the Method and Key 

Boston Rock is published every 1hird Thursda 
by Mike Dreese and John Brusger d/ b/ a New 
bury Comics. En1ire contents copyright © 1981. 
Publication date 6/25/ 81 , 

Available for resale outside the Boston ar 
through SkyDisc, Inc. 101-32 Dupont St., Plain
view, NY 11803 (516) 349-0900. 

llOtll 

heavily from British Invasion period music sorry if I get all upse1 over one little deroga- West Punk go places. 
like the Kinks, Who, Beatles, and early tory statement about the Missions, but Thanks for a fine, very readable 'zine. To 
Rolling Stones. Some of our set is cover things like this happen when you're a Mis~ all of you fans up there, 1 say: I Love Bos
material, but most are originals. We try to sion of Burma groupie ... and as immature ton PUNK! 
generate as much manic excilement into our as I... (is there no end to high school?). OK, Yours truly, 
music as possible. I think I'll give up on this letter realizing Mike Hogan 

Our record is being distributed through 1hat it is long, boring, tedious, and gram- BigCoppit Key, FL 
Bomp Records in California or from: Dress matically incorrect. I'm sure we all realize AKA Uncool Wendell 
Code, Box 310A, Pennellville, NY 13132. not all people have the same opinion oncer- · P.S. I have been officially declared the 

We are one of about five decent bands in tain subjects, or any subject for that matter. SOUTHERNMOST LYRES FAN IN THE 
Syracuse including the Trend, 1,4,5, Screen If we all did, there would be no reason for CONTINENTAL USA! 
Test, Only Desire and others. Anyways, we this letter column or Boston Rock for that 
would appreciate any type of mention or re- matter since ii is entirely composed of opin
view or whatever in your inspiring newspa- ions. 
per. Thanks a lot. My best to Mr. Ego and Mr. B. 
Yours sincerely, '' Love you both so very much,'• 
Eric Mattice Psycho Killer 
Bass player of Dress Code speaking for herself and Jezebel Torture ... 

PPS Hello Clint, Roger and Pete! Good 
luck with your EP! 
PPPS Dug the Modern Method Sampler. 
PPPPS One more Postscript and I can send 
this letter to Greem. 

.. ____________ Pcnnellville, NY The Burma Groupies 
PPP PPS I GOT IT!-Claudia Perry STILL 
Sucks!! 
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3 
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11Asidefrom a few commercial radio 
stations, such as WBCN, and a Jew en
lightened club owners, most of the 
money people are still fighting this mu
sic. Through Boston Rock we hope to 
provide the sort of coverage this music 
deserves, and hopefully enlighten that 
part of the public which is not current
ly aware of it . ., 

-Mike Dreese; Boston Rock#/ 
June 1980 

~0~~0~~~0~~0~®~®e®Q 
1 0 0 G\~ ® ®® ® 

1 1 1 1 1 ~0 0°@".,0 0®~e"'e®@ 
Our freshman year in the magazine busi- @@© Q @ G\ ~ 

ness has been a long and trying one. Despite ~ ~ (;:\ ~ '-::::J( 
endless hours of hard work, never ending Q ~ Q 
financial difficulties, a healthy degree of \:::::;,J@ ~ ~ r;;:_ 
staff bickering and differences of opinion-1 ~ ~ Q ~ 
it's been well worth It. Having been one of Q ~ ® 
the people who has had some form of in- v:::::,}' ~ 
volvement In every issue, I'd be the first to ~ (. 

admit that we've been far from perfed. Our 1 1 1 1 ' \ 
standards of Journalism have had ups and Q 
downs, and we know It. But I do believe Bos- ~ 
ton Rock bas made a very noble attempt at and roll over the past year, "many money 
"enlightening the public." people are still fighting this muslc"-or at 

Particular credit goes to the five people least they're still fighting the new record la-
who flnt founded the paper. The countless bels, young promoters, bands, and yes, ma-
contributions by publishers Mike Dreese and gazines that have chosen to take the Initial 
John Brusger, as well as associate editor risk. 
Mike Bastarache, art director Chris GIibert But my deepest respect goes to the readers. 
and typesetter Bruce Stallsmith are too num- BR Is not Rolling Stone, New York Rocker 
erous to mention. or any other fine or worthless (your pick) 

Thanks also go out to all the writers, pho- magazine. We are ourselves. We have 
tographers, layout people, interns, doodlers, changed a lot in a year, and we'll probably 
etc. who've worked with us over the course change even more next year. 
of our first nineteen i.s.,ues. Nobody who I hope you are Intrigued by our current ef. 
works for BR Is in It for the money-or if forts. If you're not, please let us know. Ad-
they are, they've certainly been disappointed vertlslng and magazine sales pay the bills, 
at having barely made any. but we thrive on feedback ... and have fun, 

And of course we couldn't have done it dammit! 
without our many important advertisers. From the editor, 
Despite the continued success of new rock Greg Reibman 

(-) :~:~~!euc Furs, Talk Talk Talk ! 
3 Squeeze, East Side Story 
(-) Yoko Ono, season of Glass ~ 
(,) KHllng Joke, What's THIS tor? 

4 
8 Krattwerk, Computer World 

1 (-) romeo void, It's a Condition 
(-) Magazine, Magic Murder and the 

1 
weather 1 

8 (·) X, WIid Gift 1 9 (t) \l ~~~~:~:ne::: ~:~·rJi~blng 7 
;c/(l) I·) Echo and the Bunnymen, Heaven 1 

~ 10(t) (-) ~~s~t~~: Noise, Heart of. 
Darkness 

4 i{t) denotes a tie (clever, huh?) 

.!Fn-n 9'~ ~ ~ flJa,t, 
-1350 ~ 9'&J 

.ffenman 9'~, ~ 
~9-1-9672 

~, $..ty. fl'iadi, ~~~mu, 

-c~fi.,n. 

4-~ fit-ided ~ 
JV~ ti~and ti~ JV~ 

Columbia.~fta1ndo:mMkofC8Sln< .~ IUICBStnc. 

le Now! 



Available for resale outside the Boston area 
through SkyDisc, Inc . 101 -32 Dupont SI. , Plain
view, NY 11803 (516) 349-0900. 

generate as much manic exCitement in10 our 
music as possible. 

Our record is being dislributed 1hrough 
Bomp Records in California or from: Dress 
Code, Box 310A, Pennellville, NY 13132. 

We arc one of about five decent bands in 
Syracuse including the Trend, 1,4,5, Screen 
Test, Only Desire and others. Anyways, we 
would appreciate any type of mention or re
view or whatever in your inspiring newspa
per. Thanks a lot. 
Yours sincerely, 
Eric Mattice 
Bass player of Dress Code ._ ____________ Pennellville, NY 

~J"RAWBERRIES,ROCKIT, NE MUSIC CITY 
~ ' 

)~ounder Records) 

:, Clancy & Assoc. 617-367-0166 
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by Julie Panebianco 

The lights dimmed. Dramatic Spanish 
bolero music from Clint Eastwood's For a 
Few Dollars More came on over the speak
ers, and the spotlights roamed from one 
side of the stage to the other. 

Paul Simonon stepped out from behind 
the drum set, dressed in black leather. Then 
Topper Headon, then Mick Jones, then Joe 
Strummer. Thunderous applause followed 
them as they went to their instruments and 
faced the audience. 

The bolero music stopped. Strummer 
hunched over his guitar, moving his body 
in anticipation. They nod their heads, 
counting silently .. . them slam out the first 
chords of ' 'London Calling.'' 

Outside, people were everywhere, wet 
from the pouring rain in Times Square. 
There were more ticket scalpers than buyers 
around so tickets for the Clash's opening 
night at Bond's were going for as little as 
five bucks. Police cars and barriers were 
lined up, as was a fire truck, a fire marshal, 
and groups of firemen . 

At about 11 :30 p.m. the security people 
started refusing ticket holders entrance, and 
there were at least 100 people on line out
side. 

Bond's was packed. A winding staircase 
lead'. .1g up to the main level, decorated by 

10 Boston Rock #19 

mummies wearing Clash t-shirts, was 
crowded and the bar was impossible to 
reach. Inside the hall, which resembled a 
high school gym, the crowd was tense, with 
no room to dance. The temperature was 
high; people were fainting, and a few people 
were leaving. 

The official crowd count was around 
3600, but one of the Clash's crew who was 
assigned to the door estimated the crowd at 
4500. 

Outside, to the strains of "London Call
ing," a guy was screaming at a bouncer, 
waving his ticket: "I waited ten fucking 
hours. I want to sec the CLASH!! If I don't 
I will break every bone in your body.'' 

The Clash ended the song, and Strummer 
stepped up to the microphone: "Welcome 
... How does it sound? We can't hear the 
music!" 

On Friday night, the second night of the 
Clas h's appearance, things were just as cha
otic. Bonds, in an effort to appease the fire 
marshals by cutting down the cro'wd, was 
refusing Bonds' tickets , accepting only Tic
ketron's. Scal pers with Ticket ron tickets 
were now getting forty dollars apiece. 

Next to Bonds, under an Outland mar
quee, Channel 2 interviewed the fire mar
shal. "Last night 3649 people were at the 
premises. The legal limit is 1725. There were 

people lined up here IO to 12 hours and now 
they can't get in. This show should have 
been held in a larger arena. Then nobody 
would have been left out." 

A guy in a Bruce Springsteen t-shirt 
screamed into the microphone, "What 
about me? What about people like me who 
waited in line for tickets? Bruce wouldn't 
do this." 

"What's happening here?" a couple 
asked, confused by the crowds and the cam
era crews. Someone tells lhcm there were 
too many tickets sold for the show, and 
now about 2000 people can't get in. They're 
shocked: "For Outland?" 

The Mo-dcttcs, the opening band, was 
booed off after an attempt at performing, 
as was a group of rappers who danced 
dodging the cups being thrown at them . 

An El Salvador table was set up, with 
pamphlets and t-shirts and freedom fight
ers. Rumor has it they arc Joe Strummcr's 
personal friends, but it turns out that they 
approached the Clash, who in lurn invited 
them to come and spread the word: 'U .S. 
out of El Salvador. " 

"WELCOME" : First "London Ca ll
ing, " then "Janie Jones ." Then Joe Strum
mer changi ng his gui tar for bass, Paul Sim
anon up from for the frightening, apoca
lyptic "Guns of Brix1on." As he sings, the 

backdrop changes to slides of newspaper 
clippings, and a huge, scrawled, "THIS IS 
THE FRONT LINE." 

The slides throughout the show-Thatch
er, Khomeini, Carter, the Ripper Trial, col
orful New York sho1s, huge red Cadillacs
underscore the songs, creating dramatic im
pressions. 
- The Clash, without Mikey Dread and 
Mickey Gallagher, sound spare, funkier. 
During a segue 1ha1 includes "Ligh1ning 

'Strikes (Not Once But Twice)," "Charlie 
Don't Surf," and "Magnificent Seven," 
they seem far, far away from their "garage
land" days. 

They play hard, fast and furiously for 
two hours, running through "Wrong 'Em 
Boyo," "Train in Vain," "Ivan Meets G.l. 
Joe," "Brand New Cadillac," "One More 
Time," "Police and Thieves," and a nc-W 
song, ''Radio Clash.'' 

A song like "Somebody Got Murdered" 
sounded like it should have been on the al
bum: frightened and desperate; "The Call. 
Up," featuring a possessed Miele Jones, 
turned into the anthem it wasn' t before . 

When the Clash, (Strummcr, Jones and 
Simenon with their backs to the audience) 
start~d to play those fam ili ar chords, and 
S1rummer !urned around 10 yell " What are 
we gonna do now?", all 1he anger and frus-



lration came together in a frenzy, with~ 
pie yelling "CLAMPDOWN," ftSts in the 
air. 

Outside, the fire marshal gave another in
terview. "1n an event of a fire, we estimate 
that onJy about 900 people could evacuate 
safely." No shows was the word. 

By Saturday, the Building Department 
had joined in on the run, obtaining a court 
order effectively closing Bond's until fur
ther notice for building code violations. 

The kids lined up for the matinee were 
told the news as police on horseback with 
billyclubs waited for a white riot-about 7S 
kids yelling "We want the Clash!" and 
blocking traffic in Times Square was all 
they got. Word from the Clash was "Stay 
cool, stay together." 

The press conference was called for Sun
day at 3 p.m. and the mood was not opti
mistic. No one expected the shows to go on 
as scheduled. A rumour circulated in Bos.
ton last week was that Bond's had oversold 
each night by about 2000 tickets, and that 
the fire department was planning to close 
down the show. A premonition? Words like 
''set up'' and stories ofa mystery phone call 
to the fire department were repeated, over 
and over again. 

The table set up for the conference was 
in the concert hall, decorated with red and 
orange "Clash on Broadway" posters. Kos.
mo Vinyl, their press aide/assistant mana
ger/friend, ran around nervously, drinking 
out of a bottle of Remy Martin, yelling 
''Those of you who arc not photographers 
please sit down.'' Nobody moved. 

The Clash walked out, to complete si
lence. Paul Simonon was in a "Lords" 
leather jacket, completing his very cool, 
James Dean look; Jones in an El Salvador 
shirt, and <Topper and Strummcr in Clash 
t-shirts, all sat down nervously and faced 
the press. 

After questions like "Do you like New 
York?" and "Who are you?" (to which 
Strummer replied, ''Andy Schwartz, I'm the 
janitor"), Topper Headon finally revealed 
that yes, they would be playing, yes, adding 
eight more shows. 

As Simon, a Clash crew member, mum
bled that "We're hoping to finish this in 
1981," the New York Building Inspector 
was brought in and seated next to Strum
mer. 

Mr. Building Inspector told the press that 
Bond's was safe and that everyone was now 
satisfied as long as the crowd is kept to 
1725, the legal limit. Strummer, smirking 
and combina his hair, offered the comb to 

the Inspector, who didn't notice. After 
1 drinking some Remy Martin, Strummer of

fered the bottle to the Inspector, who im
mediately took a swig, to loud laughter. 
Exit Inspector. 

The press wanted to know what hap
pened. "That's the $64,000 question," 
Strummer said, sarcastically. 

Joel Heller, the general manager of 
Bond's, was brought in to claim that the 
problem was caused by a lot of gate crash
ing. 2000 gate crashers? 

"You have to remember, this is the big
gest group in the world. They are bringing a 
legitimacy to Times Square.'' 
Press: "Why did you you choose Bond's?" 
Strummer: "We wanted a place with no 
seats. There is a 'big rule. When people get 
out of their seats, monkeys shove 'em back 
in. This way you can mingle, walk around." 
Bernie Rhodes: (Their re-instated manager) 
"We heard that a band had 4000 people in 
here and blew up a Cadillac. We didnlt 

think we'd have a problem." 
Strum.mer: "We thought people here liked 
music." 
Press: "Why did this happen? Your poli
tics? New York club pc!itics?" 
Strummer: "We've exposed what's going 
oninNewYork." 
Pra5: "What's going on in New York?" 
Strummer: "I'll tell you under the table 
(climbs under the table, whispers, then gets 
up]. I judge by the smell of it to go to the 
fisheries department and find out there. As 
visitors we could never get to the bottom or 
it . Maybe a New Yorker could.'' 
Jones: ''Or Sam Spade.'' 
Pra5: "Isn't just playing New York an elit
ist attitude?" 
Strummer: ''This isa bonus, not the tour.'' 
Jones: "We're giving everyone a summer 
holiday." 
Rhodes: "We hope everyone will have a 
aood time when they get here.'' 
Heller: "I just want to say, thanks to the 

Photo: Michael Grecco 

Clash." 
Strummer: (to Heller) "Here's your ten 
dollars." 

The crowd disperses. Topper Headon is 
laughina about the 2000 gate crashers story. 

"All the clubs do it, that's no secret." 
Topper explains. "It's OK for us on stage, 
we have room. But in the audienc.c (imitates 
a squashed person in crowd) there's no 
room, it's too hot, you can't danc.c." 

An eager reporter runs up to Mick Jones. 
"Hey Joel" Jones looks disgusted. "I'm 
fuckin' Mick" he mutters, turns around 
abruptly, and walks away. 

Kosmo Vinyl, in control again, cleared 
Bond's of most of the remaining press. 

Joe Strummer is still talking to a few peo
ple when someone runs up and asks: 
"Play 'Stay Free' tonight?" 

"We've forgotten the words," Strummer 
says, straight-faced. 

"Wing it." 
Strummer laughs. "Uh, I think it's in 

G." 
The rest or the band reappears, and be

gins tinkering on stage, tuning guitars, play
ing bongos. 

Strummer doesn't join them, instead be
gins to pace the hall, stopping at the mixing 
booth momentarily, walking slowly out into 
the foyer and around the main level. He 
seemed tense, in deep concentration, and 
was humming softly. 

A woman from a communist newspaper 
stood at the doorway, watching him. "I 
think this fiasco was caused by people who 
oppose their revolutionary politics," she 
announces. Nobody answers her. 

Strummer returned to the stage. After 
what seemed like endless tuning, 1he Clash 
began to play, one riff over and over as it 
,slowly built into a revved up instrumental. 
The chords reverberated around the empty 
hall until it becomes "The Call-Up." The 
power evident in their playing is startling. 

The New York Times reviewed the Clash 
and said they were not the greatest rock 
and roll band; if they are not, they came 
awfully close to it on Sunday night, !ticking 
and dancing and playing and singing with 
an unmatched intensity. 

The sound problems plaguing the band 
were gone, the slide show perfected, the au
dience and band in a frenzy. 

After "London Calling," Joe Strummer 
points to the audience: "How many people 
are in here tonight?" He points. "1725, 26, 
27, 28, 29, 30. SSSHHH!!" 

The stage crew stood on the side of the 
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stage and danced. Kosmo Vinyl danced in 
the hall, singing along at the top of his 
lungs. "I go on stage with them some
times," he laughed. 

During "Somebody Got Murdered" a 
self-conscious, ponytailed Ellen .Foley ap
peared in the audience, dancing and nod
ding her head in approval. When she was 
recognized, she smiled, then disappeared in 
the crowd. 

The Clash's encore was "Washington 
Bullets." Towards the end of the song, an 
El Salvadorian freedom fighter, dressed in 
full combat regalia, joined the band: "Sup
port the Sandinistas. Help the Salvador
ians. The Washington bullets have got to 
stop. We thank you, we thank the Clash!" 
As he finished, hundreds of leaflets were 
thrown up, into the crowd. 

The band kicked into "Armagideon 
Time," "A lot of people won't get no sup
per tonight." People grabbed the leaflets, 
which screamed "U.S. Out of El Salva
dor," and began fanning themselves, or 
making paper airplanes. "A lot of people 
won't get no justice tonight ... '' 

Pearl Harbor was backstage, holding· 
hands with Paul Simonon. Warner Broth
ers dropped her from the label, and her 
band couldn't afford to make the trip and -
open for the Clash, so they hired her as 
disc jockey and emcee. "Paul offered to 
pay for his brother-my guitarist, but the 
rest... we have no money." Kosmo Vinyl's 
backstage too (with "Pearl" tatooed on his 
arm}, singing autographs. 

Joe Strummer is sitting on a couch, el
bowing his friends when two bizarre look
ing women go by and try to get his 'atten
tion. He starts laughing with Dave, one of 
the road crew, who is still nerve wracked 
after going on stage to tape the microphone 
and monitor wires. "You were kicking 
me," he iells Strummer. 

Strummer just smiles. His hair is very 
black, and against the bright colors of his 
clothes, his skin looks very white; his eyes 
arc dark and shine with humor and intelli
gence. 

When he is told that the rest of the band 
is in the bathroom taking pictures, he gets 
up to join them. When he finds only Top
per, he chants "Liar, Liar," until they are 
all finally gathered in the room. 

Topper Headon, who is even smaller, and 
skinnier than the others is spraying beer at 
everyone. Jones grins broadly and bares 
his not so great looking set of teeth as Paul 
Simenon just leans on the edge of the sink. 

A friend looks into the bathroom and 
laughs, "How come you guys are so photo
genic for such ugly geezers?" 

People are crowded around the table, 
which is filled with Remy Martin bottles 
and strange looking 1idbits that are appar
ently edible. 

"Fried egg sandwiches," says Simon, one 
of the Clash's crew. "All Mick Jones eats is 

eggs and chips. When we were in Paris he 
sent out a roadie in the middle of the night 
to drive around looking for eggs and 
chips." 

Strummer has stayed in the bathroom 
and is sitting on an open window sill. 

"No one minds playing the extra eight 
shows," he says. 'We get wound up, we 
really want to play. We just toured Europe. 
We played all over France, Italy, Spain. In 
Milan we played to 20,000 people in a bi
cycle stadium. Anyway, I get to be here, in 
New York." 

Doesn't anyone think this could have 
been prevented, perhaps by proper manage
ment? 

"No," Strummer says emphatically. 
"We've rehired Bernie Rhodes and I think 
he's doing a real good job. Kosmo and Ber
nie came to New York first, to see the place. 

"2.(X)() gate crashers!" We laugh, and 
look out the window. "This was a set up," 
he says, quietly. 

I tell him there was a rumor in Boston be
fore the shows that Bond's had oversold 
the place by two times the capacity, and 
that the fire department was going to close 
the show. Strummer is surprised. 

"Why didn't you bring it up at the press 
conference? You would've opened a can of 
worms!'' 

He calls over Mick Jones and tells him 
the story. 

"Oh, is everyone in Boston psychic 
then?" Jones asks. "Can they all see into 
the future?" 

They start talking about Boston, and 
mention Oedipus. 

When told their record breaking escapade 
at WBCN is infamous, they deny it. 

"We didn't break any records," says 
Strummer innocently. He and Jones look at· 
each other, and start laughing. 1 

Jones and Ellen Foley leave, and Strum
mer starts playing with a tennis ball, bounc
ing it around nervously, and starts talking 
about "squatting" in London. 

"I'm disappointed, I got evicted after 
three months." 

From squatting? Isn't that impossible? 
He laughs. "No, I was on tour in Europe 

and .they came, marshals with papers and 
all, and evicted me. Living in London is so 
expensive. I like squatting. It makes me re
member where I come from." 

He shifts around on the window sill. 
"Tonight was my favorite show," he says. 
"We re-worked the slides around, and they 
all came together. The music we come on 
with is from For a Few Dollars More. Do 
you like Clint Eastwood? I love Clint East
wood." 

' 'No, only Play Misty for Me." 
"Oh, that one was terrible. If you don't 

like Clint Eastwood you don't know any
thing," he teases, still bouncing the tennis 
ball. 

"J'm into guns," he continues. 
"It's obvious-the gun imagery, the 

sosrONilocK. 

' l 

Clash's obsession, it seems, with guns. But 
why?" 

"Because they're there-I've seen hun
dreds of thousands of people being shot on 
the telly. So it's there, and we show it.'' 

Politics come up and we talk about 
Northern Ireland. I ask him why the Clash 
ignore ii, instead championing causes that 
are far removed from England. 

''Do you want to die?'' he asks. ''Do you 
want to die? I don't." 

"Are you saying you think you'd be put
ting your life on the line?" 

"Do you want 10 die? ... I don't want to 
get involved. It's too volatile. It's been go
ing on since the l700's. I don't want to get 
in the middle of it. I'm not Irish.'' 

''You're English though.'' 
He looks at me, and is silent for a few 

moments. 
"The Sandinistas needed publicity, it 

needed to be known.'' 
"Is that why you wear a t-shirt like the 

Red Brigades one? Dozens of kids wear 
them to the shows and have no idea who 
or what they are." 

"Oh, I know, I know. I don't agree with 
the Red Brigades ... it gets too deep." He 
stops. 

"I like to play music. I don't know about 
the rest of it." 

The subject goes back to the press confer
ence. 

"Do you know," Strummer says, "the 
only part they showed on TV was the build
ing inpsector slugging away on the Remy 
Martin.'' He laughs, shakes his head. 

His girlfriend, Gabby, a pale English 
blonde, comes to get him, and he packs upa 
shopping bag with clothes and vodka and 
leaves, but not before signing autographs 
,for a bunch of kids waiting at the side door. 

After a week of shows, things slowed 
down. The Clash stopped doing sound 
checks, leaving their indomitable roadie, 
, Baker, to bang away on the instruments. 

CompS.te w/plc slHve 

Much of the e,i;citement for the band and 
crew has come from throwing passes out the 
window to the crowds below, the acquisi
tion of a new and different Clash t-shirt, 
and the appearance of someone famous in 
the dressing room. 

Every night, backstage, there is a party 
where the famous visitor, Keith Levene/ 
Robert Gordon/Joe Ely/Lee Perry, takes 
pictures with the Clash. The rest of the peo
ple wait for autographs and gobble the end
less supply of Remy Martin, Heineken, and 
of course, fried egg sandwiches. 

When the band leaves they go out into 
Times Square and pile into a stationwagon 
driven by their crazy Rastafarian roadie 
Ray; then they drive off, into the night. 

Kevin is the assistant producer/writer/ 
cameraman for the movie the Clash are 
making about their stint on Broadway. Af
ter a week of filming he's seen the rushes 
and is e,i;cited about what they have. 

"This is a political movie. Some people 
don't believe that music can cause change, 
but it can. Music reflects what is going on .. 
which causes an awareness ... which causes 
change. 

"The Clash have a song like 'Magnifi
cent Seven,'" Kevin explains, "That you 
can hear all over the city, blaring out of 
kids' boxes-whites, blacks, hispanics-it's 
transcendent. 

"What we're also trying to show, and 
what is important is, a belief that the Clash 
took from Mikey Dread and reggae. That 
music can heal.'' 

So what the movie will portray, and what 
people like Kevin, Joe Strummer, Paul Sim
onon, Topper Headon, and Mick Jones be
lieve is that when people come to see the 
Clash, they come with a lot of anger, frus
tration, and negative feelings. When the 
Clash get on stage, they are in pain-but, 
like emphatic healing, all the anger and 
frustration goes through them and then ... 
disappears. And people go home happy. 

"After 4 years of almost unrecognized excel
lence The Slickce Boys remain one of Ameri
ca's great bands."-Boston Rock 

"A cool band ."-NY Rocker 

"Out of the blue and brilliant." 
-Melody Maker 

"Just a shade too good (i.e. professional) for 
British credibility. "-Sounds 

The Slickee Boys have never failed to provide 
an enjoyable and spirited rock on vinyl." 

-Trouser Press 

"Don't miss this band, don't miss these 
records."-Gorilla Beal 
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Instructions: 
1. Preset radio to 102 FM 
2. Take the best music from the past: (Beatles, Stones, 

Who, Kinks, Bowle, Cream, Sex Pistols, T-Rex, etc.) 
3. Add today's best rock: (The Clash, Elvis Costello, The 

Cure, The Jam, Talking Heads, The Police, U2, Adam & 
The Ants, etc.) 

4. Flavor with local area bands: (Atlantlcs, Boys Life, 
Creamers, Hot Dates, Mission of Burma, Robert Ellis 
Orrell, Pastiche, etc.) 
NOTE: Don't forget the up and coming North Shore 
bands: (The Daughters, Games, Haywire, Pug Easy, 
Revolver, Turbulence, Wavelength, and many more ••• ) 

5. Mix It all up ..• and you've got "The New Music Source" 
Rich Anzalone on: 

Tuesday thru Sunday nights 6 p.m. • 12 midnight 
Requests Welcome: 599-6262 or 595-6200 

ALTERNATIVE 
7" Essential Bop EP 
7" Professionals-Join the Prolesslo~ 

als(E) 
7" Bill Netson-Youth ol Nation on Fire 

(E) 
7" srouxsie-Spellbound (E) 
7" Zounds-Demystification (E} 
7" S. Pyramids-Tennessee Rock 'n 

Roll(E) 
" Heaven 17-0n Your Money (E) 
" Ken Lockie-Today (E) 
"Can-I Want More (E) 
" Wire-Our Swimmer (E) 
" Peter Hammll-My Experience (E) 
"Essenllal Logic-Fanfare In the Gar
den (E) 

"Wasted Youth-Rebecca's Room (E) 
" Joseph K-Chance Meeting (E) 
" Dead or Alive-Number Eleven (E) 
" Korpus Krlsll-Stadt derblauen Erer 
(G) 

" Hollow Men-The Future (E} 
" Laughing Apple-Ha Ha Hee Heel 

EP(E} 
7" Delmontes-Don't Cry Your Tears 

(E) 
7' ' romeo void-White Sweater (US) 
7" Clock 0VA-4 Hours (E) 
7" Dead Kennedys- Too Drunk Too 

Fuck (US) 
7"' Girls at Our Best-Good as Gold (E) 
7" Melodic Energy Com-

misslon- MelOdy Is Energy (US) 
cass. Rough TradelNME (E) 
10·· Method Actors (E) 
12" PrOduct-Style Wars (E) 
LP Positive Noise-Heart ol Darkness 

(El 
tP Robyn Hitchcock-new (E) 
LP Colin Newman-new (E) 
LP Desperate Blcycle-Aemorse Code 

(E) 
LP Biting Tongues-Don't Heal (E) 
LP Art Objects-Bagpipe Music (E) 
LP UB-40-Present Arms (E) 
LP Adverts-Crossing the Red Sea (E) 
LP Aed Crayola-Kangaroo (US) 
LP Le Terme (E) 
LP Deadlock-Ambicja (Polish) 
LP Kryzys-Kryzys (Polish) 
LP Doll by Doll-same (E) 
LP OAF-Alles ISi Gut (E) 
LP Warsaw(E) 

LP Au Pairs-Playing With a Oillerent 
Sex(E) 

LP Can-Cannibalism (G) 
LP Can-Ege Bamyasl (G) 
LP Can-Monster Movie (GJ 
LP Can-Soon Over Babaluma (G) 
LP romeo void-It's a Condition (US) 
LP Jody Harris/Robert Quine-Escape 

(US} 
LP lrman Schmldt-Toyland 
LP Theatre of Hate-Live (E) 

HEAVY METAL 

ACIDC ACIOC ACIDC ACIDC 
LP ACIOC- TNT (A) 
LP ACIOC-Dir,V Deeds Done Cheap 

(A) 
LP AC/DC-Geordie w/Brian Johnson 
BLACK SABBATH BLACK SABBATH 

7" Black Sabbath-Paranoid (pie) (E) 
12" Black Sabbath-Ole Young (live) (El 
LP Black Sabbath-Greatest Hits (E) 
12" Ozzy Osborne-Mr. Crowley (live) 
LP Ozzy Osborne-Blizzard ol Oz 

DEEP PURPLE DEEP PURPLE 
LP O.P.-ln Concert (aU new live materl-

al) (E) 
LP O.P.-New. Uva, & Rare (J) 
LP O.P.-Lasl Concert In Japan (J) 
LP GUian- Mr. Universe (E) 
LP Gillan-Live at Budokan (A) 
LP Green Bulllrog-wlmembers of D.P 
7" Whllesnake-Don't Break My Heart 

Agaln(E) 
7" ' Gltlan-4 track EP (new) 
LP Graham Bommet (SK-Rainbow) 

JUDAS PRIEST JUDAS PRIEST 
LP Judas Priest BoK Set-Sin Aller Sin, 

Stained Glass. KIiiing Machine (E) 
LP Judas Priest-Sad Wings ol Destiny 

(US) 
LP Judas Prlest-Rocka Rolla (E) 

MOTORHEAD MOTORHEAD 
LP Motorhead-Motorhead (E) 
LP Motorhead-On Parole (E) 
LP Motorhead-Overkitl (E) 
LP Motorhead-Bombers (E) 
10" Motorhead-GirlschoolJPlease 

Don"t Touch (E) 
MORE METAL MORE METAL 

LP Riot- Rock City (C) 
LP A to Z-Wltch ol Berkeley (E) 
LP Scorplons-Lonnon,e Crow (C) 
LP Krokus-Pay II In Metel (E) 
LPWlklH St ndO G nd 

r· Led Zepplln-Hey, Hey What Can 
I Do(J) 

r• Glrtschool-new 
r· Anu-lwllch-Los.,. 
LP Reck1Hs-1st 
12'' Rush-Yitai Signs 
LP Trust-Repreulon 
LP Praying Mantis-1st 

LOCAL 

Robert Ellls Orrell-Fixation 
Robert EIII• Orrall-Actually (due aoon) 
Rott.rt EIII• Orrall-SwNt Nothing 
Robert Ellis Orrell-Big 12" alngte 

LP's LP's LP'• LP'• LP's 

Modem Method Records Compila-
tion 

Rings-new release 
Human SeKual Response-Fig. 14 
Prof. Anonymous-Living In the Real 

World 
Boston Incest LP 
Robin Lane and the 

Chartbusters-tmltation Ute 
The Nervous Eaters 
Private Ughlning 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
Bill Chlnnock-Dlme Store Heroes 
Rags- They Closed Sliver Lake 
Pep Lester-Songs In Search 01 Music 
Jeanne French-Diamond In Rough 
Barbarians 
Fools- Heavy Mental 
G.G. AIUn-Always Was, Is and Always 

WUIBI:! 
DMZ-Relics, new on Bomp 

12" 12" 12" 12" 12" 12" 
Zion lnltatlon-Showcase 
Bound & Gagged 
Robin Lane-5 Live Songs 
Shane Champagne 
10" City Thrills-Incl. Sorry 

r· r· r· r· r· 7" 7" 
Upstarts-Live Each Day 
Oriental Artists-Hit Single 
Slow Chlldren-Pseudo Girl 
Hay Wire-Eve of Destruction 
Mirrors-Slay Close 
Trademanls-Maglc In Her Eyes 
Swingers Resort-new 45 
All L H (baki 

stock soon) 
Willie Loco A1eKander-Gin 
Blue Moon-WIid Weekend 
Beaver Brown-Wild Summer Nights 
Dutch Courage-Imagine 
Fools-Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
General Foodz-Be So Funny 
Gremles-No Surfln' Jn Dorchester Bay 
Jared-Space Travetter 
Joshua Hayes-Cardiac Arrest 
I-Tones-Love Is a Pleasure 
Mission ol Burma-Academy Fight 

Song 
Mur'ldanes-Make H the Same 
Neighborhoods-Prettiest Gfrl 
Pastiche-Lock It Up 
Scientific Americans-FleKI-Disc 
Space Negroes-Go Commercial 
Stains-4 song EP 
Stompers-You're the One 
Ta,:;I Boys-4 song EP 
Third Rall-H's a Surprise 
V:-Oon't Let lhe Bastards 
Vinny Band-I Won't Bother You No 

More 
Boys Ute-due soon 
New MOdels-due soon 

SOLID ROCK 
LP Allman Bros.-Live at Fillmore East 

(US) 
LP Beatles-Beatlemania (C) 
LP Beatles-20 Golden Hits (F) 
LP Beatles-2nd (J) 
LP Capt. Beefhear1-Strlctly Personal 

(E) 
LP Counl Five-Psychotic Reaction 

(US) 
LP Dave Clark Five-Best 
LP Derek & the Domlnos-Uve (J) 
LP Love-Da Capo (G) 
LP Moby Grape-(1 st wlorig. cover) 
LP Hassles-Billy Joel's first band (J) 
T' Phil Collins-ti Leaving Me ... 
7" Squeeze-ls That Love 
7" Fleetwood Mac-Sliver Spring (J) 
LP Genesls-FoKtrol (El 
7" Genesis-Guidance ol Autumn (E) 
12" Peter Gabriel-I Don't Remember 

(C) 
LP Peter Green-Watcha Gonna Do? 

(4th solo LP'J(E) 
LP Jlml Hendrix-War Heroes (J) 
LP Jiml Hendrix-Woke Up This Morn• 

ing(E) 
12" John Lennon Imagine (G) 

12" Lynyrd Skynyrd-Freebird (E) 
7" RoKy Music-Jealous Guy (E) 
7" Yes-Don't KIii the Whales (El 
12" Zappa-I Oon·1 Wanna Be Drafted 

(C) 
LP Giles. GIies, & Fripp (J) 
LP Monkees-1 st & more of (J) 
CA Yoko Ono-Walking on Thin 

lce(wleKtra track)(E) 
12" Plastic Ono Band-Give Peace 

aChance(G) 
LP Robert Wyatt-Rock Bottom/Ruth 

Is Stranger Than Richard (E) 
7" Lennon/Elton John-Stand by 

Me(E) 
LP Soft Machine-Cockayne 

WHO WHO WHO WHO WHO 
LP Who-Face Dances (due March 23) 
7" Who-You Beller You Bel 
LP Who-Direct Hits (J) 
LP Who- Perteet Collection lJ) 
LP Who- A Quick One (J) 
,LP Who- Odds "n Sods (E) 
LP Who- Live at Leeds wlposter (E) 
LP Pete Townshend-Who Came First 

(El 
7"' High Numbers-I'm the Face (E) 
12" Secret Policeman's Ball-acoush 

··won't Get Fooled Again" 
LP Who-My Generation (E) 
LP Who-Seit Out (J) 
LP Who-Who's Ne~t (J) 

15 New Release On Sale At All Times 
ADAM & THE ANTS ADAM & THE ANTS 
7" Adam & Ants-Stand & Deliver 
7" Adam & Ants-Young 

Parisians/ZeroJl/Car Trouble/ 
Ant MusidDog Eal Dog/ 
Kings ol Wild Frontier 

7" Adam & Anls-A.N.T.S. (fle,:idisc) 
LP Adam & Anls-010\ Wears While 

So, 
LP Adam & An1s-Kmgs of Wild 

Frontier 
LP Jubilee (Has Plas Surgery & 

Deutscher Girls by Adami 

BOOKS 
Bealles-Geolfrey Slokes 
Beatles-A lo Z 
Beatles-Illustrated Lyrics Vol. 1 & 2 
Lennon Remembers-John Lennon 
In His Own Write-John Lennon 
Lennon Tapes 
sp· Fl RS 
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bbornootls, \tor~ Jobn, 
Ith tbe l'l•li - ...illl 

., was obviously ecstatic and so good it was .----------------1 shocking. As a friend of mine said later, 
\JP \n tbe a\r V'I .A. .. ., ~ starry-eyed liule girls fantasizing about 
,. .., A. ..... .,,. .il David and adolescent boys who wanted to 

.. Al .,.. A.------------------! be David one minute and kill him the next. 
~ The tension began to show through the pol

--------------! thusiasm in the world but they were shoved ish and they started to take it out on their 

by Jane Richter 

My timing is usually pretty good but in 
this instance I'd have to say that I blew it. I 
never had much use for the Neighborhoods. 
They came out of nowhere to beat La Peste 
in the Rat's Battle of the Bands two years 
ago and I was so pissed I ignored them for 
the next year and a half. The few times our 
paths crossed, I condescended to admit 
that, yes it was exciting and sure, they had 
energy but their music was derivative, they 
had only one song and it was all pretty trivi
al. I was an idiot-closed minded, short
sighted and worst of all, deaf as a Dead
head. One thing about writing, it forces you 
to pay attention and when I finally did lis
ten, I was hooked but good. Since then, the 
Neighborhoods have become the most im
portant band in my life. But like I said, I 
blew it because just as I was waking up to 
the quality and significance of this band it 
was probably coming 10 the end. The 
Neighborhoods are finished and although it 
was probably inevitable, it's a tragedy be
cause they were so incredibly misunder
stood. 

David Minehan, John Hartcorn and 
Michael Quaglia started out with all the en-

into the spotlight so fast they never had a audience. ''I used to be so bad,'' say David. 
chance to learn how to make their own de- "l used to say 'You fuckers, you make me 
cisions. Too many opportunists were all too sick' maybe ten times a night. Of course, I 
willing to take over and tell 1hem what to was a frustrated kid." It wasn't only audi
do. Pushed and pulled and hyped and ences that reacted to this kind of behavior. 
fawned over, nothing really went right for "There was one show," Michael added, 
them. They took crap from all sides-the "where, because of a bad attitude on stage, 
worst from their so-called admirers. All there was a record company there watching 
they had right was the talent, but nobody us that signed the band we were playing 
recognized it for what it was. with.'' 

After the Battle victory, they got locked 
into a vicious cycle of huge expenses and 
constant gigs. They were always on the 
verge of something big but somehow noth
ing happened. As David Minehan explains, 
"We had some disappointing letdowns. 
Goals that seemed 10 be very close within 
our reach were not. We were being misled 
and lied to. Also we were working every 
night-not studying-doing our home
work-listening to other music-the most 
basic and essential things to a band's 
growth." 

Predictably, the endless gigs led to a 
staged, fixed show-competent and enter
taining but unsatisfying and ultimately bor
ing. The smart people who initially recog
nized the band's enormous potential drifted 
away in search of more interesting music. 
That left the Hoods with an audience of 

It slowly became clear to the band that 
they wanted to take control of their own 
management but they didn't have the 
knowledge or experience to know what to 
do about it. "Since we were young at that 
time," David explains now, "we were led 
by the hand and we thought, 'This job is 
overwhelming. How cou ld we do it?'" 
When they did finally make the break with 
their manager, Joe Casey, it was totally un
planned. 

The next night they played a WZBC ben
efit at the Underground-their first time at 
the club, their first night on their own, and 
the first time I really paid attention to the 
Neighborhoods. They were on fire that 
night. They played a short but unbelievably 
intense set of material that was all new to 
most of us in the club and it was a revela
tion-the songs were incredible. The band --........... ~ ........... _ ... , .................. , ____________ _ 

"Where did this band come f.rom?" 
To hear them tell it, they were coming out 

of bondage. "It was the emancipation pro
clamation," David recalls. "For the first 
month our heads were swimming with eu
phoria." As it turned out, managing their 
own affairs wasn't as difficult as they'd 
thought. They cut way back on their living 
expenses, moved into a communal city 
apartment and started making plans. They 
got involved in new projects-filming a 
song with acting and choreography. David 
lights up when he talks about it. "A band 
will play mechanically on stage-there's so 
much pressure to hi1 the righ1 notes that lyr
ical content is overlooked. With video you 
can portray content more explicitly and it 
has so much more to say." 

They talked about seriously adding a 
fourth member-someone who could bring 
additional creativity in10 the band and take 
some of the burden off of David, who has 
always been responsible for all the music as 
well as being the main focus of the live 
show. They also discussed expanding the 
concept of the Neighborhoods, changing 
their name, collaborating with other musi
cians, opening things up. They deliberately 
stayed out of the city, convinced they they 
should wait until all the changes were ac
complished. To pay the rent, they had to 
keep playing, and the clubs they played 
eventually finished them off. Suburban au
diences arc not known for their open mind
edness or their nexibility and they proved it 
once again with the Hoods. 

A few months ago David talked about his 
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old fans and their raistancc. "I don't want 
to lose any fans because those people are 
important to me. Those people shared a 
part of our lives with us. It's just that peo
ple find it very hard to change. Ir you're 
somebody who goes to see a band for a se
curity blanket, forget it man-the Neigh
borhoods are not ever going to do that for 
you because we're changing in so many 
ways that you're going to have to expect 
something different from us now." Never
theless, crowds kept begging for "Prelliest 
Girl," a song the band had long outgrown. 
David would literally get down on his knees 
and plead with crying girls, "Listen, please, 
you've got to understand-if I play that 
again I'm gonna go out of my fucking 
mind.'' What's ironic and sad is the genuine 
quality and originality of the songs that 
were going right over their heads-musical
ly complex and lyrically provocative-bril
liant songs and nobody heard them. The 
suburban kids kept on waiting for "Pretti
est Girl." 

One critical mistake that the band made 
was in deliberately staying out of Boston. 
I've been to some very peculiar places with 
the Hoods in the last couple of months and 
I've seen some of the best shows of my life. 
They've all been different too and that's 
been a large part of the pleasure. Thr un
pleasant part was the crowds who didn't 
have the slightest idea what they were hear
ing. The Neighborhoods were so afraid of 
being misunderstood that they shut them
selves off from their biggest potential 
source of real support. "All I want is not to 
be misconstrued," David said last April. 
"People may sec the same lineup and some 
of the older songs and it may stick out 
stronger because they knew us in the past. I 
don't want that to happen. I want to be 
ready. We're just trying to do it right this 
time." 

They'd been so isolated for so long that 
they didn't understand what's been going 
on in the city over the last year or so. The 
new local crowds would have gone wild over 

this music and this band if they'd had the 
chance. Boston audiences love watching a 
band develop. That's one reason Mission of 
Burma have such a fanatical following
they were never afraid to do their growing 
up in full public view. The fascination was 
that you never knew what you'd get and the 
loyalty came from being in on the process. 
If the Hoods had gone that route they might 
have kept their spirit. Of course, they also 
might have starved but then they may be 
facing that now anyway. 

Their second big mistake was not releasing 
a record. They did plenty of recording
Rick Harte figures there's at least enough 
for a killer album-but they got so tangled 
up in legal advice, money wrangles and gen
eral paranoia that they never managed to 
finalize anything. If that material never gets 
released it will be a criminal waste because 
it's brilliant, classic stuff. 

In all the misconceptions surrounding 
the Neighborhoods, David is the one who's 
been the most unfairly judged and the least 
understood. I've never known anybody like 
him. He's incredibly sensitive and incredi
bly spoiled. For all his flamboyance and 
cool posing, he's basically shy and fearful
he doesn't trust people much but then he 
hasn't had a lot of reason to. I've seen him 
arrogant and distant and selfish and I've 
also seen him loving and open and gener
ous. He's extremely intelligent and percep
tive-even visionary at times but he can also 
be sullen and pigheaded and irrational. He 
cares passionately abou1 music, as much as 
anyone I've ever met. Overriding everything 
else is his gigantic talent-greater than any
one, especially he himself, imagines. That 
sounds exaggerated but I'm convinced it's a 
simple fact. Rick Harte believes David 
Minehan is a gcnuis. So docs every member 
of Mission of Burma and so docs Eric Van, 
a critic of some credibility. 

David is a star if there ever was one. He 
can't help it-it's as intuitive to him as 
breathing-but give him an audience (any 
audience) and he has 10 win them over even 

if he hates them. In the proc:css he some
times winds up hating himself. It's this 
quality and the fact that he's had no time 
and no help in learning to live with it that 
gives him so much grief. He's so compulsive 
about performing tha1 he steals the stage 
from his own songs. And when he gets the 
wrong kind of feedback the frus1ration just 
keeps recycling. 

The people around him, including some 
who are sincerely looking after his interests, 
treat him like a product to be marketed. 
They're all missing the ppint. David needs 
to be heard-instead he gets watched. Ev
erybody looks at him and nobody listens. It 
seems so obvious that he's struggling to 
grow up-fighting for control of his life and 
his future and most of all his art, but the 
people near him arc too close to see it. They 
humor him but they don't respect him and 
that's a brutal injustice. Over and over you 
hear it-"Don't upset David"-"David's 
dcprcsscd"-David's throwing a tantrum" 
-"David's whims"-"David's moods"
and on and on. It's destructive for David 
and it doesn't do too much to create a 
healthy working relationship. Michael and 
John certainly haven't had much choice
without David they have no band and they 
know it. That's not a fair situation for any
body. 

At the same time David attracts creeps
starfuckcrs who don't contribute anything 
-they just grab and fawn and get some 
strange satisfaction from being around him. 
Nobody treats him like a real person. 
Watching the way people behave in the pre
sence of David Minehan is a positively sur
real experience. It's all wrong. He doesn't 
need lawyers or babysitters and he certainly 
doesn't need gift bearing groupies. He 
needs real friends who aren't afraid to tell 
him when to stop being a brat and get on 
with it. He needs colleagues who value his 
talent and his musicianship. He needs to 
learn how to be a leader without being a ty
rant. He needs input and feedback in order 
to develop his craft which is what he keeps 

sayina he wants lo do. He's breaking up the 
Neighborhoods because he doesn't want to 
have to live it out anymore but that's not 
going to necessarily resolve it. He's carrying 
the pressures right along with him. 

I don'! know what he'll have to do to 
prove himself as a serious and important 
artist. If his songs don'1 do it nothing will. 
Songs like "Cultured Pearls," "Electrici
ty" and "It All Makes Sense" arc some of 
the best I've ever heard. In fact he hasn't 
got a single song tha1 isn't great, including 
the old ones (though they cmbarass him a 
little because he has come so far since then). 
What finally convinced me was a 1ape he 
made one afternoon when he was screwing 
around. H was basically just David singing 
"Uniforms and Insignias." lt was slow and 
quiet with very little instrumental backup 
and no theatrics. For the first time I really 
heard the gorgeous melody with all the sub
tle changes that get buried in the crash bang 
of a live performance. It was staggering. 

So the big question is what happens now? 
I can't answer it. Nobody can. I could tell 
you what today's plan is but I know tomor
row's will be different and next week 
1hcrc'll be a new one. That may seem like 
typical Minehan chaos but it's actually the 
healthiest state possible right now. 

David could go either way at this point. 
Without the Hoods the pressure's on as 
hard as ever and when he gets hungry or has 
to think about a day job, art might not 
seem so attractive. If he's lucky he'll keep 
it loose-learning and trying things. He'll 
build his skills, reputation and confidence. 
If he does that there's no limit to what he 
can accomplish. Christ he'~ only twenty 
two years old! Yet he could get shoved back 
on the treadmill of gigs, groupies and bore
dom. He could even end up in the Boston 
Garden before he knows who he is. And 
that would really be a tragedy because Da
vid Minehan is only beginning. I wish I 
could say "I'm positive it's gonna be all 
right" (a line from "Cultured Pearls")-! 
only know how much I want it to be. 

5 New Songs for Summer tea· 
turtng speclal guests: Jona· 
than Richman, Phll Russo, 
Beth Harrington Jonathan Pa· 
ley, Erik Lindgren, Eric Rosen· 
feld. 
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LADIES INVITED 

The Trademarks 
June 26, 27 

Paul l\lshell Dand 
June 26 

The Meetings 
JuM29 

Street Corner Jive 

June30 

Chris Jones 
and the Regulars 

July 1 

WCOZnlght 
July2 

Luther " Guitar Jr." 
Johnson and his Chicago 

blues band 
July3 

John A·s Hidden Secret 
6 Special guests 

(formerly of Streets) 
July4 

Paul l\lshell Dand 

July$ 

DOSTONI\OCK 

1st ·Annlverso,y Porty 
(coupon In this Issue) 

NEATS AND 
NATIVE TONGUE 

July6 

IIHper 
Juty7 

The famous Strangers 
July& 

The Pencil 
July9 

The Spotflnders 
July 10 

Plon•t Str••t 
T~Jockols 

July1f 

l\ubber l\odeo 
July 12 

Someone 6 th• 
Somebodies 

LlmboP.oce 
July 13 

John Lincoln Wright 
6 the Sourmosh Review 

July 14 

Downtime 

i July 15 

DolCodo 
July 16 

New Models 
July 17 

Hypertension 
July 16 

EVERY SUNDAY Stage Fright 
Showcu e (open mike) 3-7 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
HAPPY HOUR 3-7 

Lil 1350~ .,,:ndi•St 

~ ;,,,,,.,nSQ C -, br,rge 
~Ill 9u ·:.e-

Hypertension 
June 25, 26, 27 

One People (reggae) 
June28 

Hypnotics 
June 30, July 1 

Eclipse (featuring 
Kalle Roberts) 

July2 

Hopeton Johnson and 
the Ambassadors Oau) 

July 3, 4 
MIii Bermejo& 

The Latin Explosion 
July 6, 9 

Downtime 
July 10, 11 

Ahknaton 
July 16 
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6126 6/27 6/28 6/29 
Nttrvou1 Eat•rllFuture CCCPTV/Llmbo Race Pastiche/Korea/Mighty Iona Rock'n' Roll 
Dada/Planet Street . .Rat .. .. Red (24 Thayer St.) ...... Rat (Final a) . 

WIid Starea/ln1tepa/Artyord Ml11lon of Burma/People In One People (raggae) Vitamin/Lim ... Cantone's Store1 ... . .. ........ Rat .......... . . . Western Front 
Rock 'n' Roll Rumble . .. Spit 
with Suade Cowboys/Face Rock 'n' Roll Rumble (Semi, Rock 'n' Roll Rumble (Semi· Engll1h Rock 
to F.ace/The Freeze/ Flnala).. . .. . . . ..... .. Spit Flnal1) . . . ... .. ..... .. . Spit 
Extremes 
TIM Challenge (Seml·Flnala) The Challenge (Sam6~~n:~:l The Challenge (Sam6~~'::'~:\ 

Channel 

7/3 7/4 
Ramones . Club Casino, NH Nervou1 Eaterl/Lyrea/ 

(603·926·4300) Cla11lc Ruin• . . . Channel 
(farewell to the Eaters) 

7/5 7/6 

Ramones . . .. Uncle Sam's Bo1ton Rock 
(925-2585) with Native T 

Neet1 
Heelln' of the Nailona (reg· 

Outlet,& aurprlH ...... Rat gae), ........ . . Swift's 

Red/Pathway 
.. Red (24 Thayer St.) 

Taxi Boyl/Boya Life 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jasper's 

7/10 7/11 7/12 7/13 
Joe Jacklon . . . Paradise The Cr1mpl/Lou M'8mU Temptation, Barre1-Burk 

Staln1 .. . . . Channel Berklee Performance Center Blondle) .. 
Ml1alon of Bunna/Boya 
LlfalArtyard . ... . Channel Black Flag/Love and Flame David Johan1en ... Paradise Square Peg/ 

.... Paradise 
Black Flag Sunday matinee 

Future Dada/Jared (111 age1!) .. . . . . . .. Paradise 
.. Cantone's 

Joh Malla (raggH) .. Swift's 
Sueda Cowboyl/Rubber 
Rodeo/The D Club ...... Rat 
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by Ca"ie B. Cooper speak English? Hard to tell. «i 

~ .Yd? t 
t Jr_p »ii 

Language presented only one Turns out language doesn'1 c § 
obstacle. The other, much more really matter. They just blow me ~iii 
importan1 dilemma, was how to away during the soundcheck. ~ ~ 
approach the Plastics or why I'd Having only heard them on record c 
want to . Rock and roll, new wave, before, I wasn't ready for fun or -
punk, avant garde-loud self-ex- frivolity. Chica wears Bermuda 
pression-tossing that music into shorts and a white T-shirt with 

! !!~ 
my mental video of Tokyo sends huge black letters "Yoko Ono" 
my head wheeling. Why? How? I on the front and "Season of 
would think that this type of mu- Glass" on the back. They sing a 
sic would be as alien to an Oriental cut off the album, "Good," a 
as aestheticism would be to most nonsensical series of English and 
Americans. French early language lessons and, 

So I pondered the Plastics' al- surprise, pull out a bit during a 
bum very carefully, looking for rhythmic bridge between verses. 
clues to the answers of those ques- The crispness of their sound sets 
tions. The lyrics left me in the electric knots off inside my knees. 
dark. Minimal to primitive to pop They sing "Last Train to Clarks
and back, fractured love songs ville" and I know we speak the 
and devoid-even-of-pain-songs. same language . Shared roots. In
" lt 's cold and cold and cold/ New admissable as it may be, I bought 
York is a frozen steak ... This is my first ever LP so I could listen 
peace/This is funny fairly talc," to that song . Comprcndo. 
they sing in " Peace," for exam- Feeling better, I troop outtothe 
pie. Or "TV ningen micom ma- outer bar to interview them. Be
nia/Plastics face technology" fore we sit down, their rhythm 
(" Delicious"). Or, " IB M NHK machi ne player, Ma-Chan, sidles 
TDK CBSrrhere's no mass med ia up to a larger 1han life photo of 
today/ You're robot," ("Ro- Elton John and starts mimicing 
bot") . the expression on the pop star's 

Do the writers of these songs race. In frantic Japanese, and 

FIORUCC 
laughing the whole time, all the 
others gave him help . Told him, I 
guess, what muscles to move , how 
to make his eyes look crazier. Lots 
of applause when he finally gets it 
right. Remarkable copy. 

The three main songwriters Chi
ca (who who a1so sings and plays a 
variety of percussion inst ruments), 
Toshi {vocals, guitar, percussion 
instruments), and Haj imc (guitar, 
harmonica) have played together 
fot five years. Ma-C han and synth 
player Takcmi (who wants to 
AmcricaniLe his name to Ma rk), 
joined three years ago. The band 



TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

6/30 7/1 7/2 

le Ventures 
The Challenge (Flnala) 

....... Swift's . . . . . . . . . Channel Peter Dayton/The Splkea 
.. Metro ..... Jack's (491-7800) 

P1ychedellc Furs/Mission Squeeze..... . .... Metro 
e of Burma . . . .. Metro New ModeleJllnHIFace to 

ntone's Slow Chlldren/Mlghty Iona Face . . . . . . . . . . .. Swift's 

(Freel) 
.. Swift's 

717 7/8 

...... 1270 

7/9 
I . . Inn Sq. Gang of Four 

e 
. Metro Out1ets/Rune1 .... 1270 Robin lane .. ... Metro 

Famous Strangers/Lao Ego New Music Review Channel Robin Lane llve video slmul-
(AT LAST!). . ...... Rat with Leper/October Daysi CHI (all ages I) ......... Spit 

Struggle 

7/14 7/15 

Memphis Rocklbflly Band 
... Mr. McNasty's (536-2509) 

7/16 
son (of Roger C. Reale/HI-Beams/ Mod lang/Dezlners . ... . Rat Boat on Rock Benell! 
Paradise A.Y.M. . ......... Rat Bunratty's 

Moody Bluea with the Trademarks 
. . ... Rat . . . Providence Civic Center 

Trademarks/Fire Dept. 
Pylon ............. Paradise 

....... 1270 City Thrills/Now Toya ... Rat 

there were thousands. Japanese '( BOST o N audiences aren't allowed to dance 
" at concerts, either. That sent me 

1·-+---

9
---

0
---e--,-- for another loop. A whole coun

try like the Paradise. 
And when I asked them "Why 

rock and roll?" they had no an-
i, V j,;;) swer. They liked it better than n ..., C':/' Japanese music, they said. 

The band started out wanting to 
,l i.,,. 1il:> portray an inorganic attitude, cold 
.,. ,,T V i and mechanical, much like the 

!!! 3 main thrust of the LP. Hajime, ,ff- ~ ~ ~ ~ who is quite articulate, admitted 

0 _l. w g 3 that though starting out with that 
~ idea, "We are trying to be organic 

tiii!! S ~ - these days," he said. "We want to 
--_ get excited. We like to get excit

ed." Qr ~ ~ They arc also real fun to watch. 
Movement and bright colors. To-• + -e I;) shi wore a hat with a huge yellow ... ~ r feather in it, and jumped all over 

Ll,,r--:::::::--'::::;::-:,:c-=::-:::''=""-::-~- the place, a Japanese Julian Cope. 
·r . P-TOWN Chica flitted through Oriental 

used to play only covers by such 
rockers as Bowie, Jagger and the 
Stones, the Who, Beatles and Bob 
Dylan. In 1977 they were hit by 
Sex Pistols, Talking Heads, Tele
vision, B52's, Devo and Kraft
werk. 

Most of the bands in Japan, ac
cording 10 Plastics, play covers. 
Apparently, they aren't very 
good, but they keep playing. I 
couldn't get a handle on how 
many bands play or how strong 
the Japanese scene is. The Plastics 
started out saying there were twen
ty rock bands and ended up saying 

dances most of the time, with vari
ous visually-stimulating props: a 
fan, a crystal rod, an eight-foot 
long turquiose scarf. Ma-Chan, 
who often has little to do other 
than watch lights on his rhythm 
machine, danced in the back Like 
some hi-tech beatnik. 

A good show. They got called 
back for three encores, and the 
reason th'at they fought the neces
sary obstacles and took this stuff 
up is obvious. Clear as it is with 
any other band, no matter whal 
language they speak or what sort 
of closed and quiet background 
they may come from-they dig ii, 
that' s all. • 

Soon Here: romeo void, Jon
athan Richmond, Sllta, Un· 
dertonea, Van Halen 

PETER DAYTON 
BAND 
and 

THE SPIKES 

* JACK'S 
Thurs. July 2 

Va• deferen11. 

Ju·1e 2nd deo'..l t 
a':.. • ... ·;e :.:~1de.:-bround 
isn I t reviewed in 
t.hi s issue 

SUADE COWBOYS 
IN THE R'N'R RUMBLE 
FRIDAY 6/2611:30p.m. 

where great sounds are born nightly! 

• 952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE~ :.i 
THE LINES-June 26, 27 & July 16, 17, 18 

!
* THE SATELLITES-July 3 & 4 .;& 

AMERICAN TEEN-July 10 & 11 ,I!. 
KATIE ROBERTS BAND-Funk Night, June 30 ~"i 
PETER DAYTON BAND plus THE SPIKES- ~ 

I July2 ~ 
THE LARKIN BAND-July6 ' 
FAMOUS STRANGERS-July 12 
KASHA-Hot Reggae Party-July 13 

i 
Ca/1491-7800/orotherdates 
COME EARLY FOR THESE 8-10 PM SPECIAaS '/:1, 
Sundays-2 for 1 Tuesdays Draft Beer-50¢ 
Mondays-Vodka 75¢ Wednesdays-2 for 1 {!*!~i-~--* u~*~*~~ ~~:s V ~ ~ 

EAST COAST GUITARS 
-BUY-SELL-TRADE-REPAIR-

A FULL SERVICE GUITAR SHOP 
FOR THE MODERN PLAYER. 

VINTAGE SPECIALISTS 
"We have the ~intage guitars, basses, and amps that you want In 
stock and at prices you can aMordf' 

EXPERT REPAIR & CUSTOM WORK 
"Neil Thompson's 1 O years of professional experience assure 
expert work done properly the first time and guaranteed to last." 

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR GOOD USED 
EQUIPMENT! 

SUPER SUMMER SPECIALS 

If 
ILL LAWRENCE !!!!!!!!!!!!! DESTROYER ~ SET INTONATION II 
u:~R, STRINGS - !!~~~AMP - CEIKS;"'o~~-1 

HOW SJ.25 = NOW $29.95 ,,.ctu<>ru,rwsr••..ot 

12A Elliot St., Harvard Sq. 
(Below Pier One Imports, Camb.) 

11-6 P.M., Mon.-Sat. 

354-8870 
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by Belsy "Badges" Sherman 

In honor of the many happy hours I've 
spent banging away on my drum pad, Jis. 
tening to the Gary Glitter greatest hits EP, I 
decided I had to go see the Great One him
self when I was in London. I was a bit skep
tical; after all, those songs were recorded in 
the mid-seventies, even though I only dis
covered them six months ago. His present 
"comeback" finds him around forty with a 
considerable paunch. On top of that, I had 
the impression he was one of those "manu
factured" stars, leaning heavily on over
dubs and studio musicians, and you know 
how those can be live. But what magic 
those records have; it would be worth it to 
find out if the spark was still there. 

And this wasn't just any Gary Glitter 
show, this was the Gary Glitter Birthday 
Concert. It was at the Dominion, which 
looked very theatricaJ. The rather sparse 
audience was very young and straight
looking; boys in baseball-type jackets and 
girls with pink lipstick. 

J had seen the opening band, the Dumb 
Blonds, the night before (opening for some
one else), so I spent their set in the lounge. 
Identical bleached blonds playing bland 
techno-pop, they were the worst band I saw 
in England. 

The impatiem shouts of "Leader! Lead
er!" (referring to the song "Leader of the 
Gang" ) during the intermission were a bit 
macabre. Finally Gary Glittcr's band came 

on; a long Boring Old Fart instrumental in
tro increased my fear that I'd wasted a pre
cious London evening. Just when I thought 
I couldn't stand anymore, a spotlight 
picked out, on a platform at the back of 
the stage, The Leader himself, in a black 
and silver cartoon super-hero outfit. From 
then on the magic never let up. 

I'm not kidding, it was as good as wrest
ling, and you could dance to it! It's weird, 
despite the teenage audience and the acces
sible Big Beat, the closest thing I could 
compare him to would be Bette Midler, or, 
no, wait a minute ... Craig Russell! He was 
truly the best drag queen I've ever seen, but 
there was such a subtle mixture of inno
cence and camp that it was a "family" 
show. 

Gary ran through his hits early, and had 
us all up front dancing. But even in Eng
land they don't understand: the bouncers 
took advantage of the first slow song to sit I 
everyone down individually. That lasted 
until the next fast song. Every few songs 
Gary would disappear, and a long boring 
instrumental passage would signal a cos
tume change. Then he would dramatically 
re-appear on the platform, in a gold cape, 
flourished to reveal a gold lame suit of ar
mor, pieces of which he successively 
stripped off and tossed away. The final 
costume change found him in a very scanty 
silver gladiator-type suit. For this entrance 
he stood up on his platform with his back to 
us, Betty Grable style. 

The music was impeccable; Gary's voice 
started off a little weak, but gained strength 
as the show went on. But the show was so 
much more than the music. He was so com
fortable with the crowd; he had the kind of 
rapport that Sting keeps trying for (too ob
viously, that's his problem). It's as if a guy 
like him doesn't really deserve to be on 
stage, it's hard to pin down exactly what his 
talent is, so he himself spends the entire 
show marveling at his own good fortune. In 
the middle of the second song he smiled and 
declared, "Your sense of humor is demand
ed." There is such an acknowledgment of 
the artifice that it eventually becomes sin
cere. 

I can think of few other performers I'd 
shout "Rock 'n' Roll" for, let alone sing 
"Happy Birthday" to. Oh yeah, we all did 
it "spontaneously." Gary just rolled his 
eyes, looked at the floor and said "Oh 
dear, I thought something like this was go
ing to happen.'' 

The finale was pure Judy Garland: the 
audience screams out its affection, Gary 
takes a deep breath, clutches his heart, 
wipes a tear from his eye. "The roses," I 

JI' 

think, "Where's the bouquet of roses?!" 
Sure enough, a huge bouquet of pink roses 
is thrust into Gary's arms; he flings them 
one by one out into the crowd. Does this 
sound too nauseating? Don't think I didn't 
scramble to get one of those roses! 

As much as I wanted the show to last, I 
didn't want an encore, because what could 
top that finale? A horse-drawn chariot, you 
venture? How'd you guess! An Apollo to 
end all Apollos. 

The issue of sexiness rears its ugly head. 
I'm not particularly into fat; I nearly throt
tled the "friend" who once took me to see 
Meatloaf. But Gary Glitter's unselfcon
sciousness about his bulk only makes him 
the more attractive because of it, the way 
Scan Connery's acceptance of his baldness 
makes him even more sexy. 

The Gary Glitter people are working on 
setting up an American tour. I really don't 
know how he'd go over with American au
diences. He just doesn't have the macho 
that the rock audiences demand, and I hope 
they don't overdo the camp aspect for the 
club audiences. Bui if you go, and you love 
him, let him know it! 

Music starts at 8:30 
528 Commonwealth Ave. 

Boston, MA 02215 
(617)247-7713 

6/26 Nervous Eaters/Future Dads/Planet Street 
6/28 Mission of Burma/People in Stores/Vietnam 
6/28 Pastiche/Korea/Mighty Ions 
6/29 Cyclone/2 MIiiion B.C. 
6/30 Jared/Fast Transaction/Fans 
7/1 Jackals/Korea/Liquids 
7/2 France/Wltch-one/Lazers 
7/3 France/Kid Morocco/Steelers 
7/4 Outlets (plus surprise!) 
7/5 The Form/Needles/Runes 
7/6 October Days/Slmpllstlcs 
7/7 Famous Strangers/Leo Ego & The ld/Lanks 
7/8 Puppet Rulers/Nubs/It's Just 
7/9 Artyard 
7/10 TBA 
7/11 Suade Cowboys/Rubber Rodeo/The D Club 
7/12 Shut Inns/Death In the Shopping Malls/Los 

Paramounts 
7/13 Square Peg/Jaguar 
7/14 RogerC. Real/HI Beams/A.Y.M. 
7/15 Mod Lang/Dezlners 
7/16 City Thrills/New Toys/Jackals 

.... 
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13 ea 17 Great Songs 

SIDE 1 

PASTICHE "Psycho Blonde" 
THE OUTLETS, "3rd Floor for Me" 
FUTURE DADS, "New Feeling" 
BOYS LIFE, "I Wasn't Me" 
LA PESTE, "Army of Apathy" 
SWINGERS RESORT, "Hit List" 
YOUNG SNAKES, "Brains and Eggs" 
VACUUMHEADS, "Preppie Girls" 
LA PESTE, "Lease on Life" 

SIDE2 

SUADE COWBOYS, "Master" 
BOUND & GAGGED, "Black Sand" 
SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES, "Before and 

After" 
PASTICHE, "This Reminds Me of the Future" 

1 
BIRD SONGS OF THE MESOZOIC, "Pulse Piecer 
THE LONERS, "Planet Spirit" ., 
BOUND & GAGGED, "Personal Monsters" 
BOYS LIFE, "Heroes of the Dead" 

ing 
Now Available. 

Modern Method Records 
c/o Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 247-7590 
S7.00 by Mall postpaid 

America's favorite fixation is Orrall: 
Robert Ellis Orrall's debut album, + 

"Fixation." Featuring the single, "Actually." 

Robert Ellis Orran 
... Fixation 

ncn~ 
Records and Tapes $4.99 

--V/S,tl " 

~ 
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GAD ABOUT FAD 
) 

lith a domestic converter, wire's exposed, 

\ 

trying to figure out the live Lines from the 
ground. He guessed right. 

Seems as though he always has, actually. 
The past few years show an uncanny knack 
for timing. 

"When I was at art college in Leeds, I 
was doing performance art. I was giving a 
mime class and one of the group 1 was 

_. teaching came up and said 'let's form 
a band.' Some of them played instruments 
and asked me to sing. We did two gigs as 
The Fans-no relation to the others, of 
course, and I just got fed up with it. I de
cided to go solo. We moved down to Lon
don, got a flat with a few others." 

by Michael Hafitz. 

In the cramped quarters backstage at 
Spit, various members of Fad Gadget arc 
vying for space amidst luggage, laundry 
and unopened crates of imported beer. Fad 
Gadget is a London based outfit as well as 
the moniker of Frank Tovey, a boyish 
beanpole of a performer who, at this mo
ment, is dutifully fetching a drink for Bar
bara, soulmatc for years and wife of six 
months. Besides keeping watch over mun
dane managerial matters, her presence 
seems to have a calming influence on the 
group who are anxiously awaiting their 
first American audience. 

Frank is deservedly in high spirits. His 
first LP Firesid~ Favourites has been well 
received by both public and press, following 
up on a couple of synth-oricntcd dance 
singles. Of these tunes, "Ricky's Hand" is 
probably most memorable, at least here in 
Boston where the dj's played it day after 
day after day. 

Gossip spreads quickly around these 
parts and by 48 hours before the show it 
was pretty much the general poop that 
Frank would have Robert Gotobcd with 
him, Wire's backbeat and more recently 
Colin Newman's cohort. Ootobed's arrival 
alone brought out some of the less adven
turous souls who either didn't particularly 
care for "The Box" or "Ricky's Hand" or 
who were just plain ignorant of Fad Gad
get. What didn't get through the mill was 
that Nick Cash, the Lines' drummer and 
Peter Balmer, Ski Patrol bassist would also 
be along. Sort of a poor man's Visage, ch? 
In fact, the only unknown was kcyboardisl 
Dave Simmonds of the now defunct Survi
vor, a London group with a single to their 
credit. 

Frank or Fad, whichever you wish, re
turns with something long, cold and vividly 
green, a true testament to the bartender's 
creativity. He immediately asks questions, 
curiously seeking information about this 
writer rather than to subject himself to the 
same inquisition. The game had begun, the 
battle lines drawn. Critic versus artist, re
cord lover pit against someone who doesn't 
even own a stereo much less read the press. 
A performing artist who finds himself in 
clubs only when he's playing them. 

"I don't really listen to music. I don't 
have that much to do with music, really
outside of rehearsing or going into the stu
dio. But I do think about things a lot. I pre
fer studio work to live work and as you saw 
earlier I learn best by electroshock.'' 

What Frank' referring, to is a minor prob
lem at sound check with some equipment 
geared to European current rather than 
your American standard. He was playing 

Not too surprisingly, this claustrophobic 
lifestyle formed the basis for the first sin
gle, ''The Box." 

"The only way I could do my music was 
to lock myself in this cupboard-there was 
a small space where I could just about get 
my keyboard into and the drum machine 
and tape recorder." 

It was in this environment where Fad 
Gadget's demos were made, using only 
what would fit. The synthesizers were later 
added in the studio. 

"Both 'Back to Nature' and 'The Box' 
were written in this cupboard. When 1 was 
doing the tape, I did it all in one day and 
most of the evening. I didn't realize it but it 
was almost airtight and by the time I got to 
the end of it, 1 was really dizzy. I didn't 
realize I was suffocating." 

A friend introduced him to Daniel Miller, 
MUtc records impresario, whose now classic 
''TVOD'' /''Warm Leatherette'' helped 
fund Fad Gadget's first outing. "TVOD," 
released under The Normal, was actually 
just Daniel Miller. In addition, he was re
sponsible for that kid-pop abomination The 
Silicon Teens. Although he doesn't like to 
admit it, Frank wrote one of the songs, 
"TV Playtime," and can be seen in th~ vid
eo as well. 

Barbara: "We're still waiting for the 
check Daniel," laughingly interjecting a re
minder. 

Actually, Frank owes a good deal to 
Mutc's ovcncer. Miller got Fad Gadget 
their first gigs as well as giving Frank lots of 
studio time to experiment and learn . They 
have similar ideas about working different 
projects under an assortment of names. 

"Fad Gadget is one idea I work under. 
Besides that Silicon Teens bit, I was also in
volved with the Boyd Rice album (Mute, 
import LP)." 

After scanning the album and finding no 
trace of either Frank or Fad, there is 
no doubt as to whom Boyd Rice is. Boyd, or 
rather Frank, is quite pleased with the way 
it turned out. 

"It's a different kind of music really
noisy things-more like what I did when I 
was 14. I never learned to play an instru
ment properly, so it forced me to experi
ment with noise. On Boyd Rice, there's not 
one musical instrument. Just used bits and 
pieces from the studio, banging on things, 
recording it and then putting it through ef
fects. On one song, the bass drum was gen
erated by tapping a microphone, and add
ing effects till we got the sound we wanted. 
If I'm looking for a particular sound, I'll 
use whatever makes that sound, be it a gui
tar or swallowing a mike!" 

To be honest, Frank doesn't look much 
more than 14. Maybe that's why he still 
can't 'play' proper. 

"Most of the things we play now I can't 
actually play. I've played them in the studio 
-synth lines and such because there I just 
mess around with something till I get a tune. 
Then I put stickers on it till it's recorded. 
When the stickers arc all gone, I forget. So 

when someone asks me how to play some
thing, they have to work it out for them
selves-I just give them the record." 

Peter picks up the thread: "When I went 
down to the studio, 1 asked what key 'Back 
to Nature' was in." 

"I dunno. Key?" was Frank's response. 
Oetting a particular sound is what Fad 

Gadget is all about. There arc no strats on
stagc, no guitars at all (save bass), just syn
thesizer banks, clectroprops, cassette ma
chines, synthesized drums. Gotobcd pro
vides the foundation. It's as though a con
scious effort was made to avoid the cliches. 
lmbedded in a plastic tub is a synarc mike 
which Frank flagellates about, making con
tact with anything in his way. To the band's 
credit, the result of all this doesn't fit the 
trappings of other ''synthesizer bands.'' In
stead, the sound is a large wash, a percus
sive force of keyboards and drums raining 
layers over the audience. 

Out in front, Frank peers intently to
wards the crowd, clothes in various stages 
of disarray. (I've yet to sec a fully clothed 
concert photo.) At first, he stands unmov
ing, then suddenly leaps on the support 
scaffolding precariously perched, ready to 
fall, all the while singing with a voice void 
of feeling. The mixture works well. 

Performance art. Music. One senses that 
Fad Gadget is only one manifestation of 
Frank Tovcy's talents. He is a fiercely inde
pendent fellow who refuses to give up con
trol over Fad Gadget product. 

"CBS was interested in us but I just 
wanted them to distribute my records for 
Mute. You sec, the only frustration with 
the independents is distribution. They want
ed to tell me who would produce my albums 
and all that. 1 produce my albums-don't 
want anyone else to touch 'em. I know the 
sound I want. So in the end I shrugged my 
shoulders and walked away." 

The world is full of "should haves" and 
Frank Tovey is no exception. 

"Sometimes I wish we had taken it. We 
were planning holidays in Sri Lanka and all 
that." 

Barbara sums it up: "We've been 
through the better, the worse and the poor
er. Now we're waiting for the richer." 

Fad Gadget performed at Spit on May 27. 
It was their American Debut. 

Fad Gadget 
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THE TRADEMARKS 
THE OUTLETS ~cJI. 

TUESDAY bunratty's 

JULY 14 

benefit for boston rock 

cele~rate the release of me new IHADIMAHKS tape I it i up to you I 
$3.00 M.C. Mr. CURT 
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words and photos by Mr. B • 

. , bout Sos/on Rock to ~ , ~ People keep. yelp,~h: local punk scene, but 
do more s1ones on Okay okay, so 
there ain't no scene ... m~a~le sma~h 'em up ..J 
we finally have \fe~i~~ their way into the 
outfits .thal are h:s 're still not from here. .l 
inner city, but:. Y The Stains have re-

L~:~::Jr,~mD~r~~~~~;; from Maine, The d 
Freeze live in various parts of the Ca'::;r:n 

The Sickness are f~~ma1?it.~;0;~; whil~ 
but we're stuck wit . three 
Four b~n.ds platn:u~~;.:~g~~~;i~e relief 

weeks a.in t;u~d~u Ballet and that synth
top~e;~~:~ ee!ry day. Now about those 

bands. 

• 
;HE SICKNESS 

The bandu~~~, vocals 

Larn' Lif~:~~;;:-bass, ;C:Ca\s 
C\iv;~btxt!Rosenber~-~ru 

Recor~~~~·b/ W "Cof1$' 
'• Regugatau ·ke Records) 

si.nglc~nger" (Stinky B1 . tniaraine 
m nd of a chionlC 90 m.pb 

This is the ;~:tead of revved ~ff, lethar~ic 
headache .. kncss churn ups guitar n01s· \ l 

punk, Th~~ spit out dist~:::!r than si~&S· \ 
rhythms Lifeless moansed as his stagt!t~~c 
cs, LaITY arc as sedat efcrab\c to i 

The voca1s h ultimate\~ pr f heavy metal' 
manner thoug ock cmot1on o arc con· 
feigned crate~; as musical wtcs 

bands. As 
cerned, thtY a 

Peter Dayton ntlY p\annma 
as the west They're currc ere they're 

,.. 

,. 
-, 

V .,. 

.. 

,. 
C "' ,. 

y 

A Jot of chairs and 
tables get kicked over dwina their shows as 

-, their fans slam-dance near the stage. It's 
not uncommon to ger caught in lhe middle 

..,,, of this adolescent roughhousing as vocalist 
Clif Hanger tears up ceiling tiles and sprays 
b«r. This is the perfect band for your high 
school prom, kids/ One of their latest she-the Circle Jerk~hc LA clubs, wh ponse than 

a mp to p\~~stderably mor: ~~sdatc Dort 
apt to get c ston audience many peep e 

1 from thcthr ~:nd though-sos they must be 
b\ame t e The s,cknes , 

_,,.. adamantly d:~~ somethmg nght 

it 't ''t·' nanigans is their already infamous 'Pigeon 
1 ::;::;.-- , t 't toss" at the Underground. I had the honors 

~ r 't tt 't of getting bopped by lhedead bird the first 
\, fO' · t ·1- t · . time around, but you too can be a lucky 

.eu,..-eaa.4 • ..,.t · ..,.+.,.t · winner.lt'sjustforfun ... MAN 'tlltsic~· - .... • 
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., ~ y "'; rs'g_~~ r r __. 
THE STAINS 

The band is: 
Ira Nulton-bass 

Fred Herring-vocals 
Joe Potter-drums 

George-guitar 
Steve soma-lead guitar 

f " • -f V 
~ ost difficult band to 
,:he Stai1;1s arc ~h~:: not the stereotypical 
pigeonhole. Th Y don't limit themselves 

punk band and they themes and riffs. Un-
to the standard punk they don't think 

like ~heir coun~e~;rsti;ne. "It's a big joke 
very highly of !h _ ., The main focus of 

.. .lacks im~gmat1~~~ Fred Herring who 
the band is voe: is ha series of contor

swings his body t rou~ ach song in a con
tions as he screams ou e should be convin
vincing Britis~ ~c~e;~d!~ther since Hallo

cing, he's Bnt1s . . h ve replaced their 
ween, 1979 the Stams a with an energetic 
sets of early punk c~ver~ri inals. This isn't 

repetoire of challenr~~~ un~erstand on _first 
a band you can ?eg ·re further loolong 

listen. The $tams ~equ1 
into. t.,.., 



BOSTON ROCK ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY 

AVORITE DEAD GROUP: 
_ 1) Sex Pistols 

) Joy Division 
)Doors 

/ 

BEST DRESSED BAND OR 
PERFORMER: ,,. ,,.•-,,....'. 
1) Adam Ant ir< ,,.- ir-,,.. "'"'l,,,. 
2) Ken Scales (Pastiche)_ < Jr-Jr ir Jrlr' ir Jr~, 

3)LouMiami Jr,._.""ir""JrJr,,,_Jr-Jr 

4) Wendr Williams · ,,.¥-Jrir ,,..ir-""11r ,,..11r 
S) The B11lygoons ~,,. ,,.,,. / 

_A WORST DRESSED: 
~3 1) Adam Ant 

' , 2) The Outlets 
3) Wendy Williams 
4) Tennie Komar 
S)TheDark 

... ,,. 

MOST OBNOXIOUS ROCK 
, PERSONALITY: 

1) Johnny Lydon 
2) Doug Simmons (Boston Phoenix) 
) Johnny Angel (City Thrills) 

4) Jello Biafra 
S)Oedipus 
Runners-up: Crass, John Surette, Phil 
' N Phlash, The Count and Mike Dreese. 

FAVORITE PLACE TO SEE LIVE 
MUSIC: 
1) Underground (sigh!) 
2) tie: Spit 

The Channel 
3) Paradise 



4) Inn Square 
~S)TheRat 

FAVORITE PLACE TO DRINK: 
!)The Rat 
2) Inn Square 
3)Spit 

---------4) Paradise 
5) Fenway Park 

t
FAVORITE PLACE TO EAT: 
1) Home 
2) Hoodoo (at the Rat) 
3) McDonald's 
4) Friday's 
S) El Phoenix Room 

FAVORITE CLOTHING STORE: 
1) High Society 
2) Walker's 
3) Salvation Army 

- 4) tie: Harvest Moon 
- Filenes = S) Hubba Hubba -FAVORITE RECORD STORE: 

1) Newbury Comics (honest!) 
2) Harvard Coop 
3) Rebop Records 
4) Strawberries 
S) Rockit Records 

/ 
FAVORITE RADIO STATION: 

_..,.l)WBCN 
,,•• 2)WMBR 

o/t6Jtter Alan (WBCN & WMBR) 
4) Peter Gates (WMBR) 
S) tie: Tami Heide (ex-WERS, WMBR) 

PeterChoyce(ex-WERS WBRS) / ' 

FAVORITE MAGAZINE (excluding 
BR): / 
1) New York Rocker 
2) New Musical Express 

)t," 3) Trouser Press 
~~J 4) Boston Groupie News , 1 

...;_'! S) The Face ~~li', M 
A VO RITE NON-MUSICAL 

l ... ,, 
" ACTIVITY: 
,. I) SEX (by a landslide) 

Other mentions: drugs, drinking, eating, 
. . 1 Space Invaders, swimming, Monopoly, 

"• . ~ filling out questionnaires and brushing 
!if,l'. ~teeth. 1r-/.i-t . _,,,,,.. 
:J.fil.-A WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE 
~ DONE ABOUT CANDY AND CRASS? 

" ... give them • ~ ... put lbemOn the Muppe~ 
' Show ..• ship them to Sall Lake City .. . WHO\:• ............. 
~ CARES? ... send them back to Candy and Crass-
\ land •. • sbow them some new bands ••. d-1-"V·O-r-c-e 

\

'- ,.,.,,. ...... let them write the whole paper •.. pu,h them off 
a cllff ... nothlng .. . encourage them to continue .•. 
WHO ARE THEY? .. . their funny they shouldn't 
be taking sertously ... exclle ... they're great don't 
do anythlng ... Kill Mission of Bunna, Hoods and 

~ Outlets-that wlll shut them upl. .. fix 'em up on a ~ 
\ date wllh Leo Ego .. . sbool 'em .. .lock them In a -! 
, room and fora: them lo listen to Love and Flame ~ 

they could spend · the rnt Of their Uves talking 
about one another, writing about one another, 
and reading about one another ... ' ' 
THINGS YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT 
BR: 
" ... no nexl dlscs ... Mlsslon of Bunna stories ... 
readen polls .• . ndlo gulde •.• record revlews . .. Ml
cbael Grecco ... Candy and Crass because they tell 
me what I'm too young lo find out myself ..• iftter• 
nadve charts ... the ad department ... Mr. B's Club
land ... the Oedipus l,ntenlew ... concert listings . .. 
photos of cute guy1 ... dmely ardcles ... dependabll· 
lty ... B.C. 's stuff .. .local shlt .. . tbe new editor •.. 
letten to the editor from real losen .. .llS profes-
slonallsm •.. l like It because II Ignores most of the 111 
really bad bands In town ..• um, ah, er .. . " 
THINGS YOU DISLIKE ABOUT BR: 
" ... Candy and Crus •• . bortn1 layouts ... too many 
words not enouah photos ... NO NUDE PHOTOS 
... too wimpy ... always drooUn1 over Mission of 
Burma and Pylon whlle 1&nortng The Eus, John
ny Rames, and otben •• • lt's too trendy ... too lhtn 
.. ,stupid lntervlew1 ... not enou1b about die local 
~ne ... uneven wrtten, some are sreat, some 
aren't ... B.C. Kapn's photos .U look allke-no-
bocly smllesl ... readen poU. ... lack of lnslaht .. . 
Mlke Dreese ••. any ad with Mark Parenteau', face 
In It sucksf. .. comes out too fut .. . too sUly at 
times, not funny enouah ... covers too many gar
base bands like Garland Jeffreys and Jim Ca1Toll 
-spare mel ... 100 narTow •• . the l010,,,sklnny ... 
too many English bands-I hate the Englllb .• ,not 
enough PUNK! .. • lack of an anale ... the paper 
rubs off on your hands ... " 
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE 
MOST IN FUTURE ISSUES OF BR: 

local coveraa:e ... Kate tnanm .. . more UK bands ••. 

3)WERS 
4)WZBC 

, S)WLYN 
. 

... gel rid of them ..• de them to the Outlets and '!
burnn the whole disgusting mess •. • WHO ARE ~ " 
CANDY AND CRASS? .. . bound and gagged .. .I ~ '!..,. 

ne"er heard of tbem ... tbls ls a stupid question ... ~ this question ls a waste of space .. . mlrcrowave .. ..,,,'"°1 
nothing they're lnformatlve ... Crus for President! 

~ find them boyfriends ... dle Crass' hair broWn 

" .. . more posldve feedback for local bands ... Mls- ' 
slon of Burma .. • more letters., .bankniptcy ..• mort 

... 02 ... more American muslc .•. new bandS ... Sdni - · 

... more articles on Balloon .. • less tacky covers ... 
Mike Dreese •.. don't ner 1et ln"ol"ed in polltica
desplte what you might think right win& people 
like rock too! ... the ten most hated people In Bos-
ton ... bands from Alaska .. . new wrlters ... nude 
photo of Candy and Crass ... intervlews ... revlews 

"" FAVORITE DJ: 
"1) Oedipus (WBCN & WMBR) 

2) Albert O (WMBR} 

See romeo void live on 
Friday, July 17 at the Paradise. 

give them a page In Rolling Stone . .. send them ,~-~ ~ 
d\esert island with all their a:roo"!,.Jrlends, then ~ 

.~,,,.... -: 

Romeo Void 
isanew 
American band. 

of the gay scene .. . shopllfdng hlnts . .. story about 
Peter Choyce .. .less coverage of local bands ... 
more . .. the life story of Judy Gruenwald ... lnter
view with Don Law .. . covera2e of black artists ... 

Ctil1c, grope for compariwns : 

Gre,IMa,cvs X TheVem,11es 

Moir!.. L l:\loton P11m Sn10m. 8/ood,e 

P!,ilElwood PharollhS.1un~s. 
AlbertAvter 

S,llt>o••d rhePreft!lldtus 

L,rLulk,n .H!ffersonA,rpl

Ron Young Supt!rframp. 8/01,d,e 

KenTucker C!arenceC/emons 

MamB!O<;I< - Booker r& rtteMGs 
M11r1anneF11,1hfull 

JohnCale.JoyO.v,s,011 

A!su join romeo vJ1d ;md Oedipus 1n the 
Demi Monde Sdturday afternoon on WMBR . 

But there are no simple 
comparisons because, 
ultimately, what romeo 
void sounds most like 

ON SALE! 
$5.49 

is ro~eo void. And the 
only Place you can hear ' 
them is on their debut 
album: 
itsafondition. 

availa~le on 415 Records 
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SlowCbHdttn 
PSEUDO GIRL b/w Going to Germany/Orient
al Bondage 
(Varulven, local 45) 

"Pseudo Girl" is the type of song that grows 
on you-it's cons1antly going around in your 
head, and you find yourself humming it around 
the house. It is reminiscent of Pastiche ("Pseudo 
Girl" /"Psycho Blonde'"?) probably b«ause Mr. 
Curt produced it. Side two doesn't fare as we\1-
"Going to Germany" is very funny, but "Ori
ental Bondage" doesn't make it. Buy this 
though, for "Pseudo Girl." (Julie Panebianco) 

YokoOno---------
Season of Glass 
(Geffen, LP) 

G«orae Harrbon 
Somewhere in England 
(Dark Horse, LP) 

A decade or so ago, the dream ended. The 
Fab Four were 10 be forever more as "Ex-Beat
les." They were on their own, and we walched 10 
sec if they could stand divided. 

At the time, George Harrison was the favorite. 
He had jusl come into his own, writing "Some
thing" and "Here Comes the Sun" on Abbey 
Road, had released what many felt to be a mas
terpiece, the Wagnerian All Things Must Pass, 
and was just gelling inlo his Bangla Dcsh cru
sade. 

Bealle-wife Yoko Ono, on the other hand, 
seemed to be universally despised. She was too 
avant-garde for 1he average Beatles fan, although 
her abrasive, screeching records (which John al
ways said were ahead of their time) became a 
big influence on the new wave scene. 

Throughout the seventies, however, George 
was neck-deep in lawsuits, divorces, marriages, 
hepatitis, tours, and Moniy Python projects. 
George's albums had become products, with an 
average of cwo good songs per record. 

Yoko, who had dropped out of public sight 
along with John, was taking care of family busi
ness while lhe Fab Two's mystique grew. They 
emerged last year with the rather conventional 
Double Fantasy, where Yoko finally got the re
spect she deserved. 

We all know what happened after that. 
These two discs are the first Lennon-related 

albums to be released this year. Both feature 
songs written before and afler "the night." No 
doubt they'll both be big sellers. 

Somewhere in England was rejected by Warner 
Brothers a couple of times before they accepted 
it. I could say something nasty here, but I'll re
frain. 

In between sessions, Linda, Paul, George, 
Paul, and Ringo "reunited" at the Fab Drum
mer's wedding, and recorded a tribute to John 

~,~....,__,,.. ....... ,~~~ ...... ..,._...., ... ..,..., ___________ _ 
called 'All Those Years Ago." The sincerity "A Little Story" by Sean Ono Lennon (which andstrangesyncopations("LubDupe"especial-
shines through, but it isn'I as successful as Yo- his father taught him), and gunshots followed by ly) are great for self-induced ca1alepsy. The pipe 
ko's record in expressing feelings. George's re- a scream before "No, No, No." That songs ends sound of the metalphones, played by Al Diaz, 
cord is an escapist view of what happened, while with the sound of an ambulance siren played on add a strange primitive/industrial air to ''Bell 
Yoko's feelings hit you in the face. guitar. There is also an improvised, emotional Head," and Richard McGuire's melodics gives 

The rest of Somewhere really doesn't have burst of rage at the end of "I Don'l Know an ttrie presence to "Rubbermiro." If you've 
much, although It grows on repeated listenings. Why." I'm not sure why 1hey were placed where heard those wonder teens ESG, a close approxi-
"Teardrops" would be a good single, and there they were, but it s«ms to work anyway. mat ion of Liquid Liquid would be their big bro. 
are two {I) Hoagy Carmichael (?!) covers. Also This is a brave record. It is original, 1000,o thers making a record. (Tristram Lozaw) 
there's "Blood From a Clone," with George Yoko. Nobody else could have put out this al- IMA-----------
~omplaining about the music scene, probably his bum. And since she did it for herself. you get a Intense Molecular Activity 
50ur grapes reaction to his album being rejected. certain feeling of honesty and openness, which is (IMA, Flexidisc} 
"Unconsciousness rules" is George kvetching hard to find nowadays. Try it. 
about disco addicts. Doesn't he have something I'm sure John is smiling somewhere. (Harold 
better to write about? Lepidus) 

Here we go again as New York turns out an
other superior electronic (i.e. synth-edged) 
group. And if your list of this genre is topped by 
Gary Numan or Orchestral Manoeuvres listen 
again, because this is one category where the 
Brits will never catch up. IMA's welt-recorded 
four-song flexidisc EP is stronger on its B-side 
with "Beat Street," a devo-ish romp with a 
standard gui1ar/bass/drums lineup backing Don 
Hunerberg's synthesizer, and the EP's best cut 
"Battery Life." The jungle beatings of Andy 
Blinx lead the way on "Battery," which also fea
tures Hunerberg's hair voice/half 1rain whistle 
votone selector and some good synthi work by 
Boston's own Tom Veldran, ex of the Einsteins. 
Contact: IMA, #IC, 32 Jones St., NYC, 10014. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

Religious songs take up the res1 of the record. 
"Life Itself" works better as a prayer than as a 
song, and "Save the World," which deals with 
every liberal cause imaginable, would be a great 
poem for one of those dorm posters with a draw
ing of a bird or a flower. 

If you area GH fan, you know what to expect, 
but there's nothing here to convert anybody. 

Yoko Ono is not known for her subtlety. She 
took the picture that appears on 1he cover of 
Season-on a table are 1he blood-stained glasses 
which were taken from John's body, with the 
New York skyline in the background. 

Most of us have gotten over the shock of 
John's death, and we can go through the day 
wi1hou1 thinking about it. But Yoko mwt race 
the emptiness everyday. Due to their constant 10-
getherness, the pain must be close to unbearable. 
For the first time in Yoko's life, the public has 
given her sympathy instead of abuse. Yet Yoko 
remains true 10 herself, putting out an album the 
way she wants, regardless of public sentiment. 

Surprisingly, Season is a very listenable album. 
The tone of 1he album is gentle, fragile, the 
sound similar 10 Double Fantasy, although not 
quite as slick. (Many of the same musicians 
were used.) 

The most impressive aspect of this album is 
that Yoko is truly successful on her own. The 
only help from John could have been spiritual. 
Although some of the sonp were written years 
ago, there is no obvious stylistic difference be
tween them and the newer material. 

Loneliness, fear, love, hatred and sadness are 
the feelings and memories Yoko tries to come 
to terms with. It is the perfect, bizarre sequel to 
Double Fantasy. 

There is some really beautiful music on this 
album. My favorite song is "Nobody Sees Me 
Like You Do," a ballad with a catchy chorus 
which could even be a hit single. Also interesting 
are the choppy singing in "No, No, No," the 
nostalgic sound of "Will You Vouch Me," which 
is reminiscent of "I'm Your Angel," and Yoko's 
version of the Lord's prayer sung 10 a female 
God, ''Mother of the Universe.'' 

What also sticks in the mind are the short seg
ments not written on 1he lyric sheet. We hear a 
depressed Yoko's side of a phone conversation, 

Vivien Goldman-------
Dirty Washing 

Llquld,Uquld 
EP 
(99 Records, both 12"s) 

Kid Creole and lhe Coconu,------
New York's 99 Records has quickly established Fresh Fruit in Foreign Places 

itself as a hotbed or physical/intellectual music (Sire/Ze LP) 
that so far has a perfect success rate (for satis
fying product, that is)-Bush Tetras, Glenn 
Branca, ESG, Y Pants. Now the people who run 
the record company, and store, on MacOougal 
Street have come up with another pair of intrin
sically intriguing releases. 

Vivien Goldman's "Launderette," is a moody, 
get-lost love song tinged with the whining drones 
of Vicy Aspinwall's violin and the PiL flavor 
that co.producers John Lydon and Keith Levene 
lend the record. Levene, who also chips in with 
some bass and guitar, takes a ringing/clinking 
note route to mesh with the various electronic, 
dodging, percussive and toy piano efforts of 
Robert Wyatt and Stever Beresford. The flip, 
"Private Armies," features more of the same 
type of welcome hypnosis, with Vivien's over
dubbed voice harmonizing with itself as the band 
fades in, drops out, grooves and eventually slips 
into "P.A. Dub" 10 close out this hot little 

In our last episode, Kid Creole and his Coco
nuts were stranded Off the Coast of Maine, gid
dily whooping it up on Party Beach. This week, a 
passing ocean liner has picked up our heroes and 
is steaming off for the dark, forboding waters of 
the Carribean. August Darnell (as K.C.) guides 
us through the soundtrack or that journey, ex
ploring the rhythms of the islands. Reggae, salsa, 
and ska are presented, and handled with grace, 
style, and a touch of class. My favorite track is 
the salsa-tinged "Musica Americana," courtesy 
of Andy Hernandez (whose single "Me No Pop 
I" is one of this year's neglected gems). Hernan
dez and Darnell are tremendously talented writ
ers and performers. I hope 1his album breaks 
them 10 a mass audience. It deserves to be heard. 
(Ed Slota) 

US Out of North America! 

sleeper of a record. • ............................. ._._._._ ........ ..,. ........... •.•.•,ht 
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tribal feel with heavy use of marimba, congas, 
metalphones and mutated dub vocal techniques. Q~ (J)i])ll~ 
Three of the cuts by the 4-man.plus-3 group, 
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The Atlantics "WEEKEND" 
Pastiche "TAXI SHOW," "LOCK IT UP," 
"PSYCHO BLONDE 

- Native Tongue• Men & Volts 
Suade Cowboys• The Outlets 

:c Modern Method/WBCN "WICKED GOOD 
TIME" 
Taxi Boys (Bomp E.P.) 

D. 
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RECORD REVIEWS ___________________________ ,. ______________ _ 
Echo and the Bunnymen -----
Heaven Up Herc 
(Korova, import LP) 

Hey you-if you' re expectin' wisecracks 
you're in the wrong review. There's not one 
damn thing funny about this record. This, my 
friends, is serious business. This is a corker! 

This is very white music. It is very psychedelic 
(no you idiots, not hippy dippy psychedelic but 
ya know psychedelic the way really great wild 
dub music is psychedelic). It is also surely and 
purely soul music. There's more intensity here 
than most of ya can use in a year. And damn if 
it's not incredibly beautiful to boot. That's right 
bubs, beauty-you remember that doncha? And 
I'll clue ya-you ain't gonna hear many crooners 
these days that can wail like this bro! Whew, 
what pipes, what soul (that word again) and best 
of aJI he's a natural. I mean not only can he sing 

but he knows how to sing (Geez hope I'm not 
confosin' ya-WAKE UP). That voice (and if he 
can't tear your heart out with his voice, his lyrics 
arc pure soul poetry.) And right behind it ya got 
a great boomin' drum and bass sound all over the 
place. And the guitar and all kindsa cool noises 
poppin' in and out. Give this producer a beer
so many great bands get buried by his ilk. ·.eut 
this one done good! Shit give him a medal-give 
him more bands! 

So I would say based on all this that you might 
think that I think. you should have this rec. Well, 
yeah, I guess I do. I mean they ain't as trendy as 
say U2-but hey if ya dig good music at all
these dudes bum harder and brighter. And they 
have so much SOUL (Again!). And really, your 
fricnds'll think they're cbol. So take a chance. 
Echo knows. I know. Looks like the ball's in 
your court bub. 

P.S. Betcha don't know how he gets his hair 
that way!!!? I do!!!! (dredd foolc) 

exetremes 
SINGLE NOW A YAILABLEI 

He Can't Give You Love • Forget About Me 

Al SIIAWIEHIES, MUSICLAID, MUSIC CITY, 
DISCOUNT IECOIDS er SEID 2.50 IO: 

More Management 184 Mill Street, Natick, Mass. 01760 

LIVE AT THE WBCN RUMBLE•SPIT•FRI. 6/26 

r-:e~:; 7 I Available At I Newbury Comics · 1 
I Now! I 
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s _./6 I 
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Tbtllll by Band-------
POPULAR GIRL b/w Wild Thing 
(Blackwood Music, 45) 

The "A" side is almost humorous lyrically, al
most boring musically. Bland techno-pop. The 
"8" side is yet another cover of "Wild Thing"; 
it's speeded up this time. I kinda like it, but it 
seems no matter what anyone docs to this partic
ular song, it always comes up unscathed, know 
what I mean? (Joyce Linehan) 

Jody Harris & Robert Quine----
Escape 
(Lust/Unlust, LP) 

It's nice 10 see two of New York's top funk/ 
no-wave fusion guitarists in a jam situation de· 
signed to let them show their true chops at last. 
Guitar lovers rejoice: the reemergence of super
session jams means more music and less bullshit 
is in the offing. If this record is any indication, 
things look mighty good indeed. 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

.NEWWAVE 
lwaSAlON 

1310Boylston St. Boston, MA02115 
262-9131 

Escape will be must listening this year for any
one interested in the New York scene, rock elec
tronics, real psychedelia, jazz guitar develop
ments, Eurodisco or Fripp before the tape decks 
got ahold of him. This is the kind of record that 
really does break down musical barriers. (Jim 
Puccio) 

CllyThrilb---------
Sorry/1 Want You Back b/w Drcamin'/Resist: 
ancc 
(Star Rhythm, 12" EP) 

Four solid tunes make this disc a hit. Formerly 
known as "Thrills," this veteran Boston band 
has shown good progress towards commcrical 
success. The addition of guitarist Sean McDon
ough in the past year greatly expands the group's 
capabilities, allowing Johnny Angel's songwrit
ing ability to shine. If you haven't seen these 
guys in the last 6 months or so, you should 
check 'cm out. .. (Mike Drccsc) 
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ROCK OF EIGHTIES RECORDS A ClllS DAMAGE PRODUCT/OH 
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Just Released: 

KAM RADE b/w I Just Want to Take Your Picture 
The Latest Single by the Delinquents 

Now Available! 

Send S2.50 ppd. to: 

Rock of the Eighties 
93SpruceSt. 

Warwick, R.I. 02886 

Distribution Inquiries Welcome (401) 738-8541 
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RECORD REVIEWS . 
=:accn BoysLlfe----------
Minute to Pray-~cond to Die 
{Ruby Record, LP) 

Hey, all you rubes oul there who think them 
English combos got ii all over your own home
grown brethren. Well, lcl me clue you in pals and 
pallcttcs-you ain't heard the new Flcshcatcrs 
platter yet and you don't know nothing[ (Al
right, now 1hat you're put off and pissed off, jcs' 
read on.) 

I mean this slab ot petrol has got 11 au. t'owcr, 
raw emotion, intelligence-and hell you can 
dance 10 ii. (Even makes great mirror posin' 
music-remember that?) Kinda like the Stooges 
before the toll was taken (ah! legend!). The 
Stooges with an intellectual bent. The Stooges 
with ol' Jimbo Morrison (sec how fashionable I 
can be). Have you gotten the drift? That's right 
folks this stuff is poetry-damn good street
wis.c, white trash, Rimbaudian poetry. This is 
speed-freak Dylan, Benana Lou, Pistol-packin' 
Johnny, and Burroughs all blasted at you with a 
real sheet-metal sonic intensity. 

Do ya dig sinners? Firs! off I'll tell ya I'm one 
of them connic-saurs of vocalists and I'll clue ya 
-this Chris D. is the cat's pajamas! He 
squeezes more emotion into one line than the 
Flash did on the whole damn 22 LP boxse1 
Blandinista. He croons wilh a venscancc-with 
emotion, intensity and yep-SMARTS. 

I could go on and on bu! shit you must be 
bored aJready. Don'1 wanna hear all this typ. 
crit. garbage. Hey if you don't buy this review, 
don't buy this record. But I'm warning ya
along with ½ Japanese's Loud, this is the best 
LP to hit my table this year and I'm excited out 
of my skull. "See you in the Boneyard" bone
heads. (dredd roolc) 

The En1llshBn1-------
Wha'ppcn? 
(Sire, LP) 

This album is quite a disappoiniment. Wha'
ppen holds a lot of similarities to / Jusl Can 'I 
Stop II but it Jacks the energy. There is nothing 
here that makes me as happy as "Mirror in the 
Bathroom," "Twist and Crawl" or "Tears of a 
Clown" did. The English Beat made an attempt 
to recapture the magic of/ Just Can't Slop It, 
but they failed miserably. Maybe they shouldn't 
lry so hard next time. (Joyce Linehan} 

Nick Muon--------
- The Fictitious Sports 

(Columbia, LP) 

Aha ... here's some poop! Many years ago in 
merry ole England, the progressive/psychedelic 
rock school was propagated through the efforts 
of it two major groups: the Soft Machine and 
Pink Floyd. In the years thereafter, both bands 
shot to their relative peaks of importance. 

The Softs charted the way for the fusion music 
movement in England, before finally succumb
ing to mere mediocre jazz/rock excusions. The 
Floyd, never looking back, have advanced their 
studio technology and live audio-visual presenta
tions leaps and bounds beyond any competition. 
They live their own platitudes-far from the 
modern rock stream. They have become a ''super
group." (They now legitimatize themselves by 
sponsoring a car in the '81 Le Mans Road Race
now that's clout I) 

Three members of Pink Floyd (Dave Gilmour, 
Richard Wright, and now, Nick Mason) have re
leased "solo" albums that feature collaborations 
with pas1 band-mates and/or visionary contem
poraries. The la11cr is the case here, as Mason 
essentially provides a major label forum for the 
Carla Bley (Big) Band (recently signed to ECM) 
and the featured vocal interpretations of Robert 
Wyatt. 

The eight Bley-composed tunes will prospcc· 
tively bounce off mos! Pink Floyd fans, although 
it seems the LP apparently wasn'1 made for 
them. Obtuse horn arrangements, sizzlin' slide
guitar solos, choral vocal arrangements, R&B 
keyboard motifs weave a pastiche of modern, 
ultra-hip jazz. The band is equipped with soloists 
extraordinaire (saxist Gary Windo, trumpeter 
Mike Manlier, guitarist Chris Sped.ding, bassist 
Steve Swallow) who blow open each song with 
.healthy abandon. The lyrics resonate with good
natured cynicism and imaginative naturalism. 
Each track showcases the entire ensemble. There 
arc no big-heads here. 

Nick Mason (who serves as producer and per· 
cussionist) has shown surprisingly good judge. 
ment in1roducing his preferred taste-in-music via 
the solo-LP situation. A drummer's solo aJbum 
that couldn't be more unexpected, yet refreshing . 
Good show ... hooray for heritage! Highly re
commendtd. (Mr. Curt) 

1 FOUND HER b/w Two Doors Down 
(Scco, local 45) 

Boys Life is like a musical Reggie Jackson
sometimes a strike out, somclimcs the bia home 
run. This single is definitely a hit! It was record
ed at the same time as "I Wasn't Mc." The 
three songs show an amazing diversity of sound 
and arrangement-Boys Life's biggest asset. "I 
Found Her" is a billersweet ballad, "Two 
Doors Down" is a sparse mood piece. Get it 
quick, only five thousand copies were prC:SSed. 
(JohnBrusger) 
DavldJohansen-------
Here Comes the Night 
(Blue Sky, LP) 

To be kind, this album is a disappointment. I 
Those who found the eclectic In Style too glossy 
will be driven right off the edge by Hert Comes 
the Night. Nobody still expects the Dolls (or 
even the Four Tops) from David, but Johansen 
as a nco-power popper? The culprit would ap
pear to be ex-Beach Boy guitarist Blondie Chap
lin, who has replaced Sy\ Sylvain u David Jo's 
musical sidekick. Chaplin cops co-writing credit 
on sill of the eleven cu1s and provides rather 
faceless auitar support throuahout (the Van 
Halen-styled leads on the title cut are most an
noying). Then again, David's lyrics and delivery 
don't scem to bite the way they once did-I 
mean, is "Herc comes the night/It's gonna be 
all right" really all that inspiring? 

The album isn't a total loss. There's a good· 
humored rave-up in "Bohemian Love Pad" (a 
Sylvain/ Johansen collaboration), and the album 
ends strongly with the lilting reggae of "Rollin' 
Job" and the plaintive "Heart of Gold." The 
latter is mOst affecting; years of rejection weigh 
heavily on David as he wails, "I need protection 
from the cold." 

Still, Johansen must know this isn't the way. 
At the song's climax, he cries. "You think I'm a 
whore, but I've got a heart of gold"-no doubl 
his reaction to the anticipated cries of "sell-out" 
that will greet Here Comes the Night (and Dav
id's sales aren't such that he can afford another 
flop). It's terribly sad to hear this artist fighting 
to defend his creativity-a tragic end to a mis
conceived album. I suspect that if this triumph of 
production values over emotion was a debut re
cord, we'd listen 10 it once before lumping it with 
the Plimsouls, 4 Out of 5 Doctors, and all the 
other one-shot rockers. That's no way 10 treat a 
lonely planet boy. (E.R. Bergeman) 
TheSlckness--------
CORPSEMONGER b/w Regurgatation 
(Stinky Bike, local 45) 

True punk. Hard lo find, but worth the look. 
Not for the weak of stomach. Catch these guys 
live if you want your cars drained. (Mike Dreese) 

fhePlumatla--------
lnlo the Valley of 1984 
(Stiff, LP) 

Ya know, sometimes I think i1's me. Maybe I 
look to the wrong things for musical-type kicks. 

"Al Wurlitzer'• you cen eflord the beat/" 

[Ii] - euWurldzer 
mus1c,1nc. =ci 
of Boaton 360 NEWBURY ST. (e1n 437•1815 

9:30-5:30MON.• SAT. WED. 'TIL 8:30 

In FRAMINGHAM 280 WORCHESTER RO. Route 9 (817) 879-- 3590 
11:00..8:30 MON.·FRI. SAT. 11:00·6:00 

I mean I dig passions, relevance, honesty and 
some kinda unique vision with mine. There arc 
none of those here. But I know there arc a lot of 
you out there ready 10 gobble this up. Ya call this 
sex and thrills? There ain't even a cheap thrill 
here. This is like a bowl of bad punk clichcs with 
tits. KISS with boobs. Music of, by and for puny 
minds. I mean this is so pointless. Shit, there's 
not one even half-baked idea here (and Wendy is 
by no stretch of the ol' grey matter even close to 
sexy). 

Do yourself a favor. Pick up anything by the 
Fall or the new Echo, Flcshcaters or ½ Jap. plat
ters. Then grab a copy of Penthouse. The 
thrills'II be bigger and better all around. (drcdd 
foole) 

PelerHammlll---------
MY EXPERIENCE b/w Gluc 
(Virgin,45) 

A strong outing from the former mentor of 
Van der Graaf Generator. Back with a major 
deal after a hiatus on his own S-typc label (last 

year's claustrophobic suite: A Black Box), Ham
mill exudes renewed confidence. He addresses 
the frustration or missed communication with 
swagger and sensibility(" .. .it's been my experi
ence/that when a row gets serious/a certain si
lence will fall/-bu1 I just can't stop it!). The 
deft interplay between acoustic and electric gui
tars winds around a solid rock beat. Neat ar
rangement-great chorus! The nip, "Glue," 
plays more personal: sugges1ing people as the 
bond that keeps situations from falling apart. 
Both tunes pulsate with electronic/spatial ef
fects. Hammill continues to demonstrate com
plete mastery of the recording studio as total 
performer/producer/engineer. Can't wait to re
view his new LP Sitting Targets in the next is
sue! Mmmmmm ... ? (Mr. Curt) 

The Original Ar11sts------
BOOK OF LOVE b/w And Many Many More 
(Eat,local45) 

Psst ... human sexual space negrocs. Pass it on. 
(Greg Reibman) 
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Live from where the boys arc, Candy and blonde mohawks, chains and leather, trashy true Outlets' tradition and the crowd went o the mont . e rest o the band intends 
Craa bring you more taJcs of kindness and dresses and one stunning plastic garbage wild. Our good friend Mariette says that the to disappear over the summer and regroup 
cruelty. bag, their music is sort of Bl•ck Fl•1 meets Outlets always make her happy and we in a form yet to be decided. We think Mr. 

We pulled our legendary EMs Cottello the New York D0119. They kept yelling "No think that's a perfect description. Curt was pretty clever when he chose the 
trick the night the Jam came to town. We fun!" and "No dancing!" at the crowd and Someone and the Somebodla were the name Pastiche. 
didn't wa1k out Jhls time-we just didn't itwastcrrificthcatcr. best we've ever heard them. Trtatram is We're very excited about the unusual 
go. We were still flying after seeing U2 The same niaht was the Channel's first turning into a real rock and roller (Crass number of intrguing new bands around at 
twice that week (in Metro and Rhode Is- anniversary party with the Dllwp and New says it's her influence) and the band gets the moment. (That's maybe what's shaking 
land) and at the last minute we couldn't Models. Boston's best synth pop band were more e:itciting and more confident as they up the established groups)-bands like the 
face the confusion. Instead, one of us went in top form with a super frontman in ador- play to bigger crowds (on bigger stages). La Nuts, Limbo Race, Young Snakes, the 
to the Berklcc Performance Center to sec able Cuey Lindstrom. Oh yeah, the Neigh- Pate arc accustomed to people going crazy Graphics, Vitamin, CCCP TV and lots 
B.B. King while the other went to Pawtuck- borboods just happened to be there too these days and they weren't disappointed more. At the top of the list has to be the 
ct, Rhode Island with the Neighborhoods. (quite a coincidence) and since we were that night. Candy stayed on to sec Human amazing Native Tonaue who've just com
We both had a wonderful time. there anyway we figured we might as well Sexual Response and Pullche and loved pitted a fabulous tape. They went into the 

The Jam show was so packed that ticket sec them. Then Nervous Eater Steve C.tal~ them both. Crass went over to the Rat to studio and then realized that they'd never 
holders were turned away and the place was do joined them for an encore and when they sec the Peter Dayton Band (he was sur- heard themselves and didn't know what 
a steambath. They were great of course, played "Degenerate" we went limp. prised too) as well as the Future Dads and they were supposed to sound like . Along 
but then we've seen them before and we Actually, this was only a rehearsal for the fabulous Nuts. Anyway, Crass has de- came Mr. B to the rescue and the result can 
knew they would be. It's only that they're what happened a few nights later when the cidcd Peter and his band arc okay after all. be heard on your local radio stations. Re· 
too popular for the Channel. Can we have Hoods played Uncle Sam's along with the As a matter of fact, some of their songs quest "Speaking in Captions" and wait for 
the Orphcum rfow please? Eaten. Each band played a set-then both arc really c:itccllcnt (especially "Stuck on the a revelation-it's thal good. 

Teardrop E1:plodes at the Paradise were bands got on stage together-two drum- Sarne Refrain") although some are a bore These young bands were able to develop 
both better and worse than they were the mcrs, two bass players and three guitars. ("Boys Wants Girls"). A few new songs because the Underground was thcrc-pro
last time-not as bad as their first set last They c:itplodcd six killer songs and we had a wouldn't hurt but they're fun and definite- gressivc new bands arc going to have a 
time and not as good as the second. They've terrible time deciding whether to watch Iy worth some attention. Now as Jong as Pc- rough time without it. The closing party 
got a couple of excellent new songs but Steve Cataldo or David Minehan (well, tcrdocsn'tresurrectthatbeadedtic... with the Neats, WUd Stares, People in 
we're still deciding about them. La Pcste Candy had a terrible time). Anyway, it Photographer Barbara Kaaan (B.C. to Stores, CCCP TV and the Dark was pretty 
opened for them and they were outstand- turned out to be the Neighborhoods' final you) is opening a gallery downtown and interesting. Everyone you ever met in Dos
ing-relaxed and red hot. performance. They'll be around but not in threw herself a benefit at the Underground ton was there and the final set by the Neats 

People complain that we never mention that format so if you've been meaning to with Someone and the Somebodies, the was climaxed by the total trashing of the 
bands like the Eps. Well we saw the Eggs catch up on the Hoods and haven't quite Youn1 Snakes, Limbo Race and the D Club club {by the crowd-not the Neats). By the 
and we didn't like them at all. They're good gotten around to it lately-too bad. You all doing super sets. The gallery, called Am- time the cops came the place looked like it 
enough at what they do but it's all been missed something special. blUon, opens next month on Winter Street had been hit by four M-40s (which it had). 
done to death. Why would anybody want to We've been hearing loads of rumors with a show of new wave photography from The ceiling was all over the floor, the wiring 
sound like 1968 Janis Joplin in 1981; about the Nervous Eaters breakup lately. San Francisco. was ripped ou1 and the sound system was 

And speaking of bands we haven't been They've screwed up a lot but they can still It was weird seeing the Fall at Spit. For a wrecked. We'll miss the Underground-
too positive about lately, Candy saw Boys wipe out almost anybody without even band that probably spends ninety percent miserable, hot, uncomfortable hole that it 
Life two nights running and fell in love with working at it-we can't understand them of its time ducking bottles, the large crowd was. We've seen so many bands do their 
them all over again. They seem to have got- losing the Channel competition. It's a sad of cheering, slam dancing fanatics should very best sets there. 
ten over their growing pains although John finish for one of the best bands. that's ever have been a shock but then Mark Smith Watch out for a brand new rockabilly 
Surette is still a favorite for the Johnny An- c:itistcd. Now we may never sec that real usually had his back to the audience so he band called Tl1er8eatanddoublewatch out 
gel Mr. Congeniality Award. Nevertheless, Nervous Eaters album and we've waited so probably didn't notice much. They were for the celestial Undertones, due here in 
any band with precious Nell Suaarman in it long. great for three songs but then they got bor- July (23rd we hear). Stiff Little Flngcn and 
can't be all bad and Candy swears they're Between the two of us we saw nine bands ing and they stayed boring for about nine the Undertones in one month-Crass will 
sounding great. the night of the Modern Methods party at hours. Who was that crowd anyway? never be the same. 

There was one night a couple of weeks Metro. The Suadc Cowboys sounded fine On the divorce front, the Loncn arc This has been Warm Leatherette with 
ago that had so much going on that even we although Crass insists they were better when splitting up once again. They've reshuffled Candy and Crass, two of the principle girls 
couldn't do all of it. We did have spies out she worked the soundboard. Unfortunate- so many times, but so far the right lineup of the USA. Next time we'll tell you why 
though so we can tell you that Delta S at ly, they played too long so everyone else's has yet to happen. Jimmy Dufour's one of Candy wimped out on her promise to get a 
Spit were boring to some people and ultra set had to be cut. That's the reason the Out- the nicest people we know and we'd love to skinhead haircut. 
fantastic to others. Now you know. Leper lets didn't play "Knocks Mc down" in case sec him find a band that works for him. Warm leatherette con be heard on 
were at the Rat and our source loved them. you were wondering. What they did play, Speaking of lovely people, Brad Hallcn and WM BR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednes-
Drcsscd in a variety of styles, including however, was absolutely stupendous in the Ron Martnek arc leaving Pastiche at the end day ond Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Lale 

~~ 
by Michael Hqfiti ~~~;~ 1~~~ a~~~:ti~:c~~ ;~~s°~~ ~ses~ ~t~~~~~'!atf~c8 ~~cs;~~:nd this well trav- t:rt:;~o~sus~~aF0dro~:~s!e~!~co~r!;;~~:: 

I'm feeling mighty cramped this go blistering hcllbox of human sweat. It's a re- A more harrowing trip may be taken with sound isn't easily bo:ited and stamped. 
'round .. Space ~ tight but ~djectivcs and corded statement on all those things your Vitamin. In current form for only six "Can't Catch My Breath" and "The Equa
taP:C5 ahkc c.ontmuc to prohfcratc. Senor mother (probably your grandmother, by months, they've just emerged from the stu- tor" sound more like album cuts-under
Ed1tor prom1SCS .to take off the 700-word .~ow) tol_d you to stay away from like tribal dio with a four-song tape for the purpose of stated hooks, less confined structures, etc. 
sq~cczc soon w~1ch should allow for more m_cantat1ons and cathousc sex, smiling men getting gigs and airplay which I guess is Evidently, there's a good deal of talent here 
acuon and rcactJon. with gold teeth and little girls without pan- S.O.P. around here, but for those who and hopefully a planned studio visit with 

. Two weeks a~o, a trio.of alcoholi~ bud- tics. A riff-raff of slithery, winding rhy- can't listen or go out at the proper time all Mr. Curt will tap it properly. Write Mark 
dtes dragged this p~ot~ttn~ boy (tw!st my thms. Lunch leads 'cm on a cakewalk into is lost. A tape this good demands availabili- Pothier, 26 Ivy Lane, Andover, MA 01810. 
arm, fellas) on a twin city bmgc, cndmg up the heart of the beast, Newbury Street over- ty. J'm impressed, to say the least. Vitamin Also received and worth mentioning is a 
at yet another cramped space, 1:hc Under- ru_n with barkers and pimps, a late night is three guys and a girl playin' scrcamin' tape from Puppet Rulers. J quote from 
ground. The band l saw that mght surely tnp to the (erogenous) Zone. This, dear dance music at breakneck speed. "Sarah's their press release: "P.R.'s refuse to define 
wasn't th~, sam~ Insteps who sent _in "Cold rea~crs, is t~c drug-beat. Order yours by Braid" begins with a crush of drums, sound themselves. This docs not mean the group 
on Cold -Righ~? Wrongo. Live_, they mail or buy 1t over the counter. Send $8 surging and swimming a barrage of sus- lacks substance, it just means that P.R. 
were loose and .v,bra~t. whereas. this hc~c (plus $1.25 postage, etc.) to Rcachout In- tained pleasure. My other favorite, "Black feel the need to c:itpcriment with their music 
ta~ sounds s~~· ~lim~ and Just plam tcrnational Records Inc., 611 Broadway Sheep," offers bass pumping and violin and attempts to categorize what they do, 
bon~g. There u life m this band. I know, .I Suite 214, New York, N.Y. 10012. bleating, equal doses of humor, boldness would hinder the band's possible c:itpan-
saw 1t. They ~ov~,. they punctuate, their Also available by mail is a three-song and an irresistablc pulse. Sec them at the sion." 
prescn~ ~as 1nspmng. Someone, ~lease! tape by the Ro:it. Included arc two originals Red loft (Thayer St.) June 27 and Cantones Noted and agreed. (Puppet Rulers, 18 Abby 
Get this ~1g out or the parlor and let 1t wal- and _a true to form version of "I'm Not the following Monday. 'Tis summertime, Rd., Brighton, MA 02135). 
low. Until then, go sec _'cm. Talkmg." Made famous by the Yardbirds, we're all in a party mood and thank Teen- Next time: James Chance (I promise), 

1-!P from ~cw York 1s a cassette-only col- this Mose Allison original is given a straight age Jesus that Vitamin's around the provide Reality, Native Tongue, and a special treat 
lcctlon of ~vc per~ormanccs from 8 Eyed ahead rock treatment by the more than the essential nourishment. Whistle and from overseas. Sec ya .. 
S?Y, fcatunng Lydia Lunc_h, George ~cott, competent Rox. After playing the cover prod. courtesy of Roger Miller. 
Jim Sclavunos, Pat Irwm and Michael band circuit for a few years, this trio decid- The Graphics complete a home made 
Paumgardhcn. S?un~s like_ ID eyes to fl'_lC ed to give it up i~ order to have the chance five-song demo before replacing a mediocre 
but anyway, they v~ smcc disbanded due m to do more of thc1rown stuff. Although not drummer with Frank Corby. They've got a 
P~ to ~ott's untimely ~~th. !nstcad of exactly my style, anyone feeling an affinity good mix of songs here with "Thirty New 
this coming off an an htstoncal docu- for Boston (the band), guitar solos, power Worlds" and "Tell Me How It Ends" bcin 
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Pictures, background information, and, 
of course, tapes (preferably cassette) either 
live or studio, should be sent to Michael 
Hafitz c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury SI., 
Boston, MA 01116. 
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BECAUSE WE FEEL THAT EVEN THE COOLEST PEOPLE SHOULD BE 
ABLE TO BUY THE LATEST IN IMPORTS AND STILL BE ABLE TO TAKE 
OUT THEIR FAYE GUY OR GAL. See, we'VE CLONED THE PERFECT IM· 
PORT BUYER WHO WE CALL SAM, AND HE'S COMPLETELY RE
VAMPED OUR IMPORT SECTION. SO WE'RE HAVING A 20% OFF SALE OF 
IMPORTS (IN HARVARD SQ. ONLY) CHECK OUT THE LATEST IN LP'S, 
45'5. 12 IN •• AND CASSETTES, FROM ANYWHERE YOU CAN THINK OF. IF 

• • · PERCHANCE WE'RE OUT OF WHAT YOU WANT OR YOU KNOW SOME· 
~ -.~::iJ .,.. . ....,,. THING OUR LITTLE CLONE DOESN'T, HE'LL BE GLAD TO ORDER IT FOR 

• YOU (IN MOST CASES ORDERING TAKES NO MORE THAN A WEEK TO • 
• • : • • •. . • , •• , TEN DAYS AND BECAUSE THE COOLEST PEOPLE LIVE IN THE REMOT- , , • ,. : ., •• • ••• • •• • ~ " •. • • 

• • :· , • .·, ! ,'.',~:~fJI;' • EST AREAS, WE'LL MAIL ANYWHERE). SAM LOVES QUESTIONS ABOUT-~-:..i:,:j. ~., ' , :, .:· ~- _-,_.. ·: . 
" . · . . • :.;, ,:~•S,'~·- ~ HIS STOCK, AND BECAUSE THE COOP GETS THEIR RECORDS FIRST, ·-11-•r.. .} . : < .: •. ' • , • , 

.• • • • ·., .• .._::Ii; YOU MAY SEE STUFF YOU HAVEN'T FOUND ABOUT YET, SO ASK AWAY. ~J;. :.~.}~.: ·." . < • ; , ·: 
. . . ·.--: -· ·.,:¾'''~~·so BE COOL AND COME INTO THE COOP (IT'S FULLY AIR CONDI- -~f:4.\·.• ·;1- i .... ... ~ ··. 
' • .. ~ .. • • · ... ,. . ._.,:/'¥' "':,.,.. TIONED) -, , .. . ·--~~:-.-,. • .•·"" . . ; t , ~ -· ' 

· ,:· • ..... : •:"''·: .. ' . AfSOMEOFTHELATESTTITLES\ .• , .•• • ·-;, { ·., • •• •' •• ' 
• • T • ~ f!!lll!t/!1!l!J ~ 

! Slouxale and the Banaheaa... . . . ... 't 
1 
~ 

,,,. .( Ju-Ju L"I' 7.'i ..... VISA 
.\ Black Uhuru . •.. . . Rad (red vlnyl) LP ,.t·,,,,. ~ 

,i;"!~ Dapartment S ....... 0.iGo~~gh~~; ·~·;:~/·. , •••• , ,.,1 
.~·,:.I~ ong g ·\·.:. :.- .. ·:, -

J. :~ • .t.' Psychedellc Furs .. ... . . .. . Pretty In • .. ·: · , .•. 
,.t ~-:: • Pink 12"(wlthT-shlrt-vary llmlted) ·:; :;,-, \ ':: . 

I ~ .. -·~.!~-~· Wahl Heat ·· ···· ···· ··s;nhd~~~"!·!: "':.~::.:~:_· ... 
•. ·. :·. • • BIii Nelaon ... ...... Llmlted Edition • , • · ·. • 

,\ ...... • •• · ., Double LP 

• . ;_ .. ·: :, : IN MASS.1-800-792-5170 OUTSIDE MASS. 1-800-343-5570 
. /" :· ' '-- ~ 

the 
Steves 



$5.99 
LP/TAPE 

BRIAN ENO 

BRIAN ENO 
the classic solo albums 

BRIAN ENO 
TAKltG TIGER MOUNTAIH(BY STRATEGY) 

• , ~ .1 

on sale 
at 

Recorded Music is your 
best entertainment value 

Buy it once, enjoy it 
a life time 

ANOTHER GREEN WORLD 

~ ... 
..,~ 

Killing Joke 
What's THIS for ... ! 

Markete<IDt 

$5.99 
LP/TAPE 

IS THERE REALLY ANYWHERE 

COPLEY SQ.• KENMORE SQ.• HARVARD SQ.• DOWNTOWN 
BOSTON • Rt. 9 FRAMINGHAM • PROVIDENCE • DEDHAM • 
WORCESTER• MEDFORD• BURLINGTON• SPRINGFIELD• 

MANCHESTER• WARWICK• CAMBRIDGE 





THREE WAYS TO MAKE YOUR LIFE BETTER. 

GO·GO'S ,_ 
beauty and the beat 

CO·C()'S 
ll1•m11, n111l1lu• ll1•0I 

The new album containing 
the single "Our Lips Are Sealed" 

PAYOL.A$ -MAGAZINE. 
IN rA PLACE Llk'E rnIS magic, murder and the weather 

7, 

5 guys from Canada 
show us what it 's Contains the single 
really like to Rock 'n Roll . Ji "About the Weather" 

LR.S. AIIMII~ AIIN"I( Very Specially Priced ,,,.,,, .. , ............ ,, ...... ," ... , ..... , ... " ..... , ....... , .... ,,, .... ,,., .. ,, .. "'"'·····'· ,... ~ IIIWI 

. Gm~ 



• Available in September 
• Competitively Priced 
• 2 Songs per Side 
• 2 Sides per Record 
• An Exce\lent Value 

e-

C>!>DETENTE RECDRDS 

ONTENT ,, 
II 

'l'HE (~llAtII•S 
II 

GllEG l{JIIN 

OllCHESTllALMANOEUVllES 
15 

21 
VEN'l'UllES 

IIA'l"l'J.,E 011 IIOS'l'ON IIANl)S 
22 

lll~A l 7Y )IE'l'AI., 

l.,'l'EllNA'l'IVE llAIHO GUii))~ 

The cover: Polooa ITJ Roncllac• or the Cramps, photo by Mlcuel Gnc<o, desian by c•rto GDbert. 3 Boston Rock #20 
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ETTERS 
Dear Boston Rock, '- . 

The guise was thin: That wasn't an article t,.,. 

about the Neighborhoods' breakup, that ~ -6 _______, -c..--
was a letter from David's Mom. 

Someone who's sorry to see THEM go, 1-~ ..-- / '-

Nich~I Furyerseesta - - - --.,ouR ~ <----r , 

Dear BR: .... -- - --_:.~ .,r -1 

That's it. I can't take it anymore! J'veput ( / ,,,, 

last survey was the 1st one I ever participat
ed in and the results made me laugh with 
surprise and pleasure-you should run 
short (real short) surveys every now and 
then for fun (i.e. best concert of the month; 
describe "punk rock," ''new wave" in 25 
words or less). 

Anyway-congratulations on being ar
ound for a year. Thanks for all the instan. 
taneous gratification you provide. up with it for a long time but now some- H ,') -~ r ,J,.? 

lbit~e::y
1~~!~":~d you should be con- ELIUM / / Hang in there, 

Margaret Zirker Edltortal Board gratulatcd on your attempts to broaden the 
=:,:=:===--=----------- •Boston music scene. In fact there's nothing ~, V-- r Cambridge 
Mike Bastarache about Boston Rock I don't like EXCEPT .,, / ,,, P .S. Miss you, Kate. • John Brusger Oredd Foole. The man is obnoxious, bor-

'-~" F ,,r 
_.t" ,e/_.,_,.,_-'llli.--........ - .... _~-.. 

Mike Dreese ing, opinionated, a wise-ass, sickening and 
', / " Dear Boston Rock, - -
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basically ruins the review section. I literally 
find myself turned-off of whatever the 
Foole was "reviewing"-no matter how 

0·, ~ I just recently returned to the Boston 
area for a vacation. 

:ro~c~~ ~!~~a;;a~i~:fe~t;2;~p~:v:;o s~~ ;: y 
stuff like Tristram Lozaw and 1i_om Gilroy 
-people who come right to the point like --v r 

Mixup and Joyce Linehan and people who 
are truly entertaining like Michael Hafitz. 
Something has to be done about Dredd -----¥ 

Foole. 

~~ 
,/_ ---5'7 , , 

You see, I've been living in Oregon for 
the last three years and, well, I just sort of 
felt compelled to come back to my begin
nings and check things out, ya know? 

Well, I got here three weeks ago and 
~ ,,, haven't Slopped rockin' yet! 

- d When I left three years ago, disco was 
./) _ king. WBCN was well on its way to bccom-
~ G 

Y - .J,,.,,,..._- / '}/ ---c ing just like all the others and the Rat was But don'I let me decide. Let all the read- 'if? .,,. 
ers of Boston Rock who agree with me- r 
that Dredd should be dumped voice their 
opinion. If you are one of the silent majori
ty who feel that this terrible thing must be 
slopped, simply send a note saying "DUMP 
DREDD" to: Boston Rock, The Dump 

the only place to go to hear anything NEW. 
~ .l .___...._ UI) , - ~pon return I find the Boston area, once 

}_ agam, to be the cultural center of the uni-

-/1 ~ _,.. /J) /> s:e;~:r:d~e~~~=I :~~~n~r~s1:~~t~~s~~1 

Dredd Foole Fund, 268 Newbury Street, 
Boston, MA 02116. 

If we don't act now, what will happen 
next? A Candy & Crass review??! 
Sincerely, 
Captain Mask 
PS-My only concern is the improved qual

t. ~~ ,t:) , ~;nh:~:~~!tely everybody's soul. .. Music 

l
j There's a choice on the air waves. BCN, 

-, , _ LYN, MWM, MBR just for starters ... 
Out west we listen to the tape deck or re-

~ 9 ~ ......_ - l ~~~d: 1\~t;:s ~~n:h~o r~~\oneu:1!~t:~s~.~o; 

7 
._r __ "-.,,...,.. _ _, "formula rock" purist. Styx, Foreigner, 

< rO ( ) Boston, Rush ... you know the format. ity of Boston Rock. Please do not silence &/ 
this rising tide of Resistance. PUBLISH __./¥ Out here in Beantown ... I mean people 

o_ OICE are tuned in! The radio is the format and OUR RESPONSES! 
PPS-HENG .,.r ...-., · new sounds arc paramount! 

Geepers, thanx. I mean, I dig this joker. a.) OK So here's my 10 bucks subscription 
Finally I hear someone out there with good J-,!~,-"----...,-'';.'--...a.:..--'---' send ~e the news and I'll see if we can't ge; 
taste. About time some bub recognized ob- flamboyant language rather suits our music. some things going out here 
noxiousness, boringness, opinionatedness Without denying my personal bias, J must · · 
wise-assedness, and sickeningness for wha~ say I particularly enjoyed the reference to a Love & Drugs Keep Rockin' 
it is. I just read my stuff and shit, Cap, "crush of drums." I am also thankful that Barnaby Dow

1 II 
you're right. It's definitely ungroovy. But he "thanked teenage Jesus" for our exist- '--"'·1,o,-"1111""'-\lll--ll,,---"'-a.l 
Dump Dredd Foole Fund. Come on, man, ence. However, since our age range is from r· 
Get Hip!! Join the F.F.F.F.F.F.f now! 15 to 30, perhaps it would be appropriate to Dear Boston Rock and Readers, 
That's right, The Fraternity of Fanatical thank Geriatric Jesus as well. Once again, I write for two reasons. First, 10 thank all 
Friends and Fans For the Flaming foofe my personal bias creeps in. yours readers who voted for me (and the 
(c/o Boston Rock). Oh, and one other As to Michael's astute cornmenl that our Atlantics) in your recent poll [BR #19). We 
thing, /mean, J'vecolledol'MikeyHafitza tape "demands availability," do you have were all deeply honored by the response, 
lot of things in my time but ENTERTAIN- any su""estions as to ,....how this demand and I was proud to be in such fine bass-

/NG?!!??! ::thefoo~e tr;;~~t ~~~~r:?o~~it~\~al!~· ~~n;lm~:~!e~i.- pl~:in~~~p:~h· to clear up the confusion 

Boss Town R,~k. - ,..,. Tapes are good and fine, bul there is nolh- abounding as to what my first name is (or 
Well, lhe infamous Burma groupies are ing quite like a plastic disc to generate ex- what I prefer to be called), seeing as I was 

here once again, only this time to tell you otic sounds. listed as "Brian Wilkinson." My birth certi-
we have acquired a new idol. We have now We even have a new song, "Bag Man," ficate lists me as one Brian Bruce Wilkin-
become "Ralph the Security Guard" (aka that is- really itching to be heard. You can son. Upon the inception of the Atlantics I 
Peter Choycc) groupies. Just wanted to let always come hear us live if no vinyl is forth- decided to use my middle name as my moni-
everyone know that Peter Choyce is not coming. Thanks again, Michael, for your kcr for the inane reasoning thal a) Brian 
dead; he is alive and well and working in kind words. Wilkinson sounded too much like Brian 
Waltham on WBRS. Well, enough allitera- Wilson, and b) People remarked on my re· 
tions, RaJph doesn't seem to have a colossal Love, Chris Gill semblance to Brian Jones and I preferred to 
audience. So, hopefully this letter will help This leuer typifies the all too pervasive, start off with my own idenl. Soon, how. 
him get some kind of attention. Listen to self-defeating attitude which reigns holy on ever, I felt uncomfortable with my middle 
Ralphy baby on Fridays from 1-6 p.m. Act such mauers. Modesty, my son, will get you name as it doesn't suit me, and also had a 
now!!! Time is running out for him!!! The another Monday night at Cantones.'As to Hungarian girlfriend who couldn't pro. 
show only has a few more airings. your inquiry, I recommend getting down on nounce it anyway. She began calling me 

This has been Jezebel Torture and Psy· your knees and praying real hard. The birth "B" and the nickname stuck, and thus I 
cho Killer with another free promotional of the first Vitamin single will undoubtedly adopted it as my first name. (B.B. I didn't 
press publication (say that 5x's fast!). bean immaculate conception. like since a famous blues guitarisl and Nix· 

... GROUPIES FOR HIRE.. -Michael HafitJ. onian banker had already used it to full ef-
P.S. Well, we did it Ralph! We'll be ex- 1--111. -..... --.;,.,_;._..,,,-....,_.,,-,.,__..,,,-1,1 feet before.) 

peeling our check in the very near future. Dear Boston Rock et al, So when you see me, call me B: that's my 
.,_,.-.. _,.,. --...i:: .. -,..,.-,_....,_._-11,1 Hi there. Enclosed is a subscription form, name pure and simple. Thank you all for 

Dear Boston Rock, much against my better judgement, 1 must dealing with my somewhat confusing affec-
We of Vitamin appreciated Michael Ha- admit. I've heard a lot of "late" stories. talion. Have a great second year BR! 

fitz's comments on our new tape. His re- Anyway, I finally figured I should do my 
view was so positive that it approached hy. share in providing a stable cash flow for Love, B Wilkinson ~ 
perbole. Not that we disagree with him . His

1 
_Boston Rock. I really enjoy reading it this i-,-.-.... -,.i/1. -.~-... "'...,__,..,.,.--...i.M. 
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letfer From England-Number one in an 
occasional series. 

I have been back in this wasteland for six 
dreary weeks and I am bored. The only ray 
of sunshine brighteni ng the dismal dark
ness is THE WEDDING. Everyone in this 
inna1ion ridden place is frothing at the 
mouth waiting for a juicy bit of gossip con
cerni ng the happy couple. Whoopeeeee. 
Myself, I will not rest until I unearth an old, 
long forgotten snapshot of Lady Di au na
ture! cavorting on the riverbanks of some 
royal estate. Whal a scoop! 

Anyway, 10 stri ke a more seriou s note, 
despite my almost conti nuous preaching 
whilst in Boston earlier this year. it seems 
that wilh every new day another 'young 
soul rebel' has turned up in London looking 

for modern music, excitement and the 
meaning of life. I fee t it is my duty to warn 
you that this place is not the musical oasis 
it may appear as you sit there with your 
boots full of sa nd religiously reading 1he 
NME. 

There are plenty of bands that are only 
successful because a 'journalist' thinks they 
should be. So, full of enthusiasm for his 
new discovery, he runs off and writes a fut! 
page of superlati ves about them in one of 
the music papers and whizzzzo, they are 
stars. The British press , you sec, has far 
more power than their fe llow free-loaders 
in the US, a\mosl creating the music scene 
instead of si mply reporting iL So be 
warned, do not believe every word you 
read, unless of course it's a fanta~tic review 
of the next Brian Brain sing le. But why, I 
hear you ask, are these bands tolerated? 

Simple, the punters think 'this band must 
be good, I read about them in NM£ hoo
ray, more, more, more, etc. etc.' It 's a 
classic case of The Em peror' s New Clothes 
in action. It seems to me that most people 
do not think for themselves and that's pro
bably why, amon:~· other reasons, we have 
all these huge gangs crawling all over the 
place. Mods, ski nheads, punks, futurist s. 
new romantics, teddy boys. It' s so easy to 
hide behind the group identity and va lues. 
The don't have 10 thi nk about what they 
are going to wear or what they are going to 
say. Skinheads know they are not supposed 
to like mods and mods know their li fe isn't 
worth a shit unless they have a genuine Ital 
ian scooter 10 ny around on. 

Welt groovers , enough of tediou,; tribes 
and all !hat gu nk , what about gigs? If you 
ca n afford the tube fare in to the centre of 
the world, there are lot s of dumps 10 go and 
pose at. Most of the venues are just one 
room wi th a bar and tha1's ii, boring ci ty 
Arizona . Admission prices vary according 
to the club and the band from 2 10 7 bucks 
but if you are thinking 'what the heck, if I 
don't like the band I can always get totally 
wazzed on good old English beer' forget it, 
unless you have either 1en million dollars or 
a home you can mortgage . If you fancy a 
cock1ail before your !rip to the bankruptcy 
courts then the Rock Garden is the place for 

you. Sample a Black Russian for only 5 
bucks. Woweeececee, at those price .. you 
could get rolling drunk for a mere 60 buck ... 

If looki ng ridiculous is more your scene, 
baby, then the pat heticall y titled new ro
mantic movement is for you, but look out 
if you' re broke and can only afford to wear 
modified rubbish bags or trousers made 
from old newspapers, you could easily find 
you rself 1he leader of a new 'back 10 gar
bage' movcmen1, organizing gigs . fashion 
show<; and appearing on the front cover of 
the very music paper you have cleverly 
turned into an art nouveau blou\e. For 
those of you no! familiar with the locations 
of the new romanlic hang outs just ask for 
Pretetious Boulevard and you'll be there in 
no lime at all. 

I went to the 100 Club in Oxford St. to 
sec Wobblc's band make their London de
but a couple of weeks ago and although it 
isn't easy for me to be objective about 1he 
gig (being carried off on a flood tide of me
mories, beer and cheap wine) I will try and 
do a review-cue .. 

The band is Wobble, Jim Walker on 
drums (PiL's firs!) and Animal on guitar. 
They played all instrumental versions of 
Wobble and Pil songs with, as one might 
expect, very loud bass. Too loud for me 
and, it seemed, a few of the smalli sh audi
ence who took re fuge at the bar. Jim Walk
er's drumming was very tasty but Animal's 
guitar didn't compare at all with Keith [Le
vene's) inspi red twangs. I don't know, I 
left wishing that Wobble had sung or at* 
tempted to break some new ground instead 
of creat ing what is essentiall y PiL without 
Keith or John, withou1 the Kinetic energy, 
sort of background music really. 

Well, apart from telling you that Delta 5 
have just finished their alb um and that i1's 
boogie boogie boogie, if I can get it togeth
er. I' ll try writing to Boston Rock agai n. I 
will be a!lacking anything that moves, re
viewing all kinds of horrendous things and 
wafnjng on endlessly abou t nothing at all. 

You have been enduring .. 
Martin Atkins 
London, England 
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Publisher's Notes.. . 1.~/!:t:?1:f, ~ 

Many thanks ar:;:k~ ~reese ~~:~f.tE~ ~ 
... to all the people who helped get this issue out. Special thanks to the bands 
who played at our fundraisers: The Trademarks and The Outlets put on a 
great WBCN-sponsored show at Bunratty's in Allston. The highlight of the 
night was when Bebe Buell took to the stage. The venerable Mr. Curt of Pas
tiche was the MC. 

Near disaster at the Rat party ... 
... was narrowly averted when power was restored at IO p.m. The main circuit 
breaker to the stage power busted during Birdsongs of the Mesozoic's sound 
check. But this turned out to be one of the best nights we've ever done. The 
Alley Beats, Leper, Limbo Race, Birdsongs, and the Swimming Pool Q's all 
turned out superb sets. And with 5 bands in 4 hours, there was plenty of ac
tion. Special thanks to Barb Kitson and Jim Harold for helping under diffi
cult circumstances. 

Monthly ... Monthly •.• Monthly ... 
... is how often you'll be seeing Boston Rock in the future. No more arguments 
over what to call a publication that comes out every three weeks .. 

Cut & stapled ... 
.. . may not be the greatest thing since line tape, but we think it makes for a 
more attractive package. 

f.':~{,:!Jtf.~~,f~~~t!!~c!!.;!:1:r"ii.is"column has gotten to be too " 
much for too many for too long .. . 

Inn Sq. Men's Bar .. . 
... turned out to be the perfect place for our first year anniversary party. Owner 
Marshall even provided a cake complete with a Boston Rock logo. Good music 
by the Neats and Native Tongue made it a perfect night. 

The halo haired Mr. B . .. 
. .. otherwise known as the guy with the moon on top, has put his money where 
his mouth is and financed a Native Tongue record. Hopefully the vinyl results 
will shine as much as his cranium. Glad to welcome a member of our staff to 
the always dubious field of entrepreneurial rock promotion . 

Eric Van, noted rock critic ... 
... has an inaugural piece on the Rumble this issue. Opinionated though he may 
be, there is a heavy tone of reality to what he has to say .. 

Local records are booming ••. 
Special congratulations to City Thrills, whose new record has sold phenomenal 
numbers locally, according to Somerville distributor, Rounder. Mission of 
Burma's new release seems to be moving fairly well , and our own Modern 
Method compilation is into its 3rd pressing. So look forward to more good vinyl this fall. . 
The New Music Seminar ... 
... in New York last month was rather long on wind and short on useful infor
mation. Still, there was an impressive collection of industry people present, 
and the talking in the hallways was worthwhile. Driving back up from NY, 
Greg and I began discussing ways to put on a truly useful seminar for bands, 
independent labels, disc jockeys, promotion people, etc. Thus this fall, tenta
tively the end of October, we'll be presenting The Boston Rock Music Semi
nar. Till then, please stop coming into Newbury Comics to ask for "The 
Dreese Lecture" on record marketing and production. John will kill me if I 
talk to one more person! Plus, based on initial talks with some of the more 
knowledgeable people around town, it looks as though our Music Seminar 
will answer everything you want to know, and even unveil a lot of things you 
probably don't want to know. Stay tuned .. 

EAi RE.COP.OS 

FUTURE DADS 
Dorchester Summer ~ b/w 

Tree Outside/ Beatnik Beach Party 

Avallable Everywhere. 
Special Dorchester Edition available at: 
Adams Corner General Store, 772 Adams St. Dor. 
Ca1all'1 Corner Store, 775 Adams St. Dor. 
Ric-Rob Variety, 110 Savin HIii Ave., Dor. 



Although there were a few a[l}[ious strag
glers, the bulk of the autograph seekers 
hadn't arrived yet. On the steps sat one kid 
with a long sleeve shirt, skinny tic, tightly 
pegged pants and wraparound sunglasses. It 
must have been one hundred degrees in the 
afternoon sun but this guy acted cool as a 
cumcumbcr. 

"I just want you to know I'm not wailing 
for the Cramps," he said to nobody in par
ticular. "I'm just meeting someone." After 
several nervous puffs on his cigarette, he 
asked, "What country arc the Cramps from 
anyway?" 

"They're from America," I answered. 
"They used to live in New York City. But 
they're based in LA now." 

"Oh." he said, looking greatly disap
pointed. "I only like Brilish bands." And 
with that Mr. Cucumber picked himself up 
and headed down the street. 

Later that evening, after the Cramps 
played at the Channel and put on the best 
rock show of the year, I related the talc of 
the fraudulcn1 autograph seeker to Cramps 
vocalist, Lux Interior. 

Lux wasn't surprised. "Americans are 
ashamed of being American," he said. 
"They don't think anything good can come 
from here. It's shameful." 

The Cramps arc both very good and very 
American. Their unharnessed music boasts 
a ruthless independent spirit that is indigen
ous to few, if any, places in the world. And 
it is shameful that after more than six years 
of hard work they've yet to get much recog
nition. 

"We didn't play instruments when we 
started,'' Lux explains. "We just had this 
idea that rock and roll could still sound as 
good as it used to-that you didn't have to 
know shit-you could just do it." Original
ly founded by Lux (from Akron, Ohio) and 
guitarist Ivy Rorschach (from Sacramento, 
California), the Cramps made their debut at 
New York's C.B.G.B.'s in November of 
1976. Since then their approach, attitude 
and set list has changed little. 

Lux is a wild, menacing madman. Whe
ther he is ferociously swinging from one end 
of the stage to the other, or fiendishly 
slithering his way into the audience, he is a 
pleasure to watch. Drenched by gallons of 
his own sweat, Lux barks, howls, and occa
sionally even speaks on stage. "We just got 
back from a tour of Europe,'' he growled at 
the Channel audience. ''It was alright ... but 
it's good to be back someplace that stays up 
past eleven o'clock." 

"Let's get ugly," he snorted at another 
moment. "We start out ugly-but we can 
get a whole lot uglier... and a lot more 
primitive.'' 

To Lux's right, in sheer contrast, stands 
the elegant Ivy Rorschach. Except for her 
mesmerizing cat woman smile and an occa
sional shake of her shoulder or wiggle of the 
hips, Ivy barely moves. Lux may be a 
ghoulish sweatbox-but Ivy seems super
naturally composed. However, don't be 
misled by her gracefulness. The sound from 
her guitar is deadly. 

Ivy of course is only half of the Cramps' 
manic guitar sound. Also part of the origin
al (truly original at that) Cramps was gui· 
tarist Brian Gregory. Just last year, amidst 
rumors of having joined a religious cult, 
Brian left the band. Although Lux and Ivy 

report that Brian has made attempts at 
forming his own band (most recently with 
ex-Fashion vocalist Luke), his current activ
ty remains a mystery. After a couple of un
successful replacement attempts, Kid Con
go Powers (a long-time Cramps fan and 
one-time guitarist for LA rockabilly band 
the Gun Club) was recruited as Brian's re
placement. 

"I didn't leave the Gun Club on bad 
terms or anything," Congo insists. And he 
happily reports that his old band has just 
been signed to Slash's Ruby Records, add
ing, "That's gonna be one killer album." 

With Brian's departure, Ivy handles the 
bulk of the leads while Kid (with his matted 
black hair hiding his slightly deformed face) 
races about stage providing the necessary 
fuu, feedback and distortion. During the 
"Surfing Bird" encore (the Cramps at their 
manic best) Congo thrashed his guitar 
along amps, microphones and drums all 
while lying on his back. Congo is Cramps 
perfect. It's hard to imagine a time when he 
wasn't part of the band. 

Drummer Nick Knox has been a member 
of the the Cramps since the fall of 1976 
when he replaced Miriam Linna (now with 
the Zantees). In a way Knox resembles his 
hero, Clint Eastwood. Knox is the quiet re
served type who conserves his words and 
energy for when it's time to spring into ac. 
tion. Two cymbals rest high above his 
drums-but he barely touches them-opt. 
ing instead for his patented gunfire attack 

on the big bass drum (necessary for a band 
without a bass player). Between songs, Nick 
often gets up from his drums and takes 
short strolls around the stage. But with Lux 
gallivanting about, Ivy gazing mysteriously 
and Kid Congo making moves that make 
Johnny Ramone look like Sleeping Beauty, 
Knox's strolls arc rarely noticed. 

While nearly half of their songs are writ-
1en by Lux and Ivy, many others arc some
what rare covers of oddball records that 1hc 
band dug out of some junk heap or garage 
sale. One such song "She Said" has recent
ly emerged as the nip to their "Goo Goo 
Muck" single. "You can't understand any 
of the words on the (original) record," says 
Lux. "So I had to come up with the 
words." In the studio Lux recorded "She 
Said" with a styrofoam cup in his mouth. 
But live the words were hilariously distin· 
guishablc. "I tried to copy it so that what 
I'm saying sounds something like the ori
ginal. I change the words every night. 

"I went out last night and I got messed 
up!" Lux begins. "And when I woke up 
this morning you should of seen what I had 
in bed with me! She looked up at me from 
under the Scars and Roebuck sheets (leo
pard skin pattern) with her hair rollin' down 
in her eye ... in her one eye ... and she looked 
up at me ... and ... it said ... it said.. IT 
SAID ... " 



Knox smashes his body in the direction of songs and look through (old) records to 
his drums, and Lux bursts into a scream.. pick out a few others. But we don't practice 
"IT SAID ... Ow! Ooo! Ah! Ah!. .. Ow! much. If we practiced it would sound bor
Ooo! Ah! Ahl" It was as exciting as any ing like most records do. We had never 
spine tingling moment in rock and roll. And played 'She Said' before the time we did it 
the song had only just begun! Several chor- in the studio and we got it on,the third take. 
·uses and refrains later, with drums thunder- Actually that was the only time we got 
·iilg, Lux continued his story.. through the whole song." 

"This time," he preached, "This time "The mistakes we make in the studio are 
we're going all the way to Europe ... to Eng- f(!af important,'' Ivy adds. ''You can only 
land ... where they're having the BIG riots! make them once. In fact there's a great mis
Do you know what those riots are about? I take in 'She Said' where Kid hits his guitar 
said ... 'Do you know what those riots are too early." 
all about?' Well there's this girl there that I Unfortunately the Cramps' talents as a 
was hanging around with called Lady Di. spontaneous studio band have been stifled 
She's hanging around with this creep that by very few actual releases. During the five 
keeps throwing her off the horse! She keeps years Brian Gregory was in the band, the 
landing on her head! I said Lady Di, you Cramps released only two independent sin
could have my-self, what do you want with gles (reissued on a twelve inch EP with an 
this nit-wit? Well she looked up at me . .. she extra bonus track), their debut album Songs 
looked me straight in the eye .. . And do you the Lord Taught Us and one import single 
know what she told me? ... Do you know featuring the song "Drug Train." Kid par
what she tried to tell me? She said ... She ticipated in the recording of their latest al-

. SHE SAID.. '00000000000.. it bum Psychedelic Jungle and the "She 
fee-elssooogood!'" Said" single. Other material has been re-

It's the spirited pugnacious moments like corded, but if-or-when it comes out is up in 
this is where the Cramps' genius shines the the air, especially now since there are prob
brightest. This bands understands rock and lems between the Cramps and their record 
roll. During "Sunglasses After Dark" Lux label. 
pulls a pair of dark shades out of his pants "We're not getting our just deserts for 
while Ivy has the audacity to continually being so fabulous!" jokes Kid. "But it's 
pluck an especially unmelodic high note. In boring to talk about stuff like that.'' 
the album rendition of "Beautiful Gar- "It takes away from the magic," Ivy 
dens" both guitars are unleashed into a tur- adds. 
bulent whirlwind of ringing echo and dis- Nonetheless it's likely the next Cramps 
tortion. By anything but the most demented record will be on a different label. "K-Tel 
standards this moment is wonderfully unlis- would be a great label for us," Lux laughs. 
tenable. The out of tune guitars and wall of "We are convinced we can have hits and 
drums ricochet until the entire racket fades sound just as weird as we sound." 
and Lux profoundly cackles (a line lifted "But there's really nothing that weird 
from an old Godz album), "You know about us," Ivy continues. "A lot of new 
somethin'-music sure sounds better than tt wave or independent labels have a complex 
used to!" or give the bands a complex saying, 'Oh, 

"When we go into the studio," Lux ex- you're too weird, we have to market you in 
plains, "We record live. Wewriteafewnew a certain weird way.' But they don't think 

we're too weird in France or Belgium 
where we've had top ten hits." 

"It gets back to where younger people 
seem a!most ashamed of what America was 
like in the fifties or sixties-as if rock and 
roll is something silly," says Lux. "Ameri
cans have no knowledge of (original) rock
abily or (original American) punk rock even' 
less. That was the real anarchy! The real 
craziness!'' 

"And that," Kid interrupts,' "is why 
we're so popular in Europe. They love any
thing American. You can go into any [Eur
opean] store in any mall or record chain 
and they have all rockabilly records, Gene 
Vincent and Eddie Cochran still in stock. 
And they have tons of James Dean stuff all 
the time.'' 

Yet the Cramps remain very hopeful. 
"More and more people show up at our · 
gigs,'' Ivy reports. "We're very commer
cial. There's no reason why we can't be on a 
major label if we find somebody that un
derstands us and realizes that we can ~c 
successful.'' 

And adds Lux, "As a band I think we're 
already a success. I couldn't want more 
from a band. But what we're doin' isn't ex
actly what we set out to do, we didn't set 
out to be an elite cult band, we wanted a 
different sound that's all. I wanna change
the world and we're not gonna quit until we 
win. And we will win." 

Witht their musical roots firmly embed
ded in the spirit of the nation's past cultural 
resources (rockabilly, gospel, garage rock, 
comics, horror flicks, etc.) the Cramps are 
not a revivalist band but self-appointed 
guardians for an endangered past. Whether 
they have hits and make it to the top of the 
US charts, or if their records were destined 
for the junk heaps and garage sales of the 
future, they have helped keep rock and roll 
alive in the eighties. They have already won. 
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by Harold Lepidus 

I could have written an article explaining 
eserkeley recording artist Greg Kihn 's his

ory and why he should be a big star. but I 
thought ii would be belier if you just sat in 
on the interview and sow what Greg Kihn is 
really like. Besides, I'm lazy. This interview 
took place in a dimly lit restaurant located 
below his Coolidge Corner hotel room. 
With Greg is his keyboard player Gory Phil
ips. Join us, won't you? 
oston Rock: Who thought of the album ti

tle/or Rockihnroll ? 
reg: Well, 1 didn't think of this one 

(laughter). I don't want any credit on this. 
Someone al (Beserkeley's distributor) Elek
Ira's Art Department thought of Rockihn
ro/1, figuring it was probably a joke, and it 
got approved (laughter). No, I do have a 
funny name for the next one, but I'm not 
gonna say it. I wanted to call this one "A 
Day Late and a Dollar Short," but they 
wouldn't let me. They said it was negative. 
BR: Do you spend most of your rime in 
California? 
Greg: Yeah, just about all of my time, un
less I'm on tour. 
BR: And how often do you tour? 
Greg: We tour once or twice a year. We're 
very lazy. When we're in California, it's 
like we're on tour, but we're home. We play 
three or four nights a week all over the 
state within driving distance, and we just go 
back to Berkeley. So it's kinda like a tour 
all year, except you don't go anywhere. 
Gary: We just stay home. 
BR: Did you start off as a folk singer? 
Greg: Yeah, but that was 10 years ago, so I 
denounce it. 
BR: Was ii in California? 
Greg: No, I never sang in California as a 
folk singer. 
Gary: That's a lie. 
Greg: OK, two or three times I needed mon
ey, I'd go down and sing "Four Strong 
Winds." No, I haven't even touched my 
acoustic guitar since the third album. I'm 
rockin' now. 
BR: How long do you think that you'll con
tinue to play rock 'n' roll? 
Greg: About two more months probably. 
I'm getting close to retirement now. The 
mandatory rock retirement age is I 9, and 
I'm 191/1. No, I've got no plans to change. 
I'd like to do more stuff, like I'd like to try 
to be in a movie or something, or maybe 
soundtracks. I mean there are things that 
the band wants to do, but opportunities 
have not arisen yet. But I imagine that 
we'll always continue to play rock and roll, 
just have side interests as well. I don't ever 
see the band breaking up. I mean we've 
been here for six years, we'll be here for an
other six easy. Another thing is that we've 
gotta make money. Gotta pay that rent, 
man. The more I play, the better I feel, so I 
play all the time. Playing live is important if 
you're a rock and roll musician. 
BR: How did you get a hold of Bruce 
Springsteen's "Rendezvous?" 
Greg: Well, Bruce gave it to me. He came to 

our gig at the Ro,r ~bout the time of Next 
of Kihn. And "'•' 1frcacly done "For 
You," and he'd come to thl! J..oxy, he was a 
real nice guy, and he came backstage after
wards. It wound up we were both staying at 
the Sunset Marquee. So when we got back 
to the hotel, we were sitting by the pool, 
and he gave me the tape. 

Gary: Remember the tape? 
Greg: The tape! Right! 
Gary: We sat upstairs and we were trying to 
figure out the words for a good three hours. 
Greg: (singing) "We desire so much more 
than squirrels, girls," (laughter) and it took 
me about half a year 'ti! I saw him at Win
terland to ask what the lyrics were. And his 
mom gave me the lyrics. 

BR: Does your mom approve of what 
you 're doing? 
Greg: Yeah. My mom came and saw me 
two nights ago. It was very traumatic . 1 
only see her once or twice a year, so ... Ac
tually once or twice every two or three 
years, 'cause I haven't seen her for three 
years, so.. It's always so intense when 
your mom is there, 'cause you can't say 
something dirty. I can't be myself, in other 
words. I have to shave. even. 

BR: A lot of people say Next of Kihn is your 
best album .. 
Greg: They're wrong. They're just flat out 
wrong. The new album is the best album. 
BR: What a PR person! 
Greg: Well, here's the way I look at it. Peo
ple always like what you did before. When 
my next album comes out, they'll look back 
and say Rockihnro/1 is better. It's a tenden
cy of journalists to go look in retrospect. 
(Greg yells at a sound man in the restaurant 
to shut off his tape, then looks at my notes.) 

What's that "co-op" question? I don't 
shop at the co-op, no. (sarcastic) I don't 
like those hippies and commies. Not me, 
uh-uh. 
BR: No, it's about when you guys gave au
tographs or the Coop a couple of years ago. 
Greg: (excited) Yes! I do remember that! 
There were about IO people there. I stole a 
Kiss tape. (laughter) I figured I'm not get
ting paid for this, I may as well leave with a 
Kiss tape-Love Gun. 
BR: Here's a cliched question: Who were 
your influences? 
Greg: Buddy Holly. (pause) Joe Maudlin, 
Jerry Allison. 
Gary: Who? 
BR; They're the Crickets. 
Greg: Uh ... I don't have that many influ
ences anymore. Usually I lie and I have a lot 
of hip answers, like Jack Kerouac, Brooks 
Robinson, people like that. But I don't lie 
anymore. I'll just tell ya, I'm just a mun
dane pedes1rian listener. I'm just as influ-· 
enced by Abba as I am by the Sex Pistols. I 
just see it all as "I like it" or "I don't like 
it.'' 

BR: Did you get that Buddy Holly box set? 
Greg: Yeah. I got 1hat in Germany. I got 
the German one tha1 has an extra record. 
BR: (surprised) What's on it? 
Greg: I don't even know! (laughter) I hope 

I don't die and they put out all my demos. I 
mean if my playing goes down and they 
start putting out demos of what I did in '68, 
it's gonna be very embarrassing. (A quick 
discussion of an Everly Brothers 4S's box 
set follows.) 
BR: Whatdoyoudoforfun? 
Greg: That's a good question. I follow 
sports, I like to read the paper in the morn
ing, look at all the scores and stats. I listen 
to a lot of music, read a lot of everything, 
mind-rot mostly. 
BR: Whatsportsdoyoufollow? 
Greg: Baseball, the Oakland A's, the 
Amazing A's, and of course the Baltimore 
Orioles, which is where I'm from, original
ly. See, when I was a kid, I used to have a 
job in the stadium. I lived two blocks from 
the stadium as a kid, and I used to have a 

job of parking the cars in the lot, and they'd 
let you in for free after the fifth inning. So I 
went to like home game for about five 
years after the fifth inning. And since they 
won them all in the ninth, it was OK, ya 
know? I used to love that. My bedroom was 
facing Memorial Stadium, and at night I 
would hear this tremendous crowd sound, 
and I was wondering what was happening. 
I'd hear the old man downstairs going 
"Shit!', I knew that the other team scored. 
Gary: We went to Fenway Park last time we 
were here. It was great, except the hot dogs 
were terrible. But what a groovy stadium. 
Greg: I wish I had a stadium like that in 
my backyard. 
BR: But then you'd have to take care of it! 

KIHNTINUED ON NEXT PAGE .. 
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Greg: I love mowing the lawn. 
Gary: He's a wondcrrul gardener. 
Greg: I spend ha lf of the day mowing the 
lawn. I get up in the morning, and I get 
really high, I put on my shorts, and I do one 
1wo-foot area. Look at it. Discuss it with a 
neighbor. Readjust the mower. Do a couple 
of other areas. I really love mowing the 
lawn. It's a very Zen-like experience. 
8.C. Kagan: We wouldn't know about rhat. 
We don't have lawns in Boston. 
Greg: Well, I just bought a new house in 
Oakland, so there's tons of grass and trees 
and shrubbery that all needs pruning, so 
I'm a happy gator, man. I just went to Scars 
and got the most state-of-the-art cutting 
equipment. t got electric shears that do the 
sculpting of the hedges, and I got those 
whipper things (which he imitates), that 
whips the grass into shape. Then I got this 
nice groovy lawn mower. So I've got all the 
shearing equipment I need . (pause) ls 1hisor 
interest 10 your readers, do you think? 
BR: They have a habit of editing my stuff. 
Greg: I kinda reel they're gonna edit this 
part oul. So what's going on in Boston? Lei 
me ask you the questions! 
BR: Well the Clash are playing New York. 
That's the big news. Are you a big Clash 
fan? 
Greg: I love the Clash. They're one or my 
three favorite bands. 
BR: Who are !he other two? 
Greg: The Who, lhe Rolling Slones. 
BR:/ had to miss a quiz and a few classes to 
get tickets. 
Grrg: I hear there's a quiz at the end or the 
show. The live show is an 18 album sel. 
(laughter) And no two songs are lhe same, 
and then there's a questionnaire at the end. 
BR: And then they do dub versions of it all. 
Greg: I love dub. We're big reggae fanatics, 
100. There's a lot or reggae music in Berke· 
Icy. A lot or groups go out there and play. 
We ourselves have la ed with a lot or reg. 

gae groups, like Toots and Third World, 
1he Spear, groups like that. I like them all. 
I really like reggae music. There's a real 
honesly and it's direct and unpretentious. 
and it's not like a lot or new wave rock. It's 
got soul. Poor man's Otis Redding. Actual· 
ly you 've got 10 be ruckin' rich to buy a Ja. 
maican album. You've got 10 pay ten 
bucks. What Rasla guy is gonna be able to 
buy the new Big Youth album, right? 
You've gol to have $8.JO to hear him sing 
about poverty. The great thing about reg· 
gae is that you know the songs berore 
you've heard them. They've been in your 
mind ror a week. Familiarity or emotion. 
BR: Do you ever try to ploy it yourself? 
Grq: That would be the same as me play. 
ing blues. I play white boy music from the 
suburbs, I wouldn't want 10 try to do some· 
thing 1ha1 wasn't real. 
Gary: It's run 10 rool around with. 
Greg: We don't do it on stage much, maybe 
once a year. (laughter) We're no1 that un. 
happy a nd repressed and frustrated. we're 
just in 100 good or a mood to play reggae. 
I'm in a great mood man. I just can't get 
down about anything. People say rock and 
roll is in trouble, but they're wrong, it's do· 
ing great. 
BR: Who's helping it along? 
Grrg: Reagan. (laughter) We need the bad 
guys to make the good guys better. I think 
Ronald Reagan is great ror rock and roll. 
He's like Lyndon Johnson. You need some· 
body like that. Like Carter was too namby· 
pamby to gel worked up about. Now here's 
somebody we can rally against. 

The Greg Kihn Band is: 
Larry Lynch-drums 
Steve Wright-bass 
Greg Kihn-vocals, rhythm guitar 
Dove Carpenter-lead guitar 
Gary PHillips-keyboards 
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I SIDE 1 

I PASTICHE "Psycho Blonde" 
THE OUTLETS, "3rd Floor for Me" 
FUTURE DADS, "New Feeling" _ 

I BOYS LIFE, "I Wasn't Me" 
LA PESTE, "Army of Apathy" 

91 SWINGERS RESORT, "Hit List" 
YOUNG SNAKES, "Brains and Eggs" I VACUUMHEADS, "Preppie Girls" I LA PESTE, "Lease on Life" 

SIDE2 

SUADE COWBOYS, "Master" 
BOUND & GAGGED, "Black Sand" 
SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES, "Before and 

After" . 
PASTICHE, "This Reminds Me of the Future" 
BIRD SONGS OF THE MESOZOIC, "Pulse Piece" 
THE LONERS, "Planet Spirit" 
BOUND & GAGGED, "Personal Monsters" 
BOYS LIFE, "Heroes of the Dead" 
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Don't Miss the 
Modern Method Party 
At The Paradise 
Sunday,August23 
3:00 p.m. ALL AGES 
8:00 p.m. Proper ID 

$5.49 
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Orchestral Manoeuvres is: In 1979, under the Orchestral Manoeu- way we all started. Not being able to play 
Andy McCluskey: bass, vocals vres banner, the duo pressed up their home helps you do something different." 
Paul Humphreys: keyboards, vocals recording of "Electricity," which became OMO docs have one problem that the 
Malcolm Holmes: drums something of a hit in England. Soon they more ''technically oriented" performers 
Martien Cooper: sax, keyboards, bass found themselves on tour with Gary Nu- have-carting around tons of electronic 

man, with Andy on bass and vocals, Paul equipment. On their first trip to Bcantown 

by Trisrram Lozow 
on keyboards , and a tape deck that they af- last year, the group landed at the amicable, 
fectionately dubbed Winston (now retired) but small, Underground. The same amount 

Some people are all too eager to blame occupying the space between them. of gear that they brought with them on that 
the demise of the fun, energy and inventive- Later successful releases included ''Red trip cramped the Paradise stage this time 
ness of the rock of the late sixties on the Frame, White Light," "Enola Gay," which around, even though they had six or seven 
proliferation of rock keyboards and synthe- was a top ten single, and the Organisation times the area. "We only played 20 minutes 
sizers during the early seventies. LP which went gold. Polygram has already (at the Underground). Not 'cause we didn't 

This is more or less bunk, of course. released the album in Canada, and Epic will want to play, but 'cause we couldn't. We 
True, the most pompous bands of that day carry OMO in the States. The first US al- did everything we could with the set-up 
were those who envisioned themselves as bum release is an eleven song compilation there." 
thoroughly modern Mozarts with their of the two albums including the aforemen- Touring has other drawbacks for OMO. 
stacks upon stacks of electronic descend- tioned songs as well as "Messages," "The "We're one of those bands that can't write 
ants of the piano. But the problem was with Misunderstanding," and "Statues." on the road. We need to be in our own 
the artistes and their grand delusions, not Orchestral Manoeuvres takes issue with studio to write. We put our ideas together 
with the instruments. Were the side-long their ''synthi-oriented'' classification. "I on the tape recorder, so being on the road 
wanderings of Cream's jams or Ten Years don't really think we've been synthi-orient- is really useless for us in that respect. It 's 
After's miserable "Good Morning Little ed. We used to build gadgets because we something of a time loss for us. We do en-
Schoolgirl" or (fill in another guitar-led couldn't afford anything else. Maybe our joy playing gigs, but it robs you of time." 
band) any less pretentious? early days were more synthi-oriented, but "This is our fourth tour now of basically 

So, though it's obvious that they have no we're increasingly less so. I don't think we the same set , " Paul chimes in, "So we' re 
monopoly on pretense, synthis and key- fit into that stereotype." Paul adds, "We just itching to go home more than we nor -
boards have nonetheless earned a reputa- try to avoid those synthi cliches." mallydo.'' 
tion in rock for self-anoin1ed grandeur. Still, OMO (now a four-piece) has much So, they prefer the comfons of their 
And not Without reason. It takes but one in common with certain traits most associ- home studio to the stage? "Actually, some 
little finger strategically placed on a single ated with spacey keyboard bands-textural of our songs are a lot better live," answc~s 
keyboard to, through the miracles of tech- landscapes, dark swells, echoey drones and Paul. To reproduce certain parts of their re-
nology often known as gimmickry, produce sequenced pulses, mostly attributable to corded compositions, OMO still relies heav-
a grandiose wall of sound. On the other Paul's colorful keyboards. But they're more ily on tapes, mostly as a practical matter. 
hand you can put the same machine in the spirited, and fun, than you'd think. "Dane- Setting up the sequenced pattern of "Mes-
hands of someone more able (spelled ima- ing" has an adapted stripper's beat. Andy, sages" might add another half hour to their 
ginative) and get completely edifying re- who must have studied Bryan Ferry's stage sound check, which already takes two hours 
suits. manners at length, struts around with the to get through. "Even with four pairs of 

One of the newer ''synthi-oriented'' almost-cool moves of a reincarnated croon- hands it's still impossible to do everything 
groups that hopes to fall into that second er. For comic relief, OMO even covers the that's required in a song, so we have to use 
category is Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Chris Montez hit "The More I See You." tapes. But we don't make any bones about 
Dark. "Some groups are getting away with Also, OMO claims a slight aversion to the what we use and don't use," Andy insists. 
murder because people still have this mys- technical areas of musical electronics. "We don't hide it [the tape) away so that 
terious image of synthesizers as being spe- "We're interested in the sound rather than the audience doesn't know whether the 
cial and wonderful," says OMO co-founder the method of producing the sound. sounds coming through the PA are from the 
Andy McCluskey. "They're playing real "It's easy to look and sound profession- group or because of divine intervention." 
junk, but because they're playing it on a al with synthis . We're great believers in be- "Touring costs a lot of money, but peo-
synthi the audience thinks it's something ing non-musicians. We can play reasonably pie really do need to see us on stage. That's 
newer than it really is.'' well these days, but we still can't read mu- why we're playing here without a domestic 

McCluskey and fellow IMDer Paul Hum- sic or anything. I think it's very good that release. America to us is a joke-a joke lit-
phreys have been playing together from way because then you have to do it your erally. If we record an album now and put 
''their side of the river" in Liverpool for own way. it away for IO or 15 years and then release 
years. Their musical configurations have in- "l just bought a six string guitar, speak- it, it's bound to hit big in the States." 
eluded the Id, which donated an early re- ing of not being a synthi based band," An- Oh yeah? 
cording of" Julia's Song" (still performed dy continues, "and I can't play it worth "You know what I mean. Just listen to 
as an OMO encore) to Street to Street, a lo- shit. J have to find some way of playing it the AM radio." I\. " cal sampler. that's entirely my own method. That's the " 
" II'.. II'.. 1'- II'.. 1'- r,, " "- " " " 
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POSTERS BADGES AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
~ a~ ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 

T-SHIRTS MAGAZINES 1. ROCK IT RECORDS SAUGUS MASS (617) 233 7805 

ALTERNATIVE 
7" Antipasti-Another Dead Soldier (E) 
7" Antlpastl-4 Sore Points (E) 
7" Bongos-In 1he Congo (El 
7" Bow Wow Wow-Work (El 
7" Aobert Calvert-Lord al Hornets (El 
7" Clash-Magnificent Seven (E) 
7" Elvis Costello-Watch Your S1ep 

{USA) 
7" Crass-Nagasaki Nightmare (E) 
7" O.lek-I love You/Hearlbeat (E) 
7" Dark-Einstein's Brain (E) 
7" Dept. 5-ls Vic There? (El 
7" Oepeche Mode-Oreamlngol Me 

(El 
T' Steve Olggle-Shut Out the Light (E) 
7" Thomas Dolby-Urges (E) 
7" Duran Duran-Planet Earth (E) 
7" Essential Logic-Music Is a Beller 

Noise (E) 
7" Gang of Four-What We All Want (E) 
7" I'm So Hollow-Dreams to Fill a 

Vacuum (E) 
7" Grace Jones-Demolition Man (El 
7" Ulllput-Elsiger Wind (E) 
7" Lene Lovich- New Toy (El 
7" Medium, Medium-Hungry, So 

Angry (E) 
7" Minny Pops-Dolphin Spurt (El 
7" New Order-Ceremony (E) 
7" Colln Newman-Inventory (El 
7" Our Daughter's Weddlng-lawn

chairs (E) 
7" Pere Ubu-Not Happy (El 
7" Pole Cats-John I'm Only Dancing 

(El 
7' Positive Noise-Ghosts (E) 
7' Spiules-Rlsk (E) 
7' Subterraneans-My Ftamlngo (El 
7' Shaking Pyramids-dbl. single (E) 
7' Slmple Minds-Celebrate (E) 
7' TV-21-0n the Run (El 
7"' UB-40-Don·t Stow Down (E) 
7" UK Decay-Black Cat (E) 
7" Urge-Bobby (E) 
7" Vice $Quad-Last Rockers (E) 
7" Visage-Mind of a Toy (El 
LP Recorder-wlhve P. Gabriel (E) 
LP Bouquel ol Steel (El 
LP Clock OVA-Thirst (E) 
LP Fire Engines (E) 
LP Blurt-In Berhn (El 
LP Gang of Four-Solid Gold (E) 
LP Ob's (E) 
LP Stray Cats (E) 

LOCAL 

LP's LP's LP's LP's LP's 

Robert Ellis Orra1I-FlxaUon 
Robert Ellis Orrall-Actually 
Robert Ellis Orra11-Sweet Nothing 
Robert Ellis Orrall-Blg 12" single 
MOdern MelhOd Records Complla-

tion 
Rings-new release 
Human Sexual Response-Fig. 14 
Prof. Anonymous-Living ln the Real 

World 
Boston lncesl LP 
Robin Lane and lhe 

Chartbusters-lmltatlon LIie 
The Nervous Eaters 
Private Lightning 
The Johnny Barnes Story 
em Chinnock-Olme Store Heroes 
Rags-They Closed Stiver Lake 
Pep Lester-Songs In Search 01 Music 
Jeanne French-Diamond In Rough 
Barbarians 
Fools-Heavy Menlal 
G.G. Allln-Atways Was. Is and Always 

Will Be 
DMZ-Relles, new on Bomp 

12" 12" 12" 12" 12" 12" 
Zion lnllation-Showcase 
Bound & Gagged 
Robin Lane-5 Live Songs 
Shane Champagne 
,o·· City Thrills-incl. Sorry 

7"7"7"7" 7"7"7" 
Upstarts-Live Each Day 
Orienlal Artists-Hit Slngle 
Slow Children-Pseudo Girl 
Hay Wire-Eve of Destruction 
Mirrors -Stay Close 
Trademarks-Magic in Her Eyes 
Swingers Resort-new 45 
Willie Loco Alexander-Gin 
Blue Moon-WIid Weekend 
Beaver Brown-Wild Summer Nights 
Dutch Courage-Imagine 
Fools-Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
General Foodz-Be So Funny 
Gremies-No Surlin' In Dorchester Bay 
Jared-Space Traveller 
Joshua Hayes-Cardiac Arrest 
I-Tones-Love Is a Pleasure 

Mundanes-Make 11 the Same ADAM & THE ANTS ADAM & THE ANTS SOLID ROCK 
NeighbortloOds-Preltiest Glr1 7" Adam & Ants-Stand & Deliver LP Allman Bros -Live al Fillmore East 
Pastiche-Lock II Up 7" Adam & Ants-Young (US) 
Scientific Americans-Flexl,Dlsc Parisians/ZeroxJCar Trouble/ LP BeaUes-Beatleman1a (CJ 
Space Negroes-Go Commercial Ant Music/Dog Eat Dog/ LP Beaues-20 Golden Hits (F) 
Stalns-4 song EP Kings of WIid Frontier LP Bealles-2nd (J) 
Stampers-You're the One 7" Adam & Ants-A.N.T.S. (llexldlscl LP Capt Beelhearl-Striclly Personal 
Taxi Boys-4 song EP LP Adam & Anis-Dirk wears White (E) 
Third Rail -Ifs a Surprise Sox LP Count Five-Psychotic Reaction 
V;-Don't Lei the Bastards LP Adam & Ants-Kings ol WIid (US) 
Vinny Band-I Won't Bother You No Fronlier LP Dave Clark Five-Best 

More LP Jubilee (Has Plas Surgery & LP Derek & the Oominos-Llve (JI 
Boys Llle-2 Doors Down Deutscher Girls by Adam) LP Love-Da Capo (G) 
Eggs-Changes LP Moby Grape-(1st wlorig. cover) 1-----------------------, ~~ ~h~~~~~~:~~ f~!~~n~r~eband (J) 

SPECIAL IMPORTS 

I know you'lt probably think we're nu ts 
and full ot shit but gOddam 11 we really 
didn't get this stuff through our own 
persistent ellorts to oHer the best and, 
dare I say 11, the tarlhest out doggone 
recordings lhls side ol Saturn. We've 
searched tar and wide tor unusual mu
sic until lina1Iy on a tiny moon ol the 
plane! Neptune we hit a vein of pure vi 
nyll 
Unbeknownst to us. for all these years 
they have been, yes. monitoring our 
television and radio broadcasts until 
they have finally developed a rocking 
and rolling mutation ol their very own. 
And to pul the l rosting on the cake 
these guys are not even human! Rock 
·n· roll? Welt we cannot lind the beal 
Not a one. Cosmic debris lndeed.'Le!'s 
get the tun going with their l1rst issue 
A mammoth task of curiosity and re
spect they came up with one whopper 
of a borset 

The Six ties Singled Out For' 
Solt Focus lnlrospect1on 

Whewi What a mind boggier This set of 
5000 seven Inch discs comes In a very 
special PVC pipe. All are In picture 
bags. No corner have been cut so that ii 
can be truly said that this is the Neptun , 
ian lunar version ol llfe thru radio trans
mission. A complete, solid listening 
evenl. And there Is even more. Just 
feast your eyes upon the glowing l1sl of 
unearthly delights below Remember 

not only do we have them, unreleased 
as they may be, but we get them before 
any o ther plane!' 
LP Can ol Worms-an as yet unopened 
bonanza. Heck. who knows what goOd
ies lurk Inside this burrowed brain ol an 
LP 
7" Docile Rhythms-Untoward Passion 
7" Boredom Kills-Silent Inerts 
7" Gritting Teeth-Coy Penises 
LP Syndrums tor Ch,ldren-Nonesutch 
Sampler 
12" Coagulation-Lopsided Hemis
pheres 
12" Doors Medley-Ascending Mush 
room Orchestra 
cassette-Sex Pislols Bathroom Tapes 
7" Who Am I-Rampant Stereotypes 
LP MOdem Girl Allstars-members of 
the Polson Girls, Girls at Our Best, 
Warm Girls. Mystery Girls, Girl, and 
Glrlschool got logether with members 
o f lhe MOdern Eon. MOdern Romance. 
Modern English. Modernaires. and Ma
themallques Modernes and put down 
one heavy session. Luckily Just the 
drummers ot each band perlormed to 
present a truly lribal feeling 
Pie Oise-Tastelessness supreme. All 
we can say Is that the posterior of one 
Buster B. and the anterior (without elec
trical 1ape) ot one W.OW make up this 
lwo sided wonder. 
Book- The Cryptold Years-an unnerv
ing life ol earth carbon lorms as seen 
through alien antennae Shocking 
Come back Janee 

7" Squeeze-ls That Love 
r' Fleetwood Mac-Silver Spring (JI 
LP Genesis-Foxtrot (El 
7" Genesis-Guidance ol Autumn lE) 
12" Peter Gabriel-I Don't Remember 

(C) 
LP Peter Green-Watcha Gonna Do? 

(4th solo LP) (El 
LP Jlmi Hendrix -War Heroes (J) 
LP J1mi Hendrix-Woke Up This Morn-

ing (E) 
12" John Lennon-Imagine (G) 
12" Lynyrd Skynyrd-Freeb1rd (E) 
7" Aoxy Music-Jealous Guy (E) 
7" Yes-Don·, Kill the Whales (E) 
12" Zappa-I Don·, Wanna Be Dratted 

IC) 
LP GIies, Giles, & Fripp (J) 
LP Monkees-1 st & more ot (J) 
CA Yoko Ono-Walking on Thin 

Ice (wlexlra track)(E) 
12" Plastic Ono Band-Give Peace 

a Chance (G) 
LP Robert Wyalt-Rock Bottom/Aulh 

Is Stranger Than Richard (E) 
7" Lennon/Ellan John-Stand by 

Me (E) 
LP Soft Machine-Cockayne 

WHO WHO WHO WHO WHO 
LP Who-Face Dances (due March 23) 
7" Who-You Better You Bet 
LP Who-Direct Hits (J) 
LP Who-Perfect Collection (J) 
LP Who- A Quick One (J) 
LP Who- Odds 'n Sods (E) 
LP Who-Live at Leeds wlposter (El 
LP Pete Townshend-Who Came First 

IE) 
7" High Numbers-I'm the Face (El 
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SUN 
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WED 
12 

SAT 
15 

up from the Underground 
corner of Comm. and 
Harvard Ave., Allston ROCKABILLY PLANET, Inn Square 

I've yet to see this New England-based outfit but I've: ~~ Wed. 12 
heard rave reviews-especially about their vocalist. (G. : -..e opening night 
Reibman) BUSH TETRAS 
BUSH TETRAS, Grand Opening of Streets~. DS""'-' 

Aug.e Thur. 13 
The Kings (Queens?) of trance dance opening what may :..------------t 
be a replacement for The Underground. The first month's; Rocubilly Pl•net PETER DAYTON 
bookings of this club look very promising . Located at the: Aug. 9 INSTEPS 
former Gladstones address, corner of Comm. Ave. and :e------------. 
Harvard Ave. (M. Dreese) ; IIJouMce~:;i~MollnHt ,.------F-r-1.-

1
-
4
-----. 

ESSENTIAL BOP and THE NEATS, Spit . NATIVE TONGUE 
Taking the reigns from Magazine, England's Essential : The Meetings 
Bop have a phenomeAal lyricist/Vocalist In Steve Bush :U _____ A_u_s_-1_1 _____ tl•" YOUNG SNAKES 
and the music flows molten around him. Boston's Neats; 0070ndloy',LH• 
are, well, neat, and worth getting there early for. (M. Hafitz) Aug. 12 Sat. 15 

KILLING JOKE with Things That Fall; NewModets SOMEONE AND 
Down and Young Snakes, The Channel Aus, 13 THE 
The aural equivalent of graflitti, aggressive but polished:, Hy~,, .. ,1on SOMEBODIES 
music backs up Killing Joke's pessimistic vocals. Making• Aug.14 
its Boston debut, this band is known for its nihilistic poli-:•11------------it.. ART VAR D 
tics and flirtations with religious imagery and black ma-•, Tradenml<s 

::.'.( gic. Opening band the Young Snakes slithered into a lot'. "ug. lS Wed. 19 
of hearts during the recent Rumble. (B. Sherman) : •• n------------. 

\··,-----....:..:....:..:...::.::.....-"-'...c:....c.:..:..:.....:..:.c.:::.:;.;c::.:..::.:.=-=.:.:::.:.:.:.:.=:.:.c.___ Poul!~~:161ond THE LYRES 
··· ART, Gallery East , 
/; FRI According to their press release, Mykel Board's Art will,:• DidiStewartandTheAmpllfiers THE STAINS 
:._·:_·.= .. ; 21 on Sept. 16, become "the first 'Underground' new wave:. Aug. 17 Thur. 20 

group to play Carnegie Hall. Their song "Boat People" on ,.'lr-------------11,w 
:.·:. their independent record The Only Record in The World.' AugL_o;=•~ 

19 
LIZZIE BORDEN 

on (you guessed it) "the Only Label in The World" is a de-·. AND THE AXES 
::•; _____ m_en_t_e_d_c_la_ss_i_c.~(G_. R_e_ib_m_a_n~) _________ :·." i---C-h-ri,-J-on-.. -.-.-d-Th_e_R_eg_u_la-.,--

\·:·: BLACK FLAG with Lou Miami and The ~. "•s- 20 (Boston Debut) 
·:.- Outlets, The Channel -:_:.ii-----M-o,-,.-1s ----11: THE SPIKES 
:•'.•: SAT Kamikaze LA punk that is exhllirating but not for the weak•: Aug. 21 & 22 

·:: 22 of stomach. Also on hand the trash/pop aesthetic of Lou•s/ll------0-.-.. -----s.w Fri. 21 
••• Kozmetix and garage band brats The Outlets. (B. Sher- ,·. Aug. 23 CITY THRILLS 
•:: man) ·:;Jr-------------11,·.1 
:.: .. ~ ____ M_O_D_E_R_N __ M_E_T_H_O_D_P_A_R_T_Y_, _A_ll_a-ge-s~:·. Uncl•Pl.asont lood OUTLETS 

.'·~----~Au~g~. ~24~----llt---~;ai~~---1 :.:: SUN show at 3 p.m. with Someone and The:·:1 Sat. 22 
:.:: 23 Somebodies, Future Dads, Outlets and:·: i:~~;; CITY THRILLS 
:.:.: Swingers Resort. 8:30 show with The·:1t----::--:------.:1 FUTURE DADS 
-.:._:,: Somebodies, The Dads, Native Tongue:.: ~:~~:: 

and November Group, Paradise. :_. Agt>.kotDonc•ondDrumTroop Wed. 26 
;;_. It's our chance to get Indulgent again. Two shows show-:: Aug. 26 007 
:•'.•: casing local talent, and celebrating the release of the new;.lt-------------tlEI 
;,·.· Future Dads record, " Dorchester Summer. " November': Su!d:~:.:::.y, ALLEYBEATS 
_... Group (with former members of Wunderkind) make their:; Aug. 27 
:-:--.:-____ d_e_bu_t_. (_M_r._B_) _____________ ...... :._.------------. Thur. 27 
:-:: THE SPECIALS, Hotel Bradford ,. Fo~~~~~:c• SCIENTIFIC 
;.:· THU Here's one band that will never settle into complacency:;:.------------. AMERICANS 
··· 27 Specials' show is an unpredictable mix of uplifting ska/': EddySh•wandTheWolfGang 
::-:-: reggae rhythms, trashy MOR organ runs, humor, social:' Aug. 29 Metropolis 
•;; commentary and frantic stage hi-jinx. (8. Sherman) ·r---;:;;;;;;.:;:;;-;::;---7rJ--:::~~~:;.:.~:._--1 
·._:.~---C=-L_A_S_S_IX_N_O_U_V_E_A_U_,_T_h_e_P_a_r_a_d-is_e___ Poui=~~~&onc1 Fri. 28 
-:.:.. FRI THE LYRES Seeing Steve Strange parade around Spit in his romantict Someone and the Somebodies 
·:.:.. 28 fashions was one thing-but catching a genuine Blitz-:· Young Snakes THE SPIKES 
··:,'-·-~ ___ b_a_n_d,_l_lv_e_in_c_o_n_ce_rt_,_w_i_ll _be_a_n_o_th_e_r-'. (c...G_. R_e_i_bm_an....:) ___ ·.,.... _ ____ A•_B_· 3_1 _____ -.-------------11 

:: ALLEYCATS, The Channel Lou Miami Sat. 29 
. : FRI, Though seriously underappreciated, The Alleycats are} 

s.p
•-

3 NEW MODELS 
_:·: SEPT 4 one of LA's greatest and America's best rock 'n' roll! S1og•Frlgh1Showco,•.-nmlk• THE SPIKES 

bands. They've recently released a single, "Too Much'. •v•rySundoy2to6p.m . 
. ,; Junk" b/w "Night Along the Blvd.," which deserves a:·~'!11111.1.::::-~-~-=:--liii;;;;;~tl 
u listen. (Mr. B) :.-... :;:• 1350 Cam~ St 

,: ! /;,:·. •' !\: ! ·.: ! ·.; ! ·.; ! ·,.; ! ·.; :·.;: • • .": ·,: :··:: •• •:: :- -:::• ,: ::-•: :: .. •.: .• ·.: .4•,: ,":. :,-_':;,~=:": .. '• .. •• Inman $q., Cam 

dancing every 
Monday and Tuesday 



:.f.t.f iri~t!ttllr:JJf f!Jl~III:l!IW:f iliiiiif f lll!ilf ii~tf i~~Jt-i 
, · •• • •• • ••. ••' ••' ••' ••' ··' ••' .:C,;._. DON LAW PRESENTS . 

Lady Bug ·:. .. .. l[il9~111Illl~ : 

2SummltSt. 
Peabody, MA 

531-9739 

·1 • from B011., take Rte. 1 north to 128 north, 
1~ • first exit (unmarked llrst rt hi off exit 

FRI AUG. 7 
ATLANTICS 
FEATURES 

Complementary cumpe11ne before 
10, raffle off• singing duet with Lou, 
newspaper party hats. Lou's last 
nl ht 

WEDAUG.12 
LA WOMAN 
SUN AUG.18 
BOY'S LIFE 

007 
SUN.AUG.23 

DAWGS 
MARKIE MUSSEL AND 

TH.:CLAMS 

·. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

~ 

I.'.~ ~. u .. 1 .. IIIH 111 m111aa 11111111.111,1a11111111011ne-: .•} : 
:~! All the ~· f-;'.::_: 
•,; hype tt\'I -·.:.•, 

RO~::!t:::~~:~AN T.M. 
It IIIIOAD BT .. BOSTON 

331--7977 

Fri. 7 
People In StorH • V; 

Sal.I 
KNper • Fire Dept. • 

Lo, Paramount, 
Sun.8 

Square Peg• The Foran, 
Wed.12 

Miry MUHII. The Clam, 
Prime Movera • The Score 

Thur.13 
Angry Young BHI • Patio Act• 

The Product 

Fri.14 
KIii or Be Kiiied 

SLAM OAHCE HIGHT 
Blmboa • Specimen, • 

Onth In the Shopping MIllI 

Sat.15 
OulletI • Unction 

Sun.18 
Cab Drlrer Nigh I 

The Zone 
The Cych Mob from WorcHler 

Wed.19 
Ski Mask• Prolet1rtat • Present Tense 

Thur. 20 
T.B.A. 
Fri.21 

Slow Children• Mag Four• The Scam 

Sat.22 
Limbo Race• Family Fun• Mighty Ions 

Sun. 23 
Mounlng BonH • Struggle 

Wed. 25 
Metropolla • 2 MIiiion B.C. 

Thur. 27 
Pathway • Patio Act • Jaguar 

Fri.28 
Native Tongue• Junk Mall• Qlu-ona 

Sat.29 
Future Dada• Slckneaa 

Sun. 30 
The BottlH • Strange W1y1 

: .. .. : .. 
·:. .. : 
· .. · .. 
·: : 
•. .. 

t:: 
:: 
~-

.... 
: 
: 
: 
: .. 
: .. 
: .. 
: .. 
: 
: 

·: .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. 
·: .. .. .... _. -.. t•: is i( ;::~-.~ ·:: \t •. .. . . . ......... 

::, ~ t 
' ::; 
:· C ~ ~ Monday 

~ '. August 24th t '·Ii 
;ill At Bunratty 1s .. 
; 

* 
: ·. 

; 
.~.: 

The Spikes 
(:~ 
.. :.: 

The Rat .. 
.. . , . Aug.3 

.. 
·.::: 

JACK'S .. ... 
Fri. & Sat. •:: 

Aug.14& 15 -:: 
: STREETS .. 

•,. 

Aug.20 -:: 
STREETS .. 

··: 
Fri. & Sat. .. 

• .. 
Aug. 28&29 •:: 

* 
:: 

t 

NEW WAVE & ROCK VIDEO 

6 
18 
20 
29 

THEMETRO WJCn. 
IGGY POP $8.50 
BILLY SQUIER $6.50 
GO-GO'S $6.50 
RAMONES $9 .75 

All shows start 10:00pm Doors open 8:00pm 
Tickets at all' outlets in advance and at Metro 
on night of show only. Must be 20 years old, 
positive ID required 

Aug. 8 
Aug. 8 
Aug 14 

Aug 15 

Aug 16 

HOT ROCK'N'ROLL 
THE PARADISE 

ROBERT ELLIS ORRALL 
8 30 !<.SO 
OINGO BOINGO, 
NASH The SLASH 8: 10 S4 SO 
BOMP PRESENTS VOXX 
SUMMER TOUR 8 30 S4 SO 
WHITFORD ST. HOLMES BAND 
8 30 $4.SO 
FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS 
830 ssso 
PETER HAMMILL 8 :)0 S4 SO 
THE EGGS 8 30 S4 SO 
MICK RONSON 8 30 S4 SO 
MODERN METHODS PARTY 
3:00 all ages & 8 :)0 S4 SO 
CLASSIX NOUVEAUX 
8 30 IS SO 
ROBERT GORDON 8 30 $7.SO 

BUNRATTY'S 
AUG.9 

THE PARADISE 
AUG.30 

GUITARS 
-BUY-SELL-TRADE-REPAIR-

A FULL SERVICE GUITAR SHOP 
FOR THE MODERN PLAYER. 

VINT AGE SPECIALISTS 
"We have the vintage gutters. basses, and amps that you want in 
stock and at pri<;IIS you can afford!' 

EXPERT REPAIR & CUSTOM WORK 
"'Neil Thompson's 10 years of professional experience assure 
expert work done properly the first time and guaranteed to last." 

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR GOOD USED 
EQUIPMENT I 

SUPER SUMMER SPECIALS 

II 
BILL LAWRENCE ~ DESTROYER ~ SET INTONATION II 

GU~!Aa.R STRINGS - .::~~ AMP - ttt..:s;-co:'""1 

f)/0WS3.25 = NOWS29.95 = , .. c,uou,.,• s,•,,.c, 

12A Elliol St., Harvard Sq . 
(Below Pier One Imports, Camb.) 

11-6 P.M., Mon.-Sat. 

354-8870 
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: STUDIO & LOCATION RECORDING • AUGUST RAT SCHEDULE 

FRI 7 Mundanes/Steelers/Swingers Resort 
SAT 8 Outlets/Graphics 
SUN 9 Squad 16/Tho Nubs/A.Y.M. 
MON 10 Mag 4/U.S. Rock 
TUE 11 Reality/Tho Lanka/Slmpllstlcs 
WED 12 (No Cove~ The Articles/Alaska/Struggle 
THU 13 The Dark/WIid Stares/Vacuumheads 
FRI 14 The Dark/tnaect Surfers/The D Club 
SAT 15 Boys life/Future Dads/Stereotypes 
SUN 16 Marky Mussel and the Clams/Iha Runes 
MON 17 Mag 4/Orlglnal Sin 
TUE 18 The ScorefThe liquids/Los Paramounts 
WED 19 (No Cover) Psyclones/The Product/Enzymes 
THU 20 Now Models 
FRI 21 Now Models 
SAT 22 Trademarks/Instigators/Fire Dept. 
SUN 23 The Form/Family Fun/Men In Volts 
MON 24 Mag 4/Pug Easy 
TUE 25 The Frantlcs/Young Moderns/M.I.A. 
WED 26 (No Cove~ Vital Slgna/Gluons 
THU 27 Peter Dayton/CCCP-TV/Upatarts 
FRI 28 Peter Dayton 
SAT 29 (to be announced) 
SUN 30 The Daughters/Leper 
MON 31 Mag 4/Patlo Act 

Music starts at 8:30 
28 Commonwealth Ave. 

Boston, MA 02215 
(617) 247-7713 

• CONCERT SOUND SIMULCASTS • 
• CONSULTATION : 

a. 

617/277-2754 • 

• The Atlantics "WEEKEND" • 
Pastiche "TALK SHOW" "LOCK IT UP"• ' ' . "PSYCHO BLONDE" • 
Native Tongue, "SPEAKING IN : 
CAPTIONS" Modern Method/WBCN • 
"WICKED GOOD TIME"• THE LIFTERS: 
Suade Cowboys • The Outlets • 
FIRE DEPT.• • 
Taxi Boys (Bomp EP) • Men & Volts : 

••••••••••••••••• 
- -· HAVE YOU 

/~.--;f CHECKEDTHE 
/_p VITAL SIGNS? 

~<!1! AUG. 24 JACK'S 
AUG. 26 THE RAT 

SAT. AUG. 8 THE ATLANTICS, THE ORBITS, THE SHAKE 

WED. AUG. 12 NU MUZIK DANCE PARTY: THE JACALS, 
PROLETARIAT, THE ALLEY BEATS 

THUR. AUG. 13 KID MOROCCO, THE LAZERS, FIRE DEPT. 

FRI. AUG. 14 A&M RECORDING ARTISTS PRIVATE LIGHTNING, 
W/FACE TO FACE, THE UPSTARTS 

SAT. AUG. 15, FROM ENGLAND, KILLING JOKE W/THINGS THAT 
FALL DOWN, THE YOUNG SNAKES 

WED. AUG. 19 NU MUZIK DANCE PARTY, ANGRY YOUNG BEES, 
VITAMIN 

THUR. AUG. 20 AUGUST, AXES, THE FANS 

FRI. AUG. 21 THE STOMPERS, THE LIFTERS 

SAT. AUG. 22 FROM LA, BLACK FLAG, W/LOU MIAMI & THE 
KOZMETIX, OUTLETS 

WED AUG 26 MAR KY MUSSEL AND THE CLAMS 

THUR. AUG. 27 THE CREAMERS, SECTION 8, CITY THRILLS 

SAT., AUG. 29 AMERICAN TEEN, IMAGE, TRAPPER 

SEPT. 3, WCOZ CLUB NIGHT 

FRI. SEPT. 4 THE ALLEY CATS, EGGS 

SAT. SEPT. 5 THE RETURN OF L.A. WOMAN 

THUR. SEPT. 17 MERCURY RECORDING ARTISTS THE NITEHAWKS 

SUN. OCT. 11 YOU'VE SEEN THE STONES, YOU'VE SEEN THE 
BRIDES ... YOU HAVE TO SEE STREETFIGHTER. 



While many new groups like the B-S2's 
and the Raybeats have been busy emulating 
the Ventu re's clear guilar trademark, the 
originators have been almost totally ignored 
(except in the far east where their popularity 
has never flagged) . 

Their comeback was started in Los Ange
les by the "Mayor of Sunset Strip" Rodney 

Request THE TRADEMARKS ' new tape, 

"IT'S UP TO YOU" on 

WBCN, WMBR, or WERS. 

21 Boston Rock no 

Bingenheimer, who played earl y Ventures 
records on his KROQ radio show and dur
ing stints at local clubs. As everyone 
danced, some asked, "Who's the new band 
from England?" Finally Bingenheimer 
phoned the Ventu res and said, "Everyone 
is stealing your licks, why not get out there 
and play them yourself?" 

Which is what they did. Which is why 
they were playing Jonathan Swifls. The au
dience , full of hard core fans, clapped to 
the rhythm of "Let's Go" until lhe band hil 
the -;1age and lau nched inlo lhat very tune. 
Bob Bogle played "Walk Don't Run" and 
"Perlidia" just like he did in 1960. In fact 
all of their classic instrumentals were pre
sented in1ac1. It was amazing, after all this 
time they still had that sound. 

One sad note was the sudden illness of 
one of rock's most unappreciated guitarists, 
Venture Nokie Edwards. Just days before 
the Swifls show, Bob Spaulding, a guitariSl The Circle Jerks at the Channel, June 24 
from Texas (who had played with some of 

~:c:~~t~.::~s~e!~~;~ ;;;~~t~e~w~o~~s 'Zr~;: l--:--:Y-ou-k:-n-o-w"'"'b:'-:-·:'-'.:--'':c,-;n-Sdh:-:--:;-':
0

-~:-.m-,-,-ou--=·-,.-:-;-I 

hearsal, Spaulding was placed in lhe awk- for when you sei.: a twenty-song set list for 
ward position of replacing the legendary thirty minute set. LA punk: you either lov 
Edwards. He hand led all the licks just fine it or you stay mi les away. I cou ldn't reall} 
-but lacked a certain fire. tell you what the Circle Jerks were singin 

The gig roared to a halt, as every Ven- about, because the noise of those bands i 
lures' gig ever has, with "Caravan"-a what keeps me going to see them; it zaps th 
showcase for both gu itar and drums. Play- pogo button right at the base of the spine. 
ing off the audience, as well as the drums, The few lyrics I could catch went somethin 
Mel Taylor is one of the few drummers who like this: (in Beverly Hills) " ... the peopl 
..:an play a drum solo that doesn't bore. And there are all the same, they don't kno 
after Taylor became fed up wi1h his drum they're fucking lame!" Not so hot on pa
kil, he took his sticks to the bass guitar and er, probably not on record either-you 
did a -;olo on that! ave to be there. 

The Vemures want to be pan of the mu- or cou rse I wasn't really THERE, I was 
sic scene again. And they plan to use the t the side with the old-timers(!) dancing on 
same determination and drive that pushed he edge of the kamikaze pit. It's fine with 
them the first time. "We're starting oul just e when slam-dancers des1roy each other, 
like in the 60's,'' says Don Wilson. ''We got ut one of them kept playing white torna
two gu itars in a pawn shop in 'S9. We o, spinning around the periphery of the 
taught ourselves to play. and we made it. pit and tackling unsuspec1ing pogo-eues. 
Now we're starting out again." Guess it's his way of meeting girls. Bloody 

With an album of new material on the gotislical that he shou ld make me watch 
way, the Ventures hope to go from small him instead of the band. Hooray for verti
clubs to audi1oriums. This sudden interest al dancing! 
in the Ventures is -;urpri sing even to them- Anyway, the Circle Jerk s were a blast. 
but the time seems right. ''Let's Go!'' 

IT'S UP TO YOU 

Graphic Concepts: NIRVANA PRODUCTIONS 



WHO REALLY 
by Eric Van 

In the end the most deserving band did1 

win. But if justice was served at the third· 
annual WBCN Rock 'n' Roll Rumble, it 
was served on white bread with no pick Jes 
on the side. In theory the Rumble is in(end
cd to showcase the 24 best new bands in the 
city (entrants from previous years arc 
barred), and af1er six nights of preliminar
ies, two semi-finals, and an epic showdown, 
a winner is supposed to emerge triumphant. 
But in practice the judging and organization 
of this year's even! were frustratingly 
flawed. There were four other bands that 
might reasonably have won the Rumble: 
thr« (the Stains, Art Yard, and the Out
lets) lost their preliminaries and a fourth 
(Limbo Race) that wasn't even invited by 
the co-sponsors' panel of exper1s . 

But if the details of the competition were 
often causC for grier, the musicians and 
fans provided more than enough pleasure 
to justify the whole event. This year's Rum
ble was held al Spit, which proved to be a 
vastly better site than the two years at the 
Rat. The Rumble audiences s«med largely 
composed of hard-core 'BCN listeners, a 
diverse group who proved to be unusually 
receptive and open-minded. Many bands 
responded by playing the best set of their 
career. 

If one image remains from the 1981 Rum
ble it was the Young Snakes playing to a 
packed Spit and getting lreated like head
liners rather than unknowns. And that ulti
mately is what made the event so worth
while. 
SUNDAY: V;, Swingers Resort, The Neats,· 
and Planel Stttet 

First up V; play what's easily the best and 
most powerful set I've heard from them. 
They're still dull . V; ' s music isn't quite fo
cused enough to earn the label "wall of 
sound"; it's more like a swamp, thick and 
tangled and satisfyingly unpleasant. Unfor
tunately, it's also unmemorable; no alliga
tor heads appear suddenly, just more dark 
water. V; seem to suffer from Ground Zero 
disease (named of course after the now de-

funct local band), in which the victims are 
deluded into thinking that the sh«r avant
gardeness of their music makes composing 
songs a snap, and that any weird bassline 
and/or chord will do. 

Near the end of their set they do play a ri
veting ballad ("Your Lord Hates You"?) 
that shows some genuine compositional 
thought and follow it with a song with a 
strong PiL-ish groove. It's then thal singer 
Su~an Anway gives in at last to an old habit 
and turns to race stage right and the drum 
riser. I don't know whether that represents 
an attitude or just unprofessionalism, but 
I've never liked it; next time I sec them I 
may turn my back on her. V; is a problema
tical band, and a perfect litmus test for new 
wave elitists. While I wholeheartedly endorse 
the effect they seem to be trying to produce, 
they're as yet not very good at doing it. 

Swinger's Resort have improved quite a 

bit with arrival of Mark Normand on bass 
and are now merely very bad. That their 
Jam/Clash/early 'Hoods material is at once 
crashingly dull and derivative to the point 
of theft is a little frightening. I worry about 
guitarist Tim Hayes' taste. 

Those close to the stage during the Neats' 
set assure me they were hot. Indeed, they 
fill the Spit floor with dancers, easily the 
best response of the night. From brief past 
exposure I know that the Neats have a nice 
no-nonsense mid-60's punk orientation, 
with songs that shuffle strong four-chord 
riffs together in interesting ways over 
danccbcat drum patterns. 

Their opener and best song "Tonighl" 
sounds fine, but then the volume starts to 
build and by mid-set the sound at the back 
of Spit ranks among the worst I've ever 
heard anywhere. The alternating sections of 
their epic instrumental "Pop Cliche" are 
merged into one continuous aural sludge. 
From the back of the room it'~ hard 10 un
dersland why the people up front are still 
dancing. The judges are in the back of the 
room . 

I have to give singer-songwriter Joanne 
Cipolla of Planet Street credit for devising 
the first wholly original female stage per
sona I've seen in years . Why any grown wo-

man would want to act as she does, how
ever, is a mystery. At first glance Cipolla's 
thing seems to be "cuteness"; next to her 
Doris Day is one tough bitch. Sometimes 
1hat stage persona reminds me of an eight
year old, though any eight-year old so con
stantly ch«rful and eager to please would 
warrant government investigation as an ali
en life form. Tonight Planet Street begin 
with thr« strong songs in a straight pop 
vein, and the last, "Terminal Life," ends 
with an exciting drums/guitar crescendo. 
The crowd loves it. The rest or the set, how
ever, is uniformly dull, descending into a 
groove of mid-tempo mid-volume numbers 
overly reliant on muted, chunky bass-string 
guitar parts. The crowd loses interest. 
"General Hospital" is a rousing finish that 
wins them back. 

On my own highly objective score card I 
have a dead heat between the Neats and 
Planet Street, though I feel the Neats are a 
better band and have lost points from bad 
sound. But the scoring system (broken 
down into distinct point allotments for 
playing, singing, writing, visual impact and 
one optional part) is hardly perfect. Clearly 
Planet Street play and .sing better and are 

more interesting to watch than the Neats, 
and the best of their material is better than 
the Neats' best. All this is explicitly reflect
ed on the scorecard, but yet the Neats were 
exciting and Planet Street, except for two 
brief moments, were not. 

Excitement should be what rock and roll 
is about. The scoring system is not geared 
to judge rock and roll. I rethink my figure 
and come up with the Neats by a point. But 
the four judges (one from WBCN, one 
from the local print media, a non-commer
cial radio station and a record industry per
son) don't agree. It's Planet Street. 
MONDAY: Tht Modes, The Dark, Ari 
Yard and Balloon 

The Modes are Knack-ish popsters with a 
forgetlable repertoire. John Lennon look
a-like Ken Kozdra provides fine second vo-
cals. ' 

Clearly the Dark 's strongest suit is not 
writing, singing, or playing, but self-pro
motion, with concept running a close se
cond. They have funny stage names like 
Klyde Kareer, dress in funny outfits, switch 
around on instruments a bit, and in general 
put on an entertaining show, with lead sing-
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WON?~ 
er Jayce looking and acting a bit like come
dian Andy Kauffman. But the Dark seem to 
me to be a classic case of Easy Way Out 
syndrome, which is a sor1 of mild Ground 
Zero disease spread through all parts of the 
body. Hasn't every rocker thought of doing 
such silly sturn If the Dark are unique, it's 
because they're the only ones with nothing 
better to do, or who dare do ii in public. Ex
ecution, too: the Dark's sense of humore is 
heavily conceptual-a lot of mild nonsense, 
a little parody. almost no satire or wil. Oft
en their song 1i1les, or ideas, arc funnier 
than the songs themselves. Most songs are 
based on forgenable funk bass riffs, over
laid with bursis of dissonant keyboard and 
guitar and caterwauling vocals. Only the 
dual percussion parts are consis1ently en
gaging. Through! !he Rumble I coum only 
five strong songs: "Judy," "Houses Are 
Falling," "Teenage Bad Things," "I Can't 
Remember," and "Naked Bodies," and 
maybe as many more with potential 
thwarted by sameness ("Used Rubbers," 
ror example, has a decent keyboard 
part bul dull melody. This set doesn't 
even include them all. The Dark are fun
the crowd tonight loves 'em. Ultimately 

by Eric Van 

Thirty five bands challenged the Stomp
ers. You'd think that or1e would give them a 
run for all that money. But the finals of the 
SI0,000 WCOZ/ Phoenix Challenge was no 
contest at all. 

What the Sonics were even doing in the 
finals is a mystery; very U$tenbale pop/ 
rock, ver,y bland, with particularly vacuous 
lyrics. American Teen, though, is another 
story; it's ea!Y to see why some people 
would consider them contenders. On the 
plus side, they've got an enormous amount 
of genuinely fabulous equipment, and they 
sound great, good enough to cut a demo 
with two mikes set up front-on the minus 
side ... 

They open with "We Came to Rock," 
whose lyrics I of course find enlightening, 
as I'd naturally assumed they'd come to sell 
insurance or play badmitten. In a diched 
HoUywood fag voice lead singer Joey Joey 
makes a public announcement, "So come 
on down front you ah,ni-muls." Now 1 
don't know and don't care about Joey~s 
sexual preference, but (consciously or not) 
he's playing up to a stereotype that many 
find offensive. 

American Teen are decent musicians, 
!hough not nearly as good as they think. 
Arter "Rock on the Radio" -which I'll ad· 
mit is a superb tune-I expect more strong 
compositions, but 1 don't get it. The punch 
line? American Teen think they're "new 
wave," no doubt because Joey wears bond~ 
age pants. 

After thb the Stomper$' set is pure rresh 
air. It's almost entirely composed of their 
FM hits and proven covers, which in itself 
bothers me. I find it strange that Stompers' 
fans are apparently not merely content but 
actually are eager to hear the same songs ev
ery gig, especially considering the vast size 
of the Stompers original repertoire. That 
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they're thoroughly mediocre, 1hough in 1he. 
most entertaining possible way. 

That Art Yard should follow the Dark is 
int riguing, for the 1wo bands represent op
posite extremes. If the Dark are all style and 
little substance, Art Yard is the opposite, all 
depth and little surface gleam. Bob Valen
tine, for ins1ance, might be the best com
poser in the history of pop , and I say that 
not in the spirit of local ranzine hype but in 
one or calm analysis; I could wri1e pages 
supporting it (and hope to soon). For im
mediate impact and catchiness his songs are 
very good but nol great; for intelligence, 
freshness, variety, sub1lety, and growth 
through repeated listenings they're incom
parable. 

Ari Yard is a trio with only one backing 
voice, but this material demands an extra 
voice or two and at least one other instru
ment. Valentine, though a fine lead singer, 
provides little visual focus. On this nigh! 
Art Yard plays one or the best sets I've 
seen from them; bassist Dan Saltzman and 
drummer Jim Clements make up one of the 
city's best rhythm sections and tonight they 
are hot, especially Clements. Valentine's 
guitar tone is much gutsier than usual, with 

by Tristram Loiaw 

There was a line going around about the 
two recent Boston band battles-the WB
CN Rumble and WCOZ's $10,000 Chal
lenge. One was to find out who was the best 
band in Boston. The other was to find out 
which would be the richest. Though the idea 
of a "Best Band" in Boston is somewhat lu
dicrous (note: the idea tha1 Boston has good 
and great bands that need exposure is not}, 
there was no doubt that the Channel Chai. 
lenge definitely settled the question of fi
nancial solvency. 

The biggest surprise/puzzle of the Chal
lenge was that the winners, the Stompers, 
had even entered. A few weeks imo the 
hype process the band realized this them· 
selves and attempted to pull out, but backed 
down to avoid some threatened legal has
sles. But the fact remained that !he Stom
pers had no need for the Challenge. They 
were already a top draw, top dollar act. 
Their music was familiar to fans and detrac
tors alike. "In a month nobody's gonna re~ 
member this stupid thing," leader Sal Bag
lio told the Boston Globe. The Stompers 
had nothing to gain, really. Excepl for 
SI0,000. And by the time they reconsidered 
their decision to pull ou1, the band!; that 
could have been considered real competi
tion (like the Nervous Eaters) had already 
been eliminated from thecont~t. Those left 
in lhe running were musically puny, and !he 
Stompers were the only hope that any credi· 
bility could be salvaged for the whole affair. 

The Stompers ignored any cut-throat ten
dencies that might have been flying about at 
the Challenge Finals and instead treated it 
as ju$\ another night headlining at the 
Channel. And the crowd. as it always does. 
ate up the Stompers and their brand or clas· 
sic American rock that has its roots in a '57 
Chevy and a night on a four-lane strip 
lined with hamburger hanp;outs. The rocus 
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a thickness and edge tha1's too often ab
sent. His playing is devastating. They dare 
to close with the mid-tempo, often disso
nant "Let's Go" and pull it off. Bui I'm 
worried. This was brilliant, and the audi
ence response was strong, but do the judges 
no1ice all their virtues? The sad truth is tha1 
Art Yard does absolutely nothing to make 
!heir act as immediate as it deserves 10 be; 
1heir hooks aren't flung out into the audi
ence but left baited and dangling. 

Balloon are somewhere between Foreign
er/Bad Company and Kansas/Styx. They 
earn two distinctions: the Rumble's only 
drum solo, and its only unlistenable set, 
even from the upstairs video room. 

I have Art Yard ahead of the Dark by a 
wide margin. Rory O'Connor is one of the 
judges (qualifications: once dismissed Talk· 
ing Heads a11he Rat in a single sentence and 
spent rest or Real Paper column raving 
about Fox Pass; wrote two features about 
local bands (Ground Zero, Fools) in last 62 
weeks as Local Colorist; quit job to manage 
Third Rail; hired Claudia Perry). The Dark 
win. This is getting depressing. 

STOMPERS 
INVITATIONAL 

TUESDAY: Outlets, Junk Mall, Runes and 
Salelllles 

f am not an Outlets fan and in fact have 
never gone to see them; when I've run into 
them as an opening act I've been impressed 
by their passion and energy and depressed 
by the inconsistency of their pop/pu nk ma
terial. Tonight they come on to an unusual
ly large and tremendously enthusiastic 9:00 
p.m. crowd but are rushed and over-anx
ious, guitarist Dave Barton's vocals often 
straining to a near-whine. But the songs are 
some1hing else-only two are weak, and the 
rest range from damn good to killer, such as 
a brand new one called ''Best Friend" that 
has a Hall of Fame-caliber hook. Barton 
has always shown a knack for catchy melo
dic phrases, and now, it seems, he's learning 
how to write songs. This is a very important 
step, since the vast majority of local song
writers don't know how 10 write, and when 
by sheer luck or trial and error they do pro
duce a winner they don't have the vaguest 
idea what they just did or how to do it 
again. Mos! of the bands in the Rumble 
show exactly this SY,ndrome - .mediocre 
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songwriting with one or 1wo standouls (in 
·Planet Street's case, four). Once you've 
learned how to write, though, every song 
can be strong, and Bar1on is close to tha1 
point. There is certainly more intelligence in 
recent Oullets' compositions than in David 
Minehan's songs circa the 'Hoods Rumble 
victory in '79, and Barton's gift for melody 
is nearly as great. 

Junk Mail's visual focus is ostensibly 
frontman Alan Romeo, whose image is a 
nice, if typical punk/rockabilly blend. But I 
find my eyes drifting often to guitaris1 Lee 
Riner's corpselikc visage. Ultimately, alas, 
their material is of the typical Rumble cali
ber, but they do have a hard, uncompro
mising edge. a clarity of direction and atti
tude, that makes them somewhat interest
ing. There may be no musical substance 
here, but in the approved new wave manner 
they're on 1heir way to developing a distinc
tive style. 

The Runes are not without merit, either. 
They have the best all-around singing of any 
band in the Rumble, and Shel Pierce stands 
out slightly among the parade of Xeroxed 
lead guitarists. They're not particularly 
tight or exciting, but have a very pala1able 
sound reminiscent of up-tempo Fleetwood 
Mac. Unfortunately, their songs are among 
the Rumble's dullest, using uuerly predict
able pop chord progressions without the 
slightest trace of melodic or harmonic ten
sion. Some of the crowd IOYes them. 

The Satellites are a tough band to pin 
down. Outwardly they appear to be a main
stream rock band who've kept in touch and 
dabble in all the proper new wave genres
here reggae, there pop, here and there and 
here again a Cars clone, with Justin Case's 
vocals showing more than a hint of Ben 
Orr. While there's little spontaneity in their 
playing, and thus little excitement generat
ed, their sound has an admirable edge to it, 
one tough enough to suggest a genuine af
finity for the music. When they sneak in 
some odd lime signatures I first admire their 
intelligence but end up wondering if the in
frequency of such moves is a sign of cyni
cism or lack of daring. While there's much 
to admire here-three strong lead si ngers, 
for instance-ultimately they've only got 
two good songs (yes, that again): "Pass the 
Dice" and "Full Circle," bolh catchy pop, 
the first hard, the second pleasant. 
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RUMBLE CONTlt 
I am so sure lhe Outlets have won that I 

leave before the verdict is announced to 
grab two slices a1 the Pizza Pad. In fact they 
finish last with the Satellites on top. To
morrow a lot of people will rewrile history 
and maintain thal the Outlets played a ter
rible set rather than a slightly shaky one and 
so deserved to lose. Let it be noted tha1 nol 
one I talked 10 thought so at the time. Let it 
be noted that the Outlets at their worst are 
still better than the Satellites at their bes1, 
and that only judges entirely incapable of 
recognizing a good song could think other
wise. Let it be noted that your reporter 
went home very, very bummed. 

WEDNESDAY: The Lines, Someone and 
the Somebodies, Tennie Komar and the sn. 
encen, and Dnth In lhe Shopplna Malls 

The Lines represent the Rumble's great
est waste of talent. They, too, arc excellent 
musicians who are far 100 well-rehearsed to 
be exciting. Jamie Walker has a magnificent 
voice, perhaps the best I've heard in this ci
ty, but he uses it in another blatant Ben Orr 
imitation. They have one dumb-but-catchy 
song, "Dream Lover," and close with a 
good hard pop song, but the rest of the set 
is mediocre used Cars. 

Looking arQund Spit as Someone and the 
Somebodies prepare to take the stage, I 
can't help thinking back three years. It's 
Monday, June 26, 1978, at Cantone's, and 
the Moving Parts, a new band in town, arc 
opening for the Molls, a band that's been 
around for a year or two. The Parts figure 
the Molls must have some kind of follow
ing. They are wrong; Canlone's is empty, 
and all the Paris have done by getting this 
gig is branding themselves as "another 
weird art band." In retrospect the Molls 
rank as perhaps the least-liked band in the 
his1ory of the local scene. Soon they will 
move to remedy this situation by firing their 
drummer, Peter Prescott. 

And here we are at Spit on June 24, 1981. 
The latest Bos/on Rock readers' poll has 
named Peter Prescott as best drummer any
where (lied with Topper Headon) and ex
Moll Tristram Lozaw as best bassist. It's 
odd, bu1 I don't quite recall the Molls' 
rhythm section as being 1he bes1 in all of 
rock 'n' roll. Prescoll and half the Moving 
Parts, of course, now comprise Mission of 
Burma. The Molls have moved keyboardis1 
Jon Coe to drums, replaced bassoonist 
Bill Koff with guitarist Mike Glickman, and 
changed their name to Someone and the 
Somebodies. The Burmas are already estab
lished as the city's hottest band, and now 
with the Outlets' upse1, the Somebodies 
find themselves as favorites 10 win the 
Rumble and earn the 01her half of the me
dia's summer eye. I know the truth is sup
posed to be stranger than fiction, but this is 
ridiculous. 

Just six months ago the Somebodies 
seemed no more a threat to win the Rumble 
than the Molls had ever been. For the long
est time the Somebodies were merely frus
irating-an eclectic progressive band who 
played one style of music half-assedly and 
one brilliantly, and didn't seem to have the 
faintest awareness of the difference. Taking 
funk rhythms and playing them mechanis
tically rather than with swing is a perverse 
concept to begin with; adding dissonant, 
off-putting synthesizer and vocals hardly 
helped. ''It's Only Extazy" and "Auto66,'' 
though, usec;I. careful guitar arrangements 
with open strings (on eight-string bass and 
twelve-string rhythm) over a steady, driv
ing rhythmic backdrop 10 create a sound 
that was in itself exquisite. They had other 
songs in this mode, which were decent bul 
Jacked hooks. If they only had more good 
songs like those 1wo ... 

I don't know how or why, but the Some
bodies suddenly woke up and began con
centrating on this. The fact that they were 
peaking just in time for the Rumble seems 

almost dreamlike, too good to be true. 
They've now got an entire set of killer ma
terial in this vein. Granted, to some ears 
all these songs "sound the same." They use 
a unique compositional style based largely 
on Lozaw's bass playing, and most of 1hcm 
include at some poin1 a 1ypical Somebodies' 
riff in a typical Somebodies' groove, and; 
these arc indeed very similar to one an
other. All of these songs, however, have 
hooks, too, and they are very strong hooks, 
each distinct from the next. "Terror 
Through Hope," their newest and best, is 
almost all hook, a pop song in unmistakable 
Somebodies fashion. 

Even more importantly, the Somebodies 
of late have discovered rock 'n' roll high en
ergy. Tonight's set is largely quite exciting, 
though not withou1 hints of their old weak
ness. Cenain Somebodies songs have quiet, 
calm sections which on the best nights are 
played with tension, with the threat of an 
explosion around the corner, and tonight 
their collective attention s«ms to wander 
during a few of these. The sound-always a 
key factor-is good but not great, with Rob 
Davis' leads nice and loud and Glickman's 
rhythm too sofl (a reversal of their usual 
case) and the overall volume not quite loud 
enough to surround 1he listener with ringing 
overtones. 

Tennie Komar and the Silencers arc the 
first band to win my attention after forcing 
ii to wander, and the first mainstream band 
I vaguely enjoy. The first half of their set is 
quile dull, reaching a nadir with a cover of 
"Chain of Fools," but then Komar comes 
out in costume and the band does its bes! 
material. This is decent rock, played with 
genuine high energy; in facl there's absurd 
quantities of lead guitar from Rudy Buck 
and Jonathan Shade, effective in its sheer 
excess. Komar has stage presence in spite of 
herself; some genuine charm manages to 
penetrate her calcula1ed persona. 
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~UED RUMBLE CONTINUED RUI 
One sight of Dea1h in the Shopping 

Malls' bassist/singer Marty Viper is enough 
10 drive most patrons out of Spit. Here's a 
perfect heavy metal character-long, curly 
hair, long, chubby body. Their sound seems 
to be pure heavy metal, too-a continuous 
wash of guitar noise, although the slightest 
glance at nerdish, bespectacled guitarist 
Mike Standd reveals a most unorthodox 
style-he's slapping at the strings with an 
open hand and changing fretboard posi
tions with every beat, using his left thumb 
as often as his fingers. They play their songs 
at crazed punk tempo, fast enough to be 
sloppy enough to be fun. Thorc's a definite 
Dead Kennedys influence to their progres
sions and melodies. Song titles include "Ba
by Is a Mutant" and "Burn Down the Para
dise." Viper careens around the stage with 
a vigor remarkable ror someone or his phy
sique. In short, they're hilarious, though a 
quick glance around Spit shows that only 
about twenty people get the joke, among 
whom I recognize a number or musicians 
and fellow critics. Hair way through the set 
Viper makes an announcement: "Enough 
with the serious stuff. We're gonna start 
fooling around." They continue, or course, 
exactly as before, except that now Standd 
has begun to bleed all over his guitar. 

Was there ever any contest? Arter last 
night, however, no one's leaving early, and 
no one has any faith that justice will be 
done. But it's the Somebodies by a big mar
gin. Is sanity returning? 
THURSDAY: Creamers, Young Snakes, 
Stains and Fulure Dads 

The Creamers arc the third Cars clone in 
as many nights, though by keyboard tex
tures rather than vocals. Their songs arc 
largely plodding, mid-tempo, though this 
seems uncesccssary; they're musical weak 
enough to be dull even if played rasl. ''Lit
tle White Lies," though, sounds great, 
even without the gimmicky vocoder used on 
their demo. 

If X arc indeed, as the Phoenix's Kit 
Rachlis maintains, the best American punk 
band, what docs that make the Stains? In 
terms or impact of first exposure, the 
Stains' set tonight compares to X's last July 
at the Paradise as a nuclear warhead docs to 
an M-80. The Stains arc as threatening now 
as the first punk bands were in '76; that 
classic sound and image has been revitalized 
by the introduction of huge amounts or 
chance into what has become a very static 
musical style. Stains songs develop unex
pectedly, fall apart and come 1ogc1hcr as 
ins1rumen1s drop in and out. The end result 
sounds like a cross between the Sex Pistols 
and Mission or Burma, with drummer Joe 
Poller showing much or the same sort or 
oblique genuis as Peter Prcscon. Their set 
leaves me dizzy and giddy, my mind 
stretched as ir by a brilliant science fiction 
novel with a surprise ending that changes 
the meaning or everything that's gone be
fore. They drive a few weaker souls from 
the room, but those who stay respond 
strongly. I worry; Fred Herring's very raw 
punk vocals arc bound to lose them points 
with the judges. 

Like the Outlets, the Young Snakes are a 
band who've in the past had too rcw good 
songs to fill an entire set. And-surprisc
likc the Outlets, they seem to have nearly 
licked this problem just in time for the 
Rumble. Snakes' songs are built almost en
tirely on Doug Vargas' characteristic guitar 
riffs, which use funk rhythm but avoid funk 
melodic formulas and repetition in favor or 
distinctive, intricate patterns and structures. 
Most often bassist Aimee Mann adds a vo
cal line full or large melodic leaps, playing 
off the sharp break in tone between her vo
cal registers. 1r this sounds like a formula, it 
too often runctions just that way. But like 
the Somebodies, the Snakes arc beginning 
to learn to use the formula just for verses 
and add strong hooks at chorus time. Their 
best song, "Heart," has in fact a killer 
hook based on a Snakcs-ified pop progres
sion. Their set is a revelation. They've 
always been hot players, especially Vargas, 
and tonight they not only in top form but 
the material seldom drags. 

Those who've followed the Future Dads 
tell me they've had plenty or off nights. 
You'd never know from their set tonight, 
which sounds to these cars as sharp and 
tight as vintage Unnatural Axe, ir not bet
ter, thanks 10 Moose Parsons' sax. I still 
see Rich Parsons' compositions as the ma
jor weakness-he's still too fond or one
note melodies plastered over typical major 
chord changes. What hooks the songs have 
arc perhaps too subtle; they're often based 
on chromatic chord changes and thus lack a 
pop reel. Still, it's impossible not to admire 
a repertoire which includes a song called 
"March, Don't Run," and I'll admit to de
manding more from Parsons than I would 
from an unknown. Crowd response is very 
strong, comparable 10 the Snakes'. 

I've got the Stains by a point over the 
Snakes, with even the Dads scoring well 
enough to have won on Sunday. This has 
been by far the strongest night, and I have 
rcw complaints when, as 1 expect, the 
Young Snakes win. It's just a shame that 
they and the Stains-clearly two or the six 
best bands in the Rumble-had to go hcad
to-head in the prelims, and that 1he scoring 
system accomodatcs the Stains' special bril
liance so poorly. 
FRIDAY: Freeze, Extremes, Suade Cow
boys, and Face lo Face 

The Freeze are a predictable rehash or 
standard punk a la '76, which means that 
they arc not threatening, or even very good 
musically. They are definitely entertaining. 
The sound is cleaned up, unassaulting, and a 
lot or fairly clever lyrics can be made out. 
Frontman Cliff Hangar is the whole show, 
taking frequent trips offstage to slam-dance 
against friends and receptive strangers in 
the sparse crowd. Unfortunately, there arc 
no points for audience participation on the 
judges' scorcshccts. 

How long can a human being listen to 
this stuff? The Extremes arc the band that 
burns me out-another Cars clone, though 
with very loud, highly abrasive sound; hea
vy synthesizer, uninteresting. Like their sis-
ter bands in the Rumble they have their 
strengths, but my critical facilities arc too 
impaired to figure out what they might be. 

Much of the Suadc Cowboys' music is 
3ikc a better version or the Dark's-funk 
bass and keyboard tone clusters, with Bob 
Suber's fine electric sax on top. Only "Mas
ter" stands out to my weary ears, though 
Erik Lindgren, who knows music, tells me 
that a good third or their material is bril
liant and the rest weak. Bob Toomey 
spends lots or time atop his keyboard 
stack. There is a lack or focus here, and 
tenuous audience contact. Reaction is only 
fair. 

Do you recall how we started off so long 
ago with a "litmus test fo r new wave elit
ists?" Those who remember high school 
chemistry know tha1 litmus paper comes, 
like baby blankets, in two colors, and sure 
enough, here's the other hair or the test. 
Face to Face arc a very mainstream band 
whose material is somewhere between Pat 
Benatar and straight pop/rock. However
wonder or wonder-Angelo Petraglia 
knows how to write songs! Every song but 
one (a token nod towards reggae that 
doesn't work-those who think this is the 

ncsday night, Face to Face could well beat 
.them. 
SATURDAY: Semi Finals (Part One) 

Familiar faces rrom the past six nights 
arc lost in a crowd that's almost too big for 
comfort . I kept wishing the Stains, Art 
Yard and the Outlets had qualified, so it's 
hard to get excited about tonight. Predict
ably the Satellites repeat their preliminary 
set exactly while the Dark do not. Planet 
Street places their strong material later in 
the set. Deservedly, it's the Dark. 
SUNDAY: Seml-Flnals (Part Two) 

A shame that last night's huge crowd 
couldn't be here tonight. Handicappers sec 
this as a real new wave versus mainstream 
battle, with Young Snakes given little 
chance, as the Somebodies arc at this point 
a better band along similar lines. That's not 
going to deter the Snakes from playing an 
even better set than their winning effort. 
The Somebodies, with great sound, play 
perhaps the best set I've ever heard from 
them. Seen twice in three nights, Face to 
Face's main flaw is apparent-there's little 
or no imagination in the arrangements. At 
virtually every opportunity there's a rev-it
up crank-it-out guitar solo-all release and 
no tension. Still they're impressive; on their 
own terms this is a great band. 

"Were we the most obnoxious wi nners?" 
Somebody Jon Coe wondered arter Wed
nesday's mildly ostentatious victory cele
bration. The answer? Maybe, but you ain't 
seen nothing yet. The Somebodies win-by 
a margin variously reported as 3 or 6 points 
-and treat the remaining patrons to several 
minutes of whooping, leaping, and hug
ging. 
MONDAY: Finals 

weaker material, although "Bells," which 
is strong, suffers. This is a reversal or an 
odd Somebodies phenomenon-slightly 
weaker songs, like the funky "Dada 
Dance," can be absolutely vicious when 
placed between strong ones. They do close 
well with "No Words Can" and "Made in 
Taiwan." The Dark have no such clear di
vision or weak and strong songs and so play 
one or two fairly even sets. 1 could swear 
that Klydc introduces "Judy" at set's end 
while the rest or the band is about to head 
off-stage, thus wasting their catchiest song 
early in the night. 

The Somebodies repeat "Bells" early in 
their second set and the powcrrul contrast 
from the earlier version is tremendous. 
Very strong set, just a notch below the 
semis. For their encore all six Darkics join 
them onstagc and play percussion on "We 
Were Only Kidding"; "We can't help it, 
they're our rricnds" announces the Some
bodies' Lozaw. Another even set from the 
Dark, highlighted by Klydc's genitalia, in
tcrminently visible behind a misplaced Dark 
sticker on his saran-wrap costume. For their 
encore they repeat "Smoke on the Water," 
with three Somebodies joining in on their 
respective axes and Coe miming guitar-hero 
antics with an unplugged Telecaster. 

Inspired by this camaraderie the judges 
briefly consider declaring a tic, but three or 
them agree on a winner. Mr. Curt and Ken 
Scales, members of last year's winners, Pas
tiche, open the envelope to a crowd that is 
already much thinned. It's the Somebodies 
-again, by 3 or 6 points. Although a large 
bottle or champagne is opened on stage by 
Lozaw {and quickly distributed to friends) 
there's little real celebration. Arter the bat
tle of ideologies the previous night this is 
somewhat or an anti-climax. 

"It's no fun to beat your friends," says a 
Somebody. It's definitely more fun, 
though, I imagine, than losing to them . 

Next door at Metro. Huge crowd, unreal, 
helped no doubt by the S2.00 admission 
charge. Delays in sound check have hurt 
both bands. Tonight each band will play 
two sets, each judged separately. The Some
. bodies' first set includes most of their 

,,,,__,v/ 

only a good song arc reacting to style rathcr--...,,,-=:::--:.:t· 
than quality or execution) has a strong 
hook-I'm still humming three or them ar
tcr only two exposures. Petraglia has mas
tered a single songwriting trick-take strong 
melodic phrase and use new chords for each 
repetition. But that happens to be the best 
trick in the book, and so while their reper
toire lacks somewhat in variety it still puts 
recent mock-wave local signccs (Rings, 
Fools) to shame. Laurie Sargent has a fine 
voice and good stage presence, and the 
band plays hard and generates excitement. 
Most importantly, they're almost devoid of 
obnoxious old-wave-isms; in ract, they're a 
little bland image-wise. Their one mistake 
is overkilling their "message" song, "Your 
Silver Lining," with an unnecessary intro
ductory rap and bit or stage business. 

Absolutely no contest tonight. ir the 
Somebodies play the set they played Wed-





STOMPERS co~~---··· •··· 
VAN CONT. FROM PAGE 13 very well with Baglio. In any case the con-

test for the next superstars included a good 
number of bands that emulated and bor
rowed freely from old superstars. These 
bands were a small representation of the 
hundreds of live juke box bands out there 
cluttering the soundscape and masquerad
ing as "originals." Eventually these bands 
have difficulty playing anything that they 
haven't stolen and practiced so many times 
that even they have forgotten it wasn't their 
idea to begin with. [This is no1 to be con
fused with the enviable ability to assimilate, 
regurgitate and creatively re-assemble). Ge
neric Rockers. They play all your "favorite 
hits," only now the songs have different ti
tles and run together. Depending on what 
bar you happen 10 be drowning yourself in 
on any particular night, you may be able to 
hear most cuts from Led Zeppelin Ill turn 
up under assumed names, or 1he latest Pre
tenders tune laced with Allman Brothers 
remnants. Who needs it!? Apparently a lot 
of people, who'd rather hear facimiles of 
their fave raves every weekend than some

Baglio can get up for singing and playing 
those same songs is somewhat of a miracle. 
But get up he does. Any Stompers set con
tains at least half a dozen moments of trans
cendently brilliant rock'n'roll guitar playing 
from Baglio. 

Sal's guitar playing is one of Boston's 
best-kept secrets; while everyone focuses on 
his stage presence or debates his debt to 
Springsteen they' re missing the first new 
Chuck Berry licks anyone's come up with in 
years. In "You're the One," a song Baglio 
now considers something of a throwaway, 
his guitar fills have a stinging, scorching in
tensity that leaves me gaping. 

No human being loves rock'n'roll any 
more than Sal Baglio. It's a fact that ex
plains much about the Stompers. I don't 
think that Baglio is at all trying to sound 
like Springsteen, but he certainly does noth
ing to avoid sounding like him. Some song
writers have a built-in obsession to be ori
ginal, a mental circuit that tests every new 
riff not only for its own merits but for its 
familiarity. Baglio doesn't. Intellectually, 
he wants to be original-for one thing, he 
knows it'd help them get a record contract 
-but emotionally, the concept of being ori
ginal for its own sake must make sense to 
him. Some would tell Baglio that he 
shouldn't put "sha-la-la-la-la" into a song 
because it might remind people of Spring
steen-but to Baglio that's absurd; he loves 
"sha-la-la-la-la" (and got it from the same 
records Springsteen did). This love for 
rock'n'roll explains, too, why Baglio can 
work an audience so shamelessly hard with
out ever being insincere, without ever strik
ing a wrong or phony note. Baglio is not in 
it for cheers, adulation or recognition. He is 
in it to see other people show their love for 
rock'n'roll, to know that they share his 
passion. That it happened to be his band 
that is the instrument that tests that love is 
almost secondary. 

The most telling moment in the Stomp
ers' career came at the end of their Chal
lenge set, during their encore of "Shout." 
The Stompers' fanatics are down in front, 
and Sal is leading them through the hands-
in-the-air ritual. "There's something I got 
to know," he suddenly says, matter-of
factly. "People in the back-put your 
hands up!" To Sal, this is not an order, but 
a question. And dammit, but all the way to 
the back of the Channel hands go up. A 
how-do-you-like-that smile breaks over Ba
glio's face-this crowd's love for rock'n'
roll exceeds even his own high expectations. 
"They're with us back there!" he tells the 
diehards, and though someone will soon tell 
the Stompers that they've won ten thousand 
dollars, tho/ is the most important news of 
the night. end. 

thing new. 
So why do I think that the Stampers, 

winners of the first and possibly last Grum
ble at the Channel, are any different? Espe
cially when I'm not even much of a fan of 
St. Brucie, to which the Stampers and their 
ever-present supporters have obviously con
signed their rock'n'roll lives. Let's face it, 
you can't listen to the Stampers' single 
"American Fun" and not suspect that Bru
cie wrote, produced, arranged and played 
guitar or glockenspiel on at least par1 of it. 

It could be that the Stampers' appeal is 
easier to sense than rate with a checklist. 
The Stampers could be the best Springsteen 
cover band in the world, but you get the dis
tinct feeling that they're in it for more than 
just being to Springsteen what the Blushing 
Brides are to the Rolling Stones, what Crys
tal Ship is to the Doors, what Beatlemania 
is to the fab four. It may be old hat for 
some of us, but the Stampers are no mere 
re-run. 

It could have something to do with Bag
lio's positive, "let's have some real fun" at
titude-his "who cares" reaction to the 
Challenge victory proved to be very endear
ing. He probably had more fun losing to the 
Mechanics in the 'BCN Battle/Rumble a 
few years ago than he did winning this 
year's Challenge. But his sensitive, easy
going approach is often masked by an all
too-necessary hard-ass, street-wise stance. 

It could be the Stampers' records and ra
dio tapes, those glis1ening examples of in
bred knowledge. They know how 10 gel a 
song to sound hot, not to mention profes
sional, to even those listeners who are not in 
love with this particular brand of South' 
Jersey rock. There was almost no growing 
period for the Stampers. They wenl from 
non-existent straight to major label master 
quality, bypassing all the intermediate levels 
of local and not-so-local sounding produc
tions. And they consistently make the lop 
request lists at area rpdio stations. Over & 
over& over. 

Or it could be the way Sal controls audi
> ences with a genuine stage presence. An off

stage look at him does no1 conjure up the 
archtypical image of a charismatic rocker. 
He's sorrof chunky, and fair looking, so he 
has to work a1 what he does-which is to 
whip just about every crowd for which he 
plays into a frenzy. More importantly he 
feels what he does, and we can safely as
sume he lives what he feels. 

is Cars, Girls, the Streets and R-O-C-K as 
salvation. Everything that Bruce Spring
steen's faithful would deem necessary and 
sacred. 

The Rumble's espoused purpose was 10 
showcase new talent-the Channel prom
ised to deliver "New England's Next Super
stars,'' a billing that apparently never sat 

And while this immersion in his chosen 
art form may not get me out to more Stam
pers' gigs, it does set Sal and his Stampers 
apart from the tons of lowest common de
nominator bar bands that can convince any 
beer-soaked head that they're the cat's 
meow. 

{For those who might not know already, 
Tristram Loz:aw is a member of Someone & 
the Somebodies, winners of the 1981 WB-. 
CN Rock'n 'Roll Rumble.} end. 

" NANCY 
PACKS 

A 
PIECE" 

The Single By 

The Boom 
produced by Adam Sherman 

Available at: 
Beggars Banquet 
Discount Records 
Harvard Coop 
Newbury Comics 
N.E. Music City 
Popcorn 
Rebop Records 
Strawberries 

RECIPE FOR ALTERNATIVE RADIO 
Instructions: 

1. Preset radio to 102 FM 
2. Take the best music from the past: (Beatles, Stones, 

Who, Kinks, Bowle, Cream, Sex Plstols, T-Rex, etc.) 
3. Add today's best rock: (The Clash, Elvls Costello, The 

Cure, The Jam, Talklng Heads, The Pollce, U2, Adam & 
The Ants, etc.) 

4. Flavor with local area bands: (Atlantlcs, Boys Life, 
Creamers, Hot Dates, Mission of Burma, Robert Ellls 
Orran, Pastiche, etc.) 
NOTE: Don't forget the up and coming North Shore 
bands: (The Daughters, Games, Haywire, Pug Easy, 
Revolver, Turbulance, Wavelength, and many more •.. ) 

5. Mix It all up •.• and you've got "The New Music Source" 
Rich Anzalone on: 

Tuesday thru Sunday nights 8 p.m. • 12 midnight 
Reque1t1 Welcome: 599-8282 or 595-8200 

27 llostoo Rodi Ill 
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8111 Nelson--------
Quit Dreaming and Get on the Beam 
(Mercury, import LP} 

Bill Nelson's career since Be Bop Deluxe 
has been largely shrouded from his Ameri
can rans. The Red Noise project was never 
really promoted and an appearance in Bos
ton with that band never came off. So, it's 
a welcome return for Bill Nelson in 1981 
both on album and in a small stateside con
cert tour. Quit Dreaming is actually two 
years old and features Nelson on all instru
ments except for Jan Nelson's saxophone. 
What's immediately obvious is that the gui
tarist has a nair for putting together music 
himself without a band's aid. All the songs 
are performed well and Nelson's keyboard 
work smartly complements his usual perfec. 
tion on guitar. Red Noise docs make an ap
pearance on one track, "Disposal," which 
is also the center rock and roll pivot of the 
LP. From that point Nelson explores punk 
energy ("Decline and Fall") to ground 
Bowie migh1 have broken on Low (" Ba
nal"). 

Nelson is quick to poinl out in an auto
biographical press release, lhat Quit Dream
ing is definitely a I 979 LP, not made at all 
for 1981, but he's happy nonetheless to 
have Mercury release it now. Still, he's 
considcr.ing the state of music in England 
and even if the pop world there has sur
passed his contributions of 1979, America 
certainly hasn't. This LP sounds perfectly 
fresh and ready for a country that already 
gets too much safe pop. 

As a bonus, Nelson includes a record of 
home synthesizer sketches entitled Sound
ing the Ritual Echo. This LP is actually 
quite entertaining in the meditative sense 
and easily falls next in line to other trance 
records type records like Eno's Music for 
Films and Steve Reich's Music for /8 Musi· 
cions. (Carter Alan) 

JoeJacluon--------
Joe Jackson's Jumpin' Jive 
(A&M, LP) 

This album is a caJlection of jump, jive 
and swing music from the 1940s that Joe 
Jackson and his Jumpin' Jive Band man
aged to breath life into. 

E.P.NOW 
AVAILABLE 

(at selected stores) 
COMING SOON: 

They swing happily, from classics like "h 
You Is or Is You Ain't My Baby," "We the 
Cats" (with the refrain, "reap this right· 
eous rifr") to the big band magic of "Tuxe· 
do Junction," and the blues of "San Fran
cisco Fan." Jackson also dug up some fun 
songs like "You Run Your Mouth (And I'll 
Run My Business)" and "What's the Use 
of Getting Sober (When You're Gonna Gel 
Drunk Again)." 

It is a tribute to Jumpin • Jive that you 
can't decide whether it is the songs or the 
band that makes this album as delightful as 
it is. It's my guess that it is a little of both. 

Joe Jackson had the courage, as so few 
people do, to take a different direction-a 
detour, he might call it: I'm applauding 
while I'm dancing. (Julie Panebianco) 

TheGoGo's--------
Beauty and the Beat 
(IRS, LP) 

This record is truly the winner many peo
ple had predicted. A delight from beginning 
to end, the Go Go's sing of love and hang
ing out with a style very much their own. 
With tight, smooth arrangements and an &C· 

cent on harmony, they cruise through elev
en songs. The Go Go's are well on their way 
to becoming America's number one cfancc 
band. (Mixup) 

Dnld Peel & the Deatb-O-Lettes & DHth-
Death to Disco 
(Orange, LP) 

Whenever I play this LP people stop and 
ask what it is-and they they ask me to shut 
it off. 

Well, come on folks! Where else can you 
hear a singer with a voice like Johnny Most 
screaming "I hate disco-Death to disco!" 
over a six minute flute solo? This LP in
cludes such choice cuts as "I Hate Disco," 
"I Hate You," "Disco Sucks" and "Death 
to Disco.'' If you combine these four songs, 
they have a total of seven words in their lyr
ics! Wow! 

This is so bad it goes beyond "so bad it's 
good," and must be put in the exalted "I 
bet you can't listen to the whole album" ca
tegory. 

P.S. I love it! {John Brusger) 

Tom and The Teens 
NEW DETONATORS EP 
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Mission or Burma-------
Signals, Calls and Marches 
(Ace of Hearts. EP) 

Damn. I been waitin' for !his one. I mean 
"Academy/Max Ernst" was a great single 
and to all but these ol' tin ears it didn't even 
hint a1 the greatness of this bunch. Let's 
face it, if they were Brits lhey'd have a 
twelve incher. a few small ones, and an el
pee on the racks by now. (Ah, heavenly 
though.) Instead they struggled getting 
practically zero encouragement or support 
-suffering the scorn of Boston's best trend 
and non-trend-setters. And 1hen "Acade
my." Suddenly these bozos was mighty 
trendy and found themselves cavorting in 
front of a bunch o' bubs mostly there for 
all the wrong reasons. They are paradoxic
ally the most populr and the most under
rated and misunderstood of Boston's com· 
bos. 

Their influences are so diverse and so in· 
credibly top-notch that they arc out of the 
orbit of your typ Boston Club-goin' type 
funster! I mean-this bub flashes on things 
like Barret, Stooges, Velvets, Cage, Xana
du, Wire, Neil Young, Television, Cole
man, Ubu, Girls, Hendrix-I mean all this 
shot through the incredibly and undeniably 
twisted psyches of the four Burmese geez
ers. 

I think this platter will go a lot further 
than "Academy" (too much production, 
100 liulc Burma) to cluein' in the rest of the 
world just how awesome this band can be. 
(Live, when they are inspired-they are one 
of the best ANYWHERE.) And God, they 
have so, so many great songs it musta been 
tough as a witch's butt to pick for platter
ing. Humbly and sheepishly and all that 
crap, I really do have to disagree with 
"fame and Fortune" as it's one of their 
weaker songs (of course flip on the ol' 
transmitter and guess what they hell they're 
playin'). And "Revolver" (one of my abso
lute fave-rave toons ever and ever) doesn't 
quite blow the roof like it could. (Still love 
it though.) Minor quibbles as this is a fuck
in' hit-shot, shit-hot wunnerful record! 
Look out world, this band could be the next 
Pere Ubu-and that's a HELLUVA lot 
more important than being the next Beatles. 
(dredd foole) 

Boston Rock Back Issues 
#1. NL·ighborhoods, Pi\, Suicide, 
Rick Harte. 
#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Bur
ma. Sl'IL·ctcr, On:hcstral 
ManoeuvrL'S. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, 
Pastirhc, .Joe "King" Carrasco, X, 
La Pestc. 
#4. Cars, Dcvo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 
I, Magazine, Members, Nervous 
Eaters, Pere Ubu, Specdies, Otway, 
New Models, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R .. B-52's pt. 2, U.K. 
Beat, Fcclics, Rockats, Bush Tetras, 
Delta 5, Boys Life, Pylon, Someone 
& the Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic 
Furs, Carlene Carter, Monochrome 
Set, Fingerprintz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buzzcocks pt. I , Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, 
Brian Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks 
pt. 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Mar
tha & the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son 
of Stiff, Iggy Pop, Capt. Bcefheart, 
Vitamin, Alberto y Lost Trios 
Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, 
Au Pairs, Bound & Gagged, 
Outlets, SVT, Carlene Carter, the 
Fast. 
# 11. Elvis Costello pl. I, Squeeze, 
Sector 27, Win wood. Frith, La 
Pcste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis 
Costello pi. 2, Bongos, Flesh tones, 
Rcvitlos,Jona1han Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou !vliami. 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Rlurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kcnncdys, Insect 
Surfers, U2. Method Actors, Stc\'C' 
Forbert, Brian Brain. Bauhaus, 
Mission of Burma. 
# 15. Adam and the Ants. Pl'arl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Pern, 
Doug Simmons, Ric Orasck. · 
# 16. Garland Jcffrevs. Wall of 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnvmen. 
The Rumour. Joan .Jell. \1.~rshall 
Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on 
tour, Bob i\larll'v Photos, XTC:, 
Charles Farren, Lo:s Mirro\.Y;wcs. 
En.:ntworks, Cirtus !\1on 
ii 18. The Jam<.· lntt'r\'icw, .\tlanti<·s . 
.John C:ak, .Joe Ely. Pl,11wt Street. 
UB40, Nat1\'t' I ongue. GE Smith. 
Robert Klein 
# 19. Clash Inten·iev ... , NL·i~hbor
hood!- Breakup. Billv Idol, Fad Gad
get, Plasti<:.-s, Boston Punk Scene, 
Readers Poll 

Send S2.00 per issue (includes post· 
age to: Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston. MA 02116 
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The Neats, People In Stom, CCCP-TV, 
WlldStam---------
(Propellor, 7" EP) 

The Neats' "6," a tune that could've fit 
tightly between the Blues Magoos and "96 
Tears" on any Nuggets-type '60s sampler, 
starts this record, a 4-song sampler from 
Propellor Records, a band co-op, which 
promises to be a sorl of allernalive 10 lhe al
lernatives. Rumor has it that California's 
Bomp label is inlerested in the Neats, which 
is too bad in a way. Bomp is know for its 
penchant for "older" sounding bands, ones 
!hat conjure up visions of better rock-days 

t 
gone by, and this band could be quickly 
tagged as such. But the Neats' vision of psy
chedelia is an adroitly updated one that 

! goes clearly beyond the limited boundaries 
of '60s garage-band revivalism, although 
they hove brought the most important as
pects of that genre with them into the cur
rent decade-reverb, Vox/ Farfisa organs 
and fun. People in Stores (2 pis. for the 
name) sign in next with "Factory," starting 
with a digital countdown that gives the im
pression that this might be an "all numb
bers" side, but then (happily) moves into an 
ode to industrial beats and making car pay
ments. The tune is an appealingly green mix 
of Beefheart rhythms and Gang of Four in
sistence. The jangled, floating guitar in 
CCCP-TV's "I Fear That Mindless" pulls 
the song, and group, into a promising hy
brid of twisted pop (and we're not talking 
Pat Bena tar, with Deva licks thrown in, 
here). The Wild Stares fail to fully exploit 
the best part of "Moving Targets"-its 
double-time intro bridge. "Targets" starts 
with 4 seconds of frenetic fury but quickly 
settles back to a more earthly level. 

Musically, Propellor's first release has a 
lot to offer, especially as a reference point 
for Boston's burgeoning "new rock" scene. 
Bui, as is often the case with bands attempt
ing to experiment with rock, the vocals 
come last and are sometimes merely tacked 

Guitars are easier to bend than unde-

veloped/unexplored vocal chords. The 
tracks here represent a stage of young and 
energetic musical development while the 
"singing" is mostly confined to bland reci
tations, soft and loud. 

Propcllor's next release will be a sampler 
cassette that will include the above groups 
p~us V;, Art Yard, Lori Green, Dangerous 
Bards, Chinese Girlfriends and White Wo
men. (Write to them at Propcllor Produc
tions, 21 Parkvalc Ave. #1, Allston, MA 
02134.) (Tristram Lozaw) 

NevilleBrothen-------
Fiyo on the Bayou 
(A&M,LP) 

The Neville Brothers have been kicking 
around the New Orleans area for quite 
some time now, with their popular incarna
tion being the Meters, who toured with the 
Rolling Stones after building a small, solid 
reputation with nine critically acclaimed 
R&B/funk albums. 

Fiyo on the Bayou is an almost success
ful record, with the brotheu trying to fuse 
almost every type of musical genre into one 

seamless medium. Chock full of New Or
leans jazz, R&B, funk, rhumba and blues 
influences, this album fails in its attempts to 
fuse all this music into one sound. Some 
songs, especially the funk numbers, sound 
like vintage Meters material, and succeed, 
but most of the album sounds like the Com
modores trying to be eclectic. Kind of like 
"Let's try to play every type of music and 
cram it all into one LP." 

Overall, a disappointing album with too 
few bright spots. (Tom Gilroy) 

AUG 22 RED LOFT (24 Thayer St.) 
23THE RAT 
26 INN SQUARE MEN'S BAR 

SEP 02 ERIE PUBLIC DOCK 
11 CANTONE'$ 
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TheSlens---------
Jn a Room/ Over the Phone b/ w Bad Is 
Good 
(Hundreds, EP) 

Although you'd never know that by lis
tening, bo1h sides of this record really arc 
by lhc same band. My favorite is lhe B-side; 
a successful piece of pop wi1h overtones, 
which because they have a decent tune to 
build the experiments on. A melodic vocal 
(female) is balanced by a harsh arrange
ment, complete with heavy-metal guitar so
lo. It manages 10 be unsettling and ca1chy at 
1he same time. 

The two songs on the A-side feature a 
different singer (male) 1rying to keep up 
with the nervous bounce of drums and 
synths. They interestingly run in circles al 
full speed. (Brelt Milano) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

tt.NEWWAVE 
lwaWON 

1310 Boyl-. St. Bo-., MA 02115 
262-9131 

Rubber Rodeo--------
JOLENE b/w Who's On Top? 
(Rumble, 45) 

What the Suade Cowboys do for George 
Clinton, Rubber Rodeo does for Dolly Par
ton. This Rhode Island quartet lops off 
their C.&W innections with a wash of syn
thesizers and Ocasek-style rhythm guitar 
and the result is a down home version of 
Pauline Murray. Mutant country! Ignore 
the nip-side's pos1punk cliches; "Jolene" 
deserves your attention. (E. Bergemann) 

Extttmes----------
HE CAN'T GIVE YOU LOVE b/w Forget 
About Me 
(ZL, 45) 

Extremes 

DEA'l'II 
'l'O 

DISCO 

U . n 1'1'.EI. ,\TI ~ 111'. .\TIHH,liTTliS 

slipped out a single that could be a summer 
sleeper. This band had a previous life be
hind Boston crooner Ray Paul as R.P.M., 
bul it's obvious 1hat they are far more com
fortable away from that bandleader's taste 
for Top 40 rock and roll. Side A is a jack
hammer rocker heavy in gui1ar thrashing 
and sequencing synthesizer, cleanly deliv
ered nonetheless. The surprise is the nip
side. "Forget About Me," wrinen and sung 
by keyboardist Tim Long. Al1ernating sec
tions of shimmering moog and spatial gui
tar effects a la Van Halen put this tune in 
1he Ultravox or (closer to home) New Mo
dels realm. For new wave neophytes and 
metal munchers both. Excellent recording 
and production throughout. (Carter Alan) 

The Marshalls --------
Genin' Out 
(Isabelle, EP) 

Ellie Marshall's "Not the Way I Loved 
You," the EP's first cut, is a good reliable 
rocker 1hat I'm sure I'll come back 10 time 
and time again. The same goes for Barry 
Marshall's ''Out of School (Is Out).'' 

As fo,- the B side, there are lwo more 
winners here: "I Wanna Be Rich" and "In 
My Car." 

The only eniry that doesn't really do any. 
thing for me is "She's the One." 

Four out of five ain't bad. (Joyce Line· 
han) 

-------------~ This is pure junk, I mean punk, so raw you'll 
1hink your stereo's broken. Not an inkling of 
in1ellec1, 1alen1 or innovation is on 1his I 
record. The lyrics are dumb and offensive: 

NII 
Underground 

poiice are trying to ban 
him from the stato. They 
PVt"n got kicked out of the 
Rat in Boston re.::ently 
be,:a.use of his behavior 
&.u.d a strong right blow to 
England's Brlo.n Brain. 
They are .ro.w and alive 

l{ING 
()};" 

I>UNI{ 

• DAVID 
PEEL . 
DEATH 

PUNK JUNK ROCK 0 ORANGE RECORDS 
DAVID PEEL: KING OF PUNK 

Greenwich Village vagabond singer David Peel. !he Woody Guthrie of poc and yippie politics. has a new image. 
Now he call$ himself King of Punk, and he·s dedarcd war on all other punk-rock bands. What's more. he means 10 
show no mercy. At his recent debut in New York's Bowery punk dive CBGB's, he made sure to heap abuse on his 
s1u-s1udded audience filled with Ramones, Dead Boys, Dkmors. Talking Heads. Yippies and Hell's Angels. 
"Where were yOIJ in 1968?" wailed Pee\ ... Leather jackecs/ Greasy faggots/Go home and masturb.ate./Fuck you/ 
Phony punks/ Why don·t y0u all go back 10 the suburbs with your plastic p.arencs?" There was an outburst of 
psyehose:11ual violencr when a free-lance groupie lhrr"' beer on Peel. Hr slammed Che orfender on the head three 
limn with a beer mug, and for the rest of the performance she stayed in the front row fobbing her vagina in mute but 

lustful appreciation. Peel's latest album. appropriately tilled Kini of Punk, features sure-fire top-forty hits like the 
t11le song C'l°m the king of punk from the streets of che 10 ... er east suicide/ I'm the king of punk from the streets of 
chr lower eas1 homicide'·) and an indictment of McDonald's called "Murder Burgers:· plus all-time classics like the 
Washington Square Park favorile "Who Killed Brian Jones? ("Was it one of che Rolling Stones? .. ). Like all his 
prrvious albums (Ha~ a Marijuana. TM Po~ Smoka Dopt, etc.), Kini of Punk was recorded by Peel in his living 
room, buc you'd nrver guess it from che sharp precision of Tommy Doyle's wild lead guitar and the expert overdub
bing of Peel's ear-splitting vocals. Musicians on the albums include John Lennon. Yoko Ono, Wayne Kramer and 
LesFralkin. 



ROCK c\ 
oil 

by Dean Johnson 

Ted Nugent once said, "Thinking is the 
beginning of deterioration in rock and 
roll," and Alex Harvey echoed those 
thoughts when he commented, "Rock and 
roll takes a certain amount of ignorance." 
If we accept both statements as truth, heavy 
metal music is probably the purest form of 
rock and roll in existence. 

Anyone who has bought a rock and roll 
record in the last ten years knows about 
heavy metal music. It's loud, it's raw, it's 
basic, it':; brutal, it's screechy and ugly, and 
it has all the grace and subtlety of a wound
ed Brontosaurus. But it is also popular, and 
there's the rub. There has been an astonish
ing resugence of heavy metal music both in 
this country and particularly in England in 
the last year, and the trend shows no sign of 
dying. New bands such as Iron Maiden, 
Saxon, Marseille, and Def Leppard are 
pouring out of England; and old war horses 
such as Black Sabbath (with a career that 
has taken more dives than a crooked boxer) 
and the various Deep Purple combinations 
are cresting again and filling stadiums. 

ROLL 

Even American bands have been at it. 
Van Halen is the king of the hill, of course, 
but Ted Nugent, Blue Oyster Cult, and 
Aerosmith's Joe Perry are still peddling 
their wares. New kids such as Riot and the 
Hounds are popping up, and a new genera
tion of Southern bands including Molly 
Hatchet and Blackfoot have combined the 
best {or, depending on your point of view, 
the worst) of heavy metal and Southern 
rock and roll. 

Yeah, yeah, yeah, you say, that stuff is 
all right for the heartlands of America 
(wherever that is). But this is Boston, heavy 
on the student population, new wave and 
reggae music, and general sophistication. 
Ah, but the summer Arbitron radio surveys 
showed that WCOZ's self-proclaimed 
"kick-ass" rock and roll format absolut-cly 
destroyed every other rock and roll station 
in Boston. Granted, WCOZ has hardly 
gone heavy metal, mainstream rock may be 
a more accurate phrase, but they're playing 
more kamikaze guitar tunes and battering
ram ditties than any other station in town, 
and obviously somebody out there is eating 
up the stuff. 

Whal's The Appeal? 
Anybody who tries 10 seriously analyze 

heavy metal music is crazy. Basically, a riff 

is a melody, and two riffs is usually a pretty 
good song. Melodies, lyrics, and similar 
musical refinements are secondary to the 
music's main objective of ripping off the 
top of your head and stuffing your brains 
into the base of your neck. That means 
plenty of volume ... and when it comes to 
volume, heavy metal is second to none. 
"It's high energy, high volume, high excite
ment music,'' says REO's Kevin Cronin. 

Power is important, too, and there is an 
immediacy and visceral impact to heavy me
tal that makes it an ideal way to vicariously 
blow off plenty of aggression and frustra
tion. "When we play a song," explained 
Biff Oust "Bifr'), lead vocalist with the 
band Saxon, "we play it as if after we might 
drop dead. Our audience leaves our shows 
as exhausted as we do." Sammy Hagar 
has been playing the game since the early 
seventies when he was lead vocalist with 
Montrose, and he describes the sound as 
"heavy, mean music with a male attraction. 
It's tough, you listen to it and act like you 
would if you were playing it." Heavy metal 
at its finest should feel like a thermo-nucle
ar metronome keeping time on your chest. 
That's why its firmest adherents arc and al
ways have been mostly mid and late teenage 
males. 

Although the band Boston exercises a tad 
too much taste and restraint to be truly con
sidered a heavy metal marvel, guitarist 
Barry Goudreau was able to hit on the mu
sic's popularity with teenagers. "Music is a 
mass kind of thing, and our music was the 
kind of thing a lot of people could listen to 
and understand. It wasn't your exclusive 
kind of music which someone like Jeff 
Beck makes. Your normal person on the 
street is going to appreciate something 
much simpler." That's the secret. There's 
no intellectualizing and no profundities to 
dwell upon. As Ronnie Montrose neatly pul 
it, "There'll always be a need for raw, sav
age rock and roll,'' with ''its lack of subtle
ty" as its primary appeal. 

Heavy metal music never really went 
away; it's been around ever since it was first 
invented way back when by, depending up
on whom you talk to, Cream, the Who, 
Jimi Hendrix, and/or the Velvet Under
ground. The phrase itself was neatly bor
rowed from William Burroughs and per
fectly describes the music. Some musicians, 
like Hagar and Montrose, dislike the term. 
Others such as the young turks in Saxon po
sitively adore it. 

There are two good reasons why heavy 
metal is alive and doing well, and both have 
to do with the age of its primary audience. 
If someone tells you they've listened to rock 
and roll most of their life but never liked 
heavy metal they're probably lying. The 
music runs in cycles, and the people now 
wrctching over the likes of Riot or the Scor
pions probably used to kill to see Led Zep
pelin, Deep Purple, Uriah Heep, or Mon
trose half a dozen years ago. And the ones 
who hated those bands most likely traveled 
to Shea Stadium a few years earlier to see 
Grand Funk Railroad play music that could 
kill puppies at 50 yards. And individuals 
who wanted to slowly disembowel Mark 
Farner and his cohorts in Grand Funk pro
bably used to listen to Blue Cheer records 
until their brains started leaking out of their 
ears. "Riot and Def Lcppard are just iden
tical to what Montrose and Deep Purple 
was," according to Hagar, "and the audi
ence is all the same." Even relative new
comer Biff from Saxon admitted, "Heavy 
metal bands don't change with the times." 

But perhaps the bottom line of the matter 
was a comment by rock archivist David Sei
ber, "There are no new interpretations, 
only new embellishments." Still, every time 
there's a new generation of kids waiting to 
be weaned on rock and roll, heavy metal 
will have a ready made audience. Its sheer 
power and simplicity make it a logical first 
step. 

The second key to the popularity of hea
vy metal is the urge among everyone, but 
especially teenagers, to have role models 
and heroes, Ask a heavy metal maven what 
makes the music click and you'll probably 

get the same answers a punk patriarch 
would give you: energy, vibes, and simplici
ty. But the difference is the theater and di
vine decadence of heavy metal that causes 
Ted Nugent to declare, "I am the world's 
greatest guitarist," and Van Halcn's David 
Lee Roth to become the Narcissus of rock. 
"Their lives are the perfect creation for 
their audiences," Bcibcr observed. 
"There are no more Beatles or Bay City 
Rollers," said Biff, and the kids need those 
kind of idols, whichj$,why he feels there is 
"a more glamorous, more hero-worship 
thing" about heavy metal. 

You may admire Johnny Rotten or Joe 
Strummer, but would you want to change 
places with them, especially if you were 16? 
Hey, it's a lot more fun to stand in front of 
a mirror and play air guitar imagining 
you're Ritchie Blackmoor instead of Rat 
Scabies or Keith Levene. That's why you 
can pull up to a Mustang convertible at a 
red light anywhere in the country and know 
that Van Halen is going to be pouring out 
of its speakers at a decibel level only slightly 
less than the current price of gold. 

But in Boston there is another very real 
reason why the heavy metal audience can be 
so clearly defined. Anyone can buy a ticket 
to see Black Sabbath, Rush, AC/DC, or 
Judas Priest, but if you want to catch a new 
wave act other than the Police, Elvis Costel
lo, or the Pretenders, you better be twenty 
or more or have a pretty good-looking ID or 
you ain't seein' nuthin. The irony of that si
tuation is tha't new wave, which prides it
self on being the music for anyone, has be
come almost exclusively the property of 
young adults in Boston. That gives teen
agers nothing else but you-know-what to 
nock to and adopt as their own. 

Heavy metal also just might be the most 
appropriate music of the times. If any rock 
music is reactionary, it's heavy metal. Its 
adherents jealously guard its territory and 
disdain any outside innuences or musical 
styles with a near-religious fervor. It was 
Sammy Hagar, not Deborah Harry, who 
recently blew up an eight foot high picture 
of the Ayatollah in the middle of a con
cert. Heavy metal is the perfect rock and 
roll creation and representation of the wave 
of conservatism that is sweeping this coun
try. "In England we've had a depression for 
forty years," reasons Biff, "but you're just 
starting to have yours over here. We're just 
the band for you." 

Whither Goest Heavy Metal? 
Would you believe heavy metal discos? 

They already exist in England. Guy Speran
za, vocalist with the New York-based Riot, 
described the scene at London's Sound
house. "The kids just stand there," he 
marveled, "and face the speakers with their 
heads in the cones and just shake their 
heads up and down ... Wow! It's a weird 
scene." 

Rob Halford of Judas Priest feels "there 
will always be a market for heavy metal." 
The genre needs, according to Sammy Ha
gar, just a few hit top forty singles to be
come "the biggest kind of music there is." 
But Hagar's been around for a long time 
and reckons it took him five years before he 
really made enough money to keep his band 
alive, pay salaries, and make a decent liv
ing. His record company shelled out a half 
million dollars to keep him going during 
those days, and he doesn't think many com
panies will have the patience or the resour
ces to go that route with new bands. 

Ronnie Montrose, though, has other 
ideas. "I seriously doubt that that market 
of exchange between the audience and the 
performer will ever go away," he said, and 
the past history of the genre backs him up. 
WBCN General Manager Tony Berardini 
agrees. "It's another cycle. The music's al
ways been there, it' s just that people's per
ception has changed. It's just like saying 
'disco is the next big thing' three years 
ago," he concluded. ''The best of heavy 
metal will stay around.'' 

Indeed, like death, taxes, and Mayor 
White, no matter what we do, heavy metal 
music, in one form or another, will always 
be with us. 
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oooooooooooc,ooc 
oooooooooooooooc 
o oo o o o o o o o oo Q o o c7-9 a.m. 
oooooooooooooooc 

WMBR Sleepwalk Jchn van 

::::::::::::::::79-a.-m-.--,-p.-m-.=w~M~B~R,----~-=----===----'=="---
Zelowitz '60s, pop 

Late Risers Club Peter Gates NW 
•• a,JIIJOl;.1 • :::::::::::::::~·9~·~-~m~.·'~P~-~m~. -"W~Z~BC"--'====-----'=-"-==--====--Modern Rock Amy Wachtel modern rock 

Modern Rock Pete Connolly modern rock 
Rockers Dennis Miller reggae 

... ... ... ... Tom Gilroy Show Tom Gilroy NW, anything 
:111· •: • •: • :1· •1• •:::I:•::: :1• •1• • ··1· •::::::::::::::: :s'·-a5 p.m. WWZEBRCS . .. I 000000000000000 p.m. 

. t : : 0:::::::::::::: :~s-~,o~p._m~. __ W_Z~B~C----~-------~--~~~~-
00 ! :: o:::::::::::::::-~~-~~-:-2m_:30 __ ~p_.m_·-:-~-=~~-=----------~~-~----

Art School Brent Hurtig NW, '60s 

00 o o o o o io o Q o o oo o o oo o o 0 --------~---~------~--~~---
Spacious Headquarters Dave Herlihey NW, progressive 

• o o o o o o o o o o o o i:, o o o o o Q O O O 0 _11_·2_a_._m_. __ W_E_R_S ___________________ _ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~F~R~ID~A~Y--==,----,-,--,------,,-,-~,---,-------
Nite Klub Dennis MIiier NW 

:.rs·ui,toAY- - - - - - . . :::7'·~9~•-~m~---~W~M~Bc.,R,---===~=-=---"=.CC.C="--=="---
6-8 a.m. WBCN Rock Against Racism Mackie MacKen- 0 0 0 ~9~•-~m~.·-' .c.P·~m~. =W~M=B'=R~-====-="---~====--'=----

Sleepwalk Chris Conolly '60s, pop 
Late Risers Club Greg Reibman NW 

8·11 am. 
11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
1-5 p.m. 
2-6 p.m. 
5-6 p.m. 
5·8 p.m. 
6-8 p.m. 
6-10 p.m. 

zle polltlcs & music ! ! ! ~9~•-~m~.-~1 .c.P·~m~. -'W'-'Z'=B-=C--'===~-----'c'~==--'=----
WMFO Sounds of Praise Barry Sadler gospel : : : ~'·~5.c.p~.m~---~W~Z=Bc=C~-'==.cc.c"------=c====-'==="'---
WMFO Morning After Blues George Thomas blues o o o ~'·~2.c.Pcc·m~---~W~M"'B~R~-'==="----==='----'=-==="--
WRBB Roots Rock Reggae Glendale Reid reggae : ! : =-2·~4.c.Pcc·m~·--~W~M"'B~R~-'===,------=c==..cc=--'='-=-====-
WZBC Dangerous Rhythms Jo Jo Furrier rock, NW o o o =-3-6.c..cPcc·m~. --~W'-'B",R~S,...==,====~-~=-=="--'=----
WMBR Sports Palace Kruel & the Gang punk sports : : : ~··~7:cc.30=p.~m~. -~W"M"'B~R~==-==='----===="----"=----

Modern Rock Pat Flaherty NW 
Modern Rock Bruce Kettel le modern rock 
Mystery Girls Mystery? east coast rock 
Media Blitz Eric & Paul west coast punk 
Peter Choyce Show Peter Choyce NW 
Jazz Celebration James Isaacs jazz 

WERS Bluesology Mike Perkins blues O O O =.5-8.c..cPcc·mc_. __ _.eWc.cE:c.Rc=S_~==-----===="--'""-'=----
WXKS Arnie Ginsberg Arnie Ginsberg oldies : ! : _6·_10~p._m_. __ W_Z_B_C ______________ ~-----

Rockers Mike Perkins reggae 
Cold Stare F just listen ... 

WZBC No Commercial Potential Jon Golden fusion/esoterica : : : _7:_30_·_10~p_.m_. __ W_M_F_O ___________ ~'------~-Kalakuta Revlval Ras Gary & co. 3rd world rhythms 
6-12 p.m. WLYN Rock 'n' Roll Revival Rich Anzalone rock spectrum o o o _10_·2_a_._m_. __ W_Z_B_C ________ ~-----------
6:30-8:30 p.m. WDJM Radio Framingham Rick Jones punk, modern : : : _10_:3_0_·2_a_.m_. __ W_M_F_O _______________ ~----

Manhattan's House Party Lance Rock old/new 
Freed Form Bruce Stallsmlth upbeat musics 

:~;cc~~-~'=~m~:30". -p.-m-. ,..,:-=~~~~~---,--=-'-'c~-,------c'~~c-"-..,.--=~~--::: :-~~~-~-:-.~-·2_a_.m_._:-:-~-=--------------~~----
Con Salsa! Jose Masso progressive Latin 
Nite Klub David Mishkin NW 

Metrowave Sandy Wright local live 
Broken Silvertone Captain Scarlet punk, garage 

~10--'2~a~.m~.'--.,-W=M-'F70_'-'--,'~=~..,,...,--,...,.--,--===-'-====-=:: ' 11-6 a.m. 
==~-=~"---c~==',-'-==='--==~='--====--o o 01$ATURDAY 

==='--''-=-'cc...-=====----c'-'-=-----===-~-= ! ! 18 a.m.-1 p.m. 
==='---'==-=====~--====--=====--=:: ;12-2 p.m. 

10-2 a.m. WZBC 
10-11 p.m. WBCN 
10-11 p.m. wcoz 

Mental Notes Mike Paitas mutant music 
No Commercial Potential Brooke Wentz avant-garde 
Basement Tapes concerts 
Dr. Demento Show Dr. Demento bizarre comedy 

WGBH Blues Hour Mai Cramer blues, r&b 

WHRB Hillbilly at Harvard Old Sine, Lynn '50s, country 
WMBR Out of the Blues Dave Herwaldt blues 

=-c'-~----,-==--scc,-ee_p_w-alc-k-----=-ra-m~;7H,-e";d-e-=·sccoc-,-. p-o-p---::: :;~~ ~:~: 
.,....c='-----,-ccc'c:--L~a~,.~R"';~,.~,-, -=-c,-1uc-b---.,cAl~b-er.,., -=o=-,--N~w==---o o o 1~------,-==--,=~,--..,.------c=~==-~===~-

MONDAY 
7-9 a.m . WMBR 

WZBC Obscure Alternatives Tim Barry reggae, ska 
WMBR Rock 'n' Roll Memory 

Time John Brown quality oldies 9 a.m.-1 p.m. WMBR 
~=~=-'=~-M~o~d~e"rn~R~o~c"k ____ J~•:c.tt~B~•~''~;n'----'m~o~d~•'~"-''~oc~k'---: ! : ;4-7 p.m. 

Modern Rock Pat Flaherty modern rock O O O 1---------------------~-----

9 a.m.-1 p.m. WZBC 
1-5 p.m. WZBC 

WMBR Demi-Mende Oedipus/ 
Albert 0 punk 

WMBR WZBC Caribbean Safari Franz Minuti Haitian 
Divertimento David Erickson keyboarded music::: :

5
~·

7~p._m_. ----------------=-------
2-6 p.m. WMFO Freed Form Bruce Stallsmith upbeat musics O O O 1';-S·-'9~p_.m_. __ ==-:c'-'--'c-='-~-'c:--~~='-~==-~=~~~ 
5-8 p.m. WERS Rockers Mike Perkins reggae : ! ! :1,,.·2=p.-'m~. ---,-"-"::',,--'-='--=c-==~=--,--=~--~~=~=~ 

1-4 p.m. 
WHRB Street Corner Symphony Stompin' Zema r&b, doo-wop 
WZBC No Commercial Potential various progressive, NW ... 

6-10 p.m. WZBC Frontal Assault Brian Robin NW, synthetics O O O 
•7
7·~9.c.P~.m~·--=,-=---,--==-==----"==-'--~====--,-

8:30-10:30 p.m. WDJM Y Salsa! Sue y Andrea progressive Latin ! ! : :~8 .c.P~-m~.·~2~•-~m~. -'=~-==='------====-~====~ 

WMBR Nouveau Disco Tom Lane dance musics 
WBUR Con Salsa! Jose Masso progressive Latin 

-,0--2-a.-m-. ~-W-Z_B_C __ R_e_h_ea-,-,a-1s_t_o_r t_h_e_R-ap-e--~---~~----:. 
0

: :

0 

:,~~~~~~:~.~~~. --'=cc...~===------==--'-"'=-~c.,---~--
of the Mind Art Medlar hard to tell 

WERS Nite Klub Sandy Wright NW 
WMBR The Asylum Captain Trash social collapse 

-~---,-=~-==="-----===---==~=--000~ .. .. ···--·•••••••••••Vvvvvv vvvv~uouoooo~ 

~==--'==-N~;~te~K~l~ub~-----S~a~n~d~y~W~,;~gh~t--'N~W-'-----::::~:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11·2a.m. WEAS 

=-=-=-----,-==--cc--~-----=,-----~,------o O o, 0 1 o - .. o o.,. - - ~ o o o o o o WG&H 89.7, 492-27 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

.,....c=-'-----cccc=:--==:--=-c-~---==----~==---::: :! : ; : : : : WHRB 95.3, 495-4818 ° 0 : ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: 
TUESDAY 
7.9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk TBA '60s, pop 

~=~--==-=====---===---'-"-'-----::: :; : 1 ;:::::::: :~:R~~.i1,o;~:ts~ 1~00 :95.~;o:~:::: 9-1 p.m. WMBA 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. WZBC 

Late Risers Club Tom Lane NW 
Modern Rock Brad Huckins modern rock 

~='---'=~-====----==="'---===='--=:: :~: o o o o o o::::::::::: =~~: :,1}' ~i.26i~ (~~~~r;t::::::: 
-~----~--------------~=----=~ =~; ~; 0; o ~ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! : ! ! ! ! !~~~ ::/~~\~~go ! ! ::: !!! : :: : 
1-5 p.m. WZBC 
5-8 p.m. WERS 

Modern Rock Brian Robin modern rock 
Rockers Mike Perkins reggae 

WZBC Prior Art Vin McCabe 
-~--------------------~----oooo>OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
6-10 p.m. 
8-11 p.m. WMBR 

NW, techno 
Reggae Mukasa Jah Bore -~------~~-----------~=----::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10-1 a.m. WHRB 

reggae 
Midnight Dread Jerry Stewart reggae ---------~-------~---~=----oooo)oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

10-2 a.m. WZBC Fate in a Pleasant Mood 0 0 0 0> o o o - - - - - - · - - - - - "' o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ------------------~~-~=~---0 0 0 0 > o o o WBCN 104.1 536-8000 ._ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o,. ... no o o o o o o o 
-----------------~-~-------o O O o: ! ! ! WBRS 91.7, 899-4970 (WatthafTIJ~::::: 0 0

,. : : : : 
11-2 a.m. WERS 

Pat Flaherty esoteric 
Nite Klub Dennis Miller NW 

~-------,--------------------::: :, o o o WBUR 90.9, 353-2790 .. o o o o . ... .. : : : : 

---------~------------~~---::: :: : : :wcoz 94.5, 247-2022-;::::::::::::::: 0 0 0 0 0 

WEDNESDAY 
7-9 a.m. WMBR Sleepwalk Henri '60s, pop 

---------------------------o O O 0> o o o WERS 88.9, 267-7821 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o,. .... 

--~---------------------~--~:: ~:::: t~~t; ~\\8
{~·~

3f;<;r1t~g::t::::::::::: ! ~:::: ~: o o o:::: 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. WMBR Late Risers Club Carla Nolin NW 
9 a.m.- 1 p.m. WZBC Modern Rock Joe Di Biase modern rock 

WEAS Rockers 
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LIVE FROM WHERE THE BOYS ARE, 
Candy and Crass bring you more tales or 
kindness and cruelty. 

The WBCN Rumblt at Spit/ Metro was 
vivid proof of the diversity of Boston's new 
music. The competition itself is useful as 
long as nobody takes it too seriously-as 
Someone (or Somebody?) Trb Lozaw put 
it '' A lot of good bands had their first expo. 
sure to more than twenty people at this 
thing." Scoring was a problem and the 
judges (who were even more diverse than 
the bands) had a difficult time. Some 
stretched categories like "singing" and 
"playing" ability to fit the bands while 
others took the ballot so literally they voled 
for bands they didn't even like. There 
should have been more room for the things 
that make new music " new" like spirit, ex
citement, originality, integrity and concept . 

Anyway, we were impressed by WBCN's 
Rumble crew and with the way the bands 
were treated. BCN's Carter Alan (who tee
totalled his way through the whole event) 
spent hours going over the ballots with the 
bands. Clint Gll~rt ran around trying to 
keep everybody happy. (He wasn't bad 
playing drums with the Outlets at the post
finals party either.) We had fun observing 
the BCN jocks-Mark Partnltau watching 
himself raptly on television-Charles: La· 
quldara abandoned in the DJ booth trying 
to figure out the controls-<hdlpus hotly 
defending the rights of punk band the 
Freeze-Tony Berardlnl going batty when 
the Dark played the opening riff of Deep 
Crimson's "Smoking Behind the Stairway" 
(or something like that) . By the way, where 
do you suppose he got that obscene Dtad 
Ktnntdys but1on7 We were amazed when 
cute Mark MIUtr (BCN' s new music direct
or) played the StarjtU-wc didn't think 
anybody knew them but us. 

As it turned out, the finals were wonder
ful-a lot of people got their minds stretch
ed including us when Tht Dark and the 
SomtbocHn got together for the full version 
of " Fire Under the Free Bird" (that's still 
not right) and Tony 8 . went bonkers 
again. 

The major distraction from the Rumble 
was the madly anticipated return of StUf 

New Delta 5 LP 
Now on Sale 

Only 

$7.99 

Lllllt Fingers to the Paradise. The sold out 
show (several hundred poor souls were 
turned away) was incredibly fantastic and a 
lot looser than the last time. Instead of a 
" silly encore" they played an old Irish folk 
song called "Teenage Kicks"-not a bad 
job either. After the show we kidnapped the 
whole band and took them down to Spit. 
Jakt Burns freaked when we walked in and 
Mark Miller (told you about his taste) was 
playing '' Alternative Ulster.'' 

The night after the Rumble we were back 
at Metro to see Mlulon of Burma open for 
the Psychedelic Fun again. That's the third 
time we've seen that particular double bill 
and the Missions always win by a mile. The 
Furs make good records and their videos 
are some of the best around but their live 
shows have been consistently boring. 

We finaJly saw a living New York band 
when the Raybtats played Spit. They had 
energy and enthusiasm and were even fun. 
They must hate them in New York. Move to 
Boston, guys. 

The Boston Rock one year anniversary 
party at Inn Square Men's Bar was a major 
smash. Nadve Tonaue were boiling hot and 
the packed house adored them. People 
don't just like them-they fall madly in love 
with them. Mr. B loves them so much he's 
formed his own record label to produce a 
four song EP. The Nnu played that party 
too and as everyone knows, they're the 
world's primo party band (they throw pret
ty good parties too). 

From there we zipped over to the Rat for 
the honest to God, cross our heart, once 
and for all final gig of the Nervous Ealen. 
Practically every musician who's ever been 
in the band was on stage. We saw people 
there who haven't been out for three years. 
There's never been a band like the Eaters 
and we'll miss them. 

The Cramps at the Channel were a reli
gious experience. If Lux Interior is not God 
he's close enough for us. As much as we 
hate to agree with Greg Reibman he's right 
aboui the Cramps. He's still wrong about 
everything else. 

The Tcmplatlons at the Berklee might 
have been slick but they sing better than 
anybody (remember singing?) and the chor
eography was nifty (remember dance 
steps?). And how come nobody has bass 

singers anymore? 
Speaking of class, Mlkty Dread, legend

ary Jamaican producer and performer, was 
guest DJ at Spit and showed everyone how 
it ought to be done. He told us he's think
ing about moving to Boston and we hope he 
docs. In any case he' ll be back on August 25 
so check him out. 

We went to see Native Tonaut play their 
first Paradise gig but we stayed to give Py. 
Ion another chance and this time we actually 
liked them. We must be getting used to Va
nes.n's voice and anyway, she's so incredi
bly beautiful on stage we could have 
watched them for hours. 

The Slits have improved dramatically 
since we saw them last. We walked out on 
their Bradford show but at the Paradise we 
were riveted. Their music is a spooky, 
dense hypnotic mix of reggae rhythms and 
swirling harmonics. The band members, 
however, are as pretentious as ever. 

Blitz night at Spit was a bomb. Sieve 
Stran1e acted like a jerk and didn't bother 
to put a real show together-maybe he 
thought his costume was entertainment 
enough. 

What is it about English musicians and 
their clothes.? When Bill Nelson played at 

· Spit, the show was held up while Anthony, 
Spit's ever helpful manager, raced home to 
get his iron so the band could press their 
outfits. The music was as proper and tidy as 
the clothes. 

Boston bands have a style all their own. 
The Suade Cowboys have just finished re
cording in one of the jet set capitals of the 
world-Newark, New Jersey. How's that 
for class? 

Rumor has it that the Specials show al 
the Bradford later this month will be op. 
cned by none other than the Fabulous 811-
lyaoons. It makes sense in a perverted sort 
of way. 

Holly and lhe Italians at the Paradise 
were lukewarm. In fact, after a while we 
wished someone would tell that girl to shut

1 
up. The New Models on the other hand 
were hot and blew those foreigners right off 
the stage. David Robinson ( of obscure 
synth pop band the Can) was there and he 
told us that his father, Guy Robinson's fav
orite band isJudu Priesl (or as Carter Alan 
would have it, Judas Fucking Priest). 

Someone and the Somebodies played two 
smash nights at the Rat. They've gotten a 
lot more confident since the Rumble and 
we're looking forward to when they get to 
play live on Channel 68. 

Mission of Burma's two shows at the 
Paradise were a triumph. The evening show 
was opened by the adorable Neats, who arc 
wonderful but why do they look at their 
shoes all the time? The Slalns opened the 
Sunday afternoon all ages show. When the 
Missions walked on stage the packed house 
went nuts. The energy built from there. 
Those kids arc the best audience there is and 
since Mission of Burma is the best band the 
combination is a natural. We met a nine 
year old kid named Mlchael who's been 
waiting a whole year to hear his favorite 
band and he was the coolest dancer there. 

The Paradise handles these under twen
ties shows beautifully-nobody gets hassled 
and the kids get to dance and jump around 
-everybody has a terrific time. It works so 
well we hope to see a lot more. 

The last lime we saw Frank Rowe he told 
us that ex-Nervous Eater Jonalban Paley is 
replacing Kit Dtnnls as Clu,lc Ruins' bass 
player. We also heard that the Ruins will be 
opening for the Ramones the next time they 
blitzkrieg bop through town. There's a 
bunch of new local singles-the Exlremes 
with "He Can't Give You Love" "Don't 
l?clieve Her'.' from Keeper, 1hc Waan' 
"Push It to the Limit," Rubbtr Rodeo's 
fantastic "Jolene" and a catchy little num
ber called "Nancy Packs a Piece" from 
temporarily nonexistent band the Boom 
(sleeve of the year). We also heard a fine 
tape from Lizzie Borden and lbe Axn with 
"I'm in Love" and "Hearts on Loan." 

Happy belated birthday to legendary Un
derground doorman, Rob Deitch and 10 

Terry Ntat. 
This has been Warm Leatherette with 

Candy and Crass, two of the principle girls 
of the U.S.A. 

Next time we'll tell you about the on the 
air phone conversation between Richard 
Nolan and the Stains (concerning a certain 
fifty bucks). 

Warm Leatherette can be heard on WM
BR-FM, 88. I every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 10:50 a.m. on the Late Risers 
Club. ----------.... ,-~, ....... ,~ 

The Legendary 
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only 
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Recorded Music Is your 
best entertainment value 

Buy It once, enjoy It 
a life time 

$5.99 
LP/TAPE 

Peter Hammill will be 
appearing at The Paradise 

August 19 

$5.49 
LP/TAPE 

1 K111;ng June will be 
appearing at The Channel 

August 15 

PETER HAMMILL 
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can't get enough? SST Records and 
Posh Boy give you the most hard· 

core at the lowest price! 25 songs 
on one cassette! Black Flag 

(with "Six-pack"), TSOL. Saccharine. 
'lnlst, Social Distortion, Minutemen. 

CH 3. Descendents. Stains. and 
Shattered Faith. 

PBC 120 (cassette only) 

R.0.T.R 
"The definitive L.A. compilation:· 
says Flipside Magazine. White punks 
run amok in suburban streets in 
search of sex and thrills. Includes 
"Bloodstains" by Agent Orange. 
"Amoeba" The Adolescents. 
"Wild In The Streets" Circle Jerks. 
" No Values" Black Flag and 10 other 
great California hits as chosen by 
KROQ DJ Rodney Bingenheimer. 
PBS 106/PBC 106 

cr.11 
THE CROWD 
These beach guys drive the girls 
crazy. Now the heroes of Beach Blvd. 
take the Huntington Beach sound 
to the rest of the country. 
Girls beware: walking in the sand 
with this lot can be hazardous 
to your health. A World Apart 
by The Crowd. 
PBS 108/PBC 108 

Records and tapes available 
mail -order at list-price from 

POSH BOY RECORDS AND TAPES 
P.O. BOX 38861 

LOS ANGELES CA 90038 
213-466-77 55 

Mysterious San Francisco musicians 
program their synthesizers to play 
your perfect love calls "Stand By 
Your Man" and "Your Cheatin' Heart ... 
Music For Teenage Sex 
by Baby Buddha. 
PBS 114/PBC 114 

r . 
NUNS 
See The Nuns without their "habits:· 
These strange-looking novices 
venture into the real world with 
"Savage:· "Wild:· "Suicide Child:· 
"Child Molester" and other aptly 
titled hits. The Nuns Bomp 

U.X.A.t BLP 4010/PBC 105 

Strictly for the kinky. the brute 
force of a Weatherman attack at 
night on the Pentagon. 12 steel-
fisted cuts Illusions of Grandeur by 
the legendary U.X.A. 
PBS 104/PBC 104 

FORGET $7.98. $8.98. $9.98 
DON'T PAY MORE THAN 

$5.98 L.p. or cassette! 

DISTRIBUTED BY JEM: GREENWORLD: WIN: DISC TRADING: SYSTEMATIC: SKYDISC: ROUGH TRADE. 

~qa~ POSH BOY RECORDS ARE AVAILABLE AT ~p 



Western Wear ... andassortecttogs 

292 Boylston St., Boston Tel: 287-0195 
~Ito tho Publlc Gordon, oubway to Alllngton Stotlon) 

''the best rock 'n' roll photos In any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim Jeans 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans-Studs 
Jodhpurs, Breeches, English Riding 
Clothes 
Motorcycle Jackets & Leather pants 
60's Peg-leg Jeans & Ladles "Ranch" 
Pants 
Cowboy Shirts • Cowboy Boots 
Western Jewelry• AND LOTS MORE! 
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Dear BR, 
After reading your article (BR NI 9] on 

the Neighborhoods' breakup for the ump
teenth time, I just couldn'I hold back from 
writing 10 you. You may know me as one of 
the "adolescent boys" you mentioned in 
our piece who had this "love hate relation
ship with David Minehan." Christ, I saw 
the Hoods fourteen times in about eight 
months. I never missed an opportunity to 
see them. I even wrote a fucking paper 
about them for English class. The Neigh
borhoods were an unbelievably important 
part ofmy life . 

Anyway to come to the reason behind 
!his letter. I guess I want to defend myself 
and my friends. I feel bad if they never real
ized how much we liked their new material 
We weren't trying to tell them whal to do, 
basically we felt 1hey could do little or no 
wrong. We gave them all the support we 
cou ld in the best way we knew how. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Ulrich 
Pit1sburgh, PA j 

. . l! 
Dea! B~ston .Rock and Micha~I Haf1tz.' o 

Mike Bastarache 
Julie Panebianco 

I am mfunated by your edited rep rint of O 
my letter regarding your review of the Vita-'E, 
min tape, and your completely uncalled for 
response. The tone of the original leuer was 
slightly facetious, but appreciative. With 
some subtle yet critical editing (such as put
ting "thankfulls" in where there were 
non). you made it sound obsequious and in
gratiating. Then you had the audacity to 
shit on me for words that you put in my 
mouth. That is despicable and highly un-

Coalmlnen' Sons? 

C'mon Boston Rock: isn't there enough 
things for you to write about around town 
that you have to SPEND five pages on yet 
another view of someone else's opinion to 
the rumbles. The rumbles have already been 
abused, and very confusing to just the regu
lar person picking up The Phoenix, Boston 
Rock, Sweet Potato and what have you. 
To the point, Someone and the Somebodies 
won. The Stompers won! That's all. If you 
don't like it tough shit. That's my attitude 
now after reading the 200th article on it. 

Adnrtulna professional. Michael, I think you are a 
--M-ik_c_D-,-..,.~--------- • smug fucking jerk-off. 

reg Reibman 
Pissed-Off, 

Accoundq Christopher Gill 
•-Jo~h-.~. B-ru-,~

8
,~,---------• ie;~~r ~~r~~~!;ve the integrity to print thi~ 

Come next year two radio stations, two 

__ P_•ot_oa~ra~p~h~y~S~la~ff ________ Hey, you 're pretly smug yourself Mr. Gill! ~~~~:r"ff ~h:~o~~;~~; ~~tb~:d~~~e :1f~~: 

~~~!i-:Uone The original copy of your leuer is in our good and bod publicity this year has 
Michael Grecco files. Not one word or leuer of what we brought. Anyway, who needs it. Why 

have printed was altered. Vitamin is a great should two or more bands compete and 
Dlstrtbado• band· We'd be very THANKFULL (sic) if supposedly for the next band 10-bc-big•out-
-9ru~c:e~K~ct-,-.u-,---------a you'd juSt shut up 0nd ploy. -Ed. of-Boston which hasn't happened yet and I 
John Anastas ~ '~~ ffl t-.%s t~ t personally don't think it will. Especially 

Dear Editor (and BR readers), since the only song The Somebodies do that 
EdllorW Slaff I just re-read the Rock 'n' Roll Rumble is any good is a cover. The Stampers how-
Kate Ingram article in the laicst BR. While Mr. Van is ever do deserve it and I hope they do make 
Julie Panebianco nearly obnoxiously opinionated, I do have it big!! Them, and Mission of Burma! 
Tom Gilroy 10 agree with most of his points {however, 
Tristram Lozaw not about Tennie Komar and the Silen-
Bctsy Sherman ccrs!). But he's right about this: Someone 
Carter Alan and the Somebodies did deserve 10 win. 
~ichael Hafitz They play original, interesting and exciting 

music (more than can be said for some 
Coatrtbtiton bands). Why I'll even bet money that it's 
Steve Stone rock 'n' roll! Anyway, they're certainly one 
Michael Ncustadt of the top three bands in this city and it 
Kathei Losuc seems that f'm not alone in thinking they 
~ have the potential to enjoy an even larger 
Ed Slota success. So Mr. Editor, why aren't they on 
Bruce Stallsmith the cover of BR? Yes! I love, the Cramps 
Joyce Linehan too, and Ivy is awful cute but !he Cramps 
Dan Ireton don't need it. Plus they've been on !he cov. 
Paul Lovell er of every music mag in the world lately. 
E. Bcracmann I know it sounds kinda silly, but here we 
Marc English have a mag that is "totally committed" to 

Debbi 
P .S. Good riddance to Candy & Crass. 

Dear Boston Rock: 
I recently read an article in your news

paper "Who Really Won?" by Eric Van. J 
was amazed how a writer could overlook 
such talent as The Lines hold, and at all 
costs try to make them look bad. 

I don't understand how a person could 
compare Jamie Walker of The Lines, with 
Ben Orr of the the Cars. If you ever really 
listened to either band, you would know 
that both, very talented musicians, have 
their own original style of singing and play
ing. And you would also learn that at times 
Mr. Walker's self-composed lyrics are more 
relevant than those of The Cars. 

Dear Boston Rock, 
I'm sure that the repercussions of both 

the demise of "Warm Leatherette" and 
Eric Van's article on the Rumble arc st ill 
shaking your little piece of Newbury Street. 
I thought I'd add my voice to the babble. 

There were times when I, like many peo
ple, found "Warm Leatherette" vicious, 
biased, and objectionable. However, there 
were other, and far more frequent, times 
when I found it to be among the most en
tertaining and readable pieces of rock jour
nalism that I'd ever encountered. Candy 
and Crass contributed something unique to 
your paper, and I think you'll be worse off 
without 1hem. 

Your paper must be lauded for the boost 
it provides to Boston music, yet it was only 
"Warm Leatherette" (and a few other spor
adic features) which truly captured the pulse 
and feel of the Boston rock world. The col
umn wallowed in the seedy glamour and ro
mance which constitutes "nightclubbing" 
in Boston. It reflected Boston's "big city/ 
small town" dichotomy-somehow Boston 
i~ big enough to provide a thriving music 
scene while remaining small enough to al
low you to recognize fifty percent of the 
people in a club on any given night. Cer
tainly, Candy and Crass are opinionated. 
But then again, what rock journalists 
aren't? It was almost refreshing to read 
writers who trumpeted, rather than con
cealed, their personal preferences. 

Admittedly, a good rock paper needs ten 
Tristram Lozaws for every Candy and 
Crass. Nevertheless, I have never seen a col
umn quite like "Warm Leatherette" any. 
where else, and I can't help but feel that the 
departure of Candy and Crass will leave an 
unfillable gap in your paper. They will be 
missed. 

I'm sure "opinionated" is one of the 
kinder (and more printable) charges being 
leveled at Eric Van and his coverage of the 
Rumble. I empathize with those who con
demn Van for viciously (and, although his 
critics would never admit it, quite humor
ously) mauling those bands not conforming 
to his personal tastes. Yes, I realize that 
such vicious outpourings of venom can have 
a drastic effect on a fledgling band's ca
reer. Yes, Van can be accused of subjugat
ing true judgment and criticism to the de
mands of writing an entertaining and read
able article. 

Martin Atkins the local scene and here we have the biggest 
Eric Van local event of the year and it doesn't even 
M. Howell make it onto the cover. And nary a picture 

Entireoontentscopyrigh1 C? 1981 . 
Boston Roek is published on the fint Thursd1v 

of each mon1h by Mike Drc-ne and John Brusger 
d/b/ 1 Newbury Comics. Subscription rate: ten dot. 
lars for twelve iuun. A sub~cription form can be 
found in this issue. Publicauondate9/ ] / 81 

Available for resale outside the Boston area 
1hrough Sky Disc, Inc. 101 ·]2 Dupont St. Plain· 
view, NY 1180) (Sl6) )49--0900. 

of the happy winners inside? I don't want 
to second guess you Mr . Editor, but our lo
cals (especially the ones who achieve) need 
all the exposure they can get. How 'bout it? 

Sincerely, 
A devoted BR and local music fan, 
Brookline, MA 

And he should be commended. Speaking 
as someone who attended the entire Rum
ble, I can only marvel that anyone could 
produce an account both so coherent and so 
true to the spirit of 1he event. 

Any rock & roll fan with only a moderate 
amount of musical taste and knowledge 
could tell by the low caliber of The Lines' 
competition that the contest was poorly 
judged. Someone, somewhere with enough 
influence and pull decided beforehand who 
the winner would be. I'm sure no one will 
ever find out whal the actual pay-off was. 
Bui that person got his dream, while the 
rock & roll fans paid to see a horror show. @f 

In spite of Eric Van's unjust and low 

Depsitc claims to the contrary, the Rum· 
ble was not a time to truly evaluate and 
judge new bands. (Playing a pressure-la
den, anxiety-ridden set to a roomful of 
curiosity·seekers on a program with three 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 33 
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P .S. Maybe an article on a different loca l 
band in each issue? 

Originally our Rock 'n' Roll Rumble/ 
Challenge (held in late June-early July) 
coverage was scheduled as a BR COVER 
STORY. Due to changes in our production / 
prim schedule (affected by our decision to 

opinion of The Lines, they are a talented ·. Boston Rock welcomes your leuers. All 
and dedicated band; deserving of all the I correspondence must, for the purposes of 
good things the future has in store for them. { verification, include the writer's name, ad-

We'll see who is belter known in 1wo ]~ .. dress and telepho_ne mm~ber. Only your 
years-Eric Van or The Lines. ~-' name and town will be printed-and these 
Sincerely may be withheld 01 your request. Wrlle to: 
Cathy c. · Your Helium Voice c/ o Boston R9ck, 268 
Raynham, MA ·• Newbury St., Boston, MA 02116. 
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Best news of the past month . . ··,, ;, ~ ~·;} ~ ~~d very gra,irying 10 receive (he continuedinlereSl or people afler 20 issues. 

is the opening of Streets. This place has the promise of being the best nightclub in Cool People . .. 
Boston. It's located fairly conveniently on the corner of Harvard and Common- cooled their heels outside of the Go-Go's show at Metro. Among the cool heads 
wealth Aves. on tile site of what used to be Glads1one's. · · Right by Macy's Li- who were surprised they weren't rushed in for free in through the Spit door were 
quors. Even a T stop in front, which I advise you to take as parking can be various members Of Mission of Burma, Boys Life, Pastiche, etc. etc. But don't 
troublesome. The interior of the club is pretty well set up for both viewing live lose sleep over ii guys ... your view was almost as good as half the people inside 
acts and dancing. The only rea l problem-that of the slage being too low-was had. 

Thanks to Carter Alan, Rich Anzalone .. . 
for helping us at the last minute to promote the Modern Method Records evening 
show al the Paradise. 

fixed wilhin several days. The sound and light systems were obviously installed by 
someone with a concern for both musician and audience, and unlike the Paradise, 
there aren't any dead spots in the room. They've even been kind enough to hire 
one of my employees, Tami Heide (ex·'ERS, 'MBR), as a DJ. Needless 10 say, 
she's worth listening to. 1 allended the firs! five days they were open, and if the 
qua1i,y or ,he bands remains as good as i, was ror ,hose days. we can 100k ror- No thanks to the Paradise . .. 
ward to a great alternative club. So go out and give Streets a look if you haven't for cance ll ing it at 8:00 p.m. the night of the show. And thanks to the doorman 
already. Good clubs will exist only if we all support them. for informing people the bands had cancelled! The idea! Crock of shit. 

THE FALL oFt(t-Hi-/a;t~,,,'-- X 
CAUSED THE RISE OF 

A NEW L0NDON-BASED GROUP FEATURING BOB "DERWOOD" ANDREWS 
AND MARK LAFF OF GENERATION X FAME, ALONG WITH SIMON BERNAL 
-WOULD YOU LIKE TO ENTER THEIR EMPIRE? 

HEAR EMPIRE ON THEIR DEBUT ALBUM, EXPENSIVE SOUND 
(Dinosaur Discs D/E 001) 

INCLUDES SMASHING NEW SINGLE "HOT SEAT" (Sinosaur Discs DIE 004) 

WATCH FOR UP-AND-COMING AMERICAN TOUR DATES 

CONTACT ~MPIR~ c/o Chrystex 
21 Spy Pond Pkwy., Arlington, MA 02174 

. --.:::-. ·~ ~ ~ ...s:::..... ·=· ·-=· •:::::.... ·=· ~· •::::• --.:::.... .-:=,... ~ ~ 
;OSTERS, BADGES, i· ROCK IT RECORDS 2· ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND T-SHIRTS, MAGAZINES AUGUSTINE$ PLAZA 

SAUGUS MASS (617) 233-7805 
LOCAL 

Robert Ellis Orrall- Ftxat1on 
Robert Etlls Orrall-Actually 
Robert Etlls Orr all- Swee! Nothing 
Robert Ellis Orrall-Big ,2 .. single 
Modern Method Records Compilation 
Boston Incest LP 
DMZ- Relics, new on Bomp 
Zton lnI1atIon - Showcase 
Bound & Gagged 
Shane Champagne 
10 .. City Thr!lls- incl. Sorry 
Upstarts - live Each Day 
Origlnal Artists- Hit Single 
Slow Children - Pseudo Gtrl 
Hay Wire- Eve of Destruction 
Mirrors - Slay Close 
Trademarks- Magic m Her Eyes 
Swingers Resort- Rockets & Rose 
Willie Loco Alexander - Gin 
Blue Moon -Wild Weekend 
Beaver Brown-WIid Summer Nights 
Dutch Courage- Imagine 
Fools - Psycho Chicken (Japanese 45) 
General Foodz- Be So Funny 
Gremles - No Suri In' in Dorchester Bay 
Jared- Space Traveller 
Joshua Hayes - Ca1d1ac Arresl 
!,Tones-love Is a Pleasure 
Mundanes- Make It the Same 
Neighborhoods- Prettiest Girl 
Pastiche - Lock I! Up 
Sc1enlilic Americans - Flex1·D1sc 
Space Negroes - Go Commercial 
Stains-4 song EP 
Stampers -You're the One 
Tax, Boys - 4 song EP 
Third Rail - It's a Surprise 
V:- Don·t let the Bastards 
Vinny Band- I Won't Bother You No 

More 
Boys Life - Two Doors Down 
Eggs-Changes 
A Malter ol Time EP 
Mission of Burma - Signals. Calls and 

Marches 
Propeller Records EP 
WIid Stares single 

THE ART OF POPULAR SONG 

Stooges - Fun House 
Stooges-1st 
Stooges - Raw Power 
MC5-Klck Out the Jams 
MC5-Back m lhe USA 

MC5 - High Time 
Velvet Underground- 1st 
New York Dolls-1st 
New York Dolls-- Too Much Too Soon 
Syd Barrell -1st two LPs 
Fugs - I st three LPs 
Captain Beefheart - Clear Spot 
Captain Beefheart- Strictly Personal 
Captain Beefheart- Uck My Decals OIi 
Capt am Beefheart- Spotlight Kid 
Captain Beefheart- Trout Mask 

Replica 
Love - Da Capo 
Love- Forever Change 
Love - Best of 
Left Banke - Lelt Banke 
lltter-$100.00Fine 
Yardb,rds- Race !he Engines 
Kinks - Kinda Kinks 
Molt the Hoople- Two Miles From 

Heaven 
Doors - Full Circle 
Doors - Other Voices 
West Coast Pop Art Exp. Band 
John Lennon -Wedding LP 
McCoys - reissue 
Strangeloves-I Want Candy 
Gary U S Bonds Meets Chubby 

Checker 
Monkees- Head 
Moody Blues -Out of This World 
David Bowie- tst LP on Deram 
Prel!y Things- Emotions 
Dev1anls- Nun Cover 
Big Three- Live at the Cavern 
J1mi Hendrix - Isle ol Wight 
Jlm1 Hendrix -War Heroes 
J1mi Hendrix - In the West 
Pete Townshend-Who Came First 
Who - Odds n' Sods 
Who - Direct Hit 

ALTERNATIVE 

12" Nero- Theatre ol Hate 
7" Motorhead- Hawkwind 
7" Depeche Mode - Dreaming ol Me 
7" H1gsons-l Don·twant to UveW1th 

Monkeys 
7" Human League - Love Potion 
7" Associates - K1lchen Person 
7" Bow Wow Wow - Prince of Darkness 
7" Simple Minds- Love Song 
7" Ullravox - Thin Wall 
7" UB40-0ne,n Ten 
7" U2- Fire (dble single! 

7" Duran Duran -Girls on FIim 
7" Au Pairs - lnconvemehce 
7" Shake Shake - Shake Shake 
7" Modern English-Smiles & Laughter 
7" Birthday Party- Release the Bats 
7" Aztec Camera - Mauress of Wire 
7" Chelsea- Freemans 
12" Five or Slx - Polar Exposure 
7"Virgln Prunes-War 
7" Jo Callis -Woan Yeah! 
7" The Aoom-ln Motion 
7" Danse Society - Clock 
7" Wah- Forget the Down 
12'° Oil Juz- Huremics 
12" Del Byzantines- Girls Imagination 
LP UB40- Present Arms 
LP Wire- Document & Eyewitness 
LP Josef K- The Only Fun in Town 
LP Au Pairs- Playing Wilh a DIHerent 

Se, 
LP New Age Steppers-Action Battle· 

lield 
.LP Joy Division -Sttll (due soon) 
LP Mass - labor of Love 
LP Wah! - The Ar1 of Blufl 
LP Delta 5-See the Whirl 
LP Yo(lth in Asia - Birds With Ears 
LP Ari Bears-World As It IS Today 
LP The Dance- tn Lust 
7" Revillos- new 45 
7" Teardrop Explodes- new 45 
7" Gary N\Jman - new 45 
7" Way of the Wesl -See You Shake 
7" Repet1lion -A Full Rotation 
7" Flux ol Pink Indians- Nu Smell 
7" Felt- Something Sends Me to Sleep 
r Lewis & Gilbert- Ends With the Sea 
LP Bristol Recorder Ill , 
LP VA - East of Croydon 
7" Bush Tetras- both sinQles 

BLITZKRIEG BOP 

12" Discharge -Why? 
r· Discharge- Decontrol 
LP Exploited- Punk's Not Dead 
7" ExplOlled- Dogs of War 
7" Crass- Nagasaki N1ghlmare 
LP Crass-Stations ol the Cross 
7" Anti Pasti - Four Sore Poing 
LP Anti Past1 - The Last Call 
Cass Anti Past1 - Live at lyceum 
12°' Black Flag-Jealous Again 
LP Circle Jerks- Group Sex 
12" T.S.O L.- T.S.0.L 
T.S.0.L -Dance With Me 

Adolescents -Adolescents 
Various Artists- Chunks 
Fteasheaters-A Minute to Pray, a 

Second to Die 
X-WlldGllt 
Various Ar1,sts- Decline ol Western 

Clviltzatlon 

DANCE DANCE DANCE 

7 .. Soll Cell- Tainted Love 
12" Tom Tom Club-Wordy Rapping 

Hood 
7" Duran Duran- Plant Earth 
7" Classix Nouveaux - Gullly 
LP Rick James-Super Freak 
7" Plgbag-Papa'sGot a Brand New 

Pigbag 
7" Material- Busting Out 
LP Teena Marie-It Must Be Magic 
LP Was (Not Was) 
7" Depeche Mode- New LIie 
12" Lene Lovich- New Toy 
7" Go-Oo'a-Our lips Are Sealed (pink 

vlnyl) 
r Cramps- Goo Goo Muck (yet low 

vlnyl) 
T' KIiiing Joke- Follow the Leader 
7" Spandau Ballet- Chant #1 
7" Positive Noise - Charm 
7" Human League- The Sound of the 

Crowd 
LP B·52's - Party Ml)( 

SPECIAL IMPORTS 

This month we are returning from a 
,ourney to the high Andes where the 
remnants of ancient lncan cfvil1za!ion 
provide a b1eathtaklng aural Odyssey 
Seventeen years ago a Falrvrew Univer· 
sIty archaeological eKpedltlon found an 
earthenware cask containing waler thin 
clay discs. Unfortunately all members 
of the party were str,cken with a mys. 
terious virus H soon proved fatal to 
them all and the only record we·ve had 
Iii now Is a half lin1shed report by the 
leader of the party. As tor Fa1rv1ew um. 
vers,ty. 11 was soon brought 10 its knees 
during the tumultuous sixties and 
closed Its doors forver 

The exacI locallon remained a secret 
until a strange batch of used LPs were 
sold to our store by one Idaho Smith 
Uoon cleaning the LPs a 

chanced to laU out of the record jacket 
Here was the llnal clue. It was now up 
to the Rock It Pick and Shovel Corps to 
take hold ol this scanty bit of history 
and go where no record store has gone 
before 

Poison darts, man.eating llamas, ava· 
lanches. tropical diseases, cut.throat 

~~~~~~~ ~:~ba~:;n:f~=~i !~~ :!~~I 
pleasant trip through the junge and up 
the jagged peaks. Many backbreaking. 
days tater we broke through to the low. 
er chambers ol the Temple Hiphophlp· 
pilyhopoxitalin. After feeding the 
snakes d·con we lowered ourselves 
down Into the maws ol mystery(?). It 
was the usual mess Clanging. jangling 
skeletons in our way at every turn 
loose boulders. raining dirt down on 
our heads. And the smell. Thank god !or 
canned are fresheners. The cask was 
Just where the map said it would be. In· 
side were the most beautiful clay discs 
you've ever seen, each one having Its 
own design imprinted upon It. Playing 
them proved to be no problem with the 
provided condor Quill needle, hand 
crank wheel, and tong horn ampllllca· 
lion Such sounds cascading oil lhe 
ears• 

Herewith are our first olferlngs trans• 
!erred onto vinyl with accompanymg 
sleeves to match the original designs 
or1 the discs themselves (the original 
copies are now being 1ssiduously stud· 
Ied by a noted manufacturer of direct 
discs. Watch !or the next generation ol 
super discs for the audiophlle through 
Peruvian technology 
7" Precious #2- Remnants 
12" Free Condor - Learned Sow 
7" Stop Dragging My Heart Around

Sacrificial Virgins 
LP The Sound ol the Llama- Intro by A 

Redu,d 
r· Goo Goo Muck -Cramps (again, the 

tncas were ahead of their time) 
7" Give Peru Back to the lncasa- P 

McCaetzen 
7' Alternative Lima - Calloused Ltttle 

Heels 
7" Yam 1 Yam 1 Yam! - Elegant Tortoises 
T Where's My Gold- tncan N,kons 
7" I Left My Hean in Yucatan - M,gra 

lion Stream 



BlACK RAG 
GUEST EDITORIAL 

by Gerard Cosloy 

When you consider that for many people 
in Boston, Classix Nouveau's "guilty" is 
the cutting edge of rock, then it's easy to 
see why hardcore punk has become so big 
recently. Some of it can be thoughtful and -:-~ 
exhilirating (X, Dead Kennedys, Minute· ~ 
men), while some of it borders on vacant ~----::=::.;;;
nihilism, offering no hope or solutions - ---
(Circle Jerks. Germs, UK's Exploited, Four 
Skins}. I've never been quite sure which ca
tegory Black Flag ran into, but after their 
Channel appearance (August 22), I'm 
afraid il's the latter. Arriving directly from 
LA (the entire second half of Black Flag's 
US tour was canceled, but they were forced 
to perform the Channel date or face a pos
sible lawsuit), I got a chance to speak with 
Robo (drums) berore the show. I asked 
him, if there was an outbreak or serious vio
lence during a show, what would Black Flag 
do? Robo replied, "What can we do? Give 
them a lecture? If it happens, it happens. 
Who am I to tell people what 10 do?" 
Sounds like a cop out to me. Contrast these 
statements with the responsible words and 
actions of 1he Dead Kcnnedys' Jello Biafra, 
and it's clear that Black Flag are something 
different altogether. 

Maybe it' s just my perception, but Black 
Flag seem to have undergone a severe per
sonality change since 1he last time they were 
here (July, the Paradise). Last time ou1, huffin' and puffin'. This serves to incite the 
there was a genuine sense of humor to the audience to new heights of intensity, asGar
band, an actual caring ror its audience. This field reminds them "I'm no1 a machine" 
time out, led by new lead singer Henry (then why does he have to fit the standard 
Garfield (other singer, Dez Cadena, has hardcore/shaved head unirorm? Seems 
moved to the second guitar slot), formerly kinda machine-like to me.), or "Damage, 
or Washington, D.C.'s SOA, Black Flag day one to day none" (more preaching to 
could care less. Garfield likes to spend a lot the converted). If this onstage charm is na-
or time inbetween songs, stalking around, tural and spontaneous (which I don't think 

it is), then Henry musta had a tough child
hood. Which is worse, David Lee Roth 
shouting "Awright Boston!", or Garfield's 
"It's not my imagination, I've got a gun at 
my back!"? They both seem forced. 

Musically (a weird term to be using in 
rererence to Black Flag), this personnel 
switch seems like a mistake. Garfield 
sounds just like old mouth Dez, and doesn't 
have the original (or rational) stage pre
sence. Dez sounds fine on guitar, except 
that he's playing the same stuff as lead gui
tarist Gregg Ginn, rendering Dez redun
dant. As far as crowd response goes, it was 
fairly predictable. Those at the front of the 
stage loved it to death, figuring that since. 
they were dressed for the occasion (and had 
shelled out four bucks), it had to be good. 
All the slamming and stage-diving would 
seem pretty ritualized if it weren't for the 
constani danger of someone being hurt 
badly (like me for instance, arragh my 
back ... ), a possibility which no one will 
even think about until it happens. 

The strange thing is, I still like Black 
Flag's records, or at least the old ones. The 
new "Six Pack" latches on quickly, but 
lyrically is an inferior version of the OK's 
"Too Drunk to Fuck." Arter the Channel 
show, all the fun and vitality I once saw in 
Black Flag was replaced by emptiness. 
What bothers me, is that it could be renect
ed on the growing hardcore in Boston. The 
ic'.ea of kids starting their own bands is great 
(SS Decontrol, Leper, Freeze, etc.), kids 
tying themselves down to one extremely 
limited musical genre isn't. New Romantic, 
hardcore punk, it's all the same stupid 
game. The bands tha1 confront their audi
ence and themselves will eventually trans
cend whatever fashionable tag is placed up
on them. Black Flag doesn't seem ready 10 

confront anything. In !he meantime, I'm 
gonna find my heating pad and my Dead 
Kennedys album. 

Romeo Void 
isa new 
American band. 

See romeo void live on 
Thursday, September 24 at The Franklin Ballroom, 

University of New Hampshire in Durham 
Friday, September 25 at The Paradise 

Also join romeo void and Oedipus on the 
Demi Monde Saturday afternoon on WMBR. 

ON SALE! 
$5.49 

Critics grope for comparisons: 

Gre.lMarcui X TheVeur,,res 

SueKJe,n- U2 Psy,:herleticFurJ 

Ph,1 Elwood Phar0¥! :Uun,~s 
A/~r1Ayler 

B,Ubo;;i•d TheP,erem/rrJ 

L11 Lul~,n Jeffe,sonA,,pli/ll>r 

Ron Young Superrramp. 8/oud,e 

Ktn Tue~!!< CJ.,,enceClemons 

-But there are no simple 
comparisons because, 
ultimately, what romeo 
void sounds most like 
is romeo void. And the 
only place you can hear 
them is on their debut 
album: 
itsacondition. 

available on 415 Records 

Booke, T& rheMG's 
Mar,..,,,,,.F.,,1hfoll 

JohnC;,le.Joy0JvJJIO" 
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BRUCE STALLSMITH (DJ, WMFO) 

no particular ordcer. "Me sack to Old 
1. Was(NotWas), arry 

~~;l~~~ongue, Spe~king in Captions 
Au Pairs, Come Again 
DMZ, Relics LP Packs a Piece 

!:i:s~~~:i ~:;~!•s EP, of course. 
One People, One People 

8 Battle ol the Garages LP 
9-. City Thrll\s, Ae~~t~~~~k My Baby Away 
10. Ramones, The 

PETER CHOYCE CHOICE (DJ, WB· 
RS) 
1. Iggy Pop, Party 
2. Baby Buddah, Music tor Teenage Sex 
3. Propellor Product 
4. Laurie Anderson, 0 Superman 
5. Fad Gadget, Fireside Favorites 
6. Men Without Hats 
7. Fred Small , No More Vletnams 
8. Psychedellc Furs, Talk Talk Talk. 
9. UR 6 H, The Album 
10. Judgement of Paris, Kevin Dunn and the 

Regiment of Women 

FUTURE DADS 
Dorchester Summer ~ b/w 

Tree Outside/ Beatnik Beach Party 

Available Everywhere. 

8 Boston Rock #l 1 

Speclal Dorchester Edition avallable at: 
Adams Corner General Store, 772 Adams St. Dor. 
Casall's Corner Store, 775 Adams St. Dor, 
Ric-Rob Variety, 110 Savin HIii Ave., Dor. 
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BOSTON'S BEST NEW WAVE & VINTAGE CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



illustrations by Bob Zammarchi 

GOLDIN 
POCKET 

inlerview with Harold Lepidus 

LONDON: The success s1ory of the Prc1enders is 1ruly amazing. II seems the Pretenders have the 
Midas touch-everything they do turns to gold, if not platinum. Out of all the bands 

thal have come along riding the new wave, the Pretenders also have come out with all 
their ideas. ideals. and pride intact 

Millions of anxious ears ha\c eagerly awaited the release of their second album, 
ambitiously titled Prerenders II. Warner Brothers is ofcourse anxious to promote the 

album, and set up meetings between the mighty Pretenders and the media. Sim:e local jour· 
nalists booked up all of the band'\ London time. Warner Bro'>. arranged for a group of 

international journalists to be bused up to Pommouth, wherever that is. There would be 
a press conference, '>0lo interviews, a concert, and a party. However, the best laid plans .. 

First the bus breaks down, which means a one hour delay. We finally leave on the 21/2 
hour trip 10 Portsmouth. I have no idea where it i~. so I bring my passport, 

just in case. On 1he way down (up?) to Portsmouth, we are privileged to 
hear a preview of the new Pretenders album. However, after the first fe" 

songs, 1he tape machine break'> down. Oh, well. 
When we arrive in Portsmouth, an hour late, we see Chrissie Hyndesans 

makeup heading 10ward their tour bus for a soundcheck. We miss our 
first chance to interview, so we are fed (courtesy the record label's 
food budget) to keep us happy. I'm at a table with reporters from 

Japan , Italy and Yugoslavia. I had a hard time following the dialogues. 
although I did manage to catch one listener's insight from our brief review of 

Pretenders //-" I think the album is very ... uh ... emotional." 
Fina lly it's press conference time! If you want to have fun, take part in a rock 

press conference with an international crew of journalists. You can make a game out of 
what the person before you said! Anyway, the main problem is that many of the jour

nalists ask questions that we a ll knew the answers to. Also, Chrissie Hynde isn't go
ing to open up in a roomful of friends. 

journalists and photographers. 
Anyway, I tried my best, which is more than can be said for the P retenders, who 

~ tell "in" jokes and look at their watches a lot. 
The three male members-drummer Martin Chambers, bassist Pete Farndon, and gui

tarist James Honeyman-Scott-slouch in their chairs behind four coffee tables. Lead 
singer/songwriter/guitarist Chrissie Hynde arrives last, looking just as unglamorous as 

the rest of the band. 
Questioning starts with how the band came up with the title of the album. "We were 

1rying to finish recording. and everyone "as saying, 'What is going to be the title 
of the record?,' and since we hadn't heard the record yet, because it wasn't finished, 

we didn't have one," Chrissie says. ''We're not a very clever band." 
"We're preny boring really," Pete yawns. "I think we'll call the next one 

Pretenders IV, just 10 worry everybody." 
I asked where the band found the Ray Davies song'' I Go to Sleep.'' "hich 

the Kinks never released. 
"Ed Kassner, the publishing com pan}, had 1he rights to the song, 'cause it 

was written in 1965,'' Chrissie tells us. "and 1hey ,cnt us a copy 'cause they 



heard us do 'Stop Your Sobbing' falso by 
Davies], and we've been doin' it ever since. 
We've been doing ii for a year.'' 

When asked to compare the new album 
10 the first one, Pete answers, "It's much 
more or a band sound. The first one. in re
trospect, sounds like a lot or songs put to
gether by four people, whereas this one we 
sound like a band. It has a more identifiable 
sound." 

One of the journalists had the misfortune 
or asking why it took so long to record the 
album. "Hang on, hang on, hang on," 
Chrissie snorts. "Ya know, sorry, but this is 
really starting to get up my nose! What's 
the big deal? IS months ... '' 

The poor soul continues, saying it's not 
usual in the music business. "Well tough! 
Why does an album have to come out every 
year?" 

The band goes on 10 explain that they'd 
on ly been in the studio for about three 
months in total, and that Chris Thomas is a 
very painstaking producer. 

"The only other producer we worked 
with was Nick Lowe, who slammed the 
thing out," Chrissie says. 

"We borrowed some or Elvis Costello's 
time from his second or third album," says 
name dropper Pete. "Nick wanted to do the 
single ('Stop Your Sobbing'/'The Wait') 
with us so badly 'cause he liked the song 
and he liked us. We did the whole thing in 
12 hours. Everything! We did it so fast that 
we forgot the backing vocals." 

"Actually, he put them on," Chrissie 
continues. "We were gonna leave the stu
dio, and then I turned to Nick and said, 
'Hang on, what about the backing vocals?' 
-we'd completely forgotten them-and 
Nick said, 'Um, I can put them on one or 
these days if I have some e:,;tra lime, if you 
don't mind.' We said, 'All right, you do 
ii." 

"If you listen, you can hear him sing
ing," Pete adds, "with Elvis Costello clap
ping ... " 

I asked what the band thought of the 
American Extended Play release, and the 
Kampuchea benefit album. 

"The coffee album as we know it," 
James says. "First, with Extended Play, up 
until 1965-66, an EP was 45 rpm, and it al
ways went into the singles charts. All My 
Loving, that was an EP, Twist and Shout .. 
so we thought, 'What a fab idea 10 put out 
an EP in America,' but we put it out on a 
12 inch, it will improve the sound, and it 
was put out at 33 rpm, and it went into the 
album charts." 

"And they probably thought, 'Boy, are 
they cheap. They had a successful first al
bum, and then their second album had five 
tracks'," counters Chrissie. 

"It got to number four on the Rolling 
Stone album charts!" James says, sur
prised. 

"It was cheaper than the LP, a bit. A lit
tle bit," Pete observes. "Because they re
leased those tracks in America, and they 
were looked on as an album, we cou ldn't 
put them on the actual new album, so we 
had to stay in the studio to come up with 
three new tracks. 

"And that Kampuchea thing, we didn't 
even know we were gonna do it until 24 
hours before we went on stage. The Who, I 
think it was the Who." Pete name drops, 
"asked us if we'd do it, and we didn't get a 
soundcheck, and I haven't dared listen 10 
the album." 

' 'All the proceeds go to charity anyway,'' 
interjects James. 

"I was amazed that we had three tracks," 
Pete Says. '' Elvis Costello had two (There he 
goes again! Actually, Elvis on ly had one 
track). Everybody had either one or two 
tracks on there, except the Who and Queen 
(wrong-it was Wings!), and then I realized 
it was for the American market, and we are 
bigger in America than most or the English 
bands that have come along in the las1 five 
years. I don't even know what tracks they 
used." 

The band felt that there wasn'1 any more 
pressure on them recording the second al
bum than the first. 

"We're too old," grumbles Pete. 
"Any pressure that we feel is pressure 

that we put on ourselves, or I put on my
self," says James. "Obviously, we want the 
new album to be as good as possible, and 
better than the first." 

"It becomes so silly that it becomes this 
great big deal," Chrissie says, trying to put 

things in perspective. "We're just four cats 
in a band trying to make an LP. It's not 
such a monumental thing.'' 

Another touchy subject was whether or 
not the Pretenders are aiming for the Amer
ican market. "I don't think it's fair to as
sume that everyone in this band is trying for 
a certain market. There's as much integrity 
here to give us the credit of doing what we 
like," Chrissie says. "We don't try to have 
a commercial sound. The Pretenders never 
have. We happen to have a commercial 
sound, but that just happens to be our 
sound." 

"Young bands that haven't made ii in 
America may try to aim for America," Pete 
observes, "but we don't have to. We can 
take it or leave it." 

"I hope it's successful everywhere," 
James says. 

"Then we won't have to do another," 
Chrissie dryly added. 

"Ne:,;t is the Live Greatest Hits," James 
laughs. 

I tell the band that I liked their video of 
"Brass in Pocket," and asked if they 
planned on making any more. 

"It won't be like that one,'' Chrissie 
says. "I didn't like that one, I thought it 
stank. Everyone says how popular it was in 
America. The idea was good, with the guys 
and the car and the waitresses and all that. 
The guy who made i1 didn't know us, and 
we made it very quickly. He interpreted it as 
boy meets girl, girl tries to get pulled, and 
that sort of romantic angle, which the song 
has nothing to do with. t thought it was 
very misleading-your white heterose:,;ual 
angle to things, but it has nothing whatso
ever to do with that. 

"My original idea was that I could be a 
waitress and these guys cou ld be like bikers 
or somethin', and overthrow the tables and 
start a scrap, and have to save me from 
serving condescending businessmen.'' 

The most intriguing song title on the LP 
is "Bad Boys Get Spanked." "I'd like to 
release it as a single,'' Pete says, "but the 
record company won't do it because it's got 
a dirty word in ii.'' 

I give the band a straight line-what i,; 
the song about? James answers in hysterics, 
almost foaming at the mouth. 

"You get cabinet ministers who get 
dressed up as schoolboys and say, '1 've been 
a bad boy, I've had sweeties,' and because 
they've been a bad boy, they get spanked. 
You e:,;pect to be spanked if you've been a 
bad boy, and you've had sweeties. If you 
have that much money, I always try to car
ry around that much cash." 

The second positive response from the 
press conference comes when the band is 
asked what they think of Grace Jones' ver
sion of "Private Life." 

''l thought it was great,'' Chrissie says. 
"She had great musicians on it-Robbie 

Shakespeare and Sly Dunbar. I really like 
that album," Martin adds. 

"I really like her interpretation emotion
ally," Chrissie continues. "l was delighted 
that she did it and Linda Ronstadt didn't. 
She really got to grips with what the song 
was about. I was over the moon when I 
first heard it. I was proud I wrote it when I 
heard that version." 

Someone asks how long the band would 
continue. Chrissie says, "As long as you're 
hungry. And it's not hungry for success, it's 
hungry for-" 

''FOOD!'' James interrupts. 
"As long as I can come up with an idea 

for a song," Chrissie continues, "and 
someone says why don't we try it, and then 
the band gets excited musically, then I think 
we can work together." 

''Or if someone can find a nice restaurint 
or care with good food,'' James giggles. 

How does Chrissie feel about fans ador
ing her the way she did toward her heroes all 
those years ago? 

"It feels really stupid. It makes me feel 
that I was a real 1wat to look at people like 
that when it was obviously a myth." (I ima
gine the Italian journalist asking his editor, 
"What is 'twat'?") 

Soon after this, the press conference is 
mercifully dragged to a halt, so we go to the 
bar and wait for the bus to take us to the 
show. 

After the show, we are promised more 
time with the band, which I'm sure is the 
last thing the band wants to do. It's as if 1he 
band's management and record company 
people are parents telling their children 
where to go. It's an uncomfortable situa
tion, especially since two or us are given 
about ten minutes with Chrissie and Martin 
-five of those minutes are spent trying to 
figure out what the Yugoslavian journalist 
is saying. 

We talked a bit about the show, when I 
ask Chrissie how she handles all the gossip 
in the press. 

"Just drink and get depressed and hate 
yourself if it's true. How else do you handle 
that sort or thing? If it's not true, you just 
say, 'Oh, how stupid.' If it is true, I get 
tired and emotional. 

"Any publicity is hard to live with, it's 
really coming race to race with people talk
ing behind your back. You've got no con
trol over what they're saying. If they say 
something that is sort or complimentary, 
it's still embarrassing." 

The subject changes to the album cover 
for Pretenders II. 

"There were some obvious defects on our 
faces-we looked like shit," Chrissie ad
mits. "I had an awful pimple on my chin, 
Pete looked really stoned and awful, so we 
wanted to get a little touched up and make 
it look presentable. Well, the problem was 
that they touched it up so much that it looks 
really like something from Penthouse, like 
Pat Benatar or something. We've done just 
the opposite of what most bands do, which 
is pull back the album cover 10 put the de
fects back in." 

" I'd like it to be known," Martin says, 
''that my face was not touched up.'' 

We briefly talk about meeting Ray Dav
ies ("He's not a bad snooker player," Mar
tin relays), and then it is time to go. 

Before we say goodbye, however, Chris
sie Hynde asks me (YES, ME!) what I am 
doing tomorrow! 

"Tomorrow?" I gulp. 
"Yeah. are you going back to America, 

or what?" 
Oh well. Maybe tomorrow, maybe some

day. 
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• DAVID 
PEEL . 
DEATH 

PUNK JUNK ROCK 0 ORANGE RECORDS 
DAV ID PEEL: KING OF PUNK 

Orttnwich Village vagabond singer David Peel, the Woody Guthrie of poi and yippic politics. has a nc"' image. 
Now he calls himstlr King or Punk, and he's dcdared war on all other punk-rock bands. What's more, he muns 10 
show no mercy. At his recent debut in New York's Bo..,,cry punk dive CBGB's, he made sure to heap abuse on his 
star-studded audience rilled with Ramones. Dead Boys, Dictators, Talking Heads, Yippies and Hell's Angels. 
"Where ,,.,re you m 1968?" wailed Peel. "Leather jackets/Greasy faggots/Go home and masturbatc./Fuck you/ 
Phony punks/Why don't you all go back to the suburbs wuh your plasuc parents?" There was an outburst or 
psychose:x.ual violence when a free-lance groupie thrcv, beer on Peel. He slammed the offender on the head three 
times with a beer mug. and for the rcsl of the performance she stayed in the front row fubbing her vagma in mute but 

lus tful appreciation. Peel's latest a lbum, appropriately tilled King of Punk, fca lurcs sure-fire 1op-for1y hiB lik:e the 
title song {'' I'm the k:ing of punk rrom 1hc streets of the 10 ... cr cast suicide/I'm the king of punk from the st reets of 
the lower cast homicide") and an indictment of McDonald's called "Murder Burgers," plus all-time classics like !he 
Washington Square Park favori te " Who Killed Brian Jones? ("Was it one of the Rolling Stones?"). Like a ll his 
previous albums (Have o Marijuana, The Pope Smokes Dope, etc.), King of Punk was recorded by Peel in his living 
room, but you'd never guess it from the sharp precision of Tommy Doyle's wild lead guitar and the expert overdub
bing of Peel's car-splitting vocals. Musicians on the albums include John Lennon, Yoko Ono, Wayne Kramer and 
Lc<iFratkin. 



by Tom Gilroy 

Of all the critically proclaimed labels of 
current music trends, "psychedelic" is pro
bably the most misleading. Mention of the 
word strikes up visions of long haired trou
badors who take daily hits of acid, smoke 
lots of pot, and make pseudo poetic/dis
jointed statements that are either intense 
perceptions of man's existential dilemma or 
sheer bullshit (take vour oick). In short. 
you pic1ure a bunch of Syd Barret1-looking 
guys that say "man" a lot. 

It's ironic that the band that has this label 
as part of its name is as far from this stereo
type as possible. The Psychedelic Furs are 
six intelligent, articulate, perceptive and 
joking guys, friendly and honest as hell. 

Yes, they wear multi-colored shirts and 
project psychedelic slides on their stage 
show, but these are the only ovett similari
ties between the band and their genre name
sakes from the Summer of Love. What se
parates the Furs from other bands from that 
era is their lyrica l treatment of love. They 
don't sing about its optimism/power as a 
road to fantasy, but its pessimism/power as 
a stake in reality. 

"I wasn't saying on Talk Talk Talk that 
love is no good or that il's a bad thing to 
do," explained vocalist/lyricist Richard 
Butler. "I was just looking at it objectively 
on the album. What I was trying 10 get at 
was that love's not everything you're told it 
is, you know, all holding hands and nowers 
like a toilet paper ad. Anyth.ng can be 
love. If someone likes beatin' someone 
around, if someone likes getting beaten up, 
then that's love. Make up your own mind 
about it. don'! listen to what.somebody else 
says it's like. 

"I mean, it's all been said before, all 
this love stuff, but it keeps happening to 
everyone again and again. I was trying to 
look at love from all sides on this album, 
some just sexually like 'Into You Like a 
Train.' and there's 01hers, 'romantic' ones 
if you like, like 'She ls Mine,' pointing out 
that no matter how much you know about 
it, even !hough you know everything you 
say or do when you're in love, or ·Jove,• has 

been done before, you still go ahead and do 
it. The songs just point that out. You know 
you're gonna stop being in love at a certain 
point." 

Unlike other dungeon heads like Jim 
Morrison or Joy Division's Ian Curtis, 
Richard Butler proves it is possible to live 
with depression, choosing to "be crazy to 
stay in this place" and just "laugh at it all" 
instead of dying another victim of chronic 
ennui. 

"I mean love is great," Butler laughs 
sardonically. His soft speaking voice belies 
his coarse 1-just-smoked-ten-cartons-of
Marlboro singing rasp. "Go out and do it 
everyone." 

One of the ironies associated with Butler 
and his thoughts on love and emotional in
stitutions is the way they contrast with the 
adoration of a pop music star, an irony that 
was absurdly evident at the Furs' in-store 
appearance at the Harvard Coop. While 
girls uniformly asked every band member 
for kisses and autographs and boyfriends 
asked for special autograph dedications for 
absent girlfriends, Richard signed little lyr
ical bits of nihilism like "Dear Patti, Don't 
believe in anything. Richard Butler." This 
guy who sang "We're so stupid-we all 
dream" even got asked to kiss someone's 
baby! One can't help but notice Butler's 
good natured smirk when he recounts 1hese 
stories. He knows how funny it is. 

Another irony that confronted 1he Furs, 
this time to their dismay rather than their 
entertainment, was the fact that most of the 
fans that visited them at the Coop in June 
were unable to see !he band play 1ha1 even
ing at The Metro. "This i,; ridiculous." said 
Richard as the ten zillionth fan at the Coop 
lamented that she was too young to get in
to the club. "These kids regret that 1hey're 
young. This is fucking absurd." At the 
band's insistence, arrangements for the ad
dition of this month's "all ages show" were 
quickly made. 

As if this summer's barring of the under
agers wasn't enough, the high-school-gym 
sound quality of The Metro, which dis-
1orted most of the in-club sound to a din 
(excepl for thaf one squa-,. foot in the mid-

die of the room) further disheartened them 
because they felt most of the underage lis
teners tuning in to the concert simulcast on 
WZBC and WERS were exposed to an in
credibly poor mix. 

While rePC:ated assurances were made 
that the radio mix was fine, Butler was still 
worried about the listeners. "We couldn't 
hear a fuckin' thing. I don't know what 
happened. You must tell them," he said to 
one dj backstage, ''you must tell them it 
wasn't our fault. Tell them on the radio we 
were fucked by a bad mix but we tried. 
We'll have to come back, that's all. We'll 
have to." 

Despite the wearisome task of touring 
and drinking Heinekens, the Furs are writ
ing and preparing material for their next al
bum, the recording of which begins in No
vember. Not exactly the perfect, distrac
tion-free writing environment. 

"There's always things to write about," 
says Butler. "People, places, yourself. Any
thing you write about is indirectly about 
yourself, because, obviously, you see the 
world through your own eyes. I use ab
stracts in my songs a 101 like Caroline 
("Pretty in Pink," "India"), who isn't a 
feal person, but an abstract. I don't want to 
hurt anybody's feelings by using their real 
name so I use abstracts, which are always a 
little about myself, too, because they're my 
perceptions. 

"You know, the fact that the English 
press hated the album [NM£ called it a 
Dylan ripoff] was such a convenient posi
tion. Whenever you get sentimental you run 
the risk of being critically slagged. That',; 
1he thing, really, they liked the first album 
because it was so full of protest, but this 
one wasn't." 

Saxophonist Duncan Kilburn was also 
annoyed at the English press and its con
demnation of Talk Talk Talk. "People ask 
us why !he second album wasn't like the 
first album, but that's a stupid question, be
cause it doesn'1 sound like the first album 
simply because it isn't the first one. We 
wanted 10 do something different. The next 
will sound totally unlike this one •· 

"11 ' !1 probably be about travelling," 

joked Richard, referring to the band's hav
ing to write material while on tour, "L./e 
on a Bus With the Psychedelic Furs." 

"You can always say that you don't care 
about the press," continued Duncan, "that 
it doesn't matter at all, but it does put you 
off. I mean, why nog your guts out just to 
have that kind of crap coming back at you 
all the time?" 

"And that Dylan sluff is rubbish," add
ed Richard. "When I write a song, I don't 
say 'This is good, it sounds like Dylan' just 
because I happen to like some of Dylan's 
stuff! I just get a feeling and I write down 
some words. When I go back and read those 
words, if I get that same feeling again, then 
I know I've succeeded in expressing that 
feeling. I just try to explain how it is for me, 
not copy anyone." 

The Furs' desire to communicate first, 
construct later, is evident in the unorthodox 
song structure of much of their material, 
which includes oddly placed verses and 
choruses, inserted sections of bare rhythm 
tracks, and a lot of almost inaudible talk
ing. 

"Our sound comes out of our own way 
of working, our own musical inadequacy," 
laughed Richard. "We jam out the material 
and record it all when we rehearse, and 
then go back and switch parts around to fit 
with the lyrics and vice versa. The talking is 
not meant 10 be 1horoughly understood 
("We Love You," "Prerty in Pink," 
"Wedding Song," "She Is Mine") because 
I wan! it 10 be subliminal. and when I do 
the songs livei"J don't always talk the same 
things. I just want i1 10 be subliminal." 

Queslions about the obvious psycholo
gical or overtly Freudian references in Talk 
Talk Talk are unnecessary. As the conversa
tion swings from James Joyce's Ulysses to 
Groucho Marx 10 the work of William Bur
roughs, (which is mostly "bullshit" accord
ing to Butler), it is evident that all of the 
Furs are very intelligent. Lines like "lovers 
walk through in their coats" and "I me1 a 
girl and I called her Ma," make ii obvious 
that Richard Butler is aware of formal psy
chology as well as emot io nal exr ress1on. 

' CONTINUED .. . 



THE FURS ... CONTINUED 

"So many new bands sing about abs0· 
lutely nothing, which is such a was1e. Some 
or the most popular bands sing about things 
no one can relate to, and then pass it off as 
escapist or whatever. I 1hink i1's a waste of 
being in a band if no one gets anything 
other than sheer fantasy From all your 
songs. It takes a lot 10 be in a band, why 
waste it'! Sometimes before I go onstage, 
especially the first couple of times we 
played, I felt like I was about to skydive out 
of an airplane or something. I'd think to 
myself 'What the hell am I doing? I'd rather 
be anyplace else in the whole world. Why 
am I doing this?"' 

Why are you doing it? 
"Well, we started on a lark, actually. We 

never thought it would get this far. My old 
man bought me a PA 10 sing out of, and I 
didn't know ii had to be twice as loud as 
the other instrumenis so you could hear it, 
so we really didn't sound too clear. 
We just got some friends together and s1art
ed the band. We originally had three Butler 
brothers involved-me, Tim on bass, and 
my other brother on guitar-but we 10ssed 
t-\im. We didn't want to be like the Os
monds. No. seriously, my family is really 
behind the band, my mother has every 
clipping, even 1he first one, some advert in 
a trade." 

The band serves as an artistic outlet in 
areas other than music for Richard and the 
Furs. Written into their contract with CBS 
is a clause that gives them full artistic con
trol over their album covers, and Richard 
exercised this prerogative by helping to de
sign the Warhol-esque cover or Talk Talk 
Talk. an easy feat for the former art school 
student and silkscreener. 

As the conversation of art turns to vid
eos, and, subsequently the stale-of-the-art 
videos or David Bowie, the band is asked to 
pul an end to the long s1anding rumor 
about who's producing their next album. 

"No way, we're gonna keep perpetuating 
it," laughed Richard. As always when But
ler is satisfied to throw off a joke as an an
~wcr, Duncan takes up the task of address-
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ing the question seriously. "We probably 
started that Bowie rumor," he admitted. 
"No, we should say he started it. Welt, we 
did talk 10 him about producing the second 
record, bu! he wasn't able 10 do it at the end 
of the day due to time commitments. It's a 
shame because he was we11 into it. Maybe 
the next album." And thus the rumor is 
perpetuated. 

"We may record the next album over 
here," continued Duncan. "It would be 
nice, more convenient, and maybe even 
cheaper." 

You mean money's a problem? The Psy
chedelic Furs aren't rich? 

"Well, we had to sell a few cars," dead
panned Richard. 

"It's a shame about the Rolls but we 
managed 10 keep the Mercedes," conlinucd 
Duncan. "Actually; we're not rich at all. 
We live in a garbage heap in Sunon." 

This kind of work-your-way-in-a-circle 
conversation goes on and on, with all of the 
Furs repeatedly breaking into jokes and 
laughter, showing, at times simultaneously, 
an earnest desire to explain themselves and 
to avoid explaining themselves, to be seri
ous and joking. Or sane and crazy. You 
know, the old Hamlet thing. This is 1he 
marked difference between Richard Butler 
and other lyricists from the Rock School of 
Depression; instead of saying life sucks and 
lamenting about the burden of living, he, 
like Lou Reed, insists that we can skirt 1he 
issue by either acting mad or looking for 
something else:, Or la~ghing at it a ll. 

courtes.v: Boston Groupie News 
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• what's KILLING JOKE for ... ! 

)D , 
JEFF LYONS: JAMIE SHALER: 
lead vocals, lead vocals, 
guitar! lead guitar! 

• • • • • • • 

_by Bruce Stallsmith Jazz insists that Killing Joke are nor en-

Killing Joke at The Channel, Aug. 22 D ~~~~:i~~e;~a1
1\1:;.~:~f:;fn:fse;~~:~~i~.~~: 

Killing Joke have been a mys1ery to me. O stinc1ive." He claims that people in Eng

Tmhuesy,·cp0lanytahne·,',",'cwn0se8,1bnuasmty5-<,hdagted1 b1·,'kacn,dbouft D land identify with their name and music be-
cause of the more de1eriora1ed social condi-

going in to hear them live and (hopefully) tions, with strong hints that their nihilistic 
talk to them I still knew next to nothing oricniation (my words, not his) rencct that 
about them. The most solid information social reali1y. 
was from 11 Sounds interview, who~e main Asked what Sounds. NM£ and the rest of 
gist was that Sounds didn't like them(usual- the British mu,;ic press have against Killing 
ly a good sign). So. . Joke, Jazz dismissed them as "cheeky, up-

Their show at The Channel was imprcs- start characters." 

~i;~ir!:: ~';i::~~:s 0; 1~~::~ a:~~~~·u;~~~ One of the few things I knew about indi-
The four band members-Jazz. keyboards vidual band members "'as that Pig Youth 
and lead vocals; Pig Youth, guitar; Jordy, had played with Jimmy Lydon a while back 
bass; and Big Paul, drums-played a fast- in a group called 482. Asked if Youth 
paced set and encore of twelve songs; seven played on the Bollocks Brothers 12-incher 
from the first LP and five from the second. ' 'The Act Became Real," Jazz totally dis-

Hearing them live confirmed my analysis missed any connection. "That was a long 
of their music-a rhythm section rolling ~i;::~~;." he added, "and inconsequential 

~~~~:rn~nunudnet;~i;a~h :
0;~~~::1 h~~~;~~~a~ Both albums were produced by the band, 

crunch guitar and a synthesizer adding a ~~~:~~i~~e ;:c::s:ets!g~:,ti:~z ac~~d~:r~hr:'.~ :i~~:i~0
~1~~m~~tJ~::~~n~a:~~:11::0

ife~ ' adding that they'd made some mistakes 

sence-eyes bugging, capering around the • ~~l~~gt~:i:;a~-0 ~~ ;i~t~~~: ~ia~~~o!h:i\ 

:~a~:s~~~k~;~~r/
0
;~: :rs~w~t·r!;~

1
::~d ~~ • aspects of their production. 

face gave him a desperate look. The other • w;a,~e~:/~e}0 ;~~;, 
1
;;~r 1~~~~~dso~1:t~~ 

band members looked faintly bored, but I • average along with more of a trance sound. 

!~~et::s~~:i~~;s~~~c~tnt~::in;~~e p~::~n~~ey • He shrugged it off, saying their music wen! 
For one reason or another I wasn't able • ;i~:;:di~;;~ted to and denied any pre-me-

-,o talk to the band the night of the show, • • 
but talked to Jazz by phone from New York Finalty the home-town question: How 
several days later. The dominant strand did the band like playing Boston? Perking a 
running through 1he conversation was that up more _than at anr _other point (except for • 
Killing Joke refuse 10 say what their music denouncrng the British press), Jau said it 
is about or what their intentions are-it was the best American audience they'd • 
stands on its own, according to Jau. No played ~or. I~ Boston people were up and • 
wonder !he British press can't stand them- mteractmg with the band and music. And, 
there's a lack of pretentious or banal chit- added Jazz, Killing Joke want to come • 
chat to latch on to. back. D • 

~ R _.., 
~ 
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WILLIAM HUNT: TOM REID: CRAIG KAHN: 
lead vocals, bass, piano, drums, vocals! 
sax, flute, bass, vocals! 
piano! 
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Sept. 16 
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JACKS 
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Oct. 1 
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Manager Jomes Shaler • 617·927-7221 
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bym. howell 

Likeable. If you had only one word to 
describe Squeeze, that would be ii. In the 
past few years, Britain has sent over scores 
of bands that have been challenging, abras
ive, mysterious, amusing, or even com
manding-but only Squeeze has the aura of 
naughty, loveable lads. 

Not that they take their charm for grant
ed, either. Part of being likeable is showing 
a sincere effort to make others like you. Be 
accomodating. And they have been, 
through the getting-to-know-you of nearly 
constant touring, the what's-your-pleasure 
variety of releases, and their crowd-pleasing 
current show, which visited the Metro at the 
end of June. 

That night, Squeeze wasted no time in 
trying to dissipate the general catatonia in
duced by the opening band, sessionman
turned-frontman G.E. Smith. Glenn Til
brook is perhaps the band's greatest asset. 
His reedy voice, which always seems to be 
scrambling after a note just out of its reach, 
makes him the perfect narrator/protagon
ist for the talcs of everyday life that make 
up most of the band's repertoire. Sung by 
someone whose voice had more authority, 
Tilbrook and Chris Difford's tales of a 
young man used and abused by the world in 
general and more worldly women in parti
cular would come off as masochistic; Til
brook sounds innocent (or gullible) enough 
to make the songs not only believable, but 
involving. In this he recalls the Hollies (on 
a song like "Bus Stop") or Paul McCart
ney when he wanted to sound like just a 
simple country lad ("Martha My Dear"). 
Tilbrook seems to know that's where his 
roots are, too. Onstage, he moves with that 
slight swing of the shoulders that British 
Invasion bands introduced on Shindig. He 
seems so chipper that the first time he takes 
a guitar solo, a biting break in "Bedroom 
Heart," you snap to attention. But that's 
always been one of the best parts of this 
band-just when you think they've settled 
into being merely comfortable, they'll reach 
back for something that grabs you. The 
only question is whether they do that often 
enough. 

The Metro show was a concise example 
of the dilemma surrounding Squeeze. Al
though Tilbrook has a very distinctive voice 
and the band (guitarist, vocalist, lyricist 
Chris Difford; drummer Gilson Lavis; bass
ist John Bentley; and newcomer Paul Car
rack on keyboards and vocals) certainly 
puts on a highly polished show, they're hin
dered by their own limitations. A typical 
Squeeze song will pair a medium-tempo 
Tilbrook tune with an often witty Oifford 
lyric. The song will be a narrative story, 
sometimes leading to a punchHne, some
times merely a slice-of-life observation. 
Either way, the song's chief strength will be 
the lyric-and indeed, some Squeeze songs 
sound like the tune was written around the 
narrative. 

Which is fine when you're playing for an 
audience of fans who already know the ma
terial. However, with new material or audi
ences who are not familiar with their songs, 

\. 

the band has to hope that the sound of the 
room will let the vocals come through and 
that the music will carry them. It's a gamble 
they don't always win. At the Metro, the 
audience seemed more than willing to like 
everything the band offered. But apart from 
the people who were very close to the stage, 
the level of involvement with the perform
ance waned whenever the band strayed 
from Greatest Hits territory. Of the several 
songs from their disappointing new record, 
East Side Story (including "In Quintes
sence,'' ''Someone Else's Hear,'' and ''La
belled With Love"), only the single, 
"Tempted" (belted out by Carrack, who 
was once with Ace and sang lead on their 
one hit, "How Long") and the happy-go
lucky "Messed Around" really had much 
impact. The crows seemed 10 mark time 
during a substantial portion of the show
not exactly bored, but not caught up, either r-,o_r_n_R_ec_o-,d-,-,-am_p_l_er-t-ha_n_a_S_q_u_ee_ze-,-o-n-g • .c, 
-and that is not a good sign for a band. This is a band with talent and determina- r-m-o-,e-a_b_a_nd-pl-ay-in_g_t_o_th_e_a_lr-ea-d-y--co_n_v_e,-,_ 

:::,~~;:kt~e;q1~:
2

~ 0~ar:~.~it~;F::f:: tion mining a lode of pop music-comedies ed than they are capable of converting. Per-

Beat," "Cool for Cats" (a terrific elongat- of attitudes-pretty much left untouched ::~~ t!~~fn:e;~~w::~r~:S~~t~!~~·t!~~I; 

ed version), "Pulling Mussels From a ~~~~1:id~i~pe;:~s R~Je 
0

:e:i:. t:~e 
1 ~~~ on the proven favorites to carry the show. 

Shell"-people got excited and jumped i-====~==~~=~~~"--'"-'-~=-'--====-="-'-==.::.:..~ 
around. But Squeeze is getting into the pre
carious position of having audiences re
spond strongly only to those songs that they 
already know-and already know what they 
like. In such a situation, a band has to hope 
that the audience is already familiar with its 
work, that they've already purchased the 
record. But most tours are designed to pro
mote record sales, not confirm them. 
Catch-22. 

How does Squeeze feel about this possi-
bility? Speaking from Houston a few days 
after the Metro show, Chris Difford indi
cated that he was generally pleased with the 
way the band had been received, and in fact 
is not terribly concerned with whether or 
not his lyrics are coming across: 

"I can't sum up what an audience likes 
aboul the group," Oifford admitted. 
"There's probably some percentage of the 
audience that likes the tunes, some like the 
lyrics, some like watching Gilson play the 
drums. Everyone's go1 their own section 
they like to watch within the personnel of 
the group. It's like when I used to go and 
see the Who-the only person I would 
Watch the whole time was Keith Moon. 

"I can't stand watching an audience sit 
down," he continued. "You know, when 
Beethoven was originally performed, audi
ences used to stand and they used to dance. 
Then somebody invented the chair. .. There 
are some people who go to a gig and watch 
-sit down-we do try and leave some 
seats at the back of the hall. But we much 
prefer audiences to stand." 

Squeeze is in vogue now. Tilbrook sang 
with Costello on "From a Whisper to a 
Scream," Elvis co-produced East Side 
Story, and the Oifford/Tilbrook team is 
gaining a strong songwriting reputation. At 
the same time, East Side Story is probably 
the least catchy of their albums. Over half 
the songs are mired in a dreary tempo, and 
most lack that perky spark that made Argy
bargy such a treat. The single, "Tempted," 
sounds more like something off o f a Capri-

111':f\1.leybeats 
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Modern Method Re
cord• along with The 
Future Dada, Someone 
and the Somebodies, 
Native Tongue and The 
November Group would 
like to apologize to ev
eryone who showed up 
for our 8:30 p.m. Aug. 30 
show and found that 

(due to clrcumatancea 
beyond our control) It 
had been cancelled. 

Watch for future Mod· 
ern Method ahowcaaes 
at Streets, The Rat, The 
Channel, Inn Square, 
Spit, Metro and other 
fine area clubs. 

d: .o 

SEPTEMBER PICKS. 
WED 

9 
EDITH MASSEY AND THE EXCITABLE$, 
Paradise 
LYDIA LUNCH, Streets 
JOHNNY THUNDERS, Jonathan Swifts 
Three very, um, interesting but different shows on thls night, first 
at the Paradise is Edith Massey. You saw her as the Egg Lady in 
Pink Flamingos and as the debutante in Polyester; don't miss 
Edie in her own Qand which once included Go-Go Gina Schoch. 
After the show you can head up the road to Streets. Word has it 
Lydia's new band 13-13 is both very good and very rough or you 
can spend the night in Harvard Square seeing if somebody can 
keep (ex-NY Dolls, ex-Heartbreaker, ex-Gang War) Johnny Thun
ders awake long enough to play an entire set! (Mr. B & Greg Reib
man) 

FRI THE DECLINE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION, 
11 Nickelodeon Theater 

SAT 
12 

FRI 
18 

SAT 
19 

SUN 
27 

SUN 
27 

Penelope Spheeris' document of L.A. surfpunk '79-'80 does not 
prove the promise of its title, but is an often fascinating parade 
nonetheless. It features live footage of seven bands (significant 
lyrics are subtitled), interviews with bands, staff of the late Slash 
magazine, club-owners, and the real stars, the punks in the pit. 
(Betsy Sherman) 

JAMES BROWN, Bradford Hotel 
"It's Ja-me-s Br-ow-n!!" This show costs an arm and a leg-but 
it's worth it. Roll up all those pennies you've been saving and 
head out to see one of, if not the most, dynamic performer of the 
century. (Greg Reibman) 

BOW WOW WOW, Paradise 
Se>: Pistols' impressario Malcolm Mclaren brings his new carni
val to town. Word is that Bow Wow Wow is just as exciting live as 
on record. Burundi beat, spaghetti-Western guitar, costumes, 
and the charisma of Annabella Lu Win. They know where ro
mance lies) (B. Sherman) 

SLAM DANCE NIGHT #2 with Leper, The Freeze, 
and The Bimbos, Can tone 's 
Bring your friends, enemies and people you don't know to this 
certified smash-'em-up event. Anyone who can last the night 
gets to help clean up the damage. (Mr. B) 

AU PAIRS, Channel 
With an album already going into a second pressing Jane, Leslie, 
Pete 'n Paul triumphantly return to Boston. Those who missed 
their Underground gig last year are well advised to show up or 
shut up. Political dance music at its most personal. (Michael 
Hafitz) 

COUNT'S ROCK & ROLL SPECTACULAR XII 
with The IQ's, Puppet Rulers, Ray Paul, Keeper 
and Love & Flame, The Paradise 

Fri 4 
Peter Dayton 
Vital Signs 

Sat5 
Sickness 
Vitamin 

SS Decontrol 
Wed9 

Lydia Lunch 
Specimens 

Thurs 10 
Swimming Pool Q's 
Jeff & Jane Hudson 

Fri 11 
Side Effects 

Native Tongue 
Sat12 

Someone& 
The Somebodies 

The Dark 
Wed16 

Individuals 
Future Dads 

Thurs 17 
Chadbournes 
Alley Beats 

Fri 18 
Lyres 
Neats 
Sat 19 
Lyres 

Peter Dayton 
Tues 22 

Boston Rock Night 
Wed23 

Bad Brains 
November Group 

Thurs 24 
The Dark 
Outlets 

Fri 25 
New Models 

Prime Movers 
Sat26 

Believe me, it's not easy to put on shows like these. The Count 
has put together twelve Paradise showcases. He deserves a me
tal. The bands playing deserve your support. .. Oh yeah, one 
more thing, call the club the night of the show just to make sure a;-<~);A,'.1--------,---------1 
it's happening. (Greg Reibman) 

PIGBAG, Channel Boys Life 

Slde Effect 
Sept5 

OldlStewon 
and 

The Amplifiers 
Sept.6& 7 

The Meats 
Rising Stonn 

Sept8 

OoyouOoys 
Sept9 

Coblnf'evef 
Sept 10 

Peter Ooyton Bond 
Alley Deats 

Sept 11 

O<blts 
Graphics 
Sept 12 

Paul Ri,hell Oond 
Sept 13 

Wild Accvsotlons 
Sept 14 

Future Dads 
plus Speclol Guests 

Sept 15 

The Meetings 
Sept 16 

New Models 
Sept 17 

PlonetStreer 
Sept 18 

Hypnotics 
Sept 1fl 

Keeper 
Angry Young Dees 

Sept 20 

Crockett 
Sept 21 

Creomers 
Sept 22 

leti\in 
Sept 23 & 24 

D.R.M.C. 
Sept 25 

VinnyOond 
Sonics 

Sept 26 

Poul Rishell Bond 
Sept27 

Emmitt Dooley 
Ood Habits 

Sept 28 

Cub Koda 
Sept 29 

Monels 
Sept 30, Ocl 1 

OoysUfe 
007 
Oct2 WED 

30 Last Sacrifice Face to Face 
Oct3 

Wed30 !~~~ir~r.~~~;:.~o~~~ :r~~~~;e~~~ ;~;b;;_~.e ~~~.s~~~l:r~' ~~~ •<'~\J----~w.::::.-;;;:;:------1nifl------~ 
quite as tight as on record, but that's made up for by the inspired 
chaos: African rhythms, anarchic brass. funky bass, band mem
bers running around the stage frantically looking for something 
to bang on. (Betsy Sherman) 
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I [i] II I'm Ill RI II ~ 
WHERE BOSTON'S 

ROCK BANOS ARE BORN T.M. 

Thur3 
Gold Dust and The ForOna 

Frl4 
MIA's • The Last Ones 

Sat5 
Dark• DClub 

Sun& 
Daughters • Bllnd Owl 

Wed9 
lckness • Lizzie Borden • Central Nerv· 

ous System (with Lord Manueal) 

Thur10 
October Daze• Origin of Species 

Frl11 
Suade Cowboys• Men In Volts 

Sat 12 
Suade Cowboys• Puppet Rulers• 

(return of) The Phantoms 

Sun 13 
Struggle• Yitai Slgna 

Wed16 
WMFONIGHT 

Vitamin• Last Sacrifice• Enzymes 
Thur17 

Bumateada • Hunger City• 
Normal Thomas 

Fri 18 
The Form • l"rlme Movers • 
Marky Muaael & The Clams 

Sat 19 
KIii or be lclll~, slam dance nlra #2 

Leper• The FrHH • Bimbos 
Sun 20 

Slam Dance Sunday 
GG Allln and The Bodycount 

Wed23 
Dopes • The OuJet Boyt 

Thur 24 
Mystique• Fire Dept. 

Frl25 
Mechanics • The Stains 

Sat28 
Tul Boys• Last Ones 

Sun27 
Struggle • Specimens 

Wed30 
Detonators• Smart Bombs• 



VITAL SIGNS 
CHECK THE '45' 
Piece o f Time 

• Lightning in My Heart 
COMING IN OCTOBER 

ON RENDEZVOUS RECORDS 

SEPT . 4,, •• STREETS 

SEPT.1:t ,,.C.l.NTONES 

OCT. 9 , ••• CAHTOJIIES 

Sun. Sept. 6 

Wed., Sept. 9 

back by popular Insistence ... L.A. WOMAN 

New Hampshire Rock Review with G.G. Allin, The 
13ody Count, The By-Produx, The Guyanas, The 
Kldz 

Thurs., Sept. 10 Epic Recording Artist ELLEN FOLEY, The Make 

Fri. Sept.11 

Sat. Sept. 12 

Sun. Sept.13 

Thurs. Sept. 17 

Fri. Sept.18 

Sun. Sept. 20 

Fri. Sept. 25 

Sun. Sept. 27 

COMING ... 
Thurs. Oct.1 
Frl. Oct.2 
Sat. Oct. 3 
Frl.Oct.9 
Sat.Oct.10 
Sun. Oct.11 

Slash Recording Artists X, with Someone and the 
Somebodies, The Dark 

JOAN JETT AND THE BLACKHEARTS, with New 
Models, The Outlets 

WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES, 3:00 p.m. Call for 
Attractions. 

Mercury Recording Artists THE NIGHTHAWKS 

Rockabilly Boogie with THE ROCKATS, with The 
The Rattlers, The Alley Beats 

WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES, 3:00 p.m. Call for 
Attractions. 

A&M Recording Artist JOHN CALE, with The 
Probers 

WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES, 3:00 p.m. Call for 
Attractions. 
Evening Show: AU PAIRS 

Shane Champagne 
Columbia Recording Artists ... The Hltmen 
From England-The Modettes 
Private Lightning 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Rock for all Ages 
Evening Show: STREETFIGHTER 
Orleans 
Jr. Walker and the Alls tars, with Sam & Dave 

WFRC and FITCHBURG 
STATE COLLEGE 

presents 
first annual 

Back to Books Benefit 
featuring 

ROCK-N-ROLL RUMBLER$ 
SOMEONE AND THE 

SOMEBODIES 
THE DARK 

and 

Weston Auditorium 
Tickets S3 with any college Id 

S4wlthout 
tickets available at: Fitchburg State 

and Newbury Comics, Boston 

.·.·.·.fil ···,~····-·.·.· • • • f4 .. L • " • • • • . • fill 7. ••••.• . . . . . .. ...... . 
• SAT. 5EPTEMBER..12.~ 

CAN10NE::S 
• SA"t SEfTEMBER. 191'! 

fo/p,f~m EENEFtTPAR 
OPEN ~ & ENTE/<fl'v!,Jr,) f.11/ 

(5££ oAND Fo,Z DnAtJ..5!) 
• &IN.SEP BER 2D 
9:lf5pM-t,,, wt-Rs- BB.9rM• 

L1VE Bi2rAf>cAS7Dr; '°MEfRDwAVz. ., 

• 'FRI.SEPTE:MBE~ 25-11\ 
1Hf CJ/'ANN/:::1.-.. 

•SUN.SEFTa1B£~ 2.7-11/ 
11£ PAi?Al)ISE" : 

TH£ COJNT::, i<iYX& RDL-L 
SPEc,AWI...AA "#' XIL 

Ii O ~ 
FOURTH ANNUAL 

0 2~ ,.. NEW ENGLAND 
=- ,;. BEATLES CONVENTION .,, \• 

\ (~!.. ~ L 1' gg~Ai 1~:c1~·P1;:~ 
, \ NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT 

P.O. BOX 1333 
NEW LONDON, er 
06320 

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING! 

• Oirec l from L•v•rpc)OI ALL.AN 
WILLIAMS, tl'I• BEATLES r,rst 

• NL\jus i;i~!i ~~:.nd ~•Y•"ll 
• IMAGINE, .,, 1maz1t1g s1mulat1on ol 

• JOHN Lf NNON conc•r1 

• AUIIIIIUI SOUL, Naw Yori< 1 
young,att 8EATLES sound-1-1 ,11 , 
group 

• L••g• OlALt:11 A"l:A "'"" dHlers 
!romtnrougnouttn.counrry w,tl'I 
loads ol 111:ATUS Ml:MOIIAIIILIA 

• G11nl llfATLts,1LMFtSTIVAL 

• 8£A TLES MINl•MUSfUM 

TICKET OUTLETS 

TELEPHONE: 
(203) 442 -1001 DAYS 

443-6322 EVES. 



DAVID JOHANSEN 
show he played on previous tours-" 
Metro" to open up, some cover songs, 
"Build Me Up Buttercup," "Reach Out," 
and some Dolls songs. 

"I try to do something from each peri· 
od,'' Johansen explained later. ''Actually, I 
never know what to play." 

"Everyone intellectualizes what I do. It 
locsn't bother me though. I do what I do." 
He shrugged. ''l play in clubs.'' 

Actually it is very hard to intellectualize 
about David Johansen, 'cause if you look 
too hard, there's not too much behind the 
surface. Instead of going on from the Dolls 
to create and influence music-which he 
was capable of at one point-he became 
content with treading and retreading over 
the same old stuff. Just picture John Lydon 
still calling himself Johnny Rotten and per
forming "God Save the Queen" at a PiL 
show and you'll get the point. 

It's too bad about David Johansen. To 
borrow one of his own lines: "Oh, and all 

:_
1111111

,...,.r:';::.:.:;;.,;;;.;,a,i,, f the fun we could have had." 

There is always a part in a Tom Petty 
song when he knows he's got you, when he 
zeroes in and touches you. Like the way he 
drawls, "Watch her walk" in "Her '.°"'lmes 
My Girl," or when he sings, whin) "' -.. d, 
"She's a woman in love-she can't let go." 
You never know quite how he does it, only 
that in the end, he does. 

On record it's one thing; that Tom Petty 
and the Heartbreakers managed to do that 
at the Boston Garden on August 7 is close 
to a miracle. It seemed as if everyone who 
had gone to buy Van Halen tickets and had 
found them sold out bought Tom Petty tic
kets instead. Most of the very young crowd 
seemed to weave drunkenly into the Gar
den. Midway through the set the place 
reeked of vomit. 

If the teenage boys weren't hanging off 
the balconies, or weren't near enough to 
pound on the tin reflectors at the back of 

the hall, they were grabbing girls as they 
went by in the aisles. 

When Joe Ely came on to play the crowd 
was relatively calm. After every song they 
would applaud politely and whistle loudly, 
as if they knew they were supposed to like 
him but couldn't figure out why. Ely, if not 
quite playing his heart out, at least tried, 
hard. 

When Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers 
braved the stage, the audience offered the 
obligatory lit matches salute. As they began 
to play "American Girl," Tom Petty was 
rewarded for his efforts by being hit in the 
head with a frisbee. 

Dressed in a black shirt, jeans, and sneak
ers, Petty was in fine voice and the band 
sounded tight and exciting. Besides, this 
band plays absolutely terrific, catchy songs, 
which overwhelm in concert: "Break
down," "I Need to Know," "Listen to Her 
Heart," "Here Comes My Girl," "Don't 
Do Me Like That," "Refugee," "The 
Waiting," on and on, they keep on coming. 

The real surprise of this show was the 
strength of the material off Hard Promises, 
which received mixed reviews. "King's 
Road" and "The Waiting" were especially 
good; "She'S a Woman in Love" was the 
band's tourdeforce. 

What be~ter way_to spend Royal Wedding 
E~e tha~ with that incurable romamic, Tiny 
Tim. Tmy looked just like you remem
ber him_ from "Laugh.Jo," and reeked of 
creme nnse. He put on a wonderful, hilari
ous show . 
. Tiny's repertoire consisted of old vaude

ville and obscure music hall songs (like "No 
O~e Lo~es a Fairy When She's Old"). His 
voice switched freely from th~ familiar fal
setto to tenor. The numbers were usually 
pr~f~ced by a dedication to the artiste who 
ong1~ated the song; kisses were blown to 
the hkes of George Jessel, Bing Crosby, 
and Jack Benny. 

Tiny's persona of the Perfec1 Gentleman 
n_ever fell into coyness; when sufficiently ex
cited ~e was capable of cutting loose and 
~~i~;~~.~ through a version of ''Great Balls 

The first few songs were just Tiny c. nd ~is 
'Jkel~l~. He was then joined by four l0t:al 
mus1c1ans, armed with thick son books of 

The highlight for most, however, wast e 
appearance of Stevie Nicks who joined the 
band and performed two duets with Petty: 
the very pretty and moving "Insider," and 
her hit single, ''Stop Dragging My Heart 
Around." 

And that's when you realize he's done it 
again, amid leering teenagers and rowdy 
drunks. Tom Petty sings "I know you real
ly want to be your own girl," and you real
ize why you put up with this crowd. And 
you can 't help feeling nostalgic for the days 
he played Paul's Mall, the Paradise, or the 
Orpheum. 



••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • 
INTERVIEW 

•• • • • • • 
by Mike Dreese 

• Thrlllsan: 

• 
Johnny Angel-Gullar, Vocals 
Merte Allin-Bass 

• Mike Collins-Drums 
• Barb Kitson-Vocals 
• Sean McDonough-Guitar, Vocals 

• • I remember seeing Barb Kilson on stage 
• at 1he Rat three years ago. This was during 

• 
1he time I was just starting to get into the 
club scene. Such bands as the Maps, the 

• Girls, Pas1iche, the Lyres, and "Thrills" 
• got me rea lly in1eres1ed in seeing Jive music. 
• Those days will probably never be matched 

• ~~s~~~~~1a!~~e ~:~d:x~!1:::;~,ro~~:s::~~ 
• City Thrills are now trying to mak e the 
• move from punksters to mass appeal rock-

• 
ers, and their new EP shows their efforts 
are paying ofL 

• Although I've known her casually for 
• quite some time, I found Barb 10· be re-
• morkably honest, open, and interesting. Be
• low you'll find some of her thoughts ... 

• • 
• Boslon Rock: / usually do questions and 
• answers ... 
• Barb: I always used 10 do terrible with those 

• ~~~eJ~~ow ore record safes going? 
• Barb: It's really going well. We're going to 
• move on with Siar Rhythm to press up some 
• more copies. All those copies were sold in 

• 
and around the city. The next step is to take 
the nexl balch and to go on to other places . 

• BR: / take it the bond is fairly optimistic at 
• this point in its existence? 
• Barb: Yes! 

• 
BR: The bond must hove been feeling some
what down eight or nine months ago due to 

• o lock of progress. Describe the dorkesr 
• days ... 

• 
Barb: Oh Jeez ... I guess the darkest days 

• 
began after we opened for the Cars [at the 
Music Hall). That was like what1 October 

• 19797 We expected to have a contrac1 the 
• day after the show because it was so im-

• 
portant. But, as we found out, nobody was 
going 10 come running after us, so we de-

• cided to get to work. We eventually added 
• fsecond guitarist] Sean in January 1980. We 
• had to have a good year, just to get things 

• ~~~~~~\c~in~e:r~p;l:s c::~d~:a~~ =~~~:! 
• forever. We had to progress ... grow. 
• BR: What do you think the effect of adding 

• !:;:h~~ b::;?a change. I think very few 
• bands can really carry on as a three piece. 
• Very few. John was performing as well as 
• playng, and a lot of gaps were there. Now, 

• 
with Sean, John can perform, and let Sean 

• 
take care or the leads. It's helped. I feel like 
now I've got both balls behind me ... figura-

• lively speaking. 

• ~=~ki;sw oi~::db::;? t~c;i~~e 
1
~=c~::: 

• mode (onlicipotory laughter from Barb). If 
• you had tb pick only one person to be the 
• leader ... who would it be? 
• Barb: (laughter) Oh, well ... (deep breath) 

ll'spref/yeven between me and John. Pret-
• tyeven. 
• BR: You like it that way?! 
• Barb: Well, for now it's the best I can ... 

• 
(laughter) scratch that! No, yes I like it that 
way. We've become more civilized, more of 

• a working unit rather than a scrapping punk 
• band. 

BR: So thejighls have lessened in intensity? 
Barb: Yeah ... well ... there's bigger 1hingsto 
fight about, bu1 the fights arc less frequent. 
The fights arc basically trying to figure out 
which is the right decision, rather than who 
gets his own way. 
BR: How's your manager working out? 
Barb: Great! Tom is the overall objective 
leader that we needed. He's taken a lot of 
the load off me and John. John and I did 
most of the booking and had to deal with all 
these creatures in the music world. After 
awhile, they just don't want to talk to the 
band. We took it as far as we could and 
needed somebody who knew more than us. 
We're willing to admit that sometimes. 
BR: Do you think you've now cured the 
problem of Johnny? 
Barb: Problem?! 
BR: He hos a repu101ionfor being outspok
en, which seems 10 get you in trouble some
times .. 
Barb: (defensively) He's extremely honest. 
Maybe if a lot more people were like him, 
the world would go around a hell of a lot 
better. That's one thing about him ... he's 
extremely honest. He says what's on his 
mind. That's what's nice about having a 
manager now ... We don't have to deal 
with anybody. We can just be ourselves. 

WITH 

BR: Teff me o little bit about your history .. 
Barb: Mine? I'm not used to talking about 
myself. 
BR: When did you start singing? What 
mode you decide? 
Barb: 1 didn't start 'till I got out of Emer
son College. I always knew I could sing. I 
never did it in front of an audience or any· 
thing like that. When I was a kid I was a 
real ham and used to sing and dance. I was 
incorrigible. Then they put me in Catholic 
school, which put this "1hing" over me . .. 
The chronic guilt complex they give every 
child that goes through it. Having fun was a 
sin. That kind or stuff. So I never really 
pursued anything in a musical or artistic 
sense after that catastrophe. I just never 
took the step to do it until I was out of col· 
lege . 
BR: What do you think of other female v<r 
colists? Chrissie Hynde? 
Barb: Good song writer. I still have yet 10 

see them. I went down to see Pat Benatar 
last Wednesday. She's a great singer. That 
high range ... there's no tricks involved. 
She could do more on stage, though. Well 
deserved success. 
BR: Deborah Horry? 
Barb: An average singer. Great looks! 
Good band. Good songs. She's done a lot 

BARB 

,-; -
0
,, .. 

considering where she came from. From the 
dregs of CBGB's to where she is today! 
BR: Lydia Lunch? 
Barb: I don't like that kind of music. . I 
really don't. We do that in rehearsal, you 
know what J mean? We fool around with 
dissonant chords and scream and yell. But 
she's a lot farther than I am, so she must be 
doing something right. 
BR: Whal sort of music did you listen lo in 
your formative years? 
Barb: I liked Patti Smith so much, she really 
turned my head around. It's so cliche I real
ly hate to say it. She wasn't just this mop
pet!. She wasn't in glitter and spangles. She 
was just doing what she felt lik.e. Laughing 
and talking and just really having a gas 
playing three chord rock 'n' roll. When I 
saw her later, at the last show she did at the 
Orpheum, she had gone inio a more poetic 
thing, and I don't understand that, because 
I'm not poetic. I'm not a deep thinker. I 
don't do that much reading . 

David Bowie is a big innuence on me . 
He' s one of the few people who can sing 
and still rock out. 
BR: Whal sort of radio did you listen to? 
Barb: We always lived around New York 
City. Everything I heard was on WABCand 
they would play everything. Beatles, Four 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Tops, Supremes, Aretha Franklin. That 
era, from 1963 to 1969, was fantastic to 
listen to on AM radio. When I hear those 
songs I just, you know, get thrown back to 
how good those times were ... how music 
took such a big part in living. I don't know 
if radio affects kids these days the same as it 
did in the past. A lot of kids today are lis
tening to their older brothers and sisters' 
music like the Who, Led Zepplin, Lynyrd 
Skynyrd, and the Allman Brothers. We lis
tened to the originals. 
BR: What is your feeling about all the Brit
ish bands who have invaded once more? 
It seems as though it's almost reached the 
point where they're opening doors for the 
US bands .. 
Barb: (mock seriousness) Well, if ii wasn't 
for lhe ·US bands, there wouldn't be any 
British bands. Let's make that more clear! 
If it wasn't for Patti Smith or the Ramones 
or the Dolls, or Iggy, there wouldn't be 
what is going on over there. 

I saw Patti Smith in '75 or '76 when she 
played the Jau Workshop with Garland 
Jeffreys opening and John Cale came in. 
They were talking about the sommer tour 
they did in England, and about this band 
called 1he Stranglers, who'd been around 
for years. Nothing had happened over there 
at that point! Then 1he Ramones went over, 
and the kids took that music and applied it 
to their own situation, which is FINE. But, 
so many people are under the misconcep
tion that i1 started over there, just because 
of the media hype. Newsweek and Time. It 
seems like these days you have to be a hit in 
England before you can even be considered 
over here. 

want to do. If you want to sit down and 
watch a band to get a message that some 
kid hooked up out of some book or some 
stoned thought process then fine, you 
know, fine. But I don't really think that's 
going to go too far, not for awhile. Unless 
they have something else that appeals to a 
massive audience .. 
BR: To me it's just totally self-indulgent to 
assume you can just do whatever you think 
is cool or what your small group of friends 
think is cool and somehow think that you 
should be guaranteed an income or stardom 
or whatever . .. you have to genuinely en· 
tenain peoJ:)le to deserve their money. 
Barb: (sarcastically) Well you're not sup
posed to be in the business to make money! 
I used to make more money years ago than 
I do now. I don't make any money. Basic
ally what we're trying to do now is break 
into new clubs, we're playing the suburbs a 
lot. We can win over a Stompers audience. 
We're entertainers and performers. 
BR: How do you find your years of per
formace have inter/erred with what others 
would describe as o normal lifestyle? 
Barb: Oh God. People who have known me 
from high school, and especially college, 
think I've turned completely nutty or 86 or 
whatever. So I have an education? So what? 
I didn't want 10 go to college, but I did. 
And I'm glad I did. But I'm glad I did this. 

1 took a sacrifice as far as living comfort
ably. And having money. And enjoying the 
finer things in life, as far as having a car, or 
a bigger apartment. I took a big step from 
normalcy to do what I'm doing now. Bui 
what I'm doing now is so normal for me. 
Nobody else knew wha1 I was feeling. 

"It's hard for guys to take a girl on stage 
being so powerful and aggressive.'' 

BR: What annoys you most when you play 
out of town? 
Barb: Radio. Outside of Boston there really 
isn'1 any good radio except for college sta
tions. 
BR: What do you think of the club scene in 
town at the moment? 
Barb: Well ... I always thought Boston was 
a year or so behind New York, and I felt 
New York was pretty dismal. I think it's 
pretty dismal now. l don't want to say 
there aren't any great bands, 'cause there 
are some great bands, but only in their own 
little way. There's too many clubs. Not 
enough people. Too many bands .. 
BR: .. . perhaps too many bands trying to 
show how different they can be, as opposed 
ro them siuing down and trying to figure 
out how ro excite and entertain people. I 
think the Underground started the trend to 
inaccessibility . . 
Barb: The Underground took what was 
happening in the lofts at Thayer St. and put 
it right downtown ... which is okay. Bands 
that are from the Underground, or anything 
way out in left field, like Someone & the 
Somebodies, know what they want and they 
know how to work themselves. I was talking 
to Rob David (guitarist for the Somebodies] 
the other day ... they know that they can't 
be mass appeal, but there is a spot for them. 
But then Mission of Burma has gone 
around the country a couple of times. It de
pends on what each band wants. 

We're not into giving a message. Fuck 
that! That stuff was for hippies! (laughter) 
People will come back to me and say, "Well 
I remember when you were a hippie." But I 
had missed it. I missed it by four years. It 
was a very insincere movement and effort. 
On my part anyway. I didn't like granola. 

But we're not trying to get a message 
across. We're just trying to get people to 
have a good time. F-U-N. That's what rock 
started out to be, that's what it's all about. 
Having fun. Having a gas. Playing. Jump
in' up and down. That's all people really 

BR: What makes it all worthwhile? 
Barb: Playing! Really! That forty minutes 
on stage is where it's at! For awhile the 
whole lifestyle was really a gas, you know: 
"Hey leather jackets." Go by yourself on 
the subway and get razzed by people. It was 
really fun and you're flirting with some sort 
of danger. But that's a real middle class at
titude. After you've lived like this for 
awhile, though, you realize the only reason 
you're doing it is because you want to play. 
I really enjoy that so much. Sometimes I'll 
be bitching till the moment I gel on stage 
and then the forty minutes happens, and af
terwards I'll still be bitching, but playing 
makes i1 worth it. 
BR: What frustrates or depresses you? 
Barb: Things nol going as fast as I want 
them to. We've got signing fever ... I want 
to have that chance, that crack 10 make a le
gitimate album. I want people to be able to 
say, "Hey, I like them," or "Hey, I don't 
like them." That way I can say I gave it my 
best shot. It's not happening fast enough, 
but it's happending as fast as it should. 
Tom is making it happen for us. There 
hasn't been anyone successful since the 
Cars. That's what worries me. 
BR: What about the joys of booking the 
Rot? 
Barb: I don't really want to talk about that. 
BR: Nothin' about that? 
Barb: Nothin' about that. It's my day job. 
BR: We're not allowed to talk about your 
Job? 
Barb: I don't wam to talk about that. I'll 
talk about my past jobs if you want! 
job before I went imo the Rat. This is a kill
er. Very few people know I did this. I 
worked for Stouffer's. I pushed a coffee 
cart around the Prudential tower offices! 
BR: All right.' 
Barb: Selling coffee, tea or me! And every. 
body just 100k coffee. (laughter) Thal was a 
trip. 

I was a secretary once. The strange part 
about working a s1raigh1 job when you're in 
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CITY THRILLS i 

a band is you're out till 4 or S in the morn. BR: So there's still hope for the lonely •• 
ing. Your eyes are down to here (motion· hearts out there?! 
ing). In the morning your race is pale, you Barb: Send your picture and resume and I'll • 
put on a hell of a lot of makeup, so you consider it! I'm really old fashioned when it • 
look like a clown. You're wearing the same comes right down to it though. I believe in • 
dress 4 days in a row 'cause you only own fidelity. I believe in honesty. But now I just • 
2! It's such a weird perspective. It's nothing like having a good time ... 
special being in a band. You choose it so But I think I alienate a lot of boys, I do .• 

"Nobody puts it up your nose. Nobody 
puts a needle in your veins." 

• • • • you live with it. That's it. I don't think it's 
any kind of romantic thing. . J used 10. 
before I was in a band. 
BR: What advice would you have for any 
youngsters out there . . 
Barb: Don't! 
BR: . . who might want to start a band? 
Barb: Don't! (laughter) Don't do ii! 
BR: I/you could do it all again, would you? 
Barb: I don't know, I still don't know 
what's in store for me. But as far as advice 
to other kids ... you got to believe in your
self and know you have the talent. There's 
some kids out there who just don't have it, 
but really believe in themselves and I hope 
somebody wakes them up ... I don't want 
them to experjence a hurt that's unneces
sary. That's the worst. 
BR: What do you think of the increased 
use of cocaine among younger people? 
Barb: Coke, / hate it! I've been through 
that phase. Years ago. Coke makes you 
paranoid. You do it before you go on stage 
and you're deflated by the third song. Peo
ple who are in 1he local scene now, who de
pend on it to give them energy-or any drug 
for that matter-to give them a lift to get on 
stage, I really feel sorry for them. That's a 
terrible thing. 'Cause you didn't grow up 
all your life wanting to be on stage just so 
you can do drugs. 
BR: It's penetration has me depressed . . 
Barb: You shouldn't be depressed, it's their 
problem! Drugs are for recreational use on
ly. When you're in a band, that's your 
JOB! If you have to use that stuff to play, 
then you can kiss your future goodbye. I 
don't want to sound like a drip, but. 
drugs are just a matter of maturity. You can 
say no. Nobody puts ii up your nose. No
body puts a needle in your veins. 
BR: What are you looking forward to in the 
next month? 
Barb: Being able to pay my rent! I live day 
by day. That's it. 
BR: What do you do to relax? 
Barb: Watch TV! I love TV. I wish we had 
cable like NY though. 
BR: How do you find being in a band af
fects your social life? 

But that's my choice. It's hard for guys to • 
take a girl on stage being so powerful and • 
aggressive. It's hard for them to take ag- • 
gression in any sense except to be alienated • 

~~i:t.Nonethele.s:s, you must exude a certain • 
sensuality which is very appealing, other- • 
wise you wouldn't be so popular. . • 

~:\!/~:::~ t~~d ~l~::::arl ~~;~f;g • 
like that. But I think if you try to exploit be- • 
ing female, you'll just go 1;>verboard ... If • 
there's any lyrical message to our songs, it' s • 

~~ic~a~~=ll~a:;~:~d s~;~~ ;v;;;t. a E~~~ • 
though Johnny writes the songs, he's had a • 
lot of the same problems on the other end .• 
Maybe we'll eventually get away from that • 
~:er~i:~:ut at this point it's very real in all • 

BR: Any particular way you've beens • 
screwed over? • 
Barb: It's just the way things are! Guys • 

~~~i. Y~~a~·~
0

;~~::lltu~~. i~~/~~g~t~~~~ • 
declare 1his and tha1 and 1he next day il's • 
hke, "Who are you?" That's happened 10 • 

~:t~~ l~=~~~;i'ye~u ~;cu t~~~;a~pen:~~ ev- • 
erybody, it's so blatantly common. Thar's • 
why we can appeal to more people with just • 
that message, r_ather than the doctrine of • 

~:~! Did you ever go see the other • 
"Thrills," the ones who made you change • 
your name to "City Thrills"? • 
Barb: No, but we heard 'em. And uh ...• 

~~s;~~h:sn:~? po:i:~:;:t~h:~t c:~;e ~~·~ • 
saw us when we played in Long Island .• 
White silk jackets that said "First Thrills." • 

~~d~?~'ct .~:~·.t.:~~~:;kt;:y.''~m. I ju,1. 

BR: Have you managed to develop a good • 
set of enemies over the years? • 
Barb: Well, I'm sure John took care of • 

~::'Anyone you'd rather not see again? • 
Barb: Personally, no. I like 10 separate • 
business from personal things. People have • 
threatened us, but they haven't done us in .• 

~~;~::n~~e;f ~h!r~~tt~~~~r~a~~mb::n ~:;; • 
supportive of me personally. He's a good • 
friend. But everybody's scrappin' on their • 
own. The scene is so saturated. There's so . 

::nJ :aa::s\~~.~~~~~~ ~:~~~:tee out of. • "We're not into giving a message. Fuck = 
that! That stuff was for hippies!" • 

Barb: Whoa! Get another tape ready! 
(laughter) If you're a girl don't go into a 
band to get guys! They're not there! I've 
always been a loner anyways. Being in a 
band is tough. When you're up front telling 
everybody how you've been screwed over 
and how men suck, you're nOl going to 
have them banging your door down, except 

for the crazies who want to get tied up and 
beaten by you in your slutboots. I have 
good relationships with a lot of guys. 

Sometimes I have trouble 'cause people 
think what's going on up on stage is wha1 
I'm all about. And it is part of me, it's just 
not all of me. So it's really hard to find one 
guy who's sensitive to the fact that I'm 
more than just a lead singer in a band. 
There might also be an ego problem. I 
don't know if I have an ego problem, but 
there's definitely a bitch problem! (laugh
ter) But I'm su re someone will come along 
and that will be il. . wishful thinking. 

BR: Why do you think there are so many = 
c;;:r~7~~ause the door opened and it hasn't • 
shut ye1. • 
BR: Who opened it? • 

::~:: ~:ee :i~~~te~h~:t~;ot:eed ~~~:· :h:~ • 
seemed like no-talents could get up there • 
and show they do have talent. New York is • 
very important. If you can break New • 

::~~- y.o~ ~~;r~r=~ek ~eeww~~~k ~~~~sd~~~. 
are a big deal down there. but can't get off. 
Manhattan Island. • 
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ISTARTI 
by Carrie Cooper 

A re-claimed pimp-mobile pulled up 
alongside the garbage cans outside the Rat, 
and They beckoned me to get in. I knew i1 
was Trouble. Salmon-colored Caddy, Poly
ester-turquoise interior. The driver looked 
nearly like a perfect double of Ric Ocasek. 

Suddenly, Their polyester suits and pinky 
rings and briefcases made sense. So did 
their endless questions about rock and roll 
in the city of Boston, and a feeling like diz
ziness scoured my gut clean of the happy 
beer foam noating there. Me, ~ho claimed 
to be able to 1ell rock and roll posers from 
believers, me who could see who was catch
ing a trend and who was making one. I had 
failed 10 see through these plushy fatcats. 

One of them (their sweaty flesh pumped 
up on both sides of me) mo1ioned to lh(' 
driver, and I heard a little sta1ic, and then a 
whiff of something close to decaying meat 
... AC DC. That rancid grit hit my stomach 
as we passed Streets, and I knev. I was 
doomed. 

The goon on my right opened his brief
case. In it were identification badges prov
ing him a representa1ivc of alt the major re
cord labels. Also in his briefcase lay an as
sortment of torture. REO Spcedwagon, Vi
sage, The Vapors, Kim Karnes. Why did I 
say I'd go with them? 

AC/ DC grew louder slowly. "Who arc 
you?" I asked. They laughed. The Volume 
continued to rise. 

"We're the Industry's mai11 men," one 
said, and I could smell fish on his breath. 
"We help people." 

"Like who?" 
"Well, Pat Bcnatar. The BeeGees, Bos

ton. Aerosmith to name a few. We tried to 
help your pals the Nervous Eaters, but they 
gummed out halfway." 

Worse than I had imagined. I knew that I 
was in the presence of omnivorous spoilers, 
and that I had something they wanted bad
ly. AC/DC was nearly intolerable, molest
ing every sense I owned. 

"We want to help you." Thi~ goon 
smelled of watermelon. 

"No thanks. really, I'm doing just fine 
without your help. Howabout just a ride 
home and we'll ca\l it a night? Then you 
could feel you helped-" 

"Limbo Race." The n·ame stopped my 
motormouth . AC/DC segued into Pat Be
natar. 

"Huh? Noway." 
''You think they're the most promising 

band in Boston, you said that." 
"No, I didn't, I said they had promised 

10 help me move my piano, that's all, I 

think they're bad, just a Talking Heads 
clone, I wouldn't even bother with them if I 
were you, they're beyond help.'' I felt my 
soul revolting, bombing my brain, I 
thought I might throw up. 

"That's not what you said in the Rath-
skel\ar. '' 

''Where?'' 
"In the Rat." 
"Sure it is. really." The bimbo tapped a 

porcine finger to the gtass. It left a greasy 
mark. Pat Benatar greazied herself into a 
climax, and the volume rose accordingly, 
deafening and pure. Then I heard some
thing else, a series of clicks and whirs, and a 
faint but recognizable tune ... ''Better Off 
Dead," La Peste, oh no. I could smell my 
fear and !hen I could hear my own voice, 
they had taped the conversation at the Rat. 

"Limbo Race,' !here's a band worth any
body's while. Or more. They're great." I 
tried 10 think ahead. the enthusiasm had 
overwhelmed me and I ha1cd myself for ii. 
Why couldn't I just be curt? This band 
brings out the zealot in me, they strike so 
close to the heart. "They're concerned. 
they. care about the world and about people, 
not just about themselves. and it shows in 
their music, in the way they play, in what 
their songs are about: people, situations 
that we all go through, nothing contrived, 
nothing artsy-fartsy." Oh, God, here I had 
been talking to the Music Mafia and I'd 
used that description, I pinched myself. Pat 
Benatar gave way to Blondie, post-Moroder 
Blondie, another these guys had probably 
"helped." 

"Like the song 'Real Life,' I mean when 
Randy sings about giving a pany and won
dering how he looks, or measuring himself 
up to somebody else. he's naked. We all 

are, and it's just that most of us don't admit 
it. Or don't know i1. Or say in 'Ya Ya Ya 
Ya' when he sez 'I've known children with 
more well-thought-out ideas,' well, 1 've felt 
myself on both sides of that remark, and I 
remember it. Or when he sings 'Guitar 
band, I've come to see, they never fail to 
say i1 for me ... '." Luckily. my voice dwin
dled off at this point. The combination of 
Deborah Harry's sold out soulless rap, 
Randy Black's searing lyrics, and my bub
bly voice had thrown me into a state of 
near tears. They knew. 

"The music itself, i1's naked, 100. Full of 
holes and stops and spaces and life. and 
sometimes they play a song one way, some
times another, they make these songs live, 
trading parts and voices, shufning times 
and rhythms like you or I would shuffle a 
deck of cards, the band blows me away. I 
mean, you'll be dancing and all of a sudden. 
the music will stop. Just stop. Surprise. 
And the texture of the whole thing: John 
plays bass real funky sometimes, and other 
times he plays it like it was a guitar, wails 
with it. And his voice is all sort of hollow, 
while Randy's voice just cuts through ev
erything, sharp. Staccato here, like gunfire 
or nerves, and then it just soars over every
thing, high and strong. Nobody sounds like 
them. Nobody takes those kinds of chan
ces." 

Blondie blitzed into. oh save me, Linda 
Ronstadt defiling "Girls Talk," and I knew 
I had to get out, somehow. somehow. 

"Nobody should take those kinds of 
chances," one of Them wheezed. "It's un
healthy, it's sick, it's bound to disrupt 
people, make them worry." 

"Yeah, it sure is," the other ans"'ered. 
"We just can't let that happen." 

'Tell me where to find this band." 
"No." 
"Tell us," Fishbreath hissed, My head 

reeled, I couldn't stand the music for much 
longer. if they kept me in the car, I would 
break. I would tell them how to find Limbo 
Race, and something awful would happen. 

"Do you have a light?" I asiced, not 
knowing what I would do next. 

''Sure,'' one of Them grunted, and hand
ed me a Bic. 

I took it, bent down slightly, and nicked 
it. His polyester suit caught, slightly, began 
to melt. He screamed. At that, I lunged past 
his stomach, groped for the door handle, 
and threw myself out of the Caddy. I scram
bled to my feet and ran .. 

JFINISHI 
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RICORD RIVIIWS 
IN A HUMAN MOOD 

Human Sexual Response-----
ln a Roman Mood 
(Passport, LP) 

Roll over, Jackie Onassis. Au revoir, 
beauty brigade. The party's over. If naugh
ty lyrics, tacky outfilS. and frequent at
tacks of St. Vitus' frug is all Human Sexual 
Response means to you. one spin of In a 
Roman Mood, their second LP, will change 
that forever. Granted, the desire to Get 
Serious and Make and Important Ar1istic 
Statement has ruined many a fine dispos
able pop band. But the opposite process is 
at work here: an otherwise important band 
is at last overcoming its nearly fatal amac-
1ion 10 trash. Yes, In a Roman Mood is sel
dom fun and often grim and desperate. It's 
also mostly just plain brillian1. 

There has, of course, always been a seri
ous side to the Humans-slow songs. like 
"Anne Frank Story" or "Marone M_oan," 
two (of the three) cuts from their debut, 
Fig. 14, that would not be out of place 
here. Fast 1empos, though, have meant 
dance numbers. which means fun, and 
hence either the trashing of pop culture 
(most of their early unrecorded material), 
whimsy, albeit slightly sinister {"Dolls"), or 
pure dada ("Unba Unba"). But the new al
bum marks the end of that dichotomy. It 
opens with long-time live favorite ''Andy 
Fell,'' but in a chopped and channelled 
version (3:24 in length) that moves at twice 
the speed of the original. Gone are the slow 
build-ups of ,:;parse guitar and layered vo

The two new songs that follow show the 
band's new approach to eclecticism-where 
"Jackie Onassis" was generic pop/rock and 
"What Does Sex Mean to Me'?" generic 
rock 'n' roll, "Pound" owes a clear debt 
to Gang of Four and "Public Alley 909" to 
Pil. In concept "Pound" is a perfect wed
ding of lyric ("Because I'm made of flesh. 
you can wear my armor down ... you just 
pound") to musical style, but the pounding 
drums and bass are here a little too rigid. 
One wishes for a Go4-sty\e anti-solo (instru
ment drop-out), and wonders how the ar
rangement might have changed given time. 
A near miss-the vocal sound is spectacular 
-but still a potential live killer. 

~als, and the abrupt changes in dynamics; t -;. 
ins_tead it's one solid no-bullshit groov_e, the i 'Y ~:~ 
gullars rich and multitracked. Midway ~ 

through is the first tip-?ff of the role pro- , .... : 
ducer Mike Thorne (Wire, John Cale) v.111 ~ 
play, above and beyond his fondness for de- ! 
lay and extreme stereo; Chris Maclachlan's O 
bass solo is heavily processed and sounds as ~ 

:~~:/ke an excetten1 synthesized tuba as a f NQ.J. AVERA GE1 
The lyrics (by ex-Girl Daved Hild and 

Bangor) benefits. too, from the song's new 
structural modesty. Outwardly a naif's view 
of a student suicide, it's compounded by a 
final, fantastic detail which we may or may 
not take literally: "Andy fell / They never 
found him/ Someone said an angel must 
have caught him." One can't help thinking 
back to "Guardian Angel," which opened 
Fig. 14 and until now was their only dance
able number with an emotionally telling lyr
ic. But "Andy Fell" is In a Roman Mood's 
last clear reminder of heaven. of faith and 
redemption; in a way it's the most optimis
tic lyric on the record. It's all worldly prob
lems from here on; the rest of side one is 
concerned entirely with interpersonal rela
tionships. There are no love songs. 

" I met you on a rat date, rat date by the 
river. . something dark is in the offing. 
there' s blood on my knees, blood on my 
knees/I'm falling on a jacknife ... " "Ma
rone Offering,'' with Windle Davis singing 
lead, uses a variation on the Humans' favor
ite composit ional device-keep a constant 
melodic theme throughout the whole song, 
but continually change the underlying music 
to escalate the excitement. Here they dare to 
reduce it to a si mple two-part structu re: first 
stately power-chord restraint, kicking into 
the strongest straigh t rock 'n' roll they've 
ever attempted. "There's a bright light on 
the Fenway/lt's just a five minute walk 
away." This last line becomes an immensely 
powerful hook, a desperate admission of 
temptation bound 10 shake up even those 
listeners unaware of the Fenway's reputa· 
tion as a gay cruising area. 
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"Public Alley 909" is the fourth stra ight 
song to open with Malcolm Travis' drums, 
and with Maclachlan he establishes an awe
some groove while Thorne mutates Gil
bert's guilar into a wall of sound 1ha1 blends 
hypnotically with Travis' drumkit. The vo
cal is a continual two-note chant in a rhy
thm like "Tales of Brave Ulysses," with all 
four voices joining in and dropping out in
tricately (great on headphones). And Ban
gor's lyric is terrific. Beginning with free as
sociation full of interior rhymes ("It's the 
flag and it's the breeze and i1's the reason 
why the flag doesn't sag"), it turns 10 a viv
id description of a decaying cityscape as 
seen through 1he eyes of the narrator's lov
er, whose mental health, it's hinted. is not 
of the best. Images reoccur from one sec
tion to the next, bouncing off each other 
the way the rhymes do: garbage, hydrant, 
screaming, hospital, dog, pig. "It's this gar
bage in you r head that makes me wonder if 
you're hearing what I'm saying, I wonder if 
you're wishing you were dead. " 

Side one closes, as it opens, with an old 
sta ndard . "123456789IO" is as close as Hu-
man Sexual Response ge;s to having a 
theme song: musically, for instance, it's the 
quintessential example of the device jus1 
mentioned. The lyric narrates a si ngle sex
ual encounter divided into ten stages of es
ca lation by Casey Cameron's count: "Turn 
me on and I'll respond to you/like an ani
mal (but that's not really true) ... I want 
you, I don't want you." The end is bound 
to surprise those who see no further than 

the band's name. Bangor's character is still 
promising to respond, but now as a human 
being (but that's not really true). At the 
count of ten it's time 10 chicken out: "Let's 
just this once leave well enough alone." 
The irony of the band's name is never more 
apparent than here, for to Bangor sex is an 
inherent contradiction, a basically animal 
response at odds with the human emotions 
it has somehow gotten itself mixed up with. 

If the second side of In a Roman Mood 
were to match the first we'd be talking take
it-to-your-desert-island caliber, so it's hard
ly a let-down that only one or two track s 
rank with the four (excluding "Pound") on 
Side one. Side two opens with the Human's 
version of "A Question of Temperature," 
the Balloon Farm's 1968 minor psychedelic 
hi1. "ls it a question of love'?" Well, rau
cous laughter answers rhar. If this were an 
original it' s be shallow and, yes, trashy; the 
Humans are understandably fascinated to 
find such a cynical, modern outlook dating 
from so close 10 the Summer of Love. 
"Keep a Southern Exposure" is no heavy
weight either, a pro-solar energy song stated 
in typically physical terms ("Now I expose 
my southern side"), with the same musical 
stra1egy as "Do\ls"-generate tension with 
a long, harsh, one-chord verse, release i1 
with a pop chorus 

Knowing the origin of "Blow Up,'' it's 
hard to say just how effective the song is on 
its own, but its very existence is testament to 
the Humans' new maturity. They took an 
old pop-culture send-up, "Ex Angels," and 
jettisoned the first two verses and choruses, 
leaving only a long developmental middle 
and final chorus. At the front they tacked a 
Hild/ Bangor nursery rhyme that used to 
lead into their cover of "Rebel Rebel": 
"Are you a boygirl or are you a girlboy/ Are 
you a joybang. or are you a killjoy'?" When 
the backing vocals later start a chant of 
"kill, kill," shouldn't we think it's joy 
that's getting offed'? Anhedonic ambisexual 
sado-masochism ... when in the final chor
us the "kill, kill" expands into "Faster pus
sycats , kill, kill"-a Russ Meyer movie ti
tle-it's the Humansmakingarathervicious 
point about pop culture, fitting it into a 
larger pa11ern beside the songs of side one. 
"Ex Angels," by contrast, always seemed 
to be merely appropriating the Meyer title 
and poking gentle fun at his iconography. 

Four hours of leftover studio time ... a 
simple, sparse jam. with Maclach\an' s bass 
fixated on a single note, Gilbert essaying a 
classic four-chord progression or plucking 
random harmonics. and Travis' drums very 
much in the lead ... an old unused lyric 
that fits perfectly ... one take, no over-
dubs, one vocal take, just Bangor alone. 
thus "House of Atreus." Who else in rock 
but Bangor would comment on violence 
and bloodshed by relating a gruesome 
Greek myth rather than current headlines, 
and who else could sing it as if it had hap
pened to him personally'? "No more blood, 
no more blood ... "This has the first vague
ly bluesy melody Bangor has written, and 
easily his besl recorded singing; the lyric is 
chilling and, of course, full of archetypal 
images. A wholly unexpected killer. 

"Land of the Glass Pine Cones" is a 
sing-song fable, and the first intrusion of 
real humor onto the record, though it's far 
too twisted to be laughed a1 comfortably. 
When the pine cones in question shatter, 
their fragments "pierce the eye of every 
man,'' infusing us each with ecological 
awareness. The sou nd of a beer bottle 
bouncing on the strings of Gilbert's guitar 

provides an appropriately unique backdrop. 
"Bodyguard," the last song written with 

former bassist Rolfe Anderson, closes the 
record. Another simple descending scale, 
with Gilbert's delicate trademark arpeggios 
and the backing vocals ebbing and swelling 
like organ chords. Shadow the hyena is ex
iled from the pack and forced to hunt 
alone; a nameless tightrope walker falls, 
taking a human pyramid with him. "Frail 
prophets need their bodyguard .. Shadow, 
be brave"-a simple statement of human 
interdependency, with a characteristic ani
mal comparison and an empathic reaching 
out to those hurt when the system of mutual 
support fails. 

This concern for humanity-so intense as 
to be, inevitably, a source of pain itself-is 
at the core of In a Roman \1ood. Human 
Se'(ual Response: that name is now ironic 
one more way, for Bangor and HSR deal 
with every sort of human response unflinch
ingly. In ridding themselves of their obses
sion with pop culture and their orten face
less musical eclecticism. the Humans have 
gone from being a thinking man's B-52's to 
a sens itive man's Pil in one effortless step. 
Underlying the bleak facade of In a Roman 
Mood is the very opposite of nihilism. Larry 
Bangor may no longer want to be Jackie 
Onassis, but he clearly wants to be Anne 
Frank worse than ever. (Eric Van) 
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Debbie H arry------ - - -- Lene Lovlcn----------
Kookoo New Toy 
(Chrysalis, LP) (Stiff/Epic, EP) 

I had a nice ar1icle all ready to go about 
ho" Bernard Edwards and Nile Rodgers, 
the brilliant producers/writers/musicians 
behind Chic, were criminally undervalued 
by the alt-knowing savants of the new wave, 
and how they were gonna do a terrific job 
as producers of Deborah Harry's first solo 
album. Surprise, Kookoo is a real bomb. 
the first Edwards/Rodgers nap. 

This record couldn't miss. Nile and Nard 
made a wonderful rock and roll album last 
year with a group called Sheila and B. De
votion. and as Pablo Guzman poin1ed out 
in the I illage Voice last summer, the Chic
meisters have a real talent for sprucing. up 
bland female vocalists like Debbie Harry. 
Unforiunately Debbie and Chris Stein got 
10 write hair the songs here, and the Chic 
musicians jusl about sleepwalk through 
these Blondie-ized riffs. Only on the Ed
wards/Rodgers compositions ''Backfire'' 
and "Now I Know You" does the Chic 
band get 10 show their chops. Even these 
songs pale by comparison with the Chic 
classics-vocalists Alfa Anderson and Luci 
Martin and the wonderful Chic strings are 
nowhere to be heard on this record. Drum
m~r Tony Thompson is _almost lost in the 
mix. 

I hope that neophytes to the Chic sound 
won't judge Bernard Edwards and Nile 
Rodgers solely on the basis of Kookoo. This 
album does, however, presem a very good 
case for the muzzling of Deborah Harry 
(check out "Military Ra~" if you don't be
lieve me). Scour the bargain bins for the 
Sheila and B. Devotion album and rorget 
Kookoo. (E. Bergemann) 

W hen Lene Lovich first released Stateless 
in 1978 it was fresh a nd o riginal. Lene's 
style on "New Toy" a nd to a lesser degree 
on "Never Never Land" is still unique. But 
the rest or the material on this five song EP 
is not of the same caliber and should have 
remained in the studio. "Savages" would 
make a great theme song for the next James 
Bond movie and "Cats Away" is great 
background music for a concert report on 
the radio. The limp and lifeless "Cats 
Away" lacks any character whatsoever. 
Maybe she's head ing in a new direction or 
maybe she Just didn't have enough good 
material to rill up the record. "New Toy" is 
a good song (definitely worth owning) but 
the rest or the EP is not too demanding 
and lags way behind. (Kathei Logue) 

Desmond Dekker-------·· -· -·-· ------·-· -· -·····-
Compass Poin1 
(Stfff, LP) 

To make reggae a viable product, it eith
er has 10 be pleasantly commercial or biting
ly political. It is hard to achieve some sort 
of acceptab le medium between these two 
poi n ts (t he late Bob Marley was one o f the 
few who seems to have achieved it). Des
mond'Dekk~r appears to have opted for the 
first choice on his "comeback" effort. 

Compass Point doesn't lend itself to cli
che. Dekker can be a rudie as well as a rock
er. The juxtaposition of styles between the 
separate cuts is what lends to the uniquc
nes~. ''Cindy'' is surprisingly 4/ 4, while the 
reverbed chorus of "We Can and Shall" 
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repet ition in a way that only reggae can. 
This is not a collection of dubs but an as
semblage of tight tu nes that are joyful yet 
carry an undercurrent of seriousness. 

Produced by Rober! Palmer the album 
boasts a meritable group of backups. Other 
good cuts include "I'll Get By," "Come 
Back to Me·," and "Moving On." (Robert 
Harwood) 

The BunnydrUms ----------
LITTLE ROOM b/w Win 
(Meta meta, 45) 

This Philadelphia band sounds similar to 
the pseudo-psychedelia of Echo and U2 but 
with a stronger Au P~rs-ish emphasis on 
rhythm. But the Bunnydrums lack the emo
tional charge 10 take this sound anywhere. 
"Little Room" is a fine but shallow dance 
number which demonstrates more than a 
\iu\e room for improvement. What these 
Bongo Rabbits need is a producer who can 
drag an energetic sound out of them. Steve 
Lillywhite is probab ly busy, but there's sure 
to be someone who can do better than the 
lack luster production of this single. Look 
for more vinyl from the City of Brotherly 
Love and Ben Franklin real soon. (Pat 
Flaherly) 

Men W lthou.t Hals------
Folk or theS0's 
(St iff,EP) 

Synth·pOp that isn't great, but it doesn't 
nauseate or bore you to death, either. The 
best way to describe these guys is a cross be
tween a huma n-sou nding Kraftwerk and a 
pop a nd passionate O rchest ral Manoeuvres 
in the Dark. 

You could definitely live without it. 
(Tom Gilroy) 

T he Modeltes------ --
TON IGHT b/w Waltz in Blue Minor 
(Decca , im port 45) 

Ding-Dong! Avon calling. Actually it's 
the Modettes again, those four talented 
young ladies with tfteir latest single from 
the U.K. "Tonight" is a rewrite of Nancy 
Sinatra's "City Never Sleeps," which 
showed up on the back side of the hit 
"Boots Are Made for Walking." Lee Ha
zelwood wrote the lune and the Modettes 
cop his melody and supply a whole new ~et 
of lyrics. The song basically doesn't ~o any
where. but does hit a high point when Ra
mona starts singing in French. ''Tonight" 
is only saved by some pretty crafty vocal 
harmonics and combined with ''Waltz in 
Blue" (which sounds more like ''Theme 10 

Love Boat" than rock and roll) makes this 
single merely cute. (Carter Alan) 

TheRockaU --------
Live at the Ritz 
(Island, LP) 

The Rockats look terrific: bow ties, 
cuffed baggy pants, Elvis Presley hairdos. 
They sou nd terrific too: a great lead singer, 
aut hentic upright slap bass, a strong rocka
billy gu itarist. Un fortunately, on all but a 
few cuts, we 've heard it before. 

The live recordi ng, however, gives the al
bum an irreverent reel; the Rockats, as well 
as the audience, sound like they are having 
... fun. When they stop sounding authentic 
and start sounding like the Rockats, as on 
"Start All Over Agai n," they are excellenl. 

The Stray Cats, the Polecats, the Rockats 
-we can now go cat wild, cat dancin', or 
cat crazy. (Julie Panebianco) 
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Laurie Anderson----······························ 
0 SUPERMAN b/ w Walk the Dog 
(One Ten, 45) 

Jaurie Anderson is a multi-media artist 
from New York who sings like a munch kin 
on helium, writes like Joni Mitchell on acid, 
and looks.like Gary Numan's liulc sister. 
She e1<hibils a simple, humorous style pro
ducing music which is peaceful, interesting 
and quite out of this world. 

A series of vocal tracks, a violin, wind in
struments, and synthesizers provide a 
sparse. rhythmic vehicle for Laurie's pscu
do-in1ellectual, tongue-in-cheek commcn
tarie~ which ramble from imaginary parties 
to Dolly Parton and telephone ariswcring 
machines. Thirteen well-produced minutes 
of thi,; stuff are crammed onto this seven 
inch record. (Pat Flaherty) 

C~M-----------
NAGASAKI NIGHTMARE b/w Big A 
LinleA 
(Crass, import 45) 

Crass' sick ly pained, memorial indict· 
ment of the dropping of The Bomb is not 
very entertaining, but neither was the hor· 
ror that they sing about here (excep1 to a 
few perverted minds). To complement the 
melange of sounds, voices , sections and ef. 
feels on "Nagasaki Nightmare" is a fold
out cover/poster collage of gruesome pie· 
tures and accounts of scenes around the 
Japanese city during August, 1945 and ad
ditional commentary on nuclear bombs. 
power and radiation. On the nip "Big A 
Lillle A," classic Crass punk that winds 
down into a stroll, the Crass "take respon
sibility for your life" rap of 5 dozen lines 
plus chorus could be mistaken for a normal 

anti-everything tirade about undermining 
powers·thal·be except for the additional 
twist of taking a swipe at small-time war
mongers, also know as terrorists: If you 
don't like religion you can be the antichrist, 
if you 're tired of politics you can be an an
archist, but no one ever changed the church 
by pulling down the sreeple. and you 'II nev
er change the system by bombing number 
JO (Downing Street]. Not exactly a dance 
hit but why not buy it and just think. You 
ca n give your feet or your fashion pashions 
a rest for one record, can't you? (Tristram 
Lozaw) 

Tht Dellnqurnts ··············----
(Live Wire, LP) 

Lester Bangs and the Delinquents 
Jock Savages on the Brazos 
(Live Wire, LP) 

The Delinquents first album is good, in a 
B-52's sort of way but with a much keener 
eye towards the past. You know, the 52 
rules of 1rash ethic: aliens, junk food, new 
dances, beaches, surfboars, summer sun, 
boy/girl fun, enough, ENOUGH! "You 
Just Sit There," my favorite number, 
sounds like Bobby Fuller meets the Cramps. 
Disposable fun for everyone. But not for 
me. 

Lester leaps in, grabs the band by its 
crotch forcing them to strip their calculated 
stance. Prescribes liquor and drugs. Trans· 
mogrification complete. Bang's beefy lyr· 
ics, the white underbelly of Americana 
spli1 open, oozing images of Hollywood 
(Babylon), "Nuclear War" (fear) and vigi
lantes (" Just one more drink and then we 
begin/Stomp and shout baby let's kill him 
again"). A cast or characters unfit even for 
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a sweaty sideshow. 
"Day of the Dead," dawn of the Flcsh

eaters, compatriots traveling on Hell's 
backroads. Two writers taking the stage, 
picking the scab, refusing complaisance. 
Alongside the Ftesheatcrs' A Minute to 
Pray ... , looks is a formidable companion. 
They are not fun. They are frightening. 
(Michael Hafitz) 

The Lyres---------
AHS-1005, with: Buried Alive/In Mo1ion 
b/w High On Yourself/What a Girl Can't 
Do 
(Ace of Hearts, 12" EP) 

Some things never change, and Jerf Con
olly's musical endeavors and taste seem to 
be two of them. This four-song EP is the 
best rendering yet of the Lyre's evolved 
garage-rock sound. To quote Ono Guate
mala, the Lyres ''are the perfect band for 
your sweet sixteen party." Play this record 
imtead if they're busy that night. 

Even with multi-tracking of guitarist Pe
ter Greenberg, the record sounds surprising. 
ly similar to their Jive sound-full, out
front guitar, strong backbeat drums and 
walking bass lines. "Buried Alive" features 
reverbed vocals and guitars. "In Motion" 
has a raw, Sonics-type feel to it. And 
"What a Girl Can't Do," a cover, was ori
ginally done by the Hangmen, Washington, 
O.C. 's premier group in 1966-67-1 even 
saw them at Teen Club dances when I was 
in junior high school. . 

As always the Lyres must be admired for 
sticking to their guns in the face of various 
fads. If you like the Lyres' live sets you'll 
like this record. And you should. (Bruce 
Stallsmith) 

Black •·1ag---------
SIX PACK b/w I've Heard It Before/ 
American Waste 
(SST, 4l) 

Youngsters would be well advised 10 play 
side 1wo for their parents when asked why 
they shaved their heads. Side one is the 
drinking man's anthem-reminiscent of my 
college days. 

Don't you old folks buy it-save them 
for the kids. (John the Great) 

Various Artists------
Battle of the Garages 
(Voxx, LP) 

This album is a national banle of the 
bands, at least those who consider them
selves part of the new psychedelic under
ground (and I don't mean U2). 16 bands 
each have a track on this album, and there's 
a ballot inside which asks you to judge 
bands on their 1rippiness, intensity, and 
generally how good they sound. And most 
or them do sound good. 

The sound quality ranges from fair to 
excellent, mo~tly because some bands have 
been together longer than others. My two 
faves are Washington, D.C. 's Slickee Boys' 
"Glendora/Going All the Way" ·and 
NYC's Chesterfield Kings' "Are You Gon
na Be There (at the Love-in)." Both songs 
featured reverbed guitars, passionately 
yelled lyric~. and a generally aggressive pOs· 
lure. Other standouts arc the Venebra1s, 
1he Crawdaddys and the Wombats. 

All you gotta do is break out your Bealle 
boots, put new tubes in your pre-1966 Fen
der Showman and you got it made! (Bruce 
Stallsmith) 

JOHN LENNON 
FOR 

PRESIDENT 

DAVID PEEL & THE SUPER APPLE BAND 

This LP was to be released last December. We stopped its re
lease after the tragedy. The band had a chance to work with 
John and Yoko in 1971-1972. We saw them as honest, good 
human beings. They taught us to write and understand music, 
life, and love of other human beings. Recognize your brothers 
and sisters, they're all around you. Visit Strawberry Fields in 
Central Park, New York City. It might be the Mecca we've all 
been searching for. 

Peace, 
Tom Doyle 
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RolllngStones--------
Tattoo You 
(Rolling Stone, LP) 

With the large indifference to new music 
(a.k.a. punk & noo wave) continuing, the 
bulk of American rock fans idolize stars 
whose output remains constant but whose 
influential grip on music has passed. The 
only major effect the music from the Roll
ing Stones, Kinks, the Who and Grateful 
Dead has is in the marketplace. 

The new Stones LP is by far their best 
since Some Girls, but it remains just that, a 
good album with no groundbreaking in
volved. "Start Me Up," the wonderful sin
gle shows the Stones that they don't need to 
disco to have a dance smash. It precedes 
one side of rockers including the funky 
"Slave" with killer sax a la "Can't You 
Hear Me Knocking?" Side two is the ballad 
collection and all songs manage to convince 
in one listen. Richards laces a superb gui1ar 
solo onto "Worried About You" and Jag
ger uses that falselto he's been fond of late
ly 10 good effect in "Top." One surprise is 
the haunting "Heaven" in which Jagger's 
vocals, largely indecipherable, function as 
an instrument adding an ethereal harmony. 

Tattoo You is a triumph of sorts in pro
duction (Charlie Watts sounds like his 
drums are set up in your room) and in per
formance (the band actually sounds like it's 
enjoying itself). With a US tour coupled to 
the LP's release, 1981 should be another 
Rolling Stones banner year. Their era may 
have passed, but this group is still eminently 
more satisfying than the horde of imitators 
that have followed them onto the charts. 
(Carter Alan) 

TheTweeds--------
AWAY FROM YOU b/w Underwater Girl 
(Eat, local 45) 

Great sound effects on this 45, and gen
erally sharp production. The Tweeds patch 
together a clean-cut sound that is also vo
cally versatile. By doing strange things in
strumentally and harmonically to otherwise 
normal-ish pop tunes, they crease a groove 
much better than most white boys. Lots of 
bands do this, few exploit it as well. Witness 
"Underwater Girl": hopelessly simple lyr
ics (subaquean girls-and-cars-minus-cars) 
bob happily up and down on a melody that 
sounds like Beach Boys' hand-me-downs 
patched with leather. Great grilty throat
ripping vocals and a guitar sound so dirty 
you'd swear the strings were encrusted with 
barnacles. ''Away From You" isdominated 
by a slow thick funk bass line that repeats 
playing games with a twisted guitar, jagging 
in a series of pop progression subtly 
warped. Bluesy, little hints of jazz here and 
there, a song you can hear lots of before it 
goes thin. (Carrie B. Cooper) 

TheDance,---------
ln Lust 
(Statik, LP) 

The Dance on In Lust is not the same 
Dance of the poly-percussion days of drum
mer Fred Maher and beater-at-large Jim 
Martin. Nor, smartly, do the current Dance 
try to be. Originally somewhat of a disap
pointment because of fond memories of 
just those days, In Lust has proven to be 
quite an enjoyable surprise, despite the ten
dency to hide Eugenic Diserio's vocals and 
a few of the other sharper points of the 
New York quintet behind a mellow wall of 
rcverb and soft tones. Edges that used to 
be frenetic have been replaced by a funky 
smoothness and a true coolness that will 
close your eyes but command your bones to 
move, like the instrumental vamp that ends 
the title song with dreamy organ and some 
sparkling bass attacks by Louis Watterson. 
Older tunes like "Surrogate for Hate" and 
"Relax and Be Romantic," played many 
more times and more familiar to their creat
ors, fare well in their re-makes. The Hen
drix-influenced guitar work of Tomas 
Daneker is sounding more suited to the rest 
of the band than it in i1ially did, and he pulls 
off an especially convincing lead in 
"Shine," one of the LP's standouts. "Into 
the Black," which closes side two is the 
best example of the Dance's recent meta
morphosis. All of the great rhythmic quali
ties are still there, but now they're more 
likely to turn up as subt le percolations than 
as highly visib le syncopations, and this has 
a llowed the heart and strong melodic sense 
of the band to assume a more readily ap
parent position. 

P.S. The cover, one of the year's best 
pieces of rock art, is striking in more ways 
than one. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Shrapnel---------
GO CRUISIN' b/ w Way Out World 
(Salute, 45) 

With its Ramones-ish music and lyrics, 
''Go Cruisin''' is destined to be the new an
them of the teenage male-and deservedly 
so. "Let's cruise to the shore/Get some 
beer, we need some more/I feel good to
night/Let's get drunk and have a fight." 
That's the stuff that classics are made of. 

"Way Out World," the B-side, is a dan
cer's delight, with a good, steady beat and a 
catchy chorus. It's one of those songs you 
just can't stop humming. It's my favorite of 
the two cuts, but picking a favorite is not an 
easy task . 

So, the single is very worthy of your at
tention. Go see this fantastic New Jersey 
outfit the next time they're in town. (Joyce 
Linehan) 
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URGH!----------
Various Artists 

La Dusseldorf --------
lndividucllos 

(A&M,LP) (Albion, import LP) 

This sampler features 28.(count 'em) live 
tracks. There's the Go-Go's for your dad
dy, 999 for sister Sue, there's Pere Ubu for 
your mommy and Orchestral Manoeuvres 
too. 

Plus the Cramps for me. (John Brusger) 

Meat Puppets--------
ln a Car/Big House/Dolphin Field/Out in 
Gardener/Foreign Lawns 
(World Imitation, 45) 

This is an attention grabber. Garage psy
chedelia at punk rock speed. Plus each copy 
comes with a hand drawn ... ? (John Brus
ger) 

If you 've worn out every groove of all 
your Can, Neu, Guru, Cluster, La D and 
Brain groups, et al, records and have been 
anxiously awaiting something, anything, 
new in autobahn music for your turntable, 
you'll be happy to know that Klaus Dinger, 
brother and Deutsch-rock crew are at it 
again on Individuellos. Each side is divided 
in true autobahn fashion, into four or five 
tracks that are not so much songs as sec
tional variations or the shifting of gears. 
Keyboardist Dinger's understated elo
quence and implied orchestral maneuvers 
are 1he perfect complement to a beat that 
never stops. (Tristram Lozaw) 

WHY SPACE NEGROS? 

; .. ,. 
~ 

Buy these two new releases or get mugged. 

The Space Negros: Tell White Lies jArl Ari 002). 8 sound experiments 
combined to make the most inaccessible record to date. Ultra 
high.fidelity a· 331/3 flex1d1sc attached to an excessive anli·Aac1st 
folder. $4 .25 postpaid. 

The Space Negros: Go To Russia/Go To Hell (Arf Arf 003). Back In The 
USSR (recent Lindgren/Lennon/McCartney collaboration) blw Go 
To Hell ja happy dirge ending on an unhappy nme-unless you 
consider blowing up the Earth a happy thing to do). A Hypno-Tech 
7" 45 rpm disc complete with a politically ambiguous sleeve. 
$3.00 postpaid. 

StJII ai,allable in limited quantities: 
The Space Negros: Go Commercial (Arf Arf 001). 8 highly complell. 

songs. all under 30 seconds, on one s,de of a 7• 45 blw a .. Psyche
dehc Kraftwerk·1an·· version of the Yardb1rds Happenings Ten 
Years Time Ago. $3.25 postpatd. 

The Space Negros: Maximum Contrast From Moment to Moment 
(Sounds Interesting 001). 3 contemporary songs and 3 offbeat tape 
collages on one 7# 33 1/l EP with arty sleeve. $3.50 postpaid. 

Buy all four records for $11 .50 postpaid and 
save $2.50. Quantity discounts available. Ari Art 
Proeluclions. 922 Mass. Ave. #12. Cambridge. 
Mass. 02139. (617) 876-1646. Overseas add $2.00 
for 1-2. $2.50 for 3·4. 
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!PROVIDENCE NEWS 
by Ed Slora 

Rhode Island's a lonely town when 
you're a rock'n'roller looking for some ac. 
tion. 95117o of the slate's clubs book Top 40 
cover bands, Rolling Stones Clones, and 
heavy metal acts. Just in case you should 
ever rind yourself stuck in Providence some 
night, here's a handy guide to what the oth
er 50Jo are doing: 

Center Stage: (2224 Pawtucket Ave., 
East Providence, 434-5540) Rhode Island's 
largest (600 seat) nightclub, Center Stage 
books the 'name' talent. The club is about 
the size of a high school gymnasium, has a 
very good sound system, and a large dance 
floor. The managemem recently installed 
two 6 by 8 foot Kloss Video screens. Recent 
video taped performances include Squeeze, 
Echo& the Bunnymen, Bow Wow Wow(!), 
New Order(!!) and lots more. Recent live 
gigs include U2, XTC, and Romeo Void. 

by Kate Ingram 

Incidentally, please credit Lowe, Vonne
gur, and rhe rime-marches-on axiom for the 
title of (and likewise the inspiration for) rhis 
cofumn. 

People are always trying 10 foretell 1he fu
ture or rock 'n' roll, but luckily it doesn't 
seem that anyone ever listens to 
them. Something about the way music tends 
to reflect the mood or the times makes pro
nosticating trends as difficult as forecasting 
the weather, or the outcome of any future 
event. 

Right now, in a lot or ways, America 
seems to be re-living 1he '50s. Truly music, 
except at the grass roots level, is exemplary 
or doldrums that make the hit parade of the 
Eisenhower years seem exciting in compari
son. Well, perhaps the charts have returned 
to the direction they were approaching prior 
to those traumatic events of the '60s-the 
JFK assassination and the Vietnam War, 
for s1arters-which revolutionized music 
and lifestyles as well. 

Indeed, economics may be the indicator 
or change in the air and an end to the dol
drums. One point my new job (and its ac
companying poverty level) has driven home 
is the outrageous expense involved in fol
lowing ne~ music. And money's not the on
ly obstacle; more than a fair share or energy 
must be spent to keep up with what's going 
on. 

Promised for the future are Iggy Pop, 
Squeeze, and the Ramones. The club also 
books local band showcases on occasion. 

Since the demise or the Li¥ing Room in 
Providence, Simon's Downtown (250 Main 
St. Pawtucket, 726-1010) has been filling 
the gap by booking Providence and Boston 
bands Wednesday through Sundays. A res
taurant by day and nightclub by nigh1 
(much like Cantones), Simon's has a good 
sized dance floor and holds about 400 peo
ple. National acts who've performed there 
recently include the Dead Kennedys, Black 
Flag, and Johnny Thunders. 

One or Rhody's (you do call it Rhody, 
don't you)· oldest clubs is Lupo's Heart
break Hotel (377 Westminster St., Provi
dence, 351-7917). Catering to a blues-ori
ented rock crowd {NRBQ play there often), 
Lupo's docs book occasional new wave 
bands. (The club also used to book the 
Talking Heads while they were still R.I. 

Without the mass media, new music is 
relegated io alternatives like Boston Rock, 
or some portion or the daily block program
ming on college radio. But except for the 
rare crossovers from clubs and cult follow
ings, as on WBCN, only those people who 
make the time to go out and take a chance 
on seeing new bands, have the money to do 
so, and arc willing to put up the consider
able investment or buying a representative 
sampling or what's new on vinyl or taping 
it can keep up. 

In other arts, like say classical music and 
theatre, the middle and lower classes are 
mostly excluded from lifestyles where the 
cost of tickets can hardiy be absorbed into 
your average budget. However 1he nature 
of rock 'n' roll istha1 its appeal is directly to 
the masses, not just the elite. Besides which, 
rock 'n' roll bands simply cannot survive 
the lack of income supplied by such a limit
ed audience. Many great bands break up 
under the pressure of trying to pursue the 
ovcrglutted market and supporting them
selves, especially those who don'! have fi
nancial backing to keep them going. 

It looks like push has just about come to 
shove, as the saying goes. Music is the uni
versal language, and it's been some time 
since any real superstars have emerged from 
our culture. All sons of alternatives are 
speaking that universal language, as cable 
TV initiate ''new-music-for-the-masses'' 
fasler than radio is presenting it, as that me
dium has traditionally. And 1he artist~ 

School of Design students.) Holding about 
300 people, Lupo's has a dance floor, cheap 
drinks, and serves sandwiches. Sadly, Lu
pa's is all that's left of the downtown area. 
Everything else closes at 6 p.m. 

All the way down in Newport, among the 
mansions, yachts, and tourists, lies Harpo's 
Newport Jazz Club (Downing St., New
port, 846-2948). Besides jazz, Harpo's 
books new wave and reggae bands. Harpo's 
holds 200 people and has a small dance 
floor. Future bookings include the Dead 
Boys. 

Back in the ci1y, Pelland's (151 Manton 
Ave., Providence, 621-9151) and Brother's 
& Sister's (617 Prospect St., Pawtucket, 
722-7960) are starting to book local bands 
on a more regular basis. 

So thal's wha1's there. Not much, but it's 
a start. Nex1 time around, we'll take a look 
at some or the bands that inhabit these 
clubs. 

who've kept at i1 despite incredible nega
tives are attaining geometrically increasing 
audiences. 

My persOnal outrage at such economic in
justices is founded largely in observing their 
negative effects on the overall quality of the 
music scene. Most unfortunate are the co
ve1ous jealousies spurred by such a compe
titive environment. Instead of supporting 
other artists and patrons, .survival-of-the
fittest ins1incts lead to survival-of-the-gree
diest. Usually those who participate are 
blind to their downfall bcc~use of its guise 
as the survival-of-the-ego. 

Artists who hang in 1here gain a fol
lowing or fans who will stand up for some
thing as personal as the music Ibey believe 
in. So when the environment is supportive, 
there is a correlate longevi1y and sincerity
of what artists in particular depends on the 
mood or the times. 

A friend said to me recently that America 
must re-live the '50s before we can experi
ence the '60s again. Barring 1he occurrence 
of events of like magnitude to those docu
mented in the '60s, which is optimistic ifno1 
naive to assume, it will be interesting to see 
how, long the cuhural status quo can pre
vail. And even more interesting to find ou1 
what will evolve as the slatus quo of the 
next "era." 

So the moral or this diatribe is, never at
tempt to predic1 what 1he public will do, be
cause it is fickle. 

Boston Rock 
Back Issues 

#1. Neighborhoods, Pi!, Suicide, Rick 
Harte. 
#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Selecter, Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 1, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, 
Feelies, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the 
Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, 
Carlene Carter, Monochrome Set, 
Fingerprintz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buncocks pt. I, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian 
Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcoch 
pt. 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9 . Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 
the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, 
Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11. Elvis Coslello pl. I. Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, ~inwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pl. 2, Bongos. Fleshtones, Re,·illm., 
Jonathan Richman. Ring:-.. 
#13. Boomiown Rats, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blun, Arthur Blythe. Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kennedys, I meet Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbcrt, 
Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 
#IS. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons. Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jellreys, Wall or 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnymen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus inlerview, HSR on tour, 
Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Event...,orks, 
Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam lnler¥iew, Atlantic<i, 
John Cale, Joe Ely, Planet Street, 
UB40. Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
Robert Klein 
#19. Clash lnlcrvicw, Neighborhoods 
Breakup. Billy Idol, Fad Gadget, Plas
tics, Boston Punk Scene, Reader,; Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, Stompers, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, Ventures, Leiter from Mar
tin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Guide. 

Send $2.00 per issue or 
$5.00 for three issues (in
cludes postage) to: Boston 
Rock, 268 Newbury St., 
Boston, MA 02116. 
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by Michael Hafitz 

Consuming large quantities of caffeine, 
the Saturday Morning Conspiracy met to 
discuss, deliberate and eventually make 
judgements regarding the latest. Cynic sat 
quietly, interrupting only infrequently to 
sneer "next," while on the left Scorn and 
Venom lashed out all too often. Over to my 
right, Praise, as in the past, found positive 
things to say about all, protecting the dogs 
by throwing out a !hick bone laced with 
double meanings and sinewy sentences. 

The order of business: 
Clolhesplns: A tape recorded live in Con

necticut and Bos(On. The Clothespins are a 
rockin' bar band, new wave style (draw 
your own parallels) with great drive and 
nice horn/ guitar contrasts. Includes a hot 
version or Cos1ello's "Mys1ery Dance" but 
I found their originals push even harder. 
Generally appreciated by all excep1 for 
Praise who begged for just one more .. 

Contortions: Cynic didn't think we'd be 
able to swing over anyone who wasn't al
ready convinced by James Chance's 1esta
ment or junk and runk. She might be right 
although this live tape stands as the best 
Con1ortions release to date. It's from two 
performances in New York, a foll 60 min
utes or searing stuff with the added a1trac-
1ion pr Joseph Bowie and the Discolitas on 
side two. This is how Chance is meant to be 
heard, live without studio perrection. LolS 
or grungy guitar, spaces to stretch out and 
Chance's shimmering sax. Live In New 
York-James Chance And The Contortions 
may be found at numerous record stores or 
direct from ROIR, 611 Broadway Sui1e 214, 
New York, New York 10012. P.S. The only 
time I've heard them bet1er was the second 
night at Thayer St. Ir anyone has a tape of 
that.. 

Contender: Lots of disagreement here. 
Native Tongue, 1he latest two words ou1 ot 
everyone's mouth have kicked off and sent 
ou1 a one song demo, actually a pre-release 
from 1heir forthcoming EP on the Detente 
label. Needless to say, Praise gushed on 
about Boston's coming up with a danceable 
cure to some undefined lethargic disease. 
''Speaking In Captions," she continued, is 
a terrific radio hit, a promising combination 
of restraint llnd flash. Scorn found it rather 
heartless, showing merely an appropriate 
surface competence, wor1h a listen to be 
sure, but just as easily disposable. Cynic 
muttered something about compe1ence vs. 
creativity. I just stared in disbelief, 1hemind 
craving more data, the body au1omatiCally 
turning to G. of F. 's "To Hell Wi1h Pover
ty'' 10 explore the possibilities. 

Compilations: Two this time, thirteen 
bands in all, spanning nearly six thousand 
miles. 

From Olympia, Washington comes the 
.first issue of Dub Communique, a gather
ing or local bands chosen by Dave Raul and 
Steve Fisk. Although most 1apcs of this son 
show a wide range of styles and influences, 
.this one seems focused on the Olympia art 
faction, favoring gastric synthesizers, saxo
phones and quirky lyrics. Cynic likes this 
<he best of the lot, especially Cheri Knight's 
"'Prime Numbers," a great answer to the 
question of what to do with yourself and a 
multi-track tape machine. A cross between 
Young Marble Giants and The Raincoats 

1but it's only Cheri and it's quite domestic. 
One that everybody agretd on was "Deb
.hie" by Bruce Pavin, a rap number Wash
ing1on style. "I worked with Debbie. They 
'paid me to go on da1es with Debbie. Once 
we went to Bambi and we went to a Linda 
Ronsladt concert. Her father had all these 
transvestite magazines io the basement..." 
It' s not available commercially (this is an 
edition of 25) but they promise lots more in
cluding cuu from such luminaries as Man 
Altacks Ster Truck and the Posi1ronics. 
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Sounds as though some mighty mterestmg 
things arc going on out there. Write to Dub 
Communique, P.O. Box 2391, Olympia, 
WA 98507. 

Arriving from Stirling, Scotland is The 
A.N.K.L.E. File, complefe with action 
photos of Kuryakin and Solo on the case. 
Everyone was floored by this one. Amidst 
the trendy cries of Scotland being pop sav
iour land (Orange Juice, Josef K.) this tape 
has, I'm afraid, sealed its fate (Scotch
taped it?). This is a phenomenal compila
tion of unknown bands, excepting FK9 who 
have two sing les around, bu1 even their ad
ditions are vas1 different from the two mel
ancholy 45's. Scorn noted that the opener, 
FK9's "Asking For It" had great pop sensi
bility, beginning with a rocked out "Stran
gers In The Night" before drifting in10 the 
vendena "She Was Asking For It." Venom 
contributed that it was a great song but po
litically incorrect. O1her bands of interest: 
Vertical Smiles' (again questionable poli-
1ics) "New Clash Single," Curious Reign's 
"The Last Reign," both songs by 22 Beach
es and "Autmn Rainwear" from Those 
French Girls. I've heard the hotbed of new 
music and it lies in Scotland. End of argu
ment. Cynic sneered. Order through your 
favorite record store or direc1 from The 
Men From A.N.K.L.E., 653A Haig Ave
nue, Stirling, Scotland. 

Consternation: It was Venom's turn. 
Rhode Island percussionist/composer/ 
technician John Orsi has released Rites of 
Passage and a brave undertaking it is. Great 
sound, superb packaging and nice graphics 
are included-but 1hc problem here lies in 
the music. There arc six songs, one foot in 
experimental rock, one foot in fusion. Time 
changes solely for the sake of variety is the 
prime detrac1or. Orsi set up a nice melody 
and promptly showed us tha1 he knows 
many time signatures and structures. Praise 
found "Some People Aren't Affected" to 
be really great, that is, until once again the 
busy changes practically destroyed the tex
tures firs1 created. No doubt that 1his guy 
can play up a storm, it's the songs that need 
less schooling. Comes wi1h blank side of 
high quality recording tape for your perus
al. Available at local shops in Boston and 
Rhode Island. 

Reality. Basically a tape absurd in its aur
al pretense. Most nodded (some off) al
though reservations were made as to the 
quality of Reality's video show which ac
companies said music. None had seen. The 
question presented was whether video was 
an excuse for incompetence. The nyers 
looked nice but even if the video has some 
substance, the music is just a rehash of 
nameless pop patlerns, the feeling created 
somewhat akin to watching too many sit
coms in a row. Tubes-influences elephanti
asis of bubble-gummed rock. Mee1ing ad
journed. 

Cooling Out: I suppose the S.M.C. met 
again, although I wouldn't know for sure. 
Boston had become a burden and it was 
time to bust out for a while. Packing up 
thirty-odd casselles and a portable player, I 
set out for Washington's Crossing, New 
Jersey wanting nothing more than excessive 
rest and relaxation. A three week holiday in 
a town whose musical history consists of 
one horrendous LP by Jacob's Creek (circa 
1970). An innocuous place to 1urn glassy 
eyed and fat. 

Telephones are beastly inventions. how
ever, and within fony-ei°ght hours, those 
dreams of steaks and vodkas quickly disap
peared. Instead, I found myself scampering 
up and down the east coast road managing 
a group of young Englishmen insistent on 
recognition and hell bent on avoiding bank
ruptcy. It took a healthy dose of courage 
for Esscn1ial Bop to endeavor on an Ameri
can tour having only released two 45s on 
their own Monopause Records. Needless to 

say, they got 1heir recognition. More im
portantly, Essential Bop proved that an au
dience of regulars and curiosity seekers can 
get off on the immediacy or the music with
out having a current single satu rating their 
brains. As always, it' s up to you to suppon 
these bands who think enough of their mu
sic to take a chance and operate on a shoe
siring instead of waiting for a major to sup
ply the dough and promotion. End of 
preach and any possibility of vacation. 

Counler Cosmopolitan: Located directly 
across the Hudson from New York, Hobo
ken (locals stress the bo) has become a liv
able alternative to 1he Lower East Side. I 
think people forgot about this place (aside 
from being on the butt end of a few jokes) 
once Frank Sinatra and the Andrews Sisters 
left its festering shores about a million 
years ago. 

Anyway, besides harbouring Maxwell's, 
the area's best club, and Giorgio Gome\sky, 
legendary Yardbirds producer, Hoboken is 
also home for the Phosphcnes. The Phos
phenes are a group of hard gigging kids 
who've set out to reconstruct the vcs1iges or 
the Fripp influenced progressives into a 
sound both appealing and palatable. A two
song demo. "Asexual" and "Can'1 Get It'' 
is now being circulated and while the lilies 
seem to be in opposition, the songs are ir· 
resis1ible. Frenetic guitar riffs and world 
weary vocals mark "Asexual" as my choice 
of !he two . "Let's/Let's have a revolution/ 
Let's/Let's abolish our own constitution/ 
Let's/Lei's start a new religion/I'll make 
the firs1 incision." Their live set includes an 
explosive cover of J. Richman's "She 
Cracked." Note to 1he late Candy and 
Crass: all are ires cute and up for adoption. 
Contact Pa1rick Clarke c/o Maxwell's, 
Washington Street, Hoboken or call (201) 
656-8822. 

Changing Climes: Primitive Romance is a 
trio from Zephyr Hills, Florida which I 
guess is a suburb of sceneless Tampa. 
Quick, count the similar names: Modern 
Romance, Future Primi1ives, Roman1ics, 
Primals., etc. No stars, guys. Their demo 
has loads or interesting song though, rang
ing from dark weight pop to spacy rever. 
berations. New Models with a touch of 
Echo. Primitive Romance is moving to Bos
ton in the fall. This tape is good enough to 
get 1hem gigs as well as to build up a strong 
following. A three song flexi will be out mo
mentarily. They'll be a welcome addition to 
the area. Write Lester Esser, JOO() Kossik 
Road, Zephyr Hills, Florida 33599. 

Kudos: Northampton's Scientific Ameri
cans have released a cassette album called 
Some Dumb Fucks From Somewhere or 
Other-Beyond. Thankfully, the music is 
eons ahead of the titlr. Sci Ams' sound is 

wonderfully synthesized and processed
the first elecironic combo I've been able to 
bear listening to since the Faust/Can axis. 
The best stuff on here was recorded al Ra
hars labeled as live electronic dub dance 
music. They're melodic without being 
soupy (e.g. OM ITD), snappy without being 
grating. The Sci Ams are the qne band who 
makes the textured synlh sound more than 
just supermarket sleep music. I think that 
one problem most of the synth bands have 
in common is their lack of humor. For 
some reason, syn1h plus synth has always 
equalled seriousness. The Scientific Ameri
cans have fucked up the equal ion by adding 
humor and run. It works. The best part is 
that they live in our own backyard. The 
cassette consists of fifty-three minutes of 
live and studio recordings and the sound is 
top notch. Cos1 by mail is $5.50 including 
pos1age. Write Scientific Americans Cas
sCtte, Main S1ree1 Records, 213 Main Street 
Northampton. MA 01060 or check the local 
independen1 shops. 

Crap: Imagine someone having slept 
through the past ten years and upon awak
ening walked right into a recordin~ studio. 
Macho rock had begun to bare its 
hairy ass. Do people still listen to 1his stuff? 
Don't know anyone personally but I do 
know that G.G. Allin writes and plays it. 
"Gimme Some Head" and "Dead or 
Alive" (avec cx·MC5ers Wayne Kramer 
and Dennis Thompson) are two new songs 
by New Hampshire's self-scribed Number 
I Animal. The Stooges, MC5, The Oictal
ors and the Eaters had the same altitude 
but somehow came off as having a head on 
their collective shou lders . I'm afraid that 
G.G. Allin has his somewhere else. 

Live, Leper opera1eas a low budget Plas
ma1ics, an inevitable comparison I guess, 
but with mohawks, destruclo props, and 
li1tle musical ingenuity, they've more than 
asked for it. Seeing as how ''Cocaine" and 
"Visiting Grandmother" do absolutely 
nothing for me, I'll leave their promo1ion 
to Oedipus (Best quote: "Androids of Mu 
was one of my favori1e albums of 1980") 
who backed 'em from the start. 

Confused: Vas deferens' demo tape was 
made with 1he fragile, modern psyche in 
mind. Heavy emphasis on angst laden lyrics 
and the problems of middle class survival in 
a complex world. Keep ii up kids. The mu
sic is lively and accomplished, just distem
per the vocals. If Psychology Today gave 
out a freebie with a lifetime subscrip1ion 
this would be it. 

Pictures, background information, and, 
of course, tapes (preferably cassette) either 
hve, studio or home made, should be sent to 
Michael Hafltz c/o Boston Rock 268 New
bury SI., Boston, MA Q2 I 16. 
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other, often radically different, bands is 
not , you will admit, an ideal performing si
tuation.) The Rumble was a circus, "an 
even1" designed to generate publicity and 
excitement for both local bands and the 
Boston rock scene in general-a goal at 
which the Rumble succeeded admirably. 

That's what Van captured. That carnival
like atmosphere. Those fluctuations be
tween cxhiliration and boredom as band af
ter band after band paraded before your 
eyes until nothing more would register. 
Thos nine days when everyone was an ex
pert, when everyone played judge (usually 
with a quite idiosyncratic scoring system). 

The Rumble was nine days of opinions 
and disagreements. Van contributed but 
one more opinion (and started several more 
disagreements). The Rumble aimed at pub
licity and hype for local bands. For better 
or worse, Van provided exposure and publi
city to these bands. And, above all, the 
Rumble was an exhilirating good time. And 
Van's article captured that spirit, as well as 
being exceptionally entertaining on its own 
right. 

Frank Hall 
Cambridge 

These three leuers raise a fundamental 
question-what's the purpose of rock criti
cism? 

I don't blame Debbi for being sick of 
reading about the Rumble. What's that got 
to do with my story? Only a very small por
tion of it was spent on the competition it
self; mostly it was just twenty-four capsule 
reviews of the bands involved. I would glad
ly have covered it hod it been a non-compe
titive showcase. If Debbi doesn't want to 
read about new bands, that's her problem. 

Clearly Cathy C. 's problem is that she lis
tens no better than she reads. She accuses 
me of overlooking the Lines' talent. In fact 
I coiled them "the Rumble's greatest waste 
of talent," noted that they were excellent 
musicians, and called Jamie Walker's voice 
"magnificent." ls that trying to make them 
look bad at afl costs? 

lnfocr. I'm trying to make the Lines look 
good. I get much madder at bands squan
dering talent than at bonds with no talent at 
all. Putdowns are meant to be kicks in the 
ass. In the Lines' case, they've got to realize 
that spontaneity and genuine excitement 
are a hundred times more important for a 
young bond playing clubs than perfect 
sound, arena polish, and predictable "tight
ness.•• If every nuance of every note is 
planned in advance, it's got to be duJ/. And 
they've got to realize their songs don't yet 
make it. I would make two suggestions to 
Jamie Walker-and to any other songwriter 

ready exceeds the population of several There has been a lot of negativity lately about Malden mean to someone in LA? 
Eastern European countries). One, sit down within the rock scene here in Boston, not Probably very little. Similarly, it's all great 
every night with a guitar and try to make because the bands and their music aren't fun and energy to hear a local group that 
up a chord progression you've never heard great (as always). and not because the audi- has a great rhythm section and can get an 
before, and two, 1f you don't know how ences haven't been receptive and supportive audience jumping with every tune. But that 
good a major second sounds when sung (because they have!), but because there kind of energy can be as deceptive to re-
against a major chord, or if you don't know seems to be nowhere to go after getting to cord labels as the disco phenomenon was 
the various tricks by which a tritone can be the top of the Boston rock pile. Everybody three years ago. In essence, many of the 
used in the melody fine and sound yearning knows that the record companies, particu- major labels' A&R departments have failed 
rather than dissonant, find out fond if you larly the big companies, are having what to select groups with broad enough appeal 
don't know what I'm talking about, damn they call hard times, and in the wake oflow- to sell the quantities of records it takes to 
well start there). er sales, lower profits and a very low morale finance their operations. Perhaps these 

As to Walker not singing like Ben Orr, in the big companies, groups are just not A&R departments could use a little level-
ultimately that 's a matter of opinion. I getting signed ... even the best groups from headed self-assessment from within the lo-
might in turn insist that apples are not red many areas. cal scene to point them in the right direc-
but grey. In each case we might settle the To the average Rat-goer or Spit-goer that tion. I'm not saying that the groups who are 
disagreement either by asking three or four may not mean much. His favorite groups being signed are bad, or that their songs 
other (unbiased) people, or by determining are still appearing locally, and their local are bad. But by catering so intensively to 
if either of us is color blind-or a color ex- singles continue to be available at many out- what the Boston Audiences like, many 
pert. As Exhibit.A I offer a full paragraph lets, so he really doesn't see the scene from groups, signed and unsigned , have uncon-
rave in Tro·user Press magazine for Mission the point of view of the musician who builds sciously excluded themselves from the na-
of Burma that I wrote after hearing one re· a local following and secs no way to dump tional marketplace. So far Boslon Rock has 
hearsal-a month and a half before their his day gig and make a living at what he been a great booster of the groups that 
first gig. Cose closed? really loves to do, namely make music. speak most directly to Boston, but you 

I fully agree with Cathy's third para- However, witness the attitude in the recent haven't given groups the encouragement to 
graph-any fan with only a moderate press ... Your own ''Who won ... '' article speak 10 a bigger audience, and that's gotta 
amount of musical taste and knowledge about the Battle of the Bands contest (BR happen if we all want to thrive via record 
could think the Rumble was fixed. Those of #20], or Sweet Potato's issue-concentrating sales. 
us with more than a moderate amount not on this year's winners of the various 
know the idea is absurd. battles, but how little winning has done for 

Needless to soy, I eagerly accept her final last year's winners. Not only is there an oft-
challenge. stated feeling of d!Sappointment at all the 

As for Fronk Hall, I thank him for his local effort ending right there, but an un-
proise. I have to quibble wilh his quibbles, spoken feeling of resentment that the indus-
though. Except where specificaJJy noted in try is failing to provide the kind of oooor-
the piece, I claim perfect fairness and in- tunities that seemed so accessible just two 
fallible judgment (and, while I'm at it, the years ago. After all, look at the number of 
French throne). I will admit it 's usuaJlya lot Boston bands that have been signed and re-
more fun to write o put-down than o puff. corded for national labels in the last two 
but unless o band hos no redeeming quali
ties I try to be constructive, albeit often only 
through implication. Joanne Cipolla might 
have been stung by my jabs at her stage 
conduct, but perhaps she's now aware that 
-contrary to the sexist myth-not all men 
enjoy watching women act like girls. As for 
the rare bond that simply sucks, they harm 
the scene. Last night I sow one drive patrons 
from a club, never to return-hardly fair to 
the headliners, who happened to be one of 
the best new bands in town and sorely in 
need of exposure. 

A final point. Of course I believe I'm al
ways right when I say that A is great ond 8 
needs work (preferably outside the music 
business). However, if a reader loves the 
Lines and hates the Somebodies, telling 
them their taste is lousy isn't going to 
change their mind. I'd like to think that my 
band descriptions are accurate and consis
tent enough to serve as a consumer guide 
even for someone with taste inferior ro
oops, I mean radically different from mine 

-Eric Van 

years. 

But also look at the number of Boston 
bands who have been successful nationally 
too. Not many. In fact since the Cars, none 
have made a big mark in the national 
scene. 

Your newspaper is well.read, both in and 
outside Boston. It has done an incredible 
job of providing a vehicle and forum for 
Boston rockers and their audience. f really 
have to congratulate you on that, because 
without the unification you've provided, 
the whole scene might have fragmen_ted by 
now. However, f think you now have 10 

tackle an even greater challenge, namely to 
become a real conduit for local talent to 
reach a national audience. Let me make 
myself clear. 

One of the reasons that the big record la
bels arc in financial straits is that their A&R 
staffs have signed groups with more atten
tion on their live performance than the 
songs on which their reputation is based. 
It's lots of fun to do tunes that have high 
local impact, perhaps dealing with local 

Let 's face it-recording music is expen
sive; pressing records is expensive; printing 
newspapers is expensive;· and for a long, 
long time Boston musicians, groups, studi
os, editors and everyone involved in mak
ing music here have bent over backwards 
with their time, resources and love in the 
hope that at least some of the music being 
made here will bring back enough bucks so 
that we can continue making music in the 
future. Right now, when the national labels 
have lost some of their direction and clout, 
it behooves all of us here in Boston to try 
even harder, to make records tht wilt have 
appeal in LA, to deal in the press with the 
tough issues of which groups arc doing 
great local music, and which ones should 
get a national shot at it. There is an un
spoken wall between "commercial" and 
"innovative" music and musicians, and so 
far your paper has come down hard on any 
group who set their musical sights outside 
Route 128. However, I think Boston Rock 
can encompass both worlds at once, giving 
each sector of the musical community the 
support and criticism it needs. In doing so 
you might be able to give some guidance to 
those at the top of the record industry and 
set the stage for Boston 10 become what it 
should be, the music capital of the United 
States. 

Sincerely, 
Wayne Wadhams 
Boston International and Studio B 
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Wanted: Pat Benatar sound
alike. Audio Referral, call 687-
7457. 

Radio air pl1y for local talent 
call687-7457. 
Lead and rhythm gull1rlst 
wanted for differen1 bands, call 
Kirk 1-687-7457. 

Au. Songwriters: Need help in 
getting your music on tape? 
Call us al Musician's Complex, 
1-687-7457. 

Sakki and Hayd~ say glad 
you're back. 

Male and female vocalists 
wanted, call Kirk 1-687-7457. 

Bass pl1yer for Clone act want
ed they have management and S 
you must be exlra good for this 
one. Call Kirk 1-687-7457 . 

Airline Special, Reserve,2 1 days 
in advance for our 3 hour, 6 
hour, or 10 hour package (pay 
in full at time of booking) and 
we will record you on 8 tracks 
and charge you our 4 track 
prices. Call Musician's Com. 
pie~. 1-687-7457. 

Sept. 3, 1981, H.B. Miss Jewell 
(ripe 10ma1oc) to what lengths? 
Love boas for breakfast, John
oy. 

Musician's Audio Referral (the s Sec Armageddon on canvas a1 Basic Recordln1 Ln.sons for 
easy way to join a band). For CLASSIFIED AD Gallery East 'till.Sept. 19, East beginners, call Barry 1-687-
more info call Kirk 1-687-7457. St. by South S1a11on. _74_S_7. ______ _ 

Attention Serious Songwriters: 
We can record your songs for 
as liu\e as S5 per song (depend
ing on how many you have). 
687-7457. 

Drummer Wanted. Band start
ing in Cambi Arling. area. 
Some exp. helpful but not nee. 
Jnnu . La Pes1e, Sex Pistols. 
MUST OWN EQUIP. Call 
Jona1han. 266-8787. 
Wanted: Used Telecaster or 
Strat. Willing to spend up to 
$350. Call a s1arving rocker, 
723-2717. 

DJ's for hire: Albert O and 
Tom Lane from WMBR & Spit 
..;parties, functions, after 
hours, anything. 267-2556 or 
479-2107 . 
Rock, New Wave. Jazz, Soul 
Records, Tapes, Import Sin
gles, Oldie~. Cutouts, Picture 
Disks. Picture Disk 45's, Cata
logues SU)O, NERT, Box 268-
BR, Lawrence, Mass. 01842. 

Roommace Wanted: co share 
2BR apartment in hou~e in All
,1011. Call Mike Dreese, 266· 
8787. 

HJfMHIIHINHHINtfflNIIIIIIHIIHIHIIHnlltwllllllllllllllllllllllHHntllKIII ..... IHHlltlllthlllltNtllllllllftlffltlltlll .............. ............,tHONIIIONN--mllMll-hNIMffl 

RegularClassifiedAds lowing form must be All classified must be Please include name 
may be placed by eith· used for all classi· prepaid. Mail or bring and address whether 
er individuals or busi- fieds. in person to: 
nesses. The individual One letter or space per Boston Rock/Newbury 
rate is $1.00 per line; box. Boldface costs Comics 
the business rate is .25 extra per word. 268 Newbury St. 
$1.50 per line. The fol· Boston, MA 02116 

or not you run it in 
your ad. Ads must be 
in by the last Thursday 
of the month. 
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SCOREBOARD 

by Nayme Drawper ~~eta:: l~=~~g:;~:g~r ~l~~:,0 ;~~~:~:~· 

I can't believe it 's September! Just where 1he studio working on material with his oth 
did the summer go? For the benefit of any- er group Bird Songs or tht Mesozoic 
body that 's just returning to town, let me While Roger was in the studio, another o 
tell you that Boston's been rockin' in dou- the Mission's members was reportedly ver 
hie-time all summer. Most likely you've al- b:,sy entertaining a very important recor 
ready noticed that very few of last year's exec from Georgia. 
bands are still around .. Ron and Braci have Someonr and lhe Somebodies have jus1 
left Puliche to play with Ian who lert th~ about finished their eighl song demo tape. 
now-defunct La Peste. ~e~ghborboods As soon as they're done, they'll be able to 
drummer Ca~ful Ml~e has J0med the Out- drive around in 1heir shiny new va n looking 
lets. Meanwh1l~ Dutd Mln~ha_n has b~en for some o ut of town gigs. I guess their pals 
spot1ed at various Ou tlets gigs looking The Dark have become "100 popular" for 
very s~rry that he broke up the Hoods. Af- some of the smaller clubs in our huge city. 
ter bemg lei go by Warner ~rothers, Robin A recen1 gig at the Inn Square was can
Lane h~s at least temporarily par1ed com- celled because Marshall refu sed 10 will his 
pany with T.he Chartbusters. And for the first-born to the BCN runner-ups. Speaking 
hundr~dth _ 11me lhe Nervous Eaters have of BCN, Boston Rock almos1 had an inter
calle? 11.QUJIS. view with Iggy Pop last mont h unlil Mark 

Wuhm the past fe.w weeks a few more Parenteau came along. Just wha1 did those 
ban~s h~ve ad~ed their na~es to the ca~ua,1- two guys do in that locked room anyway? 
ly hst mcludmg The Spikes , Blowfish ~ BCN's Carter Alan has always been signifi
Flower _Ducklings, ~wingers Resort (was 11 cantly more constructive with his time; 
someth~ng we sa~d. -ed.) and Ari Yard thanks to his organizationa l efforts Rock 
Accordm~ to bassis~ Dan ~altzma~: the A~I Against Racism earned close to six hundred 

~~~~ 1~~;~ ::r~ ;~i;t~u~~~~aab~~-ut ~urd~;o~ dolla rs at a recent benefit at Spit. 

gress, •· he said. "We are each going to pur- The Count has annou nced that he will 
sue our own favori1e direction." At the help prod uce a Live al Cantone·s LP. The 
same time Tom my White has-denied repor1s groups for the project will be auditioning in 
1ha1 his band The Mlghly Ions have ca lled it October and November. The Boston Boo/
quits. "We're not broken up," Tommy re- leg Volume 2 should be out by Halloween 
ports. "We're just very-,selective about if and there should be 1wo new Modern Me
we're ever gonna play again." thod compilations by C hristmas. As for 

The hit-bound second Phil Gentili single other singles, Rich Parsons has expressed 
"Sugar" that should have been released interest in recording Leper. Ray Paul will 
months ago by Boston International has be releasing both a Puppet Rulers single and 
been held up at the request of CBS Record s. one of his own on a new privale label. Re
CBS has finally put out the remixed (check cords by Ron Scar~tt. Vinny (produced by 
out 1he horn section!) version of "Mama Dnld Robinson), The Machines, Peter 
Lied" nationally. Plenty o f other groups Daylon, Flrr Department, Shane Cham
have also been in 1he stud io including The pagne, Third Rall, Lynn LaPrad and Dffll
Hot Date, (also on Boston International) ny are also du e. 
and Rhode Island's Rubber Rodeo whose All I can say is, good thing there are plen
first album La Casa Del Chlntse Food will ty of radio stations to wade through all this 
be put out by Eat Rttords . Although no new material! Of course I've never been 
longer affiliated with Eat, Human Sexual able to figure out why ninety percent of the 
RnponH's In o Romon Mood (reviewed non-commercial stations seem to play the 
elsewhere in this issue) should be released by exact some records. What kind of allerna
Jem's Passport Records any day. The live is that? Anyway there' s a new commer
Rlngs' (MCA) second, WHIie "Loco" Aler.- cial station dedicated 10 playing new rock 
ander's Solo Loco (Bomp) and The Stomp- and local music. (In other words 1hey play 
en' LP should be here by late October. And the same records as the college stations!) 
the Cars have finally completed work on Although they have plans to spin rock 'n' 
their new Syncro-Sound studio. This will be roll around the clock soon, the best time to 
their first album recorded right here in Bos- listen to WLYN (102 FM) is Sunday 
ton. Ric Ocasek, meanwhile, has also been through Friday, 6 p.m. to midnight, with 
signed as a solo artist to Geffen Records Rich Anzalone. On Saturdays I always lis
with his album scheduled for release early ten to the quick talkin' WERS grad Carla 
next year. Raswlck on BCN. WMBR's Carla Nolin 

Lou Miami isn't telling what two songs he has also been showing up on BCN lately. 
recorded for his Willie Alexander-produced And Don McDon has left MBR . 
single. "It' s a surprise," says Lou . " But I Perhaps the saddest bit of news 1his 
can 1ell you one thing, it definitely won't be month is that the multi-1alen1ed Daved HIid 
any of 1he songs that have been on the ra- (ex-drummer for The Girls) is moving to 
dio ." Of course a few years back Lou and NYC. About a month ago Daved 's friend 
The Kozmellx came 10 the citv's attention and frequent parrner-in-crime Sttve Stain 
by diligently playing Cantone's every Mon- packed his bags , pots, pans and metal chain 
day night. Currently two bands are 1rying and took off for New Mexico . (for1unately 
the same formula. First there's The Alley- Steve left behind copies of The Steve Stain 
beats who would like to make Mondav Coloring Book to remember him by.) Bos
" Rockabilly Night" at Cantone' s ... buts~ ton is definitel y going to miss 1hese two 
far they haven't found any ot her rockabilly guys. 
bands. And across town, MAG 4, featuring After being st uck in Europe due 10 the air 
Mach Bell , Rick Provosl and Bobby Ed- traffic cont rollers ' st rike, Anlhony and Joe 
wards (all formerly of Thundertraln) can be of The Slow Children have reportably writ
seen every Monday at the Ra1. In Jess-plea- 1en a sequel to their cu rrent hot-selling Va
sa nt Kenmore: Square news (which shou ld rulven EP entitled "I ' m Never Going to 
serve as yet another warning and reminder Germany Again." Rich Parsons meanwhile 
to other bands) Face to Face just had a ma- has denied rumors that The Fulure Dads 
jor portion of their equ ipment ripped off have already written "Do rchcs1er Chris1-
from a truck parked near their rehearsal mas." However ir they do, the pressing 
space. plan1 in Texas has promised to deli ver the 

As we go to print, Mission of Burma is disc by April. 
in 1he middle of a west coast tour. (There is And 1ha1, my friends, is the score for 
no truth to !he rumor thal Rick Harte has now. Send your news and views to me. 
promised thirty-seven California record Nayme Drawper, c/o Boston Rock, 268 
stores 1ha1 they'll be the first shop in 1heir Newbury Street, Boston. MA 02116. 
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smash your tv!! 
As the lucky winner of a WBCN sponsored contest, The Plasmatics' Wendy 

0. Williams visited author Peter Dunn's house. Using an enormous sledgeham
mer, Williams destroyed Dunn's ancient black and white TV, and then replaced it 
with a new color set. 

by Peler N. Dunn 

"I'm the guy whose TV set Wendy Williams smashed!" ls that a good way 
to introduce yourself to a girl at a party? I daresay I'll find out... it's much too 
good a line to pass up. It is distinctive ... sort of like winning a date with a Beatie. 

Whatever distinction came, however, is secondary to the education I received 
at the hands of the news media. In the twenty-four hours between being informed 
of my victory and beginning vacuuming operations I learned a great deal about 
myself, about television, about people whom I've never met. Some of the infor
mation I picked up was mundane, some metaphysical; most of it couldn't be 
learned under any other circumstances. Herewith I pass along some tidbits that 
might be of general interest: 

• People really do win radio contests. 
• Reality takes a vacation when a television crew enters your apartment. 
• The public makes no distinction between "Rock & Roll," "Punk," and 

"New Wave." 
• Wendy 0. Williams is very nice and wears lots of Patchouly. 
• Wildly swung sledge hammers put dents in your walls and desktop. 
• Having reporters follow you around and ask you questions is a fantastic 

head rush. 
• Seeing yourself on TV is an even more fantastic head rush. 
• Despite the high quality of this rush, it is dangerous. I place it in the same 

category as cocaine: Never buy it , never turn it down. 
Exhilirating, exhilirating. My first real experience with television, and I have 

a new feeling for the way people like Muhammad Ali and Alexander Haig must 
see the world-a place to be exposed to , media junkies. When they put those 
lights in your face, the world revolves around your space. I jotted down some 
notes just after the smashing: "Better than coke ... the best rush ever ... you are 
perfect, all newsmen laugh at your jokes ... people approach you." It took me 
two days to fully recover. 

And that 's what it feels like to have your TV set smashed. The event itself 
was min o r, like the crossing of the line a1 the Indy 500-necessary, but secondary 
to the crashes, parties, and Jackie Stewan. Now, if what Andy Warhol says is 
true, then a ll o f will have this experience at some point: we'll a ll be fi ve minute 
celebr ities. I heartily recommend i1, but remember-it ' s strongly addictive, a nd 
when you 1urn on the news 1he next day you won't be there. ~ , "~• 

Oh, one other thing... '-; ~ 1., 
• Ha vine: color TV 10 watch ball 2ame,;; on i~ rea lh• !he hall,; 1 , • ,.l)° ~ J.. 
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Recorded music 
Is your best 
entertainment 
value •.. 
Buy It once, 
enjoy /ta 
/ltetime. 

DANCE INTO 
THE FUTURE 

WITH 

IS THE E REALLY AN WHERE ELSE TO BU OUR MUSIC? 
Copley Square• Harvard Square• Kenmore Square• Downtown Crossing • Rt. 9, Framingham 
• Providence, RI• Rt. 1, Dedham• Worcester• Medford• Burlington• Springdale Mall, Spring· 
field • 750 Memorial Drive• K-Mart Mall, Manchester, NH • W.rwick, RI • Burlington Village Mall 

W tch for the GRA D OPENINC:i of n Leominster 
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THE ALLEY CATS 
At your favorite record store! 

Dianne Chai-bass, vocals 
Randy Stodola-guitar, vocals 
John McCarthy-drums 

' 

on Time Coast Records 

Oct. 15-Toads, New Haven, CT 
Oct. 16 Rusty Nall, Sunderland, MA 
Oct. 17 Paradise, Boston, MA 

DISTRIBUTED BY FAULTY PRODUCTS 
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: 1-~""'Rffl:Z~\NOSTALGIA PRODUCTIONS \1

1! 
: I l~~ -~~ PRESENTS ' ., ~ I I 
:: ~ TIIE2NDANNUAL :\ 

: ! BOSTON BEATLES CONVENTION \ l 
: 

1 SAT&SUN-OCT.17&18, 1981 11 

II ATTHE :: 
! ! BOSTON CENTER FOR THE ARTS \ I 
I i CYCLORAMA HALL, 539 TREMONT STREET 
I BOSTON,MA 
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FEATURING: 
1. Hours of rare Beatles films, including live concerts, promo clips, full features and interviews. 
2. A huge Beatles Flea Market selling Beatie records, shirts, pins, posters and much, much more. 
3. A continuous Beatles video festival with even more rare Beatles films. 
4. Sound-a-like, look-a-like trivia and art contests with prizes for winners. 
S. Special Beatles Guest Speakers to be announced. 
6. Live Beatles music-in concert. 
7. An extensive Beatles Museum spanning 18 years of Beatles history. 
8. A special Free Program Booklet loaded with Beatles pix and convention info. 
9. Door prizes and more! 
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3 SHOWS ONLY: AVAILABLEATTICKETRON, ETC., I I 

Ii I lj TICKETS ARE $8.00 IN ADVANCE - $10.00 AT THE DOOR 
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SAT., OCT. 17, 10 A.M. - 5 P.M. ~~~!1L1Ji~ PRODUCTIONS : : 
SAT.,OCT.17,6P.M.-1A.M. P.O.BOX340 /: 
SUN., OCT.18, 11 A.M. -6 P.M. NEWTONVILLE, MA02160 I 1 

: i "A SPLENDID TIME IS GUARANTEED FOR ALL" : : 



A Taste Of 
Things To Come 

S T E 
P M 0 
T H E 
R S 

STEPMOTHERS 
Guardian Angels b/w 

American Nights PBS-8 
non LP b-side. Look for 

the upcoming Stepmothers 
LP PBS 124 

A G E 
N y · 
0 R A 
·N G E 

AGENT ORANGE 
Mr. Mato b/w 

Pipeline PBS 12 
Blood Stains isn 't the 

only hit on their album, 
In The Darkness PBS 122. 

Non LP b-side. 

From 

We've got some great albums 
in the works for Christmas, 
but we're a little impatient. 
We want you to taste these 

7" gems, all at $1.98 list, 
all in board picture sleeves, 

small hole, too! 

SHAT 
TERE 
D F 
A ITH 
SHATTERED FAITH 
I Love America b/w 

Reagan Country PBS 9 
Never before available!! 
The surprise hit group 

of the Future Looks Bright 
PBC 120. 25 songs on one 

cassette! Black- Flag , 
TSOL, CH3 & others . 

SOC I 
ALDI 
STOR 
TIO N 

SOCIAL DISTORTION 
Playpen b/w 

Mainliner PBS 11 
Months in the can , look 

for their hit 1945 on 
Rodney on the ROQ Vol II 

PBS 128 

L O S 
MIC R 
0 WA ' 
V E S 
LOS MICROWAVES 
Time To Get Up b/w 

TV in My Eyes PBS 10 
Finally the 3rd Micros' 

single! From their 
forthcoming Life After 

Breakfast album. PBS 121 

B 
C 
F 
L 

L A 
K 

A G 
BLACK FLAG 

Louie Louie b/w 
Damage 1 PBS 13 

Two new Black Flag cuts 
with Dez singing! 

Not on Black Flag's new 
Damage LP. 
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NEVER BEFORE in the history of Rock'n'Roll 
has there been a record album like this one! 

ffATURING 
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ATOM BRAIN 

OONJSHAK[Mf lf YOUHAVf llHINKOf ANOSIX 

LUCIFER · GHOSTS · DEMONS · MORE! 
• Produced by STU COOK for ORB PRODUCTIONS 

COMING SOON TO A RECORD STORE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 

DON'T MISS IT! 

Roky Erickson and the Aliens 
"The Evil One" - now on sale 

' Is there really anywhere else to buy your mus,c1 

:7;j Your Helium Voice 
· ,. -' I, : 'k Alternative Charts 

The Neats, Jeff and Jane Hudson 
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(617) 266-8787 

PUBLISHER 

Newbury Comics 

EDITOR 

Greg Reibman 

Editorial Board 

Mike Bastarache 
John Brusger 
Mike Dreese 

Art Director Dear Boston Rock, 
-C-h,-i,-G:..:i..:.lb..:.ec:.._, --------IIMII First of a ll let me thank you for all the 

support Boston Rock magazine has given 
Layout~ me and WLYN-FM as we try to bring "al
-:--:--::-------------.;rqternative" programming 10 commercial ra-
John Tricomi dio. Your support has been TREMEN-
Adrienne Pearson DOUS! 
Bridget Burpee (Now it's time for the however. .) 
Tom Gilroy HOWEVER, I have just one complaint (or 

perhaps it was an oversight). NAYME 
_T,cypc_e_se..:.11ccin,,g _________ ffia!DRAWPER [BR #21] forgot to "drawp'' 
Bruce Stahlschmidt one name which I feel should have been 

mentioned. The name is that of my co
Cop)· Editors worker, Amy Wachtel. Amy does Saturday 
:-M:-:-ik~e--=B-a_Sl_ac_ac-h-,-------Hlnight's 6 to Midnigh1 shif1 on WLYN-FM 
Julie Panebianco following the same programming I do Sun-

day thru Friday nights. 

_A_d_ve_rt_is'--in'-'g'-----------~---liti on::~h::k~:!~~ F~~::;~~n l~=~en: 
Mike Dreese Journey, Black Sabbath, clc. on Saturday 
Greg Reibman nights, but I 1hink your readers will choose 

Amy Wachtel and WLYN-FM (102) as lhe 
-:-:--,:-~--------Lal TRUE commercial alternalive. 

Rock On, 
Photography Sta££ Rich Anzalone 

l :ClcB--.C=-.--=K~a-ga'--n~-------- •ii p .0. WLYN-FM 

Marcia Maglio ne 
Michael Grecco 
Steve Stone 

Dear BR: 
After Argosy & Police Gazeue, Bos1on 

Rock's my personal favorite reading matter 
Distribution of all. But I sure miss C rystal & Colette's 

lll=
8

""rn-ce""K:'-,.::.
11
:..:el:.._le--------#<I column. They were the nuts! 

Jon Anastas Ralph Turnbuckle 
m,-E_o_llo_n_·a_l Sc..•_•f_f ________ fHI Dorchester 

Kate Ingram 
Julie Panebianco 
Tom Gilroy 
Tristram Lozaw 
Betsy Sherman 
Carter Alan 
Michael Hafitz 

P.S. · Mrs. O'Donnel thinks I shou ld pen a 
wrestling column for you. So does Mrs. 
O'Flaherty & Mrs. O'Rourke, too. Ditto 
Mrs. O'Toole. Also Mrs. O'Leary. And her 
cow! 
,w;~,:::~~ ~~ 

Dear Sirs; 
Contributors Upon reading your review of "Lester 

ffl::--:--:==--------FI Bangs & The Delinquents Jook Savages on 
Kathei Logue the Brazos," we "Delinquents" of War-
Ed Slota wick R.I. would like the readers of Boston 
Bruce Stallsmith Rock not to confuse "Delinquents" with 
Joyce Linehan the persons and material discussed in the 
E. Bergemann aforementioned review. The confusion 

~r~;~~~glish could prove embarrasing. 

M. Howell 
Gerard Cosloy 
Phil 'N Phlash 
Trudy Clements 
Carrie Cooper 
M. Ratney 
Robert Harwood 
Mark Durant 

Entire contents copyright © 1981. 
Bost0n Rock is published on the first Thursday 

of each month by Mike Drttse and John Brusger 
d/b/1 Newbury Comict. Subscription rate: ten dol· 
Jars for 1welve issue5. A subscription form can ht
found m this issue. Publica11on date 10/ 1/ 8\ . 

A,·ailable for resale outside the Boston .,~,. 
through Sky Disc. Inc. 101 -)2 Oupon1 St. Plain
vie.,.. Ny 1180)(516))49-0900. 

Helloje everiebodie, wie aar haeving a reelie 
nicje tjme oever hier een Hollanje. Loets ov 
Wodka, Chinee foed aand Wodka. Whoop
ee. 

Brian Brain .. 
Dear BR: 

Since you found it necessary to comment 
on Leper's live performance in Tape Re
porter (BR #21), we lind it necessary to re
taliate. 

,,,_,_ .... ,..._ ........ ., .. 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE I 
We have seen Leper's live shows and it is 

obvious that the talent of these musicians 
goes far beyond that of Wendy and her 
wimps. Yes, they have mohawks and de
structo props, but these only add to the vi
sual quality of 1heir shows. 

Being a music critic or "Tape Reporter,'' 
if you will, it is your job 10 give 1he public 
as objectiwe a view as possible, which you 
failed to do ('"Cocaine' and 'Visiting 
Grandmother' do absolutely nothing for 
me"), 

As far as Oedipus is concerned, he has 
made a good choice in backing Leper. 

Sincerely, 
Tracy and Deirdre 
Boston 

Dear Your Helium, 
Michael Hafi1z's ''Tape Reporter" re

view of Leper live is typical of his narrow 
minded approach to Boston music. I don't 
know where you guys picked up that ass
hole (did a dog drag him in?), but he has a 
lot to learn. 

In order for a critic to be respected he 
must show that his judgements and im
pressions are founded on some measure of 
intelligence. Halitz, far from having any in
telligence or participating in the Boston mu
sic scene to any extent, is nothing more than 
a biased listener with his head up his ass. 
It's important that your readers realize that 
his subjective opinions are pure shit. He 
probably sits around McNasty's listening to 
Jackson Browne and talking about how all 
punk sounds the same. If all he can do is 
compare Leper to 1he Plasmatics, it shows 
you where his imagination is. Besides, it's 
been rumored that God himself listens to 
''Visiting Grandmother.'' 

Playtex Libido 

Hafitt. replies: Ho hum, another disbeliev
er, this one from no less an objective source 
than a member of Leper itself. To answer 
your inquiry, the dog you refer to is my 
editor. Look 'Tex, let's meet down at Mc
Nasty's to chat about Leper while listening 
to "Running on Emp1y.,. 

~ ~~ . !N4¾U:&Mffi:t& i; ~ 

DREESE, 
wanted to get off your case a bit,, 
1hought the no. 20 wasn't really all that 
bad an ish ... but here we are at no. 21 and 
you're back in the same pit. .. Mikie, when 
you gonna learn 1hat you can't have a paper 
without WRITERS!. at the moment 
you've got exactly one, Mr. Eric Van, who, 
even though he is a pompous, elitist enema 
bag at least shows some signs of life from 
the neck up ... I mean, who needs another 
article on the Pretenders? .. much less a 
boring transcription of a deadly press con
ference?. N.M.E. or the ROCKER 
would never bother. . if you're going 10 
the trouble to send Lepidus to England 

couldn't you get him to write about some
thing interesting, like 1he riots?. . the other 
MAJOR BAr-{D articles arc total jokes. 
neither reviews nor interviews just 1he 
worst aspects of both ... Michael, an arti
cle has to SAY SOMETHING!. .. it's not 
just an excuse to slap the name of some cur
rently popular English band on the cover .. 
look, your best shot is doing in Boston what 
NYR did in the City, promo1e your own 
scene ... but to do that you're going to I) 
realize that not every good band in Boston 
.ison the Method or ACE OF HEARTS!. 
as a matter of fact, the propeller product is 
the balls, but none of those bands get pro
moted in your enlightened journal. . and 
it's really time to stop trea1ing R. Hart like 
god, Phil Spector he ain't (nor Martin Han
net or Rushent.) ... as for your own pro
duct, it does no good for a band to put out 
records that sound worse than most peoples 
demos. . Method's a joke (nice covers, 
though) ... 2) find some people who can 
actually write and know of what lhey speak 
... Van's a trip in the right direction but 
hell, anyone who advises local songwriters 
to "sit down with a guitar every night and 
make up a chord progression you've never 
heard before ... if you don't know how 
good a major second sounds when sung 
against a major chord, or if you don't know 
the various tricks by which a tritone can be 
used ... and sounds yearning rather than 
dissonant. ." SO WHAT'S WRONG 
WITH DISONANT YOU PRETENTIOUS 
CREEP?!!. .. hey, ERIC, I got a copy of 
CLOSE TO THE EDGE I'll sell ya cheap .. 
and that bit about making up a new chord 
progression, I'd like to see you whip that 
one on the CRAMPS ... I mean, the only 
band at the RUMBLE that consistently 
worked off strange chord progressions were 
the DARK and V; and you HATED BOTH 
THOSE BANDS!. .. I mean who the fuck 
are you kidding?. . the best BOSTON 

~~:1~n\':~en~~e a ~r7t~!; o~ra ::j;:~~;J 
from their left elbow, and it don't mean 
shit. . . final shot. .. canning Logue and 
Richter's column was chicken shit. .. so 
what if they judged bands by the lead sing
ers ass ... it's as good as anything else, eh? 

see ya 
OttoG. 
Brighton 
(ed. note: Otto G, believed to be Ono ·Gua
temala [not his given name} is allegedly a 
member of the band V;J ~-

Boston Rock welcomes your leuers. All 
correspondence must, for the purposes of 
verification, include the writer's name, ad
dress and telephone number. Only your 
name and town will be printed-and these 
may be withheld at your request. Write to: 
Your Helium Volct c/o Boston Rqck, 268 
Newbury SI., Boston, MA 02116. 
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I 11s this a goOC deal-or what 

~' '~t~~ ~-:i ~ ~I 

~ ~ ~ 

111,,,,-,.,1,,d :" 11 ,. on• d,,1ril1111NI Ii _, l<o1111r/,,r. Propeller Records 
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CARTER ALAN (WBCN) 
1. Pete Shelley ''Homosapien" 
2. Human Sexual Response In a Roman 

.,_ _ _.I"'= Mood 
3. Ultravox Rage In Eden 
4. The Hltmen "Bates Motel" 
5. Rough Trade Avoid Freud 
8. Ian Hunter "Noises" 
7. Roky Erickson & the Allens The Evil One 
8. Lyres EP 
9. URGHI Soundtrack 
10. Wall of Voodoo "Back In Flesh" 

Boston Rock 
Back Issues 

I #1. Neighborhoods, Pil, Suicide, Rick 
Harte. 
#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 

I 
Select er, Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas

. tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. 1, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pl. 2, U.K. Beat, 
FeeUes, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the 
Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, 
Carlene Carter, Monochrome Set, 
Fingerprintz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buzzcocks pt. I, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian 
Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks 
pl. 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 

j the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, 
Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 

· #10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11. Elvis Costello pt. I, Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, Winwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 

. Jonathan Richman, Rings. 

Boston Rock n2 

#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kennedys, Insect Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbert, 
Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 
#1S. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnymen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, 
Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Eventworks, 
Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam Interview, Atlantics, 
John Cale, Joe Ely, Planet Street, 
UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
Robert Klein 
#19. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods 
Breakup, Billy Idol , Fad Gadget, Plas
tics, Boston Punk Scene, Readers Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, Stornpers, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, Ventures, Letter from Mar
tin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Guide. 
#2 I. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic 
Furs, City Thrills, Killing Joke, 
Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johansen, T. 
Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy 
Williams. 

Send $2.00 per issue or 
SS.00 for three issues (in
cludes postage) to: Boston 
Rock, 268 Newbury St., 
Boston, MA 02116 . 



"I was extremely Impressed after hearing the 
FIRE DEPT. for the first time. Their materlal 
and muslcal arrangements are truly proles
slonal." 

Carter Alan 
DJ,WBCN 

"The FIRE DEPT. will soon set Boston aflame 
... They are real tight, very today and have 
great presence. The Fire Dept. has tremen
dous control of the stage." 

Harvery Wharfleld 
DJ,WAAF 

'"Runaway With Me' Is a really fine song, very 
well produced ... very catchy ... You Just can't 

New Single Release: 

"Runaway With Me" 

"Hakka Takka Ha" 

Now being 
played on the 
following 
stations: 
WBCN 
WAAF 
WMFO 
WMWM 
WLYN 
WMLN 
WBRS 
WMBR 
WHRB 
WZBC 

On Sale Cheap at the Following Loca
tions: 
Newbury Comlx, Boston 
Rebop Records, Boston 
Coo (all 4 locatlons), Cambridge/Boston 
Rocklt Records, Rt. 1, Saugus 
Muslcsmlth, Hanover Mall 

See and Hear the FIRE DEPT. soon: 
Oct. 2 Clark Univ., w/Robert Ellis Orrall 
Oct. 3 Tufts 
Oct. 9 Ladybug w/Atlantlcs 
Oct.14 Inn Sq. Men's Bar 
Oct. 17 Channel w/The Look 
Oct. 22 Cantone's 
Oct.23 Rat 
Oct. 24 Jasper's 
Oct. 281270 
Oct. 29 Bunratty's 

help but llke It." Management: Fazzle Productions 
Jell Berlin 38 Woodhaven St., Carver, MA 02339 

DJ, WAAF ~rAZ?Lc fflWUCTJaf./5 .:::- (817)886-4619/62s-0040 

.... ·-·-·-·-·-·-· iPublisher's Notes. 
i by Mike Dreese _ 

i Boys Life has erown up. . . ! 

THE FAB FIVE (WMBR LATE RISERS 
CLUB) talking about their party, October 
26, Sunday night at Streets • •. 

• . . . with new material and a better attitude. I only mention this in this space be·I 
I cause they surprised me so much when I saw them at Streets last week. They un.:l--•,.-

0
-~-----

8
-'l)-..,B~()-----. 

1 • leashed a set of new material in their first set which was outstanding. So checkl ~ lff\t: Wfl'. I\ - o .. / 
! ;~;a~~\~~{e~u haven't seen them lately. They've even learned how to appreciatei fvtof'JOAY-F~/~A'/ /'10/N-
IHuman Sexual Response does it again! 1 aS 911M-1 PM i Much like their first album surprised some critics, their second one, In a RO·• 

man Mood, should do likewise. Maybe some of the friendly writers in New York I i will finally pull their heads into the light and recognize this group. Superb pro .• 
• ductio_n and stro~g songs make this disc a must for anyone with the slightest in· I 
I terest rn new music. 

•Thursday, October 8, 8:30 p.m. (at the Rat) 
I ... is the day and time of our next Modern Method Record party. Featured will i be The Outlets, Native Tongue, The Alley Beats and November Group . 

• The club scene ... 
1- .. really couldn't be much better. The only thing which is really lacking is 
• enough people to fill them! Remember to give special attention to the benefits put 
Ion by WMBR, WERS, and Propeller Records. These are all organizations which 
• are doing a lot of good for anyone who enjoys music. Try to try out a new club. 
llf you haven't been to Streets or The Bradford Ballroom or Gallery East I urge 
•you to try these places out. 

!My favorite radio show? 
I tknow ... who cares! But anyhow, you ought to try to catch the new expanded 
• version of BCN's "Rock 'n' Roll trivia" which is on the 4th Sunday evening of 
I each month. It features the irrepressible Eddy Gorodetsky along with unknows 
• Mark Miller and Ken Shelton. 

!Hard Core ... 
I · .. must learn to control itself. Seems as though SS Decontrol was too much for 
• the Rat crowd last Saturday night. Without at least a little bit of respect by all for 
I property and what not, you fans and bands may indeed kill off punk, at least as it 
• exists in clubs. 

!Beatie fans ... 
I · .. should mark the weekend of Oct. 17 / l 8 on their calehdars. The 2nd annual • 
• Boston Beatles convention is occuring at the Boston Center for the Arts. The pro· I 

r I moters of this event make a sincere effort to put together a real show, rather than• 

:_!u.s~e~ -:.;.o!I~i~~f•d~ir:.!.of~e~.- • - •- • _ • - • _ • _ • - • ~IL_.Jj;,.;;~~,.;;;;;,. ____ ..,;;s~llil;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;,;;;_;;;_.1,j,_,,1 



When I want to dance, there's one band I 
scan the papers for-the Neats. Their own 
brand of modern psychedelia quells all my 
first-on-the-dance noor inhibitions, and 
whenever !hey play, I'll be there ponying 
'til I drop. 

As more and more bands zone off into 
increasingly dull experimental regions, it's 
refreshing to find a band playing wipe-out, 
melodic, delicious throwback music. Surely 
you've been hypnotized by "Six" (their 
swirling, organ-drenched !rack on the re
cenl Propellor compilation EP) or 1heir 
catchy 1ape, "Do the Things." Live, the 
Neats' sound is dense, intricate and re
verb-y; they wring every drop oul of the 
60's cliches they play, embellish lavishly, 
and trade both instruments and vocals. 
There's a fullness and emotionalism 10 
songs like "Another Broken Dream" and 
"Now You Know" in the best tradition of 
overloaded hysteria that characterized 
bands like the 13th Floor Elevators and 
Paul Revere and the Raiders. 

Naturally, people have the sense to sur
render to a good thing, and the band's fol
lowing is growing and gigs are readily avail
able (everything from cafeterias at Yale 
University 10 opening for the Au Pairs at 
the Channel). Their first gig was at the Dor
chester Yach1 Club (noble roots!) in Decem
ber 1979, but they built up their fan-couJH 
playing at 1he now-closed Underground, 
where they were often the opening act. A 
memorable gig at a Gallery- East benefit 
brought them to local attention (notable for 
music promoter Jim Coffman's only ap
pearance on harmonica), and interest hasn't 
let up. They are also at the "near-offer" 
stage with several independent labels. The 
Neats are happy with their contribution on 
the Propeller EP, but unsure how much 
more work they plan 10 do with that label 
after the release of 1he Propeller compila
tion cassette, 10 which they contribute 
"Do 1he Things" and "Another Broken 
Dream." The latler is a messy track re
corded on closing night at the Under
ground, when the club was ripped to asbes
tos shreds. 

JO 

by Marc English 

Jane and Jeff Hudson at Streets Sept. JO. 
Two years ago I ended up in the Rat on a 

Tuesday night with a few friends, having 
nothing better 10 do. On the bill was the 
Manhattan Project, as well as a couple oth
er long forgotten bands. Jane and Jeff Hud
son, former members of the Rentals, played 
songs which revolved around a rhythm ma
chine and a heavily distorted guitar. My 
buddies thought it was shit; real trash. I 
thought otherwise. Sure, it was as basic as 
you could get, but it was certainly a change 
from the norm. Maybe they had a new idea. 
Shortly after !hat the Manhattan Project 
expanded from a 1wo piece to a five piece 
band, but since then, Jane and Jeff have 
gone full circle and have returned to play. 
ing as a duo. Recently the former Boston
ians treated a sophomoric crowd at Streets 
to a taste of their beat-conscious, minimal
ist music. 

Little has changed in their stage equip
ment since I saw them last. Jane uses a 
string ensemble and Jeff plays out his ac
cents and poly-rhythms on a single syn
drum and occasional tambourine. Each of 
them plugs directly into the PA eliminating 
the need for on-stage amps. Pre-recorded 
tapes form a foundation for each of their 
compositions. With this kind of set-up, the 
soundperson almost becomes the third 
member of the band, controlling stage 
monitors for Jane and Jeff to hear both the 
tape and what they are performing with, as 
well as aliding the many vocal effects the 

,:;·/ band is fond of. With Mike "Mr. Reverb" 
Whittiker at the sound board (keeping 
monitors from being either too quiet or just 

:;. plain feeding-back) the Hudsons played two 
o'. good sets. • 

Often surreal and always with a steady 
groove, the show consisted of new material, 
played only once before in front of a live 

1 spoke with drummer Terry Hanley audience. Much sparser than their last EP 
aboul how the Neats ''came 10 be." Sur- (released about a year ago), the new songs 

atmospheric, but she did take the lead on 
two songs. The first, a moody ballad, 
"Europe Dying," and the second a some
what atonal tale of the beginning of the 
world, called "There Was a Girl." Jeff, 
smoking bum and wandering around the 
stage as if constantly searching for some
thing, proved to be the most dynamic vo
cally. 

The hottest songs of 1he night were "No 
Clubs'' (from their jus1-released single) and 
the punch-drunk rocker "TKO." Their 
tour de force remains to be a song about 
sheiks driving around in red-white-and-blue 
Cadillacs, "Abadan." Having a much 
thicker sound than their new material, 
"Abadan" continued to drive even after 
Jane was forced to cut out due 10 a blown 
monitor. In order 10 hear himself, Jeff re
sorted to singing from the dance noor. 

It's easy to see how this band had been 
picked to open for the Contortions and the 
most recent PiL gig in New York. Pop and 
the avant-garde have invaded each other's 
territory and there now are no standards to 
measure against. Jane and Jeff Hudson 
have set their own standards, and add to 
this their atypical music, you've got a band 
that I'm glad to see is moving back to Bos-

t~~~l!i'e t~!,c:~=~~t aa~~ l~!:i~:e t~h~~ ;n~r~~ndg:~1_1 r:~he'~e:~:i°;ae~i~::einucs::~~; 

since birth. Terry met guitarist Phil Caruso t--•• -. -. ~. ~. ~. ~. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. -. ~. -. -. -. -. -~ -. -. -~----------' 
at Kent State, where they were irresis1ably 
drawn together by the fact that they were 
both from Pittsburgh. They both left school 
and came to Boston ("to spread venereal 
disease ... ") where they met Eric Martin 
(organ, guitar and vocals); a childhood 
friend of Eric's, Jerry Channel (bass and 
voca1s); and Skip Welch, their roadie/gui
tar maintenance/sound person. None of the 
members had any real band experience, and 
the direction they opted for was largely de
termined by the instruments they bought; 
their collective musical tastes were too di
verse to provide a suitable launching point, 
ranging as they do from blues to the Resi· 
dents. 

South End pawnshops were a major 
source of equipment-mostly classic Vax 
guitars and amps-and the band began us
ing heavy amounts of reverb when the diffi· 
culty of tuning a 12-string guitar became 
evident. From there ii was a short step to 
assuming this fuzzy, mysterious sound as 
their own identity. 

Most of the members of the band live to
gether in a door-knobless house in Allston, 
a situation which promotes the kind of col· 
lective compositional work they do. Jerry 
and Eric develop the basic riffs with the 
other members filling in what they feel ne
cessary. They're very shy performers ("we 
all look at our shoes," sighs Terry) who 
seem 10 rely on inter-group interaction on 
stage and prefer that the audience enjoy it
self rather than watch the band. Phil has 
plans for go-go dancers, flut the band wish
es to continue performing as an equitable 
quartet. 

Surviving at present on Kraft Macaroni 
and Cheese Dinners (groupies interested in 
supplying dinner are most welcome), the 
Neats are managerless, hopeful and full of 
plans. New York City needs to be cracked, 
and Terry mentioned a three-song single or 
a twelve-inch EP as 1he next logical step, 
when they scrape together enough money. 
~:::~enf:s~ake these guys an offer they ---aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ... ___________________ _ 
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You could've taken a seat in 1heBradford 
Hotel lobby and gotten a pretly good show 
for free. Besides all manner of impa1ien1 
fans milling about, there was a celebrity 
parade. Various members of The Specials 
would wander through, as well as some of 
their guest musicians. Even Jeanette Lee of 
Public Image Ltd. was spotted (that black 
lace "Flowers of Romance" get·up was a 
dead give-away}. 

If you cooled your heels till closin!! time. 
you might have spotted 7' 4·• 500 lb. world
famou<> Andre 1he Giant in 1hc hotel bar. 

"Do you think he'd mind taking a picture 
with us?'' asked Jerry Dammers. 

"The bar is closed." growled the "Gen1le 
Giant" when we opened the door to ask. 
We didn't try twice. 

An auspicious ending to what everyone 
knew wou ld be an auspicious day. Finally 
The Specials returned, a whole year after 
1he release of their second album. To the 
good ol' Bradford. Wi1h The Fabulous Bil
lygoons! 

Party band,'"The Billygoons, finally went 
legit. And they were out for revenge on The 
Specials for stealing their original name, 
The Rude Boys. 

The Billygoons' set was prefaced by cri
sis: the majestic "Ghost Town"-like back
drop painted by Berriie Smith, who once 
took some art lessons, was declared a fire 
hazard and had to be retired. Lillie matter, 
there was no shortage of things to look at. 
Eighteen people on stage, myriad props, 
wigs, balloons, and even musical instru
ments. 

The Goous have "mastered" many styles 
in their one year of musical practice: hill
billy, Latin, funk/rap, but they are all 
linked by the eloquence of their lyrical 
style, from "Hot Sauce and Hemorrhoids" 
to "Honey, Don't You Busl My Balls." 

The Billygoons graciously gave up a 
chunk of their se1 so that 007 could come-on 
and do a couple of rave-up songs. Next up 
was Someone and the Somebodies, who I 
missed because I was ... down in the lobby. 

The lentative interview never quite ma
terialized; I was stood up by Prince Charm
ing Tour Manager. Bui as Specials singer 
Terry Hall was lurking around generally 
making himself available to all comers, I 
got to ask him a few questions. 

The "no interview" policy was rather un
derstandable on what was billed as a Holi
day Tour. an eigh1 date hop around 1he 
major cities of North America. Terry ex
plained, "We wanted a holiday this time of 
year. A few of us were going to come over 
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w see friends anyway, so we decided to all 
come over and do a few concens so it would 
pay for the holiday." 

There was a hit of end-of-holiday lag 
about The Specials that night, especially the 
delay in getting the show started. But it was 

, definitely comparable to las1 year's show at 
The Main Act. Maybe those who criticized 
this year's show just don't love the newer 
material as much as I do 

They concentrated on material from the 
(critically slammed) album \fore Special'>, 
doing only three .,on!!s from the early days. 
With band m'!mbers dressed in summer ca
sual print shim and baggy pant!> the seedy 
showband aspect of the second album\ 
songs began to matcriali1e. Jerry Oammers 
was resplendent in his new beatnik beard 
and full head of curls, but unfortunately 
the sound mix buried his classic trashy or
gan run.<,. 

Athletic vocalist Neville Staples wa., all 
over the place as usual. Terry Hall, their 
other vocalist, in a modified Erascrhead 
pompadour hairdo, pinstripe suit and mo
casins {!) and a (where the hell did you get 
that. .) tie with a pony on it, was the zom
bie social director, with his deadpan "Clap
your-hands .. stamp-your-feet. '' 

The brass section we al\ love, Rico Rodri
gues on trombone and Dick Cuthell on 
trumpet, were there, along with newcomer 
Paul Heskell on saxophone and flute (he 
was a member of the legendary 2-Tone 
band The Swinging Cats, who put out one 
single, "Mantovani," and actually per
formed "Never On a Sunday"). The band 
played "Chiang Kai-shek" from Rico's lat
est album Thor Man ls Forward. 

Rhoda Dakkar, former singer for The 
Bodysnatchers, appeared for a duct with 
Terry on 1he lovely "I Can't Stand It," and 
performed solo on "The Boiler.'' The song 
has a rather intricate plot, so I'll pass i1 on. 
"Boiler" ic; a dismissive term for "wo
man." The song concerns a woman who 
considers herself On the shelf, but is miracu
lously asked out by her dream man. After 
an evening of dinner and disco, he tries to 
exact physical payment from her and she re
fuses. He leaves her in the park. When she 
turns and goes running back to him, he bru
tally rapes her. Rhoda's hyperbolic screams 
gave the coo l jazz strains of the tune a chill
ing edge. 

The show ended on an upbeat, with 
audience members clambering onstage to 
join 1he band in dancing to "Gangsters." 

Now that the holiday is over the ques-
tions stilt remain about the future of The 
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Specials. There have always been rumors 
about The Specials breaking up; each re
lease threatens to be their last. I've always 
pictured the band as some kind of tornado: 
seven very distinct creative individuals 
whirling around, each surging outwards to 
be recognized for his own particular merits, 
but always being held together by the core 
that i<; The Specials. And the essence of The 
Specials has been all that healthy turmoil. 
They haven't stopped questioning them
selves and the world around them: criticiz
ing the mindlessness that causes hatred, ra. 
cism and violence, without losing view of 
the humor in everyday foibles. 

Though this band has given me more 
pleasure than just about any other band 
I've known of, all the questions• I kept 
thinking of to ask them were negative. It's 
been a rocky year. 

In January of 1981 The Specials an
nounced they would do no more formal 
British tours, only random low-key club 
dates and benefit shows. The announce
ment came a week after the "straw that 
broke the camel's back":Jerry Dammers 
and Terry Hall had been found guilty or in
citing a breach of the peace a1 one of their 
concerts, and fined over a 1housand 
pounds. 

The concert in question was part of last 
fall's Bri1ish tour, in Cambridge (England). 
The fighting among certain members of the 
ccowd, which had begun during the opening 
band's set, continued into The Specials' set. 
The band stQpped playing. Hall and Dam
mers tried to focus attention onto the fight 
so i1 could be stopped and the offenders re
moved. They also vocally took issue with 
the way certain bouncers were handling the 
problem. Charges were subsequently made 
that The Specials used inflammatory lan
guage with ;ntent to start a riot. 

Hall now seems resigned to the whole 

' messy affair. They did not attempt to ap.· 

Tour in England, a stage collapsed, though 
nb one was seriously hurt. 

I saw a few stage invasions when I was in 
England. Maybe it's nice and friendly dur
ing the encores, but having the band oblit
erated in the middle of the show was an
noying. It seems really egotistical to me, 
guys just jumping up on stage and showing 
off. Terry Hall giggled: "That's what we 
do." 

One peculiar feature 1 noticed at the Spe
cials <;how I saw in London was all the foot
ball-cheer type chanting that went on 
("Specials!" clap-clap-clap "Specials!" 
clap-clap-clap). One alleged cause of the 
fights in Cambridge was the upcoming 
soccer match between Cambridge United 
and Coventry (the Specials' home town). 

"It's all connected," said Hall. "That's 
how everybody thinks. When you're a teen
ager you're into both football and music, 
and it's all tied in with the same thing. 
There's violence on the football terraces 
every Saturday." 

In the past six months The Specials have 
played at benefits for Rock Against Racism, 
the Campaign for Jobs, and the Festival 
Against Racism in Coventry. 

Recorded output since the last album has 
been erratic. The single "Do Nothing" was 
backed with "Maggie's Farm," an old Bob 
Dylan song resurrected as a wry commen
tary on hard times in Thatcher-land. An an
cient Dammers composition "Raquel," re
corded in I 980, turned up on the NMEI 
Rough Trade cassette, but is essentially a 
throw-away. 

Live, they appeared on the Kampuchea 
Benefit album, and the soundtrack to the 
movie Dance Craze, a documentary featur
ing concert footage of the 2-Tone bands. 
Everyone I've talked to connected with 
those bands seems to disown the movie. 
Apparently it smacks more of a Chrysalis 
promotion film than a reflection of the 
freshness and brash humor of the 2-Tone 
breakthrough. The film has yet to be dis
tributed in this area. 

1981 for The Specials has been a year of 
individual 'projects. Drummer Brad has 
started an independent label called Race 
Records which has put out a few singles, in-

peal the verdict: "It's not worth it. The 
people who judged us guilty were like fifty 
years old, and we had the British police 
force prosecuting us, so we didn't really 
have a leg to stand on even though we were 
innocent. (Dramatically)/ was innocent ... " , 
More than just a generation gap, from what 
I' ve read of the Cambridge officials' state
ments about The Specials, the band might 
as well have just landed from Mars. 

Hall dismisses specific incidents like these 
as the cause of the moratorium on touring. 
He says the reasons are more personal: "I 
miss my girlfriend, so I don't want to tour 
anymore." 

This doesn't exactly convince me. The 
Specials have always engendered extremes, 
and though that usually means ecstatic joy, 
plenty of other emotions have muscled their 
way in there, 100. Certain unsavory things 
have been associated with Specials gigs: 
skinhead bully-boy fighting, right-wing Na
tional Front infiltration of gigs, and pre-gig 
threats of violence. 

But The Specials have never been afraid 
to show where they stand when faced with 
these conflic1s. So many different kinds of 
people are attracted by their music that they 
hope to turn the negative elements of the 
crowd around rather than categorically 
shut them out. They want to prove that a 
gig doesn't have to be a battleground, it 
can be the start of a new unity. 

One controversy is the Stage Invasion. 
The Specials gigs in Britain seem to be es
pecially prone to massive stage invasions, 
liable to s1an anytime during the show, 
completely drowning the band in a sea of 
writhing fans. The band seems amenable 10 
the concept of stage invasions as a breaking 
down of barriers between musician and fan, 
though they are aware of the snags in its 
practice. During their summer 1980 Seaside 
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eluding one by The People, a band that in
cludes ex-Selecter members. Neville Staples 
also has a label, called Shack Records, co
run with his wife, S1ella of The Belle Stars. 
In addition; Neville has the honor of repre
senting The Specials in the book Underwear 
of the Stars. 

Rhy.&.hm guitarist Lynval Golding has also 
been working with Race Records, and re
cently visited his native Jamaica with Ne
ville and Rico. Just over a year ago Golding 
was the victim of a racially-motivated at
tack, an experience dealt with in his song 
"Why?", one of the two songs on the 8-
side of ''Ghost Town.'' 

Guitarist Roddy Radiation has been 
working with rockabilly band The Tear
jerkers. His trail blazing song "Braggin' 
and Tryin' Not to Lie" was included as a 
free single with the import copies of More 
Specials, a kind of broken-down, honky 
tonk Elvi-. Presley meets 2-Tone. 

Jerry Dammers has been working on re
cording "The Boiler" with Rhoda and gui
tarist John Shiplaw, ex-Swinging Cat. Bass
ist Sir Horace Gentleman has also been do
ing studio work. 

Terry, I guess, has been home with his 
girlfriend. He wrote "Friday Night and 
Saturday Morning," also on the B-side of 
"Ghost Town," a litany of dissipated teen
age weekends ("Wish I had lipstick on my 
shirt, instead of piss stains on my shoes."). 

Which brings us to summer or 1981, 
where the focus is brought back to The Spe
cials as a group. ''Ghost Town'' made num
ber one on the British charts. It's the first 
huge chart success they've had sim:e their 
live EP Too Much Too Young. Besides be
ing a "soundtrack to the times" (evoking 
the crumbling economic wasteland that 
British youth are being handed), it's a damn 
good song. Mighty catchy, with that Nino 
Rota/ Ennio Morricone soundtrack feel. 

In a way, things have come full circle; 
The Specials are now the lone band on the 
2-Tone label. Meanwhile, they .ire still hav
ing "meetings" about their future. I hope 
we don't lose them, but it's important that 
they succeed on their own terms. We need 
them around, to keep surprising us. keep 
moving us, keep making us laugh. 
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by Julie Panebianco 

Inside Spit, amid cans of Tab and boxes 
of equipment sat the GoGo's looking ... 

Wwell, miserable. 
"We don't want to take pictures now" 

they are telling their manager. Jane Weid
lin, the rhythm guitarist, rumples tier hair 

{\ and stands up and stretches. She is tiny, 
with dark, striking features and bad skin. 
" I want to be pretty when I lake pictures." 

The disappointed photographer is sent 
away and the GoGo's look relieved. Their 
manager, an efficient, friendly woman sits 
down on the silver couch next to Jane and 
drummer Gina Schock. They start discuss
ing lead singer Belinda Carlisle, who is out 
of earshot. 

"Did you give her People magazine?" 
"Why?" Jane asks. 
''I told you to let her read it.'' Their 

manager looks disappointed. "There is an 
article on the Beverley Hills diet. It's dan
gerous, people have died on it. You better 
tell her to get off ii." 

Jane looks worried. "She never eats, she 
won't go off it. Never. She never cheats." 

Belinda Carlisle walks back to 1he couch. 

wrxm aw i fw :5 @ 

w. Chuck Berry," says Kathy. I Belinda offers Patsy Kline, Billie Hali
¥ day, Tammy Wynette. Jane lists Roxy Mu
i sic, Sparks, David Bowie. Someone ye lls 
j out the Beatles. Gina tells me John Bon-

~ songs when she first heard them. J ha;;l~ndda'.
0
d~~i:~:~~s:~~~;!~; ~~f~n~~e~~~·ins 

"Great songs," she says again. "They ,:;: to do handstands, somersaults and calis
were the first band I saw when I got to LA thenics. Everyone except Charlotte gets up 
-everyone was talking about !hem. I was . and begins dancing, · each one trying to 

ID ~~i!~r:;2~~t ~nf :11 \
0
h:gG:~~.::~:

1f:!~; ~~~,~~hin,~;ft~u1i~i~~;~p r~:;n.~w:~~d~!~ b m~~1~1¥fa~t~!i~h~~ri,~~ says, smiling. 
the closest 10 the bathtub pinup image that 1 Gina stops, and smiles. t Gina stops and sits next to us, on a step-

:::: has been surrounding the band. She is very "They didn't sound that great, but they A ladder. "So will I." 
pretty, but chubby. and quite unfriendly. did have terrific songs." Gina looks at Be- l Apologetically I ask them about being in 

t_ When addressed she looks blank, as if she linda. an all-girl band. Gina shouts, "Are we in an 
J hasn't heard the question. Right now she is "We didn't do·covers, I just starled out ,. all-girl band?" Two male roadies yell, "We 
:::!=Staring at her manager, trying to decide ··. writing songs," Belinda says. 1riedout." 

whe1her she wants to do the in1erview. :ill Kathy Valentine, their bassist, laughs. "I· "It's no different than being in a band 
'.·.·. "Not really," she finally says. @.'.? played guitar for seven years, then joined · with guys," Charlotte answers. "Although 
fil She is overruled, and all the GoGo's @ the GoGo's and switched to bass." we are all so close. We are all good friends I ga~her around the couch. They are ti red and fl " I was in Edie & the Eggs," Gina says. ; -a pack of sisters." 
r.J.·;· eager to go back to the hotel to rest before ~ "Edie was a trip. We played th ree chord :,'::,~ "We've been under a \01 of pressure late-
r; the show. :@:punk.She got me out to LA. She came to . • ly," Charlotte explains. "Touring keeps us I " I don't sleep," says gui1aris1 Charlotte my house and said 'Gina, want to go to .. ; happy. When one of us starts to have a 
[ Caffey, "I'm too nervous. I just lay down LA?'." We laugh, as Gina has delivered a semi-breakdown, when one of us can't 
W and close my eyes." letter perfect imitation of Cuddles in Poly- handle it, we help her." 
t "Tonight's gonna be wild, we're all ex- ester. • I ask Charlotte if they were surprised the 

cited,'' Charlotte goes on. "Everyone has "Anyway, I get 10 LA and all this talk album took off so quickly. She nods her 
been telling.us about Boston, how well our was going on about the GoGo's and I went head. 
record has done here, so we're very exci1ed to see 'em and was interested, and a few "A lot of good things have been happen-
about it, we've been looking forward to it months later I joined them." ing for us. All these great things started 10 
for awhile." Since the band has a name from the six- happen since !he album caught on ... we 

I ask them how the band got started. ties, was formed in the seve11ties . and has ' don't really undersi'and what happened. It's 
Belinda glared. "No one had any experi- become successful in the eighties, I ask them a natural progression, I guess, after work-

ence.'' 'where 1hey draw their influences. ing so hard.'' 
Gina leans forward, to get close. She is "None of us has the same influences," "That's the thing about the GoGo'~," 

not the glamorous. beautiful woman the al- says Charlotte. "It makes us sound Gina adds. "We just natu:-.illy progressed, 
bum pho1ographs lead you to expect-she unique." we kept progressing, we keep progressing." 
is very petite, serious, her glasses not alto- "Yeah, there was no mass influence in How did the GoGo's hook up with the 
get her hiding her very pretty, sparkling the GoGo's," agrees Jane. Specials? 
eyes. She tells me the GoGo's had great "I was influenced by early rock n' roll. CONT. .. 

- z 
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"We played with the Specials at the "1.R.S. (their record label] has been. 
}Whisky A Go Go in LA," Charlotte says, great. Just great. They have been wonder
Srinn ing. "They asked us to tour with them ful, I mean that." She smiles. 
~nd they meant it! So we toured with them, "Well, I hope I see you a year from now 
llnd played with ska bands all across Eng- and I am able to tell you that 1. R.S. has still 
land, which was hard. It was difficult goi ng been great." 
~here after building up an audience in LA, Gina gets up to leave, almost everyone is 
ibut in the end, it intensified our popularity on the bus already. Charlotte goes by and 
f'ere and there." tells me to enjoy the show. "We are cner-

Which led to "We Got the Beat." Gina getic, fun live." 
:jrmove,, over10 the sofa, and looks serious. The Metro was a madhouse, a packed en-

'That hit single on Stiff was our own do- thusiastic audience waiting for a band that 
. We had a verbal agreement with them promised "sheer, unadulterated fun." Ap-

they st iffed us," Gina says bitterly. parently the Metro had never had as many 
hey did a number on us. All they did was calls for tickets to a show. 
ss the single. They gave us not one ounce When the GoGo's came onstage it was all 
promotion. Not one ounce. We were but impossible to get close enough to see the 

idn't have a deal with them." black shimmering tutu dress that Belinda 
hinking. Carlisle was wearing, or the party dress cir

'We Got the Beat'," Gina empha- ca eighth grade that adorned Jane Weidlin. 
'was our own doing. Promoting it, After the show, the GoGo's, out of their 
it to the right people. We did it. All stage clothes, were drinking Tab and relax

ing a little. 
y really thought we were a bunch of Charlotte was apologetic. "Sorry we 
· she says quietly, "a novelty didn't give you a good interview. We were 

Well, we are very serious and anyone in silly moods, we were nervous and t-ired.'' 
deals with us finds that out righl away. I see a photographer pointing al them, 

are pretty sharp now about what's good ex.claiming: "They arc like the Monkees. 
for us. You wonder how long they looked for 

"When that happened with Stiff," Gina gi rls that a ll dressed like that." He looks 
ontinues, "I was disappointed, sort of let disgusted. 
own. You know, you hope and you dream Everyone else, however, told them over 

... I never realized that ii was like this. and over and over, "You were wonderful.'' 
"Man, rock n' roll was a ll I ever wanted "Terrific." "Just great." 

o do. I've been playing drums nine years," They did , however, sound wonderful, all 
e says, eyes wide. quick punky chord changes with Leslie 
"Rock n' roll is so emotional, you are Gore melodies piled on top. Belinda Car

letting a part of you out. But then, on the lisle fronts the band with confidence, be
other hand, you have 10 remember it is a lieing the cutesy, coy image the band isf;: 
business. Just a business." sometimes saddled with. Songs like "Fad-~ 

Gina shakes her head. All of a sudden ing Fast," "Can't Stop the World," "Skid- · 
there is a lot of activity around us, the band marks on My Heart," and of course "We ci 

and crew gelling ready to go back to the ho- Got the Beat" and "Our Lips Are Sea led" .l .. 
tel. " were pure streamlined pop that was infec-

Gina goes on, unhurried. "Labels were tious. And Charlotte Caffey was right.· 
after us for a while. We 100k our time, They arJ! fun. 
looked around for a decent deal. 
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by Michael Hafltz 

"The finest new American rock band." 
-New York Times 

"Best band in the U.S." 
- Village Voice 

"Wild Gift is the best record to come out in 
1981." 

-New York Rocker 
"The best album by an American band this 
year." 

-Rolling Stone 
The sheer volume or X-dream praise 

shoveled on the public by what vocalist Ex
ene Cervenka refers 10 as "glorified gossip 
columnists" is enough reason to be cau
tious. What's even more ridiculous though, 
is that Slash, X's record company, has 
printed a poster of nothing but excerpts 
from various rave reviews. Superlatives are 
one thing, modesty another. I asked John 
Doe and Exene how they react to all these 
gushing phrases. 

"Well, we appreciate that writers like us 
because writing is really important to the 
band," Exene explains. "But you have to 
get the people out and that's what's hard." 

John adds, "We're thankful that the 
press could possibly influence people to buy 
the record, or go out to see us, not in a self
ish way, but so that the people can get 
something out of it. What everyone in the 
press has said, because it's so overboard, 
must be pretty genuine. Basically we hit 
people on a pretty personal level." 

After seeing some overbaked kamikaze 
attempt his fourth body dive (degree of dif
ficulty 1.0) into the crowded mass al the 
Channel, I started to believe John although 
I'm still not convinced that these soldiers 
are reacting to the music so much as realiz
ing the Warhol dream. 

Except for sound problems X made good 
on the fanfare. A perfect charac1erization 
of his moniker, guitarist Billy Zoom stood 
bowlegged with a goofy expression plas
tered on his face. Zoom utilizes his sturdy 
rockabilly rools without going down to the 
morgue to give the decaying corpse a use
less shot of embalming fluid. There is noth
ing more depressing than a Stray Cat or a 
Crystal Ship-Joy Division included. 
Zoom's a trapeze artist swinging throllgh 
the last thirty years with the greatest of 
ease. D.J. Bonebrake, X's drummer, 
sounded a touch off, the likely result of 
Pac-Man wrist. But listen to 1he latest al
bum, Wild Gift, or the Flcsheaters' A Min
ute to Pray . .. to hear why he sits in with 
about 900 other LA bands. That leaves 
John to play bass and John and Exene in 
various permutations to share everything 
else. 

"h's a real 30/30/40 situa1ion as far as 
the sound. Exene writes music and I'll write 
lyrics or she'll write the lyrics," John says, 
putting to rest any criticism that it ls a two 
person operation. 

"The thing with our music is that Exene 
will come up with a way the song moves, 
we'll 1ake it into rehearsal, and I'll write 
out all the music on bass which leaves a lot 

of room for Billy to set the chords. That 
way the band arranges the final sound.'' 

Besides doing all the lyrics, music and 
vocals together, John and Exene have 
something else going for them. 

"We don't live together like hippies, 
we're married!" 

I suggest that their relationship must be 
pretty intense as a result of having a twenty
four hour thing. 

"Actually, it's pretty dull." 
"EXENE!" 
"I make breakfast, he takes out the gar

bage, you know, same old thing. Seriously, 
we're blessed with a two heads are better 
than one relationship. Together we get more 
accomplished and do more than we would 
separately.'' 

Now that I have fulfilled my obligation to 
the public as gossip columnist, prying into 
the secret lives of LA's most astonishing 
couple, the topic had to be switched. I was 
curious as to how they pulled out of the LA 
muck (read: symbolic rehash) which, two 
years ago seemed so envious of London '76. 

John: «we were all musical outcasts in 
that we couldn't fit into doing !omething 
individually. X gels really well because we 
worked out what we wanted to do-not 
what 1he LA scene was playing at the mo
ment. There was no internal pressure to 
sound like. " 

"Yeah, none of that we don't sound en
ough like the Clash or we don't enough like 
Bo Diddley," D.J. adds. 

Having two front people was also not ex
actly in vogue at the time. Both John and 
Exene have strong voices, and although not 
blessed with an eight-octave range, they 
sing with an exceptional plaintive, romantic 
whine. Exene comments that "At first it 
was really weird with two singers." John 
adds, "Yeah, listen to that first single 
("AduTt Books/We're Desperate"). I 
sound like I'm 16 and Exene sounds about 
12." 

"But I still like it best when it's my turn 
to sing.'' 

"Me too. When Exene sings I can move 
around and have fun." 

X thinks of themselves as a traditional, 
basic rock and roll band. (Billy comments 
that: "Bo Diddley never did a concept al
bum, ya know."). Their first album Los 
Angeles sold over 50,000 copies. 

"50,000 is peanuts," claims John. "The 
problem with America is that it's always re
fused to recognize its own backyard-its 
roots. It IOok twenty years from when Sun 
recordings came out till they were generally 
available on reissues and such. They were 
available in Europe and England from the 
start. America has been denying itself its 
history. I wish that American record labels 
and American radio would be more re
sponsive to their home town people to re
cord what's going on at the time." 

John's right, of course, and we agree that 
there's not much hope for change for the 
major labels. There's so much great music 
played in the clubs, but only the indepen
dents do anything about it. 

LA has a good club scene. There is no in
fighting like in New York. Every club 
knows that it will draw, and there's no 
backstabbing. John says that all the band 
members are friends, something that Bos
ton severely lacks, and that this allows 
bands like the Flesheaters to get together. 

John: "The Flesheaters are made up or 
me and D.J., Chris D. from Slash maga
zine, Dave Alvin and Bill Bateman from 
the Blasters, and Steve Berlin. We had five 
rehearsals and recorded the album in one 
night." 

The power of that Flesheaters' second al
bum is astounding. I've never been able to 
fathom why it takes a band three months in 
the studio to put out a 12'' around here, thC 
result always being a producers product 
rather than a simple, goddam rock and roll 
record. 

Since Slash doesn't have the cash, X has 
no plans to put out a second single from 
Wild Gift. Exene is writing a book with 
Lydia Lunch, and various projects keep the 
rest of the band busy. As I was leaving I re
membered that Dredd Foole had asked me 
to pop Exene this last question: "Ever 
played in Mexico?" 

"Me and John did. We went down to 
Guadalajara. We went down to see our 
friends Kenny and the Electrics play there. 
We got up on stage and played 'Los Angel
es' and 'C'mon Everybody.' The thing is, 
they all knew 'Los Angeles' from the local 
disco! Anyway we all started singing, 'A 
bierte sen toros. A biente sen toros'." 

"What's that mean7" 
"Bump into everybody!" 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: 
-~----------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~? 

- . -Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

- -- -~ Hey Everybody, ~ 
f we've got a FREE T-Shirt catalog , 
, you won't belive. From Hardcore , 
• Punk to Post-Modern. Send 18¢ , 

•---------,., stamp for your FREE color copy! f 
modernistical •o•• ~ 
P.O. BOX 1017 dept. CB •o•o 
ORINDA. CA. 94563 USA. ~ 

-1310 Boylst;~~-'ci,6;,ston, MA 02115 - f 
""'----------------------------·~~~~....._ ....................... ~~~-....~~ ..... ._.~~ ........... ~ ..... ~ 
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phOto: M. Ratney 

by Gerard Cosloy 

What would you say if I told you there 
was a commercial radio slation that regular
ly plays groups like Killing Joke, Mission of 
Burma, and Sofl Cell? "WBCN?" you ask. 
I on ly wish. The idea of a 50,000 watt com
mercial radio station's playlist being domi
nated by these artists no1 only seems to be 
too good to be true, but unfortunately is 
too good to be true. But cheer up, Lynn's 
3,000 watt WLYN (l02 FM) is not only 
playing and exposing new artists and music. 
but is doing so remarkably well-'LYN's 
growing number of listeners will attest to 
that. What ot her radio stat ion anywhere 
can brag of having six hours (6 p.m. to mid
night) of new music programming nightly, 
with a playlist that ranges from the Village 

People to Cabaret Voltaire, from TSOL to 
the Trademarks? 

"We're delivering the formal that 'BCN 
should be delivering, that's what I hear 
from people quite often,'' says 24-year-old 
Rich Anzalone, the man responsible for one 
of the most daring formats on commercial 
radio. Anzalone came to 'LYN from 
Grahm Junior College four years ago. He 
began as an engineer, eventually moving to 
announcing. His first show was a midnight 
- 2 a.m. big band show, with rock occasion
ally being mixed in (eg. Ian Dury's "Rea
sons to Be Cheerful, Pt. 3"). From there, it 
was a weekend soft rock show, with more 
liberal material being thrown in by Septem
ber. By March of this year, Anzalone took 
over Tuesdav-Sunday evenings (Amy 

Wachtel currently does the Saturday sh ift) 

wilh his present eclec1ic format. In the short 
period of time that his format has been in 
effect, Anzalone has made terrific progress. 
His show has won the support of local 
bands, independent labels, and above all, 
the listeners (during the night slot, 'LYN 
has made the Arbitron ratings book for the 
first 1ime}. Still, as great as Anzalone's 
show might be. his freedom to play what he 
wants might be lim ited by commercial suc-
cess (or lack of it). Rich explains: 

"That's the game, 'fame and fortune,' as 
Mission of Burma says. Small as they were, 
we made ratings in the last period. Ratings 
are definitely a factor in the commercial 
radio game. I don't really like 1he ratings 
game all !hat much, but I think we have a 
viable, competing s1ation. My main com
plaint is the industry's lack of attention 10 

us, 'oh, 'LYN, they're doing 1hat new wave 
show, bu1 they're no compclition for us'." 

And if any Bo.ston radio station believes 
that, they're kidding themselves. Rich's 
show is just beginning to hit a large audi
ence, which until now, remained untouched 
(with the notable exceptions of WERS and 
WZBC, which broadcast at night). 

'LYN is beginning to reach people previ
ously removed from new music, grabbing 
the North Shore, an area which is unable to 
receive many of Boston's college stations 
(unfortunately, much of the South Shore is 
unable to pick up 'LYN). The quality of !he 
programming has begun' to rival that of 
non-commercial WMBR. Anzalone may 
not have the knowledge of new music tha1 
some at 'MBR have, but he's got twice the 
enthusiasm, eager to try out new artists and 
sounds (Killing Joke seem to be his current 
fave). Of course, not everything is perfect. 
Anzalone plays a high ratio of requests, 
and as a result, his format sometimes 
sounds like top 40 goes punk. If you lis
tened every night in August, you'd end up 
having Soft Cell's "Tainted Love" em
bedded in your brain forever, "Why isn't 
WBCN playing that song?" asks Rich. 
Good question! 

Although at first listening Anzalone's on
air personality doesn't sound all that much 
different than ninety percent of the rock/ 
sch lock jocks you've heard before, he's ac
tually quite sincere, taking a genuine inter
est in the music he plays-not easy to do 
when you're on air for 36 hours a week (the 
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main reason Anzalone doesn't get to see live 
music). Early '60s rock like the Beatles, 
Stones, Who, Kinks. etc. is often mixed in 
with current material, lending an historical 
perspective 10 Rich's show that others lack 
("Past, present and future." says Rich). 
There's more thought on this show than you 
might think. What kind of point, if any, is 
Anzalone trying to get across through these 
records? 

"The message is 10 really, just be aware 
of what's going on around you. The gov
ernment is part of a select group, a moral 
majority if you will. Just be aware of what's 
going on. I'm not trying to force my ideas 
on anyone, I'm just trying to make them 
wake up, and there's plent}' of music 10 

help them 10 do that. It's doing my part 10 

change things. I don'! know if anythin!-CV· 
er gets changed, but you can try to make 
people more aware." 

Anzalone also cites an internship under 
Danny Schecter as a major influence on his 
ideas about the use of radio. John Lennon's 
death is said 10 be a turning point in An
zalone's ideas abou1 music. He believes in 
what he's doing, even when the higher-ups 
at WLYN haven't. When you add every
thing up, Rich Anzalone isn't the new Allan 
Freed, not by a long shot, but in his own 
way, what Anzalone is doing is just as im
portant. He's exposing the most important 
music around, music that much of the mu
sic industry would like to close the door on. 
For now at least, the door's still open in 
Lynn. I'm thankful for that, 'cause my ra
dio sure sounds a lot better than it did be
fore. 

MeanwhileAt WBC 
by Greg Reibman 

Citing a "lack of time to be both on the 
air and program director" WBCN's Oedi
pus has decided to leave his full time air 
slot. To fill his 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. weeknight 
shift. Oedipus has hired a former Brookline 
resident who goes by the name "T." With 
several years of radio experience, -,,,. 
comes to BCN after ha\'ing worked in ~ri
da, Indiana and most recently, Philadel
phia. 

Oedipus meanwhile will reEurn to doing 
his old BCN progr:tm Nocturnal Emissions 
on Sundays from 5 to 8 p.m. "Nocturnal 
Emissions will essentially be the Demi
Monde on BCN," he repcrts. "Each week 
we will fea1ure Boston bands, independent 
labels, imports and interviews." 

Listening to BCN in the past week, it's 
become clear that this is not the only change 
the station is undergoing. Once renowned 
for playing an often unlistenable hodge
podge of music, BCN is now limiting the 
spectrum or music their announcers can 
choose from. Such a move has both its pros 
and cons; certainly some of their more ob
noxious daytime jocks are being preven1ed 
from playing as much of the self-indulgent 
sludge rock 1hey once featured-but on the 
other hand, BCN's more contemporary 
minded jocks (particularly the ones who 
featured heavy doses of local music) seem 
stifled. 

It's no1 surprising that BCN should 
choose a more conservative approach. Vir
tually every 01her so-called "progressive" 
station in the country made the same move 
long ago. Compared 10 the ultra-conser\'a
tive, very successful WCOZ, BCN·s ratings 
have b«:n suffering for many months. 
And as opposed to the much smaller 
Wt YN, BCN's overhead (salaries, rem. 
etc.) must be exorbitan1, Groups like The 
Pretender~. OoGo's and Psychedelic Furs 
may seem mainstream to many of us: how
ever, the ,evera l thousand albums cai,;h 
group sells represems only a small frac1ton 
of the millions of their potential radio lh
teners. Currently BCN is playing all three 
groups, but just ho" far beyond this they 
will go is ye1 to be seen. 
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111111. fearuring: .,d 
• The History of Boston Rock 'n' Roll \\\ , 
• Kalakuta Revived: Reggae Toasters\\\ 

· • Aarg Progresso Esoterica Live ~ 
• James Brown/Residents Dance • h 
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Eure::~~ents \tJ. 
DURAN DURAN If 

Live at the Tufts Pub, Oct. 15 
"Is This The Planet Of Life?"· 

Celebrating The Last Free Radio Station 

91.5 WMFO (Bird) Lives 

MASS. PUBLIC INTEREST 
RESEARCH GROUP 

(MASSPIRG) 
INVITES YOU TO ROCK FOR 

RETURNABLES 

BENEFIT CONCERT 
FOR THE BOTTLE 
BILL CAMPAIGN 

featuring 
Richard Nolan and 

THIRD RAIL 
SHANE 

CHAMPAGNE 
and 

THE LINES 
Monday Oct. 19 at 
THE PARADISE 

Thurs. Oct. 8 Epic Recording Artists SHOOTING STAR, The Meetings, 
Ball n' Chain 

Frl.Oct.9 

Sat. Oct.10 

Sun.Oct.11 

Thurs. Oct. 15 

Frl.Oct.16 

Sat. Oct.17 

Private Lightning, The Lifters, The I.0.'s 

Jon Butcher'Axls, The Orbits, The Shake 

WCOZ Rock For All Ages, 3:00 p.m. Jon Butcher Axis, The 
Detours. 
Evening Show: Streetflghter. 

Orleans, President, Rox 

Jr. Walker & The Allstars, Sam & Dave 

The Look, The Hometown Rockers, Fire Dept. 

Greenpeace Benefit Featuring The Atlantlcs 

THE ENGLISH BEAT 
f 

Boston Rock 1122 

Oct. 21 at 

THE BRADFORD 
JOIN THE 

PROFESSIONALS 
FEATURING Cook and Jones of 

The Sex Pistols 
NOONE UNDER 20 • MUST HAVE PROPER ID 

BOSTON 
BEATLES 

CONVENTION 

Sept. 

Monday dates 
In November 
At Inn Sq 
& itat 

17 Rohor's , Northampton , MA 
18 Playroom , NYC 
19 Marble Bar, Baltimore, MD 
22 The Bonk , Akron, Ohio 
23 & 24 Club A GoGo, Le-xington , KY 
25 Bogorts , Cinncinoti , Ohio 
26 Walnut Hills , Dayton , Ohio 
30 The Channel , Boston Wl YN Live 
Oct. 
2 The Rot , Boston 
3 lupo's , Providence, RI 
9 Bobo O'Reilly's, New London, CT 
15 Jock's, Cambridge 

Contact: Joon Martin 
(617) 666-0 .. /(617) "'·095 
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oc1osER 
PICKS ... 

TUE 
6 

THU 
8 

SAT 
10 

SUN 
11 

WED 
14 

MON 
19 

WED 
21 

TUE 
27 

OCT. 
28-31 

THU 
29 

WAS (NOT WAS), Spit 
While perhaps owing a lot to George Clinton, Donald and David 
Was' new album ls undeniably a breath of fresh air. Lyrically in
novative and musically danceable-this one should be fun. You 
don't even have to dance funny. (Tom Gilroy) 

MODERN METHOD PARTY, OUTLETS/NATIVE 
TONGUE/NOVEMBER GROUP/ALLEYBEATS, 
Rat 
Extreme conflict of interest here, but beln' that it's my birthday 
and all, I thought I'd give It a plug anyways. The Party features 
two of my all-time favorite bands {Outlets and Native Tongue) 
and two bands I desperately want to see llve (November Group 
and the Alleybeats). The cake is first come, first serve though. 
(Mr.B) 

PRETENDERS, THE BUREAU, Orpheum 
Five years ag9, Chrissie Hynde clalmed to have been dreaming 
about screwing Iggy Pop. She took that sensuality and added 
some mascara and now her Image alone can fill The Orpheum. 
She's not a bad singer either. (Tom Gilroy) 

PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING, Boston Garden 
Join the throngs. This month's hlghllghts: Killer Khan vs. An· 
dre the Giant In a Mongolian Stretcher Match ("No rules, no dis· 
qualificatlons, there must be a winner!"), surfer god The Magnifi
cent Muraco goes for the title against champ Bob Backlund. 
(Betsy Sherman) 

SCHLOCK AROUND THE CLOCK FESTIVAL, 
Orson Welles Cinema 
A glorious twelve hour celebration of the cinema's trash aesthe-. 
tic, this year's highlights include: Riot On Sunset Strip, with the 
Standells; and Plan Nine From Outer Space, Golden Turkey 
Award Winner as Worst Film of All Time. Revel In lt. (Ed Slota) 

BONGOS, 007, ALLEYBEATS, Streets 
A great trlple bill featuring the pride and joy of Hoboken, NJ: The 
Bongos, and two local groups that Boston can be proud of. To 
top things off, smilln' Tami Heidi's the DJ. (Greg Reibman) 

SUADE COWBOYS, VITAMIN, Inn Square 
( ... psst can't miss with this one. Turn to page 38 to find out how 
you can get in for free!) (Nayme-Drawper) 

PROFESSIONALS, Braford 
Ah yes, the punk side of British rock 'n' roll. But this time it's 
quite special-the ex·Pistols duo of Jones and Cook as the Pro· 
fessionals. I've no idea about the live sound, but their "Join The 
Professionals" and "Just Another Dream" singles are top-notch. 
Mr. B) 

SCARS,Spit 
With the "new psychedelia" label being stuck on any band that 
writes trlppy lyrics and uses echo, Scotland's Scars stand apart 
from the faceless mass of trend followers as true prophets of a 
whole 'new' (albeit reminiscent) sound. Their talent surprised 
England; their show may surprise you. (Tom GIiroy) 

MEN 'N VOL TS, AGBEKOR, Inn Square 
This blll proved so popular last month that both bands have been 
paired up again. From West Africa, Agbekor are a dance and 
drum corps. Men 'N Volts are a local outfit that started out play
ing Captain Beef heart covers-but now play their own brand of 
upbeat electronic craziness. (Greg Reibman) 

CARRIE and YENX SANS VISAGE, Brattle 
Theater 
The former is pure American Gothic, the latter Is a must·see 
French fantasy about a doctor desperately trylng to ''find a face" 
for his disfigured daughter, a meditation on the link between hor· 
ror and beauty. (Betsy Sherman) 

BLIND ORPHANS, SS DECONTROL, Can tone's 
It appears the Boston music scene is being taken over by the lo
cal hardcore punk faction. How do you compete with those fast
er, louder and younger than yourself? Know your enemy. By the 
way, SS Decontrol can-be great fun. (Mr. B) 

WED T'NT KNIGHTS: LOS PARAMOUNTS, LENKS, 
NOV. 4 Cantone's 

According to The Count, the Live At Can tone's LP will be record· 
ed later this fall. This is the first of several audition nights 
(knights?). (Greg Reibman) 

MAP.TELLS 
Thur 1 

BOYS LIFE • 007 
Fri 2 

FACE TO FACE • LIFTEP.S 
Sat3 

HYPEP. TENSION 
Sun4 

SOMEONE 6 THE SOMEOODIES 
DCLU0 

Mon5 

AP.OS 
Tue6 

DAUGHTEP.S 
WED7 

CHP.IS JOMES AHO 
THE P.EGULAP.S 

Thu8 

LOU MIAMI 6 THE KOZMETIX 
SEX EXECS 

Frl9 

PETEP. DA YTOH • 
FUTUP.EDADS 

Sat 10 

PAUL P.ISHELL DANO 
Sun 11 

CP.OKETT 
Mon 12 

IHCREOI0LE CASUALS 
Tue 13 

FIP.E DEPT. • P.U0IES 
Wed14 

THE MEETINGS 
Thu 15 

TRADEMAP.KS 
Frirn 

P.OCKETT88 
Sun 18 

BOSTON ROCK SHOWCASE 

SUADE COWBOYS • VITAMIN 
Mon 19 

DUKE P.O0ILLAP.D DANO 
Tue20 

DAYOUDOYS 
Wed21 

PRODEP.S 
Thu22 

PLANET STP.EET • JACKALS 
Fri 23 

PAUL P.ISHELL DANO 
BLUES COUSINS 

Sun 25 

DOWNTIME 
Mon26 

MEHIHVOLTS 
AG0EKOP. 

Tue27 

FAMOUS STP.AHGEP.S 
Wed28 ' 

OP.AVECOMOO 
Fri30 

HEW MODELS 
Sat 31 

Stag• f r'ght Showcase. ~n mike 
ev•,y Sunday 2 to 6 p.m. 

411•N12 
1350 Cambrldp SI 

rnman 84-, Cambfklf-

Reach Boston's most ac· 
live club goers. Space on 
the Clubland page Is avail· 
able for Just $6.00 per col, 
umn lnc!I. To place your ad 
!n this section call 288-8787. 

THU 1 
PLANET STREET 

NEATS 

FRI 2 
SOMEONE AND THE 

SOMEBODIES 
THEPROBERS 

SAT3 
CITY THRILLS 

GRAPHICS 

TUES6 
WERS BENEFIT ... 

THE DARK and others 

WED? 
from NYC .. 

THEd.b.'s 
PETER DAYTON 

THURS 
from NYC .. 

THE TERRORISTS 
007 

FRl9 
THE NEATS 

THE ALLEYBEATS 

SAT10 
Eat Records .. 

RUBBER RODEO 
NOVEMBER GROUP 

SUN 11 
Take It! presents .. 

DMZ Reunion 
with 

THE LYRES 

WED 14 
From NYC. 

THE BONGOS 
THE ALLEYBEATS 

007 

1239 Comm. Ave., Allston 



FUTURE 
DADS! 

CAMBRIDGE TOUR DATES 
Thu. Oct. 8: Jonathan Swifts (w/ 

Mission of Burma) 
Sat. Oct. 10: Inn Square (w/Peter 

Dayton) 
Thu. Oct. 15: Jacks (w/Lou 

Miami) 

fromS.F ... 

SNAKEFINGER 
(with Residents films) 

FRI 16 
THE LYRES 

CLASSIC RUINS 
SAT17 

THE DARK 
NOVEMBER GROUP 

WED21 
TBA 

THU22 
TRADEMA_RKS 

FRl23 
CITY THRILLS 

NATIVE TONGUE 

SAT24 
NEW MODELS 

from NYC .. 

CERTAIN GENERALS 
SUN25 

WMBR PARTY WITH 
FASHION SHOW 

THE NEATS 
THE DARK 

WED28 
TBA 

THU29 
From LA .. Sire recording artists 

THE UNKNOWNS 
RUBBER RODEO 

FRI 30 
MEN WITHOUT HATS 

SAT31 
Halloween! 

PETER DAYTON 
BOY'S LIFE 

prizes for best costume 

Watch for all ages matinees 

I CITY THRILLS 
I Boston Area Dates for October: 
I JACK'S •••••••••••••••••••• OCT. 1 
I SJREETS. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • OCT. 3 
§ PARADISE • ••••••••••••••• OCT. 13 

(w/Echo & The Bunnymen) 
STREETS • ••••••••••••••••• OCT. 23 
PARADISE •••••••••••••••• OCT. 30 
Look for City Thrills' 4 song 10" IP, Featuring, "Sorry," 
"I Want Y- Back," "Dreamln'," & "Resistance." y 
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ltill[r]IWI~ 
WHHI IIO&TON'8 

ROCKUND8AM80RN T.M. 

Frt2 
Future Dads 

Sat3 
Last Ones• Odds• Square Peg 

Sun4 
Struggle• Los Paramounts 

Wed7 
21·645• Your Mother• So11cltors 

Thus 
Jaguar• The Group• East Wind 

Frt9 
Suada Cowboys• D Club 

Sat10 
Suede Cowboys • Last Sacrifice 

Wed14 
Ta11 Boys• Exports• Your Mother 

Thu 15 
AYM • The Product • My Hip 

Fri 16 
Talc• It! benefit 

Sat17 
U.S. Rock• Jared 

Sun 18 
Struggle• Sliver Ooots 

Wed21 
WLYNN/ghl 

Sane • Urban Allles 

Thu22 
Lazers • Fire Dept.• Upstarts 

Fri23 
Boys Life • AYM • Llule Borden 

Sat24 
D Club• Men 'N Volts• The Zone 

Sun25 
East Wind • Lazarus • Struggle 

Wtd28 
U.S. Rock• Skydog 

Thu29 
Blind Orphans• SS Decontrol 

Fri30 
Someone I The Somebodies • Patio 

Sat31 
Var Benefit 

Metropolls • Strange Ways• MIA's 

SunNov.1 
Petit Mal • Struggle 

Tues3 
Primitive Romance 

Wed4 
rNTKnfghts 

Los Paramounts • Lenks 

II BROAD ST., .BOSTON 
338-7177 
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COUNT JOE, Wed.-Sun 
TERRY, Mon. & Tues. (call at <,lub) 
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and the Somebodies 10118 Elllot Finesse plus The ~ 

10/2, 3 NEW MODELS Patty Unltas Band .Jlf 
1014 ROCKETT 88'1 10119 THE BLADES b~ 
1015 FLY BY NIGHT 10120 HYPERTENSION • 

0 ~~~ ~!iu~:iTBe!::~N 10121 i~~ ~:::; ~ 

11018 TheSatellltes&Sl lverado 10l23,24THEPETERDAYTON i 
1019, 10 MASTERPIECE BAND 
10111 LARKIN BAND 10125 The Visitors 
10112 FORTUNABAY 10/26 FL'( BYNIGHT ~ 
10113 DOWNTIME 10/27 INTRICUE "<" 

i 
10114 Tremendous Richard 10/28 LARKIN BAND -. 
10115 LOUMIAMl&THEKOZ 10/29 THEDARKplusOJLUB i> 

METIX, plus Future Dads 10130, 31 VENDETTA 

"'- ' 
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THf. r Music starts at 8:30 
'.A \ 528 Commonwealth Ave. 
~ Boston, MA 02215 
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10/1 Satellites• Puppet Rulers• Lyn La Prad 
10/2 Lou Miami• Alleybeats • HiBeams 
10/3 Outlets• Native Tongue • Specimens 
10/4 LiQulds • Detonators • The Score 
10/5 Forons • Oetours(S1) 
10/6 Foreighn Leagon • TBA 
10/7 Bones• Reality• dangerous Birds (free) 
10/8 Outlets• November Group • Native 

Tongue• TBA 
1019 America., Teen • Slealers • ')ream 
10110 Kid Morroco • Lazers • TBA 
10/11 TBA 
10112 Smart Bombs • Romance Language 
10/13 Fo?l,ighn Leagon 
10/14 SQuare Peg• AYM • Last-Sacrifice (free) 
10/15 Peter Dayton• 007 • Proletariat 
10/16 Peter Dayton • 007 • Alleybeats 
10/17 Hot Dates• Third Rall• Runes 
10118 Phantoms• Needles• Zodlo Doz 

10119 Rocks That Roll• Star(S1) 
10120 Forelghn Leagon •Unction• Electric 

Children 
10/21 Famous Strangers• My Hip (free) 
10122 Shane Champagne• Face to Face• Red 

line 
10/23 Shane Champagne• Face to Face• Fire 

Dept. 
10/24 Vinny Band• Classic Ruins • Jackals 
10/25 Plasticland • TBA 
10126 Innocents• Presents ($1) 
10127 Foreighn Leagon • TBA 
10128 Parts• Struggle (free) , 
10129 New Models• Future Dads• Upstarts 
10130 New Models• People in Slores • Prime 

Movers 
10131 The Dark• D Club• special surprise 

guest 
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Edith Massey and The Excitobles Sep
tember 9. 

This has been a good year for rans of 
John Waters movies. Divine appeared at 
the Metro, Waters himself at the Nickel
odeon, and finally Edith Massey has graced 
Boston with her presence. 

You remember Edie; her gap-toothed 
beauty has fascinated us for years in a series 
of classic roles, from the lady who ate eggs 
in the playpen in Pink Flamingos to Cud
dles the cleaning lady/heiress or this year's 
Polyester. She is a kind or slummer's Mar
garet Dumont; you never know if she really 
understands the lines she speaks or what's 
going on around her. 

Well, somewhere along the line the word 
"punk" became lodged in Edie's mind, and 
she decided i1 would be really neat to stan a 
"punk band." The incongruity of seeing 
this sweet middle-aged lady-trying hard to 
adopt a biker's sneer is all pan of the run, 
but if "inspired amateurism" is what punk 
was all about, then Edie ranks right up 
there with punk's great oddities. 

Being Baltimore's thrift shop queen 
("Hope you can come down 10 my shop 
sometime") Edie was dressed in the best 

Lydia Lunch's /3. 13 at Streets 

As three junior varsity rejects from BU, 
two of them female, practice their blocking 
technique on the dance floor 10 the dismay 
or the rest or the audience, Lydia Lunch is 
hanging on her microphone stand to main
tain her status as a semi-erect being. "Why 
can't I have what I want, huh?" she 
squeals. Some people next to me think they 
have the answer. 

Lydia's parents told her at an early age, 
and in no uncertain terms, that they 
1hought she had "no talent." -In her pre
vious efforts, recorded and live, there 
seemed to be some evidence to at least par
tially refute her flesh and blood. The Teen
age Jeslls recordings, which Lydia considers 
really crude and poorly mixed, still stand as 
true ground-breaking material. The Queen 
of Siam LP, one of 1979's more inlriguing 
albums, succeeded on a sense of humor and• 
the diversity that Pat Irwin infused. And 
Eight-Eyed Spy had most or New York's 
better no-rock musicians in it. 

Lydia "dumped" each of these bands 
when she became "bored with them," but 
now, in 13.13, Where she supposedly has 
complete control, she is obviously the most 
pretentious. and BORING, element. With 
little diversity in the songs and nobody 10 

keep her in line, Ms. Lunch is left to her 
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supper-club discards: a black and silver 
evening gown, gold lame robe, pink feather 
boa. and the all-important broach. 

Her six-song set came in two parts, sand
wiched in between The Excitables playing 
alone. Edie has only been with them for a 
month (she has had a series of bands), and 
she deserves belier than these smug sludge
sters. Thankfully you didn't no1ice them 
too niuch when Edie was on, but their solo 
stints made me bury my head. 

Back to the frosting. Edie's first song 
went: "I'm a punk rocker can't you see, 
you'd better take a good look at me. 
There is a land of punks where I a,.nd only I 
am queen ... '' In an astute bi1 of trend
spotting, 1his song was reprised as an en
core with the word pirare substituted ror 
punk. Next was a rendition or "Fever," 
which made me dream of an Edie/Lux In
terior duet. My favorite was a song where 
each verse was punctuated by a pause and 
"Hey punks, get off the grass!" 

Part Two began with Edith's tribute to 
Polyester, ''Polyester Girl": "She's a Poly
esler Girl. .. with a continenial nair!. 
Her hair has no natural curl, she's a Poly
ester Girl!" This was followed by acountry
ish 1earjerker and another sneer-song, "I'm 
Vicious." 

own devices, which consists mainly or 
squealing the same note, sometimes flat
ting or sharping it slightly, the whole night. 
I know a dog who can do the same thing 
and no one considers what he does art or 
music. She doles ou1 non:appealing mini
malism that even hard-core miisochis1s 
would find hard to bear. But what can we 
really expect from someone who insists 
she's "not out there to entertain the audi
ence, she's ou1 there for herself. "This is 
not necessarily a bad approach, but all an 

, audience would learn from her self-indul
gence is that any 8-year old kid on their 
block could yell as well (poorly?). Lydia's 
''mine, mine, mine" control bit also runs 
over into things like insisting that club DJs 
play only music she likes (though she's not 
even around 10 hear it). 

In the grips of Lydia's "control" it was 
too difficult to block out the screech and 
find out if there was anything worthwhile in 
the lyrics besides the occasional hu:norous 
snippet, but the 13.13 band did manage to 
shine through once in a ..yhile. 13.13 sans 
Lydia is a great three-piece dealing in slow, 
churning heaps of fuzzed and phased heavy 
metal over urban jungle beats. A sort of 
new-fashioned Black Sabbath that comfon
ably mixes strains of Cream and Joy Divi
sion. The band's only lapses came when 
they trudged along (like the Beatles, John 
included, playing "Come Together" on 

~ 
Edith Massey 

The set concluded with a "Carol Bur
nett": Edie took questions from the audi
ence. This mostly consisted of afficionados 
screaming out lines from her movies. At the 
end ·of her encore number, adoring fans 
gathered at the edge of the stage to honor 
Edie and collect autographs and kisses. 
This group eventually moved out to the 
Paradise front bar, where friendly Edie 
talked with fans and dispensed yet more 
autographs, on ticket stubs, Polyester 
scratch 'n' sniff cards. and, of course, eggs. 

quaaludes) in songs like "Lock Your 
Door." Even that could have brought some 
perverse pleasure were it not for Lydia's in
sistent irritations. 13.13's main problem is 
that i1 gives Lydia too much goddam room 
to squeal. Eight-Eyed Spy's rhythms were 
100 quick and syncopated for Ms. Lunch's 
drawn out wails, but there's nothing but 
space ror her on top of 13.13's seas of dis
torted texlUres. In the hands of a more
skilled front person, that space could be 

Boston Rock lfll 

photo: M. Ratney 

We will have plenty more of Edie in the 
future. She and The Excitables may make a 
record of "Polyester Girl" (''I goua go 
home and learn the words"). We can read 
about her in John Waters' new book Shock 
Value. Waters won't be making another 
movie until fall I 982, and it will undoubted
ly be another showcase for Edie's unique 
talents. She gave a resigned smile and 
shrugged, "John wants me to be a Shake
spearean actress, but I can hardly even 
speak English." 

awesome. Right now it's merely wastto. 
When in cahoots with more ingenious 

minds, Lydia can be a potent ingredient. So 
look forward to the 8-Eyed Spy album to be 
released soon on Fetish Records (Bush Te
tras, Clock DVA), her proposed project 
with 1he Tetras' Pat Place, and hope that an 
outside producer arrives in time to redeem 
l3.13'scoming LP. 

P.S. Never trust a band with members 
who wear black arm bands. 
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NOVEMBER 
by Mike Dreese 

November Group Is: 
Ann Prim: guitar, lead vocals 
Kearney-synthesizers, vocals 
Ahln Long-drums 
Joel Beale-bass, synthesizer, vocals 

One might first ask what "November 
Group" means. Well, it turns out that it 
was a politically inspired art group in Ger
many circa 1918 from which the bauhaus 
art community emerged. 

The group self-describes themselves as 
"Politically orien1ed with a good dance 
bea1." They at least have the guts to admit 
that they're somewhat calculating in their 
approach. 

1 had a very high set of expectations as I 

went in to see November Group's debut at 
Streets. Ann and Kearney had come into 
my shop some months before with an ex
cellent studio tape. Well, I wasn't disap
pointed. 

November Group's debut was by far the 
best early gig l've seen any band do. Some 
of you less fortunate souls may remember 
three fourths of this band as they used to 
perform as Wunderkind. But they've gotten 
completely away from Wunderkind's harsh 
inaccessibility. November Group could be 
best described as a refreshingly intelligent, 
non-se:itist, variation of the New Romantic 
movement. 
They show a strong German influence both 
in song and dress. Their stage presence is 

GROUP 

very assertive and has a slightly ominous 
mood to it. Apparently their unique style 
has evoked some unusual reactions. Kearn
ey e:itplains, "We were in the bar the other 
night, and this girl walked up to me and 
she just asked me off the top of her head if I 
was a fascist!" Well, fascists they definitely 
are not, but they do have a strange sort of 
intellectual attitude about themselves. Ann 
states about their dress: "Clothes are a very 
personal statement. Even in our private 
lives, we aren't the t-shirt and jeans types. 
{Their stage clothes] are our dress up 
clothes, we wear them when we go out.'' 

After talking with them only briefly, one 
gets the impression they are extremely seri
ous abou1 what they're doing. "We don't 

want to be just a local success," says Kearn
ey. "Music to us is what we were born to 
do ... it's a central part of our lives ... we 
want our music to be heard in Italian dis
cos." 

So you might accuse these guys of being a 
bit pretentious, but their saving grace is that 
their music comes through strong and 
clear. And they're also very critical and de
manding of themselves. They stress the im
portance of injecting a large amount of 
emotion and sensitivity in music and were 
particularly critical of bands such as Duran 
Duran for "having all the right parts there, 
but no feeling." So go out and see these 
folks and listen to the words while you 
move your feet! 
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by Betsy Sherman 

Get Me to the Rainbow on Time 

One From Column A, One From 
Column 8 ... 

When in London to see bands, the temp
tation is to make a list of all the "youth 
trends'' and proceed to check each one out 
by seeing a representative band. The first 
trend I chose was New Rockabilly, because 
the only band I like from that category was 
playing: The Shakin' Pyramids. 

The famous Marquee club turned out to 
be rather a dive, but in the dim light I could 
make out small groups of young hairdos so
cializing, the boys wearing bowling sh.ins, 
b-b-b-black slacks, white socks. and point
ed shoes, the girls in felt skirts and, no kid
ding, bobby socks. 

Opening band The Fantoms were young 
and sharp-looking, and even had some 
charmingly clumsy choreography 10 accom
pany their mediocre twanging. 

The thing I like about 1he Shakin' Pyra
mids is their sloppiness and sense of humor, 
as opposed to the sterility of New Rocka
billy stalwarts The Stray Cats. On stage the 
Pyramids were pretty good, not too cute, 
not too ingratiating, but not different 
enough to totally win me over. 

But that crowd! I couldn't believe it
they just st0od there looking oh-so-cool, 
apparently afraid to muss up the precari
ously-combed swirls of their quiffs by dan
cing. The biggest buncha wet blankets I've 
ever seen. Same goes for the fans of The 
Blue Cats, a band that was good at repro
dti.cin'g Prom Night 19.58 (to me, a useless 
ideal), slightly memorable for' having a sing
er who looks like Lumpy Rutherford. 
Of course the trend to watch these days is 
the futurists, or new romantics. I had sus
pected it was all a photographers' conspira
cy, but there really are people who dress 
like Oscar Wilde groupies, pirates, and 
Bowie characters, a'nd don't even get paid 
for it. 

1 went 10 see Depeche Mode at the Venue, 
and the futurists came out in full force, 
made-up, perfumed, and carrying flowers. 
They do strike me as essentially ridiculous, 
but at least they dance, unlike the rockabil
ly bores. I took a picture of a frilled-out 
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girl swaying to the electronic sounds, and 
the flash gave her visible shivers of ecstasy. 
She kept looking at me for the rest of the 
night like, "Aren't you going to take some 
more?'' 

Depeche Mode were good; they have a 
gift for melody that saves them from "elec
tronic drone." Visually they made an ex
cellent 1ableau, with three blond synthesizer 
players wearing black leather, and 1he pre
cious-looking bruneue singer clad in a 0ow
ing white cheesecloth thingy. 

The Future Is a Cabaret 
The number one nightspot had to be 

Richard Strange's Cabaret Futura. It took 
place on Monday nights only, in the base
ment of a restaurant called the Latin Quar
ter. The setting was intimate, the stage un
preten1ious, and most important, the peo. 
pie were interesting-looking without seem. 
ing elitist. There was a nice kind of ''hey 
kids, lei's put on a show" feeling: each 
night was an unprediclable event, for belier 
or worse. I was there on two good nights 
and one bad night. 

Amiable host Richard Strange, he of the 
1renchcoat, hat and shades, introduced each 
act. I witnessed: a self-deprecating poet, a 
few mime/dance groups (who used musical 
backings like Jah Wobble and The Flying 
Lizards), a tap dancing singer with a tin ear, 

and The Event Group, who did things like 
make us disco-dance to a reading of Dylan 
Thomas' A Child's Christmas in Wales. 

Of course there were more conventional 
bands. Cabaret Fu1ura showcased many of 
the new wave of funk-tinged bands (these 
days it's ob ligatory to have either a trum
peter or an extra percussionist) such as 23 
Skidoo, Creature Beat and Everest The 
Hard Way. 23 Skidoo were the best of the 
lot; besides playing consistently challenging 
and enjoyable music, they incorporated 
1film and slides into their show more effec
tively than any other band I've seen. There 
were about six different images on screen at 
once; ones I remember most are Judy Gar
land in / Could Go On Singing and prehis
toric cave drawings. 

Between acts the d.j. played Jacques 
Brei, French and German chanteuses, Kid 
Creole and classy electronic pop. 

The closing night party (Strange was giv
ing the place up for the summer) brought a 
.tear to many an eye, and filled the place to 
capacity. A feato.red attraction was one of 
Skids' singer Richard Jobson's infamous 
poetry recitals. This was memorable mor., 
for the performer/audience dynamics than 
for the contem of the works, which were a 
Sco11ish-mys1ic type poem, an excruciating 
rendition of the torch song "Stormy Wea-

ther," and a repetitive poem based on Mar
guerite Dura's India Song which was 
cv.en more boring than the movie. Jobson, 
in his "Newport casual" look, with two 
women accompanists who played flute, 
clarinet, and organ, reeked of noblesse obli
ge, and seemed determined to get his digs in 
at the crowd before they socked it to him. It 
seemed to me if he'd had more confidence 
in his material he wouldn't need to go 
trendy-baiting in what I though! was a per
fectly open-minded crowd. 

However, the bes1 example of rrust be
tween performer and audience was also on 
hand that night: Eddie and Sunshine. They 
were the best act I saw during my stay in 
England. The world is their cocktail party: 
Eddie Maelov is classic\)' frail with his Jean
louis Barrault cheekbones and his skeletal 
frame draped in a white dinner jacket, 
Sunshine Patterson is more down-to-earth, 
in her tasteful black sleeveless dress and 
pumps wi1h her blonde hair "done up.'' 
They evoke the demi-monde of 'twenties 
and 'thirties Europe, and their songs tell of 
the trials of being cosmopolitan in today's 
world. The secret is no1 being world-weary 
to the point of shutting the audience out. 
Their music is moderne electronic, provided 
chiefly by a backing tape, though occasion
all the la ke boards and uitar. Bot ii 



is the personality !hat brings the songs to 
life; their single "Lines," one of the best 
songs of their set, is disappointingly flat 
when divorced from lhe live show. The 
tongue-in-cheek song intros almost turn in
to skits with the introduction of props like a 
telephone, an umbrella or flowers. 

But Cabaret Futura is only the spearhead 
in a growing interest in alternative enter
tainment , a conscious move away from the 
s1andard rock format. There were a few 
roving cabarets around that I missed, but I 
did see several poets. One in particular 
popped up twice, opening for the Au Pairs, 
then Gang of Four: Seething Wells, a skin
head by appearance though not by politics, 
who willily commented on the burning is
sues of 1he day like the Social Democrat 
Pany and Sheena Easton. Poet Linton 
Kwesi Johnson , alone on stage, held about 
three thousand people spellbound at ·a sold
out Beat concert. 

Luckily I also got to see the man who put 
the alternative in alternative entertainment: 
John Cooper Clarke, the target of slings 
and arrows (and beer glasses) of rock audi
ences for years now, for his particular 
brand of topical beat poetry. Most of his 
poems were accompanied by music, from a 
sometimes overly-slick band. My favorite 
part was "a capella time" when JCC's thick 

Manchester accent was allowed to race 
along at its own manic speed through "The 
Day My Pad Went Mad," "Twat" ("love 
poem in reverse"), and the autobiographi
cal "Ten Years in ;m Open-Neck Shirt." 

• ICA Rock Weak 
"ICA Rock Week" happens in London 

four times a year, a chance for the Institute 
of Contemporary Ar( to exhibit bands from 
all over Britain. I attended four of the six 
nights, and found the affair to be essential
ly a bust. 

The audiences seemed to take the "ex
hibit" part seriously, and passively kept 
their distance. 

The theme of this series was video. All 
the bands were videotaped, simultaneously 
shown on monitors throughout the venue. 
That part was well done, but the videos 
shown in between sets (mostly promo) were 
pale in comparison to what I'm used to see
ing in clubs in Boston, and they had so few 
of them that some were repeated every 
night. 

Though the headlining bands were good 
choices, the opening bands were depressing
ly mediocre, though democraticly so: we got 
mediocre punk, mediocre art-rock, medio
cre skinhead, mediocre mainstream, even 
mediocre calypso. The only successful 
openers were Eddie and Sunshine and The 

Birthday Party, an Australian band whose 
influences are clearly American in the 
Stooges/Dolls/Doors vein. 

The first headliner I saw was Fad Gadget, 
who / thought gave a good performance, 
though he came out on stage after the set 
and apologized for it. I was told that he'd 
been working on his costume all week: a 
brightly-colored wildly pa1terned suit with 
bells sewn on it, based on peasanl morrice 
dancing costumes. 

The next night's headliners, Altered Im
ages, inherited a tough crowd from openers 
Manufactured Romance. To me, Manufac
tured Romance's music sounded like 
straight rock 'n' roll, and their singer 
looked like Totie Fields, but they had a 
hard-core following of about ten slam-dan
cing punks that took up the whole dance 
floor. Scotland's Altered Images ("Dead 
Pop Stars") used Banshees-like discordant 
undertones with a lighter touch. But 1heir 
drawing point is singer Clare Grogan, a 
smiling waif in a white dress: Shirley Tem
ple innocently playing the Siouxsie Sioux 
vamp. Amusing for a while, but soon the 
china doll bit began to turn my stomach. I 
was obviously 001 alone, because halfway 
through the set a guy dumped a pint of beer 
on happy Clare's head. She ran off the stage 
in tears, while the rest of the band rolled 

their eyes and hoped she'd get over the tan· 
trum. But trouper that she is, Clare bound
ed back onstage to rousing cheers, and 
brashly stuck her tongue out at her assailant 
(who surprisingly was not even kicked out). 
In the lounge after the show Siouxsie and 
Steve Severin of the Banshees (Altered Im
ages' producer) beamed like proud parents. 

Friday was The Scars. I saw them three 
times during my stay; I wanted to like them 
so much more than -1 actually did. I like 
their album, Author! Author!, and they're 
real nice guys, but there's something lacking 
in their live show. Their sound is good, they 
can go from brightly romantic (" All About 
You") to darkly sad, and they have a flair 
for pulp/pop similar to the Cramps or Re
zillos ("The Lady in the Car With Glasses 
On and a Oun"). But there's a lack of con
centration in the show that thwarts it; the 
pacing is too even where it should build. 
Singer Rob King's other-worldly swaying 
suggests a morphine-induced haze that un
fortunately had a tranquilizing effect on 
me, too. If the Scars can just wake up and 
pull their show together, they can be really 
special. 

Saturday night Blurt showcased their 
brand of perverted funk/rock, and even 
had a guest gonzo come on and play duck
call. 

One small pleasure was the consiste·m ap
pearance of the very charming Spizz as mas
ter of ceremonies, who deftly fended off 
his hecklers. 

Variety! 
What good luck to be able to catdt one of 

those London speciahies, the charity bene
fit variety show, where hip young profes
sionals are 1reated to the "best" in hip 
comedy and hip rock for their generous do
nation. I was prompted to part with a large 
sum of money to benefit Britain's mentally 
handicapped by the prospect of seeing Elvis 
Costello and Ian Oury, even though they 
would only be doing two songs each. Elvis 
must be caught whenever possible; as for 
Oury, it's been three years since he played 
here, and who knows when I'll ever see him 
again. ("Do you think you'll ever tour the 
US again?" I gushed. With a withering look 
he replied "I don't think so." Wouldn't 
even autograph my notebook after that.) 
Neither played with his own band; backing 
up all artistes for the evening was a repuls
ive collec1ion of Hawaiian-shirted session 
musicians. 

Oury opened the show, with "Ctcvor 
Trever'' and ''Spasticus Autisticus.''That's 
all. Between Ian and Elvis were a string of 
uniformly excellent comics, brilliant jazz vi
olinist Stephane Grapelli, and the wors1 of 
seventies bland-rock with names like Jon 
Anderson and Alan Price. Just when I 
thought I couldn't stand it anymore, out 
loped ol' Elvis fresh from recording in 
Nashville, in red cowboy boots, blue cow
boy shirt and string tie, and gave us ten 
minutes of perfection. Just A Man And His 
Guitar, he played "Gloomy Sunday" (im
mortalized by Billie Holiday), and the 
schlock prince of country songs, "You 
Think I'm Psycho, Don't You, Mama." 

No Body-Slams Please, We're Brilish 
I took a night off from concerts. for a 

momentous opportunity-lo see profes
sional wrestling at the Royal Albert Hall! 
Yes, where they have the symphonies. 
Head-bulls and eye-gouges amongst the red 
plush velvet and gilding. The wrassling it
self was not awfully exciting; the wrestlers 
don'! have very flamboyant personalities 
and things never got red hot like they do at 
the ol' Boston Garden. The incongruity of 
it all was the real trip. The ladies up f;ont 
still yelled insults at the wrestlers, but they 
were wearing elegant dresses and had im
peccable accents. The acoustics of the hall 
were so meticulous that every grum in the 
ring or epithet from a fan was amplified and 
crystal clear (I'm used to a general muddy 
din). Bui there wasn't too much to cheer 
about at that tea party. The best pan was 
intermission , when Queenie, the wrestling 
groupie, wearing a long powder-blue gown 
and blonde fright-wig, paraded around like 
a Monty Python version of a f.airy princes~ 
CONT.. . 
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ist?' God, I haven't even been in London a phones. A few songs had vocals, but more 
week and I'm already caught up in their for phonetic effect than lyrical content. The 
catty lillle semantic wars. (They didn't do first time I saw them their improvisations 
an encore.) were a bit too chao1ic, but when I saw them 

Joser K: My first Postcard band! As a a month later (after 1he release of the fabu-
fanatical lover of The Sound of Young lous "Papa's Got a Brand New Pigbag") 
Scotland it was quite a thrill. What a gor- their energy had been brought imo focus 10 

geous din they made! Jangling guitars rac- produce an even more exciting set. 
ing and swirling . They're supposed to be the The People: This band includes Charley 
"serious" Postcard band, but Devo10-frail Anderson and Desmond Brown, formerly 
singer Paul Haig's bemused smile said "just of The Select er. They play a very effective 
darecallusgrim.'' rock/reggae fusion, but as important as 

Girls Al Our Best: That was the first time their music is the feeling they project, really 
I went to a club in London; I didn't know loose, with a lot of good-humored clowning 
any better so I stood rigl,t up fron1. Once that doesn't detract from the songs. 
GAOB came on, three hundred people Ski Palrol: A band that expresses its an-
surged forward onto one focal point, me, ger through a very danceable funky rock, 
giving me huge welts on my shins from featuring a Very Intense singer, who lay 
where I had to brace myself on the moni- slumped over the monitors a full five min-
tors. But did I try to escape, and miss seeing utes after the rest of the band had left the 

CONT .. GAOB! close-up? No way, they were im- stage. The puzzled road crew finally carried 
mense! They hadn't been playing live for him off. 

A La Recherche De Plastic Bertrand told France to "take this job and shove it." very long, but were much more confident Furious Pig: I'm always game for an off-
I spent five days in Paris, which to me The rest of my time was spent combing the than I had expected, especially singer Judy the-wall act and Furious Pig could be about 

means taking advantage of the movie capi- city's record stores for obscure Plastic Ber- Evans who has a wonderful stage presence. as far out as I'll ever get. These four 
tal of the world by spending a lot of time in trand singles. My collect ion still isn't com- I love their sound, well-constructed mclo- scrawny lads perform "pieces" rather than 
the dark. I got to sec Dennis Hopper's plete, but it's 1hc besl in 1own. dies 1ha1 come off almost like mini-operct- songs, consisting of accapclla grunts, 

~fn~nak~a~;v;~d~~~1:( ~~: i~::c:i\~:r~:~ Honorable Mention :;~ ,;~i~ !;~;t~r~
1
:~~;~p~aanrc;,; 6~r~s~~~11~ f;~~~): a~~~~::s ~:~::Pc:~:~;a~~n~~i:i~ 

"punk" to Hopper consisted of inserting ba~J;~ :;:~ini-reviews of some of 1he best lowed by its sequel "Fast Boyfriends." banging on metal pots or woodblocks. Ap-
the.two words ''Sid Vicious'' wherever pos- Out on Blue Six: A really classy little act, 'J)arently there is a method to their madness, 
sible. New Order: From out of the ashes of Joy another funk and rap innuenced band. Kate if you believe tha1 every sound is scored on 

I was told there were no good French Division, New Order is treated with such Sckules is an actress of a singer, and uses a the shec1 music they scrupulously study. 
bands, but one night I ventured out to a re- reverence I wasn't anxious 10 see them. rap style: the words come out rapid-fire, At one point they brought out fifteen 
commended club, Le Gibus. I struck gold: Since their Boston appearance they have and she goes on and on. . captivating other exceedingly plain-looking people to 
the band, with the unwieldy name of Mar- added a woman who plays guitar and syn- English suburban rap . Their single "Party rant and rave along with them. A great 
eel Dieu Mene L'Enqucte, was wonderful. thesizcr. This particular show had the air of Mood" is highly recommended. show-hilarious and lots of fun to dance to. 
They gave a nice jazzy feel to their Talking a Media Event, which increased my skepti- Ras Angels: They opened for Aswad, The Beat: We've seen them around these 
Heads/Gang of Four quirly pop innuences. cism. But I was encouraged by the provoca- who arc generally acknowledged to be the parts, but I wanted to mention the fact that 
The only English songs they did were the tive choice of music played on the PA be- best British reggae band, and stole a good I saw two shows of their Wha'ppen tour, 
encores: "Pump It Up," an ambitious fore their set: the "suicide suite" from Lou par1 of the head li ner's thunder. The Ras and they just keep getting better. Cedric 
choice with those tongue-twister lyrics, and Reed's Berlin album ("The Bed"/"Sad Angels are four Rastafarian women singers, Myton of The Congas was guest singer for 
"Psycho Killer" (I finally got to hear 1he Song"). New Order proved to be magnifi- who were backed up by three male percus- a few numbers. 
F·rench verse pronounced right!). cent and human. The show itself was sionists. With impeccable vocal stylings (P.S.-1 hear Josef Kand Ski Patrol have 
The next day I went to Pere Lachaisc ccme- spoiled by the technical screw-ups, but I they delivered some of the most powerfully since broken up.) 
tery 10 look at all the graffiti and beer cans cou ld tell the band was great. They didn't direct political lyrics I've heard in reggae One final word of wisdom: don't anyone 
around Jim Morrison's grave. But one of act like icons, in fact at one point singer songs in a while. ever let the English act like they're classier-
the high point~ of the week was Giscard Bernard Albrecht got so excited he fell right Pigbag: This hyperactive young se.xtet's than-thou. 1'11 lend you my Royal Wedding 
d'Estaing's farewell speech on TV. In his over. When they finished, a guy next to me sound is made up of African percussions, Souvenir Charles and Diana nail clippers as 
own inimit.,ab1111y"""'d""ip..,lo111m.,•.,ti..,c •w•a•y,"""G"'is..,ca"'rd""""""sa.id-"D•o-th•e•y •do"""en•c•or•es"""is.th•a•t •'o•o•r•oc•k•-_.,ru•n•kyi,,bi,iai,,ss.,, .,•n.,d.,ai,in.,ar111ch111i"'ct"'ru""m"'p"'e111t .,•n,.d,.s,.ax,.o.-..,;"•'o•o•r. __________ _ 
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to: t· ns 
Starstruck Produc io 
24 Concord Ave.' 

Suite #103 
Cambridge,~ 02138 
Attn: Digney Fingus 

TIRED OF HIGH PRICED BRITISH ACTS? 

Q: What's the biggest 
lesson you've learned 
so far? 
A: When I'm pushi~g 
tapes for my band in 
the future, I won't bug 
club owners so much! 

Modern Method Records Presents: 

The Outlets 
Native Tongue 
November Group 
The Alley Beats 

At The Rat 
Thursday, October 8th 

8:30 p.m. 

Come see 4 of Boston's Best Bands 
for just $2.00 (TWO DOLLARS!) 

You must bring In the coupo_n below for this speclal price! 
Loco/ bands are your best entertainment value/ 

Modern Method Coupon: 
The Outlets Native Tongue 
Admit One Person for $2.00 
Thursday, October 8th only 
The Rat - Kenmore Sguare 

November Group The Alley Beats 

0 ., //, 
Give the gift of local music/ 

'\_ ' 
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You'll be seeing a lot more 
of the Stones in the next few 

104 
FAf weeks if you listen to-

'WJ<:11. • . . the concert station 
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Desperation and frustration are themes 
which have sparked great musical brilliance. 
The work of artists like Ian Curtis, Jim 
Morrison and Nick Drake stand as testi
mony to this, ,as .does the recordings of Neil 
Young, Peter Gabriel and Peter Hammill. 
Hammill's work pivots quite distinctly 
across these two themes; frustration mani
fests itself through dense, driving rock while 
despair often finds itself lost in the haunting 
melancholy of a lone piano. The two rise 
and fall against each other, often in the 
same song, many limes through the same 
line or verse. 

"I'm not really a depressing sort of per
son," insists Peter Hammill. From his early 
days with Van Der Graaf Generator 
through his current solo efforts, Hammill's 
work is marked with a distinct spirit of.un
dying passion found mostly as a heartfelt. 
warmth. But glimmering through are layers 
of isolation and depression. 

"Music is an outlet for all sorts of 
things," he c_ontinues. "The themes of my 
music are just part of me, like they are for 
everyone. When you're happy there isn't 
the tension which needs to be released, but 
when it is there you have to get it out. In a 
way writing, and more so performing, is an 
exorcism." 

The thirty three year old Hammill has 
been exorcising himself for twelve years and 
nineteen albums now. His output iS high, 
averaging a record every eight months. His 
most recent, Silling Targets, marks his 
sixth record label. For the most part , Ham
mill receives minimal promotion and little 
radio play. He sells records world-wide on 
the strength of a devoted following. Ham
mill ranks in the progressive elite, along 
with Brian Eno, Robert Fripp, Bill Bruford 
and David Allen, as one of those names to 
look for when exploring import bins or used 
record stores. 

"The people who come to my shows, or 
buy my records are really passionately in
volved in what I'm doing. The cult thing 
can be bad, but the binding energy of any 
cult is the spirit and passion. I would much 
rather sell the sixty thousand or so records 
to people who really care than to sell a grea1 
number to people who were buying it be
cause it was the latest thing. 

"The reason for so many records is I 
realize nothing is perfect, so I don't spend 
years in the studio trying to get something 
I'm not going to get. I do what I can with 
the resources available and then put it out. 
There's a sense of real immediacy in my 
work. After you've been working all day on 
a song you can push the play bulton and 
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achieve instant gratification. Whereas a 
writer will work all day and only fini sh two 
pages of a book that won't reach comple
tion for another eight months.'' 

This immediacy which manifests itself as 
exorcism characterized Hammill's show at 
the Paradise theater. Hi~ solo performance 
featured many of his quiet pieces from re
cent solo albums as well as a handful of 
band arrangements adapted for solo guitar 
and piano. This sui1case-and-guitar-in-hand 
LOur (his first such venture) is turning out to 
be "quite enjoyable." 

"The joy of touring is being there, both 
emotionally as well as physically. The vitali
ty of music is that ii is about humanity, and 
it is vital to humanity. This is the centrally 
important issue in my work. If the music 
lacks passion, spirit and honesty then it's 
not worth it. Van Der Graff Generator 
eventually ended because we would have 
had to compromise the spirit of the music 
10 stay together, both on a financial as well 
as a personal level. We recorded Vital and 
called it quits." 

Since then, Hammill's sporadic tours in
cluded a full band playing material from all 
corners of his career. This unfortunately 
developed symptoms of an ill-fated cult. 
Hammill felt he was becoming a totem or 
monument of days past. To eontinue as 
,;uch would have been ultimately destruc
tive. 

"The idea that a band should continue 
forever is very feasible. When that becomes 
the goal, what happens to the music? It 
loses the real spirit. That's the problem with 
being a rock hero, you know, the three 
thousand lights, forty keyboards, and tow
ers of speakers all going up on stage. That's 
not very real, besides people then start to 
idolize heroes and idealize them as doing 
that all the time, which no one possibly 
could. All the meaning of the music gets 
lost.'' 

Van Der Graaf Generator's work, along 
with many other early seventies progressive 
bands, was characterized by album side 
epics rich with illusion and dense with mu
sic. 

"There were basically two schools of 
thought on the rock epic. One was simply a 
form of showing off, the other was a serious 
exploration of the workings of the band 
within an expanded framework. Van Der 
Graaf followed the latter attitude, and 
quite successfully I think. 

"The difference between the epic and the 
song is you have to condense the same 
amount of energy and meaning from ten 
minutes down to three which is a chal
lenge.'' 

The early seventies progressive movement Peler Hammill 

brought many experiments to -vinyl by 
bands like King Crimson, Van O'er Graaf 
Generator, Genesis, Gong and Caravan. By 
1976 the movement had run its course with 
most of these bands either changing drastic
ally, settling into a boring niche or disband
ing. 

"The passion and spirit which drove 
bands like Van Der Graaf or Genesis is ex
actly the same passionate involvment which 
the new wave movement grasped for so des
perately. New wave has restored a lot of vi
tality to music today." 

Why then hasn't Peter Hammill been in
volved with ~ew bands' music as have other 
prog_re5_gves like Robert Fripp, Brian Eno, 
or Steve Hillage? 

"Well, my music is my own. I don't feel I 
have to change it. I have been asked to play 
with people, or produce bands, but I'm 
waiting for the right time. I'm in no rush. I 
have advised some bands and have, along 
with Fripp and Gabriel, helped start a pub
lication, The Bristol Recorder. It' s not just 
a music- magazine, it deals with political is
sues and other topics as well. It has three 
issues out now. 

"Hugh Cornwall of the Stranglers was in 
jail for a spell a while back and instead of 
cancelling their dates, the Stranglers enlist
ed an all-star lineup of guitarists and singers 
to fill in. Pripp and Steve Hillage played. 
Toyah, Ian Dury and myself we·re among 
the singers. It was a lot of fun, people 
would walk on and off stage during the 
numbers, each taking different parts of the 
song. 

"During a reheaTsal I was sitting at a ta
ble with Richard Jobson from the Scottish 
band, the Skids, when he started telling me 
how much he loved my work. I was delight
fully surprised." 

The introspective Job•mn's in1erest in the 
work of the equally introspective Hammill 
is really no surprise. Peter Hammill' s ad
miration for the work of the Cure and This 
Heat is probably just as predictable, but 
what about the Joy Division with alt their 
parallels to his work? 
"They were a great band.'' Pauses. "It's 
too bad aboul Ian. The Joy Division had 
their problems, just like any young band 
does, like all the unnecessary pressure from 
the press. Still, they were a great band." 

The overriding pensiveness of Peter 
Hammill's work belies his outward cheer
fulness. The calm always seems to be poin1-
ing towards .a hidden s1orm. Is music really 
an exorcism? 

''It is. Not only for me, but for those who 
listen. Everyone can see themselves in the 
music, and find their own meaning within 

photo: Mark Durant it." 
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/ Record Reviews I 
The Vikings. Teddy and the Pandas, The 
Chessman, The Reveliers, The Improper 
Boslonians and The Rockin' Ramrods.---··· 
Bay State Rock, Volume I [The Sixties] 
(Star Rhythm, LP) 

"/ like this record; this is the kind of mu
sic I grew up with: 'Bright Lit Blue Skies' 
and 'Mr. Wind' by the Rockin' Ramrods, 
'Once Upon a Time' by Teddy and the Pan
das and "Ser You Free This Time" by The 
Improper Bostonians. " 

-Jonathan Richman 

"/ saw The Rockin · Ramrods open for 
the Stones in A /bony in 1966. The Ramrods 
had longer hair than the Stones! They were 
great." 

-Andy Paley 

"Teddy and the Pandas were the Beverly 
Beatles. They were an inspiration for all the 
North Shore bands (Vinny Band, Nervous 
Eaters, Real Kids, Dawgs, er. al.). Teddy 
was the guitar player's guitar player. I used 
to watch him in the local music store in 
awe." 

-Ralph Fatello, Vinny Band 

Talk abou1 your wicked good music. This 
album represen1s a slew of group_s (ac1ually 
six) who were happening before Modern 
Me1hods, Ace of Hear1s, Varulven, Sounds 
In1eres1ing and other local labels were even 
a gleam in you-know-who's eyes. The best 
culs blow off mos1 of Bos1on's currenl local 
rave raves. If compiler Dave Pierce had the 
commercial killer instinct, he'd have simply 
called this a new release of unknown Briston 
bands. Picture the reviews: "Blah, blah, 
blah has assimilated the intensity, the ur
gency, the energy of the best garage bands 
of the Nuggets/Pebbles era. The textured 
guitars, layered voca ls ... wait. .. make 
that layered textures of guitar vocals ... I 
mean, textured layers o~Farfisa-Vox-Trash 
can organs .. 

Tom Verlaine 
Dream time 
(Warner Brothers, LP) 

What took so long? 
It's been over two years since Tom Ver

laine released his self-titled solo c1ebut after 
the demise of Television in I 978, and listen
ing to Dreamt/me makes you wonder what 
the hell he's been doing for all this time. 

Where Verlaine showed a neat half of 
Television (Richard Lloyd's Alchemy 
showed the other half), it lacked the full 
sound of Marquee Moon and adventure, 
sounding less like a band and more like a 
guy who played around in the studio and 
built songs by much overdubbing. Thin and 
sparse. but at the same time melodic and 
memorable. And, as always, there were 
those trippy Verlaine lyrics. It was a good 
album. 

Dreamlime, if nothing else, picks up 
where Verlaine left off. It literally sounds 
like this album was begun the day after the 
first one was finished. It almost sounds like 
the same session. 

The result is a thin, and bordering on 
boring album. with Verlaine ripping himself 
and Television at every turn. Back in '77-
'78, when Verlaine had on ly Patti Smith 
and David Byrne 10 compete with in the 
psycho-delic/poetic lyric department, he 
stood his ow n ground on 1he sheer novelty 
of what he was doing. With the advent of 
the whole ' new' psychedelic movement, 
Verlaine is no longer the sole torch carrier 
to get by on trippy imagery and sustained 
chords. The competition is tougher, and 
therefore he doesn't look so unique or vi
sionary. His avant-garde is now almost 
mainstream and he'd better catch up. 

What has he been doing for the last two 
years? (Tom Gilroy) 

n 

Bay State Rock, Vol. I has 16 cuts, eight 
of which are tremendous. Three of the 
tunes were se rious (not radical, but serious) 
chart records on top Boston AM stations 
WBZ and WMEX (thanks for the memor
ies, Arnie) in 1966 ana 1967. None of the 
groups were par-t of !he much-maligned 
"Bosstown Sound," although a later off
shoot of The Rockin' Ramrods-Puff
was one of a num ber of Boston groups 
signed 10 MG.M al the time. TQ Boston area 
teenagers of the mid-1960's, The Rockin' 
Ramrods, Teddy and the Pandas, and The 
Improper Bostonians were a part of their 
lives. Not only did they have hits on the ra
dio, they often outclassed the big time head
liners they used tQ ope n for. I saw The 
Rockin' Ramrods upstage ? and the Mys
terians, The Seeds and The Animals-The 
Doors, of course, were a different story. 

Au Pairs---------

INCONVENIENCE b/w Pretty Boys 
(Human, import 4.5) 

The Au Pairs' Ploying With a Different 
Sex was one of the best debut LPs in recent 
memory, taking a sort of Gang of Four atti
tude to the problems of today, be they sex
ism ("It's Obvious"), IRA prisoners ("Ar
magh"), or even faking orgasms ("Come 
Again"). The music and production have 
a lways been top-notch as well and the vocal 
trade-offs of Lesley Woods and Paul Foad 
arc appealing with or wi1hout the message. 

Something of a mystery on the Bay State 
Rock LP are two cuts by The Reveliers. 
Compiler Dave Pierce knows nothing about 
this great find but their sou nd is vintage 
early sixties Ventures-surf rock-instrument
al. More music to do The White Guy to. 

Pierce seems to delight in the perversely 
hard job of not only hauling ass to put out 
records by local groups like The Taxi Boys 
and C it y Thrills, but also in !he ball break
ing research of tracking down every lead for 
getting information, master tapes and re
cords of ten. fifteen and twenty years ago. 
I'm wicked glad he's doing it. Let's hear 
some Barry and the Remains, Pilgrims, 
Lost and Rondels on Volume 2! (Barry 
Marshall) 

Born in South Boston, Barry Marshall is 
a singer, drummer, guitarist, songwriter 
and producer as well as head of Isabelle 
Records. 

Tom Verlaine 

"Inconvenience" puts the Au Pairs past 
the Gang of Four as the Au Pairs expand 
their musical horizons with the addition of 
horns and numerous guitar effects . This is 
another Au Pairs attack on the convention
al roles that people are supposed to play in 
today's society, yet there is nothing about it 
that would make you call it overbearing or 
overly political. Jane Munro' s bass line hits 
your feet first, then your brain. The Au 
Pairs could function primarily as a dance 
band if they chose to. "Inconvenience" 
shows that the Au Pairs have again chosen 
to be more than that, and for that we can be 
grateful. A terrific 4.5. (Gerard Cosloy) 

Boston Rock K22 

Cabaret Voltaire-------
Red Mecca 
(Rough Trade, LP) 

Sluggin' For Jesus 
(Rough Trade, 12" 4.5) 

Cabaret Voltaire arc my idea of a futur
ist band, and no, they don't wear the 
clothes of 18th century peasants, neither do 
they play refried DOR. "Futurist" is in the 
eye of the beholder, and I fail to see what 
today's crop of dandy highwaymen (Steve 
Strange, Adam, and a couple of hundred 
others ... ) have to do with the future or 
even the present (how about Pastism?). Ca
baret Voltaire, unlike so many other groups 
today, have no image to sell, no trendy la
bel to align themselves with. What they do 
have is their music, and that should be 
enough. 

"Sluggin' For Jesus" is a collection of 
taped speeches from assorted US TV /radio 
evangelists, all played over a typical C. V. 
dirge. The overall effect is mesmerizing, 
putting Eno and Byrne's recent project to 
shanle. Red Mecca is nothing less than a 
document of today, providing an enter1ain
ing and sometimes shocking backdrop for 
events around us. "Sly Debut" is a good ex
ample of 1ha1, calm at one point, splinter
ing off into all (mostly wrong) directions at 

' the next. "Spread the Virus" is a lso like 
that, yet it 's ironic that it almost resembles 
something that you can dance to. If you 
give this record the time to sink in, you 
might be able to convince you rself that this 
is rea lly soul music, j ust an updated version. 
There's no cold intellectual mystique about 
Red Mecca, but there is a real heart in this 
noise, a heart that in its own way is just as 
close to Chic as to Throbbing Grist le. Red 
Mecca will probably end up in the time cap
sule a long with Closer, Fear of Music and 
Second Edition, bu! that's not as important 
as how good it sounds today. No track on 
this album will be $pit 's next dance hit, but 
don't let that foo l you. (Gerard Cosloy) 

Wall or Voodoo--------------
Dark Continent 
(I.R.S., LP) 

Affectations of r:novie soundtracks + 
dissonance and minimalism = convincing 
release. 

When was the last t ime you saw a classic 
horror movie? How about heard one? Wall 
of Voodoo's new a lbum is a journey into 
the heart of darkness. Hypnotic, jungle-like 
percussion combined with inane lyrics and 
emotionless backups and synthesizers come 
together to produce a horrific audio alter
native. 

These guys certainly weren't schooled 
with a curriculum of musical realism. Von
negut-like space crusades ("Call Box 
1-2-3"), animals 1racking human game 
("Animal Day"), attacking insects ("Tse
Tse Fly")-these are the predicaments. Add 
movie soundtrack fade-ins (and outs). stac
cato breaks, and spaghetti western reverbed 
guitar and cheapo harmonica and the re
sults are quite appealing. Japanese thriller 
meets Hollywood camp and a touch of the 
B-.52's. 

Production (Voodoo a'tld others) is what 
best enhances this ''cheapness''effect. What 
is seen is a minimalist approach 10 the tech
nical end of this release. Rhythm boxes and 
sparse synthesizers arr pushed to the fore
front to provide the bare bones of the selec
t ion. Supporting instruments are showcased 
only if they have to be. These spaces be
tween sounds produce an eerie tension with
in the cu ts. It is comical at times but when a 
serious intention is desired this technique 
serves to underscore the purpose. The dis
sonant keys played against occasional delves 
into more jocular major scales add the final 
touches to this push and pull effort. 

The album claims that "this modern 
world deserves a modern altitude." Wall of 
Voodoo's synthesis o f movie soundtrack 
and modern day wit shows that they may be 
headed in the right direction . (Robert Har
wood) 



I Record Reviews I 
AlternatlveT.V. -
Strange Kicks 
(I.R.S., LP) 

A.T.V. offers a wide variety of "pro
grams" for this " sea9111n's" release (if I may 
push the metaphor a little). Each "flick of 
the dial" presents us with a different audio 
situation. "The Ancient Rebels" passes on 
the message of garage band anger. "Strange 
Kicks" is an interesting fusion of 60's melo
dy with 80's apathy and synthetics. "Fun 
City" presents a pop-ish ditty about bar
hopping and the inevitable morning after. 
But the cut that best illustrates the message 
of this "fall preview" is "Communicate." 

This record presents once again the ever
present modern theme of communication 
and the problems presented by the lack of 
it. The mere moniker of t11,is band suggests 
this. The lyrics also abound with allusions. 
"It's the same, it's always been/nobody 
sees or hears." Images of closed doors and 
windows. Shunned suitors, failing relation
ships, and ascetics who "just lie in bed." 
Successful communication is a thing of the 

Alleycats 
Nightmare City 
(Time Coast, LP) 

The Alleycats are an LA trio who have 
been around that scene since its beginning. 
The release of this album is well-timed, giv
en the explosion of other LA bands (X, 
Black Flag, Circle Jerks) out of their Holly
wood Hills incubator. , 

The Alleycats sound closer to X than any 
other LA band. They have the same flair for 
well-crafted, intelligent lyrics based on a 
grim, tacky urban life. Where X's music is 
thoroughly modernized rockabilly, the Al· 
leycats' sound is closer to late '60s power 
trios. This is a more limiting form, but they 
overcome limitations with large doses of 
verve, enthusiasm and competence. 

Four of the ten tracks on the LP-"Give 
Me a Little Pain," "Nothing Means Noth
ing Anymore," "Too Much Junk" and 
"Black Haired Girl" -have appeared on 
earlier singles or compilations; for some 
reason they're the first four of five songs on 
the second side. 

past in the minds of A.T.V. The results of BR's Mr. Bwasright-giventheirregion
this loss are invariably expressed in "strange al success , the Alleycats are one of Ameri
kicks." Is this their proposal of a solution ca's most unappreciated bands. With any 
to the problem? Individuals, through their ~ind of _believable distribution and promo
frustration over the inability to get emo- luon , this self-produced record could (and 
tions across find other outlets through sh~uld) be successful. (Bru~e Stallsmith_) 
which they ~ent the energy (i.e. "strange ~Mftiffi.$.¥1$1@.'Wf&f@f& 
kicks"). The Tlkls -----.------

One wonders, then, why does this album SURF AD~LI~ b/ w Jume 
have so much trouble communicating its (World lmuatton, 45) 

~~/~~~ia~~n;~ :~c:u!~ ?.~~;c:~~::~~c~!: Like waves against the sand, this single 
bels," "Communicatl!" and the title song starts with snare ~rums poundi~g against 
are placed vis-a-vis with such watered-down your ears. Then, hke ~ ~orth ~md down 
efforts as "Mirror Boy" and "There Goes from the bay_, a _sw1rlmg _guitar ch~ps 
My Date With Doug." One finds oneself thr~ugh the quiet mix, smash mg ~ou~ mmd 
getting up to put on the next cut to get past agamst ~~e reef. ~ .~hort but swift mstru
the weak ones. The album is thematically mental, Surfadehc takes you back to t_he 
strong but musically shaky. It is a noble at- golden days of sun and surf on the ra~to, 
tempt but too bad you have to keep whe~ all _that mattered ~as_ the next ~rnval 
"changing the channel." (Robert Har- of_ high tide . Wei~ t~e ude 1s really high on 

~ - , '.tw·wmw-·m:'·-·--~ w wr ~~~i~on~i:Sc~~~t~~~s~r: ~~=?~~:st~~~i~~ 
Die Hausfrauen -------- knocking you on your feet. This single may 
Midnight Rain/Bellvue Affairs b/ w Sub- not make you crave for a Beach Boys re-
urban Incest/Defunkt Hunk viva!, but it is guaranteed to shake up your 
(Cacholt EP) ~ext dance party. (Michael Burwell) 

' . ·-· ... ·--·-·-·-·--
Die Hausfrauen is a sextet from New • wz ac· I 

York, another band in a long line of influ- I •
1 ence borrowers from that city . There's a • 

little bit of every current music trend here, I ft t • 
from new romantic organ to DAF-ish vo- 90 3 I 
cats, etc, etc, etc, culminating in an unof. ,• • • 
fensive and (fortunately unmemorable) • I 
sound. 

"Bellvue Affair," a song about a neurot
ic kid who copes with his problems by eat
ing his dog, is the only song on this EP that 
is noteworthy, and the whole thing just 
sounds too indistinguishable and thin, like 
the film at the bottom of the can after you 
take the trash out. (Tom Gilroy) 

-,.,_-.@•ea®,i 
Marshall Crenshaw·------
SOMETH ING'S. GONNA HAPPEN b/ w 
She Can't Dance 
(Shake, 12" 4l) 

This little darling of the New York press 
has produced quite a catchy single . It 's gol 
a cute hook, a 60's-like " minor key bridge" 
and the love.dancing oriented lyrics. When 
it comes to writing an appealing tune, Cren
shaw has the formula down. The only prob
lem is that we've heard it all before. 

One suggestion to Crenshaw is that he 
should have put "She Can't Dance" as the 
"A" side of the release. His strengths seem 
to lie in a more rockabilly type genre (the 
fact that Robert Gordon has covered a few 
o f his tunes for his upcoming effort may 
underscore this observation). "Something's 
Gonna Happen" with its reggae-like chops 
just doesn't cut. Both tunes are catchy and 
sweet but sometimes too much sugar can 
make one ill. {Robert Harwood) 

Adam and the Ants-------
PRINCE CHARMING b/ w Christian D'or 
(CBS,4l) 

Herc we go again, another Adam song 
about "Adam." Not even the expensive 
double sleeve full of concert shots can hide 
the weak lyrical content. Lines like "Don't 
you ever stop being dandy. . " or "Ridi
cule is nothing to be scared of. .. " set new 
highs in narcissism. Come on, you can't 
even dance to it! 

Back to war cries and screams. "Chris
tian D'or" is the Antmusic we've all grown 
to love/hate. A must for true ant fans, but 
the rest of us can live without it. (Jon 
A''nasty''} -Observers Observing Observable 
Watch Out for the Other Guy/ Babaloo No 
More b/ w Expiration Date/ Remodel Your
self 
(Hardly Music, EP) 

Observers offer techno-tech doodlings 
that are rhythmic and funny and sound al
most like a melancholic satire of Gary Nu
man in a cheap studio. The outstanding cut 
with a capital "0" is "Babaloo No More" 
which deals with the cultural debacle which 
we all dread but know will happen; the 
death of Ricky Ricardo. 

Pretty funny stuff if you have two bucks 
to throw away, but not many people do. 
(Tom Gilroy) 
Wf!~JJ!tJ'XffeX:lfJ%fJ1~0 ~ 

I 

Bost0II Rock n.2 
,: _!.),, 

Bpeople----------
YOU AT EIGHT b/ w Weather to Worry/ 
M .P.C.D. 
(I.R.S.,45) 

This is good, aggressive-sounding music 
in the vein of Killing Joke, the Stranglers 
and Pink Flag-era Wire. The Bpeople have 
come up with their own blend of synthe
sizer, guitar and saxophone for insistent 
melody lines. 

The one problem with this single is that it 
is a single-these gu ys would sound better 
on an album, where the momentum could 
build. (Bruce Stallsmith) 
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Our Daughter's Wedding 
(EMI/ America, mini-LP) 

The very first time I heard O.D.W. I was 
sure it was a New Models clone. The next 
time, I thought-oh, it's really just another 
Orchestral Manoeuvres/Human League 
take-off. The point being: here comes an
other independent band riding the current 
trends. Their second single, "Lawnchairs," 
s1arts 10 catch on-it receives heavy radio 
airplay and eventually reaches #I in the 
Rockpool charts and #31 in Billboard's dis
co charts, both unprecedented achieve
ments for an independent release. I guess 
these guys got lucky. 

Recently, O.O.W. were signed to EM! 
and have released the first mini-LP in the 
company's history. (This time, they've got 
more than luck on their side.) The sound is 
clean, perky and dance-perfect. Also, a tad 
unemotional. The verve and spunk that 
were displayed in their singles has been re
placed with competence and caution (Le.
that the band chose to augment their elec
tronic percussion with session-meister Si· 
mon Phillips seems a ploy t"o increase sales 
and credibility). Thus, the re-recorded ver· 
sion of "Lawnchairs" pales in comparison 
to the original-and how many times have 
we heard that scenario? 

To culminate my current obsession with 
O.O.W. (and 10 put their music into a live 
perspective), l saw them perform at Spit re
cently. Well, now-they were fantastic! 
Their music breathed and rocked. Their en
ergy level for story and song spiralled high
er and higher with each song. Obviously, 
their LP pales in comparison to their stage 
show. And, this-with all recordings taken 
into consideration-is what got them their 
contract. All I can hope for is that they will 
someday be able to translate their stage ma
gic onto disc. Then, O.D. W. can start 1heir 
real honeymoon with their public. (Mr. 
Curt) 

The Sp;ce Negroes-""-----
GO TO RUSSIA b/w Go to Hell 
(Arf Arf,45) 
Tell White Lies 
(Arf Arf, flexidisc) 

With these two new releases the Space 
Negroes solidify their position as Boston's 
1ongue-in-cheek version of the Residents. 
Their self-proclaimed title of Abstract Go
Go-isls hardly indicates what local music 
person Erik Lindgren is doing with this mu
sic project. Tell White Lies is a seven song/ 
snippet flexidisc of studio noises and non
sense which owes everything to John Len
non's "Revolution #9" and Frank Zappa's 
Freak Out. 

The 45 features an hypnotic Syd Barrett 
meets Tcrjc Rypdal version of "Back in the 
USSR," and an extended rhythm track with 
unidentified vocal clips scattered through, 
not unlike Eno/Byrne. 

The underlying theme of all nine tracks is 
Lindgren's sense of bizarre to the point of 
silly. The single is rather enjoyable in its 
own way, although the flexidisc is really 
hard to listen to more than once or twice. 
You've probably heard this stuff before, 
old ideas from even older icons, but what 
the hell, it's local. (Pat Flaherty) 

Grand Funk Rallroad------
Y .O.U. b/wTcstify 
(Full Moon/Warner Bros., 45) 

The prime example of what went wrong 
with rock 'n' roll in the 70's, Grand Funk, 
has been renovated and is being remarketcd 
for the 80's. And, to no surprise, all the 
flaws are stil!.J,hcrc. Yet another two mind
less "love" songs lacking in inspiration and 
innovation. It's sad to realize that the re
cord companies spend big money rebuilding 
this dinosaur rather than invest in new tal
ent. When arc they gonna learn that petri
fied turds can't play music? (Mr. B) 

Boston Rock 122 

Ray Paul---------
HOW DO YOU KNOW? b/w Keep It 
Confidential 
(Permanent Press, 45) 

A tremendous improvement over last 
year's Go Time LP (which was hindered by 
poor sound and haphazard production). 
"How Do You Know?" really cooks! Ray 
Paul's new guitar approach (best six/ 
twelve-string use I've heard since Petty) 
works to optimum effect, blending in and 
around a great vocal arrangement. His 
voice has lost that cloying quality-here he 
belts amd croons with equal effectiveness. 
The ending rave-up will nail you to the 
wall-pop-rock with muscle! 

The flip, "Keep It Confidential," is a 
bouncy older-style tune that almost lifts off 
like the A-side. The vocals are strong (aJ. 
ways!), the whispers are cute-but, still, the 
song doesn't quite have the same impact. 
Lotsa energetic playing and strong produc
tion this time around. '' ... is there any bet
ter way? ... " Welcome back, Ray Paul
what's next?! (Anita Chezve) 

The Gun Club--------
Fire of Love 
(Ruby, LP) 

Cool record or the year award goes to the 
Gun Club for their fine debut album. While 
the rest of the LA bands are still bashing out 
body-breaking punk, The Gun Club have 
come up with a mighty fine brand ofrockin' 
blues. And it's smokin'! It's now obvious 
why the Cramps stole former Gun Club gui
tarist Kid Congo, because the same musical 
influences are there. (By the by, The Kid 
does not play on this album.) Though The 
Gun Club come across much less cxhibi
tionistic than the Cramps, the rag.tag ap
proach to production and arrangements is 
still there. Fave tunes arc "Jack on Fire," 
"Sex Beat," and "She's Like Heroin to 
Me," but there's not a bummer on the re
cord. Highly Recommended. (Mr. 8) 

~-· ·• • <& 

Plasticland ---------
MINK DRESS b/w Office Skills 
(Scadillac, 45) 

Too bad these guys didn't send more in
formation, 'cause I like their early Pink 
Floyd impressions. Actually, the nip, "Of
fice Skills," weighing in at I :37, conjures 
up some visions of Sky Saxon and the 
Seeds. Lightly sung/spoken lyrics, smokey 
textures and big drones. Kinda neat. Buy it 
if you can find ii. (Tristram Lozaw) 

PeteShelley--------
HOMOSAPIEN b/w Keats Song 
(Genetic, 45) 

From what was the Buzzcocks comes 
Pete Shelley's first solo release. "Homosa
pien" is a fun pop tune highlighted by Shel
ley's distinctive vocals and a catchy elec. 
tronic beat. Very danceable. 

The flipside, however, fails in that it is a 
rehash of old material minus Digglc & Co. 
(Jon Anastas) 

Penguin Cafe Orchestra-----
(E.G., LP) 

We've had techno-pop, 1echno-rock, 
nouveau-disco, and ethno-folk! A Fairport 
Convention for the 80's. Great background 
music for an arty granola commercial. 
(Tom Gilroy) 

TheGerms--------
Wha1 We Do Is Secret 
(Slash, P) 

This latest, and hopefully last, Germs re
cord is for fans only. It does contain one 
killer song, "Round and Round," by 
Chuck Berry, recorded in 1977, but the rest 
is of historical interesl only. (John Brusgcr) 
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The Replaccments-------
Sorry Ma, Forgot to Take Out the Trash 
(Twin Tone, LP) 

, This could be the garage band discovery 
of the year! They're not great musicians, 
don't even have a great singer, but can they 

1PLAY! The Replacements (from Minnea. 
.polis) capture the true spirit of rock 'n' roll 
on their first album; a total of 18 songs 
worth. And that's not all! Not on ly are they 
loud, rough, raw and rude, but they have a 
damn good sense of humor to boot. Lots of 
good tunes too, like "Customer," "Kick 
Down Your Door'' and ''Don't Ask Why.'' 
I still laugh every time I hear the ending of 
"I Bought a Headache." And the liner 
notes are a riot. Recommended. 

The Comateens 
(Cachalot, LP) 

The Comateens' self.titled debut album 
celebrates teenage Americana in the most 
innovative manner since early Talking 
Heads. Even the name or this band suggests 
both nervous naivete and the darker, self
destructive side of hell-bent youth. The ob
jec1ive is just run, run, fun. 

Or is it? This album features the group's 
first single, "Cook Chick," a nostalgic re
membrance or a romance that was never 
meant to be. The hushed voice of forlorn 
lead-singer Lyn Byrd closely resembles 
Grace Jones' deadpan as she calmly (sar
castically?) recalls "the day I saw you twist
ed underneath that Chevy's tire." While 
Byrd explains the gruesome details, Oliver 
North' s screeching guitar gives the song a 
spare, dreamlike quality that is both cold 
and seductive. 

There are many other cute songs here as· 
well, including a great dance number, 
"Strangler," guaranteed to brush off those 
disco blues. As a sideshow the band offers a 
few covers including a hauntingly humor
ous version of "The Munster's Theme." 
An even odder facet of the band's music is 
its faultless drummer, "Rolly," the Com
pu-Rhythm CR-78 rhythm box. This ma
chine plays cool and never misses a beat 
(naturally) . 

While at times the Comateens' intentions 
seem silly and somewhat ludicrous, their sly 
musicianship is never in doubt. It is defi

danceable material! (Michael Bur-

The Fall-----------
Early Years 
(Faulty Products, LP) 

Don't you just love the way Mark E. 
Smith's voice squeaks when he sings? So do 
I. And don't you wish that everyone in 
America could share that experience? Me 
too! My, we have a lot in common, but we 
have a considerable task ahead of us ... As 
one of the few truly innovative British 
bands, The Fall have rarely received the ac
colades it so richly deserves. Part of the 
blame/credit rightfully belongs to Mr. 
Mark E. Smith (Vocalist/songwriter) him
self who continues to indulge The Fall in 
slap-dash marketing techniques, cryptic lyr
ics and unorthodox musical arrangements. 
(Remind me to buy him another beer next 
time he's in town.) All this effort has gotten 
The Fall nowhere since American audiences 
are still finding it difficult to take the Clash 
(for different reasons perhaps). But if you 
are a truly curious sort, who wonders about 
the merits of stripped-down English rock 
'n' roll or C 'n' N (Country and Northern, 
as Mr. Smith calls it), then this album is 
sure to please. If you loved "Totally Wir
ed" as much as I did, then this collection of 
assorted album and single tracks (previous
ly available only as imports, mind you, and 
including such dancehall hits as "Rowche 
Rumble" and "Fiery Jack") along with a 
chicken in every pot, belongs in your Amer
ican home. Highly Recommended. (Mr. B} 

The WIid Slares-------
NEVER SEEN BEFORE b/w You 
(Propeller Product, 45) 

There's a lot of good things about 1his re-
cord .. . a Boston band ... lots of jagged 
edges ... funky backbeat. . passionate 
vocals ... kooky background mumblings 
... but, the hell with 'em. Buy it! Yeah 
you. (Mr. B) 

T.S.O.L .. ----------
T.S.O.L. 
(Posh Boy, 12" EP) 

i 
My, how time flies. Already we're into! 

another generation of hardcore LA punk ; 
bands. T.S.O.L. (True Sons Of Liberty) 
happen to be one of the best of those bands 
following in the wake of Black Flag and the 
Germs. What T.S.O.L. happen to do right 
is blend the approaches of Black Flag and 
the Angry Samoans to create an accessible 
sound while retaining a raw edge. Favorite 
track is "No Way Out"-l just love those 
escapist songs. Recommended. (Mr. B) 

Penis Envy 
(Crass/Rough Trade, LP) 

On the first Crass album, Stations of The 
Crass (unless you count the I 5 song EP 
Feeding of The 5000 as an album), vocalist 
Steve Ignorant began "White Punks on 
Hope" by shouting, "Th' name of the 
band's Crass, not Clash, an' they can stuff 
their punk credentials. 'cause it's them that 
takes the cash!" With that , Crass set up an 
intentional dividing line, one that separates 
them from the conventional world of rock, 
even more so than PiL. Crass have never 
been easy to take in large doses. While thei, 
lyric sheets and fold-out pos1ers (filled wit I 
stark, threatening monochrome images 
migh1 have implied brilliance, the actu. 
music was anything but. Loud, violer 
noise, bearing little resemblance to who 
usually passed for music. Crass were ti 
group that made the '77 Clash seem co, 
mercial. That is, until now. 

Penis Envy is a breakthrough for Cr~ 
It's their first album that can not only 
tolerated, but can also be enjoyed. Sor 
how, this band has learned h"ow to play ti 
instruments, and play them well. What rt 

ly makes Penis Envy a superb record, is t 
clarity of thought behind Crass' politi, 
lyrics. In ~he old days, Crass couldn't wri 
so they'd try to scare you ("do you want 
end up a McDonalds french-fry?"), nc 
they have a greater respect for their auc 
ence, and themselves. The topic of femit 
ism provides a beeter focus for Crass' ide; 
("Pulled about? Fooled about? Treatf 
like a toy?/Joked about? Poked abou· 
Something to destroy? /Tricked? Kicked? 
don't want these games!"-from "D, 
Weather"), but every once in a while, ol 
faves like nuclear power pop up, like i 
"What the Fuck?", sort of a sequel to la: 
spring's great "Nagasaki Nightmare" 4 
("So insular your future, so alien you 
plan/Take all of this if you will, and I'I 
take what I can"). Old vocalist lgnorar 
isn't featured on this LP, instead makir 
room for the more coherent vocals of J, 
De Vivre and Eve Libertine. My perso, 
favorite is a bonus unlisted track call 
"Our Wedding" (previously available ai 
"Royal Wedding Special" flexi-disc in I 
UK magazine Loving, sort of a Brit versi 
of TeenBeat After hearing the song, the u 
suspectin publishers began preparing a la 
suit, ha ha ha ... ), a hilarious tongue
cheek view of marriage, complete with w< 
ding bells, violins, etc. 

Like the Clash, Crass have changed, 
change that sounds like a change for I 
better. If you've never like Crass befo 
take a chance on Penis Envy. Charles a 
Diana should've. (Gerard Cosloy) 
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~ "Half - Alive" 

THE DICTATORS UVE 
"Fuck'Em If They Can't Take A Joke" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" with Lydia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE CONTORTIONS 
"Live 1n New York City ·· 

THE NEW YQRK DOLLS "The '72 Mercer St. Tapes" 

The new wave of the future is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
available on vinyl! Fully Authorized, complete 
wit,h liner notes, documentation, handsomely 

~r;~~g~ds~~essug~~ir~~t~ys~t~!j,t~~~ef vallable 
Price $8.00 each plus $1.25 per cassette for 
postage/insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roircassettes. 

Bad Brains, Sh0x Lumania, Scientific Americans. 

(Pronounced 'Roar') l li.Olll 

Saturday, Oct. 17 at The Rat. 

Monday, Oct. 19 

at The Paradise. 

Watch for Third Rail's newest single 
"A New Life" b/w "Didn't Mind" 
from Long View Records and Tapes. 

Release Date: October 20. 

JS 
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stress the ye1 because the tape submitted, al-

by Michael Ha.fit ?'. though dogsh it quality , is worth barking 
What hath Elvis wrought? The Future about. The exciting thing about getting 

LooJ., Bright, a cassette brought to you by tapes from bands who haven't been togeth-
Po,h Boy, is a compilation of hardcore LA er long is that their ideas haven't been mu z-
bands that's as musica lly unstimulating as, zled by audience react ion . It's refreshing to 
say, any one of three dozen HM bands (the hear a band not faning into a particular 
exception being the wizardry of minute-long kennel before they have the chance to form 
appetizers offered by 1he Minutemen). their own. The vocals are somewhat affect-
What pulls this one out of the doggie bag is ed, the music real sloppy but as a result, ex-
the uncompromising songs themselves. For 1· tremely invigorating. No comparisons ne
t he mos! part these bands are pissed about . cessary. Let's just give 'em some time to 

~~~hdor~~~; ~~~::":eod~[!e~~;i~.a~;ur~~h~t; f ~o:s~u~:~~iri~:.a~:!il:~:e° ;;~.~tt:~: ~~ 
tire/tellin' me what to do is what bands which, ror now, is just fine .. 
have been saying since day one. But the new The most recent tape sent in by the ln-
protes1 songs are a lot meaner . "Eve or De- . tonalon has a great instrumental entitled, 
st ruction" has been replaced by TSOL's actually I don't know what it's entitled 
(True Sons or Liberty in case you won- since I can't find the focking case. Anyway, 
dered) ''Peace Through Power, '' and· the it jangles and wangles around, surr and sax, 
humor or "The American Ruse" with top down, etc. The vocal numbers, which I 
Black Flag's "American Waste." In o ther gather are their mainstay, lean heavily on 
words, the whole concept or love, peace the youthfol concerns of girls ... no sorry, I 
and happiness as something to strive for has can't go on writing the same line time after 
now been slammed into the ground. time, band after band. Look, their material 

And now, with the addition of the psy- is not unlike a thousand other bands who 
chedelic volcano ready to shower shimmer- sing lightweight pap about the same shit. At 
ing stars once again (listen to Plastlcland least The Real Kids kicked ass while doin' it 
and The Chesterfield Kings for the best of and no band ever did it better-anywhere. 
the lot-as yet), the factions gurgle in their And that was YEARS ago. WAKE UP!! 
respective corners. America is so goddam You guys don't even sound convincing. 
big that any sort of Ted/ Mod/ Punk thing And for heaven's sake, no more beach 
wou ld be just plain inconceivab le (and songs. 
meaningless), but hearing the anger on this If riff rock is you r thing, check out The 
compilation makes me wonder. The psyche- James Demon Band. The so ng st ructures 
delic thing seems to me to be politically aren't much, somewhat like a bargain bin 
void, something like the Ostrich Party; bur- 70's LP, but the guitarist can wail. I found 
rowing your head in the garage and making it perfect for counting up the words on this 
the determination that things have become column. Request it on WMBR and decide 
too focked up to even altempt dealing with. for you rself. 
Well, I guess that leaves peaceful demon- This month, Tape Reporter was short-
strations (please, not again) complete with 

1 
by choice. I've received a lot or stuff from 

"folk" singers (to0 tooly to even consider) , .. the suburbs lately, ranging from wimpy pop 
or this st uff from the bowels of the modern _, to fonk (which stunk) . Rather than mix and 
world, Los Angeles. The Minutemen: ''I 'm ;;, match, I've chosen to collect it all for a sub-
in a political straight jacket/ My mind's urban special next month . In addition, 
bent. .. I'm already on somebody's list/ As there will be a "how to" segment dealing 
a casualty." As always, the choice is yours. :=:: With gelling your tapes on the radio. For 

~~:n ~~~~~i:~vi~o;~~~:ta~::1/~~n ~:e: i ~~:~~~re~~::~~ !':;~~~f~i~!t~~ya~ad 
Hollywood? Maybe that answers itself. send me information regarding tape size 
Avai lable at Rebop, _Rockit and Newbury 1< and speed, person(s) 10 contact, actual time 
Comics or send $5.98 to Posh Boy, P .0. • · devoted to unincorporated music (bigger 
Box 38861, LA, CA 90038. than local, smaller than world) and any 

Comin' home by way or New York where other facts which you think pertinent. 
ROJR, tape company supreme, has issued Hopefully, all you radio stations will re-
Suicide Half Alive. Suicide is not an elec- spond . Thanks. Also, next month will fea-
tronic band nor is their sound keyboard ture the critics out for abuse-tapes by both 
dominant. There is nothfog lulling and safe Eric Van and dredd foole. See ya ... 
here. Suicide, as with all transcendant out-
fits, is a religion. You believe or you don't. 
It 's that simple. If you haven't heard it be- t. 
fore, I hopo the name will scare you off be- , 
cause Su icide's been sapping the strength of 
anyone who will listen for a foll ten years 
now. That's not to say Suicide doesn't need 
a new audience, far from it. There's been 
and probably always will be a core of 20 + 
year olds who will forever remember scared 
half out of their pants the first time ''Frank-
ie Teardrop" pierced the virgin air. Explor
ation is the key. Devotion or the believer. 
These tracks recorded from 1974 through 
1979, represem Suicide blasting a whole 
cesspool of sound and vision. Getting right 
to the point: "Sister Ray" is two notes with 
two lines-1he rest is unadulterated passion. 
There isn't a stereo in the world 1ha1 could 
put out enough volume. Try yours. Get it at 
the helter stores or write ROIR. 61 I Broad
way, Suite 214, NYC, 10012. 

rn recent weeks there has been a band 
playing down at Cantone's called The Last 
Sacriflcr. I haven't seen them yet and I l TOR: MARTIN REV ANO ALAN V(GA 
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MUSIC
EXP081 
October 

10, 11, 12 
Commonwealth Pier 

Exhibition Hall 

3 DAYS OF 
EXCITEMENT 

MUSIC EXP081 is 

Tom Rush 
Jr. Walker 

James Montgomery 
Robert Ellis Orrall 

Vassar Clements 
other National & Local · 

attractions 

I 10 LIVE A~TS DAILY! I 
MUSIC EXPO 81 is ... 

An Audio/Video Marketplace 

BANDS: Register to win
Equipment 

Recording Time 
Sound System Rentals 

DISCOUNT COUPONS AVAILABLE AT: 
STRAWBERRYS & STOI E 24 
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CURRY 
Five new Marshalls tunes produced by 

Andy Paley, Rob Dimit and The Marshalls 
with special guest Jonathan Richman. 

Tom Giovanniello 
Program Director 

COLLEGE 

Don Gosselin 
Music Director 

Other Isabelle Releases . .. 
15-0001 The Wicked 
15-0002 Marshalls EP 
15-0003 Prof. Anonymous EP 

Watch for new releases this fall 

l~(!I {f •1l @111 lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllsosto~ ~",:~~el~~ 
1071 BLUE HILL A\'t., MILTON, MA 02186 TEL. 333-0311 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Bass pla)er for clone act want
ed 1hey have management and S 
you must be extra good for this 
one. Call Kirk 1-687-7457. 

Wanted: Used Telecaster or 
Strat. Willing to spend up to 
S350. Call a starving rocker, 
723-2717. 

DJ's for hire: Alben O and 
Tom Lane from WMBR & 
Spt ... parties, func1ions, after 
hours, anything. 267-2556 or 
479-2107. 

Young bassisl wanled for ori
ginal trio. Innuences Jam, U2. 
Cure. Call Martin M-Th. after 
6 p.m. 484-5751 . 

Voc11list ~anted Decadence, a 
Cambridge-based band is look 
ing for a vocalist/ front man. 
Teens only (16-20). Call Jon 
266-8787 Days, 646-9030 
nights. 

Guitar lessons-you don't have 
to go 10 music school to learn 
how to play guitar. I specialize 
in teaching beginners and inier
mediate players. Learn differ
ent rhythms, styles of music 
and lead playing. Have played 
in many local bands from rock 
to blues, country, folk and reg
gae. Doug, 254-0821. 

Bass player needed for band 
(gtr-synth-drms) playing mod
ern new music wi1h edge and 
moods 277-3771, 367-5998. 

For Sale: Gorgeous pair of wo
men's red stilletto dress shoes. 
40's style. Size 4½. Best offer. 
Call 267-2556 and leave mes-

Regular Classified Ads 
may be placed by eith· 
er individuals or busi
nesses. The Individual 
rate is $1.00 per line; 
the business rate is 
$1.50 per line. The fol· 

lowing form must be 
used for all classi
fieds. 
One letter or space per 
box. Boldface costs 
.25 extra per word. 

All classified must be 
prepaid. Mail or bring 
In person to: 
Boston Rock/Ne.,,bury 
Comics 
288 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Please include name 
and address whether 
or not you run it in 
your ad. Ads must be 
in by the last Thursday 
of the month. 

sage. iw;z,,:· ·, ~-i.~»&'W{m~ToWi&e"M$i'ff-'!f.1K:·'*?¥1, 

~r;~:· Jav~
0

~~n.N~~ch:~;kani~ ~ Name: City/Zip: ________ _ 

:~:~~neforever.Hooray! '" Street: _____________ _ Phone: 
Rock, New Wave, Jazz, Soul 
Records, Tapes, lmporl Sin
gles, Oldies, Cu1ou1s, Pic1ure 
Disks, P.icture Disk 45's, Cata
logues $1.00, NERT, Box 268-
BR, Lawrence, Mass. 01842. 

Kybd, Glr, Drm, Bass, Sax 
wanted for recording, travel. 
Lv. no. at Oak Grove w/ Mark, 
Mmir321-1017. 

Wanted: Pat Bena1ar sound
alike. Audio Referral, call 687-' 
7457. 

Lead and rhythm guilarist 
wanted for different bands, caH 
Kirk 1-687-7457. 

Male and female vocalists 
wanted, call Kirk 1-687-7457. 
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by Nayme Drawper 

Hello sport s fans. The mud's been nying 
fast and fu rious since last month. It seems 
that Boston Rock has been able to alienate 
somebody who thinks they're important 
each week. My editor considers that a piti
fully slow rat e and has asked me to pick up 
the tempo .. . so here goes .. 

First off, a fine " how do you do?" to the 
RJng's Mike Baker: it seems BR got a "pri
vileged'' sneak preview of Mike "putting 
his mal<eup on" (his words) and he' s mad 
tha1 we weren' t flattered. We've also re
cei ved a couple of letters about how I ne
glected to mention that former BR ad sales
person Amy Wachlel is now working part 
time at WLYN . . . sorry it probably won't 
happen again. I guess Amy' s not making all 
th at much mon~y at her new job. A couple 
of weeks ago, RCA Records hired her to · 
dress up like a dog to promote the Bow
WowWow show. 

Con rrary to earlier reports, it looks like 
The Trademarks mighl nor be touring with 
Bebe Buell after all . Bebe's been spotted 
around town a lot lately , particularly with 
The Oullets' Dave Barton and our own 
Mike Dreese. But the biggest Bebe-buzz is 
the (definitely unprintable) way she auto
graphed Oedipus' copy of her new record. 

Ex- Neighborhoods drummer Careful 
Mike (who played with The Ourlets for a 
while) and David Minehan have been busy 
rehearsing and auditioning new bass players 
in Upton, Mass. Tom from Swinger's Re
sort is now drumming for the Ourlets and 

Martha and Trude formerly of Bound an(I 
Gagged are now forming a new band in Ho
boken, NJ. 

Contrary to rumors, People In Stores are 
not breaking up. Drummer Karen Glckas 
has left the band and they have held up the 
release of their new Propeller Records' sin
gle until Karen is replaced. Any one inter
ested in auditioning should call Fran at 782-
6017. Hats off to Take- It!, the quarterly 
art/ rock magazine that somehow has fi 
nagled rhe ex-DMZers into playing a re
union show at Streets this coming Oct. 11. 
At the last minute The Dark cancelled a 
rather poorly attended (75 people) benefit 
at Fitchburg State College .. According to 
one report V;, one of the groups tha1 did 
play that night, "drove everybody home." 
I guess they must have a very large car. Lou 
Miami has just returned from his first US 
tour. In the course of a month Lou and The 
Kozmetix played Peabody, New York , Bal
timore, Lexington (Kentucky), Akron, Cin
cinnati and Dayton (Ohio). 

As you've probably heard, Planet Slreet 
will be entering the court room in about six 
weeks. They are being sued for five hun
dred thousand dollars plus legal fees and 
confiscation of the master tape and any re
maining copies of their controversial single 
" General Hospital." All in all, ABC-TV 
has thirty three different charges againsl the 
band including copyright infringement. 
"I ' m fighting this case for the principle
not the publicity," insists singer-songwriter 
Joanne Cipolla. " This is an unprecedented 
court case. If they [ABC) win, it will be 
tragic for all writers." Currently the band 
has been busy struggling (without a perma
nent drummer) to raise legal fees. Their 
next fundraiser will be October 8 at Jaspers. 
"Everybody's been very supportive, " con
cludes Cipolla, "I jusr don'! know how 
we're going to pay the next bill. " 

While continuing to recei ve well-deserved 
rave reviews and airplay across the counrry, 
Mission of Burma were recently booed off 
stage at Headliners North in New Hamp-

.FREE AD.MISSION! 

FREE BEER! 

tftfitftf 
INVITE YOU TO ANOTHER 

BOSTON ROCK SHOWCASE 

Featuring 

THE SUADE COWBOYS 

and 

VITAMIN 

at1ri~i"il~~key:--~v~tio~·· ~r··,h~ ·b:~~~~;~ 
These tracks recorded from 1974 through 
1979, represent Suicide blasting a whole 
cesspool of sou nd and visfon. Getting right 
to the point: "Sister Ray" is two notes with 
two lines-the rest is unadulterated passion. 
There isn't a stereo in the world that could 
put out enough volume. Try yours. Ger ii al 
the better stores or write RO IR , 611 Broad
way, Sui1e 214, NYC, 100 12. 

rn rece n1 weeks there has been a band 
playing down at Cantone's ca lled T he Last 
Sacrifice. I haven't seen them yet and I L lO 11· MAlll l N IIEV AND ALAN VEGA 

shire. According to Peter Prescott, the Mis
sions were even less politely welcomed when 
opening for the Dead Kennedys and Circle 
Jerks in LA. Nonetheless, Rick Harte has 
been so ecstatic about their fame and his 
fortune that he was seen doing a jig at Re
bop Records. 

Boston's own punk skinheads, SS Decon
trol, had one of their showcases a1 Gallery 
East shut down by the police. While I don't 
know exactly what happened that day I can 
definitely report tha1 these guys have some 
sari of attitude problem. Two days before 
playing the Rat, they were handing oul ny
ers saying "RAT BOUNCERS SUCK!" If 
you haven't seen SS Decontrol yet-you 
better go soon. They may not be alive- I 
mean around-for long. 

We're very fortunate that Someone and 
the Somebodies' bassist Tristram Lozaw is 
still wilh us. His car was turned into an ac
cordion one night by some hit and run driv
er outside of Streets. While on stage that 
same evening, Tris was hit by a beer bottle. 
Speaking of Streets, doesn't it seem odd that 
the club's DJ Tami Heide has been spotted 
plastering Spit bumper stickers all over 
town? And can yoc believe that Spit DJs 
Tom Lane and Tony V were refused ad
mission to New York's Studio 54? 

Get well wishes go out to Bob "Sore 
Tooth" Toomey and another car accident 
victim Rebecca at Strawberries. Meanwhile 
gimpy BR editor Greg Reibman has been 
getting everybody' s sympathy-except for 
mine. Anybody stupid enough to play bas
ketball with The Blllygoons deserves more 
rhan an ankle fracture. Congratulations go 
out to the New Models' Steve Thurber ... at 
least that' s what I think you're supposed to 
say to a guy when he's passing out cigars! 
And belated happy twelfth birthday 10 
BCN's Ken Shelton. Very belated that is. 

Penelope Place and Kathie Izzo have 
opened a new alternarive performance 
space. The 11th Hour Gallery is located 
seven floors above Gallery, East al 20 East 
Street. Speaking of alternatives-it sure was 
wild seeing City Thrills' Barb Kitson playing 
drums at the BR party at Streets. Margie 
has left Vitamin but rhe band continues to 
play without her. I sure hope Erik Lindgren 
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was joking the other day when he said they 
were going to serve cornbread and warer
melon at The Space Negroes record party, 
C'mon Erik, enough is enough! 

Local reggae enthusiast Magnus John
slone has helped publish a new magazine, 
Judgement Times. The first issue features 
Clint Eastwood, Zion lnllallon, UB40, 
Black Uhuru and a carroon by Mark Flynn. 
The new Boston Groupie News is in pro
duction. Rumor has it that BGN will fea
ture rare pictures of Oedipus shaving off his 
sideburns. 

Another one of our ex-salespeople , Susan 
Side!, tells us she has a "high executive po
sition" at Channel 5. Since Susan did quite 
a good job selling ads in BR's early d~ys l 
find the Channel 5 srory quite plausible
but 1 can't possibly believe that she is living 
with a famous horn playing cowboy. 

The Cars have finished recording and 
mixing their fourth LP, called Shake It Up. 
As soon as they finished, Ric Ocasek re
turned to the studio to produce a single for 
San Francisco' s Romeo Void. When he's 
done with thar he'll be working on his own 
solo project. The new album by The Hol 
Dales has been held up at least a couple of 
weeks. The Counl's Boston Bootleg Vol. II 
is at the pressing plant. Meanwhile Modern 
Method Records has announced plans to re
issue the Native Tongue EP. Chances are 
this will be the first re-issue that comes out 
before the original. Native Tongue will be 
playing in Philadelphia early this month. In 
other local record news Ray Paul has an
nounced the opening of a west coast office 
for his Permanent Prus records. Have 
City Thrills left Star Rhythm? The Stains 
are rumored to be working on an LP. You 
know that limes must be taught in the re
cord business when both the Music Clly in 
Harvard Square and Popcorn in Copley 
have decided to close their doors. 

And that 's the score for now. Special 
thanks to my sister Ives and to The Rox for 
the nice mention in their fan magazine 
(write them at The Roxtalk, 529 Union Sr., 
Rockland , MA 02370). Also thanks tQ the 
Don Law organization for saving our ad de
partment from having to make all those 
phone calls. Keep that mail coming. 
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> , ', A MUSIC WAR '- THE ALBUM 
? A 2-RECORD SET FEATURING PREVIOUSLY 
,{,':UNRELEASED L.IVE PERFORMANCES BY: 
\- THE POLICE ·GO-GO'S .ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 1 

.. XTC} ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVERS IN THE DARK .. 
.,.;_-(, r 

..• DEVOi X / MAGAZINE .· GANG OF FOUR · PERE UBU -~ ·. . 

; .WALL OF VOOD0010INGO BOINGO GARY NUMAN 
k All.EV CATS ... THE CRAMPS FLESHTONES 999 
} s~4,r1sH/J001.s HOLLAND ATHLET1co si>1zz_·so 

. ·tt!OYA~ _WI_LC_OX ! THE AU PAIRS STEEL PULSE . . 
.'i'JOAN JETTAND THE BLACKHEARTS .• KLAUS NOMI ! 

JOHN OTWAY / THE MEMBERS. 

I -

$699 
LPITAPE 

On A&M Records and Tapes 

"Urgh" • .• A Music War • •• An 
incredibly low priced two record 
set, soundtrack to the rock and 
roll classic movie. Features live 
performances by the Police, 
Devo, Gary Numan, X, XTC, 
Oingo Bolngo, GoGo's, and too 
many others to mention (about 
20 more). A must tor those of 
you who care about music today 
••• A true classic. 

URGH! URGH! 
Copley Square • Harvard Square • Kenmore Square • Burlington • Downtown Crossing • Rt. 9, 
Framingham • Downtown Providence, RI • Medford • Dedham • Worcester • Springdale Mall, 
Springfield • 750 Memorial Drive • K-Mart Mall, Manchester, NH • Warwick, RI • Burlington 

Village Mall • Seastown Mall, Leominster 





I Blitz • New Romantic • Punk • Heroic • Medieval • 
V:, 'V.0 Current-Age Fashion ... whatever the name, you know the 
C, / C, look. Free flowing fabrics, waistcoats, sashes with tassles, 

sailor-front breeches, balloon sleeves, pleated cuffs, 

J)e1Y I- 1/':t Ta 1/':tg. cavalier boots, hooded frocks, and studded yokes ... 
LJ U,1 JIJIU.1 • From Errol Flynn to Douglas Fairbanks. Fr~m Frodo to Zorro. 

From British Boutiques to Big Apple Emporiums. 
And now· right here in Boston! 

j~-
.. ··. '~-

GOOD TIMES BOSTON • 2nd to none in their collection 
of nouveau dress for men and women. 
Along with this array of romantic fashions you'll 
find a complete line of T-shirts and accessories, 

Italian jeans and cords, and Coty award· 
winning designer lines such as Basco, as 

featured in GO. Good Times Boston .. . 
we're very that way . .. and 

a whole lot more. 

-.. r: ~y -~ :/'~~-~,~~-- • ,. 

~ - ;, 11\i\ \l,11 
·\,~ 

SPECIAL! 

Offer good till Dec. 31, 1981 

228 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON · 536·2365 
Mon-Fri 10·7, Sat 10·6 



..•.. F~pa~~~:>···· 
s SJ(,fN7;ftE . ...... STUctf()N THE 
SAME tu:f'RAJN 
lOVEAT /st SIGHT 
PERFECT WAVE 
Produc;ed by ~IC OCAsEK 

Management STARSTRU CK PRODUCTIONS. INC 645 

In celebration 
''Love At 1st Sight" 

Peter Dayton live at 
ff.It November I 2. 

MA 02215 (<>17) 267-1551 BEACON STREET BOX 147 BOSTON, 



From your new music company 
WEST COAST ROCKERS 

SVT -NO REGRETS 

Available at record 
stores everywhere'! 

SVT is ... 
BRIAN MARNELL 
JACK CASADY 
PAULZAHL 

MSI RECORDS - Manufactured and Distributed 
Thru STIFF AMERICA -
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Western Wear ... anctassortecttogs 

292 Boylston St., Boston Tel: 287-0195 
foppoelte the Public Galden, i--.y to Arlington Stetlon) 

~ .. ,r~ ~ 

.,.._ bnt rock 'n' roHphotoe In any store" 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

I~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

-x 
X 
X 
X 
. \ 

Straight & boot leg black denim Jeans x 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans-Studs x 
Jodhpurs, Breeches, Engllsh Riding x 
Clothes x 
Motorcycle Jackets & Leather pants x 
60's Peg-leg Jeans & Ladles "Ranch" x 
Pants X 
.Cowboy Shirts • Cowboy Boots X 
Western Jewelry • X 
ENGINEER BOOTS X 

X 

Your Helium Voice __________ 6 ~ 

Publisher's Notes ____________ a ~ 
X Malcolm Mclaren __ ________ J Ox 
X Lene Lovich _________________ -13 x 
X Greg Hawkes _______________ _15 x 

Romeo Void __ _______________ -17 ~ 
X The Blasters _____________ __ __ -18 x 
X Ian Hunter ___________________ 20 x 

Willie Alexander ________ ____ 22 ~ 
X SS Decontrol_ __ .:_ ____________ 24 x 
X 

Sleepy LaBeeL _______ _______ 25 x 
X 

Alternative Charts __________ 27 x 

007 ___________________________ 28 ~ 
31 X Record Reviews_____________ x 

X 
Tape Reporter _______________ 36 x 

X 
Clubland _____________________ 37 x 

X 
The Sob Sisters _____________ A 1 x 

X 
Nayme Drawper_ ___________ 43 x 

X 

BRAND NEW"LOCO"BOOTS XX ~ 
AND LOTS MORE! ~ 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

.. -------------- X The cover: UneLo,lchphotobyMlchaelGrttco, andGreKHawkesphotobyM•rdaMagll- X 
_ one. Design by Michael Grttco and Chris GIibert. 
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TO THE EDITOR: , / 9 G ·< 
After reading th,: last iss~e of Bost~n /

0 
/ ··:/ . ·. 

Rock, I felt compelled to wnte and pomt / / .~~ 
out what seems to be a major on-coming 1/ / J • • 

problem. The record review section seems /~~ ,,,. P • 

to serve as a mouthpiece for any idiot that /H .I~ 
has the ability to pick up a pen. The reviews 
themselves are typically shallow, filled with ,.;, _ -c-r 
stupidity, and rarely tell the reader anything ~ 'J l ... - ~1" ,1 " 
about the record except the writer' s person- -"(""f ."':[ 'I 
al opinion (such as: "not recommended"; ':\J ',I 
'works better than Nyquil"; "I am not Dear Boston Rock 

plea~ed" · · )· I realize y_ou do.n_'1. want to My heart sank V:.hen it became clear that 
overmdulge m c~nst~chve cnt1c1sm, but Barb Kitson was no longer booking the Rat. 
come o_n-non.obJecti_ve- huh? Progressive booking in the city has been set 

Servmg as a magazme (a term you asso- back ien years because without Barb doing 
ciate with Boston Ro~k), it is the editor's it no one is ' 
ob .to m~ke ~urea ~ertain standard of q~al- 'She was ~he most open minded booking 
ty 1s ,mamtamed (i.e. some type of obJec- agent I've ever known As manager of one 
ivity, subject knowledg~, grasp of ~he Ian- of Boston's more con~roversial bands, she 

guage. · .). Ju~t as fan~mes are an import- was invaluable to me, as well as to other 
ant source. of information to fans_, so ~oo bands that needed to be given a chance. 
are magazines to. the general _public, a Job Without her, who will be willing to take 
n_ot to be taken lightly. As editor of a fan- chances? The only way our city's club scene 
zme myself, '· was am~ed at the amount _of will be exciting is if the people who book the 
peo~le who cited a review o_f an LP or sm- clubs are willing ·10 gamble once in awhile. 
gle m ~ paper as the mam. reason they Jt's a drag that the one person in Boston 
bought 1t and became_fans. This ~rought up -willing to do that lost her job. It's rare that 
front to me how crucial these reviews really you find a booking agent who has a pro
were. gressive attitude and is also a great person. 

j 
i 
t 

t 

A few weeks ago, I asked to review Pete WitQout Barbara, the entire scene will suf. 
Shelley's new single and I was refused on fer. 
he grounds that I could not be objective d_ • 

and it was a conflict of interest. Instead, Mark R. ~C, G x 

:•.•:teen year old high school intern review it A, 

TO THE EDITOR: 
I always knew that the Dark would try to 

get even for coming in second in the WBCN -
Rumble, but I never thought they would 
stoop so low as to slip Deva our record and 
video versions of "Workin' in a Coal 
Mine" so that we would lose out on the 
chance to become Number One in West Vir~ 

~~~~~ ~: :~::;.•nd we ;ven /;'%sed

0
to/invi,te 

Sincerely, 1/ Y 
Tristram Lozaw 
Someone & the Somebodies 

P .S. I know something about Judy that you 
don't! 

Jennifer 
(no pin-up girl either) 
Tufts University 

:-_-.,{BR #22} we get the honor of having a-six- · , .c v 

:::::wi th an obvious lack of knowledge and ~ 8 1'f-l'! 1• ... 
:::::background. ~- 4 /lLw - t P.S. In spite of this minor discrepancy I 
•:•:• There are some of.us that work incredibly. love BR! 

}~:;t~~tp;~;~~:,~~~·i~d:o:; ;;~~:;:~: ' sJ!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ 
,::::and supply us with a valid outlet. If not, = = 
:::::don't bother with the review, or better yet, = = 
,::::leave the reviews to the fans. = 
,•:•: Since none of your writers have the wit = 
::::~for N~tio~al Laml:'oon-stick to t~e. ~acts. = 
'.•:•;Take 1t senously-1t's your respons1b1hty. = TO OUR READERS: 
?LoveBites - ' In· order to give our overworked 
::::JoanMcNulty = ff h Th k • • k d ff 
::::: Editor, Buzzcocks Newsletter; - Sta t e all SglVlng Wee en O , 
;_:~.~_::_U .S.Publicist,PeteShelley&SteveDiggle the next issue of Boston Rock will be -

Oh bug off! published on December 10. 
::;: Howcouldrecordreviewsbeobjectiveif = Beginning in January Boston Rock 
-:-: left to the band's publicist? The fact that 
:::: I'm sixteen (again) doesn't mean 1 can like will be published on the th1"rd Thurs 
: ; : ; or dislike a record any more or less passion- - • 

:::;atelythanyou. 1r>'t'· il day of each month. 
::::.Harmony in my head too, 
:::::Jon Anastas PublicptiQn Date 

~ Issue #24 (December) I.2/ I0/81 
Ad Deadline 

12/ 3/ 81 tPS I liked the reco-

:::: Dear Yr H: · 
: ) Thanks so much for the article (BR #22} 
.: -:ran Rich Anzalone and WLYN. With WB
::: :!CN's local record/ tape airplay degenerating 
: : : : :into two selections per evening on a lucky 
: : : : · night and their new music programming de
::::, teriorating into, at best , the equivalent of a 
:::: j"Ne~.Wave" Top 40, I'd begun watching 
::::

1
tel~v1s1on rather t?an torture myself by li~

:-:-. tenmg to the radio. Now, with WLYN, I 
<< 'can do something with no masochistic over
:::: '. tones when I can 't afford an evening out. 

_ Issue #25 (January) 1/21/82 1/14/82 
Issue #26 (February) 2/18/82 2/11 / 82 

§1111111 IIIII I I II IIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII II II I II Ill I II I II I II II IIII II II I I I lliF. 
nmJllJl!JI- '\ '\ '\ '\' Boston Rock welcomes your letters. All 

correspondence must, for the purposes of 
verl'ication, include the writer's name, ad-

Dear BR, dress and telephone number-and these 
They kicked me out of the US back into may be withheld at your request. All letters 

Canuck land. Now I'm forced to buy a sub- are subject to editing. Write to: Your Heli
scription. G.G. Allin is my friend. I'm im- um Voice c/ o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
portant yeah! Hi Ron . Hi Michelle. Tell St., Boston, MA 02116. "-. 

: ·: · ~~ii~~·~~~;~~.t~-~~;;r:i~~;:~ i-~~;: : ·: ·: ·: ·: ·: ·: ·: ·:· :::~:sincerely, 
Boston Rock is published on the first Thursday or: : · :L yyne Lopati n 

Tarra I love her, shop at Inner Light Re- an 
~~~ds. Please print this so I won' t be home- C\ 

8 
f-... , <,U }).r 

· each mom h by Boston Rock Inc. Subscription rate:· ·:·Allston 

~ ~:~ ~ 1
:;:sn!~~ ;~:

1::ui:~~e;b1~:~~s~~~eti~i~;;;~: : : : Save your money. Plug in your TV. As 
Available for resale outside the Boston area• '.:: we go to press we have learned that Rich 

: through Sky Disc. Inc. 101-32 Dupont St. Plainview,: : : : Anzalone has been fired. See page 45 fo r 

: ~~0~
1

~
3/tc~~ ~~~~A~~- 1~:~~~~1~?r~~~ ···details-Ed. 

· 100! ! ~~.12) 242-0728. 

>>>:<-:·;·> ~ '.)Jel!1 .~ 
I •• ~ 

Love, ,"-_ "'"' "'"-._ "LJ , . i \ A-
Merck Mercuroids \ ' / 

g;~~~~uth,NovaScotia ~ . / /%,-://: // 
PS I lovethatd1rty water Boston(& Man-~ // 
chester) you're my home. 
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BAND 
Black Flag 
Native Tongue 
Joy Division 
DMZ 
Germs 
City Thrills 
Scars 
Any T-shirt 
Human Sexual Response 
X 
Pete Shelley 
Bound & Gagged 
Black Flag 
Au Pairs 
The Freeze 
U2 
Circle Jerks 
Decline ofW. Clv. 
Someone & the Somebodies 
Jam 
Neats, etc. 
N.M.E. (eat turkey, turkeys) 
Dead Kennedys 
Boston Rock Mag 
Elvis Costello 
The Cramps 

TITLE 
"Louie, Louie" 
"4songEP" 
"Still LP" 
"First LP" 
"What We Do Is Secret" 
"4songEP" 
'' Author Author EP" 

" Fig. 14" 
"Wild Gift" 
"Homosaplen 12 Inch" 
"4songEP" 
"Six Pack" 
"Playing With Another Sex" 
"I Hate Tourists" 
"October" 
"Group Sex" 
"Sound Track" 
"Bops on the Head" 
" Absolute Beginners" 
"Propeller E.P." 
"British Magazine" 
"Too Drunk to Fuck" 
"Any back Issue" 
"Almost Blue" 
"Psychedelic Jungle" 

One12:l' 
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4.99 
3.99 
1.99 
9.99 
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6 .99 
6.99 
6.99 
3.99 
2.79 
2.00 
1.95 
2.25 
1.00 
6 .99 
6 .99 

2.00offl 
5.49 
5.49 
3.99 

.99 
1.49 
7.99 
1.00 
5.49 
5.49 
5 .49 
2 .99 
2 .29 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 

.25 
5.49 
5.49 

No Ralnchecks ... Limited Quantities On Most Items ... 



PUBLISHER'S NOTES 
by John Brusger and Mike Dreese 

DREESE: You know John, I'm tired of art rock crybabys ... and anyone else 
who sits on their ass wondering why the world hasn't recognized them yet. Since 
the closing of The Underground, it seems as though there's a growing number of 
big egos out there who want something for nothing: Far out bands who wonder 
wHy they can't get booked into clubs regularly. People who want WBCN to play 
non-commercial music all day. Bands who think that the media in town have 
nothing better to do all day than worry about THEM. 

Well I have a little secret to share with them: NOTHING IN THIS WORLD 
HAPPENS UNLESS YOU GET OUT THERE AND WORK YOUR BUTT OFF 
FOR IT! DON'T EXPECY SYMPATHY FOR YOUR SELF-INDULGENCES. 
BRUSGER: Once again, you've hit the donkey on the ass. These people know 
who they are, and they had better do what you say. By the way, I have a problem. 
People keep digging through my refuse barrel and throwing rubbish all over New
bury Street. Is this supposed to be anarchy in the U.S.A., or merely a trick by 
Halloween pranksters? 
DREESE: Oh, don't worry. It was just a bunch of over-age Trick-or-Treaters 
dressed up with silly haircuts like we used to have in grade school. They even 
had diapers on! By the way, have you seen any good groups lately? 
BRUSGER: Michael, those hog wallows people call rock clubs are fine for people 
who are like cattle, but what is the intelligent rock fan like myself to do? Why 
must I stay up until two in the morning for the pleasures of excretion on my oft
trod upon feet, lungs choked with smoke, shoving matches, and two half-hour 
sets? 
DREESE: John, it's for cowards for you that the phonograph record player was 
invented. Some of us enjoy the camaraderie of the Rat men's room. Where else 
can you get a free foot bath while taking care of one of life's mundane chores? 
Besides when't the last time you PAID to go to a nightclub? Ya get what ya pay 
for pal. .. 
BRUSGER: I think your latest Bohemian phase has gone too far. If you don't 
start acting more Etonian I shall post a letter for your mummy. Without her sti
pend you could never put out another issue. 
DREESE: Listen John, just because we've lost our shirts on this publication so 
far, doesn't mean I don't see the light at the end of the tunnel. After all, I've man
aged to enlist one of the greatest musical gurus in the country to be our editor. 
BRUSGER: Ah, yes, that fellow for whom you coined the phrase 04 A legend in 
his own mind." At least we don't have to pay him for his empire building and 
power-mongering. 
DREESE: Power-mongering? You don't know what the words mean! If you 
want to see someone who's a pro at that art, you oughta listen to that purple
hE"aded Bull-moose who's been jawing on 'BCN and 'LYN as of late. 

BRUSGER: It's risky to enrage a wild beast that large, but if you don't get her 
and the Sports Palace off the air, everyone will be listening to the rock and roll 
mutha next year. 
DREESE: Speaking of things going off the air, I see that Rich Anzalone went 
down without the ship. 
BRUSGER: I'm sure his replacement won't keep you from making a spectacle of 
yourself with those asinine ads. But let's get back to brass tacks. The purpose 
of this column is to help America, not indulge ourselves. Even though we are 
fascinating and entertaining. 
DREESE: Speak for yourself. What's the point of owning a paper if you can't ir
ritate people. 
BRUSGER: I'm sure you agree that America would ~ a better place if local 
bands stopped putting out such bad records. Rick Harte is getting antsy about 
this intrusion on his territory. If people don't watch it they'll release something 
worse than The Uncommitted [Ed. Note: Modern Method 003). People are put
ting out singles when they haven't even played Cantones. 
DREESE: Well, look on the bright side, things can only get better! Besides, 
you've never even been to Cantones. How is a soul like yourself to understand the 
ambience of the joint if these bands don't put it on vinyl? Besides, it's good for 
Ronald Reagan's economic recovery program ... 
BRUSGER: You've got a point. . . on top of your pinhead, that is. Now allow 
me to raise one serious topic. It's too bad that all rock shows aren't underage 
shows . No smoke, no drunken fools, and I'm home in time for dinner. Too bad 
they aren't profitable, and too bad kids are supposed to wait until they're too old 
and too drunk to appreciate the show. 
DREESE: I think we should close this column by opening a bunch of sores. To 
wit, the questions which have gone begging in this town: 
I) Why can't WBCN get along with the Channel or the Rat? 
2) Why can't Greg Reibman and Neal Jacobsen get along? 
3) Why did Spit suddenly withdraw its advertising from Boston Rock? 
4) Who cares if the Rolling Stones come to Boston? 
5) Who tricked Ray Paulinto paying $/20.00 fora logo design? 
6) Why do Take It! salespeople claim a circulation quadruple that oj Boston 
Rock? 
7) Why was Rich An,aloneflred? 
8) Why won't Tom Lane/et Tami Heide on the "Late Risers Club?'' 
9) Why did Carter Alan get his hours cut on 'BCN? 
JO) Why did Amy Wachtel get hours on WLYN? And why didn't they like Tom 
Lane? 
I I) Who gave the Rings a record contract? 
12) Why and how did Michael Grecco fuck up the Boston Rock toilet? 
13) Where does Liz Long get the money to pay her phone bill? 

That's all for now folks! Hope you had as much fun as we did. 

E 
· ... ~J~. 
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BOSTON'S BEST NEW WAVE & VINTAGE CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957. 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 
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An Interview with 
Malcolm McLaren 

Written by Ed Slota 
Photos by Michael Grecco 

On Adam Ant: 
I thought his music was 

appalling . .. quite regressive. 

The most exciting sound to come out of 
Britain in the past year belongs to this 
year's heartthrobs, Bow Wow Wow. 
Formed from an early incarnation of Adam 
& the Ants by ex-Sex Pistols manager Mal
colm McLaren, and fronted by IS-year old 
Annabella Lu Win, Bow Wow Wow has al
ready stirred up a furor in the British music 
industry, The band was in town recently, 
and Boston Rock tracked down McLaren to 
get his side of the s1ory. 
BR: When did you first meet Adam Ant? 
Malcolm: I gave up on the music scene after 
my onslaught wi1h the Sex Pistols. I went to 
live in Paris, where I accepted a project to 
write a rock 'n' roll children's-sex
musical. After writing it, I found that 
the company found it too vulgar for their 
taste. I got another job writing French por
no films. In Paris, there is a wealth of eth
nic music. Paris adopts ethnic music as 
something which is very important. In my 
research of that material, I got involved in 
African rhythms and culture. I used that 
music as a launch for this film, after which I 
returned to England. 

Now Adam Ant's girlfriend, who'd been 
working for me in King's Road, constantly 
drove me mad to see Adam. The only time 
I'd seen him was on the Jubilee Day boat 
trip on which God Save the Queen was per
formed. I'd known he was sort of a glitter 
punk. He was really down in the dumps, 
and didn't know what to do. 

My girlfriend, Vivien, said that I should 
see him, which I did. I thought his music 
was appalling. It was quite regressive, 
though he did have a lot of energy. I decid
ed if 1 was going to help him, it was only as 
a mercenary. To tell the truth, I tried to put 
the guy off by demanding a high wage for a 
period of four weeks. I asked for 2000 
pounds, for which I would give him ideas 
which he could use and exploit in every way 
possible. Well, he phoned me three days la
ter and had gotten the money together in 
small pound notes. I went round immedi
ately to see him, and he coughed up all this 
money before we'd spoken a word. 

I gave him a book on Geronimo, another 
on pirates, and fed him a few of the albums 
I had been listening to in Paris. I got rid of 
his 4/4 beat, had him imitate this African 
music, and copy these Indian chants. I had 
him read about Geronimo and Blackbeard, 
and told him to combine these two elements 
because that was the image he was going to 
have to go with. I couldn't see him getting 
any success in concert, but I saw him possi
bly activating a TV screen. 

Anyway, he was extremely excited and 
worked very hard, taking notes and doing 
his homework. He'd come back every 
morning, do his chants, and listen to his 
band play. Adam was lucky to have a drum
mer who had a sense of soul music and 
could play something other than a 4/4 beat. 
I discarded his snare drums and bought him 
a set of timbales, which changed the whole 
rhythm of the band. The guitarist, who was 
a punk at heart, needed to get rid of his 
power chords and play what I hoped would 
be simple African melodies. He did, and 
this all gave the sound a very nice synthesis. 
Adam was developing a sound with his 
chanting, and I got him to write simpler 
songs like "Antmusic" and "Kings of the 
Wild Frontier.'' 

At the end of four weeks, I was ready to 
go back to Paris. I was going to work on a 
project somewhat similar to Adam, only a 
bit earthier. It was to advocate much more 
subversive things as home taping and the 
demoli1ion of the work ethic. As I was 
about to leave, Adam's ego was being bat
tered about by the band. They were startin~ 
to write songs, where Adam had previously 
done i1 all himself. The band didn't wish to 
fall back into Adam's lap with me going 
off, so they broke up at the end of the four 
weeks. It wasn't unhealthy, as Adam had 
his ideas and could find some musicians to 
back him up. 
BR: The New Musical Express reported thar 
you sacked Adam so you could sing with 
rhe bond. 
Malcolm: Who me? God forbid, that's the 
last thing I wanted 10 do. In England, every-

body wants me to make a record. They say, 
"Well, look, you've got so much to say, 
why aren't you in a band? Let's get McLar
en as a singer." But I've been low ever since 
I worked on the Swindle. 
BR: So "You Need Hands" was jusr a 
piss-rake? 
Malcolm: Oh, no. I tried to sing it as best I 
could. With a valiant effort I must say. 
But, I'd much rather be working in film 
than singing. . So the band broke off 
from Adam as they thought I would give 
them the opportunity to do something 
which they themselves could control. I then 
got a proposition to write a script called In
sider's Guide ro the World of the Music 
Business. I was the only guy they thought 
could do it the way it should be done. 

I thought this over and knew I had no 
way of getting access to the likes of EMI 
and A&M. I suggested to the TV company 
that instead of a documentary, I do a thea
trical production, giving my point of view. I 
worked on it for a day and wrote a theme 
501'!,8 called "CJ0, C60, C90, Go!" I told 
them that summed up the music industry in 
the &O's, that their greatest fear was that 
technology would run wild on them. 

The song, of course, advocated home 
taping and the destruction or the record 
market. The era of mobile music is upon 
them. You can be your own DJ. Buying re
cords is no longer hip, but taping music off 
the radio made you much more or a cap
tain. I wanted to parade that around as a 
cultural phenomenon that kids should ad
here to. 

So "C)0" was recorded by the band, 
only without a singer. We had to find one 
to give the band a chance to go out on their 
own. If the song was a hit from the TV, 
they'd be on their way. 

But the TV show wasn't made, as they 
thought the material was too hot to handle, 
and I was left with this band I felt obligated 
to. My reputation made me consider, 
"Well, what can I do for these guys?" I 
felt I had to make 1his record called "CJ0" 
and I found this singer called Annabelle. 
She was very anti-rock, 'n' roll, didn't want 
to be a rock star, but wanted to be an airline 
stewardess. She looked down on rock 'n' 
roll as something quite beneath her. When 
she found out later that I had managed the 
Sex Pistols, much to her horror, she found 
herself involved with someone she wanted 
no par! of. And neither did her mother, 
whom I've had problems with ever since. 
But I continued, and the rest is history. 
BR: So it must have been hard to get a "re
cord company contracr? 
Malcolm: It was very difficult. Most com
panies refused, including RCA. A&M 
wouldn't let me into the building. Virgin 
was in legal battle with me over the Swindle. 
CBS have always hated me, called me a 
troublemaker in the industry. I went every
where, Stiff, UA, and had no success what
soever. Then someone suggested EM!. 

There was an~ A&R man at EM!, he'd 
just gotten the job. I ran to see him, but was 
shrewd enough 10 realize that I'd been too 
talkative aboUI the record. A&R people 
never listen 10 lyrics-only to the beat. Be
ing surprised that I'd ever walk into EM! 
again, I was fairly welcomed. EM! had lost 
so much credibility firing the Pistols, they 
were glad 10 have me back . Within a half 
hour, we'd struck a deal. To my dismay, 
however, two weeks later the managing di
rector was fired. The new director said had 
he been in charge, I'd have never been 
signed. I realized I was on bad terms with 
the head man. It was to my luck they'd 
pressed a few test copies of "CJ0." One en
thusiastic plugger had gotten a copy out to 
the radio stations, and felt he'd done the 
best thing for the company-he'd gouen it 

~~:~~5b=~~:e~ts~~i:.r~~~:~~-a ~~~h;~~~~: 
McLaren's new group, the band hasn't even 
got a name yet, just a test record called 
"CJ0, C60, C90, Go!" It made terrific copy 
and the DJs loved ii. 

Well, EMI found out what the lyrics were 
about. They had to decide, in best corpor
ate fashion, "Can we, shall we, release this 
record." EMI didn't want to suffer what 



On Annabella Lu Win: 
She looked down on rock 'n ' roll as 

something quite beneath her. 

On Johnny Rotten: 
I was the vulgar one and Rotten 
always thought he was sinning. 

they'd gone through wit h the Pistols. They 
knew I'd make the most of it. So they had 
to go with the record. "C30," to everyone's 
surprise, made the Top 30 with no promo
tion at all. By vinue of that, EMI got an 
awful lot of flack from other record com
panies, because they (EM !) were trying to 
get the government to put a huge tax on 
blank tape. 
BR: Didn't you sue EM/ ior failure to pro
mote the record? 
Malcolm: What happened was they felt so 
embarrassed about the record, they stopped 
pressing it. It could not be bought, so it slid 
down the chart. I accused them of doing 
this. They also rigged the chart. We were 
compeli!"fg with another record called "9 to 
5" by Sheena Easton. We were selling five 
copies to Sheena's one, and yet we were 
sliding down the chart. Something was 
wrong. There was an investigation into the 
chart hyping and it was proven without 
question tha1 they'd rigged the charts. 

We didn't go much farther than talking 
on TV. There was a separate TV investiga
tion six months later, and all the concerned 
people were fired. The main culprit was the 
managing director of WEA Records, and 
EM! was ci1ed in particular rderence to our 
record. 

Well, we were not the favorite people at 
EM!. Doors were closed to us and we 
weren't allowed to leave the label. Instead 
of repeating the Sex Pistols, EM! let us lie 
dormant for six monlhs. The band lost lots 
of momentum, and Adam was gelling great 
success with a simi lar rhylhm. He was on 
TV, scoring points with young kids. His im
age stood out among everyone else, includ
ing wimps like Spandau . Ballet. Adam was 
scoring points fast and fur ious, and my 
band was very pissed off. 

I still had to come to terms with EMI, 
which was fo r two more singles. One was 
called "W.O.R.K.," the other was called 
"The Mile High Club." 
BR: Why are the lyrics ro "W.O.R.K." 
printed in a swastika? 
Malcolm: I was not a llowed to do any art
work. EM I designed that. To my amaze
ment , that's what it looked like. I was 
amazed that they didn't know what they 
were doing. They had an awful lot of dislike 
for us, and they certainly weren't about to 
work that record. It was a very fine record, 
one of the best of this.year. But they re
fused to promote it, and refused to release 
it over here. They did all the artwork, I just 
wrote the lyrics. 

Then we did a record called "The Mile 
H igh Club." EMI refused to release that. It 
will be released, though. I stole the tape. A 
little while ago, I had a friend go into Abbey 
Road tape library and steal the EMI mas
ters. I'm releasing it on the Studio 54 label 
because we're playing there sometime soon. 
BR: What are you doing about the new al
bum? 
Malcolm: I'm hoping to release it here on 
cassette. I'm not interested in having the 
band naunted as an album band. Cassettes 
are a lovely way of introducing the potential 
of getting music across to people in a dis
posab le fashion, at a cheaper price, and in a 
less precious way. To me, pop music, if it's 
going to sustain itself at all, must be on the 
level where it's disposable, where you can 
put it in your pocket . 

The mobile music generation is people 
who are hip enough to be ab le to exchange 
product. I think you have to work in that 
field now. Records are more retiring. It's 
li ke the gold records you see in offices, they 
look ret ired, like the gold watch you get af
ter 30 years. 
BR: Will the EM/ material get released 
here? 
Malcolm: Funny you should say that. I have 
a few sed itious ways of doing that, that I 
can't talk about. EM ! are worki ng very 
hard on that. I wouldn't be su rprised to see 
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appear on EM I, but it may very well appear 
on some foreign label which I can't disclose 
right now. 
BR: I 'm surprised you didn 'r do an under
lOshow on this tour. 

Malcolm: No, we have to do a media tour 
this time, but we've been asked to support 
Kiss, though everyone seems to hate them. 
We've also been asked to support this fel
low called Prince. We may be doing that 
next month. 
BR: Let's switch gears a bit. When's The 
Great Rock 'n' Roll Swindle going to be re
leased here? 
Malcolm: Well, who knows. That's under 
the English courts now. It should have been 
released here already. It played for a week 
in Los Angeles, that was it. I took my name 
off the picture as writer and producer. The 
film was taken out of my hands when the 
tria l began with Virgin Records and Johnny 
Rotten. I was never able to edit it the way I 
wished. The best scenes were cut out of the 
film, therefore, its caustic nature and it-s 
real humour was cut away. What you've 
got is a more kiddish humour. The critics 
still liked the picture, though. 
BR: Variety compared it favorably ro A 
Hard Day's Night. 
Malcolm: Yes, that was a good picture. I 
guess my picture was not so much like Hard 
Day's Night, but more like, um ... ah. 
more like Citizen Kane! Trying to be, any· 
way. 
BR: Why did Russ Meyer's [legendary soft
porn director] project Who Killed Bambi 
fa/I through? 
Malcolm: Russ Meyer would have loved to 
have made the picture, but I had over
stepped my bounds as a film producer. I 
was not able to raise enough money in time, 
and got in very deep water with 20th Cen
iury Fox, who withdrew their support at 
the last minute. We were not ab le to shoot 
that picture, though we did sl)oo1 one scene. 
It was to have been used in the Swindle, but 
got cut. It was a great script, and it's a 
shame people weren't allowed to read it. It 
was called Who Killed Bambi? 
BR: It was written by [Chicago Sun-Times/ 
Sneak Previews] film critic Roger Ebert, 
wasn't it? 
Malcolm: Yes, it was written by Roger and 
myself. We spent three weeks at the Sunset 
Marquee in LA, and Russ would come in 
from time to time to add his comments and 
ideas. Ebert was the fastest typist in the 
west; I'd never seen a guy type a script in 
such short time. He was great, a real pro. 
BR: What's the Bambi motif supposed to 
mean? 
Malcolm: That was Eben's motif. Bambi is 
innocence, it's the ki lli ng of innocence, ac
tually. That was a li ttle scene we did that 
Ebert came up with. This was the only part 
of Russ' film that we shot. 

Rod Stewart played the part of The 
Aging Rock Star, wandering around Sher
wood Forest on his day off, killing deer. 
Russ Meyer managed to persuade one of the 
Queen's Royal Game Preserve gamekeepers 
to let him in with a crew, pretending to be 
shooting a film about protecting wild life. 
Instead, he shot a deer! I couldn't believe 
it! Half the English film crew walked off 
the set in protest. They didn't understand 
Russ' film techniques. So this deer was shot 
and strapped onto the Rolls Royce Rod was 
riding in. It was cruising down the highway, 
blood spurting out all over. Rod's chauf
feur, Little John, was told to dump the 
deer. Rod didn't like all this blood spurting 
out on his new paint job, and was bored 
with the deer. 

So over yonder, there was this tiny cot
tage in a ravi ne, and Rod's words were, 
"Hey, Little John, look over yonder. 
Looks li ke they cou ld do with a square 
meal. " Typical Russ Meyer dialogue. The 
car stops , and the chauffeur, who was 
played by David Prowse (Darth Vader in 
Star Wars), gets out. He grabbed the deer 
on his back, ran dow n the ravine, and 
dumped it at the doorstep of this tumble
down tha tch cottage. As the car pulled 
away, this ten-year old girl came running to 
the door of the cottage. She opens the door, 
secs the deer, and starts screaming, " Mom
my, mommy, they've killed Bambi, some
one's killed Bambi!" This little girl, at the 
end of the picture, goes to a club in Lon
don, and shoots Rod Stewart. And Rod is 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE. 
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lil!finl~ HUMAN SEXUAL 
going through a metamorphosis, and is paranoid, which is fair enough as he was RESPONSE 
turning into John ny Rauen in order to gain kn ifed in London in '77. He was insecure 
eternal youth. She kills Stewart/Rotten, within the band, whereas the rest of the 
and her final line is, "That's for Bambi." guys didn't give a shit. It was too much for 
BR: Looking back now, what would you him. T he band was lacking respect, they 
hove done differently with the Pistols? weren't wri1ing songs any more, which was 
Malcolm: If I knew everything I know now, the major problem. 
I wouldn't have done it at all. I'm afraid BR: Could the Pistols have continued with-
Rotten's Catholicism and my Jewisliness 0111 Rotten? 
didn't go hand in hand. I was the vulgar Malcolm: I think Sid Vicious, given the op-
one and Rotten always thought he was sin- portunity, cou ld have been the biggest star 
ning. He's a little like Andy Warhol and England had ever seen. He would have ri-
John Waters, I suppose. They're very Ca- valed Presley. He had che ability to dance, 
tholic people and sin is something they reel to give out a sexuality that was subversive 
very bad about. I was considered a sinner, ... which I hadn't seen since Presley. 
and someone who was a bad man. I rela1e to Sid had a grea1 voice, unbeknownst to us 
Lenny Bruce in that respect. all. It was only discovered when he was do-
BR: What wererhePistols'finaldayslike? ing soundchecks in place or Rotten, who'd 
Malcolm: Breaking up was inevitable. We prcrer 10 sil in the corner or a bar and drink. 
were very powerrul, not in terms or selling Rotten was very jealous or Sid. Sid didn'I 
records, but in the tremendous power we have the poe1ry, inirospection, or the obvi-
had in 1he media. It was a good power to ous intellect or Rotten, but he did have an 
have, because we were changing peoples' outwardness that wou ld have made "The 
styles and atlitudes. My proudest momeni White Cliffs or Dover" seem subversive had 
was when I realized the word "anarchy" he sung it. 

IN A ROMAN MOOD 
had crept into a child's dictionary. And he BR: It would seem that Rauen was the id, 
knew every word about it and it gave him a Sid was the ego. lnreffectuolism versus in-
criteria on things: I think that's what punk sflnct. 
rock did, ir it did anything, as well as de- Malcolm: Very much so. Sid, had he been 
mystirying the star image. It allowed every- given the chance, would have gone on and 
one to jump on stage and do it themselves. sustained the band. He might have become 

Anyway, Rotten was getting suspicious or a much greater spokesman than Rotten. He 
me being a sinner, and was treating me as a certainly ended up, maybe because or his 
publicity seeker. He was beginning to think death, as a great cult hero. Ir he had done 
his career was more important. All or the ''My Way" in Las Vegas, I'm sure he would 
Sex Pistols, in particular Sid, always saw have brought the house down. 
green lights. They lived what 1hey spoke BR: What was your reaction to Sid's death? 
and what they felt, and who they were. Malcolm: I was very upset. I wish I had 
They couldn't have two Ii restyles, only one. been wi1h him. I blame his mother a great 

Rotten was beginning to get worried deal, although she won't take 1he responsi· 
about that. He wanted to be a musician. bility. Sid himsclr was a very hard character 
The band was s1arved with the most vulgar, towards the end or his life. His heroin ad-
anarchic sense. Rotten looked at Sid as a diction was something his girlfriend and 
human circus. Sid was generating much mo1her propagated. Sid really did need 
more appeal. He was very concerned with girls, needed them very badly. He was really 
politics, Rotten was, and was constanily de- taken up with Nancy. She used him. Sid was 
baling in his ffiind whether he was doing it a virgin before he met her. 
righ1 or wrong. BR: Do you think Sid kiffed Nancy? 

Sid was b~ginning to lack respect for Malcolm: I don't know. Ir he did, it wasn't 
John. Sid though! Johnny was becoming a out or sheer malice. When a junkie is s1rug-
wimp, and the Pis1ols were always very anti- gling with another junkie ... they were al-
wimp. Rotten no longer had the original ways playing with knives. She wou ld often 
mo1ivation or the band, which was to just cul her wrists just for attention. Anyt hing 
get up and do it. They were adventurers, cou ld have happened. Sid's state or mind 
young assassins, who'd demolished the s1ar could have produced anything. But I know 
myth. They paraded the fact that they 1his for a fact-F. Lee Bailey, who wou ld 
cou ldn't play, a lthough they could play a1 have been his lawyer, would have gotten 
the end. They gave rise to a new generat ion him orr free. Which is a sad thing, because 
of bands. They li ved orr that imagery, they Sid would have walked ou t or th at court a 
were proud or that. Rotten was not so con- free man, and into a career which I am sure 
cerned wit h that. We fi nally dum ped him in a lot of people wou ld have responded 10. 
San Francisco. Steve, Sid and Paul cou ld n't BR: So what's next fo r Malcolm McLaren? 
stand the sight or him any longer . They relt Malcolm: I don' t know. Let's just say I've 
very disappointed wit h him. They always discovered an extremely talented eight-year 
hated the idea or bodyguards. Rotten was old in New Jersey, and leave it a1 that! 
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The Holiday Inn lobby is decorated with 
hot pink velvatine chairs and a large marble 
water fountain. She even manages to stand 
out there: bright red dress, b18ck petticoats, 
net stockings, braids swinging, a big black 
bow on the top or her head. She is Lene 
Lovich. ''I thought she was Minnie Mouse," 
an old lady whispers as she goes by. 

LAY-NA LUV-ITCH, a Yugoslavian 
name, European sensibility, British accent, 
all by way or Detroit. Art school, fringe 
theatre, saxophone lessons, Les Chappell, 
and a Tommy James and the Shondells re
cord brought her to Stiff records. The 
sounds Ah-OO, Ah-OO made her famous. 

"Make some sounds, "she tells her audi
ence at the Bradford. "000" they yell 
back. "Whoo," she sings, "whoo . .. a lit
tle bird, told me you were untrue." "Bird 
Song" brings cheers from the crowd, as 
they try to imitate the bird calls that Lene 
sings, prettily, easily. 

She is shy, and orders hot apple juice 
from the waiter in a soft, charming voice. 
Her black eye make-up is smudged. "I feel 
happy, people remembered us," she is say
ing. "We haven't been to Boston in 16 
months. You never know. But Boston has 
been very good to us." 

Lene has just completed a short, five 
show tour of the U.S. "We opened Studio 
54. The same stuff is going on as before." 
She shakes her head. "No sense going out 
just to be rejected and abused." 

"Home is where the heart is . .. " Lene 
sings in a throaty whisper. "Home is so re
mote. Home is just emotion, sticking in my 
throat." 

The tempo changes, picks up, and every
one starts dancing. Her voice sounds sexy: 
"Let's go to ypur place." Lene's partner, 
guitarist Les Chappell smiles happily at 
Tom Dolby, the keyboard whit. Much of 
the energy and good feeling that generates 
from the band comes, surprisingly, from 
the sinister looking Chappell. 

"Les directs the music into chords I 
wouldn't have ever thought of," Lene says 
proudly. "He has a very natural reeling for 
the music. He is naturally strong in rhythm, 
which is unique." 

"I don't want to go back, I don't want to 
go back, anymore," she chants, and the 
crowd chants back. The next song brings a 
long instrumental break, and the Bradford 
audience is treated to Lene's quirky, ener
getic saxophone ploying. 

Lene learned to play sax to keep a job in a 
theatre group; music promised, she 
thought, the freedom and lack of reslraint 
that art school denied her. She claims she 
went to auditions "sounding like an idiot 
for five years." 

"I was always attracted to music. When I 
was a child I listened to my father's five 
classical music records." She smiles, and 
takes a sip from her juice. "It always 
seemed to signify escape and freedom to 
me. 

"I still paint sometimes," she says when 
asked. "l don't make things now though. 
What I do is completely satisfying to me, 
and you have to decide what is more im-

Lene Lovich. Monkey Talk and other Bird Songs. photo: Michael Grecco 

portant to you. 
"It doesn't matter to the public whether 

you're deeply involved or not. But I have a 
total involvement in my music." She is em
phatic. 

"I think you should enjoy yourself, but I 
thipk what I am doing is serious." Lene 
grins. "Lifting up everyone's spirits. It is 
serious fun!!" 

"I had a job once writing lyrics for disco 
songs." She giggles, then turns serious. "It 
was a painful experience. They would give 
me the top line for the song on a cassette. I 
would write the lyric and come in and they 
would say, 'Oh, too many words,' and take 
out hatr the lyrics. 

"But they would take them out in the 
middle, so I'd be left with the first and last 
line, which would, of course, make abso
lutely no sense_. 

"One time,'' she relates cheerfully, "this 
producer said, 'Write anything you like, it's 
for the B-side. Bring it in tomorrow.' So I 
came in the next day with a song, and hc
said, 'Oh, I forgot. It must be about croco 
diles.' 

"You see he was in a rush to get the A
side out and had printed up the sleeves al
ready, with 'Crocodile' as the title. 

"It didn't matter though," Lene ex
plains. "You sec, it's not personal to you, it 

•is like doing a crossword puzzle." 
There is a soft, shimmering piano intro to 

the song, and the lights are dimmed. She 
begins to sing ''Too Tender to Touch, "in a 
plaintive voice, and slowly, surely, ro
mances the audience. 

She curls up in the booth, and orders an
other hot apple juice. "Some of my songs 
are lonely, some aren't lonelv. Some are 

sad. Some aren't sad. It's like life." She 
brightens up. 

"Yes, it is like life. You have to have a 
certain reference point. When you have had 
life very easy, how can you ever know? 
When you have never been sad," Lene 
asks, "how can you ever know about hap
piness?'' 

"Ah-00, Ah-00"-the audience goes 
wild, people dancing before the music be-
1tns. "My lucky number's one, "she sings, 
and the audience shouts back, Ah-00, Ah-
00. The song is performed exuberantly, 
complete with chorus line kicks and petti
coats flying. 

''The crowd was great, I got a buzz off 
them,'' Lene smiles happily. ''It was nice to 
see an audience feel uninhibited, and just 
have fun and dance. In New York, every
one is so conscious about how they look. 

"You know, I never get tired or my 
songs, especially performing them. I've al
ways felt it was important to reach as many 
people as I could, but l never thought we 
would be very popular.'' 

What about people who have become 
popular imitating her? "I do get martyr 
twangs when they make more money than 
me," she laughs. "There are so many dif
ferent planes in my music though, that if 
someone copied part of it-well they'd 
eventually come up with something else. 

0 1 would say this though: I think I've 
made it easier for some people to become 
popular." 

"Did I ask for your love? Did I ask for 
your dedication?" Lene sings in "New 
Toy," a song written for her by Tom Dol
by. /I is tailor made for her, especially the 
''OyOhOh '' in the chorus. 

"/ need a new toy, OyOhOh, to keep my 
hrad expanding." The audience sings, un
prompted, "OyOhOh. " "/ need a new toy 
... nothing too demanding. " 

Of her songwriting, she says, "I write 
with a totally different approach every time. 
Ideas can come from all directions. Some
times something triggers off something that 
other people can understand." 

She explains, "The quick flash is the-ex
citing part, and you work it from there. 
You have to feel something for what you 
are doing. 

"I used to be very idealistic," Lene says. 
"I thought that anything goes when you are 
creating something, that there are no rules. 
I used to think it was good to _go with your 
first instinct-the first flash of inspiration, 
and not play with it too much. I was afraid 
you would dilute it, or add too much to it. 

"I do still think though, that it is import
ant to have the courage, and trust in your
self, to follow your instincts. That courage 
is so important." 

Posing, chin up, in a dark S0's style suit; 
on all fours swaddled in white net curtain, a 
la Scarlett O'Hara. Braids flying back, 
black bow crooked at a gaudy indoor pool. 
Kneeling on fake grass, photographed 
against wallpaper with trees painted all over 
it. At once pretty, innocent, shy, tough, sin
cere, gawky. Always Lene Lovich. 
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Greg Hawkes is pleased. The Cars' key
board maestro is sitting in the rec room of 
the band's newly renovated Synchro Sound 
(nee Jntermedia) Studio on Newbury Street, 
and he likes what he is hearing. What he is 
hearing are a few songs from the band's 
forthcoming album Shake It Up, which 
should be in the stores before the end of 
November. 

Previous experience dictates the one thing 
you can depend on is that the record will 
not sound like its predecessor. Sure enough, 
although Shake It Up was produced by Roy 
Thomas Baker and engineered by Ian Tay
lor, the same production duo found on 
Panorama, the album has a different feel to 
it, and Greg Hawkes knows it. 

"It's hard for me to tell at this point," he 
admits, "but it feels to me to be easily the 
best one yet. It's pretty exciting, and kind 
of more pop or 'pop-py,' definitely more 
than Panorama was, probably more than 
Candy-O.'' 

Greg knows he's still too close to the al
bum to be completely impartial about it. He 
needs to be away from it completely for at 
leas! a couple of weeks before he can get a 
good grasp of the album, but right now he's 
very optimistic. There will be either nine or 
ten cuts on the finished product (depending 
on song lengths), and Ric Ocasek wrote all 
except one, which he co-wrote with 
Hawkes. 

Panorama had taken its share of knocks 
because many people felt the recording was 
too cold. Even Hawkes feels it is "a darker 
album." But there was no conscious effort 
on the part of the band to make Shake It 
Up more accessible. "I don't think it was 
conscious," Greg said. "I think it was just 
the ways the songs on Shake /I Up devel
oped. Panorama is my favorite album, at 
least up to this one. We did the best job on 
it, although I know the first album is the 
standard everybody uses to compare.'' 

• ·;._ ·c~;s~;y· iis·t;n· i; ~ · fe;. • ~f· ;h~ • s~~;s· 
proved Greg's estimation correct. Most of 
the new songs are very dance-oriented, 
more pop-flavored than Je,orama, and 
probably closer in texture to the batch of 
tunes on the debut recording than anything 
the band has done since. The title cut fea
tures the band's now patented ricky-ticky 
rhythms and a torturous solo break by Eliot 
Easton. It should be a killer when it's 
played at Spit. 

The Cars have always been remarkably 
adept at producing songs that are very busy 
without being overly cluttered and Greg 
agrees, "Yeah, yeah, but it's all simple 
parts." The song that will probably attract 
the most attention is the softly yearning 
"I'm Not the One." It's similar to "You 
Wear Those Eyes" from Panorama but 
much more open and vulnerable. It's noth
ing short of galvanizing the first time you 
hear it and marks a departure of sorts for 
the band. Overall, though, it is an "up" al
bum. "It's more dance-oriented," Greg 
observed. "Yeah, I think this will be a good 
dance record, party record, whatever." 

One of the other reasons Shake II Up is a 
landmark recording for the band has to do 
with the fact that it was completely done in 
Boston at Synchro Sound, according to 
Greg, "from top to bottom. I'm real glad 
we're doing the whole thing here. It shows 
you can do a whole album in Boston and 
don't have to go to New York or LA." In
deed, ~hake It Up sounds as meticulously 
recorded as all the Cars' other records, and 
when it becomes common knowledge that 
the band was able to get that sound com
pletely out of their humble little Newbury· 
Street complex., it may attract other bands 
to use the facilities. Roy Thomas Baker, for 
one, appears to like the city and has already 

............................. 
brought Ian Hunter and Cheap Trick 
through the premises. Most of the Cars ex
pect to do most of their solo projects at 
Synchro Sound, and Greg was quick to add, 
"We definitely want local artists to come 
and use the facility." 

The Cars have poured a good deal of 
money into their studio, and people accus
tomed to the way Intermedia used to look 
may be surprised at the changes. First, the 
entire complex. has a Very warm and com
fortable feel to it. Almost everything is done 
in beiges and finished wood, and the archi
tect involved in the renovations also worked 
on Todd Rundgren's video facility in 
Woodstock. A second, lower studio, pri
marily a drum room, has been completely 
done over, and even a small antechamber 
has been constructed to give a performer 
the option of getting vocal effects that 
usually can only be done in bathrooms with 
a tubful of water. 

The band worked on Shake It Up while 
construction was still being done at Synchro 
Sound, and there were some occasional mo
ments of madness due to the overlap. "It 
was a little crazy," Greg explained. "They 
were working on the downstairs while we 
were upstairs recording. The construction 
workers would come in around eight in the 
morning, and we'd start getting in around 
one or two in the afternoon to get ready to 
record. During some takes we actually had 
to come down and say, 'Okay everybody. 
No hammering for the next ten minutes."' 
He said of the finished product, "There's 
no way you would know it was recorded in 
Boston. The album sounds just as good as it 
would have in any of the other big studios." 
He added that Roy Thomas Baker had been 

•; bi~ h;1~ i~ ;;t;i~; th~ ~t~dio· t~;;tb;r: A~· · ' 
offhand comment by Greg indicates the 
hardware available there. Most of the tunes 
on the new record utilized as many as forty 
tracks. In some cases as many as a dozen or 
more were taken up by drums, a recording 
technique Thomas prefers. The point is, the 
studio should be able to provide almost any 
artist with whatever sounds they may re
quire. 

Greg Hawkes' unique approach to key
boards has always been an essential part of 
the Cars' sound. Shortly after the release of 
Candy-O he told me, "You'll notice that 1 
hardly do any solos. My function is sound 
and texture. It's my whole approach to any 
instrument, really." 

He hasn't changed his opinions much ov
er the years. "I don't think of myself as a 
keyboards soloist. There are a couple of so
los on the album. One is a little baroque
ish. One's a real fast keyboard break." The 
"real fast keyboard break" is on the cut 
"This Could Be Love." The song is mid
tempo, a rather austere number that sets 
you up and leaves you totally unguarded for 
a raging, flourishing flamenco/gypsy break 
by Hawkes. But there is more to his state
ment than meets the ears. "I set up a pr<r 
gram on a sequencer," he explained, "and 
then played with the speed to get a real fast 
kind of random thing going. So even in the 
solos I am doing, I'm not doing them in a 
conventional solo way, I'm playing around 
with other random elements. 

"I think it's perfectly legitimate to either 
slow down the tape or turn up the sequencer 
when recording. As far as I'm concerned 
there is nothing wrong with that, or with 
tape manipulation, or with electronically 
manipulating sources. It's all kind of raw 
material feed being used however you want 
to use it." 

Greg listed Kraftwerk and Phillip Glass 
as artists making the kind of electronic mu
sic that now interests him. "I think Tan
gerine Dream lacks a sense of humor. 
They're too serious about their thing." 

Not surprisingly, Greg voiced interest in 
making his own sol~ album sometime in the 
nex.t couple of years. "I have hours and 
hours of tapes, almost all instrumental stuff 
that I recorded over the last ten years." He 
popped in a cassette of things he cut shortly 
after he finished work on Panorama. It was 
a madly infectious instrumental with an ori
ental tinge to it that just piled simple parts 
and lines on top of each other. Of course, it 
was all very nicely propelled by his now 
standard tinker-toy rhythms. Airy, melodic 
stuff, it seemed ideal as soundtrack or ani
mation music. Hawkes makes more effec
tive use of ostinato patterns than almost 
any other keyboards person making mod
ern music. "It seems to have become my 
trademark," he admitted. "I don't know 
what else to say about that except to take it 
as a compliment, because that is what I'm 
trying to accomplish." 

Actually, the tape of his solo work had 
originally been inspired by some possible 
soundtrack work. "I was sort of involved 
with doing a possible soundtrack for a mov
ie that did come out. .. But it was so bad. 
Shogun Assassin. A totally terrible Japan
ese movie with lots of blood and gore and 
people's arms getting sliced off. Anyway, J 
ended up not doing it." He probably had 
nightmares of people running up to him ten 
years from now asking him to autograph 
the soundtrack album. "Instead," he con
_tinued, "I had the time booked at Inter-
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GREG HAWKES GREG HAWKES CONTINUED CONTINUED 
media so I just went in and did what I want- candor. "I gotta admit I'm real happy with 
ed. It all worked out because I made better the way things turned out. I wouldn't do 
use of the time. The movie just came out on things differently if I had the choice. ' ' After 
video cassette. To make things stranger, the being reminded of the now infamous Chica
music on it is by Mark Lindsay." Not the go gig where the band opened up ror Dickey 
same Mark Lindsay that ruined Paul Revere Betts a few years ago and had bottles 
and the Raiders? We may never know. thrown at them, he quickly added, "Yeah. 

When asked to comment about Boston's There arc definitely a few gigs I wish we 
music scene, Oreg said, "I think there arc a hadn't played. But luckily, we're in the po
lot of groups that arc doing good things and sition now where we don't have to tour as 
putting out their own records, like Peter much and can spend more time in the stu
Dayton, the New Models, City Thrills, and dios working on other projects ." 
Mission of Burma." Although some people Greg Hawkes is a quiet, very likeable fcl
scrcam the New Models arc too pop con- low who is, by his own admission, a recluse 
scious,Grcgwouldn'tagrec. "Alotofpeo- by nature more comfortable in the studio 
pie said the same thing about the Cars," he than on stage at Cleveland's Richfield Co
chuckled. " Casey is great to watch and I losscum. If he hadn't discovered rock and 
think they should definitely put out an al- roll through the Beatles when he was in the 
bum. They should have that chance. The sixth grade, it isn't difficult to imagine him 
same with Peter Dayton. as a computer programmer or an MIT gra-

"1 don ' t really sec a whole lot of bands duate student. 
as much as other people in the group do. One gets the impression that he is delight
For better or worse, I'm just more of a re- cd to be not nearly as visible as Ric Ocasek 
cluse. A lot of times I feel I should go out or other members of the Cars. "Actually I 
and sec more groups, but I also feel like I am," he said. "It's just the difference in 
am aware of anything that's new. I listen to our personalities. I like to be able to beano
thc radio all the time and am always punch- nymous to a certain extent. I enjoy being 
ing buttons between ZBC, MBR, Emerson able to walk down the street unrecog
and BCN. I'm more interested in hearing nizcd ." Then he begins to smile softly. "Al
things on record than I am in seeing bands though there is a definite rush that comes 
live. But that's the way I've always been. If when somebody passes you on the sidewalk 
I have a spare evening, generally I'd rather and nods to you or says, 'I really like your 
spend the time listening to records than go- records.' It's a real neat feeling. I feel I'm 
ing to see somebody. My priorities are even in a comfortable position. I don't get rccog
likc that with the Cars. I'm much more in- nizcd enough to hire a bodyguard, and I 
terested in making an album than I am in hope it never gets to that point. But I still 
doing a tour." While on the subject of get recognized enough to keep me off my 
tours, the Cars won't be hitting the road guard, and I kinda like that." 
until sometime after Christmas. Greg did Alth0ugh the Cars' success has guaran
statc that the Cars will continue to use local teed Greg Hawkes certain freedoms, he 
groups as opening acts whenever they play freely admits, "I can't say that I ever really 
the area . Those first few shows when they expected it. It is always what I wanted to 
opened for Robin Trower and Bob Seger do, so I have fulfilled a grial by making a 
were important for them, and they would living playing in bands. But, more import
like to provide other local groups with the ant to me, I've been able to put out records. 
same opportunities. ; I've been able to be creatively involved with 

When asked the inevitable questions something that I have been able to get out 
_ about the Cars' success, Greg replied with to the public." 

AS CHANGED •.. 

The Debut album by Boston's 
premiere pop rock dance group. 

Features TUNE INTO ME-three months 
in Progressive Platter's Rockin' charts. Seven 
weeks on WBCN! 

Plus the new hits THE HEART OF YOU 
and SINCE YOU'VE GONE AWAY. 

"Wicked Pissah! A striking debut." 
-The Boston Phoenix 

"Fine dance tunes focused around absolutely murder
ous guitar licks!'' -Swett Potato 

''Vibrant and tight. Boston's best shot nationally.'' 
-Progressive Platter 

Available at Strawberries, NE Music City, Popcorn, Good Vibrations and 
other fine stores. 



Boston holds a special charm for the San 
Francisco band Romeo Void. In less than 
one month, the group has performed here 
three times. During their most recent visit 
they completed four new Ric Ocasek pro
duced songs at the Cars' Synchro-Sound 
Studios. "Boston has a buzz about it for 
this band," enthused Frank Zincavage, 
bassist for Romeo Void. Larry Carter, the 
drummer, quickly agreed, "Bos1on is defi
nile/y our home on the East Coast. " 

That stalemenl made by Larry is specially 
regarded. The drummer was !he victim of a 
freak accidenl at WBCN which forced 1he 
band to abandon their summer tour. After 
leaving an inlerview at the station, Larry 
kicked a boule in the garage and was sur
prised as caustic acid splashed back into his 
eyes. Only quick action and lots of waler 
averted any permanent damage. Still, the 
damage to Romeo Void's tour was com
plete, the band cancelled their show that 
night and returned more than a month later 
when their drummer had recovered. 

Romeo Void is a collective of optimistic 
artists playing music that is far removed 
from the stereotyped nihilism of West Coast 
New Wave. This isn't to say that R. V. 'smu
sic is all brains and no muscle; the group has 
no trouble keeping a large number of dan
cers in motion. At the Spir shows the rhy
thm section meshed flat punk and turgid 
funk while guitarist Peter Woods applied 
hot textures on top with his Stratocaster. 
Benja111in Bossi's sax was the cool counter- i Benjamin: He's a patron and a collabora- BR: Lorry wasn't your first drummer, i Even if they like you they won't respond 
part, genl/y tangling with rhe guitar and at I tor. In his production he lets us make the though. I unless they feel it's fashionable. We played 
other times rising in Jagged intensity to lift I decisions and he takes the backseat. Ric of- Benjamin: No, it was John Stench. (Ex of I with Orchestral Manoeuvres and it seemed 
the song over some painfully emotional hill. I fers suggestions but he never dominates. Pearl Harbour & the Explosions) Let's not I that the crowd got into them instantly sim
Bossi's ploying was a major focus with I BR: So right now you 're working on a sin- touch that. I ply because they were a cool premier act 
echoed runs recalling traditional jazz roots I gle? Frank: Basically, we did the LP with John, I from England. 
as well as space-age fusion. I Deborah: Yeah, an EP, but we'd love to re- who's a good drummer, but after that we I BR: Do you/eel slighted a bit by American 
' Deborah Iyo/I, the singer, exuded cool se- I cord an LP. got Larry. I reaction to your music? A lot of people 

ductiveness in her delivery and lyrics. She I Benjamin: What we've accomplished in the BR: Did you gig around Frisco before that? I seem to notice more about what's going on 
was a generous host, trading "thank yous" time has been phenomenal. Frank: We had much more success in other in the UK than here, musically. 
before wrapping herself into another music- Frank: You're always learning and that's cities before our home town. We'd play to Frank: Yeah, l agree with that, but bands in 
al image. The most popular songs played on what keeps us excited. crowds in some great places in LA, but in England seem to drive themselves harder to 
the radio from Romeo Void's debut LP on Benjamin: That's what keeps us together. I Frisco we'd be ignored. become professional and succssful. I think 
SF-based 415 Records garnered rhe most re- was reading this Circus Magazine story on Deborah: No status quo likes to be threat- it's because the situation is so bad over 
sponse, but the band managed to hold the Keith Richards, I know it's a bullshit kinda ened and if it's a punk status quo it's exact- there. Either you work, go to school, or 
audience's allenrion throughout. Ch0osing story, but what he said is really true. As ly the same. They don't want to hear you. A play rock and roll. It means more as a life-
to play an hour plus set, R. V. bracketed the long as there's excitement in the band and band is supposed 10 be super macho punk style in terms of that desperateness. The 
LP favorites: "Myself to Myself" (steady growth potential then it's worth being in. to be considered cool and that's stupid. English press is weekly, too, so they pump 
and rhrobbing}, "White Sweater" (slow Unfortunately a lot of bands won't grow This guy from a small town told me, "I the scene for all it's worth. 
anddirgelikebeforesfippingintofullspeed) and they break up. It has relatively little to don't get it, you're from California and Larry: We're hoping to tour England and 
and the funky coolness of "Talk Dirty," do with success. The most important thing you're not such a hot band." I said he was the continent after our next LP. 
with nearly half an hour of new material. is the people you're with, if the collabora- right! We're not the Circle Jerks and my BR: What comments could you make about 
The group tested the songs for the new EP tion gets static, it will faller. drug is not Testosterone. support, or a lack of it, that accompanies 
onthecrowdaswell. BR:/ think the band started out from a BR:ManytimestheCaliforniasceneisonly an American band trying to make it in 

I used the EP as a starting point during great point, the debut album presents a very spoken ofin terms of punk. America? 
the band interview, which in itself was a personal style. Deborah: It's definitely not the only thing I Frank: Well, as a whole I'm prejudiced 
confusing affair with various Romeo Void- Benjamin: True, all our musical interests going on. I agains1 commercial radio in America be
oids slipping in and ou1 10 work on the re- are very personal. The whole group is based Frank: The majority of what we all listen to I cause it's always dollar signs before the mu
cording session in Synchro-Sound's main on the Yin-Yang of our influences, we're falls in the new wave category, but we're I sic. fortunately 1here are a few stations like 
s1udio. opposites in many ways. . not after any particular look or format. I WBCN and KROQ (in LA], but there's very 
Boston Rock: Why are you using this parti- BR: You don'! mind being a melting pot? BR: What happened this summer at WB- I few of those. College sta1ions were the first 
cular studio? Benjamin: Npt at all. CN? That incident sank your tour. 110 support us and we're staunch supporters 
Deborah: Recording at this time worked Frank: Any one of us alone would be too Larry: ·1 was pretty normal after a week, I in return. 
out on our schedule and Ric Ocasek was extreme in one direction. then I Could see. At first, though, it was real I At that point, I followed the band up-
very nice to us. l also think it's much more Benjamin: As a resuh, we'd sound like a bad. stairs where Ric Ocasek, norepad and pen in 
inspirational to work outside of your own near copy of somebody. Since we all have BR: Well, I didn't to dwell on it too much, hand, held counsel in the control room. 
town. different views but can appreciate the oth- bur of all the high and low }'Joints of your We've already discovered how grateful Ro
Benjamin: Ric asked us if we were doins er's, we sound like nobody. career, I'm sure lhat incident ranks as one meo Void is for his patronage and it will be 
any recording because he really wanted to BR:/ wanted to ask you about rhe band's of the worst. very interesting to see how the superb ideas 
produce us. beginnings. Larry: Well, Boston is one of our best of the band's first album are continued in 
Deborah: We said Yeah! Deborah: (Rolling her heavily mascaraed towns. The situation went from a depress- Synchro'splush and precise conditions. 
Benjamin: I'm very impressed with Ric be- eyes) That's the most boring question. ing one, when I had the accident, to some- The group makes no secret about their 
cause he's using his success in helping other BR: Of course, but everyone's going to ask thing totally different when we came back. debit ro those who helped them get o start. 
musicians. He's into art and something 1tanyway. We did a couple of great shows and now Romeo Voidcertainlywouldn'thavegotten 
that's meaningful to him, that's why Ric Benjamin: Well, eighl years ago Peter and I we're back playing and recording. The city very far if they couldn't impress listeners 
has allowed us to be here. To him, what we has this idea to form a band. He said he has a kind of special qualily for us. with their smooth blend of styles. That's 
do has a validity to it, to the extent that it knew this great singer. . BR: How does the New York audience re- why rhey've been here so much in just a 
touches him and he makes an offer. It's Deborah: We interviewed a 101 of drum- spond to Romeo Void? short time; Romeo Void wanrs to give back 
costing him money 100. mers, but Larry was the only one who I Lauy: New York is a tough cookie. The au- as much as !hey can in their music. Get on 
BR: Whal is Ocasek like to work with? I brought cash. (lotsa laughs) I dience there is very cool, not cold, but cool. the receiving end. 
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by Carrie B. Cooper 

The Blasters are: 
Phil Alvin: vocals, guitar, har-

popularizing their sound has not 
always been easy. When they 
started to play in their present in
carnation, about two years ago, 

monica they played the country, hick, 
Dave Alvin: lead guitar ghetto bars where rednecks and 
John Bazz: bass bikers alike expected to hear bar 
Bill Bateman: drums music along R&B lines. Then, 

Sometimes it seems like only a while the LA scene was still open 
minute ago that synthesizers via- enough to handle non-punk acts 
lated rock tradition and Blondie playing with hard-core punx, the 
would never sell out. Like sixty Blasters played gigs with the likes 
seconds ago small pockets of an- of the Angry Samoans and the 
archists screamed that everything Circle Jerks. X heard them, dug 
was less than zero and they busted their sound, and according to 
into safe homes everywhere 10 Dave, took the band under their 
prove it, blew off their doors with wing. Lois of good exposure 
the Big Beat, with music that opening for the band tha1 was 
didn't lie and wouldn't bore you. LA's fave at the time. Now, 
Now, urban guerillas come cheap, cross-overs of this sort are nix in 
four-to-the-bore anarchisls peel the city of the Angels. If a reggae 
rapid fire off the assembly lines band, for instance, opened for the 
and the freshest sound around is Circle Jerks, Dave said the audi-
punked-out R&B. ence would kill. Pretty elitist for a 

Yeah, rhythm and blues, that cuhure that started out opposing 
takes the cake, don't it? Black fascism. The Blasters are about 
people's music. And all the hub- the only band in the city to cross 
bub, didn't it start out as a such lines of musical alliances. 
WHITE middle class movement? Perhaps the biggest leap of this 
But, come 10 think of it, didn't kind was opening for Queen while 
those white anarchists act out of the ultra-Anglo neo-orchestra 
boredom instead of playing into swept the west coast last year. 
its hands? So backwards is for- Normally, Queen doesn't even 
wards, and what was new about have an opening act, but Freddy 
that music? An individual sound Mercury was so impressed with 
and a beat. The Big Beat. Rhythm the style and sound of the Blast-
rhythm rhythm. ers' club set he heard one night 

A weird full circle. The Blasters, that he invited them. And what 
who were voted LA's favorite the hell, it ain't their kind of mu-
band last year by a local music sic, and the audiences weren't ex-
paper poll (Music Connection], peeling the Blasters but by the end 
stand so far out of new wave/ of the stint some of the Anglo-
punk circuits 1hat they slip right philes could appreciate the four-
back in. Originality,' after all, is a some. 
prime mover in artistic circles, and With their prominence on the 
the Blasters sound different. The avant-garde scene, and their inter-
kicker is that they sound ultra- est in the past and the future of 
traditional, but fast. Buddy Holly rock and roll, the Blasters are 
on speed. Chuck Berry revved up. well-versed in new ways of think-
Presley streamlined. The neophyte ing about music. A spareness in 
might call the Blasters' music their overall sound, and a pogo-
rockabilly, like I did. That would fast tempo show it. But most of 
be wrong. their appeal comes from the confi-

" It's blues, rhythm and blues," dence they have in the music and 
Phil told me. The older of the Al- in each other. In various forms, 
vin brothers, Phil plays rhythm and with some breaks, this band 
guitar, harmonica, and does all has been playing together since 
the vocals. He 's at least twice the they were in high school in Down-
size of your average hipless rocker ey, California. There, they lis-
and enough of the mass is muscle tened to and played with R&B 
to keep any sane person from ar- greats like singer Big Joe Turner, 
guing. "It's racist to call our mu- sax player Lee Allen and ax-man 
sic anything but rhythm and T-Bone Walker. And they've 
blues," he said. played and played and played and 

Or country music of a very par- played. And thought and thought. 
ticular nature."When we're talk- And it shows. You can feel it. On-
ing about country music , we're stage and off. they are relaxed and 
talking about people who, when friendly. Honest. Unpretentious. 
first found by their audience, They have a hell of a good time 
were thought to be playing black making music and it's infectious. 
music. Like Jimmy Rogers was Their audiences love 'em, and 
playing with a jazz band when he what's more, their audiences rep-
got discoyered. But after a few resent the melee of types in the US 
years, when 1he white people say as well as the music reflects the 
it's all right, then that's country cultural changes hCre. "If you 
music. It's not jazz anymore, it's come to a Blasters' show in LA," 
not black music." Dave said,' "It's pretty diverse. 

"There's been a 101 of rock - You got hard-core punks, new 
abilly revival bands and we're not frills of the lead guitar, the synco- "Africa, and those people, most of Reagan may leave both of them in wavers, you got hippies, you got 
that," added Dave, the younger paced shuffle and rhythm play be- their music was not laying tunes the dust. But the Blasters believe rednecks, old women, you got ev-
Alvin brother. "We've taken tween bass and drums-these bits on top of each other, though there traditional American rhythm and erything. That's the way we like it. 
more or less ttaditional American tickle the ears. They don't sound was some of that-and there was blues to be political in and of it- That's the way it should be." 
music, whether it's electric or like unnecessary decoration, they somcsupcrimpositionofrhythmsin self, especially in an age and an Maybe. I'd like to think so. And 
acoustic doesn't malter-pre- just sound like the musical move- serious classical music-the two of area where novelty seems some- if ii is the way it shou ld be, the 
Beatles-and we've brought it up ment that underlies avant-garde these things coming together made times like a heart and lung ma- Blasters represent in some ways a 
to date." simplicity. The beat, the basic the sound. The music of the Unit- chine keeping a dying culture closing of the circle: punk goes 

Roots rock, it gets brought up rhythm of the music is strong ed States, as it had been written alive. "We don't sing many politi- the route , from being the music of 
to date nicely. It sounds new, but enough to carry these plays with about from the 1700s, was always cal songs," Dave said, "But we rebellion in its whiteness, its posi-
it also draws audibly from a mu- ease. written about from the viewpoint sec Elvis (Presley] as more politi- tion as the culmination of the dis-
sical heritage so ingrained that you of a superimposition of rhythms. cal than Bob Dylan. He didn't satisfact ion of the English work-
almost always can feel what According to Phil, that rhythm That's what American music is." sing political songs but he changed ing class, to being music that de-
should come next, and it almost is the foundation of American Phil Alvin believes that this mu- more things than Dylan ever did. pends on, and shows, its heritage 
always does. Typically, music that music, the thing that differentiates sic, because of its cross-cultural Elvis came out of the blue, and he as the culmination of slavery and 
is predictable is boring and ought it from the English sound. ''Music energy, changed the structure of sang love songs, but the way he the mixing of white with black. 
to be scorned: But what makes from England didn't have no the world more than any other sin- sang them and the way he played The Blasters music is healthy and 
this music interesting, fun, satis- beat," he said. "They'd take gle force in the 20th century. May- 'them was revolutionary." optimistic, lighthearted, rooted in 
fying and contagiously danceable chords and then they laid tones, at be, maybe not. I'd say the inven- the belief that people can break 
are the flashes of subtle detail and the same time, into the air. They tion of the atom bomb comes in at So the Blasters dare to sing their chains, reap the important 
skill. The yodelling looseness in didn't lay rhythms on top of Cech least nose to nose with American about cars and girls, and they dare grounds from the past, and let the 

1::.~!l's voice, the leaps and riffling 1-~~~1~[.j11~,':~uf~i,~~1111,,..m,,u,,sic., • .,a.,nd-th.,e.,el.,ec.,t.,io.,n.,o.,f.,R.,on.,amld-,.<,.o,.si.~~1~1~1~1~!,~,~:1~1rf.,m1~1!!~mal.,ly,.. ,.B,.ut-.,re,_s.,< gioo~. --------
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oPENS UP -••••• iiiiiiiiii.-ulAN HUNTER ................................................................ 
by Tom Gilroy 

Ian Hunter has been cool and uncool, in 
vogue and out of fashion but he has wea
thered the transition from old wave to new 
with relative support from fellow perform
ers, critics and a coterie of fans. In a time 
when rock definitions arc being replaced al
most as rapidly as Iranian potentates, Hunt
er has survived the change by remaining the 

.sa~~· ~:~~t:~~~:::s~~sShorl Back n Sides, 

.produced by former Mott The Hoople fa

.natic Mick Jones, Hunter displays a new 

.versatility, one which has been received by 

-:~:h::!~nw~~~s~t::p::f~~o~~·d :~~~;~~ 
.assimilate new styles. Others say it's a sell
.out to current trends, an attempt at broad-

·:~~nti:~=~~p~a~iu~;~ryonc agrees that it's 

"I don't really listen to a lot of music or 
consciously try to change with what's cur
rently popular," says Hunter. "I've always 
had this straight ahead rock and roll image, 
you know, and I always thought I could on
ly write songs in two speeds-fast rock and 
roll or ballads. It got to annoying me, and I 
wanted to change things a bit and try some
thing that was a bit different." 

"Mick Jones had obviously a lot of in
fluence on me in the studio," he continued. 
"I've always been a dominating sort of per
son, but Jones was as dominating as I was, 
only because I agreed with what he did . 
What we didn't agree on didn't go down be
cause I am the artist and he's the producer. 

"I was listening to reggae back in '68, 
'cause we were on Island and so were a lot 
of reggae artists, but I never thought of do
ing that type of music, you know. They 
didn't do rock, I didn't do reggae, that's all 
I thought about it. Jones turned me on to a 
lot of current stuff, like Linton Kwcsi John-_. _____ . ______ J ___ U ___ E _________ _,_son, and I was wondering how this stuff 

n worked, so we tried it, and that's where the 

~ CHI~ Es 
reggac-ish stuff in the album comes from, 
songs like 'Theater of the Absurd' and 
'Gun Control.' Many of the songs started 
as poems and the music was written in the 

I I ® 
st"1:0;~~ former lead singer/songwriter/vi-
sionary for Mott The Hoople, Hunter be
came as well known for his songs dealing 
with depression and disappointment as with 
his rockers, songs like "I Wish I Was Your 
Mother" and "The Ballad of Mott" in 
which he sings "rock and roll's a loser's 
'tame.'' 

I've always had a love/ hale relationship 
with the business I'm in," maintains Hunt
er. "Many of the songs should be taken 
tongue-in-check, but there arc times when 
you've undergone some type of emotional 
upheaval-being depressed, pissed off or 
even stoned. It's all upheaval and some
times it's good. I'd knock whatever I do, 
but I enjoy it. 

"You could say I'm unhappy in my hap
piness, if that makes any sense whatsoever. 
I have a car, a nice house, and it's not bad 

you know, but you still get bummed out, 
fucked up or whatever, and that's when I 
create, and creating-communicating-that 
makes me happy. 

"You know, when I was a fan, I used to 
go to shows and look at the people onstagc 
and they would look unhappy and I would 
think, 'You idiots, you've got it all. Why 
aren't you happy?' And then I got lhercand 
found out. 

"For a while I 1hought about dropping 
the Mott songs from the live show, you 
know, but then I remembered 1his time I 
went to sec Procul Harem many years ago 
and I waited all night to hear "Lighter 
Shade of Pale" and !hey never did ii. The 
audience was disappointed and some of 
them, like me, were pissed off. Considering 
tl">e response the Mott songs get, I think that 
if I dropped them, people would gel pissed 
off, and I don't want that to happen. I 
mean, lhey arc paying for it, if they want to 
hear 'All the Young Dudes,' I don't mind 
doin' it at all." 

As a survivor of the halycon days of Pro
cul Harum-style arena blaster Hunter of
fers his views on the post '77 wave. 

"I remember I was in England in '77 and 
you could feel the excitement everywhere. 
The only band I was real impressed by were 
the Pistols . I thought the Clash were very 
heavy people too, and I was real surprised 
to find out that Mick Jones was one of the 
most polite people I've ever met! 

"Music has gotten very serious in the last 
few years, almost too serious. Somewhere 
along the line the British music press decid
ed they were going to lead the music instead 
of mirror it, which was the worst thing that 
ever happened in England, and nothing has 
really happened there since. 

"And now it's like the old days never 
left. Music's like a bottomless ocean, and it 
keeps moving around with waves mixing 
and peaking. It's like the station, you 
know, the train never gets there; you don't 
know how long you've got left on the trip. 
My trip, I don't know. The future is the 
best prize you can hold, and in that way I 
don't want to know what's in the future. 

"Guy Stevens (former Mott manager) 
died two weeks ago, and Mick Ralphs (now 
with Bad Company) and I decided to do an-
other Mott album-just a one shot thing, 
no tour, maybe some video. We're just gon-
na up and do it, no old stuff, because we'll 
be different now. Buffin and Peter arc now 
producers for the BBC and Verden Allen is 
driving a van for Harrod's in London, so 
it'll be interesting to sec what changes 
have come about." And another old wave 
in the bottomless sea of music resurfaces. 

"As for me, I'll just keep doing what I 
want and hope enough people hang on to 
me that I survive. I've tried to quit rock and 
roll and couldn'I. I've never been much 
good at anything else. I will stop though, if 
1 feel like I'm turning into a boring old far!. 
I've been honest to rock and roll, and it has 
been very good to me. It's always come 
firs!." 
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Local legend Willie Alexander is back from seclusion 
with a stunning new LP, Solo Loco (on Bompl Records). 
To celebrate his return to the public eye, we stopped in on 
the Locerman to have a chat and have him take the blind. 
fold test, identifying some and new records. 

Willie Alexander takes 
BR: So where have you been/or the last Jew years? the Blindfold Test 
WHIie: Oh, I've been around. I did a couple of benefits. I'm 
starting to rehearse with a new band. I've got some guys tcr 
gether ... Matthew McKenzie will be the lead guitarist. 
Walter Powers is going to play bass, and the drummer will 
be Ted Dunford. If all goes well, we should be in the clubs 
by the end of November. 
BR: Have you changed much over the past couple of years? 
WIilie: Yeah, probably. I smell better now! I'm probably a 
bit bcuer towards myself and the people around me. I don't 
drink as heavily as I used to. You can't kill yourself forever, 
you'll wind up dead. I'm basically the same person, though. 
BR: Do you keep up with the local scene? 
Wlllle: Yes. I listen to 'BCN a lot, and to the [WMBR) Late 
Risers Club. I also listen to WCAS quite a bit. 

And so the blindfold test begins .. 

(The first record Willie listens to is "We Can't Go On 
This Way'' by Teddy and the Pandas) 
Willie: It sounds familiar ... is it something the Paley Bro. 
thers did7 Chordwisc and vocalwise, it sounds British lnva. 
sion, but I don't think it's English. Probably 60's, but I 
can't think of who it is. (He's stumped. H's Teddy and the 
Pandas.) I used to run into them at the Howard Johnson's 
parking lot. I was about 17 when they were big. 

(Fred Fritb-"Dancing in the Street") 
Willie: Sounds like a surfing.garage record ... with astrer 
physical overtones! The only people I've heard play this 
kind of stuff iS the Space Negroes. My bird seems to like it, 
though. 

(Shadows of Knl1ht-"Shake'') 
Willie: It's a Midwestern or Detroit group. The organ 
sounds familiar ... not 7 and the Mysterians ... (Shadows 
of Knight) ... I like the buried vocals. I have a tendency to 
do that on my record. This sounds like a million records 
that came out in the 60's. 

(Marianne Falthful-''Comc and Stay With Me'') 
Willie: (immediately) Marianne Faithful! Written by Jackie 
DcShannon. Do I get a Cadillac now7 

(Nervous Norvus-''The Fang'') 
Willie: Definitely a SO's record. Nervous Norvus ... He did 
that great car crash record. 

(Revlllos-''Fallen in Love With a Monster Man'') 
Willie: A West Coast record? (no, Scottish) Never heard it 
.. no idea who it is. (They used to be the Rczillos.) Oh, 

yeah, the ones that did "Can't Stand My Baby." 

(Barry & lhe Remalns-''Mcrcy, Mercy'') 
Willie: Sounds like Barry Tashian ... Do I get a Cadillac 
yet7 The Lost played a few gigs with the Remains ... The 
Roseland Ballroom! They lived right up the street from us. 
They went to BU at the time. They were great, really tight 
and really powcrfol. The Remains were the most profcs. 
sional band I'd ever seen. You could tell they really cracked 
the whip at rehearsals. 

(Fulure Dads-''Dorchestcr Summer'') 
Willie: And this is those killers from Dorchester! I like these 
guys. This was recorded at the same studio I recorded my 
new album at. At first I thought they were playing some 
kind of Hawaiian song. 

(Maureen Tucker- "I'm Sticking With You") 
Willie: Maureen Tucker ... I played piano on this! It was 
recorded quite a few years ago. Maureen told a]I of her 
friends to drop by the studio to say hello while she was re· 
cording. And everyone who stopped by the studio ended up 
playing on the record. That's how she got the band togcth. 
er! 

(Cramps-"Goo Goo Muck") . 
Willie: Another S0's·sounding 80's record. Nice bird calls. 
Doesn't knock me over, though. Who is it? 

ENCODED FOR YO 

Leading the Blind: Ed Slota 
Snapping Pictures: Made Durant 

(Bow Wow Wow-''W.O.R.K. ") 
Willie: Great drums ... Sounds like one of these new bands 
who actually have some chops ... It's about time, too. Is 
that Bow Wow Wow7 I love those drums. I tried to find the 
"C·30 ... "record when it came out but couldn't. 

(Bongos-''Mambo Sun'') 
Willie: A Bolan song ... the tracks are pretty close, but the 
vocals arc a million miles off. They don't seem to have the 
feeling at all ... Who is it7 (The Bongos) ... The vocals arc 
getting better. I really like T. Rex, I've got all their records, 
including some 45s I was lucky enough to find in England. 
I've got a record of Marc Bolao and his wife Gloria Jones 
singing "To Know Him Is to Love Him." Too bad they 
weren't really big here. 

(X-"In This House That I Call Home") 
Willie: This is that West Coast band X. They don't sound 

like any of those other LA punk bands. They remind me of 
the Jefferson Airplane. Those other bands sound the same 
to me. I like Romeo Void, though. I always had an affinity 
for East Coast bands. 

(Plgbag-"Papa's Got a Brand New Pigbag") 
Willie: Yeah! Pigbag! I've got a tape of this. I wanted to be 
a jazz drummer when I started out in high school. Jazz is 
what I was originally interested in, after rock 'n' roll. All 
that heavy drumming that Gene Krupa was doing in the 30s 
and 40's is coming back now in records like this. 

(Bob Seger-"Sock It to Me, Santa") 
("Herc's one last record-a seasonal item.") 
Willie: Never heard this one-but it's great. Not Mitch Ry· 
der is it? Peter Wolf? It's great. .. Bob Seger! Feel the tim· 
bre in his voice ... it's getting close ... a]I the clements of 
the Mitch Ryder thing. Do I get the Cadillac now? 
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c.,,-ei ·, ,_,, - J Posh boy is proud to present an array 
of sumptuous albums. All elegantly 

._,_,,,__ designed for your listening pleasure 
- and at prices that will have the 

givers, giving more. L.P. or cassette 
$5.98 

A PBS 102 Various Arllsts • BEACH BLVD 
B PBS 104 UXA • ILLUSIONS OF GRANDEUR 
C PBS 105 The Nuns • THE NUNS 
0 PBS 106 Various Artists • RODNEY ON THE ROQ VOL. 1 
E PBS 108 The Crowd • A WORLD APART 

F PBS 114 Boby Buddha • MUSIC FOR TEENAGE SEX 
G PBS 115 David Hines• CONNECTION TODAY 
H PBS 120 Vo1Ious A1tIs!s • THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT 
I PBS 121 Los M1crowove • LIFE AFTER BREAKFAST 
J PBS 122 Agent o,ange • LIVING IN DARKNESS 
K PBS 123 Various Arhsts • RODNEY ON THE ROQ VOL 11 
L PBS 124 Srepmothers • YOU WERE NEVER MY AGE 
M PBS 125 Gleaming Sp11es • SONGS OF THE SPIRES 
N PBS 126 Levi and 1he Rocko1s • LIVE AT LOUISIANA HAYRIDE 
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Records and tapes available through 
mail-order at list price from POSH BOY 
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xxxxxxxxx 
by Sheena 

In a to~n with musical and social politics 
as bland as Boston's, it would be hard for a 
band like Society System Decontrol (SS De
control for the purposes of pestering and of 
convenience in this article) not to be contro
versial; unfortunately, a lot of the debate 
about the band appears to be uninfonncd, 
and while notoriety may be good publicity, 
it shouldn't be the result of misunderstand
ing. 

Following Doug Simmons' lengthy article 
on the group in the Phoenix, three vitriolic 
letters-to-the-editor were published by that 
paper from readers who seem to feel that SS 
Decontrol is part of a grassroots fascisti
squad movement and who understand little 
about America's hardcore scene. I'm not 
getting paid to defend the band, but when 
the onlookers' interpretation is so off-base, 
it's time to clear the air. 

Centered in LA and Washington, D.C. 
and deriving from the second generation of 
British punk bands like ChronGcn and Dis
charge, the "hardcore" movement can be 
encapsulated as follows: play loud, play 
fast, and say something. Bands like the 
Adolescents, Black Flag, the Angry Samo
ans, the Minutemen (all from LA) and the 
Bad Brains, S.O.A., and the Teen Idles 
(from DC) work with healthy independent 
labels, play faster than anything you've ever 
heard, and espouse liberal, loosely s1ruc
turcd politics, nol anarchy or fascism. 
These bands treat the subjects of govern
ment control, nuclear armament, police ha
rassment and youth oppression. Songs have 
titles like "Never Again" and "Nazi Punks 
- Fuck Off' ' ; policy articulation isn't al
ways tremendous, but these bands arc anti
racist and anti-intolerance. They also advo
cate the "straight edge"-no drinking, no 
drugs: "We're in touch/Because we're 
fuckin' straight/they beat us now/but we 
can't wait/ we'll be a force/ and they will 

24 

- . pay/as we will have our fuckin' say." Ag-
gressive begins to describe it. . 

The Boston hardcore scene is led by SS 
Decontrol, but bands like Gang Green and 
Jerry's Kids are beginning to make the same 
statements and to solidify the scene. While 
other local bands arc chirping about cars 
and girls (and SS Decontrol admits there is 
a place for that kind of music), these groups 
arc venting frustrations, acting as new 
spokesmen. The violence of an SS Decon
trol gig is that of emotion, passion and 
youth-the feeling is not "Hey, let's trash 
some hippies," but ralher of urgency and 
desperation. There is a lot to be pissed off 
about, especially when you're sixteen years 
old and nobody's listening: you have to 

While the band claims that adults 

hea~~~~o~t~a~u~ ~ 
eyes of bouncers and club owners, the insti
gators of any incident. Bassist Jamie Scia
rappa is especially disturbed by the unwar
ranted reputation the band has as a wreck
ing crew: "We've never broken a piece of 
equipment. . We're always really careful." 
"People need a scapegoat. .. they're the 
ones using the gestapo tactics," explains 
Springa, vocalist. A recent gig at the Rat in
volving misunderstanding of ''slamming'' 
(hardcore dancing-a mixture of energy, 
violence and control) by onlookers resulted 
in the band being roughed up and ejected by 
bouncers, even though the upset onlookers 
and not the fans were the ones throwing 
chairs and beer. The band is outspoken 
about their dislike for the Rat and of boun
cers in general. "Bouncers are the worst," 
Lethal notes glumly, "and we say what we 
see," a phrase that might well be 1he band's 
motto. 

It's wrong to set SS Decontrol as a "nih
ilistic phenomenon"; after all, no one went 
to Sex Pistols gigs to take notes and medi
tate-you went to dance, work it out, feel a 
roomful of people feeling like you did. It's 
the same thing in this case; the overwhelm
ing feeling I got from talking with the band 
was of exuberance and vitality and good hu

are beyond salvage, they call frequently for mor. At the Media Workshop gig when the 
"united youth" to act-"lf kids unite vocals went out, Springa made a sign read
things, rules can change," says drummer ing "Technical Difficulties," put gaffer's 
Chris Foley; guitarist Lethal adds "People tape over his mouth, and continued jump
think government is this big, unchangeable ing around. Later he screamed hoarsely and 
thing-government is the people." Perhaps inaudibly while the band thrashed away be
their lyrics from "Wasted Youth" are more hind him. Why no/ have fun communicat-
10 the point: "You take their shit/Stand up ing something? 
and fight/Fuck the rules/ And show your Every time I go into a record store, I see 
might." Lethal sees growing repression as a some fifteen year olds picking up the latest 
global problem, noting, "It's not just here, Black Flag single, laying out their allowance 
it's the whole world ... things are pretty for hardcore vinyl; the crowds at hardcore 
good here." gigs are under 20 and swill Coke and Pepsi. 

Local politics aren't so good for SS De- I don't want to scare you, but this may be 
control right now, especially if those Phoe- the happening thing. And while SS Decon
nix letters and general talk arc the gauge. trol isn't patrolling the streets at night look
The band's appearance and the Nazi label- ing to stamp out nonbelievers, they arc 
b -association with British ri h"-t--"w""in"'-"sk"'i"-n--'--'t"'he:,r.:.e"-if.,_o""u'-w""a"n"-t'-'to'-'h"'.st'-"en"'.-----~ 

.·~. 



SLEEPY LABEEF 
by Betsy Sherman 

Sleepy LaBee/ at Mister McNasty's, Oct. 
2, /981 

Sleepy LaBeef is fun. Take this from 
someone who cringes at the words "rock 'n' 
roll bar band." Whenever I think I need a 
token old-time rock 'n' roll band, I remem
ber the time I saw Sleepy LaBeef at the old 
Hillbilly Ranch (where the dance floor was 
a fenced-in corral). I picture beefy Sleepy, 
solid as a rock, with his heavy eyelids and 
generous smile, hear his smooth baritone 
and his lazy Arkansas drawl, and feel the 
direct sensation of that foot-stompin' mu
sic. 

When I heard that the Sleepy-mobile 
would be stopping off at Mister McNasty's, 
that redneck heaven of the Fcnway, I fig
ured I could use another dose of that tonic. 

The core of the crowd at McNasty's was 
Denim City, though there were pockets of 
preppies hovering near the back waU. I ar- down to the saddle shoes. 
rived in time for the last song of Rip Van What followed was a good set of rock •n• 
Winkle and the Sleepy Hollow Boys' set. roll standards. Sleepy is equally at home 
Rip looked like a refugee from a Chuck with ballads or shake-outs. For me, the 
Wagon commercial. Second on the bill was highlight of the set was "Red Hot." Other 
Scott Anderson. His Presleyisms, vocal and selections were "Roll Over Beethoven," 
physical, carried the sincere conviction of "From a Jack to a King," "White Light
one who has never let a non-Presley/Coch- nin'," and "Tore Up." 
ran/Vincent record cross his turntable: not It was a loose set, maybe a bit too loose. 
a fashion, but a way of life. • Sleepy kept spontaneously hitting the ball 

On came the authoritative figure of Slee- · into the keyboardist's court ("Say Jason, J 
py (who is somewhere in his forties), and his think the folks would like to hear 'Great 
good ol' boys. Sleepy wore a gray-blue suit, Balls of Fire'."). It would take Jason a few 
red shirt, and black cowboy hat, the bassist minutes to get his bearings and try to re
and drummer wore cowboy hats and denim, member all the words, but he usually man
and the young piano player, Jason Will- aged to cover over his confusion with hisen
iams, looked like he lept straight out of a thusiasm. These exchanges were funny, but 
fifties Rock Around the Clock movie, right also shot the pacing of the set to hell. 

It took a while for the dance floor to fill 
up, but soon the crowd was all revved up. 
Inevitably came "Johnny B. Goode," "by 
request" (the person who requested "John
nt B. Goode" should only be preceded in 
front of the firing squad by the one who re
auested that the piano player do "The En-

tertainer"). 
It's hard to tell when the Sleepy-mobile 

will be passing through town again, since 
Sleepy is always on the go and is revered far 
and wide (I hear he's particularly popular in 
Spain). When it does, be sure to hop on for 
a ride. 

THE DICTATORS UYE 
'"Fuck 'Em If They Can 't Take A Joke" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" with Lyd ia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE CONTORTIONS 
" live In N, ~.- York City " 

THE NEW YORK DOLLS '"The '72 Mercer St. Tapes·· 

The new wave of the future is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
available on vinyl! Fully Authorized, complete 
with liner notes, documentation, handsomely 
packaged, on superior BASF DPS tape. Available 
at record stores or directly by mail order. 
Price $8.00 each plus $1.25 per cassette for 
postage/insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roir cassettes. 

Bad Brains, Sh6x Lumania, Scientific Americans. 

(Pronounced 'Roar') : liOlR 
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Silvertone Steve SR 2001 

Bay State Rock Vol. 1- The Sixties 
LP 101 
18 classic rockln' tracks by the Vikings, Rockln' Ram
rods, Improper Bostonians, Teddy & the Pandas, Chess
men, and the Revallem. Orlglnal mid-sixties recordings 
-Including previously un-lasuad material. Full color 
t:over with discographies: 

0 

Two Powerhouse rockln' Instrumentals by this hot Bos
ton-baaed guitarist. Stave has toured for several years 
as lead guitarist for J.B. Hutto and Is featured on J.B.'s 
11Keeper of the Flame" LP on Baron Records. 
Single: $2.00 plus postage. 

Album: $6.98 plus postage 
Special Color Wax pressing with bonus 
color photo available at $8.98 
Please add$~ .00 postage per orderc-add $2.00 postage outside U.S. 0 

Star-Rhythm Records, 
P.O. Box 54 o 
Malden, Mass. 02148 

Available at: Cheapo Records, Newbury Comlx, Rocklt Records, Rockln' Mania (Framingham), Coop 



Hear their song 
"SHE ONLY GIVES IT TO ME" 

on the next: 

/04FAI -vacn. 

Compilation Album 
Volume II 

$3.99 

SEE THEM LIVE 

Nov. 5,6-The Rat Boston 
7 - Boston College 

10-PolJoey·s, Fitchburg 
12-Music Halt t Concord. NH 
13- Center Stage Providence, Rt 
14-Jonathan Swifts w 1 Berhn 

Airlift 
18-Beneflt tor Eastern Service 

Workers Bunrottys 
19- Molly McGees Beverly 
20 - Bryant College Providence, RI 
21-Chonnel 
25-Bunrottys 
26-lnnSq. Mens Bar Cambndge 
28- Paradise $1 .04 Night 

Dec. 2- Kayo 's Port land.ME 

Graphic Concepts: NIRVANA PRODUCTIONS 

. .. Watch for THE TRADEMARKS' second single, "SHE KNOWS/PRISONER OF HER EYES" 
Jj · to be released January 1982. For further information and scheduling, call 783-9243 

.llllll 



''Get in your car. drive to 47th St and 7th 
Ave in N Y City. Get out of your car -
lock the door make sure you tock the 
door! Walk across the street to the 
orange and yellow sign that says Popeye's 
Fried Chicken, go in and order 24 mild and 
24 sp1cey. Return to your car with large 
iced tea and eat~ ... 

Barb Kitson 
"Well. uh. ya know uh. I don·t really 
cook at home that much. uh. while 
I'm at work. ya know. I uh. eat at the 
Hoo-Doo Barbeque and if I do eat at 
home I uh, just open a can of 
spaghettios o r something." 

Boston Rock 27 



007 is breaking up. No, they're not. Yes, 
they are. No, they're not. II s«:ms as 
though 007 has been plagued ( or blessed) 
with this type of publicity since the band's 
rise to visibility a year ago. Whether by 
mention in gossip columns or through 

1 

the grapevine, the word is 007 arc a turbu· 
lent group of lads. 

"Yeah, yeah, I know all about the TU· 

mors," says lead guitarist/vocalist Larry 
Williams, as Marvin Gaye's "Let's Get It 
On" swaggers out of the Rat jukebox. 
"They're pretty funny. It's surprising how 
they get around. In the long run it's pro
bably good exposure," he laughs, 

"You know, it's like we're ramily, and 
we get in arguments like anybody else. Most 
of the time it's between me and Dee (Rail, 
007 bass player] and it's basically barmless. 

He wants to be a showman, and he's a good 
one, and that makes him do a lot of asshole 
things, and I do a lot of asshole things, but 
we both realize and understand why we do 
them. It's like brothers fighting. The par. 
enu don't decide 10 break up the family, 
they just let things calm down. It's no big 
deal.'' 

Now that the important stuff has b«:n 
gotten out of the way, Dee Rail and Steve 
Harrel, the other chief songwriters of the 
band, arrive and begin talking about such 
things of lesser import as music and lyrics. 

"It's obvious that Motown and soul are 
big influences in our sound," explains Dec 
Rail as he drains a Budweiser into his pipe. 
cleaner body, "and obviously, reggae and a 
little ska. We also have a little rock in us." 

As one might expect from the all-cncom-

passing list of influences (only thing he for
got was C.&W and classical), the one charac
teristic that remains constant in 007's music 
is a dance beat that cannot be ignored. The 
band members arc quick to point out, how
ever, that dancing is only part of it. 

"We all write material, and we all like to 
dance, but we don't like people just dancing 
and thinking 'Oh what a happy little dance 
band,' and we don't want them just stand· 
ing there and thinking 'What enthralling, 
meaningful entertainment' either-," says 
Larry. "I mean, it is possible to think and 
dance, 

"M<'.,\t of our songs arc about things that 
'arc happening to us, things we're not happy 
about, things we're scared about. It's a lot 
scarier living now 1han it was when soul was 
big in the early sixties. Even though we're 

Photo: Phil in Phlash 

derivative of soul, we're not sirpilar lyrical
ly." 

007 began a year ago when Steve put an 
ad in the paper looking for musicians 
who liked Motown and reggae. Dee Rail 
answered the ad, and the two sole members 
heard a tape of Larry's songs and decided to 
take him on as lead singer. Billy Bacon, a 
keyboardist friend of Larry's (and former 
member of The Modern Lovers, The Rent
als and others) joined next, with drummer 
Garry Miles right behind him. 

"We've been gradually getting more and 
more popular," says Larry, with a stress on 
the gradual. "We started playing Tuesday 
nights at Cantonc's and now we're playing 
around and I think people arc taking to us. 
Newspaper ad. Opening act at a small club. 
Eventual headliners with a following. This 
is beginning to sound like NME." 

''I think part of our appeal is the diversity 
of our material," explains Dec Rail, his sc· 
cond long-neck Budweiser almost finished. 

What makes 007 diverse and not deriva
tive? 

"We are upsetting a lot of the old rhythm 
stuff with lyrics that arc meaningful now, 
because things are a lot different now than 
they were in the sixties,'' says Dec Rail. 

With songs like "Mirage," which deals 
with the racial preconceptions parents put 
in their childrens' heads, and "The Great 
Blue," which concerns a Larry Williams 
dream about a military Armageddon, it's 
obvious 007 is striving 10 be above the label 
of "pop band,'' exuding saccharine smiles 
and puerile thri lls. These guys arc not the 
happiest people in the world. 

"We want 10 get a message across, we 
want to say something," says Steve: "but 
we're also having fun. It is possible to en

. joy communicating something to people, 
and for us it's fun. If this wasn't fun, norie 
of us would be doing it." 

In a world where it's every man for himself, 
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BUY THIS RECOR.D! 
IT'S GOOD FOR YOU. 

Third Rail's fourth single is brand new from 
Long View Records. Release date Nov. 20th. 
See them live at The Rat on Friday, Nov. 27th. 
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: YES, / want to see the Roi/Ing Stones ... or qual/ty 

i to see another great rock 'n' roll concert. 
I 
I Name 

: Address 

1 c,ty _ State Z,p __ 
/ Home Phone __ _ _____ Work Phone 

I Favorite three performers or groups 1 
I 2 3 ________ _ 

: Age _ College (;;-;;;;yJ _____________ _ 

I I L ____ t n1,v musl t,p m;t,lt>I.I IO W8CN ,Ill(! onl~ one 1>111,v l)t•r ,. ,,w•i.....w pl, ,l~,, _____ ( 

• listen to WBCN 104 FM all this week for details. 
• Fill in the coupon in this ad or send a postcard with 

the same information to 

"WJaJ. 101/FAI 
P 0 . Box 1041 , Kenmore Station. Boston. MA 02215 

• Pairs of tickets will be given away daily, and each 
entry will make you eligible to win one pair of 
hundreds of tickets (concerts and quantity of tickets 
to be determined). 

• Continuous drawings will be held on WBCN daily until 
Thursday. December 31 . 1981 . 

• All entnes must be received by Monday, December 
28. 1981 

• Employees or relatives of employees ol WBCN and 
Hemisphere Broadcasting . Inc are not elig ible to win 

101/FAI 
November is Rock 'n' Rolling Stones Month ... Exclusively on itBaJ. 



Bow Wow Wow's Annabella 
BowWowWow-------
See Jungle! See Jungle! Go Join Your Gang 
Yeah! City All Over, Go Ape Crazy 
(RCA,LP) 

Woof, woof, and welcome to the Great 
Rock 'n' Roll Swindle Pt. II. See Jungle (no 
way am I gonna repeat that title)'s appeal 
rests in taking it on the level of a joke, all 
the safe trappings of pop turned inside out. 
See Jungle's main flaw is that it can't go be
yond that, only barely skimming the surface 
of pop and parody. The Manet-mockup 
sleeve only serves to further confirm that 
Annabella is "a rock 'n' roll puppet," with 
Malcolm pulling the strings from behind the 
curtain (unlike the first Swindle, in which he 
had a starring role, in See Jungle, Male is 
conspicuously absent from the sleeve cred
its). 

Still, Annabella isn't such an awful pup
pet. "Chihuahua" and "(I'm a) T.V. Sav
age" both amuse, and you might actually 
want to come back to them. There's a fresh 
sense of urgency to some of these songs, the 
ur"gency that was hinted at on Cassette Pet is 
brought out into the forefront here. The old 
Brudini beat is still there, but the playing 
and writing have clearly improved-AM ra
dio might even pick up on a few tracks. 

0 Can't you just see Bow Wow Wow on "Sol
g" id Gold"? Of course there's nothing here as 
~ great as "C-30 ... " or "W.O.R.K.," but so 
3: what? How many of you can name the 
ri. Archies' followup single? 
[ I quite like See Jungle, but for the laughs 
C) I got from it, the bottom line is that there's a plenty of better Yankee combos more de-

g ~:~:gr::ei~~~ ~~;~i;~ut~~~sti~~r ~~~tt~~: 
more popular Brit Beat groups in Boston 
seem not to be the thoughtful types (cg., 
Echo, Joy Division, even Bauhaus), but ra
ther a certain breed of sex pirates (BWW, 
Ants, etc.), maybe your blood will boil too. 
A fun album, but our cassette decks de
mand a better dog. (Gerard Cosley) 

The Jam---------
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS b/w Talcs 
From the Riverbank 
(Polydor, import 45) 

Two new ones from The Jam show them 
exploring new styles (again). "Absolute Be
ginners" is dominated by the all-too-fre
quent sallies of a horn section that sounds 
like it escaped from an old Sam and Dave 
record. About the only good thing that can 
be said for them is they obscure Weller's 
most pedestrian guitar work in memory. 
From the handclaps to the (synthesized) pic
colo that sneaks in at the end, this forget
able song is overladen with gimmicks-it's 
almost as if the band was running around 
the studio slapping on anything they could 
in hope of finding a memorable hook. No 
such luck. Lyrics are pretty dumb, too. 

"Tales From the Riverbank" plumbs a 
style that the band is more suited to: dreamy 
grandeur. Nice murky bottom to the song 
(about something being "a dream I'll al
ways hang on to'') complements the story 
of recalling an idyllic time long past. The 
snaking, Middle Eastern flavored guitar line 
adds a touch of mystery, and the ending CO· 

da, with the guitar, drums and a simple pi· 
ano standing out against a drone, reminded 
me strongly of some of the Beatles' drug-in
fluenced songs. "Tax.man" last time; 
"Within and Without You" this one? (Not 
that close, actually.) But while "Absolute 
Beginners" strains so hard to please, "Tales 
From the Riverbank" grows on you in its 
own unassuming way. A good song to curl 
up with. (m. howell) 

Roky Erickson 
Roky Erickson and the Allen,._ ___ _ 
The Evil One 
(415, LP) 

For better or worse, we're in a period of 
musical revivals-the Doors, rockabilly, 
even Iron Butterfly(!). Roky Erickson could 
be lumped in with this, but that would be 
grossly unfair and ignorant. As qficionodos 
of rock history and other strays all know, 
Erickson was the moving force behind the 
13th Floor Elevators, a mid-sixties Texas 
band who were arguably the first psychedel
ic band. And 1 don't mean sludge psyche
delia-one listen to their 1966 hit "You're 
Gonna Miss Me" on the Nuggets compila
tion LP should convince anyone of that. 

But enough of the past. Erickson sur
vived LSD abuse and incarceration in a 
state mental hospital (an alternative to pri
son on a drug rap) to come back ·with I Yr 
albums worth of screaming acid-inflected 
music. S of the songs on this domestic re
lease were aJso on an English CBS release a 
year ago: "Don't Shake Me Lucifer," 
"Cold Night for Alligators," "Stand for 
the Fire Demon," "I Think of Demons" 
and a minor hit locally, "Creature With the 
Atom Brain." The Evil One includes 5 oth
er songs, notably the mesmerizing "Bloody 
Hammer." Ex-Creedence Clearwater Re-
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viva! bassist Stu Cook produced and con
tributed some bass. 

The only limit~tion on the album is the 
Aliens' heavy metal inclinations which hold 
the sound from going as far as it might 
have. Erickson is no longer with them, but 
is now touring with a young Austin, TX trio 
called the Explosions. 

Erickson should overcome his burn-out 
reputation with this album. And if he makes 
it to Boston, it should be a gig of stinging 
intensity. (Bruce Stallsmith) 

NatlveTongu,e---------
(Detente, 12" EP) 

I am a sucker for Native Tongue's sound. 
Michael Frackleton's drums and Louis Sel
vitella's bass form what I aJways think of as 
a "happy bottom"-a rhythm track that 
just immediately gets you shaking. Lee 
Leffler's .auitar skitters across the top, a 
high-strung counterpoint to the others' in
souciance. Sometimes they sound like a 
stripped-down version of the B-52's circa 
"Party Out of Bounds." More often, they 
take their cues from the Gang of Four. On 
particularly good nights, they can combine 
the best of both into chilling, fragmented 
dance music. 

Most of that quality is on their EP. 
"Speaking in Captions," one of the bi,.nd's 
best live songs, establishes the record's up
beat mood. While Frackleton bashes, Leff
ler rushes in a stinging run of notes, waits 
two beats, then unleashes another barrage. 
Not that he's any virtuoso-this is mostly 
real quick diddling around the same few 
notes each time-but Leffler knows the se
cret of placement. He can hold himself back 
-not even play for a bit-if it means that 
when he does come in he'll have maximum 
effect. That's an unusual quality for a 
three-piece band. 

As to the other three songs, "All 
Wronged Up" is closest to the GoF sound: 
slower, denser and with effective use of 
cross-cutting vocals. "No Sense" suffers 
from sounding like a hybrid of "Captions" 
and "All Wronged Up." Good, but not dis
tinctive enough (and when you only have 
four songs, they should each be a standout). 
But Nitive Tongue snap to with the closer, 
"Carving the Future From Soap." The 
EP's longest number, it's also the fastest· 
moving, with a catchy chorus and terrific 
guitar work from Leffler. In the middle of 
the song, he nearly breaks out into an Ori
ental flavored lead break that's at least as 
clever as the Vapors' on "Turning Japan
ese." It's the type of song that should be a 
club hit. 

Production, by neophyte Michel Basta
rache, is gratefully unobtrusive throughout. 
Native Tongue is a band j've been im
pressed by in concert, and this EP captures 
their sound very well. (m. howell) 

Onyx:------------
JET SET b/ w Saturn 09 
(Nu-Age, 45) 

Here's a pretty cool mystery single for ya. 
Produced and copyrighted by a Mr. Judd 
Stone, with vocal credits given to a femaJe 
that goes by the name of Beveur. But who 
plays the funky, throbbing bass lines on 
"Jet Set" that could have come from Issac 
Hayes (I'm taJknabout Shaftl)1 I shrug 
shoulders and say to you, "Not know." 
Who plays that propelling drum kit? Not 
know. Who hits the black and white keys 
and turns all the knobs that make those neat 
sounds? Not know. Not know. 

Tell ya what J do know. Beveur is part of 
the Jet Set and likes to tell everybody about 
hanging out in Rio, Milan, and Paris. And 
getting lost in her Jag. Sounds like fun. Me 
take job. 

And I know this, too: Hendrix was wrong 
when he said in "Third Stone From the 
Sun" there'd never be surf music again. 
'Cause know why? 'Cause Saturn's shakin' 
its fat hula-hoop to the lunar tunes of "Sa
turn 09." Riptides riff in the background 
and cosmic keyboards hang-ten from start 
to finish. Again, who or what is Onyx? 
Again; not know, but hey, get this record 
and maybe you can find out for yourself. 
(Marc English) 
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St,pmollMn---------
GUARDIAN ANGELS b/w American 
Nights 
(Posh Boy, 45) 

This group is very heavy metal. The gui
tarist plays notes in groups of three, the 
chorus is liberally sprinkicd with spots 
where the audience can raise and shake their 
fists as one, and both sides sound alike. The 
sound is rough enough to leave them some 
youthful energy, but that may keep them 
offofWCOZ. 

Los Mlcrowav·ts--------
TIME TO GET UP b/w TV in My Eye 
(Posh Boy, 45) 

My cars feel like they're swimming 
through molasses-I can't think-someone 
stop this record-stop it-STOP IT! 

What do you mean it's been over for 
three days? ' 

SbaUercd FaUb,--------
1 LOVE AMERICA b/w Reagan Country 
(Posh Boy, 45) 

A very nice garage sound is found here. A 
distorted guitar virtually drowns out the vo
cals and drums, but it's the kind of song 
where you don't have to understand the 
words-the inOcction is enough. 

Alas! The cover spoils the fun, a problem 
aJso found with the next two records. You 
eel like you're holding the new U2 single, 
not a garage wonder like Flipper or the 
Meat Puppets. 

Agtnl Orang:e--------
EVERYTHING TURNS GRAY b/w 
Pipeline 
(Posh Boy, 45) 

Just like "Surfing Bird," any version of 
"Pipeline" is at least a good one. This is a 
great version. The guitar sound is terrific, 
you must buy it. 

The A side is also good, but I feel as 
though it would be better appreciated in an 
album setting. So bring on the album. 

Soclal Dlstortlon-------
MAINLINER b/w Playpen 
(Posh Boy, 45) 

This one is very reminiscent of the Step
mothers, cspccia1ly if you listen to them five 
minutes apart. But aJthough it sounds simi
lar it leaves me feeling as though I heard an
other of those obscure "punk classics" of 
thc60's. 

The last thing you expect after listening 
to a new Black Flag single is to be left with
out a reaction . Something seems lacking. 
Maybe "Damaged 1" is too long, maybe 
"Louie Louie" is the wrong song. One 
thing is for sure, you can't put their lyrics 
on the cover without them seeming ridicu
lous. 

(AU of the above Posh Boy reviews arc by 
John Brusgcr) 
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PeterDayton--------
Love at First Sight 
(Shoo-Bop, 12" 45) 

Hey gang, Pete and the guys got a record 
out! Four songs and four sounds. Pretty 
hep stuff. Pete counts to four in French(!) 
before launching into "Skin Tight," a song 
that he did in the last band he was in. Greg 
Hawkes plays some sax on it, but I'd rather 
listen to Peter Collins' bass runs, 'cause 
they really move. Next up is "Stuck on the 
Same Refrain," a talc of two bullheaded 
boys. Willie Cooper's synth is almost as 
scntimentaJ as Dayton's vocal, and that's 
saying a lot, 'cause Pete's rcaJly feeling this 
one. The only things I miss (compared to 
the live version) arc some of Peter C's back
ground vocals. The "shoo-bops" arc there 
though, and Steve Founds' deft drumming 
makes the choruses punch. And hear those 
acoustic guitar licks'? It's a guy named Oca
sek. 

The second side shows Peter digging up 
his roots. "Love at First Sight" is more 
than just an Elvis or Link Wray send-up. 
It's Peter's unabashed tribute to women
kind. And man-oh-man-oh-man! Is that El
liot Easton rippin' out those licks and so
los? lt'sgofla be. The closing tune is so cool 
it's hot, I mean, dad, it's bad! This song 
rocks! It rolls! Good Lord in Heaven, listen 
to that heavy guitar riff! That drummer and 
his pet rhythm machine really put the boot 
to the butt, and those snare rolls reaJly send 
me! And like, dig that mean bass and those 
craaaaz.uzyyy keys! I I!! These guys jump 
and they don't come down. It's a "Perfect 
Wave" and now that it's on vinyl, there's 
no reason why a11 the cats on the other coast 
can't be groovin' to their own copy. Pro
duced by Ric Ocasck with some help from 
Roy Thomas Baker, you know it's gotta be 
"Love at First Sight." Well alright! (Marc 
English) 
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Devo's attempt at world domination has 
taken a turn for the greedy recently. Along 
with a S12.75 ticket price for their Orpheum 
appearance, New Traditionalists would 
seem to imply that Devo are through being 
ironic. The inner sleeve is a continuation of 
the merchandising campaign that ~as begun 
inside Freedom of Choice, so how does $15 
for a Devo Action Vest sound to you? Pro
bably a little better than the record New 
Traditionalists. Heavily processed synths 
dominate this album, after all, how else do 
you follow up " Whip It"? " Through Be
ing Cool," " Jerkin' Back 'n' Forth" 
("Whip lt" s sequel, I'd guess) and "Beau
tiful World" would all make decent singles, 
but in the context of an LP it' s only a 400/o 
return (facts, figures and finance. Some
thing that Devo probably would respond 
to.). The included poster isn't bad, but I 
liked the one in Emotional Rescue better. 
John Brusger once said in this magazine, 
"Bring back the real Devo." Sad truth is, 
New Traditionalists II the real Devo. p .S. If 
the Specials break up after making the cover 
of Boston Rock, then maybe Devo should 
be on the cover of BR #24? (Gerard Cosloy) 

Iron City Houserockers -----
Blood on the Bricks 
(MCA, LP) 

There is no boardwalk in Pittsburgh. 
There's a river, but these guys 4on't drive 
down there. They sing about steel mills: 
"When the steel mills shut down/You feel 
like you're buried in this town," or "Going 
to pick you up around quit.ting time/In my 
old Coupe De Ville." Sounds like living in 
New Je rsey, right? 

Well that' s pretty much where the resem
blance ends. Living in Pittsburgh sounds 
like it's a lot tougher than living in New Jer
sey, and the music shows it. The Iron City 
Houserockers' urban rock and roll is closer 
to J. Geils, but they do, over and above the 
obvious comparisons, have a sound of their 
own. "Be My Friend" is a great song, with 
a stand out vocal from Joe Grushecky. "No 
More Loneliness" and "Blood on the 
Bricks" are also very good, but the album's 
centerpiece is "Saints and Sinners," an 
emotional songs that comes together both 
lyrically and musically for the band. 

Blood on the Bricks is a very good album; 
it would have made a great soundtrack for 
The Deer Hunter. Try to catch these guys at 
Inn Square Men's Bar or the Channel. They 
don't just sound like they are carrying on a 
great rock and roll tradition-they prove it. 

They are terrific live. (Julie Panebianco) 

The Resldeol5----------
Mark of the Mole 
(Ralph, LP) 

Know what I like best about the Resi
dents? Their album covers. I'm serious. I 
think they really convey what is going to 
happen on that piece of plastic inside. Like 
this new one. It's black and brown and it's 
got some grey. And there' s a mean face with 
beady eyes and some shapes representative 
of buildings in the background, and in the 
middle is something like a turret or modern 
molehill . I don' t know. The whole thing 
just looks slight ly sinister and harsh. Gloom 
and doom. You can tell that the Moles are 
in fo r some trouble. 

So here we are with the story of the urban 
cave-mole: they who patient ly and pain
stakingly work in obscurity. The Residents 
have become those moles, making little 
scratching noises in my ears and 1alking 
mole-talk about the new world that they',.·e 
been driven to live in. Thi,. is the first of 
three albums that will bring the live!:i of the 
Moles and their antagonists into our own 
lives. The next one will be a fake document· 
ary of Mole Music, and let me tell you, I 
can't wait to see thar album cover (Marc of 
the English) 

So where's the blastin'? For their second 
album, the boys have taken a more tradi
tional approach to rockabilly and country 
and I can't say I'm too crazy about it. It 
sounds good enough-good tunes, snappy 
beat-but there's somethin' missin'. THE 
GUITARS!! Where the hell are they? Live, ODYH 
those guitars are blastin ' , blarin' and basic- W\ol!'#,,,IA 
ally kickin' 'em out, but here they're scarce- .- 45 ON NU·AGE RECORDS 
ly to be heard 'cept for a few songs. "Marie 
Marie," "American Music" and " This Is 
lt" (all penned by guitarist Dave Alvin) are 
the standouts, but all songs hold up well on 
repeated listens. So what's next? Pedal steel 
guitar? Violins? Duets with Elvis Costello? 
Hope not, but ya can't knock success. Re
commended. (Mr. B) 

Tom Tom Club--------
(Sire, LP) 

I wish Chris & Tina, Adrian & Lani , Stev
en & Laura , Benjamin & Lorie , Mon te & 
Tyrone & "Riu i" were friends of mine. 
Then they might invite me to jam with them 
at Compass Studios in the Bahamas. And, 
as the sun soaked my brain, I would slip in
to something comfor table, slide into the 
tom-tom groove . and drift off into 
dreamland. I' m sure the tropical delirium 
would sway me. We would be swinging to 
tunes li ke ' 'Genu is of Love,'' ' 'Wordy Rap
pinghood" (great with Mai Ta is!) or 
"Booming and Zooming." Sounds like an 
idyllic adventure before and after science. 
Or, a summer vacation in the bush of 
ghosts. Or, the sunworshippers who remain 
in light. Oh, those good-natured guys and 
gals! Lotsa fu n, any ole time. (Anita Chez
ve) 

Polyrock------- --
Changing Hearts 
(RCA,LP) 

Changing Hearts is the sort of record 
that' s constantly saying, "Wow, aren't we 
clever.'' Clever no, unoriginal yes. This is 
so similar to the first Polyrock LP, I'm be
ginning to wonder if these weren't the out
takes. Does a song called "Quiet Spot" 
sound clever to you1 ZZZZZZZZ. Poly~ 
rock co1:1ld be the Cure's American counte;
part (dull young folks). Don't get me 
wrong, I'm usually a sucker for anything 
slick and pretentious, just try and pry my 
Joy Division albums away from me! It's 
just that Changing Hearts sounds terribly 
void of the sort of heart that makes rock 
what it is, a greasy dinosaur perhaps , but 
one still worth keeping around the house. 
Oh yeah, Phillip Glass co-produced. (Ger
ard Cosloy) 

'Garland Jeffreys-------
Rock & Roll Adult 
(Epic,LP) 

Teenage dreams and broken hearts. City 
streets and steel-edged urban philosophy. 
"Mystery Kids" and messages of hope. Es
caping the hardships of growing up. These 
images are the lifeblood of Jeffreys' music 
and with the intimacy of a live recording he 
breathes a new life into his material- "puts 
it out on the street" shall we say. 

The songs have all been heard before but 
the live production gives them a pronounced 
sense of urgency. "35 MM. Dreams" 
sounds like Lou Reed on a hot night. "Wild 
in the St reets" comes across like the urban 
anthem it should (it never seemed to quite 
cut it on the studio version). "96 Tears" is 
the usual rave-up. Bui the mos! marked dif
ference is in the more reggae-like tunes. "I 
May Not Be Your Kind" and "Cool Down 
Boy" benefit from the live setting that lends 
them that feeling of community that is es
sential in pulling them off. 

Produced by Jeffreys and boasting tight 
support from his band, Rock & Roll Adult 
is a successful translation of some of his 
better songs. Adult, yes-but not too old to 
rock and roll. (Robert Harwood) 
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and BLITZ and PUNK and NEW ROMANTIC and PIRATE DRESSING. 
We've got the styles to go with any occasion. If you want to be 
one step ahead with the fashion trends 
from New York or 3000 miles ahead with 
the new boutique crop of London, then 
pour a little GOOD TIMES BOSTON in 
your wardrobe. Our new stock of British 
fashions will amaze the most jaded 
Boston shopper. A dash of New York and 
a dash of London make Good Times 
Boston your headquarters for truly 

~~ 
228 Newbury St., Boston 

Ultnvox----------
Rage in Eden 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Maybe it's the fact that my mother died 
last week but I thought this album stank. 
Just kidding-she's okay, doctor gives her 
maybe a month. Did something happen to 
Ultravox that I didn't hear about? This al
bum is a giant, ill-conceived tone poem by 
like Herman Hesse's second cousins. The 
tunes feature a sing-songy bass line that 
bounces along idiotically, and one of those 
supposedly dreamy synthesizer guys that 
sounds like he's trying to climb out of the 
clouds. And all this topped by a voice recit
ing intense lyrics like "And those who 
dance will spin and turn 8.nd those who wait 
will wait no more and those who talk will 
... " 'Nuffsaid. 

What burns me is how pompous this re
cord is. I recommend never listening to it, 
and I used to like Ultravox. (Lord Brod
rick) 

Terrorbts----------
LOVE IS BETTER NOW b/w Guerrilla 
Priest 
(spliff-rockers ltd., 12" 45) 

Acknowledged reggae producer/per
former, Lee Perry, has taken the NY band, 
Terrorists, under his proverbial wing on this 
joint effort. Perry, a one-time producer for 
Bob Marley and the Wailers, Dillioger, Max 
Romeo, the Clash, Junior Murvin and oth
ers, sets the atmosphere for these two easy
skankin' numbers. Both songs use the same 
instrumental track and both break into a lit
tle dub-wise stuff towards the end; the dif
ference is on the vocal tracks. "Love Is. . " 
features John Collins (his baby bro, Peter 
C., is famed bassist of P. Dayton's band), 
whose soulful singing does more for me 
than Perry's toast and/or rap on the flip 
side. 

After a series of gigs together, and this re
cording venture, Perry as stopped working 
with Terrorists, no doubt to continue his as
tral spiral onward and outward. And Ter
rorists? I hope to hear more from them and 
maybe see them in town soon. (Marc Eng
lish) 

Anthony Phllllp,s--------
1984 
(Passport, LP) 

This is the sixth solo album by Phillips, 
one of the founding fathers of Genesis. 
Having lert the band in 1970 after recording 
the first two Genesis albums, he returned to 
studying music. Since then he has worked 
primarily on his own, composing both his 
solo material and movie soundtracks. 

1984 consists of four instrumental pieces. 
Phillips relies on heavily-orchestrated key
boards, a Roland drum machine, and two 
well-armed percussionists to carry out his 
musings. Basic themes are embellished and 
then transposed into other forms causing 
the album to literally now from beginning 
to end. Far from Orwellian, 1984 is spright
ly, almost happy music. Even the last song, 
"Amhem 1984," sounds contemplative 
!hough not melancholy. Maybe Phillips' 
/'>84 is meant to be optimistic music created 
by the electronic instruments of today. 

~l°k~ 
Depttbe Mode-------
JUST CAN'T GET ENOUGH b/w Any 
Second Now 
(Mute, import 45) 

An upbeat, cheerful followup to "New 
Life." Depeche Mode are certainly less 
despicable than most of today's faceless 
electronic combos and are much less calcu
lated than some of the better ones (Soft 
Cell, for instance). This could be unpreten
tious pop at its peak, not the sort of thing 
that's going to change your life, but simply 
three minutes of honest turntable fun. Just 
can't get enough? Join the crowd, 'cause 
this band's going to become so big (in the 
UK, at least), trend and fashion won't be 
able to hold them back. (NOTE: This might 
be Depeche Mode's last 45 for Daniel Mill
er's Mute label, as major label bidding has 
become fast and furious. Watch for the up· 
coming LP.) (Gerard Cosloy) 



Joy Division--------
Still 
(factory, import double LP) 

New Order 
PROCESSION b/w Everything's Turning 
Green 
(Factory, import45) 

When thinking rockers boil down the 
several thousand down to only the most im
portant, seminal bands of recent history
bands with continuing influence-the re
sults, with few exceptions, are: Velvet Un
derground, Roxy Music, Sex Pistols and 
Joy Division, the newest entry vying for a 
permanent position in this category. 

All of these predecessors have made their 
mark on Joy Division's music. In their nas
cent stage in 1977-78, JD wasn't much more 
than another punk band spawned by the 
Pistol's wave. But though it's apparent that 
they have taken into consideration the work 
of the previous "big three," Joy Division 
stands as more the next logical step than a 
musical extension. 

When Ian Curtis sings the Velvet Under
ground classic "Sister Ray" at the end of 
side two on still, he shows that he would 
have been pretty unconvincing as a strung
out, urban druggie clanging on semi-tuned 
instruments. Musical disorder was part of 
design of the Velvets, but when Joy Divi
sion drops a beat on "Passover" or mis
chords on "New Dawn Fades," the effect 
is at best disrupting. 

Ian Curtis and crew instead celebrated 
the disarray of tortured sentiments. They 
found their power in unsettling, emotional 
intensity. When flowing freely and chan
neled into the music, Joy Division was an 
incredible rock band. 

The best examples of this pure power can 
be found on Le Terme, a half-studio half. 
live French bootleg released in a limited edi
tion of 1400 (supposedly) a little less than a 
year ago. Le Terme made the almost com
plete resignation that pervades Closer (to 

which its cover is similar) unlistenable, be
cause the finality of that LP betrayed the 
vast potential that Joy Division still had. 

Owning Still, which like Closer (nearer or 
ending?) has a double meaning title (mo
tionless or continuing?), is the next best 
thing to having a copy of Le Terme. 
Though Still doesn't contain "These 
Days," blistering (live) on Le Terme, or 
have anything that equals the emotions
run-rampant disorder of "She's Lost Con
trol" (also live), the studio tracks on sides 
one and two show some real gems. The 
whining desolation of ''Exercise One,'' jun
gle guitar of "Sound of Music," "Glass" 
from the now impossible to find Factory 
Sampler, and the morbid, minor patterns 
of "Dead Souls"-all represented on Le 
Terme-are outstanding here as well. "The 
Only Mistake," a slow glittering ascension, 
and "Something Must Break," quick-tem
poed, passionate despair, make persuasive 
debuts. "Walked in Line" and "The Kill" 
are leftovers from the days when the band 
was making the transition out of its punkish 
period. 

Sides three and four are live and include 
an unlisted track-"24 Hours" -and force
ful renditions of "Shadowplay," "Means 
to an End,'' ''Transmission,'' ''Isolation,'' 
"Decades" and "Digital," the hottest of 
the live tracks. Side three starts out with a 
version of "Ceremony" that (ironically) 
travels vocal-less through a verse or two be
fore Ian's microphone is turned on. "Cere
mony" was the first song that the remainder 
of Joy Division decided to record after Ian 
took his life and they were forced to trans
form into New Order. 

''Procession'' /''Everything's Turning 
Green," the latest New Order single, is cam
ouflaged by a grey cardboard sleeve with a 
blockish, orange rendering of an electrical 
generator-like device, and shows that the 
New Order have come to better grips with 
the situation they inherited after Curtis' 
death and the subsequent worship of every
thin~ Joy Division ever did. They now 

soutld JCSs like Joy Division than at least 
half a dozen bands that are currently para
phrasing JD in their honor. The New Order 
are inst"ead now a viable outgrowth (no 
small feat, I assure you). 

There is an insistence in these two new 
~ongs that replaces some of the uncondi
tional surrender that was too apparent, not 
to mention scary, in the last days of Joy Di
vision and on "Ceremony." Producer Mar
tin Hannett has decided that high frequency 
emphasis is the only way to go, and this 
treatment of the band's "see-God-now-or
else" chordings and celestial, echoing emo
tives makes it all the more compulsory for 
the listener. More importantly, the New Or
er is taking these and other elements previ
ously reserved for doom and gloom tunes 
and finding new ways to use them in tack
ling melody lines and dance beats. This ap
proach frames the quick electro-pulse of 
"Everything's Turning Green" and the sol. 
id rock beat of "Procession," both 
drenched in coherent power. (Tristram Lo
zaw) eeooee 

CURRY 

Tom Giovannjello 
Program Director 

The Side Elle<•,._ _______ _ 

The Side Effects 
(DB, 12" EP) 

Barely known in these parts, the Side Ef
fects are yet another Athens, GA band. (I 
hear there are still more to come, too.) 
Tempted to use the phrase "texture rock" 
to describe their approach, I'm at a loss to 
find a suitable label that captures the subtle
ty and spaciousness of their music. "Rain
ing" and "French Forest" have a modern 
feel with punchy rhythms. But there's a 
dark, '60--ish quality that creeps into songs 
like "Pyramids" and "Through With 
You" that's pleasingly haunting. A very 
nice record and very recommended. (Mr. 
B 

COLLEGE 

Don Gosselin 
Music Director 

1071 BLUE HILL A\'E., MILTON, MA 02186 TEL. 333-0311 
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by M;chael Hq/ilz 

f haven't received an antagonis
tic letter all month. That's the first 
time since March. r hope the ab~ 
scnce is an aberration rather than 
a void of things to come 'cause 
they're one of the best things 
about this whole deal. Gcttin' a 
few letters a week, all sayin' some
thing like ''thanksuhlot for likkin' 
muy tape" is about as satisfying 
as cornholing a few expanding 
egos. Try this: Form opinions on 
bands and music by what you hear 
not by what your boy/girlfriend 
likes and for chrissakes, not by 
what you read. Although an astro
loger would vehemently disagree, r 
yam what I yam and that's one 
person. Let's all leave objective 
music writing to the Globe. React. 
And what better way to end the 
mailbox dormancy than with. 
Erle Van. 

Oh, Eric. How can someone 
with such a short name be so ver
bose? Van, a respected critic who 
is best known for showing fond
ness for a band by performing a 
peculiar, nervous ritual with two 
hands, delivered to me fifty-four 
songs, complete with eight pages 
of typed, single-spaced lyrics. Ev
en this, according to the long 
winded one, is only one third of 
his output. Good grief! About 
half the pieces are pop songs, gui
tar and vocal. Subject matter: 
Girls and Government. His guitar 
playing is of the slash/chunk vari
ety, heavy on the metal but cau
tiously individual. He sings like 
Ritchie Havens. The instrumentals 
are, for the most part, experi
ments of an aleatory nature. Some 
really radiate while others would 
be hard pressed to fry rice. There's 
one, though, #54 called "And Af
terwards (Dub)" that borders on 
harmonic heaven. It's a one take 
improvisation, no dice involved, 
no sweating out lyrical sounds, no 
bastardization of the energy input. 
However, the journey to #54 was 
rather long. As Eric's looking to 
form a band, I think the right 
combination of people would help 
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him to discipline an enormous 
amount of energy. Call him at 
(617)782-7812. 

I ROI DE COUPE I 
It's finally out. An irrcsistable 

cassette sitting on a delectable 
rack of ribs. Hampered by break
ups only to be fueled by benefits, 
the Propeller people have come up 
with one great compilation. The 
surprise of the tape is V;, a band 
whose live performances have oft
en been both flauntingly irrepres
sible and mildly irritating. "In the 
Suburbs of the City of Pain" 
shows them at their best; grinding 
and twitching round a ska beat, 
using it to challenge rather than 
mask. Probably more inviting 
than even they intended. 

While flipping through a record 
store the other day, I overheard a 
kid ask if they had the Neats' new 
album. An album! How I wish. 
Those of us who crave their stuff 
like mother's milk will have to be 
satisfied with the year old "Do the 
Things" and an intense "Another 
Broken Dream" recorded during 
the last breath of the Under
ground. Talk about capturing a 
moment. .. 

PeopJe In Stores' "Cheap De
tective" is an instant classic. A 
five star comedy whodunit. I like 
"Cat and Mouse" too, with its 
eerie vocals and dreamy fccl..Rock 
business unusual. 

There's good pop stuff from 
Art Yard, a band whose following 
seems to be growing now that 
they've broken up. Business as 
usual. Dan Salzmann, their bass 
player, can also be heard on Lort 
Grffn's outrageous cover of 
"Town Without Pity" along with 
Dave Hild on drums. (Once hear
ing this version, the world seems 
much clearer.) Dan's also on Chi
nese Girlfriends' tongue in check 
"Let's Be Creative." And he pro
duced the Neats' classic "Six." 
Maps bass player, too. Doesn't 
this sound like a resume? Well I 
guess it is, if only to point out that 
he has chucked his bass for awhile, 

picked up a geetar and is eagerly 
looking for a great drummer. Ring 
him a, (617) 426-0984. 

Dangerous Birds' song is o.k. 
but a bit disappointing after seeing 
them live. Other bands on the tape 
are WIid StaM, CCCP-TV and 
White Women (RIP). 

My only beef is that the quality 
of the tape itself is pretty lame. I 
mean I've cranked that sucker way 
up but the response just isn't 
there. A minor flaw however, and 
at three bucks a shot (incl. book
let) it's the year's best buy. 

ILAROUE DE FOllTUNt; I 
The hardest gigging new band 

has got to be the MIA 's. They've 
already scored with "Viet Cong 
Girlfriend," a catchy melody with 
soldier of fortune lyrics. The 
MIA's arc entrenched in the rock
as-battlcficld image and if you 
only take one set of clothes off to 
war they arc bound to wear quick
ly. Other song titles are ''Ciga
rettes and Trenches" and "Radio 
Afghanistan." One sight, a 
straight firing line and a somehow 
untimely vision. 

My favorite new local band tape 
comes from 21-645 (Twenty-one 
six four five). The two songs, 
"Copulator" and "Red Red" arc 
equally exciting, fresh and raw. A 
gutsy Comsats with a lyrical ad
vantage, maybe, but more import
ant is that it has taken them only a 
few months to achieve a level of 
presentation which eludes most 
forever. Two cherries in two cups 
of buttermilk. Yahoo! 

Somewhere out there in the land 
of polished wood floors, bare feet, 
tuxedo moons and synthesizer 
banks lies Red, latest Thayer 
Street residents. Their five song 
cassette has this song "It's a Won
derful Life" guaranteed to put 
any depression in perspective. 
Boston sorely needs more bands 
who arc more than willing to ex
plore rather than imitate. 

The Savage Bees have a lot 
more venom in 'em, the Bpeople 
lots more sting but the Angry 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
.Without the 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

B01ton Rock 

Young Bttt seem to be content 
just buzzin' round the pop bottle. 
The songs arc "You're Not Talk
ing to Me'' w/ ''Square One.'' 

ILAMAISONDE DIEUI 
Some bands have all the fun. 

The Clothespins, whose allegiance 
is split between Boston and New 
London, CT, recently played at a 
cast party for Woody Allen's new 
nick at a monicd mansion in up
state New York. Can you imagine 
playing in a private museum/play
ground for a bunch of stu(fed 
shirts? Now if they could only get 
gigs in town .. . 

Available from Fly-Girl, SS 
Bristol St., Cambridge, MA 02141 
is Music for No Man's Land, a 
cassette recorded live during a 
packed, two night showcase in
get this-Iowa. Includes great gar
age n' garbage straight from 
America's heartland. Best cuts are 
The Lost Souls' "Gunfight," A 
Testament of Youth's "Requiem 
for a Priest" and all three num
bers by PollUcal Vomit But get 
this just to hear Burt Ward and 
The Klddles's "The Riddler 
Laughs.'' If you've been dis
tressed by the lack of patronage in 
the clubs lately, a vacation to Des 
Moines would be in order. 

LAMORT 
This one's not easy. Writing 

about unadulterated musical emo
tion never even approaches suc
cess. If I said that the most extra
ordinary vocalist in Boston, bar 

none, is a suburban resident, part
time record peddler, one time cri
tic, present cynic and complete 
dullard, would you guess dfflld 
foold The tapes I finally received 
are filled with a naive guitar style, 
rapid strumming, simple change~ 
and the deepest, most resonant vo
cals anyone's got to offer. The 
songs are classic, the performance 
intoxicating and the delivery pure. 
The passionate spirit of creation 
captured at its inception-in the 
suburban bedroom. On his level, 
the word style is inoperative. 
Dredd will not change over time. 
This observation cuts both ways. 
As such, dredd is a foole. Know
ing him as I do these sounds will 
never circulate to more than a half 
dozen individuals. I would love to 
play them for the world. What a 
dreadful waste. Inquiries to Re
bop Records, 247-0803. 

And since no one's reviewed 
them in this issue, my favorite re
cords at the moment are Fllpptr's 
"Sex Bomb," the Dop' "Walk
ing Shadows" (French Philips 
LP) and Tbc Suburbs' Credi/ in 
Heaven {two LP set from Twin 
Tone). 

Next time: Certain Generals, 
Way Outs, the Hopelessly Ob
scure and if Lou Miami ever gets 
his shit together enough to send 
me a tape of new material, that 
too. Sec ya. 

P;c1ures, background informa
lion, and, of course, tapes (pre
ferably casselte) eilher live or stu
dio, should be sen/ lo Michael Ha
fltz c/o Boston Rock, 268 New
bury St., Boston, MA 02116. 

LACAT 
BENEFIT 

NO. I 
with: ZODIO DOZE 

LIMBO RACE 
ALLEY BEATS 

VITAMIN 
PETIT MAL 

STREETS 
SUNDAY, NOV. 

9:00p.M. 

A 11 proceeds to benefit the first 
issue of PLACATE magazine!!!!!!!! 
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pRirnitJve 
Rornaoce 

DIRECT FROM 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 

PLAYING EVERYWHERE SOON! I 
NOV. 3 - CANTONE'$ 

3 song flexl EP out on 
DOT CITY RECORDS 

Fri., Nov. 6 

WZBC BENEFIT 
NP({IVE TON~ifE · j!:f HtJ[J5oN 

~fl!? fF.15f'"s6 /lc515 
Rt-/J1~ 9'1 KEN 8A't7WK i ti~ CMfl} 
5t-lDE 7/f()W • /ION$ N~VIE5.' 

KEe'f7 ·/ltJ . '6 · J:oot. 

Sat., Nov. 7 The Stompers, Kid Morrocco, The Bangs 
Sun., Nov. 8 WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES, 3:00 p.m. No Alcohol Served 

learuring: The Stompers, The Bangs 
Wed., Nov.11 Nu Muzlk Dance Party. $2.00 cover, $1.00 drinks. Fea

turing: Dreznlak, The Forons, Loki, The Parts 
Fri., Nov. 13 Mike Love (of The Beach Boys) and The Endless 

Summer Beach Band, plus The Steve Geyer Band. 
Sat., Nov.14 Elvin Bishop, The Fire Dept., Tanoose 
Sun., Nov.15 WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES, 3:00 p.m. No alcohol served. 

Fearuring: Someone & The Somebodies 

Tues., Nov. 17 NEW ORDER (formerly Joy Division), Del-By
zanteens 

Wed., Nov. 18 Nu Muzlk Dance Party. $2.00 cover, $1 .00 drinks. Fea
turing: Los Paramounts, The Brass, The Rude Boys, 
Sky Island 

Thurs., Nov. 19 CLAMSHELL ALLIANCE BENEFIT fearuring: Boys Life, 
Future Dads, The Angry Young Bees, The M.I.A.'s 

Fri., Nov. 20 Jon Butcher Axis, The Blasters, Sayne 
Sun., Nov. 22 WCOZ ROCK FOR ALL AGES. 3:00 p.m. No alcohol served. 

Featuring: Jon Butcher Axis 

Citizens for Service Workers presents: 
Wed. Nov.18 
Bunratty's 

188 Harvard Ave., Allaton 
Benefit: 

Eastern SerYlca Workers Assoc. 

Trademarks 

Hypertension 

Introducing: 
The Bars 

Admission 3.00 

MCs: Carter Alan & 
Lisa Carlin of WBCN 

ESWA 
55AdamsSt. 

Roxbury, MA Q2119 
For ti x or more In fo: 

call 427-9899 
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NOVEMBER PICKS 

THU 
5 

SUN 
8 

THU 
12 

SAT 
14 

SUN 
15 

MON 
16 

TUE 
17 

THU 
19 

SUN 
22 

CERTAIN GENERALS, Streets 
If those guys would got rid of tho polyester fashion, I'd love 'om. IRON CITY HOUSEROCKERi 
Fortunately for everyone concerned, their music Is superbly en- FRI 6 ergetlc. Last time the crowd almost tore the walls down. Defl- 1--------'-='-------1 
nltoly a date for your calendar. (Miko Dreese) RUBIER RODEO 

SPORTS PALACE NIGHT, Inn Square Men's Bar FAMs'!r~ FUN 
WMBR's sports talk-show goes public with a llve broadcast from 1----c5-po-rt,...,"'"Po""'1oc-o""'N-c

10
~h~t.-. ----1 

~r~~~~!tq~~~~h~:n~-;~:~: .~~:~~:~v;i;n:~~:1~. ~~~~~t~~ IILL YGOONS 
around for tho so-called "music," as Tho Blllygoons, Customs, CUSTOMS 
Suado Cowboys and Rubber Rodeo all do Justice to tho spirit of SU.I.DE COWBOYS 
their hero, Curly Howard. (Betsy Sherman) RUBIER RODEO 
T.S.O.L., Streets SUN 8 
Tho arrival of T.S.0 .L. marks tho real beginning of LA's hardcore SOMEONE AND THE 
Invasion. (Black Flag and tho Circle Jerks are oldies bands aren' t SOMEBODIES 
they?) Their catchy punk anthems and machine-gun delivery will MON 9 
make you want to dig out those dancing shoos. And don't forget 1--T-R_E_M_E_N_D_O_c.U_S_R-IC_H_A_R_D_-I 
to got a haircut. (Mr. B) TUE 10 
U2, DAVID JOHANSEN, ROBERT ELLIS ORRAL, NESS 
Orpheum UNCTION 
This Is It folks! The most lively, exciting performers I've ever WED 11 
seen. Unfortunately, they're not playing an Intimate hall this time I------R~UccN_E'-S------1 
~~~~dOr~e~;? Someone and the Somebodies were opening. THU 12 

GIRLS AT OUR BEST, Streets ~~s 
Probably the best undiscovered (underapproclated) British band, FRI 13 GAOB have a hard edge, pop lncllnatlons, and a good wit. With a 1-------'---'-'------1 
new album out and throe groat singles this band Is not to be FACE TO FACE 
missed. They' re supposed to be super live, too. (Mr. B) LIFTERS 

WZBC BENEFIT, Streets SAT 
14 

Native Tongue, Jeff and Jane Hudson, films by local artists Kon PAUL RISHELL IA.ND 
Brown and Lisa Crafts and home movies make this reason 1------SU=N'--1'-'5 _____ _. 
enough for showing up. Rumour has It that someone (or Is It CROCKETT 
somebody) else will be playing as special guest. (Naymo Drawp- MON 16 
8~ 1----P-LA--'N-"E.::.TccS..:.T:;,.R_E_E_T __ _ 

NEW ORDER, The Channel RUBIES 
The three survivors of Joy Division have added one more member TUE 17 
to form New Order. Their music Is moody, modern, entrancing, -----Pr-ope--ller_N_lg_h_t ____ .. 
even (gasp) fun. (Betsy Sherman) WILD STARES 
SUBURBS, Streets DANGEROUS IIRDS 

:~~~v"~~~~~r ~~~~alt~~1:.1; g~~:·:~ir.u:h;:l~d ~~ =~~~nfg":y 1-----,C-H_R_1""'s-W:-o-
0
-~-~-S-A_N_D __ __ 

never quite got a handle on. Go••• 'em 'cause they're groat. It's THE REGULARS 
that simple. (Michael Hafltz) THU 

19 
GRACE JONES, The Orpheum 1.R.M.C. 
That was no lady, that was Grace Jones. This model/actress/ FRI 20 
singer may not have good manners, but she sure has good taste, 1----H-Y_P_E_R..:.fc.Ec.N"--S-IO_N ___ _. 
In songs and In musicians (we don't know whether dynamite Ja· 
malcan rhythm section Sly 'n' Robbie will be In her band). You _______ SA_J_2_1 _____ .. 
boys In the front row watch out-she Just might make a man of MARTELLI 
you. (Betsy Sherman) SUN 22 

FRI PROPELLER WEEKEND, Cantone's INCREDIBLE CASUALS 

DEC 4 ~~~:~~~1~!ai'i1~it=~~~~~,;!
0~f~~~~l:~~·~~::,"0~ I1:. 0~~~ t~~~ 1-EM_I_TT_DOO_---'-~-'-Eo'-yN-'-•"

23
""1-A_D_H_A_I_I_T_S--1 
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pallor cassette Is great, but It's Just a small subset of what this TUE 24 
collectlvo has to offer. Bo creative. (Mr. B) o-----P-L_A_N_E_T_S_T_R_E_E_T ___ ... 

JACKALS 
WED25 

TRADEMARKS 
THU26 

NEW MODELS 
FRI 27 

LOU MIAMI• THE KOZMETIX 
SAT28 

PAUL RISHELL IA.ND 
SUN29 

DOWNTIME 
MON30 

East Boston Community News Benefit 
THE STOMPERS 

DEC.1 

= 
= ****** FUTURE DADS 

Whirlwind weekend tour . . 

rl 6th B.U. BACK STREET PUB 
at 7th RALPH'S DINER, Wor
cester 

at 14th THE CLUB w/Natlve 
Tongue & The Alleybeats 

un 15th CHANNEL w/Some
one and the Somebodies 
(ALL AGES!) 

);/--1;/--l;/--lf-¥--¥-

THUS 
ROMANCE LANGUAGE• BRASS 

NORMAL THOMAS 

FRl6 
SS DECONTROL 

GANG GREEN • SCORE 

SAT7 
LEPER• PETIT MAL 

===-

i======~ ~;~t~~=~:'.oo LIQUIDS• LOKI • DETONATORS 

THU12 
MARKY MUSSEL & THE CLAMS 

ARTICLES• DREZNIAK 

FRI 13 
M.I.A.'s • STEALERS 

LIZZY BORDEN 

SAT14 
US ROCK• RAMPAGE 

MON16 
DEATH IN THE SHOPPING MALLS• 21-645 

TUE 17 
ATTITUDES 

WED18 
I'N'T KNIGHTS #3 

ZONE• UPSTARTS• NEEDLES 

THU 19 
VITAL SIGNS• ALASKA• ANNOYED 

FRl20 
TAKE IT 

SAT21 
SUADE COWBOYS• 21-645 

WED25 
T'N'T KNIGHTS #4 = SNEAK PREVIEW• MEDICINE CROW = PUBLIC ALLEY 909 

~ FRl27 
§ SQUARE PEG• SPECIMENS 

i== a----M-.1.-A-_.;-~-~-~8-E-D-LE_S ___ _., 

MARKY MUSSEL & THE CLAMS 

~===!=_ METR~?~)~~~~}}Jw,rs 
HARDTOPS• DECODERS 

HUSER CITY 

I 



where great sounds are born nightly! 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 
11/5 MATT GUITAR MURPHY 11/17 HYPERTENSION 

BAND 11/18 THE BRATS 
11/8 HYPERTENSION -

11/19 LOU MIAMI & THE KOZ-
11/7 THE LYRES plus ANO RY METIX plu1 PLANET ST. 

YOUNG BEES 11/20 THE NEW MODELS plus 
1118 THE CATCH HI-BEAMS 

1119 ICTUS 11122 THE RUNES ptus 

11/10 DOWNTIME STEALER 

11111 NATURAL BOOGIE 
11123 CROCKETT 

11/12 SILVERADO 
11124 MARGO THUNDER & IN· 

TRIOUE 
11/13, 14 THE DUKE ROBILLARD 11/25 THE LINES BAND 

11/15 ANGRY YOUNG BEES 
11128 THE FIRST 

plus KEEPER 11127 MASTERPIECE 

11118 THE FIRE DEPT. 

Telephone: 491-7800 

e and, alon 
-is long enough ago to have become truly white garage-band funk ("Time Has Come 
innocuous by now, they run a high risk of .... Today"), is much more apparent live than 
playing music that's as likely to be forget-; on record. (The dB's travelled en masse to 

dB's are the kind of band that would ; table as it is fun. J!ij the Paradise to catch Verlaine before their 
, someone that hasn't listened to rock ~ Their vocal harmonies are reminiscent of !ti own first set.) 
'1for the last ten or fifteen years to write a ~The Turtles, who themselves were the sum !Iii It's unlikely that even Verlaine could 
!tr erm paper on their music. The way music ~of all the parts of that era's pop. The dB's~ come up with a two-guitar-and-bass blend 
~t'should be." The way they left it back 1musical reconstructions of the same period~ smoother than the dB's, though when com
.iil:hen. Except now sounding a bit better~ have been sifted through the guitar stylings ~ ments on this skillful merging were relayed 
,. wing to technical refinements and a gener-1\ of Alex Chilton (remember the Box Tops?) ~ to Stamey he replied something like, "Oh it 

us allowance of time in-between to get it and Big Star, a group deemed by many to ~ sounds like shit" and walked off indignant-
n, 11 down right. have defined emotionally worthwhile power Mj ly. 

This same "inspirational" element is also '!!I.pop. Chilton's Big Star was also one of the I The dB's have all the ingredients for a 
~ he dB's maJor drawback : No matter how; few groups that rock listeners who were to- t: Great Guitar Band, mcludmg2 NYC under

ell they might do 1t, too much of what ~': tally disgusted by the early '70s looked to as i.~ ground mm1-legends m their own nght-
, hey do has already been done before 

1
~ a great rock hope The band had a d1stmc- ~ Stamey and Holsapple-and they're 

In ass1m1latmg and recreatmg '60s pop- t1ve, nngmg Fender gunar sound, dry but ~ equipped man understated, quahty-mmded 
flJl ra music, they fail to include enough of a ~ ever-resonant, and tned to recapture a care- I way that makes guitar aficionados drool 
, ' ision of their own to go along with the fav- i1 free, schoolday.type theme while evoking I (consier Gene Holder's v.shaped 1967 

rites they have worked over. Though theirs ~ some of the breadth of emotion that one~ Rickenbacker bass cabinet). But oft~n their 
~ s essentially an un-nostalgic recreation, the t4 hopefully achieves by his post-teen years. ~.·glittering guitar bridges are more accom
t B's might do better with a little more senti- ~ dB's guitarist Chris Stamey played bass 1\1 plished than the compositions themselves, 
1~ ent in their retrospective. The appeal of !in a post.Big Star band with Chilton, and~ and some better dB's songs, like Stamey's 
l 60s pop (pop and progressive lines weren't ~both he and the other dB strummer, Peter~ "Cycles Per Second," de·emphasize the 
'. ,f, s clearly drawn then) laid as much in the ~i Holsapple, have been involved in recording~ guitars in favor of a funky bass and dru. m 
•· ipirit and verve with which the music was 'projects that Chilton has had something to 14 backbone (Hol(iler with Will Rigby) and 
, pproached as with the music itself. There, do with. At this point, however, though the~ keyboard fills. 
Ii re present bands-say like Boston's Neats ~dB's are more technically advanced sound- . The second dB's LP, Repercussion, avail· 
\,! r Lyres-who seem to embrace the sixtie.s ~wise than their mentor, they have yet to . able by the time you read this, shows 

1 ith the enthusiasm of a kid collecting base- ~take what they have learned and create~ progression since the release of Stan 
: all cards but come out on top with some- ~something that's all their own. ~ Decibels earlier this year. But the addition· 

bing all their own. Ironically, though~ At Streets in Boston on the last leg of a It al ground charted by new material like 
, ;: nost of the dB's songs sound very familiar, ~recent mini-tour, the dB's warmed up with~ ''Living a Lie'' seems too small a distance 
• '-: hey're difficult to pin down to particular ~ a soundcheck that included bits and pieces~ in too short a time. Which leaves the dB's as 

nfluences, otherwise known as the guys t.: of the Bonanza theme, Mott the Hoople's ~ an extremely likeable band, but very hard to 
ho did it first. ( "Rock 'n' Roll Queen," and Tom Ver-~ love unless you believe they are the ultimate 
Because the era from which the dB's i \aine's work with Television, whose influen:~extension of the sixties. 
- . ~.-;,_ '.'~.J:A~_.i', ·\~~~~.1--...~·~~ .... .::~··· ·~;. .::--· w~ ....... &:~ '\~ ~-· 

THU 5 
fromN.Y.C. 

CERTAIN GENERALS 
NOVEMBER GROUP 

FRl6 
fromN.Y.C. 

RAYBEATS 
SUADE COWBOYS 

SAT? 
fromN.Y.C. 

INDIVIDUALS 
NEATS 
SUN 8 
1-5p.m. 

DARK BRUNCH 
9p.m. 

PLACATE MAG BENEFIT 
ZODIO DOZE• LIMBO RACE 

ALLEY BEATS• VITAMIN 
PETIT MAL 

TUE 10 
THE HEIGHT BENEFIT 

WED11 
"DARK WEDNESDAY" 

THU12 
from LA 

r.s.o.L. 
M.1.A.'s 

FRI 13 
from LA 

BLASTERS 
ALLEYBEATS 

SAT14 
LYRES 
Bomp. 

PLAN NINE 
SUN15 

from England 

GIRLS AT OUR BEST 
MON 16 

WZBC BENEFIT 
WED18 

"DARK WEDNESDAY" 
THU19 

from Minneapolis 

THE SUBURBS 
FRI 20 

BUSH TETRAS 
NATIVE TONGUE 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS 
SAT21 

BUSH TETRAS 
DARK 

M.1.A.'s 
SUN 22 

SPECIMENS 
DANGEROUS BIRDS 

TBA 
WED25 

"DARK WEDNESDAY" 
THU26 

SPECIAL TURKEY SURPRISE! 

FRI 27 
CERTAIN GENERALS 

SAT28 
from NYC 

POLYROCK 
SUN 29 

CLASSIC RUINS 
SQUARE PEG 

TBA 

1239 Comm. Ave., Allston 



~ 13 PHOTOS OF YOUR 
I-----+--+--+- FAVE WAVE STARS:____.____,_____,_, 
1----+--1--+--THE GO-GOS THE JAM,,---1-----+----1--1--1 
f----+--+-1- LENE LOVICH,ADAM ANT, +----+--4-----1 

BILLY IDOL & 8 MORE ..• _,___.______.__ 
l--+--4--11---+-- IT'S A CALENDAR TOOl-+-+--1--1--1---1--J 

IN YOUR FACE 
1982 CALENDAR 

photographs by B.C. Kagan 

SEND 6.50 PLUS 1.so P.&f\. 
TO: KAGAN KALENDA

8
R 

43 WINTER STRE 
80STON,MA.021os 
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102 FM WL YN Celebrates 

NEW ORDER 
For two weeks beginning Tuesday Nov. 3 
• The music-from Warsaw through Joy Division to 

_New Order, once every hour between 6 p.m. and mid
night. Some you've never heard before. 

• The story-the history of this remarkable band and 
their powerful impact on modern music. 

• The prizes: 
• Free tickets to see New Order at the Channel Nov. 

17. 
• Free Joy Division and New Order records. 
• Special surprises . 

WLYNAND 
NEW ORDER 

"THE SOB SISTERS" 

Beula and Beatrice have become notori
ous in the Boston area for their ability to 
'make anyone's problems seem insignificant 
... Basically because theirs' are so big , 

Beatrice, recently indicted for giving lip 
service at the cosmetic counter at Wool
worth' s was suspended from Katie Gibbs 
performing in the All Nude College Review 
at an und isclosed location in the Combat 
Zone. 

She now resides in Brockton with her ex
husband, his wife, their four kids and a 
stray poodle named feces. She is a freque nt 
aud ience participant in Miller's Court, 
reads Harlequ in romances to the blind and 
disab led, and has recently been seen in the 
company of "you know who" (name any
one, you're probably right). 

Beula is a nurse. Need we say more .. 
These gals have done it all, seen it all and 

can't remember any of iL In a word they're 
Trash. __ _ 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
Diana Vreeland advises that "One can 

never be too thin and one can never be too 
rich." Now I have a lot of anxiety about 
that. Living in a dump in Jamaica Plain, 
with wall paper by Grandma Moses, is not 
my idea of Fashion Ave. success. I am con
cerned. How do you get to be a rock star 
without being rich already? Who pays for 
the limos and the drugs? Who buys you a 
diamond earring just like "his"? Do you 
have to start with the money? And who is 
going to give ii to you? And what do you 
have to give him/her to get it? Huh? It just 
seems imposisble. And as f ar as being too 
thin, Mr. Loef screws that theory right to 
the wall. So, my question, should you de
cide to accept ii, is: WHAT is Diana talking 

about? 

DearR.B., 

Perplexed, 
Rick Berlin 

In the first place, what's a musician doing 
reading Diana Vreeland? In the second 
place, these days you've got to be filthy rich 
before you can be painfully thin, and even 
Diana knows that to be rich, you've got to 
be able to retain a great tan. 

Affectionately, 
B&B 

DearSisters, ---
/ keep having clean thoughts. Ivory Soap. 

Nancy Reagan. Why is this, when every
body else is walking around with drool on 
their face? Am I crazy or what? 

Dear L.B., 

In Desperation, 
Lavoris Breath 

If dirty magazines, blue TV and self 
abuse don' t help, we suggest that you seek 
immediate psychological counseling. 

Dear S.S., 

Good Luck, 
B&B 

I have a problem that 's so repulsive, I 
never told anyone about it bef ore. I'm not 
even sure I can tell you. Well, maybe I can. 
My girlfried insists on sucking on my big 
toe. Should I suck hers? Can I catch ath
lete's foot in my mouth? Recently, at a 
wake, my girl suggested everybody toss 
their shoes and indulge in a group toe-suck. 
Does she have a problem or is it me? 

Dear Size 9, 
It 's you! 

Signed, 
Size 9 

If The Shoe Fits, 
B&B 

Dear Sob Siste~ - -
Isa stitch in time worth two in the bush? 

DearF.H., 

Signed, 
David Beiber 

a.k.a. "Fungus Head" 

Had your letter arrived on time, we 
would have been able to giVe it the proper 
attention. In the future, remember " it's an 
ill wind that blows no one." 

Sincerely, 
B&B 

Direct and to the 1he poin1. As you can 
see, these gals don ' t mince words. If you 
can take it, send your questions to: 

Sob Sisters 
cl o Boston Rock 
268 New'bu ry SI. 
Boston, MA 02116 

T-SH IRT CATALOG Modern- GUITARS. 
istical P.O. Box !017 Dept. 
C.B. Orinda, CA 94563 USA ' u - 1llll r 

Attn: LocalBandsandCJub R" -o' tll CLASSIFIED ADS ROCK VIDEO Call Red Sha rk 
298-9806 or 749-7732. 

Who Art The Mystery G lrls? 
Fridays l to 4 p.m. 88.1 FM. 

Tom Lasorda is fat! 

SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK twelve issues for ten 
do llars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton , MA 02116. 

Guitar lessons-you don't have 
to go to music school to learn 
how to play guitar. I specialize 
in teaching beginners and inter
mediate players. Learn differ
ent rhythms, styles of music 
and lead playing. Have played 
in many local bands from rock 

Owners . Reach Boston's most 
act;ve club gocn. Space ;n Bos- , 

~~:il~~\~r ~~~~l;;_t{;:re~o\~ @ 
umn inch. Call 266-8787 . 

Punks And Skins Unite! 

Boston's newest punk band lk
caden« is ready to play. We i 
work cheap. Partys, gigs, any
thing. For booking call 646-
9030 after 7 (ask for Jon) 

WZBC Party at Streets , Nov . 
16. Native Tongue, Jeff and 
Jane Hudson and spec, guests. 
Be there! 

Regular Classified Ads 
may be placed by eith
er Individuals or busi
nesses. The individual 
rate is $1.00 per line; 
the business rate Is 
$1.50 per line. The fol-

Name: 

lowing form must be 
used for all classi· 
fieds. 
One letter or space per 
box. Boldface costs 
. 25 extra per word. 

Street: __________ _ 

All classified must be 
prepaid. Mall or bring 
In person to: 
Bolton Rock/Newbury 
Comic, 
268 Newbury St. 
Bo1ton, MA 02118 

Please Include name 
and address whether 
or not you run it" In 
your ad . Ads must be 
in by the last Thursday 
of the month . 

City/Zip: ________ _ 

Phone: 
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I. Allston, MA02134. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Help wipe out trendy over-paid Hey Mono, keep your pants I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I 
EngH,h band' · on! Rick gets embms,ed mi- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
PANTHERBURNSRULEIIII ly! Vi r-+-+-+--r--+-+-+--r--r-+-r-r-r-r-t--t--r-1--t--+--t--r-r-+--1--1 
EAT Records. Catalogue: 400 "'"o~ld-,-n-d -n-ew_R_oc_k-ab_ll_ly-Re-- f I I I I I I I I I I I I I J I I I I : I I I I I I I I 
Essex Street, Salem, Mass. cords! Now in stock at New- kl l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I 

01970 bury Comics. Boston. ~-+-l-+ -i-+-l-l-+-+-l-t-+-+-+-l-+-+-l-+-~ -+-+-+- ~ -l- ~ 
Local Recording, Studio Re- Smegma! I love your ha ircut. I I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I f I I I 
cording, Stage Sound, Simul- Don' t ever cttange. A fan . I I I I I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Comic Obscura Mickey Finney Spit. .. pa rties, functions, a fter I I ·. I I 1 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I 
Productions. PO Box 236 Mil- hours, anyt hing. 267-2556 or I I I I I t I I I I I I I I t f I I I l I I t I I I I 
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~~ a,. managemcntofTbeNcl1bborbood1)1snow 
~ ~.#,~ managing Richard's band Third Rall For-

~.~ mer Modem Lover/Robin Line gu1tanst 

~' ::;.\!'::'~'n:~n;:,~~ ::n:::•;,~: 

~~ cd to debut on New Year's Eve As soon as 
the Future D1d1 get a night off from play-

~ .. · ~ mg The Paradise, they w,11 be recording an-
"A._ V.. ~ a.' other smglc. Shortly after Rubber Rodeo 

O~~ ,,~~. completed recording their debut LP their 

~ ~ • van was stolen, robbing them of all their 

•

~ T..;i guitars, microphones and cowboy boots A "r:J.- new single by Shane Champagne has Just 
~~ ~ been released-but Gary Shane and David 

~ • ~lrs[~;itt~~!~~:~~if f ti.~~~ 
We interrupt this newspaper to bring you 

an officiaJ statement delivered to us from 
the band Ltper .. 

"We even want to have a battle of the two 
bands," he added. 

One of the highlights of the past month 
was seeing Bob SuMr of the Suade Cow
boys jamming with Pl1baa at Spit. Appar
ently Suber was introduced to the British 
band by Spit dj Tony "I always-play-fivc
Ramollcs-songs-in-a-row" V, and the group 
was so impressed with his sax playing (and 
suave looks, no doubt) that they asked him 
to join them on some of their New York 

ROCKIT RECORDS 
ROCKIT RECORDS DOES 

NOT ADVERTISE ON WLYN, 
AND URGES OTHER 
ADVERTISERS TO DO 

THE SAME. 
ROCKIT RECORDS Route One Northbound 

Augustine Plaza, Saugus, MA. 
(617) 233-7805 

"PUNK IS AN ATTITUDE! NOT A 
FASHION. HENCE THE INTENTIONS 
OF THE BAND LEPER, TO EXPLOIT 
THOSE AMERICAN PUNKS WHO 
THINK PUNK IS JUST A FASHION. IN
SPITE OF LEPER'S INTENTIONS, 
WRITERS FOR YOUR PUBLICATION 
AS WELL AS OTHERS HAVE LA
BELLED US AN AMUSING JOKE. HOW 
MUCH DO THESE PEOPLE KNOW 
ABOUT US? 

~:~eJ;ss:~c:/::::~~:fr~~:~~~:~~o~~~ Prop 11 J·.--1 
which they will do if they can raise the air- - e e r 
fare. Meanwhile, Stiff Records have ex· 
pressed interest in the Suades. 

LEPER STANDS FOR AN INDIVIDU
AL'S RIGHT TO THE FREEDOM OF 

. SELF-EXPRESSION. THE NEW RIGHT, 
MORAL MAJORITY AND OTHER FOR
CES WHICH THREATEN TO WIPE 
OUT, DESTROY OR ELIMINATE THAT 
FREEDOM, WE OPPOSE. LEPER, IN 
THIS CASE, REFERS TO THE ISOLA
TION THAT OCCURS WHEN AN INDI
VIDUAL BECOMES JUST THAT. WHE
THER IT BE MUSICAL, VISUAL OR 
POLITICAL, WE USE FASHION, NOT 
FASCISM, AS THE WEAPON. OUR 
SELF-EXPRESSION IS YOUR FUN." 

StrHts has just added its name to the 1--~····••1 ever-growing list of clubs experimenting 
with underage matinees. Their first such P~1.;;._thol1111y 
venture featuring City Thrtll1 and Native 

Tongue was poorly attended-but hope- ,---.c~1.z:::~c~:_rv:.~-=- 1111 
~~e }!:~·~f !~ ::rrct S~~:~~~a~~;~:~ .:..-~::;~:;~::..-:,. PiS y .::..:i-..;;.;t• 
Barb KJuon raced City Thrills through a sel 11-, C".··-=··--11/-.f".IZI•" =,-. .,,"' l•EJJ -··-reminiscent of their early days as a punk ~. _______ ·~-
outfit. 

Speaking of early days, Star Rhythm Re-

cords will be reissuing the classic Rtal Kid, 1~ • • • ------_ 
single "All Kindsa Girls." Former Johnny ------
Barnes keyboardist Judd Stone is in the stu· 
dio recording the followup to his fabulous 

1
• ~ • • • b 1 • • 

Onyx single. He also hopes 10 pu1toge1hera spinning lS e ieving 
hv~ft~:~;:~hsco~nMz reunion that was ru- ------~---

-LEPER 

p1!0n~~c~~~0:1:;:~ it1:.::sc-::t~:e:~=~ ~:r~td.:~r~:

1

~h~~c;:~~:=n~::r::f;:!: 111 ••~ ~I ~ • 
as Leper) wish to be taken seriously. Fun- caped arrest at FaneuU Hall the other day ~a \_ ,. 
bu::::~~:·earth-shattcring noozc, it seems th;.~~:nw~~:d:o~~:C1~u~:!1~~:~ s~~: 1 •. • 1 '1 I • ! ~ .llll I 
that (much to his surprise) New Model,' Cooper plays drums m Petit Mal a two r/ ' 'ii · f 
keyboardist Sten Thurber has recently dis- piece band And our long-ha.ired ty~esetter ,-.j ~ 
covered that his wife can have a baby in less Brutt Stallsmith plays crucial bass m 13. ~. ,~ I 
time than it takes for his group to put out a Magnus John1tone, one of the publishers of <.\· 2 / 
single. Now that their, debut forty-five is Ji· the new JocaJ reggae mag Judgemenl Ttmes ) ~ ~ 

naffy out, there's hope that they can make now has hts own radio show on WMBR, - / ..--• - --.:: , 
another one before his kid enters the second Tuesdays from 8 11 p m 11 ·-~ II I II I 
grade. Our old fritnd.Crus has pulled off a mir- ·-

Nc:c::!1!~'b:t~~~~~rl~~t:i~I ;~ ~:~~ ~WB:\CowNf ~oanb~d~W~h~LtY:N:,!: :OC:!o~~Pa::as~~~~ I ;' ~~';~t 1 • • • P ... n s--~-
the month of the delayed record. But don't 
take my word for it, just ask Detente's Mike Emenon Collqe's WERS has been hav- ~ 
Bastarache (Native Tonaue), Star Rbytbm'1 ing its problems lately. "The school is really 

Dave Pierce (Bay State Roc:k), Boston In· cheap," says dj Peter Choyce. "At least I - - •• -~-
ternadonal's Wayne Wadhams (The Hot once a year the transmitter blows up. This &-lld Stare, .in le 
Data) or anybody at Propeller. year it blew up and they didn't want to -

Both the Propeller cassette and the new spend money to fix it." For the better part distributed by Rounder, . 
People In Stores record are finally out. I of the fall the station has been operating on liropeller Records •• l]oukh Eut India, Systemati:I, 
haven't heard P.l.S. yet, but the cassette just ten watts. 11 Parkvale Ave., No. 1 Skydisc, Important, Faulty, and 
was definitely worth the wait. Tragically John Surdte of Boys Life caused a bit of Allston, MA 02134 Disc Trading 
only four of the groups (The Neats, Dan• a stir at a benefit concert sponsored by the - - - - - -
aero us Birds, WIid Stares and V ;) on the Revolutionary Communl5t Youth Brigade. 
eighteen song tape arc still together. Ex- According to John, his band was "deceived 
Map Judy Gruenwald has a new band (with into playing" the show. "It was supposed 
Beth of The lmteps) that will be recording to be a benefit for the FJ Salvador Guerrll
for the label very soon. And if The Neats las," he claims. "But when we got there it 
haven't already had their share of ''delayed became obvious that nobody [in the audi· 
blues" they will soon, for rumour has it cncc) knew what the cause was. But every
they've just signed with Act of Hearts Re- body knew it had somelhing to do with the 
cords. Also forthcoming (i.e. sometime this Communists. So when we got on stage we 
decade) will be an EP by Bird Sonas of the - announced, 'We want you to know that we 
Mesozoic featuring (among others) Mission don't support the Communist party ... in 
of Burma's Martin Swope on dental floss fact we think they suck."' Congratulatory 
and guitar. letter and/or hate mail (Letter bombs?) can 

Rolling Stone magazine recently ran a be sent to the Boys Life Fan Club P .0. Box 
half page story on the Missions in which 651, Malden, MA02148. 
they called !heir music "accessible enough That's aJI for now. If your group hasn't 
for an AM pop station." Well what do you been mentioned in this space, then either 
know? you haven ' t done anything or you didn't tell 

t::ven Richard Nolin admits " this could an ybody. Write: Nayme Drawper c/ o Bos
come as a surprise" but JM Casey (with ton Rock, 268 Ne"'bury Sr., Boston, MA 
whom he once had a bitter dispute with over 02142. 

ANZALONE AXED! ALBERT IN! 

On the afternoon of Monday, November 2, Rich Anzalone, a four year em
ployee of WLYN-FM was fired. WLYN Vice-President Richard Baley refused 10 
discuss why Anzalone was dismissed. However he stressed that WL YN is still 
committed to playing the music pioneered by Rich at the station. 

According to Anzalone, the station gave him "no real reason" for the ac
tion. Rumours have it that friction between Anzalone and the station had existed 
for some time. 

WMBR/Spit dj Albert O has been hired to fill at least three of Anzalone's 
six shifts. Albert applied for a job at the station many months ago, and didn't 
know he was going to replace Rich until less than an hour before his first shift. 

Needless to say, Anzalone and his contribution to the local scene will be 
missed. We hope to see him surface again very soon. And yet, when it came to 
selecting a replacement, a better choice could not have been made. 

-Greg Reibman 

Boston Rock 





Recorded music 
lsyourbest 
entertainment 
r11lu11 . .• 
Buy It once, 
11nJoylt11 
llfetlme. 

See U2 at the 
ORPHEUM 
THEATRE 
Nov.14th 

U2·BOY 

$5.99 
LP/TAPE 

$5.99 
LP/TAPE 

TheWORLD's 
Largest Prerecorded 

Tape Selection! 
3rd Floor of the 

Downtown Washington St. 
tion! 

MARIANNE FAITHFUU 
,l Includes Sweetheart/ Intrigue 
· Easy In The City/ Tenderness 





I Blitz • New Romantic • Punk • Heroic • Medieval • 
,0 'V.O Current-Age Fashion . . . whatever the name, you know the 
C, f C, look . Free flowing fabrics, waistcoats, sashes with lassies, 

sailor -front breeches, balloon sleeves, pleated cuffs, 

J)erg I- 1/':t Ta V7f9- cavalier boots, hooded frocks, and studded yokes .. . LJ Y.1 JIVU.1 • From Errol Flynn to Douglas Fairbanks . From Frodo to Zorro. 
From British Boutiques to Big Apple Emporiums. 
And now· right here in Boston! 

GOOD TIMES BOSTON • 2nd to none in their collection 
of nouveau dress for men and women. 
Along with this array of romantic fashions you'll 
find a complete line of T· shirts and accessories, 

Italian jeans and cords, and Coty award· 
winning designer lines such as Basco, as 

featured in GO. Good Times Boston .. . 
we"re very that way ... and 

a whole lot more . 

SPECIAL! 
Bring this ad and get 

.£§'&ff 
Otter good till Dec. 31 , 1981 

228 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON · 536 • 2365 
Mon-Fri 10-7 , Sat 10 · 6 



EPOUTNOW 

AND AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE 
Featuring: Skintite Stuck on the Same Refrain Love at 1st Sight Perfect Wave Produced by Ric Ocasek - -See Peter Dayton recorded LIVE 

on BOSTON . .. LIVE! 
December 14th & 16th at 6:00pm 
and on VIDEO DISC 
December 18th at 6:00pm 
All on Channel 68! 
(No Cable or Decoder needed.) -

Management & Bookings: 

Starstruck Productions, Inc. 
645 Beacon St .• Box 147 
Boston. MA 
(617) 267-1551 



DISTRIBUTED BY ROUNDER RECORDS 



western wear. . . end assorted togs 

298 Boylston St., Bo,ton 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Artngton Station) 

Spec/a/! $189.50 value black leather pants 
NOW$149.50 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos in any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60's peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pants, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new "Loco" Boots 
... and lots more! 
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sign by John Bru11cr. 

Boston Rock 19821 
Beginning In January, Boston 

~ock wlll bv publlshvd on thv third 
Thursday of vach month. 
Display and Classified ad deadline: second Thurs
day or the month. 
Clubland deadline: second Friday or the month. 
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6 Boston Rock #24 

To Joan McNulty, 
We feel that your letter disapproving of 

Jon Anastas' being allowed to review Pete 
Shelley's "Homosapicn" (BR 23) was very 
out of line. Attempting to discredit Anastas 
on the basis that he is only sixteen is totally 
unfair. 

Is there a certain point in time when a 
person becomes mature, responsible and 
knowledgeable enough to write a record re
view? Is a high school diploma a mandatory 
prerequisite for working on a newspaper or 
magazine other than our high schools' 
newspapers and yearbooks? Should we 
push ourselves through high school and 
learn aJI our Math and English and just 
keep quiet until graduation day? Is that 
what you want? To keep us safely tucked 
away where we can't gel on your nerves? 
Should we allow our creativity to be sti0ed 
and have adults like you make up our minds 
and State their opinions as ours? Sorry, but 
we arc not a silent minority, and we never 
will be. 

You see, your letter docs not apply to Jon 
Anastas alone. It applies to all of us, be
cause he is one of us . You represent all of 
those people who condescend to us and 
won't listen to us because we are young and 
inexperienced, and subsequently stupid. 

We agree with Boslon Rock's decision 
not to allow you to do the Pete Shelley re
view. There was clearly a conflict of inter
est. And we sincerely appreciate the fact 
that Boston Rock has enough faith in Jon 
Anastas and a couple more of us to allow us 
a writing outlet in what we consider a quali
ty product. 

Ironically, it is people like you who en
courage us to keep working, to explore all 
possibilities open to us, 10 keep striving to 
accomplish all we can, to develop our po
tential, and to state our opinions whenever 
we can. People who think like you inspire 
us to work that much harder in order to 
prove you wrong. And we will. 

I was shocked and disappointed to sec a 
modern day witch-hunt taking place against 
a young DJ named Amy Wachtel. Having 
been a listener of Ms. Wachtcl's, a happy 
one at that, I don't sec what all the fuss is 
about. I hope Master Naymc's ravings arc 
nothing personal? Then again, getting your 
name in the papers is always good publicity. 
I thank you for making Amy Wachtel no
torious, Perhaps she can return the favor 
someday. 

I suggest that Mr. Drawper take things a 
little less to heart (when was his last vaca
tion?) and change his last name to Drawers 
because if I was in his-I'd shit in them. 

Sincerely, 
Chloe Barz 

Nayme Drawper replies . . 
Hey maybe I was wrong! Maybe A my isn 'I 

so bad ajler all! I'll have lo lislen sometime. 
Anybody know what slalion she's on? 

Example: Lozaw seems to doubt his own 
feelings on the whole matter; his "criti
cism" often isn't critical at all. Is the fact 
that songs like "Cycles Per Second" "dc
cmphasisc the guitars in favor of a funky 
bass and drum backbone" a BAD THING? 
Tris ain't saying' .. 

I could go on, but BR readers have al
ready been treated to one dull bit of writ.ing 
on this topic. All I can say is that if said 
readers pass up either Stands for Decibels 
or Repercussion in favor of white-bread 
"new wave" like Romeo Void or tired re
tread-rock like Ian Hunter's latest (to name 
just two act$ given uncritical feature space 
m the same issue), they and their record col
lections will be the poorer for it. 

I just can't take seriously a guy who 
couldn't think up a real name FOR HIS 
OWN BAND. 

Sincerely, 
Andy Schwartz 
Editor & Janitor, New York Rocker 
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1 j I I , 1 , , i : , 1-·-i TO EVERYONE WHO CARES (AND 
' • I ' I ! I I . I j -+ I EVENSOMEWHOD_ON'T), 
Ta the Editor --+- This letter 1s to clanfy the facts and put 

I'm sick of" reading about all the new an end to a number of rumors which hav~ 
trendy Boston punk bands. I don't hate been heard around town since my firing 
them but why do you ignore GG Allin? GG fro~ WL YN-FM on November 2, 1981. 
was doing it when no one else would listen First_ of all, to _undc_rstand _the reasons for 
and will be doing it when they all stop. my firmg, a bncf h1sto~y 1s necessary. I 

He is my discomfort and as far as I'm spe_nt four years of my hfc at WL YN-FM 
concerned, is the only band to not compro- trying to make it the stati~n it al_mosl be
misc on anythina;. That band's got guts. came. I_ started as a productmn assistant for 
Who else could get banned from the Rat lhe Italian show soon to move on to a week
and Cantonc's in the same week? end ~nd l~tc night "Bi~ Band" show. II was 

So beware ... GG Allin is No. I in noise at this poml I started l~troducing the audi-
and voice. Long live the No. I animal. ence to a few of the "b_1g bands" of my era 

Marsha Caldwell 
Nashua, New Hampshire 

... The Beatles, Rolling Stones, Jam and 
The Clash to name a few . As time went on, 
although I had basically bent the rules to 
program Rock music on whal was suppose 

m·-J-·_J 
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, : 
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,: j 
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j · to be a Big Band station, management be-----+- ~ gan to see the potential in this music. It was 
ToThcEditor, 1 : I then that "Rich's Rock 'n' Roll Revival" 

Sincerely, I was certainly caught up short when a began. The show featured classics from the 
Dan Adler, Associate Publisher, High busy guy like Tristram Lozaw took the time 60's & early 70's from 6 to 9 p.m. and new 

School Times, contributor, 13-30 Corp. to give the critical shaft to the dB's, espe- & local music, or as I termed it "future 
Anne Rcnchan, Advertising Director, High dally given the muddled and pointless man- rock" from 9 p .m. to midnight. The show 

School Times ner in which he chose to do it. expanded from two days to three, then six 
Joyce Linehan, Editor-in-Chief, High Example: The dB's are the kind of band and finally all seven days. This past April, J 

Schoo/Times, AssociatcEditor,Sporls that would inspire someone "that hasn't integrated both formats of the show into 
Eagle, contributor, Boston Rock, , listened to rock for the last ten or fifteen one playing the best in what some people 
contributor, High Wire years." Yet "Tom Verlaine's work with have labeled "New wave" and "punk" 

Sarah Clift, News Editor, High School Television" is an obvious influence on the along with some pop, mainstream and clas-
Times, WMBR Disc Jockey band (albeit ''much more apparent live than sic rock clements ... featuring new releases 

Jeff Giles, Feature Editor, High School on record"), as is the mid-'70s work of Alex as soon as they were received and giving air-
Times ' Chilton and Big Star. So much for the strict play to local music in heavy rotation ... and 

Jane Arena, Entertainment Editor, High "'60s revival" tag. "The New Music Source' was born. My sets 
School Times Example: Tris (may 1 call him Tris?)can't of music were often thematic in content, 

Gerard Cosley, Staff Writer, High School figure out whether these assimilatcd/ rccrc- ~~stt~ !~~it::~r~ -p~~ipsl;~;i;:yofo~thray-, 
Times, Publisher, Conflict, contributor, ated '60s moves arc an ultimate plus or min-
Boslon Rock, contributor, High wire us. He never comes nat out and says that CONT. on page 8 

Eric Anderson, Staff Writer, High School the dB's lack "the spirit and verve" of their .... ,..._.._.....,_.._. __ ._. __ ._.. .... 
Times ostensible models (Beatles, DC-5, who- Boston Rock welcomes your letlers. All 
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,' . • ,,_ ever), but only that the Lyres and Neats do correspon ence must, or the purposes of 
it better . The fact that anybody with a good verification, include IM wriler's name, ad

Helium Voice, '60s punk collection could pin every Lyres dress and telephone number-and lhese 
I picked up a copy of your paper-to catch riff to its original source (which is NOT a may be withheld al your requesl. All lelters 

up on the Boston music scene-a scene I knock on that excellent band) but that Lo- are subjecl to ediling. Write to: Your Hcli
uscd to enjoy and participate in be-fore zaw can •1 do the same to the dB's songs um Voice c/ o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
moving to New York. _seems to be forgotten. St., Boston, MA 02116. 
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BOSTON'S BEST NEW WAVE & VINTAGE CLOTHING 
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~ 

Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! 
273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 

STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



Publisher's Notes 
by Mike.Dreese 

BOSTON ROCK INC. ... 
.. , is the new publisher of Boston Rock magazine. Formerly owned by me and 
John Brusger as part of Newbury Comics, it is now owned by .. er . . . me and 
John as Boston Rock Inc. 's sole stockholders. Anyway, what this change means 
is that there is no longer any legal connection between the two. But of course it's 
all still done by the same wonderful people who've always made it so much fun to 
work at. 

TWO NEW UP AND COMING BANDS . .. 
. . . which are worth checking out are are PROLETARIAT and THE DANGER
OUS BIRDS. The former hails from quite a ways out of town, so they might be 
difficult to catch, but they put on a very interesting show. Somewhere in between 
Killing Joke and Public Image. The Dangerous Birds are written about elsewhere 
in this issue, so I'll just add my recommendation. Catch these folks now while 
they're young I 

PROPELLER RECORDS AND STAR
STRUCK PRODUCTIONS . .. 
. .. should both be congratulated and encouraged to continue their very different, 
but exciting, approaches to independent music promotion. For those who are un· 
aware, Propeller has released a four·band EP which retails for just $2.00 and an 
incredible EIGHTEEN SONG multi-band tape which retails for just $3 .00. This 
sort of innovative pricing has interested a lot of people in relatively experimental 
material, and of course has scared the hell out of people like myself who put out 
somewhat higher priced records! 

Starstruck has taken a different tack in its efforts, with a very high budget pro· 
motion campaign on behalf of the new Peter Dayton EP . It's nice to see a local 
band get such attention and money put behind it from an independent record la· 
bel. · 

PHIL-N-PHLASH . .. 

dried up. Now if only there was some way Boston Rock readers could find out 
about these shows ... In the meantime it's only twelve bucks on New Y cars Eve 
there. 

ACROSS THE RIVER ... 
. .. The Club in Cambridge seems to be having problems trying to switch back to 
a new music format. At least they have the cutest looking bartenders I've ever 
seen! Now all they need is a decent sound system, some pleasant tapes for when 
the bands arcn 't on and a coherent booking policy. Maybe even some full time in· 
tcrcst on the part of someone. 

Special Notice to 
Local Bands 

Mr. B and I, Mike Dreese, will be doing a survey of local bands for 
the next issue of Boston Rock. We hope to do reviews of SO live per
formances by local groups. If you would like your band to be con
sidered for this survey, please send in the form below: (NO PHONE 
CALLS PLEASE, EXCEPT ON THE DAY OF YOUR SHOW). 

NAME 
NAME OF BAND ______________ _ 

NAME AND PHONE # OF PERSON WE SHOULD CONTACT 
TO GET ON GUEST LIST ___________ _ 
DATES AND CLUBS IN BOSTON METRO AREA YOU ARE 
PLAYING ________________ _ 
This is a sure fire way to get some attention for your group! Send to: 
Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02116 

Tom Giovanniello 
Program Director 

Don Gosselin 
Music Director 



Boston Rock 
End of the Year 
Readers Poll 

1) Best local (Massachusetts-based) band: 

2) Best American Group: 

--, 

3) Best Foreign Group: __________ _ 

4) Most Disappointing Group: ________ _ 

5) Concert of The Year: __________ _ 

6) Album of The Year: 

7) EP of the Year: 

8) Single of The Year: __________ _ 

9) Local Record of The Year: _________ _ 

10) DJ of The Year: ___________ _ 

11) Best Club: ____________ _ 

12) What lndlvldual or organization do you think did the most to 
help the Boston music scene In 1981? And why? 

13) What Individual or organization do you think did the most to 
hurt the Boston music scene In 1981? And why? 

BOSTON ROCK 
must be received by January 12, 1982. 268 Newbury St. 

XMAS SPECIAL. .. 
BUY ONE SUB ... 

Boston, MA 02116 

AND GET THE SECOND FOR HALF PRICE! 
SUI FOIi (Hb nuo?) 

_ EIIClosed ~ IH dollan for a 01t Jtar lost.1 lodl ubstri,liH. 

_ I'd also lib t. Ii" lost.1 lodl 111lift.Elldosed~1111tn fiYI dollan. 

rnt 11bscn,tiu: .... ________________ _ 
lddrm ________________ _ 

CitJ ______ Stat1 ___ f111( .. stildld1) ___ _ 

Sacold 11bscn,tioo: 

·------------------
lddrm ________________ _ 

CitJ ______ Stall ___ ZiJ(-tildldt) ___ _ 

!:~:.:~~16 SUBSCRIBE! 
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J. GEILS 

Seth Justman 

Interview With Peter Wolf and Seth Justman 

The very first J. Geils album was record
ed in 1970-eleven years later, wilhout a 
single personnel change, they've released 
their fourteenth. What follows are some of 
the highlights of a rather lengthy conversa
tion with vocalist Peter Wolf and keyboard
ist-producer Seth Juslmon. While a band 
of their stature could easily sit back and 
reap the benefits of their own success, I 
found Wolf and Justman extremely sensi
tive to the activity and problems of our own 
club scene. At Wolf's request, none of their 
favorite local bands were menlioned, "for 
fear of leaving someone out." 

Boston Rock: / think a lot of people will be 
surprised to see the J. Geils Bond on the 
covero/Boston Rock. 
Peter Wolf: (laughing) Well we're used to 
surprises ... Actually we were honored to 
be asked. We really dig the effort the maga-

zinc's been making ... it's rock and roll. 
BR: We wanted to do ii for two reasons: 
first. because you're a great Boston-based 
rock and roll band, and second, because the 
new album Freeze Frame has a real modern 
feel to it. It look over a year to record that 
album, didn't it? 
Wolf: Yeah it did. We started out in Sep
tember '80. September lead to October. Oc
tober lead to November. We had a whole 
tour set up for February-but we were still 
working on the record in February ... and 
then the next thing we knew it was summer. 
Seth Justman: We were determined to do it 
until it felt right. We were trying some new 
things .. experimenting. 
Wolf: As for making albums that have a 
more contemporary feel to it, that's some
thing we've always tried to do. With every 
album we've done we've tried to show some 
growth. 
Justman: Part of what we do is reactive, we 
react to what we are seeing and the other 
part comes down to discovering and invent
ing stuff. Of course there was a time when 
we were a victim of our own circumstances 
. . . just being in a financial state where 
there were things we wanted to do and ideas 
we wanted to try out but we found ourselves 
unable to do it. It wasn't until we were able 
to work our way out of those circumstan-

ccs, including the new label (EMI], that 
we've been able to put some of those ideas 
into focus. 
Wolf: We used to have a running joke with
in the band that two weeks after we made 
an album they became collector's items. In 
Boston this usually wasn't the problem
but a lot of times it was hard to find them in 
places like Oshkosh or Walla Walla. 
Justman:. . or Chicago ... 
Wolf: ... or San Francisco. It's important 
tht therC is a network that is opening up for 
new bands and independent labels that arc 
a lot closer to st reet level. That's the way 
the record industry was in the fifties. 
BR: Well you survived the seventies-which 
was probably the toughest time. 
Wolf: (laughing) Yeah, we survived it, 
that's for sure. Economically the whole 
country has gone through a shift. The re
cord industry has changed a lot. A lot of 
technology has moved in. A lot of people 
are into cassettes and home taping. 
BR: /n "Rage in the Cage" (from Freeze 
Frame) you sing about the radio as some 
great salvation. Is there any salvation in ra
dio nok? 
.Jwtman: There's a lot wrong with radio
but it always has represented a certain type 
of freedom. . a release. That's what we 
grew up on. The radio under the pillow. 

photos: Mark Durant 

Peter Wolf 

BR: Peter you used to be an announcer on 
WBCN . .. what was that like? 
Wolf: I was on 'BCN from midnight to sev
en in the morning, seven days a week. It was 
totally free form radio. It was basically a lot 
of rhythm and blues, jazz, early rock and 
roll, and a collection of unusual music. 
More often than not, somebody that was in 
town would drop by ... Muddy Waters, 
Van Morrison, Jeff Beck, David Bowie. 
The college stations weren't playing much 
rock and roll in those days; they played 
mostly classical and jazz. BCN was the only 
one. And compared to most stations in the 
country, BCN is still very exciting. 
BR: Was this before the J. Geils Band start. 
ed? 
Wolf: No. In those days there were blue 
laws saying that music had to stop at mid
night, so we'd be playing in town and end 
our set by about 11:45 and I'd run over to 
the station. If we were playing in Provi
dence or Vermont, I'd tape the show. 
BR: You mentioned playing all this great 
black music. Nowadays it's very rare to hear 
commercial rock stations play any black 
music . 
Wolf: That's right. And that's unfortunate, 
and it's something that I hope will change. 

. CONT. ON NEXT PAGE 
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J. GEILS cont •.•. 
And yet Boston is such a unique place be
cause there are some really fine alternative 
stations. 
Justman: They're especially great because 
they play a lot of local tapes and continual
ly give club and concert information. 
Wolf: When we started out it was a lot more 
fractured. We used to play The Rathskeller 
before it was called the Rat. I remember 
back when Barry and the Remains and all 
those bands played. The place would be 
filled with BU beer kickers who came most
ly to drink and pick up people. Now it's 
good to note that music is more the focus 
and the club isn't as important as who's 
playing. J don't know if the Rat is still like 
that. I haven't been there much lately be
cause there have been some ways I've seen 
them handle scenes a·t the doorway that 
leaves a lot to be desired. 
BR: Do you get out ofren? 
Wolf: Oh yeah! We do rock and rolling. As 
a matter of fact that's one of the things we 
look forward to about coming back to Bos
ton. We dig a lot of the music that's being 
played in the clubs and we try and sneak 
around and sec what's going on. 
Justman: In all our travels, Boston is an 
oasis. 
Wolf: We're fans and we try and be sup
portive of new bands-especially now at a 
time when things are at a real definite crisis 
for a lot of people. I think that bands that 
say something political are real important. 

who is from Texas. I remember one time 
when I saw her stuff in lots of magazines 
and then she disappeared for a couple of 
years. We finally tracked her down some
place in L.A. It's important that we have a 
lot of new alternative things like the college 
stations and the new record labels. A lot of 
things are becoming extremely conservative. 
It's good to sec record stores with access to 
turntables again. Everything is shrink
wrapped these days. . shrink-wrapped re
cords and shrink-wrapped minds. 
BR: Do you see it asa threat? 
Wolf: Yeah. 
Justman: It's dangerous. 
BR: What do you think it will lead to? 
Juslman: I'll tell you what one would hope 
it would lead to is a reaction and a repelling 
of that kind of force. 
BR: Whatdoyoufearit will lead to? 
Justman: Fascism, with a capital "F." 
BR: // you could sum up the music business 
in one or two words, how would you de
scribe it? 
Wolf: Dreary. 
Justman: A business. 
BR: Would you offer any advke to any new 
band that is trying to make it? 
Wolf: A lot of bands tend to get bitter when 
it seems to geJ so tough. The only thing to 
do is have a great belief in yourself. Make 
sure that every time you perform you're 
really putting everything you have behind 
it. And just remember how important your 
one-on-one relationship with each member 
of your audience is. 

"Things are at a definite crisis-everything 
is shrink-wrapped. . shrink-wrapped re-
cords and shrink-wrapped minds.'' 

Another thing we're real concerned with is 
the state of graphic arts. Graphic arts have 
become really conservative and a lot of new 
interesting artists don't really have a chance 
to emerge. 
BR: I'd say the cover to Freeze Frame is any
thing but conservative. 
Wolf: That was done by Georgann Deen 

BR: What about your audience, what kind 
of person isa J. Geils/an? 
Wolf: I don't think a J. Geils fan is any one 
kind ofperson. l think a J. Geils fan is a lot 
of different people-but basically a J. Geils 
fan is someone who eats three square meals 
a day and keep himself prim and proper at 
all times of the day and night. 
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BR: So it's not like the guy that puked on 
my shoes the last time I saw you at the Bos
ton Garden. 
Justman: That guy was one. I spoke to him. 
Wolf: You know they've been doin' the 
slam at our shows for a long, long time. 
BR: Can we expect many changes in your 
live act? 
Wolf: As the music changes clements will 
add in-but if you see a group like The 
Who or The Pretenders you can expect that 
they're always going to have a certain ap
proach to the stage. For us a lot of our ap-

BR: Everything is so labeled now. A record 
like Freeze Frame should and could get 
played in so-called "new wave" dance clubs 
-but I suspect that many DJs will see the 
group's name and never bother listening to 
it. 
Wolf: You're talking about dumb assholes. 
Justman: It's just as bad to have a precon
ception about the J. Geils Band as about 
anybody else. 
Wolf: These arc people who arc supposedly 

• into music-for music. If it's got a groove, 
and you dig it, you should play it. 

"I'm sure that when some people think of 
the J. Geils Band they picture some group 
that just goes crazy while their audience is 
busy throwing up." 

proach comes from the influences of a lot of 
great black r&b shows ... the idea that the 
stage is a real sacred territory. Recording is 
one thing-but playing live is a whole other 
dimension. You really try to entertain and 
communicate. 
BR: Do you see yourself as part of any tra
dition? 
Wolf: I don't know. We don't consciously 
say we arc any kind of tradition-but 1 
know we're a rock and roll band. 
Justman: The tradition we try and uphold is 
to have a respect for the stage and our audi
ence. Other than that, I see our tradition as 
a tradition of moving on. To explore and 
move on. Not get too serious and not get 
too stupid. 
Wolf: We feel we have a special opportuni
ty to travel that a lot of people just don't 
have. When we do, we keep our cars to the • 
ground and keep both eyes open. There 
have been times when we could have com
promised, or taken some easy way out but 
we refused to do it. We've never tried to 
jump on any bandwagons. But to some peo
ple I'm sure that when they think of the J. 
Geil Band they picture some group that just 
goes crazy while their audience is busy 
throwing up. 

BR: Have you ever thought about pursuing 
any solo projects? 
Wolf: There's interest, but I think there's 
enough openings in the band for everyone 
to do their own thing. Besides if I was gon
na do a solo album I'd call up Seth and ask 
him ifhe wanted to produce it, and I'd pro
bably ask J. if he'd want to play guitar on it 
and before you knew it, I'd have the whole 
band. It all comes down to determining 
what you wanna do. I know that what we 
wanna do is be able to have the freedom to 
continue to make really interesting records 
for ourselves and people who care about us. 
And put on rock and roll shows that are as 
good as we can put on. That's all we ever 
wanted to do ... Like I said before, we do 
rock and rolling. 

The J. Geils Band: 
Peter Wolf-vocals 
Seth Justman-keyboards & vocals 
Magic Dick-harmonica & sax 
J. Geils-guitars 
Daniel Klein-bass 
Stephen Bladd-drums and vocals 
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THEDEVODILEMMA 
HOW DO YOU TELL THE WORLD IT REALLY 

ONLY-DESERVES POTATOES WHEN SOMEONE'S 
GOT IT CONVINCED IT SHOULD EXPECT 

STUFFING? 
by Betsy Sherman 

Do you get the feeling lately that the 
world is beating Devo at its own game? The 
leaders of the world today run like a car
toon parade: The Cowboy President, mis
sile-toting "diplomat" General, Big Bad 
Bearded Ayatollah ... And things must be 
mighty fine when we've got an astronaut 
named Richard Truly. Shouldn't all this 
have come from the minds that gave us yel
low suits, The Poot, and the theory of de
evolution? 

They may not have made it up, but they 
saw it coming, with a vengeance. "Freedom 
of choice/ Is what you got/Freedom from 
choice/ Is what you want." Thus a country 
finds a father figure. 

Deva's Jerry Casale and Mark Mothers
baugh are not exactly sitting around gloat
ing. "We knew exactly what was gonna 
happen, as did a lot of people, and it's hap
pened even faster and bigger than anybody 
could have expected," allows Jerry. "The 
country's a different country than it was 
nine months ago. We're horrified by it, this 
swing to nostalgia and the past, romanticis
ing and worshipping old traditions as if they 
were morally superior and worth following, 
when really they're responsible for how 
screwed up people are." 

New Traditionalists is Devo's assault on 
1981. 

members are picked out in detail. Jerry: 
"Most of the people in that poster, the ones 
who want to kill us, represent individual 
manifestations of old traditions: fat men in 
double-knit suits preaching born-again 
Christianity, neurotic consumer house
wives wielding rolling pins alienating their 
children and their husbands, groovy cow
boys, groovy peace-medallion-wearing hip
pies, devolved punks and pirates, and then 
The Wad, the big wad that follows them. 
Those people, each in his own way, repre
sent old traditions: fear, superstition, guilt, 
and sin. The kind of things the society's 
based on: work, disease, and punishment. 
We're tired of those traditions, and we're 
trying to suggest alternatives to the way of 
thinking that leads people to those kind of 
ends, leads them to live those kinds of 
lives." 

As is usual with Devo, the songs on the 
album are complemented by features like 
the poster and the cover's graphics, but the 
most effective manifestation of its concepts 
is the live show, 'which this time was at the 
Orpheum. 

Some old traditions continue: the evening 
opened with the Devo films, some old fav
orites and some smashing new ones. The 
preface featured Devo-don General Boy 

(a.k.a. Daddy Mothersbaugh) giving us 
tips on concert survival: "Remember: con
certs, like life, can be dangerous. Don't act 
like cattle at a round-up. Don't get burned 
by a spud or spudess holding a lit cigarette. 
Protect yourself from the ninnies and the 
twits. The enemy is at the gate, and the ene
my is the human mind itself, or lack of it, 
on this planet." 

The curtain opened on This Year's Set, a 
luminous Greek temple facade (you can 
make your very own cardboard replica if 
you bought the tour program, and people it 
with finger puppets of each Devo member). 
Between the temple columns were three 
treadmills, trod on by three Devos, a neat 
metaphor for the yoke of the old traditions. 
For most of the first part of the show, slides 
were projected in the three compartments to 
complement the songs. 

The costumes this year were functional: 
gray suits just like Mr. Bagley, our elemen
tary school janitor, used to wear ("We're 
through being cool. . . gonna clean 
some house"), and those 
wonderful black plastic 
pompadour hairdos. 

Mid-show the set piece developed. The 
temple facade was stripped away to expose 
its scaffolding, and the Devos made a quick 
change to t-shirts, shorts, and knee-pads . 
The second half featured songs from the 
early albums. 

It was a concert of vivid images: the slides 
to "Soft Things" which juxt:J.posed a cutesy 
drawing of a blonde little girl with medical 
photos of flaccid, diseased bodies; Mark 
giving the front row a few good licks with 
his belt during "Whip It"; "The Super 
Thing" with Mark on top of the temple 
playing evil marionette-master over Bob I 
during the guitar solo; band members 
swinging from the scaffolding during {what 
else?) "Jocko Homo." 

The final encore, "Working in a Coal
mine," had a prerecorded musical backing, 
leaving the band free to act. Through the 

... CONT. ON NEXT PAGE 
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DEVOcont •.•. 
smoke you could make out Bobs I and 2 
and Al swinging picks on lhe treadmills, 
and Jerry and Mark on the upper level, 
wailing. 

"Coalmine" was Devo's contribu1ion to 
the Heavy Metal movie. What attracted De
voto that song? "'Working in a Coalmine' 
kind of represents the epitomy of the twen
tieth century," explained Jerry. "People 
workin' and goin' down down down. I like 
the voice, the existential cry of anguish 
'Lord, how long can this go on?' and the 
answer is it can go on forever (diabolical 
giggle). It's like an R. Crumb comic that 
says 'The End (except for these guys)' and 
points to a group of pinheads walking in 
lock-step off into the sunset, never-end
ing." 

They had not heard the similar version by 
Someone and the Somebodies, whose re
cord was released a few months before 
theirs. Mark: "That song was the first thing 
we recorded as a demo for the Freedom of 
Choice album. After we wrote the other 
songs and recorded them, we decided it 
didn't fit into the format. Heavy Metal just 
became a vehicle to allow us to still put the 
song out.'' (Sorry, Tris) 

Being the kind of all-encompassing oper
ation Devo is, they've been constantly busy 
since the last tour. Writing and producing 
the New Traditionalists album is only a 
part of it. The album was slightly delayed 
due to the defective quality of the master 
tapes ("We'd like to sue Scotch"). Along 
with the album goes getting the rap togeth
er. Dcvo is a band thal is always being asked 
to explain itself, and Jerry Casale seems to 
relish that task. On a Hollywood gossip TV 
show recently he could be heard spouting 
some great phrases, from "We'd rather 
make sense by being absurd than pretend to 
make sense and be absurd" to the stone
faced pronouncement "We don't eat quaa
ludes and drink beer and talk about girls 
and drugs." 

Then of course there are the Devo films, 
visual counterparts to the songs ; which keep 
getting better every year. The bounty 

brought in by the success of "Whip It" en
abled· Devo to make three song films plus 
the General Boy concert-only film. Jerry de
tailed the band's total involvement: "Mark 
and I write the films, write the storyboards, 
and I direct them. We took about three 
weeks planning them and then Chuck Stat
ler, who works with us and shoots the films 
and acts as producer, came out. We spent 
another five days with him. He put together 
the locations, engineered executing those 
plans. Then we shot for about another week 
for these three pieces we did, and spent the 
next two weeks editing.'' 

The "Through Being Cool" film signals 
new hope for the future: a group of sharp 
teenagers zap the hell out of the old tradi
tions embodied by leisure-suited couples, 
joggers, and posers. "Love Without An
ger" features chicken/rooster-headed lov
ers pecking their way in and out of happi
ness (the woman/Chicken recalls the crea.
ture at the end of the movie Freaks), chron
icled by the five Devos as choir boys. 

"Beautiful World" brings back our old 
friend Booji Boy. His pudgy face is brim
ming with innocence and vulnerability, he 
desperately wants to believe in the goodness 
of the world. On a video screen in a classi
cal garden he is shown images of man's 
dreams for a better future, which quickly 
degenerate into a sad document of the pre
senl. Booji performs this song in concert, 
too, in a plaid jumpsuit with a portable syn
thesizer strapped on. 

It's good to see how characters like Booji 
Boy and General Boy (who has a writing 
credit op "Enough Said"), and the Devo 
vocabulary ("spuds" vs. "aliens") arc still 
gomg strong. Jerry expressed the band's 
loyalty to its original concepts: "They still 
mean a lot to us. Of course things don't 
stand still, Devo would be against that al
together. We established the Devo family 
and a little universe of Devo -reality, with 
autobiographical kind of references. lt 
could only get' more developed, it could 
only get better. If we were successful at it, 
more and more people would get into it like 
they get into the Lord of the Rings trilogy or 
Star Wars or an hin like that where it's an 

alternative reality, another story, another 
myth that they can get something fi-om.'' 

Beyond Devo . .. check out the bottom 
corner of the above-mentioned New Tradi
tionalists poster and you'll find the address 
of the Sub-Genuis Foundation. Who"? Jer
ry beams with evangelical pride: "It's an 
important kind of an organization out of 
Texas. It's a group of people who, from 
their own perspective, have been parallel to 
the Deva's orientation towards the world. 
They have a little publication and they have 
a lot of literature, pamphlets and stuff they 
put out. They have a yearly convention, 
which is going 10 be held at the same time 
we play in Texas. They're very 'devo-esque' 
people. Their sense of aesthetic and a lot of 
their attitude is in line with Devo thinking. 
We like them quite a bit, and I think more 
and more people are going to hear from the 
Sub Genius Foundation as it gets bigger 
and bigger. II may even take over Devo In
corporated." Besides contributing the pos
ter 10 the New Traditionalist cause, the 
founder of the Sub-Genius Foundation also 
animated the Barbie and Ken domestic 
quarrel sequence in the "Love Without An
ger" film (she rips out his legs, he knocks 
off her head, and they live happily ever af
ter). 

There's a physical side to Devo that 
usually gets passed over in Cavor of the cere
bral side. Let's face it, hasn't anybody no
ticed how, in Devo songs, gaps are always 
being filled, poles being shoved into holes1 
It took "Whip It" for people to notice these 
references, and unfortunately, in that case 
too many people only caught on to that one 
dimension. From the toilet humor of their 
British B-sides ("Soo Bawlz" and "Pene
tration in the Centerfold") to the cock-eyed 
anthropology of "Jocko Homo," Devo has 
tried to show up a human race that is ob
sessively embarrassed by its functions. Devo 
has always dealt with that eternal struggle 
between the upper and lower halves of the 
body. 

Let us not forget that we are dealing with 
Devo Incorporated, and that the second 
name is all part of the fun. The band gets 
slammed for its aggressive marketing (late-

ly, the album sleeves have been order 
forms), but the products are integral to the 
concepts. This year's spud turtleneck 
("speak no evil"-it goes right up to nose 
level) says almost as much as any song on 
the album. In no way is the paraphenalia an 
afterthought. Jerry emphasizes "Mark and 
I design most of that stuff. We try to main
tain control over the merchandising and 
find people to make it for us according to 
our specifications." One intriguing item 
this year is the Devo E-Z Listening Cassette. 
It's your fave raves mutated for supermar
ket enhancement. 

The corporate image seems to be finding 
its own among other bands now. Public Im
age Ltd. has always talked in those terms, 
and the two members of the British Electric 
Foundation busy themselves with their sub
divisions (including Heaven 17). Jerry Ca
sale is glad to see other bands follow this al
ternative to the "rock" stance: "I prefer it, 
because I think it's a valid aesthetic. When a 
number of bands pick up on it, it reveals it
self to be an important movement." 

In Deva's future lies a feature film; the 
script is written, the financing is another 
story. "Twice we thought a major studio 
was going to do it with us. It came very 
close, to the point where people were sip
ping wine at dinner telling us how it was 
happening, you know, Hollywood-style, 
'This is great, we're puttin' ya in the mov
ies.' We believed it; it was so real that all of 
us believed it." Seems to me I've seen thal 
scene before ... could it have been in a De
vo movie? 

There will be no rest in the never-ending 
struggle to bring Devoto the people, wheth
er the people deserve it or not, not time 10 

count royalties, not time to settle down and 
even ... get a dog1 

Jerry: "I had a regressive urge once, 
something came into my head to get a dog, 
so I asked the other guys in the band to 
make sure that they wouldn't let me do it, 
or if I did, that they'd kill the dog." 

Mark: "He wrote the lyrics to 'Whip It' 
instead." 

MAG4 GO 
MONTE CARLO 

MAN WITH NO NAME 
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Verlaine projects and Hqfitz reflects; 
am not a historian and I have a memory like 
a sieve. But I think ii was sutnmer of 1975, 
or maybe sometime that fall, when I first 
went to New York to see Television, Talk
ing Heads, Ramones, and a bunch of other 
"new" bands. Pop music, an animal lying 
dormant for years, was then being resusci
tated in a new climate, revitalized with new 
altitudes. I don't know if I'm being nostal
gic or just redundant, but I remember 
thinking, while watching those bands, thar 
there was only one other place in the world 
I'd rather be than in front of a fifteen min
ute Ramones set at C.B.G.B. 's ("What the 
fuck was that?") or at a Talking Heads 
show in a space filled with artisrs, patrons 
and even their parents . .. and lhat was lis
tening lo Television. 

Television was cryslalloidial-a special 
subslance which formed a true solulion to 
useless wanderings of counlless two lead 
guitar outfits of lhe day. (One could be 
bashed abour by the sololess Ramones and 
lhen swelled by lhe soulful/ Television.) 
Passion and intellect precariously balanced 
on a nigh/more scale. Drug riddled lyrics 
sung in an uncomfortable quaver. And 
those guitars! Richard Lloyd and Tom Ver
laine, no mailer what Jheir present feelings 
are towards each olher, mode magic togelh
er. Television was a serious band, and you 
had to take them seriously-or nol bother 
at all. 

Of course, The American Record Buying 
Public chose the faller. Afrer an indy 45, a 
Jew twelve inchers and a couple of albums, 
Television, for reasons of this or thal, 
pulled the plug. 

Tom Verlaine's second solo Jong player, 
Dreamtime, is his first for Warner Brothers. 
Fred Smilh, Television's bass player, is on 
the album and in rhe touring band. Richard 
Lloyd has just released a single covering lwo 
vintage Stones hits, his only record since Al
chemy. And Billy Ficca has joined The 
Waitresses. 

I had wanted to meet Verlaine for years, 
not out of idolatry or hero worship (if I re
member correctly, my last was Mickey 
Mantle), bur because of a simulated identi
fication and plain old respecl. Well, precon
ceplions are often as not misconceptions, 
and Verlaine shaflered a good deal. 
Tom Verlaine: I want to sec what kind or 
bad review they gave me here. Let's see. 
"This guy is naky as shit" (speaking about 
the review in last issue or Boston Rock). I 
get really amused when I see these things 
now, good or bad. 
Bo5ton Rock: What have you been doing 
with yourself? 
TV: I guess it must have seemed like a long 
time since the first album, huh? Some peo
ple spend two years between records. I'm 
always working on stuff. I guess I've just 
been livin' my life, sort or workin' all the 
time, gettin' ideas .. 

BR: Did Eleklra make jou even more wary 
of this business? 
TV: Well, to this day I don't know what 
those records sold. It took a long time to get 
off Elektra although it was easy to get an
other one. I was supposed to do three re
cords for Elektra and they didn't want tQ 
let me go. It took a year to get off. The lat
est accounting said that one cassette has· 
sold in Canada in the last six months! 
BR: Why didn't you turn to an independent 
after thal experience? 
TV: Well, you know we started with Ork 
Records. Most independents arc worse, let 
me tell you. They're these guys walkin' 
around pickin' your nose blah blah blah ... 
But that's not really fair-Rough Trade's a 
good one. 

BR: Are you planning any Jive Television 
releases to file next lo the Arrow bootleg? 
TV: That's not a bad bootleg at all. I'm still 
tryin' to find out who did that one. There's 
close to 200 tapes floating around. I know a 
guy who has a hundred shows on tape-ev
ery show we did in New York City except 
for the first five or six. I doubt I'll do any
thing. I'm not crazy about them and it's 
time consuming to sit there and pick the 
better versions, which ones are half way in 
tune, which ones you can't hear the vocals 
on. 
BR: After working wirh Richard Lloyd for 
so long, have you found ii di/Jicu/J lo make 
the rwo guitar thing work? 
TV: Well, I'd add keyboards too if I could 
afford them but they're so expensive to lug 
around . As far as Lloyd is concerned, I 
showed him a lot of what to play, you 
know. I'm not sayin' that he's not a really 
good lead player ... I did so much of the ar
ranging for those guitars. This is only our 
fifth date so it's a matter of getting used to 
playin' together. It's also tryin' to educate 
somebody as to what you have in mind. 

BR: You use a lot of rural imagery in your 
songs, drawing on prior experience I sup
pose, but you've been living in New York 
for how long? 

TV: Twelve years. I'm not aware of draw
ing on anything. The thing I'm aware of 
when writing a song is talking to somebody. 
More than anything else it's like communi
cating with somebody, whether they're in 
the room or whether they're not at the time 
of writing. It's someone specific. It might 
not be the same person. 
BR: Are they usually women? 
TV: They tend to be, yeah. 
BR: But not the same one. 
TV: Well, it might be the same spirit, but 
not the same person. I never think about 
this area so that's why I'm probably a bad 
person to interview. I don't have ready 
made answers. Because I never think about 
it, I'm either forced to make up an answer 
or tell you I don't have one. 

I got this theory that in the bottom line 
no one knows how to do anything. Right 

CM 

now in the literary world and in the an 
world there's a big emphasis on how you do 
it. The people I've admired in the past have 
no interest in how at all. It's just something 
they do. "Where does this melody come 
from?" There's no answers for it-it's sort 
of an ongoing event or something. 
BR: Some of rhe recurrent themes in your 
lyrics, water and ships for instance, have 
strong drug connolations for me, a heroin 
haze or something, probably as a result of 
doing too much Ve/vels. 
TV: What exactly is a drug song? I don't 
associate that with drugs although people 
who take drugs would associate that with 
drugs. I don't really use drugs much any
more and even when I did take drugs it 
didn't have anything to do with what I was 
writing at all. 

I took heroin maybe twice in my life and 
it was 'cause like a year ago I was beat up 
and this guy kicked in my rib, you know, so 
I took it once and it was OK. I took it a se
cond time and it was nuthin'. Even as a 
drug that drug doesn't appeal to me at all. 
BR: Do you listen to Neil Young a lot? 
TV: People told me about Neil Young 
about five years ago . The only thing I knew 
was "Heart of Gold" so I started buying 
stuff but I must have bought the wrong 
ones. Then I heard ''Drive Back,'' this elec
tric sort of stuff and then I knew what peo
ple were talkin' about-a certain spontan
eous element-and I knew what people 
were comparing. It wasn't someone who 
learned a bunch of Chuck Berry, Jeff Beck 
or Eric Clapton riffs. 

When I was a kid, I liked "19th Nervous 
Breakdown,'' before that, five years of very 
heavy jazz. Coltrane. Guitar didn't interest
me at all. Eric Dolphy, Ornettc, that kind 
of expression. I don't draw on that, I don't 
think, "Oh Eric," I'm gonna do ... Know 
what I mean? You draw on your own re
sources of your own self at any given mo
ment. As far as solos go, you 01igh1 play 
one very similar to how you did it on the ff
cord 'cause that's the way it happens in a 
sense. That's the way it sounds good. And 
another time you might do something total
ly different. Sometimes it's much worse, 
sometimes it's much better. 

Tom Verlaine 

BR: Why did you choose guitar? 
TV: I started playin' piano when I was six. I 
played sax for three years, too. I don't 
know. A person might have some desire to 
express themselves in that musicaJ language. 
There may be a thousand people who may 
want to do that and there may be a thou
sand people. who heard something on the 
radio and wanted to do the same thing and 
there may be a thousand people who picked 
up a guitar because their girlfriend liked the 
guitar player. 
· The style is accidental and incidentaJ to 

yourself. I don't even know what it is. And 
if someone tried to tell me what it was, I 
might just walk out of the room. 
BR: A person with your sense of introspec
tion would seem to dwell somewhat on the 
past. How come you haven't written any 
songs about your Television experience? 
TV: Well, first of all, I don't dwell on the 
past. In fact, I have a reaJ good memory but 
the past in the sense of what happened in 
your life isn't that extraordinary from 
someone else's life. There's a number of 
people who had someone very close to them 
die when they were young which makes 
them very much different. Those people be
come aware of something utterly and com
pletely gone. I can't say that I have the same 
sense. I can sympathize with those people .. 
I find that I meet an awful lot of people 
who've gone through that. Maybe I attract 
that type, I don't know, but something 
about the last twelve years in N. Y .. 
BR: Does the city get 10 you? 
TV: Yeah. I went to Maine a year ago just 
to look around. Of all the places I've been, 
Maine is the most appealing. Two things, 
though. Winters arc real rough and jobs 
are hard to find. But if you're a good crafts
man, you can make a living. I don't know 
whether I could be content doing it, because 
I've never done it, but I could easily spend a 
year or half the year there. 
BR: Then whatareyoudoinghere? 
TV: I was real anxious to go on tour again. 
Year before I could have cared less. And in 
December, I want to play the colleges. I've 
never played the colleges before and I want 
to see what goes on there. 1 don't hear great 
things arc going on at the colleges. 

photo: Mack Durant 
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Dangerous Birds 

by Michael Hofitz 

At the Propeller Records party at Spit, 
celebrating the cassette release, the surprise 
of the night was a relatively unknown band, 
the Dangerous Birds. While most people 
there had never seen nor heard of them, the 
response was nothing less than tremendous. 
Not that Spit audiences are harbingers of 
good taste, but this time they recognized 
what will become a band to watch closely in 
the new year . A week later, the Dangerous 
Birds played the Media Workshop and even 
though plagued by a desultory sound sys
tem, once again they converted a different 
yet unfamiliar audience. 

"It was totally by accident that the Dan
gerous Birds are all women," they claim. 
Yet the name fits, all too well. Thalia, Lori, 
Margery and Karen are sitting around Thal
ia's bedroom after an aborted practice cut 

by Carter A Ian 

Matt Langone-lead vocals, guitar 
Jack Morgan-vocals, keyboards 
Dave Morrison-lead vocals, guitar 
Rick Hollowell-bass 
Chris McCauley-drums, vocals 

In Allston, Massachusetts, down by the 
railroad tracks, lies the World Headquar
ters of Smash Records. Cleverly disguised, 
the Headquarters consists of a small, un
assuming suburban-type home in which re
side all five members of the Trademarks, a 
musical family playing rock and roll to pay 
the rent. That's not the main motivation 
though: these guys love the stuff they hear 
and play. Unlike some bands who strive 
towards more material goals, the Trade
marks are destined to survive because of the 
dedication they have for the music they cre
ate. 

The Trademarks are coming out of a dif
ficult period which began after their vinyl 
debut in February '81. While the band 
gained a fair draw of fans in area clubs from 
airplay of "Run for Your Life" and "Ma
fic in Her Eyes," the light textures and 

Stones used to be. Thalia's like Richards 
and Jagger rolled into one." Karen used to 
play drums in the late People in Stores, an
other Propeller band. "In P.I.S. it was like, 
well, friends in a band, you know7 Sitting 
around drinking coffee for three hours, 
practice some. The social aspect was just as 
important as the music. I think the D.B.'s 
are more serious about their music . The 
subject matter is much more diverse as 
well." 

Margery is also a refugee from the Stores. 
She has a long history of musical involve
ment ranging from playing classical flute 
and renaissance instruments to bluegrass 
mandolin and folk guitar. About two years 
ago, a friend handed her a bass and since 
then things haven't been quite the same. 

"Playing bass in a rock 'n' roll band is 
the best. It's down below and it's LOUD!" 

The band practices in Thalia's basemen!, 
a dank space which she points out once 
served the same purpose for Neil Young. 
Thalia writes a bit more than half the songs 
in the band's current set. The kinetic half. 

"The only music I like is the really emo
tional kind. From the heart, you know. 
and that's what goes into my writing. Oth

photo: M. Ratney erwise, why bother?" Thalia's talking 

Green sits quietly smoking intermittently 
and nursing a single beer. Her two solo con
tributions, "She Won't Hear You"/"Pink 
Dress" and "Town Without Pity," stand 
as the most outlandish and outrageous 
tracks on the Propeller cassette. Lori plays 
keyboards in the band, an instrument she 
picked up about a year ago. She is also an 
artist, writes lots of poetry and listens to 
lots of Frank Sinatra. Lori's songs, espe
cially "Johnny" and the tentatively titled 
"Call Me Monday," are bouncier and more 
flavorful than Thalia's darker excursions. 
Staggered throughout the set Thalia's and 
Lori's songs interact beneficially to keep the 
listener well aware of the diversity. "John· 
ny" accompanies "Emergency" to the ra
dio stations for airplay. "It's all about this 
guy," Lori says, "who has all these friends, 
all the girls like him and he gets into a car 
crash. But instead of dying his face gets de
stroyed and he loses 'em all." All this In an 
infectious pop tune. 

And if someone presented the Dangerous 
Birds with the money to put out a record 
right now7 Fran Miller, dutiful manager, 
quips, ''Of course we'd take it.'' The rest of 
the band is somewhat more hesit.fnt howev
er, knowing full well that in just one month 
the improvements will be overwhelming. short by the demands of their first interview about ''Emergency," the result of the most 

and a leaky rehearsal room. recent studio session. r-----:::::::=:::::----1 
The Dangerous Birds are a hard driving "The song is about me, I guess. I write 

rock 'n' roll band whose songs are reminis- about a certain person but sing about some-
cent of The Seeds, Echo and the Bunny- one else. I feel really naked when I sing ... I 
men, even Bill Justis. The best thing about hope the audience doesn't really under-
these observations is that they are plainly stand.'' 
reviewer suggested. I doubt if anyone else Through most of the interview, Lori 

would come up with similar impressions. r-----========-----. 
But one thing's for sure; the Dangerous 
Birds do not sound like a "girl group." 

"I know this sounds pretentious," Karen 
says, "But it's really fun to play in this band 
because it's like I'd imagine the Rolling 

Jack. "We get creative tension by compel· 
ing to write the best song we can. Everyone 
writes and when thr band rehearses new ma
terial, only the best is chosen. It's healthy 
competition. 

In order to rid the public of current mis-1----~-~-~~~~-~ conceptions, the Trademarks must go out 
of their way to promote their live sound. 
One of the Trademarks' earliest songs, 
"She Only Gives It to Me," will be featured 
on the upcoming Modem Method Compila
tion Vol. 2. lt draws a direct contrast to the 
first single, a spitting rocker driven by gui
tars and organ. The band has also recorded 
a new 4S at Music Designers which consists 
of two flat-out rock and roll tunes. Rather 
than a calculation in sound however, these 
new songs seem to mirror the Trademarks' 
increased ability to get their live sound 
down in the studio. The new 4S, "Prisoner 
of Your Eyes" /"She Knows," will be held 
up until after the compilation is released. 
Once that is out, Trademarks fans will be 
satiated and, more importantly, 98 decibel 
freaks should be pleasantly surprised. 

ger. 
Now the house that is Smash is under re

novation. Jerry Lee Lewis had a couple of 1--------------t records out on a Smash label, so the name 
airy pop of the songs created a singular im- has to change. "Let's change it to Vituper
age for those who hadn't seen the band live. ous Records!" yells Dave. Vituperous7 Ac
Unfortunately, the Trademarks rock a lot tually, the name will be Snash Records, uni
harder in concert that these recordings versally decided on by five guys who, if they 
would suggest, and many people saw fit to gave up rock and roll, would give Monty 
peg them as a band long in fluffiness and Python"s Circus a run for its money. A 
short on basic rock and roll. "We were get- sense of humor is probably a necessity for a 
ting pigeonholed as a lightweight pop band that lives together, but what about the 
band," mused a lanky Dave Morrison, "a creative tension a band sometimes needs in 
lot of people didn't book us because they order to generate the best possible music. 

~rnog~:~ ~h:~j~~~~~!~\~~oh:~ ~~ ~:::nf~~~ "We aren't about to kill each other," offers 
hard way and it (the single] had a lot of The Trademarks 
problems, but at least it was a start for us." 

The debut issue of Toke It! magazine in
cluded a flexi-disc of another Trademarks' 
standard, "It's Up to You.'' Tightly ar
ranged and driven by melodies and harmon
ies a lo Beatles '6S, this is the tune that gave 
the band its pop-rock reputation. Take It! 
solicited the song from the band and then, 
at the beginning of an article on the group, 
wrote a two paragraph disclaimer apologiz
ing for including a pop song in such an arty 
magazine. 

The lesson to be learned here is that often 
times, attaching a musical label can and will 
hold a band back. Live, the Trademarks 
convey a wide range of styles with a definite 
Mersey flavored base. Bebe Buell, much 
impressed by the group's talents and in need 
of a rocking backup band, asked the boys 
to accompany her on her planned mini
tours of the States. Although business mat
ters brought a quick end to the combina
tion, the Trademarks did perform on sev
eral occasions with Bebe, including one 

photo: Paul McAlpine 
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NEWBURY COMICS 
268 NEWBURY ST. BOSTON MASS . . 02116 

NOW OPEN UNTIL 

WED. 
Boston's Best Selection of Import and Indepen
dent Records, T-Shirts, Comics, Posters, But
tons, Import Mags and Especially Leather. 

Something Different on Sale Every Day! 

DEC 
10 All Rock and Roll Books 10% off 
11 Soft Cell 12" EP "Tainted Love" 
12 Lyres EP 
13 Someone and the Somebodies EP 
14 Propeller Cassette 
15 Native Tongue 12" EP 
16 Black Flag LP Damaged 
17 The Dark EP 
18 New Models "Permanent Vacation" 
19 Dead Kennedys 12" EP " In God We Trust, Inc." 
20DMZEP 
21 Flipper " Ha Ha Ha" 
22 Mission of Burma 12" EP 
23 Uncommitted EP 
24 Flipper "Sex Bomb" 
25 Dreese Lecture 
26 Clash " Radio Clash" 12" EP 
27 Black Flag " Si x Pack" 
28 Gun Club LP Fire of Love 
29 Human Sexual Response LP Fig. 14 
30 Boston Rock any back Issue 
31 Joy Division LP St/// 
JAN 

1 Last Years' Reso lu tions 25% off 
2 All Leather items 20% off 
3 Modern Method Compilation Vol. 1 
4 Bound and Gagged 12" EP 
5 Let Them Eat Jellybeans LP 
6 Will le Alexander LP Solo Loco 
7 $2.00 of all T-Shirts 
8 Modern Method Compilation Vol. 2 
9 Peter Daytorr 12" EP 

10 Bush Tetras 12" EP "Altuals" 

REG SALE 
PRICE PRICE 

4.99 3.99 
4.49 · 3.49 
3.99 1.99 
3.00 2.50 
4.99 2.99 
6.99 5.49 
2.00 1.50 
2.00 1.00 
4.99 3.49 
2.00 1.50 
2.00 1.50 
4.99 3.99 
1.75 .25 
2.00 1.50 

free 
4.99 3.99 
2.00 1.50 
6.99 5.99 
5.99 4.99 
1.00 .25 

11.99 9.99 

5.99 3.99 
3.99 .99 
9.99 6.99 
9.99 6.99 

6.99 4.99 
4.99 3.99 
4.99 3.99 



KIDS ON THE 
by Mr. B 

And so it comes to pass, hardcore arrives in Boston. And you know, I never 
thought it could happen here. I doubt that even Black Flag imagined they could 
initiate a cultural backlash on the scale of our current hardcore music movement. 
Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, and now Boston are all centers for a new gener
ation of skin-headed/black jacket youth, aggressive music, and social values. 

I find it difficult to accept hardcore as simply an extension of 70's punk. Leath
er jackets and amateur musicianship are superficial comparisons and ultimately 
simplistic. Though hardcore is a reaction against the boring traditions of popular 
music, hardcore is a reaction to "punk" and "new wave" just as punk was to 
••art rock" and 11 heavy metal." Unlike punk, hardcore has little to do with rock 
'n' roll. It shares neither the rhythms nor the values of that once-noble institu
tion. Though hardcore is extremely basic in musical structure and embarassingly 
straightforward in content, it's much more on-beat with society ' s problems. 
Hardcore is played at the tempo of America's uncontrolled technical progress and 
-social collapse; breakneck and faster. The lyrics are exceedingly reactionary; 
they're convincingly sincere. 

What's more important is Boston's small but cohesive community supporting 
the hardcore attitudes. There's little pretentiousness in the people who make up 
this group. Their ideas arc sensible, sometimes naive, but nonetheless aware of 
what's going on around them. Many hardcore kids are adamantly against drug 
and alcohol use (as symbolized by the X's stamped on their clothes or bodies). 
Most are teenagers (still in school) or hold uncreative blue-collar jobs. The com
mon bond, however, is the music and the motion. 

' Kids croon a tune Jerry s 

• .-,= reendon'tre-
EEN I . . ton" tag, Gang G d e that gets 

GANG GR "laziest hardcore band tn B~~een has a verrhardn~ ~eaves 
Blessed with the ou wouldn't Know it. a:~!) occassionallY sin&; a emphasize . 

hearse ,nuch ~ut Y when Choke (guest·~ solid material that t~u~e of the lyrics, 
near to exp\ ';!r work.. They wnte go sc ·of the react.i~nar)' na not be how the7 
Chris to thebgu:aKen too literally. Bce;utime of the wnu~g ~;~u sweat more.' 

The music is provided by a handful of Boston bands, most just three months 
old. Only The Freeze, who have sped-up their songs and hardened their sound, 
have been together more than a year and are the only group to have a record. SS 
Decontrol is the most notorious of the lot (see BR #23). They're the least amateur
ish, have the best handle on their sound and ideas, and have received the most 
public exposure. They've also established a reputation in New York where they've 
played at various hardcore venues. Few Boston clubs arc willing to give the hard
core groups the opportunity to play on a regular basis, due to an unjustified fear 
of destruction or violence and the need to accomodate a predominantly underage 
audience. Cantone's and the Media Workshop are the only places which consist
ently give hardcore a chance. Cantone's advertises HS!am-Dance Night" for these 
events, and the Media Workshop holds underage shows nearly every week. Both 
spaces provide the appropriate garage sound and chaotic environment. It's fun, 

The motion is provided by a swarm of bodies on the dance floor and the con
tinuous interaction between band and audience. One of the most enjoyable as
pects of hardcore is the lack of barriers between the dancers and the musicians. 
The band members jump into the crowd and the audience jumps on the band. 
What might appear to be an out-and-out brawl is really a fast-action shuffle of 
legs and arms. Bodies slam into bodies, people leap from the stage, and the audi
ence piles on top of the vocalist. The main criterion for measuring the success of a 
hardcore gig is the extent of this interaction. There's little satisfaction in playing 
to a lame audience or dancing to a bored band. Jerry's Kids, Gang Green and 
F .U. 's are three of the best new hardcore groups . All are enthusiastic, energetic 
and great fun; NOT LAME. 

should not e how they feel at t e . hardcore is bass 
they're aware that otivation for playing I Bill Jl{anl•Y- _4.,.1111 
feel in the future. One m rls Dobert)'-111\tar/voca • MIILt neso 
Gan& Green are: Cb 
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•..._ " It is dark in the studio. After a frustrating 

·I hour trying to get a "ringing" sound out of 
I the drum set, Matt Thurber keeps speeding 

I ~~e~~\:~~~- for "Move Over," astraight-

1 Michael Baker and Jon Mathias shout 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-----+----
by Julie Ponebionco 

THUMP. THUMP. THUMP. The beat 
is trancelike, mesmerizing. The pounding is 
persistent, and becomes louder, combining 
with the chime of a cowbell. 

The sound reverberates throughout the 
Record Plant studio. The lights on the 
board are flashing, tapes are rolling, and 
meters jumping, wildly. 

The Rings are recording their new MCA 
album, The Rhythm Method. Their first al
bum, although critically acclaimed, was ul
timately disappointing-it didn't make 
them the rock and roll stars they want to be. 
After an impressive debut performan~e at 
producing themselves they were undertak
ing the role again ... a little bitter, a little 
smarter, and a lot more determined 

Guitarist Michael Baker and drummer 
Matt Thurber are leaning over a rhythm 
machine; a little box that can create a per
fectly timed beat, it can be used in place of, 
or in synchronization with, drums. 

Matt looks skeptical. After an hour of lis
tening to the mechanized thumping, he gets 
restless. He dances around awhile, and, 
finding a stamp and pad set, prints "MAS
TER" on his stomach. 

Bassist Bob Gifford is bored with it too 
and seeks refuge in the outer room ol' th~ 
Record Plant studio, which is wallpapered 
with gold record after gold record. The ar
ray is quite impressive, and Bob plays round 
after round of the electronic game Pacman 
surrounded by gold plaques of Born 10 

Run, Damn the Torpedoes, and Running 
on Empty. 

Inside the studio, guitarist Mark Sutton, 

dressed in a Mo-dettes I-shirt, diamond ear
ring and dark sunglasses, explains that the 
reggae-tinged song "Walking in the Dark," 
the longest and most intricate on the album, 
is being layered. After a rhythm machine 
and cowbell introduction, the drum part is 
set down on tape, then bass, then guitars. 

"When it's done, it will sound groovy, 
cosmic and all that," Jon Mathias, the en
gineer, a tall, blonde New Yorker, tells me. 

After a few hours, with a tentative tape, 
the Rings go to dinner. Michael Baker is 
wearing a Sony Walkman and listening to 
the rough mix of "Walking in the Dark." 
Settled in a Mexican restaurant, Mark Sut
ton is telling me about their problems pro
moting the last album. 

"Nothing was followed through. We had 
a tour booked across the country and a 
week before we left we were told that there 
was no money to go. Now we are dealing 
directly with the booking agency, and we'll 
decide What we'll do.'' Mark shakes his 
head. "I mean, we'd go places and we'd be 
asked to do stupid promotion things like 
throwing rings into the crowd." 

Bob interrupts, using a radio announcer 
voice. "The Rings. A band who plays mu
sic, note after note. Put the record on your 
turntable, at the end the arm will lift off." 

Mark laughs. "The Rings. A band who 
plays a new kind of rock 'n' roll-I swear I 
heard that once," he says in disbelief. 

"Do you know what gets to you after 
awhile?" Mark asks. "The praise. People 
saying 'Oh I loved your album,' 'Oh you 
played great.' After awhile, you know, I 
just can't listen to it. It doesn't ring true.'' 

They tell me how disgusted and frustrated 
they were after playing Boston repeatedly. 

"I mean, here we had booked a tour, and 

had no money to go," Michael says, "so we 
played Boston-the return of the Rings, the 
return of the returning Rings-you know?" 

Matt tells me, "They say, 'Oh play 
around town a couple of times, make some 
money,' well, you can saturate it. And what 
happens when we sell a little less booze at 
the Paradise, or don't sell out four nights in 
a row?" 

He looks up from his food. "How will 
they treat us then?" 

On the way back to the studio they ex
plain the album's title: The Rhythm Me
thod. 

"A DJ in Rhode Island thought it up, 
we are trying to find him,'' Mark says. 

They switch studios to listen to the just 
completed "Walking in the Dark" mix, and 
there is someone sleeping in the sound 
booth. He stays asleep while they play it 
back and dance among the headphones, 
bongos and tape machines. The sound in 
the studio is incredible, and startlingly loud. 

This is especially noticeable while Matt 
Thurber tunes his drums to record "Uh 
Oh." The sounds are piercing and each 
smack of the drum sounds like a rine blast. 
"Uh Oh" is recorded quickly, almost in one 
take, and it is recorded live-no layering. 

Watching them play through the glass has 
an odd effect. When Jon Mathias lowers 
and raises the monitors to ~et the individual 
levels for the instruments, the separated 
sound is unsettling; I kept thinking he was 
stopping the tape. It is also odd to watch 
them play soundlessly. 

When they realize they have a take for 
·"Uh Oh," Bob asks Matt if he's written all 
the words yet. 

"About half of it," Matt grins. "Uh Oh, 
Uh Oh." 

encouragement and suggestions to Matt 
over the glass. Finally Mark Sutton joins 
Matt in the studio and plays his guitar pan 
10 help keep the time. 

The song still speeds up. Matt consents to 
having the rhythm machine played through 
his headphones-if he plays along with the 
machine, he can't speed up the tempo. 

The rhythm machine seems to cheer ev
erybody up. They start dancing, the persist
ent beat of the music transfixing everyone. 
"Who needs a fucking rock song when we 
got this?" Matt yells, and does a perfect 
take. 

On the way out of the studio, Bob and 
Jon are talking about Iggy Pop. Jon had 
just completed the Bong-Bong sessions with 
Iggy. "Iggy said one time, 'I want to sound 
lonely.' So he went into a far corner and 
sang ... it sounded like shit.'' 

I drop the Rings off at the Gramercy. 
It is 2 a.m. They ask me, almost timidly, if 
they can sit in the car and listen to a cassette 
of the mixes they completed. They listen 
quietly, smiling in the dark. 

It is a really hot, muggy afternoon in New 
York. On the roof of the Record Plant I 
find Matt Thurber, Bob Gifford and Mark 
Sutton sitting on dusty lawn chairs and 
black tar and gravel. It is the same 1,-,of that 
Debbie Harry and the rest of Blondie 
posed on for the cover of Auto American. 

The band has just read a Pretenders re
view that has them incensed. "I mean, the 
guy wrote, 'This record sucks out loud.' Is 
that fair? And he was their friend. He was 
someone who had gone on tour with them, 
they let him into their lives." Mark is dis
gusted. 

''He never even made sense about it.'' 
"I remember," Mark goes on, "when 

Milo Miles wrote a review on us for the 
Phoenix. The guy said something like, 
'Well, I sort of like it.' Then he went on to 
describe us. I was a 'Doe-eyed son.'" He 
laughs. 

"I was tough-jawed," Matt says. 
"Bob was a cadaverous wreck. Do you 

believe that?" 
In.side the studio, which now has signs 

like "Nightmare of Death," "Ward C" 
and "30 Seconds From Death" hung all 
over the door, Jon Mathias is setting up ~ 
mix for "Talkback." Midway, Michael de
cides to scratch the vocal and redo the melo
dy line. No one is allowed into the studio 
while they sing. Jon explains, "Then they 
won't take chances, because you make a lot 
of mistakes and it can be embarassing. But 
it is how you get a new sound, how you can 
experiment with your voice." 

Mark nods his head towards the door. 
"Mike is in there trying to make it not 
sound like the Cars," 

"Now it sounds like S1yx," Matt yells, as 
Mark disappears into the studio. 

I ask Matt how his song, Huh Oh" 
turned out. "It alwavs happens to us. We 
just heard about Robert Ellis Orrall's 'Uh 
Oh Squad.' 'Bang Bang,' that was wrinen a -
long time ago, but Iggy just put out a song 
with that title. So many others, covers we 
wanted to do, but because of lack_ of funds, 
our timing was ruined. We just didn't get to 
record in time." 

Mark and Michael call everyone into 1he 
studio to hear the re-edited version of 
"Talkback" which now features a joint 
lead vocal belween the two. The band likes 
it, and the new arrangement is agreed upon. 

They play "Move Over," which is almost 
complete-"We'II put on the embellish
mems, tambourine, that stuff, later," Mark 
tells me. 

Jon Mathias moves away from the board. 
"Here, you mix it," he tells me. I look at 
him blankly. 

"Come on, you can do it." He pushed 
all the levers down, leaving the board ready 
to set up the mix. 

I sit down in the leather swivel chair. The 
board is huge and imposing. Each lever is 
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marked, broken down to bass, four drum last time, it was rough, we did a lot of argu- pecially Bob, can decide how to leave 
levels, guitars, vocals, e1c. Jon explains ing. I had an idea of how I wanted it to his voice mix. 
which instruments I should bring up first: sound, and the others hadn't formed theirs Mark is sitting in the hall, on the floor, 
The kick drum, the snare, the high hat, then 'yet. So they finally had to tell me, 'Hey, dressed in a green shirt, white pants and 
bass. there are three other people in this band.''' green socks. His green eyes reflect off the 

The master tape, a two inch wide tape en- I go out on the roof with Matt, Mark and green in his clothes. 
cased in metal, is turned on, and "Move Bob, who are sunning themselves while Jon We start to talk about videos. He tells me 
Over'' comes blasting out over the speakers. Mathias sets up another mix, and tell them their experience with the promo videos for 

I start positioning the levers, Jon leaning about my conversation with Michael. Bob The Rings. 
over the board encouraging me-"A litlie smiles. "Well, it wasn't that bad," he says. "We stood in the freezing cold, waiting 
more snare, louder, louder, don't worry, "It's just that Mike-and Mark too-hear for them to get the right shot of the ring in 
morebass,goahead." exactly what they want for every part." the pool of water. They never did gel it, 

Michael Baker leaned over to adjust the they ended up doing it in a studio with a pan 
cymbals. Carried away by the moment, I The next time l see them they have rear- of water and some dirt. It took them five 
slap his hand. ''It's my mix,'' I tell him. ranged the studio. There are yellow legal hours.'' 

When "Move Over" ends, I am congra- pad pages tacked up all over the walls: For I ask him what he wants The Rhythm 
tulated. Matt is especially enthusiastic. each song there is a list, with tape sequence Method to do for the Rings. 

"Yoo. know what it reminds me of?" he numbers and "intro," "bridge," "chor- "I want to be rich. Not so much famous. 
tells Mike. "David Bowie's low produc- us," written next to them, along with as- rich. But then again, here I am sitting on 
tion." saned comments. the noor, talking about it. I'm sure I'd like 

They play me what songs they have close A ping-pong table has also been moved the fame too. 

have. Jon tells Mike it sounds exactly like· 
two people clapping. 

Bob, Mark and Matt come in and are re
cruited for the handclaps. "We need every
body," Michael says, looking at me, "Get in 
there." We stand in a line around two stra
tegifally placed microphones. I am given 
headphones and barely any directions. 
"Just clap when I say so," Michael tell~ me. 

"Move Over" comes through the head
phones. We start to clap but Danny, the as
sistant engineer, stop~ us because the sou net 
levels are off. We are rearranged into a cir
cle. The music comes through the phones, 
Jon and Mark play percussion, and at the 
bridge of the song, we all begin 10 clap. It is 
the closest I've ever come to 'performing' 
and I am excited. Mark laughs al me and 
shakes his head. "You finalh' made it onio 
the album." · 

to completion. "Bang-Bang," "Walking in into the studio. The only instruments still in "I really want two things," Mark looks Michael Baker is silting with his friends in 
the Dark," "Talkback," the very moving evidence are a box of percussives. There at me. "To be grooved, and the Rings do a van in the parking lot behind 1he Rat, li\-
"Take the Chance," "Uh Oh." I am im- are microphones and chairs set up. "Be- that to me, and to have the respect of my tening to the completed tape of The Rhy-
pressed, as well as excited, and I tell them lieve me, we have used them as instruments peers. I wam other guitar players to think thm Method. There arc kids slam dancing 
so. also," Mike laughs. I'm good, not some trashy guitarist." around the van and I wonder if i1 is to the 

Bob grins. "I think four relatively amaz- Michael is dubbing a one-sentence in1ro Mark changes the subject. "Ah, I'm dy- strains from the tape. 
ing songwriters put out a relatively amazing for "Bang Bang." He stands in the sound ing, we're itching 10 play. It'll sound twice ''Uh Oh (Here We Go Again)" open,; up 
album." booth for a half hour, saying, ''Police say as good live." the album and as the music plays on, 

"We've been listening to it every day for they want an explanation" over and over, Af1er twelve hours in the studio, Jon Ma- through "Love's Not Safe," "It's Not 
a month-and it still holds me," Mark says. while Jon tapes it and varies the echo cham- thias comes out and is sitting on the couch, Enough," "You Can Never Say II," 

I guess what it comes down to," he tells ber and reverb. When Mike comes and lis- relaxing before he rides his bicycle home. "Talkback," it is apparent how much this 
me, "is that if this record doesn'1 sell I 1ens to himself say the line ten times or He is finally coming into his own as an engi* band has grown. Their songs are much 
don't give a shit. I like it, o lot." more, he gets fed up. "Shoot that guy, put neer after years of assistant engineering on stronger than on the previous album. and 

Later, I see Michael sitting alone, on the him out of his misery," he yells. various J. Geils albums, Damn the Torpe- the band shines like they do live-they 
roof of a car. You can tell he is thinking They are excited that the eomple1ed ver-, does and a Rolling Stones video (during sound exciting, 
about the record. He is silent for awhile. sion of "Bang Bang" is timed at 3:47. "It's which he inadvertently crashed the mobile Michael's friends are fighting. One of 

"Do you think the horns work?" he fi. a numbers game," Michael explains. "A sound truck). them is familiar with 1he words to a lot of 
nally asks me. "I think some people will be OJ looks at it and if it's under four minutes, He is very proud of his work on Dire the songs and is singing along at the top of 
surprised." he says 'Why not?'" Straits' Making Movies. " I did the hit, his lungs. The others are frustrated. "We 

"We'd like to hire tWo guys to play sax They listen to it again, over a mono 'Skateaway'," he says smiling. He is also a want to hear them, not you," one yells. 
and come on tour with us.'' He stops. speaker. Michael seems dissatisfied. "How survivor of the Bang Bang sessions with lg- Just then, the last song, a pastiche of a 
"They won't be Rings/' can we make my voice less evident·!" he gy Pop. number of differeni songs on 1he album, 

"Well, maybe they'll be Rings. They'll be asks Jon. "I don't like my voice," he tells When I walk into the Record Plant the comes on. Morgan Yakus, Tom Petty engi-
semi-Riog.s.." He laughs. me. "Ugh." next day, Mike and Jon are in the sound neer Shelly Yakus' eight-year old daughter 

On our way back inside, I comment on The final mix is agreed upon and they booth sitting on the ping pong table, re- repeals the chorus in a haunting voice. "ls 
how wcJI the band ge1s along in the s1udio. move onto Bob's "Take the Chance," cording the tambourine and handclaps for there a method to this rhythm?" she whis-
Mkhaol smiles. "You should have seen us which is played countless times. No one, es- "Move Over." They don't like what they pers. "ls there a rhythm to this method?" 
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Rockit Records 
offers special prices to readers 

of Boston Rock 
MANY IMPORT 45s AT 50¢, 99¢ AND 3 FOR $5. 

In order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock. 
Limited quantities on many titles. Only one per customer on some items. 

Good thru Sat., Dec. 24th. 

Dead Kennedys In God We Trust, Inc. $3.99 
Joy Division Still (double LP) $7.99 
Comsat Angels Sleep No More $6.99 
dB's stands for deciBels $6.99 
The Sound Jeopardy $6.99 
Ruts D.C. Animinal Now $5.99 
Ultravox! Ha! Ha! Ha! (Import) $6.99 
Scars Author! Author! (LP) $4.99 
PIL Metal Box $22.99 

Beatles 8 LP Japanese Box Set $75.00 
U2 "Fire" (double single) $2.19 
David Bowle "WIid In the Wind': (sing le) $1.99 
Adam & the Ants "Prince Charming" (single) $1.99 
Black Flag Damage $5.99 
Decline of Western Clv. $5.99 
Cracks In the Sidewalk (compilation) $3.99 
Future Looks Bright (cassette) $3. 79 
Dead Kennedys "Holiday In Cambodia" (12") 3.89 
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by Gerard Cosloy 

Living up to an audience's expectations 
and demands is always a difficult task, but 
for England's New Order, those demands 
arc higher than usual. New Order are essen
tially the remains of Joy Division, the im
portant Manchester quartet whose active 
career ended with the May 1980 suicide of 
singer Ian Curtis. Joy Division had previ
ously attained a fair level of critical acclaim, 
but after Curtis' death, the resulting re
sponse was incredible. "Love Will Tear Us 
Apart" and the LP Closer, aside from being 
great records, sold respectably in the US 
and were two of the first independent re
leases ever to crack ttie UK Top 20 (a much 
more common occurrence today). That, 
coupled with the recent release of the post
humous double LP Still (which entered the 
UK album chart at #10), tends to make 

things even harder for a new group trying to 
rise out of the ashes of what once was. In a 
locally broadcast radio advertisement for 
New Order's recent Boston appearance, we 
were told that, "as Joy Division, they 
changed the face of modern music ... ", 
hardly the sort of thing that would make 
you approach New Order with an open 
mind (but probably with an open wallet). 

It's to their credit that New Order have 
disowned this sort of promotion, instead 
wishing to be judged on their own terms. 
Their first single, "Ccremony"/"In y. 
Lonely Place,'' released in February, is one 
of the year's best. The almost orchestral 
structure of "Ceremony" with Bernard Al
brecht's cry of "watching forever," pro
duces a terribly eerie effect, and that's not 
just in light of Ian Curtis' suicide. Their 
music has yet to grip me 'the way Joy Divi
sion's did, but I'm eager to see growth and 

N T A T N G 

NEW ORDER 
improvement. I still have that hope after my 
conversation with New Order drummer Ste
phen Morris, 

When I asked Morris why New Order 
were making their second US tour when 
such a move would seem to contradict their 
much publicized lack of concern for pro
duct promotion (the debut LP, Movement, 
was about to be released), Morris respond
ed, "Well, we've played some dates in Eng
land, we've played in Europe, America 
comes next. It's a place to play." 

For someone who's music portrays some 
fairly dark and moody images, I found 
Morris to be quite friendly, but when he 
was asked why he thought the UK press 
dumped on their second single, "Everything 
Turns Green"/"Procession," Morris' con
fusion echoed my own. "A backlash? I 
don't know. Maybe it was because we 
didn't label either side as an A-side," he 
laughed. "Maybe they didn't know which 
one was which!" 

In general Mori-is lau'"ghed off the media's 
misunderstanding of New Order with state
ments like the one above. I got the impres
sion that he wasn't too concerned with how 
people felt about his group, just as long as 
he was happy with what he did. For ex
ample, when I asked Morris what he liked 
to listen to, I was certain that his reply 
would be the standard, "Doors, Velvet Un
derground, etc." Instead, Morris said, 
"Nothing. It's all too boring." You might 
call that cyncism, but as long as Stephen 
Morris chooses to create rather than con-

sume, I wouldn't call it a negative attitude. 
If you're bored with what there is today, 

disregard it and do it yourself. Those senti
ments are familiar, but with their debut LP 
Movement, New Order have made that atti
tude transfer from '77 to '81. Side one docs 
a fine job of establishing that badly needed 
"new identity," best demonstrated with 
Gillian and Stephen Morris' skillful synth/ 
drum interplay on "Senses." "Chosen 
Time" recalls the old Human League in 
parts, ungratuitous electronics of a more 
tolerable ilk. 

One of the main reasons for side one's 
success is producer Martin Hannett's will
ingness to let the band explore new paths. 
Movement's ability to take such risks unfor
tunately wears off, as the album's closers, 
"Doubts Even Here" and "Denial" come 
off like two big steps back. Hannett makes 
the fatal mistake of placing Bernard Al
brechQ vocals in the same cavernous echo 
chamber that Ian Curtis' would occupy-a 
bad move, because as heartfelt as the lyrics 
might be, Albrecht lacks the confidence and 
projection that Curtis had. Not that Al
brecht should let that stop him, he just 
shouldn't try to duplicate what he can't. 

Just the same, Movement is still able to 
live up to its title, and so do New Order. 
They have succeeded in escaping the sha
do,w of Joy Division. I just hope they can 
continue without creating a new one. For 
those of you who wonder, "Is this dance 
music?", with Movement's inherent power, 
it couldn't be anything else. 

How would you like a dozen singles by well-known, important new 
bands ... FOR FREE? If you subscribe to Trouser Press, the monthly 
rock magazine that covers all the best in new rock'n'roll, that's just what 
you'll get. In addition to articles, record r.eviews, news and lots more, 
each monthly issue of Trouser Press will include a free flexi-disc 
record featuring new material by important bands - some ofit 
unavailable anywhere else! So far we've had tracks from Orchestral 
Manoeuvres in the Dark and Holly and the Italians. If you really 
love rock'n'roll, you'll really enjoy reading - and listening to -
Trouser Press every month. And it only costs $15.00 a year! There's 
no risk- if you aren't completely satisfied with Trouser Press you can 
cancel the subscription and keep the first issue for free. You can't lose! 

r------------., 
For Fastest Service Call Our 
Toll-Free Hot Line 24 Hours a 
Day. The Call is Free! • 
800-227-1617 
Extension 303 

I 
Sendro Trouser Press Subscription Dept., 212 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010 • 

D Yes! I want to receive Trouser Press with the free flexi-disc. Send me: 

I D I year(12issues)for$15.00 D 2years(24issues)for$27.00 I 
D Payment enclosed D Bill Me ___ _ I Name /mu,11/m I 

I 
Address _______________________ I 
City/State/Zip, ___________________ _ 

In California call 800-772-3545, ext. 303 
.. ___________ :. .. 
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t>hil Gentili doesn't hate anybody, feels 
no need to reach for a revolver, and couldn't 
care less about dancing with himself. And 
yel, with virtually no media attention until 
last year (when his single "Mama Lied" 
topped the playlists of both WBCN and 
WXKS) Gentili has become big stuff in Bos
ton. 

"Mama Lied" was originally released in 
1980 on the Boston International label. It 
was a revelation, no1 only for its shimmer
ing falsetto vocal and punchy Motown-ci
ca-1965 production, but for its lyrical expli
citness and directness as well. What was the 
summer sonp; of 1980 in Ro,;lon virtually be
came the summer song of 1981 in several 
other cities as "Mama Lied" was picked up 
by Portrait / CBS for a national release. The 
Portrait version was re-mixed by Tony Bon
giovi of Power Station (and old Motown 
engineering) fame. And the response na
tionally has been strong enough that Por
trait is considering signing Gentili (along 
with his producer and partner Wayne Wad
hams, intrepid owner of Studio B) to an al
bum deal. 

Many radio listeners thought that Phil 
Gentili was either black or a woman or both 
(shades of Smokie Robinson!). Most had 
never heard of him, lei alone seen him per
form live. He surfaced last winter sharing 

the bill (and almost stealing the show) with 
Jonathan Richman and The Modern Lovers 
at their SI. Valentine's Day Hotel Bradford 
gig. Phil put on a dynamic and soulful (if 
brief) show backed by The Lovers and 
some of his own session people. That night 
he exhibited the strongest live vocal chops 
of anybody in town. 

Those chops are not going to waste. 
Wayne Wadhams has just released "Su
gar," ano1her of Phil's song on Boston In
ternational. It should become a dance stan
dard. The song and Phil recently were fea
tured in the "Catch a Rising Star" segment 
of the Channel 4 News; Phil sang live in the 
studio to the backing track. "Mama Lied" 
has been chosen as part of the soundtrack 
to John Sayles' upcoming film Linea. And 
work will begin soon on his album at Studio 
B. 

Phil's story is not just about talent 
though (not that I mean to slight it). It's 
aboul business mistakes (he's had four or 
five bad record deals), hard work, persever
ance, and an ability to rise above the petty 
aspects of the music industry. It's about in
ner strength and belief in his own ability 
which transcends the bullshit of the music 
scene, And it's about having the sense to 
know a real and sincere producer and busi
ness partner (Wayne Wadhams) from all the 
fake managers and producers that abound 
in the scene. More vinyl to them. 
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IS Jello becoming laid back? 
Dead Kennedy·s--------
In God We Trust, Inc. 
(Alternative Tentacles, EP) 

How many times have you played your 
copy of the Dead Kennedys' Fresh Fruit for 
Rolling Vegetables album lately? That few? 
Yea, me too. 

When I heard that the D.K.'s were com
ing out with a new EP, I rcaJI)' had mixed 
emotions. Would !hey stay with the speed 
of their first album or would they keep up 
with the times and therefore keep their loyal 
fans with a faster and louder release? 

Jello Biafra is probably one of the smart
est people in the whole music industry to
day ... punk or not punk. This new EP In 
God We Trust, Inc. is great both lyrically 
(with the usual sarcastic humor) and music
ally. 

Side one is definitely the most hardcore 
of the two and also my Favorite. Biafra and 
the other writers (6025 and Flouride) seem 
to have dispensed with hidden meanings (re
member when "Kill the Poor" became a 
top ten hit in some European country) from 
the last album and go right for the jugular: 

"All religions suck/ All religions make me 
want to throw up. . " from "Religious 
Vomit" and "Blow it out your ass, Jerry 
Falwell/Blow it out your ass, Jesse Helms/ 
Blow it out your ass, Ronald Reagan/ 
What's the matter with a mind of my own?'' 
from "Moral Majority." Biafra should get 
a visit from them for this one soon. 

Side two features three songs; the incredi
ble punk anthem, "Nazi Punks, Fuck Off," 
a song just as much about those assholes 
who cause trouble for the cops, bands, 
clubs, and the other punks themselves. 
"Punk ain't no religious cult/Punk means 
thinking for yourself/You ain't hardcore 
'cause you spike your hair/When a jock still· 
lives inside your head." Also there is the re
make of the hit "California Uber Alles," 
with Jello and· the band sounding like a 
Holiday Inn cover band, "Happy hour is 
now enforced by law." 

This record will definitely keep me satis
fied until their next effort, and if you're stu
pid enough not to get this, or at least tape 
it, you should be shot. Loud & fast rules, 
OK? (Choke) 

THE DICTATORS UYE 
"Fuck'Em If They Can't Take A Joke" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" with Lydia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE CONTORTJONS 
"Live In N• \." York City" 

THE NEW YORK DOLLS "The '72 Mercer St. Tapes" 

The new wave of the future Is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
avallable on vinyl! Fully Authorized, complete 
with liner notes, documentation, handsomely 
packaged, on superior BASF OPS tape. Available 
at record stores or directly by mail order. 
Price S8.00 each plus S1 .25 per cassette for 
postage/Insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roir cassettes. 

Coming: Bad Br'"ains, Sh0x Lumania, Scientific Americans. 

(Pronounc.i,d 'Roar') l liC Ill 

Richard Nolan and Third Rall--· .. --······· 
A NEW LIFE b/w Didn't Mind 
(Long View, local 4S) 

Richard Nolan and Third Rail's latest 
waxing once agai9 underlines the potential 
of this artist/group and its collective merit. 
"A New Life" is a good tune, worthy of 
several spins, though a minute tut from its 
3:41 length would gain it further attention. 
(Jon McAuliffe) 

Puppet Rulers--------
OUTTA MY MIND b/w Complicated Girl 
(Permanent Press, local 45) 

As anyone who reads this publication 
knows, there are Boston bands and there 
are Boston bands. At some point all Boston 
bands record, be it professionally or other
wise. The result is usually what you'd ex
pect: good, but no cigar. The good-but-no
cigar syndrome is usually due to poorly con
structed tunes or cheesy production/record
ing. Even when these two areas are success
fully dealt with, an act's recorded perform
ance often lacks energy, believability or ex
citement. All things considered, Puppet 
Rulers pass with no strings attached (next 
time I'll think of an even worse pun, I 
promise!). 

The Rulers play tight, clean, concise rock 
that doesn't have to do anything cheap to 
make you listen to it, not unlike the music 
of their producer for this effort, Ray Paul. 
Though I would have preferred to hear the 
studio used a little more, Ray's done his job 
-you can hear the tunes, the band and the 
performance without being distracted. 

I can't really say which side I enjoy most, 
though "Outta My Mind" seems to be in 
the lead. Both songs are great, simple, 10-
the-point rockers, fun to listen to·, fun to 
dance to, fun to sing along to, and that's 
everything a rock single should be. The only 
minus to this release is that it's IO songs too 
short. It may be too much to expecl an LP 
that's as good as both sides of this single 
are, but who knows. In the meantime, 
spend your money on this first. (Jon Mc
Auliffe) 

RonScarletl---------
Hanging On/Constellation Dance/Fire 
From the Sun 
(Varulven, local 45) 

Try as I have over the last few years, to 
explain even to myself what I find so fasci
nating about Varulven releases, I always 

manage to come up with something defini
tive like "uh, wow man, too esoteric to put 
into words, yuh know?'' What I can say 
about Varulven, and this 3 song EP by Ron 
Scarlett in particular, is that both have this 
oddly charming, fractured, folk-rock, demo 
sound to them; sort of like something you 
would have expected to hear on Mars be
fore life ended there. 

"Hanging On" and "Constellation 
Dance" are decent, garagey-sounding rock 
and "Fire From the Sun" is a softer, cere
bral tune with neat Spectorish tambourine 
from Connie St. Pierre and a blistering, if 
not altogether serious guitar solo from Bill 
Gardner. 

I used to think Count Viglione and his 
Varulven label was a calculated if sloppy 
put-on. Now I'm almost certain of it and 1 
hope they continue, as it's the most fun I've 
had all week. (Jon McAuliffe) 

K. Lelmer·---------
Closed System Potentials 
(Palace of Lights, LP) 

Marc Barrtta 
Twilight 
(Palace of Lights, LP) 

Sann1 
STATIONARY DANCE b/w Sensible 
Music 
(Palace of Lights, 12" EP) 

Leimer and pals have been kicking about 
the Seattle scene for quite some time now, 
slowly striving to bring the Euromusik aes
thetic to these shores. They were among the 
first to attempt to exploit the independent 
cassette marketing strategy (this was around 
the time of the legendary Zu Fest), and over 
the past year have also begun what seems to 
be the first viable American indy label dedi
cated to trance-oriented rock. Kudos for 
that. 

Leimer himself is treading very much in 
the footsteps of one Brian Eno. Minimalist 
structures, muted piano treatments, subtle 
synth drones, chance elements and so forth 
are what you expect from this approach and 
what you get, with few surprises. Closed 
System Potentials does ultimately succeed 
through sheer force of craftsmanship, how
ever. 

Barreca's music is in a similar bag, except 
that he employs some exotic instruments 
like mbira, is willing to use slightly more 
abrasive textures, and seems to have a more 
diverse range of influences (Phil Glass, the 
German Psychedelicists, Fripp & Eno, Ter
ry Riley, etc.). It seems that Barreca has re
combined many of Eno's own antecedents 
in a more personal way, while Leimer has 
been inclined to carry on in the Eno tradi
tion per se. 

The Savant EP is the real surprise item in 
this batch. A dance/trance unit containing 
both Barreca and Leimer, this band pulses 
tribally tl)rough the Material-esque "Sta
tionary Dance," then goes ethereal-with-a
bottom for "Sensible Music." Not too bad. 
(Jim Puccio) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, .\1A 02115 
262-9131 



Blondle----------
The Best of Blondie 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Let's review the facts: Blondie has proven 
itself a great singles band. But it was only 
on the group's third LP, Parallel Lines, that 
Blondie managed to lay down a consistently 
harmonic collection of new cuts. Since re
leasing that album in 1978, the band has ac
cumulated a total of four No. I singles, in
cluding the biggest hit of last year, "Call 
Me," which stayed on top of the charts for 
four straight weeks. All four of these killer 
hits are herein presented, all in their original 
form except for the classic "Heart of 
Glass," which was recently remixed by the 
song's original producer, Mike Chapman. 

In this new version, his first attempt at 
dub, Chapman simply outdoes himself. 
Whereas the disco version of "Heart of 
Glass" drags on for all of 5:50 on Parallel 
Lines, finally finishing after two solid min
utes of droning background vocals, this spe
cial mix version kicks ass in 4:46 nat. Here 
Chapman layers Harry's dreamy vocals in a . 
sea of swirling synthesizers, fuzzed guitar 
and warbled bass. The melody sizzles into 
one final minute of ever-expanding space, 
without those aforementioned annoying 
background noises. 

If that isn't enough to whet your appe
tite, Chapman remixes two other great 
tunes as well-"ln the Flesh" and "Sunday 
Girl"-both of which receive a more lush 
treatment than when originally cut. And, if 
you had been somewhat dismayed (as I was) 
by the band's last two erratic efforts, Eat to 
the Beat and Auto American, you'll find 
that the fine hits those two albums pro
duced fare far better when in the midst of 
classier comp3ny. The Best of Blondie is not 
only a great -greatest hits album, it is the 
showcase of Blondie at its best. (Michael 
Burwell) 

The Salvation Army------
MIND GARDENS b/w Happen Happened 
(New Alliance, 45) 

From California, the Salvation Army de
livers a great twinky B-side in "Happen 
Happened (Doris Day)," that completely 
upstages its headliner, "Mind Games." 
Sounding reminiscent of the Undertones 
(with a younger Tom Petty or Roger Mc
Guinn on vocals}, the Salvation Army 
achieve what the Beach Boys might have, 
had they lived. (Jon McAuliffe) 

Mag<-----------
00 MONTE CARLO b/w Man With No 
Name 
(Pure and Easy, local 45) 

Thundertrain's Mach Bell is back with a 
new group called Mag 4 and a new single. 
Thundertrain was a no-holds.barred, re
born rock/heavy metal group in the mid
'70s, before heavy metal or rock had to be 
resurrected. 

The A side, ''Go Monte Carlo,'' is excel-' 
lent, straight forward rock that need not be 
written about to enjoy. It's perfect dance 
music and pumps it up on my car stereo as 
well. Buy it and listen. (Jon McAuliffe) 

SVT------------
No Regrets 
(MSI,LP) 

In the past five years there seems to have 
been a movement set in motion amongst 
60's music veterans in which they latch 
themselves onto some younger talent. Per
haps this is done in hopes that maybe they 
can breath some new life into their already 
dusty repertoire. Members of Santana have 
done it (Journey}. So have people from the 
Jefferson Airplane (Starship). 

Former Airplane bassist Jack Cassady 
has met up with guitarist/writer Brian Mar
nell and drummer Paul Zaul (all from the 
West Coast) to form the trio SVT. The re
sults are trard to pin down. 

The influences are definitely recognizable 
-60's British, heavy metal, Cream-ish 
power trio-the problem is trying to decide 
whether this concoction is something new 
or is just walking a fine line towards redun
dancy. The title cut has Clash-like overtones 
mixed with heavy metal whine. "Heart of 
Stone" continues in the "love lyric" vein. 
The theme carried throughout most of the 
album is the basic jilt/revenge. "Money 
Street" starts with pick scraping and feed
back but progresses into a switched off reg
gae verse. 

Side two gives the listener more views 
from the broken heart perspective. Titles 
like "Secrets" (a "Spanish Bombs" ripoff), 
"Too Late," and the Kinkish "Love 
Blind" are merely cases in point. The in
strumental "North Beach" is a flanged out 
jam that is reminiscent of Zappa's "Apos
trophe." This is the only time that Cassady 
ever steps out with his bass and even then it 
comes off sounding like a Cream cut-out. 
SVT is not a showcase for the already estab
lished Cassady but for a band that is a co
hesive unit. (Robert Harwood} 

~•th In the Shopping Malls-~--
MAN ON A TIGHTROPE b/w Purpose 
(Modern Methadone, local 45) 

I really like this record. "Man on a Tight
rope" is like sixties psychedelia with reggae 
flavor. It's an interesting combination, ex
ecuted well. 

"Purpose" is even better. It's got Lyres
ish guitar and organ, the stuff that dream$ 
are made of. (Joyce Linehan) 

New Mode,..__ ________ _ 

PERMANENT VACATION b/w 
SHATTERED WINDOWS 
(Modern Method, local 45) 

"Permanent Vacation" is one of my fav
orite New Models songs, and it doesn't lose 
anything in the transition from stage to vi
nyl. It's upbeat and fun and guaranteed to 
get you moving. 

The other offering, "Shattered Win
dows" sadly just doesn't measure up. lt 
fails to capture your attention, because it's 
too slow and too long. I kept waiting for the 
song to build to a climax, but it never quite 
got there. It's really disappointing. (Joyce 
Linehan) 

Hot D•tn ---------
(Boston International, local EP) 

As good as most local bands are, the in· 
gredient most important, material, is often 
the weakest link. That ingredient and the 
strength of it are what set Hot Dates apart 
from its peers. Guitarist Bob Millett and 
bassist Jeff Root are the band's songwriters 
and they turn in a far better than average ef
fort. Sounding at times like the"Beatles, and 
at other like the Fools without the foolish
ness, Hot Dates seems d~stined for national 
success. 

Of the nine songs on their debut LP 
there's nary a dull moment. The playing is 
subservient to the tunes themselves, making 
it impossible for the listener not to hear the 
tune first time 'round. Underlining each 
tune is excellent production, energy, excite
ment and tension; absolutely necessary to 
listenable pop/rock. 

If there's any criticism to be leveled at the 
band, it might be in the sameness of the vo
cal sound. Then again, that very sameness 
can also be identified as style, and purely a 
matter of personal preference. 

Best cuts are "The Heart of You," "I 
Must Fight," "Since You've Gone Away," 
and "Tune Into Me." Recommended. (Jon 
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BUY THIS RECORD! 
IT'S GOOD FOR YOU. 

Third Rail's fourth single is just 
out on Long View Records! Available 
now where local records are sold. See 

them live at Jasper's on Saturday, December 12. 
DISTRIBUTED BY ROUNDER RECORDS 



HURRICANE JONES 
GET 
CAUGHT 
INTHE 
STORM 

At Record Stores Now! 
-~l!CT ROUSER$ 

OM . 
• 

J 

-"' $1 (credited to first order) 
for AMERICAN INDEPENDENT 
MAIL ORDERS catalogue. 
• over 500 tftlee 119111d. 



EIYbCottello--------
Almost Bluc 
(Columbia, LP) 

With the original model, we got anger, 
egomania. A brooding and calculating pre
occupation with death and deception. A ri
diculous prodigy who rebelled against the 
tyranny of the audience and the media. A 
lyrical wizard who teased with cryptic, cyn
ical insight. 

That Costello has vanished, at least for 
the time being. 

This year's model is still a romantic, but 
now he's yearning for love, instead of pas
sion. The dozen songs on Almost Blue, all 
cover versions of classic country and west
ern tunes, take slow, sad aim at the heart. 
The songs tell stories: a lover regretfully 
watches a marriage dissipate ("Good Y car 
for the Roses"), a man finds himself unable 
to let go of his lover ("Sweet Dreams"), a 
lost soul tries to lose himself in liquor ("To
night the Bottle Let Me Down," "Sittin' 
and Thinkin'"). 

The words are simple, the sensations uni
versal, the music (most1y) slow. Sentimen
tality mixes with raunchy, bluesy l'ock, hits 
somewhere between sap and boogie-woog
ie. Take "Success": an acoustic rag-time 
piano intro, a pedal steel guitar gushes up, 
drums and bass gut-bucket in. "You 
haven't time to love me anymore/Since 
fame and fortune knocked upon our door 
.. Success has made a failure of our 

home.'' Shreds of cowboy-style guitar stroll 
in, the piano lopes double time way up 
high. Violins flare up in a number of songs, 
melodramatic and sentimental. 

The arrangements arc dominated instru
mentally by John McPhec (pedal steel gui
tar) and Steve Naive, the Attractions' key
board player. Naive's virtuosity flashes 
from maniacal blues to near-classical melo
drama to touchingly emotional melodies. 
The weakest songs on the LP, "Why Don't 
You Love Me Like You Used to Do?" and 
"Hi-Ho Silver," are studded with guitar 
fills instead of keyboards, and seem to suf
fer from it. 

Sentimental and warm, this Costello has 
changed his tactics. He wants your heart. 
He wants your tears. (Carrie B. Coopet 

The Dark---------
You Are In No Danger 
(D.W.I., local EP) 

Twenty years from now, the kid 'II find 
the 45 in a box in the attic. He'll like the op
tics on the inner sleeve, he'll think the five 
guys look a little alienated, a little bored. 
He'll ask his father what was The Dark. 
Dad'll tell him that they were a fairly con
ventional Boston band. That they played 
frantic off-kilter music, songs that poked 
fun at the mundane and pathetic facts of 
life. ' 

"Like what?" the kid will ask. Like fear, 
embarassment, stupidity, the need to be
long, the need to be entertained and divert
ed. 

The kid won't understand "controversi
al" or "mundane," but he'll understand 
"Judy." He'll recognize the "doo-dah! 
Yeah!" chorus as a twisted sort of cheer. 
He'll recognize unrequited love, the classic 
crush. He'll miss the specific references: "I 
saw you at the Channel/I saw you at Mar-

Anualone cont. from page 8 

at 'LYN Monday evening at 5 p.m. Albert 
was told he would be observing me run the 
equipment to prepare him for the 12 mid
night to 6 a.m. shift which management had 
promised to add last September (and which 
is still non-existent). Amy was told there 
would be a meeting to discuss raising the 
wattage of the station, which is not possible 
due to FCC regulations ... or at least that's 
what management has told me over the last 
two years. When they arrived at the station 
they were told "Rich is no longer with us" 
(I had informed Albert of my termination 
earlier that afternoon-Amy was stunned!). 
Albert was told to go on the air and Amy 
was to assist him in running the equipment. 

I still maintain management will make 

tha and Kate's/I saw you at the BF/VF ben
efit/Your dress was too much." He won't 
notice the Cagney spoof. But he'll feel the 
bass pump, the desire quashed by fear. 
He'll join in on the chorus, he'll want to 
dance . 

The kid will find side two more enigmat
ic. He'll ask his father why The Dark sliced 
up the pretty, lilting melody of "Houses 
Arc Falling'' with the ugly, broken music 
behind "And it hurts and it hurts . . . " His 
father will explain that The Dark were pro
bably trying to make you feel what they 
feel. Express the pain. The ominous quality 
of the slow funk will make sense to the kid. 
He'll think the song sounds like black ma
gic. 

"Mission of Promo" will elude him en
tirely. The intro sounds like a commercial. 
The singer sounds like he's in pain. Dad 
won't bother to explain who Mission of 
Burma were, but he wiH tell the kid that the 
song always seemed to be about the hollow
ness of life, and how you can escape it for a 
while by making music. He'll point out the 
lines "It is my problem/My biggest fear/To 
fill some tape/To kiU some time/To spend 
the hours/To fiU my mind/The meaning of 
it all/This boredom weapon/I think of 
rhymes ." People thought the band was cyn
ical and commercial. The kid will hear mu
sic that sounds like nerves snapping. He'll 
hear drums that sound African and key
boards that sound Egyptian. He'll hear the 
line "I sell the lies that are not true ." He'll 
ask his father what he thought. Dad'll tel1 
him that lies that aren't true are facts. 
Dad'II say he liked The Dark. He thought 
they were clever, lively, entertaining. He 
thought they were realists. (Carrie B. Coo
per) 

John Horvorka--------
The Price of the Truth 
(Bessemer Process, EP) 

The man who (along with the 2x4's) 
brought you "Bridgeport Lathe," that 
homage to the men of the machine shop, is 
back with a four song EP. Herc Horvorka 
writes some imaginative lyrics, often dealing 
with the life of modern man in Middle 
America. Talk of crucibles, prognosis for 
expansion, and processing kilns leaves me 
cold though. But when in "American Deci
sions" Horvorka states, "Don't tell lies me
thodically/don't overindulge in self-pity/ 
don't give in to fear/accept what is there," 
I think he's got a good grip on a writing 
style that can get through to people. At 
times the music seems a little flat and life
less, too one-dimensional. Maybe he could 
have relied on a producer other than him
self, someone to look at the overall view 
from the outside. There's a lot that he's 
reaching for and I look forward to his next 
effort. The title song and "Sermon #I" 
both seem to click, so check the record out. 
The price of the truth is probably less than 
two bucks. A deal. (Marc English) 

the changes they want in January. If I had 
any inclination otherwise, I would not have 
protested and would still have my job and 
wouldn't be writing this right now. 

I have not and WILL NOT -condemn 
Amy and Albert as "scabs' ... nor have I 
nor will I ask advertisers to pull out. .. or 
bands to take their music off the air, 
those decisions are up to the people in
volved ... I intend to "burn no bridges" be
hind me. I will however continue to tell the 
story of my days at 'LYN to defend my in
tegrity against a rash of unfair & untrue ru
mors that have surfaced. If nothing else, I 
left 'LYN with my integrity intact, and I in
tend to keep it that way!!! I love this music 
as much if not more than anyone else. 
but there is one thing I hold higher than the 
music ... and that's PEOPLE. Too often, 

Shane Cbampagne-------
YOU'RE LEAVING b/w Get to You 
(Pure and Easy, 41) 

The first side sounds a whole lot like their 
hit of sorts, ''Shadow-world,'' which I liked 
a lot. 

Flip side sounds a lot better. Breaking out 
of their reggae rut. "Get to You" is a song 
that really works. The band seems alive and 
the whole piece clicks. Both cuts feature 
well-executed vocals and guitar work . Me
thinks the A side should be the B side and 
vice versa. But who am I to say7 (M. Eng
lish) 

BlackFiq---------
Damaged 
(SST /Unicorn, LP) 

Finally it has arrived! No longer wiU I 
have to tape all of my Black Flag singles 
(and EPs) to get a half hour's worth of mu
sic. Yep, they finally have an album out. 
Too bad it's not as great as everyone 
thought it would be. 

Don't get me wrong. I really like the al
bum, and it's really good too, but it could 
have been better. OK, if I really have to give 
the record a rating, I'll use the four-star 
method and give it a 2 or 3 star rating. _ 

The real problem with the record isn't 
with the band or the songs ... it's the pro
duction. The guitars weren't brought out 
enough and the general sound is wrong. De
finitely the last batch of songs they did 
("Six Pack" and "Louie Louie") had a 
much better mix than the album does. 

Song highlights include "Rise Above," 
their tribute to kids who are always put 
down, the studio version of "Depression," 
and "No More," "Life of Pain," etc., etc. 
Just get it. Don't be stupjd!! (Choke) 

Burundi Black--------
(Cachalot, LP) 

One oi the most intriguing sounds on re
cord thus far in this decade has got to be 
the rhythm track of Bow Wow Wow's 
"C-30! C-60! C-901 GOii" I'd always 
thought it was an imaginative re-structuring 
of an old Bo Diddley riff. Imagine my sur
prise when I heard "Burundi Black (parts I 
and 2)" originally recorded in the sixties. 
Not only is the identical riff here in living 
stereo and technicolor, but also the African 
call-and-response that rounds out and 
makes this a real piece of music and not just 
a rhythm riff for a rock single. Unfortun
ately, messieurs Rusty Egan and Jean-Phil
ippe Iliesco saw fit to add extra percussion 
and keyboards. The result has you straining 
to hear the original recording, while being 
annoyingly distracted by the overdubs. If 
you can't find the original recording on the 
Ocora label, pick up Bow Wow Wow or 
Adam and the Ants. It's still the next best 
thing. (Jon McAuliffe) 

media and other public officials use their 
power for themselves instead of for the peo
ple that they serve. I learned the airwaves 
are meant to serve the public ... and that's 
how I programmed .. . I brought people in
to the radio with me each night. The audi
ence was the main force of the program
ming I did at 'LYN. and the people will 
continue to be the strength behind any and 
all of my future endeavors. 

Lastly, I feel it says a lot for the music I 
was playing that in finding ou( who was us
ing me as a vehicle for themselves and w)lo 
truly was there to help me bring the music 
to the people-I have found the vast major
ity fall into the latter category. Many peo
ple have come forward and given me the in-

Cont. on page 37 

James Blood Ulmer------
Free Lancing 
(Columbia, LP) 

The jazz scene of the early-to-mid '70s 
was one of tremendous creative ferment, at
tempting to digest and extend the consider
able accomplishments of the '60s avant
garde (Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, 
etc.). This process spawned a whole new 
crowd of jazzcrs exploring the nether re
gions between improv and elaborate com
position. Many new giants emerged (An
thony Braxton, Leroy Jenkins et al), and 
then ... stagnation. Over the last few years 
the question has been what to do next in. o,r
der to escape the rut. 

I think Ulmer points in at least one such 
direction. He's an extremely proficient gui
tarist possessed of a distinctive sound with 
bile, capable of writing good tunes with 
soulful vocals . His horn players are among 
the cream of the '70s explosion, while his 
rhythm section is a killer with both modem 
funk and rampant bop times. More import
ant than his former-Coleman-sideman pedi
gree is the noticeable maturation evident in 
his recent music. Some people think Ulmer 
is th.: next Hendrix. I don't know about 
that, but the man is a contender. Check this 
one out. (Jim Puccio) 

Vlrpn Pruna--------
Sandpiper/Lullabyc b/w Sleep/Fantastic 
Dreams-A New Form of Beauty, Pt. I 
(Rough Trade, import 41) 

Virgin Prunes could be called Ireland's 
non-commercial flipside of U2, a little 
tougher to get into perhaps, but if you give 
them a chance almost as uplifting. "Sand
piper Lullabye" builds up gently, voices 
and guitar both pulling at you in an almost 
classical structure. It's one of the best ex
amples I've heard recently of how basically 
simple sot.mds and tones can create remark
able pop music (file this one in-between 
"The Sweetest Girl" and "O Superman"). 
"A New Form of Beauty" is Virgin Prunes' 
multi-media project that began with this re
cord. It will also include a 10" EP (out 
now), a 12" 41, a videocassette, a book, 
and finishing with an art show-but don't 
let the pretense put you off. This is great 
stuff. (Gerard Cosloy) 



MEDIUM MEDIUM funkin 'for the U.K. 
by Tris/ram Lozaw 

One thing that England is not known for 
is being funky. But, with varying degrees of 
success, more and more of the British "un
derground'' is picking upon American-bred 
soul searchings o la James Brown and Mo
town, with a frequent snatch of Miles Davis 
or Orneue Coleman rearing its improvisa
tional head. 

The Pop Group, sort of the British Isles' 
twisted answer to James Chance, and the 
potentiaJ of their damaged-goods rhythms 
led the way. But what has followed is a 
whole new generation of British bands that 
seem to think that funk is as easy to fake as 
punk and are wearing out dozens of Con
tortions records while they try to teach 
themselves the supposed basics of being 
black in the USA. Trouble is, that's as far 
as most of them went-copying James 
Chance. But where Chance had an infatua
tion with master James Brown, these groups 
had soul roots that extended only as far as 
the most recent and white of the-black funk. 
Many were able to hide this fact in a pre
tense of avant garde deviance for a while. 
But ultimately, so much of what had sound
ed so promising at first was exposing its 
thin, mmsy foundations. 

Dexy's Midnight Runners turned out to 
have as much soul as a high school march
ing band. A Certain Ratio's funky mystique 
turned into undirected covers of mid- '70s 
American white-trash fusion. Others just 
passed from punk through funk on to what
ever they could steal from Joy Division and 
whatever the next cult-fixation might be. By 
trying to keep up with the short attention 
span of the "underground" British audi-

ences, few English bands have spent enough 
time in any one style of music to pursue any 
serious development of funk, let alone ex
plore "from whence the style came." 

One group that seems serious enough 
about funk 10 still know how to have fun 
playing it is Pigbag, an outgrowth of the 
Pop Group which is more into blazing 
horns than biting commentary. When they 
mix the JBs with Miles Davis, Pigbag sounds 
like they've done some homework. Another 
band of English merrymen that takes the 
form seriously, perhaps too seriously at this 
stage of their game, is Medium, Medium. 

Medium, Medium (John Lewis: horns/ 
vocals, Andy Ryder: guitar, Allan Turton: 
bass, Steve Harvey: drums), with a press-kit 
bio that describes their music with words 

1ike "oozing" and "throbbing," have 
coined their crusade "dance music for the 
mind and body." Formed in November, 
1978 in Nottingham, they released a single 
on APT Records, "Them or Mc" in 1979 
and were also represented on the Hicks 
From the Sticks" compilation. In 1980, 
they landed a top 50 hit on the Billboard 
disco charts, "Hungry, So Angry," and this 
year signed with the American independent 
Cachalot Records for their debut LP, The 
Glitlerhouse. Though "So Angry" had at
tracted some major label interest, they went 
with Cachalot primarily for reasons of con
trol over distribution and content, and be
cause they wanted to work with people who 
were more empathetic to their needs than 
''suits and tics in some conglomerate.'' 

In town at Spit, "So Angry" was the 
opener, and showpiece, of Medium, Medi
um's set. Bleak Ubu-ish horn and bass 
drones, interrupted only by occasional slaps 
on the drums, flowed into solidly anchored 

backbone beats (more Pere Ubu visions) 
until the band built up enough danceable 
steam for the fun funk in the body of the 
song. After this quick start, the tempos 
which followed seemed somewhat listless by 
comparison. But the slowly evolving angst 
and trance-ish soul scratchings of Ryder's 
guitar eventually took hold and took over
stark funk with abundant hi-hat cymbals, 
heavy bass, phased guitar and echoed voc
als. Steve Harvey, described bv one mem
ber of the crowd as "Carl Yastremski on 
tom toms" for his vicious left-handed 
swings, kept building on his English tribal 
beats until, at the climax of the set, front
man Lewis jettisoned his saxophone from 

its mouthpiece and produced an impressive 
series of lunar high notes. 

Medium, Medium's set and LP exhibit a 
connection with Jamaica and the smoky 
spaciness of reggae that most British funk
ers eschewed if for no other reason than i1s 
long hair and mind-numbing cigarettes. But 
Medium, Medium have embraced the rasta 
rhythms, and they consider New York and 
Jamaica the music centers of the world and 
groups like Grand Master Flash, Oefunkt 
and groups from the reggae ranks as lead· 
ers, with Captain Becfheart fitting in there 
somewhere. "New York has the best music 
in the world," say the Mediums, "but no
body here seems to realize it.'' 

STEVE HAYES 

NEV\/ 45 

REPORT CARD DAY 

4aframbia 
/RECORDS 

2032 East Pine • Tulsa, OK. 74110 Phone (918) 587-765~ 

The Debut album by Boston's 
premiere pop rock dance group. 

Features TUNE INTO ME-three months 
in Progressive Platter's Rockin' charts. Seven 
weeks on WBCN! 

Plus the new hits THE HEART OF YOU 
and SINCE YOU'VE GONE A WAY. 

"Wicked Pissah! A striking debut." 
-The Boston Phoenix 

"Fine dance tunes focused around absolutely murder
ous guitar licks!'' -Swut Potato 

"'Vibrant and tight. Boston's best shot nationally. " 
-Progressive Platter 

SORRY FOR THE DELA\', BUT 
WE ARE FUSS\' ABOUT THE 
PRESSINGS AND THE FIRST 
BATCHWASN.G. 

-BOSTON SKYLINE 

Finally available at Strawberries, NE Music City, Popcorn, Good Vibrations, 
Newbury Comics and other fine stores. 
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Gang Green 

Reach Boston's moat active 
dab 1oen. Space on the Club
land page la avallabl• for Just 
S 7 .00 per column Inch. To re
serve apace In this section call 
266-1717. Th• ad deadllne 
for Clubland la always the ••· 
cond Friday of the month . 

Rock 'N' Roll Spectacular #13 
December 13th at The Paradise 

wi1h 

The Last Ones 
Marky Mussel and the Clams 

A.Y.M. 
Gold Dust 

and special guest star 
;s:ew Rose/RCA. recording artist. 

f,ee~ENU' 007 

\ ~ 0 ,910 and special guests 
,:, 5 ., •• , 5 •

1
•"' "'::: •• -•• SUN. DEC. 13, 9 p.m. : 400 Essell _..-•••-••• ._ ___________ _., ______________________ -I 

Count Viglione 
tix s:i 75 

; ............. .... 

' and BLITZ and PUNK and NEW ROMANTIC and PIRATE DRESSING. 
We've got the styles to go with any occasion. If you want to be 
one step ahead with the fashion trends 
from New York or 3000 miles ahead with 
the new boutique crop of London , then ~ 
pour a little GOOD TIMES BOSTON in ·' '. 
your wardrobe. Our new stock of British 
fashions will amaze the most jaded 
Boston shopper. A dash of New York and 
a dash of London make Good Times 
Boston your headquarters for truly 

,=-
228 Newbury St. Boston 

THE . 

CHANNEL THEONLY 
~~ ;~[/~l~J;=f PLACE TO ROCK! 

Fri., Dec. 11 The Cramps, The Dark, Tymon Dogg and spe
cial guests: The Gun Club 

Sat., Dec. 12 Berlin Airlift, The Sonics, Jackie & The Rippers 

Sun., Dec. 13 WCOZ Rock For All Ages with The Trademarks 
and the Prime Movers 3:00 p.m., No Alcohol Served 

Wed., Dec. 16 Nu Muzik Dance Party, $2 cover, $1 drinks 
The Wages, Pagan, The Guise, The Tears 

Thurs., Dec. 17 L.A. Woman 
Fri., Dec. 16 

Sat., Dec. 19 

Sun., Dec. 20 

Sun., Dec. 20 

Wed., Dec. 23 

Sat.,Dec.26 

The Rockets, The Bangs, The Lifters 

Jon Butcher Axis, Johnny A's Hidden Secret, 
Men and Volts 
WCOZ Rock For All Ages, 3:00 p.m., No Alcohol 
Served Jon Butcher Axis, The Dawgs 

Evening Show: Annual Christmas Party, Free Admis
sion. Fire Dept., Angry Young Bees, Vital Signs 
Nu Muzlk Dance Party, $2 cover, $1 drinks 
The Products, Sweet Evil, Risk-A, Singe 
NRBQ & The Whole Wheat Horns, The lncredl· 
ble Casuals, The Upstarts 

Tues., Dec. 29 A Benefit for The High School Times, All Ages 
The Outlets, The Prime Movers, Origin of Spe· 
cles, The Upstarts, Jared, The Shockers 

Wed., Dec. 30 WCOZ Club Night, Free Admission 
The Orbits, The Trademarks 

Thurs., Dec. 31, New Years Eve THE PLASMATICS 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS • ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 



RICHARD 
THORNE 
~~~SIDE 
EFFECTS 

"JUNKIE FOR YOUR LOVE .. 
.. EVERYBODY'S LOOKING FOR A HERO .. 

available at record stores 
or send $2 (plus 50¢ postage) to: 
MOUSETRAP PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. Box451 
Canal St. Station N.Y., N.Y. 10013 

l---+-4--+ 13 PHOTOS OF YOUR 
1---+---1--4- FAVE WAVE STARS:~~I 
~ THE GO-GOS THE JAM,.~~ 

LENE LOVICH,ADAM AHT,,-+---+---1---l 
--..-+- BILLY IDOL& 8 MORE ••• -1----1--+--,j 

t-+--+--+--',.....,.._ Ifs.A CALENDAR T00!-+--+--11--1---....4--1 

INYOURFACI 
19ft CALENDAR 

photographs by B.C. Kagan 

SEND 6.50 PlUS 150 P.&H. 
TO: KAGAN KALf,.i>A~ 

43 WINTER~•iu;'"' 
BOSfON,MA.01101 
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Beginning in January, Bos
ton Rock will be published 
on the ·third Thursday of 
each month. 
Display and Classified ad deadline: 
second Thursday of ea:ch month . 
Clubland deadline: second Friday 
of the month. 

***** fU<JUR<E 
B~BS 

Jl11gle Bell Rock 
<four 

frl. 'llec. 11: 'i'lidlat w/Rubber 
'Rodeo 

·sat. 'llec. Ill: Ctia1111el w/l\tla11tlcs 
Suq. 'llec. 20: Carollqg 011 W'E'RS 

Metrowave 
Wed. 'llec. 23: Streets w/Boys Life 
frl. 'llec. 25: Stay Home aqd 'Ile 

Merry 

~~~~~ 
STOLEN: 

FENDER 
PRECISION BASS 

White with rosewood neck, 
Serial #S756889. $100 reward. 
Bruce, 661-6975 or424-1233 . 

.. ., __ ,., .. ,,., 11' 

DECADENCE 
with 

The Vacuumheads 
January 14, Cantone's 

4r ,r V ¥ ,r..-. 

pRirnit:ive 
r.zornaoce 

Dec. 12 Media Workshop 
Dec. 20 Jacks 
Dae. 30 Cantone"s 
Jan. 6 The Channel 

3 song llexl disc on 
DOT CITY RECORDS 
For bookings call (617) 524-2742 

FOR JUST A DOT 
WE'RE DOING A LOT 

SEX EXECS 
ThulO 

BOYS LIFE 
Frt 11 

PE'TERDAYTON 
Sat12 

PAUL RISHELL BAND 
5un13 

CROCKEn 
Mon14 

TREMENDOUS RICHARD 
Tue15 

HOT OFF THE FRETS 
Wed16 

RUBIES and THE SONICS 
Thu 17 

PLANET ST. and JACKALS 
Frt 18 

FACE TO FACE 
Sat19 

PAUL RISHELL BAND 
5un2O 

ROCKEn88'1 
Mon21 

MAYNARD SILVA BAND 
Tue22 

DUKE ROBILLAIRD BAND 
Wed23 

Blue Christmas Week. .. 

SUGAR RAY and 
THE BLUE TONES 

Sat26 

CHRIS JONES and 
THE REGULARS 

5un27 

DOWNTIME 
Mon28 

HOT DATES 
Tue29 

STEVE GEYER BAND 
Wed3O 

New Years Eve ... 
THE RINGS 

odvoncetl,i: 
Thu31 

TRADEMARKS 
Frt 1 

HYPERTENSION 
Sat2 

Evety Sun . 
Stave Frltht Showc.H 

(open m ike) W 
wlttl Donna O.Chrl1Nph« 

•11..-.n 
1350C•~$J. 

Inman Sq., C:ambiidg(I 



1ru•fl111m1~ 
··WHIIII IIOITON'I 

ROCK IANDI ARI IORN T.M. 

Thu 10 
Spermamatlc • Normal Thomas 

Mean Arithmetic 
Fri 11 

Good Dust 
plus special performance by a Boston 

rock and roll le end 

ThuH 
Square Peg• Medicine Crew 

S eclmens 

Sat 19 
Private Party 

Sun20 
New Wave Xmas Party 

1,J M.I.A.'s • 21-645 • DaDa • Machines 
Mon 21 

New Landon Showcase 
Clothes Ins• The Throats 

Wed23 
East Wind• Lazarus• Men 'N Volts 

Sat 26 
Suade Cowbo s • Bones 

Tue29 
Sllverdots 

Wed30 
DaDa • Primitive Romance 

Thu31 
New Years Eve 

Lizzie Borden and the Axes 
SPECIAL GUESTS! 

Fri Jan 1 
The Product • Machines 

Sat Jan 2 
Petit Mal• Limbo Race 

Wed6 
Mlcke Bliss Band• Bimbos 

Thu7 
Wa -outs• Little Beers 

Fri8 
Last Ones• Ga Shane and Detours 

Thu 14 
Vacuumheads • Decadence 

Fri 15 
Suade Cowbo s • Petit Mal 

Sat 16 
Rock 'n Roff Rasslln ' Night 

Ml ht Ions vs. Forei n Ob acts 
Wed20 

The Score• Sollcltors 
Thu 21 

Oblivion• Schemers 

H BROAD IT., .BOSTON 
331-7177 

............ Y,D.L.l'UN,-tar: 
COUNT JOE, Wed.-Sun. 

TERRY. Mon. & Tua. {call •t club) 

December 16th at the Bradford 
A.P.P. Presents 

with 

THE LYRES 
and 

THE DARK 
No one under 20. Must have proper 1.0. 

Tix at Newbury Comics, Out of Town, Elsie's, Music City, Hub 
Tix, TICKETRON. 

Telephone: 491-7800 C -~ 

Jj(D~ 
where great sounds are born nightly! 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 
1218 SELLl'S DELI 12120 THE RUNES 

1217 THE PUPPET RULERS plu1 

plus MR. MOTO PRIMITIVE ROMANCE 

1218 DOWNTIME 12122 MARGO THUNDER 
and ENTRIOUE 

12190 10 TIGER'S BAKU 12123 THE FIRE DEPT. 
12111 0 12 THE DUKE plus 

ROBILLIARD BAND GARY SHANE& 

12/13 ZERO BOYS THE DETOURS 

(from lndlanapoll1) 12124,25 CLOSED 
plus THE UPSTARTS 12126 LOU MIAMI 

12/14 SYSTEM plus NEWZ AND KOZMETIX 

12/15 HYPERTENSION 12127 THE BLADES 

12117 THE NEW MODELS 12128 MR.MOTO 

12116, 19 THE LINES 12130 RUBBER RODEO 
plus THE SCAM 

CELEBRATE NEW YEARS EVE AT JACKS 
Our Gala Party features THE LINES 

ROCK 'N' 
ROLL 

RASSLIN' 
NIGHT 

Saturday, January 16 at CANTONE'S ARENA 

THE 
MIGHTY IONS 

B0sIon's Champions 

featuring 

THE 
FOREIGN OBJECTS 

Top Contenders from Amhers! 

69 Broad St'. Plus exciting wrestling films and tapes! $3.00 

S~E'ls 
Sat 12 

from NYC .. 

THE DANCE I 
SUADE COWBOYS 

Sat 13 
Phil 'N' Ph/ash Bash! 

SS Decontrol 
Native Tongue 

007 
Gang Green 

and guests 

WBd16 

DANGEROUS 
BIRDS 

from Dayton, Ohio . .. 

DEMENTIA PRECOX 
Thu 17 

from England . .. 

ANTIPASTI 
ICE AGE 

(formerly the Stains) 

GANG GREEN 
Fri 18 

LYRES 
from our nation's capital . . ·. 

SLICKEE BOYS 
Bomp 

Sat 19 

PETER DAYTON 
from Athens, GA. .. 

SIDE EFFECTS 
Sun 20 

reggae with . .. 

ONE PEOPLE 
D.J. Magnus 

Wed23 

BOYS LIFE 
FUTURE DADS 

Thu 24 & Fri 25 

MERRY 
CHRISTMAS 

closed 

Sat:!6 
from LA: 

BLACK FLAG 
SACCHARIN TRUST 

SS DECONTROL 
Thu31 

NEW YEARS EVE 
from England . .. 

BRIAN BRAIN 
THE DARK 

Coming In January . .. 
POLYROCK 
SECTION 25 

787-5825 
1239 Comm. Ave. Allston 
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li~:t;;:;,t·tJ;:.~:,~~;i:;:;···:;~f?UD:)5:\)))f f:@\iff f ll!~JJ~~l~I 
• much of (Ccrtam Ratio, Fire Engines) with 

Truth, Justice, and New Improved Time :u?:~i:~~~ :~::~n~~~ h~:;i~ ?.~:st~~=!~ l4!j;r1&e.• o·· -,f,2·0-''s-d·· 
Release Action could not be convened to Motion" (a go-go song about emotions?) z ~a.\ " ;: · ,, · ' 
help me guest-write this column; M. Hafilz which is definitely sec jungle, go ape, buy 8. 1 N ~~ · ' ' 
just has better connections. But I did listen tickcts!Thishasfunk,hcart,clattcr,almost n , ~:fl.~ 

1
':_,}'. ' ,, : ~-

to everything through headphones (a rare soul, and good lyrics about sneaky feelings: :t , ;- ' l • ',,!B,·• 
concession) a bunch of times. I've ncvc~ "Takes me by the anklesl/Tcars me down/ , -. ·· 'fllil 
done this before, and I'll settle out of court. ~1akes me look at my mistakes!" Like, like, ; ~ .~ ·Jt , · .. 

First, I was simply shocked by the num- hke. ,.._ 1~:..-J._ . ~.; 
ber of bands sporting letterhead stationery I had such high hopes for the Bunuteads. ':. ': .!,!' 1·f ,,. · ,., • 
as part of their "please listen" packages. I Dippy name, but they sent an imitation ., ,t ~', ~:. ,., 
thought bands lived in fallout shelters and John Holmstrom comic book and more let- . · • ·· ;.: 
sold their backstage passes to buy food! terhcadstationcry,ANDhadalistofsome ·., _.·.-,·~· .. ~i:.-
One such band to scrounge up cnoughmon- .SO original songs. But, nope. Yawnsville, · · .. ·,,, · 
cy to wrap their cassette contribution in let- macho rock. I should'vc known-they sent 
tcrhead luxury is Revere's Vltal Sl1ns. Eh, a list of every goddam piece of equipment 
you know what they say about form and they own. 
content. "Lightning in My Hcart"/"Piecc After that, there's no choice but to turn 
of Time" is clean, tame pop-new wavey in to the "stoopid, bombastic grandeur" (as 
the perjorativc sense. Both songs, especially the great liner notes by Richard Meltzer 
"Lightning" which has a nice jangly, minor have it) of the Dlcllllon. Revivals are gen
cxchange, demonstrate some okay guitar erally a bad idea, but Fuck 'Em If They 
work, but the lyrics are s.tupid. Can't Toke a Joke, their just released, com-

No less a personage than Phil Milstein of- mercially available live reunion tape is the 
fcrs up The 4 Utler Words tape-"the fin- Dies (why does Meltzer keep calling them 
est teenage combo in the history of Athol, the "'Tators"?) like you love and remem
Mass." And no doubt about it. Two gui- ber 'cm. Manitoba screaming, Ross the 
tarsi Two basses! Drrrums! Teenagers! Boss doing guitar talk, with just enough 
Boy, these guys arc probably killers live- modifications to prevent this being a parody 
they're so amateur it'll bring tears of joy to of the old band. "Borneo Jimmy" has got a 
your eyes. "Thank you, you bastards!" new swagger to it, and who but the Dies 
they yell at the audience, which is what Helt could start "Search and Destroy" as a 
like saying. "Nothing for Granted," obvi- cock1ail jazz song before going completely 
ously recorded in a Stop n' Shop bag, man- punkcroo. 
ages to swing and plod at the same time- The Bimbos. Uh. 
what else would you expect from a line-up tape. 
like this? Does slow garageband junkorama Well! A big surprise out of the wastelands 
boogie mean anything to you? The guitars of Rhode Island was Type 0. Some of their 
doing an almost psychedelic fuzz while the material is on the goopy side, a little flat, 
basses drag along the bottom. And they but "In My Eyes" shows potential for some 
cover ''Gloria," ''Roadrunner,'' ''Peter real originality. The acoustics/recording are 
Gunn Theme," and "Babe I'm Gonna unusual-quavery, treated vocals, a rip
Leave You" (yep, Zep), which sounds nau- piing texture, and guitars that jump be
seating bul actually, the covers-especially tween speakers-but gimmickry doesn't get 
"Babe"-are so funny that no apologies the upper hand. Type O would do well to 
arc necessary: a hash of wah-wah (like none tap this ability to write simple, delicatecom
you'vc ever heard), screaming and some positions (sorry) set in complicated and in
mysterious sound effects. A new noise triguing arrangements. If they play, I'd go. 
thank god. The Del Fuqos (of the Fire, I think) 

Nonmbtr Group turns in another ex- characterize themselves as a dance trio, but 
trcmcly professional performance with t guess they're kidding. They write gloomy, 
"We Dancc"/"Popular Front"/"Nothing droncy songs. On tape this happens to 
to Rcmembcr"-somcone in the band has work. Sometimes. When things click, the 
sold his/her soul in return for a sound this result is a despondent, boncyard stalk that 
precise and understated: electromusic com- isn't unappealing. I liked "Chores," dry, 
plctcly on par with the current (maybe fad- flat drums and disjointed guitar ("Doing 
ing now) crop of such British stuff. I don't the Watusi/Can be a Chore too") and 
find this sound particularly inspired as a "Surf Garbage," with its dark guitars and 
genre, but November Group deserves all mutant surf undertones-the Raybeats 
credit and attention for doing better than would sound like this if they were more de
almost anybody. "We Dance" has been on pressed than they already arc. 
the airwaves already for some time, and it is And while the Del Fuegos narrowly cs· 
the best song here, an almost classically cape, Square Pq, another local group, 
styled song supporting an ongoing counter- doesn't. Just too much competition in this 
ing of jerky guitars/drums/vocals and a category (post-new-wave-tension-fraught 
sorrowful synth; the same contrast marks ballads, I think). The guitar sparkles now 
the other songs on this tape, but I get too and then, but it's underworkcd and the dull 
many Spandau Ballet vibes off 'em. vocals need instrumental support-hey, 

If you would render phonetically the folks, that's what the band's for! 
phrase "Life is like a movie" thus: "Lahf is Uran1 Olan took some time to warm up 
lahk uh movuh," you'll love (luv?) Scam. -the opening tracks on the cassette they 
Egregious. Every song clocks in at a figura- sent are 100 lightweight, spare to the point 
tive or an actual eight minutes. They pro- of being uncompclling in the extreme. Ncv
bably have belt-buckles the size of Delaware. er say die, 1hough; they suddenly whipped 

Get out of that state. Who called the Ntw into some civilized, jazzed-down funk, 
Johnny Fin the Mission of Burma of Con- threw a little vocal tension into the writing, 
nccticut? I can't remember-at the time and produced "In the Beginning" and 
that meant the sound was similar, but this "Walking in the Jungle," two linked songs, 
New London outfit is MOB's counterpart alive with snaky guilars, throwaway acous
in innovation not direction . They've gotten tic grumblings, maybe violins, windchimcs, 
a six-song cassette together which starts out even horns, all over an elephantine bass. 
kinda Joe Jackson (bleah) but really gets its The singer screams, "Life's so WEIRD!" 
shit together. Five band members trade Perfect and worth 1he wait. 
numerous instruments and take turns per- That's all Hafitz dared give me. He'll be 
forming "percussionary maneuvers" and back next time. 
some exceptional vocal harmonies . Prolific Pictures, background information, and, 
Ken Atkins writes all the music and the lyr- of course, tapes (preferably cassette) either 
ics, which are clever without being fey. The live or studio should be sent to Michael Ha
flavor is reminiscent of some of the clack- fit1., c/o Boston Rock, 168 Newbury Street, 
cty, white funk the Brits arc generating so Boston, MA 01116. 

AS CHAN6ED ... 



ASK THE SOB SISTERS 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
Have I got a sob story for you. As if it 

weren't bad enough to be a member of a 
band that can't generate enough interest to 
be signed to Modern Method Records, we 
had the Extreme luck to be asked to fill in 
for an absentee band at the Rat. So, I'm 
walking in through the back door with a 
warm beer in my hand like I've done a thou
sand times before, and this huge ape comes 
up to me and rips my bottle outta my hand 
and throws it away. In a temporary moment 
of insanity I blurt out, "I paid for that you 
asshole," and the next thing I know I'm on 
the floor with a red nose, a black eye, and 
my tape deck halfway into my ear. I later 
find out that this guy is a bouncer employed 
by the club ("to protect me"). Later after 
peer group pressure, he apologizes saying, 
"I'm sorry, I didn't know wh o you were." 
Like it makes any fucking difference who I 
am. 

Sob sisters, my question is, how can the 
general club goer protect him or her or it
self from these notoriously vicious Boston 
bouncers, and how can I get signed to Mod
ern Method Records? 

Craze 
Dear Craze, 

We certainly understand your unfortun
ate predicament. Boston bouncers are no
torious bullies, that's because they eat a lot 
of red meat and drink ''beah. '' 

The next time you plan to be at a Boston 
club, you might want to bring along an ex
tra $/0for the big lug at the back door. It's 
the only solution we can come up with. It 

usually works. Otherwise, you enter at your 
own risk. 

As far as gelling signed to Modern Meth
od, the next time you audition, you might 
want to bring along an extra $JO . . 

Most affectionately, 
Sisters 

(ed. note: Hey Craze! When youjina/Jy get 
a record out, send me $/Oand I'll make sure 
we review it!) 

Dear S.O.B. Sisters, 
Thanks alot! Hair Breath! Nice going 

twerp ears! You've ruined my life not to 
mention my career. Fungus Head! You 
wait, you'll see. You haven't heard the last 
from me! 

D.B. 
DearF.H., 

Andy Warhol once said that everyone 
wi/J be famous for at least 15 minutes in 
their lifetime. So enjoy it while it lasts. 

Daar Sob Sisters, 

Adoringly yours, 
S.O.B. Sisters 

One of my publishers keeps promising 
people that we will do a story on their group 
and then he neglects to tell me about it. 
What's a boy to do? 

Love and kisses, 
frustrated BR editor 

Dear frustrated, 
You really ought to fire the bum, but 

since it would cut off "mummy's stipend," 
it probably wouldn't be a very good idea. 
And as for that story, we're sure the band 
will be pleased to kriow that they will befea
tured in next month's issue. 

Fo">-ever in your debt, 
Sobs 

Sob Sisters, 
You're ruining my sex life. Since I saw 

your picture in Boston Rock 1 jerk off to 
you 3 or 4 times a day. I can'.t stop, so what 
should I do? 

GGAllin 
GG-

Practice writing more intelligent fellers. 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
ss 

I was at a CCM Meeting (Conservative 
Christian Movement) two weeks ago, and 
when we stood up to say our pledge of alle
giance to the CCM flag, I stuck my chest 
out and the button on my skirt, which mom 

BANDS GAIN EXPOSURE. 
Do a video. Call VIOEX now 
at 646-1799 for professional 
qualit y. 

"Advances in Industry supply 
The Proletariat wi1h fresh ele
ments of enlightenment and 
progress. " -Karl Marx 

made me, popped off and my skirt fell on 
the floor. I was standing there with my skirt 
around my ankles. I have lost all of my 
friends. I feel you are the only ones who I 
can turn to. Please help me. 

Dear Je1.abel, 

Yours truly, 
Jezabel 

We really do understand your problem. 
Silly girl, it's no wonder they won't talk to 
you. What on earth were you doing wearing 
a slip? What were you hiding under there? 
You clearly hove a limited understanding of 
the facts of life. We suggest you read No 
More Menstrual Cramps And Other Good 
News by Penny Wise Budoff. M.D., pub
lished by Penguin Books. It can only help. 

Sob Sisters 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
My left arm keeps getting cramps and my 

right hand keeps slipping off. Am I doing 
something wrong, or is love always like 
this? I wish I were a bird. 

Leo Ego 
Dear Leo, 

Is a bird in the hand worth two in rhe 
bush? 

Send your questions to: 
SOB SISTERS 
c/o Boston Rock 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Sisters Sob 

ANZALONE cont. from page 31 

spiration and determination to REBUILD 
and get this thing going again real soon. I 
know I've rambled on quite a bil already, 
but I'd like to list a few of the many people 
who have restored my fajth in mankind. If I 
somehow omit your name, please forgive 
me ... An infinite amount of thank you's 
to: the listeners, especially those who sent 
letters of support, petitions or other means 
of support ... Particular thanks to 3 M.I.T. 
students: Anthony, Greg and Dave. Thanks 
to Rockit Records in Saugus for their help 
from beginning to end ... Thanks to: Car
ter Alan, Boston Rock, Take-It magazine, 
Gerard Cosloy, Danny from A.W.O.L., 
Joan McNulty, Doug Simmons, Jeff Mc
Laughlin, George and Karen from Warner 
Bros., Native Tongue, Tris Lozaw, Micky 
(rom Jumbo' s, Harry and Warren at 1he 
Channel. . all the local bands who are 
more interested in the music they make than 
the profit involved or which one day will be 
involved, Anne Marroni. .. all my phone 
people and others who volunteered, my 
family, John Le!,tnOn, and most of all, 
thank you to BOYS LIFE and all involved 
with your band ... words cannot ever ex
press the way you made me feel at the Para
dise 11/6/81!!! 

Hoping to be rockin' around the dial real 
soon, 
Rich Anzalone 

yeah, let's seize COZ. 

ODYH 
45 ON NU-AGE RECORDS 

STOLEN: FENDER PRECI
SION BASS, white with rose
wood neck, Serial #S756889. 
Reward SIOO (SIS0 if thief is 
hopitalized). Bruce, 661-6975 
or424-1233. 

CG ALLIN MAKES ME 
BARffFF 

TO NUFI-BANU BERLIN IS 
NOW 

BUY THE MACHINES 45-
ANALOG DISPOSABLE MU
SIC thru mail, S2. D. Rodden, 
43 Pond St., Billerica, MA 
01821. Get Yampy This Holi
day Season!!! 

ilotll CLASSIFIED ADS 
CG ALLIN can be my dog any 
day, the slimey snake-a fan 

,_ ROCK VIDEO Call Red Shark 
298-9806 or 749-7732. 
EAT Records. Catalogue: 400 
Essex S1ree1, Salem, Mass. 
01970. 

Regular ClasslfledAds 
~a~!

1
:. :t~.N~~it~~:·afi

0
;0~ng;~ may b~ placed b~ eit~· 

catalogue Satin Sales Dept er lnd1v1duals or bust-
20, 7 Sou;h 5th St., Mpis., MN ;::.,,, nesses. The individual 
55402 c•12) 133.5045_ .ff rate is $1.00 per line; 
John Carmen has a big mouth! '\: the business rate is 
Attn: Local Bands and Club ,4 S 1.50 per line. The fol
Ownus. Reach Bos1on's most i$ lowing form must be 
active club goers. Space in Bos- . used for all cl&SSi· 

fieds. 
One letter or space per 
box. Boldface costs 
.25 extra per word. 
All classifieds must 
be prepaid. You can 
place your ad over the 
phone [(617) 266-8787) 

by using your Master 
Charge or Visa card 
or mall It or bring It In 
person to: 
Boston Rock/Ne.,bury 
Comics 
281 Newbury SI. 
Boston, MA 02118 

Please include 
name and address 
whether or not you 
run it in your ad. 
Ads must be in by 
the second Thurs
day of the month. Somebody please buy Gerard 

Cosloy a new typewriter!!! 
MANAGEMENT - Bullet 
Management offers compre
hensive career development. 
Production, promotion, per
sistence. Stephen Bond Garvan, 
456-8111. 

~~~il~~\~r j~us~
1
;;.1xt::t~o\~ (,%'*'1W\~mas""®"""'"1ffilwt/Wl1""""'™"'™""''*""'"~'m~$~ -::::'~'.3::NWM~t~~Wk¾~"¾-:fult:%%.0.i:<,~{t\ 

umninch.Call266-8787. Name: City/Zip:-------------
!r~g~ b~!i

O
~!~g~t:t c:::enc~ Street:______________ Phone: 

Luncheonette BITES ii! And 
you can too. Noon Wednesdays 
WMBR88.I FM. 
GG Best & Worst live band. 
SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK twelve issues for ten 
dollars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton MA 02116. 
Guitar lessons-you don't have 

tions lkng for bassist w/ desire 
to play the world. Dedication, 
creativity, eqptmnt & looks 
imp!. Call 2-6 p.m. only at 734-
8044. 

Phil 'N' Phlash Bash!!! Dec.13 
at Streets. Nallve Tongue, 007, 
SS Decontrol and more. 
Old and new Rockabllly Re
cords! Now in stock at New
bury Comics, Boston. 

to go to music school to learn PANTHER BURNS RULEfllf 
how to play guitar. I specialize 
in teaching beginners and inter- NORTHWEST ROCK MAIL
media1e players. Learn differ- ORDER Seattle Syndrome 
ent rhythms, Myles of music compita1ion LP, Blackout s EP, 
and lead playing. Have played many more cassene items. Send 
in many local bands from rock S.A.S .E. for catalogue En
to blues, country, folk and reg- gram Records & Tapes, Box 
~8a_c.~D_o~ug~, ~'8~7-~12=.c5c.5·'---- 2]05B Seattle, WA 981 l l. 
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You most certainly do if you own the Native 
Tongue EP. You also have Speaking In Captions, All Wronged 
Up, Carving The Future From Soap, and a free bumper sticker. So 
pick up your EP today. You can find it at Newbury Comics, 
Strawberries, Rockit Records, The Coop, Rebop Records and 
other fine stores. 

Native Tongue EP. 

NATM 
fflNGUE , • 

NATIVE TONGUE - A DETENTE RELEASE 

XX XX XX llrbe tlrrutb ~urts XX X X X 

by Nayme Drawper 

Herc I am! It's December already, and I 
want to thank everybody who has written 
me lately. There's tons of news-but before 
we get into the thick of it, let me remind you 
to VOTE FOR ME AS THE PERSON 
WHO DID THE MOST FOR BOSTON IN 
THE BOSTON ROCK READERS' POLL! 
Granted I've only been writing this column 
for four months and some people still call 
me a scab for taking Crass' job-but 1 mean 
well, and I deserve it. Ask Amy Wachtel. 

One of the more somber moments of 
1981 was closing night at The Undcraround. 
The Neab played "Another Broken 
Dream" while the ceilings were tom down 
and the toilets trashed. The next day, we 
were told, BU was going to turn the tiny 
club into a laundromat. But did they? Not 
according to BU student Rick Jacobson. 
Jacobson wrote to tell us that the room is 
"an empty storage room ... aside from a 
few holes in the wall, the club is intact. The 
stage is still there, so is the bar, the booths 
and best of all, the wall of posters." And 
Jacobson added, the group he manages, 
The GulH, recently played a private party 
there. Thanks for twisting the knife a little 
further, Rick. 

Even though I'm still mad at Mag 4 for 
not inviting me to their first record release 
party, I guess I should mention that they 
are planning to record a new four song EP 
(Pure and Euy Rttords) in February. (Hey 
Mach, better not leave me out of that one 
too!). Also forthcoming on Pure and Easy 
is a new compilation featuring WUUe Loco, 
Shane Champagne, Tbundertraln, The Hits 
and Gary Shane and The Detoun. There 
was one record release bash that I did at
tend, and that was for the record that Rick 
Harte just can't stop talking about; the Pet
er Dayton EP. Even Dan Pierce and Loi« 
Ruin were at Spit that night. According to 
one report, The Phoenix's Doug Slmmom 
went home early crying, he was so upset 
that Dayton likes the Can. Hey Doug 
haven't you changed your opinion about 
anything in the past four years? 

Dayton isn't the only one who likes the 
Cars these days. Their new album Shake It 
Up has already gone gold. Presently, the 
band is working on a new video and Rk 0 
(doesn't he ever sleep?) also has been pro
ducing an LP for a keyboardist from Ar
kansas named JIii Barkley. The Cars will 
tour the states {including, of course, Bos
ton) early next year. 

As part of their perpetual tour of Com
monwealth Ave. (Streets, The Rat and The 
Paradise), The Future Dads recently blew 
up the ParadlH main house system. Nadve 
Tongue, Leper and a record-breaking six 
hundred and fifty people were on hand to 
witness the event. Of course those of us liv
ing in Boston are lucky; if the p.a. blows in 
one club or if that club closes, we can al
ways go somewhere else. But imagine what 
it must be like when it happens in a small 
town like Northampton, Mass. After eigh
teen months of operation Rahan is closing 
-at least for a couple of months. One 
group from that area, The SclenUflc Amerl
catlll, will soon be releasing a fifty minute 
cassette on ROIR. 

To our north, New Hampshire radio sta
tion WGIR is reportedly taking legal action 
against Manchester madman GG Allln for, 
according to GG, "threatening the station 
for not playing our records." Boston's Ron 
Scarletl is lucky he's still around to sell his 
new record. The day he picked up his discs, 
he totaled his car. Both Ron and the records 
{locked in the trunk) escaped unscratched. 

The Machines have also had their share 
of bad luck with cars. After a gig at the 
Paradise, guitarist T. Mu found his car 
missing two wheels. A couple of weeks la
ter, at The Club, bassist Teddy Virgin and 
drummer Bobby Comb found that someone 
had broken into their vehicles. Oddly, the 
Machines claim they aren't the least bit up
set by their ill fate. According to T. Max, 
"It gives Nayme Drawpcr a reason to men
tion the band." Happy birthday T. Max. 
Birthday wishes also go out to Ll,a BHM. 

It's good to know that former WLYN an-

nouncer Rieb Anzalone isn't the sort of per
son who would "burn his bridges behind 
him." Otherwise, he might be suspected of 
setting the fire that recently devastated sev
eral blocks of downtown Lynn. Rich prom
ises us that he'll be surfacing with a new job 
very soon. Speaking of surfacing, the debut 
issue of a new fanzine/newsletter Hotsheet 
reminds me of a similar rag from 1977 
called Miscarriage. Miscarriage was put out 
by Lorella (yeah, you know, the Nenous 
Ellen song that The Fools now butcher) 
and Carmen Monoxide. This new one is put 
out by someone named Carmina Burana 
and Phrencby LaPhleam. It features a great 
picture of Bani-Sadr lookalike Bob Toom
ey. Write: 17 Howe St., #1, Somerville, MA 
0214S. 

M!Mlon of Burma have just returned 
from a trip of the deep south. Human Sex
ual Response have been on the west coast 
where a "pound of Roman Meal bread" 
(get it?) was one of many prizes at a Hallo
ween costume concert at LA's Country 
Club. Ex-Real Kids John Felice and Alpo 
arc rumored to have started rehearsing a 
new band. Kenne Highland, ex-Gizmo, one 
time U.S. Marine and husband of Boston 
Groupie News editor MW Lynn, has a new 
group called The Hopelessly Obscure. 

SS Dttontrol doesn't believe "the scene 
is ready" for a compilation album of local 
hardcore bands; however, they will be re
cording their own EP very soon. Apparent
ly Emenon College's WERS doesn't be
lieve the scene is ready for a hardcore radio 
show either. Station DJ Choke was recently 
dismissed from his popular eight minute 
Tuesday evening hardcore spotlight for, ac
cording to a station memo, "breaking sta
tion rules." WERS faculty adviser Fran 
Berger told us that Choke was removed 
"for playing records not cleared for air
play." Another stiffed 'ERS jock, Peter 
Cboyce, is leaving both Emerson and the 
station out of "total disgust," adding, 
"eight thousand dollars tuition for what?" 

Airplay of new hardcore was one of the 
many hotly contested topics of discussion at 
a Sunday night get-together of Boston's 
non-commercial radio DJs. Hosted by 
WMBR's Carla Nolin, announcers from 
that station, as well as WERS, WZBC and 
WHRB were in attendance. 

What's this I've heard about the Neats 
hiring a string section for their upcoming 
Ace of Hearts EP? And what were Mike 
Dreese and WCOZ announcer Cindy Balen 
doing in Amy Wachtel's bed? 

Mike got a phone call just the other day 
from someone else I often try to spread 
rumors about. .. According to Mike, Bebe 
Buell will be marrying the Psychedelic Fun' 
Richard Butler on January 4. Unless his 
luck changes quickly, photographer Phll 'N 
Phluh won't be able to cover the gala 
event. Some creep recently stoic all of Phil's 
equipment-and just about everything else 
he owned too! 

Other Rumon: Jonathan Robert, for
merly of Dttadence {from Cambridge 
Rindge and LaUn High) might be joining 
Gang Green. Vitamin are considering re
cording for Propeller. Former Subway 
News publisher/photographer Michael 
Mayhan is moving to Birmingham, Ala
bama to become a reporter. And the Allan
tics hope to be announcing a new manage
ment deal very soon. 

Facts, not Just rumon: Lord Manuel has 
joined Pastiche. V; has a new 12" due out 
very soon. PrtmJUn Romance, a group ori
ginally from Tampa, Florida, have relocat
ed to the Boston area. And Jim Coffman is 
now booking Streets. Coffman's talents will 
be a great contribution to what is already 
Boston's hottest club-provided that he 
maintains their already strong practice of 
booking great American rock and roll 
bands (instead of all the artsy-fartsy over
paid Brits that he used to put into Spit). Hey 
Jim, when are City Thrills playing? 

Happy New Year. Vote for me. And re
member, if you or your group hasn't been 
mentioned in this space, then either you 
haven't done anything, or you didn"t tell 
anybody. Write: Nayme Drawper c/o Bot
ton Rock, 261 Newbury St., Boston, MA 
02116. 
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"The 
Glitter house" 

futuristic funk from 
the white boys 
from Wales. featuring: 

'so hungry,_ 
so angry' 

go ahead. 
feed them. 
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Who needs a sing
er? Dazzling 
American rock 
from the BO's pio-
neering instru- PVCB91)4 

mental combo. Let -===-=-----J "Guitar Beat" •.. 
grab you! Produced by Marlin Rushen/. 
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SPECIAL WINTER CLEARANCE SALE! 

~ 
BOSTON'S BEST VINTAGE & MODERN CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Soceity with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 . 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 
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AHS ;i~'"The-Neighborhoods EP -
AH S 100.S\Jhe Ace of Hearts Story LP 

\:: ·:::;:: ',:-:\. 10 songs (New & unreleased) • 

%.\\lyres, Mission Of Burma, Ne1g_hborhoods, etc. etc . 

AHS 10Qg\ The Neats EP 
AHS 1010\ Birdsonas of the Mesozoic EP 

\::\ Rogerllll'lller & Martin Swope of Mission Of Burma 

AHS 1011 Vt.Mission Of Burma LP 
·-::::.-:-

Boston's Best Bands 
on 

~ of 9-l€71~ ::ReCCJffDS 
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NEW ALBUM OUT NOW 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE 

Produced by David Anderle and Cary Hirstius 
c 1982Fau1tvProoucts.1nc ManufactureaanoalstnoutedOvFau1rvPrnducts Inc AnlRS Agency 





western wear. . . end assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Special! $189.50 value black leather pants 
NOW$149.50 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos in any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pants, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new ''Loco'' Boots 
... and lots more! 
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Present 
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21-645 
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Saturday, February 20, 9 p.m. 
The Honey Lounge 

909. Boylston St., Boston 
$1.00 off admission with this ad! 
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6 Boston Rock #25 

Winners and Losers . .. The Best and 
Worst of 1981 
Boston Rock End of the Year 
Readers' Pol I 

compiled by Jon Anastas and 
Greg Reibman 

In our last readers' poll (six months ago, 
BR 1119) Mission of Burma placed second 
to the At/antics as Boston's best band. In 
search of new management, the A tlantics 
were, for the most part, absent from the 
scene in the second part of 1981. Both Pas
tiche and Someone and the Somebodies also 
fared well last time around (113 and #4 focal 
band, respectively) but were hardly men
tioned in our current survey. Boys Life has 
held the 115 position/or two years in a row. 

In that same poll, the Talking Heads were 
ranked best American band and the Dead 
Kennedys second. Still showing up at 115, 
the Heads didn't even release a group album 
in 1981. And while the Clash continue to be 
considered our best foreign outfit, you'll 
notice that they also have the distinction of 
being considered the most disappointing. 

Taking a look at the record categories, 
it's interesting to note that while many read
ers listed Peter Dayton's Love at First Sight 
as the year's best EP, they did not consider 
it the best local record. According to Day
ton publicist Susan Side/, a million dollars 
is being spent on the promotion of Love. 
Tha doesn't remind us of a local record ei
ther. 

But the biggest surprise is probably the 
DJ category. Not only do many readers/eel 
Rich Anzalone made a significant contribu
tion to our music scene, but we must also. 
point out how poorly Oedipus (the poll's 
winner last time) Jared in comparison. An-
1,a/one spins records one night a week at 
Jumbo's Lounge. Other than that, Boston 
Rock's "DJ of the Year" remains unem
ployed. 

One final note-judging by the response 
to the last question, it's evident how much 
importance most Bostonians place on our 
radio stations. 

-Greg Reibman 

GREG REIBMAN 
1. The Cr1mp1, Psychedelic Jungle 
2. The Bla1ter1 
3. Human Sexual Retponae, In a Roman 

Mood 
4. Let Them Eat Jellybeans (compllation) 
5. Lyres, AHS 1005 
8. The Future Looks Bright (cassette only 

compllation) 
7. Au Pairs, Playing With a Different Sex 
8. The Adolescents, Adolescents 
9. Propeller (cassette only compllatlon) 
10. Alan Vega 

MICHAEL HAFITZ 
in absolutely no order 
Echo and the Bunnymen, Heaven Up Here 
Suburbs, Credit In Heaven 
Fleaheaters, A Minute to Pray 
Birthday Party, Prayers on Fire 
Wloera, Youth of America 
Dogs, WtJfklng Shadows 
Robyn Hitchcock, Black Snake Diamond 
Role 
Replacements, Sorry, Ma, Forgot to Take 
Out the Trash 
Gun Club, Fire of Love 
Matt Johnaon, Burning Blue Soul 

CHRIS GILBERT (alphabetically): 
1. Bad Brains 
2. The Cramps 
3. The Fall 
4. Flipper 
5. Gun Club 
6. Lllllput 
7. MIHlon of Burma 
6. Native Tongue 
9. Propeller Groups 
10. TV21 

BEST LOCAL (MASSACHU-
SETTS-BASED) BAND: 
1. Mission of Burma 
2. Peter Dayton Band 
3. Human Sexual Response 
4. tie: Boys Life 

Native Tongue 

BEST AMERICAN GROUP: 
1. Dead Kennedys 
2. The Cramps 
3. J. Gel Is Band 
4.-Black Flag 
5. Talking Heads 

BEST FOREIGN GROUP: 
1. The Clash 
2. U2 
3. Rolling Stones 
4. The Jam 
5. Echo and the Bunnymen 

MOST DISAPPOINTING GROUP: 
1. The Clash 
2. Adam Ant 
3. Gun Control 
4. The Outlets 
5. SS Decontrol 
CONCERT OF THE YEAR: 
1. The Cramps at the Channel 
0uly) 
2. The Rolling Stones Tour 
3. Clash at Bonds 
4. U2 at The Orpheum 
5."bead Kennedys at Fensgate Ball
room 
ALBUM OF THE YEAR: 
1. Rolllng Stpnes Tattoo You 
2. The Clash Sandinista! 
3. Gun Club Fire of Love 
4. The Go Go's Beauty and the 
Beat 
5. Elvis Costello -,:rust 

CARTER ALAN 
1. Gen X, Kiss Me Deadly 
2. U2, October 
3. romeo void, It's a Condition 
4. Rolling Stones, Tattoo You 
5. Clash, Sandinista! 
6. KIiiing Joke, "Follow the Leader" 
7. Prince, Dirty Mind 
6. Dept. S, "Left-Right" 
9. Peter Shelley, "Homosaplen''l''Keats' 

Song" 
10. Echo & the Bunnymen, Heaven Up Here 
MR.B 
ranked by time and effort 
1. Native Tongue 
2. Hardcore (Boston & elsewhere) 
3. Propeller Product (EP, tape & bands) 
4. Mission of Burma 
5. Gun Club, Fire of Love 
6. The Fall, Slates and early singles 
7. Cramps, Psychedelic Jungle 
6. Echo and the Bunnymen, Heaven Up 

Here 
9. L.A. music (Flesheaters, Middle Class, 

Circle Jerks, etc.) 
10. New Order, "Ceremony" 

JON ANASTAS 
no order 
Black Flag, Damaged 
Fllpper, "Sex Bomb"/"Bralnwashed" 
Fear, Decline of West. Clv. 
Necros, EP (11 songs) 
Various, Let Them Eat Jelly Beans 
Freeze, "American Town" (LP track) 
S.O.A., No Polley EP 
La Peste, "Lease on Life" (LP track) 
Dead Kennedys , In God We Trust 

-. Adolescents, "Amoeba'' (LP track) 
Biggest Disappointments 
Pete Shelley's new sound 
The Outlets 

EP OF THE YEAR: 
1. Peter Dayton Love at First 
Sight 
2. Mission of Burma Signals, Calls 
and Marches 
3. Dead Kennedys In God We Trust 
Inc. 
4. The Lyres AHS-1005 
5. Native Tongue 

SINGLE OF THE YEAR: 
1. Fllpper "Sex Bomb" 
2. Soft Cell "Tainted Love" 
3. Gen X "Dancing With Myself'" 
4. Pete Shelley "Homosapien" 
~-

1
::_rchedellc Furs "Pretty in 

LOCAL RECORD OF THE YEAR: 
1. Mission of Burma Signals, 
Calls and Marches 
2. Propeller (cassette) 
3. Peter Dayton Love at First Sight 
4. Native Tongue 
5. WBCN Wicked Good Time Vol. 1 

DJ OF THE YEAR: 
Rich Anzalone (ex-WL YN) (by a 
landslide) 
2. Albert O (WMBR & WLYN) 
3. Peter Choyce (WLYN) 
4. three way tie: 

Carter Alan (WBCN) 
Peter Gates (WM BR) 
Oedipus (WBCN & WMBR) 

BEST CLUB: 
1. Streets (also by a landslide) 
2. The Channel 
3. The Underground 
4. Inn Square 
5. Paradise 

OUR 
STAFF'S 

PICKS 
GERARD COSLOY 
1. Echo and the Bunnymen, Heaven Up 

Here 
2. Mission of Burma, Signals, Calls and 

Marches 
3. Cabaret Voltaire, Red Mecca 
4. X, Wild Gift 
5. Alan Vega 
6. Elvia Costello, Trust 
7. Joy Division, St/II 
6. Au Pairs, Playing With a Different Sex 
9. Kid Creole and the Coconuts, Fresh 

Fruit 
10. The Cremps, Psychedelic Jungle 
11 . R.E.O. Speedwagon, HI Infidelity 

BETSY SHERMAN 
albums ... 
1. Elvla Costello, Trust 
2. Kid Creole, Fresh Fruit 
3. Heaven 17, Penthouse and Pavement 
4. Elvia Costello, Almost Blue 
5. The Cramps, Psychedelic Jungle 
singles ... 
1. Heaven 17, "Fascist Groove Thang" 
2. Bow Wow Wow, ''W.O.R.K." 
3. Plgbag, "Papa's Gotta Brand New ... " 
4. Grandmaster Flash, "The Adventures of 

... on the Wheels of Steel" 
5. Aztec Camera, "We Could Send Letters" 

/"Just Like Gold" 



What lndlvldual or organization 
do you think did the most to 
tielp the Boston music scene In 
1981? And hv? 
1. Rich Anzalone(ex-WLYN, by a 
landslide) 
Sample comments: "Anazalone brought al· 
ternatlve high energy rock to commercial 
airwaves In an Informative manner ... tor 
promoting local groups ... miles more Inter
esting than the hacks that replaced him ... 
he paved the way for 'punk' to break out as a 
major force." 

2. Ric Ocasek and the Cars (Produ· 
cer of many local records Including 
Peter Dayton, New Models and oth· 
ers.) 
Sample comments: "Unlike. other mega
bands like Boston and Aerosmlth, the Cars 
care about the local scene ... support of 
bands that I would have never heard of oth· 
erwlse ... their new studio allows profes
sional records to be made right In Boston." 

3. Boston Rock/Modern Method 
Sample comments: "Support through ex
ploltation ... promotion of new groups some 
of which.stink-but what the heck!. .. ll'lter• 
est vs. Profit ... continued and renewed in
terest In local bands." 

4. Streets 
Sample comments: "Replaced the Under
ground. they are the only club to book 
hardcore ... non-threatening, non-macho at
mosphere. 

Best 
of 
1981 

BRUCE STALLSMITH 
1. Craml>a, Psychedelic Jungle 
2. Lyres,AHS 1005 
3. Fleshesters, A Minute to Pray, a Second 

to Die 
4. Grandmaster Flash, "Adventures of the 

Grandmaster Flash on the Wheels of 
Steel" 

5. Various, Disconnected 
8. V•rlou1, Let Them Eat Jellybeans 
7. Black Uhuru, Red 
8. X, WIid Gift 
9. Medoo, "44 Magnum" 
10. Gun Club, Fire of Love 

CARRIE COOPER 
1. Human Sexual Response, "Public Alley 

909" 
2. Limbo Race, "Real Life" 
3. Mlsalon of Burma, "Einstein's Day" 
4. Young Snakes, "Me and the Girls" 
5. CCCP·TV, "Fear That Mlndless" 
8. The Neats, "Six" 
7. Ar1 Yard, "The Law" 
8. The D Club, ·'Mister Conformist'' 
9. Suede Cowboys, "Dog Food" 
10. Lori Green, 'Town Without Pity" 

5. College Radio (Especially WM
BR, WZBC, WERS and WMFO) 
Sample comments: "Frequency of local 
tapes. . interviews with local and out of 
town bands ... concert listings ... no ob
noxious commercials by Crass." 
Other Mention&: "Propeller Records.. Phil 
'N Phlash ... The Media Workshop ... At
torney General Francis Bellott! , for breaking 
Don Law's monopoly ... The Club goer .. . 
Count Vlgllone ... Albert 0 ... Carter Alan .. . 
WBCN." 
What lndlvldual or organization 
do you think did the most to 
hurt the Boston music scene In 
1981? And why? 
1. The Don Law Organization 
Sample comments: "There are tar too many 
local bands that they nave( book . .. For mo
nopollzlng local concert events and tor 
cramming too many people into the shows 
they put on. . Why not? ... Over-priced 
shows." 

2. The Management of WL YN 
Sample comments: "For tiring Rlch Anza
lone ... by axing Anzalone those Jerks set 
the Boston music scene back five years ... 
firing the person that kept your station allve 
Is quite stupid." 

3.WBCN 
Sample comments: "Their format change 
and cutback on local airplay makes them 
Just another faceless station ... BCN turned 
new wave Into a fad, It ripped off our cul
ture, sold it back to us, and then left us .. 
no more real music ... they gave up ... sell 
out.. 

4.WCOZ 
Sample comments: "They pretend the 
scene doesn't exist ... for not airing local 
music ... too strict, too much big business 
... the $10,000 Challenge conflicted with 
the Rock and Roll Rumble." 

5. The Clubs-particularly the 
bouncers. 
Sample comments: "Bllnded by dreams of 
money and power they treat us like cattle ... 
for Ignoring local bands in favor of big head
liners ... watered down drinks ... totally dis
respectful to the people that pay their sal
ary ... ego trips." 
Other mentions: "Boston Rock, Doug Sim
mons, Slam dancers, Kevin White for not 
letting the Stones play ... The Dark ... War
ren Scott of the Channel. . Jim Harold of 
the Rat. .. WERS for letting the Night Club 
deteriorate ... Spit for being so misguided 
. .. Modern Method for making such bad re
cords." 

TOMG:ILROY 
order is arbitrary . . 
Slouxsle and the Banshees,Ju/u 
Eyeless In Gaze, Caught in Flux 
Echo end the Bunnymen, Heaven Up Here 
Elvls Costello, Trust 
·under1ones, Positive Touch 
Stiff Llttle Fingers, Go For It 
Comsat Angels, Sleep No More 
Psychedelic Furs, Talk, Talk, Talk 
Publlc Image, Ltd., Flowers of Romance 
Squeeze, East Side Story 
local: Boys life and Native Tongue 

JOYCE LINEHAN 
U2, October -
Dead Kennedy&, In God We Trust 
Stiff Litt le Fingers, Go For It! 
The Jam, Absolute Beginners 
Shrapnel, ''Go Cruisln'" 
The Lyres,AHS 1005 
Mission of Burma, Signals, Calls and 
Marches 
Future Dads, " Tree Outside" 
Outlets, "Third Floor for Me (LP track) 
The Upstar1s, "Man Inside Me" (tape) 

JON McAULIFFE 
1. Elvia Costello, Trust 
2. Tom Verlaine, Dream time 
3. Bob Dylan, Shot of Love 
4. The Producers 
5. David Llndley, El Rayo X 
6. Bruce Springsteen, The River 
7. The Cera, Shake It Up 
8. Jane Kennawey, " 1.0.U." 
9. Jim Owen, "Honky Tonk Heart" 
10. t>attl Austin, "Do You Love Me" 
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"LOVE ME 'TILL THE MORNING COMES" 
Jim 

1
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Hughes ", 

Available on Everplay Records 82 COLONIAL DRJVJ'. •11 • ANDOVER. MA. .... \ACHl '\flTS 01810 

(61"'.') 470-088"' 

The Channel 
Feb. 6 

with special guests: 

PRIMARY COLORS 
MEN & VOLTS 



The Boston Rock Crossword 
By Michele Noach 

SCARLETT LETTER 
To Jon McAuliffe and the editors of Boston 
Rock: 

This is in response to Jon McAuliffe's re
view of my record which appeared in Bos
ton Rock #24. It seems that this piece was, 
in fact, not a review of the record at a11, but 
rather a critique on the entire Varulven la
bel. It begins and ends with paragraphs on 
Varulven and my record is mentioned ca
sually, somewhere in the middle. Even then 
it is lumped in with all Varulven releases; 
"What I can say about Varulven and this 
three song EP by Ron Scarlett in particular 
is that both have ... "etc. 

I take offense at the fact that my sincerity 
comes into question-such statements as 
"blistering, if not altogether serious guitar 
solo" and "calculated if sloppy put on" 
are not only unfair, they are woefully in
accurate. The truth is that I believe in every 
breath I take to such an extent that calling 
the record a "put on" borders on the ridic
ulous. 

What I find most offensive is that a sup
posed review of my record was used by Bos
ton Rock as a vehicle for one of their fre
quen1 cheap shots at Count Viglione and 
Varulven Records. In lhe future I would 
like to expect more responsible journalism 
from this particular publication. 

CLUES across: 
1. Oemar11: the Itar(anag.).(3, 10) With great sincerity, 

Ron Scarlett 
Boston, Mass. .,_ !: :-: ~::.~daydream era. (4, 3) 

Jon McAuliffe replies: ...... ~35:."o~lng/radlowovelength. (1, 1) 
Dear Ron: 14. Orwell would be proud of them I (11) 

First of all, let me say how sorry / am if .,_ ~;: ~~-re1kfa1t band fHturlng Hlllage.(3) 
you misconstrued my critique of your re- ~ 18_ Mr. John. (5) 
lease, or for that mailer, the integrity of 19. MyHII, I, whit'• mlHlng, Joan? (2} 
your or Varulven 's work. Such was never .,_ 22. EM, co,tello'i w11 true. (3) 
intended. However, your lefter clears up a 24. Ammunition aaIoclatlon? (3, 4) 

t~!~y:u:;~~~7v:Jo:: :a;~;::i: :::;~:;~~ ~ :~: ~~~-1~'1!~~ ~)ks. (5) 
cheek approach by Vorulven artists to their .,_ 29. They're on another planet, with another 
material and overall musical virtuosity was girt. (3, 4, 4) 
simply incorrecr. / now totally understand ~ 33.M1.LlbertlneofCra11oraltematlvely 

how truly. serious you and Varulven take __...__ :~~=:!~~~:::~l~rt:'1~;:~~j!?tuture.(2) 
yourselves. My apologies. ............-- 35. Berlln Alrllft didn't go 'round the hlll. (4) 

Secondly, however, your sincerity is 38, The BHIIH once suggested we did thli 
hardly questioned when I comment on Bill ~ to a pony. (3) 
Gardner's guitar solo. My reason/or calling 40. F1lher1 not of pHI or pre1ent. (8, 4) 
it "not altogether serious" has to do with .,_ 42. Bowle has been through more then two. 
the fact that ofter the lost vocal verse of (7) 
" Fire From the Sun," there is on apparent- ~ 43. What the 1lxtlH spent ten years trying 
ly intentional 4-beot rest after which you, to ban, but didn't. (4) 
on acoustic guitar, come bock in between .,_ :: ~r:n 1~:~:-~~)fowl? (9, 5) 
I ½ and 2 beats late, which in turn appears 48. Sea-surrounded label. (8) 
to confuse drummer Jasper Debussey, who ~ so. Slngular point of entry to Jim Morrison's 
attemp/s to follow you on the third or bend. (4) 
fourth beat of that measure, thereby re- .,_ 51.0evowenttoalotollroubleloprove 
versing the time for the next few bars until that this w11 what they were not. (3) 
he resolves it. Obviously Gordner becomes ~ 52. See 31. Down. 

C::0"/us:~ta:~::s ii:_:~:m;o'::i!:~ih~;:: .,_ ::: :~:~h~~e,~::~:~~ t5Ju the truth? (5) 

:,,e;t:.:~~~:::~~~h~!e u:~;~f;ni'.;:'~::a~e:,~ I I r------5_6._1t_'a_1_,e_n_ch_1_0...;r p'-la_t_ec_h_10_17(6) 

Finally, though I may hove originally Vf/~ eaH,11 e,oa 
misread your intent, a "cheap shot" was ~ _ ·~ _ ? 
never taken at you, Count Viglione or Var- f1.Ll/j~ ~ • 
ulven. I believe in my writing in much the _.,, .... , 

down: 
1. Televl1lon'11t1r. (3, 8) 
2. 5" 24 • 
3. King of th• Wild Ant,. (4) 
4. and 5. Across. Wayne County's uncom
fortable Hating arrangement,. (8, 8) 
8. What love wlll IHr uI. (5} 
7. Gob-tho club. (4) 
10. We're on the plant of them. (4) 
11. and 38. Lou Rffd'1 baby. (5, 6) 
12. Frlpp'I IHgue. (9) ' 
15. Long llmb of the law. (3) 
20. A muddled one. (3) 
21. LatHI prototypH? (3, 8) 
23. Th• RHldent1' mar11:ed mammal. (4) 
24. and 2. Oepech• Mod• Just c,n•t. (3, 8) 
25. The extent of the winding road. (4} 
28. They keep Iwlnglng. (4) 
30.11 their name a BLIGHT on their career? 
(4) 
31. and 52. Across. Paul and Art hear 
nothing. (5, 2, 7) 
32. J. Gell, Bend holds 11111. (8, 5) 
38. What th• Kennedy• aren't. (4) 
37. Enola. (3) 
38.5"11. 
39. The Ilngular Boz. (5} 
40.11 thl1 really what the thunderblrdII 
poodlH are? (8} 
41. Dick Horry Club.(3, 3) 
45. Vertlcal1 and horlzontalI. (5) 
48. Caroline 11yI, and 10 does •..... (5) 
49. Sliding Away. (4) 
50. lnbetwHn Regatta and Blanc. (2) 
52. (lgnore)Abb1'1 plH. (1, 1, 1) 
53. Al Stewart celebrated the yHr of It. (3) 

Answers next month! "sloppy." "~l/.11 ',I ~ 

same way you believe in your music. To 
expect "more responsible journalism ''from 
any publication, you'd do well to deliver 
more responsible musicianship. 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. All 
correspondence must, for the purposes of 
verification, include the writer's name, ad
dress and telephone number-and these 
may be withheld at your request. All letters 
are subject to editing. Write to: Your Heli
um Voice c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116. 

The first ten correct puzzles sent to our office will re
ceive a Boston Rock T-Shirt (specify size). All correct 
puzzles received by Feb. 18 will receive a copy of the 
new Vinny single "Why Can't You Say Love?" 

W··Hijacier 

Boston Rock 
268 Newbury SI. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Michele Noach does the weekly x
word for New Musical Express. This 
special Boston edition of her puzzle 
will appear monthly in Boston Rock. 
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Since !heir formation in 1977 as Panic, 
Black Flag have been one of this country's 
most controversial-and respected-punk 
bands. Their raw, uncompromising music 
leaves most first generation punk bands 
looking lame. in comparison. More often 
than not, song lyrid deal with subjects like 
police brotality, mass media brainwash and 
teen violence-not your standard pop fare. 
Their musical style caused them to be 
shunned in the LA scene in Javor of more 
fashionable Hollywood bands, and subse
quently earned them a persisting negative 
reputation with many bands and clubs. 

Black Flag's status has changed since 
those early days. No longer do they/anguish 
in relative obscurity, having led the way for 
other hardcore bands (particularly those 
from the previously snubbed Hermosa 
Beach area) to gain forger followings. In the 
past year, thanks ro widespread media cov
erage (including NBC and the film The De
cline or Western Civilizalion), Black Flag 
have burst out nationwide, inspiring even 
more coiitroversy wherever they go. What's 
more, the police/youth confrontations 
that Block Flag's music often focuses on 
have .become frighteningly real for the 
band, as constant police harrasment has 
supposedly sabotaged gigs and run Block 
Flag ou1 of their hometown of Torrance, 
California. The band has been accused of 
inciting violence at their shows, a claim they 
deny. They feel that performers have no 
place telling O crowd what to do-even to 
stop fighting. 

With the release of their excellent new 
LP, Damaged, Black Flog made their 
fourth visit to Boston on December 26. 
They played to a young, enthusiastic audi
ence, some of whom hadn't even heard of 
the band when they made their first pass 
through town last March. Keeping. their 
commitment to ploying for all ages, Black 
Flag ripped through Streets like a bolt of 
lightning, leaving both themselves and the 
crowd totally drained by the end of the 3.5-
minute set. Where I once found Black Flo,;, 
to be sterile and humorless. this time they 
were packed with the kind of power and 
conviction that makes /heir music much 
more than the minor threat some claim it to 
be. After the show, I interviewed guitarist 
Greg Ginn, vocalist Henry Rollins and bass
ist Chuck Dukowski. 

Black Flag was formed as a result of 
Ginn 'sand Dukowski's effinity for the Ra
mones. Since Black Flag's early days they 
have gone through three lead sin1:ers: cur
rent Circle Jerk Keith Morris, Chavo Pede
rast and De:;;, Cadena, who now plays se
cond guitar. 

Hopefully lhis interview answers some 
questions that you might have about Black 
Flag. I olsohope it'll raise some new ones. 

10 Boston Rock ru 

Boslon Rock: One thing that a lot of people 
here aren't familiar with is the situation 
with MCA and how they refused to re
lease Damaged. What exactly happened? 
Greg Ginn: Unicorn Records was an inde
pendent label that was being distributed by 
MCA. We had made a deal with MCA ror 
distribution, so we went ahead and printed 
up 2S,000 sleeves with the MCA logo, 
which they approved. The record was then 
just about ready to go out, when they 
changed their minds. They said it was "anti
parent," the guy [Al Bergano) said, "As a 
father of two daughters l can't allow this to 
go out." Apparently he had talked with 
someone at Rolling Stone Maga7Jne who 
said some really bad stuff about us. Afler 
rhat, Unicorn decided to take their label 
away from MCA and go through indepen
denl distribution. 

••••••••••••• 

BR: Didn't MCA aTso claim t at the album 
had limited sales potential? 
GG: They didn't say that at first, but they 
did later. Actually, they did a lot or market 
research on it, and they found out that we 
had a large audience. They were really opti
mistic. 
Chuck Dukowskl: They did all that in ad
vance. We asked them before, "do you 
have any problems wit h this?", just because 
we'd rather have their cooperation. After 
that, the guy got a negative reaction from 
his peers in the business ... 
BR: Maybe if you had put a Simon & Gar
funkel track on it . .. ("I'm familiar with 
pro/est music, but they didn't sound any
thing like Simon & Garfunkel. "-former 
MCA Distribution Chief Al Bergano) 
CD: The runny thing is, there are bands 
who are doing just that to get records re-

••••••••••••• 

leased thru abe s like A&M via IRS. This 
guy was afraid that his stockholders would 
come back at him, he was afraid to take a' 
risk. These people have commitments like 
big houses to worry about, so they have to 
be conservative in their own minds. Ir they 
find out in Rolling Stone that they're taking 
a slight risk, something that's different 
from what they've been doing before, they 
won't do it. 
~~: So for the so-called British hardcore, 
ll s .. 
GG: The Sex Pistols. 
CD: The same thing that the stuff rrom the 
sixties and seventies has kept back what's 
happening here, the original punk stuff over ~ 
there has kepi new stuff from happening. 
BR: How did your British tour work out? aiii:!!!!!!11 
I've always found their hardcore to be re/a-~ ••••••••••••••m 



lively slow compared to the American 
brand. 
Henry Rollins: Slow as in tempo? 
BR: Well, slow in tempo and ideas. 
HR: Personally, I don't care about the tern· 
po, what's good is good. 
GG: I think he was talking about audience 
reaction. 
HR: At every show there were people who 
were definitely into it. At every show there 
were also people who copped some sort of 
attitude ... I don't know if they really did 
hate us, but for some of those people, 
there's a lot of hostility. 
GG: There's sort of a built·in thing against 
Americans. They don't like American stuff 
until it becomes accepted. 
CD: It's like a culture tariff. 
GG: There's a lot of anti.American, na
tionalistic bullshit there . 
BR: Still, don't the Dead Kennedys have a 
large following there? 
GG: Yeah, but it's taken them a while. 
CD, I get the impression that while people 
might think for themselves on the inside, 
punks in England feel that they have to fit a 
certain uniform. I'm sure that there are ex· 
ceptions, but when viewing them as a group 
or audience, that's the impression I got. 
GG: Some of the audiences that we played 
for, entire audiences fit this uniform, a way 
that we didn't look. If we look different, 
then they suspect our motives, "are we real· 
ly punk?" 
BR: The British press seem to hold the pre· 
judiced opinion that west coast punk is just 
an imitati0n of 1977 punk. 
GG: Yeah, but that's just beginning to 
change. The Dead Kennedys have helped to 
change that. 
CD: Actually, I get more questions like that 
from people over here! You might be on a 
radio show, and someone will phone you up 
and say, "What are you doing? Don't you 
know that the Sex Pistols said it all? Why 
don't you just quit and listen to Brian 
B~ain?" 

[!]~ 
~EB 
~~ 

~ ......... ~ .... . 

r GG: A lot of people haven't bothered to in· 
vestigate what we were doing. Many of 
them are just going by what they assume. 
But we saw a lot of bands in England, and 
the UK Subs were the only one that I 
th.ought was any good. 
HR: My impression is that a lot of those 
bands are really stiff, afraid to step out, 
afraid to bust loose. 
GG: That applies to their ideas as well. 
CD: If you have a captive audience, and if 
you're dressed in the right uniform, conse· 
quently, you get away with much lamer 
stuff. 
BR: What about the Exploited? You played 
several dates with them. 
HR: The Exploited are a band that we really 
don't like. The Exploited are extremely ea· 
ger to please. 
GG: Yeah, stupidity plays a big part in what 
they're doing. They are a band that actually 
does some of the things that we're accused 
of. We played with them at the Rainbow 
the same night that the Jam were playing 
down the road. Apparently the Jam:s audi· 
ence are "mods," they're really into cate
gorizing people. Anyway, the Exploiteci 

••••••••••••• 

have asongcaffCd ''Fuck a Mod'' . . 
CW: ... sung to the tune of" Jingle Bells." 
And the Exploited were only playing to 
around 3 or 4 hundred people while the 
Jam were playing to a sold out hall down 
the road, so the Exploited seemed really re
sentful. 
GG: They played the song twice, playing 
right into the hands of a skinhead audience 
that's into beating up mods, or whatever. 
They're a really terrible band. 
BR: How would you compare the crowd re
action tonight to the sort of reaction you 
might get when you play in L.A.? 
GG: Very similar. 
CD: I kind of liked it better tonight. L.A. is 
kind of subconscious. 
HR: Most kids here seemed to be out to 
have fun. I didn't see one fight. 
BR: The great thing is that if someone falls 
down, usually someone else will pick them 
up again. 
GG: That's great! L.A. and Washington 
D.C. are basically that way, but there are 
some fringe elements that have ego prob· 
lems. 
HR: It'll happen here too, to a certain ex· 
tent. 
CD: It's that L.A. and D.C., being the 
bigger, more famous scenes, are more self· 
conscious. 
Bil: / think it's fun when you have people 
seeing this sort of gig for the first time and 
it comes off to them as a pleasanl shock, 
they'll say, "hey, I can get into this too, I 
don't have to stand around." 
CD: When we played Spit it was like that, 
where you had people who weren't part of 
an accepted hardcore scene getting in
volved. 
HR: The way 1 see it, if someone comes to 
sec us and he wants to sit around, or if he 
wants to do backflips-he's payed his mon. 
ey to get in. When we're on stage we get to 
do what we want. I don't see why someone 
who comes to sec us can't have it the same 
way. Some bands are into yelling things 
like, ''why don't you get off your asses and 
dance?" I can't do that. 

CD: If we're getting through to people 
emotionally, then we don't need to do that. 
That sort of thing is just cheap showman. 
ship. 
GG: If we don't have impact on people, 
then that's one of our shortcomings as a 
band. Then it would be up to us to change, 
rather than to tell people, "you're supposed 
to get into this now!" 
BR: Henry, how exactly did you end up in 
the band? 
HR: I told Chuck that if he didn't let me in 
the band, I'd kill him. (laughter) Seriously, 
Black Flag had been my favorite band for a 
Jong time. When they played at the Pepper· 
mint Lounge in N.Y. last year, I was really 
excited and I went to see them. It had a big 
im()act on me at the time, 'cause 1 was in 
SOA, you know, "hail, hail, hardcore." I 
was very impressed with Black Flag. They 
hit me in a really different way. So anyway, 
I was raving about Black Flag when they all 
came down (to D.C.) and stayed at Ian 
(McKaye of Minor Threat)'s house ... Any· 
way, Dez had always wanted to play guitar, 
but it had never worked out before. About 
a week before they played New York, they 
gave me a call and said, "come on up." We 
tried it out in this rehearsal place for about 
a week, it went really well, so here I am. 
GG: Some of the songs on the album, like 
"TV Party," we really needed two guitars 
for. It's really made a big difference in how 
we sound. 
BR: But Henry, what did people in Wash· 
ington say when you lefr? 

••••••••••••• 

HR: That's very interesting ... The guys in 
SOA wished luck, "you have our blessings, 
go my son." My mother was like, "Be care· 
ful, don't get killed," my father was really 
into it. 99% of my friends were totally 
amazed because Black Flag is like the big· 
gest thing around. There were a few people 
saying, "Sellout! Sellout!. " 
GG: I never heard any of that. 
HR: Well it was only two or three people. 
We played there two weeks ago and it was 
really great to see all of my old friends, plus 
seeing how the D.C. scene has gotten even 
bigger since I left! 
BR: Henry, you're a lot younger than the 
rest of the band, right? 
HR: Nope, I'm the same age as Dez, 20. 
BR: But you 're still younger than these two 
(pointing at Chuck and Greg)? 
HR:Yeah. 
BR: So how did your parents feel about 
something like SOA? 
HR: They thought it was great! The way I 
was brought up, I was on my own a lot. My 
mom and dad sort of said, "be a smart boy, 
don't get yourself killed," and that was it. 
But they never locked me in closets and I 
always had a full stomach, and I went to a 
good school. 
BR: Greg, I remember an interview with 
you in the LA Times where you were asked 
why didn't you stop an audience when trou· 
ble resulted. You said that you didn't be· 
lieve in making value judgements on your 
Jons. I bought that, but rhen I read an inter· 
view with you and Chuck in Flipside where 
you referred to Adam &. the Ants' Jons as 
fools. I might agree with that, but the point 
is, if you can't make a value judgement 
about your own fans, what right do you 
have to make one about anyone else? 
GG: That interview was sort of chopped up. 
CD: It's not so much as making a value 
judgement as it is, do we want to end up 
playing into the hands of the very thing that 
we are working against? Do we have a right 
to act as leaders, to tell people how to act? ...,,,,,,,. 
The easy solution isn't a solution, it's the,.......-
fucking problem. It's too east to have some· 
one tell you what to do. It is harder to make 
your own decision. We put a certain 
amount of trust into the people that come 
to see us. 

~~;,u;;e:o:fdw~::!0!~1, i~e~pf: :~~o~~ ...... 
do. As a person, I can say, "The Exploited 

1
suck," or "Adam Ant sucks,' but I won't 
say "If you support Black Flag you can't 
listen to the Exploited." Through inter· 
views like this, maybe we can let people 

!;~;st~~~,:~ d~~~~~d :;,r, 1~ha~t :::~: .... 
against putting people down just because 
they have longer hair. We've made our 
statement, but we won't prevent people 
from listening to something else, dressing 
some other way, or doing what they want. 
We aren't policemen. 
CD: And I think it's more educational to 
make your own mind up. It's too easy to let 
someone else, or someone on a record or on 
a stage take that responsibility for you. No 
one ever learns anything if they have to say, 
"well, I'm not fighting because the band 
told me not to." I think the best thing is an 
example, and 1 don't beat people up be· 
cause they look wrong. 
GG: I could say, ''Reagan sucks,'' but what 
does that do? It's better to say, "think, deal 
with this." There's no clear cut solution. 
You've got to realize that there's no Black 
Flag Dictatorship telling you to be open or 
non.fascist. You have to do that for your· 
self. 
BR: So there is always room for a differ· 
enceojopinions, isn't there? 
GG: Of course! 
CD: That's the whole dream. 

Note: PBS will be broadcasting a one hour 
documentary on Black Flag this February. 
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NEVER MIND 
THE BUZZCOCKS 

by Bersy Sherman 

Pete Shelley last appeared in these pages 
just over a year ago, during the Buucocks' 
final tour. They recorded three singles 
which were to lead to a fourth album. The 
album never materialized, and the band 
split. Herc's what the other three 'cocks arc 
doing: John Maher is drumming for Hambi 
and the Dance, Steve Garvey is in a band 
called Motivation, and Steve Digglc has a 
band called Flag of Convenience. 

Pete Shelley burst back onto the public 
scene in late summer '81 with the acclaimed 
"Homo Sapien" single, followed by "I 
Don't Know What It is" a few months la
ter. He has been working on new material 
all year with producer Martin Rushent at 
Rushcnt's Genetic Studios. Consequently 
there is a Pete Shelley album, Homo Sapi
en, to be released in England this month on 
Genetic Records, and distributed by Island. 

Shelley spent some time in New York and 
Bos1on during December, negotiating an 
American release for his album and doing a 
round of interviews. You may have heard 
his 1hree-day blitz of all the college (and 
sympathetic commercial) radio stations in 
1own. I caught him on the next day; he was 
polite but punch-drunk. 

Playing games with Pete Shelley: I tag 
aJong while he and his companion make a 
pilgrimmage to Child World. We go over 
the booty. The mind tha1 buys the toys 
wrote the songs; toy suggests a concepl, 
concept suggests a song. A Rubie's cube in 
marbles form, pop-up books, subterfuge, 
sudden exposure, deceptive simplicity, sub
surface complexity, stencils, dead ends, he. 
donistic frivolity. A magnetic backgammon 
set. "Magnets appeal to me . .. the inelucta· 
ble attraction and repulsion" (ever fallen in 
love with someone you shouldn't've?). A 
Magic Box containing the secret of life, or 
so says the attractive packaging. Confucius 
himself had one just like it and he was the 
only one who knew how to open it. A bar· 
gain at any price. 

Pete Shelley seems to be the kind of per
son who could be totally taken over by a 
whim (I can picture him spending days hud· 
died over an Etch-a-Sketch), and so I won· 
dered how he actually gets down to the 
business of making his music. 

"I don't set about things as work. I only 
do things when I'm inspired to do them; 
when they're interesting to do they don't 
seem like work. Actually, I like lazing 
around doing nothing." 

When music has been made, standard 
practice says that it now be performed. 
Shelley is anxious to take his new songs out 
to the people, and will be working on get
ting a band together for a tour when he re· 
turns home to England. To many people 
making music these days though, the idea of 
"getting a band together" just isn't satisfy. 
ing anymore. A nicely nebulous genre of 
"performance" is evolving. 

What kind of a band will you have, and 
what kind of a show? 

"I would be assembling musicians to per· 
form a certain task, that is, to try and put 
on a Jive show together. So it wouldn't be a 
band as a working creative unit. 

"Personally I find people playing synthe
sizers boring to watch, so I figure other 
people would see them as boring to watch 
as well. So mos1 of the synthesizer parts 
will either be played by the machines who 
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Pete Shelley. A coy boy and his toy . 

play them in the first place or they'll just b~ 
on tape. It will be a mixture between tape, 
machines, and humans, hopefully achieving 
some sort of dynamic interaction." 

He mentions using slides and films in the 
show, but won't commit himself as to what 
kinds of images he has in mind. 

"I mean, I'm interested in trying to do 
something different. Because if I just got 
another band together to play my songs it 
would be like having Son of Buzzcocks. It 
wouldn't be experiencing anything new." 

The new material certainly is special. 
There isn't a loser on Homo Sapien. Shel
ley and Rushen! get some awfully vivacious 
sounds oul of those machines (besides the 
synthesizers there are electric and acoustic 
guitars). Crisp melodies and harmonies 
weave their way around pulsing, telegraphic 
rhythms. 

The songs reflect many moods, from ur. 
ban cruise-music to pastoral pop. A sleep
er favorite, "Kea1s' Song," is the story of a 
fantasy.Jike encounter, while "Guess I 
Must Have Been in Love With Myself" tells 

of an awakening. Shelley's reedy wail at. 
tempts a swagger on the street·scene "Push· 
er Man" ("goddamn the pusher man") and 
the devil•may-care "Just One of Those Af. 
fairs." "I Generate a Feeling" seems to be 
one of those notorious acid-inspired songs, 
witness: "in my psychic scenery, there's a 
special place I go." And "Qu'cst-ce que 
c'est que ca?" rccaJJs the introspective 
mood of the Buzzcocks' A Different Kind 
of Tension album, whose musings on the 
meaning of life ended in the ironical pro
nouncements of "I Believe." 

"That song was showing that aJI belief is 
illusory. I mean, you believe in something, 
that's just a state of mind, that's an opinion 
of yours. It's a statement of intent, it isn't 
anything to do with whether something's 
right or wrong. Lots of people believed in 
Hitler. People believe in all sorts of things, 
but that doesn't give it any special status, it 
only gives it special status for the individu
al." 

Another of Pete Shelley's ongoing con
cerns has been the Tiller Boys, an on.again 
off-again band with whom he has put out 
one EP, Big Noise From the Jungle. 

"Sometime next year we'll be doing a 
Tiller Boys album. We have a cassette com
ing out on Groovy records, which has me 
and Francis, who plays drums for the Tiller 
Boys, and some solo projects by a few other 
friends. It's a presentation of what's been 
going on in the past year. In Manchester 
(England], I think we comprise an alterna. 
tive aJternative music scene. There have 
been about a dozen Tiller Boy gigs. We 
started in 1979." 

Homo Sapien is not the first Pete Shelley 
aJbum; years ago he put out Sky Yen, an al
bum of synthesizer music consisting of in
dustrial noises that either draws you into 
their spell or drive you up a wall. 

"Before the Buzzcocks began I had plans 
for three different bands, because I found 
that the songs I was writing could be put in
to three different categories. One was the 
Jets of Air which was, I suppose, the pop 
side. We used to do "Homo Sapien" (also 
the two songs on the bonus import single 
that comes with "I Don't Know What It 
Is"). I think we only played about two or 
three concerts for very small audiences. It 
was more of a hobby, well, most things ore 
hobbies. Then for heavier music I had a 
theoreticaJ group caJled Smash, which was 
quite influenced by German groups like 
Can. And there was a third group which 
was called Sky (not the famous group Sky). 

"I like things where you can read a lot in
to them. It produces a more balanced pic
ture. I like to do songs which don't just talk 
about one thing, so when you approach the 
song from another angle, it talks about an
other thing. It's more flexible, it's more like 
real life." 

The toys are unpacked. The favorite is 
the Talk to Me Book, which has a little 
flexi-disc on each page, along with text and 
illustration, and a mini record player which 
fits in your hand and is placed over the re
cord. But the lure of that Magic Box is still 
strong. Its promises are so enticing that 
Shelley hesitates, but finally tears off the 
wrapping and attempts to open the midget 
monolith. 

It comes apart with barely a tug. Empty. 
Ha·ha, the joke's on you. But did some
thing escape in that fraction of a second? A 
jetofair ... ? 



Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16-Track 
Recording 

$18.00 Per Hour Standard Hourty Rate 

• Full-srzed 21 · x31' studio with 2 1so txx,ths&vonob1e 
partitions. 16 x 16' control rm. carpeted and air con-
d1honed 
• Instruments 1nch . .de 6T' Hume Grand. Hammond 
with Leslie Hohoor elect piano. Sllngerlond drums. 
Fender twin reverb. Sunn coll1seum. others 
• Microphones Neumann U87. KMBLI . .AJ<G C451E. 
Dl 2E. Dl 25. D222, Electro-Voice (2) Re-20. Sennhe1ser 
(2) MD 441. MD 421 Shure (3) SM57. Crown PZM. 
others ovorloble 
• Equipment includes Tangent 16 x 16 Console. TAS-
CAM 85-16. DBx Noise Reduction. OTAAI MX5050B. 
TEAC 33405. l'LTEC 604-SK ond Aurotone Monitors . 
.AJ<G headphones. master room XL-305 revert>. Ashley 
SC-50 compressors. UREI EQ. Omnicratt GT-4. Crown 
power amps. TEAC coss deck & more 
• Add1t1onol. extensive array of studio equip. & mCJs1c 
inst ovorloble for rental 

-

NEWBURY SOUND 
108 M.ASS. AVE BOSTON 02115267-4095 

Romeo Void 
.. .. - .. 
llllll .. -.. .. -.. - -

LP . the highly acclaimed debut album, 
its a condition 

EP - never say never, featuring four new so ngs 
produced by ric ocasek and ian tay1or 

on 415 records 

CASSETTE - now availab le: conta ins 
the album, its a condition, 
PLUS all of never sav never, a special 
bonus! 

Is 
there 
really 

anywhere 
else 

tobuy 
your 

music? 

now on sale at 
Strawberries 



JANUARY SALE STILL IN PROGRESS 
New Spring and Summer arrivals daily; 



~GUNCLUB 
Jeffrey Lee Pierce on 
jef frey Lee Pierce 
as told to Greg Reibman 

"The Gun Club was formed by me and Kid Congo [now 
with the Cramps}. At first we didn't form it on a real serious 
level. We were just screwing around. 

"Neither Kid nor me had been in any other band before. 
Kid not only had never played in a band-he never played 
guitar before. He just figured out a really easy way ror him to 
play. That was two years ago this March. 

''Even though we were just going to make noise we decided 
we were going to be real careful about writing songs. By being 
careful, I mean that you wade through lots of material until 
you get ones that are insanely better than all the others and 
then you collect them. For every song on our album [Fire of 
Love] there's about three songs that we discarded. 

''But as I said, when we started out we were just going to 
goof off-and then we got popular real fast. Both the guys in 
our original rhythm section quit and we got Terry [Graham, 
drums] and Rob [Ritter, bass] who are still playing with me. 
And then the Cramps drafted Kid and we got Ward [Dotson]. 
The Cramps are my favorite band to play with. We've been 
friends for years. 

"We've had a lot of press and a lot of attention and some
how our name has managed to cross a lot of chic circles lately. 
But we're still not selling many records and the reason for it is 
bad, bad disttibution. We just played two dates in New York 
and you can't find the record anywhere. 

"I'm sure we will be making another album though. I want 
to get much better production next time, maybe put a little 
less music on the record so I can get higher fidelity. I'm start
ing to appreciate really good mastering and really good pro
duction. I don't know who's going to produce it, but it sure 
won't sound like Fire of Love. It will be much louder with a 
much bigger drum sound. 

"You know there's tons of new wave stuff like Joy Division 
and Echo and the Bunnymen that I've never even heard. I'm 
not even interested. I saw a picture of the band Bauhaus, 
they look interesting but outside of that I have no interest in 
any other band in England. All the rest of the band listens to 
that stuff, but I don't; in fact I make them turn it off in the 
van because it annoys me. 

"Right now I'm listening to mostly hillbilly string bands 
out of Kentucky, West Virginia and the Carolinas. I don't ex
pect that to mean anything to anybody buying 'new wave' re
cords. I don't expect everybody to sit around listening to 
Leadbelly. But I do listen to Leadbelly. That's realist music; 
Duran Duran is not. 

"I've decided that I hate rockabilly butt-fuckers more than 
anything. I'm really fucking sick of bands like the Rockats, 
the Stray Cats and the whatever Cats. They're just pathetic 
wimp groups and I'm really sick of this terrible distortion or 
a really beautiful form of American music. English robot 
bands also annoy me ... I just hate anything that doesn't have 
any reality or soul to it. 

"For about six months I wrote for Slash magazine. Mostly 
I just did live reviews. I was trying to get people to listen to 
soul music and r&b. It was not very hip at the time but I tried 
to hip people to James Brown and other people who I felt de
served as much attention as Johnny Rotten did. I tried to push 
reggae too. I did my part in L.A., and James Chance did his 
part in New York. 

"Even now the L.A. beach scene doesn't have any interest 
in blues and soul music and because of it we are shut off al
most entirely from any hardcore audience. 

'' As far as racism is concerned, and the question of do I 
not like some particular race, I've never thought of there be
ing any differences. In Los Angeles where I've been raised, 
every imaginable race has been heaped together ... you've 
got Japanese, Mexicans, Blacks, Anglos and Jews all in the 
same big public school. They may call each other names but 
they still sleep with each other. They still make babies togeth
er. That's what's important!" 



Mission of 
Burma 

Signals Calls 
and Marches 

$3.99 · 

The Lyres 
~~ 

E>-d~~ 12" EP 
9~")~ 

~($> $3.49 

Something Different on Sale Every Day! 
REG SALE 

PRICE PRICE 
JAN 22 New Order LP 6.99 4.99 8 Any Flipper 7" 

23 Black Flag LP 6.99 5.99 9 Any Modern Method 7" 
24 Gun Club LP 7.49 5.99 10 All Leather Items 
25 Peter Dayton 12" EP 4.99 3.49 11 Black Flag 7" Six Pack 

REG SALE 
PRICE PRICE 

2.25 1.75 
2.00 1.00 

20%off 
2.00 1.50 

26 Soft Cell 12" Tainted 12 Joy Division LP Still 11.99 8.99 

FEB 

Love 4.99 3.49 13 Modern Method Com-
27 Red Rockers 6.99 5.49 pllations Volumes 1 & 2 
28 Romeo Void 12" EP 5.99 3.99 14 All LP's 
29 Pete Shelley LP 9.99 6.99 15 Al I cassettes 
30 Any Stray Cats LP 9.99 6.99 16 All singles 
31 Any Book or Magazine 20 % off 17 Bush Tetras 12" 

18 Boston Rock-Any 
1 All Buttons 1.00 .50 Back Issue 
2 Let Them Eat 19 Dead Kennedys 12" In 

Jellybeans 9.99 6.99 God We Trust 
3 All Singles 2.99 - 2.79 1.99 20 Any Modern Method 
4 Native Tongue 12" EP 4.99 2.99 12" EP 
5 All T-Shlrts 2.00 off 21 Free Newbury Comics 
6 Johnny Are You Queer T-Shirt with any pur-

12" EP 4.99 3.99 chase over $20.00 
7 Hot Dates LP 5.99 4.99 

NOW OPEN ·uNTIL 
9PM .WEDN-FRI 

5.99 3.99 
10%off 
10% off 
10% off 

4.99 3.99 

1.00 .25 

4.99 3.49 

3.99 1.99 



Berlin Airlift is a relatively new name on 
the scene, yet the majority of its members 
have been trying to make it together for six 
years now. A band simply doesn't hang in 
there that long unless something very spe
cial is taking place. Singer/ songwriter Rick 
Berlin describes this Boston quintet as a 
"family" whose members could all be 
working jobs in the upper echelons of the 
music industry, but choose instead to play 

[ together for that "amazing 4.5 minutes on 
' stage." 

Berlin, longtime musical collaborator 
Steve Perry who plays guitar and sings, 
drummer Joe Petruzzelli, and Chet Cahill 
on bass composed four-fifths of a previous 
association known as Luna. Specializing in 
progressive rock accented by Perry's soar
ing guitar leads and a wide attack on key
boards, Luna approached the realms of 
Styx. Still, it was the lead singer's engaging 
on-stage drama that gave the band its 

! unique bent, as Berlin embodied the charac
ters about whom he sang. Frustrated by an 

'ii endless string of legal hassles in early 1980, 
i Luna was dissolved (at least in name). 

I asked Steve and Rick why they're trying 
to do it again with the Berlin Airlift and the, 

guitarist fired back, "Everytime I think of 
doing something else, I can't imagine my
self doing it. We know that what we have is 
magic and this band is the best vehicle for 
my artistic expression." 

IRLIFTt!< .. ~. 
t.- r ,..7 i:.,c( ..,,,,. 

the dream doesn't stop 
Everyone in this group has had big offers }/ here 

to do things, but, Rick Berlin throws up his ,;},: 
ha~~. " we want to do this." ,:-;~~. G-,i)"(' ( 

In the year and a half following Luna's rather complex in its variety of changes and 
eclipse, Rick and Steve did demos of nearly vocal harmonies also established a clean 
twenty songs to fight off feelings of restless- break with Rick Berlin 's past. As the writer 
ness. Perry produced the first Trademarks for the Airlift, his music has undergone a 
single and Berlin began to jam at Jasper's refreshing growth, and the most noticeable 
on Wednesdays. The sessions grew as Perry vehicle for that growth has been Jane Bal-
and then Cahill jumped in the rin~. along mood's piano. 
with drummer Barry Marshall who played Steve Perry explains, "The sound of the 
the suitcase (honest!) . The current Berlin band is different now because we only have 
Airlift was born when veteran percussionist one acoustic piano, a Yamaha Electric 
Joe Petruzzelli and a newcomer, pianist Grand and one synthesizer we barely use . 
Jane Balmond, were added to the lineup. Before in Luna we had all these keyboards . 
Berlin, Perry and friends were back on the The songs now have a clean, bright and 
!!'ack. simple sound to them; Jane doesn't over-

The summer of 1981 took the new group play.'' 
somewhat by surprise, as their first studio "It's a lot more than just the music," 
effort began receiving massive local airplay adds Berlin. "The rest of us have been at it 
and request action. By the time Berlin Air- for so long that we've tended to get some-
lift had made their live debut in August, what jaded at times, but Jane is in it for the 
"Over the Hill" had firmly established first time. She's innocently psyched and 
them as a major local draw. That song, that gets us psyched." 

As one of Boston' s most likely choices 
for national attention , Berlin Airlift have 
solved two of the most difficult puzzles 
facing any band: balancing one anothers' 
egos and cementing a strong musical style. 
A cautious thought about the band's past 
has me wondering whether or not Berlin 
Airlift will become mired in the same legal 
muck that enveloped Luna. Rick replies, 
"We are free, there are no remaining prob
lems." With that , the band is currently 
looking for a recording contract and distri
bution deal with a major label. Berlin feels 
that direction is the best. "Even if you go to 
a small independent company, the idea is 
always to eventually go big. I think some- i 

thing great is going to happen soon and we : 
won't change a thing. The chemistry is just 1 

right." 

How would you like a dozen singles by well-known, important new 
bands ... FOR FREE? If you subscribe to Trouser Press, the monthly 
rock magazine that covers all the best in new rock'n'roll, that's just what 
you'll get. In addition to articles, record reviews, news and lots more, 
each monthly issue of Trouser Press will include a free flexi-disc 
record featuring new material by important bands - some ofit 
unavailable anywhere else! So far we've had tracks from Orchestral 
Manoeuvres in the Dark and Holly and the Italians. If you really 
love rock'n'roll, you'll really enjoy reading - and listening to -
Trouser Press every month. And it only costs $15.00 a year! There's 
no risk- if you aren' t completely satisfied with Trouser Press you can 
cancel the subscription and keep the first issue for free. You can't lose! 

r-------------. 
For Fastest Service Call Our 
Toll-Free Hot Line 24 Hours a 
Day. The Call is Free!. 
800-227-1617 
Extension 303 

I 
Send to Trous~~r Press Subscnpt1on Dept., 212 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010 • 

D Yes! I want to receive Trouser Press with the free flexi-disc. Send me: 

I D I year (12 issues) for $15.00 D 2 years (24 issues) for $27.00 I 
D Payment enclosed D Bill Me ___ _ 

I 
/111tra l /lere I 

Name 

I Addres,_ __________ I 
City/State/Zip ____________________ _ 

In California call 800-772-3545, ext. 303 
.. ___________ :. .. 



"When the sun goes down 
and the moon comes up 
I turn into a teenage 
GoerGooMuck" 

The Cramps at The Channel in December. 

by John Brusger 

If you aren't enjoying the Cramps you 
are probably wasting your 1ime listening to 
or watching the band. Granted, there is no 
finer sight than these four primitives on
stage, no sweeter sounds than the ones our 
heroes create. But if you're in back, stand
ing on a chair, craning your neck for a 
glimpse you might as well not be there. If 
you' re standing by the bar in back trying to 
pick up girls you might as well not be alive. 

What should you do? Bring your body up 
front and send your mind to the Beautiful 
Gardens. Judging by the crowd that night 
most people knew what to do. 

Follow Lux's lead for full enjoyment. Im
merse yourself in each song until its persona 

18 Boston Rock ns 

becomes your own. For me, th'is is when the 
fun begins: when the metamorphosis is 
complete. I don't just listen to "Goo-Goo· 
Muck,'' I become the Goo-Goo Muck. 

If Mr. Muck isn't your cup of strychnine 
don't worry, there's fun for everyone. Who 
doesn't enjoy being a Teenage Werewolf, 
braces on his fangs, or one of the Green 
Fuz singing "Baby you better run"? 

Let me give you some advice. 
When "Human Fly" begins I want you 

bent forward, flapping your wings, purr
ing like a kitten, buzzing like a bee. 

You aren't doing the Crusher unless 
someone goes home in a box. 

When Lux says the natives arc restless let 
him know it's true. 

Arc you throbbing? Arc you oozing? 
Don't move! Now you're really doing the 
zombie dance. 

Watch out. It's time to take a trip to the 
Beautiful Gardens. You're going to have a 
hard time getting back-I never did. 

Don't forget-the show isn't over until 
the Surfin' Bird sings. 

S A V A N T 

STATIONARY 
DANCE 

New Age Rock 
from Palace of Lights 

Distributed by 
Systematic/ Rough Trade/ JEM 

NMDS/Greenworld/Wayside/Sky Disc 

Palace of Lights 
•o •••"" S.otllo WAU1f l 



Very Specially 

Priced 



B and D Go Drinkin' Again y y 

Below you'll find the reviews of two of our crack reporters, who braved the cold 
January winds to investigate some of the more popular and not so popular bands 
in town. Unfortunately they were not able to report on every band who sent in 
our coupon, but this feature will be repeated again shortly. 

Okay, okay, don't hit me! I really couldn't get out as much as I'd hoped, so a lot of bands 
didn't get reviewed. Herc's the results though, with ratings based on each band's perform
ance on the night(s) I caught them. The ratings are: 
•••• Grat (Important event) 
... Good (I'm 1Jad I WU Chert) 
.,. Okay (You didn't mlu anything) ' 

• Bomb (Time for. ·notber beer) 

LIMBO RACE (The Club and Cantonc's) 
Their Club show was easily the best. Excellent. I'm glad to see that changing drummers 
agrees with them. The Limbos have an edge to their usually subtle (but eccentric) pop tunes 
that I hadn't noticed before. Nearly as good at Cantone's, the PA system was brutal on the 
ears. c••••) 
YOUNG SNAKES (The Club) 
Also with a new drummer (perhaps too new), the Snakes sounded rather rought and mono
tonous. My guess is they will have their funk chops together by the time you read this.( .. ) 

NATIVE TONGUE (The Club and Streets) 
Of course I have no objectivity regarding the merits of the Tongues. The Club date was ex
tremely loose as was apparent by the extended version of "All Wronged Up." Some of 
the newer material like "Area Song" sounded great. As expected, everyone ended up 
dancing. c•••) 
DOLLARS (Rat) 
Yer basic rock 'n' roll band here. A few too many cliches and a bit laid back when they 
should be tearin' down the walls. Their hard-edged rockers showed their better side but the 
traditional blues-rock stuff wasn't bad either.( .. ) 

PETER DAYTON (Honey Lounge) 
Either you get into the Peter Dayton mystique or you don't. I don't, and haven't felt the 
worse for it. Problem is I can't appreciate his brand of pop-rock nearly as much as others 
do. The old La Peste tunes are a nice change of pace from his newer stuff. ( .. ) 

SOMEONE AND THE SOMEBODlf.S (Streets) 
I've never had a consistent opinion on the Somebodies. Sometimes brilliant, sometimes tir
ing, the Somebodies unintentionally presented themselves as cold at heart. I'm glad to say 
things have changed and they've learned how to connect with the audience. A very good 
show. c···) 
CITY THRILLS (Streets) 
Ah, come on Johnny, cut the clownin'. Still on the first string of Boston's hard-pop bands, 
City Thrills have become an extremely competent and polished group. The theatrics make 
'em difficult to take seriously at times, but what the heck, they always give the people what 
they want. c•••) 
TAMBOURINE UP (Honey Lounge) 
The debut of a very promising band made up of ex-Maps (ex-Artyard) and ex-Insteps mem
bers. A '.ot of good ideas, but still a diamond in the rough. Too soon to guess at the ability 
of this potential Propeller product. ( .. ) 

DANGEROUS BIRDS (Honey Lounge) 
An all-woman band which plays jangling, emotional pop of the highest order. Absolutely 
one of my favorite bands. Unfortunately, they don't hit me tonight like they usually do. 
Their combinatiori of material and charisma can be devastating. I've seen it! ( .. ) 

PRIMITIVE ROMANCE (Streets) 
An amazing sound for a three-piece combo; tough pop with a Cure-like quality. They're 
still rough on the performance end, but the music makes up For the awkwardness. Origin
ally from Florida, their move to Boston has been to everyone's benefit. c•••) 
RUBBER RODEO (Jack's) 
Slick, very tight, a cosmic country band. Extremely professional in both sound and stage, 
if not a bit corny and pretentious. Warning: This isn't standard country fare. The Rubbers 
have an odd, Human Sexual Response type of humor and showmanship.(•••) 

RUNES (Streets) 
Nothing can make me like the Runes. Their style is suburban power pop in the 60's vein, 
which I have no problem with. But their material and smiley stage manner drives me up a 
wall. Bring back the Monkees. (•) • 

SEX EXECS (Streets and Honey Lounge) 
Boston's best fun-pop band. Great tunes, grea1 sound, great look. The Execs are tight 
down to their shoe laces. Forget the Fools. Forget the Atlantics. This is a dance band any 
lounge would be proud of.( .... ) 

PETIT MAL (Cantone's) 
A rough, abrasive two-woman duo on drums and synthesizers. I found them hard to listen 
to, but the PA was a large contributor to the displeasure. If you long for the early days of 
Bound & Gagged , this may be your cup of tea. (•) 

F.U.'S (Streets) 
Trying out a lineup can be painful. Compared to other nights, their hardcore punk sound 
didn't cut very deep. Only "We Don't Need Your Fucking Advice" caused much audience 
reaction. Need to lick the consistency problem.(•) 

SS DECONTROL (Streets) 
I haven' t seen Decontrol have a bad night. They always achieve strong audience reaction 
(positive and negative) and their music is very effective. The usual slamming and stage dives 
accompany their triple speed hardcore. Excellen1 band and not to be missed.( .... ) 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE ... 

Mike Dreese GABS 
My only regret is that I didn't get out to a wider variety of clubs. As the weather got colder, 
I tended to visit Streets and Bunratty's, as they are both located within hiking distance of 
home. My ratings are: 
FOOT: Overall Catchlnns and Dance Potential 
EYE: Stage Presence and Vbual Appeal 
BRAIN: lntelUgence of lyrlcs and sounds 
EAR: Quality of overall sound 

THE OUTLETS (Streets) 
Q: Where have all the fans gone7 A: The same place as this once fine group's intensity. 
Lame execution of good songs, and a glitter rock image have left this group out in the cold. 
They should return to their roots or stop playing the new wave clubs. It seems as though all 
lead singer and song writer DaVe Barton wants to be is a superstar, fans or no fans. Let's 
hope these guys get a sense of genuineness back. Good songs wasted is a crime. They now 
have a decent heavy metal sound, but don't expect the old group. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 5 BRAIN: 6 EAR: 6 

DANGEROUS BIRDS (Honey Lounge) 
My favorite new group. Unlike most local bands, the Dangerous Birds possess a wealth of 
song writing ability. Great vocal style and reasonable instrumentals give them great prom
ise. All they need are better equipment, better sound mixing and Malcolm McLaren. If you 
can't see them live, they're on the Propeller cassette. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 7 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 6 

V; (Honey Lounge) 
I used to be extremely disturbed by V;. Either they've improved or I've improved. Any
how, look for first class rhythmic stuff out of 'em. 
FOOT: 8 EYE: 5 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 8 

21-645 (Streets) 
When the last Modern Method LP was being compiled, this group was given a brief listen 
and a quick rejection. Someone is kicking himself now! 21-64.S has an intelligent rhythmic 
sense which is both intriguing and accessible. Look out for 'em. 
FOOT: 8 EYE: 4 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 8 

SS DECONTROL (Streets) 
Tihi~ group is the most notorious of Boston's homegrown Hardcore. Decontrol's thrashing 
stage review is usually accompanied by a retinue of young well wishers, who energetically 
jump and slam around the room and onto the stage, knocking over whatever's in the way. 
Bring heavy boot. 
FOOT: Ouch! EYE: 9 BRAIN: 6 EAR: 6 

THE TRADEMARKS (Bunratty's) 
The Trademarks are one of Boston's best power pop bands. Great instrumentals, okay lyr
ics. Unlike most local pop groups, they have a fairly clever sense of song writing and a gen
uine fun-loving enthusiasm, which makes them enjoyable for even a die-hard art rocker 
like me. 
FOOT: 7 EYE:J BRAIN: J EAR: 8 

PETIT MAL (Cantone's) 
The sound system was in rotten shape the night I saw this duo, which was perhaps their sav
ing grace. Drums and synthesizer do not a band make, unless it's Jef( and Jane Hudson. 
Some creative ideas were at work so maybe I'll have a better report card for them next time. 
FOOT: 5 EYE: J BRAIN: 5 EAR: 2 

PETER DAYTON (Honey Lounge) 
Good image. Decent songs. Should go far if they don't get stuck on the same refrain. 
FOOT: 8 EYE: 7 Brain: 2 EAR: 7 

THE MAKE (Bunratty's) 
It would be easy to brush these folks off as another Tits and Ass review if it weren't for 
the interesting sounds coming from the instruments. Slick and professional. Their new EP, 
Democracy, captures their better tunes. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 8 BRAIN: 2 EAR: 8 

NOVEMBER GROUP (Streets) 
A darn good combination of dance and thought go into this group. Ann Prim's forceful 
lead vocals make one take notice immediately. Their severe dress conjures up feelings of 
alienation and fascination. Perhaps they do a good job of giving the trendies a taste of their 
own medicine. Quite impressive for a band just six months old. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 7 

THE SEX EXECS (Inn Sq. Men's Bar) 
A wicked fun band! Ex-Peytons lead singer Walter Clay sets the style with his ever present 
Dean Marin coat and shoes. Although the Execs have only been prowling around for a cou
ple of months, they already show signs of great development. Rumour has it that Rounder 
Records is signing them to an LP deal, the first in a series entitled "Duncan introduces 
the best of Beantown." A good band for a good time. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 6 BRAIN: l EAR: 8 

LIMBO RACE (Cantone's) 
A horrid sound system didn't discourage Limbo Race the night I saw them. Their songs 
vary from brilliant to unworkable. This can happen when creative ideas are worked out 
and tested in public. Their steady..development should lead to a bright future . See 'em while 
there's still standing room. 
FOOT: J EYE: 4 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 8 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE. 
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Below is a brief, non-scientific, series of ratings on some of the in town clubs. The ratings represent only 1 the opinions of Mike Dreese. -

CLUB COUNTDOWN 
~ ~ 

,'I> ,'I> 
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Atmosphere 7 4 6 1 8 9 7 6 5 7 8 

Sound 5 1 8 3 5 4 5 7 7 6 9 

Lighting 5 0 9 2 3 2 4 9 6 7 8 

Security Help 8 2 4 1 7 9 5 6 3 8 9 

Entertainment 6 2 7 3 7 6 6 8 5 9 8 

Restrooms 6 5 5 5 6 8 7 9 0 8 6 

Bar Help 5 4 7 2 9 8 6 5 6 7 7 

Value for your $ 6 5 5 3 7 9 6 5 6 4 5 

Total 48 23 51 20 52 55 46 55 38 56 60 
Average Rating 6.0 2.9 6.4 2.5 6.5 6.9 5.8 6.9 4.8 7.0 7.5 

Ranking 7 10 6 11 5 3 8 3 9 2 1 

... MR. B, CONT. TAMBOURINE'S UP (Honey Lounge) 
This group features ex-Maps Dan Salzmann and James Clements, along with ex-Insteps 

UNCALLED 4 (Cantone's and Streets) Richard Mason and Matt Freeberg. Sharp vocals and penetrating intensity make them a 

Less sloppy (by only a bit} than their Cantone's debut, the Uncalled 4 are Boston's answer surprising pleasure to hear. Hope that rumors of their departure from the scene are not 

to the Gun Club. Already established as Boston's biggest band (only their drummer, ex- true. 

Outlet Walter, is under 6'), they just need fans to clinch the tit le. Only thing missing on this FOOT: 7 EYE: 4 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 6 

evening was the vocalist; seems he had to leave town for some reason. ( .. ) RUBBER RODEO (Jack's) 

GANG GREEN (Streets) It's refreshing to see a band so genuinely enthusiastic about the audience. Their music is a 

Ive seen Gang Green three times now, and tonight's show had them at their best, playing curious mixture of old western movie soundtracks and space rock. But it works! Don't ex-

very fast, energetic chaotic hardcore . The crowd reaction was amazing. They provided the pect them to do all the work; they like the folks out front to get involved too. 

evening's oddest juxtaposition when veteran guitarist Johnny Angel joined the Gang for an FOOT: 6 EYE, 8 BRAIN: 6 EAR: 8 

awkward version of "Let's Dance." The highlight came when half the audience and the THE DARK (The Channel) 
whole band (drummer, bassist and guitarist) pig-piled the stage. Awesome. ( .... ) Much as I want to say bad things about these guys, I cant. They've just gotten to be too 

ALLEYBEATS (Streets) good. No longer do they sound like mice being stepped on. And hey, they just put out a de-

This was my first taste of these rockabilly-quiffed rockers. They look and sound cool cent EP. God save Judy though .. 

enough but only time will tell if there's more than fashion ~ehind the rhythms.( .. ) FOOT: 9 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 7 

SHOCKERS (Channel) PROLETARIAT (Streets) 

A heavy metal band with a modern flavor. Sort of Black Sabbath meets Generation X. The Like most bands who claim to have a serious message, it's difficult to say how genuine this 

guitar solos are a bit trying but the overall sound is quite good. The lack of good material cast of characters is, but the style is all there. Depending on which song :,;ou happen to hear, 

was painfully evident when they had to resort to a cover of" Jumpin' Jack Flash." (•) - Proletariat could be compared to Public Image, Kiling Joke or American Hardcore. A 

JARED (Channel) 
charismatic lead singer makes the heavier moments bearable for a capitalist. 

I My first experience with 'em so I can't be too objective. Jared play mainstream rock 'n' 
FOOT: 5 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 9 EAR: 7 

I 
roll, ranging from light to hard pop with few frills. My first impression wasn't totally posi- THE Ul'jCALLED 4 (Streets) 

tive; I prefer a little more innovativeness. (•) Aptly named. This rough bunch of characters still needs a little bit more work. Still, if 

'OUTLETS (Channel) 
you're into the ruder type of hardcore, give them a listen. 

µ Over the last two years, the Outlets have honed the hard-rock formula to perfection. Their 
FOOT: l EYE: l BRAIN: I EAR: 4 

shift from garage-punk to arena rock (AC/DC power with Tom Petty songwriting) hasn't GANG GREEN (Streets) 

pleased an the critics, but at least it's deliberate. When they're good, they're overwhelm- The best of Boston's hardcore. Super fast and usually out of control, these guys capture 

ing. When they're not, they can't be forgiven. Their Channel show was spiced up by one the spirit of hardcore. They would get a higher brain rating if their lyrics could be deci-

quite nude Richie Parsons who, in a fit of rational thinking, joir.ed the band for a rousing phered. 
rendition of "Strychnine."(•~••) FOOT: OW! EYE: 6 BRAIN: l EAR: 8 

UPSTARTS (Channel) ICE AGE (Streets) 

The Upstarts play solid, hard pop in a variety of styles, but few I could latch onto. Though Formed from the remnants of The Stains just a month ago, lee Age shows considerable 

some strong songwriting skills are evident, they CJuldn't hold my attention for the whole promise. Their intelligent, British sounds should generate a loyal following for them if they 
set.( .. ) don't s:;.ccumb to their own pretentiousness. Lead vocalist Fred Herring always provides a 

PRIME MOVERS (Channel) 
frenetic show. 

I Years in the making, the Prime Movers are finally coming into their own. With good songs 
FOOT: l EYE: 8 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 7 

and a good presentation, the Movers kick out a very energetic set. Local heros Rich Par- LYRF.S (Streets) 

sons and John Surrette joined the fun for covers of "You're Gonna Miss Me" and "A I can't say enough good things about a band like this. If you haven't seen 'em, do so. ~, Bomb in Wardour Street." Good fun all around.(•••) Frontman Monoman is timeless and appeals to almost everyone. The best thing since the 

MONAD(Rat) 
Sonics. 

A~ odd bunch. ~f 7haracters. Rough, noisy, sloppy, and tough on the ears. I couldn't pin-
FOOT: 9 EYE: 7 BRAIN: l EAR: 8 

·I 
pomt any spec1f1c m0uences but 60's acid rock and early Talking Heads are definite possi- MISSION OF BURMA (Streets) 
bilities. Ouch!(•) This innovative trio remain on the top of the heap in Boston. If you haven't seen them, by 

all means do so. The only disappointment to older fans is the slow rate at which they write 

. . . DREESE, CONT. new material. An LP is expected in the fall . 
FOOT: 6 EYE: 7 BRAIN: 9 EAR: 10 

.I 

PRIMARY COLORS (Streets) THE NEATS (Streets) 
This band consists of former members of Pastiche, The Neighborhoods, La Peste and The This rather laid back group practices a sort of folk rock which is catchy and pretty. Their 
Atlantics. They have a distinctly British look and sound. A few touches of Joy Division local hit "Six" propelled the propeller EP to success. Their lack of songs with a real edge 

' here and there. They are well practiced for a group in their first month of playing out. may hurt them in the long run, but for now I'm happy just to listen. 

' FOOT: 7 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 7 EAR: 9 FOOT: 8 EYE: 7 BRAIN: 6 EAR: 8 
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Yes, 
, I want to see the J . Galla 

Band ... or qualify to see 
another great rock 'n' roll 
concerti 



~ ~tdeltL ....... _ .. _ PUBLISHER'S NOTES 
by Mike Dreese 

After reading all of the "Best and 
Worst, etc." lists for 1981, we decided that 
we owed it you, our public, to give some of 
our true insights to help you on your way 
through 1982. 

We encourage you all to write to us about 
any peculiar problems that you may experi
ence in the coming year. We are sure that 
we can offer you the help you need to make 
1982 easier. 

Magnanimously Yours, 
Beula and Beatrice 

THE SOB SISTERS PREDICT 
Who or what's making a come back in 

1982: 
I. The Jerk 
2. Patent Leather 
3. Sit-Ins 
4. Draft Card Burnings 
S. Panty Raids 
6. Arnie "Woo Woo" Ginsberg 
7. Windowpane 
8. College Radio 
9. Bicycles 
10. Feudalism 
11. Alexandre the Great 
12. Num-chucks 
13. Militarism 
14. Natalie Wood 
15. Computer Dating 
16. Hair Transplants 

REUNIONS IN '82 
I. Liz and John 
2. Maxanne and WBCN 
3. Duane and Robin 
4. Blake and Alexis 

TOP 10 FARCES OF '81 
I. Rick Springfield 
2. Proposition 2½ 
3. The Blitz Movement 
4. Meatloaf 
l.WCOZ 
6. Anti-trust vs. Don Law 
7. Phyllis Schlafly 
8. Outlawing Drug Paraphenalia 
9. Nancy's china 
JO. The Dukes of Hazzard 
II. Size9 
12. Marianus 

TRENDYFOODSFOR'82 
I. Potato Skins 
2. Guacamole 
3. Yoplait 
4. Brie 
S. Hagen-Daaz 
6. Perrier 
7. Stouffer's Lean Cuisine 
8. Curry 
9.Kiwis 
JO. Syrian Bread 
11. Eating with the lights on 

FASHION TIPS FOR '82 
I. U nderwcar is cool 
2. Rubber boots 
3. Garter Belts 
4. Bangs 
5. White Socks 
6. Flats 
7. Yardley Slickers 
8. Frosted Nail Polish 
9. The "Kookie Burns" Look 
10. Love Beads 

And now to the Letters: 

A new club has opened . .. 
which deserves the support of everyone concerned about the quality o f new 
music. The Honey Lounge is its name. It' s located on Boylston Street between 
Gloucester and Hereford, near the Prudential Building in Boston's Back Bay 
(just around the corner from our offices!). 

Some of you may remember the place being open a couple of years ago for a 
brief period. There have been significant renovations since then, including a 
downstairs bar, new restrooms and a house P.A. system. Video will soon be in
stalled. The room itself is rather long and narrow, but is far better than The 
Underground was or Cantone's is. 

The management is committed to booking quality new music. The Honey 
has already seen such groups as Peter Dayton, The Sex Execs, The Dangerous 
Birds, Lou Miami, Leper, The Young Snakes. and Tambourines Up. So make 
a point of checking the place out. this could turn into a great spot to see both 
up and coming and better established local groups. As I've said so many times 
before about Streets and others-good clubs will exist and grow only if you 
make an effort to support them. So spend your dollars purposefully when you 
go out. 

A new magazine has started . .. 
called Placate. l got hold of a copy just as we were going to press, but a quick 
reading shows it has potential. The premiere issue has articles on Greg Reib
man and Michael Koenig, written by Conflict's- Gerard Cosloy, along with 
stories on David Bowie and Flipper, and even a gossip column. It's hard to say 
wh8.t direction the mag will take. but it's always good to have something else 
to read besides N.M.E. on a cold winter night . 

Blowing our own horn dept . ... 
Be sure to come to Inn Square Men's Bar for the Boston Rock party on Wed
nesday, February 10. Featured will be NATIVE TONGUE, LIMBO RACE 
and DANGEROUS BIRDS. Great music in a friendly atmosphere. Jusl two 
bucks. 

THE BEST RECORDS OF '81 
I. Nightclubbing, Grace Jones 
2. Talk, Talk, Talk, Psychedelic Furs 
3. Spirit of St. Louis, Ellen Foley 
4. Jumpin' Jive, Joe Jackson 
S. Private Eyes, Hall & Oates 

/Support Reagan's economic/ 
PD~,-;,-~N~w°-:o_'::_~d-y-ou_?_A_,e_y_o_u-bl-in_d_, w_o_m_a-n?"I ! recovery program! ! 

You beller check your sources again. Not I I 

6. ls This a Cool World or What?, Karla 
Devito 

including us in the top JOO eligible women I I 
in Boston! Obviously, you've lost your l I 
touch! JOO women and you overlooked the J I 

7. East Side Story, Squeeze 
8. Short, Back and Sides, Ian Hunter 

Sob Sisters. Two of the chicest, houest, I 
most sought after women in the country, I 

9. Life in the Bush of Ghosts, David Byrne 
& Brian Eno 

not to mention Boston. Tsk, tsk, Norma. : 
We can understand your sense of jeal- I 

10. Freeze Frame, J. Geils 
11. Trust, Elvis Costello 

ousy. After all, we are in the same business. I 
Luckily, no one takes you seriously. I 

12. Ghost in the Machine, Police 
13. The Hot Equators, The Equators 

We just thought you'd like to know how I 

14. Seven Year Ache, Rosanne Cash 
wejelt. I 

15. I'll Do Anything for You, Denroy Mor
gan 

Loo~t:1~:;~~;:::,;:,~~:i::~ \ . 

YOU WILL NEVER BUY 
ANOTHER RECORD. 

NEW "CASSETTE-ONLY" ALBUMS 

THE DICTATORS LIVE 
" Fuck'Em If They Can 't Take A Joke" 

THE NEW YQRK DOLLS "Mercer St. Sessions" 

SUICIDE "Half · Alive" 
·· LJpst1ck Killers" 

SHQX LUMANIA "Live at The Peppermint Lounge" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" with Lydia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE CONTORTIONS 
" Live In New York City " 

The new wave of the future is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
available on vinyl! Fully Authorized, complete 
with liner notes, documentation, handsomely 
packaged, on superior BASF DPS tape. Available 
at record stores or directly by mail order. 
Price $8.00 each plus $1.25 per cassette for 
postage/insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roir cassettes. 

Coming: Bad Brains. Germs "Live·: Scientific Americans, Fteshtones 

(Pronounced 'Roar') llOlR 

BUY ONE SUB ... 
AND GET THE SECOND FOR HALF PRICE! 
Ill FOIi (M IIIIIHT) 
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good 

by Mike Dreese 

Unless you've had your ears buried in 
British bands all your life, you've probably 
noticed the recent emergence of a number 
of quality American independent labels. 
415, J.R.S., Slash, SST, dB, Posh Boy, Ace 
of Hearts, Eal, and ROJR are some of the 
top labels. GroupS such as X, The Cramps, 
The Dead Kennedys, Black Flag, Lydia 
Lunch, Human Sexual Response, Pylon, 
Mission of Burma, and Romeo Void have 
all appeared on independent records during 
their careers. A lot of great American bands 
are finally getting the attention they 
deserve, and the majors are having to re
evaluate their situation in regards to new 
music. 

The greater Boston area is blessed with 
many independent labels run by enterpris
ing individuals. Don Roze runs one of the 
best, EAT Records. If you don'! instantly 
recognize Don's name it's understandable. 
He's never sought the intense local publicily 
that so many in this business seem to desire. 
Rather, EA T's strategy is oriented towards 
the slow establishment of a national reputa
tion, based on quality producl, personal 
interest, en1husiasm, and above all, creative 
marketing. 

Don Roze is an exceptionally literale 
character, with a genuine wit about him. 
Kind of a cross between a country gentle
man and a preppie, and looks a bit like 
Groucho Marx. He has a very creative 
outlook On life, which is renec1ed in his 
products and his approach to business. 

Much of his knowledge of music has 
come to him through years of collecting and 
listening to records. He's lhe kind of person 
who gets excited when he unearths a par
licularly unusual record sleeve from his 

enormous personal collec1ion, which has 
great breadth to ii. He cut his tee1h in 
business as a pariner in a small chain of 
record stores in lhe Midwest, where he was 
responsible for ordering the more exotic 
items, such as blues, jazz, cutouts, and 
indie labels. 

One of the stores was located in "The 
Liverpool of 1977" - Akron, Ohio. DEYO 
were "just the funny guys on the block who 
used to play the lofts and make funny 
movies." Rachel Sweet used to come in10 
his store with her father to buy coun1ry 
records. It was against this background that 
Don began to piece together in his mind 
what was crucial to !he success of a small 
label. He became bored with the more mun
dane chores associated with a growing busi
ness, and finally sold out to his partners in 
order 10 start his own label. 

He picked Boston as his home base due 
to 1he heahhy local music scene, and the 
presence of fresh seafood, which is the one 

food. 

thing in life he craves besides music. He 
bought a house in Salem, had a se1 of 
business cards printed up, and began 
looking for talent to record. He was only in 
Beantown a short time before he took off 
for England to record The Commercials 
album. There he made a crucial connection 
with John Doelp, bass player on the album, 
who went on to become producer of the 
first Human Sexual Response LP, fig. 14. 
The Human's album was the first commer
cial release from the label. It was preceded 
by a promotional nexi-disc of the Humans 
and The Commercials, which has since 
become a collectors item. 

Using the money Eat received in licensing 
the Humans LP 10 Passport, Don indepen
dently released The Commercials LP. Since 
then, Eat has gone on to release a single by 
the Tweeds; a single by The Original Artists 
(which features The Humans on vocals), 
and three new releases: a single by Vinny, 
and twelve inchcrs by Family Fun and The 

Tweeds. The more esoteric nature of some 
of these releases points out Don's commit
ment 10 music and artistic concepts over 
blatant commerciality, but they leave one 
wondering how long he can continue to 
suffer the financial burdens involved. To 
some extent he has changed his perspective 
with regards to working with groups. When 
Human Sexual Response signed directly 
with Passport for their second LP he 
became concerned with having long term, 
written commitments from bands wishing 
to work with him. 

Rubber Rodeo is the group he is now 
pouring most of his energy into. An album 
has just been recorded, and Don is aggress
ively managing the band through his in
house management company, and seeking a 
distribution deal for the record. I was 
allowed to hear much of the album, and it is 
truly outstanding. Its release should further 
the national prominence of EAT Records, 
and it should penetrate the national 
market much as The Humans did. 

In any case, Don remains dedicated to 
the long haul. He firmly believes, as many 
of us do, !hat a window of opportunity is 
now open for small label s, much as it was in 
the fifties and early sixties. This belief has 
its basis in the conviction that there is a 
growing demand for the type of groups 
which the major labels are ill-suited 10 
market. 

In new music he sees the opportunity for 
the formation of a group of trend setting 
labels, much as Sun, Chess, Motown, 
Imperial , and others were formed in a past 
era. Let's hope he's right. 

NOTE: Don says thal cassette tapes for 
consideration and requests for additional 
information can be sen! to EAT Records. 
400 Essex St., Salem MA 01970. 

Modern Method Records and WBCN present: /04FI 

A DANCE PARTY! W!JC/t 
To celebrate the release of: 

A WICKED GOOD TIME 
VOLUME TWO 

r .............................................. , 
• • i Thursday, February 25 ! 

i Spit, 13 Lansdowne St. I 
Come and Dance to: I Admission $4.00 I 

Someone & the Somebodies I or I 
Bovs Life I 
The Trademarks I Just $2.00 with 
November Group I . I 
Limbo Race L ... ~~!!.9.2.~E2.~l ......... .J 



Red Rockers--------
Condition Red 
(415, LP) 

Many bands have tried, and failed, to re· 
capture the excitement of the Clash of old, 
but the debut album from New Orleans' 
Red Rockers just about hits the mark. Their 
version of Johnny Cash's "Folsom Prison 
Blues" is fantastic . They rip everything 
wide open with "Peer Pressure," "Guns of 
Revolution," and the title cut, "Condition 
Red." The album's best is their anthem 
"Teenage Underground": "I don't want to 
live on rules/I don't need society/Oh I 
don't care what's right or wrong/I got ev
erything I need/Don't need to know what 
cool is/It's in my blood." There are also a 
couple of losers here . "Hold On" and 
"White Law" never quite take off, but the 
rest of the songs make up for these two mis
takes. (Joyce Linehan) 

Gilbert & Lewis-------
Dome 3 
(Dome, import LP) 

Once again, the ex-Wire duo produce an 
album of essential concrete, electronic and 
electro-acoustic rock experiments. If that 
didn't mean much to you, let me put it this 
way: have you ever noticed that a street 
slick with traffic light stripes will neverthe
less involuntarily crawl with an oily ara
besque in the rose.grey predawn7 A simple 
yes or no would suffice ... (Jim Puccio) 

David Byme --------
The Catherine Wheel 
(Sire, LP) 

Jerry Harrison 
The Red and the Black 
(Sire, LP) 

Product aplenty blowing in off the Talk
ing Headlands nowadays. To recap: the 
Bush of Ghosts/Remain in Light dual pro
ject first inaugurated a turn toward tribal 
funk previously only hinted at with "I Zim
bra." All Heady assemblages since have 
wholeheartedly embraced this approach, be 
it with the diffuse absurdity of the Tom 
Tom Club, pointed existential statements 
of Harrison's The Red and the Black, or the 
sleek and oblique artiness of Byrne's new 
Opus. A little something for everyone, I 
guess .. 

The Red and the Black is remarkably 
close both in packaging and music to Re
main in Light. (Note th_e dense production 
aesthetic along with cameo appearances by 
Nona Hendryx and Adrian Belew.) Some 
fairly strong tunes ("The New Adventure" 
stands out) and more overtly disco/fusion 
oriented arrangements saved this effort 
from cloning the group LP. Unfortunately, 
Harrison, like so many other nouveau-solo 
artistes, seems to be of the opinion that one 
must sing on one's own projects. This is pa
tently false. Sometimes the question of what 
a guitarist's voice sounds like is best left un
answered. 

tttt f tf'ft 
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"" / Route One Northbound - ("",.. 
15 min. over the Tobin Bridge ~ 

5 min. from 128 

New & Used Records 

(
,., ,__ &Tapes .f~/ 

Imports 
Local Singles 

«; (in or out of print) «"" _;, Wide assortment , 
of buttons 

Magazines (US-UK) 
Rock 'n' Roll Books «fr Audii;~fi~s LPs t, 

Rare Records 
Plenty of free 

parking 

(

"" / Rt. 1 Northbound «· _,,.-Augustine's Plaza ...., ,: 
Saugus 233· 7805 

right next door to Tech HI Fi 
Mon.-Fri.11-9 

Sat.11-6 

CASH IN OR TRADE IN 
YOUR USED RECORDS AND 

TAPES 
- ALL RECORDS GUARANTEED 

Don't be frightened off by the Broadway 
production soundtrack connotations at
tached to this album: The Catherine Wheel 
easily stands at the pinnacle of all the Head
related vinyl to date. Byrne has learned 
how to prune his production and arrange
ments back judiciously, exposing smooth 
funk underpinnings and a veneer of subtle 
treatments as a showcase for his own con
sistent ly maturing musical vision. A fine 
LP, but be on the lookout for the cassette 
version of this record, as it contains nearly 
twice as much music . (Jim Puccio) 

Jimmy Destri --------
Heart on a Wall 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

·Although there isn't a bad cut on this LP, 
there's hardly a great one either. While 
Desiri's songwriting is competent, it's not 
particularly arresting. As with his main em
ployer, Blondie, his guitar work is effective, 
but not memorable. The production is also 
excellent, but not unusually exciting. 
What's missing on all levels is spontaneity, 
the raw material of rock 'n roll. 

The only standout cut is an instrumental 
(with Debbie Harry singing backups), "Lit
tle Metal Drummer," which sounds like the 
Ventures doing "Ghost Riders in the Sky." 
Jimmy Destri may be a better than average 
talent, but this LP doesn't show it. (Jon 
McAuliffe) 

The Bongos--------
The Bullrushes 
(Fetish, import 45) 

The first set on my record player this. 
morning was the Seeds' "Pushin' Too 
Hard," Dangerous Birds' "Emergency" 
and this song, an exquisite single from a 
band too often overlooked. I've tried to fig
ure out what it's about but the snatches 
point to leaving the mystery alone. From 
their forthcoming LP, it's not too late to 
buy this Christmas 45. Don't listen to the 
words but merely glide on the sound. I nev
er knew two chords to groove with so much 
desire. (Michael Hafitz) 

Wlpers-----------
Youth of America 
(Park A venue, LP) 

Facts first: The Wipers are from Port
land, Oregon, and are now living in New 
York City. They have released two singles 
and another album. If you bought ten al
bums last year, this should have been one of 
'em. 

When I was in eighth grade, I used to go 
into this room off the learning center at 
school with a Wollensak record player, shut 
the door and crank the first albums by the 
MC5 and Blue Cheer. Big date, huh? Well, 
I was only twelve ... Nuthin' ever got done 
on those days, but since when does a twelve 
year old worry 'bout that? Nowadays when 
I need a fix at work, I slap on my walkman 
and play Youth of America. Same result. 
Every song, from the ten minute plus title 
anthem to the ranting "Pushing the Ex
treme" rings with adolescent suppression 
and a fuck you righteousness. Best thing 
though, is that it all sounds so goddam con
vincing. The Wipers have set a sharp
toothed trap that's all but impossible to 
avoid . I never thought I'd ever be listening 
to six minute guitar wrenchings again. 
Again! Please, and just a bit louder. Write: 
P.O. Box 1926, Seattle, WA 98109. (Mi
chael Hafitz) 

Positive Nolse--------
POSITIVE NEGATIVE b/w Energy 
(Statik, import 45) 

Positive Noise is one of those bands 
which could be great if it weren't for the 
fact that everything they do sounds too 
much like whatever seems to be riding the 
crest of hip at any given time. Last year's 
Heart of Darkness LP, for instance, was 
just a bit too indebted to Joy Division, Bau
haus and the like to stand squarely on its 
own. After a brief flirtation with horn
dominated funkwave, we come' to the pre
sent single, this time squarely in the synth 
and kick drum DOR tradition parading it
self about as the New Romanticism. Good 
but redundant. (Jim Puccio) 

COOPERSTEIN 
& · 

COOPERSTEIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Offering Counseling and Representation 
To Performers and Musicians 

CONTRACTS, COPYRIGHT 
and all related areas 

for an appointment call '61-SMO 
2400 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Wrthoutthe 
Polyester 

fflENEWWAVE 
kAIRSA[ON 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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VarlousArtists-------
A Wicked Good Time Vol. 2 
(Modern Method, LP) 

Alright! 
CCCP-TV, "Rasputin." Clank jazz riff

ing that's intelligently layered, terrific brat 
vocals-at once braying and musical-from 
Chris Rabot, and a wonderfully irrational, 
wholly personal lyric that periodicallycross
dresses as a history lesson. Amusing andun
nerving. 

Vitamin, "Black Sheep." Funky bass, 
jangly punk guitar, hoedown violin, and 
the indecipherable shouts of children. 
Loose. Groovy. Fun. 
Alright!, But . .. 

Limbo Race, "There Goes Kafka." One 
of bassist John Niedharty's few songs, but 
still terrific and highly typical ( open guitar 
chords, dynamic structures) of their sound. 
This version, though exciting enough, only 
hints at their live sound and energy level. 
Production, please! 

Someone and the Somebodies, "Auto 
66." Another case of inevitable disappoint
ment in a long-time live favorite and proven 
killer. At heart a surprisingly straightfor
ward instrumental, with lots of neat struc
tural tricks. The guitar sound is great, but, 
surprisingly, Tris Lozaw's bass is buried. 

November Group, "We Dance." Drums, 
sparse guitar, three synthi tracks-yup, styl
istically this is blatantly derivative, although 
saved from anonymity by a great guitar riff 
hook. 
Alright! But So What? 

The Future Dads, "New Town." In 
which Richie Parsons writes himself a genu
ine melody to sing and-surprise-un
leashes a great pop voice on it. That's the 
main treat here, as the song itself is pleasant 
but unassuming. 

The Freeze, "American Town." Early 
Brit-style punk. The song's ordinary and 
the vocals are weak, but there's some great 
lead and rhythm guitar work, a nice transi
tion, and admirable tightness throughout. 

The Stains. One of their most straightfor
ward numbers, "Craters" is a somewhat 
catchy song, with nice murky texture, but 
ultimately only a hint of what they were 
about 
Not Alright? And Damn It, Why Not? 

The Trademarks, "She Only Gives It to 
Me." Great FM production and vocals, but 
just at the point where the misogynist lyric 
could've gotten deliciously ironic, it's in
stead pushed over the edge of believability. 
Clunk. And why leave the song's best hook 
(an organ riff) out of the ending? 

Boys Life, "Keep the Edge." With its 
rousing Jam-style chorus, this could've 
been a legitimate anthem. Instead, we're 
told t~at keeping the edge is no sweat for 
the Surrette brothers and a lost cause for us 
poor assholes in the audience. Well, fuck 
you too. 
Not Alrtghtt But Who Cares? 

Leper, "Mums." Alleged hard-core. The 
least these guys could do is make their pre
sumably scandalous lyrics decipherable. 

The Vinny Band, "In the Tube." Not a 
surf instrumental, not one memorable riff, 
just a lot of lead guitar over the dullest bass
line known to medical science. 
All of the Above 

Pastiche, "Running in Place." The first 
half of this leaves me cold, with an arrange
ment bland enough to effectively disguise 
whatever merit lies in the composition (and 
there is indeed some). The song is ... over? 
No. What's this? Nice multi-track synthis, 
weird spoken vocals . A second melodic 
theme that clashes wonderfully with the 
first. A conceptual call-and-response- vocal 
in the fadeout. This- is the sort of "preten
tious" "art-rock" I expected from Pastiche 
all along, and it's as unique and personal as 
their eclectic pop was faceless. If this coda 
is a trendsetter for the new Pastiche, I'm all 
ears. (Eric Van) 

Wham! If a grim, gusty sound rcmines· 
cent of the Clash circa Give 'Em Enough 
Rope is what you're after, Vancouver's 
DOA fit the bill. If it wasn't for the convic
tion and sincerity in these songs this four. 
some could be called dull and derivative. 
"World War 3" is probably the millionth 
song I've heard with this title, but it's also 
the best, a crushing blast, the likes of which 
the Clash (or anyone else) haven't come 
close to in quite some time. "The Enemy" 
sounds like one of the better tracks from 
that before mentioned Clash LP, with 
Chuck Biscuits' drumming owing royalties 
to Topper Hcadon. Minor qualms like that 
aside, this EP is an incredible burst of ener
gy, the type which will now have me looking 
for DOA 's three LPs on the Vancouver 
Friends independent label. Positively DOA 
is easily on a level with the first Stiff Little 
Fingers LP, and by far preferable to the 
Red Rockers' 415 album. Vinyl proof that 
Canada has more than Rush. (Gerard Cos
loy) 

Romeo Vold--------
Never Say Never 
(415. LP) 

On Romeo Void's impressive debut al
bum the producer opted for a muted sound. 
The band sounded subdued, leaving Debora 
lyall's voice alone, our front. The problem 
was that too many songs ended up sounding 
alike, and lyall's voice sometimes whined, 
and turned annoying. 

This record sounds so different. Pro
duced by none other than Ric Ocasck, the 
band jumps out at you, especially Peter 
Woods' guitar playing and Benjamin Bos
si's saxophone. Jyall's voice is fuller, arro
gant and intriguing. 

A jerky rhythm grabs your attention 
from the first note. It grows into a persist
ent pulsating beat. Combined with Iyall's 
confident vocals, the title song "Never Say 
Never" becomes a pleasing obsession. 

The other three songs arc just as interest
ing, especially the moody "Not Safe." 
"Present Tense" has a driving intro and 
Benjamin Bossi's saxophone winds around 
Debora Iyall's voice. 

Only one complaint: Whe didn't they 
make an album? (Julie Panebianco) 

Various---------
Rodney on the ROQ, Volume 2 
(Posh Boy, LP) 

As with many anthologies, the latest 
sampling compiled by KROQ's (Pasadena, 
CA) Rodney Bingenhcimer has too much 
diversity. 

There's a bit of everything. It's got pop, 
rock, punk, funk, rockabilly, hardcore, 
surf music and tech no-pop. It also has some 
good songs, some lousy songs, arid quite a 
bit of mediocrity. 

The best offerings arc available else· 
where: "Rise Above" from Black Flag's 
LP Damaged and "Dead Heroes," an anti
war tune from Red Rockers' LP Condition 
Red. 

Also deserving mentions arc Agent 
Orange's version of "Mr. Moto," and 
."Right Is Right" by Shattered Faith, a 
band that calls itself "an alternative to your 
TSOL, Circle Jerks, and Black Flag, and 
the Stepmothers." Their "Where Is the 
Dream" is a stinging, sarcastic attack on 
American lifestyles. 

Gleaming Spires' "Are You Ready for 
the Sex Girls1" is amusing at best, as is 
"B.O.Y.S." by Unit 3, a band that con
sists of mom, dad, uncle, and eight year old 
daughter Venus. 

Everything else ranges from poor to mid
dling. (Joyce Linehan) 

This 1980 EP by Washington O.C.'s 
SOA (State of Alert) was just reissued by 
that area's fine Dischord label-a service to 
anyone who now has a chance to hear it. If 
value for cash is what you're after, you'll 
certainly find it here, with ten howlers laid 
out in a truly fearsome fashion. SOA voc31-
ist Henry Garfield (nee Rollins), better 
known as Black Flag's present singer, might 
be credited with inspiring the Washington 
scene's famed no drugs and high energy 
ethic, which has recently been adopted by 
some around these parts. "Lost in Space" 
relics on some fairly silly generalizations: 
"Snort Iha! coke/What a joke/Who's gon
na wind up dead-you!" But th.e point be
ing made is valid enough. "Gate Crashers" 
is as fine a swipe at the old guard as I've 
heard from any band, and that includes 
these from five years ago: "Your loving 
fans are growing few/With tunes so old 
they're sick of you/Your hair's too long 
and so's your set/It won't be too hard lo 
forget." It is true that this record is old, and 
there are better hardcore records currently 
being made, but the No Policy EP, besides 
being a terrific batch of noise, might give 
you a better idea of what's going on now
a "historical perspective" of sorts. Search it 
out. (Gerard Cosloy) 

Various----------
Process of Elimination 
(Touch & Go, 7" EP) 

Midwest hardcore. 8 bands. 8 songs. 
How can you go wrong for a few bucks? 
This record may be hard to find, but there 
are a few worthwhile tunes here. 

Negative Approach turn out a high-ener
gy barrage of anger. Short and sweet. The 
Todt Reasons' "Riot Squad" starts out 
heavy metal, but turns into full-speed hard· 
core. Best cut of all comes from Youth Pa
trol. "American Power" begins slow, but 
when the buzzsaw guitar cuts in, the song 
breaks loose. What a sound! 

As for the others: l'm not too excited 
about the Nttros' EP (on Discord Re
cords), but "Bad Dream" is okay, .a psy
chedelic-hardcore tune. The "Meat Men 
Stomp," by the Meatmen, is easily the EP's 
stupidest song and an appropriate frat party 
anthem. McDonalds clock in with the short
est song, somewhere around 5 or 6 seconds. 
Funny, too. And finally, The Flx offer a 
fairly good tune, but to their disadvantage 
they sound a lot like Boston's Leper. 

As in most hardcore releases, the overall 
sound quality is not great. But there's some 
good music here and all in all it's a recom
mended compilation. Maybe the Midwest 
shall rise again. (Mr. B) 

The Make---------
Democracy 
(Bosstown, EP) 

Not enough groups know how to come 
across as well on vinyl as do the Make. Ma
terial, production, performance-all the ne
cessary ingredients of effective rock 'n roll 
-are on this four song EP. It's a pleasure 
to hear a local act sound as professional as 
this. Not to denigrate other homegrown 
units, but no one I've heard since Balloon 
sounded this polished and still retained any 
semblance of balls. 

Lead vocalists Erika and Betty Zamcheck 
are just the right complement to the solid, 
tight rock steady arrangements provided by 
Mark Zamcheck (keyboards), Fritz Dray
ton (guitars), Dean Cassell (bass) and Jim 
Treacy (drums). 

Of the four tunes here, all are equally 
strong and I'm hard pressed to single out 
only one. An LP might make that easier. 
(Jon McAuliffe) 

Panther Bums--------
TRAIN KEPT A ROLLING b/w Red 
Headed Woman 
(Frenzy, import 45) 

The Burns arc back, and boy can they 
make some noise. I mean, this stufrs so bad 
it's good. Listen as Tav Falco screams and 
splutters his way through a trashy version of 
the classic "Train Kept A Rolling." Abras
ive guitars shriek and whine, the bull fiddle 
smokes, and everyone just seems to be do
ing their own thing and having a blast. Ycs
siree folks, this here's a genuine bo.hemian 
jam, with traditional lyrics and melody 
thrown in to prevent the musicians from do
ing something really crazy that they might 
later regret. 

On the flip side of this little gem, "Red 
Headed Woman" sounds as if it were re
corded in a shoe box (production quality 
does not appear to be one of Tav's immi
nent concerns). Still, it has an infectious 
beat and you'll find it hard to keep from 
tapping your toes. Dance lhis mess around. 
(Andrew Lieberman) 

FamllyFun---------
Record 
(Eat, LP) 

Herc's an odd one. It's packaged as a 
Star Market generic product. When played 
at the recommended 45 rpm you'd swear it 
was too fast, but 33 is clearly too slow. The 
A·side is recorded in mono, but the B (or 
EZ-listening) side is your old friend, the 
stcred recording. Even the most resolute 
glue-head has got to wonder who would be 
moved to noodle so pointlessly with record 
formats. 

The answer is Erik Lindgren, the man 
condemned to eterally cruise the 'burbs for 
burgers and a shake. Listen to me, Erik: the 
burger joints are aJJ closed! 

I understand Leave It to Beaver is return
ing to the tube. When it does, I plan to de
tune the colors, turn off the sound and use 
this record as replacement audio. (Jim Puc
cio) 

Tiny Desk Unlts-------
(9½ x 16, EP) 

Washington, O.C. 's Tiny Desk Unit has 
come a long way. Their album, a muddy 
live recording released last year was a start
ling debut, but this new EP is significantly 
better. The funky rhythms of "Napping in 
Japan" and "Couscous," accented by Eno
csque keyboards and Susan Mumford's 
haunting yet polished vocals create scary 
dance music. Highly recommendt"d. (Tom 
Gilroy) 

Vartous----------
Public Service 
(Smoke 7, LP) 

Yep, another compilation of LA area 
punk bands. I guess ya call this punk, but 
I'll take the D.C. hardcore bands (Minor 
Threat, S.O.A.) anyday. No doubt about 
it, some of these LA bands have fuckin' at· 
titudc problems. Oh sure, some of this stuff 
is raw. Yeah, it's noisy. Sometimes it 

· works. Sometimes it doesn't. 
Red Cross got it to work on two songs. 

Their cover of Charlie Manson's "Cease to 
Exist" is great, and "Everyday There's 
Someone New" is an all-around good tune. 
Bad Religion arc overambitious on two of 
their tunes and fall apart, but "Slaves' turns 
out swell: a demented "Where's Captain 
Kirk?" DlsablUty also have basic musical 
problems (they can't sing, much less har
monize), which is too bad because "Rejec
tion'' is a good song and deserves better 
treatment. 

Clrdt One, I can take or leave. They 
don't offer much substance, but their ideas 
indicate that they might amount to some
thing. RJi do some sort of sci-fl punk; it's 
really boring. Their worst attempt is "Long 
Live the Queen,'' a diatribe aimed at Eng
land's pride and joy. What's the point 
man? 

There are better compilations, and this 
one's net recommended. (Mr. B) 



August---------
Sunny Days/ Hot Nights 
(August, EP) 

Many heavy metal rockers substitute 
power and volume for melody and inven
tion. August, though both loud and power
ful, appeals to more than just the weekend 
ludes/ booze/ dust crowd. In a word, their 
songs are intelligent-yet they still rock. Of 
the six cuts on this EP, the three from side 
one and "So Far Away" from side two are 
standouts. August is to be commended. 
(Jon McAuliffe) 

Jack Lff---------
Jack Lee's Greatest Hits Vol. I 
(Maiden America, LP) 

Jack Lee is best known for penning 
"Hanging on the Telephone," one of Blon
die's earlier star steps. A few years before, 
he was in the Nerves, the first band to es
tablish a cross country underground net
work of clubs and stopovers. You gott · 
member that this was way back when you 
didn't get laughed at for calling a band 
"new wave." Six years is a long time in this 
biz, boyo. 

This LP begins a new breath for a guy 
who has probably been livin' off vast (ha) 
royalties for the past few years. It's a good, 
solid record. Gone are the three piece rave
ups characteristics of the Nerves' live 
sound. Lee has reworked a few of these old
er tunes in fuller fashion, the melodies be
coming even more apparent as a result of 
the added instrumentation. ''Crime Doesn't 
Pay," a new number, should be played on 
every station in town from 'COZ to 'ZBC. 
Will it? Whereas Joe Public is led to believe 
that Corporateland is the home of passion
ate performers, look instead to something 
Maiden America. And I'm afraid you'll 
have to look hard 'cause it's bound to be ig
npred. Write 8033 Sunset Blvd., LA, CA 
90046. (Michael Hafitz) 

Robert Ashley -------
Private Parts 
(Lovely Music, I 2" single) 

The record sleeve refers to "Private 
Parts" as an "opera in seven parts." The 
songs basically consist of long spoken nar
ratives over weird sounds and musical ef
fects. Much in the vein of an Allen Gins
berg poem, the lyrics make sense and tell a 
story, but with the addition of musical 
backing it all tends to drag on. Hailing 
from the Phillip Glass, William Burroughs, 
Winston Tong school of music, Ashley 
could be onto something-but it's not "Pri
vate Parts." Write: "Lively Music/ Vital 
Records" 463 West Street, NYC, NY 
10014. (Tom Gilroy) 

l.4.5.----- ------
Pink Invasion 
(Archive, EP) 

One, four alld five chords make up the 
majority of all rock and roll song struc
tures. That should tell you something about 
this group, but it doesn't give you the whole 
picture. Sounding like four rather than 
three pieces, 1.4.5. deliver clean, powerful, 
simple rock that's danceable and entertain
ing. A little more concentration on fatter 
vocals would make this a formidable unit. 
Of the EP's four songs, "Sorry Wrong #" 
and "Let's Groove" are the most interest
ing. 

This upstate N. Y. group wiU appear at 
the Rat February fourth and fifth. Go hear 
'em! (Jon McAuliffe) 

October Days--------
WEST COAST b/ w Don't Give Yourself 
Away 
(Clutch, 45) 

Me bro' tell me dis single ain't nuttin' 
compare to wah der like live. I tell 'im dats 
da way it is fer most. He tell me to listen to 
"West Coast," says guitar riff rill cool. 
Him right on dat un. Him tell me O.D. say 
shit go on in Boston. Dem wrongo 'bout dat 
en mebbe dats why dis been sittin' in da 
pile fer da longest time. Me no like to see 
natives get restless in da provinces. Compe
tition no worse for dem here den any
wheres. I tell me bro' dat dis 45 is so good 
on one side en pisspoor on da udder. Him 
say so too. I be fair dough en go oot en see 
'em next time in town. You buy dis record 
for one swift kick in da pants. Write: 12 
Marvel Rd., New Haven, CT 06515. (Mi
chael Hafitz) 

PellMell---------
(Pell Mell, EP) 

This record from Portland, Oregon is a 
must for psychedelic music fans. Their 
trance like music reminds me of Television 
without Tom Verlaine's vocals. Write: Pell 
Mell, P.O. Box 4032, Portland, Oregon 
97204. (Tom Gilroy) 

Graphic Shadows--------/. 
{Explicit, EP) 

This band proves there is more(i~ good 
garage rock than feedback and V-Ox amps. 
The songs are silly in their e1fcrydayness
but the emotions are sincere. A good debut. 
Write: Greg Lief, 3605 Morrison Street 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20015. 
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Elvio Cootello 

Almost 
Gold 

by Dan Adler 

Elvis Costello at the Palladium, New 
York, New Year's Eve. 

The show had 10 be great. At thirty dol
lars a seat , Costello 'and his Attractions 
were indebted to the jovial New Year's Eve 
crowd which was expecting an unrorget
ablc gig. Except for a slightly bassy sound 
system, that's just what we received. In two 
sets totalling over two-and-a-half hours 
(rare for Costello, who usually plays a sin
gle 75-minute set), Elvis and the Attractions 
performed many of the biggest hits from 
their seven albums to date, a number of 
cuts from their current release, and even 
provided several numbers from a forthcom
ing album. 

Dressed in a zoot suit and wearing his 
distinctive sun glasses, Costello ran on 
stage and moved into a high-energy set with 
the Attractions . After playing "Watching 
the Detectives,'' ''Accidents Will Happen,'' 
"Oliver's Army," "Clubland" and "Ra
dio, Radio" Elvis introduced country ses
sion guitarist/ keyboardist John Mcfee to 
help them with a beautiful set from their 
most recent album Almost Blue. Arter 
"Honey Hush," the band disembarked. 

11 :45 saw the stage void of all musicians 
except Steve Nieve, who had come on to 
take us up to midnight with an enlightening, 
original, and upbeat piano solo. With a 
minute to spare, on ran Elvis and the rest of 
the band (Elvis was now attired in a black 
suit , red shoes and bow tie), and they 
moved into "(What's So Funny 'Bout) 
Peace, Love and Understanding." Paying 
no attention to the stroke of midnight , they 
moved through "Strict Time," "Watch 
Your Step, " "Hand in Hand," "Clown
time," a rare rendition of "Almost Blue," 
"Give a Hand" (from their forthcoming al
bum) and a beautiful version of "New Lace 
Sleeves.'' 

The first encore included a slow version 
of " I Can ' t Stand Up" and "from a Whis
per to a Scream," with Elvis taking both 
his and Glenn Tilbrook's parts. For the 
second and final encore the band performed 
" Mystery Dance," ''(The Angel s Wanna 
Wear My) Red Shoes" and "Alison. " 
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: Entertainment? The 
Raybeats 
Go On 

by Gerard Cosloy 

Gong of Four at the Bradford Bollroom, 
Jon. 2, /982 

I've always liked tension in heavy doses, 
and that's just what I got from the Gang of 
Four. Complete with new bass player Sara 
Lee (ex-League of Gentlemen), the Gang 
got things started with a blistering version 
of "Paralysed," the best track from the 
much-maligned Solid Gold LP, and the one 
that translates the best live. Other recent 
songs didn't fare as well: the same flaw 
that plagued them on record (the same for
mula, albeit a good one) hurt the Gang of 
Four live. "In the Ditch" was a good excep-

tion, with Jon King's ear piercing whistle 
shrieks adding to the song's despair. 

But don't get the idea that those present 
were pounded over the head with intellect. 
The Gang of Four arc a dance band first, 
"the thinking man's band" second. The 
simple percussive blend of "He'd Send in 
the Army" made for an entrancing mix, 
one that few bands can match. Ironically, it 
was the excellent final encore of "Dam
aged Goods" that brought most of their 
flaws to the forefront. The question re-

by Jwl~Pan~bl4nco 

mains: "Will they ever match the brilliance It reminds you of a movie. Doris Day 
of that first LP?" At the Bradford, they goes, by accident of course, probably after 
didn't. Herc's hoping for a better and more a fight with Rock Hudson, to a party. In 
prolific Gang of Four in the future. the center of a wildly dancing crowd is a l!!!!!!"------------==-------------1 band dressed in pink pants, black shirts, 

white ties, grey jackets, and dark sun
glasses. A large, cartoon lettered sign hangs 
behind them: The Raybcats. 

J 
Amazing Grace 

by Betsy Sherman 

Grace Jones at the Orpheum Theater, 
November 22, /982. 

While a lot of performers use tongue-in
cheek, Grace Jones expands the concept to 
tongue•in-the-audience's·cheek. A-hem .. 
(start again). 

Something should be said for profession
alism and respect for the audience's intelli
gence and sense of humor. Both were 
watchwords for one of the best evenings of 
music and theater we've had here in many a 
month: Grace Jones' one-man show, Or
pheum edition. 

Unlike last year's show at Berklee, there 
was no band. Instead, there were the multi· 
level blocks that were the set, a hydraulic 
platform, a superb backing tape, a runway 
out into the aisle, and occasionally a bass 
player or percussionist off in the wings. 
And there was GRACE. 

There was Grace and there were Not 
Graces. Layers of illusion and irony were 
carefully built up veil by veil only to be 
felled by one swift karate chop. The Grace 
that made an entrace would turn out to be a 
male (at one point I thought there was a 
Grace robot) in that familiar pillbox hairdo 
with that gash of a red mouth. A slow spot
light would then pick out the real (?) Grace 
elsewhere on stage. 

Comic Jimmy Smith, a lias Captain Bro
father, opened the show: he was large, 
black and funny. When the lights again 
went. down, the sound of the backing tape 
welled up, featuring the spine-tingling pow
er of Sly Dun0ar's drums and Robbie 
Shakespeare's bass. The tape allowed a 
whole new flexibility. There were strings, 
horns and back-up singer whose presence 
wouldn't have been feasible live, and the 
music had been remixed, dubwise, giving it 
a wonderful sense of space. 

Opening spotlight on a gorilla (see Mar· 
lene Dietrich in Blonde Venus) shimmying 
in a grass skirt. It pulled its gorilla·head off 
and declaimed "Nightclubbing." Gorilla 
lumbered off and soon Grace appeared 
again, rising on the hydraulic platform in 
simpler duds: dark gray jacket over bare 

skin, buttoned once at the stomach, match
ing pedal-pushers, black gloves, and high
heeled sandals. But it was only a Not Grace: 
Grace was poised over two cymbals, ready 
to crash into "Warm Leatherette." 

For "Walking in the Rain" Grace took 
off her sunglasses, revealing small, round, 
riveting eyes. The lyrics "feeling like a 
woman, looking like a man" had just never 
made sense before. Her rendition of Bill 
Withers' "Use Me" was pure funky machis
ma with a slick soul shuffle down the run
way. 

She sang "Feel Up" next to her double, 
who played congas. The emotional high of 
"La Vie en Rose" found Grace with an ac· 
cordion, silhouetted against a pink-lit back
drop. By the end of the ballad (sung in 
French and English) she was crying real 
tears. Unfortunately, momentum 1hen 
plummeted to the lowpoint of the evening, 
Tom Petty's draggy "Breakdown." But the 
show was then jolted back into life with the 
threatening "Demolition Man." 

Things cooled down for a bit with the bit· 
tersweet, world-weary "I've Done It 
Again," for which Grace reclined languid
ly. Curtain was closed, forces were re
gained, curtain was opened and the audi· 
ence was showered with a jet-stream of con
fetti whi le spotlights from all sides inter
sected at the point that was Grace. She 
revved into maximum come-on for "Pull 
Up to the Bumper," that paen to auto
eroticism. Her jacket traded in for an Iron 
Maiden breastplate, Grace disco'd out in "I 
Need a Man." Initial cheers for the song 
gradually died down as Grace began writh· 
ing around on the runway, grunting, moan
ing, and cOO·ing. The audience froze as 
Grace began to sweat just a little too much. 

"Libertango" was a melancholy wind
down: more accordion, more French, a kill
er torch song. 

Finally, the funniest part: Grace swept 
. back out again, kissing lucky members of 
the front row (big wet tongue-y French 
kisses) and effusively gushing "Thank you, 
thank you . .. " Don't think she 's melted, it 
was the most alienating thing she could have 
done. 

But wait, it's not a movie. They arc at 
Streets, playing Jan & Dean's "B·Gas Rick· 
shaw." Doris Day is nowhere lo be found. 

"There is no surfing in Minneapolis," 
bassisl Danny Amis says. They slide into 
''Calhoun surf,'' Duane Eddy style. 

Suddenly someone yells. "Aren't ya 
gonna sing? What are the words?." 

The Raybcats formed because of a mu
tual passion for instrumental music. They 
come from bands known for their charis
matic lead singers-8 Eyed Spy featuring 
Lydia Lunch, and James Chance and the 
Contortions-as well as for their avante 
garde music which is light years away from 
the dance crazed, guitar beat Raybeats 
sound. 

"I know," Raybcat Pat Irwin laughs, af
ter the show. "But that's good, because if 
you are going to start a new band it might 
as well be different from the last one. 

"The Raybcats are a challenge," Irwin 
says, "l don't mind it when people ask 
about a singer. I guess it's to be expected. 
Most people haven't seen an instrumental 
band before. 

"When we played with Lydia in 8 Eyed 
Spy or James Chance, it was easier to vary 
your sound. It is difficult to write songs. It 
is a real challenge to make the songs sound 
different. We have to really work on that. 
Pat Irwin smiles. 

"That's what makes it fun though." 
It hasn't all been fun. In the past year, 

two people closely associated with the band 
have died: the former manager of the Con
tortions, and George Scott, the Raybeats 
original bassist. 

Pat Irwin shrugs his shoulders and says 
quietly, "Yeah, they all die." 

"George Scott was a remarkable person. 
So it was never a question of rep:acing him 
for the Raybeats. We had a different, very 
definite idea of what we wanted. That was 
Danny.'' 

Danny Amis, almost on cue, walks over. 
The Raybeats imported him from an instru
mental Minneapolis band they had once 
played with. They begin to discuss where 
they grew up-Iowa, Nebraska, and Min
neapolis. Midwestern boys, making good in 
the big city. 

"Yes, rh tell you," says Irwin, "It is 
cary to make it in New York.•• 

"Have we made it in New York?" guitar
ist Jody Harris asks as he walks by, chamn
pagne glass in hand. 

"Yeah, it's like having a home town," Ir
win goes on, "that is so ... " 

"So critical.'' drummer Don Christenson 
says. 

"You have to go out every night and 
make each set very different from the last 
set,'' Irwin adds. 

"I really like Boston." Christensen says. 
"l wonder why it is," Pat Irwin asks, 

"That no Boston band has really broke 
out? (huh?-ed) It's not healthy." 

So is he surprised that the Raybeats are 
breaking out? 

"No." 
He knew they would catch on? 
"No." 
Somewhere in between? 
Pat Irwin smiled. "You don't rule it 

out." 
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ollhe 1270 Club 
1270 Boylston St., Boston 5-9 p.m. 

Rock 'n Roll • New Wave 
w/DJ Linda Lawre,ice 

Everyone Welcome 
fOf lnl'O: 628.9366/542•9247 

(donottons appreciated) 

At ihe.Para!iseC.lu'o 
f'IU.:JAN. ;i:1..-!'81 

A+ c\vb Nevi '<ork 
sA'f.JAN, ~~rel '8;. 

The Rhythm Method 
every Mon. and Tues. at Copperfield's 

(Brookline Ave., near Fenway Park) 

every Thurs. at Georgie's 
(1671 Mass. Ave., Cambridge) 

0

S1i:.<. ::s:1L:;.~.::.:L2if:k,.t:L2:& .. ~.L21Li 

Thurs., Jan. 28 

Fri., Jan. 29 

Sat., Jan. 30 
Sun., Jan. 31 

Wed., Feb. 3 

Thurs., Feb. 4 

Fri., Feb. 5 

Nu Muzlk Dance Party, $2.00 cover, S1.00 drinks. Featuring: The 
System, Ancestor Worship, Llltle Deers, AblJon 

The Lifters, Lynn Laprad Band, The Fan,, Britain 

The Fools, New Models, John A's Hidden Secret 

The Stompers, Hometown Rockers 
Appreciation Concert Party. FREE admission with 
coupon from any previous show. Featuring: Shat
tered, Fox 
Nu Muzlk Dance Party, $2.00 cover, $1 .00 drlnk1. Featuring: Tha 
GradualH, Jack Darling, Science Friction, Decorum. 

The Dreama, The Modes 

The Shirts, The Outlets 

Pastiche, Men & Volts 
Eric Preston's Purple Haze, August, The Pictures 

The Atlantlcs, The Prober• 

Peter Dayton, New Models, Fire Dept. 

Thurs., Feb.18 Zion lnltatlon, Loose Caboose 

Fri., Feb.19 Bush Tetras, Lou Miami & The Kozmetlx, Petit 
Mal 

25 Necco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED . . . 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN , . 
• • • HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 

BURY COMICS• .TICKETRON .: •.• "'.:;!~·-: ·, •······ ·.' , 
• - 0 ,; LL•' L O -:-,_ q • L ~ ·,. -



Selections by Mike Dreese Club picks 
JANUARY 23, SAT., at STREETS-BENEFlT FOR 
LEPER 
It' s an old but compelling story-another band getting their equipment 

,ripped off. Leper, the Wild Stares, and others will be performing. The 
Wild Stares have gone through some interesting personnel changes re
cently, which should improve their live act. 

JANUARY 29, FRI., at CANTONE'S-F.U.'s, GANG 
GREEN, JERRY'S KIDS 
What more need be said? Boston's best Hardcore bands all in one night. 
Bring a lot of energy. 

FEBRUARY 2, TUES., at JACK'S-HYPERTENSION 
Hypertension is an extremely invigorating and fun-loving funk band. 
They also play Inn Sq. on the 14th. 

FEBRUARY 5, FRI., at SPIT-RED ROCKERS 
High powered, energetic rock from Louisiana. A great debut album has 
won Red Rockers uniform praist.. If their live show is half as good as 
their vinyl, then this should be one of the best shows of the year. 

FEBRUARY 10, WED., at INN SQUARE MEN'S BAR
BOSTON ROCK PARTY 
NATIVE TONGUE, LIMBO RACE, AND DANGEROUS BIRDS are 
some of Boston's best up and coming talent. If you've never been to Inn 
Sq., then tonight's the night. After all, the whole BR staff will be there! 
Come early and get a free Boston Rock T~Shirt. 

FEBRUARY 11, THURS., at METRO-THE RAMONES 
Still one, two, three, four of the best. 

FEBRUARY 19, FRI., at THE CHANNEL-BUSH 
TETRAS w /Lou Miami & Petit Mal 
This is the band which twice broke attendance records at Streets. Their 
unique style of trance/ dance music is garnering an ever increasing body 
of fans. The addition of Lou Miami to the bill makes this a night for 
everyone's calendar. 

FEBRUARY 20, SAT., at THE HONEY LOUNGE 
BOSTON ROCK PARTY #2 W / THE SEX EXECS 21-645 
PROLETARIAT ' ' 
A good chance to check out this new club! 

FEBRUARY 25, THURS. at SPIT-A WICKED GOOD 
TIME, w/SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES, BOYS 
LIFE, TRADEMARKS, LIMBO RACE, NOVEMBER 
GROUP 
A party to celebrate the release of the second WBCN/ Modern Method 
local compilation album. Come see Tom Lane lose a situp contest! 

'' U~'I£ vov. 
SE~ 11ie: 
Sex £xec.s ?" 
~ 

\ ,._o G, 
'. "nf theH~ 

"BottnrTl -- Thu Jan 21 
Leper • The Bimbos 

Frill 
Features • Family Fun 

Sat23 
Famlly Fun • Featutts 

Sun24 
Solicitors 

Wed27 
GG Allin 

Thu28 
Toby Dammit 

Death in the Shopping Malls 

Fri29 
TBA 
Sat 30 

Sex Execs 

Wl!dfeb3 
The Score 

Thu4 
Junk Mail 

Fri 5 
Harlequin 

Sat6 
Young Snakes • Zodio Doze 

Sun 7 
Eros Apparatus 

Wed10 
Jack Darling 

Thu 11 
Your Mothers 

Fri 12 
Classic Ruins • Last Ones 

Sat 13 
Dead Lennon,• My Hip 

Wed l 7 
Jerrys Kids 

Thu 18 
Romance language 

Fri 19 
TBA 
Sat 20 

Boston Rock presents . . 
!Sex Execs• 21-645 • Proletariat 

09 Boylston St., Boston 5Jo- 1 

-at 

STREETS 

SUNDAY 

FEB.28, 

3p.m. 

ALL 
AGES! 

Conflict 

Magazine 

Presents: 

BOYS 
LIFE 

and 

NATIVE 
with 

special guest dJ 

Rich 

Anzalone -

CANTONES 
WHERE BOSTON'S 

ROCK BANOS ARE BOAN 

Thu. Jon. 21 

Obllvlon • Schemers 
Frl. 22 

Dawgs • Scared Kids 
Sot.23 

21~5 • A11eybeats 
Mon. 25 

Amoebas• Unmatched• 
Post Moderns 

Tue. 26 

700 Club• Primitive Romance 
Wed. 27 

Monad • Boo Boo 
Thu. 28 

Your Mother• Science Fiction 
~111muanc1:N19nt ... 

FU's • Gang Green • Jerry's Kids 
Sat. 30 

Marky Mussel & The Clams• Psycho 
Mon. Feb. 1 

Wrlnkle:muslc • Toby Dammit 
Wed . 3 

Ancestor Worship • Seals 
Thu. -4 

The: First• Toby Dammit 
Sat.6 

MIA's • Los Paramounts 
Wed . 10 

Blind Orphans• Cheese Balls 
Fri. 12 

Slam Dance Nite: 
Sat.1 3 

Hopelessly Obscure• Guise 
Wed. 17 

Clothsplns • New Johnny Five 
Thu . 18 

Dreznlak • Shockers 
Frl.1 9 

Suede Cowboys• Stereotypes 

H•pprHour w/111 lfennle Mon.·Frf. 4- 1 

69 BROAD ST., BOSTON 
338-1877 

For booklnp, dlal YELL•FUN, aak 
for. 

COUNT JOE, Wed.-Sun. 
TEARY, Mon. A Tuft . .(call at club) 



FUTURE DADS 
PLANET STREET 

Fri. 22 

FACE TO FACE 
ANIMAL DANCE 

Sat. 23 

PAUL RISHELL BAND 
Sun. 24 

DISH 
M on. 25 

MAYNARD SILVA BAND 
Tue26 

CROCKETT 
Wed. 27 

THE MEETINGS 
Thu. 28 

SATELLITES 
GARY SHANE AND 

THE DETOURS 
Fri. 22 

PLANET STREET 
JACKALS 

Sat. 30 

CUBCODA 
Mon. Feb. I 

THE BANGS 
Tue2 

THE ANGLE 
Thu4 

SOMEONE AND THE 
SOMEBODIES 

Fri. 5 

BLUES COUSINS 
Sun. 7 

BUTCH ROBBINS and 
his bluegrass band 

Mon.&Tuc. 8&9 
Boston Rock night 

NATIVE TONGUE 
LIMBO RACE 

DANGEROUS BIRDS 
Wcd.10 

MEMPHIS ROCKABILLY 
BAND 
Thu. 11 

HYPERTENSION 
Sun. 14 

PENCILS 
Mon. IS 

INCREDIBLE CASUALS 
Tue. 17 

Jrom N YC. .. 

ROCKHOUSE ROCKABILLY 
BAND 
Thu. 18 

: . ~- tl1•N73: 
1~ Carhbrtdg• st, • 

lnrQlln Sq., Cantbr~~ 

Attention 
Local Bands and 

Club owners! 
Reach Boston's 
most active club 
goers. Space on 
the Clubland page 
Is available for Just 
$7.00 per column 
inch. To reserve 
space in this sec
tion call 266-8787. 
The ad deadline 
for Clubland is al
ways the second 
Friday of the 
month. 

Telephone: 491-7800 C -~ 

Jr~~ 
where great sounds are born nightly! 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 
1121 THE FIRST 1/31 HALF AC.,KE 

1/22, 23 THE LINES 212 HYPERTENSION 

1124 MR.MOTO 213 FLYBY NIGHT 

'/25 THE ZONE plus 
215 THE TRADEMARKS 

DARLING 
plus THE ACRYLICS 

1126 BILL BELLAMY BAND 
211 ANIMAL DANCE 

1/27 THE BREAKERS plus 
2/9 LEWIS ROBINSON 

GROCERIES 
sndVOICES 

1126 THE DARK plus 
2110 THE FIRE DEPT. plus 

OH-AH-AH 
VITAL SIGNS 

1129 LOU MIAMI plus 
2115 JUMP STREET 

THE UPSTARTS 2117, 16 TIGER'S BAKU 

1130 LOU MIAMI plus 2119 THE LINES 
THE RUNES 2130 DISH 

Thu. 21 
Eat Records Peny .. 

RUBBER RODEO 
FAMILY FUN 

free FAMILY FUN record wi1h admiseion 

Fri.22 
from NYC .. 

THE INDIVIDUALS 
DANGEROUS BIRDS 

Sat. 23 
BOYS LIFE 

CLASSIC RUINS 

Sun.24 
Le!M'r benefi1. . 

LEPER 
WILD STARES 

PETIT MAL 

Fri. 29 
IRS Record~. from NYC., . 

THE FLESHTONES 

Sat. 30 
99 Records, from NYC 

LIQUID LIQUID 

Sat. Feb. 5 
from Athens .. 

R.E.M. 

Sat.6 
THEDARK , 

Thu.11 
from N.Y.C •• 

HI SHERRIFS OF BLUE 
V; 

SAT13 
from San 1-' rancitco, . 

LOS MICROWAVES 

Sun.18 
from England . . 

SECTION 25 

Sat.20 
fro m Athcn, .. 

METHOD ACTORS 

Fri. 26 
fromN.Y.C .. 

GLEN BRANCA 

787-5625 
1239 Comm. Ave. Allston 



Tape Reporter. , 

BEST TAPES OF 1981 
by Michael Hafitz 

Seeing as how it's the middle of January, 
a last look al 1981 will give me the last word 
of these piles of tapes growing steadily in 
my ever shrinking apartment. When I be· 
gan this column back in the spring, I had 
figured that I'd do this on my one year an
niversary, but by then I'm happy to say, 
compiling a top ten will be entirely hope
less. In the last few weeks I've received a 
good many tapes, most notably the Prolt• 
lariat, Tuna Fish Salad and V;'s "1926," 
all of which could have been included on 
this list, but I'll save 'em for next issue 
when the winter hibernation hits full force 
and cognac replaces vodka as the drink of 
choice. All of these bands except the Art 
Objects and Certain Generals have been 
covered before. Certain Generals, from 
New York, played here several times last 
year and were in town just last week as well. 
The Art Objects are a band from Bristol, 
England. They released an excellent LP last 
year, Bagpipe Music, and two great singles 
in 1980. In alphabetical order, here are my 
favorite cassettes of 1981: 

Ar1 Objects-six song demo: There's a 
pink panther outside my window which, 
during the fall, billowed its mighty poly· 
ethylene frame over the central artery of 1he 
expressway. The elements have reduced him 
to a hanging mass of random pleats. Shreds 
of sagging pink skin illustrate transmuta· 
tion. He has not aged gracefully. He is not a 
pretty sight. He is a mess. ''Mau Mau.'' 

Certain Generals-Live at CBGB: Twen· 
• ty songs crafted in the mental ward per. 

formed with religious fervor and acted out 
with integrity. New York's best export of 
1981. 

Dangerous Birds-'' Emergency'' / 
"Johnny": The only thing that will stop 
these birds in the new year is fear of flying. 
Thalia should liberate her volume control 

from all sonic restraint. Best new Boston 
band. 

dredd foole-Moods and Minifooles: My 
only prediction for the new year: The best 
kept secret of the chosen few, the intellec· 
tual fascist himself, will make his debut in 
'82. 

8 Eyed Spy-live {ROJR(: This one's an 
artifact of vulgar proportion. The band 
performs as though in heat. Byron Coley 
adds the best liner notes of the year. 

Four Letter Words-Lost Night in the 
Basement: "Rock n' Roll"/"Human Fly"/ 
"Oloria"/"J Wanna Be Your Dog" etc. 
Average age: 16.S. ''We're glad you like our 
music. Our town (Athol) doesn't. Neither 
do our parents." I want to see this band 
open for J. Geils at the Garden. 

Propeller Cassette-Various: This tape 
gave me inspiration and kept me screaming 
on those nights when the only things going 
on around town were formula dancing or a 
four dollar shrug. 

Suicide-Ha(/ Alive (ROIR): When I 
went to visit my brother in New Haven at 
the end of the summer, my car was broken 
into in front of the Yale police station. 
Among the things taken was this cassette. I 
hope whomever did it found the 1ape as 
disturbing as I found New Haven. 

21~5-''Red Red''/''Copulator'':Each 
time I saw this band about half the songs 
were brand new, all belier than the great 
ones I'd heard at the last gig. Go see 'em 
and then go see 'em again. 

Vitamin-' 'Sarah's Braid''/' 'Black 
Sheep'' + 2 (demo): I saw this band at least 
a half dozen times this past year and never 
really got off once. This tape was made 
when Margie was still playing with the band 
and includes a complete version of "Black 
Sheep," something you won't find on the 
second Modern Method compilation. A 
great tape from a band who haven't quite 
been able to put it all together. 

-

3 .. 
• 

a 

8e~tr.t" 

from velvet underground .. ' \ 
tJ new order ~ 

32 Boston Rock #25 

JOHN ORSI patience in exile 
b/w geo investigo 

the first single available now 
at adventurous record shops 

request "patience in exile" 
on 

WZBC, WERS, WBCN, WMBR 
and other fine stations 

for lyric sheet 
and newsletter 
send name and address to: 

lilith records 
c/ o john orsi 
p,o. box 4420 
riverside, r .i. 

02915-0420 



I fought the law, and • • • 
byFosterCoopemeinandTracyRoach MUSIC BIZ ADVICE Numerous contractural relationships 

blossom from the simple desire to perform 
music with and for others. Many people 
perform specialized functions for you. A 
musician may sign a personal management 
contract, as well as an agreement with a 
production company to record a demo tape, 
present it to a record company and negoti
ate the recording contract. There may be an 
agreement with a booking agent who will 
make the contracts with concert promoters 
on behalf of the artist. A merchandising 
company may acquire the rights to use the 
artist's name and likeness on tour merchan
dise sold at concerts. Obviously, you will 
not deal personally with all of these per
sons. Bur, a commitment by you or one 
who you select to act on your behalf binds 
your future freedom of action. While state 
or federal law may affect these relation
ships, they are governed primarily by the 
papers signed by the parties. Thus, before 
the papers are signed, you must know the 
extent of the commitment made lest later 
you are prevented from earning a living as a 
musician. The worst can happen when you 
sign something. Successful people in the 
music business always start by expecting the 
worst. The next article will encourage you 
to do just that. We shall explain what to 
look for, good and bad, in the various con
tracts you will encounter. 

Musicians can swap stories for hours 
about ripoffs in the music business. Some 
careers have slumped due to unpleasant 
management contracts. Other careers have 
soared yet left the musician without a penny 
to show for it. From Berlin Airlift to Bruce 
Springsteen, many of the same problems 
plague musicians. They grow from a refusal 
to understand two simple facts. Music is a 
business. The law-from contract to copy
right-is the language spoken. You must 
learn it. 

This article, and those to follow, will dis
cuss the problems and issues a musician 
must face in the "business of music. " It 
takes great energy to create music, perform 
and simply survive as a musician. Perhaps 
we can assure that the energy is not unne
cessarily wasted untangling avoidable has
sles. 

The one piece of advice anyone experi
enced in the music business will give a be
ginner is never to sign anything unless a law
yer examines it first. The stories of artists 
making agreements without proper counsel 
are well known and rpany Boston artists can 
attest to the problems that can unexpectedly 
wreck or s-everely damage a career. Even 
though you and the record company, the 
production company or the manager are the 
best of friends, never feel forced to sign 
anything and do not feel guilty about not 
trusting them. Anyone who says sign now 
or forget it does not have your best interest 
at heart. The same is true with your lawyer. 
When choosing one, shop around. Ask 
questions. Find someone who has experi
ence in the music business and who has 
dealt with similar problems successfully in 

Your music must also be protected. The 
enactment of a new federal statute in 1978 
made a major change in copyright law. Pri
or to that a federal copyright was obtained 
only if one registered. What is known as 
"common law" copyright came into exist
ence upon the actual creation of the work; 
musicians would make a tape of their com
position, send it to themselves via certified 
mail and then place it in a safe place in an 
attempt to document the date of creation. 
The new copyright law Climinates that 
"common law" copyright by making feder
al copyright protection effective with the 
"fixation" of a work. "Fixation" means 
that the work that has been recorded on the 
lead sheet has been transcribed (copied). 
The procedure described above is not an ef
fective way to document the date the work 
becomes "fixed" but other ways exist, the 
best of which is registration. Registration 
with the Copyright Office is not difficult 
nor does the copyright take long to become 
effective. It costs SI0.00 and a lead sheet or 
tape must be submitted with the applica
tion. Several works can be registered at once 
but this is not always recommended. A co
pyright lasts for the author's lifetime plus 
50 years. It is important that any work, re
gistered or not, bear proper notice-the co
pyright symbol, the year of fixation and the 
owner's name (© 1981 F.J. Cooperstein). 
Failure to include the notice on a work will 
not destroy one's claim of copyright under 
the new law but could if not corrected. 
Once your work leaves the privacy of your 
home, protect it. Put the world on notice 
that it is yours. 

~* "}f.j 
Aun: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
active club goers. Space In Dos-

Suade Cowboys equlpmenl J FREE records, books, 3-D 
slolen: Fender Rhodes Electric ffi movies. FREE vacation in Hol
Piano, Serial #S2430; ARP fil Jywood. 1982 "COCAINE 
2600 Synthesizer, Serial \ SWEEPSTAKES TICKET" 
#26891; Yamaha Cs5 Synthe- · Rush $3 to Rose, Box 4934, 367 
sizer; Gibson SJN acoustic gui- Newbury Street, Boston, MA 
tar, O-armand pick-up; Ampeg 02115. 
V4 bass amp head. Leave mes-
sage at 424-1233. 

the past. Just as a dazzling light show may 
be hiding bad musicianship, fancy language 
may be hiding shoddy lawyering. Don't buy 
this hype either. Remember, you wi/fpay. 

Failure to seek good legal advice can hurt 
the performer even before the classic man
agement and recording contracts enter the 
picture. A typical problem is the choice of a 
group name. The band City Thrills played 
in Boston for several years under the name 
Thrills. Unfortunately, they found that an
other band had the same name and had ac
quired the legal right to its use. 

As a general rule, if they had applied for 
federal trademark registration (a procedure 
which is neither complicated nor expensive, 
but which does take 18 months to become 
effective) they would have been legally en
titled to the name. The exception to this rule 
occurs when one registers a name (technic
ally called a "service mark," not a trade
mark, and by the way, names are not copy
rightable) but someone else can prove that 
they had ae:tively used the mark in interstate 
commerce before you first used it. They 
may have a record or tape playing on a ra
dio station that broadcasts across state lines 
or may play in a state other than that in 
which they live. But, don't think that a tape 
on WBCN and a gig in Rhode Island is 
enough to protect yourself. The "other 
guy" may be doing just the same thing in 
California or Texas. Lawsuits to prove such 
facts take time and money and may result 
in loss of an image and an audience that 
took years 10 build. Careful planning can 
avoid such disaster. 

Questions may be forwarded to the au
thors c/ o Boston Rock. Those of general 
interest will be answered in future columns. 

Foster Jay Cooperstein is a partner in the 
Cambridge law firm of COOPERSTEIN&: 
COOPERSTEIN; Tracy Roach is a clerk 
with rhe firm, a second year law srudent at 
Suffolk Law School and an announcer with 
WBCN. 

Cryptic Edge equipment stolen: 
Farfisa VIP 345 organ, serial 
#6277449; Ampeg V4B bass 
amp, serial #104570; Westbury 
guitar amp & speaker; Ovation 
PA head. Reward ... Bruce, 
424-1233. 

NORTHWEST ROCK MAIL
ORDER Seattle Syndrome 
compilation LP, Blackouts EP, 
many more cassetle items. Send 
S.A.S.E. for catalogue. En
gram Records & Tapes, Box 
2305BSeanle, WA98lll. 

DRUMMER WTD - ONYX 
nds pro. drummer for new 
wave dance, 783-5923. 

HARDCORE 
Dttadence nttds DRUMMER. 
We have gigs, practice space. 
Call 646-9030. 

I ton Rock's clubland pages Is 
available for just S7 .00 per col
umn Inch, Call 166-8787. 

Primltlvt Romance from a de
solate homeland, 524-2742. 

GODA WFUL PRODUC
TIONS has a variety of promo
tional services available 10 re
cording bands. 35 Hillside Ave. 
Medford, MA02155 391-6705. 
OCTOBER DAYS 45 West 
Coast and Don't Give Yourself 
A way now on sale at Newbury 
Comics and Rebop Records. 

FANTASTIC SELECTION of 
imported LP's, 45's, limited 
editions and rarities. Deluxe ca
talogue Sl.00. Record Rocker 
Box 7787, Chicago, IL 60680. 

Tours booked from Mass. to 
Fla., mu,st have record out or 
soon to be released. Send ma
terial to ENT, PO Box 316, 
Boston, MA 02101. 

~:~:,::1ROtll CLASSIFIED ADS 
298

·
98060

'
749

•
7732

- ') Individual and band Classified ads cost or bring In person to: 

Man cannot live by bread alone 
-EAT RECORDS. Menu 
available-Just ask! 400 Essex 
St., Salem 01970. Pass the mus
tard .. 

SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK twelve issues for ten 

1 dollars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton MA 02116. 

Guitar lessons-you don't have 
to go to music school to learn 
how to play guitar. I specialize 
in teaching beginners and inter
mediate players. Learn differ
ent rhythms, st) 'e~ of music 
and lead p'.aying. Have played 
in many local bands from rock 
to blues, country, folk and reg
gae. Doug, 787-1255. 

SATIN PANTS etc. for enter
tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
catalogue. Satin Sales, Dept. 
20, 7 South St., Mpls. MN 
55402, 612-333-5045. 

~;~';;,;,~,~~P! I'm siuck on ¼ $1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50 per Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
All I w,nt"' ro, ch,istmas was line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex- 268 Newbury Street 
some City Th,ills tapes ... tsk tra per word, underline copy to be bold. List- Boston, MA 02116 

- tsk. ··Johnny, Johnny.· lngs of stolen musical equipment wlll be Please Include name and address whether 
~~;x R;;~~:. ~:\!~~"'i:.:i run for free. or not you run it in your ad. Boston Rock is 
01910. All ads must be prepaid. You can place your published on the third Thursday of each 
STILL STOLEN, FENDER classified over the phone (617) 2.66-8787 by month. Ad deadline is the second Thurs-
~0':!';~!!°:!~s!;:fi~;;: using your Master Card or Visa card or mall day of the month. 
889.Reward$100($150ifthief ®"~--W"1-~~. ~ ·-~~@ & .¾ill$ "'*' ¼%®:.~~t™"9 tr& tffiifh@f 

;s23~~spitalized). B,uce, 424. Name: ------------- City/Zip:-------------
~fRF:~~IN MAns ME Street:_____________ Phone: 
Leper equipment slolen: Peavy 
bass amp & cab, Marshall cab 
& lead amp & Infamous Leper 
drum set. Any info, please call 
Kev, 437-0058. Thanks. 

DON't MISS AN ISSUE! To 
have High School Times mailed 
to your house every month, 
send $3 to HST, 9 Nampus 
Ave. #8, Acton 01720. 

ICE AGE (formerly the Stains) 
seek gullartsl. Call 282-2036 be
tween 4 & 6 afternoons. 

WANTED-Used singles. Must 
be in good condition. Musi be 
new wave, punk, etc. NEW
BURY COMICS, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116. Ask 
for John. 
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by Nayme Drawper 

For many of us excitement addicts the 
first few cold weeks of 1982 were pretty dull 
- but I'm sure you wouldn't feel that way 
if you were one of the many bands who've 
had equipment stolen recently. Stealing 
from starving bands like the Suade Cow
boy,, Leper and Cryptic Edge is extremely 
low. But since the average instrument thief 
doesn' t read Boston Rock there's no rea
son to lecture him. Instead here's a word of 
warning: IF YOU' RE IN A BAND DON'T 
TAKE ANYTHING FOR GRANTED. 
MAKE SURE YOUR EQUIPMENT IS 
SECURE AT ALL TIMES. 

As we' re going to press, Monomann 
called to assure me that, contrary to ru
mour, the Lyres arc not breaking up. Says 
Mono: "The rest of the band just wants to 
take some time off. I'll be playing with the 
Last Ona fan earlier Lyres line-up) until we 
reform." Meanwhile, in the confirmed de
parture department, dj Carta Nolin is leav
ing WMBR's Late Risers Club. Carla's re
placement has not been named , 

The Media Workshop's struggle for an 
entertainment license continues. According 
to The Dark 's Roser Grttnawalt, their last 
petition was denied because of, believe it or 
not, "insufficient parking." Without the 
Workshop under 20's once again have no
where togo. In the meanwhile us older folks 
can go back to trying to find a parking 
space near Spit (who are again booking live 
bands) or at the just reopened Honey 
Lounae. The Lounge, which holds about 
200 patrons and is located on Boylston St. 
near the Prudential Center, was closed for 
renovations for almost two years. The im
provements (including a house P.A., a 
downstairs bar and back room) make this 
an extremely comfortable room for seeing 
young up.and-coming bands. 

Local publishing magnate Michael Koe
nla has finally found a writing job for a re
gularly published magazine , His review of 
the new Flipper 45 can be found in the most 
recent issue of Conflict Magazine. Speaking 
of Conflict, and conflicts, I'm still trying to 
find out why Buzzcocks' publicist Joan Mc· 
Nulty hung up on Gerard Cosloy. I bet Mc
Nulty is the sort of person who would like 
to sec the drinking age raised to 35. Another 
up and coming publisher, Julie from Pla
cate, now manages 007. Unfortunately their 
old manager/ keyboardist, BIiiy Bacon, has 
left the band. 

Dave Bus, ex-drummer for the Young 
Snakes, will soon be the ex-drummer for the 
Alleybnts. Rumour has it Bass will join a 
new band being started by local hardcore 
kingpin Choke. Meanwhile, Josh of the Al
lcybeats went home to England to round up 
some new recruits for the British half of 
that Boston-based band. A new skinhead 
band from Marblehead called, of course, 
The Marbleheads is also in the formative 
stages. B.C. Kaaan told us not to tell any
body, but the former BR photographer says 
she's about to start a new band. 

Robin Land and Chartbuster Leroy Rad
cliff are currently in LA preparing a demo 
tape for M.C.A. Records. Ellot Easton of 
the Can is producing. Speaking of the Cars, 
an awful lot of people were disappointed 
that they didn't play at "Toy For Tots" 
night at Metro-but nobody was disap. 
pointed at the giant airplane Mr. B brought 
as a donation. The demos that Ric O pro
duced for the Dark may very well end up as 
an album. 

Jimmy Dufour's Radio lk11i stuc:.;o has 
become the place (or recording local hard
core bands. Watch for a compilation fea
turing Gana Grttn, Jtl'T)''s Kids, Tbe 
F.U.'1 and others to be released this spring 
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on 'Modern Method. We understand that 
the Count also has plans for a live hardcore 
album recorded at Cantone's. 

One guy who could stand to take some 
lessons from young enthusiastic bands like 
Gang Green and Jerry's Kids is the Outlets' 
Dave Barton. I'm not sure exactly what 
happened to last year's most promising 
band, but Barton seems rather long on hair 
these days and short on fans. 

Everybody's been talking about Rieb 
Panons' hair-or actually his lack of it. 
Richie won a bet with ex-La Peste guitarist 
Mark Kart at the High School Times bene
fit by doing, and wearing, nothing. 

Readers' Poll Winners Mission of Burma 
have been recording in Rhode Island this 
month. A new single and perhaps and al
bum arc due on Ace of Hearts, well, some
day. Shut Up featuring Robin Amos and 
GIida Bruh arc also recording an album. 
Face to Face will be releasing an EP soon, 
and singles are expected from The Core, 
The Trademarks, Slow Chlldrtn and the 
Mickey Bliss Band. 

As we go to press, the Peter Dayton band 
is on the west coast. Chances arc that their 
fifteen date Californian tour will coincide 
with the birth of guitarist Pder Colllns' and 
Jan Long Colllns' first baby. Be on the look 
out for the Machines' T·Max: he'll also be 
handing out cigars this month. 

In conjunction with the Channel, local 
video company Red Shark is in the process 
of selecting ten local bands for an hour long 
television show. Meanwhile Jan Crocker 
has been busy putting finishing touches on a 
promotional video for Human Snual Re
sponse. Although we don't know the de
tails, we've heard reports that the Dead 
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Kenntdys' Jello Blafl"a has threatened Take 
It! magazine with a lawsu.it. 

Less than six months ago, guitarist Ray 
Paul came into our offices boasting about 
his new record company that "was going to 
put Boston on the map." It now seems that 
Ray has fled to California, leaving his com
pany in disarray. 

Someone and the Somebodies are cur
rently peddling their eight song demo tape 
to various major labels. The 'Bodies will be 
touring with Ul in the near future. 

On New Year's day WL\'N followed 
through with their long standing promise to 
increase their nightly alternative radio 
hours. Not only can the station now boast 
the suave expertise of Albert O (Mon., 
Tues., Thurs. & Fri. 6 p.m. to midnight) but 
we can now also be tantalized by the hilari
ous Peter Choyce (Weds. 6 p.m. to mid
night and midnight to 6 a.m. Mon., Tues., 
Thurs. & Fri.), Cowboy Brad (late nights 
Weds., Sat. & Sun,), and, believe it or not, 
Blowfish (Sat. 6 p.m. to midnight). 

According to 'LYN music coordinator 
Crass, "The new Y-102 is designed 10 be not 
educational-but fun and entertaining." 
For the most part, the station sounds better 
than ever. My only fear is that they might 
be opting for too many Mark Parenteau
style comics and neglecting the music. The 
last thing this city needs is a twenty four 
hour version of Sports Palace. 

That's all for now. Stay warm. And re
member, if you or your favorite group 
hasn't been mentioned in this space, then 
either you haven't done anything or you 
didn't tell anybody. WRITE: Nayme Draw
pu c/o Boston Rock, 268 Ntwbury SI., 
Boston, MA 02116. 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and p~rformance: 

copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

11 9 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 (617) 492-4400 





EPOUTNOW 

It's at Strawberries for $4.49 
Featuring: Skintite Stuck on the Same Refrain Love at 1st Sight Perfect Wave Produced by Ric Ocasek - -Peter Dayton returns fron, triumphant West Coast Tour to rock: 

Club New York on Feb. 5; Jasper's on Feb. 6; Spit on Feb. 12; 
Wellesley College on Feb. 13; The Channel on Feb. 14 

Management & Bookings: Starstruck Productions, Inc. (617) 267.fSSi 

The only place to buy your music! 
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SPECIAL WINTER CLEARANCE SALE! 

~ 
BOSTON'S BEST VINTAGE & MODERN CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 · 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



NEW ALBUM DAMAGED 
~ Q ON SALE AT STRAWBERRIES 

$5.99 



NEwliuRY CoM1cs 
Great Stuff On Sale Every Weeki 

Week of Feb. 22-28: 
XTC, English Settlement . Reg. 11.99 Sole9.99 
Romeo Void, Never Soy Never EP Reg. 5.99 Sole 3.99 
Pylon, new single Reg. 2.25 Sole 1.50 

Week of Morch 1-7: 
Lou Miami, new single Reg. 2.00 Sole 1.50 
Mission of Burma, Signals, Calls ... EP Reg. 4.99 Sole 2.99 
Lyres, AHS-1005 EP Reg. 4.99 Sole 2.99 

Week of Morch 8-14: 
Red Rockers, Condi~ion Red Reg. 6.99 Sole 5.49 
Propeller Cossette Reg. 3.25 Sole 2.25 
Joy Division, Still LP Reg. 11.99 Sole8.99 
Week of Morch 15-21: 
Bod Brains Cossette Reg. 7.49 Sole 5.99 
The Waitresses, LP Reg. 6.99 Sole 5.49 
Wicked Good Time, Vol. I or II Reg. 5.99 Sole 3.99 

Quantities Limited - No Aolnchecks 

r--------------------~ r---------------------------, r .-------------------, 

$1.00 off 
any 

Imported 
LP 

10% off 
any purchase 

Wednesday night 
or 

Thursday night 
7-9 p.m. 

$1.00 off 
any 

T-SHIRT 

Newbury Comics Extra Value Coupon Newbury Comics Extra Value Coupon Newbury Comics Extra Value Coupon 
Sole Items exdvdedl Sole Items excluded! Sole Items excluded! 

L_:~1_:::_3~2~~~------------.J L_:~p1::_3~2~~~------_: ____________ .J L_:x~:_~~~~-------------.J 
268 Newbury St. •oston, MA 02116 



western wear. . . and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Spec/all $189.50 value black leather pants 
NOW$149.50 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos in any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pants,~ cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new "Loco" Boots 
... and lots more! 

MR. B WAS 
RIGHT 

DREESE WAS 
WRONG 
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CORRECTION: Last issue's photo of Pete 
Shelley was taken by M. Ratney not Phil In 
Phlash. 

STILL SKINTIGHT 
Dear Nayme Drawper, 

Saw BR #25 out in LA and as far as I 
know Jan is not expecting until April. I 
thought you knew something I didn't for a 
second. Anyway things arc great out here 
and I loved seeing our piclure in the paper. 
See you next month. 

Peter Collins 
(Peter Dayton Band) 
Los Angeles 

AS TEARS GO BY 
Dear Boston Rock readers and former lis
teners: 

I miss you ... I thank you ... I love you. 
Rich Anzalone 

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH 

Dear Mr. Rock, 
I was up to Boston about six weeks ago 

and couldn't believe it. I got somewhere 
aound Sl25.00 worth of records by your 
area bands & was pleasantly surprised. 
Most of the bands are real good, real good. 
Some, of course, I didn't care for but then 
what was that Lincoln bit about all the 
people? 

Randall Brady 
Butler.PA 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, .',IA 02115 
262-9131 

WHY CAN'T YOU SAY SURF? 
Eric Van Asshole, 

\ "-t 
Yeah Eric I'm not happy with you. Yeah 

it's got something to do with your review 
(BR #25) on Vinny's "In the Tube" on the 
Modern Method Compilation II. Eric let me 
start by saying 1hat I am a surfer. I've been 
surfing more years than you've been alive 
(or aware). Eric I've also been in the tube 
many times. You have no idea what it's like 
to be in a fucking 10' tube do you? Well it's 
more fun than slam dancing, why it's more 
fun than music itself. Now I suppose it's 
safe to assume that your concept of surfing 
and surf music dates back to the sixties. Hey 
Eric I was there, I've got as many old surf 
albums as any asshole worth his salt. But 
Eric you fucking kook that was 20 years 
ago. Surfing has changed as the music to
day. My guitar is on fire, my surfboard is 
on fire, the fucking world is on fire. This is 
how I live in the 80's. You know if you were 
to walk on the beach this summer I'd think 
you'd be easy to spot. You'd be the only 
kook with a surfboard up his ass. 

Signed: The bold and daring 
Ralph Fatello 
Beverly, MA 

HIGHWAY 61 RONVISITED 
To Jon McAuliffe, 

I notice you have Bob Dylan in your top 
3 of '81. You show good taste and my opin
ion of you has DRASTICALLY improved. 

Love ya, 
Ron Scarlett 
Boston 

Boston Rock welcomes your fellers. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name. address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All letters are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Bos~ 
ton, MA 02116. 

"ZIPPY, DIW65 ti- ~OCK 'N" llOl.l " 



Publisher's Notes 
by Mike Dreese 

Continued Thanks ... 
go to Marshall and everyone else at Inn Sq. Men's Bar for their continued sup
port. Kudos also to The Dangerous Birds, Limbo Race, and Native Tongue, who 
played for us there last week. A good time was had by most everyone, with some 
of us having a bit too much fun. Special thanks to Karen for somehow delivering 
my body to my doorstep. Sorry about the bite marks Mr. B! 

The Media Workshop ... 
seems to have at least achieved a compromise of sorts with the local political/ 
police establishment. So don't be alarmed if you find a rent-a-cop at the entrance. 
If you've never been there, it's all ages all the time. Bring your own whatever. Ad
dress is 367 Boylston. Phone 247-9234 for scheduled event info. 

Streets ... 
has apparently changed ownership. This shouldn't affect too much in the short 
run, as Jim Coffman is still ably booking the place. Let's hope the new manage
ment is as enlightened as the old one used to be. 

Boston Bands are Making Progress. . . · 
out of town in the biggest way since we started publishing. Those who are now 
projecting far away include Boys Life, Mission of Burma, Someone and the 
Somebodies, Native Tongue, Human Sexual Response, The Dangerous Birds,. 
S.S. Decontrol, The Neats, Peter Dayton and a host of others. So the rest of the 
world is beginning to discover what we've known for a long time ... that this city 
is full of great music. The message to other local bands is clear - make yourself 
known! You will be accepted. 

Come to the Honey Lounge ... 
this Saturday, Feb. 20th. The Sex Execs, 21-645, and Proletariat are featured at a 
Boston Rock party. If you haven't seen the club yet, this is a good opportunity. 

In the Bizarre Happenings Dept .... 
.. Check out this month's NEW YORKER magazine. Featured in "THE TALK 

OF THE TOWN" is a story on Rubber Rodeo. Now if only the average reader 
was into alternative music ... Rubber Rodeo is also to be featured in Gallery 
magazine and a Gallery video show. Weird. 

A DANCE PARTY! 
To celebrate the release of: 

A WICKED GOOD TIME 
VOLUME TWO 

Someone & the ~ 
Somebodies !lf:li' 
Boys Life 
The Trademarks 
November Group 
Limbo Race 

FREE RECORDS! 
(with a subscription to Boston Rock.) 

Subscribe to BOSTON RocK right now and for one dollar (ship
ping and handling) we'll send you one of these great new releases 
from CBS. 

NICK LOWE 
NICK THE KNIFE 

ORCHESTRAlMANOEIIVHES 
INTHEOARK 

Allf:IIIIHllURE G MORALITY 

ALTERED IMAGES 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

NICK LOWE
N/CK THE KNIFE 

This shark bites with his teeth. A ripping 
collection of high pop and Lowe comedy. 
Features ''Heart,'' ''Too Many Tear· 
drops," "Stick It Where The Sun Don't 
Shine" and nine others. 

ORCHESTRAL 
MANOEUVRES IN 

THEDARK
ARCHITECTURE AND 

MORALITY 
A modern soundtrack to life in 1982, 
OM D's second album is at the top of the 
English charts for a good reason . 

.ALTERED IMAGES -
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

Bri1ain 's number one new group 
redefines the meaning of pop wi1h 
"Happy Birthday. " Produced by Steve 
Sevrin of Siouxsie and The Banshees. 

~---------------------------+------------------------------Admission $4.00 

or Just $2.00 with 
this Coupon! 

Thursday, February 25 
Spit, 13 Lans~owne St. 

BOSTON ROCK MAGAZINE 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, Ma. 02116 

Subscribe! 

D Here's SI 1.00 for the next twelve issues of Boston Rock. Please rush the 
free album I've checked below 

_Nick Lowe __ Orchestral Manoeuvres _Altered Images 

0 Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is SI0.00 for twelve issues. 
Name ______________________ _ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City _____________ State __ Zip ____ _ 

(Album offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last. We reserve the ri ght to 
substitute for first choices.) ~ 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SU BSCR IPTIONS ADD S2.00 PER ISSUE 

----------------------------~------------------------------



BOSTON ROCK z .. WORD 
by Nlichele Noach 

ACROSS 
1. The Psychedelic Furs' sister. (6) 
4. Old Order. (3, 8) 
10. Slmone/Hagen.(4) 
12. Cash dealt with by the Beatles, Flying 
Lizards and Pink Floyd. (5) 
13. Abba backwards! (4) 
16. Lennon's middle name. (3) 
18. Bunch of seagulls? (5) 
19. 8-eyed spyess. (5, 5) 
20. Mr. Blue Sky people. (1, 1, 1) 
23. See 36 Down. 
24. See 49 Down. 
26. Where the mission goes one. (5) 
27. New Romantics (new?) Steve. (7) 
28. Bowle sang about this llluslve element 
on Aladdin Sane. (4) 
30. Initials of a Beatie. (1, 1) 
33. Harry NIisson's label. (1, 1, 1) 
34. French song-writer (deceased) now 
being sung by Scott Walker. (4) 
35. Initials of a folk singer married to Joan 
Baez's sister, tragically killed In 1966. (1, 1) 
37. What Sam was told todo again. (4, 2) 
38. Extended play. (1, 1) 
39. Zappa told us not to eat It when It was 
yellow.(4) 
40. Once described as Roxy Music's cousin 
twice remOYed, a European band from '74 of 
minor success. (6) 
41. Who James White played with. (6) 
43. One of Iggy's dupes. (6) 
45. Can Julian manace? (4) 
46. Stuck on the same refrain, yo\J bet I (5, 6) 
48. 60's fllm, and Kojak's song. (2) 
49. lnltlals of Jagger's band. Tricky. (1, 1) 
50. Public Address. (1, 1) 
51. Simon and Garfunkel hear nothing. 
(5,2, 7) 
55. Slngular showroom model from Deva. (5) 
56. and 53. Down. Which highway did the 
Stones take? (5, 5, 3) 
57. A hard rain fell for Dylan, followed by 
thls.(3,5) 

DOWN 
2. Nose arm. (anag. 7) 
3. Northwest coast band or London music 
paper?(5) 
5. They sang about EnolaGay.(1, 1, 1) 
6. letters of the Clock. (1, 1, 1) 
7. " Radio ··-," a '79 fllm about a travelling 
OJ . 12) 
8. Femme fatale from the velvet days. (4) 
9. Armatradtng taking chances. (4, 5, 7) 
11. 41 across' strange movements. (11) 
14. Dylan's imaglnatlvely named group. (4) 
15. Band dans la mode close encounters. 
(1,1,1) 
17. Band celebrating a birthday with front 
girt Clare. (7, 6) 
19. See36 Down. 
21. See 36 Down. 
23. Mr. Mann. (7) 
25. Mr. Jones of 28 Across has lnltlals 
adopted by done before band. (1, 1) 
29. Middle of the road, may the devil curse 
11.(1,1,1) 
31. Beatles' s.o.s. film. (4) 
3~. The Bloody Aevolutlonlsts from th.e 
sunny UK. (5) 
36. What the Revlllos have gone and done. 
(6,2,4,4, 1, 7,3)and23Across, 19 + 21 0. 
37. and 52. Down. They've got the final so1u
tlon. (4, 3) 
41. Sleepy la!TT8at. (4) 
42. What Inevitably remains the same. (4) 
44. "Station-Station." (2) 
45. 4 Across gel nearer. (6) 
46. French singer with no regrets. OK, her 
first name was Edith. (4) 
47. Too Intoxicated to copulate. (5)(Pollte 
version) 
49. and 24 Across. Juliet vacuum from San 
Francisco. (5, 4) 
50. Top of the--·, UK chart show and ol,d 
Rezlltos song. (4) 
52. See 37 Down. 
53. See 56 Across. 
54. Dylan asked his lady to do this against 
possible charges of rape. (3) 
55. German group of "Gotd and Liebe" 
fame.(1, 1, 1) 

ANSWERS NEXT NIONTHI 
last ,nonth"s 

x-ward: 

I BoRon Rock 126 

ACROSS: 
1. THE TRADEMARKS 
5.CHAIRS 
a.MOON 
I.AGE 
13.AM 
14. PROLETARIAT 
US.EGO 
17.BIRDS 
18. ELTON 
11.ME 
22.AIM 
24. OUN CLUB 
27.JELLO 
28.0NE 
28.THEONLYONES 
~3.EVE 
34.NO 
35.0YER 
38.DIG 
40. FUTURE DADS 
42. CHANGES 
43.BOMIS 
44. DANGEROUS (BIRDS) 
47.LEO 
48.ISUND 
SO.DOOR 
51.MEN 
52.SILENCE 
54.SONGS 
55.LYRES 
51. PASTICHE 

DOWN: 
1. TOM VERLAINE 
2. ENOUGH 
3.ADAM 
4.ELECTRIC 
a.APART 
7.SPIT 
10.APES 
11.CONEY 
12. GENTLEMEN 
15.ARM 
20. ENO 
21. NEW MODELS 
23.MOLE 
24. GET (ENOUGH) 
25.LONO 
:ZS.BOYS 
30. ENID 
31. SOUND OF (SILENCE) 
32. FREEZE FRAME 
38. DEAD 
37.0AY 
38. ISLAND 
31.SCAGO 
40. FA!ULOUS 
41. TOM TOM 
45.LINES 
41.CANDY 
41.SLIP 
50.DE 
52.S.O.S. 
53.CAT 

Name __________ _ 

Address 
City/State/Zip ____ _ 

The first ten correct puzzles sent to our office will 
receive a Boston Rock T-Shirt (specify size). All correct 
puzzles received by March 18 will receive a copy of the 
new Vinny single "Why Can't You Say Love?" 

Boston Rock 
261 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

Michele Noach does the weekly x
word for New Musical Express. This 
special Boston edition of her puule 
will appear monthly in Boston Rock. 
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BR: Conwo1ulario11s 011 the Cars orRoniza-
1io11 beit1R 1•01ed 2nd in our readers poll for 
· 'DOif/i!. the Mos1 ro Help 1he Boston M,ISic 
'icene in 1981" (BR/125). tr surprised me a 
fi1tle bit rllar 1he public wu'i w aware of 1he 
things you 'i•e been doin!f to help people 0111 
... cause you '\•e fll'l'er s0111!,hf publicity for ,, 
RIC: I was a little '>Urpri.,ed 100. cause \\C 

do 1hing'> on a pretty lO\\-~Cy basi'>. Things 
ju,1 son of get done. 
BR: Could you rulk abo111 some of the 
projects? 

RIC: Radio is real good here. There',;; the 
coltegc statiom. Which is great. cause you 
can listen to them constan1ly. 'BCN seems a 
bit middle of I he road 110\\. even lhough 
'BCN is considered radical to other cities. 
BR:/ think 'BCN has f!.Ollen a lot of unfair 
flak. People don 'r realize ii ·s ,, $10 million 
osse1. 
RIC: Yeah. I don't l.n0\\ if 1hcy have to 
wof'ry about 1op ra1ing'>. But (laugh) I don'1 
0\\11 the <,ialion. /'rn ,urc they ha\c to 
an<,\\CT to <..omc corporate level, but \\ha,·., 
ii mauer if 'COZ ha.., higher rating~? It 

" I've made money, I've sold a lot of records ... and I sit on a softer 
sofa, (but) I don't think I'm any better than I was. Success doesn't bring 
happiness and warmth to your heart." 

RIC: Well, after \\C buih the studio back to 
the way we wanted it and after we did the 
album, I did about four project<, in a row. 
One was Romeo Void. I jus1 liked their first 
record, and \\anted to do something with 
1hem and asked them if they \\anted to do 
an EP and they said ye .... They came in at 
the end of their tour and did four songs. 

BR: Well ir's the best sellinf thinR al our 
srore. Jr has hee11 for 1he past 3 or 4 
weeks. 
RIC: No kiddin? That's good. And now 
obviously all the record companies arc try
ing to s1cal them away from 415 Records. I 
don't think thev'll be able to though. ca use 
the band want~ to <,tay on 415. They were 
real good. They ju\l cracked them right off. 
The basic track.., were all dircc1. The only 
thing that was don1.• O\er really was vocal<,, 
and a couple of <.,ax things. Thal was a fu n 
\\Cek. 
BR: Whar about 1/te Perer Day1011 record? 
R IC: I've been \\Orking with Peter for a 
long time. Whenever we're 1oge1hcr or he 
want<, to, we ju~t do it, although the EP 
actually ,.,,a,;n't recorded here. It was done 
at Blue Jay, which I won't comment on. I 
didn't have as mm.:h control a" I \\Ould have 
liked in 1ha1 <,ituation. 

doesn't sound a<, good. 11 docsn'1 have a.., 
much personality. It's 1ypical of a lot of 
Mations around the country with high 
ratings. Thai just sh0\\<, where the ta,;te of 
middle America is. I shouldn't be the one to 
talk. as our records get played all the time 
... irregardles<., of that fac1. it's not the 
station's choice of music I enjoy as a col
lector and writer. I like to scratch below the 
surface. The only other (commercial) 
station I really like i!!. KROQ (Los Angeles), 

· that's prclly consistcn1ly good. That's 
probably the best commercial station I 
know or. It's got high wauage. It's pretty 
good. I haven't heard any good radio in 
New York lately. And you'd 1hink 1here 
would be something. There's got to be a 
nook !here. But radio's definitely good 
here, that's a major auraction of the city. 
BR: Do you see the Cars being lucky in o 
sense to come our when you did, when 
radio was more open? 
RIC: I think the door 10 radio open.., and 
closes periodically. 
BR: Seems like it's closed ti}!ht now. 
RIC: Yeah, it is. No doubt about it. It'!!. 
fuckin' clm,ed. I'm :.urpriscd ·ecN still ha\ 
101.·al charts. And I don't think 'CO2 doe-, 
local stuff anymore. So you can struggle 10 
gc1 ·zec or whalc\-cr. Wha1 we need is a 
radio station right here.' (In the room) 
BR: What do you see the Joie of 1he major 
labels bei11x? Do 1•011 lhink the indepen-

RIC: l t'sa/waysadilemma. Youknow,you But the success of it doesn't rea ll y make 
sign with bad management, you get a you happy. It doesn't bring happiness and 
record deal , and you get taken. It works 1he warmth imo your heart! That doesn't 
same for c,cryb_ody. happen. You still get whacked out. You still 
BR: ... except some. I assume The Cars get the same dowm and ups. I mean. I 
made 0111 oka1·. don't eat any different food<;. I sit on a 
RIC: ... well: ,,c did oka} \\ ith ours. Bui I softer sofa, but what's 1he difference? If 
do think you have to be per..,istent. Don·, you're happy with your songwriting and 
\\ait around for New York 10 come 10 you. \\hat you're doing, then it doesn't really 
They never come. They \\0n't come. and ma11er 1if you succeed or fail. ff you Jost it 
it's c\pensivc. To make ca..,settes. 10 ca\- all tomorrow, but still had that moti,ation 
scttes, you're 1alking about a hundred and enthusiasm 10 write, then it realty 
buck<,, That'.., about what you make in a wouldn't matter. That's the thing I really 
week, ii you're lucky. It'<, hard, but if you have to keep in mind. 
real I} want to do it, you just ha\c to nc1,,cr Money ha~ simpl} allm,1.·d me 10 do some 
quit un1il finally you ca!d1 up with it, or it 1hings I wouldn't have been able 10 do. Like 
catches up ,,ith you (laugh). Some thing~ produce people and have the studio. I 
ma.{ <.,\and out as great, but most thing.<. ju'>t decided to May in Boston. rather than go to 
sound typical. There·., a hundred groups L.A., 'cause it's such a nice city. 
just like 1ha1. It',; mainly in ho\, uniqucl) BR:// only rhe weather were belier. 
you approach your mu'iic It doesn't nccc,- RIC: Well the weather can be a bit weird, 
.,arily ha'"c to be played well, but it ha, w be but I really like it in the Spring and Fall. 
different and intcrc<,ting. Bui rna<;\ appeal i, BR: Anything you do11 'r like aboul theci1y? 
a tough thing. When The Cars fir,1 ,tarted, RIC: Well, there seems to be a lack of 
they really didn't kn0\\ they had ma,;s strong direction or fear of glamour. And I 
appeal. We didn't thin!.. of it 1ha1 way. don't there's anything wrong with glamour. 
BR: I assume rite heavy sales of the first I don't mean glamour per sc. Maybe i1's a 
album was a bir of a shoc·k! metaphor for something else. 
RIC: We had no idea! We were just like BR: ltseemsromethere'sacer1oindisdain 
e\'ery other band - a new formation of 1cn for success i11 1he art comm1miry. A cer1ai11 
other bands \\Call had been in. Maybe thi,; inrolerance of people who wa111 to show 
one wa~ a little bi1 more concise, a li11fc bit siyle. 

"What does it matter that WCOZ has higher ratings, it doesn' t sound as 
good. It doesn't have as inuch personality ... (Of course) I shou ldn 't talk, 
our records get played a ll the time." 

more rnamrily in it. We decided \\ hat lo 
thr0\\ out. Our ba,k approa1.:h wa,; ju'il to 
go out and play club,, and then 1hc 1arC' got 
played on ·ucN a whole lot. And the fac1 
that it got played ex1cn,;i.,,cly wa, something 
we couldn'1 ha\c paid 1hcm 10 do. And 1hc 
fac1 tha1 it \\a<, played \O much attracted 
record rnmpanies a1 that time. It probably 
had <:>omething to do \\ith the ,\hole ne\\ 
music scene that wa.., beginning to erupt at 
that time. And we got <;igned. .Ludy for 
us (laughter). It's been good for u, e\cr 
since. But it sure took awhile to figure out. 
Figure out what the fuck happened 10 u<,1 

RIC: Yeah. There's nothing wrong with 
trying to moderni,c things. There'<, nothing 
wrong with fad~. or gelling involved with 
<,omething to the point where you want 10 
dress differently. It'~ all part of making 
changes. People ha\e a fear of it. They're 
.worried abou1 their reality being pulled out 
from under them. Succcs, never hurt Van 
Gogh. 11·, ju'it a matter of how you treat it. 
But there is a fear of glamou and direction 
here. Maybe i1', because there'<; so many 
<,tudents, and it's kind of a transicru cily. I also worked with this guy Bartlcu, 

who's from Memphis, Tennessee. He's a 
\Hiter. and when the Cars played Memphi<; 
in '79 he thrc\, a lapc up on the stage, and I 
picked it up and 100k it back to the hoicl 
Jnd fell in IO\C \,ith i1. But I couldn'1 find 
the gu~. Si, months aflcr tall-.ing to Rof!inx 
Stone and me111io11ing him, he called me up. 
I le kept scndin!! nil' tape\ of him and a har
monium and ~luff lil.c that. Him and a 
piano. All thc ... c song, ·all the 1ime. So 
finally I Jmt ,aid "Why don't you come to 
Bos10n and \,e·11 Jo <.,omcthing.?" 

"There's not a lot of bright record compa ny people. They just don't 
know. They sign people t.hrough their lawyer and manager and very often 
the bands that arc represented don't even get heard." 

(We were i111errupred at this point by 
David Robi11son, who showed 11s his desi~11 
of the 11ew Cars T-shirr.) 

David does all that stuff. Anv ,on of 
de,ign. The CO\-Cr'> and '>luff. ·I'm glad 
there's someone in the band who'<, in\'olved 
enough to want to do it, rather than 10 lca\e 

BR: How'abo111 the ,.'\'ew .\fodels? 
RIC: ... I just \,orl.ed \\ith them 'cau..,e I 
like them. 
BR: And Alan I 'efa? 
RIC: We just got through wi1h Alan. That 
wa~ prclly fun. Alan i~ going to mo,c 10 
Boston. I don'! kn0\\ if people up here lil.e 
him or the~ don't. But the fact that he·.., 
mo\ing here \,ill he good. He has a hea\'y 

de111s will rise like rhey du/ in En~land? 
RIC: There's a large difference in scale. 
There's a lot of area for an indq,endcnt to 
try to'covcr. It literally iake\ a \Car to get 
from one end of the country to the other, 
rnu,icalh. ThL' rnid\\e<.,\ being about a year 
behind. 
OR: What adv/Ct' mifht you ofter to 1·ount 
band'i? 
RIC Don'1 sit around and \\ai1 for it to 
happen. If you want some attention, )Ou'd 
beuer go and gel it. I don't think it's a ca,c 
or \\aiting to be disco\.ered. I thin!,, that".., 
the bigge,t fault a band can mal.c. You 

" I 'm anti violence. I can 't see why anyone wou ld be drawn inro slam
dancing. I'd rat her see live fucking on stage." 

BR: How's ii ll'ork 0111 with old friends? it up 10 1he label'.<, art department. 
RIC: You would like old friend, 10 1rca1 BR: When are you doillf yo11r solo album? 
you the <.,ame, 'cau<.,c you feel the ,amc. If Will ir he recorded here? 
you didn'1 react the new,, or I.no\, an)thing RIC: Some thing<:> I may do here', but not 
out of your own city, you wouldn'1 bl' an} 10tally here. Some things I may go to 
different, reall}. You can either bclie\C England for. 10 u~c some people who arc 
your pre.-..s or no1. I ba,ically don't bclie\e playing there. But I ha\-cn't really decided. 
it. I can't say lhe succes\ of ii hurt" you.·lt Right n0\\ I'm jus1 writing ,ongs and 
make,; you fed ol.ay. You get u~cd to being deciding how 10 approach my record. 
rejected and failing 1ha1 it become, kind of BR: Do you hon• any 1e11to1ive release dare 
easy to do, to fail every day. Mu..,icall~ in mind? 
,;ome peopll' like you. ~ou have JO or 40 RIC: ll'I\ definitely be out in the summer. 
fans\\ ho come 10 \Ce you C\er} \\CCk. You I'm going to ha\C 10 do it as soon a<., we get 
can li\e on one guy saying "tha1·.., grca1 bad, (from tour). April, May, and June J'I\ 
rnu,;ic." But 1hen it become, much bigger, be de\oting to u 
and you ha,e tp figure out it you're going BR: Do you approa~h the <,olo project \\ith 
to live on 100,()(X) people saying ··1ha1·.., glee or apprchemion? 
great rnusi1.·" or ,omc prt'"" thing ..,aying RIC: Well, I' m 1101 too worrit•d about how 

an badground. lk',; a pretly forward have to go bftcr it. Pester the fuck ou1 of '·1ha1·s great" ... 11·.., different trorn what it will be acccpicd. I knO\\ it \,ill be well 
thinking per~or: ,\\ith some of 1ha1 NC\\ 'cm. Send ·cm everything. Send 'cm ca<.,- you·ve li\·ed on hcforc. Bui I feel 1he ~ame thought out. And good. 
York \pirit iri him. Hc·, talking about Ne\\ ,c11c tape<,,. Send 'cm promo \luff. Balter really. ]'\c rnadl' money, 1·\c ,old a lot ot BR: Du you rhink the average Can/011 will 
Yori. being a hard place to survive in n0\\. them. Call them. Pc<,ter them. Get vour records. I ha\'e more tool\. like ii? Or will 11 be real experimental? 
for all band.., and e<,pecially the new one .... It name in tho,e places. - BR: Do you find that tht• arril'al of money RIC: Car.., fam, will like ii. They OUR.Ill to. 
~ce1w. to me it', ea<,ier to \urvive in Boston You kllO\\ there·, 1101 a 10! of bright in your life has affected your relario11sh1p5? Yeah. Cars fan<; will like it. Consider tha1 
than New York. ben easier than in L. A., A&R people. They JU~t don't kno\\, The} RIC: Yeah. But it ~cem, like the people I I' m 1101 just going to go full out expcri-
cau<,c L.A.·.., prcl!y light too. San Franci<,co \ign people through their lawyer. and kn0\\ arc ol.ay. 11·, the people I don '1 kno\, mental ju<:,\ tor the sal.c of doing it. I'm 
is s1ill pretty good, with a lot of club'> and managers. \"cry oricn the hand'i that arc \\ho try 10 gel ,hings out of me. People going to be \\Tiling ,ong~ this way and that 
people trying a lot of thin~s. [.,,en \\hen represented don't C\Cfl get heard. So i1·, come out of 1hc walls. People come ou1 of \,ay, bu1 the big difference is that The Car, 
The Pretcndc,.., (ame here a fC\\ day'> ago. real tough. I think ii'<, JU\\ a matter of 1otal no"herc 10 \UC \"OU for ,wrhinf!.. Quick ,\on·1 be there 10 embclli,h them. Some I'll 
they \\Cre asking what's going on in Bo,ton. pcr\i'itcncc. buck arti\l'-. But it nc\cr \\Ork, out. The\ do oil the in<.,truments on. Other<,, I'll u,e 
BR: /1 alum·\ \eena 1har musicians we BR: /5 ff00d manoKemenl crucial? ne\er get anything. But take Peter {Da)·- other people \,ho arc11·1 <.,1Udio musician,. 
interview are impres.wd wilh Bosron RIC: I 1hink il'soncofthcl.e)"· It seems to t0n). He·s 1.nO\\ll me bL'forc and i1·, not BR:Areyo11fOit1RIO/Je11s1nRalorofolder 
audiences and the reJJwnse they ffet from hc ... although I don't knO\\ \\here nC\\ mtK'h differen1. He ma, come 0\er 10 rm ,onRs ll"hich you'l•e hidden a1,·m• for lhe 
them. I r/11nk ii has o 101 to do wilh radw. band<., rirc going to pie!. up good man.:ige- home and notkc i1', a bit higgcr, \\l!h a lot rif!.hl sillwlion? 
•••• mcnt You !._nm, \\hat I rncan? more 1001". J lot more guitar..,. So he hor- RIC: I definite!)_ ha\e a drn\\l'r full ol 

•••••••• BR: 11·~ a dtlemma . fO\\\ a gmlar. <HH.l a drum machine, hu1 he ,ong\. But t'\_ery time I go 111101hedrawcr, I · 
••••••• does11·1 ,cal!\ treat me an) d1ftercml). I end up ..,hutting the dra\\Cr ... _and I pa,.., 

•••••••• don·1 tlunl-. 1'111 rL·atl\ an) heuer than l \\·a.... lhcrn up. People arc ,th\ay~ a,kmg me for 

••••••• ,onl!\, t_he kind ot peork rnu'd expect 10 ••••••••••• ~.;,;;j'~';'. ~~ ;;~~1~9 
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Boys Life (I tor): Joe McCormack, Jphn Surrette, 
Robert Welner and Neal Sugarman 

~o~~ ---~--........ ,, .. .. clubs a couple times a week. "Every year 

C 
the senior class at Malden High goes to the 
Bahamas for spring vacation and every
body's been asking me if I'm gonna go, and 
I say, 'Hell no, we gotta play in New York 
that week.' And they say, 'Aw c'mon you 
can take a week off,' and I say 'Forget it."' 

The senior class at Malden High aren't 

by Greg Reibman 

Presley Lane, Malden. Boys Life World 
Headquarters, better known as the Surrette 
house, is bustling with activity. Genevieve, 
the family's only four legged member, snarls 
a gre~ting while David Surrette, the band's 
manager, co-lyricist and older brother to 
vocalist-guitarist John, shows me in. In 
David's arms is his two month old baby 
daughter. 

"This is Flannery," he boasts. "We 
named her after Flannery O'Connor.'' 

Flannery's grandfather, fifty-four year 
old Paul Surrette is on the kitchen phone. 
I notice that he is wearing a Boys Life 
"Keep the Edge" I-shirt, and I ask him 
what he thinks of his son's band. 

''We enjoy what they do," he says, also 
boasting, "we've always been involved with 
our kids." 

Doesn't 11 bother you that they're in
volved with a rock band instead of studying 
to be a doctor or a lawyer? 

"Not at all. They like music and I love 
music. We've had it in our house for years. 
They've really opened a whole new avenue 
of music for me. I really enjoy the Jam and 
the Clash. I even like Teardrop Explodes.'' 

How come so many parents are opposed 
to rock and roll? 

"They're opposed to it because they lis
ten to the words of some of the songs. I'm 
opposed to some of it-but not all of it. For 
example, I don't appreciate the Dead Ken
nedys or the Plasmatics, but I listen to Ad
am and the Ants in the car all the time. I've 
been to all the clubs-even CBGB's." 

Their parents' association with the band 
goes far beyond wearing a band I-shirt and 
occassionally attending one of their gigs. 
"They're totally committed to it," says 
David. "I'd be embarassed to say how 
much in debt Boys Life is, but the entire 
family has taken out loans to support the 
band ... you could start three groups with 
what we owe.'' 

The high cost of being in a band has de
feated many local talents. Thanks to these 
loans, the band has managed to put out their 
own single, purchase new equipment and 
rent a safe rehearsal space in Boston. Boys 
Life are a hardworking, dedicated outfit. 
After having watched the group both on 
and off stage, I am beginning to think the 
financial commitment could prove to be a 
wise investment. They are one of the best 
unsigned bands in the.state. 

Drummer Robert Weiner, the only band 
member who is still in high scho~I, as just 
walked into the kitchen. He too, i casting. 
"This is the first year I'm going make the 
honor role. During other year3/'I always gol 
one or two C's to mess it up." 

Robert should be proud. The band re-
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the only ones Robert has turned down. An
other North Shore group, the Fools, recent
ly begged him to join their band and tour 
Europe. "I told them I was waiting to go to 
Europe with Boys Life.'' 

Bassist Joe McCormack attends classes at 
UMass and both sax player Neal Sugarman 
and John Surrette insist that the band keeps 
them so busy that they have no time to find 
a second job. 

A slightly different Boys Life line-up 
made their debut two years ago at a Valen
tine's party sponsored by Phil In Phlash. 
Wearing Boy Scout uniforms, the band 
sped through twenty songs including seven
teen ori1dnals and cover versions of ;·Hang 
On Sloopy," "Pretty Vacant" and "Wild 
Thing." . 

The next time I remember seeing them 
was a couple of months later at the WBCN/ 
Rat Rumble. "We're here to make you feel 
old!" snapped the seventeen year old John 
Surrette. II was on this night, as the vocal
ist swung from the Rat's pipes and crashed 
into mikes and amps, that Boston first be
came aware of John's powerful stage pre
sence. If a tornado hit Kenmore Square 
during their set, the audience would have 
been too preoccupied to notice. 

Since then, John's between song banter 
has become a band trademark. While many 
applaud his outspokeness, others find him 
to be a terrifying little brat. Either way, 
there is no denying that some of his off the 
cuff remarks have gotten both himself and 
the band in hot water. 

"We're a punk band,' he brags. "Oµr 
music has never been nice music and we've 
never pretended to be nice to anybody. 
From the start it's always been angry mu
sic." 

One person John has allegedly not been 
nice to is Boston Phoenix writer Doug Sim
mons. Simmons wrote a generally favorable 
story about the band in January of 1981, 
but since then his reviews of various record
ings by the band have been negative. 

"Our mother was introduced to Doug 
earlier this year," David recalls. "She said, 
'Hello Doug it's nice to meet you,' and 
Doug said 'Mrs. Surrette, I'm mad at your 
son.' Well she stopped cold and asked, 
'Doug, how old are you?' Doug told her 
that he was twenty.eight or thirty, or how
ever old he is, and she laughed in his face 
saying, 'Doug, you're that old and you're 
mad at my eighreen year old son?''' 

"We just told him that a young kid is 
likely to say things he might not like," Paul 
added. 

"The media is always talklng about the 

kids," David added. "They say things like 
'the kids are going to save us' or 'when the 
kids take over everything will be all right,' 
and as soon as the kids open their mouths 
and they don't fit the media's mold then 
they get all upset." 

Always quick with a complimec11, John 
refers to Doug and a few other local writers 
as "zipper heads," adding, "How can you 
take those jokers seriously? Critics don't 
like us because we're not exactly a good 
time rock and roll party band. We're also 
not very well liked by the local scene people, 
but there are different scenes now in Bos
ton ... like the Propeller Records bands, 
the Spit crowd and the hardcore crowd. We 
see ourselves as part of yet another scene. 
007, Prime Movers, Native Tongue, Future 
Dads and others. That's a scene I don't 
think people recognize is happening because 
it's not an in-crowd like the people who 
hang around Spit or any other one club. But 
the audience is definitely there. 

"I think the hardcore scene is pretty 
naive," John adds. "They say they are anti
drugs, anti-alcohol, anti-racist and anti
sexist, but I've seen all of them participat
ing in the same things. SS Decontrol could 
have ruled the city if they wanted to-but 
they blew it. They had the press and the 
publicity, but they didn't take advantage of 
it. When you start out you need a gimmick, 
you need something to get attention. For us 
we pushed our youth and we wore Boy 
Scout uniforms ... Rock and roll is a swin
dle, as Malcolm McLaren said, and you 
have to establish your name before you can 
do anything. But we also knew that you can 
use any gimmick to get the attention, but 
that your music has got to be good enough 
to make it stick. SS Decontrol is a band that 
had a good gimmick, but they seem to be 
lost as to what they should do next.'' 

According to David, the next step for 
Boys Life is to rec')rd an album. "I don't 
know exactly how we're going to do it-but 
I promise there will be a Boys Life LP in the 
next year." Unlike many other bands, Boys 
Life have enough material-and even more 
importantly, the will-power to adhere to 
this promise. Properly executed, the a1bum 
could be brilliant. Their once very recogniz
able influences (Clash, Jam, Buzzcocks, 
Stiff Little Fingers) are now carefully cam
ouflaged. When they are in sync, which 
they usually are, Boys Life's on stage sound 
is awesome. 

In the ·meanwhile, Boys Life will continue 
to rehearse, write new and consistently bet
ter songs, and play in front of an ever-grow
ing audience. While , mauy of the local 
scenesters that originally supported Boys 
Life seem to have deserted, the band is par
ticularly pleased that the are beginning to 
reach underage audiences. They used to just 
be into heavy metal, Robert reports. 
"When I was a sophomore and John was a 
senior we used to gel dumped on a lot for 
being in a punk rock band, but now they 
come up to me and say that they've seen all 
the press and publicity, bought our records 
and heard that we've been hangin' out with 
the Cars and they ask me when we are play
ing next." 

"It's the greatest victory," insists John. 
"I think they are actually waking up ... But 
we don't actually hang out with the Cars." 
Just then John laughs and mocks picking 
up the phone saying, "Hey David, hey Ric, 
wanna come over?" 
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• smart as anybody. There's Just no mforma-

---~---~--~-- tion-this stuff isn't on the radio." Vega 
by m. ho.yell believes in challengi9g people, but only to 

At the Orpheum the Ale.n yeg.i Band had 
just finished its warm-up set for the Pre
tenders. The crowd/less appreciative of Ve
ga's-raw-skinned rockabilly than it might 
have been of _another opening act, spewed 
its displeasure with silence and scattered· 
harmless booing. One of the Pretenders' en-· 
tourage grabbed the stage mike and chas
tized the paying customers. "That was Alan 
Vega. I'm very sorry to hear your reception. 
l had heard that Boston had a bit more pro
gressive taste." And then, to add insult to 
injury, he added, "Perhaps you might like 
to purchase Mr. Vega's album, produced by 
Ric Ocasek of the Cars.'' 

Some things never change. The heart and 
soul of Suicide was last seen in these parts as 
Gene Vincent with Soylent Green Suede 
Shoes, and is now fronting a bass/drums/ 
guitar trio (a structure which at first glance 
seems too conventional for him). 

"Someone came back to me after a show 
in New York," Vega recounted during his 
three-day Boston stay, "and he said, 'Don't 
worry about it, man, they're all a bunch of 
idiots out there.' I hate that attitude
someone coming back and trying to make 
me feel good by telling me that 'they're all 
idiots.' No way! They might be uninformed 
. . . they might not have had a chance to 

force them into looking at their own instinc
tive reactions. "I know that those people 
who are booing will be back. They will 
come to the next gig and be totally crazed, 
applauding. At least half of them-or a 
third or whatever-will be back, will buy 
the record and will be our big fans.'' 

It's a mark of Vega's unorthodox vision 
that his decision to work with classic rock 
'n' roll throws people off guard. This is, af
ter all, the man who captivated the Paradise 
one night by singing old Dylan and Presley 
tunes against the support of a maniacally
strumming guitarist (Phil Hawk) and rhy
thm machine tracks. 

His current band, assembled in New York 
to assist in the sessions for Vega's new Col
lision Drive album (Ze/Celluloid), is com
prised of Larry Chaplan (Bass), Sesu Cole
man (Drums), and Mark Kuch· (Guitars). 
"Before the Collision Drive sessions I had 
only worked with them for three weeks," 
Vega says. "That's all it took. They're just 
good musicians. And I had the whole thing 
laid out; I knew what I wanted. If l had ten 
hands I would have done it all myself. I just 
had to show Mark a few things, but Mark's 
just brilliant. You know, he's seen me
he's worked the door at Max's and he's a 
Suicide fan-so he knew my head. 

Collision Drive is a darker, more desper
ate sounding album than last year's Alan Ve
ga. That record set Vega's throaty rockabilly 
s1yling against Phil Hawk's sparsely obtuse 
guitar. When it worked-as it did magnifi
cently on "Juke Box Baby"-the interplay 
between Hawk and Vega was startling. Col
lision Drive has less to offer in the way of 
pure surprise-initially because·Vega's af
finity for rockabilly (present, but well-dis
guised with Suicide) is now expected, and 
because there's no single song as playable as 
"Juke Box Baby.'' Vega feels that the al
bum is more unified than his previous ef
forts. "To me, an album should try to make 
a statemenl on all levels. .'' 

The album's crux is the two versions of a 
single song, "Magdalena 82," which begins 
the record, and "Magdalena 83," which 
starts side two. The first is a rockabilly ver
sion, the second closer to heavy metal. "I 
actually had four versions. You see, in the 
production I knew what I wanted, but I 
couldn't get it. I went through a whole week 
when I thought I'd lost the record-the first 
four days' takes were incredible and I knew 
the stuff was there, but it wasn't coming out 
right. Then one day I walked in and said 
'Fuck this.' 'Magdalena' was a completely 
different kind of song, but I changed it 
without changing the instrumentation. I 
eventually ended up with four versions, and 
I liked them all. I kept 'Magdalena 83 ' be
cause that was the breakthrough. Then I 

kept 'Magdalena 82' because that was the 
more country and western version. I had to 
have both." 

Alan is not sure who among the Pretend
ers is responsible for adding them to the 
tour, but rumor has it that Chrissie cut dead 
a backstage crewman who'd said something 
bad about the band. A swing on the West 
Coast is possible, but not likely. Alan is 
mostly inte.rested in stretching out the new 
band and is talking seriously of moving to 
Boston once this tour is completed. "It's a 
great city. When I was you_nger, I was doing 
a lot of traveling-Canada, up North-then 
I came down and swung into Boston. I 
wasn't planning to stay more than a day or 
two, but I got caught up for about three 
months. I always wondered why ... There's 
an overall view in this citv. The thinking, 
1hi~s that came out of New England: poli
tics, philosophy. A lot of thinking came out 
of New England." 

Vega has tentative plans to record his 
next album in the Boston area. According 
to one report he recorded a number of 
tracks with the Cars on this very visit. And 
with friends like Ric Ocasek prodding him 
("I want you to call me every week," Alan 
1old Ric after the show, "and remind me 
that 1 should come up here. That's what I 
need.''), there's a strong possibility that one 
of the most creative members of the New 
York scene may be on a collision course 
with Boston . 
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THE 

by Sheena 

"The Beats survived. They no! only sur
vived, they prevailed. . The Beats had be
hind them the force of a long, rich and 
deeply American tradition." 
-Bruce Cook, The Beat Generation 

Suddenly, it's okay to be American 
again. 

While overseas the synthesizer onslaught 
buoys falsetto whinings of "tainted love," 
American music is in the clutches of a minor 
bu! impassioned renaissance. Although 
their message is just beginning to be heard, 
bands like the Cramps, X and the Blasters 
have for years been spearheading a heart
felt publicity campaign for American de
rived music. Recently, a quartet out of 
Memphis called Panther Burns (named af
ter a highway in the Magnolia state) has 
been unearthed as a vital addition to the 
crusade. 

On the surface it might seem like just an· 
other case of escapist revivalism. Their de
but album, Behind the Magnolia Curtain is 
a good dance record that draws on Ameri
can "roots" music like electric blues, rock 
'n' roll, and rockabilly. If the Burns were 
from the UK, where watered·down revival· 
ist bands like the Stray Cats, Rockats and 
Polecats are so much in evidence, then they 
might legitimately be viewed as yet another · 
group riding the rockabilly bandwagon. But 
they're not. The Panther Burns are from 
Memphis and that's a story in itself. 

"It's not happening in Memphis,'' bass· 
ist Ron Miller reports. "As far as I know we 
are the only young rockabilly band in Mem· 
phis. If you know somebody else, let me 
know! There are a few old guys like Charlie 
Feathers who play out, but right now we're 
the only ones of our generation at all inter
ested in rockabilly, 

''There's still a group of black musicians 
in the country who are playing indigenous 

· music," Miller continues, "but the white ci· 
ty kids are the same everywhere, watching 
TV and listening to Pat Benatar and Molly 
Hatchett. The culture has become so homo· 
genized that indigenous music has no place 
even in Memphis," 

The Panther Burns' wiry vocalist Tav 
(um, Gustavo) Falco is leery of the idea of 
any movement to revive traditional forms 
and shies away from anything so premedi· 
tated: "I'm not sure the things fueling the 
Gun Club, who we really like, or X, are the 
same things fueling us." 

"I wish people would consider the songs 
we play, the tunes themselves,'' Miller adds. 
''If you see a review of a classical recital, 
they discuss every song, the music itself." 

Easier said than done. The concert at 
Streets was a bit of a disappointment after. 

the album and all the rave reviews I'd read 
elsewhere. A mad hash of ooise and rhy. 
thm, raw and uneven, is not easily analyzed 
song by song. As on their album, their ap· 
proach is unstructured and the standout 
songs were the ones that went all out. . the 
no-hold·barred craziness or "Come on Lit· 
tie Mama" and "Teenage Heart" or the 
rambling, grating, overcharged ''Bourgeois 
Blues," 

And if they ask to be considered from a 
purely musical standpoint, Falco and com· 
pany come with trappings that remain a big 
part of their appeal. Recently the band 
played New York 's Mudd Club in a "Beat 
Night'' performance that featured poetry 
by fifties' Beat poets Allen Ginsberg, Ed 
Sanders and Tully Kupferberg. Panther 
Burns has a collective stance similar to that 
of the bohemians of the 1950's: advocacy of 
personal and sexual freedom, political left. 
ism, a prou:st spirit, and an alienation from 
mainstream American culture. Falco (who 
often quotes Ginsberg's celebrated poem 
"Howl" in performance) feels these are 
ideas whose time has come around again, 

"We all came up reading Beat literature 
and listening to jazz,'' claims Miller. ''The 
group is a Memphis group, but it's really a 
cosmopolitan aggregation. When I came to 
Memphis to play with the Memphis Sym
phony [he is still a member on leave], the 
only person I knew was Alex Chilton. Alex 
once lived upstairs from me when I went to 
school in New York City, He invited me 
over to play one night with Tav, and I dis
covered I'd been neglecting this opportuni· 
ty to create my own music. I'd played a lot 
of jazz and had forgotten, until Panther 
Burns, how much fun it was. We're from 
the same ideological background, but in a 
very diverse fashion; we all have alternative 
artistic channels.'' 

Falco became involved with blues by vid· 
cotaping country blues players during the 
mid 1970s, and he still docs work in this 
area, He sees parallels between the rough
edged music of Panther Burns and the "un· 
tamed'' medium of video: ''Video is so new 
that there is lots of experimentation, it can 
be as 'raw' as you like-there isn't that 
much of a separation between the two 
forms [music and video)." Falco is enthu
siastic about using these videos in conjunc
tion with his performances and to replace 
the stagey stuff being supplied by record 
companies. 

Clearly Falco and his band aren't just a 
bunch of good old boys doing Roy Orbison 
covers, but is the whole thing as intellectu· 
alized as the background suggests? I asked 
Falco what he thought about a recent New 
York Times article stressing the parallels be· 
tween the Reagan and Eisenhower eras and 
between Panther Burns and the Beat tradi· 
tion. "I didn't start playing this music out 
of a vacuum,'' he replied, ''but we're not 
particularly dogmatic about it, because the 
poetry and the literature of the time isn't 
dogmatic-it's soontaneous. '' 

''I don't have a really intellectualized mis· 
s10n about all this music, I was simply at
fected by it, it's an American form and we 
want to ex.press what the music means to us. 
This is just the kind' of music we play." 
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RED ROCKERS 

by Sheena 

"Red Rockers? Helf, they're a Clash cov
er band-The White Riots." 

-A friend of a friend 

Let's get it straight from the start. The 
Red Rockers are not the real thing. Believe 
me, I'm as disappointed as the next person, 
but it's no use pretending: despite necker
chiefs, tightly structured songs and an ideo
logically fashionable slant, the Red Rockers 
are merely the first successful exploitation 
of the new American subculture's taste for 
"rock with revolution." 

By absorbing the insignia and the slogans 
of some of their more committed colleagues ' 
and modelling themselves after an eminent
ly correct predecessor, the Clash (artful 
practitioners of guitar-heroics themselves), 
the Rockers have assured both their hipness 
to the current generation of record-buying, 
concert-attending rebels and their accessi
bility to the post '77 crowd. 

It was almost a year and a half ago that I 
first heard the Red Rockers debut single 
"Guns of Revolution" on a radio station in 
California. "An underground classic!" ex
claimed John Griffith, the band's lead voc
alist and guitarist I and most loquacious 
member who was more than a little punch
drunk with the impressive turnout at Spit 
and the unexpected enthusiasm that greeted 
his band. "We only pressed about I,(X)() of 
those singles, so only a few DJs have them, 
they're really hard to get ahold of, which is 
what we wanted." The sound on that single 
is crunchier, rougher than the album ver
sion. And at the time, the idea of a revolu
tionary band from New Orleans seemed like 
a good one-a real cry from the American 
backwaters. But it wasn't until much later, 
after they'd left Louisiana for California, 
that the Rockers resurfaced with a polished 
LP on 415 Records. 

The Red Rockers may not be exactly cal
culating, but in the grueling and risky rock 
and roll game, they certainly have played 
their cards right, especially considering that 
this is the first band for all of them. In be
tween swigs of Jack Daniels John offered a 
brief history, a transcontinental success 
story that he's almost nonchalant about. 
How did the Red Rockers overcome the 
"regionalism" that afflicts most bands? 

Guns 01 Disappointment 

RedRocken 

"I've always been mobile. I grew up in ous effort is itself so viable? Enough com
Memphis, Houston, California-01y father parison between the Red Rockers and the 
works for an oil company. And Darren Clash have been made already-the relent
[Hill, the bassist], he's lived everywhere- less drumming; the dueling, ringing guitars; 
even South Africa. Only James [Singletary, one critic even points to the parallel use of 
the guitarist) has always been in New Or- the "Battle Hymn of the Republic" for the 
leans. Jeff, our drummer on the single, was intro to the Red Rockers' "Dead Heroes" 
from New Orleans too, but when we'd and the Clash's use of "When Johnny 
reached our limit in New Orleans it was no Comes Marching Home Again" for "Eng- · 
problem to' say, 'Let's go west.' We did a lish Civil War." This is the accusation that 
tour, heading for LA; in Texas Jeff left to most plagues the band. John Griffith 
go skiing in Colorado and we just lost him. looked dismayed: "I don't see how anyone 
So when we got to LA we called Poshboy to who's really listened to our album can say 
see if they could help us with finding a we sound like the Clash." But a lot of peo
drummer. The operator on the answering pie are making the comparison, even after 
service was Patrick [Butler Jones, the one listen. "Maybe it's the voice-Strum
band's current drummer] and he said he was • mer's got a raspy, scratchy voice too. Biit 
interested. He came down to a practice ar.d the album, I don't know. On stage we're 
ended up saying, 'I'll do it!' Everything just much more aggressive . You'll be blown 
fell together then." away ... They're videoing everything to-

A few difficult months of camping out in night.'' 
girlfriends' apartments, haggling for gigs On stage at the moment, goofy Bebe 
and competing in the difficult LA scene fol- Buell is belting out her set; she played the 
lowed. The big turning point was playing in night before in Worcester with the Rockers.· 
San Francisco-"San Francisco is the town Despite the incongruity of the line-up, the 
where we r·eally broke," John explained. Rockers are polite to the Buell entourage, a 
"Howie Klein {President of 415 Records guise one band member lets slip in a radio 
and a San Francisco 'force'] saw us, liked interview the next day (then, thinking they 
us. We were really well received, playing the were off the air, the other band members 
Mabuhay and the Stone Clubs. Jello Biafra chided the detractor for demonstrating such 
came down to a gig and yodeled for us-he bad P.R. manners-an inside look at image 
was friendly and helpful." The Red Rock· maintenance}. 
ers were on their way. This was Klein's first As Buell's set ended, the band got jump
''hard'' band for 415, but his influence and ier. Local girlfriends stopped backstage. 
endorsement are significant to any young More Jack Daniels. I asked John about the 
band. Not long after, the band was in the politics that inspired the name "Red Rock
studio in San Francisco, recording their al- ers"; his answer might have redeemed ev-
bum, Condition Red, in little over a week. erything.- "Well, we had a really stupid 
Patrick grimaced, reflecting on the album. name before, and one day at practice some-
"We had David Kahne produce it because one came up with 'Red Rockers' so we 
he was cheap. But he overproduced us-he changed our name." What was the old 
was used to working with bands like Romeo name? Griffith looks sheepish. "Uh. 
Void-there's this flushed-over sound to Ratface." So much for the Marxist ideolo-
our album." 

That is also my objection to the album. 
The sound is amazingly slick. It aims for the 
same clarion call-to-arms sound of the 
Clash's Give 'Em Enough Rope, and suc
ceeds to a disconcerting degree. Part of the 
charm of. the American musical revitaliza
tion (via the scores of new LA/DC bands} 
is their American-ness. It's not '77 revisited; 
some of the themes are the same, but the 
new American groups don't sound like the 
Pistols or the Clash. It's 1982, USA, under
scored. Why try to revive and transplant the 
'77 English scene when the current indigen·_ 

gical roots. Other than the "society sucks" 
lyrics which are standard rock and roll fare, 
there's little or no political basis to all the 
''guns of revolution'' pronouncements. 

The Rockers worked up a lather during 
their set; the capacity crowd was ecstatic. 
"My God, he's drinking Southern Com
fort," said the woman next to me as Grif
fith waved his whiskey bottle around. He 
wasn't, but he may as well have been drink
ing that preferred beverage of southern rock 
groups-the content of the performance 
was nearly as predictable. The crowd salut· 
ed the crashing chords, Singletary's leaps, 

Griffith's snarling. "Teenage Under
ground" and "Can You Hear Me" ignited 
the first part of the set, but songs like 
"Hold On" and "Condition Red" were 
lost in the blur. They dedicated 'White 
Law" to all the black people in the audi
ence. There were none. A mandatory dance 
floor scuffle broke out. Patrick pointed to 
the band's large roadie-"This is Sky, he's 
a big motherfucker." The scuffle ended. 
The whole event seemed, to borrow a 
phrase, hollow inside. I was depressed to 
see so many people clamoring for more of 
this heady stuff. 

How revoluti0nary can it have been when 
Andy Paley was backstage by Howie Klein's 
arrangement, preparing to produce the 
band's next single? John denied that 
they've chosen a producer. "415 is really 
anxious for us to put out a single very soon. 
So we're going into the studio again after 
this tour. The song's not written, but it'll be 
about ending fighting on the dance floor. 
Something like 'United We Stand, Fighting 
We Fall.' It's because New Orleans is a real
ly violent scene-everyone's into 'making 
the LA scene.' There's one club and three 
different 'scenes' have to share it, so there's 
violence." There are other New Orleans 
bands like the Rockers? "Shellshock, 
they're good, they have a single out. The 
Look, which is now the, News, are okay." 
And how do the Red Rockers fit into the 
overall national scene of young, fast, dis
satisfied bands? "For us, LA is as good as 
San Francisco. We're not from LA or DC, 
so people have just decided that we're not 
as hardcore. Everything's hype, and we've 
had a lot of hype, a lot of word of mouth, 
thouh, especially in Boston and LA and 
New Orleans." 

The band grouped for some post.gig cri
ticism, each analyzing the others' work: 
"The guitar sounded really weird, especial
ly on 'Folsom Prison Blues'." Singletary 
sounded discouraged. But it was past 2 
a.m., and party time. I give the band direc
tions-they're enthusiastic and grateful. 
Which is the whole problem. If they would 
just own up to being an energetic, compe· 
tent band, that would be one thing. But the 
appropriation of territory better charted by 
bands less part of the establishment is un
fair, especially when the Red ROCkers are 
making a better living from it than anyone. 
No one should scream about "Desperate 
Living'' who hasn't actually been there. 
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SEX 
EXECS: 

Button 
Down 
Beat 

It's a Saturday night "at the bottom of the Hub," 
the Honey Lounge, and the Sex Execs are about to go 
on. 

"Rhythm is their religion," the announcer says. 
"Ladies and gentlemen, the men with the button 
down beat. " 

The Sex Execs file out. Led by Walter Clay, for
merly of the Peytons, the band certainly does have a 
"button down" look ....... jackets and ties are the uni
form here. 

Their music is fast, furious, and infectious. Their 
songs are short: one barely sinks in before another 
one begins. "Mystery" is quite catchy, as is the sax 
break in "Judy at the Worlds Fair." And to complete 
a set they might throw in an Annette Funicello song 
or their own cabaret act, "You're Still Sentimental to 
Me." 

On this particular night, one of their heroes has 
turned up. Jonathan Richman, introduced alternate
ly as Ric Ocasek or Bruce Springsteen, jumped on 
stage to back them up on some songs. (The bartender 
leaned over to ask, "Is that really Ric Ocasek?") 

The Sex Execs go in all different directions when 
onstage: Walter Clay's Brian Ferry-like persona is 
framed by the antics of organist TCd Pine and guitar-
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isl and saxophonist Sean Slade. Guitarist Andrew 
Barnaby is Brian Jones circa 1962: he looks up to grin 
or brush his hair away from his eyes . 

Between songs they all talk at once. The topic of 
the evening is the recent Boston Globe Calendar ar
ticle, which admonished the Sex Execs for mention
ing a Greek battle and accused them of having an 
English pinhead mentality. 

Predictably, there were quite a few pinhead refer
ences, and between sets they played a tape of the Ra
mones' "I Don't Wanna Be A Pinhead No More." 

"We don't mind," guitarist Andrew Barnaby 
shrugged good naturedly. "I guess we got a kick in 
the pants.'' 

"The Sex Execs started out as Walter Clay and the 
Sex Execs," he explains, "a joke band trashing the 
whole punk thing. We came out and played Dean 
Martin songs, and it was great. 

"We like all kinds of music. It shouldn't be like, 
when people are listening to a punk station and a dis
co or funk song comes on they call up the DJ scream
ing. 

"We play pop," Andrew Barnaby says, "because 
what did you listen to when you were a little kid lying 
in bed listening to the radio? The Beatles, great stuff 
like that. Pop.'' 
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BACK ISSUES 

Boston Rock Back Issues 
#1. Neighborhoods, Pi!, Suicide, Rick 
Harte. 
#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Sclecter, Orchestral ~noeuvres. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. I, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K . Beat, 
Feelies, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the 
Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, Stranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, 
Carlene Carter, Monochrome Set, 
Fingerprintz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buzzcocks pt. I, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian 
Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks 
pt. 2, dang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 
the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, 
Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11. Elvis Costello pt. 1, Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, Winwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 
Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kennedys, Insect Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbert, 
Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 

#JS. Adam and the Anis, Pearl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnymen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, 
Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Eventworks, 
Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam Interview, Atlantics, 
John Cale, Joe Ely, Plane! Street, 
UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
Robert Klein 
#19. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods 
Breakup, Billy Idol, Fad Gadget, Plas
tics, Boston Punk Scene, Readers Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, Stampers, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, Ventures, Letter from Mar
tin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Guide. 
#21. Prelenders Interview, Psychedelic 
Furs, City Thrills, Killing Joke, 
Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johansen, T. 
Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy 
Williams. 
#22. Specials, GoGo's, X, Neats) Edith 
Massey, Lydia Lunch, November 
Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson, Peter 
Hammill, Rich Anzalone, England '81. 
#23. Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, 
Malcolm McLaren Interview, Romeo 
Void, The Blasters, Ian Hunter, Willie 
Alexander, SS Decontrol, Sleepy 
LaBeef, 007, dBs. 
#24. J. Geils Interview, Devo, Tom 
Verlaine, Dangerous Birds, Trade
marks, Boston Hardcore, The Rings, 
New Order, Phil Gentili. 
#25. Black Flag Interview, Readers 
Poll Results, Pete Shelley, Gun Club, 
Berlin Airlift, Local Band Review #, 
Cramps, Elvis, Raybeats, Grace Jones, 
Salem Sound, Legal advice. 

---------------------------------------7 
Send $2.00 per issue or $5.00 for three issues (includes 1 

postage) to: Boston Rock, 268 Newbury Street, Boston, 
MA 02116. 

Please send me the following back issues of Boston 
Rock: _________________ _ 
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After the across-the-board success of 
ll their first two albums the B-52's had two 
1 options. They could crank out variations of 

''Rock Lobster,'' or they could explore new 
I territory. On Mesopotamia, their first stu

dio release in 18 months, the B-52's wisely 
chose the uncertain path. 

Mesopotamia shows the band's darker 
i side. Its six songs are brooding, moody 

dance-trance pieces which strike at both the 
head and the feet. David Byrne's produc
tion downplays the gimmicks and quirks of 
the band's earlier work, and incorporates 
some of the tricks he picked up on his own 
Bush of Ghosts project. The overall sound 
is more challenging, and heralds an import
ant transition for the B-52's. Listen to it in 
the dark. (Ed Slota) 

The Incredible Casuals -----
MONEY WON'T BUY YOU HAPPINESS 
b/w Meanwhile 
(Red Rooster, 45) 

Formerly Travis Shook and the Club 
1 Wow, The Incredible Casuals' initial release 
f on Red Rooster might be described as Easy 
• Listening Old Wave Rock-and that's not 

r 1 meant to be construed perjoratively. The 
~ sound of both sides of this single harkens 

back to the lighter side of mid-60's pop/ 
1 rock a la The Byrds and The Sear'chers at 
I their most melodic. "Money" is the obvi-

ous plug side being a bit punchier than 
' ''Meanwhile.'' Though both tunes are good 
i listening and easily danceable, both also 
t suffer from undermixed vocals. While one 
t can make out the lyrics, it would greatly im-

prove public reception if the vocals were a 
bit more up front. A remix is recommended 
as the tunes are good. (Jon McAuliffe) 

On every listen this records sounds differ
ent to me. I like it, I love it, I'm indifferent. 
As compilations go, it rates high: not great, 
but very, very good. 

Side one is the rock side. Social Distor
tion, Legal Weapon, Red Cross (what com
pilation aren't they on?), and Modern War
fare all do tuneful, competent hard rock. 
Quite a spectrum of styles is exhibited 
though, from Social Distortion's heavy me
tal to Legal Weapon's wacky pop. Secret 
Hate leans to hardcore with a decidely Dead 
Kennedys flavor and provides the best cuts 
on this side. Finally, the Conservatives 
churn up sqme okay, catchy, fast punk. 

Side two is the ghoul groove side. Spooks 
aside, it's very danceable stuff. 45 Grave 
has some great ideas that are put to use on 
"Evil" (funk-rock, maybe?) and "45 
Grave" (punk-pop, perhaps?). Christian 
Death does the dirge with "Dogs," but old
timers Rhino 39 limp out on some fast-pop 
-blah. Super Heroines are the punkiest of 
the lot but not to their advantage. And the 
winner is: 100 Flowers with "Reject Your
self." Simple, sloppy, snarling, brilliant, 
hypnotic rock. Buy it! Recommended. 
(Mr.BJ 

SoftCell---------
Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret 
(Phonogram, LP) 

Unfortunately, another album whose hit 
single overpowers the rest of the material. 
Except for "Say Hello, Wave Goodbye," 
the songs on Non-Stop Cabaret are unmem
orable. "Tainted Love"'s catchy dance 
rhythms compared to the self-indulgent 
''Sex Dwarf" emphasize the rest of the al
bum's mediocrity. (Julie Panebianco) 

Theatre otH•te-------
DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE WEST
WORLD b/w Propaganda 
(Burning Rome, import 45) 

With two live albums and four singles to 
their credit, Theatre of Hate had established 
a well-deserved reputation as one of Eng
land's best punk bands. With "Westworld" 
that reputation crumbles. 

"Westworld" is a bombastic plod. Not 
even the excellent vocals of Kirk Brandon 
(formerly of the Pack) can save it. The fail
ure is mostly the fault of the producer, Mick 
Jones. The very strength of the live LP's 
was their sparseness. The group displayed 
unflinching bravery-unafraid to be caught 
with its pants down. Jones has cleaned up 
their sound until they can hardly be recog
nzied from their past attempts. "Do you be
lieve in the westworld?" asks Brandon. The 
westworld, maybe; studio trickery, no way. 

On the.other hand, er, side, "Propagan
da" is just the sort of sub-level thrash I was 
hoping for. Both songs are taken from the 
upcoming Westworld LP, a record which 
could be fantastic. Let's hope that Jones 
doesn't botch up the job. (Gerard Cosloy) 

neJ•m---------
TOWN CALLED MALICE b/w Precious 
(Polydor, import 45) 

A lot of people who are "into new mu
sic" like to ride high with groups or people 
on their way up and then drop them or.-:-,: 
they've achieved some sort of status. Not so 
with this reviewer! 

When groups like The Jam try new exper
iments in their music, I say more power to 
them! The Jam's latest is a record some 
people will love, some will hate, and sadly, 
some will never hear due to radio stations 
that program for the lower extremities of 
the body instead of for the mind. "Town 
Called Malice" is an uptempo tune with a 
beat to get your body moving and fingers 
snappin'. With its Squeeze/ Elvis Costello 
type organ (reminiscent of a merry-go
round) and its ba-da-ba's and oo-yeahs, the 
music is as optimistic as the message: "Time 
is short and life keeps going-it's up to us 
to change this town called malice ... "Ooo
Yeah! 

On "Precious" Weller and the boys give 
us a song as funky as the "Theme From 
Shaft." Flip this piece of vinyl over and 
groove, man!!! (Rich Anzalone) 

Youth Brigade--------
Possible 
(DiscnorC1, EP) 

Washington D.C. 's distinctive Dischord 
record label has done it again. Most of 
Youth Brigade's songs are standard hard
core headbangers. Packing the biggest 
punch is "No Song," a stinging attack on 
religion: "You give me a Bible/ Take away 
my freedom/No rights, no choice/Nothing 
but religion." "Barbed Wire" opens hyp
notically with an echoed bass line and 
quickly grinds into overdrive. Also worth 
noting are "Wrong Decision" and "Point 
of View. " 

Unfortunately this is a memorial record 
~----------------------------,1 that was released two months ago after the 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and performance: 

copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge,Mass.02138 (617) 4924400 

band broke up. Vocalist Nathan Strejcek, 
of Teen Idols fame, reminds me of Boston's 
own Springa. I would have liked to have 
heard more. (Jon Anastas) 

Cholrlnvlslblle--------
Choir Invisible 
(Frontier, LP) 

Although hailing from LA, Choir Invisi
ble offer up an amalgam of Britwave ap
proaches in their music. The vocalist man

. ages a convincing Howard Devoto imper
sonation most of the time. This, coupled 
with competently rendered walls of orittle 
guitar textures ought to give anybody one 
hell of a Magazine deja vu. The remaining 
sonic space is filled with a bit of / 54-period 
Wire, a tad of XTC, dribs and drabs of U2, 
and ... well, you get the idea. Overall, a 
well-executed disk, with no real surprises. 

+1-----------------------------, (Jim Puccio) 

Lou Miami , 
FASCIST LOVER b/w To Sir With Love 
(Final Vinyl, local 45) 

I waited a long time for this single, and I 
wasn't disappointed. "Fascist Lover" is a 
fast paced soap opera, the tale of an ill
fated Latin American visit. A few liberties 
have been taken with the lyrics of "To Sir 
Wi1h Love," changing the song's meaning 
entirely: 
"When I'm tied up in the lumber yard 
those two-by-fours are ripping through my 

spine 
I kind of blow my cool, I scream 
I love you sir, I love you sir, I love you sir.'' 

If you dissect this record into its compon
ents, each one seems flawed. The vocals are 
off-key and affected, and the production 
only allows snare, bass and vocals to be 
heard. Happily, the chemistry is just right 
and the result near-perfect. Was it genius or 
merely luck? Buy it and decide for yourself. 
(John Brusger) 

TV21----------
A Thin Red Line 
(Deram, LP) 

TV21 is an excellent band, talented in 
musicianship and craftsmanship. Their two 
singles "Snakes and Ladders" and "Some
thing's Wrong," both present here, estab
lished them as an intelligent quintet from 
the Echo/Cure school of near-psychedelia. 
Whal makes TV21 different is their rock
ing; many of their songs are extremely fast 
paced and danceable, some even angry. 
This doesn't mean they sacrifice any of the 
meditative sound of these other bands-it's 
just faster. (Tom Gilroy) 

The Angry Young Bees-----
YOU'RE NOT TALKING TO ME b/w 
Square One 
(Beeswax, 45) 

The best monikers in rock & roll have al
ways been the most lighthearted: Moby 
Grape, Beatles, Flamin' Groovies, Tweak & 
The Dipsters. However, in all my years of 
observing and listening to rock & roll, I 
don't think I've ever heard a better group 
name than The Angry Young Bees. I mean, 
hey! It's great! Ya smile the first time you 
hear it. People will listen to this band if only 
to hear what Bee Music sounds like. Well, 
like the name, the music is wonderful too: 
melodic, danceable rock & roll with a hook 
and which is fun without being silly, like all 
too little rock & roll these days. 

Personally, I prefer the B side (Bis hardly 
my pun as the label to both sides of this 45 
are listed as being BEE SIDES), "Square 
One," to the plug side, "You're Not Talk
ing to Me," which is more commercial, 
though no less rockin' of the two. This band 
would never get away with being this cute if 
they weren't extremely good. Your two 
bucks will be well spent on this one. (Jon 
McAuliffe) 
Agent Orange--------
Living in Darkness 
(Posh Boy, LP) 

Maybe it's just my imagination, but plen
ty of these West Coast bands seem to be 
more concerned with looking like rock stars 
than making music. After noticing similar 
tendencies in TSOL, Red Rockers and SVT, 
to name a few, Agent Orange make me 
wonder why I was complaining. Cool name 
aside, Agent Orang'e are nothing more than 
a heavy metal band with a shorter haricut. 
"Misirlou" is an instrumental cure for in
somnia, a California youngster trying very 
hard to impress us with his guitar ability 
(the new Mick Jones or Jimmy Page?). An
ger is feigned throughout and the results 
aren't very convincing. 

It's not without its bright spots though. 
"Too Young to Die" slashes around fairly 
capably. "Everything Turns Grey" is ac
ceptable AOR drivel. ''Living In Darkness'' 
is an angst-filled tirade against something, a 
reject from the old La Peste or Outlets 
songbooks. Don't get me wrong, I've noth
ing against "rock" bands. I just prefer 
those that don't break off midsong to peek 
at the textbook to make sure they haven't 

. screwed up. (Gerard Cosloy) 
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by John Brusger 

Welcome to my humble column, a fea
ture slated to appear in each issue of Boston 
Rock. My purpose is to enlighten and enter
tain using descriptive prose and incisive cri
ticism. My subject is records released by in
dependent American record labels. Natural
ly I can't review everything, so I plan to re
strict myself as follows. First priority goes 
to records I like and records I think are 
good. Next, I mix in a few records of a bi
zarre and whimsical nature-the unfathom
able and the absurd. Finally, I add a few 
losers, since like most critics I enjoy slash
ing an unworthy band's career to ribbons 
with but a few well-chosen words. 

How does a record receive this, the high
est of honors? The first step is for me to buy 
it, or for the band to mail it to me, so keep 
those cards, letters and promo records roll
ing in. The next step is a secret process, one 
known only to me, so don't bother asking. 

Bye-bye. 

The Voice of Muck 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, Mass. 02116 

BOBBYSOX 
Hate in the 80's/Scavenger of Death 
VVV Records 
3114 Monticello 
Dallas, TX 75205 

"Look Out!" 
This record begins with that fearsome 

cry, and they mean it. Only Texans can pro
duce a single like this. Contorted, dement
ed vocals, a throbbing plodding rhythm sec
tion, sicko lyrics-protect your brain from 
this one, people. This is the sound rolling 
meat must make. 

POPE PAUL POT 
4 song EP Adventures in Plastic TV Land 
No Fidelity 
I 029 Pardee St. 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

Musical trash of the low'est grade-the 
type I'm so very fond of. They take the voc
al tracks from TV commercials and add 
electronic "music" (bleeps). Next time they 
do a dub version. Could this be what hap
pened to the Uncommitted? 

GARY PANTER 
Italian Sunglass Movie/Tornader to the Ta
ter 
Index 
Box 944 
LA, CA90028 

Gary is a graphic artist whose work you 
may have seen adorning some of Ralph Re
cords' products. The single comes in a lim
ited edition four color fold-out poster 
sleeve, which he designed, and which is, as 
we all expected, much better than the record 
itself. 

THE SALVATION ARMY 
Mind Gardens/Happy Happened 
New Alliance Records 
Box 21 
San Pedro, CA 90733 

A neat little single which resists being pi
geonholed. A mixture of psychedelia, pop, 
garage rock and punk which left me want
ing more. 

TOXIC REASONS 
Ghost Town/Killer/Noise Boys 
Risky Records 
1133 Brown St. 
Dayton, OH 45409 

"Ghost Town" is definitely a winner. 
The execution is mostly responsible for the 
success. It builds up and releases tension by 
alternating slow and fast segments. The 
slow have the white reggae style with rough 
but expressive vocals, and the fast are hard
core with screaming. The only fault I can 
pick at is that the vocals are weaker on the 
fast segments. 

The other 1wo songs have a strong Eng-

lish hardcore flavor to them, complete with 
sore throat vocals. 

OVENMEN 
Rock Against Racism/Reagan and the Rea
ganites/Do or Die Situation 
Oven Hot Records 
144 Broadway 6th Floor 
WiUiamsburg, NY 11211 

This record was handed to me by some
one dressed like an Andy Warhol print. I 
don't like the vocals, and the compositions 
aren't great shakes, but there is one saving 
grace. The keyboard sound is unique, per
haps an extra cheap and poorly recorded 
Farfisa, and the riffs are right out of the 
garage primer. The result is a sound I can't 
resist. 

THE WIPERS 
LP: Youth of America 
Park Avenue Records 
Box 14947 
Portland, Oregon 97214 

I shall now add my voice to the chorus of 
critics acclaiming this LP. It would make an 
excellent soundtrack. The bass and drum 
section lays down a beat which even got me 
moving, while the guitar occupies itself with 
creating an irresistable wave of tension. 

LAW AND ORDER 
12 song 7" EP 
1219 Robinhood Circle 
Baltimore, MD 21204 

This single conjures up the vision of four 
young men in their garage, thrashing about 
madly. The songs feature some of the usual 
hardcore themes (violence, self-destruction, 
war) delivered in a semi-serious manner. 

On one song they do a fadeout, probably 
the first in hardcore history, making me 
wonder what horrible mistake must have 
happened at the end of the song. 

YOUTH BRIGADE 
8 song 7" EP 
Dischord Records 
c/o Nathan Strejcek 
5701 Sherrier Pl. NW 
Washington D.C. 20016 

Routine hardcore. Not particularly fast 
-it boogies a bit. The vocalist has the Brit
ish style, a hoarse monotonic scream. It 
sounds prelly good otherwise. The last 
song, "No Song II," takes honors for 
shortest song ever: 24/lOOths of a second, 
or the time it takes you to say the word 
"no." 

CRAZY HEARTS 
Limited Edition 4 song 10" EP 
R Records 
202 E. 7th St. 
NYC,NYI0009 

This trio from New York uses synthesiz
er, percussion and shrieks to create mood 
music, the mood apparently that of the sur
vivors of a nuclear holocaust. 

GET SMART 
4 song 7" EP 
Syntax Music 
Box 493 
Lawrence, KS 66044 

Not my cup of tei., but it caught my ear 
because it sounds like it hopped off of the 
Propeller casselle. They produce some 
sparse, arty rhythmic rock with spotty re
sults. The band has two lead singers, the fe
male far superior. Worth a listen. 

THEGERMANSHEPARDS 
S and M Records 
601 Minnesota St. 
S.F., CA 94107 

Mainly biceps and taped vocals mixed in 
the Throbbing Gristle and Cabaret Vol
taire style. One song, ''Message from J.J.," 
is fairly arresting, the vocal purportedly 
that of the late Rev. Jim Jones. 

MORE MUCK ON NEXT PAGE . . . 



by Jim Puccio 

This being the first time I've been allowed 
to congregate with myself in these pages 
(thanx, guys), 1 think I'll celebrate by hand
ing out a few cigars. 

For refreshingly understated synthetic 
pop: 
John Orsi 
"Patience in Exile" b/w "Geo lnvestigo" 
(Lilith, local 45) 
Wrinklemuzik 
A Move to the Right 
(Exit Studio, domestic 7" EP) 

Unusually warm-feeling, surprisingly 
tuneful minimalist electropop from the 
Northeast is what you'll find etched in the 
grooves of these records, both of which 
ought to appeal to the sort of people who 
get off on concise stuff like Thomas Dol
by's "Urges" single. 

Orsi's "Patience in Exile" is upbeat yet 
haunting, with oddly-phrased vocals sound
ing at times Jike some foreign language but 
still decipherable as English-thereby win
ning him an extra cigar. I hear tell this one 
gets a little airplay, so you can try request
ing it. 

Wrinklemuzik is another of those fellows 
that are good with the loops, the synth and 
the e-bow guitar . This very nearly won him 
a second cigar for Most Disappointing Con
cert Cance/lotion of the Month. There will 
however be no excess smokes here due to 
the nasty problem of Ambiguous Politics. 
Tsk, tsk. 

For anachronistic trash culture: 
VonLMO 
Future Language 
(Strazar, domestic LP) 

As it says on the cover, this album is de
dicated to the advancement of the US Space 
Program. Speaking of the cover: Hooooic! 
This one looks just like all those old Ameri
can pressings of Euro records that ended up 
in the Woolworth's bargain bins ofthc70's . 
It even has the boys standing in formation 
in their Deva suits (adorned with the Inter
national Transmitting Symbol for Universal 
Sound) while floating in space. 

The music is of the mondo-distorto sonic 
attack school, combining most of the worst 
clements of Hawkwil\d, Chrome and 
Ground Zero (bands I even like) with riffs 
lifted out of the early Crimson, Gong and 
Van Der Graaf songbooks. This one posi
tively makes the Androids of Mu seem cred
ible, even. 

In short, what we're talking about here is 
simple macho fun for hardcore spaccheads. 
Could be a kick live, with a little model 
glue. 

For unexpected liaisons: 
Various Artists 
Amarcord Nino Rota 
(Hannibal, domestic LP) 

An assortment of jazz greats (like Steve 
Lacy, Gary Windo, Muhal Richard Abrams 
and so forth) perform a tribute to Federico 
Fellini's old soundtrack composer and bud
dy Nino Rota. Nino's dead now, and Felli
ni's films have not been the same since. 
Chris Stein and Deborah Harry make a 
teeny appearance, Carla Bley supplies her 
band and Federico contributes an illustra
tion, some writing, and general support. 
The arrangements arc fairly faithful to
though not identical to-those in the films. 

... muck cont. 

ISMISM 
Attack/Queen J.A.P. 
S.l.N. Records 
Box 253 
Oakland Gardens, NY 11364 

At last, new wave has come to my home
land, Long Island. One of the songs is done 
to the tune of "King Tut," which makes me 
think they still have a few things to learn 
down there. 

For cultural cross-pollenation: 
Tuxedomoon 
"Une Nuit Au Fond de la Frayere" b/w 
"Egypt" 
(Sordidc Sentimental, import 45) 

San Francisco's urban-elcctronics-with
pe:rformancc-art combo treat us to another 
shot of modern alienation, recorded in 
Brussels and released through the French 
underground. 

The A-side wins them extra points for ac
curately portraying the effects of tripping in 
an unfamiliar airport terminal, while the 
flip is more in line with the tradition the 
band has established through their Ralph 
releases: that melancholy of pointless 20th 
century existence anyone will contract at 4 
a.m. , highlighted with a wash ofEraserhead 
organ textures. For added interest, this little 
gem comes packaged in an almost-maga
zine, complete with artwork and intelligent 
commentary. Great stuff. The boys merit a 
cigar apiece for this baby. 

Speaking of cross-cultural activities, New 
York's own semi-French minimalist rockers 
Band Apart deserve special mention for 
putting on a positively riveting show at the 
Media Workshop recently, despite dismal 
audience turnout. A fine band. More about 
them later. 

Finally, for appearing on a lobe/formerly 
dedicated to abstract jazz guitar exp/ora
tions: 
UrangOtan 
UrangOtan 
(Zoar, domestic 12" EP) 

More New York jazz/funk/wave, with an 
exceptional horn section, at times remi
niscent of the old Soft Machine. Although 
the band sizzles live, the record mostly 
comes off kinda flat, mainly due to the pro
duction (lack thereof). Not to demean this 
little platter: in places it does really cook. A 
respectable debut, though / promise they're 
better in concert. 

Well, it wasn't easy getting this out. 
Many thanks to all involved; and stay tuned 
to sec how things develop . .. 

Add...,..: 

John Orsi 
P0B4420 
Riverside, RI 02915 

Wrinklcmuzik 
347 Court Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11231 

Strazar Productions 
41 Union Square West 
New York, NY 10003 

Hannibal Records 
611 Broadway 
New York, NY 10012 

Sordide Sentimental 
34 Rue Louis Ricard 
76CXX> Rouen 
France 

Zoar Records 
29 Park Row 
New York, NY 10038 

HEAD CHEESE 
3 song 7" EP 
Burn Potential Records 
Box 707 
206 South 13th St. 
Phil. PA 19107 

These girls have the sound down pat: tri
bal rhythms, squealing guitar and cater
wauling vocals. Alas, the lyrics had me 
laughing out loud. 

won't buy an ad in Boston Rock 

But ... 
you should still be made aware that 
they have a great new EP out which 
features the hit "Judy." One of the 
best independent records of the 
year. 

Paid for by Mike Dreese 

EI GIITTH ACK HECOHDl'iG rad1" 
6 ~5 B,·at·on SL, K1·nmon· Sq. 

2S4-7071 



I want to see the J. Geils 
Band ... or qualify to 188 
another great rock 'n' roll 
concerti 

I 
I 
I 

Favorite three performers or groups: : 

:~~~~~~============== t==================--: 
~~f~~~~:~===============a ~~~g~~o;o;,;;; {if;::a::n=y=l =============: 
-W:J;_!y_f,~"'!:J-~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_::_-_ -="--"''---"'"ll_~----: 

I I 
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CARS CONT. FROM PAGE 11 

BR: Did you e1·er consider publishinJ!. 
them? 
RIC: They'd like me 10 (laughter). 
BR: I'm sure someone isdyinJ!. 10 ,:el a piece 
of rltem. 
RIC: Sure. But you know what it i'>, i<, that I 
feel I've outgrown the lyrics. or that I can 
,,rite <,Omething. bcucr. Something better 
that'<, llC\\, 

BR: Whal w,H ii like recordinJ!. Shake It 
Up? 
RIC: \.\'ell \\C did it here amid<,! all the con
'>truction which wa<, going on. But unlike 
olhcr rccorch. we didn't do demo<,. We 
didn't pre-record the .,tuff and listen to it 
and then re-record it. In '>Omc ca..,cs like in 
"Since You're Gone" and "Crui'>cr" ~ 
those were demo ... we recorded .,cvcral 
month., before the record and we just left 
'cm. That''> \\hat we're .,hooting for, to 
record ·cm one time and then just take 'cm 
or lca,c 'cm. \\c recorded thirt,:cn <,ong,; 
and lOok ninl.' of 'em. The 01her<, are all 
mixed and ju~t ,itting in the can. There'<, 
one called "~tidnight Dancer" "hich i<, 
prc11y good, but ,,a.,a lit1lc too much to put 
on the ,ame record a, "Dream Away." 
fhcn \\e ju<,t \\Cigh it out and decide which 
one, to put on 1he record. We uwalty end 
up recording more than we need, but ,omc
tirn" put 'cm out on B-<,idc<,. 

HR: Do you hai·e lonx and heared arxu
me111s in the sequencin[!. and mixinf!. srar.e? 
RIC: Not too much. A<, a band, we don't 
ha,c too many heated argumerU!>. We get 
along prelty \\ell. We enjoy tcmion on a 
creati,e level. We're not afraid to yell at 
each other. 13ut we don't have any heavy 
trips between each other. l think every one 
respects each other at a certain level. We 
each think each other to be carmble enough 
to do what we have to do. If people don't 
wam to work on a <,ong, I just drop it. But 
\\e like to work quickly and fre<,h. \\e don't 
e\en like to practice a lot before going in. 
After all, I know hO\\ 10 play all the chord<, 
(laughter)! It'<, not ,o hard to play if you've 
been playing long enough. 
BR: Who's on ro11r wirh you? 
RIC: Nick Lowt· and The Chap<,. \\ hoe\·er 
they arc. 
BR: Well thar should be Jun to //ave Jake 
Rii·iera alonx on fOur! 
RIC: \Veil l don't kno,\ him that \\ell. but 
the people he ._ecm<, to be d0\\11 on arc not 
the other band,. hut mo'>lly like the hall 
promoter'>. 
BR: ... press people (laughter). 
RIC: .. yeah, pre'>'> people. 
UR: Did you e1•er /Jm•e a lot <~f rrouble 011 

rhe road? 
RIC: On our fir'>! tour \\C did. When \\C 

I Drink Alone . .. 
More local band reviews by Mike Dreese 

This time I have a sampling of some of the artier groups in town. Good places to catch 
many of these groups are The Media Workshop, Streets and Mavericks. 

My ratings are: 
FOOT: Overall Catchiness and Dance Potential 
EYE: Stage Presence and Visual Appeal 
BRAIN: Intelligence of Lyrics and Sounds 
EAR: Quality of Overall Sound. 

JAXXT (Mavericks) 
Art attack in the extreme. Too far out for my feeble brain to comprehend. For serious 

listeners only. 
FOOT: 5 EYE: 7 BRAIN:? EAR: 6 

007 (Media Workshop) 
I don't know what's happened to these guys, but they're much improved. Perhaps 

they've finally had enough time to work out their reggae-based sounds. Very catchy and 
Jun/ 
FOOT: 9 EYE: 7 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 8 

SALEM 66 (Mavericks) 
Ex-Map Judy Grunwald leads this arty threesome. They're brand new and show great 

potential, working with unusual but captivating song structures. Good vocals. A little more 
practice and they'll be great. Keep an eye out for them. 
FOOT: 6 EYE: 5 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 5 

HOPELESSLY OBSCURE (Streets) 
. . . with any luck will stay that way. Well, that's a little too severe. These guys use simple 
chords in an energetic boppy form to "go cat go." Silly guitar breaks. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 2 EAR: 5 

V; and LIMBO RACE {Streets, etc.) 
I've already raved about both of these groups, but they deserve more. So go see 'em, 

okay? 

• were at lhe mercy of who ,,c \\Crc opening 
for. You alway\ get that kind of ,hit. Like 
only being able to play for 20 minule'>, no 
.,ound check, and no lighh. It ha<,11'1 
happened lately. 
BR: What do you rhink it is about the rod 
business which seems to brinR 011t rhe worst 
in people? 
RIC: There'., real attitude, out there. Like 
"\\ ho the fuck arc rhey·! They're ju,t 
opening.'' The music bu\inc,._ i'> ,lca,y . 
'>lcazy. 

D.Y.S. 
i (fc.,""'' ,_-If Pr.:cr.denc1!') 

THE CUSTOMS (Streets) 

BR: What do you thmk oJ the emqginR 
hardcore bands? 
RIC: (Sarcastically.) They're all cute. Cute 
boys. Looking for a break. Trying to get 
attention. (More seriously.) But I don't 
kno,,. I suppose any change i'> called for. 
It's nm affecting me. I think Black Flag i, 
intere.,ting. 
BR: They're certainly creatinx a new voup 
of aware music listeners. They may be 
aware of rhe wro11x, rhinx.\, but they cer
lainly _brinx, out a passion which ha.vi 't been 
seen. 
RIC: I' m real anti-violent anyway. All that 
blood and '>lam ruing and violence i'> getting 
to a point where it''> too cra,y. It'<, real 
cra,y out there. I don't think mu'>ic '>hould 
be <,afe by any meam, but I can't ~cc even 
phi]o<,ophit·ally why anyone would be 
drawn into slam-dancing. I'd rather see li\C 
fucking on stage. What's the point of bleed
inf!,? Hurting? You know? I JU'>t don't get 
that part of it. And I don't sec an attraction 
for it. But bizarre looks are okay. 

Ever wanted to see Monoman of the Lyres play drums? Here's your big chance. This 
star-studded band is terrible, terrible! But they know it, and that's what can make them fun 
-for 10 minutes. 
FOOT: 4 EYE: 8 BRAIN: 0 EAR: 2 

WILD STARES (Streets) 
Another group which has changed for the better. A new bassist and drummer give them 

the rhythmic punch they always needed. Combined with contorted vocals, the band's new 
style is much improved and should become even better with time. Not for beginners. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 8 BRAINS: 8 EAR: 7 

CHRISTMAS (Mavericks) 
The art community's answer to SS Decontrol. One of the most creative groups in town. 

Be warned, this group is not for pop music lovers. Judy Grunwald can dance to them, but 
can you?? 
FOOT: 6 EYE: 8 BRAIN: 9 EAR: 7 

DEL FUEGOS (Streets) 
Exuberant but amateurish rockabilly. Their hearts may be in the right places, but I found 

their lack of coherence quite annoying. As Mr. B would say-Not Recommended. 
FOOT: 4 EYE: 8 BRAIN: 4 EAR: 2 

VITAMIN (Mavericks) 
This was their last gig in 8ost01T; they're bound for San Francisco. Their creative rhy

thms will be missed, but hopefully they'll return someday. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 8 BRAIN: 8 EAR: 6 

PUPPET RULERS (Paradise) 
They play mainstream pop, and they're good at it! I was pleasantly surprised by their 

well crafted songs and superb vocals. 
FOOT: 7 EYE: 7 BRAIN: 4 EAR: 9 

BIMBOS (Streets) 
This sort of group represents the wors1 in rock. Straight 3-chord songs with a 101 of fool

ish downing around. But hey, sorie people like to see big stars knocking over amps . 
FOOT: 6 EYE: 6 BRAIN: 2 EAR: J 

DEAD LENNONS (Media Workshop) 
... are the reason some people ask, "How much art can you take?" A bit of over-indul
gence here as a trio of Dark members do Lennon covers. For the hard-of-hearing only. 
FOOT: 2 EYE: J BRAIN: 7 EAR: 7 
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by Michael Hafitz 

About six weeks ago, I was upf;~·: d~-~.: 
Honey L~unge calmin& ~f-?f~0

3a couple of 
ger~lt\.f!irllfe1eii1y my sentence slipped, as I 
fe lt my eyes 1urn to glass. I ran downstairs. 

That was 1he first time I heard V;'s 
"I 926," a brilliant rush of nostalgia soon 
to be part of the new 12" EP on Propeller. 
The other three songs are equally captivat
ing. "David Hild" is a howling tribute to 
the wild drummer Girl, full of humor and 
screaming sadness in just the right dose of 
each. "I Got the Need" pounds a relentless 
psycho rhythm 10 the brain. "Siren" moves 
with a lyrical passion suggestive of Patti 
Smith but musically less compromising. 
"1926," which ends the EP, is the exquisite 
b'eginning of a new rage. Watch as these 
four songs, with minimal promotion, rise to 
the top of the world chart. We wait. 

V;, a band which has chased me out of 
more clubs than any other, never seemed to 
care that an audience was out there. In fact, 
it was as though the group did its best to get 
rid of anyone who might stick around. I 
don't know whether the accessibility of the 
EP was a conscious decision or not, 1 just 
think the record is damn good. 

G.G. Allin, New Hampshire's irrepressi
ble animal, has been circulating a new one 
entitled "You Hate Me & 1 Hate You." 
Yes, well ... You would be hard pressed to 
find many harder driving bands than this 
one, but my _crit of his band last summer 
still stands. Great music, sad attitude. How
ever, when he's not dealing di rect ly with the 
opposite sex, as he is with this nebulous nod 

. . .. ..,dmon, he sounds all nght. 
to .. a,Je'Yroletarlat's "Abstain" received a 
moderate amount of airplay before the sta
tions all took the song's advice. Hence my 
rationale for disregarding the authoritative 
message concerning "After the Rise": DO 
NOT REVIEW. This song jumps with a 
frenetic bass pulse, the lyrics politically hot. 
Thev should put this on vinyl or send it to 
the radio stations! Kcocple of weeks ago, I -
was treated to ten songs, nine of 'cm just 
waiting to be unleashed on an unsuspecting 
Boston. Up 'til now the Proletariat has kept 
a relatively low profile in town, but I think 
that will change soon. An album by the 
Proletariat? Let's hope so. 

When the night begins to fade, and just a 
few close friends are left, what do I put on? 
Roxy Music? Echo and the Bunnymcn? 
Hey, hey, no way ... l send 'cm all home 
with a dose of "Ben Wa Baby" by the 
Hopelessly Obscure. Casualists to the ex
treme in the lazyman's sense, and spear
headed by former Gizmo and disposable 
pop star Kenne Highland, this band defines 
American rock 'n' roll. The chords were set 
right on the spot by guest guitarist Pep Les
ter, who was standing on a bed. Wait! 
That's it. .. B-E-D! Pure genius. The bet
ter critic in this house, my cat, thinks it's 
the best thing she's heard since the Dicta
tors' first LP. After listening to "BWB" 
seven times in a row, she tore around the 
room a few times and dove head first for 
that Epic release, gouging an eight inch 
scratch down the entire second side. 

Speaking of Spearheads, there's a new 
band called Spearhead, Go! Oooh, how 
trendy! "The Bomb Song" is a tidy little 

THANK YOU DOUG SIMMONS 
THANK YOU BOSTON PHOENIX 
1981 - BEST LOCAL RECORDS: 

#6 - TAXI BOYS 
#8 - CllY THRILLS 

BEST LOCAL ANTHOLOGY: 
#4 - "BAY STATE ROCK VOL. #1 - THE SIXTIES" 

~~ .,,.._~ 
STAR-RHYTHM 

pop number about a devastating subject. 
Add it to the list of other bomb songs (Con
trollers, Weirdos, Art Attacks, etc.) but 
rank it last. 

From the state of Washington comes a 
great cassette compilation containing songs 

' from bands throughout the country. The 
idea is to spend a few· bucks on twenty 
American bands instead of "spending big 
bucks on the latest hype from England." 
It's an attitude just as narrow as the Anglo
philes'. Good music can come from any
where. 

maniacs \:mlv. 
After just a couple of listens, it's appar

ent that the new four song demo by Gary 
Shane and the Detour is a vast improvement 
from Shane's last venture, Shane Cham
pagne. This band sounds a lot crisper, at
tacking the standard rock fare with a firm 
conviction that the politically and socially 
irrelevant song will never die. Maybe it 
won't. The potential of this material lies not 
in the content, but the performance. Sharp 
cutting guitars and Shane's strong vocals 
carry it. Best cuts: "I'm a Shark" and 
"Johnny's Coal Train"-gct it? 

"ParaJysis" is a fine first offering from 
local band the Panmounts. The song be
gins with an eerie guitar, the bass pumps it 
up and in fifteen seconds we're into the 
hook. The refrain's a bit too repetitive 
("What is this paralysis" must be repeated 
at least fifty times) but the bass line and 
great resonant background vocals more 
than take up the slack. This should get some 
airplay and I hope to hear other stuff soon. 

The persistent Stereotypes have been re
ceiving lots of praise for their "London 
Brid,1te, '' with its inevitable lyric, and jump
in' rhythm section. The vocalist's affecta
tion puts me off some, but I guess that's my 
problem. Go dance to this one. 

Sub Pop 5 ~appens to be an excellent in
troduction to some of the bands we don't 
get to hear much of. Some of the stuff has 
been released before (Pell Mell, Bruce Pav
ltt, OU Tasters) but most are unreleased 
songs from bands who currently have prod
uct around. As it turns out, the recogniz
able bands have recorded the more compel
ling songs. The Nurses, from the other 
Washington; Jad Fair, half of½ Japanese; 
Sport of Kings, from Chicago; and The Em
barassment, from Wichita, Kansas arc all 
represented. Favorite cuts are Pell Mcll's 
"Spy vs. Spy," already avaifable on their 
highly recommended 12", and "It Saw 
Me," by Mr. Fair. The companion booklet 
has a paragraph on each band. The one on 
the Beakers reads in part as follows: "Oh 
yeah, they were the Gang of Four's favorite 
American group." Did they tell that to ev
eryone they pla"yed with'! Write SUB/POP, 
Lost Music Network, Box 2391, Olympia, 
WA 98507. 

Am I getting old or what? Ten tapes re
viewed and hardly a nasty word in sight. See 

Marblehead's Blind Orphans should just how far I'll go. Send tapes to: Tape Re
open for the next earthquake. Their 500'/o porter c/o Boston Rock 268 Newbury St. 
live, kindamcntal tape is as uncompromis- Boston, MA 02116. ' ' 

Sfru.f.5 w/ Se.d-irm ;JS .. 

Fe.b. ;)..8 Sfre.eJs- a,/ { a.ges 

Mar. l.D f.lonty Lovn9c 

Mar. 13 Cxif 13 w/Mission o.f- Burma. 

Lif orma.fion (r,,17)5;._4.).. 74A 
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0 A TA l E Of CE R l A I N G E NE RA l S ? 

POLICE 
by Julie Panebianco 

Dashing in and out of limousines, scarves 
covering their faces. Backstage at the Bos
ton Garden, waiting to go on, surrounded 
by security guards. Sting, dancing, dressed 
in commando chic, Andy Summers and 
Stuart Copeland in swcatsuit and running 
shorts. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, the Police," and 
the crowd explodes as they run up onto the 
stage, the spotlight wandering to find its 
target. "Just a castaway ... an island lost at 
sea"-Sting singing "Message in the Bot
tle. Copeland and Summ(rs plRying their 
unmistakable blend of pop and reggae. 

The first night of their latest tour of 
the Americas (it will take them through the 
U.S. and South America) went rather well 
for "Tho Band That Got Everything 
Righi," a label Musician tagged them with 
in a recent article. 

And they do seem to get everything right. 
The Police are three talented and photogen· 
ic blondes (albeit dyed) who write songs that 
are so contagious they invade your uncon· 
scious: ''De Do Do Do, De Da Da Da'' 
singsongs in your head whether you want it 
to or not. 

They sounded excellent except for some 
minor volume problems. After coming out 
and assaulting the audience with their top 
of the pops hits, they settled into a long and 
fascinating set. "Invisible Sun," "Walking 
on the Moon," "Spirits in the Material 
World," "Bring on the Night" and their 
encore, ''So Lonely'' were highlights. 

The Police were complemented by a horn 
section that filled their music out nicely. 
Gone arc the days of endless jamming be
cause of lack of materiaJ. In its place are 
lengthened compositions, Sting's remark
able voice, and soaring instrumentals. 

They ran off stage, were wrapped in 
blankets held by their security crew, into the 
limousines, and off to three hundred dollar 
a night hotel suites. And the story goes that 
four years ago when they came to Boston to 
play at the Rat they slept in their van. "The 
Band That Got Everything Right,'' right? And 
they're doing it all again, at the Boston Gar. 
den, April 12. 

STORY 

by Michael Hafitz 

Christ, what a long day it had been. In 
the past fifteen hours, I had managed to gel 
my car towed from the Pharmacity parking 
lot across from StreetS (Beware!), spend 
four hours trying to find the damn thing, 
'88k myself out of my apartment and fall 

8~,""~ ... ~:·:1_k..:_ face first, in a heap of Janu
Certain Gene·rats· t,sgLJ1P~. I was at the 
where in Brookline, totally unPrepareaJar 
an interview and expected to be my usual 
brilliant self. 

"Has anyone ever caJled you 'A Certain 
General'?'' 

"Any more questions?" 
"Uh yea, sure ... Just let me squeeze the 

water out of these socks." 
If I didn't like this band so much I 

would've been home, graciously declining 
invitations to go anywhere. But back in 
September I was privileged 10 hear a five 
song demo cassette from these guys, a tape 
difficull 10 characterize by faction, coun
try, make, model or year. I wanted to talk. 
One song sounded like a surf instrumental, 
one like an outtake from Strange Days and 
still another like a posl·punk pre-funk Man
chester band. Talk about crossing over! Bui 
rather than resorting to mimicking other 
styles, Certain Generals merely give them all 
a cursory nod, paying homage by incorpor
ating them into a sound that is indeed all 
their own. 

Certain Generals are: ex 8-Girl Marcy 
Saddy, drums, percussion and vocals, Tex· 
an and former Corvair Phil Gammage, gui· 
tar and vocals, Parker Dulany, crazed sinP· 
er/poet, and bass player Russell Berke, also 
known as the man who speaks of vegeta· 
bles. Honest. Sometimes another form will 
take to the stage. He dances, carries various 
props around and generally creates a lot of 
havoc. His name is Lupo. 

"Lupo dances on a couple of songs. He 
inspires everyone by running around. He 
puts everyone in a good mood and keeps the 
spirit of !he band's informaJity." 

With the high profile New York bands 
unable to conv ince the maje"r American re
cord companies to take a chance, Certain 
Generals are finding themselves in a precar· 
ious position. They've watched the Bongos, 
the Raybeats, the Bush Tetras, and the 
F1eshtones all remain highly visible in the 
City and eventually land foreign and Ameri· 
can independent deals. Instead of going for 
the weekly New York gigs, the band has 
chosen to branch out and gamble with a 
larger base. The record deal will most likely 
be the same but the amount of records sold 
will most-assuredly be larger. 

"We played in New York two or three 
times a month until December, then on the 
advice of some people we decided to lower 
our New York profile and try to spread out. 
We play New York once a month now, but 
we're playing more as a whole. It's word of 
mouth, which means taking a real shit gig 
the first 1ime we go someplace in order to let 
them see how good we are. II becomes total 
faith 

"We're prepared to make a recording on 
our own and license it or press it up our
selves. If you get the big one, fine, but the 
independents don't {ry to mold your public 
image to suit a corporate scheme. For 1he 
major labels, if it doesn't sell X units, 'see 
ya later.' The most important reason for do
ing it this way is 10 make su re that our iden· 
tity never gets fogged." 

I summoned up the deepest energy re
serves to ask one more flippant question. 
Just what was that identity? 

"Music can be fun and count al the same 
time. Have a good time and dance is what 
we're all about. We don't necessarily mean 
to live for today and don't worry about IO· 
morrow, bul then we don't hang our heads 
in collective gloom either." 

Certain Generals' music is both danger
ous and vigorous. They've played here four 
times in the past six months, the last two to 
packed houses. Word of mouth seems to be 
working just fine. 



Sundey Feb. 28 5-8 p.m. 

MARDI GRAS 
IN KENMORE 

HOODOO BARBEQUE hosts 
MARDI GRAS UPNORTH 

8.00 Buffet . . . 
Creole jambalaya , BBQ ribs and chicken, fried chicken w/ chicken sauce, New 
Orleans Market Soup, candied ya.ms, Jefferson Davis Pie, potato salad, 
co rnbread 

Live Salsa music by "Con Junta Pabon Sextet" 
Door Prize: one bottle of Dr. P ryor' s Sacred Lucky M ojo Oil 

Limited Seating - Be There! 

528 Comm. Ave. Kenmore Square 
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I appearing at = I [l)~[e~[e~~ ~ 
Honey Lounge ~U'OO[e ~cell [ru[e(t~ ~ 

s Mar. 3 ~ ~ au~ ~ 
~ ~r.~~ ~ I [l)~CO~~aAU' I 

be on the 1-.iut to, ou, J § A\J § 
~~~.:,.'=te on .. M ~ _,.,_,. ~ ~00~ ooco~~ ~ 
New Band Looking ior re- ~ (l(l)llll~(l)[e ~ 
hearsal space to share. Call ~ ~:],. [1:![ll,. 8(J) ~ 
Tom or Dave, 

739
-
6772
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THE 

CHANNEL THEONLY 
~~ ~~~:~i~rr PLACE TO ROCK! 

Fri., Feb. 19 The Bush Tetras 
Lou Miami & The Kozmelix, Petit Mal 

Sat., Feb. 20 The Raybeats 
Someone & The Somebodies, Family Fun 

Wed., Feb. 24 Nu Muzik Dance Party, $2 cover, $1 drinks 
Crockett, Da_na & The Teardrops 

Thur., Feb. 25 August, Psyclone, Vital Signs, 
Cold Shoulder with Stacey Pedrick 

Fri., Feb. 26 Private Lightning, The Lifters 

Sat., Feb. 27 Richard Nolan & Third Rail 
Marshall Crenshaw, Drezniak 

Sun., Feb. 28 Appreciation Concert Party. Free admission 
with coupon from any previous show. 
The Make 

Thur., Mar. 4 /RS Recording Artists . .. 

Human Switchboard, 
Primitive Romance 

Sat., Mar. 5 Willie Alexander 
& The Confessions, 
Lou Miami & The Kozmetix, 
Gary Shane & The Detours 

Thur., Mar. 11 Red Shark Video Taping Session 
Open to the Public 
The New Pastiche Big Band 
New Models 
Rubber Rodeo 

Fri., Mar. 12 L.A. Woman 

Sat., Mar. 13 The Stompers, Face to Face 

Thur., Mar. 18 Red Shark Video Taping Session 
Open to the Public 
Someone & The Somebodies 
The Outlets 
Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
The Trademarks 

Fri., Mar. 19 Blotto 
Sat., Mar. 20 The Neighborhoods, Hurricane Jones 

Fri., Mar. 26 Jon Butcher Axis 

sat., Mar. 21 Clarence Clemons & The 
Red Bank Rockers 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• All STRAWBERRIES• OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW

BURY COMICS• TIC KETRON 

Boston Rock 126 33 



Club Picks by Mike Dreese 

FEBRUARY 21, SUN., at Streets 
PROPELLER PARTY 
All ages arc welcome to this event, which 
runs from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m., and features 12 
bands! Not to be missed. 

FEBRUARY 25, THURS., at Spit 
MODERN METHOD PARTY 
Someone and the Somebodies, Boys Life, 
the Trademarks, November Group and 
Limbo Race. There's a coupon in this issue 
for $2 admission. 

rllaillf!ric:~~ 
ltl~\111 
\)11111\\tl 

Thu 18 
G ra~! <;?)Eening 

LIQUID LIQUID 
Fri 18 

FEBRUARY 24, WED., at Spit PRIMARY COLORS 
LOU MIAMI RECORD PARTY LIMBO RACE 
THe long awaited single by Lou is finally 
out. This should be an interesting affair! o------S-at_2_0 ____ __ 

MARCH 4 & 5, THURS. & FRI., THE DARK 
at Mavericks FLIPPER 
FJ;pper's "Sex Bomb" was voted number YOUNG SNAKES 
one single of 1981 by Boston Rock's read-1---------------11 
ers. Should be wild. Thu 25 
MARCH 4, THURS., at The M.I.A.'S 
Channe/HUMANSWITCH- ZODIO DOZE 
BOARD w/Primitive Romance 
On the heels of their debut album, the latest Fri 26 
critics' fave, Human Switchboard return to PETER DAYTON 
Boston. Could be good. 

MARCH 11, THURS, at The STRIPPER 
Channel PASTICHE, NEW Sat 27 
MODELS, and RUBBER RODEO BOYS LI FE 
This show is being videotaped for broad-
cast, so if you've ever wanted to be a star, 007 
80 for it! ____ T_h_u_&_F_r_i_, _M_a_r_c_h_4_&_5 _ _. 
MARCH 13, SAT., at the Honey 
Lounge THE DANGEROUS only area appearance . . 

BIRDS FLIPPER 
To be seen while there's still room. More (aduancetixalNewburyComics) 
songs and more practice are making this•--~-----~--~-11 
group stronger each time l see them. 

MARCH 14, SUN., at Inn Square 
DUKE ROBILLARD BAND 

Sat 6 
from Philly . . 

BUNNYDRUMS 
Great, great guitar pickin'. Particularly en-1-------------ll 
joyable in the intimate atmosphere at Inn Sat ] 3 
Square. from D.C.. 

MARCH 20, SAT., at The Channel TINY DESK UNITS 
THE NEIGHBORHOODS 1-----------

~::n'~::y ~:~~;d ~:tt~;nh~~.8~~:
0

~w~~~~ 112 BROAD ST. 
expectations people have are fulfilledl 42 3 .43 3 3 

advance tl,i: sold at Newbury Comics 

34 Boston Rock m 

Telephone: 491-7800 C ~ 

J~(D~ 
where great sounds are born nightly! 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 

2/14 JACK SMITH 2/24 THE SIL VER DOOTS 
I ROCKABILLY PU.NET 2/25 THE SATELLITES 

2/15 JUMP STREET plu• ,,,. MAROO THUNDER GARY SHANEi 

I ENTRIOUE THE DETOURS 

2117, 18 TIGER'S BAKU 
,,,. THE SATELLITES 

2/10 THE LINES 
2/27 LOU MIAMI I 

THE KOSMETIX 
2/20 DISH plu1 

2/21 Bill BELLAMY BAND 
THE CATCH 

2/22 THE BONES 
2/20 NATURAL BOOGIE 

2/23 HYPERTENSION 

Call the club tor M•rch Attr•ctlons 



8to10 p.m. 

Conflict presents ... 

Boys Life 
Native Tongue 

Primitive Romance 
with guest dj 

Rich Anzalone 

Sunday Feb. 28, 3 p .m. 
All Ages 

" STREETS 
not a benefit! 

Thu 18 
from NYC. 

P.ockhouse Rockobllly Bond 

Fri 19 

Trodemorks 
Acrylics 

Sat20 
Hew Models 

5un 21 

Live OCH Droodcost 
Wed 24 The Gue11 Who, Dreznlak, 

Straightaway 
~~~ Mon 22 

amoebas In chaos,tt-------=-T----coAcc------

783-0066 

Thu 25 Cul, Coda (of lrown1vllle 
Statlonl 

Fri 26 Preservation (Kinks Show) 

Sat 27 Janis (Joplln Trll,utel 

Sun 28 Bo1ton. lrat1, Pandora 

ALBUM RELEASE PARTY! John c~;;:, Bond 

Thursct~y~arch 11 wed 24 

HONEY LOUNGE Denny & The Dlgnotes 
909 Boylston St. Thu 25 

special guests, Chris Jones & The Regulars 
The Post-Moderns 

Free T-Shlrtsl 
Free Records! 

Fri26 

Sex Execs 
The Sonics 

___ a !!i!.rc:l...!I.. ffl]!IC_!!l9_:2!8 _ _ m--.~ IH------~-----------<111~ 
5ot27 

CANTONES 
WHERE BOSTON'S 

ROCK BANDS ARE BORN 

Thu ,e 

Rubles 
HI-Deoms 

Sun28 

Poul Rishell Bond 

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllrj~;;"""~"""""l'j'""""""""""""""""""""""'·' 1---S-u•_d_:h..::~:.:::.:~:::~:..t:..:·~::::::,::~:::':•_:cy_p•_• _ _.llt-----Mo---,Wcc~~.:.~c.:~c-h-1-----llll 
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TBA The Dowgs 
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Thursday, Feb. 25 
at SPIT 

MODERN METHOD 
RECORDS 

AND 
WBCN 

present 

DANCE PARTY TO CELEBRATE 
THE RELEASE OF 

A WICKED GOOD TIME 
Vol. 2 

with 

SOMEONE & THE 
SOMEBODIES 

BOYS LIFE 
rHE TRADEMARKS 
OVEMBER GROU 

LIMBO RACE 

PROPELLER PRESENTS ... 

V; Record Party 
SUNDAY. FEB. Z1 

2PMto2AM. 
at 

STREETS 

ALL AGES WELCOME! 
ROACH BURNS SHOW 

MAGNUS ROBOT KILLER 

POST MODERNS 
WAY OUTS 

PRIMITIVE ROMANCE 
21-645 

V; 
X-MAS 

STRANGE WAYS 
DANGEROUS BIRDS 

WILD STARES 
ICE AGE 

Your Mother• East Wind Sun 7 

limbo R:;~ ~ ice As• Poul Rishell Bond ~6 Mon8 
Sweet Evil • Ancestor Worship Dish 

Wed10 TueQ 

Ruff Cuts •
1
~:c;;d Dlvlslon Wood 'H Steel 

Score • Exports Wed 10 

Fri 12 
Gary Shane & Detour 

David Champagne's Pink Cadillacs 
Sollcftors 

Sat 13 
Suode: Cowboys• Last Sacrifice 

Wcd17 
Square Peg• Kitch-n Sync 

Thu 18 
Air Raid • Recer 

Fri 19 
Urban Allies• 21-645 • Gluons 

Sat20 
Bimbos• Psycho• Commeindos 

H•pprHour•NII K.,,n,., ltlon.-Frl. 4-1 

69 BROAD ST., BOSTON 
338-1877 

For booking,, dl1t YELL-FUN, 11k 
tor: 

COUNT JOE, Wl'd.•Sun. 
TERRY, Mon. It Tu•. {c1I11t club) 

Seols 
Thu 11 

J.B. Hutto & the Hew Hawks 
Fri 12 

Boston Rockobllly Music Conspiracy 
Sot 1~ 

Hypertension 
Sun 14 

Duke Roblllord Dond 

Thu 18 

Incredible Cosuols 

Boslon Rock #26 JS 



Attention 
LocatBandsand 

Club ownerst 
Reach Boston's 
most active club 
goers. Space on 
the Clubland page 
Is available for just 
$7.00 per column 
inch. To reserve 
space in this sec
tion call 266-8787. 
The ad deadline 
for Clubland is al
ways the second 
Friday of the 
month. 

1~ . ----------------
"/M 'U'o~---~ 1 IT_._. _ _._. _ _.~ 

1 ~"o0 ~..-G~ I ~=~1r~~r1~;:~A~:~p~,~~ I~ t\l f the Hub' ~ 25 Modern Method Porty ot SPIT 
ueotlOrTI O ~ ~ 26 Club New York 

I 
Morch 4 U.N.H. 

~ Frl 19 Morch 5 The Club ~ 

!!,1;;~/s Thanks to everyone who voted \ 
Ozone for "She Only Gives It to M=.J," 

~ making It WBCN'S No. 1 local song 
Sot 

20 ~ for two consecutive weeks! Boston Rock presents. ~ .. ..,,...,,,_,...,,.....,,...,,,,_,....,,,,,,.,,._ 

S.x Execs 
11-645 

Prol•tarlat 
Sun 21 

Psycho 
Annoy•d 

Wed24 
800800 

Thu 25 

007 
Fn 26 

Futur• Dads 
Sot27 

limbo Rae• 
Unction 

WedMarch3 

llttl• D••rs 
Disarray 

Thu4 

le• Ag• 

Frl S 

liquid 
Sot6 

Boys llf• 
Prim• Mav•rs 

Thull 
album rslease portv .. 

amo•bos In chaos 
Frl12 

Morky Muss•I 
and th• Clams 

R•alKlds 
Sot 13 • 

WL'i'N 

Dang•rous Birds 
and gu•sts 

909 

~'ons,,.. 
I _· __ o,,s 
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THE BIMBOS 
excluslve engagement at the .. 

MEDIA WORKSHOP, SUN., MAR. 7 
3 p.m., 367 Boylston St., 6th Fl. 

(All ages BYOB) 
also at.. 

CANTON E'S, Sat. March 20 
THE RAT, Tue., March 23 

nt1 SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICANS 

cassette-al bum on RO IR-NY 

Northampton, 41)-586-8662 
Feb. 28 at Media Worbhop 

AGITPOP·· 
B!S~! 

MARCH, 
DON'T 

RUN 
gigs 

FUTURE 
DADS 

Fri 12, Exit 13, Worcester 
Fri 19, Paradise 

Check your TV Guide 
for other gigs 

Are you interested in 
_ receiving 
_ being listed in 
_both 

... a monthly newsletter which wil 
list band gigs for upcoming mont 
band by band? 

write to: Band Listing, 24 st · 
Place, Cambridge, Ma. 02139 
are you: _a band or _an individuali 
Name _________ _ 

Address _________ _ 
Phone _________ __, 

This newsletter will be mailed to both in
dividuals and music biz. Bands included 
so far are Young snakes. Limbo Race, Ro
mance Language, Last sacrifice, Audio 
savant and Petit Mal. 



II 

by Howard Wuelfing 

Even local hardcores seem to suffer from 
lowered metabolic rates come January and 
February. Hell, only one new act's ap
peared this month: Double 0, with ex
members of Youth Brigade, Untouchables 
and·Red C. There are rumors tha1 Nothing 
Sacr'R may reform, but then again ... Peer 
Pressure might be parting ways; they 
haven't practiced since November and some 
folk have been seen in tete-a-tetes with a 
certain one-time Black Market Baby. One 
Wednesday I found P.P.'s drummer wan
dering aimlessly around the 9:30 Club hop
ing to bump into some of the band mem
bers who usually hang out and dragoon 
them into a rehearsal. 

Dischord will be putting out some vinyl. 
First comes the sampler, Flex Your Head, 
with 32 songs by II groups. I'm told that 
Dischord major domos will be getting flown 
to NYC to talk national distribution turkey 
on that one. The label also has a Faith (with 
ex-S.O.A. folk, Henry Garfield's old com
rades) EP in the works too. If you want to 
write to them about any of this, or get one 
of their fab hand silk-screened T-shirts, or 
just send them pornography, direct your 

abuse to: 3819 Beecher St. N.W., Wash., 
D.C. 20007. 

On the pop side, we understand that the 
new look Insect Surfers (with guys from the 
Golden Bats, Beatnik Flies, and Pop Maru 
joining the founding and sole remaining 
member, Dave Arnson) are gearing up for 
another East Coast tour. They'll be pre
ceeding that with the release of a new 45 in
tended primarily for radio play. They will 
make a few copies available for local public 
consumption. 

Look also for fresh waxings from: Tru 
Fax and the Insanlacs; an LP called Mental 
Decay on Wasp; Sllckee Boys, a compila
tion of 45 and EP sides on the 'German Line 
label; Black Market Baby, a four song EP 
to follow up last year's "P0tential Sui
cide"; power-pop supremo Tommy Keene, 
a six song 12" on Limp; at long last, the 
Bad Brains' cassette on ROIR. 

But all this stuff is just business, the 
wheels of commerce grinding on with pro
cesses begun months ago. On a day to day 
basis, more clubs have closed, and attend
ance at gigs is pretty inconsistent (lousy 
house for Panther Bums, huge turn out for 
Atlanta's R.E.M.). Bands really aren't get
ting their thangs together. Call back when 
the cherry blossoms are in bloom and I'll 
have some real news for ya. 

FANTASTIC SELECTION of 
imported LP's, 4.S's, limited 
editions and rarities. Deluxe ca
talogue SI 00 Record Rocker 
Box 77g7, Chicago, IL 60680. 

FREE T-SHIRT CATALOG 
Modcrnistical P .0. Box IOI 7 
Dept. C.B. Orinda, CA 94563 
USA 

SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK 1welve issues for ten 
dollars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton MA 02116 

Suade Cowboys equipment 
stolen: Fender Rhodes Electric 
Piano, Serial 1$2430; ARP 
2600 Synthesizer, Serial 
#26891; Yamaha Cs.S Synthc, 
sizer; Gibson SJN acoustic gui
tar, D-armand pick-up; Ampeg 
V4 amp head. Leave message at 
424-1233. 

CG ALLIN MAKES ME 
BARFFFF 

Leper equipment stolen: Peavy 
bass amp & cab, Marshall cab 
& lead amp & Infamous Leper 
drum set. Any info, please call 
Kev, 437-0058. Thanks. 

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE! To 
have High School Times mailed 
to your house every month, 
send S3 to HST, 9 Nampus 
Ave. #8, Acton 01720. 

Individual and band Classified ads cost 
$1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50per 
line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex· 
Ira per word, underline copy to be bold. Lisi· 
lngs of stolen muslcal equipment wlll be 
run for free. 
All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classified over the phone (617) 266·8787 by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall 
~ :<%.'%:~iim::?.' %: 

Name: 
Street: __________ _ 

The Battle 
Of 
Broad 
Street 

by Marc English 

On January 16, 1982, the capacity crowd 
at Cantone's Arena witnessed a spectacle 
which may never be repeated-the long
awaited grudge match between Boston's 
rock'n'rasslin' roll champeens, the Mighty 
Ions, and their opponents from Amherst. 
the Foreign Objects. 

The opening set was provided by the 
Time Beings, a raw, three-piece outfit who 
made up for their lack of polish with good 
taste in covers. They started with "You're 
Gonna Miss Me," and ripped through their 
set and closed with an Unnatural Axe song, 
"Can't Wait for the Summertime." Mean
while Fred Blassie, George "The Animal," 
and the Moondogs cavorted across the 2.S" 
video screen, lending their majestic presence 
to Rock'n'Rasslin' Roll Nite. 

After a short intermission Ring Announ
cer Rev. Cleve Donut Dunkum 13th en
tered the ring (set up for this glorious occa
sion complete with ropes and turnbuckles) 
to present the next match. Seconds later, 
the leather clad Mighty Ions (clearly the 
crowd's favorites) leapt upon the stage and 
proceeded to tear through songs especially 
formulated for this night of nights. Includ
ed were "George the Animal," "Tonight 
We Fight," "Next Big Thing," and "We 
Want the Belts." Guitarist Sgt. Trash: "As 
soon as I entered the ring and looked out at 
the crowd, I knew this was the night l had 
waited for for so long: I knew it wouldn't 
be long before the ropes would be down and 
we would confront the jeering, heckling 
crowd of beer sodden animals and pound 

them savagely with a flurry of notes." 
When it seemed that the Ions had applied 

all of their secret moves, the well known 
masked-wrestler, Dr. Felix Kruel!, sprang 
from the throng and joined the band for his 
version of "the song I taught Billy Idol. 
'Wrestling With Myself'." To paraphrase 
the good doctor, never, in all my years of 
media coverage have 1 witnessed such an 
awful sight. 

Following the Mighty Ions, the fans 
viewed a rare videotape of Boston Garden 
bouts and Japanese matches. Kudos go to 
both Paul Paradis and Jan Crocker for their 
contributions in this area. 

The Foreign Objects opened up with the 
theme of the night, their song "Rock and 
Rasslin' Roll." It was clear from the start 
that they were in a raring mood. Their clas
sic songs boasted such titles as "Wrestling 
Is Real," "I Hate Strongbow," "Lose 
Some Weight," "Now She's Dead," and 
the ever-popular "Dr. Beach." Unfortun
ately for the Objects, the match was over 
soon after they entered the ring. Ten min
utes into their act, the presiding official, 
Oedipus, declared the Mighty Ions victori
ous. Bill Perks of the Objects objected: 
"You people in Boston are the worst! Not 
only do you smell the worst, but you paid 
off the officials so the Ions could win! 
Don't you know they're only copying us? 
Don't you know they ... " Unfortunately 
my space and time has run out, but I under
stand there may be a rematch. Will the 
Mighty Ions buy a round? Will they buy the 
officials? Will Dr. Kroell take a shower? 
See you at ringside. 

DRUMMER: Onyx nds pro 
drummer for new wave dance 
band. 783-5923. 

EMBROIDERY: quality ma
chine work on jackets, etc. 
Band and club logos a special
ly .S66-5I08 

SATIN PANTS etc. for enter
tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
catalogue. Satin Sales, Dept. 
20, 7 South St., Mpls., MN 
55402, 612-333-5045. 

or bring In person to: . 
Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
Please Include name and address whether 
or not you run it in your ad. Boston Rock is 
published on the third Thursday of each 
month. Ad deadline is the second Thurs· 
day of the month. 

City/Zip: ________ _ 

Phone: 

M.I.A.'s Equipment Stolen. 
Left hand Rickenbacker Bass 
nat. finish, Badass bridge; Cas
io MT-30 Kbd. & case. RE
WARD! 783-4827, 247-4024. 

CLONE RECORDS INVITES 
MUSICIANS & SONGWRIT
ERS TO ENTER OUR LABEL 
CONTEST. NATIONAL PRO
MOTION. Info-Clone PO Box 
.SOB pt. Jeffs. NY 11776. 

BUMPER STICKER "SUP
PORT MENTAL HEALTH 
OR I'll STICK PINS IN 
YOUR EYES" S2 and SASE to 
Bill Bumper Stickers P.O. 1186 
Back Bay Annex, Boston, MA 
02117. 

Contest! For CITY SLICKERS 
only! Why I luv City Thrills. 
Winner will recv. a .... ! NON
SILILIAN may enter. Write: 
Mark Rossi, 77 Newbern Ave., 
Medford, MA021.S5. Fashion-Your creations or 

R)ine. I will sew for you, your 
shop or boutique. Enjoy creat
ive, unique work. Alterations 
too. Eleanor, 524-2742. 

ROCK VIDEO Call Red Shark 
298-9806 or 749-7732. 

Wanted: someone to go out and 
party. See bands, gab with peo
ple and generally have fun be
cause I can't find the time. 
Don't call us-we'll call you. 
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WANTED-Used singles. Must 
be in good condition. Must be 
new wave, punk, etc. NEW
BURY COMICS, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116. Ask 
for John. 
STILL STOLEN: FENDER 
PRECISION BASS, white with 
rosewood neck, serial #5756-
889. Reward SIOO (SI.SO ir thief 
is hospitalized). Bruce, 424. 
1233. 

Frtt Records, Books, 3 mov
ies. Frtt vacation in Holly
wood. 1982 "Cocaine Sweep
stakes ticke1." RUSH SJ to 
Rose, Box 4934, 367 Newbury 
St., Boston 0211.S. 

l
r-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-;-,-+-+-,-r-r-+-+-r-+-+-+-+-r-r-+-+-, 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-----~-~---~-~-~-~-~-L-•-~-•-----~-~-~ 

Attn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
active club goers. Spact In Bos
ton Rock's Clubland pages Is 
available for Just S7.00 per col
umn Inch. Call 266-8787. 

Boston Rock 1126 37 
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Dear Sisters, 
Why is smut disappearing from my 

tube? Forty channels on my cable and 
six dogged day and night witl1 born 
again (a phrase easily as dynamic as the 
ever popular "new wave") religious 
drivel. What's the new cable movie? 
"Raging Bull"! I mean, it's two hours 
of ''fuck dis an ' fuck dot," and abso
lutely no explicit sex. Meanwhile, Bob 
Jones (not the sausage vendor) is 
telling Phil Donahue the gospel truth. 
and F. lee Bailey (the great Jewish 
lawyer) is on the P. T. L. Club (the 
moderate Nazi with the schwarze side
kick). Stay tuned for Jerry Falwell on 
Liz Taylor. 
Walt Disney 
Heaven 
P.S. Since DK's EP all hardcore 
[!.roups have their reli[!.ious SOll!!S

Mostofumsuc. 

Dear Walt, 
So, what ' s da fuckin' question? 

Signed, 
Snow While & Cinderella 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
Show us your tits. 

Love, 
Al Hai~ 

Dear Alex, 
Show us your underground missile. 

Waiting, 
Sob Sisters 

38 Boslon Rock lfl6 
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Dear Sob Sisters, 
I'm in a band that is doing prelly 

well, but we ha\{R some unusual prob
lems. Our manager is a chic and she's 
prelly loose about who she dicks 
around with. We keep finding her in 
the dressing room with her pants down 
and some guy's face in her crotch. The 
other guys in my band really get off on 
this, but I think it 's sick. What should I 
do? 
Signed, 
A Clean Cut Kid 

Dear Clea n C ut, 
Look, a gi rl 's go tta ge t a "head" 

somehow. She can' t be held back by 
your wimpy, archaic notions of moral
ity. What are you, a man or a broad? 
We suggest you spend a little more time 
o n your knees, and a little less time 
with your head up your ass. 
Help Pass E.R.A.! 
S.S. 

Dear S. 0. 8. 's 
You've got to be kidding! You two 

on Norma Nathan's Most Eli?, ible List! 
I wouldn't touch you with a ten foot 
pole. You've both f!.Ot day old bread 
breath! I 'd rather have ham in my 
pants! 
D.B. 

Dear F.H. 
Listen, sponge head, a ham is about 

all you're ever going to get! You and 
Norma were made for each other. 
Legends in your own mind~. 
Affect ionately, 
S.O.B.'s 

If you have a problem. a queslion, 
or an axe lo grind .. . Axe lhe Sob 
Sislers. Send in ) our le11er to: 

Sob Sisters 
c/ o Boston Rock 
268 Newbury SI. 
Boslon, 02116 
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? , .._... . 
from the Boston Rock news desk. . 
THIS MONTH'S THIRTY 

MOST ~KE D QUESTIONS. 
compiled by Nayme Orawper 

2 

I) Is it true that the Rings are breaking up because nobody, including manager 
Al Perry , can stand Mike Baker? 

2) Why was Peler Choyce fired from WLYN? Is ii true that Crass was fired for 
three hours one afternoon but that she refused 10 leave the office so they had 10 

keep her o n? 
3) What was ex-U nnatural Axe bassist Frank Dahler doing with his ax in Dor. 

ches ter? 
4) Is Ian McKay (of l\1inor Threat/Teen Idols fame) really thinking of moving 

to Boston? 
5) We know that Digney and Marianne sold their share of Slreds - but who 

arc the new owners? Is the Bes t C lub o f 198 1 going to be turned into a res taurant? 
6) Did Britain's Cherry Red Records sign Judd Stone's band Onyx? 
7) Why were SS Decontrol tossed ou1 of Aclive Sound's recording st udio? 
8) Is Rains, lead singer for the M.1.A ,s, really wr iting a soon to be published 

novel? 
9) How come Primitive Romance refused 10 play the WMBR benefi t? 
10) Was that Oedipus and Tony Berardini we saw slam dancing to Red 

Rockers? 
11) Arc both 1he Club a nd several local bands still looking for Jeff Johnson? 

And why did Jeff leave town? 
12) Has Decadence broken up? Does anybody care? 
13) Who's ve rsion of "To Sir With Love" do you like be tter , Lou 's or Lulu 's? 
14) Why won't any radio station give Rick Anzalone a job? 
15) Has Ralph Fatello recovered from his 360 degree back sl ide surf acc iden t? 
16) Did you hear that Tom Lane teaches a class in male sensitivity every other 

Sunday night at MIT? 
17) Is it true that WLYN refuses to co-promote a ny show that Boys Life plays? 
18) Who is Micky Bliss? 
19) How come the Paradise is the only decen t rock club that refuses to adver· 

tise in Boslon Rock? 
20) Will the Neighborhoods be a ny good when they re turn to playing Boston 

nex t month? 
21) Are John Felice, Alpo and Howie reforming the Real Kids? 

22) Why did Mike Dreese kick Dave Bass ou1 of Newbury Comics? 
23) Now that Dr. Demento has gotten Slap Happy airplay on WCOZ can he 

also get airplay for other local comedy groups like 1-~a mily Fun? 
24) Is Willie Loco taking his drummer to France when he tours there nex t 

month, or has he re fused to move'his drum ki t? 
25) Was that Eric Van I saw leaving with WCOZ's Cindy Dalen al the Boston 

Rock Inn Square party? 
26) Is it true that if you wan1 Jim Coffman to give you a gig at Streets a ll you 

have to do is have your equipment stolen? 
27) Doesn't Janis Reed know that Neil Jacobson always reads Boston Rock? 
28) Why did Jerry bou nce Holly Hoodo from Spit? Doesn't he like girls? 
29) What was Drcdd Foole doing in the studio with Mission of Burma? And 

wi ll the Burma album come out th is year or next? 
30) Hey T-Max where's my cigar? 
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Ramones/Pleasant Dreama. 
The Ramones get back to their hard
core power rock basics on this latest 
LP recorded In New York. Original 
tunes llke "This Business Is Killing 
Me," "7-11 " and " The KKK Took My Ba
by Away" speak for themselves. 

ONLY$6.49 
LP/TAPE 

The B·52'o/Meaopotamla. 
America's favorite party band has the 
fridge full of goodies again fornon-stop 
rock 'n' roll celebratlng. This Is another 
mini-LP, but It's not a limited edition 
like the last one, Party Time. The new 
six-song set features David Byrne from 
Talking Heads along with the usual 
quotient of erasing beat rhythms and 
cartoon-like vocals. It 's fun. 

ONLY$6.49 
LP/TAPE 

Is The Only Record Store That Gives It Away! 
• Copley Square • Harvard Square• Kenmore Square• Downtown Crossing • Rt. 9 Framingham 
• Providence, RI • Dedham• Worcester• Medford • Burllngton • Sprlngdale Mall, Sprlnglleld • 
750 Memorlal Drive • K-Mart Mall, Manchester, NH • Warwick, RI • Burllngton VIiiage • 
White City Plaza, Shrewsbury • North River Plaza, Pembroke • Searstown Mall, Leominster • 
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BOSTON'S BEST VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 
~ -

~ 

Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266,8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



Coming: 
The Boston Rock Music Seminar 

Saturday May 1st at Spit 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

d I m
ake an independent record! 

How o 
Which stations play independent music! 

Out of town bookings! 

Is video worthwhile at this point! 

How do I distribute my record! 

What type of recording studio should I use! 

Panels will include: 
• Independent Record Production and Distribution 
• Radio 
• Press and Publicity 
• Booking and Management 
• Future Trends 

• The Boston Rock Music Seminar is not for the general 
public. Rather, it is for those who wish to learn and fur
ther their careers in the music business. 
• The seminar will be "use" oriented. We will be provid
ing you with information which should be immediately 
useful to you. 
• The seminar will be an excellent place to meet others, 
and exchange ideas. Space will be provided for those who 
wish to distribute promotional materials. You'll be able to 
contact in one day as many people as you might spend a 
month trying to reach by phone or mail. 

di station! 
How do I send a tape to a ra o 

Tentative Speakers and Panelists include: 
MICHEL BASTARACHE Producer, owner of DETENTE RECORDS 
ANTHONY BOTTA Manager, SPIT 
DUNCAN BROWN Manager, ROUNDER RECORDS AND DISTRIBUTION 
JIM COFFMAN Manager, MISSION OF BURMA; Former booker, STREETS, 

SPIT, THE UNDERGROUND 
CRASS Nighttime Program Director, WLYN 
GERARD COSLOY Writer, Boston Rock, Take It!, New York Rocker; Publisher, 

Cooilkt 
MICHAEL DREESE Owner, BOSTON ROCK, MODERN METHOD RECORDS, 

NEWBURY COMICS 
ROGER GREENAWALT THE DARK, C1>-booker of MAVERICK'S, MEDIA 

WORKSHOP 
MICHAEL HAFITZ 
RICHARD HARTE 

JUSTIN 
OEDIPUS 
ALBERTO. 
GREG REIBMAN 
DON ROSE 

DOUG SIMMONS 
ANDREW SCHWARTZ 
BILLIE BEST 

ENTERTAINMENT LAWYER 
Owner and Producer, ACE OF HEARTS RECORDS {Mission 
of Burman, The Lyres, The Neighborhoods, etc.} 
PROPELLER RECORDS 
Program Director, WBCN; OJ, SPIT, WMBR 
DJ, WLYN, SPIT, WMBR 
Editor, BOSTON ROCK, DJ, WMBR 
Owner, EAT RECORDS (Human Sexual Response, Rubber 
Rodeo, etc./ 
Writer, THE BOSTON PHOENIX 
Editor, NEW YORK ROCKER 
M.anager, BERLIN AIRLIFT; Advertising Manager, 
STRAWBERRIES 

Admission $10.00 in advance 
if received by April 27th 

$15.00 Day of the Seminar 
To Register for the Boston Rock Music Seminar, or to receive further information, fill out the coupon 
below: 

NAME 
ADDRESS _____________________________ _ 

------------------------------- ZIP ____ _ 

___Enclosed is my payment of $10.00, please send registration packet. 

_Flease send fnrther information. 

If you are associated with a band, studio, radio statlon, record label, or other music organization, please 
list below: 

What topics would you most like to see discussed at the seminad 

BOSTON ROCK MAGAZINE 
268 Newbury St. 
Bosron, Ma. 02116 

(617) 266-8787 





western wear. . . end assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opporitt tht Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Spec/a/I $189.50 value black leather pants 
NOW$149.50 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos in any store" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pants, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new "Loco" Boots 
... and lots more! 

6. Your Helium voice 
8. The Boston Rock crossword 

by Michele Noach 
- 10. What'sHappenedto 

Boston's Clubs? 
by Mike Dreese 

12. The Bush Tetras 
by Julie Panebianco 

1 s. The Return of 
The Neighborhoods 
by Eric Van 

17. u2 Play the Mardi eras 
by carter Alan 

19. Alberto: Best DJ 
by Mr. B 

21. Flipper by Sheena 
23. Local Band Spotlight: 

Young snakes 
by Carrie cooper 

24. London And 
Washington News 

26. Record Reviews 
28. The voice Of Muck 

by John Brusger 
29. Foetal Funnies by Jim Puccio 
30. Tape Reporter by Hafitz 
32. The Fleshtones and 

The waitresses 
by Gerard cosloy 
and Jon MCAUiiffe 

33. Clubland 
34. The Sob Sisters 
38. Navme Drawper 

The cover: The Bush Tetra, photo by Marcia Maallone; cover design by Mike OtttK. 
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REAGANMUZIK 
To Jim Puccio and Boston Rock, 

I just read your review of my record 
Wrinklemuzik, A Move to /he Right(BR 
126) and I would like to set things straight 
about what you labeled "ambiguous poli· 
tics." 

The picture on the cover of the EP 
doesn't exactly look happy (and for a good 
reason), and the lyrics to "A Move to the 
Right" and "The Country Up in Flames" 
aren't 100 reassuring either. Wrinklemuzik 
is totally against the Reagan Administra. 
tion. We (I) don't agree with anything 
they've done or plan to do in the future. As 
an artist I don't agree with his budget cuts. 
I don't think we should be selling weapons 
to anyone who asks. And besides that, the 
man is an idiot!! I And his wife is one of the 
most disgusting human beings 1 have ever 
seen. And I don't want to end my life in El 
Salvador killing people. 

So now that I've set things straight about 
that, again thanks for the review. Wrinkle· 
muzik will be playing at The Club in Cam· 
bridge on Thursday night March 18th. I 
hope you can make it. 

Ken Lowy 
Wrinklemuzik 
Brooklyn, NY 

HOT AROUND THE COLLAR 

Nayme Drawper, 
FUCK YOU!! 

The Rings 

CAPE CRUSADER 

Dear Editor: 
A word to !he wise; recently I have no

ticed you becoming very into yourselves and 
the "scene" in town. I know it is what's 
happening to you, but from someone not 
living in Boston right now, it seems like all I 
read about in Boston Rock is about the 
clique! I'm sick of hearing about your gang 
and how hip they are. My opinion is that 
you should curtail this and get on to better, 
more interesting things and if you want to 
hear about each others' escapades, have a 
neighborhood-newsletter! 

Leslie Kiernan 
E. Sandwich 

JUICE IN THE EYE 
Dear Gerard Cosloy 

I am very displeased with your terribly 
stupid review of Agent Orange's living in 
Darkness. You don't know what the hell 
you're talking about! Firs1 of all, TSOLand 
Red Rockers (I don't know or care aboul 
SVT) arc not concerned with looking like 
rock stars (that's a pretty funny one) than 
making music (do you really think punk & 
hardcore groups give a fuck about looking 
like rock stars?!?). Also Agent Orange is 
not a heavy metal group like you said. If 
"Everything Turns Grey" is acceptable 

AOR drivel then why don't you hear 1t on 
WCOZ (and WBCN for that matter). Agent 
Orange is nol a "rock" group as you called 
them towards the end of your review-try 
California punk. As a final note-how in 
the world could Agent Orange be peeking at 
the textbook to see if they screwed up if the 
album was recorded in total darkness? 
(Don't you ever read the back covers of al
bums?). If you keep writing "wrong" re
views of records I think Boston Rock 
should fire you on the spot. 

Wisc-up, stupid. 

Not-so-sincerely, 
Michael Moynihan 
Cambridge 

Gerard Cosfoy Replies . . 
Dear Mark, 

So far as I can see, categories such as 
"punk" and "heavy metal" are in the eye 
of the beholder. As far as I can behold, 
Agent Orange take very few chances and 
play it (very) safe all the way. With that in 
mind, they're anything but "punks." As 
for the Red Rockers, I refer you to Sheena's 
fine article of lost issue-and pass the Jack 
Zepp/in, er, Daniels. Maybe Boston Rock 
should fire me? Maybe you should be tied 
to a wheelchair and pushed down several 
flights of stairs. Naw, on second thought, 
leaving you with a copy a/Living in Dark
ness is punishment enough. To each his own 
-you can keep yours. 

MAX AND MUM ROCK AND ROLL 

Boston Rock, 
Here's the answer to Nayme Drawper's 

question #30 (Hey T. Max where's my ci
gar?) of last month's (BR #26) thirty most 
asked questions .. 

After pouring over $l000 out of my own 
pocket into a record that didn't even get a 
review in Boston Rock, I can not afford to 
be passing out cigars. But since you men
tioned it my wife, Ne!, gave birth to an 8 lb. 
6 oz. baby boy on January 30, 1982. His 
name is Izzy and he has a full head of blond 
hair. Izzy's already formed a band (The 
Dwarfs) with a set of twins-total weight of 
the group-26 lbr Not your typical HEA
VY band. Izzy did mention that instead of 
handing out cigars I should hand out some 
guitar tuners to certain Boston musicians. 

TMax 
Jamaica Plain 

P .S. It's funny, now that I've had one child 
I feel like "I want 99." 
P.P.S. Oh yeah, thought I'd mention that 
the Machines broke up but the Noise will 
continue to be published every other 
month. 

OFF OUR ROCKERS 
To Sheena, 

I don't understand why you went to all 
the bother of writing an entire article based 
on how disappointed you were with the Red . 
Rockers (BR #26). Maybe you were expect
ing a bunch of "desperate," s~edy mob-

sters? Maybe they didn't wreck their dress
ing room enough for you? 

These guys don't pretend to be deprived 
squatters from Brixton, they're a young, 
opinionated band with firm ideas about 
growing up in America. I suppose you'd 
say the B-.S2's shouldn't sing about "Planet 
Claire" because they haven't been there. 

Well, at least you have a sense of humor. 
When you say,". . they are making a bet
ter living from it than anyone" you must be 
joking! Last time they were here they were 
broke, but nobody cared, because they're 
okay and so's their music. 

Pinky 
San Francisco 

MISSING IN ACTION 
Dear BR, 

Just finished reading issue #2.S and was 
s\unned by the number of rip-offs that have 
occured in the past month to Boston area 
bands. I know exactly how they feel because 
my band (Protex Blue) has been ripped off 
three or four times. One day I got smart and 
got insurance on all my equipment through 
the American Federation of Musicians 
which I have been a member of since 1978. 
They also offer major medical, hospital and 
life insurance at group rates. It pays off 10 
be a member and takes a lot of worries out 
of our expenses. Membership fees vary 
from city to city. Of course it takes time to 
process a claim bu1 at least you'll know for 
sure that you can replace stolen equipment 
10 some degree. 

For further info, write: American Feder
ation of Musicians, 180 N. LaSalle Street, 
Suite 3222, Chicago, IL 60601. 

Concerned Readers, 
Tom Reeves 
Newburyport 

COUNTROVERSIAL 
BR, 

A few days arter Christmas, I received a 
phone call from my band:s former manager 
Rick Jacobson informing me that he had 
just been called by Joe (The Count) Vigli
one who asked if my band (the Guise) 
would like to play at the Count's upcoming 
rock and roll spectacular at the Paradise on 
Valentine's day. I said that we would and 
asked Rick if he would act as our liaison 
and get all the pertinent information about 
the gig, which he did at a meeting at Joe's 
house the following Sunday. 

It seemed that Joe expected the bands in
volved to help With promotion by putting 
up posters and by selling a certain amount 
of tickets, l thought that was reasonable 
and agreed. Because of Rick's separation 
from the band he gave Joe my phone num
ber and then backed off leaving me with the 
understanding that Joe would call me when 
the time came to promote the gig. Feeling as 
though I had a good understanding of my 
responsibilities, I waited on Joe's call, and 
rehearsed my band in anticipation of the 
upcoming gig not to mention selling a shit
load of tickets to people who wanted to see 
the Guise. 



By mid-January,!~ had not called as of 
yet, but since all the incidental information 
had been communicated via Rick I pre
sumed that when the posters were ready to 
be distributed I would be called. Joe never 
called but on or about the first day of Feb
ruary I did receive a call from my guitar 
player Joel Barkow informing me that he 
had just been called by Rick (remember 
Rick?) telling him that we (the Guise) had 
been cancelled at the Paradise because we 
had not shown enough interest in the pre
gig promotions. It seems Joe decided that 
he would find a band that would appreciate 
the opportunity to perform at one of his 
shows. 

I don't know about anyone else but when 
I agree to something, especiall y a gig, I keep 
my word, which I did in this case but ap
parently there was another part to the agree
ment that I did not understand and if I had 
understoood I never would have accepted 
the gig. Like most small time promoters 
Joe's ego needs to be lauded with praise and 
gratitude from his benificence, and his ass 
must be kissed periodically in order for him 
to feel important. I expect that attitude 
from someone like Don Law but I must ad
mit that I was a little surprised to find it in 
someone who claims to be a rocker. Sure 
we wanted to play at the Paradise and we 
still do, and we were grateful to have an op
portunity to perform there, but let's face it 
we weren't going to make much money 
(about $20 each) and the only reason Joe 
asked us to play in the first place was be
cause of the good we could do him by draw
ing our audience into the Paradise where he 
could have the chance to convert them to 
his brand of music (whatever that is?). 

So all I can say is if Joe Viglione calls you 
up and asks you to play at one of his shows 
-don't COUNT on it. 

Walter Noons 
Boston 

P .S. After being cancelled by Joe I called 
him up and told him what an asshole l 
thought he was which resulted in the Guise 
being cancelied at a Cantone's gig on Feb. 
13, a gig which we got before the Paradise 
thing ever came up, and a gig which we got 
back because the other bands involved 
called Joe and told him they wanted to play 
with us and because the band Joe got to re
place us, Lizzy Borden ilnd The Axes can
celled. 

At our invitation, the Count rep/ks . . 

To Mt. Noons and anyone interested, 
When I founded The Count's Spectacu

lar in the summer of '78 it was to be a vehi
cle by which local bands could get together 
and play a major concert venue in a spirit of 
cooperation and fun. I knew nothing about 
booking at the time. We just wanted to 
Rock& Roll. 

The idea was to put four bands with small 
followings (i.e. Show #I: The Marshalls, 
The Stampers, Nervus Rex and The Count) 
together and hopefully the four would 
draw enough to make ,a show a success 
and attract some i,ptere~-t the people in-
volved. · 

The shows had a consistency Qf success 
ranging from 200 people per show to sell
out (over 500). It was when shows #6 and 
,n were unsuccessfu l (about 100 people for 
both #6, Count/Pastiche/Slow Children/ 
Fashion Show, and lf7, Peter Dayton/ 
Ground Zero/The Count/The Needs, that I 
felt a change in the scene going on. • 

Neil Jacobsen, who despite what yo\J m~y 
read in Boston Rock, being nices, and best 
booking agent for me to deal with in town, 
approached me at the Paradise and told me 
the (Don Law) company liked rp.y shows 
and wanted them to continue. 

began and it is a good idea because let's face 
it, new bands do not have the draw they 
used to, and with the overhead a room like 
the Paradise has it is safer to cancel a show 
that doesn't have the potential of breaking 
even than for all involved-the Paradise, 
the bands, and yours truly-to lose our 
shirts. 

All my shows have been good to highly 
successful since then. We've gotten more 
new bands into that room than anyone else 
in town, but more than that, the bands all 
work together putting up posters, maximiz
ing the ads in the Phoenix, Campus Calen
dar, Bos1on Rock, radio stations, wherever, 
making the show an EVENT for the bands 
and the people who come to see them. It is 
not just another gig, it is the Paradise. 

As far as Walter Noons an~ the Guise go, 
they are the first and (hopefully) last band I 
have pulled. The Guise were not present at 
the meeting we had to plan the show's stra
tegy. They sent their ex-manager instead. 
The Guise never got in touch with me, and 
when their ex-manager informed me that 
the band expected to show up the night of 
the performance and not do any promotion 
or sell tickets or do anything, I informed 
him to tell them to forget about it. 

If Mr. Noons or Joel Barkow of the 
Guise were really interested in playing one 
of my shows they would have come to me 
and not acted like Rock Stars. Since I had 
only dealt with their ex-manager I believe 
informing the only person I had spoken to 
(the ex-manager) was sufficient. 

Walter Noons is typical of certain bands 
in this town who I have no respect for and 
who can count on me no longer. Instead of 
working harder to show the world that he 
has what it takes. (The way the Neighbor
hoods, Mission of Burma, the Eggs, Ron 
Scarlett and Urban Allies showed everyone), 
Noons will instead sit in a corner and cry, 
and then pick up the telephone while on the 
air at WTBU and say a lot of dirty, filthy, 
slanderous things about the only booking 
agent/rock critic in town who actually 
wanted to help the lazy guy out. 

It is because of bands like the Guise, of 
which there are quite a number, that I am 
getting out of the ~ooking agent business. I 
loved working with many of the bands in 
this town. They are beautiful people who 
worked hard for the clubs and for them
selves and hopef uUy we will all do business to
gether in the future. Unfortunately I cannot 
take the abuse from the minority of bands 
and certain business people who do not be
have in a professional manner. 

My Paradise shows will continue because 
the Don Law people are the most fun and 
professional organization I have ever dealt 
with, and because the bands who play the 
shows, for the most part, treat me like a hu
man being. 

Though I do not agree with many of Bos
ton Rock's policies, I must say they are also 
great people to do business with as far as 
adver1ising and payment go, and they did a 
lot to help Cantone's when I was in power 
there. 

Marlo will be booking Cantone's and shC 
is a geru and if the scene takes care of her 
and doesn't fuck her over the way they did 
the first time around, and the way I've been 
abused, then the bands will be the winners. 
You know how hard it is to get a gig in this 
and every town, and you know hov.: I tried 
to take care of all the bands, from heavy 
metal to hard core. It was Cantone's deci
sion to ban hard core, not mine. I like it. 
Some people say I like too many bands. I 
try·very hard to be someone the bands can 
like in return. 

God Bless Rock & Roll, 
Count Viglione 
Woburn 

I was also approached by The Eggs, a 1--------------
band l adored who promised they could -sell 1-------------
over 200 tickets. With their huge mailing 
list and one of the best management systems 
in Boston they got over 200 fans in the 
room. The other bands pre-Sold tickets as 
wen, and we ·had the most efficiently run 
and best sell-out to date, 3 days in advance, 
and many, many turned away at the door. 

And that's how the_pre-sclling of tickets 

Boston Rock wlcoma your fellers. All 
· corrtsl)Ondni~ must. for tire purposes of 
verifia,tion, intlufh the writer's namr, ad
drrss and tekphone number-and these 
moy ~ withheld or your nquat. AIJ letters 
arr subject to editinK.- Write to: Your Heli
um Voice c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
St:, Boston, MA 02116. 

THE BEST THING IN LIFE 
COSTS TEN DOLLARS. 

THE SECOND BEST 
IS FREE. 

Subscribe to Boston Rock for one year 
($10.00) and (for just one dollar shipping and 
handling) we'll send you one of these sensa
tional new albums from A&M Records ... 

DARE 

ROMAN GODS 
Reshtones 

DARE 
Human league 

JOOIS HOLLAND 
and His 
Milrao111ires 

-------------------------------------------·------. 
Boston Rock Magazine 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, Ma. 021 16 Subscribe! 
D Here's $11.00 for the next twelve issues of Boston Rock. Please rush the 

free album I've checked below. 

__ Fleshtones __ Human League ___Jools Holland 

D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is$ I 0.00 for twelve issues. 

Name 
Address ______________________ _ 

City ____________ _ State ___ Zip, ____ _ 

(Album offer good in U.S. only, while supplies las't. We reserve the right to sub-
stitute for first choices.) 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD $2.00 PER ISSUE 

'----------••••-•••••••••••••••-----------u- . ••• 
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THE 
BOSTON 
ROCK 
X-word 
by 

Michele 
Noach 

Name _________ _ 

Addres~ 

City/ State/ Zip--~ - -

1 Suicidal driver. (4, 4) 
4 Steve Harley playing at being Robert 
Redlord. (9) ' ' 
10, Drumsy band from Fetish, think A f
rican1 (6) 
11 Don. the guy who cu t " In God We 
Trusl" in '71, way before Biafra had 
1elled.(3) 
13. Have they come out of The Shirts? 
(3,6) 
15. Guitar/fish. (4) 
16 Wishbone remnants. (3) 
17. Amorous adm,rerol Jonathan Aich
man. (5) 
19. Ms. Summer. (5) 
20. Man cannot live on this alone. Deli
n,tely . (5) 
23. What you have to be In order to be 
kind. says Lowe. (5) 
25. "I read the···· today, oh boy 1 • (4) 
26. Mr Gallagher. (4) 
27 Janisl -- -lMc Kay (3) 
28 . Linda. not Ronstadt. (5) 
29. Those resporlsible for 37 Across. (6) 
32. Heaven 17's fascist groove obJect. (5) 

33. The type o f heart attack Queen 
give you. (5) 
35. One of Simon and Garfunkel's 
herbs.(4) 
36. The Beatles sang about a man who 
collects it. (3) 
37. A particu lartype ol jungle. (11) 
39 Breaker······, popular Australian 
fllm.(6)' 
40. What sort of colou rs did Spilt Enz 
giveyou?(4) 
42 Comeback band dabbling with a 
cross twixl chamber music and hero
ine. (10) 
46. Are you a UB40 one? (2, 3) 
48. Richard. sung about by 35 Across 
and Wings. (4) 
49. 45. 78 and 331/J. (1. 1. 1) 
50. Embarrassing British band who 
came out with the Birdie Song. (6) 
52. Nick Lowe loves this sound. (8, 5) 
53. US band who owned a Sharona (5) 

1. Th e Velvet s and Japan look forward 
to a future gaiety. (3, 9, 7) 
2. Cali fornia Uber •.... (5) 
3. Alda of MASH fame. (4) 
5. What music in a d ifferen t k itchen? (7) 
6. The Pretenders dri f t off. (1, 2. 2, 5) 
7. Barry Humphrey's Ms. Everage. (4) 
8. New York venue where Wayne Coun
ty and the like have played. (4, 6, 4) 
9. Motown's sister. (5) 
12. Sandinta1? (2) 
14 Depressed among slranger,s? (3) 
15. Stones sono about the darker 
shades of heroin. (5, 5) 
18. Oedipus for short. (2) 
21. Davis of the Kinks. (3) 
22. Are Black Flag? (7) 
23. Best and worst foreign group, ac
cording to YOU. (5) 
24 Tu aussi.(1, 1) 
27 _ Cassette speed measurement 
(1,1 , 1) 
29. Byrne's wheel. (9) 
30. ln1tiats of Third Rail's vocalist. (1, 1) 
31. Fast label. (3) 

-----------31-f> 32. Stinky, cuddly and ol course Gods 
(4) 
34. Arm sheepishly rearranged by Paul 
McCartney. (3) 

Ttie f irst ten peo
pple to send correct 
x-words to our office 
will receive a Boston 
Rock T-Shirt (specify 
size) and a copy of 
the Sllckee Boys' 45 
"Here To Stay." 

1h1:jJ. •C~ff
oyj 

RECORDING AND 
PRODUCTION CLASSES 

8 weeks, Hands on Experience for aspiring musicians, 
singers, songwriters , producers in all styles of music; 
Rock. R&B, Pop emphasized. 

learn to deal with the complex , but exciting business 
and get what you need for your growth . 

The course is offered in a professionol 16 track studio 
in Boston and includes 10 hours of recording and mixing 
time for your song. 

Classes begin in Moy . Coll today for details: 
267-4095 
492-2176 

limited enrollment! 

38. Gang Green, Jerry's Kids and De
control are hard-···. (4) 
39. The Jam's town, not that strange. (6) 
41. To A Certain Ratio. (4) 
42. Rather vital part of a guitar. (6) 
43.Was?(3,3) 
44. Stevie Wonder's Duke. (3) 
45. Alternate name for 15 Down. 
47. The drop that explodes. (4) 
51 . What ii is to tell a lie, accord ing to 
BilHe Holiday. (3) 

Answers next month! 

Last month's X-word . . . 
ACROSS 
1. Europe 
4. JoyOivision 
10. Nina 
12. Money 
13. Abba 
16. 0no 
18. Flock 
19. lydiaLunch 
20. E.L.O 
23. See 36 Down 
24. See 49 Down 
26. Burma 
27. Strange 
28. Tlme 
30. G.H. 
33. RCA 
34. Bret 

DOWN 
2. Aamones 
3. Enemy 
5.0.M.D 
6. DVA 
7.0n 
8. Nico 
9. Walk Under Ladders 
11.Contorl ions 
14. Band 
15. U F.O 

. 17. All eredlmages 
19. See 36 Down 
21 See 36 Down 
23 Manfred 
25 . D.B 
29 M.O.A 
31 . Help.. 

35. R.F 
37. Play H 
38. EP 
39 Snow 
40. Sai1or 
41 . Blacks 
43. Stooge 
45.Cope 
46. Peter0ay1on 
48 U 
49 A.S 
50. P.A. 
53. Sound ol Silence 
55. 0ummy 
56. and 53 Down. Route sixty six 
57 _ The Flood 

32. Crass 
36. and 23 Across, 19 and 

21 Down. Fallen In 
Love With a Monster Man 

37. and 52. Down. Pere Ubu 
41 Beel 
42 Song 
44 To 
45.Closer 
46 Piaf 
47 Drunk 
49. and 24 Across Aomeo Vold 
50. Pops 
52. See 37 Down 
SJ See 56 Across 
54 Lay 
55. 0.A.F 
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by Mike Dreese 

n more upheavals in the past 
Boston's "1brant c_lub s~ene :::,::~ed publishmg. Altho~gh I just 

month than in any time sm~e become necessar) to present this update. 
did a club surve) (BR #25), ,t s 

TREETS (C mm Ave. Allston) 
S O • ' ood The real estate folks who've 

Streets as we knew It Is gonfa~:r f a~ently the side wall will be tom 
taken over the plalcebha~f1 b~~ ~xpa~di/ Into the storefront space next 
down, and the c u w f t Ith the restrooms 
door. The stage will be pui5hed

1
:ac1~ ~~:! ~;!:v::'1~:. Indeed do take 

being relocated downsta rs. a It reo en before the middle of April. 
place, It would be su?':,"'nt::;:lll ha~e a low, perhaps non-existent, 
In any case new mus c o~lm Coffman has been fired' along with most 
priority In the new venue, ladstone's era. The closing days of the 
everyone else not from the G who had been given scant notice, were 

::~:a7.;r::~:hl~h1:~~::!;";:ah' P 1~ •:e f~:~n:.: c;~~1d~;~1~1~o.;;~:; 
bands any guestllst. Unlike t e n erg 
showed.up. Nobody cared anymore. 

• nt '--111\NNEL (Necco Street, near South Station) 
Although he slill has plans lo work on certain projects, Warren Scoll 

has left as chief booker to form his own agenq·, Pyramid Artists. Defi
nitel)" interested in makinR the club a more comfortable place to visil, 
the Channel now serves pizza and subs in what used to be the coat check 
room. In response to rumors thal the club was going to be closing down. 
owner Har')· Bouras replied "Bullshit. There might be some people 
who'd like to see us closed. but we're definitely not closing. We have 
dales booked well into M,:a::_Y·:._'_' ---===== 

MAVERICK'S (112 Broad ~\~0,:0!~0:~t p:rfect replace-
Open since mid Februaiif~a::r: a bit more conveniently located. 

ment for the Undergroun er Greenwalt of the Dark and 
Bookings are being ably handl~d !i ~:~erground manner' Peters has 
rock lmpressarlo Alex Peters. n I ~ owners In town. His past success
managed to Irritate many of the c u Four Dead Kennedys, Specials 
fut bookings of the Buzzcocksi,~i8ng ::e abo~t what was happening on 
and others proved he kne; a h ~:Verlck's Is hardly the equivalent of 
the street than most. Alt oug d scored a major coup In the 
the Bradford Ballroom, the club has alre:e~eral weeks ago. The club is 
highly successful appearance of ~l~r:r cramped. According to Peters 
very cozy, almost to •t' pi°':~ :e 1:,1:.led shortly. Now If only they'd 
Streets' old sound sys emhs b rices back to what they used to be ... 
raise the stage and lower t e eer p 

"Our thanks to Boston Rock Magazine and Newbury 
Comics for their contribution and distribution of local mu
sic in Boston and Portsmouth." 

ROCK BOTTOM RECORDS, INC. 
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. 



SPIT/M~TRO (Lansdowne St. near Fenway Park) 
na~~~ ~~

st
airs P~rtfon of Spit is being turned into a video lounge, to be 

13 UP, The video DJ equipment from the ca e fn M tr I 
~;Ing ;oved next door for the new facility, According tog manag:r 1n~ 
wf~;~ts otta, t~e 13 UP portion of Spit will be treated as a separate club 

own a mission cards. Admission to the upstairs will robabl ' 
be free to those wflh cards on at least the slower week nights T: d Y 
:!::~t;rt~; of ~pil is to be renovated as well, with a seco~d b:r ~ow: 

e . us t e Spit/Metro complex remains on the for f 
flub innovations. The video capabilities should become even m:::::c~~ ~f1: more software becomes available. Botta says that many groups 

awboutethrecdorded lnlf.hlouse as they perform, for later showings Now 
e oorpo c es... · · · 

the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 

I • 

MEANWHILE IN CAMBRIDGE . .. 
Things seem to be a bfl quieter across the river. JACK'S (Mass. Ave.) 

is booking a llttle more adventurously lately, with more new music. 
THE INN SQ. MENS BAR (Inman Square) is still my favorite place to 
have a beer and their bookings have always been both consistent and ad
venturous. JONATHAN SWIFTS (Harvard Square) frequently has 
many bands that are of interest to our readers as does JUMBOS (Som
erville). I haven't been to Jumbo's yet-but I definitely plan a trip real 
soon-and a report thereafter. Finally, ft seems that our friend The 
Count has been helping out booking the trouble plagued CLUB (Cen
tral Square). 

Gl\11: Ml: Tl·II: NIGl·IT 
I 't.',\NT TC T,\1{1: YOU 1\'N1\Y 
Tl-II: Nl:W SINGI.I: AVAIi.AHi.i: NOW 



by Julie Panebianco 

PRIMITIVES 
In the beginning, as they say, ther: was 

rhythm. A powerful rhythm-not roe '~~t 
re ae not punk-owing as much to an -
ri!:n t;ibal beat as it does to the urban pulse 

of ~a:;is~o~~u~~tyKennedy and singer Cyn
thia Sley, bored of Cleveland's scene; Pa~ 
P:lace, ex-Contortio~, an unusual and une 
conventional guitarist; and Dee Po~ th 
only male, ex-rock writer, a strong an per
sistent drummer. The Bush Tetras. . 

The Bush Tetras become famous_ m an~ 
other jungle:.New Y?,rk clu::d. ~::;:~ 
prominent singles, Too Y. EP 
"Boom/Das Ah Riot.'' and their new 
Rituals they hit the Billboard charts. . . 

The; play their music with a dark spmt 
and an even darker beat. Dance, dance, 
dance. 

12 Boston Rock 1117 

PARANOIA 
The women are all tall and skinny a~: 

dress like they raided the closets of Ke1t 
Richards and Joe Strummer: three o~ four 
scarves each, a jacket OQ top of a ~~lrth~~ 
top of at-shirt. "My mot~er wor;,t 1s:

1
~[a 

when she was pregnant with me, Cy 
announces proudly. bl k 

Brightly colored jeans and clunky hac f 
boots Loads of Mardi Oras beads. Ea~ ho 
them ·wears long leather necklaces ~It a 
voodoo figure; Dee wears a bracelet ecor
ated with the same dolls. 

"We got them in New Orleans, th~ vo_o
doo shops there are really weird,'.' guitans~ 
Pat says. "I broke out in hives m there. 

felt really spacey.,, . h th Neville Bro
"We wanted to play wit e . 
thers when we were there," singer Cynthia 
drawls. "But it didn't happen, and anyway, 

I g~~!ic!~~ghs, almost to prove it, and 
searches a huge leather satchel r~r some 
sudafed. She pulls out a book: Magtk. 

The rest of the band down a few 1:ylenols 
with their drinks. No one looks particularly 
healthy, and their skin has a most unnatural 

gr~r~~1:3i~· this has been an action filled 

to~~V:,'eD::~o~r~~!te:~· recrea!e the Civil 
War ,. Pat Place says, rearranging the s.carf 
she has tied around her bright yellow hatr. 

"In Chicago," Dee says, "some money 
~isappeared." 

"Somebody had stic~y fingers,., yells 

La,~~!et~:~r~ Houston," Dee :?ntinues, 
"Cynthia and Laura got arrested. 

"We were at alparty, w~ t_h~ug?,t. We g~t 
arrested for public in~?x1cat1on, Cyn:~~~ 
offers in explanation. They br~uJ~~tNK 
to the station and everyone ye e 

ROCKERS!!!"' e there 
"They never charged us. We wer h 

for seven hours befo:e V:,e got n \~r ~:~ 
all " Laura says angnly. They e 

\r~rinted us, they didn't give us ~ p?one 
:au, they didn't let us piss. They d1dn t let 
us piss " she repeats. h 

"Th,ey finally called _me'." Dee '!~~n si 
"and I though.t she was JOkmg,,, ~\miles. 
told Pat she said Hahahahaha. e k 

''Then I took two Mandrax and dran a 

six,-.~~!.'~ave to be careful s?metimes," 
Cynthia said. "The whole thmg was so 
strange. that jail." 

RITUALS 
Talk, talk, talk. Excerpts. . 

Ott· I used to write for Creem magazme. 
Thi; one time, in like 1977, I flew to Eng
land to interview the Sex Pistols. It.;~~~! 
set up and everything. McLaren sw , 
they'll definitely be there.' So, of course, I. 
et there and they are in Sw~den ~r some

!here. So I hung around and mterv1ewed all 
these bands. Elvis Costello, when he was 
still talkin'. And the Clash. But all Creem 
wanted was the Sex Pistols. 

~:~ra: He said he'd pay for the studio time, 
nything to produce us. k 

~ee: He had been asking to do it for wee s. 
So we finally let him. . . 
Laura· We got the cauldron bo1hng. d 
Pat: Then we all stood around and ~~ant~h~ 
Dee: It was a spur of the moment t mg, 

~p :.~~~~/~o one can buy it in t~e midwest, 
C~icago. The reCord's not gettmg to peo
ple But it's on Billboard. 
De;. We have to smuggle them to peop~':- ·1 
Dee: The first time we went into a stu 10 I 

was. with Danny from the Ray~:a!!~o~~ 
didn't know a board from ... t. l W 
time it was me and Laura. Even Rllua s. e 
haven't come into our own on re:orl~s yet. 
We don't sound as good as we o ive on 

~;~:ii'.;e~e're trying to find :~tii~ii~~ 
mana e us We can't keep up 
and e!erything, it's just too ~uchw~t ~~~~~ 
to~ much tim:}~~m :ee h:~:':nly written 

:~en::n~n~s sine~ the last time we were 

~::: We have a manager but we 3:e ~ot 
looking for him. We are tryin~ to a~o~d him 
at all costs. We told him the gig tomg twas 

t.:~:b::~ight tour with David Johan

~Yn~thla: Do you remember ~hen we glued 
Jim Fouratt's phone together· 

WILD THINGS 
Pat Place pulls down her pants. She's got 

bony legs, red underpants, and a huge 
bruise. 

"Cynthia bit me." 
Laura is being interviewed by . a v;ry 

cheerful girl who asks: "Do you thmk o-, 



mco Void is stealing your sound'!" and then 
tries again: "Do you listen to the Sex Pis
tols, the Ramones'!" 

"I haven't thought about them in a long 
time," Pat says, slowly. 

"I listen to the Sex Pistols," Dee yells as 
he goes by, waving a tape. It is a roughly re
corded concert of a band he sometimes 
plays with. It sounds interesting, and the 
lead singer deerfrance, has a captivating, 
melodic voice. Dee wants lo record an al
bum with them. 

"You should ask us what we do besides 
the Bush Tetras ... ' he says. "Pat is a photo
grapher, she has had a few shows. She even 
met Yoko Ono." 

When asked, Pat is shy. "I take pictures 
of goblins and things, little monsters. I 
don't have enough time, I can't take pic
tures on tours. I don't bring my toys, my 
little monsters." 

Their road manager breezes in, and ex
plains that his plane had been delayed. He 
gathers up his messages and asks, "Where's 
the phone'!" 

Cynthia Sley is talking, and coughing at 
the same time. 

"I was going into the bathroom at 
Streets, and this guy yells out something 
about my nose-I haven't heard nose jokes 
since high school. So I went over to him and 
said listen, buddy, you paid to see me.'' 

"Well," Dee says, "It was ridiculous at 
Streets. The first night it was packed, it was 
hot, and nobody could dance. So we told 
Dingbat not to let in as many people the 
next night and he gave us some story. The 
next night was a little better, not much. 

"But Boston is strange, everybody's 
drunk, and those college kids." Cynthia 
sighs and drinks her rum and tonic. , 

"They're so straight. You know, it's likC a 
pendulum, that swings back and forth, 
back and forth." 

Dee docs not like the band that is playing 
out in the hall. 

"Well you can't be nice about every 
band, cause so many of 'em suck." He 
opens a beer and groans. "Hey, where's the 
vodka for this cranberry juice'!" 

FUNK 
"Radio, however, is great in Boston." 

Cynthia says over another rum and Ionic. 
Her throat is still sore, and Dee suggests 
gargling with a gram of cocaine. 

"In New York I have to listen to a swing 
station, cause the radio is just so bad," she 
says. "I love Lena Horne." 

"Oh, we might do a Frank Sinatra song. 
'That's Life.' Also, a Jimi Hendrix song. 
'Love or Confusion.' You know, 'Is It 
Love, baybee','' she sings. ~ 

"I've been listening to John LennQn. 
You know, the album he did with all the.old 
rock and roll songs." 

Cynthia looks in a small mirror. "Should 
I put some lipstick on'!" she asks Laura. 

Dee grabs another beer, and finally takes 
off his coat. 

"I can't pretend that it doesn't get boring 
sometimes," he says. "That sometimes it's 
just a job and I want to get it over with. 

"But sometimes," Dee grins, "before a 
gig I'll get nervous. It might be a small club 
in the middle of Texas or something, and 
I'll get excited, and I'll go out and I'll play 
real good." 

"Wild Thing" opens their set, guitar 
twanging and Cynthia Sley slurring the vo
cals, "Wyyyyyldthang," pushing the song 
on. Then into "Cowboys in Africa," "Oas 
Ah Riot," "Boom," "Can't Be Funky," 
and, of course, "Too Many Creeps." 

There is that eerie, edgy quality to their 
music, like a thread running through all 

their so~gs. It begins with Dee Pop's power
ful drumming, bolstered by Laura Kenne
dy's solid twisting bass. Then propelled 
again, pushing the rhythm to the front, by 
Pat Place's enigmatic guitar playing. Cyn
thia Sley holds her place at the point well, 
droning and singing the lyrics almost in a 
trance-like state. 

And trance is a good word to describe the 
Bush Tetras; their music is a magic spell, 
their rhythms hypnotic. The titles of their 
songs evoke more: "Snakes Crawl," "You 
Taste Like the Tropics,'' ''Punch Drunk.'' 

Visually the band is mesmerizing. They 
pace the stage as if they were caged some
times; other times they barely move at all. 
Yet they arc fascinating to watch. 

Dee Pop, serious and intent On his drum
ming. Pat Place, very tough, very shy, very 
cool blonde in a Vietnamese jacket. Laura 
Kennedy, mysterious and beautiful with a 
bright shock of henna red hair against pale 
skin. And Cynthia Sley, charismatic per
cussionist and singer, hanging on to the mi
crophone, sometimes for dear life. 

Towards the end of their set they played 
"Rituals," a song written for the witching 
hour, murky and gloomy. It is almost the 
best and the worst of the Bush Tetras, com
pressed into one song. Mesmeric yet redun
dant, decadent and depressing, yet com
peUing. Cynthia Sley has her back to the au
dience, head down, waving her arms, swim
ming into the darkness, in a trance, in a 
dance. The Bush Tetras. 
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CAN THIS BAND 
by Eri,· Van 

Arc the new Neighborhood, brilliant 
beyond belief? Arc they the bc,t band in 
Boston? Is their music the mo-.1 cffcc1ivc 
blend or pop and avant-garde to have 
emerged from anywhere in age\? Well, 
ar.:tually, no. C.cniu, doc<,n'1 happen o,cr: 
night; it takes a lot of hard work, dcdka
tion, and other dkhc ... Give 'cm at h•a,t 
three more month,. 

The Neighborhoods' history i, one of the 
tor.:al "r.:cnc's mo-.1 intcrcstinii ,wric,. 
Chance\ arc you kno,, part\ of ii, but 
"hich par1,? Even I haven'! rotlowcd them 
continually. But Rohen Alan Colby (frn
mcr hew:,1· editor. v.ho liked thc old. old 
'Hood, for their \hccr energy when I ,till 
hated 'cm) and I have managed to idcntit) 
,c,cn period~ in the hi,,;1ory of the 'Hooch. 

corrc,ponding io ,c\en ,tagr.:, in µui1ari,1 1 

;;~~~ro~~\i:~11~:i:
11~:·~1

~~~~:
1
~~;,:·~.'~~;g.~;1~~;~ 

ncrc boogie," then mindlc-.-. thrash puni.. 
\\ith hca\y m1.·1al lrar.:c,; and dumh dmru-. / 
11001,,<; that wen.• rn1r.:hy 1hr.: v.ay road1 
motel, arc catdn- to roache-. ( "T cacher· ..,. 
Little Pel." ctr.:.). They \\ere pOflular, hut 
not hugdy ,o. and thi, repor1e1. for onr.:. 
1hough1, de\[lile Minehan·-. enorniou-. ,t;,u 
qualil~. 1hcy'd g.u mmhere. 

But a funny thing happened on 1he \\;I\ 

to ob-.1.'urity-Minchan di-.(O\ereJ pop , 
punk, f)articularly Cicncration X and the 
Jam. Though his lyric-. ,\ere -.1ill fi\:aled 011 
girl-. and the (horu,c-. ,1ill dumb. a real µitt 
for mdody "as emerging. John Han(orn 
replaced Jim Bowman on bass, and the 
band ber.:amc a Ral fa\orite. \\inning ihc 
1979 Rod ·n· Roll Rumbk. S00111he lvric-. 
got aware ("One Day O ldl·r." "No l;lar.:c 
like Home"), though the nni,;ic didn't. 

"Prettiest Girl" was released on Ace of 
'Hearts rer.:ords and remain<:. the biggest local 
' indy hit anyone's had in thC!.t [lart\. 
· Jusl aSlhe smart crowd was writing them, 
off as likeable lightweight\, r.:amc the firsl ' 
inklings of the nouveau 'Hooch: "In the 
Corner," "Arroganr.:c," and "The 

,Patriot." The lyrics were sharper, and 1he 
chord wogrc<;sions, though not innovative, 
weren't dumb. 

And then r.:amc the Neighborhood-.' 
bleak [lcriod. Ovcrwori.. lct'I Minehan and 
the band li1tlc time to write and rchear\c 
new material. A deal with EMI fell through 
over the i,,uc of art istir.: r.:0111rol. Suburhan 
audicnr.:e" sti ll loved 'cm, but in the city the 
'Hood,; were viewed a, a flr<ltni,ing band 
!.adly going nowhere. 

A long songwriting droughl \\a,; finally 
broi..cn in late 1980 with " ln nor.:cnr.:c t.o,t" 
and ''Ca,h Oandng. ·· ··t·a-.h Dandng, ·· 
with it, har,h, gri nding rhylium. !>hawed 
the fir,t overt si1_rns of Minehan·-. new innu-

heard rumors of a new 'Hood,. but gigs in ant joll. 
the ci1y were rare. Whether or not the band And what about the new kid on tile 
cou ld have succtcdcd in switching audi-~ block? Tim Green',; bas!> tcr.:hniquc i,; 
ences will remain a mystery, though. In impeccable. and he get,; a ,ubtlc vcr,ion of 
July 1981 the band broke up. that classic soul tonc-trcbly and metallic. 

Minehan took time off, then put togcth-
1
• not a lot of bottom, but never wearying. Al 

er a new band with old 'Hood,; drummer· first contcnl to ju,;\ anchor thing-. with bu,;y 
Mike Quaglia and bassist Tim Green, ba<is lines and leave the spo111anci1y up to 
veteran of sou l and gospel groups. They Minehan and Quaglia. he', already begun 
played a few gig\ as the 900 Club. but then 10 shake things up a little, moi;tly by playing 
the realities of booking policies a nd draw- less. The visual contrast between 1he two i'I, 
ing flOwcr reared their ugly heads. The new of course. obv iou<:.; when they 'lpin around 
band soon had an old name: the Neighbor- or shimmy or jump 1oge1hcr the effect i'I 
hoods. magical. even though it's obviou,ly half. 

Minehan',; got eight brand new ,ong.~. rehearsed. Forgive me for gelling mu,hy 
and combined with tho-.e from 1hc la-.1 two and liberal, but the sight of one blar.:k man 
period.-. and their .:over, of "b-.encc Rare" and one white man playing such color-blind 
and Wire·~ "Outdoor Miner" lhc ncv. line- mu~ic with such obviou\ love-each ,;pcal,,
up has a rc[lcrtoire of wor~abk• -.i,c without ing that universal stage language; of pop
resorting 10 any of the "old 'Hood, ,tar with his own cultural acccnt-i\ prclly 
songs." And, surprisingly, the suburban inspiring. 
audiences are open-minded and receptive, So, they're born star<i , 1hcy'rc prol'c<:.
and lhc smart crowd in the city downright sionals, and their material's tcrrifk . Weak-

The Neighborhoods (110 r): Mike Quaglla, Dnld Minehan and Tim Grttn. 

C1l(C\. 

And -.o r.:amc thl' S1.·\c111h Aµc of ~linc
han. Wli.11 happ1.·11,~ when a\\ ri1e1 of 1crrifk 
ca11.:hv-bu1-dumh -.ong,; f.tll-. 111 lmc \\ilh 
Mi-.-.i0n of Burma, Wire, and (ianv. n1 

'Four? An,v.er: he ,tan, \\ri1inµ 1crrifk 
r.:a1chy-bu1-,man -.c1ng-.. Plhl-pop a\.1111· 
garde. Firn 1hcrc were "1-k(trkil}," 
"l-'ool-.." and the aruhemk 'Tultur1.·d 
Pearl, .. ("i1·, ob\iou, \Our i111dligcnc1.• / ha-. 
hcen in-.ultcd r,ir loo lorn!"), \\hich 
1ogcther \\ith " lnnol.'cnce Io-.!" make up 
their for1h1,:oming EP on Ace ot Hc,m-.. 
And finally, the two be-.1 \Onµ, he'd e\cr 
wri11cn: "Unifonm and ln-.igni.l' ... \\ith a 
rclemlc"' -.ka-i,h beat and Jam-lil,,e melody, 
and " II All Mai..c, Scn-.c," whid1 -.on1cl10\\ 
wed, cla,-.k 'Hood-. ca1chinc,-. tn Hurma / 
(io4 gui1ar intcmity. In the ,uhurb,. thl' 
working-da\s 1,,id, ti-.1cncd and 1.·lapped 
poli1cly and then \hou1cd out requ1.'\t'- fur 
the old ,ong,. In the ci1y. the ,mart crowd 

cager. Now that the 'Hood-. me 1~[/i'<·ittflr 
nev,.,, c,pccta1im1, ha\C l.'hanged, e\Cll 
though the mu,k i, a dir1.·1.·t r.:on1inua1io11 <11 
the old band',; fin:il ,;tagc. 

l'\'e only heard · the ne\.,, ,onµ, two 01 

three lime,. bu! it', already dear thal 
"Rhyme, Rhyme" i, an utter l,,ille1. \\ilh an 
un1orgc11ablc ,i..,1-i,h ba,;,; line and da-.,k 
pop cho1u,. "Orum-. of Darl,,111.·,-." li.1, a· 
-.imitar ,trul.'tur1.•, but here the catd1y ha,-. 
line thal drive, thl' drnru\ i!. [ltire tuni... 
"We Don'1 Do the I .imbo" i, C\ell funkici. 
"Kcal Storie-... and "The Wi1 ne,-." arc 
bread-and-butter 'Hood, pop ,ong'I. and 
i1', here 1ha1 Minehan·-. evolution a, a 
-.ongv.rilcr i, r.:lcarc,;1. Make no mi,;iakc 
abou1 it-there·, a rccogni1abk O\erlap in 
,tylc between thi, ,ttlt'f and 1he he-.1 of the 
Rumble-era material. But JU\I \\here the old 
,ongs u,;cd 10 gel dumb, th1.• new one-. gel 
!)mart; 1hcy change key, or IC\:turc, or in 
!.omc way gfrc the fir!)t-timc li-.1cncr a pica-.. 

nc-.ses? Okay. a grca1 band-like Burma on 
a good nigh1-can ~i\C you that <,pccial 
r u-.h of transcendent e\:citcmcnt a1 lca\1 

once in e,cry ,ong. The llC\\ material relic, 
,1 lot le,., on pure energy and mur.:h more on 
1cn'lion and release. dynarni1.·-. and 11.·xttirl' 
,hift,. So i1', not surprising that the nC\\ 
line-up only bat'> around .500. mo,tl} 
thank'> 10 Quaglia's drumming. (ihe 'cm a 
fc\, month,. In a fc\, month\ he'll k·arn. B} 
1hc middle of the -.ccond ,c1 Minehan·, 
,ocal'> tend to get ,loppy from ,;h1.-cr 
e,hau,1ion, but that', a mancr of gelling in 
shape. And in a fev. mon1h-. .. 

Might 1he Neighborhood,; rm a \ital 
niche between the Burma<, and Ciang ot 
Four'> of thi'i \\Orld and the Jarm and 
Clas he\, and v. ind up -.clling more record, 
than any of them 1hrough ,!teer -.tar qual
ity? Arc they o ne of the three or four bc,t 
band., in Boston? Arc 1hcy even just a lilllc 
brilliant beyond belief? Well. actually, ye,. 

MAKE A COMEBACK? 
14 Bolton Rock n, 
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Newbu~ COllliCS 
268 Newbury Street 

Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 247-7590 

Import, U.S. Independent and 
Local 45s and LPs 

Rock Magazines and Books 
T-shirts and Leather 
Buttons and comics 

SUPER SALES FOR THIS MONTH 
Week of March 22-28: 
The Jam LP, The Gift Reg. 6.99 Sale 5.99 

Sale 1.50 
Sale 6.99 

New Models, Permanent Vacation 

Theatre of Hate LP 

Week of March 29 - April 4: 

Reg. 2.00 
Reg. 9.99 

Funboy Three LP Reg. 9.99 Sale 7.99 
Any T-Shirt $1.00 off reg. price 
Dead Kennedys, In God We Trust 

Week.of April 5 - 11: 
Pete Shelley LP, Homosapien 
David Bowie E P, Baal 
Flipper, Ha Ha Ha 

Week of April 12 -18: 
Au Pairs LP 
Propeller Cassette 
Elvis Costello, Psycho 

Reg. 4.99 Sale 3.49 

Reg. 9.99 Sale 7.49 
Reg. 3.99 Sale 2.99 
Reg. 2.35 Sale 1.75 

Reg. 9.99 Sale 7.99 
Reg. 3.25 Sale 2.50 
Reg. 2 .89 Sale 1. 99 

Quantities Limited - No Rainchecks 
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THE UNSINKABH 
I I " n; • 

, byCarterA/an / :~,~tel!, -

ltS 1:~::ie :C~~~~7n ~:;!~ :t~a~-;h~~~;s .{~r,:r-u;;, 
President, a five decker riverboat straight 'If~, }jf{;1 

out of the pages of Mark Twain. The huge ·· ~l,._;~ 
paddlewheels have been removed to make 
way for more efficient propellers, but in· 
side the old grandeur has' been largely pre
served. 1,500 fans jam the boat, evidence 
that New Orleans does support some kind 
of new wave scene. Support from the radio 
is minimal (the closest any commercial sta
tion gets is Joan Jett) but one of the con
cert promoters tells me that Tulane Univer
sity has a station that pumps out several 
hours of alternative rock and roll every 
week. He also adds that U-2 is a favorite 
:~:a. the station reaches the entire metro- l« lW ~ 

RZA, a local outfit, warms up the crowd The blond fluffy.haired bassist Adam 
before the President's scheduled cruise up Clayton continues, "Yeah, we're nearly al-
the Mississippi. This quartet has a good ways close to break even on the road, but 
handle on punk·music.past and newer di· this time we were going to lose too much. 
rections such as ska and straight rock. The Then we found out that we were going to do 
audience is loose and dancing as I make my a couple of weeks with the J. Geils Band in 
way around the ship to find U·2's dressing stadiums." 
room. Appropriately enough, they're in the "We're playing Florida and the West 
captain'scabin. Coast with them," adds Bono, the lead 

"This is the first time we ever played a singer who's buried under another of his 
venue and the venue left!" jokes band man. endless supply of hats. 
ager Paul McGuiness. McGuiness is very It will be a tremendous asset for u.2 to 
pleased about tonight, as if U·2's mere one play in the stadiums, not only for the nµm· 
month layoff from gigging deeply worried her of people there, but for their relative 
him. After some U.K. dates in December, youth. Although the group has crisscrossed 
the band was busy laying down tracks for a America extensively, its influence is stilllim· 
new single (which would appear imminent- ited to rock and roll bars. Boston is one of · 
ly). Still, McGuiness is well aware that the few places where U·2's popularity al· 
American radio is a tough nut to crack. If lows them to sell out the Orpheum Theater 
his band isn't being exposed on the air· with all ages in attendance. 
waves, then they had better be out working With U·2's prowess in the instrumental 
on the road. "You know, we almost had !IJ field, Bone's growing talent as a frontman, 
forget this tour." and the band's exuberance onstage, there's 

Jan Bell and his styling team of Gail· 
Brightman and Carolee Nelson welcomes 
Stephen Pruyn to the -staff, 
· Come in and see us for the best rock 
and roll haircut in Boston, 

Belle Visage Hair 
247-3111 

708 Comm. Ave. 
247-7472 

little doubt that a stadium full of Geils lov· 
ers will react favorably. Certainly the head· 
liners stand for the very same things. 

With the lines cast off and the President 
moving out into the muddy waters, u.2 hits 
the stage, which has been set up amidships 
to allow a two story interior theater.like set· 
up. The sonic wash of The Edge's guitar an. 
nounces "Gloria" as people flock into the 
already crowded confines up front. "An· 
other Time, Another Place" is next and 
that's when I decide to find ·another spot 
from which to watch. Slam dancers in Bos· 
ton are one thing-never overtly violent
but this New Orleans crowd certainly is. A 
wave of shouting, kicking, and clawing en· 
sues as five people vie for the space I'm try· 
ing to exit from . A quick sidestep and I'm 
free as u.2 switches down into the slow 
pulse of "I Threw a Brick Through a Win· 

dow." One surprise is "A Day Without 
Me," their second single which was 
dropped from the set list after the first tour. 
Edge's guitar reaches for the sky and holds 
it while Bono matches the furious peaks 
with an unwavering voice and plentY of 
sweat. 

Despite the obvious tone in the crowd, no 
violence is directed at the band except for a 
few fast ice cubes loosed in Bone's direc
tion. (The singer promptly empties a beer 
on the front rows in retaliation .) Finishing 
up with the eneore of "Fire," "11 O'Clock 
Tick Tock" and "The Ocean" as the river· 
boat ties up, u.2 leaves stage as I head for a 
plate of red beans and rice (burp) . Later, 
I'm psyched, but surprised that the band 
thought the show was mediocre. Still, I've 
got to hand it to them, the best musicians 
are never satisfied. 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law
in music, video, film and performance: 

copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks, 

119 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 (617) 492-4400 
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MY 
DINNER 

WITH 
ALBERT 

f©tf written by and starring 

MR.B 
I have lo admit I'm apprehensive about my dinner engagement with Albert. We haven't 

been in contact for several weeks and I've heard rumors that Albert has deeply immersed 
himself in the rites of Boston's busiest DJ. In addition to his weekly Late Risers and Demi
Monde shows on WMBR, and a night a week at local dance-club Spit, he 's also working 
full-time at WLYN. It's with some genuine curiosity that I al/empt to find out what's hap
pened to him. 

So here we are at Boston's posh Bookstore Cafe, where Albert talks of his past, and his 
more recent experiences: 

8: How did you get interesred in music? B: What do think about the music in Bos-
0:: I've always been a radio aficionado ton? 
since I was 3. 0: l think it's fantastic . .. Boston ~s had a 
B: What were you listening to then? Do you problem putting it to record. 
remember those early songs? B: Do you mean the number of records, 01 

0: Yeah. I broke them all. Literally . I used the product hasn't been that good? 
to sit on them and break 'em. I remember O: The product hasn't been that good. 
breaking a picture sleeve of Elvis Presley's Someone said that because America's so 
"Hounddog" 45. My mother used to be on big, records stay in their own region without 
this quiz show on a local radio station in going anywhere else. There's so much com
Lexington, Kentucky. She'd get a stack of · ing.out everywhere, you just can't keep up. 
singles every week and we'd listen to them. 8: Have you noticed the backlash againsl 
8: When did you start buying your own re- British music? 
cords instead of breaking your parents'? O: Extremely. Mostly at 'MBR. A lot of the 
0: ActuaJly, the first record I ever owned, I established British bands have gone beyond 
won. I wish I still had it; it's worth about their usefulness. Even someone like the 
S50, the Everly Brothers' "Sweet Sixteen." Jam, who are still revered overseas, are do-
8: What were you listening to? ing nothing. Most bands have an album, or 
O: Just Top 40, when it was good. two, or three tops. How can you get excited 
B: What happened? about the fifth Jam album, or the 42nd Jam 
0: Progressive radio killed it. Then it killed single, no matter how good it is? 
itself. There was nothing like Top 40 radio B: Do you think there are any bands in Eng
in the 60's . You know that. Absolutely no- land that are putting out good music? 
thing like it. 0: A single at a time. If a band makes one 
B: Do you think there's a future for Top great single and then disappears, that's fine 
40? with me. 
0: Well, we like to think we're creating that 8: What do you think of the theory that ev
at WL YN. , · upbeat. · · faSl. · fun. ery bands is good for at least one good sin-

::c~hb(;ft r::/,:t~:t: ~~~~ra~J stuff at gle? 

•: h's not like I openly pursued it. I'm not ~:a~b; ~;::~t ~~~~~~ren't wor
th th

at. 
as aggressive as Oedipus. I guess I should 
be. Someone told me, "You're too nice to B: What have you been excited about over 
be in this business." the last year? 

B: Are you? ~~d ~~e ~:!~:e~~t:~0~~~1~: :~~~~~cr~.lub 

~/c~t~ ·m:~~~eb~t g:~~!
0~f ;;.~~ e;:?a~~i The Fleshcatcrs' new record. Most of the 

with each other. I have to deal with that. ~~~d~~~:;t~!~·/lthough I think that's get
Maybe it's my upbringing in the South, 
people arc a lot more easy-going. B: Why 's that? 
B: There must be a black side to Albert O 0: Maybe it's because I have to deal with 
too ... 
0: Oh yeah, I'm extremely sarcastic. 
8: What gets you mad enough to show your 
anger? 
0: I don't like people being taken advan
tage of, especially women. One of my pet 
peeves is bands that live in a vacuum; these 
bands that come out of nowhere. Open up 
the Phoenix. What is it this week? Animal 
Dance? Robert Christgau ( Village Voice cri
tic) once said, "Never trust a band with a 
logo." You have to be wary of them. Where 
are they getting all this money? They pro
bably have thousands of dollars of spank
ing-new equipment, some sparkly songs 
that have no soul, play every club in town 
in town, and then disappear. 
8: What is the valid way to approach mu
sic? 
0: Well, I think Boston has a problem in 
that there are too many bands. There are 
more bands than there are fans now and 
they wonder why they can't get by. 
8: Do you think there are too many clubs? 
0: Yeah, at this point (early February) be
cause they're all empty. People aren't go
ing out Wednesdays and Thursdays any
more. 

the attitude. They tend to walk around with 
blinders on and will listen to nothing else 
or appreciate nothing else, and act as if they 
know it all. 

B: How do you think your musical tastes 
have developed? It seems~ people get old
er, they gel mellower. 
0: I think I've gone the opposite. 
8: You've gotten harder? 
0: Yeah, if anything. If it excites me. 
Something like that, you can draw energy 
from. I think one of the prerequisites for 
working at WEEI is to have a permanent 
'script for quaaludes . You have to prove to 
them you're on valium all the time, so you 
can be smooth and mellow. Which is one of 
the reasons I' ll never be a "professional 
DJ. " I' m too affected by moods. I know if 
I go into ' LYN and I' m cranky, it'll show. 
As opposed to someo ne like Mark Paren
teau , who can go thro'ugh the motions ev
ery day. 

B: What does " progressive" mean these 
days? 
0: "Progressive' means elitist. 
B: For a long time, WMBR was considered 
an elitist station. Did it deserve that title? 

and 

ALBERTO. 
0: Yeah. We were guilty. I still think we're 
more extreme than anybody. I think we play 
more hardcore than anybody. There' s a 
huge turnover. Something will get played to 
death for three weeks and then disappear. 
Usually when something graduates to 'BCN 
it no longer gets played. 
8: To what extent are WMBR and WL YN 
programmed? Do you get to play what you 
want? 
0: Oh, no. Neither place. Tom (Lane) is the 
producer at 'MBR and we hvc a clock, of 
sorts, set up where we play a certain amount 
of (usually a minimum of three) local things 
per hour, . . 
B: How's the programming at WLYN di/· 
ferent than 'MBR? 
0: It's much more commercial. We have a 
lot of people listening. 
B: What would you think about a format 
as strict as WBCN's? 
0: It'd be rough. 
8: How do you think Oedipus deals with ii? 
0: I think he deals with it very well. 
8: Do you ever see yourself in that same si
tuation? 
0: It'd be rough. Not so much because of 
the music per se. I have a big problem with 
that "star," corporate attitude. You have 
to come on and be real smooth and interact 
with all these people. I have a lot of prob
lems with that. 
B: What do you think of WL YN at this 
point? 
0: Well, right now it's like any other busi
ness. There's a big turnover at the beginning 
until you get yourself established. There's a 
lot of possibilities ... You can't look for 
numbers or anything like that. The bottom 
line, of course, is that we have to make 
them money. 
B: Whal is WL YN shooting for in terms of 
rating numbers? 
0: I would think at the highest, the very 
highest, something like a 2. A lot of our lis
teners are very young and they don't get 
rated. 

What the critics say .. . 

" ... melodious . . . " 

" . .. awesome . . . " 

" .. . a hit ... " 

" ... should be banned . . . " 

" . . . cool and clever . .. " 

" .. . balding .. . " 

"One of the year's 
best DJ's ... "**** 

-Boston Rock 
B: What is the average age of listeners that 
call in requests? 
0: 17. 
B: How do they hear about the music in the 
first place? From 'LYN? 
0: I think so. Most of these people never 
heard college radio before. It's also because 
of the time they can listen. 
B: Why would they listen to 'LYN versus 
'COZ or 'BCN? 
0 : I guess they're tired of them. I have high 
hopes for that generation. 
B: What's the problem with the people that 
listen to 'COZ? 
0: I think it's laziness. A lot of downs. 
"We'll do exactly what our friends do, lis
ten to what our friends do. . " 
8: Do you think the 'LYN audience is a 
more thinking audience? 
0: Yeah. And very diverse. The other night 
I got a call from a woman who's 52 years 
old. She goes out to clubs with her kids. 
B: What makes a good DJ? 
0: He has to have some sort of integrity. 
And he has to continually keep you on your 
toes ... Work hard at it, opposed to play
ing the same thing every week. I know who 
does that, and I know who doesn't , I listen 
to all the stations. 
B: What's the biggesr mistake a DJ can 
make? 
0: Laziness ... They don't put songs to
gether very well. Can you imagine Soft Cell 
coming out of AC/ DC? And I heard that 
.. 'BCN. 

B: To what do you attribute your long
standing success? 
0: Persistence. 
B: A lot of people don't realize the only way 
you can be a success at anything is to be per
sistent at it. 
0: You've got to tons of dirty work. The 
best DJ's in town have done that. Oedipus 
has worked his butt off. And so has Carter 
Alan. And they still do. You don't just do a 
certain amount of time at the station, you 
do it 24 hours. 

ALBERT'S RECIPE FOR FINE TAPES 
(10 Tips for submitting tapes for airplay) 

I. Use ½ track reel-to-reel tapes. 
Most stations don't have the facili
ties for ¼ track. 

2. Record at 15 ips . Sound quality is 
infinitely better than 7½ JPS. 

3. Wind tape with heads outs, as op
posed to tails out. Saves time. 

4. Use a 7" or JO" reel. Most take-up 
reels at radio stations arc the same 
size. A 5'' reel will tend to drag. 

5. Use leader tape (preferably the 
plastic kind; paper breaks often) 
before and after each song. If more 
than one song, leader tape between 
songs helps immensely. 

6. Write pertinent information on 
tape box: a) Name of band, b) 
Name of song, c) Tape info (speed, 
etc .), d) TIME OF SONG; any
thing else is gravy but appreciated. 

7. When dubbing from the master 
tape, I suggest lopping some of the 
bouom end and make the sound as 
bright as possible. When transfer· 
ring to carts (no stations can or will 
play rccl-10-rccl exclusively) low 
end is usually boosted and high end 
is lost. It can't be avoided . 

8. Be prepared to leave a reel-to-reel 
al every station. After a song's life
span on a cart, the reel-to-reel gen-

erally becomes part of a station's 
tape library for future plays. Most 
stations can not afford to keep 
carts of every song on hand. 

9. Provide reel-to-rec\ over cassettes. 
Most stations don ' t have the capa
city to broadcast cassettes over the 
air. The sound quality is generally 
lousy anyway. On the other hand, 
if you have the money, DJ's always 
apprccialc casseucs for home lis
tening. I'm of the school that 
thinks things sound better at home 
anyway. 

IO.It's best to submit one song at a 
time. One song will be reviewed 
faster than say, three. Pick the song 
you believe in, or gets the best au
dience response. Expect only one 
song to be can ed if you submit 
more than one. Two songs from a 
new band played concurren tly 
tends to wash over the general pub
lic as opposed 10 one at a ti me . 

The above might seem li ke com
mon sense to most, but. .. i f you 
could sec the shape of some of the 
tapes received . .. the above hopefully 
will help all parties involved ... as they 
say in the papers, clip and save. 

Bon appetit, 
Albert 



Their two-day stay saw three packed shows, some of lyall's lyrics may be, on-stage ,;he man/one woman combo from London arc 
two al the Paradise and one at Spit. keeps a warm relationship with the audi- a disco/funk/rock band that is less con-

ADlme.,.. ''old/ The first sold-:°ut. Paradise show proved cnce. Durin&. the instrumental breaks she ccrned with 1hc/o.fh1on aspects of that par- I 
....,. Ir I that Romeo Void 1s more than ready to shimmies between the opposing poles of ticular combination. and more concerned 

Wayofthe 
West 

cope with success. They are just getting preppy-cool guitarist Peter ·Woods on her with delivering strong dance music. The 
back to live work after three months re- right and street-kid saxophonist Benjamin plainness of their image presented a bit of a 
hearsing new material: song arrangements Bossi on her left. The ever-grinning Bossi drawback, but the music was great; a solid 
have been honed and the band, espcdally was having so much fun he migh1 as well groove, giving no apologies for its slickness. 
si nger Deborah lyall, exudes an unsclfcon- have been playing basketball, and I tell ya, People who paid no attemion when Way of 
sciou<; confidence that makes 1hcm even every solo was a slam-dunk. the West came on stage were up and danc-

-------.---,.----,----,,-.------ more powerful than their last trip to The band played all four songs from the ing by the third number. Familiar to some 
-~by_B_et~sy_Sh_er_m_an__ Boston. EP, several from their album, and pre .. ent- were the songs "(Don't Say Thai·., Ju-'>t 

Romeo Void and Way of 1he Wes, ar 1h,, Romeo Void's songs set up a dreatmcape ed the adoring crowd with a few new num - For) While Boys" and the more rci.:cnt 
Paradise (first show), Th11rs., March II.· background put into perspective by a clear- bcrs, one of which, "China1own," dealt "Drum." As yet, Way of the West don'1 

San Francisco's Romeo Void rode into eyed view of the emotions involved, a view wi1h the seamier aspects of said touri<;t trap. have any records released in this country 
1own on the swell of the enormous local sometimes cynical but never coldl y de1ach- The opening band, Way of the Wc-'>l, but hopefully we'll hear more from them 
success of their ''Never Say Never" EP. ed. Uncompromising and intimidating a, made an awfully Sood impression. The four soon. 

r--...... ---------------........ 

(617) 262-7220 

~errylane productions 
booking, management and promotion 

739 boylston st.•sulte 516•boston. ma. 02115 
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HOODOO BARBEQUE IS 
BACK! 

528 COMM. AVENUE 
a community service ad 
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by Sheena 

"Flipper died for your fins." 
-t-shirt wearer 

On the west coast, liking Flipper may be a delicate ques
tion of taste-are they too arty? too hardcore?-but out 
here they're blatantly adored. When was the last time ~ 
!band generated such excitement on so little publicity anc 
next-to-zero advance press? Well, everyone did ignore 
"Earthworm" on the SF Underground compilation, and 
"Low rider" on 1he Live at Targer Video was also overlook
ed (the Flippers cringe to think that anyone ever heard it). 
If you just caught on to Flipperism because of Jello B's in
clusion of "Ha-Ha-Ha" on Ler Them Eat Jellybeans, 
that's nothing to be ashamed of. That plug was a successful 
way of bringing the band to national attention, sirtce Flip
per's own brand of promotion runs more along the lines o 
going to Pi L's San Francisco press conference in 1980, giv
ing Levene and Rotten "incredible shit" and yelling "Flip
per!! Flipper!!" with their friends until PiL got the message 
and had them as an opening act. They may not be out hard
selling records, but who hasn't seen a copy of "Sex 
Bomb"? 

If integrity weren't such a smarmy word, it's what I'd say 
characterizes Flipper; they approach their East-coast 
celebrity with disarming ingenuousness. "Well, we cleared 
half the place out after five minutes, easily" grins drummer 
Steve DePace about their recent New Orleans gig, while star
ing at the hordes that have come to see Flipper at Boston's 
Maverick's. At the Mudd Club in NYC discouraged 
trendies gave up after a few songs, and back "home" in 
Boston at the UK Subs gig, Steve seems just as gleeful 
about "getting rid of half the club" with some powerfu 
Flipper distortion in just a few minutes. "The people wh< 

l5tayed were great, though! It turned out Niles Rhodes fron 
Chic was there, and he loved us. He was drinking, gettin 
real loose ... at the end of the set we had everyone on 
stage singing, Will (Shatter, vocalist/bassist) left, and we 
were switching between "Sex Bomb" and "The Wheel" 
and me and Bruce (loose, b ist/vocalist) were just jam
ming and jamming, with Te ( •lconi, guitarist) throwing 
in weird shit ... and Niles od said he really wanted to 
get up on stage and )am ·th--us1 Ul he was just too 
embarrassed. But Chic' feaving'on ihe:ir world tour, an 
Flipper's going to be in the mid)\'est at the same time as 
Chic-lO we'n sonna try to play together." Imagine the 
possibilities: F1lpper and Chic sharing a stage. 

They•ve earned it, though. F1ipper's done as much time 
in the SF Underground as anyone. Before 1heir Thursday 
gig at Maverick's (all sick, Bruce hawking phlegm in the 
wastebaskets, Will "delirious" from being in a car for 48 
hours and sleeping on a table) Bruce and Steve vied 10 ex
plain Flipper's roots. Their versions don't quite match, but 
there are some impressive lineages and some interesting 
coincidences. "We're all from California, except Will lived 

,000 C 

'Meathouse, 
"Mercenaries"; it wast 
broke up, everything fell apart. 
music scene-he gave up playjng for a year. But all of a 
sudden Ted, who was with SST, got Will to help him form a 
band. I met Ted at a p.arty and he needed a drummer. Then 
Ricky Sleeper sang for us (again), bu1 finally we ended up 
with Bruce again." Voila Flipper, more or less. 

"Characteristically quiet" (he says he's learned a lot 
since his first nervous Damage interview) Steve reflects on 
the band's current stature: "it may seem like we're this suc
cess story, but we spent three years building up a crowd, 
following, in San Francisco; they still don't like us in 
L.A.-but L.A.'s so slick, so stupid. Kids there-they're 
mindless-if they break something, th nts bu 'em 
another one. We played some gigs at 
though, with the Dead Kennedys that 
the show. Jello idolizes us, so he took 
him. It was the hardest set-no one knew what toe ct. 

In SF, however, Flipper has come into its own. Eve 
Dirk Dirksen is finally "courting" Flipper. He is the 
quintessentially rude owner/MC of San Francisco's grand
daddy club, The Mabuhay Gardens, and he's been known 
to get up on stage and slug it out with bands that irritate 
him. "The other day, he sent out to Vanessi's (an expensiv 
Italian restaurant) for this complete banquet-I mean win 
and everything-it's his way of telling us we've arrived,' 
Steve explains. 

The Flipper shows at Mavericks were a little spotty, but 
not a bit disappointing. Their soundcheck "Love Canal" is 
the empty, echoing room was actually the best I've heard 
them-a loose, massive, blurry sound, with Bruce doing 
off-hand vocals and sustaining unbelievable "loooovvvvv .. 
ves" on the chorus. That night they played the "hits," and 
even though the vocals got lost at times and they had to quit 
after melting oul one of the amps, it was everything the au
dience had waited for. "That's The Way of the World," 
my favorite, was 1l doomed, haunting song: Will singing "I 
Saw You Shine," total annihilation distortion and amazing 

en a little more healthy, and 
stage. "This is what we do in 

e'lt?!?" yelled Bruce as-they 
"th an even better version of 

"Shed No Tears," a song 
and never has a set list
d Friday night they played 
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The Young Snakes played their first gig 
in November of 1980 at the Underground. 
Since then, the band's instrumentals, vocals 
and songwriting ability have matured tre
mendously. A new drummer, Mi,ke Evans 
(formerly of the D Club) has shifted the 
trio's rhythm base from surf-rock to a more 
spacious, off-beat jazz orientation. Aimee 
Mann's bass playing has acquired a steady 
and confident funk bounce which, with Ev
ans' drums work, shoots the material with a 
hard-edged aggressiveness that it lacked ini
tially. This heavy-duty rhythm collabora
tion results in a sturdy but minimal frame
work that allows maximum experimenta
tion with guitar and vocals. Doug Vargas' 
guitar playing, a jittery combination of dis
sonant off-beat slashes and noisy strangula
tions, has become decisive and highly ori
ginal. Though Mann doesn't seem to use 
her ultra-high vocal register as she did in the 
band's early days, she still ,1eaps to Joni 
Mitchell-esque octaves that are startling to 
hear in rock and roll. The clarity and 
strength of her low-range has improved 
greatly, and Vargas' occasional background· 
vocals are becoming audible and sure . 

. ,~~--/ . 
.:-... ..... _ 

The band's multirhythmic approach is 
quite well out of the mainstream, and might 
be considered abrasive and inaccessible. I 
asked the Snakes about the ease with which 
they get through, or don't get through, to 
the general audience. 

"I have a feeling,,. said Aimee, "that the 
sound might be a little harder on the ears 
than what they're used to . I think our song 
structures arc accessible.'' 

"We have no idea what we sound like 
live," Doug continued. "We have a guess, 
of course. It's my assumption that it's pret
ty open, pretty straight music. Pretty un
derstandable. It's not. .. " 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . .. 

"Captain Beefheart," Mike chim~d in~ ·. ,- mee didn't play bass on that song. Doug an
"lt's not straight-ahead rock and roll," swered. 

Doug countered. "I've been wanting to pull this trick for 
"I think some of our songs are I)op months and months," he smiled slyly, "I 

tunes," Aimee said a little later. "What tried it last summer and it didn't work. It 
might bar people from hearing them as such was just a matter of time until I could play a 
might be our presentation, perhaps our pre- bass part that was almost, almost compara
sentation is a little sloppy, perhaps our har- ble to chords. Sometimes, it's only two
monies arc not dead-on ... but I think they note chords, and that's cutting it close. 
certainly are. They all have verses and they I think it's fun live." 
all have choruses. Some of them have "I think it' s real fun," Aimee laughed, 
bridges and very well thought-out introduc- ''It's definitely a nice experience not to have 
tions and endings. an instrument around my neck." 

Vargas was not satisfied with this. Some of the Snakes' new songs do deal 
"When I think of a pop band," he said, "I with traditional themes; love, mainly. 
can't help but think that 'pop' means 'pop- "'Give Me Your Face' and 'Don't Change 
ular.' And it comes from the concept of be- Your Mind' were both products of the same 
ing at the center of things. I could see that sad love affair. .. 'Give Me Your Face' was ' 
we might fit some of the characteristics of at the beginning, when it was good. 'Don't 
pop music, as it's been defined. I don't sit ·change Your Mind' was at the end," Ai
down with a song and think, 'This is really , mee says. 
going to catch, this is really going to burn Accessible or not, pop or not, the Snakes 
into someone's brain.'" have been drawing audiences and making 

Some of the appeal and the sound of the them dance for well over a year now. Even 
Snakes' music seems to come from these though audience response may not be a true 
sorts of ideological differences between measure of how well a song communicates, 
band members. But more of it comes from the Young Snakes seem to elicit lots of ap
the subjects that they choose to write about. plause, and a strong following. 
While a number of their early songs dealt "Of course," Aimee said, "It's easy to 
with typical rock and roll themes-love, delude yourself, because the pe6ple who 
loss and violence-they tended to view don't like you just leave." 
those themes philosophically, and from a The Snakes have recorded an album's 
distance. The newer songs seem more per· worth of material, but are sitting on it, as it 
sonal, and are reaching out to new subjects. was recorded with their original drummer, 
"Just Like Christ," for instance, revolves and they feel it's not representative of the 
around the religious impulse that seizes peo- present sound. They intend to make and 
pie during times of great stress and trouble. maintain a more clear-cut line between 
"The Way the World Goes," a song in dance music and art-rock, clean up their 
which Doug plays bass and Aimee just sound even more, work on precision. And 
sings, is, according to Ms. Mann, "about perhaps they will never be a pop band, but 
being human and not knowing what to they will, it seems, continue to be an cner
think about the structured world we live in. getic trio, experimenting, changing, looking 
Not knowing what to do." I asked why Ai- out into the blackness. 



LOND0~1 CRAWLING 
by Mkhele Noach in London 

There is something truly suspicious about 
this year. h's dead quiet but March hairs 
are prickling on many necks. Rape kicked 
off the year as a regular headline and Rhoda 
from the Bodysnalchers brought out a sin
gle on the subject that was promptly banned 
by every channel. Isn't censorship wonder
run February wondered at the implications 
of such casual horror while we were sup
posed to be celebrating love with St. Valen
tine. No Nukes Music kept our hearts warm 
with "do"s such as their binge at the Uni
versity of London and upcoming tour. Soli
darity benefits keep the home fires burning. 
But what of our Great British music scene? 
Well, let's start by mentioning that no one 
has any money. No cash Oow means quite 
simply no cash Oow. Clubs that were burst
ing all over town like popcorn are now be
coming not only cheapskate (like the Ad 
Lib in West London and Perry Haines' Dial 
D for Dolphins) but not a viable alternative 
for night folk on the dole. 

As Fetish pioneer the six-track mini LP 
with Virgin following suit (with the Btlle 
Stan as guinea-pigs) vinyl cut-backs are 
rurther proor that times are indeed a-chang
in'. London looks a little like a set from 
Pennies From Heaven without good songs. 
The average head carries a short back and 
sides and clothes are second hand out or ne
cessity not fashion. The air is a subtle cross 
twixt '75 and '33. Desperation is the emerg
inR trait. But let us not lose heart and reach 
for our razors and wrists. Because, as incte
terminate hoards seek refuge from the sort
ening Human LH1ue and limpness or Sorl 
Cell, more bands than ever before appear to 
be playing. PTV (Psychic Television) are 
due to swing into action as a union or Caba
rd Vollalre, 23 Skldoo and the instigating 
Throbbln1 Grblle. They will be doing joint 
gigs, producing each other's stuff, and have 
a residency planned for Britain's first video 
club (run by Factory in Manchester). Skid
oo's album released last month has gone 
straight in at No. 1 on the independent 
charts and they are going to release a disco 

mix or "Kundalini," a track from the al
bum. Cabaret Voltaire also plan an album 
and double pack or 12" singles, soon out 
for public consumption. 

China Crisis from Liverpool seem to be 
making headway with their 45 "African 
White" despite a poor performance at the 
Venue's throwaway attempt to celebrate the 
Chinese New Year last month, playing with 
Huanx Chung. Chung arc said to be one or 
the most expensive signings Arista has made 
and their album comes out March 5. 

Film careers seems to be very much the 
vogue at present. In the first week of 
March David Bowle stars in a telly produc
tion of Brttht's "Baal." Indeed, Bowie'~ 
own enigmatic public image has been often 
compared to that of Brecht; personally Kaf
ka seems to fit the hat better. .. also in line 
for the man is ''Easter Egg Hunt,'' a Robert 
Altman piccie. In addition to that, Dave has 
just finished editing a live Ziggy show, re
lease date unknown. Jagger too is in on this 
silver screening lark, but has run up consid
erable financi.al problems with his next film, 
Kalki, so filming is due for October rather 
than March as planned. A true sign of the 
times is the fact that Martin and Gary 
Kamp, darlings of Spandau Ballet, are to 
star as the infamous Kray brothers in a film 
with financial backing from the Who's 
management-strange. And Strange (Steve 
not Richard) has pulled Club for Heroes 
(Zeroes) orf the screen and is showing inter
est in John Adams' band, Prtvale Lives, 
who have just signed with Chrysalis and 
whose single "Forever Young" with Roxy
ish chorus is definitely listenable. 

Talking of Strange, musl mention that 
the Blitz has turned into the lowkey "Can
teen" of true jazz nature, another analogy 
for the glittering days of London turning 
grey. Of course, as in any comparable si 
tuation jazz punctuates these times and its 
revival (JOs thru 60s) is undeniable, much 
less unenjoyable. Vk Goddard and Subway 
Sect's transition through punk to sleaze 
show the inevitable track being trod, and 
applaudablc it is too, for its honesty. 

Other items of note include the Stran&Jen 
back full blast with "Golden Brown," an 

DC~,-c,J 
by Howard Wue/fing in Washington, D.C. 

Ahal Just as I predicted, as the inky, icy 
tendrils of Winter begin to disengage them
selves from the fair boulevards of our na
tion's capital the young volks' fancies turn 
once more to rockin' in earnest. 

Yep, test pressings of the Dischord harD
Core sampler should be back from the plant 
as you read this; advantageous distribution 
deals with K Skydisc and Rough Trade 
among others have already been thrashed 
out. What's more, a number of D.C. 's 
speediest are scheduled to record tracks for 
a punk compilation cassette being put out 
by the Bad Brains for release on their own 
label or ROIR (who just released the B.B's 
own cassette LP). Oouble-0 (a group front
ed by ex-members of the Unlouchables and 
Youth Brigade) are supposed to be in on · 
this thing and are also supposed to release a 
single in their own right on Bad Brains Re
cords. Meanwhile, down in Rosslyn, Ian 
and Jeff from Minor Thrul arc almost 
ready to unleash their latest creation wi1h 
new tunes and a name (I know it but I swore 
I wouldn't spill the beans)-thcy're just 
waitin' to get all the lyrics scribbled. Na
lhan, original lead vocalist for the Teen 
Idles, is gearing up to launch his as yet un-
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named Combo. 
The main news on other fronts is the 

opening of three clubs germane to our inter
ests. The Outside Inn in suburban Maryland 
has been hosting hardcore bands as well as 
the usual gaggle of post-punk popsters like 
the lnsanlacs. Club Verona in Alexandria, 
Virainia has reopened as the UPstairs 704, 
booking mainly arty and poppy sorts of 
acts. Whispers, in the heart of downtown's 
"meat-rack" district, plans to sponsor live 
shows too, though at the moment it oper
ates strictly as a dance music disco (mean
ing Plgbaa, Pete Shelley, some hardcore, 
etc.). 

Artrockers R.E.M. have finally taken the 
: plunge and changed their name tc, Eco K, 
possibly goaded by some hot shows by their 
Atlanta counterparts at the 9:30 Club. 
Their long awaited 12" EP consequently 
will be entitled Egoslavia. Artsoid vets, the 
Urban Verbs have a new long player immi
nent too, though no word is available yet on 
who eitactly is going to put this one out
the band was dropped by Warner Brothers 
some months ago. 

Ncitt month: how you gonna keep 'em 
down on the Hill after they've seen A-7? 

oddly time return with an excellent song. 
Theatre or Hate arc getting more coverage 
than Poland following the release of their 
debut album Westworld produced by no 
less than Mick Jon« Of the Clash. Splzz En
ergl arc having a re-reunion (having already 
had one at Xmas) with a view to tour with 
the Gang or Four but disagreement between 
guitarist Jim Solar and the maes1ro himself 
is causing hold-ups. Spizz tells me that in
terest in the band has only recently grown 
since the term1nation of their A&M contract 
and their album Spizz History will appear in 
early March, succeeding "Mcgacity 3," the 
single just out. Toyah is due for a massive 
tour this summer with tickets already on 
sale ... and we're all waiting (or arc we?) to 
hear what PIL will come up with since 
they've been recording in the States for Vir
gin. The Sort Boys, featuring unrecognised 
genius Robyn Hitchcock, will be doing an
other reunion at Glastonbury Festival fol
lowing the success of last month's mini gel
together at the Hope and Anchor, with sin
gle "America" shortly to be released. 
Hitchcock has also got another LP in the 
pipeline. He is now with Albion label after 
the departure of the Soft Boys from Arma
geddon, who are streamlining themselves 
for "hitmaking" material. 

Capital Radio is due to hold its annual 
jazz fest this year at Kncbworth. Let's hope 
they can pull it off, for last two years it has 
been hit with disaster, first names then riot 
threats. They also have rather worrisome 
plans to "mediocrise" the station even 
more to gain the "average Housewife" (av
erage what?) audience. 

The Jam played a secret gig recently in 
aid of a "Right 10 Work" demonstra1ion. 
They played as brilliantly as ever and re
minded me just how much trash one puts up 
with al the average gig. They only did five 
numbers which seems rather 10 go against 
the principle or playing to an unemployed 
audience. X. Moore of NME was there but 
Paul Weller said they didn't want any re
view done. What are you afraid of, Paul? 
As one of the few bands that could play an 
entire set of hits and NOT be boring or con
sidered pandering to the crowd, and with 
yet another No. I, one would have thought 
that a bit more openness/confidence was in 
order. 

Last minute advice: listen to Fun Boy 
Three's new EP and if you have the pa
tience try to lend an car to Pl1bag's fresh vi
nyl. I would also say that BEF's Music of 
Quality and Distinction should be a real 
piece of litmus paper. 

But back to brass tacks here in the land 
of the walking sedatives where the general 
consensus is that London is brooding, or 
maybe simmering. Difficult to tell, but 
something is up. Psychedelia, termed the 
party that no one turned up to, never made 
it off the ground, let alone dance noor. In
deed, people are confused as Xmas dispos
able compilations ride off into the vinyl 
sunset accompanied by Nee-Romantic frills 
and Brideshead ideology. What is left, they 
ask. A fad is a fad is a fad. It sure feels like 
'75. An air full of apathy, panic, boredom 
and expectancy of summer riots? I just 
thank the gods that hairs ARE prickling, I 
would be a lot more worried if they weren't. 

YOU WILL NEVER BUY 
ANOTHER RECORD. 
I NEW "CASSETTE-ONLY" ALBUMS I 

BAD BRAINS 
FLESHTONES "Blast Off!" 

THE NEW YORK DOLLS "Lipstick Killers" 

SUICIDE "Half - Alive" 

SHOX LUMANIA "Live at 

The Peppermint Lounge" 

8 EYED SPY "LIVE" with Lydia Lunch 

JAMES CHANCE AND THE 

CONTORTIONS "Live In New York City" 

THE DICTATORS LIVE 
"Fuck'Em If They Can't Take /l. Joke" 

The new wave of the future is here today: 
Album length cassettes with performances not 
available on vinyl! Fully Authorized, complete 
with liner notes, documentation, handsomely 
packaged, on superior BASF DPS tape. Available 
at record stores or directly by mail order. 
Price $8.00 each plus $1.25 per cassette for 
postage/insurance. (N.Y. residents add appli
cable taxes). Write for our free newsletter 
on new Roir cassettes. 
Coming Germs ··uve", St,mulators, 

Scienttfic Americans nm 
(Pronounced 'Roar') -

Reachout International Records, Inc. 611 Broadway, Suite 214 
New York, N.Y. 10012 Tel: 212-477-0563 
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~ ROCKIT RECORDS 1 

Rockit Records 
offers special prices to readers 

of Boston Rock 
MANY IMPORT 45s at 50¢, 99¢ and 3 for $5. 

In order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock 
Limited quantities on many tit/es. Only one per customer on some Items. 

Good thru April 15, 1982 
The Jam-The Gift (domestic LP) ...... $5.89 
The Fall Hex Enduction Hour (LP) ...... $7.99 
Fun Boy Three (LP) ................... $7.79 
Christian Death-Only Theater (LP) .... $5.89 
Human League- Dare (LP) ............ $5.49 
Pigbag- Doctor Heckle and Mr. Jive 

(domestic LP) ...................... $5.49 
Orange Juice-Can't Hide Love (LP) ... $7.99 
A Blind Dog Stares (12") ............... $3.99 
Husker Du-Landspeed Record ....... $5.89 
Modern Method-A Wicked Good Time, 

Vol. 1 & 2 .......................... $3.99 
Bongos-Drums Along The Hudson ... $5.89 
Allen Ginsberg-Birdbrain (45) ........ $2.29 
Dead Kennedys- Nazi Punks (45) ...... $1.75 
Tweeds-Music for Car Radios (12") ... $3.99 
New Elvis Costello 45 (available soon 

hopefully) .......................... $2.19 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
SAUGUS MASS (617) 233-7805 

Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16-Track 
Recording 

. $18.00 Per Hour Standard Hourty Rate 

• Full-sized 21' x 31" studio with 2 iso. booths& VCJnoble 
partitions; 16" x 16" control rm: carpeted and air con- · 
d1t1oned. 
• Instruments include 6T" Hume Grand. Hammond 
with Leslie Hohner elect. piano. Slingeflond drums. 
Fender twin reverb. Sunn colliseum. others. 
• Microphones, Neumann U87. KM84; .Al<G C451E. 
D l 2E. D 125. D222: Electro-Voice (2) Re-20; Semheiser 
(2) MD 441. MD 421 : Shure (3) SMS7. Oown PZM; 
• Equipment includes Tangent 16 x 16 Console. TA$-
CAM 85- l 6. DBx Noise Reduction. OTAAI MX5050B. 
TEAC 33405. l'UEC 604-81< and Aurotone Monitors . 
.Al<G hecdphones. master room Xl-305 reverb. Ashley 
SC-50 compressors. l.llEI EQ, Omnicrott GT-4, Oown 
power amps, TEAC coss. deck & more 
• Additional. extensive array of sh..Jdio equip & music 
inst OVCJilobleforrentol 

NEWBURY SOUND 
708 MASS. A'vE. BOSTON 027 75267-4095 



The sizzle of the summer sun is 
burning a path towards Boston ... 
fast. And at Good Times Boston, 
we've got the NEWEST 
International Styles to spark your 
wardrobe-without scorching your 
wallet. Feel the he'at of our black 
leather Jeans or create combustion 
with our Circle Collection of tops. 
Good Times Bostop-for the 
hottest looks .. 
On you .. 
And at you. 

SPECIAL! 
Bring this ad In and receive 
a 15% savings on any purchase. 
(Good until April 19th) 

228 Newbury Street Boston 536-2365 
Fashions In the International Mode -for Men and Women 

$5 

$5 

$7 

New Math EP, 
They Walk Among You .. 11111 .. .. 

1111111 .. .. .. - .. 
Romeo Void EP, 
never say never 

Red Rockers LP, 
Condition Red 

.. .. .. -.. 

Send check or money order {prices include US postage) to: 
415 Records, PO Box 14563, San Francisco, CA 94114. 
Order alt three new releases now and receive a FREE copy 
of 415 Mus,c, a West Coast New Wave Compilat,on album. 



Ian Oury and the Blockheads---
Jukebox Oury 
(Stiff, LP) 

Tbe Human League------
Darc 

This is the best excuse I've heard in years 
Sllvertone Steve--------·TI for a greatest hits album. Although I'm well 

(A&M,LP) 
JEFF'S BOOGIE b/w Yardbird Blues familiar with Dury's material, what a re-
(Dust My Broom) freshing experience it was to hear this par- 1 

After several weeks at the top of the Brit
ish album charts, and buoyed by the club 
success of soap-operetta "Don't You Want 
Me,'' Dare has been released in the U.S. 

(Star Rhythm, 45) ticular sampling. The Oury standards are all 

Those familiar with the Human League 
probably know that this group is a different 
version from the original League which had 
been making records since 1978. When Ian 
Marsh and Manyu Ware left to form the 
British Electric Foundation/Heaven 17, the 
remaining Leaguers, singer Philip Oakey 
and slideshow-coord.inator Adrian Wright, 
recruited Joanne and Suzanne-two girls 
they had met at a disco-and musical whiz 
kids Ian Burden and Jo Callis, 

With Dare, the new Human League has 
come into its own as master of synthesizer 
pop: light yet textured, full of wit and dra
ma. Oakey finally has free rein to play the 
star crooner. The album takes off on the 
premise that "everybody needs love and ad
venture'' in its lead song ''The Things That 
Dreams Are Made Of." Musically, Dare 
sweeps through many moods, recalling in
fluences from Abba to Jacques Brei. Pro
ducer Martin Rushent has helped to focus 
these dabblings into a consistent sound. 

The Human League is a band that not 
only delivers great music, it makes its own 
fairy tales come true: Phil and Joanne have 
just announced their engagement. . . (Betsy 
Badges) 

e§cil~J>-=:----
VarlousArtisU--------
The Boston Bootleg Volume Two 
(Varulven, LP) 

If I listened to the saying "if you can't 
say anything good, don't say anything" I 
could finish my review of Varulven's Bos
ton Bootleg Volume Two here. But I'm not 

Silvertone Steve has been whipping the 
blues from his Sears and Roebuck guitar 
for more than 15 years. I've seen him along
side the great slide guitarist J.B. Hutto a 
few times, and he played with many other 
R&B heavies. On this single Steve covers 
two Yardbirds songs. The first is a Yard
birds original and the second a tune by El
more James, one of America's most re
spected and copied blues-smiths. Silvertone 
Steve doesn't have flash of Jeff Beck or the 
Politesse of Eric Clapton; instead he's got 
the gutsiness and earthiness found in the 
best of the Delta and Chicago blues players. 
The Silvertone Steve disc? Bring it on 
home. (Marc English) 

• ffl\ES > 
T.C. Made----------\ 
(Statik, import LP) 

Has anyone else out there been noticing 
the generally high quality of Belgian pro
duct these days? The Crepuscule label, 
From Brussels With Love cassette, Band 
Apart BP and this album all seem to indi
cate the existence of a fairly healthy experi
mental music scene in those parts. Bears 
close watching. 

The present record is very much in a Kill
ing Joke way, and tight. I like it. In fact, I 
think the guitar work on "L'Union Fait la 
Force" and "Viva Boema" as well as the 
liberally sprinkled flashes of progressive 
brilliance easily set these folks way ahead of 
KJ. (Jim Puccio) 

l ~ 
Chris and Cosey•-------
Heartbeat 
(Rough Trade, import LP) 

known for keeping my mouth shut when With nearly all Throbbing Gristle materi
something bugs me-just ask my former al out of print except for the excellent 
employer! Greatest Hits compilation, Heartbeat is al-

As much as I admire Count Viglione's ready a rare commodity. It doesn't have to 
continuing contribution to the local music rely on reputation alone, however, since 
scene, when a product as self.indulgent and Chris Carter and Cosey Tutti's first post
pitiful as this calls itself an "important mu- TO project can easily stand on its own. 
sical document" and "a great cross-section Surprisingly, much of Heartbeat's material 
of Boston Rock'N'Roll" it really outrages is quite accessible (shades of TG's "Hot on 
me! When I think of all the great local the Heels of Love"), not at all the sort of 
bands who sent me tapes in the past and let's-terrify-the-neighbors stuff that I ex.
who-due to finances, tight radio formats, pected. "Just Like You" and "Moorby" 
or other reasons-may never be recorded are both comfortable enough to get airplay 
on vinyl, Boston Bootleg II becomes even on Boston radio . On the harsher side, 
more disgusting. As the liner notes say, "Bust Stop" and "Put Yourself in Los An
"There is a wealth of great original music geles" are good reminders to the Soft Cell 
pouring out at a phenomenal rate" ... Un- and Depeche Mode crews that electronics 
fortunately, NONE of it is found on Boston need not be totally emasculated. (Gerard 
Bootleg Volume Two! (Rich Anzalone) 1 Cosloy) 

COOPERSTEIN 
& 

COOPERSTEIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Offering Counseling and Representation 
To Performers and Musicians 

~ 

CONTRACTS, COPYRIGHT 
and all related areas 

for on appointment coll "1-SMO 
2400 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 

here, including "Wake Up and Make 
Love" and "Reasons to Be Cheerful, Pt. 
3," with that jagged Oury croak skittering 
over the top of the Blockheads' funky foun
dation. But this album's coup is its inclu
sion of Dury's obscure b-sides, where his 
flair for storytelling takes some decidedly ec
centric turns ("There Ain't Half Been Some 
Clever Bastards," "Common as Muck"). 
lf you think you know Ian Oury, this album 
might give you some pleasant surprises. lf 
you don't know Ian Oury, catch up! (Betsy 
Badges) 

~-~ 
'. Altend lmqes--· ------
Happy Birthday 
(Portrait,LP) 

Altered Images, a five piece band from 
Glasgow, Scotland, present their gift of 
music on their debut LP, Happy Birthday. 
The group's most distinctive member is lead 
vocalist Clare, who has a voice which sug
gests Sioux.sic Sioux, Kate Bush, Yoko Ono 
'and Lene Lovich. During the album's elev
en songs, her wailing is supported by a pol
ished instrumental bed consisting of two 
guitars, a bass and drums. I couldn't find 
anything on the LP quite as interesting as 
the group 's debut single, "Dead Pop 
Stars," which was released as an import last 

1March, but a few tracks-"ldols," "Beck
oning Strings," and "lnsects"-come 
close. Altered Images are currently one of 
England's faves; the album's title track is at 

I the top of the British charts. ''Happy Birth-
1day" is not the perfect gift for everyone, 

l
but for some it could be a real party. (Rich 
Anzalone) 

. '1£_~:::3:;i&~ZMjip]i'I-: 
Vlnny·-----------
WHY CAN'T YOU SAY LOVE b/w 
Hijacker 
(Eat, local 45) 

Included as part of Eat's most recent 
menu is a new 45 by Vinny. The A side, 
"Why Can't You Say Love" is one of my 
favorite singles of the year, thus far. Pro
duced by Cars drummer David Robinson, 
"Why" is reminiscent of Bryan Ferry at his 
best. The lyrics, written by vocalist Ralph 
Fatello, are sung-spoken against a straight 
ahead rhythm section, punctuated with a 
lovely, minor-key lead guitar figure that 
echos Rings guitarist Mark Sutton in its 
simplicity and succinctness. Let's hope Eat 
sees fit to grace us with a Vinny LP by 
year's end. (Jon McAuliffe) 

Glenn Branca--------
The Ascension 
(99 Records, LP) 

For some inexplicable reason, New 
York's no-wavers are thinking big these 
days. Last year it was John Gavanli, the 
quintessentially bad no-opera version of 
Don Giovanni Goes to Mars. That obvious
ly wasn't enough for our plucky heroes. 
Glenn Branca (not involved with the afore· 
mentioned project) is now under the opin
ion that a large number of out-of-tune gui
tars constitute a no-symphony. In July, he 
took a sixteen-piece group out to perform 
his first such symphony, "Tonal Plexus." 
The present record has four guitars, bass 
and drums performing a bracingly metallic 
variety of minimalist rock. I love the stuff? 
(Jim Puccio) 

Bryan Briggs·· ·····-·-·-·---·-·-············-·-·-·· 
Combat Zone 
(Bearsville, LP) 

Under the non-assumed name of John 
Holbrook, Bryan Briggs has worked as pro. 
dw.:er and/or engineer wi1h a number of 
arti\l'>, including the Isley Brothers. Ian 
Hunter. and Todd Rundgren. On Co111hu1 
7.one, his second album, Briggs leans hea v. 
ily on the'>c and other soun.·c .. -but nol 
always 10 hi'> disad,antagc. Although hi\ 
lM~ of lyrir.:al and musical r.:lichc\ i, more 
than gcncrou'>. it i'> also so unaba\hed that 
one gc,._ the feeling. he really enjoy" tlaunt· 
inµ the range of hi._ in0ucnr.:c\. Brigg,· 
di\'er,c guitar-work is well di\played in the 
di,appointingly.bricf "Truce" and an 
cxr.:cllent Madne,'>·\lyle "Look Around The 
Corner," and aho brighten\ up a number 
of othcrwi\e pcde\trian rocker\. Unfortun
alely, Brigg\ ,eem, to be more concerned 

I with working with other artists· sty le'> than 
with defining hi \ own, but hb in._trumental 

I 
and produc1ion skill.s arc strong enough 10 

indicate the likelihood of more ad\'cnturou" 
work in the future. (Scoll Pasr.:m:d) 

~jl) 
Lou Reed----------
The Blue Mask 

I (RCA.LP) 

Lyrically, Lou Reed's new album, The 
Blue Mask, is about an average guy who 
lives in a house, carries a gun, likes to drink, 
has a guilt complex, loves women, fears to
day's society, and dreams of a better day. 
Musically, the album ranges from simple 
guitar strumming on ''The Heroine'' to dis
torted feedback on "The Blue Mask." Vo
cally, It's Lou Reed! No "Walk on the Wild 
Side" or "Sweet Jane" on this LP, but if 
you like Lou Reed, you'll want The Blue 
Mask. (Rich Anzalone) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Without the 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, ~A 0211 S 
262-9-131 
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#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Selecter, Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. I, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beal, 
Feelies, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someqne & the 
Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC, S1ranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, 
Carlene Carter, Monochrome Set, 
Fingerprintz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buzzcocks pt. I, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian 
Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks 
pt. 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 
the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, 
Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#II. Elvis Costello pt. 1, Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, Winwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 
Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomlown Rais, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The Dead Kennedys, Insect Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbert, 
Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 
#15. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 

#16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnymen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, 
Bob Marley Pholos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Eventwc;,rks, 
Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam Interview, Atlantics, 
John Cale, Joe Ely, Planet Street, 
UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
Robert Klein 
#19. Clash Interview. Neighborhoods 
Breakup, Billy Idol, Fad Gadget, Plas
tics, Boston Punk Scene, Readers Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, Stompers, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, Ventures, Letter from Mar
tin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Guide. 
#21. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic 
Furs, City Thrills, Killing Joke, 
Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johansen, T. 
Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy 
Williams. 
#22. Specials, GoGo's, X, NealS, Edi1h 
Massey, Lydia Lunch, November 
Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson, Peter 
Hammill, Rich Anzalone, England 181. 
#23. Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, 
Malcolm McLaren lnterview, Romeo 
Void, The Blasters, Ian Hunter, Willie 
Alexander, SS Decontrol, Sleepy 
LaBeef, 007, dBs. 
#24. J. Geils Interview, Devo, Tom 
Verlaine, Dangerous Birds, Trade
marks , Boston Hardcore, The Rings, 
New Order, Phil Gentili. 
#25. Black Flag Interview, Readers 
Poll Resuhs, Pele Shelley, Gun Club, 
Berlin Airlift, Local Band Review #, 
Cramps, Elvis, Raybeats, Gr~ce Jones, 
Salem Sound, Legal advice. 
#26. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers, Alan 
Vega, Boys Life, Panther Burns, Sex 
Execs, Police, Certain Generals, Wash
ington D.C. News, Battle of Broad 
Street. 

Send ·s2.oo per issue or $5.00 for three issues (includes 
postage) to: Boston Rock, 268 Newbury Street, Boston, 
MA 02116. 

Please send me the following back issues of Boston 
Rock: _________________ _ 
Name __________________ _ 

Address 
City ____________ State _____ _ 

Zip (must include) _____________ _ 
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ALLEN GINSBERG AND 
THEGLUONS 
''Birdbrain'' 
(Alckos Records) 
Birdbrain is the worst record since "Brain
wash." 
Birdbrain ... a six and one half minute ti
rade which never changes tempo. 
Birdbrain, more art than anyone can take. 
Birdbrain made the best record since 
''Brainwash.'' 
You too will be birdbrain ... you will buy 
this record. 
WaJf. TraJf. Records 
638E 13th Ave. 
Denver, CO 80203 

MODERN WARFARE 
Dayglo/Shadows/Dclivcrcd 
(Bcmisbrain Records) 

This single mbtes a variety of styles. The 
song arrangement is that of a standard pop 
song, the production straight garage and the 
lyrics weird paranoia. The result is not too 
bad, but none of the parts is strong enough 
to dominate the mix, so the songs don't 
make much of an impression. 
Send $2.00 to: 
Bcmisbrain Records 
200Tcrmino Ave. _,-
Long Beach, CA 90803 

FUNERAL 
Politicians Arc Sick/Plastic God/Waiting 
for the Bomb Blast 
(Peace Is Shit Records) 

These guys arc angry and out of control, 
and their single is great. It's not quite hard
core, although it's loud and fast. There arc 
plenty of guitar breaks, most of which end 
up with the guitar player out of beat, out of 
tune and with some of his strings broken. 
The singer unleashes a venomous attack on 
a variety of subjects. A few listens will sure
ly drain you of any pent up tensions. 
(No address listed.) 

The Fix 
4song EP 
(Touch and Go Records) 

This EP comes at you with a heavy hand
ed hardcore attack; the sound and the lyrics 
show that they mean business. In both in
stances they show some resemblance to Bos
ton's own SS Decontrol. Naturally, this re
cord will not be enjoyed by the general pub
lic. 
Touch and Go Records 
Box 26203 
Lansing, MI 48909 

NO SISTERS 
Roscoe's Family/Lights Out 
(White Records 001) 

The cover of the single features four simi
lar looking guys, brothers it turns out, who 
seem to be holding a nurd convention. 
Their music.-is slickly produced pop, featur
ing excellent vocal harmonics. Good ma
terial for WBCN. 
White Records 
563 2nd Ave. 
S.F., CA 94I07 

KRAUT 
Unemployed/Last Chance/Matinee 
(Cabbage Records) 

These guys proclaim themselves to be 
hardcore, but you wouldn't guess that from 
listening to the A side, "Unemployed." Re
gardless of what you call it, the song is pret
ty good, definitely in the vein of early Clash 

or the Red Rockers. The B side is faster but 
not as inspired. 
Kraut 
Box 1424 
Flushing, NY 113.52 

GODHEAD PRODUCTIONS 
New Lottcry/Hitman's Waltz/Food 
(Bemisbrain Records) 

These songs feature complaints about the 
draft, crime and poverty. Perhaps they arc 
well-intentioned, but the results sound very 
lame. The singing lacks any noticeable qual
ity except being out of key, and the chorus
es arc particularly unmemorable. 
Godhead Productions 
2619 Yearling 
Lakewood, CA 90712 

PYLON 
Crazy/M-Train 
(DB Records, DB 61) 

I never liked these guys very much, so 
saying I don't like this isn't saying very 
much. So here is some factual matter. 
"Crazy" has a different sound than the Py
lon we're used to. It's a ballad and has Va
nessa doing some crooning. "M-Train" 
sounds like the Pylon we all know and ei
ther love or hate. It's abrasive, bottom hea
vy and has a good dance beat. 

If you have an opinion about Pylon, I 
don't think this will change it, so if you 
liked the LP buy this single. 
DB Records 
432 Moreland Ave. N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30307 

SCIENCE PATROL 
Bandit Ducks From Outer Space/POP 
ABCD 
(Zero Risk Records ZR 001) 

This record sounds the way I've always 
imagined a Brian Eno record to sound. It's 
very well produced; it's jam packed with 
melodics and voices which have been elec
tronically altered and created: it is augment
ed by a wide variety of studio tricks; it has 
nothing to do with rock and roll. 
(No adddrcss.) 

THE REDUCERS 
Out of Step/No Ambition 
(No label) 

This group plays pop with an edge to it. 
Not quite as edgy as Boys Life, it sounds 
closer to the Jam circa "In the City." "Out 
of Step" is a good tune which sounds a lit
tle too much like "La-La-La-Lies" by the 
Who. Good performance, not much origin
ality. 
Send St.SO to: 
The Reducers 
c/o Peter "Gosh, Thanks" Dctmold 
Box 1388 
New London, CT 06320 

The Angry Samoans 
Queer Pills EP 
(Homophobic Records Homo 02) 

This is hardcore's answer to Wayne 
County's Blatantly Offensive EP. They 
may be Samoans, but they sure don't sound 
angry. Their apparent goal is to cram as 
many naughty words into each half minute 
as possible. I think you'll be amused rather 
than offended by these mindless musical 
outbursts. 

Send corre5pondence and lots of frtt re
cords to: 
The Voice of Muck 
c/ o Boston Rock 
259 Newbury Strttt 
Boston, MA 02116 



FGTAL FUNNIES! 
· by Jim Puccio 

An odd thing happens to a rock star on 
the way to his wife's first baby. He feels 
deluged with emotions. He may wax intro
spective, retrospective ... you name it. It 
becomes important to give vent to his multi
farious creative urges. Clearly a solo album 
is in order. 

Roxy Music guitarist Phil Manzanera re
cently underwent all of this, in the process 
creating his latest opus, Primitive Guitars 
(Editions EG). I must confess I was plea
santly surprised by this one, having found 
both Listen Now and K-Scope to be unlis
tenable fluff. It is an instrumental record 
intended to recap many of his guitar experi
ences through the medium of first-take stu
dio improvs. In this it succeeds (note the 
Quiet Sun riffs, Eno textures and so forth). 
I recommend side two for attention-span 
maximization. 

And speaking of birthing under the lime
light, it seems that Throbbing Gristle elec
tro-rockers Chris Carter and Cosey Fanni 
Tutll have teamed up on more than just 
their new LP Heartbeat (Rough Trade, im
port)-if one is to believe the ample hints 
strewn about on the cover. Can this possi
bly be healthy? No matter : Heartbeat is at 
once one of the most focused and expansive 
Gristle projects to date. Ominous, edgy, in
dustrial, submarine subterranean space
muzik driving the 70s Krautrock of Kraft
werlt, Cluster and T. Dream hell-bent into . 
the 80s pretty much sums it up. And what a 
cute kid, too ... 

Although Ms. Tutti also guests on the 
Bongos' platter Time and the River (Fetish, 
import LP)-playing cornet, no less-she 
hardly turns in the stellar performance you 
might expect. Look instead to the cut "Cer
tain Harbours" for the niftiest sax twistings 
to grace a rock record since Robert Wyatt's 
classic Ruth ls Stranger Than Richard. The 
cut is also noteworthy for its brilliant time 
changes and double-entendre lyrics appar
ently relating to one Pearl Harbor. As if 
that wasn't enough, this album also sports 
the airplay-ripe "Question Ball," complete 
with clever-as-XTC lyrics and multiple 
hooks, not to mention real bongo percus
sion. Yeah! 

Proving once again that choice of rhythm 
section can make or break a record, Lora 
Logic has, by virtue of recruiting drummer 
Charles Hayward of This Heat (ex-Quiet 
Sun) and a competent bassist by the name 
of Ben Annesley, finally released the truly 
great album we always knew she had in her. 
I speak of course of Pedigree Charm 
(Rough Trade, import LP). You know from 
the opening World Saxophone Quartet-type 
sax counterpoints that this is going to be 
one hell of a platter. It is . It funks under
neath while Lora's idiosyncratic vocals war-

ble and meow harmonies with themselves 
above. Although her classic laughing sax 
sounds have been downplayed a bit com
pared to earlier efforts, they may still be 
found, and in the best form yet. Face it, the 
woman is an original. 

A very interesting (if somewhat underex
posed) band by the name of Red has just re
leased a limited-edition, hand-decorated 7" 
EP on their own private label (Odds On 
Music) right here in Boston. Apparently 
broken limbs and other assorted setbacks 
have kept them out of the public eye for a 
while, though they intend t'J start playing 
out again very soon. Musically, these peo
ple fall somewhere on a continuum loosely 
defined by bands like late Bound & Gagged, 
Bu.sh Tetras, Band Apart and The Tits. Ex- · 
pect artful funk underpinnings, Starless & 
Red-period Fripp-style guitar parts, Euro 
synthetics and that Jaco Pastorius bass 
sound as well as throaty vocals and subtly 
dark lyrics by Ellzabetti Yancy. Not to men
tion whatever else they may have up their 
sleeves. See them when they emerge. They 
could well become one of the best acts in 
town. 

And for those who may have found the 
latino nuevo New York-based Liquid LI· 
quid intriguing but basically unfocused, 
they now have two new records to help sort 
it all out. The first, Successive Reflexes (99 
Records, 12" EP) dispenses with the mis
placed raw production antics of their debut 
disk, and also shows that the Liquids have 
tightened considerably as a performance 
unit. They are still mining what is basically 
the same musical territory as before, name
ly space-funk dominated by plenty of latin 
percussion. All of which ought to please old 
fans no end as well as help to gain the band 
a whole new following. Weirdos like myself 
should be aware that there are places on 
this record where bassist Richard McGuire 
switches over to piano, gets chromatic and 
even goes inside for a little extra fun. They 
even managed to drag out that inveterate 
spacehead and guitar-torturer of the jazz 
kingdom, Elliott Sharp, for a few toots on 
the bass clarinet. Unfortunately, the ges· 
tures really didn't amount to too much. 

There is also a single which manages to 
:ondense the essential features of both of 
Liquid Liquid's twelve-inchers onto a sin
gle seven-inch product. Cost-effective? You 
bet. And not likely to lose your interest, ei
ther. I speak of course of "Bellhead" b/w 
"Push'' (99 Records). Both tracks have 
been re-recorded to avoid redundancy, and 
are driving, funky dance music. 

Which reminds me . .. Hailing from BaJ:~ 
timore is NEMB! (Yes, I am a native speak
er of English. I merely neglected to inform 
you that NEMB stands for Non-Erotic Male 

~~)~))')))~\\\\'\\..'-'-'''''''''"''· --
,...... EAT RECORDS 
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.... 
Family Fun 

Tweeds 

Bonding. Sorry.) All I can tell you is that 
their single, "Torture" b/w "The Middle 
Room" (Green Records) mysteriously waft
ed into my hands, onto my turntable and 
into my ears, producing pleasure in my 
brain. Yet another funk-rock band with 
trance-rock tendencies. (These categories 
almost don't mean anything anymore, 
there's so much of the stuff.) But there is 
something very engaging about this little 
single. A mentality semi-parallel to our own 
Someone and the Somebodies, an interest
ing guitarist, a certain something I can't 
quite pin down ... Oh, hell, go listen to it 
for yourself and then tell me what it is. Why 
should/ do all the work around here? 

Mutant Children Department: 
Just in from New York ... Giorgio Go

melsky, without a question the longest
standing experimental rock entrepreneur in 
the world (and with a reputation as long as 
your arm) is producing offspring again . 
This time the group is called A Blind Dog 
Stares (Guillotine Records), and they are a 
decent neo-progressive band easily lumped 
together with the likes of former proteges 
Material. However, progeny late in life do 
stand a chance of bearing certain hereditary 
defects. Well, their record does have this lit
tle flaw: a Magma cover tune. No one 
should ever attempt a Magma cover tune. 

Phil Manzanera 

As expected, the vocals are too weak, the 
music sounds silly, and it just plain doesn't 
work. Sorry, guys. Otherwise, shows prom

•ise. 

That's it for this month. Remember, un
solicited comments, info, music, etc. are 
welcome around here. I try to say some
thing about nearly everything that breezes 
through, while reserving the right to capri
ciously ignore a few here and there for no 
good reasons. Good luck to all of you trying 
to accomplish anything new. It can be 
tough . (Generally is). 

Add,.....: 

Odds On Music 
24 Thayer St. 
Boston, MA 02118 

99 Records 
99 MacDougal St. 
New York, NY 10012 

Green Records 
4107 Oak Knoll Ct. 69 
Tampa, FL 33610 

Guillotine Records 
140 West 24th St. 
New York, NY 1001 t 
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- by Michael Hajitz 

His history goes something like this: 
Memorizing secret codes for the Army Se
curity Agency. Agent for Famous Artists· 
Corporation and MCA. Agent for Mingus 
and Cugat. Signed Shirley Bassey. Motion 
picture agent, . theatrical agent, art dealer. 
Led Marcel Duchamp and Roy Lichtenstein 
to the mass produced collectable. Advisor 
of Coins, Currency and Stamps to his Im
perial Majesty, Haile Selassie. Booker for 
The 80's, bringing New York's Bowery 
scene uptown for the first time. Presently 
head of Reachout International Records 
(&OIR). 

ROIR is the brainchild of Neil Cooper, a 
soft spoken, articulate man in his early fif-

.ties. Something of a misnomer, his com
pany has issued eight cassettes and as of yet, 
no records. Originally planning to start an
other independent record company, Cooper 
did a bit of market research into twelve 
inchers and forty-fives and saw how diffi
cult it was to get the attention of the press, 
the public and the radio stations. The cas
sette idea was his reaction to the state of the 
independent market, coupled with a firm 
disbelief in the saying that unaideq, the best 
music, like cream, will rise to the top. 

" Everyone I knew lost money putting out 
records. In 1980, the fanzines and the trades 
(Cooper spends about twenty hours a week 
reading about music) started reporting on 
the increase in sales of cassettes and pre
recorded music. I called my friends at the 

EIGHT TRACK RECOHDl\lG d • 
6-Ei Bt·<H'tJI] St., K,·nmon· Sq. ra l 

254-7071 

major record companies whom I knew from 
booking and who just had to answer my 
calls. I asked \\that the ratio was from cas
settes to vinyl. Of course, no one knew. 
Eventually they came back with 1 :6, 1 :4. 
Christ, they didn't even realize! Then the 
Walkman came along. Great sound for a 
small amount of cash. By coming out with 
cassettes, I J1Qsitioned myself quickly with a 
limited amount of capital. The press just 
had to pay attention. The only real problem 
left, assuming a steady increase in sales, is 
the radio stations." 

Because of Cooper's chosen format, 
most radio stations, including many non
commercial college stations are reluctant or 
unable to give ROlR product airplay. The 
reason is not entirely clear, although' the 
difficulty of cueing up a particular track 
may be one cause for ignoring a cassette. 
Cooper notes that many cassette machines 
on the market today automatically cue up a 
particular song and if-the particular station 
feels strongly enough about a title, the for
mat should not be a hindrance. 

To date, aH of the material released by 
ROIR is not available on vinyl. Again, the 
theory is to boost interest in the cassette 
format as well as to draw attention to the 
company. Cooper's present and planned re
leases combined an historian's or archivist's 
perspective, hardly ever holding extraordi
nary commercial potential, with a keen ear 
for what is about to break. For instance, he 
has released early Suicide material in addi
tion to an album's worth of D.C.'s Bad 
Brains. 

play for their fans and for themselves. Most 
bands in New York play for I Village Voice 
critic] Robert Christgau. They're white, 
middle class, well educated. They're 
good, but they're not playing for the fans. 
If this wasn't on the record I'd mention a 
few names. The hardcore people play for 
the street. How commercial it will become I 
don't know. If people like myself start 
jumping off the stage or if the Ritz crowd 
gets in on it, the whole thing will be ruined. 
It's the only genuine street music around. 
It's total involvement and total honesty 
and the committment is similar to what 
happened in '76." 

ROIR 's latest release is a cassette by the 
east coast's premier hardcore band the Bad 
Brains. After a DIY single and a hell of a lot 
of exposure, it was a surprise to see them go 
with ROIR and the cassette format. 

"I met them in 1978, the night they re
turned from England after being banned 
from the country. They had gone over to 
support the Damned but they were refused 
entry because they didn't have work per
mits. The officials put them on the next 
plane back. I booked them into the 80's 
quite a few times. When I first started a re
cord company, they were the one band I 
wanted to work with. They were doing 
something entirely different than anyone 
else and weren't much appreciated at the 
time. They would play for nothing just to 
play. I'd always wanted to work on a pro
duct with them but they kept turning me 
down. Even recently, we negotiated three or 
four contracts for the ROIR release which 
they asked to have and which they, in turn, 
rejected. The thing that clinched the deal 
was my work with Haile Selassie. When 
they saw the letters from Ethiopia, they fig
ured I couldn't be too bad. They have a 
strong interest in Rastafarianism. They 
are very tuned to the street and all the hard
core bands trust them.'' 

The nuts and bolts of the operation are 
easily explained. The initial pressing of any 
cassette is two thousand, although the Bad 
Brains was somewhat larger. The company 
pays the artist an advance which covers 
studio costs plus quite a bit more. Cooper 
stresses that ROIRgives ''handsome'' royal
ty points. The company is very press orient
ed, distributing nearly five hundred promo 
cassettes all over the world. Although ac
tual cassette costs are no cheaper than press
ing an LP, some money is saved on artwork 
which, by necessity, is based on a smaller 

.---------------------------~ format. However, the savings here is offset 

In business only about a year, Cooper's 
ROIR has certainly made a name •for itself. 
"I'm not interested in building a band to 
play Madison Square Garden. I want ROIR 
to play Madison Square Garden. Call it a 
cheap shot or ulterior motive. Whatever. I 
want the company to grow the same way as 
a great band. All my deals are one-off. I 
never delete,'' •• • • • 

SCIENCE&ACCIDENT 
Three NEW releases of NEW MUSIC. 

1) IN THE DREAMTIME by Michael Wm. 
Gilbert. Acoustic & Electronic. 
2) REGIONAL ZEAL. Compilation of Sound
Text experiments . 
3) LAND OF LOOK BEHIND by K. Leimer 
Music for the film. 
All on the NEW MUSIC SERIES from 
PALACE OF LIGHTS RECORDS. Available 
in April from JEM / Systematic / Green. 
world / Rough Trade / NMDS / Eurock / 
Kinnara / Way Side / Sky Disc. 

NEW MUSIC SERIES 

Palace ofUghts 

!'.-\I.AC E OF 1.1c ;11Ts ~ECOIWS l'.O. BOX 4 141 . 
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by the company's use of color cassettes, 
heavy advertising, high royalties, etc., 
thereby making the final product a $9.98 
list. At this point, the New York Dolls' Lip
stick Ki/Jers and James Chances and the 
Contortions' Live in New York have sold 
the most, over five thousand copies each. 
Not bad for a company who shipped their 
first product on May 17, 1981. 

Even with the day to day strain of operat
ing a record company, Neil Cooper still 
finds the energy to get out to the clubs. 

"Even though I'm in my 50's, my ears 
aren ' t tired yet. I've only been in the busi
ness of rock 'n' roll for three years so I'm 
like a ~irgin. I probably go out more than 
anybody in New York associated with any 
record company. Up until two months ago 
when the latest tapes were in production, 
I'd average four to five nights a week 
checking out bands." 

For relaxation, Cooper collects records, 
citing the p(Ocess of going through every re
cord in a store as one of life's most enjoy
able experiences. "I'm continually looking 
for that one record which will change my 
life ." Well said. He collects reggae, soul, 
r&b and current independent stuff. One 
item he's in dire need of. is the Prince 
Charles and The City Beat Band LP which 
came out of Boston a couple of years ago. If 
you are in a band and want his attention, 
dig up a copy, attach your demo and send it 
off! 

ROIR's possible future projects include 
the Stimulators, the Germs (Kim Fowley 
produced and previously released) complete 
with the original artwork left off the vinyl 
LP, Black Flag demos, Buzzcocks, Richard 
Hell, Velvet Underground, Johnny Thun
ders, Alphonia Tims and His Flying Tigers, 
Television, Human Switchboard and Am
herst's Scientific Americans. 

About the Scientific Americans, Cooper 
had this to say: "From what I gather, the 
SciAms aren't too popular in Boston. 
There's a lot happening in Boston but it's 
an iconoclastic, centralized environment. 
The tape is ready to go but the problem is 
commercial potential. I have to put it out 
with something with enormous potential so 
that the distributors will take it and I'll be 
able to market it properly. The SciAms are 
a fantastic band and I don't understand 
their lack of recognition.'' 

Cooper believes that the cassette is here 
to stay and predicts tha1 the ratio of vinyl to 
cassette will be close to I: 1 in two years. 

.They're amazingly portable, thanks to the 
hardware manufacturers and better still, 
when you get tired of what you have, just 
push a button and you can start all over 
again. 

ROIR: RELEASES TO DATE 

In Cooper' s view, the most exciting music AIOO James Chance"' & The Contortions-
going on in New York is the local hardcore Live In New York 
scene, centered around a twenty-four hour AIOI 8 Eyed Spy-live with Lydia Lunch 
record store called The Rat Cage and a A 102 The Dictators Live- Fuck 'Em If 
handful of clubs east of 1st Avenue in al- They Can 'r Take A Joke 
phabetland. Al03 Suicide-Half-Alive 

"I knew the hardcore scene was happen- A104 New York Dolls-Lipstick Killers, 
ing in New York from going out. I knew The Mercer Sr. Sessions 

, that the critics were unaware, calling it to- Al05 Shox Lumania-Live At The Pepper-
tal shit. They couldn't stand the music or mint lounge 

,.the lifestyle and disregarded it. The hard- AI06 Bad Brains 
core groups don't play for the critics. They AJ07 Fleshtones-8/ast Off 

-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:~-:0:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:---:,:-:-:::-:-: .·,:-:-:-:,;-:,;,:-:- :•:•: -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·-· .••. -.-.·-·-·.· ·-·····-·-·.·.·-·-·.·-:~ ---·. 
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';{"" . '1 Lou Miami & The 

Kozmetix wish to sincerely 
thank our 800 friends who 
made our record release 
party such a smashing suc
cess. We would like to ac
knowledge Sabine Cos
metics and Preferred Lim
ousine for promotional ma
terials and express our 
appreciation to Spit's staff. 
11th Hour Graphics, Willie 
"Loco" Alexander, Maggie 
of A.R. T., and our staff and 
volunteers for their help. 

Future Dates: 
March 6 Spit-'MBRBenefit, 

w/Willie "Loco" 
17 Club New York-

St. Patrick's Day 
18 Channel-Red Shark Video 
19 Boston University 
20 University of Maine 
26 Inn Square 
28 Maverick's-'ZLYBenefit 

April 3 Center Stage, w/Waitresses 
10 Danceteria, NY, w/Pylon 
16 Wellesley College 
22 Jonathan's-Salem 
23 UMass, The Blue Wall

Amherst 

·watch for our upcoming 
"May Day" (May 1) Party 

Make The Most of May with 
Miami" 

or 
("Get Loaded with Lou") 

"Fascist Lover'' 
b/w 

''To Sir With 
Love'' 

on Final Vinyl 
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The crowd at Streets for The Waitresses' 
Valentine's Day show was a mixed bunch; 
the usual leather types, some unusual neo
preppies, an aging hippie or two, a smat1er
ing of fashion plates and a few elder Ameri
cans with the kids in tow. Most se1::med 
openly curious; others were obviously there 
for an evening out. 

The band hit the stage to a solid response 
and turned in an exciting, entertaining per
formance. Musically, the sound is fuller and 
much brighter live than recorded. In the 
year since The Wai1rcsses recorded their 
first LP, Wasn't Tomorrow Wonderful, the 
music has matured and the.band has grown. 
The LP itself is quite good though certain 
productive touches are lacking. The live 
show fills in the gaps. 

What few members of the audience ap
peared to perceive was the high intelligence 
and humor contained in the music. Cloaked 
in the danceable rhythms of ex-Television 
drummer Billy Ficca, bassist Tracy Worm
worth (who replaced David Hofstra, bassist 
on the LP), reedman Marc Williams and the 
melodic jewelry of keyboardist Dan Klay
man, their music sometimes obscures the 
lead guitarist/songwriter Chris Butler's 
message. 

Vocalist Pally Donahue isn't seven feet 
tall (as she appears on the album's liner 
photo), yet she commands a majority of at
tention on stage as she portrays the new 
American every-woman; a woman whose 
attractiveness and femininity might over· 
shadow the depth of the music. Patty per
sonifies The Waitresses and is the character 
whose point of view the songs are coming 
from. "Am I that character in real life?" 
she asks . . . "Sometimes." 

That character and thi.s music are not 
typical of 1982's musical marketplace. Ra
ther, it's thoughtful intelligence-the sensi
ble kind, not the elitist kind. Because the 
music has such an immediate quality to it, it 
might take more than a few listenings to ap
preciate fully what's going on here . 
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The Waitresses got their moniker one 
night as group founder Chris Butler and a 
friend sat around in Kent, Ohio killing time. 
"My friend Leon and I were both writing 
songs in bread and butter bands and we 
couldn't leave because we didn't want to 
give up our paying gigs for the rock and roll 
dream so to speak. Sitting there drinking 
coffee we decided what we should do is 
f~rm phantom, non-existent bands and tell 
great big lies about them. Leon said, 
'Okay, mine will be Jane Eyre and The Bel
vederes.' And I said, 'Great. Mine will be 
uh, (looking around the diner) The Wait
resses. Ha, ha, ha.' And the joke stuck.'' 
The joke is marvelously mixed with insight· 
in the band's songs, particularly "I Know 
What Boys Like," "No Guilt," and "Pus
sy Strut." 
''I make them want me/1 likC to please them/ 
They want to touch me/I never let them/I 
know what boys like/I know what guys 
want/I know what boys like/boys like/boys 
like me.'' (''I Know What Boys Like•) 

"It's a bit of a study in power," says 
Butler. "On one level you can take it as 
anything that leads you around by the nose 
or any golden carrot that promises a bright 
tomorrow. On the other hand any man will 
tell you that it's absolutely true; probably 
any woman would tell you it's also the 
truth. I was worried because I thought 
'that's not the whole story.' There's all sorts 
of sides to one's personality. Other songs on 
the album are trying to paint a different pic
ture, but of the same person.'' 
"Demonstrate how certain random move
ment can be plotted on a straight line/If you 
know an object's special properties that can 
be observed/Now factor in the range of 
variation as a function on a curve/The first 
law is strict on motion/The 2nd law is strict 
on resting/The 3rd law is strict on propor
tion/Can't you get more specific/No I can't 
get more specific/Look at the butt. .. pussy 
stut." ("Pussy Strut"•) 

"Pussy Strut" was just kind of a lan
guage exercise. The contrast of high tech 
language with street smut. That's one side 
of it. The other side is joking about the 

I:,: Streets set. More fans were on the stage 
~ than on the dance floor, and guitarist Keith 

j ~;~~~:ri~;e!:~:a~:~~:~c~~~:be~:~rly de-
. Labels cause problems; just as "party 

I've always hated the term "party band," band" connotes mindless behavior to some, 
but if any group ever fit the label, The "garage band" carries its own air of sup
Fleshtones would be it. In the last month posed credibility, an air capable of turning 
it' s been easy to find out why, with a live :off just as many. A song like "Rocket 
appearance at Streets, the release of their Qu.S.A." from Blast Off! has just as much 
excellent debut album, Roman Gods(IRS), l raw power within it as you're likely to find 
and the cassette release of the 1978 recorded on the new Black Flag LP, or the latest 
Blast off! (ROIR). Rolling Stones or J. Geils sides for thal mat-

Half the fun of listening to Roman Gods J ter. We've got to stop calling the Flesh tones '-; ~1-pi,111~· 
ULt. 

is the realization that it's the best pop re
cord since Trust, Beauty on(} the Beat, 
Stands for Decibels, ___ (fill in LP 
of choice) ... But it's better! Gawds is the 
trash album that refuses to admit that it's 
trash-a garage band that dares to crane its 
neck out of the garage. Take the title track 
for ins1ance, in which Peter Zaremba's vo
cals are dumped into a bo1tomless echo pit 
that creates its own chorus, and Jan Marek 
Pakulski's bass pumps into action. "Sha
la-la-la," punc1ua1ed with a healthy 
"hey!", the call and response that should 
have everyone responding. For me, that 
son was the hi hli ht f ' 

amazing technology of designer jeans and 
how they get the rear ends just perfect on 
anybody. I had visions of men in lab coats 
with banks of computers, scientifically try
ing to figure out the mean American butt on 
which to model all these jean styles around. 
Then you get into the idea of a lot of mar
keting research and that whole sexual/tech
nical idea of how sex sells and what's the 
criteria for analysis and it ended up, ya 
know, the first, second and third laws of 
thermodynamics, and cutting across that 
with street slang.'' 

Not unlike David Byrne, Ric Ocasek, El
vis Costello and a precious few others, But
ler's consciousness is always at work in his 
songs. However, whereas many notables 
color their lyrics with a sense of impending 
doom, Butler sticks his tongue out at fear: 
"I'll be glad when the flag goes up/We' ll 
sing new songs and invent new slogans/ 
There'll be a party and we'll burn the old 
pictures/I'll finally have some fun/Red
land, red/ And my house is burning/Red
land, red/What took you so long/Well it 
really won't matter (when it's) Redland, 
Redland, everywhere.'' (''Redland''•) 

"Redland-it's about being trapped in 
any kind of rhetorical stance that's unbend
ing. And that doesn't work. Also you've 
got somebody who's so bored that any 
change will do. It's about things that hang 

"a garage band," and yes, that includes me 
too. Streets doesn't look anything like any 
garage I've ever been in ('tho I wouldn't 
mind having a Bongos poster in my ga
rage). If every band playing back-to-basics 
rock'n'roll is a garage band, then we've got 

.: a definite shortage of garages. The key to 
the Fleshtones' greatness is their ability to 
transcend such overused terms (although 
"transcend" is kinda overused, too). 

Bottomless echo-line: Roman Gods is the 
first great LP of 1982, and Blast Off! gets 
my vote as the best artifact to come down 
from orbit. There's more fun in sweeping 
out the ara e than I thou ht. 

over one's head. For years it's been them 
damn Russians or someday the Mes~iah will 
come or someday my prince will come or 
whatever thing seems to get you through. 
Anything that's gone on for a long, long 
time is either a desirable object or a fearful 
enemy. So you play the game of-boom; it 
happens; what will it be like? In this case it 
happened to be 'the Russians are coming, 
the Russians are coming.' It's just punching
a hole in a bugaboo. I'm not interested in 
the slogans, but in what happens to some
body if they start stalking slogans.'' 

The slogan of the music biz in the last few 
years, aside from its favorite phrase "Bi~ 
Bucks," is "The Next Big Thing." Says But
ler, "I don't think it's possible for one indi
vidual anything to happen. The world isn't 
like that anymore; it's fractured.'' 

While punching holes in bugaboos with 
rhythmic music may not be the newest thing 
around, it is preferable to the next big plas
tic whatever being turned out week after 
week by every major record company on 
the planet. Will success and big tips spoil 
The Waitresses? Says Butler, "I don't think 
we have time." 

•All songs by Chris Butler © 1981 by Future 
Fossils Musics (BM/) except ''/ Know What 
Boys Like" © 1980 by Merovingion Music/ 
CR/ Music (BM/)-AII Rights Reserved. 
Used by Permission. 



The Club March 14 
Cantone's Aprll 6, 13, 20, 

28, 29 
The Channel Aprll 27 

March 24, 8:30 p.m. 
at 

THE PARADISE 

The Fabulous 
BILLYGOONS 

CITY THRILLS 
MIGHTY IONS 

SHOCKERS 
video by 

Jan Crocker 
guest me:: 

Killer Kowalski 

Attention 
LocalBandsand 

Club Owners! 
Reach Boston's 
most active club 
goers. Space on 
the Clubland page 
Is available for just 
S7 .oo per column 
Inch. To reserve 
space in this sec
tion call 266-8787. 
The ad deadline 
for Clubland is al
ways the second 
Friday of the 
month. 
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THE TRADEMARKS 
MARCH 
19-Jasper's 
25-5th Season, Westfield 
26-Jack's 
27-0U 
31-Kayo's, Portland 
APRIL 
2-The Rat 
3-MIT 
10-Trail's End, Lynn 
17-Maggie's, Syracuse 
23-Merrimack College 
24-Clark University 

Watch for new slngle release 
'"SHE KNOWS" 

~:\ ·.· .. ..,_ ''"° ,,·,ec,c,}'•',,,.,,,,,,,,,.-,· 
I.:' GET READY! : 

(!t>angsJ\ 
THANKS TO ALL # 
OUR FRIENDS, SEE \ 

- YOU IN • • - APRIL ' 
:::::;:.;.:;.:.·.·.·.· 

Neighborhoods, BB Buelle and the B Sides 

Sun 21 J.B. Hutto and the New Hawks, 
Luther "Guitar Junior" Johnson 
doors open: 8 p.m. 

Tue 23 RCA Recording Artists ••• 

Doug and the Slugs, 
Random Conci,pt, Pl Alley 

Wed 24 Nu Muzlk Revue 
Sensible Shoes• Loose Ties• Mid City Clones• 
Helping Hondo 
$1 cover $1 drinks 

Thu 25 Roggso Showcsse ... 

Lanky Roy & Ethiopian Roots 
One People • Nobody 
cuisine by Shella 

Fri 26 John Butcher Axis, 
Probers, Opposites 

Sat 27 $3.00 sdmlaslon Spring Dence Porty 
The Orbits, Robbie Watson, Hot Dates 

Sun29 

Tue30 

Wed31 

Thu Aprll 1 

Frl2 

Sat3 

Thu8 

Fri 9 

Appreciation Concert Party 
John A's Hldeen Secret, Bleeding Hearts 
Molson Beer Night 92.9 FM 

Duke and the Drivers 
James Montgomery 
T·Blade 
11th Hour Band 

VA Benefit 

Berlin Airlift,· 
Gary Shane and Detour 
Special Guests: Members of the 
Boston Celtics 
Boston Spring R&B Jamboree 
John Payne and His Sax Choir, 
Cub Koda, Maximum Drift, Blues Cousins 

Peter Dayton, 
The Rousers, The Outlets 

· wcoz 
The Enemy 
The Bangs 
Neon 

FEAR 
MISSION OF BURMA 

Sat 10 New England 
Wayne Kramer's Air Raid 
Listers 



Sat March 27 
Seth 

Wed March31 
Rock Showcase 
Aprll Fool's Day 

Stacay Padrlck of Tho Fools 
(with Cold Shoulder) 

Friday Aprll 2 
FromAtl1nt1 

Baby and Tho Pacifiers 
Sat Aprll 3 

Sa11 
WedAprll7 
Cub Koda 

ARCH 20, SAT., at Maver
·ck's, PROPELLER BENEFIT 

I don't know who, but they're always 
orth going to. 

1· :-11f• ·.,_ • club two m1 10n o ar'I, an we got shut ·out." 
last May 3rd the club closed with an all day 

by Ed Slola Party featuring fifteen area bands. The 
The Providence rock scene will get a bad' flu~·s equipmen~ was then mothballed 

ly needed injection of new blood this montl while a new '?C.at1on was so.ught. . 
when The Living Room returns from a 101/i The new L1vmg Room will continue the 
month hiatus. The new Living Room will philosophy of the old. "We will continue to 
located in the CIC building at 273 Prome book original music," said Heine, "every
nade Street in downtown Providence. It wi one will be welcome to play. Music has no 1 

be twice the size of the old club with a pro boundaries. The Living Room is a place for 
jected capacity of five hundred people. PC:Ople to be heard." . I . 
Manager Randy Heine is shooting for . Bands to be heard m the open mg weeks 
target opening date of March 26th. . 111 be those that close~ down the old club 

If's been a long road back for the Livin n May. ~any Providence bands have 
'Room. The original club spenl six and 3 r?ken up m the past year for lack of a 
half years on Westminster Street before bC. mtable venue. Heme hopes to reverse lhat 

·ing closed by 1he governmCnt to make wa rend ~nd rebuil~ the P~ovidence scene . 
.for a federal office building. As Mr. Heine Bands interested m bookmgs should con
described it, "The building's owners got act him at (401) 521-2520. 

The return to life of this fabulous, legend
ary group. Well worth going out on a Mon
day for. 

MARCH 26, FRI., at Inn Sq. 
LOU MIAMI, DANGEROUS 
BIRDS 
Two wild bands in one of the most comfort
able clubs in town. 

MARCH 27, SAT., at Maver
ick's, JEFF AND JANE 
Apparently much video will be shown, in
cluding the infamous Public Image show in 
New York. 

MARCH 24, WED., at The Par
adise 
The Billygoons, City ThrlUs, Mighty tons, 
Shockers, and Killer Kowalski. 'Nuffsaid! 

"APRIL 8, THURS., at The 
Channel FEAR 
The Best in Hardcore! 

March 11-Th 

March 12-F 

March 13-S 

March 18-Th 
March 19-F 
March 2Q-S 
March 31-W 
April 1-Th 
April 2-F 
April 10-S 

Bleeding Hearts/Mark and 
the Clams 
Bleeding Hearts/Mark and 
the Clams 
Berlin Air1ilVBleeding 
Hearts 
The Real Kids/Opposites 
Johnny and the Aces 
Johnny and the Aces 
Shattered 
The Stompers 
Johnny and the Aces 
The Trademarks/Acrylics 

30 BALDWIN STREET. 

LYNN, MASS. 
262-7220 

l<Dbr..s Waltham 1982 BLUES FESTIVAL 
Saturday, April 3 7:00 pm 

J.B. HUTTO and the NEW HAWKS 
KOKO TAYLOR. 

MATT "GUITAR" MURPHY 
LUTHER "GUITAR JUNIOR" JOHNSON. 

and the SLUES ASTRONAUTS 

Levin Baltroom' 
_Brandeis Universitt1·''· 

415 South Street, Waltham~-
Tick0ts $8.50 advance, $9.50 at the.door 

AVAILABLE AT:-Brandeis SSB, Ticketron, Elsies, and Out OF ·fown. 

PRESENTED RS PART OF RRDIOTHON 1982 BY 

WBRS 91.7 STEREO READY FOR THE 90s. 



Fri 19 
Face To Face 
The Lifters 

Sat20 
Sugar Ray and 
The Bluetones 

Mon22 
Angry Young Bees 

Tue23 
21-645 
Wed24 

Downtime 
Thu25 

WCOZnlght 

Foreign Legion 
Fr/26 

Lou Miami and 
The Kozmetlx 

Dangerous Birds 
Sst27 

Sex Execs 
Planet Street 

Sun28 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon29 
David Champagne's 

Pink Cadillac 
Tue30 

Maynard Sliva Band 
Wed31 
Viking 

Thu Apr/I 1 
from Nashville Tenn. 

White Animals 
Sun4 

Serious Martinis 
Wed7 

Dreznlak 
Vital Signs 

ThuB 
Tom Ghent and the 
Yankee-Rebel Sons 

Fr/9 

New Models 
Sat 10 

Memphis Rockabilly Band 

491·9672 
1350 Cambridge St. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 

1111 SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICANS 

cassette- al bum on RCIR- NY 

Northampton: 41J-586-8662 

AGITPOP·· 

Bl61tl'J! 

Telephone'. 491-7800 C ~ 

JQ~ 
where greer sounds ere born nightly I 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 

A FEW OF OUR UPCOMING BANDS: 

3/18 THE FIRE DEPT. 3/27 RUBBER RODEO plus 
plus MR. MOTO THE SHAKES 

3119-20 THE LINES 3/28 GARY SHANE ANO 

3/21 t HE BOSTON BRATS THE DETOUR 

3/22 REAL KIDS 
3/29 THE WALKER BAND 

WITH PATTI UNAITIS 
3/23 LEWIS ROBINSON 

3/30 NORTH STAR AND VOICES 

3/24 NATURAL BOOGIE 3/31 BILL BELLAMY BAND 

3/25 THE PETER DAYTON 412·3 THE DUKE ROBILLARD 

BAND BAND 

3/26 THE TRADEMARKS plus 
4/7-8 TIGER'S BAKU 

THE ACRYLICS 4114-15 THE LINES 

Call 491-7800 for other datei 

~PfiNffiVE~ 
i E!~iay I 
IRoMANCEI 
~IIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIHIIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIWIIIIIIIIIUIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII~ 

THE LAST 
·SACRIFICE 

482•3279 783•0066 

rTir-tJflr ic;~s 
111'91111 
1311111\l\1 

Thur. March 18 

Peter Dayton 
Sex Execs 

Fri. March 19 

Neats 
Primitive Romance 

Stereotypes 
Sat. March20 

Propeller Benefit 
Fri. March26 

CITY THRILLS 
M.1.A.'s 
Sat. March27 

Jeff and Jane 
Attack Under 

Attack Under Attack 
Special Large Video Screen 

Thur Aprll 1 
from Atlanta 

Vietnam , 
Frl.Aprll2 

Panther Burns 
Rank and File 

Coming Soon 

Method Actors 
Fear 

Primary Colors 
Salem 66 
The Dark 

Insect Surfers 

112 BROAD ST. 
423-4333 

advance tlx sold at Newbury Comics 

*9 
f~s>~f 
j ~ 1 
1> our first 45 ~"5> ~ 
- on sale now. '% 

request it on 
vour favorite 
· station 
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., •• ,, 95.5 
ANNOUNCES THE THIRD ANNUAL 

RHODE ISLAND ROCK HUNT 

• THE RHODE ISLAND ROCK HUNT IS A TALENT 
COMPETITION OPEN TO ALL NEW ENGLAND AREA BANDS. 

• OVER $4,000 IN CASH AND PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED, 
INCLUDING A $2,000 GRAND PRIZE. 

• PRELIMINARY ROUNDS WILL BE HELD AT THE NEW LIVING 
ROOM AND LUPO'S HEARTBREAK HOTEL, IN PROVIDENCE; 
THE FINALS, ON MAY 16th, WILL BE AT THE CENTER STAGE 
IN EAST PROVIDENCE. 

• WBRU WILL SELECT 12 BANDS FROM AMONG THE ENTRIES 
TO PERFORM IN THE SEMI-FINALS. THE SEMI-FINALS AND 
FINALS WILL BE JUDGED BY A PANEL OF NEW ENGLAND 
MUSIC CRITICS, BOOKING AGENTS, A & R PERSONNEL, ETC. 

TO ENTER: 

Subm'it your band's two best original songs on reel to 
reel or cassette by Midnight, March 27th, to: 

THE ROCK HUNT 
C/0 WBRU 

88 BENEVOLENT ST. 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. 02906 

For more information, call Rob Tannenbaum at 401-272-9550 



i' 
I Coming soon ... dredde foole 

and the din. Signaling the call 
to March. 

CATCH A FIRE only Manhat-

1 

tan reggae band all original ma
terial seeks gigs or agent in 
Boston. Call Jonathan 212-

) 1 997-9093. Reggae Against Rea-

l!=··-·-·-------
1

1 SATIN PANTS etc. For enter-
tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
catal0gue. SATIN SALES, 
Dept. 20, 7 Soulh 5th St., Min-
neapolis, MN 55402. 

GG ALLIN IS THE FUCK
INGEST ASSHOLE IN THE 
PUNK WORLD. 

Dear Josh, sorry I missed your 
L b-day. Beu er luck next year. 

N.D. 

ROCK VIDEO Call Red Shark 
298-9806 or 749-7732. 

MARK ROSSI WHEN ARE 
YOU GONNA QUIT? 

New ca1erpillar needed ins1an1-
ly! Calt Haydcc! 

WANTED-Used singles. Must 
be in good condition. Musi be 
new wave, punk, etc. NEW
BURY COMICS, 268 New
bury St., Boston, MA 02116. 
Ask for John. 

STILL STOLEN: FENDER 
PRECISION BASS, white with 
rosewood neck, serial #$756-
889. Reward $100 ($150 if thief 
is hospitalized). Bruce, 424-
1233. 

Negative P .R. No PORK 
RINDS! 

Attn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
active dub goers. Space In Bos
ton Rock's Clubland pages is 
available for just $7.00 per col
umn inrh. Call 266-8787. 

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE! To 
have High School Times mailed 
to your house every month, 
send $3 to HST, 9 Nampus 
Ave. #8, Acton 01720. 

FANTASTIC SELECTION of 
imported LP's, 45's, limited 
editions and rari1ies. Deluxe ca
talogue Sl.00. Record Rocker 
Box 7787, Chicago, IL60680. 

Suade Cowboys equipment 
stolen: Fenders Rhodes Elec
tric piano, serial #52430; ARP 
2600 Synthesizer, serial #'26891; 
Yamaha Cs-5 Synthesizer; Gib
son SJN acoustic guitar, D-ar
mand pick-up; Ampeg V4 amp. 
Leave message at 424-1233. 

Bernie and Lester are the best!! 

Pro 8 Trk Recording $l0/hr at 
TEN CITY in Newtonville, call 
Claude 11-8, 729-5827. 

18 yr old rhythm guitarist seeks 
to form R'n'R band with 50's 
early 60's & new primal in
stincts & intersets. 353-8725, 
CALL NOW!!! Presley, Berry, 
Beatles, Fall etc. 

GG ALLIN-God's gift to 
Garbage. 

Firs! Offease-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core-Freeze, 
TMH etc. Send 50¢ per issue to 
F.O. PO Box 336 W. Yar
mouth, MA 02673. 

"YOUTH OF AMERICA" 
The new Wipers' album 
On Park Avenue Records 
Avallahle l'rom your lex-al record store or for $6 
~tpald (overseas add $3 a1rmatl) from Park 
Avenue Records, PO Box 19296, Seat.tie, WA 
98109 
AISOfWA11Ahlt>h.V rh,-,W!pt·l'l'\011 Pnrk AVt-'llllt" !WJl,ciNt/l 
••ianJaa.air• 
"Alim"°'" 

LEO EGO is looking for 3 or more young wo
men to form an all new music band. Girls 
should have equipment, talent, looks, wheels 
(boyfriends' wheels are OK too!). If you be
lieve there's more to life than just sex, drugs, 
and rock 'n' roll, then forget it! (Humor also 
needed.) 

Reply to: 
OGO Productions 
90 Bacon St., Waltham, MA02154 

Individual and band Classified ads cost 
$1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50per 
-line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex
tra per word, underline copy to be bold. List
ings of stolen muslcal equipment wlll be 
run for free. 
All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classified over the phone (617) 266-8787 by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall -Name: 
Street: _________ _ 

or bring In person to: 
Boston Rock/Newbury Comlcs 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
Please include name and address whether 
or not you run it in your ad. Boston Rock Is 
published on the third Thursday of each 
month. Ad deadline is the second Thurs• 
day of the month. 

~W'f!l!!/llll!N/!M.-WlfZt/tJl/!I 
City/Zip: ________ _ 

Phone: 
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Life Is Short 
by Noyme Drawper 

There doesn't seem to be any truth to the 
rumor that former BR columnist Eddie 
Gorodelskl' died of an overdose of heroin 
and cocaine. Big Ed and his WBCN cohort 
Tom Couch threw a pretty wild bash a cou
ple of weeks ago to celebrate their new writ
ing job for the presitigious Second City TV. 
On his way home from the party, Oedipus 
drove into an ice cream truck and total~ 
his car. 

Four fifths of City Thrills are leaving 
Boston in mid-May. Bassist Merle has left 
the band and everyone else will be relocat
ing to the Big Apple (New York City 
Thrills?). Former Strawberries ad salesper
son Rebecca has alreaciy moved to Manhat
tan where she works for Stiff/Epic. And 
finally we have.Jearned that Marshall from 
the Inn Square has set his sights on a future 
career in Times Square; the nicest club own
er in Massachusetts is in the process of writ
ing a rock and roll play. 

E:rc-NenouJII Eater Sine Cataldo is mov
ing back to town. The New Models have al
ready spent nearly seventy hours working 
on a six song demo which they hope to sell 
to a major label. 11 only took the fabulous 
Blllygoons eighteen cases of beer to record 
their latest tape, "Billygoon Party Rap." 
Believe it or not, the Suade Cowboys re
corded their new demo completely cold tur
key. The current Suade line-up includes 
keyboardist Bob Toomey, sax.isl Suber, 
drummer Gary Cook, and new recruits Mi
chael Sly (ex-Ground Zero) on bass and sax
man Vinny Clrlnclone (ex-Mink Deville). 

This just in from the pages of the Boston 
Herold American. Dan Foley of Pastiche 
was arrested recently for kissing Margaret 
Burd while driving down Storrow Drive. 
Foley's seventy-five dollar traffic violation 
was thrown out in court. Toke It! Mogol.ine 
issue 115 finally hit the news stands on 
March 15. Among the many enlightening 
bits of information the brand new issue is 
some "good news" about a new club tha1 
has just opened called Street!. 

As reported last month, John Felice and 
Alpo are reforming the Real Kids-but not 
with original drummer Howle. Ferguson. 
The new Kids drummer is Bobby Morin 
from the Mtchanlcs. Billy Cole will play 
guitar. Rumors of SS Deconlrol's breakup 
have been flying lately. However it seems 
1hat the worse that could happen is that Le
thal will slap a few wrists and get everybody 
back in shape. 

Even though they've been spotted at nu
merous wine tastings, there is no confirma
tion 10 reports that 'BCN's Tony Beradini 
and WLYN's Cra55 are starting a band. 
While Fritz Ericson and Let Hanington are 
filing for divorce with the Fulure Dads, 
speculation that Human Sexual Rtsponst 
are splitting or regrouping has been put on a 
back burner. HSR's Rich GIibert says that 
the band is currently in the process of sort-

O/K: I WILL DONATE 
//IV £NT112£ "BABY 

IIUEV- C0.-,1( eoot<C 
CDLLGCTION TD TH€ 

DOl'/Nll>WN 
f>llt11"f/lo CENr£/l .. 

ing out a few problems. 
The Slompers have both good and bad 

news 10 share this month. Shortly after hav
ing their equipment stolen in Harvard Sq., 
WCOZ announced that Sal and co. were the 
Eastern Regional winners in the Big Ameri
ca compelition. They'll be at the Palladium 
in New York City on April 23. Meanwhile 
'COZ seems to be going 1hrough some sort 
of positive identity crisis these days ... the 
station recently added "Tainted Love" by 
Soft Cell to their notoriously tight format. 
It's been almost five mon1hs since Romeo 
Vold's smash hit "Nvr Say Nvr" was re
leased but WZBC music director Tom Gil
roy tells us that he only heard the song last 
week. 

The DJ's at Spll are all happy that photo
grapher Michael G~cco lost his Spit power 
card. They finally have room in the DJ 
booth to work. 

Who says underage kids caR•t get into 
clubs? Last week Springer spent an entire 
afternoon hiding in Spit's men's room so he 
could catch the UK Subs that evening. And 
who says Rich Anzalone is washed up? A 
couple of weeks ago he was heard, believe 
it or not, playing Greek music on WLYN
AM! 

I'm afraid that's all the rooffi I have this 
time. The next time you see Greg Reibman, 
give him hell for not giving the most import
ant part of Boston Rock more space! Wrlle: 
N1yme Drawpcr c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Strttl, Boston, MA 02116. 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
My wife's birthday is rolling around 

again this year, and I'm perplexed as to 
what to get her. Last year I tried a party at a 
"local art gallery," and asked a few friends 
to chip in for expenses. Everyone got a lit
tle riled up over that. This year do you think 
a free trip to Peking will do? 

Dear Kevin, 

His majesty, 
Kevin 

Great idea! (As long as there's something 
in it for us). Maybe you con pick up some 
pothole patching poinlers al lhe Creal Wall 
of China. Hove a safe trip. 

Sob Sislers 
P.S. Hope your house doesn't calch fire 
while you're away. 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
I hear there's a luxury junket leaving Bos

ton for China, and I'd really like to go. Can 
you tell me how to get on the list? 

Dear Pixie, 

Signed, 
Pixie 

Try sending a birlhday card and S/00 10 
Cily Hall. I/you don't gel to China, at least 
you'll be invited lo a great party. 

Sob Sisters 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
I was at the Geils concert at Boston Gar

den, sitting in the press box, and I was 
afraid that the walls really would come 
tumbling down. The press box was really 
shaking and bouncing. Seems Don Law and 
the Garden should have an engineer check it 
out. It could be a re-run of a bad movie that 
played in Kansas City a while ago. 

Dear Concerned, 

Signed, 
Concerned 

We're with you. Check it out, Don. 
S.S. 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
Should I do it again?!? 

Contemplating, 
Liz Taylor Hilton Todd Fisher Burton 

Burton Warner (Burton?) 
DearLi1., 

Signing checks will be tough, bul then 
again, diamonds ore a girl's best friend. 

Go/or it! 
Sob Sisters 

Dear Sob Sisters, 
I know what really happened, but I'm not 

telling. 

Dear Wisenheimer, 

My lips are sea1ed, 
Sonny 

Now we know who started the Natalie 
Wood jokes. 

Always in good taste, 
Sob Sisters 

A NOTE TO OUR READERS: 
Condiant deluxe, Beatrice SOb, has 

eloped with a young blond phys-ed teacher 
to Dade County, where they arc joining 
Liberace's chauffeur to organize for the 
ERA. In her place, answering your ques
tions and solving your problems, is yet an
other of the Sob debutantes, Babbette Sob. 
Babbette's charm and intellect are only sur
passed by her promiscuity. Eat your hearts 
out Eva, Ava and ZsaZsa! 

If you have a problem, a question, or an 
axe to grind ... Ax the Sob Sisters. Send in 
your letter to: 
SOB SISTERS 
c/o Boston Rock 





Posh Boy tells Cal punk to 
FUCK OFF! 

(only for one sensational album) 

15 of the 
top British punk ta.nds present their 
independant chart bit songs, along 
with "Kill The Poor" as performed 
by our own Dead Kennedys. 
With the Vice Squad, the Adicts , U, K. Decay, Disorder, Peter & the 
Test Tube Babies, Oisrupters, Red Alert, Blitz, the Partisans, 
Demob, the Insane, Abrasive Wheels , Chaos U.K., outcasts & G.B.H. 

Licensed by Abstract Records , Landon 
PU NK AND DISORDERLY 
$5.98 list L,p. or cassette It, I,.,~, \p11\ 1 

AND NOW FOR OUR SIDE OF THE STORY •... 

Channel3 ......... ~ 

Symbol Six 
" Ego", "Taxation", "Symbol Six" & "Bev
erlywood" are the first four tracks from this 
West L.A. ta.nd. You've beard them on your 
favorite radio show - now get the record! 

FEAR OF LIFE fro m CH3 PBS 128 
$5.98 list L.p. or cassette Release: M>ril 15 

SYMBOL SIX PBS 1030 
$4.98 list 12 inch 45 R, i..,-, \p111 1 

Shattered Faith 
Right now the ta.nd's busy at work on their 
debut album. Carrying on from their classics 
"Right Is Right", "Trilogy" & their "Reagan 
country" single (PBS 9). ~ 
SHATTERED FAITH PBS 133 q:iosh 
$5.98 list L.p. or cassette Release: May 15 OlJ 

::NK AND ~==~;i.1 AVAILABLE 

RAWBERRl~RBOSTON LOCATIONS 
$4.49. 
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I 
POS BOY HAS ESTABLISHED A REPUTATION FOR 
RELEASING SOME OF THE MOST ADVENTUROUS 

PUNK AND AVANT-GARDE MUSIC. / 
NOW POSH BOY TACKLES THE SUBJECT OF "POP" 

/ -AND LISTEN TO WHAT HAPPEN!!_} 

This is a very special selection from Sparks' greatest hits, from the first 
Bearsville LP thru Whomp Thai Sucker LP. Specially imported from 

France and marketed as an $8.98 list LP by Posh Boy. 
The His1ory of Sparks features the revived hit song .. When I'm With You:· 

Also cassette. 

GLEAMING SPIRES 
The album every teenage girl is talking about. Their brooding 
romanticism for the 80s brings you their hit .. Are You Ready for the 
Sex Girls .. from Songs of 1he Spires. PBS 125 (also cassette) S5.98 list. 
And culled from the same album. the edited upbeat version of 

.. How to Get Girls Thru Hypnotism:· PBS 14, S1.99 list single. 

DAVID HINES 
His Co1111ec1io11 Today LP was one of the most acclaimed albums of 1981. 

Hines returns to the pop fray with Raucous Roi/us. already charting 
throughout the country. Co111iec1io11 Tod~r. PBS 115, SS.98 list. 
Raucous Roi/us. PBS 132, S5.98 list, also includes the hit single 

.. Who is the Romeo·> .. PBS 15. S1.99 list. 

BRON AREA 
From England, 1hese teenage romantics make their debut with 
.,You Would Be Amazed:' plus two other great cuts, PBS 16, Sl.99 list. 
Bron Areas album follows in late summer '82. 

ALL POSH BOY RECORDS AND CASSfflES 
AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER AT LIST PRICE 
(INCL P&P} FROM: POSH BOY RECORDS 

P.O. BO)l 38861 
LOS ANGELES, .CA 90038 
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BOSTON'S BEST VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 





western wear. . . and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Spec/all $189.50 value black leather pants 
NOW$149.50 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos i~ any ;ore" 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies ''ranch'' pants, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new "Loco" Boots 
... and lots more! 

CONTENTS, 
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RECORDING 
STUDIO 

call "WEIRD" Larry, 
617-658-8391 
31NassauAve., 
Wilm1ngton, MA 01887 
(10 min. Rt. 93 or Rt.128) 

1000 7-inch 45 rpm 
records in black and 
white photo sleeves 

$1100 
1. You get 20 hou,s studio time 

(Not 10 or 15) TWENTY 
2. You get Photo Sleeves. 
3. You get !Our cassettes, 8 T,adl: Master & 2 Track Mas!lf. 
YIXI OWII the Masters •••. Nobodyw1II erase them lal!r. 

$300 UP FRONT ... 
$400 AT THE FINAL MIX 

$400 WHEN YOU 
APPROVE THE TEST 

PRESSING 
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COOL FOR CARS 

BR, 
Thank you Mike Dreese for the great in-

1erview wi1h the Cars' Ric 0 . (BR #27) . I am 
a totally dedicated Cars fan in LA and when 
J saw Ric's cute face sticking out of a pile of 
papers on a newsstand here, I had to buy 
one. I've been a Cars fan for many years 
and I'm never (ever) going to get sick of 
them. I like Ric a lot but I love David Rob
inson. Not many people realize how talent
ed and handsome he is. I believe that since 
Boston Rock is a Boston magazine and see
ing as how David is an interesting subject 
that you should do a story on him too. 
Lucky for me there was an interview with 
David and Greg on KMET. It was a funny 
and interesting interview. I usually don't 
listen to KMET but the world famous 
KROQ (the best) and KNAC. The Cars con
cert in LA was C-0-0-L and I think Boston 
Rock is a C-0-0-L mag and I hope you 
have a great article on David Robinson 
(mainly his personal life) and keep up the 
good work. 

PLUS ONE? 
Dear BR, 

I'll be waiting, 
Jane Cha 

Los Angeles 

ben-e-fit (ben' e-jit) n. I. An act of chari
ty; a kindly deed. 2. A public entertain
ment, performance, or social event held to 
raisefundsfor a person or cause. 

Benefit; can you say that? 
Having been in and out of the Boston 

music scene for m3.ny years and having been 
present at the Suade Cowboys benefit at the 
Paradise, I was sadly disappointed, once 
again , in some people of the local music 
scene. This even1 was supposed to be a ben
efit to raise cash needed to replace stolen 
equipment. The guest Ust was very large and 
while the turn-out was acceptable the cash 
needed fell short. Four dollars and fifty 
cents is not a lot to pay for a night of enter
tainment and fun . Hats off to the musicians 
and others who grin and bear this frustrat
ing situation. 

FLOGGl'- G A DEAD JOB 

To the editor, 

D.Dem 
Allston 

Rich Anzalone's review of the Boston 
Bootleg Vol. 2 (BR #27) was absolutely pa
thetic. Looking at the record objectively, I 
don't particularly care for it myself but his 

slagging of it was totally uncalled for. Even 
wonc i~ whe n <:,:omeonc gets to poin1 out past 
disagreements in one's career while review
ing a record ("Jus1 ask my former employ
er" ). If Anzalone wants a mouthpiece for 
his self-indulgent dribble let him xerox 
sheets and and deliver them. (Do you ff!eon 
like the Count does?-ed.) 

PULP WARS 

Look Boston Rock, 

Johnny Lamorticelli 
Arlington 

I) Our fine organization is tired of writ
ing letters to you twerps! 

2) Though we don't expect an objective 
review from this rag, we do expect Rich An
zalone to at least listen to records he wants 
to trash if he is considering a job in the field 
of rock criticism, 'cause it is obvious he is a 
failure as a DJ. 

Obviously Mr. Anzalone does not know 
the joy of rescuing two tracks from obscuri
ty as we did with those two fabulous Third 
Rail cuts. If Rich knew it was two thirds of 
The Neighborhoods backing up Richard 
Nolan we could at least give him credit for 
being an investigative reporter. 

As a rock critter meself I think it vitally 
important that Modern Method put out 
compilations I certainly have no desire to is
sue, that Studio B release material that both 
Var and M.M. would never release, and 
that all facets of the Boston music be ex
posed, not merely the fave raves of any one 
personality, especially an ex-DJ who has to 
program Greek music in a kiss ass attempt 
to get re-hired at a station which obviously 
doesn't want him. 

As for Anzalone, Var was one of the few 
companies-I believe there were only a cou
ple-who stopped advertising on WLYN in 
support of htS "cause." We also wrote let
ters of recommendation to WBCN. We 
usually disagree with everything they do, 
but in the case of their decision not to hire 
Anzalone, we must now agree;-

Why7 For the simple fact that Rich 
hasn't really done a fucking thing for the 
community except tell us what a great guy 
and how supportive o f the community he is. 
If your readership had any brains, someone 
deserving of DJ of the Year like Carter Alan 
or Tom Lane or Amy Wachtel or Albert 0, 
people who bounce around from station to 
station, club to club, would have been se
lected. 

Rich gets our Walter Noons award for 
apathy above and beyond what is expected. 

We are now composing a letter to Mr. Fein
stein (Uncle Dick as me & the dreaded Crass 
lovingly refer to him) telling him that Var 
will begin adver1ising on WL YN again so 
long as Anzalone is NOT allowed on the 
premises. 

Boston Schlock should consider itself 
lucky that I write such extensive essays, My 
fee is much higher than this poor excuse for 
a tabloid can afford. J think that's why 
my company nevtr gets reviewed fairly, you 
want and need people like me to put some 
literary charm into this thing which is the 
best excuse for recycling I've ever encount
ered. You people should be tried and con
victed for mercilessly killing trees for no val
id reason. Now that your circulation is up to 
about 11 people I feel it important to set the 
record straight, son of. .. 

Where is KatC'tngram when we need her? 
In case you didn't know it, 

we hate you! 
Sincerely, 

The Count 
Varulven Records 

P.S. Isn't it strange that the only person 
· who had done everything in this town from 

securing 4 major label deals to being a crit
ic, record company president, booking 
agent, performer/artist, etc. is not on your 
dumb music seminar panel. Then again, 
with a crew like Crass, Coffman, Cosloy, 
Simmons, etc. it could hurt my rep to lower 
myself to that level. 

Rich Antalone replies to The Count: 
My criticism in the last issue of Boston 

Rock was directed not against you, but 
against Boston Bootleg Volume 2 which, 
despite who is on it, is still an inferior piece 
of vinyl compared to many local tapes and 
records. I guess I shouldn't be surprised 
that in reply you would have to stoop so low 
as 10 launch a personal attack against me. 
People have been telling me for years that 
you were a jerk, and now you have con
firmed that/act with your feller! 

In the past I tried ta give a/air amount of 
promotion to your products and even gave 
you the opportunity to air some of your 
favorite music with a guest spot on my show 
-see if you get that kind of interest from 

... CONT. ON PAGE 8 
Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 

All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
reqUest. All letters are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 168 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 



The Boston Rock Music Seminar ... 

The Record Industry Is Depressed . .. 
. . . but we aren't. As I was reading through-Billboard yesterday I noticed two sig
nificant items. First, an article which described how record unit shipments for 
1981 were down by nearly 10% from the already depressed levels of 1980. And se
cond, the famous Billboard Top 200 LP charts. The Go-Go's are number one, 
with groups such as The Blasters, Romeo Void, Soft Cell and The Waitresses all 
charting well. The message 10 lhe major labels shou ld be fairly clear: lhe old me- The Sob Sisters Will Sob No More. • • 
thods aren't working and some folks at I.R.S., Slash, Stiff, Posh Boy, 415 and ... between these covers . One has run off to New York, leaving the other with no 
others with new techniques are going to dominate the industry if they aren't one to gossip to. 
quickly imitated. Traditional radio could care less about promoting new artists or 
even new releases by most old artists. It's the club DJs, alternative radio and the 
imelligent press who are becoming inf1uen1ial. And i1's labels who have juSI four Boston Rock Has A New Full Time Staffer . .. 
or five people who really care about their artists and work their butts off to pro- ( ... by the name of Julie Panebianco. You may have noticed her byline over the 
mote them in non-traditional ways who are succeeding. So we're optimistic. And ~ past year. She'll be interfacing with advertisers and working on prom-otions for 
our readers can look forward to more independent and major label releases of ex- us. 
citing, intelligent new music. 

Club Shakeups Continue .•. 
. . . with Anthony Botta no longer working at Spil and The Media Workshop 
planning to reopen right in the heart of Kenmore Square at 530 Commonwealth 
Ave .. The grand opening is scheduled for May 1, with a bill featuring Bad Brains, 
The Freeze and The Proletariat. Call 266-5828 to confirm this show, as problems 
with olice shut-down have been occurrin . All a es are admitted . 

WCOZ Has Finally Given In. . . < 
... to a l~ss stru~tur~q format. The former Mutha' of rock is now playing Soft ~ 
Cell and mstructmg its DJs 10 be themselves, as opposed to reading everything off 
of cards . We'll see . 

Belated Congrats To Marshall ... 
. .. at Inn Square Mens Bar, on the arrival of the kid! I guess Alex Peters got all 
the cigars. 

fSupport Reagan
1

s economic: 
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BUY ONE SUB ... 
AND GET THE SECOND FOR HALF PRICE! 
SIii FOIi (IR .,,_?) 

_bclose,lislNNlmfor1NtJlll'ltslNlldluncn,tiol. 

_ r• .. lilt II lit• ltslN ltd! a • lift bclose,I is n 111n lift llollan. 

rntmscn,liH: ·--------------------
Wms------------------

CilJ _______ ltatt ___ · Zi,(ast ildNt), ___ _ 

ltcNtl llfflrillliH: ·-----------------------~- -------------------
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211NtwblrySt 
lts1H,IA02111 SUBSCRIBE! 

i Please print neottyl Check or Money Order only. please! 

1 (AJrrr,011 overseas subscriptions: odd $2 per Issue) 
1 l __________________________________________________________ J 
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BOSTON 
110111C K BY MICHELLE NOACH 

ACROSS 
1. James White asks you to pose In a 

strange manner. (7, 8) 
7. A Russian mode of TV. (1, 1, 1, 1) 

10. Creedence's non-opaque water. (5) 
12. 60's band whose place was probably not 

in a zoo. (3, 7) 
13. Shakin' Stevens' house was not young. 

(3) 
15. Billy the bore. (4) 
16. and 14. Lee Dorsey covered by Deva and 

the Somebodies. (7, 2, 1, 8) 
18. Speedwagon's letters. (1, 1, 1) 
19. When I hear the words Blue Oyster I 

reach for my gun. (7) 
21. Bowie's next flick, fitting in pretty well 

with the Thin White Duke bit. (6) 
23. To leave a stage. (4) 
24. The first rock opera, by the Who. (5) 
25. U.S. currency, U.K. band. Shame on the 

U.K.(6) 
26. What Mama did, according to Phil. (4) 
29. Elegant/sohplstlcated band. (4) 
30. From what the Theatre comprises. (4) 
32.and 37., and 28. Down. Human Sexual 

Response question the value of night
time frolics. (4, 4, 3, 4, 2, 2) 

33. That Sayer chap. (3) 
34. Fairly essential band member .. (7) 
38. Beatles' label, studio, falled project. (5) 
37. See 32. 
38. What white punks are on, apparently. (4) 
40. Rats, not Boomtown, who came out with 

"You Make Me Sick." (6) 
42. Carpenters' pumpkin fl1m, parts 1 and 2. 

(9) 
45. Entwhlstle of the Who had this nlck· 

name. Poor kid. (2) 
47. Flying/Loung. (7) 
49. Not gOOd company. (3) 
51. Beatie/Lemming (craze). (5) 
52. Referred toas a Boston casualty of '81, 

this band suggests being held hostage. 
(5, 3,6) 

53. Cl Ila/Sabbath. (5) 

DOWN 
2 ...•. Club, late show on WEA$. (4) 
3. Band featuring David Minehan on Ace ol 

Hearts label. (3, 13) 
4. Group D.C. (4) 
s. Where the Rage is going on. (4) 
6. Those who observed the lunatics taking 

over the asylum. (3, 3, 5) 
7. Desert animal band. (5) 
8. A label that will get you places? (8, 7) 
9. The Somebodies EP. (4, 2, 3, 4) _ 

11. The pres's name a la the ammo dept. (6) 
14. See 16 Across. 
17. Those responsible for "To Each," abbre

viated. {1, 1, 1) 
18. The sort of Tyrannosaurus Marc Bolan 

was.(3) 
20. Warren Beatty 's present color. (3) 
22. Procol Harum's (remember them?) 

Hotel. (5) 
27. The animal to which Numan has dedl-

cat8d his latest vinyl. (9) 
28. See 32 Across. 
31. Drummer---per. (3) 
32. Who all llve In a Yellow Submarine? (2) 
33. Embarrassing Brltfsh singer (?)Zaveronl. 

(4) 
35. Reel to reel machine. (5) 
37. Initials of the guy who produced Twig· 

gy's brief singing career. (1, 1) 
39. Heckle and Jive's creators. (6) 
41. Soul··-·, label. (5) 
43. In the list of things done In "My Way." 

(5) 
44. What Streets was. (4) 
46. Is this what you're In. (4) 
48. 12 Across sang about the House of the 

Rising one. (3) 
SO. Iggy wan ls to be your canine. (3) 
51. Burma's inltials. (1, 1, 1) 

Answers next month! 

LAST MONTH'S ANSWERS 
ACROSS: 
1. Alan Vega 
2. Candidate 
10. Bongos 
11.Nlx 
13. The Stains 
15. Bass 
16.Ash 
17. Lover 
19. Donna 
20: Bread 

DOWN: 
1. All Tomorrows Parttes 
2. Alles 
3. Alan 
5. Another 
6. I Go to Sleep 
7. Edna 
8. Maxs Kansas City 
9. Tamla 
12. ls 
14. Sad 
15. Brown Sugar 

23. Cruel 
25. News 
26. Rory 
21. Ian 
28. Lewis 
29. Cramps 
32. Thang 
33. Sheer 
35. Sage 
36. Tax 

18. Ed 
21. Ray 
22. Damaged 
23. Clash 
24. U2 
27. I.P.S. 
29. Catherine 

37. Psychedelic 
39. Morant 
40. True 
42. Stranglers 
46. In Ten 
48. Cory 
49. R.P.M. 
50. Tweets 
52. Breaking Glass 
53. Knack 

34. Ram 
38.Core 
39. Malice 
41. Each 
42. String 
43. Not Was 
44.Slr 

30. A.N. (Richard Nolan) 
31.Jet 

45. Smack 
47. Tear 
51. Sin 32. Toys 

LETTERS .. cont. from page 6 
the people whose names you throw around 
in your letter. 

Also as a note of correction (and this goes 
for Nayme Drowper too), recently I did the 
ITAL/AN (not Greek) show on WLYN
AM. I was filling in as a favor to the shows' 
owners, Anna &: Tony Pace who gave me 

l

my first break ,n radio. It should be noted 
the AM & FM operations are two COM
PLETELY SEPARATE operations, and 
there is absolutely NO WAY I would con
sider working for the venom currently in 
charge of FM again! Currently f om work
ing on o new project which will be unveiled 
when the time is right. This time, Mr. Vigli
one, I will be a lot more careful about the 
people I try to help-and you can "count" 
yourself out! 

Ed. note . .. Sub1ect closed. 

My Helium Voice? 
Hello: Should I like your mag? I mean 

it's into the scene right? Gel some pictures 
would you, enough ads already! You 
shouldn't talk about WBCN 'cause they are 
all 10P 40 heavy melal shilheads. Eddie the 
Pus is a disco fashion plate! Bui I love your 
Zippy and your mag is really pretty good. 

Love, 
Paull 

Salem, New Hamushiri 



j ROCKIT RECORDS 2 I 
Rockit Records 

offers speclal prices to readers 
of Boston Rock 

MANY IMPORT 45s at~. 99¢ and 3 for $5. 
In order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock 

Llmhed quantities on many titles. Only one per customer on some Items. 

Good thru May 13, 1982 
The Dawgs My Town (LP) ... . .... . ... .. . $4.99 
Circle Jerks Wild in the Streets (LP) .... .. $5.89 
Flipper Generic Flipper (LP) .. . .......... $5.89 
Dlschord Records Flex Your Head (LP) ... $4.99 
XTC Senses Working Overtime (12") ..... $1.99 
Punk and Disorderly (Compilation LP) ... $3.89 
Talking Heads The Name of the Band Is 

(LP) ................................. $9.99 
U2 "Celebration" (7 inch 45) ............. $2.19 
Bow Wow Wow See Jungle (LP with nude 

cover) ................... . ........... $5.99 
Sex Pistols "God Save the Queen" (45) .... 99~ 
Fear The Record (LP) ................... $5.89 
The Atlantics "Lonelyhearts" (45) ....... $1.49 
Modern Method Wicked Good Time Vol. I 

& II .............................. . . . . $3.99 
New Clash "Know Your Rights" (45, soon!) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.19 

.Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and performance: 

copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 (617) 492-4400 

Belle Visaae Hair 
a cut into the1'uture 

Come in and see Jan Bell for the best 
rock and roll haircut in Boston . 

NEW ALBUM OUT NOW 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE 

Produced by David Anderle and Cary Hlrstlus 
c 1982 Faultv Pr0<1ucrs.1nc Manufactureoano 01strioure<1 bv Faultv Products. inc Anl RS Agencv 



by Carrie B. Cooper 

San Francisco's Romeo Void have, at 
least temporarily, moved to Boston. On the 
heels of their extremely successful hit "Nvr 
Say Nvr" they are in town to record their 
second album. 

My mind and eyes wander. The members 
of Romeo Void and I are clustered in the 
main Syncro Sound studio. They do not 
look like they belong in this cold, white, hi
tech room. 

Bassist Frank Zincavage has been answer
ing my questions about the band's history. 
In a freak accident a year ago, drummer 
Larry Carter suffered severe acid burns on 
his way to a WBCN interview. This time 
someone punched Frank outside of Spit, 
and he has a black eye. His variable speed 
voice hisses with a slight lisp. 

"Well , about two, two and a half, three 
years ago, Deborah and I were doing some 
collaborative work on some video projects. 
I was doing music, and she was doing video, 
and had been working in a band before 
that , which Peter was in, in San Francisco, 
the Mummers and the Paupers ... " I make 
a noise that befits a bad pun and they all 
look start led. "No, they were great," Frank 
leaps to the defense. "They were doing cov
ers of old-time Motown hits when nobody 
was doing tha1. Everybody was getting 
harder and harder into the punk thing." 

"And we wanted to be happy, you 
know" guitarist Peter Woods chirps up . He 
is small, black-haired, impish. His talk 
seems always about to break into a chuckle. 

"The band aaually semi-took off," 
Frank continua. "It aot quite famous in 
tbe--. rally ln demand. They actually "which is total bullshit, and really, I get of-
broke II up bec:allle tt was becomina too fended by it sometimes because 1 wonder 
IIIIIClt la dlmlDd." I do noc pursue this whatpeoplearCJLSkingwhentheysaythings 
......_for..., reuon unbeknownst to like that." I venture that they're not asking 
• aow. h - anathema to the current anything. 
RoaeoVoldapproecb. "Yeah," Peter says, "it's almost cheap 

... Ramm Void wu pretty much ignored shots, cheap sensationalism and innamma-
ln SIil Fradlco," Peter lauah1, remember- tory in a way that's not based on any sort of 
ina the band's fint yar ... We weren't cool reality, but it gets people jumping up and 
like the Dead Kenned.ya •.. they have their down." 
cultish kind of followiDJ. We just weren't in "I think in our songs, the idea of making 
with the in crowd there, and I'm glad we decisions and taking responsibility for your-
weren't. It can destroy you in its own creepy self comes out and that's political,'' vocalist 
sort of way. You get stuck with one audi- Deborah (accent on the middle syllable) 
ence, and you can't migrate that way." lyall says. Her round face frowns when she 

California three years ago: The pago was concentrates. At a lesser volume her voice 
just starting to evolve into state-of-the-art would be a whine. "Or like in 'Ndt Safe'," 
slam. Nasty thoughts began to germinate she continues. "You know, that last verse is 
into nasty bands. The DK's and the Germs mini-Marxism: 'The price is the same for 
were thrashing around. Though Romeo the same loaf of bread/ The same dirt will 
Void sounded nothing like either band, cover you/We're all on the same earth/You 
their music welled up quite obviously from make twice as much money as I do/ Enjoy 
thesamesubversivegutter. the privilege of earning twice as much/ 

"I see us as political in a way that's not Someday the phone will ring and you'll be 
obviously political," Frank says later. "We out of luck." It's like, I'm not saying ·that 
are a political band, but we're not specific- you'll be out of luck because we're going to 
ally prachina about any one kind of poli- take over the country. I'm saying you may 
des with our songs and our music, but yet as i •• 1 -· , be out or luck because a younger person 
a whole, as a aencral attitude, as a way we .·\ .';_' 4t i~ gets hired when you get old when you 're still 
operate-the things we deal with, the way {•,.':~:;;,;.~{ ready to work. It may be that you work for 
we run our career-I think it has definite - -Chrysler. It may be a lot or reasons." 
political implications ... It's more social." J ;•... "That's the revolution within, which is 

.. That's more political than some asshole the important one, I think," Peter adds, 
sa)'in1, 'There's going to be a revolution in serious for an instant. "That's the one that 
America in five years'," Peter jumps in, has to take place before the other one." 

Though it sounds EST-y to me, the ideas 
behind the jargon seem sound. 

"As far as I'm concerned," Larry splut
ters, ''this band has nothing todo with poli
tics. It has to do with music. And the prob
lem with so many bands is that they try to 
turn music into this literal thing, whereas 
we want to express the artistic feelings that 
we have, and not some dogma. We'retryina 
to project a personal statement. But I think 
it's just musical, and an expression or an 
more than anything political." 

Deborah launches into the meat of the 
matter. "I know someone who lives in a 
bubble. The girl is 21, she goes to colleac, 
she has a nice apartment, sort or •.. she'• 
like really not ready for the world. She's 
had a lot of support and stuff, she hasn't 
really seen that much, and what she sees, 
she'd rather not have anythin, to do with." 

"She's decided to ao Into social wel
fare," Deborah says derisively, and pa.UICI. 
"I mean," her voice is run of indipation 
now, "just try and send her into some of 
the neighborhoods that I've seen, apart
ments I've been in or know about, and it's 
gonna shock her. So it's like throwin1 in 
these scenes or what things really are, in pop 
music, is a way of infiltratiDJ her conscious
ness, toward something she wouldn't ever 
see, or wouldn't notice, even ir she walked 
by it, her thought might be 'Ieuu.' But I'm 
saying, 'He's sleeping on papers/He:O be 
warm in your coat.' It's just a little bi(more 
confrontational .'' 



Not as blatantly aggressive as Cal speed
\ rock, Romeo Void's approach seems more 

insidious, and ultimately more menacing. In 
\ structure , and in some of the R&B, swing 

and jazz allusions the songs recall, much of 
the first LP, It's a Condition, is surprisingly 
pop. Hell, in "Drop Your Eyes," the bass 

1 line is partially stolen from "Love Potion 
t I Number Nine," and the sound is decidedly 
·-~ reggae-ish and light. "Charred Remains" is 
1J a little poptune that Nick Lowe would be 

,r proud of. The Bounce, the beat, everything 
I but the words is geared to AM. Same with 
/ "Love Is an Illness," and "White Sweat-

But don't get the idea that Romeo Void is 
a pop band. Don't even get the idea that 
their first LP is a pop LP, because it's not. 
The squealing jazz licks predominate the 
sax parts. Most of the time the guitar is 

1 scratchy, gritty; the drums run patterns too 
long, too intricate, too minimal to be con

, sidered pop. Iyall throws her voice up and 
lets it drift into a moan, over and over. 
Whether she's on the brink of collapse or of 
orgasm, there's no telling ... 

The EP Nvr Say Nvr found them churn
ing and grating with more energy and power 
than they achieved on lt'sa Condition. Lots 
of the riff-raff has vanished. Lines repeat, 
instead of varying constantly. There's more 
music and less words. Tensions boil up 
from within the music, not from the discre
pancies between form and content. The lyr
ics are not self-involved, as rhey tended to 
be on It's a Condition. Iyall si ngs about 
''we'' as well as ''I.'' These changes seem to 
fit in precisely with the education and ex
perience the band has gathered over the past 
year. 

"Musically,'' saxophonisr Benjamin Bos
si says, in a basso pro/undo as deep as he is 
tall, "your band really comes togerher when 
you're put out on the road. I remember be
ing surprised, whenever it was, a while ago, 
after we hadn't been playing for a period of 
time ... when we got back together, yeah, it 
sounded rusty a little bit, but man, it was 
righ1 there, because the experience of play
ing tons of shows, all over the place, you 
just get this tighrness 1ha1 will never go 

13 away." 
"You're not thinking about playing any-

1 more," Pe1er says. "You're just playing, 
and that's when you're good, that's when 
you're getting good." 

"And if someone does something a little 
o bit odd, sometimes all it takes is one person 
n doing an extra little thing here or there and 

because we all have been playing, it'll send 
us into, like 'Oh! Great!' we'll pop into 
ano1her li1tle thing and come back and the 
rest of us will respond, because we're all lis-

1 tening to each other enough now." 
A little later, he continues to explain the 

changes tha1 time and some success has 
brought, and lights on an example which ex
plains to me the internal changes that ac
company the stylistic ones. 

"When· Deborah and I started working 
ou1, some of the real early things that were 
never actually recorded, it was sort of all up 
to me to come up with structures, and over 
a period of time, I've lost that sense of pre
ciousness about my parts. It's like. 
there's a song we've been working on now 
I hat started out where I had probably eight 
different variations or bass parts, and now 
it's down to about three. And at one point, 
I used to feel very possessive," he pauses, 
continuing in a dumb-jerk voice, ''well, I've 
got these parts and they have to be in the 
song." He resumes his normal tone. "Then 
you tend to forget about the individual 
parts and think about the song as a whole. 
Yui.i !a5e !hat sense of preciousness. Your 
work can be tampered wil:1, J;::! if! ~ sense 
you can manipulate it." 

This seems important. The band has got
ten confident. Success has made them 
change, instead of solidifying them. They 
no longer avoid it. For a band that prides it
self on its personal politics, they have made 
the right moves, the ones which infer that 
unity and equality are good ammo in the 
slums of reality. They've gotten confident 
and lucky. Lucky enough to have the 
chance to record in one of the most technic. 
ally advanced studios in the country. Lucky 

enough to be on a top notch independent la
bel (415 Records) that has landed a deal that 
will get them national distribution on a ma
jor label. The new album is being built care
fully. 

"When we're playing here," Larry says, 
"We can hear ourselves, we can really hear 
tlle spirit, kinda like each band has its own 
spirit, and it comes out best in recording. 

"That's what's so great about the studio. 
When you come in, you get your ideas, you 
put 'em down one way, and then you can sit 
back and objectively listen to it. And you 
can tell right away when something isn't 
working. It's something that developed with 

us, like ... OK, well that made sense on pa
per, but. 

"And if it has a flow, a logic to it, with 
enough spice in it so it doesn't get boring, 
then you've got something workable," Ben
jamin says. "You can build on that. But if 
an arrangement goes on, or parts are being 
played that seem to stick out in a way that's 
taking the attention of the listener away 
from the song itself, then it's not good." 
Out go the Tijuana Brass licks from It's a 
Condition. In come "Nvr Say Nvr" sax 
lines, constant, glued to the guitar here, fly
ing up in the air there. Out goes random
beat drums, in comes a pulsing hammer. 

Romeo Vold (back I tor): Frank, Benjamin, Peter and Larry. (front) Deborah. 

Oddly enough, this simplification isolates 
Romeo Void from the pop world as much as 
their psychedelic lurchings and art-rock 
edge isolate them from the speedrock 
world. The danger, it seems, is in falling in
to formulae, grinding out one song after an
other, each one a perfect representation ofa 
unique sound. The Void hasn't fallen down 
this hole yet, and if they continue to make 
choices, chances are they won't. As I leave, 
I still get the impression that these five don't 
fit in this slick room . That's a good sign. 

"By the way," I ask them, "who writes 
the songs?" 

"Billy Joel," someone says. 

_,,,,. I 
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DiG~mcOif e 
by Harold Lepidus 

"Talking about music is hke dancmg 
about architecture." 

Nick Lowe at his St. Patrick's Day press 
conference. 

There are many contradictions 1hat crop 
up when talking abou1 Nick Lowe. With 
production credits which include the 
Damned, Elvis Costello, Graham Parker, 
and wife Carlene Carter, plus his own re
cording ou1put of three great solo albums, 
and one with the now defunct Rockpile, 
Lowe would seem to be a serious figure in 
the music world today. 

Yet the idea of taking him very seriously 
is ludicrous . Ever since he left the Brinsley 
Schwartz band and hippiedom, Lowe has 
been a ray of sunshine in the mist of your 
typical rock star hot air. Anyone who writes 
"She was a winner/She became thedoggie's 
dinner" ("Marie Provost"), "I got a dose 
of you tonight / I need a stiff shot badly" 
(''A Dose of You"), or name an EP Bowi 
after Mr. Bowie put out an album called 
Low, can't be 1aken too seriously. 

Nick Lowe has been around for ages, as 
his grey hair clearly shows, yet his music has 
continually been youthful. It is obvious that 
his humor, as well as his talent is what has 
kepi him around for so long. 

Luckily his humor was totally intact for 
his Boston press conference. Making re
cords, he said, "is a hobby. I'm a postman 
by day. If I had to (do this) to pay 1he rent, 
I'd be an absolute prostitute, the depths 
haven't been invented to which I'd sink." 

No matter how intellectual or how ridicu
lous the questions asked, Lowe answered 
good naturedly and usually with jokes, 
many of which unfortunately lose some
thing on paper. 

Lowe was quite willing to talk about 
Rockpile, even though he couldn't resist 
taking a couple of shots at former partner 
Dave Edmunds. Edmunds was the only 
Rockpile member absent from his latest al
bum Nick the Knife. "The thought of pay
ing him any session fees or anything like 
tha1 makes me want to choke." he said. 
"There's a couple of tracks on the record 
that might have been written with Rockpile 
in mind, ·so (ex-Rockpilers Billy Bremner 
and Terry Williams) were the best guys to 
get for 1he job. 

"'Stick It Where 1he Sun Don't Shine ' 
was originally written with Rockpile in 
mind, and also that wimpy one-what's it 
called?-'1 Couldn't Love You,' because 
(sarcastically) Edmunds can always do ~ 
good job on these.·· 

But later on, Lowe seemed quite fond of 
his days with Rock pile. "I had some of the 
best times of my life with Rockpile. We 
were all great buddies, and we still are, but 
it ran its course." 

When the questioning became too seri
ous, I decided to ask if married life had 
changed him at all. 

"There's one in every pack," Nick 
laughed. "I suppose it has, but Carlene and 
l are very similar in a lot ways. We're quite 
a good pair, we don't cramp each other's 
style." 

The change is obvious on his records. In 
the years B.C. (Bef1Jre Carlene), Lowe sang 
about "checking the meat in the bean of 
1he city," and "a pair of tits that just won't 
quit." However, with "You Make Me," 
"Heart," and "Pet You and Hold You," 
as well as almost all of Nick the Knife ("My 
Heart Huns," "Couldn't Love You (Any
more Than I do)," "Let Me Kiss Ya," and 
"Too Many Teardrops"), Lowe had be
come very romantic and caring instead of 
horny and careless. 

Last year. Lowe produced ("Well, I was 
sitting there") Carlene's step-father Johnny 
Cash, who recorded Lowe's "Without 
Love." "I've never been a fan of Big John. 
He has this sort of self-adjusting Godliness, 
where he can get out of order but it's OK. 
because the Lord made him do it. But, I gel 
along with him very well." 

Does Nick ever worry about lawsuits, 
since the riffs he plays are often very remi
niscent of songs written by someone else? 

"No, not really. The only time that it 
really annoys me is when I rip something off 
totally innocently, without any malice. 

i:i ___ ...,. .... ! 

"I remember when I did 'I Love the 
Sound of Breaking Glass.' I remember 
E.C., old Cos1ello, came down to the studio 
and I said (proudly) 'Listen to this!' I put 
the tape on extremely loud, it sounded fan
tastic! When ii was finished, he went, 'Um, 
hmm, great,' and he said, 'You're going to 
run into a little trouble with that one, aren't 
you?' And I said, 'What are you talking 
about?' 'Breaking Glass' is really David 
Bowie's song (ironically from the Low LP), 
and I honestly did not know, and not even 
subconsciously did I steal that. I think my 
stuff gets examined a lot closer, because ev
erybody steals, but I happily admit it." 

Speaking of Elvis, Lowe said that 
"Watching the Detectives" was his favorite 
track of all he's produced "because 1ha1's 
the last song that he did exactly what I 
said." 

He also sang the praises of Elvis' country 
LP, Almost Blue, the first album that Lowe 
didn't produce. "Oh, terrific! Brave at
tempt! Obviously I'm hugely prejudiced in 
his favor. That guy's like a Cole Porter, 
he'll never go downhill. 

"A /most Blue was recei ved much better 
in England than over here, because in Eng
land, country music is accepted across the 
board, as opposed to over here. I think it's 
a hangover from Easy Rider, thinking 
they're just a bunch of redneck idiots down 
there. But in fact country is the basis for 
rock and roll in any case, and the best coun
try is tougher than tough." 

Later Lowe added that he thought 
"George Jones is much more meaner" than 
the bulk of today's hardcore punk bands. 
"They're wimps most of those guys. Most 

CONT. ON PAGF 14 .. 
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Newbu~ COIIIICS 
2&8 Newbury Street 

Boston, MA 0211& 
(&17) 247-7590 

import, u~s. Independent and 1 

Local 45s and LPs 1 

Rock Magazines and Books 
T-Shirts and Leather 
Buttons and comics 

SUPERSALES FOR THIS MONTH! 
week of April 19-25: 
Flipper Album 
Flex Your Head <DC Hardcore> 
Talking Heads 2-LP Live set 
week of April 26 - May 2: 
Hot Dates LP 
TheDawgsLP 
Fear Album 
week of May 3 - 9: 
Circle Jerks LP 
Punk and Disorderly LP 
AnyT-Shirt 
week of May 10-16: 
Any Poster 3.00 or more 
Propeller cassette 
Elvis Costello new single 
Special purchase of the month: 
The classic "MY way" by Sid Vicious 
Reg. $2.89, now Just $1.00 all month! 

Reg. 5.99 Sale 4.99 
Reg. 5.99 Sale 4.99 

Reg. 10.99 sale 8.99 

Reg. 5.99 sale 3.99 
Reg. 6.99 sale 4.99 
Reg. 6.99 sale 5.49 

Reg. 6.99 5ale 5.49· 
Reg. 5.99 Sale 4.49 

1.00offl 

1.000ffl 
Reg. 3.25 Sale 2.50 
Reg. 2.89 Sale 1.99 

Quantities Limited - no rainchecks 



-Nick-Lowe-continued-
FROM PAGE 12 

of them are starting to climb on a damn 
bandwagon. I think Barbara Streisand is 
meaner than a lot of those groups ... No, 
seriously, that girl's got talent, let 's face it 

. Okay, I'm not so particularly convinced 
by that comment either." 

When asked about heavy metal he admit
ted li king AC/DC. "l think they're damn 
good. (Bu t the lyrics) arc not exactly Shake
speare." 

Where, then, docs Nick Lowe get his in
spiration? 

" I genera lly · switch on 'MASH' and 
pinch a couple of lines outta there. 'Stick It 
Where the Sun Don't Shine' is an example. 
I was watching Tom Snyder-is he still on? 
-Oh, how the mighty have fa llen! I was 
watching him, and he was talking to th is 
bloke Steve Dahl, who was this disc jockey 
... and I was listening with half an ear in a 
hotel room somewhere and ol' Steve said, 
'Well, if you don't like it, Tom, you can 
stick it where the sun don't shine.' I under· 
stand it's quite a common expression over 
here, and I thought there could actually bea 
song in there. 

"I never sort of say (imitating a mad Sci· 
entist) 'Don't disturb me, I'm going to be 
writing.' I just think it up in my head." 

Since he is responsible for so many re· 
cords, you'd think he'd be q_uite angry at 
American radio stations, but Lowe feels the 
blame belongs elsewhere. 

' ' Frigh1fol shame. I 1hink it's the twerps 
that make records. Radio can only be as 
good as the records that are out. As long as 
they keep making records that pander
'Oh, it won't get played on the radio if it 
sounds like this'-as long as they keep on 
doing that, then of course the radio is goi ng 
to sound like a load of old poop. I'm glad 

that the music business is in a bit of a reces· 
sion, because it will weed out some of those 
idiots. I must admit, radio could be a litt le 
more imaginative." 

Speaking of imaginat ive, Nick put the 
original reggae.ish "Heart" on his new LP, 
even though another version appeared on 
Rockpile's LP. 

"When I played it to the other guys in 
Rockpile, I said, 'What do you thin k of 
this?'-obviously, Rockpile were not a reg· 
gae group, among other thi ngs. But Billy 
Bremner said, 'I like the song, but why 
don't we do it like Dion and the Bel· 
monts?' ... and I li ke that version as well." 

Nick does not foresee any jealousy in The 
Chaps (or Noise to Go, the a lternate name 
of his new backing group), even with Pau l 
Carrack (Ace, Squeeze) and Martin Bel· 
mont (Rumour and many others) in the 
band. "I pay them well ," said Lowe. 

What were Nick Lowe's original goals? 
''When I first started , my goals werepret· 

ty damn simple. I don't think I shou ld go 
into that now. Totally non-artistic goals-it 
was the pleasure of the flesh. If anything, 
my goal was to learn how to play ' I Saw Her 
Standing There' or 'From Me to You'." 

How does he fee l about all of this media 
attent ion? 

"Well, it's very flatteri ng. I'm just a 
showing.off fool, aren't I? A roomful of 
people listening to my every ... I can't real· 
ly understand it. (singS) I love the sound of 
my own voice! (a tape recorder shuts off) 
One's gone off!! Start it up again quickly! 
lt's the one without the Duracell batteries!'' 

Is Nick Lowe going to move away from 
pop music? 

"No, I think it would be great to be a pop 
star!" 

5TU:E DEAN 

Four song I 2" EP includes "Amy's Home Tonight" 
and "Crush On You." 

or send SS.00 to Bosstown Records. Box 994, 104 Charles St.. Boston. MA 
02 114. 
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To Zebras 
by Harold Lepidus 

When I hear of Miami, the first person that comes to 
mind is Anita Bryant. And if there's one person who would 
not win the approval of Ms. Bryant, it is Lou Miami. 

Not that Miami (the person, not the city) has Boston (the 
city, not the band) up in arms. As a matter of fact, a show 
by Lou Miami and the Kosmctix is the type that attracts 
people from all waJks of life, as you would expect from a 
band that performs both "Fascist Lover" and "Do You 
Know the Way to San Jose?'' 

"At first, we had a real kooky crowd," Lou told me re
cently over a bloody mary. "Now we have a really large au
dience of college students, which means that just in that you 
have a cross section of all kinds of people. We also get an 
older crowd than a lot of other bands get, which I reaJly 
like. I think doing the cover versions really helped with 
that, 'cause it was stuff they remembered first hand. Our 
universal appeal doesn't make any sense to me." 

One possible explanation could be that a year ago, Lou 
Miami was on the cover of this very magazine. I asked him 
if it had changed his life at all. 

"Good question," he laughed. " People recognize me a 
lot more, that' s for sure. I think it helped a lot. That's an 
interview a Jot of people mention, and my (zebra) couch 
was in it, so it's kinda like a cult topic ." 

Of course the biggest event in the past year was the re
lease of his first single-" Fascist Lover" b/ w "To Sir With 
Love, " on his own Final Vinyl label. Producer Willie "Lo
co" Alexander captured these songs in just two takes each. 
It comes in a striking magenta and white plastic cosmetic bag 
(what else?). Was such an elaborate package very expens
sive? 

"Not really. We ordered tons of bags . .. It was a project, 
but it was well worth it. I really like the idea, it's different." 

In the vast Kosmetix katalogue, why were those two 
tracks chosen? 

"Well, 'Fascist Lover' .. . my manager always liked that 
song. It was one of our first originals, and it's stiU popular 
now, so we thought, regionally, that's a really good song 
for us. And 'To Sir With Love,' that's our big cover song, 
so I thought that would make a really big b-side. I thought 
that in other parts of the country and other parts of the 
world, that song would &et someone's attention. Maybe 
they'd buy it and check it out and listen to the other side." 

Despite the controversial lyric chanae ("How many times 
is he aonna drq me down a flight of stairs, drag me up a 
flight. of stairs . .. "), "To Sir With Love" is neck and neck 
with "fascist Lover" in radio popularity. 

"It's weird because most of the radio stations, like on 
'ERS, we're number one, but with both sides, like it was an 
evenly divided response. And ' LYN said the same thing. 

With Love 
There's a faction for both sides, which I' m really happy 
about, ' cause I didn't want one side to be a real sleeper." 

Lou isn't worried about any legal problems with "To 
Sir . . . '' like Cristina had with ''Is That All There Is? '' 

" We just had to file. There's a little form to fill out. 
There's no problem . . . Hopefully." 

I heard Lou's version of ''To Sir . . . '' described as a ''gay 
anthem. " What does he think of that? 

"I don' t like it myself. I dunno. To me it's way more of a 
psychological experience. It's a weird mental sensation
that's how I kinda look at that song. I don't think there's 
any social politics in it at all. It was just a kooky, crazy ver
sion. It has S&:M elements in it and all that, but it's all for 
laughs, not for an issue or 3.nything. I'm not really cause
oriented at all," he laughed. 

The record is 'selling well all around: Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Chicago, Portland, Oregon, and even stores in 
Japan have the single. "I'm excited by the interest. The 
packaging has helped a lot." 

The Kosmetix, with two new members, are about to go 
on tour. Drummer Laurel Blanchard and bassist Mark Nor
mand join Lou's long-time high school buddy and guitarist 
Jack Rootoo for a tour that will take them down the cast 
coast to Athens and Atlanta, Georgia (though not to Mi
ami, where Lou's never been). That will be followed by an
other midwest extravaganza. 

The last midwest tour included a date at the Club-A-Go
Go in Lexington, Kentucky, complete with 19S0's booths 
and a red and black checkered floor. 

"We did 'Delta Dawn' for an encore, and the people 
went mental down there. You'd think it would be so Okie, 
but they're wilder than most of the people in Boston-wild
er looking and stuff. 

"l like the road. You keep moving, and you've got no 
problems.'' 

The Kosmetix have been playing punk-style music since 
they started, but they are now tryina to expand. 

"We have a lot more mid-tempo stuff now than we've 
ever had . The newer stuff that I'm writing breaks two min
utes, which a lot of the earlier stuff never did . I think ' Boy 
Detective' is 90 seconds. Now we're looking for lonaer, 
more melodic songs. The hard banging stuff has its place, 
but we've gotta expand. Times are changing. And I wanna 
change with them." 

One last question. If you could be any animal, what 
would it be? 

"A zebra. I just love how they look. My whole room's 
covered with them. I love watching animal shows when they 
show zebras, and then my whole room's zebras. If 
I can ever afford it, I'll get a few for the backyard. 
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"A hard group to pin do..:..n but a great one to listen to ... stinging guitar riffs ... subtle psychedel
ics ... pushed along by some exceptionally hot drumming. Nice stuff.'' 

-Drew Wheeler, NY ROCKER 

"Clever, witty, scruffy, jagged, Gang of 4-ish post-punk funk rock." 
-Michael Shore, SOHO NEWS 

"Compulsive effort, tinged with menace, funky bridges and sparkling guitar. The single's definitely 
worth getting." 

-Kris Needs, ZIGZAG MAGAZINE 

DONE AWAY b/w TOTE BAG LADIES, named one of the year's best singles by Kris Needs, 
Overseas Editor for ZIGZAG, now available at: 

Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston 

BAND OF OUTSIDERS will be appearing at: 
Mavericks Technogroove 
112 Broad Street 
Boston (617-926-4176) on Friday, May 7. 

Xlt 13 
31 Millburty Street 
Worcerter (617-757-9676) on Saturday May 8. 
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''(Heavy M,etal) never really went away. 
Everyone hates us, but we sell out shows all 
over the world." 

by Carter A Ion 

What? A Block Sabbath story in Boston 
Rock? Well, why not? Ever since this metal 
assemblage blasted our of the underground 
rock scene in England 13 years ago, they've 
been hated by critics, punks, parents, and 
generally everyone. Still, when the band 
started, it was as much a reaction against 
contemporary pop as punk was in 1977. 
Throughout the years, Black Sabbath have 
remained true to their original musical 
ideal, from the original golden age of hard 
rock through the lean tail end of the seven
ties and into a decade where the band is sur
rounded by groups that base their roots on 
the first heavy metal groups. Iron Maiden. 
Saxon, Motorhead, and a host of new ge11-
eration metal bands are all in debt, at least 
partially, to the first couple of ground
breaking discs by the manic foursome 
known as Blade Sabbath. 

So, while the band was in town fora re
cent Boston Garden appearance in support 
of its latest LP, The Mob Rules, we jour
neyed down to engage thi lads in conversa
tion. A lot has happened recently to the 
Sabbath with drummer Bill Ward replaced 
in mid-tour by Vinny Appice and original 
madman/ lead singer Ozzy Osbourne re
placed in 1979 by Ronnie James Dio (ex
Rainbow, Elf). My interview engaged Ap. 
pice, Dio and original bassist Terry ''Geez
er" Butler, but throughout the conversa
tion, Dio acted as main spokesman. 
Applce: Yunno? Everytime we land in an
other city, it's snowing .. 
Dlo: So, let's be White Sabbath. (sings) I'm 
dreaming of a White Sabbath. 
BR: Ozzy Osbourne has been slagging Black 
Sabbath left and right recently. In Rolling 
Stone Magazine he says you should all go 
eat shit andfuckin' die. 
Dlo: I'm sure he has all sorts of great 
quotes, I wonder who's writing them for 
him. 
BR: You think he's just a PR machine? 
Dlo: I think anyone that looks at Ozzy since 
he left Black Sabbath can see that he's be
come a piece of the entertainment syn
drome. By that I mean he's completely re
moved himself from whatever music he 
might have been able to make. When I see 
him in Oui Magazine touching tongues with 
some women, it doesn't smack to me like a 
helluva lot of music. We've all heard his 
LPs and I have my own personal opinion of 
them; (but) I don't care to comment on 
them. I'll let him do the commenting on 
himself as well as us, because that seems to 
be what he's good at. 
BR: Since you 'vejoined Sabbath, (directed 
toward Ronnie Dio) the band seems to have 
adopted a more serious attitude. There used 
to be all kinds of stories about cancelled 
concert tours and recording sessions that 
never happened. Now it's been almost three 
years and you've released two LPs and 
toured the world twice. 

Dlo: I don't know if you could consider us 
serious about touring, but it does allow us 
to play and that makes it worthwhile. We 
do enjoy playing because that's the two 
hours we don't have to be beleaguered in 
airports or dressing rooms. Obviously being 
on tlie road isn't a helluva lot of fun, but 
this is a band that made the transition of 
Ozzy leaving and my coming and also Vin
nie joining. We felt we had to tour. But, 
Black Sabbath has always been a working 
band anyway and we enjoy doing it, like I 
said, for that couple hours a night. 

We're a lot more serious about what 
we're playing because now there are musi
cians in the band that really complement 
each other. The band doesn't have the 
problem of a Iiead singer who can' t sing 
anymore-I mean, he'd lose his voice after 
saying hello to the audience at the beginning 
of the show. That's what I mean about the 
band being able to complement each other. 
Tony (lommi, guitarist), Terry, and Billy 
were always doing their job, always capable 
of it and Ozzy didn't much give a damn 
about doing anything. He just tried to gen
erate publicity with his I'm-the-fool-of-the
world image and he's done a good job of 
continuing that image as far as I'm con
cerned. 
BR: What happened? It must have been in
credibly messy. 
DJo: (Points to Geezer, who's sipping a 
drink and hiding behind sleepy but friendly 
eyes) Tell him the truth, go ahead. It's your 
big chance! 
Butler: It just came to a head over a period 
of years. Tony, Bill and I were in LA trying 
to start the LP and we'd been there for a 
month. Ozzy was supposed to be with us 
writing the record yunno7 Then one day he 
crawled in the door, brainless as usual, and 
remained that way for about a month. We 
said to him that we couldn't go on like this 
anymore, go forth and multiply! (laughs) 
Dlo: So you can see, actually it wasn't Ozzy 
that fired the band. 
BR: When Black Sabbath began, the band 
was underground but eventually worked its 
way up to headlining stadiums. Do you/eel 
any affinity for the groups that started in 
England in 1977 and ones beginning today? 
But~r: Wot, New Wayve? I think it was 
good for British music in general, 'cuz up 
until then all they did was re,-release old 
Slim Whitman records. Nothin' was hap
pening, just middle of the road rubbish. 
Dlo: Now I think it's convenient for the 
press to start hyping that metal is back, but 
it never really went away. Some of it got on 
the radio: Black Sabbath, AC/DC, UFO, 
and others that followed in our footsteps 
when Sabbath first began. There was a void 
with new wave sliding away in England. 
Certainly disco had moved away and there 
was this void, some metal got played and 
boom! I think now it may be going back a 
little underground. 

But, even if you believe the media and 
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thmk that hard rock simply went away, 
well, it never left in the hearts and minds of 

,the kids who come to the concerts. 
BR: How important is your audience to you 
when you walk onstage? 
Dlo: (Looks at me in near-shock) Well, it's 
th~ most important thing there is! You can't 
possibly expect to go out and play just 
'cause you're going to look at the rest of the 
band. Sometimes it has to happen that a 
show doesn't get moving like we want, but 
you can't avoid that. Generally we are al
ways one hundred percent for the kids that 
come out for the show. 
BR: (to Dio) After Ozzy got the boot and 
you were in, what happened? That was 
1979? 
Dlo: There was Heaven and Hell and the 
tour with Blue Oyster Cult. 
BR: You made a movie of that concert tour, 
did you have a hand in working on the mov
ie Black & Blue? 
Dlo: No, unfortunately we did not! We feel 
that was a ripoff-if you've seen the film 
then I'm sorry for you. We're managed by 
the same people that manage Cult and they 
felt that it would be great to use Black Sab
bath to promote Cult. The movie starts with 
a video, a well done studio video of B.O.C. 
We were told just before we went onstage at c, 
Nassau Coliseum that they were going to !:.. 
shoot a movie! We felt that we should have i 
known in advance, certainly Blue Oyster ~ 
Cult did. ~ 
BR: You gotlhesong "The Mob Rules" in ~ 
the soundtrack to Heavy Metal. 

0 
DJo: Yeah, but it's a different version than a 
the one on our LP. We didn't so much care i 
for the soundtrack version. Funny, it seems 
that everything we do with our management 
turns to shit. We were told that we had to 
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BR: (to Vinny) So you got called m the mid
dle of a tour? 
Applce: Yeah, I met them in LA, we did 
two rehearsals and went out again. 
Dlo: First gig was a festival in Hawaii. This 
time we started in October and did the US 
for two months, then England to Correlate 
with the release of Mob Rules, and now it's 
the second leg of the US Tour. Third leg 
starts in April and includes Canada, then 
it's off to places we haven't been for a few 
years like France or the Orient. 
BR: So you 're going to be on tour for . .. 
Appice: Forever. 
Dlo: Black Sabbath is a world wide band, 
we might as well make it a world wide tour. 

~ ' 

"(Ozzy) used to lose his voice after saying 
hello to the audience. Since he left Black Sab
bath, he's become a piece of entertainment. 
He's completely removed himself from mu
sic." 
have our track done by a particular date so 
we busted our asses because we were in the 
middle of an English tour. We rushed into 
the studio, wrote the song, recorded it, and 
mixed it. We delivered it on time even 
though we weren't pleased with it and later 
we found out that the song didn't have tobe 
out for a month! So, we did the song better 
for our LP and it made sense to name the 
record The Mob Rules since the Heavy Me
tal movie did as well as it did. Aside from 
that, it's a good title, good track, and it says 
what we wanted to say. 
BR: What happened to Bill Ward (original 
drummer)? Did he pack up in the middle of 
a tour? 
DJo: Yes he did. He had a lot of personal 
things come down on his head with both of 
his folks dying in a very short span of time. 
He asked for a couple of years off and we, 
of course, could not give it to him. Two 
years off for this particular band at that 
point would have been the end Ji it. Bill 
said we should find someone else, which we 
did. 

We went out for ten months last time aQd 
we'll do eight to ten months this year too. 
Then hopefully we'll be able to give it a rest 
for awhile 'cuz you can certainly spread 
yourself too thin. First of all, you want to 
be something special so you don't have to 
go back to the same cities every year. Also, 
touring can be one of the easiest ways to 
break up a band. I mean, you cannot be to
gether all the tiine without getting irritated 
about things. (Points at Geezer) Like Geez
er holding his fingers which irritates the hell 
out of me! I feel like smacking him ... (At
tacks the bass player and laughs) Seriously 
though, things like that do happen. Of 
course, when we get time there's other 
things we like to do, Geezer's gonna pro
duce the next Led Zeppelin LP! 
BR: You don't view Black Sabbath as over 
the hill? 
Dlo: Like I said before, we are very serious 
about our music, in fact, much more now 
than ever before. Everyone hates Sabbath, 
but the fans sell out the shows all over the 
world. Boston Rock #18 17 
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PUTTING DC ON THE MAP 
••••••••bySheena ••••••• 

Nobody at the March 20 Gallery East gig 
needed 10 be reminded that DC is already 
"on 1he map" as one of the strongholds of . 
the American underground. The impressive 
gang of skins, hardcores, poseurs, art-cir
cuit regulars, and kids that descended on 
the Gallery for 1he hardcore gig of the 
(young) year were preny exclusively orient
ed on the LA-DC axis. allitudinally, geo
graphically, or musically. Two reputable 
DC bands, Government Issue and the OO's 
came north to join colleagues SS Decontrol 
and newcomers Negative'. FX, "the fastest 
band in Boston/t he World," for the even
ing. Along with 01her Boston bands, all 
four had played the night before at a private 
party/gig. The GI 's and the OO's drew 
mixed reviews from scene critics, but both 
bands were apparently impressed with the 
extent and enthusiasm of 1he Boston scene. 

The Gallery was a surprisingly good space 
for this gig: a platform in back for the 
soundboard and {non-slam dancing) spec
tators, and a raised stage for diving. In be
tween the two platforms was the pit. Al
though the police began prodding p~ople in
to the Gallery early, I missed most of Nega
tive FX's first public performance. What I 
did see. stopwatch or not, was my favorite 
part of the gig. Damn fast. And a cohesion 
not only in the group itself, but between vo
cal style and instrumentation that often 
eluded the two DC bands, for whom "hard
core'' vocals often seemed simply grafted 
on10 more traditional rock elements. 

Uncertain as 10 how they would be re
ceived, the OO's took a little time to warm 
into their set. "The End" and "No Limit'' 

were fast and chaotic, but unmoving, with
out a feeling of release or power. With a 
lineup change for "Putting DC on the 
Map," though, things improved, the drum
ming tightened up at last, and they were off. 
A good version of Sham 69's neglected 
so ng, "If the Kids Are United," maximized 
dance noor mayhem and the set wound up 
with the OO's own "No Reply," a spectacu
lar burst of energy that took off at full 
speed. The OO's began a bit awkward ly, but 
once sure of their ground, turned in an ex
cellent and genuine performance. 

By contrast, Government Issue seemed 
less ingenuous, too rehearsed at times in the 
"correct" attitudes and stage presence. The 
lead singer dished out the usual lines about 
what a "fuckin' shithole" New York is and 
how sincere and great Boston is, which may 
be true, but sounds like what AC/ DC says 
10 irs Boston audience. This, and the prob
lem of "achieving" tht. hardcore sound by 
adding superfast/angry singing 19 pretty 
normal speedrock, was discouraging, but 
the set had its moments. "Religious Rip
ofr• and "Hour of One," with its interest
ing bridge, were notable in the first part of 
the set. "Anarchy Is for Assholes" resulted 
in a fleshpile on ·stage, which bemused both 
DC bands-a Boston phenomenon? Some 
songs, like "No Way Out" and "Insomni
ac" (with the chorus sung by two DC girls), 
were fast but boring. Others, like "Here's 
the Rope," which drove along, and "No 
Rights," were more impressive. "Sheer Ter
ror," extended from 1heir EP version was 
the real surprise: unusual drumming, and a 
syncoJjated, strutting beat. 

With three "hard-acts-to-follow," De-

Government Issue's John Staub, Oeconlrol's Springer, Ian McKay (ex-Minor Threat) and 
Choke from Negative f'X. (clockwise) 

control opened their set with a re-bid for 
"fastest" title-"Boiling Point." Vocalist 
Springer, red-faced and seething, dared the 
crowd to question his seriousness. The slow, 
menacing rhythms of "Police Beat" for 
once did not obscure that song's strong lyr
ics. "How Much Art" (the pet song of the 
art-crowd, you better believe) was, well, 
let's leave ii at "aesthetically challenging." 
The DC girls behind me asked what the 
words were. "He's saying 'aht,' you know, 
'art'," one of the OO's explained. "Who 
Are You to Judge" (pay attention, scene
makers) was tight and fast too. 

The set burned out gradually after that, 
as the dancing let up, ending in a sludge of 
distortion and aimless playing. In a musical 
arena where so many bands have such a 
similar sound, subtleties and intangibles 
(like the degree of committment you feel 
from a band) are important. And SS De
control often seems to have that cutting 
edge, that extra, crucial fury. Their incon
sistency, sometimes advantageous, makes 
them seem a bit disconcerting. And after a 
three hour wave of thrashing, that had a 
good deal of merit. Maybe they'll put Bos
ton on the map. it 
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Orchestrated Manoeuvres With THE DARK 
by Mike Dreese 

The Dork are a rather curious lot. Outwardly og- j 
gressive about success, cocky, self-indulgent, and yet in- ""'.. 
wardfy rather insernre about whether they can really pull 1o11 

u~ ~ 
A year ago, I hared their music. Too much of an inside :=! 

joke. But I had great respect for their ambitious self-pro- '-
motion, which was always spearheaded by Roger. The ~ 
Dark have been one of the few bands in town who are !' 
willing ro take rruly extraordinary measures to get their 
name and message across. And now their music hos de
\•efoped 10 the point where they have {he potential for 
mass appeal. Even I like 'em now. 

I recently interviewed Roger alone, and then the entire 
bond. 

The Dark are: 
Jace Wilson-Vocals, Sax 
Matl Gruenberg-Bass 
Bob Familiar-Keyboards, Vocals 
Clark Darque-Drums 
Mike Hausman-Percussion 
Roger Greenawall-GuUar, Vocals 

The Dark was started in 1980 by Roger Greenawalt, 
who admits they were "real unrockish." They proceeded 
to struggle through three different female front singers 
before finally coming up with Jace. Then, just a week be
fore the 1981 rock rumble at Spit, where they managed a 
second place finish, they lost their bass player. The fall 
release of their single "Judy" marked the band's coming 
into its own III a pleasant techno-pop1sh way. They have 
more recently toured tire Northeast, and have been re
cording at The Cars' swdio. 

My conversations with Roger centered on the band's 
creative promotions. "Malcolm Mclaren is one of my 
idols, " ·he stares. " I s1.nt him a personalized tape. That's 
how we got on the Bow-Wow-Wow show. We send all 
our heroes personal tapes.' ' 

A Dark personalized tape features your name and in
terests in tire lyrics. Custom made, very creative. Some
what jla1tering. I never listened to mine, but Jim Fouralt 
at Donceteria listened to his. The Dark ended up ploying 
there. Tirey also sent him personalized cookies in a box 
with his name written on it several hundred times. 

Roger advises orlrer bands, ''It's just like Steve Berko
witz (Cars manager) says- 'There ARE no mysteries'
and there definitely aren't. You just hove to work hard 
enough and figure everything out. Start making the co
incidences happen. Make sure the record cover is in the 
record store window when you come to town and that 
the record is playing on the radio. " 

In order to make and promote their record they 
"needed to find sOme people with lots of money who 
had an interest in us." So with some heavy financial 
backing, they formed Dorkworld Industries, a Delaware 
corporation. It provided financing and such niceties as a 
group health pion. They initially tried to set up " core 
groups" around the country which would be mutually 
supportive, but quickly realized the impotence of non-hip 
people. 
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"I love hYPe. ,, 

-Roier Greenawa\t 

Boslon Rock: What was it like working with Ric Ocasek at 
Syncrosound? 
The Dark: He wears really nice clothes .. 

, Takes good pictures . 
. Everything he wears has shoulder pads . 

.. It wasn't really like working with him, it was sort of like 
hanging out with him . 
... There were some specific things he suggested, but he 
didn't produce it as say, George Martin produced'The 
Beatles. 
.. . He taught us about background vocals. 
... Roy Baker overproduction techniques which were real 
nice. 

. . He made sure everything was going well . 
. I thought it came out great! 

. . We met John Belushi at the studio. 
. We made him a personalized tape on the spat. 
. He called us assholes . 

.. He was really touched . 
. The last music he ever heard . 

. . Actually he choked on the cassette . 
. They say he had a Walkman on when he died . 
, By the time they found him our tape had melted . 

BR: Will it surprise people? 
TD: It will surprise people who identify us with "Judy." 

· (Looking at N. Y. Times ad) 1 love the Maidenform wo
man. 
BR: Any major label interest? 
TD: Quite a bit. Some even contacted us . 

. But it's hard to be too optimistic about it. 
... A lot of people may have been looking for Cars clones 
after they heard we worked with Ric . 
BR: Does the band have a world tour planned? 
TD: When it gets warmer out , we'll do guerilla tours when 
we're playing out of town. Rent natbed trucks and stuff. 

. We may have to change our name to Darkworld . 
.. Too many Darks in the world. 

. People think we have franchises . 

. Litigation is in itself such punishment. 
BR: How are you doing in town? 
TD: Great, but we'd do better if Mission of Burma left. 

. . They steal too many of our gigs . 
. They won't play with us. 
. They're scared. 
. We're too showy for 'em. 
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• The Boston Rock Music Seminar is for those who wish to learn 
and further their careers in the music business. 
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• The seminar is "use" oriented: it will provide practical informa
tion which should be immediately beneficial to you. 
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• The seminar will ·be an -excellent place to meet others and ex
change ideas. Space will be provided for those who wish to distrib
ute promotional materials. You'll be able to contact in one day as 
many people as you might spend a month trying to reach by phone 
or mail. 
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__________ ........ ,_..,.. Tentative Speakers and Panelists include: 

<:ARTER ALAN Local Music Director, WBCN 
MICHEL BASTARACHE Producer, Owner of DETENTE RECORDS 
BILLIE BEST Manager, BERLIN AIRLIFT; Advertising 

Manager, STRAWBERRIES 
DUNCAN BROWN Manager, ROUNDER RECORDS AND 

DISTRIBUTION 
HARRY BOURAS Manager, THE CHANNEL 
JUSTIN BURRILL PROPELLER RECORDS 
JIM COFFMAN Manager, MISSION OF BURMA; Former 

Booker, STREETS, SPIT, THE UNDERGROUND 
GERARD COSLOY Writer, BOSTON ROCK, TAKE IT!, NEW YORK 

ROCKER; Publisher, CONFLICT 
CRASS Night-time Program Director, WLYN 
ROB DIMMIT PERFECT CRIME STUDIOS 
MICHAEL DREESE Owner, BOSTON ROCK, MODERN METHOD 

RECORDS, NEWBURY COMICS 
RICHARD GETZ WQTV BOSTON 
ROGER GREENWALT THB DARK; Co-Booker of MAVERICK'S, MEDIA 

WORKSHOP 
MICHAEL HAFITZ ENTERTAINMENT LAWYER 

RICHARD HARTE Owner and Producer, ACE OF HEARTS 
RECORDS (Mission of Burma, The Lyres, The 
Neighborhoods, etc.) 

BRUCE HOUGHTON ROCKFEVER PRODUCTIONS, Booking Agent 
for Mr. C's, The Raft; Management for Jon 
Butcher Axis 

NEALJACOBSEN DON LAW AGENCY 
JEFF JONES CBS RECORDS 
ALBERT 0. DJ, WLYN, SPIT, WMBR 
OEDIPUS Program Director, WBCN; DJ, SPIT, WMBR 
LESLIE PALMITER WCOZ; Manager of Charles Farren 
GREG REIBMAN Editor, BOSTON ROCK; DJ, WMBR 
IRA ROBBINS Publisher, Editorial Director, TROUSER 

PRESS 

DON ROSE Owner, EAT RECORDS (Human Sexual 
Response, Rubber Rodeo, etc.) 

ANDREW SCHWARTZ Publisher, Editor-In-Chief, NEW YORK 
ROCKER 

DOUG SIMMONS Writer, THE BOSTON PHOENIX 
JIM SULLIVAN Writer, THE BOST~N GLOBE 
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The Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Schedule of Events 

10:00 - 10:45 A.M. Registration 

11:00 Opening Remarks by Michael Dreese 

Keynote Address by Oedipus 

11:15 • 12:00 Hoon Independent Record Promotion and 
Distribution Panel 
• Plonnlng • cost dfectlve project 
• Selecting songs 
• Choosing a studio and producer 
• Manufacturing options-sleeves and pressings 
• Keys to successful distribution 

12:15 • 1:00 P.M. Progressive Radio Panel 
• Commercial vs. non-commercial stations 
• Politics of Boston rodip 
• How to approach a radio station With your tape 

or record · 
• How to arrange Interviews 
• Careers in radio 

1 :00 • 2:00 P .M. Lunch Break - 1111¥ 

3:00 • 3:45 P .M. 

4:00 - 5:00 P .M. 

S:00P.M. 

For information on 

• Publications you should be awore of 
• How the press picks the groups they cover 
• How to opproach the press 
• Do you need • publicist? 

Booking and Management Panel 
• How to g,;t gigs both In ond out of town 
• Do you need a lawyer? 
• How to expand your audience 
• What good management means 
• How to opprooch • mojor record lobel 

A Look Into the Future Panel 
• Anticipating music trends 
• Cassettes and videos 
• Making independent records a success In 

America 
• The future of clubs 

Closing Remarks by Greg Reibman 

- The Boston Rock Music Seminar 
call 166-8787 -
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NOW'S THE TIME! 
Special utended off,r! 

If you 've ever considered advertising in Boston Rock, 
this is an excellent time. We're offering FREE ADMIS
SION to the Seminar to anyone placing a display ad in the 
May 20 issue of Boston Rock. In order to qualify for this 
offer you must place your ad by Thursday April 29. We 
have special rates for local bands and indep~ndent labels. 
Call Mike or Greg at 266-8787 for further details. 

May 1st is also a great night for music in and around 
Boston ... 
* Lou Miami, with November Group and Dangerous Birds. The 

Channel. (451-1905) * Human League. The Orpheum. (426-8181) * Bad Brains with Vitamin, Mavericks. (423-4333) * The Trademarks, Inn Square Mens Bar. (491-9672) * The Orbits, Paradise. (254-2052) * Special guests at Spit. (262-2437) * Afterhours: The Grand Opening of the new Media Workshop. 
Featuring the Bad Brain~, The Freeze and Proletariat. (266-5828) 

OTHER EVENTS TO BE ANNOUNCED. 
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f>,, don't miss 

\~ , LOU MIAMI'S 
,~ -MAYDAY PAGEANT 

A Boston must for Beautiful Women 
and Beautiful Women Lovers 

Saturday May 1 at The Channel 
featuring 

Lou Miami and The Kozmetix 
November Group and The Dangerous Birds 

l I 

a beauty pageant 

at midnight 
with 

CASH PRIZES 

' 

See the Channel Ad on Page 43 {inside back cover/ for more details 



by Deon Johnson 

"It hasn't been a bed of roses," said Al
len Schlorch, manager of the group little 
deers. "It 's been a bed of rose thorns." The 
little deers are one of an increasing number 
of bands that are turning up in Boston's 
modern music scene. Like Amoebas in Cha
os, The Law, Primitive Romance, the Jet
sons, and even Romeo Void, the little deers 
are imports. 

Originally from Kansas, the group devel
oped to the point where they realized they 'd 
have to get out of the midwest if they want
ed to keep growing musically. "There was 
just nothing going on out there," comment
ed the band's bass player John Sutherland. 
"You could be hot in three different states 
out there, but who cares?" 

For any group interested in making the 
move for creative reasons, the options are 
decidedly limited. Go to New York, head 
for LA, or opt for "the banks of the River 
Charles," as the Standells once put it. 

The reasons the little deers decided to 
come to Boston are many of the same rea
sons that have motivated other bands to fol
low suit. "We just didn't care for the LA 
scene at all," Sutherland said. "And we 
thought New York would just bust our 
balls." The only other city that was happen
ing was Boston. 

"It seems to be a kind of tight scene 
here," Sutherland continued, "but we 
knew the job was dangerous when we took 
it." Although both Schlorch and Suther
land said the move was ultimately a positive 
one for the band, they still had some reser
vations about playing music in the city. 

The club scene here is not what I envi
siolled," Sutherland admitted. "Back in the 
midwest you tend to get paid more often. 
We've had one club owner,'' he said by way 
of example, "that offered to sell us $200 
worth of tickets for SIOO. The first band to 

come up with SIOO gets the gig. That kind 
of put us off. It seems like they're depend
ing on the bands to do the promotion and 
the footwork. And they can get away with 
it because there are so many bands here.' ' 

He also recounted that local bands only 
had to come up with $75 to get the same gig, 
and when a third party asked why there was 
that disparity, the owner replied , "We like 
to stick it to the hicks." 

Overall, though., Sutherland said that 
people in Boston "have been real good to 
us." He had heard all kinds of horror stor
ies about how cold and impersonal New 
Englanders are, but generally he's been 
treated well. 

As the band's manager, Schlorch had a 
slightly different view of Boston. "To make 
people hear something that they're not fa
miliar with is rough in this town,' he com
mented just before making a few remarks 
about some of the area's "screwball club 
owners." 

He added, ''I wouldn't saytherehaveOeen 
any local bands that have been helpful to us 
at all ... We haven't had the support of 
Boston musicians that has made it any easi
er for us. But they haven't made it any 
harder for us, either. 

"We came up here with the full realiza
tion that we're facing big odds, but we're 
trying to make our place in the Boston mu
sic scene." 

The band has taken. on full-time day jobs 
since they arrived in town last September. 
"We thought it was better to have some
thing to put bread on the table," Suther-
1.ind reasoned, "instead of scrambling just 
to eat." 

The group's still playing out, though, and 
is also getting good response to their use of 
multi-image projectors in their live shows. 

"There's a lot of competition,'' Suther
land ·concluded. "But we looked for that. I 
think Boston was a good place to come to." 

Kevin Hensley feels the s_ame way, even 

though his group, The Law, has broken up. 
Originally from Des Moines, the five piece 
group made the move here several months 
ago, but the rhythm section has tired of the 
scene and is going back to school. Kevin will 
do the same shortly, though he still wants to 
make a living out of making music. 

"We'd done all we could in the mid
west," he explained. "We had a pretty 
good following. But once you've done that 
out there that's all you can do." 

What surprised him about Boston? "We 
were really amazed at the clubs out here. 
Back in the midwest the clubs .are just 
rooms. Here, they have lights, p.a. 's. We 
were impressed. This was the place to come. 
We had no idea there would be this many 
bands here, though. There are hundreds of 
them." 
· The group made friends with the Trade

marks during their stay, and Kevin was 
quick 10 state that the Trademarks helped 
out The Law a lot. 

Kevin's major complaint about the scene 
was the number of "artsy" bands it has 
produced. "Bands take themselves really 
seriously out here, " he said. "All we're 
really concerned about is getting people 
really drunk and dancing. But here you 
have bands that scowl, never talk to the au
dience, and play fascist music. It was nice to 
see something different , I guess, but r don't 
know if that's bad or good. . r guess what 
I really object to is when bands are like that 
1001170 of the time and they never let up.'' 

Still if Kevin had it all to do over again, 
he'd make the same move. "Based on what 
I've read and heard and experienced," he 
said, "I really prefer Boston. Maybe if the 
people would lighten up a little. . " 

Lester Esser of Primitive Romance said 
simply, "I don't feel there's a very fair 
scene here, but I guess it's the same every
where." Last year the group moved from 
Tampa to Boston with, accordin& to Lester, 
"a whole shitload" of positive press from 
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people like the Tampa Tribune and the St. 
Petersburg Times. 

"There's not really much of a scene 
around Tampa," he recalled. "There are a 
couple of clubs that open and close all the 
time." The group had read Boston Rock 
and had an idea of what the scene was like 
here. "We just picked a place that was 
growing. We knew people up here so we 
said, 'Why not?' It's a lot cheaper than liv
ing in-l'lew York." 

It wasn't easy once they arrived, though. 
"We were treated like outsiders for a long 
time," Lester said. "We couldn't get any 
gigs whatsoever.' ' Finally, the group was 
able to land one night a week at The Club 
and Cantone's, and for a couple of months 
that was all they could get. He recalled in
viting batches of club owners to gigs, and 
none of them would show~ "It got kind of 
depressing,'' he understa~d. 

Their situation is easier now, and they've 
become more accepted. Lester credits the 
local press with keeping the Boston music 
scene so lively, but he also admitted he 
thought there would be more clubs. "One 
problem is that bands don't make much 
money here at all," he said. In Tampa, the 
group could make three or four times as 
much money in a single gig as they make 
here. The reason for the discrepancy, he 
thinks, is the huge number of bands in town 
that have made some of the club owners a 
little cocky. It's the old trick, "If you don't 
want the gig for that money, I know two 
dozen other bands who will take it." 

Although Primitive Romance is making 
headway these days, Lester had some 
shrewd advice for any other bands that 
might be contemplating a move to Boston. 
"I don't trust musicians," he said, "be
cause I'm one myself." 

In other words, there is a lot happening in 
the city. But if a group moves in and wants 
to make it here, they better be prepared to 
make it on their own. 

PROPELLER 
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.~ If ought the law, and. 

~f·*MUSIC BIZ ADVICE* 
by Foster Joy Cooperstein and Tracy Roach 

"Here, sign this. It's the standard con
tract we sign with everyone.'' Heard it be
fore? Haven't? You will. And it is not ne
cessarily so. The form may be s1andard. 
Certain clauses may be standard and not 
negotiable (unless you're Jagger). But basic
ally, each clause is merely a suggestion by 
those you contract with of what they wish 
the contract to provide. Your task is tone
gotiate your own suggestions into this so
called "standard" contract so that it is ad
vantageous to you as well as the other party. 

This column will discuss the recording 
contract. Monetarily the most important 

-t issues are the royalty, advance, and reserve 
provisions. Cross collatcralization, owner
ship of masters and copyrights, the term of 
the contract, creative control and promo
tion are also of concern. Video rights have 
become increasingly important and oom
plex. All of these issues arc negotiable. The 
key to success is the strength of the bargain
ing positions of the parties. Thus a .good' 
starting point is a careful evaluation of the 

i strengths and weaknesses of your position 
and those of the party on the other side of 
the table. You've got something they want, 
presumably they've got the ability to further· 
your career; what is it that they can do and 
what and how much are you willing to give 
up for the benefits. 

First, how long will the contract last? The 
"term" of a contract may be defined three 
ways: a period of time, a number of record
ings, or a combination of the two. The typ
ical contract is for one year with a series of 
options extending the initial term for addi
tional one year periods. During each term 
there will be a minimum and maximum 
amount of product to be delivered to the 
company. A "suspense" or "suspension" 

I clause may give the label the right to extend 
the term if the product is not delivered as 

j scheduled. Thus a one year contract could 
' become a five year contract depending on 

the options exercised, the presence of a sus
pension clause and legal limits on the length 
of personal services contracts (involuntary 
servitude is not legal in every state!). 

The artist and the record company have 
competing interests regarding the length of 
the contract and the amount of product to 
be delivered. Remember, this is a business. 
The label wants to recoup its investment 
quickly, earning as much profit as soon as 
possible. To do this the label wants a long 
term with an easy out and a small commit
ment of its services. The artist wants every
one to hear the music, creative freedom and 
bia bucks when the charts are topped. This 

.means commitmeni of label resources, a 
short term and maximum royalties. Balanc
ing these interests is what negotiation is all 
about. Compromises can be struck by con\ 
ditioning the company's options for extend
ed terms on increased royalty payments, ad
vances and minimum releases as well as 
greater advertising and promotional sup
port. 

The most important item is the royalty 
paid to the artist by the company. A new 
artist can expect a rate of between 6 percent 
and 9 percent of the retail list price. In an 
"all-in" contract, which includes the pro
ducer's royalty, it may be 11 to 12 percent 
of retail. While typically the retail list price 
is $8.98, this is not the price upon which 
royalties will be paid. First there is a 10 to 
15 percent discount for "packaging," then 
a 10 percent breakage deduction and then a 
"reserve" deduction for returned records. 
Thus an artist who thought he or she was 
being paid a royalty of S.898 per album (a~ 
10 percent royalty) actually would receive 

no more than $.718 less the deduction for 
the "reserve," which may be substantial. 
Additionally, distributors are sent records 
for which they are not billed (IO billed, 3 
free). The artist does not collect royalties on 
these "free goods." Watch out! The record 
company may attempt to include the return 
of free goods as a deduction from your roy
alties. Most labels will agree to charge the 
reserve in the same proportion as shipped, 
something that is obviously equitable. Fi
nally, the royalty rate offered for record 
club sales and foreign sales will be consider
ably less than the domestic rates. It may be 
advantageous to enter into a separate deal 
for foreign rates. There also may be differ
ent royalty rates for repackages, greatest 
hits and compilations like the K-Tel pack
ages. Investigate the possibilities and nego
tiate accordingly. Negotiation without 
knowledge is suicidal. 

Advances arc a major subject of negotia
tion, although often too much importance 
is placed on them to 1he detriment of the 
royalty payment. An advance is not a gift. 
It is an interest-fret loan to be paid back 
from the first dollar of royalties earned. 
When you spend an advance you are spend
ing your own money. The advance will oft
en include the costs of recording your al
bum or there may be a separate advance or 
budget designated as a "recording fund" 
from which you are to pay these costs and 
repay the company from your earnings. Ad
vances should escalate over the term of the 
contract or an additional payment may be 
due upon exercise of an option by the label. 

While the recording fund is to be used to 
pay the recording costs, the artist may 
"keep" whatever is not spent to record the 
album. While there is really no difference 
between this advance and others (it is still 
only a loan) because the artist has to repay 
his or her recording costs, it may help the 
artist in budgeting those costs and develop
ing a business sense. This provision is more 
suitable to an agreement which packages 
both the producer and artist (the "all-in" 
contract). 

While the standard definition of record
ing costs is broad, many companies will at
tempt to include items such as promotion, 
advertising, producer's advances and all 
union costs. Promotion, advertising and 
producer's advances should not be taken 
entirely from the artist; the label should ab
sorb some of these costs. Again, this is a 
matter of the strength of the artist's nego
tiating position. While inclusion of the un
ion cos1s (AFM-American Federation of 
Musicians) is legitimate, payments to the 
Music Performance Trust Fund and the 
Phonograph Record Special Payments 
Fund are not proper as recording costs. 

A very special item, tied into royalties 
and advances, is ''cross-collateralization. '' 
This allows the label to deduct the money 
advanced the artist from sources other than 
the recording contract itself. It may state 
that advances are rccoupable under "this or 
any other contract" or actually will use the 
term cross-collatcralization. Problems arise 
when an artist has both a recording contract 
and publishing contract with the same or an 
affiliated company. The record company 
will be able to recoup its advances from 
both the recording contract and the publish
ing contract. Obviously the artist should at
tempt to delete this clause. 

The guaranteed release of a minimum 
amount of product is of major importance 
to the artist. Many artists' careers have end
ed because the label would not release a re
cord and contracturally the artist could not 
force them 10 do so. To gain a nat1onw1de 
or worldwide reputation the records must 

be widely distributed. If there-aren't any re
cords on the shelves of the stores there 
won't be sales and the artist will not earn 
any royalties. Even the most critically ac
claimed record has a short life if it is not 
available to record buyers. Thus retail sup
port is especially important. Typically a 
contract will call for 2 albums per 18 month 
period, with the artist having the right to 
terminate the contract if the company fails 
to meet release and distribution coml'Tlit
ments. 

Closely related to retail and marketing 
support is promotion and advertising. The 
record company may be contracturally 
bound to advance the funds for recording, 
required to release them, but may let them 
die on the shelves or in the warehouse be
cause of a lack of promotion. While tour 
support was once a common form of pro
motion, it is almost non-existent today. If a 
label is willing to help it will probably cover 
only the loss ("shortfall") incurred by the 
tour. Promotion of any sort is far less ex
tensive than it was, yet companies will agree 
to spend escalating amounts to promote 
each album, to hire independent promoters 
for added support (albeit less frequently 
than in past years) or to fund a specific pro
motional and advertising campaign (e.g. to 
spend $30,000 in advertisements in major 
trade journals and consumer magazines, to 
conduct give aways in IO major cities, to 
produce promotional video tapes or to buy 
so many radio commercials in each major 
market). Remember these expenditures will 
generally be deducted from royalty pay
meflts, especially in the case of a group with 
little bargaining power. 

Close 10 the hearts of many artists is the 
issue of creative control. After many years 
of using record company studios and pro
ducers the artist has gained the upper hand 
and can negotiate some-if not complete
control of the recording process, album 
cover and advertising, within budget con
straints. 

Ownership of the copyrights in the re
cording and masters is very important and 
something a new artist will probably not 
have great suicess achieving. While these 
may 001 have great value today, when you 
achieve "overnight supcrstardom" eighl 
years down the road your early recordings 
may suddenly become very marketable. 
However, all the rights may belong to the 
record company. You may be able to record 
new versions of the same songs but the 
"classic" versions may belong to the com
pany. Major artists often are able to gain 
ownership of the masters after a period of 
time (e.g. 5 years). 

Obviously there are a multitude of details 
to consider when entering into a recording 
contract (or any contract). With these bas
ks in mind take a look at sample contracts 
to familiarize yourself with the "lingo" and 
see the many different forms the clauses can 
take. Ask questions. Read the fine print. 
Rely on someone who knows the business. 
Comider all the ramifications the contract 
will have on your career, as well as your life. 
Then, when the contract has been negotiat• 
ed to a more equal deal, sign! 

The next column will discuss managt
ment contracts. 

Questions may be forwarded to the au
thors c/o Boston Rock. Those of general in
terest will be answered in future columns. 

Foster Jay Cooperstein is a partner in the 
Cambridge law firm of COOPERSTEIN & 
COOPERSTEIN; Tracy Roach is a clerk 
with the firm, a second year student at Sef
folk law School and an announcer with 
WBCN. 
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by Rosanna Cavallaro 

When you combine media as addictive as 
television and rock and roll, the resul1 is a 
crowd of people in front of the monitor 
who can't stop dancing. While the Channel, 
the Rat, Jonathan Swifts, Metro and others 
have been experimenting with rock video as 
part of a more conventional club format, 
the cost of remaining abreast with state-of
the-art technology has so far prevented vi
deo from reaching its huge potential. 

13Up, at 13 Lansdowne St., Boston, 
through an elaborate renovation of the club 
Spit's second floor, has become our first 
nightspot to make a full scale commitment 
to video present and future. 

In addition to new seating and a paint 
job, 13Up has installed monitors in every 
conceivable line of vision, including a giant 
screen playback monitor in one corner of 
the room. Video producer Joe Verange, 
along with Peter Dietz are V Js (video 
jocks), programming both records and vi-

sual components. In the course of an even
ing, they integrate a variety of video styles, 
where the image is almost random (psyche
delia or snatches of old B-movies), to often 
slickly edited and produced record promo 
videos (like Duran Duran ' s erotic parody of 
"Girls on Film") and to rare live perform
ance videos. 

13Up's rock video library contains clips 
of the Stones on Ed Sullivan, Adam Ant on 
Tom Snyder, Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly, 
James Browri and other historic glimpses. 
ln addition 13Up is equipped for in-house 
production. From their control room, Ver
ange's staff can tape and simulcast musical 
and non-musical events in both Metro and 
Spit (they have already taped appearances 
of Fingerprintz, Red Rockers and Romeo 
Void). For local bands this means the possi
bility of being taped at Spit's expense. With 
a capacity of 2500 people a night, the 
screening of local and independent videos at 
both 13Up and Metro can have an impact 
on both the audience and a band's career. 
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EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTING: 
BILL CHINNOCK 

CLARENCE CLEMONS 
& THE REDBANK ROCKERS 

CAROLYNE MAS 
NEON 

THE PROBERS 
MARTHA REEVES 

JONATHAN RICHMAN 
THE BANGS 

STEVE GEYER 
EDDIE SHAW & THE WOLFGANG 

JR. WALKER & THE ALL-STARS 
L.A. WOMAN 

263 SUMMER STREET. SUITE 416. BOSTON, MA 02210 

(617) 542·7238 

For artists without management 
who need assista,nce in manage
ment areas of organization, pro
motion, recording, booking and 
contracts. 

CALL (617) 267-5779 . 
HOURLY 
RATES 

BILLIE BEST 
Manager of Berlin Airlift 

Director of Advertising for Strawberries 
Instructor of "The Music Business 

Seminar'' 
Owner of Vanilla Production One 
Managed Luna & Orchestra Luna 

V .J. Joe Verange In the new 't'ldeo booth at 13UP. photo: Steve Stone 

One independent producer/director who 
has already benefited from all this is Jan 
Crocker at MIT's Film Studies Center. In 
one of 13Up's first special event nights, 
Crocker's excellent performance video of 
Human Sexual Response was given a pre
view party. Unlike the more common lip
synch videos, where bands cavort in the 
madcap tradition of Richard Lester's old 
Beatie films, Crocker's videos express his 
dedication to the integrity of the perform
ance experience. "Rock and roll is a live 
medium," Crocker notes, and in order to 
remain faithful to that quality, his videos 
capture and emphasize the audience's role 
in a band's success. So that the audience's 
response to the performance is as evident as 
the performance itself, his 1981 tape of the 
Buzzcocks' last US appearance is shot al
most entirely from somewhere over Pete 
Shelley's shoulder. In addition <;rocker 
does a great deal of live editing, and because 

of this, his work retains a great deal of the 
subject's original vitality. 

Three years ago, when BF/VF (Boston 
Film and Video Foundation) and Target 
Video screened a series of Boston and San 
Francisco produced videos on a multi
screen party here, Crocker first noted the 
strange phenomenon of people dancing in 
front of the monitors. In Los Angeles and 
New York, video has proliferated to the ex
tent that audiences are jaded, and sit staring 
as they would at a TV set at home. In Bos
ton, however, an appreciation and fascina
tion for the medium persists, and there is 
room for it to grow. While cable television 
plans a twenty-four hour rock video chan
nel, which may keep people away from the 
clubs as it has kept them from movies and 
even ball games, Spit is adding to its video 
archives a record of home grown talent on 
both sides of the camera. 

S. CROSBY St. 

NEW YORK·. N.Y 10013 

IE LABEL5 
&BANDS 

IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT 
GOOD DISTRIBUTION 

TRY B.A.D. 
WE ALREADY SUPPLY IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

TO STORES AND CHAINS ACROSS THE U.S.A VIA OUR NEW YORK 

AND L.A.WAREHOUSES. 

WE ALSO EXPORT TO OUR OWN STORES IN LONDON ANO ALL 

OTHER MAJOR EUROPEAN CITIES. 

WE SUPPLY THE SfORESTHATHELPYOU 
Boston Rock #18 27 
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Boston's leading Rock n' Roll studio 
now has a brand new acoustically 
redesigned control room with a 32 
input TANGENT console. That great 
live Downtown Sound is better 
than ever. Come down and take a 
listen. 

426-3455 

''The best pro 16 track at a price 

you can afford.'' 
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Jane & Jeff Hudson------
Attack Under Attack 
(J&J, local 45) 

Jane & Jeff Hudson are a local minimal 
electronics-type band. While they aren't 
weird and experimental, neither are they 
frivolous electropop (although they did cov
er "Girl From 1panema" a while back). 1n 
fact, what they remind me of the most this 
time around is The Human League. No, not 
the current edition. Dig back in your mem
ory to the "Being.Boiled" b/w "Circus of 
Death" single of 1978. That Human 
League. 

Anyway, the A side of the Hudson single, 
"Operating Instruction," is a pretty decent 
little groove, pulsing and oozing synthetics 
behind a repeating fragment of military talk 
about "operating the uni!" recited by Jane 
in English, French and German. The B, 
"Los Alamos," has similar-quality key
board textures and lyrics abou1 bomb build-
ing, this time sung by Jeff. 1 

All in all, a fairly worthwhile local wax- : 
ing, although you can tell that Jeff is not : 
primarily a singer. (Jim Puccio) 1 

U2 
A CELEBRATION b/w Trash, Trampoline 
and the Party Girl 
(Island, import 45) 

U2's last two 45s might have functioned 
better as album tracks ("Fire," "Gloria") 

Boomtown Rats-------
V Deep 
(Mercury, LP) 

Ah hough it suffers from a minor case of 
over-production, V Deep is an album of im
pressive lyrical depth and stylistic range. 
The initial high-gloss veneer vanishes with 
repeated listcnings to reveal a well-balanced 
record. With the possible exception of "Up 
All Night," none of the tracks have the 
commercial accessibility of "Rat Trap" or 
"I Don't Like Mondays," but Ratters 
should still be more than Satisfied with this 
one. (Scott Pascucci) 

HI Beams 
HYPERACTION b/w White People 
(Hi Beam, local 45) 

Interesting new sounds are provided by 
this Rhode Island r~ck group and though 
the A side seems to be garnering most of the 
attention, the B side "White People" is 
much more listenable. It's a pity tbe vocal 
is undermixed; it's difficult to make out all 
of the lyrics. You -strain to hear them be
cause you want to. Nevertheless, a decent 
outing and one that makes you anticipate 
their next move. (Jon McAuliffe) 

&Waf 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Fear------------
TheAlbum 
(Slash, LP) 

but "A Celebration" is right on the mark. I've never been quite sure about Fear. 
General song construction hardly differs Their appearance in last year's film Decline 
from U2's past stuff, but "A Celebration" of Western Civilization focused more on 
succeeds where others failed in getting the their sophomoric humor than on their mu
hooks across in three minutes. They still sic. 
persist in their "Uplifting" personality, My major complaint with The Album is 
which by now is getting a little tiring. Just the production. Gary Lubow (Fleetwood 
the same, Rev. Bono seems to have more Mac, REO Speedwagon) seems to have bur
sincerity to his sermon than most can mus- ied the band's credibility behind over
ter. Unless he tries browbeating us for our I dubbed guitars and double track vocals. 
sins (which he gives little indication of do- I The Album has its moments; the opening 
ing), Bono and U2 will probably maintain I growl of "Let's Have a War," the scream
their admirable level of consistency. I just I ing sax in "New York ... , "and the power
wish they could have played here on the last : ful closer "No More Nothing." From there 
tour. (Gerard Cosley) I it deteriorates into a blur of forget able 

1 
songs. "Fresh Flesh" and "Getting the 
Brush" lurch and grind like a half-baked 
Flipper. Even the biting "Livin' in.the Ci
ty" is dull and flat. (Jon Anastas) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Wrthoutthe 
Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

Private Llghtnlng-------
G1VE ME THE N1GHT b/w 1 Want to 
Take You Away 
(Private Lightning, local 45) 

: powerful or pop oriented, is a ballad which 
Both sides of Private Lightning's latest : does tend to take a backseat to its predeces

single are highly polished, powerful, main- 1 sor. This release may not be the big break
stream pop rock. The A side is charac1er- ~ou1 that Private Lightning really neCds, but 
ized by a solid rhythm~c frame that supports : it more than suffices for the time being. 
a graceful melody, while the B side, no less 1 (Jon McAuliffe) 

--------~- 1 uonal stuff actually ("don't live up to your 
I given roles/there's more inside you that you 
1 won't show"). · 
I John Lydon once said that the whole 

"How can you get excited about the fifth : problem that he saw with post-Pistols punk 
Jam single, no maner how good it is? I was that everyone was concentrating on 

-Albert 0., Boston Rock 1127 & "glorifying their-own degradation," rather 
Now if you're like me, you probably read than striving for something better. From 

the above quote, sat back and said to your- side two's opener "Running on the Spot" 
self, "Hmmmm. . Albert's got a point to "Town Called Malice," Paul Weller 
there ... " And it was about then that you seems to be making a similar point. 
slapped The Gift on your turntable and had But that's not to say that The Gift is per-
a change of heart, not necessarily mind. feet. The lame calypso attempt on "The 

Because while Albert's argument looks Planners Dream Goes Wrong" lessens the 
great on paper, it just won't stand up on vi- song's lyrical importance. Likewise, the 
nyl. The Gift is a brave, albeit desperate, at- stodgy "rauck'un'rawl" of "The Gift" 
tempt at forging a new path for the Jam. doesn't accomplish all that much. And I 
It's to their credit that this path isn't as still can't find a reason for the hidden vo
clearly defined as it might have been in the cals on "'Trans-Europe Express," an effect 
past. You might call that "a lack of direc- that severely detracts from that song. 
tion," I'd call it having a chance 10 think Now that I've played this album a few 
things over. With Weller's blazing guitar dozen times, I've come up with an answer 
leads and peaking harmonies making a ter- to Albert's question, "How can you get ex
rifle combination, "Happy Together" is a cited?" Pretty easily. (Gerard Cosloy) 
perfect lead-offtrack. "Ghosts" is a chance Ed. note: Watch for our interview with 
to catch your breath, but it's pretty inspira- Paul Weller in next month's issue. 

April 7 Great Scotts 
April 9/10 BenJamin's; 

Bangor, Maine 
April 16 Smith College: 

Northampton 
April 22 Coppertields 
April 23 Mount Holyoke 

College 

every Monday and Tuesday at Copperfields 
for Bookings contact ~rorge D 

267-0667 
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#2. Gang of Four, Mission of Burma, 
Selecter, Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
#3. Ramones , Undertones, Fripp, Pas
tiche, Joe "King" Carrasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. I , 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, 
Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Mo
dels, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, 
Feelies, Rockats, Bush Tetras, Delta 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the 
Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#6. Gary Numan, XTC; Stranglers, 
Stiff Little Fingers, Psychedelic Furs, 
Carlene Carter, Monochrome Set, 
Finger-printz, Thrills, V;. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, 
Kid Creole, Buzzcocks pt. I, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches, Brian 
Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, 
Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999, Buzzcocks 
pt. 2, Gang of 4, Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & 
the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, 
Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, Vitamin, 
Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au 
Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, 
Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#II. Elvis Costello pt. I, Squeeze, Sec
tor 27, Winwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello 
pt. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, 
Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami, 
Shane Champagne, Teardrop Ex
plodes, Blurt , Arthur Blythe, Doug 
Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#14. The 0.ad Kennedys, Insect Surf
ers, U2, Method Actors, Steve Forbert, 

Brian Brain, Bauhaus, Mission of Bur
ma. 
#15. Ada'm alld the Ants, Pearl Har
bour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of 
Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnymen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin. 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, 
Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Eventworks, 
Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam Interview, Atlantics, 
John Cale, Joe Ely, Planet Street, 
UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
Robert Klein 
#19. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods 
Breakup, Billy Idol, Fad Gadget, Plas
tics, Boston Punk Scene, Readers Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, Stampers, Orchestral Ma
noeuvres, Ventures, Letter from Mar
tin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Guide. 
#21. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic 
Furs, City Thrills, Killing Joke, 
Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johansen, T. 
Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy 
Williams. 
#22. Specials, GoGo's, X, Neats, Edith 
Massey, Lydia Lunch, November 
Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson, Peter 
Hammill, Rich Anzalone. England '8 1. 
#23. Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, 
Malcolm McLaren Interview, Romeo 
Void, The Blasters, Ian Hunter, Willie 
Alexander, SS Decontrol , Sleepy 
LaBeef, 007, dBs. 
#24. J. Geils Interview, Deva, Tom 
Verlaine, Dangerous Birds, Trade
marks , Boston Hardcore, The Rings, 
New Order, Phil Gentili. 

IF YOU DON'T 
BUY THIS RECORD, 

YOU'RE STUPID. 

It would be silly to 
miss the Casuals at the 
Inn Square Mens Bar 
Sun. April 18 
and at 
Jacks Sun. April 25. 

WHY? 

thats 
··hy 

(b/w "Saw It Com
in' All Along" on 
Red Rooster Re
cords) 

Also; if you didn't buy 
the Incredibles' first 
single, "Money Won't 
Buy You Happi-
ness" b/w "Meanwhile" 
also on Red-Roos-
ter that was real dumb, too. 
Nice going. 

BOSTON ROCK. 
BACK ISSUES 

#25. Black Flag Interview, Readers 
Poll Results, Pete Shelley, Gun Club, 
Berlin Airlift, Local Band Review #, 
Cramps, Elvis, Raybeats, Grace Jones, 
Salem Sound, Legal advice. 
/ll6. Rk O<:asek, Red Rockers, Alan 
Vega, Boys Life, Panther Burns, Sex 

Execs, Police, Certain Generals, Wash
ington D.C. News, Battle of Broad 
Street. 
1127. Bush Tetras, Club Update, Neigh
borhoods, U2, Flipper, Young Snakes, 
Albert 0, Fleshtones, Waitresses, Lon-
don and D.C. News. ' 

i 1 
Send $2.00 per issue or $5.00 for three issues (includes post

age) to: Back Issues c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury Street, Bos
ton, MA 02116. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. 

m 
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Rock: _________________ _ 
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THE TOWN HAS GONE 
TOTHEDAWGS DAWGS @nm~@rn 

I 

''The Daw gs have produced 
a great album." 

-Doug Simmons, 
Boston Phoenix 

it10~D0[1.]PJ l>l-i: 
- -~:-

gi 
REAL ROCK • PlJRE POP ,... 

/ltYT~ 

PRODUCED BY ClJB KODA ~ 

I 
I 

'· IJapan-----------
1 (a.k.a. "Tin Drum" meets "Gentlemen 
: Take Polaroids") 

============================:(Epic, LP) 
ff,~lf I Monilor-----------YOlJ CAN NEVER HAVE 

ENOlJGH JOHN FELICE /1 • . .I' /," ~REAL : The music Japan presents on this record Monitor 
/,~ .. "' ',, KIDS I is the natural successor to early Roxy Mu- (World Imitation, LP) 

Original 
1977 recording 
1st time issued 
in the U.S. 
"All Kindsa Girls" 
b / w 
"Common at Noon" 

' l sic, middle-period Eno, and the "low, hero-
.Ill f I ic" music of Bowie. Austere influences 

I (that, at one time, had suffocated the band) 
1 have given way to a truly adventurous and 
I inspirational style. Most of the musical 
1 themes favor airy arrangements, cunning 
l and unpredictable percussive treats, and an 
: elusive Oriental sheen. The musicianship is 
1 of the highest order (especially Mick Karn's 
J stimulating bass playing wrapped around 

i============================: Steve Jansen's multi-layered drumming). 
MORE JOHN FELICE I The lyrical themes range from the gnawing 

ROCK & ROLL : intrusions of nostalgia ("The Art of Par
: ties"), the desirability of peace and calm in 
1 the modern wilderness (''Ghosts,'' ''Visions 
I of China"), and the despondency of lost 
1 love ("Gentlemen Take Polaroids"). 

., 
0 
0 .... 
~ 

: Perhaps, it has been their extended resi-
1 dence in Japan-along with their reciprocal 
I companionship with the Yellow Magic Or
J chestra {whose keyboardist co-wrote "Tak
i ing Islands in Africa") that has produced 
I this drastic expanse of expression. Japan 

!============================! :;~t~~r:~~t~isne;bi~ec;~o:!~:ri~~~~: 
SIXTIES LOCAL : available only in Britain is a major state-

ROCK & ROLL : meat in their cultivated career. (Mr. Curt) 

.·.' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • l Zero Boys----------
1 Vicious Circle 
l (nimrod, LP) 
I 
I High-powered hardcore from Indianopo
l 1is. I've been eagerly waitin' on this one 

i============================I since they blasted through town a couple of 

I 

ROCKIN' 
INSTRUMENTALS 

1 months back. Fourteen stellar songs, all 
I askin' for another spin! Rhythm guitarist/ 
I singer Paul Mahern provides a constant 
I. wash from the first track to the last and ev-
1 erything else is just gravy on top. If you've 
I been feelin' jaded and cynical with all the 
I shit that's been crammin' the bins of late, 
I this one's for you. It will remind .)1.>me of 

,..... I SLF's first, back when they had balls and g I something to say 'bout this great society. 
-.." : "You seen them live in the 60's/Die in the ffi I 70's/But we're livin' in the 80's." Anien. 

=============================ii (Michael Hafitz) 

"See The Real Kids and The Dawgsl" 
at The Rat 4/21/82 

':============================i 
I 

These Californians have forged a music 
from one of the most stylistically diverse 
ranges of influence I've come across. Every
thing from African polyrhythmic drum
ming to Ubu synth-textu res by way of Quiet 
Sun riffs, electronically processed crowd 
noises, loud/fast punk, Frithy guitar solos 
and classical rock a la Curved Air will crop 
up at least once on this baby. Expect Japan
ese melodies. Expect post-Wire guitar 
sounds. In short, expect the· kitchen sink. 
Be amazed that it works and call me in the 
morning. (Jim Puccio) 

• 
The Dawgs---------
MyTown 
(Star Rhythm, local LP) 

The Dawgs have been plugging away 
around Boston for years. They were the 
house~band at the Rat for awhile, playing 
every Monday night and being on-call, as 
well as playing obscure roadhouses across 
the region. 

People have slagged the Dawgs for al
legedly being too derivative of Chuck Berry 
(mos1 notably at the 1979 Rumble at the 
Ra1}. That's undeniably 1heir s1ar1ingpoint, 
but they've always added their own ideas. 
With My Town, they've clearly gone be
yond any direct influences. 

Cub Koda of Brownsville Sta1ion fame 
was an excellent choice as producer. He' s 
achieved a decent mix, with a slight rough 
edge that keeps a tension in the sound. The 
only quibble cou ld be that for a guitar 
band, the guitars should be stronger sound-
ing. 

The ten songs on the album are all ori
ginals. My 1wo faves, 'Midnight Moon" 
and "Like You Do Me," are short cuts with 
a Pebbles/Nuggets60's feel. "My Town" is 
a Boston #I song; why is it that Boston 
bands are more prone to this sort of song? 
And the Dawgs are one of the few rock 
bands who can do believable ba\lds, like 
"So Satisfied." 

This is your basic model, non-trendy rock 
and roll album. Check it ou1. (Bruce Stall
smith) 

i Distributed by Rounder, Square Deal, 
i Disc Trac!ing 

David Bowle/Giorgio Moroder--~---0
-·------ [ KIiiing Joke----------

Cal People EMPIRE SONG b/w Brilliant 
I (Backstreet, LP) (Malicious Damage/E.G., import 45) 
: Ava1lablaAt: 

1 HABVARDCOOP,camt>r10.,. OBPH:r.:usaEco11.ns,Beverty Since its recent release, Cat People has ! !~8
!~~~~:11.lli:::~~::'Yb;;:~· :-:~:::.

1
;~~:~~!:~:;thampton been mistakenly referred to by some as the 

I ALL8TBAWBEBll.IE8LOCATIO:lf8 PLATTEBPUIIS,llJorthampton new David Bowie album, which it is not. 
I 11ue1c11111TH, Broo1111na 11.:r.:co11.D TOWJJ, Holyollta 1 Soundtrack to the movie of the same name, 
I •11.1001 A•D BBtooe, cambr10.,. BACK aoox , Amh•nt I Cat People does contain a somewhat ex-! ~~~A~!s;:~~~~~0

11
.-r::r~!,. ::S~:01!,~~P~:t!:~:~

1t11
•m l tended version of "Putting Out Fire," to 

I ALL GOOD VIBBATIO•e STOii.ili JODI'S, Durham : which Bowie contributed his lyrical and 
I B1:L11o•T a:sco:a.De, spr1n,11.10. 11ue1c WOii.LO, 11ancl!.Ht.r I vocal skills; otherwise it is entirely the work 
: IIUIICIIII'l'll, ChiCOpH IIUIICIIUTH, Porhmouth : of composer Giorgio Moroder' who has 
I ALL POl'Coa• LOCATIO•S BOCK IIO'l''l'OII RJ:COBDI, PorhmOQ.th I succeeded in creating an album which can 
\ :c,:•;:_~~~· Hunar ~ ::c:..r::o~!~!~:::~~t::coro. I sound alternately like Low (Bowie/Eno) or 
'====o=·="·=A=a=·="="===== ==============i' the score to a romantic B-movie. Excellent 
I 4'_- La I for late nights while driving through the ! Star Rhythm Records )e,A

1
. 1 Italian Alps. White scarves optional. (Scott 

I P.O. Box 54 ! Pascucci) 
: Malden, Massachusetts i 
i 02148 STAR-RHYTHM I 

Killing Joke always vowed that they 
wouldn't need an outside producer-that 
they could do the job better themselves any
way. While that might have been true in the 
past, KJ have wisely turned to Germany's 
Conny Plank for guidance. The resulting 
"Empire Song," while not much of a de
parture from Killing Joke's noted brand of 
metalbeat, is still suitably driving. It's espe
cially noteworthy for the inclusion of lyrics 
on the record's sleeve-no more guessing as 
to what Jaz might be gurgling. Killing Joke 
occasionally remind one of AC/DC without 
the frontal lobotomy. l think that's a good 
thina. (Gerard Cosloy) 





Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16-Track 
Recording 

$18.00 Per Hour Standard Hourty Rate 

• Full-sized 21 · x 31' studio with 2 Iso. booths& vonoble 
pomhons. 16' x 16" control rm. corpeted ond oir con
d1t1oned 
• Instruments include 6'1'" Hume Grond. Hammond 
with Leslie Hohner · elect piano. Slingerland drums. 
Fender twin re,,,a,t:,_ Sunn coll1seurn. others 
• Microphones Neumcnn U87. KM84 . .AJ<G C451E. 
Dl 2E . D 125. D222: Electro-Voice (2) Re-20. Sennhe,ser 
(2) MD 441 . MD 421. Shu-e (3) SM57. Oown PZM. 
• Equipment includes Tangent 16 x 16 Console. TAS
CAll,1 85-16. DBx Noise Reduction. OTAA MX505IB. 
TfAC 33405. i>l.TEC 604-81< and /luotone Monitor.;, 
.AJ<G heodphones. master room Xl-305 re,,,a,t:,. Ashley 
SC-50 compressors. UlEI EQ. Omn,crott GT-4. Oown 
power amps. TfAC coss deck & more 
• Add1t1onol. extensive array of studio equip & music 
inst available for rental 

NEWBURY SOUND 
l08 MASS. AVE BOSTON 02115267-4095 

WATCH FOR UPCOMING BOSTON SHOWS 



PROMOTIONAL T-SHIRTS FOR 
ROCK 'N ROLL BANDS 

AND BUSrnESS 

Salem Screen Printers 
32 Haverhill Rd 
Salem, NH 03079 

PEOPLE IN STORES 45 
Metaphor/White Funk 

PfOPlt IN TOflE1 

' ' ' 1&4 

• PROPELLER EP 
w/ Neats, PiS, 
CCCPTV, Wild Stares 

(603) 893-8808 
(617) 965-9793 

PROPELLER 
CASSETTE 

ANTHOLOGY 
10 Bands, 17 Songs! 

DON'T BE STUPID 
Listen to: SS Decontrol 

Native Tongue 
The Outlets 
Gang Green 
Jerry's Kids 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . . . 

. ! 

J ·, . 
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Another month shot to hell, and the 
burning question is: Do maturation and co
optation necessarily go hand-in-hand, or is 
it just a public display of affection? 

Well, Ralph Camey (ex-Tin Huey, cur
rently a Waltraa) still thinks he's Frank 
Zappa. His newest band/project is called 
Swollen Monkeys. Their LP, After Birth of 
the Cool (Cachalot Records) features a 
sizeable (for rock) horn section which can't 
seem to decide whether it's in Mexico City 
or a Gennan beer-hall. A tough decision in
deed: either way you get awesome gas. My 
advice is to skip this one, and if you simply 
must have oom-pah in your diet, snag a 
copy of Drax.ton's Creative Orchestra Music 
1976 and a pack of Rolaids. 

FGTAL FUNNIESl 
abeld of so much of the electro pack, 
namely a healthy abuse of pre-recorded 
tapes of authority fJ.lllffll, a clear under
ltandina of tbe power of positive distortion 
and tbc wif6- to jam endlessly in front 
of a captift audlenoe. Noce that two thirds 
of tbc-,- from 11111 record are to 
bt am to pun:11ae - Applia for a 
cMllan llolpltal inl'olantl. 

A better bet for terminal cases is Snake
finger's latest, Manual of Errors (Ralph R~
cords). This is the Snakcfingcr to have if 
you're having only one, sporting plenty of 
help from Bttfheart sideman Eric Drew 
Feldman in the form of keys, production 
and a bit of writing. The two cover tunes 
arc masterful strokes, too. "Shining Faces" 
is yet another tribute to the late Nino Rota, 
being an excerpt from his soundtrack to Fel
Unl's Julie/ of lhe Spirits, while "The Gar
den of Earthly Delights'' has been disin
terred from the ergot-soaked Sixties plot 
where lies The United Stales of America, 
RIP . (They were fairly strange, I might add. 
Imagine Charles Ives crossed with It's A 
Beautiful Day.)'The one tune co-penned by 
Feldman, aptly entitled "Beatnik Party," is 
pretty damned hep. It makes me want to see 
Top Cal reruns on cheap blotter. 

Also beat is the latest project by Young 
Marble Giantess Alison Stratton, a nee
lounge combo called Weekend. The single, 
"The View From Her Room" b/w "Leaves 
of Sorin~·· (Rough Trade, import) is an an
achronistic gem of sorts. Both sides flash 
nicely reconstructed period horn charts. I 
prefer "Leaves" for ill more stniaht-abead 
bop. "View" is )1111 a bit too - '6 for 
my taste. 

So you don't _, to Id _, Listen 
to H-0. Ill tllelr ,_ Speed Rtcanl 

(New Alliance Records). These guys mean 
it. We're talking really/as! hardcore thrash. 
Some of this stuff rampages through fairly 
rough changes, no less. Judging from the 
breakneck clip it all goes at, I would have to 
say the Huskers have a real athletic bent . 
The concerts have got to be, um, stimulat
ing to say the least. 

You say you've never been hyperactive? 
Well, there's more than one way to annoy 
your neighbors. I myself initially did not en
joy the Diagram Brothers' album Some 
Miracles of Modern Science (New Hor
mones, import) . This one takes the humor
less scratch-funk of bands like Gang of 
Four a few steps further out. The chords are 
considerably more dissonant, the melodies 
about as impenetrable to most ears as Beef
heart's Troul Mask Replica, for example. 
This record will never be popular, though it 
might become "important." The dense 
construction, together with the decorative 
diagrams of toasters, neutron bombs and 
other widgets, makes this record highly re
commended to the tech community. (You 
know: MIT, CalTech, ARPA and the rest 

at: Newbury Comics, Rebop Rec:ordl, Rocklt Records, 
. ...ic, New England Music City, The Coop and Discount R&-

For Bookings: (401) 942·8297 

of the defense leeches ... ) 
Also expressionist are Elnsturunde Nca

bauten, a German experimental unit whose 
recent elpee Ko/laps (Zickzack, import) has 
got to be one of the most exlreme pieces of 
vinyl around. The lyrics arc angrily de
claimed visceral post-Brechtian stuff, some
times electronically distorted. The music is a 
harsh blend of concrete electronics and 
minimalism derived from Karlhelnz Stock
hausen, Faust, Henry Cow and the like, 
though more desperate and a lot less pretty 
than much of their output. On the cover 
you see the instruments: guitars, an axe, a 
hacksaw, pliers, a jackhammer, car horns, 
keyboards, a dirt rake, a crowbar, a ham
mer, sheets of metal. .. It sounds like they 
used it all, too. 

Of course there are many of you who en
joy your industrial music a bit less on the 
grating side. People like this might find 
Cabaret Voltai~ side bands a bit more to 
taste, non? Take The Pressure Company 
for example. The new live album So/idar
nosc (Solid Records, import) still features ' 
many of the goodies that put these folks 

Tlntl of rdlpan in aD ill llllllifawlom? 
Let It out - 71w ~ Is 11w E.ataq/ 
Drr,nlc OIi 7lw"-'•-(4AD, '-' 
LP). TbeAfO'lylideb..,..._'**"4 
by • duee-plece wllich iDdudel -
perstar S-- OD putar. &a--. 
guitar drones offset what b pert,apo die 
most feanome vocal wailina Lunch Im :,et 
put to record. Need morr aotbk: roctm., 
Flip this baby over and you ftnd Tllo -
day Party ready to rip throuat, 16 mlnata 
of truly intense iconoclasm, indudina a few 
tunes from their landmark studio effort. 
Prayers On Fire, as well as a cover of tbe 
Sttioaes' tune "Loose." Oops, I almost for
got: both sides of this amazing pack• are 
live recordings, so stand back. 

"We are of like mlads" Deputmntt: 
Watch for neo-psychedelicists Oawllaa 

Chaos' cassette album Homunculus Equi
nox (Foetus Products, import). Anti-reli
gious sentiment abounds, along with well
executed Euro electronics in the early 70s 
tradition of bands like Faust, Gong, Amon 
Duul and so forth, a cover version of Herb 
Alpert's ''Taste of Honey,'' and another tune 
sung from the viewpoint of a foetus, enti
tled "Mummy's Tummy," not to mention 
cover art absolutely /eslOoned with the little 
buggers. Food for thought for anyone given 
to contemplating the Zeitgeist. 

See ya. Remember to keep those promo 
objects coming: it's how I stay informed. 

Ed. note: John Brusger is on vacalion. 
His Voice of Muck column will relurn nut 
issue. 

COOPERSTEIN 
& 

COOPERSTEIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Offering Counseling and Representatlan 
To Performers and Musicians 

CONTRACTS, COPYRIGHT 
and all related areas 

for an appointment call "1-SMI 
2400 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140 

EIGHT TR.~CK HECORDI'sG rad1· 
6-t=i 81·at·11n St.. l\.1•nmun• S1 1. 

254-7071 

- ........ JS 



M.I.A.'s 
"Our OF TouCH" 

BOOKINGS-ANTHONY 

247-4024 
277-1632 

• 
-NEW RADIO RELEASE 

I ----•••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 

:Tuesday May 4 at the Inn Square 

FREE BEER 
AND 

ADMISSION 
WITH THIS COUPON 

See two of Boston's hottest new 
bands and have one complimentary 

draft on the house. 

1 Limit one per person. Positive ID required. Offer void once club Is at capacity. 

: presented by the 
: Inn Square Mens Bar 
: 1350 Inman Square, Cambridge 
I and 
: ______________ Boston Rock Ma9azlne ______________ _ 

••••••••••••••••••••••• CLUB PICKS by Julie Panebianco 
APRIL 19 and 20 at the Channel. ZBC BENEFIT and the HIGH 
SCHOOL TIMES BENEFIT. 
Two all-ages shows in a row. The ZBC Benefit (Monday) includes the 
Dangerous Birds, Wild Stares, Primary Colors and the Proletariat. 
High School Times (Tuesday) has gathered Boys Life, Shrapnel, The 
Real Kids, Gang Green and The Not. 
APRIL 21, WED., at the Metro. HUMAN SEXUAL RESPONSE 
This is the first "farewell" concert I've actually felt bad about. A 
great, great band. 
APRIL 22, THURS. at the Paradise. TOOTS ANDTHEMAYTALS 
Funky, lively, soulful reggae: Toots puts on a great show. 
APRIL 23, FRI. at the Paradise. BUSH TETRAS 
Hypnotic dance/ trance mumbo jumbo. 
APRIL 28, WED. at the Metro. GRAHAM PARKER 

·Graham hasn't visited us since, uh, 1979. A long awaited rare appear
ance. 
APRIL 29, THURS. at Inn Square. SEX EXECS 
l love this band, especially in this bar. Jumpy, poppy, danceable 

.songs by a band whose rhythm is their religion. 
MAY I, SAT. at the Orpheum, Human League; at the Channel, 
LOU MIAMI; Mavericks, BAD BRAINS 
A cab hopping night. 
MAY 6, THURS. at Spit, THE FLESHTONES 
Fun band, party band, garage band. Get the picture? 
MAY 7 & 8, at Jack's THE DARK and PETER DAYTON 
Two of Boston's best. 
MAY 13, at the Metro. DAVE EDMUNDS 
He shouldn't stick it where the sun don't shine. He's great. 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MtttoeoLIS 
RETURnS 
TO 
Tt-1E 
CITY 

2844741 



APRIL 

·Sun 11 The Frat, Providence , RI 
Thu 22 The Raft, Lowell, MA w/The Jackals 
Fri 23 Uncle Sam's, Nantasket w/New England 
Sun 25 Main Event, Providence, RI w/Tommy Tutone 
Tue 27 Bunratty's, Allston MA 
Wed 28 SMU , Dartmouth MA 

r----------------------------------1 
I 
I HIGH SCHOOL TIMES ~ 

Q -'!alt prmn.. G. .... -f> 

1,a1:t1\ 11!1,.._~ G. 
°90~& G,Y 

Slfll -tltll 
,-,.1> ~ 4Pl\TJJ.r, 'NO't 

-t-,'f>'f--1,'\l all ages admitted! 
Tuesday April ao at The Channel 

Doon open at 7 p.m . 
Adml.Hion $11.00 at door 

$3.00 with thia adl 

THE 

CHANNEL THEONLY 
r! ~~~:~t1~T PLACE TO ROCK! 
------------------------

Fri. 16 The Atlantlcs 
The Sex Execs, Prime Movers 

Sat.17 The Nighthawks 
The Paula Veck Band 

Mon.19 Benefltfor90.3WZBC 
ALL AGES SHdW. Doors open 7:00 p.m. 
Dangerous Birds, WIid Stares, Primary Colors, 
The Proletariat 

Tues. 20 Benefit tor HIGH SCHOOL TIMES 
ALL AGES SHOW. Doors open 7:00 p.m. 
Boys Life, Shrapnel, The Real Kids, Gang Green, 
The Not 

Thurs. 22 GIANT SCREEN VIDEO DANCE PARTY 
"NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND" 

Frl.23 

Sat.24 

Sun.25 

Thurs. 29 

Frl. 30 

Starring: Someone and the Somebodies, Pastiche, New 
Models, Rubber Rodeo, The Trademark.a, The Outlets, 
Primary Color&, Lou Miami and the Kozmetlx, City Thrllla, V;, 
Native Tongue. 

The new PASTICHE Big Band 
The Schemers 

Berlln Alrllft 
Norman Nardini alld the Tigers 
THE CHANNEL APPRECIATION CONCERT 
THE MAKE, SCIENCE FRICTION 
Get free tickets at any previous Channel concert! 
Natural Light Baar Night. 

Commander Cody 
Rubber Rodeo, The Last Round Band 

Clarence Clemons 
and the Red Bank Rockers 
Neon 

Sat. May 1 MAY DAY PAGEANT .. . CASH PRIZE 

Lou Miami & the Kozmetlx 
November Group, Dangerous Birds 

Thurs. 6 The Mighty Invaders 

Sat. e L.A. Womafll 
Thurs. 13 wcoz CLUB NIGHT 

Image, The Dream 

Fri. 14 The Eric Burden Band 

Sat. 15 The Stompers 

Sun. 16 ALL AGES SHOW 

The Stompers 
Doors Open 4:00 p.m. 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES• OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 
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The RAT 

The CLUB 

JUMBO'S 

X - it 13 

apr29 

may 1 

may6 

may29 

. May Day at the 
Media Workshop 

"Art for Our Sake" 
A group exhibition: 

5/1 at 530 Comm. Ave. 
8 - 12 p.m. (opening party) 

gallery hours 1 · 5 p.m. Tues. to Sat. 

May 112 midnight to 5 a.m. 
Grand Opening Party 

Bad Brains 
The Freeze 

The Proletariat 
call 266-5828 to confirm 

THECOB.E 

April 16 Mr. C's 
April 17 Jasper's 
April 24 Hesser College 
April25 U .Maine 
April 29 Club 28 
May 7 Frolics 
May 8 The Raft 

little deers 
c; & !> 

STRANGEWAYS 

Apr. 20 

Inn Sq. Men's Bar 

Telephone: 491-7800 { ~ 

iill~ 
where great sounds are born nightly I 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 

A FEW OF OUR UPCOMING BANDS: 

4114-15 The Lines 4123 Dish 

4116 Angry Young Bees 4124 Hypertension 
Animal Dance 4128 The Dark 

4117 Downtime 4129 Gary Shane& 

4120-21 The Duke Robillard The Detour 

Band X·Dreams 

4122 New England's legendary 517 The Dark 

Babe Pinet 518" Peter Dayton Band 
a tribute to American Blues The Upstarts 

Call 491-7800 for other dates. 

Thu 15 

The Pencils 
Fri 16 

from Texas 

Brave Combo 
Sat 17 

Young Rationals 
Sun 18 

The Incredible Casuals 
Mon18 

Luther "Guitar" Jr. 
& the Blues Rockers 
featuring Ron Levy 

Tue20 

little deers 
Strange Ways 

Wed21 

Peter Dayton Band 
Thu 22 

Benny & the Big Notes 
Fri 23 

Planet Street 
Hi-Beams 

Sat24 
TBA 

Sun 25 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 26 

Limbo Race 
Tue 27 

Downtime 
Wed28 

Crockett 
Thu 29 

The Sex Execs 
Fn 30 

Angry Young Bees 
Sat May 1 

Trademarks 
Sun 2 

Big Sixteen 
Mo n 3 

Dish 
Tue 4 

Boston Rock Night 
Wed5 

Seals 
Thu b 

Hypertension 
Fr/7 

Drum McDowell 
Sat8 

New Models 
Sun9 

Duke Robillard 

491-9872 
1350 Cambridge SI. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambrldge 



in their last Boston appearance 
until the summer 

SAT. MAY I AT THE 
INN SQUARE MENS BAR 

coming soon 
the new single 

HSHE KNOWS" 
for out of town dates: 783-9 2'13 

STOP, LOOK & LISTEN 
TO 

Rampage 

HEAR 
YOUNC SNAKES 

AND 

DIATRIBE 
AT 

CALLERY EAST 
24 EAST ST., SOUTH STATION 
FRIDAY, APRIL 23,9 P.M. 

~'%::'."ffi'W-¾~~-~~ 

9 9 9 

~.11~e deers 
0 0 0 

Apr. 20 
Inn Sq.Men's Bar 
Apr. 28 
the Channel 
May4 
the Rathskellar 
comehear us 

HEAVYWEIGHT MUSIC 
COMPETITIONS 

SOUTH NORTH LOCAL 
Thu 4122 Thu4/29 Thu 516 

E.T.A. Prime Forona 

Thar, Movers The Stores 

Heroes Yitai Signs The First 

Paradox Jackie & 
The 

... more 

.. . more Rippers 
Opposites 
... more 

FINALS - SAT. MAY 22 
9PM 

COMING IN APRIL 
8 Real Kids & Dreznlak 
9 Badge (Beat of Cream) 

10Shlre 
12 Bu1lne11ment 
14 Apple (Beatles Tribute) 
15 Chris Martin Group 
16 Jania (Joplln Tribute) 
17 Preservation (Kinks Tribute) 
16 & 17, 9 PM Uncle Pleasant Band 
23 Ugly Rumours ('Dead Show) 
24 Slap 
28 Straightaway 
30 The Other Band (Doors Show) 

MAY 
1 Allen Estes Band 

7 &8 Babe Pino Band 
13-15 MasaachuHtts 
20 Uncle Pleasant Band 
21 Hanging Woman Creek 

DEAD LENNON S. 

"T'ltE LASr SACRI Fi Cc 

PETIT MAL. 

MAVEl\lC.K'S 
Toosdc.y MAY .L\ 

e, tnek or\:) a 

-:i, .,, 

~ THE BIMBOS ~ 
~ 542-4282 ~ 
,• April 17 Cantones -:i, 
~ .. •• vs. the MIGHTY IONS ~ 

April 28 Mavericks • 
~ with In The Red § 
~ (Sig says Lazers are cowards) ~ 

V.•.•.•.-..v.v. ...... Yh .. YN.YNN'.w.-E. 

CRYPTIC EDGE 
POST MODERNS 
NOISE PENCIL 

Fri., April 23, 8 p.m. - 12 mid. 
Museum School, 
230 The Fenway 
DANCE PARTY! 

Negative ID required ... 

• 
STAR RHYTHM RECORDS & CHERRYLANE 

PRESENT 
REAL ROCK & ROLL NIGHT 

THE REAL KIDS 
THEDAWOS 

THE LAST ONES 
WED., APRIL 21 

RATHSKELLER 528 COMM. AVE., BOSTON 
247-8309 

BE THERE!!! 

rTlc'JllEU i[l~S 112 BROAD ST. 

lti~lll1 
423-4333 

advance tlx sold at Newbury Comic• 

1}11111\ltl 
Fri 16 Sun 2 

BOYS LIFE CLAMSHELL BENEFIT 
PRIMITIVE ROMANCE Weds 

Sat 17 POST MODERNS 
Propeller Records Presenls T.B.A. 

V; Thu 6 
WILD STARES MINISTRY 
CHRISTMAS OCTOBER DAYS 

Sun 18 Fri 7 
DREZNIAK from NYC 

VITAL SIGNS BAND OF OUTSIDERS 
Wed21 Sat 8 

DIATRIBE NATIVE TONGUE 
NOISE PENCIL Sun 9 

Thu 22 THE PROLETARIAT 
fro m LeKmgJon. KY F.U.'s 

RED INTERIORS INFORMERS 
CHRISTMAS 

Wed 12 
Fri 23 LOCAL NOISE ORGANIZATION 

DANGEROUS BIRDS RADIO NOVI NO 
SALEM66 

Thu 13 
Sat 24 fromS.F 

INSECT SURFERS THE LIFTERS 
ZODIODOZE POST MODERNS 

Sun 25 Fri 14 
WHRB Benefit SOMEONE & 

PRIMITIVE ROMANCE THE SOMEBODIES 
YOUNG SNAKES LIMBO RACE 

SEX EXECS 
Sat 15 

Wed28 FromPh;/1 

BIMBOS HEAD CHEESE 
IN THE RED LIMBO RACE 

Thu 29 
I 

Sun 16 I 
UPSTARTS I from Auslralta 

PRIME MOVERS I. SURGICAL PENIS KLINIK 
I fromS.F. 

Fri 30 I FACTRIX 
THE UNATTACHED I 

I Coming: 
Sat May I I SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS 

BAD BRAINS I SLICKEE BOYS 
VITAMIN I 

TSOL I 
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BLACK SABBATH BLOWOUT 
·NOT AVAILABLE DOMESTICALLY(STRAIGHT FROM ENGLAND) 

SPECIAL-Limited Time Only-4.99 
A.--+ BLACK SABBATH "Live at Last" 
B.--+BLACK SABBATH "Greatest Hits 

(import LP or Cassette) 

TUNES TO GO, INC. 
P.O. BOX 6908 
HICKSVILLE, NEW YORK 11802 

-GUARANTEED!-
Detach and send now, please print neatly 

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· Name 

Address 

ORDER 
NOW: 

ALSO 
Check Choices 
For Free Import 
Catalogues 

LP Cass 

D Rock/Heavy metal 
D New Wave/Punk/Dance 
D Count,y/Pop'MOR 
D JazzlBlueslSoul 
D Classical 
D Reggae 
0 B011 Se1s 
0 Comptlatlons 

Send Check 
or money order 
(NO CASH) 
Allow several 
weeks for dellvery 

Quantity 11 ,Ice "" Amount 

LIVE AT LAST x 4.99 = 
GREATEST HITS X 4.99 = 

MERCHANDISE TOTAL._ ___ __. 
(NY STATE ADD SALES TXl,1---~--; 

SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS,,_ __ 1 ._5~0 _ __. 
TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED~---~ 

Send lorm with payment to 
Tunes To Go, Inc. 

by Michael Hofitl 
Norn the continuously ro1a1ing Propeller 

camp comes two new casseues. "All We 
Want" is a radio-bound exclusive from the 
WIid StarH. The last time they were consid
ered here, my lukewarm response stemmed 
from their seemingly purposeful decision 10 
cram an absurd number of ideas into each 
song, ultimately making for a not-too-lis
tenable product. "All We Want," on the 
other hand, stays with a basic theme and 
sparks fly. If I'm not mistaken, this is the 
first WS recording with Fran 'Miller on bass. 
The song is more about a feeling than some
thing as specific as, say, tripping over a 
boy/girl on the way out to get a burger. 
Each line has its own deliberate punch. 
Taken totally out of context, '' I know what 
your game is ... You love it don't you. 
We remain comrades in arms ... They shoot 
from the gut." Jus1 about covers everyone, 
eh? With upcoming gigs in Philly and New 
Yawk, and a single due in the summer, the 
Wild Stares are finally on a roll. See 'em at 
Maverick's on April 17 and The Channel 
the 19th as pan of the WZBC benefit. 

Ah, Christmas time. The light in the 
darfness of all this insanity. Or is this the 
insanity, light years beyond all else re
viewed? The two songs recorded are "Close 
My Eyes" and "Dig We Must." "Close My 
Eyes" will be on the next Propeller EP, due 
in a month, along with selections from 21-
645, Dangerous Birds and V;. Daved Hild 
wro1e the words and the skeletal tune. it be
gins on a slow pulse and stays rather calm 
until the gremlins escape the forced restraint 
nearly half way through. Keyboard player 1 

Peter Dixon, who is no longer with the 
band, plays with such finesse that even after 
one listen, each nuance or slight tor.e shad
ing becomes an intrinsic part of each com
position. Drumm,:r Liz Cox, playing nearly 

a whole year, is quite competent, c oosmg 
to lay the foundation almost exclusively by 
beating the shit out of her set. Cox's voice 
on "Close My Eyes" is immaculate, a pre· 
cise fit, floating above Peter's thick notes. 
"I close my eyes/Even when the parade 
goes by/I won't come ouuut." And when 
there's boy genius Michael Cudahy, guitar
ist, singer and violinist. On this tape, his 
guitar work is so understated that a close 
ear is essential to really hear all that's going 
on. The sound of the band live is totally dif
ferent, with Cudahy choosing to play guitar 
on the verge of chaos, all the while falling 
about the stage as though imaginary strings 
were being pulled randomly from above. As 
with all truly stimulating and inspired 
bands, their live performances tend to be 
either technicolor masterpieces or stentor
ian commercials for aspirin. Never a middle 
ground. The new keyboard player is Peter 
Rutigliano. Playing April 17 at Mavericks. 
Christmas, 7 Ashford St., Allston, MA 
02134. 

German Shepherds arc San Francisco's 
answer to the Creature Double Feature. 
Grossly fascinating (and ·sometimes hilari
ous) short stories over electronic backdrops, 
their four song demo is a follow up to their 
first single, "Message From J.J.," a chilling 
vignette of an actual Jonestown session. 

The new tape features Messrs. Scheatyle 
and Stark moving into other areas like 
drugs ("THC"), destruction ("The Earth
quake Has Come") and whining ("Quit 
It"). "Don't/I don't like that/Quit it/I 
don't wanna/Don't make me." Music for 
those with spleens and nightmares intact. 
I'm afraid that this is the real christian 
death. Join their growing stable of unsta
bles and write S&M Records, 601 Minneso
ta St., San Francisco, CA 94131. 

And from Lexington; Kentucky, that is, 

comes the following merciless hatchet Job. 
Someone and the Somebodies (THE worst 
name of all time) is a group of highly-talent· 
ed locals led by part-time critic Tristram Lo
zaw. "Pet Peeves," a one song radio and 
press release was recorded live on tour un
der the U2 wing. The feel is dismally unin
spired which raises the question of why they 
bothered. Maybe to come back with a sou
venir? It would have been better if 1hey 
photographed the birthplace of Albert O. 
The "Pet Peeves" hook is set from the start 
but refuses to take hold. The reverb serves 
only to enhance the mediocrity of the voc
als. But then, what do I know? This is pro· 
bably a great song. Look, U2 likes 'em and 
boy are they good. De gustibus non disput
andum est. (Eh?-ed.] 

John Irwin writes that "Erik Lindgren 
knows of my Mo"lng Parts and wishes me 
luck in using the name." I doubt if Lind
gren's wishes will make any difference as 
this band already has more exposure than 
the former Boston band ever had. A pick 
hit in last month's New York Rocker, this 
three song tape shows a mature instrument/ 
vocal mix, yet the songs never really chal
lenge the listener. It's quite palatable stuff, 
to be sure, but the Moving Parts never 
break through to new territory. The vocals 
remind me of Roger McGuinn, although 
lyrically, at least in attitude, they are more 
akin 10 David Byrne. Excellent arrange
ments throughout and some top-shelfgui1ar 
work. There's no reason why this band 
couldn't be a huge FM success. Moving 
Parts, P.O. Box 17435, Seattle, WA 98117. 

Primitive Romance has a new four song 
demo circulating. They make good use of 
their influences (Velvets, Wire, etc.) al
though "Ice" recalls a certain Manchester 
band a bit 100 much, especially the melo· 
dramatic lyric: "Some mornings/When I 
gel home from parties/ I'd like to shoOI the 

sun down ... " Dumb, really. However, I'm 
just picking nits, and on the whole the band 
is well worth the time and effort to go see. 

A representative from Darkworld Indus
tries handed me a casselte of material from 
New York's CelebrUy Teens. It 's called 
"Excerpts From Mature Groove Bombs." 
I'm not sure whether I was handed excerpts 
from a longer work or the entire thing. 
Anyway, the Celebrity Teens play electronic 
pop party music and they're bringing their 
groove thang up to Mavericks soon. Sounds 
like a quirky good time. 

The sleeper tape this month is a four song 
demo from SOmerville's Psycho. Besides not 
ever being mentioned alongside 1he Boston 
hardcore contingent, I don't think they've 
ever been memioned at all. All four songs 
are hard and fast with the vocals much 
100 up front for my liking. The execu
tion, especially the scaring guitar, more 
than makes up for the studio problem. 
"Death in the Streets" and "Gun Out of 
Control," both penned by bass player Billy 
Normal, have that knack of fusing musical 
and lyrical relevancy without going over the 
same old ground. They're worth some radio 
play or at least a view-if they exist. 7-13 
Mortimer Place #5, Somerville, MA 02145. 

The grater of the month is Petit Mal. Do 
two women, drums and synthesizer make a 
band? So long as they stay in the studio with 
a good producer the answer is yes. Randy 
Black of Limbo Race did a fine job creating 
layers and layers of synths and vocals. As 
an experiment, Petit Mal works, but for 
steady listening I'd rather gel depressed in 
peace. 

p;ctures, background information and, 
of course, tapes (preferably cassette) either 
live or studio, should be sent to Michael Ha
fltz c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., 
Boston, MA 02116. 



tols. Punk isn't conveyed by the music in 
the film, which is mostly the Neil Young 

Directed by Dennis Hopper. Starring theme. And although CeBe bandies about 
Lindo Monz and Dennis Hopper. At the the names Sid Vicious and Johnny Rotten, 
Coolidge Corner Moviehouse, Brookline. she only listens to Elvis Presley, her hero. 

Out of the Blue is Dennis Hopper's se- The writers conveniently forget the bloated, 
cond directorial effort since the seminal sequined presence with which most fifteen
Easy Rider. Made in Canada in 1980, it is year-olds would associate Elvis. But the El
now making its American debut. I'd like to vis obsession seems to be a handy way to ii
say it was worth the wait, but though Out of lustrate CeBe's extreme love/hate relation
/he Blue possesses a certain power, it is a ship with her father. In the climactic con~ 
mess, and ultimately a disappointment. frontation scene, CeBe is wearing her fa. 

The film takes its cue from a line of the ther's old black leather jacket and her hair 
Neil Young song which is its theme: ''it's is greased back o lo The King. " 

~:!t:i~: ~~;; ~:: ~~:i:;,[~~~t~:~~~~ f:a~; These muddled cultural metaphors would 

10 a final incendiary explosion. have made the film unbearable if it weren't 
The family in question is reunited when for the performance of Linda Manz as Ce

the father (Dennis Hopper) is released from Be. She embodies the restlessness , reckless
jail and goes home to his wife (Sharon Far- ness, smarts, and vulnerability that make all 
rell) and teenaged daughter (Linda Manz). those tacked-on slogans supernuous. The 

· The center of the film is the daughter, Ce Be film's high point comes after Ce Be hitches a 
(so nicknamed because she spends hours at ride to the big city, and ends up at a gig by 
the mike of the CB radio in her father's the Pointed Sticks. Following a ludicrous 
junked truck). CeBe is the town punk rock- "punk backstage" scene, the band's drum
er, and there is an intimation that the film- mer takes CeBe on stage, hands her the 
makers are trying to do for punks what sticks, and lets her bash away. It's CeBe's 
Easy Rider did for hippies. That the result only moment of total release, and the rap
is laughable only shows that Hopper and ture on Linda Manz's face is moving. 

by Betsy Sherman 

the screenwriters are no more in touch with Dennis Hopper gives a good performance 
"punk" than the vast majority.of filmmak- as a rebel-without-a.cause iU--equipped to 
crs. handle his apprqaching middle·qe, and 

Punk is reduced to a catchphrase, and a who has made himself his dauahtcr's best 
hollow one at that. The trappings of friend and worst enemy. 'But his im.provtu. 
''punk'' make up only one aspect of the tionaldirectoralstyleleadstotomeauper
movie, but I couldn't help letting the dis- atingly inarticulate scenes: fale under Too 
honest use of them get under my skin. CeBe Intense for Words. 
chatters into her radio mike about "anar- If you're willina to lift tbroup, some 
chy" and "pretty vacant," cute throw- wrongheaded dopneerina. the perform-P'---
aways that belie the fact 1h.-.t the phrases ance of Linda Manz will make Ou/ of lhe 
had real meaning when used by the Sex Pis- Blue worth sceina- ""'======='-'-===.ca-=-"-'=====-==--'---""-'=--=-.,. 

::!:j:j:!:!}:(:!:i\:!:1:::!:!:1:!:!:i:!:!:!:\!:!:!:jf!:!:!:!:!:!:\:!:!\'.if!i!\t{t .. · · ·:;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::;:::;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;::.; · · 
Flrsl Offtnst-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core-Frttu, 
TMH etc. Send 50¢ per issue to 
F.O. PO Box 336W. Yarmouth 
MA02673 
MUSICIANS: most record 
deals today are made by produ
cers who find new talent. Reeve 
over 300 addresses of top pro
ducers to send tape to. $5.SO to 
UPHILL MUSIC 1626 N. Wil
cox Suite 703 Hollywood, CA 
90028. 

Coming soon ... dredde foole 
and the din. Signaling the call 
to March. 
CATCH A FIRE only Manhat
tan reggae band all original ma
terial 1ttks aJgs or agtnl in Bos
ton. Call Jonathan 212-997-
9093. Rtggat Against Rt11an. 
SATIN PANTS etc. For enter
tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
catalogue. SATIN SALES, 
Dept. 20, 7 South 5th St., Min
neapolis , MN 55402. 

WANTED-Used singles. Must 
be in good condition. Must be 
new wave, punk etc. NEW
BURY COMICS, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116. Ask 
for John. 

Suadt Cowboys tqulpmtnt 
slolcn: Fender Rhodes Elcc
lric piano, serial #S2430; ARP 
2600 Synthesizer, serial #26891; 
Yamaha Cs-5 Synthesizer; Gib
son SJN acoustic guitar, D'ar
mand pick-up; Ampcg V4 amp. 
Leave message at 424-1233. 

laotll CLASSIFIED' ADS 
I Individual and band Classified ads cost l $1.00 per line. The business rate Is $1.50per 
it line. Boldface Is available at a rate of .25 exl Ira per word, underline copy to be bold. LIii• 

------- 1 lngs of stolen mu1lcal equipment wlll be 
GG ALLIN IS THE FUCli- I run for free. 

or bring In pe19on to: 
Ba.ton Rock/Newbury Comics 
211 Newbury SlrNt 
Ba.ton, MA 02118 
Please Include name and address whether 
or not you run It In your ad. Boston Rock Is 
published on the third Thursday of each 
month. Ad deadline Is the second Thurs
da)'. of the month. 

~<;,~~~:~~~LE IN THE I All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
s,oo R,w,nt ro, «1um or Gib I classified over the phone (617) 266-8787 by 
~·i b~:~1.:;hf~;;,i~;~i~v ~~~ l using your Master Card or Visa card or matt 
wareGrovers2coil switches no I mm..:zfm.~~-~k ;:;:;L.~Z=~.W3i'.®f*~,,·, -----@~--------------¾W'l/i!!/i'l/i!!/i!ll 
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Phone: 
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w/advcrtising, mgmt, p. rela- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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by Nayme Drawper 

Arter a fruitless comeback, Pastiche 
has finally decided to throw in the 
towel. Ex-bassist Brad Hal/en and long 
time vocalist Ken shaved-head Scales 
will be joining the Graphics. Undoubt
edly the most disheartening news or the 
spring is that Human Sexual Response 
will be playing their last gig at Metro 
on April 21. Unlike the Rings Who 
played literally dozens or farewell 
shows, I suspect this will be it for HSR. 

Congratulations and best of luck to 
Mach Bell, ex-Thundertrain, Hits, 
Mag 4, etc., who has just become the 
new vocalist for the Joe Perry Project. 
Another old timer, Steve Cataldo of 
the Nervous Eaters is back. Steve can 
occasionally be heard rehearsing up
stairs at the Hoodoo Barbecue. Speak
ing of old, how come the tapes from 
the otherwise excellent Maximum Rock 
and Rolf on Wl YN (Sundays, 10 to 11 
p.m.) are so dated? Just last week they 
were featuring lhe best compilations 
from 1981. For anybody that wants to 
hear new hardcore on the radio, I sug
gesl you listen to Faster Than You wilh 
Choke and Karie on WERS (Sundays, 
7~30 to 8 p.m.) and the fifleen minute 
Hardcore Hour (!) with Dave Smalley 
on WZBC (Thursday, 9 to 9:15). 

According 10 whoever answered the 
phone at Spit, Anthony Botta is 
"0-U-T" of a job at Boston's chicesl 
nightspot. Depending on who you ask, 
the long-time manager either quit or 
was fired. Does Spit own WLYN? Or 
does WLYN own Spit? II sure sounds 
like it. And do they use Park Shuttle 
And Fly to commute between the two 
places? 

A recent £ire at the Mudd Club in 
New York forced Rubber Rodeo to 
cancel their gig there. Ifs good to hear 
that many of our bands, including No
vember Group, BoJ1s life, Lou Miami, 
Dangerous Birds, Wild Stares and Na
tive Tongue have begun getting regular 
bookings in the Big Apple. Janis 
Reed's favorite celebrity Rich Anza
lone now works at Rock.it Records in 
Saugus. 

More than a foot of snow cancelled 
opening day for many major league 
baseball teams last monlh, but it didn't 
stop Ralph Fate/lo from surfing on the 
North Shore. Junk Mail has just re
turned from an "honest to god" tour 
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of South America. The Junkers plan to 
go to Japan next, and then return to .... 
Venezuela later this year. Bernie and 
lester of WMBR's Sports Palace will 
spend their summer vacation In the 
Falkland Islands. Former BR editor 
Kate Ingram has opened a rock and 
roll flea market in San Francisco's 
Chinatown. And former Chartbuster, 
Tim Jackson, is the new drummer for 
Vas Deferens. 

Peter Dayton is producing an EP for 
the M.I.A. 's. SS Decontrol is making 
Mr. B remix the tape he produced be· 
cause lethal didn't think the guitar was 
loud enough. Hey Al, how much 
guitah must we take? A new Neighbor
hoods 45, the Neats seven song EP and 
a new Mission of Burma 45, all on Ace 
of Hearts are q,t the pressing plant. Eat 
Records will be releasing a 12" from 
Men In Volts and one from the Incredi
ble Casuals. Coming soon from Pure 
and Easy is a single of the popular 
radio tape .. Johnny's Coal Train" b~ 
Gary Shane and new vinyl from Willie 
loco. The long awaited hardcore com
pilation on Modern Method, This Is 
Boston, Not L.A. and a 45 by the Core 
on lheir own label should be out any
day. 

George Thorogood is ifi Boston to 
begin work on his new Roumler Re
cords album. George and company 
delighted Sex Execs fans last month 
when they showed up at the Inn Square 
Mens Bar for a two hour non-slop sur
prise gig. Joe from Boys Life needed 
four stitches in his head, and two in his 
arm after he took a dive inaugurating 
the remodeled Rat, e,r, I mean, Rath
skeller. 

Hats off to the astute and very 
knowledgeable Micky Bliss who wrote 
to lell us lhat "Nayme Dropper is the. 
most important part or Boston Rock.". 
And congratulalions to former Subway 
News magnate Jeff Heehs who will 
marry Deborah Cramer on April 17. 
The all instrumental Post Moderns will 
play at the reception. 

Phil In Ph/ash and Ellen Gant 
Ph/ash are expecting . "off springer" 
soon. So are newly-weds Carla Nolin · 
and Henri. Jan Long Collins, wife of 
Peter Collins of lhe Peter Dayton Band 
is expecling twins. And what's this 
we've heard about Robin Lane? 

Keep those cards, letters and drugs 
coming. See you next month. 

5 
M 

lo 
Gu 

(617) 262-7220 

9Cherrylane productions 
booking, management and p,omotlon 

739 boflslon st.•sulte 516-boslon. ma. 02115 

f\ "DO THE ZIPPY" ~ 

NOI.Ai,IAJ€ U,C.I{ Al!NS 
ANO 1-6,f AND 11'1111 

UNTIL THG "G" FO/tC~ 
Rell'IIES" S'IIN'otNT--ONG!.1 



Saturday May 1, a Boston must 
for Beautiful Women and 

Beautiful Woman Lovers . . 

MAY DAY r:_~---;:_. Lou Miami's _ i) 
PAGEART ~ $ J ~ 

featuring, . . 

LOU MIAMI & THE KOZMETIX 
November JJroup and the Dangerou11 Bird11 

also at midnight . .. 
beauty pageant with ca11h prize 

First prize: $100.00 
Second prize: A Year's Pass to The Channel 
Third prize: A date with Lou (winner pays) 

(Registration forms available at The Channel, Newbury Comics, 
WLYN and at any Lou Miami gig.) 

Judges Include: Maggle-A.R.T., Albert 0-WLYN, 
Marc Mlller-WBCN, Elllott Francis-Channel 68' TV, 
Mike Dreese-Boston Rock, Claudia Wood-"Good Day 
Show" Channel 6, Doug Simmons-Boston Phoenix, 
Jeff McLaughlin-Boston Globe and Lisa McCann-"Day 
Time'' Channel 38. 
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STOMPERS 
Survive The BU Riot 

1 The Stompers' Sal Bagllo 
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BOSTON'S BEST VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 
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FORGED 
INTHE 
FIRESOF 
HELL! 

NEW 
ALBUM 

ONSALE 
FOR 

$4.99 

TH~ NOf1~((9FfM0 f3~A$f 
THE NEW ALBUM FROM THE 

MASTERS OF MOLTEN METAL MADNESS 
featuring"The Number Of The Beast," "Run To The Hills," "The Prisoner" and "Hallowed Be Thy Name" 

,Jlt.:;:,.. """"'•;• &ii IRON MAIDEN ';ow ofmu.~ic. 

SALE 
PRICE $4.99 

IRON MAIDEN .:, 
Maiden /apan 

$3.49 

.:, IRON MAIDEN 
Killers 

SALE 
PRICE 



real rock and roll • real rock and roll • ttal rock and roll • real rock and roll • r d rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll• real 

REAL ROCK & ROLL 

DAWGS 

LP 102 - THE DAWGS ''MY TOWN' 

see the 

Real Kids 
and 

TheDawgs 
June3atSpit! 

From Boston, U.S.AJ 

STAR-RHYTHM 

SR-1003 - THE REAL KIDS (single) 

] __ Pr_o_d_u_c_e_d_b_.y_c_ub __ K_od_a _______ _ 
"ALL KINDSA GIRLS" b/w "COMMON AT NOON" -------------------~ e 

] "The Dawgs have produced a great album." 
-Doug Simmons, BOSTON PHOENIX 

" ... Guitar Dominated 3-chord rock n' Roll built on 
hooks that gnaw into your memory ... " 

-Kil Dennis, SUBWAY NEWS 

Original 1977 Recording - e 
1st lime issued in U.S. ] 

Featuring John Felice ( ex-Modem Lover, Taxi ~ 
Boy ) Songwriter, Guitar & Vocal. ] 

THE REAL KIDS ARE BACK, CATCH THEM LIVE! e 
~ 

Distributed by Rounder -Square Deal - Disc Trading and Important. ~ 
] _________________________________ ] 

e Available by mail, album $6,98: single $2,00 plus postage ($1.00 in U,S,, $2,00 in Canada 
~ and overseas (surface) • ~------------------------------------..;. __ ....; __ ~ Stm Rhythm Records P.O. Box 54 Malden, Mass. 02148 
and roll• real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll• real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll• real rock and roll • real rock and ro\1 • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll • real rock and roll 



Special $189.50-value black leather pants 
Now$149.50 

THE LO S T ..• ,. fou nd on 
_ _,,... ,,_ ·- ""'" 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
. '' many store 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pents, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 
brand new "Loco" Boots 
... end lots more! 

IN THIS ISSUE 
OF 

BOSTON ROCK 
MAGAZINE: 

The Stompers Spread 'Em! 
The Jam Sell Out (The OrpheumJ! 
The Human League Want Your Baby! 
Fear Chickens Out! 
GlrlschoolEatMetaU 
B-52's Make A Mess! 
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6. Your Helium Voice 
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13. Paul Weller of The Jam 
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22. B-52's and Bongos 
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The Cover: Sal Bagllo of the Stampers, photo by Steve Stone; and Paul Weller of The 
Jam, photo by Harold Lepidus. Cover design by Mike Dreese. 
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JEALOUS AGAIN 

BR, 
I don't know what kind of crowd Romeo 

Void drew in Boston, but here in S.F. every
one knows them for what they are-bad 
commercial schlock. They have no support 
or following here, as a matter of fact, no 
one even cares about them . That's why they 
tour, 'cause no one comes to sec them here. 
Maybe if they get real popular in Boston 
they' ll move there. It won't make any dif
ference in S.F., nobody will notice they left. 

It just goes to show, you can take any 
band, no matter how bad, and with enough 
advertising create a minor sensation. 

Away with bad music, 
lxlix Globule 

San Francisco 

CRUCIFIXION 

BR, 
I'm writing with some bad news. The 

band Leper has disbanded. lt seems to me 
the band was the victim of audience and cri
tical indifference. Boston is quick to elevate 
bands that fall on the crest of trends, but it 
refuses to accept local bands that seek to 
follow their own path, unless the members 
are ten year veterans of the scene. So it was 
with Leper. They always sought to follow 
their own path and were victimized for it by 
the lame attitudes of this town. I'm forced 
to conclude that Boston deserves what it 
gets: pseudo-sophisticated bands playing 
for a pseudo-sophisticated audience. 

It should be remembered that before 
there were any hardcore bands in Boston, 
before there was any kind of hardcore scene 
at all, the members of Leper were wearing 
mohawks and playing hardcore music. Lep
er was the first. The orginal. Who cares? 
Noone. 

Mark Resnick 
Boston 

To Our Readers. 
Please note that 

during the summer· 
Boston Bock is 

published every six 
weeks. We will 

return to our regular 
monthly schedule in 

September. 
Ad deadline On Sale Date 

Issue#30 
(Anniversary Issue) June23 July7 
Issue#31 
(Independent Record 
Label Supplem~nt' Aug.4 Aug. 18 

Issue#32 
(Local Band Review) Sept. 1 Sept. 16 
Issue#33 Oct. 6 Oct. 20 

"ZIPPY and his NUCUI/R HANG-GLIDER" 
IF---F"-"m??:::'~~.-rc~, ·------1~7~----::--:-



4.99 LP/CASSETTE 

5.99 LP/CASSETTE 

Reaching New 
Musical Heights 

Includes: I RAN 
SPACE AGE LOVE SONG 
TELECOMMUNICATION 

4.99 LP/CASSETTE 
The Great New GP 

LP:Another 
Grey Area See A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS at the CHANNEL on JUNE 2. 

Haircut One 
Hundred. The 

Coolest Cut Of All. 

4.99 LP/CASSETTE 
FEEL THE BEAT 

OF THE 
THOMPSON 

TWINS 

Includes: RUNAWAY 
ANOTHER FANTASY 

GOOD GOSH • BOUNCING 

Includes: 
LOVE PLUS ONE 

FAVOURITE SHIRTS 

4.99 LP/CASSETTE 
PETE SHELLEY, 
HOMOSAPIEN. 

NEW AGE ROCK 
&ROLL 

PETE SHELLEY 
HOMOSAPIEN 

At Strawberries the tape never 
costs more than the record. So don't 
get ripped off. Shop for your tapes at 
· Strawberries. 



Spring/Summer 
Releases on 
Modern Method: 
MMO12 . .. This Is Boston Not 

LA 
3OHardcore 
tracks from Bos
ton's Best 
Avallable now 
SII.OOppcl.) 

MMO13 . .. THE OUTLETS 
Bright Lights b/w 
Best Friend 
Avallable now 
$2.&0ppcl.) 

MMO14 ... BOSTON 
HARDCOREEP 
&songsby 
Jerry's Kids, The 
Freeze, The Pro
letarlat, The 
F.U.'s, TheOroln
olc::ts and Gang 
Green 
Avallable June 111 
S3~~ppcl.) 

MMO111 ••. NOVEMBER 
GROUP12" 
A true dance re
cord. 
(Avallable July 1) 

MMO1& . .. THE FREEZE LP 
with lyrlcs that 
make you think! 
(Avallable late 
August) 

Modern Method Records 
288 Newbury St. 
Boston, MAO211& 

Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16-Track 
Recording 

$20.00 Per Hour Standard Hourly Rate 
,, 

• Full-sized 21 x 31 studio With 2 1so bcxJhs 
& vorioble partitions. 16' x 16' coritTo1 rm 
corpeled and au cond1tiored 
• Instruments include 6T' Hume Grand 
Hammond with Leshe Hohner e!ect piano. 
SllngeflOnd drums. Fender tw-1n reverb 
Sunn colhseum. others 
• Microphones Neumann (2) U87. KMB<l 
/\KG. OISIE. D12E. D125. D222. Electro 
Voice (2) Re 20 Sennhe1ser (2) MD dd 1. MD 
d2 I Shue (3) SM57 C,o,,n PZM 
• Equipment 1nclLK:lesTongent 16x 16Con 
sole. TASCAM 85-16. DBx Noise Reduction. 
OTArn MX50506. TEAC 33d05. l'JJEC 60d 8K 
and Alrotone Monitors . .AKG headphones. 
mosler room XL 305 revert:>. Ashley SC 50 
cornpresso-s. 2 DBX160 cornpress,ons. U?EI 
EQ OnnicraftGT-4. Lexicon PCM 41 01g1tol 
Delay, OO'Nfl i:::x:,v.,er amps. fEAC COSS 
deck& more 
• .Add1t1onal e){!ensrve array of studio equip 
& music inst ovoiloble for rental 



PuBuSHER's NoTEs 
by Mike Dreese 

The Boston Rock Music Seminar . .. 
. . . came off with nary a hitch, thanks to a great deal of hard work and sup
port from all involved. Special thanks go to the people at Spit/Metro for be
ing so helpful, and to the panelists for giving their time and expertise. But 
things can always be improved, so ... wait 'till next year! 

Oedipus set the tone of the seminar . •. 
. . . with a good address on the topic of how being a complainer doesn't get 
anybody anywhere, i.e., find out how the system works and get off your 
butt and make yourself successful, instead of moaning and groaning about 
how unfair the music industry is . 

It was interesting for me to note in retrospect that almost all the "suc
cessful" people who were on the panels have in fact been working very hard 
in the business for a good number of years, and have been enormously help
ful to both me in my business and to many others as well. So, I guess my 
message is that those who are the "top" locally are not scoundrels, as many 
seem to perceive them, but are in fact industrious, good people who have 
paid their dues and returned their knowledge to others. 

Boston Rock's summer schedule . •• 
. . . will be once every six weeks, so that we can all take vacations. Next ad 
deadline is June 23. Next issue: July 7. We'll return to our monthly schedule 
in September. 

The Rockpool "New Music" Seminar will be held ... 
. . . July 19-20 in The Big Apple. Admission this year is a whopping $60 ad
vance, $70 at the door! This might be worth it if you're at a fairly advanced 
stage in the business, and like to hobnob with industry execs. Elsewise you 
may find it to be frustrating and expensive experience. For more info write 
to: New Music Seminar, 1641 3rd Ave., Apt. JOH, NY, NY 10028. 

Boston Rock's second anniversary . .. 
. . . comes upon us next month. To celebrate, we're having a party at The 
Chanriel on Thursday, June 24. Featured will be Lou Miami, Boys Life, The 
Freeze, The Outlets, and The Dangerous Birds. All ages will be admitted, 
with liquor for those with proper IDs. 

Local bands worth the trip . .. 
. . . Oh-Ah-Ah is a somewhat more mainstream version of Jeff and Jane 
Hudson, with a refreshingly original techno-beat. Junk Mall put Chubby 
Checker to shame at his recent showcase at The Paradise. Junk Mail does 
inspired covers, along with decent original material. The lead singer is some
one to be watched by anyone who wants to know about stage presence. 

Hardcore at The Paradise . .. or any other regular 
club .•. 
. . . will be a thing of the past if the bands that play aren't a little more re
sponsible than the last one. Idiotic posturing and baiting of the bouncers 
adds up to a big ego trip for the band and a big zero for the scene. Wise up! 

Booking and Managtment Panel (I to r): Jim Coffman (Mission of Burma 
manager), Nt/1 Jacobsen (Don Law Co.), Bruct Houghton (Rockftvtr), 
John Lyons (Spit/Metro), Joan Martin (Lou MIDml manager), Alex Ptters 
(Mavtrlcks) and Patty Marsh (Tht Channel). 

The Boston Rock Music Seminar 
May], 1982 . 

photos by Steve Stone 



by Carter A Ian 

In November of '8/ the Stompers cele
brated their 4th anniversary as O performing 
unit. Headed by the amiable but streetwise 
Sal Baglio, whose vision has largely shaped 
this quartet's musical progress, The Stomp
ers are at o crossing point of mixed emo
tions as they head into their fifth summer. 
Boglio's talent as o songwriter, singer and 
guitarist is heralded, but not nearly as much 
as his flair for spirited showmanship. When 
combined with the talents of fellow East 
Bostonian Mork Cuccinello on drums, 
lanky bassist Steve Gilligan and Dave Fried
man's constant wit on keyboards, the re
sults usually bring houses down in flurries 
of rock and roll energy. It was enough to 
win them the WCOZ/Chollenge lost sum
mer out of o field of 36 bonds and it has 
mode them one of the top grossing acts in 
New England. That's not oil. The Stomp
ers' featured cut on WCOZ's Boston Beat 
Vol. 2 LP was voted the best on the record 
by purchasers who registered their choices 
on included computer cords and moiled 
them in. That success entered them into the 
Big Music America Contest with finals that 
ended up last month in New York. In at
tendance were notables like Rick Derringer 
and David Clayton Thomas as well as vari
ous record company royalty. Guess who 
won? Now the Stompers ore dreaming 

· about major label deals and the reality may 
not be for away. 

I mentioned, though, that the Stompers 
hove some mixed emotions. The first of a 
few monkey wrenches was dropped in Feb
ruary when $14,000 worth of sound equip
ment was stolen from the bond. Like most 
rock and roll thefts in Boston, that gear 
seems to have vanished from the face of the 
Earth. The sudden expected takeoff of the 
group after last summer's Challenge compe
tition didn't happen so Sol and crew dug in 
and did what they do best: entertained with· 
intent to sweat. A much more tangible and 
dangerous threat materialized the day ofter 
the jubilant Stompers returned from their 
Big Music America victory at the Palladi
um. Mark Cuccinello and soundman Kevin 
Marshall were arrested when police broke 
up a Jorge outdoor Boston University party. 
Reports about what happened ore mixed, 
with obvious extremes. Some claim that the 
party was indeed very loud and polite acted 
well within their rights, while many students 
claim brutality and lock of reason on the 
port of the police. In the fracas, 50 were ar
rested and mace was spread while bottles 
flew. 

Police alleged that ofter responding to 
complaints that the music was too loud, 
they requested that Marshall lower the PA 
volume and he refused until ordered to shut 
down completely. With the PA silent and 
the band's monitors and amplifiers still 
pumping away, police proceeded to arrest 
Marshall and charge him with attempting to 
incite a riot. Officers took to the stage and 
in a flash, Mark Cuccinello was token to a 
waiting cruiser. Formal charge: assault and 
battery on o police officer with a dangerous 
weapon, in this case a drum stick. Once 
again, the details of this confrontation are 
vague but the grave possibilities of convic
tions are serious realities. 

I expected a somber assortment of 
Stompers when this interview took place 
and it was a picture I wasn't anxious to 
face. In all my encount~rs with this group, it 
was their friendly charm which always made 
concerts or interviews such entertaining af
fairs. The entire bond showed up, with Sal 
acting as typical spokesman and the other 
three tossing jokes. Also in allendance was 
their manager and corijidant Peter Lembo. 
The five weren't somber, but they were 
careful about their statements. Sal Baglio 
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Sal Baglio: ulsn'I this a ridiculous way to break into the music business?" 

may only need o stage and show to make 
him smile, but he's learned painfully that 
rock and roll is much more than that, some
times it's a war. 
Sal Bagllo: Is it okay if Peter sits in? 
Boston Rock: No problem. 
Peter Lembo: I know that you want us to 
comment on the BU incident, but we can't, 
the cases go to court in a few weeks. We've 
been advised to keep quiet. 
BR: What con you tell me? 
Lembo: Well, not to go into all of it, but a 
lot of people thought it was all a joke. It 
wasn't a joke to us. People were coming up 
and saying, 'Hey great press, how did you 
work. that!' It hurt because this is something 
serious and not something we should joke 
about. But in the last week. people have 
come forward to help us. Fans have called 
and kids from BU have told us that they're 
behind us. 
Bagllo: People look. at it as a joke, it's very 
serious. But it's not going to stop us-we al
ready decided that much. After being nerv
ous and upset we realized that this fuels the 
fine for us, makes us work that much hard. 
er. What can we do now? There's not a 
thing we can do, right now we're trying to 
think. about the positive things that have 
happened to us. 
BR: Recent events have put you bock in the 
public eye, but do you think you are coming 

out of your own self-imposed period of iso
lation? 
Bagllo: I think. it was a natural plateau. We 
just went out and played in all the clubs we 
could. I agree that we went through a kinda 
isolation period, but it was never anything 
we did intentionally. 
Lembo: We have a farther reaching mark.ct 
than any other Boston band and so we've 
been playing out of town a lot. 
Bagllo: We're leaving tonight for four days 
in Connecticut. That's the reason we 
haven't been out in front as far as exposure 
goes-we've been out playing other places. 
BR: Do you feel at all exclu.ded from a rock 
scene in Boston? 
Bagllo: We're not part of the new wave 
scene, if that's what you mean"' \.Yc'rc from 
Boston and this is our home, but we stay 
out of any cliques. It wasn't intentional but 
it happened that way and we're happy with 
it. You sec, we can remember playing with 
the Neighborhoods, Unnatural Axe and 
Human Sexual Response and they were 
great. Now the lines seem drawn. I sang 
"Dirty Water" at the Space with John fc. 
lice and Jonathan Richman and those arc 
guys who go beyond and don't worry about 
musical definitions. 
BR: The/ans seem to be the ones who make 
up musical definitions . .. along with the 
critics. 

Lembo: I remember when the band started, 
the big groups like Sass, Atlantics and The 
Fools were all outside bands working their 
way into the city. The Stampers were really 
the first band to start in town and success· 
fully work out up on North and South 
Shore rock clubs. It's been real good 'cuz 
Boston is our nucleus, this band started at 
the Rat for twenty bucks a night. 
Bagllo: Twenty bucks! That was a good 
night! So far, we've survived everything ne
gative. ,Some bands do, some bands want 
to, some don't want to hassle with it, and 
some bands can't take the pressure-so far 
we have. 
Lembo: We've been able to give a lot of 
opening bands real good shots because of 
our stature. Some of those bands like Mis
sion of Burma we gave the opportunity to 
play the Paradise the first time. We've given 
new wave lots of breaks and still that crowd 
of people sort of looks down on us. You 
know, it even happens to someone who ... 
Oedipus did a New Music Seminar in New 
York. and everyone there was talking about 
him. He had broken into the business real 
big with new wave, what he did with the Po
lice alone was legendary, and all these peo· 
pie were talking about him. Finally, he's on 
a panel and you know what he talks about? 
Hard rock! The people thought he was nuts 
and turned on him, just for having his own 
view and not telling them what they wanted. 
BR: Have you felt a backlash from the new 
wave scene in Boston? 
Bagllo: We call them the eye-people! 
(laughs) 
BR: Eye-people? 
Bagllo: Yeah, one eye, they can only see one 
way. Eye-people are close minded. 
BR: Eye-people con be into mainstream 
too. 
Bagllo: Sure! But it's the new wave eye-peo
ple that we're talking about. (laughs) 
BR: Where's Peter from? 
Bagllo: He was just a fan at first. In '78 he 
used to hear us at the Complex practicing 
'cuz all he was then was a wank. 
Steve GIiiigan: Still is basically ... (laughs) 
Bagllo: Now he's into big biz, big wank! 
No, no, he was one of the first and dug the 
band. As a joke he asked us ii we'd do 
"Palisades Park" and we finally got it on 
tape when we opened for the Dead Boys at 
the Paradise. That's when we were going 
through a certain English Lhing with vests 
and shirts with big collars. I could hardly 
walk. in the boots I got and it was the heart 
of the punk. thing but we had no problem. I 
think. we won the crowd when we did "Any. 
way You Want It" by the Dave Clark Five. 

(I pass around o promo picture token in 
1978 of The Stompers. Sal wears a while 
suit coat with black trim, Steve, Mark and 
Dave all hide beneath generous amounts of 
hair.) 
Bagllo: Wow! I can't believe you got that! 
It was funny when we started 'cuz we sorta 
had an idea of what we wanted to be like 
but when you try to sit down and work. out 
an image it don't work. We started out with 
no image and then there were periods of dif
ferent things. I'm not cmbarassed by any of 
them 'cuz they weren't mapped out con
sciously. One press shot had me with a cig
arette in my hand-I can't stand cigarettes! 
I started wearing those black boots and 
eventually I even got used to them. Dave 
said, I like those, Steve got a pair and that's 
how we worked our image. Cooch can't 
wear the boots though because he has to 
drum. He wears his black. things instead. 
BR: What block things? 
Bagllo: His feet He hasn't washed them 
since a '78 Rat gig. Seriously though, where 
we arc at right now is pure evolution. 
BR: You won the COZ Challenge last year, 
you got the best cut on the COZ LP, went 
on to New York and won that national 



competition. Howdiditfeel? 
GHUgan: It was exciting playing on that 
stage-I used to live down there and see 
shows at the -Palladium all the time. 
Bagllo: The place wasn't filled but there 
were a thousand people there and they were 
fine. The other two bands we played against 
were Sierra from Milwaukee and a guy who 
called himself Randy Rock from Denver. 
We went on last.. 
BR: What did you do, toss a coin? 
Bagllo: I don't know what happened, Peter 
just told us we were going on last, yadda
yadda. That's how things work with us, 
Peter fills us in. 
Lembo: A representative from each band 
drew lots. 
BR: How about judging? 
Lembo: There were seven judges .. 
Bagllo: Was Rick Derringer one? 
Lembo: Yeah, Rick Derringer was one. 
Baglio: Isn't this a ridiculous way to break 
into the music business? We're gonna make 
it a full time job winning contests. Yunno, 
people love to knock a winner, but we' re 
gonna keep entering contests! Friedman's 
sending in Yogurt tops so he can win a free 
something. (Dave doesn't rise to the bait, 
remaining his usual quiet self.} 
BR: Whal were the prizes in this competi
tion? 
Lembo: The result was a singles deal with 
Atlantic Records and $25,000 worth of mu
sic equipment. It was a complete deal-you 
take both or none. We did not want to go 
with the singles deal so basically we left 
New York with nine silver silk jackets. In 
terms of the band personally, we had 13 la
bels there. 
Bagllo: Can we tell him who? 
Lembo: No. But all were very positive 
about the performance and a couple were 
labels thal passed on us before. 
BR: So after four years of hopes and disap
pointments, is it your feeling that things are 
better now? 

Lembo: They are the best they've ever been. 
Bagllo: This is it, this is the most exciting 
time we've had! 
BR: Why won't you go with that sure sin
gles deal from Atlantic? 
Lembo: It's only for one single, then the 
company would forget. If it was successful, 
then we could re-sign with a new label who 
would reap the rewards . I don't think we'd 
get much promotion. Stiff called us up and 
said how important a single would be in 
Europe, but here in America the album is 
almost necessary. Why not hold out for an 
album deal which include the release of sin
gles from the LP? We don't want to jump 
at something unless we like it. 
BR: That's a lot like the attitude lhe A tlan
tics are taking, they are being very selective. 

Lembo: Well, that's where we've been 
lucky, the band never had to go through 
what the Atlantics and Private Lightning 
did. 
BagUo: ... not that , but we've had to go 
through our own learning process. 
Lembo: Yes, but we never got into the posi· 
lion of spending two years fighting legally 
to get out of things and mentally to change 
the image of the band. 
BR: Those two bands are really tight, like 
family. 
Bagllo: We're going for the long haul, obvi
ously with all the shit coming at us, espe
cially right now we would have packed it in 
if we weren't together. 
BR: Does it get tough when you 've won all 
the conlests and played everywhere in Bos
ton? 
Bagllo: The band hasn't run out of musical 
goals. We have lots to do. 
BR: If you got your album out, what would 
you do for the cover? You've had lime to 
think about it. (lotsa laughs) 

Bagllo: 1 d0n't know. You guys know? We 
did finish our own LP with the money we 
made winning the Challenge. It was going 
to be called First Kiss. We started getting in
terest from record companies again so we 
saved all the tracks for demos. We just got 
those two tracks out on the Live at the Me
tro LP. 1 like what we did on that one. All 
we wanted was a statement of where the 
Stompers were at in 1981 on stage. The au
dience track though is wild. 
BR: You must have lhought about your 
first major label record /hough. If you 
could pick a place to record it, where would 
you go? 
BagUo: If it was outside Boston I'd say the 
Power Station in New York. I don't know, 
we haven't sat down and talked about that. 
You know, hell, I love the sound we get out 
of Downtown Studios! 
BR: You like certain musicians, if you 
could have one of them as a producer, who 
would you name? 
Baglio: Yunno, David Clayton Thomas 
from Blood, Sweat and Tears introduced us 
at the Palladium. After the show he was all 
psyched and singing lunes and stuff. He's 
the kind of guy-if you piss him off, he' ll 
punch you in the face . I like that. Anyway, 
that night he was mellow and he said he'd 
like to produce us. I said, yeah , I want ten 
horns! But he figured we'd sound better all 
stripped down without the frills . Derringer 
wanted to record us, but I think I'd like to 
do it myself. Of course, we'd probably take 
a little longer because I'd want to try a lot 
of things. 
GIiiigan: How about Sal for producer, 
sounds good to me! 
Bagllo: How do you like those guys. (Points 
to Dave Friedman.} C'mon Dave, agree or 
I'll ... (laughs) I'd like to use Michael Mc
Donald from the Doobies. That would be a 
(yawn) exciting record! 
BR: The Stampers is a pretty big organiza
tion now, who's in it? 
Lembo: Ed Hyatt is our Road Manager, 
Kevin Marshall on sound, and Tally Flasco
naro is the stage manager. 
Bagllo: Don ' t forget Randy! 
Lembo: Oh yeah, the fan club. Tell them to 
write here in care of me and I ' ll pass things 
on to our fan club chief, Randy Millman. 
BR: Where 's here? 
Lembo: 29 Commonwealth A venue, Bos
ton 02116. 

"'-...:;;.&111....,..a,,a11.. _ _;_ Bagllo: We better get moving, we gotta 
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A young lad growing up in Woking, Eng
land heard "My Generation~' by the Who 
on a K-Tel album and it changed his life. A 
few years later at the 100 Club in London he 
saw the Sex Pistols. He fell in love with 
punk idealism and the city that was explod· 
ing from its impact. 

Paul Weller formed the Jam, which-un
like other bands inspired by the Sex Pistols 
(with spiky hair, safety pins and screams of 
''Anarchy!'')-oozed tradition. They 
dressed in suits, had neat haircuts, and 
pledged allegiance to the Who. 

By the time Paul Weller was nineteen, the 
Jam had made their classic album All Mod 
Cons and had earned two gold records. 
Their succeeding albums. Setting Sons and 
Sound Effects also went gold. In Great Brit
ain they could do no wrong: Seeing number 
one records, and winningNMEreaders' polls 
in almost every category three years in a row. 
They peaked, perhaps, when their single 
"Going Underground," a Motown influ
enced masterpiece, entered the English 
charts at number one. 

But the key words are "in Great Brit
ain." America has remained unmoved and 
uninterested: no gold records, no readers' 
poll awards, no chart action for ''Going 
Underground." The stateside lack of re
known doesn't seem to bother the Jam, 
who claim, "We're number one in England 
and that's all we care about." 

On the eve of the release of the new al
bum, The Gift, a few months before their 
most extensive American tour, I interviewed 
Paul Weller in London. 

"We're talking about doing a live LP," 
he explains. "The idea is not to put a whole 
gig's worth out, but have a compilation 
from '77-stuff we've stored up over the 
years.'' 

The Jam's show has changed in many 
ways. Behind the band is a screen flashing 
political slides. Their set consists of material 
no older than All Mod Cons, and only one 
song from Setting Sons. Two black horn 
players have been added to solidify the 
Jam's previously thin live sound. 

"Originally the idea came to get two 
brass players because of 'Absolute Begin
ners'," Weller relates. "There'! no way we 
could play that song on sJage without 
horns, it was just so prominent in the 
song. As we had them for that number, we 
thought we'd want to extend our other 
stuff." 

Were the Jam getting into a rut recently? 
"Well up to 'Going Underground' I 

don't think we could have taken that sound 
any further, that was really the peak. We 
could have either packed it in, or tried 
something different. Hopefully, I think we 
are doing something different. The Gift has 
a 60's influenCe-there always is I suppose, 
although I think the predominant thing is 
that it's a dance LP. It's like Sound Effects 
in that the songs are a lot more varied. It's 
got a lot of different styles." 

Are you conscious of a Jam sound? 
Weller answers quickly, "Conscious 

enough to try and change it every time." 
The Gift was produced by the Jam and 

Peter Wilson. "We gave Vic Coppersmith
Heaven the elbow," he says unsmilingly. 
"We weren't happy working with him. It's 
nothing really detrimental against his capa
bilities as a producer. We just worked tO· 
gcther for five albums: I don't think we 
could have done anymore with him, or vice 
versa. We also want to get more involved 
ourselves, which I think we have done." 

What are you most proud of? 
"All the singles from All Mod Cons to 

'Going Underground'," Weller says after a 
moment. "I think thal whole period was 
our peak, as I said, certainly for that sound. 
But now I feel the new stuff is really good 
as well. But however hard it is, you've got 
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to forge( about the other stuff. That's what 
we try to do. It gets on my tits that people 
keep complaining, 'Oh it's not as good as 
'Tube Station'.· I mean it's just pointless. It 
is a different sound." 

Do you think the Jam have peaked 
Britain? 

"Maybe, record-wise. I don't think we'll 
get any more number one's ("Town Called 
Malice" has reached number one since the 
interview) but I'm not too involved with 
that anyway. Look at the charts, look how 
ridiculous they arc. Look at all the great re
cords that never make the charts. So that's 
no reflection as far as I'm concerned." 

Do you ever feel that your fans hold you 
back? 

"No, because I basically do what I want 
to do," he snaps, a little annoyed. 

What about when Setting Sons was de
veloped as a concept album and pressure 
from fans caused the plans to change? 

''In some cases, like that, they're right. 
It's notJike we got tons and tons of mail," 
Weller says. "We just got a couple of letters 
really, but it was enough to make one 
think. 

"It all depends on how it's presented," 
he explains. "I think any kind of criticism 
is good if it's constructively put 10 me. If I 
really wanted to do Setting Sons that way, I 
would have done it. But I can't see the point 
of another concept album. I mean all our al
bums are thematic anyway. There is some 
type of conceptio1t '' 

The Jam have done a number of surprise 
gigs for the Campaign for Nuclear Disarm
ament (CND). How did that come about? 

"I don't know. I just started to realize 
that I was doing nothing about it. Obvious
ly the majority of people are against a nu
clear war, I was just one of those people. 
I'm against it but hadn't done anything 
about it, so I decided to get involved. As for 
the recent rally, we really did it to show our 

A lot of people came just to see us, 
pissed me off a bit. But if five or ten 

of those people get involved with CND then 
it 's worth it." 

Did you have anything to do with the US 
12-inch Jam EP? 

"Not really, no. They did tell us it was 
coming out, so I should be grateful." He 
laughs. "It's supposed to be doing quite 
well, the American one. Well comparative
ly. They went out with 30,000 which is 
quite good for us really, and ii counts as an 
LP in the Slates, doesn't it? They let us 
choose some of the tracks. We put 'Liza 
Radley' on 'cause it had never been released 
in the Stales." 

What do you think of bootlegs? 
"I'm all for them. I've got about three . I 

think it's a great idea. All this crap about 
taking money out of your pockets is bull
shit because the amount of records actually 
sold is negligible to what record companies 
sell, or to what we sell. I've got a lot of great 
tapes of bands. It's the only way to get good 
stuff sometimes." 

What is your recollection of that im
promptu appearance at the Underground 
with (Jam) bassist Bruce Foxton, and vari
ous members of Boys Life and the Future 
Dads? 

"That was a laugh. I don't suppose we've 
ever done anything like that before. WC just 
went out, they took us there. We were sup
posed to see U2 (at the Metro) but we said 
'Fuck it'.'' 

Did the Jam hear that their show last year 
at the Channel was oversold and that many 
ticketholders were refused admission? 

"It's a good place, I thought. I hadn't 
heard of any trouble, I'd heard nothing 
about it. II 's really difficult because we 
want people to see us in a good environ
ment, as bes! as we can anyway. It's diffi. 
cult when you have to play the Palladium or 
some crap hole like that. It's difficult if you 
don't know how the places are.'' 

What about your appearance on Tom;:: I'm not worried about conquering any-
Snyder's TV show? ::: place. It's up to people whether to accept us 

"Thai Tom Snyder show was a waste of :; or not. 
time, wasn't it? They cut us off durin·g a::;· "The last tour it was as good as any reac
song, didn'1 they? That's happened to us a:'.: tion we've had in England." He stops for a 
lot in America. You gel all this fuckin' hype? minute. "London is a funny place to play. 
from the record company people saying 'Oh:!: You always expect it to be the best place, 
you must do this show, it's going to be real-::: but in some cases it ain't. 
ly good' and it turns out to be a flop." j:! "I think it's like anything-you play a lot 

"New York and Boston though," Weller::; of new stuff, and some people just stand 
grins, thinking about the tour, "oh it was\ around and listen to it, making their minds 
brilliant. It really was. I still stand by a lot ·:: up. Which suits me, as long as they listen. 
of what I said about America, but maybe .;: Obviously it is better if you know the lyrics 
things are changing. ) as well. I think it's going OK,'' he says. "I 

"It's not at all importan1 for me to con-:\ like it anyway, 'cause when I stop liking it, 
quer America," he says quickly. "I'd like\ that's when it's time to check it in." 
us to be successful everywhere, because I :;:· Paul Weller pauses, unsmiling. 
think we've got a lot to say and I think we) "I don't want 10 carry on and be an em
say it a lot better than a lot of other groups.:;;: harassment, but as long as I believe in what 
I think they should listen to our music, but::;: I'm doing, I'll carry on." 
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by Betsy Sherman 

Once upon a time in Sheffield, England, 
there were four men who called themselves 
The Human League. They made expressive 
synthesizer music with intriguing lyrics and 
out forth many interesting images. They 
were cult favorites. But you never saw the 
four men, because when they were pictured, 
it was in the shadows or in fuzzy Polaroids. 

In late 1980 that group split in half, and 
all concerned came out of the shadows. 
Two who left formed British Electric Foun
dation/Heaven 17. They wear pinstripe 
suits and have a knowing, subversive glint 
in their eyes. And what is now The Human 
League has also finally come into the light 
and clinched an image. 

In the new League all the faces arc pre
sented, in a Vogue-inspired style with a 
glossy sheen that is as bright and uplifting 
as the luscious electro-pop it accompanies. 
They arc popular favorites, and their faces 
shine out from the pages of British teen ma
gazines. 

"Polished" seems to have become a 
watchword for 1982. In England, bands 
with new wave roots are going for a fuller 
sound, adding horns and percussion or cre
ating their counterparts on synthesizers. Vi
tal to "the sound" are a look, a dress sense, 
and a style. 

I talked with vocalist Philip Oakey during 
the hustle and bustle backstage before ihe 
League's Orpheum show, and asked him 
about the trend toward polished product. 

"There's been an amazing change in the 
attitudes in England, which I've only just 
noticed in the past six months or so; there's 
a real pride come back. I hadn't noticed, 
but I actually think the punk thing, that 
started us off-we only started because we 
saw that you could actually do it, you could 
be a kid from down the street and not have 
learned guitars for five years, so we started 
off. But what we didn't notice was that, at 

... the same time, it took a certain pride out of 
the finished product, I think. I think. 

"It just seems to me that lately, listening 
to records, especially the ones that Martin 
Rushent (producer of League album dare, 
also of Pete Shelley ind Altered Images) 
and Trevor Horn (producer of ABC's "Poi
son Arrow" and Dollar) are involved with, 
they're really working hard at making a 
great record, right down to the production 
and the writing and the sleeve and every
thing. There's a real pride back in the work, 
which I think is a really good thing.'' 

The lure of "the look" has other conno
tations: "Most of the people in the group, 

, most of the songwriters, the boys, we were 
all just taking notice of music when all the 
glitter and glam bands in England became 
popular. Roxy Music, David Bowie, The 
Sweet and Gary Glitter were a very big in
fluence on us . They always put a lot of ef
fort into looking good as well as sounding 
interesting. That went off in England when 
punk came along. So for us, it's like getting 
back to our childhood." 

The old Human League had never wholly 
thrown themselves into doing live shows (al
though they had the distinctive feature of 
Adrian Wright's slideshows), to the point 
of toying with a concept called "remote 
control entertainment," where the band 
wouldn't actually have to be present at the 
venue, only their films and tapes. 

The new League also has some trepida
tion about the stage. Boston was their 
American debut, and they want to do well 
in this country. After all, a lot of the favor
ite League imagery comes from good old 
American throwaway pop culture. 

Apart from the inevitable opening night 
flubs, false starts, rough edges and sour 
notes, it was a splendid evening of sights, 
sounds and wit. 

The Human League's live show consists 
of Oakey on vocals, Joanne Catherall and 
Susanne Sulley on back-up vocals and danc
ing, Jo Callis and Mike Douglas on key
boards and synthesizers, Ian Burden on 
synthesizer and bass, and Adrian Wright 
coordinating the slidcshow from behind a 
console. 

Oakey wasn't looking as glam as I had ex-

· pected. His famous hairdo of a-few years 
back is long gone. His distinctive dC:Cp voice 
was in good form; once it warmed up, and 
his initial pasc of cold detachment melted 

an into relief, as he finally thanked the audi
ence for their screaming ovation: "We real
ly get scared when we have to do a tour, 
we're really shy.'' 

They covered a wide range of material, 
including all of Dare, three new songs, all of 
which need work, and three songs from the 
early League, "Circus of Death," "Empire 
State Human,'' and ''Marianne.'' 

When presented with the slides the famil
iar songs took on new dimensions. Yes, 

Ue 
there were some malfunctions with the 
equipment and some unintentional overlaps 
of slides from one song to the next, but hell, 
it was about the most ambitious disolav of 
its kind, a series of big screens accommodat
ing up to twenty slides at a time. 

Each series of slides was closely integrat-
ed to complement the lyrcis of the song it 
accompa,iicd, for a literal illustration or an 
ironic contradiction. "Circus of Death"'s 
slides pitted Jack Lord against Christopher 
Lee. "Don't You Want Me" intercut pic
tures of the band members from the song's 
soap opcra-ish video with fragments of 
True Love comics. A '.'serious' segment in 
the middle of the show worked exceptional
ly well. For ''Seconds,'' a stark Portrayal of r----------------------------, 0 the JFK Q.Ssassination, and "I Am the 

~ Law,'' with its 1984 overtones, the stage 

~ :: :::t~~~r~:~a~~;\;;~t~c ~~i~~l~~ht-
j And then there were The Girls . Neither 
.~ pros nor parodies, their dancing was pure 
l: American Bandstand, their singing seventh
$ grade glee club. Joanne shimmied around, 
j her eyes on the floor, mouthing the words 
g,, unselfconsciously. Susanne was consider

ably stagier, acting out the songs with ges
tures and facial expressions, trying out new 
dance steps for each song, and preening in 
front of an unseen mirror in her sleek red 
party dress. She was visibly radiant when 
she finally got her star turn, the female vo
cal in "Don't You Want Me." 

The girls entered the Human League in 
fitting "A Star Is Born" fashion. Martyn 
Ware and Ian Craig Marsh left the original 
League one week before an announced 
tour. Phil's girlfriend at the time (now it's 
strictly Phil and Joanne) pointed out the 
two particularly exuberant teenagers at a 
Sheffield disco, the Crazy Daizy, and they 
were recruited to dance on a platform in 
Human League shows. 

Joanne noted a marked change in the at
titudes of their friends: "I don't see many 
people that I used to know before because 
we can't really go out to clubs. We can walk 
around town and get mobbed, or, we did 
venture into a club one night in Sheffield 
and got ashtrays thrown at us. When we 
first started becoming successful we could 
still go out and everybody was really pleased 
about it, 'Oh great! Your record's in the 
charts!' But by the time we got the Number 
One ('Don't You Want Me'), it was open 
hostility from everybody. 

"The friendliest about it arc the middle
aged type people who come up and ask for 
autographs for their sons and daughters. 
They've seen us on television, and they 
think it's great for Sheffield, for the 'home 
city'." 

Also hastily recruited for that first tour 
was Ian Burden, who had been in a band 
called Graph. Burden handled much of the 
music writing, and was joined by Jo Callis 
before the making of Dare. 

Callis was the main songwriter and gui
tarist for the immortal Rezillos. When they 
split, Callis's faction formed the pop band 
Shake. He went on to work with Boots For 
Dancing, and also put out his own solo sin
gle. In the Human League live show his key
board provides the melodies, and he is the 
main back-up singer. Callis's trash/ pop/ 
sci-fi leanings mesh perfectly with Wright 
and Oakey's; for an encore The League 
whipped out the Rezillos's "Destination 
Venus." 

Human League Mark II will circle the 
globe with this tour: after America it's Aus-
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As an independent record, this EP sold over ten thou
sand copies in Los Angeles alone. Now it's available 
nationwide on Capitol Records. 

MISSING PERSONS 
~ 4-Song Mini-Album featuring 
Words· Destination· I Like Boys· Mental Hopscotch 

features the hit "Destination Unknown." 

Four former members of Frank Zappa's band combine with keyboard
ist Chuck Wild to form the hottest new pop group in America. 

MISSING 
PERSONS 

• Magnetic frontperson and vocalist DALE BOZZlO, whose credits in
clude vocals on Zappa's.Joe's Garage albums and "I Don't Wanna Get Draft
ed" single. A former model and Playboy bunny, she also has a featured role 
in the upcoming motion picture Lunch Wagon. Dale also co-wrote three of 
the four tunes on Missing Persons. 

• TERRY BOZZIO, equally adept on all percussion instruments and syn
thesizers. A "drummer's drummer," Terry anchors the band with a huge 
kit that includes syndrums. He developed his chops during a three-year stint 
with Zappa that encompassed eight albums, four world tours and a major 
role in the film Baby Snakes. He also toured and recorded with U.K. and 
The Brecker Brothers and Woody Shaw, to name a few. 

• Guitarist WARREN CUCURULLO, also a Zappa alumnus. Warren 
played on the Joe's Garage and Tinsel Town Rebellion LPs and toured Europe 
with Zappa, but chose to forsake an American tour with Frank in order to 
form Missing Persons with Dale and Terry. He also worked on the New 
York production of The Rocky Horror Picture Show. 

• Keyboardist CHUCK WILD, whose credits include extensive session 
work with the likes of Eddie Money, Thelma Jones and others. He also per
formed on the soundtrack for the film Americathon. 

• Bass player PATRICK O'HEARN, also persuaded to leave Zappa's 
band. Patrick toured the world with Zappa, played on Zoot Allures and Tin
sel Town Rebellion, and has also done session work with Gamma in San Fran
cisco. 

ON SALE AT THE COOP 
$2.99 thru June 20th 





V; (I tor): Susan, Matt, Gary, Joe and Georse 

by Tristram Loiaw 

V;-
Gary Gogol: guitar 
George Petco//· guitar 
Susan Marrone: vocals 
Joe Cuneo: bass, synth 
Matt Burns: drums 

Someone from the Boston Groupie News walked up to 
V; and said, "I've heard that two guys from your band 
shaved a Von the back of a cat.'' For a band whose history 
chronicles a continuing series of experiments on t_he central 
nervous system on the effects of combining high dCCibel 
levels with large amounts of alcohol, this caper fits in easily. 
But before we nominate V; for an honorable mention in the 
Ozzy Osbourne Hall of Fame, we should heed drummer 
Matt's disclaimer. ''That sounds like something that we'd 
talk about doing but never take any further.'' 

Ask one of V;'s comrades and (s)he'll be happy to tell 
you that V;'s favorite place in Boston is the Blue Sands be
cause ''You can go in with 5 bucks and crawl out,'' or 
about the Propeller Records party that V; wants to have 
where there aren't any bands-you just go in and watch V; 
drink. Sometimes high-proof beverages bring on political 
debates during which, according to reliable source,;, V; can 
turn into "super fucking asinine intellectuals" about 
Marxism and the like. ''Actually,'' contends Uary, ··we run 
into problems because Susan's a Harpoist and I'm more of 
a Grouchoist." 

lfit sounds like V; drink a lot, it's partly because they 
choose to perpetuate that image, even beyond their real 
consumption levels and even though they're not any nearer 
to being a slovenly lot than your normal rock band. So 
you're often likely to hear such authorized newsworthy 
slander as "When George was managing the Underground, 
V; had established a stronghold in the club's liquor closet." 
So even when they're not drunk, people expect them to be. 
''Once George had a temperature of 103 while he was play
ing and he looked awful, and everyone just thought he had 
had too much to drink." 

Appropriately enough, George and Gary met over a spilt 
drink al a party. The two found that while they shared an 
admiration (or the Velvet Underground, they had a basic 
dislike for each other. "It seemed logical, therefore, to start 

photo: Mark Durant 

a punk band.'' Susan joined and replaced V;'s poet-in-resi
dence on vocals, and the three of them survived a period 
with a bass-drum duo that they considered less than ade
quate. 

After a disastrous gig with ex-Girl bassist George Ellis, 
Joe came over from his stint with the ICs and they found 
Matt through "an ad in Skunk Piss magazine for a drum
mer seeking a Dictators cover band." After this line-up's 
first appearance at the BF/VF where they backed up the 
Lounge Lizards and distinguished themselves with a set of 
40 songs in 30 minutes, V; found time to record their 
"Wardrobes in Hell" single. which ,made a few friends in 
the New York press, while being mostly ignored in Boston. 
It"\vas enough, though, to get the band entered in last sum
mer's WBCN Rumble, where they had the dubious honor of 
playing the opening set on the first night of competition. It 
was the best set V; ever played: crisp, inventive and power
ful. Because the audience response was so impressive, they 
were asked to join the Propeller Records cooperative. One 
of V;'s st!unchest disbelievers was heard to admit, ''This is 
the least 1 've ever hated V;." Despite their effort, V; re
ceived the second lowest overall score among the 24 com
peting bands. 

Moving on from this pinnacle of success, the band decid
ed to put itself on ice for the rest of the summer. When the 
Propeller anthology was finally released last September, 
''In the Suburbs of the City of Pain" enjoyed enougfi local 
success to force the band out of hiding, at which time they 
started work on their just-released 4-song EP, the one I like 
to call the So V; EP (Propeller). They've already had a pre
release radio hit with the tape of ''1926, '' a slow, Velvety 
punk-folk featuring strong melodic lyricism that has be

.come a showpiece during live performances as well. 
The EP's other 3 cuts, also compositions by Mr. Gogol. 

are led by "Sirens," V;'s best and most dynamically inter
esting song. "The Need" follows with a fun pedestrian 
stomp and Cramps-
ish vocal. "Oaved Hild," which closes the record, is an ode 
to the former Girls' drummer as well as a song to show lis
teners that V; isn't so damn serious as they might think. 

Most of V;'s songs, drawn from a variety of literary and 
ptusical influences, are narratives about V;'s members and 
their music. They have scavenged and adopted some 
screeches and irretrievable guitar parts that resemble ones 
you would've expected from the Velvet Underground. But 

if V; has picked this '60s bunch of strung-out urban drug
gies who artfully banged on semi-tuned instruments as their 
musical and social role models, they have also taken their 
own interpretations of tonal discrepancy and anarchistic 
blur techniques a step further toward creating concise mo
dal gems. 

These gems are designed to be delivered at acute sound 
pressure levels, and V; sounds loud even when they're not. 
The frenetic, peak-pitched attacks easily overdrive most PA 
systems. This merely bolsters V;'s image as uncontrolled 
nihilists whe will go as far as their leashes allow them. 

On stage, fraulein Susan's eyes are closed as she sings 
sideways into her microphone with a voice that features op
eratic quarter-tones. Somewhere along the way, audiences 
discovered that she could actually sing, not just scream, and 
her voice is now a centerpiece in many V; songs. Banging 
along on bongos and rote-toms, her Indian war beats con
trast Matt's cohesive rhythni.s. In this band roles are jum
bled; Matt's drums are the melodic force behind the vocals 
while the guitars do the pounding. Matt plays hard, really 
hard, on a drum kit decorated with pin-ups from a girlie 
magazine, but his stroke is very exacting and he doesn't let 
his hard hits bludgeon his stylistic lightness. Gary, a mes
merizingly phobic stage figure who pulls "Schitzd" (to bor
row from a V; song) chords and leads out of his reverbed
to-hell Telecaster with orange and green dots stuck all over 
it, plays toward and for his amplifier. George is attracted to 
the front of the stage but shies away from hamming it up on 
his forward visits, strumming and vocalizing in a seemingly 
smooth and direct manner. Joe manages to stake out terri
tory in an area behind Susan, lurching with bottom-heavy 
slaps on his fretless bass. 

After a plea from a Propeller representative to push their 
EP, Susan also reminds the crowd to buy ''V; t-shirts and 
sanitary napkins." 

V;'s set pushed through songs like "Schitzd" ("You can 
hear Stravinsky in there if you liste"), the teutonically 
trenched "Ich Liebe" (sort of a Bryan Ferry joke), "Just 
Like Lou Reed" (self-explanatory), and "Suburbs." l used 
to call this last particular strain of V; music "iconoclastic 
reggae" for its out-of-control treatment of a laid-back mu
sic. Now V;'s control has matured to the point where these 
off-the-wall aspects are a concrete part of their basic 
scheme. Not that V; can completely contest their reputa
tion for "never playing a song the same way twice." But 
now their iconoclasticism is much more tuneful (and even
gasp-danceable). 

During the first few bars of "The Need" ("It's not ne
cessarily about drugs"), the space in front of the stage filled 
up with dancers who found the Pablo Picasso-type beat ir
resistable. While they were there, the dancers also discov
ered that they could flop their bodies around to much of the 
rest of the set. Their only complaint was that "1926'' was 
over too quickly. ''More Please." 

In keeping with its newest tradition, V; ended their set 
with a cover tune, this time with Gary and George scream
ing out "Sonic Reducer." V; left the stage to a legitimate 
encore from an audience obviously impressed with the new
er material. 

Later Matt and I were discussing a case where a donut 
shop owner was being charged royalties for playing his tran
sistor for customers. "There are only six songs on the radio 
anyway," said Matt as we turned to talking about the pros-

fi;it: ~~ t:iu~~\r~~=~·i·~~:e::~:b'f; :i:~ ~~~:r~~~'i'oli~
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Susan added, "B that no matter how quickly you try to 
produce a record, you're tired of playing the songs by the 
time it comes out." In any case it's a good bet that quite a 
few people will be surprised and impres~ed by the So V; EP. 

ADDITIONAL THINGS THAT V; INSISTS THE 
WORLD SHOULD KNOW: 

"My favorite critic is Mimi Sheraton (NY Times food writ
er)," says Susan. ''My favorite distiller is Smirnofrs, '' says 
George. "Never play ,in northern New Jersey," says every
one, "especially at a club called KNUPS (punk backwards 
-cute, eh?).'' ''The most beautiful girl in the world,'' 
claims Gary, ''is Thalia Zedek (Dangerous Birds).'' Does 
she know that? "She will now." Anything else? "Yeah. 
Matt still wants to be in a good Dictators cover band." 
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by Bruce Stallsmith 

Girlschoof at the Paradise, Saturday, 
April 3. 

Two opening observations: First, Girl
school don't consider being an all-female 
heavy metal (or just plain rock and roll) 
band a novelty, and don't attach any heavy 
politics (or cheesecake) to it. And second, 
they don't like being thought of as proteges 
of Motorhead. They like Motorhead, but 
were together and producing well received 
records before supporting Motorhead on an 
English tour. End of incisive sociological 
analysis. 

They are , however, in the same wing of 
the heavy metal "headbangers" scene as 
Motorhead. Their songs don't only deal 
with the same overworn lov.e themes. The 
saving grace of each band is a tongue-in
cheek humor, not taking themselves abso
lutely seriously like a lot or metalloids do. 

Girlschool have been successful in Eng
land, with two albums out and lots or good 
press. Their first single, independently pro
duced and distributed, sold an impressive 
8,000 copies. Now they're being promoted 
in the US by Stiff/ America, and their al
bum Hit and Run is a compilation of their 
two English albums. 

For promotion purposes their show at the 
Paradise couldn't be beat. WBCN did a si-
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mulcast of lhe show, and a large (sellout?) 
crowd was on hand. Before the show the 
band was a bit put.off at being told the Par
adise was a fairly sedate venue, and said 
they'd change thal. Well, they gave it a 
good run for the money. 

When they hit the stage, bancl leader and 
guitarist Kim McAulifre opened with a 
"rock star" line: '"Ello Boston, 'ow're ya 
feelin' tonight?" or something similar. 
Luckily that was the worst part of their 
stage presence. 

They opened their 14 song set with the 
aptly-titled "C'mon Let's Go." Denise Du
fort kicked it off with her double-bass drum 
set; the transmission-whine guitars cut in 
and the band went straight into a double 
Marshall stack-powered wall of sound. (Ir 
in doubt, double everything on stage.) 
From there they did their most lyrical song, 
"The Hunter," featuring the magnificently 
coiffed Kelly Johnson on both vocals and 
a wild guitar (her Ibanez Destroyer). 
New bassist Gail Weston, playing her third 
gig with the band, limited herself to sticking 
out her tongue at other band members and 
occasional backing vocals. 

Their set was marred by one glaring tech
nical problem when one of the bass drum 
pedals broke, and the band stood around 
for four or five minutes trying not to look 
confused while a roadie scrambled for a re-1 

placement. Why they couldn't play until a 

Girlschool (I tor): Gail Weston, Kim McAuliffe, Denise Dufort and Kelly 
Johnson. photo: M. Ratney 
pedal was immediately on hand is only con- Can Girlschool make it in the US? Pro-
jecture, but seeming to choke on a simulcast bably. The band's strength is turning hard 
going out over 50,000 watts is enough to rock/metal cliches into good songs, both 
gray anyone's hair. live and on their album. Kim McAuliffe has 

The set included two covers, "Live With been leading bands to successively higher 
Me" and the ZZ Top chestnut "Tush," levels since 1978, and seems to be going 
which caused a buzz in the crowd. strong. 

by Gerard Cosloy 

The B-52's and the Bongos, April 23 01 
the Orpheum. 

If you look back to the independent 45 
release of "Rock Lobster" by Danny Beard 
some 3 V1 years ago, the B-S2's certainly 
didn't seem poised for any sort of commer
cial breakout. Here we are a few years later, 
and the B-S2's are certified big business, 
having precipitated the new music/disco 
crossovers of today by, oh, at least three 
weeks. Thanks to TV exposure (and a few 
genuinely good songs), the B-S2's first LP 
sold in respectable amounts. With the 
streamlined sound of Wild Planet, the re
cord I hold responsible for the B-52's end
ing up _on the TV soap opera The Guiding 
Light (what's next? Black Flag on The Edge 
of Night?), this group became a fixture in 
the same high gloss discos that they were 
tossed out of sorµe years earlier. 

Meanwhile an absolutely BRILLIANT 
band like the Bongos goes without a major 
label contrac1. 

Ah, yessir! Them Bongos are truly an in
vigorating spectacle. With guitarist/ vocalist 
Richard Barone bouncing from one side of 
the stage to another, the Bongos churn out 
the sort of timeless pop thal others hint at 
(dB's, Soft Boys, Athen's R.E.M.), but 
lack the Bongos' sheer effervescence. Ba
rone, aided by the addition of guitarist Jim 
Mastro, tackled the audience head on. Des
pite the fact that most were audibly baffled 
by the Bongos' shifting of rhythmic textures 
("get off the stage!"), the band bravely 
hung on, hitting noticeable peaks with ''Ze
bra Club" and their fine cover of Bolan's 
"Mambo Sun," a rendition which even had 
the Ozzie Osbourne fan sitting in front of 
me bopping his head in approval. So satis
fied was I by the se1's end ("In the Congo") 
I actually considered leaving the hall-only 
to realize that it was only 8:30 and Athens' 

Archies incarnate had yet to appear. 
But let's get back to the Bongos for a bit. 

Speaking with Bongos bass player Rob Nor
ris after Saturday night's show, Norris 
agreed with my assessment of the crowd's 
react!on to his band, calling them "the 
stodgiest audience we've encountered on 
this tour." Just the same, Norris refused to 
complain about playing w/Los 52's, stat
ing, "They've really been nice to us, mak
ing sure that everything's going alright. 
Y'know, they get plates and plates of food, 
and they always make sure that we get 
some." Bongos getting B-52 leftovers? Seri
ously though, Norris seemed genuinely sa
tisfied with the Bongos' newfound "warm 
up" role, claiming that, "We've been going 
over really well. Since we started the tour, 
the record has been doing much better, get
ting exposure in papers, college radio, sales. 
It's a chance for the record (Drums Along 
lhe Hudson) to be heard by people who 
might not otherwise hear it." 

Which brings us back to the case or the 
B-S2's. Snobbish elitism aside, their latest 
platter (Mesopotamia) is the stuff risks are 
made of-unhip pop band collides with hip 
0. Byrne and makes a good record (the re
laxed "Loveland," for instance). Unfor
tunately, the B-S2's Orpheum show was the 
stuff or which boring concerts are made: 
pop band fails to sell brave new sound to 
cowardly old fans, mus1 resort to proven 
favorites to keep the customers smiling. Ex
ample: Orpheum crowd takes a collective 
snooze during the run "Cake," but wakes 
up long enough to punch their fists skyward 
(!) for "Planet Claire." 

The B-52's set seemed to be divided into 
three different sections: the opening with 
"hits" like "Party Out of Bounds" and 
"Give Me Back My Man," the second part 
material from Mesopotamia, the third, 
the encores, with "Rock Lobster" and 
"Private Idaho." 



Isn't It about time you took that big step from 
"Pro-1&" to a truly protesslonal studio 
environment? 

Consider Studio B 

Our superbly trained staff 

doesn't Just talk 

about professlonal results, 

we get It. 

Ask around. 

419 Boylston St., Boston. dial COOKING 

For an appointment to visit our facllltles and 
discuss your recording needs, call 
2&&-54&4. · 
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\ on Boston Rock! Fear, a big con. photo: Phil In Phlash 

by Gerard Cosloy 

My initial reason for liking hardcore, aside from the speed and ener
gy which it provided, was that it wasn't a pleasant sound. Even those who 
·had previously considered themselves cool/ hip/ whatever, were now quite 
apt to frown. Hardcore was, for the first time since th' good ol' Pistols/ 
Clash daze, drawing brand new lines of contention, Black Flag being a 
welcome antidote for the Police on the cover of Rolling Stone. -. Fear tells all punks, Nazi'r not, to fuck off. 
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But once you've smashed down certain walls and barriers, you're pro
bably going to build new ones up again (I'll call it human nature for lack 
of anything better). That's where Fear come in. Once you've gotten too 
comfortable and self-assured, it's time for something to come along and 
slap you in the face. Fear slap people in the face. Where the Dead Kenne
dys preach and Flipper refuse to pander, Fear tells all punks, Nazi'r not, 
to fuck off. 

"Let's have a war/ we need the space ... let's have a war/ so you can 
go die!" -"Let's Have A War" 

"I don't care about you/ fuck you" -"I Don't Care About You" 
And as to whether or not all this rage and bile is a good thing, or even 

a genuine thing, Fear's debut album, The Record (Slash), avoids the ques
tion. New York, New Jersey and homosexuals all fall for Fear's sucker 
punch, and a weak one it is. Producer Gary Lubow has given the band a 
horrifically low-budget feel that not only doesn't live up to the raw power 
of the Decline of Western Civilization's two live tracks, but sounds so 
poor that someone unfamiliar with the band could very well wonder, 
"who's afraid?". 

But judging from my telephone conversation with Fear guitarist/vo
calist Lee Ving, such wonderings aren't appreciated in the Fear camp. 
When told that few in Boston enjoyed either their May 8 show at the 
Channel, or their earlier appearance at Spit, Ving replied with customary 
charm. 

"Well, fuck them. If everyone hated it, then we must be doing some
thing right. I liked the show at Spit, I liked that place. I thought the Chan
nel was a bit stiff-assed, another Mafia-run place that doesn't have any 
idea of what the fuck's going on. You should have that place bombed ... 
But I did enjoy the audience reaction at Spit, really interesting. Judging 
from the reaction at that show, I'd say Boston has a real potential to get 
something going. But don't think that you're in the vanguard or anything. 
I'll tell you, every fucking town in the country thinks that they're in the 
vanguard. They're not!" 

And how did you like playing in New York? 

"I liked it. I grew up in New York, so that wasn't anything new. New 
York just has too many people." 

Uh-huh. So why is the LP so slick? 
"We just wanted everything to be discernable, all the instruments 

able to be heard. It was the sound that we were aiming for, and yes, we 
have been asked that question. " 

But how did you end up with an ex-REO Speedwagon engineer pro
ducing the album? And doing so badly?! 

"Gary (Lubow, producer) was a friend of Derf's (Scratch, bass play
er) in high school. He wanted to do it and so did we. It sounds the fucking 
way we wanted it to.'' 

·umm. Well, so much for your taste. How about crowd reactions? It 
seems like Fear play the role of gay-baiting clowns, sometimes egging the 
crowd on for the sal<e of doing so. What do Fear want from their audi
ence? To be loved? 

"Who the fuck wants to give people what they want? We don 't care 
what people want." 

I find it kind of strange that you'd prefer playing at Spit. I'd think 
that for many of the folks there, you'd just be this week's whatever. 

"Oh? Well do me a favor. Just tell Boston that they were this week's 
version of fucking god knows what, and we'd have rather done it in New
ark, New Jersey! Goodbye." (Sound of phone being slammed down.) 

Hello? But anyway, who knows, or cares? The Record is just another 
Fear sneer at the punks they seem to think are beneath them-a punk par
ody so heavy on the black humor that the misguided masses can't figure 
it out (Lee Ving might believe this, but I don't). If Lee had chosen to stay 
on the phone long enough, maybe we could have discussed differences like 
those, not to mention others, like Fear's "homo hull\Or" (as coined by 
Slash's press release). A friend of mine who did talk with Lee says that the 
band's dumping on gays is the result of the group seeing gays as "loo sen
sitive." As sensitive as crummy lead singer/ guitarists for slumping punk 
bands? · 

"Who the fuck wants to give people what they 
want? We don't care what people want." WW-Either way Fear aren't interesting enough to warrant such confusion. 
The confrontation that they so greally delight in provoking is an empty 
(headed) one. They are, in fact, playing it safe under the guise of attacking 
an audience. Then again, after alienating everyone in sight ("a big con" 
was the nicest comment I heard after their Spit gig), maybe glorifying re
jection is Fear's only course left to take. There's certainly not much to be 
afraid of. 
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DE CORD 
"EVIEW./' 
Van Halen---------
Diver Down 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

Van Halen is the Heavy Metal band with 
the most humor, the most flexibility, and 
the best looking guys. While they might bea 
hair less manic on this LP {directly linked 
to the fact that Eddie married some twit 
from a TV sitcom and People magazine 
started writing up Van Halen constantly 
and dragged them into the American living 
room), you still have to love 'em: what oth
er HM band would put its image on the line 
at every turn, going from the insane drum
ming, yelping and tortured-guitar arm
wrestling of "The Full Bug" to an acappcl
la version of "Happy Trails"? This LP isn't 
the straiRht head-bashina you look for in a 
Van Halen album, but it' s a pretty interest
mg balance: cverythi,ng from "Cathedral" 
-1 :20, instrumental, and very pretty-to 
their FM hit Roy Orbison cover, "Pretty 
Woman." "Hang 'em High" is old-style 
Halen, too, but their cover of "Dancing in 
the Streets" is totally off. "Little Guitars" 
seems to amplify the disturbing undercur
rent that runs through the whole album: 
what happened to leering, sweaty David Lee 
''I -Can-Have-Anything-I-Want'' Roth? 
Who wants to hear him singing love songs? 
(Sheena) 

Marshall Crenshaw-------
Marshall Crenshaw 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

l dunno if you've had a look at the Bill
board chart lately, but with folks like Rick 
Springfield, Huey Lewis, Tommy Tutone 
and the Motels all in the top ten or heading 
for it, it seems as if the Revenge of Power 
Pop has taken hold. Combine this with the 
current inability of groups like the Flesh
tones, dB's, Bongos, etc. to make any gen
uine dent in the world of Big Bucks, and 
you've got a real case for depression on 
your hands. 

That's why Marshall Crenshaw is such a 
shot in the arm, a singer/ songwriter who's 
been able to take tried and tired pop cliches 
and make them snap. Crenshaw's got com
mercial viability dripping all over his jeans 
-I count at least 10 potential hit 45s on this 
platter, not one of them overtly offensive or 
insipid. An honest effort that, while not 
stunning, is still worth returning to. (Ger
ard Cosloy) 

FUpper----------
Generic Flipper 
(Subterranean, LP) 

More than a few folks have called Flipper 
a 1980s Grateful Dead, but I have a hard 
time swallowing that one. Could the drug 
fogged brain of Jerry Garcia get to the root 
of human existence as easily as Flipper do.., 
on the (new, improved) LP version of "Sex 
Bomb"? Could anyone? I've played Gener
ic Flipper for ten friends, seven of whom 
are walking around in a daze (probably 
muttering, "that's the way of the world"), 
while the other three claim that I'm insane. 
Not only has Generic Flipper shown me 
who my real friends are, but I've also found 
it to be the most invigorating piece of plas
tic on my turntable as of late. Didn't any
one ever tell you that dolphins were intelli
gent? (Gerard Cosloy) 

Gang of Four--------
"! LOVE A MAN IN UNIFORM" b/ w 
"The World at Fault" 
(EMI, import 45) 

Sure, I can put up with groups experi
menting with their music-The Clash, Jam, 
U2 and Talking Heads have all done that 
successfully. But there is a BIG DIFFER
ENCE between experimentation and COM
PROMISE. Unfortunately, the Gang of 
Four seem to have gone too far! "Uni
form" is the first piece of plastic the Gang 
has created with new bassist Sara Lee (ex
League of Gentlemen). Picture if you will , a 
strong Human League-type dance beat and 
limp lyrics like: "I had to be strong for my 
woman ... She needed to be protected ... I 
had to regain my self-respect so I got into 
camouflage ... " Sure, it's bound to be a 
smash dance hit, but somehow I expected 
more from Gang of 4. 

If you're a real, die-hard Gang of 4 fan, 
buy it at your own risk-but BEWARE, it 
could hit you like a case of Anthrax. 
(Rich Anzalone) --
The Incredible Casuals -----
THAT'S WHY b/w Saw It Comin' All 
Along 
(Red Rooster, 45) 

The Incredible Casuals are back with a 
single that beats their last effort with ease. 
While "That's Why" is a better piece of 
songwriting, production and performance 
than either side of their last release, it 's the 
B side, "Saw It Comin' All Along," that' s 
the winner here. Sounding like a Tom Petty 
original, this Chandler Travis tune com
bines a melodic, walking guitar figure with 
a lazy, loose and low-profiled vocal that 
would do Petty proud. A perfect summer 
sound. More , please. (Jon McAuliffe) 

10007-inch45 rpm 
records in black and 
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TbeCiu,a----------
Combat Rock 
(CBS, import LP) 

The new Clash album, Combat Rock, is a 
twelve song single album, but the music on 
it is even more diverse than its predecessor, 
the triple album Sandinista! Combat Rock 
ranges in style from pop to fun, and is very 
difficult to analyze after just a few listens. 
I listened to it at least 25 times, and got 
opinions from musicians, friends and co
workers ranging from "a near masterpiece" 
to "no wonder Joe Strummer is missing!" 

Trying to be as objective as possible (af
ter all, this is the Cl.ash!), I think the album, 
although having its moments, will be a dis
appointment to most Clash fans. Its weak, 
often meaningless lyrics arc what disap
pointed me most. 

Combat Rock opens with the import sin
gle "Know Your Rights" which outlines 
three basic human rights-''!. The right not 
to be killed ... 2. The right to food money 
... and 3. The right to free speech ... "Lyr
ically, the song is trite and talks down to jts 
listeners. The album's most outstandmg 
track, "Should I Stay or Should l Go" is a 
pure pop song sung by Mick Jones in early 
Beatles/Stones style, complete with a "Diz
zy Miss Lizzy" guitar riff! I wonder if its 
lyrics "If I go there will be trouble ... if I 
stay there will be double" were a foresha
dowing of Joe Strummer's disappearance! 
0 yeah, the background vocals on the 
chorus are sung in Spanish. 

"Overpowered by Funk" is an overpow
ering funk tune where the lyrics, dealing 
with overindulgent, uncaring Western ways, 
are drowned out (probably purposely done, 
tongue-in-cheek style) in the mix. "Ghetto 
Defendant" features Allen "Birdbrain" 
Ginsberg sounding like Frallk Zappa's 
"central scrutinizer," and is the one track 
singled out by everyone I talked to as the 
most over-indulgent disposable track on the 
album. The album concludes with the very 
strange "Death Is a Star" featuring half
sPoken, half-sung lyrics over Tymon 
Dogg's rinky-dink piano playing. 

Combat Rock catches The Clash fighting 
for the causes they believe in, but unable to 
strategically communicate them. It's not the 
masterpiece many hoped for, but it is far 
from trash to be ignored! (Rich Anzalone) 

The Embarrassment------
Thc Embarrassment EP 
(Cynykyl, EP) 

Wichita, Kansas is proud to present The 
Embarrassment! Jumpy pop, twitchy pop, 
odd pop, zany pop, tootsie pop, mom and 
pop. I don't get it. I think their earlier sin
gle "Sex Drive" is funnier and better, but 
"Wellesville," "Elizabeth Montgomery's 
Face" and "I'm a Don Juan" certainly 
have their moments. Embarrassing sleeve 
included. (M . English) 

TbeMlsDts---------
Walk Among Us 
(Ruby, LP) 

Extremely high ·speed, high caliber stuff 
coming out of NY from the oft-ignored 
Misfits, a group who despite their overly 
calculated ghoul-appeal hit quite solidly on 
their debut LP. Unlike their largely uneven 
45s on the Plan 9 label, the Misfits ' Walk 
Among Us is able to keep pace with itself 
on each individual cut, "20 Eyes" and 
"Nike A Go Go" ("take my life along with 
yours") being prime examples. The line be
tween seriousness and parody becomes oc
casionally blurred, particularly on "Night 
of the Living Dead" and the Jive recorded 
"Mommy, Can I Go Out and Kill To
night?"; since the delivery is anything but 
heavy handed, I can't really complain. l 
might prefer the Misfits if they cooled it on 
the horror/rock / schlock trip, but their mu
sic is effective enough in spite of the often 
inane lyrics. (Gerard Cosloy) 

Andy Pratt---------
Fun in the First World 
(Enzon~. EP) 

Andy Pratt has been both praised and 
persecuted for his work, his beliefs and his 
unusual v}sion. His brilliant Columbia LP 
Andy Prall which featured the classic 
"Avenging Annie" is still one of the finest 
pieces of music and lyrics ever to be waxed, 
and his Nemperor LP Resolution is an un
sung pop classic. Pratt's latest, a five-song 
EP, harkens back to the feel of his Colum
bia LP, while adding the changes, insight 
and realization that 9 years have b(ought. 

The title tune sounds like a fun rocker on 
the surface, but Like Pratt himself, there's 
more than one level in evidence. Those in 
touch with Pratt's ideology are not placated 
here, but rather arc forced to wash their 
mirrors and look hard. The remainder of 
the material, "Israel," a paean to more 
than just the Jewish homeland, "Burn Up 
in the Fire," an apocalyptic observation, 
"Paper Money," a seemingly humorous 
composition, are written in Andy's best 
split-level fashion. (Jon McAuliffc) 

llttledeers ---------
! REMEMBER DORIS b/w Billy's Going 
OutTonite 
(Rondevue, 45) 

Although the sound's the same, the lyrics 
are familiar and the overall feel is typical of 
new music' s old hat, both sides of this sin
gle, particularly "I Remember Doris" arc 
eminently listenable-almost to the point of 
being hypnotic. It's disturbing that nothing 
here is particularly arresting or unusual and 
yet this is definitely not to be dismissed . The 
quality of this release is haunting and oddly 
magnetic. If machines could talk (and some 
of them do), ... (Jon McAuliffe) 
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DECORD 
~EVIEWf 
Circle Jerks---------
Wild in the Streets 
(Faulty, LP) 

Wild in the Streets fell far short of my ex
pectations. Most of the album consists of 
mid-tempo assaults on suburbia aimed at 
the same snotty rich kids that have been lap
ping up the latest cries of anarchy. 

The Jerks seem to spend much of their 
time trying to recapture the same spark that 
made last year's debut album Group Sex so 
good. Occasionally they find the formula 
(the title track) or come close ("Deforma
tion Innuendo"), but most of the time the 
band thrashes about lacking direction or 
originality. (Jon Anastas) 

The Church---------
The Church 
(Capitol, LP) 

The Church, a younQ. auartet from Aus
tralia, may well have just released the strong
est debut album of the year to date. Not 
since U2's Boy have 1 heard a record of such 
consistent quality and cohesiveness. There's 
no headbanging here-the lyrics are poetic 
and intelligible, the arrangements disci
plined, layered and crystalline . The album's 
highlights are "The Unguarded Moment" 
and "For a Moment We're Strangers," two 
well-paced, .emotive songs that you won't 
need a lyric sheet to understand. The rest of 
the album ranges from the melancholy 
"Don't Open the Door" to the U2-like 
"Memories in Future Tense," all laced with 
strong guitar work that bears similarities to 
styles as diverse as those of The Edge and 
Danny Kirwan. This album is so listenable, 
and yet still possessed of such depth, that it 
ought to please just about everybody. 
(Scott Pascucci) 

Haircut One Hundred ------
Pelican West 
(Arista, LP) 

There's not much substance in Pelican 
West. It's not rock 'n' roll; it's too cool and 
jazzy for that. It's not innovative; it's too 
catchy and familiar. No, it's simply "prep 
rock." "Love Plus One" and "Favourite 
Shirts" are easily identifiable hits; light, 
cute, optimistic and very listenable. The rest 
of the tunes follow suit; nice but forget
table. 

The only threat Haircut 100 makes is that 
more bands will follow this formula to suc
cess. Recommended only for those who 
dare to be bland. (Mr. B) 

The Mickey Bliss Band -----
VENUS DRESSED IN PLASTIC
GARBAGE b/w Trapezoid 
(Hitman, 45) 

Remember Flash & The Pan? Similarities 
abound here, though Mr. Bliss is much 
more fun. A little less fractured perform
ance might garner a wider following, but 
then it wouldn't be as Blissful. Ignorance 
isn't what's happening here; more like slow 
motion dream sequence meets instant re
play of Lawrence Ferlinghe1ti's "Coney ls
land of the Mind" ouHakes. "Venus," all 
six-plus minutes of it, is a treat. (Jon Mc
Auliffe) 

Sparks----------
Angst In My Pants 
(Atlantic, LP) 

Eleven years, ten albums, six labels and 
count less numbers of band changes have 
gone by since Sparks (Ron and Russell 
Mael) first appeared as the group Half-nel
son. With each album their musical styles 
have varied (surrealistic, pop, disco, etc.) 
and in each they have excelled. Now with 
the release of Angst In My Pants, Sparks 
are trying their hand at hard rock. 

The album (consisting of 11 songs) starts 
off with an overpowering drum beat as Rus
sell sings about that age old problem of 
Angst In My Pants and then rocks right into 
the first single to be released from the al
bum, "I Predict" (or is it "Another One 
Bites the Dust"?). "Sextown USA" tells us 
about how great sex is no matter where it 
happens. "Mickey Mouse" will give every
one positive inspiration ("Cause if a mouse 
can be special, well so can you"). The se
cond side opens with "Moustache" telling 
us about what men have over women ("But 
there's one place where they've been 
whipped, between the nose and upper lip"), 
with the album's closing song, "Eaten by 
the Monster of Love" ("Well my father 
says don't worry son, but look at him, he 
should have run"). The lyrical content is of 
the highest quality, yet despite Sparks' huge 
success throughout Europe, this probably 
won't be the album to finally break them in 
the U.S. Oare to be different, learn to be 
lonely. (Brian R. Dall) 

Junk Mall---------
BREAKOFF b/ w No MoreT.V. 
(Free, 4l) 

How many local bands tour Venezuela? 
This one recently did, and if they came off 
any where near as well as on this 45, they 
were hot. Guitarist Alvaro Falcon's clean ly 
driven power chords support vocalist Alan 
Romeo's delivery, creating tight ly wound 
tension on both sides. I can't say these arc 
great songs, but the performances are fun 
so who cares. Good stuff. (Jon McAuliffe) 

DO YOU NEED 
A HIT SONG? 

If your group has everything it needs except good ma
terial - we can help. We've got an extensive library of 
singles oriented songs (rock, pop, balladi, new wave, 
r&b, country and novelty) by Boston 's finest publishing 
company. 

contact Wayne Wadhams 
266-3559 

Laurie Aadenon-------
Big Science 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

About Laurie Anderson: In the past dec
ade she has built quite a reputation for her
self as a performance artist, addressing au
diences throughout North America and 
Eufopc with her vocal/musical/film/ slide 
presentations. Additionally, a sizeable col
lection of publications and recordings have 
the Anderson name attached. 

About the record: Superb. Brilliant. Et
cetera. Laurie has chosen a collCCtion of 
songs from her most recent project entitled 
America I-IV, and transferred them to vi
nyl, displaying a broad view of her ideas. 
An exceptional writer, Anderson plays with 
words as she deals with social criticism and 
various slants on life. She makes the listener 
wonder what her words mean, yet gives 
enough for one to form his own interpr-cta
tions and conclusions. The music finalizes 
each statement with a blend of color, depth, 
humor, warmth, and aural pleasure. Instru
mentation is unique, often sounding like a 
cross between Kraftwek, Jon Hassell an"'d 
the Eno/ Fripp collaboration Evening Star. 
"Pop-Art" as true as the truth ever gets. 
"Art-Pop" as pure as pure ever gets. 

Angelle Upslarts-------
Still From the Heart 
(EM!, import LP) 

Still From the Heart will surprise old An
gelic Upstarts fans who are used to quick
tempos and raucous vocals. Instead, Heart 
features carefully produced arrangements, 
in a variety of musical styles, crisp vocals, 
and lyrics which stimulate the brain . .. and 
it works tremendously well! 

The LP begins with "Never Say Die," an 
uptempo, sing-a-long anthem which puts 
forth the main themes of the album: 
"There's gotta be a future somewhere. 
Close your ears to those on top. . this 
country is for you and me, even if it takes 
anarchy ... make a noise for your future . . 
make a noise that will never stop ... Never 
say die .. 

Still From the Heart may cost the Angelic 
Upstarts some of their early "head-bang~ 
ing" fans, but I think the title says it all. 
They are not selling out-their ideals and 
beliefs are still the same, they've just found 
a new, and in my opinion much more effec
tive ways to get them across. (Rich Anza. 
lone) 
~ 
Various Boston Artists-----
Live at the Metro 
(Press A Dent, L_P) 

What happens when you get six of Bos
ton 's top mainstream rock bands, record 
them live, and release an album? Problems. 
Yeah, problems. 

Problem number I is poor sound . Most 
live albums are difficult to listen to, and this 
one's no exception. For some reason, the 
production on side 2 is a noticeable im~ 

My favorites? "Sweaters" (does PiL one 
better), "Big Science," "Born, Never 
Asked," and "It Tango." Includes the ori
ginal "O Superman. " (Marc English) 

provement on the noisy drums and buried 
guitar of side I. 

Probleffi number 2 is weaK material. Un
der scrutiny, it' s amazing how so man y 
songs, which even get a great reaction on 
stage, sound very lame on the turntable or 
radio. Of the six bands featured, only City 
Thrills' Johnny Carmen and the Stampers' 
Sal Baglio exhibi t any songwriting talent. 
Let's face it, it's the songs that make or 
break a band, and few groups even have 
that one ' hit single' necessary to " make 
it. " Boston's " best" need bettering. 

Unless you know something I don' t, I 
still haven't heard a live compilation wort h 
recommending, but let 's keep looking. 
(Mr. B)-

The Molels---------
AII FourOne 
(Capitol , LP) 

All Four One, the Motels' me-st recent re
lease, holds few surprises for anyone famil
iar with the-ir two earlier albums. The over
all texture may be somewhat lusher and 
more subdued, perhaps due to Tim McGov
ern's reduced involvement with the band, 
but the group's basic approach remains un
altered. Although it has a few slow mo
ments, All Four One also contains some real 
gems-"Mission of Mercy," "Only the 
Lonely ," and a cover of Carole King' s "He 
Hit Me," among others-as well as some 
exceptional saxophone work by Marty 
Jourard. The Motels may not have broken 
much new ground with this one, but they 
didn ' t lose any either . (Scott Pascucci) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Withoutthe 
Polyester 

TttENEWWAVE 
ifAIR SAlON 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, ."1A 02115 
262-9131 



DE CORD 
~EVIEWf 
G1ry Shane & The Detour 
JOHNNY'S COAL TRAIN b/w I'm a 
Shark · 
(Pure&Easy, local4S) 

Man, I saw the Shane-Champagne Band, 
Gary Shane's old band, once and it was 
enough for three lifetimes. How is it possi
ble that out of that drck sprang this A-side 
of pure genius? The most compelling rhy
thm section on a local single in recent mem
ory, intelligent, and original vocals, and ar
cane subject niattcr (what the hell is it 
about?) make up this dark-horse success. 
The loose, smooth bass makes it danceable 
to boot. The B-sidc is unexceptional: 
sounds like Shane-Champagne Reunion. 
(Sheena) 

Plan9----------
Frustration 
(Voxx, LP) 

Aside from the 60s psychedelic punk 
compilations finding their way into the 
racks, the most recent of which always con
tain more obscure tracks than the one be
fore, the promised return to the dark sound 
hasn't really amounted to much. There's 
been the occasional attempt to bridge the 
years and styles, but generally most of the 
stuff has been blatant revivalism or outright 
covers. 

Plan 9 (the name is taken from the title to 
a great schlock sci fi nick) falls firmly into 
the latter category. Even though all the 
songs are covers, I don't know of anyone 
who can tell me where they all originate. 
Growling singer Eric Stumpo (a name 

bound to go down in r;n'r history) and one 
of Plan 9's four guitarists, has an uncom
promising ear for the great lost 60s single. 
Songs like "Can't Stand This Love, Good
bye" and "How Many Times" sound as 
nasty and naive now as they must have way 
back when fifty or so people gol to hear 
'em. 

The second side is taken up with "Frus
tration," a twelve minute extravaganza with 
guitar solos galore. The original is a much 
shorter version done by the Painted Ship 
and can be found on Pebbles Vol. 6. This 
song's getting more airplay than the others, 
so after six years of constipation, DJs can 
once again take a crap during their shows. 
(Michael Hafitz) 

New Matb---------
Thcy Walk Among You 
(41l,EP) 

A fairly immemorablc debut by the Ro
chcslcr, NY group New Math , worth noting 
only because of the unrealized potential of 
the EP's title song. Good hooks and suffi
ciently dusky lyrics of demonic infiltration 
that could have been translated into a solid 
dance-rocker in the mode of Duran Duran, 
if only lhe production had been fuller and 
faster-paced. They mighl want to rework 
this one. (Scott Pascucci) 

Jimmy Vlglone-----
1 LIKE IT b/w When The Radio's On 
(Alpha Media, 4l) 

Anyone zippy enough to record "I Like 
It," the 60s reject M'"om Gerry & the Pace
makers, oughta be forced to drink diet beer 
and listen to the complete works of Freddy 
& the Dreamers. Then again, there are peo
ple who wear shirts with alligator appliques 
In public. "When The Radio's On" fares 
better, but continues in the starry-eyed 
mode. Standout performance here by Djan
go Buuwad on Farfisa. (Jon McAuliffe) 

Onyx------------
CALL OF THE WILD b/ w S.O.S. 
(Nu-Age, local 45) 

Jungle drums, lovely synthesizers, and a 
British accent intoning and echoing over 
the instrumentation-ii might be Manches
ter. But it's Boston's own mysterious Onyx., 
an excellent studio band, composed of Judd 
Stone and unknown man/ machine accom
plices. Very sophisticated, you could even 
pretend it's British if you want, and as in
spired as Onyx's last release, ''Jet Set.'' The 
nip, "S.O.S." is almost a continuation of 
the first side, with the same hypnotic voice 
grown slightly .more desperate and many of 
the same effects. Not particularly heavy af
ter a couple of listens, but extremely wcll
executed. (Sheena) 

~ 

Spandau Balltl--------
Diamond 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

While the cover of their most recent re
lease, Diamond, has assured Spandau Bal
let of music's best-dressed award, its con
tents should garner the group some well
deserved praise for successfully exploring 
new directions and working with a wider 
range of sounds. The album's title track, 
"She Loved Like Diamond," is a brief, 
wonderful song that combines a cha-cha 
beat with Bryan Ferry-style vocals, evoking 
images of blitzing at the Copacabana. 
"Coffee Club" begins with a high-tech stut
ter that flows into quasi-salsa refrains and 
horn arrangements, while "Chant No. I" 
contrasts disco/funk elements with varied 
vocal approaches for a distinctive, dance
able sound. Diamond may no1 be unequivo
cally brilliant, but on balance it's an alto
gether worthwhile album. (Scott Pascucci) 
(Scott Pascucci) 

~ 

Ellol Finesse--------
IN DECAY b/w Gonna Be Alright 
(Long View, 45) 

The poor pun as band moniker did little 

to make me want to listen to this single, but 
one spin made me forget that. "In Decay'' 
is the hot side here, combining moralizing, 
though not preachy, lyrics with a minor
key, danceably apocalyptic(?) track. The B 
side has nothing in common with the A, 
and, in fact, sounds like a different artist. 
Nevertheless, check out "In Decay." Also, 
applause to Jesse Henderson for his super
lative engineering. (Jon McAuliffe) 
~ 

VarlousArtlsts--------
Boston Not L.A. 
(Modern Method, LP) 

As this compilation proves, Boston is 
nurturing the hottest hardcore scene in the 
country. Seven of Boston's best (worst?) 
bands do thirty six cuts, and overall the al
bum is excellent! Few clubs in this city have 
the balls to book the bands, but at least with 
this record the bands arc not totally shut 
off. 

The best cuts arc by Jerry's Kids, Gang 
Green and the F.U.'s. These bands are great 
spokesmen for Boston. The cuts by Jerry's 
Kids and Gang Green are frantic and ultra
fast: the kind of songs that make you tense 
up and want to explode. The F.U.'s have by 
far the best lyrics on the album, and ''Radio 
Unix, U.S.A.'' is the best cul on the whole 
thing. 

The album isn't perfect, though. I ques
tion whether the Groinoids have a rilit.ht to 
live after hearing the worst pseudo-hard
core song in my life, "Angel.'' The Freeze 
have varying levels on their songs-some 
arc excellent, and some are simply boring. 
Still, these imperfections arc minor com
pared to the overall excellence of the other 
bands. 

Lest we forget, the Proletariat are fuck
ing great; it's about time that people got a 
chance to hear them. 

So-get this album as soon as you've fin
ished reading this. And then go see the 
bands. (Dave Smallec) 

(Ed. note: Dave Smallee hosts a fifteen 
minute radio program called Hardcore 
Hour, Thursday nights at 9 p. m. on WZ
BC.J 
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a tribute to I little deers 
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.... Go see them." ~. Max - the Noise 

"An amazing simulat ion. That guitar player looks 
and sounds so much like the late Ron Harris .... 
it's spooky." Ted Johnson - Medford Music News 
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the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 

Rockit Records 
offers apeclal prices to readers 

of Boston Rock 
MANY IMPORT 45s at~.~ and 3 for $5. 

lri order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock 
Limited quantities on many tit/es. Only one per customer on some Items. 

Good thru July 7, 1982 
dredd foole & the din (45) "Songs in the Heat" 
...........•....••...................•.•. $1.49 
The Dawgs (LP) My Town . ................. $4.99 
This Is Boston-Not LA! (LP) .............. $3.99 
The Clash (LP) Combat Rock ... very special price 
Wargasm (compilation w/Dead Kennedys) .. $6.49 
The Jam (12") "Town Called Malice" ........ $2.49 
New Order(12") "Temptation" ............. $3.49 
Genesis (new import 45) ................... $2.25 
Siouxsie & The Banshees (45) "Israel" ...... $ .50 
Live at Metro .. ........................... $5.49 
Discharge (LP) Hear Nothing ............... $7.99 
Red Cross (LP) Born Innocent .............. $5.89 
Richard & Linda Thompson (LP) Shoot . ..... $5.89 
Real Kids (45) "All Kindsa Girls" ............ $1.49 
Gary Shane & The Detour (45) "Johnny's 

Coaltrain" ............................. $1.49 
Scritti Politti (12") "Sweetgirl" ............. $1.99 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
SAUGUS MASS (617) 233 7805 

An evening with 
The J\nqelic Upstarts 

Monday May 31st 
Two shows 7 and 10 p.m. 

Doors open at 6 p.m. 
slj.00 before 9 p.m. 
S5.00 after 9 p.m. 

ALL AGES! 
With special quests ... 

VILE and JERRY'S KIDS 
THE 

CHANNEL 
25 NECCO ST .• BOSTON • .. ,.,,,. 
Acrou th• Brtdg• lrom South Station: Turn Right et Firat Light 
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~CTIVE ii!i!iOUND ..= RECORDING . 

cit~s0und ~~0ducti0ns ,.,c,e 
RECORD PRESSINGS AND BAND SHOWCASING 

1000 45's for $1000 

INC_LUDES: 
• 40 HRS RECORDING TIME • ALL PACKAGING (TO YOUR SPECS) 
• 8 TRACK RENTAL • 3 TEST PRESSINGS 
• 2 TRACK MASTER • EAST AND WEST COAST DISTRIBUTION 
• 4 CASSETTE COPIES • FREE PRODUCTION 
• NO CHARGES FOR SET UP AND BREAKDOWN 

• OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
RECORDING RATE $10/HR 

(through August) 

LIVE REMOTE RECORDING: $200/DAY & EXPENSES 

Recording Equipment Includes: 
Otari 8-track and 2-track recorders, Lexicon Primetime, Ashley Compressors, Biamp 
Ea, DBX NA, Walker Mixing Board, JBL & Auratone Monitors, etc. Lexicon 224 
Digital Reverb available on request 

OPEN 24 HOURS 
CALL FOR OUR NEW BOSTON LOCATION 

PAUL GOVERNOR (Cltysound) 444-9110 

LARRY LESSARD (Active Sound) 326-2664 



FCETAL FUNN ES! Ll 
Ralph Record.t Update: 

Well, The Residents are busily at work 
extending last year's Mark of the Mole into 
a full-blown trilogy of albums. Yet another 
clever marketing strategy, no doubt. The 
second installment is called The Tunes of 
Two Cities, and is really rather good. My 
favorite parts of this outing are the creative 
handling of Muz.ak themes and the compar
ative lack of typical Residents dweazly voc
als (at last!). 

by Jim Puccio 

Welcome to the column that cuts little 
guys with swelled heads down to size. 
Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending 
on how you look at it) , new product has 
flowed into our offices at such a rate recent
ly that we can scarcely see out the windows, 
let alone digest it all. Consequently, this 
month FF resorts to rougp categorization 

I 
and excess glibness in a vain effort to cover 

1 1 

~-~:::~"~: :::::;~;~::P:~~nt: 
Being born once is such a pain in the ass 

that no one in their right mind would ever 
want to repeat the process. Enough musi
cians out there agree, that we now sec Rock 
Agalmt Religion becoming a major under
current in subterranean rock circles. 

As a domestic release on Columbia Re
cords, Nina H11en's Nunsexmonkrock has 
got to be the most visible example of this 
trend in the marketplace. Moreover, every
thing about this disk, from cover to con
cept, from beginning to end, is such an in
tense and direct iconoclastic statement that 
I'm really astounded the execs at CBS 
didn't squash it flat. l could rant for the rest 
of the page about this one. Suffice it to say 
Nunsexmonkrock makes Nina's previous 
outings sound thoroughly tame and should 
be snatched up while it's still in print. Also 
note that "Antiworld," the opening track , 
sports a direct cop of Hendrix's classic 
"Third Stone From the Sun" riff. A gener
ally amazing record. 

Of course, there's always the ToWng 
Midgets' (who?) debut LP, Sea of Unrest 
(Instant Records). This one stands out in a 
number of ways: first, the· vocalist has a 
range of expression encompassing territory 
generally proprietary to David Bowle, Peter 
Hammlll, Iggy Pop or even to a lesser extent 
Captain Beefheart. Meanwhile, the guitar
ist has that ripping sheet metal sound down 
pat. Melodically these guys are relatively 
opaque, though the occasional nearly-re
cognizable historic rock fragment will rear 
its head only to be obscured back into surg
ing dissonances. Like the Dlagnm Brothers 
last month, this one grew on me after re
peated listenings. Gutsy, gritty stuff. 

Also daemonic is the MAL album Com
pendium Maleficarum (Physiocrat Produc
tions). Primarily the work of one Michael 
A. Lucas, this platter is one of the most ex
plicitly irreverant records I've come across 

Boston Rock Back Issues 
112 . Gang of Four. Mission of Burma, Selecter, 
Orchestral Manoeuvres. 
113. Ramones. Undertones, Fri pp, Pastiche, Joe 
"King" Carrasco, X, La Peste. 
#4. Cars. Dcvo , Go-Go's, B-52's pt. I, 
Magazine, Members, Nervous Eaters, Pere Ubu, 
Speedies, Otway, New Models, Heatwave. 
115. H.S.R .. ll-52's pl. 2. U.K. Beat. Fee\ies, 
Rockats. Bush Tetras, Delta 5. Bo)'S Life. Pylon. 
Someone & lhe Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
116. Gal') Numan. XTC. Stranglers, Stiff Linte 
Fingers, Psychedel ic Furs, Carlene Carter. 
Monochrome Set, Fi ngerprintz, Thri lls. V;. 
f7. Talking I-leads. Sli ts , Polyrock. Kid Creole, 
Buncocks pt. I, Suade Cowboys, Pl asmat ics, 
Roches . Brian Brain. 
118. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, Peter 
Dayton , Spizz, 999. Buzzcocks pl. 2, .Gang of 4, 
Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Rui s, Manha & the Muf
fi ns, Lenny Kaye, Son o f St iff. Iggy Pop , Capt. 
Bee fhea rt, Vitamin, Alberto y Lost Trios 
Para noias. 
11 10. Ramones. Rings, U2, Mek ons. Au Pairs, 
Bound & Gagged. Outlets, SVT, Carlene Carter, 
the Fast . 
#II. Elvis Costello pt. I. Squeeze, Sector 27, 
Winwood, Frith, La Pesie. 

yet. Suitable musical accompaniment is pro
vided by some ten other folks in various 
combinations, including some dulcimer and 
pipe organ . Extremely gothic, this one's 
not for those easily susceptible to night
mares or other disturbances. 

This stuff just keeps on coming . . . Here's 
one by a band called Pretty Polson from 
Philadelphia : "Expiration" b/w "The 
Realm of Existence" (Svengali Re
cords, 7" 33 rpm single). "Expiration" is 
particularly odd in that the music is ex
tremely catchy pop sung in the style of 60s 
girl groups over a bouncy synth underpin
ning, while the subject matter is an abortion 
story cast in Rapunzel imagery. Weird. 

British Psychedelia Update: 
New LPs by Crispy Ambulance and Stt

don 25, called The Plateau Phase and The 
Key of Dreams, respectively ... Both im
ports on Factory Benelux, both pretty high 
quality minimalist texture-oriented rock, 
though l slightly prefer the Ambulance out
ing this time around. I take that back: " Su
tra," a rather long jam closing side 2 of Key 
of Dreams is a rather engaging revival of 
vintage Jefferson Airplane spaceouts. 

Kllllna Joke, the heavies of this genre, al
so have a new album for which they recruit-

#12. Robin Lane. Pylon, El vis Costello pt. 2. 
Bongos. Fleshtones , Revi ll os. Jona1han 
Richman. Rings. 
11 13. Boomlown Rats. Lou Miami, Shane Cham
pagne, Teardrop Explodes, Blu rt , Arthur Bly1 he, 
Doug Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
1114. The Dead Kenned) S, Insect Surfers, U2. 
Met hod Actor~. Steve Forbert. Brian Brain, 
Bau haus. Mission o f Bu rma. 
#IS. Adam and the Ants , Pearl Harbour. The 
Units, Claudia Perry. Doug Simmons, Ric 
Ocasek. 
11 16. Garland Jeffre) s , Wall of Voodoo, Echo 
and the Bu nnymen, T he Rumour, Joan Jell, 
Marshall Simpk in. 
11 17. Oedipus interview , HSR on tour, Bob Mar
ley Photos. XTC. Charles Farren, Los 1\ licro
waves, Eventwork s, C ircus Mort 
1118. The Jam Interview. Allantics , John Cale, 
Joe Ely, Pl anet Street. U840, Native Tongue, 
GE Smith , Robert Klein 
1120. Cramps. Greg Kihn , Rock 'n' Roll Rumble. 
S1ompers. Orchestral Manoeuvres, Ventures. 
Leiter from Marti n At kins. Heavy \tctal, Alter
native Radio Guide. 
1121. Pre1enders lnll.• rvie", Psychedelic l·urs. Ci
ty Thrill s, Killing Joke , Sq ueeze. Black Flag, D. 
Johansen, T. Pett y, T. Tim. Li mbo Race, Wen
dy Williams. 
#22. Special!.. GoGo·~. X. Neat ~. Edi th Massey, 

ed the talents of German production super
star Conny Plank. This one's called Revela
tions (Malicious Damage, import) . It's pret
ty much the same tribal metal this band had 
produced all along, though the cover art is 
pretty interesting, sporting lots of Masonic 
imagery (calipers, tri-square, the Great 
Seal, etc.). 

"Those Happy-Go-Lucky Germans" De
partment: 

Speaking of Conny Plank, it's necessary 
at this time to remind you of the existence 
of vinyl documenting his collaboration with 
Can's ex-bassist Holger Cz:ukay, Les Vam
pyrettes (EMI, import 12" EP). An electro 
masterpiece, it oozes all sorts of Teutonic 
synthetics under the vocal -which turns 
out to be the strangest part. It sounds like 
the biggest, slackest set of vocal chords this 
side of a fifty-foot tall Tibetan monk. 

Both of these characters were also in
volved in Die Krupps' Stahlwerksynfonie 
(Zickzack , import 12' ' EP) . The title literal
ly means "steel-plant symphony," and 
there's lots o' noise to be found here: in ad
dition to " normal" rock instrumentation, 
the credits also includes pieces of steel and 
power drills, not to mention a squawking 
saxophonist. Move over, Blurt. 

Lydia Lunch . November Group, Jeff and Jane 
Hudson. Peter Hammill. Rich Anzalone. l:ng
land '81 
#23. Lene l.o, ich , Greg Hawke, , Malcolm Mc
Laren lntervie\>., Romeo Void. The Blasters. Ian 
Hu nter, Willie Alexander, SS Decontrol, Sleepy 
La Beef. 007. dBs. 
1124. J. Geil~ lnl l'nil' "" • Devo, Tom Verlaine, 
Dangerous Birds, Trademarks, Bos1on Hard
core. The Rings, NC\\ Order, Ph il Gent ili. 
#25. Black Hag lntenie"" , Readers Poll Result s, 
Pete Sheik}> Gun Club. Berlin Airlift, Local 

But Seriously , Folks: 
Ralph alumni Tuxedomoon also have a 

new one, Music From the Ballet Divine by 
Maurice Be)art (Philips, import LP) . 1 
thought I knew what to expect from these 
guys, but they sure had me fooled this time. 
Divine is a subtly elaborate work integrat
ing a good many aspects of 20th century 
"serious music," from late Romantic 
chromaticism to recent minimalism and 
electronics by way of surrealist techniques 
and prepared pianos. If that stuff doesn't 
mean anything to you , don't fret. This re
cord sounds great. Really. And that after all 
is more important than all of the gobbledy
gook 1 just spouted at you. 

The new PhU Glau, Glassworks (CBS 
Records) came in recently, along with an
other LP's worth of canned interview. Not 
only has the suy' s composition lost virtually 
all the edge .it once had, but he's getting 
pretty arrogant in his old age. Sorry, Phil: 
you didn't invent minimalism. Credit John 
Cage with borrowing it from the orient in 
the 1940s. And the moral is: success dims 
the memory. 

On the other hand, Laurie Andenon's 
major Label deal with Warners doesn't seem 
to have hurt her creatively at all, andthey're 
doing a pretty effective promo campaign to 
boot. At long last an album's worth of her 
material has appeared, and it's a clear win. 
Big Science is a small part of her large scale 
performance piece, United States I-IV, 
parts of which she has already toured (even 
in this burg). Her stuff is pretty hard to ca
tegorize, though there are aspects of mini
malism, folk music, electronics and even 
rock (Gentle Giant comes to mind in a few 
spots) fused with a poetic prose style and 
(live) projected visuals and movement art. 
All original, all incisive and intelligent. Very 
high recommendation here. 

Contacts: 

Instant Record.t 
326SixthSt 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Physlocrat Productions 
S3S Stevenson St 
San Francisco, CA ~103 

Svengali Records 
(609) 365-2448 

Band Review #1, Cramp\ , El\.'iS, Ra ybeats , 
Grace Jones, Salem Sound. Legal advice. 
1126. Ric Ousek . Red Rockers. ~Ian Vega, Boys 
Life. Panther Burm. Sc, b ee~. Police, Certain 
Generals, Washington O.C. New~. Battle of 
Broad Street. 
1127. Hush Tetras , Club Update, Neighborhoods. 
U2, Flipper, Young Snake\, Albert 0, Ftesh
tones. Waitresses, London and D.C. News. 
1128 . Romeo Void , Lou Miami, Black Sabbath, 
The Dark, G.I., Nick l.O\>.e, Music Seminar, 13 
UP, Why Bands Move To Boston. 

Send $2.00 per issue or $5.00 for three issues (includes post
age) to: Back Issues c/ o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury Street , Bos-
ton, MA 02116. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. -

Please send me the following back issues of Boston 
Rock: __________________ _ 
Name ________________ ____ _ 

Address 

City ____________ State _____ _ 

Zip (must include) _____________ _ 
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"Combat Muck" 
by John Brusger 

Mood Food 
Drumhead (part I) b/w Drumhead (part 2) 
(Zeb Meat Records) 

Mood Food has its own recipe for making 
a weird record: 

Take about four drummers lapping out a 
rhythm similar 10 the Burundi beat. 

Get a vocalist with an unidentifiable ac
cent and have him yodel the "pa-pa-oom
mow-mow" chorus from "Surrin Bird." , 

For part two add some jangly country 
guitar-pickin'. 

It works! 

Endg1m~ 
Nothingness b/w A Process 
(Limbo Records) 

Play this for your favorite gloom and 
doom fan. See if you can trick them into 
thinking it's a new Joy Division bootleg, 
complete with Factory style cover art. 
Limbo Records 
Box862 
Ft. Collins, CO 80522 

TSOL 
Man and Machine/Weathered Statues/ 
Thoughts of Yesterday/Word Is 
(Fauhy Products/ Alternative Tentacles) 

Shcllshock 
Your Way/My Brain Is Jelly/Execution 
Time 
(Vinyl Solution Records) 

Hardcore must be catching on down 
south. The cover of this single tells us to 
watch out for three upcoming releases-two 
singles and a compilation LP-on the same 
label. 

This band is not of the true value type. 
The music sounds a lot like Black Flag circa 
the Jealous Again EP, with bits of Ramones 
and early Clash thrown in. The perform
ance is OK, but they could use some better 
tunes. 
Shel/shock 
c/o Vinyl Solulion Records 
4304 Jomes Dr. 
New Orleans, LA 70003 

AK-47 
Kiss My Machine b/w The Badge Means 
You Suck 
(Pineapple Records) 

This is not a new release (©1980) but it 
has been unavailable for some time. It has a 
great sound in the way that Flipper has a 
great sound. It's got distortion, flanging ef
fects and vocals which are spat out at the 
helpless listener. 

The nip side is the most notable song. I 
don't know if Houston's finest arc deserv. 
ing of an attack like this or not, but this 
song is filled with as much hate and rage as 
you'll find anywhere. 
Mikhail Kalashnikov 
Box 18134 
Houston, TX 7701) 

HUMAN LEAGUE CONT. FROM PAGE 15 
tralia, Japan and Iceland. Soon after they 
return home on June 15 they'll be back in 
the recording studio. 

But before then we'll see a release of a re
cord by the mysterious League Unlimited 
Orchestra. ls this a K-Tel muzak rip.off Of 
your greatest hits? 

,"No, it's really us. It's everyone who 
contributes creatively to our records: every
one in the Human League, Martin Rt.lshent, 
his engineer Dave Allen, and the guy we 
work with on the record covers, Ken. It's 
just an ins1rumental version of Dare. It's 
got the world's simplest cover, it just says 
the name on the front, with some pictures 
on the back. We're trying to sell it for a 
budget price." 

As yet there are no plans to release it in 
this country, so it will be out as an import 
on the British label Virgin. Oakey expresses 
dismay at the way Virgin has been re-releas
ing old Human League material (with con
siderable chart success) since dare became a 
hit. 

"If you have any record in England now 

and you write Human League at the top, 
you get it into the charts just like that. We 
were determined not 10 have this one 
(League Unlimited Orchestra) sold like that. 
So we changed the name just a bit and we 
specified to Virgin that they're not allowed 
to advertise ii anywhere in any form. We're 
just going to release it, and anyone that 
really wants to get a copy will find out any
way and will get one." 

Getting back 10 history, there is that 
nagging question. The break·up of the ori
ginal Human League was messy. The Eng
lish music press had a field day culling 
bitchy remarks from each side directed at 
the other, some of them deliciously person
al. After a year and a half have the wounds 
healed, do you get along with Marsh and 
Ware? 

"Oh no," Oakey was quick to point out, 
in all seriousness, "not at all." 

Oh well, I guess their pain is my gain: 
now I've got two favorite groups instead of 
one. 

Attention Local Bands: 
Boston Rock will be publishing a compre

hensive band review supplement for our 
September 15 issue. Details on how your 
band can be considered for review will be 
published in our next issue. 

The sound of this new EP is not much 
different from that of their LP, Dance Wilh 
Me-which is surprising, since only half of 
the band is the same as on the album. The 
performance is still powerful and the tunes 
gloomy. I found the EP more enjoyable, 
mainly due to the lyric content. The LP was 
filled with "let's eat dead people" songs, 
the type meant to shock your grandma. 
These songs won't cheer you up, but they 
cover a wider variety of topics. 
TSOL 

The Real Kld5 11 d 
AIIKindsaGirlsb/w°CommonatNoon prope er pro ucts (Star.Rhythm Records) 

This is lhe second lime around for lhis 
single, which was originally released in Box65.5 

Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Effigies 
Body Bag b/w Security 
(Ruthless Records) 

This group can't be punk-their single 
has a four color picture sleeve. They do 
have a pretty raw sound: One side sounds 
somewhat like TSOL, the other like Killing 
Joke. What separates this record from the 
pack is that both songs are excellent, espe
cially "Body Bag." The lyrics are printed 
on the label, so you can test your eyesight 
while listening. 
Send $1.50 10: 

Ruthless Records 
Box 1458 
Evanston, IL 60104 
(also, send SH/Of or 12" EP/ 

Pusln'g Smiles 
Life b/w Death 
(PS Records) 

This record is a one man show, produced, 
designed, written and performed by a gen
tleman by the name of John Ross. Why 
such a personal statement ends up sounding 
just like Orchestral Manoeuvres is puzzling. 
John Ross 
108 Westwood Drive 
Park Forest, IL 60466 

France in 1977. The Real Kids were one of 
many bands (DMZ, Nervous Eaters, La 
Peste. .) which tore apart Boston in the 
late 1970s but had little success elsewhere. 
Perhaps their failing was that the energy of 
lheir stage show could never be transferred 
to vinyl. · 

High energy or not, this is still a great 
single. The recording quality and the length 
of the songs dates them somewhat, but- ~ 
t~ey're poppy, they're catchy, they're clas
sics. 
Siar-Rhythm Records 
Box54 
Malden, MA 02148 

Unnatural Axe 
They Saved Hitler's Brain b/w The Man I 
Don't Want to Be 
(Varulven Records) 

Most people will buy rhis single for ''Hit· 
ler's Brain," which is understandable, for 
it's a great novelty song-as good as its title 
leads you to believe. 

But I hope people don't forget to turn the 
record over, because the A,i.e wasn't a one 
hit wonder. "The Man I Don't Want 10 
Be" has never appeared on vinyl before, 
and it was well worth resurrecting. It's a 
straight-ahead rock tune which is very pow. 
erful. 

Attention Independent 
Record Labels 

Boston Rock will be publishing a comprehensive 
listing of all independent US record labels and their 
catalogues. For more information please send us 
your name, address and a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. 

This special supplement will be published on Aug. 
18. (Ad deadline: Aug. 1). 
Wr11:e1:01 
Boa1:on.Book 
aea ••w'bur,- 11:. 
Boe1:on., M.A. oa11e 
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propeller world headquarters: 
21 parkvate ave., suite #1 
allston, massachusetts 02134 

Wild Stares 4S ("Ne11er Seen Before"/"You") 
The Propeller EP(Neats, People in Stores, CCCP-TV. Wild Stares) 

The Propeller Cauerce (10 bands, 17 songs) 
People m Stores 45 ("Metaphor"/" 0 Wh1te Funk") 

The V; EP (" 0S1rens"/"The Need"/"1926"/' 0 Da11id Hild"J 
L.wghlng .Jt the Ground EP (21-645, Dangerous Birds, V;, Christmas) 

Distributed by Rounder, SkyD1sc, Systematic. Faulty, Dutch East lndiil. lmpornnt, Disc Triidlng. 



0 GG ALLIN "Gimme Some Head" b/w 
"Dead or Alive" (Orange Records) $2.00 

D ANGRY YOUNG BEES "You're Not 
Talking To Me" b/w "Square One" (Bees
wax) $2.50 

0 BOYS LIFE "Perfect Life," "More 
Trouble" b/w THE OUTLETS "Knocks 
Me Down," "You Told Me" (Modern Me
thod) $2.00 

INTRODUCING THE 
BOSTON ROCK 

MAIL ORDER 

D WILLIE ALEXANDER Solo Loco (Bomp) 
$5.00 

D AMOEBAS IN CHAOS On To Mayday 
(Hardley) $6.00 

D BOSTON NOT L.A. (Modern Method) 
$5.00 

0 BOYS LIFE "Two Doors Down" b/w "I 
Found Her" (Seco) $2.00 

D CLASSIC RUINS "1 + 1 2" b/w Heart 
Attack," ''Nyqull Stinger'' (Ace of 

. Hearts) $2.00 
0 THE DARK " Judy" b/w "Houses R 

Falling," "Mission of Promo" (Dark
world) $2.50 

D DEATH IN THE SHOPPING MALLS 
"Man on Rope" b/w " Purpose" (Mod
ern Methadone) S1 .50 

0 THE EGGS "Changes" b/w "Be On My 
Side" (Varulven) $2.25 

0 FIRE DEPT. "Hakka Takka Ha" bfw 
"Runaway With Me" (Rekords) $2.50 

0 FUTURE DADS "Dorchester Summer" 
b/w "Tree Outside" (Modern Method) 
$2.00 

0 THE GREMIES "No Surfing In Dorches
ter Bay" b/w "Dorchester Dub" (Modern 
Method) $2.00 

D HI Beams "Hyperactive" b/w "White 
People" $2.00 

0 JEFF & JANE HUDSON "No Clubs" b/w 
" Dreams" (Lust Unlust) $2.00 

0 JEFF & JANE HUDSON " Los Alamos" 
b/w "Operating Instructions' ' (J&J) $2.50 

D INCREDIBLE CASUALS "That's Why" 
b/w " Saw It Comln' All Along" (Red 
Rooster) $2.25 

D JAMES (w/La Pesta & others) " Four 
Po in t Restraints " bfw "That 's A Joke" 
(Due Time) $2.25 

0 THE MAPS "Talklng To You" b/w "My 
Eyes" (Maps) $1.75 

0 NEW MODELS "Shattered Windows" 
b/w "Permanent Vacation" (Modern Me· 
thod) $2.00 

0 OUTLETS "Knocks Me Down," " You 
Told Me" blw BOYS LIFE " Perfect Life," 
"More Trouble For Modern Man" (Mod
ern Method) $2.00 

0 ONYX "S.O.S." b/w "Catt of the Wind" 
(Nu Age) $1 .50 

0 JOHN ORSI "Patience In Exile" b/w 
''Geo lnvestigo' ' (Lilith) $2.00 

0 ORIGINAL ARTISTS "Book of Love" bfw 
"And Many More" (Eat) $1.75 

D PASTICHE "Lock It Up" blw "Like I Al · 
ways Do" (Modern Method) $2.00 

0 PEOPLE IN STORES "Metaphor" bfw 
"White Funk" (Propeller) $2.50 

0 PRIVATE LIGHTNING "Give Me The 
Night" blw "I want To Take You Away" 
(Private Lightning) $2.50 

D GARY SHANE AND THE DETOUR 
" Johnny's Coaltrain" b/w " I'm A Shark" 
(Pure and Easy) S2.25 

D SHANE CHAMPAGNE "You 're Leav ing" 
bfw "Get To You" (Pure and Easy) $2.00 

D THRILLS " Heartbreaker" bfw "Hey" 
(Modern Method) S2.00 

0 TWEEDS " Away From You" bfw ''Under
water Girl" (Eat ) S2.00 

0 UNNATURAL AXE " Hitlers Brain" blw 
"The Man I Don't Wanna Be" (Varulven) 
$2.00 

0 LITTLE DEERS ·•1 Remember Doris'' b/w O UNCOMMITTED '' Italy's Underground 
" Billy " (Rondevue) $2.25 Economy" b/w " Maximum Tumescence" 

0 LOU MIAMI & THE KOZMETIX " Fascist (Modern Method) $2.00 
Lover'' b/w ''To Sir With Love' ' (Final O VINNY "Why Can ' t You Say Love'' b/w 
Vinyl) $2.00 " Hijacker" (Eat) $2.00 

0 MAG 4 "Go Monte Carlo" blw "Man With D VIGTONE "I Like It" blw "When The Ra-
No Name" (Pure and Easy) S2.25 dlo's On" (Alpha-Media) $2.00 

Local 12" EPs 

D BOUND ANG GAGGED (Modern Method) 
$2.50 

0 HOT DATES (Boston Skyline) $6.00 
D LYRES AHS 1005 (Ace of Hearts) $4.00 
0 MISSION OF BURMA Signals, Calls & 

Marches (Ace of Hearts) $4.00 
D NATIVE TONGUE (D6tente) $4.00 
D ORBITS Q; What ... A: Nothfng(Electric 

Eye) $6.00 
D SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES Bops 

(Modern Method) $4.00 
D TWEEDS Music For Cars (Eat) $4.00 

• Minimum order $5.00. 

D BAY STATE ROCK(Star Rhythm) $7.00 

D DMZ Relics (Voxx) S4.00 
0 THE DAWGS My Town (Star Rhythm) 

$6.00 
0 LIVE AT METRO (Press A Dent) $7.00 

D PLAN 9 Frustration (Voxx) $7.00 
D WICKED GOOD TIME Vol. 1 (Modern 

Method) $4.00 
D WICKEDGOODTIMEVol. 2(Modern 

Method) $4 .00 

Boston Rock T-Shlrt 

0 BOSTON ROCK T-SHIRT (specify size) 
S M L XL $5.00 

• Add $2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Outside the US add $3.00 
per order plus 50< for each additional Item. 

• Money orders or checks only. Maka checks payable to Boston Rock Inc. 
Please allow three weeks for dallvary. 

Send order to: 
Boston Rock Mallorder 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

New items available soon! 
Name ______ ________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

City ____ _______ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Boston Rock ¥2.9 37 



LONDON 

by Michele Noach 

If escapism were marketable, KIiiing 
Joke's Jaz Colman would be driving a limo 
by now. In case you have not heard, he and 
Geordie of Joke have 1aken off to Iceland 
because 1hey believe 1ha1 the end of the 
world is nigh and for some reason Iceland 
will be excluded from this catastrophe. Jaz, 
who is a Crowley (Victorian occultist) fol
lower has found the devil's number-666-
in the name of your president which is made 
up of three 6s: Ronald WIison Reagan. 

In the month that Jaz has been absent it 
must be admitted that he has not missed a 
great deal. I doubt whether he would have 
been invited to Julian Lennon's £10,<XX> 
birthday party at theup-marketStringfellows 
and I also doubt if he would have conformed 
by turning up in white, as was requested of 
all guests. Lennon Jr . has just left London 
because he feels the "pressures" are over
whelming. John Blake, gossip columnist, 
praised (went nuts over) some songs that 
Julian has just recorded here and thousands 
of record companies arc falling over each 
other to be the first to give him a pen. And 
soon. 

II seems that the most publicized event of 
last month was B.E.F.'s release of Music of 
Quality and Distinction which features 
many nearly forgotten and dust-ridden 
characters, such as Tina Turner, Sandie 
Shaw (making a comeback at JS) and Gary 
Glluer. The best contribution in my humble 
opinion is Tina doing her stuff as magnifi
cently as usual and who recent ly completed 
a string of successful gigs in London. And 
let me tell you, good gigs are hard to come 
by in these days of minimalism. However, 
the Box al Henen last week proved more 
than worthwhile. The Box are a potpourri 
of Clock DVA and Cabaret Vollalre
which is interesting before you even get near 
a stage. They were suppor1ed by Thomas 
Dolby who is presently making the rounds 
accompanied by multifarious slideshows, 
but his computer synthesis of noise may be 
more than most could comfortably take. A 
show that promised a lot but delivered little 
was The Swingers at the Sol Y Sombra club, 
a venue that insi sts on overcrowding. The 
Swingers are a spontaneous union of half of 
Plgbag with Hog and Flash of Rip, Rig and 
Panic . 

A Flock Of Seagulls are getting noticed 
despite sounding worryingly like Clas5ix 
Nouveaux in their early days . Their gigs are 
infested with their Liverpudlian supporters 
standing by the stage mouthing the words to 
the chorus, which is quite a disturbing ex
perience at a night club. 

23 Skidoo have just returned from their 
mini-tour of Berlin and Holland. Their re
ception was mixed, they say, especially 
when they started off one of their gigs with 
a tape of a Nuremberg rally-a tactless way 
to gel a reaction. 

On the subject of tours, this summer will 
see the arrival in London of some big 
names, including the Stones, Rod Stewart. 
the Who and Queen (with Bowle). Japan 
plan a 1our this au1umn, a move to possibly 
quell rumors that 1hey have split up. Maxi
morn Joy, who supported A Certain Ratio 
last tnonth at the Lyceum, will postpone 
their viStr .. ,.to the States 'til the end of May to 
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News of the World 
finish work on their debut album on Y Re
cords. Scotland will see the arrival of not 
only Echo and lhe Bunnymen promoting 
their new 45 "Breaking the Back of Love" 
on Korova but the Clash who will begin a 
major UK tour. Finally the Fall are in the 
middle of an extensive UK tour and have 
just pu1 out ''Look Now''/''l'm Into CB,'' 
a 45 not on their present LP. XTC have 
postponed their tour due to Andy Partridge 
falling victim to something akin to hepatitis. 

Speaking of disease, cocktailmania has 
hit London something bad, with shops 
stocking complete cocktail creation kits. 
Clutching these curious concoctions is now 
part of the Clubbing Character. All thi§ is a 
symptom of a city that takes this "club
bing" far too seriously. 

Phonogram have paid £ 1000 to prevent 
circulation of some photos of Mark Al
mond of Soft Cell, which featured Mark a 
la nudeness. Instead, the photographs that 
are 10 be used are of Mark handling a 
snake, which is all promo for a new 45 
"Sleaze," by Mark and the Mambas . I 
think Venom went to his little head. Some
thing similar appeared to be in the veins of 
Johnny Thunders, who played the Venue 
last week, displayirig pure old mania togeth
er with Tony James, ex-Gen X. 

Malcolm McLaren is working on his lat
est protege, She Sheriff, a farmer's daugh
ter with a voice. She recently played the 
Barracuda Club and her boss was so dis
gusted with the back-up band that they were 
all promptly fired. 

If you have not yet heard "Pelican West" 
by Haln:ut UM), give it a listen, but do not 
expect the earth to move, only your knees. 
If videos are up your strasse try to grab a 
peek at ABC's "Poison Arrow," an eye
catching piece produced by Trevor Hall. 
And if it's gossip you .are after: Lydia 
Lunch is apparently living here in London 
with a Banshee groupie. Scott Gorman has 
provisionally left Thin Lizzy after a row 
about hotel accomodations. And finally, 
Poly Styrene has joined the Hare Krbhnas. 
That's enough gutter talk. At this point of 
departure I would iust like to mention tha1 
if you find the whole scene too discouraging 
ticket s to Iceland are pretty cheap this time 
of year. 

RHODE ISLAND 

by Ed Slota 

"We want bands to get the needed expo
sure which they can't get on consultant ra
dio." 

So says Mike Lewis, co-producer of Off 
The Record, a half hour television program 
featuring performances by local bands. Off 
The Record can be setn at 8:30 p.m. on the 
last Friday of every month on WPRI-TV 
(Channel 12) in Providence. A sy ndication 
deal is also in the works. 

t'reviously record producers at CBS in 
New York, Lewis and his partner Stu Wien
er moved to Rhode Island in 1979 to open a 
recording studio and 10 work with local 
bands. "We picked Rhode Island because 
of its proximity 10 Boston, New York and 
Hartford," says Lewis. "While we were 
working at Columbia Records, we got to 
watch the workings of CBS-TV very closely. 
One thing we wanted to do was to get a rock 

n' roll TV program together." Last year, 
Wiener and Lewis approached WPRI-TV 
with the idea of filming regional bands. 
Channel 12 liked the idea, and gave them a 
contract to do three pilot episodes. 

The success of cable TV helped to sell the 
show. "As cable expands, commercial tele
vision will have to do more original pro
gramming to compete," Mike says. Wiener 
adds, "The concept of the show is to cap- · 
lure the bands on stage, 10 give the audience 
the feeling 1ha1 they are in the club watching 
the band." Another selling point of the 
show is the use of different types of bands, 
including blues and funk acts. Mike ex
plains, "We want people to see there arc 
talented people performing in all sub-genres 
of rock 'n' roll." 

All bands selected to perform on the 
show arc seen first by Stu and Mike, along 
with the show's directors and cameramen, 
and the WPRI program manager. The 
bands which are selected perform three to 
five songs on the show, and are presented in 
an interview situation. Lewis and Wiener 
arc looking for all types of bands to per
form on the program. Interested parties 
may contact them at: 

OFF THE RECORD 
806Oaklawn Avenue 
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920 
or call (401) 944-9005 for more informa

tion. 
Former Neighborhoods manager Joe Ca

.HY has surfaced in Rhode Island with pro
moter Frank J. Russo's Gemini Concerts 
organization. Casey is handling artist de
velopment and concert advertising, and is 
currently working with Willie Alexander. 
Does he have any regrets about the Hoods? 
"No, not really," Joe reports. "The Hoods 
were a great band in their time, and I have 
some fond memories of them." 

Boston isn't the only town with club 
shake-ups. East Providence's Center Stage 
is closing for the summer, and might be 
transformed into an adult oriented night
club. Financial problems and a sluggish 
economy are cited as reasons for the clos-
ing. 

The Avon Cinema on Providence's East 
Side will be showing Penelope Spheeris' fine 
hardcore documentary The Decline of 
Western Civilization on May 28 and 29 at 
midnight. Besides exciting performances by 
the bands involved (including The Germs, 
Black Flag, Fear, Circle Jerks and X}, the 
film contains revealing interviews with sev
eral of the scene's fans·and supporters. The 
screening ties in to the first Rhode Island 
appearance of Black Flag at the Living 
Room on May 29. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

by Howard Wuelfing 

Considering that the month began with 
the ABC board and vice squad pressuring 
the 9:30 Club to ban the under- IS sel (they 
tactfully but firmly demurred-yeah!) and 
several disappointing cancellations, things 
haven't turned out half bad down here. 

First of all, Minor Threat has reformed 
with the original line-up and the bulk of 
their old repetoire intact. Yep, Jeff Nelson 
and Ian MacKay gave up on Skewbald 
(couldn't resist leaking that moniker) when 

Lyle Presslar dropped out of his college 
freshman year to play full time. This means 
of course that Brian Baker will be leaving 
Government Issue. His replacement is aging 
video-artiste (and all-round boho nut) 
Mitch Parker, who will also continue play
ing in Curew with ex-Jflff(t Surfer Mike 
Durke. What an ectcc11c lad! 

Flex Your Head, the harDCore sampler, 
finally made it into the stores and has been 
selling satisfactorily by all accounts. Tru 
Fax and the lnsanlacs expect to have their 
LP, Mental Decay, out soon. Look for 
a Black Markel Baby album by the fall. 
Limp Records major domo Skip Groff is 
overseeing the project, but may try to mar
ket it to another label first. Limp will have a 
Velvet Monkeys' cassette EP out momen
tarily though; lead singer Don Fleming just 
finished mixing a couple of days ago. There 
will also be a solo album from Razz's erst
while lead guitarist, Tommy Keene. Those 
venerable Pebbles collectors, the Sllckee 
Boys, finally assembled the masters for 
their retrospective set on Germany'.s Line 
label and are now negotiating with Polydor 
as well as Hammond about recording and 
releasing an album of new material. Pros
pects must be good; both Marshall Keith 
and Kim Kane turned down offers from the 
Revlllos to replace their current string sling
er. Geez guys! 

NEW YORK 

by Iman Lobabedi 

"If! let myself get started I will only be
gin to rant and threaten those who glamor
ize death, but there isa death in the balance 
and you better look long and hard at it you 
stupid /uckheads, you who treat lives as a 
camp joke, you who have lost your sense of 
wonder about the state of being alive it
self.., 

Lester Bangs 
September 1977, New Yurk Rocker 

This will hopefully become a regular co
lumn in Boston Rock. I certainly don't 
want to indulge my over-active mind, but 
neither do I want to become a "gossip co
lumnist." I think there are really only two 
jobs for a pop journalist: clarification of ex
isting acts and introductions to new ones. 
The introductions are the more important 
of the two. With that in mind ... 

Future Force are a delicious black/white/ 
funk/pop/soul band. Formed from the re
mains of the (highly touted) Marbles, 
they've been working with the current line
up over a year, with one vinyl release, the 
single "Reincarnation" on Big Deal re
cords. On an early Monday evening I went 
to a private performance at MR Studios. 
Future Force were fine but nervous, never 
really letting go. However, their lead singer, 
a youthful looking black girl named Jaqtle 
Stewart, was wonderful. 
Met an old friend of mine, Larry Lach
ner, at one of the Bollom Line/WNEW 
"Prisoners Of Rock" Sunday night specia ls 
($6 for two bands} with the Bongos (who 
are playing support fonhe B-52 's}. Larry's 
New Jersey-based band The (so they don'l 
get sued by the detergent} Bounce have 
steadi ly improved their rock-pop hooks 
since I las! saw them at the Great Gilder-

, .. cont. on page 44 



Out Of The Closet 
Into The Clubs ... 

The 

TWEEDS 

WRITE OR CALL 
EAST WEST- 330-48 ST 
UNION CITY,N.J. 07087 

201-863-9486 

i See you in JUNE! 

THINK 
FOR YOURSELF 
Co1 GANG 

• • GREEN 
. EU.

1 D.IS. 
JERRYSMAW9 

KIDS ALLAGES 

£ 0ioo GALLERY Y EA/T 24 EAST SI 

Fri 21 JOHN BUTCHER AXIS 
Probera 

Sat 22 Orbits 
Bebe Buell 
Spuds on Parade 

Tue 25 & Nu Music Revue 
Wed26 
Thu 27 Rock for NuclHr Dlaarm•m•nt 

Attention 
Local Bands 

and 
Club Owners! 

Reach Boston's 
most active club· 
goers. Space on 
the Clubland page 
Is available for Just 
S8.00 per column 
Inch. To reserve 
space In this sec
tion call 266-8787. 
The next ad dead
llr-ie for Clubland Is 
June 24. 

Mission of Burma, Lyres, Sex Execs, Modes 
ALLAGESI 

Frl26 THE FOOLS 
Dawgs 
Unmanned Flight 

Sat 29 Chi-lites 

Mon 31 ANGELIC UPSTARTS 
Jerry', Kida 
VIie 
ALLAGESI 

Wed FLOCK OF SEAGULLS 
June 2 November Group 

Fri 4 PROFESSIONALS 
Kraut /from NYC) 

Fri 11 Enemy 
James Montgomery 

Sat 12 LIQUID LIQUID 
Blind Dog Stare• 
Esc•JN from NY nit• 

Wed 16 Steel Pulse 
Thu 17 Bauhaus 

25 Necco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 
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CLuBLAno 

The Best In 
------------------------------------
Entertainment byMikeDmse 

May 29, Sat., at Gallery East: 
A hardcore extravaganza which features The C.0.'s, Gang Green, 
The F.U.'s, D.Y.S. and Jerry's Kids. All Ages. Keep your booze at 
home. 

May 29, Sat., at Mavericks: 
The Sllckee Boys come up from D.C. for what should be another ex
cellent show. Don't bother if you're terminally trendy, 'cause these 
boys are into just plain fun. And they do know how to rock! 

June 2, Wed., at The Channel: 
A Flock of Seagulls makes their Boston debut, with November 
Group opening. Look for Betsy Badges in the front row. 

June 4, Fri., at The Paradise: 
Gun Club return for the umpteenth time. This band is a vital blend of 
hardcore, traditional rock and Jack Daniels. Must be seen to be be
lieved. 

June 10, Thurs., at Mavericks: 
Zero Boys. The ultimate in Indianapolis hardcore. Or the only Indi
anapolis hardcore? Anyhow, these guys were quite energetic and in
teresting the last time they stormed through town. They'll also be do
ing an afternoon all ages show at McNasty's June 13. 

June 17, Thurs., at The Channel: 
Bauhaus. Greg Reibman sez: "The best group I ever saw at The Un
derground." Look for Peter Gates at the bar. 

VIDEO IN THE 13UP LOUNGE 
Dress Up! 

The only 
other place 

to 
l>Alfcr, 

'D~CI\ 

b"'1tc.a,, 

BCN PARTY THUR MAY Zl ... 
ORBITS • BEBE BUELL 

SAT MAY '29 ... 
SUBURBS 

BCN PARTY THUR JUNE 3 .. 
DAWGS • REAL KIDS 

SAT JUNES ... 
DEFUNJCT 

Watch for the 4th annual Rock and Roll 
Rumble starting June 21. 

13 LANSDOWNE ST., BOSTON 

Wed_ May26-Cantone's 
9 p,m. - one set only 

Thurs. May 27 - The Raft 
(Lowell) with 
The Atlantics 

Fri. May 28 - Jack's 
with New Models 

SAT.MAY29 
Allsto~~c'!~,~d~r~,~~mbus 

e p.m. -12 midnight 

BOYS LIFE 
WILD STARES 
CHRISTMAS 

All Ages 
ID to drink 

BR'S SECOND ANNIV. PARTY 
JUNE 24 at The Channel 

All Ages! 

Sun May 30 
301)tt'CI'' 

Harmonica Orchestra 
Wed June 1 

Seals 
Thu 3 
COZn,~ht 

Foreign Legion 
Fri4 .ia\ 

I-Tones 17 
Sat 5 

New Models 
Sun 6 
from NYC 

Rockhouse Rockabilly 
Band 
Tue8 

Body and Soul 
Fri 11 

Fly By Night 
Sat 12 

Big Sixteen 
Wed 16 

Limbo Race 
21-645 
Thu 17 

Face To Face 
Fri 18 

The Make 
Sat 19 

Hi Beams 
Tue22 

Young Snakes 
Wed23 

Crockett 
Thu 24 

MCA, 

Iron City Houserockers 
Fri 25 

Lou Miami 
Dangerous Birds 

Sat26 

Angry Young Sees 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 



THE 15 Nccco St. 

CHANNEL ::;!f:os 
r-u~!J!!l41~r . - - -- ------=- ______ .__ 

- -- -- -- -----
Thursday May 27 

THIS IS IT 
"The Force" Presents: 

The Concert For Peace and Nuclear Disarmament 
Featuring: 

Mission of Burma 
Lyres 

Sex Execs 
The Modes ~.-t 

• ALLAGESADMITTED -~U ... 
• Alcohol with positive I.D. ~ 
• Doors open at 7:00 p.m. 
• Tickets $3.00 in advance, $4.00 at the door 

MC: Tom Lane - Y102 

SPONSOREDBYTHEFORCEFOR 
PEACE AND NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT 

0 EXURBAN AOITPOP 

~ ~SCIENTIFIC 
~AMERICANS 
H 

CASSETTE ALBUM 'load & go'! 
OUT • JUNE 1982 d 

ON REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL (NYC• USA) ~ • f!!!S 
~Y§EIIX~~ 0 

CLuBLAno 

MAY 
12 Under The Influence& 

Lyndon Johnson Band 
Fri-Sat-Sun 13-14-15 

~-i1 
18 The Graduates 
19 Tufts Party 
20 Uncle Pleasant Band & 

Tragic Masque 
Sat May22 

Heavyweight Music 
Competition 

FINALS 
The First - Heroes 

Vltal Signs - The Stones 
25 The Not 
26 Cub Koda 
27 Straightaway 
28 Real Kids & Dreznlak 
29 Maximum Drift & 

Secret Word 

COMING SOON! 
A.V.M.'S NEW SINGLE 

I \s,~--~,"-~"'I 

' )~ 
l:-, 1t1~f ""'" 
~ _{\ 

"l'M NOT SO HEAL THY" 
"RUN AWAY TONIGHT" 

rnr.uni[J~s 

T hu 20 
HO/It ltecordJmJ. \rll..,rs 

Scientific Americans 
Psycho 

Fri 22 
/ )Urk \\'Or/<1 lllduslr/es 

T he Dark 
M. I.A.'S 

5at22 
Rea l Kids 

Presstones 
Sun23 
From N, T~ 

The MOB 
Undead 

The Presstones 
Wed26 

From c ;,een~l>o roqul1. NC 

The Chadbournes 
Fro m N<'u , I lai •e, > 

Blues A s tronauts 
Thu27 

Ric hard No lan & Third Rail 
Angry Young Bees 

Fri 28 
Primary Colo rs 

2 1-645 
5al 29 

From / J C 

Slic kee Bo y s 
Decoders 

Sun 30 
From NYC 

Mic key Clean & Inner City 
Face Lift 

Disturbed Furniture 
Wed June2 

FrotnNYC 

Celebrit y Teens 
. Hi Beams 

Thu 3 
Radio Novi no 

Science Fric tion 
Fri4 

Young Snakes 
Dangerous Bircls 

5at5 
Jeff and Jane Hudson 's 

A ttack Under A ttack 
Unattaches 

Sun 6 
From Indiana 

Dancing Ciga rettes 
1:01 / ((•cord .. 

Men In Vo lts 
Wed 9 

From \\'1..,, 0 ,1..,111 

Sometlmes4 
Strange w ays 

Thu 10 
,'v1mro<fJit·1·orcJ . ., 

z ero Boys 
Som etimes4 

Fril l 
Liquid Liquid 
cool It Reba 

5at t2 
Shrap nel 

112 BROADST. 
423-4333 

advance tlx aold at Newbury Comic• 



CLUBLAno 

Everybody's 
Talkin' f 
About 16(1 ~ 

Y102 
Every Night 

6 p.m. 
Till 

DAWN 

Telephone: 491-7800 C ~ 

JJaJB 
where s,reel sound• ere born nls,11llv I 

952 MASS. AVE.,CAMBRIDGE 

5'20, 21 HYPERTENSION 5131 THE RICK U.RRAMORE 

5122 ANGRY YOUNG BEES BAND 

plu• ANIMAL DANCE 813 A TRIBUTE TO 

5123 GUITAR JUNIOR JANIS JOPLIN starring 
MARIAN STREET PEOPLE 

5124 KEEPER .,. TRADEMARKS 
5125 SENSIBLE SHOES 8/12 THE REAL KIDS plus LOOSE TIES 

5121 NEW CAREER 1118, 17 MICHAEL THOMPSON 
(currently with CHER and 

5121 THE FIRE DEPT, THE BLACK ROSE 
plus Hl,BEAMS BAND I lonnarty with 

5128 NEW MODELS 
ELLIS HALL) 

plus THE CATCH and 
TONYVAUQHN 

5129 NEW MODELS (formerly with ELLIS 
plus OOH,AH-AH HALL) I FRIENDS 

5130 BODY I SOUL 1111, 11 HYPERTENSION 

Call the club fOJ other June Altracllon, 

42 Boston Rock 129 

Coming 
Next Month 

Boston B.oclt's 
Second Anniversary 

Issue 

On aale1 Jul:, 7 
.A.4 d.ea411:n.e1 June 84. 

(I to r) George Sunder, David Grutter 

& David Greenfield 

DEBUT 
SINGLE 

OUT 
SOON! 

every Monday and Tuesday at Copperfields 
for Bookings contact d"eorge D 

267-0667 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore • •. 

(tel.) 333-0311 
Tom Giovanniel/o 



by Blowfish 
"Who the hell are we gonna get for a 

singer?" 
"Get Mach Bell!" 
This exchange took place in Joe Per

ry's manager's office after Perry's lead 
singer left to pursue a solo career. The 
response was provided by Earthquake 
Morton who knew Bell from his old 
group Thundertrain. 

Mach Bell was an appropriate 
choice. He had formed some of his 
earliest ideas about rock and roll from 
seeing Perry in early Aerosmith shows 
at the Lakeview Ballroom in Mendon 
(where later David Minehan went to see 
Thundertrain and get ideas). In '76 
Morton produced both a single and an 
album for Thundertrain. Thundertrain 
broke up a couple of years later, but 
Bell remained active, first by forming 
the Hits, and more recently Mag 4. 

Bell claims that he was completely 
relaxed at the audition. "I would be 
more nervous going to Thom McAn's 
to get a job. I don ' t know shit about 
selling shoes, but I knew I could fit in 
with Joe.' ' The audition consisted of 
hits from the Joe Perry Project, some 
Aerosmith songs, and a version of Don 
Nix's "Going Down." 

"I've been with Perry for 66 days," 
Mach relates, "and he's had on 66 dif-

~~~e;~rg~i~~~~!a~::~i::~-;i~~~:.up MACH BELL JOINS JOE PERRY 
listening to the Sex Pistols' Never Mind · 
the Bollocks very loud." 

Another Aerosmith member, guitar
ist Brad Widford, has also just joined 
the Joe Perry Project. Demos for Per
ry's third solo album have been record
ed. The album will include a song Bell 
co-wrote with Perry, "When Worlds 
Collide,'' and the aforementioned 
"Going Down" by Don Nix. In the 
meantime the Joe Perry Project has hit 
the road. 

Adjusting to large halls has not been 
a problem for Bell, his memories of lo
cal club dates are still fresh . "I'd look 
at the back of the club and see the 
bouncers beating up my best friend , 
and my girlfriend running out with the 
guitarist for the first band. Now it' s 
different. The hall is beautiful. The 
lights are beautiful. The crowd is going 
crazy. Everybody is happy." 

Mach has gotten a good break, step
ping into a successfully established 
group, but his energy and singing and 
songwriting talents will make the Joe 
Perry Project the real winners. 

eorrespondence to Mach Bell and 
the Joe Perry Project should be ad
dressed to: The Joe Perry Project, 280 
LincolnSt.,Allston,MA02134. _oe ...,. ... oc11 

TOOTS and theMAYTALS 
by Julie Panebianco 

He seems overwhelmingly tired, hud
dled in the corner of the dressing room 
smoking a chillum. He is dressed like a 
champ: satin boxing shorts and a 
matching robe with ankle high white 
socks and slippers. Freddy "Toots" 
Hibbert is a long way from home; 
"Kingston, Jamaica," he says, draw
ing out the words, making them sound 
like a song. 

He has just overpowered the Para
dise, dancing out in a leather suit with 
a top-notch reggae band and two back
up singers adding sweet harmonies. 
Toots and the Maytals play funky reg
gae, reggae with soul. 

"I grew up, listened to the radio 
from the states," Toots says softly. 
"Sam Cooke, Ray Charles ." 

He smiles and leans back in his chair. 
"I have a lot of soul." He taps his 
chest. "It comes from in here." 

Toots's music is a tasteful blend of 
American soul music and an up-tempo 
slick reggae sound. "Pressure Drop" 
and "Reggae Got Soul," his most fam
ous songs, combine both elements to 
perfection. 

The_ Maytals' live show is Otis Red-

ding meets Bob Marley with a little Las 
Vegas thrown in. Toots is a consum
mate showman, singing with a voice as 
smooth as honey, dancing with the en
ergy and exuberance of a child. There 
are no shouts of" Jah Rastafari," no 
praises of 1 :sensi.'' 

"I sing only about love, all kinds of 
love. If it weren't for love none of us 
would be here tonight. Not you, not 
me. Only for love. 

"Rastafari," he continues. "Yes, I 
go by the book. I follow the old way, 
the Old Testament. I live very spiritual
ly." 

Toots lights up the chillum and 
smokes quietly. A band member near
by chomps on some Chinese food. 
Someone comes in and refills Toots's 
pipe. "lriemon, Irie." 

''There is a space in the world for all 
kinds of music," he says after a while. 
"Reggae, soul, rock and roll, punk
Oh, I like 'Pressure Drop,' the Clash. I 
like that version. Yes, and reggae can 
be a part of all that music. Reggae can 
be a part of any music. 

"I listen to myself though. My mu
sic." Toots smiles again, serenely. "I 
was born with that. It is a natural tal
ent." 

JEFFREY LEE'S BID FAILS· GUN CLUB BOWS 
by Michael Hafitz 

In his title bid, Jeffrey Lee Pierce of 
LA's Gun Club fell just short of the 

1 I mark set back in 1977 by the late Germ 
I superstar, Bobby Pyn. Pierce was pro-
I perly primed and well lubricated before 

his April 30 bout at BU's Vanguard, 
having two bands open up, locals Del 
Fuegos and Wichita's The ~mbarass
ment. That should have been plenty of ' 
time to practice the attitude necessary 
to set the Guinness record for the num
ber of "motherfuckers," "buttfuck
ers" and "fuck yous" elicited in a sin
gle performance. Whiskey and beer 

l aside, Pierce got off to a slow start, 
! I waiting until just after the first song to 
.J whine "Fuck you," the first of ninety 

three fucks, five short of the record. 

, Part of the blame for Pierce's failure 
may be plaQed on his musicians. Al
though turning in a stellar performance 
in their own right, these boys never 
gave Pierce a chance to really rant and 
rave between numbers . It seemed that 
whenever they backed off and let him 
loose, he filled the gap wholeheartedly, 
varying the formations: "Fuck you," 
"Don't fuck with me," "You butt
fucker," "Don't fuck me around" and 
the like. But when the creative juices 
began oozing through and he began 
howling stuff like "I'm thinkin' 'bout 
my Blue Eyes tonight. .. aww fuck 
you," the band would simply break in
to the next song, leaving Jeffrey Lee 
little choice but to follow suit with 
some previously written words. 

He was gaining ground towards the 

end and some in the audience speculat
ed that he might have come out ahead. 
But the performance was captured by a 
c.v. and on subsequent replays proved 
that Pierce came up short of Pyn's 
mind blowing ninety eight. 

One of the highlights of the perform
ance was the following exchange as 
Pierce, too bored, tired and sloshed to 
sing a whole song by himself, played a 
bit of antiphony with the Club's num
ber one fan : 

Fan : "You look just like a Natalie 
Wood from hell/ " 

Jeffrey Lee: "I don't look like I 
aaaaayyyymm Natalie Wood from 
hell ." And later, 

Fan: "I'm gonna buy a gun just as 
long as my slog/ " 

Jeffrey Lee: "My slog was in the 
first version of The Blob/Crabs and 
fish doin' the bee bop bee/Hey man, 
havin' a good time ... don't fuck with 
me." 

After that, Pierce was reduced to 
smacking the microphone against the 
top of his monitor, out of time, wast
ing precious seconds, words buried by 
some searing slide guitar. 

So Bobby Pyn, who one year later 
found religion and changed his name to 
Darby Crash, remains the undisputed 
champ. For how long remains to be 
seen. When Pyn and The Germs re
leased their Live at the Whisky record
ing (Bomp/ROIR) they beat out Iggy 
and The Stooges' Metallic K.O. Pierce 
gave it all he had . He drank long and 
hard but fell, just short of heaven. 
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boston rock 
ACROSS 

1. Colllure 100. Big Hit at Buddies. (7} 
4. See 26 Down. 
II. Late Rlse111' Lane. (3) 

11. Chycoo Park misses a noun. (2) 
13. Band wlll 1ell yoo whether It's going to rain. 

(7,6) 
17. Mixed with wind and fire It's a pretty tight 

outlll.(5) 
18. Headgear part ol a label. (3) 
1111. Pumping Canadian band. (5) 
20. Harris, a British 60s singer who has gently 

faded away. (5) 
21. Their poison arrow shot up the charts, as any 

chlld learning the alphabet wlll lell you. (1, 1, 1) 
22. - lals. "Knocks Me Down." (3) 
24. J. Rotten was a lazy one. (3) 
28. The third ooe. (4) 
30. See 3 Down. 
31. The chapple obsessed with azure optlce. (5, 4) 
32. Very early UK punk outfit that would be obese 

by now If they had kepi their name. (5) 
34. Machanlcal Swedish quartet. (4) 
35. Cramps guitarist. Polson-. (3) 
38. US "funny" mag whose heyday Is well over. (3) 
37. Ms. Up ot las Slits. (4) 
31. Is born, c/o Streisand. (1, 4) 
31. lnlUals of Herman's Hermit. (1, 1) 
41. See 25 Down. 
44. Thatcher might well send oft this bit ol the 

song to Argentina for us. (4, 3) 
48. Pert1onnaly, Lukewarm Chocolate seems to flt 

the blll better. (3) 
47. Hotger Czukay·s old band that are able to. (3) 
49. Outstanding Jau singer, she Is enjoying a 

present revival. (4, 6) 
50. Key to a band and a Ulm. (5) 
52. Cape code group framed by J. Geils? (6) 
53.8 -- Spy.(4) 
se. Bowle travels not from port to port, but goes by 

traln.(7) 
59. See 10 Down. 
80. Poly Styrene's visual gimmick. (1, 3, 4) 

Answers next month! 

DOWN 
2. Grew under Bob Marley's rock and reggae. (5) . 
3. and 30 Across. The Police sing the laments of 

oversized bedroom lurnllure. (3, 4, 3, 3, 7, 3) 
5. Midge ol Ultravox. (3) 
a. Duran's other hall . This clue is not dlllicult (5) 
7. Rig and Panic tear away. (3) 
8. Heaven 17/BEF provided music for these 

peopfe hidden in ships. (9) 
9. A person in lrom the Bush? (5) 

10. and 59 Across, 6 Across' latest venture 
featuring Tina Turner etc. (5, 2, 7, 3, 11) 

12. The Go-Go's Insist that they are equipped as 
muslclans.(2,3.3,4) 

14. A successfully charted song, or a No. 1. (3) 
15. Lou Reed's record company. (1, 1, 1) 
18. Again, a record co., this lime larger In name but 

not lndeed.(4) 
19. One third ol Santa's chuckle. (2) 
23. See 27 Down. 
25. and 41 Across. David Byrne's adventure with 

New York fireworks. (9, 5) 
29. and 4 Across. A stormy ex-New York Doll. (6, 8) 
27. and 23. Rick Sprlnglleld's sale piece ol advice. 

{4,4,2,9) 
29. Those watching Kafka go. (5, 4) 
30. Edgar and Johngy's last name by virtue of their 

skln.(6) 
33. I guess a rubber one Is more tun. (5) 
39. Townshend of 41 Down. (4) 
40. Bowie's sahaday, proviso; car. (5, 2) 
41. As promised, 39's band ol long standing. (3) 
42. The Beatles' sweet pie. (5) 
43. U.S. character with lyrics for the average 

suicide attempt, lnltlals only. (1, 1) 
44. Band wearing genes. (1. 1, 1) 
45. Shakatak's btrds. (5) 
48. How much art? Leth-. (2) 
51. Betty, the cartoon. (4) 
52. A craze, phase or-. (3) 
53. Human Sexual Response started on this label. 

(3) 
54. They ij&Ve you "Mr. Blue Sky" and II you had 

any sense you gave It back. (1, 1, 1) . 
55. McLean suffering minor comeback. (3) 
se. Goes pretty well wllh drugs and rock ·n· roll. (3) 
57. Alsoknownastnltlals.(1, 1, t) 

Acrou 
1. "ContortYourult" 
7. CCCP 

10.CIHr 
12. TN Anlmals 
13. "Ola" 
15.Ja.l 
18. and 14. "WMlng 

In A Coalmlna" 
18. REO 
19.Cultura 
21. "Hungtr" 

Down 
2. "Nita" 
3. The Neighborhoods 
4. Ruta 
5. "Eden" 
8. Fun Boy Three 
7.Camal 
a. Passport Records 
9. "Bops On The Head" 

11. Raygun 
14. Sff 18 Acrosa 

23. Exit 
24. ''Tommy" 

37.S..32. 
31. "Dope" 
40. Satan• 25. Dollar 

28. "Lltd" 
29. Chic 
30. Hsia 

42. "Hallowffn" 
45. "Ox" 
47. Lizarda 

32., 37. and 28.0 "Whal 49. Bad 
51.Msnla Do.a Sax Mean To Me?" 

33. Lao 
34. Drummer 
38. Appia 

52. Bound and Gagged 
53. Black 

17. A.C,R. (A Certain Ratio) 37. T.E. (Tony Eye,..) 
39. Plgbag 18. RH 

20. Red 
22. "Grand" 

41. Train 

27. "Chameleon" 
43. "Loved" 
44.Club 

28. S.. 32 Across 
31. Top 

48. Dant 
48. "Sun" 

32."Wa" 
33. Lana 
35. Ra,ox 

50. "Dog" 
51.M.0.B. 

NYC CONT. FROM PAGE 38 
sleeves. Their second EP Things That Go 
Bounce In The Night is out now. 

Anne Deon is a popular artist in Manhat
tan 's underground bohemian set, though 
possibly more recognised for being Ahm 
Vega's ex-amour. She's also very, er, sexy 
on stage with her band lhe Universals. Anne 
writes real songs, songs that are self-confi
dent and jumping with ideas. She calls them 
"21st Century Art Pop" comparing them 
to Andy Warhol's works. Hmm. 

Howle Klein's first clever signing since 
Romeo Void (no, not Stiff Little Rockers) 
New Malh skipped through town recently 
to promote their tantalising EP They Walk 
Among You. Their hauntingly !'QoodY soft
psychedelia had me humming for a coupla 
days. I missed them at the Rllz and the next 
day I missed them at the (soon moving to 
larger quarters) Peppermint Lounge. 

Album of rhe month: John Hlall's All Of 
A Sudden. 

Next month I'll ask Fear for three reasons 
why they hate NYC. 



HI 
I 

VILE /'vi(e)l/ n [OF vil, 
fr. L vilism 1: of small 
worth or account 
MEAN 2 a: morally base 
: WICKED b: physically 
repulsive : 3: DE
GRAD ED, LOW 4: DIS
GUSTING, CONTEMP
TIBLE syn see BASE -
vile-ly%'vi(e)le/ adv -
vile-nessn vile VILEY
used chiefly 1n combi
nation (vile-smelling). 

I 

and 
on: 

MAY31 
AT THE 

CHANNEL 
with/ Angelic Upstarts 

ALL AGES 

BOSTON ROC.K CLASSIFIED ADS 
FIVE GREAT BANDSIII ALL 
AGES!!!!! Thus June 24 @The 

1 Channel. Lou Miami, Boys 
I Life, OutleLs, Ftttn and one 
1 more. Set You There!!!!!!!!!!! 

Hey, Hey, Boo, Boo 

j SATIN PANTS elc. Fo, ente,-
1 tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
t catalogue. SATIN SALES, 

I 

Dept. 20, 7 South 5th St., Min
neapolis, MN 55402. 

Suade Cowboys equipment 
stolen: Fender Rhodes Electric 
piano, serial #S2430; ARP 
2600 synthezier, serial #26891; 
Yamaha Cs-5 synthesizer; Gib
son SJN acoustic guitar, D'ar
mand pick-up; Ampeg V4 amp. 
Leave message at424-1233. 

ROCK VID.EO Call Red Shark 
298-9806 or 749-7732. 

Wanted: someone to go out and 
party. See bands, gab with peo
ple and generally have fun be
cause I can't find the time. 
Don't call us-we'll call you. 

DRUMMER WANTED Call 
Neal254-0131. 

f u en rd ds u en rt fr tkt! mg 

ATIN BANDS AND SMALL 
IND. RECORD LABELS Ef
fective indy record promotion 
and distribution is now avail in 
the Bos Metro Area. For more 
information call (617) 523-5095 
or wrile Bosstown Records Box 
994, 104 Charles St. Boston 
MA02114. 

Hay Jake. Chill out. 

First Offense-new mag on 
Cape Hard Corc-Freeu, 
TMH e1c. Send 50¢ per issue to 
F.O. PO Box 336 W. Yarmouth 
MA02673. 

SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK twelve issues for ten 
dollars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 

HEY JOHNNY ANGEL 
OON'T YOU DARE CHANGE 
... IF YOU DO I'll KILL 
YOU!!!! 

Rock Band seeks serious lead 
guitarist with ideas and a 
soundman. Call 282-7306 or 
282-2036 afternoons & C\IC. 

Individual and band Classified ads cost. 
$1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50per 
line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex
tra per word, underline copy to be bold. List
ings of stolen musical equipment will be 
run for free. 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classified over the phone (617) 266-8787 by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall 

Name: 
Street: __________ _ 

or bring in person to: 
Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Bos ton, MA 02116 
Please include name and address whether 
or not you run it in your ad. 
ISSUE 
BR#30 
BR/131 
BRK32 
8Rf33 

AD DEADLINE 
June23 
Aug. 4 
Sept.I 
Oct.6 

ON SALEDA1I:. 
July7 

Aug.IS 
Sept. IS 
Oct.20 

City/Zip: ________ _ 

Phon.e: 
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by Nayme Drawper 

After two marathon sets at the Metro on 
April 21, local heroes Human Sexual Re-. 
spout: ended their five year career. HSR 
played all but a couple of songs from their 
two legendary (i.e. poor selling) albums, 
plus a half dozen unrecorded numbers. 
Both shows were as somber as your typical 
Irish funeral. 

Rumors that Alan Chippie, bassplayer 
and partner in crime with Manchester 
"Madman" GG AIUn is dead, arc false. 
Chapple broke several ribs in a recent bike 
accident, but apparently has lived to tell 
about it. Get well cards, old A re hie comics 
and any GO Allin hate mail should be sent 
c/o The Catholic Medlcal Centre, Manchc
ter, NH 03104. 

This year's WBCN R0<:k 'N' Roll Rum
ble dates have just been announced. Twenty 
'BCN selected bands, four each night, will 
participate in the preliminaries beginning 
June 21 at Spit and lasting through June 26. 
The winners of the first three nights will en
ter the semi-finals on June 28, while the 
winners from the other evenings compete 
on June 29. The final round will be held at 
Metro on July I. The best thing about this 
year's schedule is that it offers two nights 
(June 27 and 30) where we can give our cars 

••• 

and wallets an evening off. 
A couple of weeks ago, Lou Mlaml host

ed a rather controversial May Day pageant 
at the Channel. One of the contestants of 
that show, who shall remain nameless, 
called our office last week to report that the 
pageant was "Very ell'tbarassing. I went 
there like a lady," she told us, "but the,hc 
other contestants were all very punky, may
be because it was a punky place. It was real
ly digusting. One girl crawled out on the 
stage and went after Lou Miami. Mean
while the audience was yelling and scream
ing and being obscene. Another girl pulled 
down her top. I thought they would pick a 
girl with potential but they didn't-she was 
very punky. A lot of the girls were homo
sexual." As you may have gathered, this 
particular contestant did not win the con
test. (Ed. note: A more serious look at the 
pageant and the issue of sexism will appear 
in our next is.sue.) 

As we go to press, Lou and his Kozmetb. 
are in the midst of their second extensive 
US tour. Since Lou's fiesty manager Joan 
Martin is on the road with the band, we've 
be.en unable to confirm rumors that she will 
also soon be managing the Dangerous 
Blnls. 

Jon Butcher Ax.ls continues to tour cross 
country with the J. Gelb Bind. A major re
cord contract with Ax.is and company is re-

portedly very close to being signed. In the 
meanwhile, all you local music lovers 
should look for indy singles from A.Y.M. 
and the MeeUnp, and EPs from the Prob
en and November Group. 

Jn spite of the fact that he was seen on the 
u Channel stage with a guitar around his a neck, I'm happy to report that no major la
~ bcls have attempted to sign Boston (Altic 
i'j M.L. Carr away from the N.B.A. Carr ap
cii pcared onstage with teammates "Tiny" Ar
o cblbald amd Cedric Muwell as mc's for a 
]i Veterans Administration benefit featuring 
c. Berlin Alrlltt, Face to Fa«, City Thrilb, 

Arthur Slick and Barry Marshall. Carr's 
guitar was on loan from the Airlift's Steve 
Perry. City Thrills, by the way, have 
changed their name to the Sllnarays. Let's 
hope that there isn't another group with 
that name-or else they might change it to 
City Stingrays. 

A different Car, Elliot Easton is produc
ing Jules (and the Polar Bears) Shears' up
coming solo LP for CBS. Former Chart
buster Leroy Radcliff and Romeo Vold's 
Larry Carter arc featured on the album. 

BR writer Marc Enalbb has been in the 
studio with another one of our staff mem
bers, Native Tongue's Michael Fracklelon 
and ex-Pastiche/Primary Colon members 
Brad Hallen and Ron Marinlck. Mission of 
Burma's Martin Swope is producing. A new 
WHIie Alexander single "Trash" featuring 
Hallen, Mr. Curt, Lord Manuel, BIiiie 
Montgomery and others has just been re
leased on the Absolule record label. 

A couple of weeks ago, SS Decontrol be
came the first, and possibly the last, local 
hardcore band to play ttie Paradise. De
control claims that playing the Paradise 
wasn't very important to them, and they 
weren't very upset when the club's manage
ment shut them down (twice) during their 
set for not controlling the slam-dancing and 
suggesting that the crowd should beat up 
the bouncers. Did they ever think about 
how their actions affect the chances of oth
er local hardcore bands getting a gig there? 
Overall I'm extremely sympathetic towards 
the local hardcores-but there are some 
people, like Jake, who arc going to ruin it 
for everybody. 

Believe it or not, WCOZ is co-sponsoring 
an outdoor concert featuring the Ramones, 
DHld Johansen and Peter Dayton! Even 
better, 'COZ announcer Cindy Ballen has a 
new music show on the station. Bailcn's 
Party Out Of Bounds program can be heard 
every Sunday at midnight. Local bands 
should send her their records and reel to reel 
tapes ASAP. 

In other radio news, WMBR's Tom Lane 
has announced that Peter Gates will suc
ceed him as producer of the Late Risers 
Club. The hilarious Peter Cboyce is the new 
Thursday LRC host, and Tami Heidi is al
ternating Tuesdays with the semi-retired Ci-

tizen Lane. 
As most club goers have noticed, Boston 

has been deluged with a frenzy of benefits. 
The Youna Snaka and Limbo R1« recent
ly organized and played in the Dane~ 
Against Depression benefit at the Club. 
Free admission was offered to anyone with 
an unemployment card. All proceeds went 
to the performing bands. 

Speaking of depression, New Enaland 
Music City will soon be closing their only 
remaining store. Among other things, this 
means that Steven Pofcher, former mana
ger for the now defunct Pastiche, is now ex
manager of the Kenmore store as well. It is 
also rumored that another Music City em
ployee, Jeep Holland (the man who gave la· 
gy Pop his namc-:-honest!) has been let go. 
A lot of other notables worked in this rather 
historic store at one time or another, includ
ing Car David Roblmon, Cars' manager 
Steve Berkowitz, City Thrills' B1rb Kitson, 
Somebody John Coe, BCN's Dave Wohl
man and BR editor Gre1 Reibman. 

Susan Sldel's latest project, the newly re
modeled Streets is going to be called Club 
Soda. The grand opening of "the club that 
goes" burp, er, I mean, "pop," has been 
postponed so many times that I've lost 
track. Hey Susan, see you in September. 

Just where has Mavericks been finding 
those obscure bands that have been playing 
there lately? A lot of them have been fantas
tic, it's just too bad nobody's showing up . 
And what was the Boston Globe's Jim Sul
livan doing in the Maverick's ladies room 
the night the Bid Braim (barely) played 
there? 

In addition to working at Mavericks, Ml· 
chael Whittaker, one-time sound man at 
both the Underaround and Streets, now 
works at Newbury Sound. Rkhard Gt:tz, 
former producer of Video Disc and the 
weekly local music show Music Files has left 
Ch1nnel 61 to form his own production 
company. One of Oetz's favorite videos, 
featuring Kim Carnes, can be seen nightly 
downstairs at the Ratb,keUer. And speaking 
of formers, thanks to ex-Ring Mike Baker 
for supporting Boston Rock by showing up 
at our party at the Inn Squire. Even bigger 
thanks go out to Boys Life, 21-645, Mar
shall Slmpkln5 and the entire Inn Square 
staff. 

Did someone say that WLYN is for sale? 
How about Rebop Records? I do know that 
the New York based ERH Sales just went 
bankrupt. Is that the same ERH that Rick 
Harte owes (owed?) several grand to? Good 
going Rick. 

That's enough dirt for one month. I'll be 
back on July 7 with lots more. In the mean
while keep those cards and records coming 
-but do me a favor and send your letter 
bombs to somebody else. Write: Nayme 
Drawper c/o Boston Rock, 261 Newbury 
Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
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YOUR 
Dear BR, 

HELIUM 
Thank you for the recent article on Mach 

Bell and the Project. I'm glad to see a publi
cation like Boston Rock nounsh in our 
town! Personal regards, 

Joe Perry 

VOICE 
Boston 

BR, 
On May 31, my friend and I were subject. 

ed to the most despicable, ugly display of 
'racism, sexism and homophobic garbage I 
have ever heard . The all male group Vile so 
incensed us, and others in the audience, that 
we are currently doing our upmost (sic) to 
make sure that they never get booked any. 
where in 1he Bos1on area! This is not a joke 
or a publicity stunt on their behalf, but a 
sincere effort by people who are outraged 
that a group with such a repulsive message 
should get bookings at all. As long as 
groups continue to use racism, sexism and 
gay baiting in their material they must be 
confrdnted and stopped. 

Dear Boston Rock (and especially "Judge" 
Mike Dreese), 

I wish I subscribed 10 BR-so I cou ld 
cancel!! I'm extremely disappoin1ed in you 
for participating in Lou Miami's "May Day 
Pageant" a1 the Channel. BR is seldom 
overtly misogynist, and I assume this this is 
because you are an expression of the punk/ 
new wave culture which is progressive and 
less sexist than society at large. However, it 
is inexcusable for intelligent, aware and 
supposedly progressive people 10 support 
an evem that focuses on women as sexually 
titillating decoration. Yes, I know this was 
supposed 10 be cute and funny and I have 
no sensahuma, but there is absolutely noth
ing humorous about yet another opportuni
ty to reduce women to the status of pro
ducts by judging their scantily clad bodies 
before a crowd of spectators. For thousands 
of years a woman's essemial worth has been 
gauged almost solely by her physical attrac
tiveness (in other words, her sexual market
ability), and Boston Rock is doing its 
damndest to uphold tradition. What was 
good enough for the caveman is good 
enough for us, right? Well, you've shown 
your true colors, and have alienated more 
than one woman and man by your terrible 
lack of judgement and of sensitivity. I must 
also express my shock and disgust upon 
learning that three wonderful, woman-ori
ented bands participated in this grotesque 
display. Ignorance and sexism sure come,in 
both genders! (What some bands won't do 
for a gig at the Channel!) 

Sincerely, 
Liz Nania 
Brighton 

Mike dreese opens a can o'worms: 
Although 11 is difficult for me to get too 

concerned about the narrow minded ravings 
,n your let/er or your opmion of me, it is my 
belief that alternative opinions, however 
misguided, should be presented. Your let
ter brings up the ques11011 of what the pur
pose of Boston Rock is, which is clearly di/· 
ferent from what you would have it be. 

Point One: Boston Rock 1s not a mouth
piece for any particular political point of 
view. A certain politic is present, but it is 
not central to our primary purpose: that of 
providing the community with information 

on rock and roll and prov1dmg ourselves 
with employment. 

Polnl Two: You make an awful lot of as
sumptions about what "progressive" 
means. I rather suppose you are of theopin
ton that Lou M1am1 and his orga111wtion is 
not a progressive force due to thelf holding 
th1':J event. You 're confused or deluded. 
Lou has broken down more barners in this 
area than anyone 1 know of. 

Point Three: 1 abhor violence and overt 
sexism, but hardly think one can enforce 
behavioral standards at the dogmatic level 
you would like in a 1500 capacity rock club 
1n the Fort Pomt Channel area. Sipp,n' op· 
pie cider at Passim it am 't. The crucial point 
here ,s deciding what to do in the world as ir 
exists, not just pontificating on the way 
th,ngs ''should" be. Thusly I will L·ontinue 
to support Lou Miami and whatever events 
they ask my support in. 

Point Four: Your comments concerning 
the other two "women oriented" bands 
who participated, namely November Group 
and Dangerous Birds, would md1cate a ten
dency IQwards fanaticism 011 your part, or 
at least a11 ignorance 011d lack of concern 
for other persons' goals and aspirations. 
One cannot build a career in rock and roll 
by ;ust playing the 1270 cm Wednesday 
nights. 

Point Five: Yo11 are correct m staling that 
you have 110 sense of humor. 

Point Six: /, how£'ver, do n01 Wl)h to be 
so boorish, and therefore am grantmg you 
vour wish of a subscr1ntio11 to Boston Rock 
which you may cancel {{you so desire. 

Dear Boston Rock, 
I'm writing this letter as a concerned 

member of the fenumst communny. Las! 
Friday evemng, my friend and I attended a 
performance by the Dangerous Birds at 
Mavericks. The Birds were great, as usual, 
bul we were quite disturbed that one of the 
opening bands, the Wild Stares, chose to 
have a stripper on stage during their set, 
clearly an insult to all the women in the au
dience. Particularly surprising was the fact 
that the Wild Stares have a woman m their 
barad! When we complained to the manage
ment we were instructed to leave if we didn't 
like it. 

When we go out we pay good money to 
hear music, not to be embarrassed and in· 
suited by sexist displays. It's sad that the 
Wild Stares feel they have to resorl to cheap 
shock to win an audience. 

Rena Feinstein 
Cambridge 

David Singer 
Boston 

BR, 
This is a sharp response to last month's 

letter (BR #29) from Ixhx Globule from San 
Francisco regardmg Romeo Void. lxlix 
ca lled Romeo Void "bad commercial 
schlock'' and added 1hat they "have no 
support or following" in their hometown. 
To this I say "bullshit!" San Franciscans 
are under the delusion !hat they are the van. 
guard of good taste. I think Rice·A·Roni 
sucks anctthal's called ''the San Franciscan 
treat!" Romeo Void obviously appreciates 
the excellent musical climate here in Boston, 
and we appreciate their talent. Boston 
would be proud to call Romeo Void its 
own. 

Michael K. 
Boston 

ls this really Michael Koenig? 

To Gerard Cosloy; 
This letter might be a li1tle late (BR #26) 

but tough! Yc;,u have no god-damn taste 
when it comes to music. The song ''West. 
World" by Theatre ol Hate1soneofthe best 
songs around and sure is a hell of a lot bet
ter than any shit put out by the Cramps or 
even the Rolling Stones. 

Unplug your ears! 

J. 8. Burkley 
Wayland, MA 

Boston Rock ~/coma your lellers. All 
corrrsponden~ must, for the purposes of 
11erification, include the writer's narrw, ad· 
dras and telephone num~r-and th~ 
may~ withheld al your request. All lelters 
are subj«t to editinr. Write to: Your Hell· 
um Voice c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
St:, Boston, MA 02116. 

# DINGY GETS CUTER " 

1'"1 NOT fl!f.A'IE() SN0\16fl 
ver .. PvT ON rnE 8-SJ.s, 

tEftiE GoilET 6(l£ArEfT /ltTf 
.l '"e 60-GOs - . i PlAY 

' €M AU. A,,.- 79 flfM ·'·' 

BOSTON ROCK 1s pubh1hC'd by Boston Rock Inc. S11b- 11!1.,,._,.,---:" 
Kripllon r•lf: lni doll•l'I for h•rht IJ.1C11n. A. subKnpnon 
form can M fo11nd ,n 1h11 ,1111c. Thi> ,u11c's pubhcuion d•1c 
717/82 

A.d,nhscn ,n BOSTON ROCK u111mr 1tspon11b1h1y for 
1hc niurc ron1rn1S of and subJffi mau,, of •II 1d,·rr11sc• 
mcm1 lnca'-Ceofcnoror om,n,0111 ,n ad~C111scmrnll. the 
publisher·, wlc hab1hty shall M 10 pubhsh ihc ad•cmscmcm 
111la1crda1e 11!\,lll-V,V 

Un~oh<:IIC'd 1ubm1u1on1 aJC ..,,komC'd but rhc11 return ,~ 
no11uaran1ttd Pluscend,sraS.A. S.E 

BOSTO'I/ ROCK k •••ll1bl• for rn•lr. Fo1 more 1nfor 
ma11onpluscc1Uouroffo:r 
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We've made it through another year! 
Which may not seem like a profound accom

plishment to many readers, but those who under
stand the difficulties involved in publishing will 
understand my exuberance. We are one of but a 
handful of publications in the country rrying to 
survi~e on rock and roll as a full ti'rne commercial 
venture. I can happily repQrt that it finally looks 
as though we're here to stay. Our last 5 or 6 issues 
have all shown modest profits. 

Greg Reibman, our distinguished 
editor ... 
... can take much of the credit for the magazine's 
recent success. He's now about 95% in charge of 
everything as far as editorial content is concerned. 
He and full time staffer Julie Panebianco have 
also done a marvelous job forging advertising con
tacts : So send him your complaints and me your 
compliments from now on. But honestly folks, a 
pat on the back to G.R., and if he keeps it up for 
another year, I've promised to buy him a speak 
and spell. 

Moving on to loftier subjects . .. 
. . . special anniversarial (sic) thanks go out to Mr. 
B, Chris Gilbert, Bruce Stallsmith and J.T.G., 
who've all been with us for all 30 issues. And extra 
special thanks to advertisers such as High Society, 
Walkers Western Wear, Eat, 415, Rockit Records, 
The New Wave Hair Salon, The Channel, Propel
ler, WBCN, Strawberries and Inn Square Men's 
Bar for being with us through thick and thin. 

Advertisers Note: 
Our circulation will be expanding about 300/o lo

c311y, starting with this issue. We have changed 
distributors in the Boston area to the largest, In
terstate News. This will almost double the number 
of outlets carrying Boston Rock. We have also 
made arrangements with Atlas News to distribute 
for us in the greater Worcester area. These two 
new distributors along with the southern Mass./ 
Cape Cod distributor we picked up last month 
should give us impact with thousands of addition
al readers who never had the chance to see us pre
viously. 

Thanks to all of all ages who . .. 
. . . turned out for our second anniversary party at 
The Channel last month. Over 1,000 of you turned 
out. Special thanks to Lou Miami, The Freeze, 
Dangerous Birds, The Outlets and Boys Life for 
performing so very well. And thanks to the Chan
nel staff for letting the kids dance. • 

Speaking of The Channel . .. 
... it's better now than I can ever remember. Pat
ty Marsh, the new booker, has brought in some 
adventurous acts with some success. The wholecli
entele of the club has been changing with a lot 
more familiar faces present. 

Gripes of the month . .. 
. . . Why won't WL YN co-promote good shows at 
The Channel with Boston Rock any longer? Beats 
me. Seems like it might help new music a little ... 

And $17. 50 for a concert seat at the Boston 
Garden? Buy the album instead and go out to din
ner. 

Alex Peters once again . .. 
... makes somebody look like a horse's hinnie. 
He's managed to book two of the hottest acts into 
the Cyclorama in the South End just a week apart. 
X is playing July 17 and the Dead Kennedys on 
July 25. And they're all ages shows at that. Sup
port 'em and maybe someday there'll be some real 
alternative promotion in town on a regular basis. 

More drinking age blues . .. 
... as both New York and Connecticut are raising 
it up from 18. I tend to be quite conservative in 
such matters, but still don't understand how they 
can draft a kid to get his head blown off who can't 
take a sip of beer. Needless to say , the effect on 
the club scene in the Big Apple will be quite sub
stantial. On the bright side, perhaps it will open up 
more all ages show opportunities as it has belated
ly done in Boston. 

free music for· subscribers! 

PETE SHELLEY 
HOMOSAPIEN 

Haircut 
One Hundred 

the coolest cut 
of all. 

Includes: I RAN 
SPACE AGE LOVE SONG 
TELECOMMUNICATION 

Pete Shelley 
. .. new age rock and roll. 

Includes: 
LOVE PLUS ONE 

FAVOURITE SHIRTS 

A Flock 
Of Seagulls 
... soaring to new 
musical heights. 

Subscribe right now to Boston Rock 
(twelve issues for ten dollars) and for 
just one dollar ( shipping and handling) 
we'll rush you one of these sensational 
new dance albums from Arista Re
cords ... 

r---------------------------------1 
I send to : 

Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury St. 

Boston, MA 02116 

D Here's $11.00 for the next twelve issues of Boston Rock. 
Please rush the free album I've checked below. 

__ Pete Shelley __ Haircut 100 _____A Flock Of Seagulls 
D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is $10.00 for twelve 

issues. 

Name 

Address 
City __________ State _ ____ Zip ____ _ 
(Album offer good in U.S. onl y, while supplies last . We reserve the right to sub
s titute for first choices.) 
AIRMAIL ANC:V0R OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIO NS ADD $2 .00 PER ISSUE. L _________________________________ J 
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L.A. SCENE SMOOT 
par Byron "Sex Wax" Coley 

So Cal scene's highly fragmentary & non
aligned so this is too. Ok? Ok .. , Slash Recs 
makes local tongues Joli appreciatively by 
inking tough-talkin' country boys Rank and 
FIie (a post-DIis quartel that sounds like 
early Crazy Horse with fire in their blood). 
Mayhaps this'll off-set recent grumblings 
re: Bonny Hayes & the Wild Combo's grab 
for the pap-pop ring. Incidentally Bonny & 
Co. were formerly known as the Punts 'til 
dj's decided that sounded too much like a 
cross between "Cunts" & "Punks." Slash's 
sister label Ruby's meanwhile all hepped up 
'bout plans for the first-ever Flesheaters 
tour-one that should bring their bone-rat
tling, skull-crushing vision to Boston in the 
late summer ... Bomp Recs, riding high on 
the success of the Pllmsouls' 12" (which has 
a jim-dandy radio ad) and their recent dis
tribution deal with Elektra, announces that 
their last indy release'II be by local rhythm 
'n' booze hot-shots Phast Phreddle & the 
Precisions ... With Rob Ritter out of the 
Gun Club (dB Pete Holsapple replaced him 
for a NY date or two). 45 Grave 1s all set to 
start recording their Ip for Goldar. Don 
Bolles reports that, "it'll be at least 2SO/o 

improv,'; but don't worry. It 's sure to in
clude some of their great avant thrash as 
well. 4SG keyboardist Alu Gibson (ex
Bpeople) will also have a .;;olo alb out soon. 
A follow-up to his ethe"eal Passionel ep, 
this'll be on IRS. A~ ,ill a re-release of 
Socia.I Distortion's currently hard-to-find 3 
song ep. New issue' s gonna have a picslceve 
too. . Oh yeah. Gibson·~ also featured on 
the new dual-cassette sampler from the Los 
Angeles Free Music Society (called Light 
Bulb). Discriminating noise-fans will also 
find stellar performance~ by 4SG, Boston 
boy Phil Milstein , Jad Fair, the Meat Pup
pets and other~ A Truly meritorious pack
age ... Also on the vague/art front would 
be the debut 12•- by the Fibonnaci's on In
dex. Their internationai ;ound has many 
heads spinnin' . and art-types should also 
keep an eye out for lndex·s re-issue of Gary 
Pantu's immaculate Asshole comic book. 
It's great. .. All's not well with local "not 
an art band" Monitor however. Recent ru
mors have them near folding as two mem
bers spend more time with the Romans and 
one gets a job doing music for Disney. 
The Meat Puppets rage on, and their alb 

... CONT. ON PAGE 38 

NEW YORK NEW YORK 
byJ. 'Lewis(akaJ.I.) 

This column is by no means a compre
hensive view of New York's nightlife, but 
what the hell, let's start with a brief run
down of the major clubs in the city. Dance• 
terta features three floors to party on-one 
with live bands, two with OJ dancing, and 
three with video/food. Hey does that add 
up to six floors? (NOi) The new Pepper
mini Lounge has three floors too, with a 
similar set up. Believe it or not, I have not 
been to the new Pep yet, but I will be going 
soon to check out the return of Richard 
Hell and also the Y Records party celebral· 
ing their deal with Important Records. It 
seems Important will market and distribute 
Y Records exclusively in the states, no lie I 
kid you not! The big bad Ritz is next, with a 
h ge video screen and inconsistent DJ-ing. 
This is not where the elite or underground 
meet. The Mudd Club, however, is the 
place to be and they have the best OJ mix. 
They even have DJs on both floors, that's 
\wo, count them. Last but not least is CB
GBs, which is of course of historical inter
est. The above clubs are the top Five (or was 
that six?). But hey, don't forget Trax, 801-

tom Line, Lone Star, Irving Plaza, Club 57, 

S.N.A.F.U., Tramps, Great Gildersleeves, 
R. T. Firefly. They all feature new wave, 
man, like rcalllllycoool. Oh yeah, and then 
there is this dump called Camaby Street 
that's right next to this great chic place to 
eat called Maxwell Plums that sucks. That's 
Carnaby Street that sucks . Oh well. 

Anyway, on a more positive note, the 
best band I've seen last month was the Sub
urbs. The biggest bummer though, was the 
folding of the SoHo News. The coolest 
thing was hang-outing at The Redbar on 
First Ave. The biggest joke this month was 
NYC's easy-listening radio station WTFM 
turning AOR (album oriented rock) with 
brand new call letters: WAPP. But that's 
just half the joke, the punch line is that they 
have an advertising and promotion budget 
of 6 million dollars for the year of '82. 

Wait a second-stop the typesetter
news has just hit me from none other than 
Boston Rock's chief editor Greg Reibman 
that Jim Fountl has left Dancetcria. What 
a drag, Oanceteria will never be the same. 
Fouratt's plans arc still up in the air at press 
time, but Ruth Polsky is the new booking 
agent at Oanceteria . 
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LITTLE 
SMALL 

RHODIE 
SIZE, BIG THRILLS 

by Ed Slota 

This is Providence. Eternal resting place 
of H.P. Lovecraft, and proud bearer of a 
rock and roll tradition that stretches from 
Wadsworth Mansion and the Cowsills to 
the Talking Heads and Robin Lane. And as 
evidenced by a recent showcase/competi
tion called the Providence Rock Hunt, that 
tradition is in very good hands. 

Organized by Brown University's WB
RU-FM, the Hunt featured twelve New 
England bands. Groups were selected by 
'BRU from . over one hundred different 
demo tapes. The Schemers, a Providence
based group were the eventual winners, bul 
as in all such contests, the final victor is not 
the only important news. The entire show
case was well worth attending. 

Round One: The Schemers, The Mob and 
Berlin Airlift . 

There's a Petty / Birds influence in the 
Schemers' sound. Vocalist Mark Cutler car-

ries their songs with toughness and convic
tion. They have at least one song, "Poor 
Little Johnny/Danger Avenue,'' that would 
make a killer single. The Mob were embar
rasing. I'm told their tape is great-but 
their set was twenty-five minutes of paint
less thrashing. After the Mob, anyone 
would have been a step up but Berlin Airlift 
provided a quantuum leap. The Airlift's 
loose yet polished set showed lots of acces
sibility and style, but the Schemers had the 
home court advantage going for them and 
squeaked a close victory. 

Round Two: The Geeks, Julie Jennings 
Band and Butch McCarthy Band. 

The relatively new Geeks kicked off the 
second day. This dance/pop band had some 
good song ideas which needed better ar
rangement and sharper focus. Still, this 
band has potential. Julie Jennings was mak
mg her stage debut and it showed. Ms. Jen-

... CONT. ON PAGE 38 
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by Julie Panebianco 

It's summer and the Clash are back, not 
on Broadway but on the radio. "Rock the 
Casbah" is blaring out of car windows not 
just in NY City and Boston but in Phoenix 
and Houston and LA and Louisiana. They 
have a hit on their hands and they're on the 
live circuit, playing their mind-crazed music 
all over the U.S. and U.K. This is the latest 
episode in the life of the band who turns 
philosophy into rock and roll; or, As The 
Clash Tour. 

This newest saga didn't begin too auspi
ciously. On the eve of the release of Combat 
Rock, Joe Strummcr disappeared, causing 
the cancellation of their entire British tour. 
While overwrought friends and Clash man
agement searched for clues to his where
abouts (Paris, Portobello Road, El Salva. 
dor and the Falkland Islands Task Force 
were all possibilities), Topper Headon was 
apparently planning his own defection. 

Oash aide Kosmo Vinyl eventually talked 
Joe Strummcr's mother into revealing the 
location of her son-running in the Paris 
Marathon was one of his extra.curricular 
activities-and the repentant guitarist came 
home. 

"I just wanted to get away," Strummer 
told Charles Shaar Murray of the New Mu· 
sical Express, explaining his impromptu va· 
cation. "We were about to start the British 
tour and I just didn't feel like it. Once I got 
there ... well, I only intended to stay for a 
few days, but the more days I stayed, the 
harder it was to come back because of the 
aggro I was causing. 

"It was something l wanted to prove to 
myself," he went on. "That I was alive." 

Like ships that pass in the night, Topper 
Headon announced his departure from the 
Clash just as Strummer announced his re· 
turn. In a classic understatement, both 
Strummer and Headon remarked separate· 
ly, "The Clash are not an easy group to be 
in." 

A spokesman for the group reported that 
"political differences" caused the split, but 
whispers of drug problems have surrounded 
Topper Headon for years. He was recently 
arrested for alleged possession of heroin at 
a London airport. 

"We're back to the old trio now," Jones 
Simonon and Strummer announced happily 
to the NM£. They recruited Terry Chimes, 
their original drummer, who had gone from 
the Clash to the Heartbreakers to Cowboys 
International and Gen X (he was the drum· 
mer on the hit "Dancin' With Myselr') be· 
fore joining the Clash again. He remains, 
however, a ''Guest Drummer''; they plan to 
use guest musicians from now on, marching 
to the beat of different drummers as it were. 

"It's remarkable how well he's fit back 
in," Kosmo Vinyl's press aide remarked. 
"He's getting great reviews." 

The album Combat Rock, which features 

an out of focus, pained looking Toppe1 ,. 
Headon on the cover, looks like the om 
that will finally break the band in the U.S. 
and reclaim their disillusioned British audi .. 
ence as well. It's on the top of the charts i 
England, and battling its way up Billboari· 
too. 

"It took them six albums to do it," Jeff 
Jones, a CBS field representative said, ''It's 
breaking out to heavy metal kids. The one . 
who used to listen to Journey are somehov. 
identifying with the Clash now. They're stil 
listening to Journey, but they are gettin 
into the Clash.'' 

CBS tallied national sales of Combor r 
Rock at 165,651 records in the first four 
weeks. In one five day period they sol 
20,549 records, numbers that put them i 
the heavyweight category at last. 

"We shall see," was the reply at th 
Clash's office in New York, as if they had 
heard it all before. "They (the Clash) hav 1 

put a lot of hard work into it, touring, re 
cording. They are going to Canada, the 
England, then back to the States. They ar 
working really hard. In the meantime, the 
arc going down the toilet." She giggled ovc 
the phone. 

Yes, it seems that Flushco, the compan 
that owns the product 2000 Flushes which is 
featured at the end of the song "lnnoculat- :. 
ed City," is .suing the Clash. "The son 4 

could insult the buyers of Flushco products, ..., 
a highly sophisticated segment of the pub- .. 
lie," a spokesman for 2000 Flushes an· 
nounccd to the press. "The song is highly " 
anti·military," he went on to say. CBS 
agreed to halt prodllction of the album, as 
the Clash are accused of illegally including 
the commercial on the record Combat 
Rock. A CBS representative argued that it is 
fair use of the first amendment, but tl)e 

._!)a~de~~:~~r:.e~s
1
~e::~dt~~r,:~~~~ scramble 

for the last copies of Combat Rock with . 
2000 Flushes on it, the Clash are storming 
the concert halls. "On the west coast it was 
'Clash week'," the group's representative~ 
said. "Wherever you went, 'Should I Stay , 
or Should I Go' blared out of everyone's ra- , 
dios. They sold out every night. The sound ., 
has been really good at the halls. And Joe is ., 
feeling terrific, f)erforming and playing real-
ly well." 

As for the concert venues, the Clash are .. , 
apparenily making quite a few demands 
from promoters. "They want to perform at 
what Americans call dance concerts," their 
press aide said. "Where there is room for 
people to dance, with some seats in the 
back. They want to make sure the audience , 
doesn't get pushed around. They are fans , 
themselves, they know how it feels." 

Or, as Joe St rummer told me last year: 
"We want places without scats. It's a big 
rule. When people get out of their seats, 
monkeys shove 'em back in." 

The Clash office put it kindlier: "The SC· , 
curity shouldn't be too dominant." 

Joe Casey, of Frank J. Russo's Gemini ( 



Pl U.S.A. 
oductions in Providence, seemed frus
ted. "I wish they were more open tone
tiation. They want theater and dancing 

-· pabilities. Well, it costs $60 to remove 
ch seat from a hall. Multiply $60 x 500. 
at'II cost more than we can pay the band. 

~ s just been difficult to meet their de
' ands. 

"You know it's been awh ile since they've 
· ured. I don't think they could sell out a 

ace like the Providence Civic Center. 
ey have a strong following, but it's not 

' ' e the Police or Ozzy, where it would sell 
tin hours." 
Casey added that he is willing to put them 

' tdoors or in a scaled down ( ½ of the 
use) Civic Center. "I 'd like it to work 

•f t, it would be fun." 
Patty Marsh of the Channel said they are 

popular for club dates, and that they 
•'•~ ren't planning any for this tour. 
• Although Don Law's office offered a 

rse "no comment" the Boston-based 
" ency is rumored to have booked the band 

• r r three dates at the Orpheum (with or
estra seats removed) and two dates at the 
pe Cod Coliseum, all set for the last two 
ks in August. 

+{ The Clash office confirmed plans to play 
Boston but claimed no dates were set. 
So they continued to wing their way over 

t-., e continents, overpowering people with 
eir peculiar brand of funk, punk, reggae, 
>ektail music and combat rock. Over the 

t year their politics have grown more 
tJ inted, just as their ambitions have gro'wn 

ider and farther apart. "We want to be 
' e Van Halen,'' they've been heard to say, 
" st as they make an album that is chilling 

its portrayal of blood and war and death. 
They are still apt to garblt: the two as evi-

l. need by Mick Jones's weakness for Mo
wn-like love songs, and their propensity 

' r heroes, real or imagined (The Red An
. Is, Lauren Bacall, the glory hunter Sean 

1 lynn, Allen Ginsberg and Travis Bickle, all 
'none album). "Mish-mash," Joe Strum-

1er described it, and he's right. 
• 1 Strummer once said in an interview in 

usician 's Magazine that what he wanted 
i f his music was in that line from "Sounds 
:I f the Sinners": "Looking for that great 

,. lZZ note that destroyed the walls of Jeri-
o." He says it again, in. "Ghetto Defend-

1' t": "His words, like flamethrowers, 
1, urnt the ghettos." 
· Lofty sentiments, high ideals, impossible 

:: reams. Reminds me of what they must 
., ' ave thought when they started playing, 

~ eople like the Clash and the Sex Pistols, 
JJ hen the sound of the fury seemed louder, 
,m ough not as desperate, and when they 

emed so close to gelling through. The 
d 'lash are disappointed, disillusioned but 
, ore determined than ever-go to hell they 

" y; Charles Shaar Murray wrote, "Long 
ay they continue to piss everybody off." I 

~J mnder if any of them noticed that five 
ears ago this month "God Save the 

r,, ueen" was number one in England. 

Mick Jones 

The boardwalk in Asbury Park-skanky 
enough in bright sunlight with all its live 
Springsteen trivia and carnival geek atmos
phere-was downright grim on Memorial 
Day weekend, the weekend of the first 
American Clash appearances since they mo
nopolized Broadway last summer. When 
the dust of the month before had finally set
tled, Joe Strummer was back but Topper 
Headon was not-two changes which repre
sented the culmination of a lot of thinking 
on the part of all concerned. And the New 
Jersey shows, too, represented this thinking 
process which makes the Clash both extra
ordinary and extraordinarily vulnerable. 
For the band appeared to have more politi
cal direction and more emotional sophisti
cation than they've ever had, live or record
ed, yet they didn't seem to believe they were 
getting through. 

It's hard to say anything about the Clash 
without getting irrational. They're one of 
the few bands who, when they fail, make 
their fans feel betrayed. It's because the 
Clash are so thoughtful, and do so much of 
their thinking in public and on record , that 
they're subject to this kind of neurotic re
sponse from their audience and the press. In 
addition, the Clash are burdened with the 
responsibility for the whole scene from 
which they emerged, and which has pretty 
much disintegrated since. 

The set consisted of material from all the 
Clash albums, but the songs they chose to 
do on this tour were either specifically Poli
tical, or given a more pointed interpretation 
than they had in the past. There was no yell
ing in the void, no misdirected or diffused 
rage. Instead, there was an element of frus
tration and even despair, especially in 
Strummer's vocals and stage manner, which 
complicated the rage and made it believ
able. Strummer never mentioned his m.i.a. 
status during the performance, but the way 
he exuded tortured conscience throughout 
was explanation enough. 

When the Clash came on, Strummer in
troduced the first few songs in flat, sort of 
growled monotone, like you'd expect an 
elevator man to announce a floor. But he 
followed these intros with vocals whose in
tensity belied his previous indifference. He 
mumbled "London calling to the faraway 
towns" then launched into a frenzied, in
spired performance of the same lyric. It was 
as if he knew the songs were good, knew the 
Clash had something to say, but couldn't be 
sure it was getting through to anyone. The 
dialogue was pleading, but the music was 
demanding. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the band seemed 
content to remain in the background. Paul 
Simonon arrived at the Convention Hall in 
the luggage section of a station wagon, 
wearing an enormous Rasta tam and his 
characteristic sneer. After stepping forward 
early in the show to do an almost comically 
off-key "Guns of Brixton," he resumed his 
sideline macho stance, staring into space, 
and winking at an occasional disciple. Most 
surprising was Mick Jones's performance. 
He was more than normally glassy-eyed, 
and not really into it. He did "Somebody 
Got Murdered" fron Sandinista!, and later, 
as an encore, "Should I Stay or Should I 
Go?" His older vocals didn't make the new 
repertoire. I seem to remember Jones being 
wired and enthusiastic in past shows, mov
ing to every beat of the set, stepping into his 

leads, grinning when the sound was right. 
At Asbury Park, he didn't have that spark, 
he'll have to work out the contradictions of 
being a revolutionary and a rock star in his 
summer house in the Hamptons, because 
now that Topper's left , he's the only one in 
the Clash who can't make up his mind 
which role he wants more. 

Which leaves Joe Strummer. That's a lot, 
in fact almost oil of the show. Standing be
fore a continually changing backdrop of 
slides which illustrated the lyrics sometimes 
too obscurely, Strummer sang with passion
ate sincerity. There was not just a com
plaint, but an accusation, a kick in the 
teeth, in everything from "Safe European 
Home," to "Clampdown," to "Police on 
My Back." At moments, he'd whip himself 
into such a frenzy that he'd just drop out 
and leave the backup vocals exposed. But 
intensity is no substitute for depth, and that 
depth came in Strummer's raspy ballads. 
Setting aside his guitar, he wailed a haunt
ing "Armagideon Time," and turned his 
back on the crowd to look up at the images 
of starving third world kids which under
lined the point of the song, "remember to 
kick it over.'' 

It's worth noting that the Clash didn't 
play any of side two of the new album (in
accessible live?), but nearly all of side one. 
"Rock the Casbah," about the power of 
the local music to undermine "the sha
reef," was especially good, and very rele
vant. The only song in the show that they 
shouldn't have played was "Garageland," 
because it quite simply is no longer true of 
the Clash. Strummer made this perfectly 
clear by forgetting the lyrics halfway 
through the second verse. (A misdemeanor 
in light of his overall J)Crformance, but a 
telling one.) 

The last song of the set was the powerful 
and bitter "Straight to Hell," perhaps the 
best song on the new album. The lyricism of 
the guitars, faintly Oriental, played hypnot
ically off Strummer's whispered, almost
melodic vocal in an incredibly affecting 
way, and drove the pathos of the lyrics 
home. 

That is the Clash at their best, using their 
music to make themselves heard: quietly, as 
in "Straight to Hell," "Sean Flynn" and 
"Ghetto Defendant," or by opting for a 
danceable format, as in "Magnificent Sev
en," "Radio Clash" and "Know Your 
Rights." It is so self-consciously done, so 
premeditated, it suggests that the Clash 
know their audience all too well. They've 
figured out that some songs are not going to 
get a lot of airplay, that their evangelical 
ideas need to hook into a more marketable 
format if they're going to reach anyone 
who's not already buying their records. 
They have to move their listeners before 
they can hope to indoctrinate them. The re
sult is a combination of subtle songs-like 
"Straight to Hell"-and brutally un-subtle 
chants-like "Know Your Rights," the 
combination they've presented on Combat 
Rock. 

A friend of mine complained that the way 
they played "Know Your Rights" in Jersey, 
complete with ad lib ravings about Margar
et Thatcher and the Falklands situation, 
made her feel like the only adequate reac
tion would be to grab a gun. Well, that's the 
desired effect. The logo for this tour is a 
gun, and the word "The future is unwrit
ten" scrawled in blood. This was Radio 
Clash, in Combat. 
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by Gerard Cosloy Well, judging from the song, yes. 
"Well we do. But you've raised a valid point. What we're 

really trying to say, if anything, is resist -isms as a whole." 
But as sincere as I'd hope Lucky to be, everything he said 

to me was related in such a typical washed-out/Californian 
manner, I can't tell if he's being serious, or if he's just tak
ing the piss( ... always wanted to use that expression ... ). 

Meanwhile, for guitarist Greg Hetson (he of the Iron 
Maiden t-shirt), seriousness takes a definite back seat. 
"Yeah, we sold out!" Helson laughs. When I ask how big 
the Circle Jerks following is on the west coast, he replies, 
"As big as the Go-Go's." When my comeback is, "I en
joyed you on American Bandstand last week," Hetson 
says, ''Yeah, we just love Uncle Dick. '' 

In contrast, lead singer Keith Morri s (ex-Black Flag), 
doesn't seem to love much at all. Morri s spent most of the 
interview at the end of the room studying his tennis shoes, 
trying to nurse his failing throat. "We didn't sell out on this 
record," Morris argues, "we were just going for a sound 
that sounded more live." As for Keith's own musical tastes, 
" . everything, rock, jazz, gospel. classical, but not 
opera. Opera sucks.'' 

Aside from that, the only things they would admit to lik
ing were various heavy metal bands, the Bad Brains, the Ef
figies, and (sur'prise) Mission of Burma. Had they heard 
any of Boston's hardcore bands? "No, not really, but we 
did just get that compilation album, This Is Boston, Nor 
LA," says Helson. And what did you 11·:ink? Helson grim
aces. "It all sounds like LA!" 

To which I might reply, "You sound a bit like Iron Mai
den." This in and of itself isn't so bad-the Circle Jerks do 
sound better than that-but their approach to the stage dif
fers little from your average HM tourin p band (i.e., same 
basic set every night, clearly practiced segues from one song 
into another). Nowhere was this more apparent than at !he 
set's beginning, when Keith Morris ch <' \e to "warm the 
crowd up" with the overused-by-now, •· ·1 .tis.is Boston, no! 
LA" slogan. It would've been more honest of Morris to 
shout "we're gonna rock," or somelhin ,~ stupid like that. 
Philosophical nitpickings aside, the urde Jerks sound 
great live, often adding a harder edge to snany of the songs 
that failed to cut it on Wild in the Srrec 'l, the possible ex
ception being "Question Authority," 1ich slows down 
considerably during the chorus. 

And that's about all that slow~ up, 'cau,;c the Circle Jerks 
do a more than fair job of establishing their blistering (al
though not by BostQn standards) speed, and maintaining 
that momentum until the encores of" lu· r Like Me"/"Put 
a Little Love in Your Heart." If it soun o~ like I'm cfescrib
ing a 100-yard dash, it's because that'\ ¼hat it' feels like. 
The Circle Jerks are capable of providini,t lots of excitement 
during those 100 yards, along with some sweat, and yes, a 
few yawns too. 

I missed the Jerks at the Channel last year, but I'm told 
that the length of their set totalled just over t 5 minutes. 
This year's set was probably triple that. Just like most hard
core sounds better in the context of a 1-i ngle or EP as op
posed to an album (I'll take any Disch, •d EP over their 
compilation LP), the Circle Jerks sound helter in one brief 
blast. Here's hoping that they'll realize this before we're 
stuck with their third long player and songs that break the 
three minute barrier. 
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by Dean Johnson 

No less an authority than the late lester 
Bangs once wrote, "Eric Burdon was certifi
ably only one thing: short." Yet after dis
missing most of the original British Invasion 
and much of Burdon's work as a solo (Irtist 
and with the Animals, even Bongs admitted 
"If Eric does make it again, he will be one of 
the very few people mentioned m this chap
ter (of music) capable, or deserving, of such 
on acl11eveme11t." 

Well, Eric Burdon is raking another shot 
at making it. After spending most of the 
se\•enties in self-imposed exile in Germany, 
he hos returned to the States, is touring, and 
hopes to land a record contract. Burdon's 
older now. He's been scarred and is a /iflle 
world-weary. His voice is still powerful but 
not quite as razor-sharp. He's endured a 
painful dfrorce, a series of legal suits, and 
the desrmction of his home and record col
lection. If it wasn't for hod luck, he'd pro
bably hO\'e no luck at all. 

But unlike many of his peers, Burdon 
didn't wind up dead or selling real estate. 
He's still determined to make music, and he 
wants ro make sure people learned a lesson 
from the mistakes of the sixties and seven
ties. 

For on alleged rock and roll casualty, Eric 
Burdon is a surprisingly eloquent and 
thoughtful soul. There's no hype and no 
wide-eyed idealism in his manner. He's fin
ally become like so many of those r&b 
greats he worshipped as a kid: a cold realist 
who won't quite give in. He still hopes. He 
still wants change. photo: Michael Romanos 

BR: Do you mind doing the old Animals 
tunes? 
Burdon: I only do the ones that I don't 
mind doing. I wouldn't do "Sky Pilot" be
cause it's irrelevant. It was written for and 
about the Vietnam War, about the hypocri
sy of religious involvement in warfare . I'm 
not saying the sentiments are outdated. 
but. .. the concept. .. I dunno, I can't con
nect with that song. Or "San Francisco 
Nights" anymore. You know what I just 
said about San Francisco. That's the way I 
feel about San Francisco. 
BR: After watching you at the Channel I 
got the impression that when you were 
younger you were respectfully trying to imi
tate the r&b masters. Now, a liflle bit older 
and wiser, it seemed you were shaping the 
songs the way you wanted. 
Burdon: That's why I chose those songs lo 
perform because there are so many different 
areas you can go to in them every night. 
BR: Have the ups and downs you've gone 
through helped you in the long run? 
Burdon: Yeah, sure. That's why I did it. 
That Woody Guthrie movie Bound for 
Glory with David Carradine was the only 
film I've ever seen that explained the artist's 
need to continually go out and search for 
the experience. The input. 

That's why I keep running to Europe. 
America runs really smooth. It's so big. 
Everything's the same, basically. It's physic
ally beautiful looking. But you go to Paris, 
Amsterdam, London, then the outer fringes 
like Beirut, and then you get the view from 
the bridge. You see both ends of the story. 

Boston Rock: The first question is the ob
vious one: Where hove you been since the 
early seventies? 
Eric Burdon: I was in America until 1974. 
The year before 1ha1 I got involved in a ser
ies or lawsui1s wi1h a series of record com
panies, which didn't make me feel too hap
py about the business. 

Surviving The Acid Test 
I can fully understand this country's need 

to protect itself from the threat of the red 
under the bed. But when you go to West 
Germany and you live right on the border, 
you're actually on the darkness on the edge 
of town. It has a whole new meaning then. 

I'm nol gelling any deals from any record 
companies at the moment. I don't think it's 
got anything to do with that . I used to at 
one time when I was living in a paranoid 
state. I felt like one of those actors in the 
thirties. 
BR: You were being blackballed? 
Burdon: I think to a certain degree I was. 
But I think that's died down. What has hap
pened today is that the record executives 
are just too lazy to come to late night 
shows. 

Back in the early seventies, though, I got 
married and had a kid . But we got divorced, 
and the reason was when she met me it was 
in between projects. That's the way she 
thought my life was. When it was time to go 
on the road again, she freaked . 

So at the tail end of the series of lawsuits 
I also had my own lawsuit to contend with, 
which was a California divorce. It was just 
horrendous. It took me nearly five years to 
get divorced and nearly every cent I had was 
gone. lt was back to zero. 

Burdon: Over there you can choose your 
own kind of madness, and Berlin's about as 
mad as you can get. 
BR: Is a lot of the material you're r;urrently 
doingnew? . 
Burdon: Yeah, I want to move forward with 
this band and do new things. New subject. 
matters. I've been a bit of a political animal 
all my life, I guess. I love to sing, ''Be-bop
a-lula, she's my baby." But it ain't enough 
anymore. It's just not enough. People are in 
such a state of neutralism, I think it's par
tially an artist's job 10 disturb them and try 
to make them think a liftle more. 

I feel I've go1 to. It may mean the end or 
rock and roll for me as I know it. Because I 
believe that rock and roll is basically sexual. 
This is a difficult thing for me and for the 
Future writing, trying 10 write about politics 
and sex without copping out and making it 
sexual politics. 
BR: W-hy ore you afraid of sexual politics? 
Burdon: Sexual politics are what defused 
the left in America completely. All the 
heads in San Francisco turned into sexual 
radicals, instead of political radicals. It's 
true. 

It was a hotbed of political activity, in the 

"Record executives today are just too lazy to come to 
late night shows." 

BR: What made you leave the country? sixties, but now it's just full of demented, 
Burdon: To escape her, I went to Germany. twisted people trying to live to the limit all 
I went to Hamburg because I reel I missed new forms of relationships ... whether it be 
out on that Hamburg experience. I wanted two guys and one chick or two guys and two 

·to get back there to see if there was still as chicks, a commune. And they're so snobby 
much love for rock and roll as when the about it. It 's such a fuckin' joke. I grew up 
Beatles were there, and I found out there in London and Pari s watching guys holding 
"'a~ It's a real rock and roll town. hands whrn I was fifteen years of age and 
BR. Pe1,ple like Bo wie and l~gv Pop l\·ent 

1 

1hought nothing of it. It seems that this 
o (.Jerman. 'O recharge their creative bar- couni ry is so immatu re in that direction. 

teries. And the immaturity comes from not hav-
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ing enough to do, not being able to say 
enough and being afraid to say it. I didn't 
agree with the violent blacks of the sixties, 
but I got the feeling that they were desper
ately trying to do something for their socie
ty. Until they did, nothing was done. But 
unfortunately, as soon as it was done, it was 
bought off by the media and television. 
Now, it's in a state of absolute neutralism 
again, which is dangerous, I think. 
BR: It's easier to keep people controlled 
when they're in "neutral" as you put it. 
Burdon: Look at the punks in England. 
You walked down King's Road in Chelsea 
two years ago and everybody'd see Maggie 
Thatcher's face being slashed and a British 

The darkness on the edge of town isn't 
just a low~life bar with a flashing sign that 
says, "Lite Beer. All you wanted and less." 
It's a wall that runs around our way of life 
and says, "Don't Cross Unless You Think 
Our Way And We're Ready To Jump Down 
Your Throat If You Don't." A lot of people 
in Europe are really jumpy and scared 
about the reality and mentality that is going 
into a limited nuclear war, which is a reality 
there. Here, it's just something you read 
about in Time magazine. 
BR: Are there people now, is there music 
you hear, that comes close to that combina
tion you're tryi,rg to find? 

"There have been a couple of gigs on this tour when I've been 
angry at the audience for being so far back in the sixties. It's just 
horrible. '! 

flag being ripped open. And the same 
people who were doing that were probably 
on the dock of the bay cheering the fleet on 
its way to the Falklands. 
BR: When you performed some of the older 
songs like "It's My Life" or " We Gouo Get 
Out of This Place," the crowd, especially 
the younger ones who probably learned 
them through osmosis, went crazy. Do you 
think those songs hove more of a message 
now than when you first did them? 
Burdon: Even more so now. Because when 
we performed them back in the sixties they 
were new and the audiences weren't so at
tentive then. 

There have been a couple of gigs on this 
tour when I've really been angry at the audi
ence for being as far back in the sixties as we 
were and screaming things like "Sky Pilot'' 

I 
in the middle of an organ solo. It's Just hor
rible. I know musicians have to deal with 
that a ll down the line. 

Burdon: I liked Sandinista!. The Police 
touch on areas that I think are important. 
BR: When you first starred, rock was a vital 
and fresh thing for you. Now that you've 
been involved with it for so many years, 
does it still have that same attraction? 
Burdon: A lotta people confuse the arts 
with athletics. There is no competition in 
the arts. When you confuse the two, that"s 
when you get worried like Muhammad Ali 
does, "Will I still be able to be Heavyweight 
Champion of the World when I'm 36?" But 
if you look at someone like Champion Jack 
Dupree who's 77 years of age and playing 
better than he ever played, then you should 
be able to understand 1he difference be
tween a competitive engagement between 
people and music, which is a conversation 
and flow between people. You should, in 
theory, get better as you get older. That's 
why I chose to be a singer. • 
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by Julie Panebianco 

Signs, posters and playlists arc every
where. "New Jethro Tull in Bin," "Dwight 
Twilley," the Joe Strummer/Mick Jones 
cover of Rolling Stone. WBCN Music Di
rector Marc Miller points to a pile of re
cords. "Last year's .38 Special albums," he 
explains. 

"Clampdown" is blaring out over the 
speakers; Ken Shelton, dressed in jeans and 
a blue shirt with a gold musical note pinned 
to it is cueing up Toto. "Mark Parenteau 
will be in at two o'clock,'' he says into the 
microphone. 

"Have I played the Stones yet?" he asks 
his intern. "Just My Imagination" is pulled 
out of the stacks and played. Two theatre 
tickets are given to a lucky listener who 
guessed the original performer of that Mo
town song. 

Shelton is relaxed while he's on the air. 
His voice is smooth and sincere, a Brook
lynite without that infamous perversion. a 
Brooklyn accent. He sings and jokes dunng 
the songs but doesn't miss a beat: he swivels 
in his chair, and he's talking into the mike. 
"Do you remember that from the deep re
cesses of your memory?'' he asks his listen
ers. 

"Invisible Sun" is playing when Paren
teau comes in for "crossover time." They 
chat for a while-"ls this an old copy of 
'Revolution'?"-and Ken packs up to 
leave. 

As we walk out of the booth I notice an
other sign: "Announcing the new Disc 
Jockey code Colors for 1982 ... Twill now 
be black." Next to it someone had writ
ten, "Wasn't he always?" As we pass by an 
office Marc Miller is lamenting the fact that 
the Beach Boys Good Vibrations is out of 
print. 

"The only way they could 
get rid of me was if they 
came in and found a needle 
in my arm, somebody 
giving me head while on the 
air or blaspheming to hell. " 

Ken Shelton originally planned a career in 
TV production. "I was so close to radio and 
music when I was growing up that I never 
thought about actually doing it." A stint as 
a director turned him off television, espe
cially when they sent hiro to produce a show 
that turned out to be in a foreign language. 
"The situation is, you're a small cog and no 
one knows what's going on." 

A friend of his was running a radio sta
tion alone as a tax write off for Westing
house. Ken got himself hired as a manage
ment trainee. They played top forty, with 
one pretaped voice. The monotony drove 
everyone crazy, and soon Shelton was on 
the air. "I had a decent voice, no accent." 

.. We used the countdown, stuff that 
hadn't been used since the '60's. A block of 
one artist for a half hour.'' It all seemed 
new, and for a couple of rating 
periods·they surpassed 'BCN. Westing
house, however, still desired the tax break, 
and refused to put any more money into the 
effort. Ken soon left for WCOZ, where he 
ended up in the middle of a management 
and employee upheaval. 

"They wanted to gel me out, but they 
cou ldn't fire me. Because of our union, the 
on ly way they could get rid of me was 1f 
they came in and found a needle in my arm, 
somebody giving me head while I was on 
the air. or blaspheming to hell. So I went in 
and demanded six months pay and I'd 
leave. They said two week.s. I said, 'Well, 
unlesryou find just cause. I'll be here till I 
die.'" 

Shelton \ent out feele rs for a new job. 
and bej!,an the first ma round of new loca
tion dances with WEEI and 'BCN. Mean
while at 'COZ. the pressures ~ecame intol
erable. "When Elvis Presley died they came 
in and said, 'Why aren'1 you playing Ted 

Nugent? Ted Nugent is obviously more im
portant to rock and roll than Elvis Pres
ley!!! The ratings came in and I had done 
really well, so then it was 'Oh Ken, we're 
sorry'. I just said to myself, 'The first boat 
outta here I'm on it."' 

'EEi won the bidding war. "I would look 
for the softer songs on records like Elvis 
Costello or Joe Jackson. The ratings went 
up, I left, the ratings went down." 

'BCN finally got the dance steps right; 
Shelton announced he was leaving 'EEi be
cause they wouldn't let him play the Pre
tenders, and he became the only 'BCN disc 
jockey without an earring. The rest, as they 
say, is history. 

Interrupted by an engineer looking for 
wire, Marc Miller trying to get in on the in
terview, and Marc Parenteau looking for 
something on the back shelves in the record 
library, this interview took place at-where 
else?-WBCN. 

WBCN's Ken Shelton 
Boslon Rock: You ore really the 360degree 
DJ. This morning I heard you ploy Tom 
Pelly and Stevie Nicks into Joy Division, 
then Carly Simon, Bob Marley, the Jam 
and Blue Oyster Cult. 
Ken Shelton: You know I read 1he inierview 
in Boston Rock with (WLYN DJ) Albert 0 
and he was complaining, saying something 
like. ''Whoever heard of 1he Outlaws mto 
the Jam? It's awful." To me. if I could do 
that, if I cou ld segue Joni Mitchell into Joy 
Division or Led Zepplin into the Clash I 
tliink I've won over new Clash fans. I'm 

thrilled that I can do that when it sounds 
right. 

And Albert and the other rock and roll 
snobs in this town and all over-well, as far 
as I'm concerned I play a real piece of meat 
followed by a real delectable. And that Led 
Zepplin fan will go Who's that? The Clash? 
That was a pretty good s·ong. Maybe I've. 
won over a new Clash fan. If I've lost Al
bert, well, he only represents a few thou
sand, a small audience. We're trying to ap.. 
peal to everybody. People who like the Jam 
and people who like Genesis. 
BR: A lot of people/eel that 'BCN's 
changed too much . . 
Shelton: I don't think we've turned our 
backs on the new music that's around. I 
think we selectively pick the best, and put 
that on. Up to a year ago, we had gotten 
the reputation of being a punk station. That 
was the word. We did research over and 
over again, and people thought punk. We 

were playing Bob Seger, bu! 1hey still 
thought 1t was a punk station. because they 
heard lhree "weird" ones in a row. People 
who wanl to hear that music know i1's 
there. If !hey don't know abc-u1 it, and 11's 
sandwiched be1ween Tom Petty and Bob 
Seger. 1hey'll listen. 

1 think there was Just so much good mu
sic coming out at once that 1here was the 
urge to just throw it out at the audience and 
let them digest it. 
BR: How do you choose what you want to 
play? 

Shelton: I have a loose format when I'm on 
the air, certain categories I have to choose 
from. I have a lot of choices sol sort of bal
ance it. I try to stay away from total guitars 
from heU and heavy metal. I try to touch all 
bases: Joni Mitchell, the Temptations, al
ways Elvis Presley, the Jam, the Clash, EJ. 
vis Costello. But there's always someone 
coming from a Grateful Dead concert that 
wants to listen to the Outlaws, .38 Special 
and all that ca-ca. But it's a proven commo
dity, people like it. 

"Albert O and all the 
other rock and roll snobs in 
this town only represent a 
small audience. We're 
trying to appeal to every
body. People who like the 
Jam and people who like 
Genesis." 

BR: Do you always ploy songs you like? 
Shelton: I rarely play a song I don't like. 
Aldo Nova is my current negative, it's just 
been done before, much better. So I try not 
to play that too much. I hardly ever play a 
song I think sucks, period. If it's bad, if it's 
shit, I don't care who likes it, I won't play 
it. Last week, when Oedipus was doing his 
show I came in while he was playing "Sex 
Bomb" by Flipper. I told him, 'Oedipus, 
after 13 years of listening to 'BCN, that is 
the worst song I ever heard.' The absolute 
worst. 
BR: What do you think about 'COZ 's re
cent ollempt to loosen their format? 
Shelton: What 'COZ did was narrow down 
their audience too much. They went after 
one corner of the audience and got every. 
body in that corner 10 listen 10 them. But as 
soon as they try to expand, which is inevi
table, as soon as they add a Soft Cell, well, 
they don't have Soft Cell fans listening to 
them, and they've just blown forty percent 
of their audience. In six months. They were 
so cons1ricted 10 being o ne type of music 
station, that now the only thing left for 
them really is go back 10 heavy metal from 
hell 
BR: Cindy Bai/en hos a new show on 'COZ, 
local and new music. 
Shelton: It's the same thing, the audience 
isn't there. They aren't listening 10 'COZ. 
BR: What happened to your local mustr 
hour? 
Shelton: It's like anything else, it works bet
ter mixed in. II was a 5troke to the bands 
and the clubs. Six months after the show 
was gone, people from bands were still com
ing up saying. "Oh, I love your local music 
show, I love what you're doing." Get a great 

... CONT. ON PAGE 42 j 
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D Is it hard for you to 
express your thoughts 
and feelings? 

D Do you have trouble 
saying what you mean? 

D 
Let Transla_tor do it for you 
you on their new album, 
Heartbeats and Triggers. 

Produced by David Kahne 

DA e1 ATn 
~ 
On 415/Columbia. 

HEARTBEATS AND TR I G GERS ............... v. 
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2 ROCKIT RECORDS f 
Rockit Records 

offers special prices to readers 
of Boston Rock 

MANY IMPORT 45s at 50¢, 99¢ and 3 for $5. 
In order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock 

Limited quantities on many titles. Only one per customer on some Items. 

The 1f EP 
Good thru Aug.18, 1982 

Elvis Costello (LP) Imperial Bedroom . . ............ $4.99 
Robert Plant (LP) Pictures of Eden • ........ . ...... $4.99 
The Clash (12") "Rock the Casbah" . . .. . . .. . ... ... $3.49 
S.S. Decontrol (LP) The Kids Will Have Their Say ... $3.99 
Mission of Burma (45) "Trem Two" . .. ...... .. . ... . $1.59 
The Neats (Mini LP) . ... . .. .. . .. . ...... .. ... ...... $4.49 
Girlschool (LP) Screaming Blue Murder ........... $5.99 
X (LP) Under the Big Black Sun .............. . ..... $4.99 · 
Flesheaters (LP) Forever Came Today ....... . ..... $4.99 
The Individuals (LP) Fields ....................... $4.99 
Pere Ubu (LP) Songs of the Bailing Man ...... . .. . . $4.99 
Suburbs (12") "Music for Boys" . .. . .. ..... .. ... .. . $3.49 
Salvation Army (LP) .......... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . ...... $4.99 
dredd foole & the din (45) Songs in Heat .. . . ........... . ' dredd foole & the din (45) Songs in Heat ........... $1.49 
New Order (45) "Ceremony" .................. . .. . $ .50 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTINES PLAZA 
SAUGUS. MASS (617) 233-7805 

P r o p e I I e r P r o d u c t
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Isn't It about time you took that big step from 
"Pro-1&" to a truly professlonal studio 
environment? 

Consider Studio B 

Our superbly trained staff 

doesn't Just talk 

about professlonal results, 

we get It. 

Ask around. 

419 Boylston St., Bosto n. 

For an appointment to visit our facllltles and 
discuss your re~ordlng needs, call 
266-5464. 

dial COOKING 



SPARRRKKKS ....... . 

by Brian Dal/ 

" It's been five fucking years," somebody 
yelled al Sparks's recent rare Paradise ap
pearance. "where have you been?" 

Russell Mae!, Sparks's curly haired vocal
ist (and brother to the moustached key
boardist, Ron) looked surprised, but took 
the compliment well. "Did you really miss 
us that much?" he laughed . The rousing re
sponse from the crowd answered his ques
tion. 

Originally from California, the Mael bro
thers' first taste of show business came with 
a child modelling job for Sears and Roe
buck. After a few musical ventures Ron and 
Russell, along with Jim and Earl Mankey 
(another brother team) and Harley Fein
stein formed the group Halfnelson. Demo 
tapes sent to various companies resulted in 
rejection until Todd Rundgren's then-girl
friend fell in love with one of the tapes, and 
convinced Todd to sign them to hi s Bears
ville label. 

After the release of the first album, en
titled Ha(fnelson, Bearsville decided that 
the group's name was not commercial 
enough, and asked them to change it. They 
changed it to Sparks and the first record 
was repackaged and retitled Spqrks. These-

Sparks. Russell and Ron Mae/. 

cond album, A Woofer in Tweeters Cloth
ing was released in 1972. Both albums were 
phenomenal-but neither sold well and sub
sequently they were out of print shortly af
ter their release. 

After a two year absence from the record
ing studio, the Brothers Mael left Bearsville 
and decided to move to London for a fresh 
new look and sound. After recruiting a new 
band, Sparks signed with Britain's Island 
Records. 

'' All of a sudden there were all these thir
teen year old girls at our concerts," Ron re
calls. "This frightened off the crowd of 
people who were easily frightened off by 
thirteen year old girls. We had no idea why 
they came. Our single 'This Town Ain't Big 
Enough for the Both of Us' became a num
ber one British hit, which we though was 
rather bizarre. We didn't consider ourselves 
popartis1s." 

Three albums were released on Island. All 
were big hit s in Britain and parts of Europe, 
but never sold well in the U.S. From there, 
they switched to Columbia, released two 
more long-players and then hopsco1ched 
over to Elektra records. 

Sparks's first and only Elektra release, 
Number One Song in Heaven was produced 

by disco maestro Georgia Morodrr. "At 
the time we didn't think we cou ld do any of 
those songs live,'' says Ron, ''so we stopped 
touring." 

"But we now do 'Beat the Clock' and 
'Number One Song'," Russell added. "We 
really missed touring during this stage. It's 
always been one of our strong points." 

Considering the current success of groups 
like the Human League, Thompson Twins 
and other dance-oriented groups, one can't 
help but think that Heaven would have been 
a dance smash if ii were released in 1982 in
stead of 1979. The single "Beat the Clock," 
one of their finest efforts, was a hit in Can
ada, but elsewhere it went virtually unre
cognized. "People in Europe are just now 
realizing what a special album it is," Russell 
reports. 

The Mac! brothers enlisted Moroder's 
services for their followup album Terminal 
Jive. What's that you say? It's not in your 
Schwann catalogue? That's right, Terminal 
Jive was never released in the U.S. 

In the middle of their own projects, Rus
sell and Ron had time to take on a female 
prodigy allegedly named Noel. Om came 
more dance music with vocals that sounded 
surprisingly like Russell Mae!. "It's really a 

Haircut 100 ...... ~ 
the BARBERS of IZOD 

by Rosanna Cavallaro 

The same luxury cruise liner that recently 
broughl us Chariots of Fire and Brideshead 
Revisited docked again, this time at the 
Paradise, and Haircut 100 disembarked. 
These six English boys present the same per
fectly produced, totally naive, and relent
lessly charming vision of the world as the 
film and TV series tha1 American would-be 
snobs love to envy. Come on-cashmere 
sweaters tied around their shoulders, knick
ers, caps and ballet slippers? Giving a bana
na to the best dancer? Instructing the audi
ence in the Swim? Haircut 100 played a very 
tight set- an almost perfect set in fact- but 
if there was any energy in their perform
ance it was more from giddiness than pas
sion. They never let go of the polished pose 
and the slick production long enough 10 

sound live. 
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Opening with a cover of War's "Low Rid
er," the band came on one at a time to give 
the audience a sense of the component s that 
make up their sound: firs! Mark Fox on a ll 
sons of percussion and congas, then Blair 
Cunningham on drums and Les Nemes on 
bass, Phil Smith on saxes, Graham Joneson 
guitars, and finally Nicky Heyward, the 
spirit of the band, also on guitars. (Two 
horns were added just for the tour.) Hey
ward, looking like a young libido-less Mick 
Jagger, completely charmed his audience 
with a boyish grin and a schoolboy's eager
ness to please. He crooned his vocals, let
ting his voice crack with a provocative in
nocence on words like "luh-huv." 

With Heyward at the helm, Haircut 100 
easily ran through their album, Pelican 
West, a former # I in Britain. They played 
their hit s, "Boy Meets Girl (Favourite 

Shirt)" and "Love Plus One," early in their 
set. You'd think that a band with such fine 
musicianship (and so many instruments on 
stage!) would do a bit of jamming, but they 
were remarkably tame, scratching their 
funky guitars exactly as recorded, playing 
identical horn and sax breaks, even whoop
ing on cue. The only variations from Peli
can West was just plain silliness- noise toys 
like slide whistles, cowbells and rhythm 
sticks, mostly from Mark Fox and Nicky 
Heyward. 

Haircut IOO's performance at the Para
dise provided a pretty workable definition 
of escapism: they entertained their audi
ence in an immediate but forgettable style, 
and never pretended to anything more. Lyr
ically, their songs almost parody them
selves, they're so trivial. "Boy Meets Girl" is 
about as deep as they get, and they range 

coincidence," says Ron, "that his tonal 
range was similar to hers. A lot of people 
think there isn't a Noel." And added Rus
sell, before dropping the subject, "I think I 
sang along with her." 

Which more or less bring us up to date. 
Sparks's latest a lbum Angst in My Pants 
has just been released, this time on Atlantic 
Records. "Atlantic is the first label to be 
one hundred percent behind us," says Ron. 
"They are determined to break Sparks in 
the US." Sure enough, both the album and 
a single ("I Predict") are selling well. "We 
did a video for 'I Predict' which is a bit con
troversial. MTV has said it's too hot to han
dle." 

Their concert was even hotter. Most of 
the songs they played that night were from 
Angst, but they did play a few oldies. Ron 
danced and changed costumes a number of 
times. During "I Predict" he stripped down 
to his skivvies. He later did an imitation of 
Sonny and Cher using a stuffed dog to play 
Sonny. Russell's solo encore was an out
standing acapella cover of "Shout." Then 
came the final encore with the band and all 
the trimmings, including Ron in his wed
ding dress for the song "Moustache." I 
caught the bouquet. It was a fabulous night. 

from naive optimism ("Fantastic Day") to 
pure nonsense ("Lemon Firebrigade," 
"Baked Beans"). The image they work so 
hard at is equally escapist-clean cut, afflu
ent, young, trendy and 1otally unthrea1en
ing. Not only were 1hey never a garage 
band, their parents probably invi1ed lhem 
into the living room to play for company. 
Haircut 100 is an inevitable response to the 
social cataclysm which produced things like 
Britain's Qi! movement, they're just the op
posite end of the spectrum. They act out a 
musical fantasy of carefree bliss, but with 
reassuring restraint. They don't scream, 
sweat, or even make mistakes, they play 
your favorite songs twice, and they give out 
fresh fruit at the end of the show. On the 
surface, Haircut 100 were easy to like, but 
they really didn't offer anything to take 
home with you. 



WILLIE LOCO ALEXANDER 
And The 
Confessions 

AUTRE 
CHOSE 

AUTRECHOSE 

Two record live album 
recorded during their French 
Tour (Spring 1982) 
on New Rose Records 

now available at your favorite record 
stores 

Disbibuted by Rounder Records 
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REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL RECORDS Inc. is the strangest record company in the world. It releases 
ONLY CASSETTES! Full album-length exciting performances by major rock & roll artists, not available on commer
cial vinyl. In other words. you can't buy these records-they don't exist-except on ROIR (pronounced "roar") 
Cassettes. 

Our artists, each with their own cassettes, include THE BUZZCOCKS, TELEVISION, NEW YORK 
HARDCORE COMPILATION, ALFONIA TIMS AND HIS FL YING TIGERS, JAMES CHANCE & 
THE CONTORTIONS, 8 EYED SPY WITH LYDIA LUNCH, THE DICTATORS, SUICIDE, NEW 
YORK DOLLS, FLESHTONES, SHOX LUMANIA, BAD BRAINS, THE GERMS, SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICANS, STIMULATORS, HUMAN SWITCHBOARD, and many exciting new titles added monthly. 
All cassettes are handsomeli packaged with colorful graphics, full documentation, liner notes by America's top 
rock writers, often band photos and lyrics-and are recorded on high quality BASF OPS Premium Tape. Our re
leases have received rave reviews and acclaim all over the world, and our mail order department shops the same . 
day orders are received! WANT TO KNOW MORrn> WANT TO BECOME A ROIR CASSETTE-JUNKIE!? 
WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND BE SURPRISED! 
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• 611 Broadway • 
• N.Y.C., NY 10012 • 
• Phone(212)477-056J • 

• Yes. I want to become a ROIR CASSETTE-JUNKIE' SEND ME YOUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND • 
• IMPRESS ME! - • 
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Since the origin of The Tweeds, Marc McHugh has been 
the band's guiding light: writing almost all of its material; 
singing lead; acting as the band's manager/PR rep; and un
til recently, running the band's record label, Autobahn Re
cords. Late last year Tweeds' product was issued on Don 
Roze's label, Eat Records. "Music For Car Radios," a four 
song EP, has received good local airplay spearheaded by a 
re-make of an older Tweeds tune, "We Ran Ourselves." 
Currently, a new Tweeds lineup consisting of McHugh, 
Tweeds alumni Gordon Wallace on drums, Brem Hyde on 
bass and Russ Corvey on lead guitar is busy rehearsing for 
live performances and should be visible by this summer. 
New product will be out by then as well. 

The Tweeds first impressed Boston rock fans in 1978 with 
a three tune EP which featured original songs with a mid-
60s British Invasion sound that was hard to believe had 
been newly recorded. Soundin both vintage and fresh at 

the same time, "Underwater Girl" became the favorite 
from the EP receiving strong airplay and critical acclaim, 
establishing the band locally. 

However, unbeknownst to most Tweeds fans, 1978 was 
hardly the Tweeds' initial exposure. Along with Fred Paul
son on drums and Robin McMann on bass, The Tweeds 
were formed in 1971 to play covers and some originals, first 
in Connecticut and later in Rhode Island. By 1975 The 
Tweeds had developed a sizable local following in the R.I. 
area and were holding down a weekly residency gig at a club 
called The Wreck. It was suggested to McHugh that he pro
duce a recording of The Tweeds as promo to sell at gigs and 
in local record stores. 1000 copies of The Tweeds, a 4-song 
EP, were released. · 

A year later (1976) local DJ Oedipus began playing the 
EP fairly heavily on WTBS and The Tweeds were launched 
in Boston. By this time McHugh had migrated to Boston 
sans the ori inal Tweeds. He be an hangin out in clubs 

'and became friendly with a band called The Backstreet Beat 
' which included George Godding and Jeff Mezzrow who 

who soon became, along with Gordon Wallace, the second 
incarnation of The Tweeds. Before that happened, Mc
Hugh put out the original trio's version of "We Ran Our
selves''/''Away From You.'' 

In 1978 "Underwater Girl" delighted Boston listeners no 
end. 1979 saw the release of The Tweeds most controversial 
and exciting record to date. Perfect Fit, a 5-tune, 12 inch 
EP on Autobahn contained a song called "I Need That Re
cord" that has since become an anthem for Boston area re
cord collectors. Poking fun at the obsession record collect
ing can become, the song is delivered in the typically power
ful 60's mode The Tweeds are known for. The lyrics, which 
Marc considers simply rhyming devices for the tune, men
tioned a number of East Coast record stores, among them 
Boston's Nuggets. This was enough for the Strawberries 
Record chain to ban sale of the disc in its store. 

The most recent Tweeds release on Eat combines rework
ings of "We Ran Ourselves," the old Raiders classic 
"Kicks," "Still In Love," and the updated "Away From 
You." This one grabs you right off with its ominous intro 
and the sounds of tire irons hitting asphalt. 

So how docs an artist who's created such excellent music 
cope with the fact that national success has eluded him? 
Mc Hugh: "I never got into the self-hypnotization that a lot 
of musicians get into, saying their stuff is really great. I be
lieve in my stuff, but I realize there's other stuff out there 
and that there's an incredible traffic jam out there. Even so, 
I feel there's a void of this type of music that The Tweeds 
are doing.'' 

The void McHugh speaks of is noticed when spinning the 
radio dial. BCN and the college stations sometimes offer 
hope for a change ( or is it a return) to something better. Re
cord buyers continue sending the message to LA and NYC 
that most major releases are unsatisfactory. Meanwhile, the 
Marc McHughs and Tweeds of the world continue to slug it 
out hoping those same record buyers will support their ef
forts solidly enough for the majors to take notice. 

For many old and new wavers alike, the word "revival" 
leaves a bad taste. The general attitude seems to be "why go 
backward when you can take the best of the past to a better 
place than it was before?" The Tweeds, possibly more than 
any other group around, seem to be doing just that. With 
McHugh's impeccable knowledge of the music of the early 
to mid-60's, plus his ability to write new music in that style 
without sounding lilce a rip-off, it would seem that the 
world is ready and waiting to change its clothes and don 
some Tweedier duds. 
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COMING NEXT MONTH 

THE BOSTON ROCK 
INDEPENDENT 
RECOADIABEL 
SUPPLEMENT· 

A special malling ol over 1000 extra copies 
ol this special Issue will be sent to college 
radio, lndle labels, and lndle distributors. 
Don't miss outl 

Advertising Deadline: 
August 4th 
On Sale Date: August 18th 

If you run an lndle record label and wish to be Included In 
our free Hating, please flll out the coupon below. 

Label President: 
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Address: 
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Distributors: 
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TbeNeats----------
The Monkey's Head in the Corner of the 
Room 
(Ace of Hearts, 12" EP) 

FRIENDLY WORD OF ADVICE: Upon 
getting the Neats's (practically an album) 
EP, listen real hard! Because the harder you 
listen, the better you'll be able to hear the 
interplay between Phil Caruso's and Eric 
Martin's guitars, and the better you'll be 
able to hear Martin's 1errific vocals. Mon
key Head accomplishes the somewhat diffi
cult task of transfering the Neats's onstage 
charm to vinyl without forsaking their in
tensity, or polishing things up too much. 
"Tonight" still burns as fiercely as it might 
in the live set, yet 1his record lends it far 
greater clarity and focus than I'd thought 
possible (and of course, you can play this 
one over and over). The only drawback I 
find with the Neats EP is the lack of any 
kind of "singles"-type material, no "Six" 
or "Do the Things" (and no Jerry Channell 
vocals at all). This doesn't matter to me, 
'cause "Pop Cliche" has long been my fav
orite Neats song anyway, but when trying to 
bust through to zillions of potential record 
buyers, maybe a new version of "Another 
Broken Dream" could've been considered. 
Still, what there is here is more than Neat 
enough for me, I'm just worried about 
wearing out my copy before the end of 
June. (Gerard Cosloy) 

Olschaf'le---------
Hear Nothing, See Nothing, Say Nothing 
(Clay, import LP) 

Hear Nothing, See Nothing, Say Nothing 
is completely offensive. It is a stark, brutal 
depiction of nuclear war-both through its 
lyrics and its completely nihilistic music, 
which borders on pure noise. The album is 
one of the best of the year. It isn't happy 
music (is Discharge ever happy?), nor is it 
party music. This is a blistering oral assault 
which makes you think. (Dave Smallee) 

TheWlpers---------
ROMEO b/w No Solution 
(Trap, 45) 

My only complaint with "Romeo" is its 
length, a mere 3:54 that doesn't do justice 
to Brad Sage's incredible guitar drive. By 
the time I find myself getting into the song, 
things start fading out and 1 almost expect 

to hear an advert for the (non-existent) 12" 
version. But ignoring that minor quibble, 
"Romeo" has got guitar work good enough 
for me to toss my Hendrix LP's, if I owned 
any. "No Solution'' sounds like a leftover 
from Youth of America, one !hat's bener 
left that way. Hopefully these guys will be 
in town later this month, probably giving 
me a chance to ask where 1he rest of "Ro
meo" went. (Gerard Cosloy) 

TheProbers---------
Mad at the World 
(Hyperion, EP) 

If their !ates! release is any indication, the 
Probers may become Rhode lsland's most 
successful rock export. Mod at the World is 
a six song 12" EP which easily outclasses 
the recording qualily and originali1y of !heir 
debut 45. This seven piece band isn't afraid 
to flaunt its vocal strengths: five members 
claim fame as singers. 

The Probers explore the light and dark 
sides of pop. Side I begins strongly with 
" ... and Violets Are Blue" which shows 
off some fancy vocal arrangemen1s, before 
settling into an obvious Top 40 creampuff 
called "Betsy." Its breezy melody is as sac
charine as Mad at the World gets. The re
mainder of the record approaches the dark
er colors of the late Human Sexual Re
sponse. "Anonymous Affair," featuring a 
turbulent rhythm, emerges as the bes1 of 
these tunes. This EP's slick stylings mark a 
band which should mature rather quickly. 
Watch them. (Carter Alan) 

TheDaoce---------
Stay Down 
(Statik, 12" EP) 

With this record, a three-song preview of 
their forthcoming second album, NYC's 
The Dance appear to have stabilized their 
musicianship and style. The frenetic poly
rhythms of the first Dance/or Your Dinner 
EP, smoothed out by the dreamy polish and 
chimeric funk of last year's ln Lust LP, 
provide a strong foundation for this re
cord's confident forays into sparkling, me
lodic, energetic dance music. 

"Stay Down," its disco-dub remix 
Dubbin' Down" and "You've Got to 
Know" show off quick, gurgling bass lines 
spun by sure-fingered Louis Watterson. Eu
genie Diserio sings with the concentration 
of a stylized art student who's able to side
step emotional detachment to turn phrases 
with uncharacteristic abandon. Steve Alex
ander's guitar chings and changs in all the 
right places while drummer Robey Newsom 
incorporates the best traits of his prestigious 
line of Dance predecessors. (Tristram Lo
zaw) 

StrayDlts---------
Built for Speed 
(EMI America, LP) 

The first U.S. release from Brian Setzer & 
Co. is a power packed compilation of the 
band's two British albums. There's no filler 
here, only primo cruisin '-with-the-top
down rock 'n' roll. It's just the thing for 
burning up Route 128 in the middle of the 
night. (Ed Slota) 

Wash & Wear Cuts 
Wrthoutthe 
Polyester 

Tl,ENEWWAv·e 
JtA1R SAlON 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, ~A 02115 
262-9131 

ABC------------
The Look of Love (Parts One, Two, Three 
&Four) 
(Neutron, 12" EP) 

I hold in my hand a record by a group 
with three letters: ABC led by FRY, Martin 
that is. His previous excursions into vinyl, 
"Tears Are Not Enough" and "Poison Ar
row," contained lyrics filled with heart
break and an irresistible dance beat. 

Mr. Fry tells us in the chatty liner notes 
that it is time to "put down that bow and 
arrow and dry those tears"-his new single 
is out. An unabashed paen to romanticism 
and love, "The Look of Love" is a joy, all 
set to the best dance rhythms since, well, I 
can't remember. From the opening chords 
Martin's smooth and sexy voice seduces; it's 
wrapped around saxophones and strings, 
and backed by a persistent bass drum and 
an irrepressible chorus: "Who Got the 
Look?" 

Buy the twelve inch and you'll get a 
"string" version and a "funk" version. Af
ter three perfect records Mr. Fry will soon 
teach us the Lexicon of Love, his forthcom
ing LP. Well, I have seen the future of 
dance music and it is alphabetical: ABC. 
(Julie Panebianco) 

BowWowWow-------
The Last of the Mohicans 
(RCA, EP) 

Hey didja know that the cover of this re
cord is a take-off of Monet's once-contro
versial Lun,cheon on the Grass? Or some
thing to that effect. Turn this record up 
when you play it and you'll feel that full 
rush of energy. Boom ba doom ba doom ba 
doom ba doom ba doom ba doom! "I Want 
Candy," yeah! Full bass and drum barrage, 
keen guitar, and teasing vocals really do the 
job. "Cowboy" is as hot as "Candy" and 
the B side ("Louis Quatorze" and "Mile 
High Club") ain'I bad either. Good record. 
Ug! (Marc English) 

The Dream Syndlcate------
(Down There, 12" EP) 

Lest you think that the only worthwhile 
listenables that are coming out of Califor
nia these days are part of the white noise ex
plosion, try out this 4-song EP from Dream 
Syndicate. Decidedly graduates of the Lou 
Reed school of singing and songwriting, the 
Dream Syndicate considers the Velvet Un
derground as a way of playing rock music 
rather than a group to copy. The infectious 
s.implicity of the guitars, bare-essentials 
production and bashing crudeness make 
this a great EP. Best song: "Some Kinda 
Itch." (Tristram Lozaw) 

Mission or Burma--------
TREM TWO b/w OK/No Way 
(Ace of Hearts, 45) 

dredd foole 
SO TOUGH b/w Sanctuary 
(Religious, 45) 

These two new records show that Mission 
of Burma's genuine progressive traits grow 
out of their broad appreciation of what's 
going on around them. "Trem Two," from 
their soon-to-be-released album, is one of 
the best songs they've ever come up with. A 
grandly simple, vibrating guitar line expert
ly weaves the theme of melancholy and re
petition while drawing you into the alluring 
split-tone vocals that drone overtop. The 
non-LP flip, "OK/NO Way," isa two min
ute Burma rave romp flush with the influ
ences of hardcore. (Nice superimposed pho
to of the boys' four faces by Vernon Dou
cette on the cover, by the way.) 

On the dredd foole record, Burma get to 
play "Velvet Underground for a day" on a 
musical chairs of instruments while backing 
a songster heretofore known as a know
ledgeable face behind the counter at the re
cently closed Rebop Records and a former 
contributor to these pages. ''So Tough" is 
one of the subterranean finds of the year. 
Mr. foole warbles insistently in unadulterM 
ated fashion while what sounds like a pla
toon of '60s-vintage Rickenbacker guitars 
crash away behind him. Transforming into 
a complete loon for "Sanctuary," Mr. 
foole leads a couple of thC best uncontrived 
fall-apart/start-up-again sequences that've 
been heard for awhile. At the conclusion 
the block party of musicians slink into a lit
tle of "Sister Ray." Your garage would 
have been proud to have housed this band. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

BIiiy ldol----------
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Billy Idol's first solo album since Gen X 
contains an interesting spread of eight solid 
tracks-and two great ones. "White Wed
ding (Part I)" and "Nobody's Business" 
alone make this album worth grabbing. 

With its driving dance beat, raw guitar 
punctuation, and assorted snarls and yelps, 
"White Wedding (Part I)" deserves imme
diate club play. It may not be "Dancin' 
With Myself," but at high volume it's un
stoppable. "Nobody's Business" is WW-l's 
anthemic counterpart . Fast-paced and well
layered, it is a prime candidate for home 
dancing and radio overkill. 

The rest of the album is made up of an as
sortment of well-executed and occasionally 
inspired rockers, along with a few crooning 
numbers that may be incongruous-sound
ing, but are still quite good. Overall 1he al
bum tries a little too hard to serve as an Idol 
showcase, but he does well by almost all of 
it. (Scott Pascucci) 
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WIiiie Alexander-------
Solo Loco 
(Bomp, LP) 

WIiiie l.oco Aluander and the Confessions 
-\utre Chose 
""-Jew Rose. import Jouble LP) 

Fun Boy Three--------
Fun Boy Three 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

What can you say about a group com· 
posed of three ex-Specials, backed up by 
the female three,;ome Dananarama, that 
bills its first effort as "One of the most 
wonderful recordings of our time"? Well
it is pretty damned good. The O\erall beat 
structure is more African than Ska.orient
ed, so you may be somewhat su rprised at 
first, but not unpleasantly so. "11 Ain't 
What You Do" is a spunky slice of worldly 
advice that leads the way, with the rest of 
the album following dosely behind. (Scott 
Pascucci) 

Echo and lhe Bunnymen -----
THE BACK OF LOVE b/ w The Subject 
(Korova; import 45) 

The only remaining post.punk British 
pop band still worth li~tening to. Another 
fine song built on emotional rhythms. Re
commended. (Mr. 8) 

Minutemen········································· 
The Punch Line 
(SST, LP) 

Jazz/funk meets hardcore on the hottest 
musical fusion in recent memory ... or at 
least since the Jam's Entertainment! The 
Minutemen are three guys from San Pedro, 

Solo Loc:o, previously available only as a 
French import, has been released domestic· 
ally and it show,; Willie at peak form. As in 
his live shows, Willie covers a 101 of ground. 
From rockers (''Are You Leaving," "Eyes 
Are Crossed"), lo seniimental musmgs 
(''Gin,'' ''It's All Over''), to acapellas 
("Tennesse Waltz"), to eclectic ramblings 
("Up for This," "Hit and Run," "Autre 
Chose''), he reveals the many sides of his 
complex musical persona. making this a 
J(reat album from start to finish ... hard, 
;oft and loco all at the same time. 

::::::E&C·•·: •::.-·:::!iJ¾i].::::.,;:.::. :::::::::::::;:z,::• ::;e•::JE§·•:::-·:•·z~, :::,. California, who, true to their name, are 

Where Solo Loco illustrates Willie's 
prowess in the studio, A utre Chose finds 
Mr. Alexander en nacurellement, on stage. 
The material found on this impressjve live 
double-album was recorded during Willie'~ 
Jur of France 01 a re .... month'- ago. Wilhe 

nas had huge success in France; a legion of 
fans that have honored him with rock-star 
:,tatus. He must reel strange when a French 
kid asks him abou1 Jn Old sing]e that had 
only a thousand pres!!ed ("Dirty Eddie, " 
,ncluded on the album), when so many Bos-
1.on kids don'1 even know of 1t, or when a 
French band goes ouf and does a cover of 
'Radio Heart." 

Willie Alexander (piano) and the Confes
sions (Waller Powers Ill/bass, Mathew 
Mackenzie/guitar, and Ricky Rothchild/ 
drums) are a hot and versatile unit. Willie's 
older songs, such as "Kerouac," "B. U. Ba
by" or "Hi1 Her Wid De Axe" fit in as 
neatly as any of the newer ones, "Working 
Hard" and "Take Me Away" among oth
ers. The band shines and rock, rock, rocks. 
The records come in a slick sleeve avec 
grand photos. Look, I'll stop here, and you 
go buy the album, ca vo? (Marc English) 

VariousartJsts--------
SUJlPOP 5 
(cassette) 

A diverse cassette compilation or twenty
two American underground pop groups. 
Though it's decidedly in the "art school" 
category of music and design, there's some
thi., , useful here for anyone with an open 
mmd. Doug Kahn, Pell Mell, the Oil Tast
ers and Get Smart! are brilliant. Recom
mended. (Mr J3\ 

fom \ erlaine ·•··•·••• 
\\ nrd<. From tht> from 
\\ arnl·~ Bros., EP) 

Meal Men ............ ______ _ 

Blood Sausage 
{Touch n' Go, EP) 

After a lengthy battle with the Nashville 
Record Co. over alleged obscenity, Michi
gan's Meat Men have given the world the 
hottest fuckin' piece of vinyl since Kiss 
Double Platinum. 

Though they don't deal wi1h the usual 
"hardcore" topics, each cut has an amaz
mg amount of rough energy. Vocalist Tesco 
Vee's libidinous ravings are classic, com
parable only to one of those leuers in Hust
ler that you start but never finish. (Jon 
Anainas) 

Dave Edmunds--------
D.E. 7th 
(Columbia, LP) 

Edmunds covers eleven songs here rang
ing from the likes of Chuck Berry to Bruce 
Springsteen. With the exception of the 
straight rocker "Me and the Boys," and the 
ballad "One More Night," all the songs fit 
neatly in the rockabilly/C&W camp. Ed· 
munds brings the tunes to life, filling them 
out with his clean licks as well as other 
goodies like honky-tonk piano, sax and 
banjo. Nice big sound. Great big rock and 
roll. Man, they're blowin' like a hurricane. 
(M. English) 

Blondie----------
The Hunter 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

A bunch of seven-year·olds stumble upon 
an old trunk in the a11ic. They prance 
around in front of the mirror , trying on dif. 
fe rent costumes, reveling in some, discard
mg those that cease to amuse them. This 
seems to be the way Blondie make albums. 
Nothing's wrong with that, thev can be 
master plunderers, but in The Hunter's 
case, this method makes for ,;ome pleasant 
listening, nothing more. 

While there ,., mud~ to be ,aid for last Thev outfit themselves in straw hats and 
.-ear 's Dreamtime LP bot)· it and Ver· Hawaiian shirts for "Island of Lost Souls'· 
1aine's first pos t Televi~i<'n solo effort had (many of the song tit les are also movie ti· 
nixes that obscured what was going on gui- ties), bouncy and hummable, but its calypso 
tar.wise. Now with Words From the Front, is ultimately played too straight. "War 
h is first self-produced record, Verlaine has Child" finds them in some disco duds thar 
sought to solve this problem. But after the Giorgio Moroder left behind, but they've 
rusty hiatus of strong guitar interplay, the become water-logged, too heavy. Debbie 
featured guitar lines here are often too one- Harry comes across a Flash Gordon cos
dimensional, and the material spotty. The tume and Howard Cosell's toupee, and 
more ingenious guitar parts are tacked on in plays sportscaster for an intergalactic drag 
a manner that makes them seem arbHrary. race in "Dragonfly." 
The album's high points are the guitar and They finally strike gold with a spy's 
vocal blend on ''True Story'' and parts of 1renchcoat and shades: "For Your Eyes 
" Words From the Front" and "Coming Only" is a perfect James Bond theme, 
Apart." The album's very best moment smooth and slinky with well·planted minor 

able to bash out some of the fiercest social 
commentary on vinyl today-always in less 
than a minute. Their music is just as dis
tinct, like Native Tongue at 78 rpm, with a 
Jew jazz frills thrown in. Although their two 
previous EPs ( one on SST, produced by 
Black Flag's Greg Ginn, the other on New 
Alliance) were far.better.than-average Jis. 
tening, neither seemed to be a channel for 
genuine anger as much as slightly sophisti
cated ranting and raving. 

The Punch ·Line is the best Minuteman 
offering to date. "No Parade" asserts loud
ly and clearly, "having to fight/having to 
kill/ having to see blood to spill/so this is 
what it's about/it's not John Wayne in a 
movie/there are no parades for these her
oes ... I don't want to see it/ I can't believe 
in it." Eighteen mini.masterpieces like 1his 
one, total time: under eighteen minutes. 
Now that 's economy! Write: SST Records, 
P .0. Box I, Lawndale, CA 90260. (Gerard 
Cosloy) 

VariousArtists--------
Reggae Sunsplash '81 
(Elektra, Double LP) 

Not too many live albums impress me. 
On most either the mix is bad or the energy 
doesn't show through. Reggae Sunsplash 
'81 was dedicated to that Master of reggae, 
Bob Marley. The four day Jamaican festival 
has been reduced here to I 5 songs by a doz. 
en artists, and much of the material is first 
rate. Gregory Issacs ("Soon Forward"), 
Eek·A-Mouse ('tWa Do Dem''), Black 
Uhuru ("Guess Who's Coming to Din· 
ner"), Rita Marley ("Bellyful"), and the 
Marley offspring, the Melody Makers ("Su· 
gar Pie"), all put on sterling performances. 
Third World, Steel Pulse, The Mighty Dia
monds and Dennis Brown also contribute. 
I'd rather listen to Sheila Hyhon 's 12" sin
gle of "The Bed's Too Big Without You" 
than the flat version offered here, and Carl
ene Davis does a lame "The Harder They 
Come" (where are the Jimmy Cliff cuts?). 
On rhe whole a pleasing album, one I know 
I'll be listening to again. (Marc English) 

Sonic Youth----------
(Neutral, 12" EP) 

Glenn Branca pals who, from the sound 
of this excellent debut, so some pretty capa
ble puttering around on their own. Metal , 
noise and ping pong ball rhythms make for 
a truly mesmerizing mixture . No New York 
Pt. II swings into full gear, and I couldn't 
be happier. (Gerard Cosley) 

The Business/Blitz/The Gonads/ Dead 
Generation---------
TOTAL NOISE #I 
(To1al Noise, import 7" EP) 

l 
comes at the end of "Days on the Moun- chords. Also fun are the gangster/ska style 
tain" where, almos1 as an afterthought, a "Little Caesar" and the plaintive hipp1e-ish More proof that Bri1ish punk is in a sad 
beautiful and innocently impeccable guitar ballad "English Boys." Lastly, they discov- state of affairs. Four boring Sex Pistols par-
duet offers a sweet flo"' of rhythmically er Smokey Robinson' s soul shoes for a very odies that are poor excuses for punk an-
chiming notes. Maybe by the next record , nice (even reverent) arrangement of ''The thems. As usual, Blitz are the best of the 

TheCure----------
Pornography 
(Fiction, LP) 

The Cure's fourth album, Pornography, 
finds them preoccupied with life's lack of 
purpose, from its opening " It doesn't mat 
ter if we all die" to the dosing "I must fight 
this sickness/find a cure." This 1s not sim
ply timely posturing; the Cure's depiction 
of a world st ripped of hope and joy is both 
convincing and terrifying. Pornography is 
alienation without anger, and the music fits 
the message, conjuring visions of an endless 
fall into death, fear and despair. More so 
th.in Faith and Seventeen Seconds, Porno
graphy is a dense, churning weave of ambi
ent sound, devoid of any ethereal inter· 
ludes. It's hard to question the Cure's sin
cerity, or their ability to create a singularly 
unsettling lyrical/ musical texture, but Por
nography still falls short. Compared to their 
first album, Boys, which probed and at
tacked, Pornography just floats anxiously 
by. (Scott Pascucci) 

;t 

Jason and the Nashville Scorchers·· ·········· 
Reckless Country Soul 
(Praxis, EP) 

The name fits. Jason is hot and the band 
cooks. Music from Grand Ole Opry land 
which, while sticking close to its roots 
(rockabilly, C&W, blues);also manages to 
throw in a good stiff shot of their own rav
ing rock. The vocals ride strong and s{eady 
and the guitars ring from corner to corner. 
The songs on the A side, "Shot Down 
Again" and "Broken Whiskey Glass," are 
confident originals, whereas the B side has 
great rearrangements of Hank Williams's 
"I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry" and Jim
my Rogers's "These Women (Make a Fool 
Out of Me).'' A solid buy ... a solid record. 
(Marc English) 

Blltzkrleg---------
Lest We Forget 
(No Future, EP) 

At last. An English punk band that dares 
to break the boredom mold. After hearing 
the recent releases from Secret and No Fu
ture records, I had almost given up hope for 
anything of worth from new English bands. 
Blitzkrieg sticks to the common themes
war and destruction-but manages to trans
cend bad Qi and is as exciting and innovat
ive as Blitz or Discharge. "Abuse of Pow· 
er" in particular 1s excellent Definitely the 
single of the month. (Dave ~mallee) 

Roxy Music------
Avalon 
(Warner Bros./EG, LP) 

Roxy is still one of my favorite bands; I 
never tire of hearing their music. I cou ld go 
on and on about their influence on today's 
music , their innovation, and their daring. 
But with the daring gone and the band re
duced to the trio of Ferry. Manzanera and 
Mackay, I get th~ feeling the Roxy Music is 
more more of a concept now that it ever 
was. God, I pray that these guys don't be
come like Steely Dan. 1 mean, why does one 
of the greatest guitarists (Manzanera) need 
another guitarist to cu t an album? 

I'll compare them to a fine wine, now 
that they've mellowed out, okay? A rather 
complex, though charismatic nose with a 
slateish as!nngency, perfec, for after dinner 
relaxation or contemplating the distance be
tween Avalon and India. The party is over 
(no rockers on this record) but Roxy's well
crafted songs still reach out and pull you in
side to listen. Give it a try. (Marc English) ~ 

Verlaine will again be writing songs around Hunter Gets Captured by the Game.'' (Bet- lot, but that 's not a recommendation. For-
& ideas like this. {Trist ram Lozaw) sy Badges) get this crap. (Mr. 8) '"'i--------.;...._---------------Boslon Rock NJO 29 
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cit~s0und p~0ducti0ns "'°'" 
RECORD PRESSINGS AND BAND SHOWCASING 

1000 45's for $1000 

INCLUDES: 

• 40 HRS RECORDING TIME 
"8 TRACK RENTAL 

• ALL PACKAGING (TO YOUR SPECS) 
• 3 TEST PRESSINGS 

• 2 TRACK MASTER • EAST AND WEST COAST DISTRIBUTION 
• 4 CASSETTE COPIES • FREE PRODUCTION 
• NO CHARGES FOR SET UP AND BREAKDOWN • FREE COPYRIGHT AND PUBLICATION 

OTHER PACKAGES AVAILABLE 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
RECORDING RATE $10/HR 

(through August) 

LIVE REMOTE RECORDING: $200/DAY & EXPENSES 

Recording Equipment Includes: 
Otari 8-track and 2-track recorders, Lexicon Primetime, Ashley Compressors, Biamp 
EO, DBX NA, Walker Mixing Board, JBL & Auratone Monitors, etc. Lexicon 224 
Digital Reverb available on request 

OPEN 24 HOURS 
CALL FOR OUR NEW BOSTON LOCATION 

PAUL GOVERNOR (Cltysound) 444-9110 

LARRY LESSARD (Active Sound) 326-2664 



(1poken word!) 

SEE THE NAMES: Charles Bukowski • Miles Ciletti • Garth Evans• Lisa Bloom• Dennis Cooper• 
Velvert Turner• Cotton• Bobby lssacson • Pleasant Gehman• Cole Ynda • Dennis Duck• Donielle 
Sybil • Dennis Dragon • Drew Steele • The Miller Bros. • Scott Goddard• Madeline Ridley• Ivan E. 
Rath• Russ Parr• Dan Phillips• David Scott• Walter E. Hurst• Smith• Wanda Coleman• The Marina. 
Swingers • Louie Lista • Dave Alvin •Tequila Mockingbird • Walter Lacey •Tuff Muffin• Bruce Gary• 
Little Girls • Lanny Waggoner • Toulouse Engelhardt • Jeff Brough • Kari Krome • Sally and the Surf 
Tones • Gary Stewart • Eugene Daniel • Leah Komaiko • Charles Dukowski • Stella • Robert "Frizz" 
Fuller • Ned Wreck Featuring Elmer Conovitch • Tubesteak of Malibu • Danny Sugerman • Barbara 
Linkevitch • Jerry Dreva • Jane Bond & the Undercovermen • Diana Waggoner• Richard Meltzer• Jody 
Taylor Worth of Blow Up • Bobby Abrams • Reese, Nova, Senec • Rosemary Renee Patronette • 
Margaret Rochlin • Chris D. • Marina Del Rey • Gustave Ridley • Harriet Rochlin • Mary Lou Ynda • 
Harvey Kubernik • Doug Moody • Cheryl Smith • Blake Xolton • Phast Phreddie • Geza X • Bill Noland 
• Paul Body • Joanna Spock Dean• Dr. Frank Stranges • BPeople • Ed Smith• Gerardo Velazquez• 
Bill Cline • Edward Stapleton• Shredder• Patrick Joseph DiPuccio • Jill Amanda Martin• Kim Vincent 
Fowley. NOW HEAR THEIR VOICES. 

"The collection a lso featu res such L.A. 
stalwarts as poet Charles Bukowski, Surf Punk 
Dennis DragOOl, rock impressario Kim Fowley, 
Doors necromancer Danny Sugerman, the 
illustrious Tequila Mockingbird, Blaster Dave 
Ahin and spaced scribe Richard Meltzer. An 
off-the-wa ll package well worth the bucks." 

-Jeff Ressner, CASHBOX 

'J~J~jJ 
-:JJ J ,;,...., 

;JJ~~j~j 

Original two album set audiophile pressing 

•• 'The results are la rgely unedited, honest and 
reveal ing.' Voice of the Angels casts a steamy 
(some would say depressing) glare at Los 
Angeles. part icularly the glamourless st reet life 
that mainstream media usually sidesteps. It is a 
ha rsher, less-refi ned version of the type of work 
performa nce a rtist Laurie Anderson is 
exploring." 

-Terry Wood, L.A. DAILY NEWS 

"Voices of the Angels is two wild, haranguing hours of praise and insults, 
confessions and lies , babble and eloquence- it's a no-holds-barred Poetry 
Corner, gab fest , whine-and-dine, rap unit, and art-fart , all in glorious 
celebration or glorious denigration of something called Los Angeles . . . . the 
successful pieces are so striking for the content and rhythm that the urge to 
memorize and repeat them to others is almost overwhelming . . . . more 
ambitious than any other hip view of Los Angeles currently available. And as 
an anthropological document of the early eighties, it captures a mood and 
tension fe lt nowhere else but in the headaches of struggling L.A. artists." 

. a double-album of intensely spoken words inspired by the smoggy 
confines of L.A. Featured are poets Bukowski, Cooper a nd Coleman along 
with many local rock ·n· roll celebrities. Amid 'vast fast-food landscapes.' 
memories come down as condos go up. But most here agree with tiny Danielle 
Sybil: 'Los Angeles really gets me high.' Enticing, energetic voices ava ilable 
in record stores." 

-Matt Groening, L.A. READER 

- --- -- ---- -------------------------- --- -------- --- ---- ------- -------- ---- - - - --D S T R B U T 0 N 
"ONE STOP FOR THE WORLD" 

20445 Gramercy Place P.O. Box 2896 Torrance, CA 90509-2896 USA 
(213) 533·8075 Toll Free (800) 421-2095 Telex (4) 5720103 (ITT) 

-Kenneth Funsten, LOS ANGELES TIMES 

~] 
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: Wed. JULY 14 $ 
: 2.04 Bd,n 

• • • 
: FREE I COOL OFF1 
: ce Crea,n 1 · 
• ro,n STEVE'S! 

\ l INCREDIBLE 

--------

I f CASUALS. 

1 LET'SGOI 
SUMMER f UN M~X\ Ep 

8 'COOC SONGS COMING SOON 



FCTTAL 
FUNN ES! 

by Jim Puccio dumbfounded. (I recently traveled to New 
York to watch local nee-progressives Red 
open for SPK at Danceteria, and went 

1 
home feeling as though I had just lived 
though a live reenactment of Godzifla Meets 
Bambi. Hey, Fouratt: what was in your 
brain when you booked that gig, eh?). 

Speaking of live gigs, Carla Bley recently 
happened through town, touring her new 
(though predictable) live album on ECM. 

The cute Ii'! tyke you see depicted here is 
the co-star of the only film it has ever been 
my pleasure to see eight times. Needless to 
say, when the Eroserhead soundtrack (IRS, 
domestic LP) arrived at our humble offices, 
it was immediately slotted as a Foetal Fun
nies feature, much to my delight. Now let 
me say that this is no ordinary soundtrack 
record. I mean, Victory at Sea it ain't. In
stead, David Lynch has c0llaged various 
sounds from the flick together, more or less 
in order, into a kind of industrial concrete 
(and l do mean concrete) music. It works. 
And since you get most of the important au
dio-gushing steam, baby noises, Fats 
Waller organ, fragments of what little con
versation there is, and of course the song 
"In Heaven" (a real highlight, lemme tell 
ya)-I'm pretty sure someone who is not an 
Eraserhead initiate could hear this record 
and "enjoy" it. It might even make them 

But I didn't go, because guitar madman Eu- a.;;;..~-...,;~,......,....,..,....,......,,,.......,.--------------..1 

want to see the movie! 
While we're on the subject of soundtrack 

records, I'd like to mention Kerry Lelrner's 
new Land of Look Behind (Palace of 
Lights, domestic LP), consisting of music 
for Alan Greenberg's film of the same 
name. I don't know much about the movie 
except that it is set in Jamaica. As for the 
music, what we have here is very much like 
a Byrne/Eno collaboration, heavy on the 
Eno, with reggae influences replacing the 
usual funk aspects. Of course there are tape 
loops of people speaking in Jamaican dia-
lects. The record is well-played and well
produced, proving once again that Leimer 
has lots of abi lity . Now if he could just 
work out some ideas of his own. 

Another Palace of Lights release worthy 
of note is Regional Zeal, an album's worth 
of what is generally called sound/text mu
sic, put together by the good folks at OP, a 
magazine devoted to giving attention to 
what they term the "lost music" of the US. 
This record is a sampler of music by people 
intent on using the human voice in rela
tively perverse ways. A must have for the 
true gas music fanatic. 

More upsetting, perhaps, isLeichenschrei 
(Thermidor, domestic LP), the newest pro
duct from SPK (aka Surgical Penis Kllnlk), 
an Australian electro-noise band ostensibly 
sexually fixated on ultraviolence. Some
thing like the musical equivalent of a Nazi 
SS human experimentation squad. Well, 

gene Chadbourne was also around, and he 
is absolutely an act not to be missed. This 
guy is one of the most crazed performers 
you could ever hope to see. He rants. He. 
raves. He tortures guitars something like a 
country & western version of Fred Frith or 
Derek Balley. He is totally capable of trivi
alizing any type of music in a matter of se
conds. But most importantly he's Jun. I 
mean, people actually dance to this stuff 
(especially the mutilated 60's cover songs). 
Check this guy out. Most of his records are 
available through the New Music Distribu
tion Service (see below). I recommend the 
novice start with There'll Be No Tears To
night (Parachute, domestic LP). 

Of course Boston has crazies, too. Local 
oddballs Men & Volts certainly qualify as 
weirdos by most people's standards. (Wit
ness their comparatively small following.) 
A brief history: Men & Volts started out as 
a Beefheart cover band playing off nights at 
the (defunct) Underground. Surprisingly, 
they did a respectable job on his music. Af
ter doing that a bit, they made the decision 
to start performing all original music. While 
still somewhat in the tradition of people like 
Captain Beefheart and Bruce Hampton, 
they are by no means pale imitations. This is 
a great band, and since they live right in 
town, you ought to get off your asses and 
check them out posthaste. Now to plug the 
new record. Rhythms & Blues (Eat, local 
12" EP) is a real pearl (though why the 
same songs are repeated on both sides baf
fles me), which considered together with 
V;'s EP So! (Propeller Products) ought to 
lay waste to the general feeling that Boston 
bands just can't be captured adequately on 
vinyl. If you're too poor or cautious to buy 
these records, at least request them on the 
radio, OK? 

Well, that's all there's room or time for 
this issue. To all the fine bands that sent 
stuff I didn't get to this time, my humblest 
apologies. Soon (I hope). 

it's actually hard to tell exactly where Addresses: 

~~ii~rs~ :: a:~~v:~~t ~~u1~-rd~~;? ~hce:rt~~~~; Palace of Lights 
couldn't say, though perhaps the best POB 4141 

theory put forth so far is that the current Seattle, WA 9SI04 
wave of this sort of thing (SPK, Factrlx, 
Throbbing Grlslle, Monte Cazazza, etc.) 
represents a coming out of the "Ugly Beau
tiful People," a kind of Perv Pride move
ment. 

Musically, SPK produce a rather good in
dustrial noise-rock. In performance, they 
pull stunts like playing the bass with leather 
gloves on both hands while projecting films 
of abdominal operations intercut with hard-

OP Magazine 
POB2391 
Olympia, WA 98507 

Thermldor Records 
912 Bancroft Way 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

NMDS 
500 Broadway 
New York, NY 10012 

~~~e s~o;;rti~.t:1~~~;!~~;~~:~:~~n:e~t~~~; Eat Records 
loud, aggressively piercing, militarily grind- 400 Essex St. 
ing wall of sound. The net effect is some- Salem, MA oi 97o 

I thi ng I can't stomach for more than a few I Propeller Products 
1 minutes, though many people react by just 21 Parkvale Ave., #I 
! standing there totally slack-jawed and Allston, MA 02134 

by Jon Mc A uliffe 

This column will be decidedly geared 
towards exposing local wax, local talent, 
with an occasional odd or end thrown in. 

With that in mind, let me open WP#l 
with a few comments on Andy Pratt's June 
3rd show at the Paradise. I hadn 't seen 
Pratt live in nearly two years so I was really 
up for it. So, it seems, was the rest of Bos
ton. The Paradise was SRO and everyone 
got what they came for. In addition to per
forming everything from his New Enzone 
EP, Andy did numbers from each of his 
LPs except Motives. This man has written 
great music. "Summer, Summer," "All I 
Want Is You," "Avenging Annie" ... The 
audience seemed primed for this show and 
at one point Pratt noted, "This is just like 
the old days." Two new tunes were heard, 
one of which, "What's Gonna Happen to 
You," h:u the mark of another classic. An
dy Pratt is a definite heavyweight who's still 
in his prime. 

Opening for Pratt was Face to Face, and 
I was highly impressed, as was the rest of 
the audience. They play very well, perform 
tightly and have some of the best material 
of any local rock unit I've heard. Where's 
the LP? 

Vinylly speaking, a mixed batch this 
month. Willie Alexander, in tandem with 
Billie Montgomery are the featured vocal
ists on thC new Trash single (Absolute Re
cords 45), "Carol's Talking" b/w "Sheila 
'83." "Carol's Talking" is the one-as 
much fun as last summer's Alexander ef
fort with The Three Torches. This year the 
spotlight is given over to Montgomery who 
turns this recording into one of the better 
chuckles of the season. The sleeve's good 
too. 

Decorum (Longview Records 45) has a 
single out called "Spanish Bars" b/w 
"Hold on Tight." Lead singer/vocalist Al
bin Zak is a real Springsteen fan, or at least 
this single would indicate as much. Person
ally, I don't even care for Springsteen, so 
this one was really lost on me, despite the 
fact that it's well done. 

J.B. Hutto and the New Hawks hav·e a 
new single out on Baron Records, Gersh
win's "Summertime" b/w "Recycled Wo
man." This is not your average blues hoo
kum, sho' nuff, yass yass snooze-ola. The 
performances here are loaded with style and 

I 
smiles. Definitely something to lift you out 
of whatever head you might be in , and in
finitely playable. J.8.'s no spring chicken, 

I though his energy fakes you out about his 

Illustrationb)· JimPuccio 

age. A wonderful record that anybody can 
get off on. 

Not Boston local, but i)etroit local (ahh 
-my hometown), Automotive Records has 
an LP out featuring eleven Motor City wav
ers which will give you a few listens worth. 
The midwest is always a few years behind in 
style and the sound here is dated, but inter
esting. To live in Detroit without slitting 
your wrists (or someone else's) you've got 
to have a sense of humor and Detroit on a 
Platier reeks with it. One of the best cuts 
here is Destroy All Monsters's version of 
"These Boots Are Made for Walkin"' 
which reminds you just how stupid the Nan
cy Sinatra original really ')'as. Lead vocalist 
Niagara's performance elevates this silly 
pop tune to the status of something really 
listenable this time out. Other fun tracks 
here are Master Cylinder's "African Lim
bo," which includes part of the soundtrack 
to the old TV show "Ramar of the Jungle," 
"College Grad" by the Zappaesque Mu
tants, and the Torpedoes's "Popstar" 
which was written and sung by John Ange
los-who sounds like Jagger did before he 
discovered foreign women. Underscoring 
the truly dated end of things is Stirling Sil
ver doing "Suzanne" ... "Suzanne, Suz
anne you know I wanna be your man." 
Stirling's photo is on the LP sleeve and he 
looks just like his lyrics. Excluding this cut, 
a good LP. 

Two other Beantown releases to note. 
First, "Sometimes" b/w "Love Me Till the 
Morning Comes" by the Core. Clean, tight, 
commercial, well-written tunes with up per
formances. The sound's sort of light rock 
with heavy metal guitars. Center-of-the
Earth Records 45. 

Secondly, an LP by Elmer Hawkes called 
Boston Serenade on Sidestreet Records. 
Hawkes has one of those indistinct voices
you've heard it a million times-and the 
material is light rock/folkie stuff that might 
have a little more impact if Elmer had some 
blood in his vocals. If you've ever enjoyed 
Bill Staines or Daring & Stahl though, you 
will like this material, particularly the title 
track that has some interesting Bruce Cock
burn type lyrics. Also of note on this one is 
the engineering job by Darlene Wilson. 
Clarity plus. 

That's it for now. Hopefully by the time 
this is printed, Ric Ocasek's solo LP will be 
out and the Sox will still be on top. Summer 
can be as thick as the heat waves risin g out 
of Kenmore Square-one thing that cuts 
through the haziness 1s the music in this I 
~:~d ~~~::;:/eex~~!
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Welcome to the Voice of Muck. I'd like 
to remind everyone to rush out and buy the 
new EP by the Meatmen, which is reviewed 
elsewhere in this issue, al1bough no doubt 
in a manner much inferior to my own. In 
the future I'm sure everyone will either be a 
Meatman or at least know one. Also, keep 
sending in those free records. J think I've 
even reviewed a few of them. Send them to: 

Voice of Muck 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston,MA02116 
And now, on with the reviews. 

Sadlsllc Explolls 
Freedom/ Apathy 
(Freedom Records) 

This one has my seal of approval. These 
guys may be an anarchy-minded punk 
group, but the song "Freedom" is a ballad. 
It's a bit rougher sounding than "Ebony 
and Ivory," but the results are quite good 
nonetheless. It's not going to cause much 
thrashing, but for that the B-side should 
suffice. 

Sadistic Exploits· 
Box 37 
Upper Darby, PA 19082 

Social Distortion 
1945/Under My Thumb/Playpen 
(13th Floor Record!) 

This 45, the second by Social Distortion, 
has a rawer sound than their Poshboy re
lease. The guitar is once again the dominant 
instrument, and the arrangement is straight 
ahead, a la the Ramones. 

None of these tunes are knockouts, but 
all are good. Their version of "Under My 
Thumb" is about twice the Stones's tempo, 
giving the song a very different feel. This 
version of "Playpen" (also on the first 45) 
is also improved. 

L•Seven 
Insanity/ Secrets/Clear Vision 
(Touch and Go Records) 

I put this single on at 45 rpm but it didn't 
sound right. I put it on at 33 V, rpm and it 
definitely wasn't right. The cause of my 
confusion: the girl singing (Larissa Stolar
chuk) has a very weird voice. The whole re
cord is pretty strange, so I'll list the parts in 
order of weirdness on a scale of one to ten: 
vocals, 8; lyrics, 7; cover, 6½; music, 3. 
They're preoccupied with assorted superna
tural scariness. 

The quality of the stuff on this EP ranges 
from good to O.K., with "Clear Vision" 
being my favorite. They sound like they 
have potential so don't be surprised if you 
hear good stuff from them in the future. 

L-Seven 
122 West Willis #3 
Detroit, MI 48201 

The Chesterfield Kings 
Hey Little Bird/ I Can Only Give You 
Everything 
(Living Eye Records) 

This 45 comes with its press kit printed on 
the back of the cover, with numerous critics 
describing how perfectly 1hese guys mimic 
the 60's garage sound. I'll agree, if you 
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snuck either of these songs onto a Pebbles 
collection few would notice the subterfuge. 
This is all well and good I suppose, but I'd 
rather see bands making songs for the Peb
bles of 1omorrow today than copying songs 
from the Pebbles of yesterday. And yet, I 
do like the record. 

Living Eye Records 
53 Fairway Dr. 
Rochester, NY 14617 

Our Favorite Band 
4.sang EP 
(Praxis Records) 

This record features a variety of bizarre 
songs. My favorite is "Pink Cadillac," a 
rave-up sure to delight any Panther Burns 
fans. The other songs are slower, some neu. 
rotic, some exotic. 

Maury O'Rourk 
5958 Hyacinth Ave. 
Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

Wipers 
Romeo/No Solution 
(Trap Records) 

If you, dear reader, are familiar with the 
Wipers, I can describe this recorll as "more 
of the same." Sooner or later you'll get sick 
of them, but I haven't yet. If you don't 
know !hem, now is the time to correct a 
mistake, and this record is a good starting 
point. The Wipers's hallmark is simplicity, 
and therein lies their charm. 

Trap Records 
Box 42465 
Portland, OR 97242 

S.S. Decontrol 
The Kids Will Have Their Say LP 
(X Claim Records) 

This is a band with something to say, and 
although I don't think this r1:cord is going 
to change many people's wa, of thinking, 
they do have a simple eloquence to their 
words. Their vision is one of straight edge 
youth united against whatever gets in their 
way. 

On stage S.S. Decontrol is as fast and 
loud as anyone. It's an act which is tough to 
transfer to vinyl, and the result is not entire
ly successful. The sound is very good for a 
hardcore record, but the guitar and vocals 
left most of their power in the recording 
studio. When you listen to the record it 
doesn't seem as though the band is right in 
the room ready to jump down your throat. 
Realistically, I realize the band did not have 
unlimited funds available for the recording, 
so taking that 'into account it is a job well 
done. 

The song writing is another weakness. 
Most of the songs have the melody-less 
structure of heavy metal, much speeded up 
and sans solos. I have never believed that 
fast pace makes up for a lack of catchy 
compositions. 

All complaints aside, this is an impressive 
first release from an independent record la
bel (congratulations to B. Burpee for the ex
ceUent cover design), and I'm looking for
ward to seeing some more releases from 
them. 

X Claim! Records 
8 Longwood Rd. 
Lynn, MA 01904 

TRASH 

cover concept: .... ._ 

Distributed by 
Rounder and 

Dutch East India 

AVAILABLE NOW 

with 

Willie Alexander 

BIiiie Montgomery 

Mr.Curt 

Brad Hallan 

Mark Dudlck 

Lord Manuel 

Jim Conant 



the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 

. I 
A.Y.M.'s NEW SINGLE BLE NO\/'J · 

r,8~\,~ 

I'M NOT SO HEALTHY/RUNAWAY TONIGHT 

GET THE ROCK YEARBOOK 1982 FREE 
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE 
TO TROUSER PRESS! 

As a special offer to readers of Boston Rock, a paid two-year subscrip1ion to Trouser' Press will. 
• Save you $9.00 over 1he newsstand cos1 
• Bring you 1wo dozen great rock magazines 
• Pu1 24 free nexi-disc records on your turntable (they're included in every issue!) 
• Raise your self.esteem and standing among your friends 

AND it will get you a FREE copy of The Rock Yearbook 1982! 
The Rock Yearbook 1982 (a $12.95 value) is a bcauriful book with articles, reference sections, album 
reviews, chans, plus tons of color and black and whire photos. While suppl ies las, you can have a copy 
free 1fyou order and pay for a two-year subscription let Trouser Press. The only requirement is that 
you must use the coupon below, and it musl be accompanied by paymenl _ Supplies of The Rock 
Yearbook 1982 are limited, so don'1 delay! · 

r'"~~,~,~.~~J~~~~~."1 
I 212 Fifth Avenue, Ne"' l'ork, N\' tOOIO I 

0 l'lc.1..,l' ... cnJ me 2 yc:1r, wnnh ,1r·1·n1u,l·r l'r1·,, 1211,sm·sl plu, ,1 copy ,,t 

I 
The Ho oc k Vcarhook 1982. I cndn,l· $.17 00(dll'lk or monl'y I 
order on!_\-) 

I = I Addrl·" ___________________ _ 1.;;-;; ________ .. 
0/jcr /111111,•J /(> ll<'rC ,,,h<.-r,l,('1<, l'tHJ('1t(< ,,f us & C,.111,1.l,1 '"'"'· .\i,, "/,1/1111,·" •1,l><<rl{'/111/lS ph1111(' ()r ma,l-1,·1II 

q11,,/1/1•/m //1(' fx,,,k ()1J(' ,W'<II" <11h<o'rlf'/1,m, ,111,/ r,'ll<''fl',1I< <1rc 11,,1 d1;:1hlt f,,r 1/1i< offer 
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1oto ~o,o 
· "There is also a lot breathy weirdness, staccato Velvet Underground rhythms, primal 
screams, Brian Ferry on acid stammering, spirited chants and industrial noise that would 
make good soundtrack music for the movies Eraserhead ot Scanners. Toss in some Beach 
Boy type harmonies and some brilliant, stately synthesizer by Lord Manuel, stir well, and 
you have the makings of one of the strangest albums of this or any season. Compellingly 
inventive, but not for the uninitiated." -Steve Morse, Boston Globe 

. I 



BOSTON ROCK 

X-WORD 
ACROSS 

1. TV offspring. (6) 
2. See 33 Down. 
7. Rodent club. (3) 
9. Jullan Lennon's other parent. (3) 

10. "·- Friends Electric?", Numan stull. (3) 
12. VERY trendy shOp In London In the sixties that 
died a death ten years later. (4) 
14. Emerson, Lake and Palmer's surgery. (5, 5) 
19. Steeleye width. (4) 
18. The one belonglng to 37 Across was endless. 
(3) 
19. Derek and the Domlnos enjoy lots of airplay 
wlthth1s45.(5) 
21. Latin version ol 56 Down. A bit of culture won't 
kill you, then again ... (4) 
22. Rather dooblous brothers: Giveaway time. (6) 
24. Heaven 17's tltleless song, also a restaurant 
near Anthony's. (2, 4) 
28. Artist and Repertoire. (l , 1) 
27. Kim made s.ome wild claims about being a kid 
from this place. (1, 1, 1) 
29. Costello's second British record label. (5) 
32. Pat Ewing's high school. Cambridge Rindge 
and-.(5) 
33. Club where Adam and Eve might hang out. (8) 
34. Ms. Weymouth of Talking Heads and Tom Tom 
lame.(4) 
36 .... and Ms. Basil ol the epileptic dance 
routlnes.(4) 
37. James Osterberg's name being derived from 
his spell with the Iguanas. (4) 
38. The Wizard of cartoon stripes or Perry Haines' 
rag mag. (1, 1) 
31. Hook, Strangelove, Kruel or Feelgood. (2) 
40. Kirk of Theatre ol Hate. (7) 
43. Texas town that rhymes w!th Boston . (6) 
45. The Fall's hour has come. (3, 9) 
47. Prince Buster's type of music. (3) 
48. Blue Oyster Cult Initially omit the color. (1, 1) 
so. Presley/Costello. (5) 
53. Maid loses a letter to become more helpful. (3) 
55. It seems to be the hardest word. (5) 
57. What the tower was off, all those years ago. (5) 
51. The sort of farming Toyah indulges ln around 
Barnet.(5) 
80. New York store owner Bleeker-. (3) 
62. Enraged honey-carriers In their youth. (5, 5, 4) 
66. Sunshine Lou with the KozmeUx . (5) 
67.--release.(2) 
68. Pete Shelley·s an early man. (10) 
69. Copulation executives? (3, 5) 

Answers on Page 40. 

BY MICHELE NOACH 
DOWN 

1. What, according to the Ruts, Is burning. (7) 
2. P. Furs commerclal. (4) 
3. We leave Nick and he gets even more 

depressed. (2) ' 
4. Chris and Cosey study the aorta bearing 

Kerouac In mind. (9) 
5. The Go-Go's label.(1 , 1, 1) 
6. Austral Ian mm that could be transposed to 

what's happening In the South Atlantic right now. 
(9) 

7. Talking ol celluloid this brought out the 
crimson of a few cheeks. (4) 
8. OK. So I have this thing about the screen. This 

Boston band may have got together with L Malle 
on his flick about a city. (3, 9) 
11. Remove the sea lrom a label that hOuses 
Bowle.(1, 1) 
13. Todd Rundgren's producer Is ln a Combat 
Zone.(5,6) 
15. You'd never catch Romeo Void saying it. (5) 
16. Said to be one of the first actual long,halred 
hippies, Doug hailed from Texas. (4) 
17. Radio's other wave-length. (1. 1) 
20. Ms. Logic. (4) 
22. The Human League had a U.S. hit with this 
album.(4) 
23. Not Quite zip down. (6) 
25. Roxy Music wanted copies ol you. (8) 
28, Yes, yes, je suls un rock star. (2) 
30. The Probers and Rubber Rodeo's home state 
(lnlllals)(1, 1) 
31, Person who lied to Phll Gentlll. (4) 
33. Personal thunder doesn't really sound as good. 
(7,9) 
35. Bolan's old bunch, and when I say old I mean 
pre·hlstoric1 (1, 4) 
36. What the Boomtown Rais gave the troops. (5) 
41. "Guns of Revolution" was their debut 45. (3, 7) 
42. This NME writer has a mlddle name remtnls· 
cent of Iran tor some obvious reason. (5) 
44. Take a llttle Journey with acid. (4) 
48. What Aerosmlth found in attic. (4) 
49. They were playing with a dtllerent sex. (2, 5) 
51. Madman wearing flares. (4) 
52. Advert time. Walkman people. (4) 
54. "Enter the--:· cult film. (6) 
56. We saw and we tell in love. But we did this first 
(2,4) 
58. Dexy's first guy loses a letter to become Brian 
(3) 
80. What readers of "Wet"' spend a lot of time in. (4) 
81. lnillals of lead guy f!om 36 Down. (1, 1) 
63. Record label that bombed with Sergeant 
Pepper soundtrack. (1, 1, 1) 
84. Ah! But something Is missing from the heep.(3) 
65. What those eyes do. (3) 
68. Ms. West of Hollywood"s golden age 

LAST MONTH'S ANSWERS 

ACROSS 
1. Haircut 
4. See 26 Down. 
9. Tom 

11 .11 
13. Weather Report 
17. Earth 
18. Cap(l!OI) 
19. Heart 
20. Anita 
21.A.B.C 
22.Out 

DOWN 
2. Roots 
3. and 30 Across. The Bed 's 

Too Big Without You 
5.Ure 
6. Duran 
7. Rip 
6. Stowaways 
9. Tetra 

10. and 59 Across Music of 
Quality and Distinction 

12. We Got The Beat 
14.Hlt 
15. RCA 

24.SOd 
28. Rail 
30. See 3 Down. 
31. Elton John 
32. Eater 
34. Abba 
35. Ivy 
36. Mad 
37. Arri 
38. A Star 
39. P.N. (Peter Noone) 

18. Epic 
19. Ho 
23. See 27 Down _ 
25. and 41 Across Catherine Wheel 
26. and 4 Across Johnny Thunders 
27. and 23. Don't Talk To Strangers 
29. limbo Raco 
30. Winter 
33. Rodeo 
39. Pete 
40. Drive-In 
41.Who 
42. Honey 

41. See 2s·Down 
44. Don't Cry 
46.Hot 
47.Can 
49. Nina Simone 
SO. Largo 
52. Freeze 
53. Eyed 
56. Station 
59. See 10 Down 
80. X·Aay Spex 

43. l.C. (Leonard Cohen) 
44. D.N.A 
45. Night 
48. Al 
51 . Boop 
52. Fad 
53. Eat 
54. E.L.O 
55. Don 
56. Sex 
57. A.KA 

llEI) Sil1\llll 

llf)f;I{ \TIJ)l~f) 
(~1\I .. I .. 2HH·f)HOO 

()ll 7 L1f)•7 7 :12 
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by Bruce Stallsmith 

At Mavericks, Moy 29. 
At any given time over the last IS years 

there have existed a dozen or so North 
American bands that should have been 
more than regional or cult faves. In 1967 
one had the Standells, the Hangmen and the 
Remains; in 1973 the New York Dolls, MCS 
and Stooges; in 1977 the Avengers, DMZ, 
Kenny and the Kasuals, and the Diodes; 
and in 1982 their number is legion ... 

Which brings us to DC's Slickee Boys. 
Going back to 1976, they've worked out 
their own blend of eccentricity, sound and 
intelligent covers. They claim a repertoire of 
65 songs, the core of which are originals. 
Their chief eccentricity is visual-guitarist 
Kim Kane's long braided ponytail and day
glo clothing, bassist Emery Vlcxa's Smith 

COLEY IN LA CONT, FROM P. 8 

should be out soon on SST. Black Jlag's la
bel has other wild noise planned too, like a 
cover of the Chamber Bros.' "Time" by 
Cbuck's old band Wurm, and a single by 
the incredibly damaging Nlg Heist. Also in 
the pipes is a new alb from the Minutemen 
... The MM's own label, New Alliance, is 
pretty active too, and word has it they just 
put out a new single by MPLS' Husker Du 
that actually "approaches pop." Yikes. 
Former New Allia,ncc boys Salvation Army 
arc currently making a big splash on the 
club front and among other great selections 
not on their Frontier 12" is a superb cover 
of Pink Floyd's ''Lucifer Sam'' ... Another 
current fave is the Dream Syndicate, whose 
Velvets-chaos-meets-pop sound has been 
packing them in even though leader Steve 
Wynn says "Bob Dylan is a much bigger in
fluence than Lou Rffd." The guy's a liar, 
but a lotta labels are still interested in put
ting out the follow-up to their ep debut. . 
As to Robbie "the Posh One" Fields, I've 
not been able to get in touch with the guy 
for a while, but a little bird told me that he's 
forsakin' pop releases for a while and will 
be puttin' out Sin 34's first wax mucho 
pronto. S34's still Teal young, but they've 
got one o( the few lead femmes in the whole 
of the core (corps?) and sound pretty hot 
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. On the revival front we find the Mau 
Mau's (whose hard junk/punk sound dates 
from HWD's glory days), Black Randy's 
Melrosquad (Whose sound could use a lotta 
work), and a one-shot by the Geza X-lcd 
Deadbeats (who starred at the 5th Anniver
sary of the Masque Party but were blown 
off stage by openers Zoogz Rift & His 
Amazing Shltheads who served up a growl
ing stew of post-Beefheartian rhythms and 
stern authoritarianism) ... Other new vinyl 
includes the Middle Cius' first alb (sort ofa 
punk MoB) and the not-yet-released 100 
flowen Ip. Judging by the crazy sound of 
the preceding Flowers 45 (and the 3 they did 
as the Urinals) it oughta be sharp. As 
should you ... And if you're heading out 
this way during the summer, the best clubs 
to check out arc Al's Bar in downtown LA 
(over 21) and Dancing Waters in San Pedro 
(all ages) ... I'm sure there's more, but I'm 
outta space. Kowabunga, fuckers! 

RHODE ISLAND CONT. FROM P. 8 

nings has a strong voice in the Robin Lane/ 
Martha Davis mold, but her disorganized, 
underrehcarscd band never had a chance. 
Butch McCarthy's grotip had more polish 
but they used half the rock cliches in the 
book during their performance. Despite 

Both of their sets were up and screaming, 
even if singer Mark Noone could only be 
heard distinctly between songs. Kim Kane 
donned a home-made mask for "The Brain 
That Refused to Die," a sci-fi tribute from 
an early single. The crowd that braved the 
rainy night was enthusiastic, with people 
dancing by the middle of the first set. 

Halfway through their second set they did 
Balloon Farm's "Question of Tempera
ture" in honor of the Human' Rich Gilbert, 
who is apparently a Slickees fan and had 
dropped in. And they ended off with their 
most recent single, ''Here to Stay.'' 

Their future plans are to just keep playing 
the circuit. Kim Kane described any record
ing plans as "a joke." So, they'll all keep 
working on and off at Yesterday & Today 
Records in Rockville, MD-and hopefully 
will be back soon. 

their lack of originality, the McCarthys ex:
ecuted their power pop material very well 
and deservedly won this round. 

Round Thrtt: The Words, Blind Dates and 
The Reducen 

The strength of this competition erased 
some of my ennui from plowing through 
round two. The Words's bassist John Rufo 
and drummer Bob Guisti form one of the 
better rhythm sections in town. Their psy
chedelic-influenced rockers and funk ori
ented material was great. The Blind Dates 
are a very hard working pop band who 
played with a tremendous amount of ener
gy. I only wish they had some better materi
al. Last up were the Reducers, a quartet 
from New London, Connecticut. The most 
pleasant discovery of the Hunt, the Reduc
ers played a blistering set of high energy 
material in the Clash/Generation X/Stiff 
Little Fingers vein. Round three's balloting 
was close, and the Words were the eventual 
victors. 

Round Four: Double Dare, Boys Life and 
The Detecllves 

Double Dare led off with a highly pol
ished set of arena rock in the Journey/REG 
mold. (And I do mean mold. The less said 

~~i 
LAFF-RIOT IN CENTRAL SQUARE 

That old diehard, The Club, on Main 
Street in Cambridge, has a new incarnation 
as The Boston Comedy Club. They promise 
to book nationally-known comics who have 
not really had a showcase in Boston in re
cent years, as well as top local acts. So rar, 
they have presented such luminaries as Jay 
Leno, who was brillian1 on the club's open
ing night, Pat Paulsen and Carol Lieffer. 
The club's new booker is shooting high: the 
"coming attractions" include not only such 
cult favorites as Rich Hall and Shirley 
Hemphill, but also heavyweights like 
George Carlin and Robin Williams. Jay 
Leno returns July 7-11, and Eddie Murphy 
from Saturday Night Live will be perform
ing July 14-18. -Betsy Sherman 

NEW YORK CONT. FROM P. 8 

OK, so what else is new you say? Richard 
Lloyd will be playing CBGB's. Also my fav
orite unrecorded band Racer X will be play
ing there, and I'm still waiting for Bebe 
Buell to play NYC again. There is a great 
new clothing and record store called Rap~ 
pongl. They even have video monitors play
ing all sorts of (dare I say) new wave visuals 
plus they even have a DJ booth with NYC's 
top DJs making special guest appearances. 
Not only that but yours truly will be spin
ning some discs there a few Saturdays from 
now. 

As far as parties go, I was told that 
Squeeze had a party to celebrate their Madi
son Square Garden gig at some ice cream 
parlor downtown. Everybody got free ice 
cream with sprinkles. Also a new publica
tion started called Details. It's a hip trendy 
(direct mailing list only) newsletter, not 
available to the general public, sent exclus
ively to the people the publishers think are 
cool. It has a controlled circulation of 
12,CXX}. Also the famous NYC based nation
al magazine Non Lp B Side will go glossy in 
Sept. That's it for now. 

here-the better.) Playing a furious set at an 
energy level that most other bands can only 
dream about, Boys Life was absolutely de
vastating. I felt they were going to win this 
round, but I was wrong. The night's win
ners were the Detectives. Lead by the Brian 
Ferry-ish vocalist Michael Dickson, the 
straight-ahead Detectives drew the largest 
and most vocal crowd of the entire event. 

Finals: Schemers. Butch McCarthy Band, 
The Words and The Detecllves 

Butch McCarthy's performance was pret
ty much similar to their showing in round 
two and the Detectives didn't play quite as 
well as they did on their first time up. On 
the other hand the Words were much better 
than their earlier visit and came in second 
place. Very much deserving the win, the 
Schemers were inspiring. All four finalists 
are now recording a soon-to-be-released 
Rock Hunt EP. 

So what does it all mean? My ledger 
counts six bands which I liked, four which I 
didn't, and two on which the jury is still 
out. All in all, the Providence scene is quite 
healthy for a city this size. The bands which 
played the Hunt, along with others like 1982 
Rumble-ists the Hi-Beams and Redline, and 
newer bands like Spise Mat promise some 
steamy rock'n'roll nights for quite a while 
to come. 
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Gallery East July 14 July 17, 1982 8:00 to 12 pm 

Wedne~day 

Young Snakes 
Dervish 

Living Gloves 

Thursday 

Limbo Race 
The Proletariat 

Vitamin 

Friday 

Dangerous Birds 
DelFuegos 

(special debut) 

.:>d ... rday 

The Neats 
ArcadeAmbo 

(surprise guest) 

And The Construction Despair Collective 
Works on the Wall 

Ages Welcome Admission $4.00 

] 

WORKSHOP STUDIO/GALLERY 

A revolutionary concept in the arts! An all ages, private membership, 
multi-arts performance center and gallery; membership is of a participa· 
tory nature from the audience, to the stage and in the gallery. 
Get involved with the workshop and deal some badly needed cultural 
blows! While getting mileage in your own semi-pro and professional ca· 
reers in music, dance, theatre, art and films. Watch for our reopening, 
but we can't if you don't buy a membership card now! 
Call Kevin anytime: 266-5828. 

Benefit Performance 
at The Channel 

July 15that9p.m. 
-with-

ARCADE AMBO I SALEM 66 

YOUNG SNAKES I NATIVE TONGUE 

SOMEONE & THE SOMEBODIES 
SS at the door, $4 in advance. Tickets are available at Newbury Comix, The 
Channel, Ticketron and at the Workshop Info Center (266-5828), 
Membership cards are half price with this ad. 

$CENffFIC 
lMERICANS 
b~ElJ;,!BUM 'load & go'• 

[tM.\iiilX""'1\\\.1 11 

July8 

July9 

July 10 

July 15 

July 16 

July 17 

July 21 

July 23 

July 24 

July 29 

Newbury Comics 
(268 Newbury Street Boston) 

sells advance tickets for most shows 
at the Channel Spit Cyclorama 

and other area venues. 
For more lnlormatton call 236-4930. 

Joe Perry Project 
Johnny Barnes & the Back Bay Beat 
August 

The Stompers 
The Probers 
Animal Dance 

Special $2.50 admission 
Escape from New York NIie with 
Hooks 
Regina Richards 

Media Workshop Benefit with 
ArcadeAmbo 
Salem66 
Young Snakes 
Native Tongue 
Someone & the Somebodies 

John Butcher Axis 
Gary Shane & the Detour 

Carolyn Mas 

Eric Burdon returns! 
The Atlantics 
The Outlets 
The lifters 

Peter Dayton Band 
From the UK 

Chelsea 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS • ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 



come see us ... 
THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS 

Noach 
X-word 

Solution 

f 
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Out Of The Closet 
Into The Clubs ..• 

The 

TWEEDS 

for bookings or records 
contact EAT 744•7678 

Propeller 1982 Releases 
V; 12" EP "So" 
Propeller EP#2 

"Laughing at the Ground" 
with V;, Dangerous Birds, 

21-645, Christmas 
Dangerous Birds, 45 

Wild Stares, 45 

::.: .... ~ · ... -. .. , 
·: :: ... 
••• .. •• t .. '. . ~ 

. ..=..::. \ 
:-; ~ ,. 
• ! : . 
; .... : ... ... ... 
~":• ... . •,:. .. .. 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 

lbm: 1•800 •:u-sse2 
atUt: .1•800 631·3311 

k,tel: 1•800 •37.uu 

amea: J.•800 2,:u-3000 

at CANTONE'S 

R. Hahn: Drums 

C. Kelley: Bau, Vocab 

T. Hughe1: Guitar, Vocals • · 

Wed. July 14 
W/ Plastic Warsaw 



ti July 9 Private Lightning 
July 10 Johnny A's Hidden Secret 

July 16 Probers 
July 17 Eric Preston's Purple Haze 

July 21 Peter Dayton Band 
July 22The Duelm 
July 23 The Fools 

July 24 The Grassroots 
July 29 Jon Butcher Axls 

July 30 The Enemy 
~ July 31 SASS 

Aug. 6 The AtlanUcs 
Aug. 7 Fire Dept 
Aug. 14 Stampers 
Aug. 20 The Make 
Aug. 21 Baby & The Pacifiers 
Aug. 27 Orbits 
Aug. 28 Johnny A's Hidden Secrets 

WEDNESDAYS: $1 Bar Drinks 8-10 pm 
SUNDAY:2-4-1 BarDrlnks8-10pm 

Open Tuesday-Sunday 

jumbo's 
1 Entertainment Complex 

1133 Broadway 
1 Somerville, Mass 
', 623·9508 

tTheTopeN 

NE¼BURY COMIX 

VIDEO IN THI 13UP LOUHGI 
Dress Up! 

Fri July 9-Special Fashion Preview Party, "The Return 
of the Mini Skirt" 

Wed. July 14-The Bongos 

Thur. July 15-The Higsons 

Sat. July 17-Stray Cats 

Thu. July 22-Rockats 

Fri. July 23-Wipers 

Advance Tickets for SPIT on sale 
at Newbury Comics 

13 LANSDOWNE ST., BOSTON 
COMING TO METRO, 
July 13-Gang of Four/Bongos 
July 21-Hatrcut 100 
Aug. 4-A Flock of Seagulls 

debut single out soon. 
"Let's Dance" b/w 
"Alright" 
on Rhythm Method 
Records 

July 2, 3, 12, 13 
Coppertields, Boston 

July 22, 23, 24 
Ilgiardinos. 

Bar Harbor, Maine 
August 2, 3, 9, 10 

Coppertields, Boston 
August 13, 14 

Fore Ways, 

every Monday and Tuesday at Copperfields 
!or booll:lngs contact George Dineen 267,0667 

Waterville, N.H 

Ladles Invited 

Thu8 

Rockhouse 
(Rockabllly BandJ 

Fri9 

Primary Colors 
Sat 10 

Angry Young Bees 
Jackals 

Sun 11 
Paul Rlshell Band 

Mon 12 

Someone and the 
Somebodies 

Tue 13 

Puppet Rulers 
Wed 14 

Limbo Race 
ArcadeAmbo 

Fri 16 

I-Tones 
Sat 17 

Trademarks 
The Dream 

Sun 18 

Bangs 
Tue20 

Chris Jones & The Regulars 
WedZJ 

Downtime 
Thu 22 

Richard Nolan & 3rd Rall 
Squad 16 

Fri 23 

Face To Face 
Sat 24 

Fly By Night 
Sun 25 

Paul Rlshell Band 
Mon26 

Dangerous Birds 
Salem66 

Wed28 

Vas Deferens 
Thu 29 

Native Tongue 
Science Friction 

Fri 30 

. HI Beams 
Sex Execs 

Sat 31 

Lou Miami 
Sun Aug. 1 

Big Sixteen 
Tues 3 

Dish 
Radio Novena 

Thu 5 

Vinny Band 
Fri6 

Peter Dayton 

491·9872 
1350 Cambridge St. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 
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l(tilE Vi0'3/IEIUIIJ:: 
by Betsy Sherman 

The first wave of summer movies has 
s1ruck, The second wave should be cresting 
as this issue hits the newsstands, bu1 as I 
have a deadline to contend with, bear with 
me while I stand back and assess a little old 
news, 

There seems to be a rubber stamp that di
vides this year's movies into two categories, 
"70 millimeter/Dolby" and "not 70mm/ 
Dolby," Of course neither is intrinsically 
better, but let's sort through this bunch by 
the tenuous guidelines of big hardware/lit
tle hardware. And where the big hardware 
is, can science fiction be far behind? 

The science fiction blitz was on in June. 
If you're one who reads credits, you'll no
tice that what these extravaganzas have in 
common is "Special Effects by Industrial 
Light and Magic, a division of Lucasfilms. '' 
Even when ol' George is between Star Wars 
sequels, his influence pervades the field. 

George's buddy Steven Spielberg is this 
summer's hero. His E.T. is the best movie 
of the year. You've probably already seen 
it, or are sick of hearing about it. If you've 
been put off by all the comparisons with 
Disney and The· Wizard of Oz, well, I can't 

• deny thert), but really, E.T. is not wet. It's 
got strong character development, a wizard 
sense of humor, good acting, and of course 
amazing effects in the person of the alien 
(he really is a neat guy, not a geek like Yo
da). Spielberg is such a natural at cinematic 
language that the storytelling devices he 
uses, obvious though they may be, are nev
er cloying. 

Spielberg also produced and wrote Pol
tergeist, another winner. As for director 
Tobe Hooper, it's a little hard to reconcile 
his best-known work, the relentlessly vio
lent, gleefully amoral Texas Chainsaw Mas
sacre, with this work which is about the co
hesion of a family unit which is severely 

tested by an evil presence. NOnetheless he 
did a smashing job, especially in the early 
scenes that establish the complacency of the 
Freeling household. These set the founda
tions for the hij~nx to come, when the 
ghaosts start acting up, and for the growth of 
the mother character (played by Jobeth 
Williams) from an average, slightly kooky 
housewife to a true heroine. 

A disappointment in the first wave of sci
fi is Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. As a 
big fan of the TV series, I dutifully go the 
Star Trek movies, but never quite find the 
spark that was so unique to the original 
show. The movies seem to dote so on the 
pomp and pageantry (I mean it's only the 
Enterprise, not Noah's Ark). In a way it 
was the TV show's lean and hungry look 
that made it tick, because the situations 
were more important than the hardware. 
That said, you still have to credit Industrial 
Light and Magic for a bang-up job, espe
cially with computer animation. 

The best earthbound movie of the year 
has got to be Barry Levinson's Diner, which 
should be enjoying quite a long run at the 
Nickelodeon. It deals with a group of fellas 
in their early twenties who arc entering un
charted adulthood in the late S0's. Diner 
runs through a wide range of moods with 
cocky ease, and the acting is wonderful, es
pecially by Mickey Rourke, who plays a 
character who is in the precarious position 
of being the slightly older guy the others 
look up to . 

Also at the Nickelodeon is Diva, the first 
film of French director Jean-Jacques Bein
eix. Diva's iction takes off from two 
points: a wide-eyed young man tape-records 
a concert by the opera singer he idolizes, 
and a prostitute is murdered after she has 

made a cassette fingering a police inspector 
as corrupt. These two plot lines intertwine, 
merge, and diverge until they end up re
sembling a Jackson Pollack painting. It isas 
if Beincix had been told that he only had a 
year to live, so he made all the movies that 
were in him at once. But it works {just 
about)! Visually, it's delightful, recalling 
the panache of the best of today's commer-

cials, the really punchy, colorful, surreal 
ones. 

Last year's Oscar winner for Best Foreign 
Picture, Mephisto (a German-language film 
made by Hungarians), has opened at the 
Orson Welles. It follows the rise of Nazism 

~--------------------------~ throught the blinkered perspective of an ac
KEN SHELTON 
CONT. FROM P. 19 

song by the Atlantics or Mission of Burma 
and play these. We're taking the same time 
and concentrating it on a third of the bands. 
We are doing a lot better by the listeners 
and the bands. You've gotta be a lot better 
to be on 'BCN. If you can't get on, you sure 
as hCII won't get a recording contract. The 
bands we are playing now deserve it. 
BR: Whal do you li.slen lo off the air? 
Shtllon: I listen to all the new albums that 
come in: "Let's see, the new Bongos, the 
new Paul McCartney, the new Scorpions.'' 
On my own I listen to every type of music 
except opera. 
BR: Do you li.slen to olher radioslalions? 
Shtllon: Oh, I try to, a lot. WERS, Nite
club. WMBR I could always listen to more 
of. Unfortunately, when I don't, I spend a 
fortune on unheard import things. 
BR: Is it slillpossiblefora DJ to "break" a 
record, like in lhe days of Murray the K? 
Shelton: Charles always tries to do that. 
"Rosetta,' it's gpnna be a big hit, 'Roset
ta.''' Oedipus and Carter do it all the time, 
play a song for the first time in the worlll. 
But it really means making a record a cause, 
above and beyond the call of duty. 

Murray the K, I met him once. Boy, his 
career died long before he did. When I met 
him he had a piece of lettuce on his head, 
the worst toupee I ever saw,. There are just · 
some people in radio you just know ~re 
gonna end up like that, refusing to believe 
it is over for them. He was always planning 
comebacks. 
BR: They had so much power then. 
Shelton: It' s not like that anymore. 
BR: What about things like payola? Record 
companies paying off radio people with 
money or drugs. Does that still go on? 
Shelton: Before that whole investigation, 
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the Alan Freed thing, radio stations used to 
almost encourage it; that way they kept the 
salaries low! I've never seen money change 
hands though. Drugs, it's just the disc jock
ey squeezing the company, someone could 
come in with a pound of blow and it ' 
wouldn't matter, 'cos the record is going to 
get played anyhow. 
BR: Who are your favorite announcers? 
Shelton: Oedipus. I saw him coming, he was 
just so good. Jerry Goodwin. Lisa Karlin is 
one of the best at that one to one contact. 
People feel like "Hey, she's talking to me." 
BR: Is ii hard to get used to talking and 
havinR no one answer you back? 
Shelton: In the beginning it is hard. Some
times I visualize people I know, and feel like 
I'm talking to them. 
BR: Whal was the first record you bough I? 
Shelton: "Bird Dog," by the Everly Bro
thers. Then I bought "0 Susie" by Rolin 
Burke, then "Lovin' You" by Elvis Pres
ley. Then my next 20 records were all Elvis. 
Want to know my desert island records? I 
have it narrowed down to two: The Sun 
Sessions by Elvis Presley, or Pel Sounds by 
the Beach Boys. The Beach Boys because if 
I ever forget what it was like to be a teen
ager I could put that on and remember. 
BR: Ever gel bored? 
Shelton: Never. 
BR: What don't you likeaboul working in 
radio? 
Shelton: There is one thing that sometimes 
makes me sad. In some ways it's like tread
ing water. It is immediate entertainment. A 
new joke every day. I love that it is almost 
like a family thing, a legacy, and the total 
responsibility while I'm on is on my shoul
ders. But I could do something brilliant, 
and it's gone. No remembers it the next 
day. You just start over again. • 

tor who advances in fame, power and 
wealth under the protective wing of the Par
ty. Klaus Maria Brandauer gives a truly 
masterful performance as Hendrik Hof gen, 
who is a great actor, but not a great man, 
certainly not a heroic figure. The personal 
and political compromises he makes for his 
"Art" build until the film' climax, when a 
stabbing realization makes him see his own 
pitiful pasition. Nothing in Mephisto is 
oversimplified. It is a film about Nazism 
where the word "Hitler" is not uttered 
dnce, yet Hitler's presence pervades the at
mosphere like the first domino that has 
triggered the sordid chain of events. 

Other notable rcfcases, if they're still 
around, arc Steve Martin and Carl Reiner's 
Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid, and Atomic 
Cafe. Sure, Dead Men is a gimrhick movie 
(matching newly-shot footage with clips 
from '40s and 'SOs films noir), and its hu
mor depends on one-liners, but the one-lin
ers are so sharp, and the acting is so ace that 
it sustains itself easily over the feature-film 
length. Atomic Cafe, a pastiche of attitudes 
and propaganda about the nuclear bomb 
from World War II through the 'SOs, is one 
of the most effective and entertaining docu
mentaries to come down the pike, at once a 
history lesson, a good smug giggle, and an 
awakening slap in the face. 

Two British concert movies have recently 
been released here, The Secret Policeman's 
Other Ball and Dance Craze. The former is 
actually the combination of films from two 
different benefit concerts for Amnesty In
ternational, the first in 1979, the second in 
1981. Its comedy makes it worthwhile, since 
the music is dismal, other than Pete Towns
hend and Sling performing their works so
lo. But there are plenty of laughs, provided 

by members of Monty Python, Peter Cook, 
and two of Britain's best-kept secrets, Alex
ei Sayle and Rowan Atkinson. Dance Craze 
is the Chrysalis-produced document of the 
2-Tone phenomenon, featuring the Spe
cials, the Beat, Madness, etc. It is strictly 
concert footage, circa 1980, plus some cute
sy newsreels of twisting teenyboppers. 
Dance Craze is enjoyable, but qualifiedly 
so: the camera work is uninspiring and the 
sound mix distancing. Any fan would know 
that it runs a very poor second to having 
seen the bands live. 

Boston's museums and libraries will be 
feeding this voyeur's celluloid habit this 
summer by running some very intriguing 
film series. Outstanding among these is the 
Institute of Contemporary Arts's Josef von 
Sternberg festival, encompassing a thor
ough range of the Austrian/ American di
rector's work. Von Sternberg is known pri
marily as a stylist, a master of light and sha
dow, but his films are far from superficial 
visual exercises, they are savory and sub
stantial, merging American energy with 
European sensuality and wry cynicism. In 
July the series will run through von Stern
berg's collaboration with Marlene Dietrich 
(including the outrageous, hilarious The 
Scar/ell Empress), and continue into Au
gust featuring adaptations of Crime and 
Punishment and An American Tragedy. 

The Museum of Fine Arts will be running 
a series called "The Method: The Acting 
Style That Changed Hollywood," concen
trating on key works by Marlon Brando, 
James Dean, Montgomery Clift, Joanne 
Woodward and Method maven, director 
Elia Kazan. The Boston Public Library will 
have several (free!) film series: Academy 
Award Best Picture winners, documentar
ies, even a Jeanette MacDonald/Nelson Ed
dy festival. 

You can always depend on the Coolidge 
Corner and Brattle theaters for imaginative 
programming of classics and obscure gems, 
from the '20s to the '80s, from all over the 
world. 

While nipping through the full-page ads 
for this summer's blockbusters, keep an eye 
out for Gregory's Girl, an engaging Scot
tish film that won't get much ballyhoo (it 
features Altered Image's-Clare Grogan in a 
supporting role). But more about that next 
issue. 

In closing, the film world lost one of its 
few true innovators with the death of Rain
er Werner Fassbinder. Whatever his per
sonal excesses, he left behind a body of 
work that is as incredible in its depth as in 
its size (over forty films by the age of 36). • 



Y102? Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16-Track 

BECAUSE ••• -••• Recording 
cou ns~\<?afoP~· 
Head Bangers 

with Brad 
sun. 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. 

Wit!a~1t'~d~9 p 
Sat. 6 P.m. to 10 ~r~o 

oancin' at 
theY 

with Tom Lane 
Fri. and sat. 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 

WLYN 
102FM 

$20.00 Per Hour Standard Hour1y Rate 

• Full-sized 2l x 31 studio with 2 iso t:xx>ths 
& vanoble par11t1ons 16 x 16' control rm 
carpeted and 01r conc:l!l1oned 
• Instruments 1ncllde 6 l · Hume Grand 
Hammond w1th Leslie Hohner elect piano 
Shngatand drums. Fender twin rererb 
Sunn colllseum others 
• Microphones Neumann (2) U87 KM8'-l 
l'KG. 0151E. Dl2E. D125. D222. Elecrro-
Voice (2) Re 20 Sennhe1se< (2) MD 4'11 MD 
421 Shu1e(3)SM57 OownPZM 
• Equipment includes Tangent 16 x 16 Con 
sole. TA5C.AJ'v1 f\5· 16. DBx Noise Reduction 
OTARI MX5050B fEAC 33405. ALlK 6Q,l BK 
and A.urotone Mon1t01s. MG headphones 
master room XL-305 reverb Ashley SC-50 
compressors. 2 DBXlciJ compressions !PEI 
EQ Onrncro~ ;.4 ,e•,con PCM 41 D1qita1 
Deloy Crowr po.,vec amps TEAC cass 
deCk&more 
• .Addihonol extensrve array of studio equIr 
& music inst ova1loblR fa rental 

NEWBURY SOUND 
708 MASS. AVE eDSTON 027 75267-4095 

BOSTON ROCK C-LASSIFIED ADS 
SATIN PANTS etc. For enter
tainers, etc. Write/call for free 
catalogue. SATIN SALES, 
Dept. 20, 7 South 5th St., Min
neapolis, MN 55402. 

P.A. 4 Rent. Quality System, 
Low Price, Call 740-I072. 

5100 Reward for Info Leading 
to return of 68 Les Paul Dlxe 
#516032 Refin Blond top 2 Di
marzios 2 coil switches slvr hd
wrc gold knobs 661-5819. NO 
QUESTIONS ASKED! 

CROCKETf COMES TO 
BOSTON! Wormtown eclectics 
seek an audience in Beantown. 
Give us a try at Inn Sq., Tam, 
Gt Scott, or Ed Burke's! · 

POST PUNK BAND SEEKS 
BASS, DRUMS. We have orig. 
Material and gigs. If you seek a 
Poli1ical band that's going 
places call Eric 862-6087. 

HAVE AN ALBUM OUT. 
ALBUMS PRESSED FROM 
YOUR TAPE. 100-200, 89¢ 
ea.; 200-500, 8()¢ ea.; 501-999, 
79¢ ea.; 1000+, 69¢ ea. FULL 
RECORDING & PROD ALSO 
AVL 

IGGY POP LIVE RECORD
INGS Wanted, esp Paradise 
11179 (3 Nites) & Orpheum, 
3/ 80. Will buy or trade from 
extensive collection. Write: 
Steve Bartels, 233 Lovera, San 
Antonio, TX 78212. 

Attn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
aelin club goers. Space in Bos
ton Rock's Clubland pages ls 
available for just $8.00 per col
umn Inc. Call 266-8787. 

THE SPORTS PALACE: 
GOON-BUT -NOT-FORGOT· 
TEN. 

First Offense-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core-Frttze, 
TMH etc. Send 50¢ per issue to 
F.O. PO Box 336 W. Yarmouth 
MA02673. 

SUBSCRIBE TO BOSTON 
ROCK twelve issues for ten 
dollars. 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 
WHICH DOCTOR? THE 
CHOICE JS YOURS. 

THE NOISE T-shirts S4. Sub
scription $4/yr-or both S7. 74 
Jamaica St., JP, MA 02130. 

Attention Locai Banda: 
Boston Rock will be publishing a. compre

hensive band review supplement for our 
September 15 issue. Details on how your 
band can be constdered for review wW be 
published in our next issue. 

Individual and band Cla-ssified ads cost 
$1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50per 
line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex
tra per word , underline copy to be bold. List
ings of stolen musical equipment will be 
run for free. 
All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classified over the phone (617) 266-8787 by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall 

Name: 
Street: __________ _ 

or bring in person to: 
Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
Please include name and address whether 
or not you run it in your ad. 
ISSUE 
8Rt30 
BRt31 
BR#32 
9Rt33 

AD DEADLINE:. 
Jun~2J 
Aug.4 
Sept. I 
Oct.6 

ONSALEDAT.t. 
July7 

Aug.IS 
Sept. 15 
Oct.20 

City/Zip: ________ _ 
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Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore. • • -

(Tel.) 333-0311 
Tom Giovanniel/o 

radi 

Eight Track Recording 
Kenmore Square 

Boston 
254-7071 

~~ Everybody's 
\..~ Talkin' 
(j ~~\\ About 
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the monthly mag that 
comesoutb~annually! 

ISSUE29 
OUT IN 

JULY 

AVAIL"'-BLE Al 
IN Y0UR El'R- NEWBURY COMICS - ROCl<IT RECORDS

DISCOUNT RECORDS- INFO:BOX 450 CAMBRIDGE MA 02138 

Practice Makes Perfect. . . 



In the past month or two, Boston and Cam
bridge have begun to once again overflow with 
leafletters, Bible-clutching proselytizers, and as
sorted other professional nuisances. The warm 
weather has also brought with it the re-emergence 
of a host of musicians and entertainers, who more 
than compensate for all the less pleasant attributes 
of a city moving through summer. From the caco
phony of Tom the Music Man to the highly-pol
ished funk of Fly By Night, this area boasts an un
parallelled assortment of free music, which many 
of us walk right by. On a sunny afternoon, idle 
walking could take you past dixieland jazz bands, 
assorted unaccompanied saxophonists, guitarists, 
conga-players, steel-drummers or the indescrib
able Krishnas. A few recommendations: 

t~:::.:· .. :._:_;_··:· .. tJ/~·::'.::1::-\::):-::::·.::,.~: :·:·:=5'_.\._:)/:\i~(t'.~·.\t(o 
Fly By Night: Without question the best street 

band you'll find in Boston, Fly By Night plays re
gular gigs at night, but strips down to three or four 
members for frequent performances during the 
early afternoon on Washington Street, between Fi
lene's and Woolworth's. Usually a three piece 
combo made up of Brock Avery on drums, Bob 
Gay on sax and Mr. Reflective Sunglasses-Tim 
Archibald-on bass, Fly By Night will make you 
forget how hot you are. If you like what you hear, 
you can catch the full band every Monday night at 
Duca's in Framingham (879-1555 for schedule in

. fo). 
~'?:·:: :.::;;/· '.?:/."·~: ...... ···::\.::~:·.· . .-·,~:::;i/~:;.°;._":'.:=t>·::·:·.::}-=.: 

Michael Sullivan: My personal favorite of the 
many folk guitarists in the city, Michael Sullivan 
plays either alone or with friends (see below). He 
is presently spending some time in the studio, re
cording a sampling of his own material, so if you 
don't catch him on the streets, you may hear him 
on the air. 

-~\ \t:::-~/:-.t·::-~-~-::_::::o-=.:./:I~):\~){](}f_/~: 
Jane Byaela An incomparable classical guitar-
1st and composer who plays all over Boston and 
Cambridge, Jane Byaela plays some of the most 
beautiful music to be found anywhere. Not to be 
passed by. 

it-t;?::-:-:~--,·/ft/~.tr:::=.\~tt(~:?fit.-t--:·:--~.-::-.:~: :::~·- :-.::::.:-:t 
Uncle All: Although this article was originally 

meant to concentrate solely on street music, that 
limited focus would have caused me to omit some 
of the most enjoyable street acts in the city. Un
cle Ali, mime supreme, the man with a styrofoam 
head that once seen is never forgotten. The last in 
a long line of Near Eastern sponge nobility, Uncle 
Ali can be found every weekend and most week
day nights in Harvard Square, with occasional 
stints in Faneuil Hall. His creator, Branch, is also 
working on a dual act with Judy Last-Name-Un
known, who clowns, sings, juggles and performs 
mime. Uncle Ali, whose proper name is Uncle Ali 
Ben-Said-Del Profundo Del Rigortismo nella 
Cor'Bop, should be the street star of the summer, 
and will hopefully develop a following as large as· 
Slap Happy's of a few years ago. 

Kalonymus: Uncle Ali's main competition at 
this point looks to be a man by the name of Kalo
nymus, juggler of fiery torches and rubber chick
ens, and reputed cane-levitator. The usual place to 
find Kalonymus during the evening is directly in 
front of the Harvard Subway Station, but in their 
inimitable style the Cambridge police have decided 
his fire antics are dangeroust so his location may 
shift through the Square. Kalonymus and Uncle 
Ali are both incredible art and entertainment
don't let the summer go by without seeing them 
over and over. 

\tf/::i{ft%?/:/~:;rtt\._;:'.-'.t-:::?:-si .. ::.:::~J/\t: .·.· ._-} 
The following musicians constitute the heart of 

street music in the city. Most visible among them 
is Michael Boom Boom Jackson (bass), know for 
his cigarette-in-the-ear nonchalance. Next is Keyo 
(guitar), who plays both solo and in a trio with 
Jennifer Shader (stand-up bass) and John Cowhlg 
(electric guitar). These last two are also members 

· of the Street Lights Orchestra, composed of 
Shawn McCole (concertina, banjo, pennywhis
tle) , Michael Sullivan, Joahn Ammon, Roberla 
Fiddler (guitar) and Sharnihn W111lamson (flute). 
All of these musicians are to be found regularly 
around Park and Harvard Squares, in various 
pairings. I have my personal preferences, but I'd 

-1et'.filf: :l!I0t?1r:+:1;i'}i t,::~'.,\&r:.~J 
Aside from the intimacy and freedom of choice 

it offers, the most appealing side of open air enter
tainment is that it goes on without schedules or 
predetermined locations. There are no smoky 
rooms, gargantuan bouncers, or early·-morning lo
botomies. When the weather's good, there's no ex
cuse for sitting at home with nothing to do, or no 
money to do it with. So get out of the door and 
move your feet. 

::·.:::::·=:;;.t.·:-:-.J.:~~\/~\.:_:-.r/~fft:i>:: ~.,... __ 
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One's stoned. the other wants to be. James Michliel CuTley aitd Monoman. 

by Nayme Drawper 
Keeping up with all the comin's and 

goin's in this town has always been a 
challenge-but now that BR is on its 
six week summer schedule it's becom
ing downright difficult. But have no 
fear, N.D. is here ... 

First off, as we go to press, the WB
CN Rock and Roll Rumble has been 
drawing record-breaking crowds at 
Spit. While the Rumble will be over by 
the time you read this we do know that 
the six lucky semi-finalists are the HI
Beams, Primary Colors, Chris Martin 
Group, Limbo Race, Gary Shane and 
Proletariat. 

A few weeks ago 'BCN was the un
happy host of a different sort of rum
ble between full time jocks Charles La
quldara and Jerry Goodwin. Like 
many other things that happen between 
5:30 and 6:00 AM, the details of the 
Charles vs. Jerry match are foggy. 
What is known is that after a week's 
absence Charles is back and Jerry is no 
longer on the air. Goodwin's old 2 AM 
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to 6 AM slot is being more than compe
tently filled by assistant music director 
Carla Raswlck. 

On the other hand, has anybody no
ticed that Steven Clean doesn't work at 
WCOZ anymore? 'COZ's long time 
promotion director Jane Norris has left 
the station for a New York based video 
company called Blair Video Enterpris
es. WZBC's Dave Smallee has had his 
fifteen minute radio show The Hard
core Hour expanded to two nights. Son 
of Hardcore Hour can be heard Wed
nesdays starting at 9 PM while the ori
ginal show airs the same time on Thurs
days. 

WMBR's suave James Issacs is now 
the host of an all-night jazz program 
on WBUR. Of course many fondly re
member the days when Issacs used to 
pen the "Cellars By Starlight" column 
in the Phoenix. Issacs was replaced by 
Doug Simmons, who is taking a six 
month leave of absence to attend to 
personal matters in his home town of 
Omaha, Nebraska. Doug's temporary 
replacement is Joyce Millman, who co-

incidentally happens to be the sister of 
Randi Millman at the precocious Y -
102. 

Is it true that Crass is moving to Na
ples? And why are both Carter Alan 
and Bruce Kettelle looking for some
where else to 1ive? Steven Pofcher, ex
manager at the recently closed New 
England Music City now works for 
WEA Records. 

But enough already on the folks left 
behind the scenes-what about the 
bands? Rumors of Berlin Airlift's new 
record contract haven't been con
firmed, but the Atlantlcs have, at long 
last, inked a management pact with 
Blue Horizon Management. Chances 
are good that Blue Horizon, who also 
manage David Johansen and Johnny 
and Edgar Winter, wilt soon get the de
serving Atlantics back on vinyl where 
they belong. 

At Ric Ocasek's personal invitation, 
the Bad Brains have been spending a 
few weeks in Boston recording an al
bum. High-flying guitarist Johnny 
Thunders recorded some tracks at Eu
phoria Studios in nearby Revere. Vari
ous crew members were on hand to un
tangle the level-headed Thunders from 
those troublesome microphone cords . 
And Mark Thomas of Rhode Island's 
Rubber Rodeo appears on the new Gun 
Club album, which is produced by the 
gentleman who prefers blondes, Chris 
Stein. 

Micky Bliss has just fired his entire 
band but still plans to record a new sin
gle. Sandra Sin, former Bliss vocalist, 
has joined an all-female rockabilly 
band called the Pussycats. Sax Player 
Duton Downer has joined Willie Lo
co's band and drummer Ricky Roth
schild has left. There is no truth to ru
mors that Rothschild asked to audition 
for Boys Life. Willie's old pal Marc 
Thor (author of Pastiche's hit ' 4Psycho 
Blond") is spending the summer com
posing computer music at M.I.T. 

Congratulations to Arthur Slick, the 
winner of the "Rocks Off" finals at 
Jumbos. Jett Powers, vocalist for Jinx, 
is the voice on the W~rlitzer jingles, 
and Space Negro (I still hate that name) 
Eric Lindgren is the brains behind the 
new Waltham Camera ads. Watch for 
two new Space Negros records to be re
leased soon. 

L0cal label Rounder Records has an-

nounced an EMI worldwide distribu
tion deal for George Thorogood's next 
album. The new Angry Young Bees 45 
will be "Shake Up the Suburbs." The 
Fabulous Blllygoons will release 0 Bil
lygoon Party Rap" on a 12" EP on 
Modern Method. Other groups recent
ly in the studio to work on new records 
include Toby Dammit, Rhythm Me
thod, Pug Easy, Native Tongue and 
Gang Green. 

Speaking of Gang Green, does any
body really believe that they would try 
to rip off a case of beer from the Rat? 
Originally scheduled to play the Unna
tural Axe reunion gig, G.G. got into a 
verbal scuffle with some of the Rat's 
employees and were replaced at the last 
minute by the now-defunct 21-64S. 
Following the 21 's energetic set, Jan 
Crocker and Tommy White Trash 
showed footage from their never-com
pleted Creeper video. The footage of 
Oedipus in drag was worth the price of 
admission itself. 

A few weeks later. Steve Cataldo, 
Robb Skeen, Jeff Wilkinson and Andy 
Paley, better known as the Nervous 
Eaters had their fourth annual Rat re
union. Even Richie Parsons would pro- _ 
bably admit that the Eaters one-upped 
the Axe on special surprises; instead of 
showing footage of Oedipus in drag, 
The Cars played. 

According to Randy Black of Limbo 
Race, Petit Mal's Carrie Cooper is 
writing a novel in Paris. In the trade of 
the month, Tony Mendoza left the 
MIA's to join the Primary Colors and 
Ron Marinlck left the Colors to join, 
you guessed it, the MIA's. Former Fu
ture Dads bassist is now in the Vinny 
Band. Ex-Map James Clements is in 
Novena and both Joe Wolvek, former 
Beast Blues Bands guitarist, and Frank 
McPhllllps have joined the Forons. 

Does Kathie Logue really not work 
for the Outlets anymore? The Outlets 
sure got upset the other night when 
they learned that they were playing se
cond in Boston Rock's five-band se
cond anniversary party, but did they 
ever consider how upset everyone at 
BR was the week before when guitarist 
Rick Barton fathered a baby boy wnn
out giving us a single cigar? 

Welcome back Bill Tupper. 

See you in six weeks. Write: Nayme 
Drawper, c/o Boston Rock, 268 New
bury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
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Lo·u MIAMI 
rday, September 4th, 8pm at The Channel 
A DANCE PARTY TO CELEBRATE THE RELEASE OF THE 
NOVEMBER GROUP 12" EP ON MODERN METHOD RECORDS. 
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THE GAY LIFE 
Dear BR, 

In resoonse to David Singer's letter in 
your last issue, (BR#30) we would like to 
say Jhat while we' re not too sure about the 
racist and sexist bit, we will admit that we 
put out a lot of homophobic garbage. But 

u have to admit that practicing homosex
uality is still illegal in this state, so at least 
the law is on our side. Seriously though, 
where the hell docs Mr. Singer derive his 
mentality from, behind the Iron Curtain? 
This is America and we can say whatever 
the fuck we want to. 

Affectionately, 
Bill Qile, singer of Vile 
Maynard 

THE FEW, THE PROUD 

My deare\ l BR. 
Read abo ut your rag in Trouser Press. 

I'm imerestcd in the Bos1on Scene (yeah, 
right!) . What goe!<. on ou1 there? I heard DC 
had hardcore bu1 I though! Bo\ lon only 
had bean\ and a lousy band by the same 
name that put lhc same album oul three 
times and no one noticed 1hcy were exac1ly 
the \amc. If you're \\Ondering abou1 the 
lunny addres\, I am s1ationed in Wes1 
Germany v.i1h the United States Army. 
That\ right, I'm a highly trained killer and 
rapi st \O don't let your dog'> out at night. I 
,\rite propaganda for a Di,i..,ion le,cl ncv. s
paricr and I ,,am 10 be a JOurnali\t \\hen I 
g.ro\\ up . That .-.hould be in abou1 60 ~cars. 
Any,,ay, any information you 1:an prO\ide 
,,ill be aripreciatcd. I'll amv.er any 
quc\tlOn\ you might ha,e about ticrmany 
and the Arm y. There are ,cry re,, punk, or 
hardcore\ in the Army. They got \mart and 
joincd lhc Marine,. There arc a fev. of u, 
Arm} hardrnre, ,till running around 
th9ug.h . We joined rhc Army bad. ,,hen it 
,,a.,n't i:ool 10 join the Marine\. 

IO\C and J..i,\C\ and genital herrie,. 
TimC. ' 
Wc,1 German} 

FORGET IT YOU WOULDN'T 
UNDERSTAND ANYWAY 
Dear BR & Grandpa Ken Shelton, 

WelJ Cpt. Ken Shelton, with your inane 
comment about "Sex Bomb" by Flipper 
[BR #30], I hereby declare the sounding of 
the death toll of your career. You may still 
have hair on your head (a little grey or is 
that the news print?), but you and Murray 
the K are in the same aged ranks. 

R. Loren Greene 
Worcester 

BEAM ME UP 

Dear BR, 
When Carter Alan called the Probers (BR 

#30) "The most successful export to come 
out of Rhode Island," I almost barfed. The 
Hi Beams- not the Probers, are the ones to 
watch! Now with the Rumble over with and 
the Beams copping second place (which is 
amazing considering they weren't playing 
on their home court) they are finally getting 
the Boston recognition they so rightfully 
deserve. 

R.J.R. 
Woonsocket, R.I. 

AUTOPHILE 

Dear Boston Rocks, 
The following poem is dedicated to my 

favorite guys in the entire world, the Cars. 
Please print it in your letter section so they 
will know how I feel about them. Thank 
you. 

Dear Cars ... 
I move in stereo and let the good times roll 
I hit the nightspots and do the stroll 
I shake it up and I wear those eyes 
Trying to get you to realize 
I've got a lot on my head; I bet you never 

knew • 
And I don't mind saying that most of it's 

you 
I spend most of my money staying in touch 

with your world, 
hoping you'll care 
But it always seems like touch and go; any. 

time; anywhere 

I guess I'm just not getting through 
To what's going on inside of you 
It's fogging all my energies and it's still all 

mixed up 
So please gimme some slack; seeing you is 

getting kind of tough 
To go to Boston is all I can do 
Although it isn't easy running to you 
It's like the misfit kids never gel a break 
Someone always thinks we're out to take 
I'm not the one who wants anything from 

you 
But they'll never believe it so I fall for blue 
They think you're untouchable; a victim of 

fame 
But it's all inside; excej,t for your shoes, 

life's still the same 
It's hard to remember the time of day 
Knowing you're just a dream away 
That's it. There's no more I can say 
Except that I'm going to pieces because 

you're so far away. 

Debbie Skeens 
West Haven, CT 

Boston Roet wkoma your kll~rs. Ali 
<0nff/10/t(Jffl<T mus~ fort/JI - of 
Hff/kotion, inc/Wk tlw wril~r·s Mmr, od
drar oltd t~llpl,oM '"""Mr-11nd IMX 
lffllY be witltltdd 111 your rwtuat. All kll~rs 
•~ .111bj«1 to «Jilitt,- Write to: Your Heli
um Voice c/o Boston Rock, 268 Newbury 
St,, Boston,MA 02116. 

Heat 
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K. LEIMER 

LAND OF lOOK BEHIND 
"Leimer has faced up to the challenge of creating exotic sonorities that 
are not only novel but meaningful, and this makes LOOK BEHIND well 

worth hearing:· - Jim Aiken, KEYBOARD 

"If the film 1s as good as the music 1t will be 1rres1st1ble." - Paul de 
Barros, The WEEKLY 

"Haunting, dreamlike blend of drum rhythms and sustaU1ed chords that 
makes for very pleasant listening." - Robert Legault, the ROCKET 

"As atmospheric an album as one could ask for - dense polyrhythms 
mixed with all sorts of wondrous sounds and beguiling aural images:· -

Rick Karcasheff, OP 

"Leimer mixes 1nsp1red sounds with motifs and patterns that draw on· 
tne best of popular and traditional music without sounding obvious or 

trite:· - NMDS · 

INDEPENDENTLY 
PRODUCED MUSIC FOR 
THE INDEPEND:{::NTLY 

PRODUCED FILM. 
LAND PF LOOK 81:HJNO. ,1 lilm b~ Alan Green her~ kJtunng Gregor~ l",11.:~. Lo111, Lepke ,ind 
Mutabaruka. Original mw,K· h~ K. Leimer on P.1h1 i.:c of Ligh t, Rt.'i.:1mh. 

Palace of Lights Records 
P.O. Box 4141 
Seattle. WA 98 104 

BEFORE AFTER 

MACHETE 
SERVICE 

$ 5 5 5 $ 
KAREN _254-1415 

_ Enclosed Is ten dollars, please send me the next twelve Issues 
of Boston Rock magazine 

Name __________________ _ 

Address 
City ________ State ---Zip----
Airmail and /or overseas subscriptions add S2.00 per Issue 

send to: Subscription Department 
Boston Rock 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 



by Gerard Cosloy 

If I had to come up with one word to de
scribe X, I'd probably choose honest. X 
are, and always hove been, a unique band. 
Their sound has always rested more closely 
to that of Chuck Berry than to the Ra
mones, lyrically closer to a Randy Newman 
or Leadbelly than to Black Flag. I don't 
mean to soy that X are living in the past, or 
that they are unoriginal. X are a finely 
honed product of the best traditional as
pects of American music-rock or other
wise-coupled with their own blunt, biting 
view of the world. Rarely has a group so 
eloquently examined the various aspects of 
urban life, marriage, religion, elc. And all 
this without resorting to self-defeating ne
gativity (like many other recent US groups), 
or celebrating isolation or empty hedonism 
(best characterized by those from the UK). 
Their approach is neither pretentious nor is 
any specific political or social viewpoint ad
vocated. X are merely a rock'n'roll band
but one in the best sense of the word. Their 
first two albums (Los Angeles and Wild 
Girl) aptly reflected the bleakness and des
peration of life today, but without plunging 
to the depths of miserable melodramll 
(Bruce Springsteen) or forgetting that this 
music was supposed to be fun. 

And X are primarily a fun band. If you 
don't believe it, just try to wipe the grin 
from Billy Zoom 's face. Where Wild Gift 
broadened X's base and focused their ma
terial (more emphasis on "human rela
tions" than unpaid rent), the new Under 
the Big Black Sun goes even farther in its 
look at the role playing/game playing in
volved in domesticity ("The Hungry 
Wolf." "Blue Spark"). And lest anyone 
think that X's recent signing to a major la
bel (Elektra, the Door's old label, fittingly 
enough) would've resulted in a less fervent 
sound, the slam-bang transition from 
"Hungry Wolf" into "Motel Room in My 
Bed'' should erase all doubts. The new X al
bum is certainly more polished than their 
first, but I also think it's belier, a more co. 
hesive, mature effort. As to whether or not 
it's as good as Wild Gift-the songs from 
LP #2 have had a generous amount of time 
to sink in. Naturally, a less perfect LP 113 
would feel like a cheat. I won't call Under 
the Big Black Sun perfect, but I've yet to 
feel cheated or let down. 
X art: 
D.J. Bonebrake-Drums 
Exene Cervenka-Vocals 
John Doe-Vocals, bus 
BIiiy Zoom-GuUar 
Boston Rock: What led up to the signing 
with Elektra? Why didn't you stay with 
Slash? Hadn't they achieved a certain level 
of success that was apparently going to be 
improved upon? 
John Doe: What led up to the signing was 
two years and seven months of touring, and 
still coming into towns and going into a re
cord store that didn't have any of your re
cords in it. It was basically real frustrating. 
It was fun, and we made good records and 
all that stuff, but we had to pay for the 
problems of an independent label. We have 
the same contract with Elektra that we did 
with Slash, it's just that Elektra is more fa
miliar with the job of getting a record out 
and into the stores. 
BR: Were there any problems with Elektra 
putting restraints on you in the making of a,,y~'b::'.111,~ 
the album? 
Doe: Nope. None whatsoever. Elektra gave 
us more freedom than Slash did. 
BIiiy Zoom: When we recorded with Slash, 
there'd be people from Slash hanging 
around the studio, offering their opinions 
and stuff. Elektra had no idea what this re
cord was going to sound like, how many 
songs were going to be on it, anything. They 
just said, "You guys make good records. 
Make another record and we'll sell it for 
you." 
Doe: They've given us control over every
thing, from the recording, to the artwork 
on the cover, right down to the promotional 
stuff that gets sent out. They need our ap
proval right down the line. 
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BR: Once you did sign, were there any cases 
of people claiming that you had sold out, 
that kind of thing? 
Doe: No, actually not. Strangely enough, 
we got that kind of thing when we signed 
with Slash. Most of our friends congratulat-
ed us . . 
BR: On the whole, the album doesn 'I sound 
like it was cleaned up too much. 
Doe: No. We basically just made another X 
record. 
Zoom: We didn't do anything different this 
time, we just had a better studio to work 
with. This time we were able to pick a studio 
because we thought it was a good studio, 
not because it had a cheaper price. 
BR: Was that a problem before? 
Zoom: Well, y'know, we never had enough 
money to work wilh. It was like, "you have 
to get the take right now," or you couldn't 
pay for the time that had gone by. 
BR: This actually sounds harder edged in a 
lot of ways .. 
Doe: The guitar is a lot bigger on this re
cord, a lot meatier. {John starts making::. 
growling noise.) 
BR: What's the process that goes into your 
songwriting? How much say do Billy and 
D.J. have in the material? 
Doe: Well, I'll just tell Billy and O.J., "I'm 
gonna write a song in 'A'," and then they'll 
say yes. (laughs) No, really, this is how it 
works. Exene and I will go into a rehearsal 
studio, and we'll construct the basic song 
with just lyrics and bass. From there, Billy 
will come in and make up the guitar. D.J. 
adds the power and the drums. That's how 
it gets to sound like us live, although most 
of the songs get filled out considerably be
tween when we first write them and when 
they end up on record. 
BR: How easily does writing come to you? 
Doe: It's more like waiting for the right mo
ment. You'll have a few ideas rolling 
around in your head, but you'll know when 
there's a certain time and place to put it in a 
·better form. 
'BR: How long will this tour take? 
Doe: Three weeks so far, another four after 
this. 
BR: After seven weeks of work can you 
manage to keep it fresh? 
Zoom: We manage to maintain spontaneity 
by keeping everything totally disorganized. 
That way, we can get to the last minute with 
no one knowing what's going on. That's 
how things stay fresh. 
Doe: When you hit the stage, it's still pretty 
thrilling. It's different each time because it's 
a different city with different types of peo
ple reacting in different ways. 
BR: When you played the (NY) Palladium 
last week, was that the biggest crowd you've 
playedforon the East Coast? 
Doe: On the East Coast, yes. In LA, we've 
played the Greek Theatre, which is around 

'5(X)() 'people, and the Santa Monica civic 
Center, which is 3500. 
BR: Wasn't it considered a breakthrough 
when you played the Greek? Weren't they 
be/ler known for booking mostly boring 
stuff? 
Zoom: What's the matter, doin't you like 
Air Supply? 
Doe: It was a breakthrough for us in that we 
were the first group on an independent label 
to play the hall. Their standard fare was like 
Tom Jones, Jimmy Buffet, Johnny Mathis. 
Zoom: Air.Supply. 
Doe: Yeah, Air Supply. But after they 
booked us, they began to gel a little less 
conservative. They booked Adam and the 
Ants and the Go-Go's. So they did get a lit
tle more rock oriented. 
BR: Yeah. Sounds like very lillle. 
Doe: Well ... y'know, everybody has their 
thing. I think it's pretty easy to start pigeon· 
holeing and putting people down for things 
they basically want to do. 
BR: Do you think people have done that 
with the Go-Go's? 
Doe: Yes. When they first played in Los 
Angeles it was the same way. They're not, 
how should I say ... as unfamiliar with their 
instruments as they were when thCy first 
,tarted. They've gotten a lot better playing
wise, and they've sorta zeroed in on their 
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showww!" And you'll say, ·Gee, I'~;~r~ 
ry,'' but you didn't know that the drinking 
age was 21, you didn't know that you're 
playing with the wrong promoter, at the 
wrong club, and with the wrong opening 
bands. You wanna say, "Look, we're doing 
the best that we can. Give us a break!'' 
BR: Do you think that people in England 
will be able to get into what you're doing? 
Judging by the LP review in the NME they 
might be a little too far removed to figure 
things out . . 
Exene: Was that the review that went on 
and on about our hair? 
PbU·In-Pblash: How long hove you hod 
dreadlocks? 
Exene: I don't have dreadlocks. I just don't 
comb my hair. 
Doe: England's basically jealous of Ameri
ca and they won't admit it. They won't ad
mit that it all came from the fucking Ra
mones, Patti Smith, even the Velvet Under-

record, it does seem slightly more accessible 
than the first two . .. 
Doe: (laughs) But that's the way Chris D. 
wanted it! I can't imagine a Flesheaters re
cord sounding compromised, even if it does 
revert to standard guitar/bass/drums. D.J. 
and my involvement with the Flesheaters 
was like two ships passing in the night. .. 
but it wasaias. We played with the Fall last 
year, the Fall, the Flesheaters and Blurt, 
what a gig! But I do like the new Flesheaters 
album, I think it sounds like Iggy and the 
Stooges. Although I liked the jazz influence 
that OUR Flesheaters albums had, I think 
this one is closer to what Chris wanted. 
BR: What groups are you listening to these 
da s? 

you get to the smaller cities like Madison, or 
St. Louis or Trenton, the kids there aren't 
quite certain of what to expect . 
BR: They may not have read somewhere 
that they're "supposed" to like it. 
Doe: Exactly. They've got less media input, 
not to mention less preconceived images of 
what we're supposed to be. Some people 
think we're supposed to be a "hardcore" 
band, and spit and throw bottles at people. 
Causing trouble for the sake of causing 
trouble, just because that's the way you've 
got to look ... 
BR: Which is precisely the kind of thing 
that hardcore should contradict. 
Doe: But God knows I did that. I was once 
like that, getting pissed off and taking it out 
on some poor soul in the audience. 
Exene: Kicking people in the head. 
BR: But that's not necessarily the same 
thing as putting on a front of being pissed 
off 
Doe: True. But getting back to the original 
subject, it's the gut level response that we' re 
looking for and trying to bring out. We'll 
take what we can get, but that 's the best. 
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FUCK OFF! 

offers special prices to readers 
of Boston Rock 

MANY IMPORT 45s at 50¢, 99¢ and 3 for $5. 
In order to obtain these prices you must mention Boston Rock 

Limited quantities on many titles, Only one per customer on some Items. 

Good thru September 15, 1982 

Clash First LP/Rope/Combat Rock ............ $4.99 
Clash London Calling .................................. $7.99 
Clash Sandinista .......................................... $9.99 
Joe Jackson Night and Oay ........................ $4.99 
Stray Cats Built for Speed .......................... $4.99 
GoGo's Vacation (LP) .................................. $4.99 
X Big Black Sun ............................................ $4.99 
Wipers Youth of America ............................ $4.99 
Robert Plant Pictures at Eleven ................. $4.99 
Dead Kennedys Bleed for Me (12") ............ $3.49 
Au Pairs New LP .......................................... $7.49 
The Fall New LP ........................................... $4.99 
SS Decontrol Kids Will Have Their Say ...... $3.99 
Sting New Single ......................................... $1.99 
Capt. Beefheart New 12" ............................ $2.99 
Echo & the Bunnymen "Back of Love" ......... 99~ 
Jam "Five ()'Clock Hero (45) .......................... 99~ 



by Corter Alon 

Martha Davis-Vocals, gullar 
Brian Glascock-Drums 
Michael Goodroe-Bass 
Marty Jourard-Sax. keys 
Guy Perry-Guitar 

1982 is the year for the-Motels. Consider
ing the fact that the band figured promi
nently in Jost year's rock casualty list, that's 
a surprising development. They vanished 
back into native Los Angeles. smog aft'er a 
groundbreaking move onto the singles 
chores with "Danger, " and the expected 
Motelsfollowup to their first two promising 
albums Jailed to materialize. Surviving per
sonal and musical problems that threatened 
to split up the Motels, the band's return to 
New England has been no less spectacular 
with three sold out shows in the snacious 
Club Casino in Hampton Beach, New 
Hampshire followed by three sellouts at 
Boston's Metro. The group's effect on the 
charts has also been impressive with the new 
album All Four One album jumping off the 
record racks and a single, "Only the Lone
ly," cracking America's top ten. 

After nearly two years in limbo the Mo
tels are back and their story is the sort from 
which afternoon TV sagas are made. Lovely 
lead singer Martha Davis, bry.mette curls 
falling over heavily mascaraed eyes, blinks 

and throws up her hands as if she just 
watched the entire affair on the tube and 
doesn't quite believe it herself. Davis 
couldn 'r have predicted just how successful 
the band's third LP would be; to her it's 
enough that they merely survived long 
enough to give it another shot. Amid per-

I sonal problems in her relationship with gui
wris1 and Morel's music director Tim Mc

Govern came other professional misgivings 
with the album. This combination of diffi
culties placed the band on the brink of col
lapse. The solution was to say goodbye to 
McGovern and rework All Four One. With 
their collective back against the wall, the 
Motels' comeback is nothing short of amaz
ing. 

Martha Davis is still wrought with emo
tion over the soap opera in her life, but the 
Motels' victory provides a great source of 
pride and the strength to forge ahead. 
When Boston Rock spoke with her before 
the first Metro show, she was quite willing 
to talk about the recent shakeups surround
ing the Motels. Enigmatic by nature, Davis 
is a creature of contrasts, balancing rock 
star purrings with down home housewife 
candor, seemingly distant yet immediately 
personal and accessible. 

At the Metro, the crowd was attentive, 
drinking in every movement and note. Only 
a week and a half into the tour, the Motels 
did lack some of the tightness that charac
terized previous performances, but that 

should hi/ be taken care of once new guitar
ist Guy Perry settles into his role and the 
band shakes off its concert cobwebs. Still, 
working out for a full one hundred minutes 
in the clammy heat of Metro, Davis and 
band pushed themselves to the limit for 
Boston, a city she lovingly refers to as 
"home. " Between endless photo sessions 
and interviews, Boston Rock slipped in 
some time with Martha Davis and she tried 
to fill in the blanks about the group's eigh
teen month disappearance. 
Boston Rock: Welcome back lo Boston, it's 
been .. 
Martha Davls: Too lo,ng! (laughs) 
BR: This band is a bit different from the 
one you first played Boston with but it's 
only a new guitarist, right? 
Davis: Well yeah, the only thing consistent 
about the Motels is that there's a different 
guitarist on each album! 
BR: What about the new LP. It was totally 
redone because Capitol refused to release it. 
Davis: It wasn't as brutal as that. They said 
they'd release it, but they also said very 
kindly that they wanted this one to be the 
home run and they wanted us to win. Basic
ally Capitol has been supportive of us, it 
wasn't any kind of rejection. If it had been 
a normal record company rejection we 
would have been dropped. They said, if you 
want to take more time, if you want to go in 
and do something else, then do it. That's 
funny too, 'cause we were already celebrat
ing the finishing of the third LP. We call 
that oneJA. 
BR: That one was completed while Tim was 
still in the bond. 
Davis: Yeah, the whole album. The only 
song that still has Tim on it is "Tragic 
Surf." You see, Tim had a whole: lot to do 
with producing 3A and he's a brilliant guy 
-great guitar player and a great, uh ... 
(laughs) . .. anyway, there is a problem with 
the Motels. We were a great fucking live 
act, this band loves to be loved and these 
guys are the most beautiful, wonderful peo
ple in the world. But, we're not the most 
proficient studio musicians you ever met. 
When Tim left, Val Garay, our producer, 
said this himself, "The best musician has 
just left the band, now what do we do?" 
Tim would realize when 'Brian's drum tem
po would wander or Marty would exagger
ate the melody line too much or whatever. 
We're a street band! So, Tim's way of deal
ing with all of that was to put effects on ev
erybody! Man, if Brian didn't hit the beat it 
didn't matter because there were so many of 
them! Little delay-no problem! It sound
ed really interesting, but it also had the ten
dency to mask the entire sound of the al
bum. There's no clarity in the vocals be
cause basically we were just disguising 
things. Val Garay took over and it was bru
tal. We had to practice our 16th notes! 

We went back in and the first song we re
cut was "Only the Lonely"-that was the 
beauty of it, I mean, that song was on 3A 
and they said that record had no single on 
it. That's how differently it was re-record
ed. 
BR: The pressure must have been enormous 
while Tim was finishing 3A, but what hap
pened after? 
Davis: What happened was when Tim left I 
was about to quit the band. I had it, I mean, 
I was working years on this fucking thing 
and I was tired. There was so much mental 
abuse between the breakup, me and Tim, 
and then Val telling me about the best musi
cian having left the band. What should I 
do, fire the band? Fire my boys? I was 
ready to quit and open up my restaurant . 
(laughs) Instead, a 36th wind came along, I 
didn't fire the band and I compromised 
with Val by calling in some extra studio peo
ple. That took the band from this place 

where everyone was totally demoralized and 
had broken egos, real broken. So it got to, 
uh, Marty is out and this guy was in. That 
lasted for all of one or two songs but every
one started stomping around and Brian was 
ready to move off to England. 

I took everybody aside and said, "Look, 
it's not our egos and it's certainly not our 
health-we're here for one reason and 
that's to get these songs on this album 
whichever way makes the best sounds. It 
means that if you care about the project you 
have to pull together," and everybody did. 
We all went through a lot of hell on this al
bum-that's why when people come up to 
me and say it's a really fine record, I can 
look them straight in the eye and say thank 
you .. . it is! (laughs) 
BR: Are you relieved to be on the road 
again? 
DaYls: Yeah. I stay in bed all day and get 
ready for that hour and a half each night. 
But, after that show I usually can't sleep. I 
do such things like dance on the bus or last 
night up in Hampton Beach I grabbed the 
lour manager and made him run on lhe 
beach with me. You get so much energy 
from performing. 
BR: You seem to have no problem with en
ergy onstage. 
Davis: I guess I'm jusl very old fashioned 
when it comes to entertainment. When I go 
see somebody I want to see them perform. I 
don't like an apathetic. approach to rock 
and roll. I do like a lot of sounds, like syn
thesizers, bul when ii gets to that point of 
being predictable and nobody moving on
stage, whew! I mean, we're not androids 
yet. You can still go out and sweat and cry 
and scream and kick, to me, well I do that 
every night. I see so many bands that go out 
and pose-they're so cool because they're 
there. I think it's an honor to be on stage, 
it's such a privilege. 
BR: How do you adjust to life on the road? 
Davis: I cry my eyes oul all night, that's 
how I adjust to it! It's okay-you just do it 
and they're (Martha's two teenaged daugh
ters) good at accepting that. I've jusl taken 
over a new son-my 16 year old nephew. I 
got three teenagers, I don't even have them, 
my boyfriend does. Do you know how 
much teenagers eat! Oh God-let it go tri
ple platinum! (laughs) 
BR: It might, the single is doing great. 
Aside from sales though, I find/ like the en
tire record, every song. 
Davis: It's lovely to have an album where 
you can actually listen to every song. Back 
in the old days there used to be records 
where ten tracks were all brilliant instead of 
one 45 and the rest. It's gonna change, re
cord companies haven't asked for the quali
ty. Capitol, at least, had the good sense to 
ask us to go for it. 
BR: Reviews of the new album have been 
yuk .. 
Davis: I love some of those reviews: "the 
Motels went over like a bowl of runny jel
lo'' (laughs), uh, "all Martha Davis has to 
offer is, uh;cleavage." No ... it was some
thing else, oh yeah: "a plunging neckline." 
What's another good one: "the Motels 
came out in a dense cacophony!'' 
BR:/ guess you can't think too much about 
those .. 
Davis: . .. I remember the Rat. 
BR: Your first time in town was at the Rat. 
DaYls: You know, that was the only time 
I've been in a club where some guy was try
ing to pick me up after the show, like he was 
coming on hard and strong Boston style. 
But then a fight breaks out up front and he 
says, "Sorry gotta go!" (laughs) 
BR: So now that the worst times are behind 
how does the band/eel? 
Davls: Wonderful. It's great to have Guy 
Perry in the group. He was in Elephant's 
Memory and the man has incredible timing; 
he left two weeks before John Lennon got 
involved with them. I had given up on gui
tar players, I'd figured that there wasn't 
such a thing as a guitar player that didn't 
have an ego problem or an attitude. But 
Guy is wonderful and a fabulous player. 
BR: So how do you/eel? 
Davis: The girl's in heaven-what can I say? 
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BR: Aren't you ever tired of all this touring? 
Lee Rocker: Well ... you gotta work. 

Why deny it? Not so long ago I was as hell-bent on 
rocking with the Straycats as the rest ot them. The quiff 
creating nu-nile, which l bought immediately after see
ing a can in an NME photo-expose on the press-darling 
Straycats, is the incriminating evidence at the bottom of 
my dresser. Never mind that these uppity Yankees had 
made good in the jaded UK-what I liked was that 
someone was finally paying attention to those sounds 
again. Someone finally thought about doing the stomp. 
Maybe expressions like "crazy, man crazy" and 
''recceeeeal gone'' would come back, and people would 
trade in their Honda Civics for kustom kars. But then 
England got bored, started reanalyzing 1he social meta
phors provided by the Human League, and America still 
wasn't hip to that cool-cat music. I refiled the Elvis al
bums and reshuffled the deck. Maybe the Shakin' Pyr
amids would give that beat another chance. 

The months ticked by. Kids on the BJJ/Green line are 
wearing increasing num~ers of Straycats teeshirts. 
WBCN plays "Built for Speed"-the US release which 
combined the first and second Straycats' Bri1ish LP's
and their first concerts here at the Paradise and Spit sold 
out. Just when I'd totally lost interest, the whole rocka
billy rebel thing is back with a vengance, and 1he Stray
cats look hotter'n hell. 

It's been forever since I saw a new crowd that hepped 
up over the basic sounds that brought you rock&roll. 
Which is one of the more disturbing things about the 
Straycats-while people are getting into the 'Cats fast 
rockers, like "Fishnet Stockings," and the croony bal
lads l;ke ''Lonely Summer Night", they're still ignorant 
of the sources. If only people were raving on about the 
original, unrivaled stuff which inspired the Straycats! 
Not that the Straycats aren't good musicians and song
writers, just that no one's ever gonna come close to 
"Whole Lotta Shakin'", or "Be Bop A Lula", or "Rip 
It Up, Tear It Up," and a million other classics. Eddie 
Cochran's "C'mon Everybody," is one of the most 
outtacontrol odes to teenage recklessness ever written; 
the Straycats are doing it second-hand and it inevitably 
sounds watered-down. 

The Paradise crowd was unconcerned: they've seen 
the Straycats on late-night TV rock shows, and they 
were there to see exactly that, Gene Vincent be damned. 
The Straycats obliged. I thought it blatantly reconsti
tuted. But curbside, postconcert analysis included girls 
gushing "They're soooooo great," fans turning up 

_ "Wild Saxaphone" on mammoth cassette decks, and 
chubby new wavers newly digging the rockabilly beat en
thusing, "Best fucking concert I ever saw!" 

People who saw more than one show said they were 
identical, but if 1he Straycats ever feel like they're just 
doing a job, they don't let on. The crowd sings the songs 
with them (I got Cat class and I got Cat priiide"), and 
guitarist Brian Seltzer (looking like a small, happy Keith 
Levene with hair) engages everyone in a lot of call and 
response (''Are we gonna rock this town?''). So while 
some songs (i'ike "C'mon Everybody") were really po
me ano ·· Kuna way Hoys'' -the Straycats first UK sin
gle-lost the soul of the 45, the 'Cats never let up. They 
push forward from the edge of the stage into the audi
ence, Seltzer writhes and struts and uses his voice to fire 
the songs when the rockabilly formula threatens to take 
over. Seltzer knows how to croon, scream, whoop, and 
drop back only to start all over again. He clenches his 
fis1s, takes off his shirt, slings his guitar (Gretsch 1956, 
sez the Press Release) over his back, and does all kinds 
of engaging struts. Slim Jim Phantom plays drums 
standing up (probably the only answer to the drummer 
inferiority complex), climbing on top of them in especi
ally heated moments; he was endearingly embarrassed 
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after completely missip.g the drums during one exotic leap. 
Even Lee Rocker, who you'd think would be anchored 
by his bass, gets in his moments of flash, jerking the 
bass around the stage, climbing on it ("They're always 
breaking-you kick the sides in, or put a studded belt 
through it"). 

The older material sounded looser and frecr: ' 'Rum
ble in Brighton" and "Fishnet Stockings" were both 
full of the vibrancy that must have immediately cap
tured the British fans when the Straycats first performed 
there. Newer songs like "Rev It Up and Go" and "Built 
for Speed'' were just too clean; roots rock &roll needs 
that piquant sense of evil. The bad-boy ethic is key to 
every song Jerry Lee Lewis or Eddie Cochran ever did. 

For their second encore the Straycats did the Supreme's 
"Can't Hurry Love"-a fusion of rockabilly and pure 
pop that no one expected. In a way it's oddly appropri
ate, if extreme, because the band does do rockabilly 
from a pop standpoint . "We did that," says Brian Selt
zer, "because it's so wierd-it blew English kids away 
tor us to do Motown." They weren't so blown away 
that they couldn't stagger to the local record shops tak
ing Straycats British releases right to the top of the 
charts. 

,11oto: Pbll In Phla,h 

The trio grew up together on lovely Long Island, Lee 
and Jim in r&b bands like the "Mad Vipers," and Brian 
"in a different band every week." Immediately prior to 
forming the Straycats, Seltzer was in the NYC band 
Bloodless Pharoahs (see the long-forgotten Marty Thau 
2x5 compilation), an arty ensemble for whom Brian 
played keyboards: "No, I don't miss it; basically it was 
just something to get me into Manhattan. It got too car

- ried away, and I left." 
After the formation of the Cats and a dead-end at 

cult-status in New York, the band left for England. 
Both Lee and Brian insist it wasn't a calcu lated move
"We just wanted 10 go somewhere. I do think we came 
back at the right time, though. It was too early for us 10 
play here before." 

With the US showing new enthusiasm for her own 
bands, they could hardly have timed it better. The hys-

terical press coverage the 'Cats received in the UK fil. 
tered over here and paved the way for their assault on 
America. They admit to missing the attention they re
ceived in Britain, where the cultivation of American 
cars, clothes, and coiffures is a meticulous art form. 
With their wild clothes and exaggerated quiffs (notice. 
ably trimmed by the US tour), they attracted enough at-

_tention to launch themselves. "I like to let 'em know 
I'm American," admits Seltzer, "I have this huge Har
ley Davidson, an outdoor boat, and when I take it 
through the streets, people just gawk.'' Since rockabilly 
is such a big thing there, wasn't there jealousy and hos
tility towards these invaders from the native bands? 
"Well, the Polecats were slight rivals, but they weren't 
playing in London," Lee explains. "We were really the 
only other band doing this stuff. I think we introduced 
something and broke down a lot of barriers. We had all 
kinds of people al our gigs-teds, mods, and skins." 

With all {hrec band members m the p:,1.21 year bracket 
what brought them to Elvis instead of ELO? "My pa
rents listened to this stuff,'' explains Brian, ''maybe not 
like Elvis, but they were fifties kids, and my dad was in
to Hank Williams, and my mom was always listening 
to bands like the 5 Satins.'' 

It was by accident-we'd listen to old Beatles and 
Stones, and then find the originals," adds Lee, Jim is 
too sick to make the interview, and Lee and Brian have 
the BostonNewYorkPassaicPittsburghMadison touring 
blues. It's 99° outside and the pavement is liquid. Aside 
from a few US dates with the Rolling Stones, this is their 
first US tour, marking the release of their successful al
bum, and the decision to move back to the 
states. For the time being, everyone's lining in the tour 
bus, but they've left London-their home for two 
years-to try to do in the US what they did in the UK. 

The'Cats ended up opening on the Stones 1981 US 
tour after Mick Jagger saw them at a London club. Sri· 
an remembers going out to Keith Richard's estate, where 
they'd been invited to jam-"lt was wierd, fun. I found 
this vintage guitar lying on the floor, and he said, 'Go 
on, pick it up.• We started doing "Baby, Let's Play 
House,'' Keith had this butt hanging out of his mouth 
the whole time. That guy knows the stuff, he can play it. 
It was a four nighter!'' 

All the acclaim resuhed in a contract with EMI Amer
ican, and their first domestic LP, Built for Speed, pro
duced by another famous fan, Dave Edmunds. "We re
corded that in Buddy Holly's old untouched studio. It's 
this amazing place run by these old guys who can't af
ford to fix it up. The last person to use it was Lawrence 
Welk, and Elvis did some albums there. We used all the 
old mics-everything's all tubes, and some modern 
stuff, like for tape echo. It was a good mixture of old 
and new, but the atmosphere was definitely there. We 
used Elvis's microphones; I mean, we pissed where Elvis 
pissed!'' Lee and Brian still seem starstruck by the whole 
proposition. However derivative the Straycats may be, 
the fact remains that they love the music and the le
gends, and they're intent on bringing both to a lot of 
people. The madness of another current practilioner of 
this form, Tex Rubinowitz (who hit town to see them) 
might escape them, but all-in-all they seem to have kept 
sight of what it's all about. 

In September the band is going back into the studio 
to work on a January/February release. Brian's busy 
writing even on tour, authoring "ballads, lots of Chuck 
Berry style rockers, '' away from the straight rockabilly 
thing.' I ask if their strategy so far or in the future is pre
dicated at all on the new American appetite for Ameri· 
can music, or if they plan, like X, to use and overlay 
American rock and roll roots with something more con· 
temporary. Brian ponders the vague question for a se
cond, and then smiles, ''I think you're getting ahead of 
yourself. We don't consciously plan any of-this out; I 
just write whatever I want." 

As good a philosophy as lever heard. Meow. 
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Robert Ellis Orrall is distressed , A few 
moments back he had been poking through 
a scrapbook filled with photos taken while 
he was recording his second album in Wales 
a few months ago. There was one of Robert 
Plant, clad in a t-shirt, grinning like a Che
shire Cat. He had just dropped in to say 
hello while working on his own solo record. 
There were a couple of Carlene Carter look
ing shy but fetching . 

But now Prrall is stalking around his 
North Shore apartment, running his ,hands 
through his hair. He had just played a tape 

• of the new album for his visitor. The album 
sounds tremendous, the guest informed Or
ran, but people unfamiliar with his music 
will have a field day picking apart his vari
ous influences. 

That's what set off his good-natured ti
rade. Orrall agreed but added, "Gawd! 
What am I supposed to do? If I wanted to 
be commercial I wouldn't do what I am do
ing. I'd make the music all one style." 

He hurried over to his cassette deck and 
tossed in a tape . "I'd do an album of Ac
tuallys," he said, referring to the minor pop 
hit from his debut LP. Sure enough, the 
first song on the tape is an opus entitled 
"Valentine's Day," and it has all of the 
same qualities that made "Actually" im
possible to forget once you heard it. Whe
ther you liked the song or not didn't matter; 
once you heard it, it stuck . A couple of oth
er tunes following "Valentine's Day" are in 
the same mold, very admirable pop. 

But none of those songs are on the new 
record. Orrall had purposely left them off 
and only played them to make his point. He 
mentioned the critic who snidely referred to 
his first album by asking the question, 
"How many bands can you imitate?" and 
said animatedly, "Ohhh, that distressed 
me." 

The truth is, Orrall is a popmaster. He 
has an ability to write almost any kind of 
song with what most people would consider 
ridiculous ease. He begins, believe it or not, 
with the title in most cases . His first album 
contained pop, tangy new wave ("White 
Noise"), socially conscious numbers 
("You've Got a Problem With Women"), 
comic book rock ("Call the Uh-Oh 
Squad"), and more. 

He isn't trying to cover all bases, he's just 
fascinated by most pop music . All one has 
to do is study the wide range of artists in
cluded in his 800 cassettes mounted on a 
wall of his living room to appreciate that 
fact. Nick Lowe and Todd Rundgren domi
nate, but there is something by almost ev
eryone in his aural library. 

It should come as no surprise to learn that 
his new record is as eclectic as the first one. 
It was produced by Roger Bechirian, who 
has engineered or produced nearly all of El
vis Costello's discs. Virginia Astley (from 
the Ravishing Beauties) appears on it, along 
with Carlene Carter. There are more dance 
tunes, rock numbers, statement songs, etc. 
But bet the farm that "I Couldn't Say No" 
will be the monster song on the record . 

It 's sung along with Carlene Carter, and 
rather than harmonizing, they sing to (or is 
it at?) each other . Orrall met Carter when 
he opened up for her at the Paradise, and 
the two have since struck up a friendship. 
According to Orrall, a couple of his songs 
will even turn up on her next record. 

"I Couldn't Say No" features an ar
rangement that combines Orrall's ''Actual
ly" with Robin lane's "Don't Cry." Ori
ginally, Orr all had written the song to do 
with Lane, but he had been too shy to ask 
her to do it with him in concert, and when 
he got around lo making the album in 
Wales, lane wasn't around and Carlene 
Carter was. "I really wanted to do it singing 
to each other," he said of the session. Car· 
ter expected to do only a few back-ups, he 
added, and was very intimidated when she 
learned or what Orrall had in mind. "She 
was a riot," he went on, "she was more 
nervous than I was. I think it was the third 
take that we did it singing all the way 
through." With t,rics like, "You know 
where I'm 1oing tonight/You can find me 
where it feels alriaht, '' and smoldering vo
cals from Carter and Orrall, program di· 
rectors at AOR stations across the country 
should squeal with delight when they first 
hear the song. 

But i.t' s only one or several sharp ditties 
on the record, entitled Special Pain. "fade 
and Repeat" has been a staple of his live 
show and will finally be put to wax. ''The 
Message'' is a statement about racism. Oth
er titles include "It's OK to Like Me," 

"Striped Shirt," "It's Hard to Love," and 
"Senseless," a striking song about needless 
violence ("You call it radical action, I call it 

. burning to burn."). 
The album will once again by on Why-Fi, 

an English label distributed domestically by 
RCA. He's hoping to be able to do more 
tour support with this record than the last 
one. The debut received good press from 
several national publications, but because 
of a variety of personal and management 
problems, he never got a decent chance to 
tour and promote it. "How many bands re
lease a first album and don't tour to pro
mote it7" he asked rhetorically. ''The 
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Rings,,. his visitor replied, and Orrall's n_. 
pression told the rest or the story. 

The new album should be released near 
the end of the summer, late enough so it 
won't get buried among the other warm 
weather releases, but early enough to attract 
the back-to-school crowd. 

"For some reason I don't think I've ever 
been considererd a local act in Boston, even 
though I've been playing here for ten 
years," he said. "1 do wish people would 
realize I live here." 

After Special Pain hits the stands, people 
may not only realize he's from around these 
parts, they may even be proud that he is. 
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New Releases! 
From cachalot Records 

"A whale of a label for those who dance 
to a different drum." 

DEUTSCHLAND DEUTSCHLAND 
(LP BUR01l 

A collection of the finest "neu" German bands including 
Der Plan, Die Krupps, Palais Schaumburg, Die Doraus Und 

Die Marinas, Malaria and many others. 

THE SWOLLEN MONKEYS ON 
VACATION 

(LP Big7) 

A four track wacky summer ep from members and 
players of the Waitresses, the BS2's and Tin Huey, 

cachalot Recordscontaining ba,J~a:r,~ _m. utc for all primates. 

611 Broadway, suite 214 . . 
NY, NY 10012 , _... available at all groovy record stores 
(212> 254-1979 Distributed by Jem 

THEY LAUGHED WHEN I SAID 
''CASSETTE-ONLY'' ALBUMS! 

REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL RECORDS Inc. is the strangest record company in the world. It releases 
ONLY CASSETTES! Full album-length exciting performances by major rock & roll artists , not available on commer
cial vinyl. In other words , you can't buy these records-they don't exist-except on ROIR (pronounced "roar") 
Cassettes. 

Our artists, each with their own cassettes, include THE BUZZCOCKS, TELEVISION, NEW YORK 
HARDCORE COMPILATION, ALFONIA TIMS AND HIS FLYING TIGERS, JAMES CHANCE & 
THE CONTORTIONS, 8 EYED SPY WITH LYDIA LUNCH, THE DICTATORS, SUICIDE, NEW 
YORK DOLLS, FLESHTONES, SHOX LUMANIA, BAD BRAINS, THE GERMS, SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICANS, STIMULATOR$, HUMAN SWITCHBOARD, and many exciting new titles added monthly. 
All cassettes are handsomely packaged with colorful graphics, full documentation. liner notes by America's top 
rock writers, .often band photos and lyrics-and are recorded on high quality BASF DPS Premium Tape. Our re
leases have received rave reviews and acclaim all over the world , and our mail order department ships the same ·_ 
day orders are received! WANT TO KNOW MORE?'/ WANT TO BECOME A ROIR CASSETTE-JUNKIE! / 
WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND BE SURPRISED! 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• ROIR CASSETTES nan •• 
Suite214 - -

• 611 Broadway • 
• N.Y.C., NY 10012 • 
• Phone(212)477-0563 • 

• Yes. I want to become a ROIR CASSETTE-JUNKIE! SEND ME YOUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND • 
• IMPRESS ME! • 

• NAME______________________ • • • ._ ___________ __. • ADDRESS_____________________ • 

• CITY ______________ STATE __ ZIP___ • • • 
----------····································· 



Rock 'n' Ro.II 
Connection!! 



by Greg Reibman 

When SS Decontrol emerged onto Boston's music 
scene late lost year they met with much of the some 
closed-minded resistance that plagued the 1977 punk 
movement. Amidst cliched accusations of "they can't 
ploy," "they can 't write" and "they all sound alike," 
Decontrol plastered posters around town, spray-pointed 
hardcore slogans on anything that didn't move and 
played original hard-edged music which sounded like no 
one else - or or least like no one else in Boston. 

Which isn't to soy there weren't area groups ploying 
loud Jost songs. The Freeze, the Stains, leper and 
others were all active at the time. But while these highly 
commendable groups and their fans often looked to the 
U.K. for vinyl and inspriotion, Decontrol focused its at
tention toward the west coast and our notion's capitol. 
Whal !hey found, and chose to emulate, was 1101 just a 
new hybrid of 1riple speed rock, but also music which 
said something and which was uniting a whole new net
work of young Jans. 

Today SS Deconlrol is perhaps Bos1on's best live 
bond. I soy perhaps only because there ore some newer 
groups to whom Decontrol lent inspiration and advice 
(Jerry's Kids, Gang Green, F. U. S, D. Y.S. and others) 
who con on any given night give them on engaging run 
for the money. And I say live, because while DecontrolS 
first vinyl a11emp1-an ambitious 18 song ep on their 
own X-Claim! label-has many bright spots, overall it 
Jails to capture the awesome 1ension of the bond live. 

OJ all the various musical factions in this city, the 
hardcore scene is by for the freshest, most organized, 
and fascinating to follow. And as with any movement 
intent on makinx a statemem. it is also the most orob
lemotic. One sweltering hot Sa111rdoy afternoon I spoke 
with SS Decontro/'s guilarist / songwriter Al 
about both the success of h1S band and some oj 1he 
problems of the hardcore scene. 

Many people consider you to be one of lhe leaders or 
spokesmen for Boston's hardcore scene. 
· I suppose I am. Bui I don'I think it was my choice. 
That's why l wasn't so sure about doing this interview. I 
think everybody should speak for themselves. I have no 
right to speak for other people and I don't want 10. 

SS Decontrol is your first band. When did you first 
discover rock and roll? 

Music has always been a big thing in my life. I must of 
discovered music right about when I stopped playing 
Little League. We started the band about a year ago. I 
had ~ecided that there was no viable music in this city. I 
had listened to the Outlets and Boys Life and they were 
okay but they just didn't totally have it for me. 

Boys Life and the Outlets were always the bands for 
kids to ~o see but. they always had this commqcial thing 
underlying all of 1t. I always liked really hard music and 
I knew I ~ou)d do something better. I met Jaime (bass) 
through his sister and we got Chris {drums) through an 
ad in the Phoenix. We had a dttlerent singer tor a while 
but it didn't work out and we knew Springa wanted to 
sing so we gol him. 

When did you get involved with the straighl edge idra 
of no drugs and no drinking. 

I've never been involved with drugs, but I used to 
drink. I decided through thinking things out that I didn't 
need it. 

photo: Phil In Phlash 
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A BOSTON ROCK 
INTERVIEW 

So it wasn'.t influenced by the straight-edge hardcores 
in Washington D.C.? 

Oh it was totally influenced by it. The big turning 
point for me occurred when we went to see Black Flag at 
Irving Plaza in New York. I was talking to (vocalist) 
Henry Garfield and he told me about how united and 
tight the D.C. scene was. I realized that Boston didn't 
have anything like that. Boston had no direction. Rock 
an~ roll ha, always been tied into clubs and drugs and 
booze and stuff like that but we decided to promote 
making music the important thing. I don't know if I ac
tually influenced people or not but hopefully I haven't 
influenced them in the wrong way. 

Did you tell the band not to drink? 
Both Jaime and myself had made the decision a long 

time ago. I don't see anybody in the band doing any
thing- but if they did I'd be disappointed. · 

Would you be disappointed to the point where chey 
wouldn't be allowed to be in the band? 

Maybe. I guess it would depend on how far they 
pushed me. But don't interpret this as me saying I'd 
kick them out. I'd just quit. 

It seems like your ideas on how you want the band to 
operate are prelty well thought oul. 

It's a constant struggle 10 hold onto your ideals 
especially when you're continually ask-ed to go against 
them. For example, we were asked to play the Rock 'N 
Roll Rumble but we had a lready made a decision not to 
play clubs that don't let (underage) kids in. It would of 
been really good if we had played that. I think we could 
have blown a lot of people away. 

How important is it for you to make a statement 
through the band? 

I'm nol trying to move mountains. If people want to 
read my lyrics and if they get something from them then 
that's good, but if they don't then it doesn't really bother 
me. The main statement we try to make while we play is 
that il's rock for all ages. We only play all ages shows. 

Do you consider yourself to be an entertainer? 
I think we're fun if that's what you mean. I think we 

provide an outlet. Right now this city has some great 
bands. I think that bands like Jerry's Kids, F.U's and 
others blow away a 101 of other bands. If they were 
around two years ago I wouldn't have started Deconirol, 
I'd be following them. 

Of course the big problem now is that 1here is no place 
to play. But that's probably the same problem every 
other hardcore band in the world faces. 

There are lwo things thal bolher me about lhe Boslon 
hardcore scene; first it seems to be getting more and 
more violent, and second I find it to be pretly sexist. 
Why aren't there more women involved? 

I don't know. There arc more girls involved in the 
New York and D.C. scenes than there are here. There 
are a 101 of messed up girls in this town. A lot of 1hem 
are definitely caught up in the new wave punk 
thing-but not hardcore. I can't rea ll y rela1e to how they 
think. There are probably only five or six girls in this 
town that pretty much have their crap together. .they 
like the music, they like the energy and they like the 
ideas. It 's pretty obvious tha1 they can't get involved in 
the pit during a gig because they're built different. But if 
they can't gel involved in that they can get involved in 
other ways, like fanzines .... 

How come there aren't any women in hardcore 
bands? 

Ask them. Don't ask me. There is a girl hardcore band 
in Nevada. As far as violence, I see no violence in the 
scene at all. 

Are you serious? 
The same people that say there is violence in our scene 

would complain about pro football and hockey being 
violent. When you're on the floor it is like a sport and I 
think the same questions have been answered quite ade
quately by the sports world. 

I've been lo a number of your shows where I've seen 
various thrashers or slam•dancers delibent.tely dive into 
people who have just come to watch. 

Well I've never seen that. And you won't see me doing 
that. Hardcore, especially in Boston, is really rough, but 

continued on next page 
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... ss Decontrol CODI. 
I think it looks a lot worse on the outside, and the 
audience participation looks a lot worse than it really is. 
It's really not that wild. Besides I think that a lot of the 
people that are standing around really want to get more 
involved but they don't know how to. 

A lot of kids In lhe scene, Including yourself and 
Choke from Nepltn: FX have ended up on crutches or 
suffered from other Injuries while thrashing. 

All the injuries happen in New York. When you go to 
New York it's a war. It's kind of territorial. 

WIii you go back? 
Definitely. We really don't think we were at fault. 
Forget aboul being at fauU. We're talking about 

entering a slluallon where based on past experience you 
know you might seriously Injure yourself. 

We're not masochists or anything but we really do like 
to take chances. And if that injury happens it's worth all 
the moments before it. I could see how people would not 
understand it. But most of the people we hang around 
with aren't interested in holding out because there's a 
risk of getting injured. 

How long do you think SS Decontrol will last? 
I don't know. It's a day to day thing. I definitely want 

to get a second record out. The first record is almost 
sold out and I don't think we'll be pressing any more. 
We have about five new songs that arc probably the best 
we ever wrote. Our songs aren't written like traditional 
songs. They have no hooks, no catches or any repeated 
chorus. Our songs try to make people dig down and try 
to bring out total aggressive behavior. I don't try to 
write songs people can sing to-I write songs people can I 
thrash by. · 

Do you listen to the radio often? 
Yeah. I'm always listening to either records or the .! 

~~~:~r o:e;~s~hl~I! :~~h o~~;h~; :i:re~~kb~~el rt~~ok i:t ag~~! ! 
into a rut a lot. I still think most of the dj's don't want to it that's good-but I can't relate to it. I don't want to get 
play hardcore. There's a lot of dj's who are just contin- up there and boogie and shake my ass, it's not me. I'd be 
ually looking for the best arty records in town. And now totally phony and I think a lot of people are being totally 
it's not only more arty but it's more funky. It's like funk- phony. 
art has become the big thing to listen to. Now all the The whole punk thing is just as phony sometimes. 
bands like the Jam and Gang Qf Four are totally funkin' Hardcore should just be interpreted as music that has 
out. So now it's got to the point where most new wave good ideals to it and is very hard sounding. If l could 
can be played in the discos. If people really honestly like show Ted Nugent fans a group like Bad Brains then 

things would be different. The Bad Brains could blow s s I 
any heavy metal conglomerate commercial band right 
off the stage. The Bad Brains are the most phenomenal. 
band in the world. 

Thanks • lot . 
What are you going to do now? Are you going to edit 

so I sound stupid? 
No, I'm going to edit so it sounds better. 

Eight Track Recording 
Kenmore Square 

Boston 
254-7071 

"YOUTH OF AMERICA" 
The new Wipers' album 
On Park Avenue Records 
Avallahle tram your local reoord SI.Ore or for $6 
pcetpald (overseas add $3 airmail) from Park 
Avenue Records, PO Box 19296. Seau,Je, WA 
98109 
Alooave.lle.h!eh,v 1.he Wlptirson Park Avemiti kto:lrrts 
"lanll-.at"' ·--
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THE CHRIS MARTIN GROUP 
Semi-Finalists 1982 WBCN Rock 'N' Roll Rumble (617) 923-2491 
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the wipers 
by Scolt Pascucci 

At Spit, Friday, July 23 

"There isn't a future to music 
anymore, nothing to took forward 

to, so we just stay dedicated.'' 
-Greg Sage, The Wipers 

Dismissing rock'n roll as "a party that 

never ends'', insistent that people recognize 
they are "not just a jukebox", the Wipers 
arc anxious to avoid categorization as hard
core, punk, or this week's preferred trend. 
And though they slashed their way through 
Spit recently, it was an unusual enough 
event to make one wonder if they won't 
eventually succeed in bringing people 
around to an understanding of what they're 
trying to do. 

IEFFIGIESI 
WATCH FOR EAST COAST TOUR IN SEPTEMBER 

12-INCH EP "HAUNTED TOWN" ... SOLD OUT 

7-INCH SINGLE "BODYBAG"/"SECURITY" ... $2.50 
POSTPAID 

NEW 4-TRACK EP AVAILABLE SOON 
WRITE FOR T-SHIRTS AND STICKERS 

COMING SOON: TRIAL BY FIRE's LP 

Rather than the middling sized crowd I'd 
expected, I found Spit crammed to capacity 
with an interesting array of people, some 
slamming, some watching approvingly, 
others muttering in the wings . Trance-like 
behind dark sunglasses, singer/guitarist 
Greg Sage maintained a crushing level of 
personal and musical intensity throughout 
"Romeo", most of Is This Real and Youth 
of America, and the final climax, "When 

ting down after his guitar strap was broken 
by an overzealous slammer. 

The Wipers' avowed aim is to create an 
environment conducive to tension-release. 
Noting that "anyone can say fuck you gov
ernment, fuck you society", the Wipers 
refuse to spell out for their audience what 
they want them to think and how they want 
them to react-"it's not what you see or 
hear, it's how you feel." Studiously avoid
ing the innuence of contemporary music, 
which he feels is controlled by monetary, 
rather than artistic valves, Sage writes out 
of a concern for people, a society which he 
fears has no unity, and thus no hope for the 
future. 

The Wipers seem unconcerned with all 
forms of success other than that of provid
ing an intelligent release for their audience. 
At the same time, the group seems to accept 
that they will drive people away; they prefer 
that an audience react negatively than with 
ambivalence. The feeling they create is not 
for everyone, but they seem confident that if 
they can keep exuding the right kind of 
magnetism and intensity, more and more 
people will find themselves locking in, re
acting instead of spectating. What I heard 
at Spit didn't make me lock in, but what I 
saw and subsequently learnea · makes me 
think I'll try again. 

Look for the Wipers to be back in Boston 
in late August, possibly with an underage 
show. Also look for the recently released 
Trap sampler, featuring four Portland, Or
egon bands and including the Wipers. A 
third album is now in the works. 

RUTHLESS 
RECORDS 

RUTHLESS RECORDS 
PO BOX 1458 
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60204 
(312)864-8696 

"LUNGS" 
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~-------------:;;;;:;;;:;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;::;;;:;;;;:;;;::;;;;;;;;;;:;..--------------, er who concocts fantastic inventions like a 
flyina bicycle and a magical spirit ball that 
makes visual manifestations of spiritual 
energy. Andrew and Ariel had known each
other years before, and on this second 

:i~ti~o:~~s 0irt~ch';1 ~i;Y.ii.e=~~~i~~ 
oped between them if only they had acted 
on their feelings. Joining these two couples 
is Andrew's best friend Maxwell (Tony Ro
berts), a doctor, and his new nurse, Dulcey 
(Julie Hagerty). The sex comedy takes off 
from there, with couples being split apart 
and shifted around, ending up with some 
pretty interesting configurations. 

Allen presents his characters with a gen
erousity of spirit that was hinted a.1 at the 
end of his Monhallan: as in the Renoir film, 
"everyone has his reasons." Maxwell, a 
continuation of the Tony Roberts charac
ters in Allen's previous films, goes through 
a bit more development than the caricature 
ladies' man of Annie Hall. Even the laugh
ably pedantic Leopold, target of Allen's an. 

The star attraction of the month is Off the Lifetime Achievement Award: Worst pellingly bad. A must see! (Excerpts from ti-intellectualism. holds some surprises. 
The Wall's engagement(August 13·26) of ,Director of All Time. From its paper-plate Plan 9 have recently been featured on the Allen, working with cinematographer 
Plan 9 From Outer Space, the fifties sci-(i flying saucers to its stilted dialogue to its Nitccap Theater segment of the David Let· Gordon Willis, now creates tension with 
epic famous for clinching the Golden Tur- low-budget decor (look for the same furni· terman show) And remember: they weren 'I formal visual means as well as with dial
key Award for Worst Film of All Time. Its ture in different settings) to the ghoulish trying to be funny. It will be shown with the ogue. He shows the spaces in between pco
director, the notoriously eccentric Edward Vampira to the whacked-out narrator Cris- horror spoof Crealure From the Haunted pie; often one or both characters who arc 
D. Wood Jr., was posthumously awarded well the psychic, this one is absolutely com- Sea, made by The Master, Roger Corman. having a conversation will be out 9f frame. 
~-----------------------------------------~ He's in1egra1cd the fantasy elements, such as 

llltiiE '\{o,,- IEIU 11:2 :: 
by Betsy Sherman 

• " Our leenage dreams are surely worth a 
men/ion " 

- The Undertones 

Gregory's Girl (playing at the Nickelo
deon Theater) has gobs of charisrrta. Scott
ish director Bill Forsyth 's second film, 
which takes place in an unassuming suburb
an Scottish high school, is funny, fresh, and 
sweet without the sugar-coating. Forsyth 
manages to make the entire cast of charac
ters (mostly played by members of the Glas
gow Youth Theatre) if not downright like
able, than a1 least sympathetic: from the 
nerdy Andy, who peppers his conversation 
with a litany of excruciatingly boring 
"facts," to the crusty headmaster, to the 
dreamairl Dorothy, who is yards ahead or 
her classmates in sophistication , and no1 a 
little smug about it. 

Dorothy is the catalyst: it is she who stirs 
Gregory's soul. The film's success rests in 
large part on the performance of Gordon 
John Sinclair as Gregory . With h;~ gangly 
limbs, goofy grin , and eager-pupl y eyes, 
Sinclair pulls it off perfectly. When the 
cool, .graceful Dorothy out-finesses all the 
male tryouts for the school soccer team, 
and ends up taking over Gregory's position, 
Gregory is dazzled and smittc:n . Of 
course he 's also tickled with the idea of be
ing in love, as he marvels to a friend: "I feel 
restless and dizzy, it's wonderful. Bet I 
don't get any sleep tonight." 

Everyone pitches in with advice for Greg
ory. The teenaged boys are hopelessly con
fused, while it is the girls and even the little 
kids who seem to be the keepers of wisdom. 
Gregory 's ten-year-old sister clues him in on 
the intricacies of womanlJood, and it is the 
tcenaged girls who finally decide what is 
best for him. 

Featured in the cast , and giving an awfoJ. 
ly aood performance, is Clare Grogan. The 
fdm was made long before she became fa
mous as the singer of Altered Images. 

Poor Gregory-ff only he knew that 
things won 't get an y easier twenty years 
later . Evidence: Don 's Party (playing al the 
Orson Welles Cinema) , an Australian film 
by Bruce Beres ford (made before his 
Brmker Morant) which shows that 
teenagers do n't corner the market on 
confusion about the opposite sex. The ac
tion takes place on Presidential Election 

a ...... Rock#J I 24 

day, 1969. Don's (political) party, and most 
of his friends 's, is Labor, and he throws a 
bash on election night to, as he tells his 
wife, (hopefully) "celebrate the end of 
twenty years of conservative rule." "It's 
just another excuse for a booze up, " she 
counters , and she should know, she does 
mos1 of the work al Don 's partieS, The· 
house eventually fills uo, with five couples ' 
and one odd-man-out . We then follow the 
intrugues that go on until dawn. Talk about 
voyeurism! 

To some extent the characters are 
"types": the bitter academic, the 'tighl· 
assed young conservative, the handsome 
stud who brings a nineteen-year-old sexpot, 
the beautiful bohemian artist with raven 
hair and heavy eye make-up. But though 
they might seem to be psychological 
prototypes, Beresford never uses them as 
puppets or symbols. He uses their friction 
for comic effect. 

The talk, anr.i ihe action, revolves around 
sex, politics, sex and more sex. The camera 
will catch two different conversations at 
once, set them against each other, and na
turally gravitate towards the more inter
esting one. The men talk about the women, 
the women talk about the men, each in their 
corners, then they venture out to spar with 
each other again . 

The characters spark off each other: they 
flirt, seduce, resist seduction, and as the 
drink starts to get to them, barriers start 
crashing down. There are blow-ups, some 
hilarious, some devastating, many of which 
will have to be forgotten the next morning 
for life to go on with any semblance of 
normalcy. The solid performances, the 
clever dialogue, and the sheer momentum 
made Don's Party an involving and 
entertaining experience. 

Men and women try to unravel each 
other's mysteries again in Woody Allen's 
new film, A Midsummer Nigh I's Sa Com
edy (playing at the Paris Cinema). The sto
ry of two couples who come to spend a 
summer weekend at another couple's coun
try home, this film traces its roots back 
through Ingmar Bergman's Smiles of A 
Summer Nigh/ to Jean Renoir's Rules of 
the Game, with hints of Shakespearian co
medies. Allen succeeds beautifully in paying 
homage to these masterpieces while also 
putting the stamp of his own personality on 
thcmateriaJ. 

The setting (at the turn of the century) is 

genteel with its country romps to the strains 
of Mendelssohn (quite shocking coming 
from a man who described himself as 
being "at two with nature"). Pompous old 
scholar Leopold (Jose Ferrer) brings his 
beautiful young socialite bride-to-be Ariel 
(Mia Farrow) to the home of his cousin Ad· 
rian (Mary Steenburgen) and her husband 
Andrew (Woody Allco), a Wall Street brok-

the spirit ball, into the story with ease, let· 
ting them grow out of the heady summer at
mosphere and the other-worldliness of the 
historical setting. Doubtless some will find 
the preoccupation with spiri1ualism disc0n
certing, preferring to sec Woody Allen as a 
glib New Yorker, but he has always main
tained the ultimate inadequacy of words 
and rationalism, though usually in a more 
pessimcstic vein. 

The performances arc excellent, with one 
problem. The action is mainly supposed to 
pivot around Ariel, and Mia Farrow just 
does not have the magic required to make 
it totally believable. It should be taken for 
granted that she electrifies the men around 
her, but Farrow is more cute thanfatale. 

1'he W-,z Kids 
take 

To a tough, new visual image. 
Cross the line to Wlz Graphics' 

turf of striking, new graphics. 

Our designs have 
rumbled for: 

Don Low Compony; 
The Cors; J. Geils Bond; 

The Outlaws; 
Joe Perry Project; 

Peter Dayton; 
SyncroSound Studios; 

& Metro/Spit. 

From concept 
to completion, 

Wlz Graphics 
will toke you on. 

Dore us. Ca// 
Leslie or Mitchell 
at (617) 266-0540, 

we'llloydown 
our blodes to talk. 





<DCACHALOT 
by Rosanna Cavallaro 

Eric DuFaure began Cachalot records in 
I 980, in the "do-it yourself" tradition of 

independent labels. With two homemade 
albums, by Robert Derby and Ian North, 
DuFaure avoided the need for a financial 
daddy and used his resources for mar
keting and promotion instead. Now, three 
years later, Cachalot 's catalogue has 
expanded considerably, and DuFaure has 
managed to straddle the difficult fence 
between local loyalties and international 
perspective. 

~ACE OF HEARTS Cachalot 's growth owes itself to the 
interesting background of DuFaure him
self: he attended an English university and 
Harvard Business School, and worked for 
several years in investment banking. He 
nevertheless maintained an especially 
musical business sense, writing songs and 
producing other artists, including the 
Neighborhoods back in 1979. He left 
Island Records after six months of A & R 
in N.Y.C., and started Whale Music in 
London in 1977. The whale, Dufaure 
explains, is a symbol of his admiration for 
past pioneers in independence, Atlantic 
and Island, swimming metaphorically 
between them, he jokes. 

by Mr. B 

Rick Hane is owner of Ace of Hearls 
Records. Ace of Hearts released 1wo of 
B0s1on 's bcs1 selling independent records, 
the Neighborhoods' .. Pre1tiest Girl," and 
Mission of Burma's signals, coils and 
marches EP. Rick Harte is an indcpen
den1 producer. During his career he's 
transferred some of 80s1on 's best musical 
talent onto tape and vinyl. Rick Harte is a 
rocker. And, well, there's lots of Rick 
Hane stories. 

I don't care what anyone says-Rick 
Harte 1sa good guy. Sure, we like to 
brutalize him once in a while, but we are 
envious. Really, Richard W. Harte has 
done a lot of good things for the Boston 
music scene, and it\ high time he got his 
say: 

Rick Harte-As Ace of Hearts 
From the flrst ~ingle. The lnnictors' 

"Cigarenc". 10 1he la1es1, The Monke_i•'s 
l-leac/ ... EP by the Neats, Hane has been 
able to stir u11 a good amounl of praise, 
gos,ip, cha11er and general comroversy. 
Whal Rick Harte '>el out to get, and "ha1 
he doesget. is reaction. "I try to make a 
record lhat makes a ,erious impression on 
,omebody, not ,omething you listen lo, 
I hen 1hro"' an the wastebaskc1." 

The typical problem \\ith making any 
product that i, too c\lreme for mass con
\ump11on i\ that ii doc<,11'1 ,cit. Luckily. 
c,trcrncly good ta,te 1n production and 
11ar.:kaging ha, 1urned mosl Ace ol Hean, 
releases into money-maker':,. Not big mo
nc\ , mmd you. but a proli1 at least. "To 
Judge it on puri: bu'i1ncss terms. inde
pendent record ':. don't make sense ... For 
Hane, the businc<,~ side is the necessarv 
e\"II 10 keep his products 111 1he market~ 
place. He admits he can'1 even figure out 
!us financial statement, and has no idea 
how much he made or spen1 on a given 
record. As far as he's concerned ii's nne 
that "mos1 records have made money.'' 

Okay, so lei's forget the money. Maybe 
1 hat "hit" will come or maybe it won't 
but Hane uses a very different criteria for 
success. lfa record can: (I) get national 
at1ention, (2) sell in every s1atc, (3) gel 
substanrial radio and/or club pla}I, (4) get 
good reviews. and (5) make Rick and the 
band happy, the record is a success. On 
those 1erms, the label's bigges1 success wa\ 
M1ss1on of Burma',; "'Academy Fighl 
Song," which ironically was one of its 
poore,;t sellers. On Rick's personal terms, 
the mo11va11on and 1he re"ard lies in sim
ply "the challenge of making a.better 
record.· • 

"Mo\t mdependcn1 record companie-.; 
don '1 put out good records.·· ~los1 of Lhe 
faults hl' find \ arc common 10 the maJor 
record comparuc\ too: '"Thev really don'1 
mak e a good l"(l \CT. The\ don·1 think 
abo u1 th e mrn!!t.' o t 1hc hand and hov, the 
.H!\\ ork ,1pnhl.· h' 1he hand I[ ', nm har d 
10 Jl1; 1hc\ iu,1 rather ~t·t 11 om and ,e ll 
1 No record, ,trc rroJu~·cJ • the\ 're 1u,1 
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done. You need i1 done by someone wi1h 
some knowledge and experience in the 
field." It's 1ragic whal can happen to a 
band that gels 1he short stick when 
making a record. Boston's Atlantics and 
the Nervous Eaters were both vic1ims of 
corporate label apathy. 

For all their clout, Harte looks at the 
maJor record labels as neither an aspira
tion, nor a 1hrea1. In spi1e of their con
stant kidnapping of good. new talen1 es
tablished by independent labels. Harte is 
not worried. "Big label,; arc looking for 
1he fa,;test money possible. The music tha1 
Ace of Hearts and other independen1s 
produce is ·100 sick' for the majors." 
Instead. Harte looKs on it as a com
pliment 1f one of his bands were picked 
up by a major label. 

Aside from a fe" established indepen
dem labels such as Slash (The Blasters. X, 
Fear, The Germs) and Factory {Joy Divi
<,ion. New Order), he sec<, few innova
iions. " I thought 'independent' meant not 
being a carbon copy of some1hmg larger. 
but rather. being a maverick, radical. with 
ne\\ ideas and looKing at thing\ in a dif
rcrent way." Too many independents are 
behaving like small versions of 1hc "big" 

After a couple of successes-"Singin' in 
the Rain" by Just Water, which was 
picked up by Stiff in '78, and "Reggae 
for it Now," by Bill Lovelady, a summer 
hit in '79-DuFaure worked for a while in 
his native France. There, he wrote and 
produced for chanteur Bernard Lavilliers. 
But when bands like Polyrock, the 

@415 
by Julie Panebianco 

comparne,. Howie Klein and his part'ners started 
"I hope 1nderiendcn1 label<, don't think the independent record label 415 Records 

of themselves as !he farm team for the four years ago in San Francisco. With a 
majors, and 1hat eventually lhey'II grov. lot of hard work, commitment, and the 
up, 'if you \\Ork e\'ery day. and you·re a signing of exciting new bands like Romeo 
good boy ... · I don ' t think that was (he Void and the Red Rockers, 415 managed 
premise of thc nt:\\ \\a\-e. 10 become ex- to sell quite a few records-enough, in 
actl\' like 1he big. ri ch guy\." Yeah. he's fact, to interest Columbia Records in 
righl. it' \ \Uppo,ed 10 be different. But. signing a distribution agreement. 
a\ history repeat\ mclf and the going gels A former New Yorker, Klem has had a 
10ugh, the tough get going. \\'hen the multi-faceted career. After spending his 
choice comes do" n to lollo"'ing the !}OSI graduate years in Europe and Asia, 
cro"d and putting food on the table, or he returned to the States and taught pho· 
holding true to your convictions and togrophy at a women's college. Moving 
taking a chance, mos1 people don't need on, he became a successful freelance rock 
you to repeat the question. and roll writer, and soon began dabbling 

That gels down to 1he bands too. The in radio as a disc jockey. 
mgredien1s tha1 make a good band are 415's first record was a sigle by a San 
rarely quan1i1ative. Whal Harte looks for Francisco bond called the Nuns. "None of 
is a combmation of A11itude, Sound, Im- the major labels were interested, so we 
age and Identity. The band has 10 have a just said, 'Let's do it. "' he soys simply. 
collective personality and sou nd; 001 one "We only intended to put out one 
lhat is deliberate or planned. That's right, record." 
either it works or doesn't work. Harte Klein is energetic, articulate, and to use 
gels 1apes from bands every day who are his favorite word, 'inspired'; In this 
looking for a (or any) record deal. What business of making, and selling, records, 
can you tell a band tha1's spent months Howie Klein is also a very successful man. 

:~~i~1gs:~t~:~~~~ ;;~k;ongs toge1her, RADIO, RADIO 

" If a band Oops. it's the band's respon- ar~;~c;1t~~ ~i~:~;:s~~a~~:~j~~~w 
'sibi\i1y, and 1he band'\ responsibility to on 'BCN. 1 think 1 was on two weeks be-

' ~iH~~~~1h~:~:,~~:f ~f ~}~:E£~~:::. iE~~~f ~:; Wt~~~::i:o;:~l~r-
:~:r:{::f i,~;~,:~?~:t~i~~~r~~~~11h ~!e%i~d:E:~::.~~;]i:~:ri~f;i:~~:; 
their iden1it•,..." Rick ad,"~ 1ha1 bands 
, ta\ \\J!h u. lind , amt• good management. !~~~~~h::~~tt~enia:k~verybody 

st
abbing 

I Pf a ll lht• d tor1 hand, ' f'!Cnd on 1he Now I have a ,;how on KUSF that is 
rn u, 1c 1hc\ ,1,mc11mc, to,l· ,1 ~h1 1ha1 

40 
1 

\e rv popular. And they ~an't h~ar my 
, .. con · on page ,ab~\ 's mu\1c. though belore I signed the 

! 

Lounge Lizards, Klaus Nomi, and De
funkt surfaced in New York, Dufaure 
began to seriously work on the idea of an 
alternative label. 

New York is a tough place for musi· 
cians to make it in, DuFuare notes, be
cause the maJor labels based here tend to 
ignore local artists in their efforts to 
attract bigger fish. Cachalot, however, has .a 
gone so far in its support of local work as 
to release two compilations of street mu
sicians, recorded on location, called Stars of 
the Streets. At the same time, Oufaure 
observes, "everyone in New York is an 
alienated American," and Cachalot ded
icates itself to anything which is 'alien.' 
Thus the release of Burundi Black an EP 
recorded by French anthropologists, of 
native Burundi drummers, whose rhythm ,. 
inspired Bow Wow Wow, Adam and Jhe 
Ants, and the Byrne/Eno experiments on 11 

My Life in the Bush of Ghosts. 
On the horizon for Cachalot is Deutsch

land Deutschland, a compilation of the 
best of cu rrent German music. DuFaure 
believes na.t, after American and English 
intluenc~s. German music is about to 
become ·'the third force in rock and 
roll," and Deutschland Deutsch/and is an ,r. 
attempt to unleash that for-;:e in the 
States. There's also a seco nd album' by the 
Comiteens, and new material from the 
Swollen Monkeys, whose moonlighting 
with the Waitresses and the B-52's has 
prevented them from promoting their own 
work as a band. And agreements with 
Cherry Red records of England have led 
10 the American release of Medium 
Medium and synthesizer-talent Thomas 
Leer. 

bands I played them. When I do my radio 
show I'm on ly thinking about my audi· 
ence, I'm having a love affair with my 
audience. Once 1hat love affair is over, 
goodbye, I'm off the air. 

THE BEGINNING 
When my partner Chris Kanab and I 

started putting out records it was totally 
as fans. What I disagreed about at the 
New Music Semmar, a lot of people were 
saying 'we're in the busmess to make 
money, that's what it's about, right?' No, 
it is not right. I'm happy lo make money, 
I've got nothing against it, it would be 
wonderful, but I got into it because I love 
music, and I love ideas. That is why I am 
doing what I am doing, and that is how 
we started 415, from day one. 

SIGNING PART I 
What I look for, the most important 

thing of all is that there be an inspiration . 
I'm like a hippie, a spiritual kind of per
son. 1 really believe music is a very spir· 
itual thing. To me the biggest turnoff is if 
someone's biggest inspiration comes from 
a bank book. That is what I hate about a 
band like Journey or REO Speedwagon. 
Their only inspiration is money. If a band 
is inspired from another source, that is 
like, magic, it hits me right away. 

MISSED OPPORTUNITIFS ... 
AND POSSIBLE REGRETS 

The first album we put oul was a com
pilation album, and I was juggling 12 
bands to get their tapes in on time. The 
first band to get me their tape, the only 
band who met the deadline, and every
thing was perfect, everything was won· 
derful, was the Dead Kennedv's with 'Ho
liday in Cambodia' Thev we~e ser to go. 

... t..:onl. on page 32 



INDIE LABELS 
CELERATOR 1039A Page, San Fran
co, CA 94117, (415) 552-9824, Pres:Jlll 
ntalne, Rec:Breakouts " All We Wanna 
"(45), "In Vagueness Deal " (45), "Teeth 
he Gears" (EP). 

E OF HEARTS PO Box 597 Kenmore Sta
n, Boston, MA 02215, (617) 536-1770, 

11 s:Richard Harte, Rec:Mlssion of Burma 
1, ·gnals, Calls & Marches" (EP). Neats (EP), 

sion of Burma "Trem Two" (45). 
CUT RECORDS 967 Osos St., San Luis 

lspo, CA 93401, (805) 543-2232 Pres: 
tty Dee, Rec:Patty Dee " Fade The Night 
ay" (EP), "We've AU Had Enough" b/w 
ow Or Never" (45). 

,~ PHA-MEDIA RECORDS PO Box 444 
ck Bay Annex, Boston, MA 02117, (617) 

1460, Pres:William Garrett , Aec:The 
• m (45), Jimmy Vigtone(45), Pink Cadillac 

aoov Accidents" (EP). 
. IBITION RECORDS Box 8095 Brewster 

1tion, Bridgeport, CT 06605, (212) 
-5170, Pres:Steven Leeds, Rec: Hydra 
rla, Young Jacques (45). 

AMAZE RECORDS 1802 Ocean Parkway 
lte 2A, Brooklyn, NY, (212) 627-8499, 
~s:Cosmo Ohms, Rec:" Aockin On The 
wery", " Birthday Heaven", "We Can 

a ve A Party". 

F ARF RECORDS PO Box 954, East Oen
' MA 02641, (617) 876-1646, Pres:Erlk 
dgren, Aec:Magic Mose and His Royal 
ckers "Quiet Desperation" {EP), Route 28 
nether Cape Cod Summer" (45), Space 
groes '' Have A Lousy X-Mas" (EP). 

OMUSIC 639a Knowles, Southhampton, 
18966, Pres:Ji Fear, Rec:Atomic 

inkers "The War Game" (tape), "White 
arfs" (tape), "Nuc1earWarTactics" (tape). 

IC RECORDS 98 Queen St. E. Suite 3, 
onto, Canada M5C 156, (416) 862-0352, 
s:AI Mair, Rec:The Bopcats, Tenpole 

1 or, Gruppo Sportive. 

TISTIC RECORDS/SNAT 5 LIMITED 429 
Superior Suite 501, (312) 878-5637, 

s:Arthur E. Mac Quilkin Ill, Rec:Men 
atrlx Of Compassion" (LP), Mentally Ill 
anntbal" (tape), "Book Of Holy Lies" (EP). 

• TOMOTIVE RECORDS 11471 Mitchell, 
mtramck, Ml 48212, (313) 891-8971, 
s:Dennis Loren, Bob Tremain & Joe 
lsh, Rec:"Oetrolt On A Platter" (LP), The 
ite Lines "Cos You're Not" (45), The 
pires "Oon'cha Touch Our AC'ck'n Roll" 

). 

A.Y.M. MUSIC 31 Park Drive #3, Boston, CAIS Box 154 Vauxhall, NJ 07088, 
MA 02215, (617) 267-4859, Pres:Joe O'Ne111, Pres:Roser E. Johansen, William Agathis, 
Rec:A.Y.M. (45). Aec:Tapes Only Label. 

BATTERY SOUND 90 West St. N.Y., CATS VOICE RECORDS Box 564 
N.Y. 10006, (212) 227-3896. Pres:Mark Newburyport, MA 01950, (617) 465-8576, 
Freedman. Rec: "Stop Boy" (45), "Young Pres:Tom Reeves, Darlene Rowe, 
Lover's Game" (45l. Discharoe (lPt Aec:Protex Blue ''What Would You Say", 
BAYWEST RECORDS 652 Hilary Drive, "Tourist Town", "little Tanks" . 
Tiburon, CA. 94920, (415) 435-5223, Pres; CIA RECORDS 1231 Ashland, Houston, 
Ron Patton. Rec: "Video Game". TX 77008, (713) 861-0723, Rec:Culturcide 
BEF.HIVE RECORDS 5927 Sundance Lane, (tape), Wiydolls (EP), Really Red (LP). . 
San Antonio, TX 78237, (512) 684-7030 D 8 RECORDS 432 Moreland Ave NE, 
Pres:Joseph G. Pugliese, Aec:Mystery Atlantic, GA 30307, Pres:Danny Beard. 
Oates, The Vamps "On Vinyl" (2 LPs). DELMARK & PEARL 4243 N. Lincoln. 
BEESWAX RECORDS 85 Elliott St., Apt. 3, Chicago, IL 60618, (312) 222-1467 
Beverly, MA 01915, (617) 927-7221, Pres:Robert G. Kweaeto, Rec:Jim Beebe, 
Pres:James Shaler, Rec: "Square One" (45). Jimmy Johnson, Magic Sam. 

BEMISBRAIN 200 Termino Ave, Long Beach DETENTE RECORDS PO Box 191, Boston, 
CA 90803, (213) 834-0917, Pres:Jimmy MA 02113, Pres:Michel Bastarache, 
Bemis, Rec:Super Heroines "Cry For Help", Rec:Native Tongue (EP) . 

~~~~e?ircle, V.A. " Hell Comes To Your OISCHORO RECORDS 3819 Beecher St. 
NW, Washington, DC 20007. 

:r<;,~uRg~~~ ':,,E,fO~l~~~6~~ad;;,~~! DISTURBING RECORDS PO Box 11463, 
Pres:AI cocorochio Jr., Rec:Bert Paquette Chicago, IL 60611, (312) 842-2671, 
''The New Gamblers" (LP), The New Hawks Pres:Frank Brodie, Mike Pocius, Rec:Heavy 
"2x9" (45), Boston Rockabilly Music Con· Manners " Taking The Queen To Tea", Cunts 
spiracy (EP). ~~.~ate With Disaster'', Frankie HIii "Hold 

BLOTTO RECORDS Box 1786, Albany, EAT RECORDS 400 Essex St., Salem, 

~~1;J,20
~e~~~~~t~~

2
-~.~~e~re~~Leee s~~~~~ MA 01970, (617) 744-7678, Pres:Don Roze, 

Feature Starts" (45), '"Across & Down" (EP), Rec:The Incredible Casuals "let's Go!" 

"Hello! My Name ts Blotto. What's Your's?" ti::~~sen .. t~~i~s ·~~~y~;s ~a~:~:~" rnM: 
(EP). Coming in Sept. Rubber Rodeo " Home On 
BOMP RECORDS PO Box 7112, Burbank, The Radar Range". 
CA 91510, (213) 227-4141, Pres:Greg Shaw. ENIGMA 20445 Gramercy Place, Torrence, 
BOSSTOWN RECORDS Box 994 104 CA 90509, (213) 533-8075, Pres: Bill Hein, 
Charles St., Boston, MA 02114, (617) Rec: Hypnotics, Polyphonic Size, Berlin. 

;}1k!~~0e~ii~:iy~~erEP)~o~y~~ r:i;!~~ EUROPA RECORDS 611 Broadway Suite 
" Ptay With Boys" (45), Trapper " Hiding My 214, New York, NY 10012, (212) 254-2047, 

Love" (45). :.;~~~=~~ .. Pi~r~fio~a~ilt~~a~t~~:D~n 2~!~il 
BOSTON INTERNATIONAL 419 Boylston "Before A Word IS'Said". 

~:~s:~~~~enWa~~a~
2
.'.1~~c~~~ G;~f~~j FINE ART/GOOD RECORDS 3132 Park Ave, 

Ervin, Hot Dates. ~~~~;i~~o~~· (L~t s~~~o~45/612) 827-7476, 

:!cr9l~Or2l~ar;;\:;;,n~~~s~R~~~d~~~~::: FINYL VINYL PO Box 199, Cambridge, 
Rec:Sic Kidz "Rhythm Gurl" (EP), Doomed MA 02140, Pres:Joan Martin, Rec:Lou 
on Planet Earth "Mercenaries" (45)_ Miami " Fascist Lover" (45). 

CACHALOT RECORDS 611 Broadway Suite 415 RECORDS PO Box 14563, San 
214, New York, NY 10012, (212) 925-5971 , Francisco, CA 94114, (415) 621-3415, 
Pres:Eric Dufaure, Rec:Thomas leer "Letter Pres:Howard Klein, Rec:Translator " HP.art 
From America" (double LP), Oeutschland Beats & Triggers" (LP), New Math "They 

FREEDOM RECORDS PO Box 37, Upper 
Darby, PA 19082, (215) 334-1831, 
Aec:Sadistic Exploits "Anarchy For 
Freedom" (45). 

FRESH SOUNDS INC. PO Box 36, 
Lawrence, KS 66044, (913) 841-6772, 
Pres:Bill Rich, Rec:"Fresh Sounds From 
Middle America" Various Artist Vol. 1 & 2 
(tape), SPK " live ln Lawrence last Attempt 
At Paradise" (tape), The Mortal Micronotz 
(LP). . 

FULL MOON RECORDS 76 Moore's 
Mill-Mt. Rose Rd. , Hopewell, NJ 08525, 
(609) 466-2394 or 466-9187, Pres:Matthew 
Young, Aec:Matthew Young " Recurring 
Dreams". 

GOVERNMENT RECORDS 5210 Adams 
Ave., San Diego, CA 92115, (714) 286-3616, 
Pres:Claude Christensep, Aec:San Diego 
Compilation "'Who's listening" (LP), Claude 
Coma & the !V's "Art From Sin" (LP). 

GREEN RECORDS 4107 Oak Knoll Ct. #69, 
Tampa, Fl 33610, (813) 989-0704, Pres:Pam 
Weiner, Rec:Non-Erotic Male Bonding 
(45), A New Personality (45), Stick Figures 
(45). 

GROOVY RECORDS do Harmony In My 
Head, PO Box 153, Arlington. MA 02174, 
(617) 623-2449, Pres:Pete Shelley, Joan 
McNulty, Rec:Pete Shelley "Sky Yen", Sally 
Smith "Hangahan", Tiller Boys "Strange 
Men" (tape). 

HIS-TONE RECORDS PO Box 8436, 
Atlanta, GA 30306, Pres:Jonr'ly Hibbert, 
Rec:AEM, The Throbs, Harold Kelling . 

HITMAN RECORDS 2 Bunker Hill Rd., 
Plymouth, MA 02360. (617) 746-3262, 
Pres:Stephen Anzoni, Rec: The Mickey Bliss 
Band ''Venus Dressed In Plastic Garbage" 
(45). "Cocktai ls For Two" (45). 

INDEX RECORDS LTD. Box 994, Los 
Angeles, CA 90028, (213) 469-0045, 
Pres:Philip Culp, Rec:The Fibonaccis, Wall 
01 Voodoo, Gary Panter/Residents. . 

IN ROCK RECORDS PO Box 591, Rockville 
Center, NY 11571, (516) 223-1244, Pres:Joel 
Peskin, Rec:Cintron (EP). 

INTERNATIONAL RECORD SYNDICATE 
(IRS) 1416 N. La Brea, Hollywood, 
CA 90028, (213) 469-2411, Pres:Miles 
CopelandfJay Boberg, Rec:Go-Go's 
"Vacation" (LP), Lords Of The New Church 
(LP), Cosmetics "The Crack" (EP). 

Oeutschland (compilation LP), Swollen Walk Among You" (EP), Romeo Void "NVR 

Monkeys "On vacation" (EP. ~l.,·.-. -.-.-:.-.-.-:.-.-s. _a_y:,N:.V:.R:.":.(-E•P):.-·.-.-. -:.-.-.-. -. -. -. -. -.-. -.-. -. -.-.-. -. -.-.-.C:._o ___ NTI:,:.:.N:.U:.E:.D:.:.0:.N:.:.N:.E:.X:.T:._P• _•A:.G:.E:.:; 
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Nner before bu show buslaeu seen and beard a.nJthlnr Uke them ... 
AND HERE THEY AREI...TBE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR FOURSOME 

SINGING AND PLAYING THEIR NEW COLLECTION OF BITS 

THE INCREDIBLE CASUALS 

CASl,µ 
fl, -~ 

·1.ETsCOf 

LETS CO/ 
SUMMER FUN MAXI Ep 
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8 'COOL' SONGS 
featuring 

LET'S GO 
SURFIN' HOOTENANNY 

NO FUN AT PARTIES 
LET'S GO BOSSA NOVA 

and many more! 

JA~E BEAR RECORDS PO Box 2634, 
Madison, WI 53701, (608) 256-7898, 
Pres:Jane Bear, Rec:Sometlmes Y "Smoke" 
(45), Sometimes y (tape). Midwest 
Compilation (tape) 

KING TUT RECORDS 2318 2nd Ave, Seattle, 
WA 98121 , (206) 623-1740. Pres:Aoger M. 
Husbands, Aec:Blackwood-Laird (EP), 
Richard Petersens (LP), The Enemy "Bang 
Your Dead" (45) 

LABOR RECORDS PO Box 1262, Peter 
Stuyvesant Station, New York . NY (212) 
273-5265, Pres:Heiner Stadler, Rec:Swans 
(EP), Mississippi Fred McDowell "Shack 
'Em On Down", Berto It Brecht/Hannselser. 

LANDSLIDE RECORDS 450 14th St. NW 
Suite 210, Atlanta, GA 30318, (404( 
873-391~, Pres:Michael Rothschild, Rec:The 
Brains "Dancing Under Streetlights" (EP), 
Late Bronze Age "Isles Of Langerham" (LP), 
Operator (EP). 

LUMANIA RECORDS PO Box 67215, Los 
Angeles, CA 90067, Pres:Barnes & Barnes, 
Aec:"Fish Heads" (45), "Somethlng's In The 
Bag" (45), "So Bold" (EP). 

MARK RECORDS 10815 Bodine Rd., 
Clarence, NY 14031, (716) 759-2600, 
Pres:Vincent S. Merette, Rec:Zebras NTSU, 
Willie Thomas "'Discover Jazz", Doug Sertl 
"Jazz Managerie". 
METALANGUAGE 2639 Russel St., 
Berkeley, CA 94705, (415) 548-1817, 
Pres:Larry Ochs, Rec:Henry Kaiser "Aloha", 
Aoua Sax Quartet "Hs Was", Evan Parker, 
etc. "The Soclal Set". 

MODERN METHOD RECORDS 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116, (617) 266-8787, 
Pres:Mlchael Dreese, Aec:"Thls Is Boston, 
Not LA" (LP), "Unsafe At Any Speed" (EP), 
November Group (EP). 

MOMENT PRODUCTIONS 709 West 14th 
St. , Austin, TX 78701, (512) 476-4901, 
Pres:Alisa Erin O'Leary, Rec:D-Day "Right 
To Know" (45), Big Boys "Fun, Fun, Fun" 
(EP), The Pool "'The Pool" (EP). 

MONAD MUSIC Box 740, Cambridge, 
MA 02139, Pres:R. Weinreich, Rec:Monad 
" Love Is The Lesson" (45) . 

MR. BROWN PO Box 445, Olympia, 
WA 98501 , (206) 352-9735, Rec:Absolute 
Elsewhere (tape), life Elsewhere (EP), 
Westside Lockers "Song For America" (45). 

NEOTERIC MUSIC Box 41436, Los Angeles, 
CA 90041, (213) 957-1088, Rec:Jasun Martz 
''The Plllury' ' (LP), Jasun "The Flop/Won't 
Let Me Go" (45). 

NEUROTIC BOP 451 Redwood, Troy, 
Ml 48084, (313) 585-5953, Pres:Rick Mills, 
Aec:The 3-0 Invisibles "Love On 
Mars/Monster Island". 

NEUTRAL RECORDS, 415 Lafayette St., 
New York, NY 10003, (212) 260-0739, 
Pres:Josh Baer & Glen Branca, Aec:Sonic 
Youth, Y-Pants "Beat It Down", Jules 
Baptiste/Red Decade. 

NIGHTCRAWLER 4 Commonwealth Ct., 
Brighton, MA 02135, (617) 277-1547, 
Pres:Johnny Barnes, Rec:"Sudden Death 
Overdrive "(45), "The Johnny Barnes Story" 
(LP), "Steel Rail Blues" (45). 

NIMROD RECORDS PO Box 20052, lndpls, 
IN 46220, (317) 255-6224 or 924-5515, 
Aec:Zero Boys "Vicious Circle" (LP), "The 
Master Tape" (compilation LP). 

NUTRONS RECORDS 2015 Meade Ave., San 
Diego, CA 92116, (714) 296-9910, 
Pres:Theodore Olson et. al, Rec:Battalion 
Of Saints "Fighting Boys" (EP), Battalion Of 
Saints (LP). 

OPTIONAL RECORDS Berkeley Industrial 
Court Space #1, 729 Heinz Ave., Berkeley 
CA 94710, (415) 854-3352, Pres:Peter 
Handel, Rec:Voice Farm "The World We 
live tn" (LP), Der Plan ''Normalelle 
Surprise", Popular Mechanik "Muster". 

ORANGE RECORDS 639 Broadwav Box 902. 
New York, N.Y. 10012, (212) 533-3413 
Pres:Oavid Peel, Rec:David Peel And The 
Lower East Side, Mozarts People, G.G. Allin. 

PALACE OF LIGHTS RECORDS PO Box 
4141, Seattle, WA 98104, (206) 723-7014, 
Rec:K. Leimer "Land Of Look Behind" (LP), 
Michael William GIibert "In The Dream 
Time" (LP). Various "Reglonal Zeal" (LP). 

PARK AVENUE RECORDS PO Box 19296, 
Seattle, WA 98109, (206) 632-7816, Pres:Bob 
Jeniker, Aec:The Visible Targets (EP), 
Wipers "Youth Of America" (LP), Paul 
Revere And The Raiders "'Sand" (reissue 
LP). 

PASSING PHASE RECORDS PO Box 
Brighton, Ml 48116, Pres:Paul Davi . .. 
Rec:Lee Negin "Wired For Sound", "Tw 
Sides' 

PHILO RECORDS The Barn, Nort 
Fernsburg, VT 05473, (802) 425-211 
Pres Btu Schubart, Aec:The Decentz " Get I 
Trouble" (EP), KIiimanjaro (2nd LP). Ma 
Egan & Elements (LP). 

PLEXUS RECORDS 203 West 25 St., Ne 
York, NY 10001, (212) 243-0900, Pres:\/\ 
Medeot. Rec:lndlvlduals ·" Fields" (LP 
Sponsors "Self Titled" (LP), Rescue 
"Movie Viewers" (EP). 

POLYESTER RECORDS 3232 Tyrol Rd 
Birmingham, AL 35216, Pres:Le · 
Bondarenko, Rec:The Invaders "Design ,1 

Genes" (EP), The Colas "Delivery Boy" (45 
Jim Bob and The Leisure Suits (LP). 

POSH BOY PO Box 38861, Los Angele 
CA 90038, (213) 466-7755, Pres:Robbl · 
Fields, Aec:Venus with Unit 3 "Tait Paul An 
Other Boys (EP), Agent Orange "Surf" (EP 
Rodney On The Aoq Vol. Ill (LP). 

PRAXIS RECORDS INC. PO Box 1202 
Nashville, TN 37212, (615) 298-522 
Pres:Jack Emerson, Rec:Our Favorite Ban -c. 
"Pink Cadillac" (EP), "Never tn Nashville~,. 
Various Artists (f P), Jason And Th 
Nashville Scorchers "Reckless Count 
Soul" (EP). 

PROPELlER RECORDS 21 Parkvale Ave.# 11, 

Allston, MA 02134, (617) 782-6015, Rec: 
"So" (EP), Propeller Cassette Antholog I, 
(tape), People In Stores (45). 

PURE ANO EASY RECORDS Box 912, Nort 
Chelmesford, MA 01863, (617) 459-.03 
Pres:John Vlsnaskas, Aec:Gary Shan H 
Detour (45), Willie Loco (EP), Mag 4 (45). H· 

0 n O (QUICK ANO DIRTY) PO Box 4051 ' 
San Francisco, CA 94110, (415) 641-417 
Pres:Mark A Green, Rec:Contractions #' 
Contractions #1 . 

RALPH RECORDS 444 Grove St. , San Fra 
cisco, CA 94102, (415) 431-7480, Pres:Joh 
E Kennedy, Rec;Residents " Tune Of Tw 
Cities" (LP), Tuxedomoon "What Use' 
Yello "Bimbo" (EP). 

REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL RECORD 
(ROIR) 611 Broadway Suite 214, New Yor 
NY 10012, (212) 477-0563, Pres:Neil Coope 
Rec:Alfonia Tims & Flying Tigers (tape 
New York Trash (tape), Scienlific American 
(tape). 

REEL DREAMS RECORDS 6 East Newbur 
Rd., Bloomfield, CT 06002, (203) 243-831 
Pres:Carl Henry, Rec:Aick Cerone "A Lon 
Aun Home", Carl Henry "Reel Dreams' 
Dennis Guido Bono "You Make Me Wish F 
The Night". 

RELIGIOUS RECORDS PO Box 20 
Hanover St. Station, Boston. MA 0211 
(617) 367-6678 or 245-4917, Pres:Micha 
Hafitz, Rec:dredd foole and the din "Song 
In Heat", "Speaks For Itself", "Oh Lon 
some Me". 

ROCKIN'HORSE RECORDS 13 E. 17th St 
New York, NY 10003, Pres:R. Berger, S 
Marks, Rec:TV Babies "Rock Around Th , 
Corporations" (EP), SIiiy Boys Want You , 
Foob. 

RUTHLESS RECORDS PO Box 14 
Evanston, IL 60204, (312) 864-86 
Pres:Jon Babbin, Rec:The Eftlgle .·, 
"Bodybag" (45). 

SAFE BET RECORDS 109 Cresent HIii Ave .' 
Arlington, MA 02174, (617) 267-066 '"..' 
Pres:The Rhythm Method, Rec:"Alrlght ~' 
(45). 

SECO RECORDS Box 651, Malde J 

MA 02148, (617) 322-1262, Aec:Boys Lit 
"Two Doors Down" (45). 

S.I.N. RECORDS PO Box 253, Oaklan iii 
Gardens, New York, NY 11364, (21 \ 
631-3868, Pres:Bob Sallese and Jis3,,. 
Aec:The Black Maids (LP), Queen J.A. , 
"Ism'' (45), "The Big Apple Rotten To Th -~ 
Core" (LP). 

SOLID PLATINUM RECORDS 127E 59th St " 
New York, NY 10020, (212) 696-197 • ' 
Pres:Tony Rose, Aec:Trigger Finger "Vid 11,, 

Freak", Slyck "Bush Beat", Prince Charle .: 
"Gang War" . 

SPOT RECORDS PO Box 68 Cooper Stati 
New York, NY 10003, (212) 254-551711, 
Pres:Jason Wilklns, Aec:Aandy Mitche'r..
"Tomorrow", Lea Cooper and the Broe . , 
casters "'This Afternoon" . 

CONTiNUED ON NEXT PAG ~-



STAR RECORDS 2½ James St. No., 
HamlltOll, Ontario Canada LAR 2J9, (416). 
529-6344, Pres:Bob Bryden, Rec:Forgotten 
Rebels "This Ain't Hollywood" (LP), Bob 
Bryden "See This Brick" (LP). 

STAR-RHYTHM RECORDS PO Box 54, 
Malden, MA 02148, (617) 324-1070, 
Pres:Oave Pierce, Rec:The Oawgs "My 
Town" (LP). The Real Kids " All Kindsa 
Girls" (45), Bay State Rock "The 60's" (LP). 

SUBTERRANEAN 912 Bancroft Way, 
Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 864-1649, 
Pres:Steven Tupper, Rec:lnflatable Boy 
Clams (EP), Flipper "Generic Album" (LP), 
Nervous Gender "Music From Hell" (LP). 

SUGARHILL RECORDS 96 W. St., 
Engelwood, NJ 07631, {201)569-5170, 
Rec:Grand Master Flash ':'The Message". 

SURVIVAL RECORDS clo Richard Bone, 
2417 Quentin Rd ., Brooklyn, NY 11229, {212) 
253-5590, Pres:Anne Marie Heighway/Oavid 
Rome/Paul K. Edgley, Rec:Orinking Electri· 
city "Overload" (LP), Richard Bone " The 
Beat Is Elite" (EP & 45), The Limit (45). 

TALK RECORDS PO Box 4406, Springfield, 
Ml 65808, (417) 882-7195, Pres:Chris Nadler, 
Rec:Fools Face "Tell America" (LP), "Public 
Places" (LP). 

THERMIOOR 912 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, 
CA 94710, (415) 524-5334, Pres:Jon/Joe, 
Rec:SPK "Leichenschrei" (LP), Minutemen 
"We Need The Money" (EP), Nig-Heist 
"Watkin Down The Street" (45). 

TOUCH & GO RECORDS Box 26203, 
Lansing, Ml 48910, (517) 394-4493, 
Pres:Tesco Vee/Corey Rusk, Rec:Process of 
Ellmination (EP), Meatmen (EP), L-7 (EP). 

TRANSCITY RECORDS 18977 W 10 Mi le 
Rd., Southfield, Ml 48075, (313) 424-9680, 
Pres:Scott Forman, Aec:Retro and Trainable 
" Double Take", Via Satellite "Local Boys", 
Rhythm Method (EP). 

TRAP RECORDS 156 E 2nd St. #3, New York, 
NY 10009, (212) 67~180 or (617) 232-3756, 
Pres:Greg Sage, Rec:The Wipers "Romeo" 
(45), "The Trap Sampler" (compilation LP), 
The Wipers "Better Off Dead" (45). 

TRASH RECORDS PO Box 22012, Phoenix, 
AZ. 85028,602) 971-3694, Rec:Maureen 
Tucker, Paris 1942. 

TWIN TONE RECORDS 445 Oliver South, 
Minneapolts, MN 55405, (612) 377-9541, 

Pres:Paul Stark, Rec:Replacements "The 
Replacements Stink"EP), Salty Last (EP), 
Suburbs "Music For Boys". 

UNHEARD OF RECORDS PO Box 11446, 
Chicago, IL 60611, (312) 266-9660, Pres:Saul 
Smaizys, Rec:Occupants/Short Wave (EP). 

UNPLEASANT MUSIC 679 Arbor Lane,War· 
minster, PA 18974, (215) 672-1516, Pres:Bill 
Blast, Rec:Furry Couch "60 Minutes Of 
Madness", "Unpleasant Radio" Sampler, 
Alpha Newt "Urban Metal". 

VARULVEN RECORDS PO Box 2392, 
Woburn, MA 01888, (617) 935-5386, 
Pres:Joseph A Viglione, Rec:Toby Dammit 
(45). 

VYNAL RECORDS, ZZAJ RECORDS 115 
West Squantum St., North Ouinc.y, 
MA 02171, Pres:Victor Vynal , l3ec:Paut 
Donsanto Group (45), The Synthetics (45). 

WASP RECORDS 821 N. Taylor, Arlinton , 
VA 22203, Pres:R.U. Kidding , Rec:Trufax 
And The lnsaniacs "Mental Decay" (LP), 
Michael Duke " Elba" (45), Golden Bats (EP). 

WHAT RECORDS? PO Box 49593, Los 
Angeles, CA 90049, (213) 472-7637, 
Pres:Chris Ashford, Rec:Gariele Morgan 
" Buried Treasure", Mark Bolan "Interview" 
(LP), What Is lt "1977 Punk Sampler". 

WHOATOWN RECORDS 5005 Pacific Av'e. 
Suite 1A, Marina Del Rey, CA 90291, (213) 
396-4059, Pres:Brad Hornbacher, 
Rec:Slavin' David. 

WM RECORDS PO Box 68, Garwood, 
NJ 07027, (201) 233-0822, Pres:Billy Martin, 
Rec:Tails Out "Sonja". Stinky And The 
Spuds "Skeletons" (EP), " I've Got A Job". 

WORLD WIDE RECORDS clo William Golds
worthy, PO Box 821, Philadelphia, 
PA 10105, (215) 872-4276, "Dial 911" (EP). 

X CLAIM! 8 Longwood Rd. , Lynn, 
MA 01904, (617) 599-4796, Aec:SS 
Decontrol "The Kids Will Have Their Say" 
(LP). 

Y AMERICA 611 Broadway Suite .214, New 
York, NY 10012, (212) 473-5411 , Pres:Disc 
O'Dell/Hilary Jaeger/Laura Gilsig, Rec: 
Shriekback, Pigbag, Pulsallama 

ZEB MEAT RECORDS 100 W. Whitehead 
Terrace, Athens, GA 30606, (404) 549-0135, 
Pres:John Groaddus, Rec:Ash Can Cats "If I 
Can't Dance", Mood Food "Drumhead", 
"The Thang Was Rough". 

RADIO 
FAVES 

The following 33 stations are among the best of some 600 stations 
wh ich I monitor for Modern Method records. By best, I mean that they 
either play a large percentage of indie records, or else they give 
excellent feedback. (Mike Dreese) 

. WALX PO Box 548, Atfred , NY 14802 
·KALX 311 Eshelman Hall , Berkeley, CA 94720 
WBCN 1265 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116 

: WBWC Baldwin Wallace College, Bevea, OH 44017 
WDFM 304 Sparks Bldg. Penn State, Univ. Park, PA 16802 
WERS 130 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02116 
KFRC 415 Bush St., San Francisco, CA 94108 Attn:Kate Ingram 
WICN 75 Grove St., Worcester, MA 01605 
WIUV Castleton State Collete, Castleton, VT 05735 
WJRH LaFayette College, Easton, PA 18042 
WLYN PO Box 631, Lynn, MA 01903 Attn: Albert 0. 
WMBR 3 Ames St., Cambridge, MA 02142 
WMUA 42 Marston Hall U. Mass, Amherst, MA 01002 
WMUC Box 99 Main Dining Hall, College Park, MD 20742 
WMWM 352 Lafayette St., Salem, MA 01970 
WMXM Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, IL 60045 
WNUR 1903 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL 60201 
WNVU 566 LaGuardia Place 9th floor, New York, NY 10012 
KPFA Box 288, Berkely, CA 94701 
WPSC 300 Pompton Ad., Wayne, NJ 07470 
WRGW 730 21st St. NW, Washington, DC 20052 
WAIU Univ. of A. I. 352 Mem. Union, Kingston, Ai 02881 
KRLX Carleton College, Northfield, MN 55057 
KROQ 117 S. Los Robles, Pasadena, CA 91101 
WAST Univ. of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, WI 54901 
KSFS San Francisco State 1600 Holloway Ave. , S. F., CA 94132 
KUNV U. of Nevada 4505 Muryland Pkwy., Las Vegas, NV 89104 
KUOI Univ. Idaho, Moscow, ID 83843 
KUSF 2130 Fulton St., San Francisco, CA 94117 
WXYC Box 51 Carolina Union, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
WYBC Box WYBC Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520 
WZBC Boston College Box K151, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 

~ WZRO Northeastern u., Chicago, tL 60625 

Dial 9-1-1 
by 

9-1-1 
on 

World Wide Records 
In stores this fall, 

available now by sending 
$6.00 

(cash or money order) 

Look for 9·1·1's fall 
New England Tour 

To: 
World Wide Records 

c/o William Goldsworthy 
P.O. Box 821 

Philadelphia, PA 19105 

~·"E"•< 
1 br....oken ~"*'•\ , En9Lish l.i ,, 1 •• 

2 . 1 .1st Radio 
\ J I 45 .. DiaL·' 

\ ,fl bw Its rue" -=-- "iolladlo DlaL' F"'--==-=~==-"----, 
~·e11E11•( ~"*'•-. Send $2.50 {l ·\ 

,o INTENSE RECORDS \4,-, } ! 
2421 W. PRATT ... ~, ...... aL~ 

Chgo., IL. 60645 

t rl . (up'stort). n. someone with on 

lf~a V _exaggerated sense of his own 
~ importance: a person who hos 

recently come into power or importance . 
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STEPS IN THE RECORD PROJECT. 
THE 

BY Mlchel Ba1tarache RECORD 
PROJECT 

I 
I I l 

VINYL ( LABEL ) ( JACKET ) 
... 

~ELECT I Get quotes .on studio costs. 
RECOROING Sele7t studio ~ased on cost, 
STUOIO I BOOK ability of engineer, and past 

TIME accomplishments. 
'----.. ~= 

J, 
SELECT I Get quotes from 1 abe l SELECT Get quotes from jacket 

LABEL printers. Ask for label JACKET printer. Ask for jacket 

PRINTER artwork specifications. PRINTER artwork specifications 
and sample covers. 

SELECT ANO 
REHEARSE 
SONGS TO BE · 
RECORDED 

+ 
RECORD 
RHYTHM 
TRACKS 

,l. 
RECORD 
OVERDUBS 

-
,l. 

RECORD 
VOCALS / 00 
ROUGH MIX 

• 
MIX SONGS 

.. 
EDIT AND 
SEQUENCE 
SONGS 

.. 
SELECT 
MASTERING 
LAB 

... 
SELECTING 
PRESSING AND 
PLATING 
PLANTS .. 
CUT 
REFERENCE 
LACQUER 

... 
CUT 
l'\ASTER 
LACQUER 

,l. 
APPROVE 
TEST 
PRESSINGS 

... 
PRESS AND 
ASSEMBLE 
RECORD 

IXX-:E 

Rehearse rhythm tracks without 
vocals (this will save time 
in the studio) prior to going 
into studio. 

I The engineer wil 1 get 11 sound 11 

on each'instrument before re
cording begins. Make cassette 
of session to evaluate sound 
and perfonnance of artist. 

Instruments may be recorded 
11 1 i ve 11

; others may be added 
or replaced by overdubs . Make 
cassette of session to eval
uate perfonnance of artist . 

Record 1 ead and backup voca 1 s. 
Do a rough mix of instrument 
tracks, overdubs and voca 1 s 
to identify where problems 
will be in final mix. 

The producer wi 11 have the 
final say on how to mix, and 
how much time is spent mixing 
each song . 

.L 
DESIGN 
LABEL 

... 
COMPLETE 
LABEL 
ARTWORK 

,l. 
SEND 
ARTWORK TO 
PRINTER 

,1. 
PRINT 
LABELS 

.. 
HAVE 
PRINTER SHIP 
LABEL S 

Clean up noise at start and end of each 
song. Add leader between songs and sequence 
songs in fi na 1 order ( for record) . 

Get quotes and schedule mastering date. 
Choose matrix (scribe) number to be etched 
in vinyl and used as identification through 
remaining steps . 

Get quotes . The pressing plant includes the 
plating plant costs in their invoice. Give 
the pressing plant the name of the project 
and the matrix number for reference . 

Ship or deliver final tape to mastering lab. 
As~ for a reference lacquer (to identify any 
sound problems that need correcting). The 
lacquer will sound close to how the actual 
record wi 11 sound . 

If the reference lacquer sounds 11 right 11
, give 

approval to cut master lacquer and forward 
the lacquer to the plating plant. If their 
are problems with the reference, have master
ing engineer correct problems and cut new ref. 

Once the pressing plant recieves the stampers 
from the plating plant, ask for test pressings 
of the record to identify any problems: bad 
lacquer(rare), bad pressing, or bad vinyl . Ask 
pressing plant to correct problems, if any . 

Once the test pressings are approved and the 
pressing plant has recieved the printed labels 

I 
and jackets, the records can be oresseA anrt 
assembled. 

l 
Label should include 

DESIGN Jacket should include 
logos,record and legal JACKET 1 ogos, record and 1 ega 1 
info. Have all info info. Have a.ll info 
typeset. typeset. .. 
Have artwork done, or COMPLETE Have artwork done, or 
checked, by graphic JACKET checked, by graphic 
artist. Artwork must ARTWORK artist. Artwork must 
meet printer specifi- meet printer specifi-
cations . 

,1. 
cations. 

Package label artwork SEND Package jacket artwork 
to prevent damage . Ship ARTWORK TO . to prevent damage. Ship 
via UPS if not hand- PRINTER via UPS if not hand-
delivered. delivered. 

.L 
Ask for "proof" of fin- PRINT Ask for 11 proof 11 of fin-
ished label to check JACKETS i shed jacket to check 
for mistakes. for mistakes. 

J, 
If label proof is cor- HAVE If jacket proof is cor-
ect , approve printing PRINTER SHIP ect, approve printing 
and shipping of labels JACKETS and shipping of jackets 
to pressing plant. to pressing plant. 

A FEW NOTES TO THE OPTIMIST: 

l. Don't assume everything will "go okay". 
Mistakes are easily made at each step . 
(An engineer accidently erases part of 
of a song, the jacket is printed the 
wrong color, the labels get "lost" at 
the pressing plant,etc . ) Keep on top of 
each step and you'll minimize problems. 

2. Typically, everything costs a bit more 
than originally budgeted . Take for 
granted there wil 1 be studio cost over
runs, and mi see 11 aneous costs at each 
step. (Don't forget about shipping costs.) 

3. Every step takes longer than originally 
estimated. People need constant reminding 
that you want your lacquer/labels/jackets 
and pressings as soon as possible. A 
typical project takes 3 months, from start 
to finish. 

4. Don't assume that a finished record is the 
end of your work . If you want radio airplay 
and reviews, a tremendous effort is required 
to contact dj's and critics, and send them 
copies of your record. If you want to sell 
your record, you'll need to contact stores 
and distributors as well as advertise in 
magazines or on the radio. 

A reconmended reference book for artists inter
ested in more technical detail about the record
ino anr1 proriuction orocesses is: 

Modern Recording Techniques by Robert E. Runstein 
(Howard W. Sams & Co) 

,. 
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Week of Aug 16-22 
Modern Method Hardcore EP 
Psychedelic Furs 7" "Love My Way" 
Any T-Shlrt $1.00 off 

Week of Aug. 23-29 
ABC "Lexicon of Love" LP 
Eyeless In Gaza LP "Drumming" 
Kate Bush "Dreaming" 45 

Week of Aug 30-Sept 5 
Clash 12" "Rock the Casbah" 
Ministry 12" "I'm Falling" 
Elvis Costello 12" "Man Out of Time" 

Week of Sept 6-12 
Any ROIR cassette 
Yazoo 12" "Situation" 
Any Poster $1.00 off 

Week of Sept 13-19 
November Group EP 
QG Allln 45 "You Hate Me" 
NeatsEP 

Reg $2.35 Sale $1.50 
Reg. $2.99 Sale $2.35 

Reg. $ 7 .29 Sale $5.99 
Reg. $9.99 Sale $7 .99 
Reg. $2.99 Sale $2.35 

Reg. $4.99 Sale $3.99 
Reg. $4.99 Sale $3.99 
Reg. $4.99 Sale $3.99 

Reg. $7 .49 Sale $5.99 
Reg. $4.99 Sale $3.99 

Reg. $4.49 Sale $3.49 
Reg. $1.50 Sale 99• 

Reg. $4.99 Sale $3.99 

*The Incredible Caauala new record wlll be on aale 
the entire month of Auguat for Juat $3,491 

COMING SOON-NEWBURY COMICS AT HARVARD SQUARE 



41SRECORDS 
CONT. FROM PAGE:26. 

and all the other bands took so long, 
months and months and months passed, 
that Biafra got pissed off, said 'I'm not 
waiting around any more' and took his 
tape back. That I regret. If I don't sign 
Way of the West and the Au Pairs, that 
I'll also regret. 

SIGNING PART II 
We never just sign a band. We work 

with a band for at least a year, helping 
them get gigs, doing things with them just 
so we all get to know each other. So 
they're sure that they want to work for us 
and we are sure we want to work with 
them. Then we sign them. We don't just 
find a band and say, 'Sign on the dotted 
line.' 

ROMEO VOID 
I walked into a club. They had this un· 

known band go on early, unannounced 
and I happened to stumble in. It was 
Romeo Void, one of the first shows they 
ever did. And they were amazing. I was 
noored. As I just said, I had never gone 
up to a band and said, 'Hi, I'm Howie 
KJein and I would like to record you', 
doing that is like , gross. But actually, I 
did it wilh them. They were incredible, al
though it was much different, it wasn't 
the current lineup, there was no sax 
player. The songs were there though, 
Deborah blew me away, and so did Peter 
Wood's guitar playing. 

BREAKING RECORDS 

to get it past that you need radio. And it 
followed: we sold tons, literally thousands 
wherever we were on radio. 

But I worked the record really hard. I 
send all the records to all the stations, and 
write them and call them, and call them. 
The difference it can make is incredible. 

THE RED ROCKERS 
I was doing a show on KSJO, a sub

urban station not that different from 
WCOZ, in fact both programmed by 
John Sebastian. I had the one new wave 
show on there and I got a Red Rockers 
single in the mail and I played it and 
thought it was the greatest thing. I played 
it on my show and someone told them 
(they were in New Orleans) that I had 
played 11 and given them an up-rap. My 
favorite band in the world is the Clash, 
and they reminded me of them. My other 
favorite band in the world is Stiff Little 
Fingers and they remind me of them too. 

So the Red Rockers called me and told 
me they wanted to come out to San Fran
cisco. I said 'Oh great, if you come out 
I'll get you gigs.' I say that to a lot of 
bands, they call me all the time, but they 
never come out here. Lo and behold, the 
Red Rockers were at my doorstep two 
weeks later. 

I got them gigs, let them crash at my 
house, but had no intention of signing 
them, I didn't think they had any com
mercial potential. They never let up for a 
minute-'sign us, sign us'. They wouldn't 
take no for an answer. By chance Oedipus 
was also staying at my place and he heard 
them and went berserk, and he started on 
me also: 'Don't you dare pass them up, 
you've got to sign them'. Well between 
the two, the Red Rockers and Oedipus, I 
thought maybe. 

TRANSLATOR 
They came to my house one day with a 

cassette. I listened to it and thought it was 
O.K. but not good enough to play on my 
show let alone my label. They got to other 
jocks on my station and it started getting 
played. All I listen to is KUSF so I soon 
realized, 'Oh my God I'm a jerk, that is a 
great song.' 

It just took me a couple of listens. I 
started to play them too, and gradua11y 
became a fan. lt was a year before I said 
'Let's do a record'. Now their album is 
the first out on 415/Columbia. 

GROWING UP: 415/COLUMBIA 
It is a team effort. We do everything 

together, I speak to CBS three or four 
times a day, I talk to them every step of 
the way and they talk to me every step of 
the way. 

I couldn't sign a band before without 
consulting my partner, and now I feel like 
I have two more partners-Columbia's A 
& R guy Don De Vito, and the president 
of the label, Al Teller. People think I'm 
limited now. J think the opposite, I get to 
work with these very professional people. 
A lot of other labels approached us, but I 
came to Columbia because of these 
people. 

Al Teller needed someone to help them 
break new music, find the problems and 
find the solutions. It isn't a question of 
creative control, no one is censoring us. 
The new song by the Red Rockers "Voice 
of America" is the most anti-corporate, 
anti-war machine song ever-it makes the 
Clash seem like right wingers. 

But the question is for everyone to 
decide what is the best thing to do: the 
band, 41S, and Columbia. 

THE INDEPENDENT'S CONDITION 
Romeo Void, unquestionably, was our 

most successful record, and that is be
cause we gol it on 1he radio. You can sell 
ten or twenty thousand copies through the 
press, college stations, word of mouth but 

So I told them they could record a 
single, and the next thing I knew they 
were out here staying at my house again, 
recording an album. 

If an indie label is really together and 
does a good job developing the band, they 
are not necessarily going to get left behind 

,----------------------------, when the band makes it. A label like 

New 12" EP Now Available! 

,, 
'The Visible Ta,gets 
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On Park Avenue Records 

Available at local record stores 
or $5 posrpaid from 
(overseas add $3 for airmail): 
Park Avenue Records 
P.O. Box 19296 
Seattle, WA 98109 U.S.A. 

Slash, well they got a bad deal from some 

Hlb-Tone 
llfCOIIO.S 

of their bands and they deserve better. 
Romeo Void has a tremendous amount 

of loyalty for us, there were a number of 
things they could have done if they 
wanted to go for greed. 

CONDITION RED: THE MAJORS 
VS, THE INDIES 

The big labels have a tremendous dif
ficulty breaking new materia1. What Co
lumbia is good at is once a record sells 50, 
60, 70 thousand, they are the ones that 
can make it sell a million. I can't do that, 
but on the other hand, they have trouble 
getting it to that 60, 70 thousand point. 

Another problem is getting them to do 
things that are financially feasible. What I 
mean is they tend to spend too much 
money on things. They are learning from 
us that way. An interesting story: I went 
to Columbia with the idea of making a 
video of the Translator song 'Sleeping 
Snakes', which I thought was a very visual 
song that would lend itself well to video. 
They want to make one of the single, and 
they just said do them both. So we did, 
but we brought in two video's for what 
they were ready to allocate for one. 

I think all the independent labels could 
teach the major's something, as they 
could also teach us. 

SUCCESS-NEVER SAY NEVER 
Success is relative. A guy at the New 

Music Seminar was telling me about his 
label, 'Well, we'll see if we make it.' He 
just sold nine million copies of the Meat 
Loaf record. Well, alright. To me, I con
sider everything we put out a success, or 
else I wouldn't have put it out. 

I mean I wanted to be able to break 
even, and we have broken even on every
thing we have done-or better. So we 
have done well. 

To me success is if people enjoy the re
cord. That is a success. If the bands get a 
few fans, people buy the record and think 
it sounds good, well nothing is better than 
that. 



EMs Cos1ell1r---------
lmpenal Bedroom 
(Columbia , LP) 

While I liked Almost Blue, I've always 
felt a twinge of disappointment whenever 
I've played it. For me, Elvis is first and 
foremost a songwriter, and when he' s doing 
someone else's songs, he's just not King. 
Fortunately, Imperial Bedroom places Elvis 
securely on the throne. On this latest LP, he 
seems to have more of a sense of his ow·n 
style than ever before. 

From the photos on the back sleeve to the 
lyric sheet inside, Imperial Bedroom offers 
a new image of Elvis: not peering over huge 
shades, or hiding his face in hi s hands, but 
staring right at you. He's letting us peek be
hind the scenes, with self-conscious lyrics 
exposing more than they conceal. A big 
change from the victim/paranoid Elvis of 
the past. 

But Elvis hasn't sacrificed wit or irony 
for frankness. "Shabby Doll," " The Long 
Honeymoon," and "You Little Fool" are 
as much about the failures of love as any
thing on Armed Forces, but with a little 
more sympathy, and less vengeance. Now 
he's willing to admit to love's strong points, 
too: " You know l love you more than 
slightly, although I've never said it like this 

· before," he confesses on "Human 
Hands," and he twice tacks "P.S. I love 
you" onto two other complaints. 

The music behind these lyrics gets better, 
more subt le, more touching, with each lis
ten. The lines pour over each other cleverly, 
as the melody wanders easily up and down 
Elvis' somet imes-awkward/always-earnest 
vocals. Imperial Bedroom is so good, it's 
addictive. As flattering as comparisons with 
Cole Porter may be, this album offers itself 
with perfect confidence as '' An original 
idea by Elvis Costello." (Rosanna 
Cavallaro) 

Grandmaster Flash And The Furious Five-
The Message 
(Sugarhill 12") 

You might not be able to fit this double 
LP into your current listening habits-it's 
substantially more subdued and time- Playin' Possum 
warped than the typical 1982 indie record (Trash, LP) 
release-but you should at least check it 

If any hardcore band puts out a record out. Spanning about 15 years of rock-re- The wait is over! Yip , yah! Moe Tucker' s 
packed with as much anger and cunning in lated styles and drawing on the less compli- first solo album has, in single swoop, 
1982, I'll be surprised. Grandmaster Flash catcd, more innocent stages of each style, stamped out the collective naivete of seer-
has come up with what appears to be a dras- Leer's one man band has thrown them to- suckers who figured Lou Reed and John 
tic change in direction-"The Message," a gcther in a puzzle that fits together amaz- Cale as the spirit of the Velvet Under-
sarcastic, sinister slap in the face. The obli- ingly well. Psychedelic, light funk, pop, tri- ground. Not so; it was always a group ef-
gatory rap dj laughter takes on a different bal, electronic and jazzy-rock at once, fort. Sterling Morrison, now a teacher and 
twist here-nervous, higher pitched, and Leer's amalgam captures its ingredients as cl tugboat skipper in Tex.as, has long fell 
scared. "Don't push me ... " being the though they were all brand new and tern- slighted by history; and now Moe, years la-
toughest catch phrase any record's likely to pers them with heady compositions. (Tris- ter, married with 5 kids and living in 
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Bought and Sold 
Hours Mon-,at 10:30-8:00 

what lurked behind her drums: genius, bro
:,,, thers. 

Maureen Tucker understood minimalism 
and tact long before other drummers real
ized there was an ahernative to Keith Moon 
cloning. With salient grace she effortlessly 
glides through each song, passionately 
rhapsodizing songs, playing all tracks: gu i
tar, bass, sax, syn1hesizer, harmonica , and, 
of course, vocals and percussion. The bes! 
cut, Lou Reed's "Heroin," has all the swirl 
and twist of her original, while Moe's inno
cent-li'l-girl vocals add new rensio n and ad
diction. It was produced and recorded by 
Moe in her living room, and her husband 
Steven Mikulka engineered and contributed 
graphics. She has her own band now, Paris 
1942. and 1s planning a tour which should 
brmg them 10 Boston m the fall. Send $8 
for an au toe:raphed cor \' fr, Tra"h. n .. , 
22012. Phoenix. A.l 8~(12~ {Michael 
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Clpher-----------
(Right-Brain, 12" EP) 

The Flbonaccls 
(Index, LP) 

East meets West on both of these Califor
nian outings. The aim in both cases is to 
construct rock music out of a pastiche of 
European and oriental influences, though 
the methods and outcomes are drastically 
different. 

Cipher does a reasonable job at this, 
combining the ringing new wave guitar 
sound of the texture rock contingent with 
good, bottom-heavy tribal rhythms, adding 
junk percussion, semitones and movement 
art in performance (although they specific
ally deny a Harry Partch influence in their 
promo packet). Vocalist Marcia Mann is a 
much better than average singer who laces 
her lyrics with an insistent sexuality, even 
when they arc (ostensibly) about other top
ics. It all adds up to an act that could easily 
tour the new wave circuit here in the north
east and be well received in the clubs. 

The Fibonaccis, on the other hand, are 
pursuing the concept in w~at seems to be a 
fairly unmarketable way. l mean, I'm not 
sure who exactly this stuff is supposed to 
appeal to ... Innuences appear to be Gil
bert & Sullivan, Korean folk music, Jesus 
Christ Superstar, Nino Rota and all the 
progressive rockers of the 70's that used 
mellotrons. This music is complex. enough, 
with odd time signatures and elaborate gui
tar parts. Magic Song certainly has an un
usual vocal style,. kind of like a Korean Dag
mar Krause. I'm just stumped as to what it 
all adds up to in 1982. Music for computer 
programmers? 

(Write: Right Brain Records, PO Box 
646, 1765 Highland Ave., Hollywood, CA 
90028 and index Records, Box 944, Los An
geles CA 90028.) (Jim Puccio 

David Johanson--
Live It Up 
(Blue Sky, LP) 

live It Up is a musical scrapbook of Jo. 
hanson's four shows at the Paradise last 
February. The album contains no real sur
prises, but it testifies to Johanson's energy 
and musical diversity. Highpoints include 
his medley of Animals ' tunes ("We Gotta 
Get Out Of This Place/ Don't Bring Me 
Down/It's My Life"), "frenchette", and 
"Funky But Chic", climaxing in a wonder
fully-crazed version of "Personality 
Crisis." (Amelia Merz) 

Paul Carrack, former keyboards player 
for Ace ("How Long") and Squeeze, is 
now trying his hand at a solo career. His 
first effort, Suburban Voodoo, is a smooth 
Nick Lowe production, containing both or
iginal material and contributions by Lowe, 
Carlene Carter, Chris Difford/Glenn Til
brook, and others. Similar to late-model 
Squeee, Suburban Voodoo could either be 
embraced for its warm heartedness, or dis
missed an unbearably innocuous. Prefer
able when twistmg and shaking a little, as 
on "A Little Unkind," Carrack has a ten
dency to slip mto easily-confused melodic 
c;rructures, overlaid with lyrics that put sen
ti ment well beh,re pas,;1on. Can love song 
be umformly peppy ana pleasant? Yip
they call 11 pop. (Scott Pascucci ) 
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New York Tbl'U,11-------
VariousArtists 

Lydla Lunch----------• band or I heir former incarnation, the Boys 
13•13 Next Door. I would recommend Prayers On 

(ROIR, Cassell<) (Ruby, LP) Fire as a better introduction. (Jim uccio) 

Although New York Thrash is not one of 
the better compilations, it does contain 
some scorching cuts by the likes of the 
Beastie Boys, Kraut and the Bad Brains. 
The way the cassette is set up, with the elev. 
en bands having their songs (two each) scat· 
tered on both sides, you are forced to listen 
to the entire product. 

The Beastie Boys' two songs "Riot" 
Fight" and "BEASTJE" are without a 
doubt the compilation's highlights. Kraut 
pumps new life into "Last Chance'' with 
echoed vocals, and the Bad Brains' new ver
sions o( "Regulator" and "Big Take Over" 
are as s\rong as the originals. The other 
bands here are inconsistent. Some offer one 
good song apiece (Adrenalin 0.0., Fiends, 
Undcad), but the rest of the field docs not 
stand up . The good songs make it worth 
your money. (Shred) 

Lydia Lunch & Roland S. Howard 
Some Velvet Morning 
(4AD, import 12" EP) 

The Birthday Party 
Junkyard 
(4AD, import LP) 

It looks like Lydia finally got tired of her 
sister negativeheads Siouxsie and Exene 
getting all of the attention, leaving her 
(more or less) holding the bag. I mean, who 
wants to be the lesser of the voodoo dolls? 
This in mind, the Lunch image has under· 
gone a little revamping in the fashion plate 
direction, though not so much as to lose the 
fans she docs have. 

JJ•JJ is her first metal album. Which 
isn't inappropriate, considering her "Hell 
comes to your ho1.1se" attitude. Ct-'!Ck out 
the song titles: "3x3x3," "Snakcpit Break· 
down," "Suicide Ocean," or even "Dance 
of the Dead Children." I think it's kind of 
funny, myself. Not to mislead: this isn't 

The Sah'allon Army......... ........... really a heavy metal record. It's rather more 

(Fron1ier LP) lik~s aL;~::1:~z~!v!:~:~:;~:~:~~~iy seems to 

Some bands' relation to a "psychedelic be the case, judging by the cover art & con· 
revival" is due more to a critic's groping for tent of Some Velvet Morning, a bent duct 
a tag phrase than the music that they play. with Roland S. Howard, guitarist for the 
Not so with The Salvation Army. From Birthday Party (that most down under of 
their messy '60s-ish production and won- bands). Recall that Lunch's last EP had 
derfully reverbed guitars to the op-art cover TBP on the flip, so this isn't a sudden thing. 
and easy-going experimentation with super- This platter also has a few other Birthday 
ficial artiness, this band completely embrac- Party members on it. All told, my favorite 
es the idea. The recocd's success doesn't lie Lydia Lunch recording to date. I think she's 
in the Army's re-enactment of a bygone found her true soul-hate-mate this time. 
era, but in the band's ability to recreate the The Party also have a new one out . Ab-
genuine enthusiasm generated by a garage solutely the most negative, gory, necrophil-
band: people playing rock for the/un of it. ic thing they've done. Probably not the one 
(Tristam Lozaw) to start with if you're unfamiliar with this 
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Cnllile 

the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 

Tom Robinso 
North by Northwest 
(IRA,LP) 

On North by Northwest, Robinson has 
moderated his blatantly polemical approach 
of years past, but the emphasis is still on ly
rical content rather than high-gloss produc
tion. All the tracks on Northwest, whether 
about love, isolation, or escape, reflect Ro
binson's concern with social issues, particu
larly the drabness of our daily routine. The 
uncharacteristically muted and poetic lyrics 
are accompanied by a strong, simple musi
cal backdrop that is more than adequate for 
its purpose, but low on the kind of acces
sible hooks usually required for commercial 
success. With a little luck, however, 
"Looking For A Bonfire" or "Those 
Days" will bring Robinson increased atten
tion this side of the Atlantic. He certainly 
deserves it. (Scott Pascucci) 

XXOO 
How will I know b/w That's what they say/ 
Tracks of my tears 
(Press, 45) 

½ Japanese is arguably the Crowned 
King or Noise. But for those times of love, 
when the flesh wilts and the heart shrieks, a 
soothing caress is necessary, so ½ Japanese 
steps into the proverbial telephone booth 
and exits as Super Hero, "XXOO." (Kisses 
and hugs.) But no sooner do they release 
this record, than XXOO evolves into the 
band "We are they that ache with amorous 
love," adding the Velvet hearted drummer 
Moc Tucker to the fireworks. Wowee Ka
zowct:! 

Performing just love songs, using chimes, 
flutes and wood blocks with cunning elo
quence, they evoke a Jonathan Richman 
empathy that'll well even the coldest, cruel
est of eyes with tears. Like my own. 

The reworking of the Linda Ronstadt 
show stopper, "Tracks of My Tears," has 
rendered this writer a broken, disheveled 
heap of misery, balling oodles of tears, 
knowing this, 1heir mos1 accessible release, 
could loft them into the warm lap of top 40, 
where all the clatterbirds will intone, mis
takenly, 'sellout.' Write now: Press, 432 
Moreland Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30307 

Koen!&) 



Limbo Ra~---------
" Oown and Backwards" b/w " What II Is" 
(Limborations, 45) 

On " Down and Backwards", Limbo 
Race integrates a first-class pop hook into a 
song too dense 10 label " pop" . Although 
initiall y effec tive, by 1he song's end the in-
1ernal confusion becomes overwhelm
ing-the janghng guitar made awkward by 
the dance-orien1 ed bass and drums, 1he 
vocals unseu li ng. alt ern a1ely detached and 
emotional. In the past, thi s pa radox has 
worked well fo r Limbo Race . but on 
"Down and Backward ~ .. it is more ir
rit ating than effecti ve. The B side of the 
single, " Whal 11 Is'", is more qf the same. 
However, the ,ong i~ punctuated b}' some 
great saxophone " ork giv ing the A side 
some inad,ert an t competi tion. (J uli enne 
Farman ) 

,.~IIIHllillllllllfflll 
Joe Jackson---------
Night and Day 
(A&M,LP) 

Joe Jackson on piano: relaxed, chasing a 
cleaner sound, surrounded by bright, sparse 
arrangements. Night and Day: alternately 
happy, melancholy, sultry, crooningly emo
tional. This could be his most successful al
bum yet-stranger things have happened. 

Night and Day is marked by impeccable 
musicianship, abundant, catchy songs, and 
a patient attitude that may make one long 
a blast from the days of I'm The Man and 
Look Sharp. Jackson does approach a few 
of his favorite themes with "T. V. Age'' and 
"Real Men," but with more detachment 
and less frenetic intensity than in the past . 

This year's Joe Jackson has crafted an al
bum of indisputable excellence, but its so-_ 
phisticated jazz-orientation may require 
closer attention and a more tolerant atti
tude than some of his former audience is ca
pable of. Next week: Joe and Elvis 
play Otto. (Scott Pascucci) 

PotlUY< No,,.._ ________ _ 
Change of Heart 
(Sire, LP) 

Although well received in the U.K., Posi
tive Noise.'s first album, Heart of Darkness, 
was never released in the United States. The 
subsequent single, ''Positive/ Negative'' , 
has been doing well on the dance floor but 
has so far failed to bring Positive Noise 
widespread mainstream attention. How
ever, with the release of Change of Heart , 
they should soon be recognized as one of 
the leaders in both high-tech pop and euro
funk dance music. 

Although similar in certain respects to 
Human League's Dare, Change of Heart is, 
by virtue of its hi$her energy level, a more 
lively experience. A number of tracks have 
the potential for extensive air/ club play, 
but one in particular, " Obsession", best re
flects the peculiar allure of Positive Noise's 
style. Through the use and contrast of an 
accessible melody, a strong bc;at, interesting 
lyrics, and stark vocal bridges, a sound 
emerges which is capable of simultaneously 
expressing both sensual attraction and emo
tional alienation-two themes which most 
bands feel compelled to approach in virtual 
isolation of each other. Change of Heart is 
a satisfying mix of fun and majesty that 
should be able to attract the kind of recog
nition Positive Noise deserves (Scott Pas
cucci) 
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KingCrimso 
Beat 
(Warner Bros. LP) 

Adrian Belew 
Lone Rhino 
(Island LP) 

Vv'J 

old\Crimson's trademarked innovations are 
combined with more traditional popular 
song formats . However, the vehicle used 
for this grand merger is Adrian Belew's 
stilted sense of pop music, and although the 
idea of applying Crimson's talents to stan
dard song structures is an interesting one, 
the resultant marriage is awkward and in
complete. Not surprisingly, Beat's best mo
ments are unbridled instrumental passages, 
where the all-star band doesn't have to side
step Belew's mostly maudlin lyrics. Fripp 
either can' t or won't exert more control on 
that boy. 

Despite all this, Belew remains one of the 
select few guitarists (along with Fripp) who 
can channel masterful technique to a highly 
creative end, and some of this ingenuity 
does shine through on Beat and Lone Rhi
no, his first LP. When Belew's LP works, 
("Big Electric Cat ," " Lone Rhino," the 
sweet, short instrumentals) it works very 
well. But Belew jumps from style to style 
and instrument to instrument with able ease 
at the expense of developing his own singu.
lar vision. As a result, some of Rhino is a 
replay of work he did with Talking Heads, 
Bowie, et al (which isn ' t so bad) as well as 
his better forgotten days as a Holiday Inn 
lounge musician (which makes much of side 
two tiresome and plainly unlistenable. 
(Tristam Lozaw) 

M.D.C.············································· 
Millions of Dead Cop, 
(Radical Record,, LP) 

The Psychedelic Fun ------
LOVE MY WAY b/ w Aeroplane 
(CBS, import 4l) 

If you're looking for a record with no 
moral fibre, this is it. If "Love My Way" is 
any indication (and I' ll bet it is), the Furs 
must be gearing up for one of the worst LPs 
in human history. Butler swoons and croons 
for the usual 3 minutes (which seem like 
three hours here) about nothing in particu
lar, complete with whining background vo
cals from Flo and Eddie. Producer Todd 
"Runt" Rundgren has made certain that all 
the usual UK pop hit trappings are includ
ed, from the addition of synthesizer to the 
all-too familiar "post-punk/ dance" drum 
sound (thud! thud!). Butler Rep profoundly 
reminds us that : "you can never win or lose 
if you don' t run the race." A bold state
ment from a man who would undoubtedly 
expire if called upon to run a city 
block. Grade A slop. (Gerard Cosloy) 

(Muck's Note: ls this the same Gerard 
Cooley who was seen, not so long ago, 
marching into the Boston Rock office, 
proudly displaying an advance copy of the 
Furs ' second album exclaiming that it was 
" really great" ?) 

a::it .. :~.:::.:::E..~ 
Unuf• Al Any Sp...t------
Various Artists 
(Modern Method, EP) 

Formerl y the Stain~. San Fra ncb,co·~ TheBostonhardcoreEP, Unsafe At Any 
M.D.C. launche,; an out spoken triple -.peed Speed, should be noted as a continuation 
a11ack on American life borrowing more to the This ls BosfDn Not L.A . compila-
from the pro test movement.s of the -. h:tie-. tion. Except for the brand new Proletariat 
than they " ould care to admit ("The police track, the songs from Gang Green, Groin-
are the Klan and the Mafia !:>0 ~·ou belier oids, Jerry's Kids, F.U.'s and Freeze were 

Fripp's projects since disbanding the ori- take you stand " ) while rn minuing to keep a taken from the same or earlier recording 
ginal King Crimson (League of Gentlemen, realistic ou1l ook on the present . sessions. Overall, the only worthwhile cuts 
LPs w/Eno, Gabriel, etc.) all had success- Ironicall y the band , ounds mm 1 credible are the Freeze's ' 'Refrigerator Heaven," 
ful purposes of their own. Then came last when they pas!:> up social commem to play with its well-constructed build up, and 
year's Discipline, a patently lame excuse for the T.S.O .L.i ,; h "Dick for Brains" . A great "Voodoo Economics" by Proletariat. The 
a resurrection. Discipline, and now Beat debut album de-.pite the hurried \ 0cal \. other four songs slip by without notice-
merely borrow their best licks from the Radical Record-,, 2440 161h St. Bo, 103 .. partly because of the material and partly be-
old band and The League. Sometimes the San Francisco, CA 94IOJ (Jon Ana-.1aq cause of the mix. (Shred) 
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111ustration by Jim Puccio 

FGTAL 
FUNN ES! 

by Jim ''Poodles Microwave'' Puccio 

Forget reggae. I mean, the music is nice, 
but those jokers are all basically born
agains. And as we all know, true believers 
respond to oppression by running around 
like headless chickens praising the lord ( or 
Jah, as the case may be), totally convinced 
of their own salvation when the shit really 
hits the fan. Useless attitude, if you ask me. 

There's much better stuff coming out of 
Africa at this point. Take Nigeria's Fela 
Anlkulapo-Kutl, for example. Things are 
bad in Nigeria, and this guy is himself a 
government target, due to the strong politi
cal comment in his music and the risks he 
takes in getting it out. (A good article about 
this can be found in Re/Search #3-see be
low.) Importantly, western-indoctrinated 
ears will not find this to be weird, inaccessi
ble ethnic music, so hopefully he can attract 
enough attention to get more people inter
ested in the African situation. It' s the 
world's biggest, fertile underdeveloped con
tinent. Quite a prize for the lucky super
power, if you catch my meaning. 

In any case, a good place to start with 
this guy is Original Su//erhead (Arista, im
port). Musically, this one ought to appeal to 
anyone who likes reggae, funk, jazz or any 
combination thereof. The horn arrange
ments are brilliant. Fela's a fine, expressive 
singer. You can understand what he's say
ing. The jams are long without getting bor
ing. It's dance music. It's trance music. It 
has content. But mostly it has the right atti
tude: this fellow's oriented towards getting 
things done, not sitting at home in a dark 
room whining about how hopeless it is, or 

running around giving thanks about how 
it'll all be over soon anyhow. 

There was a point when South African 
jazz musicians were emigrating to Britain 
left and right. A number of them lodged 
firmly in the London jazz scene, skirting the 
fringes of the Canterbury rock crowd. This 
association produced much of the 70s' most 
interesting rock experiments, avoiding most 
of the pitfalls the American fusionists were 
busily establishing. Sadly, the last five or so 
years have brought forth precious little 
memorable material from this former hot
bed of activity. As things appear to be stir
ring up again, I offer a quick rundown for 
all you oldsters who still care: 

South African emigre Dudu Pukwana 
showed up on alto sax for Six Empty Places 
(Cherry Red, import), an otherwise spotty 
record by keyboardist Gavin Povey. His en
semble, which also included bassist Keith 
Bradshaw and vocalist Kim Middleton, was 
dubbed A Tent. The record is quite good in 
places. However, in other places, Povey 
commits acts of mellow above and beyond 
the call of duty as well as noodling the pro
duction up with mondo reverb. 

Then there's National Heallh, the last 
major Canterbury supergroup, and a victim 
of musical incest. The few bootlegs of this 
band that leaked out before bassist Monl 
Campbell quit showed a tremendous prom
ise the Health never subsequently actual
ised. The musicians' familiarity with each 
other ultimately arrested their development. 

About two years ago, leader Alan Gowen 
quit and the band broke up. Then, about a 
year ago he got back together with a few of 
his old cronies to record an album, Before a 

Word a Said (Europa, domestic). It was 
full of geriatric lounge fusion with elaborate 
chord structures. A month later Gowen 
died of leukemia. About six months later, 
many of those who had passed through the 
ranks of National Health reformed the 
band to record a tribute album to him, D. 
S. Al Coda (Europa, domestic). It being 
comprised entirely of Gawen's music , this 
sounds pretty much like all the other Na
tional Health on record, although Dave 
Stewart performs the keyboard parts better 
than old Al ever did. l think this is probably 
the Health album to have if you're having 
only one. 

Meanwhile, Dave Stewart has begun to 
involve himself in new wave projects. Of 
these, Eurythmics ( of which he is half of 
the band) seems to have the most promise. 
Ann Lenox, the other half, is an amazing 
vocalist, with a tone and range very much 
like Robert Palmer with some JuUe Driscoll
Tippetts thrown in for good measure. Stew
art certainly changed his tune this time. 
Now he's sporting a more textural approach 
to the synth, plays guitar (!), occasionally 
sings, and generally allows himself to rock 
out. The music is rnod. melodic. beat-ori
ented stuff with potentially broad appeal. Old 
fans remember that Stewart always nad an 
ear for the good tune. Eurythmics have two 
releases that I know of: In The Garden (RCA, 
import LP) and This Is The House (RCA, 
import 12" EP). Both are worthwhile. Gar
den has amongst the guest musicians Holger 
Czukay and Jakl Llebezelt (Can's rhythm 
section) and Marcus Stockhausen on brass. 

Another recent Stewart outing is with 
long-time friend & associate Barbara Gas
kin, who finally gets to sing throatily rather 
than ethereally. This one's It 's My Party 
(Platinum, import 12" EP), and has a semi
campy synthpop remake of "It's My Party 
(And I'll Cry If If Want To}" on the A, and 
an old-style Stewart composition with 
dense chords and odd time on the flip, 
treated with his updated sensibilities. Good 
stuff. 

Robert Wyatt, always one of the true 
leading lights of the Canterbury contingent, 
has finally released his first new music in 
seven years (those singles don't count): a 
soundtrack record for The Animals Film 
(ROugh Trade, irhport LP). I haven't seen 
the film, though I understand it's quite the 
grueling experience. As for this record, it's 
a kind of spacey miasma of things Wyatt has 
done on his three other solo albums, mixed 
~with newer ideas which seem to derive from 
the Cabaret Voltaire/Throbbing Gristle 
crowd. It's not quite as interesting to listen 
to straight as it might be in combination 
with the visuals (the cover depicts a monkey 

• with his head clamped into some lab appa
ratus, looking pretty uncomfortable). Pro
bably the nature of the movie demanded a 
fairly subtle soundtrack. 

Then there's Loi Coxhlll, one of the few 
Canterbury types who's never slumped as 
far as I know. He plays sax and tape record
er, alone or in combination with other mu· 
sicians. His collaborations are as varied as 
anyone I can think of, having played with 
the Damned, Henry Cow, Sonny Boy wn. 
Hamson, former classical composer David 
Bedford, John Otway and many others . He 
always does astounding things with the low
est budget conceivable. Coxhill's newest 
outing is on the French cassette/ magazine 
Tago Mago. The magazine part is informa
tive, though badly translated , while the cas
sette part sports a side o f Eyeless in Gazaon 
the flip , doing something between what the 
rest of the_new wave electro experimental
ists arc into and what Tanaert:ne Dream was 
doing around 1972. Nouveau space 

Eyeless In Gaza also show up on Flow
motion (Integrated Circuit, import LP), a 
sampler of other similarly-minded folks, in
cluding Chris & Cosey of Throbbing Gristle 
fame. This one comes with a little booklet 
inside giving information (including de
tailed discographies) about the various ob
scure personages featured on the vinyl. 

Chris & Cosey have a new LP of their 
own, Trance (Rough Trade, import). This 
one's peaceful, like the German space con-

tingent of the 70s (T. Dream, Cluster, etc.), 
with a little paranoiac edginess running 
through it that only former Gristlers could 
have provided. Recommended for regular 
readers of this column. 

Samplers abound. Recommended Re
cords has just released a double LP with new 
music from the Residents, the Work, Ro
bert Wyatt, the Art Bean, This Heat and 
others, along with dusted-o ff tapes from 
the archives of Faust, Henry Cow, the Muf. 
fins, etc. People who still live in 1976 will 
have to have this set. People who live in 
1982 will also find it re freshing and interest
ing listening for the most part. Die-hard 
Marxists will enjoy Wyatt's cover of the 
''Internationale'' at the album's close. 

Yet another amazing sampler! An A/~ 
flicted Man's Musica Box (United Dairies, 
import LP) is probably the best of the 
bunch, and whoever edited it deserves some 
kind of prize for choice of contributors: 

Jacques Berrocal, one of the unsung heroes 
of the French experimental scene, leads off 
with a truly evocative trance piece played 
for the most part on acoustic instruments. 
This surprised me, sinc;,e the last time I 
heard anything by him, Berrocal was doing 
the honk/tweet free improvisor's thing 
(though quite well). 

Next is Anlma, very much like a less man
ic Revolutlonary Ensemble. For those of 
you not acquainted with the RE, we're talk· 
ing about a kind of improvised 20th century 
"serious" music (or is it composed free 
jazz?}. 

Following this we find Foetus In \'our 
Bed, known elsewhere as Foetus Under 
Glass, Foetus On Y.our Breath and Foetus 
Over FriK:o. Here they perform very deli
cate minimalist piano music in the general 
tradition of Steve Reich, intercut with bits 
of chaotic noise toward the end. This is very 
different from the stuff they recorded as 
Foetus On Your Breath, which was more 
like a direct cross between James White and 
the Residents (if you can imagine such a 
thing). If that sounds like your bag, check 
out the LP Deaf(Womb, import). 

The flip side is all fairly noisy concrete 
and electroacoustic stuff by AMM (a bunch 
of serious musicians given to improvising 
electronic music in performance-other 
points of reference being Music• Elet
tronlca Viva and the Fluxus performance 
artists of the early 60s), Nurse With 
Wound and Operating Theatre, Listen to 
this while reading your copy of Re/Search 
#3. 

Add,.....: 

Re/ Search 
20RomoloB 
San Francisco, CA 94133 

Europa Records 
POB 20513 
Orlando, FL 32814 

Platinum Records 
380 Birchmont Rd . 
Scarborough 
OntarioMIK IM7 
Canada 

Tago Mago 
52 rue de Sambre et Meuse 
75010 Paris 
France 

Flowmotion 
Flat One 
40Ash Grove 
Leeds LS6 I A Y 
UK 

Recommended Records 
583 Wandsworth Rd. 
London SW 8 
UK 
United Dairies 
POB 18, Richmond , 
Surrey TWIO 6ND 
UK 
Womb Records 
35 Brackenbury Rd . 
London N2 
UK 
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by Jon McA uliffe 

This month' s pie waxes exuberant to say 
the least-lots of good stuff. The Outlets 
single on Modern Method, "Best Friends" 
b/ w "Bright Lights," is really refreshing. 
Tough, danceable, right-between-the-eyes 
rock and roll; no politics, resignation, com
placency or fashion fads here, just music 
that moves. David Barton sings like he cares 
and his fellow Outlets second that emotion. 
Beautiful sleeve, too. Thank you Outlets. 
More, please. 

I'll admit I've never been a fan of Johnny 

IMic~y iittss 
l 

Video Lizards 
b/w Cocktails for two 

Barnes, but his latest has turned me around. 
Excellent, rhythmic rock is to be heard on 
both "Sudden Death Overdrive" b/w 
"Hurt So Good." For those of us who still 
like simple, hooky rockers, this is a disc to 
lay down hard cash for. One of the better 
local recordings I've heard all year. Keep it 
up, John-we need it. 

Neo-co nservat ivc / cat ch-t wen I y-t woer 
Ertk Llnd1ren has a new 4.S out on Arf-Arf 
that should make him a local hero on the 
Cape. Entitled '' Another Cape Cod Sum
mer (This Year)," this Beach Boys-cum
Devo time twist will garner appreciative 

--r 

chuckles with its production, sound effects 
and lines like • • ... and the girls look even 
better than the boys." The B-side "Ameri
can Kids (Still Wanna Rock)" is a bit too 
subtle for print-you'll have to hear it. You 
either get it or you don't, but regardless of 
how you lean it's still enjoyable. The label 
bears a map of the Cape, while the sleeve 
features a photo of Erik's bicep with Cape 
map superimposed. A classic and a collect
able from the man who brought you The 
Space Negroes. 

Another Arf-Arf disc, an EP by Mag.le 
Mose & Hls Royal Rockers featuring Blind 
Sam, hardly fares as well. Dubbed Quiet 
Desperation, it had me bellowing loudly be
fore the first of its four cuts had ended. Re
corded appropriately on April Fool's Day, 
this stuff went out with left-wing jug band 
music. What is seemingly supposed to be 
heavy (or at best ''hip'') is silly and left me 
feeling embarrassed to be in the same room 
with it. Though Erik Lindgren's production 
is impeccable as usual, it doesn't salvage the 
material or tongue-in-cheek delivery Magic 
Mose or blind, deaf and dumb Sam thought 
so clever. Then again, as this is an Erik 
Lindgren production, maybe the joke's on 
me! 

Remember Punk Rock? That economic
al, straight ahead predecessor of New 
Wave? While that may not have been the 
intention of New York's Cncktd Actor, 
one is reminded of the genre's earliest inten
tions with their new single on Death Re
cords. Their version of "Judy in Disguise" 
is the only recording of this number I've 
ever been able to listen to and enjoy. They 
make it fun . The flip, "Nazi School," is 
equally good, though this theme has run its 
course. If you're into updated, new music 
versions of 60s hits, ch~k out "Judy" for a' 
rise. 

Other New York wax includes "Do I 
Do" by X-Davls which might be described 
as Van Morrison meets the Puerto Rican 

Two 12 inch EPs to note this time. Bob 
•land from LA has a great, poppy/com
mercial-without-sounding-dated, six cut re
volver which somehow struck me as a west 
coast version of The TwttdJ. There's a nos
talgic freshness that introduces itself in the 
first cut; "Unhappy Girl," and really im
pacts with its closer, "Stealing Cars." The 
juxtaposition of pop production and ver
boten subject matter are oddly provocative. 
Hear this one even if it means spending 
money. 

Boston's own Probtn have a neat, six
song EP entitled Mad ot the World. "And 
Violets Are Blue" sounds like a radio hit; 
"Anonymous Affair" is the ultimate fan 
letter to a rock star which seems to be saying 
"do you know I'm here? does it matter? do 
you care?" The title track is perhaps the 
EP's most interesting with such great lyrics 
as "I'm so mad could kill myself, and 1 

I'm much too vain for that!" This cne 
should get heavy airplay. 

I'll advise anyone even casually into the 
blues to pick up Cub Koda's (Brownsville 
Station/"Smokin' in the Boys Room") lat
est on Baron, It's the Blues, Vol. I recorded 
"live" in Chicago with the late Hound Dog 
Taylor's band The Houserocktn. Side one 
unravels nicely, but side two just plain 
smokes. Combining a pure, unadulterated 
blues sound whh some boogie dance rhy
thms and a gut.'st appearance by the Donald 
Duck on lead guitar and vocals, this is one 
of those LPs that will grow on you every 
time you spin it. 

~---------------------------,, chapter of the Beach Boys. Interesting 

Finally, I'd like to encourage any and all 
of you who think you're just as good as the 
other guy releasing records, but who may 
not have the bucks to go vinyl, to send me 
your tapes. I'll only mention those that I 
think are really hot, so you'll get a rave re
view or no mention at all. I know there's 
plenty of talent out there with no place to 
go. Maybe I can help with a word or two. 
Please address all tapes to me in care of 
Boston Rock and make sure you copy onto 
Maxell or TDK cassette tape only as my ma
chines aren't biased for any other. 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and performance: 
copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount.Auburn street 
C8mbridge, Mass. 02138 617/492-4400 

stuff, especially the instrumental interplay 
at the end of side two. Check out the sleeve 
on this one-where did they get those 
boots? 

Again from the Apple comes Gina Palya 
Addresses for August : 

& Prodl&Y whom I want to like, but don't. Modem Method 

:~~~u:~t i~i~~k" :it~o~;~~~n~i~t.~ien;:; 268 Newbury St. 
the thrill of apathy while you still got time/ BoSton °211 6 
Well it don't matter if your world is a mess/ Death Record! 
You've got too much time to care less.'' P.O. Box32 
Not only do these lines contradict each oth- Lake Grove, NY 1175.S 

~~et~~~~~s~a~:en;~~a::~· !o~:~~~~;~r~: A. Y .M. 

by a band you wish was better. She does ~~i~~a~ Drive 
have a good voice, though some good cover Boston 
material might be a better vehicle for it. I 
wouldn't have mentioned this artist if I Bob Beland 
didn' t think she had the potential to come c/ o What Records? 
back with stronger next time out. 1 P .0. Box 49593 

Back in Bean town, A. Y .M. (Ask yuh LA, CA 90039 

~:~:J!r h~.~~r:e~ei:~e=ll~~~di,;~t~.~:!~ f J~hnny Barnes 
' '-----------------------------"' away To~ight." Another "I really like this N1ghtcrawler Records 

EU~EKA! RECORDS 
will pay you 

75% 
of selling price when we showcase 

YOUR BAND'S RECORD/TAPE 
on consignment 

£Ul{£KA! RECORDS 
at 

USED SOUND 
225 Newbury St., Boston 236·1 BU 

(between Exeter and Fa, rf:eld; 

Used records & tapes! 
Stereos & T.V.s! 

We also repair 
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record but I don't know why." The excite- X-DHls 
ment level is average, but it's well done and 2160 64th St. 
there is something subliminally magnetic in Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Bruce Radtke's vocal. 

The Tndemarks are back with another 
good pop/rocker in "She Knows" b/w 
"Prisoner of Your Eyes" on Snash. Check 
out drummer Chris McCauley's Elvis Pres
ley haircut on the inner sleeve-masterful! 
Another ace engineering/production job by 
Jeff Gilman of Music Designers in Hudson. 
Definitely a world class (as they say) record
ing facility. 

Psycbk Youlh have a 4.S out for fans of 
electro-pop, or whatever they're calling it 

Snub Records 
P .O. Bo,271 
Boston02J34 

TheProbtn 
263 Summer St. 
Suite416 
Boston 022JO 

Arf-Arf Record! 
P .O. Bo, 954 
East Dennis, MA 02541 

this week. "The Future Now" is the plug Gina Palya 
side, though it's pretty predictable-it 180 Van Cortlandt Park South 
sounds like another Peter Baumann new Bronx, NY 10463 
muzak electro-schlock number. On the oth- p hi y th 
er hand, the nip "Step in Time" calls out p syc de Mou_ 
lik~ Ulysses' Sirens. V_ery hypnotic, though I s:~a~isc usic 

~:/~.~~;~ i~h:::a~:r~~srSccif:r~~ ~~:~r~~e~ 'Jew York (516-822-7121) 

learn it was done on a 4-track at home. Baron Records 
1990's music fans oughta search this one 11 Dell Ave. 
out Melrose, ~A 021i6 
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THE 
COMSAT 
ANGELS 
A.K.A. C.S.A. IN U.S.A. 

by Tri.slram lozaw 

Forced to change their name for USA 
purposes, the non-incorporated Comsat 
Angels from Sheffield, England (now wor
king under the forgettable moniker of 
C.S.A.) are at their best when guitarist/vo
calist Steve Fellows is pauring out streams 
of glowing, gleaming guitar lines. And, un
like the blatant way that most bands insist 
on using synthesizers, Andy Peake's under
stated electronic keyboards are used to bol
ster the guitar edge, the result being one of 
the fattest stage sounds you're likely to 
hear. 

This aural thickness lets Comsat/CSA 
coast through their less inspiring material, 
which was dropped in between the more 
worthwhile songs, which arc literally over
run by beefy chordings and pulsing, rhyth· 
mic harmonic thrusts. When successful, 
CSA keeps this lushness from being a skin· 
deep gloss through the timely punctuations 
of Kevin Bacon, who pounds out bass notes 
like they were melodious spikes, and the 
tight tribal drumming and light.handed 
cymbal work of Mic Gleishen. 

"Into the Night" (which opened their set 
with a long, longer, longest drone while the 

Ace of Hearts 
cont. from r•r 26. 

other a\pcct, ol 'The Bu,1nC'>'> · arc JU'>I 8!1 

important. 
.. A Band ,l10uld onh thml,. national. 

The \\Ord ·nat1onal· , hould be in lront ol 
C\er~one·, c~c,. Selling record\ 10 a local 
marl-.et i, a hobb), lil-.e mal-.ing records 
tor rnur lricnd, . It doc,n·t 1u,tilv the co,t 
and .cllon of mal-.1ng a rernrd.·· ·Probably 
the 1110,1 imr,onant r,an or acl1e1\ ing thi<, 
~oal ,.., through i.:omprehcn,i\l: r,romotion. 
When a band i<, plaving in to""· or more 
importanl. out or I0\\11. 11·, .:ri1kal that 
,omconc mai..c, ,urc that. their record\ arc 
;l\a1lablc in thC' ,1ore. the local radio 
,1a11on'> ha,C" 0i:en 1;ontactcd lor inter-
\ le\,.., and _a,rpla,. and that po~tcr, ha\c 
bcl'll r,ut ur, . 

H,1r1c ,ugge, 1, that r,ro mot10n i, a spill 
rc,pon\ibilit, bcl\,ccn 1hc rcl.'ord label and 
1he hand ... II', ur> 10 the hand and 1he 
manager 10 1-.el'P the rcrnrd compan~ hon
l',t . ()1hcr\,1,c. the fl'i,:ord 1:ompan~ prob
ahh \\011·1 do 100 mui.:h ... Ai.:e ol Heart\ 
doe<,n·t U\l' ;,1 ,tandard rei.:ord i.:on1rac1 for 
ih hand,. a1!rt:t:men1, arl' formed bo1h 
\t:rhall~ and on paper. Rid ,umrnari,e\ 
lli\ r,hilo,opln on hu,1nC\\ deal, \\ilh hi,; 
band,. "No1)11ng I\ guaran1eed. except 
tha1 you \\Ill be 1reatcd l'airl~.'· 

A~ Al'e Produl·er 
Si, month, ,iut ol 1he ,car Harte i<, in 

the ,tudio or rchear'>al ,Pal.'e. "orking on 
m.:ordmgs and nc\, record,. A lot of 1hat 
1imc i, spcm di:,c\opinµ ea,:h hand. Hane 
mai..e, 1hem \\Ori-. out on 1hc rhythm 
trad\. 1hc ,oi.:ah. and the arrangement\. 
Allh(H1!,!h he·, primarily imohcd in the 
rl'cord111c ,idc. he mal-.c, hi, intluen,·c 
i..110\\11 ,~hen the hand,· career, are con
i.:crni:d. Thl· proh\cm "i1h man~ hands i,. 
.. 1101 that 1hcy·rc nm good cnoug.h-
thc~ 're not follo\,ing through." It i, 
important 1ha1 band, 1-.t..'cp putting. ou1 
rei.:ord,. eaeh ,1ii.:ec ...... i,el~ hct1l'r. and that 
1hc ba'nd eominualh dc,clop a lollo\,ing. 
"\\'inning the Baulc of the Band~ doen'1 
guarnn1l'l' ,ui.:ct..',, ... 

Rii.:1-. ·, ar,r,roach in 1hl' ,tudio i, ,lo" 
and ,tea<.!~ I hl' numht·r of tal-.l', he 
mai..e~ a hand or nn1,Kia11 go through to 
get it ngh1 arc legendary. And alter till' 
Boston Rock #31 40 

instruments slowly took over), "Real StO· 
ry" and the driving "Be Brave" were bright 
spots in the 1.5.song set. "After the Rain," 
from the upcoming LP Friction, was a win· 
ning slow.glide broken up nicely by a re· 
pealing 4·note xylophone·like pattern. But 
it wasn't until the end of their set that the 
Angels really took off with "Independence 
Day," "Empty House" and "Waiting for a 
Miracle." The live version of "lndepcn· 
dence Day," on which the bass waited half 
the song before crashing in, made the re· 
corded one sound piecemeal. They saved 
their best song, "Eye of the Lens," for the 
encore, and even a heavy.handed drum mix 
couldn't spoil Fellows' stellar guitar break. 

Comsat Angels/CSA need to incorporate 
more songs with this effective blend into 
their show. Live, too much of their ephcreal 
landscaping lagged, weighed down further 
by the fact that the songs all seemed to be 
played in the same key (whether or not they 
actually were). This sameness made it 
wrongly appear that Fellows had a limited 
vocal range, like you were hearing the same 
notes over and over. This aside, his minor· 
laden melodies showed considerable power, 
progressing from former slips of whining 
into more purely emotive releases. 

mu!lic i'> fini<;hed and 1hc ,ocab added, 
it·.., a <;IO\\ prol'e\<, to mi, the linal song. 
A major Ila\, many band'> mal..c is that 
"e\erything i'> done \0 fa,t that nobody 
ha~ time 10 thin I,. or talk about 11. •• There 
arc no .. .,ccret ingredient\" that make a 
.. good .. or "hll .. record. but Rick reeog. 
nizc\ i.:ertain ingredient<, that arc found in 
mo<,t good ,ong_<;: "Good vocal delivery, 
,ome melody or hook. and some 
intere,11ng idea or no\ell) .·· 

Thl' Neat\ f:P marl-.\ the new emphasis 
Harte i'> plating on good voi.:als. ''It'<; 
1mr,ortant that r,cople lil-.c 1he \'Oice and 
hear the \\Ord,. Burying the ,ocal<, crea1es 
i.:onl u,ion for I he people \\ ho aren't used 
to hearing thi<, 1-.ind-ol mu\ic. After all, 
\\e can't be playing thi<, mu<,k JU'>t to our 
friend<, fore\Cr. ·· Although the maJor la
bel, ha,c cmphao:,i,ed the ,ocals. Hane 
doe<,11·1 bclil',c the mu<,il· \hould tal-.c 1he 
bad sea1. "The major rei.:ord companies 
belic,cd in 1960. 1970 and <,till bclic,e in 
1980. tha1 the ,ocal<, are 99°·0 ol ,,ha1 
~ell"> a record. I do11'1 bclic,e 1ha1 and I 
don't \\ant to bclie,e it. I lil,.c \,hat the 
im1rumcnts sound lil-.e. mnelf." 

There·,., no U\e in trying to ,econd guess 
r,ublic 1aste. Th,•re arc too man) factor\ 
\,hii.:h inllucni.:e \\hat rci.:ord, \ell and why 
they ,ell. "There·,., no mag.ii.:al ingrediems, 
though Phil Sr,ecrnr l'aml' thl' clo,e~t. 
Nothing\ guaraniccd. ~1any record,; fail 
\\hen they \Cem to ha,c e,erv1hing going 
for them: good \(mg, good ,ound, and 
good performancl' ... 11 ·, lil-e 1he Ed,el; 
c,etything "a' right. bu1 the pubhc 
chafig.cd their mind.·· 

A~ A Rol·ker 
So \,hat', the payoff for Rid. Harte 

and Al·e of Hearh? Hor,efully. a r,lace in 
rod ·n· roll hi\lOry. a ,·ontrihu1ion that is 
a ,ub,1an1ial addi1ion 10 ,e,cral dci.:ade<, 
of ideas and innovations. "It i, difficult to 
he 1nno\·a1i,e no,, ... I Hl' \\'ire a lot. I 
like PIL's rel·ord,. c,pcciatly the 111,•tuf 
hox. Thc~e aren·1 record, 1ha1 came out 
ye,;terday or 1oday. hllt they're thing,; tha1 
,eem to hold up O\l'r time. The tl',t of 
1ime uhimately determine, ho\, good a 
r,rodui.:1 i,. If you li~c 11 moruh, or year, 
la1er. yoll wumto r,u1 11 on the turntable. 
that°\ got 10 he lhl.' \\innmg. 1ng.rl.'dil'nt. ·· 

• voice 
by John Brusger 

What are the odds tha1 a record company 
so short on capital that it can only afford 10 
put out 150 copies of its first two releases is 
going to su rvive? This was the predicament 
thar faced Tesco Vee and Corey Rusk, the 
record barons who run Touch and Go Re· 
cords, which is based in Lansing, Michigan. 
They have since progressed to the point 
where they only have to phone a few dis· 
tributors and the first pressings of their 
records are snapped up. 

This is a case where the artists run the 
record company. Tesco is the vocalist for 
the Meatmen and Corey is the bassist for 
the Necros. Both the groups have releases 
on Touch and Go. 

Tesco was kind enough to talk to me over 
the phone, and he filled me in on both his 
label and the local scene. The fellow I spoke 
to bore no resc;,nblance to the singer of such 
depraved tunes as "I Down 3 To Go" or 
"I've Got A Problem." During the twenty 
minutes we talked he spoke in a soft voice 
with a Midwestern accent and didn'I use a 
word as naughty as 'heck'. They have re
leased six records, all in 1he seven inch 
format: two by the Necros, two by the Fix, 
one by the Meatmen, and an eight band 
compilation entitled The Process of £/imin· 
otion. Touch and Go was formed in the 
spring of 1981, and their first releases are so 
rare few people even know they exist. 

A band must meet stringent requirements 
to be on Touch and Go: it mwt be from the 

area which encompasses Detroit, Toledo, 
and Ann Arbor, Michigan, and it must play 
hardcore punk rock. And it must sound 
"hot enough" to meet Tesco's and Corey's 
approval. There is also a new label, Touch 
and Go's Special Forces, for bands which 
don't meet the style specification. It has re· 
leased one single. 

A sure sign that they know how to pick 
their bands is that some record distributors 
have offered to finance their production 
expenses in return for a piece fo the action. 
Only incredible consumer demand could 
tempt them to do that-most people are 
lucky to have their records taken on con· 
signment. So far none of these offers have 
been accepted. As you probably guessed, 
they are worried about maintaining control 
over their product. 

What attracted Tesco to hardcore, be· 
sides the music, is that it gave kids the 
option of joining a peer group that doesn'I 
use drugs. He says that right now there are 
"about 200 super.committed" hardcore en
thusiasts in his area. As far as obstacles to 
be overcome, he says that there is a lack of 
good venues, and that there is factionalism 
even within so small a scene. 

The moral of the story? If your records 
don't sound like a hundred other bands and 
they satisfy the consumers' demands you're 
probably going to make it. 
Touch and Go Records 
Box 26203 
Lansing, MI 
4890') 

INDEPENDENT 
MUSIC FROM CANADA 

-FOIIGOTTINIIUELS 
"This Ain't Hollywood" 
fLPf 
Newest LP from Can.d•'s under· 
ground includes "Surfin' On 
Heroin,""Tell Me You Love Mc," 
"Eve Of Desnuc1ioo." 

FORGOTTEN REBELS 
"Tomonow Belongs To 
Us" fEPI 
Ulcludes"Naz~,-"3rd 
HomOKxu.al Mwder," "N•tional 
Unity." 

Available soon in Boston 
o, 

Available Direct from: 

FORGOTTEN REBELS 
"In Love With The 
System" (LP) 
Fim LP includes "Bomb The 
Bollts llI!d Feed The Fist,• "f:uk 
Me De.ad,'' "Elvis ls Dud," Hud 
Core 

BOB BRYDEN 
"See This Brick" 
Includcs"TbeD•yllmJohn 
W•yne Died,""S<vm Anows," 
·uJr.eSeda.Jr.aOnAcld.· 

Send Can•dim money order- 6.00 
per Ip and 5.00 per ep. 

STAR RECORDS 
2½ JAMES ST. NORTH 
HAMILTON, ONTARIO, 
CANADA L8R 2J9 
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\~P0~1"ArJf (-zr~)1'1s--'12.t>1> 

1 every Monday and Tuesday at 
Copperttelds 

R BOOKINGS CONTACT GEORGE 
DINEEN 267-0667 

j .Y.M.'s 
new 

single .. 

'MNOTSO 
HEALTHY 

b lw 

RUNAWAY 
TONIGHT 

VAILABLE NOW AT 

\/ewbury Comi cs 
ecord & Bookstore 
Nervous Records 
Rockit Records 

Aug 15: Rathskeller 
Benefit for the Fernald 
State Sehl. WBCN's Carter 
A lan M.C. 

Aug 18: Channel 
(Summer in the City) 

Aug 20, 21: Oar and Anchor 
Main St., Falmouth 

Aug 25: Channel 
(Summer in the City) 

Aug 26-28: 11 Giardinos 
Bar Harbor, ME 

Sept. 1: Channel 
(Summer in the City) 

Rhode lsla.nd's 

~9 
LIVE AT THE INN SQUARE 

MENSBAR 
Inman Square, Cambridge 

MONDAY AUGUST 23 

BRING IN THIS AD FOR A FREE DRAFT 
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON. PROPER I.D. REQUIRED. 
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$ THE 
SLE3P 
CHAMBER 

New 12" six song ep 

MAD AT THE WORLD 
featuring 

"And Violets Are Blue" 

call WBCN and request 

availa ble at 
all yo ur 

record o utlets 

EJJU;MW 
263 SUMMER STREET SUITE 416 

BOSTON. MA 02210 
!617J 542·7238 

Attention 
Local Bands 

and 
Club Owners! 

Reach Boston's 
most active club 
goers. Space on 
the Clubland page 
Is available for Just 
58.00 per column 
Inch. To reserve 
space In this sec
tion call 266-8787. 

SON OF QUAZGAA 
THE VINNY BAND 
plus Digney 
Flgnus 
ANGRY YOUNG 
BEES 
plus The Heat 
THE PROBERS 
plusLlule Borden 
& The Axes 
MEDICINE CROW 
UNCTION 
THE SEALS 

8125 

8126 

8127 

8128 

8129 
8130 

8131 

featuring · 
LOUDER . 

a new recording 
by the 

M A P S 
************1 
Distributed by Rounder 

See Billy's Revue at 

STORYV !,_~~E 
;;:, K;;.;;.- S~uare 
with 007 
Wednesday 

September 15 
All Ages 

00000000000 



KILLING JOKE 
Jeff & Jane Hudson ~i?f' 
Til( $51$6 

Saturday Night Dance Party 

THE DARK 
OOOH AH AH 
YOUNG SNAKES 
Admission $2.50 

Thu Aug 26 From London ... 

; . Sat Aug 28 

Sat Sept 5 

THE MEMBERS 
Tix $4.501$5.50 

STi°FF. LITTLE 
FINGERS 
THE OUTLETS 
Tickets $6.50 

All Ages Show! 

Willie Loco Alexander 
The Fabulous Billygoons 
Boys Life ~ 
and special guests ~ 

' Thu Sept 16 From LA .. 

THE BLASTERS 
ICE 9 

. ., . ., 

25 Necco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

DVANCE TICKETS • ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 
BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 

Jasper's 
"The Beat UHi• ClubhouN In Boston" 

379 Somerville Ave. (olf Union Sq.) 
Somerville 625-4975 

Thurs. Aug. 19 

call for Info: 625-4975 

Frl.Aug20 

("Amy's Comln' Home Tonight'') 

THE MAKE 
FLICKS 

Sat.Aug21 

You"ve heard of them 
now hear them. 
Atlanta"s rock opera ... 

Baby And The Pacifiers 

Mike Viola & 
The Bottom Line 

Sun. Aug 22 

"Summer '82 Guerrilla Tour Continues" 

THE DARK 
YOUNG SNAKES 

Monday's ... 

"Baille of the Unknowns" 
continues 

Aug.23rd 

Rated M 
The Articles 
The Detectives 

Aug.30th 

Silk Screan 
Chris Erickson 
One 

FINALS MON SEPT. 6th 

I 
' Ladles lnwlted ~ Mon Aug 16 

Del Fuegos 
Mighty Ions 

rPs Tue 17 

Body & Soul 
Wed 18 

Arcade Ambo 

~ 
Children of Paradise 

Thu 19 

Young Rationals 
Fri 20 

tff 
New Models 

Sat 21 

Primary Colors 
Sun 22 

~ 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 23 
Boston Rock Presents . . 

PLAN 9 
Tue 24 

~ Lynn LaPrad Band 
Eddie Walker & The Marytrs 

Wed 25 

Crockett 

~ Thu 26 

The Make 
Fri 27 

Face to Face '-

Sat 28 ~ Sex Execs 
Sun 29 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 30 

The Heat 
Formally Keeper· 

Tue 31 

Puppet Rulers 
Fri Sept 3 

The Dark 
Sat 4 

Gary Shane & Detour 
Fn 10 

Limbo Race 
Thur 16 

Lou Miami 

411-1172 
1350 C.mlHtdge St. 

Inman Sq., 
C.rnbrl. 



Worcester notes ... Ii i 
Cenlrum. has to be the Dog-Faced Fathers. band I've seen so far. 
These whipper-snappers haven't played out New Bedford's spawn, the Gluons, made 
at all, but have a 3-song cassette out. Pro. a triumphant return to Ralph's Chadwick 
duction values arc not obvious if present at Square Diner after a long absence. They 
all. will be playing several gigs here at the end of 

till the place folded. Rumor has ii that when Un11Uachtd finally made the move to August and September. This band is hot 
by Uncle Mark it reopens with a new look (it was a bit of a Boston, to seek fame and fortune after con- and on their way-a bit U2, a bit Bauhaus, 

A cure for the terminal summer ennui hole) and new management , hardcore acts quering Worcester. This band has toured and a lot of themselves. The bizarre rumor 
·whichparalyzcsacollegecitylikeWorcestCr are out-though local talent and Boston the States for years, and the experience of an upcoming 24-inch record (complete 
came in the form of the Stray Cats kicking acts will be welcome. A sad end for a club shows ... they have at least an LP's worth with tone arm extension) was finally denied 
off their recent U.S. tour at Sanctuary in that featured the only Massachusetts ap- of really good tunes and are particularly fun by manager Ken. Another must-see band. 
Worcester Center on July 6. After a great pearancc of Black Flag this spring. live. As they starve in Boston, you can ex- ... and don't forget Worcester's oldest 
interview al WICN, followed by a lasagna Band Odds & Ends: The Odds, Worces- pect several eagerly-awaited return engage- and most consistent rock rag, The Worm-
and '57 Chevy cake party, the Cats tore up ter's favorite high energy pop rockers, are ments in late summer and fall at Ralph's town Press, edited, written and produced 
Worcester with incomparable hollerin', · still riding high after winning the Spring and probably Sanctuary. This band has the by the venerable L.B. Worm, is available at 
strummin', yellin' and bangin'. Sanctuary Rock Showcase at Sanctuary a couple of best combination of originality, fun, musi- Al-Bum's 2 locations or wherever ranting 
is a good medium-sized club, which in the months back. By the time you read this, cianship and modern altitude or any local and raving is an accredited course .. 
dim past has had such luminaries as the their new single should be out on their own --------"'!"!"!!"l""""---IIIIJ!l------1"'!"""-""'!"!'!'""'-'!'!''!"""""• 
~::~~~:s~~!a~~1ih~~~i~~~:~~:~.t.~~~~!~~ ~:v:~~~

1
=o~~=~~Kfn°gnro~:.t.~r~.~17~

1
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ingtributeto . .. "). Thingsareintheworks You"and"Fouronthefloor." .... .. .... ,. ... .:. ..,. -~~... ,.., .. ,. •. · - • · • ... ~ ~ • • ..... ; . •/.-, ... -..,• .: :-:..•,•:• .. -,• 
which would bring similar high level enter- On the more artsy side, the Nebulas's ... • · .. .. set~e ;in;le ... The A-~ide is ~al;ed ''Nois; o;. 
tainmenl regularly to this club, including new single "More Than Mystified" should by Ed Slota ta," and should be available very soon. 
Chron Gen (end of August), Ul and lots of also be out by this time (isn't time amaz- John also did the drumming on the fine new 
others being knocked about. Listen to local ing???). Songwriter/ lead singer Deb Pen- Live, from Scarborough Beach, it's the EP by the Parents, a refreshingly innovative 
non-commercials or check the club listings la's vocals have reminded some of Dorothy August edition of the Rhody Round-up. trio with an improvisational nair. 
or Worcester Magazine for updated details. Moskowitz of 60's cult band Unltrd States Everyone in these parts in still feeling The Sgt Preston of the Yukon award for 
The more people that support alternative of America-and the band is nothing short good about the Hi-Beam's majestic se- bravery under adverse conditions goes to 
acts, the more we' ll see them booked-so of dynamic live. cond-place finish in the Rumble. They sur- the Schemers. They recently played an out-
do your part. The fast and furious Commandos are go. prised just about everybody except me (who door set in Rehoboth (temperature 95 de-

On the darker side of club news: X-IT 13 ing through a line-up change, replacing predicted a high finish for them before the grees), then, later that same night, opened 
closed its doors, allegedly to reopen again their bassist. These guys arc the hardest competition started). Lou LIiii tells me the for X at the Living Room (indoor tempera-
in late August or early September. For band in town. band just took things one night at a time lure 110 degrees). Mark Cutlu reports hav-
many Wormtown Punters, this club was the The Aggressions are not moving to LA and are very pleased with their showing. De- ing lost ten pounds that day. That's better 
culmination of years of wishin' and hopin' courtesy of Alternative Tentacles-they bra's thankful for the respect the band than a month of Richard Simmons. That X 
for a good small club dedicated to local, would just like you to believe that. They earned, and hopes they can parlay their show, incidentally, set a house attendance 
hardcore and alternative acts. You know certainly looked much improved at Ralph's new-found fame into more Boston gigs. I'm record. 
the dream . Right from its opening gig, with recently: nice send up or "Sonic Reducer." hoping their finish will lead to much greater Latest discovery here in the Quahog State 
the Freeze, local screamers the Commandos Hopes arc high for a new and better pro. things, like a guest shot on the Uncle Floyd is the existance of a duo known as Kelle-
and San Francisco's Flipper, it was clear duced tape soon. Show (oh, please renew this show, Channel her's Uap. Comprised or a vocalist and 
there were lots of problems with this club- Ralph's, by the way, is still the Junkiest 38). It still has yet 10 be determined whether keyboardist, Kelleher's Leap is like a hybrid 
not the least of which was the management club in town-a nice place to hang out, alleged rock and roll station WHJY will add of Jonathan Richman and Tnvls Shook. 
(who at best seemed inexperienced). At have a beer, some food, and sec a band. the Hi-Beams's terrific single "Hyperac- Surrs up and time for me to hit the 
times, club dates were changed or cancelled The sound system leaves a lot to be desired tive." waves. Next month our I-team will go un-
without much notice to bands. Some bands though. If you're a band that is interested in One person who's not vacationing this dercover to find out why local genius Rudy 
could not confirm their bookings because Ralph's, my suggestion is to book way in month is the ubiquitous John Orsi, who's Cheeks always gets mentioned on Ask The 
1hey couldn't contact the management. To advance. putting the finishing touches on a new cas- Manager. 
a lot of people it was only a matter or-time Weirdest and least likely to play the new 

Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
l 6-Track 
Recording 
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LEGAL HIGHS 
ORGANIC AND SYNTHETIC 

DON'T MISS OUT 

7 ? 2 

? 

? 
2 

$20.00 Per Hour Standard Hourly Rate 

Boston Rock #31 44 

• Fu ll·SIZed 21' X 31' Sh..dlO Wlth 2 1.so txx:>ths 
& v0nob le parhhons. 16' x 16' control rm. 
corpetedonc:I air condthoned 
• Instruments include 6'1" Hume Granc:I . 
Hammond with Leslie Hohner elect piano. 
Sllngerlord drums. Fender lwln reve<b. 
Sunn colliseum. others 
• Microphones. Neumann (2) l/87. KM84. 
Pl<G. C451E. D12E. D125. D222. EleclTo
Vc,ce (2) fle.20. Sennheise< (2) MD 441. MD 
421 . Shue(3)SM57. CrownPZM 
• Equipment includes Tangent 16 x 16 Coo
sole. TASCAM 85-16. DBx NC>se lleduchon. 
OTAAI MX50500. TEAC 33405. /11.TEC 004-81< 
ord /\uotone Mon1to-s. Pl<G heodphores. 
master room XL-305 reve<b. Ashley SC-50 
compressors. 2 D8X160 compresslQnS. UlEI 
EQ Omrnaott GT-4. Lexicon PCM 41 O,g1tol 
Delay_ Crown po,.€< omps. TEAC coss 
ded<&more 
• A::id1honolextensrveorr0yof sh.d10equip 
& music inst available fa rental 
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WHERE TO GET THEM AND HOW TO USE THEM 
(send $1 .00 or call) 

also newOe.LN E 1NCENSE 

AND CRYSTAL SYNTHO-SPEED incense 
Distributors wanted for wholesale price list and samples 

send $2.00 to: 
KANIPER DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 411-BRI 
Dixfield, ME 04224 
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Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore . . . 

(Tel.) 333-0311 
Tom Giovanniello 

1071 8/uehlll Ave. 
MIiton, MA 02186 



THE MONKEY'S HEAD 
IN THE CORNER 

OF THE ROOM. 
J7C'f of 710l'RTS '.RECO]ffi.5 
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BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIED ADS 
BOSTON ROCK HAS BOTH 

~~11:~ ~~8m651xi~~~ 
AVAILABLE FOR RESALE 
AT CUT RATES. CALL 
GREG AT 266-8787 
P.A. 4 rent, Quality System, 
Low Price, Call 740-I072. 
$100 Reward for info Leading 
to return of 68 Les Paul Dlxc 
#516032 Refin Blond top 2 Di
marzos 2 coil switches slvr hd
wrc gold knobs 661-5819. NO 
QUESTIONS ASKED! 
Attn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boslon's most 
active dub goers. Space In Bos
ton Rock's Clubland pages Is 
avallable for Just 58.00 per col
umn Inch. Call 266-8787. 
Fltsl Offense-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core-Freeze, 
TMHetc. Send 51)¢ per issue to 
F.O.PO Box 336 W. Yarmouth 
MA02673. 

THE NOISE T-shirts $4. Sub
scription $4/yr-or both $7. 74 
Jamaica St., JP, MA 02130. 
Eurtka! Records seeks source 
for Jazz LP's-reviewcr copies, 
cut outs used etc. 225 Newbury 
St. at Used Sound 236-1827 
Distributor wants blzarrt and 
cltttronlc records and tapes. 
Send sample & prices for 
wholesale. INNERSLEEVE 
BOX 844, PEMBROKE, MA 
02359 
BOSTON ROCK SEEKS 
PART-TIME AO SALFS
PERSON. EXPERIENCE 
AND TRANSPORTATION 
HELPFUL. Call Grq: Reib
man at 266-3787. 
ATTENTION ALL BANDS 
Send your demo tape/vinyl and 
press kits to WJUL. We're real 
underground ALTERNATIVE 
RADIO. I Univ Ave Lowell, 
MA 01854 (617) 459-0579 Debi 
WE WILL PLAY YOU! 

Professional, dedicated engineeri~production 
Demos or Ma,rer Producr Unbiased odv,ce abour 

recading 1n Gosron. 

Phone# (617) 923-9366 
--Karen Kane---

- -------- -

Individual and band Classified ads cost 
$1.00 per line. The business rate is $1.50 per 
line. Boldface is available at a rate of .25 ex
tra per word, underline copy to be bold. List
ings of stolen musical equipment will be 
run for free. 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classified over the phone (617) 266-8787 by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall 

Name: 
Street: __________ _ 

or bring In person to: 
Boston Rock/Newbury Comics . 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
Please include name and address whether 
or not you run it in your ad. 
ISSUE 

BR ,02 
BR.OJ 

AD DEADLINE 

Sept.I 
Oct.6 

ON SALE DATt 

Sept. IS 
Oct. 20 

City/Zip: ________ _ 

Phone: 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Question: What do Ed King, Mike 

Dukakis, the Count and Nayme 
Drawper all have in common? 

Answer: Even though they all say 
they want to make Massachuse/1s a 
belier place to live, none of them gets 
any respect from the other. 

Here's this months dirt. ... 
In the "don'! believe it til you see it" 

department, the often delayed grand 
opening of the just as often re-designed 
Club Soda (formerly Streets) is 
scheduled for August 13. What kind of 
place will Club Soda be, you ask? Ac
cording to a recent press release, the 
once sparsely decorated rock 'n roll 
club has been "Completely renovated 
in unique techno-dance fashion.· 
Gleaming brass, and soft pink and grey 
accents caress the eye, while state of 
the arl video and sound systems clearly 
indicate the club is one step ahead." 
And just whose eyes are they trying to 
caress? Not mine apparently ... "As 
condominiums and a new stability of 
population becomes evident in the 
neighborhood so does the need to so
cialize.'' Gimme a break. 

After last year's extensive cross 
country tour with · the J. Geils Band, 
power trio Jon Butcher Axis have, at 
long last, inked a multi-album deal 
with Polygram Records. Larry Bangor, 
Rich Gilbert, Malcolm Travis and 
Chris Maclachlan, all former members 
of Human Sexual Response, have been 
busy rehearsing and writing new mater
ial for their still nameless new band. 
Lou Miami is reportedly very close to 
reaching a recording agreement with a 
local label, and Berlin Airlift have 
signed a deal with Handshake Records, 
a CBS distributed label. 

WBCN Program Director Oedipus 
was the apparent happy victor in a psy
chological lug of war with WLYN's 
Crass over dj Albert 0 .. As a result 
Albert can now be heard on 'BCN 
Saturday nights from midnight to four. 
We've also noticed that Crass no 
longer fil es her on-the-air club reports 
on Oedi 's Nocturnal Em missions pro
gram. It's funny but it seems that 
Crass' feud with 'BCN occured at 

~tNGV l!UN~ THC ··r,KKl-/MIS" 
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about the same time she decided that 
Y-102 was "too big" to co-promote · 
shows with Boston Rock. Oh well, it 
doesn't really matter, now tha1 Al
bert's gone, nobody listens to 'LYN 
anyway. 

In other radio news, ex-BCN veteran 
Jerry Goodwin has been named opera
tions manager at WBOS. Rich An
zalone, the Tuesday night dj at Jum• 
bo's can now also be heard on the 
Salem State radio station WMWM 
(91.7 fm) on Mondays from 3 to 6 pm. 
Tuft's radio station WMFO (91.5 fm) 
has increased it's power to 125 watts 
stereo. And Peter Choice has left 
yet another station. Choice's Thursday 
Lale Risers Club slot on WMBR (88.1 
fm) is now being filled by Music Direc
tor Tami Heide. 

Speaking of the late Riser's Club, is 
it 1rue that Cindy Bailen listens to 
'MBR every morning on a portable ra
dio while doing her daily shift at 
WCOZ? And on Sunday nights does 
she listen to the Boston Master Mix on 
WERS (88.9 fm) while hosting her 
Parry Out Of Bounds show? 

Ric Ocasek has finished producing 
the new album by Romeo Void as well 
as an albums worth of material with 
the Bad Brains. Ric brought a cassette 
of the incredibly tight-yet chaotic 
Brain's session over to our office re
cently and hinted that he is looking 
into the possibility of starting his own 
record label. 

David Robinson meanwhile, has 
been busy lugging various percussion 
instruments around town and jamming 
with Ooh Ah Ah. According to 
Robinson, this is the first time he's set 
up his own equipment in years. As 
mentioned last month, 21-645 have 
broken up, but we have since learned 
that Phil from the 21 'sis now playing 
with the Lyres, part of the deal being 
that Phil will be doing some song
writing. 

Are Boy's Life still looking for a new 
bass player? The F.U.'s were in the 
studio the other day to record some 
tracks-but I heard that they weren't 
too happy with the results. Willie Loco 
Alexander has recorded yet another 
album for New Rose Records. And 
Rick Harte tells us that Mission of 
Burma debut album Vs. is at the 
pressing plant. 

Metal Band Two Million B.C. have 
just returned from a successful two 
week tour of Texas. Joe Perry vocalist 

Mach Bell sent us a postcard from 
Caracas, Venezuela to report that the 
new Project lineup is busy rockin' the 
natives" south of border. 

Considerably closer to home, many 
Boston natives were justifibly upset 
when posters featuring a fist and a 
bloody dagger were plastered around 
town announcing an upcoming hard
core gig at Gallery East. Totally 
unfazed by the criticism, Katie Gold
man, one of the promoters of the 
show, said, "I think it's a bitchin' 
picture. We are bored city children, 
and yes, we are promoting violence." 

Gallery East nonetheless is still the 
place for Boston hardcore. In fact it is 
the only place. Kevin Porter continues 
to beg for money and sponsor benefits 
for his homeless Media Work
shop-but does anybody honestly be
lieve it will ever open? I don't. Ac
cording to reports, opposition by 
neighborhood residents and the Boston 
Police forced relocation of both the X 
and Dead Kennedy's shows . ., 

Studio 8, long time supporters of 
Boston talent are being forced out of 
business by their landlords who are 
tearing down the building. The major
ity of Studio B's equipment is being 
sold to Berklee, where Wayne Wad
hams will be directing a new studio 
production program. 

As usual, various BR staffers have 
been so busy with outside problems 
and projects that its a minor miracle 
that we put this paper out at all. Just 
last month, Greg Reibman got beat up, 
Gerard Cosloy broke his toe and 

"DINGY <slV€5 f)/ll€CT/ON~" 

jogging expert Michael Hantz was 
needed to help spring Steena out of the 
cage at U1strict One after she got bust
ed for creating a nuisance in her own 
apartment. Two days later, Sheena's 
court arraignmen1 kepi Jello Biafra 
cooling his heels for a few hours in 
anticipation of his BR interview. (Next 
month -ed.) While Mr. B. and Chris 
Gilbert wined and dined in Paris, 
France, distribution mogul Jon Anas• 
tas was busy writing material for 
D.Y.S.'s upcoming double live album. 

Congratulations to Dean Johnson 
on his recent marriage and good luck 
to Bruce Slallsmith, who is in Germany 
searching for the perfect haircut and 
the meaning of life. 

There were so many Bostonians at 
the Rockpool New Music Seminar, 
that I began to wonder if I was really in 
the Big Apple or at Spit. Among the 
locals at the well organized annual mu
sic convention were, Jim Sullivan, Don 
Roze, Patty Marsh, Neil Jacobson, 
Jim Coffman, Andy Gordon, Colleen, 
Tony V, the Angry Young Bees, Sandy 
Wright, Janis Reed, Susan Sidel, Billy 
Ruane, Tony Beradini. Mark Miller. 
Pat Lyons, Joan McNulty, Kathi 
Logue, Greg Reibman. Cindy Bailen, 
Oedipus, Ric 0., Crass, Rick Harte 
and Tami Heide. 

What more can I say? 
If you or your group hasn't been 

mentioned in this space, then either 
you haven't done anything, or you 
didn't tell anybody. Write: Nayme 
Drawper, c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
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WILLIE LOCO ALEXANDER 
And The 
Confessions 

AUTRE 
CHOSE 

Two record live album 
recorded during their French 
Tour (Spring 1982) 

on New Rose Records 

now available at your favorite record 
stores 

Disbibuted by Rounder Records 
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''F '!scist Lover" 
To Sir Wt h 

Don't~· it Love'' 
,ss our 

muscle beach party! 

August 23 at Spit . FINAL VINYL 
Box199 c ' ambrldge MA ' 02140 





RAINS 
Dancing Under Streetlights 
A SPEC/ALLY PRICED 12" MINJ-L.P. 

AVAILABLE ON LANDSLIDE RECORDS 

SEE THE BRAINS LIVE 
OCT. 2 AT THE CHANNEL ............•.............•............•..............••. 

COMING IN OCTOBER 
the new 12" 45 rpm EP from 

EAST COAST 

~ 
FEATURING: 
FEUDAL LOVE 
FINALLY (NO MORE GIRLS) 
EAST COAST FEAR 
KLEPTOMANIA 

WATCH FOR EDDIE WALKER & THE MARTYRS 
IN THE CLUBS NOW! 

For 1nformat1on: RAFco Management, 19 Central St,, #14, Somerville, 
MA 02143 (617) 623-6216 
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BOSTON'S BEST ROCK AND ROLL, VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HQURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 
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Heartbeats and Triggers. 
The fint atbum by 
Translator. Now available 
on 415/Columbia 

I On~15/Columb,1 

benelac1or. 

;' t.henewalbumbyromeo .void. 

produced by ian t1ylor, 

oo-415/Columbia. --

Iii TRANSLATOR , 
'1 
~ 



BECAUSE IT~s 
AJUNGLEOUT 

THERE ••• 

IGGY POPrZOMBIE BIRDHOUSE" 
PRODU(ED BY CHRIS STEIN 
THE ALBUM APE 6000 

JAMES WHITE AND THE 
BLACKS /"SAX MANIAC" 
PRODUCED BY JAMES WHITE 

THE GUN (LUB/"MIAMI" 
PRODUCED BY CHRIS STEIN 
THE ALBUM APE 6001 

THE ALBUM APE 6002 

ANIMAL RECORDS 
& CASSETTES. 

~~wAT(H FOR NEW 
RELEASES BY 

WALTER STEDING 
AND PANTHER BURNS 
COMING IN OCTOBER:' 

cS'&i, 
$5.49LP 

+ Givethe~ift 
of music. 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE 

SKIN LIB 
Dear BR, 

In the interview with SS Decontrol (BR 
#31), Al talks about hardcore being only for 
guys and about five girls in the Boston area. 
OK, I agree that many girls are only into the 
fashion punk scene and not into hardcore 
but that's not true with all. I'm definitely 
into hardcore and I'm a girl. A few friends 
of mine, girls, are also into it and we're only 
from a small, preppy, suburban town. Bos
ton's probably got a lot who are closet 
punks. Afler all, it's kind of hard for a girl 
to show it by shaving her head or by 
thrashing to the pomt of broken ankles. 
Just give us girls some time, guys. More and 
more girls are getting into the music and 
ideals rather than the fashion. It'll just take 
sometime. 

As for Al saying there's no violence, he's 
got to be kidding. I think most people don't 
go for one person in particular, but a few 
do. I've been attacked on purpose just be
cause I was on the sidelines. Yeah, I want to 
get into the pit too, but I want it 10 be my 
choice and also, I value my life. I've seen Al 
at a concert and no one touches him unless 
he wants it. No wonder he doesn't think 
there's violence. 

LisaM. 
Lincoln, MA 

P.S. to SSD: I like your stand of only play
. ing all ages shows. Maybe the clubs will 
realize that most people who listen to hard
core are under 20 anyway. 

WASHINGTON BULLETS 
Dear BR: 

It's about fucking time you isolated New 
Englanders woke up to the music scene in 
Washington DC (BR #31 SS Decontrol In
terview). Having left Southern New Eng
land for the fun and political chaos of "our 
nation's capital" (I've learned to hate that 

fucking expre'ision) about two years ago, I 
am now discovering that there is hope for 
this city: in the growing innuence of new 
wave and punk on such snotty-nosed uni
versities as American U., Georgetown and 
George Washington. Even the crude 
Georgetown hangouts such as Scandals and 
Tramps are now giving way to such clubs as 
DC Space, the Chancery and the Psychedel
ly-which are getting some fine, danceable 
acts from all over. 

Now, back to my lecture. The last news I 
heard about DC in Boston Rock was 
months ago-it's been so long I forget. 
Anyway, although we arc getting some fine 
local coverage, why not open your eyes 
again to what's happening in "your" na
tion's capital. 

Sincerely, 
Robert B. Lieberman 
Washington, D.C. 

P.S. Listen to DC band Velvet Monkeys. 

STANDING ON LIMBO 
BR, 

This letter is in response to Julienne Far
man's review of Limbo Race's single 
"Down and Backwards" and "What It Is 
(BR #31). How can Julienne call this record 
irritating. After all, had Julienne ever seen 
the band in their early days at the Under
ground, Can1ones and other clubs in Bos
ton where they were developing a very gen
uine and original style on nights when there 
were maybe not more than 20 people in at
tendance? I remember very vividly because I 
was the original drummer of Limbo Race. I 
have very fond memories of those gigs and 
I'm proud to say ( played in the band. I left 
Limbo Race for personal reasons and not 
for musical differences and this is why I am 
angry at Farman's review. We did those 2 
songs almost exactly back 1hen as you hear 
on the record except for the addition of the 
sax on "What It Is." 

Also, I think Limbo Race deserved a 
front page article on them winning the 
Rumble. Their performances have been ex
cellent in the Rumble as well as other gigs. 
They have worked hard to get to where they 
are today and deserve better press than Bos
ton Rock has given them. 

Sincerely, 
Peter Keaveney 

WHICH JIM PUCCIO? 
Dear BR, Jim Puccio and readers, 

I think you should know that Dave Stew
art of Eurythmics is the same Dave Stewart 
of the Tourists but NOT the Dave Stewart 
of Uriel, Arzachel, Egg, Khan, Hatfield and 
the North, Bruford, National Health, 
''Whal Becomes of the Broken Hearted" 
and "It's My Party." You should also 
know that Eurythmics have a 'flewer 12'' 
callc-d "The Walk" which has a total of 
four very good new songs. Not only that, 
but the other Dave ("It's My Party") is cur
rently working on his first solo LP with 

Barbara Gaskin. Scheduled to appear on 
the LP is Dave's version of Tom Dolby's 
"Leipzig" with soul-melting vocals by Barb 
(who, by the way, was one of the famed 
Northettes!). 

Thanks for letting me clear up this little 
misunderstanding. Now I can get some 
sleep. 

Regards, 
Phillip Page 
Dave Stewart Differentiation Society, 
President 

Hi Jim "Foetal Funnies" Puccio, 
. .. Not to be picky, but Dave Stewart, 

who has played w/ the Canterbury connec
tions (from Egg to Hatfield to Bruford to 
solo), is not the Dave Stewart in the Euryth
mics. This guy, and the vocalist, Ann Len
ox, are from the Tourists ... this was their 
solo project, which seems to have caught on 
more than their old band. Anyway, do you 
think Mike Ratledge will release a solo LP? 

Thanx: 
Mr.Curt 

The Pooch replies . . 
I stand publicly chastized and corrected. 

Ratledge? Naw. 

WHO? 
Dear BR, 

I am truly nattered to hear that you are 
interested in doing an article or interview 
with me. However, I must decline; my un· 
derground status is no. I priority right now. 

Thanks, 
Mickey Finney 
Las Vegas 

An apology to our 
subscribers . .. 

Sorry about the delay In 
getting last month's Boston 
Rock to our falthful subscrib
ers. We're working hard to 
make sure It doesn't happen 
again. Thanks for your pa
tience. 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
reql/.est. All letters are subject to edit
ing: Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 261 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 



Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and performance: 
copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount Auburn Street 
C&mbridge, Mass. 02138 617/492-4400 

) 
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the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 

we got it. 
you want it. 

Wall 
Of 

voodoo 
"Call of The west" 

Subscribe right now to Boston Rock, 
and for Just one dollar <shipping and 
handling> we'll send you one of these sen
sational new releases from A&M or I.R.S. 
records ... 

r----------------------------------------
send to: 

Boston Rock subscription 
268 Newbury st. 
Boston, MA 02116 

D Here·s $11 .00 for the next twelve Issues of Boston 
Rock. Please rush the free album I've checked below: 
_ wall of voodoo _ Olngo aolngo 
_ Lords of the New Church 

o send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed Is $10.oo for 
twelve Issues. 

o Check or money order 
enclosed. 

o Please charge to my Master 
card or visa -----

Name ________________ _ 
Address _______________ _ 

Clty ________ State ___ Zlp ___ _ 

<Album offer good In u.s. only, while supplies last. we reserve 
the right to substitute for first choices.> 
AIRMAIL AND / OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD $2.00 PER ISSUE 

-------------------------------------~ 
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New York Nonsense 
by Mark Coleman 

It's been a pretty slow summer for rock 
and roll in New York. That's not to say 
there's nothing happening; maybe there's 
too much happening with no focal point or 
common ground between the disparate le
gions of bands and their followers. The arty 
noise bands think the pop groups are boring 
(and vice versa), funk is yesterday's news 
and the hardcore bands have crawled back 
under the lower east side pavement. .. while 
most of the club crowd remains indifferent 
as to who's on the bandstand. 

There· are still interesting new bands 
around, as evidenced by Danceterta's two 
week showcase of up and comers. The series 
gave me the chance to taste the Breakfast 
Club, a smooth hardrockin' quartet with a 
drummer Who likes to sneak in some funky 
backbeats. They opened for Beat Rodeo, a 
quartet who split their se1 between now-pa
tented Hoboken pop and exhilirating hill
billy punk. Steve Almass has just the right 
twang to make the country stuff convinc
ing and his Beat Rodeo have 'good time' 
written all over them. Matching these two 
up with the winsome Cyclones made for the 
best local bill in a while. 

To Dance etc.'s credit, the "Bound For 
Glory" shows didn't stick to overtly acces
sible bands like the above-mentioned. A 
week previous the Swans nearly cleared the 
noor with their cataclysmic double-bass as
sault, though those hardy enough to hang 
out called them back for the evening's only 
encore. Swans arc due to play Boston this 
month with the similarly-inclined Sonic 
Youth, before bolh groups bang and slash 
their way across the country as part of a 
mind-wrenching double bill. Best fun of this 
mini-festival was Wcttching a bemused 
crowd shake their heads and booties simul
taneously to the uncategorizable bop of V
Effecl. This seems to be the one "down
town" band you don't have to be arty to 
party with. 

The whole shebang was a shot in the arm 
for this much-hyped venue, which has 
seemed to have both financial and aesthetic 
problems since the firing of imprcssario Jim 
Fouralt, N0w if Dancetcria would only con
tinue in this vein, instead of holding convo
luted fashion "events" it'd be in business. 
Unfortunately, I hear that Fouratt--the lo
cal promoter with the most palpable com
mittment to new music-is leaving that bu
siness for good. 

As for other clubs: the Peppermint 
... N. Y. cont. on p. 32 
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L.A.Smoot 

par Byron 'Sex Wax" Coley 

Bad moon rising over Angeline club tur
moil. Where once the clubs waved like 
stalks o' wheat ('r some such thing) now 
they lie rotting in the fields. Al's Bar closes 
while license-renewal process is bogged 
down by local fat-cat artists angry that kids 
have fun on their acrylic-spanered turf. The 
Whlsky's stopping all live shows after 9/13, 
h. core already having been banned after an 
incident involving an employee's breast & 
manual groping by one of Black Flag's road 
crew. It will become a NEW WAVE DIS
CO! Dancing Water's last show was a bene
fit starring the Blasters, Salnllon Army 
(now called Three O'Cl0<:k) and the Min
utemen. Club 88 bans hardcore after some 
equipment VANISHES INTO THIN AIR 
following a really hot show by Eddie & the 
Subtitles and Salvation Army. The Music 
Machine is apparently following suit after 
what they call "trouble" at shows by Circle 
Jerks and Fear (at the CJ's show, one brok-
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en bottle resulted in the mysterious appear
ance of many, many cops). The Bia Bia Ca
fe is no more. Oillo the Garage. Where's 
left to go'? Well, don't try to have a party. 
The last big bash 'round town (this one 
thrown by Nomag) was shut down by cop
pers aplenty even though doorman Carlos 
GuUarlos was "scrupulously" checking 
id's. Still, the club light burns at the Linger
le (where old punks go to fag out), the Ca
thay du Grande ..(a basement hole with no 
vents), a recently rejuvenated. Anti-Club 
(we'll see how long 1hat lasts), with occa
sional good bills at weirdo neighborhood 
bars like the Grandia Room (where every 
waitress looks like Georgina Spelvln) and El 
Senlorlal (with a mirror ball tha1 just won't 
quit). Some folks also patronize super-or
ganized concert hall sorta places that've al
so taken to slumming by presenting large 
name locals (X, TSOL, etc) along with their 
standard New Wave scup, but we shan't 
mention their names ... In a legal update to 
my last column, Sieve Wynn of the Dream 
Syndicale says he'll see me in court for call
ing him a "liar." I suggest that rather, we 
duke ii out onstage the next lime he plays 
the Cathay ... In a nameland shake-up the 
official Red Cross approach the McDonald 
Bros. and say !hat either the boys change 
their band's name or get outta town by 
noon. Thus a new combo, Redd Kross, is 
born. Congratulations to all involved. 
Meanwhile, 45 Grave have been hit with 
personnel shifts too numerous to mention & 
what's gonna happen to 'em's anybody's 
guess ... Another brain teaser's "Who hid 
the fans?" at the recent 9 band show held at 

... LA cont. on p. 32 
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Behind Descenes 
by Howard Wuelfing 

Be on the lookout for another wave of 
DC wax. Dischord has an LP out by Vold 
and Faith and is planning to put out an Iron 
Cross 7" as well. Alternative Tentacles is 
releasing Flex Your Head in the UK with 
new artwork, and by fall should have out a 
collation of the two Minor Threat EPs on 
12" disc. The Tentacular ones have already 
released excerpts from the Bad Brains' 
ROlR cassette, as a prelude to the Brains' 
Ric Ocasek-produced Warners LP (using a 
lot of cuts from the cassette, I understand). 
Their once and future bass player, Daryl, is 
currently working on Ric's solo album for a 
reported $150 per hour. Say wah? Needless 
to say, this seems to put the future of Zion 
Train, the Daryl-less reggae version of the 
Bad boys in doubt. Oh yeah, and Melissa 
says she wants her sunglasses back, H.R. 

Back on a more rootsy level-Govern
ment Issue have just returned from a West 
Coast tour and are looking for backing to 
cut an LP's worth of material, which they 
hope to release on Dischord, perhaps in 
conjunction with Choice Cuts. A recent 
show by the gang, opening fqr the Dead 
Kennedys, showed their latest line-up to be 
jelling nicely, though the newly surfer
locked John Staub is siill the central attrac
tion. 

In other genres: Egoslavla's booted out 
one-time Youth Brigade bassist, Greg An
derson, and replaced him with Chris Hill, 
formerly of the Scientific Americans. Tim 
Carter has quit the lnsanlacs to join the Vel
vet Monkeys. Both Egoslavia and the Mon
keys have recordings available in all 1he fin
er stores. 

Half Japanese are gearing up for a welter 
of action again. The band proper has sent 
off the tapes for their 12 " EP and are busy 
recording a proper album in Don Zientara's 
new 8-track studio (most of the Dischord 
and early Sllckee Boys' sides were cut here). 
Four of the band members currently have a 

single out on Press under the name XXOO. 
The "A" side is a Jad Fair original called 
"How Will I Know?," and the flip com
prises two covers of rock chestnuts. Jad's 
collaborations with Erik Lindgren, Phil 
Milstein and Maureen Tucker, "Between 
Meals," is due out shortly after the Jap 
12". Half Jap plan to do more work with 
Tucker (via posted tapes) as "We Are They 
T~at Ache With Amorous Love." 

The club scene hasn't changed much. 
9:30 is still the venue. It's the nicest, cheap
est, gets the best acts. The Wax Museum 

t:~an~~: ~
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blase bookings. The Motels and Haircut 100 
are their idea of "new wave." Also the 
place comfortably accomodates 400-the 
last 600 customers don't get to see much of 
the show. And no one can dance. The Gen
try on Capitol Hill is a funky, amiable hole 
in the wall with the same management as 
Bethesda, MD's Psychedelly and gets a lot 
of the same kind of acts, boogie-pop. The 
Hungry I sounded interesting but I've heard 
nothing about it since its inaugural week. 
D.C. Space continues to lease out its facili
ties to all 'n' sundry: jazz, pop, part-rock, 
which is laudable, if uninspiring. I mean, 
you don't go there to check out the scene
just to see a particular band. Also the PA 
sucks and the management has a funny 
habit of keeping everyone, including the 
band, hanging around in the tiny back bar 
till their dinner theatre crowd finishes !heir 
aperitifs. 

11111 hiiiiliiiiiilliiiiliiiiiilihihili 
Rockin' Rhody 

by Ed Slota 

Some programming notes top the news 
this month. Local giant WBRU has hooked 
up with the consulting fifm of Lee Abrams 
and Ass0<:lates. Operations manager John 
Groff is quick to dispel rumors the station 
will become just another mindless heavy 
metal rocker. "New music will continue to 
play an important part in the station's 
sound," says Groff. He adds "local music 
will also continue to be heard regularly." 
WBRU's unique status of being a commer
cial college station (at 20,000 watts to boot) 
puts it in the same league as the big boys. 
Groff hopes 'BRU will provide a "profes
sional sounding alternative format." In ad
dition, all decision making will remain with
in the hands of the student staff. 

From the crime ledger comes news of the 
arrest of Blondie road crew members Merlin 
Belin and Scott Houston, who were busted 
for possession of marijuana outside the 
Pr0vldence Civic Center. They were spotted 
by two of Providence's finest, who, in an at
tempt to make the city safe for democracy, 
rushed onto the tour bus and nabbed the of
fenders. Belin pleaded guilty and paid court 
cos1s. Houston pleaded not guilty and had 
his case continued. 

The Rhode Island arrest record for rock 
bands, incidentally, still belongs to Mick 
Jagger and Keith Richards, who along with 
three subordinates were arrested on charges 
ranging from simple assault to obstructing a 
police officer. That was in connection with 
a 1972 fracas at Greene State Airport, in 
which a Stones road crew member allegedly 
assaulted a Providence Journal photo
grapher. The ten year old case has still not 
been resolved justice-wise, financial-wise, 
or otherwise. 

Lupo's was the scene for a recent home
coming by two ex-Rhody-gone-New York 
bands, namely 1he Mundanes and the Egyp
tians. I'm pleased to report both bands are 
still in good shape. Egyptians' vocalist Jane 
says that band has gotten some terrific gigs 
lately, including an opening slot for David 
Johansen at the Ritz. In addition, their 
demo tape "Ancient Times" has been get
ting airplay at WNEW-FM. 

The Mundanes, meanwhile, have just 
completed a major overhaul. They've 
changed their name to Dancette Major, 
added a new drummer and keyboardist, 
signed on to a new management firm, and 
are currently working on a new demo tape 
with Mick Ronson producing. 

Upcoming new releases to look out for 
are the long awaited Rubber Rodeo LP, the 
debut of ex-Young Adult Sport Fisher's 
new band Cool It, Reba, a new cassette 
from John 9rs1. and (possibly?) a single 
the Detectives. 

Next month the I-Team visits Rob Tan
nenbaum's Lunchtime Special and counts 
the silverware. 

lillliililiilliiiiiiiiiiiiliiillliiliihl 
For Better or 
Worcester 

by Uncle Mark 

Worcester has two (count 'em) excellent 
non-commercial independent (non-college) 
radio stations that play extensive alternative 
rock (whatever that is now!). 

WCUW (91.3 FM) is 360 watts and 
located at 910 Mail Street, Worcester, 
01601. 11 features approximately 20 hours 
of solid non-commercial rock, primarily in 
!he mid-evening. This station is a linle hard 
10 pick up outside of the immediate Wor
cester burbs. A special feature is Lee 
O'Ncill's incomparable reggae show from 
9-12 on Fridays. Bands should contact 
Brian Goslow at 753-2284. 

WICN (90.5 FM) is 2000 wans and 
located at 75 Grove Street, Worces1er, 
01605. This stat ion has 46 hours of alter
native rock broadcasting from late in the 
evening til 6:00 a.m. every day. Listeners 
are geographica lly as far away as New 
Hampshire & Providence. Bands should 
contact Mark Lynch at 752-7517. 

Both Stations play lots of local singles 
and tapes (reel-to-reel and cassettes) and 
would love to have more, so if you are a 
band from Boston, Providence or even 
Athol, don't forget these two important 
outlets for your music. While you're at it, 
they could use your financial support too. 

CLUBS 'N' BANDS 
"Xit-13" rises from the grave, now as 

only "XIT". I hope it really works out this 
time. Best of luck mates! The Prdab 
Messiahs have a new tape which amazed 
everybody with its general swellness and 
overwhelming goodness. You'lt hear more 
from them soon .... Ed Robichaud , one 
of Worces1er's most overlooked talents, is 
trying to form a new band and is especially 
looking for a sax. You may remember a 
previous single from him, "If I Knew What 
It Was". Some new material from Ed will 
be out soon. 

A pox on the house of whoever cancelled 
The Odds out of David Johansen's Sanc
luary gig at the last moment. Likewise 
Chron-Gen got cancelled at the 11th hour at 
Sanctuary because of a general timidity 
about booking punk bands during the sum
mer when schools are out. Oh well, let's · 
just see what happens this fall. ... Oclober 
Da)~ and Unatlarhed played a dynamite gig 
at Sanctuary recently. Unattached were 
welcomed back to 1he Worm1own fold with 
the usual huzzahs & hijinx. October Days 
put on a surprisingly good moody/ dancy 
set for a band whose drummer's experience 
with the band was only days old. 

On a final MOR amor note: Worcester's 
long-awaited, long fought-over civic center, 
The Centrum, finally opened in September. 
In that month alone, Centrum is scheduled 
to feature Frank Sinatra, Anne Murray, 
Rick Springfield, Fleetwood Mac, and 
(yowzah!, yowzah!) The Osmonds. Sorta 
reminds me of the 1ime I ate 8 Hostess Sno
Balls in a row real quick. 
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by Harold Lepidus 

"I played in Boston long before Bruce. A 
lot of people don't know that," Clarence 
Clemons reminisced, relaxing after a 
arammg energetic performance recent,y. 
"I used to play in a band called· 
Lenny Simms and the Untouchables, and 
we used to play Izzy West's Golden Nugget, 
in the Combat Zone." 

Clemons has come a long way since 
those days. The Big Man, as he's affection
ately called, is best known as Bruce Spring
steen's scene stealing saxophone player. He 
is now branching out with his own band, 
the Red Bank Rockers, and building up a 
following of his own. "h's a lot of our old 
friends, it's a lot of people I've known for 
years and years. 

"Boston's a great town for rock and roll," 
he continued. "The people here get down, 
lhey're serious! And I love it. I've been play
ing here with Bruce since we played Paul's 
Mall, Oliver's, Joe's Place, Joe's Friend's 
Place." He laughed tiredly. "Joe's Place 
burned down, so they had a benefit at Joe's 
Friend's Place. The dressing room was a 
closet!" 

It looks like those days are gone for the 
Big Man. As I talked with him in his luxury 
touring bus (complete with built-in color 
television and stereo cassette deck), and 
reali zed that this is what he does in his spare 
time, I could see why this man is constantly 
smiling. With Springsteen, he must play 
arenas like the Boston Garden. Clarence 
doesn'I play the club circuit unless he wants 
to. "I like playing, and Bruce is currently 
writing music, so I have the time to do it, 
and I'm doin' it, y'know." 

Clemons likes playing the boss for a 
change. "It's a 10ugh job, y'know. You 
don't really know how much is involved un
til you are involved. I dig it, y'know, I'm 
getting into it and on top of i1, so it's good. 
I'm going back and playing all 1he songs I 
like 10 play, and I've got some great people 
in the band, and it's just a lot of fun." 

The Big Man is full of nice things to sa)', 
and he wouldn't think of saying anything 
nasty about the real Boss, denying that he 
feels restricted. "Bruce is such a great writer 
that it's great to hear his music. He's an ex
citing person. That's the other side of my 
schizophrenic life," he laughed. 

"A sense of freedom, rhar I really dig, do
ing whal you wanna do, when you're calling 
the shots." 

Clemons is so happy, fulfilled and opti
mistic, it's easy to feel like you've entered 
into a time-warp. 

"You've got 10 love yourself before you 
can love anybody else. You've gotta be hap-
PY with yourself, and that's the love we talk 
about on stage. l!'s really important. That's 
what I try to show in my music. We're shar
ing love with the audience. Everybody that 
walks away feels good, and that's what it's 
all about." 

One reason for all this peace-and-love 
business is his recent marriage. "I met my 
wife in Stockholm seven years ago. I told 
her I'd be back, and I wenr back," he 
smiled, matter-of-factly. "We just played 
there, we re-established our relationship. 
The last time I was there, she didn't have her 
passport and she didn't speak any English. 
But this time, she had her passport and she 
spoke English, so we got married-in Ha
waii. I'm a happily married man. Christina 
- the lady who straightened the Big Man 
out, and got him , n the right track." 

What was he l.hi!ng on the wrong track? 
"He was lusting instead of loving. I got 

my lust and love mixed up. Now I've got it 
all together." 

Clemons was <1lso happy about his immi
nent solo record deal with Elektra Records, 
which he couldn't talk about because it 
wasn't finalized at the time. However, he is 
busily writing original material for the LP, 
since his current set consists almost exclus
ively of such soul classics as "Show Me,""ln 
the Midnight Hour," and "Where Did Our 
Love Go?" 

The highlight of the set was the Red Bank 
Rockers' soul-revue rendition of Jimi Hen
drix's "Fire," showing roots in Hendrix's 
music that are not easily 1raceable. "When I 
was growing up, as a kid, this was rock and 
roll to me. Through the media, through 
some marketing advertisements (Clemons is 
too polite to blame it on racism), something 
happened, and there became a difference 
between rock and roll and R&B. I think it's 
all one thing. I wanna bridge the gap be
tween them and put it back together like it 
was in the old days, when everybody had 
fun." 

The lead singer on most songs is J.D. 
Bowen, who gave convincing performances 
of songs originally made great by people 
like Otis Redding and Wilson Pickett. "I 
met John when I was at the University of 
Maryland. I used to go to Christfield, 
Maryland on the weekends, and he was 
singing in this club that was about as big as 
this bus, and I sat in with him a couple of 
times, and I liked the way he sang, and then 
years and years later, I was in this club in 
Lakewood, New Jersey and I heard this 
voice and I said, 'Damn, that's the same 
guy, it's gotta be!' So we kinda stayed in 
touch, and we worked together off and on, 
and here we are again." 

What about the rest of the Red Bank 
Rockers? 

"Those guys have been around for a long 
time. One guy played with 1he Electric Flag. 
But we have this one thing in common, our 
roots stemming back to the sss ... ," he start
ed to say 'sixties,' stopped, and said, "this 
rock and roll as I knew it. There are some 
guys in the band who have never been on 
the road." 

Although the Big Man said he doesn't 
listen to any new wave music, he did his bit 
in helping new bands by opening up his own 
club, Big Bands West, in (you guessed it) 
Red Bank, New Jersey. "It's a rock and roll 
club. We cater to rock and roll. We try to 
give the new kids a chance. It's not like the 
old days when people had something to say, 
and people wanted to hear it. Now, on the 
shore, people follow cover bands. And they 
dress up and go out and they dance. So it's 
important 10 have a place to play. We're 
barely surviving down there, so we hope it 
catches on." 

"Meanwhile we're still rehearsing with 
Bruce during the day sometimes. I'm doing 
Bruce's album, then I'll do an album, and 
just keep on rockin'." 

Springsteen isn't the quickest recording 
artist in the business, is he? 

"That's why I'm on the road. h's some
thing that needs to be done. After spinning 
out on disco, you've got to come to the real
ity of where it all started." 

How long do you think you'll be able to 
play with both the Rockers and the EStreet
ers? 

"Forever. Everything is forever. I take 
things one day at a time. I enjoy them to 
their fullest. There's no reason for this to 
end. I'd like 10 take rock and roll to the 
moon! To Mars! Rockin' in space, yeah, 
yeah, yeah!" 

• greetings 
from 

RED 
BANK, 

a a 
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by Dean Johnson 

Picture this: It's very late in the evening, and you're 
walking down the cobble.stoned streets of Bourges, a small 

Suddenly, one of the local teenagers approaches you and city in France. 

extends an invitation to come over to his apartment and \is· 
ten to a tittle music he's cooked up. So you decide to tag 
along, half.expecting to hear a cozy ethnic tune or a Fran· 

coise Hardy cover. Instead, this French kid goes into a snappy rendition of 
"Let's Go to the Rat," the unofficial theme song of the 
Boston night spot that was the nucleus of its growing punk 
scene a few years back .•• :::.. . _;:._-,.. · 

Sou d ;:;,;:;!>:':;,;,;,; ,.: '"'"~';,,'Y'."'.,-,ili;,;;., 
steppi:g so~;za7e, right? All that is . . , "fih,,·, 
The entire e _o the shadows with a missing is Rod Serlin 
afnder when ~~s~~1::1,~ally h~ppened st~o~i~l'inLlroduction~ 
O a batch of e con1men1 th' . ie oco Alex
France. yarns he spun about th~s ~~~;.g, a~d. it's only 

Several month s m101-1our of 
to perform at : a70, Alexander and his b 
Bourges. Jn f . arge, annual spr· a

nd 
were invited 

doors to roc:ct; It was the first yea~nfh festival held in 
through his Fren cts. Its promoters e fesl opened its 
10 be on the bill. ch record label New R~:ee;n:bout Willie 

1:he executives of N wamed him 
busmessmen, so the cw Rose are equal 
promoting the f: y pulled a minor c . parts fans and 
Willie at Bourgets~ T.hey mentioned ot~!°~ on the fellows 
the ban~.fiP over.to u\" ':"asn't practical t; h love _to have 
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The resulting arrangement was a three-week tour which 
took Wi\\ie and his band throughout France and gave them 
the opportufility to record a live, two-record set at the 
Bourges Festival, which is available here, ironically, only as 

an import. During the fourteen dates in the country, the band played 
to nearly 2,000 people in settings that ranged from hip Pari
sienne clubs and theaters to village community centers. 

Willie wasn't quite sure how he should prepare his set for 
a French audience. "1 didn't real\y know what to expect," 
he said. "l just figured we'd be ourselves and let them take 

us for what we are." • ••• ;:, 

Apparently that 

1 

::,i" '}///-::.-. 
andcr had ne~er pan ~uited !he French ·u . 
visited Europe. ~layed ,n France before Jtt fone. Alex
lion of the Ve m 971 while a member o , ough. he had 
tional tour of :~et Underground and haJ ~h~ last mcarna
cording on MCA e c_ountry in the late 7O's ah en a promo-

Several years :uh the Boom Boom Ban~ en he was re-
released the R .go, when Spoonfed R . 
Spoonfed emams album in these ecords had re
record b people told a tale about a parts, a couple of the 
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received overt ut he was still floored by th known _about . ere. e recepllon he 

.:i: "~~.-.-.-.-~!! 
He quietly recalled the scene of listening to a bunch of 

French kids d~ing "Let's Go to the Rat," which is available 
?,nly o~ the Live at the Rat anthology, and shook his head. 

Tha~ s an obscure song," he said in understatement. But 
he quickly added with a grin, "They missed a couple of the 
~ey ch~nges, but the lead singer even tried to sing it with my 
mflect1ons. '.' Then another wry smile while he played a tape 
of the session. "See'? They know all about Boston over 
there. They don't have all the words, but the spirit is 1 

there." ·•·.·.·. 

4 •••• :::••• ~ 

indeed, it is. Willie went on \o add that some of the _audi'."" 
ence would come up to him after shows and ask him to 
autograph their copies of the Bagatelle albums. Bagatelle 
was an obscure rock band \ha\ Willie had been a member of 
back in the six\ies. They'd go bonkers when he played "PUP 

Tune'' from the Uve at the Rat discs. Each town he performed in usually had 1wo or three ra-
dio interviews arranged. But there were always a couple of 
journalists at each stop who hadn't officially been invited 
but pleaded, "P\eeze, pleez.e, talk to us Wi\l·lee:". , 

All it takes is a cursory glance \hrough W1lhe s scrap· 
book of the ,rip to get an idea of how he must have been re
ceived. There are shots of Paris streets and record stores, 

, suburban towns and community bulletin boards, a~d 1heY 
have huge. I-foot posters put up by. fans adver\1Slng hos 

shows. ;;:. 

Americans have been known to have problems under
standing everything that Willie sings. lt must have driven 
the French kids crazy trying to figure out the words in an 
alien language. "Some of those kids singing the words," he 
continued, "were probably 14 when the songs first came 

After receiving a response like that, Willie would be out out." 
of his mind if he didn't return to French soil, and he hopes 
to do exactly that in the spring. Jn the meantime, he'll be 
playing dates on the Eastern seaboard and creating some 
waves for his two new releases, the live import and the Pure 
and Easy 12 inch'' AA.WW /Bass Rocks.'' 

Recently Willie and the band recorded a new ten-song al· 
bum at Bethel, Maine. The record is scheduled primarily 
for French release, but there is also talk of working out 
some kind of distribution deal domestically. 

A quick taste of the unreleased stuff indicates that it has 
a strong rhythmic bass, as almost everything Wil1ie records 
does, but it also is fairly accessible stuff. Won't that shock 
longtime fans'? "They're always surprised by anything 
new," he explained."\ think it's al\ just a natural progres-. ... ;:/:; 
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by Michael Ha/itz 

Once upon a time, long, long ago, Billy 
Idol was the singer in Generation X, a 
group of arrogant British rockers whpse 
punk stance was never quite reconcilable 
with an image that was too clean and pol
ished. But their songs were something else 
again. 

Generation X sang about commitment, 
the need for social change and youth as 
mass movement. And whether or not you 
believed them to be sincere or accepted their 
platitudinous (in retrospect) remarks, the 
songs exploded with such power and glory 
that they well deserved to be called an
thems. 

Bass player and lyricist Tony James ap
pealed to the lowest common denominator 
of teenage concerns: anger, rebellion, the 
search for truth in a power hungry world. 
And during 1977-78, when England was as 
volatile as it was Vibrant, the Gospel ac
cording to Generation X was pretty easy to 
swallow. 

Five years after the dream Billy Idol is a 
standing duck, propped up on an elpee cov
er looking very much the manipulated man 
in waist-tied shirt and badly in need of a 
blood transfusion to boot. Now he sings 
about waiting for a "love vibration" and 
having a "love crush number one." I want 
to know why. As a target, he is an easy 
mark. It isn't difficult to feel a healthy hat
red for this Idol (nee Broad) character for 
no other reason than a violated identifica
tion with the Idol of Generation X. I used 
to sing with him. Loud. Alone. Now it was 
finally time to sit and talk and I couldn't de
cide whether to laugh or scream. 

I thought I'd hit point blank, finish him 
off with one shot. 

Do you think of yourself as a sex symbol? 
"No, I don't think anybody does, really. 

Nice idea though, that you can get off with 
a few birds. It's almost what people try to 
make you. I'd be an idiot if I thought I was. 

Truth is that when I walk down the street, 
people seem to look repulsed. Imagine that, 
a repulsive sex symbol! Ya know, I can't 
help the way I look-should I go slash me
self? Pour acid on me face? I'll come out in 
a mask, OK?" 

An obvious misfire. I was expecting him 
to say "fuck you, goodbye, interview over" 
and all that stuff. I'd have gone home feel
ing justified with my attitude, assured that 
the last words would be mine. Revenge. In
stead, Idol seemed genuinely interested in 
what ultimately amounted to a cheap shot. 

Are you being groomed for Tiger Beat, 
Billy? 

"Look, I'll be glad if the teenyboppers 
are in the audience tonight and I'll be glad if 
forty year old bearded hippies are there 
too. Whatever happens, you are going to hit 
ordinary people going through ordinary 
lives and that's who we are intending to 
reach. I love singing to the kids 'cause they 
love showing the energy back. But at the 
same time, I think that there are things in 

· the songs for everybody.'' 
He was eager to talk, especially about the 

ideas behind the new material, defending it 
as though my negative sentiments had 
somehow registered. More than anything, 
Idol was excited about finally touring 
America after numerous aborted Genera
tion X tours. 

"Generation X never toured here for the 
simple reason that managers aren't always 

_as honest as they appear. This one in parti
cular would rather have made a lot of mon
ey out of the record company tour support 
than let us come over here. The end result, 
of course, apart from screwing Generation 
X, was that he screwed all the people over 
here who wanted to see us. 

"It feels great to be touring and the rea
son it's taken so long for Billy Idol to tour 
is that it just takes a while to get any group 
together that everyone can function with, 
ya know, happening and together. It's like a 
team. You need to nesh people out so that 

everyone's on the same level. The spirit has 
to be right." 

The spirit certainly seemed right during 
their sold out Paradise show later that even
ing. The band has obvious HM roots (bass 
player Phil Feit rather sheepishly mentioned 
after the show that he used to be in Riot) 
which adds guitarist as dickmaster flash to 
the material and plays off Idol's strong pre
sence. Newest member Judy Dozier's key
boards and background vocals made the 
live renditions of the album material fuller 
sounding and more enjoyable. Besides the 
predictable response from some older Gen
eration X material, "Dancing With My
self" was the overwhelming crowd pleaser. 

Were you surprised at the success 
"Dancing With Myself" had at the rock 
discos in America? 

"Yeah. When I first came here I was in 
Hurrah and they played it and I saw every
body clamber over chairs to get on the 
dance floor. It made me realize that some of 
that music got home to people here, where
as in England things were radically chang
ing to the Spandau thing. We hadn't played 
out in ages so it never really happened over 
there. A lot of the older fans had moved on 
and there was lack of interest on behalf of 
the record company as well. Everything has 
to be happening at the same time, ya know. 

"We wrote that song in 1979, well before 
a lot of people were doing this sort of mu
sic. After Valley of the Dolls, I wanted to 
hone the group down to a much simpler 
form of music because I wanted us to 
groove out rather than heavy metal it, both 
lyrically and musically. 

"I wanted people, apart from under
standing what the songs are about, to like 
them because they could just move about. I 
gave them the spirit underneath. You knew 
what it meant even if you didn't hear the 
lyric. That's what we were looking for. I've 
always believed in people being able to 
dance as well as think about music.'' 

Well, yeah, that's why /liked Generation 

X. But Idol now seemed to be casting aside 
the social concerns which characterized the 
old band to project a shallow image, one of 
a pretty boy in the city, lost and looking for 
love. 

"Generation X could only talk about 
mass things because Tony James was writ
ing a lot of the lyrics, and he was really into 
glorifying mass movements. I'm singing 
from a more personal point of view now. I 
want to sing and have it mean somethihng 
to people as individu.its." 

What about on the new record? All that 
seems to be glorified on it is drugs, especial
ly heroin. "White Wedding" and "Shoot
ing Stars," for instance. 

"I think you're missing the point with 
'White Wedding.' It's about absurdity, 
picking up the National Enquirer and see
ing headlines like Charlene Tilton, Two 
Months Pregnant Dallas Star Weds. Well, 
you ~now why they had to get married, 
right. The wedding dress doesn't fit after 
two months. It's so hypocritical because ev
eryone knows. 

"If you are going to get married in a 
church, the bible s.,ys that you're not sup
posed to wear white. It happened to some
one I knew. They didn't have an abortion 
'cause God would hate that yet they are 
quite willing to walk up the aisle in a white 
wedding dress which God hates as well. Ev
erybody's quite willing to bend the rules as 
they want. On the other hand, the song 
doesn't slam you over the head with it. It's 
a dance song and it has a sense of humor 
about it. 

'"Shooting Stars' is another matter. It is 
about heroin. When you hang about places 
you see people destroy themselves purely 
through, thinking that it's the fashionable 
thing to do. It's much more sensible to use 
whatever things you are into for your own 
purpose rather than let them control you. 
It's tragic to think that something that peo
ple have together could break down over 
something like one occurrence. One person 
going wild on something. 'Shooting Stars' 
is like saying that this is what society is driv
ing people to. Constantly. We don't need 
Coleridge on opium to tell us anymore." 

Idol has been living in New York for the 
past year and a half. I asked him about his 
current observations about America. 

"In America, people are quite willing to 
save their own ass to watch others sink in 
the mire. That's what 'Nobody's Business' 
is directed towards. I'm singing about the 
cruddy, rotten things people do to each oth
er constantly and how they are quite willing 
to shit on everybody else just to get what 
they want. 

"On the other hand, I've become appre
ciative of the comedy here. Although I had 
heard of Pryor and Belushi before, I never 
had had a chance to see any of their work. I 
love watching Star Trek, too. What bothers 
me most about the music scene here is that 
groups like ESG who are ultimately so im
portant, go totally unnoticed. Even in their 
native city. Americans just cannot be both
ered. They would rather listen to REO 
Speedwagon till they have hemorrhoids. 
ESG are a brilliant rhythm band who play 
music from the heart.'' 

So that's a brief glimpse into Billy Idol, 
now embarking on what promises to be a 
lucrative solo career. I no longer feel any 
animosity towards the man; viewing him 
not as a commercially exploited pawn but 
as someone who is merely attempting to 
survive. Idol became most animated when I 
pulled out a full color french picture sleeve 
of "Your Generation" for the ol' sig. 

"I mean look at that picture. That's me 
only pair of trousers. I made that tee shirt 
myself. That's Tony's one pair of trousers 
and he made that shirt himself. It was all 
the truth man. No bullshit. Everybody's got 
on the only clothes they had and I wish peo
ple would get it through their bleeding 
heads because it's making me well pissed off 
the fact that they don't understand that we 
got no money 'cause there ain't no money 
in rock n' roll. There ain ' t no rock and roll 
dream. It's a load of bollocks." 

And if you can't believe Billy, who can 
you believe, right? 
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by Sheena 

"Every rock critic should be in o bond; 
let's hove Doug Simmons in o bond, and I'll 
write the review." 

-Frank Michaels, The Proletariat 

"They oughta work on their stage pre
sence," I overheard someone gripe at a 
Proletariat gig-presumably the speaker 
was nonplussed at the band's grim expres
sions, lack of movement, and unrelieved de
livery. But it's exactly their gritted-teeth de
termination and their relentlessness that arc 
the perfect manifestations of the Prole
tariat's commitment and honest seriousness 
in the midst of so much escapist pop, ha-ha
hardcore, and burnt-out boogy bands. 

The Proletariat don't do any songs about 
love, girls, sex, hot summer nights, cars or 
beer; they write about economic hardship 
("Voodoo Economics"), religious enslave
ment ("Religion Is the Opium of the Mass
es"), and imperialist diplomacy ("Scars"), 
"People are always telling us to smile on
stage ... but we're serious, we believe so 
much in what we're doing," says bassist 
Peter. "We're not calculated, there's not 
an image, we're not capitalizing on the poli
tics." The Proletariat's non-image is the 
image-and the effect is an exhilirating con
centration of energy and fury without any 
distractions. Against the stillness of the 
band, the chords slash and the lyrics stand 
clear. Vocalist Rick Brown piovides the 
only movement, and even he seems to fun
nel assault through his words, allowing his 
body to express only the run-off of his emo
tion. All emphasis is focused on what they 
are saying-yet their outrage is completely 
palpable, the tension visible. There are no 
outfits or haircuts or slogans to obscure 
anything. 

Peter and Frank, the guitarist, met with 
Boston Rock at a downtown bar for a long 
talk that ranged from the ethics of partici
pating in the music business to 1he band's 
heartache over a recent, unfortunate gig at 
the Paradise. Both band members seemed 
just as interested in exchanging ideas 
throughout the course of the interview as in 
explaining what the Proletariat is about. 
They stress their lack of experience (this is a 
first band for all of them) and the fact that 
the band has grown out of mutual, pre
band commitments and perspectives. "Peo-

ficult to believe that they've had no previ
ous experience and that they've been to
gether such a short time-the songs are dis
tinctive, varied and carry a structural inte
gration which suggests far greater experi
ence. 

By June 1981 the Proletariat was ready 
to play out. "We played the Lafayette Club 
in Taunton-and they banned music at the 
club after we played there." Frank remem
bers of the first gigs, "We'd do 'Anarchy in 
the U.K.,' and Rick would get really ob
scene; we'd play to people who were in a 
trance. They looked like it was the worst ex
perience of their lives." At a 10,(XX) seat 
concert at the Roger Williams Park in 
Rhode Island, "people were Swearing at us 
after three songs ... everyone there wanted 
to kill us. The Probers came on after us and 
said we were a 'gay communist band'," 
adds Peter. "It was hard at first to get our 
name around town. We even did a gig with 
the Dead Boys-we were yelling at Stiv Bat
ors, asking him why he was doing what he 
was doing-he was like this little rat saying 
'Gimme the money'," says Frank. 

by the band's original supporter, Jimmy 
Dufour, the band has put together a seven
song cassette, Distortion, offered tracks on 
Modern Method's This Is Boston, Not LA 
and Unsafe At Any Speed, and sent out 
tapes of "Abstain" and "Splendid Wars," 
these last two making top-ten lists at local 
radio stations. And although Peter and 
Frank didn't want to do it, the Proletariat 
played in this year's "Rock & Roll Rum
ble,'' placing as semifinalists on an extreme
ly tough night. "We did it for the money, 
because we needed new equipment,'' ex
plains Frank. "But how can you compare 
bands? You can compare sixteen Doors' 
cover bands, but not the Dangerous Birds 
and Last Sacrifice." 

The band seems troubled by the success/ 
integrity dilemma. "What do you do when 
people start liking you?" asks Frank. "I 
don't forsee 'success.' I'm convinced we're 
successful now, because we're doing what 
we want. Success is to be able to do indefi
nitely what we/you want to do; if we can do 
it, anyone can do it." Peter adds, "We're 
doing this first for ourselves-as a release of 

THE 

At the August 8 Paradise gig, the man
agement cancelled the afternoon all-ages 
show the Proletariat was scheduled to play 
-"they cancelled it, and we're blamed, but 
they never told us there had to be advance 
ticket sales! No one buys advance tickets to 
an afternoon show with a local band!'' The 
Proletariat's open criticism of this action, 
especially Rick's onstage haranguing of the 
club, brought down its wrath: "Neil Jacob
sen [the booker) screamed at us for an hour. 
They'd announced the price as $2.04, and 
then at the door it was $3.75. When we 
asked them about it they said 'We don't 
want to talk about it.' We agreed to play 
that gig because we saw it as a chance for 
the Paradise to redeem itself. .. " Frank's 
frustration and dismay suggest the diffi
culty in keeping theory and practice in line 
in the rock n' roU racket. While a low
priced all-ages gig is a great idea, the execu
tion is sometimes complicated. And in the 
music world, credibility has a lot to do with 
integrity. 

For a non-hardcore band, the Proletariat 
has among the most cordial relations and 
highest credibility with the local hardcore 
crowd that you could hope to find; they oft
en share the bill with younger, hardcore 
bands, and they are supported by the same 
audience. They list the Bad Brains, Shat
tered Faith, Social Distortion and locals SS 
Decontrol and the F.U.'s among their fav
orites, but they also acknowledge the threat 
of hardcore creating i1s own mindless fol
lowing ("I mean, Olivia Newton-John 
doesn't create a lifestyle," observes Frank. 
"People want to be part of a 'following' -
!here's strength in numbers, and securi
ty.''), and Peter points out , "A 101 of hard
core bands aren't really saying anything; 
they're repeating what sounds good." 

For a lot of people, the Proletariat's 
strongest point is that they are saying some
thing. Their politics, as grasped through the 
lyrics, have a certain built-in vagueness. 
Rick is a terse lyricist, revealing find indicat
ing in a single phrase-and he wasn't there 
to comment on the genesis of his songs. 
Frank and Peter explained, "We lean to
wards socialism, there are some Marxist 
ideas, but our influences are more an amal
gamation of ideas. We write about things 
that make us angry.'' Frank continues, 
"We have 'communists' who latch onto us, 

PROLETARIAT: 
pie tell us we sound like the Fall or Crass, 
but those are bands we only heard of after 
people told us about them,'' explains Peter, 
and I believe him-the band is certainly ar
ticulate and thoughtful enough to have ar
rived at their conclusions unassisted. 

Frank, Peter and Rick grew up together 
in southeastern Massachusetts, attended 
high school together, and even went to col
lege together. The idea of having a band 
crystallized in their senior year. In part it 
was the attitudes they encountered in indus
trial relations classes and the like that 
pushed them towards expressing their an
ger. Peter recalls, "They taught you to ma
nipulate people; it was awful. Dress this 
way, have a haircut, or forget it.' My 
friends were shocked that we could throw 
all that away to be in a band .. " All three 
had been listening to the same music (chief
ly Pistols and Gang of Four) and finally 
conviction overcame any hesitancy about 
qualifications. They met drummer Tom 
McKnight-the "baby" of the band at age 
20-through Peter's cousin, thereby com
pleting the band in September, 1980, and 
spent the next few months "practicing at 
Rick's house until his mom kicked him 
out." Hearing the Proletariat now, it's dif-

from eac h 
according 

his ability. 
to 

But lhings have improved for the Prole
tariat. They began building up a different 
kind of audience, changing their focus 
slightly-"You constantly lose or gain an 
audience as you change," notes Frank. 
"For example, in Rhode Island, we've losl 
our following since we stopped doing Pis
tols covers.'' They've dropped some songs 
from their 30-plus repertoire to make room 
for increasing musical diversification, and 
the songs they've put out on cassette and 
vinyl have won critical acclaim and instant 
airplay. With some funding help from be
nevolent admirers and flawless production 

tension and anger; and second, to make 
people think, to make them politically 
aware. . if you change one person, it's all 
worth it." How would 1hey convey what 
they need to express if they weren't in a 
band? Frank groans, "Oh, no, I can't even 
think that way.'' And so, as success in
creases, the Proletariat will have to deal 
with the ethics of the forum they've chosen 
-the music world-where idealism often 
receives short shrift, and the frequent mis
understandings between band, promoter 
and public create contradictions with the 
band's chosen message. 

but you have to ask, if there's a revolution, 
what happens after? It's escapist to be like 
Crass-whal happens after anarchy?" Our 
conversation then detoured into questions 
of the possibility of a working-class revolu
tion in the U.S. and the potential of Ameri
ca's giant middle-class for supporting 
change and revolt, either violent or non
violent. There is nothing doctrinaire about 
the Proletariat-they question one system 
as closely as another, and their concerns are 
international as well as domestic: "West
ernization" deals with U.S. involvement in 
South America and El Salvador, "Prison 
Solves the Housing Problem" with squat
ters in West Germany, "Decide on 
Change" with the gradualism of change in 
America, and "Voodoo Economics" with 
conservative economic policy ("Pull your
self up by your bootstraps!"). 

In the last few weeks, their musical style 
and abili1y have taken on new speed and 
precision, they've done away with any ten
tativeness, and-if the word is appropriate 
-even found "hooks" to support Rick's 
proclamations that linger in the mind. Run
ning-dog imperialists, bourgeois landlords, 
and pawns of the indus1ry captains take 
note: the Prolecariat is on Che rise. 
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NIGHT OF THE LlVlNG 

Submitted for your approval: standing 
outside the Rat on a rainy Wednesday 
night, I'm approached by a confused look
ing chap who wants to know, "is this group 
any good?" You bet, I assure him. Good as 
any. Not entirely satisfied with my capsule 
review, he wants to know more. "Yeah, but 
are they worth six dollars?" If anything is 
worth six bucks in these hard times, it is the 
Flesheaters. But I still haven't said the ma
gic words. "Yeah, but are they punk, or 
what?" 

"Or what" maybe, punk possibly, bril
liant definitely. Since many of you might 
have the same not so silly question on the 
tip of your lips, The Flesheaters are an Am
erican band with speed to burn and guts to 
spare. Led by legendary frontman Chris 
Desjardins (usually referred to as just 
"Chris D. "), The Flesheaters create searing 
songs of desperation and pain, songs so 
well-written it's tough to fathom how the 
accompanying music fits even better. The 
current Flesheaters album, Forever Came 
Today (their third-and maybe best, after 
the preceedingA Minute To Pray, A Se
cond To Die, and the now out-of-print No 
Questions Asked) captures a real raw fury 
better than anything else I've heard all year 
-a blistering stab in the spine if not a kick 
in the crotch. Live, The Flesheaters only get 
better. Their Rat gig ranks amongst the best 
I've seen in my admittedly short life, "The 
Wedding Dice" building itself up to a cath
artic point that only an exploding blood 
vessel could match. Were they worth six 
dollars? Well, seeing that electro-shock 
therapy goes for about a cool $400 a session 
(J checked), I'd call 'em a bargain. 
The Flesheaters are: 
Chris D.: vocals 
Don Kirk: guitar 
Robyn Jameson: bass 
Chris Wahlx (Wally): dru 

Bostoo Rock: So this is the first ever Flesh
eaters tour? 
Chris D.: Yeah, the first time the Flesh
eaters, either in this incarnation or any 
other have played out on the road. The pro
blem with the old lineup was that those guys 
couldn't play out 'cause of all the other 
commitments they had to other bands. For 
me, playing live was a major priority, so it 
had to be done. 
BR: Many of our readers aren't that fam
iliar with the Flesheaters' past history. Fill 
usin. 
Chris D.: The first band had Tito Lavera 
of the Plugz on guitar, Stan Ridgeway of 
Wall of Voodoo on keyboards and guitar. 
Some of the guys from the Flyboys, who la
ter went on to become Choir Invisible, 
played with us on Tooth and Nail (a 1980 
LA compilation). And, as you 're probably 
aware, John Doe and DJ Bonebrake of X 
once were Flesheaters, as were a couple of 
the guys in the Blasters. But this lineup iS 
THEont. 
BR: So aside from you, is this everyone's 
first band? 
Chris D.: Most of 'em have never been in 
any band before. 
Wally: I've been in all kinds. Weazle
music's the most recent, although I've been 
playing since I was a toddler. I've sang with 
Roger Wagner, that kind of thing, the 
usual. 
Robyn: The only band I've ever been in 
that anyone might've heard of is the Tran
sients. Have you ever heard of them? 
BR: No. 
Wally: Well so much for that wonderful 
question. 
BR: The way the new album sounds in 
comparison to Minute To Pray is like the 
overall arrangement has been spared down, 
made clearer. Was that intentional, or is 
that just Jhe way it came out? 

Chris D: I know what you're saying, but 
no, a spared down sound was not the inten
tion. When I first talked to Don about 
making this record we had a similar idea of 
how the guitar should sound, having it 
placed more out front in the mix. Also, I'm 
singing more melodically now, 'cause I'm 
getting to rehearse three or four times each 
week, which helps greatly. 
Wally: It's more of a driving sound now. 
We're basically doing the same thing that 
was done before, except we've gotten it 
worked out by trying harder, playing for a 
longer period of time, spending more time 
on the songs. The other guys, they had only 
played together four or five times. We'd 
played ten (laughs). 
BR: So you're just a straightforward rock 
band now, huh? 
Chris D: We didn't try to make things 
more straightforward, just more aggressive. 
BR: Well at least I'm hearing this one on 
the radio more than the last two. 
Don: Now that wasn't intentional! We 
werer'l't saying, "Let's see how we can get 
on the radio in Boston ... " 
BR: That isn't what l meant. 
Wally: But some people do that! You'll be 
sitting around saying to yourself, "Gee, 
wouldn't it be nice to hear ourselves on the 
radio sometime?'' But I'm still glad if it's 
working out that way. 
Don; It's just easier to get thingS done be
cause we all basically agree on wha1 we're 
trying to do .. 
Robyn: Whereas in the first band, Chris 
probably had a little more to say about 
what was going on. 
Chris D.: It wasn't that I was telling people 
how to play, I was Just the one who came 
up with the musical ideas. This band has 
had more time to collaborate. 
Don: And we're all writing the music to
gether, now. 
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BR: ls that process easy. 
Don: Oh, yeah! 
Chris D.: Real easy. We were at a point a 
few weeks ago where we were writing three 
songs a day. 
Wally: Good ones, too! 
Chris O.: If some of us didn't have jobs, 
we'd probably be able to work even 
quicker. The way it works now, these guys 
can start playing, and I'll just sit down and 
start writing. I can usually have a complete 
set of lyrics to a song iR half an hour. If I 
did it by myself, it would take a couple of 
days, at least. 
BR: Chris, how did you end up producing 
the Misfits? 
Chris D.: I had gotten some of their singles 
and written to that guy, Glenn (Danzig). 
The tape that they sent me, I remixed, and 
that's the product thal came out on their re
cord. 
BR: What happened at that show that you 
did with them in San Francisco? Wasn't 
there a riot of some sort? 
Chris D: Yeah, but you've got to under
stand that the San Francisco hardcore au
dience is pretty rough. They're really into 
throwing all kinds of shit at you, whether 
they like you or not. If they don't like 
you .. 
Wally: They'll KILL you! 
Chris D.: If they don't like you, you'll get 
it twice as hard. In this case they didn't like 
the Misfits. There was this one band, the 
Meat Puppets who just refused to leave the 
stage, so they got it really bad. 
BR: Yeah, but they're also noisier than 
most. 
Robyn: But these kids were just throwing 
s1uff at them because they've got long hair 
and they're from Phoenix. 
Chris D: Which is stupid. 
BR: How well do you guys go over with 
that kind of audience? 
Chris D.: Pretty well. Sometimes real 
good. If they're not into it when we star! 
playing, they might give it a listen and de
cide later that they like it. But that thing 
with the Meat Puppets, if they had been a 
group of short-haired kids playing the same 
kind of music the audience would've loved 
it. Another band that's really great is Chain 
Gang from New York. 
BR: No relation to the Chain Gang that 
Johnny Thunders use to be in? ; 
Chris D: Naw, I don't think so. This group 
is far superior to anything he ever worked 
with. 
BR: Chris, you've worked on various pro
jects with X, The Blasters, the Gun Club 
and many other bands. ls that kind of thing 
ordinary in L.A. oris it only a few people 
that are working together? 
Chris D.: It really depends on the situa1ion 
involved·. With me, my working with other 
people has just come about as the result of 
playing music with friends, not much more 
than that. Although I can't really speak for 
anyone else, that's what I think most of it 
comes down to. Sometimes those things 
don't work out. Some projec1s like the Gun 
Club have gone OK. Others haven't gone 
anywhere. 
BR: So at what point do these interviews 
become boring beyond belief? 
Wally: When you ask that question. 

:;efitJ~~Ji)~:~;,1~{~'if :iflli 
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by Julie Panebianco 

A guitar is being tuned, loudly, in the 
studio. Keith Levene strikes a familiar 
chord which quickly becomes a theme. Pub
lic Image Ltd.'s theme. 

In the outer room, which is littered with 
half-filled cups of coffee and Marlboro cig
arette cartons, no one takes any notice of 
the music in the studio. The channels on the 
TV keep changing until someone settles on 
the movie Cannonball Run. 

Public Image Ltd., aka PiL, aka John 
Lydon and Keith Levene, are recording a 
new album for their new label, Public En
terprise Productions. Formed by Lydon, 
Levene and an articulate, friendly man 
named Bob Tulipan, PEP will handle the 
recording, performance, and musically re
lated areas of PiL. 

Tulipan, who likes to use words like 
"globular" and "modular unit," explained 
that the label will be distributed by Stiff, 
but stressed "We are not on Stiff Records, 
we are on Public Enterprise-there won't 
even be a Stiff logo on it. 

"John, Keith and I direct the company 
per se," Tulipan continued. "We don't 
consider ourselves owners of it, we are com
pany directors.'' 

They have also created another company 
called Multi Image Corporation, MIC, 
which is considered the overall creative 
company for the other projects . Satellite 
TV, films, and computer graphics are all 
mentioned. 

"So MIC owns PEP/PiL which directs 
PiL. .. sort of," Bob Tulipan smiles. "The 
band Public Image-well, it is actually a 
creative entity. PEP is designed to help de
velop that area of their career.'' 

Keith Levene, a slight, serious man in a 
STIFFINBLACK t-shirt appears in the 
room and offers "PEP is there to facilitate 
Public Image's activities. PEP makes PiL 
function." 

Levene speaks slowly, in a clipped, care
fully enunciated accent. He starts to eat a 
submarine sandwich but quickly abandons 
it and lights a cigarette. 

'"ELLO SUNSHINE!" John Lydon 
says loudly as he strolls into the room and 
cheefully greets a friend. He is dressed in a 
black sweater and baggy black pants, looks 
trim and healthy and has a day's growth of 
beard. He immediately stretches out on the 
couch and listens to Keith. 

"It is not a relief to own our own label," 
Levene says quietly. "It is just that we are 
in control of everything which can't be easi
er but can definitely be better. 

"Definitely.'' He repeats. "We have got 
ambitions in a lot of areas. We are not do
ing any of it now, we are not doing any of 
those things now. Now we are making an 
album. Actually two albums, one is for Vir
gin Records. 

"You know," Levene continues, "we 
have always had a real company in Eng
land, but it is impossible to operate any
thing there. We did everything that was pos
sible." 

"Limeys!" Lydon yells from his position 
on the couch. 

"We have always wanted to do it all our
selves," Levene says. "I guess we had the 
idea way in advance of what we actually 
knew. 

"As together as we liked to believe we 
were when we started, now it is like that. It 
is really like that. We are so much wiser." 
Levene shakes his head. "This sounds so 
cliche but it is true. We have three compan
ies now. Three fucking great companies.'' 

"We don't want to limit anything we do, 
This is a communications company," Bob 
Tulipan adds. "This is it. It is for real. We 
will go after all these areas: specials, film 
projects, maybe do a project somewhere, 
then carry it live across the world. We wiU 
go after all this, and take each area one at a 
time." 

Levene and Lydon won't get more speci
fic. "We don't want to give too much 
away," Levene says. 

"We are going to have a new logo! New 
company, new logo!" Lydon shouts. 

As to other artists on the Public Enter
prise label , Tulipan mentions that Martin 
Atkins "our drummer," also works "of 
course on Brian Brain." Pete Jones, also of 
Brian Brain will be playing bass. Ken Lock
ie, of Cowboy's International has worked 
with Keith Levene, and is hanging around 
the studio, watching PiL work. "Projects 
with them are a possibility," Tulipan says. 
Levene only remarks tersely, "The system 
is there to be used." 

As for video, "We are through with it," 
Levene/Lydon/Tulipan say. "Too limiting. 
No video whatsoever," Levene adds. "We 
might do a little commercial film for the al
bum or single, there have been some good 
ideas in that area. But I don't like what vid
eo brings to mind-MTV in this country, 
the Bowie and Visage videos in England. 
There is nothing happening in video. 
Ever." 

They begin to talk about the album in 
progress. "John, do you remember the ti
tle?" Levene prompts Lydon. "Do you want 
to talk about the title?" 
"Commercial Zone.'' John Lydon in his 
best TV announcer's voice: "YOU ARE 

NOW ENTERING A COMMERCIAL 
ZONE. No, I have not sold out and I do 
not write love songs." 

What kind of songs are on the album? 
"We don't know, we haven't got them." 

Lydon says in his loud and quite famous 
voice. "It has to be in another direction 
from whatever else we've done. And it is." 

"We just play around until we come up 
with something good." Levene almost ap
proaches humor, then returns to his nor
mal, serious tone. "It is very rare that we 
come in with pre-planned material.'' 

"Whatever happens, happens," Lydon 
yells. 

Keith Levene returns to the studio, b·ut 
not without ordering another round of 
sandwiches. There are several cheerful 
phone calls from Martin Atkins and "Rock 
the Casbah" blares from the TV. No one 
notices. 

Levene begins pounding on the bass 
drum in the next room. Lydon, still prone 
on the couch, is ready to talk, despite the 
flashing bulbs from the photographer's 
camera. 

You just completed your first movie role 
in Italy. Are you doing the music for the 
film? 
Lydon: l don't know. I don't even know the 
title of the film. They are being typically 
Italian. Arguing all the time. They can nev
er, ever reach decisions. 

Why did you choose that movie? 
Lydon: I thought I was going to go on holi
day in Italy and learn about acting. It was 
just awful. It was worth it for the experi
ence, although they just shoved me in front 
of the cameras ... and I acted. I played this 
American who was sent off to school in 
England ... hence the accent. Anyway, I 
got to kill a lot of people. 

Harvey Keitel was in it? 
Lydon: Yeah, he was alright. I can't say bad 
things because he might read it. He is a ra
ther musclebound fellow. 

Did you miss performing? 
Lydon: Very much so. 1 hated acting. Act
ors are awful. Fools. They take themselves 
so bloody seriously. With acting there is no 
reaction. Performing is spontaneous. The 
audience is giving us a gut level reaction. 
You get immediate response. In front of a 
camera you have to wait to see the rushes 
and they look like shit. I looked really ugly. 
Yellow teeth. God am I ugly. The lighting 
made me look uglier. 

Why did you stop performing? 
Lydon: 1 got bored. I stopped feeling any
thing. 

Do you think a video performance like 
you tried at the Ritz would ever work? 
Lydon: Well, there was a riot. People were 

entertained whether they want to admit it or 
not. Everyone had a jolly good time. They 
(the Ritz] said we could use their cameras. 
We used their cameras. It was as simple as 
that. 
Tullpan: They chose to advertise it as a PiL 
show, so people came expecting a perform
ance. 

What should people expect from your 
upcoming Channel show? 
Levene: (who has wandered in to eat an
other sandwich and cherry milk shake) PiL 
live in concert. Half new stuff, half old 
stuff. We are still making it up. 
Lydon: We are not on a tour, by the way, 
we are giving isolated performances. 

What kind of an audience would you 
like? 
Lydon: People whose interest in clothes is 
secondary. To ask any more would be pre
tentious of me, wouldn't it? We want some
thing to go on up here (he points 'to his 
head). But we are in no way an intellectual 
band. Actually, I don't know what kind of 
an audience we draw. I have no idea. 

The subject of the conversation changes: 
Lydon is talking about Rome, throwing 
about Italian phrases in a not-so-bad Ital
ian accent. "Grazie ... ciao, bella ... I had 
to learn the lingo." 

Suddenly he is talking about priests and 
nuns. "They are everywhere in Rome, on 
the buses, in the streets," and then Catho
licism: "Another tortured Catholic," he 
yells, genuinely excited to find a common 
bond, and moves to shake my hand. 

He becomes quite animated, sing-ing Neil 
Young songs in falsetto, "This is the Story 
of Johrw,y Rotten," and chatting about hair 
styles. "I'm dyeing my hii.ir red again. Do 
you know what the rage is in England?" Ly
don asks horrified. "Clip on dreadlocks. 
People buy them and sew or clip them on 
their hair. They don't even match the hair 
color. Awful." 

Lydon soon disappears into the other 
room, and word quickly spreads that he is 
in hiding, writing a song. It turns out that 
anticipating more photographs, he went 
into the bathroom to shave. The shadow of 
a beard is gone. 

Levene orders a roast beef sandwich, 
then begins to hook up cables to the TV to 
tape the sound effects of the movie Out
/ands. 

He mentions, almost as an afterthought, 
that "Jeanette Lee is no longer a member of 
Public Image. And she never really was.'' 
Seems she declined to return to New York 
to help with the recording of Commercial 
Zone. 

Lydon walks back into the room and 
stands in the doorway. His rubber face is 
contorted in an awful leer, eyes .bulging, 
teeth bared. It seems he is mimicking the 
cover photo of himself on an old issue of 
Sounds that is lying on the sofa. It is quick
ly covered up. Lydon smiles, happily, 
shouts "Cheers!" and disappears into the 
studio where Keith Levene is tuning his gui
tar, working on a new theme. 

Additional comments by John Lydon 
• "The midwest actually exists? I thought it 
was a myth.'' 
• "Do you know Billy fucking Idol played 
three different pubs in the same night? Cab
bing f;,om place to place. Talk about 
ego. 
• "Hardcore? What is that? Oh, Black 
Flag, those bands? Terrible. Noisy, awful. 
Rich suburban kids playing at being vi
cious.'' 
• "The last time I saw Oedipus, he was in 
Studio 54 with some horrible business types. 
He was dressed in the ugliest fucking suit I 
have ever seen in my life. It was silver.'' 
• "Our companies? Well, at last everything 
is up to us. There is no one to point fingers 
at and blame. Thine ass is on the line and I 
prefer it that way." 
• "Why don't you just make the interview 
up? Go on, it's alright, as long as you make 
us sound relatively intelligent." 
• "Boston Rock is my favorite rock rriag. 
Really-better than those wanking British 
rags." 
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Rejectors---------
Thoughts of War 
(Fartz Wreckords, EP) 

Rejectors' nine song Thoughts of War 
EP gets right to the subject at hand. Strik
ing out against anything that deals with the 
military, Rejectors do not limit their attack 
to just this side of the Atlantic Ocean. Their 
lyrics could apply to every established gov. 
ernmental power. A killer English-style 
sound, foll with pronounced bass lines and 
distorted buzzing guitars, and a must-get re
cord. Write to: t 112 So. 21th Pl., Seatt le, 
Wash. 98148. Include S.A.S.E. (Shred) 

IRECORDI 
REVIEWS 

The Lewd---------
American W ino 
(!Cl, LP) 

On American Wino the Lewd have, at 
best, only an EP's worth of good material. 
Side one (studio) had a couple of great 
tunes, like "Beyond Moderation" and 
"American Wino" but the remaining cuts 
are pretty lame. Side two is done live, and it 
brings out the Lewd's strong points-name
ly , J. Stats Beret's raggej:) vocal delivery. 
The band shines th rough on "Polluted 
Brain" and "Cold & Numb," where they 
sound rawer and less polished. Write: ICI 
Sanoblast Records, 1765 N. Highland, Box 
321, Hollywood, CA 90028. (Shred) 

SoftC.11----------
Non-Stop Ecstatic Dancing 
(Sire, EP) 

Or Non:Stop Pathetic Wanking. Supple
mental simpering from the dahlings of elec
tropap. While the new Human League EP 
scrapes by acceptably by twisting essentially 
dumb material into barely recognizable 
shapes, this is just the same crap ("Memor
abilia," the drained "Where Did Our Love 
Go," "A Man Could Gel Lost," I heir 
crowing idiocy "Sex Dwarf') stretched out 
with even more heavy breathing and orgas
mic squeaking. These guys leave no doubt 
that mental growth stopped at 13. (Nole all 
hands shoved snugly in pockets on back 
cover photo, with telltale smirks.) New 
songs "Insecure ... Me?" includes a foxy
ballbreaker rap by "Cindy Ecstacy," cre
tinous singer Marc Almond musing ''I won
der how long my looks will last?" and more 
important observations about this sinful, 
delicious, dirty world we live in. The single 
"What" sinks beneath legality to plagiarize 
a couple of obvious Motown/B. Bacharach 
sources. Producer Mike Thorne (Wi re, Col
in Newman, Human Sexual Response, Ur
ban Verbs) ought to know a lot better. 
(Dennis Harvey) 

VariousArtlsts--------
Music and Rhythm 
(PVC,2LP) 

What hath Brian Eno wrought? The Af
rican influence currently chic in pop music 
seems to have smitten everyone from Adam 
and the Ants to Pil. This ambitious double 
album compiles the efforts of a diverse, if 
somewhat pretentious, array of talent. 

From the rock world we get contributions 

from Pete Townshend, Peter Gabriel (both 
unreleased), the Beat, XTC, and David 
Byrne. The problem with these musicians is 
that their 64-track productions seem ridicu
lous when placed next to the tracks featur
ing the Drums of Makebo, Burundi, or the 
mono 1958 recording of two 12-year-olds 
playing Magodoro xylophones. But taken 
on their own, especially Townshend's and 
Gabriel's drumming and chanting number, 
they are daring and unusual recordings . 

The rest of the album is filled with other 
third world sounds (i.e., reggae with Rico's 
"What Are You Talkin' About"), so all in 
all what you get is a rich and varied selec
tion of interesting sounds presented in a pa
latable way. (Harold Lepidus) 

The Scientific Americano-----
Load and Go! 
(ROIR, domestic cassette) 

This is a re-release or a cassette the (Am
herst-based) Scientific Americ;:ans put out 
on their own a while back under the title 
Some Dumb Fucks From Somewhere Or 
Other Or Beyond. As far as I can tell, no 
change has been made in the cassette, ex
cept that the sound quality of the home
brew is noticeably better than the ROIR re
lease. 

The music on this cassette is an interest
ing mix of Kraftwerk-tradition synthpop 
with dub reggae techniques, which makes 
for good listening if you don't mind stupid 
lyrics sung badly, or ir you don't speak Eng
lish as a native tongue. I've never under
stood why so many bands of competent 
musicians who can't sing don't just hire vo
calists who can, instead of croaking out 
their own dribb le. Write: ROIR, 611 B'way, 
Suite 214, NY, NY 10012. (Jim Puccio) 

Tb•Go-Go's---------
Vacation 
(l.R.S.,LP) 

Twinkies, Tab, pajama parties, Sandra 
Dee movies, the beach, ice cream, Patti 
Page, pizza, soap operas, sun burns, first 
dates, drive-ins and the Go-Go's Vacation 
blaring out of a Thunderbird convertible. 
(Julie Panebianco) (Huh?-ed.) 
Pulsallama---------
THE DEVIL LIVES IN MY HUSBAND'S 
BODY b/w Ungawa Pt. 11 
(Y, 12" single) 

Twenty seconds into one of Pulsallama's 
opening sets for the Clash, most of the non
sympathetic types in attendance began boo
ing and shouting, and continued until Pul
sallama left the stage, a half hour later. 
One of the many advantages of opening for 
the Clash, I guess, though the beat and 
chant music of this 6-girl NY-based group is 
really not that far from rhythms that the 
Clash have been trying out themselves. Fall
ing somewhere between Liquid Liquid and 
the GoGo's and using only the bass guitar 
and drum kit of the standard rock set-up, 
members of the group are free to sing and 
bang on anything handy. And most of the 
time this pots and pans orchestra is on the 
mark, not to mention fun. You could tell 
that at least some of the heavy rercussives 
of ''Ungawa'' and the tribal girl-joke flavor 
of "Devil Lives" were getting through to 
the non-believers at the Coliseum, 'cause 
they were listening enough to find imagina
tive (for them) little rhythmic niches in 
which to yelp their impatience at the band. 
Still smiling, Pulsallama unveiled a perfect 
Cape Cod set-ender-a giant picture of a 
car going off a bridge int0 the water. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 

~ ....................................................................................................................... ..... 
by Gerard Cosloy 

;The Neats 

~QSIQgs Lc1st S tc1nd 
Pete Townshend SS Decontrol 

Red Rockers 
Give 'Em Enough Rope 
(415/~mbia) 

The Burnt House On The Corner Of The 
Road 
(Ace of Hearts) 

A rea l GARAGE-PARTY record here, 
with cuts like "We'-re Just A Re<'-Room 

I 

Band" and "Let's Take Qerard's Money" 
being my favorites. The inner sleeve 
features p hotos of their now-famous on
stage dance routine, which must be seen to 
be believed. 

l\ew Order 
Boy, Am I Depressed/Theme From 
"M •A•S"'H" 

I (factory Import, 45) 

A more upbeat number than usual from 
l ~.O., as the normally moody'n'gloomy 

b unch cheerfully hang ex-producer Manin 
Hannen to a backing electro-pop beat. The 

I 
flip is taken from the upcoming double•LP 
bo'{, se,, Joy Divisionmania ---

Deaf, Drunk and Dumb 
(Atlantic, LP) 

The real Godfather of Punk relates 
middle-age to us in a wise and weary 
fashion. An inspiration to bag people 
e\'erywhere. 

Mission of Burma 
Trem One/Roger Three/We Don't Have A 
Name For This One Yet 
(Ace of Hearts, 7'' EP) 

''Academy Fight Song'' "~ like a shot 
10 the heart, "Revolver" was like a release 
of adrenalin, "Trem Two" was like a 
cerebral hemmorage. But the calm, almost 
reserved "We Don't Have A Name For 
This One Yet" is like having your fingers 
cnopped off with a meat cleaver. The 
throbbing pu lse of Roger Miller's gui
tar/tremolo isn't unlike having your jaw 
smashed in three places by an axe handle. 
Reportedly recorded at the cost of a 
whopping $600, this is teportedly Rick 
H an e's most expensive projcc-t to date. 

The New Wave Hair Salon would like to 
thank Boston Rock and Boston's Rockers for 
helping to make our fund raiser for 
Muscular Dystrophy a tremendous success. 

11 We hope to see you again next year. 

We're Right-You're Wrong 
(X-Claim) 

A truly brave departure for SS Decon
trol, as 1hey expand their musical horizons 
to include ~uch diverse musical idioms as 
funk, jazz and salsa (check out the conga 
playing on ".How Much A-rt Can We Give" 
-probably a tribute to Art Linkletter). 
Cover versions are the order of this album, 
with George Thoroughgood's "One Bour
bon, One Scotch, One Beer"\ the Brov.ns
ville Station's "Smokin' In The Boy's 
Room'' and Ted Nugent's "My Love ls 
Like A Tire Iron" being picks tO dick. 
Should win next year's rumble. 

The Clash 
Going To A Go-Go/Should I Stay Or 
Should 1 Shoot Up? 
(Epic, 45) 

I don't care what anybody says, these 
guys can ~tiU rock 'n'roU. Jae. Scmmmcr', 
pipes wund as clear now aa-..:.~ 
he ~thiny. rr;~;.;i"li>- .. 

This whole record sounds suspiciously 
like another band a long time ago, but l 
can't really remtmber. Interesting m:e of 
piano on "Julie's In The Drug Squad." 

Various Artists 
This Is West Dennis, Not Quincy 
(Modern Method, 7" EP) 

Buoyed by the previous suc-eess of their 
first two hardcore releases, Modern Meth
od are now releasing an interview EP, 
containing some surprisingly frank quotes 
from the bands involved. (eg., "This record 
really sucls. It's just outtakes of outtakes. 
h that tape recorder on? How many free 
copies do we get'!''). Also featured is a Phil
in-Phlash photo of a rare pigpiJe on the 
steps of Newbury Comics (a small child was 
supposedly crushed to death underneath, 
but hey. that's the risk you take when you 
enter the pit, uh, steps}. MM are also 
reportedly considering the release of a dub 
album of This Is Boston, Not L.A., wi1h 
studio wiz Trevor Horne, (ABC. Linx) 
being called in to bandit the !tmi,c,es. J 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211 5 
262-9131 



R.E.M.-----------
Chronic Town 
(IRS,EP) 

Long heralded as the Next Big Thing by 
assorted hip music mags, R.E.M. had a 
tough act to follow in the form of their 
muddily produced yet somehow captivating 
"Radio Free Europe" single. Chronic 
Town docs little to change this sound. 
Again produced by Mitch Easter (The dB's, 
The Individuals), the songs here are all 
somewhat catchy, at times incessantly mem· 
orable. Imagine a cross between the Psych 
Furs on a fast day with The Byrds' "Mr. 
Tambourine Man, " or a less portentous, 
lighter sounding Neats and you've got an 
idea of the R.E.M. sound. 

The key to the band's attraction is singer 
Michael Stipc's voca1s. Spanning hints from 
Dylan to Paul Weller to Mickey Dolenz, at 
once dark yet somehow innocent, Stipe's 
voice projects earthy imagery over layered 
inventive hooks, although at times his inar· 
ticulateness is more annoying than entranc· 
ing. This is only a minor flaw; the rest of the 
record is entirely enjoyable without sound· 
ing typical. It incorporates all the overdone 
elements of psychedelia (backwards tapes, 
sitars, whispers) with just the right amount 
of restraint. One of the few bands you'd be 
proud to hear on Top 40 airwaves. Highly 
recommended. (Tom Gilroy) ....... 

<-=> ..... - ..... ...-_. n ..... . ~ 
Charlie Pickett and the Eggs----
Live at the Button 
(Open, LP) 

With all the diverse musics being released 
under the tattered banner of "rock and 
roll," do you ever long for the days of 
country.influenced, 'no.frills, no.holds· 

· barred rock and roll? Well, look no further 
'than this LP. Florida's Mr. Pickell and his 
sunny sidekicks come across as a mixture of 
Joe Ely and Rockpile, alternating originals 
and covers (Title of the Month-"lf This ls 
Love, Can I Have My Money Back?"), 
filled with honesty, energy and (not 
enough) humor. Recorded live on their 
home turf, this record doesn'I contain any
thing you haven't heard before, but then 
again, it's something you can never get 

Romco"olo---------
Bcnefaclor 
(CBS/ 415, LP) 

It's a safe bet that the title of Romeo 
Vold's second LP refers to Ric Ocasck and 
the aid he's given this intriguing band from 
San Francisco. The group's style and polcn· 
tial gave strong demonstrations on Romeo 
Void's debut, but Benejaclor goes beyond 
expectations. The Cars' Syncro-sound Stu· 
dios and Cars' engineer Ian Taylor, who 

.. produced this disc, arc an obvious good in. 
fluence. The production of the album is SU· 

pcrior even to· the meticulously worked 
Shake It Up LP which was also done at 
Syncro. The effect of the studio had much 
greater implications for Romeo Void, excit· 
ing the bandmembcrs into a strong creative 
spirit. If nothing else, Ocasek can at least 
pride himself on this accomplishment. 

Benefactor is like the first LP in that it 
takes the broad musical span from jazz to 
rock and smoothly incorporates it with 
Deborah Iyall's cool, sexy walks through 
light and dark moods. Since the Ocasck· 
produced Never Say Never EP, the band 
has had a reputation as a dance band, and 
that is reinforced by the one non.original in 
the set, "Wrap It Up" as well as "China
town" and an abbreviated version of "Nev. 
er Say Never.'' Romeo Void shows that they 
can get pretty hair.raising during the long 
mysterious ''S.O.S.,'' while ''Flashflood, '' 
a beautiful lament over lost love, could be 
the best on the whole record. It's an album 

Various-----------
Someone Got Their Head Kicked In 
(Better Youth Organization, LP) 

ChrlstlaneF.--------
Gesundheit! 
(Posh Boy, domestic 12" EP) 

8. Y.O's do.it.yourself approach suc· Yes, Christiane F. is the German ex.junk· 
cceds in recording a fair documentation of ic recently rocketed to stardom by associa· 
the LA scene both past and present. The tion with David Bowie. This record, how. 
format resembles the NY thrash cassette ever, has nothing whatsoever to do with 
with each band's cuts spread over the entire Bowie. Instead, it has to do with San Fran. 
album rather than grouped together. Youth ciscan funkwavcrs Indoor Life, whose bass· 
Brigade opens things up with the powerful ist Bob Hoffnar seems to have written the 
''Violence'' and adds two other great songs. main part of the music. Although produced 
Aggression contribute a great skate tune in the US, this EP could fool anyone into 
and Battalion of Saints thrash through thinking it was genuine Eurofunk. "Wun-
"Becf Masters" and "Cops Arc Out." The derbar," the main cut on the record, is 
Joneses and the Blades have nothing to of. something like a deadpan reinterpretation 
fer, Social Distortion sounds limp and Bad of Grace Jones' interpretation of the Nor· 
Religion have done better, but the Adoles· mal's elcctropop classic, "Warm Leather· 
cents save the record with the original ver· ette," done from the viewpoint of a druggie 
sion of "Wrecking Crew." Write: Better with a case of hormones. Very modern. 

Angeles,CA90067. (JonAnastas) -- @00 ~· .. Youth Organization, PO Box 67A64, Los (Jim Puccio) ~ 

~~ ........ --~.o.c:.o. ~~-_o_o_@=o"--__, ___ _ 
Bonnie Ha~es and The Wild Combo······-·· Dancing Under Strcectlights 
gf~~.C~e;i" Fun (Landslide, EP) 

The Brains never considered themselves 
purveyors of an Atlanta ''new wave'' sound 
-so dubbed by critics a few years ago. The 
band doesn't have much in common with 
Pylon or the B·52's, and struck out in a 
bold hard rock direction that has been 
steadily refined over the course of two LP's 
and now this 12" EP of four songs. 

Slash Records is America's best indepen
dent label. Their releases ha\e included X. 
the (super.fab) Flesh Eaters, the Germs and 
the Gun Club. So it was a real kick in 
the pants when I glanced at the nauseatingly 
\\holesome jadet of Bonnie Hayes with 1he 
Wild Combo''> Good Clean Fun and 1here, 
,lapping me in the face. was a conspicu

which succeeds in exploring an impossibly ously modified Slash logo. Geared tO\\ard 
wide range of styles while still bearing the pre-adolescen1 rock<:rs. this album is Slash's 
strong stamp of Romeo Void's personality. at I empt 10 ca'>h in on corporate America',; 
The more one listens, the.more it seems that q 5ion of "new \\ave." 

The group is heavily reliant on Tom 
Gray's gigantic keyboard textures and the 
anchoring crunch of guitar. Within each 
song is a strong pop kernel which brightens 
the mood and heightens the impact. Gary's 
writing has produCed several potential hi1s, 
with this EP's title track being the latest. 
While synthesizers and growling guitar set 
the pace, a beautiful melody picked out on 
the bass enunciates the song's neon night 
flavor. The remaining songs all run with the 
best found on the Brains' albums. After giv. 
ing up their national recording contract 
with Mercury Records, this independent re
lease finds the band growing, but not in 
growing pains. (Carter Alan) ........... 

they've only scratched the surface. (Carter .. To call Good t'lean / u,1 predictable 
Alan) -~ would be almost complimentary: Bonnie 
l!':J\ OoQ O ~----·w Ha yes and Cre\\ mapped out thi s record for 
~ ... ......-. • ' ea,y whi<,1ling. There are moments of inven-
....... e 1hcnc.,,. but before any idea develops. the 
Rational Youth--------- band falls ~ack and relies on o.verus~d rock 
Cold War Night Life and roll d1ch~<,. 1\ny~ody 1rym~ this ha~d 
(YUL im ort LP) to have fun Just 1sn t fun at all. (Juhe 

' p Farman) .....-c9" 
Rational Youth ........ •••• Q 
City of Night b/w Cite Phosphore & Power ~:=-Cotto ••• 
Zone Convertible Music 
(YUL, import 12" EP) (Electra, LP) 

:~:~~h ~~· .• w;~t-e: ~~~"er~:~.
rd

~L9()i3~~~ Rational You1h i.s a 3·piece electropop 
(Harold Le idus) band from Quebec, m the synth, sequencer, 

Josie Cotton became an overnight sensa. 
tion six months ago with the song "Johnny, 
Are You Queer?'', originally written by 
Larson and Bobby Paine for the Go.Go's, 
whom they managed prior to their signing. 
The Brothers Paine discovered Cotton a 
couple years back, released "Johnny" on 
independent Bomp records, and have now 
produced her first album, Convertible Mu
sic. The results arc disappointing. Almost 
everything about Cotton-ingenuous mu· 
sic, winsome good looks, the strong, seduc· 
tive voice-is disturbingly similar to the 
girls with the beat. Although Cotton will 
probably do well commercially with this im· 
peccab(y.executed album, it would be nice 
to hear her break out of the Paines' formu. 
laic arrangements and develop a sound of 
her own. (Scott Pascucci) 

~-.. ·r~i oo 
Various .............. ~~-----
Life Is Ugly So Why Not Kill Yourself 
(New Underground, LP) 

p ,_... ~rhythm box, vocorder and (human) vocals - ........ ~ ... fb mold first foisted on the world in the form ......... •• ____ v_~-- of Kraflwerk. Since these folks are Quebec· 
Tht Visible Targets ois, there's a bit more emotion in this music 
(Park Avenue, domestic 12" EP) than all that, so I guess John Foxx, Orches

This four·piece pop combo somehow 
rnal)ages to simultaneously remind me of 
Pylon and locals Zodio Doze. The song· 
writing is hook·ridden enough to enable 
them to reach a broad audience, while the 
playing, arrangements and message content 
rescue it from the pit of vapidity. "Twilite 
Zone" would sound good on FM. Potential 
popmeisters here. Park Avenue Records, 
POB 19296, Seattle, WA 98109. (Jim Puc· 
cio) 

tral Manoeuvres and early Human League 
are better points of reference. These folks 
are prelty decent if you like this sort of 
stuff. 

The EP features an extended mix of one 
of the songs from the album on the A, with 
a shorter French.language version of the 
same song on the 8, followed by an alto· 
gether different song entirely. You can get a 
lot of versions of this song very quickly, it 
seems. Write: YUL, 3591 rue Ste·Famille, 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. (Jim Puccio) 

Life ls Ugly proves that California has 
more to offer than Horror Rock and 
CHIP's re.runs. Red Cross, Anti and Civil 
Dismay all contribute strong tracks: loud 
and abrasive. The Descendants rip through 
the ultra.cool "I Wanna Be A Bear." Ill 
Will's "Midnight Deposit" blows every. 
thing else away with a great guitar sound 
and nearly hysterical vocals. 

Side Two branches out into some differ· 
ent areas. The Minute Men sound OK and 
Mood of Defiance play great psychedelic 
heavy metal but nothing grabs me. like on 
Side One. Write: New Underground Re· 
cords, 4305 153rdSt., Lawndale, CA90560. 
(Jon Anastas) 

...................................................................................... ~ ................................. ... 

RECORDS 
Do you have more talent 

than money? It you want the 
straight scoop on recording, 
and a square deal, give us a 

call and check us out. 
THIS IS YOUR DESTINY 

1000 7 inch 45 RPM 
Records in Black & 
White Photo Sleeves 

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF THE DESTINY 
PACKAGE ARE: 
1. You get 20 hours studio time 

(not 10 or 15) TWENTY 
2. You get Photo Sleeves 
3. You get four cassettes, 8 Track Master & 

2 Track Master. You OWN the Masters .. 
Nobody will erase them later. 

$1100 
$300 up front. .. $400 at the final mix ... $400 when 
you approve the test pressing. 

DESTINY has the equipment & the experience 
you need in a professional , yet casual atmosphere. 

Call Larry Feeney at (1117) 658-8391 
31 Nassau Ave., WIimington, MA 01887 

(10 min. Rte. 93 or Rte. 128) 
Don't forget Destiny's 16-hour (recording only) package .. .lncluding tape - still $300 
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0 INTENSE RECORDS \+' J 
2421 W. PRATT \"' , 
Chgo ., IL. 60645 --- ~RadioDiaL,11 

Playing Local Music, For Boston's 
South Shore • •• 

$4.00 each postpaid (outside US add $1). 

PURE AND EASY RECORDS 
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The Incredible Casuals 

would subject the genre we think of as rock, 
pop, new wave or electro-whatever to the 
boredom of Rodgers & Hammerstein's clas
sic "The Sound of Music." Combining reg
gae rhythms with a rhythm machine and 
sound effects, Speed Limit have·created a 
new form that for the time being we must 
call New Wave Easy Listening Soft Rock. 
Maybe it would be better to simply call it 
crap. The electro cult has been verging on 
this style for a year now. I hope this isn't· 
the next big thing, because if it is, well, 
boredom will become more than a mere 
posse fashion. (Play Records) 

And then we have The Blues Astronauts 
performing what sounds like Herb Alpert 
meets The Specials. It's difficult to tell what 
the Astronauts are aiming at. No real style 
emerges save a cacophonous blend of rail
ing vocals, drunk trumpet and a musical 
non-direction attempting to fuse some jazz
ish (for lack of a more coherent description) 
playing with bits and pieces of a hundred 
other styles. Hard to listen to on Wind:';0r 
Records or any other label. 

More Garbage from Varulven. This time 
from Toby Dammit. From the sick sleeve 
art, depicting demons with sabres protrud

'---===--------------------------------------~ ing from newly.created orifices, to the liner 

by Jon McAuliffe 

"Formerly Travis Shook and the Club 
Wow" is the way they've been described in 
bios, record reviews and press. Frankly, af
ter listening to their last two singles on Red 
Rooster, I couldn't hear the connection. 
Suddenly, with the release of their new 
maxi-EP on Eat Records, Let's Go, I see 
from whence The Incredible Casuals came. 
Mixing humor with music has become much 
more popular in recent years, but few do it 
with the subtlety of this unit. Some is appar
ent on the surface as in the cover of Lee 
Hazelwood's ''Surfin' Hootenanny'' 
wherein legends of limp wristed Fenderolo
gy are called by name and saluted with a 
typical riff. The rest is not so obvious. In 
fact, what I perceived as a goof on the first 
couple of plays, sounds more sincere each 
time I listen. The early Beach Boys sound 
of the original "Yeah A Little," the beauti
fully smooth and surprising "Let's Go Bos
sa Nova," "Are You Sure" and "Gotta 
Have You" sounds like a light, poppy, nos
talgic memory warp on first spin, but grows 
on your sensory mechanisms with each suc
ceeding play. What seemed like a send-up 
the first time 'round is actually a very clev
erly conceived concept that fondly recalls an 
era when people you'd never seen before 
would smile at you in the street for no ap
parent reason. The Incredible Casuals have 
managed to recapture some part of that 
feeling in this EP and you can hear it in ev
ery cut. Although "Let's Go" is the thema
tic centerpiece for this waxing, it is not the 
highlight(s). There's lots to listen to here. 
Also, kudos to these guys for the best sleeve 
of 1982, the front of which I've seen before 
in reality or a dream, and the rear of which 
you should not look at without a copy of 
the Beatles' second album to compare it 
with. Fun is not dead. Don Roze is to be 
commended for being something other than 
typical and mindless for signing these guys. 

Along similar, though not identical, lines 
is Birmingham, Alabama's Jim Bob & The 
Leisure Suits (Polyester Records). Good 
name and even better music. First, a newly 
waxed 45, "The World Is Killing Me" b/w 
"Panama City Bleach." "The World," 
though the B-side, is my pick, combining a 
truly 60ish feel with a sound reminiscent of 
Arthur Lee's Love. Very hypnotic, this. It 
did nothing for me on first play., but I kept 
putting it back on. The A-side is equally 
magnetic, though not as good a tune. Re
leased a couple of years back and included 
with the single was a 5 cut EP (most songs 
under 2 minutes!) that's almost indescrib
ably ridiculous great trashy music. Stuff 

like "Girls, Girls, Girls" reminded me ever 
so slightly of the MC5's Back in the USA 
LP and "Easy Surfin"' is just great, silly 
fun. Overall, all 5 cuts are super tuneful, 
simple rockers that grin without being stu
pid. More, please. 

The White Animals, hailing from Nash
ville (no, they're not C&W) have a single re
lease featuring two cuts from their EP 
Nashville Babylon which I've heard of, but 
have never seen a copy. "Old Jazzmaster," 
an ode to a Fender, and ''I Need Somebody 
to Love Me" are two really great rock pop
pers. I must've played this 45 a dozen times 
already. This is quality stuff and really 
makes me want to find that EP. Rock & roll 
needs more of this. (Dread Beat Records) 

Speaking of Nashville, something which 
is decidedly Country and not Nashville, is 
Boston's own C&W front, represented to
gether in one LP under the title of Best of 
Boston Country. The liner notes say they've 
been scorned by both the Boston Globe and 
Boston Magazine, but then those entities 
are hardly noted for their appreciation or 
understanding of the sentimental heartbeat 
or the soothing sound of a steel guitar, both 
of which are amply evidenced here. From 
John Lincoln Wright's classic "Hillbilly 
Ranch" to Rick Reagan's excellent (better 
than Willie's) rendition of "Funny How 
Time Slips Away," this is one surprising 
-piece of wax. Sure. I love country music, 
and I know that Boston's got some fine 
pickers, but I did not anticipate that they 
could get together and make an LP this en
joyable. Other highlights include tunes by 
Rick Robinson, John Hicks, John Penny, a 
number called "Cowboy Lovin' Night" by 
someone named Chris Anders (who sounds 
like she could give Dolly a run for her, uh, 
money) and "Georgia Sun" by Dave Pike 
who recalls Ian Tyson for me. The one ab
solutely unforgiveable aspect of this LP is 
that the backup musicians are not credited. 
This makes no sense at all in light of the fact 
that this LP contains some of the finest steel 
playing on one waxing I've heard in years. 
But if you like real, non-watered down 
country music, you need this record. · 

Another interesting, though not totally 
successful outing, is the new single by The 
New Hawks, the rockin' rhythm unit be
hind J.B. Hutto and Cub Koda in the past. 
Both Eddie Clearwater's "2x9" and a tune 
called "Oh Baby" (Black Rose) are served 
up against perfect rhythm tracks, which is 
what these guys do best. But the vocals just 
don't match the playing and one is left wish
ing they'd pulled in Koda or somebody to 
flesh it out. 

The Boston Rock-a-billy Music Conspir
acy seems to be affected by the same prob-

lem. It's obvious these guys know what 
they're doing instrumentally and historical
ly, but they too fall short in the vocal de
partment. In addition, the lead vocalist 
changed the lyrics to Elvis Presley's "Tryin' 
To Get To You" (maybe he couldn't under
stand them? Elvis was never known for his 
pronunciation. .). The new lyrics add 
nothing and seriously detract from what 
could have been an excellent rendition with 
a stronger vocalist. One cut though, "It'll 
Be Me," in the Jerry Lee Lewis mold, is 
great and worth the price of this 5-cut EP if 
you like rockabilly. Comparing this EP to 
most of the fashionable attempts at rock
abilly today, I'd give it better than average 
marks. (Black Rose) 

Some people calling themselves Finn & 
The Sharks (Rebel) have a 4-cut EP out 
called lnnercity Rockabilly, that while not 
rockabilly at all, is good, poppy stuff that 
reminded me somewhat of Shakin' Stevens 
and even Sha-Na-Na sans the mindlessness. 
All four tracks are highly airable, particu
larly "Gone Wild" and "Inner City Rock
abilly." This New York State group knows 
what production and engineering mean. 
Very pro. 

I've never understood why anyone would 
copy a classic original arrangement verba
tim, particularly if it was a hit. I mean, who 
wants to listen to somebody else do it the 
same way when you can have the original? 
Well, Back Trax have gone and recorded a 
3-track EP that was probably originally in
tended as a gift to friends and relatives, but 
somewhere along the way they got stars in 
their eyes. "Heart Full of Soul" is faithfully 
reproduced and well done, but The Yard
birds still get my vote for some unexplain
able reason. Ditto the other two, "Gimme 
Gimme Good Lovin'" and "Dirty Water." 
(Destiny Records) 

Young Turks (love the name even if it is 
dated) have an interesting and intriguing 
EP, the best tune of which is called "I'm 
Unstoppable.'' Though comparisons to 
Dire Straits can be drawn, this is too arty to 
be an imitation and more clever than most. 
Also check out "Minute In The Sun." (Un
stoppable Records) 

Somewhat reminiscent of the Undertones 
are Texas rockers Mystery Dates. This is the 
kind of music that reviewers love. Easy to 
listen to, fun to play, intelligent lyrics (in
cluded) and, well ... hey, it's really good! 
"(Don't Wanna) Grow Up" ... (my senti
ments exactly) ... and "World War Ill (ls 
Calling Me)" are prime among the S num
bers on this EP (Beehive Records). Nuevo 
Wave-o that you'd never believe was even 2 
miles west of New York City! 

I didn't think it possible that anyone 

photos of the group undergoing various 
tortures, to the four titles herein, "Empty & 
Forgotten" (which they'll have no trouble 
accomplishing), ''Torture'' (indeed), ''Des
perately Insane" (they overestimate them
selves) and "Waiting For The End" (I hit 
the reject button about 30 seconds into this 
one), one quickly realizes that this isn't mu
sic or even art. This crap couldn't have been 
produced by anyone with any artistic or 
musical vision. Varulven's consistent waste 
of money on urinal lubricator like this re
flects either a well-financed (albeit sad) 
sense of humor, or a total lack of artistic 
savvy. Probably both. Do us a favor, 
Count. Put some real money behind a real 
artist-at least one you're trying to develop 
like Ron Scarlett-and stop this Diaghilev 
Stoneham bit. Yeah, sure, okay. You too, 
pal. 

Once again, if you've got a tape, put it on 
Maxell or TDK and send it to me in care of 
Boston Rock. I'U only mention it in print if 
I think it's good, so you've got nothing to 
lose. 

Eat Records 
400 Essex St. 
Salem, Mass. 01970 

Polyester Records 
3232 Tyrol Rd. 
Birmingham, Alabama 35216 

Dread Beat Records 
P.O. Box 121356 
Nashville, Tenn. 37212 

Boston Country Records 
292 Boylston St. 
Boston, Mass. 02116 

Black Rose Records 
24 Central St. 
Saugus, Mass. 01906 

Rebel Records 
Box 994, 104 Charles St. 
Boston, Mass. 02114 

Destiny Records 
31 Nassau Ave. 
Wilmington, Mass. 01887 

Unstoppable Records 
P.O. Box26 
New Brunswick, N .J. 08901 

Beehive Records 
5927 Sundance Lane 
San Antonio, Texas 7823~ 

Play Records/Red Light Productions 
9200 Sunset Blvd., #402 
L.A., Cal. 90069 

Windsor Records 
48 Leicester St. 
Brighton, Mass. 02135 

Varulven Records 
Box 2342 
Woburn, Mas .. 01888 

Boston Rock #32 27 
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FCf TAL FUNNIES! 
by Jim Puccio 

Here we are again. As the months tick by, 
do you feel yourself developing? Are you 
open to options? 

Hard plastic: 
Britpunks Crass go beyond old limita

tions with their latest, Christ-The Album 
(Crass, import 2LP}. This boxed set, which 
includes one intricately constructed studio 
album, another equally intricate record's 
worth of live recordings and assorted mem
orabilia, a poster and perhaps most import
antly, a truly mammoth booklet, is the first, 
and possibly last and only significant punk 
document. The recordings prove that hard
core can amount to more than merely foam
ing at the mouth. In fact, a number of 
things about this set are actually pretty sub
tle, like the way all the distortion-laden 
noise guitar parts are set back in the mix, or 
the way tape collages of radio and TV 
broadcasts are used to glue it all together. 
The booklet, too, is surprisingly insightful 
in the way it treats the world situation since 
WWII, the relationships between hippie
dom and punkdom, and all manner of other 
stuff these folks had to get off their collec
tive chest. I'm glad this record exists. 

Less important perhaps, though certainly 
more fun, is the Meal Puppets' new self
titled LP (SST, domestic). This is American 
hardcore at its frenetic best. These guys 
start with the acidified country-blues rock 
of the old San Francisco scene, rev it up to 
1000 RPM, and lay a truly demented vocal 
blathering over the top which owes some
thing (though I'm not sure what) to Beef
heart the master. That they have a sense of 
humor is evidenced by the couple of cover 
tunes they do. (Their version of "Tumblin' 
Tumbleweeds" has to be heard to be be
li eved.) The overall feel of this record is 
something like Quicksilver on a near-fatal 
dose of speed. An instant classic. 

Soft plastic: 
For the longest time, the trance rock crew 

seemed to be mainly confined to the fringes 
of the German, French and English scenes. 
American space cadets seemed to like their 
rock more visceral and less heady. Judging 
from the number of records & demos flow
ing in, it looks like a new American psyche
delic underground is springing up, so here's 
a little about that. 

Let's start right in town with Denish, a 
Someone and the Somebodies/Limbo Race 
side project. Formerly composed of Some
bodiesguitarist Rob Davis and drummer 
Jon Coe (on keyboards instead, for the first 
time since his stint with the Molls), Dervish 

were primarily influenced by Terry RIiey 
and Fripp & Eno. They said so, and it 
showed in the music. And that was largely 
that, except for the time local fusion trump
etist Tiger Okoshl breezed onstage for a set 
to jazz things up. Recently the guys decided 
to add a rh.ythm section so Jon could be 
free to play more melodically. That's where 
Limbo Race bassist John Neidhart com
pletes 1he picture. Demo tapes aren't ready 
yet, though they should be available soon 
from Jon (see below). 

Local progressives Red have lately been 
rearranging their sound, lineup, stage pre
sence and so forth in preparation for their 
upcoming record, Deichbruch. One of the 
upshots of all of this is that the live show 
now opens with a prerecorded tape of gui
tarist Ottmar Liebert performing a Fripp & 
Eno style solo piece. The drum kit has-been 
replaced with a set of syndrums, making the 
net effect even more electronic that before, 
while the old synthesis! has been removed 
entirely. The demo sounds promising. Vo
calist Belh Yancey sings something like a 
junior version of Romeo Vold's Deborah 
Jyall. Actually, she tends to chant more 
than sing per se. And although the rhythm 
section sett les into a tnbal funk groove most 
of the time, often 1he pace is so relaxed tha1 
when combined with the Fripp-like guitar 
textures, Red's music is more trance-induc
ing than dance·producing. There are excep
tions to this, like the cut "Kiss Cry." Demo 
inquiries should be sent to 1he address listed 
below. 

Movin~ west to NYC, we come to Kenn 
Lowy's Wrtnklemuzlk, a solo act mining 
territory similar to Dervish's. Again, Fripp 
& Eno is a major reference point, though 
Kenn fashions his music in10 slightly more 
conventional song structures through the 
use of keyboard, sequencer and rhythm 
box, not to mention his own catchy Eno
esque vocals. Wrinklemuzik already has an 
EP out, A Move To The Right (Exit Stu
dios), and Kenn informs me that Bill 'Flam
ing Desire' Nelson has expressed interest in 
releasing a more major product on his own 
Cocteau Music label, a demo of which is 
available from Exit Studios. 

South to New Jersey and Matthew 
Young, who recently sent us his album of 
this general sort of stuff, Recurring Dreams 
(Full Moon, domestic). A few nice bits 
here, but this one often gels a bit 100 cutesy 
with the keyboards, a la many of the re
cords released on the German label Sky in 
the late 70s. For religious devotees of synth 
LPsonly. 

Sax beat: 
Then there's San Francisco's Norman S11-

lant, a saxophonist who has guested with 

the likes of the Dead Kennedys and the Re. 
sidents, among others. Norman's Saxo
phone Demonstrations (Alive, domestic 
12" EP) is conceptually related to the 
French band Urban Sax in that it features 
lots of multi-tracked saxes, but the music 
here is more tuneful. Note that the cut 
"Bowieszawa" is actually a cover of Bow
ie's "Warszawa" from Low. Also note that 
despite the fact that this record is being 
marketed as an EP, it contains more music 
than many LPs out there. Heavy recom
mendations on this one for all fans of bands 
the likes of Tuxedomoon, Love of Lire Or· 
chestra, e1c. A fine record. 

Speaking of which, Peter Gordon of LO
LO and Peler Principle of Tuxedomoon 
both showed up recently on Soft Verdict 
(Disques du Crepuscule, import 12" EP), a 
real pre~ty outing with a bunch of Benelux 
musicians I've never heard of. Instrumenta
tion includes sax, synth, piano, violin and 
viola along with the requisite guitars, bass 
and percussion. This one's both repet1t1ve 
and very melodic on the A side, sounding a 
lot like the Salant record, while the flip in
tegrates some more abrasive textures into 
the concept. Again, high recommendations. 

Also in this general bag is 1he current re
lease by NYC band Jules B11ptisle's Red De
cade (Neutral, domestic 12" EP). This one 
is lots more energetic, due to a manic rhy
thm section, a Glenn Branca-like guitarist 
(Baptiste himselO and lots of dissonant har
monies between the two saxes, which tend 
to play heavily Phil Glass-influenced pat· 
terns. Co-produced by Branca, this really is 
some kind of ultimate statement of New 
Yorkiness. Good stuff, but the scene's 
starting to get a bit ingrown, dontcha think? 

Sex beat: 
Just in ... Jack Heard single "Sex Ma

chine" b/w "Adventures In Inbreeding" 
(DB, domestic 45). Pretty bizarre one here. 
The A side is a warped cover version of the 
James Brown classic done sorta like funky-
Residents (and no dweazly vocals, either), 
while the Bis about the wonders of growing 
up polymorphous perverse on a farm in the 
Bible belt, sung(?) in the style of a real hog
call. Just the sort of mondo novelty item 
everyone should have for their very own. 

From Manchester, England comes the 
Passage's latest, Degenerates (Cherry Red, 
import LP). This is their third LP, and 
while it seems to have gained them the most 
critical acclaim so far, it strikes me as a bit 
overworked and overproduced, especially in 
light of the energy they generated at their 
Boston gig this summer. I think it's because 
I know this is such a fine band that I'm a bit 
disappointed with Degenerates, as the re
cord really is unusually good. In any case, 

the music is intricate progressive wave, simi
lar in ways to things like Wire's 154 or the 
Stranglers at their best, but more elaborate 
still. The lyrics are insightful probing forays 
into the politics of sex (or is it the sex of 
politics?). 

Meanwhile, Romeo Void, the Dance and 
the Au Pairs have all released their second 
LPs, of which only the Au Pairs' Sense and 
Sensuality (Roadrunner, import) seems to 
be a consistent improvement over the first. 
Romeo Void's Benefactor (Columbia/415, 
domestic) is loaded with grea1 pop tunes, 
but l just don't see the point of producing 
this band to sound like the Psychedelic 
Furs. And the big.label fade outs at the end 
of each cut just piss me off. By the way, 
Norman Salant (remember him?) shows up 
for a guest spot on the cut "Orange." Of 
the three records, the Dance's Soul Force 
(Statik, import) rocks out the most. Again, 
the material is just fine (this stuff does get 
the dance noor moving live), but the new 
drummer is basically a straight-ahead rock
er stuck in the middle of a funk-rock band. 
Seems like they were better off before. 
Which brings us to the Au Pairs, playing 
smoother than ever before. The grooves set
tle in immediately. Lesley Woods' vocals 
glide over the top, delivering her messages 
of liberation (and not nearly as humorlessly 
as last time around). Worthy of special 
mention is the horn section chosen 10 back 
the band up on a few of the tracks. If this 
disk is any indication, the Au Pairs' third 
LP should be a real gem. 

After a year of personnel changes and 
other assorted delays, Providence's infam
ous Tits are finally staging a comeback. The 
band has been pared dqwn to the essential 
two members, Mary Ann Roberge on key
boards and vocals, and Waffles Natusch on 
guitar, drum machine and vocals. Appar
ently the hiatus has done them good, be
cause the demo for their outcoming album 
is outstanding. This band has always been 
talented at songwriting, producing interest
ing melody lines with more hooks than you 
can count. The weakness was in instrument
al cohesiveness. Not so anymore. This tape 
is tight. Now let me say that while many 
rock bands have passable vocalists, very few 
can really sing. Both Tits can really sing. In 
fact, Mary Ann is one of the most talented 
singers I've heard in any rock band. Couple 
all of this with good lyrics, a sense of humor 
and an extremely flexible guitarist. If I were 
a record company, I'd sign these people 
right now. 

Addresses: 

Crass Records 
137 Blenheim Crescent 
LondonW.11. 
UK 

SST Records 
POBI 
Lawndale, CA 90260 

Denish c/ o Jon Coe 
56 Mansfield St. 
Allston, MA 02134 

Red Dancer Ltd. 
24 Thayer S1. 
Boston, MA02118 

Exit Studios 
313 Smith St. 
Brooklyn, NY 11231 

Full Moon Records 
76 Moore's Mill 
Hopewell, NJ 08525 

Alive Records 
533 Sutter, Suite 1107 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Neutral Records 
415 Lafayette 
New York, NY 10013 

DB Records 
432 Moreland Ave., NE 
Atlanta, GA 30307 

The Tits 
71 Penn St. 
Providence, RI 02909 
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7 Seconds 
Skins, Brains and Guts EP 
(Faul1y Products) 

Beaver 
IO song EP 
(Choice Cut Records) 

Rejectors 
Thoughts of War EP 
(Fariz Wreckords) 

Present: "Let's Not Have Any Fun" 
What do the 28 songs on these singles 

have in common? They all have the same 
tune. And it stinks. 

Perhaps I exaggerate, but it seems clear 
that these bands expend their creative juices 
on the lyrics, leaving none for the music. 
They start out loud and fast and go no
where. No dynamics, no tension, no re
lease. They may as well send out lyric sheets 
in picture sleeves and forget the records. 

As for the lyrics, the disturbing trend in 
hardcore continues. They parrot the status 
quo hardcore values (the quotations of 
Chairman Jello?), mainly bitchings about 
mom, dad, and Uncle Ronnie. When these 
are presented without an)' new ideas, with 
no sense of irony, and without giving the 
listener a personal viewpoint, the result is 
not only boring but also silly. 

7 Seconds 
c/o Vicious Scam 
2302 Patton Dr. 
Reno, NV 89512 

Beaver 
c/ o Choice Cut Records 
4911 Cordelt Ave. 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Rejeclon 
1112 So. 21 llh Pl. 
Seattle, WA 98148 

Beast 
Possessed/Wolfbane Nite 
(Amdusias Records) 

This single features the musical reappear
ance of Brian Gregory, former Cramps' 
guitarist. You wouldn't think you could 
play a record which involves him and have 
it float by without attracting your attention, 
but there it goes. sounding like a Romeo 
Void ballad to a non-R.V. fan like myself. 

GGAllln 
"You Hate Me and I Hate You" /"Auto
matic''/'' Ass face'' 
(Orange Records) 

If I didn'I know belter I'd think this guy 
was raw, rude and mad-America's Public 
Animal No. I. 

Orange Records 
639 Broadway #902 
NY, NY 10012 

Los Reactors 
Laboratory Baby/Be A Zombie 
(Cynykyl Records) 

Hailing from Tulsa, Oklahoma, these 
guys have the garage style down pat. I'm 
sure only the oldest and cheapest equipment 
available was used during the playing and 
recording of these songs. Muck-lovers will 
enjoy the sound, which is dominated by 
very cheesy keyboards, much like their 1980 
single ''Culture Shock'' /''Pregnant Girls'' 
/"Dead in the Suburbs." The songs them
selves have a good sense of humor, making 
both singles worth picking up. 

Los Reactors 
Box 14046 
Tulsa, OK 74104 

Beastle Boys 
Pollywog Stew EP 
(Ra~cage Records) 

A few "rippin' tunes" to be found here, 
especially their Iheme song "Beastie Boys" 
and "Riot Fight." It also includes a heart
felt tribute 10 one of the driving forces be
hind the Hardcore movement, Jimi Hen
drix. 

Ratcage 
307 E. 9th St. 
NY, NY 10003 

Ali:nost forgot this one. Like the other 
DK smgl.es this is an anthem. It's not up to 
the previous classics, but lhey're tough 10 
top. So I guess it's still preuy good. 

Allemaflve Tentacles 
Box 11458 
SF, CA 94101 

The Degenerates 
Fallout/Skid Row/Radio Anarchy/Scungy 
Girl 

The Degenerates present some old school 
punk, along the lines of a pop-playing Ra
mones. Their contribution to the ugly girl 
song category adds a few new lines to the 
genre: 
"She's got a nice smile, 
but some teeth are missing 
and she clears her throat 
when we are kissing." 

Toss in a few serious tunes, and I guess 
it's worth buying. 

Degenerates 
2542 Palo Pinto 
Houston, TX 77080 

the Nebulas Debut 45! 

lll~I) Sll1llll{ More than Mystified/ 
Escapade in Ink 

llC)C~I{ Vll)l~C) 
C~ALt 2911·91108 

C)R 7 49·77:12 

Available at: 
Rod<it RecordS 
NeWbury comics 
StraWberries 

~A~rQt;-_s RecordS 
-_Ju_y,v, SE---

PO. Box 116A 
Greendale station 
mrcester MA 01606 



NEWBURY COMICS 
268 NEWBURY ST. 
BOSTON, MA 02116 

IMPORT, U.S. INDEPENDENT 
AND LOCAL 45 's AND LP's 

ROCK MAGAZINES AND BOOKS 
BUTTONS, T-SHIRTS 
. AND LEATHER 

NEW ENGLAND'S BEST SELECTION! 

SOON VIDIOI o 
ON SALE THIS MONTH 

Sept. 20-26 
Yazoo "Upstairs" LP 
Unsafe At Any Speed 
Any T-Shirt 

Sept. 27 - Oct. 3 
R.E.M. "Chronic" EP 
Any Rock & Roll Book 
Gunclub New 45, "Fire of Love" 

Oct. 4-10 
Captain Beefheart "Ice Cream" LP 
Mission of Burma "Trem 2" 45 
Any Sunglasses 

Oct. 11-17 
Romeo Void "Benefactor" LP 
Maximum Rock & Roll LP 
Any Rock & Roll Pin 

Oct. 18-24 
PFurs new LP 
November Group EP 
Any Leather Item 

Quaritities Limited- No Rainchecks 

Reg. 7.29 Sale 5.99 
Reg. 2.35 Sale 1.50 

1.00 off 

Reg. 5.49 Sale 4.49 
1.00 off 

Reg. 2.99 Sale 2.25 

Reg. 7 .29 Sale 5.99 
Reg. 2.25 Sale 1.60 

1.00 off 

Reg. 6.49 Sale 5.49 
Reg. 8.99 Sale 7 .49 
Reg. 1.00 Sale SOC 

Reg. 7.29 Sale 5.99 
Reg. 4.99 Sale 3.49 

1.00 off 



by Betsy Sherman 

The Wall is the aural and visual equival
ent of banging one's head against same; if 
that 's you r idea of an hour and a hairs' 
worth of fun .. 

Obviously you Pink Floyd fans out there 
will already be in line to see The Wall. I can 
on ly write this for people in the same situa
tion as myself. I don't know much about 
Pink Floyd. What I've heard from them I 
don't like. I'm not familiar wit h the album 
the film is based on. But a film like this can 
and should be judged on its own merits, es
pecially considering the involvement of a 
major-league director like Alan Parker 
(Midnight Express, Shoot the Moon). Plus, 
it's the kind of youth-market movie that a 
101 of people will end up going to see as a 
matter of course, if only for the loud music. 
They should be prepared for a dull, empty, 
depressing experience. I can't recommend 
The Wall on any level. 

The Wall's conception belongs to Floyd's 
Roger Waters, and if it's autobiographical, 
don't ever let me meet the guy. Through 
sigh! and song (there is very little dialogue) 

111111111111111III IIIIIIIIIIIIII Ill llllll 
New York Nonsense 
continued from p,ge 8 
Lounge is no doubt prospering in its new lo
cation, as it costs $12 to get into the joint on 
a weekend now. The nadir has been reached 
at a place called Heartbnak, which report
ed ly charges SIS for rock n roll dancing to 
dj's, no bands. 

At the positive end of the spectrum is 
Tramp,, a blues club where Monday nights 
are now devoted to rock and roll. S2 gets 
you 4 or S new bands and imaginative dis 
spinning. I've seen some very promising 
bands here, from stu rdy rockers like Band 
or Oul!lden and Lemmy Caution to the 
abrasive Crazy Hearts and ex-Y-Pant.5/ 
Glenn Branca collaborator Barbara EM' in
truguing new group Llsten To The Animal. 
Attendance here has been less than consist-

it bemoans the plight of an Alienated Rock 
Star, played by Bob Geldof (of The Boom
town Rats). There isn't quite a plot, rafhera 
series of symbolic sequences, fantasies, 
flashbacks, and flashforwards in which we 
learn that our A.R.S. (whose name is "Pink 
Floyd") wants nothing so much as to high
tai l it back into his mother 's womb. But his 
mother is an ogre, his wife is a dragon, and 
his fans are sheep. In his hotel room prison 
he feeds off the blue light of the T. V ., and 
searches for his father, who was killed at 
Anzio, in old World War II movies. Ahh, 
he wants to go back to his/other's womb. 

The motivation of the "characters" are 
old -fashioned to the point of soap operas. 
Pink's chip on the shoulder comes from his 
idealization of his father and the suffocat
ing attentions of his mother. His wife re
coils from his apathy and self-absorption by 
having an affair with a dashing political ac
tivist. The psychology is hackneyed and 
cheap: in the flas hbacks dealing with Pink's 
repressive schooldays, the sh rewish teacher , 
bullied at home by his wife, in turn bullies 
his defenseless pupils. 

The movie's st rong suit, besides the mu-

ent; time to wake up, before it's too late. 
It's been said that rap music reached its 

peak four or five years ago, ever since white 
people latched onto it. That seems silly in 
the wake of "The Message" but in any 
event the rap/break shows that were such a 
success last winter at Club Negri) and 
now going down at the Ro,s;y roller skating 
rink where they st ill draw an exciting, mixed 
crowd. Most enjoyable new club of late is 
S.O.B. (Sounds of Brazil), a slightly upscale 
but comfortable room featuring the excel
lent P~De-Bol a couple of times a month. 
Pc-De-Boi are a multi-percussive party who 
call themselves a "power samba band. " 

The Mudd Club seems to be the only ma
jor venue booking hardcore bands at pre
sent, sticking them in on Monday nights. A 
recent (free!) appearance by midwestern 
neighbors Meatmen and the Necro, was the 
wildest punk gig (musically speaking) I've 
seen in awhile. Speaking of low profiles, the 

ROCK 
back issues: 
Send $2.00 per issue or S~.00 for three issues 
(includes postage) to: Boston Roe~, 268 Ne bury 
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IName --------------· IAddress _____________ 1 
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1
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sic (if you like Pink Floyd), is supposed to 
be its "visualizations." There wasn 't one 
image in The Waif that I could accept, not 
only as original, but even as valid, from 
Pink's idle self-mutilation to the school se
quence ("Another Brick in the Wall") 
where the featureless children are put on an 
assembly-line straight into a meat-grinder. 
The overkill sa fely puts out of the question 
any need for thought. The animated se
quences, designed by Gerald Scarfe, are 
competent in quality, but again the imagery 
is cringingly predictable. The rule of thumb 
in production design seems to have been: 
when in doubt, make something bleed. 

Actually The Wall could have been 
worse; it could have starred someone be
sides Bob Geldof. But fans , don't get 
too excited. Geldof doesn'I exact ly act,he's 
just another piece of the machinery. None 
of his natural spunk is allowed to sh ine 
through the material, but at least he seems 
remotely human, which was not exactly a 
requirement for this pan. ..... 

This month's pick hits: 
September 22-23, Coolidge Corner Mov

iehouse: The immortal howler /11/raman 
coupled with an entire program of the most 
hilarious, obscure "coming-att ractions'! 
you' ll ever see, promoting everything from 
A Hard Day's Night to The Corpse-Grind
ers. 

October 10-11, Orson Welles Cinema: 
The annual 12-hour "Schlock Around the 
Clock" extravaganza, the guaranteed Best 
of the Worst. 

Continued run, Beacon Hill Theater: 
R. W. Fassbinder's Lola. 

new 7 Annex is a promising alternative ven
ue, booking hardcore bands, unknowns and 
established weirdos like the HI Sherrifs of 
Blue, but with no advertising and no phone, 
who the hell 's supposed to know what's go
ing on there? 

The future seems uncertain for the Ray
beats, who deep-sixed bassist Danny Amis 
and seem to be taking an, er, artier direc

tion with replacement David Hofstn. Also 
uncertain is the fate of the dB 's, who deny a 
break-up while Chris Stamey and Peter 
Holsapple pursue solo ventures. It ' d be a 
shame if they let record company disinterest 
get to them. I hope a future does exist for 
Trypes and the WHIies, the two current pro
jects of Feelles master-minds Glenn Men:er 
and BUI MIiiion, who still aren't very excit
ed about doing live shows. 

In the real world of rock and roll , Elvis 
Costello, Talklng Heads and the Clash all 
played stadium dates in Queens with ticket 

NJ. Ramones, Undertones. Fripp. Pastiche. Joe 
.. King .. Carrasco. X. La Peste 
j,4, Cars, Devo. Go-Go's. B-52's pt I. Magazine. 
Members. Nervous Eaters. Pere Ubu. Speed1es, Ot
way. New Models. Heatwave 
/1 5. H .S.R., B-S2's pt 2. U K Beat. Feelies. 
Rock.its. Bush Tetras. Delta 5, Boys Life. Pylon, 
Someone & the Somebodies. Peter Noone 
,17. Talking Heads. Slits. Polyrock. Kid Creole. 
Bun.cocks pt I . Suade Cowboys. Plasmat1cs, 
Roches. Brian Br;un 
•8. Po lice, S1ouxs1e & the Banshee!., Peter Dayton. 
Sp1zz. 999, Buzzcocks pt 2. Gang of 'I, Vinny Band 
t 9. Jim Ca rro ll. Skids. Ruts, Martha & lhe Muffins. 
Lenny Kaye. Son of Stiff. Iggy Pop. Capt. Beefheart. 
V,tamm. Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias 
•1 0. Ram ones, Rings, U2. Mekons. Au Pairs. 
Bound & Gagged. Oullets. SVT Carlene Career. the 
Fast 
H I. Elvis Costello pt. I. Squeeze. Sector 27. 
Wmwood. Frith. La Peste 
112. Robin Lane, Pylon. Elvis Costello pt 2. 
Bongos. Fleshtones. Revdlos. Jonathan Richman. 
Rings 
I ll. Boomtown Rats. Lou M1am1. Shane Cham
pagne. Teardr0p Explodes. Blurt. Arthur Blythe. 
Dou,t S.ahm. Johnny Cash 

i l5 . Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour, The 
Umts, Claud,a Perry. Doug Simmons, Ric Ocasek 
/ 16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall o f Voodoo. Echo and 
the Bunnymen. The Rumour. Joan Jen. Marshall 
S1mpk1n 
Nl7. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour. Bob Mar
ley Photos. XTC. Charles Farren. Los Microwaves. 
Eventworks. Circus Mort 
118. The Jam Interview, Atlanucs, John Cale. Joe 
Ely. Planet Street. UB-10. Nauve Tongue. GE Smith. 
Robert Klem 
.t l9. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods Breakup. 
Billy Idol. Fad Gadget. Plastics. Boston Punk Scene. 
Readers Poll 

n 11111111111 fm 111111111111111111111111 
L.A. Smoot 
continued from page 8 
the Olympic Audltortuffl. Featuring every
one from local burp boys like Circle One to 
limey losers like Chron Gen, there were 
more people in the road crews than in the 
audience and word is that the 7 CA aggros 
involved got stiffed ... These kiddos may 
well make it up in movie extras' fees 
though, as director Alan Arkush (Rock & 
Rolf High School) seems to be hiring punks 
right and left to be in his new opus. l don't 
know who's starring but The Weekly just 
ran a picture of Lee Vlng as crazy-boy sing
er "Piggy" (Op one presumes) & the film 
might well bite the big one ... Recording 
news has !p's finished and about to be re
leased by Johanna Went (known most ly for 
her wild visuals, the band's keyboardist 
Mark Wheaton tells me the album's "sur
prisingly musical"), the Minutemen ( What 
Makes a Man Start Fires), and the long
awaited Angry Samoans' Ip (I heard an ear
ly mix of this stoopathon ONE YEAR ago) 
... Currently taking much turntable time 
are three new SoCal compilations: Ameri
can Youth Report (lnvasion/Bomp), Some
body Got Their Head Kicked In (Better 
Youth Organization), and Life Is Ugly So 
Why Not Kill Yourself (New Under
ground) which between them offer all sortsa 
very primal squeal from many local factions 
... And this isn't even mentioning the new 
3 volume History of Surf Music series on 
Rhino ... ls there more? You bet, but you ' ll 
just have to wait un til next time. Wipe Out! 

prices pushing $20. At least "Bing" Costel
lo and the Clash added dates at Pier 84 on 
lhe beautiful Hudson, wi th tickets a mere 
SIO. The Clash may have been dead on their 
feet the night I saw them, but hearing 
Strummer proselytise next to a battleship 
was certainly inspiring. Blondie were sup
posed to do a "surprise" club date that nev
er happened , but the reports on their arena 
shows were so awful it's probably just as 
well. Break up before it's too late, guys. 
Tom Verlaine' s spurt or activity continues 
with more gigs and RJchard Hell rose from 
the dead long enough to put on a couple of 
well-attended shows this summer. Alan Ve
ga ended his recent silence with a weekend
full of gigs at CBGB. Finally, Paul SmJth is 
said to have recorded an album backed by 
her husband Fred Smith and his power
house Sonlc's Rendezvous Band. And 
that's it; hopefully the rail will hold new 
thrill for rock fans. 

H O. Cramps, Greg Kihn. Rock ·n· Roll Rumble . 
Stompers, Orchestral Manoeuvres. Ventures, Let· 
ter from Marlin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alternative 
Radio Gwde 
'2 1. Pretenders Interview , Psychedelic Furs. c,. 
ty Thrills, K1thng Joke. Squeeze. Black Flag, D. Johan· 
sen. T Petty. T T,m. Limbo Race. Wendy Williams 
U2. Specials, GoGo's. X. Nears. Edith Massey. Ly· 
d1a Lunch. November Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson, 
Peter Hammill. Rich Anzalone. England ·a1 
•23 . Lene Lovich. Greg Hawkes, Malcolm McLar· 
en Interview. Romeo Void. The Blasters. Ian 
Hunler. W,lhe Alexander. SS Decontrol. Sleepy 
LaBeef. 007. dBs 
•24. J. Geils Inte rview , Dc'vo. Tom Verlaine, 
Dangerous B,rds. Trademarks. Boston Hardcore, 
The Rings. New Order. Phil Gent1h 
H S. Black Flag Interview, Readers Poll Results. 
Pete Shelley. Gun Club. Bertin A1rhh. Locat Band 
Review ~I. Cramps. Elvis. Raybeats. Grace Jones. 
Salem Sound. Leg:tt-.,uv1ce 
,¥26. Ric Ocasek . Red Rockers. Alan Vega. Boys 
Lile, Panther B<..- Sex Execs. Police. Certain Gen· 
eral~. Washington D C News. Battle of Broad 
Street 
U7. Bush Tetras, Club Update. Neighborhoods . 
U2. Flipper. Young Snakes. Albert 0, Fleshtones. 
Waitresses. London and DC News 
128. Romeo Void, Lou M1am1. Black Sabbalh. The 
Dark.GI. Nick Lowe. Music Seminar. 13 UP. Why 
Bands Move To Bo1,ton 
,1'29. Stompers. Paul Weller Interview, Human 
League. V .. G1rlschool. B-Sl's. Bongo1,, Fear. Joe 
Perry. T oou and the Maytals. Gun Club 
/30. The Clash, Enc Burdon, Circle Jerks. Ken 
Shelton. Sparks, Haircut 100. Tweeds. Shckee Boys, 
Boston Street Bands 
01. X, Motels. Stray Cats. Robert Elhs OrraU. SS 
Decontrol. Wipers. Comsat Angels. Independent 
Record Supplement 
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Sharks 
"Innercity 

Rockabilly" 
appearing at 

THE THUNDERBIRD 
COUNTRY CLUB 

(Tyngsboro, Mass.) 
on Sat., Oct. 2 

an~ at 

BUNRATTY'S 
(Allston, Mass.) 
on Sun. Oct. 3 

Free Admission with 
College I. D. 

Wishes to thank the 1000+ fans who came to help us 
celebrate the release of our new EP at the Channel on 
Sept. 4. You are the best. 

We would also like to thank Lou Miami and the Kozmetix 
and Proletariat for their excellent performances. 

And finally, thank you to our friends at Modern Method 
and Boston Rock for their faith and support. 

DDUTSIHGLI 
OUT SOON ON 

SAFE BET RECORDS 
every Monday and Tuesday at 

Copperfields 

FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT 
GEORGE DINEEN, 536-4777 

Sepl.15. 16, Benjarhin's, Bangor. 
ME 

Sept. 17. 18, Copper1ields 

Sept. 19, Dartmouth College 

Sept. 22, Channel 

Sept. 25, Worcester Polytech. 
Della House 

Sept. 29, Channel 

Oct. 11, The Rat 

t--+---t-----o Thurs., Sept. 23 Ill Records presents 

I Sat .. Sept. 25 

Lordi ot tile ••• Cllnuch ,-.....--r---,.--; 

Rayboy Fernandez's ( of Primuy Oolors ) -...-,..--,.-....--, 
Whits Wedding 

Alln-AIIH from Paris 

i---t---;---t--t- Fri., Oct. 1 n, Lian 

i---t---+--t-----1111 Fri., Oct. 8 V; 
Oct. 5 at Matro au, of fl1lr 

t-+--+-+-l"""''r--! C.a.ll for la.test, hot breaking event,a! -+----.-----t---1 

. 22437 
·; 13 Lansdowne Street ~ -lwz« rrrf(tf1fff:ff6W1t 

-
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I TOREBERVEBPACEIN I 
CLUBLAND CALL ae&-8787 

N•XT ••au• DaADUN• OCT ••• ONaAL.a DATa OCT. ao 

JAMES SHALER, MANAGEfl 
85 EWOTT STREET #l 

THE . 

BEVERLY, MA 0lfl5 
(617)927-7221 

CHANNEL THEONLY 
r=tI";t~~i1fJr· PLACE TO ROCK! 
BOSTON'S BEST LIVE ROCK 

Sun. Sept. 19 Black Flag 
(afternoon) All Ages! 

Fri. 24 Jonathan Richman 

Sat.25 

Tue28 

Wed29 

Fri. Oct. 1 

Sat.2 
Wed.6 

Thur. 7 

Sat.9 

Sun.10 
(afternoon) 
Thu. 14 

Frl.15 

Sat.16 

Thu. 20 

& The Modern Lovers 
Emerging metal night • . . 
The First 
Seth 
Luke Edwards Band 
Montage 

Robert Gordon 
Memphis Rockabilly Band 

J.B. Hutto and the New Hawks 

Robbie Krieger 
... wlll llght your fire! 

The Brains 
Benefit for Mass. Assoc. for Retarded Citizens 
with host Charles Laquldara 

Public Image 
Richard Nolan's 3rd Rail 

Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
All Ages! 

From London ... 
Cabaret Voltaire 
Ex-Human Sexual Response members . . . 
WIid Kingdom 
The Enemy 

Iggy Pop 

· 25 Necco St. Boston 451-1905 
· , ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES• OUT OF TOWN 
• HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 
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High School Times Presents 

Lou Miami 
& The Kozmetix 

The Outlets 

Prime Movers 
Gang Green 
Unattached 

The Dogmatics 

All Ages Admitted. Positive I.D. to drink. 

SUNDAYOCT. 10 
7p.m. 

The Channel 
Admission S5 



All New, Completely remodeled/ 
Tuesdays ... 

Boston Rock's #1 DJ 
Rich Anzalone 

spins your music 
2-4-1 Drinks8-10PM 

Wednesdays ... 
Free Admission 

Thursdays ... 
LADIES NIGHT 

Free Admission & $1 Drinks 

advance tlx at Jumbo's 
and Newbury Comics .. 

Fri . Sept. 24 
The Return of: 

PETER TORK 
ANDTHE 

NEWMONKEES 
9 PM: Chris Martin Group 

Sat. Sept. 25 
"Monterey Pop '82" 

Jim/! Janis/ The Whos! 
Eric Preston's Purple Haze 
Marlon (Janis) Streetpeople 

Chris Martin Group 

Rooms Available for 
Private Part ies 

Jasper's 
"The Sett Uttle ClubhouN In Boston" 
379 Somervllle Awe. (off Union Sq.) 

Some Mlle 825-4975 

Fri. Sept . 17 
former lead singer for 

Balloon and the Joe Perry Proj ect 

CHARLIE FARREN'S 
THEENEMY 

" Poflt/ca/ Vertigo," 
"Eas t Coast West Coast" 

9 PM: The Prisoners 

Sat. Sept. 18 
PRIVATE LIGHTNING 

" Physical Speed, " "Song of the Kite " 
9 PM: Ed Walker & The Martyrs 

Fri. Sept. 24 
THE NEIGHBORHOODS 

"Prettiest Girl " 
9 PM: New Career 

ROCK MUSIC NIGHTLY 
Mon: Battle of the Unknowns 

Tues: Bob Campo R&R Invitation 

Coming 

Oct. 1 The Atlantlcs 
Oct. 2 Johnny A's Hidden 
Secret 
Oct. 8 WI Ille "Loco" 
Alexander 
Oct. 9 Face To Face 
Oct. 15 Berlln Alrllft 
Oct. 16 The Stompers 

Rooms available for private 
parties 

Wed. Sept. 22 
Radio Novena 
Modern English 

Thu23 
Someone & The 

Somebodies 
Jeff & Jane Hudson 

Fri 24 
HI Beams 
Sex Execs 

Sat25 
Hometown Rockers 

City Edition 
Sun26 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon27 

Young Rationals 
Tue28 

Del Fuegos 
Mighty Ions 

Wed29 
Real Kids 
Dreznlak 

Thu 30 
Face To Face 

FriOct. 1 
I-Tones 

Tues 
Luanne Crosby Band 

Wed. 6 
V; 

Fri. 15 
Memphis Rockabilly 

Band 
Sat.16 

New Models 
Wed. 20 

The Meetings 
Rick Larrimore Band 

481-9872 
13SO Cambridge SI. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambrlde-

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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Sept. 21-Rathskellt!r 
Sept. 23-Cantones 
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and 
KOOi it Reeba 

S4.00 

sat. sept. 25 

Berlin Airlift 
Planet street 

$3.00 

Thur. sept. 30 

The Brains 
S3.50 

Fri. Oct. 1 

LOU Miami 
The Grey Boys 

S3.00 

sat. oct. 2 
The New Models 

Limbo Race 
$3.00 

sun. oct. 3 
TBA 

<call club> 
Mon. oct. 4 

from Athens, CA 

R.E.M. 
$3.00 

Thur. act. 7 
Powercllde 

1s1nc1ass 
s2.00 

Fri. Oct. B 

Atlantics 
Face to Face 

S3.00 

Sat. Oct. 9 
Probers 
cyclones 

$3.00 

sun. Oct. 10 

Mission of Burma 
Dangerous Birds 

$3.00 

Fri. Oct. 15 
The Producers 

Shrapnel 
S3.00 

sat. Oct. 16 

The Bongos 
The Make 

Parallel Fifth 
$3.50 

Fri. Oct. 22 

TheRockats 
sat. Oct. 23 

Robin Lane 
273 PROMENADE STREET, 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. 
Only 45 Minutes From Boston! 

!located In the tic complex, 

(401) 521-2520 
Free Parking 

Living Room tickets available at 
strawberries and the Living Room 

box office. 



DON'T MISS AN ISSUE! 
YOU CAN NOW CHARGE YOUR 

BOSTON ROCK SUBSCRIPTION BY USING YOUR 
MASTER CHARGE OR VISA CARD. 

can 1617> 266-8787 or use the form on page 7. 
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HJaiIBro~' 
~ where greet sounds are born nrghlly ! 1 
~ 952 MASS. AVE.,C.AM8.RlDGE1' 

!
~ Sept. 21/22 ELLIS HALL and Friends i;f 

Sept. 23 PRIVATE LIGHTNING plus Loose Ties ~ . 
Sept. 24 THE MAKE plus Radio Novens z..1l 
Sept. 25 LOU MIAMI & THE KOZMETIX plus • . 

I Zodlo Doze ~ 
Sept. 26 THE SEALS ' 
Sept. 27 RICK LARRAMORE BAND plus ~ 

The Meetings ~ 
l_'S Sept. 28 MEDICINE CROW ~ -
~ Sept. 29/30 TIGER'S BAKU " 

"'~·. :'>,.- o~,ffl·"'!''"~'O.,'."'"''"'.'. c--•- i 
'.- ~~--~~~~ 

-..:: " v '-'1" ~~*~~~l"~ 

A.Y.M.'s 
new 

single .. 

l'MNOTSO 
HEALTHY 

b/w 

RUNAWAY 
TONIGHT 

DISTRIBUTED 
BY 

ROUNDER 
RECORDS 

4f~t ~ 

a,y~, ) ..., 

~) 
P,J~, 

i\n·, 
J\VII 

IMic~y iittss -
[ Video Lizards 
l b/w Cocktails for two 
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Eight Track 
B.ecording 

Kenmore Square 
Boston 

738-7418 

BOSTON ROCK HAS BOTH 
EIGHT AND SIXTEEN 
TRACK STUDIO TIME 
AVAILABLE FOR RESALE 
AT CUT RATES. CALL 
GREG AT 266-8787. 

November Group needs roadie. 
Sober, hard:,,.,orking, trans a 
must. Doub\~ on lights a plus. 
924-3840 ask for Kearney or 
Lisa. 

Hey Johnny, back selling 
stocks again ... eh? ..• 

SUM) REWARD for info on 
stolen 68 Les Paul #516032 Re
finished blond top 2 Dimarzios 
2 coil switches, silver Grovers 
gold knobs. No quttUons 
uked! 661-5819 

FFANZEEN No. 9 is out!!! 
With Willie Loco, "King" Ca
rasco ... send SI per issue to: 
Ffanzeen, P.O. Boll 109, Park
ville Station, Brooklyn, NY 
11204. 
Strung Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 6. 236-4930. 

Aun : Locltl Bands and Club 
Owners. Rach Boston's most 
active club aoers. Space In Bos
ton Rock's Oubland paaes Is 
available ror Just 58.00 ~ col
umn Inch. C.11 266-3787. 

ATTENTION ALL BANDS 
Send your demo tape/vinyl and 
press kits to W JUL. We're real 
underground ALTERNATIVE 
RADIO. I Univ. Ave. Lowell, 
MA0l854{617)459-0579, Debi 
WE WILL PLAY YOU! 

Color Concert Photos: Geils, 
Cars, Talking Heads, Clash, 
Police, Squeeze, Sex Pistols, 
Pretenders, Gabriel, Catalog & 
sample SI. Pop Shots, PO Box 
1247 Boston, MA02117-1247. 

Wanted: Import/New Wan/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45's. Must 
be in good condition. Call John 
at 266-8712 or leave message at 
236-4930. 

BASS PLAYER NEEDED!! 
Band with gigs needs someone 
wi1h talent and originality. We 
like Echo, Furs, Mod Eng but 
don't want 10 copy. 739-6772. 

The Incredible Casuals ask: 
Where's the Picnic Ape? Con
sumable on Eat Records, 400 
Essex St., Salem, MA 01970. 
Free Menu. 

For Sale: Kramer XL-9 Bass · 
Guitar. Too much to list all fea
tures. Lists for $1425 w/case, 
sell for $600. Call Heather, 
566-1090. 

First Offense-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core - Freeze, 
TMH, e1c. Send 504: per issue 
to F.O., PO Box 336 W. Yar
mouth, MA 02673. 

Distributor wants bizarre and 
electronic records and tapes. 
Send sample &. prices for 
wholesale. INNERSLEEVE, 
BOX 844, PEMBROKE, MA 
02359. 

P .A. 4 rent, Quality System, 
Low Price. Call 740-I072. 

Judaement Times Bendll at 
Storyville, 10/14. Rub-a-dub 
style .. 

Professional. dedicated englneerinc;r'production 
Demos c, Masrer Produo. Unbiased advice abour 

recording' in Goston. 

Phone# (617) 923-9366. 
--Karen Kane---

JOHN BUTCHER AXIS 
by Corter Alon 

A lot of people look at rock as a sort of 
sport. Here in Boston we have not only a 
strong farm system. but a number of heavy 
hitters, such as J. Geils, Joe Perry, the Cars 
and stadium rookie Billy Squier who've sue
ceeded in the major leagues. 

Now approaching the batter's box for 
Boston with a multi-album contract with 
Polygram in hand, and a string of 40 road 
dates with J. Geils under its belt, comes the 
Jon Butcher Axis. The band: Jon Butcher 
(guitar, vocals), Derek Blevins (drums) and 
Chris Martin (bass, moog, vocals), is pre-, 
paring for the recording of its first LP sche
duled for world-wide release sometime af
ter the first of the year. 

Contrary to many of the horror stories 
about groups being bound hand and foot in 
contracts, all three members of the Axis 
seem pleased with Polygram. "They're 
pretty relaxed about things,'' Martin re
ports, "and I feel they want to put every
thing into the project." With pre-produc
tion sessions already in progress and record
ing due to begin any day, pressure from the 
company has been virtually non-existant. 
"It's been reasonable," Blevins insists, 

. '.'they know everybody's got to be comfort
able. If the recording takes a few extra 
weeks, it'll be okay.'' 

Of course, the Jon Butcher success story 
is now legend: after scoring a couple of 
quick radio hits, band signs major record 
deal. All happened overnight, right? Don't 
believe it. In I 976, Butcher was fronting the 
hard rocking Johanna Wild which regularly 
headlined wild weekend nights at The Rat. 
The more musically fluid and rhythmically 
diverse Axis was formed three years ago. 
Slogging through scores of New England 

clubs and steadily recording demos brought 
the band eventual recognition-but there 
weren't any shortcuts. 

"Boston is a funny place, because if you 
live here and read the music press and listen 
to the radio, you get a strange slant on 
what's going on. It was great to go every
where else and get accepted, then we real
ized that all this other music was going on 
too. We realized we were doing a valid thing 
all along. It was always right for us and now 
we realized it. You know, it's very easy to 
be a hot Boston band and then get outside 
and realize that you're cowshit!" 

The success of the Geils tour and bringing 
home a record contract hasn't really pene
trated the band yet. Jon laughs that one 
off. "When you're in the thick of it and 
working all the time, you really don't have 
time to lay back and reflect on how you 
might be the next biggest thing or hoW far 
you've come. If we sell double platinum it 
probably still wouldn't hit us. What we 
think about is getting onstage and doing the 
best show possible. The hard work doesn't 
stop." 

Right now the band that waxes between 
tender b'a.lladeering ("People Never Sleep 
At Home Anymore"), fat funkiness 
("Ocean in Motion"), cerebral guitar blitz
krieg ("The Sentinel"), and economical 
pop ("Words"), has its work cut out pre
senting all these facets on a debut LP. "It's 
gonna be a bitch figuring out what focus 
the album has to take," says Butcher. "If 
you're too diverse someone's going to say 
that there's no continuity. On the other 
hand, if you're too one-dimensional, that's 
the only way you'll be perceived. We're 
gonna make a modern record. We're not in
terested in putting out a stoic representation 
of the-past.'' 

ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classified 
over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mail or bring in person to: 

Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Please include name and address whether or not you run 
it in your ad. 

Name. ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City/Zip ____________ _ 

Individual and band Classified ads cost$ l .00 per line. The 
business rate is $1.50 per line. Boldface is available at a 
rate of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold. 
Listings of stolen musical equipment and musi~ 
cians wanted will be run for free. 

ISSUE 
BR #33 
BR #34 
BR#35 

Phone 

DEADLINE 
Oct.6 
Nov. 3 
!kc. I 

0 Check or money order enclosed 

ON SALE DATE 
Oct.20 
Nov.17 
Dec.15 

D Please charge to my Master Card or Visa 
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____ b_y_N_a_y_m_e_D,-r_a_w_'P_e,---- to know is what Ed was doing there? tara who are the proud parents of Alex- son and BIiiy Bacon. The first six peo-

While Alex Peters continues to em- andra, a baby girl. Carla and Hank are pie who write and tell me what the 
For many, the closing night at the 

Underground in 1981 marked the end 
of the days when virgin local bands 
could easily get enough gigs to nurture 
a reasonable following. As the ceilings 
were torn down and the toilets trashed 
by the club's pissed off patrons, a rela
tively unknown band caned the Neats 
played a heartfelt set much in the spirit 
of a great Irish funeral. 

There was no such fanfare on Au
gust 18 of this year, when the Neats, 
this time unknowingly, ended up be
coming the last band featured at Ma"· 
erlck's. Two days later, to the surprise 
of no one who has had any financial 
dealings with the struggling club, the 
s._ound system was repossessed. Maver
ick's never reopened. 

Boston still desperately needs an
other small club . One good possibility, 
Story,·Ule in Kenmore Square, has just 
begun featuring new rock bands. Only 
time will tell how strong its commit
ment is. 

In other club news, we've heard ru
mors that the Paradise might be : a) 
permanently closing, b)' remodeling, c) 
converting into a dinner theater , or d) 
none of the above. As usual, our calls 
to the Don Law Company to confirm 
or deny these rumors haven't been re
turned. And speaking of dinner, let's 
hope the Inn Square Men's Bar is 
granted its request to move across the 
street to larger quarters. I can taste the 
sweet potato pie al ready. 
- Susan Sidel, as many know, used to 
work for Polygram Records, Boston 
Rock, Posh Boy, Beanr Brown, Vin
ny, Peter Dayton and several hundred 
other organizations. And now, only 
days after its opening, Susan has add
ed Club Soda to the "past work experi
ence" section of her lengthy resume. 
Providence correspondent Ed Slota 
says that he saw one of Susan's old 
bosses, Dlgney Flgnus (Starstruck Pro
ductions, Streets) opening for the All
man Brothers Band at the Main Event. 
I don't blame any new band from tak
ing any gig anywhere-but what I want 
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barrass himself by promoting shows just two of the many local celebs cur- Hudsons and Bacon used to have in 
that he can't pull off, the greatest loss rently participating in the new local common will receive a free album . The 
to Boston club life undoubtedly was baby boom. Phil In Phlash and Ellen's ranking reggae zinc in town, Judgment 
the announcement that Patty Marsh is kid is due any day, as is Jeff Heehs and Times, will be holding a benefit at 
no longer· invOlved in booking the Debbie's, and both Robin Lane (who Storyville on Oct. 14, featuring 007. 
Channel. According to reports, Patty incidentally is starting to play out Speaking of which, Ron Marlnlck, 
plans to stay in town and start her own again) and Dorchester's Donna Sum- ex-keyboardist for Pastiche and the 
management company. mer have just become parents. Primary Colors, has joined 007. Batik 

Micky Bliss has been hired by Can- After a rare live appearance by the is looking for a new female keyboard-
tones as their doorperson, and I must Cars at the US Festival in southern Cal- ist/vocalist. Boys Life are taking a few 
admit, I feel safer there already. Now ifornia, Da\'ld Robinson jetted back to months off to record and audition new 
if only their bartenders wouldn't throw Beantown to attend his sister Linda's bass players. We also understand that 
all those empty beer bottles into the marriage to ex-Ring Mark Sutton. Ric the Neighborhoods are looking for a 
street at midnight as if inviting a riot to Ocasek is presently in the studio re- new bass player. The first ten people 
break out. cording his past-due solo album for who write and tell me who the Hoods 

Radio station WBOS has a new local Geffen Records. Member of Ooh original bass player was, and what 
spotlight called Dirty Water hosted Ah Ah. the New Models' Casey band he is in now, gets a pair of tickets 
daily by Jerry Goodwin. Beginning in Lindstrom, the Dark's Roger Greens- to see Junk Mail at Berklee on October 
October, WERS' Night Club will ex- wait and the drummer from Ministry 14. 
pand their hours (11 p.m. to 3 a.rn.) have all joined the musician's union so Yet another hardcore band, Fall Riv-
and introduce a new lineup . Veteran they can make cameo appearances on er's Public Enemy No. 1, has an-
DJ Lisa Carlin and staffer Mary /:1en- Ric's record. nounced that it will play only all ages 
na have both left WBCN. Lisa, I be- Speaking of the Dark, the new four shows. This, coupled with rumors that 
lieve, is now at WEEI-FM and Mary is song EP by the band that kissed-and- Duane doesn ' t want to hold anymore 
working at the very lucky WCOZ. And made-up with the Inri Square, should hardcore shows at Gallery East, might 
by the time you read this, WMFO be released anyday. Berlin Airlift's de- mean that Public Enemy will never 
should really have increased its power but CBS album is due out in October play Boston. Woe is us. 
to 125 watts (finally). and the new EP from the Catch is due Write: Nayme Drawper clo Boston 

While many new independent labels by Thanksgiving. Also be on the look- Rock, 268 Newbury Street, Boston, 
continue to prosper, major label woes out for albums by Jeff and Jane Hud- MA 02216. 
continue to plague the music biz. Just 
last month, Capitol/EM! closed its lo
cal branch office in Westwood and 
CBS Records closed its Hartford, Con
necticut office. Both Warner Brothers 
and CBS have also laid off workers 
from their Boston branches. 

' 

Massachusetts Gov. Ed King, the 
man responsible for having raised the 
state drinking age from 18 to 20, re
cently approved legislation that classi
fies leather armbands with metal 
spikes, points or studs as dangerous 
weapons. Convicted felons caught 
wearing the armbands now face the 
possibility of two-and-a-half to five 
years in state prison. Offenders with 
no felony record face a maximum fine 
of fifty bucks or a jail sentence of no 
more than two-and-a-half years. PROFESSIONAL VIDEO PRODUCTION FOR BANOS 

Belated congratulations to Carla No
lan and future TV sensation Henri San-

-- IN ,,,2. You COV(.{) 
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• 60's style jeans 

• Cowboy Shirts 

• English Riding Clothes 

• WesternJewelry 

Western Wear 
... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 
267-0195 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

• Black Denim Jackets 

• Cowboy Boots 

• Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans • Motorcycle Jackets 

• Black Leather Pants $149 .50 • Studs ... and a lot more 
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and "Anonymous Affairs." 

available at 
for $5.99. 
Dllltrlbvtfon by Roundor. 

See the Probers at Pine Manor 9 / 16, Lupo,, R.I. 9 / 17, Be1tcrulse 
(742-4266) 9/18, Bunratty'19/23, J.R.'1 9/24, Octoberfut 10/2, Brandeis 
10/7, The LMngroom 10/8. 

Call & request The Probers on 
WBCN, 

WLYN, WCOZ, WJMF, 
WHJY, WERS, WMOR, WMWM, 

WZBC, WMLN, WBRU, WERI, WBRS 

.,.::.-

Watch for The Probers record release party at The Channel on 
Thursday, October 21. 

~.Bf>NlO 
263 SUMMER STREET. SUIT[ 416 

BOSTON, MA 0·2210 
(6 17) 542·7238 

·.•:• 
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sark Along With Us! 

The Young snakes 
' 5 song 1 2" is now avai\ab\e at 

your favorite store. ~ . 
1 
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BOSTON'S BEST ROCK AND ROLL, VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society w ith this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBU RY STR EET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS : 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



rRIKK 
AGNEW 

3: Musical mentor 
Cl) 

: of the 
Adolescents 
(Amoeba) 
gives rise to 
10 of his own songs 

~-0 S7 
BOX Z1. SUN YAllfY 
CALIFORNIA 91352 FLP 1009 

- --- -- - -- - ------------- --------- -- ------- --- -- - ------- ----------- - - - - - --D STRIBUTION 

"ONE STOP FOR THE WORLD" 
20445 Gramercy Place. PO Box 2896 . Torrance. CA 90509 

Telephone (213) 533 8075 (CA AK HI)• (800) 421 2095 (Toll Free) Telex (4) 5720103 "GREEN " (ITT System) 



western wear ... and aosorted togs 

"the best rock'nJroll photos 
. " many store 

Straight & boot leg black denim jeans. 
Levi & Wrangler Jeans, Studs, Jodhpurs, 
Breeches, English Riding Oothes, 
Motorcycle Jackets, 60' s peg-leg jeans, 
ladies "ranch" pants, cowboy shirts, cowboy 
boots, western jewelry, engineer boots, 

... and lots more! 

\'· 

mmuumu 

I 
I 

6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Publlshe(s Notes 
9. The Who 

1 D. Dead Kennedys 
14. English Beat 
17. Lords of the New Church 
18. Nico 
22. Doh Ah Ah 

V ,:~·:.;,r};;.~ -
~5: R~:~rd Reviews 
31. Wax Pie 
33. Foetal Funnies 
34. M.D.C., The Brains 

~ ----· ,__ __} < 35. FIim andTheater Reviews 

.< /AJ~'P~ ~-, : ;~ f 
Lt ~ ... , ... :• 

36. SpotMght on local bands 
37. Clubland 
42. Nayme prawper 

Cover photo © 1912 by Ran Pownal 
Last month's Public Image photo was taken by M. Grecco 

Special thanks to David Bieber for his help with this issue. 
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SHE LOVES 'EM YEAH, YEAH 

Dear BR, 
I am totally disgusted by the most recent 

issue or Boston Rock (#32). It was with un
due anticipation that I tore through its pa
ges upon arrival at my humble home, 
searching in vain for a formidable review of 
at least one of Duran Duran's recent Bos
ton gigs. Perhaps you heard about them? 
July J at the Paradise? And August 13 at 
Spit? But alas! Not even an honorable men
tion! Truly unforgiveable. 

If you were lacking in ample !Tlanpower 
to cover these truly danceable shows, you 
should've called! Being a free-lance writer 
by 1rade, I would have been more 1han hap
py to enlighten your readers with a favor
able article about Duran's performances. 
Personally, I consider lhem to be one of the 
besl bands to emerge from England since 
(dart I say it?) the Bealles. And wilh the ad
dition of Steve Stone's photographs, it 
would've made one helluva story. Even an 
in-dep1h personal in1erview with lhe band 
would have been acceptable. 

Sorry BR, you blew it ... cancel my sub
scription. 

Donna Torrey 
Norwell 

STAUBED IN THE HEART, AGAIN 

MR, 
Hey whalz the fucking deal? Hey it's cool 

that you're writing & printing Sluff aboul 
the alternative music (some call it HARD
CORE) bul I have to get something straight
ened ou1 once & for all. Everytime you've 
written or printed something about GOV
ERNMENT ISSUE you always write that 
John Staub is the lead singer. My name is 
John S1abb (Rot my real name either, but 
it's what everyone calls me). You're not the 
only magazine that's spelled my name 
wrong, bu! I just wanted 10 gel it s1raight, 
OK? Oh yeah if anyone is interested G.I. 
are recording for their own LP. It will be 
released on DISCHORD~ECORDS. Hope 
to play in Boston again soon. See ya! 

STABB 
Government Issue 

Boston Rock welcomts your letters. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ· 
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be w11hheld at your. 
reqUest. All letters are sub1ect to edit· 
ing: Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 261 Ntwbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 

DUMPING THE LOAD 

BR, 
Thank Jim Puccio for reviewing our 

ROIR cassette (BR #32). Unfortunately Jim 
didn't seem 10 lislen very thoroughly to ei
ther the new Load and Go or our previous 
release Dumb Ficks because there is quite a 
difference between the two. The live materi
al on "SOF" from Rahar's was deleted 
along with several "demo" quality songs. 
Also some of the songs were remixed on the 
ROIR cassette, the sequence was altered, 
and two new live tunes from 1980 and 1981 
were added. Smalle diferances, p'rps, butte 
difs none-the-Jesse. 

Thanks, 
Craig 
Scientific Americans 
Amherst, MA 

The Pooch bites back . . 
In my review of Load and Go / sai(/ that 

"as far as I could tell, no change had been 
made in the cassette." Obviously I didn't sit 
there with a notebook while listening to the 
two recordings, because no consumer 
would do that. You should realise that the 
cassettt: medium is very much unlike re
cords in that you can cue up records very 
easily to different cuts when checkins our 
slightly different products by the same 
band. With cassettes you pretty much have 
to listen to the whole thing, which is diffi
cult when you just heard most of the same 
stuff anyway. I'm sorry you feel that I ig
nored important characteristics of Load 
and Go, but if they were too subtle for me 
to catch, probably the average consumer 
would miss them too. 

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE 

Ms. Orp.wper, 
I am a 19-yr.-old native of Malden and a 

2nd yr. studenl at Duke University. Last 
year I was a DJ on WDUK, Duke's radio 
station. This year I am a member of WD
UK's programming staff; this gives me say 
as to whal goes on the air. I plan to do a 
show on Boston-area bands. I have written 
a number of local labels, that I hope will 
help, but I'm sure there are some other 
bands on labels I'm not aware of. 

I am writing you to ask me if you would 
help me out (I'm sure a little exposure here 
wouldn't hurt the bands either), by making 
bands and/or labels that read BR aware of 
me. If you could do this I would greatly ap
preciate it. 

WDUK is capable of playing all types of 
tapes, cassettes, carts, reel-to·reel, along 
with records of course. 

Thanks very much for you time. 

Joel Gartland 
c/oWDUK 
P.O. Box 5773 Duke Station 
Durham, NC 27706 

HOWLOFTHEWALF 

Dear BR, 
It was great to see our radio station men

tioned in BR #31. There was one minor mis
take where you listed the station as WALX 
instead of the proper WALF. But actually 
that has helped us sort out the stacks of vi· 
nyl that came in from that issue. Thanks 
again. 

Carbon Monoxide 
WALF 
Box 548 
Alfred, NY 14802 



~ftotu. 
Boston ls HOT! 

It seems as though a lot of people have gotten their acts together on both 
the major and independent label level. Recent major label signings include Jon 
Butcher Axis, Berlin Airlift , and The Stampers. And we just received a copy of 
Di Di Stewart' s new album on Kirshner/ CBS Records. 

Indie Labels Are GO! 
The local independent labels are releasing some of their strongest material 

to date. The Mission of Burma (album), Rubber Rodeo (album), and Novem
ber Group (12" EP) releases should prove to be the best sellers yet for Ace of 
Hearts, Eat Records, and Modern Method respectively, and in the process so
lidify the growing national awareness of Boston as an innovative music center. 
The 12" format is helping these releases gain acceptance not only in less trendy 
suburban outlets locally, but also strong orders via the national indie distribut
ors. Also just released in 12" format are The Sex Execs (12" EP) and The 
Young Snakes (12" EP). Before Christmas we will also see 12" releases by the 
Billygoons, the Dark, Lou Miami, and the Proletariat. 

Synchro-Sound, The Cars Studio . .. 
. . . is providing continuous support to both local and indie acts from afar. 
Boy's Life should be in soon to produce their 12", and the Bad Brains EP, just 
released, was produced there by Ric Ocasek. 

Boston Rock will be niore interested . .. 
. . . in directlY providing independent label support, starting with this issue. 
We will be sending copies of the paper to the top college and non-commercial 
radio stations a round the country, and in January we will start pubfishing 
charts and miscellaneous items of interest to trend setting labels. 

We Have Moved! 
Our new offices are located at 739 Boylston Street, Suite 203. Our mailing 

address remains 268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02116. Same phone # 'too: 
(617)266-8787. 

Greg Reibman and Julie Panebianco 
have been doing a truly superb job. Our regional circulation has more 

than doubled since the beginning of summer, and more out of town indepen
dent stores and distributors have been carrying the mag with each passing 
rrionth . The only cloud on the horizon is a possible cover price change, due to 
etc. etc. etc. But we'll hold the line on subscription prices for awhile. This 
month ~you can receive a free copy of The Clash book of photos by Pennie 
Smith with a two year subscription. (The book regularly retails for $8 .95!) 

THE SHOTS SEEN 
'ROUND THE 

WORLD 

Combat Winter's Doldrums with 
the Clash and Boston Rock . .. 

Subscribe to Boston Rock for two years and 
(for one dollar shipping and handling) we'll 
send you Pennie Smith's magnificent book 
The Clash: Before And After. 

·r--------------------------------------~ 
D Please send m e the next twenty four issues of Boston Rock plus 

my complime ntary copy of The Clash: Before And After by Pen
nie Smith. Enclosed is my check or money order for $21.00 

D Send me twelve issues of Boston Rock only. Enclosed is m y check 
or money order for $10.00. 

D I'd also like to give Boston Rock as a Christmas gift. I've listed the 
additional names on a separate sheet and enclosed either $21.00 
for twenty -four Issues {includes book) or ten dollars for twelve is
sues. 

(Book offer Is avai lab le in the U.S. on ly and expi res 12/ 15 / 82. A irmail and / or over
seas subscr ipt ions add $2.00 per issue.) 

Send to: 
Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA02116 

Name 

Address 

City ___________ State _____ Zip ____ _ 

L--------------------------------------~ 
Hoston Rock 1133 7 



ASK FOR IT at your favorite record store 
The new 12" 45 rpm EP from 

EDDIE lf.it.LKER 
..- . 

EA-ST COAST 
~ -

FEATURING. 
FEUDAL LOVE 
FINALLY (NO MORE GIRLS) 
EAST COAST FEAR 
KLEPTOMANIA 

WATCH FOR EDDIE WALKER & THE MARTYRS 
IN THE CLUBS NOW' 

For ,nfo,mat,on: RAFco Management. 19 Central St.. =14. Somerville. 
MA 02143 (617) 623 6216 
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by Carter Alan 

"I don't think I'd go and watch The 
Who, even if I lived in America. I mean, 
I'd sit and wait until the Clash came: I'd go 
see them and hope I'd get one of 1heir good 
nighls." 

"The first ten years in the Who were 
fucking awful; miserable, violent, unhappy 
times. It's nice now to sit back and enjoy it. 
It mighl be brief; for the sake of rock music 
in some ways l hope ii is brief." 
Pete Townshend 10 Rolling Stone, 6/26/80 

The Who. Consider over 18 years of near 
fatal tragedies and wild, headspinning suc
cesses. Pete Townshend wrestles w11h me 
insurmountable fact that mere survival is 
not enough for him and the band, despite 
the fact 1ha1 the Who have achieved many 
times over what for other bands are only 
dreams. Treading water in the last leg of 
their career is not sufficient. 

As it turns out, mass 1aste dictates that 
superstars of old are still being revered as 
current supersellers. The 1wo Townshend 
quotes which begin this article are not iso
lated examples. The venerable guitarist and 
composer for the Who has often spoken of 
how important it is for his popularity to be 
rendered obsolete. In August, 1980 he told 
Trouser Press that the band had often dis
cussed whether or not "they'd do,music a 
favor by stopping ... For two years I was 
anticipating the punk thing wondering how 
it was going 10 happen, and getting really 
frustrated when it didn't. Should we let the 
Who tradition just bash on till it got really 
boring?" 

Obviously not if you believe Roger Dal
trey. At a recent press conference in New 
York he announced plans for the Who's 
farewell tour of North America. "I feel our 
type of rock and roll is prehistoric," he 
said. "And the sooner we get out of it, the 
sooner people are going 10 listen to new 
stuff." So plans for nine weeks on the road 
were made and then goodbye to America, at 
least until the group decides to produce an
r, ,er album. The days of frenzied guitar 
bash ing, blood curdling Daltrey screams, 
and df'cibel red lining arc over. 

Rock and roll has always been precious to 
the members of the Who. They do what 
they do extremely well, bul they make no 
pretenses about knowing exactly where mu
sic should be going. All Townshend knows 
is that it should be moving forward and the. 
band is ready to pass on the baton. 

The frus1rating truth is that Townshend 
could probably keep that baton in his grasp 
for as long as he likes. The band's choice is 
to toss it on the ground and h"ope someone 
grabs it, holds it tightly and runs with it as 
fast and as far as possible. 

I amved in Largo, Maryland the day 
before the "Final Tour of North America" 
is due to start at the 17 thousand seat Capi
tol Center. I was told that the band is 
due to rehearse in the empty arena this af
ternoon but the people who've invited me 
to attend are conspicuously absent. The 
parking lot is like a desert with neat rows of 
yellow lines passing under my car while I 
scan lhe radio dial. If the guy on DC-IOI 
wasn't yapping every available second 
about the Who concert in town, I would 
never have suspected that the event was 
even going to occur. 

Then I notice a contrasting collage of 
tr.ailers, police cars, and people milling 
about at one corner of the huge stadium. 
When a long black limo slides by I know 
I'm in the right place. Word quickly spreads 

' 

• 

GETTING 
OUT 

ALIVE 
and a crowd of fans begin arriving, a lot of 
women carrying roses, some driving slowly 
and others hanging out around the tunnel 
that vanishes into the building. 

By some quirk of fate, the security peo
ple mistake me for a crew member and I'm 
permitted to enter ("I lost my pass, sorry, it 
won't happen again.") Inside, a film crew is 
preparing to shoot the band in various 
stages of the rehearsal-they've already 
shot the entire equipment setup for an up
coming commercial. The sponsor is Schlitz 
Beer and with the '82 football strike a reali
ty, they figure it's a good move to back rock 
and roll. 

Just when I'm wondering why I can't find 
any cans of Schlitz, John Entwhistle begins 
plucking monstrous bass notes onstage 
while six chubby cameramen babble excit
edly and close in. Joining the dapper "Ox" • • 

is fit and trim Kenney Jones who slides be
hind a mammoth ring of drums and in front 
of a chrome arch supporling his grand
father gong. The two bash away while smil-

ing for the cameras. I keep looking for some 
beer. 

My search is soon halted when Pete 
Townshend and Roger Daltrey take the 
stage. I'm shocked lo see how young the 
two appear to be, not quite like a steamy 
night a1 the Marquee Club in '65, but close 
enough. The guitarist, dressed in sneakers, 
striped T-shirt, jeans, and leather jacket 
tosses out new noise into rhe growing caco
phony. Daltrey fits the role of an Army drill 
instructor with close cropped hair and black 
T-shirt barely containing his bulging mus
cles. 

Abruptly the disparate meanderings 
cease, becoming "Eminence Front" from 

the new LP It's Hard. Keyboardist Tim 
Gorman, noticed for the first time to the 
left of Jones' kit, sets up an airy synthesizer 
pattern as Daltrey dons a guitar. His classy 
rhythms mix well with Entwhistle's usual 
thick bass web as Townshend sings. It's a 
perfect introduction to the Who in '82 with 
bold lyrics about poseurs who hide behind 
walls of trumped up bullshit. 

"We're not playing 'My Generation' this 
time," mentions Townshend. "We tried it 
in rehearsal and Roger kept fucking laugh
ing." 

As the band moves through two or three 
takes of songs from It's Hard, l rapidly 
warm to the new material. "Dangerous" by 
the bas&ist is a spitting rocker warning one 
not to forget about the animal contained in
side of us all. ''Cry If You Want To" is 
based on a rolling drum altack that spins 
into an aggressive Townshend finale with 
the guitarist skanking gamely onstage, bash
ing out what looks like careless swipes of 
chords. 

Throughout this display of energy, the 
stagehands, all looking fifty-ish, adjust 
their earplugs, gesture, and try lo talk 
amongst themselves while they wait to load 
equipment. They make me 1hink about Pele 
Townshend himself in twenty years, hope
fully out of rock, adjusting earplugs at his 
daughter's own performance. I am sudden
ly struck by the fact that this is a rehearsal 
for the changing of the guard. The moment 
is a powerful one especially since the band 
is charging ahead, even in rehearsal, with a 
passion I haven't seen them display in years. 

I savor the moment as the group explodes 
with "Won't Get Fooled Again." Daltrey 
hits the screeching climax and the stage
hands scatter! The practice session ends 
with twenty odd "jaded" media types los
ing their cool to clap and yell wildly, the 
sound quickly being sucked up in the huge 
arena, but not before a broad smile crosses 
Roger Daltrey's face. As everyone retires to 
wherever they can find a niche, I hook up 
with Randy Kotz, a DJ from WYSP in Phil
adelphia who's been sent to cover the Mary
land shows for his radio station. We're both 
totally surprised when Randy's request for 
an interview results in him being grabbed 
by Townshend .ind pulled into a quiet cor
ner with me in close 10w. 

Up close the 38 year old Townshend 
looks young. His face may show lines of 
age, but his blue eyes are sharp and mood 
totally friendly. After a well publicizL" bout 
with liquor and pills (his return from which 
is well chronicled on the solo LP All The 
Best Cowboys Hove Chinese Eyes), Towns-

1lend appears to be joyously in control 
again. 

Why announce a las! !Our? 
"This is the last major tour the Who will 

ever do of North America," he told us. 
"The gigs we do in Britain and Europe early 
next year will be the last tour the band, will 
ever do. We just felt that if we would not 
tour in the future we should say so. Our 
next album, as far as I know, will be the last 
studio LP the Who do, but I don't think it 
will be 1he end of ou r performing career. 1 
do think we'll always cherish what we've 
done and want to celebrate it and there's the 
possibility that if the appropriate occasion 
arises like a live festival we might gel back 
together to play it. We might do benefits, 
but you know, I don't want to get plagued 
with 're~uests to do No Nukes shows ... 
(laughs) 

"You know, 9ur children arc getting old
CONT. ON NEXT PAGE.. 
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... Who Continued 
er, my oldest daughter is 13 and they're slip
ping away. I want to spend some time with 
them. I'm not going to do a John Lennon 
sit - and - watch - the - washing - machine -
go - around, but I do want to prepare my
self mentally for what must inevitably 
come: one day l 'm not going to be involved 
in rock and roll and I don't want it to be.too 
sudden. As for the band, we need each oth
er as human beings and I'm sure we'll play 
together again, but there will be no big 
tours." 

Is there a possibility'of a Pete Townshend 
Band? 

"I shouldn't think so. I wouldn't make a 
very good band leader, I'm so used to shar
ing and fighting for things in the Who. You 
know that beautiful sax solo in Gerry Raf
ferty's 'Baker Street'? Well, you can go out 
and buy that sax solo or a guitar solo. I can 
put together a great band, but I'd be buying 
it if I were a bandleader. I think there's 
some exceptions-like Bruce Springsteen's 
E Street Band-but to get a real band I'd 
have to work at it and live wilh those guys 
every day. You have to get close to those 
people, I say people because on my solo re
cord I worked with three girls, you have to 
get close to allow those people to find their 
own expression." 

How do you feel about the new album'? 
'"It's Hard came together quickly, Face 

Dances didn't come together quite proper
ly. I still think it's a good record; but it 
wasn't right for the Who at the time. This 
new record was such an easy, natural record 
to make. We were anxious to get back in the 
studio and it's b.een a long time since we felt 
like that.". 

Townshend's words are carefully mea
sured out. After years of experience in do
ing interviews he must be used to getting 
misquoted. Two nights later when we again 
meet him, he mentions that we got "one of 
the good interviews, after twenty others I 
was a bit out." 

September 22, the Capitol Center slowly 
fills as David Johansen vainJy tries to 

-1958. Pete Townshend and John Entwis
tle meet, play together in a Dixieland band. 
Later form rock band, Entwistle on bass, 
Townsend on guitar. 
- l 960. Meet Roger Daltrey and play to
gether as the Detours. Daltrey doubles on 
trumpet. 
-1963. The Detours build strong following 
in Shepherd's Bush area. 
- 1964. Keith Moon joins group. Band 
changes their name to the Who. First single 
"I'm The Face" sells well. Group begins 
playing in the mod hangout The Scene. 
Townshend initiates guitar demolition. 
-1965. Townshend writes "I Can't Ex
plain." Decca Records signs band. Group 
booked on British TV show, Ready, Steady, 
Go. "I Can't Explain" reaches No. 8 on 
charts. Follow-up ''Anyway, Anyhow, 
Anywhere''....!..another Townshend original 
-released. Group does extensive U .K. 
tour. Third single, "My Generation," writ'! 
ten by Townshend, goes to No. 3, sells a 
quarter-million copies, becomes signature 
for the band and the era. The Who's first 
LP, The Who Sings My Generation is cut in 
one day. 
-1966. "The Kids Are Alright," "Substi
tute" released. Single, "I'm A Boy," is 
European success. Townshend experiments 
with conceptual song cycles. Second LP, A 
Quick One (U.S. title Happy Jack)released, 
features firsl ever rock mini-opera, A Quick 
One While He's Away. LP includes tunes 
by Entwistle, Moon and Daltrey. Group 
leaves for first U.S. tour. 
-1967. The Who arrive in New York. Tour 
includes stop in the Who stronghold Detroit 
and explosive Monterey Pop Festival per
formance. Single "I Can See For Miles" re
leased . Includes sci-fi mini-opera "Rael." 
The Who tour U.S. gathering fans in New 
York, Detroit and Cleveland. 
-1968. The Who record live at recently 
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squeeze a ripple from the sea of heads. Af
ter 25 minutes the usually boisterous per
former calls it quits and heads offstage 
while the crowd chants "WHO-WHO
WHO-WHO!" I find myself hoping he 
doesn't think he's get'ting booed. Lights 
down and the the Who launch into their 
opening two song oldie set of "Can't Ex
plain" and "Substitute." Daltrey's micro
phone is a blur as he viciously whips it 
about at the end of a long cord swathed in 
gaffer's tape to keep the damn thing from 
flying off and killing someone in the front 
row. Townshend is the acrobat jumping up 
and down violently downstroking on his ax. 
Each time he windmills the audience goes 
nuts, his arm wildly doing a 360 degree arc 
with each chord. 

The strong start soon erodes though, as 
Daltrey's voice sours and the band fumbles 
through some of their new material. "It's 
Hard" and "The Punk Meets The God
father'' finds the lead singer particularly 
straining to hit the high notes. The second 
hour of the concert is fabulous with rousing 
versions of "Baba O'Reilly," "Behind Blue 
Eyes," "Who Are You?", "5:15" and 
"Long Live Rock." 

As far as gaudy product ions go, the 
Who's stage is indeed mammoth, but no
ticeably absent of gimmicks. Four sets of 
rotating quad spotlights beam their cones of 
light towards the ceiling during "Sister Dis
co," neatly ringing in the stage and setting 
the song's spoofy Saturday Night Fever 
sendup. Hot white lights under a huge truss 
of multi-colored spots illuminated the 
crowd at times while flash pots herald the 
beginning of "Won't Get Fooled Again." 
Other than that, props are in short supply. 
It's obvious that the Who plan to keep the 
attention focused on their music. 

Townshend is pisse'1. Throughout the 
night he approached the mike to lend har
monies to Daltrey's lead, and squeals ~of 
feedback repeatedly drove him back. By the 
end of a roaring .encore of "Magic Bus" 
and "Twist & Shout," the problem returns. 
Leveling his guitar in a savage baseball 
swing, the mike explodes into a thousand 
glittering fragments. Later, John Entwistle 

will deem the show a sloppy start, but I'm 
left dazed and excited. Still, he's right, be
cause the following evening finds the Who 
combining all their classic elements into a 
crunching rock tour de force that made 
Night #1 look like an ungainly rehearSal. 

Two days later in Philadelphia, 100,000 
fans jam JFK Stadium t0 see the Who, the 
Clash, Santana, and local hopefuls the 
Hooters. What makes this such a musical 
occasion is the appearance of the Clash, a 
band whose career draws a direct parallel to 
the headliners. Like the Who, they began 
from angry punk outpourings and they then 
branched out into more complex styles. 

Most people here, though, are just inter
ested in getting wasted, and the sheer weight 
of .numbers makes basic activity such as 
finding friends, food, drink or a latrine al
most impossible. 

By mid-afternoon with the Clash onstage, 
the crushing pressure of bodies on the front 
barrier has tied the entire front of the stadi
um into an interlocking web, banishing me 
to the pressbox. Up front the heads look 
like a disturbed ants nest with a constant 
stream of figures climbing over the barrier 
to avoid cracked ribs. Sympathetic security 
men douse the crowd with water when too 
many victims of heat prostration have to be 
passed over the retaining wall. 

While the press box offers relative com
fort and security, it's also no place to see a 
rock and roll concert. It's a long way from 
the hundred foot high letters that spell oul a 
gigantic W-H-O over the stage. While I dis
like being so far from the ants whom I as
sume are Mr. Strummer and Co., I realize 
that most of the audience. is in the exact 
ame boat. Up front the Clash is doing quite 

well with the crowd-their recent break
throughs, "Should I Stay?" and "Rock 
The Casbah," attracting the most hoopla. 
Both groups do succeed in driving the 
crowd wild, even though the Clash only 
play fifty minuteS before·exiting without an 
encore. 

Later, while walking through the im
mense amount of trash littering the nearly 
abandoned field, I am struck with the feel
ing that perhaps I've witnessed a changing 

THE WHO: 
1958-1982 

opened Filmore East. Townshend working 
on new concept LP. Decca releases Direct 
Hits {U.S. title, Magic Bus, The Who On 
Tour). 
-1969. Single "Pinball Wizard" released. 
Transatlantic hit. LP Tommy follows. 
Double album rock opera is greeted over
Nhelmingly. The Who return to U.S. for 
tour. Tommy tops charts. Subsequent tour 
includes Woodstock appearance. 

-1970. The Who release Live At Leeds; 
besl-"Selling live recording "Summertime 
Blues," "My Generation." Single "The 
Seeker" released. Summer tour. 

-1971. Six1h LP Who's Next released. In
cludes "Baba O'Riley," ''Won'! Get 
Fooled Again" major chart and critical suc
cess. Entwistle releases first solo album, 
Smash Your Head Against The Wall. 

of the guard. It's possible that the Clash 
cou ld pick up the baton that the elder 
statesmen of rock are relinquishing, but the 
crushing recognition that accompanies that 
act has an awesome power to destroy a 
group or dilute them into ineffectiveness. 
With much of the Clash's energy born out 
of a small, vital audience, the transforfna
tion onto the world's stage could very well 
drain the band of their intensity. The Who 
underwent a similar change and survived 
when their original punky audience decried 
the newer converts that Tommy gained. By 
some mirable, the Who eventually brought 
both audiences together. 

The Who could be rock's noblest band. 
Throughout their long career of well publi
cized battles, rumors of impending break
ups, and some lean creative periods the 
group has never hidden the facts from their 
audience. They have flatly refused to gloss 
over failures and openly admitted mistakes. 
The trust that has grown between them and 
their audience comes only when a band re
fuses to hide behind the all too easily erect
ed image barriers. If not rock's noblest 
band, the Who are certail'lly among the 
most human. 

Back before Keith Moon's death in 1978, 
the Who screamed "The Music Must 
Change." To a certain extent the music has 
changed, and grown, yet most of the 
world is content to avoid growing with it. 

The North American Tour of 1982, 
which is scheduled to wind up in Toronto in 
December, is a major step in the passing of 
the baton. It should be a grand finale from 
a grand band. The band that has meant so 
much to rock music in the past hopes the 
music that has meant so much to them will 
-continue to grow. "Meet the new boss, 
same as the old boss!" is a condition that 
could arise from this changing of the guard 
with mere imitators rushing to fill 1he gap 
they left. But like 1he Who, let us all hope 
that for the sake of rock this doesn't hap
pen. 

Long live rock! 
Thanks to Rondy Kotz of WYSP for help 

in securing the interview portion of this 
story. 

Greatest hits package, Meaty, Beaty, Big 
And Bouncy released. Ken Russell to direct 
Tommy film. 
-1972. Single "BeQind Blue Eyes," "Join 
Together" released. Townshend cuts first 
solo album Who Came First, Entwistle re
leases second solo effort Whistle Rhymes. 
-1973. Double LP rock opera Quadro
phenia released. Singles "Love Reign O'er 
Me" and "The Real Me" released Entwis
tle releases Rigor Mortis Sets In; Daltrey re
leases first solo LP, Daltrey. 
-1974. Odds And Sods released. The Who 
play four day stand at Madison Square Gar
den. 
-1915. Who By Numbers released; single 
"Squeeze Box" a hit. Daltrey releases Ride 
A Rock Horse, his second solo LP. Moon 
releases his first solo outing, Two Sides OJ 
The Moon. Sold out U.S. concert tou r in 
fa ll . 
- 1977. With Ronnie Lane, Townshend cut 
Rough Mix. Dalt rey's solo LP One Of The 
Boys released . 
- 1978. Who Are You released. In Septem
ber Keith Moon dies. 
-1979. Kenney Jones joins band as new 
drummer. Soundtrack to the Who docu
mentary, The Kids Are Alright is released. 
-1980. The Who sign to Warner Bros. Re
cords. Townshend released third solo al
bum, Empty Gloss; single "Let My Love 
Open The Door" transatlantic hit. Work 
begun on the Who's 14th album. 
-March, 1981. Face Dances released. Sin
gle "You Better, You Bet." Group tours 
U.K. 
-1981. Entwistle releases LP, Too Late 
The Hero. 
-1982. Townsend releases All The Best 
Cowboys Have Chinese Eyes. Group en
ters studio to record second Warner Bros. 
LP, It's Hard. Embarks on extensive final 
North American tour. 
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Story by Sheena Photos by Phil-In-Ph/ash 

I CONFERENCE I 
One thing Jello Biafra can do is talk. The following are excerpts from o "press confer

ence" between Biafro, Boston Rock, and local fanzine Forced Exposure. Biafro made it 
clear that he didn't wish to speak with Boston "Schlock", bnd cancelled arranged inter
views; he was eager to talk with Forced Exposufe, on the other hand, and they managed to 
provoke some of his best responses. His answers, however, are often general and he himself 
brought up some of the ideas he discussed. 

The Cyclorama Gig and Playing in Boslon. Rumors are nying here and there, but it seems 
pretty obvious that another group or people, or two groups of people, who wan"ted us to 
play shows ror them instead called the police on the Cycloram, i1self, and had i1 closed 
down for some kind of building code or fire code-violation, That kind of shit doesn'1 go on 
so much on the Wes! Coast, this tour's kind of a new can of worms for us in a way; last 
1ime we went through an agent, and ended up getting some real cool places and playing 
with some real cool bands, and ih other areas, it was like in cattle hall areas where bouncers 
were bea1ing up kids and 1hey picked the opening bands, some of whom were good and 
some of whom were the promo(er's friends who were happy 10 provide a free PA or what
ever. 

We want to be paid fairly, and we want the other bands to be paid fairly, meaning if 
the promo1er runs off with 2 or 3 thousand dollars and gives us a hundred bucks, we're not 
going 10 be 100 happy about it, he <,hould share the wealth, and so should we a1 the same 
time. 

We're trying 10 fight 1icket price When we first came out here, they were saying "Oh, 
we'll charge $12 a ticket'' and we said ''No, we want it to be $7 a ticket, so that people you 
schlocked ou1 or your scene can get it," that was why New York was so dead for while, be
cause i1 was all over-21 places and all disco-oriented, and there was nobody paying $10 to 
see you. 

TlckelS ror the Boston show were len dollars. Uh-oh. We weren't watching it that closely. 

This is Boston, Nol L.A. I thought it was pretty good over all. The two bands that seemed 
10 stand out for totally opposite reasons were th e Freeze and Gang Green ... People would 
sec the album in L.A. and go ''Go'tl, what a pro\-incial allilude, '' and pul it back. II did okay 
in S.F., it got a lot of airplay. And I'm.glad Modern Method decided to support hardcore 
instead of turning up their noses at them. 

It [Boston Nor L.A.] seems closer to D.C. i way. D.C. took the L.A. hardcore one 
step further, and now there's a new level or inter ty brewing with like Gang Green. . and 
the Scream from D.C., (who) sound like the DisL .Jrd people at 78 speed. 

Other Bands: The U.K. and the U.S. I like the anarchist bands a bit better than the other 
ones that are being, promoted in the press or are leaning border-line of heavy metal. Per
sonally, I don't think heavy-metal, or heavy metal attitudes, cock-rock attitude, has any 
place in hardcore. It's anti-art, it's anti-thinking, it's anti-intelligence, so why 1ake a step 
backwards? 

The British punk bands are generally slower, bul there are starting to be some thrash
oriented bands, like Disorder and Discharge. Discharge is one or the English bands that 
does pul out on stage, rather than jusl standing still and stuff. .. Their singer is almost a 
direct cross between Darby Crash and Tomato de Plenty of the Screamers, 

It wasn't until Let Them Eat Jellybeans came out that people started importing Ameri
can records over there, and now there's like a lit1le cult following for Dischord Records 
and Black Flag and O.O.A .. and !he T.S.O.L. album's making it over 1here now. This ls 
Boston Not L.A. has made it over 1here too. 

In some ways, we've seen the dawning of the hardcore bar-band in America, the hard
core formula band; people in New York have been seen complaining about that, that all 
these people crawl out of nowhere to A·7 and say "we want to play out of here," and you 
ask "what's your music," and they say "uh, oh! we're hardcore," and they're thinking 
"haven't we seei:i these people before, when they were New York Dolls clones;'" I hesitate 
10 get down on all the new hardcore bands, because a lot or them have never been in bands 
before, and this is the first lime they've really tried to put something into a projec1. But the 
bands that are going to survive are 1he bands tha1 really have some guts behind them, that 
really have something that they want to say, something, some heart and soul that they real· 
ly want to get across, and people who are willing to experiment musically. Uke one or the 
reasons the British punk bands with the exception or Rudimentary Peni and some or the 
others that are good sound more and more alike, is that you have a new generation of kids 
that grew up listening to nothing but punk rock records, and so they have no outside influ
ences 10 draw from. In contrast, like one of the bands like Husker Du, who is one of the 
bands besides us, who are like one of the most intense thrash bands, but they can also do 
like totally different kinds of music and mix it inio their set and make it work. 

Record Companies . Well, the reason we're working England now with Sta1ik instead of 
Cherry Red is because Cherry Red deleled "Holiday in Cambodia" for awhile in order to 
make it collectible, and then changed !he cover and made in al 12" and put it out again, 
101ally without our permission, and English fans are the kind or people who will, like, if 
they're really into a band, they have to have every single record !hat band's made, includ
ing every different sleeve, and they don't have very much money, it's really depressed, and 
so it's really kind of a back-stab, and guess who's getting b:amed for it. Then they had to 
go and ruin the cover or "Too Drunk to Fuck" and put that out as a 12" without our per

-mission. And on top of that licensing out "Kill 1he Poor" for Punk & Disorderly and then 
licensing that to Poshboy, we didn't find out about that until the rc·cords hit the street. 

A Major Label Conlract. We would have scared them a lot less if we asked for a million 
dollar advance than if we asked for complete artistic freedom One or ihe reasons that the 
bigger record companies are so out of touch with what·~ real! because they're 
all run by people who qon't like music, who don't listen to 'trntants calling 
the shots . They complain of a slump-"oh it must be a vin) , must be the eco-
nomy'' but the fact or the matter is that you can only put out so 11\dny totally awful re
cords before people get wise. 



Vtolence. I blame the L.A. Times and the straight media more 1han anything else. When 
people like Hlack Hag and some ot 1he early Orange County bands were startmg to get 
through to teenagers ror the first time instead of just having the Hollywood circle, these ar
ticles started coming out in the L.A. Times. They didn't talk about anything 1he bands were 
saying or that this was the first ou1break of new talent to hit L.A. in years, they talked 
about punk rock violence-1he L.A. Times invented the term "slam-dancing" and of 
course if you go to the gigs and interview someone who wants to shock the media, he'll 
make up s10ries about all the wicked things, and how people get their legs busted and stuff, 
and the L.A. Times prints it, and then people who really believe it star! showing up at the 
shows and wrecking them. 

Religion . Do you have any idea how much money these people are making? 1980 was the 
last time I've seen a return on this. Billy Graham, $150 million; Oral Roberts, $90 million: 
Jerry Falwell, a mere $52 million. These people are like bloodsuckers on a massive scale, 
and I'd be very surprised if they had any spiritual values at alt. 

In Denver, there was a red, white & blue circus tent, with the Reverend Bi lly Joe 
Shambock inside, and he cavorted around the stage using his mic-stand as a sword. "We've 
got two diesels outside that need repair, and if you could donate $40, I know you've got 
$400, we could fix those diesels, and we could be on our way." Then it came time 10 heal 
people, and I twisted my knee really bad at the time, and was on crutches, so I hobbled up 
to be healed and everything and I got on stage. And Billy Joe Sham bock came up, "What·s 
the problem son," "Well, it's my knee, sir," and I was passed back and forth and patted 
and stood back up again. And I wen1 to the front of the stage and threw my arms up and 
smiled, and the crowd cheered, and then I was esconed off the stage, and old ladies were 
crying. . I am more proud of tha1 acting performance than almost any one I've done. 

Anarchy and Culture . We're more and more into an anarchy of the mind, being mentally 
strong enough to divorce yourself from the rest of the rodents and make your own deci
sions. And anarchy is something that would take hundreds of years to get across in this 
country. And suddenly if there were no morC cops and no more laws tomorrow every goon 
with a rifle on the back of his pick.up truck would go around playing king of the neighbor
hood. 

Some people think we're like ultra, ultra serious, which we are in a lot of ways, but we 
also have a sense of humor, and we're not afraid to use it as a vicious weapon. . In some 
ways we're like cultural terrorists, I suppose, using music instead of guns to get our point 
across, some people that take our stuff too literally don't see that we're having fun doing 
it, too. Not so much fun-hard work-but we're getting a lot out of it, too.* 

I COMMENTARY I 
Admittedly, Jello Biafra looks awfully good on paper. Not many people can string to

geth"er such intricate sentences, long diatribes, and often amusing anecdotes off-the-cuff. 
He's well-read and informed and garrulous-real interview material. Ye1 1his was one of 
the glibbest interviews (press conferences, to be sure) I've ever sat through. And as I list
ened to Biafra go on and on in his affected sing-song, making endless waspish comments 
about everything ("I enjoy complaining myself, I have/un wi1h ii," he said), I wondered 
about the formulization of correct attitudes; about the gap between theory and practice, 
about comradiction, and about the kind of personality-mad egomania tha1 may be at the 
cemer of all this. I don't mean that I was doing some speculating on a theoretical point; I 
mean I was struck by basic problems that-if you claim to be involved in a movement 
about making people think, about making people aware-you ought to have noticed, too. 

Aside from oddities like the fact 1hat Biafra managed to mention every record re
viewed in the then-current issue of Forced Exposure (an effective bit of ingratiation via 
preparation); aside from direct contradictions like his statement "When I wake up in the 
morning I don't see some kind of power-broker. . " and statements from other members 
of the band like, "Why don't you interview one of us. Ha ha. That would really be differ
ent," and Jello's near-constant interruption of anyone else in the band who tried to say 
anything during the interview (come check my tape, skeptics): aside from the fact that the 
gig was delayed for over an hour because Jello was sleeping (no explanation); and aside 
from a lot of other questionable things-like the story from an estranged friend of how 
Jello allegedly parks his Mercedes in alleyways and runs the next couple of blocks to the gig 
on foot ... Aside from all this, what was really disturbing was Jello's method of dictating 
truths, of reeling off pat answers and examples, and most importantly, of making the Dead 
Kennedys the biggest issue of all. 

Biafra's as much a master showman as the Reverend Billy Shambock whom he lam
poons-and he knows how to sketch savage little scenarios of the white-hatted DKs strug
gling with all those terrible forces of evil-Don Law, Lee Paris, Parents Against Punkers, 
the Church, record companies, brutal heavy metal bands, bouncers, New York snobbery, 
Ronald Reagan. 

Given Biafra's power, his verbal acuity, and his following, shou ldn't he be proposing 
concrete solutions beyond a kind of mush-brained anarchism and the club-dance-floor set
ting? Shouldn't Biafra spend more time getting people worked up over what he writes 
about than about whether or not the PA gets unplugged? The angriest DK fans ever get is 
about the possibility of the gig ending early, and Biafra is behind this in a perverse way. 
Jefferson Starship fans riot at gig cancellations, why should Biafra empha~ize the same 
mindless involvement with a minor issue ("They're turning off the PA. They know better 
than to try 1ha1," he urged at 9 Lansdowne S1reet, and the crowd rumbled in response.) 
Why are the niceties of thrashing and diving put over those of politics, racism, domestic 
economic oppression, and all the other things we're 1heoretically concerned with? 

Jello Biafra, in the past, has shown a high level of commitment and action. I wanted 
to talk to him about his campaign for mayor of San Francisco several years ago, during 
which he launched a slew of impressive proposals ranging from rent control to police force 
monitoring; I suggested that recently he has become more involved with 1he business of 
being a DK, coordmatmg the nauonal "scenes," and defending his music in the press. He 
was-understandably-affronted and def~nsive. 

To be brief, then, Jello Biafra is smart and wonderfully opinionated; just remember 
that he shouldn't be in the position of thinking ·for you.* 
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bym. howelf 

It's The Channel in early September and 
The English Beat are just one gig away from 
heading home after spending the summer in 
America. "Home" is Birmingham, Eng
land. "America" has been a little different 
1his time, though: as the opening act on 
both the Police and Clash tours, the Beal 
played arenas and stadiums across the coun
try, and romped through 1he US festival 
just a few days before. 

This night, 1heir show at The Channel is 
in direct competition with the Clash at the 
Orpheum, and a couple of hours before the 
doors open no one knows quite how many 
people to expect. But for the band, the 
night can't be anything but a success. It is 
the conclusion of a tour that's brought the 
English Bca1 before more American fans 
than ever before, including some well-a,p
precia1ed oppor1unities to bring 1hc Go Feet 
sound 10 places where New Wave isn't ex
actly the standard fare. "San Antonio," of
fers touring keyboard player Blockhead 
when asked what cities he panicularly liked. 
"The crowd just got so excited." 

There's a lot to gel excited about the Beal 
(the "English" was added because Paul 
Collins' Los Angeles popsters were also 
called the Beat and later Paul Collins' 
Beat). Their bouncy, ska-and-sax based 
sound was distinctive even though they first 
emerged during the glory days of the Spe· 
cials and Selecter. 

Perhaps it was their accents-lead sinaers 
Ranking Roger and Dave Wakeling are 
smoother, less aggressively Brilish, than 
Terry Hall or Pauline Black. Probably it 
wa~ The Beat 's surer feel for pop streamlin
ing. It's hard 10 imagine another group so 
cooly ~-working Andy William's (very) mi
nor hii. "Can'1 Get Used to Losing You" 
and in1egrating it into their album without 
missing a, er, beat. 

Their second album, Who'oppen?, didn't 
jump out like! their first-and most of 1he 
live performance's crowd-goosers are still 
from / Jus1 Con '1 S1op /I-but the songs 
worked in subtler ways. Special Beat Sen·
ice is a quintessential third album-com
bining the strong points of its two predeces
sors so that it sounds at once familiar and 
more accomplished. Which is to say that it 
is one terrific LP. 

THE 
BEAT 
GOES 

On Special Beal Service, the Beal contin
ue to stretch out. "Save It For Later," the 
first single, is the closest they'll probably 
ever get to a West Coast-style ballad: acous
tic guitar chording over metronome drum
ming, only Roger's phrasing gives the 
song's origin away until Saxa comes in 
pumping his saxophone about hair way 
through. At 1he opposite end, "Spar Wid 
Me" could be an outtake from the Mikey 
Dread cuts on Sandinista_! - lots of 
stretched-out syllables echoing through a 
lazy rhythm track. 

With their perimeters expanded, the Beat 
pa1rol some sa1isfying 1erri1ory. "Sole Sal
vation" pairs Roger with Saxa's low-regis
ter '50s saxophone in the record's best track 
-a mixture or that urban falsetto sound 
with a touch of skank. This isn't an album 
review, but Special Beat Sen•ice should 
make Beal fans very happy; ir the record 
has a serious flaw it might be that, like 

.. Wha'ppen?, it doesn't have an obvious 
track (or even better, a couple) tha1 can take 
over a dance club like "Mirror in the Bath
room" or "Twist and Crawl" could. 

"It's great when somebody asks you to 
make that first album," says guitarist Andy 
Cox. "You've got all the songs, and you've 
played them all for a couple or years. 
You've been thinking about the whole thing 
for five years. . so you just go in and do it 
all on nervous energy. Then you spend the 
next seven mon1hs touring and promoting 
-trying 10 sell the thing. And then one day 
someone from the record company finds 
you and says, 'Oh, boy, you know you 
should've delivered us another album yes
terday.' So you say, 'Hang on. We've made 
the albulll and we've been on the road and 
we haven't any songs-we've been trying to 
survive in all these new countries."' 

According to Cox, the Beat wrote Wha'
ppen? in about three weeks "because it was 
time for a new album. We jus1 wrote it and 
went straight in and recorded it, so it's a bit 
like a jigsaw punle. 
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"We even had to think or things to fill up 
the first album. We were very naive. In Au
gust we were playing once a week in a pub 
in Birmingham and a hundred people would 
turn up. By December, we could fill up 
three and four thousand capacity halls. For 
this one, we figured that 'cause 1hree's a 
lucky number and maybe three LP's is the 
mos1 we're ever going to make, we'd at least 
try and think about what we were going to 
do. So we didn't work for six months." 

Cox continued by offering a bleak de
scrip1ion of the band scene in their home
town or Birmingham, England: 

"All the clubs are closed-if you could 
have opened a club in the first place. It's 
not too easy. There's nothing to do. That's 
why groups come from there; you can't go 
down and watch (other) groups, 'cause 
groups never play there." 

Poor Birmingham and lucky us, because 
the Beal had what turned out to be a sold
out Channel aµdience twisting and crawl
ing. With Ranking Roger and Dave Wake
ling sharing the vocals, the band kicked into 
a jubilant groove with "Big Shot" and nev· 
er let up. Roger bpunded around 1he s1age, 
giving the impression that he could barely 
contain his energy. "Twist and Crawl," "I 
Confess'' and "Spar Wid Mc" transformed 
that energy from world-beating to watchful, 
with the las1 number having an effect simi
lar to the Specials' "Ghost Town"-eeric, 
but exciting in its creepiness. 

What was most impressive was the way 
the band was able to get the crowd into 1he 
new, unfamiliar songs almost right away. 
People weren't just indulging the Beat; they 
acted genuinely excited about the Special 
Beat Forces material. And despite being 
only a plane ride or two from home, the 
Beat were blas1ing and skanking away. 
Starting hot and 1urning it up continually 
throughout the set, they gave a show that 
was rivalled only by X's. 

Pu! it this way, they were so good that no 
one seemed to care when the night-long ru
mored appearance by the Clash failed to 
occur. (Later word had it that the Clash 
were in the audience-I saw Strummer and 
Simonon-but their signal 10 come up was 
botched.) In a way, that was just as well. for 
the night belonged to 1he English Beat. 

~ §% 
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THEY LAUGHED WHEN I SAID 
''CASSETTE-ONLY'' ALBUMS! 

Reachout International Records, Inc . is the stran1est record company in the world . It releases ONLY CASSETTES! Full 
album length exciting performances by major rock'n'roll artists, not available on commercial vinyl. In other words ... YOU 
CAN'T BUY THESE RECORDS-THEY DON'T EXIST -EXCEPT ON ROIR CASSETTES! 

Our artists, each with their own cassette, include Johnny Thunders, Bush Tetras, Nico, The Great NYC Singles Com
pilation, Buzzcocks, Television, New York Hardcore Compilation, Alfonla, Times & His Flying Tigers, James 
Chance & the Contortions, 8 Eyed Spy with Lydia Lunch, The Dicta.tors, Suicide, New York Dolls, Fleshtones, 
Shox Lumanla, Bad Brains, The Germs, Scientific Americans, Stimulator-s, Human Switchboard, Prince Charles 
and the Boston City Beat Band, and many exciting new titles added monthty . All cassettes are handsomely packaged with 
colorful graphics. full documentation , liner notes by America' s top rock writers, often band photo$ and lyrics- and all are re
corded on high quality BASF DPS Premium Tape . Our releases have received rave reviews and acclaim all around the world, and 
our mail department ships the same day orders are received! WANT TO KNOW MORE? W_ANT TO BECOME A ROIR CAS
SETTE JUNKIE' WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND BE SURPRISED' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• ROIR CASSETTES ll::rA1D •• 
Suite 214 avJ• 

• 611 Broadway • 
,; • N.Y.C., NY 10012 (Prounced 'Roar') • 

• Phone(212)477-0563 • 

• Yes. I want to become a ROIR CASSETTE-JUNKIE' SEND ME YOUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND • 
• IMPRESS ME' • 

• NAME________________________ • ,. . 
• ADDRESS ________________________ • 

• CITY ________________ STATE ___ ZIP ___ • • • 
----------····································· 





interview by Ed Slota 
photo by Steve Stone 

"We're more popular than Jesus Christ." 
-John Lennon, 1966 
"I am an anti-Christ" 

-Johnny Rotten, circa 1976 
"Be a lord of the New Church.'' 

-Stiv Bator, 1982 

Rock 'n! roll has always found itself at 
odds with organized religion. Decried by 
preachers of all denominations throughout 
the years, the music has weathered the 
storms of verbal fire and brimstone, and 
continues lurching on its course. Now a 
band has come along which uses the church 
aso motif in its work. Enter the lords oJ 
the New Church. 

Mode up of ex-Dead Boy Stiv Bator, ex
Damned guitarist Brian James, former 
Sham 69 bassist Dove Tregunna, and ex
Barracudas drummer Nick Turner, the 
lords ore anything but the punk rehash 
some people expect. Stiv and Brian go back 
to 1977, when the Dead Boys and the 
Damned played together at CBGB 's. Way 
bock then the two talked of someday play
ing together in a band. Bator and Tregunna 
had worked together in a short lived band 
called the Wanderers, which formed shortly 
after Sham 69 broke up, and meanwhile 
James had recruited Turner. 

The partnership has yielded impressive 
results: a stellar debut album, a breakout 
single "Open Your Eyes," and a tour play
ing to sold-out houses. 

The band stopped to talk during their re
cent S it ao earance. 

"Instead of kicking people 
in the teeth, we're kicking 
them in the brains." 

Boston Rock: Who's responsible for the 
''New Church'' concept? 
Brian James: The concept just kind of 
evolved naturally. We were hanging out to
gether talking. We thought that if you ask a 
kid on the street who he worships he'll say 
"Sting" or" Adam Ant," or something 
like that. 
Dan Tngunna: Sort of the idea that rock 
'n' roll has replaced religion in people's 
lives. 
Stlv Bator: On the religious aspect-religion 
is now a money-making, profiteering, 
mind-controlling organization that used to 
get out the truth. 
BR:Androck 'n'roflisn't? 
Bator: It's the media that's heavily con
trolled, so the only way to get the truth out 
is through lyrics. The point of New Church 
is that in the '60s, starting with the Beatles, 
music gave youth an identity-something of 
their own. It moved into such a powerful 
force that it stopped things like Vietnam. It 
informed people. The media just concen
trated on things like drugs, and then they 
moved it into disco and destroyed it. 

The original idea of punk was to bring 
out the truth again, and to change things. 
The media distorted it as self-destruction 
and split it into factions-punks hate teddy 
boys, teddy boys hate skinheads, skinheads 
hate hippies. That's why we have the line 
"Divide and conquer-that's their game/ 
Beneath the haircut and clothes we're really 
all the same." Music is the only weapon we 
have to get people together again, instead of 
fighting among ourselves. 
BR: Your album is a very American-sound
ing record considering there are three Brit
ons in the band. 
Tregunna: We really don't think so. It's got 
the punk energy. We like listening to the 
'60s- s chedelic stuff, and we've all been 

llW[SJE 1lIB LORDS 
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through punk. All those influences came to
gether, and the music just sounds the way it 
does. 
Nick Turner: We didn't say "let's do a psy
chedelic album.'' The sound evolved while 
we were recording it. We produced it our
selves and it just turned out right. 
Bator: Yeah, it just turned out that way. 
Why should we regress? It would have been 
easy for us to be a punk-cabaret band, play
ing the Holiday Inns, cranking out the hits, 
and living off past glories. That 's why only 
last names are on the record. We wanted no 
preconceptions of us. 
BR: "Open Your Eyes" has performed the 
near-impossible by getting airplay on the 
major A OR stations in this country. It's es
pecially surprising considering the lyrics ac
tually have something to say about the state 
of the world in /982. 

"It would have been easy 
for us to be a punk cabaret 
band, playing the Holiday 
Inns cranking out the hits, 
and living off past glories." 

James: We never expected it would get 
played this much. It's got a soft hook and 
the lyrics are also subliminal to people-at 
first they think it's a love song. Hopefully, 
they will take notice of the lyrics. 
Tregunna: We want to get housewives to 
sing along with it. 
Bator: This is one of the truest records I've 
ever done. The first (Dead Boys) album I 
did, it was just brash music with blatant lyr
ics. "Open Your Eyes" has a sound lhat 
programmers like, but the lyrics are so sub
versive. Instead of kicking people in the 
teeth, we're kicking them in the brains. 
BR: In "Open Your Eyes" and "New 
Church,'' you seem to ask kids to stand up 
and fight back, yet in ''Apoca/ypso" I 
think you're saying that you can only sit 
back and watch. th.e world go down the 
crapper. Do you see any conflict between 
those two ideas? 

James: I don't see any conflict at all. lt's 
more a question of being aware of what's 
going on. That's our theme-don't believe 
everything you see and hear. "Apocalypso" 
is sort of a dance of death. 
Bator: "Apocalypso" is about after the 
bomb drops- 'causc it's gonna happen. 
What we're saying in "Open Your Eyes" 
and "New Church" is stand up and fight. 
It's a call to unity-and to not believe ev
erything you're told because the media is 
controlled by a few. It seems inevitable that 
the Apocalypse is coming, and "Apocalyp
so" says you should learn and understand 
that. 
Turner: Youth has a certain power-al
though everyone is divided now as opposed 
to the 60's when everyone was united. Kids 
should be aware of the problems and try to 
do something about them, but still enjoy 
life at the same time. 
BR: /s "Little Boys Play With Dolls" a 
tribute to ora slam against the New York 
Dolls? 
James: It's a tribute to the Dolls, and a 
warning to young bands just starting out 
about what can happen to bands like the 
Dolls who self-destruct. 
BR: What do you think of David Johan
sen's solo success? 
Turner: I don't particularly like the white
funk sound. It's a bit too commerciaJ. 
Trcgunna: I thought his first album was 
good. 
Turner: It's interesting to compare Johan
sen with Johnny Thunders. Thunders is still 
thrashing out in the clubs, while Johansen 
is becoming a big AM star. 
BR: All of you were around during the ori
ginal punk movement. Have you put those 
days into any kind of perspective yet? 
James: They were great times when they 
happened, but now punk in England is just 
like cabaret. People are just copying what 
went on five years ago, without saying any
thing or meaning anything. They're just not 
threatening at all. In England you can walk 
by with a bright blue mohawk and the old 
ladies don 't even notice. It's just been 
worked to death. 
Bator: When we started in '77 we wanted to 
get people to think about what's going on. 
Now punk is just people repeating slogans 
from five years ago. Some skinheads in 
England, though, are starting to grow their 
hair back. They're slowly realizing that the 
government can't draft any more people, so 
they (the government) have everybody look 
like the military. They have military hair
cuts, dress in military chic, live on the dole, 
are unemployed-and it's just they are in 
the army. The police use the skinheads to 
provoke fights with the blacks. Everyone is 
starting to get wise to that. 
Tregunna: The trouble with punk is that it 
became too acceptable. We're trying to do 
something a bit more outrageous. 

In concert the Lords drive their spirit and 
philosophy home. A telling point comes 
during the encore when Bator asks if any
one wants to hear some Dead Boys, 
Damned, Sham 69 and Barracudas songs. 
The crowd roars its approval, and the 
Lords slam into the opening chords of 
''Sonic Reducer," only to stop short before 
the vocal, and Bator shouts, "Well, you 
ain't gonna hear any. This is /982, nof 1977. 
We're nor Asia, we're not gonna play the 
hits." They close with a second rendition of 
"New Church" with Ba1orexhor1ing us to 
get together and fig hr back. This Church is 
definitely in session. 
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She looks like an old sou lful has-been movie s1ar , 
standi ng motionless a t the mic, chai nsmoking, face 
weat hered . Nico is not a preny sight anymore, but a 
frighteni ngly real one none1 heless. 

At Jonathan Swift' s Augus1 II , playing to a large and 
adoring audience, the former part-lime lead singer or the 
Velvet Underground was touring America as frontwoman 
for a rock group for the first time since those VU days o 
1966-67. This time, however, the matchup was a mistake. 

Although she has been performing mostly on her own 
since the VU days , she did assemble a rock group to back 
her on last year's Drama Of Exife, her rim album since 
1974. 

Having a band play on Drama OJ Exile wasn't a bad 
idea, but it was poorly executed. At the heart of the 
album's problems was the group itself, a bunch of 
un<,ympatheti1; and misunderstanding hacks and quacks. 

~I.I!!; 
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It was one o r these ba.nds, a face less crew from Man
chester, England, that Nico brought a long to play wit h 
her on he r recent American t0ur. 

The band was to play behind her fo r about half o r 
each set, then leave her alone on stage wit h her har
mo nium fo r the rest of the time. Her voice was magnifi~ 

_ cent - strong, confident, full o f fee ling. But during the 
band segments it was a trick to filter ou t the sounds of 
the group, who seemed 10 try their hardest to butcher her 
music. 

The band left the stage, and Nico sat down a t her har
monium. This was Nico in her element! But the solo 
segments were scarcely more sat isfying than the band 
portions , as sound problems preven ted an adequate 
volume level on her ancient pum p-orga n, th us diminshi ng 
some or the magic.That old instrument sounds right with 
a big, fu ll , bellowing tone to it; 10 her and our d ismay, 
here it mostly sounded dinky. She kept as ki ng for more 
reverb, bu t didn' t gel it. ("Why don't you wear a tie?," 
she snapped at the soundma n at one point. What kind of 
an insu lt is that?) 

Despite the problems, it was a thr ill and a chill to hear 
the dea th-defyi ng to nes of her solo music once agai n. 
The second set saw Nico storm off stage. peeved at the 
sound deficiencies, retu rn ing in a few minu1cs with 1he 
band. Bu t she tried 10 go it alone again later, and got 
through a few mo re songs at the harmonium. 

Each set was encored by a song with the band, and 
each set was highligh1ed by Nico backed on ly by the 
band's guitarist, playi ng acoustic, on Bob Dylan's " I' ll 
Keep It With Mine." This selection was especially sur
prising as it comes from her first solo album, Chelsea 
Girl, a record which she has since disavowed. On th is 
song, more tha n on any other that nigh!, did her singing 
soar, and grip, and for once someone else's accompani
ment made sense. I thought then that she should do 
something like this more o ften, maybe play for the 
middle-age set, month-long cabaret engagements, backed 
on ly by John Cale, who'd move from instrument to 
instrument as each song requ ired. 

But it's un likely that we'll gel 10 see her age as 
fully as thal. and here's why: as strong as her sing
er writing, and her playing are st ill, her failure so 

ar to hook up with an acceptable backing band shows 
hat the one thi ng she may in fact have lost the edge 
ram is her inslintl . 

O ne o r the harmonium songs she played at Swift's was 
new one, "Procession, " and it is a winner. It was just 

clcascd as a 45 in England, produced by Martin Han nett 
nd backed by his Invisible Girls. It is eerie and dark and 

scary, and her most successful band match
ough it is not rock) since she began this most 

ecent string or experiments. Hannett tries to emulate 
ohn Cale's ghostly productions or Nico, and except for 
mdermixing her voice, succeeds. 

Perhaps this signals that she is finally geuing her judg
ent back on the right trac k. But if the single's artistic 
cccss is just a fluke, then I hope she'll soon get down 
business again by going back on her own. We need 

est. 
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-· Undertones 

by Betsy Sherman 

We can now exhale in relief-the Undertones are back 
and they've hardly changed. They've gotten some lines in 
their formerly cherubic faces since they were last in town 
two years ago, there are some new hairstyles, their sound is 
more refined, and they've added an organ to their musical 
arsenal, but the Undertones' spirit is exactly As We Knew 
It. 

Boston was privileged to be included in a ''rehearsal" 
mini-tour, which consisted of only two shows in New York 
plus the one at The Channel. The 'Tones used the oppor
tunity to try out new material for their fourth album, to be 
recorded in late August/early September. 

Photo: Michael Grecco 

It has been well over a year since the release of the Under
tones' last album, Postive Touch, (for which they never did 
a U.S. tour) with only one non-LP single released in the 
meanlime. When 'Tones fans hadn't heard from the boys 
in so long, many began to suspect that a lifestyle change 
was al the bottom of it. After all, four out of five Under
tones have gotten married in the past coupl~ of years (leav
ing Damien the international playboy), and since they were 
known to prefer living in their home town of Derry, Nor
~~e~~.1.;eland, we wondered, were 1hey victims ff "settling 

Bass-player Mickey Bradley, dismissed the notion that 
the Undertones had withdrawn. "It's nothing to do with us 
being married," he said twirling his wedding band. "The 
reason there were no records oul was because the songs 

weren't good enough. We could have recorded more singles 
but we wouldn't have felt right about it. Now we're really 
pleased with the songs at 1he moment. .. definitely worth the 
wait!" 

Last year's U.K. tour was to be followed by an American 
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the tour, which certainly would have drummed up interest 
in the band, was aborted. "There was no point in us com
ing over here, the record company (Harvest/EMI) told us 
so," Bradley shru,sged. ''So we decided not to bother." 

Meanwhile, back in Derry, the Undertones became in
volved in setting up their own eight -track demo studio. 
Bradley wishes' the 'Tones had had such a facility when they 
started out. "We converted this warehouse-we all bought 
hammers and nails. There've been a few problems, techni 
cal things, but they all seem to be ironed out now. At the 
moment we've got a local band in doing a demo. There 
were no other demo stuclios in Derry. It's very handy for us 
because we also rehearse in it. Before that we used to re
hearse in the guitar player's bedroom." Though the studio 
is available for other Derry bands to use, none of the 'Tones 
is currently involved in any production work. 

For their next album, the Undertones will be working 
with a new producer, Mike Hedges (The Associates, 
Siouxsie and the Banshees). They decided 10 break with 
Roger Bechirian, who had produced their previous albums, 
feeling that that relationship had become stale. For the two 
singles after Posririve Touch, a re-recording of "Julie 
Ocean," and the new "Beautiful Friend," the Undertones 
worked with David Balfe, keyboardist of The Teardrop Ex
plodes. His psychedelic leanings gave an interesting twist to 
the material. but the elaborate arrangement seemed too 
style-conscious, especially on 'Beautiful Friend ;" and it 
just didn't sound like the Undertones. 

Bradley described the relationship with Balfe: "!( was 
good working with him, but he was too dominan1, you 
couldn't really argue with him. His ideas seemed to take 
precedence over ours. We're still friendly with him, but he 
wasn't the producer for us." 

If the Channel show is any evidence, the Undertones' 
new material is indeed "worth the wait." They're not fast 
and furious anymore, their sound is more of a stripped
down psychedelic one, especially with the addition of an or
gan for several numbers (played by guitarist Damien). They 
interspersed eight new songs throughout the set, all of them 
interesting, from the ballad ''Bittersweet," to the soul-style 
"The Love Parade," to a few songs where the guitar work 
seems 10 have been influenced by the ringing guitars of 
Orange Juice. 

They did five songs from Posirive Touch, though not the 
U.K. hit "It's Gonna Happen," which they feel doesn't 
work live without a horn section. For cover songs they did 
Smokey Robinson's "Save Me" and Booker T and the 
MGs' "Time is Tight" (Squeeze also did "Time Is Tight" 
and a Smokey Robinson song in their last show here). The 
rest or the show was all the old faves, played with the same 
enthusiasm and power as always, and a new attention 10 de
tail that made them sound fuller. 

Singer Feargal Sharkey was as riveting as ever, whether 
teetering on the edge of the stage leading a singalong to 
"Teenage Kicks" or playing the zombie, standing stOCk 
still and staring demonically into space. He still disappears 
for a good part of the show, at least for those not standing 
right up front, as he spends entire songs crouching and 
smging into his knee. His quivering voice is vibrant and ex
pressive, set off by Mickey and Damien's wonderfully flat 
harmonics. 

For the ever-growing throng of ravenous Undertones 
fans, it was like welcoming back old friends, and I hope the 
warm reception reminded the band just how much they 
mean to us here in Boston. 
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New single "K.C.D.Y." b/w "I Wish It Would Rain" 
to be available in November. 

7-song, 35-minute cassette Deichbruch now available 
for $5.00 incl. shipping. 

5-song EP Red, featuring "Walking 
in the Park' ' on sale at the Harvard 
Coop. 

Booking (617) 426-6655 

Red Dancer Ltd. 
24 Thayer Sc. 
Boston , MA 02118 
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by Julie Panebianco 

Ooh Ah Ah is not a chorus line of dancing girls. It originally began when a bassisr 
from Tokyo, a guitarist ;rom western Massachusetts, and a singer from Minneapolis com
bined to play music with a form, a flair, and an originality not often seen or heard in Boston. 

"You need a drummer," people told bassist Akio Akasfti, and soon enough, one ap
proached them. David Robinson of the Cars. And then !here were/our. 

Singer Cinde Lager and guitarist Eric Schermerhorn met in 1979 and began playing \JI, 

ITlusic that "wasn't accessible at all." They soon met Akio Akashi, who brought with him ·t; 
from Tokyo musical experience, musical tastes, and a name for the band. ' 

Ooh Ah Ah. "It was a feeling," Akashi says. "It wouldn't hold us in a certain musical 
place," Lager adds. "We could grow with the name." 

They began to play out in December, 1981. Influenced by bands like Yello Magic Or
chestra, Japan, and Roxy Music, the three extremely charismatic members quickly devel
oped a stylish, fashionable stage presence. 

Ooh Ah Ah deliberately used a drum machine, bypassing the real thing because of the 
heavier, slower sound a drummer can bring. Instead, they went for music that was lighter, 
but retained a strong persistent dance beat. Music that allowed you to hear the separation 
of the instruments, the melodies, the rhythms, and the beauty of each sound. 

Then David Robinson went to see them. "I thought they were great. I got excited to 
the point where I wanted to be part of it. I just thought, well, J· hate to use the word jam, 1r., 
but I wanted to play with them. 

"The first time all I brought was timbales. Then I started to bring more stuff and I be
gan to realize what I could do with the band. I had all these machines and I learned how to 
use them differently than I had u:Sed them with the Cars. 

The timbales, for instance. "They sound bright, they add life," explains Robinson. "A 
carnival sound, a happy sound." 

Akashi and Robinson programmed a drum machine so that when it plays, it sets off 
pulses in Robinson's synthesizers. They create sounds on the synthesizers that are '' Incredi
ble. I haven't heard them before. They haven't been used before," Robinson testifies. 
"The rhythm machine is not a replacement for drums, it is an instrument." He smiles. "It 
also babysits and makes popcorn." 

This set up leaves Akio free to play his bass around the sounds of the machine, instead 
of on top of the beat as most musicians do. ''I try to create a human beat," Akio says. 
"The funkiest man in town," Robinson says. 

Schermerhorn's guitar veers between the rhythm section and the middle, ''creating the 
mood, or I can be with Cinde, melodically." Cinde Lager holds center stage, sounding al
most like a jazz singer, using her hypnotic voice to pull and draw out the sounds. "I play 
with the rhythm," she says. "I like giving the music a romantic feeling." 
How can you describe Ooh Ah A h's music? 



oblnson: It is easier to telI people what it is not. It is not a rock and roll band. It is original 
usic. You can't describe it to people because hopefully they have never heard anything 

ke it before. 
hermerhorn: There is control , and also wildness in it. 

ager: Did you see Diva'! It is so modern and expresses the way the world is now. I think we 
re like that. A lot of groups don't represent the spirit of the times. I want to hear music 

,, hat is up with the times! A lot of Japanese groups are modern sounding, yet they have a 
uman quality, They are still emotional. 
chermerhorn: Soulful. 

11 toblnson: A lot of bands now are 5 years too late. Even now groups that are popular are 
tlmost all old-fashioned. So many bands draw from other rock and roll bands, and that 
oesn't make any sense. You should utilize whatever technology there is around you too, 

J•ou can't ignore it. You can't be a purist about anything as trite as rock and roll music . 
.,ager: Instead of a stark approach that most modern synth bands use, we are positive. Up
ffting. Fresh. I'd like to think that our music clears your head. 

kashl: We want it to sound like this: you look at a field through a glass window. You can 
ave the glass muddy, so you can't see the field. Or you can clean the glass until you can 

, , ee through it perfectly. That is what we are trying to do. Clean the glass. 
Ooh Ah Ah's recent appearances, opening for such diverse bands as Nina Hagen and 

)uran Duran, has earned them quite a bit of notoriety. Fueled by the regular appearances 
if David Robinson at their gigs, they have garnered mentions in Billboard, Trouser Press 
nd Creem. 

Are other bands jealous'? Robinson: ''There are probably people who think that I per
anally go to club owners and ask them to give us gigs, which is nonsense. 

"When I first joined the band," Robinson says, "No one knew who I was. People in the 
udiences, at the clubs, would come up to me and say, 'oh wow, the band is real good, 

1 vhere are you from, what are your names?' It was great.'' 
Cinde Lager says that other peoples' jealousy never occurred to her. "It would be a 

urden to think about. It would taint it." 
Robinson is due to begin recording the next Cars album this winter, and his first pri-

1rity is with them. But he says he can help Ooh Ah Ah in "all the obvious ways," especial
y musically (the band is about to enter Syncro Sound Studios, with Robinson producing) 
nd financially (state of the art synthesizers can be quite expensive). 

"Am I a member of Ooh Ah Ah? I guess I am," Robinson says. "There may be times 
hen I can't play because of other stuff, but any time I am in town, and awake," he smiles , 

'I'll be there." 
Ooh Ah A h's secret ambitions are to: make a rap record with either Sammy Davis Jr. 

,r Jerry Lewis, and to perform and tour in Japan. They would also like to make a living off 
,f this music- "A double living" laughs Robinson-this special music which hos devel
iped into a combination of European influences and style, Japanese modernism, and a 
·hythm that pulsates. As Akio Akashi says, "It has a beat that makes you go forward.'' 
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IMPORT, U.S. INDEPENDENT 
ANDLOCAL45~ANDLP~ 

ROCK MAGAZINES AND BOOKS · 
BUTTONS, T-SHIRTS 

AND LEATHER 

NEW ENGLAND'S BEST SELECTION! 

SOON a VIOIO l re 
Oct. 18-24 
Young Snakes EP ''Barking Along'' 
Damned LP "Strawberries" 
Propeller EP "Laughing" 

Oct. 25-31 
Sex Execs EP . 
Who Pie Disc "Max. R&B" 
Any Clash45 

Nov. 1-7 
DEVONewLP 
Rubber Rodeo New EP 
Berlin Airlift New LP 

Nov. 8-14 
November Group New EP 
Any Calendar 
Any Adam Ant 45 

Nov. 15-21 
Bauhaus New LP 
P-Furs New LP 
Meatmen New EP "Crippled Children" 

Newbury Comics now expanded. 

Reg. 4.49 Sale 3.49 
Reg. 10.49 Sale 7 .99 

Reg. 2.25 Sale 1.69 

Reg. 4.49 Sale 3.49 
Reg. 6.99 Sale 5.29 
Reg. 2.99 Sale 2.35 

Reg. 7.29 Sale 5.99 
Reg. 4.99 Sale 3.99 
Reg. 7 .29 Sale 5.99 

Reg. 4.49 Sale 3.49 
Reg. 8.95 Sale 6.95 
Reg. 2.99 Sale 2.35 

Reg. 7 .29 Sale 5.99 
Reg. 6.99 Sale 4.99 
Reg. 2.50 Sale 1. 75 

More space and wider selection for your shopping convenience. 
Open Sundays 11-7! 



mnrammm mnl!1nnlTI~ 
James Blood Ulmu ------
Black Rock 
(Columbia, LP) 

I've always liked James Blood the best 
when he wasn't trying so hard to model his 
music after that of his mentor, Ornette. It 
finally looks like he feels secure enough in 
his own vision to have done with all that. As 
a result, this is at once the most expansive, 
personal and listenable Ulmer record to 
date. 

Though not totally devoid of Coleman .. 
isms (what would be the point in that'!), 
Black Rock draws from a much broader 
range of jazz and R&B influences than pre
vious Blood releases. This can only be 
healthy. Without question, this fellow is 
still what's happening in the new jazz-rock. 
(Jim Puccio) 

• .... ........ . 
Velnt Monkcys-------
Everything Is Right 
(Monkey Business, cassette) 

D.C.'s VM's finally have their own re
lease out, a 10-song cassette. Their haunt
ing, organ-strong music unites a 60's garage 
sound with 80's sensibilities-the Lyres 
meet Joy Division, or something like that. 
A key clue is at the end of side A when a 60 
second ad for the Vox wah-wah pedal fea
tures the Electric Prunes, and then the stri
dent announcer lists the other bands who 
use it-the Animals, Stones, Herman's Her
mits, Seeds. 

Two songs from side A, "Drive ln" and 
"Shadow Box," also appear on the Limp 
Records compilation Connected-itself an 
excellent record. 

To my mind you can't go wrong with this 
tape. It has guitar and organ that just won't 
stop, two strong singers, and lyrics that 
blend perfectly with the music. So when do 
they gig north of NYC1 (Bruce Stallsmith) 

••••••••••••• • Olngo Bolngo--------
Nothing to Fear 
(A&M.LP) 

Oingo Boingo's second album is a crisper 
attempt to invade the B-S2's/Devo/joke
pop terrain and squeeze out more of adoles
cent America's pocket money-you can 
even get a merchandising invite to join the 

1 
"Oingo Boingo .secret S?'iety" and get 
lots of free stuff m the maJl (for $7 yearly). 
They've carefully assembled all the prove!? 
elements: I) easily assimilated hooks; 2) at 
least one gimmick noise per track; 3) dance 
beats anyone can hop, or do something, to; 
4) chanted choruses you can teach your 
friends; S) comic-book phrasing carefully 
copped from Andy Partridge by Danny Elf
man; 6) and, for extra underlining, plenty 
or brass. In concert, they're visually busy 
enough for ten bands-Kraftwerk/corpor
ate meets Devodoll meets Blues Brothers 
meets manic mime troupe. In fact, they ori
ginally were a mime/street theatre troupe, 
which perhaps explains why one senses 
more image than music here. They tty hard. 
The problem is that they sound like every
one else's silliness without providing any 
punchline. Not even a stolen one. The pr0-
duction is clean enough to eat Chee1os off, 
and some songs are borderline bigtime fun 
("Grey Matter," "Private Life"). Bui the 
lack of focus behind all this aggressive 
cheer finally leaves Nolhing ro Fear sound
ing too anxious to achieve !rue frilliness. 
(Dennis Harvey) 

8-Movl~ ---------
NOWHERE GIRL (extended) b/w Remem
brance O.iy/Nowhere Girl 
(PVC/Some Bizarre, EP) 

A 12-incher hailing from the Depeche 
Mode/Soft Cell camp, B-Movie offer some 
strong pop material. "Remembrance Day," 
the band's debut single, has been coupled 
here with their third single "Nowhere 
"Girl," as well as with the now standard ex
tended version. The synth lines are great, 
providing a melody to whistle all day, if 
you're so inclined. (Marc English) 

••••••••••••• 
Modem Pioneers--·~----
The Big Hookup 
(Adventure, 12" EP) 

Pop from an NYC trio with a big sound . 
"The Big Hookup" and, to a slightly lesser 
extent, "Roman Times" are more-than-de
cent songs, with rather dumb lyrics (vague
griping - about - the - state - Qf - the - mod
ern - world dept.) compensated for by hap
py melodies, solid playing, production and 
good vocals. There's a nice 60's pop song 
directness to these songs, though they're 
not just another trot through the archives. 
However, "Far Away Lands (A Tribute to 
Ben Gazzara)," is the real winner. Accord
ing to the press-kit quote, the song is sup
posed to make you "feel as if you're on an 
airplane cruising over distant lands." 
The acoustic/electric sweep does lift things 
off the ground a little, as if the Ventures 
merged with the Flying Nun and went wing
ing over all places wholesome and good. 
(Maybe not "distant lands," but al least 
God's Country and greater Canada.) This is 
a very nice record. Adventure Records: 
P.O. Box 886, Plandome, NY 11030. (Den
nis Harvey) • ••••••••••••• 
Swans-----------
(Labor, EP) 

Featuring former members of the ndisy 
Circus Mort, Swans make some of the most 
cacophonous dance music available. Each 
of these four songs center around extremely 
tight and thunderous bass and drum found
ations, with layered counter rhythms ofper
cussives, screaming guitars and droning 
vocals. 

The key words here are thunderous and 
rhythmic. Imagine the loudest and fastest of 
Bauhaus and Danse Society with vocals 

· even more sinister than OAF. Excellently 
produced and very exciting, even assaultive. 
(Tom Gilroy) .............. 
James White And The Blacks---
Sax Maniac 
(Animal, LP) 

White's back, this time with a new ex
panded lineup (including a couple of guys 
in Defonkt) and an emphasis more on 
stretching out musically, both in terms or 
interestingly scored horn charts and in
creased solo space for the sidemen. The 
cameo cover tune on this one is "That Old 
Black Magic" by Mercer & Arlen. Except 
for "Sax Maniac," which is at least partial
ly a reworking of "Contort Yourself," this 
record is all new material. Amazing for a 
guy wh0 tends to Ielease the same tunes 
over & over again, contenting himself with 
only altering the arrangements. 

This is James White's big bond record, 
and in my opinion, his best yet, with the 
possible exception or Live Aux Bains
Douches. But will he tour? (Jim Puccio) 

Iggy Pop----------
Zombie Birdhouse 
(Animal/Chrysalis, LP) 

Everybody likes Iggy, but his records are 
something else. Uphill with 1he Stooges, 
Bowie and Soldier. Elsewhere, varying de
grees or mess. Last year's Party was too 
consciously jokey to be any real fun, even if 
it was from the Monkees' producer. 

Zombie Birdhouse is a step up, I guess, if 
not necessarily a step in the right direction 
-what is the right direction for Iggy at this 
point, anyway? It's elaborately produced by 
Blondie's Chris Stein without feeling cohes
ive; despite the cover photos, the Third 
Worldliness is no more than an occasional 
affectation or backdrop. The ominous, 
vaguely African sounds-rather like a herd 
of giant crickets singing en masse-that 
Stein wraps around "Life of Work" com
mands attention, then collapses, because 
they're just another irrelevanc}'. "Angry 

Hills" and "Ordinary Bummer'' are good 
songs which ought to have more punch 
here. "The Ballad of Cookie McBride" is 
Iggy playing joke-folkie, haw haw. The two 
closing tracks are underconceived slag
heaps. The rest is variable, trying hard to 
expand beyond the usual Iggy Show but 
never quite making it. 

The ha-ha-iust-another-chaoter-in-the
life-of tone in Iggy's ever-distinctive vocals 
saves and/or adds 10 all of this, yet keeps 
the gamely conceptual backings from seem
ing any more intrinsic than, alas, they really 
are. 

So-another passably amusing disc to 
quickly digest before moving on. It seems 
Iggy needs a "collaborator" as strong as 
Bowie for something truly substantive to re
sult. Meanwhile, the legend sputters on 
amiably as a personality-kid artiste, like 
some 60's Warhol superstar. If Joe Dalle
sandro could've sung ... (Dennis Harvey) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• Jung.le Nausea--------
Jungle Nausea 
(Inner Mystique, EP) 

From the no wave, no melody school of 
music. Minimal instrumentation with the 
occasional atonal horn bleats. Portland, 

Oregon's Michael X. King writes intriguing 
lyrics which are pasted on top of music by 
bored/bland Tammy Cates in a "wish-1-
was-through" attitude. I believe she's suf
fering with (the rest of) Jungle Nausea. 

(Marc English) 
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Shrtekback---------
Tench 
(Y America, mini-LP) 

From the label that brought you Pigbag 
and Pulsallama comes Shriekback, an in
triguing experimental band whose members 
hail from such fave raves or the not so dis
tant past as Gang or Four, XTC, and 
League of Gentlemen. 

Most of the six song mini LP is ideal ''un
wind and lights down low'' music. It 
doesn't demand your attention but docs 
seep right into your consciousness via mini
malistic textures and Barry Andrews' seduc
tive keyboards. And man-oh-man, Dave 
Allen's fonky, fonky bass throughout gives 
you ideas to mooooove. 

"All the Greek Boys (do the handclap)" 
is my pick. This is a real sway back tune 
with breathy Bolanesque vocals and would 
be a dandy complement to any given 
chapter of Dell.a of Venus. The runt or the 
litter is "Here Comes My Handclap." This 
dirge Slarts out annoying, gelling less so as 
melody is begrudgingly folded into unyield
ing pitiers or Carl Marsh's drums. (Monica 
Padovano) 

•••••••••••••• 
Wall of \'oodoo-------
Cal\ of the West 
(IRS, LP) 

On Callo/the West, Wall of Voodoo has 
struck what may be the perfect balance be
tween humor and seriousness. Using a class
ic American image-the West-they des
cribe a really modern vision or alienation. 
And they do this with everything, from spa
ghe1ti-western acoustic gui1ar lines and 
front-porch harmonicas, 10 silly sound ef
fects like hoofbeats, rattles and whistling 
winds. Not only do they capture and rejuv
enate a great, stylized sound, they actually 
do it for a consistent and intelligent pur
pose. 

In fact, Coll of the West works as an al
bum where "concept" albums almost al
ways fail. There's more than enough variety 
and interest in Wall of Voodoo's bizarre 
yippy-i-o format, and more than enough wit 
and sense in each song to make it one of the 
best records I've heard in a long time. (Ros
anna Cavallaro) 

Gun Club-------~-
Miami 
(Animal, LP) 

The new Gun Club album, Miami, is con
siderably slower than last year's Fire of 
Love, but it still maintains a hectic pace. 
Blondie's Chris Stein does a remarkable 
job on production, emphasizing Ward Dot
son's s1eely guitar playing and Jeffrey Lee 
Pierce's vocals: The record is full of the 
same voodoo imagery 1hat Jeffrey Lee col
ored his songs with on Fire of Love, bul 
they are more deeply involved. It might take 
a rew more listenings to appreciate it, but it 
is a far more consistent effort. (Shred) ..... ~ ...•.... 
Holly and the Itallans------
Holly Beth Vincent 
(Epic, LP) 

In the realm of remale vocalis1s, Holly 
Beth Vincent occupies the uninteresting 
void somewhere between Chrissie Hynde 
(but less gutsy) and Linda Ronstadt (but less 
sincere). At her fonkiest, when she's har
monizing with herselr, she gets down no 
lower 1han the Go-Go's. The problem with 
this album is that i1 screams to be taken seri
ously-with obscure lyrics that pretend 
dep1h, and an introspective high-school 
yearbook cover photo. Unfortunately it's 
just too 1hin and pretty bland for Italians. 
(Rosanna Cavallaro) 

•••••••••••••• 
Captain Beefheart & His Magic Band-------
Ice Cream For Crow 
(Virgin, LP) 

Although Beefheart struck out in several 
new directions on his last LP, the adventur
ous Doc At The Radar Station, the new one 
is largely a return to his earlier musical con
cei'\ions. It seems as fhough a record was 
due in the contract before he had quite the 
chance to formulate new ideas. 

I'm not yelling sell-out, though. Ice 
Cream is still a more complicated record 
than almost anything else on the market, 
and the lyrics arc some of the most kinked
out stufr he's produced yet. Although this 
LP makes for easier listening than Doc, it's 
hardly mass-market material. Recommend
ed, even if it is something of a holding pat
tern for the Beef. (Jim Puccio) 
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The Com.HI Angels------
Fiction 
(Polydor, LP) 

Comsat Angels' third LP, Fiction, fuses 
the best points of their pop and mysterious 
sides into an accessible and very different 
sound. It is pop without the sweetness, dark 
without the drone, miminal and ballsy at 
the same time. 

Using subtle guitar sounds similar to 
those of U2, and vocals wtJjch mix the soft
ness of Nick Drake or Brian Eno with a bi1 
of rock aggression, the Comsats create a 
very languid y~t arresting effect. This wash 
of sound is layered over solid, innovative 
drumming and bass, not unlike the Bunny
men's rhythm section, but much more disci-
plined. · 

Now that it has matured, leaving behind 
the (in parts) overly poppy aspects of Wait
ing For A Miracle and the droning side or 
Sleep No More, the Comsats' sound is one 
of the most accessible to come out or the 
(pardon the term) psychedCiia from Eng
land. Fiction is a thoroughly entertaining, 
diversified yet identifiable batch or songs. 
Highly recommended. (Tom Gilroy) 

•••••••••••••• 
Psychedelic Furs-------
Forever Now 
(Columbia, LP) 

Forever Now continues the characteristic 
sound of Talk, Talk, Talk-Richard But
ler' s raspy vocals, distorted guitars, and a 
sort of falling-aU-over-itselr tempo of 
drums chasing bass lines. But it's also got 
some big differences: Duncan Kilburn's 
sax, which gave the Furs' second album a 
focus and mood, is gone, as is Roger 
"Dog" Morris' guitar, and Todd Rundgren 
has taken over the production from Steve 
Lillywhite. The results are new, interes1ing 
combinations of sound: on "Danger" a 
soutrul horn attack, competing with the 
usual P. Furs cacaphony, is played against 
a gentle sax solo by Todd himself, and there 
are some nice backing vocals, especially on 
"Forever Now" and "Run and Run." 
Richard Butler's lyrics blend into the songs 
better than they did on Talk, Talk, Talk, 
most notably for "Love My Way." Over
all, the album is as appealing, and more ad
venturous, than past efforts. Rundgren's 
trebly keyboards and production give the 
band a brighter, more optimistic sound. 
(Rosanna Cavallaro) 

#). Ramones, Undertones. Fr,pp. Pastiche, Joe 
.. Krng" Carrasco. X, La Peste 
I•. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's, B-52's pt. I, Magurne. 
Members. Nervous Eaters, Pere Ubu. Speed1cs, Ot
way. New Models. Heatwave 
/ S. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2. UK Beat, Feelies. 
Rockats. Bush Tetras, Delta s·. Boys life. Pylon. 
.)Omeone & the Somebodies. Peter Noone 
/7. Talking Heads, Slits. Polyrock, K,d Creole, 
Buzzcocks pt I . Suade Cowboys. Plasmaucs, 
Roches, Brian Brain 
j8. Police, S1ouxs,e & the Banshees. Peter Dayton, 
Spin, 949, Buz:z:cocks pt 2. Gang of 1, Vinny Band 
/9. Jim Carroll, Skids. Ruts. Martha & the Muffins. 
Lenny Kaye. Son of St1ff, Iggy Pop. Capt Beefheart, 

. Vita.min. Alberto y lost T nos Paranoias. 
/10. Ramones, Rings, U2. Mekons. Au Pairs. 
Bound & Gagged, Outlets. SVT, Carlene Carter, the 
Fast 
/11. Elvis Costello pt. I, Squeeze, Sector 27. 
Winwood. Frith. La Peste 
/12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello pt 2. 
Bongos. Fleshtones. Rev,llos. Jonathan Richman. 
Rrngs 
/ 11. Boomtown Rats, Lou M1am1. Shane Cham
pagne. Teardrop hplodes. Blurt. Arthur Blythe. 
Doug Sahm. Johnny Cash 
/ IS. Adam and the Ants, Peart Harbour, The 
Units. Claudia Perry. Doug S,mmons. R,c Ocasek 
/ 16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of Voodoo. Echo and 
the Bunnymen. The Rumour. Joan Jett. Marshall 
S,mpktr'I 
/17. Oedipus lnterv'6w, HSR on tour. Bob Mar
ley Photos. XTC. Charles Farren. Los Micrpw;aYes, 
Eventworks. C,rcus Mort 
fl 8. The Jam Interview, Atlantics. John Cale. Joe 
Ely. Planet Street. UB-40. Native Tongue. GE SITWth. 
Robert Klein 
/19. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods Breakup. 
Billy Idol. f;id Gadget, Plasucs. Boston Punk Scene, 
Readers Poll 

Varlou5----------
The Master Tape 
(Nimrod, LP) 

This rather disappointing midwcst com
pilation lacks the power and originality of 
Touch n' Go's Process of Elimination EP. 
Toxic Reasons, boasting a powerful Eng
lish sound, rip through both "Mercenary" 
arfd "Drunk and Disorderly." The Slam
mies blow by without capturing much at
tention. Battered You1h and the Delin
quents barely pass, while the highly pol
ished Zero Boys hit with a couple of their 
cuts. Boston's F.U.'s thrash through a 
slightly better version or "CETA Suckers" 
but fall limp with "Death Wish." A.O.F. 
play decent hardcore/metal, Learned Help
lessness suck wet ones, and rounding out 
side two, Die Kreuzen becomes the latest to 
jump on the Flipper band wagon. Write: 
Nimrod Records, P.O. Box 30253, Indiana
polis IN 46220. (Jon Anastas) 

•••••••••••••• 
Dlamanda Galas-------
THE LITANIES OF SATAN b/w Wild 
Women With Steak Knives 
(Y,EP) 

This record scared the shit out of me 
when I first played it. This woman does to
tally unnatural and impossibly perverse 
things with her voice. Ms. Galas has been 
an opera and cabaret singer, and has not 
turned performance artist. 

"Litanies" is a poem by Baudelaire 
which "devotes itselr to the emeraldine per
versity of the life struggle in Hell." Now 
there's a lot of satanic and demonic twaddle 
going on in punk which is about as convinc
ing as Kiss. This woman's been there. Hell 
is a vast miasma of chittering, screaming, 
slavering, unpleasant creatures, and her 
voice sounds like a National Geographic 
tour of the pit . The insanity of her vocal 
stylings are terrifying and somehow unsct
llingly funny. "Wild Women," which is in 
French and screams, is about the psychotic 
disintegration of a woman's mind. This re
cord is not for most tastes, and will definite
ly clear a room or lingering party guests. l 
like it, but can't play it a lot. A live per
formance should not be missed. (Uncle 
Mark) 

•••••••••••••• 
/10. Cramps, Greg Kihn. Rock ·n· Roll Rumble . 
Stompers. Orchestra.I Manoeuvres. Ventures, let· 
ter Iron:, Martin Atkins. Heavy Metal, Alternauve 
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Jon Butcher Axis 
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VarlousArtlsts-------
Billy's Revue 
(Memoire, LP) 

'' 11 takes a worried man to sing a worried 
song," proclaims the closing track of Billy's 
Revue. Indeed it does and neither Billy Ba
con nor any of the members of his revue 
need ever worry about contracting ulcers. 
This is the first genuinely happy record I've 
listened to this year, yet il's not at all con
descending or mindless. 

The first track is the nonsensical "Booga
loo!" from 007's Dec, Larry and Billy, 
complete with cheesy Farfisa organ. The 
rest of the side continues at the same buoy
ant, optimistic pace, all the songs kepi 
short, fun, and fast. Side two opens with 
the Maps' "Louder" and Judy Grunwald's 
beautiful full-throated alto. Next up is Lori 
Green's pretty, delicate 'Glass Twilight" 
and "Round and Round," a round(!) sung 
by Walter Clay, Jultenne hrman, and Pia 
Howard. Both seem to be relics of simpler 
times in the pre-psychedelic sixties where 
boy meets girl, boy keeps girl, and then 
writes a song to commemorate the experi
ence. Actually, the whole record has the 
ambience and warmth of a spur-of-the-mo
ment jam among friends. The only song 
where reality dares rear its ugly head is 
"Mr. Reagan," where even this grim sub
ject is treated as enthusiastically as possible 
-"This is a song that says hey! Let's end 
this Prohibition today!" 

Hey! This record is at least as much fun 
as beach barbecues and Jello-brand instant 
pudding. And who knows? It might even 
make you smile. (Tommy G.) .. • .......... . 
l.:laudc (.;oma and the I. V. 's----
Art From Sin 
(Goverment, LP) 

Side one is a case of the punks right from 
the start: loud and fast, complaining and 
spitting. A lot of dee-diddly, dee-diddly, 
dee-diddly guitar solos. The second side is 
more diverse, offering the ska-navored 
"Berserk On The Bus," "Art From Sin," 
and the tune of the month, "Babies In Con
vent Walls." I won't tell you how they got 
there. Bright orange record with a great 
sleeve, (Uwe Schultheiss) 

D The Dawgs (Star Rhythm LP) My Town 
$5.99 

D The Freeze (45) "I Hate Tourists/Don't 
Forget Me Tommy" $2.00 

D Future Dads (Modern Method 45) "Dor· 
chester Summer/Beatnik Beach Party" 
$2.00 

0 The Gremies (Rebel Records 45) "No 
Surfln' In Dorchester Bay" $2.00 

D Human Sexual Response (LP) Fig. 14 
$3.99 

D Human Sexual Response( LP) In a 
Roman Mood $3.99 

D Incredible Casuals (Eat EP) Let's Go 
$3.99 

• Minimum order S5.00. 

Bruce Sprlniptttn -------
Nebraska 
(Columbia, LP) 

My typical midwestern adolescence 
reached one typical mid-70's revelation with 
the discovery of Springsteen and Born To 
Run. But as those Time and Newsweek cov
ers began to yellow and newer music began 
to take over my ears, Bruuuuce slipped to 
the back of my stacks and attention. Maybe 
cruising-as-a-metaphor had outworn its sig
nificance for me. Or maybe Springsteen was 
getting dull. 

In concept, a solo, mostly acoustic record 
could have been the kind of departure that 
would pump some interest back into his act. 

Unfortunately, Nebraska just brings to 
us in purer form the dullness that's been 
creeping into Springsteen's writing. This is 
all Voice of the little Guy stuff, chapter 20 
of this never-ending version of a John Stein
beck novel. There are no less than three 
songs about some Joe Shmoe who goes a 
little crazy, kills somebody and is currently 
on the lam or in the chair. Victims of socie
ty, y'know. 

Other songs clomp .over the bones of the 
one-brother-was-good-and-the-other-was -
bad genre of hard luck stories; images of 
hungry, blue collars resenting that "Man
sion On The Hill." The poor folk come 
from Nowheresville U.S.A. only to get 
swallowed up by Nowhereland 'cause mod
ern life just ain't fair. 

Yeah, times are tough, but tl).e limes 
Springsteen seems to be talking about 
sound more like 1952 than 1982, and I don't 
think that is intentional-he has just 
crawled too far into a shell of old movies 
and older pathos. 

At best ("Atlantic City"), the songs 
sound like they might work if played elec
trically with the E-Strcct Band. At worst 
(plenty of choices here), the material is imi
tation Guthrie with gout, folksy declaration 
that's all cliche and no point. 

Oh, sure, -Nebraska is respectable in its 
bleakness, an Important (if blank) State
ment from A (seemingly dead-ended) Major 
Artist. I recommend it only for those who 
like to ponder the hopelessness of every
thing while drinking themselves into a lone 
stupor. Preferably in a trailer home in Ida
ho. (Dennis Harvey) 

•••••••••••••• 
D Wlllle Alexander(Pure and Easy 12") 

"AAWW/Bass Rocks" $4.99 
D G.G. Allin (Orange Records 45) "You 

Hate Me & I Hate You/Public Animal #1" 
$1.50 

0 BIiiy Bacon (Memoir LP) Blffy's Revue 
$2.00 

D Boys Life vs. Outlets (Modern Method 
45) $2.00 

0 Boys Life (Seco 45) "Two Doors Down/I 
Found Her" $2.00 

D The Dark (Darkworld 45) "Judy/You Are 
In No Danger" $2.35 

• Add S2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Outside the US add S3.00 
per order plus 50¢ for each addition al Item. 

• Money orders or checks only. Make checks payable to Boston Rock Inc. 
Please allow three weeks for dellvery. 

Send order to: 
Boston Rock Mallorder 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

New items available soon! 
Name ______________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

Clty ____________ State ___ Zip ___ _ 
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Sleepy La Btd--------
Electricity 
(Rounder, LP) 

Sleepy La Beef has been committing his 
rock and rolling guitar to vinyl since the 
SO's. A master of many roots styles, La 
Beef continues to touch those nerve endings 
with his high voltage playing. The dozen 
songs here include the traditional "Low 
Down Dog" and Clarence "Frogman" 
Henry's "Ain't Got No Home," both hot 
and jumpin' numbers. "Turn Me Loose," 
in its Bo Diddley fashion, and "Every 
Day," showing a gospel side, present other 
facets of Sleepy's prowess. La Beef isn't one 
of those new-fangled, gussied-up, poppin
jays, he is rock'n'roll. The real McCoy. 
(Marc English} 

••••••••••••• • 
The ~,s: Execs--------
(Sex Execs, EP) 

There are many objects pictured in the 
excellent cover photo on the Sex Execs EP, 
but the martini shaker, the old tyme piano 
and the three albums pictured (Girl Crazy, 
Cugat's Favorite Rhumbas and Fats Waller 
Favorites) evoke the music the most. 

Not to say the Sex Execs are an old fash
ioned zoot suited swing band. It's just that 
their very modern music brings to mind a 
time when singers were romantic instead of 
raunchy and people danced to tangos in
stead of slammed to hardcore. 

The irresistable ''Tami-itis'' opens the re
cord, and as soon as the twitching guitar 
and high-hat start up, the song takes off, 
Ted Pine's twinkling piano leading the band 
with Sean Slade's saxophone not far be
hind. "Your Whole Life" continues the 
good mood, but it's not until the second 
side, with "Martini Time," that the band 
begins to peak, and they live up to their 
name. Walter Clay's understated vocal 
draws you into this good-humored, sexy 
song. ("When I kiss you, you'll forget El
vis," indeed!). "Supply And Demand" 
ends the record with a swirling, twirling, 
punchy sound conducive to dancing. 
(Rhumba-ing?) (Julie Panebianco} 

The Young Snak.,._ ______ _ 

Bark Along With The Young Snakes 
(Ambiguous, local 12" EP) 

The Young Snakes arc one of the hardest 
local bands to figure out. On the one hand, 
they are supposed to be a new wave band. 
(Says who?-ed.) But if you think about it, 
all (or virtually all) of new wave is groove 
music of one sort or another, even hard
core. The Young Snakes' music, however, 
is based on change. They constantly under
mine any groove they might happen to set 
up. 

Their instrumental styles are equally con
fusing. Both Doug Vargas' guitar playing 
and Michael Evans' drumming make refer
ence to jazz and funk without ever going 
over the lines into those zones from their 
own brittle approaches to their instruments. 
Meanwhile, Aimee Mann's vocals constant
ly verge on the semi-operatic, though the 
Snakes harmonize like good ol' folkies . 

This music makes so many references to 
styles that are out of the current range of 
official hip, that it just hos to represent a 
next step of some sort. So if you're the type 
who just can't tow the party line, no matter 
what it is, you certainly ought to check this 
band out. (Jim Puccio) 

•••••••••••••• 
Killer Puuy ---------
Teenage Enema Nurse In Bondage 
(Sho-Pink, EP) 

So this is whal is going on in Arizona7 An 
amusing quartet of light-hearted ditties 
thematically centering on sleazy sex (most
ly) and violence. The production is clean, 
and lead singer Lucy La Mode's vocals are 
crisp and energetic. No great insights into 
the human condition, just adolescent smut
ty fun with a punk edge that prevents it 
from falling on a Tubes-esque face. The two 
best songs are "Tomahawks," which af
fects a suitable pseudo-Indian drum riff, 
and "Pump-Rama" about Nautilus libidos. 
They were the New Times critics' choice of 
the best modern band of 1982 - what -
ever that means. Seems it would be a fun 
band to see live. I would buy it. Write to: 
Killer Pussy, Planet X Dept. KP-I, P.O. 
Box 44792, Phoenix, Arizona 86064. (Un
cle Mark) 

ROCK 
MAIL ORDER 

0 Junk Mall (Free Records, 45) "Break Ofl/ 
No More TV" $2.00 

D La Peste (Black Records, 45) "Better Off 
Dead/Black'' $2.00 

D The Lyres (Ace of Hearts, 12" EP)AHS· 
1005 $3.99 

0 Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) 
Signals, Calls and Marches $4.99 

0 Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts 45) 
"Trem Two/OK No Way" $2.25 

D Neats (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) The Mon· 
key's Head In The Comer Of The Room 
$4.99 

D New Models (Modern Method 45) "Perm
anent Vacation/Shattered Windows" 
$2.00 

D November Group (Modern Method 12" 
EP) $4.99 

0 The Nebulas (Rapturous Suspense 45) 
"More Than Mystified/Escapade In Ink" 
$1.99 

ri Propeller Cassette, $3.25 
C1 Propeller #2 (Propeller EP) $2.25 
0 Rubber Rodeo (Eat EP) $4.99 

D Outlets(Modern Method45)"Best 
Friends/Bright Lights'' $2.00 

D Sex Execs (Sex Execs 12") $4.99 
D SS Decontrol (Xclalm/Dlschord LP) Lim· 

ited Supply $5.99 
D This Is Boston, Not LA (Modern Method 

Compil. LP) $5.00 
D Modern Method Hardcore EP $2.35 
D A Wicked Good Time Vol. I (Modern 

Method LP) $3.99 
D A Wicked Good Time Vol. II (Modern 

Method LP) $3.99 
D The Trademarks (45) "She Knows/Pris· 

oner Of Your Eyes" $2.35 
D Gary Shane and Detour (Pure & Easy Re

cords 45) ''Johnny's Coaltrain" $2.50 
D Unnatural Axe(45) "They Saved Hitler's 

Brain/The Man I Don't Want To Be" $2.00 
D Jimmy Vlgltone (Alpha-Media 45) "I Like 

II/When The Radio's On" $2.00 
The Young Snakes (Ambiguous Records 
12" EP) Bark Along With The Young 
Snakes $4.99 

D BOSTON ROCK T-SHIRTS, M. L $5.00 
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iPOST-MELODIC/ POST-SEXUAL! 

Battery Sound 
90 West Street 
NY 10006 

Send me _ __ copies of the 2-single (4 songs) set. 
I enclose $2 .95 for each set. . 
Send me ____ copies of the LP " DISCHARGE" 
I enclose $4 .95 for each LP . 
I am adding $1 for postage with this order. 
name _______________ _ 

street ______________ _ 

city ______________ _ 

state _________ zip ____ _ 
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Bliss Over Boston 

by Jon McA uhf/e 

And now the Sports News. It wasn't all 
that long ago that this publication was bein¥ 
castigated for pumping products it spon
sored, i.e. Modern Method releases, while 
cutling others locally issued. While this may 
or may not have been true, I'd like to per
sonally go on record as stating that I don't 
care to review anythirl.g unless I can say 
something strong about it one way or an
other, regardless of the label or artist. With 
that in mind, I'll open this month's column. 

Modern Method's latest EP release by 
November Group took me totally by sur
prise. While the tone of each of the five 
cuts' danceable, almost disco, new wave 
stylings is not what I usually favor, two of 
the EP's renderings floored me. "Flatland" 
may well be the best single recording by a 
local group I've heard all year. Ann Prim's 
slashing, minimalist guitar figure propels 
1his tune as her vocal rides across the entire 
track. Hard and hypnotic, this number 
works both as dance music and fun listen
ing. Almost as exciting i!i "The Popular 
Front," a song laced with Italian and 
French phrases that create an unusual flav
or.• (t is the closest thing to a "new" music 
pop song here. November Group's moniker 
is entirely appropo of their grey-sounding, 
desolate and resigned though enticing style 
of music. I got an image of SS troops party
ing in the bunkers before the fall of the 
Third Reich . Make of that what you will, 
this is stunning music. 

Mickey Bliss (Hitman Records) is back 
with a real departure from his las! records. 
Propelled by a rapid-fire percussive sound, 
"Video Lizards" is simply great. An excell
enl dance tune, it should have been longer: 
Where's the album, Mickey? 

WHIie Alexander {Pure & Easy Records) 
has a new single, "AA WW" (All American 
Woman / Wife) b/w "Bass (ass not base) 
Rocks." Both rhythm tracks are good and 
Willie Loco is in excellen1 voice, bul the 
tunes themselves are a bit weak. The 12-inch 
single is a little disappoin1ing as we've all 
come to expect so much from this man. 

Destiny Records have a couple or new 
singles out. Wild Turkey's debut, "She'll 
Drive You Crazy" is pretty good while 
"Rock 'n Roll Man," yet another Elvis 
Presley innuenced vocal. Anyway, the A
side of this disc is good and worth a spin or 
two. 

While the Destiny label is intriguing to 
me, not until lhe release or 0Jll's "Ameri
can Way" b/w "Crazy" have I wanted to 
rave about any of their output. Prior to 
this, !heir releases have concentrated on 
50s/60s styles and this new departure is en
gaging and fresh. "American Way," the 8-
side, is an excellent, very current single. I 
hope 10 hear more from them. 

A nifly little 45 has been issued by The 
Nebulas (Rap1urous Suspense Records) that 
contains some particularly thoughtful lyrics 
by vocalist Deb Penta. "Escapade In Ink" 
b/ w "More Than Mystified" are two solid 
numbers that reminded me of the late 40s/ 

early 50s, City Lights/Beat era culture. Nice 
guitars by Charles Blaum and a strong rhy
thm section (that should have been mixed 
higher) made up of Milton Centry on bass 
and Tony Serrato on drums. A good out
ing. 

Moving to local fronts around the coun
try, Philadelphia's 911 (Wreckords) have a 
six cut EP out with some outstanding ma
terial. The opener, "Working Hard" vivid
ly describes a construction worker's 
thoughts who's plagued by a deteriorating 
home life. The lyrics are delivered in an im
pressive narrative by lead singer John Masi 
as the music throbs at you. Michael Rosa
to's synthesizer work throughout is magni· 
ficent, as he goes way beyond the limits 
most players impose on the instrument, and 
creates a number of unusual sounds. This 
innovation may be due to the fact that he 
uses it as an instrument ralher than a sound 
effects device. Not every tune on the EP 
succeeds, but the potential for future great
ness from 91 I can be heard in every track. 

It's somewhat amazing to me that there is 
so much new rockabilly-styled music com
ing out, with so little of it any good. The 
emphasis is usually on stage flash rather 
than substance, with little, if any, sense for 
the music's history. Maryland's Switch
blade (Ostar Records) appear 10 have done 
their homework and have released one -of 
the very few discs (along with renderings 
from Cub Koda, Billy Burnetle and pre
cious few others) that can truly be called 
Rockabilly for 1he 80s. "She Makes Me 
Rock" and "Tight Blue Jeans" sound like 
the real thing for a change. Great guitars 
and rhythm provide the perfect setting for 
lead singer Johnny Castle to illustrate that 
he understands this music and can really 
sing it. 

Moving back up to the Apple we've got a 
really well done LP entitled The Best of 
Great Gildersleeves (Gilded Records). GG 
is a club in N.Y. City and this studio record· 
ed LP showcases some of its best talent. 12 
cuts by 9 bands. Highlights for me were 
tunes by The Favorites, Dldus and the Fab
ulous Mascarenes, The Barlow Sample 
Band and the LP's lead off cut by The Pri
vates, "Baby Beware." The LP moves well 
between Top 100 type commercial rock, 
new wave styles and real rock a fa The Pri
vates. The black and white LP sleeve is mis
leading as the production job here is full 
color and first rate. 

Upstate New Yorkers The Kldz (MCE 
Records) sent us two singles, "Pyrotech
nique" b/w "Forget It" (which I did), and 
"Blurt Skreet V-Nitz" (Vas iss dis mein 
shickza um goyim?) backed with "Feel No 
Pain." The latter tune is sort of funny only 
for the lyrics. Imagine Beaver Cleaver ex
pounding on his first acid trip. Unfortun
ately the in1ended humor or these tunes 
wears thin quickly. The music is secondary. 

FIim Al Eleven-Cas~tte Tapes. A cou
ple issues back I requested that every and 
anybody with tapes send them 10 me for 
comment. They've begun arriving and 
here's the story. 

best Or which are "Poseur,!' "War Baby," 
"We Apologize For The Genocide," and 
"Harassment and Abuse," an interesting 
statement on behalf of female workers ev
erywhere. This recording is full of cutting, 
though not overblown, metallic guitars that 
express angst, frustration and anger with no 
holds barred. 

Finally, a tape not yet commercially 
available. A trio calling themselves Mega- . 
beat sent me an enjoyable pairing. " 1.8.-
8. Y." is an instrumemal with a 60s sound 
dominated by lead guitarist Michael T . Mr. 
T. sounds somewhat like Jorma Kaukonen 
circa Surrealistic Pillow. The other cut, "I 
Know You're Out There",is given over to a 
more vocal/keyboard approach provided 
by Judy Jetson and Dolores Paradise for
merly of White Women. The group begins 
live work shortly. Watch for them. 

A final commercial note: CBS has re
leased the S-cut EP debut of Scandal 1hat's 
wonderful. "Goodbye To You" should be 

photo: David Henry a hit. Check ii out. 

The Sleep Chamber's "Effort of Effect" 
(lnnersleeve) ranks as the strangest thing 
I've heard in years. Actually, Puccio sho1;1ld 
have gotten this one, but Jlm glad I did in
stead. It opens with something called "Be· 
ginning/End,'' which is a radio announce
ment notifying us in a chillingly believable 
manner that a nuclear attack is under way. 
Featuring Rob Catalano on selec1ed cuts, 
the opener and two others "Prank ½" 
(prank phone calls) are high-grade, albeit 
totally bizarre stuff, only for the mentally 
cool with long attention spans. Fascinating. 
Available direct from lnnersleeve for $4.99. 

Two gentlemen, Eric Melcher and David 
Singer, collectively referring to themselves 
as Empty Rituals (Mental Assault Records) 
have a cassette entitled ''A Question or 
Freedom." Though somewhat one-dimen
sional in its minimalism, it is quite effective. 
Mixing political and social themes, Empty 
Rituals deliver nine magnetic numbers, the 

Modern Method Records, 268 Newbury 
St., Boston, MA 02116. 

Pure & Easy Records, Box 912, N. 
Chelmsford, MA 01863. 

Rapturous Suspense Records, P .0. Box 
I 16A, Worcester, MA 01606. 

Ostar Records, 7700 Hemlock St., Be
thesda, MD 20817. 

MCE Records, 463 State St., Schenecta
dy, NY 12305. 

Mental Assault Records, 29 Fairlawn 
Lane, Lexington, MA02173. 

Hilman Records, 2 Bunker Hill Rd., 
Plymouth, MA 02360. 

Destiny Records, 31 Nassau Ave ., Wil
mington, MA 01887 . 

Wreckords, P.O. Box 4719, Phila., PA 
19134. 

Glided Records, c/ o Great Gildersleeves, 
331 Bowery, New York, NY . 

Innersleeve, Box 844, Pembroke-, MA 
02359. 
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After Birth Of The Blackouts 

by Jim Puccio 

The band depicted here is one of the new
est additions to the ever-lengthening list of 
new kids in town. This particular group of 
madmen is known as the Blackouts, and 
originally hail from Seattle, where they were 
formed in April '79. The Blackou1s are mu
sically similar to bands the likes of Bauhaus 
and the Birthday Party, and have recorded 
several times now. A brief history: in the 
fall of '79, they did a single "on a fly-by
night label. The less said about it, the bet
ter." A year later they put out their Men In 
Motion EP, which has the distinction of be
ing the first release by Seattle's interesting 
Engram Records. Following this, their bass
ist quit and was temporarily replaced by 
Pink Secllon's Sieve Wymore. The next re
cording was the cut "Young Man" on En
gram's Seattle Syndrome compilation LP. 
After gaining their current bassist, Ion, the 

· Blackouts secured a recording contract with 
Situation Two, a now-defunct subsidiary of 
Beggar's Banquet. A single was released, 
"Exchange of Goods" b/w "Industry." 
Which pretty much brings us up to date 
with the Blackouts looking to do a Boston
based recording soon, as well as hoping to 
break into the local club circuit. Although 
they don't make a habit of doing stage 
shows like the one in the picture, they tell 
me they have a video which stops people in 
their tracks. When they finally do manage 
to gel some gigs here, this band ought to de
liver a swift kick in the ass to the local 
scene. 

Also new in town are the Blues Astro
nauts (not to be confused with ex-Girl Mark 
Dagley's HI-Sherrlffs of Blue). The Astro
nauts are an intelligent blues band with this 
tendency to bend the structures up a bit. In 
their former life as Connecticut residents, 
the band sported a trombonist by the name 
of Boo Elmer. This fellow added a lot of 
character to their No Sanctuary LP (Wind
sor Records). Unfortunately, Elmer has 
split for the European jazz scene, purport
edly to meet up with Steve Lacy some time 

,on. For replacemeni, we now get a har
monica (yecch!), thereby rendering the cur
rem sound 'a lot like all the other blues 
bands in the world. All is not lost, however. 

TALFUNNES! 

The Astronauts are already talking about 
their next LP, which is slated to have horn 
charts of some sort. With any luck, the em
phasis will shift back from playing the blues 
straight to playing it warped. One can only 
hope. 

Another Connecticut band starting to 
gain more visibility in Boston is October 
Days, who now have a record, Do The 
Right Thing (AIM, domestic 12" EP). Al
though they describe themselves as hard
core in their promo kit, it really isn't entire
ly accurate. I'd say they are more post
hardcore. For one thing, they aren't all that 
fast much of the time. For another, they use 
a syn th (one of the cardinal sins of the hard
core religion). The vocals are these drily 
chanted things that sound like the- Psyche
delic Furs' Richard Butler after smoking a 
case of cigarettes, while the band itself is 
more like a stripped-down, simplified Com
sat Angels crossed with generic hardcore. 
Although the music comes across better on 
record, they generate lots more energy live 
(as well as performing a barely-recognisable 
cover of Golden Earring's "Radar Love"). 
Check them out for yourself. 

Just in from Washington, D.C .... Ego
slavia's new self-titled 12" EP (on 9½ x 16 
Records). Egoslavia are a four-piece band 
playing minimal, linear stuff in the general 
mold of folks like Pylon, but often quieter 
and subtler. It seems that the main focus of 
this bancfls instrumental, and they are fairly 
decent in that regard. The main problem 
with these people is a terminal case of art
school vocals. You know: they always 
sound like they're choking on a package of 
cotton balls. Still, a somewhat promising 
little outing. Maybe with more practice. 

Here's a similar one by people who can 
sing, called Actuel. Again, self-titled, this 
one's a 12" EP on Tiki Records. I would 
actually go so far as to recommend this one. 
The musicians are tighter, the vocals are 
good, the tunes are well-constructed, show
ing a fairly diverse range of influences, and 
the production is clear. Aspects of 60's folk 
rock, ?O's European progressivists and S0's 
new wave guitar stylings all crop up. I wish 
I could tell you more about these folks, but 
they neglected to send any info, and the 
sleeve is hardly informative. Maybe they're 

fr.om Nashville. Maybe the same Steven 
Wymore mentioned above co.produced. 

From Madison, Wisconsin comes another 
entry in this category, called Sometimes Y. 
The single, "I.L.T. Smoke" b/w "Crazy 

Dancer" (Jane Bear) bears a totally instru
mental minimal/linear-type cut for the A 
side. Generic, but very well-done. The B 
gets more interesting, with an almost-ska 
chopped rhythm and imitation Elvis Cos
tello vocals. This is a good tune, and de
serves airplay. 

Now for the las1 of the big time generics, 
Pell Mell. This band plays instrumental lin
ear wave strictly by the book. Not bad for 
about one cut, but by about 20 seconds into 
the following one the experience is one of 
total boredom. And they have an entire cas
sette of this! 

Come on, people ... Let's bring diversity 
back into the world of music! Just because 
some folks have some success with a certain 
form doesn't mean that everyone should at
tempt to follow up on it until the idea is so 
rigidly codified that you could program a 
computer to do it! 

Addresses: 
The Blackouts, 33A Bow St. No. 6, Som

etville, MA 02143. 
Windsor Records, 46 Leicester SI., 

Brighton, MA 02135. 
AIM Records, 6733 Greenleaf, Whittier, 

CA9060I. 
9Yl x 16 Records, 1737 DeSales St. NW 

Washington, DC 20036. 
Tiki Records, 1813 Cedar Ln., Nashville, 

I 

TNJ72Il. 
Jane Bear Records, POB 2634, Madison, 

WI ll701. 
Pell Mell, POB 40302, Portland, OR 

97240. 
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Millions of Dead Cops 

by Shred 

"The group is for people to start thinking 
and start reasoning what's happening 
around them, and to build a certain amqunt 
of consciousness, to spread it around, and 
to change the status quo and the bullshit 
values." -M.D.C. 

family ("My Family Is a Little Weird"). a 
harsh rage againsl the meat industry for 
subliminally relating Ronald McDonald to 
frcnch fryland and funburgers for the kids 
to consume(' 'Corporate Dcathburger''), or 
the people's need for a symbol to clear their 
consciences and forgive their pasts ("John 
Wayne Was a Nazi"). 

On recent stops at Gallery East and the 
Living Room, M.D.C. directed their poli

photo: Bruce Rhodes 

M.D.C. vow never to become "a cog in 
the machine.'' They stick to their value-s 
and fight for what thCy believe in. Where 
they will be ten, even five years from now 
is uncertain, but what Millions of Dead 
Cops are saying is very realistic and should 
be considered. M.D.C. hope to rcturq to 
Boston very soon, so make sure you are 
there to sec them. 

The 
Voyeur: 

by Betsy Sherman 

This fall has so far seen a rather dismal 
crop of new movies. It is somehow appro
priate that the best of 1he lot was made in 
1955, but is only now receiving widespread 
distribution in this country. 

The release of Bob le 1-lambeur (Bob the 
Oambler) is accompanied by an ad cam
paign hailing i1s maker, Jean-Pierre Mel
ville, as "Father of the French New Wave." 
Though in spirit, style, and in budget Bob le 
Flambeur can be linked to the c~ative 
boom of 1959, one doesn't have to look at it 
as a historical document, or even as a mas
terpiece. Bob le Flambeur is simply a terrif
ic film. 

The Bob of the litle (played by Roger Du
chesne) is an aging compulsive gambler wilh 
a petty-criminal past and a future of dimin
ishing prospects. He moves like an elegant 
trenchcoat-clad spectre between the back
room poker games of seedy Montmartre 
nightclubs and the glittering casinos or the 
seacoast resorts. He is an implacable loner, 
a member of the old guard of "honorable" 
thieves. His hard-boiled aura nevertheless 
conceals a heart of gold, as shown in his af
fection for the young punk Polo, son of a 
former comrade who was gunned down 
pulling a robbery, and his gentlemanly pro
tectiveness 1oward Anne, a sweet-faced 
spunky teenager flirting with the gutter life 
she seems doomed to. 

Though inspired by American gangster 
films of the '30s and '40s, Bob le Flambeur 
is purely French, its underworld milieu suf
fused with a delicious sense of poetic fatal-

M.D.C. (Millions of Dead Cops) is a 
group that lives by the statements they 
make. They believe that the only way their 
message will reach people is by constantly 
touring, so their audience can identify with 
them and trusl them. M.D.C. feels the 
"oeople arc forced into conformity, and 
they're afraid m checlc out who they really 
are ." That is why Millions of Dead Cops 
developcd-"the wan! to talk about 1hat." 

.tical and sociological anger with forceful ~--------------------------~ 

M.D.C .. more 1han anything is about the 
songs they write. One will not find any 
soapy songs about broken romances, fast 
cars or weekend parties on 1heir self-titled 
debut album. Instead they go right to the 
heart of a ma11er, whe1her it be a look at 
how the government neglects institutional
ized children ('' American Achievements''), 
a shocking twist to the normal American 

impact. Singer Dave wages a fiery attack 
against big business and accepted norms of 
society with much of the same outrage and 
direction as Jello Biafra. He puts his all into 
every song, trying to make people think 
aboul what they are doing and no1 just 
thrash away for the sake of relieving aggres
sion. As for the rest of the band, they don't 
exactly remain sedate while Dave pumps out 
the vocals. Guitarist Ron rips through his 
chords with driving speed and moves about 
the left side of the stage at a frantic, almost 
uncontrollable pace. Alschvirz and Franc'o 
provide the group's heavy base. M.D.C. 
screamed through most of their record, with 
the semi-humorous "Dick for Brains" be
ing the high point of both sets. 

The Brains · 
by Dean Johnson 

The Brains have kepi a decidedly low 
profile, at leasl in these parts, since the re
lease of their second album on Mercury Re
cords last year. Bui with the recent release 
of their new 4-song EP on the Atlan1a
base Landslide label, and their strong 1our 
dates in the area, Tom Gray and the boys 
have provided ample evidence that the}1 are 
slill alive ... and growing. 

There have been some major changes in 
personnel since 1he group's last visit 10 the 
area, and the shifts have given the Brains a 
s1ronger and more vibrant live sound. Tom 
Gray is still manning the keyboards and do
ing most of the vocal work, and Rick Price 
is still around as well to contribute steely, 
careening guitar leads. The rhythm section, 
however, has been completely revamped 
with percusslOn being handled by Mauro 
Magellan and the bass chores taken over by 
Keith Christopher. 

In a recent performance at the Raft in 
Lowell, the new rhy1hm section wasted no 
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time in making its presence fell. Christo
pher, a very busy bass player, contributed 
fills and little runs to fatten the band's over
all sound while Magellan constantly worked 
Latin beats and poly-rhythms into the 
songs, giving added drive to the older tunes 
and a quick rush to more recent unrecorded 
works. 

The group left Mercury, Gray explained, 
because the label just wasn'1 giving the band 
the support it needed. The Brains cut the 

'ti-song EP with Landslide because they'd al
ready been performing the songs live for 
many moons and were afraid they'd grow 
stale unless they were out on vinyl. 

The two sets the group performed at lhe 
Raft combined 1he new songs with almost 
all the material from the first two records. 
from the Hugo Montenegro-like ins1ru
mentals to the classic sounds of "Money 
Changes Everylhing" and "Scared Kid." 

The Brains have not lost their touch over 
the months. In fact, if anything,, the change 
in personnel has made their live sound hard
er and more powerful. They're still a grea! 
dance band, too. 

Phoenix Spreads Wings; 
Purchases WL YN 

by Mirhael fla/irz 

On September 13, 1982, Paul Feinstein, 
President of Puritan Broadcasting Service, 
Inc., and Stephen M. Mindich, Publisher of 
The Boston Phoenix, announced that they 
had reached an agreement for the sale of 
WL YN-FM, Lynn, Massachusetts, to 
M.C.C. Broadcasting Company, Inc., a 
subsidiary of The Boston Phoenix's paren.r 
company. 

As with all license transfers, the sale is 
subject to approval by the Federal Com
munications Commission. The approval 
could come as soon as December, according 
to Feinstein. The selling prier listed on the 
application is 1~ I million dollars for the as
sets of the station. Also included in the 
agreement is a $300,(X)() covenant not to 
compete and a separate consultati!>n agree
ment. 

Although the station has been in exist
ence since I 947, it had begun attracting sig
nificant numbers of rock listeners in Janu
ary, 1982 when the format switched 10 
twenty four hqur AOR. During 1981, the 
station was primarily foreign language pro
gramming with a limited rock format at 
night. 

Mindich explained that he is not at all 
concerned with the station's previous rat
ings and stated he would have purchased 
the station regardless of past Arbitron num
bers. 

"My approach to what WLYN-FM will 
do in the ratings is not a major objective. I 
have no marketing plans with respect to 
Boston. The slation is what it is, a station 
not centrally located. There is no need to go 
head on with WCOZ and WBCN. It won't 

be necessary to compete for ratings or the 
selling of time at the dollars it costs those 
stations.'' 

Mindich acknowledged that a change in 
format will take place but refused to be 
more specific, saying that "we are now 
formulating those changes." The basic mu
sic format will stay the same. Feinstein said 
that he thought the new owners would 
"place a greater emphasis on 1he arts." 

As far as job security for presen1 'LYN 
employees is concerned, Mindich was re
assuring. "I'm nol going in with the inten
tion of replacing anyone. lns1ead, 1he inten
tion is to go in and improve their ability to 
function. There will be some supplement
ing, though." 

Because of the applica1ion pending be
fore the Federal Communications Commis
sion and their distas1e for cross-ownership 
of media outlets, Mindich refused to dis
cuss any plans to have WLYN work in con
junction with The Boston Phoenix. 

Presently, the tower heigh! of WLYN is 
180 feet above terrain and the power is 
3(X)() watts, the maximum allowed for the 
station's FCC classification. Also pending 
before the F.C.C. is an applica1ion request
ing approval for the extension of the present 
tower to a height of 300 feet, tht full allow
ance under its license. If approval is grant
ed, the coverage of !he station would in
crease by approximately sixty percent. 

Once approval is granted on !he license 
transfer, WLYN·FM will cease to exist 
since M.C.C. Broadcasting Company, Inc. 
has requested a change in call letters. The 
sale of the station only affects WLYN-FM 
and Puritan will continue to own and oper
ate WLYN-AM. Feinstein stated that he 
will use the proceeds of the sale to "get into 
other ventures." 
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Sherman on Film 
ism. When Bob clutches onto a plan to rob 
1he Deauville casino of 800 million francs, 
in his mind it is his last big chance, if he 
wins this one he'll be able to laugh in the 
face of all high stakes, even death. 

The film's black and white style is care
fully controlled and stylized; the use of light 
and the movement of the restless camera 
only add up to the juxtaposition of the re
ality of 5 a.m. Place Piga\le, and its ironic 
poetry. 

Another belated release is Ciao! Manhat
tan, which came out in 1972. It stars, and is 
about, Edie Sedgwick, the young debutante 
who was one of Andy Warhol's major su
perstars in the mid-60's, subsequently dying 
at the age of 28 from a drug overdose. 
There is an intrinsic excitement and fascina
tion about the fast-living, try-anything 
demi-mondaines of the Warhol Factory. 
Unfortunately this muddled "tribute" fails 
to capture it. 

The main plot takes place in California, 
in 1970, where Susan, the Edie character, is 
living with her gruesome mother in a run
down mansion, recovering from her speed
crazed two.years in Manhattan, which were 
followed by three years in hospitals. Living 
on a waterbed under a tent in an empty 
swimming pool, Susan is taken care of by a 
succession of devoted young men. She lets 
her silicon-enhanced breasts flap in the Cal
ifornia breeze, and between "medication" 
she muses over photos of her jet-set friends. 
We are supposed to see Susan through the 
eyes of the latest young man, a thick Texan 

named Butch. There are photo-montages 
attesting to Susan/Edie's notoriety as the 
fishnet-stockinged, bob-haired Girl of the 
Year, 1965. Cut into Ciao! are excerpts 
from a prime-period Warhol movie. 

Ciao! Manhauan piques interest in Edie 
and her·story but is ultimately frustrating. 
The 70's setting is peopled with one-dimen
sional dull characters (especially Butch), 
and has no flair to it whatsoever. Even Edie 
is one-note, though her monologues have a 
morbid charm, that burnt-out drawl trying 
to form sentences with impeccable Ivy 
League diction. The 60's black and white 
footage is not really dramatically interesting 
either, though it depicts Edie involved in 
real rirnals from the Factory days, like get
ting "vitamin" shots from a Dr. Feelgood 
and frolicking in the country with Allen 
Ginsburg, with some kind of thriller plot 
tacked onto i1. What is worse, the makers 
of Ciao! actually introduce characters from 
the 60's fiction into the 70's fiction, sug
gesting some vague and gratuitous conspir
acy. 

What the 60's footage does show is that 
Edie Sedgwick was one of those people the 
camera loves, and who radiates from its at
tentions. A shot of her, mini-skirted, skip
ping along a stone wall, exposing her amaz
ing legs to the chill Central Park air, had 
more flair than the whole of Ciao.' Manhat
tan and makes me want to know more 
about the story behind the story. 

George Romero's Knightriders was re
leased in 1981, and it is finally getting a 

Harvey on Theater 
by Dennis Harvey 

While the music industry continues to 
stake out video as its own territory, and suf
fers the eternal win-some-lose lots pratfalls 
of moviemaking attempts (i.e. The Wall), 
theatre rem~ins the one visual media for the 
most part left alone. 

Perhaps the conventional stage just can't 
convey the larger-than-life kind of release 
associated with rock. Motown has always 
seemed to belong in the streets, turning 
them into block parties, celebrating and 
idealizing the dirt of city life. Dancin' In 
The Streets, a revue playing at the Next 
Move Theatre downtown through lhe end 
of October, actually succeeds to a degree by 
concentrating that explosion into a pro
cenium arch. 

At least it does during its first act, when 
the cast of eight men and women stick to 

dancing burns up any dead space, and Dar
cel Spear's pipes are the most outstanding. 
The six-person band gets a few songs to 
themselves, and they're terrific. 

Act 2 loses some of the snap, bringing ev
eryone back with Supremes/Satins prom
nite duds and too many soul ballads in a 
row. Things go bang again in the end, 
though, with a couple of Jackson hits, 
"Signed, Sealed, Delivered," and the inevi
table ultimate "Ain't No Mountain High 
Enough." 

Dancin' In The Streets is a patchwork 
show, all used parts, but it manages to bring 
alive all the oomph of Motown without the 
usual revue slickness or of nostaligizing. 
The music is still pure party on vinyl, a_nd 
Dancin' achieves no small feat by putting 
the party on stage. ........ 

their street clothes and the atmosphere is Perhaps the only time when a real book
playfully loose. There's none of the usual musical has really managed to capture 
dumb between-numbers patter in this revue, something of what the music is, or at least 
nothing but a succession of the great tunes: then was, about-happened several eons 
"Shop Around," "Get Ready," "Come ago with Hair. Tame as it seems in retro
See About Me," etc., etc. spect, Hair did a tolerable job in avoiding 

Director/choreographer Billy Wilson slick respectability, in presenting the count
sensibly doesn't bother with any heavy con- ercuhure in reasonably unscrubbed form, 
ceptualizing. The drama and flash is in the pants ready to drop for freedom or what
songs, and any play-acting through them ever. 
never goes beyond casual farting around. Now, of course, Hair is a period piece. 
Instead of cliche kicks and Big Moments, a Sure, the "message" is, uh, universal, but 
raveup like "Heat Wave" gets dealt with by 1he spacey goodwill and nose-thumbing at 
having the cast break loose like cats show- that great mysterious "Establishment" now 
ing off at a sock hop-an appearance of I seems, at best, pretty naive. 
spo~taneily that's satisfyingly true to the Hair was staged this pas1 summer by 
music. slumming Brown University students at the 

Not every number pushes beyond the Hasty Pudding Theatre in Cambridge, and I 
this-is-lame-compared-to-the-original - ver- it's been such a hit that the run has been ex
sion twinge, but there are surprise success- tended through December. (The publicity 
es, like the way "Tracks Of My Tears" and assures, however, that the cast is !)tudying 
"My Cherie Amour" hold up as straight hard between the commutes to and from I 
torch. The performers are excellent-most Providence.) 
importantly, _given the partypartyparty This Hair is, actually, pretty ace as a pro
sound of classic Motown, they seem to be duction. (l's got all the required high ener
having big fun. Everett James Gibson's gy and inventive staging ideas that capture 

Ciao.' Manhauon 

crack at Boston audiences as a midnight 
show at the Orson Welles Cinema. Coming 
from the director of Night of 1he Living 
Dead and Dawn of the Dead, Knightriders 
is downright square. 

A band of itinerate modern-day knights, 
who joust on motorcycles, lead an entour
age of grease monkeys, sandalmakers, and 
mandolin players throughout the Pennsyl
vania countryside, holding medieval fair's 
and agonizing about their Code. We're not 
really given any details about The Code, 
just led to assume that it's everything good 

the desired imprOvisational acid-vaudeville 
atmosphere. The cast is the usual college
production mix of real-talent-in-the-raw 
and good sports, with the usual minority 
quotient of flashed excellence-especially 
from Jennifer Van Dyke, whose breathless 
Diane Keaton blitherings are, well, appro
priately cosmic. 

Th is is a very entertaining show. So why 
did I spend a lot of time squirming? Maybe 
because the 60's aren't quite dead yet. They 
increasingly limp on, mostly as either a) the 
nostalgia opiate for those withdrawing from 
the 80's, or b) an object of skepticism for 
those of us who were growing up or other
wise comatose at the time. 

The uneasy perspective that now rules on 
the era strands Hair. It's not a safely dis
tanced escapist throwback yet, and on the 
other hand it's particular strain of rah-rah 
idealism is just dated enough to seem an
noying. There's something grisly about the 
sigh! of these one-generation-removed 
schoolkids getting so serious about prose
letyzing the ethics of another decade. Deja 
vu in the worst sense: all that prancing in 
the aisles, free-love yap, card-burning, ban
ner-waving and soul (as in soul, man) 
searching gives you the creeps when the de
livery-boys-and-girls seem to be so aggres
sively sincere, and so late. 

The publicity fodder says the cast Jived 
"communally" during 1he summer and are 
now preuy serious about calling themselves 
"The Tribe." So much for the worse. 60's 
nostalgia is a dangerous and seductive thing 
(who didn't flirt with it. if stuck with being 
a teen in the dullsville 70's?) it's so easy to 
bury your head in the sand and your ears in 
the Ultimate Vague Truths of Jim Call-Me
Jesus Morrison. 

The original excitement of Hair was its 
capturing the forward push of Now. 
Brown's production, by faithfully duplicat
ing every psychedelic footnote of attitude 
and fashion, can only convey the weird of
fensiveness of young minds tripping out on 
regression. 

and right and true. The hero, King Billy, 
has all the repulsive opacity of a good-guy 
wrestler. The Launcelot character, Sir Alan, 
is a blow-dried bubblehead, and the poor 
excuse for a villain, Sir Morgan the Black 
Knight, turns out to be soft as a grape. The 
only spark of life in this sorry lot is Merlin, 
played by Boston's own Brother Blue. 

Stabs are made at social commentary, by 
lingering over the beer-swilling local yokels' 
thirst for vicarious thrills in the bashing of 
sword against helmel and the cycle wipe
outs, and by the entrenchment of Big Busi
ness that threatens 10 engulf the self-suffi
cient community. When certain members of 
the troupe fall victim 10 the twin dragons of 
Profit and Fame, King Billy remains true to 
The Code and nobly waits for his lost lambs 
to return to the Fold. Romero should have 
made a clear-cut choice between emphasiz
ing reality or fantasy, and frankly, sticking 
with its pulp aspects would have made 
Knighrriders a more entertaining proposi
tion. The cycle stunts are great, and the fin
al showdown is action-plus, but when 
there's no one to root for it doesn't seem to 
matter so much. 

Spilt Image, by Ted Kotcheff, is an inter
esting film with some fine performances, 
but the questions it raises are dissipated by 
its mundane Hollywood solutions, both in 
its Script and in its style .. Michael O'Keefe is 
excellent as a college sophomore who seems 
to have everything going for him, but is se
duced into joining a religious cult when he 
accompanies Karen Allen to a weekend re
treat. The cult leader, who manipulates the 
teenagers into toial allegiance, is played by 
Peter Fonda. Fonda doesn't act an y belier 
than he ever has, but the resonances of his 
former roles as a 60's icon of cool, and his 
normal icy blankness, make him apt for the 
role. But the picture is stolen by James 
Woods, magnetic as ever, as the foul· 
mouthed deprogrammer who kidnaps 
O'Keefe back for his parents and pummels 
his mind back into the real world. 

I wouldn't exactly recommend it to ev
erybody, but Yes, Giorgio came as a relief 
after a series of disappointments. It is a 
good, old-fashioned romantic-comedy star
vehicle, diverting and absolutely shameless. 
I mean, within the first ten minutes Luciano 
Pavarotti is rescuing a carload of stranded 
nuns on an.Italian roadside. From there on 
you know what 10 expect. And I cried in all 
the places they wanted me to cry. 

Coming ouracrions: In November, the 
Coolidge Corner Moviehouse, in conjunc
tion with the Ins1itute of Coniemporary 
Art, will be showing the films of Norman 
Mailer, complete with an appearanc;e by the 
great one himself. These films, including 
Maidstone, Beyond rhe Low, and Wild 90, 
are supposedly comprehensible only to their 
maker. They haven't been publicly shown 
in this area for a1 least ten years. Good luck 
to anyone who tries to tackle them 
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Healin' Of The 
Nation 

by Bruce Stallsmith 

Boston's reggae scene h3.s been active for 
a relatively small Northern,city, bu! it's only 
produced J records I can think or; Dan
ny Tucker, Zion Jnitation and the I-Tones. 
Danny Tucker's 45 was pretty good, but 
quickly fell into obscuri1y, The Zio n-I 12" 
EP, long awaited awhile back, was ruined 
by Mikey Dread's amazingly poor, muddy 
production. The I-Tones' 45, while well
produced, verged on bubble-gum reggae, 
and the group disbanded soon afterward. 
(Keep an ear out for the new, improved !
Tones.) 

And now ... a new entry in this small 
field: Love ls The Answer, an 8-song LP by 
Healln' or the Nation. 

Healin' of the Nation take their name 
from a passage in Genesis in which God 
says that the leaves of the tree a re for the 
healing of the nation; this is the rastafari
ans' biblical justification for smoking mari-

juana (burning herbs). Although the band 
members are no exception 10 this belief, 
none of the songs on the album are herb
oriented. 

The Love Is The Answer LP and the 
band's appearances during the summer 
around town, are a big improvement over 
the first time I saw them at The Under
ground I½ years ago. At the time they 
played nothing but shakily-done covers, 
and were the closest I'd seen to a reggae bar
band-something I never expected. Key
boardist/singer Igene had been with Zion-I, 
and bassist/singer Ace had been with Isis, 
but their experience didn't compensate for 
the band's overa ll greenness. 

Things arc different now. !gene produced 
the record, and wrote most of it. The sound 
of the record is clear and balanced, with 
none of the stilted muddiness that gagged 
Zion- I' s EP. The music covers a range of 
reggae topics: three "lovers' rock" songs, 

... cont. onpage4/. 

The Nebulas 
by Uncle Mark 

The Nebulas are a band that most of you 
haven't seen yet, unless of course you live in 
Worcester, where for well over two years 
they've garnered a devoted following. Now 
with the release of their first single "More 
Than Mystified" b/w "Escapade In Ink" 
(Rapturous Suspense Records) and a hand
ful of promising upcoming Boston gigs, 
they will finally be getting the attention they 
deserve. 

Consisting of Deb Penta, vqcalist/writer, 
Tony Serrat o on drums, Charles Blaum, 
lead guitar, and Milton Gentry on bass, the 
Nebulas have been around since August of 
'79, but at that time were primarily a re
cording band. Deb & Charles would organ
ize some songs, sometimes use musicians 
from other bands and lay down riffs & 
tunes on tape. This was Deb's first band,. 
but Charles has been in and out of bands 
since the late 60's, with a hiatus in the mid-
70's. 

Charles' musical experience and Deb's 
artistic vision, combined with the precision 
of Milton's bass line clicked, and a five-

song tape eventually released by them got 
heavy airplay on local non-commercial 
WCUW. Then along came Tony, who gave 
them "more versatility." 

Even today the band doesn't play out 
that much, not by choice, but because gigs 
are hard to find in Worcester. Though there 
are plenty of clubs for cover bands, origin
ality counts for little. 

Trying to pin down the Nebulas' sound 
is a bit of a problem. Their style is reminis
cent of60's bands but it's much more subtle 
than a mere psychedelic tone. Deb's vocals 
have been likened by several to those of 
Dorothy Moskowitz of United States of 
America, but her influences are much earli 
er. Admitting that she doesn't current ly lis
ten to much that was recorded "after the 
early 60's," she added that "a lot of new 
~usic lacks soul and we're doing.

1 
our best to 

pick up some soul." 
The evolution of the band's image was by 

no means a premeditated thing. Charles: 
"It's jusl unconscious. We didn't make an 
effort to sound any way. We all come from 
certain traditions and it just interacts in a 
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TheDawgs 
by Marc English 

The Dawgs have been ex.citing crowds 
all over New England for more than a half 
dozen years. That's longer than most bands 
in this paper have even been around. 

Around '75, bassist Punk Larcom and 
guitarist Rikki Helgason put together the 
Dawgs as a Rolling Stones cover band. Not 
one original, nor one cover from another 
band; it was Rolling Stones, plain and sim
ple. After doing a stint with the Mechanics, 
guitarist Phil Haynan and drummer Bobby 
Cashman joined th~ Dawgs. Phil added 
songs or his own to their repertoire, as they 
traced back into the Stones' roo1s. Chuck 
Berry, Wilson Pickett, Li11le Richard, and 
Mot0\\n sounds crept into their song-li<,t 
and Phil's writing style. 

Rock and roll is what the Oawgs 
are alt aoouL t-ast and to the point, the 
music is always cookin'. His legs s1retched, 
ready to spring, Punk plucks at his bass 
v.ith vigor, never letting up. Bobby, 
mouthing the words, knocks out the essen
tial back-beat in his heavy-handed manner. 
Stage lefl finds Rikki a lmost as laid-back as 

....:>S.;; 

Mick Taylor. Yet he rips out those Berry
esque riffs and solos as hard as old man 
Richards. And Phil, the lead vocalist? 
Usually can't see his eyes cause of the hats 
he always we,Jrs. You can always see his sly 
grin. Singing about his favorite subject, 
women, in his patented raspy voice, Phil 
always looks like he's having a ball. 

"North Shore Boys" sings Hay. 
nan, and he's proud that he is one. The 
Dawgs move in the same pack as the Real 
Kids and the Nervous Ea1ers-Boys from 
the burbs who get romantic about fast cars 
and faste r women. Hell, they even cover 
songs by the Eaters and Kids. Good songs 
are good songs, ya know? No nies on the 
Dawgs' tunes though. Earlier this year, they 
committed ten or their abundant originals 
to vinyl. 

Their rccem album My Town (Star 
Rhythm Records) has some great cuts. The 
tit le track puts you on their side of the 
tracks and lets you knov. what you're in 
for. The Dawgs' idea of "food for 
thought" is a taste of hot and juicy finger 
lickin' "Chicken." Their appetite for love 

... cont. onpage4/. 



•••••••••••••••••••••••••• SPOOKS OUT ! 
Are you a dressed up goblin with no place to go? Looking l"or a place 

vhere you can wa1ch the parade of Draculas, count the ET costumes, laugh al 
ouples dressed as Prince Charles and Princess Di, and marvel at 1he imitators 
f punk rock chic, outlawed dog collars and all? Here are a few suggestions for 

1 rick or treating on Halloween weekend: 

aturday, October 30, Halloween Eve . .. 
The Psychedelic furs with Berlin Airlift at the Orpheum. 
A Halloween Party at the Channel featuring the Atlantics . 

, Fire Department (their final appearance) and Scared Kids at Jaspers. 
Go to a Witches Ball at Metro hosted by Salem's resident witch Laurie 
Cabot. 
V; and the Nebulas at Storyville. 

1 Dress as your favorite wrestler and win a prize al the rock and roll wrestling 
re-match featuring the Mighty Ions vs. the Foreign Objecls at the Inn Square 
Men's Bar. 
The New Models at Jacks. 
Free admission for costumed clubgoers at Spit. 
Thrills, chills and prizes for best getup at Jumbos. Galaxy performing. 
Wild Kingdom, the Delectives, and the Cluons playing in Providence, at The 
living Room. 
Gary Shane and the Detour, with Playland, at the Rathskeller. 
And if you are looking for a real three ring circus, go to the Boston Garden, 
where Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Bailey's Circus has set up their tent. 

unday, October 31, Halloween Night . .. 
The clowns are still juggling at the Garden. 
Free admission is still the offer at Spit, as long as you are dressed up for the 
occasion. 
Pumpkins and partying at Jacks, for a special celebration featuring a sur
prise guest band. If you are wearing a costume, admission is free. 
Cary Numan and November Group ward off goblins at the Channel. 

, The Living Room in Providence is having a costume party starring Lou Mi· 
ami and the Kozmetix with admission price only one dollar. 
Radio Novena and the Puppet Rulers perform at Storyville. 
Johnny Barnes and Harlequin at the Rathskeller. 
Paul Rishell Band plays at Inn Square Men's Bar party. 
And, hosting a spectacular at Jaspers, is the one man who doesn't need a 
costume on Halloween: Count Viglione. 

-Julie Panebiano 

EDDIE WAlKE/l 
& the ma,{yrs 

Tuesday Nov. 2-Rathskeller 
Thursday Nov. 4-Storyville 
Saturday Nov. 13-Storyville 

Watch for "Girls In Uniform" 
EP out soon on Laurel Records 
... Don't miss them at the Par
adise Tues., Nov. 9. 
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Pink Cadillac & ~ 
Arms Akimbo~~ 
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Thur., Oct. 20 
$1.00 
Fri. Oct. 21 
$2.00 

sat. Oct. 22 
$3.50 

sat. Oct. 23 
$3.00 advance, 
$4.00 day of show 

sun. Oct. 24 
$3.00 

Thur. Oct. 28 
$3.00 advance, 
$4.00 day of show 

Fri. Oct. 29 
$S.OO 

sat. Oct. 30 
$3.00 
sun. Oct. 31 
$1 .00 

Thu. Nov. 4 
$3.50 

Fri. NOV. 5 
$3.50 

sat. Nov. 6 
$3.SO 
Wed. NOV. 10 
$1 .00 

Fri. Nov. 12 
$3.00 
Sat. NOV. 13 
$2.95 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(401 J 521-2520 

Located 1n the Cic Complex 
Free Parking 

Puppet Rulers 
Modern Pioneers 
The KIiiers 
unattached, second Division 

TheRockats 
GlenPhllllps 

Robin Lane 
The Shake 
Mike v101a & The Bottom Line 

The Producers 
Rash of stabbings 

Johnny Thunders 
The Daughters 
Marci and The stone crushers 

Livingston Taylor 
On Parole 

Wild Kingdom 
Detectives, Gluons 
costume party ... 

LOU Miami & 
The Kozmetix 
Junk Mall, Ladds 

Andy Pratt 

Neighborhoods 
Primary Colors 

The Persuasions 

Radio Romance, Zodio ooze 

The Detectives, John Olen Band 

wan of voodoo 
Garv Shane & Detour 
WBRU Nlte 

Payolas 
· The Schemers 

Living Room tickets available at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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8- Pr1.0l•NN.Urn•.,, , ... 1 ston I 
9-Jat.bUt.NRArTY ' S .. E::,r ,ntchbJ?; 

10-~un.WPO'S , i'roTldence , '!..I. 

12-Tues. rnc: iur , Boeton 

lll.-rh·irs . GRE.\1' SCVI'T'S , A.ll ston 

15-h-1. r rk. 'lAl'I • Srooltl l ne J 
16- S,t . CHAN NEC , Boe<on 

17-Scin, J.\CI< ' '> , Ca111t>r1dge 

l(jthr.12) J.il'l.80 ' 5 , Soitervtlle 

All dates swb.) 11c t. t o ohane-11 
plense check papers ror 

Ust1ngs,,,Get rlea.dyl 11 

Wed Oct. 20 Iggy Pop 
Nash The Slash 

Thur 21 "New Mountain" 

jumbo's 
Entertainment Complex 

11 33 Broadway 
Somerville, Mau 

023·9508 

All New, Completely Remodeled! 
Tuesdays .. 

Boston Rock 's #1 DJ 
Rich Anzalone 

spins your music 
2-4-1 Drinks 8-10 PM 

Wednesdays . .. 
Free Admission 

Thursdays .. 
LADIES NIGHT 

Free Admission & $1 Drinks 

·Thur-Sal Oct. 21-23• 
From NJ 

THE BANGS 
·and Oct. 22• 

From Cleveland 

THE KILLERS 

·~al Oct. 23• 
THE GUESS WHO 

"American Woman," "No SugarTomght." 
"No Time,·· "Dancing Fool," "Undun," 

"Laughin,""TheseEyes·· 

Mon Oct. 25 
From Atlanta 

THE GLEN PHILLIPS BAND 

Lesley West & Corky Laing 

Fri 23 Robbie Krieger 

Sun 24 The Mamas and The Papas 

Mon 25 The Busboys 

Thur2e Jr. Walker and The All Stars 
Fri29 

Satl0 

Sun 31 

Mon Nov. I 

Wedl 

Iron City House Rockers 
Robert Ellis Orrall 

Halloween Party .. 

The Atlantics 

Gary Numan 
Yellow Man 

Jack Ruby 

t 
Ii 



WERS 
88 9 FM SlfREO 

M METROWAVE LIVE MUSIC 
. SCHEDULE 

METROWAVE, aired on 88.9 every Sunday 
night from 8--11 p rrf features the best in local 

p rock & roll. Join host Carmelita every Sunday 
when the following bands will be playing 

I out o f the WERS studio llvel 

October 
; 3 The Dangerous Birds 

10 The FU's 
17 Ancestor Worship 

! 24 Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
I 31 Primary Colors 

M November 
7 limbo Race 

14V; 
)21 Del Fuegos 
! 28 The Mighty Ions 

~DMember ni 5 Ptan9 
I 2 The Young Snakes 
19 Smegma & The Nuns 
26TBA 

Ladles lnYlted 

Mon Oct. 18 

RADIO NOVENA 
Tue 19 

CHRISTOPHER JONES BAND 
Wed20 

MEETINGS 
RICK LARRIMORE BANO 

Thu21 
THE REFLECTORS 

NEON 
Frl22 

BILLY PRICE AND THE 
KEYSTONE RHYTHM BAND 

Sat23 

FACE TO FACE 
Sun24 

PAUL RISHELL BAND 
Mon25 

CROCKETT 
Tue26 

DI DI STEWART BAND 
Wed27 

J.B. HUTTO AND 
THE NEW HAWKS 

Thu 28 

'SEX EXECS 
Fri29 

PETER DAYTON BAND 
Sat30 

Sports Palace Presents .. 
Rockln' Wrestlln' Roll 

MIGHTY IONS 
vs. 

FOREIGN OBJECTS 
costume party 

come dressed as your favorite .wrestler 
and win a prize 

Sun 31 

PAUL RISHELL BAND 
TueZ 

THE PENCILS 
Wed3 

ARCADEAMBO 
CHILDREN OF PARADISE 

Thu4 
ANGRY YOUNG BEES 

THE ZONES 
Sat 6 

LIMBO RACE 
Sun 7 

CITY EDITION 
Wed 10 

MUSEUM DIRECTORS 
Thu 11 

PRIMARY COLORS 
ZODJODOZE 

Fri 12 

THE DARK 
THEM.I.A.'s 

.,,.1112 
1350 C.mbrtdge St 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 

Oct ~O at Metro 
EOOIE MOtln 

Benefit for F 
featuring ,!f 1Jlld Schaaf 

Moons _J__--'--'--' 

i--+-+-+-+-+--+--'-'l-->--4-~ PLANE~o:T~~tr+--+--+--' 

>--+---+---+----+--'-+--'--'- ~ct 27 al Metro ROMEO VOIO 

Oct 28 Call tor exciting detai(s! +-+---+=-+-+---+=-1---1 

MEil Ai WORK 
>--+--+-~>--+--+-----<>--+--+-----<'- Nov. 3 at Mel.'-ro~>--'-""""--'-----' 

Nov. 4 al Melro TOOD RUNOGREN 
-1--+-+-----l--l---+-----1---< 

I GROUP 
A November Party leaturing NOVEMBER 

FrL Nov. 5 
i\\E PASS:;.I_Otl_.S---1-

Thurs .. Nov. 11 WALL o F voo aoo.__,__._----'----'--''--1--~ 
I I f 1 

>--+--+----+-+--+- Missing Per~i:ni Attraction: 
, eds., Nov. 17 at Metro 

(B 
n 
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TWO BARS 
OPEN TUES - SUN 

LIVE 
BANOS 

GREAT HAPPY HOURS 
DAILY SPECIALS 

BlC SCREEN TV 

• E 

Sports Palace presents 

ROCK 'N' RASSUN ROLL REMATCH 

In January. these two tag lcamsgrapplcd to <1 brutal 
dr.Jw. Now /hey ·re each ready 10 go di rl agdm. Will ,1 
/'x> /he you11q local upslarh. The Mighly /onsJ Or 1he 
w,ly 11e/cran ot,t-of.lowrll'r.~. The Forc,yn Objcct~J 

DEBUT SINGLE 
OUT SOON ON 

SAFE BET RECORDS 
every Monday and TUesday at 

Copperllelds 

FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT 
GEORGE DINEEN, 536-4777 

FOREIGN OBJECTS 
* vs. * 

MIGHTY IONS 

Dress as your favorite 
rassler or manager ( or 
announcer, if you dare) 

Inn Square Men 's Bar 
October 3 0 491 -9672 

Oct. 8. 9 Copp erlields 
Oct. 16 The Rat 
Oct. 17 The Channel 
Oct. 21 Bunratty's 
Oct. 23 Smith College 
Oct. 30 Park Plaza Hole! 
Oct 31 Bunratty's West. 

Fitchburg 



... Healln' cont. from p. 36 

swee1 love bllads ("Special Friends," 
"L0ve Is The Answer" and "Without 
Your Love"); a fire and brimstone song, 
"Lake Of Fire"; two black liberation 
songs, "400 Years" and "Africa Must Be 
Free"; one peace & coolness song, "Na
tions Unite"; and one anli-scam song, 
"Hypocrites And Parasites." 

... Nt:bulas cont from p. 36 
certain way.'' these ideals, but the Nebulas seem a little 

more committed and, on the basis of their 
first single, a little more successful. 

... Dtwgs cont. from p. 36 
seems insatiable. The word "satisfy" is tops 
on their vocabulary list. It pops up time and 
again in Phil's lyrics. In "So Satisfied" Phil 
and the boys cool I heir heels for a few min
utes. Sounding a whole lot like the Tempta
tions doing "Just My Imagination," "So 
Satisfied" shows 1hat these guys can be 
smooth. When Punk takes over the vocals 
for "Starring in My Dream," pop music 
has no better defini1ion. The harmonies are 
great all around. If you need more rockin' 
"Midnight Moon" and my rave, "Litt!~ 
Too White," easily fill the bill. 

Tony: "I like the idea of having a band 
with a different sound. SoQ'lething unique. 
Something that's different from what every
thing else sounds like ... I listen to trendy 
stuff and try to do just the opposite." 

After years of languishing in Worcester 
"waiting for the big crowds," the time was 
right to step out. Look for gigs at the Chan
nel, Storyville, Jaspers. They are also get
ting some bookings in New York. Anything 
is possible with their single now being 
played around the country, England, 
France, and even on Worcester's formula 
commercial FM station, WAAF (a real 
achievement). 

While different musically, two of the 
songs are unfortunately similar to other 
songs of the same title: "400 Years" and 
"Africa Must Be Free." Given the experi
ences of the African Diaspora these are 
both major concerns, but-the same titles? 

Often the music comes first, generated by 
pieces of experimenting, pasted together till 
it works. Then Deb sits down and puts the 
outstanding lyrics to it, in a "long, drawn 
out yanking of the brain." 

The band has been taking a break since 
the album was recorded. They feel that gig
ging in small clubs hasn't been worth it, for 
all the usual reasons-hauling speaker cabi
nets up stairs, long hours for little money 
and not being able to afford such amenities 
as an organ on which all the keys work, 
among others. If the album is well-received 
and they can get a backer they're willing to 
reconsider. If not, some or all of them will 
remain studio musicians. It's not a slag in 
the reggae scene to be called a studio musi
cian, but it still seems a shame. 

The band's artistic integrity shines 
through it all, though the idea of being 
called an "arty" band would cause them to 
spit and cringe. DanceabiLity is just as im
portant, and the Nebulas strive for what 
Tony calls "music you can bop to and listen 
to at the same time." A lot of bands have 

There arc plans for recording an EP by 
the end of this year, and hopefully they'll 
gain enough recognition so they won't have 
to "worry about suffering to pay the rent." 

Boston may be a little too trendy, but 
the Dawgs can pack Canterbury's in Bev
erly and the Lighthouse in Revere with the 

1r~it~~~t ~~il~~e~:\1:bh~~ ~:wt~n:~:~ 

FouR SoNG EP 
that they play. That's only cause they're 
good. The first time I saw them was back in 
'78 or '79 at the Rat, where they were the 
Monday night house band for two years. 
Saw them at the Paradise recently and little 
has changed in that time. The Dawgs 
haven't tried to sound like what's in vogue 
at any particular moment. Instead theY've 
opted to play what they want, the way they 
want. That's persistence (and love, I guess). Besides lgene and Ace, Healin' of the Na

tion are: Rocky, vocals/DJ; lnando, per
cussion/vocals/DJ; Pablo, drums; and 
Jeff, guitar; and a horn sectin. 

WHO IS THE BEST BAND 
IN MASSACHUSETTS? 

THE M. I .A. 's NEW RELEASE 

Buv IT For information: 

LOST Records 

Want a night or good rockin'? Go to 
the Dawgs. Get yer ya-ya's out. You'll be so 
satisfied. 

Don't mlsa your chance to voice your 1 
~!!~~r~: p:~~~up~: ::::0:.0:,;c~'• ~+1-H-t+-·-_-_·- ·--- -. 

77 Stearns Road 
Brookline. MA 02146 

Attention local bands and 
Independent record labels ... 
Boston Rock has speclal low 
ad rates to give you the ex
posure you deserve. 

WANTED: Professional fe
male lead. bass, drummer, key
board, & wind. Call 24 hours. 
419-698-2352. 
Anccslor Wonhlp cassene sin
gle now out S2.50 c/o Choski 
P.O. Box 161 Winter Hill 
Branch, Somerville, MA 02145 
and your favorite store. 
LIiiian Heehs-welcome to the 
world, congrats Dt:bble & Jdf. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45's. Musi 
be in good condition. Call John 
at 266-8787 or leave message al 
236-4930. 
For Sale: Kramer XL-9 Bass 

""Gullar. Too much to list all fea
tures, Lists for SJ425 w/case, 
sell for S600. Call Heather, 
566-1090. 
First Offtnse-new mag on 
Cape Hard Core - Frttze, 
TMH, etc. Send 50¢ per issue 
to F.O., PO Box 336 W. Yar
mouth, MA02673. 
REWARD for return of 68 Les 
~au\ #516032. Refin. blond top 
brown back, silver hardware, 
Grovers, 2 DiMarz:ios, 2 coil 
switches. No questions asked! 
661-5819. 

Strung Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 7. 236-4930. 
Aun: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
actln club goers. Space In Bos
ton Rock's Clubland pages Is 
available for just Sl .00 per col
umn Inch. Call 266-3787. 
BOSTON ROCK HAS BOTH 
EIGHT AND SIXTEEN 
TRACK STUDIO TIME 
AVAILABLE FOR RESALE 
AT CUT RATES. CALL 
GREG AT 266-8787. 
Novembtr Group needs roadie. 
Sober, hardworking, trans a 
musl. Double on lights a plus. 
924-3840 ask for Kearney or 
Lisa. 

Don't miss an issue! You can 
now charge your Boston Roc:k 
subscription by using your 
Mastercard or Visa. Call (617) 
266-8787. 
Sports Palace Presents ... Rock 
'n Ra.sslln' Roll Rematch, For
eign Objects vs. Mighty Ions, 
Oct. 30, Cabbage Stump Nite. 
At Inn Square Men's Bar. 

ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
AU ads must be prepaid. You can place your classified 
over the phone. (617) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mall or bring in person to: 

Boston Rock/Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Please include name and address whether or not you run 
it in your ad. 

Name ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City/Zip ____________ _ 

Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 per line. The 
business rate is $ 1.50 per line. Boldface is available at a 
rate of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold. 
Listings of stolen musical equipment and musi
cians wanted will be run for free. 

ISSUE 
BR#34 
BR#35 

Phone 

DEADLINE 
Nov. 3 
Dec. I 

0 Check or money order enclosed 

ON SALE DATE 
Nov.17 
Dec. 15 

0 Please charge to my Master Card or Visa 

'----------------
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You can now charge 
your Boston Rocle 

subscription by using 
your Visa or Master 

Card. 
Call (617) 266-8787 Today! 
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lan't hut IP for I abhl'on 
,by Nayme Drawper 

Radio staffs continue to change in 
this city quicker than you can flip the 
dial. E.J. Crummy, long time morning 
drive announcer at WCOZ has left 
Beantown for WAPP in New York. 
Kerry Waldron gave up her full time 
shift at a small North Shore radio sta
tion to become assiStant promotions di
rector to David Reiber at WBCN. In 
other commendable 'BCN moves. BR 
staff writer Carter Alan has at long last 
secured a full time DJ shift from 2. to 
6 a. m., Raz has been moved to the IO 
p.m. to 2 a.m. slot, and WERS Metro
wave hpstess Carmelita has been hired 
to spin on Sunday mornings from 4 to 
8. 

WMBR station manager and Radio
beat engineer Mick MIiler is the new 
host of the Tuesday Late Risers Club. 
Tom Lane, the man Miller replaces, 
can still be heard on the station Satur
day nights at 7 with his ground-break
ing land Of Dances show. And Faster 
Than You, the 'ERS hardcore punk 
show returns to the airwaves Sunday 
nights at 7:30. 

Congratulations to the Stompers 
who have signed a record contract with 
Boardwalk Records and to the Count 
(YELL-WHAT?) who is now booking 
new bands at Jaspers. Toke Ill editor 
Michael Koenig called our office the 
other day to tell us, "r mg wil' b out 
sn." Good luck, Mike. 

Local eccentric Peter C. Johnson 

PiL CAN'T SWALLOW 
CRASS, LEVENE TAXIS 
HOME 

October 8th was a rough night for 
radio station WL YN. Nighttime pro. 
gram director Crass went to the Colo
nade Hotel to pick up tt\e members of 
Public Image for a live interview and 
Johnny Lydon just plain refused to go 
along. On arrival at the station guitar
ist Keith Levene was barely introduced 
to DJ Randy Millman before he 

fJ_IPP('S TWIN 8/tlT/IE(l, '-IPP't, 
IS 111 SITIN& ~tp AT I-HS Svr.\ • 

MEf2 COTTAGE /ij ITIANTI( CITV-. 
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has signed a European record contract. 
Ex-Pastiche members Ken Scales and 
Brad Halen, and Graphic Man: Pothier 
are busy rehearsing their new band, 
Adnnture Squad, and former Map 
Dan Saltzman is practicing with Ran
dall and ;Jay Parker, both originally of 
21-645. 

From Long View Farm in North 
Brookfield comes rather remarkable 
news that J. Geils Band members Peter 
Wolf and Seth Justman actually took a 
few days off from their year-long 
world tour to do overdubs on a live 
concert tape. Meanwhile, Lou Miami is 
in the studio working on an EP pro
duced by Kearney Kirby and Ann Prim 
of November Group. David Minehan 
has just finished producing a three 
song disc by Northampton's Kaspak 
Hauser. And the Mighty Ions are look
ing for a label to release their recently 
finished EP produced by Bob Toomey. 

Surprise. Surprise. Bands are now 
being booked at Club Soda. Pat Lyons 
and Don Law are turning the Paradise 
into a mainstream ctance club with 
Dave Wohlman spinning records from 
portable turntables set up in the front 
room. 

As we go to press Wild Kingdom 
have been busy practicing for their long 
awaited Boston debut. A few weeks 
ago another former Human Sexual Re
sponse member, Dini Lamont (loosely) 
organized a talent show of sorts which 
was presented at Spit. Although Dini 
never actually sang, he did M.C. the 

snapped, "I'm not going to play fuck-
. ing intellectual mind games with you." 

Millman's questions were for the most 
part left unanswered, the boys prefer
ing to bitch about the audience at their 
Thursday night Channel show: "We 
weren't disappointed, the crowd was 
disappointing. They were too cool, too 
groovy." 

Disgusted with both Millman, who 
Levene publicly called "a cur\t," and 
Crass, Levene refused to ride back to 
town in the spiffy 'LYN van, choosing 
a twenty dollar cab ride instead. 

\:JIPPY I.OST 111S JOB AT TH€ 
IOWtlN6 S,IIIL f>lANT' /\ND ~€~ 

BEEN ReA01N(i l'Ot/TIG41.. 7'ACTf .. 

show and perform in a ~ouple of dance 
numbers. Luncheonelte, Leo Ego, BIi
iy Bacon and about a half dozen others 
also participated. 

In the I'm beginning-to-think-it-will
never-come-out-department, we've 
learned that the release of Ric Ocasek's 
solo LP Beautitude has, once again, 
been postponed; this time until early 
next year. According to Roger Dark 
(who plays on the record), the album 
was delayed because Geffen Records 
did not think it was commercial enough 
for a pre-Xmas release. 

The Blues Astronauts will be playing 
a gig at Walpole State Prison later this 
month. Amherst's Foreign Objects are 
reuniting for a Halloween eve "Rock 
'N Rasslin' Roll" rematch with the 
Mighty Ions at the Inn Square. And the 
Not are looking for a manager. Inter. 
ested parties should call 498-2988. 

According to excellent sources, Su
san Side) is now sharing her apartment 
with one of Boston's top.rated DJs. 
And speaking of big ratings, Marc Pa
renteau told us that he will ''Never play 
the Blasters" because they refllsed to 
allow him to introduce them at the 
Channel. The Blasters' response to this .. 
was, "Well he never played us before, 
so what's the big deal?" That's a ques· 
tion we've been asking about Marc for 
years. 

See you in November. 
Write: Nayme Drowper c/o Boston 

Rock, 268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 
02J/6. 

In our interview with Public Image 
last month (BR #32) Lydon talked 
about WBCN DJ Oedipus: "The last 
time I saw Oedipus he was in Studio 54 
with some horrible business types. He 
was dressed in the ugliest fucking suit I 
have ever seen in my life. It was silver." 
Further investigation has revealed that 
the business type Lydon was so ap. 
palled by was none other than 'BCN's 
own Tony Beradini, and adds Oedipus, 
"Lydon was drunker than I was. The 
suit he admired was shark skin." 

Take two and call us ... -1 ,,,,. Poop 
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nternational Mystery, Political Intrigue, and Incessant Foot Movement on Album and Cassette. 

Special Beat Service. 
A 

U. Mass., Amherst 11/16 

I.R.S. 
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MIDDLE CLASS 

YOUNG SNAKIS 
Bark Along With 
(Ambiguous 001) 12" EP 

JOHNNY BARNES 
"Hurt So Good"/"Sudden 
Death Overdrive" 7" single 
(Nlghtcrawler 205052) 

SU/EPY LaB/E/EF 
Electricity 
(Rounder 3070) LP 

INCR/EDIBU 
CASUALS 
"Picnic Ape" 
(Eat O I I J 7" single 

S/EX /EX/ECS 
(SE-14) 
12" EP 

THIE BRAINS 
Dancing Under Streetlights 
(Landslide 1201) 12" EP 

~ 
V;, CHRISTMAS, 21·6'5, 
DANGIROUS BIRDS 
Laughing At The Ground 
(Propellor 1006) 7" EP 

NOVIMBIR 
GROUP 
( Modern Method O 15 J 
12" EP 

ALL ON SALE AT DISCOUNT RECORDS 
HARVARD SQUARE 
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BOSTON'S BEST ROCK AND ROLL, VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 
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Aa, of Hearts Records - P.O.B. 579• Kenmore Station• Boston, Ma. 02215 

caguaQ cat at a Qauhldtra1~at 
M, gutru eye 

SUBURBAN 
WIVES 

CLUB 

Suburban Wires Club in concert: 
Nov. 19 Living Room, Providooce RI 

, Nov. 20 Pogo's, Bridgeport, CT ' 

;_ \ THE 45 . . AVAILABLE AT SELECT RECORD STORES 

Q ~clc~ · OR SEND $2.50 TO : 

O.QQ- ,'J~ MUSIC FOR MODERNS 
34 N. MAPLE ST.. WOODBURY, NJ 08096 

~ 

--.... 

f/ 
1 

Management - Jim Coffman (617) 536-3838 
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Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(oppo5ite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

SPEOAL-BLACK LEATHER PANTS 
$199.50 value . .. Now $149.50 

"the neatest rock' n 'roll photos 
. '' many store 

Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, English Riding 
Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60' s Style Pants , 
Black Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged 
Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, Studs .. 
and lots more! 

(Bmmuumum 
8. News Of The World 

11. Mission Of Burma 
by Michel Bastarache 

14. George Thorogood 
by Dean Johnson 

15. Boston Rock Readers Poll 
17.RubberRodeo ~ 

by Betsy Sherman 

A. 19. Dream Syndicate 
by Byron Coley 

20. Grandmaster Flash Ii 
by Eric Letcowltz 

t , 21. Robin Lane 
by Harold Lepidus 

+ 22. Psychedelic Furs 
by Julie Panebianco 

6 27. Record Reviews INFOltMATll»I 

31. The Truth ·"' by Eric Van 

, 32. Wax Pie • by Jon McAulltte 

0 34. Voice Of Muck 
by John Brusger e 35. The Voyeur 
by Betsy Sherman 

37. Clubland O_ ()__O 

·o 41. Classifieds INFORMATION 

42. Nayme Drawper 111111 
by himself 

Richard Butler photo by Stephen Wunrow. 
Design by Chris Gilbert. 
last Issue's Ooh Ah! Ah! photo was taken by S. Thurber. 
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NY ROCKER sez: We Shall Return! II 
by Michael Hafitz 

Andy Schwartz, publisher and editor-in. 
chief of New York Rocker, has announced 
a temporary suspension in publication of 
the music magazine with the November is
sue. 

The paper is expected to resume some
time "early in the new year," according to 
Schwartz, complete with a much needed in
jection of new funds and a more focused 
editorial policy. 

New York Rocker made its debut in Feb
ruary, 1976, at that time published by noted 
writer, producer and archivist Alan Bet
rock. Over The Hill Productions, Inc., a 
corporation owned by Schwartz and How
ard Schwartz, his father, purchased the pa
per from Betrock for an undisclosed sum in 
1978, and began publishing monthly in 
July, 1979. This announcement marks the 
first time the paper has suspended publica
tion. 

"Since taking over N. Y. Rocker," ex
plained Schwartz, "I've been functioning as 
publisher, editor, contributing writer. 
proofreader, and much more. I've never 
taken the time to step from the day-to-day 
demands of these positions to create a co
herent long-range plan of investment and 
development for the magazine." 

The decision to temporarily suspend pub
lication was made between Schwartz, his fa. 

ther, the corporation's .. accountant, new 
publishing consultants and prospective in
vestors. In keeping with the Rocker's fierce
ly independent stance, Schwartz stressed 
that the new investors, whose names he re
fused to divulge, have no affiliation what
soever with any record company. 

"It was our feeling that it was not eco
nomically or philosophically sound to con
tinue putting out N. Y. Rocker the way it 
had been done. We realized it could be 
more solid with a brighter future." 

Schwartz cited the present Rocker's ma
jor flaw as "tending to ignore lots of music 
which has meaning for lots of people with 
the rationale that the other publications 
would hand!~ it. I want the Rocker to move 
from a self-defined position of marginality 
to be definitive, in a way that New Musical 
Express is definitive to British music. I do 
not, however, intend to model the new 
Rocker after NME. I'm pointing to it be
cause it retains credibility with so many fac
tions of the interested pllblic. '' 

When asked about possible physical 
changes for the staple-bound, newsprint 
tabloid, Schwartz stated that nothing has 
yet been finalized and that "we are weigh
ing various alternatives." 

The decision to suspend publication came 
at a peculiar time, with the now defunct De
cember issue already completed. In addi
tion, the Rocker had just undertaken a 

widespread prot 1otio1, to en list new retail
ers and implemented a new computerized 
system to facilitate subscriptions. These 
considerations have led some to believe that 
the decision 10 cease publication was solely 
financial. 

An unnamed source close to the Rocker 
stated that he had heard that the combina
tion of a large printer's bill and the absence 
of any major label advertising in the De
cember issue forced their hand. When 
broached with this reasoning, Schwartz is
sued a vehement denial commenting, "Who 
said that? That's not what the press release 
said. The reason we didn't put out the De
cember issue is that we would have incurred 
more debts to supplier.s. I want to be able to 
tell my suppliers when I'll pay and on what 
terms. True, there has been a cutback in 
print advertising placed by record compan
ies, but the readership and market that ex
ists is stronger and more lasting than any 
cutback that has occurred." 

Ira Robbins, publisher of Trouser Press, 
asserted his hope that the Rocker's disap
pearance is temporary, stating that a per
manent closing would not create any great 
business opportunity for Trouser Press. 
"Things tend to contract rather than ex
pand in this situation. I hope they come 
back." 

.. cont. on page 34 
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World War III at Can tones 
When word got ouHhat Vancouver-based D.O.A . was scheduled to play Can

tone's, you knew the outcome would be disastrous. And with only two days·of 
publicity, Cantones was oversold. As soon as D.O.A. took the stage slammers be
gan to take position on the club's booth-seats. Lead vocalist/guitarist Joey Shit
head needed only to scream "Ronald Reagan, you're fucked up," hit the first few 
notes to "Fucked Up Ronnie," and the club started falling apart in a fiery frenzy 
of slam dancers. The tiles were literally ripped down from the ceiling and in a 
matter of two minutes Cantones was filled with asbestos dust. 

In a rage, Teddy Cantone, the club's owner, tried desperately to shut down 
the show, but for the time being failed as D.O.A. blitzed into their second and 
final song of the night, "The Enemy." Several minutes later the Boston Police 
Department sent everyone home. -Shred 

USED \ ~-
SOUND'\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-----------------· 

Quality used audio equipment and T.V.'s 
We buy, sell, and repair 
Records bought, sold and traded 

EU~EKA! RECO~D~ 
BOSTON'S NEWEST USED RECORD 
EMPORJUM IS NOW OPEN AT 
BOSTON'S PREMIER USED AUDIO 
CENTER! 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE! 

EUREKA! RECORDS AT USED SOUND. 225 NCWBURY ST., 2.Jb-1827 

:·· 
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GIVE 
ROCK 

FOR 

XMAS 
Special Holiday Gift Rates now in effect. 
$10.00 for the first one year subscription 

$7.00 for each additional subscription 

send to: 

Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA02116 

Please send 12 issues of Boston Rock as my gift 
10· 

Name __________ _ 

Address 

With each gift subscription received be
fore 12/5/82 we will send you a certificate 
w ith which you can personally announce 
your gift . Afler 12/5, an announcement 
will be sent to the new subscriber in your 
name. 

Please also complete this section· 

You r Name _________ _ 

Address _________ _ 

City ____ State __ Zip-,-- Ci1y ____ Sla te __ Zip __ _ 

"Jame __________ _ 

Add rqss 

Ci ty ____ State __ Z,µ __ 

Include my own 12 Is!>ue subscription al the 
special Holiday rates: .J new D renewa l 

,... Check or Money Order enclosed 

Please charge to my Master Card o r Visa 

Ca rd# _____ Exp. ____ _ 

Signatu re ________ _ 

Lisi addi11onc1I nc1mes on a ~eparate sheet or Airmail andlor overseas ~ubscript1ons please 
call {617) 266,8787 and ch,:irge to your Master add S2.00 per issue 
Card or Visa 
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-~NElVS OF 
THE 

NEW YORK: 
by Mark Coleman 

Sometimes the endless procession of out
of-town acts into New York obscures the ef
forts of local bands and performers. I don't 
want to sound jingoistic-that steady input 
is what makes the city exciting-but it's real 
easy for a fan to become complacent. Why 
bother with a band you've never heard 
when it's only a matter of time until the face 
behind that record you just bought will 
show up for a weekend gig? NYC may be a 
proving ground for those passing through, 
but it can seem a bone-cluttered prairie to 
locals thirsting for recognition. 

The so-called "noise bands" of the Low
er East Side have had to take matters into 
their own hands from the start, pooling re
sources for low-re_nt gigs and now a compi
lation album. Produced by EIUot Sharp of 
the band ISM, Peripheral Vision documents 
eight groups: V Effcct. The Scene Is Now. 
Crary Hearts, Mofungo, The State, The 
Ordlnalres, HI Sberrtfs of Blue and Ism. 
Noise and a neighborhood may be all these 

bands have in common, yet Peripheral Vi
sion makes for remarkably consistent listen
ing. It's as good a guide to what's going on 
in Manhattan as can be found. It's avail
able from Zoar Records, 29 Park Row, New 
York, N.Y. 10038. 

For appetites whetted by that compila
tion, Mofungo's epic "El Salvador" is 
available on 45 (Rough Trade), and it's a 
must. The Hi Sherrifs of Blue (led by Mark 
Dagley, once of Boston's the Girls) have an 
EP out (Jimboco) that pulls together their 
singles in one package. It comes recom
mended to both fans and non-fans of the 
blues: purists beware. 

You may have heard NY Thrash, but 
how about NY Trash? A gaggle of second
banana hardcore bands-Butch LuJt and 
the Hypocrites, the HeadUckers, Squirm 
and a different Ism-have teamed up for 
another compilation album. This collective 
effort is called The Big Apple-Rotten to 
the Core (S.I.N.) and it's a fetid piece of 
fruit to be consumed at one's own risk. 

... cont. on page 24 

SAN FRANCISCO: 
by Eric Lefcowiti; 

Having fostered and nurtured the beat
niks and the psychedelic sixties, San Fran
cisco has earned the reputation as the city of 
tolerance. In what other city could Jello 81-
afra run for mayor and actually garner 
enough votes to finish fourth? While we're 
on the subject, the Dead Kennedys have just 
wrapped up their second LP, entitled Plas
tic Surgery Disasters at Hyde Street Studios 
and are now touring in Europe. According 
to Thom Wilson, who produced the album, 
there will be ten or eleven tracks including 
''Government Flu,'' ''Terminal Preppy,'' 
"Well Paid Scientist," "Riot," "Dead 
End" and "Moon Over Marin." Wilson, 
who also produced TSOL's upcoming long 
player, reports that the album will be out in 
late November with a 45 release of "Hallo
ween" and "Saturday Night Holocaust." 

Local 415 Record exports, Translator and 
Romeo Vold, are also touring in support of 
their recent releases. Translator has released 
a 45 of "Everywhere I'm Not" backed with 

a non-LP flipside called "Current Events." 
415 (if you're wondering-the area code in 
SF is 415) continues to be the source of 
much excitement around town. In Novem
ber, the label in conjunction with Columbia 
expects to release an EP by the Pop-o-Ples 
which will include their zany dance-rap ver
sion of "Truckin'." The EP will be pro
duced by local wizard DaYid Kahne who has 
handled Romeo Void, Translator and Pearl 
Harbour (who, incidentally, resurfaced this 
summer onstage with the Clash). Kahne will 
also be at the controls for the new Red 
Rockers' LP on 415 as well as Rank and 
File's debut effort on Slash. Rank and File 
(Coyote) includes former members of the 
Dils and local legends the Nuns. 

What's in a name? Apparently not much. 
First the Punts change their name to Bonnie 
Hayes and the WIid Combo for their solid 
debut effort on Slash called Good Clean 
Fun. Then the Dickheads change their name 
to the Rockadiles-look for a new single 
from them soon. Let's hope the Golden 

... cont. on page 34 

LOS ANGELES: 
par Byron "Sex Wax'' Coley 

Grab yr knuckles, mom! Descendants' 
LP Milo Goes To College almost out on 
New Alliance. Anti Club still going 
strong. You can't take off your shirt but re
cent shows have been boss: Flesheaters & 
Angry Sams; Tolling Midgets (now a vocal
less 5 piece) & Nlg Heist; A special "let's see 
who can get drunker night" with Dream 
Syndicate & Grttn on Red (no clear winner 
'cept the audience). It's the definite place to 
go when in LA ... Other clubs ('cept the 
ever popular Cathay) continue to clench 
their collective anus tighter and tighter lead
ing several bands 10 prepare a big Fuck the 
Clubs show to be held in downtown concert 
hall. Zoogz Rift, Powertrip, Vertical lnnd
ers and other unbookables (9-10 in total) 
should make for a fun-filled day in the dog
house. . Trivia question: what golden-boy 
gtrist was recently busted outside the (now 
closed) Whisky for possession of Italian 
powdered laxative? (hint: his band played 
an afternoon show at the W after it was 

closed) ... Redd Kross have just recorded 
"St. Lita Ford Blues" (their longest song 
ever) for inclusion on upcoming Sudden 
Death compilation on Smoke 7 ... Fear 
bassist Derf outta group to pursue career as 
budding horn player ... Don Snowden also 
shucks bass chores for Phasl Phreddle's 
Precisions to start new boss hoss ... New 
member o' Circle Jerks named John In
gram. CJ's to have High Price On Our 
Heads EP out by X-mas on Faulty. Jerksre
cently scrapped live radio concert, however, 
'cause they couldn't get their instruments 
outta storage ... Rodney on the Roq Vol. 3 
should hit stores 'bout same time as its Posh 
Boy stablemate, the Johanna Wenl alb. 
Meanwhile, Johanna (a visual performance 
artist without peer) and band have done 
what should be a killer video ... Dao Dao 
Etles break up when founding member Tom 
Recchlone moves 10 NY. New LAFMS alb 
will be released though ... Long Ryders (ex
cellent post-Unclaimed quintet led by Sid 
Griffin) back after absence following bass 

.. cont. on page 24 



W0RLD 
MPLS/ST. PAUL: 

by Terry Kou.man 

The Suburbs, the Twin Cities' most pop
ular local combo, have returned from a sev
en week tour of the west and southwest. 
The band have a new twelve-inch ready to hit 
the stands, a follow-up to the successful 
Music For Boys. The tune is "Waiting," 
and it should be on the racks in a month or 
so. 

Also returning after a summer hiatus 
were Husker Du, our fast and furious hard
core three piece. The Huskers also toured 
the west but placed special emphasis on Los 
Angeles where their label New Alllance is 
located. During their three months away 

the band played with almost every import
ant hardcore band in the west. They aJso 
recorded their next record, a twelve song 
twelve inch that is the best thing they've 
done to date. Recorded in two days under 
the watchful direction of Spot (Black Flag, 
,Minutemen) some titles include "Punch
drunk," "Obnoxious," "Gravity" and 
"Blah, Blah Blah." This EP should see the 
light of day sometime after the first of No
vember. 

The ReplacemenU have been gigging 
around the state quite a bit and have jour
neyed to Madison, WI and Lawrence , KS to 
display their high octane rock. Their latest 

... cont. on page 34 

RHODE ISLAND: 
by Ed Slota 

Top of the news this month concerns lo
cal folks making good, as Providence fav
orites The Shake have found gainful em
ployment as Robin Lane's new back-up 
band. Drummer Gordon Dnlgnon tells me 
that Robin heard a tape of his band and 
thought they had enough chops to support 
her on a northeastern tour. 

Back for a second ride on the rock'n'roll 
merry-go-round are The Debulantes. Ori
ginal vocalisl Julie Roig, guitarist Chris 
Cheryk and bassist Randy Freed have re
turned, along with new drummer Bob Ran
dall. The Debs broke up in 1981 when Chris 
decided to go back to medical school. The 
show-biz calling was too strong, however, 
so Chris, Julie and Randy got back together 
in February of this year, started auditioning 

cirummers, and rethinking the band's direc
tion. Now the Debs are back in action on 
the club circuit, and are working on an E. P. 
with Russ Martin and (ex-Ten Wheel Drive 
member) Aram Schiffin producing. Slated 
for the record are the songs "Valentines," 
"Time 10 Kill," "Sentimental Girl" and 
"Justice." 

The Probers, whose Mad At The World 
EP has gotten significant airplay, have got
ten an extended vacation. The band recent
ly played its final gig for the foreseeable fu
ture at a benefit for lead singer Rick Men
des. Mendes' wife recently gave premature 
birth to a daughter (now doing just fine), 
and a subsequent intestinal disorder kept 
the infant in the hospital for a few weeks. 
The benefit to help pay off the medical bills 
also featured the Dete<:tives, Outrage, the 
Schemers, and Rudy Cheeks. 

WORCESTER: 
by Uncle Mark 

It's now been more than a month since 
Worcester's newest and most unique club, 
Edi (nee X-it 13), reopened its doors and 
I'm more than happy to report that this 
time around Exit is off to a more secure 
start. Several small touches have made the 
club a better place to hang out. The owners 
raised the back of the room, allowing for 
better visibility, and the addition of a carpet 
dulls the sound of breaking glass. Every
body's talking about the paintings on the 
wall; actually not about them, just the fact 
that there are original paintings. I guess a 
casual spritz of Molson's Golden doesn't 
affect the acrylics' aesthetics. There's even 
been Wednesday night Kulture Workshops 
for that Bohemian soiree feeling. 

Some of the honest local talent from 
Worcester, Boston and around have been 
fe~tured, and all the bands that I've spoken 
to feel that Exit is one of the better places to 
play in Worcester. Much of this has to do 
with manager Bruce Mllchell's open and 
caring attitude. Exit has a good, complete 
sound system, but as of this writing no in
house sound person. Meanwhile, the sound 
systems of Worcester's other leading clubs 
are inadequate or in an atrocious state. 
Bands know of whom and where I speak. 

On a more negative note, Sancluary 
closed its doors for renovations, but there 
seems to be some question about Worcester 
Center (where it is located) renewing its 
lease-mainly because they want to open 
some kind of restaurant, probably to attract 
post-Centrum crowds. This is tragic be
cause Sanctuary is a medium-size club 
where the likes of David Johansen and 
Slray Cats have played in the past. Hope
fully, the slack will be taken up by E. M. 
Loew's (a former movie theatre on Main 

Street), who recently hosted BIiiy Idol and 
are planning for the Stray Cats in Decem
ber. One suggestion is to remove the first 
couple of rows of seats to allow room for a 
dance crowd. 

That the Nebulas' single is receiving air
play in France and England only leads me 
to assume there must be a European tour in 
their future. How do you say Wormtown en 
francais ... Allegations of ballot box stuff
ing of Worcester Magazine's recent Rock & 
Roll Music Poll have come to my attention. 
Far be it from me to squeal on the offending 
bands, though I'm demanding a Senate in
vestigation ... Ashcan School (named after 
a school of painting which included Edward 
Hopper) are going through some good-na
turCd personnel changes. They have a plea
sant, experimental sound; at times not un
like Trout Mask Replica era Beefheart. It 
will be a little while before they get it to
gether to play out agtain. Two well-pro
duced cassettes by them are highly recom
mended ... The Gluons record Surface to 
Surface delayed due to production prob
lems, will be out by the end of the year. 
The Commandos apparently had an Epi
phany while listening to the Outlets' "Best 
Friend," and are changing the band's 
sound and act, feeling they scared too many 
people away. Watch for Foaming 
Agents, another band with DNA links 10 

Unatlached.., .. Finally, in the "what if they 
gave a rumor and nobody listened" depart
ment is the story reported by Worcester 
Mag that the reason John Fraser, rock col
umnist, got canned from the Worcester Ga
zette was because he made fun of Barry 
Manllow. Two things came to mind when I 
read this: I) the New York Times' recent 
editorial on the current popularity of the 
word " wimp" and 2) a certain old adage 
about pots and kettles. 

NO BULLSHIT! 
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~ISSI0N OF_ BURMA: 
PUBLISH OR PERISH 

True Confession 

Okay, okay. I am jealous. For three and a half years, Mission of 
Burma have done what they please, and gotten away with it. Not 
one to be blinded by envy, I appreciate the/act that MOB have 
deserved every bit of the modest success they have achieved. 
And even more than any other American band, I admire the 
stubbornness and commltment of Mission of Burma. For surely 
this is not the behavior of rational men. 

Of course, Mission of Burma have done a few things very well. 
They have toured the country regularly and they continue to 
write new material. But more importantly, they have made/our 
good, very good, records. It is a simple key to success: make 
good records on a regular basis, and you can survive. In aca
demic circles, this is known as the "publish or perish" principle; 
regular exposure is critical to maintain professional standing in 
the community. In any terms, Mission of Burma have not perished. 

BR: Why is this band still together? 
Roger: Stupidity. 
Peter: We love abuse. 
Roger: It's the best thing we can do probably. 
BR:Do you guys look at yourselves bucking the tide? 
Peter: Yes. Hardcore even, has become as conformist as any
thing I've ever, ever seen. I can't imagine why there aren't more 
groups that don't fit into a category. (laughs) I guess that's be
cause they'd be in the same position we are. 

Scribed by Michel Bastarache 

s by Phit-tn-Phlash 

BR: Not fitting into a category creates a lot of related problems, 
doesn't it? 
Clint: It makes it a lot less easy for people to consume it at first 
gulp, because the ideas aren't already laid out for them. There's 
really no roadmap that they can feel familiar with. When they 
listen to our music, it can sometimes be . .. 
Roger: ... a bad experience. 
Peter: I think we're much more irritating than most of the hard
core bands I hear. It's not inten'tional. We're not trying to be ir
ritating ... It's just the way we play. 

Psychology Okay, No Way 

I honestly wonder why most bands bother sticking it out to
gether. At what point do the disadvantages outweigh the advan
tages? Obviously, it helps that the/our gentlemen comprising 
Burma (Clint Conley, Roger Miller, Peter Prescott, and Martin 
Swope) respect and even like each other. We're al/friends here, 
aren't we? Or are we? 

BR: Something that is quite distinctive about MOB, is the lack 
of a "main ego." MOB seems to be truly a "collective ego," 
and that seems to make a big difference in the way the songs 
turn out. It does seem like/our people clashing together in one 
song. It doesn't sound like one person's idea . .. 
Martin : ... and the other people are just playing along. That's 
one of the reasons why we're still together. 
We find a lot of enjoyment out of that feeling that it's not filling 

------------------------------------· cont. 



either a set sub- role or set headline-role. 
. BR: Do you find many other bands that 
' share /he same mentality? 

Roger: Originally, the Gang (of Four) did, 
then they got rid of Dave (Allen, original 
bass player), and the focus shifted a lot. It 
made us real happy to see another band do
ing the same sort of thing . . . the constant 
struggle. 
BR: /sn 'tit discouraging when a band you 
like can ' I survive? 
Roger: Yeah, it's plenty discouraging. But, 
it 's only discouraging if. .. Well , yeah, it is 
discouraging. I've gotten over being dis
couraged about it. 

Business Wttk 

Like any art form, music is of subjective 
value. One man's garbage is another's trea
sure. Given the dilemma, a rock band has 
the choice of playing the rock business 
game, and/of/owing its rules, or saying, 
"fuck 'em afl'' and doing what it damn wefl 
pleases. Neither op/ion guarantees success 
however, and the risk of the second option 
is apparent. You must be very good to puff 
ii off Fortunately, Mission of Burma are 
very, very good. 

BR: Do you ever lake inlo account the mar
ketability of a song, who your audience is, 
or what they mighl want to hear? 
Martin: All the best music, I think you'd 
agree, doesn't orient itself towards its mar
ketability. Something like early (Syd Barrett 
era) Pink Floyd, I don't think anyone got 
the feeling that they were doing it for the 
commerciality. 
BR: Bringing up Pink Floyd is interesting. 
Could you ever see yourselves developing 

· into thal type of band? 
Martin: The later Pink Floyd? (laughs) God 
help us if we did. 
Peter: In some form or another, I 'd be aw-

. fully surprised if this band didn ' t always 
make some k\nd of abrasive music . 
Martin: I guess we're looking at it more as 
musical satisfaction, after a performance or 
after a record comes out, quher than finan
cial satisfaction of selling a million records. 
Peter: We obyiously want to be liked. We' re 
not on this trip where we want rotten fruit 
thrown at us; nowhere near it. 
Roger : We're neither anti-audience, nor 
pro-audience, and in a way we're lucky. We 
got to do what what we wanted to do and 
people like it. 
BR: Are there any bands you feel an affinity 
to at all, ordo you/eel pretly much on your 
own? 
Roger: The Fall . .. There's things we like 
about Christmas, the Dangerous Birds . . 
BR: What 's your definition of ''good mu
sic "? 
Peter: The stuff I've liked for a while, 
and I still like the most, and doesn't fail to 
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. excite me everytime I hear it is the Fall, the 
Birthday Party ... A band I heard recently 
and I really liked is R.E.M. The only-thing 
that joins those three, and most of the other 
stuff I like is, it's on its own. They didn't 
try to hop onto something else. It's like they 
picked up the instrument, started playing 
it. . . 
BR: . . . sorrofbenefitedfrom the lack of 
experience. 
Peter :. . Yeah , most of the musicians I like 
don't play 100 well, technically. 
Roger: It's just whether you can stick to it 
o r not .. . after you play a lot, most people 
tend to lose the original idea. 
BR: Have any of y ou had any formal train· 
ing? 
Roger: I assume I've had the most. No gui
tar. Music. I've studied composition, which 
doesn't reflect too much in Burma, because 
that was dealing with notes. I don't deal 
with notes in Burma, because Burma .. 
isn't worth dealing with notes. (laughs} It's 
just a bunch of noise . 
BR: Tha1's an interesting motto, "noise not 
Noles.'' 
Roger: I'd defy most of our sounds to be 
put down on paper. 

Like A Rolllng Stone 

Music is fashion. Fashion is music. Good 
music is more than this of course, but how 
many people really care? I wonder. 

BR: What effect did the Rolling Stone arti
cle have on the band? 
Martin: People come up and say they saw 
the article, at various places ... but, people 
aren't knockin' down doors for us .. , 
BR: It seemed/or a while, everywhere 
you 'd look, you'd see something about 
Mission of Burma. 
Roger: Most of the people who read those 
things, and are interested in us, are a pretty 
small group. I think the scene has degener
ated ... Appreciation for creative rock mu
sic has gone downhill in the last three years 
rather radically . .. in the world. 
BR: Do you question the value of pursuing 
it then? 
Martin: We all do. 
Peter: Sometimes, I get so disgusted ... It's 
like a comedy. The climate, when we started 
the first year or two together, was definitely 
more conducive to doing something ori
ginal. 
Roger: It would be a little rougher starting a 
band now. Where's there a place in Boston 
to start up? 
BR: Well what happened to the local scene? 
There aren't any Jess people out there. 
Peter: Well, I think it's Ronald. The coun
try is on a conservative dive. 
BR: Like anylhing else, music is a fashion. 
Sometimes, people are no longer interest
ed .. 
Roger: '!"he same thing happened in the 

60's. There wa., a big rush of creativity from 
'64 to '69. From '70 to '75 the music was in
credibly lame. Now we've entered into a 
similar phase. I'm sure it had something to 
do with the economy, but I th ink there's a 
natural ebb and flow ... and now it's just 
washed out and commercialized. 

ModemScrnm 

lsthenewMissiono/Burmaalbum, VS., a 
maslerpiece, a bomb, or just more of the 
same? The best Burma record? Without 
question. The best record of 1982? Probab
ly. 

BR: Why VS. as the title of the album? Is it 
Mission of Burma "vs." the World? 
Roger: It could be. I think it would be Mis
sion of Burma '"vs." Mission of Burma. We 
want to make it, but we do everything we 
can to keep from making it. .. it's a strug
gle. 
Martin: And there's of course the word play 
on "verses," lyrics ... and the play on the 
cover, black and white vs. color, flowers vs. 
wolves. Actually, the title came up because 
we couldn't decide on anything else we 
liked. 
BR: This "vs." nothing, right? 
Peter: Sometimes we just don't fit into any 
situation. If you don'! fit, then you're auto
matically put into an opposing position. 
BR: You guys are likeable guys. Every
body likes you don't they? 
Roger: Everybody in the world. Every sin
gle person. 
Martin: But when they come and see us. 
something weird happens. 
BR: Are you still beating your heads against 
the wall? 
Roger: Basically. I figure we'll always be 
beating against the wall. 
BR: ... unless you straighten up. 
Peter: But the funny thing is, it's nol like a 
big deal, "Oh, everybody's down on us .. 
it's so hard!" To me it's "we're doin' it. 
It's a shame you can't see it." It's not so 
much a challenge, it's a natural everyday 
thing. I'd much rather be doing this. I think 
it's an effective expression. 

Unpopular Science 

As in any field which requires a/air degree 
of technical expertise, there is a "right" and 
"wrong" way to accomplish the desired end 
result. Such is true in the recording process. 
Not to be bothered with "correctness," 
/here is also the ''Mission of Burma" meth
od of recording and produc1ion. Unortho
dox, but e/feclive. 

BR: You did this album much differently 
than the EP or the single. 
Roger: Just a livelier, more ambient sound. 
In the studio, we worked with Rick (Ace of 
Hearts, Harte) as pretty much a five-person 
team. 
BR: The fifth Burma? 
Roger: Yeah. We made it so there was a lot 
of bleed through all the mikes. We always 
did live vocals, of which we re-recorded 
about half of them. At least half of the voc
als on the album were done live at the time 
we recorded it. On signals, calls, and 
marches, all the instruments are there but 
there's not a spark in the sound. On this al
bum, I think we've pretty successfully got· 
ten that spark. 
Martin: One thing we did differently, is re
cord three, four or five songs in a row, and 
just do the songs. If one didn't work out 
then maybe we' d rerecord it on another 
reel. Whereas on signals, we did song, by 
song, we'd get it right, and then move on to 
the next song. In this sense, recording the 
alblim was like taking a bunch of photo
graphs, and if some of them worked out, 
that ' s fine. That was the basis that we 
worked from . 
BR: Are you trying to tell me there are mis
takes on this record? 
Martin: Yeah! The tape ran out at the end 
of "(That's How I Escaped My} Certain 
Fate." 
Roger: At the beginning of "Funworld," 
we started playing before the tape went on. 
We didn't stop and wait for the tape. We 
didn't redo" ... Fate." It sounded great. 

Peter: It sounded much better than if we 
had tried to fix it. 
BR: Between the songs, there's a Jot of ram
bling, noises and stuff like that. What was 
/he in ten lion of leaving that stuff in? 
Martin: Again give that fee li ng of a per
formance. 
Peter: It makes it fee l a little more natural, 
at least to us. And also, it's more just gener
a ll y junky. We've tried to get that in record
ings; we' re devolving. 
Roger: For a rock band, it's incredibly un. 
usual. 
Peter: l want to go further into the muck. 
BR: So I gather you 're pleased with the re
cord? 
Everybody: Yea h! 
Peter: I'll hate it, next week. I really like it 
now. 

lnatlonal Inquirer 

ANGRY MOB KILLS LAME AUDI
ENCE! Life on the road can be frus trating. 
It can be painful, disastrous, comical, irri
tating, hopeless, and frightening too. Bui 
there's also the bad times. 

BR: What was Mission of Burma's saddest 
moment? 
Roger: There's plenty of collective depres
sion . . 
Peter: I don't know what was sad . .. 
Martin: When Beef left! We lost Beef. 
(Jimmybeef was the trusted MOB roadie 
and deacon.) 
BR: He dropped our? 
Peter: HC dropped in, to school in Switzer
land. 
BR: What was the happiest moment? 
Roger: Well, we don't really get happy. 
(everybody laughs) 
Martiri: We sort of get depressed when 
things go right. 
Peter: Yeah, getting depressed is about as 
happy as we get. Usllally, after we've been 
in that van for a while, we start acting real
ly, really strange. 
Roger: But it isn't really happiness though . 
Peter: Sometimes it's close ... It's a kind of 
euphoria. More than a few people have 
commented how when our van is driving 
off, and we're wearing those goofy baseball 
caps, it looks like a bunch of mental pa· 
tients ... ''They've all got goofy haircuts." 
BR: So, Mission of Burma is basically a silly 
band? 
Peter: Actually, I wou ld say so ... He said 
seriously. 

RefertnCH 

• Mission of Burma, "Academy Fight 
Song'' /''Max Ernst,'' Ace of Hearts Re
cords, 1980, 2 song single. 
• Mission of Burma, signals, calls, and 
marches, Ace of Hearts Records, 1981, 6 
song 12" EP. 
• Mission of Burma, "Trem Two" /"Okay 
No Way," Ace of Hearts Records, 1981, 2 
song single . 
• Missl9n of Burma, VS. , Ace of Hearts 
Record~ . 1982, 12 song album (most recent 
release). 
• drtdd foole and the din (includes all mem· 
bers of Mission of Burma), "So Tough" / 
"Sanctuary," "Sister Ray" fadeout, Reli
gious Records, 1982, 2½ song single . 
• Bird Songs of the Mesozoic (Roger Miller 
and Eric Lindg~en), "Pulse Piece," Mod
ern Method Records, 1981, selection from 
the A Wicked Good Time compilation al
bum. 
• The Molls (Peter Prescott on drums), 
''White Stains'' /" ls Chesty Dead?'', Skids 
Records, 1979, 2 song single. 
• Moving Parts (Roger Miller, Clint Con
ley , Eric Lindgren, and Bobby Bear), 
''Nightmare,'' ''945-3554," Take It! maga
zine, 1981, selections on flexi-disc. 
• Space Negros (Roger Miller, Clint Con· 
ley, Eric Lindgren), Maximum Contrast 
From Moment To Moment, Sounds Inter
esting Records (SIEPOOI) , 1979, 6 cuts, 7" 
EP. 
• Space Negros (Roger Miller, Eric Lind
gren, and friends), Have A Lousy Christ
mas, Jingle Jungle Records (JJOOI), 1981, 4 
song, 7" EP. 
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by Deon Johnson 

George Thorogood has made a career out 
of making music that goes directly to the 
little part of the brain that makes people 
dance, scream and go crazy. 

His music has all the muted grace and 
delicate subtlety of a small nuclear device. 
It's that brashness and no-holds-barred at
titude that has made him such a special 
commodity when he hits a performing 
stage. Indeed, his shows rank right up there 
with some of the most ferocious gigs ever 
seen. 

In conversation, Thorogood has long had 
a reputation for being as direct and blunt as 
he is in concert. Sometimes people have 
trouble differentiating between this and 
rudeness ... like me ... at least at the start 
of our discussion. 

After three albums on Rounder (and an
other odious LP on MCA that was released 
without his permission), Thorogood has 
made the jump to a major label. For his 
new record, Bod to the Bone, Rounder 
signed a distribution deal with EMI Re
cords. One of the obvious questions (or so I 
thought) to ask Thorogood was whether 
EMJ had been taking good care of him. 

"I don't understand that," he began. "I 
mean, how are they supposed to treat me? 
... That's something that someone usually 
asks about your girlfriend or something .. 
Fine, I guess. I mean, they haven't yelled at 
me or used any foul language. They're just 
polite and treat me like everybody else I 
know treats me.,.. 

Uh-oh. Okay. Let's try a variation of the 
"good cop-bad cop" routine and side with 
him against another writer. How about that 
review in Rolling Stone that s,lid you must 
(eel a bit sheepish making a decent living 
out of songs that barely kept Robert John
son in whiskey and women? 

"Well, I don't know." After an extreme
ly long pregnant pause he added, "I don't 
really understand the question," and wait
ed. In immediate control of the situation, I 
responded with a series of "uhs," "wells," 
and "urns" in perfect cadence. 

"I don't think there's any irony in it," he 
finally said. "I think it's very simple to fig
ure out. Didja ever hear the first Rolling 
Stones album? Didja ever hear the first Paul 
Butterfield album? Do you think those al
bums are similar?" 

What is this, "ask the interviewer all the 
questions" crap? "Uh, yeah, George, I 
think they are." 

"Okay," he continued. "Now why do 
you think the Rolling Stones, at the time, 
made a bigger splash than Paul Butter
field?" 

"Um, maybe because there was nuthin' 
like that happening in England and there 
were a batch of bands like that over here?'' 

"I tend to differ," he said, which was no 
surprise. "Who do you think is a stronger 
performer, Mick Jagger or Paul Butter
field? I think that's what's paying our 
rent," he said with infallible logic. 

Thorogood once told a writer that he 
wasn't really a very good guitarist. He only 
knew about three chords, but he "knew 'em 
cold." Hey, what the heck, why not ask 
George if he's changed his mind over the 
interim. 

"I don't know,'' he said. "There are so 
many different styles of playing guitar. 
Like, a cat came up to me in Texas and said 
'Jo-warge, you're not a great guitar player: 
you're a BAD guitar player,' 

"I guess that's what I have always strived 
for," he continued, "being a BAD guitar 
player. John Lee Hooker's a BAD guitar 
player, and that's what I'm after. Carlos 
Santana is a great, brilliant guitar player, 
whereas I'm not. Maybe I'm great within 
my band," he added as an afterthought. 
"As far as playin' a guitar BAD, there are 
certain techniques to know ... and I know 
'cm ... and J know 'em cold." 

One of the reasons he loved touring Eur
ope with the Stones recently was because he 
~ad the chance to work on a huge stage. "I 
Just wanna play big rooms so I can use big 
stages," he said. "It doesn't matter how 
many people are in there, I just like t~e 
stage. It's like, Willie Mays was made for 
the Polo Grounds. If J was just gonna sit 
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down on a chair with an acoustic guitar or 
something, the Club 47 would be great. But 
I like a big stage." 

Before the addition of Hank Carter play
ing saxes, "We used to play for an hour and 
a half. But there's only so long you can take 
one guy. With the two of us now, we cari do 

a good two to two and a half-hours show." 
It would seem like the obvious thing for 

Thorogood to put out a live record. He 
hasn't yet, though. "I don't think we sound 
very good live," he reckoned. "I hear the 
tapes of our shows played back and I think, 

'God, we sound awful.' The studio albums 
are a little better, I think." Thorogood has 
never been overly impressed with himself or 
his music. He's serious about what he does, 
but he considers himself little more than an 
enthusiastic basher who can't even begin to 
compare with the real pros like Chuck Ber-

ry and Willie Dixon. 
"I don't really like live albums, any

way," he said. "What I like to hear is an al
bum with a live cut on it as a tease. I dig 
that. But a whole live album doesn't really do 

it for me. It's like you're exposing more 
than you should." 

Uh, what was that again, George? "Well, 
I like to listen to a record and think, 'I won
der what this person is like live.• That's 
what I like to do. I like to keep some of the 
mystery there. Then you put out a live re
cord and everybody's gonna know what 
you sound like live, and nobody's gonna 
come and see you." 

Thorogood isn't one of those guys who 
believes there has to be a lot of suffering in
volved with making a record. His approach 
to recording is very much like his approach 
to performing, very straightforward. "We 
just go in there and put down the songs that 
we haven't put down yet." 

The process he used in making albums 
has changed little over the years, and the 
formula remained basicaJly the same for 
Bod to the Bone. Thorogood will dig up a 
batch of tunes by the likes of Jimmy Reed, 
the Isley Brothers, Chuck Berry and other 
classic musicians, write two or three ditties 
himself, and then add an obscure song by 
someone like Bob Dylan. 

Then he'll head into the studio with his 
band the Delaware Destroyers {Bill Bough 
on bass, Jeff Simon on drums, and new
comer Carter on sax) and blow the roof off 
the place. Presto! Another record of gritty 
rock and roll and sweaty r&b. 

"There's no big mystery to it, you 
know," he continued. "You understand 
that a lotta those tunes I do are 'obscure 
tunes.' I mean, 'Johnny B. Goode' is a clas
sic. But 'It Wasn't Me' was a little bit more 
buried. You think of Dylan and you think 
of 'Blood on the Tracks' or 'Like a Rolling 
Stone,' you don't think of 'Wanted Man.' 
So they hear that and they say, 'That's far 
out. That's a Bob Dylan song.' I've always 
performed that song. I used to do a solo 
acoustic show years before J got the band 
together, and that was one of the songs I 
did." 

Thorogood's career has almost been a 
crusade, a musical crusade with the purpose 
of bringing sadly overlooked tunes to the at
tention of his fans. The new record also 
contains a tune called "Blue Highway" by 
Nick Gravenites, perhaps best known as the 
writer of the classic bl~es opus "Born in 
Chicago." 

"I hCard Nick play in a bar years ago 
when he was doing a solo gig," Thorogood 
explained, "and I absolutely fell in love 
with it. He's a great song writer. I didn't 
htar it again for years and years, and I final~ 
ly ran into him and begged him to give me a 
tape of it. And he just wasn't into that. Fin
ally he got around to giving me a tape, and I 
played it for the rest of the guys and they 
really flipped over it. 

"Christ," he said of Gravenites, "he's 
worked for Paul Butterfield and Janis Jop
lin . He's not that impressed with my music. 
What I do, he's probably chuckling at. But 
he likes me,. and that's even more import
ant." 

That is extremely important to Thoro
good, and when he talks about hanging 
around with John Lee Hooker or shooting 
the breeze with Bo Diddley, it's not a matter 
of name-dropping. He's still awed by tho~e 
guys, and it is essential to Thorogood that 
he has their respect. He knows tha1 if he 
doesn't there must be something wrong 
with the way he's making his music. 

Bod to the Bone also contains a version 
of Hooker's "New Boogie Chillun," a trib
ute, in a sense, to the Hook. "He's like my 
dad," he said. "I walked into his house, 
you know, and he was talking to someone 
on the phone, and he said to them, 'Uh-oh, 
here comes the millionaire.' He's crazy, and 
I love the guy.'' 

The title cut is actually the classic "I'm a 
Man" with new words, and Thorogood ex
plained that he originaUy wrote the song for 
Bo Diddlcy or Muddy Waters, two more of 
his heroes. Thorogood doesn't think lhe 
country can do enough for people like Wa
ters and Hooker, and that reverence is at 
the core of Thorogood's music. 

"1 think the government should pay them 
$500,000 a year not to play," he faniasizes. 
"Just send them the most beautiful models 

... cont. on page 24 



AL O UM'<-' Lowest Prices 

'D ~ and is~~:':'cords 

31 O½ Park Ave. 
Worcester 

Monday thru Friday 11-8:30 
Saturda,r I 0-5 

7911-3657 

135 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 1 o-6 
Wednesday thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday t 0-6 
798-0349 

SPEAKER RECONING 
12inch 15 inch 

Gauss $55 $45 
JBL-ALTEC $48 $38 
Electro Voice $40 $30 
Eminence/Celestion 

$32 CTS/Rola/Jensen, etc. $22 

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT 
. Sales and Service · 

B3 i'4t == 
SOUND CO. 

Professional Audio Systems 
412MainSt. 

LOFT STUDIOS 
65 Pond Street 
Waltham.MA 
893-9784 

Woburn, MA 01801 
938-0222 

convenient drop offs: 

THE CHANNEL 
EXCHANGE 
25 NeccoSt. 
Boston, MA 
451-1050 

LARCHWOOD 
MUSIC 
COMPANY, INC. 

I. 
M&ASOUND 
93 Center St. 
Brockton, MA 
584-8706 

Record Pressing, Printing, 
Jacket Fabrication 

Martin Gross 
639 Broadway 

Newbury, N.Y. 12550 (914) 561-6888 
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END OF THE YEAR 

READERS POLL 
I) Best local (New England-based) Group or Artist _______ _ 

2) Best American Group or Artist 

~ 3) Best Foreign Group or Artist 

4) Disappointment ~f the Year ______________ _ 

6) Album of the Year _________________ _ 

7) EP of the Year __________________ _ 

8) Single of the Year _________________ _ 

9) Best Local Record _________________ _ 

10) Personality of the Year 

11) DJ of the Year __________________ _ 

12) Best Radio Station ________________ _ 

13) Best Club ___________________ _ 

14) Fad of the Year 

I 5) What individual or organization do you think did the most to help the 
Boston music scene in 1982? Why? 

16) What individual or organization do you think did the most to hurt the 
Boston music scene in 1982? Why? 

The following questions are for our own use, and we would appreciate a response. 

A) Are you a musician? _________________ _ 

B) How many import records do you buy per month? ________ _ 

C) How many domestic records do you buy per month? _______ _ 

D) How much morley do you spend apprmumately on music-related interests per 
month? 

E) What would you like to see more of m Boston Roe~? _______ _ 

F) What would you like to see less of in Boston Rock? ________ _ 

G) What other magazines do you read? 

H) How many times do you go out to see live music per month? _____ _ 

I) Do you own a cassette tape machine? 

J) Do you own a turntable? --------~-------

K) How old are you? __________________ _ 

-Thank you 

Must be received by December 31, 1982 

send to: 

Boston Rock Readers Poll 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 



The group Malibu Bh_1e le 
has released the sing NE N\OR"E suMN\ER 
WEST coASTbfwO 

Heard on WCOZ, WMWM, WMLN, WOMR and other pro-
gressive FM stations. • 

... and available from Rockit Records, Newbury Comics, The 
Record Rack of Cape Cod or for $2.00 from Shepherd Hill OCEAN REACORDS 

Productions, Red Bridge Rd., Thompson, CT 06255. Provincetown, Massachusetts 

NEWBURY COMICS 

THIS 
MONTH'S 
SPECIALS 

THIS 
MONTH'S 
SPECIALS 

Newly Expandect For Your 
~hopping Co~venience 

' Nov. 22-28 
November Group Reg.4.49 
Lene Lovich New LP Reg. 7.29 
Pretenders 7" Chain Gang - Reg. 2.99 
Nov. 29 - Dec. 5 
Comsat Angels LP Reg.10.49 
Mission of Burma Reg. 7.29 
Bad Brains 12·· "I & I Survive" Reg.4.99 
Dec.6-12 
M.I.A.'s 12" Reg.4.99 
Slouxsle New LP Reg.10.49 
All Cassettes 
Dec. 13-19 / 
U2 4 Play Single Set Reg. 10.99 
Squeeze Singles LP Reg. 7.29 
All 1983 Calendars Reg. 8.95 

Sale3.49 
Sale 6.99 
Sale 2.35 

Sale8.99 
Sale 5.99 
Sale 3.99 

Sale 3.99 
Sale 8.99 

t0%off 

Sale8.99 
Sale 5.99 
Sale6.95 

268 Newbury St., Boston 

The Garage, Harvard Square 



by Betsy Sherman • 

Bob Holmes, singer, guitarist, and master of ceremonies 
for Rubber Rodeo, has his eyes on the Big Video Monitor in 
the Sky. 

"The Rubber Rodeo TV show is a serious idea. We would 
do a half-hour video and maybe have two or three songs, 
but have it be a whole story. Each of the characters in the 
band is a specified persona: there's Bare the drummer who' s 
the country preacher, then there's Trish who's the little doll, 
but who's got a real mean cutting edge to her, then there's 
goofy me, then there's the silent country gentleman, Doug, 
and then there's Gary who ... well, I think he and Kinky 
Friedman might be the only Jewish cowboys around. Final
ly there's Mark, the pedal-steel player, who's the riverboat 
gambler." 

If you are one of the lucky recipients of the official Rub
ber Rodeo comic book which their label, Eat Records, has 
been circulating around, you know that with Eat and Rub
ber Rodeo, the promotion is almost as important as the 
product, and it's at least as much fun. (Eat takes their para
phenalia seriously, churning out slogans with a skill not seen 
since early Stiff.) Interspersed among the classic comic 
book ads (Charles Atlas, 25 Live Seahorses, etc.) and cow
boy cartoons are press clippings that attest to Rubber ro
deo's prom-wizardry; they've already appeared in the pages 
of The New Yorker, Us, Cash Box, The San Antonio Ex
press and News and New Musical Express. 

If you read those clippings you know that Rubber Rodeo 
contains four graduates of the Rhode Island School of De
sign; that Ohio natives Bob and Barclay Holmes are des
cendants of Oliver Wendell Holmes and their boyhood 
next-door-neighbor was John Glenn; that Barclay played 
with various bands in France (including Bande a Part) be
fore replacing Rubber Rodeo's original drum machine; and 
that Rubber Rodeo's newest member, peda1 steel guitarist 
Mark Tomeo has "paid his dues" with a succession of "real" 
country and western bands, spent time as a Nashville ses
sion musician and appears on the latest Gun Club album. 

But just who is this innocent, hard working Providence 
band? 

There probably isn't anybody doing quite what Rubber 
Rodeo is doing. The first time I saw them they reminded me 
of Deva's "Come Back Jenee" video, the one where the 
group is decked out in fringe and cowboy hats and plays in 
a corral, and which opens and closes with some middle
aged rednecks bowling. Rubber Rodeo shares with Devo a 
talent for at once trashing and celebrating Americana, com
bining a tongue-in-cheek hipness and a sincere desire to en
tertain. 

Their originals are peppered with a series of mind-bend
ing, cowboy-themed covers, from "Ghost Riders jn the 
Sky" and " Jolene" to a very danceable "The Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly" (which start s as country swing and ends up 
almost disco}, to a seriously warped version of "Midnight 
Cowboy" that sounds like it is performed under water. 
Rubber Rodeo refashions these famil iar songs in sid iously: 
Gary Leib's synthesizer picks up resonances from the pedal 
steel and shoots them into outer sp:tce, Trish Milliken's Far
fisa adds the right cheesy touches, and the rhyt hm section 
anchors it all to the dance noor. 

The elements are there to attract several fac1 ion~ of to
day's fragmented music scene. Rubber Rodeo are look in' to 
go the whole rou te, 10 lasso in devotees of count ry. rock 'n' 
roll, new wave, comedy, and even country/rock (though 
~~~~~~~ 

they are probably farthest of all from the faded-denim bri· 
gade of Marshall Tucker freaks). 

"Rubber Rodeo started as a concept that we knew no one 
else was doing, and we wanted to do it," Bob explains, 
"Trish and I had this idea that if we could become the Tam
my Wynette and George Jones of the New Wave and really 
explore country-isms in a new way, then we could get peo
ple to see the quirky funniness of it, or the seriousness of it, 
or how sad it can sometimes be. We don't take country mu
sic as a joke. We love it." 

Trisb, who offstage looks more like a stockbroker's 
daughter than a coalminer's, adds, "It seems that people, 
looking at music, might be ambivalent about certain genres, 
but when it comes down to country music, they either like it 
or they hate it. There's no middle road." 

In the Midwest, the Holmes boys heard as much country 
as any other kind of music, and grew to like it and even see 
it as something to respect. Barclay describes country's ethos 
as "a striving to make a small life more rich." 

But face it, with a name like "Rubber Rodeo" you're not 
going to find an orthodox approach to C&.W, no matter 
how deeply they feel about it. There's a lot more going on 
here, and the borrowing of country is only the launching 
point. 

"We do a strain of country/ western that I like to call Spa
ghetti Western," Bob says. "Actually, we take a lot of our 
references off muzak. The version of 'Wichita Lineman' 
that I wrote our arrangement from wasn't the Glen Camp
bell version, it was a muzak version that I heard in a drug-
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and one harmonica do 'Wichita Lineman.' It's a certain 
kind of style of arrangement, and when it's played it doesn't 
sound like country/ western, it has more of an Eno-ish, airy 
sound." 

The band cite Eno and Roxy Music as major influences, 
and it is this sensuous approach to arrangement, and the 
driving dance-beat, that will draw new wave and rock fans 
to Rubber Rodeo. Once there, how will these trend-con
scious urbanites react to the big bad monster, Country? 

"We use a lot of the isms of country to color the music," 
Bob explains, "and I think a lot of times that's what turns 
people off. When they hear pedal steel or glit zy strings in 
the background, which really aren't strings, it's the synthe
sizer, it's like 'what're they trying to make me think?' On the 
other hand, when they hear the Ennio Morricone-style gui
tar it's 'oh,• tha1's fine, I've heard Adam and the Ants do 
that, Bow Wow Wow, that's cool.' But pedal steel is 'ooh, 
Marshall Tucker, bad .' So we have to deal with these asso
ciations that people make." 

The associat ions that Rubber Rodeo invite aren't only 
musical: they'll remind you of old TV shows, tacky gift ca
talogues, fourth-grade American History textbooks, and 
countless other irresistable games of popular cu lt ure. 

"All of us are comic book collectors," Bob laughs, "and 
we love the pulp genre of throwaway images and icons. I've 
collected cowboy stuff since I was little. The cowboy repre
'\ents so much to me. True America~a, cheesy Americana. 
Sometimes the darker ~ide of Americana, because cowboys 
10 me don't always mean the bes11hings about America.' ' 
~~~~~~ 

The cowboy is a passion for Holmes and the rest of the 
band, and a kick, but it is also a sly way of examining Am
erican myths and trying to find a new perspective. 

"Not only did we pick a uniquely American genre like 
country music," Bob continues, "we picked the most Amer
ican version. The cowboy country music, the 'high and 
lonesome' sound, I can't wait until we can go to Europe and 
people see us present America as the American Cowboy 
subverted in a truly honest way, not a slapstick way. Taken 
in that context we're amazingly political. 

"From the idea of Americana we drifted into the idea of 
the man and the woman, the problems that Trish and I 
have, that most people have. The simple, everyday tedious 
problems. That's a lot of what George Jones and Tammy 
Wynette got into, every other song was about divorce, but 
they're talking about big ·things and we're talking about 
small things, like who's gonna take out the cat. Just lo¥ing 
those mundane aspects." 

"I see this band as having truly sub¥ersi¥e possibilities," 
Mark Tomeo twinkles. "In a way I hope it offends a lot of 
people. It's challenging, and so much of rock 'n' roll, or 
country and western, just isn't. Everybody I used to know 
(on the C&.W circuit) thinks I'm out of my mind." 

Rubber Rodeo's ambitions are as wide as the wide-open 
plains, and they have plenty (an extensive tour) to keep 
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them busy, as 'well as pet projects (and idle fantasies) to 
keep them going. 

"Trish and I were thinking about having The Rubber Ro
deo High and Lonesome Film Festival," Bob laughs. "The 
movies we picked out express the idea of what Rubber Ro
deo is: The Last Picture Show, that's high, lonesome, and 
mundane. Five Easy Pieces, Badlands, and Rancho Deluxe. 
that's surreal mundanity. They're depressing but they're bit
tersweet. That's the whole poin1 of the high and lonesome 
thing. It's not melancholy down-in-the-dumps, it's like: 
'that's the worst experience I ever had , and if I had the 
choice to do it again .. . / would do it.' 

"We're also really interested in joining the Oevo route of 
product merchandising. Also this new Prairie Modern idea 
has started to come in, tric kle a litt le bit into fashion. Rub
ber Rodeo fashions, toys , hats, games, lunch pails. " 

toothbrushes, soapdish sets, bathroom towels. 
imerjects Trish. 

" . . . dress-up- the-band cut-outs ... "says Mark. 
"That's what reall y interests us," Bob chuckles. "We're 

concemrating on the music now, but we're thinki ng much 
bigger, li ke this whole scheme. It's not that far oul of the 
qu"":slion." 

Trish: "Music is the launching platform." 
Bob: "Who knows how the Monkces started? Bui when 

we find ou1. 
Trish:" ... we're going to ring that doorbell!" 
~~.~~~~ ..... 
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or qualify to see another great 
rock 'n' roll concert! 
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par Byron "Rumpus" Coley 

If you took out my brain, scraped off its insulatin' layer 
o' nicotine, caffeine & sugar, and examined a slice of it un
der a microscope you'd find the names o' several bands 
written in teeny tiny letters just under the surface. I've been 
immersin' myself in con tempo noise for more years than I 
care to recall and encoded all over my cerebral folds is a list 
o' those few bands that've pressed me into one corner or 
another with the forcefulness and unquestionable splendor 
of their sound. •I won't go into the names here, but rather 
state that the latest addition to this Thought Disrupter's 
Hallo' Fame is the Dream Syndicate. Formed in the Smog 
Delta o' Greater Los Angeles in the winter of '81, com
prised o' Dennis Duck (drums), Karl Precoda (gtr), Kendra 
Smith (bs) and Steve Wynn (gtr/vcls), and possessin' a vi
sion of pop/noise alignment that buggers comparison, they 
have made a deep impression on me and I'd like to tell you 
about them. First, some facts. 

Steve met Kendra in '78 when both were students at UC 
Davis and Kendra recognized him as the author of a dis
tasteful record review in the school paper. A friendship 
emerged from this aesthetic donnybrook and the two soon 
found themselves ensconced in a Davis band called the 
Suspects. Both refer to their tenure in this combo as a mere 
''learning experience,'' but after it split they continued their 
alliance in a band more to their likin' -The Icons. An en
semble built around the poetic licenses of a coupla Kendra's 
artiste friends, the music was grounded largely in the dron
in' repetition o' precious few chords and though this 
seemed to hold promise, the Icons' career was short-lived. 
After this, Kendra moved down to LA and settled into mu
sical semi-retirement, choosin' instead to pursue further 
academic studies at UCLA. A short while later Mr. Wynn 
joined her at this institution and where she was a sonic reti
cent he was somethin' more like a whore. Burnin' through 
any number o' welterweight combos, Wynn was so dis
gruntled by the apparent fact that he'd "never find three 
other people who wanted to do the same things that (he) 
did," that by the fall of '81 he was prepared to "give up on 
playing entirely." The reason he didn't do so is largely the 
"fault" o' Mr. Karl Precoda. 

Steve had met Karl some months before when the long
time bassist had responded to a help wanted ad placed by 
Steve's then-home, Goat Diety. That partnership had not 
quite worked out, but the gentlemen got along well and 
when they discovered that their houses were only a few 
blocks apart they began to get together and hammer out 
two gtr versions o' nuggets like "You're Gonna Miss Me" 
and "Suzy-Q"; the basic m.o. bein' to use these classic 
frameworks as jumpin' -off points for lengthy improvisa
tional noise-frenzies. Before too long, Kendra got wind of 
her old buddy._'s mephistic hobbyism and offered to lend a 
(much needed) hand. The band was now beginnin' to shape 
up, and with the addition of a drummer named Randy it 
seemed that Steve's whinin' (re: lack o' kindred spirits) was 
tnothin' more than a straight-out lie. Happily reassessin' his 
non-faith in the worth o' humankind, Steve now took to 
writin' some songs, and plans were laid-out wherein this 
(still un-named) combo would play UCLA campus keggers 
and become the veritable toast o' the frats. This notion nev
er became manifest, however, 'cause Randy Jeft the band 
(to pursue pre-Olympic trainin' as a wrestler) and when 
Dennis Duck came in to replace him he came with some 
very different ideas regardin' the band's direction. 

Dennis had been the drummer and one o' the chief song
writers for Human Hands (a band whose name is still hal
lowed in local art circles), and his interest was piqued by a 
Dec. '81 rehearsal session that consisted entirely of an 
e-x-t-e-n-d-e-d "Suzy Q." Well, he thought about wha'.t 
he'd seen and heard, and after a coupla days decided \o 
throw in his lot with 'em. Changes within the band were im
mediately apparent. Where Randy was an inspired amateur, 
Dennis is an exceptionally polished and inventive rhythm 
ace capable o' standin' firm no matter how much turmoil 
swirls around him. Where they'd been happy to rave on 
without the benefit of a name, Dennis soon bequeathed 'em 
with the Dream Syndicate moniker (said name havin' been 
swiped from a ground-breakin' avant/minimal trio com
prised of John Cale, Tony Conrad and Lamonte Young). 
And where they'd felt that their shenanigans were tailor 
made for beer-swillin' undergrads, Mr. D knew that in the 
clubs was where they belonged. Thus, with their line-up 
finalized in the early days of '82 they began to blaze a path 
that leads directly to this here article. 

Their first appearance was openin' for Brian Brain at the 
Club Lingeroo and with just this one show under their belts 
they began to create a sizable buzz. Some o' this was due to 
the fact that Human Hands were a sorely missed local act 
and any activity by their alumni was viewed with interest by 
many, but mostly it was based on the astoundin' wad o' 
sound the band passed through the PA. Hails o' kudos fell 
from the lips o' local rock crits like so many rotten teeth, 
and siftin' through these malodorous "pearls" one finds 
the phrases "really good" and "Velvet Underground" re
peated again and again. Now, I counl myself among those 
guilty o' hurlin' these epithets but I've become convinced in 

the ast few months t at a revision o' t is stance 1s in order 
and here it is. 

First, the words "really good" are not fittin'. On a bad 
night the Syndicate is merely "good." 1 have never seen 'em 
do a gig that did not have more than its share of sterling 

·songs/moments/performances, but sometimes it seems 
(from an audience standpoint) that they allow their improv
isational tendencies to get the better of 'em and at the end 
o' the evenin' I'm left with the fee'lin' that the set lacked 
adequate focus. This happens only rarely, though. After 
most o' their shows I'm filled with an awe that they were so 
successful in combinin' the melodic grace o' Steve's song
writin' with the hell-bent catharsis o' Karl's feedback and 
Kendra's simple but ominous bass lines. I watch and listen 
in wOnder as the three string-wielders seem to do every
thing they can to subvert the feel of the tune-as-I-know-it, 
while Dennis' unshakably deft drumwork somehow holds it 
all together-sometimes even suggestin' the melodies that 
his bandmates are so vehemently destroyin'. In short, 
"really good" is far too mean a description for this band at 
their best. Some o' their passages're nothin' short o' the 
(much over-used) "Great" and when you consider that 
they're still very much in their ''infancy,'' it's entirely pos
sible that a whole new slew o' superla1ives will have to be 
coined to aptly describe what they'll go on to produce. 

Secondly, the castin' about o' the VU's good name did 
seem appropriate at one point, but its use has been out
lived. Early on, Steve's vocals owed plenty o' debts of in-
1onation and phrasin' to "Bruce" Reed's breathin' pat
terns (a sin he compoutded in the public eye by borrowin' a 
few o' Reed's pre-writ lines outright) and the simple fact is 
that when most crits hear a drone they immediately think o' 
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nothin' ot er'n stuff li:Ce the VU's raga-drone ~pus, "Sister 
Ray." That's kinda changed now. Probably due in large 
part to all the VU flack that was flyin', Wynn's vocals have 
now begun to take on a much less derivative tone which in 
itself makes a lotta difference (compare the vocals on the 
band's Down There EP and their new Ruby alb, The Days 
of Wine and Roses for explicit evidence o' this); and 
'though they still love to fling around buckets o' drone, 
people've begun to remember that the VU were not the onl 
band with the habit o' stretchin' out some notes. Think o' 
the Feelies, think of early Ubu, think o' Crazy Horse, think 
o' the Fall, think o' pre-crack-up Dylan for chrissakes.Each 
o' these bands's done work with textural layers similar to 
what the Syndicate're doin' and when you listen to the alb's 
title cut it's obvious that all the aforementioned combos 
(and more) have made their influences felt. It's not e'ven as 
if all their material's uproarious either. Eacho' their songs 
has about five highly vastly different arrangements and 
some o' these're mighty fuggin' quiet. Quite often tht:re 's 
actually nothin' raucous at all about what they're playin', 
but it's easy to overlook this when you're well aware that 
1hey could CUT LOOSE at any moment. Still, they don'! 
always do it and you could easily curl up in front o' the fire 
place with your sweetie and drink hot chocolate while some
thin' like "Too Little, Too Lale" (from Roses) was playin' 
and you'd feel nothin' other'n cheery. 'Course the truth is 
that you might get the same winsome feelin' if John Cale's 
Vintage Violence was on the box, but The Days of Wme 
and Roses is a much better record. I swear to God. 

Not only that, but the band's makin' plans for a club 
tour very, very shortly and I'll tell you what: If you go and 
see 'em and don't like 'em J'II ea1 m shoes. All of 'em. 
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1 
over audience; Deborah Harry's "Flash is 
cool" line in "Rapture" soon became 
something more than an inside joke. by Eric Le/cowitt 

" It was plain 10 see that your life was Jost, 
You was cold and your body swung back 

and forth , 
But now your eyes sing lhesad, sad song, 
Aboul how you live so Josi and die so 

young." 
- The Message 

It's a hard rap on the knuckles, a numb
ing depiction of life and death inside the 
Bronx inferno. The images are filled with 
anger, fear, frustration and tension , culmi
nating in the final cathartic release-"don't 
push me cause I'm close to the edge.'' 

It 's a rare occasion that a song like "The 
Message" comes along to strike just the 
right nerve in the public consciousness to 
elevate it instantaneously to the status of an 
anthem. But in the summer of '82 "The 
Message" did just that. 

Upon its release, the s2ng rocketed up !he 
soul charts and in a mere 21 days managed 
to go gold. Meanwhile, "The Message" at
tracted enormous crossover response from 
alternative radio stations and dance clubs. 

Critics, in a rare fit of unamimous generosi
ty, piled on the plaudits with some perhaps 
prematurely labeling it ''the most important 
record of 1982." Inevitably, the razor
sharp, street-wise rap lyrics were compared 
to those of Granddaddy Dylan a lo "Sub
terranean Homesick Blues.' ' 

Flash and the Five, in their patented up
town cool demeanor, seem to take all the 
fuss in stride. "We knew the record would 
make a lot of noise," Flash maintains, 
" cause it speaks for so many. It's about re
ality." The rea1ity of the matter, however, 
is 1hat Flash almost turned down the song 
when it was first presented to him by Sylvia 
Robinson who heads Sugarhill Records in 
Englewood, Ne~ Jersey. At first, Flash 
considered the record too weighty when 
compared to the standard get-it-up-and-get· 
on-down themes. "I thought, who wants to 
bring their troubles to the disco?" Flash re
calls with a roll of his eyes. "We thought 
maybe it was too serious." But Robinson's 
persistence paid off (she is given partial 
songwriting credit on the record) and now 
Flash and the Five are laughing all the way 

to Chase Manhattan. 
An even more remarkable fact is that the 

song, which reflects so accurately on cur
rent social events, was actually written well 
over a year before it was ever recorded and 
released. Ed Fletcher (also known as Duke 
Bootee), a percussionist in the Sugarhill 
Band and the main composer of "The Mes
sage," had long completed the instrumental 
tracks of the song before handing it to Flash 
and the Five. In fact, the group's only signi
ficant contribution to "The Message" be
yond the vocals is the last verse which was 
penned by Mel Glover (a.k.a. Melle Mel of 
the Furious Five). Also noteworthy is that 
Glover's climactic verse, which arguably is 
the strongest of the song, first appeared in 
"Superapping," the group's first release in 
1979. 

This is not to slight the group's accom
plishment, however, since there's little 
doubt that Flash and the Five have suffi
cient street credentials to know where.pf 
they rap. The origins of this band go back 
to the Bronx during the mid-seventies disco 
boom. Flash and a few friends began tak -

In early '82, Flash and the Five borrowed 
the Tom Tom Club's "Genius or Love," a 
major crossover hit in itself, and cut "It's 
Nasty." Nonetheless, the group's break
through into a new and more varied listen
ing audience seems to have been quite un
expected. Although the band now likes to 
joke about "crossover bucks" they are still 
slightly unfamiliar with their new wave 
fans. "What is new wave anyway?" Flash 
asks with mock innocence. "Is that like 
people who dye their hair pink or some
thing?'' 

Not content to rest on their success, 
Flash and the Five have moved swiftly to 
follow-up "The Message" with an LP, not 
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shortened version of "It's Nasty" may sur
prise a few fans expecting to hear more rap
per's delights. Aflet the sizzHni opening 
track, "She's Fresh," the band reveals a 
newly refined soul ballad so·ulld with a gos
pel number thrown in for good measure. 

... cont. on page 35 



Robin Lane_and The Shake 

by Harold Lepidus 

"I think I let it get out of my hands." 
Robin Lane was summing up her days at 
Warner Brothers, the label who unceremon
iously dropped her after two critically ac
claimed albums. "When you get signed to a 
record company, you kind of let them do 
things, whereas once I did them for myself. 
What did I know?" 

After the disappointing turnout of their 
major label deal, Robin broke up her band, 
the Chartbusters, and headed out to Cali
fornia to record sorite demos with Elliot 
Easton of the Cars and Stan Lynch of Tom 
Petty's Heartbreakers. 

"We recorded 'Child of the Moon,' an 
obscure Rolling Stones b-side, and Elliot 
and I sang it. It was fun. The demos were 
done to get another album deal, but nobody 
liked me!" Robin mocked self-pity. "I 
don't know what happened. It drove mr 

nuts! 
"When I came back from California, I 

just didn't know what to do musically; be
ing pregnant and then having a baby turned 
my mind to mush." Robin and ex-Chart
buster Leroy Radcliffe became the proud 
parents of Evangeline ~ix months ago. "I 
just didn't know what to do. 0~ of my 
ideas was to go back to the Idler and pla'y 
acoustic guitar! I also started thinking that I 
would never do anything again." 

After various recommendations and re
peated listenings, Lane and Radcliffe .began 
playing with the Providence band the 
Shake. A recent Paradise performance 
showcased ari album's worth of new materi
al, as well as enthusiastic versions of a half
dozen favorites, and Lane's voice was in ex
ceptionally fine form. 

"I think I used to overextend myself in 
the Chartbusters. I relied on energy and 
screaming rather than real singing. The 

Chartbusters were a more bombastic band, 
while the Shake are more thought out, 
which leaves me more room to sing. 

"I ~ike the guys I'm playing with now," 
Robin added laughingly. "They aren't 
goody two shoes, but they are not heavy 
druggies." 

Most of Lane's time is spent with Evan
geline. "I don't want to be one of those 
mothers who abandons their children. I'm 
with her all the time. Al first, when I be
came pregnant, I thought 'what are people 
going to think about all this?' me not being 
married and all. In LA, Bono from U2 
called up, 'cause he had heard I was having 
a baby, and he thought it was a wonderful 
thing. 

"It is weird," Robin Lane continues, 
"being a Christian, because there are cer
tain precepts. But I made a mistake, and 1 
was not going to make another one and kill 
my baby. I don't think, like a lot of women 
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think-'My life is more important than h:µ,
ing this baby.' 

"I'm the perfect example of someone 
who had a baby and didn't really know 
what my future was going to be like at all. I 
still don't. The future is totally nebulous as 
far as I'm concerned. 1 didn't have a con
tract-I still don't. I didn't have any mon
ey.'' 

She stops and tells an anecdote about her 
ex-husband, Andy Summers of the Police. 
"He sold all my furniture to get back to 
England! My grandmother's things that she 
gave me! And now he's rich and I'm poor!'' 

She shrugs. "You can work it out. Evan
geline is helping me become less selfish-I 
have to think about somebody else besides 
myself. It's like divine intervention-now I 
write songs while she is asleep. Twenty min
utes to write a Song. But it's kinda fun. 

"So I'm living one day at a time." Robin 
Lane smiles. "That's my motto for life." 
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orpheum Theater 
- J . nAshton at the ''Like when Haircut 100 had their linle 

on guitarist Joh day." Butler sounds annoyed. "All those 
d sutler leans little kids ran around in Fair Isle sweaters 

,Richar person." Butler shrugs, and grins slyly. "I eating jelly babies. I can't imagine ... I 

by Julie Panebianco 

Tht Singer 
Half-awake, dressed in a print shirt and a 

blue jacket, Richard Butler, lyricist/vocal
ist/spokesman for the Psychedelic Furs, 
paid for his clam chowder and fruit salad 
dinner and ambled through the lobby of the 
Providence Holiday Inn towards the bar. 
He crumpled himself into a chair and or
dered a Bailey's Irish Cream-"Good for 
the throat.'' The rest of 1hc band, all in var
ious s1ages of exhaustion, are nowhere to be 
found-in the next three nights, they will be 
playing The Main Event, Providence, The 
Beacon Theatre, New York City, and the 
Orpheum, Boston; this is a long-awai1cd 
day off on the first leg of their extensiye 
tour to promote the new LP, Forever No'>'f. 

They are also promo1ing the new Psyche
delic Furs. In the past year, 1hrec original 
members (saxophonist Duncan Kilburn, 
guitarist Roger Morris, and drummer Vince 
Ely) ha"e either left or been kicked out, and 
the band has taken a dramatic step in a new 
direction. 

''A lot of people have said our new al
bum is more commercial," Richard Butler 
said, running his hand through his already
in-disarray straw colored hair. "Pop'? No!" 
he shakes his head very definitely. "We 
didn't say 'let's get commercial'. It mighl 
have happened because we all like a bit of a 
dance beat ourselves. 

"We didn't think, 'right, let's liave a 
dance song for the American marke1--umm 
let's see, it's got to be understood by a mass 
of people.' Who's at !he top of the charts'? 
REO Speedwagon?" he asks. "John Cou
gar'? Yeah!" he says dryly. "Lei's make ii 
like John Cougar." 

Butler lights up a cigarette. He speaks 
softly, his voice a deep, distant cousin to his 
distinctive singing style. "When we were 
making up these songs we realized it was a 
different step for us. We were making up 
songs with stronger melodies, and we fig
ured if we were going 10 change the sort of 
tunes we were doing, we might as well 
change the production-use Todd Rund
grcn, who would give us a clearer sound, as 
opposed to Steve Lillywhite, who on our 
first two albums tended to make us sound a 
bit murky. 

"David Bowie said he was interested, but 
it ne\'er came through. Probably a very busy 
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think he says it to a lot or people. mean our audience doesn't dress up in any 
"Anyway, we got rid or Roger Morris, particular way. J can't imagine anyone say-

our rhythm guitarist, to give John Ashton ing 'YQu're going 10 the Psychedelic Furs 
more room to gel more melodies coming show, dress accordingly;' which is nice. 
through-we were rclying too much on "Linle fashions are like linlc armies. In 
heavy, driving rhythm. And we got rid of punk rock 1ime, punk rock was supposed to 
Duncan ..Kilburn," he smiles, "because be so anarchistic and they all dressed up the 
Du can wanted 10 play-on ever.ything, and same. Black spikey hair, leather jackets." 
we didp '1 want s x on everything, and h·e . The "armies on the dance noor" from 
couldn't play anything else. So Roger and ! "Love MyWay1l-'? 
Dun~n had to go ... so we got rid of ; "Yeah! Exactly!" said Butler. "I don't 
them.' ' Butlerlaµghswickedly. really know where we fit in. Those are 

"Vjnce Ely left because he wanted to pro- things that rock writers and critics think 

i:::i;c h;u~;r.:;;'~e~~,:.r:ul~eo~~eh:::;. ~~do~~ ":~~~~~:nt~~nn~~·/::jh~sr~ g~~~ ~~i~ 
fled. "If anyone would produce it would be sound fit in'?'." 
me or Tim (Butler, Richard'$ younger bro- He sips his drink. "We like not to fit in 
ther and bassist in the band).' ' more than anything else. That is why this 

Phillip Calv~rt. the Furs' new drummer, tour we are taking a cellist. We've already 
a tall blonde Australian with a nasal ac- had some hardcore punks come down to see 
cent and an open, ma11cr-of-fact manner, us and we came out with seven pieces-our 
conl:es into the bar, orders a beer, and be- band plus a saxophonist, a cellist, and a 
gins popping Pcppcridge Farm goldfish into synthesizer player-and they don't know 
his moll.th . what to do!' ' Calvert and Butler laugh. 

"Have you heard of a band called the "Oh, we aren't dropping the 'Psychedel-
Birthday Pany'?" Butler asks. "Philusedto ic" from our name, that was just the art-
be in the Birthday Party. He was supposed work on Forever Now," Butler mentions. 
to gel married but he came with us in- "People have suggested we lose it, but 1 
stead." think the 'Furs' sounds a bit dull." 

"lt was a snap decision but I have no re- The Holiday Jnn bar has filled up, and a 
grets." Calvert continues eating the gold- three piece band with bouffant grey hair-
fish. "It is very different playing with the do's begins to play. ''You arc 1he apple of 
Psychedelic Furs. It is good, there is more m,J eye," the organist warbles, as Butler 
discipline invol"ed in the playing. And then names his cabaret St)'le singing influences: 
coming in and learning a whole new set was "l like Prench singers. Charles Aznavour, 
quite a hrrd thing to do, it did my playing a Mirielle Mathieu, E(\i1h Piaf-I might mak;e 
lot or good. a ballad album yc1!'' 

''The thing is,'' he says, ''this band Drowned out by the cacophonous lounge 
works hard and doesn't relax and say band, we leave the bar in sc:arch of quieter 
' Yeah, we' re great' and get totally blase quarters . On the way out I a&k Butler if he 
about it ." Calvert becomes animated. has ever played a place like this. He grins 
"You don't get any better that way, and and tells how ri1ht before the l:'sychedelic 
worse, you start neglecting your audience. 'Furs were signed, they got a "restdency" at 
If you say 'fuck 1he audience' that's dis- apubcalledthc 0reenlion.C-1vertknow~ 
gusting. They are why you do i1. '' the place and is set off into fits 0Naugh1er. 

"Yes," Richard Butler says quietly. "It lasted one night." Butler, a sophisti-
"That is why you do it. We actually enjoy cated, soft-spoken gentleman, explains 
touring. Besides," he adds, "It is better why: "Because I ran around the plact with 
than sitting around in England. Pouring a chair on my head, smoking people's cig
rain. Very miserable." He orders another arctics, and drinking people's drinks. The 
Bailey's. ("Loosens up your throat, like owner said he didn't like this modern mu-
milk.") sic." 

"Anyway," Calvert says, "I think this 
tour will be quite good. I like American au
diences. English audiences are more re
strained, clique-y. You follow this band or 
that band-this type of new band or the 
other type." 

Upstairs, he is sitting on a bed, speaking 
quietly into the phone. "Hello. It's Rich
ard. Richard," he repeats. The man on the 
phone is the Psychedelic Furs road man
ager, recruiting volunteers to fill out Cana-

dian visa forms. Phil Calvert is muttering 
something about a frazzled brain. "Driving 
14 hours to get somewhere on a bus is a bit 
of a dragy'know." 

Gary Windo, a saxophonist whose play
ing is as distinguished as it is varied (he has 
played with Carla Bley and NRBQ, among 
others). is talking about the Psychedelic 
Furs' favorite band: The Fab Combo. 

"We were staying down the road from 
the Holiday Inn 1hey were playing at in New 
Jersey," Windo says seriously, "we were 
trying to gel them to support us instead of 
Translator." 

"This band was an old trio," Richard 
Butler graciously explains. "We wanted to 
gel them to support us and have a live sex 
act on while they were doing their old jaz.zy 
stuff." 

"Our dream," Windo states, "is to be
come the Fab Combo. Everything else pales 
in comparison." 

" ... is toothpaste in comparison." But
ler giggles. 

"Once, for NRBQ," Windo remembers, 
"we had the Windsor Heights High School 
marching band open for us. It was wonder
ful. Wonderful." 

"The Psychedelic Furs and the Fab Com
bo." Butler pretends to read it off an ad
vertisement. "Thal wasn't their name real
ly, we made it up for them,'' he confesses. 

"It was the Trio Fabulario!" Windo lies, 
and breaks up laughing. "We couldn't get 
them to come with us because they didn't 
want to give up their $17,000 a week con
tract with Holiday Inn." 

"Plus," Butler adds nonchalantly, "they 
didn't want the live sex act. We wanted to 
get an older middle-aged couple screwing 
onstage •.. of course we saw the ideal cou
le actually dancing to the Fab Combo at the 
lime. So we got stuck with Translator." He 
smirks. "We've been trying to get them to 
do a live sex act.'' 

When the laughter dies down, Richard 
asks if I've seen the new "Love My Way" 
video, a silver & blue vision in which the 
band performs in a shallow pool of shim

w11cring water. 
"Oh, it's great, I love it," he says. "The 

PsychedcJre Furs walk on water! You see we 
were all on tiles in the water. Dangerous. 
It's hard dancing on water, 'cause if 
your foot drags you go off to the side, 
which at one poim I did, and toppled over. 
I grabbed onto a lighting trolley. Someone 
came and grabbed it or the whole band 
would have been electrocuted." He smiles 
sheepishly and lights a cigarene. 

Richard Butler is quite proud of the song 
"Love My Way." "It is a political song, if 
you consider love songs political, which I 
think you can. Sexual politics. People being 
told they're deviants, whatever-homosex-
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ual, lesbian-I'm just saying •don't worry, 
go after your own way, it is just as valid.' 
The song 'Forever Now' is quite political 
also. Talking about people in politics being 
backed by big money from banks. And then 
it goes back to two lovers." He recites his 
line. "You and I are walking past, we don't 
counr our money.' 'President Gas' as 
well . But we certainly aren't going in any 
direction like the Clash, although I admire 
thcm

1 
even like them. 

"The only overall message, in any of our 
songs, is to make your own mind up about 
what goes on around you. Don't believe 
what you're told by anyone." He stops. 
"Including me." 

Butler says his favorite on the new album 
is "Sleep Comes Down," a lush, romantic 
song. There is general agreement in the 
room. ''Actually, I was trying to get to sleep 
while my brother Tim and Vince Ely were in 
the next room rehearsing. I was wishing I 
could get to sleep, and I thought, 'Oh, Sleep 
Comes Down would be a great title.' So I 
got up and wrote it down to what they were 
playing, and then went in and sang it. Fit 
perfect ly, especially when we added the cel
los.'' 

Butler isn't bothered by people who miss 
the point of his lyrics. ''It's always the same 
though. With any band you get idiots listen
ing to it. Like when 'We Love You' gets 
played in the clubs,'' he points out, ''people 
listening to it don't realize the sarcasm. I ex
pect it. You have to. I'm just happy when 
somebody does·understand it.'' 

He ruffles his hair. "But now we don't 
play 'We Love You.' It is a punky sounding 
song-not that we ever were punk, but clos
er to it than now. We don't sound like that 
anymore. We sound like Forever Now. 
That is where the band is, and I think that 
there isn't anyone doing what we are doing. 
Nowadays, we've become good musicians.'' 
He stops and laughs. "When we began we 
couldn't even remotely play. Now we play 
very well, and we play differently, which is 
very apparent when you see us live. 

"We aren't relying on our influences any
more. You see, when you form a band and 
make your first album, you can't be totally 
original, you've got to be influenced by 
somebody. When it comes to your second 
album you look at the first and find your 
own strengths and you strengthen those. By 
the time it comes to your third album, 
you've influenced yourself. 

"Lyrically we are stronger than a lot of 
bands. People in rock music don't tend to 
use images-which I do, probably because 
of my visual training, it changes your per
ception of everyday kinds of things. Most 
people use narration, which doesn't involve 
much imagination. It is knowledge that you 
have," Butler says, "things you already, 
feel, you already know." 

"SHOCK TRAUMA!" guitarist John 
Ashton runs in, a small man wearing a giant 
black hat. "REAL ART! RICHARD! 
'HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GAL
AXY!'" 

''OH NO!'' Gary Windo exclaims. 
Ashton changes the channels, barely 

waiting to see what station is showing. Dis
appointed, he runs out of the room. 

Butler takes the interruption in stride, 
smiling indulgently. "I think it is the great
est thing to be in a band," he says, "actual
ly making money by being creative. I'd like 
to be doing that the rest of my life, making 
money by being creative. 

"We have been talking about, as a band, 
if we get bored of rock music-we probably 
will sometime I'm sure!-of doing silk 
screen prints as a band, as opposed to indi
vidual artists. John knows a fair amount 
about printing, my brother Tim comes up 
with really wild, off the wall ideas, and I'm 
good at doing the physical side of it. Psy
chedelic Furs prin1s!" 

Richard Butler gets up to leave, laughing; 
his. laugh is infectiotrs, a gesture tha1 takes 
up most of his face and reduces the cool, 
chiseled features to a warm, boyish grin. 

Everyone troops back down towards the 
bar, but Gary Windo hangs back, talking. 
"I have been having a lovely time on this 
tour. I've played jazz with Don Cherry, An
drew Cyrille, real avante garde musicians," 
he says, "and playing wilh this band, play
ing with the Psychedelic Furs, is absolutely 
equal to that. This band is very sophisticat
ed. This is avante garde music, and they are 
in many ways ahead, because they don't 
think like classically trained musicians, lim-

iting themselves. They cross real barriers. 
"We are playing sheets of sound." He is 

exhilirated, and waves his arms. "Orches
lral Frank Sinatra on acid." Windo shakes 
his head. "Of course, everything pales in 
comparison to the Fab Combo." 

The lounge band tunes up while the But~ 
ler Brothers ("There was another one in the 
band but we tossed him-didn't want it to 
get like the Osmonds," Richard remarks), 
trade Todd Rundgren stories. Tall and 
lanky, dressed in a shiny black jacket with a 
pair of satins lips sewn on the pocket, Tim 
Butler yawns and orders himself a beer. His 
brother teasingly messes up his hair, and 
succeeds in irritating him. -

"When we first met with Todd," Tim 
Butler says, "he told us, 'I can make you 
sound like Hall and Oates, I can make you 
sound like Judas Priest, I can make you 
sound like anything you want.'" 

Richard reveals that .Todd Rupdgren is 
the "Man on the Stairs" mysteriously 
thanked on Forever Now. "He would run 
halfway down the stairs that led from his 
booth into the studio, put his foot on the 
bannister and yell things like,'' Richard imi
tates an American accent, "Can't you put 
morefeeling into it?'' 

The band's road crew gathers around, 
trying to muster the momentum for a night 
on the town. ("Where are we? How far is 
Providence from Boston? What time do 
clubs close?") Richard Butler disappears, 
but comes back quickly, in a cloud of eau 
de cologne. "Who smells in here?" some
one blurts, and Butler embarassingly owns 
up: "It's Millionaire, by Mennen." 

The Song 
When Richard Butler has to sing in the 

daytime he covers up the windows with 
drapes or newspapers. It was still daylight, 
but the Orpheum theater on Halloween Eve 
was dark enough for him to pretend it 
wasn't; there he was, onstage, singing 
'' President Gas.'' 

The Psychedelic Furs were doing a 
soundcheck. Stage left, bassist Tim Butler, 
dressed in a tie-dyed Indian t-shirt. Behind 
him, cellist Ann Sheldon on a platform next 
to Ed Buller, keyboard and synth player, a 
punky Steve Forbert look-alike. Stage right, 
in a Furs sweatshirt, saxophonist Gary Win
do. Then, guitarist John Ashton, in his hat/ 
dark glasses/black and white "jumper" 
uniform. And front center, frozen at the 
mic, looking frail in a baggy jumpsuit, 
Richard Butler. 

They run through a few songs, trying to 
get the sound level right: "Yes I Do," 
"Sleep Comes Down," "Love My Way," 
"Into You Like a Train." 

They have included only five old songs m 
their set list ("Pretty in Pink," "Sister Eur
ope," "Imitation of Christ," "India," 

"Into You Like a Train"), preferring to 
play Forever Now in its entirety. This seems 
to have caused a debate between band and 
crew. In Providence, Richard Butler got in
to an animated discussion with longtime 
soundman Trevor, who suggested that the 
Furs could win over audiences faster if they 
performed more of their "hits." Butler 
wouldn't have any of it: "We have to chal
lenge the audience. I'd rather make the au
dience sit back and think about a show, 
make them listen instead of trying to get 
that immediate response." 

The band heads down to the Orpheum 
basement for some food, followed by win
ners of a CBS contest, "Have Dinner With 
The Psychedelic Furs." In the spirit of Hal
loween they are also followed by the cow
ardly lion from The Wizard of Oz. 

The meal seems a makeshift affair: buffet 
line, folding chairs and tables, paper plates. 
Tim Butler, sneezing, breathes in two pieces 
of chocolate cake, unfaz.ed, but Richard is 
disgusted. "Do you think this is fair to these 
people?" He confronts the record company 
representative. The man shrugs, but Rich
ard is persistent. "They won this dinner. 
Eating on paper plates? Do you think this is 
fair? Let's go out." 

Ten minutes later, the band and contest 
winners are seated comfortably in an ele
gant restaurant, conversing amiably while 
sipping frozen margueritas. Lovely singer 
Bebe Buell, a close friend of Richard But
ler's, dominates the dinner conversation 
with her effervescent chatter. "My band is 
going into Todd Rundgren's studio to re
cord some demos, and in January, when the 
record companies have money, we'll go 
shopping. I just don't want Todd to make 
us sound like Spirit," she giggles, uncon-
1rollably. 

"Bebe is always giggling," Richard says 
teasing her, "either giggling or violent." 
She throws her napkin at him, and he blush
es . 

The band's manager is complaining loud
ly while eating burnt onion soup, "What 
happened to Translator? I mean, Berlin 
Airlift? Who are they?'' Meanwhile, JohQ 
Ashton is gleefully molding sculptures with 
his linen napkin-"Are you making penises 
again?" Richard asks him offhandedly. 

Tim Butler starts to play "Love My 
Way" with his silverware on haJf.filled wa
ter glasses, and the rest of the Furs join in, 
snapping their fingers, duplicating the tink
ling marimba refrain. ''Love My Way/it's a 
new road/I follow where/my mind goes." -

Richard Butler is in the back of the tour 
bus, dressed in a vintage David Bowie Live 
blue suit. He is getting paler by the minute 
("About ten minutes before I go on, I'd ra
ther be doing anything else.''), stuffing pa
per towels into his shoes to make them fit. 
He puts on a light green trenchcoat and fix
es his hair. 

Waiting on line 
Richard But/er, .t;; ~':tre:b i-:°mbo (I tor): Jo:-;h:-n_A_h __ .,;.:;_:, 

Then out of the bus, down the alley, and 
into the Orpheum. Crossing the stage be
hind the amplifiers and equipment, he is 
nervous. "There's no one here," he mur~ 
mers, panicking. "It's intermission," some
one says, and he visibly relaxes. 

Phillip Calvert, draped in silver belts and 
rosary beads, is in the dressing room with 
Tim Butler, who is wearing multi-colored 
bondage pants. ("Richard stole 'em from 
me and wore 'em on the cover of Melody 
Maker.") One of the dinner contest winners 
is out in the hallway, and she asks Richard 
for a kiss. He gallantly obliges. "He is so 
handsome,'' she whispers, over and over. 
"Just so attractive." He stares in the mirror 
and puts on some of Bebe Buell's makeup 
t"Why would you wear mascara?" she 
asks), and soon it is time. 

"Get on with it." Just as the band is 
about to go on, word comes from the dress~ 
ing room that John Ashton needs another 
five minutes. The delay shatters Richard 
Butler's fragile, pre-show calm. "Oh shit!" 
he yells, white faced. Then, the Psychedelic 
Furs are on stage, singing "President Gas." 
"You have to have a party, when you're in 
a state like this." 

The band's famous wall of sound, once 
unrelenting and almost impenetrable, now 
shifts and swirls. The melodies are support
ed by guitarist Ashton and bassist Tim But
ler, strengthened by the rhythmic assault of 
drummer Calvert, deepened and developed 
by keyboardist Ed Buller and saxophonist 
GaryWindo. 

Windo's especially emotional playing, 
combined with the cello (Ann Sheldon also 
brings a classical, dignified look to their 
stage straw), magnifies a profound, melan
choly resonance in their music. 

The very essence of Richard Butler's sing
.ing is that melancholy spirit; it is not sur
prisiQg that the French cabaret singers he so 
admires were known for their tristesse, the 
sadness and world weariness that they con
veyed with their untrained voices. It was 
not the beauty of their singing, it was the 
beauty of the emotion that was felt by any
one who heard them. 

Yet that sadness once threatened to over
power the Psychedelic Furs, making their 
music almost unbearably depressing-it is 
now much closer to bittersweet, and in con
cert, the personal withdrawal that Richard 
Butler always seemed to be on the verge of 
has been replaced by warmth and confi
dence. 

Onstage, Butler exudes an ambiguous, 
forceful sexuality, reminscent of early Jag
ger, and he combines it with the sophistica
tion of a crooner like Sinatra, but his slow, 
strong moves, his dips and dancing, and his 
expressive voice are all powerfully individu
al, and the band matches his uniqueness, 
note for note. 

Both Phillip Calvert and Richard Butler 
acknowledge the sadness present in their 
music, but they also describe it as a kind of 

, im But/er. s ton, Ann Sheldon 
, Gory U'indo, Phi! Colvert, 
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~-----------------------------, to the New York stage for a Halloween ap-
• •• FU RS cont. Richard Butler thought the audience was pcarance at the Peppennlnt Lounge. 

"celebration"; this was especially evident 
when, at the end of the concert, with the au
dience on their feet, the band played to a 
crashing crescendo, Richard Butler swoon
ing to the music, hands over his. heart, sing
ing "Let it stay forever now." Jt was a chill
ing moment, and a moving way to cele
brate. 

Richard Butler threw drumsticks into the 
audience, hugged guitarist John Ashton, 
and walked offstage, ahead of the rest of 
the Furs. "I played rock star out there, I 
was standing on the monitors!" he says 10 
no one in particular. He is wearing an el
bow length, pearl buttoned white glove that 
a fan threw him. Gary Windo yells "Great 
Show!'' as the audience claps fdr an encore, 
and Tim Butler answers him, "That's be
cause we were in tune!" Bebe Buell tells 
Richard he was Sinatracsquc: "Really?" he 
asks, incredulous. 

The backstage area is wall to wall people, 
and Gary Windo and Phil Calvert are sud
denly upset. "How could they play a U2 
song right after we walked off?" Windo 
sayS. "We want a space between us and 
other rock and roll. Maybe they should 
have played Noel Coward." 

a bit lazy, saying, "We can only see the first In mid-November, Folk Clly will revive 
couple of rows, and when they aren't stand- its mid-week rock shows, to be booked by 
ing ... " Someone tells him he should have MicbHI HIii and Ira K1plan. These two 
told the crowd to get on their feet, but this journalists-turned promoters vow earlier 
offends him. "Oh, say 'C'mon, get up and starting times, cheap covers, new bands and 
dance'. , Oh, l hate that, I hate when no guest list-sounds interesting. More 
bands do that." nightclub genre-hopping: Grtal Glider-

Oedipus is backstage to greet the Psyche- slttves has become a jazz club, leaving le
delic Furs, and tells Richard that he likes gions or long-haired heavy metal bands 
the album. ("Then why don't you bloody without a place to play in Manhattan. 
well play it," Tim Butler mutters under his Bored by the usual rock bands, I've been 
breath.) Dressed in a beige satin Pia Zadora checking out some different singers, like 
jacket, Oedipus ca tches more abuse. "That Phoebe Legere. She's a cabaret singer with 
is a really lacky jacket," Richard tells him. excellent pipes, a wide repertoire and a bi-

Phil Calvert is overheard remarking that zarre penchant for melodrama. Imagine a 
"I was in a band who put out great records cross between Barban Cook and 8111 Mur
that we expected no one would buy," and ray and you're on the right track. And 
Richard Butler uncomfortably poses for a speaking or chanteuses, Dlamanda Galas 
photographer. Then, out or the Orpheum, created a stir here recently with her 
into a crowd ("I don't like that," Richard "unique" brand or vocal blood letting. 
says, "it makes me nervous. I guess I'm ha- "The Litanies of Satan" (Y-Britain) sums 
sically shy."), and into a bar, where more that up quite nicely. And though I'm not 
fans tell the Furs, "Fantastic!" One even much of a folkie, dB's Peter Hobapple and 
ventures so far as 10 imitate Butler's voice; Chris Slamey are making convincing cases 
he seems genuinely flattered. Then, out of for themselves as (gulp) singer/songwriters 
the bar, into the bus, and out of Boston, with solo acoustic sets. Glenn Morrow of 
onto a new road. the Individual, is following suit with a solo 

Special Thanks to Tom Gilroy, Joyce, 
andB.B. 

set of his own, and Bongos Richard Barone 
and Jim t,tutro recorded some of their 
acoustic ducts at Mitch Easter's North Car-

~---------------------------J olinastudio. 

... L.A. cont. 
player's departure to Texas. Their latest 
cover selection's "If I Were A Carpenter." 
Yikes ... Savage Republic to open for PIL. 
If any haven't heard their beautifully done 
debut album, do so now. It's better'n early 
KIiiing Joke, Bauhaus ' r any o' that shit. 
Soon to come's a double record compila
tion o' Black Flag out-takes, unreleased 
songs, live cuts, etc. Yay. SST also prepar
ing to unleash their first two metal by-pro
ducts . Namely, EPs by St. Vitus and Over-
kill, Wu-oh ... Where's the new issue of 
Flif)side? . .. Tuck 'n' Roll. Over and Out. 
Get well, Hank . Banzai!!! 

. .. N. Y .C. cont. 
Also on the vinyl front, Labor Records is a 
relatively new outfit with some interesting 
product like the Swans EP and the long
awaited (by me, anyway) debut of Certain 
Generals. 

Forget Fitzcarraldo; Lydia Lunch was the 
hit of the New York Film Festival. Filmed 
by Beth and Scott B (who screened some of 
their earlier efforts between bands at Max's 
in the '70s), Vortex got mediocre reviews 
but even the staid, old Times critic gushed 
over Ms. Lunch's, ah, acting ability. Hot 
off her collaboration with Rowland How• 
ant of the Birthday Party, Lydia returned 

The best band I've caught recently is 
Loved By MIiiions, led by a blonde monster 
of a reedman known as keshaven. Combin
ing R&B horn charts with Rhys Chatham's 
art-slash guitar and Pamela Lyons scream
ing ~atirical lyrics, Loved By Millions sound 
more like an NYC-incubated Tin Huey. 

Ending on a sombre note: New York 
Rocker suspended publication after the No
vember issue. Publisher Andy Schwartz 
vows the paper will return in 1983; new, im
proved and financially solvent. In the mean
time New York is without a publication that 
chronicled the music scene for five years, 
and often tried to act as its conscience. 

. .. THOROGOOD cont. 
in the world once a month. Feed them 
champagne and caviar. They should set 
them up in castles. 

"Then, when somebody like Paul Mc
Cartney is doing a show, have him say, 
'Here's Muddy Waters,' and have him just 
walk out. They're kings. You know what 
I'm saying? They should not even have to 
play. Like James Cagney. He's got a little 
cameo in Ragtime. He's done it, man, he 
doesn't need to do a whole thing. It's the 
same thing with Muddy and John Lee. They 
have their thrones. Sit them out there and 
tell everyone, 'Here they are.' Of course, 
when John Lee walks out, every girl in the 
house takes off their wedding band.'' 

It was, in fact, the old masters that got 
Thorogood started on his way as a musi
cian. Seeing Howling Wolf on Shindig in 
1965 started the process and seeing John 
Hammond at the Gaslight II in New York in 
February of I 971 finished it. In between the 
Rolling Stones also had a lot to do with 
Thorogood's decision. "I had been turned 
into music for all my life, but it wasn't until 
I saw Hammond that J dedicated myself to 
becoming a performer,'' he explained. 

There's no spooky, mystic air around 
Thorogood. He feels tl;ial no matter what 
had happened to him previously, he would 
have ended up where he is now, making 
music that blisters and getting to know the 
musical giants that just knock him dead. "I 
think that no matter what happens to you, 
you end up being or doing whatever you're 
supposed to be doing anyway, regardless of 
who turned you on to it." 

Well, George Thorogood plays like he 
was meant to play high energy rock and r&b 
in the style of the masters. And it doesn't 
matter a bit if the best is old or new stuff. 
can't date that stuff or any stuff." Are you 
saying George, that if it's good it's gonna 
last? 

Thorogood was, 10 the very end, direct. 
"Yeah, that's just it." 
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TbeBluten---------
Over There .. Livc At The Venue, London 
(Slash/Warner Bros., EP) 

What makes the Blasters so good at play
ing basic model, R&B-based rock(abilly)? 
First and foremost they have no bizarre 
fashion hang-ups-they play Sun Records
type material because they always have. 
And secondly, they know the full context of 
the origins of their music, both soci<rpoliti
cal and musical. Before this gets too heavy, 
the long and the short of it is that we're 
not dealing with a gaggle of poseurs, but 
for-real musicians in it for the long haul. 

The composition of the Blasters' road 
band is indicative of the Alvin brothers', 
Phil and Dave, understanding of where 
rock'n'roll came from-big-sound R&B 
bands with a horn section and piano player. 
Thus, the original Blasters core of the Al
vins on guitar & vocals, Bill Bateman play
ing drums and John Bazz on bass is expand
ed to Gene Taylor plunking piano, aug
mented by Lee Allen's tenor sax and Steve 
Berlin's baritone sax. 

Even with the big band, the sound on this 
record is dominated by the guitar, the other 
instruments mixed way down. "Roll 
'Em Pete" and "Keep A Knockin"' are the 
exceptions, with the piano pushed out froflt 
and the saxes wailing and honking for a 
full-scale boogie woogie attack. The last 
tiJne they played the Channel the non
guitars got more play than on this album, 
but it still seemed like the saxes especially 
could have been more out front. Lee 
Allen is a seasoned vet and Steve Berlin 
a top talent, so why be parsimonious with 
them? 

Forgolten Rebels-------
This Ain't Hollywood. 
(Star, LP) 

On their last release, In love With the 
System, the Forgotten Rebels took risks, 
both lyrically and musically, hinting at both 
hardcore ("Bomb the Boats") and horror 
rock ("Bones in the Hallway") while man
aging at the same time to keep their sound 
fairly accessible. 

Unfortunately, this time around the band 
has opted for a "safe" sound that lacks the 
risk and experimentation that made the last 
album interesting, if not downright good. 
Songs like "Memory Lane" or "Hello Hel
lo" sound like watered-down Ramones. 
Only the frenzied "Surfin' on Heroin" 
stands out as a True Classic on an otherwise 
average album. Write: Star Records, 2 ½ 
James St., North Hamilton, Ontario, Can
ada L8R 2J9. (Jon Anastas) 

Phil Alvin: The Mouth That Roared 

photo: Phil In Phlash 

Their music is undeniably top-(anking. 
Also good is their self-awareness of playing 
American music, without getting chauvin
istic about it. The "Don't Tread On Me" 
logo on the label is a nice touch. Their song 
"American Music" is a neat statement on 
the wide spectrum of indigenous American 
musics. It's not on this LP, and I'm curious 
as to whether or not they played it in Lon
don. (Bruce Stallsmith) 

ES,tr-------------
ESG Says "Dance" 
(99, domestic 12" EP) 

The main problem with ESG's previ
ous, self-titled EP was in the production. 
Between overdoing the spacey stuff at the 
end of side one, and side two being a flat, 
cheap-quality live recording, it was hard to 
enjoy this band's soulful, rhythmic dance 
music. Obviously the act deserved a better 
record. 

99 has apparently decided to rectify the 
situation with a new platter, offering up a 
re-recorded version of one of the previous 
disk's more memorable numbers, the Are
tha-like "Moody." Unfortunately, the soul 
content of older numbers like "You're No 
Good" and "Earn It" has been replaced 
with odes to the joy of dancing on the new 
one. Both records leave me feeling as 
though I've only had a partial taste of this 
band's warm beat music. (Jim Puccio) 

BOSTON'S ONLY RECORD RENTAL STORE! 

NERVOUS RECORDS~ 
ffl-A Brighton Ave. Allston, MA . ... 02134 (617) 254-8476 .n 
• Rent any record in the store for only 25% of the list price. 
• We hove a large selection of new end used records. 
Example: Stray Cats Built For Speed $1.-49 

Joe Jackson Night And Day $1 .49 
Psychedelic Furs Forever Now $1.-49 
The Beatles 20 Greatest Hits $1 .49 

THAT'S RIGHT, ONLY $5. 96 FOR 4 BRAND NEW LP's/ 
Our prices on Maxell tapes are the lowest in town._ Maxell UOXL-1 or II C-90 tapes 
only $3.50 each or 3 for $10.00. (No limit!) 

BRING IN THIS AD FOR $1.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE OR 
RENTAL FEE OF $10,00 OR MORE (Exdud;ngMoxetlTope,) . 

Glrlschool---------
Screaming Blue Murder 
(Mercury, LP) 

The latest offering from Girlschool 
breaks no new ground, but confirms suspi
cions that this band is a first rate metal out
fit worth melting your ears for. Raving 
madmen who've seen Girlschool's live show 
babble endlessly about the group's wild ver
sion of ZZ Top's "Tush." That song is pre
sented in scorching glory along with the 
Stones' "Live With Me" and nine originals. 
An excellent production job wraps up this 
package, putting these gals on par with to
day's most revered metal superstars. (Car
ter Alan) 

Radio Nonna--------
MY SPINE b/w Three 
(Autistic, local 45) 

This is the debut recording by Radio No
vena, a band with one of the most peculiar 
(and entertaining) stage shows in town. The 
two songs are fairly representative of their 
music, a kind of dance-oriented rock which 
is difficult to categorize, although some of 
the elements are easy to pin down. This is 
probably because most of the band mem
bers have spent enough time in cover bands 
of various sorts (top 40, soul, funk, etc .) to 
have absorbed pop music in its most ele
mental forms, leaving them free to recon~ 
struct it as they see fit. 

What comes out is a mixture of catchy 
song structures, jittery rhythm guitarings, 
restrained fusion-type keyboards and a gen
erally danceable rhythm section which 
avoids getting into totally repetitive 
grooves. Live, they add a visual element 
verging on cabaret, with costumes, head
dresses and a dancing boy wiggling around 
the stage. Imagine the music of November 
Group minus the disco and their hard-assed 
neo fascist front, somehow combined 
with a live show of similar ilk to Human 
Sexual Response, Lou Miami or the Tits. 
(Jim Puccio) 

ABC.-----------
Lexicon Of Love 
(Mercury, LP) 

Just under a year ago, ABC made its en
trance with boasts of returning emotion to 
modern pop, and frontman and lyricist 
Martin Fry expressed aspiration to Tim Pan 
Alley craftsmanship. ABC reveled in the 
trappings of showbiz, just this side of 

kitsch. With each of their first three singles, 
"Tears Are Not Enough," "Poison Ar
row" and "The Look Of Love," they made 
good on their promise. Picking up producer 
Trevor Horn along the way, their sound 
was consolidated and their confidence un
stoppable. 

Lexicon Of Love is a present tied up with 
a string, from its violin-laden overture to its 
harp-laced finale. Onto a disco-beat found
ation, ABC builds rhythms of piano, or
gan and xylophone. Nuance and detail are 
provided by strings, saxophone and synthe
sizer. Martin Fry's voice is a good but not 
great one; he makes it all work with his act
ing. 

Fry's lyrics are articulate and deeply felt, 
an F. Scott Fitzgerald-like litany of the pain 
of love lost and the joy of love yet to come. 
Love is ABC's drug, and they confront it 
with a sense of drama. They toy with melo
drama, but not at the expense of honesty, 
and not without irony and humor. 

A bigger-than-life sound that fleshes out 
bigger-than-life dreams (wink). (Betsy Bad
ges) 

The Land Thal Time Forgot-----, 
Various Artists 
(Open, LP) 

Fort Liquordale and her surrounding 
abysmal tropics of lush swing into oveI°drive 
with the release of the first compilation re
cord from the "unhappy coconut tree" re
public of Florida. With the lethal yellowing 
disease running amuck, all but wiping out 
the coconuts, all hail tall and mighty to the 
unmitigated local spirit (incest) from these 
15 bands. 

There's something for everyone: South
ern Country Surf muzak (no shit), rebel
lious pop (best represented by the bone 
crunchin' hysteria of the Eat), and New 
South Rockabilly (Larry Joe Miller-the 
King o' the Singles-who's touring the 
Northeast soon). 

The album roars and bores, but my fav
orite cut is "Phantom Train" by Open Re
cords' (best store in Ft. Lauderdale too} ace 
in the hole, and cover enobler, Charlie 
"Moneybags" Pickett. (Who also has a live 
album on Open.) 

Really snowbirds, it's highly recommend
ed to listen to these unaffected mumblings 
of a land drenched in rain, burnt by sun 
and radio, and battling for all that you take 
for granted; take choice-$6 to FLA 's Park 
and Recreation Dept. or Open Records
support the needy. Write: Open, 1418 NE 
26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305. (Mi
chael Koenig) 
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Cabaret Voltalre-------
HAII 
(Rough Trade, LP) 

A six tune, live LP recorded in Japan that 
leaves me cold. None of the songs are par
ticularly interesting or distinguishable from 
the others. Plus I cannot figure out if they 
are singing in English or Japanese. ZZZZZ. 
Rough Trade Records, 326 Sixth St., San 
Francisco, CA 94103. (Monica Padavano) 

SPK------------
Last Attempt al Paradise 
(Fresh Tape, cassette) 

Lots of bands pretend to play music from 
the dark side of the mind, but New Zea
land's SPK (Surgical Penis Klinik) arc the 
genuine article. Music is merely one way 
they express themselves on the subject of 
emotional disturbance and mental pheno
mena. No boring myths to be found here, 
just deviant dips into dementia and mental 
torture techniques with credentials to back 
it up. Not for the faint of brain, these 
screams of the dead make your favorite an
archists look like sissies. The SPK Primer 
that comes with the tape is requited reading. 
Write: Fresh Sounds, PO Box 36, Law
rence, KS 66044. (Tristram Lozaw) 

Didi Stewart A Tbt Ampllfltn-----
Begin Here 
(Kirshner, LP) 

Locally, Didi Stewart has a rep as a great 
vocalist with a hot band and a top notch 
stage show. Begin Here, her professional 
wax debut, is as perfect an LP as one might 
expect; state-of-the-art recording, emotion
al performances, and "Solid Gold" materi
al. Therein lies the only problem. 

In an age when Top 100, Kinhneresque, 
corporate rock is being cited by critics, re
cord buyers, arti5ts, and, well, almost ev
eryone but the record industry as being the 
major source of declining indu5try reve
nues, it's hard to believe that this beat still 
goes on. Begin Here's material is so familiar 
that it is totally forgettable; the sound is so 
calculated, so perfect, so commercially pre
dictable that it's hard to get excited about. 
(Jon McAuliffe) 

t·n .... -----------
(Czech, local 12" EP) 

It's truly a pity that the Flies aren't a real 
working band, because the tunes on this EP 
prove that they could easily become one of 
the hottest acts in town given half a chance. 
The Flies produce an energetic, driving nou-

veau psychedelia bearing a strong imprint 
of bands like Wire and early Pink Floyd 
(nothing later than Ummagumma), with the 
assorted nods to the likes of Iggy Pop, the 
Velvet Underground with Nico and that hip 
English stuff on labels like 4AD and Fac
tory Products. 

Scene buffs should note that this is basic
ally the project of one guy, Nat Freedberg, 
who assembled his recording band from as
sorted members of 007, Art Yard, 21-645 
and the Dangerous Birds. Although Nat 
wrote some of the music before taking his 
band into the studio, much of what appears 
on this record was actually whipped up dur
ing the sessions. The fact that such a hap
hazard undertaking should produce such 
strong material shows what a fine working 
unit the Flies could be, were they to call it a 
band and try to get gigs. (Jim Puccio) 

Anti-Nowhere Lea1ue-----
XYZ 
(Faulty Products, LP) 

This is a great album unleashed by a true, 
screaming, down-and-dirty punk band. 
XYZ has the raw energy of early Clash LPs 
spiked with authentic wretching and puking 
inflections. 

Both sides will make you dizzy from bop--
ping your head: notable is "Streets of Lon
don.'' Their anthem ''We Are The League'' 
(which pledges "We are MEAN! We arc: the 
League and we are OBSCENE!") and the 
love song "Woman," are worth the price 
of the album. Write: Faulty Products 
633 No. Labrea, Suite A, Hollywood, CA 
90036. (Monica Padavano) 

Sounds d'Afrlqu~-------
(lsland/Mango, LP) 

Quick. Name five countries in Central 
Africa ... Right, me neither. If you have 
even the slightest interest in what popular 
music sounds like these days in countries 
that you don't know the names of, check 
this one out. A follow-up to the excellent 
first volume of Sound d'Afrique, number 
t.wo features the sounds of Soukous, a 
dance music from French-speaking Africa 
that can be loosely described as Congolese. 
It grew from times when Latin music was 
popular and the Africans developed their 
own versions, mixing it with indigenous 
styles, layers of guitars, call-and-answer vo
cals and local beats. Sound d'Afrique If is 
an entertaining compilation of Soukous 
bands and doubles as a good primer. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 
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ll. Ramones, Undertones, Fripp, Pastiche, Joe 
"King" Carrasco, X. L;i Peste 
/-4. Cars, Devo, Go-Go's. 8-52's pt. I, Magazine, 
Members. Nervous Eaters. Pere Ubu, Speed1es. Ot
way. New Models. Heatwave 
/S. H.S.R., B-52's pt . l. U.K. Beat, Feehes. 
Rockau. Bush Tetras, Delta S, Boys Life, Pylon, 
Someone & the Somebodies, Peter Noone 
#7. Talkln1 Heads, Shu. Po1yrock, l<.id Creole , 
Buzzcocks pt . I, Suade Cowboys, Plasmaucs, 
Roches. Brian Bram 
/8. Police, SiouJ1S1e & the Bi!.nshees, Peter Dayton , 
Spin, 999, Buzzcocks pt l. G.1ng of-4, Vinny Banet 
/9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & the Muffins. 
Lenny Kaye. Son of Stiff, Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart, 
Vitamin, Alberto y lost Trios Paranoias 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au Pairs, 
Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT. Carlene Carter, the 
Fast 
#11. Elvis CMtello pt. I, Squeeze. Sector 27. 
Wmwood. Frith. La Peste . 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon. Elvis Costello pt. 2. 
Bongos. fleshtones. Rev1llos, Jonathan Richman, 
Rings 
I ll. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami. Shane Cham
pagne , Teardrop Explodes, Blurt, Arthur Blythe, 
Doug Sahm, Johnny Cash 
115. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour. The 
Un1u, Claudia Perry, Doug Simmons. Ric Ocasek 
116. Garland Jeffreys, Wall or Voodoo, Echo and 
the Bunnymen , The Rumour, Joan Jett. Marshall 
S1mpk1n 
117. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour . Bob Mar· 
ley Photos. XTC. Chi rles Fi rren , Los Microwaves 
Eventworks, Circus Mort 
118. The Jam Interview, Atlanttcs, John Cale . Joe 
[ ly, Planet Street . UB-40, Native Tongue. GE Smith , 
Robert Klem 
f l9. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods Breakup . 
Billy Idol. Fad Gadgl'l. Plisucs. Boston Punk Scene. 
Readers Poll 
no. Cramps, Greg Kihn. Rock ·n· Rolt Rumble 
Stompers, O rchestril Manoeuvres. Ventures, Let 
ter from Martin Atkins. Heavy Metal. Alternative 

Radio Guide 
121. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic Furs. Ci
ty Thrills. Killing Joke. Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johan
sen, T Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy Wrlhams 
#22. Specials, GoGo's. X, Neats, Edtth Mnsey, Ly· 
dia Lunch, November Group, JeH and Jine Hudson, 
Peter Hammill, Rich Anzalone, England '81 
ID. Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, Malcolm McLar· 
en Interview. Romeo Vo,d, The Blasters, Ian 
Hunter, Willie Alex,1nder, SS Decontrol , Sleepy 
LaBeer, 007. dBs 
#14. J. Geils Interview, Devo, Tom Verlime, 
Dangerous Birds. Trademarks, Boston Hardcore, 
The Rings, New Order, Phil Gentili 
#25. Black Flag Interview, Readers Poll Resulu, 
Pete Shelley, Gun Club, Berlin Airhh, Loul Band 
Review I I • Crimps, Elvis, Raybeats, Grace Jones, 
Salem Sound. legal advice 
#26. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers, Alan Vega, Boys 
Lire. Panther Burns. Sex Execs. Police. Ceru1n Gen
erals, Washington D.C. News, Battle or Broad 
Street 
'27, Bush Tetras, Club Update. Neighborhoods. 
U2. Flipper, Young Snakes, Albert O . Fleshtones, 
Waitresses, London and D C News 
#28. Romeo Void, Lou Miami. Black Sabbath. The 
Dark , GI .. Nick Lowe, Music Seminar, I] UP, Why 
Bands Move To Boston 
129. Stompers, Paul Weller Interview, Human 
League, V;. G1rlschool, B-Sl's. Bongos. fear. Joe 
Perry, Toots and the Maytals. Gun Club. 
1)0. The Clash, Eric Burdon . Circle Jerks. Ken 
Shelton , Sparks, Haircut 100. Tweeds. Slickee Boys. 
Boston Street Bands 
UJ. X, Motels. Stray Cats. Robert Ellis Orran. SS 
Decontrol, Wipers, Comsat Angels, Independent 
Record Supplement 
112. Public Image Interview, Billy Idol. Clarence 
Clemons. Willie Alexander Proletariat. FleY'leaten . 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Jo ]]. The Who, Jello B1afra. English Bear. Lords of 
The New Church. Nico. Undertones. Ooh Ah Ah 
MDC The Bra,ns. Heahn· of he Nation. The 
Dawgs. Nebulas 
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ASK FOR IT at your favorite record store 
The new 12" 45 rpm EP from 
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@IS. 

FEATURING: 
FEUDAL LOVE 
FINALLY (NO MORE CflRLS) 
EAST COAST FEAR 
KLEPTOMANIA 

WATCH FOR EDDIE WALKER & THE MARTYRS 
IN THE CLUBS NOW! 

For information: 



PowerTrlp---------
LAB ANIMAL b/w Have A Nice Day, No 
Place, Permanent Damage 
(Mystic, EP) 

More riotous ruckus out of LA. Plenty of 
har-hars and tee-hees from this self-pro
claimed all-star-studded band. Hardcore 
speed metal by Jeff Dahl' (ex-Angry Samo
ans/Vox Pop) new line-up strikes victory 
with my body's dancing cogs on the song 
"Lab Animal." This is a rousing epic de-, 
picting the horrendously sorrowful, final 
weeks of Jeff's spaniel hamster "Freddie." 
After a smelly bout with intestinal cancer, 
Freddie succumbed to its final resting place 
with the all-American dignity and pride of a 
Dolly Parton bow. I salute ya, Freddie! But 
I'm sure, if Freddie still had a say, he'd test
ily bellow: "Heck, why don't big time Bos
ton radio jocks spin my song instead of this 
comically alien tribal drivel!" FREDDIE 
WE HEAR YA! Write: Creatures of a Dis
turbing Nature, Attention Jeff Dahl, 1605 
North Martel, lf25, LA, CA 90046. (Mi
chael Koenig) 

VarlousArtbts--------
Life in the European Theater 
(Elektra/ Asylum, LP) 

Life in the European Theater is an anti
nuclear collection of British ska, punk and 
pop. Released in the U.K. at the end of 
1981, it appears in this country in the wake' 
of the massive disarmament rallies last sum
mer. The album remains basically intact, al
though Elektra/ Asylum replaced Ian 
Dury's "Reasons To Be Cheerful, Part 3" 
with the Doors' "Peace Frog." Unfortun
ately, "Peace Frog," with its references to 
Vietnam and the Chicago riots of '68, seems 
an anachronism in a collection of songs 
about nuclear war and disrupts the general 
continuity oT the album. 

The songs are familiar; all but Bad Man
ners' "Psychedelic Eric" are drawn from 
_other albums. life in the European Theater 

opens with the Clash's classic "London 
Calling" and threads its way through the 
problems of life in the nuclear age from the 
Stranglers' "Nuclear Device" to XTC's 
spirited reggae tune ''Living Through A'n
other Cuba." The English Beat take a well
aimed jab at the glorification of war in "I 
Am Your Flag" while the Specials look at 
government war games through the eyes of 
the helpless, grey-suited "Man At C&A." 
Some of the cuts, like the Au Pairs' "Diet" 
or "lt fs Going to Happen" by the Under
tones, take a less direct approach to the 
question, but all the songs reflect a political 
awareness and concern that makes the al
bum thematically cohesive. Proceeds go to 
various European and American anti-nu
clear organizations. But political-considera
tions aside, Life in the European Theater is 
still good music by some of the best bands 
about. (ESB) 

David Lindley And EI-Rayo-X ------·-·--· .. 
Win This Record 
(Asylum, LP) 

By combining vintage four-on-the-floor 
R&B, reggae, cajun genres and rock and 
roll, David Lindley's solo debut marked 
him as one of the finest purveyors of Amer
ican and not-so-American roots music. 

Win This Record is another swig out of 
the same bottle, except that this time the 
formula's a bit stronger. As well as Lind
ley's own excellent compositions like "Talk 
To The Lawyer" (the professional liar) and 
"Make It On Time," he provides versions 
of Frederick (Toots) Hibbert's "Prema
ture" (an apocalyptic comment on Baby
lonian sexual mores), "Rock With I," the 
R&B-ish ''Turning . Point,'' the excellent 
rocker "Look So Good" and a number of 
others that are so individualistic in tone and 
concept, they sound totally unlike anything 
else available today in the commercial mar
ketplace. One of '82's best. (Jon McAu
liffe) 
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MAIL ORDER 
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MlddleClus-----~-
Homeland 
(Pulse, LP) 

It's ironic that an American band that 
sound so English would entitle its first al
bum Homeland. Mixing elements of such 
shadowy Anglo bands as the Banshees, the 
Fall, the Furs and Aussie kindred spirits like 
the Birthday Party, Middle Class are a fresh 
mixture of bordering-on-funky rhythms, 
clanging guitars and throaty vocals . Singer 
Jeff Atta chants more than sings, and bro
ther Mike spent a few weeks at the Andy 
Gill School of Guitar. Layering these two 
identifying sounds over a powerful, dance
able beat Middle Class end up providing 
music that's searing and poetic, only slight
ly derivative, and very, very darK. Highly 
recommended. {Coming to town again soon 
-see them.) {Tom Gilroy) 

PelerGabriel --------
Security 
(Geffen, LP) 

Nausea arrives every time I hear Phil Col
lins' wimpy rip-offs of Peter Gabriel. So 
with every Peter Gabriel album (I, 11, 111, 
& now IV-the "Security" tag was added 
on) I hope for a modicum of success that 
will raise Peter above that rubble. Security 
may just be too subtle and involved to do it 
for him. Peter is a progressive composer of 
some consequence and is able to attract 
some of the world's best electric musicians 
to produce music that is meticulous, moodi
ly atmospheric, inspiringly intelligent, 
heartfelt and usually s-leo-w. He's just as 
good at the uptempo stuff and with this re
cord I find myself w.inting more of it. 
"Shock the Monkey," the grabber here, 
has crossover hit (underground, dance, 
MOR ... ) written an over it. (Tristram Lo
zaw) 

D Willie Alexander (Pure and Easy 12") 
"AAWW/Bass Rocks·· $4.99 

D G.G. Allin (Orange Records 45) "You 
Hate Me & I Hate You/Public Animal #1" 
$1.50 

D Billy l;lacon (Memoir LP) Billy 's Revue 
$4.99 

D Boys Life vs. Outlets (Modern Method 
45) $2.00 

D Boys Life (Seco 45) "Two Doors Down/l 
Found Her" $2.00 

D The Dark (Oarkworld 45) "JudyfYou Are 
in No Danger" $2.35 

[] The Dawgs (Star Rhythm LP) My Town 
$5.99 

D The Freeze (45) "I Hate Tourists/Don't 
Forget Me Tommy" $2.00 

D Future Dads (Modern Method 45) "Dor
chester Summer/Beatnik Beach Party" 
$2.00 

D The Gremies (Rebel Records 45) "No 
Surfin' In Dorchester Bay" $2.00 

7 Hea!in' of the Nation (LP) Love Is the An· 
swer $7.49 

J Human Sexual Response (LP} In a ' 
Roman Mood $3.99 
Incredible Casuals (Eat EP) Let's Go 
$3.99 

D Jeff & Jane Hudson (LP) Flesh $4.99 
Junk Mail (Free Records 45) .. Break Qff/ 
No More TV" $2.00 
The Lyres (Ace of Hearts , 12" EP) AHS· 
1005 $3.99 

u Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts LP) Vs 
$7.29 
Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts , 45) 
"Academy Fight Song/Max Ernst .. $2.50 
Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) 
Signals, Calls and Marches $4.99 

A Ott-Jay Explosion ------
(Heartbeat, LP) 

"Inna dance hall style" the cover an
nounces. In Jamaica the sound system 
rules, as live reggae bands don't play out 
that often. Eek-A-Mouse, Welton Irie, Bri
gadier Jerry, Ranking Tayan, Errol Scorch
er, and six more of Jamaica's top toasters 
rap over the sound system rhythms of the 
dance hall party. Sounds like everybody on 
the first side used the same record, but the 
second side, with its scratchy sounds and 
false starts really strides and glides. Roll up 
some good smoke and hit that slow skank. 
(Marc English) 

FineArt----------
Scan 
(Good, 12" EP) 

An odd mix of garage-green, art and 
middle America rock that catches the ear. 
Much more successful than their premier 
LP, Fine Art's 4-song EP provokes more 
hip movement, having lassoed in some of 
the pseudo-artsy meanderings and stomped 
them into some sensible form. Write: Good 
Records, 3132 Park Ave., Mpls., MN 
55407. (Tristram Lozaw) 
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D Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts 45) 
"Trem Two/OK No Way°' $2.25 

D Neats (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) The Mon
key's Head In The Corner Of The (loom 
$4.99 

D New Models (Modern Method 45) "Perm
anent Vacation/Shattered Windows'' 
$2.00 

D November Group (Modern Method 12" 
EP) $4.99 

L The Nebulas (Rapturous Suspense 45) 
"More Than Mystified/Escapade In Ink" 
$1.99 

1 Propeller Cassette, $3.25 
,.., Propeller #2(Propeller EP) $2.25 
D Rubber Rodeo (Eat EP) $4.99 
D Outlets (Modern Method 45) "Best 

Friends/Bright Lights" $2.00 
D Sex Execs (Sex Execs 12") $4.99 
Cl SS Oec.ontrol (Xclaim/Dischord LP) Lim

ited Supply $5.99 
D This ls Boston, Not LA (Modern Method 

Compil. LP) $5.00 
[. Modern Method Hardcore EP $2.35 
( A Wicked Good Time Vol. I (Modern 

Method LP) $3.99 
0 A Wicked Good Time Vol. 11 (Modern 

Method LP) $3.99 
D The Trademarks (45) "She Knows/Pris

oner Of Your Eyes" $2.35 
D Gary Shane and Detour (Pure & Easy Re

cords 45) "Johnny's Coattrain" $2.50 
D Unnatural Axe (45) ·'They Saved Hitler's 

BrainfThe Man I Don't Want To Be" $2.00 
V; (Propeller EP) So $3.99 
Jimmy Vigitone (Alpha-Media 45) "I Like 
lt/When The Radio's On" $2.00 

L The Young Snakes (Ambiguous Records 
12" EP) Bark Along With The Young 
Snakes $4.99 
Boston Rock Subscription (12 Issues) 
$10.00 
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Death Before Puberty: 21-645 

by Eric Von 

One synthesizer riff. Two chords. Five 
minutes. Sounds dull, ch? Okay, the riff is 
terrific, a hypnotic, slightly funky cyclic fig
ure in S/ 4. But stil~u ask, two chords? 
Five minutes? 

It's testament to the craft of Jane and 
Jctr Hudson that the song in question, 
"Operating Instructions," is anything but 
dull. They're skilled synthesists and rhy
thm-box programmers, and they've got a 
fondness for a dense, highly-processed 
sound that's a welcome change from the 
minimalist school of synthi-pop. When 
they've got genuine musical ideas to work 
with, they do terrific stuff, and indeed 
''Operating Instructions'' isn't the only gem 
on FJtsb, their self-produced debut album. 
There's a potential dance-floor hit called 
"Pound, Pound" with a melody that's 
catchy and sophisticated, and a dirty rhy
thm-guitar sound that nicely offsets the syn
this and Jane's smooth voice. There's "Los 
Alamos," already a local hit in its previous 
incarnation as a twelve-inch. And there's a 
truly marvelous creation called "Mystery 

photo: M. Ratney 

Chant": Jane wordlessly singing a simple, 
magic melody in 6/4 over Russ Smith's 
wandering bass line. At four minutes it's 
much too short. 

When the Hudsons are uninspired, 
though, they turn out very listenable filler, 
and unfortunately much of Flesh falls into 
that category. Maybe three of the other sU 
tracks arc worth a second listening: two 
near-miss synthi-hits, "Fat of the Land" 
and "Small World," and an instrumental, 
"Help Mc," arc the sort that most synthi
poppcrs could work up compositionally on 
their lunch hour. If You don't have the 
''Los Alamos''/''Opcrating Instructions'' 
single and have a fondness for synthesizers, 
Flesh is unquestionably worth picking up 
for its high spots. Those with the previous 
record and a tight budget arc faced with a 
dilemma. 

There arc four songs on the latest EP 
from the Propeller collective, but in practice 
it's a five-and-three-quarters song-er, since 
''Babble" by 21~ is easily worth three lis
tens each time by itself. It's painful enough 
when a promising local band dies in adoles
cence, but this summer 21-64!5 died in early 
childhood, so we'll never know quite how 

the little studio 
where the big boys 

come to play 
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good they might have been. They had a 
wide range of styles, but "Babble" is an ex
ample of their strongest: British-style trio 
counterpoint, with sparse guitar melodics 
repeated over a changing bass line, and 
soaring doubled v0;eals, Jay Parker's violin
like flanged guitar tone is entrancing. 

Christmas offer up the threc-quartcrs
song, "I Close My Eyes." Christmas, you 
see, like to spit in the eye of New Wave tra
dition and play long songs, but this one 
doesn't work; its instrumental coda is dull. 
A shame, 'cause the first two or three min
utes arc a fine, childlike pop song (co-writ
ten by ex-Girl Davcd Hild), and there's a sort 
of cacophonous chorus that we only gel to 
hear once. 

Okay, J give up. "Schitzcd" by Y; fol
lows no traditional sorfg structure and is 
thus immune to traditional rock criticism. 
It's reasonably effective, with an abrasive 
recurring guitar tag and Susan Marronc's 
vocals rising periodically to an indecipher
able wail. I could go on and say some entire
ly subjective things about this most prob
lematic of local bands, but another time, 
okay? 

With one notable exception Danaerous 
Birds can barely sing or play their instru
ments. That's not supposed to matter in 
new music, and indeed much of the best 
music has come from beginners, novice mu
sicians with a background in other arts. 
Those novices have had two things in com
mon, though: they've had good ideas, and 
they've gotten better. Most of the Birds [ail 
miserably on both counts. 

Take Karen Gickas, for instance. Who 
taught her to play the same drum pattern 
(three bars on the snare and high hat, one 
bar drumroll clockwise around the toms, 
ending with a cymbal crash) in every four 
bars of every song? Dangerous Birds' in
strumental lameness is tolerated, I fear, 
only because they're women, and thanks to 
a raging case of reverse sexism they've be
come the most overrated band in town. The 

bottom line: if Thalia Zedck were fronting 
a band of three men this bad, she'd be com
mitted. 

Zedek, after all, plays a mean rhythm 
guitar, has fine stage presence, and writes 
songs that are always interesting and some
times engaging. But the lameness of the D
Birds' arrangements guts her songs. The 
most important thing in pop arrangement is 
to give the listener an idea ofWhcrc they arc 
in the song-to set verse, chorus, and 
bridge somehow apart from one another, by 
texture or intensity, and thus give the songs 
direction and purpose. Zedck's songs often 
have neat structures but when played they 
come off as all one blur, (Please don't tell 
me this is an effect they're striving for, and 
hold up Mission of Burma as a model. That 
the Missions follow this pril'iciplc in inno
vative ways is cnctly what makes them bril
liant.) And with such lack of support, Ze
dck is too often forced to push too hard, 
her .vocals strained and unmclodic (and 
sometimes sounding more like Patti Smith 
than Thalia Zedek). 

Oh, yeah. "Emergency" is Dangerous 
Birds' entry on the EP, and it's an excellent 
song. 

Umbo Race have found a cure for the 
post-Rumble stumble, a disease whose chief 
symptoms arc too many gigs and -no new 
songs for nearly a year. First thing Limbo 
Race did after winning the Rumble was add 
a new member, ex-Petit Mal keyboardist 
Catherine Coleman. In three and a half 
months they've added ten new songs, all us
ing some four- or five-piece line-up, which 
means that Coleman and sax.man Mark 
Chenevert now play on half a dozen songs 
each rather than making token appear
ances. The pre-Rumble Limbo Race were 
the most underrated band in town, since 
they were great and unknown. Now that 
they're well-known they're still underrated, 
since they're nothing less than the best all
around band I've seen come out of this city. 
Watch this space for details. 

JERSEYS, TEE 
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by Jon McAuliffe 

Justin Trouble (Casino Records) is just in 
time. Just when I thought the 60s revival 
was headed for the crypt, this 17(!) cut LP 
hits my mailbox. Trouble's original materi
al draws on 60s influences from Stones to 
Byrds to MtCoys to Standells to the whole 
of New York rock & roll between '65 and 
'66. And though you can hear these influ
ences, what you hear and note the most is 
Mr. Trouble himself. He's possessed of a 
very engaging and "fun" delivery that per
meates the good and bad numbers alike. If 
you compare tune to tune, there are stand
outs amidst an overall unevenness, though 
this shortcoming appears to be due more to 
a desire to get lots of stuff onto the LP, ra
ther than any inability to produce good mu
sic. "Missile," "Gimme a Kiss," "Wake 
Up In The Morning," "Looking For A 
World'' and, particularly a weird little num
ber called "Hangin' Around" give a good 
indication of Trouble's style and potential. 
Justin and rhythm guitarist Louie Louie 
handle vocal chores admirably with solid 
socks provided by Dave Holiday on drums 
and Brett Wilder on bass. 

Locally, Philo Records haS released an 
excellent 6-cut EP by The Decentz entitled 
Get In Trouble. The music itself is poppy 
post-punk with reggae/ska overtones. 
Thrust home by the beautiful voice of Pam
ela Polston, the difference in their sound 
lies in steel guitarist Gordon Stone's play
ing. Generally, steel guitar goes hand in 
hand with C&W or light pop stuff. Not so 
here. The steel is used the same way lead 
guitar or keyboards might be used in other 
bands. All the material gets high marks, 
particularly "I Feel So Dumb," "Hold Mc 
Tight" and the title tune. 

X-Teens from North Carolina (Artnik) 
sent a great single with an even greater 
sleeve. Good, strong rock & roll with new 
wave touches, the B-side "Anyone Can" 
gets my vote over its more commercially ori
ented lead side, "Nothing Left To Say." 

Canadian Bob Bryden (Open Heart Pro
ductions) has released an album of what he 
calls "protest music" for the 80s. Both that 
term 3.nd this music are somewhat dated, 
and what could be deemed sincere may easi
ly be dismissed as overly-serious. "See This 
Brick" is not folk and not rock though it 
draws from both. The material is fair and 
Bryden's voice adequate, although there is a 
personality which a proper direction and 
production just might bring out. 

Next up is a single and LP release from 
Mark Freedman under the moniker of Bal· 
tery Sound. Freedman's a heavy synth play
er with a good ear for pop styles. Primarily 
utilizing his instrument and lead vocalists 
Nadeen Rich and Dana Stricker, Freedman 
provides good listening for fans of pop and 
electro styles both, such as on "Breakdown 
(45) ." Entitled "Breakdown II" on the LP, 
this is music full of hooks, with the empha
sis on the overall sound rather than a pop 
hit approach. 

Intent on preserving traditional American 
musical strains, Maiden's Black Rose Re
cords' latest is an LP by a gentleman named 
Bert Paquette. I'm tempted to compare him 
with the S0s era Johnny Cash for his deliv
ery and obvious respect for the material he 
presents. Paquette has an interesting voice 
that might be better showcased with strong
er production and back-up musicians. 
Combined with original material and an ex
tra dose of energy, a knock-out LP could 
be made next time 'round. Just the same, 
some good listening, particularly Freddie 

King's "Hideaway" and a re-vamped "T 
For Texas." 

film At Elnen-Cauette Tapa. A unit 
calling itself Science Frktlon sent out a one
tune tape that is probably the best overall 
piece of non-vinyl I've heard from a local 
this year. Entitled "Lions In Sweden," this 
is one of those new music pop songs that are 
beginning to appear more and more on the 
charts. With similar tunes and production 
I'd venture there'd be marked interest 
among record companies local and other
wise. 

"Reality ... what a concept," intones 
Robin Williams in mock awe. Though he 
wasn't speaking of local Bos-town group 
Reality, he'd probably like them. Bursting 
with humor and quirky musicianship, the 3-
song tape the group sent me cruises those 
weird borders between happy dance music 
and eclectic virtuosity. "High School," a 
tough little instrumental is dance music that 
threatens to push into some kind of jazz 
progression at any moment, but purposely 
does not. This anticipation heightens the 

listening in a most delightful manner. 
With even more impact is a group called 

Diatribe that sent a 4-sona tape, a band that 
recognize the beauty and artistry of each 
quirky sound. There's a lot of calculation 
behind the music of Diatribe that's brought 
to fruition in the final product: Faves are 
"Babylon BBQ" and- "Michael." If this 
group can echo on the bandstand what they 
do on tape, Boston may well be in store for 
something they've not heard before. Hold 
your breath. 

Casino Records, 140-14 Forley St., Elm
hurt, NY 11373 
O~n Heart Productions, 186 Markland St. 
Apt. #1 , Hamilton, Ontario, CANADA 
Flexible Records c/ o Battery Sound, 90 
West St., NY, NY 10006 
Philo Records, The Barn, North Ferrisburg, 
VT05473 
Artnlk Records, P.O. Box 3118, Durham, 
NC27705 
Black Rose Records, 14.5 Summer St. , Mal
den, MA 02148 

AND 
THE BACK BAY BEAT 

DEBUT SINGLE ON 

Jonathan Swifts 

Bunrauy's 

Timothy's Too 

Jumpin' Jack Flash 

The Rat 

The Raft 

NIGHT CRAWLER RECORDS 
• Distributed By • 

•••ROUNDER••• 
....................... 

available at all New England Record Stores 
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by John Brusger 

RHllyRed 
New Strings for Old ·Puppets 
(C.I.A., 5 song EP) 

This band has sped their pace up consid
erably for this new EP. At least three tunes 
make t_he grade, with "I Refuse to Sing" 
being my top choice. They have the spee~ 
and lyric content or hardcore, but present 11 
in a more controlled and mature manner. 

C.J.A. Records, 1231 Ashland, Houston, 
TX 77008. 

••. NY Rocker cont. 
"It 's something that' s definitely going to 

happen," says Schwartz. Assuming his 
statemtnt to prove true, any changes in edi
torial policy have yet to be formulated. 
"We're pondering a number or format 
changes we think will appeal to both readers 
and advertisers." 

Gerard Cosloy, a frequent N. Y. Rocker 
contributor covering the Boston scene, has 
his doubts about the magazine. "I don't 
know, but I think they closed because of fi
naricial pressures. I'm afraid the new paper 
is going to end up looking like Trouser 

Rain Parade 
What's She Done to Your Mind/Kaleido
scope 
(Llama) 

This five piece band from an address un
known features the sound the lazy among 
us refer to as the "'new psych;delia." Both 
cuts are slow ballads with plenty of guitar, 
tambourine and reverbed vocals. The "A" 
side is my pick,~ catchy tune with good vo
cal harmonies. The "B" side drones on, 
taking too long to go nowhere. 

Press." Always the cogent orator, Cosloy 
added, "I've never been paid, but then 
again I was never promised payment, but I 
fully expect to get reimbursement, but it's 
no big issue." 

In the few months until the projected re
newal, Schwartz intends 10 keep readers 
aware of developments in the musical world 
through a newsletter sent to current Rocker 
subscription holders exclusively, which he 
stresses is "not to be considered a substitute 
for subscription issues." In addition, Bob 
Singerman, a well known New York agent, 
is assisting the magazine in setting up a ser
ies of benefits to take place at various ven
ues across the country. The locations and 
bands are not known at this time. 
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Lost Generation 
Never Work 
(Incas, 4 songs EP) 

The title track is medium paced with a 
straight 4:4 beat. I like it, but can't give 
you a particular reason why. Nothing 
stands out except the singer's voice, which 
sounds like a "before" from a Dristan Nas
al Spray commercial. 

On the flip side there arc three tunes, all 
short and fast. Their 33 second version or 
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" amuses 
slightly but none of the songs are particular
ly exciting. 

Incas Prod., 272 Benham Ave., Bridge
port, CT 06604. 

The Mob 
Upset the System 
(Mob Style, 9 song EP) 

These mobsters play hardcore by the 
book, but they do it better than most, so I'll 
recommend it to the thrash fans out there. 

The Mob, 246-14 54th Ave., Douglaston, 
NY 11362. 

The Bangs 
Getting Out of Hand/Call On Me 
(Down kiddie) 

Both songs are in the British invasion 
style-the early Beatles except that the 
Bangs are all girls. It's not memorable, 
though pleasant. or course I thought the 
same thing aboat the Go-Go's. This group 
has since changed their name to the Bang· 
Jes. 

Nlblllstlcs 
(Visionary, 5 song EP) 

These lads hail from the culturally deso
late center or Long Island, not far from my 
birthplace. I'll give them a good mark for 
effort-they bash, crash, rant and rave as 
nicely as you'd like. But they get sent to 
"the special class" because of their song
writing (lack of) and lyric content (suicide, 
dead mommies and rotting bodies). A re-
spectable first effort. . 

Visionary Records, 330 Tremont Rd., 
Lindenhurst, NY 11757. 

0 
From the art schools of America they 

come . .. their goal: to fi/J, with no cost or 
effort spared, the two for a buck single box
es of record stores throughout the country. 

lnnatable Boy Clarrui a-. 
(Subterranean, 5 song double single) '0 

Well, maybe "Skeletons," the first 
sollg, has a certain sickly charm to it, but 
putting it in reverse as "Snoteleks" on the 
other side? Any critic must sternly decry 
that as a "waste or vinyl." The result or this 
is listened to with the grim fascination one 
feels while watching a terrible accident. 

lnnatable Boy Clams, 22 Isis, SF, CA 
94110. 

Auto Glamour Sound ~ 
· (Hospital, nine song double single) 

This one "features" three bands, but I 
was unable to tell them apart. It's so arty 
you feel embarrassed for them, the way you 
reel for Beaver when you know his pants are 
going to fall down in front or the whole 
class. 9 
Arizona Disease 
(Subterranean, 5 song EP) 

This single sorely tempted me to use that 
critic's chestnut ''aptly named.'' There is one 
band per side, Les Seldoms and Jr. Chem
ists. No info is available except that Jr. 
Chemists has the makeup or the standard 
fast food commercial trio. All I can say is 
that I wish people would stop trying to top 
The Shaggs, because they are never going to 
succeed. 

Subterranean Records, 912 Bancroft 
Way, Berkeley, CA 94710. 

oeo 
MissiQn accomplished. 

Jim Puccio's Foetal Funnies will return I followed by a marching corps of burondi 
next month. drommers, ... 

... S.F. cont. 
Gate Jumpers don't have any last second 
reservations abOut their name. Their debut 
EP, romANTIC, is available on Alive Re
cords. 

The theatrical event or the season had to 
be the Residents' ''Mole Show" at the Ka
buki Theatre in late October. The show is 
based on the group's Mole Trilogy which 
began with The Mark of the Mole last year. 
As usual, the Residents remained anony
mous, but four chorus girls, twenty back
drops, a narrator and an instrument called 
the Emulator added to the craziness. Homer 
Flynn or Ralph Records says tha1 the group 
hopes to bring the show Eastward in '83. By 

... MPLS cont. 
vinyl offering, "Stink" has been doing well 
and the band will return to the studio in 
October to record their vinyl follow-up to 
''Stink.'' The Replacements will also be fea
tured on a radio compilation out or Duluth 
with a song titled, ''Lookin' For Ya." Look 
for an cast coast appearance som~timc this 
winter. 

Fine Art will return to the studio to re
cord the •followup to "Scan." Curtiss A's 

· long awaited followup to "Courtesy" is in 
the final mixdown stages, ditto the debut 
effort from L7-J featuring former Com
mandos Osgood and Ahl and former Fin
gerprint Steve Fjelstad. Also coming down 
the vinyl pike are records from WIiifui Nc
glKt and the Strand. 

Reflex Records, owned by the Huskers, 
has been relatively solvent with their Bare-

the way, Ralph has dropped Tuxedomoon, 
Snakefinger and MX80 fr0m their roster to 
cope with w·reckonomics. 

High-placed officials have i;:onfirmed that 
James Brown and Flipper will play together 
in the spring. How about a medley of "Sex 
f\1achine" and ••sex Bomb," boys'? 

Ir you're planning a trip to the Bay Area 
soon make sure to tune to KUSF and 
KALX, two superior alternative radio sta
tions. For nightlife check out the Berkeley 
Square, Mabuhay Gardens and the On 
Broadway. Don't miss the Punk Mall on 
16th Street either. For sentimental reasons 
you may want to walk past the old boarded
up Winterland on Steiner Street-after aJI, 
it's there that the Sex Pistols hung it up for 
good in '78. As they say in the Haight: hap
py trails . . 

foot and Pregnant cassette featuring "Man 
Sized Action Riflesport," "Loud Fast 
Rules" and others. In fact response has 
been so positive that the label plans two fol
low-u, projects. The first will be an EP fea
turing Man Size, Rifieport, Todlachcn· and 
Ground Zero. Also planned is a Hardcore 
Festini at Goofy's, the second or third 
week in October which will host bands from 
all over the midwest area. Reflex plans to 
record the entire event and release it in a 
tape·interview type or format. 

This next year promises many surprises as 
record label scouts look more and more to 
the midwcst for new talent. It has been over 
four years since any band has been signed to 
a major label (the Suicide Commandos be
ing the last). There are now more bands on 
the scene than ever before, with new ones 
forming all the time. Minneapolis has got a 
lot of talent for such a relatively small city 
and someone is bound to take notice. 
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by Betsy Sherman 

While Eating Raoul won't necessarily 
make Paul Bartel's name a household word , 
especially around the dining table, it marks 
his long overdue entrance into the spotlight. 
In the Exploitation Picture Empire of pro
ducer Roger Corman, Bartel holds a place 
in the aristocracy. He is a true Renaissance 
Man of 8-movies, having written and di
rected Death Race 2000, its sequel Cannon
ball, and Private Parts, a hacker-horror pic
ture with deviant-sexuality undertones. Bar
tel turns up on-screen as well, usually play
ing eccentric bit parts (he was one of the 
more sympathetic teachers in Rock and Roll 
High School). Moreover, he is a mentor to 
the younger upstarts of the Corman fac
tory, like Joe (The Howling) Dante and 
Alan (Rock and Rolf High School) Arkush, 
who cast Bartel as the megalomaniac direct
or in their softcore epic , Hollywood Boule
vard. For his devotees, a Bartel-directed 
movie comes as an eagerly-awaited event. 

Eating Raoul (playing at the Nickelode
on) is the story of a couple who have a 
dream and the ingenuity to attain it. Paul 
and Mary Bland are hopelessly out of their 
league in modern day Hollywood. Life for 
them is a continuous series of tribulations, 
vexations, and affronts to their dignity. 
Paul, played by Bartel, is seedily distin
guished; bearded and slightly rotund, his 
nose is constantly wrinkled in reaction to 
the stench of the urban jungle. Mary is 
played by the striking, androgynous Mary 
Woronov, best remembered as the dreaded 
Miss Togar in Rock and Rolf High School, 
but whose cult career stretches back to War
hol's Chelsea Girls. 

Paul and Mary's dream is to buy a 
charming little house in the country and 
open up Paul and Mary's Country Kitchen 
(originally to be called Chez Bland). But 
they can hardly keep up with the bills they 
have now, let alone get up the money to pay 
for their dream house. P-aul, a wine connoi
seur, is loathe to sell more than a few bot
tles of his valuable collection, and Mary 
couldn't bear to part with any of her Fabu
lous Fifties furniture. Meanwhile, the nox
ious swingers who have taken over the 
Bland's apartment building flaunt their de
signer clothes, silver cokespoons and fancy 
cars, and laugh in the Blands' pursed faces. 
"People arc pigs," huffs Paul, and the cou
ple wonder in exasperation why their unre
lenting decency has only brought them de
gradation. In a moment of truth, the two 
innocents devise a plan to wa1k through the 
valley of the shadow of sleaze and get both 
their revenge on this rotten world and their 
Country Kitchen. 

Thus, the Blands take out 3n ad in a pop
ular sex magazine which lures cager perves 

GRANDMASTER FLASH 
Cont. from page 20 

Also included on the LP is another ''mes
sage" song, albeit somewhat less explosive, 
called "It's A Shame." 

"We decided we had to keep changing," 
Flash explains, "because rappjng has its 
limitations. There's only so much you can 
say in a serious way. I think people will be 
surprised to hear us singing." 

In concert, however, the band still con
centrates on mostly older material aside 
from a theatrical version of "The Mes
sage." On stage the animited antics of MCs 
Melle Mel, Raheem, Creole, Ness, Cowboy 
and, of course, the Grandmaster himself al
most obscure the fact that the pumping 
synth rh yt hms that the Furious Five rap to 
a re all prerecorded tracks. In essence, the 
backing band consists o f three turntables 
and a deck of twelve inch singles that Flash 
wheels and deals with playful abandon. 

The gro up' s manager, Michael Milton, 

to their apartment. Mary plays up to each 
one's particular fancy and Paul bops him 
on the head with a frying pan. They keep 
the perv's considerable roll of money, and 
pop the corpse into the trash-masher. The 
Blands betray a glint of naughty pleasure in 
planning out the details of their operation, 
with no more qualms than they would have 
planning a dinner party. They marvel at 
how they can make so·much money in just a 
few days, "tax-free!" -

Into this scheme stumbles Raoul, a petty 
thief; the twist he adds to the operation is to 
sell the bagged bodies to the makers of Dog
gie King Dog Food. Inevitably a triangle de
velops, as Raoul ignites the sexual desires in 
Mary that every man but Paul seems tc 
sense. But even this self-confessed "hot
blooded emotional crazy Chicano" is no 
match for the perfect unity of the Blands: 
Paul and Mary are true soulmates. Besides, 
poor Raoul' s fate is sealed from the movie's 
very title. 

If you like your comedy more straight· 
forward, then the funniest movie around is 
My Favorile Year. The year in question I!. 

1954, and the setting is the New York TV 
studio where "Comedy Calvacade" is 
filmed each week. "Calvacade" is based on 
Sid Caesar' s "Your Show of Shows, " and 
My Favorite Year' s main character, Benjy 
(Mark Linn-Baker) is loosely based on the 
young Mel Brooks, a member of the show's 
manic, brilliant writing staff. It is the week 
the show's guest star is to be Alan Swann, a 
swashbuckling Errol Flynn-like movie idol , 
now slightly past his prime and gloriously 
dissipated. It is up to the dazzled Benjy to 
keep a watchful eye on his idol and make 
sure he shows up sober for the show. Peter 
O'Toole has received deservedly rave re
views for his performance as the desperately 
elegant Swann. 

My Favorite Year captures that peculiarly 
hyper New York Jewish wit, the reckless 
pursuit of the perfect schtick. The cast is 
deliciously well-chosen: Bill Macy, Lainie 
Kazan, Joseph Bologna (though he plays 
Caesar's mannerisms up a bit too closely), 
right down to the bit parts by Selma Dia
mond and Lou Jacobi. Director Richard 
Benjamin should perhaps think about giv
ing acting, since he seems to have a greater 
flair behind the camera than in front of it. 

Coming Attractions: This should be of 
interest to those who want to keep up with 
what's new and exciting in the world of ani
mation. On November 20 and 21, Center 
Screen, located at Harvard's Carpenter 
Center, will be presenting selections from 
this year's. Zagreb and Ottawa Animation 
Festivals. I attended last summer's festival 
in Ottawa, and though I don't know which 
films Center Screen will be showing, a pro
gram of the cream of the crop is certain lo 
make a wonderful evening. 

swears, however, that "after five minutes 
the audience forgets there's no live band 
playing." Apparently so, considering the 
group has upstaged such notable perform
ers as Rick James and the O ' Jays in the past 
few months. 

The tide of success seems far from stem
ming for Flash and the Five. The group flies 
overseas next month to bring "The Mes
sage" to Europe where reportedly they have 
a strong cult following. 

Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five 
are a young and still somewhat inexperi 
enced band. The playful camaraderie 
among the members is plainly evident, es
pecially in their hotel rooms the day aft er a 
gig. But the group has it s serious side, too, 
as they work hard to spread "unity" and 
"peace"- words that often creep into their 
onstage patter . 

" We believe in 'The Message' and we' re 
living it," Flash explains. And 10 rap it up : 
this band is no fl ash in the pan. 

HAIR FOR YOU 

A Strong Fashion Statement. 

51 Main Street 
Peabody, MA 

532-4300 
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Oil fUIGOS Jiff & JANI 

by Marc English 

The first time I ran into the Del Fucgos 
was at a party at Hoodoo Barbeque, up
stairs from the Rat. The place was packed 
and everybody was having a ball. I could 
hear the Del Fucgos pumping out afunky 
(adj., 6rigin uncertain, Old Frenchfunicle, 
wild, mad) and raw sound. I didn't see the 
band due to the crowd, but what I heard 
was crazy. Guitar licks as hard and clean as 
the muddy delta waters from which they 
originated, wild bass lines pumping in and 
out of the guitar parts, nonchalant snare 
raps digging in, and a barrage of sounds 
coming from a brace of strung-up hubcaps. 

That was last spring before their hubcap 
player split for home and Mother England. 
Since then, I've witnessed Fuego fury at 
block parties on Broad St., house parties in 
Brighton, loft parties in the South End, as 
well as most everywhere on the club circuit. 
Every place they play turns into a feverish 
hot-spot; the dance floor becomes a hearth 
of fiery coals. At the Paradise back in Sep
tember, the Del Fuegos opened a three band 
bill and got the forty-or-so early arrivals 
making more noise than at many sold out 
shows. They even got a good number of 
people on the oft-vacant dance floor. But 
why? Who arc the Del Fuegos and why do 
they create spontaneous combustion? 

Well, Tom (bass, vocals) and Steve 
(drums) are both from Andover, MA and 
have known each other since way back 
when. Tom met Dan (guitar, vocals) at prep 
school in the aforementioned town, and 
then the two spent a little time at college in 
Ohio. All had a common interest in Wilson 
Pickett , Otis Redding, Bo Diddley and 
other "black..@;uys," not to mention the 
early Rolling Stones, Carl Perkins, Eddie 
Cochran, and of course the God of Grace
land, ELLL-visss. 

Together for a year, the band has gone 
from playing strictly covers to a format that 
enables them to play their Own songs as well 
as any favorite soul or R'n ' B blasts from 
the past. Coincidentally booked at the Inn 
Square on the anniversary of Elvis' death, 
the band resorted to playing all their Presley 
faves in their own inimitable fashion . The 
only refrain from Elvis songs that night was 
when James Ryan, the Hoodoo's voodoo 
chef, stepped in (as he is wont to do) to ren
der his version of "Fever" and "Walkin' 
the Dog." When the Del Fuegos cover a 
song , they usually give it a complete over
haul. One listen to the Temptations' "Way 
You Do The Things You Do '' set to a 
breakneck pace and you ' ll understand . 

The band 's originals aren ' t small pota-
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toes either. Three of their tunes have re
ceived considerable play on the college sta
tions. The first, "Women in Caves," makes 
good use of Steve's back-beat snare slap, 
and as Dan sings "Women in caves ... like 
Elvis Presley" I almost expect to hear a 
primitive jug section in the distace. ''Walk 
Alone" features the great line "the Dudley 
bus/ late at night/ is my favorite place for 
people to meet." The bass pumps as the 
band moves with their swamp shufnc. Their 
latest tape, "Car At Night," underscores 
the necessities of life: "Need a girl. .. need 
a car/ to drive at night!" 

Of course the only way to really experi
ence the Del Fucgos' drive is to check 'em 
out live. Dan is usually dressed in the most 
basic grey, green and/ or brown and sings 
from the side of his mouth, with his shoul
ders hunched and legs askew. As he goes 
into his herky-jerky guitar dance, knees, 
hips, and shoulders go in separate directions 
all at once. Tom, wearing his favorite white 
t-shirl, snaps and slaps frantically at his 
Hagstrom bass strings, nonstop. More oft
en than not, this results in a three-string 
bass, with Tom frequently busting a string. 
While Tom and Dan bob and weave with 
their guitars, Steve remains drooped behind 
his drum kit, as impassive as he is offstage. 
With an occasional grin, Steve works his 
snare as if to punctuate. Straight-faced, he 
rides the: noor tom, only to break out with 
perfectly syncopated fills. When the guys 
are really stepping out, they all wear their 
low-heeled, square-toes, buckled, brown 
shoes. "Cobbler boots, . . worth the 
search." 

Yeah, they have style, rccognizeable from 
the minute Dan starts spinning his low gui
tar riffs. "Surf Garbage," as the title sug
gests, contains all the quasi-surf/ rockabilly 
stuff you could ever ask for, rivaling the 
Neats' "Pop Cliche" as an instrumental. 
They work out a downhome, Bo Diddley 
flavored "Chores" ("Doin' the Mashed 
Potato can be a chore too. ' '). Piercing blues 
intros the lament of "I Can't Sleep" and 
damn if Tom's high background ''ooohh
weeee.ec-eeooh" doesn't sound like a pig
call. 

Like their cobbler boots, the Del Fuegos 
arc: worth checking out. They recently 
opened for the Fleshtones at Maxwells in 
Hoboken, NJ, and they gig pretty regularly 
around Boston. And the way things are go
ing we can expect a single towards the end 
of December. The future doesn't look bad 
for the Del Fuegos, a band that once played 
Elvis covers at a Holiday Inn . But as Dan 
says, " Be good to Elvi s. and Elvis'll be 
good to you." 

"I just wanna say something about hard. 
core,'' says Jeff Hudson as the whole con
versation turns his way, "I think it's great. 
Punk got people out there making music 
and now hardcore is doing it. These kids 
coming out of Cantonc's, or wherever they 
come from, the alternative gigs, the all ages 
shows, these are the next people that are go
ing to be making music. It's real good for 
the scene, and they're gonna keep making 
music, 'cause once you start you don't 
stop." 

The last thing you'd expect to discuss 
with Jeff and Jane Hudson is hardcore. 
Since their beginning in 1977 with the 
Rentals and the Manhattan Project, and 
through their 'solo' career as husband and 
wife, Jeff and Jane have pretty much staked 
their claim with synthesized, rhythm-boxed, 
dark music th.at couldn't be further from 
hardcore. 

"We even have a skinhead on our 
cover!'' Jane interrupts, putting in a quick 
plug for Flesh, their new album out on their 
own label. 

"We'll get to the hype section of the in
terview later, Jane." Jeff shoots her a stern 
look , and they laugh and go back to com
menting on what's happening in music and 
the hows, whys and wheres of them fitting 
in. 

"I think synthesizers arc crossing a lot of 
lines in music," Jeff continues, "disco's us
ing it, it' s being absorbed into 'punk' or 
whatever, and rock's getting into it. At the 
same time, lines, hard lines, are now being 
drawn, where disco people won't listen to 
rock, rock kids won't listen to synth, etc. In 
a way it gives people an identity with the 
music they listen to, but in another way It's 
dangerous- and very weird. 

''Robert Christgau, who is an OK writer, ' ' 
Jeff smirks, "said a few years ago that the 
synthesizer was a real dog, and that the 
bands that utilized synthesizers were a 
bunch of knob tweeking idiots, but the fact 
of the matter is that the synthesizer is the 
most important development in music since 
the piano. 

"Computers, synths and rhythm boxes 
interfaced with music is what's happening 
right now. It's the cave painting of the fu
ture. Things will happen that will be unbe
lievable. The cost is coming down, and the 
syn th is really the vehicle of bounding mu
sical explorations.'' Jeff winces at his re
mark, and he and Jane smile. "Not to be 
heavy," he laughs, "but this is the future of 
music, and what is going on now will seem 
primitive in a couple of years.'' 

Both Jeff and Jane are eager to defend 
their music from the common accusation 
1ta1 synthesizer music is cold and heartless 
compared to the more personal, more hu
man, sweat and grittiness of punk or rock. 

"I think 1ha1 whole 'cold' rap comes 
from the Europeans, anyway," says Jane. 
"Kraftwerk, and the Human League after 
them , their symhesizer music has always 

been very clean. They've stayed primarily 
purists, a separate thing from what we're 
doing, and it's separate from the rough 
edge of American rock and roll, which isn't 
purist at all . Having been involved in punk, 
having heard punk-you know, we're not 
really a punk band, but we hear the music
I run through a couple of 1-4-5 riffs on my 
guitar occasionally, and it affects us, it has 
to. It's an American sound,'' Jane contin
ues, ''there isn't much of that grittiness in a 
101 ofsynth stuff, especially the European 
stuff. I think we have a grittier, less pure 
sound. and so did Suicide, the greatest 
American band with synthesizers.'' 

"Alan Vega saw us at Max's Kansas City 
with The Rentals," Jeff relates, "and asked 
us to play with him and Suicide in New 
York and Boston. That was the biggest in
spiration for us. We had never seen any
body like them, and they would go out, two 
guys, and play to a crowd of two 01 three 
thousand. It was intense." Jeff's voice 
turns renective. "They really shook people 
up. They were one of the first. They started 
the whole thing off and really made things 
happen." 

"Also, an important thing I want to 
add," says Jane, "is Suicide was passionate 
music, not cold. Very human." 

Flesh, just released on J&J Records (the 
Hudsons' own company), is the best evi. 
dence lo support Jane's affinity for "hu
man" sounding synthesizer music. The al
bum mixes, very beautifully, the stark im
agery and moods of synthesizers and drum 
machines with warm, personal lyrics and ex
tremely passionate singing, especially on 
"Mystery Chant" or "Up From Hell," two 
of the album's most evocative pieces. 

"Our album is called Flesh,'' Jeff adds,. 
''the cover is a naked guy in the shower, 
not computer graphics. We wanted to give 
this music a more human approach. " 

Another subject the Hudsons feel pas
sionate about is video. Their performances 
with video images mixed with live and taped 
music have become something of a trade
mark; they have since expanded their show 
to include Wally Gagel (ex-Local Noise Or
ganization, Production Club) and Russ 
Smith (Family Fun) on bass, and don't per
form their video show at every gig. How
ever, both the Hudsons are convinced of 
the future relationship between music and 
video . 

It adds a whole psychological element 10 

their shows, Jeff states. "It's like the piano 
player who played with silent movies, the 
orchestra that plays during a play-I mean 
that is a very similar thing to a band per
forming with video." 

Any last words? 
"Yeah!" Jeff says , "James Brown is the 

best performer living, man, catch him if you 
can." He pauses . 

' ' And I hope about four or five new clubs 
open up in Boston in thc: .nexl month." 
Both Jeff and Jane break up laughing. 
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273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(4011521-2520 

Located in the Cic Complex 
Free Parking 

Thur. Nov. 1a Chet Bolllns 
no cover tonlte Double Dare 
Frl.19 The Probers 
$3.0Q.! suburban Wives Club 

Marci and the Stone crushers 

Sat. 20 Berlin Airlift 
$3.00 Pink Cadlllac 

Holly cow and the Calves 
sun. 21 ozone 

Tabela 
Tue.23 from England 
$3.00 way of the west 

some Red 
Arms Akimbo 

Wed.24 schemers 
$2.00 Double Dare 
Thu. 25 sex Execs 
$2.00 Volga 

DelFuegos 
The Lads 

Fri. 26 The HI Beams 
Primary Colors 

Sat. 27 Lou Miami & the Kozmetix 
standing waves 

sun. 28 Proletariat 
Tue30 outrage 
wed. oec.1 Eddie Walker & the Martyrs 

eoyssayoo 
Thur2 Radio Novena 

Plan9 
Stafford survivors 

Fri. 3 Neighborhoods 
Gary Shane & The Detour 

sat. 4 James Montgomery 
The Enemy 

Weds Human switchboard 

Dec. 10 & 11 Robin Lane & the Shake 

Living Room tickets available at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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jumbo's 
Entertainment Complex 

1133 Broadway 
Somerville, Mess 

823-9508 

Tues: 2-4-1 Drlnkl 
1-10 p.m. 

"Guest Band1l 11 

Fri Nov 19 The Fools 

Sat Nov 20 The Grass Roots 

Mon Nov22 legal Vices 

TuesNov23 Northern Heights , 
Ness 

W&d Nov 24 TBA 

Thu Nov 25 TBA 

Fri Nov 26 David Leonard 
(formerly the look) 

Sat Nov 27 John A's Hidden 
Secret 

Wed Dec 1 Hord Tops 

Fri & Sot Nov3 &-4 

Southern rock'n 'ro/1 

ROAD HOUSE 

NOW BOOKING 
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 



Tue. Nov. 16 Ramones 
Real Kids 

-:";;,~;' . 
:{111i2 LimboR.J.ce ' 

a,.·.·:· ~~y:1lker&the 

1)~/18 ~.~:~~~ 
'···llfl 9Riclu,rdNolffl& · 

)·.::: ~=Oi;:kt~n 
, ll/20Thely~. 

.... >~J. Zantees(fromNY) 
·11126 007 . ' 

,~7 11 127 Trademarks 
~~- ·. ~dl6 
•·1219.: Se..E&s 

'.· ' : Puppet Ruler, 
12/10 New Models 

·lil Th:.~~~:. 

Thurs.18 Martha & the Muffins 
Sat. 20 

Wed.24 

Fri. 26 

Tue.30 

Fri. Dec.10 

Sat. 11 

Fri.17 

record release party .. . 

The Dark 
Steel Breeze 
Dave Leonard Group 

Nina Haaen 
Lou Miami & Tne Kozmetix 

Bauhaus 
The Blackouts 

The Atlantics 
The Make 

lromN.Y .... 

Slow Burn 
The Enemy 

Ckts Last 
Call! 

AcroH from the Boston Garden 
Over The Penally Box Lounge 
Cauaeway St., North Station 

• open 'Ill 2 a.m .. 

Fri. Nov. 19 
Rampage 
Sat. Nov. 20 

Race 
-Sensible Shoes 

Fri. Nov. 26 
The Catch 
Sat. Nov. 27 

T.B.A. 

Band Bookings-Call 
Tim Lewis 

T .P. Productions 848-1139 

Fune hon Room Info 

523-9298 

DON.'T FORGET TO 
VOICE YOUR OPIN_ION. IN. 

THE BOSTON. ROCK 
READERS POLL P. 15 

Lolita 
Radio Romance 

Wed17 
Dangerous Birds 

Unattached 
Thu 18 

WCOZnight 

Radio Novena 
Those Roscocs 

Fri 19 
Gary Shane & The Detour 

The Catallnas 
Sat20 

Sex Execs 
Sun 21 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon29 

Native Tongue 
Tue30 

Downtime 
Rods&Concs 

Wed Dec.1 
Incredible Casuals 

Thu 2 
Hypertension 

Sun 5 
3to6p.m. 

Paul Rishell 
solo performance 

and In the evening . .. 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon6 

Tufts Rugby Benefit 

The Global Reps 
Tue 7 

Science Friction 
Living Gloves 

Wed8 
Maynard Silva Band 

Thur9 
John Lincoln Wright 

& the Sourmash Boys 
Sat 11 

Human Switchboard 
Arms Akimbo 

Sun 12 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon13 
Body And Soul 

Get your tickets for New Year's 
Eve with the Sex Execs at New
bury Comics and the Inn Square. 

411-1872 
, 1350 C.mbrtcf9e SI. 

Inman Sq., 
Camb,ldge 

Give Boston Rock for Xmas 
· Special low Holiday Rates 

now in effect! 
see page 7 for details 
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CAffiBRIDGE 
music 
comPLEX 

New England's Largest 
Most Complete Rehearsal 

and Storage Facility 

Studios Now Available 

No Security Deposit 
Necessary 

Call 491-7371 

lll~I) Sll1\lll{ 

ddt 
llC)C~I, 171l)l~C) 
-~1,1 .. 1 .. 2f)ll-9110(1 

f)R 7 Lif)-77!12 

I 

1 :lO Alewife Drook Pkwy., Cambridge 

BEN ORR and RIC OCASEK 
-1 can't wait fo r those solo 
LP's-scc you on tour next 
year-Wendy in California. 
LET THE GOOD TIMES 
ROLL! 

8.C. SOUND PRODUC
TIONS. 16 channel system. 
BGW • JBL • PV EV 
SHURE. Delivery and set-up 
call 617-643-3742. 

PARTY POSTERS FOR SALE 
TOP QUALITY NEWEST 
WAVE IMAGE! S4 (Incl Posi
age). SEND TO: PRICE/ 
REED, 257 MARLBORO #10, 
BOSTON, MA02116. 

BANDS, MANAGERS, SONG
WRITERS! See that your tape 
or record is heard by the right 
contact! Send S.A.S.E. to: 
Music Management Systems, 
P.O. Box 851, Hyattsville, MD 
20783. 

WANTED: Tape uf Warren 
Ztvon at Metro, 9/29 (WBCN 
Live Broadcast). Also want 
photos of that concert. Call 
725-7786 or 33 1-5741 eves ask 
for Bonnie. 

THROBBING GRISTLE , UL
TRA VOX, RESIDENTS, 
SLEEP CHAMBER & FREE 
JOY DIVISION FLEX!, THIS 
MONTH'S ISSUE OF OTHER 
SOUND, $3.99 AT NEW
BURY COMICS OR DIRECT 
FROM INNERSLEEVE BOX 
844 PEMBROKE, MA 02359. 

The Sleep Chamber-Bizarre E 
Music. Available at Newbury 
Comics and Rockit Records. 
Breath For Brian (Seance EP) 
cassette. Speak In Tongues(Re
ligious Secrets) cassette EP. ln
nersleeve Box 844 Pembroke, 
MA02359. 

NEED BASS W /STYLE, 
Voes, Chops for gigs/studio. 
No Novices. Beatles2Bauhaus, 
lnjun-Paki drones USA RnB 
Eyeless Gaza Blind Lemon 
Jeff. Eno/Elvis AGGRESSIVE 
783-5552, keep trying. 

Wanled lo buy/borrow/trade: 
Live/studio tapes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/5) Mod Lov
ers, Men & Volts. Please in
clude titles, date, quality. 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

Struna Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 7. 236-4930. 

Altn: Local Bands and Club 
Ownen. Reach Boston's most 
active club goen. Space In Bos
Ion Rock's Clubland paiff Is 
available for Just $10.00 per 
column Inch. Call 266-8787. 

WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS 
to review and rate nationally re
leased rock albums. Receive 
Free album in exchange for 
your opinion-Music Poll. Write 
Class-A-Researching, Box 
07023 (BR) Milwaukee, WI 
53207. 

Don't miss an issue! You can 
now charge your Boston Rock 
subscription by using your 
Mastercard or Visa. Call (617) 
266-8787. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45's. Must 
be in good condition. Call John 
at 266-8787 or leave message at 
236-4930. 

ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 
per line. The business ra te is $1.50 per line. 
Bold face is available at a rate of .25 extra per 
word, underline copy to be bold. Listings of stol
en musical equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on this page is available at a rate 
of $8.00 per column inch (1 ½" wide). 
Display ads that are not camera ready are subject to a $10.00 
production fee. 

Please include name and address whether or 
not you run it in your ad. 

Name ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City/Zip ____________ _ 

Phone 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by 
using your ~aster Card or Visa card or mail to: 

Boston Rock Classlfleds 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Issue 

BR #35 
BR#36 
BR #37 

Deadline On Sale Date 

Dec. 1, 1982 
Jan.11, 1983 

Feb. 8 

0 Check or money order enclosed. 

0 Please charge to my Master Card or 

Dec. 15 
Jan. 26 
Feb. 23 

Visa #, _____ Exp.Date ____ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 
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Manchester madman G.G. Allin will 
be featured on a new compilation al
bum of 11 the most hated bands in Am
erica. ' ' Slated for release early next 
year, the album is entitled You Will 
Hate This Record and also features the 
Fuck Ups from LA, Furry Couch from 
Pennsylvania and Mykel "Boat Peo
ple" Board from New York. Earlier 
this fall, the always gracious Mr. Allin 
and band members spent the night re
laxing in the Lowell jail for "inciting a 
riot , disorderly conduct and obsceni
ty" while waiting to go onstage at the 
University of Lowell. 

Late one Tuesday night. WBCN pro
gram director Oedipus was handcuffed 
and taken to the Attleboro police sta
tion. It seems that Oedi and Berlin Air
lift's Jane Balmond were cruising back 
from the Living Room in Providence 
when the local police docked his Maz
da going 105 m.p.h. Oedi passed the 
drunk driving test without a hitch, but 
was taken into custody for, believe-it
or-not, wearing a leather wristband. 
According to a recently passed statute, 
spiked wristbands are now classified as 
"a dangerous weapon." Oedipus was 
released that same evening. 

Is it true that the Young Snakes are 
breaking up? How about V;? And what 
was Peter Wolf doing sitting on Julie 
Paneblanco's front steps? 

Hooray! Somerville's Rounder Re
cords has just liberated an album's 
worth of unreleased material by the 
Shaggs. Now I finally know what to get 
Tom Gilroy for Christmas. Don't tell 
anybody, but I'm also considering giv
ing the immortal Kenne "Glzmo" 
Highland enough cash to record his 
shows topper "Roll Over Greg Reib
man (And Tell Tami Heide Da News). " 
And I'm definitely buying CBS's Char
lie Datri a copy of Emily Post's Eti
quette. 

Ron Scarlett, back from the "jaws 
of the dragon," will be recording early 
next month. Suade Cowboy Bob Too.
mey was in New York recently working 
with Brian Briggs and Dennis Kelly on 
some material that hopefully will be re
leased on the successful Tommy Boy la-

.·.·.·.·.·.·-:·=·=-:·:·=-::-::.::=<::··::·:r\:t:::=:=:-:-·-

P age 
bel. Meanwhile back on Newbury 
Street, David Robinson is p't-oducing 
both Boys Life and Ooh Ah Ah and El
liot Easton is helping Andy Paley re
cord a demo for Elektra Records. 

It broke a lot of people's hearts when 
they heard the news, but Crass has 
been let go by WLYN. The overall fu
ture of the small, often controversial 
North Shore station is still pending FCC 
approval of its purchase by Boston 
Phoenix publisher Stephen Mindich. 

And if you. like me, have found the 
Phoenix's letters page rather dull late
ly fear not; columnist Doug Simmons 
is expected to make his return to the 
weekly in December. Although I've al
ways been a big fan of Doug's contro
versial-yet-frank coverage of the locai 
scene (It figures! -ed.), you've got to 
admit that Joyce MIiiman has been do
ing an exceptional job as Doug's fill-in. 
Rumor has it that another writer, the 
Boston Globe's Jim Sullivan, has, in 
his spare time, been doubling as a 
matchmaker. I'm not at liberty to pro
vide details-but if the always cordial 
Bob Pfiefer from the Human Switch
board moves to Beantown we can 
thank-or blame-Jim. 

Shame on you Gerard Cosloy! Ac
cording to Rick Harte, that fiesty lu
ther Gerard stole his advance copy of 
the Mission of Burma album and 
played 'it on WZBC before Rick had a 
chance to play it for the band. There is 
little truth to reports that Ted Edwards 
left his music director's job at WCOZ 
because Rick had promised him that 
his station would be the first to play the 
record. 

Singer/ songwriter Alan Estes was 
busy recording his new single "Black 
Rabbit" when he received an invita
tion from ABC to appear on the soap 
One life To Live. According to a re
cent press release "Estes plays the part 
of a budding rock star with a fondness 
for pretty women." Of course if that 
was their criteria I wonder if ABC also 
considered casting Alec "Smegma" 
Steere (of Smegma and the Nuns) for 
the part. 

Speaking of budding, local ceieb/DJ 
Peter Gates raised more than a few eye-I 
brows when he appeared in the center
fold of Gender Guide wearing only a 
copy of New Musical Express. Accord
ing to something I read in the women's 

Boston Rock Magazine 
Production Schedule 

Issue Number Ad Deadline On Sale Date 
BR #35 [Christmas) Dec. I , 1982 Dec. 15 
BR 136 jlndependent Distribution Supplement) Jan . 11 , 1983 Jan . 26 
BR 137 Feb. 8 Feb. 23 
BR 138 March 15 March 30 
BR 139 (Music Seminar Supplement! April 12 April 27 
BR 140 May 10 May 25 
BR 141 June 14 June 29 

To reserve space call Greg Reibman or Jonathan Merritt at 
(617) 266-8787. 

Bus iness offi ce: 
739 Boylston St. Suite 203 
Boston, MA 

Mailing Address: 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA02116 
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To SWAU.OW A roefl/
OFF SECTION Of A cow'.r 

tEFT C.E6 SOAl'.'.ED 
IN CoTTONffED Oil. 

AND ftl6AIZ !.1 

room at Spit, Peter' s not the type of 
guy who gives up his NM£ to just any
body. SS Decontrol guitarist Lethal, on 
the other hand, has obviously loaned 
his "The Straight Edge" jacket to a 
certain local skinheadette. Decontrol 
incidentally are recording a six song 
EP, including a cover of the Buzz
cocks' "No Reply" on their label X
Claimt The F.U.'s are also recording 
for X-Claim! 

Spencer and Sheena, a couple of per
sonal friends of the Mystery Girls, were 
mugged the other day near the Audi
torium subway station. Never the type 
to take any kind of crap from anybody, 
the dynamic duo chased the villain 
down and retrieved their pocketbooks. 

Despite rumors, Joe Perry will not 
be making any guest appearances with 
Aerosmlth on their current tour. While 
Perry and his band have been on the 
road almost constantly for the past few 
years, this is Aerosmith's first tour 
since Steven Tyler's motorcycle acci
dent in January of 1980. Even though 
the band has been in seclusion, Aero· 
smith has sold over 1.5 million records 
in the past two years. 

Joan Martin is now managing No· 
vember Group. MIit Reader of the 
Catch is a father . Former WERS DJ 
and BR staffer Ed Slota now hosts a lo
cal music program every Saturday ev
ening on WRIU (90.3 FM) in Kingston, 
Rhode Island. And Susan Side! is a law 
student. 

Contrary to early prognosis, Steven 
from the Del Fuegos did not castrate 
himself when the chain on Lilly's 
bike broke. The group Vas Deferens 
have changed the title and lyrics to their 
song "Haig's Head" to (BU President) 
"John (Sllber's) Head.'' Malibu Blue, 
a group originally from Malibu, Cali· 
fornia are now living in Provincetown. 
I mention this not only because the 
group sent me a tee-shirt but because 
I'm a nice guy. 

Why keep it a secret? Send all news, 
tee-shirts, vichy water, and mono
grammed socks to Nayme Drawper cl o 
Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 0ll/6. 



G OOD TIMES OSTON now I atures COLLE CTION S from such 
design ers as, 
KAMA I 
LLARE vo · 
FRENC N CON NECTI ON 
GUESS? 

228 NtBUR Y ST BOSTON 536 ·2365 
Hohda Hours 
effect,v 11/ 2 6 
Mon-F n 11- 7 
Sun noon~ 5 



GRAND OPENING 
GRAND OPENING 
GRAND OPENING 
GRAND OPENING 

Bring in this coupon 
for$1.00off 

any purchase over $10.00 



POLICE & THIEVES: 
STING STEALS SCREEN 

Peter Gabriel 
Lene Lovich 
The Reside ts 
Marshall 
Crenshaw 

nfesse. 
The Bangles 

R.E.M. 

NOT TO MENTION Nayme Drawper, News Of The World, Steven, Clubland, FIim & Video Reviews, 
Voice Of Muck, Record Reviews, Zippy, Lost Microwaves, Eric Van, Book Reviews and more! 



y 
H E A A R T E R 

0 R 
H 0 L D A y 
F A s I 0 

G I T s 

228 NEWBU Y ST. BOSTO 
536·23 65 

OPEN SUNDA S TIL XMAS 

SHIRTS 

JEANS 

BLOUS S 

SWEA ERS 



BACK FROM SAMOA 

3 GREAT CHORDS 
5SICKMINDS 
14 GREAT SONGS 

ANGRY SAMOANS 
Gas Chamber 
The Todd Killings 
Lights Out 
My Old Man's A Fatso 
Time Has Come Today 
They Saved Hitler's Cock 
Homo-Sexual 
Steak Knife 
Haizman's Brain Is Calling 
Tuna Taco 
Coffin Case 
You Stupid Jerk 
Ballad Of Jerry Curlan 
Not Of This Earth 

ANGRY SAMOANS on Bad Trip Records. Distributed by Faulty Products. 
Available at all record stores or by mail order. 

Send $5.98 post paid to 11020 Ventura Blvd., Suite 218, Studio City, Ca. 91604. 
Make checks payable to Todd Homer. 



BREAKFAST IN BED 

australian coffee 
the debut l.p. 

Fortune Cookies 
Splash 

,Aqua Vitae 
Edge of a Oiff 
Incident North 

Feel Much Better 
Austral011 Coffee 

Skin 

Available at 
all fine record stores 

or write 
Crunch Records Ltd. 

39Winford Wery 
tv1edford, MA 02155 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

SPEOAL-BLACK LEATHER PANTS 
$199.50 value . .. Now $149.50 

'' the best rock' n' roll photos 
.• '' many store 

Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, English Riding 
Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60' s Style Pants, 
Black Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged 
Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, Studs ... 
and lots more! 

lmmuumum · 
6. Your Helium Voice 
8. Celebrity Secrets: Peter Wolf 

10. News Of The World 
12. Sting Interview 
14. Blues Astronauts Play Walpole 
16. Dangerous Birds 
17. The Bangles 
18. Peter Gabriel 
20 . . Marshall Crenshaw 
23. Lene Lovich 
25. The Residents 
26. REM/Effigies 
29. Book Reviews 
30. Record Reviews 
35. EricVan 
37. Voice Of Muck 
39. Lost Microwaves 
41. Wizzard Of Ribs 
42. Nayme Drawper 
43. Clubland 
47. Vid Beat/Voyeur 
49. Classifieds 
SO. Boston Rock's Best Of 82 

Next Month: Readers Poll Results! 
Sting Cover Photo by Michael Romanos. dNlgn byChrlaGllbert. 
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BIAFRA IS BAFFLED 

Dear Boston Rock , 
Your recent article on the Dead Kcnnedys 

(BR #33) made many valid and interesting 
points, but the way it was slanted borders 
on a smear. 

At no time did I turn up my nose and re
fuse an interview because I was too cool to 
talk to Boston Rock. The interview with 
Sheena was rescheduled because Sheena 
had to appear in court that day. The tcrQl 
" Boston Schlock" was used freely by every
one in the room including Sheena, who said 
she hates the magazine but really wanted to 
do an interview. 

Many of Sheena's accusations arc com
plete bullshit. What is really disturbing is 
her penchant for twisting other peoples' 
words around to fit her own preconceived 
grudge. 

My Reply: 
Maybe our conversation seemed to favor 

Forced Exposure fanzine because they were 
asking almost all of the questions. Your at
tention span seemed to drift in and out of 
the room, leading me to believe you might 
be a bit drunk. If the "conference" re
volved around Dead Kennedys too much 
for your liking why didn't you wake up and 
direct the dialogue somewhere else? 

I do not believe in shutting up my fellow 
band members so I can hog interviews and 
hear myself talk. I do tend to go off on tan
gents. When I hear an interesting or diffi
cult question I tend to think out loud in an 
effort to learn something and make myself 
clear. 

If some of my answers sounded sing
song-y and rehearsed, it's because we some
times get asked the same questions over and 
over again in the different cities we play. 
We try to answer these questions quickly 
and concisely so that everyone involved can 
move on to something else . I've been asked 
about the Mayoral campaign so many times 
that I' ve had lots of practice putting the 
whole story in a nutshell. 

If you wanted to talk to other members 
of the band, why didn't you get off your ass 
and do it? 1 agree, it would be great to print 
what someone else in the Dead Kcnncdys 
has to say. Ask magazines like Terminal or 
Savage Pink . In Philadelphia East Bay Ray 
went into point after point that we had nev
er talked about in the band before. It was 
really interesting. We learned a lot. 

Moreover, you have completely mis
judged our motives for playing our music 
and the people that come to hear it. First I 
am accused of personality-mad egomania 
because I am opinionated. Three para
graphs later I am not spending enough time 
getting people worked up over our lyrics 
and thoughts. 

Any intelligent person can tell the differ
ence between a half-assed guru who "dic
tates truths" and a guy stating his personal 
opinion from a public stage. Anyone with a 
sense of humor could detect the sarcastic 
tone in my comment about the unplugged 
PA. If you think the angriest DK fans ever 
get is over a gig ending early you should try 
talking to a few of them some day instead of 
fancying yourself above their level. 

If you wanted an explanation for some 
rumor you had heard or something I said, 
why weren't you alert enough to ask at the 
time? 

No, I do nol see a power broker in the 
mirror when I wake up in the morning. 

No, I am not making conscious perverse 
efforts to be one. 

No, I do not hide a Mercedes in alleyways 
and run two blocks to shows. 

No, I have not abandoned any commit
ment to action with my interest in coordi
nating national "scenes." One thing I've 
learned from the Mayoral campaign is that 
art is a more effective way of reaching peo
ple than holding public office. Besides, I'm 
a fan. I happen 10 like music. 

To be brief, then (whew, finally!), I will 
keep a closer watch on ticket prices next 
time we tour (tickets were $8, nol SIO). I 

will also try to avoid getting to bed at 8:30 
a.m. the day of a gig after driving all night 
from Washington D.C. (the promoter de
nies this delayed the show). 

However, next time you try to interview 
someone, try doing it with a clear head. 

Who knows? You might not have to rely 
on gossip from estranged friends in a last
ditch effort to cook up a story. 

Peace and flowers, 
Jello Biafra 
San Francisco, CA 

Sheena Replies . . 
Thank you for your well-thought-our let

ter; however, (I) I stand by my story, and 
(2) it tokes two to tango-you were as un
fair lo me as (perhaps) I was to you, and 
your feller is as misleading (re: "Boston 
Schlock," circumstances of the cancella
tion, etc.) as you feel my article was. To soy 
that I hod a "preconceived grudge" or that 
I was drunk (I was drinking a Tab during 
the interview . . . ) is as much a smear as any
thing I wrote. If you con express strong 
opinions, then I con record strong impres
sions and not be guilty of "smearing." 

I printed your comments verbatim, and 
then in a commentary (the term implies 
some subjectivity) set down some things 
that oren 't conveyed by your transcribed re
marks. While I did speak with other mem
bers of the bond, my assignment was to in
terview you-and you either ignored me, or 
answered condescendingly. It's useless try
ing to steer a conversation in other direc
tions when the person you're talking to will 
barely speak to you, let alone look at you. 
I'm sure questions about the moyoriol race 
are tedious, but there were equally tedious 
questions on dance-floor violence from 
Forced Exposure that didn't cause you to 
groan, roll your eyes, and sneer. When I 
asked about "Bigger Problem" you 
snapped at me to " read the lyrics, " but 

S"cR~Y, :r CANT SS'~ 
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when F.E. asked aboUt "Nazi Punks" (a 
question you must have answered a few 
times) you went into an earnest explana
tion. After awhile, I gave up. I still can't un
derstand why you felt obliged to behave this 
way. I am a fan of your music, even if I'm 
critical of some attitudinal things-things I 
would have preferred to discuss, even if you 
didn't. If you would have deigned to say a 
few of the things you do in your letter (all 
interesting and cogent) to me in person, it 
would have made for a lot more interesting 
reading. 

lameness" and calling their popularity in r----------------------------,j 
the Boston area "a raging case of reverse Act now and receive 
sexism." Meanwhile back on the ranch, he 
closes by saying, "Oh yeah. 'Emergency' B t R k ' 1983 
... it's all excellent song." Apparently Mr. OS on oc Ill 
Van finds it acceptable to contradict him- I 
selfinthismanner. at 1982 pr1'ces 

We happen to think that the Dangerous 
Birds are one of the most interesting and in
novative bands in Boston-a welcome 

Next time I do an interview I'll try to be 
more persistent; next time you do an inter
view, why not respond to the interviewer 
even if she doesn't offer to put your name 
on the back of her next record? (or the back 
of her jacket-ed.) 

SLAM SCAM 

BR, 
I'm sick and tired of mindless inconsid

erate skin heads wrecking shows for the 
general public. The destruction of Can
tone's by a handful of smart ass skins [BR 
#34) forced the group D.0.A. to stop play
ing after just two songs. Even worse, these 
are the same kids who the next week com
plain how bored they are and complain that 
there aren't any good shows. I wish they'd 
just grow up. 

J.D. Slaughter 
Framingham, MA 

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 

BR, 
Eric Van's review (#34) of the Dangerous 

Birds was one of the most shameful pieces 
of journalism we've read in awhile. For 
three lengthy paragraphs he completely 
trashes the DB's, citing their "instrumental 

change from the frequently stifled Boston 
music scene. Whether novice musicians or 
not (and this is a question worthy of de
bate), they have a style and a sound of their 
own. To insinuate that their following are 
mere "reverse sexists" is to put down many 
staunch Boston music fans. A bit low and 
uncalled for. We find them highly underrat
ed. 

Van's criticism is hardly constructive and 
coherent. The whole band recorded "Emer
gency." Let's give credit where credit is 
due. Regardless, the music speaks for itself. 

Sincerely, 
Andrea R. Cohen, Owan A. Purcell, Ann 
F. Norton, Cid Bolduc, Tove Sorenseon, 
Donna Klein, Katrina Leathers, Ellen Gold
smith, Vanessa Place, Mary Anne Peacott, 
Lisa Udelson, Kate Matlack, Carmen Lim
baugh, Carol Cate, Alison Smith, Julia 
Chevan. 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
pos~ of verification. include the writ
-er's name, address and telephone num
~r-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All letters are subject to edit
ing: Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 261 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 

Attn: RECORD LABELS 
and DISTRIBUTORS 

Don't miss BOSTON ROCK'S 

INDEPENDENT 
RECORD 

DISTRIBUTION 
SUPPLEMENT 

Featuring, A general directory of distributors 
and a special editorial section focusing on in
dustry trends. In addition to our regular mail
ing list and newsstand distribution this supple
ment issue will be sent to retail stores who spe
cialize in American independent and import 
labels. 

Issue on sale: Jan. 26, 1983 
Advertising deadline: Jan. 11, 1983 

Call Greg Reibman 
or Julie Panebianco 

at (617) 266-8787 for more details. 
Note, Independent Record Distributors must !ill out a brie! question
naire in order to be listed in our guide. Call today !or yours. 

SIJIISf;llII•'t,lf)N 
t•Illf;ES 

,,,1~111•c, 1t111t11 .. Y 
tittf)Zl~N 

SPECIAL BONUS: Subscribe 
now and for one dollar (ship
ping and handling) we'll send 
you one of these distinguished 

new dance records from Arista: 

---------------------------------------------------------~ send to: 

Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

D Here's $11.00 for the next twelve issues of Boston Rock. Please 
rush the free record I've checked below: 
__ The Members __ Fashion __ Thompson Twins 

D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is $10.00 for twelve issues. 

D C heck or money order enclosed. D Please charge to my Master Card or 

~ ,~1 :·;·!.,. --------
~ ~ signature ________ _ 

Name 

Address 

Citv ____________ State ___ Zip ____ _ 

(Alb~m offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last. We reserve the right to subst itute for first 
choices.) 
AIRMAIL AND/O R OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD 12.00 PER ISSUE. 
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Who influenced you least musically? George Bush 

The most? Four New York Disc Jockeys: Alan Freed, Joko Henderson, 
The Magnificent Montague and Symphony Sid. 

Favorite Records: Charlton Heston singing "Paint II Black" wilh lhe 
Henry James Orcheslra-lhe quad mix, 2/3 speed. 

Some Favorite Books: Graham Greene's Brighton Rock; Flannery 
O'Connor's Short Stories; and William Faulkner's Light In August. 

Movies: Carne's Children Of Paradise; Welles' Chimes At Midnight; 
Penn's Bonnie & Clyde; Mlzoguchi's Tales of the Pale and Mysterious 
Moon After The Rain. 

Favorite Performers: Polllicians. 

Favorites Performances: James Brown at lhe Apollo N. Y.C.; John Col
trane and Art Blakey with the original Jazz Messengers al Birdland; 
Dylan al Gerdes Folk City with John Lee Hooker. 

Favorite Sport: Gargling. 

What do you see in the future? Gray hair and less leelh. 

What is, for you, the height of misery? Sore throats or hearing, "I 
should have told you I think I have . .. " 

'What is your idea of happiness? Performing. 

Dream Date: A menage a trois with ·Jeanelle McDonald and Leslie 
Gore reading from Harold Pinter's Old Times on lhe Merv Griffin 
show. 

BOSTON'S NEWEST USED RECORD 
EMPORIUM IS NOW OPEN AT 

. BOSTON'S PREMIER USED AUDIO 
CENIBRI 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE! 
. 
I 
I 
I 

EURD<A! RECORDS AT U5ID SOUND, 225 NEWBURY ST .. BOSTON.
1
Tll.. 236-1827 
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BOSTON'S BEST ROCK AND ROLL, VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with this ad! (Sale items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M. 



NEW YORK~~-=-~--
by Mork Coleman 

Ouitarist/compaser Glenn Branca and 
poet John GtonJo have joined forces on an 
album titled Who Are You Staring At? 
(OPS). Each artist has a side to himself, and 
if you missed last year's TheAscension(99), 
this record is a fine opportunity to catch up 
with Branca's powcr--chord classicism. 
Giomio's spoken word play should be of 
special interest to fans of 0 0 Superman"; 
he also collaborated with Laurie Andcnoa 
and Wllllam Burrouabs on the previous al
bum, You're The Guy I Want To Share My 
Money With. Speaking of Laurie Ander
son, she's to debut her symphony USA I-IV 
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music early 
next year . Glenn Branca is scheduled for a 
performance at BAM next month as well; 
the walls of the academy will shake. 

It may not have been rock, but the best 
live show I've seen in recent months was 
put on by the Liberation Music Orchestra. 
Led by bassist Charlie Haden, the group al
so featured Carla Bley on piano, ~wey 
Redman on sax, and the amazing Don 
Cherry on pocket trumpet and percussion. 
Their show at the Public Theatre featured 
songs of the people from countries around 
the world, and spoke eloquently of the 
struggle for liberaHon without uttering a 
sung or spoken word. Pick hit: "The Peo
ple United Will Never Be Defeated" from 
Chile. An LMO album is due out on ECM 
early next year. 

by Howard Wuelfing 

As usual, the bulk of constructive activity 
'round these parts is taking place on the 
Discord-ant front. Minor Tbrt11t's Ian Mac
Kaye is busy mixing the master tapes for the 
debut LP Scrum, and methinks the fin
ished product will be quite the balls. There's 
all sortsa neat shit thrown in like some funk 
and weird tcchno-folkie guitar. Next, Ian 
goes into the studio with Govr:mment hsur: 
to do the first serious recording with their 
current line-up. They expect to get an al
bum out of this as well. I'm not sure what 
the O.1.'s have planned, but lead singer 
John "Sky" Stabb has grown his hair in as 
long as ~E Cadena's and taken to wearing 
pastel robes and suchlike onstagc of late. 
Oh yeah, Iron Cross' 4S is out now. Minor 
Threat, with new bass player Steve Ham-
1en, will start recording their first LP soon, 
with redone versions of some of their EP 
material and lotsa new stuff (do you think 
you can take a cocktail piano version of ''In 
My Eyes" or "Filler" with strings? Well, I 
guess you shouldn't take dressing room 
banter too seriously. Still ... ). 

So what else is new? The SUckee Boys' six 
song 12" EP is due out on WASP next year 
and includes their surf pastiche that pro
vides the soundtrack for a video they've just 
put out in conjunction with the Lan1ley 
Punks (aka Travesty Unltd). Their own la
bel, Oacoit, will be issuing limited pressings 
of thangs by a number of area groups start
ing with Martha Hull and the Steady Jobs, 
then, posthumously, the Nurses. 

So what's hip? Vold from Columbia, 
MD, who after contributing one monu
mental, bent side to an LP with Faith, were 
rumored to be breaking up but apparently 
arc sticking together after all. Buy the LP, 
flex your soul, and pray that they deign to 
visit your burg. The revised lnsanlacs arc 
hot these days, with their newest recruit, 
Bob Young (formerly of the Dark) bringing 
in added melodic character and rhythmic 
definition on bass. The current Nlgbtman, 
with a keyboard player added and lead sing
er Mike Coburn moving to bass is also 
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The first independent film to be the Am
erican entry at the Cannes Film Festival is 
a movie chronicling the adventures of a 
young outsider on the fringes of NYC's 
"new wave" scene. Smithereens is director 
Suun Seldelman's first feature film; it stars 
Suu.n Berman as a young New Jcrscyite 
who comes to Manhattan in search or fame 
and fortune and ends up getting hustled by 
Richard HeU and sleeping in a van under
neath the West Side Highway. This movie 
will be reviewed elsewhere, but I must re
port that it features a weird trcbly sound
track by ex-Feella/current WUUt1-and
Trypn1 BUI Million and Glenn Mercer and 
an all-too-brief glimpse of the Nltecaps 
rockin' the Peppermint Loun1e. For me, 
the film's impact was summed by a line in 
"Original Love," the Fcclies' song that 
plays during the closing credits-' 'You 
must be waiting for something to happen, 
but nothing ever happens." Smithereens 

groovy-tasty, non-obnoxious hard rock. 
Of course, the hippest or the hip are getting 
into the Obsessed, urgent twisted punky 
heavy metal. So go out and buy Venom's 
Bloo.dlust 4S (an Ian M. pick hit) and get 
ready to bang your shaved pates. Or if that 
seems a bit drastic. get out your bootleg 
tapes of the Bongo's newest material and 
rev yourself up for (dare I say it? well con
sidering the pittance I'm paid for my 'scrib
ing in these pages, OF COURSE) my band, 
Underbeaven, finally brought up to near 
full strength with the recruitment of Don 
Zientara on guitar and vocals. Mr. Z previ
ously worked with the Urban Vr:rbs' guitar
ist No Joe and has kept busy in the years 
since, engineering, among other things, the 
Bad Brains' early demos and basically ev
erything that's come out on Discord. Jan 
M. has returned the favor by producing U. 
Heaven's demos. 

Having mentioned the Verbs, it's my sad 
duty to follow through and report that 
they've played their last, with a swan song 
gig Halloween weekend at the 9:30 Club 
(though they might reunite to play another 
Italian tour). Also that weekend saw Half 
Japanese and, I think, the Velvr:t Monkeys 
recording their sets at the 9:30 for a live LP. 

Clubland here is getting pretty dire. 
Dance clubs arc stuck in an Anglolectro- · 
poop stutter-rut of cosmic proportions. 
Live bookings in even the hipper venues are 
getting predictable unto death. Only bright 
spot is the bi-weekly harDCorc matinees at 
the 9:30: no booze; no dj's; early in, early 
out. It's a great way to spend Sunday after
noon. 

Otherwise the best bet these days seems to 
be to truck down to Str:t.son's at 16th and U 
and listen to cranky R&B on their jukebox, 
whilst filling up on inexpensive beer and 
serviceable texmcx victuals. Or y'all could 
slither over to the Fox and Hounds/Trio 
zone for super cheap mixed drinks and 
punky waitresses. Wear your Walkman, 
bring a close friend and pretend you're at 
some elite, fantasy niche in the Mudd. 

Shit! Almost forgot. We've got three, 
count 'em 1hree! fanzines suddenly opera-

opens nationally over the next few weeks, 
however, so judge for yourself. 

Back in the world of pop, the WaltrtSSCS 
have an EP out that puts some good older 
stuff ("Christmas Wrapping") with a cou
ple of new songs and the ''Theme From 
Square Pegs"-not bad, but the "Theme 
From The Brady Bunch" it isn't. The re
cord's title track "I Could Rule The World 
If 1 Only Had The Parts" is the Tin Huey 
song that highlighted the Waitresses' live 
sets this year. 
· As usual, I haven't been hitting the cluQs 

as much as a conscientious columnist 
should, but I have seen a couple of bands 
from New Jersey that I'd deem "interest
ing." Wind At Nlabt are a multi-percussive 
groove band whose tightness and attention 
to melody put them in a different league 
than Konk, Pullsalama, etc. I'd heard that 
Mr. Ruter was a cover band that special-

tional in O.C. There's Truly Needy (local 
harDCore, international art-damage), Thrill 
Seeker (nationwide he, a potpourri of local 
coverage-much live stufff) and Touch and 
Go, a Ml transplant that ploughs the same 
ground as TN but more crudely and weird
ly. Punk demi-urge Byron Coley scrawls for 

ized in demolishing old standards, but the 
set I heard them play featured some good, 
Vclvct-y originals with a country twang. 
And what's really amazing is that neither 
group is from Hoboken. 

Latest club news is that Jim Fouratt will 
be operating an open-Wednesdays-only 
club called On Tbr: Waterfront and the Pep
permint Lounge will become a gay disco as 
of December I. I've also been hearing nega
tive rumors about the Pep's competition. 
It's hard to imagine how the management 
of a club could lose money on live enter
tainment when their place is packed with 
$12-a-head patrons no matter who is play
ing, but maybe the bidding wars for big 
name talent arc starting to take their toll. 
People may soon have no choice but to go 
sec local bands at smaller venues. 

The upcoming holiday season usually co
incides with a spate of shows and new re
cord releases, so stay tuned here for more 

news ab •••••• , ... r •••• 

this one as well. Pick this up if only to take 
advantage of his wholly bcserk mail-order 

· cassette deal (if it works he'll be out 300400 
smackers, hey hey). 

WORCESTER-
by Uncle Mark 

Money talked and the newly-hatched civ
ic center in Worcester, the Centrum, is cer
tainly rolling in the dough. The Ccntrum it
self was heavily lobbied for by all the pow
ers that be, a very conservative lot. Hotels, 
restaurant and shops were all finished in 
advance, anticipating its completion des
pite cost overruns. However, certain prob
lems have started to develop, not the least 
of which are the controversial body search
es required on entering the arena. What's 
more frightening is what these searches arc 
finding: guns, knives and lots of dangerous 
drugs. The irony, of course, is that if this si-

tuation had developed at any of the smaller 
rock clubs, the city fathers would have 
closed it down before you could say "Heart 
of the Commonwealth." But Worcester 
"needs" the Centrum, and the Centrum 
"needs" rock acts to pay the bills, and 
those rock acts attract a rowdy crowd. So 
we arc witness to the spectacle of our mayor 
presenting the key to the city to David Lee 
Roth of Van Halen, who in his appearance 
here made the usual offensive, sexist re
marks to all the little screaming teenage girls 
in the audience. In the late 60's, Country 
Joe MacDonald was arrested here for say-

... CONT. ON PAGE 49. 

TALLAHASSEE_ 
by Chris Farrell 

Tallahassee has the bucolic atmosphere 
you'd expect a city surrounded by tOWf\S 
named Two Egg, Sopchoppy and Panacea 
would have. Aside from the seasonal crop 
of psychedelic mushrooms, there's little to 
suggest that Tallahassee, located in the mid
dle of the north Florida wilderness, could 
support any kind of progressive, artistic 
community, much less a punk rock scene. 

But with population hovering under 
100,000 Tallahassee has a dozen new music 
bands gigging at least occassionally, playing 
everything from hardcore thrash to artsy 
pop. And a handful of bar owners have ex
tended a surprising welcome to local groups 

who, sometimes with more inspiration thau 
expertise, play original music. 

Any history of Tallahassee punk starts 
with the Slut Boys. Four local guys with fire 
in their eyes, the Sluts spent eight years in 
back rooms and rented warehouses, pound
ing out lgy Pop covers and vintage Stones 
tunes for a tiny core of ardent rans. Soon 
after the Ramones and Sex Pistols made 
"punk" the recognized label for the kind of 
unstinting rock the band was making, the 
Slut Boys went public. With a slew of well
chosen covers and a package of their own 
finely honed tunes, the band took up week-

... CONT. ON PAGE49 



ABC 
"Look of Love" 

* * * 
Fri., Dec. 17 Doors open at 7:00pm 
$7.50 Show starts at 8:00pm sharp 

Metro is open for its usual business after the concert 

COMING 
MISSING PERSONS 

Feb. ] 
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Being fully awake and dressed in the lob
by of the Ritz Carlton at 9 o'clock on a 
Monday morning is not my idea of rock and 

t roll . 
But then, the "official" reason I was due 

c to talk with Gordon Sumner (a.k.a. Sting) 
-, actually had very little to do with rock and 
o roll. Sting was in the Boston area recently to 

promote his new movie Brimstone and 
Treacle. 

Reaction to the movie, and Sting's role in 
1 it as the enigmatic and frightening Martin 

1 Taylor have been violently mixed. The 
\ Globe praised it and him. Others have 
..1 called it "a pretty poor film" and "another 
.a, trashy horror movie." 

Looking chipper and slightly rumpled af
-:, ter a morning jog along the Charies, Sting 
~ remarked that he is sent batches of movie 
1~ scripts on a regular basis, but Brimstone 

and Treacle appealed to him because it was 
J' "literate, well written and funny." 

Sting was also especially intrigued by the 
character Martin Taylor. '' I find it quite 
easy to be him in that he is an exaggeration 
of my own ambiguities. That's really why I 
wanted to do it,'' he explained. 

"What interests me about Taylor is that 
he actually is nice sometimes. He's kind and 
generous. He's also a shit. That polarity in 
his character is just fascinating. Most char
acters in movies arc either black or white, 
Darth Yadar or Luke Skywalker. Reality is 
like Brimstone and Treacle. People arc 
good and bad and have the facility to be to
tally evil or quite good. I think it's import
ant to realize that any one of us can be Hit
ler, or the Boston Strangler, or St. Francis 
of Assisi." 

Sting:'s co-stars in the film arc Denholm 
Elliott, who has a list of stage and screen 
credits a yard long that includes King Rat, 
TM Boys From Brazil and Raiders of the 
Lost Ark, and Joan Plowright, a well 
known stage and screen actress who is also 
Mrs. Laurence Olivier and has often per
formed opposite her husband. 

That's tough competition for a relative 
newcomer to acting. Sting has had roles in 
Radio On and Quadrophenia as well as a 
part in the BBC Television production of 
the quirky but vq:ue thriller Artemis '81, in 
which he played some sort of an angel. But 
that's kid stuff compared to what his co
stars have done. 

''The demand to be on a par with actors 
of that calibre was not intimidating but 
chaUcnging.'' he insisted. '' I realized I had 
to prove myself to them every day and work 
harder . I came into the movie as a learner, 
and I made it very clear to them from the 
start that I was there to learn. I wasn't an 
upstart or a big star. I was an apprentice.'' 

Although he freely admitted he enjoys 
doing movies, Sting was quick to state, "I 
can't give up music. Music is my vocation. 
Acting is great, but it's a hobby. Don't take 
me wrong. I'm not just playing, but I don't 
have to pay the rent with it . Most actors 
have to work to buy food and pay the rent. 
It's hard for them to turn down a role if 
they don't feel it's right. But I won't do 
anything unless I feel it is absolutely the best 
thing to do." 

But there are also drawbacks to doing 
film as a sidelight. "There are very special 
crafts to learn. My problem is that I have to 
learn those in the spotlight. Most actors 
learn their craft or trade in relative privacy. 
I haven't got that time." 

Sting added that he wasn't uncomfort
able at all when he was filming the contro
versial sex scenes. "You have a job to do 
on that particular day that consists of being 
naked with a female and having your geni
tals in the same general area as hers. No, I 
didn't get an erection." 

Other rockers who have worked in mov~ 
ies, like John Lydon, complained about the 
strict regimen, but Sting adjusted nicely to 
the schedule. "l used to be a school teach· 
er," he said. "The discipline, and the get
ting up early, and the long hours isn't new 

t~ me. In fact, it was nice clocking in every 
morning.'' 

Sting is well aware of how hazardous try
ing to be a rock and movie star can be, but 
he isn't particularly worried about any pos
sible lashback. 

"I think that by doing tangential things 
like Brimstone and Treacle I will offset that 
very natural process that people always 
have where they love you one minute and 
want to destroy you the next. I think that by 
throwing curves at them like this movie, 
they'll get confused. That's a deliberate pol
icy on my side so that I don't paint myself 
into a comer, in effect. You know, 'The Sex 
God,' or horscshit like that. It's total luna
cy . 

''So I'm basically saying that I can't be 
pinned down. I'm adaptable. I'm flexible. I 
can do most anything, because I think I 
can. Therefore, the public can't really have 
a firm conception of me because there isn't 
one." 

Sting said he believes David Bowie is get
ting close to effectively working in music 
and movies in a way that he respects. •'I 
think he needs to play more parts across the 
board, away from his image. His image is 
too well-crafted." 

When asked if the other members of the 
Police resented the time Sting spent making 
movies, he replied, "We've been together 
for six years, and we need a rest from each 
other. We've got a group, we're not joined 
at the hip . We're actually autonomous hu
man beings. What I do in my spare time is 
make movies, and what they do is their own 
business. There's no conflict, really.'' 

The recent collaborative album by Robert 
Fripp and Police guitarist Andy Summers 
made one wonder if Sting had any interests 
in making a solo album or record outside 
the aegis of the Police. "I don't seek any 
different kind of outlet for my music. I 
think the Police is quite a good vehicle for 
my writing. The other two members of the 
group don't get much writing credit on Po
lice albums. They need that outlet. I 
don't." 

The soundtrack to Brimstone and Treacle 
does include some new material by the Po
lice and Sting performs a few songs without 
the band. The most charming of these is the 
traditional "Spread a Little Happiness," a 
ballad he croons in the best Rudy Vallee tra
dition. "It was wonderful," he recalled. "I 
used a genuine palm court orchestra on that 
song. They were really old guys who played 
that kind of stuff 30-40 years ago." 

Now that the movie is finally in the thea
ters, it's time for Sting to begin thinking 
about music again. The Police arc still de
ciding the fate of their already completed 
live album. Sting said there is a possibility 
that it would be released after their next stu
dio LP, which they arc heading to Mont
serrat around Christmas to record. 

Sting's first commitment is to his music, 
which means his first commitment is the Po
lice. Still, he wasn't afraid to admit, "I'd 
certainly like to make more films." So it 
seems he might take advantage of the two 
month break between recording and getting 
the record into the stores to make another 
movie, possibly a sequel to Brimstone and 
Treacle. 

Then the Police will take to the road once 
again. The band has long had a penchant 
for playing exotic, out-of-the-way places, 
and Sting would like to sec the band per
form a date or two in Kenya next year. 

"I love being on stage for an hour and a 
half," he said. "I love that. I adore that. I 
could never replace that, the glamour and 
the excitement. But the other 23 hours of 
the day when you're touring arc hell. Well, 
not hell ... but boring," he laughed. 

For now we'll have to settle for watching 
Sting on a movie screen instead of a concert 
stage. He isn't aboutto pull a David Essex, 
though, and put himself in a situation where 
movie people won't take his acting seriously 
and pop people won't take his music seri
ously. "It's a very dangerous thing," he 
said of that fragile balancing act. "If you 
make one wrong move, you're finished." 

Brimstone and Treacle 
by Betsy Sherman 

Police star Sting makes his feature film 
debut in Brimstone and Treacle (the 
latest gem to appear thanks to the post
Chariots of Fire British invasion). Sting's 
past movie experience includes roles in Ra
dio On and Quadrophenia, but the role of 
the smiling Mephistopheles in Brimstone 
seems particularly apt for the singer, who is 
notorious for wrapping both crowds and 
critics around his little finger with a thick 
dose of his boyish charm. 

Brimstone and Treacle is hardly a mere 
vehicle for Sting; it is most notably another 
masterly work from the pen of writer Den
nis Potter. Potter wrote last year's Pennies 
From Heaven. and created the original BBC 
series from which the movie was taken. In a 
unique and compelling fashion, Potter 
thumbs his nose at categorization; like Pen
nies From Heaven, Brimstone and Treacle 
is a veritable roller-coaster ride of moods, 
from high satire to wrenching psychological 
drama to gothic horror. 

Tom and Nonna Bates (Denholm Elliott 
and Joan Plowright), a quiet suburban cou
ple, share a taxing burden: their daughter 
Patty (Suzanna Hamilton), a pretty young 
art student, has been hit by a truck and now 
lies a helpless murmuring vegetable. Their 
lives revolve in stiflingly tight circles around 
Patty, Norma resolute in her faith that she 
will one day get better, Tom confused by 
cynicism, doubt, and by a secret guilt about 
the accident which he cannot even confess 
to Norma. 

Then into Tom's life bursts a cunning 
drifter, Martin Taylor (Sting). Martin's mo
tives at first seem to be those of a con-man 
who has found his pigeon. He lurks around 
outside the Bates house, doing some ele
mentary scouting and eavesdropping, and 
then enters the household by passing him
self off as a friend of Patty's who has only 
just heard about the accident. 

Mrs . Bates is instantly sympathetic to the 
earnestly polite, attractive young man, and 
Mr. Bates is just as instantly suspicious. 
Buoyed by the inroads he has made into the 
Bates ' domain, Martin boldly declares his 
love for Patty, a love he claims had been so 
delicate that she had not dared even men
tion it to her parents . To the Bates' bewil
derment, he vows to remain by her side, 
thus relieving her poor parents of the bur
den of caring for her. 

Soon the Bates household is ensnared in 
Martin's python-like grip. As he squeezes it 
fQr all it's worth, Martin's motives become 
less and less apparent: Greed for the Bates' 
money? Lust for the enticingly vulnerable 
Patty? Is he a poor lonely sod looking for 
the family he's never had? A dangerously 
sadistic psychotic? A divine agent? From 
heaven or hell? 

It is the latter possiblities that drive the 
drama to its fevered pitch. As Martin's psy
chotic tendencies become more apparent, 
Potter's use of religious themes becomes 

more biting. The trappings of religion arc 
satirized throughout, from the tacky paint
ing of Christ that mocks Norma's blind 
faith to the facile hymns that Tom writes 
for a living, mechanical words that become 
increasingly hollow to him. 

Into this charged atmosphere comes Mar
tin, fulfilling a need for each of the other 
characters and serving as catalyst for the ac
tion . And as Martin gets caught up in the 
thrust of events, even he cannot remain un~ 
changed. At times he falters, and recalls an
other famous psycho (it is not for nothing 
that Potter threw in a name like "Nonna 
Bates"). In true gothic style Martin himself 
comes to believe that he has been sent on a 
fated mission. if not to bring the Bates back 
together again, as he prattles to them, then 
at least to cure Patty. In a revealing mo
ment Martin picks up a dead bird and mur
murs "not a sparrow .. . ," referring to a 
Biblical passage where Jesus sends his apos
tles out to "heal the sick, raise the dead, 
cleanse lepers, expel demons." His tears 
over one of God's poor creatures arc not 
completely for Norma's benefit. 

Director Richard Loncraiflc has devised a 
teasing visual style that adds to the dizzying 
fascination of the plot. Shots are set up in 
traditional horror style, the all-knowing 
camera wryly judging the characters, belit
tling them from above or exalting them 
from below. A tension is established by the 
positioning of characters within the frame: 
Martin and Norma demure cozily together, 
while Tom remains isolated in his bitter
ness. Meanwhile the wandering camera in
evitably finds its way to Patty, the inscrut
able eye of the storm. 

The performances of the three principals 
are vital to th'c success of Brimstone and 
Treacle. Denholm Elliott is one of the most 
ordinary-looking of actors, but his Tom 
Bates is played with a depth of feeling that 
allows a host of seething guilts, fears and 
passions to belie that milquetoast exterior. 
Joan Plowright's large warm brown eyes 
and melodious voice shape the matronly 

· Norma Bates, and make one forgive her in
dulgences; she is never wholly foolish be
cause her actions are moved by utter com
passion. These two old pros provide the an
chor of realism that allows Sting to really 
take off and explore the character of Mar
tin. 

Playing a character who is himself sup
posed to be acting can be a bit of a trap. 
Sting just about pulls it off. He docs the 
sinister Martin rather better than the polite 
Martin, where he mugs a bit too much, the 
eyes are a little too wide and the voice too 
sing-song. 

But he can send chills down the spine, as 
he carries off the razzle-dazzle climactic 
prayer sequence, and when, with demonic 
relish, he practices his own brand of (as 
Marvin Gaye would put it) sexual healing. 
The role, and in some ways the perform
ance, recalls the young Malcolm MacDow
ell, and Sting exhibits a talent that will sure
ly be enhanced by experience. 
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,--------------------------------------------, if the Astronauts weren't there. When the 
prisoners moved at all, they moved slowly, 
against the beat. Almost nobody tapped his 

.:J. 
feet or nodded his head; no one danced. 

I was reminded of one of the eeriest, most 
disturbing scenes in Antonioni's Blow-Up. 
The Y ardbirds are playing a London rock 
club, jumping around madly on stage as 

'J!lll~illl,,..-.'1!11,_...,. they poured out one of their biggest hits. 
_._....,..,., The crowd, to a man, stands stock-still. The 

scene distills the film's central theme-the 
frustration of an artist unable to communi-,-... ..,.. _ _, ____ '""'1., .. 1""' ___ ,,_..j catc. In Blow Up, the cause of that failure is 

..,!""i-·-·------1a-,a---..----l represented as static; an unassignablc and 

--~.-~·-----............ ,.....,.1!--....;..,t ~~;
1
o~~~b~~df;~~:.ction hovering between 

At Walpole, the cause of the failure was 
more than static. Without a doubt, the As
tronauts were a little on edge:-it's hard to 
play mean and raunchy in a maximum se-

--.----'--~-.!;;· close to par, and as they warmed up, they ::··~!l~'!!"l!!!l!lfl!oi~lllli!l~!i!q, .. ,...,.-~J curity prison. But their performance was 

even drew applause in the middle ofsongs
appreciation for a particularly sly guitar 

lllii:11ltt'.:;;.ii...;.;;.;;_~;.;;.;....:.:..:.:_~;,.:.;__:_...:..,.~..:..~~-~ ..... --....:_....:.:;::::;:;::::::::J lick, or a frenetically frantic harp solo. Af-

Walpole Prison, November 1982 Photo: Phil In Phlash !~:~!~ ~:::; b~~~"!:~i:;[!~~da~: :~:~ 

ly cruel and inhuman. name), are alternately violent, nihilistic, by David Cole 
But all of this is old news. Prisons are no- funny and cruel. Love songs are out of the 

toriously nasty places, and, some would ar- question; in intention at least, theirs is the 
"Guitar strings?" gue, not without reason. God forbid we stuff of revolution. If pressed on a political 
"Yeah, how many guitar strings you should put these guys up in comfort. Give stance, they call themselves "culturalterror-

cert; between 100 and ISO were there. But 
there are over 700 in the institution, 400 of 
whom could have attended (the rest are in 
segregation, lockdown, the hospital, etc.). 

"They get lazy," Saunders explained. 
got?" them something to fear-if not God, then ists." "They sit in their cells all day long doing 

nothing, and then we offer them a concert 
to see, and they just stay in their cells." 

"Well, six on each guitar, four on the Walpole. If Walpole is so much worse than Karen Saunders knew none of this. She 
bass, seven extras. Twenty-three in all." the rest, it's probably because its inmates did, however, know the prison and its pris-

,, Just make sure you got twenty-three are so much more evil. oners. I came expecting to see the inmates' It's not just laziness. The Walpole audi
torium that Thursday evening was filled 
with men not known for control of their re
actions. They watched a rock-and-roll-blues 
concert full of energy and anger, and they 
sat passively. They were broken men, 

when you walk outta here. Right? If you If those who hold these views could have anger and frustration vented in a moment 
break one, pick it up. We don't like the in- sat in on the Blues Astronauts concert with of relative freedom. I wasn't sure how 
mates to get their hands on 'em; they like to me, it might have set them to re-thinking. In they'd react, but that they would react I was 
slip 'em around each other's necks." some ways the concert and its reception said certain. Would they catch Bloodgood's an-

Getting a rock band into a maximum sc- more about Walpole and its prisoners than gry fatalism? Would they be lifted by Jody 
curity prison is not a simple matter. Security all the murder rates and recidivism figures Myers' arrogantly funky bass lines? Or 
demands that practically everything and ev- available. The concert demonstrated just would they be insulted by comfortable, free 
cryone entering or leaving be subjected to a how deeply the reality of prison life infuses white boys trying to play mean blues? Saun- ....,. s 
strip search. Pockets are emptied, guitar itself into the mind and body of an inmate, lJ \j' 
unhinged, all wires meticulously counted. 1 , • .-"" ...._ 
casesopened,amplifiersandstagemonitors aanffdecrteisnpgonthdes.way he talks, walks, listens! ') ()}Jl-.~~ , .. .,,_J "I l' 
When the Blues Astronauts, a local Boston 
band, played Walpole State Prison late last l l 
month, they had to arrive at 2:00 for a 7:00 ,, ~ , \\\i' •. ,, l' _J drained of responsive passion. Walpole had 

'T ("" r I' - "I I done its job. The Blues Astronauts were no 

IN .-"" match. Big Bob, an inmate helping the As-

lN (
., \"Ill - den could have given me the answer, if I'd tronauts pack up, offered these words of 

S \.,. __. l, dared to ask her. When the answer came, it comfort: 
l. JIil spoke volumes. "Man, if you get any response here 

\.,_ I arrived at the prison at 6:30 according We got to the prison auditorium just be- you've done well. These guys arc hard crit-
to their instructions and was greeted by Kar- fore 7:00, the scheduled starting time. Pris- ics. They don't get excited easy. They know 

starting time. All unloading took place in 
"the trap," a James Bond-like entry-way at 
the back of the building, separated from the 
rest of the prison by several steel doors, and 
from the outside world by a garage door 
three feet thick. 

Walpole is Massachusetts' only maxi
mum security prison. Built to house SSO in
mates, its population usually exceeds 700. 
Convicted criminals, if society and a judge 
deem their crimes serious enough, receive 
"Walpole sentences." They are sent to Wal
pole for a period of time after which they 
can be transferred to a medium or minimum 
security prison if their institutional records 
are clean. 

Massachusetts, Walpole officials will 
proudly tell you, has the lowest incarcera
tion rate of any state in the country. What 
they don't tel1 you is that Walpole itself 
boasts the fourth highest murder rate 
among our nation's prisons. As Wally Hou
lihan, administrative director of Northeast
ern Law School's Prisoner Assistance Pro
ject, describes it, "Walpole runs on vio
lence. It has a reputation for being a very 
macho, rough place, and the reputation 
perpetuates itself; everyone's got to prove 
himself." 

The roots of the problem, according to a 
number of lawyers who have worked with 
Walpole prisoners, arc age-old ones-over
crowding, lack of rehabilitation, lazy, all
powerful guards (protected here by a strong 
and allegedly corrupt union), and appalling 
physical conditions. There is a case pending 
now in federal district court challenging 
conditions at Walpole as unconstitutional-

en Saunders, Walpole's Public Relations oncrs were beginning to straggle in to the that no matter what happens tonight, to
Assistant. She was to be my escort, taking dark, hot room. They sat in distinct groups morrow morning they'll wake up in the 
me through the prison's myriad electric of two to six, spread thinly across the audi- same damn cell." 
doors ("DO NOT TOUCH"), ensuring to!'lum from back to front and left to right, The disciplinarian might be tempted to 
that I made it in and out safely. I was to as if to exploit every inch of available space praise this vacuum of reaction. Surely it's 
carry nothing except a pen and notepad. No in this hall, so much larger than their soli- better than the riotous alternative. The re
spiral notebooks, for the same reason as the tary cells. The Astronauts began on time, as ality of Walpole life, however, partakes of 
guitar strings, and no bic pens-their clear prisoners shuffled in and out. The shuffling both extremes. It is at once a place with the 
shafts provide inmates with makeshift syr- continued throughout the concert-slow fourth highest murder rate in the country 
inges. I could sit and watch, and I could talk but deliberate, the freedom to move me- and a place where inmates cannot respond 
to band members, but under no circumstan- thodically appreciated, hardly enjoyed. to the enthusiasm of a blues concert. These 
ces was I to speak to an inmate. With the Astronauts' first few songs, it extremes, unfortunately, reinforce rather 

On the way in, Saunders explained that was clear that rebellion was not in the air. than neutralize one another: everyday vio
thcy try to have an event like this once every As the band made their way through Sonny Jenee induces cautious control in all inter
six weeks-concerts, plays, mime troupes. Boy Williamson's ''Help Mc,'' their own actions; repressed emotions breed explosive 

"But it's hard to find a rock band to play "Sanctuary" and "Ain't It Hard," and the frustration. As John Ramos, an ex-convict 
in a maximum security prison. I don't know traditional masturbatory blues, ''Dust My now working with the American Friends 
why, but most of them seem to have an ex- Broom," the prisoners blankly sat. Blood- Service Committee explains, "Inside, 
felon in the group. All it takes is one drug good rasped out the lyrics with angry con- you're always on the lookout; you've al
bust, you know. And we can't have cx-fcl- viction-"Help me, I can't do it all by my- ways got your guard up. Walpole's not the 
ons in here, for obvious reasons.'' self,'' ''I'm looking for a sanctuary, give it place to make friends.'' In "breaking'' its 

She had nothing to worry about with the to me," and "Hey, babe, what's it feel like prisoners, Walpole takes from them the ca
Blues Astronauts, at least on paper. Five when you're stickirrg in the blade?" Drum- pacity to respond to anything but violence 
upper middle-class white boys, fresh out of mer Dan Perlman dropped bombs behind -institutionalized or otherwise. Communi
Yale and Brandeis, Art and Architecture Jody Myer's insistent bass, and Michael Al- cation and response arc reduced to demon
majors rebelling in the Ivy League crowd, brecht mouthed fierce slide guitar solos strations of machismo; in such a climate, it 
shocking them at Jack's, perhaps. No ex- which framed Andy Breslau's blues harp is hardly surprising that rehabilitation fails. 
felons here. centerpieces. With a nod from Albrecht, The ties that bind remain severed and 

But Karen Saunders hadn't heard their -Breslau would start low, down on his frayed. 
music. I had. To listen to their record, No haunches, rising on a long slow inhale, and The concert over, Karen Saunders escorts 
Sanctuary, you'd never guess that the Blues break into staccato improvisation, his upper me out, exclaiming public relations praise 
Astronauts were raised on suburban lawns. body bopping back and forth to the beat for her prison and her boss. We walked 
They play slow funk and hard blues, Chica- like a diver jacknifing in blues time. back through six sets of electric doors, past 
go-style. Their music is raunchy and mean, Meanwhile, the prisoners watched and five guards and a metal detector, through a 
sexual and subversive. They come out of a talked and shuffled between seated groups. small yard under a roving spotlight, and 
tradition marked not by the Blues Brothers After each song they applauded and whist- back to the outside. She'd worked in a lot 
or Sam and Dave, but by Luther Allison and led and shouted catcalls for ''Whipping of prisons, she said, and this one was run 
James 'Blood' Ulmer. Their lyrics, written Post," "Mojo" and "The Stones." But the best. "It's much better than the Thai 
by lead singer Paul Bloodgood (his real while the music played, they acted almost as prisons, you know. " 
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by Sheena 

"We change every time we play; if we 
didn 'I, I'd quit." 

-Karen, Dangerous Bird 
The bottom line is that I like the Danger

ous Birds. But aside from that, I'm not sure 
I'll ever make up my mind about what sort 
of band they are. It's the old two-mints-in
ane quandry-the Dangerous Birds Live 
and the Dangerous Birds Studio should be 
like two different-both interesting
bands. I had decided that only in the studio 
could one get a real idea of the group, but 
bassist Margery Meadow argues that live ''is 
one of ouc stronger points." The group 
gives a deliberately uneven curlicue of a live 
performance, and the word "experimental" 
leaps to mind; but on vinyl, the Birds lay 
down some pretty frothy pop, and guitarist 
Thalia Zcdck describes the Dangerous Birds 
as "a pop band, we're straight-ahead, we're 
not that weird!" Which is it? 

I'm not alone in my confusion. In the last 
issue of Boston Rock, critic Eric Van let 
loose a rather excessive attack on the band 
and their abilities, only to finish his article 
with a one line comment: "By the way, 
'Emergency' is an excellent song." What 
was the group's reaction to the criticism 
which, while overly harsh, encapsulated 
people's mixed feelings. 
Thalia: It wasn't the criticism that bothered 
me. It was the anger, a really personal thing 
.. But people are pissed off, people I 

didn't even think cared. . Women are 
pissed off because he took the female as
pect-
Margery: Everyone wanted to 'protect' us. 
I feel funny-I mean other bands have been 
roundly slagged, but people want to protect 
us because we're women. 
Thalia: Yeah, but I've never seen anything 
like that in any magazine, not in New York 
Rocker, not in Trouser Press-
Margery: I've read stuff like that! 

Karen Gickas (the drummer), who along 
with keyboardist Lori Green seems like the 
calm counterweight to Margery's and Thal
ia's feistiness, interrupts: "I just thought it 
was embarrasing. The mother of a fan said 
to me, 'Oh, I read that bad review in Boston 
Rock .. 

Did they feel there was any truth in Van's 
comments? 
Tb1Ua: I don't think we're the hottest musi
cians in Boston; I flon't think Gun Club is 
going to ask us to si1 in on their next ses
sion. We can be inconsistent. But there's 
more to our music than that; technical stuff 
isn't what we're after ... He (Van) should 
listen to jazz if he's just into musicianship. 
Karen: We're always trying to get better. 
We have problems with vocals and tempo: 
the vocals aren't as strong as I'd like, and 
we have tempo problems when we get excit
ed when we're performing, but those are 
problems any band will mention. 
Thalla: It's like one time we were backstage 
waiting for Jeff and Jane Hudson to go on, 
and we kept saying "when are they going to 
go on?" And then we realized that they'd 
been on for half an hour-we thought it 
was a record! (To Margery) What is it you 
always say-'We don't make music un
touched by human hands'? 
Margery: I guess I always say that. 

AU the Dangerous Birds expressed the 
idea that there was more to a performance 
than simply playing-the idea that a live 
show was a performance-not in the sense 
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of 'theatre,' but in the sense of something 
taking place-and would by its very nature 
change the music from its studio form. 

The Birds practice at Thalia's house in 
Allston. During the interview Xmas is prac
ticing in the basement, and Lou Miami and 
the Kozmetix have just finished their re
hearsal. ("The police come by every Sep
tember," one of the roommates explains, 
"They think it's a huge party.") The band 
is leaving for New York in the morning, and 
the phone rings with last minute arrange
ments. Everyone checks out the black and 
gold ski-pants Thalia's going to wear. I ask 
if (since their normal options are greater 
than for a male band) they try to project 
anything on stage through what they wear. 
They look slightly dismayed. "Sometimes 
we all show up wearing the same things; but 
if you play a lot, you run out of things to 
wear," explains Margery. What about the 
notorious incident where they played at a 
Rock Against Sexism Benefit wearing dress
es and were criticized by the audience for 
their "attitude?" Sounds of disbelief
"These things get so blown out of propor
tion!" 
Lori: 1 overheard two women talking in the 
bathroom-
Karen: There was some controversy, but we 
were wearing dresses on purpose. 
Thalla: Yeah, there was a period when a lot 
of women's groups were calling us up, like 
the BU Women's Festival where we got 
ripped off .. 

The band seems to be discouraged with 
efforts to support local women's causes. 
Are they feminists? 
Thalla: I'm not. 
Margery: Of course you are! 
Thalia: I do what I do-I don't activelysup
pon anything. 
Margery: Why does everyone think 'femin
ism' is a dirty word?! I'm a feminist. 

The Birds have played out of Boston 
quite a bit-all over New England, in Phila
delphia, and D.C., and after a gig with the 
Individuals, who put in a good word for 
them, they began getting calls to play New 
York, where the reception has been quite 
warm. And record companies have a1so 
shown some interest. They seem conscious 
of the need for careful career management, 
and they're anxious to get back into the stu
dio and to avoid the slump that occurred 
between their appearance in the Rock 'n 
Roll Rumble ("The bottom line of that was 
money-for the 'powers' to make money, 
for the station to make money. I felt really 
creepy about playing in it," says Karen) 
and the release of their latest single. They 
have larger promotional efforts in the 
works, and feel their audience is building 
up, although there are people who will only 
go to see them at the Paradise, or only at 
the Inn Sq. They've tried playing to differ
ent kinds of audiences: 
Thalla: The Flesheaters show went okay. It 
was weird for us ... they liked us okay, but 
they only really wanted to see the hardcore. 
But in Maine, we were booked with three 
hardcore bands, and they really liked us, 
and they were glad to see us ... The (fac. 
tionalization) is one really bad thing about 
Boston." 

Their new single, however, ought to win 
them some new fans-it's the best work 
they've done yet, exhibiting a lot of polish, 
and placing them squarely in the "very ac
cessible" category. The A-side, "Alpha Ro-

Birds at their best 

meo" (by Lori Green) begins with a melan
choly and thoroughly deceptive guitar pat
tern; once the song gets underway it's 
catchy, classic pop fluff-a driving/cruis
ing song with girl-group vocals and a huge 
hook. It would be almost too much if it 
weren't for the hint of dischord provided 
by Green's plaintive voice. Green has a 
knack for stamping whatever she does with 
her clean, crystalline vision (she's featured 
on The Flies EP, and the collaboration 
Billy's Revue, among others); "Alpha Ro
meo'' is typical of her airy calm. 

The B-side, "Smile On Your Face," was 
penned by Tha1ia, and while it's more exot
ic, there's nothing abstruse about it. 
"Smile" is ornamented with nice rhythmic 
touches, and the production magnifies what 
I'll call a "slavic" feel to this song-an 
echoing chorus, guitars that ring like bala
laikas, and a lilting back-beat. Thalia's 
voice is a little too furious to mesh with the 
sprightly arrangement, an effect perhaps 
like Lori's voice on "Alpha Romeo," but 
the overall effect is very upbeat. And, yes, 
I suppose there are moments when Thalia 
does sound like Patti Smith, but-
Thalla: Any woman with a low voice inevi
tably gets compared to Patti Smith or Nico; 
if you have a high voice, you get compared 
to the GoGo's. 
Margery: One local musician compared us 
to Delta 5, the Raincoats ... we don't sound 
like any of those .. 

While the percentage of people who as
sume that a female group has to fall either 
in the GoGo's or the Raincoats category is 
probably quite high; somehow, the Birds 
have to get across the idea that they're miles 
from either of those two "handy reference 
points." 

Margery (who was a flautist in a folk rock 
band) and Karen got their "learning experi
ence" in the local band People in Stores, 
but for Thalia and Lori, who got interested 
in playing through friends, this is largely a 
first band. As the two writers and main vo
calists (each sings the songs she writes), they 
form an interesting contrast: on stage, Thal
ia spits out her words, twisting madly about 
in front of her mike, while Lori tranquilly 
intones into hers. Do they write on opposite 
subjects? 
ThaUa: Well-I don't know. Some songs 
have the same lyrics throughout. On Lori's 
songs I only know my lines .. 
Lori: They (the songs] aren't really about 
anything. "Hold My Head"-it's about a 
relationship-well, not really-I don't 
know what it's about. Lyrics are just some
thing to sing, something not distracting. 

To wind down the interview, I decided to 
find out what influences such an underiva· 
tive group could have; what bands would 
they be in if they could? 
Lori: Elvis Costello. 
Karen: The Rolling Stones. Or the Gun 
Club. 
Thalia: I'd like to be the lead singer of V; 
for a week, or in the Gun Club. 
Karen: Playing with them was the most ex
citing thing that's happened to us. 
Thalia: But it's funny-at the soundcheck 
for the Gun.Club I was so impressed, I was 
thinking this is so great, I rea1ly respect 
them .. but after oursoundcheck, the Gun 
Club's bassplayer came up and said to us, 
"This is the kind of stuff I'd to do ... " 

And that's the best answer I can imagine. 



par Byron "Bargain Boy" Coley 

When all's been said and done. the Recy
cler has got to be one of the coolest rags in 
the entire LA press sump. Now, every town 
undoubtedly has a similar sort of publica
tion (wherein items-for-sale are offera! in
dividually or by the pantload) but LA's a 
burg with big ideas and some of the items 
proferred in its Recycler are nothing less 
than the stuff of dreams. For example, 
while the Wilkes-Barre (PA) version of this 
swinging tabloid surely has a section devot
ed to "Musicians Wanted," I'm willing to 
wager that very few high-gauge groups were 
brought together through its pages. On the 
other hand, all manner of soon-to-be-hous
hold-words have first seen each others' 
phone numbers in our "Section 134," and 
that's a simple fact. Some people say it's the 
only way to meet; and while there are those 
that scoff at this theory, hep-kits 'round 
town such as the Bangles arc not among 
their number. Our four sprightly heroines 
met through this tres moderne match-maker 
and they're glad they did. 

First Bangles to make each other's ac
quaintance were Debbi and Vicki Peterson. 
For them it was easy (and the Recycler 
didn't even have to make the intros). Born 
of the same parents, they spent a childhood 
scampering hither and yon whilst Beatles re
cords played in the background. Their actu· 
al roots as musicians can be found 'round 
the campfire of Girl Scout Outpost '719, 
where the two were often spied strumming 
guitars and crooning McCartney ballads to 
their bleary-eyed bunkmates. This was their 
apprenticeship. And while for many lasses 
the last merit badge earned also marks the 
final stanza of the sing-along experience, 
this was not the case with the Petersons. 
Reasoning that endless renditions of''Kum
baya" had honed tt, :r talents to an almost 
inhuman degree, they continued ventures in 
this field and ended up as leaders of an all
femme band early in this decade. That com
bo was called the Fans. Reportedly a pop 
band with similarities to their current aggrc· 
gation, the Fans called it quits in the waning 
hours of 1980 and it is with this event that 
our story begins to broaden. 

Another member of the Fans had been a 
room-mate of Debbi and Vicki's named 
Lynn and shortly after that band's demise 
she placed an ad in the Recycler enquiring 
after female lead guitarists. One of the re· 
spondents was Strummin' Susanna Hoffs, 
but the first five times she called to speak 
with Lynn she ended up having lengthy dis
cussions with Vicki instead. A fellow named 
John Lennon had recently died and from 
commiseration over this event a friendship 
was born. As it turned out, Sue had just left 
her prior combo and was also extending 
feelers into LA's musical cesspit. (One of 
her early fliers requesting players "into" 
Love and the Byrds had drawn but one re
ply-from ex-Love member Bryan Mac· 
Clean's little sister interestingly enough, 
and a similar Recycler ad, with the added 
requirement "must be nice," was only just 
beginning to get nibbles.) She was, as they 
say, shopping around. Now, Vicki didn't 
want to steal a potential guitar player from 
her roomie (Lynn had seen her first), but 
when the chemistry 'twixt Sue and Lynn 
proved to be faulty, Sue and Vicki entered 
into a musical partnership and the chemis
try was swell. 

This was the original three-piece line-up 
(with Sue and Debbi on guitars, Vicki on 
drums) and they were soon ensconced in 
Sue's folks' garage blaring out classics both 
olden and new. Now all they needed was a 
bassist and Annette Zhilkas (who'd been 
running a Recycler ad herse1f in search of 
rockabillyers) answered Sue's call for lasses 
"into Psych, Surf, Etc." Annette was ac
tually a guitar player (that's what the out· 
moded ad had requested), but the three 
spent a month trying to convince her that 
she'd sound equally boss with only four 
strings and at last they succeeded. A rough 
tape recorded a mere two weeks after this 
startling metamorphosis demonstrated that 
indeed Annette filled the bass shoes quite 
handily and, steeled by this knowledge, the 
four were on their way. Reasoning that their 
tunes came in many shades, they dubbed 
themselves the Colors and began a round of 
serious flirtation with clubowners. Their 
months of practice had resulted in an arm
load of originals (some dating back to Sue's 
songwriting alliance with the Rain Parade's 
David Roback) and rangy reworkings of 
sixties numbers like "Pushin' Too Hard," 
but (largely due to their lack of connec
tions) their initial flurry of out-of-the-way 
perfonnances drew little in the way of re· 
sponse ('though they do fondly recall the 
night in Arcadia when no one showed and 
Sue was able to practice her splits on stage). 
They were none too pleased by this turn of 
the cards and their gloom deepened when 
Annette yielded to parental pressures and 
returned to school a few months later. But 
where most would have faltered, our 
doughty misses plugged on. A trio once 
more, their clubland activities were put on 
hold and they withdrew once more to Sue's 
garage. Several months were spent hammer· 
ing new selections into shape and it was dur
ing their time that they formulated a fresh 
battle plan. 

The first thing scheduled for revision was 
their name. A New York band called the 
Colors had come to their attention, and ra
ther than tamp on anyone's toes thel decid
ed to change their banner. It is, of course, 
necessary to peruse research books when 
embarking on a project of this nature and 
in the Colors' reading room lay a 1965 issue 
of Esquire. This particular 'zinc featured 
many words and pies on the teen-cult boom 
rocking the nation and they waded through 
it with feelers out. One item that quickly 
caught their eye was a photo of a wigged.
out coiffure called THE SUPERSONIC 
BANOS and it was from this "doo" that 
their name was swiped. Careful perusal of 
club listings and records stores at their fre
quent band meeting/slumber parties seemed 
to indicate that there was no other band 10· 
ing by this handle (once bitten, twice shy), 
and to "more or less register" the name 
they decided that they'd put out "Getting 
Out Of Hand/Call On Me" as a single on 
their newly christened Downkiddie record 
label ("Downkiddie," another cop from 
the Esquire, means "street kid" or "roust&· 
bout"). They'd still had no luck securing a 
bassist who shared their taste though, so the 
songs were recorded in November, 1981 as a 
threesome (with Vicki and Debbi alternat
ing bass chores) and released in early Janu
ary. Rodney Bigenheimcr began playing the 
disk on his weekend show shortly after it 
appeared and local interest bloomed. Draw
ing comparisons to the Mamas & the Papas 
and a host of other mellifluous sixties folk· 

Big Bangle Theory 

rockers (Mama Michelle Phillips even asked 
them to pose with her for a photo session), 
the single's first pressing sold out quickly 
and many scencstcrs loudly expressed their 
yen to sec the band play live. They'd still 
not found a bassist, however, so perform
ing was out of the question. 

Well, as luck would have it, Annette had 
not felt her return to the academic world 
was quite as enchanting as she'd hoped and 
(pestered incessantly by Sue) she consented 
to act as the group's "stand in" bassist im· 
til a pennanent replacement could be 
found. This was pretty convenient (as she 
already kne¥1( about half the material) and, 
after a solid month performing their songs 
to Sue's pare"nts' befuddled Fiat, their deb 
night was announced. Sharing a bill with 
Channel 3 and the Descendants at a NoMag 
party, the Bangs made (figurative and liter· 
al) tongues wag like mad. Their recorded ef
forts had given the impression that they of
fered polished pop in a somewhat sacchar· 
inc vein; but live renditions of the afore· 
mentioned Seeds' number, the Raiders' 
"Steppin' Out," and a much "grungier" 
live sound seemed to place them finnly in 
line with the brash revo-garage bands then 
springing up 'round town (Salvation Army, 
Dream Syndicate, etc.). This was certainly 
as much as anyone could ask for and fur
ther live shows (with these aggros and oth
ers) only reinforced this notion. Raucous 
fun-no more, no less. The summer saw 
further alliances between, and attention giv
en to, these units and by the early fall the 
Bangs (and their brethren) were LA's ccrti· 
fled up and comers. 

The Bangs were near the head of this 

pack (especially since Annette had decided 
to make her membership permanent), and 
the only problem facing them was the fact 
that the local press constantly forced com
parisons with the OoOo's upon their unwill
ing heads. Certainly in the most banal terms 
there were a number of similarities (LA· 
based, all-femme popsters), but the bapds' 
dynamics were as different as night and day 
(77 Sunset Strip vs. Club 54) and such choi
ce Bangsian cover selections as Love's 
"Seven and Seven Is" made the "new Oo
Oo's" suggestion rather assinine. Indeed, 
the Bangs' garage spume seemed to become 
more explicit with every show, but when 
placed alongside combos with parallel mo
tives a major difference (other than gender) 
was easily discerned. Like, they seemed to 
have a frame of reference almost identical 
to that of the Three O'Glock (then, Salva
tion Army), but the Bangs ventured where 
no one else did by fitting multi-vocal har
monies into most of their songs. None of 
their colleagues made efforts of this sort 
(Sue points out that the Bangs "drove 
soundmen crazy; since soundmen're always 
used to mixing up lead vocals") and a blend 
of two or three voices was crucial to virtual· 
ly all of their material. And yeah, this CSN 
jazz can lead to a bit more smoothness than 
a noise-ho cares to hear during the course of 
a tune, but said tune remains mighty inter
esting when it's softness is countered by a 
raw-edged instrumental attack. And that's 
how the Bangs did it. The balance between 
these two elements has been the band's 
most attractive sonic feature (to my car any
way) and it will be interesting to see just 
how this Yin/ Yang stuff is handled as they 
progress. And they've already progressed. 
A bunch. 

. .. cont. onpage42 
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P.ETER GABRIEL METAL 
MONKEY 
MUSIC 

by Dean Johnson 

Peter Gabriel has a hit song, which is about as like
ly an event as ·Brian Eno making an appearance on 
American Bandstand. But it's true. The exotic rhy
thms and Tamla/Motown feel of "Shock The Mon
key" has garnered Gabriel more attention than any
thing else he has done in his three previous solo ef
forts since having left Genesis in 1975. 

One of the first rules of the music business dictates 
that any performer who has a hit tune will also have a 
hit album that contains it. So, after being dropped 
from more than a few labels, Gabriel's first album 
for bcffen Records has become the best-selling re
·lease he's ever had . 

. Longtime followers of Gabriel's quirky and chal
lenging music have to be surprised by his sudden suc
cess. For the most part , Gabriel deals with the kind of 
subject matter and arcane Third World rhythms and 
arrangements that just don't seem appropriate for 
mainstream record buyers. 

Anyone who might have worried whether success 
would go to Gabriel's head had merely to take in his 
recent show at the Orpheum. The first thing to re
member about Gabriel's shows and music is to expect 
the unexpected. Thus when he began his performance 
by walking down the aisles of the Orpheum to get to 
the stage, it wasn't all that surprising. 

But when he walked down those same aisles bang
ing on a drum and wearing Cro-Magnon make-up 
(shades of the Dark's entrance in the Rock and Roll 
Rumble a couple of years ago), it created a little more 
of a buzz. When he was followed through the theater 
by tho four members of his band (Tony Levin on 
bass,. Jerry Marrota on drums, Larry Fast on very ex
pensive synthesizers, and David Rhodes on guitars) 
who wore matching black-and-white uniforms and 
banged on more drums, Gabriel intrigued most of the 
audience. When the group used those same drums to 
begin the first tune of the evening, the crowd was his. 

What followed was a set of dense, metallic ballads, 
relentless rhythmic numbers, and a series of riveting, 

dramatic performances. Most of the songs came 
from his new album, but he also tossed in some older 
cuts such as "Salisbury Hill,'' "Biko" (his ode to the 
slain South African leader), "Not One Of Us," 
which he dedicated to ''all the outsiders,'' and for an 
encore, a cathartic ''On The Air.'' 

Gabriel and his band used headset mikes through
out most of the concert, resulting in almost total free
dom of movement for a show that was almost equal 
parts theater and music. Gabriel no longer hides be
hind the masks and elaborate props that were main
stays during his Genesis days. He's out on stage now, 
as Eric Burdon once said, "naked to the world," but 
in a state of almost constant movement, dancing an 
odd simian-like shuffle, gesturing, stalking, hunching 
over. It was like a meeting of Shakespeare and the 
BCatles by way of Uranus. 

His fascination with sounds and rhythms has en
abled him to develop a number of tunes, such as 
"Rhythm Of The Heat" and "Kiss Of Life" that 
have instinctively primitive rhythms tieQ into an oth
erwise sophisticated musical arrangement. 

A quiet man with a mild manner during his be
tween-song introductions, he appears determined
driven-to explore musical and artistic extremes. 
When he's able to land right on the mark with his 
music, the effects can be stunning. 

During an extended chorus of "Lay Your Hands 
On Me," for example, Gabriel entered the audience, 
not a ~reat feat to be sure. But then he began walking 
across tne rows of one of the front sections of the 
theater using the armrests for steps. Suddenly his re
peated chorus of "Lay your hands on me" took on 
added meaning. Gabriel was depending upon help 
from the audience to make it across each row, and 
they were willing and eager to lay their hands on him 
to make it possible. Next, he began walking on top of 
the chairs, stepping from row to row, again implor
ing the crowd to aid him on his journey. All the while 
the band kept up the ceremonial music that accom
panies the words, and again, the audience pulled Ga
briel through without a slip-up. 

The effect of that display was nothing short of gal
vanizing, and through it all Gabriel never lost track 
of his music. In fact, he made sure that the little event 
was carried off perfectly in time with the song. It was 
the heady climax of an inspired concert. 

Yet somehow there was still the fee.ling that Gabriel 
is reaching, looking for another Way to come to terms 
with whatever it is he's madly pursuing through his 
music. 

Gabriel may not always succeed with his artful mu
sical endeavors, but there have to be people like him 
who are willing to try anything they can to stretch 
and expand our musical horizons. 

LARCHWOOD 
MUSIC 
COMPANY, INC. 
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by Christopher Farrell 

''Maybe I could have been a cattle baron,'' siiid Marshall 
Crenshaw, a grin sprea,ding across his face. 

"Actually, I could never come up with a believable an
swer for what I'd be doing if I weren't playing rock 'n' 
roll," he continued. "I've never done, or even thought 
about, doing anything else." 

Crenshaw's not likely to be forced to think about it in the 
near future. His "Some Day, Some Way" shot up the pop 
charts in impressive fashion, and cheering fans on his recent 
concert tour prove the song is no fluke. 

None of that really surprises the 26-year-old Detroit na
tive. "I realized I could have a career in music as soon as I 
saw other people doing it. I just figured if anybody else can, 
tbere's no reason why I can't. 

'' And it hasn't really happened suddenly,'' he said, flash
ing the same earnest expressino that lends veracity to his 
love songs. ''It just sort of evolved gradually.'' 

The evolution of this pop star started at age eight, when 
he picked up a guitar and started playing Buddy Holly 
songs. And when "my peers were playing baseball and 
building model airplanes," Crenshaw recalled, "l discov
ered that with two tape recorders I could become a stereo 
guy. 

''I spent a few years trying to become a teenage Brian 
Wilson," he said, experimenting with tapes and sounds like 
that Beach Boys' leader. 

"But that can make you crazy; it's not good for your 
mental health," Crenshaw added seriously. "Have you ever 
listened to the album Smile? That's the sound of a guy 
making himself crazy.'' 

Crenshaw became more sociable, playing in a string of 
garage bands. In 1978, he joined the West Coast road com
pany of Bealfemania, wearing wire-rim spectacles and sing
ing like John Lennon. 

Finally, he decided it was time to sing like Marshall Cren
shaw. He settled with his brother, drummer Robert Cren-
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shaw, in New York. Crenshaw wrote songs, and the pair 
would hustle demo tapes to big-city tastemakers Richard 
Gottrehrer (who produced Blondie and the Go-Go's) and 
Alan Betrock (Shake Records). Crenshaw's songs wound 
up on albums by Robert Gordon and Lou Ann Barton, and 
Betrock's company released the first Crenshaw single. 

The well-crafted pop tunes, the open vulnerability of 
Crenshaw's voice and the bright, clear sound of his band 
drew attention from all quarters: radio stations, dance clubs 
and record companies. Crenshaw recorded his debut album 
for Warner Brothers; now he's touring the country to sup
port it. 

Having a song on the radio helps. "They come to hear 
'Some Day, Some Way'," he said, the big grin snaking 
across his face again, "and then they can't get enough." 

"No, really," he continued, "the one song draws them 
in, and we hope they find something else they like.'' 

Crenshaw's band features the singer on guitar, his bro
ther on drums and bass player Chris Donato. That doesn't 
give him the options of a Bruce Springsteen, who has the E 
Street Band to play around with. But Oonato's versatility 
makes up for a lot of that, Crenshaw said. '' And l like the 
idea of having limits to overcome," he said. 

Crenshaw's reverence for early rock music and the make
up of his band draw comparisons to Buddy Holly; his 
knack for pop songwriting, the stint in Beatlemania and the 
wiry voice point to the Beatles. The singer acknowledges the 
influences. "Sometimes I draw inspiration from other 
songs," he explained, "but I wouldn't be happy if I just 
came up with a rehash of what's been done before." And 
it's the "roots awareness" of British rockers Dave Ed
munds and Nick Lowe that Crenshaw credits for preparing 
an audience for his classic rock 'n' roll. 

Capturing the spirit and substance of early rock remains 
one of Crenshaw's obsessions. Humor is an important ele
ment in his songs, too. "I despise humorless pop," he said 
firmly. "And the second most important element, apart 
from the sound itself, is to leave room for the listener to use 
his imagination." 
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MDC. The Bnins, Healin' of the Nation, The 
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by Scott Pascucci 

When Lene Lovich first broke onto the 
world four years ago, with "Lucky Num
ber," some felt the temptation to dismiss 
the woman with the unpronounceable name 
and the unfathomable style as a fleeting in
dulgence. Since then, with Stateless, Flex 
and New Toy, Lovich has expanded both 
her audience and her music, receiving a fair 
amount of attention along the way, but 
never the level of success that seemed immi
nent back in 1978. 

When I spoke with Lovich in New York 
last month, she was busy rushing to finish 
her new album and preparing for her role in 
the British play Mata Hori. The record 
is called No Man's Land and has just 
been released. Produced by Bob Clear
mountain (Rolling Stones, Roxy Music, the 
Church), with one song written by Jimmy 
O'Neill and two by the Dutch band the Me
teors, Lene seems more than happy with the 
result. Some of the songs were written a 
year and a half ago when New Toy was re
leased, and she agrees the album is, in some 
ways, moving along the same track as the 
EP. adding, "I think people will see it as a 
continuation of a more outward-going out
look for me-I think a lot ofpeoplethougtlt 
Flex was a bit introverted in some ways." 

Lovich is pleased with No Man's Land, 
but seems less than satisfied with the pro
cess required to transfer her musical ideas 
onto vinyl, at one point interjecting, "It's 
very frustrating that you can't get a really, 
really, really accurate record of what you're 
doing at the time, because there's so many 
people along the way. I would like to see a 
way of making music more current, so that 
you record a few songs and they come out 
... the next week." 

While the release of No Man's Land was 
imminent, what loomed largest in Lovich's 
mind is her role in Mato Hori, which opened 
in England one day before the anniversary 
of the execution of the woman whose name 
hits become synonomous with the seductive 
spy. Lene was drawn to the idea of writing 
and acting in a play by viewing a musical 
put on by a friend of hers, Chris Judge 
Smith: "After seeing the show I was inspir
ed by the idea of doing something in a thea
ter environment. I just found the idea of 
having complete musical freedom very at
tractive.'' 

Smith had previously shown Lovich a 
plot summary for a potential play on Mata 
Hari which he had written; the idea came 
back to her and, after additional research, 
Smith, Lovich and Les Chappell wrote the 
words and ITlusic for Mota Hori. Performed 
by Chappell and Jeff Smith, the score con-

tains French and German songs of the time, 
and utilizes a wide range of Indonesian per
cussion instruments on loan from the Indo
nesian embassy. Lovich hopes to eventually 
release the music to Mata Hori on an al
bum. 

The role of Mata Hari seems well suited 
for Lovich. Originally Dutch, Mata Hari, 
after returning from the east and divorcing 
her military husband, took Paris by storm 
with her beautiful looks and provocative in
terpretations of far eastern dances. After 
climbing to the height of popularity, Mata 
Hari was convicted during W.W. I. of spy
ing for the Germans and executed by a 
French firing squad. 

"I felt a lot of affinity for her," recalls 
Lovich. "She had a strong creative spirit 
which she pursued and made things happen, 
probably against a lot of opposition. She 
didn't start dancing until she was about 
thirty years old, which at that time was a 
very difficult thing for a woman to do, to be 
totally independent and to decide to make 
this career for herself." 

Although Lovich has been in theater 
shows in the past, she notes that, "It's al
ways been just as a musician, as pan of the 
band in the theater show. I find this quite 
an adventure at the moment. I see it as a 
very attractive way of presenting music." 

Lovich's venture into theater is not sur
prising considering that she perceives her
self as an all-around artist, not- simply a 
rock musician. "I think I'm very fortunate 
in America to have a lot more respect than I 
have in many ways in England. It' s a ques
tion of being appreciated for an original ap
proach, for talking about something in a 
creative way. 

"Here (in America), it seems people are, 
to a large degree, open-minded about being 
original and wanting to follow a certain cre
ative process. I just feel that here there's 
perhaps more respect for my doing this, 
whereas in England to a great degree people 
think I'm perhaps a little bit perverted. I 
had a big hit record, 'Lucky Number,' in 
England, and a lot of people saw it as a very 
quirky, gimmicky, sweet little cute pop 
song. Then they wonder why I'm not pur
suing it with a similar type of thing. 

"Anyone could withdraw and spend their 
life working in Woolworth's, and go home 
at night and make their very own personal 
music, and never show it to anybody. But I 
feel that I-it probably sounds very arro
gant of me to say this-but I feel that I have 
a perfect right to present myself in a big 
way, because I like living in a big world. 
I've never intended to hide away, stay cozy, 
and make something only for myself. It's 
the biggest excitement for me to share my 
ideas about music with everybody else." 

NEXT MONTH IN BOSTON ROCK: 

Independent Distribution 
Supplement 

A Comprehensive Guide to Distributing 
Independent Records in the U.S. and Abroad. 

Issue on sale, January 26, 1983 
Advertising deadline, January 11, 1983 

Call Greg Reibman or Julie Panebianco at ( 617) 266-8787 
for more details. 



ASK FOR IT at your favorite record store 
The new 12" 45 rpm EP from 

EDDIE lf.It.LKER 
--

EAST COAST 

~ 
FEATURING: 
FEUDAL LOVE 
FINALLY (NO MORE GIRLS) 
EAST COAST FEAR 
KLEPTOMANIA . 

WATCH FOR EDDIE WALKER & THE MARTYRS 
IN THE CLUBS NOW! 

For 1nformat1on: 1124 Commonwealth Ave., =4A 
Allston. MA 02134 ( 617) 738-7 686 

NEW REAL KIDS 
LP-OUT NOW 

... MORE OF THE SAME CRUDE, 
SENSELESS ROCK & ROLL THE 

REAL KIDS HAVE ALWAYS PLAYED. 

STAR-RNYTNM 

Bookings: 

PRODUCED BY 
ANDY PALEY 

Distributed by Rounder, Important, 
Square Deal & Disc Trading Co. 



by Jim Puccio 

Q: Are the Residents really Klaatu? 
A: No comment. 
Q: Well, what were their earliest childhood fantasies? 
A: Good question. 
Q: How do the Residents feel about Ronald McDonald? 
A: They eat at McDonalds. 
Q: Who is responsible for the Residents' mystique? 
A: The Residents manufacture their own mythology, with 
help from Ralph Records and members of the press with 
overstimulated imaginations. 

If you've never heard the Residents, imagine the music 
produced by a child prodigy locked in a room full of music
al instruments, whose only contact with the outside world is 
through non-news television broadcasts and an extensive re
cord library. The walls of the room are decorated with post
ers of Guy Lombardo, Zippy the Pinhead and Daffy DU.ck. 
The kid is fed daily rations of food brought in from the lo
cal Doggie Diner, with radioactive Twinkies for dessert. 
Now imagine several such kids with a recording studio and 

a record label at their disposal. Kinda makes the skin crawl, 
doesn't it? 

Compounding all this weirdness is the way these guys 
make such a point of their anonymity. They seem to have 
some kind of perverse need to taunt their audience with 
semi-fictionalized band histqries and promo pix of four 
folks in various stages of disguise. Over the course of their 
ten year existence, the Residents claim to have played for 
live audiences no more than a handful of times, always heav
ily costumed. 

Yet despite the elaborateness of their music and the per
sistence of their obscurantism, throughout their career the 
Residents have had little to say on any but the most trivial 
level. Theirs has been the realm of sophomoric humor and 
sarcastic jabs at easy targets like vapid pop music, marriage 
and Mother Goose. 

The past few years have seen the Residents mature signi
ficantly, both in terms of their music and its content. In 
1979, the band broke the first new ground since their debut 
LP with Eskimo, an intricate parable of cultural displace
ment based on the plight of the Polar Eskimo, whose cul
ture was destroyed when they were relocated into govern
ment housing projects in the late sixties. The Residents 
pushed their music in a number of new directions on this 
one, including space music a la Edgar Froese (of Tangerine 

Dream) and imitations of nearly any third world folk mwic 
you care to name. The grunts we are meant to take for Eski
mo language generally turn out to be things like "Coca Co
la adds life." Gawd. Talk about cultural displacement . . . 

Since Eskimo, our plucky heroes have been hard at work 
constructing their first Major Cultural Statement, concep
tually similar to Fritz Lang's historic film Metropolis. I re
fer of course to The Mole Show, a full theatrical production 
for what is projected to be the first Residents tour ever. The 
show corresponds to a triple album set with an accompany
ing EP of intermission music. The first two LPs, Mork Of 
The Mole and Tunes Of Two Cities are already out, and by 
the time you read this, Intermission should be available as 
well. If the current records are any indication of quality. 
The Mole Show will be far and away the best thing the 
Residents have ever done, possibly doing for rock perform
ance what Zappa's200 Motels did for rock movies. 

The Mole Show is mainly acted out by dancers against 
large, frequently changing, hand-painted backdrops. There 
is one speaking part, and a narrator who appears between 
scenes. Meanwhile the band occupies center stage, disguised 
and obscured by the lighting. If all this sounds more like a 
theatre piece than a rock 'n roll show to you, then you get 
the general idea. The Residents feel that the standard con
cept of rock performance is stagnant and uninteresting, and 
are looking to try new directions. 

But it's rough taking a show like this on the road. Carting 
all that stuff and all those people around is expensive. It's 
also hard to find stages big enough to accomodate the per
formers, props, band and all the sound equipment. For 
these reasons and more, the New York and Boston gigs ori
ginally booked have been postponed indefinitely. The Resi
dents think it may be necessary to tour Europe in order to 
d:um up enough media interest to make an east coast tour 
financially possible. 

The Mole Show is about the life of refugees escaping 
their ruined homelands to migrate to the central industrial
ized empire. It's the story of immigrants everywhere: the 
Moles are welcomed into Chub society as a cheap labor 
force until the jobs are filled. Now the Chub backlash be
gins, and the "Scientist" (the sole speaking part in the 
show) begins organizing a new social machine for racial 
purity and nationalist pride. This is where Mork OJ The 
Mole leaves off. 

Tunes OJ Two Cities comes as a kind of comic relief after 
all that. It shows us the inside of the two cultures by alter
nately playing examples of their ethnic musics and illustrat
ing the conflicting lifestyles. 

Act Ill is slated for release in early 1983. In the mean
time, the Residents will be performing music from Mork Of 
The Mole and Tunes OJ Two Cities exclusively, with inter
mission music from Intermission (of c.ourse). For the con
clusion to the story, fans simply have to wait for the next 
tour. 

Why? I hear you cry ... Why, after a decade of stage 
fright should they suddenly launch a major performance 
project? Moreover, why now should they not only be mak
ing broad social statements, but also be going out of their 
way to be understood (something they never seemed to care 
about before)?? And how will they perform their studio
based music out there??? Here's the poop according to 
Hardy Fox, Ralph Records' recording engineer (who will 
swear under oath he is not a Resident). 

The Residents crave anonymity because they don't want 
the press and their fans to give them ego problems by idol
izing any particular members of the band. They don't want 
to be hounded by their crazed following, and !hey don't 
want their music to be pushed in any particular direction by 
anyone but themselves. 

On the other hand, ten years of sitting at home cranking 
out records can make Jack a dull boy. They finally got 
bored and decided to try something different-performing. 
They had always used "technical problems" as the blanket 
excuse for why they didn't gig. It just wasn't possible to 
make all those funny noises live. Not anymore. The Resi
dents are the proud owners of a spanking new keyboard 
called the Emulator, which is capable of storing and repro
ducing any weird boink they care to feed it. No more tech
nical problems. No more excuses. 

The reason The Mole Show is so coherent is that the Resi
dents want to tie up a decade's worth of loose ends in a 
clear fashion and move on. It also seems that they really 
want to make a point about cultural intolerance and racial 
conflict which will have some impact on their audience. 
They are infatuated with lhe idea of gigging, although they 
are determined to avoid the standard touring concept. The 
likelihood that they can continue to do so hinges on the suc· 
cess of lhis project. More power to them, I say. 
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REM is: 
Peter Buck-guitar 
Michael Stipe-vocals 
Bill Berry-drums 
Mike Mills-bass 

As the opening act for Gang of Four at 
the Metro, REM mention that they are still 
having trouble getting used to S 10 cover 
charges. "We're up to S2 in Athens." Ev
eryone in Athens, Georgia, knows everyone 
else in Athens, Georgia. "We have to 
'cause we all live so close to each other." 
Athens, as everyone knows, is also the 
hometown of the B-52's, Pylon, Love Trac
tor, Method Actois and others, but please 
don't compare REM to them because you. 
will not only be pretty far off target, you'll 
also annoy the hell out of the band. 

Rising quickly to notoriety due to critics' 
widespread acclaim of their home-grown 
single "Radio Free Europe," a clangy, 
raspy, hard pop record with highly infec
tious qualities, REM had been formed a lit
tle over a year before 1he 45's release. Ex
cept for some country club lounge and 
marching band encounlers, REM is the 
members' "first pro experience." For a 
long time, unless you wanted to be in an 
Allman Brothers cover band, there wasn't 

some cassettes, and later the single, to "ev
ery person we could find an address for that 
ever reviewed a record in his life." By the 
end of 1981 the extensive self-promotion 
had paid off with a stack of pick-hit reviews 
and spots on top ten lists for the year. 

REM planned to follow up the success of 
the single with an EP when IRS Records 
sought them out. "We had the EP mixed, 
mastered, cover art ready, and then we were 
approached by IRS" who basically released 
the 5-song Chronic EP untouched. "They 
were about the only label we seriously con
sidered," continued guitarist Peter Buck, 
who was happy to do most of the speaking 
for the band. "They wer~ responsive to our 
needs. They weren't expecting a #1 al
bum nght away or anything. They were just 
willing to let us go at our own rate." 

The EP and single were engineered and 
co-produced by Mitch Easter, who also 
worked with db's Peter Holsapple and 
Chris Stamey, The Individuals and Stiff Re
cords (for part of a compilation) before 
leaving New York to return to North Caro
lina. 

REM will probably record an LP in Jan
uary. In the meantimt.Chronic has allowed 

EFFIGIES 
by Jon Anastas & Dove Smallee 

The Effigies, Chicago's leading hardcore 
band, stopped in Boston recently as part of 
I heir national tour. They played two shows 
at the Rat including a well attended all-ages 
show. 

As a band the Effigies are very different 
from the usual 30 second hardcore explo
sion. Rather, they play a slow, powerful 
and consistent musical assault, and easily 
won the approval and respect of the Boston 
crowd. After the show the band had a lot to 
say, first in their van and later in more com
fortab le su rroundings. 

According to the band, organizing a 
scene in the Chicago area wasn't easy. 
"When we fi rst formed there was really 

nothing," recalls vocalist John Kezdy. 
"The Necros and their crowd were about 
two hundred miles away, and Chicago 
didn't have skate punks or anything like 
that. Now there's a whole new breed of 
bands, but most of them run around calling 
us assholes and telling people that we sold 
out. Just because we spent the time building 
the kind of reputation with the clubs where 
we can get shows pretty much as we please. 
It's a lot like the first time we toured. We 
went around supporting everyone in sight, 
bands we didn't even like, and when we got 
back to Chicago, bands were still running to 
Jello Biafra telling him how awful we were. 
We just cou ldn't do enough." 

Politically, the Effigies feel that propos
ing answers is not necessarily the most im-

them to gain some momentum under the 
helpful wing of IRS and acquaint audiences 
with their thickly attractive sound. Many 
claim to hear traces of such sixties seminals 
as the Byrds (ringing 12-string guitar), the 
Monkees (vocals and songwriting), Velvet 
Underground (one of REM's favorites) and 
others in the swirling vocal slurs and uncon
trived structures that draw listeners in with 
the trance-ish ring of guitar string upon 
string upon string. And REM's recorded 
material does possess a '60s hard pop ambi
ence similar to, say, the Neats. 

But live REM hits you like a much more 
modern quartet. On a stage this easy-going 
crew is surprisingly animated and literally 
sweats out its set, gaining power as the audi
ence gains interest. A blistering version of 
"Radio Free Europe" and strong new ma
terial like "Catapault" (a possible single) 
show that there's a lot to look forward to 
from this band. Stipe delivers his lyrics with 
a baritone airiness while creating new dance 
steps. Buck lurches with crystal chordings. 
Bassist Mike Mills (who graciously gave his 
one used set of strings to this in-need bass
ist) gets a deep twang out of his new Roto
sounds that is accentuated by his playing 
style: somewhere in between rhythm guitar
ist and bluesy bottom. Between the two of 
them, Buck and Hill sound like a small gui-

portant statement a band should be mak
ing. They see themselves as a "choice" 
band, meaning that they don't give answers 
or preach to anybody. Instead, they make 
sure that people know they have options. 
The band seems bothered by the attitude of 
most "punk" groups like the Dead Kenne
dys who try to pass opinion off as fact. An
other thing the band finds to be important 
is keeping a working class background. All 
the members of the band have to work to 
support their music. 

Extensive touring has exposed the Effi
gies to many of the country's leading hard
core scenes. They seem to have genuinely 
good feelings for most of the places they 
have played, particularly the D.C. area. 

"We were definitely expecting a lot of 
trouble when we went to D.C'.," explained 
Kezdy. "I had made a bunch of stupid com
ments in Flipside (magazine) abou1 their 
scene. So we were expecting them to slash 
our tires or something, but when we got 
there it couldn't have been cooler. The 
whole scene was really together for its size. I 
was most amazed at the lack of police trou
ble because about two hundred kids were 

,, 
tar army, which is powerfully amplified by 
a large sound system. For his part, drum
mer Bill Berry, the REM member most like
ly to have been voted Class Mischief Maker, 
holds down the fort with a beat that cracks 
(not bombards) with every stroke. 

REM's songwriting is by and large a co
operative effort. At one early point, after 
minor arguments as to who contributed 
what to which songs, everyone felt it best to 
list the whole band as composers for all 
songs. And the fact that they get along well 
enough to do that must surely help when 
they're all packed into a van for two months 
as they had been on the Gang of Four tour 
(''We had been offered tours with the B-52's 
and the Go-Gos, but we figured, who wants 
to play in front of 10,000 people that want 
to hear "Rock Lobster" or "We Got the 
Beat?"). The showerless, all-night trips get 
to you, but after a while you learn how to 
wear clothes ("uniforms") for extended 
periods of time-"Personally, I prefer 
black because it doesn't snow the dirt," 
says Buck-and about the virtues of lemon 
juice for cleaning your hair between show
ers. "If you push it down it can look pretty 
normal, but if you want to get the Keith 
Richard or Bryan Gregory look, you can· 
just let it stick straight up." 

hanging out in front of the club the night 
that we played. If that had happened in 
Chicago the cops would have shut down the 
club long before the show even started." 

The Effigies have released a now out of 
print four song EP, Haunted Town, on Au
tumn Records, and a new single, "Body
bag/Security" on their own label, Ruthless 
Records. The decision to take control of 
their own product came after a series of bad 
experiences with the first EP. The band felt 
that the business aspects of the label had 
been mismanaged and took control of all 
aspects of the label, running the entire oper
ation out of various homes. Along with 
working on their next record, the Effigies 
plan to release three records by other Chi
cago bands ranging from hardcore to avant 
garde. The first release is planned for early 
November. 

The Effigies seem to be a band that is 
very serious about what they believe in. 
This is truly evident in both their music and 
dedication to local bands. Anyone interest
ed should write: Ruthless Records, P .0. 
Box 1458, Evanston, IL 60204. 
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Exene Cervenka and Lydia Lunch 
Adulterers Anonymous 
(Grove Press) 

Iggy Pop and Anne Weherer 
I Want More (Karz-Cohl) 

by Mork Coleman 

Books by rock and roll performers are 
often like albums by writers. Even with 
good intentions and talent held firmly in 
place the end result is usually stiff, awkward 
and a general embarassment to all con
cerned. There are exceptions: Lester Bangs 
made better records than Allen Ginsberg 
because his (Bangs') commitment to rock 
and roll probably ran even deeper than his 
natural ability as a writer, and Patti Smith 
is a born singer who came to grips with mu
sic and songwriting through poetry and cri
ticism. But from Dylan's Tarantula on 
down to Peter Townshend's last interview
as-art-form, most attempts by rockers to hit 
print produce the sort of pages that make 
you feel sorry for trees. I did like Jim Car
roll's The Basketball Diaries as a teenager's 
autobiography, until I heard repeated 
claims that he wrote it a long time after the 
fact. From that distance, it seems as crassly 
calculated as his albums. 

Still, I'll take the bait every time-if Lou 
Reed can produce lyrics that read better 
than the poetry in most literary rags, who's 
to say he doesn't have a great work of liter
ature in him? It's considered sacrilege in the 
canons of pop academia to separate words 
from music in songs, but I have probably 
enjoyed reading the concise little tales on 
the sleeve of X's Wild Gift as much as I did 
hearing them sung over Billy Zoom's bag of 
revved-up rockabilly riffs. John Doe and 
Exene Cervenka were apparently aspiring 
poets before they were musicians; they met 
at some sort of writer's institute on the west 
coast. But Exene's paperbound debut, 
Adulterers Anonymous, comes as a total 
surprise. It's awful, and though it'd be easy 
to blame co-author Lydia Lunch it's not 
really her fault. 

Lydia's bitchy schtick is just an attitude, 
after all. Even without ever being able to 
understand the words to her songs, the car
toony doom and petulance of her stage act 
poke fun at female role models and are fun
ny, too. You wouldn't expect more than 
you get from her in Adulterers Anonymous.' 
I BIT OFF ALL I COULD CHEW AND 

NEARLY 
CHOKED TO DEATH. EMOTIONAL 

INDIGESTION. 
WE ARE OUR OWN WORST ENEMIES 

AND WE LIKE IT LIKE THAT. 
I HATE THAT OPPOSITION. 

Next to Exene's morose ramblings, Ly
dia's smart-ass quips and horrific pop-song 
send-ups seem a breath of wit. 

Each author's contribution is set in an in
dividual typeface; lower case for Exene, 
caps for Lydia. Apart from that, there's not 
much organization here. The chapter head
ings seem arbitrarily assigned and the au
thors interrupt each other at random. Ex
cne's contributions read like the unedited 
tour diary of X's last cross-country jaunt: 
paeans to getting drunk and watching TV 
preachers, the pains of vaguely unsatisfying 
relationships and that old headache, Catho
lic Guilt. The discipline and rhythm that 

drive X's best lyrics aren't to be found. In
stead we get empty images and non-insights: 
beer, beer and only beer 
headache and gutful 
still worried about it but not drunk 
my ship went without 
soi got sick 
if i step on this kitchen garbage pedal, 
up will pop a new continent shaped like a 

pork chop. 
my new home. 

Dorothy Parker once criticized Jack Ker
ouac and his fellow beats for being so 
wrapped up in their search for revclation
through-hedonism that they never made a 
real or lasting contribution to society. At 
least Kerouac and co. were looking for 
something transcendent in their drunken 
bop sortees: for our two modern day beats 
alcoholism, cynicism and nihilistic chic 
seem to be the means that negate all ends. 
Sure, many readers may "identify" with 
some of this-I've spent my share of time 
drunk in front of the TV set too-but if 
reading about that shared experience 
doesn't reveal anything, what good is it? 
There are authors whose characters em
brace those harrowing, sometimes self-de
structive impulses and emerge the wiser, or 
at least different. Search out John Rechy's 
City Of Night and Last Exit To Brooklyn 
by Hubert Selby, Jr. (both Grove Press) 
and leave this anonymous adultery alone. 

"I don't want to biographize, or be bio
graphized," says Iggy Pop, and with the 
publication of / Want More (Karz-Cohl) 
he's got nothing to worry about. Reading it 
is like staying up all night and talking with 
somebody you've always wanted to meet. 
The next day, you think as much about 
what you forgot to ask as what was actually 
said. Apparently, that's all Iggy' s co-author 
Anne Wchrer did: turn on the tape machine 
and transcribe the results. Iggy's uninter
ruped stream of anecdotes is usually funny, 
occasionally insightful and ultimately frus
trating as hell. 

Like all "as told to" hack jobs, / Want 
More presumes the reader's familiarity with 
the subject. Jim Osterberg's odyssey from 
suburban misfit in a trailer camp to proto
punk playing rock festivals with a crack 
band of biker-types to pop rogue is a fascin
ating story, but given the way he jumps all 
over the place chronologically in this telling, 
I doubt anyone not already familiar with 
the Stooge Saga would be able to piece it 
together. 

The book's subtitle is "The Stooges and 
Other Stories," and it's Iggy's adventures 
with those "spoiled, really spoiled" guys 
that he keeps returning to. He deals forth
rightly with the male bonding of band life, 
and his ambiguous feelings toward the JD 
types that both inspired and disgusted him 
are explored in some detail. That down per
iod when he disappeared in the '70s is brief
ly mentioned and David Bowie is given 
credit for helping Iggy overcome the usual 
personal problems. But those two cathartic 
albums that Bowie produced, Lust For Life 
and The Idiot, for Iggy's magnificent come
back, are mentioned only in terms of back
stage gossip from the accompanying tours. 
There's an unsettling detachment in Iggy's 
discussion of his post-Stooges music. Com
pare his description of the early Stooges to 
his comments on his current state of affairs: 
1970: "A lot of people liked the band and 
knew who we were and what we stood for. 

We had a sound, and we always delivered. 
lt was a sweeping sound, like Mongolian 
Horsemen charging in, thousands of them, 
little tartars with swords, on frequencies 
only a geek can hear." 
1981: "If I could join a REAL musician's 
union-like a coal miner's union for musi
cians with the power to guarantee me the 
right to put my fingers on a guitar eight 
hours a day, no matter how good or bad I 
was as long as I tried my best-and if they 
would give me say, $250 a week (is that a 
reasonable sum?), I would be happy to sing 
and play for the entire world on command. 
You know, I would almost rather do that 
then be in the capitalistic music industry to
day." 

From the world's last lonely boy to work
aday punk; it's unfortunate that / Want 
More doesn't illuminate Iggy's solo career 
the way it does the demented vision that 
fueled the Stooges. But there are at least 
flashes of that vision on all of Iggy's albums 
and the guy is just too cagey to become an
other corporate rebel. / Want More should 
provide an afternoon's diversion for the 
Pop fan, but nothing in it is one-half as elo
quent as the song lyrics reprinted in the 
margins. Buy the albums, and then if you 
still need more get the book. 

David Ehrenstein and Bill Reed 
Rock On Film (Delilah Press) 

by Michael Hafitz 

As its title suggests, Rock On Film ex
plores all facets of rock music's relation
ship with the film medium. The book is ba
sically in two parts; the first hundred pages 
or so is a well researched, scholarly essay 
covering the nearly thirty years of rock n' 
roll in the movies, while the major portion 
(and the major lure, I suppose) is a listing of 
nearly 500 films including, for each entry, 
credits, bands, songs, and a one paragraph 
comment highlighting something of interest 
in or about the film . 

Before runnina out to buy this book just 
to see if the most obscure rock film you can 
come up with is covered (promotional clips 
are left to a future research project), don't 
bother-it's here. And more importantly, 
it's been seen and remembered by the au
thors, who usually have a witty editorial 
comment or szive an otherwise unobtainable 
glimpse into its creation. 

For instance, in Eno, a documentary co
inciding with the release of Here Come The 
Warm Jets, we arc told that "Roxy Music is 

· seen and heard playing 'Remake/Remeder; 
and we arc given this partial description of 
Driller Killer (1979): "Noise from a punk 
rock band (the Roosters) living downstairs 
distracts an artist from his work. But does 
he do what any law abiding citizen would 
do. . No! Instead he drills everyone in 
sight to death-except the punk rockers." 

The depth and breadth of this tome arc 
astounding. A haphazard leaf through it 
may turn up a listing for Caged Heat (John 
Cale, soundtrack) or an original poster 
from the 1965 classic Village 0/ The Giants 
with the printed warning, "Teen-agers 
zoom to supersize and terrorize the town!'' 
The Beau Brummels and Frankie Cannon 
appeared in this one with a score by Jack 
Nitzsche. 

The essay section of the book thoroughly 
covers such varied subjects as rock stars in 
dramatic parts, "Blackploitation" films, 
soundtracks by rock and roll musicians, 
beach movies, motorcycle movies, and do
cumentaries of rock bands. The pace is 
quick and the authors' tone entertaining. It 
is as if the reader is invisible, watching Ehr
enstcin and Reed banter back and forth, 
conversing rather than writing. As a bonus, 
at the end of each chapter, the authors see 
fit to list subjects for further research! 

Advice to those bent towards collecting. 
If you ignore this book, anxiety over ob
scure films, posters and soundtracks will 
never materialize. Just to know that films 
like Blast-Off Girls ( 1966) and Bootleggers 
(with a soundtrack by Dorsey Burnette) ex
ist might leave you frothing at the mouth. 
Go get 'em! 
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D.O.A. 
too long for my taste, but once the Joy Di
vision-like rhythms start, it's one fast scary 
ride, complete with more punctuated roars 
and growls. All I can say is it works! Highly 
Recommended. Write: Exitstencil Music 
Inc., P.O. Box 15564, San Francisco, CA 
94115. (These people also distribute all the. 
Crass label stuff.) (Uncle Mark) 

I 
Negative Approacb-------
Negative Approach 
(Touch and Go, EP) 

On first listen Negative Approach sounds 
like another American hardcore band influ
enced by English Qi. But further attention 
reveals that NA has found the middle be
tween these two types of music. Their ten-1--------------~ song EP suffers from under-prod~ction, 

Ancestor Wonblp-------
"Down Under The Earth" b/w "A Travel
er's Prayer" 
(Chosik Int'l., cassette) 

A schitzoid package here. "Down Un
der" is a song about disassembling dino
saurs underground, set against what sounds 
like a Sugarloaf and Doors revival band 
with a tendency to slip into surf music. I'm 

but it does not totally bury the bands' im
pact. The chanting cuts like "Ready To 
Fight," "Can't Tell No One" and the title 
track rip you apart. Touch and Go Records, 
P.O. Box 716, Maumee, Ohio 43537 . 
(Shred) 

TbeTbe----------
Uncertain Smile 
(Some Bizarre/Sire, 12'' EP) 

not sure what motivated these people to i;to The last thing I remember of The The was 
music like this in 1982, but I like it. a single they recorded in 1980 for 4AD, pro-

D.O.A.,----------- Side one is directed to the sociological as- "Prayer,'' on the other hand, is more like duced by Lewis & Gilbert of Wire. It was a 
pects of life with the exception of ''America muzak aimed at the JS-year-old mellow ad- classic of its time. In fact, the single sound
The Beautiful," which is about the Moral diets sitting in the condos where your apart- ed so much like Wire that I had a very hard 
Majority. Backstabbing is the topic of the ments used to be. Will the real Ancestor time believing that it · wasn't all done by 

War0n4S 
(Faulty, EP) 

D.0.A. progresses in a different direction record's best song, "Liar For Hire." A hu- Worship please stand up? Chosik Int'!., Lewis & Gilbert as some sort of in-joke. 
with the release of their eight-song War On morous version of "Let's Fuck" done in POB 161, Winter Hill, Somerville, MA My, how time flies . Give them a few 
45 EP. It is a change for the better though, four languages ends the first side. 02145. {Jim Puccio) years, a new record label and a different 
because 0.0.A. is finally saying something The songs on side two tie the concept of producer, take away all but one band mem-
worthwhile. The new viewpoint could be at- the EP together. It starts with Edwin Starr's 1--------------~ ber, and presto! The The sound like {omi
tributed to the adoption of two ex-Subhu- "War" and then blitzes into a song about god) Ian Anderson reincarnated as a synth-

;:~;, bo~:~!/~'!:1~Yh~i:j:td d~\:~i~h
0
a~ ~:~~. i~~~:alth~t{:~

1
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it was time to start communicating positive- further with a cover of Ranking Trevor's comes on one of the non-airplay cuts, 
ly with their audience. Whatever the rea- reggae song, "War In The East." A blaz- (Slash, LP) "Three Orange Kisses From Kazan," which 
sons, War On 45 stands out as the band's ing version of the Dils' "Class War" ends adds on to all of this 11. pseudo-Arabic melo-
best effort to date. the record. (Shred) Remember "Class War'' by the Dils? If dy line and electronically mangled vocals re-p,----------------------------_. your answer is yes, take heart, as brothers miniscent of the earlier single. Some bizarre 

Chip and Tony Kinman are now more cun- record, indeed. (Jim Puccio) 
Dno------------
oh, no! it's DEYO 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

The spud boys are back with a fifth al
bum, and they haven't lost their ironic, so
cio-political sense of humor. From "Big 
Mess," a haunting song about assassina
tion, to the barbie doll in "Speed Racer," 
Devo continues to make its wry comments 
through individual caricatures. "Peek-a
boo," the album's frequently-played 
"Whipit" type hit, is not necessarily repre
sentative of the other (perhaps more sub
stantial) album cuts; but it is a good exam
ple of Devo's ability to balance melodic 
hooks with their own brand of electronic 
atonality. Although oh, no! it's DEVO is 
certainly enjoyable and meanfngful, it 
yields no surprises. But if you like Devo, 
you'll like their latest effort. {Beth Bellis) 

UK Decay---------
Rising From The Dead \ 
(Corpus Christi, EP) 

I'm always suspicious of occult concept 
records, simply because there's so much 
commercial crap capitalizing on our mis
guided interest in violence, power and the 
unknown. I'm glad to say that this EP rises 
above the rest in concept, production and 
execution. The B-side's three songs, 'Jeru
salem Over," "Rising From The Dead," 
and "Testament" feature staccato guitar 
rhythms against prominent relentless drums 
and vocal stylings that seem to owe not a lit
tle to Bauhaus, circa "Dark Entries." The 
songs quickly sweep you up in a mood of 
pounding gloom and dread, and the re
cord's over before you know it. But the epic 
of side A's "Werewolf" leaves the others 
behind. The wolf growls may go on for a bit 
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Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

ning and no less angry. But this is no 1-2-3-4 

speedthrash, it's true dirt'n'guts COUN- ~-------------• 
TRY, played cooly and competently with 
no cultural mercenary motives involved. 
Rank And File are not another opportun
istic band taking the mere trappings of an
other musical style without putting anything 
back into it-Sundown is as honest and 
genuine an effort as the Dils were. And just 
because the sound has changed doesn't 
mean that R&F are adverse to good old 
anti-poseur rant ("did you ever see a sheep 
in a pork pie hat?/ever see a lemming 
dressed all in black?" from "I Went Walk
ing"), or effective tirades against the Moral 
Majority, bosses, and all other kinds of 
black hats. My only worry is that Sundown 
doesn't leave much room for expansion 
with a second LP, but I'll try not to think 
about it. (Slash, P.O. Box 48888, LA, CA 
90048). (Gerard Cosloy) 

Rikk Agnew---------
AII By Myself 
(Frontier, LP) 

To count all the bands that Rikk Agnew's 
been in would be a tiresome, if not boring 
task. Eric Clapton was in some pretty OK 
comboS before he went solo, wasn't he? To 
make this as simple as possible, Rikk's fam
ily tree connects with that of brother (and 
fellow ex-Adolescent) Frank and not with 
that of Spiro. And despite how "solo" LP's 
are usually only matched for stupidity by 
"super-groups," All By Myself is no lame 
conceptual snooze-an enflamed snarl in· 
stead ("You're Too Late"). Write immedi
ately to: Frontier, P.O. Box 22, Sun Valley, 
CA 91352. (Gerard Cosloy) 

De Loreans Dream ... 
and the Elegance of Stainless Steel. 

An elegant 8"'x8" stainless steel _. - - ' 
decorative plaque featuring the .. _. _. _. ----

distinctive DeLorean --------
emblem and slogan - _. - --
hand screen printed in r. 
black enamel around the , C S · 
border. I Motor ar 

Now you too can I oeLorean Sendme __ _ 

"live the dream." I \ DecmanvePl,que(,)ot $12 00.P P 
I Ship To (Please Prmt) 

• 8"x8" Stainless Steel I Name -------------
• Black Enamel Border Address ------------
• Felt Backing Protection I City•----- State __ Z,p ---

• Only $12.00 Post Paid I C~•1ive!.rk 
I PO Box 14641 Ft Lauderdale, FL 33302 
I 
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John Etnler--------
ThcDcmo 
(Disqucs Dual, LP) 

A former member or Portland, Maine's 
avant punk-jazz Same Band, John Etnier 
released this complete album rather than 
dally with mere demo tapes. Top produc
tion standards and a formidably eclectic ar
ray or material display quite a bit or talent. 
Styles range from modern classical to pure 
pop. Who else do you know that could list 
Philip Glass, Art Ensemble or Chicago, 
Talking Heads and Mamas & Papas as in
nuences and truthfully claim, "I don't try 
to sound like anybody." Write: PO Box 
4395, Station A, Portland, ME 04I01. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

Various---------
Faith/ Void 
(Dischord, LP) 

S.O.A. Minor Threat. G.l.'s. The Teen 
Idles. Necros. S.S. Decontrol. Artificial 
Peace. And now Void joins the list or land
mark bands, as Dischord gets my vote for 
the best label. The next time some jerk tells 
you that hardcore all sounds the same, put 
on any cul by Void and let him eat his 
words. Void keeps up a blistering, twisted 
musical and vocal attack which is brilliant, 
angry, and very much ror real. 

This is not to take away from the Faith. 
Faith is an excellent, far above-average 
band which has good things to say: definite
ly worthy of their half of the album. Yet, at 
times the bite or the music lessens, and it 
seems to miss the desperate sinceritv or 
counterpoint Void. Still a great first apf>Car
ance on vinyl for the D.C. boys, and overall 
the album rules my roost. 

Be it in Boston, Washington or wherever 
-the kids will have their say. (Dave Small
cc) 

Rtd------------
"K.C.D.Y." b/w "I Wish It Would Rain" 
(Skyheaven Music, 45) 

Red are a band in the art / funk / synth 
schoor (heavy bass guitar, percussion and. 
rhythm machines instead of drums). Like 
another local band, Ooh Ah! Ah!, they 
have a strong European innuence, but Red 
lack the focus and the spontaneity that 
briniS a band like Ooh Ah! Ah! to life. 
"K.C.D.Y." is a fascinating percussive ex
ercise, but it doesn't go anywhere; "I Wish 
It Would Rain" is a fluttery, dreary song, 
too studied, too artsy fartsy. Red should 
lighten up. (Julie Panebianco) 

RubberRodeo--------
(eat, local 12" EP) • 

Well, Providence's latex cowboys finally 
have a visible record out. And a well-re
corded, played and produced representa
tion of their music it is. They've even re
recorded their big hit, the cover of Dolly 
Parton's "Jolene," so those of you out 
there who don't keep on top of the divine 
city's singles can now hear the tune that put 
Rubber Rodeo on the map. 

Not So Quiet On The Western Front-·----
(Alternative Tentacles, double LP) 

This new sampler from AT and the Maxi
mum Rock 'n' Roll fanzine/show contains 
47-count 'em cuts from 47 bands, squeezed 
onto two disks. All arc represented demo
cratically (one song each, no perceivable or
der). Such wide coverage means, inevitably, 

photo: Beth Baptiste 

Prtlende,n,---------
"Back On The Chain Gang" b/w "My City 
Was Gone" 
(Sire,45) 

With this single, the Pretenders-or 
what's left of them-have rekindled the 
spark that lay dormant since their debut. 
With the help of Tony Buller and ex-Rock
piler Billy Bremner (temporarily replacing 
the sacked Pete Farndon and deceased 
James Honeyman-Scott), Hynde's confi
dent ~ongwriting and performance are a po
sitive sign for the Pretenders' future. A sur
prising rebound from a band 1ha1 should al
ways be this good. (Harold Lepidus) 

Pop-0-Pl..---------
The White EP 
(415, 12" EP) 

Some claim that Flipper are the Grateful 
Dead of the 80's. Well, that title now right· 
fully belongs to these West Coast meat men. 
Two of the six tracks here are Covers of 
"Truckin'," neither as predictable as ex
pected. The punk/Deva version will get 
laughs just from the hiccuppy vocal style 
and silly lyric changes, while the rap version 
is played relatively straight, thus reaching 
new heights of ridiculousness. (Harold Le
pidus) 

These folks have a tongue-partially-in
cheek approach to C,&W music, which they 
have perhaps singlehandedly dragged kick
ing and screaming into the nuevo 80's. Yes, 
they have a pedal steel guitar. Yes, they 
have a synth player. Yes, they have a cow
boy schtick layed on so thick you need a 
machete to cut through it. Most important-
1y, mougn, tney are a scream, especially ~-------------1 
live. (Jim Puccio) 

this morass: the short Dead Kennedys cut is 
amusing and cutting as usual. Flipper's 
"Sacrifice" is another ode of pounding 
doom from the masters of noise. A few new 
bands, especially Rebel Truth, Pariah, Im
patient Youth and Angst, deliver original, 
well done songs. The rest need to be re
strained, produced, and taught how to play 
guitar, for Chrissake. (Patrick Amory) 

Prince-----------
1999 
(Warner Bros., LP) 

:~~t d!~;i~;:c~~~~~a~~~~ d:~c~~~fo~:~e;~ ~---------------! 

Prince is funny ("Let's Pretend We're 
Married" and "International Lover"), 
Prince is political(" 1999" and "Lady Cab
driver"), Prince is romantic ("Free"), 
Prince is pop ("Little Red Corvette"). 
What else could you want from a two re
cord set that covers all that, plus sex, via· 
Jenee, and has song insulting New York crit
ics? ·Set to dynamic funk, disco, and rock 
and roll rhythms, /999 is an always interest
ing, always entertaining, masterful work. 
(Julie Panebianco) 

choosing these bands; there is a definite Squeeze---------- ,--------------1 
overload of repetitive crap here, both lyric- Singles-45's and Under 
ally and musically. In the newsprint booklet (A&M, LP) 

Flag Of Connnlence------
(PVC, 12" 45) 

enclosed each band has a page on which to 
express itself. The results are page after 
page of circle-As, endless anti-Reagan slo
gans and multitudes of poor black and 
white photos of jocky skinheads. Originali
ty and invention appear very rarely. 

Musically one would then expect some 
level of quality. Not so. With few excep
tions Not So Quiet consists of unrclievedly 
badly produced rinkytink sludge noise. The 
exceptions stand out all the more amidst 

Ah, heaven! A dozen golden goodies 
rrom the band with clever songwriters, 
strong pop sensibilities and revolving key
board players. Although one can't com
plain of an album with 12 solid hits. one 
would me more "tempted" to buy this ir 
they squeezed on some or the non-LP B
sides the band were known for. Still, a nice 
way to say goodbye. (The import Diffords 
slightly.) (Harold Lepidus) 

Former Buzzcocks Steve Digglc and John 
Maher are joined by bassist David Farrow 
and keyboardist D.P. to play whatever they 
feel like, which under their "nag of conven
ience" is modern rock: hard edged, very pa
latable, and very good. Short and extended 
versions or ''Life On The Telephone,'' plus 
"The Other Man's Sins" and "Picking Up 
On Audio Sound." Hope an album isn't far 
behind. (Marc English) 
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Thursday Dec. 16 BIG YOUTH 
BRIAN PARRIS NUCLEAR RHYTHM SECTION 

Sunday Dec. 19 LISA & PATTY'S PAUPER X-MAS PARTY 

THE BLACKOUTS 
special guest DJ's WZBC's Jim McKay 

and Peter Connolly 

Thursday Dec. 23 

Friday January 8 

JOSIE COTTON 

BOWWOW WOW 
2 shows-all ages at 2 p.m., 
over 20 at 8:30 p.m. 



by Eric Van 

Those of you who are looking for a 
bunch of easy-to-read record reviews this 
month are advised to tum the page. No sir, 
what we have here is a genuine rumination 
on important things. 

What prompts this outpouring of deep 
thought is an album by Gary Shane and the 
Detour called Forever On Your Way. It ' s a 
damn fine record. No, it's not compelling
it lacks the killer quality that separates men 
like me from their money-but it more than 
makes up for it by consistency. In other 
words, if l were this record, I might be re
luctant to match best cuts with your average 
major label new wave release, but if we 
could match weakest cuts-aha! I've played 
this record all the way through several times 
and never been bored; in fact I'm now hum
ming large chunks of it, and not against my 
will. We can't all be major all-around tal
ents, after all (I count just four in Boston
Roger Miller of Mission of Burma, Randy 
Black of Limbo Race, David Minehan of 
the Neighborhoods and ex-Map Bob Valen
tine), and there' s something to be said for 
the minor talent who has his act together. If 
there's not a place in rock ' n' roll for a solid 
craftsman like Shane, we're in trouble. 

Why then, are all my friends who are 
reading this at this very moment saying 
"Barf! Gag! Gary Shane?" Why has Ger- • 
ard Cosloy just turned this page in disgust? 

' muttering "fucking noise." In essence, this 
isn't a factor that people react to by itself, 
but the factor that determines what percent
age of the audience will comprehend it at 
all. And so it's a factor that's pretty much 
independent of the other three. 

Secondly, there's the artist's choice of 
111usical style or genre. Third, there's the 
amount of substance inherent in the act
the quality of the musical content and the 
weight of the lyrics. And the fourth factor 
is the trickiest. In a way it 's not a factor at 
all, since audiences are probably only dimly 
aware of it. It is what underlies the artist's 
choice of style and it determines , to a large 
extent, the amount of substance you can ex
pect to find. This is the artists' basic atti
tude-their basic view of the role of pop 
music . Put bluntly-are they in it for artist
ic expression alone (i.e., do they like to 
starve), or are they in it for money, sex and 
drugs? If both, how much of each? What 
are their priorities? 

I'd like to run through some well-known 
acts and test them on these four criteria. 
Take the early Bush Tetras or any of their 

ilk. Very coot attitude. Very hip style. Tech
. nically neat-o. Pretty much no substance 
whatsoever, at least musically. Which is to 
say that there was a phase a while back 
where if you copped a certain funky instru
mental style and played it well enough, peo
ple would love you even if your songs were 
completely lacking in musical ideas. 

So substance isn't important. Which of 
the other factors can we punt? Let's take 
the early Outlets. Some substance, but not 
too much: five dull songs for every good 
one. Technique? Well, they were crude but 
improving. Attitude? Well, golly, no one 
paid any attention at the time, or rather 
whenever Dave Barton and gang professed 
their ambition to be superstars and their 
preference for prurience over palitics we all 
chuckled nervously and looked the other 
way. Style? Hey, man these guys have the 
spirit! They're young boys with loud gui
tars! It's punk! Of course everybody loved 
'em. 

So all you need is style. Pick a style, and 
your fans' ll pretty much be the people who 
like that style regardless of everylhing else. 

And if you've got the wrong style? Take the 
.current Outlets. The repetoire is now su
perb. The band is vastly more exciting. The 
attitude is as questionable as ever (sshh!). 
Bui Dave Barton grew his hair long and 
posed with a feather boa! Their style of gui
tar arrangement changed a bit, too-a little 
less thrash and crash, more chunky two
guitar unisons. Naturally all the hip folks 
hate 'em. 

What about Gary Shane? ·stylistically 
he's right in the middle. Much of the best 
stuff on Forever On Your Way mixes main
stream-rock riffing (decidedly unhip) with 
layers of U-2-ish guitar (hip). What's his at
titude then? Is this the desperate attempt of 
a mercenary to keep abreast of musical 
trends or an honest widening of musical 
horizons? 

This, I think , is where my friends and I 
disagree. They have trouble understanding 
that anyone " could still like that shit ' ' (i.e . 
old wave). The sincerity of a Sal Baglio 
(Stompers) is a mystery to them (why isn't 
he bored?), so he must be faking it , or in it 

.for the money. They see Shane as a slick op
portunist. I see him as an honest , sincere 
artist who is just not brilliant enough to bea 
leader but damn smart enough to know 
what to follow-not because it's commer

> > > > > > cially correct but because he's found that he 
> > > > > > likes it. 
> > > > > > • So I give Shane high marks for attitude. 
> > > > > > And substance? He's a skilled composer, as 

Why, in short, is Gary Shane so unhip? < < < < < 
I'll tell you. I'll tell you more about ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; I've already noted; only once here does he 

Shane, too. But first a little theory. < < < < < 
There are four separate factors that de- ti < < < < < 

termine how listeners react when they hear a < < < < < 
piece of music or see a performer live. First < < < < < 
and most obviously, there' s the artist's level ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
of technical proficiency. This doesn 't just < < < < < < 
mean musicianship, but also quality of • < < < < < < 
sound. There are nights when Mission of < < < < < < < 
Burma gets cheers from drunks with beards < < < < < < < 
who walk away murmuring "fucking heavy < < < < < < < 
guitar player, man"; nights when their < < < < < < < 
sound is at its clearest. Other nights the < < < < < < < 
same drunks hurl insults and walk away 

· > > > > > > fall into a 1-IV-V trap ("Gonna Win") , and 
> > > > > > there he climbs out with a killer hook. He's 

> > > > > • a better lyricist than this album shows, one 
> > > > > capable of saying more in a single image 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ than many songwriters can in a whole song 
> > > > > ("Everyone casts a shadow on the ground/ 
> > > > > That you and I have to dance around," 
> > > > > • from "Shadow World ," which predates 
> > > > > this album), and one with a firm instinct for 

a great pop song idea ("This World," 
which postdates it, takes the phrase "out of 
this world" and questions it-what's wrong 

. . . CONT. ONPAGE37 

THEY LAUGHED WHEN I SAID 
''CASSETTE-ONLY'' ALBUMS! 

Reachout Inte rnational Records, Inc. is the strangest record company in the world. It re leases ONL':' C~SSETTES! Full 
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The Sound of Things to Come 
Has Arrived! 



by John Brusger 

Venom 
Black Metal 

(Neat Records, L~) h heavy metal band d?-
What's an Eng is k? They earned it. 

ing in the V?ice of ~~~n~ and mindmus~
This record .,s e~r-sp ieter moments. Theu 
making dunng :!~s qienzied pace matche~ 
secret? Hardco ' mindlessness and soun 
with heavy metal ~ m rock and roll. 
quality yields maxtmu 

This is an cxccllc;rst Pink Floyd album. • ~~ • rett song from !he art by Steve Wynn of I 
It's produce~ m p d the sound is very Dream Syndicate, an 

good. Humble Howard, I 
Taking my cue from 'de by describing or 

will not dig~ify t~I~ :-:\t entitles all bu~ers 
identifying It; I ;~alf their purchase pnce. "I· 
to the refund 

O 

60951 Sacramento, CA (True West, Box I , 
95816) 

Angry Samoans 
Back From Samoa LP 

~::p) Christmas/•uck Christmas 

(Slash Records, 4.S) .. America's greatest 
Hailed i.n the_ past as mercy killing," now 

living just1ficat1~; :eo~ne of compassion for 
such an act wou well as for Fear. 
the public at large as . 

N atln Approach 

(T~uch and Go Rec:;::· ;,~~P, for all ten 
Another well na lads' hves of pam 

(Bad Tnp Recordsb ) their bnskly paced 
The Sams com me quite well this time 

music and twisted lync~bum as much fun as ri 
around, makmg the~r ~ongue with a treble I 
tearing out Gera~=v~ntes include " My 01: 
hook Some nev.;, "You Stupid Jerk," an 
Man's A F,atso, . Is Calling." There ar.e a 
"Haizman s Bram nothing cover version I 
few flaws, such as a Today " but they are 
of "Time Has Come S m~ans Hate Mail, 
easily forgiven. (AB~g~y ;tudio City, CA 

songs concern thesedeas are presented via 
Their smglemmd~d ~ borrow a bit from the 
very fast tunes w ic 1 The songs are good 
English hardcore sty e s convmcmg, al
and the performance ~n extreme lack of 
though emasculate~eb~tlve Approach, Box 
bass frequencies ( g 48080) 
141 , St. Clair Shores, Ml 

11020 Ventura v ·• 
91604) 

Iron Cross 

Skinhead Glory d / Skin Flint Records, EP) 
(Dischord Recor s Head LP came out 

When the F~ex You~ron Cross was t.hat 
my first reaction to dumb. But as time 
their songs were reall~f humming some_ of 

, went on I found myse EP has had asu~-
them. This new four-s~:~low with dramatic 
ilar effect. The songs a re less Qi innuence~ 
build-ups, La;.~ ~~C:et were. The soun'!a,~ 
than the distortion. If you 
tasteful, e.xtreme ross c/ o Sab Grey, 2706 
find it get IL u:on C VA 22201. 
N. 4th St., Arlington, 

. , . GARY SHANE CONT, 

. ? oo many of the lyrics her~ 
with this o~e.). T . t collections of phras 
seem unfimshed_-Ju\ation going but leave 
es that start the ,ma~, ") There is one 
it hungry ("N.oS

t
r~ ::::r, ~ ballad called 

absolute stunner, o " which takes a re
" A Thousand Dreams irlfriend's pro
markably honest lo~~da~:e!ms of the_ t!tle 
miscuity (the thous ) alternately forg1vmg 
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Misguided 
Bringing It Down .. 

(Reality Recor,dsh E:) ore single to avoid . A 
This month s ar he R'uo II 75.22 62nd d II dumb dud. (Jon , , 

S~. Queens, NY 11385) 

mainstream rock 
and pained. Not ~an.~ as a means of self
artists ~iew the s?nf c~~ck out the bridg~ to 
expression, but JUShane has so many thmg~ 
this song, where \o stretch the .song struc 
to say that he has fit them m. 
ture all out of wh~c~~oum may not be prim.e 

So Gary Shane s b ii at least. Check it 
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Popping up out of nowhere-Science Friction 

by Jim Puccio 

This month's featured local unknowns 
are Science Friction, who recently sent in 
the most listenable, well-played and record
ed demo tape it has ever been my pleasure 
to hear. The tape contains only one song, 
"Lions In Sweden," a real upbeat nuevo 
pop number reminiscent of XTC. The most 
impressive thing about this band is the high 
quality of their musicianship. I for one am 
thoroughly fed up with the half-assed ex
cuses for rock bands churned out by each 
successive generation of art-school drop
outs, so it comes as a major relief to hear 
music performed by musicians for a change. 

Although Science Friction have a pretty 
standard instrumental lineup, they hove be
gun to experiment with some more modern 
equipment, including a stick, guitar synthe
sizer, Synare and a drum machine. It looks 
as though they should prove to be an inter
esting act to catch live as they start to land 
more gigs. The tape, which is slated for re
lease as one side of their first single, is being 
sent around to local stations and clubs, so 
we ought to be hearing more from these 
people soon. 

Anyone who has lived here more than a 
few years probably remembers a band called 
Travb, Shook and The Club Wow for a 
weird little song they did called "Rocks," 
which garnered reasonable airplay here
abouts in the mid-70s. Anyone who went so 
far as to buy their album soon discovered 
that with the exception of a 40-second bit 
called "Don't Wanna See No Smoke (Com
in' Outo' That Toaster)," all the rest of 
their material was almost painfully normal. 
With the passage of time, the band mutated 
into The Incredible Casuals, who now make 
a living playing surf music on the Cape. 

Given their newest single, "Picnic Ape" 
(Eat), the boys have finally scored enough 
bizarro points to make up for all the lost 
time since "Rocks." This one's got a churn
ing, chugging rhythm section, a guitar re
verbed down the block and back again, and 
halfway-nonsensical lyrics strung on a mel
ody line with hooks that just won't quit, all 
thrown into a mix so bent that you can't be 
too sure whether it's the drugs or the re
cord. And that's the straight side! The flip 
is a "dub version" with the lyrics recited by 
some pretty lively residents of the Duplex 
Nursing Home, this time mixed so much 
more drastically that you wonder what ever 
made you think the first side sounded 
strange. Score an A+ . 

Although not quite a group, Monad just 
managed to make its presence felt with 
"Love Is The Lesson" (Monad Music), the 
debut single. The operators behind this one 
obviously have some pretty odd sensibili
ties. For reasons unbeknownst to the rest of 
us, Monad has decided to merge old pro
gressive rock rhythmic ideas with post-punk 
power chords, Creature Feature keyboards, 
progressive-type lead lines and vocals about 
nuclear sex. For reasons unbeknownst even 
to myself, I find that I actually enjoy this 

little record. Some unresolved questions re
main, however: Who are these people? And 
what do they want with us? 

Moving a little farther afield for our 
strange kicks, we come to Pittsburgh and 
the new Canlcknes5 album Sharpen Up For 
Duty (TMI). Again a peculiar combination 
of the old progressives and new wavers, 
Carsickness seem primarily to be a mixture 
of Genesis with Gabriel and the Psychedelic 
Fun, though they do sometimes go off in 
totally different directions, such as blather
ing hardcore a la Meat PuppeU or orches
trated howling as on the old Motben album 
Freak Out. Add to all this sax lines that 
would not be uncomfortable on a Love Of 
Life Orchestra album, and the ultimate 80's 
anachronism: a mellotron! My only ques
tion is why? WHY??? 

While we're at it, how about a quick side
trip to Britain, and the most recent Ludus 
LP, Danger Came Smiling (New Hor
mones, import)? Ludus arc the most jazz
oriented of the new bands, with everything 
from Cecil Taylor-type piano and howling 
saxophones to free-time percussion and a 
vocalist who runs the gamut from lounge 
singing in the Annette Peacock mold to 
chirping and squeaking like Yoko Ono or 
Joan LaBarbara. Her preoccupations are 
revealed in song titles like "Invasion Of 
Compulsory Sex-Morality," though most 
of the vocals on the current album are 
wordless as contrasted with earlier record
ings, which were much more song-oriented. 
Recommended to anyone who was paying 
attention during the 70's. 

Time to look in on New York's jazz/ 
rock/fusion wave ... First, on the rock side 
we have the new Material LP, One Down 
(Elektra) . Despite an all-star cast of side
men, including Fred Frith, Oliver Lake, 
Nona Hendryx and Artble Shepp, this one 
turns out dull at best. Mechanical, sterile, 
unemotional disco/funk with electronic 
gimcrackery coming out its cars. Even cov
ering Sly's "Let Mc Have It All" and Soft 
Machine's "Memories" didn't save this 
waxing. Boring. And I tend to like this 
stuff ... 

And in the jazz corner, Ronald Shannon 
Jackson's Mandance (Antilles). This one 
fares a little better, though not by much. On 
the positive side, the horn charts arc all 
pretty interesting past-Omette stuff, and 
the percussion is excellent, flowing and 
driving. The major shortcoming here is in 
the rock part of this music . The electric in
struments often sound like they were pasted 
on for no particualar reason. Jazz musicians 
so rarely understand how to integrate rock 
into their music, that you have to wonder 
why they keep trying. This would have 
made a fine jazz LP. As fusion, it's luke
warm. 

While we're in New York, let's check out 
the soundtrack to Vortex (Neutral, LP). 
Performed by assorted members of the 
Bush Tetras, Konk, Lounge Lizards and so 
forth, this one has the same sort of Ornette
inspired horn charts as we were just listen-

photo: Smitty 

ing to, perhaps not performed quite as 
amazingly, though still well done. More
over, the jazz parts hang coherently onto 
the funk rock bottom. The overall feel of 
this music is one of film nqir, which fr0m 
what I can glean from the promo packet, 
ought to be appropriate to the plot's gum
shoe intrigue. 

Speaking of soundtracks, here's one just 
in which isn't a soundtrack to anything per 
se, although it includes an open invitation 
to film producers, dance companies and the 
like to use it as such. Called Submergings 
(Multiphase, LP), it is patterned rather 
strongly after the European space music 
classics of early Tangerine Dream, Fripp & 
Eno, Cluster and the like. No new ideas 
here, though the music makes for good lis
tening if you like this sort of thing. 

A fellow named Stephen Spera who op
erates out of Philadelphia recently sent up 
his new single, Sound Of Th~ Crowd (Red 

Music), which falls squarely into the layers
of-processed-guitars-plus-keyboards - and -
rhythm-machine category. Again, a good 
example of a pretty well tired and worn for
mula. The guy actually seems to have 
enough talent to be original if he'd just put 
his mind to it. 

Another one of these guys, John Onl of 
Providence, just sent us his new cassette sin
gle, "Noisy Data," "7 .5.4. "/"Where Do 
The Actors Hide" (Lilith). Orsi is above av
erage as an electro-pop artist in that he is 
primarily a drummer, not a guitarist or key
board player. That means his music has real 
percussion as a featured element. He also 
writes the good tune, so his stuff in general 
stands heads above the scads of other music 
of this general type. 

And now for something completely dif
ferent. Incredibly distorted, manhandled 
guitars, complicated rhythms, lots of jagged 
electronic tape manipulation, garbled 
screaming ... If this sounds like your cup of 
tea, try Temporal Pain's new six-song 0cxi. 
They're from Nashville. It sounds like they 
wish they weren't. 

Add...,..: 
Science Friction c/o Stephen Berman, 43 

Winter St., No. 3, Boston, MA02108. 
Eat Records 400 Essex St., Salem, MA 

01970. 
Monad Music POB 740, Cambridge, MA 

02139. 
TMI Products 6030 Penn Circle South, 

Pittsburgh, PA 15206 
New Hormones 50 Newton St., Manches

ter Ml 2EA, U.K. 
Neutral Records 415 Lafayette St., New 

York, NY 10003 
Multiphase Records 6955 Cornell Ave., 

St. Louis, MO63130 
Red Music Co. 810 Longfield Rd., Phila
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Lilith Records POB 4420, Riverside, RI 

02915 
Temporal Pain POB 10203, Nashville, 

TN 37212 
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used Record Emporium. 
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WAVE45's. 



Rock 'n' Roll 
Connection!! 



by Sheena 
"/ left home when I was 17. /had to/earn 

to cook-you can't eat at McDonald's every 
night... James Ryan 

This article ought to be the first of a five
part series-James "Hoodoo" Ryan's bio
graphy is so lengthy and so fascinating it 
shouldn't be condensed down to a few col
umn inches. But when the responsibilities of 
running Boston's heppest eatery-the Hoo
doo Barbcque upstairs at the Rat in Kcn
\norc Square-slack off a bit, James says 
he's going to finish the autobiography he's 
started. 

It seems as if every band, disc jockey, 
roadie, and hanger-on (plus a lot of base
ball fans and a few people simply in search 
of good food) eats at Hoodoo. It's not a 
restaurant, it's a scene unto itself, some
thing like one of the famous French cafes 
which the literati of a generation used as a 
meeting and watering place, maybe even the 
1980s version of the Algonquin Club. Pe<r 
pie go to Hoodoo to see, be seen, gossip, 1 

bullshit, talk business, drink, and eat the 
famous secret b-b-q sauce. Even the wait
resses are "girls-about-town." And those 
happy-go-lucky bashes you sec in Channel S 1 

and Jordan Marsh ads were catered by none + 
other than Hoodoo. Overseeing all this is 
James, exercising a talent that's as natural 
to him as breathing. 

James Ryan grew up in Columbus, Ohio 
(pronounced, he claims, ''Ohiyah''). ''Ohio 
was very funky, all poor hillbillies or blacks. 
I lived in a SOOJo black neighborhood; that's 
where I learned the music, the food. I got to 
college and everybody was into Buffalo 
Springfield; I'd say 'What about Little An
thony and the Imperials?' In my neighbor
hood, if you didn't dance, or sing, or play 
basketball or dress slick, you'd better stay 
home all day ... In Ohio, at the end of the 
year you'd get tickets to the State Fair in 
your grade-card. There'd be a nightful of 
acts, something for the older people at first, 
and then Johnny Cash or Jerry Lee Lewis or 
James Brown. All the bloods would come in 

Merry Christmas 
from 

to sec James Brown, and he'd do 'Say It 
Loud (I'm Black and I'm Proud)', and ev
erybody'd be yelling, and I'd be with my 
date, the only white people there!" 

After a stint at Ohio State, a Fellowship 
at the University of Pittsburgh with sum
mers at the University of Michigan ("study
in' the Marx Brothers, chiefly Karl") and a 
dissertation on multi-national corporations' 
involvement in foreign policy, especially in 
Allende's Chile ("it was during the Nixon 
years, and funding was very difficult"), he 
was awarded a grant from the Carnegie In
stitute. "I did the orals for my Ph.D., and 
then I just got tired of it all, I turned down 
the grant." James moved to Boston, but 
teaching jobs were scarce. "I was disgrunt
led, I couldn't find work. I started cleaning 
up nightclubs . One of my first jobs was 
cleaning up the men's room at the Rat. .. I 
worked at Harvard cleaning. l was the one 
'minority' on an all-black crew filling Har
vard's quotas so they could get Federal 
money. I was working with people who 

didn't read or write English. We had so 
much fun!" James recounts the stories that 
originally led him to start writing a book: 
exploring old sealed-off chemistry labs, 
working in the University morgue, finding 
tanks of nitrous oxide, bumping into Nobel 
prize winners who didn't expect to be recog
nized by a grimy janitor. 

The next step in James' travelogue was a 
move to Central Square, where a sort of 
proto-Hoodoo developed. "We were feed 
ing a lot o'f people at our house. We'd roast 
fish in the fire-place. We were feeding ev
erybody including the cops. The Willie 
Alexander song, 'Mass. Ave.,' is about that 
area, that period-the Cantab Lounge, the 
Elite Spa." Encouraged to open a restau
rant, James and a friend started the Rain
bow Rib Room on Mass. Ave. across from 
the Phoenix offices. The place thrived, peo
ple from WBCN, the Phoenix, and the mu
sic world made the scene, EddieGorodetsky 
was the counterboy, two movies were made 

. . . CONT. ONPAGE49 

North Shore 
Music Complex 

107 Munroe St., Lynn 
Studio space available for bands and artists. Ele

vator, loading dock. Lowest rates around. Function 
hall & bands available for your party. We also buy 
and sell new & used musical equipment, anything 
at all. 

Call 592-9496 
and have a rock 'n' roll Christmas 



BAH HUMBUG! 
by Noyme Drowper 

OK here goes. The next time the rind and 
grind of the busy holiday season poops you 
out just consider these facts: between Sep
tember 14, 1981 and September 15 of this 
year, the J. Gclls Band played 149 shows in 
115 different cities including 39 shows in 12 
different countries. So what arc Pr:tcrWolf, 
Stth Justman, J. Geils, M11lc Dick, Danny 
Kltln and Stephen Bladd doing for New 
Years? Going on tour, of course. 

Rumor had it that after Mission of Bur
ma's first set at a small Alabama club, a 
vote was taken to sec if the audience wanted 
the band to play a second show. I don't 
want to embarass anybody by posting the 
results-so let's just say the Burmas were 
back in their hotel room in time for Johnny 
Canon's monologue. A few weeks later gui
tarist Roger MIiier managed to stay out a bit 
later when he guest-hosted a radio show on 
KJHK in Lawrence, Kansas. According to a 
playlist sent courtesy of DJ Blake Gum
precht, Rog treated the great midwcst to 
hometown selections by DMZ, the Danger
ous Birds, Proletariat, CCCP-TV, the 
Neats, Vitamin, SS Decontrol, Native 
Tongue and others, 

Is there any hope for Boston's clublife? I 
think so. In January the backroom of the 
Paradise will be undergoing significant re
novations including a new sound system, 
improved seating facing the stage, and a 
larger dance floor. Manricks has re
opened, the people that run Jasper's and 
Jumbos arc now booking a club near the 
Boston Garden called Chet's, and right up 
the street at Government Center is a place 
called Riley's that is featuring live music on 
Wednesdays. Probably the best show I went 
to last month was the English Beat/Bangles 
at the Opera House. Believe it or not, the 
sound and ventilation was good, the help 
polite, the beer cold, and the bands weren't 
bad either. Let's pray for more shows to be 
scheduled there in the near future. 

The Can' Syncro Sound studio has never 
been busier than it has been this fall. RJc 
Ocuek is recording a song called "Steal 
The Night" for the soundtrack to Martin 
Scorsese's latest film King Of Comedy. Da
vid Robinson has finished producing Ooh 
Ahl Ahl and is now helping the Vinny Band 
with a six-song EP for Eat Records. Greg 
Hawkes plays all the instruments-includ
ing guitars, flutes, sax, keys and drums
and even docs some vocalizing on his nearly 

completed solo debut. The New Models 
have recorded a radio-only Christmas song 
called "Holidaze" and will release Sight 
And Sound, a five song EP on PVC early 
next year. Other artists who've been at Syn
cro recently include the HI Beams, Mlnlltry 
(for Arista), Rubber Rodeo and Alan Vega. 
Vega is not only recording his third solo 
platter, but has been talking about reuniting 
with Martin Rev for a new Suicide album. 

And that's not all. In addition to these 
projects, the Cars Organization has been in
volved in co-ordinating both a New York 
Rocker benefit and their second annual 
Toys For Tots party, December 22, at the 
Metro. 

In other recording news around New 
England, Plan 9 has found a studio large 
enough for the entire band and is recording 
ten songs for their second album. The For
ons are working on a tape in their Newton 
studio and D. Y .S. are busy shopping for a 
sixty-four track studio to record their vinyl 
debut. 

No longer on EMI, the Fools have re
leased a single "Out Of My Hcad"/"Hook 
In You" on the NY-based Johnny Ap
pollo Records, With tentative plans 10 re
cord a third album and tour Europe, new 
Fool drummer Leo Black has replaced old 
Fool Chris Pedrick. The Real Kids, whose 
EP on Star Rhylhm has just reached the 
stores, also have provisional plans to tour 
overseas. 

Andy Pratt and Peter C. Johnson have 
both signed with Lamborghini Records, a 
new European label being launched by the 
Italian sports car company. The next/even
tual release on Ace Of Hearts will be a 
Blrdsongs of the Mesozoic EP. 

Discouraged by the difficulty of receiving 
payment from certain record distributors, 
Boston lntemallonal plans to beef up its 
maH order campaign and release several 
cassette-only projects, including an EP by 
the Edge. Lou Miami is preparing a 12" EP 
for Modern Method. And in February, 
Face To Face will be migrating to the Big 
Apple to record their Epic Records debut 
produced by Jimmy Jovlne. 

In the Maybe-He-Hasn't-Recovered-Af
ter-All Department, Aerosmlth vocalist 
Steven Tyler mysteriously collapsed during 
one of their shows at the Centrum. Novem
ber Group were forced into suspending 
their East Coast tour when guitarist Ann 
Prim cut her guitar finger while sculpting a 
bird for the holidays. An automobile acci
dent involving Trish MIiiiken and Bob 

Holmes from Rubber Rodeo lead to the 
cancellation of a few area club dates, but 
the Rodeos were able to pull off their eight
day "How The West Was Won" California 
tour with Trish performing seated. Rubber 
Rodeo will return to our humble city for a 
Christmas night show at the Channel. 

Susan Marrone has left V;. Film maker 
Kathe Izzo is leaving Boston. Former Chan
nel manager Warren Scott no longer works 
at Pyramid Artists. WXKS music director 
Joey Canello has ended his successful af
filiation with Boston's top-rated music sta
tion. Jerry Goodwin won't be heard on 
WBOS in the future, and Kerry Waldron 
doesn't screen Oedipus' calls anymore . 

So who's left1 Joe Casey is managing 
the Neighborhoods again. Boys Life have 
drafted 18 year-old Chris George to fill the 
bass player spot on their roster. Jes., Caln 
stars as Ebeneezer Scrooge in the Charles 
Playhouse production of A Christmas 
Carol. Ex-Nenous Eaten/Renecton Steve 
Cataldo and Jon Paley liave been given 
their own Wednesday afternoon radio pro
gram on WMBR. Former research director 
Paul Lemieux has been named the new m.d. 
at WCOZ. Lemieux's old position is being 
filled by weekend announcer Laura Ash
ton. 

Docs Carter Alan often take champagne 
baths at 13Up!? According to Norma Na~ 
than, former BR columnist and WBCN 
heavy Eddie Gorodetsky has sold a situa
tion comedy about a female rock and roll 
band on speculation to NBC. Flying high 
on his new-found success, Eddie squeezed 
his way into Spit to celebrate his 26th birth
day, Members of the Cars, J, Geils Band, 
Sling and a lot of your typical hangers-on 
were on hand to provide the spankings. 

Blllygoon Dr. Felix Cruel reports that he 
has ''uncontestablc scientific evidence'' that 
the Mystery Girls are "all women." Peter 
Dayton is considering adding a second gui
tarist to his band-perhaps somebody from 
New York's now-defunct Senders. 

Oh yeah, and one more thing, .. I'm not 
sure how to break this to you, but my fami
ly has convinced me not to run for Presi
dent in '84. Sorry about that. 

See you next year. 
Keep your dirty laundry. Just write: 

Nayme Drawper c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury S1reet, Boston, MA 02116. 

And do it today. 

Take It! Ed. Launches Musical 
Career 

Fer all ya cruds out there dat believe in 
bitin' the hog that feeds yer: Michael Kone
head's Motherfuckin' Shitheads is da com
bo rr ycrs. Durin' th'r debut jcs' last week 
at da Rat, Mr. K mumbled sweet ballads o' 

"l/GU/O SlU5H" 
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... BANGLES CONT. 

Again, the most readily apparent course
change is in their coat of arms. Having been 
signed to Faulty in the fall, they entered the 
studio several months ago to cut an EP. 
Five songs were readied for pre-Christmas 
release on a 12" (with another slated for 
Rodney on the Roq Vol. 3) and cassettes of 
same were handed out at a listening party. 
Two days later, Faulty found that there was 
already an East Coast band that had the 
rights to "the Bangs" and gave the (newer, 
but better) Bangs one day to come up with a 
new tag, "Forever Bangs" was rejected by 
the company's lawyers, "Shebangs" by the 
band, and agreement was reached on the 
"Bangles" a week after this story was ori
ginally due. That same week they were chos
en to open a tour for the English Beat and 
'though this was to have originally been for 
just a few dates, it's now stretched into an 
extended excursion. What this will do to 
their sound is still speculation, but based on 
the dovetail dynamism evidenced the last 
two times I saw them live they'll come back 
tighter than ever. Now this is not, in and of 
itself, a bad thing but I'm afraid that it will 
take away from the delicate tension that 
kept their music still vcrifiably GARAGE. 
True, the songwriting is, and always has 
been, a bit pappier than I'd have liked (a 
notable exception is the hard-charging 
splendor of "Mary Street," from the EP
now slated for January release) but they've 
got sharp grunge potential and I hope they 
don't ignore it. I mean, there's nothing 
wrong with wanting to be the next Beau 
Brummels, but why bother when you can 
dream of being the Secds1 I just want them 
to keep a rusty edge on their harmonics (not 
much to ask for from a group that cites the 
Shaggs as role models), but even if they 
don't they'll still be cool (o lo the Brum
mcls). 

Whatever, if they do lighten up a bit I 
just pray that it's not in response to Sue's 
grandfather who, after seeing them, said, 
"Why are the drums so loud? I couldn't 
hear your sweet angelic voices." I'll accept 
the fact that everybody's a critic, but I think 
the operational phrase here ought to be 
"Never trust anyone over thirty." Other
wise, what's the point1 

his yearnin' compunctions 'n' fav'o'rite 
whores. Ain't none too convincin' natch, 
tho' 'side fer ol' Chucky Bukowski, who is7 
But slab a bit mo' flab on his ass 'n' a tad o' 
dcm slice o' life x-venturcs, 'n' ya got da 
nex' Ozzy 0. Don't ya go boo-hooin' jes' 
yet K-boy 'cuz da pica's out-all ya cheeky 
women don't delay, give ol' Konchcad yer 
fav' VDs fer Xmas. 

(yl'?Bz.- 1?1l-'- --6\2-lf'Hirt
f"\J\e- €N.loYS 1111:'£ VISITS IIECAVSt: 
\..rV IIE DO€lN'T HAV6 To l>O ANY
TiliNG-lt> KW' HIS 6vE5f 8VSY-· 



Dec. 15 The Channel 
Dec. 17 / 18 Copperfiel& 

Dec. 22 The Channel 
Dec. 29 The Channel 

Dec. 30/31,_Jan. 1 Bunratty'sWest 

Every Monday & Tuesday 
At Copperfield's, Boston 

Sunday Night, Dec. 12 
7p.m. 

"We got the Beef!" 
WMBR and the Late Risers 

Club present • •• 
SLEEPY LA BEEF 
STEVE CATALDO 
007 
THE DEL FUEGOS 
.. . an4.moN 

Right after the Sports Palace live 
Hoodoo Broadcast at the Rat, 
Kenmore Square, Boston 

AU11rou•b to batNflt WM8R (88.1 
FM) Cambridge. 

Debut single outin '83. . . m· 
"ALL RIGHT" 

b/w 
"IN A MINUTE IT'S OVER" 

FOR BOOKINGS CONTACT 
GEORGE DINEEN, 536-4777 IJ], 

Merry Chroitmas and 
Happy New Year/ 

Every Wednesday & Th . 
The hottest live bands ,:1::~lca & England/ 

f ~:rhy "Friday & Saturday 
0 est dance m 1 us c In the world/ 
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273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.l. 
1401 I 521-2520 

Locat~ In the Cle Complex 
Free Park ing 

wed oec. 1 s From France ... Etron Fou Lelouban 
$3.oo The Parents 
Fri 11 wlllle Alexander and the confessions 
$3.00 The Schemers 

Tues 21 
$3.00 

sun26 
$3.00 All Ages 
2 shows 2 & 9 p.m. 

Wed29 
Fri 31 

sat Jan. 1 

Thu & Fri, 6/7 
$7.00 adVance 
$8.00 day Of show 

sate 
$3.00 

sun9 

Thur13 

Frl14 

5at15 

Fri 21 

Sat22 

Josie cotton 

our Daughters wedding 

HI Beams, Mike Vlola, The Threats 
1no alcohol served at2 p.m. show, positive ID to drink at 
g p.m.-but both shows all agesu 

Jane and Jeff Hudson 

New Years Eve Party II 
!call club tor detallsJ 

' LOUMlaml 
and the Kozmetlx 

.4 
Bowwow wow 
Mission of Burma 
Limbo Race, Proletariat 
All Agest TWO shows 2 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
can club tor details 

The Mad Man Returnsn c.c. Allln 
Neutral Nation 

. The Members 
• Trademarks 

---'f - • 

. -;; t ·---~ 
Berlin Airlift 

' , fl1I . 

The Fools 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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Ladlealnwtted 

Mon Dec 13 
SwA R«1mU 

RANK AND FILE 
T ue Ii 

Diatribe 
Judy'• Tiny Head 

Wed 15 

Partl And Labor 
Museum Direktors 

Thu 16 

Big Sixteen 
Fri 17 

Lou Miami and the Kozmetix 
Sat 18 

Lyres 
Plan9 
Sun 19 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon20 

Radio Romance 
New Career 

Tuc2 1 
Allsio,Jam 

Fred and the Studcbakers 
jNfunn( Frtt/ Puvaiu:, tJu Thu,bn Brod1m a,u/ BCN'J T 

Wcd22 

Pink Cadillac 
Del Fucgos 

Thu 23 

Rubber Rodeo 
Arma Akimbo 

DccH/25 
(dosed) 

M erry X-Mas 
Sun26 

City Edition 
Mon27 

Blue Shadow 
Tuc28 

Synapse 
The Memos 

Wcd29 

Maynard Silva Band 
Thu30 

Robert Ellis Orrall 
Fri 3I 

Gala New Y cars Eve 

SEX EXECS 
Advance 11Clr.e11 J5.00 

at 1he Inn Squa~ and bolh Newbury Comia 110 ~1 

Sun j an 2 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 3 

Young Rationals 
W<d5 

Roda And Conca 
Downtime 

Thu6 . 

Memphis Rockabilly Band 
Fri 7 

Face To Face 
Sun 9 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon & Tue 10/11 

Didi Stewart Band 
Thu 13 

Hypertension 
Thu 20 

Real Kids 

491-N72 
1350 Cembrtdoe St. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 

WEDS. IN DEC. 
$1 BAR DRINKS 8·11 PM 

THE MEETINGS 

Thur Dec. 16 
(Grateful Dead Sounds By) 

MAX CREEK 

Fri Dec. 17 
THE DREAM 

9 p.m. ABIJON 

Sat Dec. 18 
PETER 

DAYTON 
BAND 

Thu Dec. 23 
Annual Christmas Party 

STRAIGHTAWAY 

New Years Eve 
JOHNNY A'S 

HIDDEN SECRET 
STRAIGHTAWAY 

Free Admission 
Any Night In 

December With 
This Ad 

fm.; G's n ~ ) 
.f ~ .. ~de · 
't. . dwee ~v,,· 

!t *Riley's 
\.ocal bands play 
>EVERY WEDNESDAY< 

-Corner of Cambridge 
& New Chardon Streets 
Gov't Ctr, BOSTON 

1 723-8371/Listings ? 783·2296/ Bookings 



Looking for somewhere with lots of chempagne to toast, hors
d'oeuvres, party hats, and noisemakers? Try any of these places 
for fun on that night of nights, New Years Eve . .. 

~···~ ... --.11~• 11ot.C 
First Night (1982-83) 

Centrum: J. Geils Band (also Jan. 1 & 2) 

The Channel: The Stampers, with spec I al guests the Enemy 

Chets: Blindsides, with Johnny Walker Band .. . plus buffet 

Inn Sq. Men's Bar: The Sex Execs 
.Jacks: Lou Miami and the Kozmetix 
Jaspers: The Dream, with Captive Edge 
Jumbo's: Johnny A's Hidden Secret, with Straightaway 
The Living Room: The Schemers, with Parallel 5th 
Mavericks: The Del Fuegos 
Metro: A Special New Years Celebration 
Orpheum: The Motels 
Paradise: Call club for details, 536-2750 
Rat: SteveCataldo & the Reflectors, Foreign Legion, the Strangers 
Spit: The November Group 

Storyvllle: Hypertension 

f.U.'S 
I O.Y.S. 

PLUS SPECIAL l~? 
J ~- GUESTS 
I' I/ J, ~c · FRIDAY ~ g,i\\~ DEC. 17 
1 ·1 -r,o:,~"' 8 PM 

1 ~,~PTA $5 
~ FIRST CAMBRIDGE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
t 11 Garden St. Near Harvard Sq.-Across from the 
l Common. 

Fri. 12/17 

Sat. 12/18 

Sun.12/19 

Big Youth 
Brian Parris Nuclear Rhythm Section 

The Enemy 

Lou Miami 
Lisa & Patty's Pauper X-mas party . . . 

THE BLACKOUTS 

Josie Cotton 
Freddy and th~ Studebakers 

Rubber Rodeo 
Christmas Party 
New Years Eve; champagne, hats, noisemakers 

Stompers and 
The Enemy 
Bow Wow Wow 
all ages: 3 p.m. 
over 20: 8:30 p.m. 
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REAL KIDS 
12/8 Channel 
12110 SAIi Night Live 
12/15 Storyvllle 
12117 Spit 
12/18 & 31 Cantonea 
1/8 Storyvllle 
1/20 TM Living Room w,Wayna Cramer 
Feb. European Tour 

Glen Otentl 

Dueg Provost 

BACK BAY BEAT 

DEBUT SINGLE ON 

NIGHT CRAWLER RECORDS 
• Distributed By • 

•••ROUNDER••• 
....................... 

~

, 
Last s Call! 

Across lrom the Boston Garden 
Over The Penalty Box Lounge 
CIUHWIY St., North Station 

- open '11121.m .• 

Music Thur, Fri & Sat 

Fri Dec. 17 

THE ZONE 
THE REAL 

Sat Dec. 18 

SETH 
BLINDSIDE 

Thu Dec. 23 

JCOLORS 
SALEM66 

New Years Eve 

JOHNNY WALKER BAND 
-Buffet

Tix SB.DO 

Band 8ooklng1-Call 
Tim Lewis 

T.P. Productions 848-1139 
Fun< 11011 Room Info 

523-9298 

available at all New England Record Stores Dec. 15 Paradise ._ _____________________ Dec.16 Mavericks 

···· · · ·.··.·.·.·.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,:::-:::,::e::::,:::,:,:::,:::,:,::::::::::::t:;:;:,:,:::::::rr:::::t?:::\:/:::':t?:t:;:;:::;{\ Dec. 26 Jumping Jack Flash 

New Real Kida Album "Out Of 
Place" on 1ale now on Star Rhythm 
Records. 

i J3rnhmin Cnfr.ifainmrnt 
105• Soulh S1,1e1. Bo11on Mu3 02 111 
(617)-UJ- ,tgJe 



by Jeff Hudson 

This is the first installment o/Vid Beat, a 
column designed to cover a broad range of 
happenings in the video/music scene, in
cluding video shows, lip syncs, cable televi
sion and new video cassettes. 

Vid Beat gave a call to Ed Stelnbera, the 
man behind Rock America video, which 
services product to 120 clubs nationwide. 
Ed has had fast success in the music video 
biz; he charges a fee for each tape, and 
clubs subscribe for the year. He is a happy 
entrepreneur making a good living. Stein
berg has produced some work himself, e.g. 
Bu1b Tetras and Tom Verlaine. Everything 
seemed pretty good until he spoke of the 
problems with ¼" vs . I" production. It 
seems the clubs want very high quality, no 
garage video. Oh, well! But, if it's artistic, 
he's open to five or six ¾" productions a 
year . 

Heyl Nlna Haaen's video of "Smack 
Jack" is for late night viewing. She plays all 
the characters and has enough sense of hu
mor to pull it Off. Burping and shrieking, 
her face twisting around and around, Ha
gen was made for television. You can't help 
but be interested in this German vamp. The 
tape uses computer generated, white and 
pink stars and comets, flickering for the 
breaks in the song. It's sman-jack video. 

Boston Film/Video Foundadon showed 
great rock videos in November, including 
the past visual hits of such artists as Laurie 
Anderson, David Byrne and Yoko Ono. 
The program was sold out for four shows. 
Good idea, hope they do this more often. 

FLASH: The ICA will be showing rock 
videos in January, with some live shows (in
cluding yours truly) . 

"I Want Candy" is Bow Wow Wow's 
bounce on the beach. Annabella's great 
white teeth-what energy! The boys look 
good buried in the sand with their heads 
bopping back and forth and up and down. 
The tape uses a simple key to cut the band 
into an electronic-red sky. Nice production 
here. 

Most of the vid-music is so over-pro
duced, utilizing too much fog, soft focus, 
dissolves and digital wallpaper. These tech
niques arc all fine, but sometimes it's all 
just thrown in, and the message is meaning
less . 

Two local film and video pieces that have 
caught my eye are produced by former 
members of the Local Nohe Orxanlzatlon. 

· Wally Gaa;el's Producdon Club has pro
duced a very moody instrumental set to 

THE VOYEUR 
by Betsy Sherman 

Eastern Repression, Western Revenge 
Moonllghttna (at the Nickelodeon Thea

ter), the latest film by Polish-born director 
Jerzy Skolimowski (who now lives in Eng
land) has a deceptively straightforward pre
mise: four Polish workers are sent to Lon
don by their boss to renovate his apartment 
retreat. While they labor, the December 
1981 crackdown takes place, and martial 
law is declared in their homeland. The poli
tical aspect of the builders' situation is but 
one layer of the brilliantly complex struc
ture of Moonlighting; it is at once a chroni- ' 
cle of that turbulent time, a social comment 
on Wes tern consumer society, an allegory, 
and a character study of its protagonist. 

The workers arrive in London armed with 
tools, though without work permits. By 
sending over Poles and paying them in zlo
tys, their boss is getting his apartment done 
for one quarter of what it would have cost 
for British workers. For their part, the 
workers will be making in the one month 
what it would have taken them a year to 
make at home. Only one of the four speaks 
English, their leader Nowack, and in this 
role Jeremy Irons undoubtedly gives the 
performance of the year. Nowack provides 
an interior-monologue narration through
out the film. All interaction among the four 
workers is in Polish and unsubtitled. 

As the four get down to their work, they 
must learn to cope with the strange ways of 
the English. Skolimowski paints a harsh 
picture of the Londoners: they arc cold, 
short-tempered, and for the most pan hos
tile to foreigners. Nevertheless , much of the 
humor of Moonlighting comes from the cul
ture clash between East and West. The 
Poles are frozen in open-mouthed amaze
ment inside the door of a supermarket; the 
sheer availability of so much food is seen 
through the eyes of those used to long lines 
and rationing. 

From the moment Nowack has to bluff 
his way through customs, he is caught up in 
a situation where his survival depends on 
making his own rules. In Poland, his place 
in society had been wcll·dcfined: he was a 
"master electrician" and a loving husband. 
In England, his new-found freedom of 
choice has brought its own traps and re
sponsibilities. On the one hand he has to 

. deal with his workers, on the other he has to 

find a suitable manner of maneuvering 
among the British, about whom he muses 
"l can speak their language, but I don't 
know what they really mean." Suddenly 
one day, while trying to telephone his wife, 
he is told by the operator about the military 
coup. In Moonlighting's most striking im
age Nowack, shivering in the December air, 
stares through the barrier of a store window 
where shiny new TV sets, garishly bearing 
their price tags, coldly transmit images of 
tanks rolling through the streets of his War
saw. 

Nowack decides that, for their own good, 
he will tell the others nothing of the situa
tion in Poland. As they are already isolated 
by language, and blinkered by their work, 
Nowack has only to keep them from going 
to the Polish church, and from wondering 
why the weekly phone calls from their wives 
have stopped. Nowack at first sees his ac
tions as paternalistic, to protect his workers 
and to protect the work. When funds run 
low, he devises a system for shoplifting 
food, recklessly abandoning himself to his 
burden of guilt while assimilating into the 
mainstream of the arrogant English con
sumers , who he has observed shoplifting 
from compulsion rather than need. 

Nowack 's manipulation of the workers' 
very environment becomes insidious (he 
goes so far as to break the others' watches 
to increase their dependence on him). 
Though Skolimowski clearly sets up the 
group as a microcosm of an oppressive 
state, Nowack is never reduced to a mere 
cardboard despot. Jeremy Irons' perform
ance is too finely-tuned to allow that, his 
Nowack is too human, his motivations too 
complex. The wedge between Nowack and 
the other three is driven ever deeper. 
Though we don't understand what the oth
ers arc saying, there is a wealth of feeling 
expressed by the three actors in their facial 
expressions, which quietly seethe with re
sentment. But despite their ''solidarity,'' we 
sense that they would be lost without Now
ack. Skolimowski presents no easy answers, 
just a vivid portrait of Polish alienation, as 
entertaining as it is thought provoking. 

Critical raves preceded Barbaron's re
lease by several months; word had it that 
the studio shelved it upon completion, dubi
ous of its power to compete with the sum
mer blockbusters. But Barbarosa is finally 
here, at the Orson Welles Cinema, and in its 

graveyard and basement images. This tape 
was made at Wlncbater Cable for 'free. 
Wally goes to Mass. Art and has a bright fu
ture as a video director. Sten Bank.I is 
working on another instrumental for Psy
chic Youth. It uses the architecture of Bos
ton laced with computer graphics. The 
Hancock Tower pulsates with ascending 
stripes. 3-D graphics of a rocket ship float 
behind moving, keyed smoke. It is de
tached, but quite beautiful. 

For all the people who have not made any 
video, here's some of the ways to begin. I. 
Check out local cable. Somerville, Winches
ter and Cape Cod are some of the compan
ies . Call them up and if you live in the area 
of a franchise, ask about access. Sometimes 
they want you to take a short course. It's 
well worth it. 2. Rent your own equipment , 
VHS or Beat, ½" cassette format. Decks 
may be rented for $18.00 per day, cameras 
for $14.00 per day, $12.00 for 2 hours of 
tape, and don't forget to remove the lens 
cap! 3. Take a part-time course at a college 
in television production. 

Be encouraged. The price for production 
is coming down, while the venues for show
ing are growing. 

In Boston we are sti11 waiting for cable. 
It's quite frustrating when I go to my folks' 
home in Maine and they have 32 channels! 
The clubs stiU seem unsure of what to do 
with the medium, although Spit and 13-UP 
arc looking at and programming some local 
productions. It's the only club that seems 
committed to the medium. I hope the other 
clubs in town get their act together. The 
other side of the coin is not video at all! 

modest way it is one of the most magnetic 
films around. 

Barbarosa features country music star 
Willie Nelson and Gary Busey, and is the 
American debut of Australian director Fred ' 
Schepisi The Devil's Playground, · The 
Chant Of Jimmy Blacksmith). Schcpisi has 
made a western that differs from most of 
the westerns put out in recent years, in that 
it is not overly reverent of the genre, and 
does not use the West as a vehicle for social 
comment. The story and the characters are 
what count. 

Barbarosa's title character is a legendary 
figure among the Mexicans just inside the 
Texas border; he is much more than a mere 
bandito. Willie Nelson, resplendent in his 
grizzled beard, long braids, and leathery 
countenance, enters the scene taking bul
lets as if they were mosquito bites. He cap
tures the fancy of Karl, a fugitive farmboy. 
Gary Buscy 's Karl is an amiable big lug with 
a toothy grin and a glazed demeanor, al
ways a step behind in seizing Barbarosa 's 
wry wit, but never too intimidated to stand 
up for his own principles. These two play 
out parallel stories of revenge, Karl's heart
breaking in its futility, Barbarosa's of an al
most mythic import. 

Sony will be introducing a 1-unit system, 
camera and deck in one, no umbilical cord, 
½:" Beta format, and weighs eight lbs. This 
sounds quite nice, although eight lbs. hand
held up to the eyeball is heavy. Lots of tri
pod shots with this one. 

The best music video shows on cable are 
Nlgbtfflabt and New Wave Tb .. tre, both 
on the U.S.A. network. Check out another 
U.S.A. show, Video Artists, featuring 
works by BW Viola and Ed Emtcbwlller. 
U.S.A. also showed the Residents' tape on 
Halloween. 

l just got a letter from friends living in 
Italy. They say Italian TV has tons of video
music shows with a lot of underground 
groups represented. Some of the tapes are 
of high quality in concept and design. I 
mean, in Milano they know about the inter
national, industrial, fashion and design 
axis. Hopefully, with more cable, we might 
stan getting more foreign videos. 

l didn't see it, but my friends told me that 
Devo's first 30 minutes at the Orpbeum 
blew everyone aWay. Very large projection 
system, sync-ed to the music, computer 
graphics, D ... , E ... , V ... , 0 ... , a bom
bardment of images. They are using video 
with the live show better than anyone, any
where . God knows, a lot better than P.I.L. 's 
weak attempt at the Ritz a year ago. IN EN
TRY, IN ENTRY, AUTO EDIT, hit END, 
EJECT. 

Videotapes are always welcome along the 
Yid Beat. We prefer¼" but will accept Be
ta or VHS ½" format. Tapes will be re
turned only 1/ accompanied by a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope. 

Barbarosa is doomed to forever defend 
himself against the wrath of Don Braulio, 
his Mexican wife's father , because of an in
cident that took place on his wedding night. 
Don Braulio (played by former matinee idol 
Gilbert Roland) rails at the young men of 
his clan, "Bring me his co/ones on a stick!'' 
and one by one said young men get them
selves shot by the increasingly weary Barba
rosa, who ends their lives with wistful dis
taste. When Karl asks him why he doesn't 
just flee the territory, Barbarosa counters 
"That's my family." The outlaw and the 
patriarch have a perversely touching symbi
otic relationship, each needs the other des
perately, with an enticingly thin line be
tween hate and love. Ultimately their re
venge takes on a life of its own, indepen
dent of its instigators. 

The performances arc excellent through
out. Gary Busey is always a pleasure to 
watch , and is unquestionably one of the 
most talented young actors working today. 
Willie Nelson fits the role of Barbarosa like 
a glove. He successfully shows the vulner
able man behind the legend, and endows 
Barbarosa with a sense of humor that seems 
necessary to his survival. He proves himself 
to be a winning screen presence. 

100% VELVET UNDERGROUND! 
• Interview with Andy Warhol 
• The coming of age of a VU Nut 
• Lester Bangs on The Marble Index 
• Interview with Nico 
• Angus Maclise & the origin of the VU 
• Nico and Angus Maclise filmographies 
• Review of Ronald Nameth 's EPI film 
• Photo centerspread 
• A kid's letter to Lou 
• "Why I despise the Velvet Underground" 
• Monstrous VU quiz 
• " A long funny story about Lou Reed" 
• Interview with John Cale 

No. 3 • 40 people who have never heard "Sister Ray" 
• VU fan club, Peking chapter 

• Richard Mortifoglio on WUWH • The "Butch Firbank" story 
• Ken Eglin reviews VU songs • Custom-made VU LPs 
• Brief guide to live releases • Capsule reviews of recent recordings 
• Velvets Fun Page • and lots more . 

All 52 great pages for just $3 per copy, plus postage. (For each order of 1·5 copies within 
North Amer/cs, sdd . 75 postage). Desler rates and overseas postage rates available 
upon request. Mall away today to: Mike Kostek, 5721 S.E. Laguna Ave., Stuart FL 33494. 
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THE LIFTERS' NEW SINGLE "MEMORIES FADE" b/w "HEARTBEAT" 
- AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE-OR SEND CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER FOR $2.00 MADE OUT TO "THE LIFTERS" TO: BOSSTOWN 
RECORDS, BOX 994 , I 04 CHARLES ST., BOSTON, MA 02114. 

eark Along With Us! 

The Young snakes 
" . w avai\ab\e a\ 

5 song 1 2 ,s no -·· - ·t store yourtavon e . « o." , . 

BY _,,,,,~ •. 
---~•••• 



... TALLAHASSEE CONT. 
the manic Stctor Four. Nearly cancelled by 
nervous college officials, the concert 
marked the public debut of all three groups. 

club. Although there is still quite a bit of 
time on their lease, Worcester Center has 
made it known that they do not plan to re
new Sanctuary's, so club owners are con
cerned about making renovations for just a 
short period of time. Could it be the land
lord sees bigger $$$ in an apres-Centrum 
soiree? 

... RIBS CONT. 

with the Rib Room as the backdrop, and 
the neighborhood bums slept in the base
ment. ("We never had a security problem, " 
notes James.) 

ly residence as the Lucky Honesbot, mak- Both Little Johnnys and Sector Four are 
ing that subterranean bar Tallahassee's first genuine teen bands, in personnel and atti-
new wave hangout. tude. The Speed Queens includes 16-year-

Sharing early gigs with the Slut Boys was old guitarist Jim Mahorner, helping give a 
"After the Rib Room, I got tired of 

working 15-16 hours a day, I just wasn't 
getting enough cooperation ... I started 
working in construction again, painting and 
carpentry, renovating buildings in the Back 
Bay, wonderful work." The whole time 
James was singing or playing in or with var
ious "hillbilly" and local bands-God's 
Own Jukebo:it, Professor Harp Blues Band, 
Johnny Nicholas and the Rhythm Rockers. 
Currently he's trying to work up a band 
with Michael (ex of the Alleybcats), and he 
sometimes fronts the Del Fuegos. Things 
conspired, however, to bring him back to 
his usual role. "Eddie (Gorodetsky) was at 
'BCN then, and 'BCN was having monthly 
staff meetings at my house ... 'BCN was 
planning the Rumble at the Rat, and they 
told Jimmy Harold that I could pu.t a kitch
en together ... The Rat became like an cit
tension of my house. I'd been cooking for 
18-20 people 4 or S nights a week." 

another quartet, the lmpUcatlons. Having youthful face to our dance-conscious garage 
E.M. Loews may get out of it s financial 

mess in time to host the Stray Cats, but they 
have got to do something about their mar
quee. Recently, promoting three different 
acts, the sign read: Jerry Garcla/ Mudwrest
ling/Jtrry Jeff Walker. Now that' s enter
tainment! Dan Mawson takes over the rock 
column at Worcester's Telegram & Ga
zette's "Time Out." They finally got some
one who actually knows REO from D.O.A. 
Rachel Lnlne, the surprise winner of Wor
cester Mag's Music Poll (female rock vocal
ist) is working on a new tape that will fea
ture "Let's Get Wet." If you've never seen 
Rachel, her act (solo) is hard to describe. 
Saying her influences are the Ramones and 
the Su Pistols, she sounds somewhat like 
XXOO with voice lessons-and with more 
of a 50's rock/ folk influence. Good stuff .. 
The new Odds arrangement sounds good 
(why didn't they make the Music Poll?). 
Blitz (nee Commandos) premier their new 
act and attitude this month-something 
that shouldn't be missed ... The Aggres
sions are featuring a simply darling hard
core version of "White Christmas" in cur
rent gigs, and Foghorn has started to smoke 
a pipe and drink orange juice ... The Dog
Faced Fathers made their debut on WICN 
during fundraising week, featuring such 
new songs as the ''Ballad of Barney Killer,'' 
but they still remain a studio-only band. 
Best gig I've heard of so far for New Year's 
Eve: Wllllt Loco and Radio Novena at Exit 
... and finally, the best "money talks" ru
mor I've heard lately was the one where WA
AF ran Army recruiting ads during its 
broadcast of the Clash concert. Hey, it's 
only rock 'n' roll, right? 

since migrated to New York, the Imps were, rock. 
in the waning months of 1980, the city's Other bands popped up in the wake of 
first proud-to-be-amateurish band. The the successful June concert, Toxic Shock, 
Imps' sound changed wildly from week-to- built around a keyboard-violin sound, 
week, according to the group's latest favor- seems already to have disintegrated due to 
ite record. But the band's very presence on unemployment. But the fluid, funky Genu-
the scene and on the stage was an inspira- Ix arrived just months ago, creating hope 
tion for anyone thinking of picking up a for the Tallahassee scene's future. 
guitar. The latest local phenomenon is spin-off 

The last of Tallahassee's first-generation bands, ad hoc aggregations formed by 
new wavers is the Know-It-Alls. Forever members of other groups. Always available 
polishing a brand of quirky, energetic pop, to fill the e:ittra half hour on Tallahassee's 
the trio's mainstream appeal brought a new punk bills are the Beloved Children, Me and 
audience into the scene. Roy, Los-A-boles and the Vlnyl Punks. 

But Tallahassee's initial burst of punk Sometimes unforgettable and sometimes 
had foundered by early '82, or so it seemed. best forgotten, they are symbols of the rest-
The energy was around, but remained dif- lessness that started this whole scene in the 
fuse till another trio of groups sprang up, first place. 

!:~s
00

~~:o!~.wing on a developing high ... WORCESTER CONT. 
Local punk turned the corner at an Inde- ing "fuck," but of course he wasn't playing 

pcndence day concert at Florida State Uni- the Centrum. With friends and his wife, Pat, James 
cleaned/blowtorched out the grease from 
several previous Rat restaurants and got 
Hoodoo underway. The name comes from 
Ishmael Reed's Mumbo Jumbo which 
James and Pat were reading at the time, and 
from the creole-oriented menu. 

versity this year. The Speed Queens-my Odds & Ends: Things are definitely look-
own band-headlined a concert featuring ing bad for the reopening of Sancluary, 

:h=ar=d=co=r=• =w=o=nd=er='='=h=e=U=t=tle""'.""Jo:b=•=•="=an=d~_w_o_r_ce_st_•r_',_ best shot at a medium-size 

Aun: Local Bands and Oub 
Ownen. Reach Boston's mOlll 
active club 1oen. Space In Bos
Ion Rock's Clubland pa1es ls 
avaUable for Jusl $10.00 per 
column Inch. Call 266-1787. 

Wanted to buy/ borrow/ trade: 
Live/Studio tapes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 
Fue1os, MoB, (74/5) Mod Lov
ers, Men & Vohs. Please in
clude titles, date, quality. 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St .. Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

Strung Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 7. 236-4930. 

Don't miss an issue! You can 
now charge your Boston Rock 
subscription by using your 
Mastercard or Visa. Call (617) 
266-8787, 

ND. BASS W/ STYLE. Voes, 
Chops fr gigs/ studio. NO Nov
ices. Beatles 2 Bauhaus, Injun
Pak.i drones USA RnB Eyeless 
Gaza Blind Lemon Jeff. Eno/ 
Elvis. Aggressive. 783-5552. Kp 
Trying. 

ED SLOT A NEEDS REC
ORDS & TAPES C/ 0 WRIU, 
362 MEMORIAL UNION
KINGSTON RI 02881 CITI
BEATSAT7 PM 90.3 WRIU. 

THE SLEEP CHAMBER-Bi
zarre E Music. Available at 
Newbury Comics and Rocki1 
Records: Breath For Brian (Se
ance EP) cassette; Speak In 
Tongues (Religious Secrets) 
cassette EP lnnersleeve Box844 
Pembroke MA 02359. 

Bands, Songwriters, Managers! 
Set 10 it that right contact hears 
your music. SASE for details 
10: Music Management Systems 
Box 85 I Hyattsville, MD 20783 

Modern Drummer Wanted! Sa
lem NH based group seeks 
drummer 10 complete a five 
piece original band . Had BCN 
and GIR airplay. Have studio 
and connections. Peter, 603-
893-4994 eves. 

Modem drummer needed. 
Band with gigs and radio tapes 
-into Echo, Furs and Eno! 
Call 739-6772, Tom. 

Bass player needed orig Hi en
ergy theatrical bnd own EQ a 
must trans at PH Tues PM 8-10 
338-7677 FunW/ P.W. 

WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS 
10 review and rate nationally re
leased rock albums. Receive 
free album in exchange for 
your opinion-music poll. 
Write: Class-A-Researching, 
Box 07023 (BR) Milwaukee, WI 
53207. 

Wanted Ld Guitar & Ld Voe 
for orig rock band. Showman
ship dcdicat commit & imagin
ation a muse. 668-3721. .............. 
Lux ofThe I 

CRAMPS' 

l11 1111 ~11 ~EE MAnOROIR NfW MUSIC 

I ca:!:,:::t:': •. '=.':~.!:,~!fu. I 
I lffl! · twaP •~ intmirw1 with $t11y I 
I cm. Hu11111•Ulflltl!lll6u1C11~ I 
I NlV(TDUSIJUfOWYOUU' I 
I MARCO POLO RECORDS I 
1.-=.;;.·:.~;:;;~.1 
Wanted: Import/ New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/ Local 45's. Must 
be in good condition. Call John 
al 247-3007. 

ATTENTION BANDS! If you 
play new music and would like 
to perform in a major New 
York venue, send tape (inc. 
press, bio) to Manana, Box 
1463, NY, NY ICXX>9. 

WANTED: Tapes of the Un
touc:bables live. I'll trade for 
Thrills tapes. . or photos. 
or . . . Thanks, Mark Rossi, 77 
Newburn Ave., Medford, MA 
02155 . 

SEE PAGE SEVEN 

Hoodoo does have the comfortable feel
ing of home-food, companionship, famil
iarity-but do James and Pat ever get tired 
of being parent figures to so many people? 
"It's draining," they agree. James adds, "I 
wish people would have more faith in them
selves. Everyone's doing something, and 
they' re going to look back in a couple of 
years and sec that what they were doing was 
the right thing." And, with a resume like 
his, James ought to know. 

CLASSIFIEDS 
Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 
per line. The business rate is $1.50 per line. 
Boldface is available at a rate of .25 extra per 
word, underline copy to be bold. Listings of stol
en muslcal equipment wlll be run for tree. 

Display space on this page is available at a rate 
of $8.00 per column inch (1 ½" wide). 
DI splay ads that are not camera ready are subject to a $10.00 
production fee. 

Please include name and address whether or 
not you run it in your ad. 

Name ______________ _ 

Address _____________ _ 

City/Zip ____________ _ 

Phone 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by 
using your Master Card or Visa card or mall to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds IE.el a!:I 
268 Newbury Street ~ VIS4· 
Boston, MA 02116 -

Issue Deadline On Sale Date 

BR#36 
BA#37 

Jan. 11, 1983 
Feb. 8 

0 Check or money order enclosed. 

D Please charge to my Master Card or 

Jan. 26 
Feb. 23 

Visa # _____ Exp. Date _ _ _ _ 

Signature ____ ___ _ 
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Greg Reibman 
Flipper Generic Flipper a. 
Legal Weapon Death Of lnnou nce 
Gun Club Miami 
J. Geils Band Freeze Frame 
Flcsh1oncs Roman Gods 

:~~~:.~~: ;~~~ver Came Tod0 
X Under The Big Black Sun 
Jeff and Jane Hudson Fie.sh 
Zero Boys Vicious Circle . 
Ouman · rformance: Mdwa 

. . . . ruce S1ahlschmidt /No Order/ 
0 

o 
O 

0 
VeJvet Monkeys EverytMng Is Right o o 
Proletariat "Voodoo Economics" 

0 

° 
0 
° 

Kenne Highland &. The Lincoln Log Archi- o 
0 

tec11, "Creature from The Virgin Swamp" o 0 
Flcshtonc, Roman Gods • • • • .. . . ... 

... . . . 
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YOUR CHOICE 

SALE PRICE THRU 12/31 /82 

BRIMSTONE & TREACLE 
SOUNDTRACK 
Contains songs by SQUEEZE, the 
GO-GO's, STING and new material by 
the POLICE!! 

LP/CASSETTE 

Andy Summers 
Robert Fripp 

Andy Summers Robert Fripp 

I Advance Masked !iJ 

On A&M Records and Cassettes 



QUQlitJ' 
natrume".!s 

J t 15 · t rth f B t Rt. 128 to Exit 23 south, go ¼ mile to 
US IDIIlU es no O OS on lights, bear right and we are 300 yards 

18 Water St., Danvers, MA on the left. 6 17.777.3221 

Maste: card ; -)~UGlit.)I OPEN WEEKDAYS 10 AM to 9 PM VJSA· 
ln&trum•".!s SATURDAYS 10 AM TO 6 PM 

''It's Worth The Drive!'' 



BULK RATE 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
BOSTON, MASS. 
PERMIT #53159 

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS SUPPLEMENT 
-ABC THOMPSON TWINS-
--RICHARD HELL THE 3 O'CLOC~--



. Qualit 

It's Our Policy! 57 Stratocaster 

This Guitar Can Be YoutS For Only 
$534.00 & $95.00 For The Case 

Layaways, Trades & Financing Available 

Also check out our newly revised 
Keyboard, P.A. and Drum Displays 

Just 15 Minutes north of Boston Rt. 128 to Exit 23 south, go ¼ mile to lights, bear 
"h d eds hlf 

S 
ng tan we are 300 ya on t e e t. 

18 Watel'S t., Danvel'S, MA 

c.=J (Gl7) 777-3221 OPENWEEKDAYS l0a.m. to9p.m. ~":~ 
c:::J SATURDAYS 10 a.m. to 6p.m. 

VISA' 

''It's Worth The Drive!'' 
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Get 1he Message! 

SIGHT At·~[) SOUND 

the debut mini-LP 
from one of 
Boston's best new bands. 

On PVC Records and Cassettes 

new fromPassport and PVC Records ... 

ROBBY 
KRIEGER 
"\Jersions" the solo 
albumlromthe e• 
Ooorsgui!arist. 

on sale 
S6.29 

~~ 

.. ~nRCE """""'~ 
THEJUPITER 

SYNERGY I 

i. ~:" 

on sale 
S6.29 
(LP<1nd CastutJ 

......,-4--.;._~p-1 on sale 
S6.29 

M USlC FOR 
A N E W SOCI E TY 

~------~ (I.P,.,.dC•ntlft) 

JOHN CALE 
new album from the 
legendaryeK-Velvet 
Underground member. 

on sale 
s4_49 

NATIONAL 
LAMPOON 
morelunlrom the N.L. 
crazies. 

~_'.J_"~"'·_,d~_,,_/f,_,,,_"'_1''_,> ~ (LP<1ndC<1nttUJ ~ ------~(LPand Ca1mtJ 

a 
G 

OR, OEMENTO 
a collec11onof16 
tracks from the land 
ot Dementia 

NAILS 
includes their lave rave 
"88 LinesAbout44 
Women " 

on sale 
S6.29 

(LPt1ndCo,smtJ 



Western Wear ... end assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite th.e Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

SPECIAL - ENGINEER BOOTS 
$59.50 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
. '' many store . 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, 
English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60's 
Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged 
Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, Studs .. 
and lots morel 
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IETTERS 
Boston Rock welcomes your letlers. 

Although your name can be withheld at 
your request, please include it with your 
address and phone number. All letters 
are subject to editing. Write to: YOUR 
HELIUM VOICE c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 

NEIGHBORHOOD DEBAUCHERY 

Dear BR, 
In 1979 the City of Boston played hos! to 

an exciting and vital music scene. My favor
ite bands at that time included the Girls, the 
Rentals, the Maps, La Peste, Unnatural 
Axe among others, most of which no longer 
grace our fair city's diminishing club circuit 
for underground music. There was also an 
un-hip comic book store on Newbury Street 
that started to sell very hip records (imports 
and domestic) along wi1h contemporary 
music mags. 

What sparked the overnight transforma
tion and au that has transpired since is up 
for debate. Perhaps it was the perfect op
portunity to pursue one's personal prefer
ences and to make them available for others 
to share the cultural merits (a magnanimous 
gesture indeed). However, I for one would 
not care to underestimat-e a certain few indi
viduals' business capabilities to acknow
ledge the growing national momentum of 
this new youth culture. The reason for my 
bringing up l 979's music history is not for 
nosrnlgic purposes (spare me); it is mainly 
to point out a greatly misinterpreted com
mitment known as SUPPORT! 

Over the past few years this comic book 
store has sold a 101 of EXPENSIVE re
cords, magazines, T-shirts, shades, but
tons, bracelets, posters and don't forget 
comic books. Now I ask you-is this the 
basis for accreditation which allows you to 
write and publish a new musical express? 
(ha ha). Does it justify your jaded, misin
formed and sometimes malicious style of 
journalism? IS THIS SUPPORT? In the 
past I've overlooked cenain items in your 
column (Nayme Drawper) as being simply 
careless. At 1his point I'm just plainly dis-

closing my opinion and ask that you reeval
uate your position as one of Boston's lead
ing music authorities or as you would have 
us believe. 

Sincerely, 
David Minehan 
The Neighborhoods 

P .S. (Re: BR #35) Joe Casey is not, I repeat 
not, the Neighborhoods' new manager. 
Next lime check some better sources. Be
ware, law-suits have been pursued for less. 
No that's not a threat. 
P.S.S. DOWN CAPITALISM! 

Our editor lets loose. . 
Oh, brother! David you must be getting 

mighty frustrated! First of all, instead of 
bitching about writers that don't confirm 
sources, how about providing us with an 
address or phone number. Your feller in
cluded neither and even Rick Harte-the 
man who three years ago put out your one 
and only single and who is allegedly putring 
out your next record-didn't know how to 
contact you. When Joe Casey called this of
fice to find out the deadline for our last is
sue so he could "purchase an ad for the 
Neighborhoods who I om now working 
with, " and when a number of folks tell us 
that "Casey is booking the 'Hoods again," 
who's to believe d1fferenrly? Perhaps 
Nayme Drawper's choice of the word 
managing" was incorrect. But considering 
the circumstances, thor is probably o very 
minor point. 

Secondly, who are you to bitch about a 
magazine rhor has over the years given you 
more press (mostly favorable ot that) than 
any other group, except perhaps Mission of 
Burma? Unless of course you maintain that 
your band is not now, nor has it ever been, 
worthy of our praise. Perhaps you 're rig hr. 
Perhaps we are ''jaded and misinformed.'' 

Finally, I wasn't aware rhat the First 
Amendment hod been changed ro read that 
credenrials had to be approved before pub
lication. But even if it has, it would do you 
well to check your facts; although certain 
members of our staff are also employed by 
Newbury Comics, Boston Rock is in no way 

legally connected to thar fine organization. 
Down With Capitalism eh? Perhaps you'd 
like ro donate all your gig and record 
royalties ro BR. We've yet ro showo profit! 

HUNGRY LIKE DURAN 

Dear BR, 
I just noticed a letter of complaint (BR 

#34] from one of your readers over the lack 
of a Duran Duran review. I mysclr have 
been very satisfied with the choice of bands 
included in each issue. BR's format features 
one big name band followed up by four or 
five other stories on local talents or upcom
ing bands. BR's pages should be saved for 
these more non-commercialized bands. I 
suppose I'm a little prejudiced because I'm 
not into that British dance music stuff like 
Duran Duran. I'm sure you can read about 
them in a number of national music maga
zines anyway. 

Adreena Barmakian 
Arlington, MA 

HUMAN RACE 

Dear BR: 
I would appreciate the opportunity to 

publicly thank Randy Black and Limbo 
Race for all the help they've given our band 
in Boston. 

In such a cut-throat business it's refresh
ing to work with people such as them-not 
only are they skilled musicians, they arc 
genuinely appreciative of other bands and 
are eager to help open doors for others to 
get their grimy liule shoes into, like Octo
ber Days. 

We will fondly remember our Boston gigs 
with Limbo Race as being our favorite of all 
our East Coast shows. Good luck, Randy 
and all, and thanks again. 

Sincerely, 
Robin Cornell and October Days 
New Haven, CT 

wHAT-YA /111:AN? (?1,--0l'l--e 1--0VFi 
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MUSCLE MEN 

Dear BR, 
On behalf of the Muscular Dystrophy As

sociation and the people we serve, I'd like 
to extend my deepest appreciation to the 
people at the New Wave Hair Sa1on; Rob
ert DcVereaux, Mike Dreese and Greg Reib
man, for all that they have done for MDA 
in the past three months. It is people like 
Robert, Mike and Greg who, by offering 
their time and talents, play a major role in 
making our fund raising efforts a success. 

The Muscular Dystrophy Association is 
very grateful to you all for giving of your
selves so wholeheartedly to ensure the suc
cess of your New Wave "Super Cut." 

Thank you for helping to bring us ever 
closer to victory in our fight against muscle 
disease. 

Sincerely, 
Peter Villandry 
Field Representative 
Muscular Dystrophy Association 

NOBODY ASKED SOMEBODY 

Dear BR, 
Since nobody asked, here's my Tops of 

1982 list: 
Colin Newman, Not To; Dream Syndi

cate, Wine & Roses; Proletariat, Distortion 
cassette; Grandmaster Flash, ''The Mes
sage"; Television, Live ROIR cassette; Mis
sion of Burma, "Trem Two"; Bongos, 
Drums Along The Hudson; Generic Flip
per; Glenn Branca/ John Giorno LP; Or
neue Coleman, Of Human Feelings. 

MISCELLANEOUS: The year of the 
EP: V;, Flies, REM, Neats. Vital Veterans 
- Talking Heads. Late Night - David Let
terman. Comeback-Richard Hell. Bum 
Rap-Mesopotamia, B-52's. Silly Song 
Video-Toni Basil, "Mickey." 

Hey, what's the fun of being a rock critic 
if you can't make out a list? 

Yours truly, 
Tristram Lozaw 
Newton Hinterlands, MA 

Dear Tris, 
We tried to ask-but you didn '1 answer 

your phone. -Ed. 

VAN'S MAN 

Dear BR and Eric Van, 
Finally a- man with real insight! Thanks 

for helping clear up the issue of why I'm so 
"unhip." (BR #35) I'm very sorry if you've 
lost many friends over the article. 

The-man-without-the-sauce, 
Gary Shane 
Revere, MA 

FIRST OR SECOND ACT? 

Dear BR, 
First of all, thanks for the review our sin

gle "Nazi School" received in the WaJt. Pie 
(BR #31). Secondly, we'd like to clear up 
some of the confusion concerning ourselves 
and another band, Cracked Actor, that has 
recently appeared in the Boston area. We 
are an aJI original band based in New York. 
We will be performing at Boston University 
in the near future, but we have never played 
in the area in the past. 

The other band, Cracked Actor, hails 
from Worcester, Mass. and does some ori
ginal music along with some cover material. 
I spoke with Danimal Hotwell of the band 
and he told me 1ha1 they plan on putting out 
some vinyl in the very near future. He also 
assured me that they would t>e changmg the 
name of their group, to avoid confusion, 
before releasing any material. 

We wourd flke to thank BR as well as the 
Boston area radio stations for their support 
of independent artists. I hope that this letter 
clears up any questions about the two bands 
involved. Keep up the good work on your 
fine magazine. 

Jim Makowski 
Crocked Actor 
Lake Grove, N. Y. 

AN OPEN LETTER TO 
JERRY FALWELL 

Dear Jerry, 
I'm writing this leuer lo bring your atten

tion to a matter of grave consequence. 
I am a member of the Dogmatics, a fledg· 

ling rock and roll band. When I say rock 
and roll I don't mean the devil music that 
rose out of the south like a great black spec
tre in 1he 1950's, but wholesome American 
music free of sexual innuendos, glorifica
tion of drug abuse and depravity. The situa
tion we find ourselves in is deplorable . A 
band trying to get ahead must run a gaunt 
let of constant temptation , alcohol and 
drug abuse. You must also bend to the 
whims of cruel promo1ions managers and 
money hungr y club owners . We are young 
and comparatively naive to the ways of the 
world and yet we are religiously and polit
ically opinionated and concerned about the 
world today and the shape of the future. 

How can all be accomplished? We need 
help, Jerry, and we are asking you as a fel
low Christian for $5,000. We feel that this is 
a satisfactory amount of money for us to 
truly meet our most desperate cause. In 
closing, I would like to profess our admira
tion for all you have done. Thank you and 
God bless. 

Sincerely, 
Peter O'Halloran 
The Dogmatics 
Boston 

AL-Bu H~ Lo~~s~:1ces 
and Used Records 

31 O½ Park Ave. 
Worcester 

Monday thru Friday 11-8:30 
Saturday 10-5 

798-3657 

I 35 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 10-6 
Wednesday thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday 10-6 
798-0347 

DON'T BE 
HOME 

WITHOUT IT! 

Subscribe and save more than 30% off 
·the newsstand price. 

SPECIAL BONUS: Act today and for one 
dollar (shipping and handling) we'll rush 
you one of these satisfying new albums 
courtesy of A&M Records ... 

Simple Minds 

Sting/Brimstone 
& Treade 

Bauhaus 

-------------------------------------------·----
send lo: 

Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 

SUBSCRIBE! 

D Here's $10.00 for the next ten issues of Boston Rock. Please rush the 
free record I've checked below: 

_ Slrng/Brimstone & Treacle _ Bauhaus _ Simple Minds 

D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is $10.00 for ten issues. 

Check or mom•y order enclo~ed . 

Name 

Address 

Plea~e ch.i.rge to my M asler Card o r Visa 

exp. dJte 

~1),\n,1turl' 

Ci1y _______ _____ S1a1e _ ___ Z1p ____ _ 

/Album ont.>r wmd 1n US o nly, \\ hilt' ,upplit.., !,ht. \\.(' rp~er\l' tht> r1ghr to ,ub~r,rute tor 11r~t 
choicp, _J 

AIRMAIL At'\IJ.OR OVlR)EA) )LJ l3<.,(Rll-'ll0 '- ) 1\ UO S2.00 1-'ER l))Ul , 

'-----------------------------------------------------------~ 



New Five 
Song EP 
Produced 
by Earle 
Mankey 

Baroque Hoedowl) 
FRONTIER RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 22 SUN VALLEY, CA 91352 

D 
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ONE STOP FOR THE WORLD 
20445 G,amercy Place PO Box 2B96 Torrance CA 90509 2B96 USA 

1213) 533 8075 Toll Free (8001421 2095 Telex (4) 5720103 (ITT! 
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LOS ANGELES: 

by Byron "Sex Wax" Coley 

Had some Bosstown buddies out here for 
the Yule and they said that B'ton's 
warmer'n LA. What gives? Major story has 
Black Flag in a legal hammerlock being ad
ministered by Unicorn Records. Financial 
dilly-dallying by one party (guess which?) 
means that all BF recordings are temporar
ily on hold. The smasheroo 2 LP compen
dium of unreleased "oldies" + new mater
ial the lads were hoping to wax falls into 
this category and as of now anything could 
happen. Keep yr fingers crossed •.. And 
cross yr legs too, 'cause ousted Nlg Heist 
founder, Spot, is preparing 10 unleash his 
new raison d'etre, Sicki/Cum, even as I 
peck. Proposing to "take up where Nig 
Heist leave off," this is an aggro the world 
awaits with pursed lips ... And while wait
ing, what should we fill our ears with? Why 
not the dulcet tones of John Trubee's 
"Peace and Love"? It's only January 3rd 
and I'm a1ready willing to declare it Novelty 
Hit of the Year, answering as it does the im-

mortal philosophical poser, "Just what 
does make a blind man's penis erect?" My 
blank label copy arrived from Grcenworld 
only this week and y'oughta demand that yr 
store carry it ... Also insist that yr record 
shack stock up on the debut Ip by 100 Flow
ers, which Bemisbrain oughta have out 
pretty soon; and for those who ask me 
where they can find the incredible 4S's by 
the (pre-100 Aowers) Urinals, I offer this 
tidbit. In the year-end issue of the LA Wkly 
band leader John Jones said that his- new 
year's resolution was to "fina11y get out a 
Urinals a1bum." Questioned later, John 
said that this is no idle threat and that just 
such a rec should be out on Happy Squid 
very short ly . Yip! ... Other platters cur
recently shaping up are: 4S Grave's debut 
now being handled by Enigma; a compila
tion I keep hearing about that's supposed to 
feature the Long Ryders, the Unclaimed 
and other hep heps, on an unspecified label 
(I doubt it's Moxie though, since that 
label 's chief, Dave Gibson, recently scooted 
for Oregon); the Flesheaters' 4th (tenta-

SAN FB.ANCISCO: 
by Eric Lefcowitz 

It was a happy new year in the Bay Area, 
but if the UC Berkeley chancellor had had 
his way things would have been bleak for 
the future of local music. The controversy 
surrounded the campus radio station, 
KALX, whose innovative programming, 
according to sensitive University officials, 
contained an unhealthy dose of four-letter 
hardco re. We're happy to report, however, 
that threats to change the station's format 
fell on deaf cars. Say what? 

On a brighter note, KALX recently held 
its annual "Louie Louie" contest, featuring 
as many eccentric and perverse covers of 
Richard Berry's garage classic as listeners 
could send in. This year the station broad
cast over 100 versions. 

The long-awaited Mutants album, Fun 

WOB.CESTEB.: 
by Uncle Mark 

January saw the breakup of two of Wor
cester's best bands. First was the band with 
the undefinable sound (folk/country/good 
times/rock n' roll?) Crockett. Walter 
Crockett, mastermind behind the project 
has been playing in bands ever since l came 
to Wormtown, some 14 years ago. Several 
single releases didn't get the band out of the 
bar circuit, which is too bad since the band 
was good but just couldn't be pigeon·holed. 
I can't believe Walter will stay away from 
the music scene for long. The other death in 
the family is the Aggressions, my pick for 
band of the year, and Worcester's homage 
to Crass. Vocalist Foghorn and guitarist 
Gene will be forming another band soon
the scene here desperately needs their an
archistic viewpoint. They will be missed. 

Terminal, is finally out. It's a "Twisted 
Thing" to be sure. Another veteran SF 
band (veteran meaning over one year), the 
Lifers, have recorded four new selections 
that have grabbed the attention of several 
labels. 

Also shopping their wares is Thump, 
Thump, Thump, whose six-song tape in
cludes their version of Lou Christie's 
"Lightning Strikes." The Units recently 
finished a soundtrack to be used in a Jap
anese fashion show. 

In the studio is local sax maniac Norman 
Salant, who guested on Romeo Void's Ben
efactor. Speaking of which, Debon lyall 
and Red Rocker's vocalist John Griffith re
cently wrapped up their unique interpreta
tion of the Temptations' "Ball of Confu
sion." According to 41S co·prez Howie 

The Nebulas have suddenly and quite in
explicably dropped bassist Milton Gentry, 
one of the best in the area. Not to be out
done, Milton has formed his own band, 
Burning Souls, which premieres this Febru
ary, and promises to be one hell of a group 
... Eighteen dollars and no sense for a 
Who I-shirt at the Centrum made a nice 
wretched excess Christmas present for that 
record company executive of your choice 
... The Lynch Mob, winner ol Worcester 
Mag's music poll for "Best Band," blazed 
back on the scene more revved-up than ever 
and intend to finally get something new 
down on vinyl this February (they have one 
previous si ngle) ... Also in the studio are 
Worcester's Cracked Actor (who opened 
for Billy Idol) who are due for a major 
name change because of the band of the 
same name from New York. 

B.HODE ISLAND: 
by Ed Slota 

Most exciting news of the month is the re
emergence of The Tits . Following an almost 
two-year self-imposed exile, keyboard
ist/vocalist Mary Anne Roberge and bass
ist/guitarist Waffles Natusch (no kidding, 
that's her real name) have resurfaced with a 
fistful of new songs and updated older ma
terial. With a Linn Drum Machine (' 'state 
ol the art" says Warnes) providing a stand
dard rhythm base, Waffles slaps out bass 
and guitar lines against the beat, while 
Mary Anne pounds out synth riffs against 

Jhe bass lines, forming an impressive wall of 

noise. The interplay between the keyboards 
and guitars creates a tension, keeping the 
sound from spinning out of control. The re
sulting sound is sort of like Cabaret Vol
taire on a bad acid trip. 

The Tits have really done their home
work since dropping from sight shortly 
after the release of the first single, "Love 
Doll." During that time, Roberge and Na
tusch auditioned several musicians, but 
found the only way to get the sound they 
wanted was to do everything themselves. 
The duo then confined themselves to Provi
dence's Dronz Studio, where they cut a two 
and a half hour demo tape. The first public 



tively titled Life's A Dirty Rat), wi1h a non
Ip single 10 precede it, both on Ruby; and 
another post-mortem package of Human 
Hands material put together by Bruce Li
eber and the gang at Independent 
Projecl. .. And while speaking ol !he Hu
man Hands it comes to my attention that 
their drummer, Dennis Duck, has two other 
albums currently riding high in local charts 
(withe Doo Doo Elles & Dream Syndicate) 
and I think he deserves a warm round of ap
plause ... This is not true of OS guitarist 
Karl Precoda, however, as I personally ob
served the lout attempting to pass as a 
stranded foreigner while begging for change 
at the LA Airport several days before 
X-mas. Apparently he needs funds for 
more Iron Maiden t-shirts before the band 
begins their 6 wk. trek to the East in late 
January ... Also thinking of an East Coast 
foray are the Angry Samoans, who might 
be blessing yr town sometime in March. 
Another possibility's that the Black Flag/ 
Minutemen European sojourn (currently 
scheduled for February if not hog-tied by 

"Klaus" Klein, the duet features some of 
Debora's strongest singing to date and will 
be available as the nip side of the Red 
Rockers' soon-to-be-released single 
"China." The Rockers have been in town 
recording their upcoming LP on 415, Good 
as Gold, featuring former Stiff Little Finger 
drummer Jim O'Reilly. 

On tour: Romeo Void and Translator to
gether. Also Barr}' Beam. 

New muzak: 1he funky Mojo's new single 
"Anna Lee" with "Youth in Asia." 

lmportam dates in history: January 14, 
1983. Yes, this year marks the fifth year an
niversary of the Sex Pistols' last concert at 
Winterland in 1978. Other famous SF last 
concerts? Aw come on, you haven't really 
forgotten the Beatles, have you? 

Newest trend: acoustic punk. Don't 

Rachel Levine played a great concert with 
those other musical Levines, Ricky and 
Duke at Exk It was sort of like Worm
town's tribute to the King Family . Rachel is 
finally getting together a more permanem 
band to be called Rachel Levine and the 
Libertines to be ·premiering this month at 
Exit. She has some great songs and with this 
new band 10 do them justice, watch out. 
Duke Levine, formerly of Crockett, and 
one of the best guitarists in the state is going 
into the studio. This guy will end up famous 
someday, I guarantee it!. .. The Pre-Fab 
Messiahs just keep on getting better and 
better, thanks to the purchase of a new gui
tar. Local crazo and all-around loon 
Captain PJ has formed a band with local re
cording artist Bob Trimble called Crippled 
Dog. Watching this Wormtown character 

appearance of that work is the new single 
"Adolph Knows/T.V." "Adolph" fea
tures some loopy synth work reminiscent of 
the Frippertronics concept, while "T.V." 
uses a distorted funk riff to pound home its 
point ($2 .25 to 71 Penn St., Providence RI 
02906 gets you a copy). 

The single's OK, but the stage is where 
the Tits really shine. By improvising on 
what is already a cliched musical form, the 
Tits stand ready to change your concept ol' 
what dance rock is all about. 

Exciting news on a different front is the 
recent birth of Rhody's first native hard
core band, the Idle Rich. Comprised of 

current legal tusslin') might be persuaded to 
stop for some East Coast dates. By all 
means, petition SST. The Minutemen must 
be seen to be fully appreciated ! ... Also 
worth a look-see were the oft-impeccable 
Middle Class, but after a disappointing trip 
to yr neck of the woods the verifiable god
fathers of OC's musical scene have decided 
to call it quits. Ouch. Mayhaps bands 
oughta not travel back there anymore. If 
you guys do anything the sligh test bit dis
heartening to the Dream Syndicate I swear 
I'll wring yr scrawny little necks, got me? 
... Want some hot rumors? How's about -
Spit outta Fear; Jeff Dahl' s Powertrip par
laying with a "very interested" A&M; 
Zoogz Rift's bouncing baby boy Aaron 
T-Bar Rift clocked in at a goateed 80 lbs. 
(like father like son); Black Flag and River
side's While Flag to crossbreed for a Gray 
F1ag ep; Godzilla's to find a new home; 
Richard Meltzer now raking in big dough as 
an apartment building manager. Sound un
likely? Hey, I don't make 'em up, I just re
peat 'em ... Feliz Navidad, suckers. 

know too much about this one except that 
several clubs have been giving it a chance. 

Name dropping: The Call, the Rene
gades, Black Athletes and 8-Team are just a 
few of the young local bands gelling posi
tive club response. 

In the yuck-yuck department: former 
Stanford and Harvard business students 
have formed the MBAs..,-The band, which 
wears pinstriped suits, has recorded an al
bum called Born To Run Things which fea
tures such Dow Jones ditties as "Jesus H. 
Chrysler" and "Do It On The Floor." 

Jack Casady, late of Jefferson Airplane, 
Hot Tuna and SYT, is trying it again with 
the Yanks. Speaking of ancient history, has 
anybody seen or heard from local legends 
the Flamin' Groovies? Until next time, 
folks, shake some action. 

on stage is not unlike watching the out 
takes of Marat/Sade. Quick Ma, the Thor
azine ... Woodrose, a really unique and in
teresting band from Marlboro (second only 
to Athol, as far as the lack of local playing 
spots) have two good station-airplay-only 
tapes, and hit the scene this January and 
February. Request "Guitarz From Marz" 
wherever music from central Mass. suburbs 
is heard. Your guess is as good as mine .. 
Dog-Faced Fathers, my favorite unknown 
band, warmed the cockles of all the sugar
plum dancing kids of all ages with their 
special Christmas tribute tape-well at least 
those that like re-heated cockles ... All in 
all, the year ended in Wormtown with more 
good and original bands than ever, but with 
fewer places for them to play. Let 's hope 
this year corrects the latter. 

bassist Mark Stone, guitarists Don Sanders 
and Mike Sousa, drummer Joel Starring, 
and vocalist Graham Batting, Idle Rich re
cently played their first gig supporting the 
Proletariat. 

What prompted the five Barrington, RI 
youths (average age: 17) to start a hardcore 
band? Stone says he was really impressed by 
the Boston hardcore scene; "It was really 
something how tight and united the Boston 
scene is. We liked how the hardcore bands 
got their friends to start groups, and how 
the whole thing mushroomed. That's what 
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Face 1983 with the new Boys Life 
six song mini-LP 

And see them Live! Record Release Parties! 
Saturday Jan . 29 

Special Guests: 
Shrapnel 

Prime Movers 
Corpsicles 

8:JO p.m. SJ.SO 

THE 
CHANNEL r-1 !~!~t•~r 25 Mecco Street • ~--= .;.= =====-=~ Boston 
BOSTON'SBEST ·uvE RQCK 451-1905 

All Ages 
Sunday January 30 

Special Guests: 
Dangerous Birds 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 
Square Ideals 

J :OO p.m. SJ.SO 



M.1.A.'s 
Four Song EP For Sale 

(77 Stearns Road, Brookline, MA 02146) 

Feb. 4 & 5: Keane State College 
Feb. 12: Thunderbird Lounge, Tyngsboro 
Feb. 16: Storyville, Boston 
Feb. 22: Living Room 

i !Bwhmin Entcdainmud 
105a South Stree!. Bos t on. M ass 02111 
(617)423-4938 

John Orsi 
"noisy data" 

cassette single 
"This is super stuff. W,l/ dont 

In tbt vtry vanguard of tht 
musical movtmtnt 

ht ,p,arh,ads. ·· 
-Bob Angell, The New Paper 

on sale exclusively at: 
RECORD TOWN-PROVIDENCE and NEWBURY COMICS-BOSTON 

on the air 
WBRU, WDOM, WJMF, WRIU, WICN, WUSH, WZBC and WERS 

Boston's 
Lowest-Priced 
16·Track 
Recording 
l" S20 Per Hour Standard Hourly Rate 

2" S22 Per Hour Standard Hourly Rate 

• Full-sized 21x31 ft. studio with 2 Isolated booths 
and variable porllttons; 16x16 ft. control room; carpet-
ed and air condlttoned. 

• Instruments Include 6 ft. 1 In. Hume Grond, Hom-
mond with Leslie Hohner electric piano, Sllngertand 
drums, Fender twin reverb, Sunn colllseum and others. 

• Equipment Includes, 3M, Tascam, Tangent. dbx, 
Ota~. Teac, Allee, AKG, Master room, Ashly, UREI, 
Omnlcratt, Crown, Lexicon, and more. 

• Microphones, Neumann, AKG, Electro-Voice, 
Sennhelser, Shure, and Crown. 

NEWBJRY SOUND 
108 MASS. AVE. BOSTON 02115 267-4095 



CLASH PHOTOS BY 

PHIL IN PHLASH 

Hand to hand combat 



• 

BOSTON 
ROCK'S 
READERS 
POLL 
RESULTS 
• 
~ 

BEST LOCAL (NEW 
ENGLAND BASED) 
GROUP OR ARTIST 
1. November Group (29%) 
2. Mission of Burma (22%) 
3. The Proletariat (9%) 
4. tie: SS Decontrol (6%) 

The Freeze (6%) 
other or none: 28(/< 
laM vear·s ll'inners (HR lf,'f.lJ: 1) Mis· 
siori uf Hurma. 2) Peter Dayton. ,1) Hu
man Sexual Ue.<;por1se, 4) Boys Li(<> and 
,5) Natit>e Tongue. 

BEST AMERICAN 
GROUP OR ARTIST 
1. X (29%) 
2. The Stray Cats (15%) 
3. tie:TheDeadKennedys(14 %) 

Talking Heads (14 %) 
5. The Cramps (11 %) 
other or none: I 7 Oi: 
Last year: 1) Dead Ker111edvs. 2) The 
CramPs . .']) J. Geils. 4) Bla~h Fial,{ and 
5) Talking Heads. 

BEST FOREIGN 
GROUP OR ARTIST 
1. The Clash (32%) 
2. The Jam (17 %) 
3. Psychedelic Furs (13%) 
4. tie: Elvis Costello (11 %) 

The Who (11 %) 
other or none: I 6<i-
Lasr vear. J) The Clash. 2) U2, .1) Roll
ing s·rones and The Jam and .5) Echo 
and the B unnymen. 

ALBUM OF THE YEAR 
1. Elvis Costello Imperial 
Bedroom (23%) 
2. The Clash Combat Rock(l3%) 
3. Psychedelic Furs Foreuer 
No1c(ll%) 

4. tie: The Jam The Gift 
(10%) 
Mission of Burma Vs. 
(10%) 
various artists Boston 
Not L.A. (10%) 

other or none: 23% 
ast year: 1) The Holling Stont•s Tattoo 

You; 2) Go-Go:., Beauty And The Beat. 
,'J) The Cfa.'ih Sandinisla!, 4) Gun (1ub 
Fire Of Love arid .5) Elvis Costello 'l'ru-;L. 

P OF THE YEAR 
1. November Group (34%) 
2. tie: The Neats Monkey's 

Head (8%) 
Rubber Rodeo (8%) 
Young Snakes Bark 
Along With . .. (8%) 

5. The Meatmen Blood Sau
sage (6%) 
ther or none: 36% 

Last year: 1) Peter Daytori Love At 
First Sight . 2J Mission of Burma c,ig
nals. caJls and marches. ,'J) Dead Ken
nedys In God \Ve '!'rust, Inc .. 4) Lyres 

HS·l005 tmd .5) Native '/bngue. 

SINGLE OF THE YEAR 
1. Mission of Burma 
"Trem Two" (16%) 
2. Grandmaster Flash "The 
Message" (14%) 
3. Discharge "State Control" 
(12%) 
4. Boys Life "Two Doors 
Down" (7%) 
5. Echo and the Bunnymen 
"Back Of Love" (6%) 
other or none: 45t·, 
Last _vear: 1) Flipper ··Sex Bomb.·· 2) 

Soft Cell .. Tairitcd Loi·e ... .'J) (i en X 
"IJa11cin1< H'ith Myself. .. ·I) Pl'fr Shelle_v 
.. 1/omosapil'II .. and .5) Psvchedelic· Fun; 
Prettv In Pink·· -

LOCAL RECORD OF 
THE YEAR 
1. Mission of Burma Vs. 
(24%) 
2. November Group (EP) 
(20%) 
3. various artists Boston Not 
LA (17%) 
4. Young Snakes Bark Along 
With (9%) 
5. Boys Life "Two Doors 
Down" (5%) 
other or none: 25 % 
Last year: Mission of Bunna signals, 
calls and marches, 2) Propeller cassette, 
3) Peter /Ja yton Love At First Sight, 4) 
Native Tongue and 5) various artists 
Wicked Good Time Vol. 1. 

PERSONALITY OF 
THE YEAR 
1. David Letterman (20%) 
2. Paul Weller (The Jam) 
(10%) 
3. Springa (SS Decontrol) 
(9%) 
4. John Surrette (Boys Life) 
(7 %) 
5. Johnny Lydon (5%) 
other or none: 49% 
Some other interesting answers includ· 
ed: Dr. Felix Kruel. Joe Strummer, 
Charles Laquidara. Randy Black, Jello 
Biafra. E1: GG Allin. Gerard ~smiles" 
Coslo_v. James ~Hoodoo" Ryan. Lester 
Bangs, Pep Lester. Alex Peters. Gary 
Coleman. l\·ayme JJrall·per. the Mystery 
Girls and To11v V. 

BEST CLUB 
L The Channel (38%) 
2. Spit/Metro (26 %) 
3. Storyville (7%) 
4.· The Paradise (6%) 
5. Inn Square Mens Bar (5%) 
other or none: I 81

1 

Last year: I) Streets. 2) the Cha1111el . .'J) 
the Umil'ruround. -I) Inn Square and 5) 
the Paradise. 

BEST RADIO STATION 
1. WMBR (30%) 
2. WBCN (16%1 
3. WZBC (14 %) 
4. WLYN (13%) 
5. WERS (9%) 
other or none: 18 ''t-
Last year u·e did not have this 411estio11. 

DJ OF THE YEAR 
1. Albert O (WMBR, 
WBCN) (20%) 
2. Oedipus (WBCN) I 11 %) 
3. Curtis (WERS) (10 %1 
4. Greg Reibman (WMBR) 
(9%) 
5. Randi Millman (WLYN) 
(7%) 
6. Tami Heide (WMBR) (6%) 
7. Dave Smallee (WZBC) (5% ) 
8. Cindv Bailen (WCOZ) (4 %) 
9. tie: Brad Huckins (WZBC, 

WLYN(?) and WBCN) 
(3%) 
Charles Laquidara 
(WBCN) (3%) 

other or none: ll 1
, 

Last nar: I) Uich ,\n.:alo11e. 2) Albert 
0. ,"J) Peter Ciwice. J) Carter Alan and 
5) tie: U('dipus ull(/ Pr!tcr Gates. 

FAD OF THE YEAR 
1. Hardcore (41 %) 
2. Synthi-pop (17%) 
3. Valley Girls (8%) 
4. Video Games (7 %) 
5. Skinheads and Skate
boards (4%) 
none or other: 23% 
A few other suggestions u·ere: Walk· 
mans. headbands. be,iefits. leg warm· 
ers, spikes. k,iowing a member of the 
Cars, jokes about Crass. herpes. rocka· 
billy, listening to Jello Biafra and the 
MX Missile. 

DISAPPOINTMENT 
OF THE YEAR 
1. The breakup of the 
Jam (25%) 
2. The Clash album Combat 
Rock and/or their '82 tour 
(11 %) 
3. WBCN 17 %1 
4. WLYN (4 %) 
5. No record by the Cramps 
(3%) 
other or none: 50% 
Last year we asked a slightly different 
questions. "Most 1Jisappoi11tir1g Group·· 
and the u·inners (loserst) LL·ere: 1) The 
Clash. 2) Adam Arit, 3) The Outlets. 4) 

Handgun control orga11izations and 5) 
SS Decontrol. Other iriteresting respons
es for cJ2 included: Gallery East's clos· 
ing to hardcore, the Media Workshop's 
benefits without ever reopening. Rebop 
Records closing. no Sex Pistols tour (.'), 
Billy Idol. :\ew York Rocker's going out 
of business, that .John 1-/im:klev missed. 
Fear. and Greg Hl'ibman's 260/ birthday 
partv. 

What individual or organiza
tion do you think did the most 
to help the Boston music 
scene in 1982? 
L Ric Ocasek/Cars (22%) 
2. Boston Rock (18%) 
3. College Radio (15%) 
4. Newbury Comics (9%) 
5. WBCN (8%) 
other or none: 28% 
Last year: 1) Rich Anzalone, 2) Ric Oca
sek, 3) Boston Rock. 4) Streets and 5) 
College Radio. Other mentions for '82: 
Ace of Hearts, Albert 0, Boston Globe, 
Cindy Bai/en, SS Decontrol, Radiobeat. 
All Ages Shows, the fans, Gallery East, 
Pep Lester and no one. 

What individual or organiza
tion do you think did the most 
to hurt the Boston music 
scene in 1982? 
1. Hardcore (23%) 
2. WBCN (17%) 
3. WLYN (11%) 
4. Don Law (14 %) 
5. wcoz (10%) 
other or none: 25o/c 
Last year's losers: 1) Don Lau•, 2) WLYN, 
3/ WBCN. 4/ WCOZ and 5/ The Clubs/ 
Bouncers. Others for '82: Oedipus, the 
Centrum, the Rat, Moral Majority, Keu· 
in White, Clubs that didn't book hard
core, MBTA. Streets ma11ageme11t for 
changing to Club Soda. Count Viglio11e, 

. Neu·bury Comics for putti11g Rebop Re
cords out of busi11ess. Eric Van. bad 
local bands, Keui11 Porter. dance clubs . 
and Ronald Reagan. 
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. NEW IDEAS FROM BOSTON 

DISH 

Celebrate with Dish at their record release party at Spit, 2/15/83* 
*also appearing at Jack's, 2/20/83 

• 
AVAILABLE BY MAIL - SEND $5.98 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 

CONDOR RECORDS, P .O. BOX 955, BROOKLINE. MA 02146, 617-232-2056 

DISTRIBUTED BY IMPORTANT RECORDS AND FAULTY PRODUCTS 
I Ii 1 1t.of t l y ,1J1• •i ,, ,v.11, 



RIC 

BEAT• 
by Julie Panebianco 

A dirty white sofa is pushed away from 
the wall to make room for paint cans, 
brushes, and newspapers matted on the 
floor. The only sign that this is the front of
fice of the Cars' Syncro Sound Studio is a 
Candy-O t-shirt on one of the painters. 

Spindle thin, instantly recognizable by 
his wigwam hairdo, Ric Ocasek towers in 
the doorway, grinning at the scene in the 
room. Suddenly he turns in the narrow hall
way and walks past a closet stuffed with 
framed gold records and copies of his new 
solo album, Beatitude .. 

His bright red sneakers squeak on the 
staircase as Ocasek heads downstairs. Be
low is the inner sanctum, with a patio set 
and a large Cinzano umbrella ("Everybody 
hangs out here") and a dully decora1ed, 
glassed in TV room. Ocasek wanders in and 
languid ly folds his long legs underneath hiln 
on the sofa. 

The phone buzzes annoyingly and Oca
sek, his grey eyes flashing, makes a vain at
tempt at silencing the phone; he manages 
only to disconnect the receiver, which is 
throws in disgust. Lighting a cigarette, he 
leans his chin on his hands, ready to begin. 

He is proud of his album, Beatitude-the 
music sounds exceptionally bare and mod
ern, yet the sleekly packaged songs are tra
ditional pop structures. The lyrics are like 
romantic beat poetry ("I Can't Wait") with · 
a contemporary twist ("Sneak Attack"), 
the song "Time Bomb" is actually a 
word play on this contrast: "/ live in a 
world of wasted envy and beatitudes I I live 
in a world of technology and tinsel. "Beati
tude is virtually the aural equivalent of Bos
ton at night, shiny skyscrapers surrounded 
by dark, aging architecture. 

The connection with Boston does not end 
there, because on his album Ocasek has 
done a remarkab le thing; instead of using 
professional session men-"Never in my 
life," he says-the back-up band is almost 
entirely made up of local, Boston musi
cians: Steve Cataldo and Derek Dyer of the 
Reflectors, Casey Lindstrom of the New 
Models, Akio Akashi of Ooh! Ah! Ah!, the · 
Dark's Roger Greenawalt, and Jules Shear 
and Stephen Haque from Jules and the Pol
ar Bears. "Everybody here is fun, and very 
iood. I was looking for people who have 

ATTITUDES 
their own, very definite style." 

Ocasek answers the questions slowly, 
thoughtfully, in a quiet voice; he comes 
across as a man with a lot to say about his 
music, but who is reticent about himself as 
"a personality." Ocasek cou ld also be 
called modest-when told he was the Bos
ton Rock Readers Poll winner as the person 
who did the most for the Boston music 
scene, he remarked, "You know, I forget 
what I. .. uh ... do"; he is humorous; most 
of all he seemed sincere. 

The Cars have always had the reputation 
for helping struggling bands and musicians. 
Why is it that other successful bands don't 
seem 10 do that kind of thing? 

Ocasek: "Maybe because we don'! live in 
Hollywood. If we were in Hollywood, may
be we'd be caught up in that who le LA 
scene. Or if we were in NY we'd probably 
1ry to wear more makeup. Being in Boston, 
we're out from under that particu lar micro
scope. Some people get lazy I guess, and 
you have to wonder how much substance 
there ever was. But I'm not on any different 
level than the people that played on my al
bum-maybe on a level of "success," but 
not in a musical sense. 

"I was never obsessed with success, I was 
obsessed with making music that I thought 
wou ld be interesting to people, and to my
self. Now I have the word success attached 
to my back, it's like a coat you put on or 
something, and you wear it around. But it 
doesn't mean 1hat much. 

"The best 1hing about success is that we 
have more 1oys, and that I can actually do 
things for other people, too, that I couldn't 
before. It's great for me to get that oppor
tunity." · 

Did anyone do that/or you? 
"No. Who would have then, anyway?" 
(,Qn you describe the difference between 

your solo album and a Cars record? 
"Well, it's hard to pinpoint where I made 

the big left-I'm hearing everything from 
the inside. It is definitely more personal. 
And more raw, because a lot of it was re
corded at my home on an 8-track. I guess 
the main difference is that the Cars aren't 
playin' on it." 

Out of all the things you've produced so 
far, what are you proudest of? Beati
tude? 

"It's funny, producing myself was harder 
than I thought; you have a different in
ternal sense about the music, you hear every 
note. I just finished the Alan Vega album 
today, which I think is the best one we've 
ever done and which I really love. It incor
porates old Suicide but it is also a new 
band-it's out there! The Romeo Voiders 
were also fun to do at the time, the Bad 
Brains were great!" 

How did you end up working wit.Ii a 
'hardcore band? Everyone remembers what 
you told us (BR 1126) about preferring live 
fucking on stage to slam dancing. 

"That was the famous quote of lhe even
ing! Jesus Christ. actually it was 
funny ... I was trying to do a parallel there. 
I was trying to say that I didn't understand 
violence on the dance floor. I understand 
the music. And I do think they are saying 
something. But I don't understand getting 
knocked out-and the attitude of not car
ing whether you might hurt somebody else. 
It really doesn't have anything to do with 
the music, it has more to do with the revolu
tion, or some kind of a revolution. The 
music becomes secondary to anything else, 
and if that's the philosophy, it makes it just 
a form of background music. . a way of 
gathering attention, for people who are 
really lost. 

'll is almost a litt le bit what 'Jimmy Jim
my' is about. 'Open up some heads ... got 
to get some kicks'." 

Are you going to produce the next Cars 
album? 

"Nah, it would be too much. We are go
ing to get another producer, I think four al
bums with Roy Thomas Baker is enough. I 
think we'll get Connie Plank-the German 
guy who produces Kraftwerk and Killing 
Joke." 

How long will the Cars continue as a 
band? 

"Uh. . as long as they want. We all still 
get along great , we are definitely going to 
make more records.'' 

How do you feel about producing vs. 
performing? 

"I like producing better. Performing I 

like as long as it doesn't become redundant 
-we've gotten it down to where we tour for 
just five weeks, and I'll still be excited at the 
end. 

"But basically I don't like touring. You 
see, when we go into an arena, I know what 
they are going to act like-I see it all the 
time. The first five rows come to get guitar 
picks. Twenty or thirly people are being 
held up by their friends, and ten or fifteen 
get carried over the stage so they don't pass 
out." 

Are you going to do a tour to promote 
Beatitude? 

"Maybe a two-man show in some cities. 
I'm going to make a film for it, not a 
mouth-the-words-video, I want to ap
proach it differently. If they show it, great. 
Otherwise I'll watch it myself." 

How did one of your songs end up in 
Martin Scorcese's new movie? 

"What happened was he contacted me 
(he is a real music fan), to get a song for the 
film King Of Comedy. He and Robbie Rob
ertson came up and I played them a few 
songs that I had. They chose 'Steal The 
Night' right away-it was originally going 
to be on Beatitude. In the film, Robert De
Niro kidnaps Jerry Lewis, they get into a 
car and 'Steal The Night' comes on the ra
dio. Cars songs have been in other movies, 
but it was the case where they would pay the 
royalties and I'd really have no say in the 
matter." 

How do you write your songs? Do you 
just sit down and say, "I'm going to write a 
song now?" 

"I write standing up all the time. (laughs) 
Actually, I do write the whole song at once, 
lyrics and music. I usually have a good 
time." 

Who has influenced your lyhc writing? 
They seem more adventurous on this album. 

"Yeah, I thought so too. A lot of beat 
poets have interested me; Jack Kerouac, 
Ferlinghetti, William Burroughs, e e cum
mings. I am trying to write a book of free 
verse-'Prose And Cons'-but I keep put
ting it off. One thing in it is 'There is one in 
a million just like you.' That's it.'' 

Is the album pronounced "Be-altitude" 
or "Beata-tude?" 

"Beata-tude." (laughs) 
You are going to ruin the pronunciation 

of American youth! 
"I hope so! (laughs) In the 50's, the beat 

·poets had a publication called Bealitude. 
Also in the Bible they list beatitudes, things 
that would be great if they came through
but never will. Great ideas with no sub
stance. a lasting sort of philosophy! 
Anyway, visually, it looks like 'Beat A1ti
tude'-it is the state of the beat!" 

Ocasek points to the cover of the album, 
an esoteric collection of photographs. 
"There, I'm leaning against Boston 
bricks," he laughs. "Squeezed on either 
side is a German highway and a Scandinav
ian sunset. It looks like beatitude, doesn't 
it?" 

Alan Vega, spiffy in a black French ber
et, comes around looking for food-" I 
came to Boston for the chocolate cake"
and Ocasek follows him back up to the re
cording studio. A beautifuily panelled and 
soft cushioned room, it's decorated only by 
"Beaners," a cartoon figure by Car Greg 
Hawkes; Beaners is a cute little character 
who is happily giving everyone the finger. 

Vega sprawls on the couch and waits as 
the engineer cues up the tape of "Saturn 
Drive." "This is a powerful song," Ocasek 
says, as the first sounds come over the 
speakers. "Make it loud.'' The music has 
its own force; a compelling, dynamic rhy
thm combines with guitar chords and syn
thesizers that build up and explode like 
rockets; Vega's commanding voice is push
ing, pulling, and searching. 

When it ' s over, there is a complete, dead
ening si lence. Someone finally says, 
"Whew." Ocasek looks ex1raordinarily 
pleased. I think of when I asked if he was 
planning on taking a break from all this 
soon-looking incredulous, he replied. 
"What would I do?" 
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NOVEMBER 
GROUP 

by Dean Johnson 

It's no secret that in the last six months 
the November Group has been quietly roll
ing up a reputation as one of the best and 
most commercially viable unsigned bands in 
Boston's new music community. Their 
tapes and locally produced records have re
ceived healthy airplay on college stations as 
well as the big guys like WRCN and 
WLYN; 1hey have drawn critical acclaim 
from the Boston Phoenix and the Globe on 
several occasions. National critic Greil Mar
cus had words of praise for their recently re
leased EP. 

The November Group is Ann Prim (voc
als, guitars), Kearney Kirby (synthesizers 
and vocals), Alvan Long (percussion), and 
Don Foote (bass). The band's sound is a hy
brid music of sorts that combines the tex
tures and arrangements of electronic tech
no-pop with unmistakeable dance rhythms. 
Add to that mix Prim's clipped and conti
nental (some have said Teutonic) vocal styl
ings and biting guitar, and the result is a 
band on the run. 

How fast are they running? Even Boston 
Magazine-which of late has become a bas
tion of non-rock-has taken note of their 
accomplishments. In their January issue's 
tribute to urbane hipdom, "83 Faces to 
Watch in 83," there is a photo and brief 
blurb on the November Group that states, 
"there are those in the know who say this is 
the next big band from Boston.'' 

Of course, the magazine first describes 
them as a "minimalist hard rock" outfit, 
which almost undoes the later accolades. 
The fact that the November Group can ap
peal to readers of Boston Magazine and the 
jocks at WZBC goes a long way towards ex
plaining their budding popularity. The NG 
is accessible and danceable enough to keep 
the trendies happy, but there is also depth 
and commitment in their sound that ap
peals to the serious members of the new 
music community. 

What may be most surprising of all about 
the November Group is that the band had 
its beginnings in Wunderkind, by almost all 
accounts a truly painful musical aggrega
tion. Kearney and Ann both had played 
guitars in that band over two years ago. 

"We were the dreaded duo," chuckled 
Kearney. "The music was definitely esoter
ic. It was basically musicianship like Gentle 

Giant. You couldn't dance or party to it. It 
was very serious music. Who wants to go 
out on a Monday or Tuesday night and 
have their brains beaten out?" 

Ann added, "Being a musician hopefully 
is a communicative art, and in Wunderkind 
we weren't communicating. We might as 
well have been speaking Swahili to Brook
lynese ." 

The November Group, who take their 
name from a 1918 German art collective, 
took form two years ago when Ann and 
Kearney had some studio time and began 
experimenting. "Ann and I were feeling a 
change for what we wanted to do 
musically," Kearney explained. 

The results of that experimenting was 
"We Dance," a song that combined the 
music of the B-52's with the cool vocals of a 
Laurie Anderson. Only, two years ago no
body knew that; all people knew was that 
they liked what they heard. 

Ann had developed "a real feel for sym
phonic music," which meant that the all
guitar format had to make way for some 
electronics and synthesizers, which was fast 
becoming the way of the future. That situa
tion was fine with Kearney who had just 
discovered synthesizers and was intrigued 
by them. "I had reached the end of my de
velopment as a guitar player. Besides, I 
knew Ann was a superior player. The syn
thesizer is a challenge to me." 

Prim had picked up the guitar at an early 
age and had performed in a succession of 
bands. "Now, to me, the guitar is just a 
tool," she explained. "I'm proficient at it, 
so I don't think about it anymore." 

Kearney had played in a series of disco 
and top forty bands before she met Ann 
through mutual friends and formed Wun
derkind. Ann had gone from high school in 
the south to the Boston Museum of Art's 
School. She also spe~nt time at the Cali
fornia Institute for the Arts, "Walt 
Disney's Dream School" as she called it, 
and the Nova Scotia College of ,Design. She 
formed her first band while attending the 
Canadian school. She toured Boston with 
that first band and never left the city. Yes, 
Ann Prim is another art student who has 
opted for music instead. 

Percussionist Alvan Long is also an ori
ginal member of the NG. He's originally 
from Detroit and was weaned on Motown 
and free form jazz. He first met Ann and 

art for hearts sake 

Kearney when he failed an audition for 
Wunderkind. Long's technique wasn't 
complicated enough for that band, but 
when the NG became a reality, his purpose
ly simple style fit. 

Don Foote is the group's third bassist 
and aims to stay around for a while. A 
former Berklee student partial to the funk 
of the Johnson Brothers and Earth, Wind 
and Fire, he quit school because there 
wasn't enough lime to rehearse. As the 
newest member of the NG, he is also out
wardly its most enthusiastic. He had a sim
ple explanation for the way the NG's vari
ous musical backgrounds and styles meld so 
well: "When you focus a lot of energy into 
one area," he said, "you can make some
thing burn." 

One of the reasons the November Group 
is so intriguing is that there is more to their 
music than catchy arrangements; there are 
also the lyrics. Like "Turn yourself 
around/Shake off the bad memories" line 
from "Shake It Off." They have a knack 
for rising out of the music and attaching 
themselves to your brain. "I must remem
ber I am a human being/I must remember I 
have the right 10 live." Or the droll and 
tired, "C'est la meme chose," from the cut 
"Popular Front." Muddy Waters said ba
sically the same thing years ago, and Ann 
Prim responds in like kind to today's fa
tuous styles and fashions. 

Ann added, "The lyrics really haven't 
changed much since Wunderkind. A lot of 
people go overboard and stereotype me 
about seriousness. They either take me to 
the extreme left or right." She didn't think 
there was any mystery to the band's mes
sage. It's similar to Devo's "Freedom Of 
Choice," she felt. "You have to be respon
sible for your own life. You do have control 
of your own life if you want it. As long as 
you focus and you know what you want, 
there is nothing that can prevent you from 
accomplishing that. .. except death." Prim 
dubbed the band's songs "anthem-type pep 
songs." 

"Kearney and I have always been attract
ed to black, contemporary music," Ann 
added. So combining that style with their 
ideologies was, in their minds, "a good 
wedding of the two. 

"People get so threatened by something 
that doesn't suck them in at some level," 
Ann continues, "so the idea is to make the 

music accessible which allows the message 
to become subliminal." 

That kind of logic may sound suspicious
ly calculated to some people. The members 
of NG don't care. "We don't look at com
mercialism in a negative sense," said Long. 
Ann joined in, "Why explain something to 
someone in a language they don't speak and 
say, 'I'm not gonna use that other lan
guage. It's too popular.' That's stupid." 
Alvan responded, "We have no fear of suc
cess." 

Although the group is serious about their 
message, they also have another essential 
priority. "The audience is the most import
ant thing," Kearney commented. ''They 
should have a good time. We want to enter
tain them and have them come away with a 
good feeling." Don Foote added, "I think 
we have both things to offer people." 

The word "communication" is never far 
away when the members of NG discuss 
their music. It's the main reason Ann Prim 
switched from visual arts to make music . 
"Visual arts isn't a bourgeois kind of me
dium. People can live and die without ever 
going to an art gallery. Music is a more ac
celerated art medium. Music touches every
body's life. It was a very calculated thing on 
my part. I wanted to reach a lot of people 
and music was just a given." 

Alvan was very quick to state, "It's not 
an art band." Kearney added that the 
group wants to make art a utilitarian thing, 
which is exactly what the original Novem
ber Group booed to accomolish. "We want 
to enrich people's lives, which is what art 
should do ." 

As one might imagine, asking the mem
bers of the NG about their role models is al
most like asking for trouble. Bands like 
Kraftwerk, the Comsat Angels, and Killing 
Joke provided the original musical in
spiration for the band. But Ann, for ex
ample, added that her artistic role model 
would be the grandfather of conceptual art 
and humorous communication, Marcel Du
champ. He dealt with serious topics in a 
tongue-in-cheek manner that appeals to 
Prim. "Sometimes I'm a bit too subtle for 
some people's tastes," she admitted. Her 
role model in private life would be the Great 
Garbo. 

cont. on p. 52 
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by Julie Panebianco 

They abide by a Code of Gent lemen, 
wear elegant tuxedos or tweed, and shake 
hands limply. The women they desire are 
haughty and haunting; they dress in slinky 
black dresses and whisper fetching things 
like "I care enough to know I can never 
love you" while they sip champagne and 
dance to a sixteen piece orchestra. 

This is the first chapter in the lexicon of 
love, a movement choreographed and di
rected by one Martin Fry, performed col
lectively by ABC. 

Q: Do you jail in love every day? 
Martin Fry: No, sometimes four times a 
day, but I'm not regular as clockwork. 

ABC musi<;: is funky but not sweaty, sen
sual but not sexual; it is disco with brains; a 
broadway musical with an intricate plot. 
There are stories of love lost and probably 
found, songs about romances thal make or 
break lovers' hearts. Songs for people who 
fantasize and need fantasies. 

"Welcome to the ABC International 
Club" says Martin Fry, a six foot three, 
blond Englishman wrapped in a cashmere 
scarf and wool coat. "We want to spread 
our views, saturate the world with our ani
tude, our brand of pollution. Being a musi
cian does not end with strumming a guitar 
or holding a plectrum through your fingers, 
it's a way of life. 

"What do these so-called musicians do 
when they are not doing gigs?" he asks. 
"Go to music s!lops and hang out?" 

The four members of ABC are on the 
blue and turquoise set surrounded by the 
twelve additional musicians they are touring 
with. Saxophonist Stephen Singleton leads 
the orchestra in an energetic sound check as 
Martin Fry goes off into a corner to talk. 

"Obviously taking a large band like this 
on the road is economic suicide," he says. 
"But you have to have the courage of your 
convictions. For me, being in a group is see
ing how far you can convince people to fi. 
nance your adventures. Go wild with a re
cord company's cash now." 

Fry shrugs. "We wanted the sounds of 
ancient and modern instruments, to mix 
them together. We know the pitfalls of syn
thesizers. They are beautiful instruments, 
but they are not the saviours of western mu
sic as most people seem to assume-they 
are about as useful as washing machines." 
Martin Fry grins. "But they don't keep 
your shirts clean." 

Q: Is ABC a democracy? 
Fry: We are four fascists in a boxing ring. 
David Palmer, Stephen Singleton, Mark 
White and myself slug it out. 

Stephen Singleton glances through a 
magazine. "What time does this store 
Walker's open?" he asks. "Could I bring a 
picture of ABC there? In Los Angeles I 
1raded an ABC button for quite a lot of 
clothes." He smiles gap toothed, fixes his 
baseball cap, and then shufnes through his 
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Q: Who is your biggest idol? 
Fry: William Shakespeare. 

"Our sound isn't less funky, it's just 
more alphabetical," Fry explains, straight
faced. "We want to grow and change, and 
our attitude walks hand in hand with the 
idea that change can be our stability and 
strength-not to take the same idea and 
nog a dead horse, milk the same trick dry. 

"There is also meant to be a lot of hu
mour in everything we do-but it is not pie 
in the face, dirty trousers sort of humour. 
Well, whether people get the gags or not is 
actually irrelevant to me." 

Q: What is your favorite soul record? 
Fry: "River Deep, Mountain High," "Run 
Away" Sly and the Family Stone, and 
"Take A Look Around'' by the Tempta
tions. 

"Most records aren't worth buying-or 
making into ash trays. Divine retribution." 
Fry laughs and tells how he and Stephen 
Singleton once nicked 50 records from 
Rough Trade to sell for train fare home: 
"We were hoping the box was of records by 
The Pop Group or Cabaret Voltaire, and it 
turned out to be Scritti Politti's 'Shank 
Blanc'." He grimaces. "We dumped half of 

0 them down the tube station and made ash 
~ trays of the rest. We got rid of those too, 
o. and a few weeks later I actual ly saw the ash 

trays on sale at a thrift shop!" 

Rush Winters gyrates wh ile Stephen Single
ton and his supporting horns shake and 
shimmy in a supreme effort to be funky; the 
other side, weighed down by the string sec
tion, doesn't move. It turns out to be, both 
visually and musically, a tug of war between 
the funk vs. the muzak, and with only a few 
exceptions-notably a bang-up, cymbal
crashing version of " 4 t:ver 2 Get her" -the 
muzak comes dangerously close to winning. 

Yet the show manages to be a success. 
The audience is enthused and often ecstatic: 
they even spontaneously burst into an 
ABC-ABC-ABC chant. Most of this has to 
do with Martin Fry. Although he tries some 
fancy dancing which leaves him looking 
hipless-and hopeless-by the middle of 
the show, especially during "Theme From 
Man-Trap," he finds his own voice, and his 
own place; he shines onstage, too scrubbed, 
too reserved, 10 be truly sexy, but gloriously 
attractive and decidedly a star. 

Q: What kind of girls do you like? 
Fry: Girls with tenderness and a fine record 
collection. 

Fry: They say, "Martin, maybe one day 
you'll find true love ... 

Fry: It would be ridiculous to say that we 
created rock and roll or that I'm Elvis Pres
ley and Bill Haley rolled into one. " 

Fry: "In order to knew where you 're going, 
you've got to know where you've been." I 
think Robert Zimmerman said that. 

So we get various definitions of love, and 
various definitions of ABC; a band that 
was proclaimed The Next Big Thing before 
their first single had been released; a band 
that only lip-synched performances in TV 
studios before embarking on a major world 
tour. Martin Fry could be selling tooth
paste, but he's not; he is selling romance, 
fantasy, adventure, entertainment and 
ABC. Everybody's buying it. 

night bag. A large Boeing 747 model rests .----------------------------
on top. "I bought this in Chicago. Do you 
know where I can ·find an ET mask?" 

Suddenly inspired by the music over the 
loudspeaker, Singleton -does a dead-on imi
tation of Adam and the Ants-wild Indian 
lunges followed by a mimicry of Adam's 
sluggish Ants. "What's this?" Singleton 
stops, as the Real 'Kids set up their equip
ment tor a gig later that mght inside Spit. 
"Is there dancing here afterwards? Oh, I 
hope they don't crowd people in like ham
sters." 

Q: What do you want people to think after 
seeing ABC? 
Fry: I want them to go away and burn their 
Rolling Stones and Who I-shirts in a big in
cinerator, and believe, like I do, that rock 
and roll can be a bit more imaginative than 
most people would like them to think. 

The string section-women dressed in 
black evening gowns-plat a short concerto 
as Beatie-like squeals and yelps are heard 
from the audience. ABC file out in match
ing sparkling black suits and play "Show 
Me." The stage looks like a crowded bus 
station; bassist Mark White is hidden be
hind the violins and violas, and dimpled 
drummer David Palmer has so many people 
in front of him he is barely a speck on the 
horizon. One side of the stage hops: singer 

Behin.J the ..s'cen.ej 
by Steve Stone 

At the ABC concert at Metro the group's 
tour manager spent the firs! half of the set 
trooping about the club demanding that all 
photographers surrender their film to him. 
Of course, like a good German, I did exact
ly what I was told, but gosh-darn, when I 
got home I discovered that I gave him a 
blank roll of film by mistake. 

The previous night the Stray Cats played 
in the same hall. I boycotted that one due to 
the fact that they had pulled the same 
let's-cop-the-film trick with Phil In Phlash 
at their previous Boston show. Virtually 
every photographer in town can relate simi
lar horror stories. 

Banning photographers from concerts by 
a band's management is something I've 
never been able to understand. Of course 
the controlling powers mairtain that they 
are trying to exercise artistic control, pro
tec1 a band's image, and elimina1e the pub
lication of unnauering pictures. These are 
all semi-rational yet inadequate reasons for 
trying to limit the rights of the free press. 

Even more to the point, it is a disservice to 
the fans who are ultimately being asked to 
support these groups. 

The true image of a group is intrinsic to 
that group-it C<i,tn0t be destroyed by a still 
photograph whether it be good, bad or in
different. Only when a group's image is a 
false one are photos dangerous; they reveal 
sham. The final effect of this visual fascism 
is just the opposite of what the would-be 
photo~stopper intended. Either bad, quick
ly shot photographs of a group are printed, 
or you end up seeing the same record com
pany provided promo shot of a group in 
dozens of magazines and newspapers. It's 
as simple as ABC. 

Steve Stone is a staff photographer for 
Boston Rock. His photos have also ap
peared in The Bos1on Globe, Newsweek, 
Cream Magazine, The Washington Post, 
The National Star. and more than a dozen 
other publications. 
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THOMPSON TWINS 
THERE'S NO STOPPING THEM NOW 
by Khaaryn 

They're coming! Droves upon droves of musicians ride 
the new wave across the Atlantic, armed with only a syn
thesiser and a keen ambition to find fame, fortune-or 
just audience sympathy-in the "Land of the Free." 
They conquer our dance clubs, infiltrate our radio-and 
the worst pan is they are a11 so English-exotically appeal
ing that it's almost impossible lO sort the grain from the 
chaff. 

So we go for whatever strikes our fancy-a pretty face, 
a catchy tune-or an original concept. 

ff So many of the new bands are good with a remarkably 
·,· uniform sameness that affords them a remar

1
k
1
ably unid

form palatibility. But the bands that will rea y succee -
the measure of that success being its magnitude and dur
ation-are those with fascinating quirks and unfamiliar 
approaches. 

The stage being set, enter the Thompson Twins. All 
three of them. Originating in Sheffield-one of England's 

I. 

many northern industrial cities-in 1977, the Thompson 
Twins evolved and migrated-taking their present shape 
in London about six months ago. 

l 

I . 

Jj 

Since then they have weathered a less-than-impressive 
reception in England, and started a far more promising 
blitz on the U.S.A.-with an introductory mini-tour just 
completed, and a full-scale album promotion tour 
planned to begin in March. 

"The audiences in England are really cliquish," ex
plains Alannah Currie, percussionist/vocalist whose most 
striking feature is the carefully cultivated chaos of blonde 
curls that acts as a sort of awning for her face. "It's 
amazing to come over here, and audiences just accept 
you. We have to work really hard for the audiences in 
Britain to get into what we're doing-whereas here we 
just do it, and they immediately start clapping." 

This instant gratification could be a clue to why the 
band would risk being lumped together with the rest of 
the new British Invasion. But what makes them outstand
ing enough to rise above the rest? 

With the band's dance club hits-"In the Name of 
Love" (#1 for three weeks on the new wave charts), and 

more recently "Lies," it's underslandable why a select 
group of Americans are excited about the Twins. But the 
band is not so ambitious that they would try to cash in 
on immediate success. 

"We're making a living, if you like, out of music," 
Alannah explains. "Which is why we don't just want to 
make it big for six months-though we see where we 
could do it in six months. But we want to keep on doing 
it, 'cause it's great. I've had so many crappy jobs; this is 
brilliant.'' 

Tom Bailey, handsome lead vocalist, keyboardist, and 
musical "brain" behind the band, elaborates: ''We have 
no ambition, really-no justification. We just take what 
is the open course. It's a fantasy thing. We get invo lved 
in bigger and better fantasies." 

Fantasy is the key to what sets the Twins' show apart 
from so many of their contemporaries'. Joe Leeway, 
dreadlocked percussionist/vocalist, late of England's Na
tional Theaire, describes the band's approach: 

"We're going for a cinematic approach-making big, 
sweeping images. We just party on stage-it's our chem
istry that makes it happen. I don't think our show is just 
about making music. When you're on stage, it's defi
nitely sound AND vision. That opens a whole new ball 
game.'' 

"Surely," Tom continues Joe's thoughts, "those days 
are over when people just get up and ... (mimes strum· 
ming a guitar). On stage, we're in the business of com
munication. The music is only part of that. Basically, we 
rehearse and work hard so that by the time we get to the 
stage, the music's not really important-we know it's 
going to be good. And as for the rest of the time, we're 
making either visual statements or verbal statements. 

"Whal we're really looking fo r, I suppose, subcon
sciously, is the fact that it doesn't just take place on 
stage-it takes place in the whole room." 

Indeed, the Twins' live show is a visually exciting event 
-combining choreographed stage pases with spontaneous 
dancing-all fronted by Tom's highly-affective, demon
strative vocal interpretations. Musically, the band is ec
lectic, drawing equally on African rhythms and the possi
bilities of the "technology movement" that's sweeping 
British rock. 

"We've always been good at eclecticism," explains 
Joe. "Then 'In the Name of Love' came along, and we· 
thought 'hey, we can do this.' And we did it well. We 
could do that off the top of our heads, sleepwalking
and it just turns out that people like it anyway." 

The implied complacency in this observation has 
brought the band dangerously close to using a songwrit
ing formula ... but being such a new band, it's hard to 
judge the 'rwins' musical potential. It is their new album 
-Side Kicks-that will be key in determining the band's 
ensuing success. 

"Everyone at Arista thinks we're sitting on a really 
amazing album," Tom points out. "So we're going to re
lease i1 and tour to promote it. Then, I can't see a lot 
stopping us, actually." The Twins have been performing 
several of their new songs on the road, and they are ad
vemurous developments from their debut work. 

Understandably, a large part of the Thompson Twins' 
image is visual, manifested by a unique sense of style and 
fashion. 

"We don't follow any particular fashion," explains Al
annah. "We're not really into fashion. We're into style. 
We just mix things up, basically-and our style evolves. 
In fact, we slightly veer away from being incredibly fash
ionable, because if you' re incredibly fashionable, espe
cially in Britain, then you're out six months later. 

"Actually, we just read this review in the L.A. Times 
that said we look like a cross between-what was it?" 

Joe pipes in, "Lil' Abner and the Swamp 
somethings." 

"But I can't see it." 
"Well," argues Joe, "I can see Lil' Abner." 
"To be like Lil' Abner," giggles Alannah, "that's his 

fantasy. " 
Visually, they are unquestionably original and appeal

ing. Their music is satisfying, and promises to develop 
the unpredictability that will keep it interesting. If they 
succeed in maintaining this enticing chemistry, the 
Thompson Twins will achieve both the popularity and the 
longevity they crave-while taking us on one fantastic 
ride. 



CHANGE OF FOOLS 
by Dean Johnson 

If you've been wondering what 1he Fools, 
those North Shore rock and roll wonders, 
have been up to la1ely, [he answer is a varia
tion of the "good news/bad news" routine. 
The good news is that the Fools have a new 
single out, two sides of sharp rock. "Out 
Of My Head" has a pulsating rhythm and 
nasty guitar that builds to a catchy chorus 
built around the title. 

The flip side, "Hook In You," isn't as 
commercial, which is to say it's tougher and 
rawer. "She got a hook in you," Mike Gir
ard screams during the opening bars, "and 
she won't let go/No matter what you do/ 
You're just a fish on a pole." Feisty stuff, 
huh? 

Now what, you may ask, could possibly 
be the bad news? Well, the bad news is that 
the new single isn't on EMI Records. The 
Fools parted company with the national la
bel this summer. Instead, the new 45 is on a 
New York independent label, Johnny Apol
lo. 

Regina Richards and ex-Cheap Trick 
bassist Tom Petersen are also on the label, 
one that Girard said makes no bones about 
being an interim record company. In other 
words, they'll take on artists and put out 
some product 10 sustain their careers until 
they can sell the act to a major label for a 
tidy profit. 

Although one would think the Fools 
would be concerned about leaving EMI, the 
opposite is actually true. "It pleases us no 
end," Girard said, "because I think we 
have a lot more control of our careers 
now.'' 

The group has also made a change in per
sonnel over the past half year. The Ped ricks 
are gone. Leo Black is now behind the 
drum kit, and the band has opted to con
tinue work as a quartet rather than hire an
other new rhythm guitarist. In other words, 
the Fools are now a power trio fron1ed by 
Mike Girard on harp and vocals. 

"I never thought of it in those terms," 
Girard admitted, "but I guess you could 
look a1 it that way. I love the line-up 
now, !hough," he continued. "Everything 
is much more vital now." Besides Girard, 
the Fools now consist of Black, Doug For
man on bass and Rich Bartlett s1ill handling 
the lead guitar chores. ''The Fools evolved 
into a four man outfit," he added. "It was 
an evolutionary thing. Everything we do 
now is much more important than before 
because there's just four of us." 

The new si ngle will also be released in 
France and Germany, where the group has 
built up a solid following after three tours. 
Girard, with tongue firmly in cheek, reck
oned thar the reason the band has been so 
successful over there is because no one can 
understand what they're singing. 

Fools favorites like "Night Out," "Psy
cho Chicken," "Night For Beautiful 
Girls," and "Won't Grow Up" knocked 
'em out overseas. Girard added that he felt 

the yodeling in "Night C..mt" was what 
turned the Austrians and Germans on to the 

· tune. 
Turning semi-serious again, Girard said 

that the band hopes to have an album out in 
the middle of January, again on Johnny 
Apollo. Girard added that the band holds 
no ill will against EMI. He said of their cur
renl situation with Johnny Apollo, "It's a 
very nice position to be in because we're at 
the helm now." But he added the band had 
sold enough records with EMI to be re
tained by the Jabel if it was 1979-80 instead 
of I 982. But he feels the label is no longer 
into building an act, which made the Fools 
"expendable." 

"There was no big differing point," Gir
ard explained about the split with EMI. 
"We were changing and they weren't keep
ing up with us." A perfect example of that 
was the way the label took the band's cover 
of Roy Orbison's "Runnin' Scared" and 
made a semi-hit out of it. 

The Fools don't perform the tune in con
cert anymore. "We- never should've done 
the song," Girard admitted. "For us, put
ting it on the second record was kinda get
ting it off our chests. It's a dramatic tune 
and we did it about as honestly as we could. 
But too much of a focus was put on that 
song." Clearly, that focus wasn't applied 
by the band. "They (EMI) took it one step 
further than what we wanted and released it 
as a single." 

But that's all in the past, now. The Fools 
have a new single available and an album is 
due to follow shortly. The Boston area has 
had a long history of bands breaking up af
ter they've been dropped by a major record 
label (The Rings, Nervous Eaters, Robin 
Lane and the Chartbusters, etc.). To the 
contrary, the Fools arc very optimistic 
about their future as a group. 

"I think we're in a better position now 
than we've ever been in," Girard said. "To 
me, this is the band I've been looking for. 
We've found the final alignment. I really 
think this is the new age of the band and 
anyone who has seen us live recently will 
certainly agree." 

Girard noted that in 1hese days of shrink
ing playlists at radio sta1ions, ii is very im
portant for anyone supporting a local 
group to bug the daylights out of local sta
tions to get them to play a tape or single. 

In the meantime, though, the Fools are 
;till around and still have kept their sense of 
humor. Girard kiddingly suggested the 
group's next record may be a triple live set 
with a studio side, and he described their 
current show in equally humorous terms as 
"90 minutes of madcap adventures." 

Don't believe it. The Fools play rock and 
roll. "Rock and roll is supposed to be dan
gerous to some degree," Girard concluded, 
"and I don't think we've any of that at all. 
If we had started this whole thing to get a 
record label, then maybe it would have 
done us in when we left EMI. But this is 
what we do. We play rock and roll." 

by Uncle Mark 

After talking to John Orsi for only a 
short time one is immediately impressed 
with what I would call, for lack of a better 
term, Artistic Seriousness. This is not to say 
that Orsi is pretentious, boring, or banal. 
Quite the contrary, the guy is rather mod
est, very funny and intelligent. He is also 
one of the more original musician/singer/ 
composers in the New England area-spe
cifically Rhode Island-with three pre
viously released recorded projects under his 
belt and a new project due out early this 
spring. 

His first cassette Rites of Passage (six 
songs) came out in February 1981 and 
comes complete with a nice illustrated lyric 
book; overall a very professional first re
cording. Orsi calls this project "an extreme
ly tense piece of work'' generated by the de
pression over the breakup of his first poten
tially successful band, Tightrope. He want
ed to do a solo project, with songs done 
"with a degree of quality," so investing a 
lot of borrowed money, he put out Rites. 
From the beginning Orsi has been very self
conscious about being portrayed as "the 
suffering artist" by the media and therefore 
dubbed "pretentious" or, even worse, 
"arty"; but Rites garnered generally 
positive reviews from the press. 

. Later the same year came his first vinyl, a 

single "Patience in Exile" b/ w "Geo-Inves
tigo." Musically much further along and 
structurally better, "Patience" garnered 
more good reviews and a much wider 
audience. The songs still have a moody, 
introspective quality and it is interesting 
that some of his favorite music comes from 
the "darker" English bands like Comsat 
Angels and Joy Division. Orsi's songs seem 
to come from some overhead phrase or inci
dent that then spins off all sorts of musical 
ideas. "Geo-lnvestigo," for instance, was 
inspired by a line picked up from the classic 
film The Bad Seed and turned into a medi
tation on getting away from and outside 
yourself. All I can say is that it works, and 
definitely sounds better than talking about 
it does. 

The most recent project, released in the 
early fall of 1982, is another cassette cheer
ily packaged, containing three songs. One 

of the tunes, "Noisy Data," is a bouncy 
number with definite commercial potential; 
something he is almost embarrassed about. 
The title comes from the punchline to a 
joke that Orsi overheard two computer 
jocks tell on one of his frequent bus rides to 
Boston. Most of the response, though, has 
been to the rather long song on the 8-side, 
"Where Do the Actors Hide," which fea
tures a variety of virtuoso keyboard sounds. 
It's amazing this tape came out at all, since 
Orsi lost his lead and bass guitarist just be
fore recording it. He decided to go ahead, 
playing all the instruments himself, which 
includes some unbelievable drum playing 
that required studied separate but simultan
eous limb coordination. It sounds like it's 
overdubbed, but it isn't. The tape was his 
most accessible work and received lots of 
non-commercial airplay. 

But does he play out? The answer is, up 
until recently, "no." John Orsi's idea of 
making a success of himself is 10 first re
lease several good recordings, then after 
creating a demand for himself, play out. 
This is generally the reverse for most bands, 
who sweat it out in crummy clubs and then 
feel they have finally earned the right to re
cord somethirig. After the release of the up
coming surprise vinyl, Orsi says he will fin
ally tour and play gigs-not every week at 
the same club, but maybe once every two 
months, so people won't get bored with the 

act. The lights and sound will be criticaJ to 
the staging of the songs which he reels are 
"very visual." A wider untraditional tour 
of some other states may then come up
he's got pockets of fans all over; for in
stance, for some bizarre reason "Patience 
in Exile" was a top single for weeks at the 
Milwaukee School of Engineering-there's 
a moral there somewhere. 

In the meantime with the help of Blair 
Sharp, musician and vocalisl, John Orsi 
will be trying to put together a more perma
nent band; something not so easy for a per
son with such an intense vision of how the 
music should sound. This brings us back to 
my original comment-there's a real hon
esty and integrity in John's projects-you 
can pick it up just from a few words with 
him-or better yet, from his music. 
which proves that art doesn't have to be 
boring or dull. 



Af1ss10N IMPRACTICAL 
by Eric Van 

''After a Burma gig, for a couple of days, 
it's like having buzz.saws on certain pitches. 
It's incredible . .. it becomes nightmarish at 
night, when it's real quiet-the tones, 
there's no escaping . . " -Roger Miller 

The medical term is tinnitus, a perma
nent nngmg m the ears. Roger Miller, Mis
sion of Burma's brilliant guitarist/song
writer, has a severe case, and it's forced him 
to retire from playing rock music. Mission 
of Burma are not ''breaking up'' in the con
ventional sense of the phrase, but they will 
play their last gig sometime in early Febru
ary. 

Miller says his ear problems are not a new 
development. "In '72 [in Ann Arbor, Mich
igan) I played in a band called Cerberus, a 
trio, and we rehearsed louder than Burma 
in a smaller place and the guitar amp was 
aimed right at my right ear." The right ear 
bothered him on and off throughout the 
next few years. "In 19771 had a band called 
Red Ants; that's when a high pitch ap
peared in my right ear, accompanied by a 
faint sense of distortion ... That caused me 
to quit playing rock music. I moved to Bos
ton to become a piano tuner." 

Miller wasn't planning to give up music; 
he hoped he could find people interested in 
"free form or modern music ... jazz or ex
perimental music of some kind. I had 
ideas similar to the (Birdsongs of the] Meso
zoic." But-as Miller puts it in his corniest 
melodramatic voice-"the rocker in me 
would not die! ... I saw a very interesting 
ad for a band called the Moving Parts. 
Boston had a good scene ... it was the first 
time in my life where it looked like I could 
play music and people would actually pay 
attention." It was an opportunity he felt he 
couldn't pass up-"1 would always feel I'd 
shortchanged myself if I didn't try it." 

The Moving Parts gave birth to Mission 
of Burma. "Over the course of the years I 
would off and on wear one earplug or two 
... there was more ringing but it didn't 
seem like a radical change." After the re
cording of the debut album Vs. in February 
of 1982, however, Miller noticed something 
wrong with his left car. "By September this 
had become ·a radically lower ring. it 
freaked me out. .. I bought headphones, 
where two months earlier I'd sworn I'd nev
er wear them." 

Miller wore the headphones-an indus
trial strength model providing 21 dB of 
cut-during a fall tour of the South, but the 
tinnitus just continued to get worse, and the 
ringing in the left was for the first time 
louder than the right. "During the tour I 
talked to everybody in the band. we 

Not a photo of Mission of Burma; Martin, Roger, Clint and Peter photo: Stephen Wunrow 

ROGER SAYS BYE TO THE BURMA CLUB 
talked about it and got real depressed. 
basically the problem is the band is too 
loud, and I love loud music." 

If this all sounds like an unmitigated tra
gedy, you don't know Miller. There's no 
hint of self-pity in his statements, which at 
their bleakest are delivered matter-of-factly 
or with self-deprecatory humor; he's capa
ble of doing a quick harmonic analysis of 
the chord he always hears, which is "now 
an A maj7 in a certain inversion or a C#m6 
in another." He jokes about getting a but
ton that says "No more talk about Beethov
en,'' since he's not going deaf-there's only 
a slight, not-unexpected hearing loss in the 
high frequencies. Furthermore, there's legi
timate cause for optimism. 

For one thing, the tinnitus gets signifi
cantly better when Burma hasn't played in a 
while-"the tones go ctown in 1evel so that 
they're not unbearable. , I'm not con-

stantly being reminded that I've fucked my 
ears up." There's hope that a permanent 
break from rock volume levels will in time 
reduce the tinnitus further. 

More importantly, Miller has a musical 
alternative to Burma already underway: 
Bird Songs of the Mesozoic, where he plays 
piano ("my best instrument"), ex-Moving 
Part Erik Lindgren plays synthesizer and 
rhythm machine, Burma tape-loopist Mar
tin Swope plays guitar and a variety of spe
cial effects, and ex-Red Ant Rick Scott 
plays organ. Michael Cohen, who played 
with Lindgren in Family Fun, has been add
ed as full-time percussionist. Miller consid
ers all his music a synthesis of rock music 
with "modern experimental" music, an 
umbrella term encompassing serious music 
from Stravinsky and Bartok, the LaMonte 
Young/Terry Reiley school of minimalism 
and free jazz a la Sun Ra. Burma was a rock 

band with experimental overtoiles and Bird
songs is the opposite . There's a Birdsongs 
EP due out soon on Ace of Hearts; other 
records should follow. 

There are other musical possibilities for 
Miller: he'd like to do film soundtracks, 
"making sonic environments"-as might 
be expected, he's been doing musique con
crete for years. He doesn't plan to quit 
playing guitar, though "at the moment I 
haven't reanalyzed how I want to approach 
it." In the meantime, there's the matter of 
earning a living. He's not planning to work 
nine-to-five, and currently plays piano for 
dance classes. 

As for the other members of Mission of 
Burma, it's too soon to say. Peter Prescott 
will undoubtedly have a new band, but 
what Clint Conley will do-play with Peter, 
start his own band, leave music-is any
body's guess, including Conley's. 
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ing a massive generalization. The sort of 
, visual presentation that we aim for on stage 
goes far beygnd that of borrowing someone 
I else's ideas or songs. The stage is there, why 

I l:~~u;eg~t? ~~mst:~~t~o !~~:~e~~~1~~ s:~f~~· 
1nothing while they're up there." 

1 But while England has always stayed 
I firmly in tune with the kind of images/ ideas 

1 1Bauhaus presents, America is another story. 
j Bauhaus' third album, The Sky's Gone 
1 Out, is their first release in the States. It's 

not an easy record, perfectly noisy in parts, 
terribly bloated in others (like the entire 
second side). 

Bauhaus' vision is a grand one. But it 
doesn't a1ways succeed. And when dealing 
with such an uncertain element, can Bau
haus expect to crack charts in the US 1983? 

"Maybe we can't," Peter Murphy con
cedes. "But that doesn't mean we aren't go
ing to try. This whole country is so big I 
could envision us going insane worrying 
about it." 

So can we look forward to Psychedelic 
Furs/U2-like five month tours for Bau
haus? 

"I hope not. lfit got to ihat stage, it pro
bably wouldn't be that enjoyable and it 
would probably be boring and predictable, 
and who wants that? It's just a little diffi
cult for us sometimes, 'cause we've just 
come off of a tour in Britain where we had 
4,000 people going crazy and wired up every 

l'~;:~:!!!~~~~~~~~~lf,f!;r.-:;'"';;:-;"~~ night. From that, we walk into this terribly 
1 like a man without any original ideas. band for that sort of journalism, us being ·cliched 'rock and roll' club atmosphere 

I----~----~---- 1 Though friendlier and more reasonable used as scapegoats. They can't pigeonhole 1 ·with the audience just gawking at us. I can 
I like Bauhaus, but I'm not sure if I I than portrayed in m?sl press accounts, 

1 
us, so they'd rather attack." \ take adversity, but I wouldn't want to go 

should. For me, they're like a two sided Murphy was self-appointed band speaker. 1 "And while I can respect someone's right I through that for five months." 
coin, one side being a fierce rush of adrena- 1 Or maybe he was appointed; drummer Kev- I to criticize," David Jay adds, "it escapes \ Why did you decide to cover "Ziggy 
lin (''Dark Entries,'' or their cover of En'l's I in Haskins and bassist David Jay even cut l me as to how the British music press could Stardust?'' 
"Third Uncle"), laced with vague wordpla)' I themselves off at times, sensing that Mur- I laud the likes of Haircut JOO or Spandau "Do you mean did we do it as a joke?" 
that has you wondering, not wandering . I phy had something to say. There's nothing Ballet, who to me, are offering absolutely I No. Was it? 
The other side is a far more comical one, a : like bad press to encourage the articulate. 1 pothing in terms of new ideas." l "Certainly not," Murphy says defensive
hopclesslypretentiousgroupwhoseshameless · Murphy asserts that their problems with I Agreed. But in what regard are Bauhaus I ly. "No humour in it really, nor was it our 
pmchmgs from an era long past only reveal I the Bnush press are not their fault I any different? Couldn't one see Bauhaus to 1 covering a song because we couldn't come 
an utter lack of ongmallty I "There's Just this attuude that encourages I Bowie as Spandau is to Roxy? up with any original material. It was merely 

But if nothmg else, Bauhaus lead vocal- I tearmg people down who are trymg some- I "Yes, one could," Murphy sighs. "But a favorite song that I was very serious about 
i_st/cheekbonist Peter Murphy doesn't ac~ 1 thing different. We're the perfect sort of. tl)ey'd also be wrong, not to mention mak- cont. onp. tl2 

THEY LAUGHED WHEN I SAID 
''CASSETTE-ONLY'' ALBUMS! 

Reachout International Records, Inc. is the strangest record company in the world. It releases 
ONLY CASSETTES! Full album length exciting performances by major rock·n·roll artists, not available 
on commercial vinyl. In Other words. . YOU CAN'T BUY THESE RECORDS-THEY DON'T 
EXIST-EXCEPT ON ROIR CASSETTES! 

our artists, each with their own cassette, include Johnny Thunders, Bush Tetras, Nico, The creat 
NYC Singles compilation, Buzzcocks, Television, New York Hardcore compilation, Alfonla 
Times & His Flying Tigers, James Chance & the contortions, a Eyed Spy with Lydia Lunch, The 
Dictators, suicide, New York Dolls, Fleshtones, Shox Lumanla, Bad Brains, The cerms, Scientif
ic Americans, Stlmulators, Human Switchboard, Prince Charles and the Boston City Beat 
Band, The cramps, MCS, The Raincoats and many exciting new titles added monthly. All cassettes 
are handsomely packaged with colorful graphics, fUII documentation, liner notes by America·s top 
rock writers, often band photos and lyrics-and all are recorded on high quality BASF DPS Premium 
Tape. our releases have received rave reviews and acclaim all around the world, and our mail 
department ships the same day orders are received! WANT TO KNOW MORE? WANT TO BECOME A ROIR 
CASSETTE JUNKIE? WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND BE SURPRISED! 

··-································ • • •• ROIR CASSETTES a,"A1D •• 
Sulte214 &VJIR. 

• 611 Broadway • 
• N.Y.C., NY 10012 (Prounced 'Roar') .. 
• Phone(l/2)477-0563 • 

• Yes, I want to become a RO/R CASSETTE-JUNKIE! SEND ME YOUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND • 
• IMPRESS ME! • 

• NAME________________________ • • • • ADDRESS -----------------------,---- • ,._ ______________ __.~ = CITY ________________ STATE ___ ZIP___ = 
----------................................... 0 
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Introduction 
by Julie Panebianco 

Ever wonder how a Mission of Burma record 
gets into a small record store in Plantation, Flor
ida? Or how a Flipper LP ends up on a record 
rack in Tempe, Arizona? The credit goes to the 
independent record distributor, the unsung 
hero-or villain-who brings a record out of a 
small record label's storage room and into a 
shop. They make the vital step of getting people 
to see-and hopefully buy-your record . 

How does it work? A label gives one or more 
distributors their records, usually on consign
ment, and the distributors farm them off to 
stores that are interested. The problem is getting 
the distributors, as well as the stores, interested 
in carrying your record. 

"The labels don't realize that it is up to them 
to create a demand," says Steve Pross of Dutch 
East India Distributors. "A lot of labels misin
terpret our role ." 

Rick Harte, owner of the Ace of Hearts re
cord label, puts it bluntly: "You can't expect 
distribution in another region if your band is un
known there. You can't say, 'Why isn't my re
cord in stores in California?' Probably nobody 
there has heard of you." 

"Get it on the radio, get the press interested," 
emphasizes Pross. "Too many people rely on 
us-all we can do is get it into the stores.'.' 

Small label distribution has its inherent prob
lems . The records simply can't go everywhere . 
How many times have you heard the complaint, 
'' I can't find your record in the stores?'' A re
cent example is provided by the band X. The 
group claims they did not leave its independent 
label, Slash, because of any fault of the com
pany, but because of distribution problems. 
"What led up to us signing to Elektra," explains 

John Doe, "was two years and seven months of 
touring, and still coming into towns and going to 
a record store that didn't have any of your re
cords in it. It was basically real frustrating ." 

However, there's another side to the story: 
"We sold 150,000 copies of X's first two records 
on Slash," says Marty Scott, of Jem Records. 
Scott also asserts that X's record on Elektra did 
not sell as well: "The buzz just wasn't there. 
What I'm saying is that it all comes down to pro
duct." 

Howie Klein, who has dealt on both sides (his 
independent label, 415, signed a distribution 
contract with major label Columbia) told BR 
this: "What Columbia, and all majors, are good 
at is once a record sells 60, 70 thousand-which 
I can do-they are the ones that can make it sell 
a million. I can't do that." 

"Indy labels don't realize," Scott remarks, 
"that our biggest seling import last year was 
The Chipmonks' All-Time 20 Greatest Hits. But 
those were sold to the racks, stores like K-Mart. 
Racks, not specialty stores, push sales to five or 
six figure amounts, but they do not sell hip pro
ducts . But because we have that strength from 
the racks we can take-and push-better, hipper 
records." 

Another problem that labels encounter is the 
distributors' ineffectiveness at moving catalog. 
"After 24 hours your product becomes 
catalog," says Neil Cooper of Reachout Interna
tional Records (ROIR) . "You can't really blame 
them. Fifty other things have come in; in 24 
hours they already have so many more releases." 

There is also a lack of communication; many 
labels charge that distributors don't quote con
signment when they are making the initial deal, 
that they are deliberately vague on the terms. 
There is also a problem getting through to deal 



directly with the distributor-"If 'they 
would just make it so you can reach them," 
says Rick Harte, sounding exasperated. 
"The rest is business." 

By far the most frequent complaint is 
abou t what happens when labels attempt to 
get paid. 

"If they can avoid paying you," Cooper 
states, "they will. You get it a ll ... 'the 
check is in the mail' ... 'we are taking in
ventory'. . some of them lie so much. 
They also have st range return policies when 
they owe you money-returns from a year 
and a half ago will a ll of a sudden turn up." 

"Think of it like this," Harte explains. 
"Say you went to a restaurant and ordered 
food. Ou! came the food, and if you liked it 
you would go tell the chef that you'll give 
him the money in 60 days; but you could 
hold onto that food for sixty days and then 
just give it back. Either way, all he could do 
is sit arou nd and wait for his money." 

"The labels ought to talk more frequent
ly," Cooper suggest, " see which distribut
ors won't pay. Weed out the losers. Getting 
stuck for several thousand dollars can vir
tually put a small label out of business." 

"Speaking for Bonaparte Distribution," 
replies Steve Lublin of that company, "We 
are very slow at paying ... money is ex
tremel y tight . So we must put our priorities 
first, and our priorities are the English 
products, as that is the bulk of our busi
ness. Therefore we pay them first. We al 
ways pay our bills, however, we are just 
very slow at doing it.•· 

On behalf of all distributors, Marty Scott 
claims that "Distributors pay for the re
cords that they have been paid for. The ulti 
mate culprit is the retailer. You can be sure 

In a Boston Rock questionnaire to 
independent distributors, we asked what 
they fell were lhe future lrends in the music 
business: here are some of their responses: 

that if a bill is net 30 days, the retailer will 1-------------~ 
"We don't deal in trends. " 

-Ann/ Mark /Steve/Ruth / Mary/Gail 
Bill/Phillip 

Rough Trade, Inc. 
string you out for 60. If it is net 60, they'll 
be closin' in on 90 days." 

"How can a small label combat this?" 
Harte asks. "The only solu1ion is to keep 
releasing good product. If you are owed 
$3000 but don't have a record out, you'll 
never get your money. But if you have a hot 
record coming out, they arc forced to pay 
you for your old product. 

"They can help us more than they are 
doing," Harte states adamantly. "When a 
distributor sells only 500 copies of your lat
est record ... when it is in Billboard, in 
People, in ?oiling Stone . .. somet hing is 
very wrong. '' 

No matter what the complaints, without 
independent distributors, small labels in 
California would never have their albums 
on sale in New Hampshire; records released 
in smal l cities and towns on alternat ive la
bales would have remained in those small 
cities and towns. Independent labels would 
be reduced 10 selling their records out of 
their offices. Bands like the Dead Kenne
dys, Pylon, Rank and File, Black Flag, 
Rubber Rodeo and the Wipers would have 
remained local phenomena; bands like 
Romeo Void, X, the B-52's, REM and the 
Blasters would have never been given a 
chance on major labels if they hadn 't al
ready proven themselves with record sales 
on an indy. 

Gary Velle1ri of Faulty Products says, 
"Companies such as Important, Green
world and Faulty (to name a few) will grow 
st ronger and give alternative independent 
dist ribution the muscle it needs 10 penetrate 
mainst ream markets." 

A. Patterson of Eurock Records put it 
best: "Good music is timeless, so let's work 
to make it heard." It 's a dirficuh job, but 
the existence-and success-of these dis
tributors is intrinsic to the su rvival of inde
pendent music. 

"Heavy Metal crossover with a Hard Core i----------------1 
influence (Example: new Venom LP). The 
Metal scene is getting stronger all the time. 

-Steve Lubin 
Bonaparte 

"Cassettes will be exceeding LP sales for 
mainstream music. " 

-Marty Scou 
Jem 

"Third World music will become more 
important ro all of us, and continue to be a 
source of inspiration for the West." 

- Yale Evelev 
New Music Distribution 

"Whatever happens next in the UK!" 
-Steve Donahue 

Sounds Good Imports 

I) Industrial rock 
2) A popular acceptance of Afro/Eastern 
influence 
3) Garage avant garde 
4) More macho & sexual crop control 
music. 

-Furry Couch 
Conslant Cause 

After Punk Rock, who knows what to 
expect!! What is rhis world coming ro?? 

- Debby Fehlo 
Visual Impact 

I) Hard Core will grow, hit the major 
labels, get Jot, poppy and die-like the 
Clash. 
2) Noise music 
3) Heavy Metal, New Wove and Disco will 
grind out shit as usual. 
4) About 1986 . .. someone will think of 
something new. 

- Mykel Board 
Seidboard World F.nlerprises 

"Whal is the future of independent 
labels? " Boston Rock asked the distrib
utors, and they told us what they thought: 1------------
"They '(]re the future. " 

-Stephen Feigenbaum 
Wayside Music 

"Hopefully the quality ones will survive 
and the garbage will perish; 90°/o of the in
dependent demos we receive are tasteless 
junk." 

-Kent A. Hotchk iss 
Aeon Distribution 

" Independent is the only way to get indivi
duality." 

- Rough Trade, Inc. 

"The most important thing is not to be or
dinary." 

-Mykel Board 
Seidboard World Enterprises 

"The Future of Music in General. " 
-Scott Billington 
Rounder Records 

A) More mediocre music 
BJ More manic music 
CJ More money in the market 
D) A wider audience through the successes 
of a few bands or labels. 

-Furry Couch 
Constant Cause 

"There will always be independent labels 
because there will always be people who 
think independently. " 

-Paul Marotta 
Important Records 



Directory of Distributors 

The following is a list of American in
dependent record distributors who 
contacted Boston Rock before press 
time. There will be an additional listing 
in Boston Rock #38 for distributors 
who did not make this deadline. All en
tries must be in by March /, 1983. 

AEON 604 Princeton, Ft. Collins, CO 80525 
(303) 484-0963. Buyer: Kent A. Hotchkiss. 
Geo: Worldwide. US Ind: 25-30%. Spec: E. 

AUSTIN RECORD DISTRIBUTORS Box 312, 
Austin, TX 78767 (512) 474-0975. Buyer: 
Susan Jarrett. Geo: Texas/Europe. US Ind: 
75%. Spec: F, RE, A, J. Sec: CO. 

AZAA INTERNATIONAL Box 411, Maywood, . 
.CA 90270 (213) 589-2794. Buyer: Dave Rich
ards. Geo: USA, Canada, Europe, Japan. US 
Ind: 90%. Spec: A, HM, PD. Sec: NW, M. 

BONAPARTE USA East: 5 Crosby St., NY, 
NY 10013 (212) 431-1880. West: 2234 E. 7th 
St., Los Angeles, CA 90804 (213) 434-0911. 
Buyer: Dave Stimson (NY), Charlie (LA). Geo: 
US, Canada. US Ind: 15%. Spec: ML, IM. 
Sec: IN, M. 

CONSTANT CAUSE P.O. Box 15243, Phila., 
PA 19125 (215) 423-3481. Buyer: F. Couch. 
Geo: USA, Canada, Overseas. US Ind: 60%. 
Spec: M, NW, E, HC. Sec: R, P, F. 

CROSS-COUNTRY P.O. Box 50416, Wash., 
DC 20004 (202) 393-3660. Buyer: Bruce 
Rosenstein. Geo: USA, Worldwide. US Ind: 
30.35%. Spec: MO, NW, HC, A, ML & IN, M. 
Sec: RE, F, J. 

DISC TRADING P.O. Box 2814, Durham, NC 
(919) 477-9893. Buyer: Bo O'Reilly. Geo: 
USA. US Ind: 15·20%. Spec: IN, MUM, INIM, 
NW, R, 0. Sec: HC, P, E, PO, M. 

DUTCH EAST INDIA 45 Alabama Ave., ls
land Pk., NY 11558 (516) 432-3500. Buyer: 
Margaret Mittleman/Sam Berger. Geo: USA. 
US Ind: 15-25%. Spec: CT, MUM, IN. Sec: M. 

EUROCK DISTRIBUTION P.O. Box 4181, 
Torrance, CA 90510 (213) 542-4778. Buyer: 
Archie Patterson. Geo: USA, Foreign. US 
Ind: 25%. Spec: E, A, J. Sec: M. 

FAULTY PRODUCTS East: 1697 Broadway, 
Ste. 1212, NY, NY 10019 (212) 489-6336. 
Buyer: Gary Velletri (NY). Geo: USA, Export. 
US Ind: 99%. Spec: HC, NW, IN. Sec: D, E, 
M. 

GREENWORLD DISTRIBUTION P.O. Box 
2896, Torrance, CA 90509 (213) 533-8075. 
Buyer: Robbin Nagatoshi. Geo: USA, Cana
da, Mexico, Overseas. US Ind: 40%. Soec: 
NW, MUM, HG, 0, INC. Sec: J, M, T, 8. 

IMPORTANT RECORDS 149-03 NY Blvd., Ja
maica, NY 11434 (212) 995-9200. Buyer: Paul 
Marotta/Barry. Geo USA, Export Worldwide. 
US Ind: 20-30%. Spec: lM - ML & lN, D, NW. 
Sec: M. 

INNERSLEEVE Box 844, Pembroke, MA 
02359 (617) 868-9874. Buyer: John Mcsween
ey. Geo: Worldwide. US Ind: 75%. Spec: E. 

INTERDISC 617 Seventh St., Oregon City, 
OR 97065 (503) 655-0001. Buyer: Michelle 
Colburn. Geo: USA. US Ind: 100% (Export 
only). Spec: IM. Sec: IN. 

DUTCH EAST INDIA TRADING'S wholesale distribution catalog of over 
5,000 items includes independent and strange records from across 
America and around the world i.ncluding The Chesterfield Kings, 
Flipper, and Killer Pussy from Prnerica; Ak.iko Yano, Ryuichi Sakamoto 
and Akira Tak.asaki from Japan; People With Chairs Up Their Noses, • 
Hunters And Collectors and Tuff Monk.s from Australia; and more from 
England, Gennany, France, Holland, Belgium. Italy, Canada, Jamaica, 
Switzerland, New Zealand and Nigeria. We also feature a humongous 
selection of cassettes, box sets, maqazines, books and T~shirts. 

us now to receive our i 11 us trated weekly new re 1 ease 

45 Alabama Ave., Island Park, N.Y. 11558 516·432·3500 

JEM EAST 3619 Kennedy Rd .. Plainfield, NJ 
07080 (201) 753-6100. West: 18629 Topham, 
Reseda, CA 91335 (213) 996-6754. Buyer: 
HICk Lawler. Ueo: USA. Spec: R, NW, HC, P, 
C. 

M.S. DISTRIBUTION 7901 N. Caldwell, Mor
ton Grove. IL 1312) 478-1133. Buver: Rich Ku
jak. Geo: IL, WI, IND, KS, MO. US Ind: 
100%. Spec: NW, F, 0, A. 

NEW MUSIC DISTRIBUTION SERVICE: 500 
Broadway, NY, NY 10012 (212) 925-2121. 
Buyer: Yale Evelev. Geo: Mid-Atlantic, Mid
west, southern New England, Northwest, TX 
to TN. US Ind: 100%. Spec: E, J, C. 

NU MUSIC INC. PO Box 1534 Samp Mortar 
Station, Fairfield, CT 06430 (203) 333-5919. 
Buyer: Scott Anderson. Geo: N.E. US, Eur
ope. US Ind: 100%. Spec: NW, 0. Sec: M. 

ROUGH TRADE 326 Sixth St., SF, CA 93103 
(415) 621-4307. Buyer: Ruth Schwartz. Geo: 
The World. US Ind: 50%. Spec: HC, RE, E, 
FR, IN, M. 

ROUNDER 186 Willow Ave., Somerville, MA 
02144 (612) 354-0700. Buyer: Glenn Jones. 
Geo: NE, NY, Export. US Ind: 85%. Spec: IN. 

SCORPIO PO Box 391, Bensalem, PA 19020 
{215) 785-1541. Buyer: Steve Parelman. Geo: 
USA. US Ind: 60%. Spec: A, CO, J, NW, F. 

SEIDBOARD WORLD ENTERPRISES 75 
Bleeker St., NY, NY 10012 (212) 674-7018. 
Buyer: Mykiel Board. Geo: NY, DC, Finland, 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden. US Ind: 50%. 
Spec: HC, E. Sec: M. 

SOUNDS GOOD IMPORT CO. 11609 Pico 
Blvd, LA, CA 90064 (213) 473-1518. Buyer: 
Steve Donahue. Geo: USA. US Ind: 25%. 

. Spec: NW, F, HM, R, USIN. Sec: M. 

SQUARE DEAL 50 Prado Rd., San Luis Obis· 
po, CA 93401 (805) 543-3636. Buyer: Mary 
Billington, Richard Ferris. Geo: West US, 
some East Coast, Foreign. US Ind: 100%. 
Spec: Multi. Sec: Promotional Service for 
labels. 

SYSTEMATIC 729 Heinz Ave., Berkeley, CA 
94710 (415) 845-3352. Buyer: Joseph Pope. 
Geo: USA, Germany. 

TASKFORCE 65 Kirkland St., Lynn, MA 
01905 (617) 592-1436. Buyer: Bob or Carol 
Hutson. Geo: US. Europe, Japan, Australia 
Spec: R, NW, 0. Sec: HC. 

TWIN CITIES IMPORTS 1451 University . 
Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104 (612) 645·1939. Buy· 
er: Richard EliofflGrady Linehan. Geo: Mid
west. US Ind: 50%. Spec: NW, 0, IM. Sec: M, 
8. 

VENUS RECORDS PO Box 166, Cooper Sta., 
NY, NY 10276 (212) 598·4459. Buyer: Bill 
Shor. Geo: World. US Ind: 15%. Spec: NW, 
R, MUM, RAB, PD. Sec: M. 

VISUAL IMPACT PO Box 2218, Winnetka, 
CA 91306 (213) 341·1445. Buyer: John Robb. 
Geo: The World. US Ind: 60%. Spec: PO. 
Sec: Sex. 

WAMID INC. PO Box 270, Gedney Way Sta., 
White Plains, NY 10605 (914) 683-1388. 
Buyer: Jaques. Geo: Worldwide. US Ind: 
50%. Spec: NW, RE, ML, IN. Sec: V. 

WAYSIDE MUSIC PO Box 6517, Wheaton, 
MO 20906. Buyer: Stephen Feigenbaum. 
Geo: Worldwide. US Ind: 30%. Spec: E. Sec: 
NW, F. 

WIN RECORDS & VIDEO 45-50 38th St., 
Long Is. City, NY 11101 (212) 786-7667. Buy
er: Jamie Klimer. Geo: Tri-State area, NE, 
PA. US Ind: 50%. Spec: AIL Sec: V. , 

W-M DISTRIBUTOR 4105 Holly, Denver, CO 
80216 (303) 320-4660. Buyer: Marion Ericson. 
Geo: CO~ NM, UT, WY. US lnd: 100%. 

US Ind: Percentage of American Independent la· 
bels distributed. 
SPEC: Specl•lty 
SEC: Secondary interests 
GEO: Geographic area covered by distribution 

B Badges 
C Classical 
CO Cutouts 
CT Catalogue 
D Dance mus1c/d1sco 
E Electronic/experimental/avant garde 
F Folk/country/blues 
FR Funk/rap 
HC Hardcore/punk 
HM Heavy metal 
IM Import 
IN Independents 
JJau 
M Magazines 
ML Ma1or label 
MO Mall Order 
NW New wave 
P Pop 
PD Picture disc/colored v1nyllnovet1teslcollectors 
R Rock 
RB Rhythm & Blues 
RE Reggae 
RAB Rockabilly 
T Tee shirt 
V Video 

same Day 
service 
and we fix everything! 
ROCK AMPS • P.A.'S • STEREOS 
TURNTABLES • TAPE DECKS 
VIDEO EQUIP • SPEAKERS 

WE SELL SONY AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

CYRO CEARLOOSE ' 1306 commonwealth Ave. Allston MA. <6171 731-9629 

Boston Rock • 36 29 



Important Records distribute the very best in 
American Independent record labels, as well 
as the newest -imports . 
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We also manufacture and exclusively distribute 
some of the best new music available. 

On our own Relativity Records label -
Heavy Metal Mania from Buffalo ' s TALAS, 
Rich Dance Pop from Toronto's ROMAN GREY. 

• O n F iction / Im po-rtant Records -
The l a test single from THE CURE! 
" Let ' s Go To Bed" . Only fro m Im portant. 

:,-- --
• Wl9 -... ---~---,r . -

_\ vailable Now on B a d Brains Records , 
Exclusively from Important Records-
BAD B RAINS 4-track " Destroy Babylon" E P! 

Coming this month on Compendium/DB Records, 
Exclusively available from Important Records: 

"[ts a 
Wonderful 
Iii.Life" 

{'-!.I 
~ 

The brand-new Chris Stamey LP! 

11 It's A Wonderful Life 11
• 

Only from Important, 

T«mP.ii~j<o«• 
149-03 New York Boulevard 

Jamaica. New York 11434.U SA 

Phone f212) 995-9200 Telex 668694 M PORT 

. - PO Box 390, Dept BR 
Old Chelsea Station 

• New York, NY 10011 
. . Phone (212) 675-2768 • 

LOTS MORE IN STOCK! Send stamp(overseas: send 1 
IRC) for listings. Speclly Interests: complete Import cata

logue (Inc. blues reissues), original 60s & 70s singles & 
LPs, U.S. current & reissues. 

DEALERS: MOST TITLES ARE AVAILABLE FOR 
WHOLESALE - TRY US!! 
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New US LPs 
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Olftll~'!Ukl(ll'Hl)PS '2 
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tlC!llffltf') u 
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50s Sound LPs·French 
Soc:kHOPAlj,lfM$R,!.R1VA Q' ~tt 1,(12", 
8o DIMlt-y1G,~.-1 c•Jct,epro1 sa.,.. 
~

0
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J 0 111 ~ 1~•~c, ,~,,,o, '1! l'> 
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irnp,tri1!Rochti.lllor1Vot l,2.3A..,.,.,.,,._,.,,~i 
ano,,,..,m.,s,• V'lllu 

LllttllGoOd TlmnRoll{l,~a, 11,,!fl'lyJe<•yL..., 
F31s O,,s1£W1,w•t.0 Jtmo<~, $199 

°::"e<'!:r:,:,,\1si' I~ F""'"'' ,} 'I'• g.,le~~ <,, 

Vincent & Coctv_, R&R >1•~0"S<"ff' S/125 
Rocht,,l!yV"' 121CB<;R(),•,t>o1t~CI••"'' • 

lnot w•l<I ,,x:~..,._,..,,, a mu,t ..., \II;><, ~A 
o.c,;c,11,onv,,.12),, .. ~',1),,11""' , , 

S..r>'!111GV,nc1~1"" G•u•·u~ S',98"~ • 
hck ScOII Tl,..L~ry(S,,,,F, lyl $8~ 
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50s Sound LPs-$7.99 ea. 
Uact repros of originals-French 

£.Cocll,1n lnl<l1!f·· 
Rem~mbe, Me·· 
Eckt ,1Cocn,1n·· 
M y Way 

~~:::.~:;v:1':!:,'; 
C~r,S11e<1 Memo, 
S,n9,ng10 My 
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He11S11n<1sF1ts 
R& R W,1n F111 
Lo!so! Dom,nos 
le1sO,nc1W,1n 
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c .. coeis , 
Nuhy,+11s.11,on• 
BuoctyHotly 
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R,ckyS.ngs.\91,n 
Songs by R,c~y 
R,ck,521 
R,cky Nel.on 
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f,mu 

Blue Jun Bon 
Sounos L•~• 
Roo &Blu1Cap1 
Reco,<1Dat1 

w:'!~t::~Fi;: 
R,g~101W•on11 
PanrGo•ngOn 

nmmm1111111111 
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Postal money order preferred 
Cheeks held 3 weeks for clearance 
Postage and insurance/ US S2 per 
order. C•nada S3 tor 1st LP; S1 ea 
add I: $2 lor 1st 45 then 50c ea. add I 
Overseas S3 per LP (air); 45s-S2 
first then 75c ea addl. (1 LP only· 
$4.50). 



Receiving Accounts Receivable 

by Mark A. Fischer 

If you've set up your own independent 
record company, you've got a business and 
all the decails and concerns that come wi1h 
it-bookkeepping, tax reporting, copy
rights, contracts, phone bills, printing bills, 
record pressing bi\Is, etc. 

One of the most important concerns for 
any record company, large or small, in Cen
tury City or a Boston basement, is that of 
"accounts receivable"-the monies due a 
company from i1s customers. Along with 
your entrepreneurial spirit and the music it
self, this flow of money is vital in keeping 
the business going over the months and 
years ahead. 

It 's a decidedly unglamorous matter, but 
if a business is to endure, it must endure 
that accounts receivable are actually re
ceived. In the world of independent record 
labels, this is no easy task. 

In order to reach out-of-state consumers, 
the labels deal with intermediaries-record 
wholesalers/distributors-who stock local 
record stores in their particular territories. 

Typically, an independent label will ship 
records to a distributor on "consignment" 
-meaning that payment is due only upon 
the actual sale of 1he records and unsold re
cords will be re1urned 10 the label after a 
specified period (such as nine1y days). The 
label often must bear the cost of shipping 
the records, but this point is negotiable. 

Sometimes the distributor agrees to pay a 
set price for the records (usually around. 
forty percent of the anticipated retail price) 

and the label agrees to accept all or some of 
the unsold records as returns and credits the 
distributor's account. 

But this process can break down at a cru
cial point-when it comes time for payment 
to the label. As Karl Malden says, "What 
will you do?" 

For many independent record labels, lo
cal creditors are not a substantial problem. 
The labels often do their own distribution 
to stores; if they don't they generally' know 
the reputations of the people they're de8.l
ing wirh. 

It's a different srory with out-of-state dis
tributors. If a distributor can't or won't pay 
a debt, the most impor1ant hurdle in col
lecting the unpaid money from out-of-state 
distributors can be the expense. If a debt is 
$150, it is generally uneconomical to insti
tute a collection action in a faraway court. 
Lawyer's fees, long distance telephone 
calls, travel and the time involved often pre
clude such an action. 

This is important because the label's local 
courts may lack the jurisdiction to hear the 
case. For example, under the jurisdictional 
laws that determine whether a particular 
court may handle a case, a Massachusetts 
state court cannot handle the case unless the 
defendant (the distributor) had at least 
some "minimum contacts" within Massa
chusetts (for example, if the distributor sold 
records within Massachusetts, if it owned 
real estate in Massachusetts, or if it had an 
office here, a Massachusetts court could 
have jurisdiction). 

If the court does lack jurisdiction (and 
this would be commonplace, given the lim
ited activities of many out-of-state distrib
utors who deal with independent labels), 
the label would have to consider pursuing 
the case in the distributor's home state. 
(And even if jurisdiction is sufficient to obtain 
the case before the label's home state could be 
established, it might still be necessary to en-

~:m1:~t:t~ui~ ;;~~~~o ~~l~:c~ i~s\r~~j~oj~~ 
ment that was obtained.) 

The problem of late (or non-existent) 
payment is chronic within the industry. Le
thal, of S.S. Decontrol, which released The 
Kids Will Have Their Say, said some of 
their distributor accounts have been two 
and three months overdue. One account 
was five months past due. 

Andrew Breslau or Ambiguous Records, 
which has released discs by the Young 
Snakes and the Dark, has encountered dif
ficulties with distributors "who waffle on 
the number of records sold" and who gen
erally slow down the payment process. 

But the situation is merely difficult, not 
hopeless, for the independent labels. There 
are a number of at least partially control
lable factors in whether a particular debt 
will be paid. 

The first factor is: choose your distribut~ 
ors carefully. If you know little or nothing 
about a particular distributor, talk to local 
record people who might know about their 
payment habits. And don't service your 
distributors indefinitely if they don't pay. 

Unless you consider the records promo
tional, you need to be paid. Justin Burrill of 
Propeller Records savs that as his label has 
gained experience wiih distributors, "we've 
dropped some with no interest in paying or 
pushing records." 

Second, (and it seems perverse to a strug
gling label, but it's true all the same) as Don 
Rose of Eat Records says, "Your current 
record is only as good as your next record." 
If distributors want your next record, you 
have leverage and they'll pay you for the 
one you shipped last month. 

Third, the late~paying distributor is pro
bably not stealing the money. The record 
business is difficult for everyone. Don Rose 
said, "I don't think these guys are crooks. 
Everyone pays bills they need to pay to stay 
alive." So some patience in collecting debts 
is advisable. Use firm, not angry tactics. 
Send out monthly invoices. Use the tele
phone occasionally to remind accounts that 
are particularly overdue. Don't be shy, 
after all, they owe you the money. Even if 
money isn't due, Burrill advises labels to 
"keep in touch with distributors as much as 
possible ... then everything works out a lot 
better." 

Fourth, before or at the time of shipment 
be sure to establish your contract terms 
with the distributor with a written agree
ment or at least with invoices and the docu
ments from your shipper. 

Fifth, a recourse with extremely bad debt 
is to 1urn the account over to a commercial 
collection agency. Such an agency will take 
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Distributors of Independent 

Records from the U.S. and 

Europe, Selections from 
Africa, Japan, Iceland. 

ROUGH 
TRADE Req,q,.,qe 

Dread At The Control Solomonic K&G Upfront 

Message JoeGibbs GreensleevesU.S. & .U.K. 

Art & Craft Black Roots Jah Shaka etc .••••••.. 

,H.,qRDCOR£ 
Crass New Alliance Spider leg Touch & Go 
Subterranean Clay Frontier Riot City .. 

.,q l~o Stocked: FACTORY US-
UK - Benelux Optional Thermidor 
Oti Bros. Neutral Independent Projects 
z ickZack R Radical Alt. Tentacles .... 
-----No Minimum Order----

ROUGH TRADE 
326 SixthSt.,San Francisco,Ca.94103 

({)415 621 4307 - 800 272 8170 
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BONAPARTE 
-AMERICAN DISTRIBUTION-
NEW YORK 

(212) 4311880 
LOS ANGELES 
(213) 434 !m1 

MONTREAL 
(514) 849 9134 

WE HAVE JOINT DISTRIBUTION AND PROMOTION 
COAST TO COAST AND IN CANADA 

WE ALREADY DISTRIBUTE A 
VARIETY OF DOMESTIC LABELS 
Including Rough Trade • Subterranean • 
Touch & Go • Roir Cassettes • SST • 
Hannibal 

WE ARE LEADING IMPORTERS 
OF ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN 
PRODUCTS e 
With Exclusive Cherry Red - Crepuscule 
Distribution 

OUR FACILITY TO PROMOTE 
PRODUCTS HAS ALREADY 
BEEN WIDELY USED BY: 
Monochrome Set • Electric Guitars • Toxic 
Reason 

Bonaparte Records USA, Inc. 
5 Crosby Street 

Bonaparte Records LA 
2234 E. 7th Street 
Long Beach, CA 90804 New York, NY 10013 

Bonaparte Canada, Ltd. 
3414 Park Ave. Suite 106 
Montreal, Quebec H2X 2H5 



Anatomy of a Distributor 

Rough Trade is located in an unpreten
tious warehouse on unpretentious 6th Street 
in San Francisco. It is a company that has 
an original way of doing business (criticism 
on that point covers the full spectrum) as 
well as an original outlook on music. I visit
ed them to find out what was going on at 
the mysterious other end of the phone, and 
to find out what Rough Trade had to say 
for itself. By the time l lefl I had the feeling 
that, although Rough Trade may be 
plagued with the problems inherent in the 
distribution business, they are optimistic 
and committed. Perhaps good guys can fin
ish first. 

Rough Trade's business was up in the last 
quarter, a period when most vinyl dealers 
were feeling the pinch. "I'll talk to other 
distributors on the phone, and they'll be de
pressed-'Oh, business is really bad,' and 
I'll say, 'That's funny, ours was up 25%.' 
They want to know how we do it," laughs 
Ann, who works in accounts payable. "The 
whole organization is D.I.Y.," explains 
Steve Montgomery, one of the original 
(1975) Rough Traders in the U.K. who until 
recently was singlehandedly running much 
of Rough Trade U.S.A. "We gross one mil
lion dollars a year, but no one's getting 
rich; there are no limos out front. .. and 
none in the back alley! Bands make it be
cause people here are willing to work long 
hours for low pay.'' 

Employees keep an ear on the ground 
through other involvements. Promotions 

Director David Bessin keeps his feel for 
what is happening by DJ'ing on KSFU and 
KALX, two Bay area "underground" sta
tions. Ruth Schwartz of Maximum Rock 
and Roll fame is a wholesaler (see her ex
cellent piece on distribution in that maga
zine for another angle). Steve has his own 
formula: "You have to be aware of what's 
shit." 

Bands send in unsolicited tapes, singles 
and records. "Most of it is garbage," ad
mits David, who's in charge of promotions. 
"Steve screens them, and then everybody 
listens and decides.'' Rough Trade won't 
take a record or a band unless, as Steve 
says, "it feels right." They reject 750Jo of 
the things they're sent for wholesale distri
bution, and 950'/o of those sent for Rough 
Trade label release. 

Rough Trade has several separate activi
ties: retail, mail order distribution to other 
distributors and stores; manufacturing and 
distribution for other labels and bands; and 
their own label, which is now only British 
artists, although plans are underway for a 
label releasing US bands-they're trying to 
choose a name right now. "It has to convey 
everything that 'Rough Trade' does-may
be 'Stuff It Up Your Nose Records'," vol
unteers Steve. 

The collective decision-making on what 
Rough Trade will accept for distribution or 
release is an important aspect of their op
eration. The various departments try to use 
each other to fine-tune their own work, and 
since the warehouse/wholesale, distributing 
and retail are all housed in the same build-

ing, they can use each other to maximum 
advantage. For example, knowing what's 
selling in their own store helps the whole
salers make decisions (or, as Ann puts it, 
"You're less likely to fuck people over 
when you have your own store"), and 
knowing from the wholesalers what the 
marketplace looks like help promotions. In 
addition, Rough Trade makes the effort to 
tailor individual retail accounts. "PeoWe 
call up and say 'God I love the so-and-so re
cord, send us 50 copies' and we'll say, 'Wait 
a minute, you only sold five of those last 
week, maybe you don't need 50.' What's 
the use of distributing a record if it's only 
going to sit in stores?" asks David. 

For bands, of course, the biggest prob
lem with distributors is getting paid. At 
Rough Trade 7 to 90 day terms are com
mon, but bands can apply for C.0.D., 
something groups that are touring find use
ful. The vicious cycle in getting payment, 
which seems to occur at all stages of the dis
tribution process (see Julie Panebianco's 
article) troubles Rough Trade as well. Ann, 
in Accounting, acknowledges that getting 
payment from distributors can be a big 
problem: "Nobody pays us; but if they 
don't pay us they won't get those records.'' 

Steve and David agree, too, that you 
have to expect to lose money on a single
"Well, if you're really clever, you can break 
even," claims Steve. David: "Singles get 
lost; we generally distribute LPs. You might 
get some attention with a single, but you 
won't get any money.'' The trend is clearly 
towards 12" EPs or LPs as a first release. 

2/5 The Rafi, Lowell 
2/12 Storyvllle, Boston 
2/17 Living Room, Providence 
2/18 J.C. Grovers, Beverly 
2/19 Scotch&. Sounds, Brockton 
2/25 Rat, Boston 

memo to, WBCN, WCOZ. WBOS, WAAF. 
Thanks for all the support. 

-Johnny Barnes&. The B.8.8. 

Rough Trade, like other distributors, 
can't promote each band it distributes, 
something that bands frequently fail to un
derstand. They will offer advice and help or 
promote for a fixed rate. Of course, Rough 
Trade promotes their own product and 
sometimes, the distribution end will take 
what they think is a good record and 
"work" it harder, selling to stores and 
making recommendations to radio. 
"Rough Trade's name carries weight; peo
ple trust us if we're distributing 
something.'' 

"Preaching to the converted is easy," 
David says, "the problem is now reaching 
other people, establishing yourself with 
people in the straight business. You find a 
good record, a good band, and it turns into 
a challenge to make the rest of the world !is-
ten ." 

LEGAL CONT. 
a large percentage of any money collected 
as its fee. The success of this kind of action 
obviously varies with the individual circum
stances involved. 

The people who start up and nurture in
dependent record labels have tremendous 
enthusiasm and commitment regarding 
their endeavors. The music always matters; 
but business affairs must matter, too, in 
any successful record company. 

Mark A. Fisher is an attorney in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts whose practice is 
concentrated in the areas of entertainment 
Jaw and copyright. 

~~ BACK BAY BEAT 
DEBUT SINGLE ON 

NIGHTCRAWLER RECORDS 
DISTRIBUTED BY 

ROUNDER 
avallable at all New England Record Stores 

r< .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . 
. , 
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INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION STARTS HERE . .. .... 
Q,1n,~ht y,•,- J 

Tired of hawking your own record to retailers? Well, your problems could be over. Faulty 
Products is one of the largest national independent distributors for new talent, who have 
the guts to go up against the "major labels" by manufacturing their own records. Just to give 
you an idea of some of the titles we carry: Angry Samoans, Anti-Nowhere League, Black 
Flag, MDC, 3 o'Clock, Green On Red, Fartz, Seven Seconds, Dead Kennedys, Flipper, Big 
Boys, D Day, Bad Religion, Rockin' Rebels, Dream Syndicate, Chrome, Husker Dii, Crass, 
DOA, November Group, Savage Republic, Suburbs, Flesheaters, Lydia Lunch, Volumatrix, 
Rat Music, Inflatable Boy Clams, Kraut, Social Distortion, Minutemen, Randy Rampage, 
Misfits and countless others! 

Retail and wholesale inquiries welcome; 
for further information contact: 

Beth Tomlinson 
633 N. Labrea Suite A 
Hollywood, CA 90036 
(213) 931-1373 

'!11\Ul..1~ 
• U ,t·J •I•r-i it 

Gary Velletri 

Distribution of Independent Labels 

1697 Broadway Suite 1212 
NewYork, N.Y.10019 
(212) 489-6336 

c;\\.VERlA/(f 
RECORDING 

• 16 TRACK 2" PRO FORMAT RECORDING 

• $20 .Q(}fiR. VffNGINEER 

• No BLOCK BOOKING NECESSARY 

• ARRAY OF KEYBOARDS 

• ALL EXISTING EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE 

• 45 MINUTES SOUTH OF BOSTON 

• COMFORTABLE COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE 

• CALL 1-585-4642 OR 1-878-7384 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 



-Ordering Records by Mai~ 

by Michael Hafitz 

To the urban record buyer purchasing 
dance hits, chart hits and who knows what 
else hits, the thought of shopping by way of 
the United States postal system would seem 
rather labored. True, many people who 
deal through the mails are interested in 
"fringe" items; for instance, a Japanese 
pressing of an American artist or a limited 
edition of a psychedelic compilation. But to 
more and more people in both Biloxi and 
Boston, supplementing-or supporting-a 
record habit with a stamp and an envelope 
is replacing the trip down to the local record 
mart. 

It's obvious why kids in the south or mid
west would scan magazines for mail order 
record outlets; they just can't find the titles 
elsewhere. The request for a Dead Kenne
dys' album (which can be bought in almost 
any record store in the Northeast), will 
arouse quizzical looks from proprjetors 
along the Purgatoire, and leave potential 
customers exasperated. These are the cus
tomers which are the bread and butter of so 
many mail order companies. They can be 
counted on to order major independent 
product so readily available elsewhere, in 
addition to the tee shirts, buttons, fanzines 
and other rock related goods. 

What is more interesting, however, is the 
apparent eagerness with which the city buy
er has taken to the mails. In a recently con
ducted and decidedly non-scientific poll, it 
was discovered that 300Jo of the record buy
ers interviewed had bought records through 
the mail and out of this group a whopping 
800Jo had done so in the past year. 

What appears to be happening in stores 
dealing in imports and independents-as 
well as in the collectors' shops-is an ever 
increasing awareness of the limitations of 
one store. They can't cater to everyone. It is 
simply not economically feasible to stock 
two dozen copies of the Chesterfield Kings' 
LP when, after an initial rush, demand may 
dwindle. 

Instead, a typical :.i.On:: wiil order, say, 
five copies, and the fifteen people who want 
it will either be one of the lucky five, or end 
up making a special order. Special orders 
take time, though, and distributors may be 

. temporarily out of stock. Similarly, a store 
is not able to stock five singles of fifty un
known bands. A record store in heaven 
would, of course, carry a complete stock of 
all independents, but, alas, we live on mere 
terra firma. For better or worse, all record 
stores in the business of selling records will 
do so the cheapest way possible. 

The mails have always provided relief for 

the true collectors; individual want lists, 
auction lists, and set sale lists have been 
changing hands for years. What we are see
ing more of now are these items coupled 
with lists of newly released independent 
LPs, 45s, and imports. The result is nothing 
less than nirvana for the rural buyer and a 
sorely needed alternative to the stale city 
stores. J 

How It Works 
How to buy records through the mail de

pends on what you're looking for. To be
gin, there is a list at the end of this article, 
by no means complete, but it should pro
vide a start. The names marked with an as
terik will send you their catalog for free; the 
others require a minimal fee-usually a self
addressed envelope. Other good lists can be 
found in publications like Goldmine and 
Trouser Press. Sometimes a partial list of 
the items offered will be included in an ad
verstisement. 

Generally three methods of purchase can 
be used through the mail; by sale, by auc
tion, or by trade. The ground rules for 
trade are simple; after deciding what the 
trade will consist of, send the records out. 
This may sound absurdly elementary, but 
more problems are caused by this way than 
any other, as trading involves a great deal 
of trust; each party is performing without 
knowing whether the other side will actually 
come through. 

Auctions are used mostly to dispose of 
rare and out of print records. Usually, a 
minimum bid is printed next to the item. 
The bidder sends in the amount of his bid 
(don't send money!) and at the end ofa pre
scribed period, the highest bidder is noti
fied. This system also runs on mutual trust 
-that the item is what it purports to be and 
that the highest bidder will actually send the 
bucks for the record. 

Chuck Warner is a local record dealer 
who runs auctions eight times a year (Kink
dom, PO Box 205, Brookline, MA 02146). 
He began his involvement with used records 
in high school, when he discovered that 
there were used records alt over the Boston 
streets. He began buying and then selling 
them in order to buy more, and in college, 
ran his first ad in Goldmine (an auction for 
Phil Spector/girl group records). Warner's 
auctions now average 75-100 pieces and 
concentrates on 60's American psychedelic 
punk, British invasion and 70's cult bands. 

Besides running auctions, Warner pub
lishes a set sale list of 2000-2500 LPs and 
600 12" 45s, two Qr three times a year. A set 
sale is an offer to purchase where the price 
of the record is given; this is the way most 
of the larger mail order houses operate. 

Jem• 
Aeon• Dlsques Du Moode 3619 Kennedy Ad. 
604 Princeton PO Box 836 BR So. Plainfield, NJ 
Fort Collins, CO New York, NY 07080 
80525 10159 

Marco Polo Records• 
Austin Record Distributors• Eurock" Box J 
Box 312 PO Box 4181 Island Park, NY 
Austin, TX Torrance, CA 11518 
78767 90510 

Moby Disc Music 
Azra Records• Faulty " 14410·M Ventura Blvd. 
Box 411 2697 Broadway, Suite 1212 Sherman Oaks, CA 
Maywood. CA New York, NY 91423 
90270 10019 

Midnight Records 
Bonaparte Records" The Golden Oise PO Box 390 Dept. T 
5 Crosby St. Old Chelsea Station 239 Bleeker St. 
NY, NY New York, NY 
10013 

New York, NY 
10011 10014 

_Constant Cause lnnersleeve• New Music Distribution Ser-1ice• 
PO Box 15243 Box 644 500 Broadway 
Philadelphia, PA New York, NY 
19125 

Pembroke, MA 
10012 02359 

Cross Country• lnterdisc• Nu Music Inc.• 
PO Box 50416 617 Seventh SI. PO Box 1534 
Washington, DC Samp Mortar Station 
20004 

Oregon City, OR 
Fairfield. CT 97045 
06430 

Through these set sales and auctions, 
Warner has been dealing to people all over 
the world. 

"I know this sounds a bit generalized but 
the English will buy anything loud, the Ger
mans anything psychedelic, the Scandinavi
ans and Japanese anything with clearly 
spoken English-singer songwriters and 
country rock, and they also place a premi
um on records with lyric sheets so they can 
sing along. The Australians have siqiilar 
tastes to those of the English, except they're 
five years behind." Warner says that he's 
been stockpiling new wave records, waiting 
for them to ascend in value before unload
ing. 

"There's not much of a market yet, the 
stuff's only collectible here and in England. 
But new wave is where the future of the 
business lies.'' 

J .D. Matignon, head of Midnight Re
cords in New York, started buying cut-outs 
five years ago and began sending them back 
to his home country, France. 

"I was in New York at that time writing 
for French magazines, and covering the 
New York music scene. I met the Cramps, 
DMZ, and the Zantees, whose members 
turned me on to the 60's stuff. I began 
spending more on records than I could af. 
ford." In three years, Martignon had 
turned Midnight into one of the best and 
more reliable mail order operations in the 
world. Midnight has a large wholesale op
eration and six times a year publishes a set 
sale list of a few thousand items. About 
500Jo of Midnight's operation is export and 
500Jo import, and the imports on the set sale 
list are usually from France, Italy, and 
other countries whose product doesn't seem 
to turn up much in the local stores. Some of 
the bands are European, but more often 
than not, the Italian pressings will be 60's 
psychedelic punk collections of American 
bands or French picture sleeves of British 
artists. Martignon acknowledges France's 
admiration for Boston. 

"Anything Boston, the kids will go wild 
for; DMZ, The Real Kids, Willie Alexan
der. There is something about the BoslOn 
sound they find real pure. " 

Martignon says that problems arise with 
mail order only when you aren't careful. He 
suggests the following: I) Make sure your 
address is on the letter as well as on the en
velope. 2) State whether you want a refund 
or credit if the item requested is out of 
stock . 3) If a record comes defective and is 
sent: a) by U.P.S., contact the U.P.S. of. 
fice and they w~ll come and pick it up. 
U.P.S. will .return it and the mail order 
house will replace it. b) By US Mail, file a 

claim immediately with the post office. 4) If 
you don't receive your package after two 
weeks and you used a money order, or four 
weeks with a personal check, write! 
Personal checks must clear local banks and 
therefore your records may take nearly 
twice as long. When making an inquiry 
about your order, restate what your order 
consisted of. 

"You know," Martignon adds, "even if 
you print these guidelines, people will keep 
on making the same mistakes." 

The Problems 
As with most good things in life, there 

are drawbacks. When purchasing records 
through the mail, the one and only rule is 
once bitten, twice shy. There are people 
who will take your money or records in 
trade and not give you anything in return. 
If you have been burned by an individual 
whose name or list appeared in a magazine, 
notify that magazine immediately. 

Unless you are buying new items, you 
may be disappointed with the condition of 
the record received. As Warner points out, 
"grading is all over the map. One person's 
'slight noise' is another person's 'unplay
able'." Know the return policy of the per
son you are dealing with . 

Again, a mail order company might be 
out of stock of the item you ordered. If you 
would prefer a refund, say so when you 
send in your order. Each company's policy 
may differ, ranging from asking you to sug
gest alternates with the initial order, to 
keeping an account with them for a future 
purchase. 

Unless you are making an order over 
twenty dollars, postage, handling and insur
ance costs ma)" be a decisive factor in caus
ing you to forego the mails. The cost is us
ually a couple of bucks, so getting together 
a larger order with some friends will lower 
the cost. 

The wait for mail order records will also 
vary from place to place, and depend on 
whether your order is shipped U.P.S. or US 
Mail. Of course, the mail is somewhat slow
er; I have waited six weeks for stuff from a 
place in California and six days from one in 
New York. 

Many times, individual songs on com
pilations won,'t be listed, or you think you 
may have heard of a band's 45 but you 
can't remember whether it's supposed to be 
good or bad. Confusion or lack of informa
tion is as much a minus as it is a plus. Even 
though you don't always know what you 
are going to get, this is half the fun; some of 
the best discoveries (and worst trash) are 
uncovered through this method. 

Ortem International Scheherazade Records• Wayside Music" 
101·32 Dupont St. PO Box 2873 PO Box 6517 
Plainview, NY Durham, NC Wheaton, MO 
11803 27705 20906 

Paradox Music Seidboard world Enterprises Win Records• 
PO Box 2896 75 Bleeker St. 45.50 38th St. 
Torrance, CA New York, NY Long Island City, NY 
90509 10012 11101 

R.0.B. Records• Second Coming Records Zed Records 
PO Box 270 235 Sullivan St 2234 E. 7th St. 
Gedney W. Station New York, NY Long Beach. CA 
White Plains. NY 10012 90804 
10605 

Venus Records• "Free Catalogue 
Record Runner PO Box 166 
5 Cornelia St. Cooper Station 
New York, NY New York, NY 
10014 10276 

Rough Trade Video To Go 
326 Sixth St. 7370 Red Rd . 
San Francisco, CA S. Miami , FL 
94103 33143 

Roundup Records• Visual Impact• 
PO Box 147 PO Box 2218 
E. Cambridge, MA Winnetka. CA 
02141 91306 
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ROCK 
MAIL ORDER 

Willie Ale1tande1 (Pure and Easy 12") 
.. AAWWIBass Rocks" $4.99 
G.G. Allin (Orange Records 45) "You 
Hate Me & I Hate You/Pub\1c Animal #1" 
$150 
G.G. A/Im (Orange Records 45) ··No 
Rules/A Fuck UplUp Against the Wall" 
$150 

Ancestor Worstup (casseue) $2.00 
Billy Bacon (Memoir LP) B111y·s Revue $4.99 

Boys Lile vs Outlets !Modern Melhod 45) 
S200 
Boys Life (Seco 45) Two Doors Down/I 
Found Her" $2.00 
Dangerous 81N:ls (Propeller 45) Alpha 
Romeo1Smite On Your Face· $2.35 

The Dark (Oarkwo,ld EPJ Darkworld $5.99 

The Dark tDarkworld 45) Judy/You Are ln 
No Danger S235 
The Dawgs (Siar Rhythm LP) My Town $5.99 

Fabulous B1llygoo!ls (Modern Method 1r EP) 
Rhapsody In Flatulence 
Flies (Czech Records 12· EP) $4.99 
Foots (Johnny Apollo 45) ·Hook In You .. $2.00 

The Freeze (Modern Method T' EP) Guilty 
Face S2.35 

The Freeze (45! 1 Hale Tourists/Don't 
Forget Me Tommy· $2.00 
Future Dads (Modern Method 45) "Dorches1er 
Summer1Bea1n1k Beach Party" $2.00 
The Grem1es (Rebel Records 45) .. No Surtm· 
In Dorchester Bay· S2.00 
Hea11n· o l the Nation !LP) Love Is 1he An· 
swer$7 49 
Incredible Casuals (Eat EP) Leis Go S3.99 
$399 

PICNIC APE 

:·········~~ -, •..... 
I • • •• 

"1 I a ••••• .. . . . ..... ' 
' -~~::::: : 

Incredible Casuals (Eal 45) " Picnic Ape" S2.35 

Jett & Jane Hudson /LP! Flesh S4.99 
Junk Mail (Free Records 45) "Break Off/No 
More TV-' $2.00 

The litters (Boss1own 45) $2.00 

llmbO Race (451 ··Down & Backwards/What II 
Is' $2.35 

The Lyres (Ace of Hearts. 12'" EP) AHS· 1005 
S399 

Mi ssion of Burma (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) 
Signals, Calls and Marches $4.99 
Mission ot Burma (Ace ol Hear1s 45) "Trem 
Two/OK No Way" $2.25 
Monad (Monad Music 45) "Love Is The 
Lesson" $1.99 
Nea1s (Ace ot Hearts 12" EP) The Monktty's 
Head In The Corner 01 The RoomS4.99 

New Models (Modern Method 45) "Pe~manent 
Vacat1onlShat1ered Windows· S2 00 
November Group (Modern Method 12' EP) 
$4 99 
The Nebulas (Rap1urous Suspense 45) •- Mo,e 
Than Mysttl1ed/Escapade In Ink' $1.99 

Propeller #2 (Propeller EP) $2.25 

Real Kids (Star Rhythm LP) Dutta Place 
$4.99 
Red {Odds On Music EP) S2.99 
Rubber Rodeo (Eal EP) $4 99 
Outlels (Modern Method 45) ··0es1 Friend s/ 
Bright Lights·· $2.00 

Sex Execs (Sex Execs 12") $4.99 
Gary Shane and the Detour (Pure and Easy 
Records LP) ForeverOn Your Way $7.49 
Someone & the Somet>od,es (Modern Method 
45) --Nuevollan· $2.00 

SS Decontrol (Xcla1ml01schord LP) L1m1ted 
Suppty S5.99 

Th,s Is Bos1on, Nol LA (Modern Method 
Comp1I. LP) SS.00 

MOdern Melhod Hardcore EP $2.35 

A Wicked Good Time Vol. I (Modern Melhod 
LP) $3.99 
A Wicked Good Time Vol. II (Modern Method 
LP) $3.99 
The Trademarks (45) "She Knows/Prisoner Of 
Your Eyes" $2.35 

Gary Shane and Detour (Pure & Easy Records 
45) "Johnny's Coal train" $2.50 

Unnatural A){e (45) "They Saved Hitler's 
Brain/The Man l Don't Want To Be" $2.00 

V: (Propeller EPJ So $3.99 
Jimmy V1g11one (Alpha·Mecila 45) "1 Like ti/ 
When The Rad1o·s on· S2 oo 

MIA s tlos1 Records EP) S4 99 Wild Stares {Propeller 45) ·A11 We Want 
Mission ot Burma (Ace of Hearts LP) Vs $2.00 
$7.29 The Young Snakes (Ambiguous Records 12" 
Mission ol Burma (Ace ot Hearts. 45) EP) Bark Along W11h The Young Snakes $4.99 
Academy F19h1 Song/Ma){ Ernst" S2.50 Bos ton Rock Subscriplion (10 issues) $10.00 

r-- -----------------------------------~ 

i 

• Minimum order $5.00. 
Add $2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Outside the US add $3.00 
per order plus 50$: tor each additional item. 
Please allow lour weeks for delivery. 

D Check or money order for: S enclosed. Make check 
payable to Boston Rock Inc. 

Please charge$, _________ to my D Visa D Master 
card # expiration date _______ _ 

signature ____________________ _ 

Send to: 

Boston Rock Mailorder 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

[ M<Kt:Caro ] -v1S11· 

I Name ____________________ _ 

I I /lddress _____________________ _ 

L~ity --------- State _____ Zip _____ _ 

J 

BREAKFAST IN BED 

australian coffee 
the debut l.p. 

Fortune Cookes 
Splash 

Aqua Vitae 
Edge of a Cliff 
Incident North 

Feel Much Better 
Australen Coffee 

Skin 

Available at 
all fine record stores 

or write 
Crunch Records Ltd. 

39 Winford Way 
Medford, MA 02155 
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The new 12" 45 rpm EP 

EDDIE lf.;f;.LKER 

EAST COAST 
@IS-

Featuring: 
FEUDAL LOVE / KLEPTOMANIA 

EAST COAST FEAR / FINALLY ( NO MORE GIRLS) 

Watch for EDDIE h'A£KEH 
& the mar{yrs 

live! 

A vallable at: Newbury Comics, Boston & Harvard Square; Cheapo Records ; 
Discount Records, Harvard Square; Rocldt Records ; SoundSmlth, Coolidge Corner; 
Lynn Music Co.; Nervous Records & In Your Ear, Allston; The Harvard Coop 
Or mail order records - - - -

~~ 1124 Commonwealth Ave., #4A Allston, MA 02134 (617) 738-7686 



Malcolm Mclaren------ -
Buffalo Gals 
(Island, 12" 45) 

Ever wonder how the man who made the 
Sex Pistols vicious, Adam Ant an honest in
jun, and Annabella Luwin his cassette pet 
would do on his own? Well if th is is any in
dication, TER RIFIC! Since his pipes leave 
something Lo be desired, Male assumes the 
role of a square dance rap-master-and in 
the process, exploits yet another untapped 
musical culture and secures a place in 
America's dance clubs. Aside from "Buffa
lo Gals" {and on the 12", the dub re-mix 
called "She's Looking Like A Hobo"), you 
get a square dance, complete wit h fidd le 
and catcalls. Let's hope he records a second 
song real soon. (Harold Lepidus) 

T he Viceroys--- --- - - 
Back In The USA 
(Sounds Interesting, 12" EP) 

Surf, rockabilly, and British invasion ru le 
this record. The Viceroys are less than one 
year old, and while the quartet jelled quick
ly, Back In The USA seems a bit premature. 
There's obvious ta lent and an obvious love 
of rock and roll, but the Viceroys need di
rection, production and 1ime Lo reach their 
full potential. Now that the Stray Cats are 
stars, we need more bands like this. Write: 
Sounds Interesting, PO Box 54, Stone Har
bor, NJ 08247. (Harold Lepidus) 

Ian Norlh----·--------- -----------------------------

Buffalo-guy Malcolm McLaren 

The Vandals---- - - --
Peace Thru Vandalism 
(Epitaph, EP) 

The Vandals sound a lot like West Coast 
counterparts TSOL. They even share the 
same producer, Thom Wilso n. The simi lar
ities bothered me at firs t while listening to 
their debut Peace Thru Vandalism EP, but 
it sti ll frequently visited my turntable. Each 
of the six songs has an irresistably driving 
quality. "Wanna Be Manor'' and "Urban 
Struggle" start the record bouncing along 
nicely, and "Anarchy Burger (Hold The 
Government)" provides a great satirical 
ending. Order now from Epitaph Records, 
22458 Ventura Blvd., Woodland Hills, CA 
91364. (Shred) 

cleverly confesses their problem on the ab
solutely irresistable "White Boy": "White 
Boy dance/do something sweet/like pull my 
heart/like use your feet/like stea1 some cul
ture . ., (Julie Panebianco) 

The Fabulous Billygoo ns--- --
Rhapsody In Flatulence 
(Modern Method, local mini-LP) 

The Imperi al Pompadours 
Ersatz 
{POMPADOURecords, import LP) 

Voice of Howard CoseJJ: There are buf. 
foons, and there are buffo ons . .. On the 
right, The Fabulous Billygoons, the Three 
Stooges of rock. On the left, The Imperial 
Pompadours, the Marx Brothers thereof. 
OK, boys, come out fighting. 

The Goons lead off with ''Billygoon Par
ty Rap" (good god), a parody rap number 
with nice sax work (get down) by Louie 
Garafalo and Suade Cowboy Bob Suber, 
and loutish vocals (unh!) by no less than 

The Dark - ---- ----
Darkworld 
(Ambiguous, mini-LP) 

The Dark have acquired a reputation as 
being Boston's resident weirdo eccentric 
rockers, something that people seem either 
to love or cast aside as "boring 
contrivance" and "artsy annoyance" (th!! 
subtit les of the record). But for my money 
the over-talented Dark 's best material 
comes from their more poppish excursions, 
like the radio hit "Judy." Tons of melodic 
hooks and bouncy, percussion-laden vamps 
put their satire and Roger Greenawalt's off
the-wall guitar lines in proper perspective 
on the funky chants of "Underwater 
Road," the storybook lilts of "We Can Be 
Children" and the mental garbage of "Life 
Of Me." While appreciation of the rest of 
the record varies with moods, these songs 
are consistently satisfying. And with pro~ 
duction quality that is among the best ever 
to grace a local release, thanks in part 10 Ric 
Ocasek, the Dark's trademarked deviant 
complexions always shine through. Write: 
Ambiguous Records, 46 Leicester, Brigh
ton, MA 0213.5. (Tristram Lozaw) 1 

;~gph;o~=~l~l~.u~~~o::~i~~:1:u;~~jd bbuet ~:,~ P--------------~ 
ter in an incomprehensible foreign Ian· 
guage. Penalty for childish toilet humor. 

The Pompadours counter with an entire 
LP side of reprocessed, partially digested 
trash pop from 1he past few decades, taken 
apart, electronically mangled and put back 
together with paper clips and rubber bands 
so that it is still somewhat recognizable, 
though hardly functional as pop music. 

The Wild Stares---- ---
" All We Want" b/ w "The Moon Is 
Down,'' ''Over'' 

(Propeller, local 7" EP) 

Rape Of Orchids 
(Neo, EP) 

P---------------i Again, lots of raucous, loutish vocals, 

The Wild Stares appear to be genuinely 
angry young people questing for some kind 
of key to The Truth. I personally don't 
think there is any such thing, but that's en
tirely beside the point. 

Ian North's Rape Of Orchids is typical of 
the direction much new music is taking 
1hese days-sparse synthesized arrange
ments, accessible hooks, and love and sex 
oriented lyrics. North's stiff, expressionless 
vocals bear a close resemblance to Phil Oak
ey's, of Human League. North, however, 
succeeas m squeezing out a much wider va
riety of sounds from his Prophet 5 than the 
Human League ever did. His exclusive use 
of synthesizers transcends gimmickry and 
achieves a fullness of sound rarely heard in 
clectropop. In "Sex Lust You," North pro
duces an effect simi lar to guita, feedback, 
giving the song an eerie, sensual feel and 
lifting it a notch above the other three songs 
on the record. Still, North, with his annoy
ingly fashio nable haircut that almost ob
scures his face and his adherence to the 
League's "meet a girl on a boat, meet a boy 
on a train" ethic comes off as nothing more 
than a 1alented imitator. (Lesley Murphy) 

Culture Club------ ---
Kissing To Be Clever 
(Virgin, LP) 

This is disco music with some reggae and 
soul th rown in. My God, I can close my 
eyes and see the nash ing ultra violet lights, 
the mi rro red walls, the video screen, and 
the dancers, all aerobisizing to any song on 
this album. 

The people who befong to the Culture 
Club are professionals (The Clash and 
Adam and 1he Ants are among the lumin
aries listed on the members' resumes) and 
they have put together a record designed/ 
destined to slip into the new cracks in the 
club/radio formats. Boy George, the lead 
singer (whom Malcolm McLaren once hired 
for Bow Wow Wow to piss off Annabella), 
has a warm, smooth voice, and some· 
times-especially on the hit "Do You 
Really Want To Hurt Me?"-brings to 
mind the young Stevie Wonder. The band 

/1 TltENEWWAVE 
ltAIR SALON 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

though 1his idiocy is all pretty worthwhile. 
Figure this side somewhat in the tradition of 
things like The Residents' Third Reich And 
Roll, The Lemon Kittens' "Shakin' AH 
Over" or The Flying Lizards' "Summer
time Blues." The Pompadours lead. 

The Goons blow the second round with a 
side of shorter bits of dubious musical hu
mor interspersed with radio spots of ques
tionable value (for the Sports Palace show 
on WMBR, on which the Goons are regu
larly featured). Clearly intended only for 
whatever fans they al ready have. 

The Pompadours are just as barning with 
their response, a side-long bit making fun 
of Hil ler. This one's rich in absurdity, 
though hardly funny. I don't even think it 
was intended to be funny , as was the 
Goons' material. 

Score: The Fabulous Billygoons-belly
laughs for drunken slobs; The Imperial 
Pompadours-½ bozos for weirdos, ½ 
tongue-in-cheek social comment. You 
choose. (Jim Puccio) 

As musical role models they seem to have 
picked an odd combination of Wire (in that 
unit's less Pink Floyd-like moments), gen
eric 60's pop and some of the older local 
bands (the Someone and the Somebodies/ 
Mission Of Burma generation). Judging 
from this little record, the Stares are getti ng 
more cohesive inst rumentally, and may well 
be improving all the time. (I haven't seen 
them in quite a wh ile, so I couldn't say for 
sure.) 

One prob lem still remains, and will pro
bably haunt them until they do something 
about it: the vocals. Their vocal melodies 
are haphazard in such a way that you really 
can't tell whether they have some sort of 
queer internal logic wh ich will reveal itse lf 
upon repeated exposure (li ke Beefheart or 
Syd Barrett), or whether the guy just can't 
hit the notes. When they can figure out a 
solut ion to this burning issue, they will pro
bably start to expand their audience. (Jim 
Puccio) 

USED 
SOUND 11
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I Qu•lity used •udfo equipment ond T.V.'s 
I Wt: buy, sell, and n:pair 

--------· - Rrcords bought, sold and traded 

BOSTON'S NEWEST USED RECORD 
EMPORRJM IS NOW OPEN AT 

. B()STQN'S PREMIER USED AUDIO 
CEN!l:RI . 
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The Jam---------
Beat Surrender 

doesn't help), but once you stop wincing, 
the record does develop a certain charm. 
On side two, the Jam get quasi-political-

Musical Youlh--------
The Youth Of Today 
(MCA, LP) 

cated after an FBI piracy raid, and who 
stole the master for their first album? (Tris
tram Loi.aw) (Polydor, import dbl 45 and 12") 

Dig The New Breed 
(Polydor, LP) :;~:·rs ~~~:u~~p~?~~~~i~;:n~~ r~~!~~ Musical Youth has generated a lot or 1-------------~ 
The Bitterest Pill 
(Polydor, 12" EP) 

cover or "War" (which is different from press because of their British hit single 
the one on Beat Surrender) obscures the vo- "Pass The Outchie"; also because the aver
cals. age age of its band members is thirteen. But 

All good things must come 10 an end; so So there it is-the vinyl testament. Rick child prodigies are nothing new, as there 
we must now say goodbye to the Jam, one Buckler will probably exercise his percus- were the Jackson five and others before 
of the most intelligent and idealistic bands sivc expertise behind another band, and these reggae kids from Birmingham . Music
England has ever produced. With typical bassist Bruce Foxton's songwriting talents al Youth play a slick fusion of pop and reg
flair for the dramatic, they depart not with -listen to "Smither Jones"-will hope- gae, or Motown and reggae, as in "Never 
a whimper, but with a bang! In order tosa- fully be cu ltivated. But all eyes will be on Gonna Give You Up." The Youth OJ To
tiate the public's demand for all things Jam , Weller, no longer restricted by the Jam, or day is well-arranged and produced-easily 
Paul Weller and Co. have released a fare- their fans; the Woking class hero is now digestable for mainstream appetites. 
well single ("Beat Surrender"), a Jive LP free to reach higher and farther-and he's There's something hopelessly cute about 
(Dig The New Breed) and in the US, a mini- on ly 24! (Harold Lepidus) eleven year old Kelvin singing, "I love the 

LPB~!t l~~;r~n~:;n:~~1!:~eti:
11

1~:i
stsiu~?~ ~------------~ r~~~:~~n sf:;n: r:~~u~ve~e:::~r:;i l~~I~ 

material to be released by the Jam-two The Sleep Chamber _______ schoolgirl loves. But unlike the Jackson 
originals and three covers. Weller's "Beat (XXX, local 7,. EP) Five, whose songs appealed to a broad age 
Surrender" is a bittersweet farewell, group, cuteness alone may not be able to 
obliquely explaining the Jam's quit-while- From Pembroke, of all places, comes a sustain Musical Youth. I can't help thinking 
you're-still-ahead philosophy. "Shop- J-song EP of crude electronics something !hat if I were 1welve or thirteen I might ap
ping," the olher original, is a pleasant sur- along the order of very early Cabaret Vol- preciate this album more. (Beth Bellis) 
prise-light jazz touches show Weller is G 
again expanding his horizons, something ~~r:mi:r !h;os~~~n!ct ~~st:~~ ~~~w S~~~ ~------------~ 

Singles--------
The Great NY Singles Scene 
{ROIR, cassette) 

The Mekons---------
The Mekons Story 1977 - 1982 
(CNT Productions, LP) 

Would 1 be exaggerating to call the Me
kens England's greatest punk band? Yes. I 
would . This is not to underrate the import
ance of the Mckons. The Mekons were, and 
are a great band. The Mekons Story is a 
reflection of the various stages of their de
velopment (and various stages of 
greatness), their experiments, and 1heir in
dulgences. WARNING: This is not a com
pilation of the Mekons' greatest hits. It is 
rather, a collection of (mostly) unreleased 
material; some great, some not so greal. 
"Dance And Drink The Mekons," 
"Eden," "This Sporting Life," and "He 
Beat Up His Boyfriend" arc the great ones 
and easily worth the price of the record 
alone (never mind that there are 16 other 
tunes to choose from). Spanning the years 
from ragged punk to synthesizer escapades, 
it's an ambitious product and of great va lue 
to Mekons fans everywhere. Great Scott, 
what else can be said? Recommended. CNT 
Productions, Flat Three, Belle Vue Hs., 
Belle Vue Rd., Leeds 3 England. (Mr. B) 

that will hopefu ll y continue in his solo runs lnnersleeve, a local dist ri butor of in
career. The three soul covers are hardly es- dustrial mus ic. This is not his firs! solo 
senlial, but it's great to have "Move On outing. In 1980, he put uu1 a weird lit1le 
Up," which was performed on the l~St US single of even cruder stuff (like playing the 
tour· tiny strings up pas! the nut on a guitar) un-

abrh;r!i;e ~~~i~ti; ;~~s~~~:~ ~:~~~; ~;:,t:~iw~ei;~~;~e?ms:;~v~h:i~i~\~:t~~ mi!~;~.~
0
!~e~\i~; ~fu~t1~!:r:adv;

1
~~~~s bi~ ~------------~ 

curious release-an almost arbitrary selec- tude improve? Write: lnnersleeve, POB one neat little package. We have here 14 TheShaggs----------
1ion of 14 tracks culled from five UK tours. 844, Pembroke, MA 02359. (Jim Puccio) great early tracks by New York bands that The Shaggs' Own Thing 
Mid-period Jam (i.e. All Mod Cons) gains are "1000'/o certified split-up." Some were (Rounder/Red Rooster, LP) 
the most from these recordings-they're ~------------~ recorded while waiting 10 hit the bigger time 
much rawer than the originals. Since most (Television, Richard Hell, Patli Smith); 
Jam ma1erial was tested in front of an audi- Flipper----------- some while waiting to change bands or gen-

Here's the fo llowup to the classic Philo
sophy OJ The World album. Quite honest· 
ly, it's 1101 as captivating (or is the word 
"stunning") as their debut effort, but there 
are a few gems. The fun tunes are: 

ence before recording, not much is changed Get Away/ The Old Lady Thai Swallowed der, like Model Citizens (The Dance), 
from the originals besides atmosphere and The Fly Theoretical Girls (Glenn Branca), The 
crowd noises. One wishes for more divers- (Subterranean, 45) Mumps (Lance Loud); others before the 
ity, with "Pretty Green," "Funeral Pyre" bands stalled out for whatever reason "Wheels," a standard instrumental played 

with amateurish abandon, and "You're 
Somethin' Special To Me," a charming pop 
song which succeeds completely on its 
"charm." But the best reason to own this 
record is "Shaggs' Own Thing," an at
tempt at singing by daddy and brother 
Shagg. Funny? Let's see what you can do! 
Recommended. Rounder Records, 186 Wil
low Avenue, Somerville, MA 02144. (Mr. 
B) 

and other songs that benefit from live per- Best LP of '82 under their fins, so here's (Speedies, Student Teachers, Nervous Rex, 
formance replacing some unnecessary a treat to start the year off with-"Get Invaders). There are a couple of pleasant 
tracks. But this is 1he Jam, and compared Away," a great HM bias! that I can almost surprises-like the Erasers' "Funny"-and 
to most concert recordings, the record is imagine hearing on normal rad io (key word you won't have to skip over many tracks. 
fresh and unusual. is almost, 'cause when Ted's guitar starts It's about as good a tribute as you're going 

The Bitterest Pill is a collection of splintering off into 600 different directions to get 10 1he cheap, rough, charismatic 
post-"Gift" singles. The title track is a you know that Flipper haven't changed). small-time wonderscene that was NYC rock 
corny love song, with syrupy strings and The nip is a rehearsa l noisefest with "The just a few years back. But I'd st ill like to 
sentiments that are hard to swallow (a melo- ole lady that. .. " recited in its entirety over know why US Ape's first single was confis
dy snatched from "Absolute Beginners" it. (Gerard Cosley) 
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Joe Jackson steps out In the February Issue of MUSICIAN Magazine and explains In his own 
words why his beat crazy music Is once again Jumpln' and Jlvln' up the charts. On sale 
at all finer music and record stores or wherever magazines are sold. 

----------------------------------------------. 
The most In-depth music magazine available. We 

guarantee you'll be surprised. 

Only $12.00 for 12I11ues. You save an lncred
lble $11.40 off the newsstand price. 

f RE E ! Get the Joe Jackson Issue as a bonus when 
you subscribe with this ad. 

O Check enclosed 

D Bill me (no Issues will be sent until payment ts received) 

D I've never read MUSICIAN. but I'd like to check one out. Please 
send me your bock Issue featuring THE CARS. I've enclosed 
$1.00 for postage. 

Name ____________ _ 

Street ____________ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip __ _ 

DA325 

Detach coupon and mall wlth your check or money order 
to MUSICIAN, PO Bax 1923, Marlon, OH 43305. 
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No1 a single Real Kids disbeliever is likely 
10 be converted by Outto Place, their new 
eight-song EP on Star Rhythm Records. On 
1he other hand, I can't imagine a Real Kids 
fan being disappointed. Neither of which 
comes as a surprise. At this stage of the 
game, artis1ic growth is the next to last 
thing anyone expects from singer/songwrit
~r/gu itarist John Felice, and bad songs are 
the last. The man knows exactly what he's 
doing, and you would too if you'd been do
ing it this long. · 

The Real Kids arc a basic three-chord1 

rock 'n' roll band topped with a bittersweet 
:,Coop of classic pop melody: raw guitars 
s1raight from the garage, whether chunky 
on 1he bass s1rings (use that pinky!) or ring
ing ou1 suspended chords. Now personally I 
love pop, but rock ' n' roll bores me, so I've 
always had mixed feelings about the Kids. 
Producer Andy Paley's harmonica makes 
"Can't Talk To That Girl" and "Oulla 
Place" sound like dead ringers for the early 
Stones (though not, of course, as strong), 
which may thrill you bu1 leaves me wanting 
more. I'd rather hear "Senseless," which 
has some fine pop hooks in the verse before 
plowing into a rock 'n' roll chorus, or 
''Every Day Is A Saturday," whose chorus 
boasts the best hook on the album, or best 
of all "No Place Fast," an archetypal Felice 
aching pop song. 

It seems to me that Felice's pop side isn't 
just more to my liking but better executed 
and ultimately more important. 11 makes 
sense: three chord rock 'n' roll is an inher
ently limited form and it takes a genius to 
do it distinctively and say something new 
with it. Expand your chord vocabulary to 
include those sweet minor chords and the 
possibilities are suddenly endless. I can't lis
ten 10 any of the Real Kids' records all 1he 
way through, bu1 someday I'm going to put 
together a fine tape. 

Ahh, ambition. "Out Of Touch" by the 
M.I.A. 'sis my favorite single piece of elec
tro-pop to emerge from the city (what's the 
difference between electro-pop and synthi
pop? Well, electro-pop is the broader cate
gory and includes the other; the key instru
ment in electro-pop is as likely to be nicely 
sounding guitar as a synthesizer. The rhyth · 
mic underpinnings and compositional de· 
vices are the same.) It's textbook stuff 1ha1 
could easily pass as a major label hit if 
snuck into any club DJ's dance set, full of 
hooks and entrancing textures, thanks lo 
Tony Mendousa 's keyboards and Rains 
Rouner's detached, Euro-accented vocal. 
"No Re1urn" isn't killer, but it's quite plea-

doing. And it fell great. And it's propelled 
us into reaching an audience that otherwise 
might not have no1iced. The LP's (The 
Sky's Gone Out) gone to #4 in the Brilish 
charts, which is just incredible for us." 
Was that the main intent ? Cover easily 
recognizable song in letter-perfect fashion 
to gain the success that you've s1rived for so 
long to get? 

Murphy pauses. " Hmmmm . I'm nol sure 
how to answer that without sounding overly 
•:rass. Do we want to be heard? Of course. 

Eddie Walker opens his mouth and I in
stantly know he's copping his style direc1ly 
from someone famous but I can't for the 
life of me figure out who. You know that 
feeling? Actually, I'm not sure there is any 
one person he's stealing from; I just hear 
traces of Tom Petty, Jim Carroll, Lou 
Reed, Elvis Costello, Graham Parker, even 
David Byrne-in short, any great rock 'n' 
roll singer who couldn't really "sing" and 
learned to do something else cool (like snarl 
or whine) instead. Walker's played around 
town a bit with a band called the Martyrs, 
whom I've never seen, and now he's put out 
a 12-inch, 4-song EP called East Coast 
Fear. The credits, to my surprise, arc full of 
familiar names-Adam Sherman of Prhale 
Lightning, Delories Dunn of the Runes 
and Jeanie Lynch singing back-up 
vocals. Ex-Chartbuster Asa Brebner 
provides cartoons for 1he lyric sheet. And 
the record, also 10 my surprise, is a 
pleasure. 

"Feudal Love" is the standout track, 
with a very catchy chorus that reminds me 
of the best of Robin Lane. "finally (No 
More Girls)" is the best lyric, Walker's 
warning to a misogynist who won't be able 
to cope in a liberated world. The title cu1's 
an effective mood piece, and even 
"Kleptomania," the oldest and weakest 

. track , is redeemed by !he point made in tht 
lyric's verses; it's an anti-Nixon song, see, 
only Walker's most pissed at the people 
who elected him, which is to say everybody 
("The ugly truth is there' s a wealth of 
indifference at the scene of every 
murder/My Lai, Kent State, every lover'!. 
chance rape"). Walker is worth wa1ching. 

In the nex1 few months I'd like to review 
as many local bands-especially new bands 
-as possible. If you want in, send me gig 
schedules and phone numbers c/o this ma
gazine, always remembering that I can only 
enjoy your music through charity (how 
many punk rockers does it take to change a 
light bulb?). If you have any reason to 
think I'm unfamiliar with your music , 1ry 
including something that'll get my allention 
and pique my interest-1apes have been 
known to do the trick, but I wouldn't pre
clude press kits, lyric sheets, sugges1ive 
photographs, Celtics tickets or a really good 
recipe for chopped chicken livers. 

Was it a compromising 1hing to do? I don't 
think so. But if it exposes the other parts 
which otherwise mighl not have a chance 10 
shine. if covering 'Ziggy' is opportunistic, 
and I don't 1hink it is, then alrigh1. I think 
the end justifies the means in this case." 

But doesn't it leave you wide open to 
those same charges of lack of originalit y, 
living off of someone else's persona? 

David Jay gets the final word. "We've 
spent three years proving our originality. 
We know who we arc, and so do the people 
that listen to us." 
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Unfortunately. by the late 70s, most of the 
people working in this direction had either giv
en up due to long periods of self-inflicted pov
erty, or had worked themselves into one cor
ner or another by refusing to acknowledge 
any of the newer musical options which had 
opened up in the meantime. With the excep
tion of The lemon Kittens, This Heat and the 
occasional projects by Fred Frith or Beres
ford & Honsinger of the Y Records crowd, 
nothing seemed to point to the further devel
opment of this music in the nuevo 80s. 

What with "New Wave" seriously petering 
out in the innovation department, it comes as 
quite a relief to see new blood breathing new 
life into the old wave. Goebbels & Harth have 
recently proven themselves both creative and 
prolific enough to provide serious help in set
ting the movement back on its feet again. The 
wheel turns. 

Back in New York City, Glenn Branca, one 
of the last of the big-time no-wavers, has re
'leased an LP with poet John Giorno ca11CO 
Who You Storing At? (Giorno Poetry Sys
tems). Each guy has a side to himself. On the 
up side, Branca's 5-guitar rock band puts 
forth a quarter-hour bang-up performance of 
music for Twyla Tbup's dance Bad Smells. 
This has already become my favorite Branca 
piece to date. Thirty strings of dissonant guitar 
textures that go "koong," and sound like 
giant exotic gongs and other impossible metal 
instruments, with distinct sections and a devel
opment that is sometimes minimal, sometimes 
drastic, make this a clear win. 

As for Oiomo's side ... The guy rants vir
tually uninterruptedly for about the same 
amount of time about his bad attitude and 
how he'll fuck anyone or anything to get 
ahead, while a pick-up band of NYC-wavers 
vamps funky blues in the background. As far 
as I can see, this LP is really a single-sided 12'' 
EP, and JO ain't on it. 

Frith demonstrates Samurai guitar technique. 

Although these fellows have so far Rro
duced two collaborative albwns with Dagmar, 
the only one I've yet been able to lay my mitts 
on is called Jndioner Fur_Morgn (Riskant, im
port LP). This one covers a fairly wide range 
of territory, touching on the more modern 
Gennan electronic sounds of Deutsch Ameri
kanische Freundschaft, saxophone choruses 
of Urban Sax and Norman Salant (hardly a 
surprise when you find out that these guys 
have been involved with the Frankfurt Saxo
phone Orchestra), sound-bending tricks of 
the Residents, steel chain/ cymbal smash/ 
piano clunk antics of Henry Cowell and F.dgar 
Varese, and perhaps most importantly, the 
cultural activism of Bert.oil Brecht and Hanns 
Eisler. Speaking of which, the other collabor
ation with Dagmar as featured vocalist is of 
Brecht's Zeit Wird Knapp (Zweitausendeins, 
import LP). 

If it's depression you want, you'll fare a lot 
better with John Cale's latest, Music For A 
Ner,i Society (Passport/Ze). This one's easily 
the best stuff John-boy's done since Academy 
In Peril, Marble Index or Desertshore. The 
l.lllpress1on New Society leaves on me is some
thing like what I might expect from a John 
Cale production of a Kevin Coyne album. A 
sad, folk/troubador feeling pervades the re
cord, with subtle, though strange and discon
certing soundscapes going on behind all the 
while. This may be the quietest, most somber 
and introspective thing Cale has done. A 
moving, thought-provoking and significant 
record from a brilliant, if sometimes uneven 
talent. Group this one with Richard Jobson, 
Richard Thompson and Kevin Coyne. 

lost Microwaves 
by Jim Puccio 

There has been a lot of activity lately from 
former members of Henry Cow and the Art 
Bean, the most visible of which is Fred Frith, 
who just released a double LP of live improvi
sations called Fred Frith In Japan: The Gui
tars On The Tobie Approach. (Recommend
ed Records Japan, import 2LP), available in 
this country from Wayside Music (see below). 
For his solo concert tours, Fred doesn't sling 
on his guitar and solo pointlessly. There's 
more to life. Instead, he puts two guitars on a 
table, and proceeds to do things to them. 
We're talking about hitting them, bowing 
them, dropping thumbtacks on them, sticking 
alligator clips to them, playing them with 
string, scotch tape, or anything else he hap
pens to have brought along. 

The sounds he coaxes from his guitars are 
considerably more varied even than the 
astounding range of junk he uses to play them 
with. Mast are impossible for me to describe. 
The ones that do lend themselves to English 
include pseudo-human voices, whooshing 
noises, squeaking mice, enraged water buf
falos, crunches, drones, bells ... Remember, 
Frith does not use a synthesizer. 

So he makes funny noises, l hear you cry. 
So what? Well, Frith has the unusual ability 
not only to string these sounds together so 
that they develop and progress like what you 
normally think of as music, but to produce 
several of them at once like what you nor-

RECORDS 
Do you have more talent 

than money? If you want the 
straight scoop on recording, 
and a square deal, give us a 

call and check us out. 
THIS IS YOUR DESTINY 

mally think of orchestration. Remember the 
two guitars? One is a double-neck. That 
makes hmm, let's see ... three major playing 
surfaces, two resonators, eighteen strings, a 
handful of pickups and a number of other as
sorted pieces of guitar anatomy. A fellow with 
deft hands and a deft mind 0ike Fred) can do 
quite a bit with a rig like that. As proof that 
Frith not only makes music, but makes inter
esting music, 1 cite the fact that I've seen this 
man in concert five times, and only once have 
I seen someone walk out. Most people listen 
and watch with a good 980Jo of their ranges of 
attention. 

About the records: the performances, edit
ing, sequencing and recording/pressing quali
ty are superb. Nothing here to contradict the 
widely-held opinion that the Japanese make 
the best records in the world. This is theFrith 
set to have if you're having only one. 

Meanwhile back at the ranch, former Cows 
Chris Cutler and Dagmar Krause have both 
recently collaborated with German free music 
duo Heiner Goebbels and Alfred Harth, pro
ducing a couple of the most interesting al
bums since the Henry Cow classic In Praise 
Of Leaming (IC/75) . I don't know much about 
Goebbels & Harth, except that the multi-in
strumental duo see01s to occupy much of the 
same sort of mental space lying between free 
jazz, avant rock, and serious music o la Karl
heinz Stockhausen that Zappa and Faust at 
their best only hmtea at, ana wh1cn Henry 
Cow finally brought to fruition in the early to 
mid 70s. 

Goebbels & Harth, together with drummer 
Chris Cutler and a couple of other obscure 
personalities comprise Cassiber, who recently 
released a double-12'' EP set called Mon Or 
Monkey (Riskant, import). Although this al
bum is in a similar direction to lndianer Fur 
Morgn. some differences should be noted: 
For one thing, Cutler's drumming lends this 
outing a considerably more off-kilter, asym
metric rhythmic base. For another, only the 
lyrics were written out ahead of the recording 
session, whereas all the music was improvised 
on the spot in the studio in order to produce 
''instant collective compositions and arrange
ments ." It is a testament to the tremendous 
talent of these musicians that this set is consid
erably more coherent than haphazard (though 
it does have its chaotic moments). Friends of 
mine have listened in disbelief when told that 
this set is entirely improvised. 

While we're in Germany, let's look in on 
Einstunende Neubauten, who just put out a 
12" EP with Lydia Lunch and Roland S. 
Howard (ex-Birthday Party) as featured guest 
musicians. While not quite as noisy as this 
band's notorious LP Kollaps, the boys still 
have a soft spot in their heart for the mellow 
tones produced by pawer drills, hacksaws and 
steel in conjunction with their good-time rock. 
''Thirsty Animal'' b/w ''Durstiges Tier'' (Rip 
Off, import) is grinding, industrial, distorted 
and fuzzed-Out expressionist stuff, sort of in 
the general Faust tradition, though the paral
lels to that band begin to fade when Lydia 
starts to howl about leeches and so forth. 

Our last stop this month is Los Angeles, 
where the LA Free Music Society has put 
forth an album by members-in-good-standing, 
the Doo-Dooettes. Look To This (Solid Eye) 
has a lot of loop-Oriented stuff, though it is 
considerably more varied (and surprising) 
than your-average ambient-type record. Some 
of the music herein is unsettling in the way 
suspense movie soundtracks can be. There 
are also a fair amount of tape manipulation 
and nonstandard instrumental techniques on 
this one. Sometimes it rocks. Always it dis
plays a particularly strange intelligence. Here's 
looking forward to more stuff from these 
folks. 

I would like to extend a grateful acknow
ledgement to Ottmar Liebert of the local bond 
Red/or kindly donating the excellent records 
he brought bock from his recent visit to the 
offices of Riskont Records in Koln. Many 
thanks. 

Addresses: 
Wayside Music, POB 6517, Wheaton, MD 
20906. 
Riskant Records, Eigelstein Produktion, 80 
Hansaring, D-5000 Koln I, West Germany. 
F.insturz.ende Neubauten, Sabottka, Reichen
ber Gerstrasse l l 5A, 1000 Berlin 36, West 
Germany. 
Giorno Poetry Systems, 222 Bowery, New 
York, NY 10012. 
The Solid Eye, POB 50453, Pasadena, CA 
91105. 

1000 7 inch 45 RPM 
Records in Black & 
White Photo Sleeves 

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF THE DESTINY 
PACKAGE ARE: 

$1100 
1. You get 20 hours studio time 

(not 10 or 15) TWENTY 
2. You get Photo Sleeves 
3. You get four cassettes, 8 Track Master & 

2 Track Master. You OWN the Masters .. 
Nobody will erase them later. 

$300 up fronl...$400 at the final mlx ... $400 when 
you approve the test pressing. 

DESTINY has the equipment & the experience 
you need in a professional, yet casual atmosphere. 

Call Larry Feeney at (617) 658-8391 
31 Nassau Ave., Wilmington, MA 01887 

(10 min. Rte. 93 or Rte. 128) 
Don't forget Destiny's 16-hour (recording only) package .. .lncluding tape - stlll $300 
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ON At TioN RECORDS 

SILVER FOX MUSIC 
PRODUCTIONS 

The full service agency 

• Concert Coordinallon for Colleges, Univers1hes & Nightclubs 
• Entertainment Packages for Mixers, Pubs & Coffeehouses 
• D1vers1f1ed Bands for High School Dances & Proms 
• Video Presentations for Prospective Buyers 
• National & Regional Recording Acts Awadable 
• Complele Disc Jockey Shows 

SMOKE TRAPPER 

JUSTIN RENEGADE 

LOVELACE LAQUIOARA 

BAD FINGER EXCALIBUR 
THE PARTS THE RIVALS 

EAST COAST THE SIXTIES 
GANGBUSTERS STONECROSS 

SCOTT FOLSOM SECRET AGENTS 

PETER DAYTON THE TRADEMARKS 

Please do not hes,tate to call or write It you have any questions. 

No budget Is too small ! We look forward to hearing from you. 

¥, il:.~""°"'°" (617) 376-2022 

I 

SILVER FOX MUSIC PRODUCTIONS 

Tuesday Night Showcase 
At Jaspers 

PRESENTING SOME OF NEW ENGLAND'S 
BEST ROCK & ROLL 

Tue. Feb.1 

Tue. Feb. 8 
Headlining Las Vegas, 
AtlantlcClty, Miami 
Tue. Feb.15 

Tue. Feb. 22 

• SECRET AGENTS 
• NICK ADVENTURE 
• PRECIOUS 

• FIRE All Girl SensBtlon! 
• THE SHIVERS Recent Paradise Headliners 
• SUMMER STREET 

. • EXCALIBUR WBOS contest winners 
• EVERAFTER Heavy hitting rock & roll, with 

forrrier members of Dah, Glass Mountain 
Empress & Masque 

• CRISIS 
• LOVELACE top club concert attraction 
• SKY ISLAND original & cover rock 
• ENVOY former members of Britain and snow 

white 
COMING IN MARCH: CCL (formerly Stonehouse) plus much, much more. 

GENERAL ADMISSION: $3.00 at the Door 
Talent Buyers (club owners, concert promoters, etc.) will be admlt
ed free (call Sliver Fox Hotline: 376-2022 for details). 

8-10 p.m.: $1.00 Mixed Drinks 
Produced In cooperation with: 



by Jeff Hudson 

Vidbeat flipped on MTV and watched a 
couple of days' worth of rock video. Where 
do 1hey get their V.J.'s? Some don't seem 
to know what they're talking about, or 
when they do talk, fumble with their words 
and hands. Dick Clark was at least smooth. 
I think Oedipus should apply for a job on 
MTV, and give it some color and person
ality. 

Wendy 0 . Williams and the Plasmatics 
have a new tape, "Coup d'Etat." It's an ex
pensive production shot in the southwest, 
opening with a startling shot of a rattle
snake. Then it jumps to a helicopter shot, 
panning over the red desert. Williams ap
pears dressed to kill with spikes sticking out 
everywhere! She looks just like a porcu
pine. If you touched her you would pro
bably bleed to death. The song is pure 
noise, but who cares? Williams understands 
what makes a comic book character. The 
climax of this tape shows her driving a 
school bus into a wall of TV sets . She crash
es through the wall and jumps out just as 
the wall explodes. Looks like a fun time, 
doesn't it? 

The only probl~m~at l've--seen this bit 
before, when the Ant Farm crashed a Cadil
lac into a wall of TVs eight years ago. That 
image was shown all over as a post card, 

Custom Servicing of: 
• Pro Audio • Stage Amps 
•PA Systems • Hi-Fi Stereo 
•Rhodes & Wurlitzer Pianos 

and the video travelled in many shows here 
and in Europe. The Plasmatics' tape is very 
exciting, but please don't rip off other peo
ples' ideas. 

At the beginning of the tape, they print a 
statement saying that the stunt is done by 
"professional, conceptual artists," and 
that you should not try it yourself. No kid
ding! 

AHC-"Look Of Love." Martin Fry's 
song is a massive hit. He works well on re
cord and as a still photo image but unfor
tunately, on video the result is rather stiff. 
The tape has a vaudeville, English music 
hall period feel to it. Mary Poppins just 
might walk in at any moment. Fry has his 
cane, straw hat, his striped suit. .. There 
are so many extras in costume, juggling, 
eating fire, eating spaghetti and holding 
parasols that things get just a bit too crowd
ed . Fry walks through this collection, and 
lips his great song. Somehow this is not the 
look of love, it's the look of terminally 
cute. The image is so sugar coated, your 
eyes gel sticky from the goo. Here's an ex
ample of heavily skilled promollon, yet it 
lacks even an ounce of soul. 

DEVO-"Peek A Boo." This tape shows 
the band with their little white neck
ware and jumpsuits, playing their strange 
instruments. They stand on a plane or floor 
with a key or cut out shapes behind them. 
On this background appears a devil-face 
whose eyes and mouth move intercut with a 
bunch of computer-generated, spinning 
geometric shapes. It's a great song and the 
video is good, but I expected more. Some
how, their earlier films and tapes were more 
surreal. This is whipped off. It's good stuff, 
but nothing really ever happens. 

The Who did a cablecast of their last 
North American show from Toronto at ten 
dollars a hit. I saw it at the BradforcLHolel 
on a large .projection system. The screen 
looked great. It was sharp, and the camera 
work competent {eleven cameras in all). 
The sound was extremely clear, and the 
crowd response was probably stronger than 

North Shore 
Music Complex 

107 Munroe St., Lynn 
Studio space available for bands and artists. Elevator, 
loading dock. Lowest rates around. Booking and man
agement for bands available. We also buy and sell new 111! 
used equipment, anything at all. 

Call 898-9498 
Full time security guard present to insure your protec
tion and privacy. 

for a real concert. The projection makes a .. -------------• 
big impact, and in some ways, it really was 
better than live. 

Luis Aire showed his film, Chapter X, at 
Spit to a packed house. I have seen this film 
twice, and it sticks with me. He is a very tal
ented cinematographer and editor. {I know 
it's a film, but it was shown on TV monitors 
and a Novabeam.) This is an art film about 
alienation and a trip to nowhere. It has a 
very cool beginning, but starts to cook after 
ten minutes, especially the roadhouse scene. 
The music is by the king, Alan Vega, and 
the metallic Cars. This is an effective 
soundtrack to an ambitious half-hour vi
sion. 

A great show of art/music video is at the 
ICA, Video Music: Correlations, consist
ing of forty-two tapes in the video theatre. 
Some of the artists showing between now 
and February 6 are Dara Birnbaum, Robert 
Ashley, Kit Fitzgerald, Jon Sandborn~ plus 
Friday night specials. 

The Village Voice calls the show " a 
Who's Who of recent video," and adds, 
"This collection proves music and art are 
natural bedfellows." Organized by the 
Whitney Museum or American Art, Down
town Branch, this is a show worth checking 
out. 

Psychedelic Furs-"Love My Way." 
This tape is the pick of the month for two 
reasons. The song is beautiful, and the tape 
has a lot of magic in it. It shows the Furs in 
mirror-like water that wiggles and distorts 
their faces and bodies. It's silvery gray and 
psychologically compelling. Richard Butler 
told BR that they were almost electrocuted 
standing in the water when a light in the stu
dio fell into it. God save the Furs! 

IN ENTRY. IN ENTRY. OUT ENTRY. 
END. 

VidetHapes are alwa)'91-Wekome Q/ongThe 
Yid Beat. We prefer ¼ ", bur will accept 
Bera or VHS ½" format. Tapes will be re
turned only if accompanied by a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope. 

TEN BEST 
MOVIES OF '82 

(as of the end of November) 

by Betsy Sherman 

I. £. T. -Spielberg 
2. Diner-Levinson 
3. Gregory's Girl-Forsyth 
4. Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid-Reiner 
S. One From The Heart-Coppola 
6. Poltergeist-Hooper 
7. Moonlighting-Skolimowski 
8. They All Laughed-Bogdanovich 
9. Lo/a-Fassbinder 
10. Passione d'Amore-Scola 

The next list 1 leave to my colleague, Ed 
Slota. Hey Ed, isn't there anything better to 
do in Providence than go sec these dolls? 

TEN WORST MOVIES OF I 982 
(as of the end of November) 

I . Megaforce 
2. Porkys 
3. Young Doctors In Love 
4. Summer Lovers 
S. Wrong Is Right 
6. The Seduction (starring Morgan Fair

child) 
1. ALittleSex 
8. Friday The 13th Part 3 

Halloween Ill: Season Of The Witch 
9. Vice Squad 
10. The Best Little Whorehouse In Texas 

Film editor Betsy Sherman is on assign
ment in England. Her Voyeur column will 
return next month. 

lll~I) Sll1llll{ 

llf)f~I{ Vll)l~f) 
CAl .. t 298·9808 

OR 749·7732 
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THE 
THREE 
O'CLOCK 

_Time has come Today 
by Eric Lefcowitz 

It may have been the season to be jolly. but the 
Sahation Army was anything but overjoyed when it 
found out that a popular psychedelic pop band from Los 
Angeles had adopted their name. Not exactly in the spirit 
of giving. the famed charity organization threatened to 
pursue legal action unless the band switched names 
pronto. 

"Somehow they saw our record and then started show
ing up at our gigs," relates percussionist Danny Benair. 
··They even put up our names in some of their stores 10 

warn people that we were working under a false name. II 
got real heavy." 

Clearly, it was time for a change of names-time for 
"the Three O'Clock.'' Fortunately, the band, which re
cen1ly released an impressive EP entitled Baroque Hoe
down on Frontier Records. has enough youthful vitality 
to weather the complications over their name. 

In fact, Michael Quercia. the ethereal lead soprano and 
musical visionary of 1he Three O'Clock, is just nine1een 
years old. His songwriting partner, lead guitarist Gregg 
Gutierrez, is the same age. Together, they add up to less 
than 1hose or either Crosby, Stills or Nash. 

Which is ali the more ironic, considering 1ha1 Quercio 
and Gutierrez's collabora1ions are so heavily steeped in 
the rith tradition of such acid-tinged mid-sixties mon
uments as the Byrds, Buffalo Springfield and the Hollies. 

The Three O'Clock manage to capture the brimming 
innocence, energy and experimentation that hallmarked 
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THE IRREPLACEABLE 
RICHARD HELL 

by Tristram Lozow 

"People misread what I meant by 'Blank Generation." 
To me 'blank' is a line where you can fill in anything. 
It's the idea 1hor you have the option of making yourself 
anything you want. " 

-Richard Hell, from interview with Lester Bangs, 1978 

The interview from which the above quote was taken 
was actually more like philosophical excerpls from talks 
between friends. The major differences of opinion were 
over Hell's frivolous disregard for the gift of life, which 
is ironic; since the interview we have lost the lifeaffirmer 
Bangs, while Hell, who seemed to care less about whether 
or not he was around tomorrow, is more alive than ever. 

"When you've made it thro~1gh five years of feeling 
suicidal all the time, and then you turn around and 
realize that you've made it through all that, you start 
feeling and looking at things more positively. About the 
same time I started to feel that way, I was listening to 
this song by Bob Dylan, of all people, about being down 
and coming back. and it sounded like he was talking 
about me." This series of redeeming events were more
or-less the inspiration for the Destiny Street album, 
which includes Dylan's ''You Gotta Move." 

Five years ago, after the break-up of Tele\'ision, Tom 
Verlaine went on to write poetry with his guitar, while 
Hell, with his group, the Voidoids, dealt with the lyricism 
of mental struggle. 

that thriving era of pop'n'roll which flourished in the 
mid-sixties. They accomplish this through subt le ornate 
touches such as airy three-part harmonies and Mickey 
Mariano's keyboard effects. The final result is a baroque 
pop sou nd that recalls early Pink Floyd and the Left 
Banke, two groups whose influence Quercio openly ac
knowledges. 

Quercio's passion for sixties pop is quite evident. "It's 
Godlike," he says unabashedly. "It's something that 
should be hung up on a wall and prayed to. The songs 
were so melodic and intricate and yet simple." 

Quercio's enthusiasm for the sixties sound spills over 
into the music he composes. Songs off Baroque Hoe
down such as "Sorry" and "With A Cantaloupe Girl
friend" have a bouncy, playful abandon that is missing 
in most contemporary pop music. 

And while the muddy production of the band's 1982 

For Hell, rock'n'roll was the frontier of consciousness, 
the place where you faced the unsentimental question of 
whether the s1ruggle to remain alive was greater than 
what you derived from being alive. Contrary 10 most de
scriptions of the period, Hell saw himself and other early 
punkers as being engaged in something consrructive. He 
derived a therapeutic thrill from unleashing all the pent 
up negative emotions and self-hatred on stage, feelings 
that could ctherwise have torn him completely apart. 

Complacem types found Hell's attitudes, music, dress 
and s1age activities to be filling of a jerk. "When my 
first album came out, just about every review I read de
scribed it with three words-nihilistic, solipsistic and nar
cissistic." Hell, like the rest of his compatnots, didn't 
care. Not only didn't they accept the complacent status 
quo, they were asserting that what they did, destructive 
or not, was of equal importance. "Audiences like seeing 
people with the courage to turn themselves inside out in 
public. It's imponant that you keep that attitude toward 
rock, especially after you turn 20. The extent to which 
you keep your teenage attitudes is the extent to which 
you remain alive. I still think that adolescence is the best 
part of your life, and if I were that age now, I'd be in al
hardcore band." 

As negative as it seems to some, Hell sees hardcore, 
like early punk, as something that "kids" can affirm. 
Hell finally found that he could affirm his life, and that 
affirmation is what makes parts of Destiny Street, his 
second LP, truly classic. 

"The Kid With the Replaceable Head" manically 
echoes Hell's former fits of turbulence. "Downtown at 
Dawn" is a winding, euphoric guitar/vocal epic that 
Television could have proudly recorded. The title cut is a 

C(JTI/. ClllJJ: ~t. 

debut album, Salvation Army (which will no doubt 
become a collector's item now that the band has changed 
its name), all but obscured his vocals, Quercio's vocal de
livery on Baroque Hoedown is much crisper. 

Onstage, the Three O'Clock display none of the thea
trical excess that marred many a psychedelic band in the 
past. "We don't want to be phony or pretentious with 
slicked back hair and a man's world attitude," Quercia 
says. 

In concert, the band otlen closes its shows with a spir
ited rave-up of the Byrds' classic "I'll Feel A Whole Lot 
Bener"-a fitting 1ribute 10 Roger McGuinn and com
pany. Despite heavy debts owed to groups such as the 
Byrds, drummer Danny Benair in sists tha1 the Three 
O'Clock is anything bu! a revival band. "We're not on a 
nostalgic lrip or anything," Benair says. "We wanted to 

cont. on p. 52 



COMING ATTRACTIONS 
Sat. Jan. 29 • WIid Kingdom 
Wed. Feb. 2 · Brt1n Brain 
Thurs. 3 - Dangerous Birds 
Thur,. 10. Skatter Brains 
Fri. 11. Jane & Jeff Hudson 
TUH. 15· The First 
Thurs. 17. Eddie Walker& the Martyrs 
(WCOZ night - tree admlaelon) 
Sat. 19. New Models 

.fBi_ ·11y G'a ~~t.-ajle~ ~ 
'1.a-o~" .~ 

·"'
1 

, R"·1 ' ""'at I ey s 
\.ocal bands play 
>EVERY WEDNESDAY< 

-corner of Cambridge 
& New Chardon Streets 
Gov't Ctr, BOSTON 
723-8371/Listings 

78 3· 2296/Bookings 

"Well Book It!" 
Tim Lewis: 944-9064 

Chets: 523-9298 

Boston Rock and th, Inn Squart prmnt. 

-~,; 
with special guests, The Del Fuegos 
on, night only, Thursday, February 24 

at th,, Inn Square Men's Bar, Cambridge 

491-9672 $4.00 
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I brand new 

1-NATIVE ~ 
ti TONGUE ~ 
El 
~ 
~ 
N 
m 

From Los Angeles . . 

n\ream 
3i,pnbicate 

Sat. 29 
8:30 p.m. 

Sun. 30 
3 p.m. 
All Ages 

Fri. Feb. 4 

Wed. 9 

Sat. 12 

BOYS LIFE 
with special guests 

Shrapnel, Prime Movers & Corpiscles 

BOYS LIFE 
with special guests 

FABULOUS 
THUNDERBIRDS 
B. Willie Smith 

THE ATLANTICS 

Mon 21 Unction 

Wed 23 Squad XVI 
Darling 

Thu 24 Memphis Rockabilly 
Band 

EVERY TUESDAY 
AT COPPERFIELDS 

Jan. 26: Channel 
Jan. 27: Bentley Pub 
Jan. 28, 29: Dartmouth 
Feb. 2: Channel 
Feb. 3: Chaplins 
Feb. 4, 5: Bunratty's West Fitchburg 
Feb. 9: Channel 
Feb. 10: Chaplins 
Feb. 16: Inn Square Men's Bar 
Feb. 17: Chaplins 
Feb. 23: Channel 
Feb. 24: Chaplins 

For bookings contact 
George Dineen, 536-4777 

Wed 26 Jon Butcher AxJS 
Grey Boys 

Thu 27 Rubber Rodeo 
Arms Akimbo 

Fn 28 



WATCH FOR IBE 

GREY BOYS 

ROCK AND ROU THE WAY IS WAS MEANT TOBE 

Fri.Jan. 28 
Prime MO,crs 

Athens 

Sat.Jan. 29 
Unattached 

Montage 

FINALS SUN.JAN. 30! 

TIJESDA YS IN FEB. 
SILVER FOX R&R SHOWCASE 

Secret Agent 
Nick Adventure 
McPherson Strut 

Feb. 8 The Shivers (from RI) 
Fine (all woman rock band from 
Syracuse) 
Precious 

Feb 15 WBOS R&R Winners 
Excalibur 
Crisis 
Even After (former members of 
Dah) 

~---January '83---~ 

26 Cub Koda 
27 Tufts Women's Rugby Club 

Benefit Party 
28 The Atlanttcs 
29 The Make 

~----February-----, 

4 David Leonard Group 
The Citizens 

5 Fire Dept. 
Lynn LaPrad 

I I John A's Hidden Secret 
12 SNL's Blues Brother 

Matt "Guitar" Murphy 
18 Crystal Ship 
19 Straightaway 

The Mistakes 
22 The Graduates 
23-26 East Street 

Twosdays 2-4-1 B-10 p.m. 

I,. ' 1,1, 

Tue Jan. 25 
Band That Time Forgot 

Wed 26 
Dangerous Birds 

Thu 27 
Johnny Copeland 

Fri 28 
Hew Models 

Sat 29 
The Neats 
Del Fucgos 

Sun 30 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 31 
Blue Shadow 

Tues Feb. 1 
TBA 

Wed 2 
Incredible Casuals 

Thu 3 
Robert Ellis Orran 

Fri 4 
Viking • Athens 

Sat 5 
J.B. Hutto & The New Hawks 

Sun 6 
John Lincoln Wright 

Mon 7 
News • l>arling 

Wed 9 
Strangers • The Crabs 

Thu 10 
Arms Akimbo • 3 Colors 

Fri11 
TBA 

Sat 12 
Rubber Rodeo 

Sun 13 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 14 
Young Rationals 

Tue 15 
TBA 

Wed 16 
Rhythm Method 

Thu 17 
TBA 

Fri 18 
DD Stewart & The Amplifiers 

Mimi Jones Band 

Sat 19 
Limbo Race 

Breakfast In Bed 

M:>n 21 
Museum Direktors 
Four New Heroes 

Tue 22 
Pink Cadillac • Vigtones 

Wed 23 
Children of Paradise 

Thu 24 
Dream Syndicate ~ 

Del Fuegos 
Fri 25 

Big Sixteen 
Sat 26 

City Edition . 

Sun 27 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 28 
Boston Rock Pre1cnts .•. 

Sex Execs 
Arms Akimbo 

Cl1-N72 
· 1350 C.mbrtdoo St. 

Inman Sq., 
C.mbridte 

Boston 

~ 
ti 
:l!I 
~ 
~ 
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Celebrity Secrets 
SPRINGA 

CC SS DECONTROL)) 
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Who are your heroes? No more heroes anymore! 

Who, or what do you hate most? I hate conservative snobs who think 
they are better than everyone else! 

Who influenced you the least musically? Joe Biaggi! 

The most? Gene Simmons. 

Favorite Records? Damned Damned Damned, The Damned; Quadro
phenia, The Who; TV Eye Live, Iggy; Jealous Again, Black Flag; Kiss 
Alive II; Live Motorhead; Minor Threat (any). 

Favorite Books: Great Expectations, Dickens; The Martian Chronicles, 
Ray Bradbury; The Hobbit. 

Movies: The Great Escape; The Flim Flam Man; Quadrophenia; Omen 
1, 2, 3; Mark or The Devil; Seka Flicks; Monty Python; Arsenic And 
Old Lace. 

Favorite Performers: David Bowie; Bad Brains; Iggy Pop; Batman. 

Favorite Performance: Minor Threat (anywhere); The Who 11/11/82. 

Favoritf Sport: Rat Hunting (hands down). 

What do you see in the future? A lot or hard work. 

What is, for you, the height of misery? An unsuccessful slime into a club. 

What is your idea of happiness? Playing out! 

Dream Date: Marilyn Monroe; Faye Dunaway; Seka. 

,--------------.--------------- core, and Kevin and I are kind of main- ,--------------.. 
stream." With all of these influences at HELL CONT. NOVEMBER CONT. RHODE CONT. work, the group's sound is surprisingly con-

Kearney said, "I've always gravitated we want to do in Providence-get more sistent. Some Red go in for a PoP sound masterful baring of the soul that contrasts 
towards people who have intense passion in kids to start bands and start a local hard- which plays against some admittedly bizarre the then and now of Hell's life. The rest of 
what they're doing and how they deliver core scene." lyrics. For instance, a song cafJed "House the album is solid, with some great work-
it." ln personal terms, she admires Kate Idle Rich are going through all the usual Warnmg" cteals with a boy who accident- outs by anti-hero guitarist Robert Quine (an 
Hepburn. "She's so alive. It's very imporl- growing pains. Their set consists of a lot of ally burns down his house while playing original Voidoid), guitarist Naux and 
ant to have that vitality." 30 to 60 second songs, perhaps a little too with matches. What he's most worried drummer Fred Maher. 

That thought also kept cropping up in short for their own good. The biggest prob- about is how badly his father is going to Partly because of his conversion to pos-
conversation. Dan Foote felt one of the rea- lem for the band, though, is finding clubs spank him! ''We just try not to take any- itive thinking, and partly because of end-of-
sons things arc falling in place for the band that will let them play. It always helps to thing too seriously," says Ms. Olson. I'll tour burnout, Hell seemed to be caught 
is that they've shown "an intensity for !iv- have another band on the bill wherever you just quote the mighty genius and respond temporarily off-guard by questions about 
ing" and have been "participators." That play, so some of Mark's friends are forming "That proves it." the pains and self-hatred that used to be 
enthusiasm has also been shown, they feh, a band called Strength In Numbers. Will 1--------------~ such an overwhelming part of his life. Now, 

~;e:o/0nadn ~r;~~n,L~s:d ~1i;i~~oe~~hdus~~: ;;;/~eevn~~~p~.ushroom? More details as J O'CLOCK CONT• ~ge~~.s:~{~i:~;~~~"! f~~~:~e~i~u:nt~e~;1;~~ 

they want 10 see in their audience. Ann Meanwhile, back on punk's political rock bands like us now. A few years ago, 
says, "not being a voyeur, but being a per- side, this column notes the formation of an make a 1982 record because it's 1982 and I there used to be only a few clubs in the 
son involved." aggregation known as A,. Rash or Stabbings. think we succeeded." whole country where we could play but now 

For the moment, though, the band plans R.O.S. consists of vocalist Carlotta, drum- Benair, who at 27 is the self-appointed they're all over the place. I like playing the 
to head into the studios and prepare an- mer Skip Powers (both ex-D.C. Tenz), gui- "father figure" of the band, has been more out or the way places. They're usually 
other EP. The label hasn't been decided, tarist Bob Hymers, and bassist Karl Fidrych around the industry in LA long enough to more starved for good music and react the 
even the song selection isn't certain yet. But (both ex-White Lives). remain patient and realistic. "A lot of the most." 
there should be 4-5 tunes on the finished re- This band has a very rich, melodic sound same reelings I had when I was their age I Immediate plans include another album, 
cord, and they're all relatively new compo- (sort of like Echo & the Bunnymen with can see in them now," explains Benair con- to be recorded early this year and maybe 
sitions. The finished product should be out power chords), played with a great deal of cerning the age differential between him guitar lessons. "I'd like to start playing gui-
in March. energy (about halrway be1ween punk and and Quercio and Gutierrez. "Like when tar some, it's easier to play when you're 

The group voiced admiration for what hardcore). Bob admits to the nature of !he minor failure hits you, it hits big." singing," said Hell, who started playing 
the English band ABC has been able to ac- group's songwriting which is reflected in Nevertheless, Benair marvels at the free- bass with Television because it was the in-
complish in terms of concept packaging; titles like "Fight Ir It's Right" and "Kill spirited enthusiasm of his youthful band- strument he could learn to play the 
professionalism but also the ability 10 retain With Warning." Carlotta acknowledges be- mates. "They aren't jaded at all. There's a quickest. 
anistic control of their overall project. ing influenced by theoretical Marxism. willingness to try new things that a lot of Hell has been in four movies. The latest, 
''That's what the November Group is ''We don't write love songs,'' she says. older musicians don't have.'' Smithereens, was a hit at the 1982 Cannes 
about,•• said Foote, ''professionalism.'' ''All our songs are reflections of what's Guitarist Gregg Gutierrez epitomizes the Festival and is being released in the US on a 
There are also some anful intentions and a going on in the world." Mixing music and band's well-grounded optimism when he limited basis. In it Hell plays the sort of 
dollop of musical accessibility. polemics is often a tricky business, but Rash says, "we have all the confidence in the character that he's met enough of to play 

How accessible? Ann Prim recounted the of Stabbings do it well enough to get by. As world, but we don't have to be millionaires well-a drugged-out, bummed-up r'n'r 
day she walked into Strawberries on Boyls- for theoretical Marxism, I'll leave that to to be happy. If I can be a musician and play type womanizer (though not actually a 
ton Street and struck up a conversation aspiring songwriters and URI PoliSci good music I'm happy. But it's a long, rock'n'roller). Though he enjoyed making 
with the fellow who sits on that high chair majors. tough road and we're taking it as it comes." the movie and plans to do more, Hell has 
and demands all your packages as soon as Some Red is smarter than the average So far it's been clear sailing for the Three no plans of ever stopping his music. "Look 
you step in the door. The band's most re- pop band, Boo Boo, and three times as fun- O'Clock. Their debut (Salvation Army) LP at Frank Sinatra, or Mick Jagger. If they 
cent EP, he told her, was selling very well (it ny. The band consists of vocalist Donna 01- garnered extensive airplay on alternative ra- can do it, why can't I?" 
has already gone through two pressings). son, guitarist John Housley, keyboardist dio stations throughout the country while 
"The funny thing is," he said, "the ones Kevin Dambruch, bassist Brian Van Gyzen, some critics listed it on their year-ending 
buying the record all come in here wearing and just plain Eric on drums. music polls. Meanwhile, word ofmoulh has 
coats and ties.'' Marcel Duchamp would ''Brian comes from Berklee and likes jazz it that the Three O'Clock is a young band to 
have had a ball with that line. rusion," reports Donna. "Eric's into hard- watch. Time is definitely on their side. i-..;;;;..:.,=.;..;;a;;;..====---....1 ._ ___________ _. 
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Alltnllon Bands!! If you play 
new music and would like to 
perform in a major New York 
venue send tape (incl. press bio) 
to Mananit Box 1463 NY NY 
10009. 
GIGS ON CAPE for intereS1ed 
& interesting bands just call Bill 
or Chip 617-775-0402. We look 
forward. 

Ed Slota needs records & tapes 
c/ o WRIU 362 Memorial Un
ion Kingston RI 02881 Citibeat 
Sal. 7 p.m. 90.3 WRIU. 

STUDIO N: Ramsa, 80-8 w/ 
full dbx JBL-IOOs, DDL, fen
ders. Prodn. assist., transfers, 
etc. $20/hr/blocks. (617) 872-
6843. 

Strung Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 7. 236-4930. 

FOR SALE 

THE SLEEP CHAMBER-Bi
zarre E Music. Available at 
Newbury Comics and Rockit 
Records: Breath For Brian (Se
ance EP) cassetle; Speak In 
Tongues (Religious Secrets) 
cassette EP lnnersleeve Box 844 
Pembroke MA 02359. 

PRETENDERS OR PIL SAM
PLE Talking H., Clash, Police, 
Heart, Kinks, Geils, Costello, 
Asia, Cars, Stones, Squeeze, S. 
Cats, more. Catalogue? 
Sample $1. Pop Shots, Box 
1247, Boston, MA 02ll7. 

For Sale: Peavey 12005 Mixer 
like new, asking $500. Call 
Doug 394-5406. 

MISC. 
Undergroul'ld music-experi
mental, explosive, subversive, 
and sublime. Low prices. Free 
catalogue. Ear Wax Records, 
64 Mountain St. Sharon, MA 
02067 (617) 784-2816. 

FREE ALBUMS 

~(Q)~~~~L? 
CL.ASS -A~.RE~E-ARCHING 

MUSICIANS 
BASS PLAYER NEEDED orig 
hi energy 1hea1rical bnd own 
EQ a must trans at ph Tues 
p.m. 8-IO 338-7677 fun w/p.w. 

ND BASS w /STYLE, voes, 
CHOPS fr gigs/ studio. No no
vices. Bcatles2Bauhaus lnjun
Paki drones. USAR&B. Eye
less Gaza. Blind Lemon Jeff. 
Eno. Elvis. Aggression. 
783-5552. Keep trying. 

All original hard rock act seeks 
dedicated male lead vocalist, 
pros only!!! Jim 289-68!0. 

Wanted Ld Gull & Ld Voe for 
orig rock bnd. Showmanship, 
dcdicat, commit and imagina
tion a must. 668-3721 ANY
TIME! 

~odern Drummer Wanted Sa- J 

!cm NH based group seeks 
drummer into completing a five 
piece original band. Have had 
'BCN & 'GlR airplay. Have 
studio & connections. Peter 
603-893-4992 eves. 

WANTED 
Rellablc penion wllh van want
ed to help deliver Boston Rock 
once a month. Call Greg al 
266-8787. 

ADAM ANT FANS: Looking 
for photos from Metro I 1/18, 
also looking for rare tapes, 
photos, books and magazines. 
H you're just a fan ... please 
write: Cherry Box 209 West
hampton Beach, NY 11978. 

WANTED! Tapes of the Un
touchabla live. I'll trade for 
Thrills tapes ... or photos. 
or ... Thanks. Mark Rossi, 77 
Newbern Ave. Medford MA 
02155. 

Wanted to buy/borrow/trade: 
Live/studio tapes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75) Mod 
Lovers, Men & Volts. Please in
clude titles, date, quality. 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

PLASMATICS Fans write to 
Kevin Guinn, South St., RFD 
219, East Douglas, MA 01516 
to trade or sell pins and maga
zine clips or anything or call 
(617) 476-7027. 

BOSTON ROCK seeks dedicat
ed freelance wrilcrs from 
throughout the US & abroad. 
Send writing samples to Greg 
Reibman, 268 Newbury St., 
Boston, MA 02116. Send photo 

1 copies only. 

PERSONALS 
To Ben Orr of the Cars: My 
goal in life is to be your girl
friend. I'd give my right arm 
for you. 
Love, 
Emily 

LIVE STOMPERS wanted 
sound board quality tapes or 
live FM broadcasts willing 10 
buy or trade. Have list of trade
ables including video. Tom 
Shea, Box 1558, Springfield, 
MA 01101 or 413-785-5679. 

Wanted: lmpor1 / New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45s. Musi be 
in good condition. Call John at 
247-3007. 

CAffiSRIDGE 
music 
comPLEX 

New Englond's Largest 
st Complete' J>.ehearsal 

and Storage Facility 

Studios Now Available 

No Security .Deposit 
Necessary 

Coll 491-7371 
130 Ai.wh Drook Pkwy. Co~ 

THE BOSTON AREA'S 
BEST 16 TRACK IS 

NOW BETTER! 

WATERTOWN, MA5SACHUS8TS 
ANNOUNCES THE ADDITION OF 

900 CUBIC FEET OF 
STUDIO SPACE. 

, WHAT MAKES US BEST? 
' CONTROL ROOM BY ABADON/SUN INC. 

' COMPUTER MIX DOWN 
' PlA TE REV ERB 

. .. AND MUCH MORE 
JUST ASK: LOU MIAMI. PETER DAYTON, 

THE ORBITS, JOHN PENNY, 
HEALIN' OF THE NATIONS .. 

FOR INFO OR TOUR CALL 

(617) 484-9812 

BANDS WANTED NOW! 
I. ~ eng~producllon ORlGINALACTS OR SOON-TO-BE ON VINYL 

Oetnos a Master PrOQJCf Unbiased ocMce obouf Send Promotional Materials (8 x 10 photos, cassette or 
recording lf'I Goston. video {Beta format) , resume, song list , and itineraries, to: 

Phone# (617) 923-9366 SILVERFOXMUSICPRODUCTIONS 
95 Van Kleeck Road , Millis, MA 02054 ---Karen Kone---· L.:..16_17'-13_76_-zo_zz __________ ~ 

CLASSIFIEDS 
Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 per line. 
The business rate is $1.50 per line. Boldface is available 
at a rate of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold. 
Listings of stolen musical equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on this page Is available at a rate of $8.00 
per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads that are not 
camera ready are subject to a $10.00 production fee. 

Please include name and address whether or not you run 
it in your ad. 

Name 
Address ____________ _ 

City/State/Zip _________ _ 

_Phone(_) __________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classifieds 
over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mall to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds lffiJ illlP,!!!!III 
268 Newbury Street 1-:-1 
Boston, MA 02116 

Our classified deadline is the second Monday of each 
month. BOSTON ROCK is published on the last Wednes
day of the same month. 

o Check or money order for$ ____ enclosed. 

D Please charge $ ____ to my 

D MasterCardor D Visa # _____ _ 

exp.date ____________ _ 

Signature 



by Nayme Drawper 

According to a number or folks.involved 
with Boston radio, this city may be in for 
som~ major changes in the months to come. 
Before we get into the usual gossip and gar
bage, here are a rew things that bear wafch
ing: 
• Ir the FCC approves, WBOS, once a 
prosperous disco station and more recently 
a very bland album-rock station will be sold 
to NBC. Although format changes have not 
been announced, there is an unconfirmed 
rumour that Rick Carroll, the highly suc
cessful programmer at the Los Angeles
based modern music station KROQ, may be 
hired as a consultant to program a similar 
new wave hits format for Boston. 
• On February I, WLYN-FM will change 
its call letters 10 WFNX, Again, it is not 
clear what new owner (Boston Phoenix 
publisher) Stephen Mindlch will do with the 
North Shore station. Over the past few 
years 'LYN has made numerous attempts at 
programming new music with minimal suc
cess. In an encouraging pre-Mindich move, 
WMBR/SpU DJ Tom Lane has been pro
moted from a parHime to foll-lime posi
tion at the station. 

• Another area station which has already 
changed format and is about to acquire new 
call lellers is WEEI-FM. For the past sever
al years 'EEi-FM was a major success as a 
sort-rock station. As the new WHHT (hit 
radio), they promise to pick up the tempo. 
Lord knows they couldn't slow it down any 
further. 
• But the most significant, and easily a vic
tory for new music, is the news that John~ 
baslian-the man who as program director, 
narrowed WCOZ's album rock format 
earning the station its record breaking high 
ratings or a couple years back-is dissolving 
his national consulting firm, of which 'CO2 
is a subscriber. Current program director 
Andy Beauven says that the album rock sta
tion will "continue to do what it's been do
ing," but is also quick to point out that, 
"We've been able to add records that I 
wouldn't have dreamed of playing six 
monrhs ago and with very good success." 
Beauven cited ABC, Devo and the Culture 
Club as examples of records now being 
played at 'CO2. Long time announcer 
Rockil Bob Slavin has been replaced by 
WAAF veteran Harvey Wharfield . 

For underground radio fans, it is worth 
noling that WMBR p.d. Jon Von Zelowilz 
may be leaving the area soon. In addition to 
being the host ol the popular No Fun punk 
oldies show, Von 2elowitz deserves much 
credit for adding a number of garage-rock 
programs to 'MBR's afternoon schedule. 
And in Worcester, WICN's Donna Tocchio 
is said to be employed by WAAF under the 
name Donna Wild. 

I 

" 

• BLEED 
FOA ME! ,, 

,,., 
Gossip And Garba2e 

Okay, folks, get out your old timers score 
cards! Ex-Map/Ari Yard bassist Dan Saltz
man is now in Christmas. Let's hope small
fry Michael Cudahy gets to stand in front. 
Mr. Curt and drummer Rick Marlin are re
forming Pastiche, this time featuring key
boardist Richard Lynch and Carl Jordan on 
bass. Star Rhythm Records is releasing a 
12" EP by the Last Ones featuring original 
members or DMZ and the Lyres. And Un
natunl Axe hero Rich "Daddy-0" Parsons 
has announced the formation of a new 
power quintet SUck Ball starring his brother 
and former Fulure Dad Moose Parsons, 
one time 007er Cnig Kutner, Tom Bull 
from the Outlets and LaPeste's Mark 
"Karl" Andreason. Phew! 

Speaking of the Outlets, have they 
broken up? And does that mean that BR 
will never get the money it loaned them to 
record a demo for Chrysalis Records? 
That's gratitude for you! 

Three cheers for the J . Geils Band! Their 
New Year's Eve show at the Centrum was a 
blast! Not many bands can make a place 
that big feel as intimate as the Paradise. 

After getting complimentary tickets from 
Geils to see the show, internationally ram
ous haircutter Diego smashed his Mercedes 
into the band's tour bus. In a different 
snowy New Year's Eve wreck, WL YN jock 
Randi Millman narrowly escaped serious in· 
jury when she was involved in a 1hree car 
pile-up. 

What local publicist invited BR associate 
editor Julie Panebianco to lunch, and then 
in her patented Crass-manner asked Julie to 
pick up the tab? 

Speaking of nerve, Mike Baker, formerly 
or the Rings, is one of those guys who evi
dently doesn't understand the meaning of 
the word "benefit." Not only did Baker 
have the audacity to ask to be placed on the 
guest list for one of the New York Rocker 
fundraisers-but he got confused and asked 
the wrong magazine ... ours! Meanwhile, at 
another NYR show, Human Switchboard
isl Robert Pfeiffer called our publisher 
Mike Drtfle "a boring shit" for not want
ing to dance with him. 

In the Jose Fellclano-May-Not-Be.So
Bad-Off-After-All Dent., we've learned 
that the Fabulous Billygoons are working 
on a video to their unforgettable song "Bil
lygoon Party Rap." Video wiz Jan Crocker 
has been directing the project with a 
clothespin on his nose. 

While stopping for a bite to eat en route 
to the Who concert in Worcester, WBCN's 
Oedipus was stopped by a fan who was con· 
vinced she recognized a familiar face: 

"I know you," the young fan told the 
program director, "you're Lee Rocker 
from the Slray CalS." 

"No I'm not!" snarled Oedi. 
"Oh yes he is," volunteered DJ Carla 

Nolan from the next seat. Oedi has alleged
ly been giving out Lee Rocker autographs 
ever since. 

Mike Torrez and Bob Toomey, two main
stays or this city's beer-drinking circuit, are 
in the process of relocating to the Big Ap
ple. While Torrez (who is joining the New 
York Meis) is acting upon his only job of
fer, Toomey has yet to select among five 
different studio engineer positions. (Un
fortunately they are all vertical rather than 
horizontal.) We'll miss you Bob. I'm not so 
sure about Mike. 

Jeff Corkey, ex-Se(ond Division and De
teclives' drummer has joined Batik. Rott 
Cormier has replaced bassist Rick Andrews 
in the Freeze. Phil In Phlash is helping 
book the Wild Slares (!?) and hardrockers 
Rirt Rarf have changed their name to Ax
minisler Molly. 

After the loss of their keyboardist, the 
all-female Fine China has decided 10 remain 
a trio. Their new Lene Lovich-like song 
"Mata Hari" is one of my favoritt: new 
!apes. Lare Riser Mick Miller likes it too. 

Salem 66, another all-woman outfit is in 
the studio with Burma's Peler Prescott pro
ducing. Tennie Komar has been getting re
cording assistance from November Group. 
Mr. Band Lou Giordano are working with 
Native Tongue. William Garrell and Carter 
Alan are producing a tape for the Dream 
Garrett 1s also producing Arms Akimbo. 

When and ir the Del Fuegos pass a rou-
1ine interroga1ion by local officials, they 
will become the most recent Boston band to 
play Walpole Prison. Who cares about get
ting in-what if they don't let 'em out? 

Hey, did you notice the SS Decontrol 
poster in the film The Verdict? It was right 
over Paul Newman's head as he stood in 
front or South S1ation. And did you see the 
Neats review in People Magazine? Neither 
did I-but Rick Harte says it was there
honcst! 

It's about time Boston's great bands be
gan exposing themselves in New York. As 
we go to press, Native Tongue, November 
Group, the Neats, Jeff and .Jane Hudson, 

"M0NfT€/2 CH€€fc'' 

the Dangerous Birds and Rubber Rodeo are 
all busy participating in a week-long "Best 
of Boston" showcase at Danceleria. 

Rubber Rodeo hasn't done bad for them
selves on the west coast either. Eat Records 
prez Don Roze reports that the band's big
gest thrill of the tour came the night Dr. De
mento went to see them. Roze has also an
nounced plans to liberate a new three song 
Rodeo dance EP in the next month. 

Now that the Young Snakes have thrown 
in the towel, crooner Aimee Mann says she 
is happily working on solo material. Unfor. 
lunately there is no way I can print any or 
the scandalous stories surrounding the tal
ented singer because she always sneaks into 
our office the night this column is due and 
scratches them out. 

1980 Readers Poll winners, the AllanUcs, 
will cease playing at the end or May. Ac
cording to band member Tom Hauck, the 
quintet will be taking off the summer to re
organize and re-evaluate career goa ls. In the 
interim, Fred Pineau has started a new local 
record label called Condor Rec:ords and 
there is speculation that Atlantics Hauck, 
Paul Caruso and B. WIikinson may join 
forces on a project separate from the band. 

The Blues Aslronauts are recording an 
album in New York and Men And Volts are 
doing the same in Maine. Hopefully, this 
Volts' project will have two different sides! 
Also be on the lookout for a 12" EP by 
Psycho, a four-song seven-incher from the 
Mighty Ions on G G Allin's label, and the 
just-released howler by the F.U. 's . Kenne 
Highland, of Gizmos fame, is playing out 
with the Hopelessly Obscure. And what 
publication refused to publish an ad by Vile 
because it was, yup, you guessed it. .. too 
Vile? 

Ir you've grown weary or night upon 
night or smokcy rock venues, a number or 
non~rock (but still smokey) clubs have just 
opened or remodeled. First and foremost is 
Stitches, the renovated front room of the 
Paradise that is now a cozy comedy club. 
The Palm Club in the basement of the 
Bradford Holel currently features dixieland 
jazz bands. Big Band music can be heard at 
the Satin Doll on the corner of Dalton and 
Belvedere Streets. And in Newburyport on 
the North Shore, the Grog has been remod
eled and will begin booking both national 
and local acts. Many scenegoers prerer 
these kinds of places when they're on what 
might be considered a controversial date. 
Don't let the fact that 1 'm there bother you. 
Your secrets are always safe with me. 

Welcome back Raz. Get well John Levy. 
Write dammit! 

Nayme Drawper clo Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
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includes 28 page l uxo -de mented l ibretto 

Fresh Fruit For 
Rotting Vegetables 

Dr,i;'i !\1t1'1n) ,1, I • 
-~ 

SP/CS 70014 (8.98) 

Holiday in Cambodia 
b/w Police Truck 

Too Drunk To Fuck 
b/w The Prey 

con t a ins "Bl eed For Me " a nd "Halloween. " 

Bleed For Me 
b/w Life Sentence 

1 n God We Trust , 1 nc. 

Virus 5(5 . 98) 

Halloween b/ w Saturday 
Night llolocaust 

IR9016•includes lyrics Virus 2·includes lyrics Virus 2J·includes lyrics virus 28 · includes lvrics 

A TASTE OF STARK REALITY 
Alternative Tentacles Records. Manufactured and distributed by Fau l ty Products , Jnc . 





Pattern ( your ¼ 
"' , . escalator 

Black Jeans 

of life 
at t = 

~ oo~ \~o>fot\ 
228 Newbury St. 

Boston . 536-2365 

r 
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ROUNDER. 
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Sex Execs 
(SE-14} 

Features 
"Tomi-itis" and 
"Your Whole 
Life." 

"One of the 
hottest dance 

- rock records of 
the year." 
-Oui Magazine 

Dangerous 
8#rds (Pro
peller 1007} 

"/ndie single of 
the year." 
-Robert 
Christgau, 
Village _Voice 

.---------, The Decentz 
(Philo EP 001} 

Debut EP from 
Burlington, Ver
mont's premier 
dance band. 
Watch for up
coming area ap
pearances I 

Cool It Reba · 
(Hannibal EP 
3302} 

Four new 
songs from New 
York's ironic 
dance band. 
Priced to please. 

Angry Young 
Sees "Shake 
Up The Sub
urbs" (Bees
wax 2821} 

The Bees' se
cond single will 
make you o Bee
liever tool 

The WIid 
Stores "All 
We Want" 
(Propeller 
1008} 

Second single 
by Boston's most 
controversial 
band. 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT RECORDS---
---------HARVARD SOUARE 



Announcing the second annual 

BOSTON ROCK 
MUSIC SEMINAR 

Saturday, May 7th 
at the SPIT/METRO complex 

13 Lansdowne St., Boston 
IO a.m. to 6 p.m. 

Last year's Guests were: 
MICHEL BASTARACHE Producer, Owner of DETENTE RECORDS BRUCE HOUGHTON ROCKFEVER PRODUCTIONS, Booking Agent for 

Mr. Cs , The Roft ; Management for Jon Butcher 
Axis 

DUNCAN BROWN Monger, ROUNDER RECORDS AND DISRIBUTION 

JUSTIN BURRILL PROPELLER RECORDS 

JIM COFFMAN Monoger, MISSION OF BURMA; Former Booker, 
STREETS, SPIT, THE UNDERGROUND 

FOSTER COOPERSTEIN Entertainment Lawyer 

NEIL JACOBSEN 
JEFF JONES 

JOHN LYONS 

JOAN MARTIN 

DON LAW AGENCY 

CBS RECORDS 

SPIT/ METRO 

GERARD COSLOY Writer, BOSTON ROCK, TAKE IT! , NEW YORK 
ROCKER: Publisher, CONFLICT 

JOAN MARTIN MANAGEMENT (Lou Miami , 
November Group, Dangerous Birds) 

CRASS 

ROB DIMMIT 

MICHAEL DREESE 

Night. time Program Director , WLYN 

PERFECT CRIME STUDIOS 

Owner, BOSTON ROCK , MODERN METHOD 
RECORDS, NEWBURY COMICS 

ALBERT 0 . 

LESLIE PALMITER 

GREG REIBMAN 

IRA ROBBINS 

DJ , WLYN , SPIT, WMBR, WBCN 

WCOZ; Manager of Charlie Forren 

Editor, BOSTON ROCK; DJ , WMBR 

Publisher, Editoriol Director, TROUSER PRESS 

MARK FISHER Entertainment Lawyer DON ROSE Owner, EAT RECORDS (Human Sexual Response, 
Rubber Rodeo, etc.) RICHARD GETZ WQTV BOSTON 

ROGER GREENWALT THE DARK: Co-Booker of MAVERICK'S, MEDIA 
WORKSHOP 

MAXANNE SARTORI ELEKTRN ASYLUM RECORDS 

DOUG SIMMONS 

JIM SULLIVAN 

SANDY WRIGHT 

Writer, THE BOSTON PHOENIX 

Writer, THE BOSTON GLOBE 

DJ. WERS 

MICHAEL HAFITZ 

RICHARD HARTE 

Entertainment Lawyer 

Owner ond Producer, ACE OF HEARTS RECORDS 
(Mission of Burma, The Lyres , The 
Neighborhoods, etc .) 

We plan to have equally strong speakers this year. Many have already confirmed. 

This year's panelists will be announced In our next Issue. 

• The Boston Rock Music Seminar is for those who wish to learn and further their 
careers in the music business. 

• The seminar is "use" oriented: it will provide practical information which should 
be immediately beneficial to you. 

• The seminar will be an excellent place to meet others and exchange ideas. Space 
will be provided for those who wish to distribute promotional materials. You'll be 
able to contact in one day as many people as you might spend a month trying to 
reach by phone or mail. 

For more information on 
The Boston Rock Music Seminar 

call 266-8787 
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Boston Rock Magazine Presents: 
The 2nd Annual Boston Rock 

Music Seminar 
Comment on the Seminar by Mike Dreese, Publisher 

Last year's Boston Rock Music Seminar was, by all accounts, an over
whelming success. This was for two main reasons: 

1) The speakers we invited to speak were not only very much in
volved in the music business, but most have been quite successful 
in their area of the music business as well. 

2) Most of the speakers had a genuine interest in sharing their 
knowledge, opinions, methods, and frustrations with each other 
and the audience. 

Most of the speakers, especially the more publicly known ones, find 
it difficult-if not impossible-to give enough attention to those who 
daily pound on their doors, call on the phone, and send tapes and let
ters. This is not because they are rude or don't care, but simply because 
they don't have the time to properly answer every inquiry. However, in 
the format of the Music Seminar, they can give their perspectives to an 
audience of several hundred people at once, as well as interact in lively 
discussions with their peers. Thus we've found that both the speakers 
and the audience learn from, and enjoy, the proceedings. 

The Seminar Handout 
... will be substantially thicker than last year. It will include: 

1) Over 200 addresses of college and commercial radio stations who are 
open to independent records and tapes. 

2) Names and phone #'s of those who book the clubs in the Boston 
metro area and out of state \especially New York}. 

3) A case history of how a successful independent record was recorded, 
manufactured, promoted and distributed. 

4) Names and addresses of A&R people at the major labels. 

5) A thorough listing of addresses of rock oriented/record and band re· 
viewing publications. 

In the seminar format, each speaker says his piece, and we then open 
the mikes on the floor to questions from the audience. This allows you 
to follow up on questions of special interest to you. The breaks between 
panels and lunchtime allow you to question panelists individually as 
well. 

The seminar will give you answers to such questions as: 
• What's the best way to release an independent record? 
• What are the politics of the music scene? 
• What makes critics notice a band? 
• How important is video to a music career? 
• How do DJ's like to have tapes formatted? 
• How does one go about attracting a major label? 
• What are pitfalls to avoid in signing contracts? 
• What are the most important qualities of good management? 
• Are independent releases a help or a hindrance? 

In short, you can probably gain more insight into the music busines~ 
in one day at the seminar than you could if you spent a month on the 
phone and/or waiting in peoples' offices. 

BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR 

DON'T MISS IT! 

Admission: $15.00 in advance, before April 15 $20.00 after April 15 

ROCK 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!! 

send to: Boston Rock Music Seminar ~ 
Name____________________ 268 Newbury Street § 
Address _____________________ _ 

City/State ____________________ Zip _____ Phone( __ ) _____ _ 

D Enclosed is my check or money order for $15.00, please send registration information and my admission ticket. 
(After 4/15/83 please enclose $20.00.) 

D Please charge to my Visa/Master card # _________ . Exp. date _______ _ 

Signature _____________________ . Or call (617) 266-87_87 and charge by phone. 

If you are associated with a band, studio, record label, radio station or other organization, please list below: 

D I'd also like to register the additional names and have admission tickets sent to the above address. Enclosed is 
$12.00 for each additional name. (This offer expires on 4/15/83.) 

D Please send me information about advertising in the special seminar supplement issue of Boston Rock. 
= (Advertising deadline is 4/12183.) § 
a111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iii 



FEBRUARY'S FINEST 
1. Dream Syndicate - When It's Over 
2. Simple Minds - New Gold Dream (LP) 
3. The Cure - Let's Go To Bed (12") 
4. U-2 - New Years Day (12") 
5. Heaven 17 - · Let Me Go 
6. The Call - The Walls Came Down 
7. The Three O'Clock - Marjory Tells Me 
8. R.E.M. - Chronic Town (EP) 
9: Blitz - New Age (single) 

10. Blancmange - Living on the Ceiling 

LOCAL 
1. Mission of Burma - Vs. (LP) 
2. Neighborhoods - Real Stories (tape) 
3. Limbo Race - Bless Me Father (tape) 
4. Dangerous Birds - Alfa Romeo 
5. Sex Execs - (EP) 
6. Real Kids - Small Town 
7. Boys Life - It Came From Here 
8. Rubber Rodeo - How The West Was Won 
9. Jane & Jeff Hudson - Flesh (LP) 

10. Fabulous Billygoons - Billygoon Party Pop 

THE LAST ONES 
FEATURING EX-MEMBERS OF DMZ AND THE LYRES 

NEW 4-SONG 12 INCH EP OUT NOW 
DISTRIBUTION: ROUNDER, IMPORTANT, GREENWORLD & OTHERS 

AVAILABLE BY MAIL: $4.98 EA. POSTPAID IN U.S. 

ADD $1.00 POSTAGE CANADA & OVERSEAS 

STAR-RHYTHM RECORDS 
PO BOX 54 MALDEN, MASS. 02148 

SEE THE LAST ONES AT THE PARADISE MONDAY, FEB. 21 



Western Wear .. . andassortedtogs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(oppo5ite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

SPECIAL - ENGINEER BOOTS 
$59.50 

\ 

THE BARBARIANS 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
. " many store 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, 
English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60's 
Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged 
Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, Studs .. 
and lots morel 

(ONTENTS 

8. Your Helium Voice 
9 . Paradise Remodeled 

by Julie Panebianco 
10. The State of America: 

• New York City by Mark Coleman 
• Washington DC by Howard Wuelfing 
• Durham/ Raleigh/ Chapel Hill 

by Ken Friedman 
• Lawrence/ Kansas City by Blake Gumprecht 

13 . Laurie Anderson by Scott Pascucci 
14. The New Models by Carter Alan 
17 . Bow Wow Wow by Khaaryn 
18. D.O.A. by Sheena 
20. The Time by Dean Johnson 
22. The Members by Khaaryn 
25. Movies: 

• Rolling Stones in Let's Spend The Night 
by Harold Lepidus 

• Richard Hell in Smithereens by Dean Johnson 

27. Record Reviews 
28. Voice of Muck by John Brusger 
30 . Wax Pie by Jon McAuliffe 
32. The Way Out by Jim Puccio 
33. Vid Beat by Jeff Hudson 
34. Arms Akimbo by Julie Panebianco 
35. Clubland 
39. Celebrity Secrets: Iggy Pop 
41. Classifieds 
42. Nayme Drawper by Itz A. Seekrit 

Swim Suit Issue Cover Design by Chris Gilbert . D.O .A. Photo by Ed Colver. 

OUR NEXT ISSUE ON SALE: MARCH 30 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: MARCH 15 

~-----------------------------------------------------------. 
Boston Rock presents . .. 

JULIE'S GALA BASH AT THE INN SQUARE 
Featuring 

THE SEX EXECS 
and 

ARMS AKIMBO 
Monday, February 28, Inn Square Men's Bar, Cambridge 

I 
special admission only $2.00 

' 

BRING IN THIS AD FOR A 
FREE DRAFT BEER 
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CARSICK 

BR: 
What a feeling of hopelessness and des

pair filled my sou l when I read 1hat Ric 
Ocasek was "1he individual or organiza
tion" who mos1 helped the Boston music 
scene in 1982 (BR #37, Readers Poll)! In a 
terrifying moment of realization, it was 
clear that incessant BR coverage of the 
fucking Cars was not a co nspiracy of bad 
taste by the periodical, but simply a pander
ing to its readership. 

Curt Richtig 
Cambridge, MA 

Dear Curt, 
Perhaps you'd be happier subscribing to 

the Boston Phoenix-to the best of my 
knowledge, they've ye/ to run a favorable 
Cars story or record review. -ed. 

AGONY OF THE XTC 

BR, 
Upon reading your staff's picks for '82 

(BR #35) I was su rprised (shocked is more 
like it!) to see that nobody listed XTC's 
English Settlement among their choices for 
album of the year. Selllement stands out as 
the most important release of the year. 
Songs such as "Ball And Chain," "No 
Thugs In Our House" and "Melt The 
Guns" have a message that strikes 10 the 
heart on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Meanwhile, your wrilers arc impressed by 
groups like ABC. who arc worth as much as 
their Bryan Ferry hairstyles while their 
music can't approach the originalit y of 
XTC's "Senses Working Overtime." 
Among other favorites of yo urs arc various 
hardcore ba nds who claim to hate Reagan, 
violence, war, etc. while they encourage 
their audience to slam dance each other into 
oblivion .. 

David Poudrier 
Fitchburg, MA 

HOODWINKED 

BR, 
I am writing in response to what , in my 

opinion, was poor handling of the Neigh
borhoods' letter 10 your paper (BR #36). 
Letters to the ed itor sho uld be for readers 
to have a chance to voice their opinions. 
They shou ld not be responded to by you, 
si nce you always have the last word in you r 
articles, regular features, gossip columns 
etc. 

As fo r the Neighborhoods, perhaps 
you'd be frustrated too ir you tried 10 grow 
and no one would accept it. Come on, have 
a heart-nobody likes being kicked when 
they're down. Thank you for listening and 
usually I like yo ur paper. 

Karen O'Elio 

You're right! -ed. 

MISSION PERSON 

BR. 
Where do dreams go wrong? While cor

porate rock contin ues to rule the radio, the 
ar1 crowd maintains their pretensions, and 
thick skulled skinheads keep repeatin g ca re
fully rehearsed speeches on the dangers ol 
conformity-Mission o f Burma simpl y 
wandered away from well-worn paths on a 
course all their own. Miss ion of Burma, at 
least in their present form (BR #36) is to be 
no more. The band will be greatly missed, 
we need them- they truly meant something. 

Daniela Waterman 
Weymo uth 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 
Although your name can be withheld at 
your request, please include it with your 
address and phone number. All leuers 
are subject to editing. Write to: YOUR 
HELIUM VOICE c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 

Boston Rock and tht Inn Square pmmt. 

....... ·:.·_,:,,,.···:···::,;1111, 

I~ 
with special guests, The Del Fu egos 
on, night only, Thursday, February 24 

at th,, Inn Square Men's Bar, Cambridge 

491-9672 $4.00 
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Paradis , 
-~evisitec 
by Julie Panebianco 

"A total entertainment complc," is hov. the nC\\ 0\\ners described what they 
wanted, and with the wave of a wand-and a fC\\ months renovation time-they got 
it; a spanking new and impressive Paradise has reopened on Commonwealth Ave
nue. 

The club is almost legendary-indeed, ambitious booking policies have made the , 
Paradise host to the Boston debuts of performers such as Elvis Co!>tello. Echo and 
the Bunnymen, U2, Deva, X, the Pretender!>, the Psychedelic Furs, and Adam and 
the Ants. However, there were problems-it is difficult to book interesting bands 
seven nights a week-as well as complaints, caused by nailed down seats, poles 
blocking the stage, and rumors of unruly bouncers. Enihusiasm for the club damp
ened, and the glory days became few and far between. 

The new renovations promise to change all that: the st iff immovable chairs and ta
bles are gone, replaced by a large dance floor-there are rows of comfortable thea
ter-style seals in the back; the stage is higher and larger, creating sight lines around 
the poles; there are video sc reens and two new sound systems-one for performers, 

. and one for the DJs to program dance music. The decor is colorful, and comfort
able. 

That's Entertainment, the company that owns Spit/Metro, bought an interest in 
, the Paradise from Don Law (who remains co-owner) and gave the club its much 
' needed shot in the arm. Don Law representative Neil Jacobsen said, "The renova

tions are something we always wanted to do, but didn't have the money or the time.'' 
John Lyons, one of the happy new owners, said the complex will include Stitches, 

the comedy club in the front room; and "The 'Disc," a dance club on Friday and 
Saturday nights. "Dancing was always a part lacking in the room," Lyons said, 
"and there is a real need for it in that area. The college kids need a place to go to re
lax, where you don't have to get dressed up like you do to go to Spit or the Metro. 
There was a re«.\ need for a place to go that was casual, to relax and watch videos and 
dance." 

"The 'Oise" also solves the problem of booking talent for seven nights: "Before 
you had to have seven strong nights, and now it is down to filling five nights." Lyons 
also plans to have Sunday night "Paradise Premieres" where 1hree or four new 
bands will perform. "We'll give new bands a chance to play a club, and to get out 
and promote themselves." 

Most importantly, Lyons promises the Paradise will continue 10 present top notch 
~alent only; "It is going to remain Boston's premier showcase concert club." 

same Day 
service 
and we fix everything! 
ROCK AMPS • P.A.'s • STEREOS ,~ _ 
TURNTABLES • TAPE DECKS ·, 
VIDEO EQUIP • SPEAKERS 

~ 

WE SELL SONY AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

CYRO CEARLOOSE 
1306 commonwealth Ave. Allston MA. <6171 731 ·9629 

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1983 
The Second Annual Boston Rock Music Seminar 

._ ________ A_t_S,P-lt/Metro 

Get your piece 
of the Rock. 

Subscribe and save more than 
30% off the newsstand price. 
Deal clincher: Subscribe today and for one 
dollar (shipping and handling) we1l mail you 
one of these fine new albums courtesy of WEA: 

Frida 
''Sometlii11gs Going 011" 
1ncludcs I Know Thcre·s Something Going On 

To Turn The Stone I Sec Red. 

AVAILABLE ON WARNER/GEFFEN 
RECORDS AND CASSffiES 

sen~ to 

i 

Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury St, 
Boston, MA 02116 

.. erll,. 
PLEASURE VICTIM 

0 Here's $11.00 for the next ten issues of Boston Rock. Please 
rush the free record I've checked below: 

_Greg Kihn _Frida Berhn 

D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is .$10.00 for ten issues. 

D Check or money order enclosed. 

1(-~1] 

Name 

Address 

D Please charge to my Master Card or Visa 

exp. date ________ _ 

signature ________ _ 

City ___________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

jAlbum offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last. We reserve the right to substitute 
for first choices.) 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD S2.00 PER ISSUE . 
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TOXIC REASONS 
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INDEPENDENCE 
\ 

FREE BOOK INCLUDED. $7.50 RI 10,004. DISTRIBUTED BY SYSTEMATIC 
BONAPARTES, ROUGH TRADE, GREENWORLD, DISC-TRADING 
IMPORTANT OR ORDER DIRECT FROM RISKY RECORDS· 2339 
3rd SI. S.F. Ca. 94107 

" VARVE . ,, 
bamboo curtain 

VARVE'S FIRST SINGLE "BAMBOO CURTAIN" 
$2.50 RI 10,003. 

DISTRIBUTED BY SYSTEMATIC, BONA
PARTES, ROUGH TRADE, GREENWORLD, 
DISC-TRADING, IMPORTANT OR ORDER 
DIRECT FROM RISKY RECORDS: 2339 

3rd St. S.F. Ca. 94107 
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NEW YORK CITY: 
by Mark Colemon 

Nostalgia can be dangerous, especially 
when the here-and-now is unsatisfying. 
Already, New York's original punk move
ment has been romanticized out of pro
portion, but maybe it's understandable in 
the face of today's splintered and socially 
stratified scene. The newest ROIR cas
sette-only release both perpetuates and de
bunks the myth of the mid-seventies, com
piling singles favored and forgotten from 
that era. NYC-The Singles leads off with 
three classics that practically defined the 
independent single; "Piss Factory," "Lit
tle Johnny Jewel" and "Blank Genera
tion" are vivid, fiery blasts from the not
so-distant. Heavy hitters like Patti Smith, 
Television and Richard Hell hang an in-

timidating shadow over the rest of the 
line-up, but then, how do you follow a re
volution? The remaining selections seem a 
hodge-podge of what came next, featuring 
near-hits (by Nervus Rex and the Speed
ies), minor discoveries (Erasers), bits of 
historical background (Theoretical Girls 
and Marbles) as well as questionable in
clusions (U.S. Ape). As compilations go, 
it's fairly consistent, though, even if 
Come On and Model Citizens aren't quite 
the stuff of myths. Anyway, if it hasn't 
already, "Piss Factory" will change your 
life. It's one song no rock home should be 
without. 

"Why not give the great ones a tape of 
their own," you say, and that's just what 
ROIR did with Television. The Blow Up 
is a double-alb length recording of one of 

WASHINGTON, D.C.: 
by Howard Wuelflng 

When the tough get going in this town 
it's hard to 1ell at times if we're actually 
busy, or just dizzy. The Velvet Monkeys 
have ejected yet another bass player, the 
latest victim being Tim Carter (ex-Young 
Turds, Dead Mormons, lnsaniacs). Mr. 
Carter is now taking the opportunily to 
work in earnest on the Frenchers From 
Hell, a band he'd already been rehearsing 
with which includes a quorum of the ori
ginal Young Turds. The Monkeys, mean
while, have already procured a replace
ment, Chuck Sleak, formerly of the Ab
breviated Ceilings, and are working with 
him at Inner Ear Studios recording a new 
single. Danny Frankel (erstwhile Urban 
Verbs' drummer) has been happily chrisr-

ening the emergent loft circuit in the 
Adams-Morgan section of town with Aer
ofone, a sometimes out fit involving sev
eral Tiny Desk Units. Soon, however, 
he'll be flying out West to audition for 
415 recording artists, the Renegades, on 
act he describes as "Cure-influenced." 
Gad. 

Next wax out of DC will be the Scream 
LP, the details of which have already been 
described in these pages. After that, look 
for a Minor Threat 12" with about eight 
songs on it. Sessions for this start right 
after they record Nurds with Skip Groff, 
owner of Llmp Records on lead vocals. 
Nurds will be a punk answer to Pin-Ups 
featuring selections like the Pagans' 
"What's This Shit Called Love." This 
will probably be' the last ever release on 

DURHAM/RALEIGH/CHAPEL-
by Ken Friedman 

The Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill Tri
angle, a hinterland 'though it may be, has 
never lacked for diverse talent or hope of 
national recognition. The rise of new mu
sic regionalism has loosened the big coast
al domination enough so that we're poised 
for the breakout. 

THAT SOUTHERN POP SOUND: Ar· 
rogHce remain the godfathers of the 
area , perpetrating crisp bar-rock-cum
Angloid pop for IO-plus years. The dB's, 
however, remain our best known export 
and their ups and downs are held close to 
heart by all. As the band takes its time on 
LP #3, side activities abound. Peter Hols
apple did an acoustic mini-tour while 
~hris Stamey & Gene Holder produced 

the new Pylon LP. Just out is Chris' first 
solo album on Atlanta's OB label. It's a 
spry brainteaser that ensures his standing 
as a master of pop-from-left-field. 

New Southern popsters include Let's 
Active frontman Milch Easter's state-of
the-heart studio for the budget minded 
has been busy thanks to Stamey, Pylon, 
REM and the Bongos. Mitch's adolescent 
vocal and jangly guitar, with the sock of 
his all girl staff rhythmic section create an 
endearing brand of driving, melodic pop 
that balances innovation and vague 60's 
reminiscences. There's more. Chapel Hill's 
trio Rick Rock are preparing for gig #I 
this Valentine's Day. The territory covered 
is not new, yet they produce punchy, 
hook-laden songs that stick like glue. Be
yond this, the flying Pigs and the re-

LAWRENCE/KANSAS CITY: 
by Blake Gufnprecht 

Lawrence is nor the ·next nowhere burg 
that 'II supply the alternative rock press 
with a flood of next-big-things. l1's not 
the "Athens on the Kaw" that some 
folks, like nice guys R.E.M. think ii is. 
And it's not, as one local band sings, 
"Berlin on the Plains." The band that 
wrote that song, Get Smart, has moved 
their base to Chicago. Some cultural mec
ca amid the wheat, eh? 

Lawrence is a city of 55,000, an hour 
west of Kansas City by interstate, revolv
ing around the University of Kansas. It's 
not much differen1 from your average col
lege town, except perhaps that we've had 
a college radio station that's supported 
the new stuff almost from the beginning, 

a coupla clubs willing to book the locals 
and the few touring bands who make it 
out here, a strong line of fanzines, and, 
of course, we've always had a handful of 
decent area bands. 

The 850-capacity Lawrence Opera 
House-responsible for booking bands 
like the Gun Club, 0uzzcocks, Iggy Pop 
three times, and the bigger local draws
closed its doors for the final time Dec. 11. 
The city is selling it, and it's likely 10 next 
be used as a training school for lounge 
acts, honest to god. The smaller Off-the~ 
Wall Hall hosted Jason and the Nashville 
Scorchers the same night, but never re
opened in a flurry of overdue bills and 
cancelled shows. 

Off-the-Wall Hall will reopen this 
month with new management and an aw-



TV's last shows in 1978. It includes a 
demolition of "Satisfaction" that should 
earn Tom Verlaine and Richard Lloyd 
their place in Fender heaven, and fits 
somewhere in between Allman Bros. Live 
At Fillmore Easr and the Velvet Under
ground's 1969 as an essential live docu
ment. Also new from ROIR is Stone Kill
ers, the debut of Prince Charles and the 
Cit:r Beat Band. PC recently made the 
move from Boston to NYC, picking up a 
new band and some WBLS airplay for 
"Fool For Your Love" along the way. 

Now that I don't work there anymore, I 
can tell the truth: Folk City is 1he place 10 
be on Wednesdays. Cheap and relatively 
comfortable, the 'Music for Dozens' series 
has featured hot visitors like the Neats, 
Meat Puppets, Morells and Violent 

Limp. Lucky for D.C. that 1he Slickee 
Boys' Dacoit label seems to be going full 
steam ahead with a 45 from the Nurses 
and an EP from Martha Hull's Steady 
Jobs out in the stores even as you read 
this. (Write to: 9306 Bulls Run Pkwy., 
Bethesda, MD 20817.) Also in the works 
is a 12" by former (DC) Dark singer, 
Meredith Hardy. There'll be crackerjack 
tracks by EgosJavia and the Velvet Monk
eys and a debut cut from Underheaven on 
1he next Sub Pop cassene 'zine coming 
out (If} if I'm not mistaken). The U.heav
en tune was recorded before Mark Jick
ling, also a member of Half Japanese, 
joined as a second guitarist. 

Important Records, a major indie/im
port distributor, have released some of the 
Bad Brains cuts produced by Ric Ckasek. 

HILL: 
formed Resisters have just begun to 
stretch their legs. 

Pop keyboard/guitar interplay is at its 
peak with Durham's X-Teens. For three 
years they've produced a brisk and bright 
carnival of sound notable for drive and 
bite in the face of a melodic childlike glee. 
They've released an EP on Moonlight Re
cords, a single on their own Artnik label 
and an album is due out presently on 
Dolphin. 

THE PUNKS: Hardcore has struck the 
South, ages ago actually. Raleigh's Butch 
Wax and Th• Ogaretz are both gone and 
are sorely missed. Local magazine, The 
Triangle Alternative has aided and abetted 
the release of No Core, a cassette compi
lation of Raleigh & Charlotte bands. The 
music is frantic and furious with parallels 

ful new name, 1he Dynamo Ballroom. 
Run by the same guy who books the city's 
jazz club, the new club will not provide 
bands with guarantees, a policy which has 
already precluded a stop by the Dream 
Syndicate. The club will now be open just 
four nights a week (instead of six), and 
with the exception of a weekend of Wichi
ta's Embarrassment, the next two months 
hold nothing of interest. 

Get Smar1 played their farewell gig in 
October, just after completing work on 
their debu1 album, Action, Reaction. Re
lease date is unknown; 1hey're looking for 
a label. With 1hem gone, that basically 
leaves 1he Mortal Micronotz, Thumbs, 
Slarl and Other Guse as regular locals. 
The only new band I know of is the Sonic 
Playboys, basically just an old-style rock-

Femmes and a slew of promising local 
outfi1s. The Wolfennanys, a weirdly coun
trified conglomeration of various dB's, 
Raybeats, Panther Bums and Beat Rodeos 
sure sounded belier than a one-night 
goof, as did Never Never, a guitar-heavy 
package of pop-rocks with Will Rigby 
from the dB's on drums and the delect
able Myra Holder singing and picking. 
Speaking of southern accents, Milch Eas
ler's new band Let's Aclive played a lively 
se1 here that proved he's much more than 
a studio maven. Wi1h strong material and 
a crack female rhythm section, this trio 
bears watching. 

The only drawback with holding occa
sional shows in a non-rock venue is 

... cont. on p. 39 

Originally, Warner Bros. were to have re
leased an entire album, but they passed on 
the option. Things have not been so rosy 
for the B. Brains these days with M.D.C. 
and Big Boys, among others, exposing 
their more churlish escapades. Jihad, a 
Hoboken band with several members of 
DC's dread-departed Chumps, have gone 
as far as circulating flyers enumerating the 
reasons they no longer support the Bad 
B. 's (sinking A 7 by running up thousands 
of bucks' worth of phone bills, etc.). 

In more line-up shake-up news, we've 
heard that Black Market Baby is opera
tive once more with a guitarster from the 
Penetrators (the drummer's old band) tak
ing over Keilh Campbell's place; Eddie 

... cont. on p. 39 

to DC hardcore. In other quarters, Eras
erhead deftly juggles Liverpool-style doom 
& gloom with Dead Kennedys covers and 
the Bad Checks take their cues from 
Johnny Thunders on their single. 

THE YOUNG'UNS: Two high school 
(or recently post-HS) acts are gathering 
steam. The Pressure Boys exude a punchy 
"Dance Craze"-style ska-pop that makes 
them the area's #1 party band. Of equal 
note are the Kamikazes who slap out a 
primal rockabilly with roots that are 50's 
deep. Their show is a feat of scrappy 
abandon that leaves Stray Cats trendies to 
rot. 

Now is an excellent time to check out 
the Triangle releases. Beyond the No Core 

... cont. on p. 39 

n-roll-surf fuckaround band of three Off
the-Wall regulars. 

The Microno1z, four energetic high 
schoolers, released a 12-song album of 
garage-punk on the local Fresh Sounds la
bel in October. Thumbs, whose in1eltigen1 
garage pop drew worldwide raves with the 
release of their debut album almost three 
years ago, have finally released the follow
up, No Price On Earth on their own Ra
mona Music. Better than ever, Thumbs 
nonetheless have never been more uncool 
among the local hips1ers. Not trendy 
enough. Jesus! Accordingly, and unfor
tunately, 1he band has pretty much qui1 
playing live. Start, a four-piece playing 
polite keyboard-guitar rock who've been 

... cont. on p. 39 

Produl·ed by David Kahne. 

New 12" EP 
featuring 
the hit"China" 

Now available on 
4 I 5/Columbia. 

~.; 

ON SALE AT 

• Newbury Comics 
268 Newbury St., Boston & The Garage, Harvard Square 

• Rockit Records 
Route One North, Augustines Plaza, Saugus 
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ICS 
Two locations: 
• 268 Newbury St., Boston 236-4930 
• The Garage, Harvard Square 491-0337 · 

This Month's Specials. 
Feb. 28 
to March 6 
• Ultravox LP Quartet (reg. $6.29) sale price $4.99 
• The Freeze EP Guilty Face (reg. $2.35) 

sale price $1.80 

March 7 
to March 13 
• Simple Minds LP New Gold (reg. $6.29) 

sale price $5.29 
• Fabulous Billygoons EP Rhapsody (reg. $4.49) 

sale price $3.49 

March 14 
to March 20 
• Dexy's Midnight Runners LP Too-Rye-Ay 

(reg. $7.29) sale price $5.99 
• Someone & The Somebodies 45 " Neuvo" 

(reg. $2.00) sale price $1.50 

March 21 
to March 27 
• Echo & The Bunnymen LP Porcupine 

(reg. $7.29) sale price $5.99 
• New Models EP Sight And Sound (reg. $5.29) 

sale price $4.29 

March 28 
to April 3 
• U2 LP War (reg. $7.29) sale price $5.99 
•Lou Miami & The Kozmetix EP (reg. $4.49) 

sale price $3.49 

Always a bargain at 
Newbury Comics . .. 
• November Group EP 
• Boston Not LA 

• • 

Now selling tickets 
to the Paradise, 
Channel and 
Living Room. 

ULTRAVOX 

\ 
QU ARTl::T 
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The Cool Caress of Electronic Arms 
by Scott Pascucci 

"You hear the word 'free' and i1 depends 
on who's saying it-Crazy Eddie, William 
F. Buckley, or Jesus Quist." 

-Laurie Anderson 

Almost ove:-night the subject of perform
ance art has begun to appear in an unlikely 
array of publications, from rags to respect
ables, two page mimeos to the New York 
Times. The occasion is 1he world premiere Laurie Anderson 
of Laurie Anderson's six-hour, two-night 
multi-media presentation of her latest 
work, United States: Parts I-IV. And al-
though one may shudder at the thought of 
Laurie Anderson becoming an acceptable 
topic of conversation at high-brow cocktail 
parties, 1he international attention that seems 
imminent on the eve of her 16-city, world
wide tour will be more than well -deserved. 
For no matter what you may think of Unit
ed States, it won't leave you unaffected. 

The theme of United States is technology 
and its interaction with society, particularly 
ind ividual members. The approach is to 
deluge the audience with an overwhelming 
kaleidoscope of visual and aural images. 
The subject matter and presentation is not 
radically innovative; however, United 
Stares stands out an a unique work because 
of the intensity and understanding with 
which Anderson approaches it. 

Unlike other artists who have attempted 
10 work concurrently through a number of 
mediums, her personal presence is never 
subordinated to the gadgetry of her present
ation. The subject of modern life is por
trayed the way we are exposed to it every 
day-a little disorienting, frequently repeti
tious, and never immediately comprehens
ible. While lacing recognizable images with 
her ideas and commentary, she stops short 

of imposing any personal, all-encompassing 
order upon them. 

To label Laurie Anderson a multi-media 
artist is somewhat of a misnomer. She util
izes each component of her art with such 
adeptness that the instruments, the slides, 
and the lights eventually become supernu
ous. Listen to the wry tales of airplane 
nightmares, Russian paratroopers, and Wil
liam F. Buckley, and have your hysterical 
laughter abrupt ly choked by the realization 
of how the story will end; that, by itself, 
will linger for days. 

As Anderson moves from words, to tape, 
to bow violin, she becomes a waifish Paga
nini; singing through a vocoder cross-legged 
on the floor of the stage, a hum~n synthe
sizer; wired with microphonic glasses, rap
ping on her skull and face, a bongo with a 
brain. By becoming the medium, she re
fracts the world into images in a way that 
makes them your own. 

What makes United States a work of art, 
and not simply an extended sensory over
load, is that although no one element is par
ticularly alien to things you've already seen 
and heard, their presentation is mesmeriz
ing. You are stripped of deciding which 
stimuli to react to and which to ignore. Ev
eryday images cease to be commonplace. 
The effect is powerful, and sustains itself 
well past the raising of the house lights. 

United States will not be performed in its 
entirety in Boston; this special presentation 
(Berklee Performance Center, March 12) 
for the 10th anniversary season of Center 
Screen will be a solo Laurie Anderson per
formance, with excerpts from her larger 
work. The focus of Anderson, with her ef
fervescent personality, wry humor, and na
tive intelligence, will prove to be fascinating 
-and as she is certainly nm an elitist, it wm 
also be entertaining. 
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NEWNIODELS 
the sight,the sound,and the fury 

by Carter Alan 

The New Models have stood apart from the begin
ning-formed at a time when nihilistic punk elements 
lost potency, they played electronic music with a 
dance stance that crossed musical borders. In I 980, 
that was a new sound in Boston and the band, who had 
a strong individual image, immediately sparked wide
spread supper! from fans. With few exceptions, key
board bands have a marked lack of mobility and 
visual focus-the New Models not only move, but 
are one of the area's most exciting live acts and, with 
the release of their new EP Sight and Sound, show 
promise to become as popular on record as they have 
been in the clubs. 

Their sound is a hybrid, blending an incredible 
number of electronic sounds from an array of key
boards, with the anchor of drums and a decidedly 
metallic guitar. It is this combination of style that 
makes the New Models' sound distinct-as both elec
tronic dance music and hard rock. 

The group has grown much in three years, but all 
along too much attention was focused on the percep
tion that they were Boston's "next big thing." (To 
their credit, 1he three members have never acknow
ledged that tag, concentrating their efforts on the 
music instead.) The legend: when Cars drummer 
David Robinson first saw the New Models, he asked 
them to warm up for his band at one of their Boston 
Garden shows; Cars' manager Steve Berkowitz soon 
signed them up, and immediately got the New Mod
els cracking on their debut single. "Permanent Vaca
tion," recorded al Syncro Sound and produced by 
Ric Ocasek, was highly touted 10 press and radio reps 
-however, a six month delay in releasing the 45 
dulled its effecl and everyone's enthusiasm. The New 
Models seemed to go into a career hibernation, and it 
looked like another case of a band generating a lot of 
promise and failing to collect. 

Their dormant period is apparently over. With the 
release of Sight and Sound on PVC, their career
and hopes-have received a shot in the arm. It guar
antees national distribution and promotional sup
port. (PVC has a strong reputation for releasing local 
product from all over the country, as well as es1ab
lished artists like Steve Diggle and Phil Manzanera.) 

"We haven't really been hiding," offers Casey 
Lindstrom, the New Models' manic lead guitarist and 
vocalist. "It's just that we haven't been ac1ively pur
suing a local record deal. After that Cars gig (at the 
Bos1on Garden) a major label always seemed to be 
around the corner. This isn't a bunch of shit either! 
When everything looked down, there was always one 
guy who would ask for another demo-that kept up 
for months!" 

Keyboardist Steve Thurber continues, "The record 
industry has been cutting back and the first thing 
they cut is the funds for cultivating new bands. So, 
English bands who had already gotten a few steps 
ahead in terms of audience and records were ... " 

" ... being picked up by U.S. companies," cuts in 
Lindstrom, "because there was no need to lay much 
groundwork. They were buying finished albums." 

It's possible that the New Models were bumped 
from possible major label recruitment because of a 
"latest craze" English band; sheer economic realities 
were the real reason. Labels that showed initial inter
est backed down because of dwindling artist support 
money. These companies may show renewed inlerest 
now that the group has completed this nationally re
leased EP. 

"We know now that we should have done the PVC 
record a long time ago," says Lindstrom. "It would 
have been nice to get a major label deal because I 
think we're capable of putting out a good album and 
touring to support it. But l 'm really looking forward 
to this EP-the important thing now is to get the re
cord out with some distribution, get it on the radio, 
and gel out there and play. We might have waited 

with this five song master tape until the first of 1he 
year when all the labels have their new budgets, but 
we couldn'1 wail anymore!" 

"One of the things that does bother me about no1 
releasing lhe record a year or two ago," explains 
Thurber, "is that there's a lot of material wrinen in 
this band and a 101 of turnover. If we had been able 
to do something then, the songs that were foremost 
in our minds at that time would have been committed 
10 vinyl. Those songs eventually get shuffled to the 
back of the shelf." 

Along with Michael Johnson on drums and percus
sion, the New Models live are a whirling dervish of 
energy. Lindstrom flails about lhe stage picking out 
fat monster rhythms and soaring leads. Thurber is 
1he cool counterpart behind his bastion of key
boards, selling up melodic layerings, keeping a bass 
pulse, and pushing the synthesized percussion 
towards Johnson. The drummer matches this with his 
own wildness-crucially injecting ammunition 
into the group's powerful beat. Thurber believes that 
a band should be much more than their recorded 

Michael Johnson, Casey Lindstrom and Steve Thurber 

work when performing in concert. "If people pay 
money to come and see a band, then I think they 
should ge( more than what their record presents. I 
loved the first Ultravox with John Foxx, but when I 
saw the band at the Metro with Midge Ure, it was the 
first indication that a band I liked was getting boring 
on stage. There was no risk, nothing past their LPs. 
Then I heard reports that A Flock of Seagulls and 
Duran Duran, as cute as they are, all have that total 
live similarity to their records." 

Channeling the New Models' live energy into stu
dio recordings proved difficult for the group even in 
the state-of-the-art Syncro-Sound. "We went in for 
the firs! session thinking that this was the Cars' stu
dio and all we'd have to do is play, then we'd fix it 
later. Ha!" laughs Lindstrom. Thurber continues, 
"We were always a live oriented band, and we had to 
start rethinking things. Sight and Sound represents 
our diversity in that it touches 2 or 3 grooves that 
we've been doing lately without sounding like 2 or 3 
bands." 

While the Cars were away, the New Models played, 
with Syncro engineers Thom Moore and Walter Tur-

bill doing the recording and helping the band creat
ively. The five tunes all feature strong melodi..:s sur
rounded by Thurber's keyboard layers and Lind
strom's guitar which is kept suitably aggressive or 
beautifully lulled. Throughout, the arrangements 
show an especially good sense of dynamics-as in 
"Looking For A Reason" which suddenly dies away 
to a steady drum pulse before keys and guitars slowly 
creep back in. Lindstrom's playing is almost belliger
ent on "Say What," leading an attack on a funky 
and dominant lead guitar. On "Listen," low synthi
rhythms and light guitar strumming introduce the 
EP's only ballad: Lindstrom sings soft bits of lyrics 
while the guitar picks out a beautiful rhythm melody. 
"Sc ranger In Disguise" is an up front dance tune and 
"Just A Motion" completes Sight and SoUnd on a 
similar dance note. 

The songs may not be as diversified as Steve Thur
ber described, but all are strong electronic rock 
and roll. Their aggressive, tough textures may in
troduce a segment of the more traditional rock audi
ence to some new sounds and to the band, which is an 

photo: Shellbume 

exciting prospect. Thurber believes that the New 
Models have done well. "If you realize that you want 
to make a career of music, then you have to focus in 
and figure out how you can present yourself 
honestly. I think we have and I think it will sell." 

Casey Lindstrom's guitar also happens to grace a 
track on Ric Ocasek's LP Beatitude; the solo on 
"Something To Grab For" puts his name before the 
largest audience of his career, and the New Models' 
guitarist is grateful for the publicity. "Getting on Ric 
Ocasek's record has helped a lot. The Dark, the 
Reflectors and us have received some great national 
press that we wouldn't have gotten otherwise. It gets 
the name of the band in peoples' heads and hopeful
ly, with Sight and Sound coming out, the name New 
Models will click-then they'll want to check out the 
record. We hope to wur to support the EP as much as 
possible, probably do an east coast tour for starters. 
I'd love to get on a major tour, but most headliners 
need a strong support act to sell out and we aren't 
that yet. I'd love to do some stadium shows though. 
After that Boston Garden date, it kinda whets the ap
petite." 
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by Khaaryn 

Bow Wow Wow is a band tha1 owes its tremendous suc
cess in pan to a scandalous reputation, and in part to 1he 
primal sexuality that screams through their lyrics, throbs 
through their music, and leaps, sways, and pogos through 
lead singer Annabella Luwin' s provocative stage perform
ances. Whether their music is actually good or not has 
never really been an issue. 

From the outset, Bow Wow Wow followed the right pub
licity tactics. Matthew Ashman (gui1ar), Lee Gorman 
(bass), aod Dave Barbarossa (drums)-the "musical back
bone" or the band-staned their careers as Adams's ori
ginal Ants. . then a punk rock group. Soon, the infamous 
manipulacor oi the Sex Pistols, Malcolm McLaren, ex
pressed interest in managing Adam's crew. The band 
jumped at the chance. "We thought McLaren was God," 
recalls Matthew. 

"To get power over us, he got rid of our sort of leader
which was Adam," Lee elaborates. "But that doesn't mat
ter. We didn't like Adam anyway." 

"We were getting all this music together," explains Mat
thew, "and it was coming along great. Then Adam'd go off 
and write the lyrics, and he'd come back and he'd have all 
these shit lyrics-like what he writes. In the end he got so 
embarrassed that he'd stand in the corner of the rehearsal 
room just facing the room with his microphone. Because he 
knew what he was doing was shit. In the end he just knew. 
So we went along with kicking out Adam. McLaren just did 
it for us." 

Lee interrupts, "But McLuren just wanted to supplant 
him with his own fucking ego." 

Under the innuence of McLaren's Machiavellian genius, 
the band enlisted the strident vocal "talents" of lovely Eur
asian Annabella-then a tender fourteen. Annabella's min
ority lead to some heady legal hassles later on, when her 
mother tried (unsuccessfully) to prevent her from leaving 

"But the rest or ii-terrible. Awful. Bands like Duran 
Duran. 

Lee butts in, "Bunch of poofs. That' s what they look 
like to me." 

But didn't Bow Wow Wow start au! under !he "new ro-
mantic" banner? 

"We made it quite clear that we had nothing to do with 
that. But they still come anyway ... I mean, I'm such a new 
romantic meself. .. " Lee chuckles. 

"But we l'lke Musical Youth," Matthew returns to the 
subject at hand. "I think they're 1errific, really. I like reg
gae. It has a sort of earthiness and sexual excitement about 
it." 

Sexual excitement seems to be the overwhelming inspira
tion for Bow Wow Wow-at least for the band's male ele-
ment. 

"On the road we just sort of go to bed with girls as much 
as we can," brags Maahew, "then we write songs about 
it." . 

"Malcolm didn't write all our lyrics as he likes to say alt 
over the place," he adds. "It's not true. He would come up 
with a stupid idea, and we'd make a song out of it." 

Bow Wow \Vow's latest achievement-besides initiating 
their seventh (or is it eighth?) tour of the U.S. since the be
ginning of 1982-is the completion of !heir next album. 

"l1's called When The Going Gets Tough The Tough Get 
Going. It'!> all to do with the faCt that we've had such a 
hard time lately-alt the legal business with this man Mc
Laren," explains Mat1hew. "Mike Chapman produced it. 
And we wrote it. It's good. Someone said it's more rock-y 
inclined than we have been before. I think it's just that 
we've added decent production for once in our Jives." 

Lee adds, ''It's much more concentrated and consistent, 
right down the line-no messing about. The backing vocals 
took the longest time to record, 'cause we've never been 
used to singing in tune before. We just shout and make 
noises." 
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sensational daily papers. 

Once the band's line-up was complete, McLaren 
groomed the impressionable young punksters into a nashy 
new wave novelty act, while unabashedly pocketing the 
monetary rewards of their success. 

"We signed the most ridiculous contract with 
McLaren," Matt complains, ''like signing with the devil.'' 

Lee continues, "He likes taking money from children. 
He'd take about 80% of my cigarettes-and he could claim 
it legally. He took all our money. He just took it all." 

It didn't take the band long to wise up, however, and 
some messy legal wrangles ensued as they managed to extri
cate themselves from their contract with McLaren. 

All the time, they 10ured-Japan, the U.K., and America 
-especially America-stacking up dance club hits like "I 
Want Candy," "Chihuahua," and "Baby Oh No." Their 

0 be the only kind of music they appreciate 
"We don't like most bands," Matthew admits "We 

think a lot of them are shit. Like all these syn th bands Hor
rible isn't it? Only good thing 1hat 's come out of that 1s the 
New York scene. Black musicians got hold of 1t and made 

I asked the men if they looked forward to another tour, 
to promote the album. 

"Oh yeah, it'll be great," Lee lights up. "We'll shag a lot 
or birds!" 

What precautions do you take against dise~se? 
"So! You know then, do ya?" 
"When I first joined the Ants," Lee recalls, "they kept 

wanting 10 throw me out of school. They said I was on 
drugs. I wasn't. But l had the punk haircut, and the chains 
-and when I was younger I used to have long hair and all 
that. And they used to 1hink I was on drugs, just 'cause I 
was a musician." Looking at Lee now-neatly trimmed 
blonde hair, obviously recently bathed-there is more of 
the "boy next door" than the "rebel without a cause" 
about him. Except the lea1her trousers might make one 
wonder. 

"My old man smashed two of my guitars when I was 
younger. He really hated the band. I called him a cunt, and 
he tried to take me down to the police station and get me 
put up in a home. I ran away. Joined a fair." 

I asked Matthew if he has any similar tales 10 tell. 
"No." he grins, ''My family don'1 mind. They love it. 

Normal parents." Every family should have a son with a 
mohawk. 

Another outstanding characteristic of Bow Wow Wow is 
their self-professed raison d'etre: to get rich. 

''I can sec meself in about twenty years, with some good
looking bird, lying back in me swimming pool. Maybe go 
for a frame of snooker in the snooker room after that," 
Matthew fantasizes. 

''Have some nice lobsters after that,'' Lee joins his rever-
ies. 

"Water the plants in the conservatory. See how me 
stocks and shares are doing ... There's nothing wrong with 
being rich as long as you're not some sort of Scrooge. If 
you get ridiculously rich, you just got to give a few bob to 
more unfortunate people. You just got to. But not while 
you ain't rich." 

Lee adds, "You can't give it away if you ain't got any
thing." 

"When we're at the rich megastar stage, we might start," 
Matthew grins-as if he fully expects that to happen. 

So, what are the band's future plans-after this tour? 
''We're going to India to do a film-which might be an 

interes1ing footnote for ya," says Man hew. 
Lee continues. "A:1d we just did a film with John Giel

gud. It's called Scandalous. Gielgud plays a punk rocker 
with Bow Wow Wow written on his leather jacket. He's got 
all the gear: leather jacket. leather trousers, boots and 
that." 

"Yeah," Matthews adds, "it was quite good. Leading lady 
gave us all blow Jobs after the show." 

''I'm supposed to believe that?" I ask. 
"Yeah," Mat1hew responds. "Yeah, why not. It all hap

pens m rock and roll, don't 1t?'' 
musical approach isn't so much consciously eclectic as un- B w 
consciously innuenced by the reggae rhythms that seem to 

something good out of it. Like Grand~ste: Flash __ w 
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t,y Sheena 

D.O.A. 
Joey Shithead-vocals, guitar 
Dave Gregg-guitar 
Brian-bass 
Dimwit-drums 

"Loose•",~ the• \\'ord_/or O.O.A. 
Nor 11111l1t·ulfr l00Jc•-111w,1,·ulfr, 
they 're 1ip,h1: pruc·fic·ed, pc•,:J<,/1. 
8 111 they're lousc•-rlw1· p,e1 up 
on Mup,c• und JIISI µlay, no prob
lem. Thc•1· don't hu1·e u red-/aced 
spa:. (J/l(J~·k OIISIU,-:e like ('\'('(\· 
orhc•r hurdrnre hand, people 
dance 1110H' humum•fr and hum
orouslr lo D.O.A. 1iw11 /0 urn·
one eiS(.•. D.O.A. are louse m ·u,
ritude, taSIC' and sc·ope. They 
eose mru an mten·,ew or u set. 
feel around, gel ud111s1ed, and p,o 
with ii. A101·be 1hc•r'rt• 1111/itanl , 
but they m;dersto,;d the• 1·ulue oj 
being c·ool, roo. They look up 
the good questions I asked us 1) 
they were disn1ss111p, them .Jar 1hc> 
first f/111£', and 1he dumb ques· 
tions 1he1· JU'il /er roll ojj. You 
have ro 1h111J. o/ D.O.A. as rhc• 
kind of band "'··ho, or rhe rnnc,•/. 
larion of rht!1r Paradise }!.i}!. u Jew 
years back, grub/Jed rheir i11slrt1· 
menrs, srrolled doll'11 rhe srreer ro 
the Underwound and play£•d u 
set oJ rhe wea1es1 D.O.A. the 
world has e1•er heard. A11rom• 
else would haw rned 10 1i1111d1 
out the ent,re Paradise manORf!· 
men!. But 0.0.A., they're ;usr 
loose. They were11 ·, e1·£•n mad. 

People had l,e,•n wu111hlit1}!. a 
lit1/e about 1he,r /ares/ ren1rd, 
War On 45. One skmheud com· 
plained 1har or a rece111 New 
York show, the bond hod an Oh'· 

fully hea1·.1· mewl thing gomx 011. 
And al 1he packed Roi 1h01 
nigh,, I was worried 100 at first. 
I like the record a /01 bUI !he set 
storied out heo1·ily, the guiwr 
work tUrRid. Bur If was JUSI 
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D.0.A. }!.elfin}!. t/1(•/r Jee! wet. 
E1•ery song xorhered steam. 
pushed /i1rther, cut awa1· from 
restrain~. The ba11d '5 as./omjort· 
able 011 stage• as most people ore 
in 1he shower, and as happy. It 
does11 '1 111011,•r how 1111en:,c• 
thinJ!,s gel, Joey Shuhl!ad ;us, 
opens hi5 mouth and this boom· 
ing, efjonle.\s bass Just ./lows 
out. ,",,fos1 singl!rs ho1•e 10 scream 
10 f,!ef 011 u111hc•111ic, po11·erhouse 
efject; Joey ;ust sings it and it's 
srrong and ju/I, bUI slfll loose. 
He keeps shaki11p, his head while 
he sin}!.s in a pluy/ul, /eowne 
war. 

b.O.A. are about uJ d11-erse as 
a band rnn gel and st/// boas, 
rau· poH.·er. Tlu.>y ployed e1·ery-
1hinx: on assauh & bo11ery 1·er
sio11 of "Si11J!,it1R In The Ram." 
"The Green /Jere, Son}!." 
(seemed like• ei·ery }!.UY /fl the au. 
dience knew e1·en· word), old 
slu}J like 1he 1·ar;exated, 111w1c· 
ally aswmshm}!. ''H 'hurchu 
Gonna Do?" Jo hordl111erJ like 
"Slum Lord." throU}!.h newer 
srujj like t.'dll'lfl Starr's "War ... 
The new lim•.up (with Hnun and 
Dimwit }mm 1he seminal Sub· 
humans) dldn ·, sound much diJ· 
fere,11-1hey 're a touC'h /esJ 
rowdy and a fol mon' 11111sica/~1· 
conjide111. 

I 10//...'('(/ 10 Dal'(! Greg}!. j,rsr (U 
1he band circ·111t C'\'er }!.l'IJ 100 
rough, he• can ;ust comb }115 hatr 
and go into modeling). I'm sure 
Dave's a Ion}!. wayjrom /6, b111 
he remmdl!d 111e oj a son oj 
eternal teerw}!er-/1 was excel· 
lent. He had SU 11/lll'h tu SO\', and 
he was almost Jra1111c that i,e 
wasn '! soym}!. If JUJI r,ght. He 
wa111ed 10 rhmk ei·c•rythlfl}!. 
through and }!.ii-£• a comple1e Of/· 
sv,:er to eve1ything based on ex· 
actly wha1 he was thmkmx ri,:h1 
then. As the 01her band mem· 
bers gradual~r ;omed our discus· 
sion, I asked aho111 11ew musical 
direc1io11s }or D.O.A. 

' Dave: Some things are the same; 
\ we play as hard as we can, like 
, we used w. The old D.0.A. 

was a superpowerfu l uni!, thi~ 
D.0.A. is too. but we have 
more ways to be versatile, 
one of which is trying ncv. 
~1yles with a larRcr 
audience. What hardcort· 
has become is too 
musically narrov.. 11 

alienates people. It needs 
diversity. We pract ice and 

practice and practice. 

You come halfway around 
the v.orld and you have one 

hour to gel everything across. 
BR: 8111. whenei1er a bond 
chanxes. !hey lose some people 
in the process. 
Dave: It does happen, but it's 
not really a problem. You ca n't 
be a/raid to alienate people. The 
whole thing with Hllr 011 45 i\ 10 
take a couple of different music· 
al styles through some origina l 
so ngs and some covers, and play 
diffcren1 styles of music, but 
keep th e message the same 
throughout - to try 10 point out 
to people 1ha1 v. hat ·., importan1 
is what you say, not v. hat kind 
of music you play or hov. you 
cut your hair or wha1evcr you 
want-it\ "hat you say and how 
you li ve your life. 
Joe): Wha1 you ha,e 10 do is 
talk 10 people. If people are giv· 
ing you a real hard edge and you 
give them the hard.edge back 
there's ne\·er goi ng to be any 
communication . 
Dave: We've had the problem 
(aliena1ion) from the preconcep· 
1ion part, but we've never had 

BR: Yeah, $/0,000/ Canoda, 
$9,000/ U.S. per cap11a. 
Joey: Money in Canada is 
actually concen1rated in proper· 
1ionally fewer hand,, so things 
arc a lot more monopolistic; 
there arc ba<,ically three compan. 
ies for the whole country; there 
arc two airlines and 1wo rail· 
road\. It ·s going 1hrougb a pretty 
bad recession over there-unem· 
ployment i, at 14 11/o. I mean 
that'\ all inaccurate anyway . the 
govcrnmen1 likes to predict any. 
way. When they say unemploy· 
ment is 100/o here, that probably 
means it's closer 10 2011/o. 
BR: Are you persecuted many 
way? Is there an unofficial 
"wanted" hs1? 
Joey: There has been from time to 
time. We've run into a lot of 
problems. like having gigs can. 
celled. and the police busting 
thing<, up for whatever reasons 
they could, and threateni ng 
places' liquor licenses. It hasn' t 
been too bad lately, but tha1's 
probably because we haven ·1 
done too man y gigs lately . 
BR: Do you gel mrerviewed i11 
every ci1y you go ro? Is there 
enough mterest? 
Joey: Yeah, well n01 everyw here. 
but then we make up for it
some ci ti es we do 50 intervie'-'S 
. .. Nav., that's bullshit. 
Gre,t: We even get inierviewed by 
the police o n the street : "What 
are you doing here? Where are 
you going" 
Joey: "When are you going 
back?" Tha1 's one 1hing you 
must remember, you're dealing 
wi1h a regular team of junior 
comedians: erratically funny 

"Hardcore has become too musically nar
row. It needs diversity." 

th e problem of people being 
alienated once they come out 
and sec us. I can see people hear· 
ing about what happened a, Can· 
tones (BR 113 4) and nm wanting 
10 come see us. But if they do come 
sec us, there's no problem, 
they' ll like us. The Boston area's 
been particularly great for us, 
the radio stations are playing our 
record ... On the west coast, 11 

swings back and forth-things 
a rc really on the upswing there 
nov.. 
BR: Ho11· about m New York. 
d1dn'1 you play there /\iew rear:r 
J;.'1•e? 
Joe): P.A. gO\ pulled. That was 
the end of tha1. Ne" York's the 
type ol th ing where you have to 
have maximum advertising. It 's 
so easy to really botch somethi ng 
there cause there's al"ays so 
much going on at once. Roberta 
Flack and Miles Davis. 4.500 
seater-500 peop le shov. up. 
BR: )'uu 're Jrom l,,(mco11ver. Are 
you more popular here or in 
Canada? 
Joey: Canada is a vas1 country 
with l01s of space in betv.een CH· 

ies. II \·aries between cnic,. 
BR: Did you knoll' Canada haJ 
1he hiRhesr pc•r mpita mcume? 
0.0.A.: C'mon-\\hat abou1 lhe 
U.S.? 

would probably be the best way 
10 describe it. 

Is Boston run by an l1 alian 
mafioso? 
BR: We have our share of gang· 
sters. Some people say we have 
two mafias. 
Joey: Which one's more power· 
ful? 
BR: Well there's the club scene 
mafia . . 
Joey: They got the power. 
What's the other one, police? 
BR: Yeah; they ;ust awse looA· 
ing /or trouble. 
Joey: They stay clear of where 
they might get their heads blown 
off. 
BR: Yeah, they just cruise the 
combat zone where nothing 's hap· 
pening. 

We }!.O to Br1gham 's Jar co./· 
fee. Dur111g the whole mrerv,ew. 
Dunwit doesn 'I sav much, bu! 
listenmg to 1he taPe. I Jound he 
kept up a dmm beat wuh 
spoons, j111gers. 011d bathroom 
tokens through the whole mu•r. 
view. Loll oj rhy1hmi<· sh1/15 and 
srujj. 

BR: / want to ask you about 
your politics. There's a /of oj 
Jormula polttics now, th(J( people 
haven·, really 1ho11gh1 rhrouJ!,h 

)~ou play a lot oj bene/115 
for anarc/11st ca11seJ-ore you an. 
archists? 
Joey: Well. we do benefi1s from 
time to time. What you're saying 
is that people say a whole bunch 
o f things about the system, w<or, 
Reagan. but don't understand it. 
But the first way that people get 
to understand 1hings is by Just 
looking at the problem, singing 
for the audience and for your
self. You talk 10 educate yourscll 
as much as 10 educate anyone 
else. And that's what we do m 
our music-try to in form people 
of what we think is right or 
wrong. My philosophy is that peo· 
pie have to take control of their 
lives and have as much as possi· 
ble to do with running them 1n 
the manner that they see fit. 
Dave: We're trying to get people 
to see that to get through their Jives 
and to get through the day, they've 
got to learn to cooperate , and 
learn to be toleranL There is no 
utopia. You have to live every. 
day .... I find questions about 
anarchy hard to answer because 
the term is changing constantl y. 
Every person uses it 10 describe 
or qualiry something . It 's a mis· 
understood term . So is "demo
crat," ··republican" and "lib
eral.'' 
Joey: There arc a lot of definitions 
for anarchy. In th e way most 
people use il, they think il JUSI 

means blow up, (makes noises), 
Whereas with Bakunin, it's a lO· 

tally different thing, it 's a whole 
philosphy, not total chaos. 
Dan: When you look up an
archy in the dictionary, i1 doesn' t 
sound very good; but that 's pro
bably the most access people will 
have to that word-th ru Web
ster's dictionary . 
BR: A lot of bands throw the 
word around a lo!, bul you seem 
to have a belier idea of what 11 
means. 
Brian: It 's son of a built·in scene 
these days for bands 10 scream 
about anarchy, and there's a 
built·in audience for it , too. 
Dave: There are certain things in 
anarchist philosophy tha1 will 
eventually assert themselves in 
society, no question about it. E-.· 
erything is a process, though. 
The reason we' re here right nov. 
is because we've built a founda
tion. We're able 10 travel around 
and do thi s because we worked 
on it - there 's no other way to 
do it. It's the same in everything 
-you've got to kno w what yo u 
want, build a foundation, and 
work on it. and keep an open 
mind . Mos1 people have an open 
mind until they're 19 and then 
they shut it. They on ly listen to 
music in high school, and every· 
thing else that comes along afler 
that "sucks,·· and every hairstyle 
that comes a long after tha1 
" sucks." It' s human nature: 
you can draw a parallel-when 
you try to talk about politics, the 
issues are so big, they involve so 
man y people who've never heard 
of any1hmg you've heard ot
you can't talk about solutions 
for peop le, you can only talk 
about so lutions for things. 
Joey: If you have violent change, 



A FOOT IN THE DOOR 
if you have people in a violent 
siate of msurgence agains1 what
ever 1hey decide 10 be against, 
unless you have the cooperation 
or at least the sympathy of the 
other peop le in the town. coun
try, area or block, then that 
would go nowhere because 
you're basically just replacing 
one rule with another. That's the 
whole 1hing about why Solidarity 
was successful to a point in Pol
and, because the Polish people 
thought it made sense, and it 
wasn't a totally dogmatic thing
ii was socialistic cooperation in a 
way. And obviously, they did 
not have everybody on their '>ide. 
there were forces from the out
side. The bcs1 example of that I 
always use is the Vietnam War. 
At first, you had some crazy off
beat people and artist~ and 
peaceniks and musicians saying 

this is crazy to have all these 
Americans going over 1here 
dying and all these Vietnamese, 
and what it took was a gradual 
change among the American 
public, 1he feeling went from JUSt 
kooks to everybody, or nearly 
everybody, and that's what final
ly stopped it. It wasn't Country 
Joe MacDonald saying, "This is 
terrible, let's stop"; it was his 
actions among many others that 
helped to lead the way. That's 
what I mean by gradual change. 
BR: But is this change gomg to 
happen through your music-and 
then swead to other people? Is 
this going to cause radical, mas
sive social change? 

place and you have a lot of 
really dedicated thrashers, then 
it's a physical test; the 1oughest 
shall survive and the meek will 
be crushed under. It's a drag, 
music is for girls as well as guys. 

Dave: Girls just end up dancing 
in the back, which is realty un
fortunate. 

Joey: In a smaller scene, then 
people can all dance together, 
but in a larger scene like here in 
Boston or in LA, you'll get 
groups of people that don't 
know or necessarily like .each 
other, and it's no big deal if 
someone gets pulled onto the 
ground to be tromp-tromp
trompcd over like an army. 

The whole thing of people 
jumping off s1age and stuff is 
some of the most spectacular 
stuff I've seen. In California you 
get a lot of skaters who are real
ly into it. And if you're on stage 
playing it's great to watch. 

Joe): Massive, well. .. What ""e 
see going on is an evolution of 
how people ir.ieract in a small 
si1ua1ion where live music is be
ing played and they're out get
ting loose and looking for boys 
or girls or whatever. What we 
sec is just the interaction. 
BR: Can girls dance ro your Dave: People will not slam for-
music? ever. We've been a band long 
Joey: Well, I guess they can, but enough to see the change in the 
unfortunately there are a lot of way people are relating. We see 

guys who want to extend their it every night. Bui it takes a real 
minor league football careers. long time. 

right? Actually, J think BR: Are things improving in the 
it's kind of a drag. It l~evolu~ion, . ,. 

depends on the size or Just changmg. 
of the place-if it's ' Dave: It all _comes 

a really small down, again. 
to the individual. 
That's why the 

our of us feel that it's worth
while to do this-individuals can 
make a difference. Rock music is 
an alive thing. The music I play 
is because someone turned me 
on, and I'll turn someone on, 
and he'll turn someone else on, 
and it'll continue to live. The 
same thing works for humanity 
- it's alive and it can be changed 
by people who want to work for 

Dave: There were bands on the 
circuit we played that were really 
good bands and unique 
musically, and realty good peo
ple, too, who are trying to be 
compassionate and understand 
all these things we've been talk
ing about. Realty Red in Texas 
for instance. Toxic Reasons. Bui 
these are just the people that we 
happen to meet. There was a 
time a couple years back when 
the circuit was really small, we 
were one of the few bands tour
ing, and now there are !ms of 
1hem, and we can't see all of 
them. 
Brian: Husker Du. 
Dave: Husker Du. 
Joey: Husker Doodle Do! And 
there's the Left. No. you'll never 
get a chance to see them. This is 
a band from Champagne or Ur
bana, Illinois-one of the funni
est bands. No I mean this was 
the worst band ever. 
Dave: Black Flag. Black Flag 
was so intluential. 
Joey: I think they started the 
trend towards thrash music-a 
musical trend. People sort of 
took the Black Flag sound and 
made it faster, bu1 what they say 
in songs, they weren't a key force in 
that-people have their own ideas 
Dave: The reason that I think 
Black Flag and the Dead Kenne
dys were so intluemial was be
cause 1hey got that national me
dia a11ention through Donahue 
and Rona Barret1 and things like 
that. and that had a real big ef
fect on all these little punk rock
ers. 
Joey: Yeah, I mean obviously, 
both of them created a stir in or
der to get covered in the first 
place, right? 
DR: On purpose? 
Joey: No ... The Dead Kennc
dys aucntion started with Jello 
Biafra running for mayor, the 
name of the band. and Jello be-

ing a reallJ articulate person. 
Brian: They rose 10 the 1op of 
their particular sort of media 
height in their panicular cities. 
And with Black Flag, LA 's the 
media center, so that's why a lot 
of bands from LA arc really 
well-known. 
Dave: We're part of the media 
business. and that way we're part 
of the media war. In the same 
grouping of people trying 10 
communica1e as Time, Life, 
NBC, Rolling Stone, NME
we're all trying to give a message 
to people. There's two kinds of 
media-the kind 1hat polarizes 
people and pits people against 
each Olher and expects you to 
form some kind ol absolute val
ue judgemen1 and opinion on 
people and all. 
Joey: But let's get to another as
pect that's really missing from this 
whole conversation, which is just 
as important. The whole enter
tainme nt aspect. I mean, let's 
not forget, people might come to 
listen, but they mostly come to 
be entertained. When we play. 
it's a real blast of energy, and 
people are jumping around. 
Dave: We are in the entertain
ment business. To me. being po
litical is ju<,t like being ali,e, and 
having your eyes and your car, 
open. 
Joey: We should get back 
to the dub. 
BR: One last question-I alll'ays 
ask tht!J. IJ you had to be in an
other band, who would it be? 
Dave: The Chuck Biscuits Band! 
Joey: I can't think of one. The 
Boston Pops. 
Everybody: Oh, come on!! 
Joe)·: Okay. okay, Uriah Heep. 
Brian: Curtis Mayfield. 
l)imwil: Currrnisssss Mayyyyy
field?? I'd say, AC/DC, any 
thinking man's choice. 

,\fake n11m! D.0.A. 
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THE TIME 

Until recently the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
area was famous for four things: the hapless 
Twins baseball team, snow, the Mary Tyler 
Moore show, and more snow. But the Twin 
Cities has of late become a breeding ground 
for some particularly sassy r&b influenced 
music by people like Prince, Vanity 6, and 
the Time. 

The Time's lead vocalist Morris Day has 
no explanation for the sudden soul renais
sance in the Twin Cities. "It just happened 
that way. I guess Prince triggered the move
ment. but I really don't know what to at
tribute the whole thing to." 

Ah, 
0

Prince. The Minneapolis wunder
kind has been both a blessing and a curse to 
the Time. Prince was the first member of 
that music community to gain national at
tention and notoriety with his music that 
contained punchy rhythms, squealing syn
thesizers, sexual innuendos sung in falsetto, 
and punk / funk arrangements. 

When the Time arrived on the national 
music scene with essentiaJly 1he same sound 
... though combined with less blatant lyr
ics .. , many people automatically assumed 
its six members were Prince's onetime back
ing band. Wrong. 

"There reaJly hasn't been any direct in
fluence," Day said about the Prince/Time 
connection, "e:,i;cept the territorial thing. 
His name was established before ours, 
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tha1 's a burden 10 carry. But then again, 
1ha1 doesn't bother us because it puts us in 
the same popularity range with him. I 
mean, when you think about one, you think 
about the other.'' 

Add to that puzzle the Time's mysterious 
engineer/producer Jamie Starr whom no 
one has ever met (guess who most people 
think he is?), and you have a gorgeous piece 
or hype that the Time aren't about 10 let 
pass by. 

But what is often overlooked is that both 
the Time's albums have gone gold on their 
own. Although the group has the trade
mark "Minneapolis Sound," in concert 
they ac1 "cool," and Jay down sweltering 
music instead or pushing their ac1 to the 
limi1 as Prince often does. Anyone who has 
seen the band perform in concert knows full 
well that they are quite capable or straling 
the show away from Prince. 

"Some people look to see a little humor 
in being entertained rather than wanting the 
sheer sexual end of the music, 10 the ex
tremes that Prince goes to. We don't look 
to that. We believe that we can make people 
laugh a little bit and then entertain them 
too. The music is definitely there, the band 
is playing great." 

That music, as Day explained, has a 
strong appeal to black and white audiences. 
"I guess it's just our approach," he said. 
"We don't really aim our music in one di
rection or another. We just go in and put 
down what we feel and keep layering it until 
we have something we like. The basis is 
r&b. Other than that, it's not aimed at any 
market. Therefore, it's there for whoever 
likes it.'' He neglected to add that the music 
also makes strong use of dual keyboardists 
Jimmy Jam and Monte Noir, as well as 
some Hendrixian excursions by guitarist 
Jesse Johnson. The rhythm section includes 
Jellybean Johnson on drums and Terry 
Lewis on bass. Day's job is 10 sing and 
show the audience how to be "cool"; a 
simple concept, really. "It's just an atti
tude," Day explained, "on how you handle 
yourself, how you dress, staying well
groomed. It's really how to handle yourself 
in public." There's little that is threatening 
about the Time or their music, which may 
explain why some find them more palatable 

than Prince's often blatant sexual blitz
kriegs. 

Day wouldn't even go so far as to give 
Prince credit for what has become the pat
ented sound or the Twin Cities. "I would 
say that maybe he was the first one to come 
out with synthesizers playing horn lines ra
ther than horns," Day said, ''and I think 
that's what everybody keeps calling the 
'Minneapolis Sound.' But Prince jumped 
out first, and anybody after that was gonna 
be considered a follower.'' 

Obviously, Day is a believer in the Lily 
Tomlin credo that Slates, "They call it show 
business, not show art." Day realizes tha1 
most black bands have had to pull off the 
road because there jus1 wasn't any money 
to be made out there. But the Time have 
been doing well performing in support of 
Prince, and they're not about to break that 
relationship until Day is sure the band can 
make it entirely on their own. He even 
thought they'd tour with Prince nexl year as 
his opening act. 

"Headlining is a real touchy situation. 
I'd like to headline next year, but I'm not 
gonna do it prematurely. You have to look 
at things realistically. I'll make sure it's the 
best thing for us so we can still make 
money.'' 

That's why the mysterious producer Jam
ie Starr has also been such a blessing for 
the Time, though Day insists that Starr is a 
real person. "People are looking in !he 
wrong direction," he explained. "They're 
looking in the band, they're looking at 
Prince. That's what makes it good. That's 
what keeps up the mystique and keeps the 
whole lhing rolling for us and working in our 
favor. Rather than being just a band, we've 
got a mysterious co-producer, and that's 
why people talk about us. They're always 
trying to unfold the mystery, to actively un
veil Jamie Starr.'' 

For now, the Time lay down some of the 
most infectious punk/funk/new wave mu· 
sic being played these days, and with Morris 
Day, the band's led by a singer that's the 
biggest dandy since the old Little Richard. 
Only, as Day would be quick to tell you, 
he's ''cooler" than Little Richard could 
have ever hoped to be ... and he wouldn '1 
be far off the mark. 
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by Khaaryn 

"We don't believe in polemics," pro
nounces Nick Tesco, lead vocaJist for the 
Members. "We live our politics. We're just 
like the cool kids on the block who sussed 
things out,'' he continues. ''And we've al
ways tried 10 stay true to the principles of 
the street. That's where our music comes 
from-from being out there on the street." 

The Members' sound is a remarkably 
pure amalgam or reggae, funk, and rock. 
Unlike that of their contemporaries the Po
lice and the C lash, the Members' music is 
almos1 fanatically true to its roots. Formed 
on the heels of the initial punk breakout in 
I 977, the Members "°ere among the first or 
the new bands to mix original reggae tunes 
in with their fast and razor-sharp material. 

"One of our problems has always been 
that our reggae wasn't commercial. In '72 I 
grew up on Big Youth and Bob Marley. 
I-Roy, U-Roy, Scratch. that was my 
music. And I dreamed or making a while 
sound like that which incorporated rock. 

"When we first started, the only gigs we 
could get were supporting reggae bands. 
But then we star1ed to play some punk clubs 
-and we became the Numero Uno punk 
band for a while-based on the fact that we 
played reggae. Tough reggae." 

Like the black bands that inspired them, 
the Members are deeply concerned with po
litical and social inequities. "I believe that 
I've got to do everything I can to express 
the feelings of the band, because we're such 
a volatile group. Anything that goes down, 
we're ready to go 10 the barricades for. We 
are !he biggest benefit playing band in Lon
don . But we're not dialectic-didactic-po
lemic. We don't dictate to people. We don't 
pomt and say 'this is the "ay to go.· We try 
and point out faults-to say 'this ,s a fault, 
what are you going to do about it?'·• 

The Members' songs encapsula1e ideas 
into individuals and situations that their au
diences can identify with. Which hopefully 
makes people think. 

One outstanding trait of lhe group is that 
they are-at the risk of sounding pompous 
-intellectual. Nick himself took a univer
sity degree in politics before starting the 
band, and he values the intelligence of the 
other Members. 

"I like articulate people. That's why I'm 
in the Members. There's not one guy in this 
band with an IQ under 150. It's true-I 
swear it. That's one of the reasons we stay 
together. We may argue like hell-through 
the anarchy of dischord comes brilliant 
ideas-but because everyone is of a certain 
intelligence, the arguments are just that. 
It's intellectually oriented. But not !he 
music. We're all ammals when it comes to 
music." 

RECORDS 
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There certainly isn't anything cerebral 
about the wild, uninhibited frenzy the 
Members cook up on stage. Nick clutches 
his microphone possessively, dancing and 
swaying while his impassioned, demonstra
tive vocals burn with a raw sexuality that is 
almost threatening in this age of sexless syn
thesizer drone. Nigel Bennett electrifies his 
lead guitar licks with the intense fury of a 
man possessed (' 'Nigel is the animal of the 
group"). JC strums and whirls like an ec
static dervish. Homs (Simon Lloyd, Steve 
"Rudi" Thompson) wail and blare in kinet
ic fanfare. And binding it all together, the 
uncompromising rhythms of Adrian Lilly
white's pulsating drums and Chris Payne's 
throbbing bass defy the audience not to 
jump up and dance. 

"One thing we absolutely refuse 10 do," 
Nick remarks, "is pander to the lowest 
common denominator-to the sexist idea of 
what rock and roll is all about. Jesus, I hate 
all that bullshit. I hate those stupid jerks in 
long hair getting up on stage and 'boogieing 
down' somewhere or other with some wo
man they pick up after the show. Of course 
it's difficult to maintain a non-sexist atti
tude when you've got a woman throwing 
herself at you after a show. But hell, why 
not? I throw myself at women." 

JC argues, "We haven't run after any 
women on this tour," while Chris, smirk
ing, adds, "Yeah-and they haven't run af
ter us either." 

•..;;111.-li:-:Ja-iS 
;;;irnilij~l!!;;;i;'' . 

The prevailing feeling you get, being 
around 1he Members-and seeing them on· 
stage-is that they're having one hell of a 
good time. They have the magic ingredient 
that makes the difference between enticing 
an audience and scaring it away: a sense of 
humor. It leads to activities like ''scratch
ing" Marvin Gaye with Woody Woodpeck
er ("sexual healing ... ha ha ha haha!"), 
and to non-stop rap sessions that incorpor
ate more "dirty" jokes than you're likely to 
hear at your local high school in a year. 

In their dressing room afterward, JC dis· 
cusses the background of horn player Rudi 
Thompson: "Although Rudi's only joined 
lhe band very recently, he's really been with 
us for a long time, 'cause he played on our 
first album." 

Rudi laughs, "For years I used to get hid
eously pissed and come down and try to 
play with the Members." 

"In those days, actually, Rudi was a big 
pop star," JC confides. "He used to get us 
gigs with his band-X-Ray Spex. They were 
famous-and we were struggling." 
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by Harold Lepidus 

Concen films are almost always disap
pointing. It seems impossible to capture the 
excitement of a great performance on film. 
There's no suspense, no improvisation, no 
interaction, just a slice of hiswry cap1Ured 
on celluloid. 

let's Spend The Night Together, from 
their 1981 US tour, is the Rolling Stones' 
third attempt at a concert film. Gimme 
Shelter was successful because it was cen
tered around the disaster at Altamont, and 
ladies and Gentlemen . .. was a visual bore 
despite excellent musicianship. 

This time out, Hal Ashby, of Being There 
and Coming Home fame, directed. While 
Ashby's name lends an air of respectability 
10 the film, his obvious lack of rock and roll 
knowledge ultimately harms it. 

The first half of the movie beautifully 
captures an outdoor Stones concert at Sun 
Devil Stadium in Tempe, Arizona. Thou
sands of red, yellow and blue balloons pro
vide color, while Mick Jagger's fancy danc
ing and swirling camera angles make it a 
feast for the eyes. In fact, it is probably 
more enjoyable than the actual show-no 
$100 tickets, cold hot dogs, warm beer, 
long waits, merciless heat, or bad seats to 
deal with, and the sound is excellent. 

The second half of Spend The Night is 
filmed indoors at New Jersey's Byrne 
Arena; the movie quickly becomes average 
fare. It would have been more enjoyable if 
they had alternated ,the songs between the 
two shows (although one annoyance was 
clips from one song spliced into another, 
totally out of sync}. During ''Time Is On 
My Side," there are nostalgic clips of the 
Stones on the TAMI show, which is a nice 
contrast, but they slipped in stills of Viet
nam napalm burnings for no apparent rea
son. Maybe Mr. Ashby thought nobody 
would notice. 

The Stones' performances are basically 
strong (much better than the 1978 tour), al
though "Shattered" and "Tumbling Dice" 
re unlistenable. They thankfully center their 
show around the last three albums, with a 
few oldies thrown in for good measure. 

Like everything the Stones have done in 
the past decade, Let's Spend The Night 
Together is enjoyable, but it could have 
been so much more. 

) 
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Filmmaker Susan Seidelman did pretty 
well by her first feature film Smithereens, 
now playing in the area. She made the nick 
for a paltry $80,000, not much more than 
lunch money for most big-budget movies, 
and her film placed 10th at the prestigious 
Cannes Film Festival. 

Smithereens is about desperate people. 
Wren (Susan Berman), a 19-year-old living 
in the East Village in the late 70's, is a prod
uct of a broken family; she doesn't quite 
belong anywhere. She tries to fit into the 
East Village's modern music scene: she 
wears all Lhe righ1 tacky-but-chic clothes, 
she tries to hang out in the proper clubs 
(like the Peppermint Lounge), and she al
ways has a line for whatever is keeping her 
from the success that she's sure is waiting 
just around the corner. She's a conniver 
and a con artist, but you realize early on 
that she has to be one in order to survive, 
and ultimately that's what Wren does best. 

Wren is befriended by Paul (Brad Rinn), 
a nice-guy-hick from the Midwest who's ar
rived in the Big Apple to forget his old lov
er. Wren promptly 1ramples his psyche and 
pride to a pulp. The mher major character, 
Eric (Richard Hell), uses Wren to help get 
him oul to the west coast. 

Smithereens is far from another "new 
wave exploitation" flick. For example, 
most of the soundtrack is provided by the 
Feelies and Hell (there is no soundtrack al
bum), and the band performance sequences 
feature the Nitecaps. Seidelman lived in the 
Village for eight years, "right below the 
Fillmore East," and the 28-year-old direc
tor explained, "I knew from personal ex
perience a lot of male and female Wrens." 
Like many people, Seidelman had first been 
tuned into rock in the sixties, but she felt 
most of the stuff being made in the early 
seventies was going nowhere fast. Living in 
the Village and getting into acts like Lou 
Reed ("He seemed to personify the 
East Village") and Television made her 
realize something else was starting to hap
pen musically. 

"No one has made movies about that 
sub-culture in a truthful and interesting 
way," she said, explaining why she decided 
to make Smithereens. True, Seidelman 
<;ometimes focuses on the seamier side of 
the Village scene, but it isn't done in a lurid 
\\ay. "I think that people who come expect
ing a rock film will be disappointed. It's a 
film about people and a way of life revolv
ing around the East Village music culture." 

She did an admirable job at capturing 
that culture, right down to Hell's loft living 
quarters with its bathtub-bar. "Hey, want 
me to make you some breakfast?" Wren 
asks one morning. " I can open 
something." There's also a wonderfully 
comic scene that emphasizes Wren's plight. 
She visits her older sister in the hope of hit
ting her up for a loan. Big sister is sitting in 
a lounge chair, flowing over the sides of her 
bikini, doing her nails, drinking Pepsi 
Light, and getting ready to make Beef-a
Roni for lunch. The visuals alone tell the 
whole story: Wren has nothing in common 
with these people, and it's easy to 
understand why. 

Hell wasn't originally cast in the film, but 
when Berman broke a leg and forced the 
postponement of shooting for several 
months, Seidelman had the chance to play 
with the script. She recalls the deciding fac
tor in casting Hell: Who would Wren like? 
"She would probably like Richard Hell," 
someone said. She had no complaints with 
Hell's working habits: "To be honest, he 
was pretty nervous in the beginning. I want
ed someone who was interested in acting, 
and he seemed real committed to it and 
worked very hard. He was very disciplined 
about it and pretty reliable. I was 
surprised." 

She was so pleasantly surprised, in fact, 
that she said she'd like to try working with 
Iggy Pop some day. ''There's something 
very intense and interesting about him 
that's real," she said. "He's got a great en
ergy." Now, that would be a great movie 
... if it cou ld ever gel done. 
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Triple-X products are available wholesale from ROUGH TRADE or direct. 
(·) comes strangely scented for added dementsion in listening. 

XXX-02 SLEEP CHAMBER-"Breath For Brian" -(Cassette EP) contains a con
ducted seance, a prank phone call, and an undl:rwater piece-$2.99 

XXX-03 SLEEP CHAMBER- "Speak In Tongues- 7" EP, zombie & voodoo 
electronics, (3 track EP) a la RALPH label appeal-$1.99 

XXX-04 SLEEP CHAMBER- "Speak In Tongues" -(cassette EP of above with 
extra track)-$2.99 

XXX-05 SLEEP CHAMBER-"Dream Distillate"-(cassette C-50 with booklet) 
interesting music from the underworld-$7.99* 

XXX-06 A TASTE OF THE BIZARRE-C-60 cassette & booklet compilation, fea-
turing: RED ... PHILIP PERKINS ... SCOTT FRASER. . PERSONS UN-
KNOWN ... SLEEP CHAMBER. . SUBMERGINGS ... HIDIOUS tN 
STRENGTH ... CERAMIC HELLO. . KINETIC IDEALS. . DELAY 
TACTICS ... DEAD HEAT ... PURGATORY ... (plus obscure read ing 
on BRIAN ENO & PETE SHELLY)-$9.99" 

XXX-07 HIDIOUS IN STRENGTH-"Soundtrack to FOREVER"-(oblique mu
sic for your death)-(C-46 cassette & booklet)-$5.99" 

XXX-08 HIDIOUS IN STRENGTH-"line Of Souls"-(musical study of spirits 
and souls) -(C-46 cassette & booklet)-$5.99" 

ALSO available are these fine obscure recordings: 
SUBMERGINGS-a study in sonic ambience LP-(mindweaving madness)
$7.99 
DELAY TACTICS -"Out Pop Options" LP -(dymanic electronics, like FRIPP) 
$7.99 
CERAMIC HELLO-"The Absence of a Canary" EP-Uohn Foxx meets Brian 
Eno) Slow and melodic synth & guitar entangled in thoughtful lyrics-$8.99 
ACTUEL-(3 song 12" EP)-Evocative well crahed intelli-rock, atmospherically 
jangly guitars, rhythm machines, drums & keyboard washes (excellent)-$5 
TUXEDOMOON-"Ninotchka" 12"-(hard to find music inspired by GRETA 
GARBO's cocktail aura of sex, society & politics)-45 RPM-$4.99 
NOVEMBER GROUP-(12" EP)-dance electronics a la VISAGE-$4.99 
QUIET ROOM-(7" 45)-She Sits Alone/Pic tures In The Att,c-(strange 
electronics not unlike PETER GABRIEL & FAS GADGET -$2.99 
DISTRIBUTORS-"Get Rid Of These Things"-(UK, 12")-like COLIN NEW
MAN (Greatl-$4.99 
DISTRIBUTORS- "TV Me"/"Wireless" - (great gloomy strange electronics)
?" 45-$2.99 
SUDDEN SWAY-(12" EP "To You With Regard")-pre-U2, most original 
members-$5.99 
REO -(cassette album)- "Deichbruch" -excellent strange/funk rhythm
Boston/German band-mix THE DANCE with AU PAIRS & the best of the two! 
-$6.99 
THROBBING GRISTLE-(Greatest Hits LP)-need I say more?-$6.99 

All PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE!! (in the USA) Overseas & Canada add $2 per 
record. Also in stock many more obscure independents of STRANGE NATURE 
- FREE CATALOG (!) RED ZEBRNTHICK PIGEON/MINNY POPS/FRED FRITH 
RESIDENTS/BAUHAUS/WIRF/VONO/ORDUC/DANCE CHAPTER/SWANS/ 
CHROME/IDOL DEATH/SAVANT/DIF JUZ. 
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Record with every order (our choice) 

• • NEWZ • • • 
"WHAT MAKES YOU SO PRETTY" 

b/w 
"THE RAT RACE" 

OUT SOON ON:~ 

FOR BOOKING INFO CALL: 
783-1827 
731-9340 



RECORD REVIEWS 
David Bowie---------··········-----
Rare 
(RCA, impon LP) 

Now that Bowie has signed with EMI· 
America, his old label is free to do what 
they please with over a decade's worth of 
material. These eleven obscure recordings 
range from different versions of familiar 
songs ("Space Oddity" sung in Italian) to 
cover versions (including Chuck Berry and 
Jacques Brei) to forgotten originals ("Holy 

, Holy," "Crystal Japan"). Hardly essential, 
but it is fun to listen to, and when you think 
what collectors have been paying for this 
stuff, it makes Rare a real bargain. (Harold 
Lepidus) 

Someone And The Somebodies················ 
"Newvo" b/w "Ian" 
(Modern Method, local 45) 

Although the Somebodies have passed 
through a number or distinct phases over 
the course of their career, throughout it all 
James Brown (the Godfather of Soul) and 
seminal krautrockers Neu have stood as 
their twin Gibraltars of musical innuence. 

By the time the Bops On the Head EP 
was released, the Bodies were already begin
ning to up the tempo. JS (and the dance 
club audience as well) had to huff to keep 
up. By now, most overt vestiges of funk 
have been scrubbed from their songs, and 
with the exception of "I'm Black And I'm 
Proud," you'd hardly know James had 

-------------~ been there at all. 

True Sounds Of Liberty-----
Beneath The Shadows 
(Alternative Tentacles, LP) 

"Newvo" may well be the most Neu-like 
of all their material, with its driving, metro
nomic rhythm section and cavernous, buzz. 
ing guitar drones. "Ian," on the other 
hand, seems to be pointing in the direction 
the band is currently headed: that linear 
British sound that the Comsat Angels so 
thoroughly typify, and which the song's 
namesake Ian Curtis may be viewed as hav· 
ing founded. Is this wise at a time when this 
style seems to be defining itself into a cor· 
ner1 For the answer to this and other ques. 
tions, stay tuned for the Somebodies' up· 
coming 12.song cassette, which should well 
prove to be the band's broadest and most 
representative recording project to date, 
from what I've heard of it so far. (Jim PUC· 
cio) 

Boys Life 

Boys Life have grown up. They took a 
good , long look at their talents and worked 
on developing them: their abrasive, some· 
times overbearing stance of the past has 
been polished-the edges of the music 
aren't as sharp, or as flat. Boys Life's 
sound (aided and abetted by David Robin
son's impressive production) is warmer-ii 
unexpectedly brings to mind the Psychedel· 

Ireland, a subject close to the band's heart: 
"All I can see is hate caused by history. '') 

John Surette's vocals are a problem. Al
though his singing is commanding on stage, 
he needs to be more varied in tone; convic
tion does not save the fact that he sings aJ. 
most every song in the same way, some· 
times rendering his delivery monotonous. 

T.S.O.L. has always been a hard band to 
pigeon·hole. This is partly the result of 
them being lumped in with other West 
Coast bands like Flipper, DOA and the 
OK's, even though they don't really sound 
like any of them. Beneath The Shadows 
may be their way of finally coming terms 
with their own music (not fan expectations) 
and making a clean break. The Manet 
painting on the inner sleeve and the piano· 
like intro to "Soft Focus" prepare you for 
the fact that T.S.O.L. has decided not to 
take the easy way out and turn Ollt yet an· 
other hackneyed West Coast·punk·idiom 
LP. In a sense, this LP is a logical progres· 
sion from "Word Is" on the Weathered 
Statut!S EP. 

~-------------.. ic :~~s;h:~!~negvi~::c~i~~~are I say it1-

What was wrong with the Boys Life of 
old was partly a problem of their fonner 
idols, the Jam, particularly their leaders 
Surette and Weller; lhe severity of their seri
ousness made them a bit dull. Boys Life 
aren't any less serious-what they have 
learned is subtlety. Not attacking, just ob
serving. The new textures in their music 
complement this, and make the EP a fine 
achievement. (Julie Panebianco) Greg Kuehn's keyboards float in and out 

of the songs to create an underpinning of 
artistic gentleness that contrasts incredibly 
with Ron Emory's dense guitar rhythms. 
The effect is unsettling and sometimes dis· 
orienting: it shifts from jazz to pop to punk 
and back again. Sometimes the production 
and arrangements teeter on overblown 
grandstanding, but the lyrics and guitar 
work always manage to keep the music's 
feet on the ground. However, the vocals are 
at times a little murky, and sometimes do 
not rise to the challenge of the lyrics. 

The lyrics themselves deal wilh non•tradi· 
tional "punk" !hemes and are sometimes 
abstract, emotional and often deal with 
love or lack of it, or their struggle to deal 
with their own unique vision ("Mold Me' ' ). 
There's even an upbeat instrumental 
("Glass Streets"). (Uncle Mark) 

Neil Young---------
Trans 
(Geffen, LP) 

This must be the most drastic musical ca· 
reer change since Bob Dylan found out that 
Jesus was somebody else. While one·third 
of this album sounds like typical Neil 
Young (two catchy, if unconvincing, love 
songs, and the epic "Like An Inca"), the 
rest are among the most imaginative, inno
vative and humorous electronic pop songs 
you've ever heard. Young sings of futuristic 
love through a vocoder (which gives his 
voice a computer·like effect) with the ap
propriate electronic musical backing, and 
the result sounds realistic and listenable. 
Bravo to Young's bravery. (Harold Lepi· 
dus) 

NORTH SHOBE 
MUSIC COMPLEX 

107 llll'UNROE ST., LYNN, llllA 

Studio space available for bands and artists. Elevator, 
loading dock. Rentals by day, week or month from $15. 
Booking and management for bands available. We also 
buy and sell new and used equipment, anything at all. 

CALL: 898-9498 

Full time security guard present to insure your protec
tion and privacy. 

maturity is in the lyrics. No longer condes
cending or accusatory, they arc simple and 
effective. (One favorite, "It Came From 
Here," is apparently about Vietnam , but 
also brings to mind the turmoil in Northern 

Modem English--------
1 Mell With You 
(Sire, 12') 

This 3-song EP includes tracks that are as 
likely as any to turn your ear toward Mod
ern English. They work on a smart formula 
that updates the echoed textures of the U2/ 
Bunnymen camp but stays to the left of the 
gloss·pop of the most recent British In va· 
sion, a combination that makes "I Melt 
With You" and "Someone's Calling" suc
cessful. The beat on "Life In The Gtad
house'' is so captivating that the rest of the 
song is nearly secondary. (Tristram Lozaw) 

An1ry Youns Bea 
"Shake Up The Suburbs" b/ w " The Bag 
Ladies Arc Taking Over'' 
(Beeswax., 45) 

Out in the suburbs the neighbors are 
mowing their lawns at eight in the morning 
and letting their dogs bark all night. . why 
not rehearse in the garage at full concert 
volume? That 's a pretty nifty idea, and the 
A YB's turn it into a novelty song by using a 
series of by-1he-1extbook stylistic chops
blues intro, pop verse, heavy metal chorus , 
catchy (i.e. cliched) vocal coda. And 
though there's a nice sense of joyous re. 
bellion in the lyric, it ultimately comes 
across as rooted in brattiness, not anger or 
frustra1ion. (Eric Van) 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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Produclion Oub,-------
Excitement/Nigh( 
(Advanced Research, 45) 

Produc1ion Club, a local outfil, has been 
gelling considerable airplay with the A side 
or their first single. Quality and mix are 
first rate, but the sound is too heavily 
s1eeped in PiL, Magazine and other bands 
or 1hat nature. The recurring phrase "and 
you have been put on" in "Excitement" 
leads me to wonder if Production Club is 
aware or its acute British posing or Jack or 
depth. If 1hey are aware, maybe their next 
effort will lei the band's originality come 
through along with their obvious musical 
ability. (Marc English) 

Kraut·······----------
An Adjustment To Society 
(Cabbage, LP) 

It's a bit early to pick my favorite album 
for 1983, but An Ad1ustment To Society by 
New York's Kraut has the potential to stand 
out from 1his year's li1ter. Fourteen songs 
withou1 a bad one to boot. Way above par 
excellence are 1he cuts "Bogus," "Don'1 
Believe,'' and their 1wo earlier singles, ''Kill 
For Cash" and "Unemployed." Some spe· 
cial appearance guitar work by ex· 
Pistol/Professional Steve Jones doesn't 
hurt the record either. Incredible effort, 
guys. Kraut, c/o Cabbage Records, PO Box 
1424, Flushing, NY 11352. (Shred) 

Personal Effects •·•·•···••·•·•·•••·•·•···•·····••· 
(Cachalot, EP) 

This band from upstate New York con
tains two former members or the Hi·Techs, 
Paul Dodd and Peggi Fournier. This excel· 
len1 debut is accessible without selling out. 
"So Hard" features great hooks and inter· 
esting guilar work, and Fournier's vocals 
are a perfect match for the neo·psychedelic 
lyrics. The undisputable gem of the EP is 
"Love Never Thinks," with its sensual rhy
thms and lemur metaphors. If this song 
doesn't get this band some commercial FM 
airplay, then the state or radio is even worse 
than I think. Hi~hly recommended. (Cach· 
alot, 611 Broadway, Suite 214, NY, NY 
10012) (Uncle Mark) 

81M4il/t#iil 

V 0 I C E 
by John Brusger 

Black Flag 
Everything Went Black 
(Aggressive Rockproduktionen, 2 LPs} 

By way or Germany come these two 
muck laden disks. They are a historical re
view or the early part or Black Flag's ca· 
reer. It ,;eems a bit soon for such an in· 
depth retrospective. 

Three sides showcase three different VO· 

calists-Johnny Goldstein, Chavo and Dez 
doing for the most part the same songs. I 
must proclaim current crooner Henry Rollins 
(not on thi s record) to be champion Black 
Flag vocalist. The fourth side has numerous 
radio commercials for Black Flag's records 
and live appearance. They're guaranteed 10 
amuse you and nettle your folks. 

Also available on the same label is a com
pilation album. Under~round Hits Vol. I. 
It has one side each devoted to US and Ger· 
man hardcore groups. Among its treats are 
two new songs from the Angry Samoans: 
an obscene tribute to Rodney Bingenheimer 
and a cover or "Pictures or Ma1chs1ick 
Men." 

Dead Kcnnedys 
Plastic Surgery Disasters 
(Faulty Products, LP) 

Who cares if Jello is politically correct? 
Let the nerds like Sheena and Cosloy worry 
about that. What matters is {hat this DK LP 
is chock full or good I unes, and I find i1 .5 
perfec1 listening while I'm in my library 5 
reading Barrons and sipping cognac. Alter·~ 
native Tentacles Genetic Research Vats, ~ 
Box 11458, SF, CA 94101. ] 

Authorities 
Soundtrack For Trouble 
(Selecta. 7" EP) 

This is an enjoyable, straightforward 
hardcore single. Some similarity 10 MDC 
will be noticed ... especially on 1he song "I 
Hate Cops." Select a Records Operations, 
2J6 Patricia Ave., S1ockholm, CA 95210. 
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The Happy Cadavers 
With lllustra1ions 
(Undefined, 7" EP) 

When I spied a song entitled "I Saw My 
Baby In The Meat Section" lis1ed on the 
sleeve my hopes rose quickly. Well, it didn't 
turn out to be an all·time classic, but it does 
segue nicely between "Child Eaters" and 
"Scavenger Of Death." 

Roach Motel 
Roach and Roll 
(Destroy, 7" EP) 

Punk rock has continued to spread, rol· 
1ing away at America's moral fibre. Down 
in Florida it's added the members or the 
group Roach Motel to the pile or wasted 
lives. They're spirited and hateful enough, 

M u C K 
but sorely lacking songwriting abili1y, earn· 
ing this one your avoidance. Roach M01el, 
3472 36th St., Gainesville, FL 32605. 

The Three O'Clock 
Baroque Hoedown 
(Frontier, 12" EP) 

This quartet was previously known to 
mucksters as the Salvation Army. Not only 
have they changed their name, they've just 
about removed themselves from my do· 
main. The mix and production is like that 
or a Billy Idol record. If you ignore these 
changes you will find that they still write 
well-crafted pop tunes in a style innuenced 
by those psychedelic sixties. The Three 
O'Clock c/o Frontier Records, Box 22, Sun 
Valley, CA 91352. 

"a sigh is just a sigh as time goes by" 
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Various Artisls --------
Warr Rat Tales 

PelerGodwin---------f,,--------------------------~ 

(Warr Rat, LP) 

Jr anyone's been wondering 'bout invest
ing in some non-core LA noise, but 's been 
daunted by too many singles to select from, 
I suggest that this's an excellent place to 
s1ar1. The reasons are as follows: The Last 
have released six or so disks (or varying 
quali1y) in an at1emp1 to make their driving 
60s-1inged pop rock/ell and their two songs 
here are among their best; I 00 Flowers (now 
lamentably disbanded) were a superb trio 
reminiscent or a stripped-down Burma, and 
their two selections (culled from sessions 
tha1 also yielded their LP) are real sharp; 
Rain Parade are among the bes1 or local 
young up-and-comers with both their tunes 
being superbly paced psych-pop that rar 
surpasses their single; Leaving Trains (esp. 

Images or Heaven 
(Polydor, EP) 

One can digest only so much or the cur
rent heavy-beat /majestic synthesizer trend. 
After awhile i1 begins to run together like 
one grand urban blight soundtrack. But oc
casionally a song from this increasingly for
mulaic genre does succeed in culli ng 
through and grabbing one's attention. The 
title song from 1his debut EP stands out sig
nificantly , at leas! in my mind. Well 
thought-out lyrics, strong vocals and a 
compelling aura mark what could be an en
during classic. The balance of this EP is 
without any distinctive flair. Personally I 
would have preferred more of "lmages"
maybe an extended remix, enhance dub ~.!

mix, extended cAtended remix ... (Scott 
Pascucci) 

~i;;:h:~p:~~~tak~~~~: ~:o~ g~~,e~~ :~eek 1o-------------'""" 
band; the Question? (who I know no1hing 

Heaven 17 ----------------------
(Arista-Virgin, LP) 

about) offer yet another brace or cool tunes 
with genuine 60s grit. In short, this thing 
does have a rew numbers that're too light
weight to really connect, but the ten hot 
ducks by the bands mentioned above are A remarkable album. Sophisticated lyr
well worth whatever you've gotta pay for ics, impeccable execution, and almost com
this comp and you really oughta buy it. pletely sterile. Heaven 17's co ld intelligence 
(Box 25A39, Los Angeles, CA 90025) (By- and dazzling beat structures have none or 
ron Coley) the melodic and emotional accessibility one i,..------------~ ;1~~i;;::~r~~:nt~~ai~:~1~~::~r~e~~ 
Chris Stamey-----
It 's A Wonderful Life 
(DB, LP) 

aided as the band's debut American LP, 
Heaven 17 is primarily made up or previ
ously-released UK si ngles and material 
from Penthouse And Pavement. Its sav ing 
grace is one of the two new tracks, ''Let Me 
Go," which alone supplements the album's 
overriding technical dispassion with a little 
heart -relt soul. The Rockpool and Bill
board club charts show Heaven 17 is mov
ing well in dark places-but its a1trac1ive
ness fades by light of day, (Scott Pascucci) 

This debut solo album from dB's guitar
ist/songwriter Chris Stamey is a true child 
of the studio-electronic, experimental, 
and above all eccentric, with 1wo sparse, 
disturbing funk workouts, one not-so-hot 
semi-twisted rock 'n' roller, and a brief, 
very effective instrumental tape collage 
called "Still Life #3." Tying it together is 
the production-the sound is very clear (no 1o--------------u 
leak-through) but there's lots of reverb, and 
the drums are always upfront-and Sta
mey's refusal to do the expected, whether 
via idiosyncratic mixing, wandering instru
mental lines, or purposefully Oat singing. 
Stamey, judging from the lyrics, is indulg
ing in eccen1ricity for its own sake rather 
than as a reflection of underlying angst; 
much of It's A Wonderful Life is mood mu
sic in search of a mood. 

Since lovers of experimental music aren't 
always lovers o f old-fashioned pop melody, 
I wouldn't be surprised if "Winter Of 
Love," the belier of the funk tracks, gets 
most of the auention. The pop songs , 
though always pleasant, work variously well 
-one's too simple structurally, one's too 
off-the-wall and another's too conventional 
-but "Never Enters My Mind" st rikes a 
perfect balance. And the album's unques
tioned high spot is "Depth Of Field," a 
slow, gorgeous pop song with a vocal alter
nately soaring and ethereal, and a rich, 
haunting backdrop of wheezing organ and 
ringing guitar. "We have depth of field/ 
What was once concealed/ls out in the 
open/With no holds barred ... "Truly god
like. (Eric Van) 

TheLifters-----------------------------------------
"Memories Fade'' /"Heartbeat" 
(Bosstown, 45) 

This is 1he debut record from Boston's 
Lifters-and they don't waste it! "Heart
beat," writt en by bassist Gerry Carbonara, 
is a Nick Lowe styled rocker that strongly 
backs "Memories Fade," penned by broth
er John Carbonara. Sounding uncannily 
like John Hiatt with his paten1ed marbles
in-the-mouth-style, John Carbonara's 
vocals provide a charming melody (flutter
ing "memories fay-yay-yade" on each 
chorus). Without resorting to dense vocal 
layering or hard guitar pummelings, the 
Lif1ers have crafted a pleasant debut single. 
Bosstown, Box 994, 104 Charles St., Bos
ton, MA 02114. (Caner Alan) 

Breakfast in Bed-------
Australian Coffee i,.------------~ (Crunch Ltd., mini-LP) 

The Minutemen --------------------
What Makes A Man Start Fires? 
(SST, LP) 

The Minutemen make you realize just 
how generic so much of the sludge around 
these days really is. This album is easily the 
best thing yet from SST Records (unless 
you wan! to argue for the Meatpuppets): 
creative bite, energy over decibels, speed 
with a purpose. A "hi-energy" guitar re
corded without distortion is a novelty these 
days, but few Marshall stacks can match 
what comes out of D. Boon's gui1ar. Boon, 
bassist Mike Wan and drummer George 
Hurley wri1e songs so well and with such va
riety ("Bob Dylan Wrote Propaganda 
Songs," "Plight," "Faith") that they can 
even include an occasional, over-bearingly 
artsy clunker like "The Tin Roof" and 
make it fit. My album of 1he month. (Tris
tram Lozaw) 

Breakfast in Bed is a full-bodied three
piece and another of the talented young 
bands that are probably finding it difficult 
to break through the current musical de
pression. But with Australian Coffee they 
now have an important advantage-a good 
record to use as a calling card. Intelligently 
produced by soundman-about-town Mi
chael Whittaker, these eight songs display a 
breadth of abilities that feature some so
phisticated instrumentation, textural pol
ish, nimble musicianship and fervent voc
als. The only drawbacks are the afflictions 
that confront just about any band with "ar
tistic" tendencies-an affinity for messy 
complexities and an occasional lack of fo-, 
cus. Nothing that time and attention to 
st ructure can't cure. Favori1e tracks: "Feel 
Much Better," "Fortune Cookies," "Aqua 
Vitae." Write: Crunch Records, 39 Win
ford Way, Medford, MA 02155. (Tristram 
Lozaw) 
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The Dreamers in the middle 1960s. Rock 
humor in the 80s is somewhat more sophis· 
ticated. A recent example is New York's 
Blotto (Blotto industries). Combo Akimbo, 
their latest LP, is on a par with Zappa for 
ingenuity and commentary. Go straight to 
the last cut on side one, "Metal Head" 
(also an MTV video). Images abound of 
chains, leather, Millers, long-haired lead 
_singers with conspicuous thigh bulges, and 

+ lti.t\l d'-•;•Rrists high on the stench of burning 
circuit boara~. A..rtd neo·heavy metal gets 
the Bronx cheer it so ncm, d"',;crves. While 
metal fans might regard the shriek111g ..,acals 
and quadrupled finale as "awesome," it af
fords the rest of us the luxury of feeling in
tellectually superior and hystericaUy vindi
cated. Fun for the whole family. Other 
equally ecstatic gems include "It's Not You 
(It's Your Family I Can't Stand)," rock & 
roll's version of "Take This Job And Shove 
It," via "(You Can't Fire Mc) I Quit," and 
"Goodbye Mr. Bond" wherein 007 finally 
gets his. You remember the scene in Dr. No 
where Bond is left straddling a laser at the 
jewel fry? This time they don't turn it off. 
Best shot for a single is "Occupational Haz· 
ard," describing a groupie who comes 
backstage and interrupts the guitarist who's 
on the verge of scoring, to learn how to fin· 
ger a C chord. Released late last year, Blot· 
to combines smart, biting rock with incisive 
humor of the first order. Who says that 
fear, loathing and revenge can't be fun? . ·re . . . . 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + + .·.·.·.· .. ~t .· 

Another group scoring high on the guf
faw meter while delivering first rate rock is 
Jim Bob and the leisure Suits whose EP 
and 4S I reviewed in this column last year. 
Their latest LP (Polyester Records), how
ever, dumps the yuks of previous tunes like 

+ + + + + + + + + + + ·+ "Girls Girls Girls" or "Easy Surfin"' in 

by Jon McAulif/e 
favor of more straight forward rockers like 
"Landmine" and "I Got It." While ex-

Humor in rock & roll has come a long tremely good listening, the fun they took so 
way since the mindlessness of Freddie & seriously in the past is missing, leaving a 

ROCKIT RECORDS 
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THE ALBUM 

"WAR" 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTIES PLAZA 
SAUGUS, MASS. (617J 233-7805 

hole in an otherwise enticing sound. 
I didn't know a burgeoning local rock 

scene existed in A1bany, N.Y. till I heard 
Hudson Rock (MCE Records). Rarely have 
I heard a compilation of nationally un
known bands that I've enjoyed so much. 
Nine of the IS cuts here are must hears! The 
aforementioned Blotto reconstruct Lou 
Christie's "Lightning Strikes"; The Mor
ons dumbfound with ''Gimme (gimme, 
gimme, gimme head)"; Fear or Strangers, 
whose debut LP is distributed by IRS, con· 
tributes "Sappy For The Guy," featuring 
the sweetly layered voice of Val Haynes; 
Standing Oner extends "Carnivore" for 
lhose vr y,;-,u who enjoy arguing the merits 
of eating or not eating different foods: The 
Extras slap my generation in the face with 
''This Generation Doesn't Judge Anybody''; 
and The Young Reptiles pull the rug out 
from under "yousc wanna fight?" types 
with "Cast lron Arm." Every last tune here 
rocks constant and hard in nuevo/punk/ 
wave/rockabilly grooves. If A1bany can 
consistently turn out this kind of sound, 
1983 should belong 10 them. 

From NYC comes a four-cut EP culled 
from an LP called Reach Out by Gary Pri
nt, on Select Records. Two of the four are 
long and short versions of The Four Tops' 
"Reach Out." Reinterpreted in a rhythmic 
wall of sound underscoring a lavishly up
front drum mix, the tune pounds like disco 
and sweeps like electro-pop. If you like the 
original, you'll ditto-plus on this version. If 
not, you might like this anyway due to the 
structural redefinition. The remaining two 
are 'good but no cigar,' as the same sound 
is used, only minimizing the effect. 

Staying with synthesi-zations, Lee Negrin 
(Passing Phase Records) sent his 4S "Wired 
For Sound" b/w "Nothing Goes Right." 
"Wired" will slip you into the 21st century 
with its hooky rhythm guitar and synth/ 
keyboard sounds. Negrin 's forte lies in his 

considerable lyric/songwriting talents. So 
good are they that the listener tends not to 
notice Negrin 's less than great voice. Negrin 
gets the most out of what he's got. The bas
ic ingredient lacking in many electrO·type 
productions lately-well constructed, tune
ful melodics-are in evidence here, making 
this one succeed mightily. 

Film At £Jenn-Cassette Tapes. A gen
tleman calling himself Wild Bill W. from 
Farmington, Connecticut, sent a fine 
3-song tape featuring a highly impressive 
opening cut, "I Don't Need Your Love." 
While not your quintessential hook riddled 
rocker, its fresh, melodic inventiveness 
prodded me into paying attention through
out. Around this melody float Mr. W'i
crisp, bright guitar lines that are simply ic
ing on the cake. "Give It Your Heart" fea
tures what sounds like a herd of guitars 
about to stampede. Nice original material 
with style and soul. Send more! 

A1so in the tape pile was a poppy, two· 
song cassette from Ray Mason of Holyoke, 
Mass. Ray's "Hurt By Love" is a lovely, 
simple pop song made special by the inclu· 
sion of an unsuspected odd chord in its 
chorus which serves as a strange little hook. 
This oddity made "Hurt" stand out, while 
its predecessor, ''Blue Or Green'' just stood 
there on common ground. Hurt us some 
more, Ray. 

Blotto Industries, Box 1786, A1bany, NY 
12201. 

MCE Records, 463 State St., Schenec
tady, NY 12305. 

Passing Phase Records, P.O. Box 663, 
Brighton, Ml 48116. 

Polyester Records, 3232 Tyrol Road, Bir
mingham, AL 35216. 

Select Records, 175 Fifth Ave., New 
York, NY 10010. 
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by Jun Puccio 

"There is little use m devising a s_vsrem of 
thoughr about rhe nature of 1he frap if rhe 
only thing to du III order to ger our of the 
trap is to A.now the rrap and }ind 1he exir. 
Everyrhmg else 1s utterly useless: smgmg 
hymns about the sujjeri11J!, 111 rhe trap. or 
makmg poems about the Jreedom outside 
the trap, dreamed of v.ithin the rrap. 
The first thing 10 do i\ to find the c,i1 out of 
the trap. The narure oj thl' trap has no 111-

rerest whatsoever be1•ond rhi.5 one crucial 
pomt: 11 Ht"RE IS T1-11:. /:.)i.'/T our Of 
THE TRAP?" -Wilhelm Reich 

Here in the fir<,t lev. months of 1983 it's 
become glaringly obvious tha1 Punk, NC\\ 
Wave. New Music (or ,,hatever else you 
care to call it) i~ about as active and vital as 
your average brontosaurus. The process of 
thinking up "Be~! Of" lbt!> for 1982 -.hould 
have driven home the point hard. I can't 
say I know anybody \\ho think~ thi-. ,,as an 
exceptionally creati,e year tor the nuevo
types. In fact, I keep running into more and 
more people who agree \\ith me that the 
main event or 1982 was a freeze on the cre
ative juices ol thh form. 

Before continuing, let me set one 1hing 
straight: By "Nev. Wave," I mean e,ery
thing from David Johansen to Pigbag, from 
the Sex Pistols to Visage, or Half Japanese, 
or Debbie Harry ... Think about it. The 
term encompasses the Minutemen. Meat 
Puppets. Virgin Prunes, Stray Cats. Rock
ats and other cats, Elvis Costello, Nick 
Lowe and the ever-so-placid Joe Jackson. 
And that's but a small cross-section. Am I 
making my point? 

Time was, "New Wave" implied experi
mentation. innovation and cultural an
archy. Di,rupting 1he expected. Mocking 
fashion trends by elevating tra\h 10 art. and 
I might add, relegating an to the 1rash. It 
was supposed to promote thought in the in
dividual and stimulate sell-expression. The 
bes! stuff was the stuff you madr yourself. 

The nexl time you see someone in a de
signer-ripped i.shirt and spandex pants eye
ing a $40 copy of PiL's .\feral Box. ask 
yourself a few question~ about the differ
ence between creativity and consumption. 
The next time you hear one of these vicar
ious e'Periencers of the fruits of expression 
get snot-nosed about Jimi Hendrix \\hilst 
elevating Lou Reed, or John \lcGcough, or 
Glenn Branca to guitar godhead. ask your
sclr a few more question\ about \\ hat is es
tablished, conventional, and in need or a 
little pruning down to size. 
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WHAT IS IIIP? 
Another good question. Don't strain 

yourself. As a second digression. I refer all 
true believers to the Tower of Power song 
or the same name. "What h Hip" \\as re
leased in 1973. Ten years ago. E,actly the 
point when "Progressive Rock" broke 
stride in terms or innovation. About the 
same time (give or take a year) as bands like 
the New York Dolls, Television. Patti Smi1h 
Group, Blondie. c1c. \~ere rormmg in New 
York, and slightly preceding the British re
sponse in the form of proto-punks ROl, 
Swankers, London SS and the 101-crs. Per
haps we begin to sec some parallels. 

Now "Progressive Rock" "a!> a term for 
a mo\'emcnt v. hich encompassed many of 
the same goals, hopes and ideals as "New 
Wave," although the methods and aesthe
tics were. needless to say, radically differ
ent. The idea was to be free. to step out. to 
open up new and hitherto unexplored terri
tories, dumping the old ways in favor or 
''self-expression.'' 

But by 1973 Prog Rock already had a his
tory and traditions to be hewn to. By ·73 it 
had heroes and martyrs. supcrgroups and 
countless sub-movements. By '73 it had 
spawned an underground cottage industry 
or indie labels, importers and distributors. 
It was going great guns. It was the music of 
the future. It was going to take over. In re
ality. it had ror all intents and purposes 
ceased to develop, but would chug along 
under its own inertia for about three more 
years, producing more refinements and 
combinations or the same ingro" n ideas be
fore grinding to a halt in 1977. Does this 
sound like New Wave to you? It docs to me. 

But New Wave was born in 1973, and ex
ploded on the world in 1977. Hmm. Well, 
as we all know, history recycles itself. Ev
erything eventually comes foll circle. 

NECESSITY IS THE MOTIi ER Ot' 
INVENTION 

When you do something for too long, 
your options run oul. At such a time, innO· 
va1ive people return to their roots for in
spiration, evaluate what areas are 0\'er
worked and need a rest, and" hat has rested 
long enough to have become ne", fertile 
territory. Suctrpcople are leaders. In cultur
al utopia. everyone would ha\·e such in
sight. Alas, in mere reality, the \aSt ma· 
jority remain in lock step to obsolescent 
modes or thought like so many lemmings, 
and then wonder what happened when the 
Big Change comes. 

By the early sixties, rock 'n' roll was beat. 
The original Ju,enile Delinquency that had 
fed on it had outlived its uscfolness. al
though a lot of folks soldiered on 1n 1he tra
dition as Hells Angels and whatnot. A ne\\ 
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generation was coming into its own, with 
broader concerns than polishing the car and 
"gelling a little." The Bomb and global 
politics, psychedelics and civi l rights were 
creeping into the cultural awarcnes~. And 
fifties rock was boring. 

Digging back 10 the roots brought up ja.a 
and blues. By 1963, the R&B explosion was 
in foll swing in Britain, though the US 
seems to have lagged about a year. It was at 
about this time that the Kinks, Stones, 
Pretty Things, Yardbirds, Moody Blues, 
Graham Bond Organisation and so forth 
were getting off the ground in the UK and 
the Byrds, Quicksih-er, Graterul Dead and 
the like proliferating on the west coast. 

As we all know, this music burst on the 
scene in 1%7 with the aid of a new type or 
FM radio station which soon came 10 be 
ca lled "progressive rock radio." Thc\e sta
tions did things hitherto unheard ot, in
cluding programming Jau, blues. rock and 
the occasional classical piece together in the 
same show. Although the term ha, since 
come 10 connote frilly British classical rock 
a la ELP and Yes, at the time it referred to 
all the rock programmed by 1he~e srntions, 
including psychedelic and Jatdrock. 

Fifties rock was dead. One or the guys 
who put the biggest nails in its coffin was 
Frank Zappa, with his viciously ingenious 
parodies or doo-wop a nd a ll the o ther re
dundant music he had grown up on. But 
while he was at it, he a lso saw through the 
newer shams that were setting themse lves 
up. The first rew albums hammered away at 
plastic bou tique hippies withou t mercy. 
And deservedly so. Because the only sure 
thing about hipness is that you can't buy it, 
and you can't imitate it. You have to invent 
it yourself. 

PLASTIC PEOPLE OF T HE UN IVERSE 
So we come rull circle with New Wave 

boutique pseudo-hipsters, in expensive 
plastic and leather duds. Face it, sheep arc 
sheep regardless of the fashion in vogue. 
Meet the new crowd. Same as the old 
crowd. 

New Wave has no more new ideas 10 or
rer. It merely has to tic up loose ends and 
refine the sounds and visions it has already 
constructed. The biggest problem facing it 
is the penetration or the megabuck super
stardom arena. Already underway. As sure 
as the calendar on the wall. 

EXIT 
And v.hcre is the exit out ol the trap? 

And what is hip? Obviously everywhere 
"New Wave" isn't, and everything "Ne\~ 
Wave" doesn't like. I saw a pun~ manifesto 
in the form or a comic in 1976. declaring 
that it was \uddenly cool to be uncool. Drag 
it back out, 'cause it's true again, rolks. 
The rules are out What's out is in. 
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vid beat 

by Jeff Hudson 

Vidbeat got hold or Rockamerica's vid
eos and curled up on the couch, fortunate ly 
with a remote, fast-forward control. A lot 
of tapes flashed by so let's gel started. 

I 

Musical Yo uth , "Pass The Dutchie" 
First of all. what is a "dutchie?" This 

tape suggests a hat or pan or tambourine 
that gets passed to collec1 money. OK, cor-
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years old, sing this socio-economic, pop
reggae song in front of Parliament. in court 
-pass the juslice! It's an up-beat, genuine 
performace by the tykes. The actual video 
produc1ion is boring. 

Yaz, "Don't Go,. 
In the lab with Yaz making Dr. Franken

stein. li's a funhouse or a house of horrors 
wi1h some nice tints of color. Although this 
is a cliched performance, all in all it's a good 
song and video. 

T rio. "Da Da Da" 
German and funny oom-pah band in an 

old beer hall. Very DADA. This tape is 
great: sexy, human and disciplined. Casio 
VL-Tone city. 

Tears •·or Fea rs, "Mad World" 
Set to a bcauiiful song (Brideshead, 

B.B.C.-feel), a compassionate young man 
sings a soulful song looking ou1 a window. 
Some good dancing sequence<,, ~implc but 
satisfying. Practiced restraint. 

The Bea l, ''Save It For Later" 
The Beat sure don't save thi'> tape. Slow 

crap. 
The Cu re, "Lei's Go To Bed" 

Nice white and blue, sharp dancing and 
performance b)' two Cures. An art school 
loft look with lots of Futurist design. 
Paimings on 1he walls. painting each other. 
painting your screen. A very ,;trong song 
and video. 

Bla ncmange, "Living On The Ceiling" 
A trip to Egypt, colorful and modern. 

The music fits the images, a travel guide to 
an exotic world. 
Fripp and Summers, " I Ad\'ancc Masked" 

(Most Embarassing Tape Award) 
What is 1his? Who are these girls in while 

diapers and scarves? The guitarist\ just look 
at them like "what are you doing here?" 
What am I doing watching thi.,':' 11·., a\\ful! 

November Grou p , "Pic1urc'> Of The 
Homeland'' 

E\ocative images of refugee, mart:hing 
by as Ann Prim lips this hero1..: ,ong. Some 
nice black and v. hite face'> and pho10-
graphs. Someiimes 1he \ideo 1rie., to lool
like a film. A Mrong local produ,uon. 

Malco lm McLaren , "Buffalo Gals" 
Scratch, graffitti, rap, attack of the turn-

1ables. N.Y.C. school of street. I like this 
video a lot. Breaker dancing in N. Y. 's 
Washington Square Park. Super hip, up to 
1he second, the best dancing of any \idco. 
"Take your partner, Do Si Do." 

Wham, "Young Guns'' 
American Funk by the Brit s, set (\\here 

else?) in a club. Lots of neon, lot s- of danc
ing, some quick inserts of colored clefs and 
notes. ll looks like Dance fel'er mt"ets 
Grease II. 

Pulsa ll ama, "The Devil Live!. In M; 
Husband's Body" 

These girls arc great performers, made 
for TV like Mary Hartman. Totally female 
and wonderfully funny. The ou1 -of-1Une 
pseudo-religious chorus is a mind blower, 
as good as John Waters. 

G race Jo nes, "My Jamaican Guy" 
High fashion. sexy, with some \Cry \tun

ning close-ups of Grace and a pan ner danc
ing. Minimal studio produclion puts Grace 
on some s1eps in a spotlight. She i, an inter
national star. and this video i, ..,,ate ot the 
an. 

T ho mas Dolby, "Blinded Hy Science" 
A hot song wi1h a very \licl- tape. He re

veals more of himself than in h" prc\ious 
outing. It's snappy. pop entertainment \\Ith 
sharp editing. 

Ultravox, "Reap The Wild \\ind .. 
Old film, re-enactment of \\ar no,1alg1a. 

It feels important. historic and cpii.:. The 
production is quite elegani and ,a1i,1~ing. 

Pe ler Ga briel, "Shoe], rhe ~lonl..ev" 
I liked this piece best or all. St..:\en $pic:l

berg mc:ets Ken Ru"ell. V..O\\ ! Primitive 
and high-tech. Some \ery cool hou,e lamp~. 
with a strong performance: t,~ Gabriel 
synched 10 a great song. 

IN ENTRY. OUT ENTRY. AUTO 
EDIT. END. 

Videotapes ore ofh·oys wefcom(' olong 1he 
Vid Beal. We pre/er •,. '', hu1 will un-ep1 
Bela or VHS ~'!"formal. Tope\ 1nl/ bt• re
turned only 1/ acco111po111ed hi' " \('//-ud
dressed s10111ped er11·efope. 

John Orsi 
"noisy data" 

cassette single 
'This is suptr stuff. Wdl JoH<. 

IN tht 1my V(mguard of tht 
musical movtmmt 

ht sptarhtads." 
-Bob Angell , The New Paper 

on sale exclusively at: 
RECORD TOWN-PROVIDENCE and NEWBURY COMICS-BOSTON 

on the air 
WBRU, WDOM, WJMF, WRIU, WICN, WUSH, WZBC and WERS 
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ARMS AKIMBO 
by Julie Panebianco 

They switch instruments and switch vo
calists, while awkwardly climbing-and 
dancing-over each other on a crowded 
stage. It's the sound of the Monkees, the 
Velvet Underground, Elvis Cos1ello and the 
Talking Heads put into a blender; out 
comes the music of Arms Akimbo. 

In one invigorating set they are likely to 
cover songs by Lou Reed, Edwin Starr and 
Henry Mancini (an astounding version of 
"Baby Elephanl Walk"). Mostly though, 
Arms Akimbo plays original songs, catchy 
anthems ("Bully Up") and intelligent, in
spirational pop tunes (" 12 Hour Drive," 
''Awesome View Of The City" and "Queen 
For A Day"). 

The band's inventiveness and profession
alism caused a stir-and an ovation-when 
they opened for Human Switchboard at the 

Inn Square Men's Bar in September. ("On
ly our second or third date," bassist Bryson 
Dean says proudly.) That date led to a fea
ture in the Boston Phoenix, as well as a 
story in lhe Boston Globe. "Our nightly 
guarantee went up $10 a night," manager 
Bob Lawton smirks. 

Arms Akimbo was formed through the 
friendship of Lawton, brothers Bob and 
Gre'g "Skeggy" Kendall, and Gary Smith, 
all of whom grew up together in Newport, 
RI. ("We weren't allowed to play with 
Lawty, he was a bad influence," says 
Smith.) They started a heavy metal band 
with no bass in high school, which led 10 the 
"Bob Kendall Experience" - a Johnny 
Thunders cover band. (''All the worst songs 
we could think of.") They soon moved to 
Boston-where drummer Paul Gibson and 
bassist Dean joined up-and began to play 
under the name Arms Akimbo. 

AL ouH~ LowestPrlces 

,,. D ~ and ~s~~:':cords 

34 Boston Rock t/37 

31 O½ Park Ave. 
Worcester 

Monday thru Friday 11-8:J0 
Saturday 10,5 

798-3657 

I 35 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 10,6 
Wednesday thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday 10-6 
798-0347 

"It's an old fashioned expression," 
Skeggy says. "We found it in the diction
ary," Gary explains. ''A little man with his 
hands on his hips. We liked it." So. appar
ently, have other bands; two other Arms 
Akimbo have surfaced-a reggae group in 
New York, and a new wave band in Atlan
ta. "Our theme song is 'We Shall Over
come'," jokes Skeggy. Claims Lawton: 
"We want to have all the Arms Akimbos 
play the 9:30 Club in Washington DC and 
have the audience decide who deserves to 
keep it." 

The band has ties to Human Switchboard 
-through manager Law1on-which has 
been mutually beneficial. "We have a good 
working relationship with them," says 
Lawton, "and they have helped us." They 
also have a musical affinity for the Hobo
ken pop scene. "Although the big differ
ence," Skeggy remarks, "is the lyrics. The 
dB's only sing about girls; it's not that we 

don't sing aboul sex, we just try to go be
yond that. There are other things to talk 
about.'' 

Arms Akimbo is especially impressed 
about how bands seem to support each oth
er: "We've played with Human Switch
board and REM," Skeggy says, "and they 
tell people abou1 us ... the Individuals help 
out the Neats ... the Aeshtones help out 
the Lyres ... it's great when bands help 
each other and pass the word." 

For the future, Arms Akimbo has set out 
to become the biggest band from Newport 
since the Cowsills. "Watch for our milk 
commercials," they warn. They also hope to 
tour high schools, create a demand for some 
Arms Akimbo vinyl, and try to "Touch the 
heads . .. and feet. .. and the little mole 
above the elbow" of the people who come 
to see them. And when you do, they say, 
"Bring food." 

CONCERTS ON VIDEO TAPE 
CO-CO'S, BEATLES, CENESIS 

THE WHO, TONY BASIL, ROD STEWART 
THE STONES 

PLUS HUNDREDS MORE 

VIDEO MOVIES 
STAR TREK II - 34.95 

OFFICER & A GENTLEMAN - 39.95 
BLADE RUNNER - 39.95 

JANE FONDA'S WORKOUT- 59.95 

AND THOUSANDS MORE 

SALES - RENTALS 

SEND $3 REFUNDABLE FOR GIANT COLOR CATALOG 

VIDEO-TO-CO 
7370 RED ROAD, S. MIAMI, FL 33143 
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Fri. Feb. 25 
$3.00 
sat . Feb. 26 
$3.00 
sun. Feb. 27 
$2.00 

Mon. Feb. 28 
$5.00 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f401J521-2520 

l ocated in the Cic Complex 
Free Park,ng 

New Models, Jeff & Jane Hudson 

our Daughters Wedding 
some Red, The Motion 

ozone, Tabella, Front Line 

X ~ -- . ~ FromLA ~ 

Schemers ,r- . II · 
-;~-~

0
-_
0
M- a-rc_h_1--~-xu_n_C_IU_b_~ 

Wed. March 2 
$2.00 
Thur. March 3 

Fri. March 4 
$4.00 

Sat. March s 
$3.50 

sun. March 6 
$5.00 Advance 
$6.00 oav of Show 
Mon. March 7 
Free admission! 
Tue. March 8 
$2.00 

Thu. March 10 
$3.00 

Chris Moffa & The con,petitlon 
Modern Pioneers, some Red 
Rubber Rodeo 
The Parents, The Tits 
From England .. 

The Members 
Parallel Fifth 

Jon Butcher Axis 
Enemy, Outrage 

The cramps 
smart, Detectives 

The secrets, The cultars, Diamond Dogs 

Outrage, Odysseus 

The Neats 
unattached, New Rules 

sat. March 12 Robin Lane 
;::gg ~~~ao~c:how & The Shake 

sun. March 13 

Thu. March 17 
$3.00 

Fri. March 18 

sun. March 20 
$6.50 

Thur. March 24 
$3.00 
Fri. March 25 
$3.50 

sun. March 27 
$3.00 
wed. March 30 
$1 .00 

Thu March 31 
$3.00 

The Threats 

Two Shows! All Ages at 2 p.m. Positive ID for 9 p.m. 
show. 
Upstarts, Trademarks, and special guests. 
St. Patrlcks Day! 
LOU Miami 
Record Release Party 
New Paper Anniversary Party. 
Schemers, Detectives 

Iggy Pop 
The Smart 

The Lifters 
Dlgney Flgnus, Soclal Register 
The Neighborhoods 
Garv Shane 
All Ages 5 p.m. Hardcore Show 
The Freeze, Ism, Psycho, Proletariat and Logic. 
Angry Young sees 
Stratford survivors, Lost ceneratlon 

Human Switchboard 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 

"Girls In Uniform" 
Usten for the Catch 
on WLYN & WOCZ 

Catch the Catch at 
Jack·,. Feb. 26 

Don't Miss PRIMARY COLORS 

(I j :Brnhmin .Entn tainmrnt 
" 3/4 Storyville, Bo~ton 

10S•Soul h S1ree t 
80,1011. Mu, 021 11 
(817) 413- 4938 

3/18 Living Room, Prov1den<.e 
3/25 Thunderbird Lounge. Tyng~IX>ro 
4/1 The Rat 

THE 

CHANNEL THE ONLY 
PLACE TO ROCK! r-1 !~!.!!!Ulll=r· 

11 -L:; -= =::::s=. - -- -- -- - ·- - -
BOSTON"S BEST LIVE ROC.K 

The Cramps 
Lou Miami, Native Tongue 

Crystal Ship 

Wild Kingdom 

The Suburbs 
Neats, Dangerous Birds 

Wed. March 2 Gun Club 
Thu. 3 

Fri. 4 

Sat. 5 

Sat. 12 

Someone And The Somebodies 

Alvin Lee's 10 Years After 
Johnny Barnes 

November Group 

Lou Miami 
Record Release Party with SPECIAL GUESTS 

Joe Perry Project 
2 Shows! All Ages: 3 PM. Over 20: 8:30. 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW
BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 



jumbo's 
Entertainment Complex 

1133 Broadway 
Somerville. Mass 

623·9508 

Wed Ftb.23-Sal F, b.26 

EASY STREET 
COSTUME PARTY 

SAT. FEB. 26 
PRIZES 
MARCH 

1 Scared Kids 
2TBA 
3 Luther Guitar Watson 
4 The Dream 
5 Main Line 

7-8-9-10 Y-102 & 
COMM. PRODS R&R 

BATTLE OF THE BANDS 

11 Atlantia 
12 Berlin Airlift 
17-18-19 MIS.Slthusetts 
23 Tufts D.U. party 
24 Tufts Jr. Clas., party 

25-26 Y-102 Semis 
28 Y-102 Finals 

.------------------------~ i FREE ADMI~ION ! 
iANY LISTED NIGHT! 

I ! WITH THIS AD! ! 
1! ~------------------------' -

WAITING/MATA HARi 
cassette/single/now available/around town or 

$2.00/.50 malling/ black nun productions.,.,. 
204 hampshire sl./cambridge/mass/02141 

~ ·e.t.e~ PhJlo· i.ck ~ 

BOSTON 6-' 1 P'· 

Coming Attractions 

THE CHANCE 

tape r e l ea s e o n 
t he way to all 

f avori te r a -

Fri 4: Primary Colors . 
Sat. 5: Trademarks, 
Junk Mail 
Wed. 9: Del Fuegos, 
The Shakes 
Sat. 12: Peter Dayton, 
Jeff & Jane Hudson 
Sat. 19: Sex Execs 
Thu. 24: Chesterfield 

Wed. Feb. 23 
Children of Paradise 

¢ Thu, 24 

~ Dream Syndicate 
Del Fuegos 

Fri 25 
Big Sixteen 

Sat 26 
City Edition 

Sun 27 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 28 
Boston Rock Presents. 

Sex Execs 
Arms Akimbo lii.6cic] 

Wed March 2 

Blue Angels 
Thu 3 

Fin & The Sharks 
Del Fuegos 

Fri 4 

Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Sun 6 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 7 

TBA 

Tue 8 

Lolita 
Wed9 

Someone & the Somebodies 
Thu 10 

The Trademarks 
Museum Direktors 

Fri11 

Peter Dayton Band 
Sat 12 

New Models 
Sun 13 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 14 

TBA 

Wed 16 

Swallows 
Thu 17 

Fly by Night 
Sat 19 

J.B. Hutto & the 
New Hawks 

Sun 20 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 21 

From Fabulous Ft. Lauderdale 

Charlie Pickett & the Eggs 
Tue 22 

Chris Jones Band 
Wed 23 

The Meetings 
Sat 26 

Gary Shane & Detour 
Sun 27 

Paul Rishell Band 
Thu 31 

Dangerous Birds 

491-9872 
13S0Cam~St. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambtldge 

TO RESERVE SPACE 
IN CLUBLAND CALL: 

266-8787 
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" Scotch'n S•unds 
Wed Feb 23 
Lowgistics 

Thu 24 
Home Town Rockers 

Sat 26 
The Enemy 

Thu March .3 
Midnight Traveler 

Sat 5 
Berlin Airlift 

Sat 12 
TBA 

Thu 17 
The Enemy 

with•pc,ccial11unU 

The Ts 

Sat 19 
At lantics 

EVERY FRIDAY .. 

At the Thunderbird 2/25 
with the Dream Syndicate 

{ Billy G's --~--;s J 
.~ ~ a0 e · 
~,A-dwee"' 

!t Riley's 

3/3 The Channel, Boston 
with Alvin Lee & Ten Years Alter 
3/12 Scotch & Sounds, Brockton 
w1lh Jon Butcher Axis 
3/16·17 Timothy's Two, Framingham 
3126 Ralph Chadwick's, Worces ler 
3131 Jacks, Cambridge 

memo le>. WBCN. wcoz. weos. WAM. 
Thanl<I for all the support. 

..Johnny-Barnes II. The 8.8.8. ""!'.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~~"' 
=a. I J.D., Billy & Ken \.ocal bands play 

> EVERY WEDNESDAY< ~

, 
Last s Call! 

ATTN. BANDS! 
~ Wes1gate Mall, Brockton 

Adjacent to Wcstga1c Lanes 
584-1694 

=.-.. ,,..._._-----~ ::liiiii.l SMEGMA 
& 

GG AL!..;:! 
MAVERICKS 

FRI. MARCH 4 

-corner of Cambridge 
& New Chardon Streets 
Gov't Ctr, BOSTON 

723-&~11 

Across from the Boston Garden 
Over The Penalty Box Lounge 
Causeway St., North Station 

· open 'Ill 2 a.m. · 

"Well Book It!" 
Tim Lewis: 944-9064 

Chets: 523-9298 

THISSPACE 
AVAILABLE FOR 

ONLY 

$20.00 

••••••QNT&••••• 

sbmiN 
Special Media Performance for 

CENTER SCREEN'S 10th Anniversary 

SAT., MARCH 12, 7 P.M. "Powe-:'iJ",:.:f0;._. 

ONLY AREA APPEARANCE. Powerful performer." 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE -New Yori<,;,,,., 

BOSlON PHOENIX. "A visionary innovator" 
BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER. -wash;""'on Post 

S9.50. Tickets. Beginning February 18 : 
Strawberries, Concert Charge, Berkk!e Box Office, other outlets. 

No more tix available by mail, or at CENTER SCREEN 
2~7455 or 494--0200 

Call for free series schedule with info about this and 
CENTER SCREEN's 9th Animation Festival. •••••••••••••••••••••• 

Boston Rock ond Storyville present ... 

CALL (617) 266-8787 ................ 

with the Prime Movers 

Thursday, March 24 at Storyville 
645 Deacon St .• Doston 266-0660 

&ifDW#UMt&W--fa-Hi ht J l lii-4¾MAAMrM$1'ffiifflJ31 

Come Celebrate • 

featuring 

ARMS AKIMBO • »: 
METRO/15 LANSDOWNE STREET 

MARCH 9 

victory/ 
benefit 

PARTY 
9 o'clock 



New York cont. 
sound. When the Kilchen (an avant multi
arts performance space) sponsored an ad
mirable week-long festival of local noise 
mongers during the holidays (featuring he 
punks the Beastie Boys as well as the Peri
pheral Vision crowd) there was a surprise 
visit from the NYPD. Nol surprisingly, it 
was the Sonic Youlh/Swans double bill 
that had the neighbors gnashing teeth and 
the architecture trembling. Maybe volume 
is something we can't take for granted 
anymore, unless somebody opens a rock 
club/bomb shelter twenty feet under. 

My ears were ringing for different rea
sons after hearing Emily XYZ chant 
"Who Shot Sadat." It 's a rhythmically 
insistent piece of "rock poetry" that ac
tually does rock, and even rhymes most of 
the time. It's available on vinyl as the nip
side of Stripsearch's "Hey Kid" obtain
able from Vinyl Repellan1, 143 Ludlow SI. 
#11 NYC 10003. And the Cooties' single 
"Big Fun" is just that, an unassuming 
party-on-record for people who still dance 
to rock and roll (Cooties c/o Park Inn 
Tavern, 121 Avenue A, NYC 10009). A1so 
funny, cool and energetic is STOP! maga
zine. It has cartoons (John Holmstrom's 
ace Bosko), interviews with celebs like 
John Candy and Ross Bagdasarian, Jr ., 
shon music reviews and essays like 
"Brezhnev and Feldman: The Abbot and 
Costello of Communism." If Fred Flinl
stone is your kind of cultural icon, STOP! 
is your kind of journal. Write: STOP! 
Publications, Box 529, Old Chelsea Sta
tion, NYC 10013. 

Wash. D.C. cont. 
Janey (ex-Untouchables) is joining old 
bandmate Alec MacKa}e in Failh; ex
Youth Brigade/Egoslavia bass player, 
Creg Anderson's finished assembling his 
new outfit and dubbed 1t "Hnckhouse 
Burning." Martha Hull has left the Stea.-

dy Jobs and is talking about joining a 
touring rockabilly revue with Tex Rubino
wilz and his ilk. The Court Jesters have 
been pow-wowing with ex-Velvet Monkey, 
Steve Sales about signing on and thereby 
freeing bassist Bob M (unpronounceable 
Italianate name) to stroke the rhythmic six 
and concentrate on his singing. Early re
ports on the band describe them as a 60's 
oriented party combo along the lines of 
the Lyres. 

Oh, guess what'? We've actually got a 
new venue opening. It' s called Friendship 
Sia ti on and it's located right next to not or· 
ious punk rock dance club, "One Flight 
Up." And there's a new fanzine too! This 
one's called // This Goes On, is cranked 
out by Sharon of Chalk Orcle (look for 
their cuts on the Outside Records' sampler 
along with the Nuclear Crayons and So
cial Suicide) and features typical but well 
meant coverage of local HC seasoned with 
a couple of shots of weirder stu ff. Not a 
very thick read tho. Signing off. 

No Carolina cont. 
cassette, Record Bar's Dolphin label has 
just issued another comp, called Mondo 
Montage. In addition to music of the 
area's popular bar acts, this LP offers 
great cuts by Rick Rock, Arrogance, Let's 
Active and the X-Teens. Chapel Hill's 
Moonlight Records has been issuing a di
verse roster of local releases for years. 

Area radio is doing nicely, thank you. 
WXYC serves the entire Triangle and is 
currently at its peak. Programming is both 
diverse and cohesive and our following is 
large. On Saturday evenings I host An
archy in the PM, WXYC's forum for the 
latest imports and US indie releases. Com
petition may shortly appear as Duke Uni
versity's WDUK gets its FM license this 
fall, but format ideas are still in the air. 
Commercial WOOS, a failing jazz/classi
cal station was recently sold, but initial 
hopes for a new music format have waned 
as satellite-fed "beautiful" music appears 
more likely. 

Who are your heroes? Keith Richards; Jim Morrison; and of course, :{( 
my alias "Iggy Pop." 

Who, or what do you hate most? Politics & Society. 

Who influenced you the least musically? My first wife. 

The most? David Bowie for picking me up, & Robyn for keeping me 
up. 

Favorite Records? My own. 

Favorite Books: "I Need More" by "Me." 

Movies: The Jerk; Story of 0. 

Favorite Performers: Jim Morrison & Me. 

Favorite Performance: My own on video. 

Favorite Sport: Golf & Fucking. 

What do you see in the future? Nothing but death. 

What is, for you, the height of misery? Sleeping alone without RJ 
(despite rumor) & if my cock was smaller I'd be miserable. 

What is your idea of happiness? Hitting on the "G" spot._ 

At present, two clubs are aggressively 
booking original music. The Pier in Ra
leigh is larger and better equipped to 
bring in signed acts, whereas the Cat's 
Cradle in Chapel Hill is more intimate. 
The Cradle is the single oldest club in the 
Southeas1 at a decade plus; both clubs do 
very well with local and out-of-town acts. 

Kansas City cont. 
around since 1979, released a single in 
January 1982, and have a new 8-song, 
12-inch, "Look Around," out on Fresh 
Sounds this month. Allen Ginsberg con
tributes lyrics and vocals on one cut. 

Three-piece Other Geese, whose tastes 
run from the Bealles 10 hardcore but 
whose music isn't nearly as interesting, 
put out a 7-song cassette, Music To Mare 
By locally last year. One of the harder
working bands around here, they'll enter 
a studio in Northfield, Minn. (a friend of 
a friend of a ... ) in March. 

It would be ignorant, in talking about 
Lawrence, not to include the out-of-kilter, 
garage grunge pop of the Embarrassment. 
Far-and-away the biggest rock draw in the 
area (well, not counting cover bands and 
those with visions of arenas dancing in 
their heads), the Embos are consistently 
the honest, most fun live band I've seen. 
Recorded back in June, their second 12" 
-this one with eight songs and entitled 
Death Travels West-finally sees release 
this month via Fresh Sounds. It's their 
best and most versatile yet, from the roll
ing rhythms of the title track 10 the 
glorious mania of "Drive Me To The 
Park." Their third tour East will follow. 

Kansas City imports have been rare the 
last year or so. Broadcasl, a three-piece 
amateurish but "serious" noise band, re
leased a four song EP on Fresh Sounds, 
but have since lost bassist Bill Maurer to 
California, leaving the band in limbo. KC 
Art Instituters DuChamp have released 
1wo 45s and a cassette, but have likewise 
gone through per~onnel shifts recently, 
and have released a new cassette, appro-

priately entitled Change. Similarly, the 
Yardapes, who contributed six songs to a 
Fresh Sounds cassene sampler and one to 
Sub Pop 7, have lost two (of four) voca l
ists and have kepi a fairly low profile. 

Hardcore seems 10 predominate among 
the newer KC faces. There 's a skateboard 
ramp in town now, and the 13 and 14 
year olds grab up the new hardcore releas
es as fast as Dave Howard can keep 'em 
in stock at Rock Therapy. Choke, Secret 
Sociely, and the Gear (whose drummer 
John Ingram moved to LA to join the 
Circle Jerks), have been around for a 
while, but have rarely even made it to 
Lawrence. One of the newer faces is the 
Tunnel Dogs-who I haven't heard but'II 
be opening for Minneapolis' Husker Ou 
this week. Other new names are Till (in
strumental high schoolers, in the same 
ballpark as Jah Wobble's Human Condi
tion), and Intermission (electro-pop). 

Non-musically speaking, William S. 
Burroughs, who's lived in town for the 
last year, is expected to have an album 
length cassette of readings, with some 
electro backing/ effects, out by spring, 
once again on Bill Rich's Fresh Sounds la
bel. Rich, who used to ed it 1he Talk Talk 
zine, does his best 10 unite anything re
sembling a "scene." His mst releases 
were a pair of cassene compilations, Fresh 
Sounds From Middle America, featuring 
nine conglomerations of one musical sort 
or another. He also put out a live cassette 
of SPK's Lawrence "performance," and 
distributes an SPK video in the states. 

Blur is the latest zine in town, picking 
up for the short-lived Buller, which fol
lowed Talk Talk. Run by Mike with a 
staff of most ly high schoolers, Blur has 
put out six issues, doing a pretty decent 
stree1-level job of chronicling the local 
shit and touching on the national st uff, 
with hardcore leanings. I' ve got a mag of 
my own ou1 now, Allemarive America, an 
extension of a radio sho" of the same 
name on KJHK. The fir,;t is!>ue, out n0\\ 
features interviews ""ith 10 American 
bands. 
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ROCK 
MAIL ORDER 

O WIiiie Alexander (Pure and Easy 12") 
"AAWW/Bass Rocks" $4.99 

C. G.G. Allin (Orange Records 45) "You 
Hate Me & I Hate You/Public Animal #1" 
$1.50 

C: G.G. Allin (Orange Records 45) "No 
Rules/A Fuck Up/Up Against the Watl" 
$1.50 

[ Ancestor Worship (cassette) $2.00 
[' Billy Bacon (Memoir LP) Billy's Revue $4.99 

Mickey Bllss 45 s2.oo 
[ Boys Life vs. Outlets (Modern Method 45) 

$2.00 
Boys Life (Seco 45) '"Twc. Doors Down/I 
Found Her" $2.00 

Boys Life EP $5.00 

Breakfast In Bed $5.00 
Dangerous Birds (Propeller 45) "Alpha 
Romeo/Smile On Your Face" $2.35 
The Dark (Darkworld EP) Darkworld $5.99 

The Dark (Darkwor!d 45) "Judy/You Are In 
No Danger" $2.35 

The Dawgs (Star Rhythm LP) My Town $5.99 

Fabulous Billygoons (Modern Melhod 12" EPJ 
Rhapsody In Flatulence $4.00 
Flies (Czech Records 12" EP) $4.99 
Fools (Johnny Apollo 45) "Hook In You" $2.00 

The Freeze (Modern Method T' EP) Guilty 
Face $2.35 
The Freeze (45) "I Hate Tourists/Oon·t 
Forget Me Tommy" $2.00 

FU's Kill For Christ EP $5.99 
Future Dads (MOdern Method 45) "'Dorchester 
Summer/Beatnik Beach Party" $2.00 
The Gremies (Rebel Records 45) ··No Surfin' 
In Dorchester Bay" $2.00 

Healin' of the Nation (LP) Love Is the An· 
swerS7.49 

r Incredible Casuals (Eat EP) Lei's Go $3.99 
$3.99 

r Incredible Casuals (Eat 45) "Picnic Ape" $2.35 
Jell & Jane Hudson (LP) Flesh $4.99 

! Junk Mall (Free Records 45) "Break Off/No 
More TV" $2.00 

l The Utters (Bosstown 45) S2.00 
limbo Race (45) "Down & Backwardsl'Nhat It 
Is" $2.35 
The Lyres (Ace ol Hearts, 12" EP) AHS-7005 
$3.99 

L MIA's (Los t Records EP) $4.99 

1 Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts LP) Vs 
$7.29 

ct Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts, 45) 
"Academy Fight Song/Max Erns1" $2.50 

[ Mission of Burma (Ace ol Hearts 45) "Trem 
Two/OK No Way" $2.25 
Monad (Monad Music 45) "Love Is The 
Lesson" $1.99 

Native Tongue $3.50 
r Neats (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) The Monkey's 

Head In The Corner Of The Room$4.99 
The Nebulas (Rapturous Suspense 45) "More 
Than Mystified/Escapade In Ink" $1.99 
New Models (MOdern Method 45) "Permanent 
Vacation/Shattered Windows" $2.00 
November Group (Modern Method 12" EP) 
$4.99 

John Orsi $2.00 
Outlets (Modern Method 45) "Best Friends/ 
Brighi Lights·· $2.00 
Production Club $1.75 

Propeller #1 $2.50 
Propeller #2 (Propeller EP) $2.25 

Real Kids (Star Rhythm LP) Dutta Place 
$4.99 
Red (Odds On Music EP) $2.99 
Rubber Rodeo (Eat EP) $4.99 
Sex Execs (Sex Execs 12") $4.99 
Gary Shane and Detour (Pure & Easy Records 
45) "Johnny's Coaltrain" $2.50 
Gary Shane and the Detour (Pure and Easy 
Records LP) Forever On Your Way $7.49 
Someone & the Somebodies {Modern Method 
45) "Nuevo/lan" $2.00 

This ls Boston, Nol LA (Modern Method 
Compil. LP) $5.00 
Modern Method Hardcore EP $2.35 
A Wicked Good Time Vol. I (Modern Method 
LP) $3.99 

[ A Wicked Good Time Vol. II (Modern Method 
LP) $3.99 
The Trademarks (45) "She Knows/Prisoner Of 
Your Eyes" $2.35 

l Unnatural Axe (45) "They Saved H!tler's 
BrainfThe Man I Don'! Want To Be" $2.00 
V; (Propeller EP) So SJ.99 

r Jimmy Vigitone (Alpha-Media 45) " I Like It/ 
When The Radio's On" $2.00 

Eddie Walker East Coasr Fear $5.00 
Wild Stares {Propeller 45) "All We Want" 
$2.00 

r The Young Snakes (Ambiguous Records 12" 
EP) Bark Along With The Young Snakes $4.99 

Boston Rock Subscription (10 issues) S10.00 

BOSTON'S ONLY 
LOCAL MUSIC MAILORDER! 

r------------- ~------------------------------------------~ 
Minimum order $5.00. 

• Add $2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Outside the US add $3.00 
per order plus so~ for each additional item. 

• Please allow four weeks for delivery. 

D Check or money order for: $, ______ enclosed. Make check 
payable to Boston Rock Inc. 

D Please charge$, _________ to my D Visa O Master 
car~ # , expiration date _______ _ 

signature 

Send to: 

Boston Rock Mailorder 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Name ______________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

City _________ State _____ Zip _____ _ 

·------~ 

IHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIM--

SOMEONE 
&THE SOME 

BODIES 
• 

NEWVO ........ IAN 

A New Single on Modem Method Records 
~'2 (XJppd \lnd\"rn \lvtlmd. 26fl.."\t·\\·burvS! Bo..,1011 .. \IA 02216 .... 

111111111111 New LP Length Cassette Available Soon ....... 
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Bill Levine, in cooperation with 

Den Mother productions, presents: 

BO HEMIA---------------vu Records 

CAR 
TM! Records 

---------------------- 6030 Penn. Circle SICKNESS Pitts. PA 15206 

THE WIPERS--~~PB~:~;:5 
Portland, OR 97242 

ZERO Boys Affirmation 
-- PO Box 30253 

Indianapolis, IND 46220 

f A CTU AL--------------Faction Records 

The ADULTS 
DEMENTIA PRECOX 

For further information call: 
Bill Levine Productions 

(317) 251-6625 

BOSTON ROCK 'CLASSIFIEDS 
) LOST AT 
"' BLACK FLAG! 

/~l~a:~: ~:~=~ ~~~ :i~~} 
\~~ARD 585-6948/ 

:::::::::::::;:::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;;; 

WANTED 

Wanted to buy/borrow/trade: 
Live/ studio Capes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/ Lyres, Dtl 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75) Mod 
Lovers, Men & Volts . Please in
clude titles, dale, quality . 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

BANG! IS COMING! IS 
COMING BANG! IS COM
I NG Look for it at your news
stand soon .. 

Ed Slota needs records & tapes 
c/o WRIU 362 Memorial Un
ion Kingston RI 02881 Citibeat 
Sat. 7 p.m. 90.3 WRIU. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/ Local 45s. Must be 
in good condition. Call John at 
247-3007. 

Attn: Lou! Rands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
active club goers. Space in Bos
Con Rock's Clubland pages is 
available for jusc S10.00 per 
column inch. Call 266-8787. 

FOR SALE 

THE SLEEP CHAMBER-Bi
zarre E Music. Available at 
Newbury Comics and Rocki1 
Records: Breath For Brian (Se
ance EP) cassette; Speak In 
Tongues (Religious Secrets) 
cassette EP lnners1eeve Box 844 
Pembroke MA 02359. 

MUSIC LIFE Japanese rock 
mags for sale S6 each. Jan. 82 
Queen cover, Jan. 81 Japan 
cover. Wendy Davis, 6244 Kier
nan Dr., Carmichael, CA 
95608. 

Strung Out? Newbury Comics 
now sells guitar strings! Open 
til 9 PM Wed thru Sat and open 
Sun noon to 7. 236-4930. 

Instruments need tuning and 
bodies too! Get tuned with acu
punctutt/ massage. M. Daniels, 
738-1708 Brkline. 

BANDS 

ND BASS w /STYLE, voes, 
CHOPS fr gigs/studio. No no
vices. Beatles2Bauhaus lnjun
Paki drones. USAR&B. Eye
less Gaza. Blind Lemon Jeff. 
Eno. Elvis. Aggression. 
783-5552. Keep trying. 

ROCK SAX player looking for 
Boston/ Local bands to gig/re
cord with ... I'm 18 w/8 yrs 
playing exper. . Doug 
324-2559. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO BOSTON ROCK 

Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 per line. 
The business rate is $1.50 per line. Boldface is avo;:able 
al a rate of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold. 
Listings of stolen musical equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on this page is available at a rate of $8.00 
per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads that are not 
camera ready are subject to a $10.00 production fee. 

Please Include name and address whether or not you run 
it in your ad. 

Name 
Address ____________ _ 

City/State/Zip __________ _ 

.Phone( __ ) __________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classifieds 
over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mail to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds 1c-x--:.i1 
268 Newbury Street ~ 
Boston, MA 02116 · 

,-r-11 .. ~ 
Our classified deadline is the second Monday of each 
month. BOSTON ROCK is published on the last Wednes
day of the same month. 

D Check or money order for$ ___ enclosed. 

D Please charge $ ____ to my 

D Master Card or O Visa #, _____ _ 

exp. date ____________ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 
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I was on my way to Sloryville the other 
night when I saw WBCN program director 
Oedipus 1001ing the horn of his shiny new 
!ruck. A couple of hours later, I learned that 
Oedi had quite a bit 10 honk aboul. In a 
highly commendable move, 'BCN hired Al
ber1 O to work full-time overnigh1s (2 10 6 
a.m.) and moved Carter Alan imo 1he (610 IO 
p.m.) shift formerly occupied by T. Now 
that's progress! 

Last mon1h, I spelled WCOZ program di
rector Andy Beaubien's name wrong. Two 
weeks later he resigned in order to take a jQb 
in Houston. If I were to misspell Philadelphia 
76er center MoHS Malonle's name do you 
think he might leave his present job, too? 

Radio program direc1or Rick Ca1Toll has 
been visiting both 'COZ and WLYN. Some
body told me that Carroll recognizes Boston's 
potential and is itching for a chance to consult 
a station here. He might even be willing to do 
it for free just to prove himself. My pals in the 
Neighborhoods planned on visiting WMBR 
music director Tami Heide at WERS until she 
pointed out to Careful Mike that she hadn't 
worked 1here in over two years. The 'Hoods 
have a very hot new tape 0Ul-and when I say 
ho1-L mean HOT. I wonder if it's the same 
recording that "non-manager" Joe Casey 
called Modern Method Records about? 

Oh boy ... more record release parties ju_st 
around the corner! Jon 8ulcher Axis' long 
awaited ten-songer (including last year's tape 
hit "New Man") will be released any day by 
Polydor. I heard Mick Miller preview the new 
cassette single by Fine China on 'MBR. A 
solo album and an EP by Cars' keyboardist 
Greg Hawkes will be available on Passport 
and P. V.C. respectively. Surfing film-star 
Ralph Falello and man-about-town David 
Robinson are mixing the Vinny album. Mc
Gregor McGee is recording for Fred Pineau's 
Condor Records. And one of my favorite gui-
1aris1s. Rhode Island's Duke Robillard (ex
Roomful of Blues) is strutting his s1uff at 
Syncro Sound for his Rounder Records debut 
produced by smilin' Scott Billington. 

November Group, ou1-of-towners R.E.M. 
and the Gleaming Spires are also rolling the 
tape at Syncro. Medicine Crow have changed 
their name to Class Action and will soon re
lease a four song EP. Bosslown's Andy Gor
don says the Make arc very close to inking 
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with a major label. The Hi Beams, Schemers, 
Detectives, Gary Shane, Mike Viola, Outrage, 
Some Red, Tabella, Big World, the Probers, 
Parallel fiflh, ThrealS and Kenmore Square 
favorites Rash of Stabbings will all appear on 
a compilation being pressed by the Living 
Room. And our friends at Trouser Press ma
gazine, in conjunction with ROIR Tapes, are 
looking for bands with either a good tape or 
single for a new tape compilation. For more 
information write: Tro!Mer PresslROlR 
Tapes, 212 5th Ave., NY, NY 10010. 

Was Vas DefereM' Sandy Nelson pulling 
our leg when he reported that Mormon Re
cords of Salt Lake City is interested in 1heir 
song "Soul On Salt?" 

Considered by many as the best hardcore 
band in the city, Negative fX have broken 
up. Have the Grey Boys also called it quits? 
From the Big Apple comes reports that Bos
tonian Johnny Angel Carmen has left the Un. 
louchaMes (formerly City Thrills) and will be 
looking for another New York band where he 
can play guitar (ins1ead of bass). I have yet to 
hear what Barb Kitson, Mike ColliM and 
Sean will do in John's absence. 

Did the BillygooM really send Boston 
Globe scribe Jim Sullivan an autographed 
jock strap in appreciation for his insightful re
cord review? Lou Mfami is working with Jeff 
Hudson on a video of "New Romantix," one 
of the cuts on Lou's new six-song EP. The 
Modes have aJso just completed a video. 
Drummer Dan JohMon has amicably bowed 
out of 1he Sex Execs. Dan's replacement, 
Je1Ty Duprtt (formerly from a California 
band called the HumaM), has already been 
filled for his zoot suit. 

Has Canlone's closed its doors forever? 
Will anyone notice? Warren Scott Yafce is go
ing back to work at the Channel. The group 
Red has remodeled their Thayer Street loft 
and promise to hold many experimental per
formances there. Are the HopeSessly Obscure 
the #1 band in Worcester? And don't bother 
asking Crass how 10 get on the guest list for 
the clubs where she works 'cuz she says she 
doesn't know how 10 do it. 

What's this I hear about rasta Rick Harle 
getting hassled at Spit for engaging in his fav
orite pastime? Stickball horn-blower Moose 
Parsons was relaxing at the Eire Pub in Dor
chester when Presidenl Reagan came in for 
his famous few sips of beer. 

Hey, bands and record labels, what are you 
waiting for? Harvard's WHRB (95.3 FM) has 
expanded their Plastic Passions show into the 
overnight, and they are very open to playing 
local music. For more infonnation contact 
new program director Bob LeVine or rock di
rector Jeff Weiss at 495-4818. Tell 'em Nayme 
Drawper sent you. 

Qucs1ion: What do the Real Kids and 
Johnn}' Thunder.; haye in common? (I mean 
besides that'!) Answer: They both have record 
contracls with New Rose Record!. in France. 
A new Thunders' album, featuring a side re
corded live last year al Jonathan Swifts will be 
ou1 soon, and the Kids will record some new 
material for the label before concluding their 
currem French tour. According 10 Dave 
Pierce, who caught one of the Kids' shows 
while he was in Paris for the Midem conven
tion, John Felice and company have been 
gree1ed with wild enthusiasm at every stop. 

In other international news, Cape Coe.Ider 

EAT 

Micky Bliss has finalized a Japanese export 
agreement for his "Video Lizard" single. I've 
been told 1ha1 Johnny Barnes has already en
joyed considerable Japanese sales of his indy 
hit single "Sudden Death Overdrive." 

In Hoboken, NJ, former Bound & Ga~ed 
bassist Trud~ Koby is playing with TNT, a 
trio including her and a Dutch woman named 
Troos. Listen for their three song tape. 

And finally, here's some export news that I 
have very mixed feelings about: CBS records 
rep Jeff Jones has been promoted to a job in 
New York City. Jeff is one of the most dedi
cated, honest guys in the music business. Ev
erybody I've talked to is thrilled by his success 
but we're going to miss him. 

Thanks Jon Merrill. 
A wise person once said, if you've never 

been mentioned on this page, either you 
didn 'r do anything-or you didn 'r rel/ any
body. Write: Nayme Drawper c/o Boston 
Rock, 2(j/J Newbury Sr., Boston, MA 02116. 
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Quality u«d audio •quipment and T.V.'s 
We buy, sell, and repair 

---------------• Records bought, sold and trad~ 

BOSTON'S NEWEST USED RECORD 
EMPORIUM IS NOW OPEN AT 

. ~ON'S PREMIER USED AUDIO 
CENTER! 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE! 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 

EURDCA! RECORDS AT~ SOUND, 225 NEWBURY ST., BOSTON. lil.. 2J6..I8"r7 
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PROFESSIONAL KILLERS 

'I ioined for 
~ ~.!,~!!!!!.: ... I 24, from Co. Durham. He's in 

' 

.

• •

1

• \. the Royal Signals. Plays 
J' 1oi:ccr for his Regiment and 

the Army. Has trained as 
a Radio Technician. "It's 

a iood lire" he says. If you'd 
. . , · ~ like to know more, call at 

· )'our nearest Army Careers 
Information omce. 

(The Post omce will 
_-_- ~ you the address.) -w. the Professionais __ _ 
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TAKE THE ESCALATOR TO THE 
VERY TOP WITH !!!~a1 1D 

Featuring: 
"ESCALATOR OF LIFE!" 

Pattern your Escalator of Life with a one hun
dred dollar gift certificate from f}Pot/fimeJ 1}11,fOff and 
20 albums of your choice from the ncn ~ 
catalogue. 

Enter at any GOOD VIBRA T/ONS or SIDE ONE 
store by April 25. Winners will be announced in 
the May 22nd issue of Boston Rock. Robert Hazzard 

__ ........... :::::::::::::::::::--····--·----·· 
·--~_:_i,· BOW WOW WOW 

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH ~! THETOUGHBETGIJNG 

~i :: , 
·.~E 

BOWWOW WOW! 
Featuring " Do You Want 
To Hold Me?" 

JIJJ=.
-

-
-.:__ 
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AeCORD5 IAPIES ~ 1100<S 

• Capetown Plaza, Hyannis 775-4777 
• Pleasant Shops, Weymouth 337-2541 
• Taunton Mall, Taunton 823-6226 
• Cardinal Plaza, Brockton 588-5468 

5.95 

lp/tp 

5.95 lp/tp 
iiL'" .. _" __ ,,;;i!iiilll·-;,· ..... 
" ROBERT ELLIS 0RRALL 

ROBERT ELLIS 
ORRALLI 
Featuring the smash duet 
with Carlene Carter " I 
Couldn't Say No." 

3.95 

lp/tp 

on sale at RECORDS• TAPES• VIDEO ___ ........... __ .,.;. __ _ 
.................. 11 
aaad oill1atiana 
900d oilHationo 
• Village Mall. Canton 828-4533 
• Walpole Mall. Walpole 668-3 133 
• Marshall's Shopping Ctr .. Newton 969-3445 
• Smith Mills Shops, No. Dartmouth 999-6898 



REAL ROCK AND ROLL 

Look for the new 12 inch EP 
due soon 

~ 1ROGGS uve P.1N sV1nf1'S p.pR\l '2.1 
SEE 'TH~ JONA'TH~ _ 

~~ 
STA:::tHM STAR-RHYTHM RECORDS 

PO BOX 54 MALDEN, MASS. 02148 



'aiATLiMAGiC' 
BOSTON'S 3RD ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF 

THE BEATLES 

~·':.11 
APRIL 1st, 2nd and 5rd, 1985 

SHERATON HOTEL 
<Grand Ballroom> Prudential center, Boston 

EVENTS INCLUDE: * "APPLE" Performing live * Special Beatles guest speaker 
Beatles Music-in concerti · and lecturers! * A spectacular Beatles movie * An incredible Beatles 
festival! museum! * Huge Beatles exhibitors * Non-stop Beatles video show! 
market <buy, sell and trade * and more ... 
Beatles and non-Beatles records 
and memorabilian 

/04FAI 
~(JI. 

invites you to attend!!! 
"A SPLENDID TIME IS GUARANTEED FOR ALL" 

For more information call 479-0928/891-3939 

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS AND AT THE DOOR 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St.,' Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, imbwe.y to Arlington Station) 

SPECIAL - ENGINEER BOOTS 
$59.50 

"the best rock' n' roll photos 
. .- . ' ' many store 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, 
English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60's 
Style Pants, Black Penim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged 
Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, Studs. 
and lots more! 

ONTENTS 

7. The Boston Harold 
by Harold Lepidus 

8. Publisher's Notes 
by Mike Dreese 

10. MIDEM '83 by Don Rose 
England by Betsy Sherman 

15. Musical Youth by R.J. Smith 
16. oexv·s Midnight Runners 

by Betsy Sherman 
18. Minutemen by Byron Coley 
21. The voyeur: 

"King of comedy" 
by Betsy Sherman 

22. F.U.'s by Gerard 
23. Angry Young Bees 

by Carter Alan 
24. Culture Club 

by Julie Panebianco 
26. The state of America 

• San Francisco by Eric Lefcowitz 
• Philadelphia by Richard Singer 
• Providence by Ed Slota 
• Worcester by Uncle Mark 

29. Vid Beat by Jeff Hudson 
30. way out by Jim Puccio 
33. Record Reviews 
39. Clubland 
42. storvville by Sheena 
43. Celebrity secrets: Tony v 
45. Classifieds 
46. Nayme Drawper 

CUiture Club cover photo by Michael Grecco. Design by Chris Gilbert. 

Saturday, April 30 · 
at Storyville 

645 Beacon Street, 
Boston 266-0860 

Bo~ton Ho<:k N3R 5 
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Announcing the: 

Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Supplement 

In addition to our regular mailing list and newsstand distribution this supplement issue will 
be used as a preliminary program guide to our May 7th Music Seminar. Extra copies will be 
mailed to area bands, disc jockeys, management companies and recording studios. 

One complimentary admission ticket to the seminar will be available to each advertiset pur
chsing a regular display ad in this special issue. If you have already registered for the seminar, 
your registration fee may be credited towards an ad. 

Advertising deadline: April 12, 1983 

Issue on sale: April 27, 1983 

Music Seminar: May 7, 1983 at Spit/Metro 

For more information cont~ct Greg Reibman or Julie Panebianco at (617) 266-8787. 

Boston Rock welcomes your fellers. 
All correspondence masf.for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All letters are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Bos
ton, MA 02116. 

subscription problems? 
While we try to assist our sub

scribers on the phone-the best, 
most efficient way to resolve any 
problems you may have with your 
Boston Rock subscnption iJ by wnt
ing to: Boston Rock Subsaiption, 
268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 
02116. 

AU changes of address notifica
tion must be received in writing. 



tlrbe j&ogton J!,arolb 
by Harold Lepidus 

Hi! My name is Harold. Welcome to my column. A column gives vari
ous big-headed "journalists" an excuse to ramble on about whatever their 
current neurosis is and rationalize all the fringe benefits that go with the 
job, then hopefully get paid for it. This par
ticular half-page exercise in ego-massaging 
will focus on whatever l 've been up to, or 
spent my money on, in the past month or 
so, and to try to make it sound interesting. 

The first bona-fide musical event of 1983 
was the presence of His Majesty King 
Sunny Ade at a well attended Bradford per
formance. What Bob Marley is/ was to reg
gae, and, to a certain ex1ent, what Willie 
Nelson is to these United States, Ade is to 
African "Juju" music (funny, he doesn't 
look "Juju"). The main reason people and 
critics (they definitely belong in separate ca
tegories) are currently excited about Afri
can music is because ... well. .. what else 
is there to get excited about these days? It 
may seem new to us close-minded Ameri
cans (Ade has forty hit albums to his credit 
cards), but the way has been paved by Talk
ing Heads, Bow Wow Wow and other cul
ture vultures. Very few of Ade's songs are 
in English, but this adds to the trance-like 
effect of the music and the inclusion of 
modern rock instruments (like the electric 
guitar-what innovation!) makes it more 
palatable to a rock audience. King Sunny Ade 

After going to the Channel to nor see the photo: Marcia Maglione 
Cramps (due to a power outage), I drifted 
over to Spit and caught the Pop-0-Pies. 
The Pop-0-Pies are a one joke band-they something to file your nails with on the flip. 
do a humorous cover of the Dreadful "CBS is very much behind the one-sided 
Grate's "Truckin'" and they sure know single concept," says Ann Hart, CBS sin
how to milk it. Their set consisted of five gles co-ordinator (no, this is not a dating 
versions of "Truckin'," then "fascists Eat service). "It's still in the marketing stage, 
Donuts," then about seven more stabs at- but it's definitely here to stay." Stunting its 
you guessed it-"Truckin'." It was funny, growth, according to Hart, is the fact.that 
then stupid, then it was so stupid it became the records are not returnable to record dis
funny again, then I left before it became tributors, the small holes in the middle do 
stupid again. not fit on American juke boxes, there ire 

If you want to see something truly funny, no non-LP b-sides to entice customers, and 
catch Boston's Fabulous Billygoons' "Par- if you do happen to play the flip_ by mis
ty Rap" video. It's a professional job, and take, your needle will never forgive you. 
it's full of the frat-humor, sexual esca- Releases include the Clash's "Should I 
pades, and bad taste the Goons are known Stay" (surprise!), Elvis Costello, Culture 
for. II was premiered at their record release Club, Marvin Gaye, Adam Ant, and prob
party at Spit. ably people like Neil Diamond and Jour-

Did you know there was a new Clash ney. 
song called "Cool Confusion?" Well, don't All English Jam singles have been re
tell anybody, because I think they want to issued-in England-with their original 
keep it a secret-they put it on the flip side sleeves (more or less). A funny thing hap
of "Should I Stay Or Should I Go?" While pened on the way to the pressing plant, 
America got this quasi-reggae song before however-instead of the Jam's "Start" co
the Brits did, many Clash fans probably existing with "Liza Radley," the Village 
won't find it since "lnnoculated City" and People's "Can't Stop The Music" ap
"First Night Back In London" have al- peared instead. Paul Weller's new band, the 
ready had the honor of appearing on Style Council, has just released a new sin
"Should I Stay'"s b-side. At least it has a gle. 
new picture sleeve. Marshall Crenshaw has yet another non-

Clash collectors now have something new LP b-side to add 10 his (and your) collec
to look for-US promo only Combat Rock rion. "Cynical Girl" is backed with a solo 
picture and colored vinyl discs. This is pro- version of "Rave On" and the new "Some
bably to commemorate rhe Clash reaching body Like You." 
the US top ten charts. God forbid they Well, I'm running out of space, so if you 
should send a copy to Boston Rock (c/o have anything relevant to tell me, remem-
this column). ber, keep those cards and le1ters. 

There is currently a new marketing gim- I'll close with my imitation of Doug Sim-
mick-the one-sided single. For under a mons: 
dollar, you get a hit song on one side, and R.I.P. Mission of Burma, MASH. 

\:),,: :})( : :~ 
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don't miss the late risers clublwmbr benefit 
at storyville, wednesday, apnJ 20. 
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rush you one of these terrific 

records from Arista. 

Thompson Twins 
"Sidekicks" 

Pete Shelley 
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Boston Rock Subscription 
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PUBLISHERS 
NOTES 

The Boston Rock Music Seminar Should Not Be Missed ... 
. . . by anyone having an interest in, or currently is making a living al, 1hc busi
ness of music. Last year's event was genuinely enjoyed by panicipants on both 
sides of the microphone. This year we've done a better job of preparing in ad
vance, so I expect it will be a real winner for all corners. A few comments on some 
of the speakers who are tentatively scheduled: 

Sieve Berkowitz-is the keynote speaker. He 1s co-manager of The Cars, manager 
of The New Models and Ministry, AND director of Syncro-Sound Studios. He 
once gave me the eloquen!ly simple advice that "there arc no mysteries," 
meaning that success in the rock field is like anything else-hard work. His 

by Mike Dreese breadth of experience in the entertainment field gives him a unique perspective 

Happy Birthday 'BCN! 
It's been fifteen years now since WBCN took to the airwaves to become one of 

the influential progressive commercial FM rock stations in the nation. Its ability 
to maintain credible programming', despite the onslaught of sludge-based 
"consulted" competition, is a credit to both 1he creativity or the air staff and the 
in1elligence of the listening public in Boston. 

Blowing my own horn . .. 
... the new Lou Miami record is out now on Modern Method Records. Buy it. 

Independent labels ... 
.starting this issue I'll be doing a column devoted to supplying useful 

information about good radio stations to send your records to, press, and other 
assorted trivia. Should get better as it goes along. In the meantime, send relevant 
info to me at: Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02116 attn: Indy In
formation. 

Til Tuesday . .. 
... is the name of a promising new band I saw the other night at the Channel. It 
was their debut gig. It features Aimee Mann, formerly of the Young Snakes, in a 
much more pleasing format. Look for 'em. 

Congrat to the New Models. 
... on a great sounding mini-LP release. If the rest or the country supports it the 
way Boston has, it should break out. 

INDY INFO: 
Indy Jnf ormation 

The single most useful periodical to me: 

OP magazine $8.00/ yr. 
Write: Lost Music Network, PO Box 2391, Olympia, WA 98507. 
A bit 100 arty for my tastes, but it's jammed full of useful addresses and infor
mation. 

For hardcore etc: Maximum Rock n Roll 6 issues for $5.00 
PO Box 288, Berkeley, CA 94701. 
Comprehensive coverage/ reviews of scenes and records. Open minded. 

For more information on independent record distribution, see Boston Rock 
#36. 

Radio Station Report (Part I) 
Below is a listing of stations who are open to independent records. These are all 

stations from which I have received playlists, so rest assured that if you send 'em 
your record you'll some consideration. This list is only about a quarter of the 
really good ones I've found. The rest will be published in coming months. 

KALX 90.7 U.C. Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720 
KBVR 88.7 MU East, Oregon State U. Corvallis, OR 97331 
KCMU 90.5 304 Communications Bldg., Univ. Washington, Seallle, WA 98195 
KFSR 90.7 Cal. State Fresno, Shaw Ave. at Cedar, Fresno, CA 93740 
KJHK 91.0 217 Flint Hall, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66044 
KOHL 89.3 Oholone College, PO Box 3909, Fremont, CA 94538 
KRCC 91.5 Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO 80903 
KSFS San Francisco State U., 1600 Holloway Ave., SF, CA 94132 
KUO! 89.3 S.U.B. U. of Idaho, Moscow, JD 83843 
KUOR 89.1 U. of Redlands, 1200 E. Colton Ave., Redlands, CA 92373 
KVMR 89.5 PO Box 328, Nevada City, CA 95959 
WBRS 91.7 Brandeis U., 415 South St., Waltham, MA 02254 
WCHC Box 35A, Holy Cross College, Worcester, MA 01610 
WCUT Media Center, Towson State U., Towson, MD 21204 
WDAV 89.9 Davidson College, Davidson, NC 28036 
WDOM 91.3 Box 377, Providence College, Providence, RI 02918 
WESU 88.0 Box 2300 Wesleyan Station, Middletown, CT 06457 
WFNM 245 W. Chestnut St., Lancaster, PA 17603 
WFRC 160 Pearl St., Fitchburg, MA 01420 
WlCN 90.5 75 Grove St., Worcester, MA 01605 
WJUV 91.3 Castleton St. College, Castleton, VT 05735 

8 Boston Rock #38 

' which should be most informative and enlightening 10 hear. 
Harry Bouras-co-owner or The Channel. 'Nurf said. 
Rick Harte-outspoken owner or Ace of Hearts Records. Rick has faced bo1h 
sides of the indy record label, producing bands in the s{udio as well as marketing 
the final product via the independent dis1ribution system. 
Mark Josephson-the man behind Rockpool Promotions in New York City. 
More than any other organization, Rock pool has served as a conduit of informa-
tion on breaking new dance music, whether US or UK. Rockpool's annual New 
Music Seminar has exploded into a virtual "must go" event for both indy and 
major labels alike. 
Ric Ocasek-The Cars. Producer of numerous successful independent projects: 
Alan Vega, Bad Brains, Romeo Void, New Models, Peter Dayton, and The Dark. 
Oedipus-currently program director of WBCN. Formerly an independent radio 
rebel. His knowledge and enthusiasm for new music is tempered by a great gut 
sense of wha1 's commercially possible. 
Ira Robbins-publisher and ediwrial director of Trouser Press magazine. For 
nine years Trouser Press has been in the vanguard of popular rock journalism. 
Doug Simmons-controversial rock critic for the Boston Phoenix. Not known 
for pulling his punches. Former editor of the defunct Subway News. 

. . Plus many, many more! Details of the seminar are elsewhere in this issue, but 
don't forget to put Saturday, May 7th on your calendar. 

WJHU Johns Hopkins U., 34th & Charles, Baltimore, MD 21218 
WJUL 91.5 U. of Lowell, One Univ. Ave., Lowell, MA 0185.4 
WKCR 89.9 208 Ferris Both Hall, Columbia, NY, NY 10027 
WKDY Drexel Univ. 3210 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 
WKNH Keene State College, Keene, NH 03431 
WLFM 91.1 Lawrence U., I 13 S. Lane St., Appleton, WI 5491 I 
WMCN 91.7 Macalester College, 1600 Grand Ave., St. Paul, MN 55105 
WMFO 91.5 Box 65, Medford, MA 02153 
WMNF 88.5 3838 Nebraska Ave., Tampa, FL 33603 
WMUA 42 Marston Hall, U. of Massachusells, Amherst, MA 01003 
WMWM 352 Lafayelle St., Salem, MA 01970 
WOBC 91.5 Oberlin College, Wilder Hall, Oberlin, OH 44074 
WORB 90.0 27055 Orchard Lake Rd., Farmington Hills, Ml 48018 
WOSR 99.9 1849 Cannon Drive, Columbus, OH 43210 
WPLT SUNY /Plallsburg, 65 Broad St., Plallsburg, NY 12901 
WPRB 103.0 Box 342, Princeton, NJ 08540 
WRBA 1218 Main St., Normal, lllinois 61761 
WRPR 90.3 PO Box 441, MahWllh, NJ 07430 
WRST 90.3 U. Wisconsin Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI 54901 
WRUV 90.1 489 Main St., Burlington, VT 05405 
WSPN 91.0 Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 
WSKB 89.5 Westfield State College, Westfield, MA 01086 
WTBU 620 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02215 
WTNY 88.7 1855 Broadway, NY, NY 10023 
WUNH 91.3 U. of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824 
WUTZ 88.3 156 Drakes Lane, Summertown, TN 38483 
WXPN 88.9 3905 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 
WYBC 94.3 Box WYBC, Yale Sta., New Haven, CT 06520 
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by Betsy Sherman 

If you're keen to witness a major cultural 
capital in hibernation, try being in London 
the week between Christmas and New 
Years. Just ab9ut everything shuts down 
tight, and thcre"'s little or no public trans
portation. When January finally arrived, I 
still found myself in a bit of a slump; music
ally speaking, I had arrived after the big 
Christmas tours and before the mid-winter 
ones. But bands or no bands, J was starting 
out 1983 in London, so who's complaining? 

Consequently, I first checked out the 
pulsebeat of swingin' England through TV. 
The long-promised fourth TV channel is 
now a reality. Channel 4 seems to be com
mitted to being "ahcrnative"; as could be 
expected, some of its experimentation was 
fatuous, some refreshing (by the way, Eng
land's hottest TV sitcom producer is one 
Michael Dolenz -yeah, Mickey the Mon
kce!). 

Eventually I did get the lowdown on the 
music scene (as much as could be assessed 
from the ever-fickle Londoners-so sue me 
if all these guys have been forgotten by 1he 
time this gets into print). The Big Thing 
seemed to be Wham!, the delicious disco 
duo (now a foursome since they've incor
porated their girlfriends into the group) 
who sing the praises of being young, gifted, 
handsome, and unemployed. Not 10 be 

by Don Rose 

As Abba defrly realize, English is rhe lan
guage of Rock 'n' RoU. Some say it's the 
combination of Tewonic and Romantic 
rongues (at one time borh g1mural and mel
odic), but for wharever reason, ir's a fact. 
And by Jar rhe world's largest marketplace 
for this and most other music is MIDEM, 
the International Record and Music Pub
lishing Market. Don Rose, presidenr of 
EAT Records, journeyed to the south of 
France in January to auend the MIDEM 
convention and filed this report: 

It certainly looked like the French Riviera 
(Cannes is nestled comfortably between 
Monte Carlo and St. Tropez on the Cote 
d'Azur), but the proliferation of sa1in jac
kets and anvil briefcases made me feel like 
I'd beamed down to some sort of Record 
Business Disneyland. The convention floor 
of the sparkling new Palais des Festivals of 
this 17th annual MIDEM had the aura of a 
high-tech arabic baiaar. Indeed, the Gucci 
loafers and Walkman headphones must' be 
the modern manifestations of burnooses 
and kaftans. 

It was here that 1he music industry sheiks 
of 1he world converged to peddle their 
wares. Over seven thousand representatives 
of fifteen hundred companies from fifty na
tions participated, including many firs1-tim
ers like myself. In fact, many Boston inter
ests were represented by the likes of Round
er, Longview Farm, Milton from Splash, 
and Dave Pierce from Star-Rhythm Re
cords who was on the continent for the Real 
Kids' premiere in Paris the following week. 

confused with Wah!, who were also causing 
a stir with their rather stodgy first hit, 
"Story of the Blues." Malcolm McLaren, 
riding high on "Buffalo Gals," unfortun
ately made a fool of himself on TV by hint

·ing at a Su Pistols reunion (I didn't think 
nostalgia was his cup of tea). Synthi-duos 
were everywhere (they must save a lot on 
hotel bills): Blancmange, Tears For Fears, 
China Crisis, etc. 

The reason I went 10 London was to see 
Elvis Costello's two holiday shows at Lhe 
Royal Albert Hall. Each show started with 
just Elvis and his guitar (and his new scrag
gly beginning-of-a-beard), then he was 
joined by the Altraclions. A later interlude 

-featured just Elvis and pianist Steve Nieve 
(now skinhead!). The five newly-penned 
songs interspersed throughout these se1s 
showed Elvis' work is surpassing even the 
high standards he's already set; how some
body can cram so much insight into just 
four minutes is almost frightening. 

For the last quarter of the show the At
tractions were joined by a four-man brass 
section made up of former OexyS Midnight 
Runners. Most of the material in this seg
ment came from Ger Happy!, Elvis' 1980 
soul album; it was rather strange to have the 
definitive Get Happy! concert three years 
later. But it was well worth the wait, espe
cially the second show where, veritably 
buoyed up by the wall of sound, Elvis gave 

What we encountered was a most intens
ive business environment; upon registration 
you're given the "MIDEM Guide," which 
lists all attendees-cross-referenced by 
country, company, name and hotel or resi
dence in Cannes, and even includes photo
graphs of most participants. Amid the furi
ous flurry of business cards and casseues 
were the three hundred or so booths (or of
fice/stands, as 1hey were known) where 
most meetings took place. Erected by those 
companies well-heeled enough to pay the 
tariff ($3000-$ 10,000, although many gov
ernments such as Canada and Australia 
subsidized the operation to promote their 
music industries), they were awesome in 
their utility. Consisting of a reception area 
surrounded by display space, they were 
each fully equipped with private offices (or 
suites of them!), telephones, complete com
ponent stereo systems, video monitoring, 
and access to a "VIP" lounge. Add to that 
the support facili1ies available on the con
vention noor and you have a truly over
whelming working situation: Electronic 
message center, roving secretaries (for eith
er dictation or typing), copy and printing 
services, tape duplicating (for anything 
from demo cassettes to master copies), in
ternational legal services, a telex center, 
banking, postage, travel and shipping facili
ties, and the ever-important sandwiches and 
alcohol (sustaining fuel for record execu
tives), as well as a daily paper, the "Ml
DEM News," printed in two languages. 

The majority of the deals, however, were 
struck in any one of several hotel bars after 
hours, and the saloon at the Martinez Hotel 

as soulful a performance as I've ever ser:n 
anyone give. By the end of the show he 
looked like he was either ready to be carried 
out on a stretcher, or to bounce back and 
play for another hour. 

I saw what turned out to be the next-to
last show by H11ircu1 One Hundred. Soon 
After their New Year's Eve bash 1t was an
nounced that Nick Heyward was leaving the 
band, over "musical differences," 10 go 
solo. Meanwhile, percussionist Mark Fox, 
who had earlier left H-100 (and 1hen re
joined for the London shows), is now ap
parently going to take over 1he lead vocals. 
The show was wonderfully heady Haircut 
stuff, with plenty of new songs from the 
now-in-limbo second album. The un
der-18s, segregated in the balcony, 
screamed in adora1ion over the heads of the 
blase oldsters on the main noor. 

Musical Youth, the teenage (and young
er) reggae combo of "Pass the Dutchie" 
fame, announced a school-vacation week 
matinee for 8-15 year-olds only. Ouch! I 
really wanted to see them; I decided to try 
to "pass." However, when I got to the 
Hammersmith Palais, I found that the lillle 
buggers had already snatched up all the tic
kets. A disappointed crowd still hovered 
around the front doors, which prompted 
the police station down the street to send 
out mounted police to bully the children. I 

.. cont. on p. 45 

is legendary. The site of the original Ml
DEM in 1966, its bar remains open until af
ter dawn and is perpetually packed 10 the 
gills with industryites gabbing to the tune of 
$5-a-drink. In fact, many of the "bigwigs" 
are rarely, if ever, seen at the Palais, prefer
ring instead to be contacted at their hotels 
and conducting business either in their 
rooms or under the palms. 

Despite the pretentious presence of many 
major labels and publishers, MIDEM re
mains a festival for independents and inde
pendent music. Even for tiny and struggling 
companies, there are few better opportuni
ties for the exposure needed 10 initiate any 
overseas arrangements. And the prospect of 
spreading our gospel beyond the Atlantic or 
the Pacific, or even recognizing an exciting 
talent on a foreign label, is certainly a thrill. 
Seymour Stein, president of Sire Records, 
recounted that it was at MIDEM that he 
first heard the Dutch group Focus, which 
put his then-independent label on the map. 
1 've no doubt that many new success stories 
are in the making this year. Confronted 
with all the best and the worst the music 
business has to offer, a good time was had 
by all. 

Oh yes, I almost forgot; there was MU
SIC at this festival as well. The Commo
dores, the English Beat, Cheap Trick, Are
tha Franklin, Yaz, a potpourri of French 
pop stars, and many others played to 
packed houses each night. Au revoir! 

For informarion regarding next year's 
convemion fro be held in January), write 
MIDEM, aun: Commissariar General, 179 
Avenue Vicror Hugo, 75116 Paris, France. 
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Announcing the second annual 

BOSTON ROCK 
MUSIC SEMINAR 

Saturday, May 7th 
at the SPIT/M·ETRO complex 

13 Lansdowne St., Boston 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

SAL BAGLIO 

CINDY BAILEN 

MICHEL BASTARACHE 

STEVE BERKOWITZ 

HARRY BOURAS 

NEIL COOPER 

RICHARD CROMONIC 

MIKE DREESE 

RICHARD HARTE 

TAMI HEIDE 

MARK JOSEPHSON 

Tentative Guest Speakers 
and Panelists Include: 

THE STOMPERS HOWIE KLEIN 
WCOZ STEVE LUBIN 

Independent Record Producer MARK LYNCH 
(Native Tongue, SS Decontrol) STEVE MORSE 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER. LOOKOUT RIC OCASEK 
MANAGEMENT, co-manager of the 
CARS. Manager. NEW MODELS, 
MINISTRY. Director, SYNCRO 

OEDIPUS SOUND STUDIO. 

THE CHANNEL ANN PRIM 

REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL GREG REIBMAN 

RECORDS (ROIR) IRA ROBBINS 

Editor. SWEET POTATO 

Owner. BOSTON ROCK, MODERN DON ROSE 

METHOD. NEWBURY COMICS 

Owner and Producer, ACE OF J ANIS SCHACHT 

HEARTS RECORDS (Mission of 
Burma, the Neats. the Lyres. etc.) DOUG SIMMONS 

Music Director, WMBR; Manager. MARSHALL SIMPKINS 
NEWBURY COMICS COSMO WYATT 
ROCKPOOL PROMOTIONS, New 
York 

More speake rs to be announced next issue! 
DON'T MISS IT! 

Call 266-8787 for more info. 

next month in Boston Rock. 

415 RECORDS 

BONAPARTE DISTRIBUTION 

Rock Director. WICN-Worcester 

Music Edi tor, BOSTON GLOBE 

THE CARS. Producer, ROMEO 
VOID. BAD BRAINS. ALAN VEGA, 
THE DARK 

Program Uirector, WBCN; DJ , Spit 

NOVEMBER GROUP 

Edi tor, BOSTON ROCK, DJ WMBR 

Publ isher, Editorial Director. 
TROUSER PRESS 

Owner. EAT RECORDS (Human 
Sexual Response, Rubber Rodeo) 

JANIS SCHACHT PUBLICITY, New 
York 

Wri ter, BOSTON PHOENIX 

Owner, Inn Square Men's Bar 

NEW ENGLAND DJ ASSOCIATION 

THE MUSIC SEMINAR SUPPLEMENT 
In addition to our regular mailing list and newsstand distribution this special issue will contain the 

complete seminar program guide . Extra copies will be mailed to area bands, disc jockeys, club 
owners , management companies and recording studios. 

One complementary seminar admission ticket will be available to each advertiser purchasing a 
regular display ad in this special issue.· If you have already registered for the seminar your registra
tion fee may be credited toward an ad . 
·clubland and classified ads not included 

Advertising deadline: April 12, 1983 
Issue on sale: April 27, 1983 

for more information contact Greg Reibman or Julie Panebianco at 617-266-8787. 
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Boston Rock Magazine Presents: 
Jhe 2nd Annual Boston Rock 

Music Se1111lnar 

Schedule of Events 

10:00 AM 
10:45 

11·:oo 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:30 
3:30 
4:30 
5:00 

(§Ubject to change) 

Registration 
Opening remarks by Mike Dreese 
Keynote Address by Steve Berkowitz 
Independent Record Panel 
Major Label Panel 
Lunch Break 
Radio & Club DJ Panel 
Press and Publicity Panel 
Book & Management Pa·nel 
Video Mini-Panel 
Musician's Panel 

/ 

BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR 

DON'T MISS IT! 

Admission: $15.00 in advance, before April 15 $20.00 after April 15 

ROCK 
~-----------------------------------------------------

send to: Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Name ___ __________ 268 Newbury Street 
Address,_____________ Boston , MA 02116 
City/State ____________ Zip _____ Phone( ___ ) _______ _ 

D Enclosed is my check or money order for S l 5.00, please send registration information and my admission 

I _VISA· j ticket. (After 4/15/83 please enclose $20.00.) 

0 Please charge to my Visa/Master card # __________ • Exp. dat•---------· 

Signature _ ________________ . Or call (617) 266-8787 and charge by phone. 

If you are associated with a band, record label, radio station or other organization, please list below. 

[~•~a~] 
I D I'd also like to register the additional names and have admission tickets sent to the above address. Enclosed is 
I $12.00 for each additional name. (This offer expires 4/ 15/83.) 
I 
I 
I 
1 D Please send me information about advertising in the special seminar supplement issue of Boston Rock. 
: (Advertising deadline is 4/21/83.) 

.. --------------' --------------- , ----------------------· 
Send in coupon now and save $5.00! 
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Congratu a I ns to 1!!(9~ listener 
Cindy L. Wood for winning a four hun
dred· dollar Good Times Gitt Cert1f1-
cate on the release of Robert 
Hazard's record on ncn 

Escalate your way over to page 
--- two for another Good Times/RCA 

contest 



by R.J. Smith 
It's about time somebody got around to pointing 

out what a splendid song "The Girl ls Mine" really 
is. Hey, not the stuff dreams are made of, but no
body's doormat, either, and deserving of a lot 
more respect than it's given in some circles. 

Yes, "Agony and Irony" smelled bad, and was 
as good a reason as any for staying innoculated to 
whatever McCartney's next collaboration was likely 
to be carrying. Booster shots, however, aren't ne
cessary: 11The Girl Is Mine' 'is a charmer. I don't 
expect to convert many-not even the Culture Club 
fanatics (as natural a constituency as I can think 
of). But l wager anybody who listened hard and 
waited around for the bridge of "The Girl" might 
walk around a little less smugly henceforth . 

This story starts out this way because of some
thing Dennis Seaton, a singer in Musical Youth, 
said during a recent visit to New York. "You just 
have to watch out that your music isn't getting 
dull, cuz you could just pfft," he said, the afore
mentioned "pfft" being not unlike the sound of a 
firecracker fizzling out. "I'd like to become some
body like Paul McCartney or Michael Jackson , 
who've been around a long time." 

Imagine-if being like Paul McCartney or Mi
chael Jackson is your vocational ambition, that 
makes "The Girl Is Mine" the hoped-for product 
of a life 's work. Weird, yes. But after all, that's 
more valuable an accomplishment than most people 
have produced. 

"But then," Dennis adds, "we shouldn't get into 
the Jacksons, cuz people keep trying to see Musical 
Youth as them. We don't see us as them. We're 
something like them, but we play our own instru
ments, and when they were our age they were just 
learning.' 1 

The Jackson Five comparison is handy. Talented 
kids playing gigs around home one day-
pop phenomenons a moment later. Five Birmingham. 
England kids aged 11 to 16, Musical Youth also 
have to deal with the problem of being treated as a 
quick pop fix, a novelty that will wilt once they all 
get old enough to shave. 

A year ago Kelvin, Michael, Patrick, Junior and 
Dennis were writing songs, practicing, and, as Jun
ior told a British reporter , waiting "for Kelvin's 

fingers to get bigger so lle could play the guitar.'' 
Since then, their "Pass the Dutchie" went to the 
top of the British charts in two weeks, they re
leased The Youth of Today, a respectable first alb
um, and travelled to Jamaica where they met such 
reggae favorites as Peter Tosh, Big Youth and Yel
lowman. 

If they do talk at times like hardened bizzers, 
and if by the sweetened sheen of their album they 
do lay claim to reggae's prophetic streak, they are 
after all little nippers. And that was never less than 
clear in an interview with Dennis Seaton and 14-
year-old bassist Patrick Waite during the band's re
cent New York stop . The two had to be dragged 
from a TV blaring cartoons in the hotel room used 
for interviews, and before I ever got a chance to 
open my mouth, I found myself being grilled about 
the nature of life in American schools . 

"We were in Jamaica, right, and there was no 
television, and everybody was still enjoying them
selves. I couldn't live without television," Dennis 
explained. At 16 the elder statesman in the band, 
Dennis did most of the talking. Patrick preferred 
to fidget and search the room for cookies. 

While in Jamaica, just before coming to New 
York, Musical Youth made a video. They also visit
ed relatives, played football with Bob and Rita 
Marley's children, and worked on a remix of their 
album with dubmeister Scientist. 

New York was a bit of a shock for the band. 
Things went swimmingly enough for them-they 
signed up for two April shows at the Ritz, a Satur
day Night Live appearance, and toured Harlem. 
But the pace of life, and the hint of ever-possible 
danger, took them aback. When asked about 
Linton Kwesi Johnson's maxim that "Englan' is a 
bitch," Dennis offered "Yes, but it's not nearly as 
rough as New York. ll' s just that, people carry 
guns and that here. They think it's a toy and some 
people just say, 'hello,' and bang. It could just hap
pen to you anytime. I don't really feel safe." 

:'The workshop-that's where we started from," 
Dennis explained. "The workshop" was the Saltley 
Music Workshop, where Freddie Waite, Patrick 
and Junior's father, taught music to children. The 
elder Waite is a talent in his own righl, having had 
a chain of hits in Jamaica with his band The Tech-

Musical 
Youth 
Rule 
Da 
Nation 
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New York and Birmingham's finest. L tor: Patrick 
Waite, officer Kelvin Grand, Michael Grant, Jumor 
Waite, Dennis Seton and officer James Real. 

niques. At the workshop "they supplied us with in
struments," said Dennis, "and then they supplied 
us with some charity gigs so we could get used to 
playing for an audience." 

This was two years ago-when Kelvin was only 
nine!-and the band rehearsed after school. But 
once MCA released "Pass the Dutchie," their re
write of a Mighty Diamonds' song, nothing was the 
same. Since the song was released last fall, the 
band has been to Holland, France, Germany, Italy 
and Switzerland. In order to meet British education 
laws they must travel with a tutor, and are legally 
quite restricted as to how many gigs they can play 
in one year. For all the sudden acclaim and disrup
tion, one might expect at least a bit of tension on 
the band's part; that is seemingly not so. 

"We're taking it okay, yeah," says Dennis, with 
an unnerving confidence. "Everybody's taking it in 
their stride, enjoying themselves. There's nothing 
else you can do but enjoy yourself." 

The weird, spring chicken's optimism surfaces 
again and again on The Youth of Today. Dennis' 
vocals are all lilt-he's a natural crooner, the kind 
that breaks hearts. And the chart-targeted studio 
sound is bright and jangly in the manner that the 
earlier ska was-as much an evocation as a blunt
ing of an edge. The Youth of Today would have 
been better served by a terser rhythm section, and 
one brought to the fore. Still, Patrick Waite on 
bass and brother Junior on drums get by. 

The Musical Youth cop to surprisingly little ex
citement at what's happening. The first time he 
heard "Pass the Dutchie" on the radio, Patrick 
says, "it felt kind of good." Now he explains he' s 
just bored with it. The only way to remedy the si
tuation, he says, is to record some new songs for 
the radio-something they are doing at this mo
ment. And if their album yields nothing nearly as 
joyful as "Pass the Dutchie," it shows they weren't 
just lucky. It makes clear that there's no Gary 
Coleman syndrome at work here, the effect caused 
by young people making noises it's not customary 
to make. Something is happening beneath the 
novelty. 
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MIDNIGHT 
RUNNERS 

Kevin Rowland, A little Bit o· < .. :eltic Soul 

by Betsy Sherman 

At last, a foot in the door! Dexys Mid
night Runners: the name is finally getting 
around because ·of their brilliant, buoyant 
single "Come On Eileen." and the album it 
graces, Too-Rye-Ay. This group that has 

enjoyed massive populariry in their native 
England has been a criminally unknown 
property in this country. 

I have known the loneliness of the long
distance Dexys ran. Considered 100 "com
mercial" for the underground artsy fringe 
to take to lhdr bosom, and with no promo-

Rambler 
in: the 
Rye 
tion behlnd them (their albums have been 
released {n the US six months after ther ini
tial Bri~sh release), there has been no 
chance 1pr them to make a breakthrough 
here. Afld Dexys had only played one US 
gig, at Hurrah in New York. Until now. 

The vhsion of Dexys Midnight Runners 
currentlY, blitzing North America is in fact 
the thir~ version. The evolution of Dexys is 
a verita~le history lesson (or soap opera), 
and on this occasion a linle education is in 
order. 1.-adies and gentlemen, introducing 
Dexys Midnight Runners. 

First and foremost it must be acknow
ledged that Dexys Midnight Runners is Kev
in Rowland. He is Dexys' originator, sing
er, some1ime-gui1ar ist, st rategist, front
man and its only constant. The cu mulative 
body of Dexys' material can almost be seen 
as Ro~land's personal notebook, the jot
tings following his particular moods. treat
ing ongoing 1hemes and contai ning recurring 
imagesi For three years now Rowland has 
been the Erich von Stroheim of the British 
music scene; though he has his loyal adher
ents, for a large part of the music press and 
public, he's The Man They Love To Hate. 
His ace card is that whether or not you 
swa llow his "persona," he puts out music 
that just can't be dismissed. 

I talked wi1h Kevin Rowland the day be
fore Dexys' Metro show, as the rest of the 
band was start ing off what was to be a long 
night's rehearsal. As friendly as cou ld be 
(there goes years of careful image-building 
down the drain), he even let sl ip a smile now 
and t;t,.en (something never seen in any 

1 Dexy~· photo, or even during 1he show). He 
was excited at the prospect of tackling his 
first American !Our. and eager 10 discuss 
the in~ and outs of his rocky musical career. 

The original Dexys Midnight Runners 
made their sp lash in 1979 with the single 
"Dance Stance." Its tautly-arranged brass 
so und' was a burst of eloquence amidst 1he 
grey thrashing of the post-punk wind-down 
(it als~ had the odd distinction of a chorus 
that li~ted major Irish writers). Stance was 
one tl"\ing that Dexys had plenty of. They 
were outfi1ted in a mode based on Italian
American dockworkers: pea-coats, wool 
hat s, and a knock -t his-chip-off- my-shoul
der look in their eyes. They telegraphed defi-
ance and the self-sufficient allure of a crack 
hit sqllad. 

Dexys' second si ngle. "Geno." a tribute 
to soul singer Geno Washington ("he was 

. my bombers, my dexys, my high") hit num
ber one on the English charts. Their magni
ficen1 album, Searchinf! For The You11,: 
Soul Rebels·. followed in Jul}' 1980. 

The Dexys' sound wa~ big, sweeping, and 
I irresistable. It had its roots in Stax and Mo

town, but retained a freshness all its own. A 
legion of British Dexys fans was fired by 
that sound. but that wasn't good enough 
for Rowland, As Dexys made demands on 
themselves, so too did they make demands 
on their fans. They eschewed the tribalism 
of insular youth cµlts such as mods or skin
heads, though their idea of young soul reb
els also implied an us-and-them attitude. 

Dexys didn't sing about girls, or love, ·o r 
even rebellion in a social context in the 
manner of the Jam or the Clash. They sang 
about things like self-motivation, living 
with dishonesty, and groping for integrity. 
They proclaimed an intent to bring emotion 
back to pop music, emotion as a purgative, 
bridging the gulf between Body and Soul. 

Being a Dexys fan became a satisfyingly 
active experience; Rowland and his gang 
would dangle out puzzle-pieces which could 
be assemhled by the true initiate into a co
herent Dexys world view. Complementing 
the songs was the artwork, on sleeves and in 
ads, pithy liner notes. and references to a 
pantheon of heroes form the worlds of mu
sic, literature. and art. Even the name of 
their fan club was a dare: The Intense Emo
tion Circle. By the time Searchmg. was 
released. Dexys decided not to do any more 
interviews with the music press, feeling that 
they had been misrepresented. Instead they 
took out ads which featured essays, in an 
attempt 10 communicate directly with the 
public. 

Then, in late 1980, the pressure-cooker 
that was Dexys exploded. Five of the eight 
members. incensed at Rowland' s insistence 
on releasing "Keep It Part Two" as the next 
single, took a hike (!heir post-Dexys outfit, 
the Bureau, put out two fine singles in 1981, 
but has inexplicably faded into oblivion). 

"Keep It Part Two," subtit led "Inferi
ority Part One," stands as a curious land
mark in the Dexys oeuvre. It is almost as 
harrowing to listen to as it must have been 
to make. The lyrks are dark and moody, 
and Rowland's usual strangled vocal style 
has been brought way up front. The overall 
effect is that of a drowning man's last gasp; 
it has a morbid fascination to it, and its 
risks are apparent. Rowland look s back on 
it with fondnes..,: '·Jn many ways it's good. 
but I can understand why people don't like 
it. It's probably the most honest 1hing 
we've ever done, really honest. When I did 
'Keep It Part Two' I was really c lose to the 
edge. The point i.-., people reckon they want 
something with real feeling but they don't. 
The reason for that, I suppose, i,; it'<, like 
some drunk coming up to you in a pub and 
telling you his problems. You buy a record 
and expect it to entertain you." 

With the split, Rowland's thunder had 
been stolen, but he remained the keeper of 
the Dexys name and spirit. Guitarist Al 
Archer, who had founded Dexys with Row. 
land. soon went his own way too, leaving 
Rowland to form a ne" songwriting part
nership with trombonist Big Jimmy Patter
son. Such partnerships arc crucial to Row
land's work, 

"Collaboration is really important." he 
asserts. "I couldn't write on my own, not 
very well. I'm too insecure. I'll have about 
ten ideas, and onlr space for one, and I 
need so mebod y else to say. that' s good, 
that's rubbish, use that. So I need to have 
someone to work with whose opinion I can 
really trust. 'Cause I just can't see the wood 
for the trees most of the time." 

"It started off as a very practical rela
tionship, with Archer. The day he joined 
the Killjoys (Rowland's Birmingham punk 
band-the embarrassed singer says he 's try
ing IO buy all existent copies of their si n
gle), I told him about my idea for Dexys. 
But Jimmy Patterson, 1here was a closeness 
there that me and Archer didn't have. You 
see, if you're going to bare yo ur feelings to 
somebody, to show them exactly how 
you're feeling and tell them your fragments 
of ideas, you've go1 IO be really close to that 
person. I couldn't write with just 
anybody." 

Dexys II also had a Look: tracksuits, 
hooded jackets, boxing boots. headbands, 
and ponytails, a more physical manifesta
tion of that Spartan (;amaraderie. Some re-
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by Byron Coley / to r: D. Boon, Mike Watt and George Hurley 
When someone mentions a band 10 you, 

oft-limes a visual and/or sonic image rushes 
to the tip of your lobe: the word WILLIE is 
spake and you "see" 1he Cantab Lounge; 
the person next to you whispers, BURMA, 
and the next thing you "hear" is Clint 
shouting "My Academy!" Well, whenever 
J see or hear anything tha1 brings though1s 
of the Minutemen to my bean, my head fills 
with a word and that word is MEAT. It's 
the one syllable that aptly conveys the 
band's sound, presence a'nd power; and 
'though this may not sit well with the vege
tarian set, I defy any of their number to 
name a O:egetable or fruit with sufficient 
densi1y 10 adequately describe this magnifi
cently s1rength-riddled band. I firr11ly be
lieve there are none. 

The MinutCmen 's story by all rights be
gins when guitarist 0. Boon and bassist 
Mike Wall began making noise toge1her 
some dozen years ago. Precious liule docu
mentation exists of 1heir acoustic duels over 
Blue Oyster Cult material, however, so let's 
skip ahead to the late Seventies. The Min
utemen 's former, current and future turf is 
San Pedro, California-a port city with 
semi-rural overtones that lies in the midst of 

~a1f::~~~~~/~~~~~t~:1y. ~r~::hi~e~~;. ~a~ ) 
Pedro's not really known as a musical hot- ;:;: 

::.::~, (:~:n b~~~~.i'~~~s~•;u~ i~:;::,i~~'.: •,_.,_.,_:_ 
adjacent to 1he areas from which the Beach . 

:~~~. ~~~t:~~P~::~~~~·G:~~~:q~;:i':; ) 
were able to witness this rake-hell's birth. :::: 
An early revelation occurred when our lads / 

f~r;1:~~~I~~~,:::r~t :E~u,I~~:.:~~-_\_\_-
a nerd and in a band, but that thought was ~~ 
dispelled by the Las1's mere existence, and 
any remaining belief in performers as ves-
sels of somehow superhuman charm and 
grace were rent asunder by a show featuring 
the Germs. Surely !he Germs were produc-
ing something special, and the fact that they 
could do so with ingredients like Darby's 
post-articulate incamations and the less-
1han-stellar instrumental savvy of his band
mates convinced our Pedrans that anybody 
could have a band. This determined, they 
quickly sought to form one. 

The Reactionaries (current Minutemen 
plus Manin Tai1'fbourovich on \'OCals) were 
formed in early 1978 and cast in a dis1inctly 
Clashian mold. And while a long concep
tual step from an earlier all-cover aggro {the 
Bright Orange Band) !his project did have a 
lotta derivative earmarks: band outfitting 
ran to jumpsuits spraypainted with revolu
tionary slogans and their songlist even in
cluded a reggaefied ballad of epic propor
tions (a la ''Police and Thieves") called "I 
Feel Like Eddie Haskell." It was their own 
ma1erial !hough, and with the distance of 
history it's tough to say how music lovers 
could fail to be stirred by such winning 
numbers as "Tony Gets Was1ed in Pedro" 
and "Just a Grain of Sand on Boulder 
Beach." Presumably, Hollywood hepcats 
felt that the Dils were the only local Clash 
that mattered, and another factor tha1 was 
surely working against them was !heir non
Hollywood pedigree. The smug uptown in
crowd showered much apathy on virtually 
all early suburban combos (Wurm, Black 
Flag, Middle Class, &c.), and it's easy to 
imagine that the Reactionaries' zipcode was 
part of the reason tha1 Brendan Mullen re
peatedly refused to let them play the 
Masque. For this reason, and others, the 
band pretty much collapsed before leaving 
more evidence of its existence than happy 
memories in the minds of a few South Bay 
partygoers. George went off 10 join Hey 
Taxi, Martin began a long period ofmedita-
1ion that eventually resulted in 1he Plebs, personal sets of symbols and referrants. 
and the Boon/Watt 1ag team retired mo- Traditional song structures (left virtually 
mentarily from the limelight. A new ba1tle untouched by most p-rock perpetrators) 
plan was in order, and while grappling with were being physically mauled and s1ylis1ic 
stra1egy our doughty duo began to notice junkyard-looting was turning up elements 
some interesting musical developments. as wildly dissimilar as hard funk bass lines 
Personified locally by the Urinals and in and Faus1-style noise leads. Results ranged 
Britain by stuglets like the Fall, Wire and 
(later) the Pop Group, a nCw flee! of bands 
was growing that took the urgency of doc
trinaire punk and grafted its drive to highly 
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from great to horrible, but most were damn 
interesting and it was listening to such stuff 
that the boys began to get some new ideas 
'bout what a band could sound like. They 
proceeded accordingly. 

The actual formation of the Minutemen 
can be placed as somewhere around Febru
ary, 1980, at which juncture Boon and Watt 
began to assemble song-stuff they could 
justifiably refer to as "all theirs." George 

photo: Glen E. Friedman 

was still in Hey Taxi, however, so the tub
tapping was handled by a local polka enthu
siast named Fran. Among the first tunes 
hammered out was "fascists" (the singular 
of which word ranks among Boon's favor-



;:;: ites), and 'though a tape purportedly exists 
::;: of this rouser done in fine oom·pah fashion 
{ i1'c; not likely to be made available. Reason 
°:;: is that this particular lineup existed almost 

~olely in the confines of what David Thom· 
·::. as called ''the avant garage.'' They did play 
_::- out twice, but the band was not considered 
/ to be really comple1e until George rejoined 
·.· his buddies in July of that year. The band 
::: also became buddies with Black Flag 
. around 1he same 1ime and this friendship 

:-: proved to be an important one. 
The initial mee1ing 'twix1 1hese factions 

: . came about when the bands began IO share 
\ a rehearsal space late in the summer. Al· 
:'.; most immediately {according to a Ffipside 
;:: interview) the Minutemen began to rely less 
:\; and less heavily on punky basics in order 
::: not 10 sound like their rooma1es. They were 
\:! determined to torge a din of their own and 
} each hearing of Black Flag's speed·metal 
::; craw coaxed them to further reaches of 
:\; rhythmic weirdom. This new operating pro· 
:;: cedure found much more frequent public 
:;: vent now too, as the Minutemen took to 
!:I opening many of Black Flag's shows. And 
;:: 'though, generally speaking, these sets were 
:: mel wi1h cfi'scharged lung.fulls of sputum 
:! more often than with hails of kudos, this is 
:: indicative of a failing on the part of the 
:: audience rather than the band. Hard.core 
!: tadpQ!es were mighty confused by the high· 
\ ly evolved brand of noise the band spewed, 
} and well they should have been. 
/ As evidenced by the band's debut ep, 
\ Paranoid Time (recorded for SST later in 
f·so with Greg Ginn and Spot), the band's 
/ modus (as implied in their name) was to 
}cram as many ideas in10 as short a time as 
{Possible. They've always maintained that 
i:i this was nothing more 1han a survival mech· 
;'.: an ism (their earlier, longer works were the 
;:: stuff of "heart attacks" in Mike's words) 
}but, whatever the cause, the effect was rad· 
\'.ical. 
:::; Unlike some of their cousins, the Minute· 
}men never resorted to the conventional 
;:;:p-rock shortening me1hod (sheer speed) 
}but, rather, busted the fuck ou1 of the ma· 
} terial's 1emporal fibre itself. Some1imes 
:;:'.their tunes did seem like s1uff thal another 
!'.! {lesser) band would've stretched out a lot 
:'.: longer, but these nuggets always seem com. 
/ pressed rather than rushed. The majority, 
::: 1hough, had a unique sorta struclUre where· 
\ by the whole composi1ion was made up of 
ii two or three driving bass/drum riffs 
\ bonded together by brute force with jagged 
{ ~hreds of gui1ar sticking out at odd angles 
:::;and word snatches run over 1he top. These 
'.;'.: words most often painted minimalist car· 
/ wons of people with !heir feet stuck in shit 
/ and it added up to a heady goddamn brew. 
·:;: When reviews for Paranoid Time began 
} appearing 1hey were laced with mentions of 
{ names like Wire and Beefheart's Magic 
\ Band; but all these stalwarts could really be 
/ said 10 have in common were textural simi• 
;:;: larities. The Minutemen had accomplished 
{ their goal by concocting a brand of balls· 
:;:: out experimental warp-drive that was pre· 
} saged by no one. Their top end spun mighty 
}: iron wheels like one of the inverted locos in 
::;:Celine's "Rigadoon," and while the bot· 
{tom bris1led with p·r0ck ferocity it did so 
:;:: with few of the cliches tha1 s1ymie inven· 
\tion. 
\ A major form-innovator had been born, 
;'.:~and one of the coolest things about them 
;::: was that they looked like the least likely 
{ bunch of noise scieniists you'd ever stumble 
:;: across: Hurley, with his bulging muscles 
{ and Neal Cassady good looks, comes off 
) like the sofi.spoken captain of a college 
::: football team; Boon, with his bulging ev· 
:!: erything and excellent selection of cu1.off 
::: shorts, might be the guy who was kicked off 
\'.! 1he same team for killing and eating the 
::: school mascot (a goat) late one Saturday 
;'.: night; and Watt would figure in as the guy 
·:: who follows them around cracking wise at 
:;'. their expense but whose presence is tolerat· 
'.:: ed 'cause he' s always got pot. h just goes to 

show how bogus all this image shit is, 'cause 
.·. these bubs not only have one of the world's 

great bands but they also tend one of its 
mos1 consistently tough labels. 

New Alliance Records wa.') ~tarted by 
Boon, Watt and their old singer Martin in 
late 1980. Its first release was the 12" 
Cracks in 1he Sidewalk ~ampler which dis· 
played the talent~ of multi.faceted pals. and 

its latest is the Descendants' boss Milo Goes :;:· 
To Coflege Ip. Offerings between 1hese have r 
been as varied as Salvation Army's first :: 
(also their best), the horn·y discordant Sil· :\ 
vers ep and Husker Du's flat·0ut Land :; 
Speed Record. The whole 1hing's been run ( 
prelly casually (they agreed to put out the :: 
Husker alb, for instance, before havmg :! 
seen 1he band or heard the cape), but that's :; 
very much in keeping with their style. The ·!: 
label's only opera1ing principle, besides ;'. 
supporting South Bay brethren (the Mighty ;'. 
Feeble sampler and Tragicomedy's debut :'. 
are pending), is pure fandom. Thai each of / 
these eclectic forays (no ues seem to bind i 
these disks other than an abiding spirit of i 
recklessness) has paid its own bills is testa· :: 
ment to the label's good taste. There's an :: 
aesthetic purity and completeness tha1's re· :! 
cognizable {if not quite definable) when / 
New Alliance's catalog is looked al in :::: 
whole, and the same is true of the Minute· :;:; 
men too. r 

As amply shown by the rash of record· ? 
ings that have followed Paranoid Time (the ? 
"Joy" ep, The Punchline Ip, 1he "Bea'n \ 
Spill" ep, the Whal Makes a Man S1art ;'.: 
Fires? Ip, cuts on 9 compilations), the band :!: 
has made its claim·stake in an un•tainted ;:; 
procedural garden (they could rarely be :!: 
mistaken for anyone else) and their matura· ( 
tion/grow1h has been within this "con· ? 
stricted" area. In the past, I've seen criti- ? 
cism to the effect tha1 certain of the band's :!: 
releases weren't up to Paranoid Time, but :;: 
for my money this's a load of hooey. Obvi· !:! 
ously, if you've heard the band before ;'.: 
you've gotten at least somewhat acclimated :'.: 
10 their violent mode of Communication, so } 
of course it won't have quite the IMPACT :;: 
it did when first arrived in your ear, bu1 I ::: 
maintain that the Minutemen have steadily :;: 
progressed over the course of their career !:! 
and nowhere is this more evident than on } 
their new Ip. :!: 

Much of the band's early recorded work :;: 
{whether due to recording, equipment or ~:~ 
playing) had a tendency 10 favor the upper ? 
registers of the sonic spectrum. Bass/dru'm / 
interplay was always interesting (and at the :;: 
core of the matter), but it didn't often have :;: 
enough response width IO make everything !:! 
seem firmly rooted. With Fires 1his proclivi- ? 
ty becomes a 1hing of the past. The disk is :!: 
home to more up.front out-there blasts of :;: 
buttocks-crumpling funk than Material's :;: 
entire oeuvre and there's not one thin sec on !:! 
the whole darn thing. I mean, it's still not ? 
the easiest platter to dance 10 {'less you're \ 
capable of the null·grav trance shaking that { 
Boon's oft spied committing in local bis· ::: 
tros), but that's only because it takes light· / tP 
ening reflexes 10 internalize 1hen externalize !:! ~ 
the BEAT before it's either disappeared or :C: ... ,.,e~ . •, 
transmuted. It's all there, it's just tough to :\: 
get an adequate ass.hold on. Mistake not; ::: 
much progress has been evidenced in this ::: 
court and their lyrics have made similar !:! / • ~'-' · ' 
headway. ::: ~/ alll' k\ I · 

The band's collective word pen has b~- '.\: ~ 11' I 
come an incredibly accurate IO0I for con- :;: .. a 
veying reams of feeling with a few s1rokes ::: ~ f \11••• 
of psychic shorthand. Their songbook truly !:I ~ '\/n 
beggars comparison, and the only reason ::; 

4 
ftA: I, 

that I don't quote from it at length is 1hat } ti o"" ~ 
the material's force is so great in the context } I/ 'tJ c I~ 
of performance (and so intrinsically linked '.::: 

to i1) that I'm hesitant to unwind the two \ t>\4\1 o" 
threads. Boon hurls out the lion's share of :::' .P J 
the words (with Watt piping up less fre· i: 
quently) and his roaring/thrashing delivery :i 
of same must be observed to be adequately { 
apprecia1ed. I don't know what else I can !:! 

sa~he band should be hitting the East Coast } 
right about the time you read this on their :!: 
way back from Europe, and I implore you :;: 
to see them no-matter.what. Their next SST ::: 
ep, Buzz or Howl Under Influence of Heal ) 
should be in the shops around then also. ? 
and 'though I've yet to hear the recorded :!: 
versions of its tunes I will tes1ify to !heir :;: 
magnificence during rehearsals for the ses· ::: 
sion. If these guys can do wrong, I've ye1 IO 1:1 
hear or see it and for chrissakes-if you } 
only eat meat once in your life, make this { 
band the main course. You'll not regret it. .·· 
Burp. Excuse me. 



Two locations: 
• 268 Newbury St., Boston 236-4930 
• The Garage, Harvard Square 491-0337 

ON SALE IN APRIL ... 
Frank Zappa __ 
Man From Utopia · 

Echo and the Bunnymen 
Porcupine 

Modern English 
After The Snow 

U2 
War 

Pete Townshend 
Scoop 

Thomas Dolby 
(new LP) 

~ 
Sale $5.99 

~ 
Sale $5.99 

~ 
Sale $5.99 

~ 
Sale $5.99 , 

~ 
Sale $7.99 

~ 
Sale $5.99 

plus many more new 
releases at special 

low prices 

Now selling tickets to: 
The Channel 
Living Room (Prov., RI) 

Jonathan Swifts 
(Boston store only) 



by Be1sy Sherman 

One of the most fruitful collaborations in 
movie history has to be thal between direc· 
tor Martin Scorcese and actor Robert De 
Niro. Through the course of four previous 
films l'vfeon S1ree1s, Taxi Driver, New York, 
New York, Ragmg Bull Scorcese has confi· 
dently and effectively used De Niro to flesh 
out portraits of men who. consumed by 
their ambitions. use drastic outlets when 
those ambitions are frustrated. And De 
Niro truly lets himself go for Scorccse as he 
does for no one else. throwmg himself into 
each character 10 gi\'e exciting, visceral per
formances. The f,._'ing of Comedy can be 
added to their above list of masterpieces. 

In lesser hands, Paul D. Zimmerman's 
sfript for The King of Comedy could have 
been turned inio just a wacky comedy 
caper. It is the story of Rupert Pupkin, a 
"self-styled comedian" who has, in reality, 
never performed outside the confines of his 
own room. Rupert intends to start at the 
top by getting a spot on the nation's leading 
late-night talk show, hosted by h'is idol 
Jerry Langford. When regular c'1anne\s fail 
him, he kidnaps Langford and demands the 
spot as ransom. With Scorcese's direction, 
Pupkin 's monomania takes on darker reso
nances: It pinpoints and satirizes the way 
TV personalities can sometimes seem closer 
than one's own friends and family, and illu
minates the craving for celebrity that 
implies you're not a person until you've 
been in People. 

Rupert sees accepiance by the "public" 
as his salvation, and comedy (where pain is 
effortlessly turned into laughter) is his 
route. Never mind 1ha1 he has little discern
able talent; he certainly isn't funny. By 
living out an endless talk show, both in the 
studio in his mind, and among the life-size 
cardboard celebs that people his room 
(Hiya, Liza!), he has mastered brainless 
showbiz chitchat that fine-tunes mediocrity 
into a form of popular art. Who's 10 say 
Rupert doesn'I deserve a swivel chair in bet
ween Charles Nelson ,Reilly and Charo? 

Rupert pins his dreams on Jerry 
Langford (masterfully played by Jerry Le
wis). He "rescues" Jerry from the mob of 
autograph hounds OUISide the stage door, 
climbs into the limo, and tries to sell himself 
10 the srnrmaker. As Rupert, like a puppy, 
follows the exasperated Langford up the 
steps of his luxury apartment building, 
Jerry gives him the standard "call my of
fice." 

Rupert sees this exchange as a turning 

llJt11t '\{o~ltUl2: 
_Raging Schlemiel 

Robert De Niro in "The King of Comedy" 

point in his life. He chooses this moment 10 
iry to enname a romance that has li ved in 
his mind for fifteen years; ho finally fiads 
the courage to ask out the cheerleader he'd 
had a crush on in high schoo l (who now 
works in a cheap bar). He shows Rita 
(Diahnne Abbott) his prized autograph 
book and brags how he'll go from 
autograph-seeker to autographer-giver, 
proudly displaying his well-practised scrawl 
("the more scribbled the name, the bigger 
the fame") and predic1ing "in a few weeks 
everyone's gonna want one.·• But \\,hen 
Rupert is inevitably rejected by the 
Langford show's fortress-like bureacracy, 
his dim positive-thinking credos sound 

I 
empty even 10 him. The line between reality 
and his increasingly vivid fan1asies becomes 
blurred, and he drags the objects of those 
fantasies into his madness. 

Rupert's soulmate in crime is Masha, an 
unhinged rich girl (played with gusto by 
comic Sandra Bernhard) with an obsessive 
fixation on Jerry Langford. In their ima
gined intimacy with Jerry, both feel be
trayed because their hero hasn't immediate
ly taken them to his heart, or at least invited 
them out to play golf. Langford is por
trayed as a hardened man, isolated by the 
fame that was supposed to be his reward. 
Powerful. and used to being in control, he 
reacts 10 the gun at his head with more 

anger than fear. Jerry Lewis brings the 
weigh! of his own imposing presence to the 
role, playing the off-stage Langford en
tirely straight, and making effective use of 
his patented slow-burn. Masha and Rupert 
settle cozily into this dream alliance. Masha 
dresses Jerry in the sweater she' s knitted for 
him; in the treacle tone of a comic speaking 
in-all-seriousness, Rupert assures Jerry that 
"even though this is kind of a strange 
si1ua1ion, there are moments of friendship 
and sharing." 

As in all Scorcese's best work, humor is 
never used as mere "relief.": its explosive 
power is as revealing a!) dramatic action. 
When Rupert finatly gets his shot, his 
monologue treads such a thin line between 
comedy and pa1hos that it becomes a 
macabre case study of the nature of comedy 
itself. It is as if Rupert's painful childhood 
could be erased, or even justified, if he can 
successfu ll y turn ii into "material". Fueled 
by the twin stimuli of the TV camera and 
the studio audience, Ruperi's act becomes a 
weapon; it serves him in the same purga1ive 
fashion as Jake La Motta's fists or Travis 
Sickle's gun served them. 

With The King of Comedy Scorcese. De 
Niro, and Zimmerman have given us not 
only this year's ft,rnniest movie, but also its 
most chilling. 

Around town and recommend~d (check 
newspapers for exac1 schedules): 
' Fans of the late German director R. W. 
Fassbinder will be having a feast: The Sw-
1ionmos1er's Wife, currently at the Sack 
Beacon Hill, ranks among his very fines!, 
and the Center Screen series at Harvard' s 
Carpenter Center will be premiering the 
thirteen-part Berlin Alexonderp/01:.. 

Find out the meaning of the word droll al 
the re1rospective of the work of French 
comic genius Jacques Tali , currently a1 the 
Orson Welles Cinema in Cambridge. The 
more literary-minded are sure 10 enjoy 
Harold Pinter's Be1rayal at the Nickelo
deon, and Celes1e, a look at Marcel Proust 
throagh the eyes of his devoted maid, at the 
Brattle Theater. 

For the less literary-minded. Mod Max is 
being reprised at the Coolidge Corner 
Moviehouse in Brookline. 

The golden age of Holly,,ood is shov.
cased in the Samuel Gold")" film Classics 
Retrospeclive at the Galeria Cinema. 

Night era" ler't have a nc,, haunt no,, 
tha1 the Semen illc Thea1er m Da,is Square 
has inaugurated a great ~Nie~ of Fri. Sat. 
Midni~hl Special\. 

CHAPTERl 

Al.Jo tJlY,Wablt 1s SlB,\ft.RGl'ffiS Jml THE URSA\' C 18ARET 
Form/o wmc· l/u//1pl,ust Rtc0tds 1!9Jj C.,mt/1 -'"e Sr lmus 
1/0 Ill/JO li SA 

-11\I) IJ(;()l{S 
ROCK/THEATR 

MUSIC BY 
PLATE OF MUTTON 
SECRET WORD 
THE DAUGHTERS 
THE BACi"BOOKS 
and many more . 

featuring 
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VIDEO 
DANCE 
DRAMA 
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COMING SOON-FOR INFORMATION CALL 242-9071 
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by Gerard Cosloy 

It isn't easy being the F.U.'s. 
Actually the first Boston Hardcore band 

to form (summer of '8 I), lhey watched SS 
Decontrol burst out of 1he gate ahead of 
them, immedia1ely rendering the F.U.'s 
into their perpetual shadow. 

Tracks on 1he This ls Boston, Nor L .A.!, 
Unsafe Al Any Speed and Master Tape 
compilations, were better than average and 
helped expose 1he FU's highly hum
orous, yet ms1ghtful style across the nation; 
however, the records failed to satisfy the 
F.U. 's, who continually bad-mouthed the re
cordings and bragged that they were capa
ble of much better. 

The release of their 12" EP Kill For 
Christ (X-Claim) helps make their strengtbs 
even more apparent. Songs like ''Me Genera
tion'' and "Daisy Chain" are funny-and 
furious-attacks on both new wave and 
rock n • roll structures that need to be 
smashed. "This whole city seems buill on 
selling their happy new wave shit," says 
drummer Bob Furapples, "at leas! we're 
willing to call it shit." 

I began the interview by asking the F.U. 's 
about their tracks on the This Is Bos1on, 
Nor L.A.! record. 

Bob Furapples: Record? Yeah, I suppose 
you could call it 1hat. .. I love how when 
we were recording we were told 10 hurry up 
and finish, 'cause this hardcore trend's 
gonna end so lei's get the record out! 
Ste"e Grimes (guitar): It's not something I 
could listen to now. 
BR: Then why did you agree to record wilh 
Modern Method in the first place? 
John Sox (vocals): When you 're a new band 
with no money and no name and somebody 
says to you, "We'll put you on a record and 
pay for the studio time," you jump on it. 
BR: You make it sound like runaways being 
lured into.prostitution. 
Sox: It was good for us in a way because we 
learned from that record, not to mention all 
the people who have heard us who wouldn't 
have 9therwise. It's helped us in selling the 
new record. 
BR: How do you feel about "hardcore" 
winning our Reader's Poll (BR #36) as both 

Fad Of The Year and Organi1,otion That 
Hurt The Boston Scene The Most? 
Furapples: I'm flattered. What a compli
ment! Now we can be scapegoats too. 
Grimes: Whal "scene" has supposedly been 
hurt? I guess that means we hurt Boys Life 
or something. Hey Gerard, ask John 
what that song "T.N.H." (Trendy Nazi 
Hypocrites) is about. 
BR: Okay. John, what's "T.N.H. "about? 
Sox: It's about you, Gerard. 
BR: Really? 
Sox: It's the kind of thing I wrote while 
really mad. Hopefully it will piss certain 
people off. 
Furapples: l1 's about everyone in Boston 
that we don't like. 

In December, the F.U. 's independently 
promoted an all-ages HC gig featuring 
themselves, the Kiss-like Misfits from NY, 
plus DYS and Negative FX from Boston. 
The show, marred only by stupid acts of 
vandalism throughout the night, was as per
fectly organized as any all-ages show I've 
been to, with dozens of kids being turned 
away from the sold-oul First Congregation
al Church in Cambridge. And while this 
was one of the strongest hardcore bills to 
play in this area, the F.U.'s clearly domi
nated the night, Steve Grimes' guitar (never 
loud enough iri the past), clearly ripped 
through the hall like a force unleashed. I 
had been doubtful in the past but the F.U. 's 
proved that night that they pack as much 
power as anyone in hardcore today. 

The FU's, like practically every other 
HC band in the world, would like to find a 
place to play be1ween now and the next 
tuna~ eclipse. A new 7" EP is being planned 
with recording scheduled to start in March. 
Until then, the F.U. 'swill no doubt be woo
ing voters for nexl year's Readers Poll, and 
perhaps trying out for the role of a punk 
band in an upcoming episode of Quincy. 

(Note: For a copy of Kill For Christ, send 
$4 to Bob Fursapples, 45 Lydon Woy, Dor
chester, MA 02124. Thisisalsoagoodplace 
to write to if you have any suggestions of 
where you think 1he F. U. 's could ploy . . . ) 

BREAKFAST IN BED 

australian coffee 
the debut l.p. 
dGtributcd by IMPORTANT RECORDS 

22 Boston Rock #38 

Fortune Cookies 
Splash 

Aqua Vitae 
Edge of a Cliff 
Incident North 

Feel Much Better 
Australian Coffee 

Skin 

Available at 
all fine record stores 

or write 
Crunch Records Ltd 

39WinfordWcJ:,J 
fvledford, MA 02155 

BALLAD OF THE . ..., . ..., . .,,...,.,,, ............ ..., .... ,,. ...... ...,.._..,...,._ . ...,,,. .. .,,. .... ....., 1,...,.,,. .... ...,,..,..v..,,._w 

F.U.S 

THE CHANCE 

tape release on 
the way to all 
yer favorite ra
dio stations!!! 



ANGRY YDUNG=B11S 
by Carter Alan 

There are certain groups whose names phoio: Eli Sherer 
evoke immediate curiosi ty-who and what ,----------------------------~ 
are they? Dead Kennedys, Angry Samoans 
and A Flock of Seagulls possess monikers 
that may seem initially ludicrous but are in
siamly captivating. You have probably no
ticed the advertisements of a simila rly odd
named assemblage called Angry Young 
Bees. The ads fearnre futuri stic cartooning 
of rive bumblebees zooming about in outer 
space garb or ~taring menacingly s1raigh1 
ahead poised for action. 

The overt threat of an attacking swarm 
of bees is defused by the comic quality of 
these drawings; so follows the music of this 
band, which is aggressively paced, but laced 
with humor and wit. Indeed, the major 
idemifying factor that has pulled the band 
into a lucrative bar and college circuil is its 
sense of humor. 

stage. A senst of annoyance gets perked up 
in some," o ffers Shaler when I ask him how 
critics have received the group's ef
forts. "Some find it offensive that we play 
pop rock that's danceable and entertaining. 
We have some social importance expressed 
in our music, but there 's no point in beating 
people over the head with it-they get en
ough of tha1 in the Globe." 

"Bui our music has grown and is devel
oping,'' adds Lyons, who works on the side 
singing radio and TV commercials for lhe 
likes of Channel 25 and Stop and Shop. 
"The initial songs that people remember us 
by (like Scott McKenzie's '67 hit "San 
Francisco" done in a hilarious speed freak 
pace), wouldn't impress you musically. You 
either 1hought it was funny or you didn't 
like it. Now. we offer much more-you 
can't coin us easily. If 'San Francisco' was 
still our slrong suit 1hen there would be 
problems.'· Producing such titles as "No Punk In· 

tended," "The Bag Ladies (Are Taking 
Over)," and "Watching the Sharks," has 
nearly proved to be a double edged sword. 
These songs and 1he exposure that their cur
rent hit, "Shake Up the Suburbs," has 

J ~.__j,!.~!..._!..JL.L~:___~_._'.'.__._~~~~:Ji111~~~lt!:ii1~ The Angry Young Bees, who have built a 
'...... solid foltowing while weathering the dis-

Angry Young Bees(/ 10 r): Hunt, Lyons, Reid, Kahn and Shaler. 

gained is mostly due 10 light lyrical content: 
without hearing more of the Bees' reper
toire, their impact could be seen as one di
mensional. On "Square One," however, 
the first of their two currently released sin
gles, the group emerges as 10ugh, with a gut 
level attack of hard guitar and no nonsense 
spit n' sweat. 

I journeyed to the Beverly, Mass. home 
of Bees' booking agent, publicist, lead gui
tarist and singer (whew!) Jamie Shaler to 
find out what's going on in the, uh, bee
hive. While Shaler diligently taped for pos
lerity that afternoon's General Hospiwl, I 
gazed pas1 stacks of Marvel Comics collect
ibles, the band assembled. Carefully type-

written sheets denoting airplay of the Bees' 
two records on radio stalions across the 
country were pushed my way to begin the 
interview. I was surprised to see a station in 
Laramie, Wyoming on the list. "The town 
tha! made densepack famous," chuckled 
Shaler. 

Along with Jeff Lyons (vocals, guitar, 
and keys) and William Hunt, who plays just 
about anything, the three formed the Angry 
Young Bees 1wo VC'ars ago, after the demise 
of their group Gho~t. "It was a rock come. 
dy extravaganza. We'd do a couple of rock 
and roll tunes and thtn do mime,·• says Ly
ons proudly. Shaler continues, "We'd be in 

(1983) 
(Rock and Roll Expo) 

saturday april 2nd, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
at the 

HOTEL BRADFORD 
275 tremont street, boston 

Thousands of records, including many rare collectors 
items on sale. 

Also on sale: buttons, tee shirts, tapes, posters, pho
tos, books, magazines, fanzines and more! 

Many local artists will be available to autograph their 
records. 

this smokey club and 1he audience would 
freak out-where's the music?" 

The trio opted to form a new musica l 
veniure and recruited drummer Craig Kahn 
from the band An1are~ and Tom Reid (voc
als, bass, synthesizer) who played for Ten
nie Komar and before that, the musical 
group backing up the Slap Happy comedy 
revue. Together, the Bees blend an agile in
strumental assault of rock, funk, reggae, 
and more with amusing elements such as 
the lyrics and onstage antics. 

"We get called cute and coy a lot. Many 
people ignore the musical content if you 
look like you're having a good time on-

taste of critics, are accomplished musicians 
(they regularly exchange their instruments 
onstage) and write music feverishly. A new 
12'' EP is in the works for the early fall, one 
which will presen1 a number of the group's 
facets-humorous and "doomy" as Hunt 
jokingly puts it. Meanwhile, other local 
bands can learn from the Bees· strong pro
fessional allitude-band mailings that ar
rive with clockwork efficiency, steady 
bookings, and a regular turnover of materi
al. Shaler (who lost his day job when he be
gan Spending 100 much time promoting the 
Bees) hopes other bands will benefit from 
his experience: ''!l's a hard business and 
you must stick with it. The thing about our 
band is that we've been in other groups be
fore and now we're ready to hang together 
in this one and stick it out." 
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c11/t11re Club_: ,op, RoY 
Michael Craig. 

. bottom Jon t,10ss 
Hay, BoY George, 

Culture Club 
24 Boston Rock #38 

by Julie Panebianco 
The piano lounge of Boston's Marriott Longwharf 

Hotel is imposing-sharp white walls and ledges sur
round ceiling-high glass windows, dramatizing Lhe 
expanse of the room. There are large cushioned 
couches and marble coffee tables. Tapping against 
one is the blue snakeskin shoe of Roy Hay, part-time 
tourist, full time guitarist and songwriter for Culture 
Club. "I'm going to get a map of the world," he 
vows, "so I can see where I've been going-and 
where I'm going to go." 

All of this traveling-and many such meetings in 
various hotel piano bars-is the result of the over
whelming success ("It's gone beserk!"} of the Lon
don-based Culture Club's debut album, Kissing To 
Be Clever, and the sultry single, "Do You Really 
Want To Hurt Me'?" 

"J really want to go to number one here in Ameri· 
ca. The record wi ll have conquered the world then. It 
has been number one in England and Europe. All 



I these different nationalities and," Hay stresses the 
word, "and all these different cultures." 

"I was surprised initially," he confesses, continu
ing his nervous foot tapping. "I mean I thought it 
was a great record but I didn't think it was as great as 
everyone else seems to think it is, to be quite honest." 

"And I just didn't think we would be the type of 
band that would be successful in the States. I didn't 
thin\ American people-well I thought they might 
not like Boy George, might not like the band; we'd be 
too poppy, not serious enough, whatever. It hasn't 
been like that," he says happily. "It proves you don't 
have to be the Clash to get on radio in America." 

Hay orders a beer. One of the horn players travel· 
ing with the band is at the bar, and Roy points to 
him: 0 Two months ago he was a civil servant. Now 
he is going around the world. 1 don't think he can be
lieve his luck." 

Barely twelve months ago 21 year old Roy Hay met 
bassist Michael Craig, veteran drummer Jon Moss 
(the Damned, the Stranglers, and two weeks 
"couldn't take the politics" with the Clash), and a 
vocalist by the name of George O'Dowd. A band was 
chartered. 

O'Dowd, fresh from a stint with Bow Wow Wow 
(he was allegedly hired by Malcolm McLaren to piss 
off Annabella), was then known primarily- for his 
flamboyance; he waltzed around a London taken 
with new romanticism and synthesizers in a hat piled 
high with fake fruit, a dress, Carmen Miranda shoes, 
and an ambition to sing like Tom Jones. 

He soon baptized himself "Boy George" ("A joke 
really," he told me later. "I wanted to call myself 
something really English but quite reggaefied. ") and 
then christened the band Culture Club. "He came up 
with a lot of names for the band," Hay says, "but 
other bands would come up and say 'Can we have 
it?'-the Sex Gang Children was one!" He laughs, 
"It didn't quite fit us." 

By divine luck-at their very first gig a Virgin Re· 
cord company executive happened to be in the audi
ence-or calculated efficiency-"We played our 
game and it worked"-the six month old band was 
signed "to the company we wanted with the deal we 
wanted." Then it was, to use a favorite Boy George 
expression, "kiss the bitches and stay clever." In 
three weeks ("We banged 'em all out") the record 
was ready; in six months they had spread their bit of 
culture 'round the world. 

Roy Hay fingers his emerald green earrings, a gift 
from his wife. They are newlyweds and this is their 
first separation: "It's bloody hard, I miss her 
badly." He i,; blond and boyish looking, dressed
except for the shoes-more like a businessman than a 
member of the bizarrely fashioned Culture Club; 
they are becoming famous for their pseudo-religious, 
colorfully screen painted, "tramp" clothes. 

"George is dressed like that all the time," he ex
plains, "he doesn ' t do it to sell records; it is him." 
Hay is still suffering from the shock of seeing the 
Pop-0-Pies at Spit the night before: "Oh My God! 
The most amazing thing is that a band that sounds 
like that in England would be very scary looking. But 
they looked like college boys. The bassist had wire 
rimmed glasses on!! Nice tidy jeans and at-shirt!'' 
He shakes his head. 

"It's good though, people here are more into the 
music . Like, there aren't any manufactured for the 
image artists. Everyone sings and plays on Lheir own 
records here, but lhey don't do that in Britain. It's a 
disgrace. 

' 'When we first started,'' relates Hay, ''there was a 
1.t navor of the month type attitude towards us. Front 

page of NM£: 'Boy George Goes Pop' and all that 
'ls he a boy? A girl? What's going on?' All George, 
George , George. 

"But people have been realizing that there is more 
to it, that the music is the most important. Culture 
Club is song-not style-oriented. I'd like us to be 
the step that signalled the return of songwriting: the 
band that brought back the song. That is what we 
really like aboul our name-it doesn't imply that we 

_i, are a reggae band, a funk band, or a rock and roll 
band, but we can be all of them. 

"We just write songs-we don't decide, oh, Cul
ture Club is-going to go in this direct ion-we just 
write it, and if the song comes out a Motown song, 

that's what it will be. If it's a gospel song, or a·soul 
number, it will be a soul number. 

"You know," Hay renects, "you can imagine 
growing older and not wrecking yourself in this 
band, whereas a lot of other bands-all the bands 
Jon has been in, it's been 'Who cares, be dead when 
I'm thirty.' Jon is the one who's done it all before, 
the one who lived the wrong life," he smiles, "and 
he's trying to live the right life now. 

"For George ... the guy gets people outside his 
nat, people following him around, autographs, pie· 
tures ... he is a famous person," Hay states matter 
of factly. 

Does all the attention that Boy George gets bother 
the band? 

"We know how important we are. George knows 
how important we are. I mean, who knew Keith 
Richards when the Stones started up?" Hay asks. "It 
was all Jagger, Jagger, Jagger. Some people are char
ismatic figures and George is one of them-he is a 10· 
tally unique person, and very few people are. We are 
basically the same, you and I, but he isn't. He is 
therefore more interesting, and he's got different 
things to say. 

"That is the reason I joined the band; I realized the 
guy was something special, and it was going to 
work ." 

Hay's generous attitude reminded me of something 
Psychedelic Furs guitarist Jon Ashton once said 
about the celebrated lead singer in his band: 
"Richard Butler wants to be a star, and I would like 
to make him one ." 

"Yes !" Hay jumps up. "That's exactly it; that is 
how I feel." 

Still wearing the calf length tunic he danced about 
on stage in-his formerly bare feet now covered
Boy George is gesturing wildly: "The crowd was bril· 
liant ! " He is carefully made up .(it takes him an hour 
to painstakingly apply the white pancake makeup, 
blusher and tapered black eyeliner), and his hair is in 
hundreds of thin braids (not dreadlocks); framed by 
his now famous-although fruitless-hat, his face 
looks like a Dresden doll. 

"Am I real?" he had coyly asked the crowd, and 
they responded wildly-just lifting his rose tinted 
glasses incited a riot. The music of the Culture Club 
sounded as smooth and as soothing as Boy George's 
Smokey Robinson/Stevie Wonder voice (' 'The com
parisons are great, but I don't see them myself," and 
the material on Kissing To Be Clever was oversha
dowed by their new songs, always a good sign. Aided 
by superb singer Helen Terry, the band tried out their 
vibrant soon-to-be-released single "Church Of The 
Poisoned Mind"; an inspired duet of a gospel tune 
called "Black Money" put Terry and Boy George 
over the top ("George is a most soulful singer," Hay 
understated). 

"Well you don't feel very good when you fall over 
a monitor," Boy George giggled hoarsely backstage 
as he remembered his little misstep during the encore. 
He laughed out loud: "The guy in Japan does it all 
the time, what's his name? Nick ... Mick Karn? Just 
falls on his face." He leans over, confidingly. "If I 
had done that six months ago, 1 would have thought 
it was all over. " 

"I ran around the stage like an idiot!" said an ex
uberant Roy Hay (who earlier confessed to a desire to 
just record and "avoid live shows and the unnessary 
tension on my heart"). He leaned back on the black 
leather sofa and watched a Pointer Sisters video
"Who are they" George asked. 

"I like Ozzy Osbourne," yelled an approaching 
fan. "And the Grateful Dead, but you are now my 
favorite band. Do you know Ozzy?" 

George smiled warmly and laughed heanily: " I 
keep away from him, I hear he 's got a lot of 
diseases"; when the ecstatic Blizzard of Oz fan 
moved away, George went into a secluded corner to 
talk. ("He loves talking," Hay warned, "he susses 
out the personality that's interviewing him and 
throws it back; you'll ask him a question and a half 
hour later he still hasn't answered it, yet he'll have 
talked for all the time in between"). 

"l just sing in very traditional type tones," George 
starts off, "and the songs are very traditional. Sing
ing, to me, is something you have to work hard at but 

it is also a natural thing. Like playing football," says 
the son of an athletic coach. "It can't really be 
taught, it is a skill. 

"Obviously you can plagiarize. That is one of the 
things about me, I'm a top class plagiarist." He 
chuckles proudly. 

"Gene Pitney has influenced me, but 1 ~o by fav. 
orite songs, not by careers. 'Without You' Nillson; 
'24 Hours From Tulsa,' 'Stand Hy Your Man'-love 
that, it's brilliant; ' It's Not Unusual' Tom Jones; 
'The Way We Were.' Don't know if you know this 
one, 'Melting Pot'." He sings: '"Whar we need is a 
grear big melting pot / Big enough to take the world 
and all its got / We can stir it for a hundred years or 
more.' Blue Mink sang it. It is my all time favorite 
song, 1 want to persuade the band to record it. 

"That is one thing that is very important about this 
band: when we started, I said what I want to do is 
pop songs, whether they're in this vein or another, as 
long as they stand up equally on their own. There are 
no musical bigots in this band,'' he says happily. 

"The situation with Bow Wow Wow, they wanted 
to wear one style of clothing, they dido 't want me to 
wear so much makeup-they wanted to be warriors 
or some crap. It was a negative situation-they had 
all their own ideas, they were set, they knew what 
they wanted, what they didn't want. I thought, 'I'm 
not putting any ideas into this band' and watching 
them latch onto that sound made me realize you can't 
do that.'' He is emphatic: "You are giving people a 
lot more if on every record you give them something 
different." 

"When we started," George recalls, "we played 
small clubs, and when I used to come on stage people 
would say 'My God!' One time one of the owners of 
a club said, 'l think they look like a load of cunts but 
that guy can sing.'-like, 'Why is he dressing like 
that?"' 

Doesn't he think that his image-the deliberate 
blurring of sexual differences-stops people from 
taking him seriously? 

"I don't want to be taken seriously. It is basically 
what you feel inside-if what you feel inside is 
steady, then all the things," he waves passionately, 
"that go on around you are irrelevant: what you ac
tually set your heart on is the most important thing. 

"People say, 'Oh, doesn't the band get annoyed 
'cause it's Boy George, Boy George?' But we know 
we are a unit. The fun of it is that we all do things for 
the band-and Roy is very much the most important 
musical input in this band. He takes my ideas and 
makes them into music; then Jon tells us what he 
thinks, then Mikey. The ideas float in, and we build 
our whole sound. 

"This sexual thing. . that is the last thing our 
music is meant to be." He gestures to Rick James' 
"Superfreak" video that is flashing on the screen: 
"Rock and roll cliche stuff. I'm not interested in it; I 
don't want people to want to suck my cock. I don't 
want people to think 'OOH, I want to sleep with 
him.' I don't want any of that rot. I am an ordinary 
person. People don ' t believe that: I am very ordin
ary, I'm not revolutionizing anything, I'm not a revo
lutionary. 

"Sex is a very personal thing to me," George says 
vehemently. "You don't sell it , you don't buy it." 

Then why do people always bring it up with you? 
"Because they are worried," he says quickly. 
"You know, a lot of people are beginning to accept 

that there are no new ideas. There is so much dishon
esty in rock and roll-people say, 'Oh, I thought it 
up myself,' and tell people how they came up with 
their big original sounds. Or you get a Kid Creole
who I think is grea1-but who is so authentic. What I 
try to do is take a piece of that original sound and 
make it something our own, make it something that 
belongs to this band and not something that is a com· 
ple1e, ugly, awful , authentic copy. 

"Like the guy who likes us and Ozzy. That 
surprised me but it shouldn't-there is no reason why 
lhey shouldn ' t like us. It' s like a big pot with every
thing 1hrown it it; it is rock and rol!. 

"My description of Culture Club," Boy George 
says unasked, "would be that we are a very, very 
modern example of plagiarism in modern music." 
With that, he plucks himself up and drifts away, 
looking, for all the world, like a slightly ridiculous
yet somehow magical-modern day Peter Pan. 
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San Francisco: 

Philadelphia: 
by Richard Singer 

For one of 1he larges! cities in the USA, 
Philadelphia has a rather small and isolat
ed rock scene. There currently is no short
age of talent or fans here, bul there is 
onlv one regular rock 'n' roll club (the 
East Side <:;lub-unless you count the 
sporadic Filly's), one new wave sta1ion 
(Drexel University's WKDU-unless you 
coun1 four to six hours a week on U. of 
Penn's WXPN), and near zero media ex
posure. To compensate for this depressing 
s11ua11on. Philadelphia does have its pecul
iar advantages: For fans, the few clubs 
available have always been small enough 
to encourage fun and intimacy, and the 
numerous shows held in lofts and base
ments are absolute blasts. For bands, 
there is an unusually open attitude toward 

Providence: 
by Ed Slota 

Finally, a major turning point for 
Providence rock and roll, as the Living 
Room releases a compilation LP of this 
city's bands. The album includes tracks by 
Rash of Stabbings, the Hi-Beams, the De
tectives and Parallel Slh. Co-producer and 
Living Room impressario Brian Hein says 
bands were selected on the basis of who 
best embodied the club. Brian stresses that 
the record is a team efforl, with all the 
bands having an equal say in determining 
the shape of the final produc1-each band 
produced its track on the album, and 
played a series of benefils to finance the 
project. What remains to be seen is 
whether mega-wauers WHJY, WPJB and 

Worcester: 
by Uncle Mark 

Worcester is still in need of a good 
medium-sized club (700-1000 seating). Al
though Exit and Ralph's do their best to 
book Boston groups and new, original 
acts, both places are small clubs (200 +) 
In the last few months KM. Loew's on 
Main Street, a former movie theater, has 
been booking such acts as Adam Ant, X, 
Billy Idol and more mainstream acts like 
Warren Zevon. The problem is that there 
is no room to dance there (the seats are 
all the way to the front) and structurally 
it's still a big, cold movie !heater. It seems 
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new talent which has allowed groups with 
no money, commercial hype or vinyl (e.g., 
the legendary No Milk) to draw the larg
est crowds. While the bands topping this 
lot have not always been sensational, the 
current crop of scene leaders are exciting 
and diverse. 

For· about a year and a half, a number 
of groups innuenced by the English apo
calyptic drone wave came close to de
fining Philadelphia's sound but since last 
spring that movement has fizzled. Bunny
drums, who climbed the disco charts with 
"Liule Room," a more conventional copy 
of PiL's "Memories," have spent the last 
year in limbo. Executive Slacks, who com
bine Killing Joke shouts and disco-metal 
synth-drums with industrial drone ma
chines propped up on easels, remain bur
ied by the sheer weight of their an. No 

WPRO-1-'M will drop their anti-independ
ent biases and play the record. 

Two record release parties are planned: 
one al the Living Room, of course, the 
other at an as yet undisclosed Boston lo
cation. 

Perennial faves Roomful of Blues are at 
work on 1heir next album, hot on the 
heels of their recent Grammy nomination 
for Best Traditional Rhythm & Blues Re-

• cording. (You should've won, guys.) 
Meanwhile, ex-Roomful guitar virtuoso 

Duke Robillard is in the swdio putting the 
finishing touches on his new long player 
for Rounder Records. Duke started 
Roomful of Blues back in '68, and did an 
eleven year tour of duty; he then played 

that the current craze in town is building 
after-Centrum-event spots-hopefully 
some enterprising soul will open up some
thing a little more necessary. 

By the time you read this, the Lynch 
Mob will have played their last gig and 
are disbanding for various reasons ... But 
on a coagulating note: Gene and Foghorn 
(formerly of the Aggressions) have already 
formed a new band (to be named shortly) 
and will be ready to play out by April's 
end ... A Wormtown welcome to the 
Bungies, formerly from Maine-their 
unique sound has David Thomas over
tones. Request their tape at local 11on-

by Eric Lefcowitz 

God Save the Queens ... while visiting 
our fair city las! month Her Majesty was 
rumored to have been shopping around 
for some Flipper bootlegs for Chuck and 
Di. She was rcponcd to be royally pissed 
off upon discovering that the band 
couldn't make it to her gala dinner with 
Cowboy Ronnie and Citizen Hearst-
1hey're currently on tour. 

So are the Mutants, by the way. Both 
bands, in fact, appear in an upcoming 
movie entitled Emerald City. Also on the 
road: Pop-O-Pies. 

Has Ralph Records lost their guts? Ru
mor has it thal the eclectic record com
pany is considering going all-video in the 
future. Meanwhile, the Residents are now 
being managed by Lookout in LA-yeah, 
the same ones that market such warhorses 
as Neil "Not So" Young, Tom " ls. 
Pretty" Petty and the Cars. 

Milk began their schizophrenic career in 
1981 by paying homage to Bauhaus and 
Killing Joke but later moved on to new 
romanticism, rockabilly and power pop. 
They have recently disbanded. Physical 
Push and Sen,ory Fix, two British in
fluenced groups led by Philly's most dy
namic performer, Vosco Rama, both split 
before even the rock papers could catch 
them. 

Vosco Rama and ex-No Milk guitarist 
Cordy Swope are now performing togeth
er in Ruin, a radically different bunch of 
eccentrics who are tearing their way to the 
top. Ruin appeal to a number of local 
hardcores because they play as fast and 
rough as Aulistic Behavior and the Seeds 
of Terror (the names say it all) but any 
onhodox skinhead who witnesses Ruin 
will walk away dumbfounded. These 

with Robert Gordon before puning to
gether his own band. The current lineup: 
Tom Enright on bass, Tom DeQuatro on 
drums, and Robillard on guitar. 

More record recommendations: Cool II, 
Reba EP Money Fall Qui OJ The Sky 
(Hannibal), and the latest LP by 8. Willie 
Smith (TNA). Cool It, Reba features voc
alist David Hansen (ex-Mundanes), work
ing in a mutant rock vein. The B. Willie 
Smith Band turn in a solid , grass roots 
rock and roll performance, a breath of 
fresh air for those of us smothering under 
fashion plate pop. 

Idle Rich have traded vocalist Graham 
Batting to Strength in Numbers for vocal
ist Roberl Oaks and a player to be named 

commercials ... Speaking of tapes: the 
new studio/live tape of the Pre-Fab Mes· 
siahs has to be the best thing I've heard 
come out of Worcester in quite a while. 
Gigs by these guys are going to be few 
and far between; so make an effort to 
catch them if at all possible ... The Neb· 
ulas have added sax player Larry Knight 
to add a new dimension to their sound. 
They will be going into Baker Street Stu
dios, Watertown, in April to cut their sec
ond eagerly-awaited sing le "(Ain't It Al
wavs) Nui:h1 At Night." Look for them at 
the Living Room in Providence and, hope
fully, some gigs in Boston ... A benefit: 

· Meltdown expected: Chrome Dinette is 
no longer. 

Bonnie Hayes and the Wild Combo 
(formerly the Punts) have parted with 
Slash Records, who released their debut 
Good Clean Fun. 

Ace producer David Kahne (Pearl Har
bour, Rank & File. Translator, Romeo 
Void) will now be a big cheese at CBS Re
cords in LA. Greener pastures and dirtier 
air. 

Debora lyall is currently working on a 
solo venture for 41S. Debora recently re
cited her pcetry 10 the accompaniment of 
fellow Romeo Void sax maniac Benjamin 
Bossi. Headlining (or mainlining) the 
evening was William Burroughs. 

Best local tape: Love Circus' demented 
medley of "My Girl," "Love Machine" 
and "Car Wash." 

. .. cont. on p. 43 

hardcores sport psychedelic haircuts and 
flashy shirts, chant Buddhist prayers be
fore their set, and sing about the "phe
nomenal expression of one's ambiguity." 
Some typical songs are "Dionysian," 
which uses ¼ of the main riff from the 
Stones' "Paint It Black" to trigger a gui
tar grenade, and "Love Dog," which al
ternates between harsh pseudo-blues and 
melody-infused jet screech. Vosco's vocals 
barely surface above all the noise, but his 
lightning fast stage zig-zagging makes up 
for the din. Flipper and Meat Puppets, 
move over! This hippy/hardcore fusion is 
funnier, louder, and even more self-indul
gent. 

The year-old Red Buckets play semi-six
ties revivalist music of a far more pleasant 

... cont. on p. 38 

later. Idle Rich are also combing the free 
agent market for a new drummer. Any 
takers? Speaking of drummers, Plan 9 is 
also looking for a new one. 

Local legend Rudy Cheeks has recently 
been heard stretching his vocal chords 
with such disparate ensembles as the De
linquents, the Duke Robillard Band, and 
the Goods. Is a comeback in the future for 
the mighty Wall of Genius? 

The Rumor Mill says local rockers 
Sayne are geuing back together. More as 
it develops ... Will Marc Michaud make 
it to the church on time? 

Rhode Islander Ed Slota DJs for WRJU 
and is currently writing a book about The 
living Room. 

at Exit Wednesday, March 30 for WICN 
with the Del Fuegos. the F.U.'s and a 

special showing of Scorpio Rising . .. The 
two Wormtown bands 10 watch for in '83 
are the Performers (still going strong) and 
the Foaming AgenlS ... As to WAAF's 
much-touted format change from kick-ass 
"Crank It Up" to "we played Flock of 
Seagulls first" Rock-of-the-80's, to quote 
Flipper, all I have to say is "HA HA HA 
HA HA HA" ... Happy birthday, EXIT. 

Freelancer and W/CN DJ Uncle Mark is 
currently taking a welf deserved break from 
1he hectic Wormtown pace and honey
mooning in the Ama:;011. Congratulations. 
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DEL FU EGOS/ STICKBALL 
Saturday2 April 19B3 
BostonMAVERICKS Broad St 

NOB.TH SHOBE 
MUSIC COMPLEX 

107 JIIIUNROE 'ST., LYNN, MA 

Studio space available for bands and artists. Elevator, 
loading dock. Rentals by day, week or month from $15. 
Booking and management for bands available. We also 
buy and sell new and used equipment, anything at all. 

CALL: 898-9496 
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Friday April 1 

The Stompers 
Friday April 8 

Robin Lane and The Shake 
$unday April 10 

all ages-3 p.m. 

Kraut 
Wednesday April 27 
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by Jeff Hudson 

Luis Aira is bafling . 1000: so far he has 
made rwo i•ideos and both are flashing on 
MTV and other screens across the coumry. 
''J immy, Jimmy'' and · 'Something To 
Grab For" (lip synced by Ric Ocasek) are 
professional and elegant in their stance, one 
about emptiness and loneliness, the other a 
boy-girl fantasy. 

/Jorn in Caracas, A 1ra as a child had rhe 
opportunily 10 meet Michelangelo A nron
ioni and David Hemmings; this mspiration 
led ro his first job at Bolivia Films. Aesther
ical~~·. he 11•os profound~v influenced by the 
explosion of Italian cinema. and went to 
l1afy to slUdy al the prestigious Rome Na-
1ional Film School: "A place where you can 
team to mak<' movies in 1·011r head." 

Aira e1•e11111ally ende(J up at 80s10n's 
Emerson Col/eJ!e (via London International 
Film Sl'/100/ and Columbia Um1•ersity) 
where he recei1·ed a ,Wasters Dewee in film. 
He me, Ric Ocase/.. in !980and tl1e1• became 
friends; with h1J help he made c·hapter X 
(slarrmg the Neighborhoods), a sh0rl fea
ture film. Luis Aira is now wor/..111x on a 
1·ideo for the New Models. 

What 1s 11our connecuon wuh Ucasek? 
We beca.me rea ll y good friends, it was a 

magnelic kind of thing . I have so much 
respe,t for him. He's a renaissa nce ma n. he 
can draw, and takes photographs. If you 
want to 1rust my judgement, he's an abso
lute artist. 

What was your first pro1ec1 1,·1th rock 
and film? 

The first thi ng I did was for the Neigh
bo rhoods. It was a conceptual piece in 
1979, when MTV people were say ing, 
" Huh ! What's that?" 

So you felt you were ahead of the game? 
I fe lt I was ahead of the game at tha t 

paint. Yeah! (laugh_ter) Mix ing this rock 
video th ing with cinema. 

It's the best example of your work. 
There 's a 101 o f mistakes in tha t, 'cause 

you always learn. 
It's 1•ery ombilious, 111st the }act of the 

half-hour. 
For me, I'm really glad that it could be 

do ne. It 's a hand-made !,,,ind of thing. Ric 
and I. Michael and Andy. I go: a crew I've 
been working with for a long time. It was a 
home thing, all these people working, giv
ing their souls away. 

It was a film of l<Jl'e. 
Yea h. Totally out of the heart . 
Since the ne11· pieces for Ric Orns<>k are 

for televiJion. what d10t11{es do you muke in 
terms of scale and 1ma~es? 

I wanted 10 make 1he frames to be ,cry, 
very, a lmost overwhelming. As far as lhe 
color, it looks really pre11y, handsome. If it 
was going 10 be on TV, I wanted the film 
quality, a heavy movie qua lity to it. 

It's rhere. You rea/11• didn 'r make 0111• 
compenmtions; you tre~red it like a 1110110~1 
pi,·rure. Do you prefer fucarion or 1he Jfll
dio when 1•011 shoot? 

The studio is very comfortable. Yo~ have 
to know more abou t film, you're the total 
contro ller, like God. You know lhc lights 
are fake, you control ab~o lutely everything. 
You're God. 

Your films hm•e a f930's set , back for at 
Unil'ersal feel 10 them. 

Sometimes I like emptiness. 
Do you feel that, 111 1983. wlfh dip.iwl ef

fects, chroma key and all the bells and whis
rfe5 of 1•ideo sp/1111111,: the image, 1ha1 If is 
necessano to use 1hese tedwiques m _i·m1r 
work? · 

I don't want to use it just because every
one is usi ng it. The art of fi lm, I mean, you 
can't just say the past is obso lete. You can'1 
be a filmmaker and ignore, way back, Eis
enstein or ali these guys. Rossellini, Polan
ski, Fell ini. If you do you'll be working for 
ten years, and you'll go back and say, fuck. 
These people were doing what I'm doing 
now in the '30s. 

Whor are your fuw re projects? 
I am do ing the New Models. I'm not 

same Day 
service 
and we fix everything! 
ROCK AMPS • P.A. 's • STEREOS 
TURNTABLES • TAPE DECKS 
VIDEO EQUIP • SPEAKERS 

WE SELL SONY AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

CYRO CEARLOOSE 
:f 

1306 Commonwealth Ave. Allston MA. <6171731·9629 

looking a1 them as some local band. I'm do
ing the same job I did for Ric as for the 
New Models. 

Does rhe director come up wuh the 1dew, . 
visually speaking? 

Yes. You must sec whal will be good for 
them. The really big one'> like Raymond 
Mulcahy, these guy,; are getting paid to 
come up wi1h ideas. That'\ th~ market. l ',e 
broken in. It ·s greal, you're being hired as a 
director, as a crea tor. 

Any ups for people 11!./w want to make 
films or 1·1d<'m? 

Yeah. First is IO be intelligent. It makes me 
pissed v.hen I see bands, who might no1 be 
silly. presenting themselve~ like thal. Abso
lute idiots becau,;e ol a lack of creativity. 
You kno"', you can take a year•and-a-half 
to learn film, but that'\ not the point. The 
big 1hing is to put it 1oge1her in your head. 
Shot one is a tracking \h0t coming do,, n. 
cut to a medium shm, 1he11 v.e i.:ut to an ex
treme clo,;e-up, we come to the point ot 

view of. the person across ,he room. You 
have to kno,, what you are doing and write 
it that way. It'\ not just winging ii. It will 
save you money, and everylhing will look a 
lot better. 

As for budJ!e/? 
Record company budgets are ridiculous. 

Thirty grand for one song! Of course. e"
eryone is gelling paid a IOI of money. The 
camera man from Hollywood gets a lot of 
money. 

Just to the normal per,;on 0111 ,here, if 
1he1• co11/il J:CI 1heir own eq111p111e11t and 
tm(i!!<'t u 16 1111/1. film? 

For four 1hou\and dollars you can make 
something real good, if you have a good 
CrC\\. 

OA'. my /us, {/U<'H/011. Whal n your 
drt'a111? 

I hore I ha,c a re,, good feature film\ 
made. I mean, I !,,,no" I'll ha,c \0mc fea
ture film<,. I JU\l hope 1he} 're good! (laugh· 
ter) 

ODVH 
$4.00 from. 

mini-Ip cassette 
available now 

11U-[i~E! eox 433. 1104 COMMONWEAL TH AVE eos10N MA on1~ 
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cne wou ouc 
by Jim Puccio 

Eugene Chadbourne is vying for the title 
of World's Unlikeliest Guitar Hero. For 
one thing, there's 1he maller of his musical 
lineage. The man is as much an heir to the 
country swing of Les Paul (the man behind 
the guitar) as he is to the psychedelic nam
boyance of Jimi Hendrix or the rarified 
tweakings of avant guitarists like Derek 
Bailey or Fred 1-'rilh. Which cenainly pu1s 
him in a class by him,;e\f. 

Chadbourne is a patented American Ori
ginal. The kind of feUows with an intensely 
personal v1s1on ot how music could sound it 
only 1here weren't so many damn rules. 
Guys like this are few and far between. And 
though it often takes a long time to sink in, 
the impact these musicians bring to bear on 
the culture at large can be tremendous. No 
less than John Lydon has acknowledged 1hc 
great debl many punkers (including him
self) owe to Captain Beefheart. for exam
ple. The entire ,ogue of minimalism in 
",;erious music" is similarly indebted to 
Johr. Cage's experiments of the 1940's (and 
1hur hardlv even scratches the <,urface of 
v.hat he h~s 10 offer). 
30 Boston Rock .¥38 

Let's jus1 say that Eugene is a funny guy. 
He's simultaneously as "down-home" as 
Ma & Pa Kettle, as manic as anybody you'd 
care to name (Bruce Hampton, anyone?), 
as peculiar as Charles hes, irreverent as 
Spike Jones, and given a few years will pro
bably become as eclectic as Frank Zappa. 
Most imponantly, the man is genuinely un
pretentious and fantastically comic. An en
tertainer in the truest sense of the word. 

Although his stage presence might give 
you the impression of a hayseed from the 
fifth dimension, Chadbourne is originally 
from Colorado, where he spent his 
boyhood striving 10 play the psychedelic 
classics in garage bands with his pals. Like 
many others (myself included), when the 
tattered survivors of sixties rock were gasp
ing their last breaths, Eugene's taste for im
provisa1ion was forced to turn 10 jazz, free 
music and the a\eatoric fringe of the serious 
crowd. 

He turned professional in 1975. playing 
avant-garde prepared guitar, both solo and 
with trumpeter Toshinori Kondo. These 
shows ,,.,ere preny chaotic, v.ith Chad
bourne pulling stums like squeak ing bal
loons on the guitar strings and throwing fun 
snaps (little firecrackers that explode on 
contact) around the stage, while Kondo 

might vull out a "trumpet'' made out of a 
garden hose and a funnel, clomping it down 
on the noor, honking on it, electronically 
distorting the shit out of it, and so on. 

It was while tourmg the South in this in
carnation that Chadbourne first hit on 1he 
idea of integratmg C&W tunes into his set. 
At first this involved working barely-recog
nizable mutant versions of some of the 
more famous chestnuts into his free im
provs with Kondo. He later began 10 enter
tain the idea of playing whole sets of these 
songs, and attempted to get a band together 
from the various musicians he knew. This 
was harder than you might think, since 
most of them only knew or were interested 
in playing "avant'' music. 

Eventually the band got off the ground 
and was touring as The Chadbournes and 
billed as "free improvised country & west
ern bebop," all of which they later con
densed to Shockabilly. The more they 
toured, the wilder their repertoire became. 
Eugene kept adding Beatles songs, 60s clas
sics like "Psychotic Reaction" and "19th 
Nervous Breakdown," Hendrix send-ups 
and most recently a fiendish cross between 
psychedelic feedback wailing and driving 
hardcore. Yes, folks, Eugene is a Black Flag 
fan. It seems nothing is beyond his scope as 
the Grea1 Cultural Leveler. 

At a time when most musicians are in
creasingly turning 10 the hard & safe form
ula rather than risky (i.e. thought-provok
ing) innovation, Eugene Chadbourne 
stands as one of the very few leading lights 
in experimental music. No, he's not the 
leader of a new movemen1. Fortunately, it's 
too soon for that. There are no Chad
bourne clones on the horizon. There are no 
dress codes for this music. There are no 
rules for how to play it properly. Enjoy it 
while it lasts. 

Consumers note that all Chadbourne 
paraphenalia (records, cassettes, etc.) are 
available from Parachu1e Records (see be
low). Also, it may be of interest to some of 
you that Shockabilly is now under contract :t:~;~~ .Trade, with a single due out any 

Then there's Elliol Sharp, another im
provising avant guitarist of the 70s, who 
also doubled on sax. Although Elliot's 
shows were more new-agey than Eugene's 
sonic blasts , he 100 has altered course and 
taken to revamping the blues with ex-Girl 
Mark Dagley's Hi Sherrifs or Blue. While 
Sharp's principal function with the Sheriffs 
is to tend the sax, he is also credited with 
guitar and keyboards on their newest re
lease, Hi Sherrijs Of Blue (Jimboco, 12" 
EP). 

For those of you who have never heard 
the Sheriffs, imagine the Conlortions warp
ing blues material instead of funk, and 
fronted by a guitarist rather than the saxo
phonist, top all this off with a penchant for 
bad to fair sound quality and you pretty 
much get the picture. To be fair, the current 
EP is a considerable improvement over the 
last one in that it is actually listenable and 
the cover sports some words and pictures 
this time. Some may even feel that the 
crudeness of the recordings enhances the ef
fect of this music. / don't, but I can still en
joy it, which means these guys are getting 
by on their own merits, rather than those of 
their producer, and there's certainly some
thing to be said for 1ha1. 

Elliot has also been running his own tittle 
record label since the late 70s, the latest two 
releases of which are samplers of recent go
ings-on in the New York loft scene. Bo1h re
cords of course contain cuts by the Hi Sher
iffs of Blue. The first, Peripheral Vision 
(Zoar, LP) is fairly avoidable due to the 
cheap quality of the recordings and almost 
universally poor vocals. Which is too bad, 
because a number of these bands are the 
sort of noisy jazz-punk outfits that made 
the loft music of the late 70s so much fun. 

Staie OJ The Union (Zoar, LP) fares con
siderably better. Generally cleaner record
ings and a broad range of contributors (34 
in all) make this more of an attention-hold
er-and-grabber. In fact, if you really want 
to know who doe\ what, you absolutely 
must pay a!tention, because there are 17 

cuts on each side, neither of which is band
ed. Styles include rap, rants, com:rete elec
tronic music, a horn quartet, no-wave, jazz. 
punk and so forth, while the list of contnb
utors encompasses former and current 
members of units the likes of the Lounge 
Lizards, Henry Cow, Slapp Happy, Pulsal
lama, DNA, Material, the Contortions and 
the Fugs. Suue OJ The Union is a pretty vi
tal document which will probably prove to 
be necessary to most folks interested in the 
types of music it represents. 

Another interesting document here. II 
seems as though Paul Marotla has reformed 
the Slyrene Money Jass Band and trans
planted it from Cleveland (where II was a 
seminal part of the scene which brought 
you Pere Ubu and generally hatched indus
irial music in the US of the 70s) to New 
York (where it will no doubt be ignored as a 
provincial relic of times gone by). The re
cord is Charlotte Pressler's True Confes
sions (Mustard 12" EP), and a strange and 
entertaining one it is. 

Charlotte (another Clevo type) is respon
sible for vocals and tapes on the A-side. 
Most of the lyrics stem from a couple of 
lines she has written about a relationship 
(failed, we assume). Every 1ime the lyrics re
peat, she moves a few sounds around so 
that they still make sense to some extent, 
but mean something different. Since the re
petitions overlap, the overall effect is like 
hearing the vocals through an aural kaleido
scope. All of which works a lot better than 
my description would have you believe. 
Charlo11e's concocted a distinctive, oJd 
and deceptively moving piece here. 

The musical accompaniment provided by 
the Styrenes is a slow, repeating, almost 
ominous figure against which jazz ideas are 
thrown, particularly the soloing sax and 
Cecil Taylor-like piano runs. The nip is a 
remix of the first side, with the vocals re
moved, greater emphasis placed on the im
provs, and a long trombone solo added. 
Great stuff. I wish the Styrenes a long and 
continued life, whatever their actual incar
nation. May they collaborate with Char
lotte again. 

BENEATH CONTEMPT DEPT, 
Speaking of documents, Allen Ginsberg 

has just loosed his la1es1 version of one on 
the world, entitled Firsr Blues (John Ham
mond 2LP). It's elaborately packaged in a 
gatefold sleeve with lots of pix of Ginz par
ading about during some 60s anti-war ral
lies, mouth frozen mid-"om." There's even 
an 8-page tabloid newspaper of the lyrics to 
this record inserted in it. 

Which brings us to the most ridiculous 
aspect of the whole opus: Ginsberg is no 
longer content to merely intone, chant and 
breathe deeply. Now it's time 10 become a 
singing star. And who is to be the role mod
el? Why no less than Bob "Dylan" Zim
merman, of course. Gack. There's even an
other pictorial insert demonstrating Gins
berg receiving The Music Lesson at the 
hands of Bobby-boy. Clearly a case of the 
blind leading the blind. The records sound 
the way you think they sound. 

Sinking even deeper into the depths, we 
dredge up Divine's newest, Jungle Jezebel 
("0," LP). You'd think that a person as bi
zarre as Divine would record something as 
aurally peculiar as he is Visually, rather than 
a blatant attempt to cash in on the gay bar 
market. "You got what I want/You got 
what I need/Shoot your shot" indeed. This 
has to be insulting 10 everyone in the poten
tial target audience. 

ADDRESSES, 
Parachute Records, 2306 Sherwood St., 

Greensboro, NC 27403. 
Jimboco Records. POB 203, Ansonia 

Station, New York. NY 10023. 
Zoar Records, 29 Park Row, New York, 

NY 10038. 
Mustard Records, JOO Smith St., New 

York, Y 11201. 
John Hammond Records, 31 I West 57th 

St., Ne,,., York. NY 10019. 
"O" Records. Vanguard Recording So

.cie1y, 71 West 23rd St., Ne,,., York. NY 
10010. 
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LOU MIAMI and the Kozmetix 

the new self-titled debut mini-LP from one of Boston's 
best bands. 

on sale! $4.49 



Ullravo111.----------
Quartet 
(Chrysalis, LP) 

Quanet is a virtuoso piece of production. 
The synthesizer fills the room, instantly, 
with its full-spatial. orchestral sound. In 
fact, the sound quality is probably richer 
than the material itself. I li sten to "Reap 
The Wild Wind" and think, "This has 
wonderful texture." I listen closer. Lyrics 
glide by on acoustic piano nourishes, ,but 
nothing sticks. Words seem to be just some
thing to hang notes on. I listen further. It's 
artistic; it' s theatrical. Bold letters on the 
back of the tastefully artistic jacket an· 
nounce: "This album was digitally mas
tered.'' Yeah, but .. ? (Beth Bellis) 

Simple Minds······································ 
New Gold Dreams 
(A&M. LP) 

U2------------
Rarely, if ever. am I inclined to describe War 

U2; Larry, The Edge, Bono & Adam. 

an album as "shimmering." The word con- (Island, LP) I 
notes a certain blend of patience, beauty guitar.laced proselytization for the modern 
and multi·layered movement-perhaps it 's In the wo1d of music, there are petty world. The portentous lyrics, the music that 
a lamentably inexact word to apply to mu· concerns Uob~. boys/girls); moderate emo- lurks somewhere between Handel and 
sic, but the only one that accurately de- tlons (love/hate); true passions (political/ heavy-metal, has worked magic on many 
scribes Simple Minds' recent release. At its social views, l!:Xtreme forms of love/hate). (myself included), yet left others (the deaf, 
best, New Gold Dreams swirls through And there is U2: the emotionally.impaired) strangely unaf. 

songs on this record combine the brashness 
of the Yardbirds and early Stones, the level· 
headed psychedelia and harmonies of the 
Beatles and the Byrds, and a touch of 
Monkees and Mamas and Papas hokiness. 
"I'm In Line" could have stepped right off 
of Rubber Soul. "Mary Street" brings to 
mind the classic "Georgy Girl," and "How 
Is The Air Up There?" captures traces of 
Petula Clark's "Round Every Corner." A 
good revved.up debut from these four LA 
debutantes. (Marc English) 

Sport or Kings--------
Sing Mary Sing 
(Thermidor, LP) 

An excellent debut album; 1 've already 
worn my copy out. Outstanding features in
clude a thick and bristling guitar sound, 
non-cliched synth fills, and a crooner who 
sings real love songs about real situations, 
not fashion consciousness. These guys write 
exceptionally strong melodies with good 
harmonies. Very effective pop sensibilities 
blended with small doses of experimenta
lism but no syrup. The feelin~ is honest and 
straightforward. Recommended. (Thermi
dor, 912 Bancroft Way, Berkley, CA.) 
(Jim Puccio) 

tracks like "Promised You A Miracle," And today the millions cry, fected. War, U2's third effort, will not rad·._ _____________ _. 
"Gli11ering Prize" and "Someone Some- We eat and drink while tomorrow thev ically affect the composition of the band's 
where In Summertime" with a wonderful, dte, · audience; it s approach, pacing and quality 
sparkling energy. In their weaker moments, The real balfle has just begun. are all commensurate with Boy and Oc!O· 
Simple Minds have a tendency lo be more To dam, t~e victory Jesus won, ber. The only noticeable difference is that 
soothing than inspiring, but their emphasis On a Sunday, bloody Sunday. now the statement they are making is imme· 
on sinc~rity and well•crafted depth is in the In re1rospCct, it was perhaps inevitable diately comprehensible-there are few 

Various Artists--------
Rat Music For Rat People 
(Go, LP) 

right place and they succeed in satisfying that U2 would eventua ll y address the sub- veiled subtleties in War. This is a subject Hey! You like hardcore? Check out this 
nonetheless. Simple Minds-APB-Orange ject of war _! Their concerns have never that many before U2 have taken on, but selection: D.O.A., Flipper, Circle Jerks, 
Juice-Shaking Pyramids: more and more I seemed trivia) or mundane; the tone, 1he in- few have done it with comparable levels of Bad Brains, Crucifix, Dead Kennedys.: 
find myself dreaming of Scotland. (Scott tensity of lheir emotion has always bor· ariistic and emotional power. (Scott Pas· Black Flag, T.S.O.L., Avengers, and Dils. 
Pascucci) dered on the messianic: a sort of curious, cucci) all live, all circa '82, (except Dils, Avengers, 

1---------------+-,;,,;h.;,e;..;a.lb;,,;u;.m;;..;,is..;.fu.;,ll;;,;o;,;.f;;..;,w..;el..;l-c.;,r;,;.af..;te;,;.d..;..;m;,;.as;,,;te;,;.r;.-__ ..;. ___________ _. and D.O.A.-77, 79, 81 respectively). All 

Echo and the Bunnymen ·····----
Porcupine 

pieces. Highly recommended. (Mr. B) ~.
1
~.;.:e a~~ ~-S~~~i._.~s~:tia~rip~~~j~~; 

(Sire. LP) 
Meatmen ------···················· 
Crippled Children Suck 
(Touch and Go, T' EP) 

The musica l treats on this record, as on 
the 8/ud Sausage EP, fall into t"o categor· 
ies: insults to humanit y ("Bio" Me Jah" 
and the title track) and details of ou r de· 
praved heroes' home Jives ("'Mr. Tape
worm.'· "Orgy of I.'' "I Sin For A 

Roxy Music········-·········----- doesn't cut the mustard on !heir coon. 
The High Road (Mark English) 
(Warner Bros., mini LP) 

This generous (26 minutes) four song live 
sampler is a pleasant su rpri se. Clear pro
duction and clean musicianship doesn't 
make the record sound particularly " li ve," 
but the female voca lists add a nice touch all 
around. Rox y's version of Neil Young's 
"Like A Hurricane" is both intriguing and 
hysterical. (Harold Lepidus) 

The Style Council····-------1 
Speak Like A Child b/ w Party Chambers 
(Polydor Import. 7") 

Porrnpine, once and for all, proves that 
serious British pop music begins and ends 
with Echo and 1he Bunnymen. The ten cuts 
on this album are more than mere songs; 
they're EPICS! All the familiar Bunnyisms 
are still to be found: the jangly, strumming 
guitars, the distant and near-danceable 
drumbeat, and Ian McCulloch's dominat· 
ing, dramatic vocals. Porcupme is further 
embellished by some clever production 
techniques, and Mid-Eastern styled string 
arrangements. But for all their effort, the 
Bunnymen may be 100 clever for the casual 
listener. Porcupine is an acquired taste and 
I'm afraid that too few people are willing 10 

spend the time needed to investigate its sub
tleties. Such a shame. Even without "Back 
of Love," "The Cutter" and "Porcupine," 

~~i;:i·~ri~~~~;tdAl~~~tth:~~~~<;}r~

1

ex~~i •-------------• 

If somebody told me this was an unre
leased Jam song, I wouldn't be at all sur· 
prised: Paul Weller and (new) company'\ 
first release sounds like "The Great 
Depression" with "Absolute Beginners'' 
horns. It' s not a bad record, just a little dis· 
appointing. The b·side offers some hope 
with staccato and synthesizers, but it ''
nothing the Jam couldn't have handled'. 
Meet the new boss, same as the old boss. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

lent except the first, ''Blow Me Jah." 
I,; it as good as 1he first EP? Probably 

no1, but you ask "What Is?" \Veil, for one 
thing, lhe forthcoming Meatmen LP, which 
features the uncensored versions of the 
songs frolll 8/ud Sausage on one side and 
li ve tracks, on the 01her. (John Bruger) 

,,.NE~AVE 
ltAIRSAlON 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211 S 
262-9131 

The Bangles·-------
(Faulty Products, EP) 

Harken back to the groovy days of bell 
bottoms and green tambourines. The five 

t:Soston Hock #j8 jj 
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back issues: 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock. Kid Creole. 
Buzzcocks pt. I. Suade Cowboys. Plasmaucs. 
Roches, Brian Bram 
19. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts. Marth;i & the Murfins, 
Lenny Kil.ye. Son of Stiff, Iggy Pop, Capt Beefheart 
V1tamm, Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekoru. Au Pairs. 
Bound & Gagged. Outleu. SVT. Carlene Carter, the 
fa.st 
f l I. Elvis Coste llo pt. I, Squeeze, Sector 27. 
W1nwood. Fmh, U Peste 
/12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elv,s Costello pt 2. 
Bongos, Fteshtones. Rev1Uos. Jonuhan Richman, 
Rings 
Ill. Boomtown Rats, Lou M1am1. Shane Cham
pagne, Teardrop E:ic:p1odes. Blurt. Arthur Blythe, 
Doug Sahm. Johnny Cash 
114. The Dead Kennedys, Insect Surfers, U2, 
Method Actors. Steve Forbert, Brian Brain. 
Bauhaus. Mission of Burma 
/ 15. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour, The 
Units, Claudia Perry. Doug Simmons. Ric Ocasek 
#16. Garland Jeffreys, Will or Voodoo. Echo and 
the Bunnymen, The Rumour. Joan Jett, Marshall 
S1mpk,n 
117. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, Bob Mar
ley Photos. XTC. Charles Farren. Los Microwaves. 
Eventworks, Circus Mort 
118. The Jam Interview, Atlamtcs. John Cale, Joe 
Ely, Planet Street, U8'10. Native Tongue. GE Smith. 
Robert Klein 
119. C lash Interview, Neighborhoods Breakup. 
Billy Idol. Fad Gadget, Plastics. Boston Punk Scene, 
Readers Poll 
120. C ramps, Greg Kihn. Rock ·n· Roll Rumble. 
Stompers. Orchestral Manoeuvres, Ventures. let· 
ter from Martin Atkins. Heavy Metal. Alternu1ve 
Radio Guide 
121. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic Furs. Ci
ty Thrills. Killing Joke, Squeeze. Black Flag, 0. Johan
sen, T Petty. T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy Williams. 
#22. S pecials, GoGo's. X. Neats. Edith Massey. Ly
dia Lunch. November Group. Jerr and Jane Hudson, 
Peter Hammill. Rich Annlone. Englind '81 
Ill. Lene Lovich , Greg Hawkes. Malcolm Mclar
en Interview. Romeo Void, The Blnters. Ian 
Hunter. Willie Alexander. SS Decontrol. Sleepy 
LaBeef, 007. dBs 

/28. Romeo Void, Lo, Miami. Black Sibbath. The 
Dark.GI. Nick Lowe. Music Seminar. I 3 UP. Why 
Bands Move To Boston 
119. Stompers, Paul Weller Interview. Human 
league. V .. G1rlschool. B-52"s. Bongos. Fear. Joe 
Perry. Toots and the Maytals. Gun Club 
/30. The C lash, Enc Burdon. Circle Jerks. Ken 
Shelton. Sparks. Haircut 100. Tweeds. Slickee Boys. 
Boston Street Bands 
#l I. X, Motels. Stray Cats. Robert Ellis Orrall. SS 
Decontrol, Wipers. Comsat Angels. Independent 
Record Supplement 
/32. P ublic Image Inter view, Billy Idol. Clarence 
Clemons. Willie Alexander. Proletanat. flesheaters. 
Jon Butcher A1us 

Ill . T he Who, Jello B1afra, English Beat. Lords o f 
The New Church, Nico. Undertones, Ooh Ah Ah. 
MOC. The Brains. Heahn' of the Nation. The 
Oawgs. Nebulas 
13-4. Psychedelic Furs, M1uion of Burma. George 
Thorogood, Rubber Rodeo. Dream Syndicate. 
Grand Master Flash. Robm Lane. Del Fuegos. Jeff 

D.I.R.T. --------------------------------------------
Never Mind !ht· Dirt ~ Here's the Bullocks 
(Cra,;~. EP) 

flu, Or Pink Indians 
Strive to Survive Causing the I.cast 
Suffering Possible 
(Spidcrlcg, I P) 

Subhuman, 
The Day the Country Died 
(Spidcrlcg, LP) 

It'<:. ama,ing that I still run across people 
who say politics has no part in rock. 
Granted I don't believe 1ha1 all (or even 
most) arl \hould have a "message", but 
there are definitely times when I need that 
certain slam to the conscience. In the Siates 
\\e have bands like D.O.A., Dead Ken· 
nedys, M.D.C. and others- in England, 
Crass and the other "anarchy and peace" 
bands like those represented on these latest 
domestic releases. 

Elle n Foley············------
Ano1her Breath 
(Cleaveland lmcrnational/Epic) 

l.:llen folc). a \critable match.stir.:k of a 
lady with a huge voice, has alway'> been im· 
prcs,ive. But with the release of her third 
LP, a disturbing pattern emerge'> in the 
quality of the material she chooses to per· 
form: the producer doth a Foley album 
make. The Strummer/Jone.s handling or 
81 \ Spmr of Sr. Louis advanced Foley into 
the realm or new sounds, and experiment\, 
(like reggae and cabaret style singing for in· 
stance.) 

The new record returns the singer to her 
role as pop in1erpretcr but the songs aren't 
that distinguished; only "Boy's in the 
Auic .. break\ out with it's coy look at early 
love and lust. This is a manufactured pop 
LP, designed to produce a manufactured 
pop hit. Ellen Foley- and her voice
deserve much belier. (Caner Alan) 

EPT~t aD~~l~;;io~D~~
1
~iv~s r:i~~~rn:S:d:~~ --------------1 

none of the songs are labeled and there's no 
lyric sheet so most of the t ime it's tough 10 

figure- out what you're listeni ng to. The re· 
cording quali1y is variable, but Pig-Li1 War
riors shrill screeching voca ls come across 
fine. The highlight is a bizzarre punk ver
sion of "House of the Rising Sun" that 
ends in screams and chaos. Overall: it has 
its moments. 

Flux's LP is excellent with high produc· 
tion values and really fine songs. There's 
much more power and originaiit y to the 
guitar work than on their previous releases; 
but they continue with their themes of anti
v.ar, animal liberation and vcge1arianism. 
Highlights (there are many) include "Take 
Heed" (abou1 1he commercialization of the 
English punk movement- best lyrics I 've 
heard for quite a while), a nice version or 
''Tapioca Sunrise" (previously fea1ured on 
the War~asm comp) and a song called 
"Blinded by Science" (abou t 1he viv isec· 
lion of cats- not exactly what I th ink Tho· 
mas Dolby had in mind.) A must-listen-to. 

The Subhuman 's LP is even better
showing a fresh approach 10 a now-old 
form, risking more musically than most Bri
tish punk bands do. These guys also seem 10 
be having more fun railing against injustice 
than most or the others. The songs take on 
a wide variety of subjects a nd that keeps the 
pace going. The vocals are stro ng a nd clear, 
a nd that really contribu tes to the lyrics' im-
pact. Fave song: "Mickey Mouse is Dead." 
A must-own LP. (All distributed by 
Existeocil Music Inc .. PO Box 22, N.Y., 
N. Y. 10009). (Unc le Mark) 

The Stra nglers,------- -
Feline 
(Epic, LP) 

I think the Stranglers shou ld have taken a 
cue from Eno and tit led this album Music 
For Ele~·ators On The French Riviera. 
Funny that the Stranglers, of all people. 
should release an LP that wou ld n 't even 
disturb people sitting in dentists' offices. 
Did they do this just to see if they could? Is 
this some kind of weird joke? Or perhaps 
the ellect ol an extremely restric1ive record 
contract? Have 1hey become Jehovah's 
Witnesses? Or is it the onset of middle age? 

Let ii be known that 1he Stranglers have 
::iade some fine music in their time. 
Intricate, and at 1he same time raw and de· 
manding. Probably the most musically 
interesting band to come out of the original 
Punk Rock Explosion: start a lmost any
where with them and you·re li kely to come 
up with great stuff you'll be able to appre· 
ciate for years to come. My personal 
favorites are The Raven and the 
Cornwell/Williams LP,Nosferatu, but I'd 
avoid this one like the plague. {Jim Puccio) 

Certain General H•·············---
Holiday Of Love 

12-4. J. Geils Interview, Oevo. Tom Verlaine. 
Dangerous Birds, Trademarks. Boston Hardcore. 
The Rings. New Order. Phil Gen uh 

~~~!a;:in~u~::rview, Peter Wolf. The Bangles. t-----------------1 
Dangerous Birds. Peter Gabriel. Lene Lovich, The 

(Labor, 12" LP) 

These Genera ls seem to have caught on to 
the fact that their beloved Wave has already 
experienced its thunderous crash, rear· 
ranged the sand a bit. and is now humbly 
sliding back to the depths from which it 

125. Bia.ck Flag Interview, Readers Poll Results. 
Pete Shelley, Gun Club. Berlin Airlift, Local Band 
Review I I. Cramps. Elvis. Raybeats. Grace Jones. 
Salem Sound. Legal advice 
i26. Ric O casek, Red Rockers. Alan Vega. Boys 
Life. Panther Burns. Sex Execs, Police, Certain Gen· 
erals. Washington O C News. Battle of Broad 
Street 
117. Bush Tetras, Club Update. Neighborhoods. 
U2. Flipper. Young Snakes. Albert 0. Fleshtones. 
Waitresses. London and O C News 

Residents, Marshall Crenshaw. R.E M, Blues Astro
nauts, Eff1g1es, Man from Hoodoo. Best of '82 
136. Readers Poll Winners: November G roup, 
C lash and Ric O casek, Special Distribu tion 
Supplement, ABC. Burma Breakup. Thompson 
Twins. Bauhaus. Fools. John Orsi. The Three 
O'Clock. Richard Hell. Spnnga 
/J7. 0.0.A., Laurie Anderson. New Models. Bow 
Wow Wow, The Time. Members. Rolling Stones 
and Richard Hell Films. Arms Akimbo. Iggy Pop 

P hosphcncs ·········· ·····················~········ 
(Cnyo<e EP) 

On this 5·SOng 12", Phosphenes give les- once \veiled with such devastating fury. 
sons in creating tension. The guitar, bass Who wants to get caught on the shore at 
and drums are sharp and inventive, scme- low iide? Yecch. 
times almo.,, ingeneous in their sounds. To· This leaves them m the interesting posi· 
gether they create mounds of well-craf1ed tion of having arri\ed just in 1ime 10 con-
provocation u<:.ing despairing clanks, sub- sciously decide whether 10 play it ··sare·· 
dued feed bad,, dis1ortion, combined with a and hang their dreams on a fading scene. or 
slight Wire innucnce. Compared to the t'.:> probe into new areas and possibly be-
music, the vocab (a Human Se...:ual come vital figures in a ncv. movemem a:to· 
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s1G~;0~~-~it~:0~~~-~,~~ fai~~hs~~~t 1:~;a/':\

0
;:~~ t~~n~~e;;ra~;\;:~ 

268 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02~116. • -- NJ o70Jo. (fris<ram Loza") beuer than mam m lh,s field due lO their 
con,iderJble inst.rumemal talents and clean 
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Ip d h f II · b k · f B I ··Holiday Of l.0\C" and "Hello t'-ty God.'
0 

lease sen me t e O owing ac issues O oston . Fang------------------------------------------------- Bw,een the (WO. these folks ha>e managed 

I Rock: ----------------------1 Land Shark! to reintroduce ride cymbal\, glis<:.ed guitar 
(Boner Record.,, 12" EP) (proof that the gui1ari'lt\ root,. at least, arc 

I Name -----------------------1 in the earl~ \Cr,ion, or Pink Floyd and 
Better than Flipper ... funnier than 1hc Sc, Gong), raga rod, noating tem,ion and re· 

I Address ----------------------1 Pis1ot, ... Er. \\CII maybe not. but 1-"ang are lease in the mu,ic, undcr...iated irony in the 
prCll~ darn funny. If .. The \.loncy Will hric,, and the idea that a ,onl? L"an clock in 

City --------------~ State-------, Roll Righi In" ain't already a rod. ·n· roll ~t 6:49 and \till be too \horf. Kudo~ and I cla~,ic. i1 should be. Cowabunga! Boner good lud ... (l.abor Record,. PO Bo, 1262. 
I Zip (must include) --------------- I Record\, 2146 Boner St.. Bcrkclc), Peter Stu)\C\ant Station, ~y 10009.) _______ um ______ __,__ CA 94702. (\Ir. 13) (.lir11 l,t1L"cio) 
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Hot dog! Another band recreating the 
wild sounds or I %6-that's seventeen years 
ago! Didn't even need to open this baby up 
to know I'd love it. Fourteen great so ngs. 
Fourteen grea1 covers-fifteen ir you count 
the sleeve. Jr you haven't heard 'em before 
{e.g. Chocolate Watchband's '_'No Way 
Outt Moving Sidewalks' "99th Floor") 
they're all killers. Check out Greg Prevost's 
sneering love pant on "U11le White Lies." 
Piece and love. Mirror Records, 645 Titus 
A,e., Rochester, NY 14617. (Michael 
Skwared) 

Pete Townshend······················-··-·-····--
Scoop 
(Alco, 2 LP) 

Pete Townshend is a genius. He is also an 
asshole. These contradictions make him 
endlessly fascinating even when hi s music 
isn't. 

Johanna Wenl--------
Hyena 
(Posh Boy LP) 

Johanna Went is a performance artist 
from Sealtle who is known for gluing IO · 

gether thrirt slOre cast·offs into props and 
dolls that help illustrate her stage themes of 
sex, lood, blood, destruction and, most 
often, transformation. The musicians who 
accompany her play wha1ever 1hcy want 
and she sings "whatever comes ou1" or her 
mouth. Though li stening to a slab or vinyl is 
probably not the best way to appreciate all 
this, Johanna (aided by 11 musicians) has 
produced a· record of seven frenetic trances. 
Over layers of Miles·ish jazz, trash beat 
rock and spacc•laced improvisation, Jo
hanna spouts her off·the·deep-end vocals, 
moaning and gurgling her way through an 
original foreign language, a little like a West 
Coast Lydia Lunch. A video casseue is 
available, write Johanna at: PO Box 
29!071, L.A., CA 90029. 
(Tristram Lozaw) 

Sc~~~{et;\i~°!~~c~:,~; ~:~ena!egtt;gs~~~ ~---------------4 
demos he makes for 1he Who as only a few 
have seen the light of day. Scoop is such a 
collection, compiled by Townshend to satis· 
fy his fans and-coincidentally-to gel out 
of his solo recording contract. 

Th1s release is rather dissappointing. 
One.fourth of the songs are From the post· 
Kcith·Moon·cra.Who, hardly Townshend 's 
peak, and much of the rest never before 
made it onto ,inyl for obvious reasons. 

There are some interesting aspec1s that 
make the album worthwhile, however. The 
circa Who's Nex1 material so unds great 
without Roger Dahrey's less-personal 
vocals._the jazzy "To Barney Kessell" and 
shorter experimemal pieces reveal different 
sides ofTownshend's writing, and the help· 
ful liner no1es explain the his1ory of all the 
Winners and losers included here. 

So this so lo odds and sods can only be re· 
commended to the fanatic, and let' s hope 
that if there's a Scoop Pl. 2, someone like 
Ira Robbim will compile i1. 
(Harold Lepidus) 

Husker Du-·--·-·----····-·-··-··-·-·----··-·--···-
Everything Falls Apart 
(Reflex Records, LP) 

Twin City lads, Husker Du, bravely 
s1radd\e the musical region of chaos which 
bridges Hardcore and Missio n of Burma. 
and SURVIVE! Though occassionally sa· 
crificing originality m the attempt, their 
brand of articulate speed.rock is much 
preferred over today's generic punk junk. 
"From The Gut", "Everything Falls 
Apart", and "Gravity" are truly cool. but 
all tunes contain a riff or idea of some 
merit. High scores are al\o awarded for 
energy and commitment. Recommended. 
Reflex Records, 731 Pontiac Pl., Mendota 
Hts .. MN 55120. (Mc.Bi 

Richard Barone & James Mastro-··----·-·--·
Nuts and Bolts 
(Passport, LP) 

In this chapter of the Hoboken musical 
maelstrom, Richard Barone and James 
Mas1ro of the Bongos grab 1heir gu itars and 
head sout h 10 Mitch Easter's Drive- In Stu· 
dio in Winst0n-Salem, where th ey go back 
to basics. Back 10 a simpler, more acoustic 
sound, with shades of the Beatles, a cover 
of Tommy Roe' s ·'Dizzy" and a Tom Ver· 
laine sound-a like . Not simply "Half of the 
Bongos" as alleged on the cover, this album 
tastes of the pop of the fifties and sixties, a 
diverse and accessible sound, not to be con· 
fused with the slick, high·beat reminiscing 
of the eig hties. Highl y recommended, but 
compared to what? A thinner, more acous· 
tic Bongos? Steve Almaas' recent release? 
I'm 11.01 sure, but I like it. (Scott Pascucci) 

The Catch ---··-····-··-·-·-··-·-··-·--·-··-·----·--
Girls In Uniform 
(Splash, 12" EP) 

The four tunes here represent the first 
vi nyl effon for this Boston quartet. Some· 
what predictable in songy.,riting, the Catch 
excel in creating vocal harmonies that 
flaunt each song's hook. "Girls In Uni
form'' and ''It's Not Like You'' feature ar· 
resting pop melodies; the latter receives ad
ditional mileage from Millon Reder' s guitar 
blurtings. The EP mainly suffers from a be· 
nign production and recording job-but 
when a band is start ing out, who's got the 
money anyway? A commendable achieve. 
men!. (Splash Records, c/o Millon Reder, 
28 Manchester Rd .• Brookline, MA 02146) 
(Caner Alan) 

only 
$ 12.00 
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$3.50 
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"LIVE" 

LIMITED CA$.SETTE ~~ £~~-
EDlTlON -LIV~ ! at ~~ ~ 

r----------------------------,-
Yes! I'm hopelessly fucked up so 
send me GG's live cassette that is 
available only by mail! 

Name 
Address 
City _______ State _____ Zip ___ _ 

1 
Send to: GG Allin, PO Box 54, Hooksett, NH 03106. 

GGALLIN 
"Anger, death, violence, hatred, destruction, adventure, oral sex, savage, dtsgustmg amma/. 

IIm. You might not see these guys m the same club more than once. After repeated wammgs to 
calm down go ignored, they are shut off and thrown out; often by pohce and sometrme1 a"ested 
as in Lowell, MA for obscenity, disorderly conduct, and mcttmg a not, or in Sahsbury for destruc
tron and obscene gestures. But they refuse to compro1mse on anythmg. They will come out and 
a/tack and they will say and do exactly as they want. GG believes In no rules; he's-banned most 
everywhere. GG lJ a wddmon who knows no boundanes. He seems to thnve on pam, 11erbal and 
phys1Cal abuse. Nothmg bothers h11n (1/ II does, you wouldn't know 11). On stage he doesn't 
stand std/ for a nunute; from the most useless convulszons, to craw/Ing, 1umpzng. dzvmg, 
swzngmg, 1p11tmg at the crowd, selfmf11ct111g hH body with wounds, break,.ng and knocking 
thmgs over that get m his way, and an occas10nal fight wtth h1s audience. You can always expect 
the unexpected so don't get 100,:lose. I don't qulle know how to descnbe the music - trash punk, 
garage 1unk, puke, rubbish, dung ? GG doesn ·, seem to fit mto any scene. As he. would put zt, 
'I'm afuckup, I guess I'll always be.'" Dick Urine 

DISCOGRAPHY 
• Bored To Death, Beat Beat Beat , One Man Army (1979) EP Blood Records 
• Cheri Love Affair, 1980's R & R (1980) 45 Destiny Records 
• Always Was, Is and Always Shall Be ( 1980) LP Orange Records 

Bored To Death Automatic 
Beat Beat Beat I Need Adventure 
One Man Army Don't Talk To Me 
Assface Unpredictable 
Pussy Summit Meeting 1980's R & R 
Cheri Love Affair 

• Gimme Some Head, Dead Or Alive (1981) 45 Orange Records 
• You Hate Me & I Hate You, Automatic, Assface (1982) EP Orange Records 
• No Rules, A Fuckup, Up Against The Wall, New York City Tonight (1983) 

EP Orange Records 
• You'll Hate This Record comp. of 8 of America's Most Hated Bands (2 cuts) 
• Drink, Fight & Fuck, Hard Candy Cock, Make Me Bleed, available soon. 

DIS1RIBUTED BY ROUGH TRADE, SYSTEMATIC, 
CONSTANT CAUSE, B.A.D., ORANGE RECORDS 
NYC & 011-IERS. 

t---------------------------------------------------------~ 



Le~a l Weapon ••••••.....••••••••••.•••............ 
Your Weapon 
(Ar-.enal, LP) 

All records !>hould be thi., good. While 
there is nothing stril-ingly original about 
Legal Weapon's stripped·down heavy.me· 
tal material, }'o ur Weapon's succc!>S derives 
from the speed. finesse, and enihusia!.m 
tent 10 virtually every cut. Spooky \Ocalist 
Kat Arthur i~ ea!.ily their mo~t noticeable 
strength-but just as much credit should 
probably go to guitarist Brian Ham,en. 
Favorite cuts this week: "The Stare", 
''Bleeder\" and "Only Lmt For Today." 
Don't let the nimsy poster sleeve intimidate 
you. get both Your Weapon a nd their stun· 
ning debut Death Of /n11ocen('e imme
diately by writing Arsenal, PO Box 1083, 
Del Mar. CA 92014. (Greg Reibman) 

Seal t ies, ndrome T~ 0··························· 
(Engram·. LP) 

This is Engram's second sa mpler of 
Seattle bands. and the general impression is 
one of affluent white suburban kids des· 
peratcly trying to a\·oid working for daddy 
by forming bands to imi1a1e music that was 
already pretty narrowly defined a couple of 
years ago. I can JU!>l see them caning their 
equipment about in Firebirds and RX-7s 
and moaning about just h0\\ horribl y 
cliched heavv metal (or \\hatevcr else the 
working clas~ kids out there listen to) is. 

I have IO wonder if there are any blacks, 
hispanics or Italian-; in Seattle, because it 
sounds like the closest any of these bands 
ever got to listening to fun I- or soul wa\ the 
Thomp\on T\\im. Shoot an Alligator for 
me. (Engram. Box 2305. Seaulc, i,--------------'I WA 98111.) (Jim Puccio) 

Dark Da) ....... . . ... ............................... . 
WindO\\ 
(Plexus. LP) 

It's interesting that al1hough Crutchfield 
is the sole original member remaining in this 
band, it is now no longer kno"'n as R.L. 
Crutchfield's Dark Day. The guitarist and 
drummer of 1he Extermmallnl! Angel line· 
up have been replaced \\Hh a second key· 
boardist who doubles on electronic percus· 
sion. Big shakeup to ill effect. 

The band's previous releases always 
made me feel as though Crutchfield had 
en\'ied Oldfield's good fortune in landing 
the Erorcist soundtrack, and was deter· 
mined to go him one belier in terms of 
creepiness, at least. No"'. as a I we.piece 
keyboard.oriented unit. Dark Day just 
sounds like another formu la electro-band 
with dopey lyrics. despite the toy piano 
gimmick. There's even a spud song on this 
one called "Mr. Pota1ohead." Who needs 
it? (Plexus, 203 W 25th St., N.Y., 
NY 1000 1 ). (Jim Puccio) 

100 Flowers·············· ·························· 
100 Flowers 
(Happy Squid Records. LP) 

100 Flo\,er" ha\e an honorable hi story. 
Kno,,n as The Urinals in a prior lifetime, 
they'\e always held the front of LA's crea· 
tive music scene. Th is album (!heir first) de· 
monstrate<:> their versa1ility with a broad 
ra nge of vocal and instrumental gyrations 
which defy categoriLation. Side one is over· 
ly quirky, but "All Sexed Up" and "Our 
Fallout" rise above the confw,ion. Side 
two, ho\\ever. i<:. uniformily excellent \\ith 
"Strip Club", "Poltergeist<:. At Home", 
and "Funky Kjehl" as the standouts. The 
Flowers also win cover ,·er~ion of the year 
with a rippin' "Dizzy Ms. Lizzy"; almost 
didn't rccogniLc it. Highly recommended. 
Happy Squid Reco rds, PO Box 64 184, Los 
Angele~. CA 90064. (Mr. 8.) 

ROCK 
- MAIL ORDER-

Willie Alexander (Pure and Easy 12") 
.. AAWW!Bass Rocks " $4 99 

G G Allin (Orange Records 45) " You 
Hate Me & I Hate You/Pubhc Animal II' 1 .. 
$1.50 
G G Allin (Orange Records 45) " No 
Rules/A Fuck Up/Up Against the Wair· 
$1 50 

Ancestor Worship (cassette) $2 00 
Angry Young Bees (Beeswa)( 45) "You·re Not 
Talking/Square One .. $2 35 

Billy Bacon (Memoir LP) 811/y 's Revue $4 99 
Johnny Barnes (N1ghtcrawler 45) "Sudden Dea1h 
Overdrive " $2.50 
Mickey Bhss 45 $2 00 

Boys Lile vs Outlets (Modern Method 45) 
$200 
Boys Life (Seco 45) " Two Doors Down/I 
Found He, .. S2.00 

Boys Life EP S5 00 
Breakfast In Bed $5 00 

Dangerous Birds (Propane, 45) " Alpha 
Romeo/Smile On You, Face" S2 35 
The Dark (Darkworld EP) Darkwor/d $5.99 
The Dark (Darkworld 45) "JudyfYou Are In 
No Danger" $2.35 
The Dawgs (Sta, Rhythm LP) My Town $5.99 
Del Fuegos (45) ··1 Can'! Sleep/I'll Always 
Can Her Back" $2 .00 
Fabulous B1llygoons (Modern Method 12 .. EP) 
Rhapsady In Flatulence $4 00 
Flies (Czech Records 12· EPJ $4 99 
Foots (Johnny Apollo 45) "Hook In You .. $2.00 
The Freeze (Modern Method 7" EP) Guilty 
Face $2.35 
The Freeze (45) .. , Hate Tourists/Oon·i 
Forget Me Tommy" $2.00 

FU's K.11/ For Chnst EP $5 99 

Future Dads (Modern Method 45) " Dorchester 
Summer/Beatnik Beach Parly'' $2 00 
The Grem1es (Rebel Records 45) " No Surf1n· 
In Dorchester Bay" $2.00 
Heahn' of the Nahon (LP) Love Is the An· 
swer$749 

Incredible Casuals (Eat EPJ Lef'S Go SJ 99 
$399 

Incredible Casuals (Eat 45) ·P1cmc Ape" $2 35 
Jell & Jane Hudson (LP) Flesh $4 99 
Junk Mair (Free Records 45) " Break Off/No 
More TV" $2.00 

The Lifters (Bosstown 45) $2.00 
Limbo Race (45) 'Down & Backwardsl'Mhat It 
Is" $2 35 

The Lyres (Ace ot Hearts, 12" EPJ AHS·IOOS 
$399 

Men & Volts (Eat t 2" EPJ S4 50 
Message Units S2 00 
MIA'S (Lost Records EP) $4 99 
M1ss1on of Burma (Ace ol Hearts LP) Vs 
$7 29 

Mission ol Burma (Ace of Hearts. 45) 
"Academy Fight Song/Max Ernst" S2 50 
Mission of Burma (Ace of Hearts 12" EP) 
Signals. Calls and Marches $4 99 
Mission ol Burma (Ace of Hearts 45) "Tram 
Two/OK No Way " $2 25 
Monad {Monad Music 45) " Love Is The 
lesson" $1 99 

Native Tongue SJ 50 
Neats (Ace ot Hearts 12" EPI The Monkey·s 
Head In The Corner or The Room$4 99 
The Nebulas (Rap1urous Suspense 45) ··More 
Than Myst1!1ed/Escapade In Ink" $1 99 

Berlin················································ 
Pleasure Vit:tun 
(Geffen, LP) 

Can you say ,·om11wdi1y? Good. I like 
the \\ay your lips make a little "o" when 
you "ay that. Let's pay a \i"H 10 the Neigh· 
borhood and see ho,\ to mark.ct breathy, 
leggy ,;,ymhpop 10 horny pubescent boys. 
Can you .<,ay 1m!Je~ce111? (Jim Puccio) 

Phil lip G lass ···•············· ········•····•·•·•···· 
The Photographer 
(CBS. LP) 

Phillip Glass continues de\eloping the 
ab.<,tract musical themes that he .. tarted in 
Einsrem on the Beach. Various pattern<, and 
rhythms are inces,;,amly repeated and then. 
sometimes dramatically, so metimes subtly, 

changed. You listen difrcrcntly to hi.<, worh 
than you \\Ould to any other kind of music . 
It encourages you IO be aware of hov .. you 
listen and what the conscious ness of musi· 
cal pallern!> 1s about. This will have differ· 
cnt effects on different people. Some will 
fall asleep, -;omc will have an cpiphan). As 
for this latest effort, l wa\ somewha1 to 1he 
left of the latter. (Uncle Mark) 

'lick LO\.\-t'······································· ·· · 
The Abominable Showman 
(Columbia, LP) 

This album is finally starting 10 grow on 
me. Lo\,c's \\11 isn't as ~trong a~ i1 could 
be. but his record·mal,.ing instincts arc st ill 
intact. Thi s i.<, 1he kind of record you'd 
mal-e if you were married to Carlene Carter 
- full of \hmah,y IO\C songs and string ar· 
rangements. 11 is the Ba\her's most conm. 
tant effort in some !irne. (Harold Lepidus) 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, film and performance: 
copyrights, contracts, negotiations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount Auburn Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138 817/492-4400 

New Models (Modern Me1hod 45j Permanent 
Vacat1on/Sha1tered Windows· S2 00 
New Models (PVC 12 EPJ S,gnr & Sound 
s~ ixi 

,.,,,ncmticr <.,rour t\toJcrn \k1hoJ I~" I l'I ,,,. 
John0rsiS2.00 
Ou!kh (\11.)(.krn \kihnd .J'J "lk,t I ncnd, 
Bn~ht t 1~tu, .. S~ oo 
Produ,·1mn Club SI '7<; 

Prop,:lkr ,., (Neats CCCP·TV. Wild 
S1ares. Peopte In Stores)S2 SO 
Propeller •2 (Propeller EP) (21·645 
Dangerous Birds. Xmas. V.)S2 50 
Real Kids (Star Rhythm LP) Ou/la Place 
$4 99 

Red (Odds On Music EPJ S2 99 
Rubber Rodeo (Eat EPJ S4 99 
Se)( Execs (Sex Execs 12") S4 99 

Gary Shane and Detour (Pure & Easy Records 
45) · Johnny·s Coaltra1n· S2 50 

Gary Shane and the Detour (Pure and Easy 
Records LP) Forever On Your Way $7 49 
Someone & the Somebodies (Modern Me1hod 
45) "Nuevollan' S2 00 

SS Decontrol (Xcla1m/01schord LP) Um11ed 
Supply S5 99 
This Is Boston. Not LA (MOdern Method 
Comp1I LPJ S5 00 
Modern MethoCJ Hardcore EP S2 35 
A Wicked GooCJ Time vo1 I (Modern Method 
LP) $399 

A Wicked GooCJ Time Vol II (Modern Me1hod 
LP) $3 99 

The Trademarks (45) She Knows/Prisoner Qt 
Your Eyes S2 35 
Unnalura1 AKe (45) They Saved Hillers 
Bra1nfThe Man I eon·c Want To Be S2 00 
V (Propeller EP) So SJ 99 
Jimmy V1g1tone (Alpha•Med1a 45) ·1 Like It/ 
When The Radio s On·· S2 00 

Eddie Walker East Coast Fear SS 00 
Wild Stares (Propeller 45) A!! We Want" 
$200 

The Young Snakes (Ambiguous Records 12" 
EP) Bark Along With The Young Snakes $4 99 
Boston Rock Subscript ion (10 issues) S10.00 
Boston Rock T ·Shirt $5 00 (White w11h red & 
black leuers) 
S M L (circ1es1ze) 

r--------------·-----------------------------------------, 
Minimum order $5.00. 
Add $2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Outside the US add $3.00 
per order plus 50(: for each additional item. 

• Please allow four weeks for delivery. 

O Check or money order for: $ ______ enclosed. Make check 
payable to Boston Rock Inc. 

O Pleasecharge $. _______ -,---c--tomy D Visa D Master 
card # expiration date _______ _ 

signature 

Send to: 

Boston Rock Mailorder 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

[ Mast~ard -j 

Name ______________________ _ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City ________ State ____ Zip ______ 
1 ______________________ , ___________________________ : 

Bo:--ton Hock f;II') :1:-



... Phili. cont. 
natu re. For a few months last fall, the 
Buckets featured Cordy Swope on guitar 

:~:/e~~e:o&i ~~:tb:~;:i~!v~~s r:~ri~h~[d, 
as this trio rank among the few Philly 
musicians who show an appreciation for 
the subt ler side of pop. Singer/guit arist 
Richard Mason is a pop connoisseur from 
Boston, known there for his performances 
in the Jo.Steps and Tambourines Up! 
Drummer Mark Tanzer and bass player 
Kristen Yiengst are local scene veterans 
who, af1er passing through every 
"radical" phase from slam da ncing to 
banging on macaroni boxes (for 1he exper
imental Rad ios Silenl), have retreated imo 
a world of folky riffs and simple rock 
beats. Whi le Mason's vocal s some1imes 
so und a bit too caustic for 1he Bucket s' 
pop, his melodic/psychedelic guitar invests 
songs like "Xacto Knife" (their single) 
and "Something Else Again" with jusl 
the right amount o f speed . 

One band with a little too much speed 
is 1he Stickmen, who play ve ry fast and 
jumpy funk -rock-rap. UJ 's can accurately 
simulate the S1ick Men by mixing XTC's 
" Cross Wires" with a speeded up P-Funk 
bass riff. For a lo ng 1ime, that was the 
onl y way DJ' s could play the Stick Men, 
as it took them five years to come out 
with their fir st record. the 1982 Master 
Brew LP. With a S1ick Men EP due this 
spring, there now will be plenty of music 
for hyperactive dancers . 

The suburban P relty Poiso n are profi
cient wit h a variety of popular styles, 
ranging from ca1chy synthi-pop 10 tribal 
disco-rock. Whi le none of thei r music is 
exact ly what you'd call esoteric, their new 
EP, laced, has a co uple of unusual sur
prises. T he biggest surprise is Jade Sta r
ling's voice, which has developed in to 
somethi ng gutsier and livelier than most 
chart bou nd new wave-Siouxsie meets 
Donna Summer is the closes1 comparison . 
Another su rprise is Wh ey Cooler's inno
vative tape effects, which include, among 
other things, screaming babies mixed in 
with garbage trucks. 

Pretly Poison, Red Buckets, Sensory 
Fix and Bunnydrums a re all slated for in
clusion in an upcoming compilation LP 
on Burn Po tential Reco rds. Burn Poten
tial is owned by the ex-Philadelphian, 
New York an / comedy rock group Head 
C heese. Head C heese began collecting 
tapes a year ago , when Red Music (Stick 
Men, upcoming Executive Slacks EP) had 
similar plans. Red soon scrapped the idea, 
but thanks to the Cheeses, Phi ladelphia 
will be captured vinyl. 
Addresses: 
Burn Potential, PO Box 756, Cooper Sta
tion , New York, NY 10276 
Red Music, 810 Longfield Road, Philadel
phia, PA 19118 
Pretty Poison, Svengali Records, 3024 
Wa ldorf Ave., Camden, NJ 08105 

Richard Singer is a freelance writer tem
porarily living in New York; strangely 
enough, he'd rather be in Philadelphia. 

The Three Jo hns 
Pink Headed Bug b/ w Lucy In T he Rain 
(CNT Productions, single) 

" Pink Headed Bug" is a clever pastiche 
of Beat lish st udio and a rrangi ng tricks. Not 
a ripoff mind you , bu t rath er a well 
thought-out inco rporat io n of '60's met hods 
in a contempora ry selling. T ruly gea r. 
"Lucy's" more original; a slow mea nderin g 
bass stalks the rubbery gu ita r in a compel
ling ba llad fo rmat. Quite cool, and very re
commended. CNT Product io ns, Flat 
Th ree, Belle Vue Rd., Leeds 3 England. 
(Mr. B) 

Nash The Slash 
And You Tho ught You Were No rm al 
(PVC, LP) 

Known fo r being completely garbed , hat-

spa rse "Remember When ," which shows 
Mr. N. the S. in quite a different vein, and 
" Animal Jamboree, " which sounds like a 
forest at night. Not bad , not bad . (Marc 
th e English) 

:~~/kn:o:~sf~~db~~n;~i~~r~ f:~i~~~;r1;i ~~~ ~------------...,j 
ance. Not th at his music is bad , he's an ac-
complished vocalist, keyboardist and a vir
tuoso on electric vio lin and electric mando
lin . But to wa tch him saw away furiously 
and punch pre-set tapes while surrounded 
by the la1est gadgets and gizmos just 
doesn ' t thrill . 

Tom Tadlock --- - ----
" Body Ad " b/ w " Poker Keeno " 
(Subterranean) 

Nash's fift h solo release is packed with 
electric strings, synths, and rh yt hm •--------------! machines. '' Pretty Folks" and " RSVP" 
s1and out on the first side. "Citi zen" 
sounds 100 much li ke Dahrey singing the 

I wake up singing " Body Ad ," and ! 
don ' I know why. Tadlock has a weird 
twangy voice and he plays this 1hing called 
a n op1 igan th at so unds like polka, country 
weste rn and bal l-game music rolled into 
o ne. Product io n is O K but not great , but 
then again if it were, the song wo uld be 
really goofy. Wh o cares, it 's fun to listen 
to. (Subt erranean , 91 2 Bancroft Way, Ber
keley, CA 947 10 (Uncle Mark 

Bananarama --------------------------------------
Deep Sea Skiving 
(London, LP) 

Or "Greatest Hits. Vol. I'' in which this 
very a-peel-:ng three woman singing act 
take their fi\' e c; ingles (mostly covers). and a 
bunch of other so ngs (mostl y originals plus 
Paul Weller's "Docto r Love") to come up 
\\ith one great album. Bananarama appear 
neither arty or ,illy, they just use their nai 
vete to their advantage . The music is not 
complicated, but neither is it manipulated, 
and that' s really saying someth ing. (Harold 
Lepidus) 

Grace Jones - - -------
Living My Life 
(Island, LP) 

Ahh , more curvatio us music from the 
woman with the angular coiffure. If it were 
anyone o th er than G race, I wouldn 't be so 
enraptured , but her stylings continue to 
have that certa in magic. Of her lhree most 
recen t a ttempts, th is may be the weakest : 
the kicker, "Nipple To T he Bottle," pa les 
compared to " Bullshit" or "Pull Up To 
The Bumper , " while none of the ballads 
come close to "Pars." But on balance , still 
an excellent album. For those who've 
touched the pulse of New York at dawn, 
"The Apple Stretching" is especially enjoy
ab le. Take a bi te. (Scon Pascucci) 

Va rio us Arlists ----- --------------- ----------------
Pillows and Prayers 
(Cherry Red, LP) 

Who's " Baba O' Ril ey." Half 1he songs a re 
instru menta ls, to 1he Slash' s credi1. " The 
Hyp notist" is spaced-out rock and Mr. 
Nash goes wil d. My faves are the uiet and 
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BUY,SELL and TRADE 

BEST AREA PRICES 

STEREO SHOWROOM 

.. grooves to go 

ROB.TH SHOBE 
MUSIC COMPLEX 

107 :MUJl'B.OE ST., LYJl'Jl'1 KA 

Studio space available for bands and artists. Elevator, 
loading dock. Rentals by day, week or month from $15 . 
Booking and management for bands available. We also 
buy and sell new and used equipment, anything at all 

CALL: 898-9496 

Full time security guard present to insure your protec
tion and privacy. 

--------------

PillvwJ and Praiws. the current Cher ry 
Red label sampler, · offers up a whoppi ng 17 
ruts at a ridicu lo usly lo" price, "ith top 
tracks from Monochro me Set , Tho mas 
Leer. Joe Crow, Eyeless in Gaza, the Pas
sage and 1he Nightenga les . There' s even a 
nifty liulc poetic tirade against terrorist tOlS 

by Auila the S1ockbrokcr. You may find 
the fo lkish passages a litt le ,lo". but you'll 
never spend a beuer I hrec bui.:k\ . Write : 

A L O u l .A~ Lowest Prices 

... D ,- I ~ and i:~::Cords 
TO RESERVE SPACE 
IN CLUBLAND CALL: 

266-8787 

David Bowie -------------- ----------------·-·------
Lei 's Dance b/ w Cat Peop le (Putting Out 
Fire) 
(EMI -America , 7" and 12") 

Every1ime Mr. Jo nes decides 10 change 
his musica l direct io n (e\ery 17 seconds), the 
reaction is usua ll y a reso unding "YUK1 " . 
Well. I like these chic dance tun es, and so 
will everybody else once they wa rm up to 
them. " Cat People'· is more po werful 
and less pretenti ous than lhe original. 
"Let's Dance" isn't exactl y brillanl, bu1 the 
vocals a rc relatively compass ionate, and 
i1 will be a welcome relief on the dance 
noor. (Harold Lepidus) 

38 Bos ton Rock #38 

Bonapart e, 118 W. 3rd St.. NY 100 12. 
(Tris1ram Lozaw) 

Various Artists--------------- ---------------------
Compilation 
(Rough Trade Deu1schland, LP) 

Rough Trade' s gelling mellower over the 
years as is made clear by this la1cst mix of 
labelmatcs . The Compilation is a bit uneven 
(as are most) and just nol daring enough. 
Though not full y satis fying, there's s1ill a 
few gems to pluck. The Virgin Prunes' 
"Pagan Lovesong'' and the Raincoat s ' 
"No-One 's Little Girl" are the best of the 
lot, while Mufungo' s "El Salvador" is 
thrown in as the teaser. Not who le- heart
edly recommended. (Mr. B) 

310½ Park Ave. 
Worcester 

Monday thru Friday 11-8:30 
Saturday 10-5 

798-3657 

135 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 10-6 
Wednesday thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday 10-6 
798-0347 



(Corne To) Where It's At. 

The 
PRIME MOVERS 
Every Tuesday At Storyville 

645 Beacon Street 
Kenmore Square 

The Place To Be Is Where It's At. 

95C 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(401) 521-2520 

Located in the Cic Complex 
Free Parking 

schemers, Detectives, 
Parallel Fifth 

sat. 2 The Romantics 
$5.oo Sayne 

sun. 3 
$3.00 

Wed.6 
$4.00 

Thu. 7 
$2.00 

Fri. 8 
$3.00 

sat. g 
$3.00 

sun. 10 

Fri. 15 
$3.00 

sat. 1s 
$3.00 

New Rules 
cool It Reba 
Blind Dates, Volga 

Rockats 
Peter Dayton, Junk Mail 

Fools 
Planet Street, Threats 
The Goods, The Gift, 13 

Human Switchboard 
Parallel Fifth 
Magneetos 

Berlin Airlift 
The Dream 

sun. 11 Jeremy Anderson Dancers 
$3.00 

Fri. 22 The Neighborhoods 
S3.50 Real Kids 

sat. 23 Schemers, Enemy, 
$3.oo FOreign Legion 

Fri. 29 Hi Beams 
$3.00 

sat. 30 Lou Miami & Kozmetix 
$3.oo cosmetic 

coming. Fl pper, Modern English, 
Johnny Winter 

Living Room tickets available at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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Wed. Mar 30 Spring Garden Pary 

Fri 8 

Sat 9 

Sun 10 

Fri 15 

Mon 18 

Sat 23 

Jeff and Jane Hudson 
The Blackouts 

WBOS & The Channel present a benefit for Third Nall 

Richard Nolan & Third Rail 
The Catch 
Boardwalk Recording Artists 

!~.'= .. §~ompers 
The Enemy 
The Make 
Digney Fign!JS 

Robin Lane and 
The Shake 
The Atlantics 
All ages-doors open at 3 p.m. 

Kraut 
Dead Air, Vitamin 

Berlin Airlift 
No school-rock for all ages! 7 p.m. 

The Neighborhoods 
The Modern Electrics 

The Neighborhoods 
Arms Akimbo, Rods & Cones 

Flipper 

RALPHS Worcester 4/ 2 
CHANNEL Boston 4/ 8 

JONATHAN$ Salem 4/ 14 

RATHSKELLAR Boston 4/ 16 

SHERATON-BOSTON 4/ 20 
Leukemia Benefit 

STOR'YVILLE Boston 4/ 29 

Records available everywhere 
through Rounder 
Distribution. 

Management by Shaler. 617-927-7221 

April 17 at the Channel 

WDJM Presents . 

MICKEY BLISS 
and the Megabeat 

All Ages ' Only Boston Appeoronce' 
also featuring: F.U. 's, DYS and the Sex Execs 

r---------------~ 
: MID'CITY : ·~· o~-~~· :"a.: -, -l111iiiiiii~: 
I I 

I 
appearing at 

CHET'S LAST CALL 

I 
I 
I 
I 

April 15th I 
I watch for their upcommg 1mgle! I 

L---------------J 
Fri April 1 

Shrapnel 
Unattached • Cool Rays 

f-------------t Sat 2 

HAPPY BELATED 
BIRTHDAY 

MARY MENNA! 

REMEMBER THE DATE: 
SATURDAY, MAY 7 

FOR THE 
BOSTON ROCK 

MUSIC SEMINAR 
a Spit / Metro 

10 AM to 6 PM 

-includes five songs 

Call /6 I 7) 666-9266 
write. DIATRIBE 
c/o ARHELGER 
7 Albion S11eet 
Somerv11e. MA02143 

The Neats 
Arms Akimbo 

Thu 7 

Dangerous Birds 
Production Club 

Sat 9 
The Dream 

Mike Viola Alliance 
Wed 13 

Hopelessly Obscure 
Dogmatics • Volga 

Sat 16 
From NYC .. 

The Individuals 
Wed 20 

LATE RISERS CLUB 
WMBR BENEFIT 

Thu 21 

Digney Fignus 
Modern Electrics 

Fri 22 

Dish 
Hi Beams 

Sat 23 
From NYC 

Steve Almaas' 

Beat Rodeo 
Velvet Monkeys 
~ Fri 29 

Angry Young Bees 
Skatterbrains 
Rockaholics 

Sal30 
From NYC 

Bush Tetras 

Every Tuesday 
in April: 

Prime Movers 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 



l RELENTLESS 
COOKOUT 

MARCH29 
APRIL 1 
APRIL3 
APRIL6 
APRIL22 

THE CHANNEL 
CYCLORAMA 

THE PARADISE 
THE RAT 

INN SQUARE 

b r e a k f 
i n 

a s t 

b 

112 Broad Street, Boston 
lhu'IJr,h!l 
from ,vc 

Beastie Boys 
The Young And Useless 

Fnl\pull 

Christmas • Megabeat 

"" Del Fuegos 
Stic kball • Blank Rains 

t,um NYC 

Hoagie 
Jerry's Kids • Vision Decay 

Squirm 
Smegma And The Nuns 

Prime Movers 
Ward 8 • Hopelessly Obscure 

<;.111& 

The Proletariat 
Psycho 

1rom "<Y( 

The Undead 
Stranglehold 

S..tll 

Lyres • Dogmatics 

Kraut 
Freeze • Stranglehold 

Jd,Jh<·'" ,11,luh 

Dangerous Birds 

THURS - FRI - SA7 NIGHTS 
CALL HEIDI 423--1333 

e d 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO 

ROCK 
Boston Rock , 268 Newbury St. 

Boston. MA 02116 

TEN DOLLARS FOR TEN ISSUES 
u Check or money order enclosed 

Please charge to my Visa or Master 

Cardi ___ o.p 

S.gnature 

Name 

I Address _______ _ 

I City ____ State __ Z,p __ _ 

I A.rnudandOf°ov=.uaddS200perrswe L---------------~ 

.. 
Scotch 'n S•unds 

Thurs March 31 
Ne ighborhoods 

Fri April 1 
Berlin Airlift 

Sat 2 
Midnight Traveler 

Thurs 7 
Lowgi stics 

Fri 8 
Atlantics 

w Mike Viola Alliance 

Sat 9 
Orleans 

Thurs 14 
The Dream 

Neon 

Fri 15 
The Enemy 

Sat 16 
The Stampers 

Thurs 21 
Midnight Traveler 

Fri 22 
Robin Lane & The Shake 

Sat 23 
Robert Ellis Orrall 

Sat 30 
The Lines 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate Lant.:s 

584-1694 

ATTN. BANDS 
THIS SPACE 

AVAILABLE FOR 

$20.00 
{2 14" X 2") 

APRIL 19 at : 
.IUMPIN ' JACK FLASH 

-~,_.......____._ 
V 0 L G 

4 7 i.i\'iNi; iirnHti 
4 i:l s·i·oiiYV 1i ,u : 
4 141i\\l-:IIILI\S 

Sllll !CTIJUI : 
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~ Thur 31 
Neats 

Del Fuegos B Fri April 1 --Wild Kingdom 
Sat 2 ~ Didi Stewart & --

the Amplifiers 
~ Escorts 

Mon 4 .:::= 
Squad 16 N The Buddy System 

Tue 5 

1 I • Three Colors 
Wed 6 

Blue Shadow 
Thur 7 

Downtime --
Rods & Cones 

Fri 8 
Lou Miami & Kozmetix 

Stratford Survivors 
Sat 9 

Athens 
Viking 
Sun 10 

John Lincoln Wright & 
the Sour Mash Revue 

Wed 13 
Incredible Casuals 

Thur 14 
Dangerous Birds 

From Hoboken: 

Ward 8 
Sat 16 

Billy Price & the 
Keystone Rhythm Band 

Wed 20 
Unattached 

Hopelessly Obscure 
Fri 22 

Rubber Rodeo 
Relentless Cookout 

Sat 23 
Peter Dayton Band 

SKAtterbrains 
Wed 27 

A 
Children of Paradise 

Barn Barn 

-i '"'~"' Thu 28 
"'c0 The Reflectors 

Digney Fignus 

491-11872 
1350C1m~St. 

Inman Sq. , 
Cambrld9e 



by Sheena 

S1oryville lakes i1s name from lhe old 
red-light dis1ric1 of New Orleans, once the 
center of the American jazz scene. Boston's 
Storyville, now in Kenmore Square, opened 
in the 1940's, skittered about town, hosted 
luminaries like Billie Holliday, and finally 
closed. It was reopened just over a year 
ago, and the owners had plans to revive a 
great jazz-club tradition. It flopped com
pletely, despite lavish media coverage and 
advertising. Kate Touhy {who now runs 
Storyville) had been working for the owners 
of the building and was doing the book
keeping for the new jazz club; it was ~he 
who decided that despite the sad circum
stances of the fai lure, that ''business is busi
ness," and that it was time to get out of jazz 
and into something else. 

Along with assistant Jodi Goodman, 
Touhy began booking "alternative bands." 
"We did R&B for a few weeks during the 
summer of '82, but that did'h't do we ll. 
When we started looking into the local tal
ent scene, in September, 1hings really start
ed taking off, and we've been doing better 
each week." 

I ask if she sees Storyville becoming more 
of a "showcase" for out-of-town bands, or 
if it will fill the gap left by Cantone's and 
remain oriented toward local bands. 
"We're getting a much firmer idea of where 
we're going," says Kate. "We're getting 
calls from out-of-town bands, although it's 
not like New York-a band can't play the 
Rat one night and Storyville the nex1 night. 
We get bands calling us up at the last min
ute trying to gel gigs now though, we're 
starting to hook up with tours and siuff like 
that. At the same time we wan1 10 support 
local bands. . there's a real need for local 
talent to have a place 10 play." 

Touhy reports no problems with the po
lice, and at Storyville bouncers don't exist: 
"There ·are people like me and the bartend
ers who work here, and we try 10 handle the 
problems ourselves. I don't want to adver-

..,. Story wit/Jin a Story~ 
tise that we don't have bouncers-but it's a band and the club io business together. We 
nice club, and people act accordingly; work out payment based on whe1her they're 
there's not a mark on the whole club. If new, if they have a record, is this their first 
people are 1rea1ed with respect, they'll act time in (which, at Storyvillc, is practically 
respec1fully." everyone). It's their right to stand at the 

The bigges1 problem during the first door and see who's coming in. If the bands 
momhs was the sound sys1em; bit by bit are unhappy about something, we want to 
they've finally got it in shape and employed discuss it before anything else." 
a regular soundman; Kate's next project is One interes1ing step that Storyvill e has 
to gel a DJ busy spinning. In the meantime, taken is to hire Kathei Logue (of "Candy 
WZBC will provide taped music. Obvious- and Crass," local band management, etc.) 
ly, the club was designed as a sit-down jazz to assis1 with promotions, not so much 
venue, and !here is a lot of work involved in from the club angle as from the band angle . 
converting it to a s1and-up rock place: en· Logue works with.the bands to teach them 
larging 1he stage, video installation, and how 10 do promotion; for example, Story-
moving 1he bar are some of the headaches. ville has an "on-call" graphic artist avail-

Payment for bands-often a problem ab le to bands to help with posters and ny-
area-is worked out individually between ers. Logue explains: "Bands do need help. 
club and band. "We don'1 have a payment Many of them are new, they don't have 
policy because we're 100 new. I see it as the managers, they don't do promotion. I'll 

call bands, mee1 with them, and teach them 
how 10 promote themselves-not jus1 for 
their Storyvi ll e gig, but for other gigs as well 
-10 phone radio stations, take LPs 
around, make posters. For out-of-town 
bands, I'll call 1hem and say 'Send me 10 re
cords,' and then I can do some promotional 
work for them too. What I like about this is 
that I'm not just helping Storyville, I'm 
helping the whole scene." 

On the subject of hardcore and all ages 
gigs, Kate is very lukewarm, but it's mainly 
for business reasons. ''It wa~ okay when we 
did the all ages thing, I was happy to do it, 
but from a financial standpoint it's a loss. 
There was no problem a1 the gig, no anxie
ty, but this is a big room with a big over
head, and to open it up on Sunday after
noon, and get the staff in just doesn't make 
sense financially. We have to make our 
money at the bar." 

Jodi and Kate choose bands by listening 
to tapes-"We listen and re-listen. If bands 
send us a second or a third tape, we always 
listen, maybe the firs! tape was bad, tha1 
kind of thing. We're open to all new 
talent." 

Bands wanting gigs should call Jodi at 
(617) 266-0860 (she's also a s1udent at 
UMass, so keep trying), and send tapes and 
promo material. 

From the spectator standpoint, bear in 
mind that StoryviJle's usual door-charge is 
$3.00, maybe $4.00 for out-of-town bands, 
and $2.00 on Tuesdays. Drinks are compar
atively cheap, and there are "drink 
specials" on Tuesdays and Thursdays: "It's 
as cheap as we can possibly make it," says 
Touhy. 

Storyville is a young club, and in a busi
ness where success is always uncertain, they 
will have to strike the right balance in their 
booking and avoid the familiar pi1falls; 
Touhy's strategy sounds promising: "I see 
us as part of a developing 'mid-level' scene 
-we're really part of that. We're booking 
progressively ... and al the same time not 
shutting out local bands." 

COMING: 

DAVID BOWIE 

peQ{JiJeq2_) 

THE ALBUM 

"LET'S DANCE" 

__) 

vCZECH Records mojo mgmt 78 Hillside 113 Roxbury 02120 

42 Boston Rock #38 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTIES PLAZA 
SAUGUS, MASS. (617) 233-7805 



elebrity Secrets:---

CJOD 
Who are your heroes? Oedipus; my grandmother, Rose Sorvillo. 
Who, or what do you like most? Throwing a party every night at Spit 
and not having to clean up. 
Who influenced you the least musically? Anyone in opera, rockabilly, 
or jazz. 
The most? John Foxx ,and my cousins Carol, Pat, and Rosemarie .. 
Favorite Records? Jeff & Jane Hudson "Flesh" LP; Malcolm 
McLaren "Buffalo Gals"; Soul Sonic Force "Looking For The Per
fect Beat." 
Favorite Books: 1984; A Separate Peace (John Knowles); The 
Complete Dictionary to Prime Time TV Shows 1946-Present; The 
Sexual Outlaw (John Rechy). 
Movies: To Have & Have Not; (Bogart/Bacall); Metropolis; Blade 

.. . Dexy's cont. 
cording was done; from those sessions the 
single "Plan B" was taken, released against 
the group's wishes. They switched labels, 
but not until after a draining legal battle. 

This team put out two singles in 1981, 
"Show Me" /"Soon" and "Liars A to E." 
But it was their live show that was reported
ly the definitive statement of this grouping. 
Under the banner of The Projected Passion 
Revue, it had a highly-acclaimed three
night stand at London's hallowed Old Vic 
Theatre. "It was incredibly different to 
what was happening at that time," 
remembers Rowland. "People used to say it 
was more like a gospel_ meeting than a 
pop concert. It was either embarrassingly 
bad or brilliant." He regrets not having 
made an album with the Dexys II line-up; 
he's sure it could have stood right up there 
with Searching For The Young Soul Rebels 
and Too-Rye-Ay. 

1982 saw a turning point for Dexys with 
the release of the "Celtic Soul Brothers" 
single. By now Rowland had linked up with 
The Emerald Express , violinists Helen 
O'Hara (a classically-trained musician who 
Rowland met at a bus stop) and Steve Bren
nan. Fiddles were integrated into the Dexys 
sound with an overall acoustic emphasis 
that was tackled with energy and confi
dence. 

With the subsequent release of "Come 
On Eileen" and Too-Rye-Ay came the un
veiling of the third Dexys Look: photo ses
sions found them as a merry band of wan
dering gypsies, overall'd and kerchief'd, 
toting fiddles, recorders, and accordions. 

In its own way, Too-Rye-Ay's acoustic 
thrust is as effective as the winning bombast 
of Searching For The Young Soul Rebels. 
The horn punch is still there, but otherwise 
the coloring is done by the fiddles, giving a 
tamer, more even-handed effect. Overall, 
the edge of urgency has been tempered , and 
although Rowland 's concerns remain much 
the same, there is less holier-than-thou fin
ger-pointing, more of a conciliatory tone. 
The blinkered bitterness of the original 
Dexys has been relaxed as Rowland's view 
has widened to take in more of the world 
around him. 

As originally released in the UK, Too-

Rye-Ay stands as one of the most perfectly 
constructed albums in recent years, a uni
fied and moving 46-minute experience. Side 
one provides a series of appetizers, such'as 
the introductory "Celtic Soul Brothers," 
the declaration "Let's Make This 
Precious," and a tip of the hat to Rowland 
idol Van Morrison with a cover of his 
"Jackie Wilson Said." Side two gets down 
to business with a vengeance, starting with 
the uncredited vocal and piano "Soon" 
which serves as an intro to the strident 
''Plan B.'' Through tight segues, the intens
ity builds towards the album's centerpiece, 
"Until I Believe In My Soul. " This song is 
Rowland's most wrenching personal state
ment since "Keep It Part Two," though it is 
more of a catharsis than a nightmare. It at
tains an epic quality while evincing a sense 
of humor. Musically it's got everything but 
the kitchen sink, from a jazz alto solo to 
meandering whistling, and Rowland really 
gives a performance as he seems to be grop
ing for the right words. This sense of a cul
mination lifts Too-Rye-Ay to the status of 
an odyssey on Rowland's part, not in any 
heavy-handed or narrative sense, but there 
is a feeling of some kind of personal pro
gress being made. 

When we have climbed the mountain we 
receive the reward : the effervescent "Come 
On Eileen" is a perfect pop song, and 
comes as the perfect release at that point of 
the album. Unfortunately,,..the American 
Too-Rye-Ay has "Eileen" stuck in the mid
dle of the album: a criminal mistake, since 
the emotional now had been so deliberately 
directed . 

The Dexys Midnight Runners that ap
peared at Metro contained only about half 
of those that played on Too-Rye-Ay; the 
rest are new additions. Rowland describes 
the new set-up: "There's a nucleus of me, 
Billy Adams, Seb Shelton, and Helen 
O'Hara. The rest are like a reserve squad; 
they're in the group, but they're not with us 
all the time. When we're working on ideas 
we just have the four of us, and then when 
we're ready to present them we get the rest 
of the group in. It just got ridiculous, trying 
to have eight people in the group; trying to 
have eight people going in 1he same direc
tion is really hard. But people have 't his im
pression that Dexys is kind o f a noating 

ODD 
I 

Runner; Road Warrior; Bedazzled; The Black Cat (Karloff/Lugosi). 
Favorite TV Shows? I Love Lucy; Dallas; Burns & Allen; Enter
tainment Tonight; Johnny Carson. 
Favorite Performance: I'm not a particularly great fan of live music 
but I always like seeing Jeff & Jane Hudson and the November 
Group. 
Favorite Sport: (active) Spinning Records; (passi;e) watching TV. 
What do y9u see in the future? A chain of Spit drive-in dance clubs! 
What is, for you, the height of misery? No longer having a radio 
show. 
What is your idea of happiness? Why, deposing JR and becoming 
president of Ewing Oil, didn't you know that? 
Dream Dare: Pat Lyons. 1 

thing that musicians come and go through, 
that I just get anybody in, but that 's not 
true at all.'' 

The all-important songwriting-partner's 
p~ition is now filled by Billy Adams. 
"Things started to go wrong with Jimmy 
Patterson about eighteen months ago," 
says Rowland. Now, with Billy, it's great. 
He's brutally honest, and I really I rust what 
he thinks. " 

Helen O'Hara's presence comes as a 
pleasant surprise, considering the male bas
tion that Oexys once was. "It's changed 
things a lot," agrees Rowland. "I mean, in 
1980 it would have been wrong 10 have a 
woman in the group, definitely, I would 
never have considered it. I don't care whe
ther it's sexist or whatever; it would have 
weakened the image. It wasn't because it 
was a boys-together image, i1 was just a 
very male thing, there's nothing wrong with 
that. But when we started working on ideas 
like the 'Celtic Soul Brothers' and 'All In 
All,' stuff like that, it just seemed the righ1 
thing to do. When Helen came along it 
seemed perfect." 

The Metro show was probably only a 
glimpse of what this band is capable of. It 
was very good, and intermittently shone, 
but suffered from a certain rustiness that 
hindered its power (it was the tour debut). 
The loosening-up process after a few songs 
was a bit too visible, especially by Rowland; 
you could see the wheels turning in his 
head, where there should have been aban
don . 

The strong, sporting the aforementioned 
new Look, Dexys opened with a version of 
the 70s Philly sou l classic "T.S.O.P." The 
set was a blending of most of Too-Rye-Ay 
with reworkings of some of the older Dexys 
material, from the s1ru1ting "Tell Me When 
My Light Turns Green" 10 the ballad of 
desperation " I Couldn't Help If I Tried." 
It was far from a one-man show. The raga
muffin band was in mot.ion as much as pos
sible on the cramped Metro stage, and 1heir 
rousing back-up vocals served as a running 
counterpoint to Rowland's ravings. 

The elements were there for a kind of 
dramatic unity, mos1ly'in the form of ex
tended raps by Rowland wh ich often set up 
the segues. When those raps worked they 
were a beauty to behold. Rowland would 

meander off on some god forsaken tangent, 

1
3.nd seemingly against all odds manage to 
plug back into the song going on around 
;him just in time for the crescendo. When 
;they didn'·t work, obscure metaphors quick-
11y !urned to hot air. 
· But in spite of the pacing problems, the 
appreciative crowd responded favorably 10 
the Midnight Runners' unique dignity and 
their dedication to being more than just an

. other band. The door is open: Come on 
Dexys. 

Spiritual Passion and a Craftman 's Care. 
A Positive Force with a Hint of Despair. 
-from the label of the "Liars A to E" sin
k. 

... Phili. continued 
Best local fanzine: Twisted Image. Hi

larious interviews with X and PiL make 
this one worth the price. Besides, it 's free! 

The Renegades have been signed 10 415 
for some reason. 

The Stir-ups, an all-female rockabilly 
band, are starting to make some noise 
around 1own. Elements or Style are cur
rently recording a demo tape. 

Silhouelte's lead vocalist and songwrit 
er, Michael Molenda, is pulling the final 
touches on a "rock cantata" due 10 be 
unveiled this spring. 

Sama Cruz's only contribution to the 
civilized world, The Call, have released 
their la1est, Modern Romans, on Poly
gram. 

Be on the look-out for the latest release 
of one of San Francisco's finest bands
the 8-Team. Their Buy American EP, in
cluding the scorching "Damage," will be 
out in April. 

So things are pre1ty exciting here in the 
Bay Area, right? Well consider this: Nom
inated for best group for this year's Sam
mie awards (Bay Area Music Awards) are 
Journey , lhe Gralefol Dead, Jerrerson 
Slarship, Huey Lewis and lhe News and, 
as a token gesture, Romeo Void. What, 
no Dead Kennedys? 

There will always be a moon over 
Marin. 

And there will always be freelancer Eric 
lefcowitz to 1el/ us on which bands it 
doth shine. 
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... Eng. cont. 
got in all right , ar1er paying .f4 to a half-pint 
scalper for a ,fl.SO ticket. Musical Youth 
were very good, but no revelation. They're 
certai nly musically talented, but their stage 
presence was too stiff and straigh t-faced . 
Experience should loosen them up. Sti ll, it 
was such a gas seeing all those ebony and 
ivory tykes skanking around; eve n the par
ent s were having a good 1ime. The incredi
ble bond between Musical Youth and the 
audience of their peers made for a magical 
afternoon. 

The story I've gotten the most mileage 
out of since I got back is when I saw The 
Damned. I'm happy to inform everyone: 
they're still ANIMALS. Age has not mel
lowed them. Case in point: when a mal
functioning guitar caused a break in the 
proceedings, volatile drummer Ral Scabies 
stood up from his stool, turned 'round, and 
took a piss against the backdrop. They've 
got a new keyboard player who was chosen 
because he was the ugliest geezer guitarist 
Captain Sensible had ever seen. They still 
physically abuse their roadies. Nice to know 
some things never change. Even though the 
new Damned album is abysmal, they are ex
periencing a bit of a renaissance due to the 
recent stardom of Captain Sensible, whose 

cover of Rodgers and Hammerstein 's 
" Happy Talk" made Number One, and 
whose solo a lbum is a well-deserved hit. He 
greeted his fans with tongue-in-cheek melo
dramatic gracio usness, and was adoringly 
hailed with waves of gob and silly-string. 
The final encore was an old-fashioned sing
along of " Happy Talk" led by the Captain 
and ghou li sh lead singer Da"e Vanian, 
which precipitated a jubi lant stage im·asion 
and an impromptu performance by an ama
leur juggler. 

ABC was in the midst of making a movie 
when I was in London; I was lucky enough 
to be invited 10 watch the filmin g of so me 
concert sequence!>. When completed , the 
hour-long feature, called Mon Trap, will be 
shown at British movie 1hea1res and possi
bly on British TV; it will hopefull y make it 
onto cab le TV here . It is being directed by 
Julian Temple , who did ABC's " Po ison 
Arrow" video, and directed the brilliant 
Grear Rock 'n 'Roll Swindle (the st ill-un
see n-in -Boston Sex Pistols saga). Mon 
Trap's script, co-written by Temple and 
Martin Fry, involves spies, suspense, and of 
co urse a femme fatale. The co ncert footage 
was filmed al a legitimate theatre off Pica
dilly C ircus. ABC fan club members from 
the London area were invited to act as the 
audience; this meant SOOJ'o were screaming 
14-year-old gi rls. Sax player Stephen Single-

ton 's mom, who runs the fan club, acted as 
hostess and crowd-controller. The next 
week, Fry and Temple were off to do loca
tion shots in the major capitals of Europe. 
Tough life. 

Every few months London's lnsti1ute of 
Contemporary Art showcases bands from 
all around the U.K. Here's a sampling of 
what I saw there, in descending order , of 
preference: 
Frank Chickens: These three Japanese girls, 
dressed in tuxedos, sing along in Japanese 
to rather cheesy backing tapes, do dance 
routines and mime. They are natural story
tellers, who immediately draw the audience 
m with their skill, warmth, invention, and 
above all, humor. 
Everything But The Girl: Tracey Thorn 
sings, Ben Watl plays guitar: simple, fresh, 
immediately pleasurable. Paul Weller 
joined them onstage for a delicate rendition 
of hi s "English Rose," and later "The Girl 
From lpanema." Try to find their single of 
Cole Porter's "Night and Day." 
Shriekback: Barry Andrews, keyboards, 
and Dave Allen, bass, you may already 
know. Shriekback put to get her a stimulat 
ing, steamy so und built up texture by tex
ture. 
Benjamin Zephaniah: breadlocked Rasta
farian poet whose explosive, angry verses 
are made even sharper by their wicked wit, 

and whose an imated, aggressive perform
ance style makes Linton Kwesi Johnson 
look like Noel Coward. 
Dennis Bovell: This reggae dubmastcr su
preme (a.k.a. Blackbeard) gave a solo per
fo rm ance nanked by his not-always-obedi
ent tape machine. He toasted over some 
older tapes, gyrated his chubby self seduc-
1ively around the stage, and debuted some 
ho! tapes of his latest projec1 the reggae/ 
funk Dub Band. 
3 Mustapha 3: The musical equi\'alent of 
Andy Kaufman. They have a tinny, Arabic
innuenced music that sounds like some
thing right out of a gypsy tea-room. After a 
while you realize that these guys, playing 
violin, cello, accordion, and tambourine, 
cheerfully introduci ng each song in broken 
Engli sh, are really just five limey blokes 
dressed up in fezes. 
Joboxers: At first I cou ldn 't figure o ut why 
I fell so hostile 10 these guys (a good start 
would be their silly Dead-End Kid dress 
s1yle). They ha ve a light , well-crafted 
sound: a little swi ng, a littlt: rockabilly, a lit 
tle ska, a little soul. It soon hit me that they 
had no heart whatsoever; like infuriating 
little automatons, 1hey cou ld have been 
playing anything (all members except the 
singer used 10 be The Subwa) Seel). The 
[11glish press is currently boosting them-I 
,ay be wary. 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
MUSICIANS 
ND BASS W/ STVLE, voes, 
CHOPS fr gigs/studio. No no
vices. Beatles2Bauhaus lnjun
Palo drones. USAR&B. Eye
less Gaza. Blind Lemon Jeff. 
Eno. Elvis. Aggression. 
783-5552. Keep trying. 

ROCK SAX player looking for 
Boston/ Local bands to gig/re
cord with ... I'm 18 w/8 yrs 
playing exper. Doug 
324-2559. 

WANTED 
Wanted to buy/ borrow/ trade: 
Live/studio tapes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/ Lyres, Del 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75) Mod 
Lovers, Men & Volts. Please in
clude litles, date, qualily. 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
SI., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

BANG! IS COM ING! IS 
COMING BANG! IS COM
IN G Look for it at your news
stand soon. 
Ed Slota needs records & tapes 
c/o WRIU 362 Memorial Un· 
ion Kingston RI 02881 Citibeat 
Sa1. 7 p.m. 90.3 WRIU. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/ Local 45s. Must be 
in·good condition. Call John at 
247-3007. 

FOR SALE 
Wayside Music offers contem
porary/modern/avant LP 's & 
tapes at very reasonable prices: 
many al S2-S6! Both import & 
domestic independent labels 
like Metalanguage, Palace of 
Lights, Recommended, DYS, 
& bands like Von Zamala, 
Stickmen, Art Zoyd, Univers 
Zero, The Work, R. Stevie 
Moore, Fred Frith, Etron Fou, 
etc. Writ '! for your free cata
logue . Wayside Music, Box 
6517-BR, Wheaton, MD20906-
0517. 

PROMO POSTERS: DOORS, 
DEF LEPPARD, SURVIVOR 
$4 EACH ALL FOR $8. Wen
dy Davis, 6244 Kiernan Or., 
Carmichael, CA .. 95608. Trade 
or buy most Cars promos. 
Now available! Broken Eng
lish 's new 45 " In Love With 
Me" b/w "Heartbreak." Send 
$2.50 ppd check or monc~ or
der Intense Records, 2421 West 
Prati #834 Chicago IL 60645. 

Individual and band Classffied ads cost $1 .00 per line. 
The business rate is $1,50 per line. Boldface is available 
at a rate of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold . 
Listings of stolen musical equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on this page is available at a rate of $8.00 
per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads that are not 
camera ready are subject to a $10.00 production fee . 

Please include name and address whether or not you run 
It in your ad. 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classifieds 
over the phone, (617) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mall to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds lffil 
268 Newbury Street -
Boston, MA 02116 

I wg· I .-
Our classified deadline Is the second Monday of each 
month. BOSTON ROCK is published on the last Wednes· 
day of the same month . 

PLASMATICS PHOTOS! Set 
of 12 for$ 10. Also have 01hers. 
Send check or money orders to: 
Input On Produc1ions, 2224 
Whinier Ave., Springfield, IL 
62704. Guaranteed! 

TOUR PROGRAM- US Fes
tival S5 Tom Peny '80 Japan 
Tour (IMP) S6.50 '80 Torpe
does Tour S4.50 Promises Tour 
S5 Torpedoes Songbook S8.50. 
Ramones storybook (IMP) 
$4.50. Rolling Slone back 
issues #88 Aug '71 Jim 
Morrison 1943-1971 cover trib
ute $5 #352 9/81 Morrison cov
er SJ.SO BAM (Bay Area Musi
cian) Special Doors Issue 
S3.00. Wendy Davis 6244 Kier
nan Dr . Carmichael CA 95608. 

MISC. 
SYNTRONJCS MUSIC'SER\
JCES 475 Comm. Ave. Boston 
Mass. RUSH SERVICE-266-
5039. 

ANT PEOPLE! Escape with u~ 
Runaway Ants, the new unoffi. 
cial Adam Ant Alliance for in
fo send SASE to RUNAWAY 
ANTS Box 33-BR, Woodmere 
LI New York 11598. 

PERSONALS 
Dear Ellio1 Easton: Emily may 
give her right arm for Ben but 
you can have my whole body! 
Love, Susan. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO BOSTON ROCK 

Name 
Address _____________ _ 

City/State/Zip __________ _ 

_Phone( __ ) __________ _ 

I. dedkoted fflgi~produc!ion 
Demo, or Masre< l'roo.,cr Unb+ased a<t,,,ce obovr 

recording "' Qosfon 

Phone # (617) 923-9366 
---Karen Kone---

BOSTON ROCK 
TEE SHIRTS 

NOW AVAILABLE! 

BOSTON ROCK 
TEE SHIRTS 

NOW 
AVAILABLE! 

High Q-1,ty White Sh1r11 
wllh Bloek. and Red le11er1 

s~ .00 (postage pa.id) 
spc1fy $1Z~ 5 M 

Nam, _____ _ 

Address ____ _ 

Ci1y State __ Z.p __ 
Send 10: Boston Rock Shirl, 
268 Newbury Strec1, Bos1on. 
MA 02116 

Check or money order for$ _ ___ enclosed. 

I. Please charge $ ____ to my 

Master Card or D Visa # _____ _ 

exp. date ____________ _ 

Signature 
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THE WRONGS 
OF SPRING 

"Wadda you a hood?" Lux sof1ens skin, and fears his swea1shir1. 

by Nayme Drawper 

God blcs~ Lu'\: lnlerior! For most of the 
Cramps' Channel show, a handful of 
swea1y skins had been 'Hage-diving the audi
ence. Lux apparently reali,ed that the 
crowd had had enough of these sclfo,h ado
lcsccms crashing into them and grabbed 
Curtis-one of the principle offcndcr\-b} 
1he collar, and 1ore his shirt off. Seconds 
later Lux sei,ed chief knucklehead Jake by 
his hooded --Sweatshirt and dragged him 
across the stage. Jake looked terrified and 
the crowd cheered wildly. 

The aforementioned Cunis, by the way, 
has been appoimed Nite Club coordinator 
at E:merson College's WERS. Emerson is a 
preuy expensive school-but I guess young 
Cun is some son of poverty case on a scho
larship. How else can you explain those 
funny fingerless gloves he wea rs? Live 
Music Weekend, the annual 'ERS fundrais
er. will be held on Saturday April 30 and 
Sunday May I. ..... 

WM BR has been busy trying to raise
some money as well. As music director 
Ta mi Heide put it, "Some of our equip
ment is older than To m Lane and Alberl 
O!" In order to prevent fatal wear and tear 
on the facilities, 'MBR's broadcas1 day is 
being trimmed back. As if 1he cut-backs 
weren't bad enough, there is also specula
tion tha1 if they don't reach their $20,000 
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goal by May-they ma-y go off the air perm
anently. Dona1ions should be rushed to 
WMBR. 3 Ames Street. Cambridge, MA 
02142. 

Meanwhile over at WZBC, a wake v.as 
held a1 the Boston College station when it 
v.as learned that E)eless in Gaza had can
celled their Boston show. Station veterans 
Jim McKa) and Peter Connol). who have 
been appoimed music and program direct
ors respectively. hope to rally the srnff's 
fallen spirits and lead them on to the Virgi n 
Prunes· upcoming show at Sp il. WUSM at 
Southern Mass U i~ ra ising its power from 
300 10 1200 watts. 

It's good 10 see former Nervo us Eater 
Rob Skeen back in 10wn. Rob was exiled 
from the Eaters shortly af1er their wimpy 
Elektra album was released, and is now as
sembling a new group with former Charl
bus ler/G re) Bo) Asa Brebner and a couple 
members of 1he Dawgs. I guess this means 
that the Dawgs are breaking up. 

Aimee Ma nn , of Yo ung Snakes fame, has 
at long last unveiled her new group, 'Til 
Tuesda). The towering vocalist/bass player 
is joined by her drummer boyfriend Mi
chael Holmes (did you see their picture in 
Stuff!), keyboardist J oe Pesce and guitarist 
Robert Holmes. David Greenfield has left 
Rhyt hm Method and been replaced by ex
Satellit e vocalist C indy Daley and ex-Meel
ing gui tarist Peler Curro . And BR's Marc 
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E nglish has stan ed the Blank Rains with 
Marc Ferris and Suade Cowboy/Billygoon 
horn blower Bob Suber . 

Speaking of BR types, whatever hap
pe ned to Eric Van? According to editor 
Greg Reibman , Eric never showed up when 
his co lumn was due last month and he 
hasn 't contacted us since. Greg thinks he 
migh1 have slit his wrists becau5e Boys Life 
wou ldn't give him a copy of their record, 
but I swear I saw a guy that looks just like 
him-except he wasn't wearing glasses-at 
a Dange rous Birds show. Maybe he has 
(had?) a brother. 

A pair of major labels arc supposedly 
looking quite seriously at the Dark. And at 
lhe request of Slas h Records, the Del Fue
gos have been sending tapes to the success
ful California label. 

Lim bo Race is about to release a single. 
The new Rubbe r Rodeo EP is called She 
Had To Go. Ron Sca rlcll says he's almost 
finished with his new album. Vinn) 's Ralph 
Falello told m the same thing-but he's 
been saying that for over three months 
now! The Count has released a single, 
which I haven't heard yet, called "Cat In 
The Dark." The Meetings have finished re
cording a new video and tape. And both the 
Se, Execs and Johnnl Black arc in the 
studio. 

1983 is definitely the year of the cassette. 
Those zany noisemongcrs Kill Slug have un
leashed a fhe song, er, selection tar,c. 
MIT'\ Sacred Cow~. the all-woman J.'ine 
China and the all-men Incredible Casuals 
are also marketing tape-only projects. 

Hov. do the Sugar Guide girls do it? The 
latest issue of the hard-to-find fanzine fea
tures a picture of Rick Harte in the shower. 
I can only pray that next time they ask 
Bill Tupper and not Gerard Cosloy 10 mod
el. It was bad enough having to see Gerard 
and Crass go-go dancing onsiage during the 
entire final Mission of Burma Bradford 
show! Tai~ about spoiling.fond memories! 

This i\ as good a time as any to talk abou1 
the events of Burma-week, the seven days 
when the world discovered a group that has 
been playing since lhe Lou Miami/Max 
Faclor Modern Theater showcase in 1979. 
In addition to coverage by the Boston 
Globe, Herald, Phoe11Lt: and other papers, 
the Burmas were interviewed by Carler Al
an on WBCN, Cindy Bailen on WCOZ, 
Janet Langhart on C hannel Seven and 
Jo)'ce Kulh awik onChannel ),"o ur. Roger 
Miller jokes have been nying left and righl 
-but the tackiest moment came when 
Channel Four's aging anchor J ack Williams 
put his finger in his ear and sugg.:sted that 
some people might be glad the band is 
breaking up. 

During the all-ages show, Burma was 
joined onstage by the Bosto n Police De
parlmenl who were bafned by all 1he 
youngs1ers playing leap-frog onstage. Porn
star Harte, who is record ing all the shows 
for a live EP or album, was also pissed that 
his microphones were gelling destroyed. 
Meanwhile Roger smiled a r. d t0ok pictu res 

o f the crowd with his instamat ic earner, 
whi le Clinl Conley sang, " thank you ver_ 
much"over and over (at leas1 I th ink hew 
saying thunk yo u). 

Backstage, mild-man nered Globe colum 
nist J im Sullivan interrupted me in the mid 
d ie of an exclusive in terview wit h Roger 
"You know I've never told anyo ne th is be 
fore ... " Roger was saying as Jim barge 
in. 

Some folks wi ll go to any length to get or. 
a guest lis1. Kath ei Logue managed to slim 
her way into the 'MBR B-E-N-E-F-1-T at 
Spit, and 'BCN's Oedipus had one of hi< 
former employees put him on the list for 
Wa lt Disney Wo rld. There is no truth 10 

rumou rs that Oedi offered Mickey Mo u'tt! 
radio job. Afterall, who needs Micke 
when you've already got Goory working ev
ery weekday afternoon? 

Don't be surprised if you hear WLYN 
playing Barbara Streisand and Kenny Rod 
gers when they return 10 the air on April I. 
The ne,.., 'CO2 program director is Fran~ 
Holler from Rochester. Former COZer Ho~j 
Slavin is producing a single for Rods and 
Cones and former cverywherer Jerr} Good
win is currently working on WDLW under 
an alias and on WHTT as the Duke or 
Madness. 

But if you really want to know abou1 
Boston radio-don't ask me-ask Mr. Lou 
Miami. \Vi1hin five days of the release of 
his five song Modern Method EP Lou was 
interviewed by WBOS, WRIC, WDOM, 
WBRU, WCOZ, WMBR, WERS. WZBC 
and three or four others! 

Congratulations 10 the Hopelessl)' Ob
scure for playing m Boston as well as 
Worcester. 

How come Al, Ja ime and Chrii of SS De
conlrol an: always giving \'0calist Sprin~a 
,;,u,.::h a hard time? And why does Springa 
continue to put up v. ith their t.:rap? SSD de
buted their new guitarist Francois for Bos
ton at the Minor Threal/:'lecro~, Meat 
men/J.'.U.'s shov. at the Cambridge VFW 
Hall. Visually the band looked more excit
ing than ever. I guess Francois is a welcome 
addition, but I'm not sure 'cuz they played 
~o loud that 1hey kept blowing fuses. 

Happy 15th birthday to WBCN. Congra
tulations to Cosmo W)all's Profi{ressfre 
Platter for seven years of service to the 
dance community, and to Bostonian Sal ln 
gime for 25 years with Columbia Records. 
Arista alumnus Ge ne Amoroso is leaving 
the label to become the manager at Syncro 
Sound. Gene's rep lacement wi ll be Jerf J en
nings . 

Is Smegma of Smegma and the Nunz get
ti ng marr ied? Where's my invitation? 

And last, and also least, are the Rings re
form ing without pleasant Mike Baker? I've 
hea rd a couple of good rumors about the 
Neighborhoods and a different one about 
WICN's Julia Fitueras-but I don't want to 
lose my job. 

Write: Nayme Drawper cio Boston 
Rock, 268 Newbury Sr., Boston, MA 
Oll/6. 
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BOSTON'S BEST ROCK AND ROLL, VINTAGE & CLASSIC CLOTHING 

~ 
Get 15% off your next purchase at High Society with th is ad ! (Sa le items excluded) 

273 NEWBURY STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 266-8957 
STORE HOURS: 11 :00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M . 
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BOSTON ROCK magazine presents: 

The second annual 

USIC 
EMINAR 

Saturday, May 7th 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

the SPIT/METRO complex 
13 Lansdowne St., Boston 

(see page 12 for details) 
r-------------------------------------------------------, 

••.••. :. send 10, Boston Rock Music Seminar 
268 Newbury Street 

if Name Boston , MA 02 J 16 

,/. } t Address _____________________________ _ 

t• City/State ___________ Zip ____ Phone( ___ ) ______ _ 
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) 

D Enclosed is my check or money order for $15.00, please send registration information and my admission 
ticket. (After 4/ 15/83 please enclose $20.00.) 

If you are associated with a band, record label, radio station or other organization, please list below. 

••.••. i.· D I'd also like to register the additional names and have admission tickets sent to the above address, Enclosed is 
$12.00 for each additional name. (This offer expires 4/ 15/83.) 
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Don't Miss It! 
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Western Wear . .. and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 

(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

"the best rock'n'roll photos in any store" 
Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer Boots, English 
Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black 
Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front Jeans in Black, Red, 
Natural, Turquoise ... and lots more! . 



·coNTENTS 
6. YOUR HELIUM VOICE 
9. STATE OF AMERI_CA 

Washington, o.c. 
by Howard wuelffng 
New York, NY by Mark Coleman 
Los Angeles, CA by Byron Coley 
Texas by BIii Cotman 

11. THE BOSTON HAROLD 
by Harold Lepidus 

13. THE STOMPERS 
by Dean Johnson 

14. MINOR THREAT 
by Mike Bastarache 

16. Monty Python 
by Dean Johnson 

18. THE BLASTERS 
by Byron Coley 

20. U2 
by Trlstram Lozaw 

22. LIMBO RACE 
by carter Alan 

26. MUSIC SEMINAR INFO 
28. PUBLISHERS NOTES 

by Mike Dreese 

28. BOOKINC CUIDE TO 
BOSTON'S CLUBS 

30. LECAL INFO 
by Donald F. Brown 

33. ANCRY SAMOANS 
by Sheena 

33. BIRTHDAY PARTY 
by Mr. B 

35. VIDBEAT 
by Jeff Hudson 

36. VOYEUR: ROCK & RULE 
by Betsy Sherman 

38. RECORD REVIEWS 
41. VOICE OF MUCK 

by John Brusger 
42. LOU MIAMI 

by Miss Lyn & BIOwflsh 
43. CLUBLAND 
47. CELEBRITY SECRETS: 

WALTER CLAY 
Of the sex Execs 

49. CLASSIFIEDS 
50. NAYME DRAWPER 

by Jim Puccio 

cover photo of u2 by Paul MCAipine. 
Design by Chris Gilbert. 

With All Of Our Advertising About Keyboards and P.A. Systems 
Recently It Would Be Easy To Forget 

We're Still The Best Place 
. To Buy A Guitar! 
From 

The Tradition of 
- Fender Strats 

Or 

The Kramer With 
Floyd Rose Clamps, 
B.C . Rich Warlock, 
Ibanez or Gibson 

Mellow Out On An Acoustic By Ibanez, Fender, Yamaha, Takamine, 
Carlos, Ovation or Martin. 

Selected Acoustic Guitars Now On Sale 

r---------- -- -With This Ad---------------, 
Up To -

50% Off 
--- ---

- Example -
Carlos Acoustic Electric (with case) Reg. $280.00 

With This Ad Only $139.00 
Also 

Drop Off This Coupon To Enter 
For A Chance To Win A30 Watt 

Marshall Combo Amp 

NAME _______ _ 

ADDRESS------

PHONE--------

Drawing held on June 30th, 1983. 

RI. 128 to ExH 23 IOUIII (617) 
:';,.~!,';;:,~~':c,~!:'on 777-3221 
llleloll. -

OPEN WEEKDAYS 
10 TO 8 

SATURDAY 
10 TO 6 

Juat 1.5 min. nor1h of Boston 
18 Water St., Denvera, IIL 

·- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - • • • - - • - --B;s: : Rock ;;; 5· 
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BR, 
Regarding you r review of the Seattle 

Syndrome Volume Two compilation 
(BR #28)-1 would like 10 assure Jim 
Puccio that we do actually have blacks, 
hi spanics and Italians in Seallle. 

I was hoping to shake off some of 
1his so-ca lled Nor1hwes1ern naivete 
when I came oul here in September. 
But you know what l found? A music 
scene reserved for people for 20 and 
over! Where were the all-age clubs? 
For a city twice the size of Seattle, I 
thought there would be at least one all
age place (besides the Allston Knigh1s 
of Columbus hall). How was I sup
posed to become a sophisticated Bos
ton "new music" trendy if I couldn't 
see any bands? Was I to be confined to 
the Orpheum for mi• whole stay? Oh, 
sure, there were IO!s of all-age shows at 
The Channel with all of my fave 
hardcore bands. Doesn ' t anybody in 
Boston realize that no1 all of us who 
are underage are skinheads? 

For all of you blind trendies on the 
BR staff who think Seattle hasn't pro
duced any good music, go see the 
Blackouts sometime. Then maybe 
you'll reconsider. Of course, their de
fection to the East doesn't say much 
for Seall le-1 just hope Erich a nd the 
boys find more here than I did. 

So soon I'll happily return tO Seall le 
with its a ll -ages clubs and lack of tacky 
discos wi1h s1upid names like Spit and 
DJs who name themselves after Greek 
plays. 11 ' 11 be good to be back. 

Si ncerely, 
Nancy Ostrander 
(Just visiting) 

BR, 
Whilf' I like BR very much, I was 

very disappointed to see that you have 
yet to do a feature on Boston's own 
Jon Butcher Axis. You usually run 
stories on local bands when they re
lease a record. Why not this one? 

Joan Randolf 
Arlington 

I was wondering 1/ this was going to 
come up, and I'm glad it has. BR was 
planing to run a lengthy interview with 
Jon Butcher in last month's issue but 
we were told by the group's manager 
Noel Love that his band would not be 
permitted to talk to us unless we were 
willing to feature the interview as our 
cover story. 

It just so happens that we had other 
plans for last month's cover-but even 
it we hadn't, Bost0n Rock has no inter
est in being bullied by a band's manage
ment. It's unfortunate whenever the 
fans have to suffer from a band manag
er's "business decisions" and/or in
flated ego. We're sorry that there was 
no story-but we tried. 

-ed 

BR, 
The Boston Harold? Haw! Haw! 

Haw! ... I don't get i1. 

Bill Clayton 
Upton 

Your 
Helium 
Voice 

BR, 
This is to inform you lhat we read 

BR every month. The reason? Cenain
ly not the weak editorials, sloppy re
views and self-indulgent meanderings 
of your pathe1ic staff (which is no 
doubt overflowing with homo commie 
pinko liberals). Rather, we read BR for 
the insightful wisdom of Steven. Keep 
Steven in this rag you call a magazine. 
Why not give more space to Steven 
instead of wasting it on bands who 
nobody likes anyway like Culture 
Club, Arms Akimbo, Spandau Ballet, 
the Who, the Clash and F.U.s. 

Sincerely, 
The boys in D. Y .S. 
Bost0n 

Bost011 Rock welcomes \'Our letters. 
All correspo11de111s must, for fhe pur
poses of verification, Include the writ
er's name, address and telephone 1111111-

ber-and these mai1 be withheld al 
your request. All leiters are subjec1 to 
editing. Write t0: Your Helium Voice 
c/ o Boslon Rock, 268 Newbur} SI., 
Boston, MA 02116. 



Burma Fans Howl At PiL Foul 
After their grand finale at 1he Bradford for the final Boston date, Mission of 

Burma's final mini-tour was to have ended in a final blaze of glory at Staten ls
land's Paramount Theater on a bill with Public Image, Ltd. The charter bus or
ganized by a Burma disciple to bring a throng of Boston fans together with their 
idols for one, final deser\'ed gesture of appreciation was sold ou1, and there were 
so many familiar faces in the crowd that you might have thought it was just an
other night back in Beantown at the Channel. 

Burma's sound was non-existent for virtually all ot ·their set, thanks to no 
sound check and extreme non-cooperation from PiL and [heir crew. The house 
PA wasn't even on for the first few numbers! Only the fact that we knew all the 
words, and that the trio, undaunted, furiously plugged away, distinguished the 
blur as a Burma set. " I don't feel too bad," said drummer Peter Prescou after
wards. "This was an appropriate way to bow out. It was a typical night." 

For their part, PiL were oblivious to the ambivalent audience and seemed to 
have benefited from the practice they must be getting by doing essentially the 
same show for the last three tours. It was the most power they've generated in a 
long time, even if it was at Burma's expense. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

Basher Becomes Bashee 

Dreamy pop songsmith Nick Lowe, a.k.a. The Basher, was treated to a 
birthday surprise onstage at the Worcester Centrum on March 24. Lowe and his 
Noise To Go are currently on the home st retch of a nearly three-month long tour 
opening for Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. Thei r half-hour set is split between 
the "greates1 hi1s" of Lowe and keyboardist Paul Carrack, barely giving !he 
band a chance to introduce material from Lowe's fine new Abominable Show
man LP. For the NeW t.ngland dates, Hear1breakers drummer Stan Lynch filled 
in for the absent Bobby Irwin , who was down in Texas gett in ' hitched. As the 
Centrum set was building 10 i1 s finale, screams filled the stadium when the blond 
headliner entered the stage with a lovely big cake and led the crowd in a chorus of 
"Happy Birthday." At this moment, Noise to Go roadie Glen shot out of no
where to deliver a pie-tin of ice cream right in the Jesus of Coot's kisser. Lowe 
towelled-off and delivered a rousing version of "What's So Funny 'Bout Peace, 
Love And Understanding?" in spite of the goo dripping from his prematurely
gray locks. Happy 34th, Nick, and remember, you gotta be cruel. 

-M. Provost 

... Or ls It Memorex? 

When Robert Fripp appeared recently at the Paradise fo r an eveni ng of lec
ture with musical examples," ii was the lecture portions of the presentations that 
we wanted to hear more of. Afler all, we could go home and listen to any of sev
eral Fripp records of Frippertronics with lit1le loss of immediacy. However, Fripp 
succumbed to pleas for displays of his guitar talents more than he had planned to, 
and as a result the discussions led by Fripp's intriguing views of the music 
business never got very deep. 

But he did get a chance 10 tell us about the time in Spain when he was 
scheduled to demonstrate his tape layering techniques to an audience of record 
biz people. Shortly before the show, half of his taping equipment caught on fire. 
Improvising ingeniously (or so he thought), he played along wi1h a tape of a pre
vious performance in Paris. He believed he had saved !he evening from total dis
aster until he spoke with his company's rep after the show. "No," she said 
simply. "No . .. You cannot play 1apes for people." 

Happily, nobody ever !Old 1his to Laurie Anderson, who sang and played to 
pre-taped music during her presentation of United Srmes Pans Ill & IV for four 
shows at Berklee-thal hsa to be the largest Boston audience ever to watch a per
formance artist. A li ve band would have been an unwelcome distrac1ion, as many 
who saw the New York performance reported. Though some self-styled concep
tualites were grumbling afterwards about how Anderson had sold out, they were 
obviously jusl jealous that they had never hit on something as generally appealing 
as Anderson's coherently simple and creative manipulation of music, slides, film 
and light, and her own special knack for performing and storytelling. 

Unfortunately, Fripp's lesson in Spain was lost on the likes of Grace Jones, 
who viewed her recent appearance at 9 Lansdowne as an excuse to try out a new 
hat. Grace makes a better magazine cover than a stage artist. How can a show 
that entails selling up a tape recorder, microphone and a wi reless transmitter start 
nearly three hours late? That's what the angry lines shivering outside wan1ed 10 
know. They were even more perturbed after 1hey found out what they had waited 
hours for-Grace singing along to a pre-recorded tape. Where were 1he 
music ians, the visuals, the great stage show? Where was the writer who had 
perpetrated those myths? 

Those leaving the first show thoroughly warned those of us still waiting for 
the second to try to get our money back. Al the time the club refused, and since 
nobody would trade their tickets for 1he Ramones' show down the street, we went 
inside only to further lose fai th in the human race (and facsimiles thereof). The 
only complaint of 90% of the sardines in attendance when Grace repeated her 
pseudo-show (a measly five songs) was 1hat it was a /i11le shorr.1 What can you 
expecl from a crowd 1hat felt that the high point of the evening was when plastic 
snow fell from the ceiling during a ,ideo of the Weather Girls performing their 
outstanding achie,ement of modern recording, "It's Raining Men.'' 

-Tristram Lo:,aw 

Cover Cover 
Best Deal In Rock 'NRoll. .. 

ROCK 
Boston Rock covers the 

best in modern music and 
now we'd like to cover you 
in a brand new Boston Rock 
tee-shirt-free with a twen
ty issue subscription! 

High Quality 50/ 50 Tee-Shire. 
Black and Red Letters on a White Background. 

send to: 
Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02 116 Subscribe! 
0 Here's $20.00 for the next twenty issues of Boston Rock. Please 

rush me my free tee shire. 
Size: Osmall D medium D large D extra large 

0 Send me Boston Rock only, enclosed is O $20.00 for rwency 
issue or O $10. 00 for ten issues. 

D Check or mone\ order cmloscd 

D Please charge 10 mv Visa or Mas1cr Card 

exp date ________ _ 

signature ___ _ 

Name 
Address 
City ___________ State _____lip ___ _ 

Airmail and/or overseas subsu1puons add S::!.00 pt'r 1\sue I ----------------------------------J Bo:,;lon Hock N:19 7 



D.C. 
by Howard Wuef/it1g 

Hey-ze us! but there's been a lotta mate
swapping amongst undie bands 'round 
these pans lately-makes the folks at 1he 
infamous lwo Jima motel fuck-stop look 
like Calvini sts! 

Pam Lewis has been booted out of Ego
slavia by ex-beau, Boy Greg StrLempka, to 
make way for Greg's bosslad y's cu rrent ob
scure object o f desire, a Mr. Mark Fiddes. 
No one' II be surprised if the Egos' drum
mer, Sally 8. , departs as well and heads off 
for N. Y .C. with buddy Laura Kenned}
yeah, the erstwhile Bush Tetra-to make 
their "She" band a full-time concern. 

The ever-lovable Emory 0 . has made an 
amicable break from the Slickee Boys ' 
ranks in order to ... well , just plain kick 
back and lounge around. ll's a hiatus he's 
certain ly earned, after bassie-ing them 
through their mos! productive years so far. 
Mr. Olexa's replacement is Slickee sou nd
pcrson, John Chumbers, who joins just in 
time to record with the bank for their Ger
man fo ll ow-up to /-/ere to Stay. This one'II 
be all new material and should be all mixed 
by the time you read this. 

Wannabest, the concern fronied by d.j./ 
onetim e 9:30 office manager, Sue "Wanna
be Dub" Gearhart, have lost their original 
guitarist and replaced him with C harles , the 
guy who picb up the empties at said venue. 

Back in action: synthesizer trio, Worms; 
Tom L}Ons' with Made ForT.V. (their first 
release will be the John Ca le-produced 
tapes Tom cut with his old band, the Action 
Memos); Tesco Vee's Meatmcn, brought 
back to a full coniplemen t with Burt-O and 
someone else from Double-O (at a recent 
benefit for Mr. Vee's Touch and Go maga
zine, Minor Threat's Lyle Presslar guested 
on guitar) . Also Single reformed for one 
night abeued by Aerofine's Bob Boilen and 
x-Sci Am, Chris Vines (now with 
Egoslavia). Underheaven will be back on 
th e boards soon too. wi1h lead gui1arbt, 
Don Zientara, ha ving recovered quite com
pletely from being bumped off his IO-speed 
by a motorist. NC\\ studio sessions will be 
cut wi1h ½ Jap' s Jad Fair producing. Mr. 
Fair subbed fo r Don on guit ar and vocals a1 
a Richmond, VA show when the band was 
billed as Sil Boy Girl Bo} Girl. 

Nightman has changed its name to M. 
Coburn and Other World and laid on the 
rouge and jewelr y nice ' n ' thick. Opening 
for Ultravox they looked like a hick version 
of Duran Duran (really-fatsos sho uld nev
er dress in tight black and white duds with 
horizontal lines!) but played thei r usual 
commendable, popped-up hard rockin' set. 

Their o ne-time comrades in th e Tommy 
Keene Band, meanwhile, ha ve kept their 
name and look but hopped up 1hcir sound, 
following up an LP of so-so power-slop 
with an amazingly cogent and clever 45, 
"Back to Zero." Unless lhe reformed dB's 
or Bongos retaliate, this may well be to '83 
what REM's "Sitting Still" was to '82. 

Clubwise: Whispers has added a "reggae 
night " on Mondays, a "Punk" night on 
Tuesdays (though there's been mucho has

,--------------:::=:-------------, sle over who exactly is doing the spinning 
wilh mgt. supposedly reneging on various 
promises and premises). Numbers, a disco 
with a seven buck cover charge has "new 
wave'' night on Tuesdays. Club Soda is a 
place where, apparently, you go to show off 
your threads rather than soak up ncv. 
sounds. Then there's Carmichael , which has 
a good p.a., stays open till 7:30 a.m. for eats 
and video and has a potentially neat back
room. Now if they could only find a few hot, 

'weird d.j .'s .. 
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N.Y.C. 
by Mark Coleman 

Records are out now by a couple of 
bands who've played everywhere in the city 
over lhe last year or so. Cool it Reba's EP 
Money Fall Our The Sky has four witty 
so ngs that rock out in a nearly-fu nky, 
1980-style "new wave" groove while 
Kraut 's Ip. An Adjustment o Society is 
metal-solid hardcore, including the great 
1981 single "Unemployed." And while the 
Nilecaps' long-delayed Sire debut may not 
be the commercial coup many hoped for, 
Jahn Xavier's vocal chords make up for Go 
To the Line's soggy production. 

I'd written off Konk as NYC's unsolic
ited response to Pigbag. but the sa lsified 
single "Konk Party" so unds mighty hot on 
the radio. As does South Bronxite Sweel 
Gee's "Games People Play," mixing some 
Bowic-esque croon ing with a hilarious rap 
about gambling remi ni scent of producer 
Kurtis Blow. The rap shows at the Roxy 
have caught on in a big way. in spiri ng simi
lar events with DJ Afrika Islam at the re
opened Peppermint Lounge and Under
ground. Wild Style, a film produced, direc 
ted and writt en by Charlie Ahearn, docu
ments the uptown graffitti underground 
and includes a couple exciting rap/break se
quences. 

Music business rumors a rc usual ly self
serving bullshit, but I hope the one about 
Adele Bertei is true; signing the brilliant 
lead singer of the tragically ignored Bloods 
would be an unusually astute move for Gef
fen Records. The Ambitious Lovers, Ario 
Lindsay' s new band, combine skronk with 
South American folk music and yes, it 
sounds different from DNA. Drummer An· 
ton Fier reports that the Golden Palominos 
are record ing the a lbum that will make 
th em all rich. 

Lou Reed 's big gigs at Studio 54 and the 
Bottom Line were supposed to be hi'> "'fare
we ll " 10 the music biz-just when he was 
gelli ng good again. And did you notice lhat 
the Ramon es adopted a new drum-brother 
(Richie)? They played their pos1-ncw album 
shows at the Brook I) n Zoo. a ne\\ barn
space near Coney Island that's been offer
ing the cream of out-of-t0wn talent at reas
onable prices. Also in Clu bworld : Lhc glit zy 
Red Parroll is now featuring name rock 
acts for big bucks while reincarnated heavy 
metal den Great Cilderslee,·es has Sunday 
night hardcore shows with the likes of 
Black Flag. TSOL and the Angry Samoans. 
A-7, the basement launching pad for 1001 
unknown bands, is now closed. Why 
couldn't a successful new cl ub open up a 
week night or two 10 local talent? 

Kid rock seems to be coming back s1rong. 
First there was Musical Youth, and now 
First Edition. whose J-5 sounda like "Can
dy Girl" has really brightened up the air
waves this dismal season. And then there's 
Menudo, a Latin American bubblegum 
group whose abili1y to drive 1he little girls 
ou1 of their heads has little to do with their 
wimpy singing. But there may be hope: I 
sponed a coup le neighbo rhood boys 
sporting "I Hate Menudo" buno ns. 

The Times They Already C hanged. When 
Michael Jackson skipped across stage after 
a recent Crandmasler Flash/Furious Fi"e 
show, you bet it made the papers. But when 
Bob Dylan jammed with his Band cohorts 
Levon Helm and Rick Danko back in Jan
uary, the only publicity \\3~ a lonely classi
fied ad in the Voice scan.:hing for a tape of 
the histori, C\Cnt. 



AMERICA 
L.A. 

by Byron Coley 

Champagne glasses smash as 1ime 
"springs forward" and thousands shudder 
as the brown munge of summer ap
proaches. Some head w hills like pigs 10 
blanket, but out-of-town pleasure seekers 
descend on LA like a horde of winged 'gat
ors. Two recent pests about t0wn were 
Bruce Springsteen and Bob Dylan who 
dropped in uninvited on Bangles and Three 
O'Clock sets (respec1ively) and wouldn't 
leave 'ti! uninterested party-goers had paid 
them sufficient numbers of compliments. 
Eat lead, fatsos . . One band attempting 
10 nee afore Zimmo caught up with 'em 
was Green On Red who were set to play a 
frat-boy beer blast in scenic Palm Springs 
'til i1 was learned that swarthy rockabillers 
had busted up their intended "platform." 
Undaunted, they wen1 home and got 
drunk .. Meanwhile local quiff-cats have 
been kept placated by all the to-do 
surrounding Rhino's release of the An 
Fein-compiled LA Rockabilly which 
features Dave Alvin. the Red Devils, and 
plenty more .... Another 'bi ll y note has X 
doing remakes of Jerry Lee's "Breathless" 
and their own "Riding with Mary" for a 
new version of the Godard movie named 
after one of the tunes. Guess which . 
Other movie news has Penelope Spheeris' 
new opus, Suburbia set for final cuts soon, 
with live footage of the Vandals and TSOL 
being the reported low-points of this teens
in-trouble blockbuster. Still more film
making's being committed by the 
Fleshealers who're getting clo!le to done on 
vids of "Wedding Dice" and a new one. 
Rough footage is fuckin' A 
Aforementioned Vandals (no great 
houseguests under the best conditions) have 
been a particular pain in the ass for post
punk garbage queen Johanna Went recemly 
as the Anarchy Burghers and their loyal 
crue wreaked ha\·oc on two venues mere 
days afore Johanna's last two scheduled 
performances, forcing cancellation of 
same. Hope this doesn't become a fad . 
Funniest hard-core news lately says John 
Circle One, former "do as I say not as I 
do" leader of a pack of "non-violent" 
p-rock assholes has found the true faith and 
now leads his bully boys in high-speed ren
ditions of "That Old Rugged Cross" and 
similar gospel-oriented rousers. New wax 
expected from Social Distortion (1heir 
debut Ip, finally), a second alb from vir
tually-unknown but eternally great beach 
bums Eddie & the Subtitles, Zoogz Rift's 
Diseased Confessions of Moama Milkman, 
another long-player from the late great 100 
Flowers, a Longryders 5 song ep, and 
hopefully the million band compilation that 
We G01 Power fanzine's been trying 10 put 
together since the dawn of time. Also SST 
promises tha1 the Slains (LA) disk's finally 
gonna appear as well as albs from the 
Dicks, the Subhumans (Canadian Div.), the 
Black Flag comp., a Minutemen 12" and 
mayhaps even the legendary Nig Heist lp. 
Can they do it? Why not ... New band 
causing no small stir is Phillip Blues with 
Gun Club's Ward Dotson plus Mike and 
Malt from Middle Class booting out richly 
textured rhythms and scree. Sounds like fun 
and let' s all wish a speedy recovery to hap
less John Trubee who dislocated his shou l
der just befor his acapella rendition of the 
Flesheaters' "Rosy Hours" was set 10 begin 
a1 a spark ling local bistro. No beach for 
John. Can you say the same? 

TEX. 
by Billy Cotman 

What the hell's going on in Texas? 
Well. we're all anxiously awaiting the 
Dicks album to be released on S.S.T. (pro
duced by SPOT). I hope it's out soon so 
maybe the Dicks'II come home for a release 
party, they've been in California 100 long. 
The Big Boys also have a SPOT produced 
L.P. in the works and they've had a lot of 
success with 1heir FUN FUN FUNE.P. Bis· 
quit, Tim and company have been playing a 
lot lately and they have a new drummer. 

Also on the Austin from, a hot new 
band, Fudge Tunnels, are turning a lot or 
heads (and moving a lot of feet). Fudge · 
Tunnels are the old Sundal Worship Service . 
with a new singer. Meanwhile, David, 
speed-of-light, Fudge Tunnel's guitarist, . 
and Bradley, the Dallas wonder who used 
10 si ng for S. W .S., have reconciled their 
differences to start another band with Brad
ley on guitar (he never really liked singing 
anyway). Burn Center are moving lots of 
feet with their psychedelic-rockabilly-hard
core-blues hybrid. Burn Center bassist 
Richard is just now finishing up a new issue 
of Buttlicker Comics. And the beautiful 
Karla (their singer) is soundi ng more and 
more like Wanda Jackson with every gig. 
The Offenders hate to be called heavy metal 
but if anyone can show up Motorhead, they 
can. Mickey, Tony, and Bat have been 
playing together for years and not-so-new · 
singer, J.J., really adds the energy that their 
old singer seemed to lack. The Offenders, 
in my opinion, are Texas' most underrated 
band, they've been together longer than al
most anybody around here and they"II be 
popping up on some Mid,,es1 compilations 
soon. If you happen 10 have a copy of their 
old 45, Lost Causes, play i1 at 78 r.p.m. to 
get a better idea of what they sound like 
nov.. 

In Houston, 1he new band to watch for is 
Drug Puppies, with ex-members or 1he Kra
vens and Unkno"n Heroes. Ed, power
house D.P. drummer, has just scored some 
new drums and the difference is phenomi
nal! U.S. d.r.i . (Dirty Rotten Imbeciles)· 
have a great cassette out, and are \I.0rking 
on ne"' \'inyl as I write. Doomsda, Massa
cure, featuring General Electric on spanish 
guitar, have recently pUI out their first E. P. 
and Houston veterans, the Hates, have . 
gone pop with new twelve-incher Pana
cea. Other Houston vets, Really Red 
have just sponsored a Curtis Kren film festi
val. I go1 to view some or Kren 's films and 
loved what I saw, especially the one with 
close-ups of urination and bowel move
ments (pee and poo, for you laymen). 

San Antonio seems to be the fastest 
growing scene in Texas with Gibby and Paul 
regrouping the Bulthole Surfers, and 1he 
manic Marching Plague with 1heir hilarious 
Black Sabbath and Z.Z. Top covers. ~1)s
lery Dates, are also a popular S.A. band but 
their 45 leaves a lot to be desired. And 
everyone is talking about the newest San 
An1onio incarnations. Bang Gang. 

I won't pretend to knov. about the Dal-· 
las/Ft. Worth scene. But the Slickmen wilh 
Ra)guns are Texas' answer to Nig Heisl , 
and the Hugh Beaumont Experience is still 
going strong with a much different sound 
than their early records. 

Waco, home of Baylor Baptist 
University, is 1he newest Texas punk scene 
with local do-gooders the FUNHOLES. 

For more information on the Texas 
"scene". check out these fanzines, Xiphoid 
Process. Western Roundup. Cretin Bull, 
Throbbing Cattle, Duck Butter, Steal 
Press, or write me c/o h)mnal, 504 W. 24th 
Sune # 130, Austin, TX 78705. 
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ROUNDER 
Garry Shane 
and the 
Detour 
"Forever on 
Your way" 
!Pure & Easy 
015) 
Garv Shane and 
the oetour·s Im
pressive debut LP 
features the chart 
topping smash 
hits "Johhny·s 
coaltraln " and ========== "Nostradamus·· 

Hank Mizell 
"We're Gonna 
BOP Tonight" 
!Baron EP·B01 l 
Hank Mlzell's 
"Jungle Rock" has 
been tearing up 
rockabllly fans all 
over the world. 
oon 't miss Hank 
live Aprll 28, 29, 
30 at the Dallas 
Club, Lynn. 
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Billy Price and 
the Keystone 
Rhythm Band 
"They Found 
Me Guilty" 
!Green 
Dolphin 75B2l 
"Price Is one of 
the best R&B 
singers on either 
coast . .. a legltl
mate heir to the 
tradition of 
Jackie WIison and 
sam tooke." 
-The Washington 
Post 

Cub Koda and 
the House· 
rockers 
"It's The 
Blues" 
!Baron LP 106! 
Exciting rockln ' 
rhythms and 
blues from Cub 
Koda with SUP· 
port from some 
ot Chicago's 
brightest players. 
As cub savs. "It's 
the blues." 

Nude Ants 
"Search For 
Tornado Vic· 
tims" 
!New Deal 
8201) 
Six partv-funk
dance classics 
from New York's 
Nude Ants, lnclud· 
Ing the dance ver
sion of "Love And 
Happiness.·· Watch 
tor their upcom

i..==. _ _:=::..:..=:::::::..:::::::!!J Ing area appear-
ances. 

The Morells 
"Shake And 
Push" 
!Borrowed 
3302) 
•• • ·Rolling Stone 
You have no ex
cuse not to own 
this record. An In
stant American 
party from the 
moment the 
needle hits. 
Believe ltt 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT RECORD!»---
HARVARD SOUARE 



by Harold Lepidus 

Waiting for Grace Jones, waiting on line for U2 tickets, waiting for Bowie's al
bum, waiting for my laundry to dry . .. I've had it! Sherman, set the way-back 
machine to the I 960's .. 

Actually, that's not really necessary, because the world's longest decade made 
a comeback tour of Boston last month. First of all, (music please) ... Let me take 
you down, 'cause I'm going to ... the 1983 
Boston Beatles convention. The Beatles fan 
(fanus extinct us) has always been a curious 
breed, ranging from Charles Manson and 
Mark Chapman on one hand, to ... uh. 
me, your humble columnist, on the other. 
While !he conven1ion drew a diverse crowd, 
it was sad to see that the majority of those 
gathered were from ijunior?) high school! 
They must have been in diapers when Sgr. 
Pepper was released. Anyway, there was 
plenty 10 do for all in attendance, ranging 
from videos both common (Ed Sullivan 
1964) and rare (Ed Sullivan 1965-66), to 
buying all sorts or goodies. Beatles and 
otherwise, including boot-opps, I mean 
"European Fanclub Recordings" (nudge
nudge, wink-wink). Most people, however, 
were satisfied to watch a live Beatles cover 
band over, say, a video or John Lennon on 
Tom Snyder's show. 

Speaking or Beatles rans, it seems Ri
chard Nixon's interest in the Smart Beatie 
was much more serious than previously 
thought. According to the Boston Globe, 
Lennon biographer Jonathan Wiener is not 
getting much help from the U.S. govern
ment regarding files of the Nixon Adminis
tration's efforts to deport Lennon a decade 
ago. There are reportedly 26 pounds or files 
on the known "heavy user or 
narcotics". 

On a happier note, the recent British re
lease or Shaved Fish-I mean The John 
Lennon Cof/ection-!Opped the UK charts, 
and the piano track on the single "Love" 
was remixed so that changes in volume 
would not cause BBC DJ's lo worry about 
possible hearing loss. Also, be on the look
out for the book The Love You Make, a 
brutally honest account or the not-so-fab
rour by former director or Apple; Peter 
Brown. 

Storyville was the home or a recent night 
nostalgic psychedelia reaturing the Chester
field Kings. The Kings are a glorified (not to 
be conrused with the Shadows or Knight 
song or the same name) 60's cover band, to
tally devoid or any originality. I thought 
they might have been imported from Ma
dame Tussaud's Wax Museum until I saw 
the Brian Jones clone sweat. 

Speaking or clones, local "Mod" band 
the Prime Movers were also on hand. These 
energetic youngsters and their 60's garage
soul sound would be a lot more palatable ir 
they weren't so hopelessly devoted to the 
Who, especially drummer Keith Moon. 
Watch out for "Maximum R&B-Tuesdays 
at Storyville." 

The highlight or the evening were openers 
the Hopelessly Obscure, reaturing local le
gend Kenne "Gizmo" Highland. While 
hopelessly stuck in the 60's, the HO's 
showed more energy and personality than 
the other two bands put together. 

But the best thing to happen to sixties 
music is Jake Riviera's New Edsel record la
bel. Riviera, who in his spare time tries to 
get acts Elvis Costello and Nick Lowe on 
The David Leiferman show, has just re-re

leased records by the Yardbirds, the Art
woods, Julie London, Screamin' Jay Haw
kins, and my raves-Liverpool's the Big 
Three. All have attractive packages and in-

formative liner notes. And while I'm at it, 
check out Arthur Alexander's A Shot of 
Rhythm and Soul on Ace. Included are his 
original versions or ''Anna,''''You Better 
Move On," and "Soldier or Love." Now ir 
only someone would release a Larry('' Dizzy 
Miss Lizzy") Williams compilation. Are 
you listening, Jake? (All of these records 
are import only.) 

Speaking or ancient history, !he reissued 
import or Never Mind The Bollocks, Here's 
The Sex Pisrols says on the cover that 
"Belsen Was A Gas" is included. DON'T 
BE SWINDLED! ll's the same dozen 
tracks we all know and are sick or. Also, 
avoid The Who's Greatest Hits (MCA) like 
the plague. From the unimaginative 
selection to the horrible British flag jacket, 
it has all the appeal or a soggy, hair-eaten 
tuna fish sandwich. Instead, get Meaty, 
Beaty, Big and Bouncy or go see The Kids 
Are Alright unless you're in the Prime 
Movers. 

Enough of living in the past. Here's just a 
rew words about 1he present, such as it is. 

American record companies are finally 
starting to get on the ball when it comes to 
new music. All sons or wierd groups (Tin 
Tin, The The, Kajamoogoogaipan) are get
ting domestic releases. And look at these 
new US singles, released with picture sleeves 
and/or non-LP tracks-a Bauhaus three
song EP, Blancmange's "Living on the 
Ceiling," Simple Minds' "Promised You A 
Miracle," Madness' "Our House" (on Ger
ren!), Sparks' "Cool Places," the Blasters' 
"Barefoot Rock," Musical Youth's "Never 
Gonna Give You Up" and (for old times' 
sake) Neil Young's ex1ended robot versions 
or "Mr. Soul." And ir you want to hear a 
great Michael Jackson song tha1's gelling 
no airplay, check out "Can't Stand Out or 
The Rain," the flip or both "The Girl Is 
Mine,'' and ''Billie Jean.'' 

AND THERE'S NO PRETENDERS' 
SONG CALLED "OHIO"! It's called 
''My City Was Gone" and it's the b-side or 
"Back on !he Chain Gang." 
Hey, i1's time ror my bootheels to be 

a-wanderin! So, ir I don't see you in this 
world, I'll see you in the next one, and 
don't be late . 

Next month in BOSTON ROCK. .. 

Our Third Anniversary Issue! 
On Sale: June 1 Advertising Deadline: May 17. 

For more information call (617) 266-8787. 

1. U2-New Year's Day 
2. JON BUTCHER AXIS-Life Takes a Life 
3. THE CALL-The Walls Came Down 
4. THOMAS DOLBY-She Blinded Me with Science 

5. DEF LEPPARD-Photograph 
6. INXS-The One Thing 

7. MICHAEL JACKSON-Beat It 
8. GREG KIHN-Jeopardy 

9. THE TUBES-She's a Beauty 
10. MODERN ENGLISH-I Melt with You 
11. ROBERT ELLIS ORRAL-1 Couldn't Say No 
12. AFTER THE FIRE-Der Komissar 

13. NEW MODELS-Strangers in Disquise 
14. WALL OF VOODOO-Mexican Radio 
15. MEN AT WORK-Overkill 
16. PSYCHEDELIC FURS-Love My Way 

17. ULTRAVOX-Reap the Wild Wind 
18. MISSING PERSONS-Windows 
19. ZZ TOP-Gimme All Your Lovin' 
20. THE RAMONES-Little Bit O' Soul 
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ONE DIMENSIONAL RECORDS box923 NORTHAMPTON MASS. 01060 

THE MORTAL MICRONOTZ 
IFS 201 I Debut 14 song LP 
from th ese High Schoolers 

$5.00 

STILL AVAILABLE: 

BROADCAST 
{FS 202) Debu1 4 song 7 m. 
EP by this Kansas C1tv trio. 

$2 .50 

FRESH SOUNDS FROM MIDDLE AMERICA 
(FS 101/102) Two hour cassettes featuring nine 
groups with booklet of interviews & photos.$5.00 
SPK 'LAST ATTEMPT AT PARADISE' 
{FT 103) live in Lawrence. Hour cassette with 
tri-fold insert. Special 'Primer' also included. $6.00 

START 
'LOOK AROUND' 
IFS 203) Eight song m1n1-LP 
w/ a cut by Allen Ginsberg. 
$5.00 

THE EMBARRASSMENT 
'DEATH TRAVELS WEST' 
IFS 2041 Eight song EP . 
by th,s Wichita quartet. 
$5.00 

VIDEOS (40.00 each Format limited to stock on hand) 

SPK 'DESPAIR' & 'HUMAN POSTMORTEM' 
NOCTURNAL EMISSION'S 'BLEEDING IMAGES' 
STILL TO COME: 
MORTAL MICRONOTZ EP,EMBARRASSMENT 
CASSETTE, WILLIAM BURROUGHS CASSETTE, 
AND THE EUROPEAN COMPILATION CASSETTE. 

Fresh Sounds, Inc. 
Box 36 Lawrence. Kansas 66044 USA 
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''LOOK 
WHAT 
THEY'VE 
DONE TO 
MY SONG'' 

by Dean Johnson 

It's almost painful to li sten to Sal Baglio talk 
about the Stompers' debut album. "When I was 
old enough to think, I wanted to make a record 
and now I have, '' he begins. "But I would have' 
done it a little different, myself. I would have 
picked different songs. The record's out now, and 
that's what I'm happy about. But i1's hard for me 
to like it. It's just hard for me to dig it like I 
should. I know I could have done bener and I will 
do a lot better." 

It's impossible to have been immersed in the 
Boston music scene in the las! four years and not 
know about Sal Baglio and the Srompers. Love 
him or hate him, no one has ever doubted his fas· 
cination and consuming passion for rock and pop. 
He's a prolific songwriter who has inked impressive 
tunes along the way, but a quick glance at the 
S?ngs on the new album should indicate to long
ume fans that something was wrong when the band 
recorded it. 

Sure, Stampers classics like "Coast To Coast" 
and "Shutdown" are included. But where's 
"You're The One," "Love Is Stranger," or "The 
Heart ls A Lonely Hunter?" "American Fun" is 

on board, but Sal admitted he had 10 scream like a 
banshee to get it on the record. One of the disc's 
ten cuts is even a cover song, the so-so "I Can't 
Sleep At Night." What' s going on here? "I let the 
producers pick out the songs they wanted," Sal 
confesses. 

Ritchie Cordell was the chief producer of the al
bum sess ions between December and February of 
this year. Cordell has a track record a mile long 
and most recently has worked with the Ramones 
and Joan Jett. (It was Cordell, in fact, who shares 
responsibility for Jett's smash "I Love Rock And 
Roll.") 

Apparently, Cordell is used to a specific formula 
when he works with bands and that's how heap
proached the Stompers. "Ritchie's used to walking 
into the studio and saying, 'Okay, this is the way 
it's gonna be.' He goes out and gets you material 
and tries to bring out what you do best within 
those songs." Fine, but Sal is nol Joan Jen and as 
Peter Lembo, the Stampers' manager said, "Cor
dell's really not used 10 working with acts that have 
a prolific songwriter." 

Cordell showed up with a batch of cover tunes 
and the band showed up with three times as many 

L 0 

originals. ''Debut albums are scary," Sal said. 
"After being together five years, how do you put 
out a record that says it all? We could have put out 
a three-record boxed set and included a live 
album," he joked. 

"We went with the very, very simple side of the 
St0mpers." ·He added that he would like to have 
included at least a couple of ballads or more lyrica l 
tunes. "I wouldn't have done a whole record of 
party tunes.'' 

The a lbum is far from a piece of total smegma, 
and people who have seen 1he band should be able 
to find plenty of things to like on it (like "Keep It 
In Motion" and "Shutdown"). Sal memioned that 
some of the vocals on the album were originally 
reference voca ls done while he was sic k as a dog, 
but they had such a raw edge to them that they 
stayed. 

Baglio feels that though 1he band compromised a 
bit in making the album, the Stompers' integrity is 
still intact. "What makes the Stompers the Sromp
ers is there,'· he said. " I' m thinking about 1he nex1 
one. Succ~s to me will be gelling a chance to make 
another record." 

Boston Rock #39 13 



Minor Threat have earned their noto
riety, whether they want it or not. Mi
nor Threat are five strong personalities: 
Ian MacKaye (vocals and lyrics), Jeff 
Nelson (drums), Lyle Preslar (guitar), 
Brian Baker (guitar), and Steve Hans
~en (bass). Decidedly a Washington 
D.C. band, they come from a dedicated 
D.C. punk scene they helped to es
tablish. The nucleus of Minor Threat, 
Ian and Jeff, played together as the 
Teen Idles from September, 1979 to 
November, 1980, when Minor Threat 
formed with Lyle on guitar and Brian 
On bass. Brian Baker has recently 
moved to guitar with the addition of 
Steve on bass. 

l~n and Jeff also operate Dischord 
Records which has put numerous D.C. 
area bands onto vinyl including S.O.A., 
O.1.'s, Void, Faith, and Scream. (Selec
tions by Minor Threat and many other 
Dischord bands also have been released 
on Dischord's Flex Your Head 
compilation.) The band is quick to 
point out that Minor Threat and Dis
chord have seperate and, regularly, 
opposing priorities. Dischord Records is 
currently on hold while the band takes a 
two month tour around Canada and the 
States. Dischord recently released 
Minor Threat's 8 (or 9) song Out of 
Step 12" EP, The band also has two 7" 
Dischord EP's, Minor Threat, and In 
My Eyes. . 

Minor Threat may be too humble (or 
reluctant) to admit it, but I still hold 
them responsible for establishing the 

two most important social phenomena 
of the 80's: Hardcore and Straight 
Edge. Minor Threat credit the Bad 
Brains as being the first of the fast, 
high-energy ''Hardcore'' bands to come 
from D.C. but the combination of 
Minor Threat and Dischord really de
fined a sound that hadn't been heard 
before. It was too fast, too raw and too 
powerful to be called rock 'n' roll. And 
it was too proud and too positive to be 
called "punk." Hardcore followed nei
ther I 977's punk excesses nor its atti
tudes; it seemed more a reaction to it. 
And where "punk" was commonly as
sociated with the British bands and cul
ture, Hardcore was distinctly American. 

Straight Edge began as an under-
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standing and code of ethics among a 
small circle of friends. Ian dispelled the 
staples of rock 'n' roll: drugs, booze, 
and "fucking" (as opposed to sex) and 
immortalized his creed in song. Straight 
Edge was intended as a personal code 
based on responsibility, and straight
thinking, rather than a doctrine to be 
followed by all Hardcore fans. Things 
being as they are, several misquotes and 
misinterpretations later, Minor Threat 
soon found itself with plenty of 
notoriety. Although it's gotten out of 
hand, they've hardly been surprised by 
the reactions against Straight Edge. 
During their last tour they were 
confronted by groups supporting No
Edge, Bent-Edge, Round-Edge, and 
Curlicue-Edge. 

Lyle: We're basically tired of every time 
we get interviewed, the first thing any
one asks is, "What is the deal with 
Straight Edge? What is your Philo
sophy?" 
Ian: The reason we're tired of it isn't be
cause we're sick of explaining it. .. 
Jeff: With "Out.of Step," the lyrics are 
shon, concise and to the point; direct. 
That's why we did it. .. 
Ian: ... to make it really clear. The 
song wasn't telling people what to do. I 
don't mind people who don't agree with 
me, but I can't stand when they misin
tepret what I say . 
Jeff: We're not saying people are stupid 
if they smoke, drink and fuck ... 
Ian: I disagree on that. I'm not telling 

people NOT to do them. I think, a lot 
of the time, they ARE stupid to smoke 
or drink ... I'm not telling them NOT 
to do it. · 

But critics of the band were too quick 
to jump on the bandwagon bad mouth
ing Minor Threat's Straight Edge lyrics, 
and showed themselves to be trapped by 
their own prejudices . It is easy to 
condemn those ideas that are not 
understood, but how can you gloss over 
the hundreds of bands which have no 
original ideas? Contrary to what people 
might think, Minor Threat are NOT 
directing a Straight Edge Army, or 
Straight Edge Party. Instead, the 
thought that Minor Threat draws a va-

riety of people who share an interest in 
the music thar Minor Threat creates, is 
their encouragement. 

Lyle: I wouldn't want it any other way. 
I wouldn't want people to think that if 
you weren't Straight Edge, you couldn't 
show up. 

Consistent with their approach, many 
people who go to Minor Threat shows 
aren't just into Hardcore. Heavy metal 
fans, into Van Halen and Motorhead, 
frequent their shows, and Minor Threat 
draw large audiences on both the east 
and west coast. Although the band is 
more than willing to admit liking heavy 
metal, some of their individual musical 
tastes are more surprising: 
Lyle: What I listen to the most is Janis 
Joplin stuff, blues stuff. . I love 
blues ... or dub reggae of funk, D.C. 
funk, not like what they play on the ra
dio. I love to listen to the old black guys 
with no teeth playing guitar and singing 
about. .. 
Jeff: That's what Ian wishes he was, an 
old black guy tinkling on a piano. 
Ian: I'd love it man! That's my favorite 
music. I like all kinds of stuff, but that's 
what I listen to lately, the most. 
Jeff: Everything has influenced us. I 
used to love Deep Purple. I always 
loved the Beatles. I love the Sex Pistols, 
and the Vibrators, and the Saints ... 
Ian: None of us deny our past. 
Jeff: The only influence that I think we 
all have, and that really influenced 

D.C., it's only fair to say, that the Bad 
Brains made D.C. fast. That's what 
started everyone fast. 

But since the time Bad Brains made 
their lasting impression, they've also 
had their falling out. Any love between 
the bands has passed now that the 
Brains have adopted the "hy
pocritical" and fanatical rasta thinking. 
Minor Threat itself has gone through 
rough times and the band members are 
reknown for their constant infighting. 
The group disbanded briefly in 
September 1981, a victim of frustration 
and mutual hatred. Everyone went their 
separate ways, Lyle to college, and 

Jeff, Ian and Brian to other D.C. 
Hardcore bands. 

Ian: We have a lot of in-fighting-con
stantly. 
Lyle: We fight a lot, but we're friends. 
Jeff: We basically team up and talk shit 
about each other all the time. 
Lyle: It's gotten to the point that we 
fight incredibly, but the whole thing is 
that it was obvious, after I went to col
lege for six months, and Ian and Jeff 
were in a band with other people, that 
there wasn't any way it was going to 
work for them, and the only way it was 
going to work was if they had the ori
ginal band back. And that's why they 
wanted to do it. And that's why I want
ed to do it. That has led us to adopt the 
attitude that we need each other and, 
despite our problems, that usually wins 
out overall. 

The biggest conflict the band faces is 
how Ian and Jeff should spend their 
time. Although Minor Threat is top 
priority for now, neither member is will
ing to give up Dischord. Ian and Jeff 
established Dischord in 1980, a coura
geous attempt to capture D.C.'s de
veloping punk scene. 

Jeff: Dischord started out with $800 
worth of Teen Idles . As the money came 
back from each consecutive record, it 
goes into the next one. We're still in 
debt from all the projects we've been 
doing. The whole idea was, the Teen 

Idles donated all their money and we 
donate all the time, this was the label to 
help out bands. The bands don't get the 
money, they get some copies of the 
record, and the money goes back into 
Dischord. And we still put out the 
bands we like. We get a lot of shit for it. 
for not putting out everybody. Of 
course we're going to put out who we 
like. 
Ian: Jeff and I have a great, great sense 
of pride in what we're doing. But I can't 
stand the thought of only doing one 
thing. I could be totally into Minor 
Threat, but I would hate it, thinking, 
"I'm not doing records.'' I could put 
out records, I'd say, "Fuck, I wanna be 
in a band.'' I like to have my thumb in 
every pie I can. 

Dischord is also responsible for Mi
nor Threat's most recent EP, Out of 
Step, a very problematic project. In ad
dition to the usual delays, the record 
suffered minor technical difficulties as 
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'••well as a conspiciously black record jac- In all of this. the major frustration Mi
,• "'ff ket. Due to printing problems, the back nor Threat face is being misunderstood. 
, • '4 of the jacket was simply printed black Even with the all the time they spend 
f •' rather than delay the project further. considering the perspectives of their 
, • '- fans, the distributors, and friends, they 
'•' Lyle: I don't want to devaluate our re- find themselves in the position of not 
'•'cord but we're not completely happy being able to satisfy everyone. Minor 
'•'withthewaytheactualsoundcameout. Threat are fair . And they try to be as 
'•' Because the project is so messed up, we straightforward as possible in their 
'•44 may jusJ have this initial run, go and songs. Noticeably absent from Minor 
'•'strike it, and start right from scratch Threat's lyrics are judgements of 
'•'again. (A friendly argument ensues ::wbahdo_',', is "good" and "who" is 
,. ,iregarding whether or not a second ver-
, .. , sion of the record would be fair to 

........ _ _.•.,rans.) 
,,._,Ian: I think, at this point, no matter 
... ,what we put out we all will question it a 
,~little bit. I don't think we're ever really 
,. ~satisfied, because we all have totally dif
._,ferent influences and likes, and things 
._,we want to hear. I tell you, I think for 
.... the last month, since we did it, I think 
._,an of us walk around thinking, "This is 
• shit!" 
•"Lyle: When In My Eyes came out, I 
• 'thought that was a leap so much far for
.. ~ward from the first record. For months 
•.,I couldn't write anything after "In My 
•'Eyes". •:Ian: We had this horrible feeling that 
• we'd never be able to write anything like 
•""In My Eyes." Everybody was saying, 
•" "Oh my God, that's the most incredible 
•'song!" We're going, "How can we 
•'possibly write anything after this?" 
•' Lyle: So what happened then, we did 
•'this record. Brian was saying to me the 
•'-other day, "You know, the first 
•'record's great.'' And I agree with him . I 
•'-think it's like a reaction. When we went 
•'into the studio this last time, we were 
•'like "Mr. Professional" ... we were all 

'•'clean in playing, worrying about the 
'•'bass sound, a little thing here or 
'•1hhere . . . The reaction in my mind is, 
'•'the first record-That's raw! That's it! 
, •, Ian: Our main goal is that people will 
, •, our record. 
, •, Jeff: The kind of reaction I would like is 
'•'if a reviewer says, "This proves that it is 
'•'good that they got back together; it's a 
,. ~ really good follow up record . . . " 
,:,Something like that, and maybe a little 
'- ~ bit more raving. I just dread something 
,.•,_like, "THESE GODS ... 
, ... ,Jan: We cringe when we see something 
,._,like that. A review will read, "Minor 
,._, Threat is better than God," or some
,..,.,thing like that. How can we even deal 
,.~,_with that? 
,._,Lyle: This is the honest truth: up until 
, .. ,two months ago, we had never seen a 
, .. ,bad review, ever, in anything. I'd like 
,_._,s'!meone who seriously sat down and 
,._,picked us apart and said, "this is what 
,•,these guys are trymg to say.'' 

Lyle: Yeah, 'cause it's grey. It's all grey. 
Ian: There are always the "bad guys" 
and the "good guys." There are plenty 
of bad guys in my songs. There's no 
'cross the board. I'm not saying, 'all 
cops are bad,' 'all druggies are bad.' 
There's no 'cross the board. There's 
assholes in every faction, no matter 
what. There are plenty of really great 
cops. We know, 'cause Washington has 
guys that are really cool, in general. Of 
course there's a few assholes too. I 
don't say, 'I hate jocks, I hate this, or 
that' ... You can't say that because 
there's too many good people. 
Lyle: A lot of the material that Ian 
writes is about personal friends. If 
you're really a friend with someone, 
there's no black and white to that. One 
night you 're olavin.R one role, and the 
pext night you might be Playing the 
other. I hope people pick up on that. 
Ian: Every song I write, I'm on both 
sides of the coin . Even though I'm say
ing 'You do this,' 'You do that,' I know 
that I am the 'you.' I am you. I'm the 
guy who's being the asshole. 
Lyle: People say to us: 'You guys aren't 
really going to change things the way 
someone who attacks the government 
is.' In my mind, it's very hard for one of 
us, or one of those kids out there to 
START with the Government , and say 
'I'm gonna change things right at the 
top.' But if you think about it, if you 
change the way you deal with the guy 
down the block {Ian: Or with 
yourself. .. ) he may change the way 
he's gonna deal with the next guy. If 
that happens, the System's gonna 
change. 
Ian: We're talkin' matters of years, tens 
of years, hundreds of years. 
Jeff: That's exactly what our name's 
about. 
Lyle: Minor Threat. We're not 
a1mmg high. 

Make do with what you have 
Take what you can get 
Pay no mind to us 
We're just a Minor Threat 

- "MINOR THREAT" (1981) 
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The Meaning of 
.MONTY PYTHON 

I 

TERRY JONES 
by Dean Johnson 

Terry Jones sits at the breakfast ta
ble, rather demure and civilized. Educ
ated at Oxford, he is, after all, a Chau
cerian scholar who has published some 
critically-acclaimed books on the sub
ject. He is also an author of children's 
books, a playwright, director, and hap
pily married man. But Jones doesn't 
make full use of those qualities when it 
comes to his chosen profession. He re
called another breakfast, one with his 
workmates at a proper British restau
rant when they suddenly realized every 
special on the menu included spam; it 
was the restaurant's homage to Jones 
and his partners who make up the com
edy troupe Monty Python. 
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Since 1969, Monty Python (the name 
means absolutely nothing) has been 
creating comedy that is offbeat, fre
quently hilarious, sometimes shocking, 
often bizarre, and occasionally offen
sive to some people. The group's latest 
venture is the film Monty Python's The 
Meaning of life. Jones, the director, 
was visiting BoslOn to promote it. 

Jones explained there is no mystery 
about the way Monty Python operates. 
"We generally work on premises that 
make us laugh," he said. "Why 
shouldn't we do that no-holds-barred 
kind of humor?" That humor in the 
new movie includes a 3-D sex educa
tion class, organ transplants from still
living patients, a musical production 
number about human sperm, and a 
sketch that required 900 gallons of arti-

fical (but saueamishly realistic) vomit. 
Once again the Pythons ravage or

ganized religion, especially Protestants 
and Catholics . "I think we attack peo
ple who set themselves up in positions 
of authority," Jones said, "the sort of 
people who want to be obeyed and lis
tened to just because of their position 
rather than because of what they're 
saying." 

When asked if the group purposely 
pursues shock value in its humor he 
added, "I think a certain element of 
shock in humor is useful. One of the 
important ingredients in humor is sur
prise. But if people are sometimes of
fended by what we do, one hopes that 
maybe they' ll go back and th in k, 'Why 
was l offended?"'. 

There are few "ifs" about Python's 
Meaning of Life. Parts are guaranteed 
to offend nearly everyone. Still, Jones 
observed, "If people are tell ing jokes 
to each other they will cover all the to
pics in the movie, but you never see it 
on the screen." Well, now you will, 
and the possibility of occasional moral 
outrage on the part of the viewer has 
become an important consideration in 
the group's humor. 
" For exampl,~, Jones said he was 

very pleased that so many people 
took umbrage over Monty Python's 
previous film "The Life of Brian" and 
admitted that movie was "tame" com
pared to the new one. "I don't think 
we deliberately got more serious or 
satirical," Jones observed, "but it hap
pened. We're moved by different 
things," he said after mentioning most 
of the group are at least 40. '' I guess 
we're changing. Maybe we just feel 
freer to do things." 

Though the movie is filled with utter 
lunacy in places, Jones feels it does 
carry some kind of "message". "I hate 
to feel we spent a ll that money and 
time conveying tota l nonsense. I hope 
there is some attitude in the movie. Hu
mor, when ii works, usually does be
cause it has an attitude." 

Jones points out as an example the 
sketch where a Catholic father loses his 
job and te ll s his billions of kids he must 
sell them for animal experimentation 
since he can no longer support them. 
"It just puts across the Catholic point 
of view that contraception is wrong," 
Jones volunteered. "If it looks absurd, 
then perhaps it is because there is 
something absurd about that original 
premise." 

The sketches 1hat eventually became 
The Meaning of Life were written 1hree 
years ago. "We were 1rying to see what 
would come out of ii, but right at the 
start we decided it was going to be a 
cute movie, a family saga." Eventually 
the ideas were junked because "we 
could never agree on a shape." Appar
ently, even comedians need a good 
hook for their material. 

The group had made no progress 
with the plot of the movie when all its 
members IOok a trip IO Jamaica. Jones 
recalled thinking at the time, "This is 
the end, we're not getting anywhere." 
But the big breakthrough came at 
breakfast one morning. "Suddenly, it 
just came together in about twenty 
minutes," Jones said. 

Now that the movie is finished, there 
are no plans for the individual mem
bers of Monty Py1hon IO work together 
again ... but there are no plans for them 
not to, either. "Normally, we hatch 
our next project when we're all toge
ther in a hotel room," Jones said . 
''There 1s no schedule for us to work 
together again, ever." But the same 
could have been said before the mem
bers got together to polish off this 
latest collaboration. In the meantime, 
most of the members are already be
ginning to work on solo projects. 

Why do so many of the members of 
Monty Python spend much of their on
screen time dressed in drag? Jones ex
plained in jest that they could never get 
real women to do their sketches. "Ac
lUally," he added "there is quite a sort 
of tradition in d ressing up as a woman 
in English comedy." 

Since that makes Jones an expert on 
that particular subject, how did he rate 
Dustin Hoffman's portrayal of a wo
man in "Tootsie"? "I thought he was 
pretty good," Jones chuckled . "He's 
got the gl im merings. Give h im another 
ten years and he'll have it." 
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AVE LVIN Grand Blaster Flash 

If you don't know who the Blasters are perhaps 
you've had your head buried in bung for far 100 

long. Hailed as the grandmasters of American Re
combo-billy from quarters as dispara1e as Bean-o · 
and Time, they have blazed a course directly to the 
hearts of all true patriots with a stunning mix of 
chops, authority and un-cut CRANK. Their disco
graphy consists of four eminently ownable 12" disks: 
American Music (Rolling Rock), The Blasters, Over 
There, and Non Fiction (all Slash/Warners); and 
they're currently in the midst of a tour that will bring 
them, howling, to your doorstep. Do no1 turn them 
away. Their tunes range from soulful country ballads 
that'll fill even a tee-totalers' eyes with tears of pure 
bourbon to gnashing spumes of guitar-fueled heal 
that punch through your head like a double-load of 
buckshot. These guys (Lee Allen-sax; Phil 
\lvin-guitar, vocals; Dave Alvin-guitar; Bill Bate-

man-drums; John Bazz-bass; Steve Berlin-sax; 
Gene Taylor-piano) have full control of 1he 
sacramenls and 1hey're willing to share !hem. To 
writhe in front of their bandstand is to be baptised in 
the sweaty essence of Rock and Roll, and you oughta 
fuggin' Do 11! 

Just prior 10 the band's leaving town I had an op
portunity to speak with their principal songwriter. 
Dave Alvin, so I took it. A transcription follows. 
BR: Jr seems as if the Blasters are striking off in some 
new directions on Non Fiction. When you were 
coming up with the material was there any specific 
feel you wanted to get across? 
Dave Alvin: The only 1hing was that right when I was 
sitting down to write this album "Rock This Town" 
was a big hit and Warner Brothers didn't put any 
pressure on us but they sure wouldn't've been upse1 if 
it was called "Rock This O1her Town," so basically I 
decided to write nothing that even remotely sounded 
like tha1. There's all sortsa shi1 on it, even an Otis 
Redding style ballad where 1 get to play guitar like 
Steve Cropper. ll's like 1here're so many different 
types of great American music that you can patch 
'em 1ogether and cross-fertilize 'em in a million dif
ferent ways and there's no reason that you have to do 
the same old shit. We don't want to be a blues band 
or a rockabilly band or a country band; we just want 
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to be a rock and roll band 1hat does all these different 
kinds of things. Sorta like Creedencc. 
BR: Now you 're laughing when you say that and I as
sume it's 'cause so many critics've compared you to 
Creedence, but isn't there a similarity? Were you a 
big fan of theirs when you were in school? 
Dave: I liked their first couple of albums ok, but I 
was so wrapped, up in the Real Thing that I was kind 
of prejudiced agains1 them. I mean they weren't 
dead, they weren't even old. It was hard for me to get 
past that. Then in 176 I was driving somewhere and 
"Bad Moon Rising" came on the radio and every
thing else was so shitty that I turned it way up and it 
hit me-Fuck, this's a great song! I like them now 
more than I ever did. IL's the same with the Band. I'd 
never bought any of their records and then The Base
ment Tapes came out and shit, that could've been re
corded in a basement last week. It was recorded a 
year before Iron Butterfly did Heavy, but it's got that 
timeless sound. That's the most important thing a 
band can have-a sound you can go back to in three 

or ten years and not think it's dated. That's what 
we're shooting for, so I think we've got tha1 in com
mon with Creedence. If you go back and listen to 
their records it's only the recording sound that lets 
you know they were done in the late Sixties. 
BR: Are you trying to keep the Blaster's studio sound 
as up to date as possible? 
Dave: Well, the first album we recorded in a garage 
with a two track and we were all thinking the same 
thing, "Let's do 1his just like it was Sun Records," 
but with Non Fiction we decided to go into a state-of
the-art studio and fuck it up. We realized this time 
that the Blasters have a "sound" and it's anti-state
of-the-art so what the hell. We got an engineer, Jim 
Hall, whose experience was with Wall of Voodoo and 
Motown bands, who'd never worked with anybody 
at all like us, and just did it. 
BR: How long did ii wke? 
Dave: lwo months altogether. When you've got se
ven guys in a band there're seven different ideas 
about how the mix should sound, but I'm real happy 
with it. We may do some other stuff with it too. 
There's this guy, Limey Dave, who wants to get the 
master tapes and do a dub mix of one of the songs. 
That might be fun. 
BR: Spit was saying that Fear might do some dub 
stuff on their next record too. 

Dave: Yeah, I'd like to produce Fear. I had some 
great ideas the other day for a Fear record. I was 
writing some stuff and thought, "I could never do 
this with the Blasters, but it'd be great for Lee 
(Ying)." 
BR: Do you often get the yen to write tunes for Fear? 
Dave: Not really, it's more that when I write songs 
for the band I write them for other people. Some. 
times I write them real specifically for Phil's voice, 
but other limes I'll write them for George Jones or 

·Jerry Lee or Big Joe Turner or whoever. My idea of 
real success would be to go into the studio with 
Chuck Berry or Jerry Lee, co.write all the songs with 
them, pick the musicians, produce the album and just 
make it right again. 
BR: Are you involved in any projects outside the 
Blasters right now? 
Dave: Just drinking. No, there are a couple of local 
bands I'd like to do something with, I won't mention 
any names, but it's a matLer of getting my finances 
and schedule in order first. 'Cause if I did it I 

"When I was writing this al
bum 'Rock This Town' was a 
big hit . .. so I decided to write 
nothing that even remotely 
sounded like that. " 

wouldn't want it to be their money on the line. 
BR:/ haven't actually seen too many of the younger 
rockabilly bands that I thought had worthwhile ma
terial. 
Dave: There are a few and there's other stuff ... I'm 
beginning to like the Longryders quite a lot. They've 
got a tape with some real good originals on it and 
their version of "Masters of War" is great. If Bob 
Dylan decides to make a comeback now that he's got
ten over Christianity he should get somebody like 
them or us to back him up. 
BR: Have any of the new psychedelic bands impres
sed you? 
Dave: Again, there are some I like, but I tend to go 
along with what a local critic said about too much 
too soon. It seems like everybody's so proud of the 
last batch of bands that came out of LA that they're 
scrambling around just trying to find out who the 
next batch is going to be. I mean X played in shit
holes for years and Billy Zoom played in shitholes all 
his life and John Doe played in strip joints before 
they got that sound. A lot of these younger bands 
just don't come across the same way. When X's first 
album came out it was so grea1 'cause it was ten times 
better than anything that was on the radio and I 
don't think that these bands are writing songs that 
are better than Michael Jackson's latest record. 
BR: Have you ever thought of doing any Sixties ma
terial with the Blasters? 
Dave: We fucked around with some weird covers in 
the early days. I used to sing Bob Dylan's "Please 
Crawl Out Your Window," but there're bands that 
can do that material better. It's like if we pick a rock
abilly song to do I can res1 assured that we'll do it at 
least as well as anybody, and I wouldn't feel that was 
true with psychedelic stuff. Phil's roots are solidly in 
R&B so he gets his intensity in a real different way than 
guys like the Sonics did. They just exploded and he reaches 
down and pulls it up. 
BR: He seems to go mental in a more organized way. 
Dave: Yeah. He does go wild but there's always some 
restraint. It's like watching Sir John Geilgud making 
fart noises in a crowd. We do get some of that Sixties' 
feel Lhough. "Long While Cadillac" on the new albWTI has 
a more trashy rock feel to it. I was wriling the song about 
Hank Williams dying and at first I thought l 'd make it a 
country song but then I thought, no, let's make it desper
ate. I mean Hank was a desperate fucking guy, so it's got a 
real Sixties' ... cont. on p. , 47 
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Left to right: Adam Clayton, the Edge, Bono. 

by Tristram lozaw 

U2 have always been rock romantics. For years 
Lhey have drawn upon their inner selves for Lhe 
idealism and energy that fueled thei r outward ex
pressions. They fe lt they had to stand firm against 
their modern environment's attempts to invade and 
compromise their emotional worlds, resisting and 
som.:tirnes ignoring those influences. 

But with War, their third a lbum, U2 rea lized 
that they could no longer play the role of wide
eyed innocents effectively, especially when their 
homeland of Ireland was exploding around them. 
War marks the point where U2 knew they had to 
start acknowledging their surroundings a nd begin 
reconciling them with their ideals. The results? 
Their polish has been roughed up. Their meat has 
been scraped to the bone. U2 Rule Books have 
been thrown out the window. And electricity nies 
off a vibrant album by a band that has been re
born. 

This new outward approach has brought with it 
a flu rry o f activity and success . " Ne,\ Year's Day" 
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is U2's biggest single ever. War. on which they en
li sted the aid of talents as diverse as Steve Lilly
white, Kid Creole's Coconuts and Ken Frad ley, is 
enjoying across the board airplay while it zips up 
the charts. In Paris, a video of "Two Hearts Beal 
as One" has just been completed, the same tune 
that master knob-twirler Francois Kerkovian is re
mixing for a 12" dance single. 

They're working on a score for the Royal Dublin 
Ballet. They played 36 dates in the UK and Europe 
in about as many days. T here's talk in the 
European press that U2 is taking up where the Jam 
left off. And they're embarking on what promises 
to be a most rewarding lOur of 1he US. 

As people were lining up hours before U2 tickets 
would go on sale at the Orpheum box office (some 
had camped overnight), I was bw;y trying lO track 
down U2's erstwhile vocalist, Paul "Bono" Hew
son. This task was made no simpler when da{es 
were continually being added to their tour of Eu
rope (including a jaunt 10 Israel). Nor by the fact 
that the band, understandably tired of being 
hounded by journalists, is no,\ virtually off-limits 
to interviewers. 

LOVE, 
DEVOTION& 
SURRENDER 

And tho ugh I'm sure that U2 and their families 
are equally as tired of being inundated by a grow
ing legion of fans, my inquiries were met with 
nothing less than lOtal courtesy by those whose lives 
I in terrupted frequently-especially Bone's fathe r . 

"U2 have, over the last few years, developed a 
party of people who maintain a vigilante-type 
watch on the band," commented Bono by phone 
from Dublin. "To me, for us to still be playing to 
the audience that bought our first single is an 
achievement, because even tho'ugh the group has 
grown we haven't outgrown our audience, or vice 
versa. I've noticed 1hat there are a lot more levels 
on which people are taken with the group now, and 
i11s gone a little haywire." Backstage after their 
European shows, they'd meet an assortment of 
oddballs, professors, even people who were doing a 
thesis on the band and on Edge's guitar playinR. 
"There's that extreme and then you have people 
that are into the band because they think Larry's 
fab or they like our denim jackets." 

This difference of extremes in appeal is some
thing that U2 has always wanted lO achieve. But 
aren't they bothered by all the people tagg ing along 
now? 

"What meant more lO me than the album going 
straight to number one were the faces on the front 
rows at our concerts-people who had been sleep
ing under hedges, in ra il way stations, people who 
had been traveling all over Europe lO see us. But at 
the same time, to virtually be sharing hotel rooms 
with our audience really got in our hair. We'd 
arrive back from concerts and fi nd people a ir ~ady 
in our rooms, sometimes a lready in our beds, and 
we'd have to ask them lO leave. But ultimately, our 
audience is not a 'pop' audience. The majority of 
them arc not interested in what we had IOr break
fast." 

Their recent successes have opened U2 up to 
more negative as well as positive reactions from 
fans and critics, but for U2 it's just another chal
lenge. 

"Upward movement is essential for any artist. It 
provides the change and the challenge that keeps 
you from becoming stagnant. lt also has a quicken
ing effect on the adrenaline of the group and that 
has a productive cffec1 on the music. I 'm constant
ly thinking about possibilities for the next record. 
Nobody even wants to talk to us about making the 
next record, but I can't stop thinking or miking 
about it." 

The strengths that U2 have had to develop in or
der to survive over the last year and branch out 
with War has made them a better, more resilient 
band. They claim, however, that most of the pres
sures to excel came from within the band. 
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"We're pretty hard on ourselves, constantly ex
amining. You might expect the pressure 10 cornf' 
from record companies and management or media, 
but in fact we've learned to cope with that quite 
well. .. It's the things you reJect, not what you ac
cept, that's importanl. You have to be your own 
editor ... (On War) we had 10 keep throwing 
things out because we felt we were in danger of pa
rodying ourselves. There was this thing that had 
become 'U2's sound' and we felt that we must 
move on. I feel we did, and now we're considering 
far more radical steps, I'm very excited about War. 
It feels like our first record." 

With the completion of War, U2 also feel that 
tney·ve passed through one stage of rne1r career. 
"With Boy, Oc,ober and War, we feel that we've 
completed a three-album project, a trilogy of sorts. 
Everyone feels that a weight has been taken off our 
shoulders, that we've goHen something out of our 
system. It's like being in a new group again." 

As a writer, Bono has always been autobiograp
hical, writing about the things that were going on 
inside his life. Feelings that others buried, he would 
try to dra\l. out of himself. On Boy he explored the 
relation of love and sex to growing up. On OC1ober 
it was his Christian exhi laration that poured out. 
He revealed himself, he says, "despite the conse
quences of what would happen when people found 
out what was going on in my life. 

"The sexual side of Boy was, in it's time, quite 
revelatory. People can talk abou1 sex on a bland le
vel, or about S&M, leather gear and impulsive sex. 
But that's actually very conservative, not at all that 
radical. In "Twiligh1," a boy was being confronted 
by a man who was a homosexual, and I was trying 
lo explain in the song tha1 this wasn't how it was 
wriHen in the book. 

My body grows and grows 
Ir frightens me you know 
A teacher told me why 
I laugh when old men cry 

Nobody realized that I was talking about meno
pause. It was a riddle. I can remember being told 
in school about the change in life and how distres
sing it can be for old men when they stop function
ing. I can remember my nervous lau!!h ... So on 
that side of Boy a lot of people didn't realize exact
ly how much of myself J was giving." 

"On October, I became more aware of the third 
part of myself-the spiritual nature-and I could 
have chosen lo lock it away, and some would have 
preferred it that way, bu{ I allowed it 0ut. 'Gloria' 
is about trying to express such things , an insight in
to the moment when a song is written. 

I try 10 sing this song 
I try to stand up but I can't find my feet 
I 1ry 10 speak up 

l!' s about 1he failure of expressing yourself, which 
results in words that you can't find in English, so 
the Latin words came out." 

While some people were \cry taken with the in
trospection of 1he first 1wo U2 albums, others felt 
they were too impressionistic, even though Bono 
was lrying lO describe emotions that obviously 
don't translate well to rational terms. Some critics 
missed the point of the lyrics, but artists and \Hi
ters were noticing and often praising them. Jackson 
Browne, of all people, cornered Bono las! year to 
tell him how he related to the logic in the way the 
lyrics expressed inner emotions and the way the 
words were ''splashed on the canvas." "A lot of 
our contemporaries were just throwing a lot of 
dark images together and pretending it was deep. 
But there was no real door open to the inside, to 
what was really happening." 

Still, Bono felt the need for a change in hi s ap
proach, realizing that he finally had to start look
ing outside himself. .. "I had 10 face issues that 
for a long time I was frightened of facing ... for 
instance the troubles at home in Ireland. Only after 
being away from home could J objectively see what 
exactly was going on ." 

U2 woke up to a world in tumult-the Falk
lands, Beirut, Poland, Cambodia and Central Am
erica-and they responded with songs like "Sunday 
Bloody Sunday" (Ulster), "Seconds" (the nuclear 
threat), and "New Year' s Day" (Solidarity). "Sun
day" became a nightmare for U2 because of the 
implications that the lyrics might have on their 
lives. They might , in reality, face a ''brick through 

the window" and could be jeopardizing the safety 
of their families. 

"If l spoke out against the men of violence, that 
could have had an effect on my real life. There 
were lines in the lyrics that could have resulted in a 
lot of trouble for the group, and they were omit
ted, because I cannot come to terms with the man 
of violence. What has happened in Ireland is sad 
and unjust, and there's no way the country should 
be divided in two. There's no way that can be justi
fied. But I st ill don't think you can justify chang
ing that by violence, because you become as guihy 
as the people you're fighting against." 

About a year ago, Bono started getting inierested 
in Gandhi, Martin Luther King and the idea of 
passive resistance. "I realized that you can't be a 
passive pacifis1, you must be an aggressive pacifi
c1st. I had to make a strong statement aoout what 
was happening, and "Sunday ... " is that state
ment." 

War is not all connic1 and violence. Love is still 
a central theme. Bono is in love, recently married. 
Edge will soon follow, and all that comes through. 
"New Year's Day" is really schizophrenic. II was 
sparked off by Lech Walesa and Solidarity yet at 
the same time it's a love song. Love is always 
strongest when it's set against a s1ruggle. And even 
in "Sunday Bloody Sunday" there's the line 'to
night we can be as one.' Rock'n'roll can do in 
some practical ways what politicians can only do in 
theory. I really do believe that music has 1he power 
to break down barriers. 

"But in America, music is completely sect ionaliz
ed and compartmentalized-adult contemporary, 
AOR, disco, R&B-these are false divides. Music 
should break barriers. I was very excited for instan
ce, when l heard Joe Jackson was being played on 
black stations. We've got to achieve musical unity 
as well as political unity." 

Well, things have changed in fhe US of A since 
U2 first landed here a couple of years ago. The 
.!conomy has buckled under, the music scene has 
fractionalized, and now tha1 radio consultants have 
decided "new music" is the way to go, many of 
the mechanisms that supplied that new music are 
tired and crippled. Radio's new move to the left, 
however sijgh t, still bodes well for a band like U2, 
who are reaping large and growing successes with 
War. 

"There's a certain amount of justice to (the suc
cess] because when we saw U2 clone bands achiev
ing success in America, we were quite bemused." 
So much energy went into trying to ge1 "I Will 
Follow" played that every time a major s1ation air
ed it, it was "hallelujah" and break out the cham
pagne. "Despite the lack of airplay, spending lime 
in America over the last three years has given us a 
base and a foundation 1ha1 a lot of the ocher 
groups, the sort of whimsical ne\\ music, haven't 
got. There\ a certain stability to feeling that 
you·ve not jus1 painted your face a cenain way 10 
go out into the st reets and be a successful tart." 

On War, U2 \t ill call on some of the same in
ward-looking elements of the music that built this 
US base for them, but now the material is double
edged. Now they have to relate their idealism lO 
their new awareness of the stark realities of life. 

"War is, !;,out struggle on many different le
vels-emotional, physical, political, mental, even 
st ruggles in the home. Like the child's face on the 
cover. You must ask yourself, 'is he "The 
Refugee'"? And what is he a refugee from? A bro
ken home? When we ialk about refugees, we're not 
just talking about South East Asia. We're talking 
about where I live and everyday things. 

"War is also about love, about rape. about sui
cide. But most of all it's about 'iurrendcr. 11·., 
called War but il's about 1he pain of ,urrender. Be
cause the friction that we're talking about is basic
ally the result of people's egos, and stepping on 
toes in order to succeed in all walks of life . The 
principle of su rrender is stepping back, and I find 
that difficult being son of an ambitious person and 
having an ego. 

"But I never want people 10 think of me as 
someone on a soapbox. I'm wary of people telling 
me what to do, so I never say 'you do this' or 
'they do that.· I try not to point the finger because 
I usually associate myself with the accused." 

If people still think that Bono sets himself up as 

some sort of spokesman, he refers them to "Two 
Hearts Beat As One," a song where he also tries to 
explain the emotion of love. "It's explained in very 
straightforward terms: 

I don't know how 10 say what's got to be said 
I don't know if it's black or white 
There's others see it red 

I 'm saying that nothing's black and white, most 
things are grey, and that everyone sees things dif
ferently." 

With Bono being an avid filmgoer, movies and 
documeniary footage provided the inspiration for 
much of War. Two songs, "Red Light" and "Sur
render" are based around New York experiences 
and some cityscapes from Martin Scorsese's Taxi 
Driver. "These two songs are about a character 
who was steeped in herself, alone in the spot ligh1 
of her own 1ragedy, who eventually commits sui
cide. Some images from the start of Tax, Dnver 
were my inspiration, so I was quite pleased to hear 
that Scorsese has (through a friend) complimented 
the LP. We drew some of the images ror H·ar out 
of the cinema and as a result, some of the songs, 
like "Surrender,·· sound very cinematic." 

This cmema[lc tone has aJ\\ays oeen, 10 some de
gree, a part of U2's music. They view themselves as 
primary colors, applied in strokes to evoke images 
and pallerns of light, distance, wne, texture and 
extra dimension. But by lhe end of their last 
American IOur, U2 were leaning toward a rawer 
sound for War. 

The contrast of this rawness sel against U2's pat
ented textures helps point out their desire for the 
best of both worlds-childhood and maturity. 
While the issues and emotions examined on War 
are those of a young man, the music digs deeper 
into the primal stages of childhood. The drums 
sound like pots and pans that were recorded from 
across the room. The smoothness of Edge's electric 
echoes is overpowered by the insistance of bare 
acoustic guita rs. And, like chi ldren, U2 are not in 
full control. Every little variation is something 
they're trying for the first time. But it's that excite
ment of discovery, that spanking new feel, that 
provides HUr's successes. 

'"Seconds' is totally bare. We had this journalist 
in and he heard 'Seconds' being made and he said, 
'Thai·., going to be great when it's finished.' The 
four members of the band were ph\:sica tly jumping 
on the mi,ing desk \\hilt· 1hc manag.cmcnt held 
Steve Lillywhite down. II mi::ant throwing the rule 
book out the window, and I '>till don't think we did 
it enough. We're only beginning 10 break rule!:>." 

"' It \\a<, especially important for the l1r-.1 k\\ 

track<, that we got 111a1 starkne-;s aero<,<,, Some peo
ple heard the drums and said, 'Are you guy-. ,1ark 
raving mad?' And we tried 10 be aggrC'iSi\e \\llh 
the acoustic imtruments as \\di. The ra\\llC'i'i o! 
'Like A Song' \\Orh became of the conira'it \\llh 
'Drowning Man' which follows. You breathe a sigh 
ol relief when e\erything die, dO\\n. Aggre<,,ion i<, 
aggression only in t:Onlra'>t with \Cll'iiti\ily. I hope 
the next record is even more radical." 

Bone's long list of ideas to <,ort out for u2·., 
nexl recording project are being further mnuenced 
by music from ne\\ groups like The Alarm and Big 
Country (with Stuart Adamson of Skids). Another 
current favorite is The Magic Rini!, album by Clan
nad ("Family"), an Irish group that had a hit in 
the UK with "Theme from 'Harry\ Game"' {a 
Belfast documentary). The 1une was sung in Gaelic 
with no accompanying inst rument s . "It wa<, the 
mosr subvers ive thing I had heard in years be1.:ause 
ii was so real." Bono is also interested in the work 
of European producer Connie Plank, who moved 
from strictly traditional fare 10 electronic bands 
like DAF. 

As for the presenl British synth-pop inva!:>ion, 
Bono would like to see people get into using the 
synihis izer more for 1ex1ural purposes-deep bass. 
low drones. He thinks the more adventurous musi
cians will be moving away from the synth, at least 
from the dit-dit-dir way ii is prevalent 1oday. "In 
the movie Blade Runner, there was a great repre
sentation of a claustrophobic ci1y of the future. 
But its naw was that all the music was electronic. 
In the 1990's people wilt be li,;tening to acousiic, 
ethn ic and cajun types of music because ever)thing 
else around them will be electronic. Acomtic music 
will be the progressive music of 1he future." 
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by Carter A Ian 

In the course of two weeks last summer, Boston's 
Limbo Race managed to move from virtual anonym
ity to local stardom. Winning the Rock and Roll 
Rumble, Boston's annual rock and roll competition, 
put the group in front of clicking shutters, scratching 
pens, and an appreciative audience. Almost a year 
later the band has found that life as artists hasn't got
ten much easier. They can usually count on gathering 
a decent sized audience, but Limbo Race is still wrest
ling with the problems of getting their music outside 
of Boston. 

Limbo Race is a tiJ,?.ht collective of musicians that 
begins with Randy Black - the steely gazed guitarist 
whose eyes seem to bore nght through the back of 
your head when he's onstagc. Although his presence 
dominates the stage , Black would protest the title of 
leader; when contacted for this interview he insisted 
that the entire band be present. 

The same basic group has been consistently playing 
Boston over the past few years. Lanky John Neidhart 
joins Black up front for an aggressive bass punch 
matched by his own powerful and deep voice. Drum
mer and vocalist Mark Pulin handles the anchoring 
rhythms. The three are now regularly augmented by 
the saxophone sailings of Mark Chenevert who also 
adds his talents to another local band, the Zone. 
Since las1 summer, a fifth member, Catherine Cole
man, has joined the group bringing her keyboards 
and singing from the vanishing Petit Mal. 

On a warm and lazy weekend afternoon we met at 
Black's Cambridge apartment and talked about Lim
bo Race and the upcoming release of a new single. 
Despite the fact that Black and Neidhart answered 
most of the queslions, it was obvious that without the 
other three presem, they would have been uncomfor
table speaking for the group. One of the most curious 
aspects of this group is whether or not they'd like to 
be called a trio with two sidemen or the Limbo Race 
"big band" of five as some have put it. Black is 
vague-but not delibera1ely so: "We're five, four, or 
three. There are only three songs right now that have 
all five of us playing at once, but there are five that 
we do with Mark and five others that we do with 
Catherine." 

"While there's been an attempt to write for pieces 
because we have them," Neidhart continues, "it's 
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Limbo Race, clockwise from left: Mark Shenevert, Catherine Coleman, John Neidhart, Randy 
Black Mark Poulin. 

still basically what is appropriate for each song. Oc
casionally, even now, a song will only need three 
pieces. We fairly scrupulously try to avoid copying 
anybody's anything-including things we've already 
done. That's more important than trying to write for 
a certain number of instruments. We'll say that we 
can't play it because it sounds like The Cure or J. 
Geils, or even 'Cigarette'." 

Limbo Race is about to release it's second single: 
"Ina's song" b/w "Small Talking," the former tune 
utilizing keyboards, eight st ring bass, sax, and 
drums. Certainly the band is finding more musical 
possibi lities since the release of ies initial 1apes, 
"Cigarette" and "Crileria." "There Goes Kafka" 
was a John Neidhart song included on the Modern 
Method Compilation Lp Vol. 2 with quirky Talking 
Heads styled rhythm and vocal changes adding loads 
of charm to the sparse production. C henevert's sax 
first appeared on Limbo's debut 45 released just after 
the Rumble. "Down and Backward" was a straight 
funk jacket surrounding Black's disquieting lyrics 
that, once again, featured a relatively simple record
ing and production job. The slrength of the music,· 
however, skirts the problems 1hat a tight budget 
brought 10 the band in the studio . 

The next Limbo release was "Bless Me Father," a 
tape senl to area radio stations late last year. Unlike 
il's funky predecessor, it was a straight rocker with 
solid production. Black picks up on the tack, "Yes, 
those songs sound a lot different, but they are Limbo 
Race-that certain sound we get. We'll never run out 
of ideas either, there's an infinite number of possibil
ities. I like being in the role to draw someone in with 
one type of song that's attractive, people will come 
down to hear "Down and Backwards" and then hear 
and hopefully like the other stuff we do." 

As much as Limbo Race's recorded output dis
plays their versati!ity, the band's real strength lies in 
their ability to convince live. Black and Neidhart sing 
so strongly that their veins bulge and sweat mes with 
each stroke of their guitars. Pulin is a runaway met
tronome steadi ly applying pressure to the beat and 
vainly trying to keep his glasses stable on his sweating 
face. The three man powerhouse with Chenevert's 
sax adding a wholly different texture was enough to 
convince a panel ot judges, nearly all unfamiliar with 
the band, as well as 1he crowd at last year's Rumble. 

"We'd been ctomg the grind for nearly a yea r and a 

half and not making much noise. That was the most 
people we ever played for," mentions Black. 

Although lhe Rumble win had i1s obvious benefi1s; 
guilarist Black points out that it had its drawbacks as 
well. "When you win the Rumble you get a IOI of 
shit. We were playing the Underground twice a 
month in the early days and all of a sudden a band 
from nowhere won the Rumble. Some people 
though! we sold out to win, but it wasn't like that. 
Our music hasn't changed or go11cn any more com
mercial and we're not kissing anyone's ass." 

Neidhart adds, "we'll scrap a lot of ideas if they 
seem tOO commercial in a sense of not being chall~ng
ing to us a nd our audience." 

So how does a band that insists on putting their art 
firs! survive and get their music out? The bass player 
uses an example: "The Tai King Heads were certainly 
way out there when they started oul, bul they steadi ly 
built up an audience over a number of years . " 

Black slowly measures out his words, "We're just 
trying to grow individually and as a band. We may 
not be as commercial as other people, but there is 
something here that should get out. I lean a bit to
wards independent labels because they aren't part of 
the corporate bullshit arena. We aren't moldable un
less someone's got a good idea about something we 
feel we should listen to." 

"We don't see matching wardrobes in our future," 
laughs Neidhart. 

"Both 'Down and Backwards' and the new single 
were made on friends' contributions that we've had 
to pay back. We can't afford an EP or an album . 
withou1 some kind of backing at this point. it we 
don't get a label behind us, we'll figure out another 
way to do it. Our future plans are very dependent on 
what happens with this single," mentions the guitar
ist. 

When pushed a bit, Black did mention some of the 
reasons why the name Limbo Race was attractive to 
the band. "To be in limbo is in-betweeness, an aspect 
of confusion is there, as well as an aspect of level
ness. Limbo also suggests being open and not being 
pedantic. The name is very significant because it is so 
open. Race suggests a whole lot of things, classifica
tion of humans, or a track. It suggests speed, hurry, 
and ... sweal." 
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by Mr. B 

My jaw dropped. The band had just 
finished its first song of the evening. 
For five short minutes, four sinister fi
gures shrieked, banged, bumped and 
pounded a frightening, churning, 
junky funk that made the skin crawl. 
This stuff could scare off demons. 
POW!. Welcome to the Birthday 
Party. 

The Birthday Party are a scary crop 
of characters, but not your comic
styled Cramps or Misfits types. They 
are serious, maybe too serious, in the 
way that Joy Division were uncomfort
ably convincing. 

Vocalist Nick Cave, a contemporary 
Jim Morrison, cuts a charismatic pose 
whether he's staring blankly into 1he 
audience or thrus1ing his body into sex
ual spasms. Rowland S. Howard, 
meanwhile attacks and rips at his gui
tar, like a vulture tearing at it s prey, 

~ spitting noise and feedback 1hroughout 
~ each song. 
~ Bassist Tracy Pew is the only mem-

ber who looks out of place. Dressed 
i like an urban cowboy (macho chic) 

0 with tatoos and mustache, he provides 
~ the driving sex beat beneath the Birth
o. day Party's music. As the chaos devel-

by Sheena 

Why is it that when a band like Fear 
write fast songs with dumbshit lyrics, 
they're completely revolting, but when 
the Angry Samoans do it they get-and 
deserve- three encores (the last of 
which they couldn't fulfill for want of 
material)? 

A lot of people like to classify the 
Angry Samoans as a "joke band" 
-and certainly, lyrics like "drink toi
let water, sucks puke!'' and songs 
about Hitler's cock smack of stuff 
that's popular with the third-grade 
set-but there's still something about 
them that's really venomous and off
kilter. "Get Off the Air" is no,, after 

MESSAGE UNITS 

all, a haha song. lt's a brilliant dra
matization of the sort of rage you feel 
when some coke-snorting clown on the 
radio tips you off slyly that the next 
number is "really crazy, kinda new 
wave!" and it's Billy Idol. The Sa
moans aren't above all this id
iocy-they're in the middle of it, and 
their songs are the result of working 
with what they're given. The Samoans' 
subjects may be ludicrous, but the 
treatment never is, and if there's a 
dumbo side to the whole thing (tuna 
tacos, "professional" homosexuals, 
steak knives and Hitler's cock), well, 
that's what they're reviling. Their ve 4 

hemence comes not from rising above, 
but from knowing that they, and you, 
are stuck in the middle of this desper-

Sadly announce their immi
neiirdiscontinuation. One 
member, who asked to be re
membered only as bill, has 
developed a peculiar ring
ing in one of his phones. 
He will be missed. Rockers 
Bentwood & Baby Ima are now 
contemplating reforming. \'le 
Vlould like to thank our pro 
ducer, Steve Ward, our man
~er, Melody Stavis, Lolita 
Flange, our fan, and Joyce 
Kulhawik for her scintilla,.. 
ting interview and cookies. 
Our tape is still available 
at newbury Comics for a lim 

"Always High Energy 

Storyville in June. · 

Rock n' Rollf" 
-Boston/Metro Entertainment 

ops, Tracy grinds and rotates his crotch 
deeper into his bass. It's completely 
obscene but, within the overall context, 
peversely right. 

Drummer Mick Harvey (formerly 
their second guitarist) pounds out a va
riety of rhythms unfamiliar in conven
tional rock'n'roll. Together the band 
creates a disturbing, sexual voodoo 
music for urban society. Uniformly 
dark, violent and jarring, it is liberally 
splattered with tributes to Captain 
Beefheart and the Doors. If there 
should be any question, this is not your 
typical pop group. During one of many 
equipment malfunctions, Nick snarled, 
"We're not here to be entertaining." 

No doubt about it, this is intense 
s1uff. Unfortunately, the Birthday 
Party are less successful transferring 
this inrensity to vinyl. While they 
played several songs from their most 
recent s1udio album, Junkyard, only 
the "Release the Bats" single satisfac
torily captures the effect they create 
live. But let's give credit where i1 s due: 
The Birthday Party are absolutely mes
merizing live, and easily gave the best 
performance I've witnessed this year. 
Not bad for four chaps from Australia. 
Beware of noises from down under. 

POW! POW! POW! 

ate terrain. 
Ok, so now you know why the Sa

moans are not a joke band. You should 
also know that more lhan any other 
band I've seen recently they put aside 
personali1y, posing, and rhetoric (no 
slags, no joke~. no lecturing) to wail 
through literally every song they know. 
Live performance brought some of the 
Back From Samoa songs up to par with 
their first EP (which I like a lot better). 
Everyone was waiting for "Lights 
Out", and the Samoans delivered; 
what is this knack they have with "call
and-response' 'delivery?-·' Homosex
ual" came off great too. Big crowd, 
good dancing, and who doesn't love a 
band that's better live than in the stu
dio? 

For Booking and lnformat,on Call 
J .C. Management 

PO Box 45 
Medford, MA 02155 

(617) 391-2348 

i ted time. \".'atch for our fi 
naJ. Boston appearance di 
~ !#YI~ 24 HOUR CONCERT INFO LINE 

For information diaJ. 4ll. (617) 662-0700 
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10:00. 10:30 Registration at Spit Entrance 

1 Keynote Address 

11:15 

12:00 

• Steve Berkowitz-Lookout Management, Co-Manager Cars, 
Manager New Models and Ministry, Syncro Sound Studios. 

Producers Panel 
• Michel Bastarache- Senior Editor Boston Rock; Independent Re
cord Producer: Native Tongue, SS Decontrol. 
• Jimmy DuFour-Radiobeat Recording Studio, Boston. 
• Richard W. Harte-Owner and Producer: Ace of Hearts Records 
(Mission of Burma, the Neats, Lyres). 
• Ric Ocasek-The Cars; Producer: New Models, Alan Vega, The Bad 
Brains, The Dark, Romeo Void. 
• Ann Prim-November Group. 

Independent Record Panel 
• Duncan Brown-Rounder Records and Rounder Distribution, Som
erville, MA 
• Neil Cooper-Reachout International Records (ROIR), New York. 
• Michael Dreese-Modern Method Records, Newbury Comics; Pub
lisher, Boston Rock Magazine. 
• Eric DuFaure-Cachalot Records, New York. 
• Paul Marota-Important Records and Distribution, New York. 
• Don Roze-Eat Records, Salem, MA. 
• Marty Scott-Jem Records, S. Plainfield, NJ. 
• Gary Velletri, Faulty Products, New York. 

BOSTON ROCK magazine presents: 

The second annual 

ROCK 
The Boston Rock 

Music Seminar 
at the Spit/Metro Complex 

13 Lansdowne Street, Boston 

Saturday, May 7, 1983 
10 AM to 6 PM 
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Boston Rock: 

1:00 

2:00 

2:30 

Schedulo 
(subjec ,. 

Major Label Pane 
• Larry Braverman
Records, New York. 
• Hernando Courtrig 
New York. 
• Steven Leeds-Dire 
York. 

Lunch Break 
(Loea1 uukos will be shown al 

Video Mini-Panel 
• Louis Aira- Video P 
• Jan Crocker-Direct 
Producer: The Billygoo , 
• Peter Dietz-VJ, Pro 
• Jeff Hudson-Museu .. 
pendent Producer. 
• James Robbins-Re , 

Additional speakers t 
For more information 



usic Seminar 
fEvents 

3:00 Radio and Club DJ Panel 
• Cindy Ballen-DJ, Local Music Coordinator WCOZ, Boston. 
• Rob Barnett-Program Director WAAF, Worcester. 
• Tami Heide-Music Director WMBR, Cambridge. 
• Wendy Hunt-Music Director and head DJ, Metro. 
• Mark Josephson-Rockpool Productions, New York. 
• Mark Lynch-Rock Director WICN, Worcester. 
• Jim McKay-Music Director WZBC, Newton. 
• Oedipus-Program Director WBCN, Boston; DJ, Spit. 

onal Album Promotion Director, Elektra 

ast Coast A&R Director, A&M Records, 

of East Coast A&R, MCA Records, New 

4:00 

• Cosmo Wyatt-New England DJ Association, Boston. 

Press and Publicity Panel 
• Jock Baird-Managing Editor Musician Magazine. 
• Richard Cromonic-Editor Sweet Potato Magazine. 

5:00 

• Steve Morse-Music Editor The Boston Globe. 
• Greg Reibman-Editor Boston Rock Magazine. 
• Ira Robbins-Publisher, Editorial Director Trouser Press Maga
zine. 
• Janis Schacht-Independent Publicist, New York. 
• Doug Simmons-columnist The Boston Phoenix. 

Booking and Management Panel 
• Harry Bouras-The Channel. 

~er: Ric Ocasek, New Models, Alan Vega. 
i the Film Studio Center at MIT; Video 

·uman Sexual Response. 

• Howard Cusack-Pretty Polly Productions. 
• Randy Hien-The Living Room, Providence. 
• Bruce Houghton-Rockfever Productions, booking agent for Jon 
Butcher Axis, New Models and The Raft in Lowell. 
• Joan Martin-Manager: Lou Miami, November Group, Dangerous 
Birds. 

mer: Spit/Metro, The Paradise. 
hool of Fine Arts Video Instructor; Inde-

• Marshall Simpkins-Inn Square Men's Bar. 
l! rk Video. 

SIC 
, , announced. 
{v l (617) 266-8787. 

1~S It! 

• Bob Singerman-Singerman Management, New York. 
• Tony V-Spit 

After the Seminar: Complimentary Admission will be offered to all 
Seminar Participants at Spit, Metro, The Paradise, and Stitches. (Proper 
ID required.) 

EMINAR 
r-------------------------------------------------------, 

send 10,Boston Rock Music Seminar 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02 I I 6 

Name _________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City/State ___________________ Zip ____ Phone( ___ ) ______ _ 

C Enclosed is my check or money order for $20.00. Please send registration information and my admission ticket. 

Please charge to my Visa/Master card # _______________ • Exp. date ______ _ 

Signature -------------------· Or call (617) 266-8787 and charge by phone. 

If you are associated with a band, record label, radio station or other organization, please list below. 

D I'd also like to pre-register the following additional names. Enclosed is $16.00 for each additional name. (This spe
cial rate will not be available at the door and musl be received by 5/5183 .) 

Register in advance and avoid any lines at the door. 
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Publishers Notes by Mike Dreese 

The Boston Rock Music Seminar. 
is coming together very nicely this year . As you can see by the list of 

additional speakers below, it should be even more informative and exciting than 
last year. As we go to press, we have received as many admissions by mail as at
tended last year, so we expect a crowd of around 500 for this year. 

Tentative speakers added since last issue include: 
Hernando Courtright-East Coast director of A&R, A&M Records, New 

York. 
Marty Scott-President, Jem Records, New Jersey. Jem is the single largest 

distributor of imported and independent records in the country. In addition, its; 
affiliated labels, PVC and VISA, have been on the forefront of new music, with 
releases by such varied art ists as Killing Joke, Brian Eno, the Bongos, Siouxsie 
and the Banshees. They have released records by Human Sexual Response, and 
more recently, the New Models. 

Rob Barnett-Program Director, WAAF radio, Worcester. One of the big, 
strong signal stations in the state. Its center state location makes it quite influen
tial, especially since most arena rock shows have been moved from the Boston 
Garden to Worcester's Cenlrum. 

Steven Leeds-East Coast Director of A&R, MCA Records, New York. For..----------------------------,,1 merly involved in independent promotion. 

Mark A. Fischer 
Attorney at Law 

All aspects of entertainment law -
in music, video, mm and performance: 
copyrights, contracts, negot:iations, 
business corporations, trademarks. 

119 Mount.Auburn.Street 
C&mbridge,Mass.08138 817/498-4400 

Bob Singerman-Singerman Management. One of the very top booking and 
management companies in New York. 

Jimmy Oufour-Radiobeat Studios, Boston. 
Gary Velletri-Faulty Products, New York. Faulty has emerged recently as a 

vital division of IRS. Its talents in distribution and promotion have been integral 
to the success of acts such as the Dead Kennedys and the Angry Samoans. 

Jock Baird-Managing Editor, Musician Magazine. Since being bought out 
by Billboard, Musician has been aggressively and successfully marketed to a truly 
national audience. 

In addit ion, we have formed a video panel: 
Louis Airs-Independent Producer (Ric 0. and New Models videos). 
Jan Crocker-Director of Film Studies, M1T (Billygo0ns, Human Sexual 

Response). 
Peter Dietz-VJ, Spit /Metro, The Paradise. 
Jeff Hudson-Video Instructor, the Museum School. Video writer, Boston 

Rock. 
James Robbins-Red Shark Video (Rubber Rodeo, November Group). 

More Indy Info: 
Rockpool Promotions puts out a newsletter which is absolutely essentia l for 

those involved with dance music promotion. Write to them at their new address 
._ __________________________ _.. i~~~re info: Rockpool Promotions, Space 12W, 50 West 29th St., NY, NY 

craig r. bishop 
INDEPENDENT 

RECORDING ENGINEER 

--~ 
1'~·· 

TELEVISION 
LENNY KAYE CONNECTION 

GLENN BRANCA 
THE SYSTEM ... ATTITUDE 

TOMMY JAMES 
PAM WINDO AND THE SHADES 

KOOL AND THE GANG 
JOHN HALL. .. ROSETTA 

service 212-581-6470 
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For more information on th is yea r's NEW MUSIC SEMINAR in New York 
on July 5-6, write to: New Music Seminar, 2IO East 90th St., NY, NY 10028. It's 
expensive, but well worth it. And as Greg Reibman sez: "You can get 100 dollars 
worth of free records, food and drinks from the hospitality sui tes." The event of 
the yea r. 

CLUB INFO: 
As a service to bands everywhere, this is a list of many of the Boston area's 

clubs and the name (when available) and address of the person who books these 
clubs. -Researched by Kim Hecht 

Berklee Performance Center 
266-1400 
136 Mass. Ave. 
Boston, Ma. 02114 

Bradford Ballroom 
Al Goldman, 661-7720 
5 J.F. Kennedy St. Suite 203 
Cambridge, Ma. 02138 

Bestcruise 
Jim Hennigan, 742-4265 
11 Beacon St. #610 
Boston, Ma. 02108 

Bunratty's 
David Giammatto, 254-9820 
186 Harvard Ave. 
Allston, MA. 02134 

The Channel 
Warren Scott, 426-3888 
25 Necco St. 
Boston, Ma. 

Chet's Last Call 
Tim Lewis, 944-9064 / 523-9298 
Causeway Street 
Boston. Ma. 02115 

The Club 
John Courtney, 491-7313 
823 Main St. 
Cambridge, Ma. 

E.M. Loews Theatre 
James Dulmaine, 755-9139 / 5252 
261 Main St. 
Worcester, Ma. 01608 

Inn-Square Men's Bar 
Marshall Simpkins, 547-3233 
1350 Cambridge St. 
Cambridge, Ma. 

Jack's 
Ben Eisenstat, 491-7800/927-0901 
952 Mass. Ave. 
Cambridge, Ma. 02138 

Jonathan Swift's 
Al Goldman and Michael Flanagin, 
661-7720 
5 J .F. Kennedy St., Suite 203 
Cambridge, Ma. 02138 

Jasper's 
Michael fqusso, 625-4975 
379 Sommerville Ave. 
Sommerville, Ma. 02143 



Radio Station Report (Part II) 
Below is a cofllinuation of the list I published last issue (#38). All of these 

stations are open to independent label records. So 1/ you put out an independent 
record, send it to them and rest assured it will get a listen. 

-Mike Dreese 

CHRW 94.7 Univ. Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada N6A 3K7 
KAIR U. of Chicago, Campus Box 207, Boulder, CO 80309 
KCFV 89.5 St. Louis CC 3400 Pershall Rd. Ferguson, MO 63135 
KCSB 91.9 UCSB PO Box 13401 Santa Barbara, CA 93107 
KCSC PO Box 1580 Chico, CA 95927 
KLA 308 Westwood Plaza, LA, CA 90024 
KSDT 95. 7 UCSD B-015 La Jolla, CA 92093 
KUCI UC Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717 
KUGR 95.0 Washington State U., Pullman, WA 99164 
KUNI U. of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614 
KUSP PO Box 423 Santa Cruz, CA 95061 
KUWR U. of Wyoming, PO Box 3984, Laramie, WY 82071 
KWMU U. of Missouri, 8001 Natural Bridge Rd., St. j..ouis, MO 63121 
WAUP Univ. of Akron, Akron, OH 44325 
WARC 90.3 Box-C Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 16335 
WBWC 88.3 Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, OH 44017 
WCSB 89.3 Univ. Tower Rm. 956, Cleveland, OH 44115 
WCUW 91.3 910 Main St. Worcester, MA 01610 
WDFM 304 Sparks Bldg. University Park, PA 16802 
WDUK 1600-AM Box 4706 Duke Station, Durham, NC 27706 
WERS 88.9 130 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02116 
WFBE 95.0 605 Crapo, Flint, Ml 48503 
WFIT 89.5 2901 S. Country Club Rd. , Melbourne, FL 32901 
WJJW N. Adams State College, North Adams, MA 01247 
WKDU Drexel Univ. Radio, 3210 Chestnut St., Phil., PA 19104 
WKKL 90.7 Cape Cod Community College, W. Barnstable, MA 02668 
WMBR 88.1 3 Ames St., Cambridge, MA 02142 
WMEB 91.9 101 E. Annex, U. of Maine, Orono, ME 04469 
WMLN 91.0 Curry College, Milton, MA 02186 
WMXM 88.9 Lake Forest Colleqe, Lake Forest, IL 60045 
WRCT 88.3 5020 Forbes Ave. , Pittsburg , PA 15213 
WRKC 88.5 Kings College, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711 
WRUB SUNY/Buffalo 111 Talbert Hall , Amherst, NY 14260 
WT JU 91.3 Box 711 Newcomb Station, Charlottesville, VA 22901 
WUSC 90.5 Drawer B, U. of S. Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 
WUSM S.E. Mass. Univ., Old Westport Rd., N. Dartmouth , MA 02747 
WVBU 90.5 Bucknell Univ., Lewisburg, PA 17837 
WVUM 90.5 U. of Miami, PO Box 248191, Coral Gables, FL 33124 
WYSO-FM Yellow Springs, OH 45387 

Jonathan's 
Paul Ford, 744-4328 
143 Washington St. 
Salem, Ma. 01970 

Jumbos 
Mickey O'Halloran, 623-9508 
1133 Broadway 
Somerville, Ma. 02144 

Jumping Jack Flash 
Digney Fignus, 536-2537 
88 Queensbury St. 
Boston, Ma. 

-Weekend Bands-
Harvard Square Talent, 661-7720 
5 Boylston St. 
Cambridge, Ma. 

Maverick's 
Spiral Dance Promotional Mgmt. 
247-1774 / 536-6209 
211 Park Drive, Apt. 4 
Boston, Ma. 02115 

Molly's 
Jerry Gagen, 783-2900 
161 Brighton Ave. 
Allston, Ma. 02134 

Nine Lansdowne 
George Black, 536-0206 
9 Lansdowne St. 
Boston, Ma. 02115 

The Oxford Ale House 
Frank Neer, 876-5353 
Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston, Ma. 

The Paradise 
Neil Jacobsen, 547-0620 
969 Commonwealth Ave. 
Allston, Ma. 

The Rathskeller 
John Kalishes, 536-2750 
528 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston, Ma. 

Ryles 
Jack Ryley, 876-9330 
212 Hampshire St. 
Cambridge, Ma. 02139 

Scotch and Sounds 
Bonnie Raffelson , 584-1693 
Westgate Mall 
Brockton, Ma. 02401 

Spit 
Tony V., 262-2437 
13 Lansdowne St. 
Boston, Ma. 02115 

Storyville 
Jody Goodman, 266-0860 
645 Beacon St. 
Boston. Ma. 02115 

The Tam 
Michael Burbank, 277-0982 
1648 Beacon St. 
Brookline, Ma. 

The Western Front 
Pam Sylvia, 492-7772 
343 Western Ave. 
Cambridge, Ma. 

NOBTH SHOBE 
MUSIC COMPLEX 

107 MUNROE ST., LYBB, MA 

Studio space available for bands and artists. Elevator, 
loading dock. Rentals by day, week or month from $15. 
Booking and management for bands available. We also 
buy and sell new and used equipment, anything at all. 

CALL: 898-9496 

Full time security guard present to insure your protec
tion and privacy. 

17\qfilP.~t Brighten Up!!! 
Spring Is Here!!! 

Rainbow's 4th Annual Spring Sale 
Incredible savings on used and new lighting fixtures, 

dimmers, controllers, special effects and disco. 

Check out our 
new showroom! 
Sales • Service • 
Rental • Produc11on 

I Super Spring Special 
A. 1000 a Follow Spot 

Absolutely the best quartz bulb spot you can buy 
Only $715.00 Save S225 00 

B. Aircraft Landing Lights 
Impressive special effects Rack 
of 4 completely wired w1!h bulbs 

$250.00 

ALSO 
Specials On Color Media, Tape, 

Replacement Sockets and Hardware 

RAINBOW LIGHTING CO. 
81 Albion Street Somerv1fle Mass 021431617) 776·5222 
Providence {401 ) 333-9040 

COOPERSTEIN 
+ 

COOPERSTEIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Offering Counseling and Representation 
To Musicians and Performers 

• Contracts • Copyrights • Trademarks • 
And All Related Areas 

For An Appointment Call 
661-5660 

334 Broadway 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
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lfGAl INFO= 
by Donald F. Brown 

Music is a business. Record companies, 
clubs, bands and even this publication are • 
all trying to earn money. 

In some ways operating a band is identi
ca! to operating any other business. The 
band develops a product (its act and music); 
it advertises and distributes 1hat product; 
and, it expects payment. 

Operating a band differs from operating 
other businesses in that the product results 
from a highly Creative and personalized 
process and it is usually developed by indi
viduals with little or no experience in busi
ness. It is a business in which large sums of 
money can be earned very quickly. 

Having a business organization capable 
of handling the development and distribu
tion of product and the receipt and dis
bursement of funds is essential to a band's 
survival. 

The benefits of such an organization are 
many. 

While furnishing a formal direction and 
purpose, it provides a framework for deci
sion making and for the delegation of re
sponsibility. It identifies each member's in
terest in the band, its music, its name, and 
its equipment. It can provide the members 
with fringe benefits, such as; group life and 
health insurance, pensions and investment 
plans. It permits certain tax advantages. 

Within Massachusetts, four types of bus
iness organizations are appropriate for a 
band: the Sole Proprietorship, the General 
Partnership, the Limited Partnership and 
the Corporation. 
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In a Sole Proprietorship, the band is en
tirely owned by one person. The band's mu
sic, name, equipmeni, management author
ity and merchandising rights are owned ex
clusively by that one person, the sole pro
prietor. He hires musicians to perform as 
his employees. 

This type of organization is inexpensive 
to establish and easy to manage. All profits 
go directly to the owner. He can itemize his 
business expenses as deductions on his in
come tax return. However, it has disadvan
tages. The owner is personally liable for all 
of the debts of the business. He is exposed 
to personal liability for the actions of his 
musicians while they are in his employ. The 
sole proprietor must deal with state and 
federal income and employment taxes as 
must any other employer. 

A General Partnership results when two 
or more persons join together in a business 
for profit but do not form either a Limited 
Partnership or a Corporation. The sharing 
of management, profits and liabilities are 
the essential characteristics. 

The General Partnership allows each 
partner to participate in management. 
Much like the Sole Proprietorship, it avoids 
corporate taxes by passing profits and loss
es directly to the partners. The interests of 
each partner in the band and its assets can 
be modified by agreement. 

A General Partnership has its disadvan
tages also. Each partner may be held per
sonally liable for the debts of the partner
ship. That means that, as with the Sole Pro
prietorship, all of your personal assets are 

at risk. Each partner is an agent of the ot
hers. Therefore, each panner can make · 
commitments binding on all. Absent a clear 
understanding between the partners as to 

. their authority and obligations, this tends 
to increase the risk to personal assets. It is 

. not advisable 10 form a General Partnership 
with people you do not know and trust. 

Most bands that have not taken steps to 
form an alternative type of business are 
probably General Partnerships. To be effec
tive, the understanding of the partners 
should be formalized in a written agree
ment. 

A Limited Partnership is created by the 
filing of statutorily required documents 
with the Secretary of Slate. It is a General 
Partnership that can raise capital by selling 
shares of its profi1 to limited partners. The 
general partners experience the same advan
tages and disadvantages as with a General 
Partnership. The limited partners, how
ever, have a different status. They cannot 
participate in the management of the part
nership. Although they share in the profits, 
like stockholders of a corporation, their lia
bility for partnership debts is limited to 
their contribution. That is, they risk iheir 
contribution to the partnership, they do not 
at risk. Each partner is an agent of the oth
ers. Therefore, each partner can make 
cash or property and cannot be services. 

The great advantage of the Limited 
Partnership lies in a trade-off. The limited 
partner/investor gets "a piece of the 
action" while limiting his personal risk. In 
return he abandons all management invol
vement. 

The Corporation is a business entity 
treated by law as though it were a separate 
person. It is formed when the proper docu
ments and fee have been filed with and ap
proved by the Secretary of State. Corpora
tions are owned by their stockholders and 
managed by their Board of Directors. The 
stockholders elect the directors. The direc
tors appoint the president, secretary and 
treasurer. 

The advantages of a Corporation are that 
the 6tockholders/owners are not personally 

liable for the actions of the Corporation 
and needed revenue can be raised through' 
the sale of stock. Unlike the General Part
nership, the Corporation may fail without 
jeopardizing the owners personal assets. 

There are disadvantages, particularly for 
the small business. lncoporation costs can 
be high. Annual fees are charged to the 
Corporation by the Commonwealth regard
less of its profits. Its earnings are subject to 
corporate income tax and if paid out to the 
stockholders as dividends will be taxed a
gain as income to them, Although this dou
ble tax can be limited under appropriate cir
cumstances, the basic and ongoing expenses 
of maintaining a Corporation may make it 
unattractive. However, for the large, well 
financed business, the Corporate form may 
be and usually is the most advantageous. 

That it is desirable to have some formal 
business organization whenever profits are 
earned is undeniable. Which form is the 
most desirable will depend on the particular 
circumstances and expectations of the indi
viduals involved. There is no question that 
many bands do not formalize their relation
ships. However, when substaniial amounts 
of money are earned or a clash of personali
ties arises, problems which might have been 
easily handled by a formal business organi
zation, may destroy the group. 

These problems damage personal reputa
tions and careers. 

Donald F. Brown is an auorney in Boston. 

_.,_ __ E __ G.,.AL ~ 

RODUCTIONS 

PRODUCERS OF DISTINCTION 

FUNCTIONS WITH FLAIR 
CRAIG R SVTTOff-PR!)t)UCTION UIRECTOR 

FOR MORE INFO. CALL (401) 272•-e050 

SAVANT 
THE NEO·REALIST (at Risk) 

ANEW ALBUM 
WRITTEN AND 

PRODUCED 
BYKLEIMER 

DISTRIBUTED BY JEM, ROUGH TRADE, 
SYSTEMATIC, NMDS, WIN, IMPORTANT, 

GREENWORLD, SKYDISC, WAYSIDE, 
EUROCK 

AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM 
PALACE OF LIGHTS FOR $8.00 

ff>L 
PALACE OF LIGHTS RECORDS 

P.O. BOX 4141 / SEATTLE, WA 98104 



Next month in 
Boston Rock Magazine . .. 

OUR THIRD ANNIVERSARY 
ISSUE! 

On sale: June 1 Advertising Deadline: May 17 

Boston Rock Summer Production Schedule: 

Issue Number 
BR #40 (Anniversary Issue) 
BR #41 
BR #42 Gndependent Label Sup.) 
BR #43 (Back To School Issue) 

*Clubland ads are due two days after these dates . 

Ad Deadline* 
May 17 
June 21 
July 26 
Aug. 23 

On Sale Date 
June 1 
July 6 

Aug. 10 
Sept. 7 

For a copy of our rate card or 
to reserve space call Greg 

Reibman or Julie Panebianco 
at (617) 266-8787. 

DONTLEAVE 
BOSTON 

WITHOUT US! 
If you're leaving town for the 

summer-you'll want to take ad
vantage of this special three
issue summer vacation offer . .. 

-----------------------------------
o Please send me the June, July and August Issues 

of Boston Rock. Enclosed is a check or money or
der for $4.00. !Must be received by May 20, 1983.l 

o I'm in for the long haul. Please send me the next 
ten Issues of BR for ten dollars. I understand I can 
change my mailing address at any time. 

Name: ____________ _ 
Address: ___________ _ 
City: _______ state __ Zip __ 
AIRMAIL AND / OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD 
$2.00 PER ISSUE. 

: (j) ''No" (~)'~TScME~5'ft' 
1 ·send $5.00 & 75¢ handling and shipping to "Steven" c/o Boston 
: IRock, 268 Newbury Sl., Boston, MA 02116. 

1 
Name ____________ _ 

send to, Boston Rock Subscription : Address ___________ _ 

268 Newbury Street , City, state, Zip __________ _ 

Boston, MA 02116 : style 1 0 2 0 sm o med u lg o xi o 

-----------------------------------~ ·--------------------------------



on UNRecords 
Watch for the Record Release Party 
at the Living Room 
Providence, RI 
David Woo Management PO Box L-125 New Bedford, MA 02745 (617) 992-2549 

·lnm~ 1.1::u,~lU£-' 
OF TOP LOOK FASHIONS OF N.Y. 

Men's: Block, Browri, Groy, Sizes 28-38 

1 
Women's: Block, Mud.room, 8urgul'ldy, Red, White, Groy, Sizes 3-13 

COMPARE RETAIL $124 99 
PRICE '225 OUR PRICE t 

HEADS UP BOUTIQUE 
Next o- to Kenner'• Shoe 535 BROADWAY, LAWRENCE 682·1632 

HOURS: 10 to 5:30; Tues. & Fri. Til 8:30 
MASTER CARD• VISA• PERSONAL CHECK 



by Betsy Sherman 

ROCK & RULE 
Beyond The Head Movie 
The rock music anima1ed feature, at its 

most exploitive, conjures up images of 
stoned teens having their own escap ist fan
tasies bombarded back at them in co lors as 
loud as 1he megadccibcls that accompany 
them. It doesn't have to be tha1 way: the 
old stereotype has now gotten a kick in the 
pants with the release of Rock & Rule 
(playing a t the Sack Cheri). Its unfortun
ately cliched ad campaign features the same 
old heavy-metal associated graphics, and an 
"axe"-wielding guitarist, but Rock & Rule 
is neither heavy-handed nor ligh1weight. It 
proves to be a lively, eniertaining famasy 
with an engaging cast of characters in a 
classic good vs. evil story. By far, its ace 
card is its visua l imagination; the atlention 
given to de1ail in the artwork is exceptional. 
Jazzed up by modern photograph tech
niques, specia l effects, and computer-gen
era1ed graphics, Rock & Rule realizes i1s an
imators' desire to make a film that reflects 
not only 1he visual sophistica1ion of the 
filmmakers, but also the visual sophistica
tion of its audience. 

Unique as well in Rock & Rule's concep
tion was the input provided by the music
ians chosen to supply 1he soundtrack. Deb
bie Harry (and partner Chris Stein), Lou 
Reed, Iggy Pop, and Cheap Trick inspired 
and helped shape the characters that they 
wrote songs for: Harry for the heroine An
gel, Reed for the \'illain Mok, Iggy for 
Mok's demon, and Cheap Trick for the 
hero Omar and his band. 

The siory is set in a post-apocalyptic land 
where dogs, cats, and rats ha\'e mutated 
into human-like beings. Rockstar/magician 
Mok has dreams of ruling thi::. world, but 10 
do so he must have the aid of demon who 

lli"Hlt '\{o-,,1tlUll2: 
can only be inrnked by a "very special 
voice." So by night Mok combs the seedy 
clubs of Ohmtov.n in search of the singer 
possessed of that voice. Meanwhile, in just 
such a club, singers Omar and Angel are 
having an ego-clash over whose song wi ll be 
used in their band's audition. Spoi lsporl 
Omar stalks offstage as Angel goes into her 
number, no-, notici ng Mok and his lunk
head henchmen in the shadows. Mok has 
found his special voice, and is forced to kid
nap Angel when she is reluctant to leave her 
band. 

Mok spirits Angel away to New York (an 
impeccably designed urban wasteland), bu1 
his superconcert there fails; the power 
source he needs is back in Ohmtown, and 
he books the power plant for his ultimate 
spectacle. In the razzle-dazzle climax, 1he 
band storms the power plant, Omar sub-

merges his pride and battles the demon to 
save his Angel. 

Simple, yes. and a bit disappointing in 
that its hero-rescues-heroine-from villain's
evil-clutches formula leaves Angel a stan
dard dull victim. Here again it's the detail 
that counts. There is a gallery of off-1he
wall bit characters, like clubowner Mylar, 
who's literally a rat. and Mok 's burly, pea
brained bodyguards, plus a wealth of verbal 
and visual gags. Mok is a class ically charis
matic villain: long, lean, cool, and elegant, 
with a shrivelled John Carradine face and a 
low rumbling voice. The suspense with 
which Mok is introduced, as a long slippery 
shadow or a menacing silhouette, points up 
how richly the visual detail or Ho<'k &. Rule 
serves the drama. 

Direc1or Clive Smith has integrated 1he 
slick visual iconography of the eighties into 

The villainous Mok, Lou Reed's alter ego in Rock & Rule. 

f\t'ALLY 

) 

~ 
- ) 
--9)SEND $5-00ppd.to~ 

the traditional character animation format. 
Computer graphics are associated with 
Mok's modern sorcery. Slitscan and streak 
pho1ography are responsible for some of 
the more spectacular effects, like the hilar
iously frenetic disco scene, and the wild, 
unleashed demon. The multi-plane camera 
is no1hing new (Disney used them) . but its 
prohibitive cost has made its use extremely 
ra re in recent yea rs. For Rock & Rule, the 
Toronto-based Nelvana Productions de
vised an affordable computerized multi
plane camera. Scenes shot with this camera 
have a beguiling density of imagery, and 
give the animators the freedom to shif1 fo
cus be1ween different charac1ers or objects·. 

Smith was deligh1ed by the enihusiasm 
with which the big-name musicians tackled 
their contributions to 1he film. Rock & 
Rule's songs work well in the contcx1 of the 
film and provide additional pleasure as 
sidelights to 1he previous works of the art
ists involved. Those by Cheap Trick and 
Harry/Stein are adequate but unremark
able. Earth, Wind, & Fire provides the 
sump1uous "Dance Dance Dance." But, as 
might be expected, Lou Recd and Iggy Pop 
steal the show. Each of them takes the more 
notorious aspects of his persona and camps 
them up for all they're worth. Lou Reed lets 
loose 1he haughty rnegalornaniai.: inside him 
to proclaim, in the guise of Mok. "Tri
umph, triumph or the power of the glory of 
the magic of 1hc brilliance of me ... Iggy'\ 
reckless sado-ma,.ochism i, trumpeted in 
the demon·.., ap1ly-named theme ··Pain and 
Suffering.·· Though each of 1ho'>C ,ong.., is 
merely excerpted in the film, they'll be avail
able in full on the forthcoming ,oundtra,:k 
album. 

Whether you're out for loud mu~ic. a bit 
of nash, and a good laugh, or in \cari.:h ot 
solid, well-crafted. though1ful animation, 
Ro("k & Ruh• rule'>. O.K. 
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by Jeff Hudson 

A busy monlh. We were invited to be ex
tras in Ala n Vega's new 1ape, "Wipeoul 
Beach." Luis Aira and his crew are the 
hardest working people in show business. 
Look for this high-tech wonder and "Video 
Baby" with the release of Alan's new al
bum. 

Anyway, here's what 1 've seen lately; 
Michael Jackson, "Billy Jean": Well, well, 
well. Herc's a tape that soars wi1h beauty 
and much technical brilliance. Michael 
walks and dances, and with each step the 
strce1 lights up: everything he touches lights 
up including your television. Best dance se
quences of all the tapes this. month. This 
guy is a giam. I heard this tape cost $90,000 
to produce. 

Tin, Tin, "Kiss Me": Young, pretty face 
with cliche fast repeat edi1s. In bed, where 
else? I think the close-up of him saying, 
"Kiss me with your mouth" gives it all 
away. Soft-core. 

Ps,lchedelic Furs, ·'Run and Run": 
Opens with shots of the Furs signing auto
graphs while en route to the concert hall. 
Then they are on stage singing and playing, 
bathed in colored lighls. The song's great 
and the performances strong. The tape is 
fairly simple but very effective in convinc
ing you 1hat the message is the band. 

De\'O, "Time Out For Fun": Flashing 
color bars, squeaky sequencers, and elec
tronic drums. Great colors and animated 
explosions keyed behind 1hem. I've seen 
three De"o tapes using this set. I like this 
one best. The blue, red and green Saturn 
rings will blow you away. 

Trio, "Anna": A helicopter shot over the 
land opens this fun son_g about girls. They 
sing many girls' names, and say, "Let me in. 
Let me out." It's a riOI. Deadpan expres
sions of the band are hilarious. The shot of 
a guy slashing his way through a corn field 
using his guitar as a machete is absurdist 
fun. It's perfect. it's German. 

Soul Sonic Force, "Perfect Beat": Well 
not so perfect here. So much digital effect 
and keys that the eyes tire quickly. In some 
places it catches the beat, but too often 
misses. No personality. 
Surf Punks, "Shark Anack": So, 1his is 
L.A. humor. Not too funny. Girls, pool, 
blond guy, and sunglasses, singing about 
sharks. Who cares. It looks like ii was by 
the same people who make porn flicks. And 
to top it off, the song is awful. 

Po lyrock, "Working on My Love": This 
is vacant footage, trying earnestly to mean 
something. It's too moral majority for me. 

Toni Basil, "Shopping from A 10 Z": 
This is fun, lots of graphics keyed over 
foo1age of the supermarke1. Free coupons, 
15-50 percenl off, half-price. Excellent 
breaker dancing. Very colorful and s1rong 
video with a concept. 

Dillygoons, "Billygoon Party Rap": This 
local production by Jan Crocker and Ben 
Bergery is top notch. It has many Boston 

stars' dressed to kill. Drinking and sex are 
the points of focus. There are some funny 
scenes, especially lhe opening shot of Dini 
Lamoni, the operation where all kinds of 
things get pulled out of Tom Lane's stom
ach, and of course. 1he erection. Snappy 
editing makes this a fine cult success. 

U2, "New Year's Day": Very strong. 
The boys on horses carrying white nags, 
riding on wi111er snow. War footage is cut 
brilliantly into the performance. Serious 
business here. Best use of montage this 
month. Myth making. 

Simple Minds, "Promise You a 
Miracle": Mi11imal look to a very s-lick 1ape. 
The standard pretty-girl format. some good 
effects. A big floor with white lights se
quencing around the performer. It's a great 
song, and the tape almost ma1ches it. 

Siouxie and lhe Banshees, "fire,,.,orb'' 
and "Slowdive": "Fireworks" is very pow. 
erful song set to explosions superimposed 
over this dark singer. "We are Fireworks." 
Wow, I guess so. Lois of movement, burn
ing, smoke and fire. To top it off a strobe 
kicks in for the finale as the explosions keep 
it going. Burn, burn, burn. 
"Slow Dive," another winner. Get down 
with this one on the floor real lov •. Tough, 
West-Side-Story dancing. Great airport 
runway lighting. She is unbelie\'ably consis
tent. Every video I have ever seen of this 
band has been thrilling. 

Yoko Ono, ''My Man": Wierd, sad per· 
trait of this woman. Unfortunately not very 
good on any level. You would think that as 
an artist she would be more on 1op of it vis
ually. 

Eddy Grant. "Electric Avenue": This 
guy is hot. He wins you over in ten second<.;. 
The song is a winner, the images arc amaz
ing. He gets off his couch while wa1ching 
1ele,ision and steps onto the floor which is 
really water and sinks right into it. Great di
gital effects on the cruise down 'Electric 
Avenue.' 

Vin Grabill, "Songs From Reality": Lots 
of fast editing and switching which build up 
to an intolerable level and duration. This is 
twenty minutes long and I don't know quite 
what it all means. I think some of these sec
tions if seen on 1heir own would work. h's 
just non-slop. 

Around town 10 hustle or 10 see video in 
the clubs, the situation stands as follows: 
Channel, looks like they have a new beam 
on their screen, the format is VHS. Spit has 
13 Up,¾" format, as do Metro and Para
dise. The Rat hskeller has VHS format. 

IN ENTRY. IN ENTRY. OUT ENTRY. 
END. 

Videotapes are always welcome along the 
Vid Beal. We prefer ¾ ", bur will accept 
Bera or VHS ½"format. Tapes will be re
turned Oflly if accompanied by a se/J~ad
dressed stomped envelope. 

"Vidbeat" clo Boston Rock 
268 Newbury St. 
Boston MA 02116 
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"AGGRESSIVE, LOUD, TIGHT ••• " 

- Would You Like to be Signed to a British Label? 
-We Can Help 

We're 

TASKFORCE 
transatlantic licensing agent 

We seek acts. managemenl companies, and record labels who 
have products available for licensing in British, European and 
Far Eastern markets. We have longstanding ties wilh record 
companies, publishers, and management in London, Tokyo, and 
some European capitals. 

IF YOU ARE MODERN, PROFESSIONAL, AMBITIOUS, 
AND HAVE FINISHED MASTERS, PHONE OR WRITE: 

Rob and Cathie Hutson 
65 Kirtland Slreet 
Lynn, Mass . 01905 

(617) 592-1436 
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THE NEW JOHNNY THUNDERS 
Too Much Junkie Business 
ROIR, Tape 

The world has been inundated with 
Thunders products lately: a reissued 
7", a 12", an LP and this two-thirds 
live, one-third studio tape. Who knows 
why he's the New JT since he certainly 
sounds like the old JT-sloppy, gross 
and hot, and unlike anyone else. After 
hearing this tape, all the junk stuff 
seemed to be a self serving joke. I'd 
have believed it as hype myself if it 
wasn't for witnessing a skag of fucked 
up gigs. But who cares? You either like 

him or you don't and this tape's got 
nothing to do with winning any con
vert's, but for fans, admirers and cur
iosity seekers alike there's plenty here. 
Why, the studio tracks alone (esp. 
"Hoodoo Voodoo" and "King of the 
Gypsies") are worth the price of ad
mission! Some of the stuff you've 
heard before (some more than once) 
some not, bu1 it's damn tough not 10 
get a jolt out of everything included. 
Between numbers, Thunders, chewing 
on a mouthful of guitar picl<s lets us 
know what's happening. (611 Broad
way, Suite 214 T, NY, NY 10012). 

-Michael Hafitz 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 

LOU REED 
Legendary Hearts 
RCA,LP 

On the cover and sleeve photos for 
Legendary Hearts, Lou Reed, Darth 
Vadar helmet under his arm and guitar 
and amp strapped to his motorcycle, 
looks as if he's taking off to star in his 
own version of Road Warrior. Jn a 
sense, that's true: Legendary Hearts is 
full of the bravery and strength 
("You've got to fight to make what's 
right") that made the Road Warrior in
spiring. But while the movie was a fan
tasy pitting one man against evil men, 
Legendary Hearts has Reed ba1tline. 
personal devils that th reaten his work, 
his marriage, his life. 

Stripped down and fine tuned, the 
music is subtler than last year's raging 
Blue Mask. Robert Quine's sensual 
guitar playing and the vigorous beat of 
Fred Maher's drum~ and Fernando 
Saunders' bass reinforce Reed's elo
quence, never overpower or diminish 
it; the restraint exposes the raw nerves 
of the lyrics. Blue Mask romanticized 
bOth the horror and the happiness; the 
new Ip is brutally frank in detailing day 
to day grilliness: instead of the ethereal 
"Heavenly Arms" hear the earthier 
passion in the ti1le song ("No legen
dary love," he sings, ''is coming from 
above"). Reed starkly portrays his 
struggles and inner turmoil: despera
tion ("The Last Shot"), fear ("Bot
toming Out"), and grief ("Home of 
the Brave"). 

Legendary Hearts is Lou Reed's fin
est solo work; unsettling, uncompro
mising and incomparably moving, it is 
a masterful achievement. 

R.E.M. 
Murmur 
IRS, LP 

-Julie Panebianco 

R.E.M. have ca lled themselves 'folk
rock' and on the surface open them
selves up to hasty comparisons to the 
Byrds. There's more here however. 
than strumming Rickenbackers: REM 
are masters of alluring subtlety, 
blending dreamy vocal imagery, light 
trippy production and very melodic 
singing and playing. Imagine a 
cross between the pop sensibilit ies of 
Tommy James and the moodiness of 
Bob Dylan. Singer Michael Stipe has 
what may be the most arresting voice in 
the country now (just a few steps ahead 
of Certain General's Parker du Lany), 
and R.E.M. 's sound is less· a harkening 
back to the 60's than a return to intelli
gent, clean, psychedelic pop. Very 
highly recommended. -Tom Gilroy 

BLACK UHURU 
The Dub Factor 
(Mango/Island, LP) 

For me, Black Uhuru have always 
had a li1tle more meat than their reg
gae/dub peers. On The Dub Factor (as 
usual) Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shake
speare lead their cohorts through in
triguing rhythmic swir ls of tonal and 

) poetic revelation. I musl admit, how-
ever, that the first time J heard this re
cord, I listened to it at 45 (instead of 
33) the whole way through and, with
out trying to be facetious, I like it bet
ter that way. I just thought they'd re
cruited a new female vocalist and done 
great new st range things to her voice. 

-Trisrr,1111 lozaw 

Record 
Reviews 
PULSALLAMA 
"Oui-Oui (A Canadian In Paris)" b/ w 
"Pulsallama On The Rag" 
(Y Records, import 7") 

If the Waitresses went to France and 
recorded with Pigbag, they might 
sound like this. -Harold Lepidus 

HUMAN LEAGUE 
''Fascination" b/w "Total Panic" 
(Virgin, import 7") 

If the Temptations were white, Eng
li sh, and liked synt hesizers, they might 
sound like this. -Harold Lepidus 

BAUHAUS 
"She's In Parties" b/ w "Departure" 
(Beggars Banquet, import 7") 

If Anthony Newley was influenced 
by Bowie's Low album, he might 
sound like this. -Harold Lepidus 

EIGHTH ROUTE ARMY 
"Think For Yourself" blw "Vice
Presidente", "Professional Killer" 
One Dimensional, 45 

While Side B is ordinary ('hardcore' 
pop, traditional themes), Side A, 
"Think for Yourself," is darn catchy. 
8th Route Army-stationed in North
ampton, Mass.-do a ska-tinged, 
pianos and horns, group vocals thing 
on the very engaging choruses, which 
are cemented together by boyish, chip
per lead vocals, reminiscent of the. 
Undertones? the Vibrators? In the fu
ture, Dexy's Midnight Runners will 
probably want 10 cover this. (Box 923, 
Northampton, MA. 01060) -Sheena 

VARIOUS 
The You 'II Hare This Record Record 
The Only Label In The World, LP 

In the exhaustive liner notes to 
"You'll Hate This Record", Mykel 
Board correctly points ou1 that merely 
being a bad band isn't good enough: 
you've got to be a hated bad band to 
make it with Mykc. Problem is, Myke 
can'[ differentiate 'tween a hated good 
band and a hated band. Consequently, 
what we get here are few bright spots. 
The (Legendary) German Shepards' 
spoken little stories over weird back
ground noises and Eugene Chadbour
ne's razzle-dazzle guitar playing wi1h 
Shockabi lly are two except ions to an 
otherwise mediocre album. As for Psy
chodrama and Furry Couch, every wig
gle of a synthesizer or writhe of a per
formance artist does not necessarily 
make even mildly interesting listening. 
Art, the Only Band in the World 
(Board's baby), is capable of more in
ventive pursuits than exhibited here. 
New England is represented by the 
New Hampshire animal himself, G.G. 
Allin, who turns in two unspectacular 
"punk" songs . (Now G.G., I didn't 
say uninspired, I said unspectacular). I 
hate this record not because its good, 
bad or offensive but because it 's me
diocre. Why waste vi nyl on mediocrity 
when labels like CBS and CapiLOI have 
been doing it for years? 

-Michael Hafitz 
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DELFUEGOS 
"/ Always Call Her Back" b/w "/ 
Can't Sleep" 
Czech, 45 

The Fuegos have put out so many 
good and well-played tapes already 
that it's hard to think of this as a first 
single , but here it is, chock-full of the 
mandatory Fuegoean references to 
Caddys and girls. "Call Her Back" is 
fast and raw, with a great throaty 
sound to the guitar. Bassist Tom Lloyd 
is the band's vinuoso and 1his song 
proves it again-people twice his size 
and age can't handle a bass half as 
well. The whole song is witness to the 
Del Fuegos aptitude at using tradition
al American musical ideas and styles in 
a "non-revivalist" way. More than 
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anything, Steve Morrell's drum
ming-clattery and variegated-puts 
the stamp of modernity on their music 
and saves the Fuegos fr9m simply 
rehashing old forms. Instead they 
make new and powerful music with 
admirable roots . 

The flip isn't as good here as it is 
live, when the lights dim a little and the 
band eases into this one. On vinyl, gui
tarist Dan Zane's vocals are subject to 
greater scrut iny, and the st rain-unno
ticeable onsLage-is distracting; his 
voice is better suited to ravers than bal
lads. Still, this is an excellent song, 
hypnotic, stripped-down blues-it just 
needs to be smoothed up a little for the 
album. (515 Washington St., #505, 
Boston, MA 02111) -Sheena 

DAVID BOWIE 
Lei's Dance 

· (EMI-America, LP) 
When one gets anything new from 

David Bowie, one has to be careful 
with one's words . There are always 
those ready to praise any new direction 
to high heaven, and there are those 
ready to condemn it to eternal damna
tion. So let's take a level-headed look 
at the facts . 

In the last few years, since Scary 
Monsters, Bowie releases have been 
sporadic. Fans and admirers grew, a 
new crop of imitators were spawned, 
fads were followed, people got into 
"Low" and "Heroes." Bowie got 
more and more into acting, both on 
Broadway and on films. Everything 
seemed to be coming to a head, and 
Bowie signed with EMI for $17.5 mil
lion. World tour announced. 

let's Dance arrives. It features eight 
songs, a few of which we're already fa. 
miliar with. The extended version of 

. the title track is similar to Chic's 
"Good Times," which isn't surprising 
considering Nile Rodgers is co-orodu
cer, co-arranger, and guitarist. "Cat 
People" is a much more rocking ver
sion than the Girogio Moroder produc
tion. Bowie also digs up "China Girl" 
from The Idiot, one of his collabora
tions with Iggy Pop . And the biggest 
surprise is a cover version of an old 
Peter Godwin song, "Criminal 
World." 

That's half the album. Doesn't seem 
like much work was put into the song
writing so far, does it? 

As for the rest of the album, "Rico
chet'' is the most like recent Bowie
it's certainly the wordiest. The ricochet 
mentioned is an economic one which 
hits the unemployed-"Men wait for 
news while thousands are still asleep/ 

Dreaming of tram lines, factories, 
pieces of machinery." 

"Without You" is Bowie's first love 
song in ages, reminiscent of the Young 
Americans album. "Modern Love" 
shows a fear of it-"Modern love gets 
me to the church on time/Church on 
time terrifies me. ./God and man 
don't believe in modern love." There's 
also a semi-parody of Chic called 
"Shake It," offering this unique view 
-"I'd scream and fight for you/ 
You're better than money." 

I suppose there will be those who will 
be disappointed by having the smooth 
funk of Rodgers and Chic replace the 
stoic, mechanical influences of Eno 
and Kraftwerk. There are those that 
will rejoice in the simplicity and rela
tively positive outlook of this record. 
Obviously Bowie has put out some
thing that he can support on tour, and 
millions will flock to see it. There's no 
reason to believe he'll be doing this 
type of music for any length of time. 
He's certainly got nothing to worry 
about-people will follow him, even if 
he's not going anywhere. I'm sure it 
will grow on all of us. 

Or, as they used to say. it's got a 
good beat, and you can dance to it. I 'II 
give it an 85. -Harold Lepidus 

GABI DELGADO 
Mistress 
(Virgin, import LP) 

The charm of this album, by one
half of the German band OAF (now 
defunct), is it's juxtaposition. Simple 
English lyrics about complicated emo
tions sung in a calm, tough German ac
cent. A disco beat with slight jazz em
bellishments. "I tied up your body but 
you tied up my heart/Mistress I am to
tally devoted to you." -Harold Lepidus 



MADNESS 
Madness 
Geffen, LP 

While the nutty boys have been dis
missed as a novelty act in the states, 
they have become the most popular of 
the late ?O's ska-revival bands in their 
homeland. The secret of their ap
peal-mostly to the young Adam Am
Duran-Duran set-is the squeaky clean 
pop sound carrying their senous, so
bering lyrics. Their first US release in 
quite some time is an intelligent compi
lation of what Madness has been up to 
recently, and it was put together by 
The Very Big And Powerful David 
Geffen Conglomerate, so it is bound to 
be popular. However, you may want to 
invest in their English greatest hits 
package, Complete Madness . 

-Harold Lepidus 

ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN 
THE DARK 
Dazzle Ships 
(Virgin/CBS LP) 

No longer content with writing 
catchy synth pop tunes, OMD have bit
ten off more than they can (or should) 
chew with Dazzle Ships. It's as though 
they're just discovering Pink Floyd, 
Tangerine Dream, Kraftwerk and high
tech society, and they feel obligated to 
produce a "work" instead of an ''al
bum." Always be wary of records 
where the musicians deem it necessary 
to list the model of every instrument 
used. Very nice graphics, though. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

U2 
Two Hearts Beat As One 
(Island, import 12" and dbl 7") 

I'm not a big fan of remixes. Gener
ally, English ones just go on longer, 
while American ones are gimmicky. 
But U2 have a couple of great ones 
here, thanks to Francois Kervokian, 
who also did the US remix of Yazoo's 
"Situation." His style is to fool 
around with what is already there, not 
to add or extend. Aside from "Two 
Hearts" and "New Year's Day," the 
7" features the atmospheric instru
mental "Endless Deep," while the 12" 
features a second remix of ''Two 
Hearts ." -Harold Lepidus 

PINK FLOYD 
The Final Cut 
Columbia, LP 

Bloated rock star Roger Waters tells 
us how dull and pointless life is on a 
dull and pointless record that sounds 
like most Pink Floyd albums of the last 
decade. The idea of Waters sitting in his 
drawmg room re11ecung on the Falk
land and/or any other wars seems so 
ludicrous, it might be better to think of 
this as a comedy album. In fact, 
Waters' only saving grace here is that 
he is politically correct. Boring rub
bish. Buy Syd Barrett records instead. 

-Harold Lepidus 

JUDY'S TINY HEAD 
A Cage Went In Search Of A Bird. 
Automotive, LP 

Though I'm sure there are some 
good ideas in here somewhere, Judy's 
Tiny Head sounds so much like an 
amateurish bar band that no matter 
how lofty their approach, the results 
have to fall flat. (11471 Mitchell, Aam
tramck, MI 48212.) -Tristram Lozaw 

RUBBER RODEO 
She Had To Go 
Eat, 12" EP 

"She Had To Go"is a sly dance 
track: tricky rhythms and an especially 
bewitching vocal by Bob Holmes 
brings out the best of Rubber Rodeo's 
usual blend of the unusual. Saturday 
Night Fever soundtrack meets Urban 
Cowboy's. "Forbidden Valley" is un-

. memorable, but "The Good, the Bad 
and The Ugly" is a twangy, irresistible 
version of that classic spaghetti West
ern instrumental. -Julie Panebianco 

THE YOUNG AND THE USELESS 
Real Men Don't Floss 
Ratcage Records, EP 

For the Young and the Useless no 
subject matter is too insignificant to 
write and sing about. On side 
one-"P.M.H." pays tribute to that 
"perfect man's haircut" which very 
few people possess, and "The Wave" 
is a heartfelt dedication to the made
for-tv-movie of the same name. Side 
two features a couple of honest and 
sincere covers of "Rise and Shine" and 
"Funky Music". Also included on this 
fine disc is the "Young and Useless" 
theme song. I would tell you where to 
order this record from, but in this case 
Rat cage Records doesn't have a perma
nent address. Do your best lO find it 
though. -Shred 

VARIOUS 
Crucial Reggae 
Mango, LP 
MIKEY DREAD 
Rockers Vibration 
BIG YOUTH 
The Chanting Dread Inna Fine Style 
CULTURE 
Lion Rock 
Heartbeat, LP's 

If Reaganomics is currently hurting 
the rock biz you can imagine what it 
has done to reggae. And now tha1 Af

' rica has replaced Jamaica as every
body's favorite Third World country, 
the success of Musical You1h and Eddy 
Grant in the US charts is an unexpected 
miracle. 

For newcomers lO reggae, Crucial 
Reggae is a wonderful up-to-date com
pilation, featuring the Mighty Dia
monds' original version of "Pass The 
Dutchie," Jimm)' Riley's inspired reg
gae reading of "Sexual Healing," and 
contributions by Yellowmen, Dennis 
Brown, and others. The album is held 
together by the legendary rhythm and 
production team of Sly Dunbar and 
Robbie Shakespeare. 

The dynamic duo also help out hon
orary Clash dub-meister Mikey Dread 
with his compilation Rockers Vibra
tion. The album is a good introduction 
to modern reggae. The tracks lean to
wards dub effects to enhance the 
songs, as opposed lO Augustus Pablo's 
instrumental approach. Luckily, 
Dread's production doesn't seem as t 
heavy handed as his work with the 
Clash. 

One way lO insure lack of sales in 
reggae is to continue to sing about 
Haile Selassie instead of universal to
pics like sex and/or love. Two acts that 
refuse to sell out in this fashion are Big 
Youth and Culture. Big Youth's vocals 
are more R&B influenced, while Cul
ture's Joseph Hill sings with a st rong 
'jamaiCan accent. Both albums feature 
traditional, no frills reggae. (Hean
beat, 186 Willow Ave., Somerville, 
MA. 02114) -Harold Lepidus 

t 
V-STRIPE 

only 
$ 12.00 

Available 1n v:mous colon 

Duran Duran 

$3.50 

LEOPARD 

Over 900 Posters Available 

WASHINGTON ST. 
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"/ Think I love You" blw "A 7" 
S.I.N. Records, 45 

A rew of you may remember Ism 
1 from an earlier effort, which was 

panned in this column. This single 
shows that they've kept up with the 
times. They butcher the Partridge 
Family's hit in quick time, and also 
provide a catchy (though over-long) 
original on the nip. The cover is fun
nier than the record. S.l.N. Records, 
Box 254, Oakland Gardens, NY 11364. 

"Conquest For Death" blw "Take 
'Em Up" 
Touch and Go Records, 45 

This isn't the economy package of 
the month. You put the record on, and 
by the time you sit down it's over. 

The songs are medium fast, medium 
quality and well recorded. They should 
leave the cripple songs to the Meatmen. 
Necros, Box 421, Maumee, OH 43537. 

NEGATIVE ELEMENT 
Yes We Have No Bananas! 
(Version Sound, 8 song 7" EP) 

These guys should have some success 
on songs like "Anti-Pacman" and 
"What Ever Happened To Elmer 
Fudd?" which have a -sense of humor. 
When they try out some serious LOpics 
the music and performances are too 
feeble for the songs to be believable. 
Negative Element, 11034 Doogan 
Ave., Willow Spring, IL 60480. 

"What Are We Gonna Do?" b/ w 
' "What Price Would You Pav?" 

(Subterranean Records, 45) ~ 
I could sum this up as a Maximum 

Rock and Roll ediwrial set to music. In 
fact, the music is arranged to fit dra-

matic pauses in the lyrics. Yet despite 
all this, I did enjoy it. Code of Honor, 
18 Guy Place, SF, CA 94105. 

NEOS 
Martian Brain Squeeze EP 
(14 song 7" EP) 

" This record is for all of the preten
tious snobs who claim that they can 
hear something of merit in ten minutes 
of non-stop noise, to prove that their 
tastes are above those of the common 
people.•• -Wife of Muck. 

That means me. Neos, 1706 Morti
mer St., Victoria, B.C. Canada V8P 
3A8. 

WHITE CROSS 
(Zero Degree Records, 8 song 7" EP) 

I like this one. It starts out at a 
thrashing pace and keeps it up 
throughout. The music is straightfor
ward, reminiscent of Jerry's Kids, 
while the lyrics are indecipherable, due 
to the poor recording quality and the 
vocalist's screaming delivery. If they 
can improve on the sound quality and 
add a lyric sheet their next release 
should be very good indeed. Zero De
gree Records, Box 14532, Richmond, 
VA 23221. 

JOHN TRUBEE AND THE GEEKS 
"Peace And love" bl w "Peace And 
Love" 
(Space and Time Records, 45) 

I'd say that this record is the room
clearer of the year . I'd also say that 
never have lyrics in such bad taste been 
given such a mellow delivery. But see
ing how the artist has dedicated this re
cord ''to anyone who ever rejected me, 
may they burn in hell forever! " I think 
I'll play it safe and just tell you to write 
lO the address below LO get your own 
copy. Space and Time Records c/ o 
Paradox, Box 2896, 20445 Gramercy 
Place, Suite 201, Torrance, CA 90509. 

ALL AGES 
SPECTACULAR! 

SS DECONTROL 
D.Y.S. 

VITAMIN 
at Mavericks, Broad street, Boston. 
Sunday Afternoon May 1, 3 p.m. $4 
... a benefit for 88.1 FM 

WMBR! 

The South Rises Again I 

Red Rackers 
From New Orleans Louisiana 

Their second album is now available 

Good As Gold 

ftED~DCKEBS 
·r,, 

ft . - ·4 ''°' ~ t> "( ~ 
:\t . 'f\ ' .. 

~ .. 

Produced by David Kahne. On 41 5/Colum bia. 

S5.99 LP/CASSETTE 
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ODYH 
mini-Ip cassette 
available now 

$4.00 from .. 

rJU-Cl~f! BOX 433. 110• COM MONWEALTH AVE BOSTON MA 02215 

"Girls In Uniform" 

New Maxi EP out now on 
Splash Records 

Available at the coop 
& Discount Records 

1 

j 01;t~ib~t:a b~ r~p~rt:rit x·········· 

Tue. Apr. 26 
$4.00 

Fri. 29 
WBRU $3.95 

sun. May 1 
$3.00 

Fri. 6 
$6.00 

Sat. 7 
$3.00 

sun. a 
$3.00 
Wed. 11 
Thu. 12 
$3.00 

Sat. 14 
$3.00 

sun. May 15 
$3.00 

ThU. 19 
$4.00 

Fri. 20 
$3.00 

Sat. 21 
$5.50 

Mon. 23 
$4.00 

Fri. 27 
$3.50 

Sat. 28 

Sat. June 4 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(4011521-2520 

Located 1n the Cic Complex 
Free Parking 

Flipper 

R.E.M. 
Arms Akimbo, TBA 

The Proletariat 
007, Rash of stabbings 

Martha & The Muffins 
Reflectors, Thrillers 

Hi Beams 
Gary Shane & The Detour 

Tom Dickie & The Desires 

The Living Room Got The Blues , In A Big way .. 
Cedell <Big C> Davis 
Blues Outlets 
ou ke Records 

John Martyn 
Primary Colors, 3 Colors 

Jeremy Anderson Dancers 
The Motion 

Modern 
English 

tJ~ 
Circle Jerks 

The Neighborhoods, 
Boys Life 

The Stampers 
Robin Lane and The Shake 

Living Room tic ets ava lable at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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REMEMBER THE DATE: 
SATURDAY, MAY 7 

FOR THE 
BOSTON ROCK 

MUSIC SEMl~AR 
a Spii/Metro 

10 AM to 6 PM 

NN
SOUA~E 

MEN'S 
BA~ 

Wed April 27 

Children of Paradise 
Bam Bam 

Thu 28 
WCOZ 11igh1 jr-,,e adm1s.s1ori' 

Reflectors 
Digney Fignus 

Fri 29 

Hypertension 
Sat 30 

New Models 
Sun May 1 

Big Sixteen 
Mon 2 

Sign Language 
Twister 

Tues 3 

Lolita 
Thu 5 

Pencils 
Sar 7 

Del Fuegos 
Sun 8 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 9 

Empty Rituals 
Chance 

Tue 10 
Megabeat 

Post Moderns 
Wed 11 

The Flies 
Salem 66 

Thu 12 

Memphis Rockabilly 
Fri 13 

Limbo Race 
3 Colors 

Sat 14 

Reflectors 
Wed 18 

The Meetings 
Tue 19 

City Edition 
Thu 21 

Viking 
Athens 

Fri 27 

The Neats 
Sa, 28 

Peter Dayton 
Sun 29 

Paul Rishell 

Boston Rock #39 

April 28: Chet's 
May 4: The Channel 
May 10: Jumping Jack Flash 

112 Broad Street, Boston 
5uu M.- l 

\I: MUR 1k11d,1 All A):~' Ip m 

SS Decon1rol 
Vitamin • DYS 

(h<.1m NYC) 

The Whordords 
Arllcss • Zero Zero 

Sao ~ 
thum NYC! 

The False Prophets 
Proletari:u 

S,114 

Jayne Couni-y 
Smegma & The Nunt 

The Del Fuegos 
The Lyres 

~., !I 
(hum :\YC) 

TheNihilis1ics 
Drunk Ori\·ing • Wild S1ares 

!,unn 
\\ZOC &Conn .. , 
.\II Ai:~• • I I'm 

(l,,,m!>,11h,11"'"'' 

Fang 
DYS • Impact Uni1 

h,r 
jhom '.\\() 

Spurs 
(k,u,1111i: K,mbc-tl1 ~muh> 

Dangerous Birds 
~ .. !~ 

All .~g<•' I I> rn 
it"'m '-HI 

Hean Anack 
Sp«ial Guem 

THURS - FRI - SAT NIGHTS 
CALL HEIDI 423-4333 

Wed. April 27-Storyville 
Wed. May 4-Rathskeller 

meetthe 
meetings 
request "LOVE ME 
ALL THE WAY" on 
the radio. 
Every Thurs. Uncle Sams 
APrll 29, 30-The Raft, 
Lowell 
May 13-Thunderbird, 
Tyngsboro 
May 14-Frankllns, 
Shirley 
May 18-lnn Square 
Men's Bar 

cassette/single / now available / around town or 
$2.50/.50 mailing/ black nun productions 

204 hampshire st./ cambridge /ma/ 02141 

TAPE AVAILABLE AT NEWBURY COMICS 

r- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -, design-barblemt1er photo-j,ckrummer 

I 
SUBSCRIBE • •••••••••••••••••• 

R0CKJ ej~ 
Bono, R0<k 268Newbur,,St 4o ~ ~ e 

TEN DOL.:~: ;:~
2

~:N ISSUES ~s 0: 
8 Check or money order enclosed 

U Please charge to my V,sa or Master 

:,:. .. ,_ MAY 3 TAM 
Name __________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City__ _ State __ Z,p __ _ 15 RAT 
Alrma~ ar,dor 0Vtf'\ell.ldd \20()~'1,!,l,IC L---------------~ 



a oenefit concert featuring: 
LIMBO RACE 
ANIMUS 
BAM-BAM 
TWISTER 
FINE CHINA 

Flipper 
Wild Stares, Panixquad 

Pousette Dart Band 

The Neats, Lyres & 
' 2·" dance party Prime Movers 

The Outlaws 

distributed 
by Rounder 

Jah Wobble & The Invaders 
Of The Heart 
Max Creek 

The Enemy 

Martha & The Muffins 

Robert Gordon 

New Models 
last appearance ever ... 

The Atlantics 
WERS Benefit, I p.m. 

... 
Scotch 'n Seunds 

Wed Apr 27 
The Tits 

Thu 28 
Fine 
Fn 29 

Gary Shane & The Detour 
Lowgistics 

Sat JO 
The Lines 
WedM.-iv4 
Laquidara 

Thu 5 
The Make 

Fri 6 
Midnight Traveler 

5,117 
New Models 

Fn 13 
The Stampers 

5.-it 14 

Through The Doors 
with sp,.-c1.il gul'~t 

Last Child 
Thu 19 

Lowgistics 
Fn 20 

Jonathan Edwards 
5.it2\ 

Berlin Airlift 

Thur 26 
Midnight Tnveler 

S.it 29 & Sun 20 
The Lines 

Westgate M all , Brockton 
Adjacent w Wcs1gate Lanes 

584-1694 

May 11: Storyvi/le 

May 22: Rathskeller 

ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1½" 

call <617> 266-8787 
Next deadline 5 / 17 / 83 

Thu 5 
Hannibal Records: 

Defunkt 
Fri 6 

Sex Execs 
Buddy System 

Sat 7 

Limbo Race 
Cachalot RC'Cord~: 

Personal Effects 
Post Moderns 

Wed 11 

New Romance 
Loose Ties • The Runes 

Thu 12 

Hypertension 
Downtime 

Fn 13 

The Lifters 
The First 
trom r-.,~. 

Ozone 
Sal 14 

Dish 
Wed 18 

Three Hands 
Twister • Diatribe 

Thu 19 

Rubber Rodeo 
Zodio Doze 

Fri 20 
PVC Recnrd,ng Art,,r,: 

Polyrock 
Single Strings 

Science Friction 
Sc11 21 

Boys Life 
Bang, Bang, Bang 

Wed 25 

Kool Rays 
4 New Heroes 

($1 art with college 1.,h,rf) 

Thu 26 

Jeff & Jane Hudson 
Primary Colors 

Fri 27 

Willie "Loco" Alexander 
1vi1h ,pe(la/ gue,1., 

3 Colors 
Sa l .26 

NYC.. 

Raybeats 
al.,o lrQm NYC 

The Cyclones 

Del Fuegos 

EVERY TUESDAY WITH 
THE PRIME MOVERS 
COMING IN JUNE: 

EUGENE CHADBOURNE'S 
SHOCKABILLY 

PYLON 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 



MUSIC BY 
PLATE OF MUTTON 
SECRET WORD 
THE DAUGHTERS 
THE BAD BOOKS 
and many more ... 

featuring 

WITH 
FILM 

VIDEO 
DANCE 
DRAMA 

ART 

Friday. April 29. Arlington Street Church 
corner of Boylston and Arlington Sts ., Boston 

Boston Rock welcomes. 

LEGAL 
WEAPON 

at the Rat 

Saturday May 14 

Don't Miss It! 

Monday Evening June 6 

EAD 

CAffiSRIDGE 
music 
comPLEX 

New England's Largest 
st Complete Rehearsal~~~~!!:~ 

and Storage Facility 

Studios Now Available 

Coll 491-7371 
1:,0 Ai.wt1w Drook Pkwy. Co~ 

ENNEDYS 

F.U.'s 
D.Y.S. 

The Proletariat 
All Ages 

Union Hall, Waltham 
Tickets on sale May 10 at Newbury Comics 

f orinfo:ca ll (617) 394-5406 between I :00 and 3:00 p.m. only. $7.00 IN ADVANCE 



Blasters 
continued 
Rock and Roll bea1. I don't think we'll do any 
Sixties' covers as long as there are bands like the Del 
Fuegos around though. I mean they really do that 
kind of stuff. They're great. 
BR: Yeah, real extreme too. You seem to have an af
finity for those kinds of bands, you've certainly play
ed with all sorts. 
Dave: My major gripe about the LA scene and scenes 
in general is that people are so pig-headed about their 
likes and dislikes. Sure there're bands I'd never go 
see, but when you close yourselr off to rockabilly or 
hardcore or psychedelia or whatever, you're missing 
good stuff. You're missing FUN! Eclecticism's the 
wave of the ruture. 
BR: So many musical styles have fashions that go 
along with them though. I mean I always feel kind of 
ouua place when I go to one of those rockabilly quiff 
ponies. 
Dave: Yeah, but most fashions chanee in a week. 
Hell, they all change when you go to bed. I don't like 
that single-mindedness. That 's boring. You can't 
listen to rockabilly all the time. There's Blues, Coun
try, Rock and Roll, whatever. I can't imagine lis
tening to reggae all the time and thinking that every
thing else is evil. When we started our attitude 
was that we'd play with anybody and that's how we 
built up the reputation we have-all sorts of people 
come out to see us. And that' s not an audience that 
these new rockabilly bands can get 'cause they tend 
to stick with their own. We'd open for Wall of 
Voodoo, the Dickies, Queen, Asleep at the Wheel, 
whoever. And because of that we're harder to pig
eonhole . 

l was talking to Tony Kinman the other day about 
how there's this Flock or Haircuts shit, and how it's 
changed since four years ago when it was X, the 
Germs and Black Flag vs. The Eagles and Jackson 
Browne. Then you could see real easily who the en
emy was, but now it' s real different and the oppres-

Celebrity Secrets 
WALTER CLAY 
Sex Execs 
Who are your heroes? fela, Toshiro Mifune, Katherine Hepburn. 
Who influenced you the least musically? Jerry Lewis and Sammy 
Davis, together. 
The most? Dean Martin, Buddy Holly, my mother. 
Favurite Records? frank Sinatra "In The Wee Small Hours, " "Kinks
Size," "The Dictators Go Girl Crazy.,. 
Favorite Books: "A Rebours" (J.K. Huysmans), "Lolita," "How to 
Live," ffil' personal address book. 
Movies: -.It's a Wonderful Life," "Salo,'' "Seven Samurai." 
Favorite Performers: fats Waller, Princess Cheyenne, Sun Ra. 
Favorite Performance: Bill Horhaus Trio at Cantones, Kid Creole and 
the Coconuts, Ornette Coleman & Prime Time. 
Favorite Sport: Aerobic drinking. 
What do you see in the f11111re? A cherry red 1956 Mercedes 380 SL 
Gullwing. 
What is, for you, the height of mise,y? 3 a.m., an empt) bed and an 
empti bottle. 
What is your idea of happiness? Finding a 39 Long 1940's raw silk 
suit at the Goodwill. 
Dream Date: Mi Ex. 

pho10: Michael Grecco 

sors are these synth bands that're all around. But 
there's this whole other movement of bands-some
body should give a name to it-that're not punk and 
definitely not new wave who're exploring American 
cultural possibilities as opposed to aping whatever's 
trendy. It' s like us, X, the Del Fuegos, the Minute
men, Gun Club, Rank and File, the LeRoi Bros. , the 
Cramps, the Morells and shit, we don't sound the 
same but we're all doing something and people 
oughta hear it. 

One good thing about the Sixties was that you 
could turn on the radio and hear the Rolling Stones 
followed by Smokey Robinson followed by the 
Count Five. That's what radio should fockin ' be. 

eel guess ABC are OK, 
but let's give the Spin
ners a break. What do 
they have to do, wear 
dresses?'' 

Most kids don't even have any idea what's being 
done. The way it is now they'll listen to ABC or 
Culture Club but not the exact same Philadelphia 
Sound from the Spinners or the O' Jays. And I guess 
ABC are ok, but let 's give the Spinners a break. 
What do they have to do, wear dresses'! I'm not even 
saying it 's necessarily a racial thing, it's just that 
culture's gotten so pasteurized. 
BR: Might that account for why lesser bands, like the 
Stray Cats, are thus Jar more popular than the Blas
ters? 
Dave: Well, the Stray Cats have a pretty palatable 
pop sound and we sound like a buncha drunk guys in 

a swamp mm.I or1he time. Wedo ha,e w111e\moo1h
er stuff, but comparitively speaking we're pretty raw. 
Especially 10 radio programmers. And up 'til lately 
tuning wasn't a real big thing with us. 
BR: When you write a song do you think about 
where it's going to be heard? Like do you write stuff 
that you think 'II sound great on a car radio? 
Dave: My favorite time I ever heard the Blaste rs was 
when they played "Border Radio" on XERB-AM 
which is the local border radio station. I was driving 
home one night after some drinking festival at the 
Cathay and John and Exene were in the car next to 
me and I turned on XERB and it was during the 
piano break and it didn't really register-because l 
don't think of the Blasters on that station-but then 
"This song comes from 1962" came through and I 
was all over the freeway yelling at John "Turn on 
XERB, they're playing the Blasters!'' 
BR: So that's the ideal situation for hearing one of 
your songs? 
Dave: Well, who I tend 10 write for is a guy or a girl 
who's sitting alone in their room anywhere from mid
night to four in the morning. They're just sitt ing on 
the edge of their bed, smoking a cigarette and think
ing life's horrible and they pul on this record and 
maybe it gives them a little hope. 'Cause when I was 
growing up I wasn't a real popular guy, except with 
musicians, and that's what I did at night: just stayed 
awake and listened to records. It was like the records 
were my buddies, and that's wha1's bad about every
body just watching MTV-videos aren't your bud
dies they're just promotional tools. But your 
records ... You can just play them anytime and i1's 
like you've got a bunch of friends in your room. I 
know it sounds like a Liza Minnelli thing 10 say, but I 
always keep that in mind when we're playing too. 
'Cause ir I went and saw some guy whose records 
were like my friends a1 3:00 and he wasn't any good 
or was a prick on stage or something, that just 
wrecked it. He couldn't be my friend anymore. 
Those are the people I write for. Alright? 
BR: Alright. I mean it. 
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ROC 
back issues: 
17. Talkln1 Heads, Slits, Polyrock, Kid Creole, 
Buucocks pt. I, Suade Cowboys, P1umatics, 
Roches, Brian Braln. 
#9, Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Marthi & the Muffins, 
Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, Iggy Pop. Capt. Beefheart, 
Viumin, Alberto y lost Trios Pa~oiu. 
#10. Ramon.s. Rings, U2, Mekons, Au Pairs, 
Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, Carlene Carter, the 
Fut. 
#1 1. Elvis Costello pt. I, Squeeze, Sector 27, 
Winwood, Frith. la Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis CosteHo pt. 2, 
Bongos, Fleshtones, Revillos, Jona.thin Richm;rn, 
Rings. 
/ ll. Boomtown Rats, Lou Mi.imi, Shane Cham
pagne, Teardrop Explodes, Blur t, Arthur Blythe , 
Doug Sahm, Johnny Cash . 

/ 15. Adilm and the Ants, Pearl Harbour. The 
Units, Claudia Perry, Doug Simmons. Ric Ocasek . 

A ·tl'r liuhriel 
Lene Lovich 
The Re.{iden/s 
Marshall 
Crenshaw 

#22. Specials, GoGo's. X. Neus, Edith Massey. Ly
dia lunch. November Group, jeH and Jane Hudson, 
Peter Hil.mm1II, Rich Anulone. Engli!.nd '81 
/ll . Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, Malcolm Mclar
en Interview, Romeo Void, The Blasters, Ian 
Hunter, Willie Alexander, SS Decontrol, Sleepy 
LaBeef. 007. dBs 
124. J. Geils Interview, De110. Tom Verlaine, 
Dangerous Birds. Trademarks, Boston Hardcore. 
The Rings, New Order, Phil Gentih. 
/25. Black Flag lnte,....iew, Readers Poll Rewlts, 
Pete Shelley, Gun Club. Berlin A1rlih, local Bilnd 
Re111ew # I , Cramps. El111s, Raybeats. Grace Jones, 
Salem Sound. Legat ad111ce 
126. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers. Alan Vega. Boys 
life, Panther Burns. Sex Execs. Police, Certain Gen
erals. Washington D.C . News, Battle of Broad 
Street . 
/27. Bush Tetras, Club Update, Neighborhoods, 
U2. Flipper, Young Snakes. Albert 0. Fleshtones. 
Waitresses. London and D C News 
128. Romeo Vold, Lou M1am1. Black Silbbarh, The 
Dark.GI. Nick Lowe , Music Seminar. 13 UP, Why 
Bands Mo11e To Boston 
129. Stompers, Paul Weller lnter111ew, Human 
league , V;, G1rlschool. B·S2 's, Bongos. Fear. Joe 
Perry . Toots and the Maytals. Gun Club 
.UO. The Clash, Eric Burdon , Circle Jerks. Ken 
Shelton . Spi!.rks, Haircut 100. Tweeds, Slickee Boys. 
Boston Street Bands 
Ill. X, Motels. Stray Cats. Robert Ellis Orrall , SS 
Decontrol. Wipers, Comsat Angels. Independent 
Record Supplement 
.Ul. Public Image Interview, Billy Idol, Clarence 
Clemons. Willie Alexander. Proletariat. Flesheaters, 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Ill. The Who , Jello B1afra. English Beat, Lords of 
The New Church. Nico, Undertones. Ooh Ah Ah, 
MDC. The Brains. Heahn' of the Nation. The 
Dawgs. Nebulas 
1)4. Psyched e lic Furs, Mission of Burma. George 
Thorogood. Rubber Rodeo. Dream Syndicate, 
Grand Master Flash. Robin lane, De! Fuegos, Jeff 

11 6. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of Voodoo. Echo and and Jane Hudson 
the Bunnymen , The Rumour, Joan Jett. Mi!.rshall /35. Sting Interview, Peter Wolf. The Bangles, 
Simpkin. Dangerous Birds. Peter Gabriel, Lene Lovteh. The 
11 7. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour. Bob Mar- Residents, Marshall Crenshaw.REM ., Blues Astro-
1ey Photos. XTC , Charles Farren, Los M1crowa11es, nauts, EHig1es. Man from Hoodoo. Best of '82 

E11entworks. Circus Mort 1]6. Readers Poll Winners: November Group, 
#18. The Jam lnte,....iew, Atlanucs. John Cale, Joe Clash and Ric Ocasek, Special Distribution 
Ely, Planet Street, UB-40. Nat111e Tongue, GE Smith. Supplement, ABC, &Irma Breakup, Thompson 
Robert Klem Twms. Bauhaus, Fools, John Orsi . The Three 

,~1:· ld:11~:ad'~:d;:~w~a~i~t~:~:
0
°::n~r~~~:: O'Clock, Richard Hell. Springa 

Readers Poll 1]7. D .0 .A., Laurie Anderson, New Models, Bow 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn. Rock 'n' Roll Rumble. Wow Wow. The Time, Members, Rolling Stones 
Stompers, Orchestral Manoeu11res, Ventures, Let- and Richard Hell Films. Arms Akimbo. Iggy Pop. 
ter from Marnn Atkins. Heavy Metal, Alternat111e 
Radio Guide 
#21. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic. Furs, Ci· 
ty Thrills, Killing Joke, Squeeze, Black Flag, D. Johan
sen, T. Petty, T . T1m, l1mbo Race, Wendy Williams. 

#JS. Culture Club, Musical Youth , Dexy's. Min
utemen, F.U 's. Angry Young Bees, Storyville. Tony 
V, Midem. 

Send $2.00 per issue or $5.00 for three issues 
(includes postage) to: Boston Rock Back Issues, 

. ::~ ~:~:~r:_s~-~ ~:~t::·-~~ ::~ __ 
Please send me the following back issues of Boston 
Rock : ___________________ _ 

Name 

Address 

City -----------~ State _____ _ 

Zip (must include) 

BREAKFAST IN BED 

australian coffee 
the debut l.p. 
distributed by IMPORTANT RECORDS 

FortuneOxlk.es 
Splash 

,Aqua Vitae 
Edge of a Oiff 
lncdent Na-th 

Feel tv1uch Better 
Australian Coffee 

Skin 

Available at 
all fine record stores 

or write 
Crunch Records Ltd 

39WinfordWay 
Medford, MA 02155 

AHEAD OF ITS TIME ... 
The 

JUDY'S TINY H3AD 
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AL ouH~ LOWESTPRICES 

""D ~ AND u~~oN!;oRos, LETS CO/ 
new location. 

438 Pleasant St . 
Worcester 

M onday thru Friday, 11 -8 :30 
Saturday 10-5 

798-3657 

135 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 10-6 
Wednesday thru Friday 1 0 -9 

Saturday 10-6 
798-0349 

. . a wi nning brew of light melodies, Steady 4-4 beats, twangy 
guitars, bubbly harmo nies, innocent but knowing lyrics and 
spiri ted rock 'n' ro ll verve . . . " 

- Jim Sullivan, Boston Globe 

.. the t imeless aura o f good, clean pop . . . " 

- Robert Christgau, Village Voice 

.. outsurfs Jan & Dean and Brian Wilson ... " 

- Fortnightly College Radio Report 

"Fun is not dead! " 

Donald F. Brown 
Attorney at Law 

Legal Services for the Entertainment Community 
• Music • Modeling • Video • Theater • Dance • 

Legal Assistance with: 

- Jon McAuliffe, Boston Rock 

"Perfect .~ackgro und music for romping through the sand 
dunes . .. 

- Joyce Millman, Boston Phoenix 

"Please, more peo ple send music like this and give my eardrums 
a break." 

- The Noise 

Financing Arrangements Recording Contracts Negotiations 
Agent/Management Contracts Litigat ion ··e 83.t Business Organizati on Name Protecti on IE CO II D S 

Service & Trade Marks Performance Contracts 
and all other aspects of the entertai nment business. 

102 Union Wharf 
Boston 02109 (617) 227-9795 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
MUSICIANS 
ND uri:an/s)nlh for original 
group psychcdcli~ New Wave. 
Ha\e gig~, have played Chan
nel, Jaspers, ct~. Have an 
album planned out. \fo~t ha\c 
equip and tram. Call 485-6235 
a~k for Caihcy. 

W_ ANTED 
Wa nled to bu)/borro\\ /l rade: 
l.i .,.e/studio lapes b) '\ eah. 
\\ illie, Girh. DMZ/ L~ re<,, Del 
Fuegoi,, MoB. (74 75) Mod 
Lo,eri,, Men & \ olts. Pleai,t' in 
dude 1it le1,, date, quali1~. 
Th anki,. B) ron Colt'), 847 19th 
SI., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

BANG! IS COMING! IS 
COMING BANG! IS COM
ING Look for it at your news
stand soon. 

Ed Slota needs records & tape~ 
c/o WRI U 362 Memorial Un
ion Kingston RI 02881 Citibeat 
Sat. 7 p.m. 90.3 WR IU. 

\\'anted: Jmpo11/Nev. Wa\'e/ 
Punk Rod./ Local 45s. Mu'>t be 
in good condition. Call John at 
247-3007. 

Wanted 10 buy or trade: live 
Dicta1ors, Cramp~. Neats, Vel
vets. Any location desired. Sat 
Cincotta 282 Ri.,.er St. Wal
tham MA 02 154. 

FOR SALE 
Wa, ~id c Mu:.ic offers contem
por~ry/modern/avant LP"<, & 
tapes at very reasonable prices: 
many at S2-$6! Both impon & 
domestic independent labels 
like Metalanguage. Palace of 
Lights, Recommended. DYS, 
& bands like Von Zamala, 
Stickmen. Art Zoyd, Uni\er<, 
Zero, The Work. R. Ste\ie 
Moore, Fred Fri1h. Etron Fou, 
et,. Wri1e for your free ,aia
logue. Wayside /1.\usic, Bo, 
6517-BR. Whea1on, /1.1020906-
0517. 

Now avai lable! Broken En)!
lish's new 45 ·· in Lo\'e With 
Me'' bl\\ " HeanbreaJ... .. Send 
$2.50 ppd ,heck or mone) or
der Intense Records. 2421 West 
Pran #834 Chicago IL 60645. 

MISC. 

SY NTRONI CS MUS IC SE RV
ICES 475 Comm. A\e. Hos10n 
Mass. RUS H SERVICE-266-
5039. 

Aun: Loca l Bands and C lub 
Own ers . Reach Boslon ·:. mosl 
actil e club goers . Space in 
Bo~lon Rock's Clubland page!o 
is available for just SI0 .00 per 
column in ch. Ca ll 266-8787. 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO BOSTON ROCK 

Individual and band Classlf ied ads cost $1.00 per line. 
The business rate is $1.50 per line. Boldface is available 
at a ra te of .25 extra per word, underline copy to be bold. 
Listings of stolen musical equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on th is page is available at a rate of $8.00 
per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads that are not 
camera ready are subject to a $1 0.00 production fee. 

Please include name and address whether or not you run 
it in your ad. 

Name 
Address _____________ _ 

City/State/Zip ___________ _ 

_Phone( __ ) __________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classifieds 
over the phone, (61 7) 266-8787, by using your Master 
Card or Visa card or mall to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

Our classified deadline is the second Monday ol each 
month. BOSTON ROCK is published on the last Wednes· 
day of the same month. 

Check or money order for$ ____ enclosed. 

Please charge $ ____ to my 

D MasterCard or Ci Visa # _____ _ 
exp. date ____________ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 
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by Nayme Drawper 

It's•official. The Atlantics will play 
their last-ever show in May at the 
Channel. Guitarist Tom Hauck, bassist 
8. Wilkinson and drummer Paul Ca
russo are still talking about forming a 
new band. The new vocal isl for Lizzy 
Borden and lhe Axes is Colleen Fee
ney. Former 007 bassist Dee Rail has 
moved to Chicago but the band has be
gun playing out again with new mem
bers Kenny Epps from Legal Vices and 
Craig Spears from Pharoah Saunders 
and Sophitofunk. Johnny Barnes is 
back from Bermuda and the Outlets' 
Dave Barton is leaving to go to college. 

Congratulations to Inn Square bar
tender John Cahill and his wife on the 
arrival of their baby daughter, and hats 
off to all the folks who showed up at 
the Cambridge City Hall Zoning meet
ing 10 supporl the Inn Square's pe1i1ion 
10 relocate to a larger space across the 
st reet. 

While Mary Menna and I were on 
Boylston Street enjoying the WBCN 
April Fools Day parade we spo tted 
Rick Harle and Don Roze swapping 
trade secrets at the Empire Deli. Rick is 
about to release an EP by Birdsongs of 
lhe Mesozoic and a dynamite new sin
gle by the Lyres on his Ace of Hearls 
label. His good friend Mr. Roze has 
just put out a new Rubber Rodeo EP 
on Eat. Rubber Rodeo. incidentally, 
has just returned from a successful 
tour of the sou th, while another one of 
Rick 's bands, the Neals, have been 
busy playing the midwest. Meanwhile, 
Mary and I are assembling a photo al
bum of parade highligh ts. 

Someone and the Somebodies are 
working on a sixteen-song cassette
only release while the Billygoons say 
they're going to be recording an al
bum. The Upstarts will unleash a six
song EP Boppin' In The Ei?,hties pro-

duced by Peter Daylon. Peter is also 
working on an EP of his own. 

Among the many other things they 
are notorious for, the members of 
Aerosmilh continue to destroy hotel 
rooms everywhere they go. Most re
cently bassist Tom Hamilton was 
caught red-handed tearing apart his 
bed by a Seattle hotel manager. 

Has Kenne Highland found the 
Hopelessly Obscure a manager? And 
who else .does she manage? 

Local cartoonist Gerard Cosloy sure 
has been spending a lot of time hanging 
out at WCOZ lately. On the other 
hand, morning man Pat Shea isn't 
spending any time at Gerard's newest 
hangout-he's been replaced by Bill 
Smith. 

Everybody stilt says that pro
grammer Rick Carroll is taking over 
WBOS. 

The long-awaited acquisition of 
WLYN, now WFNX, by Boston Phoe
nix publisher Steve Mindich (for a re
ported $1.2 million) finally took place 
this month. The station has installed a 
new transmiuer, remodeled their 
studios, and hired some new personnel 
including Judith Brackly and Jerry 
Goodwin. They also plan on using 
many of the paper's editors and colum
nists to run special on-the-air Phoenix
style commentaries. Oh boy, I can't 
wait to hear Milo Miles expound on the 
in1ricac1es of the concurrent labors of 
A Flock of Seagulls and King Sunny 
Ade. Does this mean 'FNX will never 
play the Cars? 

Neither 'LYN nor 'BOS made any 
dent in the most recent Arbitron rat
ings-but 'BCN placed astonishingly 
high, in the number 1wo spot, behind 
WBZ. WHDH holds the number three 
position followed by WXKS, WEEI
AM and then 'COZ. 

Ratings mogul Oedipus bought him
self a per baby she-wolf from a farm in 

New Hampshire. Perhaps when she 
grows up she will eat her owner. 

Personally, I prefer Peler Wolf to 
the pet variety. Within the past few 
weeks the J. Geils Band vocalist has 
been hanging around Boston clubs al
most as much as David Robinson 
usually does. Most recently, Wolf 
joined Barry Marshall and the Rockin' 
Robbins onstage at Spit. And l under
stand he has plans to make another 
surorise aooearance in early May. 
WHO DO you think he'll sing with 
then? 

The Rockin ' Robbins incidentally 
are featured on the forthcoming 
Jonathan Richman album, Jonathan 
Sings. Jonathan now lives in rainy Cal
ifornia. 

Hold onto your beers everybody
Boston is about 10 be deluged by a 
wave of local hardcore releases. While 
the new seven-song SS Decontrol EP 
should be out anyday, the Freeze, 
Jerry's Kids and the F.U .'s are all get
ting ready to go into the studio. DYS 
have laid down the basic tracks for an 
EP including their Bad Brains tribute 
"I And I Drink Orange Juice" and a 
end up on the record . Wards, a hard
core band from Burlington, Vermont 
have just released a ten-song EP, and 
Deep Wounds are also in the studio. In 
other hardcore news, Gang Green are 
reuniting and adding Negalive FXer 
Pat to their already powerful lineup. 

The Emerson College Board of Trus
tees became very interested in Smegma 
and the Nuns' cover of the Weasels' 
classic "Beat Her With The Rake," 
upon hearing ii on WERS' Metrowave 
last month. And quite frankly, who 
can blame them? The Bored (or is that 
Board?) might also like the single from 
Connecticut's Jack Tragic and the Un
forlunates called "I Kill Hippies." 

The Proletariat haven't even fin
ished recording their album and 
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they've already received distribution 
offers from around the country. No
vember Group's Ann Prim is going 10 
produce the Dangerous Birds, and Hy
pertension is working on a 12" for 
Beantown Music. Don't quote me on 
this, but Harold says that David Mine
han says, that Siar Rhylhm is going to 
release a Neighborhoods EP. 

Did you see the new bathrooms at 
Spit yet? I swear the only reason Pat 
Lyons has his clubs remodeled so often 
is as an excuse to throw a big bash and 
get all the trendies to show up. The best 
thing about the renovations is the 
raised stage-but I can't complain 
about the cocoa-butter hand lotion and 
the red toilets in the considerably ex
panded ladies room. All the improve
ments they've made should help make 
this year's Rock And Roll Rumble, be
ginning June 21 and running over 11 
days, much more comfortable. 

Channel 4's Joyce Kulhawik wrme 
to the Phoenix's Joyce Millman to 
chastise her for her critique of 4's Mis
sion of Burma coverage. "It was a 
meaningful experience for both Roger 
(Miller) and mvself," wrote Kulhawik. 
'Does Suzy know about this? 

Mr. Bui ch is raising funds for an
other Allston keg party. You can find 
him in the regular places, but don't tell 
the BU Police. 

You can breath easier next time you 
go to the Channel: local skydiver skin
head Jake has been permanently ban
ished from the premises making it a 
safer place for all its paying (and non
paying) customers. 

Good luck to Fran Alberli who is 
leaving Boston to work with Warner 
Brothers in Los Angeles. 

Rush it to Nayme Drawper c/o Bos
ton Rock, 268 Newbury Street, Bos
ton, MA 02ll6. 
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HOODOO BARBEQUE 
528 Commonwealth Avenue, 

Kenmore Square 
celebrates MAYDAY (The International Day of Worker Solidarity) 

Sunday, May First, 5 to 8 p.m. 
$7.50 Admission 

buffet menu: 

• RED SNAPPER 
• RED BEANS AND RICE 
• CHILI 
• RIBS & CHICKEN 
• RED PEPPER SALAD 
live upstairs entertainment: 

• (acoustic) DEL FUEGOS 
• ZOOT SWEET & SONNY COLlJMBUS(f,mBo,woappmaoce) 
• Plus special guests! 

Also included in price of admission: After-Hoodoo party downstairs at the Raths~eller featuring: 

THE LYRES, DEL FUEGOS and DOGMATICS!!!! 
Advance tickets available at the HOODOO 

call 247-8267 for details photo by Wayne Podworny 
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MINISTRY 
THE FREEZE 
THE FALL 
KID CONGO 



Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 
Debut 5-song 12" E.P. 

on Ace of Hearts Records 
Featuring Roger Miller, Martin Swope, 

Erik Lindgren and Rick Scott 

NC LEADERS! 

ONE DIMENSIONAL RECORDS box 923 NORTHAMPTON MASS. 01060 



Hawkes, the keyboardist of the Cars, is loved by 
millions for his contributions to "Just What I Needed" 
through "Shake II Up" NIAGARA FALLS (PB 6022) 
features Greg on every instrument creating danceable 
modern elect ronic pop. 

a On Passport 
~~ Records and Cassettes. 

Also Available .. 
A 12" single (PVC 4906) of "Jet 
Lag," backed by two non-LP tracks 
from the fil m Chapter X. One of 
these, "Backseat Wal tz," was co
written and co-produced by Ric 
~ Ocasek. 

~\._ On PVC Records. 

The band that opened everybody's eyes and ears at 
the Cars' 1981 Boston Coliseum show. 
SIGHT ANO SOUND (PVC 5903), their debut EP, has 
perfectly captured their unique fusion of rock guitar 
energy and synthesized dance music. Watch for their 
video of '"Strangers In Disguise" now playing on n· 
~ On PVC Records and Cassettes. 
.....,._ .. ..,llf Jl!ffl R«ot<11n: So.l:n"'-'n!oeldHJ010801\es.aac•9133~ 

ROCK FOR LIGHT (PVC 8917), contains 17 tracks 
produced by Ric Ocasek from this all black hardcore 
'n' reggae Rastafarian band. 

~ On PVC RecordsandCassettes. 
-llfjeff1 Ra<:ctosn:So<..tt>-HJ01080-•C•9•33~ 

$5.99 

$4.99 

$5.99 



ROCK 
3rd Anniversary Celebration! 

ADMISSION 
Help us celebrate our third 
year with eleven of Bostons 

finest bands I 
r W:J:~!J:J:J!J!J:J!J!l:Wil!J:J:J!J:J:[!J!ij::::: 

ADMIT ONE FREE TO 

~~~ 
3rd Anniversary Party 

I/ 
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_____ piope_,._"'_u,rtd ____ [\ 

SaturdayJune 11, 1983 ff 
~ e£~L I 

The Lifters & Angry Young Bees t :: 
25 Necco Sueer, Boston i:?: 

~--------------------' 

FREE ADMISSION TO 

967 Commonwealth Ave ., Boston 

·--------------------~ 
r .JUU]tit== ·\t\fl!J!J\i[tJitlt{ilj(I r _:f:J:Jfait=t\ii]fl\t1ttl~i}J:W!Wtf,.=:.\.\,\.1,\. 

~':::: . 
ADMIT ONE FREE TO [ ADMIT ONE FREE TO I 

~~~ I ~~ I: 
,- .. Ji1t~tfii\fJtlttU> t\~fl:[!Jlf 

ADMIT ONE FREE TO i 
lfo)(c)\~rv7 : 

I I 3rd Anniversary Party llli 
r:·: I p1oper"'req1J1re<1 f::/ 

I : Wednesday, June 22, 1983 ! 
ThursdayiPIT/6, 1983 i l INN SQUARE MEN'S BAR ( 

Boys Life & Ttl Tuesday F I p~L:::~~;"c;f ~rs ! 
13 Lansdowne St., Boston [ } : 13)0 Cambridge St., Cambridge ( / 

~--------------------' ~--------------------J 

3rd Anniversary Party 
IUD~~~ i 

[ ____ • .,._,._, .. _ ... , ____ f:!: 

Saturday, June 25, 1983 i! 
Rods & SJo?!~m Bam iI 

I 64) Beacon St., Kenmore Square i!\ 
I f :': 

~-------------------· 

3rd Anniversary Party 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(oppo~te the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Happy Third Anniversary to 
Boston Rock from the boys at 

Walkers! 

'' the best rock' n' roll photos 
-• '' many store 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, Cowboy 
Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, Levi "Super
Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcycle Jackets, 
Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front Jeans in Black, Red, 
Natural , Turquoi se .. . and lots more! 

THIRD ANNIVERSARY 
ISSUE! 

6. Your Helium Voice 
8. Music Seminar Photos 
9. Publisher's Notes by Mike Dreese 

10. State of America 
San Francisco by Johnny Whiteside 
Detroit by Kevin Knapp 
Champaign, Illinois by Steve Jones 
Providence, RI by Bob Angel l 

12. Modern English by Dean Johnson 
14. R.E.M. by Julie Panebianco 
17. Greg Hawkes by m. howell 
18. The Fall by Richard Singer 
20. Ministry by Tristram Lozaw 
23. Jonathan Richman 
24. B-52's by Harold Lepidus 
26. Violent Femmes by Mark Coleman 
27. The Boston Harold 

by Harold Lepidus 
29. Vid Beat by Jeff Hudson 
31 . Record Reviews 
37. Voice of Muck by John Brusger 
38. Freeze by Shred 
38. Sorry by Sheena 
40. Clubland 
43. Celebrity Secrets: Kid Congo 
45. Classifieds 
46. Nayme Drawper 4? 
~ 

B·52's cover photo by Michael Grecco. Design byChris 
Gilbert. 

Boston Rock 140 5 



ROCK 
MAILING ADDRESS: 

-268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

BUSINESS OFFICE: 

739 Boylston Street 
Boston 
(617) 266-8787 

PUBLISHER 

Boston Rock, Inc. 
Presiden1: Michael Dreese 
Treasu rer : John Brusger 

EDITOR IN C HIEF 

Greg A. Reibman 
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Johnny Whiteside 
Blowfi sh 
Miss Lyn 
M. Howell 
Byron Coley 
Mark Lynch 
Bob Angell 
Steve Jones 
Michael Grecco 
Kevi n Knapp 
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Boston Rock welcomes your lellers. 
All correspondence must, for rhe pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone mun
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. Alf letters are subjecr ro edif
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 268 Newbury St., Bos
Ion, MA 02116. 

BUTCHER BLOCK 

Regarding your response to a lener 
(BR #39) concerning Jon Butcher and 
his manager Noel Love. It is my opin
ion that the only ego problem here is 
with your editorial staff. It is a travesty 
that the debut album of any local per
former is not given the "honor" of 
being your cover story. The manager 
of any band who did not demand the 
prestige of a cover story in his home
town music papers would be doing a 
major disservice to his band, but fur
the~more he should never have to make 
this demand. I implore you to change 
your policies. The Stampers on page 
rhirreen (BR #39) is a disgrace. Until 
this situa1ion improves R.L.C. will no 
longer advertise in Boston Rock. 

Bruce Amdur 
Rainbow Lighling Co. 

Boston 

WELL WRITTEN 

It's about time you got some decent 
writing in your pages! The issue with 
U2 on lhe cover (BR #39) is the best 
I've seen in a while. I especially like the 
short articles in front, State of Ameri
ca, Minor Threat and Tristram 
Lozaw's U2 story (your best article in 
quite a while). Where have you been 
hiding Lozaw, anyway? 

Bruce Tarthon 
Burlington 

Mr. lozaw has been wrifing on and 
off for BR since our first issue. He also 
hides behind his bass, in his band 
Someone and the Somebodies. 

Your 
Helium 
Voice 

REAL DOLL 

I would like to thank Michael Hafitz 
for the review of The New Johnny 
Thunders Too Much Junkie Business 
(BR #39) ROIR cassette. I agree that 
this is not a commercial product. How
ever, Johnny did make one stab at the 
major market with his first solo album 
"So Alone". Though it had a commer
cial sound it was not a sell out like his 
former Doll cohort David Johansen. 

Thunders deserves more recognition 
than he gets and shou ldn't have to drop 
dead on junk to get it as his pal Sid did. 
I feel a major article on the only real 
rocker would be more appropriate than 
wasting paper and readers time on 
jerks like fal Sal Baglio of the Stam
pers (also BR #39) complaining about 
the songs on his album. Hey Sal, who 
wrote the songs? 

Larry Labadini 
P .S. It' s OK to print name but not city. 
I don't want Sal looking for me. 

BLIND MOM 

I was very upset to learn in Nayme 
Drawper (BR #39) that Jake has been 
banned from the Channel. Why? 
Jake's never done anything to hurt 
anybody. He's one of the nicest boys 
that I know. 

ENGRAM MAN 

Re: Seaule Syndrom Volume Two 
(BR -38), fuque you Jim Puccio. I hear 

.accurate reports that the "rock scene" 
in Boston is more prejuidiced than 
Seattle's. At least black bands get gigs 
here! 

Nei l Hubbard 
Engram Records 

Sealtle, WA 

NOT EASY BEING 
GREENSBORO 

would like to add some informa
tion to the article "State of America", 
(BR #37). Though very informative 
and well written it left out a large por
tion of North Carolina which deserves 
mentioning. 

Greensboro, North Carolina, which 
is only a 45 minute to I hour drive west 
of the Triangle area, is definitely not 
lacking in entertainmenl. Some of 
Greensboro's own include Treva Spon
taine and the Grafics (whose LP S'il 
Vous Plait, had been out since the fall 
of 1982); the Broken Crayons, a nedg
ling, psychede lic, all-girl, dream-pop 
band; The Button-Downs, a pop-ska 
band who recently moved to London 
and are presently recording something 
at the Denmark Sl. Studio; and two 
new bands whose debuts we are waiting 
for, one a rockabilly band and the ot· 
her a punk-pop band. Also there is Fri
day's a great original music club, 
which offers not only these local bands 
but also out of town bands such as 
Black Flag, REM, Mission of Bur
ma-the list goes on. There are two al
ternative radio stations, WUAG and 
WQFS, which play new music and do 
interviews with out of town bands per
forming in the area. Greensboro also 
has its own publication, The Substi
tUle, which keeps us informed on the 
national new music scene as well as lo
cal artists' work. 

Continued to page 43 
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Bono: "Oh, Boston, You're My Home" 
"It's nice to play for a hometown 

crowd!" U2's Bono greeted audiences 
at the sold out Orpheurn shows (which 
were taped for the King Biscuit Flower 
Hour), eager to acknowledge the fact 
that Boston was 1he first area in Ameri
ca to embrace the Irish band. 

The next step on their US tour quick
ly surrendered to their charms as well: 
the New York City Palladium audience 
rushed the stage during an encore of "I 
Will Follow". Not caught in the crush 
was John Entwhistle of-are they sti ll 

To The Max 
The rock and roll radio wars among 

the commercial stations in town will 
get a Ii Hie houer, no doubt, now that 
Maxanne Sartori has come back to 
Boston as the new Program Director of 
WBOS (93 FM). Sartori was WBCN's 
first full-time female announcer when 
she joined the station back in 1970. She 
stayed on radio for seven years before 
she left to work for Island, and then 
Elektra Records. Massive cutbacks a1 
Elektr3. recently left her without work, 
so she decided 10 return to Boston ra
dio. What's she planning for the con-

around?-the Who; both Entwhistle 
and a sunburnt Police-man Sting chose 
to bypass the NY crowd for the 
environs of the Capitol Theater in Pas
saic New Jersey , where they swapped 
bass secrets with U2's Adam Clay1on, 
and sparred politics with Bono. 

Mr. New Jersey, Bruce Springsteen, 
showed up to see U2 in Philadel
phia-was he avoiding Entwhis1le and 
S1ing?-and stayed after 1he show 10 
complement the band, blabbing the 
night away with U2 at their hotel bar. 

s1antly changing 'BOS? "Color-blind 
radio," she said. "h's gonna be a very 
movement-oriented sound with snappy 
dance numbers." She also pledged a 
strong cornmitrnem co local music, and 
though she said there would also be a 
healthy mix or oldies, she swore none 
or the "mummies or 1he seventies" like 
"Stairway to Free Bird" would be in
cluded. Sartori has already left her 
mark at the station: three or the five 
daily jocks will be women. Sartori will 
be holding down the 3-7 p.m. shift. 

-Dean Johnson 

Hardcore On The Common 
The cross-country Rock Against 

Reagan tour stopped in Boston on May 
14, after a momh or being on the road. 
Organized by the You1h International 
Party (Yippies) in cooperation with the 
bands MDC, the Dicks, D.R.I. (Dirty 
Ro1ten Imbeciles), Crucifucks, and 
other spokespersons, they set up a 
series or free concerts. The Yippies 
"are basically anti-corporation, pro
human rights," sa id Dave from MDC. 
"They've provided the groups with a 
sound system and a forum (in this case 
Boston Common) IO talk about politi
cal mailers. The emphasis is put on 

thinking about wha1 your political en
vironment consists of and what are the 
ahernatives to it." 

Posters for this sho\, staled it would 
begin at noontime. In actuality bands 
started to play at four o'clock going 
for five hours inw the nigh1. or the 
performing groups only MDC spoke 
out on the political and sociological is
sues of the day, citing lyrics from their 
songs. There was a minirntt,rn of police 
intervention throughout the show. And 
despite the delay, ii was a good day for 
music. -Shred 

Gimme, Gimme Schlock Treatment 
A Cramps Jan's wet dream come 

true: Yes, Off lhe Wall's Summer 
Schlock Festival, running st raight 
through June, would undoubtedly 
make Lux, Ivy, Nick and Congo drool. 
This collection or exploitation, bad 
taste, and just plain dross comes none 
too soon: spring can be a frightening 
time, what with all that sunshine, those 
flowers, those joggers! At last there is 
an exhibitor with the guts IO show 
Wrestling Women Vs. The Aztex 
Mummy (Mexico 1964). There will be a 
veritable exploitation orgy as Terror of 
Tiny Town, a Western with a cast or 

Battle Lines Drawn 
As in past years, the 1984 WBCN 

Rock'n"Roll Rumble {June 20-30, 
Spit/Metro) offers new bands one of 
the few remaining local goals worth 
shooting for. In most cases, each of the 
24 participating bands will be playing 
to more people for more money than 
they're accustomed (a minimum of 
$250). 

There's a long list of prizes for the 
six semi-finalists, and the winners will 
take home enough cash to acquire a 
van to cart their equipment (which is 
what the last two winners did). First 
band starts at 9:30 sharp at Spit. The 
Line-Up: 

Monday/20: Mike Viola Alliance, Ti! 
Tuesday, Phantoms, Jerry's Kids. 
Tuesday/21: Stickball, Salem 66, Psy
cho, MIAs. 

midgets, is coupled with Chained For 
Life, which stars real Siamese twins. 
And as dessert, almost three solid 
weeks or Edward D. Wood, Jr. (uni
versally-acknowledged Worst Director 
of All-Time): Bride of the Monster, 
Glen or Glenda?, and Plan 9 From 
Outer Space. Call Off the Wall 
(354-5678) for details. 

Ir these are too tame for you, the 
Somerville Theater in Davis Square 
(625-1081) will be having midnight 
shows of Bloodsucking Freaks and 
Basket Case. You wanna talk about the 
real junk? -Betsy Sherman 

Wednesday/22: Mickey Bliss, Digney 
Fignus, Prime Movers, Nebulas. 
Thursday/23: Christmas, New Ro
mance, Sex Execs, Drezniak. 
Friday/24: Lizzie Borden & Axes, Del 
Fuegos, Radio Novena, The Catch. 
Saturday/25: The Lifters, Three 
Colors, Jeff & Jane Hudson, Smegma 
& the Nunz. 
Monday/27: Semifinals, winners of 
first three nights. 
Tuesday/28: Semifinals, winners of se
cond three nights. 
Thursday/JO: Finals at Metro. 
Sunday/July 3: All-Ages Show, 2 PM, 
first and second place winners. 

If any band becomes unable to parti
cipate, a substitute will be chosen from 
a list of alternates (last year's champ, 
Limbo Race, was an alternate). Any 
bets? -Tristram Lozaw 

Cover Cover 
Best Deal In Rock 'NRoll ... 

ROCK 
Boston Rock covers the 

best in modern music and 
now we'd like to cover you 
in a brand new Boston Rock 
tee-shirt-free with a twen
ty issue subscription! 

High Quality 50/ 50 Tee-Shirt. 
Black and Red Letters on a White Background. 

send to: 
Boston Rock Subscription 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 subscribe! 
D Here's $20.00 for the next twenty issues of B01ton Rock. Please 

rush me my free tee shin. 
Siu· 0 small O medium O large D extra large 

D Send me Boston Rock only, enclosed is D $20.00 for twenty 
issue or D $10.00 for ten issues. 

D Chrl k or monq order cndoscd 

0 Plca.sr rh.1rgr to my Visa or M.1s1rr G.rd 

exp date ________ _ 

s1gn,uurr ________ _ 

Name 
Address 
City ____________ State __.Zip ___ _ 

_ ~i:1:l:n!': :":Sf::s ::C:;~o: ::s;.~ :r~s:c.:_ ___________ J 
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Boston Rock enters its fourth year! 
:;:;:::::::::::;:::;:::-:-:-:-·-·· 

The History: Started as a result of daydreaming discussions between 
the publishers and Michel Bastarache. First issue laid out in Michel's 
apartment, with his girlfriend Chris Gilbert serving as art director. First is
sue carried an article on Johnny Rotten which was written by New 
England Music City sales clerk Greg Reibman. The back of Newbury 
Comics served as the office for the first two years. Heavy losses were en
countered, but a growing readership and so lid support of advertisers such 
as High Society, The Channel, Walker's Western Wear, Inn Square Men's 
Bar, 415 Records, Spit, and Rockit Records gave the publishers hope. 

WCOZ Music Director Kate Ingram was brought in as editor to 
replace Mike Dreese, who never seemed to have enough time to tend the 
store, Modern Method Records, and the paper. Though Kate's tenure was 
short-lived, she brought additional cred ibilit y to the publication. 

COMING 
IN AUGUST 

THE 

ROCK 
INDEPENDENT 
RECORD LABEL 
SUPPLEMENT 

Greg Reibman became the new editor in June, 1981. After running •---------------------------
$25,000 in the red, the paper began to turn around financially as ci rcu la
tion and advertising grew. Julie Panebianco became the second full-time 
editorial staffer and the first Boston Rock Music Seminar was held at Spit/ 
Metro, which added significant ly to the paper's contact with the music 
community. 

Since then, the paper has run at a modest profit, and our staff of ded
icated writers, photographers, graphic artists and copy editors have, we 
think, greatly improved the magazine's quality. 

The Present: Circulation is at an all time high, along with advertising reve
nues. Editorial quality has improved to the point where almost half of 
each issue is sold outside or the state of Massachusetts. Although this ne
cessitates a more national approach, ii means local bands who are covered 
are being read by a more innuential audience. 

The Future: Looks bright. As the Phoenix becomes more and more or a 
lifestyle magazine oriented to those over 30, there is more and more op
portunity for Bos/on Rock 10 become the music paper in town. As this 
happens, it will be financially possible to publish more frequently and up
grade editorial coverage. 

A special mailing of over 1000 extra copies 
of this special issue will be sent to college 
radio, indie labels, and indie distributors. 
Don't miss out! 

Advertising 
Deadline: July 26 

On Sale Date: 
Augustl0 

Thanks: From this writer go to Michel Bastarache, Chris Gilbert, Greg •----------------------------
Reibman and Bruce Stallsmith, who have been with us from the start. 

Special Thanks: To our readers and advertisers for all the support you 
have given me to keep going when the times were tough. 

If you run an indie record label and wish to be included 
in our free listing, please fill out the coupon below. 

r----------------------------------
Indy Info: : Record Label Name: 
Radio Station Report (Part Ill) 1 Address: __________________ _ 

A short listing this month of the stations in Massachusetts I had pre
viously not published. Send 'em your records! More out or state listings 

' next month .. 
WZBC Boston College, Box KISI, Chestnut Hill , MA 02167 
WAHM Amherst College, Station #2, Amherst, MA 01002 
WCCH Holyoke College, 303 Homestead Ave., Holyoke, MA 01040 
WCFM Williams College, Union Bldg., Williamstown, MA 01267 
WCHC Box 35A, Holy Cross College, Worcester. MA 01610 
WDJM Framingham State, 100 State St., Framingham, MA 01701 
WIQH Concord-Carlisle HS, 500 Walden St., Concord, MA 01742 
WHAB Harvard University, 45 Quincy St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
WMBA MIT, 3 Ames St., Cambridge, MA 02142 
WNEK West NE College, 1215 Wilbraham, Springfield, MA 01109 
WRBB Nonheastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 
WSCB Springfield College, Box 1703 or 674, Springfield, MA 01109 
WZLY Wellsley College, Wellesley College Alumnae, Wellesley, MA 02181 
WTBR PO Box 188S, P1ttsl1eld, MA 01202 
WMHC Mt. Holyoke College, S. Hadley, MA 01075 
WTCC Springfield Tech, 1 Armory Sq., Springfield, MA 01105 
WAMH Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002 
WBCN 1265 Boylston St.. Boston , MA 02215 

City: ____________ State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 

Label President or contacl: ________ ________ _ 

List Last Three Releases: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Artist Record Title LP, EP, Single or Tape 

Please include other releases and any other 1nlormat10n you wish us to be aware ol on a separate 
sheet 
Do you wish to be contacted about advertising: LJ Yes u No 

send 10 Boston Rock Independent Supplement 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston , MA 02116 
Please type or print Must be received by July 15, 1983 
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I STATE OF AMERICA/ 
bu1 qui1e surely, rising from the mire transves1ite Patsy. Their shows are rock singing. Flaming Groovies, out 

San Francisco 
of concept to a full blown danse ma. impressively solid, well rehearsed pre· of action for the pas! two years, are 
cabre band, clefinitely worth 1he price scmations of Cline's greatest hits preparing to mount an assault, with 

by Jonny Whiteside 
of admission. They just returned mixed up with some obscure killer new personnel-a female singer even! 
from a sell out L.A. debut at Club western covers. Camp, sibilance and About the only other groups worth 

San Francisco in print and San Lingerie; while down south, Bryan hysteria (traits long ago worked to mentioning: The Black Alhleles, 
Francisco in practice are two vastly procured a ten month old python, death in this town) are kepi to a fronted by X·Wound Paul Cas1ille. 
different animals. Columns such as who shall soon require its own per· minimum, and Patsy Cline in the pro. Keep off the PiL (which destroyed his 
this continually run down the to do's sonal roadie. Look out! per setting, is one of the most enjoy. last band) and they should do okay. 
of Romeo Voids' Debora lyall or Another ascendent slab of ribs are able, skillful and fun acts around the Burnt Offering, so they tell me, are 
crack wise as regards Flipper. Truth the Uptones, an eight piece East Bay Bay. another competent show. Everyone 
to tell, these two bands have little or band whose members range from The 'proper setting' is Club 181 , a else here-be they Hardcore Punk or 
nothing 10 do with any practical 15-18 years ,!j and feature a three beautiful old red and black 40's sensitive modern young men-are still 
workings of the S.F. "scene". In- boy horn sc.ction, replete with 1rom- nightclub (where Patsy works the singing in English accents and con-
deed, both groups gig here very rare- bone. Though their inspiration's door on his nights off) located in our vincing themselves it's original and vi-
ly, exsisting solely through record re- drawn from the doomed 2 Tone mini-Combat Zone, the Tenderloin. ta!. Ho hum. We get a lot of that, yet 
leases and the laudatory prau\c of a school of pop, their set of original Though the dj's choice of old disco San Francisco nonetheless is poten-
network of back patters and well songs careen headlong over any rough and current Top 40 is routinely abys- tially one of the best spots in the na-
wishers: both are sterile, static myths spots, rendering comparisons with mal, drink is cheap and a good time tion (is !hat convincing?). 
with as much local impact as a Greg their limcy predecessors pointless in is s1andard operating procedure. Besides road nwna!{in}!. M.D.K. and 
Kihn or Journey. this present setting . So wha t else is new? Mulanls broke wriring on the S.F. scene for BR, 

Specialty of the house is ex-Cramp A true San Francisco treat: Palsy up (once again) hopefully for good Jonny Whiteside separates the sreer 
Bryan Gregor)'s Beasl, an atavistic Cline & the Memphis G Spots, a this lime, so Frilz'II have plenty of from the bull in his excellenr fanzine 
death wish orchestra who're slowly, stripped down c&w trio fronted by free time for rock climbing instead of Beano/Jayvee, 10 Brady St., S.F. 

Detroit 
Hearts, Boolsy and lhe Banshees, Rhythm Corps 1welve·incher is due in Arbor's swingin' Urbations, a horn-y 
Phobelex, Legions Of Rome, Metro- August. R&B outfit managed by John Sin-

by Kel'in Knapp 
plex, and the venerable Mutants. Transcity boss Scott Forman's new dair, the former White Panther, MC5 

Don Fagenson of Was/Nol Was label Melro-America will be bringing manager, and subjec1 of a John Len-
The very first record of what would will lend an over-extended hand in out the long-awaited debut of Figures non song. 

become Detroit's punk / new wave the recording of ex-Creem staffer On A Beach, the any techno-beat Independent labels 1ake no1e: For-
scene was a 1977 single by Cinecyde Mark J. Norton's peculiar aggrega- group that has been the top ac1 local- man is currently setting up the distri-
on their own Tremor Records. Five tion, Legions Of Rome, which has ly for the past couple of years. The bution arm of Metro-America that 
years down the road both the band been described by one who's heard four-song EP Swimming was prod- will encompass the entire Midwesl. 
and the label arc still going strong.. 'em as "a punk Floyd." uced by Ben Grosse, who did 1he Labels from across the country will 
Last year Cinecyde put out their first Rh)•thm Corps joined a lime-hon- same for Rhylhm Corps, and the cov- be distribu1ed through Metro-Ameri-
album, / Lefr My Heart In Derroir ored ritual recently when their song er will feature the work of noted sur- ca, so interested persons can write: 
City, and the label has long since be- "Solidarity" was given the fateful realist/photographer Misha Gordin. Metro-America, P.O. Box 37044, Oak 
come a co-op organization for local whirl on American Bandstand's The EP is set for a mid-June release Park Branch, Detroit, Ml 48237. 
bands who want to do-il-lhemselves. "Rate-A-Record" segment 10 positive and a suppor1ing tour is being planned. The club scene centers around two 
With two compilation albums and a results (natch, you could dance to it). The word going around is that large downtown venues, The Cil y 

- score of singles behind them, Tremor Their five-song EP Paquet De Cinq F .O.A. 8. wi ll be the first rock act 10 Club (formerly Clutch Cargo's) and 
is now gearing up for a third compila- on Transcily Records is reportedly the play at the prestigious Detroit lnsti- the St. Andrews Hall, under the aus-
tion projec1, possibly a two-record fa"ites1-selling local produc1 and is (Ute of Arts. pices of Clutch Cargo's impressario 
set, that will include Cinccyde, Ser- getting some airplay on the commer- Metro·America will also be pulling 
vice, Natasha, The Boners, Paper cial FM stations in town. Another out a cassette-only recording by Ann Collfinued to page 43 

Ii 
1, Champaign, IL 

There may. however. soon be I wo House, Red, Hot and Blue, Uncle Two compilations have been 
le"i"i bands, due lo major label Jon's Band, NIX 86, and The Arms released in the past couple of months 

1, by Srne Jones 
"iignings. The high-tech, dance- Of Someone New are just a few of (compared to only one for Chicago so 
oriented Combo Audio have been the new groups around. But 1his town far-what the hell do they do in !hat 

Reo Speedwagon and Dan picked up by EM I-America. They're still (sorely) lacks a hardcore band. town anyway, watch all their sports 
1-~ugelherg came from Champaign. currently recording an EP in Chicago. The 1-~irsl Things, a band with a teams lose?) be1ween them featuring 
But if you can find it in your heart to They've been around for 100 long, sound that's a hybrid between the 16 local bands. Slabs In The Dark, 
forgive it for that, you'll di scover anyway. early Cure and the Clash, withstood a on Pogo Records, contains songs by 
Champaign to be a new music oasis The Elvis Brothers, one of the first personnel change and released a live the Invisible Parrots, the Edge, 
in the middle of heavy metal Midwest Midwest rockabilly bands to make it cassette called Next Dal' Look. Their B-Lovers, Big Daddy Sun and the 
cornfields. outside of thi"i area have been signed Firsrhin?,sfirst EP, released last Outer Planets, Contraband, the 

Al last count there were over 30 by Portrait / CBS. They could September, is still getting airp lay. Martyrs, Nines, Rocking Clones, 
local bands. Unfortunatly, there's probably make it big on looks alone. The B-Lovers, a kind of Soft Talltrees, and the Vertebrats. The 
only one club for them to play The usual ratio of band forma- Boys/ dB's/R.E.M.-innuenced band cassette-only Sounds 01•er Kiddie 
(Mabel's) one pseudo-new music tion / disintergration swung to the for- have added a new drummer. On a City, on the No-Hole label , has 
radio station (WPGU, O\\ned and mation side this past wimer. It seemed recem trip to St. Louis with supporl several cuts by Mixed Co., Abandon, 
operated by University of Ill inois), like the thing 10 do \\hile waiting for act Mixed Co. they were fined for lit - Big Daddy Sun, the First Things, Tim 
and one fanzine (the PsyC"hedeliC" spring was to start a band. Conflicl, tering a long the highway. Oh, the 
Boneyard). the Heroes, Pranks, S)•ndicate, t,ull tria ls of life on the road. Continued to page 43 

Providence Rash of Stahhings. Produced hy li\ - and wi ll not onl y serve to further nation's 1iniest stale, neither outfit is 
ing Room irnpressario brothers Rand)' showcase Orsi's multi-faceted skills able 10 work a ll that often, thus he's 

by Bob Angell and Brian Hirn, the record is a bul also 10 debut a new (and some- able to work with bolh ensembles 
chance 10 check out a nice 'ilit·e of what wonderfu l) female chanteuse. with no apparent connict. Simple, 

The- Uving Room, one of Provi- Ocean State rock in one fell <,woop. More on this as it deve lops. eh? 
dence's foremost rock venues, has re- Drummer John Orsi, whChe "Pa- Mark Fe-arne)' , a charter member A new rock venue, The Casbah, lo-
leased it"i long-awai1cd compilation lience in Exile" single plumbed the of Ne" Rules, has been playing lately cated a1 the corner of Wcybosset and 
album in recent weeks. And i1 ·.., a real depths of exi,1entialis1 despair. con- with ano1her combo called Pa) TV. Dorrance S1reets in the capital city, 
beauty. linue, to be one of the m0"il prolifk But he's anxious for people 10 under- has recen11} sprung into being. Ac-

Issued on Big Bubble Records, 1he recording artists on 1he Pro\idcncc stand lhc nan1re of his ,;plit rock ·11· cording IO O\\ ·,er Kevin Koellisch, the 
12-incher includes d1aracteri"itic cuts scene. Indeed, his recent Noisy Dow roll persona li 1y. club will be largely dance-oriented. 
by The Sl·hemers, Probcrs, Big casse11c (a limited edition affair) i.., " I'm definitely in the NC\\ Rules." And although they're fully commi11ed 
\Vorld, The Threats, Ed Tabela. Mike 1he liel'.ond Orsi release to l!arner ra\e say<.; Fcarney. "We're !.;ind ol re- to exposing loL'.al band<.; on a \\edly 
Viola Alliam·e, Outrage, I-Ii-Beams, re, iew, in 7 m11<,er Preu. ~lea1rn hilc. grouping-no personnel changes or basi, (Thur,day through Saturday). a 
The Deleclives, Some Red, Parallel his double paL·I,; ,ingle, Can ) 011 any1hi11g-jtl',I practking. more. We'll 
5th, Gar) Shane and the llelour and Dra11· ,. tue111/0n i., llO\\ heing prc,.,,ed be i.:oming out again soon.·· In the Con111111ed fO page .J3 
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by Dean Johnson 

"It just happened at a rehearsal," 
explained vocalist Robbie Grey. "IL 
just popped out. But when it did we 
knew, 'This is a really good song.' We 
knew it was acceptable as well. It's a 
really good 1983 love song, I think." 

The song is Modern English's "I 
Melt With You,' and it has endeared 
the band to AOR program directors 
across the country. The quietly propul
sive, keyboard-dominated tune neatly 
encapsulates the musical directions of 
the quintel on their first American al
bum, After the Snow. The song is at
tractive, but not too dulcet. There's a 
bit of an edge to it, but it isn't too hard 
or ragged. 

Grey, Gary McDowell (guitars), 
Mick Conroy (bass), Richard Brown 
(drums), and Stephen Walker (key
boards) want to be able lO achieve a 
share balancing act with their music. 
One that combines punk roots with the 
dense textures synthesizer bands have 
unleashed on us. It's a hybrid sound 
that's supposed to cut and soothe at 
the same time. 

Most of the people who have been 
exposed to Modern English for the first 
time through "I Melt With You" might 
think that they've "discovered" 
another new British ensemble on the 
rise. "Oh yes," chuckled Grey. 
"They're all perfectly wrong." The 
group originally formed back in 1977, 

Modern English at their best. 

MEL T 

and though it would be hard to tell 
from the sounds of the new album, the 
first version of Modern English was 
thoroughly inspired by the Sex Pistols. 

"They couldn't play a note," Grey 
recalled of Johnny Rotten' s outfit, 
"and neither did we. But we liked the 
energy and wanted to do something. 
Punk was about originality then." 

Conroy joined the band nine months 
af1er it formed, but his situation was 
no different. He'd never touched a 
bass before he joined the group, 
though he admitted he had played the 
violin in school. "I don't know why I 
bothered to play to begin with." But he 
also remembered what it was like in 
England once the Sex Pistols hit the 
scene, and they inspired him as well. 
"It was so easy," he said. "All you 
had to do was go out and buy a guitar, 
and that was a passport to a band. 
Overnight millions of people were 
forming groups." 

The group released a local single, 
"Drowning Man," in 1979, and began 
looking for labels . They signed to a 
small English company, 4 A.D., and 
released their firs! album over there in 
1981. "The first album's a lot harder," 
Grey said. "There are a lot more edges 
to it. After the Snow shows more ma
turity than 1he first record. We've done 
the punk thing. We're not a band to 
stand st ill and keep the same sound." 

Indeed, they're not: their recent gig 
at the Paradise was almost a schizo-

w I TH 

phrenic affair. The more recent mate
rial consisted of cyclical songs built 
around Walker' s light keyboard ara
besques that were reminiscent of what 
Julian Cope had accomplished with the 
Teardrop Explodes. "We don't like 
playing more than ten numbers," Grey 
had said before the show. 'We might 
get in a bit of trouble about the length 
of the set," which he estimated would 
be only 45-60 minutes in length. 

He was right. The people in the audi
ece couldn't understand why the band 
did "I Melt With You" in the middle 
of the set soon learned tha1 it was really 
near the end of the set. The group 
encored with a couple of blistering 
numbers from their first album, (in
cluding "Gathering Dust") that were 
the highlights of the evening and easy 
evidence of their roots. 

Generally, the live songs had more 
punch than the recorded versions . 
"Expect something different than the 
album," Grey warned before the set. 
"ll's harder, louder, more emotional 
and exciting." Conroy had added, "I 
think all of us really do prefer playing 
live because it brings out another side 
of us. We get to show a lot more po
wer." The question is, if they prefer 
playing live, why are their sets so 
stinking short? 

Even the band's stage presence indi
cates the kind of musical balancing act 
it is hoping to maintain. Wearing dark 
glasses, his hair slicked back, Grey 
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roams the stage. His punk roots 
are most obvious as he strips down 
to a tank top undershirt and ex
hibits the kind of cheek that American 
audiences would never accept from a 
native vocalist but find endearing in 
foreigners. He didn't hesitate insulting 
the audience, asking them if they could 
understand the last song performed, 
etc. 

In contrast to Grey was guitarist Mc
Dowell. He projects little presence and 
uses his guitar primarily for color and 
atmosphere on stage and record. But 
his frail build, pale complexion, whis
PY goatee, and wild mane of white 
hair, makes most of the fops who came 
out of the New Romantic movement 
look like members of the Bowery Boys. 
What we have here is an intriguing col
lision of musical and cultural ideas. 

Having played the local independent 
single game, Grey was grateful to be at
tached with a major label (Sire) in the 
United States. "It's a business like 
everything else," he said of the music. 
"It just takes a few years to realize 
that. It's a product that has to be pack
aged correctly," and he feels Warner 
Brothers and Sire have accomplished 
that for them. 

Grey added that the band's tour of 
America has gone particularly well this 
time, and they have seen distinct differ
ences between American and English 
audiences. 0 1 think the difference in 
America is that they don't have any 
preconceptions about the band," he 
said. "They just go to the concert, and 
if they like it, they like it. In England 
they examine the music and think 
aboul it for two weeks before they de
cide. They' re very trendy, ve ry spoiled . 
He had variations of the same theme to 
say about the English press. "They 
have their pet band of the month, and 
lhey think they're more important than 
the music, and they're nol. " 

Modern English hopes lO have their 
next album finished by the fall, if they 
can find the time to record it. They al
ready have four I racks ready. But at 
the moment they're involved in their 
conquest of America. Their third tour 
here has exposed them to new audi
ences, and they readily admitted 1heir 
songs receive more airplay here in one 
day than they're able 10 receive in Eng
land in six months. 

We've always been suckers for any
thing coming out of {he Mother Coun
try, so we could hardly expec1 to pass 
up the language of Modern English. -...... 
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by Julie Panebianco 

Pale from lack of sleep combined 
with a terrific hangover, R.E.M. gui
tarist Peter Buck is perched on a bar
stool, swallowing aspirin. The employ
ees of the Living Room in Providence 
are scurrying around, readying the club 
for the sold-out show; the band's road
ies are on stage readying for sound
rheck; the other members of R.E.M.
lead voice Michael Stipe, bassist Mike 
Mills, and drummer Bill Berry-wan
der restlessly in and out of their dress
ing room. 

It's been two years ("And no time 
off" says Peter) since the extraordin
ary single "Radio Free Europe/Sitting 
Still" put the Athens Georgia based 
band on the map. Their subsequent 
signing lO IRS and the release of the 
EP Chronic Town put them on the 
road, and their new LP Murmur is 
keeping them there: after five weeks 
supporting the English Beat (evidenced 
by the abundance of Beat t-shirts), they 
began their own headlining wur. 

"Hard work?" blinks Peter. "Yeah. 
But I spent years cleaning wilets and 
that," he emphasizes, "is hard work." 

A brisk talker, direct and cocky, 
Peter is given to statements like "I 
think Dionne Warwick is marv" and 
"Truly great," as well as to defensive, 
passionate speeches about the South: 
"Everyone tends to think we're half
bright hicks from the South, there's 
this weird cultural thing; people just 
assume we sit around in overalls and 
chew tobacco. 

"We consciously tried to make a 
Southern record," Peter points out, 
"not Lynyrd Skynyrd type 'pride of 
Southern man' songs, but a record 
that doesn' 1 reflect a time or place; we 
wanted to make a record that is real in
dividual, real personal-that, by na-
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ture, is a Southern record. 
"We also wanted something real 

Southern on the cover, very Flannery 
O'Connor" Peter explains. So R.E.M. 
chose a photograph of kudzu (instead 
of a photo of themselves: "If I wanted 
to pose I would have been a movie 
star" snaps Peter). To the uninitiated 
kudzu might look like a patch of over
grown weeds; it is actually a plant 
brought over from China by Eleanor 
Roosevelt to prevent land decay, and it 
is slowly, but surely, taking over the 
Southern regions. "The thing about 
kudzu is that acres and acres of it has 
one root, so it does nothing for erosion 
-another instance of the North med
dling in the South's business," Peter 
smirks. 

"We originally wanted to pick a title 
from one of Flannery O'Connor's stor
ies," he continues, "but that's a bit 
much. Flannery O'Connor's writing 
has been about as much an influence 
on me as any music has been-I was 
reading long before I listened to rock 
and roll. 

"Sheesh!" Peter grimaces from ear
drum piercing feedback. "What the 
Hell is he doing?" he shouts at the 
stage as the equipment screeches again. 
He messes up his Beatie haircut and a 
little silver cross earring shows 
through: "Damn! That noise is driving 
me crazy." 

I ask Peter what R.E.M.'s music is 
about; vague and often unintelligible 
lyrics have become one of their trade
marks. "You know," Peter says after 
a while, "We've got no great stories to 
tell-it's self expression. That it is dif
ficult to tell what we're singing about is 
kind of intentional: we're not trying to 
be a straight forward Randy Newman/ 
Warren Zevon type s1ory1elling band. 
God! Van Morrison does it,'' he yells 
excitedly, "one of my favorite albums 

is Astral Weeks, and I couldn't tell you 
what one of those songs is about. 

"The lyrics are mostly Michael 
Stipe's-he has to sing them; but they 
aren't about nothing: he works toward 
something, he works toward a goal, 
but it's all fairly personal and hard to 
understand on a literal level." 

A friend interupts and offers that all 
this is complicated by the fact that 
Stipe is hard of hearing and "he hears 
things and they're wrong, and they 
sound neat because they're wrong"; he 
then uses this in his lyrics. 

"Lucky accidents. Stream of con
sciousness." Peter shrugs. "We're not 
a real in1ellec1ual band-we don't sit 
around and think about what we do as 
much as other bands. We always feel 
like the first impulse is basically the 
best one, especially when we record. 
Otherwise it turns oul like Bruce 
Springsteen going home and crying 
every night, 'cause he can'I decide 
what to do. 

"When we write," he explains, "we 
bring in pieces and then sit in Mike 
Mills bedroom and make noise until 
something gets worked into the kind of 
shape that we can appreciate. We try to 
do nothing but please ourselves as far 
as writing songs; that's it. 

"The bands I really like are making 
music on a personal level; the bands 
that write from the heart compared to 
bands that bought the rock and roll 
myth and dress, acl and write songs 
like they're supposed to. The great 
bands never do; I'm 1101 saying that be
cause R.E.M. doesn't do what's ex
pected we're a great band, but hey," 
Peter grins sheepishly, "You've got to 
work towards something." 

Mike Mills (who bears a remarkable 
resemblance to Human Sexual Re
sponse/Wild Kingdom guitarist Rich 
Gilbert) and Bill Berry (in ladies moc-

casins) are on stage beginning their 
soundcheck. As Peter gets ready to 
join them he mentions performing in 
front of large crowds: "I could do it 
without dying" he say seriously. 

"It's no worse in front of 4,000 than 
it is in front of l00-it can't get any 
scarier. And what could I do? Throw 
up? Have a fit?" he laughs. "I've done 
both. The first gig we ever played in a 
club, five minutes before we went on I 
was hanging over a fence gagging, 
trying to throw up. Mike Mills was 
saying, 'It's okay, it's going LO be al
right', but I was going 'OOOh, it's 
horrible, I can't do this.' But after a 
point," Peter says on his way to the 
stage, ''you can only get a certain 
amount of terrified." 

Michael Stipe is sitting in a car in the 
parking lot, smoking and watching 
people arrive for the show. His curly 
blond hair is close cropped now, 
showing off his fuzzy, sleepy blue eyes; 
he's got ear plugs fastened to the belt 
loops of his jeans ("I felt bad about 
Mission of Burma"), and a scarf at
tached to the collar or his jacket (" I 
lose a whole lot of things, so I tie them 
onto myself"). 

"I think I'm really asking for it," he 
reasons in the kind of husky voice 
you'd be likely to hear on a C&W radio 
station; the confusion over his lyrics 
doesn't seem LO faze him. "I like it 
when people come up to me and offer 
their idea of what I'm saying: some
times it is really good and 1 'll end up 
using someone else's phrase because 
it's better-or different-than what I'm 
saying; ll keeps things mterestmg for 
me to change words around within the 
songs. 

"I'm put off by the whole stream of 
conciousness thing: I don't feel it has 
anything to do wilh us at all. I think it 



is a great idea that very seldom 
works." Michael speaks slowly, weigh
ing each one of his words: "I'm a great 
disbeliever in poetry. I think to call 
yourself a poet is like calling yourself 
an artist: you have a lot to claim, you 
have a lot that you have to live up to; I 
don't feel like I want to live up to either 
of those terms in any context. If the 
day comes when I do feel like I could, 
or think I would want to answer for 
myself under the guise of artist or poet, 
I'll probably know it." He shakes his 
head: "It hasn't come yet." 

What influences him? "Books, 
buildings, anything. A sit uation. I use 
people's conversa1ions. My favorite 
thing," Michael smiles shyly, "is to go 
somewhere where !here's a IOI of peo
ple and listen to everyone talk; inter
act. It's real nice to sometimes be an 
observer instead of a participator. I 
like to see people argue and get in
censed in a conversation." 

Singing has become for him an "all 
encompassing, interesting thing." He 
looks mystified: "I don't know when it 
was I decided I was going to pursue 
musicians to be in a band. It had a lot 
to do with that 1976/77 anyone-can
do-it attitude. I strictly adhere to that: 
it is attitude over craftsmanship or 
ability to play, or ability to sing. I 
think anybody can sing: the human 
voice is an incredible thing; no one has 
yet made an instrument or a synthesi
zer that matches it." 

Laughing, Michael adds that it is a 
lucky thing both Bill and Mike sing. "I 
think my voice would get tedious after 
awhile. It is a very unnatural thing to 
scream for an hour and a half. Our ear
lier songs were very fast, simple, l-2-3. 
But they were so fast I would lose my 
voice, so Bill and Mike would compen
sate for that. And then we started using 
the voices against each other for im
pact-instead of turning a guitar up, 
and having a guitar break, we can do it 
vocally. 

'' A lot of the drone, discordant vo
cal parts," Michael notes, "are prob
ably out of fear of words. I'm nOI ex
tremely prolific; so I think less is more 
in a lot of ways. An example would be 
the song 'Million' off the EP-it is 
three lines." 

He doesn't listen to much new mu
sic: " I've not listened to a lot of very 
good performers/ musicians because 
they sing only love songs; I don't want 
to hear about it." Instead, he listens to· 
"late 50's Mancini soundtracks", Bob 
Dylan, and female country singers. 
Tammy Wynette has particularly in
fluenced his singing: "She uses some
thing called an 'acid E'-a real animal 
sound, which, whether it's meant to or 
not, carries a lot of angst. I throw it in 
fairly often. 

"Awhile back I found myself repeat
ing a lot of things on stage-a lot of the 
vocal parts, and the same motions. 
That made me feel insincere about 
what 1 was doing." He pauses as peo
ple talking loudly pass the car. "So I 
stopped using a set list; I don't start 
many songs so I really don't have to 
know what's coming up. It is always a 
surprise to me; and we always change 
the set around. I have to keep things in
teresting: I despise the idea of Keith 
Richard playing 'S1reet Fighting Man' 
15 years after he's written it. It' s hor
rid; 1he idea of that is like being in 
hell." 

"I don'! anticipate anything in the 
future, I don'1 look to this as my career 
for the next ten years. Peter says it is a 

hobby; that's exactly what it is, some
thing we started as a hobby that's hap
pened to kind of take over." Reflects 
Michael: "When we started we 
couldn't have been more innocent.'' 

As we head back into the club, he 
glances around in the dark at the fac
tories and the huge lots and the train 
tracks across the road: " I could sit out 
here and write. You know, I love 
trains. I love to sit on the subway , or 
watch the trains roll by. I've always 
lived near them; since 1 've been travel
ing around the country I realized that 
everyone else does too.'' 

A half-eaten roast tuikey si ts on the 
dressing room table. Nexl to it, crouch
ed low over a Rickenbacker, is Peter 
Buck: " I have no guitar heroes-I like 
Tom Verlaine a lot, but hey," he says 
slyly, "I don't sound like him." 

Michael Stipe, in a baggy blue 
t-shirt, his hair freshly washed and fair
ly wet, puts on his one remaining con
tact lens ("I lost the other on stage last 
night"). Bill Berry changes into shorts 
and calmly drinks a beer as Mike Mills 
socializes with friends. Then: "There's 
no music out there," Peter notices, 
"Do you think we should go on?" 

Ten minutes later R.E.M. is onstage, 
where their customary Southern tran
quility has turned into legend;1rv 
Southern tenacity. They have a sp!nt
ed-and forceful-stage presence: al
ways in motion, they are aggressive 
dancers, propelled by Berry's drum
ming and Mill's bass. Stipe flails his 
body, sometimes slinky and sexy, other 
times stilted and erratic, covering his 
face with his arm as he hovers over the 
microphone. The music is an onrush of 
melodies; the vocals build the tension 
(and occasionally clash) while Stipe 
stretches words and sentences until 
they are unrecognizable-but enigma
tic-sounds. 

Flannery O'Connor wrote a haunt
ing short story called "The Train". 
One character in it says that "time 
went by so fast you couldn'l tell if you 
were old or young'' (''Did we miss any
thing?" goes the refrain in R.E.M.'s 
"Catapult"). The story is almost a syn
opsis of R.E.M. 's music: the move
ment of the train, across the country, 
west of the fields, in boxcars, through 
chronic towns; everything is seen 
in shadows, images are glimpsed quick
ly, conversations overheard . 

Said Peter: "Murmur has always 
been one of our favorite words. It 
evokes a lot of things: I remember 
being a little kid and driving with my 
parents to visit relatives-all night to 
beat the heat-and I'd be in the back 
seat of the car and l could hear my pa
rents talking, but only in half-caught 
phrases." 

R.E.M.'s equipment (which had 
threatened noisily all night) finally 
broke down towards the end of the set. 
Peter 's amplifier blew, and he tore off 
his trademark Rickenbacker and skank
ed wildly with Michael Stipe as a roadie 
tapped on the cymbals and Berry and 
Mills' thumped out a beat. At first 
Stipe was nervous: his hands shook as 
he called out for requests. He began 
singing the Pop-O-Pies donut song, 
then the Velvet Underground's "We're 
Gonna Have A Real Good Time Toget
her". And then he did the rock and roll 
dance to end all rock and roll dances: 
Michael Stipe did the swim, and when 
Peter Buck bashed out the first exhilar
ating chords to "Radio Free Europe", 
it seemed to make so much sense. 
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by m. howe/1 

i A solo album from a member of a successful band 
is probably the most tangible evidence that a group 

I 
has "made it": not only is a record company willing 
to gamble on the group's efforts, it feels confident 
enough to release a member's· side project hoping 

. that the Jans will follow. Occasionally, solo albums 
lead to new careers (Phil Collins, Diana Ross, Pete 
Townsend) though more often they lead to the cut-

l
out bins (Keith Moon, Roger Meadows-Taylor, Bill 
Wyman, and Jimmy Desiri, among untold others). 
This spring brought the first solo releases from mem~ 
bers of the Cars: Ric Ocasek's Beatitude (Geffen) 
and Greg Hawkes ' Niagara Falls (Passport). Beali

jtude, not surprisingly, sounds like a stark Cars al
bum, and Ocasek gathered a lot of kudos for using 
local players on a highly visible, major-label project. 
Niagara Falls couldn't be more different. Released 
on Passport, JEM's specialty label, it will get nation
wide distribution but nowhere near the marketing 

I 
muscle that Ge/fen or Elektra could provide. Nine of 
the eleven tracks are inslrwnental composirions, and 
although Hawke 's pop sensibility never flags, Nia
gara Falls is closer to Brian Eno's Another Green 

I World than to the Car's Shake It Up. 
Hawkes obviously wams this record to be taken 

solely on its own merits: the tracks, the album pack
age (which he designed), and even the choice of a re
latively small label like Passport position Niagara 
Falls not as a supergroup spinoff but as a thoroughly 
thought-out project by a remarkably versatile musi
cian. After admiring an advance sample of Niagara 
Fall's jacket, a blue and maroon computer graphic 
cityscape, Boston Rock asked Greg Hawkes about 
the record itself: 

Niagara Falls srarred out as something quite differ
ent, something called "Systems." What's rhe back
ground? 

There were ten or eleven tracks-I don't remem
ber-and the whole (solo project) was going to be a 
"Systems" record, which is even more minimal than 
it ended up. Before, the songs didn't even change 
chords-the patterns would repeat-most of them 

had beats and stuff but they were a little more dron
ey, just more repetitious. But when I went back to re
mix those tapes, by that time I had recorded some 
newer stuff and they didn't sound as good. So I 
scrapped that whole idea and proceeded to do newer 
stuff. Although "Jet Lag" has been around on tape 
for about a year anyway. 
Did you use any of the "Systems" tracks? 

I re-recorded the one that became "Ants in Your 
Pants." But that's a whole new recording: more 
Oriental, shorter, and faster. 
The album's sound is shaped by synthesizers and rhy
thm machines, but one of the most surprising parts is 
your guitar solo in "Jet Lag. " 

I've played the guitar off and on for years. Really, 
I played the guitar in bands before I played key
boards in bands . It always surprises people when l 
want to get a guitar and turn it up loud, but I like to 
do that sometimes. 
How would you rate yourself as a guitar player? 

Uh, I'm pretty good in the amateur catagory 
(laughs). 
How did you go about composing a song like "Block 
Party?" 

That started out with a couple of little repeating 
patterns that go through the whole thing . I'd change 
the bass notes under those patterns and add little mel
odies that pop on here and there. 
Ir never gets into a drone. 

Trance music with a beat! 
If you were a DJ and had to program Niagara Falls 
into a se1, what would you play around ir? 

It would probably be things like a snatch or Phillip 
Glass, maybe a snatch of Kraftwerk, maybe a snatch 
or Music For Airports, and maybe some Spike Jones. 
Seriously. "Beep Beep" is innuenced by Spike Jones 
most directly. And plus I might throw in some 
classical pieces-who knows? 
No Cars stuff? 

Well, everything else I've mentioned has leaned 
away from that kind of stuff; I don't know, I haven't 
played any of these things back to back with a Phil 
Spector record or anything. I can see a connection 

- -

with this st uff and the Cars-to me it's obvious; but I 
can see how somebody else could hear it and say 
'This sounds nothing like the Cars.' And there's no
thing wrong with that-I didn't set out to make a 
Cars record or even anything that resembled one. 
What type of reception would you like this record to 
receive? Will it mailer 10 you what people write 
about it? 

II always does a little bit. One hopes that a review
er will like it. It' s not the end of the world if that 
doesn't happen, but anyone would rather see some
thing positive than negative. 
Do you expect to hear ir on the radio? 

I heard "Jet Lag" on WBCN once, and I'm sur
prised it' s being played on WLIR (Long Island) as 
much as it is-or as much as people have told me. I 
don't know about airplay-I'm expecting little or 
next to none. Anytime I do hear it it 's a surprise. 
Did rhat alfitude make the album easier to do? 

Yeah, I think so. Never once did I worry about 
''would this get played on the radio?'' 
In the liner notes there is a special !hanks Ric (''Dick 
Dynamite" is an alias Ric ofien used while 011 tour). 
Is that for anything in particular? I think that in 1he 
public's mind Ric is responsible for everythi11g thal 
comes our of Synchro . 

To tell you the truth, it's more of a general thanks. 
Because it was his idea to get the studio, and he's put 
a lot of money into ii; if it wasn't for him it probably 
wouldn't have happened-the record and Synchro. It 
wasn't like he came in and helped with the mixes or 
anything. 
You 're now going to begi11 work on the next Cars re
cord. Have you written or co-written anything/or ii? 

I've co-written a couple or things. It's too early to 
,ell. \ 
What about your JUf.ure solo wbrk? 

I'm going to keep\[naking tapes in any length or 
time where there's not an active Cars project. My 
contract with Passport i~,,really a one-album deal, but 
I bet they'd put out an EP if I wanted to do tha1. 
They seem real happy with Niagara Falls. 
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by Richard Singer 

Ranter/kazoo master Mark E. Sm ith 
and his Manches1erian Fall are a very 
defiant bunch. Like most English 
children of '77, they began their adven
ture by defying 1he music industry, 
slandering the music scenics and des
troying conventional rock with their 
own barrage of scathing rock'n'noise. 
Mark E. himself took this attitude one 
step further by des t roying the English 
language, filling his rant wit h nonsensi
cal abbreviat ions and run-ons, and 
exaggerating his North England stam
mer unt il end-of-line consonants last 
twice as long as vowels. (Monthy Py
thon fans: Recall the voice of Death in 
"The Meaning of Life".) When Eng
lish punk had become a terrible bore, 
the Fall were among the firs1 10 defy 
lhe leat her kids-not with "visable 
songs synthesized," but with , of all 
un-urban un-modern things, acoust ic 
guitars, ro ugh and convoluted folk
rock (peaking in "Gro,esque" and 
"Sla1es"} and even an occas ional 
("Container Drivers"} mock-country 
1wist. 

During their 1983 U.S. wur, as neo
psychedelia threatens to become the 
next American "underground" craze, 
the Fa ll might easi ly race to the front 
of o ur bandwagon by playing diluted 
versions of '60's-sounding songs like 
'' J ust Step Sideways,'' ''The 
Classical," and "English Scheme." In
stead , in typ ical defiam Fall fash ion, 
they've sunk back into the noise. The 
once nue111 keyboards have been elim 
inated, except for an occasional hilar
ious zip or 1wo-hand press. The great 
rock'n'roll gui1ar has been drastically 
reduced, sometimes to no more than a 
one-fi nger-on-riff. The heavy jolting 
rhythms that a lways clearly distin
guished the Fa ll from the ir most popu
lar inspiration, the Velvet Under
grou nd, have now been doubled in pro
portion-they even fill in for the 
missing katoo. As for image and 
clothing (typ ical English rock obses
sions), the emaciated Mark E. slithered 
on stage wearing an ill-fitting sweater, 
overgrown locks and black socks with 
gaping holes in them. 

The Fall's presentation was more 
reminiscent of the old poundings of '78 
than of their rod.'n'roll tour '81, al
though almost all the material was 
taken from post-'81 releases and their 
forthcoming LP. Some high poi ms in 
the evening were a devastating re ndi
tion of the infectious, rhythmic 
"Room To Live," a surprisingly musi
cal feedback jam produced by Mark 
E., mike and keyboard amp, and a 
stripped-bare "Lie Dream of a Casi no 
Soul" that forced me into a wrest ling 
match wit h a dru nken spec tator. 

Trying to decipher the rant in one 
song ("Midd le Mass"), I came up 
wit h : "The wellman never got in 
here-and living here, you whispe red 
Bobb . His brain is like a tape 
loop." Making sense out or some of 
tha1 srurr is like making notes out of 
1he feedback. But who cares-so long 
as it continues to sound so damned, de
fiantly good! 

~~ 
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Finishing an interview with Al Jour
gensen, the center of activity in the 
syn th group Ministry, I ask if he has 
any parting words. "Yeah," he says. 
"I hate Ou.y Osbourne." Not sure 
where this fit into the scheme of things, 
I later traced it to the Cars' Ric Oca
sek. Once, Ric told me, a writer from 
Record World had been pestering him 
with an interview following a "do you 
like this group/that group" line of 
questioning. When the guy asked, 
"How about Ozzy Osbourne?," Ric 
replied with what ended up as a head
line on the front of the magazine
Ocasek: I Hare Ozzy. 

Like Ocasek, Jourgensen also finds 
interviews potentially bothersome. "It 
never reads the way you intended. 
Something happens from brain to 
mouth to paper, even if you're quoted 
verbatim." But possibly in his own sly 
way he thought we'd throw Al Jour
gensen: I Hate Ozzy across the cover of 
BR in 72 pt. type. Al wouldn't really 
do that, but it would fit in with the way 
he approaches his music. Despite his 
professed distaste for all the music 
business entails, he goes at it with a 
vengeance that makes sure all the an
gles are covered. 

Ministry's trail to their debut Arista 
album is something of a Cinderella 
story. In 1978, Jourgensen was in a 
Chicago band called Special Effect. 
They had an album out on their own 
label, were in a motion picture, and 
moved to San Francisco where they got 
friendly with the Psychedelic Furs after 
opening a few shows for them. Special 
Effect were an ambitious bunch but 
personality conflicts ·forced a split. 
Jourgensen moved back to Chicago de
siring to become a musical hermit, but 
when a friend paid off a loan with a 
synthesizer . he immediately started 
mak-ing noises again. 

"At the time my two favorite bands 
were the Cure and Chic, and that's 
pretty much what my music is all about 
-it's in the middle of the two. I can go 
off on these weird ethereal type things 
and the next second I'm doing some 
crazy funk stuff." 

Al went back into the studio "just 
for the hell of it" with two friends, 
bassist Lamont Wilson and drummer 
Stephen George, and "absolutely no 
intentions of starting a permanent 
band." With a little help from Jim 
Nash at WaxTrax, "a brilliant record 
store," they recorded the tracks that 
became their widely acclaimed EP
"l'm Falling," "Primental" and 
"Cold Life." Soon after the EP came 
out, Al was getting calls from 
England's 4AD Records and Beggars 
Banquet, and within two months of the 
record's release they had a UK distri
bution deal. 

So here's the EP, a fluke done for 
fun, out on two labels and moving up 
the underground charts. "After Spe
cial Effect I never wanted to be in or 
see a band again. Now I had to put to
gether a band to tour and support the 
record.'' 

On the subsequent tour, when a Bos· 
ton date with Depeche Mode was can
celled, they wound up playing at Mav
erick's "in front of three strippers, two 
construction workers, the Dark and 
Ian Taylor," who's a frequent engineer 

at the Cars' Synchro Sound studio an 
a s?metime producer for the Psyche 
dehc Furs and Romeo Void . After a 
Ministry show in NYC where an im
pressed Vince Ely (Furs' drummer) re
cognized Al from his Special Effect 
days, Taylor and Ely brought Ministry 
to Boston to start taping at Synchro 
These sessions (with the band a mer~ 
five months old) got them signed to 
Ansta, produced the funk dance hit 
"Work for Love," and provided the 
ba~ic tracks for the just-released album 
Wah Sympathy, a collection of elec
tronic expl?rations of American funk/ 
dance music produced by Taylor and 
Ely. 

Ministry has since been rehearsing 
daily for a 14-city tour. For Al, that's 
14 stops too many . "I have a real fear 
of performing live: I don't like it, it 
takes years off my hfe. Before a show 1 
get.really tense and I can't talk to any
one. That energy comes out on stage 
and it's just AGGHHH! I don't eve~ 
know how the show went, people have 
to tell me." 

Touring is obviously not Jourgen
sen's favorite thing, but he'll be doing 
it anyway with drummer Steven 
George, original member Rob Roberts 
(synth) and two local favorites, Brad 
Hallen (bass) and Mark Pontier 
(synth), both formerly of Adventure 
Set. "Actually the Ministry is myself 
and my drummer. I pretty much write 
play and sing everything in the studi~ 
and then Steve comes in and does the 
drum parts. We're American all the 
way; we have real guitars, real drums 
and authentic American funk influ: 
ences." 

The worst problem that Al has en
countered since he moved Ministry to 
Boston is that stores don't sell beer on 
Sundays. "Bad news, very depressing. 
Sunday is when I do my best writing." 
Now, instead of having to worry about 
day-to-day living, Al has the opportun
ity to nurture some long-time interests. 
He's learning the saxophone, writing a 
book of poetry that he hopes will be 
published, and fantasizes about acting 
in a soap opera like All My Children. 
"If I could be in a scene with Erica or 
Silver, I just wouldn't need this any
more. I'd throw everything down the 
tubes if I could act dramatically, day 
in, day out." 

Does he have any experience? 
"I've been watching soap operas 

since I was eight . l 'm one of the few 
people who remembers Audrey getting 
blamed for murder on the old General 
Hospital." 

He would leave Ministry? 
"Some day, I do want to branch off 

and have Ministry, as a musical con· 
cept, go on without me. I want to have 
time to do other things ... Ministry is 
only one of m·y personalities." 
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by Bruce D. Rhodewolr 

Jonathan Richman, musician and enter
tainer, has made four albums in seven years 
for Beserkley Records, an independent la
bel he is no longer with. None or them have 
ever been cenified gold by the Recording 
Industry Associa1ion of America. He will 
not win a Grammy for at least a long, long 
time because of his raw, unpolished vocals 
and informal recording techniques-for ex
ample, shouting out cues in the middle or 
songs, as if the band hasn't rehearsed. 
When he performs, either solo or with his 
band, the Modern Lovers, he doesn't play 
at Madison Square Garden. A lot or pop 
music fans have never heard of him and 
never will. 

So why is he followed wherever he goes 
by a persistent pack or fans who whisper 
"Jonathan ... Jonathan" reverentially in 
his wake? Why exactly is he one of pop 
music's most important figures? 

He is important because a lot of the 
movement toward simplicity and directness 
in rock and roll in the last rew year~ can be 
traced to his first recordings, made in 1974 
and released (against Richman' s wish
es-because they were demo-quality tapes) 
in 1976 by Beserkley. But he is even more 
importanl for his current work, his insist
ence on honesty both on record and in con
cert and for his loyalty toward what he calls 
"modern love songs." 

Jonathan Richman's explanation of the 
modern love song: ''I made that up when I 
was 19. I wasn't satisfied with the sort of lit
tle love songs you'd hear. I wanted 10 do 
somethin' more real. That's what I sti ll 
want to do. I don't like these 'cheat in' 
songs. 'My woman mistreated me. ' 
Those things happen in some ways, but a 
lot of it is jus1 people are all foll or pride 
and possession and they're greedy about the 
other person. See, they feel personally 
'gypped.' Like 'she chea ted.' They don't 
see that that person might have to work out 
some stuff. I just wanted love songs that 
don't have a lot or 1he things that everyone 
was brought up to think." 

Richman, who moved to Northern Calir
ornia from his native New England a few 
years ago, was in Los Angeles last month to 
finish recording his new album, for Sire Re
cords. During an hour-long interview, he 
was polite and playful, walking on his 
hands, dancing, sparring with me so we 
could compare muscle tone. He was staying 
in a modest ho1el on the Sunset Strip. The 
room was comfortab ly cluttered with cloth
ing and musical instruments. 

Richman doesn't perform a lot outside of 
his home territory, so many or his fans only 
know him through his records. From songs 
like "I'm A Little Airplane," "Abomin
able Snowman In The Market,'' and "Hey 
There Little Insect;'' you might expect Jon
athan Richman in person to be sort of like 
Tiny Tim. Blissful innocence with sugar on 
it. 

But don't tell him that. 
'·That's nOI true!" he insists for aboUI 

the hundredth time. ''If someone really lis
tens, ir you li-.1en to any of those albums. I 
mean, did you hear that song, 'Amazing 
Grace'? Does that sound blissful to you?'' 

Richman's version of the gospel classic, 
on his first official album, Jonollwn Rich
man <md the Modem Lo1·ers from 1977, has 
the singer accompanying himself on a small 
nylon-stringed guitar. The tone isn't exactly 
blissful, ahhough you might call it jubilant: 

Well amazing grace, ho,.., sweet the sound 
Which brings my joy back again. 
Sometimes I've worried so much, felt so 
lost, 
But then I always feel found. 
And I should know by now that grace 
Is somethin' that's always within. 
The song's melody is familiar enough 

that Richman can play wi1h it. He runs 
around the standard notes and emphasizes 
the solemn quality of 1hc new minor 
chords. The lyrics resemble the original's, 
but he's made them more humanistic than 
humble. The repeated verses aren't exactly 
the same as each other. either, with extra 
words (verbal "grace" notes) thrown in oc
casionally, as in "You've cheered me up 
now with cheer/from ear 10 ear." 

It's little witticisms like that, especially 
when dropped imo otherwise serious songs, 
that bols1er his reputation as a head-in-the
clouds guy. After all, how serious could he 
be if he does this to his pretty "Fly Into The 
Mystery": "Well it's eight o'clock in the 
Bos1on suburbs/ And some boyfriend, he's 
lost his girlfriend/{spo ken) Funny now, she 
was here just a minute ago." 

"That's because," Richman patiently ex
plains, .. I never get that serious even when 
I'm serious, because I love life. Just because 
I'm not like the people who write like 
they're court stenographers and stuff. I 
can have fun in a bad situation." 

So he's an optimi--
"Yeah well, I don't see myself as opti

mistic, 1hough. . I see myself as, 'All 
right, let's make music!. Gonna have 
fun!. . Let's tell about my life.' Even 
when I'm serious I just am not that serious, 
that's all. 1 am in my music like I am as a 
person." 

With that, the morose Jonathan Rich
man plays a little fanfare on his guitar and 
finishes it off with a goory chord. How does 
this basically pessimistic guy get through 
life then? 

"I love to buy rec. . I wam to watch 
things that. .. I love to see singers that en
tertain me. I sing to entertain myself. You 

know like. . I like to just hang around. 
Like last night-I'm bored-OK, I went to 
a sushi bar for a minute, just to hang ou1. 
You know, I just do everything. I like to do 
all kinds of stuff. But what I'm sayin' is it 
doesn't matter what I do; it just mailers if 
you have fun doin' it." 

Right when you're starting 10 think, 
"This guy's undisciplined," he admits it. 

"When we gotta carry the laundry down 
10 1he laundromat, that's a bad day," he 
says. "But on good days I 'll get together 
with some friends of mine, we'll play some 
music. 1r I got people who have a drum kit 
or somethin' we'll just play around ... And 
I like to go out and check out hills and stuff 
like that and roam around." 

Maybe it's due to the serenity of his life, 
or his attitude that "If we're not young 
now, when will we be?"-this man has 
plen1y or confidence, enough to create truly 
original. sincere songs. 

He has the confidence to use humorous 
rhymes (''Here come the Martian Martians/ 
And they're baking up a Martian pie/I 
hope the Martians like me/and give some to 
I"), non-rhymes ("There's an abominable 
snowman in the market/ And I think he's a 
real nice guy/ I like the snowman- I want to 
help-and I can't stand to see him treated 
this way''), and cliche filler phrases 
("Abominable snowman in the mar
ket/ And that is what I now say"). He has 
the confidence 10 put these silly elements 

~ right nex1 to prosaic, conversational lyrics. 

I 
Listen to this summer morning: 
Those big trees are up there 
By the side or the road-they're linin' the 
road. 

Sun is contin' up over them. 
Those trees are dark and cool still. 
The ground is still wet, smell of summer 
And pollen and flower. 
Breeze so neat, so sweet. 
Bees buzzin', flies not yet nyin', 
Little nits nittin' and gnats gna1tin'. 
And he is so sure of his songs' worth that 

he always gives them simple arrangements, 
sometimes even singing 1hem a cappella. 

In fact, Richman makes up most of his 
songs wi1hout any instruments, because, he 
says, "A song doesn't have much to do 
with a guitar. That's for an arrangement. 
Chords and a song are not the same thing. 
To me a songs is something you sing. 
Like 'When Irish Eyes Arc Smilin'
there's a song. You can just sing 1hat with
out a guitar or anything and it hold's." 

How can he get away with singing songs 
like "Here Come The Martian Martians" 
right nexl to "Summer Morning?'" Simple: 
he just does ii. It's him, so it works. 

Ask him if he thinks doing children's 
songs huns his credibility as a songwriter. 
Go ahead. Ask him. He'll get. .. um. as-
serrive. 

"They're not children's songs. They ore 
not children's songs. They could've been 
and I play 'em for children, but they're not 
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BORN UNDER A GOOD 

by Harold Lepidus 

The B52's. Remember them? Plastic hair, Jetson's chic, Mary Hart
man logic, two hit albums, and one dud? Sure you do! C'mon, they still 
play early hits like "Rock Lobster " and "Give Me Back My Man" on th_e 
radio, and last year they sold out three Orpheum shows while Mesopotam,a 
was sitting on record store shelves. _ _ 

Well, they're back with a bang . Or should I say a Whammy!, _which 1s 
the title track of their new album. Before setting out on a maJor U.S. 
summer tour the "Fifty-1002" decided to do four surprise east coast warm
up dates including one at the Channel (which was promoted by mysterious 
"A band so big we can't tell you who it is!" radio advertisements). This 
would hopefully generate interest in the album, which find s the B-52's 
somewhere between intergalactic Planet Claire and the earthy hieroglyphics 
of Mesopotamia. . 

The Athenian Five are well aware of the possibility of becoming a nov
elty act, which explains experiments like the David Byrne-produced 
Mesopotamia. 

"People that weren't as excited about that album as the first two tend 
to blame David," admits Kate Pierson (a Taurus who according to their 
new single "Song For A Future Generation" loves tomatoes and black
capped chickadees). "But we wanted to get that son of more layered sound. 
How could people say it was serious I never will understand." 

"We were having an identity crisis," confides Keith Strickland (a Scor
pio who likes to find the essence from within, according lo the aforemen
tioned song). "What we had done before just happened spontaneously. 
The image had never been thought out." 

"People kept saying, 'When are they going to change?'," Kate whines, 
imitating their critics. "So we changed, and they didn't like it. In my mind, 
we didn't do anythi ng radical, just used some different inst rument s and 
some overdubs, that's about it. We didn't think, 'We're gonna break out of 
this, and change our look. ' We were sti ll the same people. The whole image 
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has come out of who we are, and what we like lo wear on stage. Nol that we 
wear that all the time: We've been accused of not wearing our stage clothes 
to the supermarket," she laughed. "Anyway, we didn't want to make too 
big a departure from our image . We'd like to organically develop." 

<4Our attitude was 'Let's go ahead and try something different'," 
Keith adds. "But on Whammy!, it's a synthesis of both styles." Since this L 

humble journalist (who is a Sagitarius and likes to sleep late and watch 
M*A •s•H reruns) only received the new album the previous day, l 
continued 10 ask about Mesopotamia: like why is the import so much differ
ent than the domestic release? 

"Steven Stanley, who produced Whammy!, had done mixes of Meso
pornmia the same way as with the Par1y Mix album (a six song dance mix al
bum of early material), but we didn't like 'em," Keith explains. "So we 
nixed 'em." 

"But the record company put it out by mistake anyway. They mixed · 
up the tapes," smirks Kate. 

"Also, a single from our new album has been put out: 'Song For 
Future Generations'," says Keith, bravely making another attempt to pro- 1 

mote Whammy!. "In England, they just put the instrumental version on 1 

the b-side, but it was no big deal. They're always getting things wrong over 
there ." 

After the phenomenal success of the first two albums, it seemed that their 
record label was ready to milk the novelty value of the B-52's by issuing 1 
Party Mix (as well as an instrumental album which never saw the light of 
day). But Keith and Kate don't see it that way. 

"We didn't really conceive of the Parry Mix LP, but we heard some 
mixes done by Steven Stanley, and we liked them a lot," says Kate. 



Keith: "Chris Blackwell of Island really wanted to put ll out, and we 
, thought it would be a good idea, and we started working with him on this 

last album." 
"I like the Party Mix album/' Kate interrupts . "We do a couple of 

songs like the Party Mix versions live: 'Party Out Of Bounds' and 'Give Me 
,; Back My Man'." 

When I asked whether they felt restricted by being B-52's, I was 
, greeted with a pregnant pause. 

"Yeah, there are restrictions . .. " Kate finally began, while Keith, smil-
ing embarrasedly muttered. "In a way we feel kinda trapped. But on the 

) other hand," Kate offers, "when we get together and work on songs, it 
, seems we just naturally do certain things that wouldn't change without a 
,, conscious effort as a group. But as individuals, we might want to do differ-

ent things." 
"I don't want to sound negative in that way," Keith seems worried. 

"It's a good trap; we still enjoy it." 
"Some people do view us as a novelty, which is a stigma in a way," 

Kate admits, "'cause I want to be fun and danceable, but not considered a 
, ( novelty all the time." 

Since the B-52's are such a visual band, it's not surprising they are 
branching out into te levision. Their appearance on Saturday Night Live is 
what catapulted them to national attention; last year, they appeared on the 
soap opera The Guiding Light. 

"We did 'Private Idaho'," Keith reminisces. "Kate, Cindy and Fred 
gave this guy some tips on how to make it in music." 

"Fred told him, 'You've got to loosen up a little'," Kate remembers 
chuckling. 

"We may do All My Children; that's our goal this year," states Keith 
proudly. 

There were also plans for a 3-D video, but expenses got out of hand. 
They were even going to use the cameras from Jaws Ill. 

If you missed the B-52's at the Channel, they'll be back at much bigger 
places this coming June and July. The Boston appearance was just a 
skeleton of this summer's tour. Horns have already been added, arrange
ments changed-and new dance steps learned! They will even be headlining 
some outdoor shows, which will hopefully go better than a I 982 appearance 
where the B-52's were sandwiched in between Joan Jett and the Who in a 
Florida stadium. 

"I thought our audience was pretty wide ranging," Kate says. "We 
have a strong following in Florida, but I found out that the Who audience is 
not our audience. We were pelted with paper cups-Cindy got hit with an 
apple real hard." 

"There was this motorcycle gang in front," Keith takes over the story, 
"they were really tough, and Kate and Cindy had little pink bouffants; they 

. probab ly looked like their mothers, and they didn't like that." 
In closing, I ask how the B-52's get things done . They are famous for a 

lackadaisical attitude. 
"We have a real slow song-writing process," Keith drawls in his slight 

southern accent. "For the time it takes anything to be finished, everybody 
in the band has to work on it. We're pretty lazy, we're not real ambitious. 
We take our time, more time than record companies would like." 

"Everytime we do something, it requires a little vacation," interjects 
Kate. 

"We just feel it's important to sort of live life at the same time," Keith 
continues. "It's so easy in this business to get involved and pump out prod
uct. People get so obsessed with that, and they just don't take time to live. 
That's why a lot of groups just go crazy ." 
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What makes a band start fires? Every time I've 
seen the Violent Femmes they've set off the au
dience, released a spark of cognition into inert air. 
Maybe it's the volume-plenty intense but low 
enough that anyone can sus the lyric-maybe it's 
pure visual impact, maybe it is some sort of "stage 
magic" but when the V. Femmes play, people pay 
auention. Gordon Gano's deadpan rant and 
scratchy telecaster strum bear the Woody Guthrie
like influence of Lou Reed, but it will soon be ob
vious (hopefully) just how original this young 
man's voice is. 

His rhythm section were known once as the 
Ruthless Accoustics, a name that still fits. Brian 
Ritchie plays bass rhythm and lead guitar m one 
fluid rush on an oversized four-string accoustic, 
officially called a mariachi bass. Victor Delorenzo 
invented the trance, a washtub-cum-trap-set that he 
brushes and taps with an actor's sense of timing. 
All three-but Gano especially-are the sort of 
bright clear-eyed midwesterners whose smiles put a 
roomful of people at ease, even when they 're per
forming something explicit and scary like "Country 
Death Song." 

The Femmes have made the Milwaukee-NYC 
journey a number of times now. Their critical buzz 
has steadily increased since they first opened a 
show for Richard Hell at CBGB last year. This 
time around it's part of a full-fledged tour, coin
ciding with the release of their eponymous debut 
album on Slash. I met with the band the day be
fore their Bos7on show; we began discussing their 
unique instrumentation. 
Brian: Before this band I played bass and electric 
banjo, also lead guitar in a band called Plas1icland. 
1 had always wan1ed to play the instrumenl I've got 
now. I didn't order it specific for this band. 
Victor: We were very attrac1ed 10 the idea of a 
stripped-down rhythm section, somet hing that 
would be portable and safe. Something we could 
play out on the street withou1 the need for any ex
ternal amplification. 
Brian: Before I had this I had one I made myself 
by re-stringing a guitar with bass str ings ... we 
used to play on the street with a guy named Door
way Dave. 
Victor: This is Gordon's first band. Brian and I 
had been playing together a bit. Originally, we 
were just going to stay with Gordon a month or so . 
Gordon: Well, I did have a drummer for 
awhile ... I was going to say one who couldn't 
keep the beat but that's what 1 have now, or may-

be one that tries not to. I write the songs them
selves-the basic melody and chords-then play it 
for Brian and Victor. Then I let them play what 
they want to and we talk about it. Sometimes we'll 
play through a song for 1he first time on stage. We 
don't rehearse that much. 
Brian: A IOI of the songs started off being lousy 
songs. 
Gordon: I beg your pardon! 
Brian: ... that had lousy arrangements. Then they 
evolved. 
Viclor: We improvise over the course of the 
evening. 
Brian: Yeah, some of 1he improvising is brief em
bellishments during a song that are normally there 
but not fixed. Other times we'll just go off totally: 
on a real structured song we may even improvise
for a bar or two. 
BR: Did you bring these techniques into the 
studio? 
Gordon: Yeah, most of the songs were performed 
li ve in the studio. 
Brian: Two of the songs have additional instru
ments overdubbed: some xylophone, piano, violin 
and extra percussion. ' 
Victor: We sent demos around to all the different 
record companies. Slash liked what they heard and 
decided to put it out. It 's that simple. We had total 
control over the recording. If something's wrong 
we're the ones to blame. 
BR: What sort of crowds do you auract, apart 
from the people that hear you on streetcorners? 
Gordon: People come to see us who are like 17, I 8 
years old and !hey bring their parents. Then some
times they don't come back and their parents do. 
Repeatedly. 
Brian: The last time we played the Jazz Gallery in 
Milwaukee there were people there from 15 to 80. 
Gordon: My grandparents came out to see the 
band. It was probably the first time they've gone 
ou1 hke that since they got married ... "It took him 
80 years to see a rock concert." 

"Some people think we're 
cute, family entertainment; 
then another guy told me he 
hadn't seen anything like 
this since Sid Vicious." 

IOLE 

Brian: I think all segments of society can find 
something to relate to in our music. The younger 
people like the humor of it and the way we look; 
other people like the more intelligent lyrics that 
Gordon writes; the jazz buffs like that we impro
vise a lot. It's not like you have 10 be completely 
into one mindset. A lot of times an audience will 
just be a microcosm of the band. But in our way 
it's a cellular thing with each individual or group in 
the audience renecting one small part of us rather 
than 1he whole audience renecting the whole part 
of us. 
Gordon: The same show can be perceived from 
widely different angles. Some people think it' s 
cute, family entertainment; then another guy in 
New York told me he hadn't seen anything like this 
since Sid Vicious. And he meant it. 
Brian: The name Violent Femmes has always been a 
source of puzzlement for everybody, ourselves in
cluded, so it must be a good name if everyone's 
thinking about it. It's very sensational. People that 
come to see us with any preconceived notions us
ually get blown away. People who have never seen 
us before·always say "what you did wasn't anything 
like what we expected. " 
Gordon: Yeah, people usually think that we're 
women. 
BR: Has there been any sort of backlash 10 that, 
charges of misogyny? 
Brian: One club refused to book us because they 
thought there'd be a feminist outcry or protest. 
BR: Do you hate women? 
ALL: NO! 
Gordon: I think they're great people. 
Brian: We love women . 
BR: So what is it in your music that some people 
are reacting to? 
Gordon: Well, some of the lyrics . . . there are 
some who feel our name is somehow derogatory to 
women, you know, violent femme. 
Victor: There are violent women Jiving and breath
ing every day. And violent men, violent countries, 
violent leaders, violent actions in nature . 
Gordon: Some of the song lyrics cause problems 
too, lines like "Why can't I get just one fuck" and 
"girl trouble up the ass." 
Brian: Some woman was complaining to me about 
the song "Country Death Song" where the father 
throws his daughter in the well. I said it comes 
from a folk tale, there's no1hing misogynous about 
it, and she said ' 4 that's just another example of 
violence against women in songs." Thal 's absolute 
bullshit. We're rock musicians and a lot of the best 
rock music hasn't been exactly socially enligh1ing. I 
don't think that political or philosophical consider
atfons are all the important in rock music. The 
Stones and Lou Reed are incredible misogynists 
but I'd rather emulate them than Holly Near; from 
a musical viewpoint, anyway. 

Gordon: 1 think a lot of the lyrics to my 

EMME 5 ~.~:~ll:7:it,:Eiy~~~;:,~~~;~:f!l:'~l 
has a lot to do w11h our presentation 
and general anitude. 
Victor: It's quite a trick. 
Gordon: I don't know how we do it. 

Violent Femmes (I to r): Brian Richie, Gordon Gano and Victor Delorenzo. 

Interview by Mark Coleman 
Photo by Phil In Phlash 
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~be Jjoston J!,arolb 
by Harold Lepidus 

Hi! It's me again. Are you ready for another visit to your Uncle 
Harold's? Good, come here and have a seat. DRY YOUR FEET FIRST! 
Now, here's your cocoa, let's gather around the fire while I tell you the 
scary tales of creatures in the land of rock and roll . 

First of all, the biggest, scariest monster is a creature named David Bo
wie. He originally came from outerspace, oddity enough, despite his 
fear of flying. He has two different colored eyes, and he is constantly 
changing his appearance, from orange hair, and multi-colored skin, to a 
thin white duke, to companion of 
"Eno, the Bald One." 

After a few years in hibernation, this 
mteresting specimen is about to go "on 
tour," where millions of curiosity seek
ers will travel great distances and pay 
large amounts of money to get a 
glimpse. Bowie this time is disguised as 
"a content family man." 

When rickets went on sale to see this 
phenomenon in Europe-a far away 
land where everyone speaks a different 
language-there were traffic jams due 
to the large amount of "Bowie freaks" 
waiting to buy the rights to enter the 
various places he will be forced to per
form. 

In order to generate excitement in 
America, Bowie held a press confer
ence over the radio, where his voice en
tered the living rooms of millions. Peo
ple of varied intelligence called in to 
ask questions. It was also announced 
where "tickets" could be purchased 
the following morning via the omni
present, mega-tentacled Ticketron, 
which spews out these tickets after you 
feed it green leaves with portraits of 
American Presidents on them. All the 
tickets, of course, were snatched up 
within hours. 

You can feel Bowie's presence and 
see his different-colored eyes every
where-especially on magazine racks. 
The Hunger, where Bowie is captured 
on celluloid is currently playing at 
movie houses around the country. It is 
not as scary as real life, but it shares 
with Bowie one basic philosophy
even if ii has no substance, it at least 
looks good. Bauhaus, who were origin
ally cloned from Bowie, make an ap
pearance as a "Disco Group," and 
sing "Bela Legosi's Dead." By the 
time Bowie comes to New England, his 
next movie, Merry Christmas, Mr. 
Lawrence, should be out. He's con
tracted to continuously make records 
throughout most of the I 980s. AND 
THERE'S NO ESCAPE! 

Is this getting too scary? 0.K. then 
I 'II tell you a ta le of a rock group that 
was created in a laboratory to influence 
the minds of pubescent girls. 

Duran Duran were made for 
eMpTyVee. They are teenage idols in 
new wave clothing. Their music sounds 
modern, full of synthesizers and dance
able beats, but the content doesn't 
seem to offend even the most ardent 
Charlie Daniels fan. They are so pop-

You can't teach a diamond dog new 
tricks. 

ular that they are asking for more than 
$7 million for their next contract. 

Anyone under Duran Duran's magic 
spell has the urge to buy anything with 
their air-brushed picture on it. And 
their big, bad record company is ex
ploiting it for all they can get. 

First of all, they contractually 
banned their current English single, 
"ls There Something I Should 
Know?" from being imported into 
America. When will Duran disciples be 
able to get this sermon from the 
mount? When "ls There Something I 
Should Know?" gets repackaged with 
their first album! Duran fans (ninety 
percent of whom probably have the 
aforementioned record) will gobble it 
up, and everybody will supposedly be 
happy. Frightening, isn't it? 

In a totally related story, the latest 
Elvis Costello waxing appears 
surprisingly enough on a Madness 12" 
EP. The King takes the lead vocals on 
"Tomorrow's Just Another Day," and 
gives a winning performance. How
ever, the only way an Elvis fan like my
self can get this recording is with two 
other Madness tracks, which I already 
own, plus a dub version of a third. 
THIS IS AN OUTRAGE! Who wants 
to pay a ll that money for one song! 
What if it turns up on an Elvis b-side? 
What if there's a Taking liberties Vol. 
Two? If this doesn't encourage home 
taping, I don't know what will. 

Well, children, that's enough horror 
stories for one night. Uncle Harold has 
to take some medicine to help him get 
to sleep. He's had a rough day. Pleasant 
dreams. 

FREE TICKETS 
SEE P .AGE FOUR 

MADE FOR TV 
SO AFRAID OF THE RUSSIANS 
UNKNOWN SOLDIER 
Produced by John Cale 

send three 

dollar~~ 

~·c:o•• -~ 

1377 K St/Suite 41 
Washington, DC 20005 
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ROCKIT RECORDS 

U2 
New Years Day 12" 

Sale Price $2.99 
Rockit also has in stock the following U2 
items .. . 

• '"Sunda~ Bloody Sunday" 
(12") 

• "Two H earts" (12") 
• U23 (12") 
• War (Picture Disc) 
• Boy (LP w/original cover) 
• Four Pack (7") set from 

Ireland 
• "New Years Day" (double 

single) 
• "Two Hearts·· (double single) 
• "Fire" (double single) 

• "Sunday Bloody Sunday" 
(7") 

• "I Will Follow" (7") 
• "Out Of Control" (7") 
• "11 O'Clock Tic Toe" (7") 
• "Another Day" (T') 
• " Celebration" (7") 
• " A Day Without Me'" (7") 

Also in stock: 
SS Decontrol Get It Away 
mini-LP 

ROUTE ONE NORTHBOUND 
AUGUSTIES PLAZA 
SAUGUS, MASS. (617) 233-7805 
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by Jeff Hudson 

TARGET VIDEO of San Francisco 
came to Spit to some show some high 
quality in-concert tapes of Black Flag, 
Code of Honor and a number of other 
hardcore bands. I had seen Target 
shows before but this was the best lO 

date. Director Joe Rees and associate 
director John Reiss (!) and Nico Reiss 
(! !) talked about the quality of the 
tapes (they are using broadcast lkega
mi cameras with convergence editing 
shown on an Aqua Star projection sys
tem), and they look terrific. They also 
talked about releasing video cassettes 
for under $40.00 which might include 
Throbbing Grislle, Black Flag, and 
Theatre of Hate. (Look for these in 
about a year.) 

Unfortunately, the Spit crowd was 
kept small because of pouring rain and 
what some felt was an excessive admis
sion price. 

Some reviews: 
JESSE RAE 
Collection of songs 

This tape is getting a push through 
C. S.S. and Sony as one of the new 
Sony Video 45's. Sadly, this tape 
throws around many meaningless spe-

cial effects. The songs are instantly for
gettable, and Rae's persona as an art
ist /pop star is unconvincing. 

PRODUCTION CLUB 
''Excitement'' 

This video opens with a record being 
put on a turntable, swi tches nipped on, 
some super-8 film of crazies dancing, 
Wally Gagel singing on one-half of the 
screen with film projected on 1he other 
half. A fairly good local production, a 
little too self-i nvolved. 

ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVERS 
''Telegraph'' 

Very pop sound, put to sweet girls 
and guys looking 1940's stylish. Nos
talgia for an old technology. Expensive 
looking production here, which has no
thing to say. Very forgettable. 

THOMPSON TWINS 
"love on Your Side" 

Great song with rhythms synched bril
liantly to the beat. Some very sharp 
editing makes this a pleasure to watch. 
The band sounds and looks great. This 
is a winner. 

PSYCHEDELIC FURS 
"Sleep Comes Down" 

Pretty soulful song set to digital 
footage with lots of slow motion and 
dissolves. This tape has an interesting 
look 10 it that separates it from the 
resc. ll 's like the Beatles' Sergeant Pep

' per period. Strong stuff. 

A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS 
"Wishing" 

Their wish does not come true. The 
song is fair 10 middling, but the video 
will put you to sleep. There are some 
effects, but to no avail. 

FUN BOY THREE 
Tunnel of love" 

A classic song, sung with passion 
and sophistication. This band has a 
sense of humor mixed with deadly ser
iousness. The visua ls aren't that great, 
but the band makes it worth watching. 

SPANDAU BALLET 
''Life line'' 

They are going to need a life line af
ter you see this one! Lots of argyle 
sweaters and socks set co nice ties. Sor
ry, it bores me. The brown film of the 
boys playing is intercut with phone 
polls and telephone wires which are 
graphically animated. This relationship 
repeats endlessly. Very mannered. 

PETE SHELLEY 
''Telephone Operator'' 

Best tape this month. Pete Shelley 
has a lot of inner intensity that shines 
through on this video. The production 
is exceptionally strong except for the 
slides of circuit boards. Some great 
frame buffing and a Tron shirt sequen
ce that's terrific. Having a great song 
doesn't hurt. See it. 

BANANARAMA 
"Shy Boy" 

Cute song, set to a story of a shy boy 
who gets the clean-up treatment from 
the girls, and turns into a guy from 
West Side Story. All in all, it's fun and 
entertaining, in a light sort of way. 

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 
"The Culler" 

Shots of Iceland cut into the ban 
playing. That's it. 

BLANCMANGE 
"Waves" 

At the harbor port saying good-byt 
Then out on the ocean on a boat, 101 
of waves of course, slithering me1 
maids on the rocks. The song is a bo1 
and the video matches it. 

BAUHAUS 
"Ziggy Stardust" 

A guy in a cage cul with staged car 
cert footage of Bauhaus. Pretentiow 
Give me Bowie any day. 

GRACE JONES 
"living My Life" 

Wierd, semi-ambitious in a costume 
set kind of way. Usually I like M~ 
Jones but this tape is too visually sill 
to jive with this serious song. 

Have you noticed how many recer 
video productions look so much lik 
TV ads? That' s because the people wh 
make Miller Lite and Ford comme1 
dais are now making record compan 
lip syncs. This cou ld be the bcginnin 
of the end for the independent prodt: 
cers and directors. Madison Avenu 
knows how to package, and with th 
kind of budgets being tossed abou 
(Michael Jackson's "Beat It" cm 
$140,000) the ad houses will be linin 
up to satisfy the client. 

IN ENTRY. IN ENTRY. AUT< 
EDIT. END. 

Videotapes are always welcome alonx th 
Yid Beat. We prefer ¼ ", hut will affep 
Bera or VHS ½ "Jomwr. Tapes will he re 
111med on(v if affOlllpanied by a selj~ad 
ressed stamped em•elope. 

··Vid 8e(Jf''clo Boston Rock 
268 Newbury S1. 
Boston MA 02116 

TIIEY LAUGHED WHEN I SAID 
"CASS~'I*I'E-ONL Y" ALBUMS! 

Reachout lntemat1onal Records. Inc is the strangest record company m 1he wo 
,eleases ONLY CASSETTES 1 Full album.tenglh e11.c11mg perlo,mances by ma1011ock 

~r~~~ff~~~a;~~~b~eo~\ c;;;;,~:~;;;~ ~~ o~~~~ ~~r;;ETT~~y CAN'T BUY T,1 

Our artists. each with their own casselles. mcludes Johnny Thunders, Bush Telras, I 
The Greal NYC Singles Compllallon, Buzzcocks, Televlslon, New York Hare 
Compllalion, Allonla Tims & His Flying Tigers, James Chance & lhe Conlortions. 8· 
Spy with Lydia Lunch, The Dictators, Suicide, New York Dolls, 
Bad Brains, The Germs. Scientific Americans, Sllmulalors. 
Charles and the City Beats. Cramps, MCS, The Raincoats and many exc1tmg new 
added monthly All cassettes are handsomely packaged w1lh colorful graphics 
documentation. lmer noles by Amerrca·s top rock wnters. often band photos and lyr 
and all are recorded on high quahty BASF DPS Premium Tape Our releases have rec, 
rave reviews and acclaim all around the world. and our ma,I order depanment ship i 
same day orders are received' WANT TO KNOW MORE? WANT TO BECOME A ROIR 
SETTE JUNKIE? WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEWSLETTER AND BE SURPAISED 1 : 

·-----------------------· •• ROIRCASSF.TTF~o;; •• 
Sui1r214,511Broadway -ilmll. 

I Nrw York, NV 10012 Phonr (212) 477-0563 {Pronounced ·Roar'} 

I 
I 

,,-,. I v.an11nt-c:,nmr,, ROIRC,\',',(,J rl' Jl .N KII'.' ',f'-..:ll.\\l' HH'R I RH 
-..:I'\\ ,1 I' ITFR :\'.',;ll J.\ll'Rl '',S Ml·' 
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IC 
Two locations: 
• 268 Newbury St., Boston 236-4930 
• The Garage, Harvard Square 491-0337 

JUNE SALES! 
B-52's 
Whammy 
Police 
Synchronicity 

Kinks 
State Of Confusion 
Kajagoogoo 
White Feathers 
New Order 
Power, Comtption & Lies 
SS Decontrol 
Get It Away 

-Reg. $7.n-
Sale $5.99 

-Reg. $7 .2r 
Sale $5.99 

-Reg. $7.n
Sale $5.99 

-Reg. $7.2r 
Sale $5.99 

-Reg. $6. 9r 
Sale $5.99 

-Reg. $5 .9r 
Sale $3.99 

plus many more new 
releases at special 

low prices 

Now selling tickets to: 
The Channel 
Living Room (Prov., RI) 

Jonathan Swifts 
(Boston store only) 

now on 
sale for 

THE DEAD 
KENNEDY$ 

June 6, 
Union Hall, 

Waltham 



RED ROCKERS 
"China"/"China (Dance Mix)," 
"Ball of Confusion" 
415/Columbia, 12" 45 

Good As Gold 
415/Columbia, LP 

Red Roc kers have a penchant for up
turned co llars and b lack dungarees, 
but they don't sound li ke the Clash. 
Gone (almost) is 1he thrashi ng angst of 
"Dead Heroes" and "Guns of Revolu
tion." "China" is a catchy pop tune, 
pure and simple. Tht: dance mix is just 
that, and "Ball of Confusion" remains 
virtua ll y unchanged in its umpteenth 
remake. Still a great song, and Red 
Rockers ably carry the ball. 

"Dreams Fade Away" is the first in-

TH E BELLE STA RS 
The Belle Swrs 
Warner Bros., LP 

The Belle S!Ors shows a nice variety 
of musical ideas and styles. From the 
well-constructed Mowwn-type tune 
"Sign of the Times" to the call-re
sponse "lko, Iko," these seven British 
women throw together bits of dissimi
lar traditional and modern forms to 
produce an interesting and entertaining 
whole. But don't look for anything 
deep, just move your feet and bop 10 

da beat. -Beth Bellis 

dicat ion on this album that Red Rock
ers have not left a ll the hard stuff on 
their debut record Condition Red. "Til 
It A ll Falls Down" brings in lock-s tep 
funk and both swirling and crunging 
guitar . Another standout cut, "Home 
Is Where The War Is," fits neatly be
tween the softer sounds of "China" 
and "Good As Gold" and the tougher 
songs like "Running Away From 
You." While still socially and politi
cally involved, the band (John Grif
fith: vocals, guitar, keyboards; Darren 
Hill: bass; James Singletary: lead gui
tar; and J im-St iff Little Fingers-Ri
ley: drums) has broadened its musical 
outlook considerably. Louisiana' s Red 
Rockers shou ld make the land of Span
ish Moss and Magnolias proud. 

PINK CADILLAC 
Alpha Media, EP 

-Marc English 

Pink Cadillac cruise the middle road 
of new-rockabilly somewhere between 
the nash of the Stray Cats and the 
earthiness or the Del Fuegos. David 
Champagne (of Shane-Champagne 
fame) leads bassist Doug Leeds and 
drummer Lester Davis through six 
tunes. Of those, "I'm Nol Happy" is 
easily the snappiest and worth a listen. 

Alpha Media Records, Box 444, 
Back Bay Annex, Boswn, 02117. 

-Marc English 

~ 

ATTENTION 
RETAILERS: 
Increase profits and store traffic 
Our buttons and other rock novel
ties are of the highest quality and 
so 1s the service. We deliver fast. 
The sturdy, no-cost displays boost 
sales, save time and space 

For FREE pictorial catalog call now: 
1-800-343-951 0 
1-616-266-1434 

David Alcott, Sales Manager 
Wholesale Only 

~ CONSOLIDATED 
W ROCK GROUPS 

BOB 
Backwards 
Dum b Records, EP 

All I know about BOB is that they 
do about e ight gigs a week in SF. This 
LP has too much of an aimless new
wave jazz feeling for me: sort of Deva 
meets Ralph Records with a little affec
tation thrown in. But the liner notes 
did promise that I'd find at least one 
t rack I liked ("Backwards is the K-Te l 
of pop records.") and the LP ends with 
a ravishing piece. "Voices Calling''
the band drops the gimmicks, accents, 
kooky backbeats, and neuro1ic voca ls 
and serves up a qu iet, intelligent slide 
of five minute requiem. -Sheena 

ALBEGRA SU ICIDE 
4 song 7" EP 
Buzzerama Reco rds 

Four poems with a sparse back
ground beat sounds at first like a Laur
ie Anderson spawn, bu1 Lydia Tom
kiw's lyrics and tone owe more to Ly
d ia Lunch and Exene. The fee ling is 
sort of nouveau existential, which 
wor ks su rprisingly well in "True Ro
mance at the World's Fai r. " " In Bed 
with Boys" is more upbeat and acces
sible and contains some nice poe1ic im
age ry. Actua ll y a ra the r in1eres1ing and 
pleasant EP. 

Write to: P.O. Box 14257, Chicago, 
IL60614-0257. -Uncle Mark 

SPAN DAU BALLET 
True 
Chrysali s, LP 

Unabashed hedonists Spandau Bal
let seem to have sh ifted their focus 
from the fast-lane London club scene 
to a langourous C lub Med existence. 
The resultant producl, True, is a let
down. Spandau Ballet have always 
freshened their slickness with little 
twists that has made their sound inter
esting: for example the grit provided by 
their fruitful collaboration \\ilh the 
Beggars and Co. horn sect ion on the 
best cuts of their last album, Diamond. 
With True, the band and producers 
Tony Swain and Steve Jolley have 
smoothed out all !he rough edges, 
leaning heavily on harmonies and 
hooks, to produce an easy-listening 
rock/funk with clear Quincy Jones as
pirations. Occasionally they attain an 
invigorating sweep, but most often the 
songs stagnate into predictability. 

-Bers1' Sherman 

Record 
Reviews 
RAMONES 
Subterranean Jungle 
Sire , LP 

Subterranean Jungle is th1 
Ramone ' s e ight h (and insiders say fi 
na l) album for Sire records. In man~ 
ways, the record feel s like a SU;mmi nf 
up, revisiting all the familiar Ramone 
territory; passwords like "Thorazine" 
"Berlin', "therapy". and "outsider' 
pop up all over the a lbum. The melo 
dies sound like a pastiche of their ca 
rcer-one listen and you fee l yo u 'v, 
heard it all before. 

By releasing this album (with tradi 
tional rock'n'roll produc1ion b: 
Ritchie Cordell ) rather than las 
summer's Busta Jones-produced studic 
sessions, the band is most like\• 
looking for the platinum sales Joa; 
Jett found using the Ramones classi1 
buzzsaw attack. 

If Joan has borrowed their sound 
however, then the cur rent hardcor 
scene has definitely stolen the Ramone 
thunder. The high-speed a!lack o 
bands like Black Flag and Mino 
Threat make much of Sub1erranea1 
Jungle sound sluggish at best, and tirec 
at worst. Still, a more mainst rean 
sound couldn't h urt in Middle Americ, 
(where records sa les really count). I 
the C lash can get to Top Ten wi1h 1he 
worst record, so can the Ramones. 

-EdSIOI 
START 
Look Around 
C leansongs/ BMI. LP 

Allen Ginsberg's contribution to th 
record should attract attention to thi 
three piece band from Lawrence, Kan 
sas, but 1he seven other cuts stand ou 
as intelligent, candid. and somet ime 
political, pop songs. 

The charm of this record i'i its sim
1 

plicit y: young, innocent voices, spa r,;, 
imtrumentation, ..,eriou...,, l'atalisti 
lyrics or celebrations and lamatation 
of lo\'e. Basic rhythms, abundant ha1 
monie!> and youthful exurberance pn 
dominate on the record. 

Fre!>h Sounds, Inc., P.O. Box 3f 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044. 

- Tracy E1•erbac 

11 TltENEWWAVE 
ltAIR SAlON 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211 5 
262-9131 
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flLA 
•ternational Sandwich 
sh Ranch, LP 
I find this record hilarious. Atila has 

1 accent that sounds like what one 
Juld imagine a person from San Ma
no sounds like. The subject or the 
.ngs vary wildly and are about such 
uff as the Mideast, cats and mice, 
,wboys, Indians, Spanish gui1ars, 
ussians, Latins, Germans, Africans 
1d 1he Japanese. What Atila seems to 
: using as a source of "inspiration" is 
eryone's cultural stereotype of every-
1e else in 1he world. He blows these 
JI of proportion in such a twisted 
1shion that the results are both bizarre 
1d funny. The music (by an apparent 
1st of thousands) is a smorgasboard 
r punk, psychedelic, nee-Resident, 
·ggae and 101s more. A non
)mmercial DJ's dream. -Uncle Mark 

OHEMIA 
·o Ordinary Moon 
iscos de Tinga 3 song EP 

Bohemia was formerly from Chi
lgo, then L.A.; now they are almost 
.!renially on the road. The style of the 
rnd, though unique, resists categori
Hion: experimemal but accessible. 
woof 1he songs, "Is It Hot Enough" 
1d the title cut, are definitely dance
:,le without being 1rite or plastic. Car

Evonne's vocals have never been bet-
·r. But what I find most enjoyable 
oout this record is the sax work-both 
1e hot tenor on "Moon" and the evo
Hive alto sax on "Nightmare Alley" 
1rry the songs beyond the ordinary. 
iefinitely recommended. 

-Uncle Mark 

NTARCTICA 
ew Music From Antarctica, Volume I 

I had the thesaurus open and ready 
n cutting synonyms for this one. 
ight-a "new concern ... dedicated 
> the proposition that video and music 
·e created equal" and involving every 
endy Manhatlanite possible (ex-Fly-
1g Lizards, Eno, Cage, Laurie Ander
rn, King Crimson, etc., etc.). Ha! 
UT, I liked it. There's one dumb cov
song and a lot of beautiful or inter-

.ting siuff. It comes with a video, 
hich must make it even more enjoy
ole. In particular, Rhys Chatham (bi
trrely desribed as "the grandfather of 
ardcore") keeps up his good track re
)rd with a swir ling, chaotic (but disci
linedly-so) piece. Peter Gordon's 
Waiting for Dawn" is right up there 
ith the most heartbreaking Brit-sob
>ck you've ever heard-saxophones, 
1elancholy, long arctic vistas, the 
hole trip. -Sheena 

Mickey Bliss 
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8.8. KING 
Blues 'n' Jazz 
MCA, LP 

Although Mr. King is probably 
doing alright at age 57 (this is a "Birth
day" album) he still sings the blues 
with great conviction. Backed by a top 
rhythm section, cool vibe player, and 
red-hot brass section, the Dean of the 
Blues swings, wails, and lulls. His gui
tar stings blue licks ("Rainbow Riot") 
or squeezes out bitter-sweet calls ("I 
Can't Let You Go")-B. B. is in perfect 
form. "Make Love To Me" and "Sell 
My Monkey" have got to be heard. 
What, you've got no blues records? 
Buy this one. -Marc English 

BAD MANNERS 
Klass 
MCA, LP 

There comes a time when a trend 
ends and progression is necessary for 
the survival of a band, but the British 
ska band Bad Manners offer virtually 
no progression on Klass, their second 
domestic release. The record is a mix
ture of rehashed old tunes from the ska 
revival of three years ago ("Lip Up 
Fatty" and "Special Brew") and sev
eral inane throwaway tracks we don't 
want 10 hear anyway. ("Ne-Ne Na-Na 
Na-Na Nu-Nu"). 

Bad Manners don't even do justice 
to icons of trash-rock included on 
Klass: "Wooly Bully" and "Monster 
Mash." Listen IO this band on the 
Dance Craze compilation instead. 

BLASTERS 
Non-Fiction 
Slash/Warners, LP 

-Tracy Everbach 

Listening to Non-Fiction is ak:., to 
having a celebration: the fervent music 
jumps out and has a ball; light on its 
feet, 1he beat keeps moving and the 
melodies slide. Phil Alvin's voice is dy
namic; also especially distinguished is 
Gene Taylor's honky tonk piano play
ing, and the lively horn sections by Lee 
Allen and Steve Berlin. The Blasters 
are probably the best rock and roll-in 
the truest sense of the word-band in 
the country, and Non-Fiction superbly 
captures this. My favorite, "Leaving" 
is a sensuous, bluesy ballad that 
embodies the warmth-and pas
sion-with which the Blasters play 
their music. -Julie Panebianco 

distributed 
by Rounder 

THE REPLACEMENTS 
Hootenanny 
Twin Tone, LP 

The Replacements have done well to 
present Hootenanny as a loose, infor
mal romp through a bunch of different 
styles including some fu ll t ill hummers 
and acoustic minstrel numbers . Studio 
banter and missed cues abound and 1he 
alcohol and sweat combine IO serve up 
a platter of pure spirit. Including their 
first 45 wi1h a non-Ip "b" side, the Re
placements have shot out four records 
to an as yet apathetic public, but who 
knows? On my scorecard they've yet to 
miss.-Michael 1-la{it;: 

DICKS 
Kill From The Heart 
SST, LP 

The Dicks are a band with two defi
nite sides to their music. Both are ex
emplified with equal strength on their 
new album, Kill From The Heart. The 

·band is politically conscious as the cuts 
"Anti-Klan (Part I and II)" and 
"Right Wing /W hite Ring" suggest. 
On the other hand, there are alSo a lot 
of Texas-style fun songs like 0 Little 
Boys' Feet" and "Dicks Can't Swim". 
SST, P.O. Box I, Lawndale, CA 
90206. -Shred 

KROKUS 
Headhumer 
Arista, LP 

More proof that just because you 
can play guitar, don't mean you know 
HOW TO WALK THE DOG. This LP 
has filler (sounds like someone ironing) 
and you can just imagine a tune like 
"Russian Winter." The best moment is 
when a beer bo1tle falls over during 
"Stayed Awake All Night"- very 
authentic sounding. -Sheena 

EARL SCRUGGS 
Top of the World 
Columbia, LP 

Though the singing on this record 
(Rodney Dillard, Lacy Dalton, Burrito 
Bros.) is some of the best ever to be 
matched with Scrugg's blue ribbon 
banjo playing, l 'm still waiting on an 
album that dumps the songster voca li st 
(I prefer warbling crooners) and gives 
us a pure bluegrass hoedown that'll let 
Scruggs fingers ny for 40 minutes. 
Maybe I'll have IO hunt down tapes 
from The Beverly Hillbillies. Just pick
in', no singin', please Earl? 

-Tristram Lozaw 
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MONDAY EVENING JUNE 6, 1983 

EAD ENNEDYS 

THE PROLETARIAT 
JERRY'S KIDS 
THE FREEZE Union Hall, Waltham 
tickets now on sale at: 
Newbury Comics (Boston and Harvard Square), 
Wave Records (Hyannis), and Rockit Records (Saugus). 
for info call (617) 394-5406 between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. only 

NewEP 

$7.00 in advance 

Available now on Urbanoise Records 

• primary 
colors 
£1.ih.min 
E2tnb.,u211w11 
92 South Street 
Boston. Mass. 02111 USA 

617.423.3407 
617.423.4938 



yowl. 
a ten song album 
by native tongue 
available 
on modern method 
records. 

~4 Ro:-:tnn Rork N.d.O 

THE MEATMEN 
We're TheMe,1tmen ... And You Suck! 

· Touch & Go, LP 

The third and final act of Becoming 
A Meatman. Finally an album that 
pays tribute to Michigan's defunct, bu1 
undeniably notorious Meatmen; a 
band that can not, and should not, be 
forgolten. Even in its censored form, 
their first record, The Blood Sausage 
EP, is one of the rudest collections of 
songs ever recorded. Side I of We 're 
The Meatmen consists of remixed and 
uncensored versions of all these fine 
tunes including "Tooling For Anus," 
"1 Down 3 To Go" and "Becoming A 
Man." Side 2 consists of well-recorded 
li ve performances, primari ly featuring 
material from their god-awfu l Crippled 
Children Suck EP. T he improved re
cordi ngs of "Blow Me Jah" and "I Sin 
For A Living" are much appreciated. 
Always raw, rude and raunchy, the 
Mea1men were a true inspiration to 
punks with a sense of humor. If you 
are to own any record by these model 
citizens, this is it. Bless you Tesco Yee. 
Highly recommended. 

Touch & Go Records, Box 716, Mau-
mee, Ohio 43537. -Mr. 8 

MEN AT WORK 
Cargo 

. CBS, LP 

I expected something a li ttle more in
teresting from a band that produced 
the catchy "Down Under," but Cargo 
isn't a very strong second album. It's 
full of banal lyrics a nd light, bouncy 
melodies with a pinch of reggae or 
country-western. "Overkill" has a nice 
melody, and "Dr. Heckyll and Mr. 
Jive" is a cute throw-away. " It's a 
Mistake" confronts the tired subject of 
nuclear war, and that's about the grav
est subject ma11er on the album. Men 
At Work have developed a unique 
style, easi ly ident ified by Colin Hay's 
warm, raspy voice and gentle phrasing. 
This makes a lot of Cargo's material 
sound the same. "I like to pull the plug 
in the tub/Sit and watch the water flow 
down the drain" ("I Like To"). Maybe 
that's where Men At Work's originality. 
is going. -Beth Bellis 

GUN CLUB 
Death Par1y 
Chrysalis, import EP 

With the exception of "House on 
Highland Avenue" this hastily record
ed EP works as an informal celebration 
of Jeffrey Lee P ierce's favorite subject 
matter: What happens to people when 
they give up. Pierce's characters inhab
it the area beyond despair; they are 
murderous, suicidal and insane. 

Like Pierce's other records the music 
is trashed country blues with a little 
more emphasis on trash this time. 
"House on Highland Avenue" differs 
from the other songs musically, but not 
lyrically. Carefully arranged , its slow 
pace and exceptionally morbid lyrics 
place it in the tradit ion of great count ry 
ba llads. This is an OK between-album 
EP. -David Shibler 

AMERICAN MUSIC 
COMPILATION 
(Eurock, LP) 

For years, Archie Patterson's Eur
ock magazine has been faithfully ex
ploring the outer edges of modern mu
sic-from Der Plan to Richard Pinhas 

to Mexican rock. The rnagazme's name 
is a misnomer since it has become syn
onymous with adventurous music of all 
types from around the world. The 
American Music Compilation is Pat
terson's first attempt to put some of 
that music on record. It ranges from 
eclectic electronics to modern classical 
a nd includes performances by Jason 
Murtz/Eddie Jobson/ John Luttrelle, 
Anode and Richard Bone. Dennis 
Weise's telegraphing "Tell A Vision" 
is the favorite cul. Contact: PO Box 
4181, Torrance, CA 90510. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

WILD FANG 
The Promised Airwaves 
Mugician Records, LP 

From the depths of Br'ooklyn comes 
a true treat. Wild Fang (The Band 
With 100 1 Names) is a convincing mix
ture of 60's sound and sensibili ties. 
While many contemporary groups are 
content to imitate, Wild Fang is one of 
the few bands that are capable of truly 
capwri ng the 60's spirit. But don't get 
the wrong idea, Wild Fang are not a re
viva li st band. All their songs are heart
felt originals, performed with inspiring 
conviction a nd sincerity. Best tunes in
clude "Me & You," "Wild Fang," 
"With A Lillie Song" and "Sgt. 
Bones." While comparisons wi th the 
Shaggs are not uncalled for, there are 
tastes of the Velvet Underground, Dyl
an, and Moby Grape too. Recom
mended. 

Mugician Records, 158 Lynch Street, 
Brooklyn, NY 11206. -Mr. 8 

THE GO-BETWEENS 
Before Hollywood 
Rough Trade, import LP 

A pleasant sounding record from 
Britain's Go-Betweens. Emotional, 
personal pop; not too hard, and not 
too soft. At their best, the G-B's give 
me the same feeling 1he Bongos do. 
Songs in the best category include 
"Two Steps Step Out," ''Callie And 
Cane" and "By Chance." Recom
mended to all traditional (definite ly 
no1 "New") romantics out there. 

-Mr. 8 

THE TWILIGHT ZONE, VOL. I 
Varese Sarabande, LP 

Rod Serling's The Twilight Zone, as 
popular now in reruns as it ever was, 
attracted top notch screenplay write rs 
as well as impressive composers who 
made some of the finest music ever 
written for a TV series. It's surprising 
that it took 20 years for someone to re
lease a sampling of it. Volume One in
cludes the avant garde main tit le 
themes by Marius Constant (second 
only to the Pe1er Gunn bass line in rock 
adaptat ions), and diverse pieces by 
Bernard Herrman (who scored Ci1izen 
Kane, Taxi Driver), Franze Waxman 
(Sunset Bid., Bride of Frankenstein), 
Nathan Yan Cleeve (Colossus of New 
York) and Jerry Goldsmith (who's 
twice the composer John Williams is). 
The music here is as good as any movie 
sou ndtrack. 13006 Saticoy S1., N. 
Hollywood, CA 91605. 

-Tristram Lozaw 



NAKED EYES 
EMI America, LP 

The best word to describe this new 
band from England is slick. Naked 
Eyes' have a polished, well arranged 
sound, which blends the smoothness of 
synthesizers and vocals (reminiscent of 
A.B.C. and Heaven 17) with lyrics that 
are about as hard to digest as a glass of 
champagne. 

What is interesting to note is that 
Burt Bacharach, of "Raindrops Keep 
Falling on My Head " fame, had a 
hand in writing some of those lyrics. 
Maybe that's why, though they almost 
reach dopey sentimentality in "I Could 
Show You How'' , there is a sincerity 
and an I'll-worry-about-it-tomorrow 
quality to them. 

Naked Eyes is dance music. They 
may not have the gutsiest sound, but if 
they look as smooth as they play, I'd 
like to see them perform on video. Rec
comended. -Kimberly Hecht 

DA VE EDMUNDS 
Information 
Columbia, LP 

RoOls-rock disciple Dave Edmunds 
teams with Electric Light Orchestra 
producer Jeff Lynne for two tracks on 
Information. Though it's an interes t
ing change for Edmunds, the tracks 
succeed only in embarrassing him. 
"Slippin' Away," which is supposed to 
be a big AOR hit, sound like a watered
down ELO version of an old rock and 
roll tune . The title track, " Informa
tion," confirms that Edmunds and 
electronics don't mix. 

The rest of the album is brighter, in 
the classic Edmunds neo-rockabilly 
sty le . Successful tracks include a cover 
of an old J. Geils song "Wait," a cover 
of Otis Blackwell's "The Shape I'm 
In, " and Edmund's collaboration with 
bassist John David, "Have a Heart. " 

Edmunds should have scrapped the 
electronics and stuck with his original 
combination of blues, country, and 
classic rock and roll. Adding synthesiz
ers is not the only way to face the mod
ern world. -Tracy Everbach 

SHREIKBACK 
Care 
Y / Warner Bros., LP 

Shriek back's snapping, metallic 
white voodoo, with airy reggae-in
fluenced vocals and a beat-heavy bot
tom, slips and sl ides more than most 
caucasian funk knows how. Their per
cussive excursions are extensions of the 
rhythmic minimalism of groups like 
ESG and Medium Medium, yet they 
also pay attention to the full-bodied 
aural amenities that flesh out any good 
song. Underground radio has already 
provided refugees Barry Andrews 
(XTC, League of Gents) three poten
tial big-time dance hits from Care's 
first side: "All Lined Up," "Accre
tions" and "My Spine (Is The Bassline). 
Side two is smoother, slower, deeper 
and breezier, with more room for 
subtle experiments. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

NEW ORDER 
Power, Corruption and Lies 
Factory Records, LP 

New Order (like its predecessor Joy 
Division), reaches to the core of joy, 
sorrow , uncertainty, and rejection. 
They treat the simplicities and 
complexities of life and death plainly, 
without os1entation or bombasl. 

This simple eloquence is the funda
mental aspect of New Order's music. 
With their latest album they have fur
ther melded !heir hypnotic drone with 
resounding funk, creating another per
fect bond between work, music and 
emotion. 

The punch of Sieve Morris' live and 
programmed beat underscored Peter 
Hook 's pumping bass, particulary on 
the tracks "Age of Consent," "The 
Village," "5-8-6," and "Ultravio
lence." Gillian Gilbert's syn thesizers 
and Bernard Albrecht's guitar interact 
with a percussive and flavorful affect, 
(proving this is one of the best "synth" 
bands). Albrecht's vocals are assured 
and sincere whether they be buoyant 
("The Village") or sullen ("Leave Me 
Alone"). Although the upbeat songs 
are powerful, the darker songs, espec
ially "Your Silent Face," (a lush and 
beautiful tune), and the Joy Division
like "Leave Me Alone" can be quite 
compelling . A passionate album from 
a consistently exceptional band. 

BUSH TETRAS 
Wild Things 
Roir, Cassette 

-Marc English 

Conjuring up a vision of gloom and 
decay has always been the Bush Tetras' 
inimitable brew. The problem is, (evi
denced by this live document to the 
band's urban voodoo music) there is 
no escape from the unsettling darkness 
that the Bush Tetras shroud around 
them. The music only rarely becomes 
hypnotic, and instead sett les it se lf into 
a drone. But sometimes-"Cowboys 
In Africa", "Too Many Creeps", and 
"Wild Thing"-we get a glimpse of 
the mesmerizing power they were/are 
capable of, and that is almost enough. 
ROIR, 611 Broadway, Suite 214, NY, 
NY 10012. -Julie Panebianco 

CLASS ACTION 
CAMC, EP 

This Cambridge-based outfit relies 
on ska as a prime influence, judging by 
this debut record. 0 Gett ing Nowhere" 
stands heads above the other three se
lections, due to Dana Little's soulful 
vocals. Instrumentals and harmonies 
are spot-on , if somewhat lacklustre, 
faring better with the ska than the rock 
format. 
· Class Action, Box 742, Cambridge, 
MA 02138. -Marc English 

THE EMBARRASSMENT 
Death Travels West 
Fresh Sounds, LP 

There are few times that finding a 
package on my doorstep from Kansas 
would be cause for excitement, but this 
one from the eclectic eccentrics at 
Fresh Sound is different. Recorded in 
Texas with a timeless rock style that 
bristles, (it would fit in perfectly any
where from I 965 to I 984) Death Tra
vels West runs off eight craggy, sting
ing, garage-edge songs whi le The Em
barrassment flails away on their guitars 
in all the right ways. The rolling "Le
wis and C larke " has classic potential. 
This might not be a chart buster, but 
my turntable sure has seen a lot of it. 
P.O. Box 36, Lawrence, KS 66044. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

48 W~nter Street 
Boston, NA 02I08 
118-9815 

All posters (full color) Sl.50 
All shirts 5/M/L $12.00 
(100°0 cotton. black mk) 

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery 
Add $1 50 for postage & handling and 
$ I 00 for each add1t1onal item ordered 
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Jonathan continued. 
children's songs. They're for C\eryone." 

OK, bu! about his credibi--
"I didn't C\Cn kno" I had any credibility 

10 worry about 1ha1 way. BUl if I have any 
we better wipe it out. And I think i1 ·s about 
time we did, so more songs like that \\ill be 
coming up in 1he future ... 

Then we can expect on the new album
''Loua dumb <;tupid songs. And then 

\\C'II put out some more <,il\y song<,, and 
then maybe a fe,\ mediocre ones to bore 
people ,,i1h for awhile." 

But of cour<;e ol' Jonthan\ just kiddin'. 
He <,till ha<, a fcv. modern lo,·e songs up his 
stce,c. 

He'll proudly remind you about "Affec
tion," from 1he last album, Back In )'our 
Ll}e .. 

"See? I'm <,till makin' 'cm up." 
There's 1e\ephones, tele, i,ions and cars 
And 111erc's records and books and mag
azines for you. 
But poor Affection just sits there stand
ing in the corner, 
Saying to itself, "I wish somebody would 
give me something to do.·· 
Well I know it takes nerve to reach ou1 
and give affection 
To folks who seem to want your help but 
you can'1 tell. 
Cause they can laugh at you, and that's 
rejection. 
And you probably won't like tha1 so well. 
People all over the world are good. 
People all over the world ain't bad. 
But if they keep on chickenin' out, 
They won't get what they wish they had. 
And that's affection. 
"Affection" and songs like it make Rich

man a strong enlertainer. So strong that he 
can hold an audience's anention just doing 
his liHle namenco dance steps or, as he did 
two years ago at one of his rare shows in 
LA, lying on his back singing a cappella, 
with tears in his eyes. 

The guy who wrote "I'm A Lillie Dino
saur," where the dinosaur (Richman) goes 
away and the band members coax him 
back? Him, with tears in his eyes? 

"That's not light and cute, either, for 
your information," insists Richman, at
tempting to shoot down the most popular 
theory about his songs. "Again, you gotla 
listen with your ears, not with your mind." 

You mean, Jonathan, 1hat it's not light 
and cute because the dinosaur goes awa-

"Yeah, you don't want the dinosaur to 
go away. There's nothing light and cute 
about that. 

" It 's not light and cute because it's not 
light and cute period." 

KIL SLUG 
no titles 

Take My Chances''l"How 
Come?" 
Posh Boy, 45 
This one is very disappointing. Both 
songs are in the standard CH3 style, 
but they're just plain no good-not a 
catchy riff to be found. 
Channel Three, Box 693, Cerritos, CA 
90701 

no label, 3 song 7" EP 

Here's ano1her raucous release from 
Boston's noise boys, Kil Slug. It fea
tures members or Groinoids and Sick
ness, and the style falls some-
where inbetween, ranging 
at times from dirge to 
din A must for 
a ll lovers or 
noxious 
music. 
(no 
address) 

I 
pack 
of 
small 
Boys 
in the 
cheek 
were 
for 
girls, 
and can 
a climax, 

WHITE TRASH 
Wake Up! EP 
Local Anesthetic, 4 song 
7" EP 

Wake Up or Melt Down 
C.I.A. Records, 5 song 7" EP 

I think I 'II add this group to the "Te
xas garage punk and hardcore hybrid" 
category. It's a promising first release, 
rating high on the speed and fury 
scales. Alas, all songs suffer from 1he 
same naw: instead or ending the songs 
in the standard one minute range they 
repeat the chorus until they're over two 
minutes long, and frankly a bit tiring. 
Btu I am looking forward to the next 

one. 
C.I.A. Records, 1231 Ashland, 

Houston, TX. 

ADRENALIN O.D. 
Let's Barbeque 
Buy Our Records, 6 song 7" EP 

Suburban punks don't worry about 
Reagan or the cops. These songs ad
dress such important topics as Trans 
Ams, joggers and vandalism sprees, 
with whiny vocals carrying the message 
over a fast Ramones style backdrop. 
The songs are pretty good, so for a 
change the punks give us fun instead of 

angst. 
Buy Our Records, 2374 Steuben St., 

Union, NJ 07083 

POISON IDEA 
Pick Your King E.P. 
Falal Erection Records, 13 song 7" EP 

This hardcore group's problem is the 
opposite or most. The music is fine but 
the lyrics are so awkward I must treat 
you to these witty couplets: 

RECTIFIER 
"Atonement"l"Perversion of a 

Like most super fast hardcore 
groups this one initally suffered from 
all.the-songs-sound-the-same syn
drome. This cleared up after four or 
five listenings, and I found the record 
quite enjoyable. It's even well recorded. 
Poision Idea, 714 S.E. 148th, 
Portland, OR 97233 

"Nazis in my neighborhood 
make me feel more bad than good 
scaring all the kids away 
those Nazis must not like to play ." 

White Trash, 2245 Mapleton Ave., 
Boulder, CO 80302 

Refined Nature" 
Local Anesthetic, 7" EP 

You know an industrial record is 
good when you feel compelled to listen 
to it all the way through, no matter 
how awful it is . This one compelled me 
to take it off in the middle. 
Local Anesthetic, 638 E. 13 Ave., 

It is full of the 
band is know 
pounding, 

Some 
Bushe0 

Denver, CO 80203 ------------"'-----------

URBAN CABARET 

Distributed by; 
lnnersleeve, Boston 
Dutch East India, NY 
Greenwoild. Ca 
NMDS, NY 
Bonaparte, NY 
Important Records, NY 
Rough Trade, Ca 
Lotu.s Records, l. 011do11 

<) FROM THE HEART OF AMERICA COMES ... 

ANEW BEA<) 

UR BA ,V CA 8A R£T (Mw11cu1ttu 01tl_YJ J 1 w11iq1u b11td1 

DELAY TA CT/CS "OUT-POP OPTIONS' 
Com ming soon : 

Weingarten-Ormiston 
'lllindfalls' 

'-Jtle4, 
.. in ..................... ,.,.\..,.,,. 

coming soon on 11'/~r}( <fJ)W 
'"'"""'"' , .. , ..•......• , ..... ~~ <:.> ,;;:_"' '"" -- ··"··- ,-.. . ._ 

For more i11fo write: M UL T/Pf!A Sf;· R /:.' CORDS 6955 Cornell A 1•e Sr. Lo11is MO 631 JO 



by Shred 

The Freeze has never fit into any 
neatly defined category. Their music 
can be lo ud, fast and chaotic like hard
core and punk, but includes {he innu
ences or power pop and heavy metal. 
This var iety of styles, combined with 
their catchy melodies and memorable 
lyrics, makes the groups' sound dis
tinctive. 

The band sianed back in I 977 when 
voca li st C li f Hanger a nd (now-ex) gui 
taris t Rob DeCradle heard the Ra 
manes' "Teenage Lobotomy" on the 
radio. "We went to the local record 
store and bought everyth ing that 

~~ sounded like that: Sex Pistols, Dead 

by Sheena 

As one of those people who mum
bles "sorry" every lime I bump into a 
desk, I have to love a band named 
"Sorry"; just think every time they ge t 
on stage they can yell, '' Hi, we're Sor
ry"-built-in humili1y! "The name has 
some implica1ions," explains gui1arist 
Da\'id, "People want to think it 
doesn't mean anything. Actually, we 
got the idea from Ireland. Everybody 
1here says 'sorry' im,tcad or 'excuse 
me'.'' 

Boys and Stranglers," recollect s CliL 
Although most or these early influ
ences are gone or have changed drama
tically the Freeze "still feel we have the 
most in common, both attitude and 
musica ll y, with a lot of the '77 bands. 
That doesn't say we live in the past. A 
lot or our favorite bands are the newer 
ones, such as Social Distortion, the 
Misfi ts, C H3, and Bad Religion. " 

The Freeze is an outspoken grou p, 
bu! prefer to make comments through 
1heir lyri cs. C lif explains, "my lyrics 
come from personal experiences and 
observations. We hope that people can 
relate to them in some way." Ironi
ca ll y, the misin1 erpre1ation of a rew of 

the band' s songs has bred some unjus
tified hatred towards them through
out the coterie or Boston's hardcore Ji 
scene. A new song the Freeze have \ 
called '' Days of Desperation, Nights of 
Pain" is the story or one person 's 
s1ruggle to fit inw socie1y. In a deeper 
sense one could apply that to 1he group 
i! selr. "We're not trying to go against 
1he grain, but we've always stuck to 
what we believe in and we always 
will." Clir concl udes, "the only reason 
we're s1ill playing is because we have 
fun doing it. We've made a lot or 
friends 1ha1 way, in different bands 
and scenes. For that reason it still 
seems worthwhile." 

Despite the fact that their youthfu l
ness go! us kicked out of the bar where 
we went to talk, everyone in Sorry has 
been through a lot already. Drummer 
Andy (whose habi1ual reserve contrasts 
markedly with his fierce onstage per
formance) in particular seems to have 
been associa1ed wi1h or kicked out or 
every one or Boston' s 400+ bands. It 
became the running joke of the inter
view every time someone remembered 
another band Andy had played/audi
tioned for: " I keep geuing thrown out 
or bands or quitting-Runes, Psycho, 
Ruff Mix, the Swallows, Stickball, 1 
got thrown out or CCCP-TV for my 
'atlitude'. '' Other band credent ials in
clude Darleks (vocalist John) and 
Origin of Species ("The Cure on 
Quaaludes," assert ex-members David 
and Sorry's soundwhiz, Joe). 

gelling together, a double-life that no 
one seems to have a ny trouble pulling 
orr. "I don't find it a strain at all," 
says bassist Chuck, " I 1hink it's essen
tial 10 have music with school- I 
wouldn 't be able to handle school if I 
weren't in a band." Andy: "Yeah, be
ing in a band really puts you right in 
lhe mood for Advanced Calculus." 

modern jazz," jokes one member. Da
vid claims they originally wanted to be 
a Siax/Motown band (there are refer- 1hey have a penchant for doing a dif
ences IO absent saxaphonist Nate), ferent obnoxious cover at each show 
"but John kept coming up with joke ("Just What I Needed," a JO-second 
songs about masturba1ion. . I guess " Long Ta ll Sally," etc.) Some or their 
we worry .about not being ' hardcore' songs are quit e powerful- " My 
enough, or not being 'artsy' Word," "Unhealthy," (about Harvard 
enough-we want to be able to play all Square), and "Doomed from the 
ages, hardcore shows, and clubby Start," are candidates. They definitely 
things." need the next few months to solidify 

Brookline High is 1he catalys1 behind 

38 Boston Rock #40 

Sorry has three songs on tape ("My 
Word / Poseur / Doomed"), which back 
to back, give a nice idea or Sorry's 
range. The radio pick, "My Word," is 
hardcore ras1, supported by good, raw 
vocals, but the band does a lot or 
slower pieces, too. "We're fast, 

They have o nly played ou1 abou1 1en wha1's potentially 1here, but it's 1he 
times ("We never get a bad response, same story with every new band. Go 
bu1 we do ge1 the zombie treatment"), see them while they are new and chao
and I've missed them (sorry) all but on- tic. 
ce, when they opened for Husker Du . 
They did a cover or Michael Jackson' s 
"Beat It" that was preuy runny-and 



Wed June 1 
<no cover> 

Thu 2 
$2.00 

Fri 3 
$3.00 

Sat 4 
$4.00 advance 
$5.00 

weds 
$2.00 

Thu 9 
All Ages! 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f401J 521·2520 

locatt'd In th~ Ck Comple-x 
Frtt Parking 

Kyo • sex In Miami 

Fine China • 3 Hands 
The Accused 
The Schemers 
The Make • some Red 

Robin Lane 
w / spec. guests 
The Shake 
Mike Viola Alliance 
Actuel 
from NY The Deprogrammers 
Museum Direktors 

M.D.C., 
The Dicks 
Dirty Rotten Imbeciles 
The Possessions 

Thu June 2 

Fri 3 

Sat 4 

\~· ~ 
Thu9~ 
Fri 10 
Sat 11 (All ages!) 

Wed 15 

Sat 11 
$3.00 

LOU Miami and The I • • Thu 16 
Kozmetix ( ~~ ~ ; , 

Reggae Cruise with 

sun 12 
$3.00 

Tue 14 
$2.00 

Thu 16 
$3.00 

Fri 17 

sun 19 

Mon 20 
Thu 23 

Fri 24 

Sat 25 
$3.50 

sun 26 

The Schemers 
Blackouts 

The Buddy system • Jack 
Tragic And The Unfortunates 
• Major Disturbances 
from IreIandBugs Harvey Oswald 
Volga, The Electric Chairs 

November Group 
from England smart • Critical Few 
Live TV Show taping staring 
Rudy Cheeks 
Video ventures Seminar 
From England 

Anti Nowhere League 
Berlin Airlift 
Glen Phillips • 
someone & The somebodies 

The Neighborhoods 
unattached • The Gifts 
Jeremy Anderson Dancers 
with Rose weaver 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 

Loose Caboose 

Fri 17 

For information and complete summer schedule contact: 
Bestcrui se, 11 Beacon St. , Room 610, Boston , MA 02108 

Bud Light Bestcrui se departs Commonwea lth Pier at 8 p.m. 
Tickets $11.00 Uune 9 & 10, $12.00). 

Tickets available at-all Ti cketron outlets
Bostix (Faneuil Hall)-Out of Town Ticket 
Agency-and by contacting: Boston 
Entertainment & Seasonal Tours 

742-4265 
11 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02108 
Bring out your Best-Summer 1983 
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Thu 2 

Ti! Tuesday 
trnm,H 

New Dance 
Fri 3 

,. 1tumJn ..,,., u,11 R,·,p.,n-.· 

Wild Kingdom 
lwml'h,11, 

Mother May I 

The Three O'Clock 
Prime Movers 

Tue 7 

The Deprogrammers 

Cool Rays 
Four New Heroes 

Thu Y 
IX l,1,."•'ls•'"''' 

Slickee Boys 
Velvet Monkeys 
Tommy Keene 

Fri 10 

Willie Loco Alexander & 
The Confessions 

Pink Cadillac 
S,11 11 

The Lyres 
Unattached • Classic Ruins 

Tut• 14 
,...,,,,J..-J,.,,,,..l'Jrh 

The Gluons 
Wt>d 15 

Jeff and Jane Hudson 
t,.,m,, ( 
Glad Corp 

Thu 16 
l,,-1 L., ,1pp,·.1r,,nw ol k<1ui,:h l r,«I,• R,.,...,,.1,.,i,: ArtM 

Shockabilly 
featuring Eugene Chadbourne 

Men And Volts 
Fri 17 

The Neats 
Del Fuegos 

5,lt 18 

The Dark 
Sandman 

Tut> 21 

Hopelessly Obscure 
Wl.'d 22 

Dish 
Th u 23 

rwm ~ni;l,,nJ 

The Passions 
Fri 24 

007 • Dangerous Birds 
Fine China 

Sat 25 ~ 

Ro;i';,,:;.~d'i:Cones""--~ 
Skin • Barn Barn 

free ad mission with cou pon in this issue! 

Tue 28 

The New Deal 
Wed 29 

SKAtterbrains 
Thu 30 

The Decentz 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 
-10 Boston' R~k #40 

.IUNI 1, AT .IUMl"IN ' .IAC,t 'LASH 

,-011 111011111 IN,O CALL UT 1309 

"' Scotch~ S•unds 
V.,•d.)u,.,·l 

John Warren Band 
lhul 

Neighborhoods 
wl1h•peci•lguu 1• S he h f' I ,, ' 
A Very Special faent 

call 584-1694 

Midnight Traveler 

Euphoria 
lt.11'1 

The Make 
The View 

lr:ICI 

The White Raven Band 

The Enemy 
wllh •pc-cl•I gueu : Control U 

',uull. 

Euphoria 

Laquldara 
lhulh 

Midnight Traveler 
lrli 

The Stampers 

TBA 

Euphoria 
n,u/.1 

The Lowglstlcs 
1-r,1.4 

The Hometown Rockers 

The Lines 
',unlh 

Euphoria 

Laquldara 

Mike Viola Alliance 
lr.Jul,:-1 

The White Raven Band 
',M fuh. 'I 

Berlin Airlift 

Westga te Mall , Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate La nes 

584- 1694 

new music face -off. 

The Trend, L-88, New Man 

Fri 3 The Suburbs 
$2.50 dance 
party 

Primary Colors, Rods & Cones 

Sat 4 

Fri 10 

Nona Hendryx 
Someone & The Somebodies 

The Enemy, 
The Dream 

Sat 

1# B;;,°i~dAvi;iiit 
~ The Lifters, Angry Young Bees 

Free admission with coupon in this issue! 

Sun 12 
All Ages! 

Fri 17 

Wed 22 

Minor Threat 
Jerry's Kids 

Lou Miami & 
The Kozmetix 
Til Tuesday 

Anti Nowhere 
League 

25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 1 , 

BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 1 ' --------41· ' '• TO RESERVE SPACE f a creed of surfaces (wo rk in progress) 
5 songs. 4 bucks 

can ·1 be bad 
Send check or money order to.· 1050 Staj/ord Road. 

Fall Riuer. MA 02721 

IN CLUBLAND CAL IJ j 
266-8787 i 

gluons 
debut EP on beth records 

the record release parti~s 
June 14 - Storyville 
June 16 - Ralph's 



ATTN. BANDS 
THIS SPACE 

AVAILABLE FOR 

$20.00 
(2¼" X 2") 

CALL (61 7) 266-8787 
next deadline: June 21, 1983 

PINK 
CADILLAC 

Bunraltys 
Paradise 
Storyville 
]011atha11 Swifts 
Paradise 

May26 
June2 

]1111e 10 
June 15 
}1111e 16 

~ .... -.-.v..·.-•• .,. .............................. .,.. .................................... ..,.. ..... .,. ..... '\, .............. . 
$ Boston Rock's Third Anniversary Celebration ~ 

~ FREE ADMISSION ~ 
~ TO FIVE DIFFERENTI~~ 
~ SHOWS! .. 
~ • Saturday June 11 at THE CHANNEL: Berlin Airl,ft, ~ 
::io The Lzfters and Angry Young Bees. ~ 

~ • Wednesday June 15 at THE PARADISE: Sex Execs and I 
~ Dangerous Birds. 

~ 
• Thursday June 16 at SPIT: Boys Life and Ttf Tuesday. 
• Wednesday June 22 at INN SQUARE: Primary Colors 

$ • Saturday June 25 at STORYVILLE: Rods and Cones, ~ 
$ Skin and Bam Bam. ~ 

~ SEE PAGE EOUR FOR ~ 
~ ADMISSION COUPONS. ~ 

- - - - - - - - - w - - w w --, '-w,..,,.,,............,.W,N',l',._._W,l',N,N,/Yl',,._,,W,N, ............... ,."N'h.,,...,,..,,...,,...,,/; 
'---------------------SUBSCRIBE : ® 

'~~f~ l ~P»lt'.Ch~ 
: Bostoo, MA02116 -- ~~ . 

I TEN DOLLARS FOR TEN ISSUES "-. -----
0 Check or money order enclosed 

I O Please ctarge to my Visa or Master 
I urdt ,xp __ 

,) : ... - --------

N,me --------
: Address _______ _ 

1
1 C1ty ___ State _ Z,p __ 

~ A,r ma~iod/orove,-se~adc!S200per1ssue 

---------------~ 
P.O. Box 403 Kenmore Station Boston, MA 02215 

Thu June 2 

Right Time 
Fri 3 

SKAtterbrains 
Sat 4 

Reflectors 
Planet Street 

Mon 6 

Arthur Slick and the 
Nice Girls 

Tue 7 

The Chance 
~¢-\ Thu 9 
~ From L.A 

The Three O'Clock 
Fri 10 

Sex Execs 
Sat 11 

Rubber Rodeo 
Sun 12 

New Man 
Tue 14 

The Catalinas 
Little Sister 

Thu 16 

Big Sixteen 
Fri 17 

Hypertension 
Sun 19 

Conthexis 

Wed22 /'/ 

Boston Rock Anni versary Party 

Primary Colors 
free admission with coupon m thi s issue 

Thu 23 

Birdsongs of the 
Mesozoic 

Fri 24 

Beat Rodeo 
Sat 25 

Memphis Rockabilly 
Band 
Wed 29 

City Edition 

., .. ,2 
IIIOC:-..11. --·· ~ 

ATTN. BANOS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1 ½" 

call <617> 266-8787 
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~ 
~ ~= ~ 
--.)SEND $500ppd.to~ 

new six song ep avai/gb/e on: 

P O Box 444 / Back Bay Annl!x / Bos1on, MA 02 11 7 
1617)266 , 1460 

AMR 
004 

cassette/single I now available/ around !own or 
$2.50/.50 mailing I black nun productions 

204 hampshire st./ cambridge / ma / 02141 

TAPE AVAILABLE AT NEWBURY COMICS 

fftlgn • barble meyar photo - jKk n.,mmer 

\ ! . 

o/oo'':~\ USED . .· 
'
0 

vW~ o0' SOUND'' · e~ /\'f\\S i \ , . 
'1'il I Quality used audio equipment and T.V.'s 

I We buy, sell, and repair 
•••••••••••••••••J Records bought, sold and traded 

EU~EKA! RECORDS r··-------------
BOSmN·s NEWEST USED RECORD ·; ·., 11' 0(';, 0~ (0 
EMPORIUM IS NOW OPEN AT I I C;) etO .l. \ 

. BOSTON'S PREMIER USED AUDIO ~~~ (\i ( , 00 
CE!'ITTR! I O -,J / \'f\\S 
WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE! ' . I 

• I 
EURD<.A! RECORDS AT USED SOUND, 225 NEWBURY ST., BOSTON .• Tll.. 236-1811 



Letters 
Continued from page 6 

Thirty minutes west of Greensboro 
there is Winston-Salem, home of Let's 
Active and Mitch's Drive-In Studio. 
Further south of here is Charlotte 
which has seen many clubs and is the 
location of a prominent recording stu
dio, Renections, where such bands as 
REM and The Grafics have recorded. 

North Carolina is a large state and 
more than just one small area in the 
middle of it is happening. 

Trish Kelley 
Greensboro, North Carolina 

NEW CAT 
The Jitters is a new rockabilly band 

from Boston that have an approach to 
rockabilly which is unique in Boston. 
We are dedicated to lOtal rockabilly 
style. 

Boston has always had bands like the 
Memphis Rockabilly Band, who copy 
the original sound off the old records, 
but lack the excitement and crazy atti
tude of the originals. There are many 
new bands like the Del Fuegos, who 
borrow from rockabilly style, but 
don't have the commitment to pull it 
off. Playing rockabilly is not like 
playing new wave rock. Most groups 
can't make the jump. But the way we 
do it, it feels modern without se lling 
out the spirit. 

In a town where the Stray Cats are so 
popular, The Jitters shou ld do pretty 
\,ell. We're an exciting act. 

Jack Bossom 
Boston 

Good luck Jack . .. you'll need ii. 
You 're not going to get anywhere in 
this town by slagging the bands you 'II 
probably end up sharing a double bill 
with. -ed. 

State of America 
Continued from page 10 

Detroit 

Vince Bannon and Co. Both host 
major touring acts. The latter, with 
long-established connections, brings 
in lots of big-names while the former 
gets some lesser luminaries and fills 
out the schedule with local acts. 
Nearby Hamtramck has a number of 
snug, working-class shot-and-beer 
joints that have live music on week
ends: Lili's, Paycheck's, The Sunset 
Cafe, Hamtramck Pub, maybe one or 
two more I can't think of offhand. 
There's also the odd club on the east 
a nd west sides (Traxx, The Freestyle}, 
so there is usually something decent 
going on somewhere in the sprawling 
metropolis. 

Lately, the thing seems to be rental 
halls for hardcore action, such as the 
recent Minor Threat show at a Serb~ 
ian Church Hall (!} in the downriver 
area. As strange a location was the 
site of a Misfits/Nega tive Approach/ 
State/Lunatics show, held a t the U of 
M Student Union Ballroom in Ann 
Arbor. Guys with long beards were 
shooting pool jmt steps away from 
the pitter-patter of thrashing skim, 

Celebrity Secrets 

KID CONGO 
of the Cramps 
Who are your heroes? Russ Meyer & Herschell Gordon Lewis & John 
Waters & everyone in most of their movies. t 

Wholwhal do you hale mos/? Stupid white sissy wimpy Ivy League 
"funk" bands (I won't name names) and hangovers. 
Who influenced you !he leas! musically? Joan of Arc and Nicholas 
Berry. 
The mos1? Black & Decker power tools. 
Favorile Records? "Cycledelic" by Dave Allen & the Arrows; "The 
Parable of Arable Land" by the Red Crayola; "Born Innocent" by 
Red Cross, and any trashy rockabilly. 
Favori1e Books: My checkbook. 
Movies: "Mother's Day," "Faster, Pussycal, Kill! Kill" (Russ Meyer); 
"Badlands"; John Waters & Herschell Gordon Lewis movies. 
Favorite Performers: Tura Santana, Lux Interior, Siouxsie Sioux, and 
lhe Revillos. 
Favorile Performance: When my hair went up in flames al lhe Roxy 
in LA & lhe roadies poured beer on mi· head lo pul il out. 
Favorile Spar!: Roller derby & Death Race 2000. 
Whal do you see in !he fulure? Lois of smog. 
Whal is, for you, !he heigh! of misery? 1 fool 5 inches. 
Whal is your idea of happiness? Playing guitar in lhe Cramps and my 
cat Luwana De Ville. 
Dream Dale: Carnegie Hall. 

photo: Michael Grecco 

and many a fraternity brother who'd 
wandered into the Union scanning for 
date material was bewildered by mo1-
ley brigades of skateboard-wring 
punks milling around his hallowed 
turf. At least one set of shocked par
ents wa lked in on the proceedings
no doubt forever altering their image 
of their fresh-faced Junior, who was 
somewhere in that lum p of torn lea
ther and bandanna'd jump boots. 
Ah, youth. 

Kevin Knapp is a writ~r for the 
Detroit Metro Times. 

Champaign, IL 

Hanafee, and Liltle Dealh. 
Big Daddy Sun and the Outer Pla

nets, che only local band 10 appear on 
both compilations (wonder who they 
paid off, ey?} are negotiating with 
Rounder Re<.·ords. They'll be touring 
the East Coast this summer. 

finally Lefl, whom Joey Shithead 
of D.O.A. called "the worst band 
ever" in BR #37, have broken up. 
Lead singer Ken Hochmann has 
formed a new band called Defect. 
Hey Joey, I'll let you know when 
they 're playing. 

By wriringforGoldmine, D.I.Y., 1he 
Daily Illini , and Prairie Sun, Steve 
Jones has managed to keep himself in 
Champaign. 

Providence 
full-time dj will help keep the place 
hopping for the Li<HKcrs bcl\\CCn ',CIS. 

Production manger Bill Conheene) 

also plans to bring in national acts 
like The Ramones, INXS and The 
Call in the not~too-distant future. 

A few weekends back at a Wor
cester nitespot called XIT, Eric "La 
Machine" Ingraham, drummer with 
Some Red, began laying down a biz
zarre outside beat much to the cha
grin of the other band members. Only 
there was a real good reason, son of, 
for his behavior. Seems an irate 
neighbor taped three M-80 firecrack
ers together and dropped 'em through 
a ceiling vent and directly into Eric's 
unsuspecting lap. 

The blues/r&b scene, always a ma
jor pan or the Rhode Island musit· 
world, has taken a quantum leap of 
late. Bennie Woods' El Tico Lounge 
in Providence will offer La Wanda 
Page (Sanford & Sun's Aunt Esther) 
and her "Watch it Sucker Revue," 
Bobby "Blue" Bland, Brother Jack 
McDuff and Jr. Walker & the All
Stars in coming weeks. The Living 
Room and Newport's Dockside Sa
loon both recently booked two-night 
stands with the CeOell ''Big G'' 
Davis/ Blues Oullel. And white there 
are rather few original rock places in 
1hese parts, the R&B clubs are liter
ally e\•erywhere. 

Bob A nge/1 writes fur a whole hosr 
of publications including Providence's 
Ne\\ Paper. 

Bo~lon Hock #40 4:3 



ORIGINAL PORTRAITS T-SHIRTS BADGES 

black design on white cotton t -shirt 

RIC OCASEK lphoto l 
TOM PETTY 

KEITH RICHARDS 
ERIC BURDON 

RAY MANZAREK 

photo badges of the above plus 
many more {ask for your fave ) 

Shirts $8.50 badges $1 .00 
check or money order, size and quantity : 

Sprezzatura 
8306 Wilshire Blvd ., Beverly Hills. CA 90211 

limited time otter : $5.00 rare live Petty posters 

HAVE YOU HEARD? 

NATIVE TOHOUE .,t,um 
111/SSION OF 8V/IUIA cop-,,19/lf t•P• 
THE ,.,tOLETAfl/lAT USSff/f, _,t,um 
S.S. OECONTltOL •dtl/Hquenc• • p /!/I 
,.ltlllAlf'I COLORS p1e,p1oauc1,on 
~ST MODERNS ,,d,o 11.H 
THE FffEEZE • p. 
OltEOO FOOL£ I THI 0/H s,nplf 
CLASSIC lfUIHS r1d,o t,pe 
THE F.U,'S 

para\\e\ S\h 

Request on 
WAAF 754-7777 

WBCN 536-8000 

wcoz 931-1502 

WMBR 494-8810 

WUSM 999-8150 

The Time: the last decade 
DON'T MISS OUT! 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
BOSTON ROCK 

AND SAVE! 
'"'~-

THE w~,~ },~, ~!~~IR OVER 1:===;:::;;:;~=,=, ~:::::::::~~==A,r,Lj=!= lit~ 
RAY WATERS AND "YH,.u 

THE VISION ~ .:.,..S;lcf!.,T,....,
00 rock & roll never forgets ~ ~ 

the vets! $7.00 • $1 poll ck/m.o. 
,-..,__ ,..omptd•li-y 

ON VISIONARY RLCORDS vibrant Wue- W-k thlrt 

mml,11>1,· 111 th,· 11,rn,mt (,~11, .. \',·;1~'"11/ e,,,,u,, 
,m,1 R.11l111,,,: Cl,,-. R,,,m/, 

' I w 
tontado gray - royal Wue 

S · M·l·al 

WHIUWINO OIStGNS 
N>. a.. 1014 
~ 
Mau. 01131 

REHEARSAL SPACE 
592-9496 

as low as $25.00 a week 
private rooms • loading dock • security 

NORTH SHORE 
MUSIC 

0-i;," pedals ..()t!' 
~e ~-----------------Q'~~ 

all major brands of effects 
DOD - MXR - MORLEY - IBANEZ -

ELECTRO HARMONIX 

low low price on everything 
call for prices 592-9496 



Thursday June 9 
Boston Rock welcomes. 

to the 
Inn Square Men's Bar 

1350 Cambridge St ., Cambridge 491-9672 
S4.00 

STOLEN from Orpheum, 5/6, 
Peavey Music ian amp head with 
cover , 400 Series , brand new. If 
you have any information or some
one tries to sell you t his amp with 
out its footsw itch (I still have 
mine), contact Tri stram c/o Boston 
Rock, 266-B787. 

LIMBO RACE 4 5rpm 

IN A'S SONG SMALL TALK/ NG 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
MUSICIANS 
DRUM LESSONS experienced 
teacher/Performer offers acre
ative and precise approach to
wards developing yr own style 
of drumming. Comfortable JP 
Studio. Call Gene (617) 
522-2588. 
Ex-Radio Novena/ Art Yard/ 

WANTED 
Wanted 10 buy/borrow/trade: 
Live/studio tapes by Nea1s, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75) Mod 
Lovers, Men & Volts. Please in
clude titles, date, qualit y. 
Than ks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90403. 

PERSONALS 

Claudia 8. Sorry I had to leave 
early please call me Pele 
484-3811. 

TH ANK YOU NASTASSIA 
KINSKI FOR MAK ING ME 
FORGET BARB KITSON. 

Shelly Ramone-where are you 
when we need you? -Bruce 

john orsi lililh 59/60 

'can you draw attention' 
double p k . s ingle - ava ilable Hoon 

Maps drummer looking for Ed Slota needs records & tapes 
gigs and projects. James c/o WRIU 362 Memorial Un-

Individual and band Classified ads cosl $1 .00 per 
line. The business rate is $1 .50 per line. Boldface 
is avai lable at a rate of .25 extra per word, under· 
line copy to be bold. Listings of stolen musical 
equipment will be run for free. 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-887, by 
using your Visa or Master Card , or mail to : 

242-2572. ion Kingston RI 0288 1 Cit ibeat Boston Rock Classifieds 
268 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 

ND ORGA N/SYNTH for orig Sat. 7 p.m. 90.3 WR IU. Display space on this page is available at a rate 
of $9.00 per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads 
that are not camera ready are subject to a $10.00 
product ion fee. 

group psychedelic new wave. 
Have gigs, have played Chan
nel , Jaspers, etc. Have an al
bum planned out. Must have 
equip. and 1rans. Call 485-6235 
and ask for Cathey. 

Smart , solid M/F Drummer 
needed to complt orig pun k/ 
pop band (m-gui t , f-voc, 
f-bass} into X, U2 and 60'sgar
age music. Exp. a plus but not 
as important as ability to keep 
a hard, s1eady beat. Have re
hearsal space; recording soon. 
Cal\ 437-9276 or 625-5215 (eves 
& weekends). 

FOR SALE 
ROCKABILLY TYPE 
SCARVES Rik & Whl Check
ered are now available in li m
ited quantities. S4.50 10 BE
BOP ACCESSORI ES 150 1 E. 
Chapman Ste. 223 Fullerton, 
CA 92631. 

Now available! Broken Eng
lish 's new 45 " In Love With 
Me" b/w " Heartbreak." Send 
$2.50 ppd check o r money or
der Intense Records , 2421 West 
Pran #834 Chicago IL 60645. 

For sale: 
Shure SMlOA 
headwommic 
c all Mike: 389-91 81 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/ Local 45s. Must be 
in good condit ion. Call John at 
247-3007. 

Wanted to buy or trade: live 
Dictators, Cramps, Neats, Vel
vets. Any location desired. Sal 
Cincotta 282 River St. Wal
tham MA 02154. --------
WANTED: Psych Furs on 
tape: WAAF concert 5/1/83; 
King Biscuit 1/30/83; Any ra
dio interviews, concerts.M. 
Waguespack 232 Kel ton 1/11, 
Allston MA 02134. 

Native Tongue 
seeks exp. roadie 

call Lee, 284-8294 

Please include name and address whether ornot 
you run it in your ad. 

Name 
Address _____________ _ 

City/State/Zip, __________ _ 

Phone( __ ) __________ _ 

Issue Number 
BR #41 
BR #42 
BR #43 

Ad Deadline 
June 21 
July 26 
Aug. 23 

Onsale Date 
July 26 
Aug. 10 
Sept. 7 

O Check or money order for$ ____ enclosed. 

D Please charge $ ____ to my 

D Master Cardor O Visa #. ______ _ 
exp. dale ____________ _ 

Signature 
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VIDEOMAKERS! I wri te 
shor1 conceptual scripts, look
ing for someone with tech skills 
and equipment to collaborate 
with. Dave W. 787-9086. 

Professio11al, dedicated engi11eeringlproductio11 
Demos or Master Product, 
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Unbiased advice about recordinx in Bos/011 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

---Karen Kane-- L_l_L_1_l _l _!_l_!_1_!_l_l_l_l_l_!_l_l_l_l_l_1_1_!_l_J 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Caracan video/ filmak er Louis Aira 

can't believe it, and nei1her ca n we-but the 
Vinny Band have just left the North Shore 
for a month-long tour of Central and South 
America. "You are going to hell,'' Aira 
warned guitarist Ralph FatellOof his trou
bled homeland . "Yes. and I 'm bringing my 
surfboard,'' repl ied Ralph. Some South 
American fans of 1he band who went to 
school in Boston se1 up the dates including 
Hondura,; (right between El Salvador and 
Nicaragua) where lhey ,,ill become 1he first 
U.S. band c,er to play there. "We are hav
ing government ',Oldiers meet us at the air
pon." Ralph repons. "It says in our con
tract that in the e,ent or war or an earth
quake all shO\\ s arc cancelled." 

Local haircuttcr Jan Bell is holding what 
he hopes will be the first of many Belle Vis
age panics a1 Spi l on June 9. Thai\ about 
the same time that Vas Oeferens will be cn-
1ering the studio to record a single for 
Moremon Records. Also be on the lookout 
for new seven inchers by Eighlh Roule Ar
my and Willie Ale~ander-and albums by 
Narh·e Tongue and John Warren. The Na
tive Tongue disc is on Modern Method 
while the Warren project is on Fred 
Pineau's Condor Records and features 
members of the Atlantics, Gar) Shane and 
Delour, the Billy Cobham Band (?!) and 
the Ne" Models. 

Speaking of the New Models, drummer 
Michael Johnson has been replaced by Mall 
Thurber, ex- Ring and brother of the Mod
els' keyboardist Sieve Thurber. Their gui
tarist Case) Lindstrom (who has a sis1er 
named Joanie-but that's a d ifferent 
story), new out to the West Coast last month 

AR-€ vJ€ FAR Au/AV '1€1-1, ZIP-
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with Cars Ric Ocasek and Greg Hawkes to 
perform five songs from Ric's Beoutirude 
album on the Rock And Roll Tonighl TV 
show. The trio have also re-recorded 
"Jimmy Jimmy" for release on Geffen. 

Michael Collins, the terrific drummer 
from Thrills/City Thrills/U ntouchables, 
has moved back 10 Beantown and is looking 
for a new band. Scoll Wheeler is reforming 
th e Rox and the Del Fuegos will be adding a 
second guitarist soon. 

The Stampers are said to have signed a 
sponsorship contract with Miller Beer. Ex
Toke It! publisher Michael Koenig is now 
selling condos in Sou thern Florida. And 
even though SS Decontrol's Springa 
couldn't find a da1e-he went 10 his high 
school prom anyway! The fcis1y vocalist 
danced by himself on top of the principal's 
dinner table and stage-dived the band. 
Laier in the evening he took himself park
ing. 

Heid<' Gee. who books Maverick's and 
manages a few local bands, made headlines 
in the Bos/On Herald and appeared on the 
evening news for having de li vered a stra n
ger's baby in the Fenway. Both Mr. Butch 
and Bruce S1allsmi1h narrowly escaped 
death in unrelated bicycle accidents in Ken
more Square on the same day. And our 
deepest condolences 10 Lou Miami on the 
t ragic death of his pct frog. 

After years of struggle in Amherst , and 
e\en more na<:.ty breaks in Boston, Craig 
O'Donnell ha~ moved his group the Scien
tific Americans 10 C hi cago. A new version 
of "Eep Opp Ork" from Sci Am's nc\er re
leased fourth record is no"' available on a 
German cassc11e compilation called Inspira
tion Series #I. 

GG- Allin's debut album originally un
leashed in '79 has just bee n reissued in Swe
den on Sweco111 Records. The mild-man
nered Mr. Allin provided us this informa
tion in a brief note postmarked White Ri\"Cr 
Junction, Vermont. What's the matter GG, 
are you banned from New Hampshire t00? 

Bill} Bes1 will soon start her own record 
company. Platform S tudio ha!> just pub
lished a book of photos by former Subway 

Yw "'-fAN we: 
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News cameraman Michael Mayhan. And 
our own Phil In Phlash has some pies in a 

· new Dead Kennedys book . Best of luck to 
bo th Phil and Michael Howell who have 
just quit their nine-to-five jobs to pursue 
full tim e freelance careers. 

Whoops! Tom Gilroy has been perma
nently barred from Ned Flood's Vo lks
wagen. The WZBC announcer/Newbury 
Comics employee had a lot too much to 
drink backstage wit h 1he Psychedelic Furs ' 
Tim Butler at E.M . Loews. Ned's ca r st ill 
hasn't co mplet ely aired out, and two dozen 
Julio Valdez tee-shirts were rumored to be 
ruined. 

While Tom was boozin' it up with the 
Furs. Carler Alan, Crass and Bruce Kellelle 
were on the road buddying it up with U2. 
Don't they have anything be!lcr to do with 
1heir free time? 

Pele Shelley meanwhile came to the Bay 
Sta te to have dinner with Oedipus, Albert 
O. Tom Lane , the Counl a nd some of pub
licist Joan McNull) 's other friends. While 
the Count was making some sort of weird 
proposal to Alben, the very drunk guest of 
honor was doing even stranger things with 
Lord Manuel. But don't take my word for it 
-ask Blowfish to show you the photos! 

Exit 13 in Worcester closed for the sum
mer at a big Saturday night ning, with the 
help of the Hopelcssl} Obscure-but were 
they a help or a hindrance? 

How come WFNX newsguy He nr} Sar
tori was the only person from his station at 
o ur Music Seminar? Were the o thers afraid 
they might learn something? And d id we 
hear 'FNX program director Russ Molla 
say "Welcome 10 the Channel" while intro
ducing the Kozmetix a t the Ral ? 

Who stole the WCOZ \·an and 1hen 
parked it near Carter Alan's house? Could 
it have been the same culprit who made off 
with Ton} Beradini's moustache? 

It happened but just about nobody saw 
it. At a poorly attended WMBR benefit all 
four Mission of Burma members reunited 
on the Channel stage as the backup band 
for dredd foole. C lint Conley played guitar, 
Marlin Swope bass, Peler Prcscoll drums, 
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and Roger Miller keyboards. They were 
also joined by guitarist Kenny Chambers 
from Moving Targels. Roger and Martin 
have also begun playing out wi(h Birdsongs 
of lhe Mesozoic . Both Clint and Akio Aka
shi from Ooh Ah Ah have been mentioned 
as possible new bassists for Public Image, 
Ltd. And Roger played live piano accom
paniment at Pink, lnc."s shows at MassArt. 

As for 'MBR,. word has it that th e 
ground-breaking station is no longer in 
danger of goi ng off 1he air due to financial 
hardship . New program director Eli (Ro
man) Polanski has promised to expa nd the 
station's hours as soon as iransmitter re
pairs have been completed, perhaps by 
summer's end . 

The Rdlectors' Sieve Calaldo, who did a 
radio show briefly at 'MBR, is now doing a 
program Su ndays on WBOS. A couple of 
weeks back Steve played his own song 
'' Raining Steel" and then referred to it as 
· 't hat 10101/y awesome song by the Reflec
tors!" 

'BOS has a lso hired ex-COZer Rockil 
Bob Slavin and WICN 's Julia (Fig) Fig
ueras . Afternoon jock/program director 
Maxanne has already ruffled more tha n a 
few feathers since her return to town-one 
story we keep hearing about is how pissed 
everybody at 'BCN got when she sa id : 
"Now Boston has two queens on 1he radio 
in the afternoon-only this o ne is a 
woman!" Was she also responsible for the 
'BOS promos that ran: "Maxanne is 
back. Watch out Boston, she's 
HEAVY!"? 

Thanks to 1hey-k11ow-who for telling me 
they-know-what. Now it's your 111m-wr/1e 
Nuyme Drawper c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Bosron, MA 02116. 
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Prel!mmaries 

June 20 Mike Viola 

Tit Tuesday 

Phantoms 

June 21 

Mias 

Mickey Bliss 

01gney F1gnus 

Pmne Movers 

Nebulas 

Radio Novena 

Catch 

June 25 Lifters 

3 Colors 

Jeff & Jane 

Smegma & Nuns 

June 27 & 28 Sem1-F111afs 

June 30 Fmals at Metro 

13 Lansdowne Slreel 262 2437 



RECORD 
Tuesday 

AT 

SEND 

DEBUT 

RELEASE 
June 7 

THE 

FOR 

LP 
6.98 
check or money order 
Condor Records 
Box 955 
Brookline, MA 
02146 

PARTY 
7:30 PM 

PARADISE 
969 Comm. Ave. 
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COMING NEXT MONTH -
OUR SECOND ANNUAL 

\ 

Please return to: 

Boston Rock 

Featuring: A general directory of American and Canadian 
Independent Record Labels and a special editorial section featuring 
practical information for first-time and experienced record labels and 
producers. 

In addition to our regular mailing list and newsstand distribution 
this special issue will be sent to college radio stations, major labels 
and distributors. 

Onsale Date: August 10, 1983 
Advertising Deadline: July 26 
Label Listing Deadline: July 15 

If you run an Independent Record Label and 
would like to be included in our free listing, please fill 
out this coupon and return no later than July 15, 
1983. 

For information and reservations please call Greg Reibman or 
Julie Panebianco at (617) 266-8787. 

~-------------------------------------~ (please type or print) 
Record Label Name _______________ _ 

Label Listing, Address ___ _ ____ _ ______ ___ _ 
739 Boylston Street City __________ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Suite 203 Label President or contact 
Boston, MA 02116. Phone( __ ) ________________ _ 

List last three releases . .. 
ARTIST RECORD TITLE LP, EP, Single or Tape 

1) ------
2) _____ _ 

3) _____ _ 

L 
Do you wish to be contacted about advertising? D Yes D No J 

-------------------------------------



Spit gets hotter ,n July 

July 7 MEN WITHOUT HATS 

July 8._ THE ROCKATS 

July 13 THE RESCUE 

(formerly Smgle Strmgs) 

July 14 THE BARRY MARSHALL SOUL REVIEW 

July 20 WBOS presents ALAN VEGA 

with PRIMARY COLORS 

July 21 WZBC presents THE VIOLENT FEMMES 

with STICKBALL 

July 28 Benefit for Fernald School 

THE LINES, THE ORBITS. PLANET STREET 

And. don't miss the Rumble Semi-Fmals 

June 27 & 28 and The Fmals 

al Metro June 30th 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

photo, Don Roze 

Special! Wicked Cool 
Old-Fashioned Short-Pants 
$1.98each Jpr.1$5.00 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Supe r-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans in Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots more! 

CONTENTS 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Eye Openers 

10. State Of America 
11. 1983 US Festival 

by Eric Lefcowitz 
16. Husker Dii by Sheena 
19. Peter Tosh 

by Tristram Lozaw 
21. Primary Colors by Bob Leja 
22. Native Tongue 

by Tracy Everbach 
23. Black Flag 

by Bruce D. Rhodewalt 
24. Talking Heads 

by M. Howell 
25. Nona Hendryx 

by Julie Panebianco 
27. Simple Minds 

by Betsy Sherman 
30. Synthesizers Gone Too 

Far! by Tristram Lozaw 
31. Record Reviews 
34. Celebrity Secrets: 

Meatman Tesco Vee 
35. Clubland 
38. The Fixx by Khaaryn 
38. The Voyeur 

by Betsy Sherman 
39. Vid Beat/Rock America 

by Jeff Hudson 
41. Boston Rock Classifieds 
42. Nayme Drawper 

by Mrs. Butch 
Talking Heads cover design by Mike Frackleton 
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THANKS TO YOU, TOO 

Thanks for your fabulous U2 cover 
story (BR#39). There is no doubt that 
Tristram Lozaw's long association with 
the band helped him to write one of the 
most revelatory pieces I've ever had the 
pleasure to read. 

Boston Rock welcomes your letlers. 
Although your name can be withheld at 
your request, jJlease include it with your 
address and phone number. All fellers 
are subject to editing. Write to: YOUR 
HELIUM VOICE c/o Boston Rock, 268 
Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116. 

I plan on visiting your intriguing city ~-------------~ 
next month and even though I have 
never been to Boston before, your 
magazine has already given me an idea 
of where I want to go and what I want 
to do when I get there. 

J. Kido 
Waipahu, Hawaii 

FROM THE BOSSOM OF MY 
HEART . 

The Jitters wish to apologize for any 
misunderstanding that may have arisen 
from Jack Bossom's letter in your last 
issue (BR#40). We in no way wish to 
convey the impression that The Jitters 
don't both respect and learn from such 
established bands as the Del Fuegos 
and the Memphis Rockbilly Band. In 
fact, we have not only had the pleasure 
of opening for the Memphis Rocka
billy Band, bul hope to do so again. 
Jack's letter in no way reflects the feel
ings of lhe Jitters or of its manage
ment. 

Ilsa Nicolo, . 
Manager, The Jitters 

Cambridge, MA 

PLEASE, DREESE 

In BR#40 Mike Dreese thanks BR 
readers for all their supporl. Well how 
about BR support ing some of their 
readers-specifically the under 20 

crowd who are looking for more in live 
music than a good slam? How about 
letting us help you celebrate your third 
year by holding an all ages anniversary 
show? 

David Mark Krasnow 
Jeannie Connerey 

Andy Fritz 
Paul Nixon 

Kate Demarrais 
Beth Lennon 

Chris Pike 
Winfred Tennetta 

Needham, MA 

WILDFANG, YOU MADE MY 
HEART SANG 

A letter of appreciation from Wild
fang, The Band with 1,001 Names is in 
order for your favorable and accurate 
description of The Promised Airwaves 
Ip in your record review column 
(BR#40). We would like to let you 
know that we enjoyed the Boston Rock 
Music Seminar and feel it brought us 
closer to our goals. We like the Boston 
scene very much and we wish venues 
here in New York were as supportive of 
their acts as you are of yours. But just 
as well cause it would only spell more 
competition. As long as you stand up 
for underdog acts you will maintain 
our readership. We in turn promise to 

keep in tune with 1he bands that Bos
ton Rock recommends. 

Alexandra Raysse 
Manager, Wild fang 

Brooklyn, NY 

THE BAND THAT MADE 
MILWAUKEE FAMOUS 

Thanks for the interview with the 
Violent Femmes (BR#40). Being from 
Milwaukee I was glad you recognized 
vivacious talent from home. They also 
made Rolling Stone, so your article 
wasn't very surpri sing, but it was bet
ter. Look for more bands from Mil
waukee soon and now. You have a bril
liant paper next to our Express. 

Nicole Rimert 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

P .S. Hi Benjamin and fellow Cars. 

"PARTY POOPER 

Monolithic discourse-your review 
of Birthday Party live (BR#39). 
Couldn't have said "saucy, fly-by
night cabbage pleats wrapped in cello
phane" or "hypnotizing: cryptic, swol
len vaudeville, romantic, brutal caba
ret." NO. You say, "not bad for four 
boys from Australia" - Jim Morri
son? (Wrong, I bet you swiped that 
from N.M.E.) Trying to make them ac
cessible? AHH the power of the press . 
I'm sure they don't care. Try to conceal 
the fact that you are just another mun
dane coagulation of conditioned per
spiration. I suggest popskull treatment. 

P. Badenopf 
Boston 



Eye ·~peners 

Post No Bills 
A message to bands readying a pos

ter to promote your next gig-Please 
Don'r. 

A few weeks ago, Julie Farman over 
at the Ral tells us, the club began re
ceiving tickets for illegal pestering 
from the Boslon Housing Courl. Since 
the people a1 the Court would do noth
ing but bounce inquiries from clerk to 
clerk, details are sketchy. But it's be
lieved that the stepped-up enforcement 
of this anti-pestering ordinance was 
initiated in the Mayor ' s Office (elec
tion year, remember?) after some pes
tering by 1he Kenmore Square Civic 
Associalion. The Association has never 
been 100 fond of having the Rat and 
Storyville-nor the nyers their bands 
paste on any1hing that doesn't rno,e
in the neighborhood. 

Policemen were laEer sent around to 
the clubs to spread the word: if beat 
cops find any illegal posters, they will 
tear them down and the club named on 
1he poster will be fined $20 plus a labor 
charge at an estimated $40-S50 per tic
ket. 

Whether 1his practice is unfair or 
even illegal (fining one person for an
other's indiscretion) has yet to be re
solved. And will the City fine Boston 
Garden when the Ringling Bros. plas
ter their circus posters all over town? 
So far, one thing is clear: the clubs 
can't afford to pay such a high rate for 
this "free advertising" (the Rat has 
been hil for $250 so far). Rat owner 
Jim Harrold says that if his staff finds 
any illegal posters around rown, the of
fending bands can forget about playing 
in his club. -Tristram Lozaw 

Mudd Club Dries Up 
The Mudd Club, once the in-spot for 

New York's glitterati, has closed its 
doors at 77 White Street and will soon 
be moving to a new building; according 
to a club spokman, rumors of the 
Mudd's death have been greatly exag
gerated. 

"The owners of the building were 
unwilling to renew the lease and the 
building has been sold," said the 
spokesman. "But it would be greatly 
inaccurate to report that the Mudd 
Club has gone out of business. A new 
location will be announced very soon." 

While the club's phone machine 
puckishly contined to announce a con
cert schedule-for the month of Janu
ary-rumors of the Mudd's demise cir
culated through the local pop scene 
when advertisement's stopped appear
ing in the local press and the club was 
continually shuttered. 

In its heyday, the Mudd Club hosted 
an array of international celebrities 
and enjoyed the reputation of being the 
most exclusive underground rock club 
in the country. When the jet set moved 
on, the Mudd became one or the first 
of the elitist rock clubs to lower its vel
vet ropes and welcome the general pub
lic. Thereafter, the club played disco to 
large weekend crowds of "bridge-and
tunnel" post-teens looking for a place 
to dance and a bit of ersatx glamour. 
The Mudd Club-an anonymous , un
marked brownstone in the loft and fac-

tory district of lower Manhattan-fil 
the bill. 

To its closing, the Mudd booked new 
music. usually drawing from the frin
ges of the local pop scene: obscure art
rock bands and an occasional hardcore 
bill provided most of the entertainment 
during the Mudd's last mon1hs at its 
old site. Word was unavailable as to 
whether or nol the format would 
change once the club reloca1es. 

-Jim Tesra 

It's Miller Time 
If your band could use a wur sup

port package tha1 C0\'ers everything 
from satin jackets to radio spo1s, you 
may be interes1ed in a new promotional 
campaign for Miller Beer developed by 
the Gary Reynolds Management Co. in 
Milwaukee. 

The Miller High Life "Rock ~el
work" sponsorship is different from 
the usual commercial endorsement ar
rangements that are thinly veiled subsi
dies for big name acts: Miller is seeking 
ou1 bands in need. "Everybody was 
doing the larger, national acts. But I 
saw the value of up and coming, hard
working bands, .. said Reynolds about 
the inspiration for his plan. "And 
these days, with the record companies 
pulling back on 1heir tour support, it 
would provide a big boost for the 
bands." 

After coming up with the idea, it was 
Reynold's job to convince Miller to try 
it. "The bands in this program work 
about 200 gigs a year, playing to any
where from 500 to 2000 people each 
time. 200 gigs times 500 people times 
10 bands equals a 101 of exposure." 
Miller OK'd a five-band package which 
has now grown to 10 and includes Bos
ton's Stompers, who came to 
Reynold's attention when they won 
Miller's "Rock-to-Riches" competition. 

Miller's support includes: a pholO 
session; posters, tour jackets and duf
ne bags; development of a merchan
dising program with caps, T-shirts, 
pins, stickers, etc.; 30-second radio 
spots; print ads; radio tie-ins and give
aways; and advance promotion for 
each gig. Each item features both the 
band's name and the Miller logo. Par
ticipating bands also get the benefit

0 

of 
the brewery's manpower network (up 
to JO people work on a single event). 
Miller's outlay for all ten bands "is in 
six figures." 

Miller, which has been pleased wi1h 
the results so far, is looki ng 10 add 
"hardworking !Curing acts" in any 
style of rock to their roster. If your 
band has climbed out of the trenches 
but still has a ways to go before super 
stardom, you may want to contact 
Gary Reynolds, 9415 W. Forest Horne 
Ave., Hales Corner, WI 53130 Tel. 
(414) 529-5500. 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

Bud On Board 
Not to be outdone, Bud Light is 

sponsoring the Beslcruise concert ser
ies: the Provincetown II and the Com
mo nwealth cruise Boston Harbor \,.:ith 
bands like the Stompers, H}perten
sion, Berlin Airlift and Jon Butcher 
A,.is entenaining those on board. The 
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AN ALTERNATIVE 
MUSIC PROGRAM 
SEEN WEEKLY ON 

CABLE TV 

lan McKay of Minor Threat 
photo by Richard Kaplan 

D 
0 
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Past Shows Have Featured: MINOR 
THREAT, THE CRAMPS, THE STRANG
LERS, MISSION OF BURMA, DREAM 
SYNDICATE and others. 

This summer look for: THE ANT/
NOWHERE LEAGUE, THE FINALS OF 
THE ROCK & ROLL RUMBLE and other 
local, national and international bands. 

Town Cable Channel Day£, Time 

Lexington AJ Mon [, Thur 8:00 p.m. 
Arlington 3 Tues & Thur 9:00 p.m. 
Somerville 3 Fri 8:30 p.m. 
Burlington 
Stoneham 6 Wed 5:30 p.m. 
Woburn Sal 6:00 p.m. 
Wilmington 

Tune in to see how you can win the latest albums 
by the featured bands. 

If you would like to see Videobeat in your town, 
call your local cable company and ask for the pro
gram director. 

For more information, conlacl Eric Melcher 
Adams-Russell Cablevision, Lexington, MA 

(617) 862-7720 

8 Boston Rock #41 

- ~ -Eye Openers 
boats have three levels: hamburgers, 
hot dogs and popcorn on the lower 
deck; a disc jockey (who loud ly pro
claims the wonders of Bud Light) on 
the middle deck; and live bands and 
dancing on the top deck. The boats 
leave Commonweahh Pier at 8 p.m. 
and relurn a1 11 p.m. Call 742-4265 for 
more information.-J11/ie Panebianco 

Blasphemy With a Beat 
Over the years, one of rock's major 

attribu1es-1hat il's a music culture to
tally alien and usually disgusting to pa
rents-has been fading through general 
acceptance. Today's parents were yes
terday's greasers and mods, so the 
punk rock generadon only gets a grunt 
from men in their easy-chairs watching 
the s1ockmarket report on TV. 

Well, we must be doing something 
right once again. From Martha's Vine
yard to northern Maine, the art of 
burning rock records is enjoying a 
healthy revival. In Caribou, Maine, 
Rev. Beesley and his congregation 
burned $3,000 worth of records and 
tapes by such religious outlaws as 
Blondie, the Beatles, OKs, Dylan, Sex 
Pistols, AC/DC and that most satanic 
of all performers, John Denver. These 
artists have been poisoning the young 
with "sex, sadism and 1he glorification 
of Lucifer," says {he Reverend. " It 's 
all there. Blasphemy with a beat." 

He further argues that rock music 
should be banned from school func
tions because the occult religious lyrics 
violate the principle of separation of 
church and sta{e. 

Rev. Gasquez of Sou1h Burlington, 
VT maintains that some rock songs, 
when played backwards, yield such 
messages as "Satan he is God'' and 
"It's fun to smoke marijuana" (a new 
concept indeed). Recently Gasquez 
fueled a bonfire with about 1,000 re
cords. 

While we may agree that some of the 
records involved deserved a meltdown, 
these supposed Ch ri st ians failed to 
realize all the money 1hey could 've 
raised for charities by selling the de
mon records instead. 

Meanwhile, according to the Nation
al Association of Barber Schools, "!he 
new haircut sweeping the nation is the 
skinhead look.'' And The Bosron Her
ald, our local shock sheel, has deemed 
the "shaved head and slam dancing 
phenomena" to be a bizarre enough 
rite to warrant a two-page spread. In 
comparing Boston slammers to their 
"vicious" California cous ins, they 
reported that out west "blood and 
broken bones are common-and 
deaths have alledgedly resulted from 
slammers butting heads like enraged 
goats.'' 

But the grandmaster of bemused 
grumbling has to be this desperate de
nunciation that's current ly making the 
rounds, in various forms, in church 
bulletins: 

"According to a recent article, the 
big thing in NYC Catholic Schools is 
preppie attire (a dressy, classic style) or 
its total opposite-a combination of 
punk and disco styles: not much on, 
high-heeled shoes, light black pants 
and mini ski rt s. For these teenagers, 
music means rock piped in, of course, 
through Walkman-type appendages." 

''Now I'm too daunted by all the ar
ticles that tell how rock brings you 
closer to God to say anything critical 
aboul ii. But if I, God forbid, were to 

knock rock, I could hardly do so more 
cogently than Alan Bloom (National 
Review). He charge~ that rock's suc
cess has been based on an amazing co
operation among lus1. art and commer
cial shrewdncs~. Without parents real 
izing it, their children have been libera
ted from them. The children have as 
their heroes banal, drug and sex- ridden 
gu11ersnipes who forh'lcnt rebellion 1101 
only against their parents but against 
all nobel senr,mems. ! t ! ! ! 

Keep up the good work, guys. 
-Trisrram Lozaw 

Where's Boston? 
Hard to believe that it's been five 

yea rs since the band Boslon released it s 
second album, D011 't Look Back, but 
it's I rue. The end of August will mark a 
half decade since its release. Oh, Bos
ton sti ll exists. In fact, bassist Fran 
Sheehan insis1s that the group's third 
release will be out shortly. Of course, 
members of the group have been mak
ing those kind of proclamations on a 
sem i-annual basis for several years 
now. But Sheehan says that thi s time 
it's for real. "The record should be out 
by the fall," sa id Sheehan. "It really 
should. I can't see anything holding up 
the songs that still have to be done . 
There are s1ill two songs left to finish, 
but eveiything else is already done and 
mixed. Even the art work is done. Sev
enty-five percent of the album is com
pleted." Tentatively titl ed Third 
Stage, the new album, according to 
Sheehan, is filled with Boston's "sig
nature sound." In other words, expect 
plenty of guitar harmonies and fat tex
lures. Why the delay between albums? 
"We never like to whip albums out," 
Sheehan deadpanned. 

-Dean Johnson 

News, News, News 
Bob Dylan has just finished a new al

bum, with help from SI) Dunbar and 
Robbie Shakespeare. Both members of 
reggae's number one rhythm sect ion 
expressed interest in working wi th Dy
lan again, including a possible tour. 
Mark Knopfler of Dire Strails pro
duced. Dylan's old cohort's the 
Band are planning to reunite, with a 
"mystery guitariM" to replace the un
interested Robbie Roberlson ... Also, 
expect a 5-LP Dylan retrospective by 
Christmas . David Bowie may be 
playing Foxboro's Sullivan (formerly 
Shaefer) Stadium, after all. Originally, 
the Foxboro town counci l turned down 
a mid-July weekend date, but are now 
considering a Wednesday, August 31, 
concert, with the show lasti ng from 4 
to 9:30 p.rn. Mid-week dates for the 
Police and Simon and Garfunkel have 
already been OK'd ... After Paul Mc
Carrney's new film Give My Regards 
To Broad Streel is released, there is a 
chance of him hitting the road with co
stars Ringo Starr, Dave Edmunds, and 
of course, ex-Wings keyboardist Linda 
Easlman . Now that Keith Levene 
has "amicably" lefl Public Image 
Ltd., Johnny Lydon promised a Cali
fornia journalist that PiL, which now 
consists of Lydon, drummer Martin 
Atkins, plus a new bassist and guitar
ist, will be more professional, show up 
to gigs on lime, and ge1 Commercial 
Zone released. Lydon also admitted to 
listening to Alice Cooper as a tot . 
Adam Anr's next single will be pro
duced by Phil Collins . And, ac
cording to the Phoenix, there's a Mod 
revival in-where else?-California. 

-Harold Lepidus 
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l·Tones 
(IT-001) 
"Walk On By" and 

_,...,,.., "Give Us The 
Strength" are featured 
on the I-Tones double 
A side 12· ·. A must for 
all fans of "lovers 

L::......:...:....:...:...=-~ Rock" reggae. 

OEcarrz The Decentz 

"Get In Trouble" 
(Philo, EP 001) 
Vermont's premier 
dance band is fast be
coming a .Boston favo_r
ite, too. These six 
songs will show you 
why! 

4 i?M 

Zion lnitation 
''Complexion Girl'' 
(Zion Lion) 
"A tasty new single." 
- Steve Morse , Boston 
Globe 

The Incredible 
Casuals 
"Let's Go" 
IEatum EP 0121 
Summer's back and 
here's the record to 
prove itl Contains 
"Surfin' Hootenanny" 
and your other seven 

Pink Cadillac 
(Alpha Media 004) 
Rockabilly, country 
and vintage rock & roll 
contribute to this 
unique sound dubbed 
" Surf in' Swamp
abilly. " Pink Cadillac 
swings American on 
this premiere Six song 

t====::.::::.__~ EP . ~--~ 
OET .. ,..._,, 

._ __ __, favorites. 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT 
RECORDS, HARVARD SQUARE. 



STATE OF 
NEW YORK 

by Jim Testa 
A sleepy spring here in the Big Ap

ple: No Next Big Thing anywhere in 
sight and nary a bandwagon 10 leap 
onto. The downtown art-rock scene, 
guaranteed to generate a little critical 
excitement now and again, ce lebrated 
the warm weather with a week long 
Noise Fest and enjoyed six consecutive 
nights or the Fall, who played such 
noisy little venues as Maxwell's, White 
Columns, and Pluggz (the last in truth 
1he townhouse of 60's impressario 
Georgio Gomelski, occasionally used 
to host hardcore and noise-rock gigs). 

The nicest surprise from the down-
1owners has been the new Ip by Thurs-

CHICAGO 

by Elizabeth Phillip 
Personal to Ninny From Cham

paign, IL (who occupied this space las1 
month, berating Chicagoans and their 
sports teams): Steal some hay from 
your pct cow, eat it, and die. When fif-
1een-year-olds here are putting on their 
own shows, something obviously is 
happening. 

Tuls, Metro, and even glitzy Park 
West regularly book visiting bands. 
Locals get occasional opening gigs, but 
the hardcore arc often left out. They 
end up tightly packed into the Cubby 
Bear, a pit in the pavement across from 
Wrigley Field. 

WASH., DC 

by Howard Wuelfing 

It's true that r1os1 guests at the 9:30 
Club's third a1 niversary party did 
more justice to tlie high-octane cham
paign punch than the ambitious spread 
of esoteric vegetarian victuals (i.e. the 
rice and beans with mint salad, mmm), 
but all in all 'twas a success, well wor
thy of this eminently groovesome 
nightspot. 9:30 is still the only place in 
town where quality talent crops up on a 
regular basis without intrusive boun
cers, res1ric1ive door policies (all shows 
are supposed to be all-ages in O.C. but 
some venues ask for 1.0., irregardless) 
and okay drink prices. 

MINN./ST. PAUL 

by Terry Katzman 

Summer means fun so sayeth Brian 
Wilson but here in Minneapolis sum
mer means hit the road, jack. Some of 
our most popular bands have tours 
planned which will keep them out of 
the twin towns most of the summer. 
Former Twin Toners (now signed to 
Polydor) the Suburbs recently returned 
from a series of east coast gigs . Al
most a thousand people showed for the 
date at the Ritz. Currently the band is 
working on the followup to "Dream 
Hog". 

Also on the road in the summer heat 
will be the Replacements. The band 
should be heading out east for their 
second major tour in support of the re
cently released Hootenanny LP. Also 
in the works is a package tour with Ri~ 

ton Moore's Sonic Youth, Confusion 
Is Sex; less dissonant and a lot pun
chier than one might exp'ect from this 
band's death-blare boho live act, the 
JO-song LP even rocks out (kinda early 
Pl Lish) fast and catchy enough for the 
kids on Bandstand to dance to. Hobo
kenite Bob Bert has joined SY on 
drums of late, as well. 

More happy news hereabouts has 
been the successful reunion of the 
Feelies, the seminal post-punk combo 
who pretty much invented the whole 
Bongos / Individuals / dB's new-pop 
sound. Reviving their old habit of 
playing out on holidays, the Haledon 
hearllhrobs raised the nag with an in
candescent Memorial Day set at Max
well's, the small Hoboken in-spot that 

Because the drinking age is 21, kids 
must entertain themselves. Lots of 
hardcore bands, many underage, have 
started putting on their own shows at 
social clubs and churches. Since 
March, End Resu lt, Negative Elemenl, 
Seismic Waves, Verboten, and Rights 
of the Accused have shared bills with 
out-of-towners like MDC, Minor 
Threat, and Husker Du. No booze is 
allowed, and even Mom and Dad show 
up. 

Negalive Elemenl's new, funny 
hardcore EP on Indianapolis' Version 
Sounds is called Yes, We Have No Ban
anas, but the next single comes out on 
the Negalive Element's Very Own Re
cord Label and No One Else Can Be 

There were lots of familiar faces in 
attendance: "Bo} Greg" Strzempka, 
made a final O.C. appearance, plan
ning to leave for N. Y.C. the next day, 
spelling the demise of Egosla
via-drummer, Sally Berg, is supposed 
to be shipping out to the Continent for 
a spot of gigging before locating in Fun 
City as well. Saw the Slickee Boy's 
John Chumbers who said that the new 
domestic Slickee single was back from 
the plant, just waiting for sleeves, but 
that so many copies had come back 
badly warped 1ha1 they'd only be distri
buted locally in 1he immediate future; 
probably none would be available na
tionally in time for their East Coast 
package tour with the Tomm} Keene 
Band and Velvel Monke s. The Mon-

flesport and Man-Sized Aclion. Both 
have new albums out on Reflex. 

Husker Du will have a new twelve 
inch seven song E.P., Metal Circus, in 
the racks by the time you read this. 
This release coincides with yet another 
trip to California and extensive gig
ging. One date confirmed is the East
ern Front festival in July where the 
Huskers were one of over forty bands 
participating. Also in the cards for our 
tireless trio is a possible trip to England 
supporting Black Flag. There are de
tails to be worked out but so far so 
good. 

Other news on our stomping ground: 
L7-3 breaks up after three years to
gether, farewell gig took place late May 
in the Enlry. The Wallels, local masters 
of funk strut release a long awaited 
twelve incher at June's end. Both E. 
Brown and Kindergarlen discs doing 
well in and out of town. 



AMERICA 
plays home-base to the aforementioned 
bands. So now the Feelies are talking 
permanent reunion, throwing into un
certainty the futures of the myriad 
spinoff bands that developed during 
the Feelies' two-year hiatus : Yung Wu 
(Feelie-ish folk/punk), the Willies (per
cussive inst rumentals performed in the 
dark), and the Tr1'pes (lysergtc reviva
list psychedelia). 

Meanwhile, two of the more legiti
mate heirs to the Feelies' 1itle of Best 
Quirky Pop Band prepare for their ma
jor label debuts: the Bongos shou ld be 
completing the finishing touches on 
1heir RCA e.p., produced by Richard 
Gouehrer, as you read this; while at 
press time, the dBs were s1ill dickering 
over producers for their first LP under 

On It Except Us, So There label. Inc., 
of course. 

Articles of Failh, a prime mover in 
the hall gigs, has started it s own Waste
land label, with a new EP and reissued 
first disc, as well. The band's playing 
oul East this month. 

Slarving Dogs, a new cassette com
pilation, features these bands plus 
Ono, a noise band from ritzy 
Wilmette, and more. Another group of 
suburban young 'uns, the Drill, spe
cializes in Oi. 

Ruthless Records is often considered 
a hardcore label, but sees itse lf more as 
a coalition of "like-minded," though 
not necessarily like-sounding projects. 
First on the label was the Effigies, one 

key's hopes of fresh wax out in time 
for these shows got dashed too, owing 
to a lack of funds at the Midwest indie 
that was going to pUI it out. For now 
y'all will have to set1le for the new edi
tion of their Everylhing Is Right casset
te LP with "Evelyn Marble" added on. 
Write: P.O.B. 5658, Washington, D.C. 
20016; send Fi ve bucks. 

So who else was at this "do"? Zach 
Swagger, drummer of the now-defunkl 
Wannabeast-who played their last gig 
opening for the new-look, Hawk -long
wind-ed Flipper. !\lost of Minor 
Threal-recently returned from a tri
umphant national tour-showed up 
talking about the re-release of 1heir 
Out OJ S1ep EP, remixed, remastered 
and with improved an work. Also, 

Many new and interesting bands are 
on the horizon. In the up and coming de
partment are: Ground Zero, who mix 
hardcore tendencies with jazz like stra
tegies; Beal Merchant, a stripped down 
three piece recalling good old punk 
rock; and Boiled in Lead, a band inter
pretating traditional Irish music with 
electric instruments. 

Club action is really picking up, 
though that's no real surprise. Major 
acts are more willing to tour up here 
May through September and avoid the 
winter. 1st Ave. (formerly Sam's) is 
still the best place to catch national 
acts. The adjoining 7th St. Entry re
cently insta lled a new P.A. system and 
is open four of the nights (the Entry 
features local and national talent). 

Just down the block at Goofy's Up
per Deck things are busy as well. The 
Deck has become known for their sup
port of all ages shows. Beginning with 

their new Bears ville contract. (The 
dB's contract does retain the right for 
the band to produce itself, a not un
likely possibility.) 

Other local record news has Sieve 
(ex-Suicide Commandos, Crackers) Al
maas' Beat Rodeo down to Milch Eas
ler's Drive-In Studio for sess ions pro
duced by ex-Raybeat Danny Amis 
(whose own band, the psyche-punk 
Malkolians, recently lost drummer 
Walter Grater and seems temporarily 
sta lled while a replacemem "heavily 
into Star Trek, the Seeds, and psyche
delia" is sought). 

The NYC hardcore scene has been 
pistol-hot with thrice-weekly shows 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34 

of Chicago's oldest and most solid 
punk outfits, (only five tattoos in the 
bunch) who showcase their slower and 
sturdy attack on a new EP, We're Da 
Machine. 

Labelmate Big Black, with the abra
sive Lungs EP to its credit, is compo
sed of loud noise Sieve Albini, friends 
(yes, he has a few) and machines, and 
just started playing out. Gary Sperraz
za featured it as a pick hit in New 
York's Bang-Zoom cassettezine. 

Ruthless' Naked Raygun has a new 
EP, Basement Screams, and gets better 
each time it plays out. Members "look 
like mutant Dick Yan Dykes and play 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34 

they've parted ways with bass player, 
Steve Hansgen, who has since joined 
forces with Burt of Double-O, left at 
liberty by the demise of Tesco Vee's 
D.C . edition of the Meatmen; Minor 
Threat will revert 10 their original four 
man line-up. And no, Ian M. is not get
ting married in the immediate future, 
gals. 

The new SubPop cassette 'zi ne has a 
nice slice of D.C. on it, st ringing 10-

gether EP cuts from Egoslavia and the 
V Monkeys with pre\.iously unreleased 
tracks by Sit Bo)' (iirl and t.:nderhea
ven, who-quite by coincidence I as
sure you-ha\'e now joined forces in a 
new version of Half Japanese. The cur-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34 

hardcore shows, the policy has branch
ed ou1 to include everything from a 
new red ho1 acapella group the Un
touchables to the jazz big band of Tony 
Moreno. In June, the Deck brought in 
Three O'Clock, Legal Weapon, Whip
ping Boy, and Double Cross. 

May saw the first decent outdoor 
jam, the Navy Island Festival, down by 
the river in St. Paul. On a near perfect 
day, a throng of six thousand were 
treated 10 music by R.E.M., Suburbs, 
Replacements, the Phones and Mitch 
Easter's Let's Active. Navy Island will 
hopefully become a yearly tradition. 

Cominll. down the vinvl oike: Curtiss 
A.'s The Damage Is Done, Jeff 
Waryan 's Figures and a new Safely 
Last L.P., all on Twin Tone. 

Terry Katzman is a contributor to the 
twin ciues City Pages and co-owner of 
Reflex Records. 

[/ie Yourself Up 
satin, silk, leather anJ sueJe $6.19 

thirty styles anJ colors 
1026 Commonwealth Ave. 
Boston 
OPEN WED., THURS. & FRI. Iii 8 
36 Boylston St. 
The Garage • Harvard Square 
OPEN THURS. & FRI. Iii 8 

SWEET DREAMY SOUNDS 
OF 

EURYTHMICS 
on sale 
at the 

Co6)J 
for only 

$5.67 
ncn 

Don't miss 
EURYTHMICS July 11 

at the Paradise! 
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by Eric Lefcowirz 
"We wont to spread the Woodstock 
philosophy to the computer age." 

-Steve Wozniak 
"Rock festivals ore a hippie's dream 
and a punk's nigh tmare." 

- Kosmo Vinyl 

May 28th 8 AM The Parking Lot 
Dawn and dust are rising in steamy 

Devore, California-the site of the 
1983 US Festival. The beer.swilling 
tribes of the ''US generation'' are gath· 
ering o nce again in the wonderful 
wor ld of Woz, aka Steve Wozniak, the 
micro.chip mogul of Apple computers. 

An alien city of vans and campers 
has been erected where rolling hill s 
once stood. Lines are sprouting at the 
ponable McDonalds stand adjacent to 
the front entrance . 

Another rock festival-just what the 
world needs. Half.hour waits al the 
Jiffy John to drain ou, the two-dollar 
beer you bought to wash down the hot 
dogs you ate while watching some band 
from a half-mi le away. Good a le 
American fun, right? 

Aah, bul this is no ordinary rock fes
ti val: this is the US Festival. Woz and 
his high-tech hippie corporation , 
UNUSON (Unite Us In Song), want 10 

prepare us for the impending computer 
revolution whi le spreadi ng a philos
ophy of togetherness. Here there arc 
no bummers. Yes, this is a rock festival 
of a higher order-one with integrity, 
conscience and ambit ion. 

But is this what the throngs have 
come all the way from Bakersfield for: 
to be united in song with their brothers 
and sisters of suburbia? No way. Let's 
face it, they're here fo r Edd ie Van 
Halen. 

10:30 AM The Press Island 
The maggots of the media are gat h· 

ered around the free snack table gob
bling up the gratuito us carrot sticks 
and bean dip. A culpable tension is al
ready in the air. What's the big story 
going to be? Will the Hell's Angels pil
lage the festival? Maybe someone will 
get trdmpled. Perhaps Woz will take 
off his clothes and reveal 10 the world 
that he is bionic after all. 

Some of the journalists are preoccu· 
pied with more pressing mauers, how
ever. " I thought there was goi ng to be 
a free bar," one mutters. 

11: IS AM The Front En I ranee 
This is more like it. Real con1roversy 

has ensued. All food and drink is being 
confiscated as the crowd of 140,0ClO en
ters the amphitheatre. The US policy is 
firmly enforced-no picnic lunches, 
you must buy the corn dogs and potato 

sk ins from the consess ion stands. A ru
mor circulates 1hat a bottle has been 
taken away • from a baby's molher. 
Woz, who cla ims 10 have no prior 
knowledge of these rules, concedes that 
this policy is "atrocious'. 

One look around the festival 
grounds reveals 1he reason behind this 
policy-endorsements are everywhere. 
Among the sponsors arc Miller, Puma, 
Mitsubishi, McDonalds, MTV and, 
needless 10 say, Apple. The Fortune 
500 Festival is off and running. 

Waz cla ims that he blew millions on 
las! year's US Festival. Apparently the 
losses didn't hurt that much: this yea r's 
festival is bankrolled lO the tune of 18 
million dollars. Nevertheless, Wozzy is 
already singing a famili ar pity-me·l'm· 
losi ng·m Y·S h i rt-not ·to-men ti on-my
ho1tub song to the press. Some have 
their doubts. 

But it's plain to see who's really 
paying the price for the US Fest iva l. 
Tickets, which were originally li sted at 
twenty dollars, have been jacked up to 
twenty-five dollars a day. Add to 1his 
transportation and food costs and 
you've just shelled out last week's pay
check to poor old Woz. And that' s not 
even including the essential US Festiva l 
tee.shirt to show to your envious 
friends. 

12:00 The Amphitheatre 
Music? Did someone say music? 

Well, it may have been an aftert hought 
but Waz managed to assemble some 
heavyweights for this year's festival: 
David Bowie, the C lash , Pretenders, 
Stevie Nicks, U2 and Van Halen. Of 
course it wasn't Waz wh·o did the 
booking (Wozniak doesn't like rock 
music, you see, alt hough he was re· 
portedly disappointed that his favorite 
performer on 1he bill, John Cougar, 
had to cancel out) it was promoter Bar
ry Fey, who layed an egg with last 
yea r's Jamaica Festival. Quite conspic
ously there are no black acts. 

The first day showcases " new" mu· 
sic. This is the MTV definition of 
" new" music-groups like Flock·of. 
Miss ing-Persons-at.Work. It's hardly a 
surpri se then to discover that MTV is 
here to document the festivities for 
po~tcrit y. And you couldn't miss the 
MTV cameras mounted on hydraulic 
lifts hovering over the stage, virtually 
obscuring the audience's view of the 
proceedings. Not to worry, though , 
since we'll all be able to watch the re
runs for years. 

Australia's Divinyls are the first 
band to perform. There will be no 
white riot s today. Maybe on heavy me
ta l day. 

4:30 PM The Press Island 
The only racially mixed band at the 

festiva l (save for Bowie's backing 
band), !he English Beat, take the stage. 

The Beat are also the only band to re
peat from last year's festival. After a 
crisp 45-minuie set, wh ich features a 
rare appearance by Saxa the ancient 
sax wundcrkind, the Beat hold a press 
conference. 

Asked about the lack of black music, 
Dave Wakeling, guitarist/songwriter/ 
voca list, responds, " You wouldn'1 
need many fingers to count the black 
faces onstage, would you? But we have 
realized !hat America is backward as 
far as racial integration goes. 

" It 's the same as American rock'n' 
roll has always been which is why I 
think it gets stuck in rut so often. In 
England we have one radio stat ion , Ra
dio One, that plays all kinds of music. 
Over here, it seems people aren't al
lowed to crosspollinate." 

Barry Fey, the promoter of the festi
val, responds to the criticism by saying, 
'' I was not told ro book anything or 
not book anything. I booked what I 
thought would draw and that 's how I 
make my living." 

To this Wozniak adds, "the more 
steps you take towards breadth the 
more you're accused of not going 100 
percent. And as soon as we have a 
black group we won't have a Chicano 
or a classical or a jazz or a Lawrence 
Welk. 

DIARY OF THE 1983 US FESTIVAL 
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5:00 PM The Press Island 
Kosrno Vinyl, the vitriolic press 

agent for the Clash, shows up al Press 
Island to announce a press conference 
later in the day. Rumors have been 
flying that the Clash may not perform 
at the festival. Kosmo confirms that 
the band has yet to sign a contract. 

The Clash, whose $500,000 stipend 
is only one-third that of the other day's 
headliners, have several political bones 
10 pick wilh UNUSON staff. One is the 
use of their name on a beer sponsor's 
advertisement for the festival. "We're 
not Nick Lowe, you know. I like Miller 
Lite, da da da," Kosmo says doing his 
best air guitar imitation. 

Another demand of the band is that 
UNUSON donate some of the 18 mil
lion dollars they have spent to charity. 
"Why can't we rust le up a bit of mo
ney and put it out to someone who 
needs it?" Kosmo asks, adding "we 
don't get pushed around by multi-na
tional corporations so why get pushed 
around by a bunch of rich hippies?" 

5:30 PM The Amphitheatre 
The Stray Cats are banging out their 

Eddie Cochran retreads over the im
pressive 400,()(X) watt sound system. 
Brian Setzer's onstage exploits are 
beamed onto gigantic video screens for 
the benefit of those too strung out to 
move up close. It' s not unlike watching 
TV except for the distracting lack of 
commercials . 

... -
Victim or Perpetrator? The Clash's Paul Simonon after 
his brawl with securiy. 

7:30 PM The Amphilheatre 
Dusk is upon us and not a moment 

too soon. The stifling heat and smog 
have receded and suddenly the breath
taking backdrop of mountains is visi
ble. Overhead a plane advertising a 
Black Flag concert in LA circles the 
sky. Even die-hard cynics can sm ile 
and relax for a moment. Relief is 
quickly replaced by boredom, how
ever, this time in the guise of Men al 
Work, certainly 1he blandest pop
phenoms in quite some time. 

Woz lries to spice things up with 
some pyrolechnics including a 0ying 
saucer ar1ached to a helicopter. Then 
there i:. a brief attempt to inject some 
soci0-political significance to 1he pro
ceedings. A Soviet rock band called 
Arsenal is beamed li ve from the 
U.S.S.R. onto 1he video screens. Scat
tered boos and si lence greet the band . 
Over in Russia, Men at Work are being 
watched by a studio full of partici
pants, who no doubt are wishing in 
vain that they could see Yan Halen 
instead. 

8:45 PM The Clash Press Conference 
After an hour long wait, the Clash 

show up to have their picture taken. 
Meanwhile, Kosmo Vinyl and Bernard 

Rhodes, the band's manager, inform 
1he press about their dealings with 
UNUSON. "We have spent the last 
five days with Mr. Wozniak," Rhodes 
explains, "trying to get him to put 
some money back into California, the 
people of California who couldn't af
ford to be here tonight." 

Rhodes reports tha1 the band's de
mand that UNUSON donate $38,000 
to a boy's club has been mel although 
they have yet to sign a con1ract. The 
quote-hungry rock press eats up the an
tics while the Clash smile somewhat 
sheepish ly. 

Kosmo takes the mike for some 
more rabble rousing: "All I know is 
tha1 the people running this organiza
tion want you out in Wozland writing 
about Wozburgers and Wozdogs." The 
band disappears while Kosmo and 
Rhodes hang around to drum up 
support. 

II :00 PM The Amphitheatre 
The Clash finally hit the stage. "Al

right, here we are in the capital of the 
decadent U.S. of A.," Strummer an
nounces before crashing into the open
ing chords of "London Calling". Ob
viously pumped up, the band performs 
splendidly. Their set includes several of 
their early punk anthems such as "I'm 
So Bored With the U.S.A." and "Hale 
and War". In between numbers Strum
mer gives his definition of the US phil
osophy: " I'll tell you, those people out 
in east LA aren't gonna stay there for-

ever. And if there's going to be any 
changes in the future it's going to come 
from all parts of everything-not just 
one white way down the middle of the 
road.'' 

The performance ends in chaos, 
however, as an onstage scufne prevents 
the band from returning for a second 
encore. Details of the fight are fuuy. 
So is everything else at this point. 

3:45 AM The Campgrounds 
The blissful silence of slumber is 

shattered when some heavy metal freak 
decides to blast his Judas Priest tape in 
the middle of the nigh!. 

May 291h 8:30 AM The Parking Lot 
The sun has risen and so has every 

leather-jacketed metal head west of the 
Rockies. Today's line-up is a head
banger's wet dream: Ozzy Osborne, 
Triumph, Scorpions, Judas Priest and 
Van Halen. There's a discernable shift 
in the atmosphere from the previous 
day: the crowd is nearly double that of 
yesterday and not nearly as civi li zed. 
People are already gelling 1rashed and 
it's still four hours until the festival 
begins. Overnight a drug dealer has 
been clubbed to death for selling some 
bad acid. Not exactly in the US spirit 
or 1hings. 

9: 15 AM The Press Tent 
Slightly irascible journalists pour 

over their notes. Rumors buzz about 
the Clash fight. A few prideless souls 
attack the crusty bean dip and carrot 
sticks. Somebody discovers that the 
keg in the concession stand is still flow
ing. For free. In seconds a crowd has 
gathered to suck up the flat remains. 
We decide to split this scene and hitch 
hike to Los Angeles with a possible 
C lash interview as a goal. 

1:30 PM Los Angeles 
Inside the posh Westwood Marquis 

Hotel we are greeted by smug stares. 
Rhodes, looking quite irritated about 
having to talk to more reporters, ex
plains the band's lroubles. "First, we 
found that the advertising agency that 
was trying to sell this even! had no idea 
what was going on. They showed me 
the TV ad and I said it was just terrible. 
So I said to them, 'ii seems to me that 
you know nothing about rock'n'roll. 
You can't tell the difference between 
David Bowie and Van Halen.' And 
they said, 'yes, we can. David Bowie's 
playing on the third day and Van Ha
len's playing on the second.' And that 
was it, right. They'd never done rock' 
n'roll before. 

CO/NT/NU ED 
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US Festival con1in11ed 

"Then we find out about this char
acter (Wozniak) that didn't even know 
anything about rock'n'roll let alone 
respect it. All of a sudden he wants t.o 
but it, buy 45 years of rock'n'roll. This 
was crazy-we thought we could influ
ence it one way or another. 

"All they ' re talking about is money, 
money, money, so we thought, OK, 
this guy's talking about 18 million dol
lars, he can put up JO percent of it, put 
it back in the community. I don't know 
if he's losing any money, I think he 's 
making money.'' 

Kosmo later explains his version of 
the circumstances behind the onstage 
ballle. According to Kosmo, Mick 
Jones was grabbed from behind by a 
security guard while trying to shake 
hands with fans. Paul Simenon subse
quently hit the guard that had grabbed 
Jones and there ensued a melee. (A 

journalisl from a San Francisco daily 
who witnessed the fight had an entirely 
different account. According to this re
porter, Kosmo jumped the stage an
nouncer and thus precipitated the en
tire fight.} Simonon had to see a spe
cialist for his injured thumb. 

Back al lhe US 
The following information is gath

ered from various accounts: heavy me
tal day is a potential time bomb . Some 
estimate that over 400,000 people have 
been crammed into the festival gounds. 
Tempers nare in the blazing sun. Over 
1000 people are treated for var ious in
juries . More than 125 people are ar
rested, mostly for drug use, by the San 
Bernadine County Sheriff's Depart
ment. "It's a zoo in there," says Sher
iff Floyd Tidwell. "I don't see any 
peace or love about it." 

The only humor of the day is provi
ded by Van Halen 's David Lee Roth. 
Asked whether his band agreed with 

the philosophy of the US Festival, 
Roth quips, "I don't know much 
about philosophy. In fact, I don't 
know how to spell it. Van Halen's phil
osophy is: 'Don't take life too serious
ly-no one gets out alive.' But I 
wouldn't have missed the US Festival 
for a million bucks." (Van Halen was 
paid a reported 1.5 million dollars). 

May 30th 2:30 PM The Press Island 
Woz holds a press conference. He is 

asked if he thinks heavy metal clashes 
with the US philosophy. "Not really. 
Triumph and the Scorpions are some of 
my favorite bands in the world," he 
responds. 

4:30 PM The Amphithealre 
The remainder of the festival is a 

blur of fleeting memories. The crowd is 
much tamer today. People playfully 
spray each other with water in a weird 
sort of sexual ritual. Chrissie Hynde 
and her new Pretenders are in fine 

· form. Chrissie hasn't lost any spark. 
She dedicates the encore to "those 
bands who didn't play the US Festival 
because they weren't paid 
enough" . Joe Walsh and Stevie 
Nicks are also big crowd pleasers. Da
vid Bowie appears on a U.S. (United 
States, that is) stage for the first time in 
five years in what is unquestionably the 
musical highlight of the festival. He 
opens with "Rock and Roll Star" and 
ends with "Modern Love." The US 
Festival is over until next week when 
Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson and 
others appear at Country Day . 

The question everyone is asking, will 
there be another US Festival, is ans
wered by the incredible wizard of Woz: 
"If there's millions of dollars to lose 
year after year, somehow we'll have to 
be convinced that it's worth doing. 
Also it depends how you, the press, re
port on the festival." Uh-oh. 

THE HAPPINESS BOYS/MEAT PARADE 

THE LATEST 

Three song, 12': 45 RPM on Duotone® Records 

$5 Send check or money order to: The Happiness Boys 
P.O. Box I 168. Miami, FL 33243 USA 

I""' p~,d USA 
Cat. #Duo-I 
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"STEEL NEGRO MUSIC" 
EXPERIMENTAL CASSETTE ON 

ARPH RECORDS 
lMOl8thSt.SF CA 

DSTRIBUIED ev 
ROUGH TRADE. SYSTEMATIC. AEON 

and NORMAL. W Germany 

Yamaha MS10 Monitor Speakers 
Hearing yourself has never been so easy! 
Take these powered (20 watts RMS each) 
speakers anywhere. Use them with your 
portastudio, portable tape deck, or walk
man or just plug your axe in and make 
music. S300.00 pr.• 

Roland JX·3P 
A programmable keyboard with 32 pre· 
SE;_ts, 32 memory positions, 6 voices, and 2 
oscillators per voice, the Roland JX-3P 
doesn't stop there. It includes a poly
phonic sequencer with a sophisticated 
edit function and a chorus box to make it 
all sound right. S139s.oo· 

Yamaha MR10 Drum Machine 
You'll know the ao·s are here when you see 
and play this S99 (manufacturer's list) 
rhythm machine. In addition to several pre
set rhythms, the MR10 has pads which may 
be played with the fingers. Bass drum can 
be triggered with an optional footpad. 
Sounds great! Makes a drummer out of any 
musician! S99.00 each* 

TEAC 234 4-Track Cassette 
The price of multitrack comes down again! 
TEAC is now making a cassette version of 
the world famous 3440 4-track recorder. 
Can't even show you a photo. It 's not on 
the markd yet. High quality transport and 
electronics PLUS built-in dbx type 1 noise 
reduction give this one the best sound 
quality of any 4-track yet. Come and listen! 

S899.00' 

*Manufacturers suggested retail price. E.U. Wurlitzer's is always lower. 

YOUR CHECK 
WELCOME HERE 

a - -VISA 

' -

EUCO MIX C60 TAPES 
OUR OWN CHROME BULK-LOADED 
DUPLICATING CASSETTES 

BOSTON 
360 NEWBURY ST 

437-1815 

FRAMINGHAM 
280 Worcester Rd 

879·3590 

$1.99 each 
$15./case of 10 

BELMONT 
283 BELMONT ST 

489-4441 

SPRINGFIELD 
361 BOSTON RD 
{413) 783-6178 

NEWINGTON, N .H 
Fox Run Rd 

1·800-633-9800 

PITTSFIELD 
569 NORTH ST 
(413) 442·0231 



by Sheena 

Husker Du is supposed to be in New York City 
at midnite for a photosession with the Village Voice 
(or as they deprecatingly put it, "a major urban 
weekly publication"). But they're hanging out in
stead, slurping nasty-looking Cantonese food in 
Kenmore Square long after their all ages afternoon 
gig at Mavericks, and long after they should have 
left. 

"(Village Voice critic Robert) Christgau finally 
saw us at Gildersleeves, where we were about Jive 
times better than we were today," explains guitarist 
Bob Mould. "It was the most nutso set we've had 
in a long time, and he was going crazy dancing and 
trying to get his girlfriend on the dancefloor. We 
were better there jusr because they had a CARPET 
onstage. We couldn't move today because we 
would have slipped. We were sweating." 

Husker Du have been together, using the same 
name (fen points 1f you guessed it's some Scandina
vian language for "Do You Remember?," a kids 
board game), for four years now. "Foooour 
years, " says drummer Grant Harr. "We were going 
ro call ourselves Burned Off Face and the Fuck
heads from Hell, but there was already someone 
called that." They like to share rhe honor of having 
started the Minneapolis scene along with the defunct 
Suicide Commandos. 

The Huskers met in rhe usual way. Grant was 
working in a record store, Bob went to college 
down the street, and Grant knew Greg from an
other record store where they'd worked rogether. 
No one could really play: "A good way to learn, 
though," says bassist Greg Narron, "is to get in a 
band and have a show coming up. " 
BR: Were people receptive? 
Bob: God, not at all. They hated us for two years. 
Grant: It was always, "You play too fast," "11'11 
never ~atch on.'' 
Bob: People ha1ed our guts, but we just kept play
ing faster. 
Granl: We had a standardized set, and we'd just 
try to break our old records. We had a 40 minute 
set down to 18 minutes, and then one night we 
totally smashed that record-we cut it down to 12 
minutes. 
Bob: It was great-play a 12 minute set, walk up 
to the promoter, and say ·'Hey, when are you go
ing to give us the money?" 
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BR: Didn't you have rrouble geuing gigs? I mean, 
two years of people hating you. 
Greg: We opened for a lo1 of bands; we were a 
really "easy" band . We'd pick up the Twin Cities 
Reader and see our name listed-"Oh, we have a 
gig tonight." 
Bob: For a year and a half we were earning $15-20, 
opening for people, but it was really good in a 
way, because we got our shit together. 
Greg: And, from doing all that we developed our 
own small following. 
Bob: Then we found out there was this thing called 
"hardcore" in California . Everybody freaked. We 
went up into Canada, starting in Calgary, Alberta, 
and then played a week straight at the Calgarian 
Hotel, four sets a night. 

There were lots of people there, but no one had 
ever heard of us. We did Vancouver, Victoria, a 

"We had a 40 minute set down 
to 18 minutes, and then one 

night we totally smashed 
that record- we cut it down 

to 12 minutes." 

bunch of shows in Seaule, and we ended up play
ing with the (Dead) Kennedys. Jello Biafra saw us 
and liked us and got us some gigs in San Francisco. 
We knew there were bands like D.O.A.-but we 
didn't know ii was "hardcore" and all. 
Greg: We thought it was jus1 us and a few other 
bands; we thought it was funny. 
BR Who'd you play with? 
Bob: Subhumans, D.O.A. 
BR: Well, then the audiences weren't totally unpre
pared. 
Grant: But the thing is they thought we'd stop so 
they could catch their breath. We'd just get up, 
start, and we wouldn't stop until we were done. 
Bob: People would slam or whatever for five songs 
and then stop. We'd laugh and just play faster! 
They didn't know whar to do with it. In a way, I 
wish we never found out about it. 

Bob Mould 

l'liOTO 
Kathy Chapman 

BR: Hasn't it helped you? 
Bob: Oh, definitely ... ll's nice, but in a way it's 
really bad, because you're always limiting yourself 
(to a certain audience). We are a hardcore band, 
but not by any deliberate thing, it wasn't some
thing we set out to do. 
BR: What about rhe slow stuff? Didn't there used 
to be even more of a mix? 
Bob: We still do the same thing, some hard and 
fast, some slower, maybe a li1tle more power. 

They do know how to mix things up. During 
their Mavericks set they'd sometimes crouch a lit
tle, brace themselves against their instruments, and 
play fast for dear life; then there'd be a big, 
powerful, almost psychedelic thing, like "What's 
Going On, " a long, crashing song that was made 
even more gritty by a muddy PA. And then a song 
like "Everything Falls Apart" (which has a pop 
foundation), would gather up all the loose ends in 
a blast of orderly power. 

By their own admission, Husker Du have an 
"outsider" stigma, although it is slowly wearing 
off On their last tour they played a gig in San 
Francisco, where they're well-known, and made 
$12.00. Grant adds "Bridgeport was he/I-Invasion 
of the Ozzie Chicks, Rod Serling standing in the 
phone booth." Ar home in Minneapolis, rhey get 
airplay on community stations and also on the 
hardrock stations-the ones that do the AC/DC 
block parties. On the other hand, their noncommit
tal alfitude towards some of the "unity idea" ele
menrs of the hardcore scene keeps rhem at arms 
length from that community. 

Grant, who has a shoulder-length mop which he 
insists cuts the sound and, if necessary, rhe light, 
says, "People kept saying 'Oh,' when you get to 
Boston, you 'II get so much shit about your hair. ' 
It's so much the opposite, I wish someone would!" 
Greg: They told us in Boston people would come 
out with razors and shave our heads, knock beers 
out of our hands. 
Grant: That was it-'If you go to Boston, they're 
gonna fuck with you, man.' 'If you go see TSOL 
tonight, they'll burn the hair off your head!'" 
Bob: Now we'll go back and they'll say "Boston 
musta sucked; they still have their hair." . 
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MAMA AF RICA CALLS 
ET ER/TO S I I 

by Tristram Lozaw 

"Reggae is a garden of inspira,ion with many/lo
wers. But 1/ you are nof inspired you will never dis
cover them." -Peter Tosh 

As inspirations to suffering country men in Jamai
ca. Peter Tosh and his music have few equals. Of
ten performing with manacles hanging from his 
wrists, symbolic of his struggle aga inst oppression, 
his social and political concerns are a ll -important. 
Tosh is unyielding in the beliefs he has laid out in 
his songs for us over the years: the Rastafari reli
gion and praise to Jah, ganja smoking and its le
galization; and, most of all, human rights. Now, 
wi1h his new album Mama Africa (Rolling 
Stones/EM!), Tosh has called upon the history and 
culture of civilization's cradle for a renewed con
vict ion in his own faith and principles. 

A musician since the age of three, Tosh was a 
founding member of the Wailers in the early '60s 
wJth Bunny Wai ler and the late Bob Marley. Begin
ning with "Simmer Down," the Wailers racked up 
a list of hit singles throughout the '60s, but it 
wasn't until the early '70s that the Wailers and 
reggae in genera l crossed over 10 the US and other 
markets. "Maybe that was because of the bias that 
the US Government was putting up against reggae 
and its so-called polit ica l ingredients." says Tosh. 
"But you see, politics is politics, and the environ
ment of where we live now is relevant to politics 
today. So when we sang the songs that we were 
singing at such time, ~.vhich they say was very poli
tical, it was only telling the people of what was 
taking place in Jamaica. And the music bureau [in
dustry] in America and other places did not want 
to hear those kind of politics. T hey want to hear 
'Darling, I love you."' 

Finally the Wailers broke through to the outside 
with the ir classic albums Catch a Fire and Burnin', 
to which Tosh and Marley cont ribu ted one of the 
most enduring reggae tunes ever,"Ge1 Up Stand Up." 

Tosh was steadily growing in hi s role as a singer/ 
songwriter and left the Wailers in 1974 to start his 
own band. His anti-police "Mark of the Beast" be
came a hit even though the government had banned 
it from 1he Jamaican airwaves. He followed it up 
with his first solo LP, Legalize It , which put forth 
his arguments for the decriminalization of smoking 
marijuana, a mainstay of Rastafarians. "Nine out 
of ten people in Jamaica smoke herb." Equal 
Rights, released in 1977, started his long and pro
ductive musical relationship with the heavy-duty 
rhythm section of Sly Dunbar 

(drums) and Robbie 

I 

Shakespea~e (bass), the nucleus of his Word, Power 
and Sound band. The album's title cut featured a 
phrase that is probably the cornerstone of Tosh's 
be liefs-"! don't want peace, I want equal rights 

...___.~ . ... and justice." 

I WANT 
EQUAL RIGHTS 

AND 
JUSTICE. 

In 1978 at a "Peace Concert" in Kingston ar
rended by the Jamaican Prime Minister and most 

of the country's political leaders, Tosh gave a per
formance that proved to be 1he turning point in hi s 
career. Wi th spliff in hand, he gave a 45-minute 
speech on oppression of the people by the "sh it
stem," the need for human rights, and the legali
zation of marijuana to wildly enthusiastic dread
locks in the audience; Tosh often pointed an ac
cusing finger toward the government officia ls. 
Many in the crowd thought if was a bril:iant ora
tory, including Mick Jagger who, impressed with 
Tosh's equally stunning music that day, signed J,i-n 
to the Rolling Stones' label. 

This union gained Tosh exposure to thousands of 
fans on a Stones tour later that year and gave him 
his biggest single to date-"Walk and Don't Look 

Marcia Maglione 

Back"-with Mick helping on vocals and Keith 
Richard on guitar. 

Tosh's speech at the Peace Concert was a lso the 
1 probable reason for an unprovoked a11ack on him 

by police three months later . His clothes ripped, 
Tosh was dragged to a dowmown Kingston slation 
where he was beaten, clubbed and kicked for near
ly an hour and a half. Tosh broke his hand trying 
to fend off the blows, and he escaped being killed 
by laying low and literally playing dead. 

"That is detrimental in my life," said Tosh 
looking back. "But you know, at the same time it 
makes me strong knowing what I've done musically 
and politically-what they call politically. It 's my 
integrity, my dignity and my ambition why I was 
pounced upon by the police, you sec. Because the 
police and the goverment that administer the shit
stem don't like to have black people talking too 
hard or too loud. Otherwise they might be heard in 
too many places, and that cou ld be detrimental to 

Continued On Next Page 
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Peter Tosh 
what they call democracy." 

Though things arc slow to change and the easing 
of the oppression that he sings against comes at an 
even slower pace, Tosh appears undaunted and 
confident that one day his efforts will pay off. "It 
is s1ill the same s1ruggle , and I conti nue to do the 
same things because it is my duty. There is nothing 
I can do more than sing the truth." Continuing to 
preach his beliefs over dense layers of flowing rh y
thms, he recorded Bush Doctor, Mysric Man and 
Wanted Dread or Alive for the Stones' label, al
bums that increasingly explored the avant edges of 
reggae while updating and refining his views on re
ligion and freedom. 

The songs on Mama Africa, which will be fea
tured this summer on tours of major US cities and 
Europe, once again successfully merge message 
wi1h music. Tosh has an addi1ional goal for the re
cord: ''What I didn't achieve with other albums, 
and what I in1end to achieve now, is for this album 
to sell millions, not thousands." One 1une that 
could bring that goal closer is his surprisingly 
catchy reggae remake of "Johnny B. Goode," cur
rently a featured video on the MTV cable channel. 
Though in the past MTV has had a reputation for 
excluding black acts, Tosh encountered no prob
lems. "No, no way at all. They ,,ant to have more 
of me on MTV, do some live shows. And my 
shows arc incredible every time." So MTV's atti
tude is changing? "They have to change their aui
tude. This is 1983." 

On the rest of the album, with songs like "Not 
Gonna Give It Up," "Mama Africa" and "Feel 
No Way," Tosh looks to the mother country for 
inspiration. "Africa roots is my roots. I am not ex
ploring or trying to discover anything. It's some
thing born in me and it's something I live, some
thing I do every day. Everything I do is Africa. But 
even though I was taken away from Africa, the 
spirit of Africa was sti ll in me, and it grows and it 

makes me have to respond to Africa, the Africa 
that I feel, the Africa that I see. And when I see 
what geography shows me of Africa, it fortifies my 
strength and my inspiration to make the music and 
1he album Mama Africa very strongly." 

Tosh beams when he recalls his visits to Nigeria. 
"Just to be walking on the soil is great. Just to be 
breathing in the a11nosphere is great. Just to be 
feeling the heat of the sun is great, because the 
heal in Africa is different from what you feel in 
America. The so il is different, the vibration is dif
ferent. 

"For me being in Africa and just going into a 
community in the villages and sitting down and 
talking to people is incredible. People come and sit 
down and they listen by the thousands. And when I 
play music, and I see how they apprecia1e my pre
sence, it's incredible. To hear s1ories of their fami
lies and things that happen in Africa is like walking 
on a cloud." 

The music and cultures of Africa arc varied be
yond comprehension. "There are about 200 differ
ent iribes in Nigeria and they speak 200 different 
languages, can you imagine that? So they can play 
200 different music." 

How do they communicate with so many differ
ent language!=-? "Well, Africa is so powerful. Africa 
is the foundation of man's communication. And 
even though it has dissolved in the West it s1ill lives 
in Africa-drum communication and all those 
kinds of things. But the most powerful one is the 
mind communication. And when a man from one 
1ribe in Africa comes to another tribe, they 
communica1e because they know how to do that." 

The real Africa is a well-kept secret from the 
Western world. 11Things are totally different from 
the propaganda and all the madness that they show 
us on television. It would be great to have a video 
crew go into Africa and film some of these intrig
uing things and then come to the West and show 
people. It is so incredibly impossible to believe." 

How about intrusion by the modern world; is 
there a danger of Africa becoming just another ver-

sion of Western culture? "No mon, it will never 
1urn into no other version. There are things and 
cultures in Africa that cannot be changed. I don't 
care how much intrusion there is from the West. 
They cannot be changed or dissolved, for it has 
been in existence for millions of years." 

Are people in Africa more in control of their 
destinies then? "Yes mon, totally.",So there' s ac
tually less oppression? "Well, I wouldn't say less 
oppression, because there arc some places that have 
been infiltra1ed by Western colonialism and im
perialism. But at the same time, there are places 
deep in these cities where people have main1ained 
the culture, and the people determine their own 
destinies. You don't tell people what to do. People 
there make their own medicines from bushes, 
na1ural herb medicine that cures anything. They do 
everything themselves. " 

Tosh's music is always materializing and devel
oping until he feels it is the right time to bring it 
out. So even though we can be sure 1hat Africa will 
continue to play a large role in his music, an in
sight into Tosh's present concerns-like his ques
tion of 1he world's ability to exist in an age of 
alarming scientific discoveries and advanced tech
nology-give clues to what we'll hear on future rec
ords. "The kinds of people that manifest these 
1hings simply do not realize what they are doing, 
inventing things that are destructive, constructing 
weapons that destroy people. The threat of nuclear 
war concerns me as well. All these things concern 
me. But at the same time music is so powerful that 
it is going to dissolve all of these things. Like a 
Walt Disney fantasy where the music becomes uni
versally heard. 

"For example, reggae is a music that was 1101 ex
posed for years now, and when you see reggae mu
sic being played on MTV, you know something 
great is going to happen." 

So music is the most powerful way to get your 
messages across? "An easy way, too. Because I 
make people dance to their destruction." 
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PRIMARY COLO 
. '""''"••=Me, Rs 

by Bob Leja 

h's taken quite a while, but Primary Colors have 
finally gained acceptance on their own merits rather 
than their collective history . The phrase "former 
members of ... , "which was attached like a su ffix to 
their name when fi rst formed in 1981 , no longer 
haunts the band, but it st ill pops up ocassionally 10 
rile singer Ian Stevens. 

"The whole thing of 'ex-members of' and a ll that, 
none of that was pre-meditated. These were the 
people we knew; we were in bands of the same, say, 
social group and these were the people we gigged 
with. These were the people who were available, so 
that 's why we played together. " 

Since those people included Stevens, who'd just 
left La Peste , John Hartcorn from the Neighbor
hoods, Ron Marinick of Pastiche and Ray Fernan
des, who'd recorded with the Atlantics, their creden
tials were big news. It wasn't until las! year's Rum
ble, where they placed third, that the band was really 
recognized as a whole instead of a collection of indi
viduals. 

''The Rumble was the climax of that whole thing,'' 
Stevens recalls, though he sti ll shudders when asked 
about the earl y days. "That was so long ago. We've 
changed so much since then that it's kind of ... well, 
not embarrassing-I suppose at the time it was a 
good move to get out in public again-but y'know, I 
think we play one of those songs now. Everything 
else is long gone." 

The big change came last May, when Tony Men
doza replaced Marinick on keyboards. Meridoza 
brought with him a more rhythmic approach to the 
synthesizer that appealed to songwriter Stevens. 

"When we started, we were much more into a tex
tural thing, a kind of drone, but we got tired of 
that," Stevens says . "We knew where we wanted to 
go, but with Ronnie , we felt we'd gone as far as we 
could go in that ve in. Ronnie wasn't really a synthe
sizer player; he had a st ring machine that he used for 
a textural effect, but nothing rh yt hmic. 

"Someone described our sound to me right around 
the time of the Rumble as being a wall of sound. That 
always bothered me, because that was never the ef
fect we were trying to achieve." 

"Now," Hartcorn adds, "I think we're go ing for 
less of a drone-t ype sound than for a whole rhythrriic 
thing where you can add spaces." 

Primary Colors' current sound sti ll shows traces of 
their ea rl y days, bu1 with Hartcorn's throbbing bass 
and Fernandes' riveting drumming supporti ng the 
percolat ing, :nuhi-leveled synth-beats of Mendoza 
a nd Stevens, the songs are brighter and more dance
able than their dark, mood y ea rl y days. And though 
Stevens rarely uses his gui1ar onsiage anymore, and 
a ll four memberS use symhesizers for their sound, 
they don't want to be lumped with the current crop 
of techno-pop bands. 

"l don't think we're a real cold syn1hesizer band," 
Stevens says. "We sti ll use them to an effect that's a 
little harsher than a lot of the things I hear t.:oming 
out of Europe." 

"Basically," says Hartcorn, "it's just another in
strument for us to use. It gives you more of a variety 
of tones as opposed to guitar, which has two, maybe 
three sounds. The ma1erial i1self is jusl songs." 

"And," Stevens adds, "whatever it takes for us to 
play the songs, whether ii 's a washboard or a syn1he
sizer, we're gonna do it. II was a realization that a lot 
of the sounds we wanted, we couldn't gel with the in
struments we'd been using for all this time." 

The band has jusl released it s first record , a 5-song 
EP on Urbanoise Records. II was recorded las! Octo
ber, with the 15 hours of st udio lime won as part of 
the Rumble prize package. Origina ll y planned as a 
3-song EP to be released in December, the record was 
held up when the band's o rigina l backer couldn't pay 
the bills. The band was lefl lo s1an the year with a 
master tape that was locked away and a bill for 
$4000. 

"It was pre1ty depressing, to say 1he least," laughs 
Stevens. " Luck il y, a good friend of the band came 
along a nd agreed to take care of the debt a nd 10 fi
nance the rest of the record." 

With the ext ra time, the band went back into the 
st udio and recorded two more songs in February. 
Since bot h Hancorn and Fernandes had st udi o ex
perience, the band decided to produce the record 
themselves. Though they're happy with the fina l pro
duct, it's not likely they' ll do it aga in . 

" It' s very tough 10 produce yourself," accordi ng 
to Hartcorn. "Everybody wants a li1tle piece of 
every1hing. You need one person to lake 1he advice 
from everybody else and translate it into one cohesive 
unit." 

"What's funny," adds Stevens, " is the whole rec
ord was recorded wi1h our old keyboards, wh ich were 
pre1ty much outdated. Nothing was programmable. 
If we did those songs again, now, it would be a whole 
new ballgame." 

The band has already begun an eigh1-1rack tape as 
pre-production work for their next projecl. They 
hope to record at Syncro Sound S1udios by late 
August and have somet hing out in the fall, but plans 
are still tentative; they mighl release a radio tape 
before then. 

In the meantime, 1hough, 1hey'II be out supporti ng 
the record. They're scheduled to open a few dates on 
Ministry's upcoming tour, and hope to play outside 
of Boston on 1heir own as well. 

"We really haven't done much outside of, say, a 
60-mile radius, except for college gigs," Stevens says, 
" but once the record gets out ,here, we intend to go 
wherever the record goes if it's financially feasible. 

"We're finally excited about playing live. Back in 
1he fall, when we were doing a lot of d.a1es, it was 
prelty tough. It wa!i a real confusing period, but righ1 
now, we'll go anywhere." 
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Gasp, Giggle, Gossip, Grunt, Growl. 

Narive Tongue Times Two. photo: Bruce Rhodes 

by Tracy Everbach 

On a warm spring evening at dusk, 
Native Tongue are being interviewed in 
a small, city park. As they talk over the 
sounds of the traffic-filled streets, a 
scrufry, dirt-covered resident of the 
park approaches and asks for spare 
change. When the bum leaves, Native 
Tongue guitarist, Lee Lefner, jokes, 
"That's what we're gonna be like in 
five years, if the record doesn't do 
well." 

Yowl, Native Tongue's new, ten
song LP, may not actually be that cru
cial 10 the band members' survival, but 
it is definitive of their future musical 
careers. 

The Boston-based (actually Revere
and Everett-based) band formed in 
1981. Six months after their conception 
they released a four-song EP. "Speak
ing in Captions," the best-known song 
on the record, was a frantic, energe1ic 
dance tune, sung with biting lyrics. Ar
ter the EP came two semi-popular ra
dio tapes, "Ali" and "No Bush Beat." 

Yowl is a product or 1he pas1 ten 
months' work by Na1ive Tongue, much 
more varied 1han 1heir EP, which con
tained upbeat-sounding, rerven1 dance 
numbers. "A lot of people who think 
they've got our sound pegged from the 
first record are going 10 think that 
we're doing something really different 
now," says Lerner. 

Thal sound encompasses several mu
sical styles including rast, danceable 
rhythms, and traditional rock and roll. 
"Fluffy Thing," off the LP, sounds 
like '60s surr music, and 1he band now 
includes 1he Syndicate or Sound's clas
sic "Hey Little Girl" in their live sets. 
Another facet that has recently entered 
their music is a more experimental 
sound: the use or tape loops, reed back, 
overdubs, and echoes. 

"You can't picture sitting down with 
a guitar and strumming the chords to 
our songs," Lerner proposes. "We 
don't write them like 1hat-we just jam 
around umil we find pans that we all 
like. Then we put them lOgether-sort 
or like a puzzle." 

The band's drummer and lead voca
list, Michael Frackle1on, adds, "I 
think we also put across a different im
age when we play live; just the way we 
set up and the way we either move or 
don'1 move." 

When Native Tongue performs live, 
Frackleton's drums sit at the front or 
the stage. Lertler and the band's bass
ist, Louis Selvitella, play on either side 
or him. Frackleton shou1s out the lyrics 
while ruriously bashing on his drum 

kil, while Leffler and Sflvitella stay rel
atively stationary, except for occasion
al vocals by the bassist. The music is 
driven by the rapid rhythm or the bass 
and drums, and augmented by Ler
ner's shirting guitar leads. 

Frackleton describes Native Ton
gue's music as "spastic, irritating rock. 
We don't really hit you too hard or too 
well on the rirst listen.'\.. 

Onc.:e one has fathomed Native Ton
gue's music, the next puale is their ly
rics. The words on the EP had a cynical 
tone to them, while the lyrics on Yowl 
are more introspective. 

"The album has a slightly paranoid 
tone, and to go along with that sort of 
paranoid thing a lot or the music is 
frantic," continues Frackleton. "A lot 
or the songs deal with human relation
ships, or one person's point or view in 
a relationship. But they're very broad 
lyrics. They can be applied to a rew dir
rerent situations." 

The message in the lyrics can be sum
med up by one or the more interesting 
album cuts, a number filled with per
cussion and echoes, called "Do I Both
er You?'' 

"It says 'Do I bother you?' but it 
doesn't give any ultimatum ir I do," 
Frackleton explains. "It brings up the 
question, but it leaves it in the air. 
Everyone can make their own ending 
to it or put it in their own point or 
view.'' 

Why the name Yown Lerner shrugs, 
"Out of the sixty names we had, Yowl 
just seemed to be the best." 

Do they expect Yowl 10 get them 
more popularity and exposure? 

"I think we're gonna gain some 
rans, and I think we may lose a rew," 
replies Lerner. 

"Yeah, some people might like the 
first record better, but we don't," says 
Frackleton. 

They also plan on touring the coun
try to promote Yowl, though they 
don't ye1 know where they'll be going. 
"The record will precede us and deter
mine where we'll go," says Frackleton. 

As Native Tongue leave the now-dar
kened park on their way to practice, 
Frackleton remarks, "I don't think 
we're very fashionable right now. I 
don't think it's cool to like us. But 
you've gol to hear the songs on this re
cord as much as you've heard "Speak
ing in Captions" for them to have the 
same effec1." And Native Tongue hope 
we will. 

Yowl. 
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a;POPCO 
by Bruce D. Rhodewalr 

The Number One Punk Band In The 
World has been having problems late
ly. A difference of opinion between 
Black Flag and 1he record company 
with which they were working, Uni
corn Records, resulted in a legal in
junc1ion barring them from releasing 
any records wi1h rheir name on it. At
tempting to skim over this problem, 
they released their latest album (on 
!heir own SST label) with all ;'Black 
Flags" and "BFs" whiterJ out. This ploy 
was then defea1ed when Unicorn got 
another injuction, agains1 the £11ery-
1hi11g Turns Black record specifically. 
Add to this major annoyance the mi
nor thorns they usually have to con
tend with-no radio airplay, very few 
places co play due to a reputation for 
causing riots, police hassling-and 
what kind of songs would you expect 
them to write? More of their tradition
al diatribes against cops and repression 
and modern society in general? 

Howzabout a song called "I Love 
You" which-during their latest epic 
gig in L.A.-mean, tOugh formidable 
Henry Rollins, a guy who don't take 
no shit, dedicated to a girl in the au
dience? 

Believe it. That's what happened at 
the group's rounion show at the Sama 
Monica Civic, which brought tOgether 
all but one (original vocalist Keith 
Morris, now of the Circle Jerks, was 
nowhere in sight) of the major cont rib-

PARIY lONIGHI,BlACK HAG~ 
utors to the Black Flag legend of the 
past four years. 

After short sets by the Vandals (a lo
cal satirical punk combo) and New 
York's Misfits (comic book hardcore
their drummer Robo spent three years 
with Black Flag), the big boys played 
an hour and a half, beginning with the 
evening's first featured lead singer, 
Chavo Pederast (known as Ron Reyes 
in The Decline of Western 
Ct\•ilizarion), who was Oown in from 
Vancover just for this gig . He ran 
,hrough twenty minutes of early BF 
hits ("Revenge," "White Minority," 
"Depression," and a few more). Dur
ing Chavo's portion of the show, a 
firehose mysteriously made its way into 
this nearly capacity 3,000-person-hall; 
even more mysteriously it began 
spewing water, making the cement sur
face where most of those in attendance 
were standing or slamming as slick as a 
giant Slip'N Slide. 

Dez Cadena, BF's third singer (now 
playing rhythm guitar with South Bay 
teen-glam trashniks Redd Kross), arri
ved shortly after ten, looking as if he'd 
been spending time lately with the 
Hell's Angels: beard, mustache, sleeve
less Jack Daniel's T-shirt, mirrored 
shades and foot-long hair. He sang his 
hits (''Damaged," "American 
Waste,""Louie Louie," etc.) and then 
cleared out for Henry Rollins. 

If he weren't already their lead sing-

er Henry could be Black Flag's mascol. 
E\·cry mo\e he makes, e\·ery word he 
utters seems to question and challenge 
authority; he's also more than a little 
sarcastic toward the audience and al-
ways a few steps ahead of them. 

Rather than ignoring or retaliating 
against the expectorations and verbal 
abuse he was receiving from the crowd 
(he's obviously used 10 it and tired of 
it), he said, ''I know: 'Fuck you.'" 
And then implying that was all some 
of the punks had come for, he added, 
"Why don't you go home now? Go 
home ... Shallow." And before sing
ing "Six Pack" ("Thirty-five dollars 
and a six-pack to my name/Spenl 1he 
rest on beer so who's to blame?"), he 
said, "I 1hink this song means a lot to 
all of you." 

Henry screamed and raged for 1he 
remaining 45 minutes, while shoes 
new, slammers slammed, people slip
ped and fell. kids in the bathroom 
compared injuries ("No man, I know 
it's broken. I already broke it four ot
her times."), a11ention-seekers clamber
ed ons1age for their two seconds in the 
spollight, guitarist Greg Ginn flailed 
away like all his heavy-metal heroes, 
bassist Chuck Dukowski attacked his 
battered instrument with his usual ven
geance, and drummer Bill Stevenson 
did an admirable job of holding ii all 
together. They played new songs, in
cluding the love songs and a few dirge-

like heavy metal numbers (which, in ty
pically rebellious Black Flag fashion, 
were placed toward the end of the set
the audience yawned in unison), and let 
another former drummer, Emil, do a 
couple songs. 

Then came the big finale, Robo play
ed drums, Henry sang, and Billy, Dez, 
a roadie, a Misfit, and a bunch of other 
pals and acquaintances sang back-up 
on the group's anthem, "Rise Above." 
Someone in the crowd Stele a bag of 
popcorn from the snack bar and tossed 
it all in the air. The noor-lubricious 
with beer, sweat, water, and ten gal
lons of crushed popcorn-became one 
huge ramp, and kids in fake kilts (Pen
dletons tied around their waists), mo
hawks, boots, bandanas and jeans ran 
up and slid down the incline like third
graders in July. It was a beau1iful 
spectacle. 

Black Flag says a lot to this genera
tion of kids, and maybe the songs 
about girls earlier in the set gol lhrough 
to them. There were numerous acts of 
chivalry at the Civic reunion. A lot of 
people-many of them female-fell on 
the slippery floor; a \01 of people
many of them male-helped them up. 
Maybe those cough guys onstage were 
able tO convince their fans-tradition
ally a macho, insecure bunch of teen
age brats if ever I here was one-I hat 
it's okay 10 love and that girls are just 
people. That would be a real rebellion. 

Rise above. 

Boston Rock #4 ::::1 



The Subject Of This Story Is 

TALKING HEADS 
by M. Howell was any sort of direction we were 

trying to take, it would be to com-
It doesn't seem like three years since the last album bine say, the clarity of the first al-

of new Talking Heads songs. Maybe that's because the bum with, you might say, the so-
urgent, rhythm-based sound they achieved on Remain phiStication or the complication or 
In light made such a powerful whatever you would call the feel-
impression. Maybe it's because va- Wild/Wild Gravity" with its eerie ing we had gained on Remain In 
rious solo projects maintained the Thomas Dolby touches for start- light by playing with more peo-
Heads' profiles: David Byrne's ers-Speaking In Tongues man- pie. 1 th ink we were preny sue-
score for Twyla Tharp's The Cath- ages to combine the best of the cessful. We th0ught that those 
erine Wheel; Jerry Harrison's band's Remain fn Light sound were two very different versions of 
overlooked The Red And The with the urgency that characteri- the band and we were seeing if we 
Black; Chris Frantz and Tina zed More Songs About Buildings could put them together · I 
Weymouth's dancenoor successes And Food. In other words, like th ink th at doing the live album 
as the Tom Tom Club. last year's double live set, The was very important, that we got a 

It certainly doesn't seem like Name OJ This Ba11d Is Talki11g real perspective on things (from 
three years when "Burning Down Heads, Speaking In To 11gues it). I'm disappointed that many 
the House," the first track on brings together two conceptions of people decided not to buy that al-

primarily song-oriented. Whereas 
this album, because we began the 
writing of the songs a little more 
in advance, they became more 
concise statements. 

I think that with records, be
cause you know that they're going 
to be listened to over and over 
again and you want them to re
main interesting, there's a tenden
cy to cut things down. I mean, 
you can do that on a live album, 
too, although you don't have 
quite the opportunity that you do 
when you mix a studio album. 
And also, there is this thing where 
we want. to get more than four 
songs on! 

Speaking In To11gues, snaps 10- Talking Heads-only the new LP bum. We thought of it as a kind 
get her. All the now-familiar trade- put them together. of history of the band, but I think The casselle of Speaking In 
marks of the band are there: Byr- Boston Rock spoke to Jerry that a double album is a lot to di- Tongues has exte11ded versions of 
ne's slightly hysterical vocals, the Harrison about this idea and the geSI sometimes. several songs. · · 

chant-like backup singing, the making of Speaking 111 Talki11g Heads' music seemed 10 th~:::s~!t~ it:~:~~~~:n~nl~:!dt~~:e 
quirky stop/ start guitar puncrua- Tongues. . be "s1retching out" in terms of minutes longer than the album 
ting the more undulating rhythms time: fairly 1011g songs on Remain side . But an album has a limita-
of the percussion. One of the How did the live album influence In Light and even longer verswns tion of how many minutes you 
catchiest songs they've ever done, Speaking In Tongues? 011 the live album. One of the can put on a side before you start 
"Burning Down the House" kicks In making the live album, we striking things abo111 Speaking In to lose sound quality. So you have 
off what sounds like the most sat- got to listen to tapes from all our Tongues is that the so11gs keep 10 cut out a verse or you have 10 
isfying Talking Heads LP to date . "periods." And we felt that as that same rhythmic feel while also cut out a section or find a way 10 
Aside from its wonderful indivi- much as we liked Remain In Light seeming to /Je shorter-more pop, end it sooner. I think that's good; 
dual songs-the Modern Lovers- and the big band and the new if you will. a lot of times you get down to the 
style "Girlfriend Is Better/' Byr- period that there was something Remain In Light, because it was most concise, most specific version 
ne's half-comic half-chilling aping quite special about even some of conceived in the studio, became of what you wanted 10 do. And as 
of a John Lee Hooker swamp our first tapes. So I think that in dominated by whatever the musi- nice as those other sections are, 

_b_l_u_es_('_'S_w_a_m_p_"_),_o_r_"_I _G_e_1 ____ s_o_m_e_w_a.c.,y_s _i f_yc...o_u_co_u_l_d_s_a.;,,y_t_h_e_re __ c_a_l_'_' f_e_el_in-'g=-'-' _w_a_s_a_n_d_i_t_w_a_s_n_'t_~ it's really nice when things move 
along very quickly. 

Also, we really finished the rec
ord in November. Then the cover 
that we did with Bob Rauschen
berg suddenly became the prob
lem. Not his design, but the man
ufacturing of it. We basically went 
through one manufacturer after 
another-we'd have to find these 
people because no one had ever 
done this before-and they'd give 
us price quotes then suddenly real
ize that they couldn't do it. That 
really delayed things, but I think 
there was an advantage in that we 
had extra time and we ended up 
remixing a few songs. 

So you were still tinkering with 
the album during the cover delay? 

Well, there was all this extra 
time and Alex Sadkin (mixer and 
final engineer) would say "I think 
it could sound a linle better." But 
what started that was the song 
"Swamp," which was on the King 
OJ Comedy soundtrack . Robbie 
Robertson called us up after we 
sent him the final mix and said "I 
like the rough mix bell er," and 
told us why. He's a very articulate 
guy, and while we were very hap
py with everything at that point, 



he sort of got us thinking that 
maybe there was another sound 
that would make the record more 
interesting. So we remixed a cou
ple of the songs. I think that gave 
the record a variety; it's interest
ing that when you're working in a 
particular studio at a particular 
time you get a cenain type of 
sound. 

We also put a lot of work into 
making the cassettes sound better. 
We listened to that variable bias 
system, but that wasn't what we 
wanted. So instead we went with 
the XDR-you know they make 
cassettes at high speed, and these 
are made at half that speed, which 
means that the quality of the in
formation on the cassette is high
er. This is the system Capitol uses 
for their classical cassettes. And 
we tried to make the cassette spe
cial by making the songs a little 
longer since you don't have the 
time requirements that you do on 
the album. I' m not sure I liked 
the longer versions better ... I'd 
be interested in which people like 
better. It's funny that when you 
listen to either one you don't feel 
"This is shorter" or "This is 
long." 

Speaking In Tongues also has a 
much stronger sense of FOUR 
Talking Heads. The "extended 
band" sense has gone . 

Remain In Light, though, was 
played almost exclusively by the 
four of us and Brian (Eno) except 
for Adrian (Beiew)'s two solos 
and a percussion player. 

I always think of it as this big 
production . 

Only because you think of it 
live. Live, we needed all those 
people to play what we had played 
before. People always think of all 
these musicians playing on Remain 
In Light, but they didn't. Bernie 
Worrell isn 't on it ... even some 
of the percussion we did ourselves. 

You 're going to get this question 
from everyone, so you might as 
well get it from us: In terms of the 

creauve process, what did it mean 
to nor have Eno's involvement? 

I think that in some ways it just 
simplified things-there just 
wasn't one more voice. I think 
that in the past we felt that Brian 
could be kind of an arbiter bet
ween us and after we finished Re
main In Light we realized that 
we'd kind of completed that pro
cess-at least for the time being. 
Second of all, we'd all done solo 
projects and felt pretty confident 
around the studio. But we still 
had-and I think this is one of the 
reasons we brought in Alex Sadkin 
at the end-a need for another 

basically sonic: the parts were 
mostly written before he got there. 
It was until we decided on this 
new project-how we were going 
to do Remain In Light-that 
everything became mixed up . 
But I think we just felt that it was 
time for us to do one this way and 
I feel it worked out really well. 
That doesn't mean that we won't 
work with anyone else again. I 
mean, Alex produces people too. 
In some ways it was a bit of a fa
vor that he came in on a differ
ent note for us. 

voice, but a voice in helping to What will Talking Heads be like 
perfect things, not coming all the on tour this time around? 
way along, the way it was with We're going to have so many 
Brian . This album is more like songs, 1 think it 's going to be a 
Fear Of Music or More Songs problem (laughs). "We can't be 
About Buildings And Food in that out here for four hours!" I think 
on those, Brian' s influence was the size of the band will be very 

r:N-;-o_n_e---;H-;-a-v_e _____ ?.=;.:.:,.-;.."----.:-------~-
A Voice like 

NONA 
by Julie Panebianco 

"Sexy." WBZ-TV's Joyce Kulha
wik purses her lips together and 
pouts: "Provocative. Hot. " Nona 
Hendryx shifts uncomfortably in her 
seat as the "Live on Four" camera 
moves toward her and Kulhawik 
adds: "She's one of the hottest new 
acts on the music scene." 

New? More than three years ago, 
when the Talking Heads revolution· 
ized their sound and walked out on a 
Canadian stage as a ten.piece, Nona 
Hendryx electrified audiences by 
matching-note for note and then 
some-the vocal pyrotechnics of a 
possessed David Byrne. The albums 
Remain In Light and The Name Of 
This Band Is Talking Heads (as well 

continued on page 38 

similar to our last tour, eight peo
ple. Probably the same people: 
Bernie, Alex (Weir, who also plays 
with The Brothers Johnson), Do
lette (Mac Donald) and Steve 
Scales. But I think it'll be a differ
ent show ... we're going to try 
and make it distinct from our last 
show. 

One last question. Will all the at
tention being paid to the packag
ing of rhis record-the rwo covers. 
the different cassette versions-do 
you rhink rhar auenrion will be di
verred from rhe music? 

Not when they hear it on the ra
dio! I think that it may give peo
ple something to write about, but 
when you take the record home 
and listen to it, anything else you 
have there is just an added bonus; 
it just makes the record more fun. 



Game Theory's new six-song 
E.P. defines the music for 

the eighties. No lie. 

Defines the whole sucking 

music for the sucking eighties. 

"Pointed Accounts 
of People You Know" 

AME theory 
thw•gh lmpodanl, J•m, Ro•gh fade / ~ 

Rational Records 2410 East 8th St. Davis, CA 95616 ~ 



Jim Kerr's eyes light up. "l saw (the German 
film) Fitzcarraldo three weeks after our album was 
complete, and there was a subtitle in it that said 
'only dreamers move mountains.' I just wanted to 
jump up and cheer. It was a really big thing to me, 
especially just then . And it made me think, there's 
so much force behind it: it takes courage to dream 
in these days." 

Kerr is the singer and lyricist for the Glasgow
based Simple Minds. And if he's bursting with con
fidence these days, and even a playful boastfulness, 
then it's only a result of being part of an outfit 
that has finally, dazzlingly, hit its stride. Their al
bum New Gold Dream is a kind of fruition for 
Simple Minds, and their recent commercial success 
Is pleasing evidence Uiat the pop world agrees. Who 
can blame Kerr for showing his elation? 

"While making New Gold Dream, there was an 
absurd confidence in the studio. We were in con
trol, so we could become detached. Before, making 
records in the studio was a bit like taking your ex
ams at school: you work hard all year and then it' s 
exam time, go in the studio and come up with the 
goods. But this time it was like we were in the driv
er's seat for the first time, suddenly engineers and 
producers didn't matter.'' 

New Gold Dream is only the most recent offer
ing of this singularly prolific group. Simple Minds' 
core members Kerr, guitarist Charlie Burchill, bass
ist Derek Forbes, and keyboardist Mick MacNeil 
(current drummer Mel Gaynor is one of a succes
sion) have been together since 1978 and since then 
('New Gold Dream was recorded a year ago) they 
have produced five albums and one double album. 
(The first and fifth LPs and a compilation containing 
tracks from the middle four discs were released in 
this country.) 

Musically, Simple Minds never look back: each 
album has a slightly different sound, as the band 
members develop, experiment and stretch. Unlike 
many of their contemporaries, they've never had an 
easy handle, never clung to a gimmick or a Partic
ular fashion. The band has always had a cosmopol
itan aura about them, due in part to their long
standing popularity in Europe, and to the sophisti
cation of their breakthrough album Empires and 
Dance, which was a discerning look at '80s Europe, 
set to a vibrant beat that falls somewhere between 
Giorgio Morodor and the clattering wheels of the 
Orient Express. They have ridden out the trends of 
the past five years, standing outside, even above 
them. Their unique sincerity and sense of purpose 
have remained intact. 

New Gold Dream is light and airy as opposed to 
its hard-edged predecessor Sons and Fascination. ll 
feels dense but is in fact remarkably uncluttered. 
MacNeil's keyboards and Burchill's guitar put 
chills down the spine, and Forbes' bass is freer and 
funkier than ever. Kerr's vocals are warm and 
forthright, and his lyrics express an emotional 
yearning-above all an openness and curiosity
that seem to be Simple Minds' watchwords. 

Kerr: "We go on tour and we come back with 
ideas, I don't know how. I read how everyone else 
goes on tour and it gets them down, the carousel of 
soundcheck/gig/hotel. We seem to come back from 

a tour with, 
not a lot or 
songs, but a lot of 
fragments. I just think 
if you keep yours ears and eyes 
open, I can't see how you can dry 
up. People get too world-weary · 
too quick." 

The cover artwork of New 
Gold Dreams expresses a beauty 
implicity linked with the beauty 
of the music. In an a1tempt 
to step back from the modern
ism with which they have been 
associated, they present a 
more "ancient" symbolism, on 
a marbled background of dig
nified purple and gold. But the 
symbols used, a Holy Grail mo
tif of crosses, names and open 
books, have been misinterpreted (or 
rather interpreted 100 literally), espe
cially in this country. Simple Minds 
are not being evangelical, they are 
trying to invoke a language of faith, Jim Kerr photo: Phil In Phlash 
more in the enduring human spirit than in any spe- stage I feel so much more confident than anywhere 
cific ideology. else, it has nothing to do with lights or dry ice or 

"When we were ge1ting the ideas for New Gold make-up. Maybe it's because I feel we're one of 
Dream focused, we rehearsed way up north in a the best bands in the world. 
part of Scotland I'd never seen before. We're city "Our recording process is really very basic," 
people, and our other albums are very city- Kerr explains. "Fortunately we get too many ideas, 
oriented. And, it's not like we were 'in the country and we think they're all good (he tries hard to 
gettin' it together' sort of thing, but up at the top blush), and so we tend to put them all in. You 
of Scotland, there's an ancientness. Up there, there know that saying, 'less is more,' that's what (New 
are crosses in the earth that people swear have been Gold's producer Peter) Walsh taught us. We had 
there since before Christianity. I saw the sky for never seen ourselves as songwriters. It was like, 
the first time up there, I'm not joking (shades of 'hope it'll end up a song,' but we couldn't deliber-
Local Hero!). In cities you don't see anything. I ately construct one. Walsh could, and it was good 
don't mean because of the smog or the buildings, I because he's only twenty years old, not somebody 
mean an awareness. In cities you walk down the with an armful of hits behind him telling you how 
street and you're always looking to see who's com- to do it. We had a lot of respect for him. 
ing, even subconsciously. But up there, there are "He took an old song of ours, 'Sweat in Bullet,' 
no people, there's just land and a sky and a sea, when we weren't there, and remixed it, then played 
and I just thought of the work we'd been doing it for us and we really liked it. We were wondering 
and the attention I'd given cities and the power of 'what has he added?' and what he'd left out was 
man and modern man and, without denying that, incredible. Ir was almost as infantile as that, an ap-
these kind of powers are a thousand times stronger. preach that someone needed to show us. 
That's not to say the next album will be an Ode to "Maybe that's why we seem to have that 'mys-
the Heavens. But I think to be modern, in the true terious' quality, maybe its' what we don't state. J 
sense of the word, you have 10 acknowledge the think it's the things you leave out, when you leave 
whole past." out the punchline. Punchlines are obscene. When 

Simple Minds have always had a sense of mys- you leave them out it's so much more potent, it 
tery about them, in their lush soundscapes and in leaves everyone with much more to think about. 
Kerr's often roundabout lyrical style. But this It's really condescending, delivering a punchline, as 
streak reveals itself most dramatically in their per- though people can't work things out for 
formances. Simple Minds on stage are mysterious themselves." 
without the bizarre, welcome-to-my-nigh1mare be- Word has come that there will most likely be no 
havior of say, Bauhaus. ("I just never liked the Simple Minds album for 1983. Kerr shrugs it off 
Rocky.Horror Showmuch," says Kerr.) Nevertheless, and announces that they'll just have to make the 
Kerr seems possessed on stage, and his piercing eyes, two best albums of I 984. Only dreamers promise 
sudden leaps, and sweeping gestures are magnetic. miracles (listen for the sound of mountains 
The off stage, affable Kerr can only offer, "On moving). Boston Rock 141 27 



"lifestyle consultants" 

Presents: 

A Wicked Good Time I & II 
Willie Alexander 
Angry Young Bees 
Johnny Barnes 
Big Noise 
Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 
Micky Bliss 
Bound and Gagged 
Count Viglione 
Toby Dammit 
Dangerous Birds 
The Dark 

Local music 

La Peste 
The Lifters 
Robin Lane 
Erik Lindgren 
The Livingroom Compilation 
Lou Miami 
Lyres 
The Maps 
The Marshalls 
Men and Volts 

Plus new albums by 
The Dawgs 
Peier Dayton 
DelFuegos 
Dredd Foole 
Elevnth Episode 
Emily XYZ 

The Police, Talking Heads, New 
Order, U2 on sale for just $5.99 

all month! 

The Fabulous Billygoons 
The Fans 
Flies 
The Freeze 
F.U.s 
Future Dads 
Phil Gentili 
Gluons 
Gremies 
Hi-Beams 
John Hovorka 
Jeff & Jane Hudson 
Human Sexual Res nse 
Richard Hunter 
The Incredible Casuals 
Kilslug 

i-----------------------------------------------------------~ I I ! This coupon good for ! 
i 10% OFF i 
I I 

: any local label record at Newbury Comics • 
! (expires July 30, 1983 • cash only) ! , ___________________________________________________________ ! 

Mission of Burma 
Monad 
Museum Direklors 
The Mystics 
Native Tongue 
The Neats 
New Models 
Newz 



November Group 
Onyx 
Original Artists 
John Orsi 
The Outlets 
Pastiche 
People in Stores 
The Phantoms 
Pink Cadillacs 
The Possessions 
Primary Colors 
The Production Club 
Propeller Products 
Psycho 
Ina Ray Band 
Real Kids 
Red 
Red Buckets 
Redline 
Reducers 
The Reflectors 
Rubber Rodeo 
Sex Execs 
Sickness 
The Sleep Chamber 
Fred Small 
Someone & The Somebodies 
Alex Space 
S.S. Decontrol 
Taxi Boys 
This Is Boston Not L.A. 
Thrills 
Trademarks 
The Trodds 
Tweeds 
Uncommitted 
Unnatural Axe 
The Upstarts 
Vinny 
Wild Stares 
Writers 
Zodio Doze 
... plus more! 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Newbury Comics 
now features 
••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• Rock Video 
••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 

at Harvard Square! 
Devo 
The Clash in Rude Boy 
The Who final tour 
Soft Cell 
The Rolling Stones 
Duran Duran 
Grace Jones- -
The Beatles 
The Kids Are Alright · 
Joy Division ' 
Kate Bush , 
... plus new releases as available. 
(all In VHS only) · 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

y----·------------------------------------------------1 ! This coupon good for ! 
i 10% OFF i 
I any videotape purchase at Newbury Comics I 
! 36 JFK St. (at The Garage) Harvard Sq. 491-0337 ! 
I (expires July 30, 1983 • cash only) I 
~----------------------------------------------------------.J 



SCIENCE GONE TOO f AR! 
by Tristram Lozaw 

Synthesizers and synthi bands are getting ridicu· 
lously out of hand. I like to think of myself as a fairly 
contemporary guy, but the "technological advances" 
tha1 synthesizers, drum machines and other gadgets 
have wrought are forcing a creative recession and 
musical regression. Groups playing electronically 
laced tunes are being gobbled up by record indust ry 
people whose insigh1 reaches only as far as the latest 
trend. Many musicians have used synthesizers in1clli· 
gently for years, but it took the lates1 British invasion 
of faddists to make record companies (looking for 
something 10 quell their critics and bolster drooping 
sa les) raise 1heir heads out of the sand to declare the 
discovery or synth-pop-the "New Music." 

Jr it really was pop music in 1he true sense or 1he 
term I'd be the last to complain. But all this latest 
wave' offers is style without substance. There is a 
methodical void where there should be enthusiasm 
and excitement. 

You'll rarely hear a synth band that doesn't sound 
great. That part is easy. Turn it on, press a key and 
you can sound like an orchestra. Lack or virtuoso 
technique is something that rock and pop arc usually 

performances on the dance floor-a social type of 
elevator music where all participants needed to do 
was hook onto 1he thud of 1he beat. 

Though dance-oriented rock made it possible for 
those who hated disco to go 10 dance clubs again, the 
di sco revolution and its subsequent crossovers have 
spawned hundreds of faceless bands producing ster
ile, meatless music. There is one exception. Somehow 
New Order has inverted thi s process and come out 
ahead. Dumping the 1hump-crack-thump-crack 
sta rkness of earlier efforts and employing more Dis
co-style electronics, Power Corrup1ion & Lies 
(Fact us LP) has more rhythmic and melodic life and 
vocal power (though st ill spo tty) than anything 
they've done since Joy Division. ..---

-.~()" ft/ 
\-~ .. ~-

better without anyway, but the diminished energy or ~' 
ideas here is totally unacceptable. _ _ '.,,I; ~ 

Arguing about bands like Duran Duran, Spandau ... . · . · ,, 
Ballet, Jlepe .. ·he Mode, Ya; and the moderne version ~- 1 -

of Ultnl\O\: with their diehard fans is difficult ~-~- .. ~~ , , 
became most of 1hesc groups have, to some degree, ~ 

produc, \Orne enjoyable pop fluff. A hit mad1ine 
called , urmrn League has probabl~ pu1 out 

hanced sound capabilities of the equipment at his di s
posal, Hawkes crafts a relatively lean mix (usually 
four or five pans) that lets the sharp, clean sheen of 
synthesized sound work to his advaf\lage. Hawkes re
cord, sadly enough, is a1ypical of 1he high-luster 
shlock generously available these days. 

The proliferation of overtones and textures not 
possible with ordinary instruments was once elec
tronic music's most inviting feature. For the drug 
culture of the early '70s, groups like Pink Floyd and 
Tangerine Dream churned out space voyages that, 
though now anachronistic, were soporifically suit
able for escaping the alienating uselessness of the era. 
Today, anists like Sieve Reich, Philip Glass and 
Brian Eno st ill success fully conjur hypnotic atmos
pheres of minimalism in the demilitarized zone be· 
tween rock and modern experimental music. But 
meanwhile, techno-pop bands have turned these ele
ments or polish and glaze into a shield, preventing 
close r inspection of their hollow music. These bands 
attempt to keep audiences at bay, dancing happily 
along, by charming them with gimmicky dazzle and 
electronic abracadabra. Even Simple Minds, other-

.\omet/1111,r: you',c liked. But docs it ha\C to he fluff 
all the time? Who C\·er ,aid techno-pop had to he the 
cquivalelll of nernork TV? In concert, where it's 
tougher for uninspiring performers to hide behind a 
sonic gla1e. their shallow shortcomings are all too 
obvious. On records, lyril:s usually offer the first 
clues. Since ,nost pop lyrics are just \'OCal \Chicles for 
melodies (and rightfully \O), they ha,c to be pretty 
atrocious to make one sit up and take notice. Many 

The early electronic pioneers. \\ho ..,omctimt.:s la-\ -.- _ , 
boicd for hours lO produce a .,ingle note, had more/, ~ · ~ 
musical -,oul than mO'il of the synth-pop-ele.ctro-pro- ~~ '-: 
gramm111g-spccialists that abound today. So do the 1 ~

supposedly artsy pretentions of Cabaret Voltaire and 

have risen lo this challenge. 
Look at Man Parrish (lmporte/12 LP, 600 3rd 

Ave., NYC 10016), who has a dance hit with "Hip 
Hop, Be Bop." The album starts in a nice groove and 
1hen you wait for the intro to end and the song to 
kick in. Ir never does, because Mr. Parrish instills in 
his compositions a ll the heart of physics lerm paper. 
Though Billboard calls Man Parrish "as influential 
as Kraftwerk" I'll take the German boys' tunes 
about pocke1 calculators over MP's techno-junk any 
day. Example: 

Five /iu/e filrers running, all doing their best 
Six simple synthesi:::,ers doing all the rest 
Four funny frequencies passing 011 the sound 
Three thorough sequencers going round & round 
There's more, but I don't know you well enough to 

be that insufferable. Ruic Number One: When your 
lyrics are inane, do 1101 include a lyric sheet. 

Flock or Seagulls have some good 1ricks and some
times they play a ll the right notes. "Wishing (I had a 
photograph of you)," the leadoff track on Listen 
(Arisla LP) is a genuinely pretty, almost regal song. 
But the farther you go into their album, the more un
convincing their lyrics and voca ls get. The weak 
delivery of sing-song melodies over increasingly for
mulatic songs makes the lyrical cliches embarrassing 
when they shou ld only be forge{lable. ~·~-In a recent Rolling Stone interview, David Bowie 
complained that "synthesizers have bullied music 
into a kind of cold place. The music is earnest (but] ii 
doesn't have that quality of necessity." On target I 
would say, even though I've heard a few synthi
haters claim that Bowie is somehow partly to blame 
for popularizing this whole mess. But I think that the 
Advent of Disco is closer to the root of the problem. 
Disco brought with it highly advanced sound technol
ogy that made musical content secondary. The big D 
can be credited with some compositional break
throughs; but for the most part songs, with their life 
blood drained, became a background for ego-baring 

Throbbing Gristle and the teutonic coldness of DAF, 
for that matter. Walter (now Wendy) Carlos' ear ly 
Some Seasonings is far more emotionally tuneful 
than 98 percen1 of the current synth product though 
there is little melodic form on that two-record set. 

All this may lead you to believe that I think synt he
sizers are a bad idea. Quite the contrary, and I'm 
happy to see that much of their complicated technol
ogy is being replaced by simple Casio-type machines 
tha1 you can buy at Bradlees. A syn1hi should be like 
a guitar-something that you can pick up, bang on 
and create a variety of sounds lha1 will disturb your 
neighbors. They can be useful tools. But the growing 
move toward letti ng the machines do all the work
thus covering up creative laziness and compositional 
vacuums-is a frightening development. 

The Thompson Twins ( Side Kicks, Arista LP), 
(still one of the more listenable of the genre) , demon
strate this tre nd toward the programmable all too 
well. The Twins have cut their roster to three and in 
doing so have sacr ificed alot of the salsa/funk free
dom 1ha1 made them run. The group themselves 
points this ou1 for us with "Lies," 1he record's best 
cut: It's a recording left over from the larger line-up. 

Solo records-one man bands and a ll that-can be 
appropriately electronic. Most home-grown efforts, 
however, like ONY (HR Records, Box 3761, Miami 
33169) suffer both from the inability of a single per
son to carry out good ideas alone and an incessantly 
artificial rhythm box. Familiar artists' electronic solo 
efforts are of1en exercises in excess. One guy man
ning five syn this will usua ll y sound worse than 5 guys 
controlling 5 synthis (Remember that the other 
members of Ulopia might as well be reincarnations 
of Todd Rundgren). A few are exempt from this 
classification, like Bill Nelson's single-minded and 
elegant Chimera (Mercury import), a classy mini-LP 
by any standards, and the upbeat Niagara Falls (pass
port), a new album by Cars' keyboardist Greg 
Hawkes. I like the idea that Hawkes is more inter
ested in creating noises, as sophisticated and Cars-ish 
as they may be, than in trying to impress us with 
computerized symphonies. His surprisi ng sense for 
(non-vocal) pop melodies and perky rhythms, sea
soned by a healthy interest in progressive electronics, 
helps too. Avoiding temptations to over-use the en-

lht t•oluiiun oflht ,~nlh•rod..er 

wise a very strong band, shape a never-ending gloss 
that rarely leis the human element claw through. 

The "Kiss Me" 45 RPM 12-inch from Tin Tin 
Sire) is just so much over-produced, undersubstanced 
pifne (even if it was remixed by Francois Kerkovian). 
Orchestral Manouevres' Dazzle Ships (Virgin LP) uses 
an abominably pretentious playpen of studio toys. 
Soft Cell sinks to unbearable depths with The Art of 
Falling Apart, (Sire LP) trudging farther and farther 
away from the ingredients that made "Memorabilia" 
and "Tainted Love" hits. But there can be no excuse 
for the current leader in elecnronic illegitimacy, the 
ill-bred and insulting Plancl P (Gerren LP). 

Planet P is a hack job by European musical entre
preneur Peter Hauke that pretends to mix traditional 
rock ingredients with "state or the art technology to 
create a sound light years ahead of its time" (press re
lease). Planet P was cons1ruc1ed around former 
Rainbow keyboardist Tony Carey not for Hauke the 
musician/composer, but 10 satisfy the whims of 
Hauk e the producer! There's somethi ng really sick 
about creating a "band" (artists were "selected to 
participate") jus1 so you can practice your studio 
technique and demonstrate to 1he world how talented 
and clever you really are. Maybe by the next project 
there wi ll be robots that play Toto riffs at the nick of 
the switch and he won't have to deal with o!her hu
mans at all. Even sicker is the final result: Hauke 
supposedly poured 15 years of experience and endea
vor into his scheme, all so he could sell us a bloated 
album of electronic simulations of a tired arena-rock 
band. 

There might be one good thing 10 come out of all 
these overloaded circuits, though. The cream of the 
non-synth bands, from hardcore to soul, have re
sponded to this widespread bunk with some of their 
best stuff yet. Halfway through 1983 , the quality of 
these records outdoes anything I saw on "Best of 
1982" lists. Synth-rock just may be the wake-up call 
we've been waiting for. 



THE POLICE 
Synchronicity 
A&M, LP 

With the balance of tightrope walk
ers the Police have secured for them
selves guaranteed popular success, and 
critical acceptance for some time to 
come. Like Bowie, they have proven 
themselves to be long-distance runners 
capable of making substantial adjust
ments in their approach without ever 
indulging in the quantum leaps that 
cause bewilderment and purchase-hesi
tation in the listening public. Their lat
est release. Svnchronicity, comes in 
thirty-six different colors and pat
tern arrangements, perfect rabid rec
ord collectors and those large, eye
catching window displays that bring 
tears of joy to record executives. Open 
your hermetically-sealed individualized 
copy and you will find that the Police 
have injected a touch more emotion 
and technical proficiency to their music 
without abandoning any of their char
acteristically cool restraint. For those 
who like comparisons, one could view 
this album as a graceful blending of 
Ghosts In The Machine with some 
earlier elements from The Great Tri
logy (Ze11yaua/Rega/la!D'Amor) -
but that would overlook the fact that 
the Police truly are continuing to move 
forward. They may not be covering 
new ground as quickly as some people 
would like, but speed never has been 
this band's overriding concern. 

HEAVEN 17 
The Luxury Gap 
Arista, LP 

-Sco11 Pascucci 

The Luxury Gap, the long-awaited 
second album by Heaven 17, is the best 
album of 1983 thus far. Here is an al
bum so alive it breathes. Its musical 
scope makes its illustrious predecessor, 
Penthouse and Pavement, seem almost 
primitive. Synthesizers still provide the · 
snap, pulse, and shimmer, while the 
overall Heaven 17 sound has been en
riched by a wider array of instrumenta
tion, from John Wilson's funk guitar 
and Nick Plytas' piano, to a brass sec
tion wallop and even a full orchestral 
syrup. As always, Heaven l 7's songs 
concern themselves with "politics," in 
its sense of our everyday maneuverings 
as well as in its larger sense . In that 
vein, "We Live So Fast," the album's 
killer track, is a breathless anthem, 
while "Key to the World" is a bump
and-grind paean to credit card consu-. 
mers who lustfully "fill the luxury 
gap." As Heaven l 7's music has 
opened up, so too do they cover a 
wider range of emotions. They have al
ways been clever with a lyric (right 
back to Marsh and Ware's Human 
League days), though they have seldom 
let their smarts get the better of them. 
And now that Glenn Gregory's voice 
has lost its stiffness, they can cut 
straight to the heart with songs like 
"Come Live With Me," the poignant 
story of a man's love for a girl twenty 
years his junior, and "The Best Kept 
Secret," a meditative variation on 
"Let Me Go." The Luxury Gap's 
American release includes re-recorded, 
re-energized versions of the two songs 
from Penthouse which were previously 
unreleased here, "Let's All Make a 
Bomb" and the Dostoevskian "Song 
With No Name." 

-Betsy Sherman 

LIMBO RACE 
"Ina's Song" blw "Small Talking" 
Limborations Records, 45 

The addition of a saxaphonist and a 
synthesizer player to the once three
piece (guitar, bass, drums) Limbo Race 
has expanded and defined their style. 

"Ina's Song" is Limbo Race at their 
most skillful: powerful, yet plaintive; 
textured, but essential rock. Sinewy sax 
and synthesizer lines by new members 
Mark Chenevert and Catherine Cole
man provide a brooding, angry atmos
phere while Randy Black growls vocals 
concerning jealousy and suspicion. 

The flipside, "Small Talking," is a 
cleverly-worded poem about lack of 
communication, set to music . 

The single is Limbo Race's best work 
to date, and a superior, well-crafted 
follow-up to last year's "Down and 
Backwards.'' 

Limborations Records, 162 Hamp
shire St., Cambridge, MA 02139. 

84 ROOMS 
Racki! EP 

- Tracy Everbach 

When they keep their moutn.s shut, 
San Fran's 84 Rooms play something 
akin to uptempo soundtracks for Chin
ese Westerns. When these cucaracha 
rockers do open their mouths, they of
fer thin bubblegum, 'S0s R&R and 
Raspberries pop for any of you that 
might have missed those styles the first 
time around. 

Box I 13, 2440 16th St., San Francis
co 94103. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

THE JONSES 
Criminals 
American Standard, EP 

This record epitomizes how rock and 
roll should be played. The six tracks 
kick hard with nothing wasted. The 
stone-age "Bedrock," featuring ex-
TSOL keyboardist Greg Kuehn playing 
piano is this years classic remake. 

-Shred 

THE GLUONS 
Gluon, EP 

With images of androids, plastic mani
kin hands and voids, the Gluon's EP 
has a distinctive, futuristic sound. 
Mike Mean's interesting voice, combi
ned with Ron Poitras' mesmerizing 
guitar lines, provide a unique sound. 
My favorites are "Room in Your 
Head" and 1he galactic "I Enter Your 
Void.'' An added piece of useful 
info-in case you were wondering-a 
gluon is "a subatomic particle which 
binds two quarks inside an atom." 

Gluons, 132 Garfield St., New Bed
ford, MA 02746 

-Marcia Smith 

THE SISTERS OF MERCY 
Merciful Release, EP 

Primal rhythm-machine beats lop
ped by a heavy guitar crush: Sisters of 
Mercy listen to Birthday Party and 
Motorhead, but blow both out of the 
water. The cover of the Stooges' 
"1969" is terrifically relentless, as are 
"Alice" and "Floorshow." The "In
strumental Phantom" is based on 
"The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly." 
Produced by the Furs' Jon Ashton. 
Why analyze? Listen to this loud and 
love it. 

-Marc English 

PETER GABRIEL 
Plays Live 
Geffen LP-2 

photo: Paul Lydon 

This two-record set is a minor monu
ment to the shrewd and efficient use of 
rock talent, as well as Peter Gabriel's 
intelligence and understated ingenuity. 
Live, Gabriel and his four-piece band 
achieve an opulent fullness that others 
can only attempt with studio gadgetry 
and overdubs. Digitally mixed and 
mastered, the album is crisply recorded 
with a natural concert hall ambience, 
an appealing quality that threatens to 
make "Shock the Monkey" a hit all 
over again. With the previously una
vailable "I Go Swimming" and a new 
arrangement of "No Self Control" in 
addition to the regular Gabriel favor
ites, this is one live album that is truly 
worth owning . 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

NEW EDITION 
"Candy Girl" bl w (Sing-along Ver
sion) 
Street Wise, 45 

This debut single from the Roxbury 
quintet sound like someone fed the 
Jackson 5's Greatest Hits as well as rap 
and reggae dub into a computer and 
came out with this great single. You'll 
hate yourself for loving it. 

-Harold Lepidus 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 0211 S 
262-9131 
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MARSHALL CRENSHAW 
Field Day 
Warner. Bros., LP 

This album should have been called/ 
Am Curious, But Yellow. In an effort 
to be though! of as someth ing 01her 
than a relic of the 60's, Crenshaw has 
enlisted !he help of modern-day produ
cer Steve Lillywhite (U2, Peter 
Gabriel). What Crenshaw doesn't real
ize, however, is that the dressing on his 
music doesn't have to be changed-it is 
his own songwriting that needs a new 
perspective . Crenshaw ,is starting to 
sound like a nurd that lives life vicar
iously-lislening to old records in his 
bedroom and wishing he could be pop
ular, afraid of expressing his own views 
and feelings. 

Two other new Crenshaw tracks to 
note: a cover "Jungle Rock" (the 
b-side of "Whenever You're On My 
Mind," no producer li sted) adds syn
thesizer in an effort to modernize it, 
thus devouring its charm-jungles and 
electronic gimmicktry don't mix. How
ever the Chuck Berry-ish "Rock On" 
from the Superman Ill soundtrack 
(Warner Bros.) is one of Crenshaw's 
best efforts-straight out, energetic, 
exhuberant rock n' roll with no inter
ference from producer Giorgio Moro
der. Someday, Crenshaw will get his 
act together and everyone will be 
blown away. Until then, I guess we'll 
just have 10 wait. 

VENOM 
Black Metal 
Neat, Import LP 

- Harold Lepidus 

Venom's approach is basic enough: 
shock the bejesus out of the listener 
however possible, and do so with great 
regularity. To quote one of the count
less, overblown lyrical passages is ridi
culous, but let's just say that Venom 
makes Black Sabba1h's and Iron Maid
en's satanic affectations sound like a 
Rogers and Hammerstein production. 
Musically, bass, guitar, and drums, 
(though seldom distinguishable from 
one another) gCI to form a body-bruis
ing wall of sound which creates the 
physical sensation of a ride in the tum
ble-dry cycle. The hardest thing on the 
old bod though, is these guys redline at 
about the second groove and continue 
the intensity at this brink of meltdown 
for ten punishing tracks. Polished it's 
not, bur if you like your listening ex
oeriences 10 be of an extremely physi
cal variety, there is but once cho1ce
Black Metal. -Peter Orgisi 

BIRDSONGS OF THE MESOZOIC 
Ace of Hearts, EP 

A moody, unusual EP, Birdsongs of 
the Mesozoic wanders through various 
melodic performances; the music is 
quasi-Classical, quasi-avan1e garde 
jazz, somet imes played noisily enough 
to remind the li stener where this band 
has come from. In fact, the epic "Tri
assic, Jurassic, Cretaceous" strikes the 
familiar musical chords of Birdsongs' 
progenitor-a Mission of Burma song 
with different instruments. 

The centerpiece of this distinctive EP 
though, is the exquisite "The Orange 
Ocean": it is an elegant, melancholy 
lullaby, highligh1ed by Roger Miller's 
stirring piano playing and a wistful 
solo by cellist Karen Kaderavck. 

Ace of Hearts, P.O. Box 597, Ken· 
more Station, Boston, MA 02215. 

-Julie Panebianco 

THE 8-S2s 
Whammy 
Warner Bros. LP 

Last year's Mesopotamia had too 
much ser ious meat for people who 
wam the B·52s to serialize their happy 
formula from record to record. Subse
quently, it was the most mismaligned 
vinyl of 1982. Side ohe of Whammy re
sponds to all of that with an astrologi
cal dating game ("Song for a Future 
Generation") and a recipe for "Butter
beans," providing what shou ld be 
enough silly, bouncy party fun for any
one's tastes. Side two's subjects are 
nearly as silly, but the 52s' giddy hu
mor is anchored by music that is a little 
darker and more complex, closer to the 
densepack approach of Mesopotamia. 
Songs like "Trism" and "Big Bird" 
make me wish that the group would go 
farther in exploring what's beyond 
their backyard once in a while. But 
frankly I don't think that the members 
of the group, like their fans, see the 
B·52s as being responsible for breaking 
new ground in rock music. 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

PLIMSOULS 
Everywhere At Once 
Geffen, LP 

Unlike most power pop bands, the 
Plimsouls remember to keep the em
phasis on "Power." Lead vocalist Pe
ter Case's melodic screaming-about 
girls, cars, girls, jobs, girls, and other 
adolescent interests-are wrapped in a 
tight garage band sound that brings to 
mind mid-60's AM radio , but not any 
bands in particular. Two Nuggets-type 
covers are included, but nothing tops 
"A Million Miles Away.'' 

THE BUTCHERS 
All Choked Up 
Beefbone, EP 

-Harold Lepidus 

Three songs written and played by 
Tom Bolema that can stand up 10 re
peated listenings. "Furor Poeticus" is 
almost metal-funk and the best cut. 
"To You" goes reggae and 
"Heroine"'s ragged guitars and jang
ley feel remind me of the early Stones. 
Can't go wrong buying this one. 

5732 Camerford, Hollywood, CA 
90038. 

UB40 
1980-83 
A&M/ Virgin LP 

-Marc English 

When the members of England's 
multi-racial UB40 came together five 
years ago through their mutual love for 
reggae, few of them could even play an 
instrument. But this eight-piece band 
has legitimized their blue-eyed version 
of the Jamaican style by sticking to it 
in their own struggle against social op
pression (UB40 refers 10 an unemploy
ment benefit form) and their records 
have done much to popularize the sty le 
in lhe UK. With 1980-83, their first 
American release, they'll try to spread 
their successes to 1his side of the ocean. 
Included on this compilation are the hit 
singles "Food for Thought" and "One 
in Ten," plus a sampling of their five 
Engli,;;h albums and other 45s. 

-Trisrram Loww 



ELVIS COSTELLO A/K/ A THE IM
POSTER 
"Pills and Soap" b/w (Extended Ver-

1 sion) 
Demon, Import 45 

Imperial Bedroom, Elvis Costello's 
last masterpiece whetted our appetites to 
the point of insatiability: supposedly, a 
new album is in the can, but for a vari
ety of reasons-contractual , economi
cal, and physical (F-Beat is moving 
their offices)-our ears will have to 
wait. 

One thing that wouldn't wait was the 
recent British political election; Marga
ret Thatcher submitted to a vote of 
confidence , and "Pills and Soap," 
Costello's opinion of her and other po
litical figureheads, was rush released to 

, be out before vot ing day. Under the 
pseudonym "The Imposter," it comes 
in a plain white sleeve on the Demon 
label (presumably a one-off subsidiary 
of F-Beat, lawsuits be damned.) 

Against a star k, haunting piano mel
ody (both versions are almost idenl ical) 
Costello paints a bleak, bitter picture 
of lives in hopeless despair dominated 
by those in oblivious luxury: "All they 
gel are pictures of lord and lady 
Muck/They come from lovely peo
ple/with a heartline in hypocrisy/They 
are ashtrays of emo1ion/For the Jag

' ends of the aristocracy." 
If "Pills and Soap" is any indication 

r ~ of the quality of the forthcoming al
t bum (a different version of 1he single 

may be included), Costello should-yet 
again-exceed all expectations. 

-Harold Lepidus 

TRUE WEST 
True West 
Bring Oul Your Dead, 12" EP 

True West are a five-piece band that 
grew out of the Suspects, which also 
spawned the Dream Syndicate. A mix
ture of psychedelia, fo lk-rock, and 
heavy metal, True West combine these 
elements with ease and taste. Stand 
outs here are the Zeppelin-ish ''Steps To 
The Door," 1he Lou Reed-like "Holly
wood Holiday," and of course, their 
James Bond-meets-Pink-Floyd assault 
on "Lucifer Sam." 

Bring Out Your Dead Records, P .0. 
Box 160951 , Sacramenlo, CA 95816. 

- Harold Lepidus 

THE HAPPINESS BOYS 
Meat Parade 
Duotone EP 

The humid heat in Miami is usually 
so ominous that it stifles brainwave ac
tivity , so this demented team must have 
found a cool rock to slither under, be
cause I've never heard anything this 
psychotically contorted crawl out of 
the quaalude capital of the world. 
From their influences of Stockhausen, 
Dada, Sun Ra and the Sex Pistols, the 
Happiness Boys have drawn a decadent 
mix, a simmering conglomeration of 
frenetic noises, varied tape speeds and 
opposing emotional themes set up by 
layers of treated instruments. They 
maim delicacy with decay, calm with 
tense anger, Japanese traditions with 
IC computer chips. Meat Parade is this 
month 's surprise, b11r I doubt the Boy's 
claim of hav ing pl.iyed in o ne of the 
Big Daddy's Florida chain of pick-up 
joints. That would be too weird. 

Box 1168, Miami, FL 33143. 
-Tristram lozaw 

THE STICKMEN 
Gei Onboard 
Red Records, EP 

Vass, from the City of Brotherly 
Love, its the Stickmen and the ir chao
tic, spasmodic groove. Jameses Chance 
and Brown had some innuence on 
these funksters. 

810 Longfield Road, Philadelphia, 
PA 19118. 

THE LIVING ROOM 
Compilation 
Big Bubble 

-Marc English 

It's near ly impossible to ta lk about 
the Providence scene without mention
ing the Living Room club. Owner 
Randy Hein's genui ne love for music 
("good tunes" as he puts it) and desire 
to do righl by all the bands he deals 
with make him one in a thousand. So it 
only makes sense that he'd be the force 
behind this 13-track representation of 
Providence-area bands. His affect io n 
for the groups he books comes through 
o n the album, generally more straight-
ahead than most regional rock collec
tions, with cuts ranging from gi rl 
group pop and teen tribulations to 
hard rock and artsy fun. 

273 Promenade St., Providence, RI 
02908 . 

-Tristram lozaw 

REHEARSAL SPACE 
592-9496 

as low as $25.00 a week 
private rooms • loading dock • security 

NORTH SHORE 
MUSIC 

n,._i/'' pedals .tJ~,., 
-9=V·~-------=---------~·-,~,5' 

all major brands of effects 
DOD - MXR - MORLEY - IBANEZ -

ELECTRO HARMONIX 

low low price on everything 
call for prices 592-9496 

48 Winter St. 
Boston, MA 02108 

338-9835 

American Flag 

~~ 
~ 
Pia 

Screaming Head 

Adam Ant 

Culture Club 

Michael. j.a.ckson 

STAIRWAY,. lllbWW 
The ROCK & ROLL SUPERMARKET 
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Celebrity Secrets 

TESCO VEE 
of the Meatmen 

Who a;e your heroes? The Fugs/Pushead Lamort/Chris Des.Jardines/ 
ABBA/Marc Bolan/Ed Gein. 
Who or what do you hate the most? Kinky haired, Horn Rimmed 
Synth Rubes who like to feel Cosmo Tootin' Crank, and listening to 
imported dance fluff whilst flaking out nose up at the su~osed in
validity and merit of good musclehead music ... 
Who influenced you the least musically? Sex Pistols ... Lydon has al
ways been a friggin' alcohol sack ... 
The most? The Marquis de Sade. 
Favorite Records? Crime, "Murder By Guitar"; Avengers, "We Are 
The One"; Skids, ''Days In Europa"; SSD LP; any Pagans; Weirdos; 
Minor Threat; Venom; Void; Industrial Anti-Music; 4AD Bands 
(80-81). 
Favorite Books: Film As A Subversive Art, Amos Vogel; The Death 
Of Satan, Antonin Artaud; The 120 Days Of Sodom, De Sade; Shock 
Value, John Waters; Generation X, Charles Hamblen. 
Movies: Seka Flicks; Lisa De Leeuw Dyke Films; Fake Snuff Movies; 
Rocky 1. 
Favorite Performances: The Misfits; Suicide; The Effigies; Negative 
Approach; Flesheaters; SSD. 
Favoriie Sport: Slalom Skiing (water); Hassling Gerta's cats. 
Favorite Performance: Minor Threat at Wilson Center; Misfits at 
Freezer in Detroit. 
What do you see in the future? An improved sperm count despite my 
age; A great new band for me. 
What is for you the height of misery? Moha--:ks; Politics; Anarchy; 
Armadillos. 
What is your idea of happiness? My Gerta's mellow thighs; Seeing all 
religion wiped out; A good BM when you don't have to wipe; Pizza 
with anchovies; Springa scrCaming "How Much Art?" 
Dream Date: Margot Kidder; Linda Carter; Vivien Leigh (Psycho 
Faze). 

New York continued Maxwell's will be culling back lo Sa1- and war banners) Bonemeii'"of Barum
(two CBGB ma1inees and Cildersleeves urdays on ly for the summer. ba. The band supposedly lost a drum-

ven still hope to continue as an inde
pendent uni1 pending 1he replacement 
of one defecting guitar player. Hardcore Sundays) but too, 100 niany Finally, the la1est trend in Clubland mer (not ano1her?) to a religious cull. 

of the ne"' bands sprouting up have has a trio of new-talent showcase clubs Da got some national attention be-
taken to thrash with a vengeance . Just (R.T. Fircfl)., Gildersleeves, and Dr. for going bye-bye; singer/lyricist/bass-
when it looked like the whole scene B's, all within walking distance or ist Lorna Donley's latest project is call-
would be overrun with noisy confer- touristy Greenwich Village) luring ed Silent Language. 
mism, along come l\\0 great new NYC crowds with triple-bills or new bands Wimpy pop bands don't seem to 
bands-Urban Waste, sonic metal and a free-admission coupon policy, make it here, but unwimpy promising 
overkill, great guitar effects, and a making it much easier for a beginning popsters include the dark, meandering 
killer cover or the Ramones classic group to get a gig but nearly impossible 4xy, and more upbeat Glass Planet, Oh 
'·Havana Affair;" and Murph)'s La", 10 earn any money, since the house is Bol, and American Youth Ensemble, 
a h-c party band (welcomed in a scene all "paper" (as they say on the Great who ha\'e out a new danccy EP. 
too often dc\'oid of punky humor) fea- White Way). And last, but not least, Chicago's 
turing e:-;-Slimulator drummer Harle} ans,,er to Birmingham (England's) 
and punk-about-10,,n Jimm) Gestapo Jim Testa is the editor of Jerse)' gloom and doom, Stations, have fin
on \'Ocals. Beat, a new-music fan~ine that ally run off to Merry Olde \\ith produ-

New Jersey\ punk scene has pro- covers the Garden State. cer Manin Hannctl or Magaz.ine and 
duced its first compilation Ip, The Dirr 1----------------1 Joy Division infamy. Hopefully, 
Hardcore Comµilal/011, or Hardcore Chicago conmwed they'll send a postcard or posuape, 
Takes Over, recorded live a1 the Dirt soon. 
Club, suburban NJ's venerable origi
nal-music club (which, paradoxically, 
will not book hardcore bands!) NJ's 
Adrenalin O.D.'s "Let's Barbecue" 
e.p. has been garnering rave reviews 
from a nationwide po1pourri of fan
zines, but if AOD comes to your town 
be advised that original guitarist Jim 
Fosler has left 1he band and the new 
lineup (wi1h singer Paul of "Paul's Not 
Home" fame and former roadie Bruce 
teaming up on guitars) hasn't qui1e 
jelled into the killer ensemble the band 
once was. 

The ho11es1 shows in Manhattan con
tinue 10 happen at folk City's Wednes
day nigh1 "Music For Dozens" series, 
where an earpopping array of local and 
ou1-of-1own talent has been providing 
consistently amazing triple-bills. 
CBGB, after a long dry spell, has been 
on track with quality bookings lately, 
and is well worth a visit, if only for the 
best sound sys1em in the city. And 
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tighter than Charo's tube top," wrote 
sometime scribe, Albini. Also on Ru1h
less, Michigan's Allied, produced by 

Elizabeth Phillip 1s edi1or of Chicago's 
Matter maga:.ine. 

Effig) John Kezdy, and Seatlle's Who 1---------------1 
Killed Society. 

Two new punkzines are out; Primi
tive Noise and last Rites. Always en
tertaining Coolest Retard tears apart 
everything; Mauer is more supportive. 

For the non-leather set, there's pop
py/an Get Smarl, a trio rece111ly relo
cated from Lawrence, Kansas in search 
of gigs and a record deal. Expec1 an al
bum in August. 

Mysteriously compelling Book of 
Lies, ano1her Sperrazza pick, dropped 
Holy from its name, started playing 
galleries, signed with local Fever Rec
ords, and hopes to have an EP out by 
fall. Fever also put ou1 Driving 1he 
Bats Thru Jerusalem, a sojourn into 
reggae, psychedelia and noise, and the 
second EP from the a1 ,ays good-for-a
la ugh (armed wit~, ceremonial skulls 

Washington comin11ed 

rent line-up fea1ures 1he Fair brother, 
John Dreyfuss and¼ of Underheaven: 
no big deal since guitarist, Mark Jick
ling, was in both bands anyway. The 
group's new 12", Horrible features 
U.H. 's bassis1, moi, on one cul. Their 
upcoming LP, Our Solar Sys1em (now 
slated 10 come out on Ahernative Ten
tacles in England; U.S. deal pending), 
boasts the drumming of U.H.'s Rich 
Labrie on one track (various V. Monks 
appear as well). The new band goes into 
1he studio with Richmond's Orthoto
nics to record a joint EP at the end of 
June. Meanwhile, Jad .~air's new solo 
album is just about ready for release on 
Atlanta's Press label, and Underhea-

A new local heavy metal scene is 
making a valiant attempt at pulling it
self together, but face surprising oppo
sition form club owners for playing 
original material. The Obsessed have 
taken matters into their own hands by 
issuing a 45 on their own lnvictus label 
(I hope Messrs. Holland, Dozier and 
Holland don't mind having the name 
of their cool, '70s soul stable cribbed 
and Death Row, formerly Penlagram. 
have issued a cassette LP (Wri1e the 
Obsessed at: P.0.B. 3744, Gaithers
burg, MD 20878). 

Other new faces around lOwn: 
Wurm Baby/ Warsaw/?-they're 
having trouble coming up with a name 
that sticks but they got the sound 
down, and I mean DOWN: thick, 
thumpy, scarey noises provided by 
Wilson Center (site of most roots HC 
gigs) impressario, Malcom Rivera and 
one-time White Noise and Discords 
scribe, Linda "Lasabre" Philbrook. 
The new No Trend with Chris Nicblak 
of Chalk Circle on bass is the best yet: 
if not for certain nepo1istic machina· 
tions they woulda/shoulda opened for 
Flipper and probably woulda given 
them a run for their money. We hear 
that the latest incarnation of Iron 
Cross is hOI 100, with two drummers 
and a new bass player Paul Cleary 
from the original Black Market Baby. 
Wax should be out shorily. 

Howard Wuelfing writes about music 
for the WashinglOn Post. 



GG Allin 
and 

The Scumfucs 
Hard Candy Cock 

Out For Blood 
f Don't Give A Shit 
Dflnk, Fight & Fuck 

Convulsions at 
Storyville 

auesoay, July 19 

ut Soon on Blood Record 
Send $3.49 or send your worn panties 

for a free copy to 
P.O. Box 54, Hooksell, NH 03106 

SUNDAYS 

* OPEN BAR* 
... For the Ladies - 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 

Top 40 Rock 'n Roll No Cover!!! 
Big Band Cover Rock 'n Roll 

EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n Roll Bands Each Night 

WEDNESDAYS 
Best of Showcase 

* OPEN BAR* Men's Night* 
... No cover for Men from 7:30 - 9 p.m. 

THURSDAYS 
All Drinks 2-4-1 8-11 p.m. 

Thursday July 7 
Prime Movers • Unattached • Hopelessly Obscure 

Friday July 8 
The Enemy 

Saturday July 9 
TBA 

Thursday July 14 
New Romance • Upstarts • Skin 

Friday July 15 
Berlin Airlift • Barn Barn 

Saturday July 16 
Midnight Traveler 

Thursday July 21 
Fat City 

Friday July 22 
The Lines 

Saturday July 23 
The Lines • Liquid Trance 

Thursday July 28 
Max Creek • Pi Alley 

Jumpin' Jack Flash is available for 
functions and private parties. 

Call for info: 536-2537 
• proper dress required • 

------------------------------------ -----------, 
f FREE ADMISSION I 
jWITH THIS COUPON! 
;, Good any Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 

11
1 

OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 
; !expires 8/8/83) : 

~------------------------------------------------------· 

Thu. 21 Special Best Cruise with 

~it1~~~ DAVE MASON 

Fri. 22 

Sat. 23 

Wed.27 
Fri.-Sat. 28/29 

' HYPERTENSION 

Rockabilly Cruise with 
SCOTT ANDERSON 

JON BUTCHER AXIS 

Coming in August: Midnight Traveler, 
Berlin Airlift, James Montgomery 

and more. 
For information and complete summer schedule contact: 
Bestcruise, 11 Beacon St., Room 610, Boston, MA 02108 

Bud Light Bestcruise departs Commonwealth Pier at 8 p.m. 
Tickets $11.00 Uune 9 & 10, $12.00). 

Tickets available at-all Ticketron outlets
Bostix (Faneuil Hall)-Out of Town Ticket 
Agency-and by contacting: Boston 
Entertainment & Seasonal Tours 

742-4265 
11 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02108 
Bring out your Best-Summer 1983 
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Fri 8 

Sun 10 
All Ages! 
3 p.m. 

Wed 13 

Sat 16 

Sat 23 

Sun 24 
All Ages! 
3 p.m. 

Fri 7/8 Limbo Race • MIAs • Red 
Tue 7 /12 (from NV) Deep Six 

Wed 7/ 13 The Outsets 
Fri 7/ 15 Human Switchboard • 

Native Tongue 
Sat 7/ 16 Peter Dayton• Stickball 

Thu 7/21 Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 
(and from NY) Wrinklemusic 

Fri 7 /22 (from Philly) The Bunny drums 
land very special guests) 

Fri 7 /29 Til Tuesday • 
The Buddy System 

Sat 7 /30 The Fleshtones 
Del Fuegos • Salem 66 

Ministry 
Blackouts 

Neighborhoods 
Peter Dayton • Prime Movers 

Bad Brains 
007 • Psycho 

Viper • The Steps • Exports • Dorian Grey 

Waitresses 
Our Daughters Wedding 
Til Tuesday 

Enemy • Reflectors 

Angry 
Samoans 
Moving Targets 

, 25 Nacco St. Boston 451-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS• ALL STRAWBERRIES• OUT OF TOWN 
HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 
BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 

A16fl1j61!/iNkt~1fliJ.I/< 
CASSETTES! 

lfl 
I] 

"ATONAL" 

This is the latest from the 1HI NKERS. 
On this tape, we hope to express on 
electronic "TECH-NO SOUND", 
using various types of special effects . 

6004 $4.00 p.p. 

"NUCLEAR WAR TACTICS" 

Using dual tape delay, synthesizen, and other various 
electronics, Ji Fear and his "Atomic Thinkers" have 
created some cerel:ral art that hinh with elegy and d 
coune nuclear war. 

Noo3 S4.00 P-P-

"WHITE DWARFS" 

Using guitar, synthesizers, and effech, the 
"ATOMIC THINKERS" create sonic landscapes 
with their electronic,, occompmied by vocals 
ond duo I tape delay. 

*002 $4.00 p .p. 

MAKEPAYMENTTO : 
PRODUCED BY ATOMIC THINKERS 
MIXED AT OSCILLATION STUDIO 

@ATOMUSIC, INC. 

JOHN KANE 
639-A KNOWLES AVENUE 
SOUTHAMPTON, PA 18966 Engineer: Angelo Caserta 

-----------------------Attn. Bands 
his Space Costs 

$20.00 
(21/, 'X 2") 

Call (617) 266-8787 
Next deadline 

7/26/83 

SEX 
BOMB 

CONTEST! 
WMBR's Late Risers Club is offering 
prizes & prestige to the band with the 
best cover version of Flipper's uSex 
Bomb." 
For details listen to the Late Risers Club (88. J 
FM) Mon-Fri 10 a.m. to noon or call (617) 
494-8810 during those hours. 

~. =:c}} 

·H~lFEAST ~ ,QM nus; 
lltvr ,_. 7 THE ELECTRIC GUITARS 

with TILL TUESDAY 

9 THE NEATS 
with SCREEN T&Sf 

, 14 MONARCH 
::t DC METAl. 

PLACEMENTS 
HOOTENANNY! 

30·31 IMETALUCA 
COMING! DICKES,~EMIA,WllLIE A. l 



... 
Scotch'n S•unds 

Wed July 6 
Motortrlp 

Thu 7 
The Neighborhoods 

Fri 8 
White Raven Band 

Sat 9 
Berlin Airlift 

Fri 15 
Pousette Dart Band 

Sat 16 
The Enemy 

Wed 20 
Muscular Dystrophy Benefit 

Mike Viola Alllance 
Breaking & Entering 

Thur 21 
WCOZ Nite 

Lowglstlcs 
Fri 22 

Midnight Traveler 
Sat 23 

Tll Tuesday 
Thu 28 

WCAV Nile 
The Gamblers 

Fri 29 
The Stampers 

Sat 30 
National Recording Act 

Call for info 

Thur Aug 4 
White Raven Band 

Fri 5 
White Raven Band 

EVERY SUNDAY 
EUPHORIA 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate Lanes 

584- 1694 

YOURAD 
HERE 

only $20.00 
(2'/• X 2 

Next deadline 7 /26/83 

bohemia 
No Ordinary Moon 
(Thc,r N(II} EP At111ilablr Ar Nrwbwry Co'"1rs) 

Thursday, July 21 
Rathskeller 

s. 

Fri July 8 
$3.50 

sat July 9 
$3.95 
WBRU 

Wed July 13 
$1 
Thu July 14 

· 273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(401J 521-2520 

Located In the Cic Complex 
Frtt Parking 

TheBad~M 
Brains =~ 
Ministry 
Record Release Party 
Blue Ruin 
IRS Recording Artists 

REM 
Parallel 5th 

Fri July 15 

i~~J~~~;~ow The Waitresses 
sat July 16 Garv Shane & Detour 
$2 Action Faction 

Sun July 17 
Thu July 21 
free! 

Fri July 22 
$3 

Fri July 29 
$3 

Sat July 30 
$3.50 
sat Augusts 
$3.94 

free plna coladas until 1 o p.m. 

Jeremy Anderson Dancers 
record release party 
The Schemers 
Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Dangerous Birds 

The Fleshtones 
5omeRed 

lh~I 
Neighborhoods 

Merilan 

r The Living Roam •••• 
•••• compilation Album is•••• 

N"ec:-:,:~ 5~~;,r:~ J 
Living Room tickets avallable at 

Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 
Living Room Box Office. 

N~ C 
SOUA~ 

MEN'S L 
___ BA_~ __ ,U 

Sat July 2 
Dream Syndicate 

Children of Paradise 
Sun 3 

The Decentz 
Mon 4 

Peter Dayton 

Tue 5 
The Zone 

Wed 6 
Chris Jones Band 

Thu 7 
Dish 
Fri 8 

Trademarks • Black & White 
Sat 9 

Human Switchboard 
Sun 10 

Downtime • Integrated Circuit 
Tue 12 

Sign Language • Zodio Doze 
Thu 14 

The Replacements • fine China 
Fri 15 

The Reflectors 
Sat 16 

(J. P Licks Night) 
SKAtterbrains 

Sun 17 
New Man 

Mon 18 

The Chance 
Tue 19 

The Meetings 
Wed 20 

Plan 9 • Hopelessly Obscure 
Thu 21 

Liizy Borden & The Axes 
Fri 22 

Sex Execs • Buddy System 
Sat 23 
Lyres 

Sun 24 
Girls Night Out 

Mon 25 
3 Hands • Kilroy 

Tue 26 
from Austin. TX 
Juke Jumpers 

Wed 27 
also from Austin 

The Cobras 
Thu 28 

Del Fuegos 
Sat 30 

Limbo Race 
Sun 31 

Big Sixteen 
Wed Aug 3 

ex-Maps , Art Yard 
Robert Valentine 

Salem 66 
Sa1 6 

Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Mon 7 

Paul Rishell Band 

., ... 12 
1IIO~II. 
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THEFIXX 
by Khaaryn 

"The Fixx's sound comes from un
derstanding the power of standard 
rock music," explains Cy Cumin, vo
ca li sl of The Fixx, ''that there 's a point 
where you can have the same kind of 
power and move around it. Each play
er leaves a lot of space around his par
ticular co incidentals so a ll the melodies 
hang as a whole pict Ure.'' The Fixx do 
break down the barriers between synth
pop and mainstream hard rock, deli
vering-for wam of a better word
mood pieces to a dance beat. 

Formed in London four years ago, 
The Fixx is the la1es1 incarnation of an 
ongoing collaboration between Cur
nin, drummer Adam Woods, and key
boardist Rupert Grcenall. First break
ing the U.K. singles market as Por
traits, the band soon discovered that 
the formula didn't work, enlisted a 
nc,, guitarist, Jamie West-Oram, and 
~tarted again, with Cy as sole lyricist, 
"which changed the atmosphere of the 
way we worked.'' 

Indeed atmosphere is a Fixx buzz
word. Each song is a past iche of melo-

by Betsy Sherman 

Here's a short round of ammo to use 
in the onslaught of summer movies, 
and some suggestions for relief from 
the big-budget bombardment. I recom
mend bargain matinee~ as a sure-fire 

die motifs around a lyr ical theme. The 
lyrics themselves are often incoherent 
as literal sia temen ts, but when com
bined with the music they've inspired, 
create an extremely evocat ive picture. 

"My lyri cs aren' t rea ll y written to be 
read. It 's ve ry much usi ng words in the 
con1ext of voca l sounds, which adds a 
whole a rea of sub tlety. Maybe that 's 
an excuse, but they are meant to go 
with the music, Occasionally you might 
come across a line thai 'reads well', but 
I always write with an idea of how I'm 
goi ng to deliver it." 

A Fi-.:x song is a jigsaw of d ifferent 
mood-evoking elements. The deciding 
factor in putting the puule together is 
in the songs' delivery. The Fixx's live 
show creates atmosphere not through 
mechanical imagery - spectacular 
lighting or special effects-but through 
individual and co llecti\'e comm itment 
of each "character" in the band to 
"playing the scene'' depicted in each 
song. Cumin is c,traight forward. im
passioned voca li s1. but without the 
equally drive n spirits of the ot her four 
band members, the scenario would fall 
apart. 

way to avoid gelling a tan. gether a staggeringly high percentage 
Comedy and adventure are 1he sla- of 1he funniest people from both sides 

pies of summer divers ion. The Man of the Atlantic,( including a cameo by 
With Two Brains is the surest laugh David Bowie). and then proceeds to 
bet. Steve Martin and director Carl give 1hem nothing particularly fun ny to 
Reiner 1eam up agai n to present the do or say. 
!rials and tribulations of a pompous In the adventure sta kes, after every-
brain surgeon and his vamp wife. Trad- one's already seen Rerurn of the Jedi, 
ing Places has a s1odginess that thwarts 1he other contenders are War Games, 
its screwball comedy poss ibilities, bu1 Superman Ill , and The Twilight Zone. 
hell , it's go t Eddie Murphy (Dan Ayk- Of these, War Games probably has the 

Their main shortcoming lies with an 
occasionally weak script. The Fixx 
doesn't always have a strong-or even 
interesting-sense of melody. Without 
that, Cumin ' s cryptic lyrics become va
gue and undirected. Nor do 1hey have a 
s1rongly defi ned visual image-a con
scious rebe llion against U.K. market 
demands for every new band to be blat
ant ly distinct from every ot her new 

good fun. As for Ocropussy, Roger's a 
drip-wait for the forthcoming Sean 
Connery Bond pie. 

feslivals and oddities: Oddest of the 
oddities has 10 be Basket Case, the 
weekend midnight show at the Somer
ville Theater. For grainy, lowbudget 
gore, it 's a definite charmer. The an
nual Fright Night marathon at. the Or
son Welles in Cambridge (midnight 

band (so they'll look good on album 
covers and fanzines)-which, in an al
ready mudd led situation, leaves us to 
sink in the maelstrom. 

More often rhan not, though, The 
Fixx do succeed, weaving th reads of 
powerful, scintillating sound, evoca
tive lyrics, and determined performan
ce into a shimmering fabric of kaleides
copi ng mopds. 

July 3 10 noon July 4) boasts some clas
sy offerings, from Roger Corman's 
Poe adaptation Tomb of Ligeia to the 
British thriller Peeping Tom (a \•oyeur 
classic!). The Boston Museum of Fine 
Arts wi ll be presenting a Jaz:;. Film Fes
tival on Friday's evenings, with shorts 
showcasing major jazz musicians and 
features that have noteworthy jazz 
scores or themes. Last but not leas!, 
the Brattle Theater 's Hunk festival, a 
celebrat ion of male sex symbols, is su re 
to be easy on the eye. Check these out, 
to name a few: Cary Grant, Robert 
Mitchum, Jean-Paul Belmondo, and 
BR's own masco t, Mel Gibson. 

royd's part is rather thankless) and fewest flaws, but Superman Ill has the I 
that's more than enough recommenda- comic flair of director Richard Lester, CI b N y k T k 

t-t-io_n_. _x_,,_,o_,_ .. b_ir_d_m_an_a_g_e_s _to_g_a_t_he_r_t_o_-__ an_d_T:_11_,_r._,.,_"l, ... "g_h1_z_o_11_e _is_b_ed_e_v_il_in_.g__ u e w Or a es 
Nona Hendryx 
comin11ed 
as Jerry Harr ison's The Red and the 
Black and the recent Speaking in Ton
gues) followed, and Hendryx's voice 
became synonomous with the "new 
direction" the Talking Heads were 
taking. 

But people with good memories re
member three black women in feath
ers a nd space cost umes, si ngi ng 
"Voulez vous couchez avec moi?" 
while parents who understood French 
turned TV's and radios off, outraged. 
Labelle (with Patti Labelle as lead 
singer and Hendryx back up vocali st 
and principle songwriter) was one of 
lhe first groups to effectively blend 
soul , rock and roll, and politics-a 
start ling presence in otherwise music
ally bland years. 

After the brea kup of Labelle, Hen
dryx says: " I began to develop myself 
as a lead singer." With celebrated 
New York guitar ist Noux, she put to
gether the experimental rock group 
Zero Cool ; it was a pivi ta l experience 
for her: she gained confidence as a 
vocalist, and was innuenced by the 
"anyone can play or sing anything" 
philosophy that raged through music 
in the late seventies, freeing her talent 
of real-or imaginary-restrictions. 
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After several hit s and near hit s with 

O 
• H 

the English band Cage and the pro- It n The Hip op 
gressive jazz funk crew called Mater- • 
ial, Hendryx has released her fir st 
solo album on RCA (co-produced by 
Material). As provocative and pas
sionate as she is, the LP Nona also 
exudes her free sp irit ; the funk/rock 
music is se1 10 lyri cs about elusive
ness, independence, and power. One 
of the best cut s, "Design For Living" 
is gaining notoriety for the all-star 
female players it employs: Go Go 
Gina Schlock; Talking Head Tina 
Weymouth; Valerie Simpson; Heart 's 
Nancy Wilson; Laur ie Anderson; Pat
ti Labelle; and Talking Head lumin
ary Dolette McDonald. 

On a hot night at the Channel, 
Nona Hendryx and her ten-piece 
band Propaganda (including Ronnie 
Drayton, Steve Scales, a nd McDon
ald) set the stage on fire. Stunning in 
white leat her , loaded down with jew
elry and her hair sprayed in all direc
tions, Hendryx sang her songs (not
ably "B-Boys," "Keep It Confiden
tial," and "Busting O ut") fervently, 
wi th a trace of a New Jersey accent. 
Her smoldering voca ls transfixed the 
audience: like the gospel singer she 
once was, Nona Hendryx touches 
your soul, ju~\ as su rely as her music 
moves your bod} 

by Betsy Sherman 

This spr ing saw a new venture take 
over Tuesday nights at Nine Lands· 
downe Street: Club New York by 
name. For its three week trial it stood 
out as a breath of fresh air, especially 
in !hat club-filled neighborhood. It s 
motivating concept was to bring to a 
Boston rock club the vibrant New York 
street arts of rapping, break dancing, 
and sc ratch d.j.-ing. What is more, 
they set out to showcase black bands 
who, as we know, se ldom ge1 booked 
in Boston. 

May 31 st 's Grandmaster Flash and 
the furious five show went down bea
utifully (the previous week's inaugural 
show of Afrika Bambaata and the Soul 
Sonic force got similar rave reviews). 
Flash and the Five have one of the 
most powerful shows going around 
these days, dramatically as well as mu
cically. Their outrageous cost umes, 
clowning, and posturings are comple
mented by an honesty that imediately 
puts them on intimate terms wit h their 
audience and makes their messa~e of 
Unity really ring true. Both the flash 
and Soul Soni1.: Force sho,\S \\ere open-

ed by dance groups, the local Dom
inoes and the electric, acrobatic New 
York Breakers. These di splays took 
place in a space cleared out in the mid
dle of the dance noor, within a tight 
ring of cheering fans. 

Club New York 's third night, with 
the lesser-known Man Parrish head
lining, proved a test , as the crowd turn
out was extremely low. Of the dance 
groups on that night , the best was the 
Ali Brothers, from New York, ages six 
and ten. Their slithery contortions and 
robotic stutter-steps were fabulous, 
and the six year old's scowling mime to 
"Beal It " was the high point of the 
night. Man Parrish, with his slick, cos
tumed dancers, mean metallic synthesi
zer funk, and frigid vocoder raps, was 
just start ing to hit a groove when it was 
all over: three-song se ts by headliners 
can't make for good word of mouth. 

Club New York is slat ed to re-appear 
in September. It creati vity (especially 
that of its d.j.s), and its singular at
tempt to creale an ''at mosphere" 
could be a tonic to Boston's club scene 
If they ease up on tho~c :-.teer admis
~ion prices. Club Ne\, YorJ... could real
ly rock the houst.:. 



A scene from the Bongos' ''Mambo Sun'' video. Produced by Steinberg's Soft 
Focus Productions. 

VID BEAT 
An Interview With Ed Steinberg 

by Jeff Hudson 
Ed Steinberg's ROCKAMERICA is 

a video/music distribution service for 
clubs and record stores all across the 
"S. At present he is serving two hun-

ed and sixty clients. He is also con
aucting a ROCKAMERICA Video/ 
Music Seminar in New York City this 
July 7, at the Prince George Hotel. 

In a very short time Steinberg has 
built a company that can claim a profit 
for doing something that didn't exist 
three years ago! VidBeat talked to him 
on the roof of the SPIT/METRO com
plex on a sunny day during the Boston 
Rock Music Seminar. 

How many clubs would you guess have 
video? 

There are probably fifteen hundred 
clubs that use video on a regular basis. 
My subscription service has grown 
from ten or twelve clubs to about 260. 
We are growing by about ten sub
scribers a week. 

What about the independent Videos, do 
you take many of them? 

I maintain at least one per tape. 

What about the 3/4" vs. I" produc
tions? The club-goers don't count 525 
lines, they're busy watching the image. 

The club-goers don't but the owners 
do. Don't kid yourself, that's why cer
tain bands don't sell records. I've never 
disqualified a tape solely because it 
wasn't broadcast standard. I have re
jected tapes because they wouldn't 
hold up. 

You are in a position between the clubs 
and the artists. How do you handle 
that? 

Clubs don't choose what they get 
from me. They rely on me, and if it's 
on a ROCKAMERICA tape, there is a 
very high chance, oh 900/o of all the 
cuts will be played in the clubs . In or
der to get local bands played I have to 
have 75'1Jo known groups. 

On the April ROCKAMERICA, eleven 
of the twelve bands were British. Does 
that show the density of British pro
ductions or ... ? 

No . That shows the density of the 
A&R people in America who don't 
look to American groups. ROCKA
MERICA's a conduit. I wish I could 
make no selections, and put oUt every 
video I get, and let the clubs decide. 

to pay for the tapes. This month I'm 
putting out an extra hour which I'm 
not even charging for because there are 
so many tapes out there. I feel I wanted 
to put out some more independent 
work because I feel some obligation to 
support local bands ... I'd like to talk 
about Boston video production: in 
Boston, outside of the Cars and two or 
three other major groups, Boston 
doesn't have . 

It's the money though. 
You can get the money. I know peo

ple who have taken out car loans to fi
nance videos. It's not the video maker 
who 's trying to squeeze extra dollars 
out of the group. I mean, I did the 
Bush Tetra's video for $1,800 two and 
a half years ago. It was shown on na
tional T. V.; it was done 3/ 4" to I" 
editing. 

Now, record companies, record com 
pany owners, should say, 'wait a min
ute'. If I spend $350 on a videotape, 
1 'm going to get a $350 video. You can 
get just so much production out of in
expensive cameras, and student crews . 
There is a difference . You must use 1" 
because that's the video/ music stan
dard. Basically, video promo clips are 
not an, they're T.V. commercials. 

Tom Petty uses the guy who does ads 
for Ford and the guy who does Miller 
Lite ads shot Michael Jackson. If Mad
ison A venue really gets on to this thing, 
they 'II eat it up. A II those advertising 
houses are set up for it. What will hap
pen to the indy producers and direc
tors? 

Record companies will pay $200,000 
for a tape, and independents are stupid 
because they don't understand . Virgin 
Records will spend 10,000 pounds on a 
video. That's a lot of money . They get 

a limited use out of it-Top Of The 
Pops, a couple of shows. How do they 

· justify those payments? 

They have to sell the tape at some 
point. 

Yes. They license it. When Virgin 
Records makes a video, let's say it cost 
$20,000, 0.K., they're an English com
pany, they don't get any money for it 
there but then they license it Lo Epic 
Records in N. Y., and Epic pays them 
$10,000 to use the tape, $15,000 for a 
major tape. O.K., then they sell it to 
Australia for another $10,000. Then 
to Germany . they actually make 
money. 

In the next five years you 'll buy the 
stuff. 

The next two years. But more impor
tant, that's like aggregate. I did a tape 
for Madonna, a disco artist on Sire, 
very good; it was paid for by Warner 
fJ,rothers, Burbank, Aurtralian War
ner's put money in, Italian Warner's 
put it in. It wasn't a tremendous pro
duction, but they all pooled the money. 
They all paid one or two thousand 
each, but they all got a $10,000 video. 
O .K., if American independents had it 
together, and said. well we're going to 
probably license this to X company in 
Europe, they might get something to· 
gether. Of course, you have to have 
artists who are marketable. If the artist 
isn't marketable, they shouldn't have a 
video . • • • 

Next month-Vid Beat returns to re
viewing your tapes. All tapes will be re
turned only if accompanied by a self
addressed stamped envelope. I prefer 
¼" but will accept Beta or VHS ½" 
format. Write: Jeff Hudson c/o Bos
ton Rock, 739 Boylston Street, Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

john orsi 
"Can You Draw Attention" 

double pk. single 
Can You Draw Attention 

Noisy Data 
Roughs 

with lynne ferruolo 
Where Do the Actors Hide 

available july 16th 

lilith 59/60 What I consider a locally produced 
group could be, ah, like a Faulty Rec
ords, or Cachalot. 

There's the factor of the clubs having _____________________________ ,. 

~~-;:.,·.:. AL-BUH~ LOw;i~::cEs 
\ AND USED RECORDS! 

~- ""-,:'( , <,/ We btJY new local/on 

)J used 438 Pleasant St. 
records! Worcester 

Monday thru Friday, 11-8:30 
Saturday 1.0-5 

798-3657 

135 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

M onday and Tuesday 10-6 
Wednesd ay thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday 10-6 
798-0349 
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by Harold Lepidus 
- ll's a 1housand deg rees in the shade, 

I can't breathe, my typewriter's melt
ing and I have nothing heller 10 do 
than 10 write this column for yo u . 

This month's theme is the Velvet Un
dergro und . A ltho ugh they sp li t up ages 
ago (Lou Reed left in 1970, but the 
name lingered o n for years), the 
amouni of recenl activities-concerts, 
videos, radio interviews. books, boot
legs, and cover versions-show that the 
Velvets both ind ividua ll y and co llec
tively a re as relevant as they ever were. 

In mid-June Lou Reed came to Bos
ton with the sole purpose of promot ing 
his new video, A Night With Lou 
Reed, taped at the Bollom Line in 
March. His curren1 auitude towards 
promotion seems to be "Hey, I'll do 
videos and interviews ir you think it 
wi ll help, but I don't rea ll y see the 
point." He seemed polite but bored 
while being interviewed o n WBOS, an
swering questions seriously no matter 
how ligh1 DJ Maxanne Sartori tried to 
make it sound. Reed talked about his 
new one hour video, defended Mera/ 
Machine ,\fusic, and even plugged 
Maureen Tucker's solo album. 

By dinner time, Reed was at the Rat 
for a video screening. Not only were 
members of the press there (not Lou's 
favorite category or humans), but any
one who bothered to visi t Strawberries 
and pick up an invitation in advance. 
All were treated to free Lou Reed pro
motional singles (which everybody 
wanted), and other RCA promo re
cords (which everybody avoided). 
Among the promo videos shown (all 
RCA bands-it's their party and 
they'll show what they want to) was 
Lou's "Legendary Hearts," which 
looked like a video equivalent of a Val
entine's Day card, with bright red 
hearts noating around Lou's head. 

Reed was on stage to introduce A 
Nighr Wirh Lou Reed for exactly 65 se
conds-it would have been even short
er had he not been interrupted. He said 
he was pleased with his video 
(surprise!), that he rea ll y liked Boston, 
and that the video had no overdub
bing; then it was off to the airport and 
back to domestic bliss. 

The Rat had such a relaxed atmos
phere that I had a hard time paying at
tention to the video. The sound, how
ever, was really good, and there was an 
intense version of "Kill Your Sons," a 
song about Reed's childhood electro
shock lherapy. The materia l was var
ied, and all in all superior to most vid
eos, but it can't compare v.ith seeing 
Reed live. However, since he has no 
plans to tour, I guess this will have to 
do. 

By weird coincidence, John Cale 
p layed at Jonathan Swift's the fo llow
ing evening. Cale, an original Ve lvet, 
has managed to successrully shed any 
connection with the band-only the 
drummer's Campbell's Soup Can 
I-shirt and Phil Mi lstein's presence 
hinted at a prior incarnation. 

There were originally 1wo shows 
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scheduled-9 and l I p.m., bu1 when I 
ar rived for the late show, o nly Boys 
Life had been on-Cale was to play 
two sets, both a fter 11; the first was a ll 
I siayed fo r . Cale led the band (li ke 
Reed's, two gui tars, bass and drums) 
through a 45-minute set which mos tly 
consisted of dense, three-chord riffing , 
over which Cale would growl and 
scream. Good rock mus ic, but ha rdly 
the geni us Cale is capable of. 

Lou and the Velvets are the subject 
of 1wo new books, bot h of which are 
rul\ of in for ma1ion, yet bot h disap
poin ting compared to the high stan
dard o f many recent rock biographies 
(Hellfire, The Love You Make, Maxi
mum R&B). 

The Ve/ver Underground and Lou 
Reed by Mike West (Babylon Books, 
64 pgs.) gives the facts, and not hing 
but the facts-a year by year account 
of anyone remotely re lated to the Ve l
vets, with an excruciating ly detai led 
discography which a lone is worth the 
price-plus loads of of photos, news
paper clippings, and artwork. And 
while many obscure facts are revealed, 
the ob\'ious, like Reed'~ marriage to 
Sylvia Morales, seem to have been left 
out. 

Diana Clapton's Lou Reed & The 
Ve!ver Underground (another imagina
tive title), published by Proteus, isn'1 
quite as ambitious a project. The 127 
page book (including many beautirul 
pictures), is based around Reed as op
posed to the whole band. Only a few 
pages are alloted for each album, and 
considering the impac1 of some of 
them, it is no! enough-the Velvets, for 
instance, are d iscussed and d ismissed 
arter 40 pages. And in tater years, 
Clapton turns over the narrat ive to 
anyone 1hat was personally there (i.e. 
his producer, road manager, guitarist), 
and gives them each a chapter, which, 
while informative, smacks of laziness. 
Also, there could have been more in
formation, i.e. Reed produced some
one referred to as "Nelson," but we 
never fi nd out his/her fi rst/last name. 
But there is a lot of useful in formation, 
especially about Reed's childhood, the 
Warhol scene, and Reed's love life. 

In closing, I' ll mention a few recent 
VU buy-products . REM cover "There 
She Goes Again," on the b-side or the 
"Radio Free Europe" single (IRS); 
British folk singer Tracy Thorn sings 
Femme Fatale" on her A Disrant Shore 
LP (Cherry Red); Nico's version of 1 

"Heroes" (Aura) from Drama of Exile 
is now a single; and John Cale has pro
duced a single for Made For TV. One 
side is a cover or the Doors' "Un
known Soldier," the other is the ori
ginal "So Afra id or The Russians." 
Cale also plays baritone guitar, syn th 
percussion, and transatlantic telephone 
(Connict Records, 1377 K St., Su ite 
41, Washington, DC 20005). Plus 
there's a great "European Fanclub Re
cording" of the Velvets live in C leve
land, VU '68, with some obscure songs 
and great guitar work. 

RECORD 
CHEAP! 

Present this ad at either Newbury Comics store 
and purchase the Fabulous Billygoons EP for only: ,,~ 

Limit ten per customer 

----------------------------------J 

subscription 
with your Visa 
or Mastercard. 
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Call (617) 
266-8787 
or see page seven 

of this issue. 

c oming soon on l'fJfJ'/:./ <fJ\W 
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THENOT 
Four song cassette out now 

Deceive Me 
Time To Understand 

Break Free 
Lost Girl 

$2.50 + .50 pos tage to: 

The Not 
133 E. 80th St. 
NY, NY 10021 

~ 

ATTENTION 
RETAILERS: 
Increase profits and store traffic. 
Our buttons and other rock novel
ties are of the highest quality and 
so is the service. We deliver fast. 
The sturdy, no-cost displays boost 
sales, save time and space. 

For FREE pictorial catalog call now: 
1-800-343-9510 
1-617-266-1434 

David Alcott, Sales Manager 
Wholesale Only 

~ CONSOLIDATED 
· W ROCK GOODS 

!iall 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
MUSICIANS FOR SALE 
Smart , so lid M /F Drummer ROCKABILLY TYPE Scarves 
needed to comph orig punk / Blk & Wht Checkered are now 
pop band (m-guit, f-voc, available in limited quamities. 
f-bass) into X, Pylon and 60's $4.50 to BE- BOP ACCESSOR-
garage music. Exp. a plus but IES 150 1 E. Chapman Ste. 223 
not as important as abili1y to Fullerton, CA 9263 1. 
keep a hard, steady beal. Have Rock, Jazz, Pop Serious 
rehearsal space; recording about music? Study the tota l 
soon. Call 437-9276 o, approach. Skills! Concepts! 
625-52 15 (eves & weekends). Brass Bass arranging composi-
WANTED tion. FREE CONSU LTAT ION 

Wanted 10 buy/ borrow/ trade: 
CALL NOW 876-0959. 

Live/studio capes by Neats, Look! Up on the Wall! Over 
Wi llie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 200 original classic San Fran-
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75) Mod cisco concert posters from the 
Lovers, Men & Volu. Please in- six1ies. Ideal rm col lec1ors. 
elude 1it les, date, quality. Stones, Hendrix, Dead, Doors , 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th many more. Color ca1alog 
St., Santa Monica, CA 90403. $4.50. Penny Lane, Dept. BR, 
Ed Slota needs records & tapes PO Box 3826, Santa Barbara, 
c/o WRI U 362 Memorial Un- CA 93 130. 
ion Kingston RI 0288 1 Citibeat 
Sat. 7 p.m. 90.3 WR IU. For sale: 
Wanted : Import /New Wave/ Shure SMlOA Pu nk Rock/Local 45s. Musi be 

headwommic in good condit ion. Call John at 
247-3007. call Mikec 389-918 1 

Want ed to buy or trade: li ve 
SYNTRONICS MUSIC SER-Dictators, Cramps, Nea1s, Vel-
VICES 475 COMM AVE BOS-ve1s. Any \oca1 ion desired. Sal TON MASS - RUSH SER-Cincotta 282 River St. Wal-

tham MA 02154. VICE - 266-5039. 
-------- Attn : Local Bands and Club Boston Rock seeks dedicat hrd-

Owners. Reach Bos1on 's most wrk ad salesperson. Ex per. and 
active club goers . Space in Bos· 

"' very help ful. Call Greg 
Reibman after 7/ 11 /83 at ton Rock's Clubland pages is 

266-8787. available fo r just $10.00 per 
column inch . Call 266-8787. 

Native Tongue Musicians Trucking Service 
covering all major points in 

seeks exp. roadie Mass. Fo, informa1 ion call 
call Lee: 284-8294 617-926-8509. 

BOSTON ROCK 
TEE SHIRTS 

Red and Black Letters on a 
Quality White 50/ 50 shirt 

( s M L XL) $5.00 
Boston Rock Shirts 

739 Boylston Street 11203 
Boston, MA 02116 

Professional, dedicated e11gi11eeri11gl prod1Kfion 
Demos or Master Prvd11cl, 

U11biased aduice about rccordmg /11 Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Kane I n Kare 

Subscribe to Boston Rock and 
save five dollars off the news
stand price. Details on page 
seven. 

St urdy cardboard album mai l
ers for sale. 5()q' each fro m Bos
ton Rock. 266-8787. 

FANZINES 
The Groove Associates, for
merly New Age fanzine, has ar
rived-the best of mod, pop 
and soul. Issue I stars Broken 

Crayons, Remains, REM, Learn new dance steps! Co n
Chris Stamey, Lyres, 'hoods, flicl Mafilazine 33 Jeffries Ave. 
etc. $2.00 - 157 Suffolk St. Wayland, MA 0 1778. 75¢ plus 
#122 NYC 10002. postage. 
Mauer Magazine!!! Ju ly Issue: R- o-,-k.-N-,-, - W- a_v_e _&_Tc-ee-, - M-a-
REM, Minor Threat, Pylon, gazines (1950-1983) Rolling 
Rank and File, Flipper, the Stone, Creem, Circus, Melody 
Neats. Write: 674 Davis St., Maker, etc. JOO page catalog 
Evanston, IL 6020 1 $6 for 4 $1.25 cash. T he Dack Issue 28 
issues. Orchard St.. Ridgefield Pk, NJ 
Jerse) Bea t. T~ o sample issues 07660 
£o r only one dollar. Write: 
Jersey Beat, 418 Gregory Ave., 
Weehawken, NJ 07087 . 

PERSONALS 
Culture Club fan wants penpals 
ages 12-17. Write 10 Susan, 237 
Sou1h St., Foxboro, MA 
02035. 

Boston Rock 
Back Issues 

Now On Sale! 
sec ad in this issue! 

Individual and band Classified ads cost $1 .00 per 
line. The business rate is $1 .50 per line. Boldface 
is available at a rate of .25 extra per word, under
line copy to be bold . Listings of stolen musical 
equipment will be run for free. 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your 
classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-887, by 
using your Visa or Master Card , or mail to: 

Display space on this page is available at a rate 
of $9 .00 per column inch (1 ½'"wide). Display ads 
that are not camera ready are subject to a $10.00 
production fee . 

Please include name and address whether ornot 
you run it in your ad . 

Name 
Address _ ____________ _ 

City/Slate/Zip. __________ _ 

_Phone(_ ) _ _________ _ 

Boston Rock Classifieds 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116 

Ci.Hilled Ad Oeedllne; 

July 28 
August 23 
September 27 

On s , 1, 0.ie: 

August 8 
September 6 

October 11 

o Check or money order for$ ____ enclosed. 

D Please charge $ ____ to my 

D MasterCardor O Visa # ______ _ 

exp.date ____________ _ 

Signature 

' 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Woe is us. In the past few weeks, the 

Boston music scene has become victim 
to almos1 as many personnel changes 
as last year's New York Yankees or the 
1974 Nixon White House. To wit : 

PEOPLE WHO DON'T WORK AT 
THE PLACE THEY WORKED 

LAST MONTH: 
• WBCN Program Director Mark 
Miller. 
• Cars co-manager Steve Berkowitz. 
• Cellars By Starlight columnist Doug 
Simmons. 
• WFNX announcer Randi Millman. 
• EMI record person Jack Doherty. 
• Spit/Metro/ Paradise publicist Jane 
"Crass" Richler. 
• A&M's Nancy Flynn. 
• WCOZ's Bill Smith. 
• The Rat's John Kalishes. 
• Elektra Record's Tom Jodka. 
• Don Law staffer Lynn Jackson. 
• WAAF's Donna Tocchio. 
• WBOS' Debbie Ruggerio. 
• WBCN receptionist Sheila. 

Of the above people, Flynn left 
A&M for a better job in the same of
fice complex with RCA; Jodka has tak
en Doherty's EM I position; both Mill
man and Tocchio can be heard on 
'BOS; Shei la will be handling the 
switchboard at 'CO2; Jackson is sun
tanning and examining tee1h; and 
Crass is spending her time (and Jim 
Harrold's money) at the Rat. 

Crass says her days at Spit/Metro 
were so appalling that she "almost 
thought abou1 quitting 1he business al
together." (Nice try anyway, guys!) Is 
it true that Pat Lyons refuses to let her 
into his clubs anymore? And what 
about the time she invited Tony V over 
to 1he Hoodoo for dinner and tried to 
stick Tony with the check? 

Doug Simmons has reportedly given 
up his bi-monthly music column in fav
or of driving a cab. His cab-s ide obser
vations may appear in the news section 
of the Phoenix. Nobody seems to know 
what Mark Miller wi ll be doing, and 
few people will talk about why he left. 
Steve Berkowitz, who no longer has 
any professional affiliat ion with the 
Cars, New Models, Ministry or Syncro 
Sound, tells us that he wi ll soon return 
to playing music and will probably, 
eventuall y, set up his own management 
company. 

And tha1's not all! Although 'CO2 
program director Frank Hollar would 
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- South American tour unscathed. Watch 

for Vinny's David Robinson-produced 
debut album O/as de Sexo (Sex Waves) 
10 be released soon on Eat. 

PL /i.J T ER I always thought Sheena threw the 
best parties until WXKS started pop
ping the cork for their most recent anni
versary. At one invitation-only party a1 
1he Metro, New England Patriots Steve neither confirm nor deny it-long 1ime 

new and local music booster Cindy 
Bailen is expec1cd to be moved from 
mid-days to overnights. Bailen's popu
lar Party Out OJ Bounds show is also 
believed to be in jeopardy. In happier 
news, Michael Grecco has secured a 
staff photographer job at the Boston 
Herald and 'BOS' Julia Figuera has 
been given a full-time shift. 

Speaking of 'BOS, it's good 10 hear 
that the ever-improving new-music sta
tion is finally co-promoting shows with 
bands other than just the Reflectors. 
Did you see in the Phoenix where they 
spelled program director Maxanne Sar
tori as "Maxanne Fatoir"? Honest! 

Some call him the hardest-talking 
man in the record biz-but if every
thing works out as planned we will 
soon be calling Rick Harte "Mr. 
Vinyl." Yes, that's right, Rick has 
promised to unleash four Ace of 
Hearts records in one month! "Get 
ready for some hits," Mr. Vinyl 
warned as he delivered the Birdsongs 
of the Mesozoic EP to o ur office. A 
week later, he sent co-worker Jules 
around with a new Lyres 45. Never the 
type to blow cash on Luther-like vices, 
Rick and the Lyres have already en
tered the studio to record an album , 
and now they swear they'll be back 
with a Neats album and a single before 
you can say "Ace of Hearts Story." 

Speaking of vices and hardworkers, 
Del Fuego Dan Zanes' brother Ork
Boy made his official Fuegoean debut 
at the Inn Square opening up for the 
Three O'Clock. Ted Pine broke in the 
Sex Execs' first-ever synthesizer at our 
Third Anniversary party at the Para-
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dise. The Hopelessly Obscure contem
plate Maine, NYC and DC gigs. And 
Micky Bliss introduced his new band 
the M.B. 's (Eddy Dee, ex-Post Modern 
Ramona, and former White Women/ 
Megabeats Dolores Paradise and Judy 
Jetson) at the Rock and Roll Rumble. 
O nce aga in 1he Rumble is in full swing 
as we go to press-but this year's semi
finalists were Til Tuesday, the MIA 's , 
Digney Fignus, Smegma & the Nunz, 
the Sex Execs and Del Fuegos. 

The Daughters are in the studio re
cording an album with Jimmy Miller 
producing. GG Allin will soon release 
another 1asteful EP wi th his new band 
Scumface. Andy Pratt has finished his 
Leroy Radcliff-produced album for 
Lamborghini called Not Just For Dan
cing. And Zodio Doze have put ou1 a 
neat-looking flexi mounted on card
board like the kind you used to ge1 off 
cereal boxes. 

The Cars were in the studio working 
on their next a lbum when-believe it or 
not-Iggy Pop showed up. Shortly 
thereafter the lg was recording a hand
ful of his own songs wi th Ric Ocasek 
producing. Stacy Roberts sang back-up 
vocals. Seattle emigrants the Blackouts 
were also recording at Syncro with an
other import-Ministry's Al Jourgen
sen-producing. 

Congratulations to Don Roze and 
Rubber Rodeo for managing 10 get 
their "How The West Was Won" video 
onto the MTV rotation. The Fabulous 
Billygoons submitted their "Party 
Rap" video but it was rejected "due to 
questionable material.'' 

The Channel has opened a 1,000 ca
pacity club in Mashpee (between Fal-
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Grogan and Don Hasselback, Boston 
Celtic M.L. Carr and myself all en
joyed the sound of Dexy 's Midnight 
Runners, the Weathergirls , Greg Kihn, 
and Pia Zadora. Apparently the sta
tion had also invited Dorchester native 
Donna Summer to play that night but 
she was busy-Kevin White, Mr. Butch 
and myself, however, were later invited 
IO see Summer at another 'XKS exclu
sive show at Symphony Hall, Ed Nyilas 
from Good Times would've gone but 
he was busy cable wa1er sk iing in Flor
ida. 

'CO2's Harvey Warfield tended bar 
at Bunratty's the night the Enemy cele
brated their signing to Atlantic Re
cords. Meanwhile the Joe Perry Pro
ject wasted their MCA/Blue Jay con
tract with a rare appearance at the Rat. 

Watch-out Andy Lieberman, Sprin
ga is now a high school graduate and 
may apply for your painter's job. Ex
Thrills, etc. guitarist Johnny Angel is 
back in town; he's been slaying a1 Al
bert O's house-but don't get the 
wrong idea-Albert's never home, and 
we're beginning to think he never 
sleeps either. Gerard Cosloy, mean
while, dances, eats and sleeps-he' s 
also known for digging through peo
ple's garbage cans at parties. 

And finally, by way of warning to all 
Bostonians attending this year' s Rock
pool/New Music Seminar in New 
York: II was very kind of me not to re
port on you r various evening activities 
las1 year-don't count on me being so 
nice this time around! 

Nayme Drawper, 739 Boylston St., 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. 
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Available thr-u Modern Method Records 
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Mike Westbrook 
The Westbrook Blake 

JP 2006 

,... 

National Health 
D.S. a/Coda 

JP2008 

NATIONAL HEALTH 
l>S.allJ.'IM 

~ 
John Greaves 

Accident 
JP2010 
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The Lounge Lizards 
Live From the Drunken Boat 

JP 2012 
. . , ·_._:. . 

•·· 
.· 

Nana Vasconcelos 
Zumbi 

JP 2013 

"new directions in music" 

Alan Gowen/Phil Miller 
Richard Sinclairfl'revor Tompkins 

Before a Word is Said 
JP2007 

Don Cherry/Latif Khan 
Music Sangam 

JP 2009 

Gary Windo 
Dogface 
JP2011 

EuRopa I 
L_ ecords .. 

611 Broadway New York, NY 10012 USA 
146 Champs-Elysees 75008 Paris FRANCE 





Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Special! women's Ranch Pants 
<like Lucy wore>. cool colors. Only 
$5.95. 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans in Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots morel 

lmmuumum 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Eye Openers 
9. The Boston Harold by Harold Lepidus 

10. State of America 
Los Angeles by Byron Coley 
Philadelphia by Gregory Beaudoin 
Kansas City/Lawrence by Bill Rich 
Worcester by Mark Lynch 

12. Joan Jett by Tristram Lozaw 
14. Eurythmics by Betsy Sherman 
17. The Shaggs 

by Bruce D. Rhodewalt 
20. Five From Los Angeles 

by Byron Coley 
22. The Alarm by Dean Johnson 
24. Vinny Band Diary by Ralph Fatello 
26. Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 

by Bob Leja 
26. New Order by Tracy Everbach 
28. David Bowie Live 

photos by Paul McAlpine 
30. New Music Seminar Report 

by Julie Panebianco 

SPECIAL INDEPENDENT 
RECORD LABEL SUPPLEMENT 

31. Commentary by Mike Dreese 
32. So You Want To Make A Record 

by Mike Bastarache 
33. Getting Airplay in Boston by Cindy Bailen 
34. Directory of Independent Labels 
38. Robert Biggs at Slash Records by Byron Coley 
40. Patrick Mathe at New Rose Records 

by Dean Johnson 
40. Don Roze at Eat Records by Bob Leja 
41. Glenn Phillips by Tristram Lozaw 

43. Record Reviews 
44. Celebrity Secrets: Aimee Mann 
49. Clubland 
53. Classifieds 
54. Nayme Drawper .. 
Joon Jett cover design by Chris Gilbert. ofld.te~ 
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LIKE A ROLLING STONE 

First some observations: 
A . Graphically BR looks 100% 

more appealing every month . 
B. Economically BR is obviously 

selling more ads every month. There
fo re, ii has more money with which IO: 

I . Create Specia l Issues 
2. Design more appealing tee 

shins. 
3. lnse r1 posters 
4. Pay i1s sta ff what it surely 

deserves . 
5. Allend conven1ions and Olher 

special event s. 
C. Unfortunately, BR's changes 

include-blurring i1 s uns1a1ed but under
stood purpose-: T.o provide a vehicle of 
communication betwecJ.l readers, 
bands and others who are side of im
personnel, commercial enlerta inment . 
I feel that BR is heading toward , al-
1ho ugh ever so slightly, the point o f 
selling oul. Including such gimmicks as 
free pos1ers, short interviews with well
known (and overplayed) b~nds, or hir
ing writers who also grace the pages o f 
The Washington Post would not be 
surprising in a magazine like Rolling 
Stone-but Boston Rock? 

This leu er conveys my bdief that 
you need 10 spend less time expanding 
BR and more time trying to rc1ain the 
hones t, intellige n1 , yet simple qualities 
1hat were once a major part of BR . 
Con1inue to improve the graphic qual
ity, but remember who you are writing 
for. I hope this leuer con1 ains some 
construc1ive criticism and observation. 
If not , flush it all. 

Rober! Lieberman 
Washington, D.C. 

BAY STATE JUMP 

A gianl 1hank you for 1he radio sta
tion listings you have been providing in 
1he pas1 few issues . Thanks to these ad
dresses, I am ha ppy 10 report that the 
new G. G. Jumpers single is doing quite 
we ll on radio-especially in Massachu
setts. 

Les ter Drummond 
Sli1hering Disc Records 

Oa kland , CA 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 
A ll correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 

WENDY DAVIS EYES 

To Harold Lepidus, 
Re• The Boston Harold (BR#40), it' s 

nice 10 know that there is someone else 
out 1hcrc that doesn't like Duran Du
ran. But I must admit tha1 I like the un
censored " Girls On Film" video. Am I 
bi ? 

Wendy Davis 
Carmichael, CA 

request. All leuers are subject to edit
ing. Wrile 10: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston SI. Ste. 203 
Boston, MA 02116. 

Rock 'n' Rumble 
A Monday morning quarterback'!, 

look at the 1983 WBCN Rock 'n' Roll 
Rumble, won by 'Til Tuesday with Sex 
Execs in the runner up slot: 

Though this year' s field of bands 
was generally regarded as weak, they 
drew the largest Rumble crowds yet. 
Since the video-taping at Spit was 
scrapped this year, how come all the 
bands still had to use those gawd-aw
ful, glaring white spots that presented 
the performers in only the most unna
tural of lights? ... Once again, the 
band that worked the hardest on im
proving itself in the months right be
fore the competition rode 1heir efforts 
to the winner's circle. . . All three 
hardcore bands (burlesque and novelty 
shows aside) played well enough to 
make the semi-finals, though only 

Smegma's Nuns did. . . The 
"political" reasons that some bands 
gave for stayrng home sounded pretty 
weak IO us. . Are hardcore bands 1he 
only people who play fast songs any
more? ... And why were Jerry's Kids 
and the Del Fuegos the only groups 
who successfully pulled off slow tunes 
(the Fuegos did it twice)? ... When 
people complain about the nights when 
supposedly three of the five judges 
were industry (i.e. thoroughly main
stream) reps, they should be complain
ing to the college radio jocks who 
failed to show up for duty ... We dare 
anyone to even attempt 10 put the time 
and energy that 'BCN puts into its 
Rumble and its exposure for new bands 
into a comparable event. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

STEVEN 



EYEOPENERS 

How Loud Was It? 
If the Motorhead show, which 

opened up a new Monday nigh1 series 
of Heavy Metal from Hell concerts at 
the Paradise is any indication, the devil 
is surely dear. Motorhead's Lemmy, 
who looked and sounded like a long
haired grizzly bear being hung as he 
shouted upwards toward his micro
phone, led his bandmates in the sys
tematic destruction of the club's moni
tor speakers while the house PA was 
saved from certain death only by a lim
iter that allowed either the drums or 
the vocals (pick one) to be heard at any 
one time. "Not even Ronnie Montrose 
was this loud" remarked one fan. And 
if the band hadn't succeeded in their 
mission to cause temporary hearing 
loss, the screams from the guy in back 
of me surely would have. "I couldn't 
talk for two whole days after the last 
Judas Friest show," he boasted later. 

The show attracted a heahhy mix of 
rock tastes, as indicated by the band 
names on some of the-T-shirts in at
tendance-Minor Threa1, AC/DC, 
Dictators, Black Flag, Scorpions and 
Iron Maiden. But there's only one way 
lO sort out the real HM fans-so they 
had an air guitar contest (recorded for 
posterity by TV38). 

In watching the HM videos while 
waiting for Mowrhead to come on, we 
came up with a few undeniable facts: l) 
HM bands have signed a pact and must 
always use dry ice fog and a flared pat
tern of spotlights above the stage; 2) 
Their quad ·stacks keep the Marshall 
amplifier company in business; 3) The 
leather on Judas Priest would make 
them a big hit in Provincetown. 

The series is a long time dream of 
WBCN's Tony Berardini, who deejays 
the shows, and some upcoming HM 
Mondays will feature Molly Hatchell, 
Quiet Riot and Ball & Chain (former 
members of Balloon and Thunder
train). -Tristram lo::.aw 

The Anti-Nowhere League . .. 

Born To Be Banned 
Well, it's happened again: those bad 

boys from Turnbridge Wells, the Anti
Nowhere League, have had virtually all 
the initial pressings and the masters of 
their new album, Live In Yugoslavia, 
seized by Scotland Yard. Five thousand 
records were released on IOS, sister la
bel of the bankrupt WXYZ, but only 
two hundred copies made it pas1 1he 
authorities. And reportedly only fif
teen discs reached the United States. 

In a recent phone inlerview with 
Anti-Nowhere League guitarist Ma
goo, he explained the apparent reason 
for its confiscation. "It's got 'So 
What!' on it," he said, adding, "but 
it's not just the obscenity anymore. It's 
become more of a personal thing." He 
believes "a corporation is trying to 
make it hard as possible for the band to 
exist." 

This is not 1he first lime the League 
has been raced with legal hassles. In 
1981, their debut !;ingle of "Streets of 
London/So What!" was banned and 
WXYZ Records and their distributors 
were prosecuted. But this lime a new 
clause allows the British police to pro
secute the band. Magoo stated in disbe
lief, "We can't go back to England! 
We'll get arrested as soon as we get off 

the plane. We have IO make sure it's 
safe." 

The Anti-Nowhere League plan IO 
remain in New York until their lawyers 
in England neutralize 1he situation. 

-Shred 

Surf 'n' Turf 
J used IO be skeptical about going to 

see bands while vacationing on the 
Cape. After a sizzling weekend of surf, 
sand and sun, the last thing I'd want 10 

do would be to retreat to some hot, 
windowless, smoke-filled barn with a 
few crusty star-fishes strung up on the 
wall. 

But that was before I spent a Sunday 
evening at the Beachcomber. Located 
right on the sandy dunes of Cahoon 
Hollow Beach in Wellneet, MA, the 
bands at the Beachcomber start ar sun
set. Featured every Sunday for the past 
four summers, the Incredible Casuals 
are at their best on their home turf (or 
is that surf?)-the perfect band to lis
ten lO while downing a few beers and 
slurping up a half-dozen little-necks at 
the raw bar. For more information call 
(617) 349-6055. -Greg Reibman 

Yeeaaah! 

Sex Bomb Baby 
For a novel way to determine whe- I 

ther anyone's actually listening to a =· 
radio station, follow the lead or 
WMBR-FM (88.1) and their recent Sex 
Bomb Contest. Sponsored by MBR's 
Late Risers Club (which was unfortun
ately cut back to two hours a day re
cently) the staff figured that the contest 
-asking for creative interpretations of 
1-~lipper's "Sex Bomb" anthem-might 
be the best way to gauge current inter
est in the show, short of commission
ing an Arbitron survey. The results? 
Staffers were pleasantly surprised by 
the response and the general awareness 
of the contest by the average Joe on the 
street. Prizes included: (1st Place) 5 
hours recording time at Radiobeat and 
a chance to play the winning version at 
Spit; (2nd Place) A dinner for the band 
at the HooDoo (the kid who won this 
will claim his prize when he gets back 
from summer camp); and (3rd Place) a 
complete Flipper catalog and T-shirt 
from Newbury Comics. 

The Best Of Boston In 
. Sight & Sound! 

ROCK 
Subscribe today and for one dollar (ship
ping and handling) we 'II mail you your 
choice of one of these outstanding new 
local releases! 

RUBBER RODEO . 

NATIVE 
-TONGUE-

Yow11 
LP on Modern Method 

RUBBER 
-RODEO--

"she Had To Go" 
EP on Eat Records 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 
$5.00 OFF THE 

NEWSSTAND PRICE. Though listening to some or the en
tries was reported to be "excruciating" 
by Music Director Tami Heide, most 
were quite interesting. Bill from Psy
cho submitted a country version, the 
Flange Sisters read definitions of sex 
over a background or bedspring noises 
and climaxed with the squeal or a new
born baby, and a woman named Ruth 
deftly mixed Mission of Burma's 
"Trem Two" with the Flipper original. 
First prize, however, went to a "filthy 
and clever" rap version, second to a 
kid who sang the song while filtering in 

! send to: • I 
5! Boston Rock Subscription, 739 Boylston St., Suite 203, 1• 

the theme from the Flipper (the dol
phin) TV show, and third to a 
"25-minute opus" that placed "sheerly 
by virtue of its audacity." 

Though Heide seriously doubts 
she~ll ever want to say "Sex Bomb" 
again-after uttering those words 
about 25 times on the Friday morning 
show that featured the winners-she 
hopes 1he contest will inspire 'MBR to 
try other ventures. "At least we know 
we can get behind events other than 
three-band benefits at local clubs." 

-Tristram Lozaw 

II Boston, MA 02116 -= SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE $5.00! II 

• D Here's $11.00 for the ten issues of Boston Rock. Please rush .i 
the free record I've checked below: • 

__ Rubber Rodeo __ Primary Colors __ Native Tongue 

D Send me Boston Rock only. Enclosed is $10.00 for ten issues. 

D Check or money order enclosed. 

u Please charge my Master Card or Visa 

'------- - -----exp. date _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ 
signature _ ________ _ 

Name 

Address _____ ________ _ _ _ ______ _ 

City ________ _ ____ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

(Album offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last . We reserve the right to substitute for first 
choices.) 
AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD S2.00 PER ISSUE. 
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~ ROUNDER DISTRIBUTION 
~ THE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC SOURCE 

John Warren 
" Advance Warning" 
(Condor LP 001) 

"Driving and melodic 
good ole American rock & 
roll Heed this advance 
warning 

-Progressive Media 
Magazine 

And buy this record 1 

Nau 
" Nau" 
(Rhino LP 109) 

At las!I! The re-issue of 
rock's most requested 
collectors LPs. Todd 
Rundgren·s first record
ings Includes the original 
"Hello It's Me" and 
"Open My Eyes 

new 1ix song ep available on: 

P O Box 444 I Back Bay Annex/ Bos1on. MA 02117 
(6171266-1460 

Produced by William Garrett 

Primary Colors 
(Urbanoise 12" EP) 

Includes the h11s ··Fact 
and Fiction" and " Notor-
1ous," as heard on your 
favonte radio stations 

Nau 
" Nau Nau" 
(Rhino LP 110) 

More essential essential 
early early Todd Todd 
Runclgren Rundgren! 1 True 
to !he original 11's on red 
v1nyll 

Best of Studio One 
(Hea rtbeat LP 07) 

No smglea!bumcou\d 
hope to tru ly e11:pose the 
bri lliance of Coxsone 
Dodd's career as reggae's 
premier producer but 
some of his greatest 
tracks (including Alton 
Ellis, The Heptones, Sugar 
Minot, The Gladiators and 
others)arecollectedhere 

Nau 
" Nazz 111" 
(Rhino LP 111) 

You loved the first two. 
why nor have the com
plete set? Collec1 all three 
and have fun with your 
friends 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT 
.RECORDS, HARVARD SQUARE. 



THE BOSTON HAROLD 

Boston Bands Help Deliver 
The Cassette From Bondage 

by Harold Lepidus 

Good day, class. Today we are going 10 discuss taped music, specifically 
the cassette. The cassette, while being in existence for quite some time, has 
recently surpassed her big brother, the 8-track cartridge, in popularity, 
and is now taking on her cousin the LP record, for dominance in Ameri
can music systems. 

The cassette's upswing in popularity 
can directly be attributed to 1wo of the 
most inconsiderate developments in re
cent recording technology, which now 
enables you to bring music with you 
where ever you go. There's the Sony 
Walkman, which cuts you off from so
ciety and simultaneously makes you 
look foolish, and the "Ghetto 
Blaster," which advertises your tastes 
in music whether your neighbor has 
any desire to know them or not. 

The recording industry used to cite 
home taping as the reason the music 
biz was in a slump, which I suppose 
was easier than blaming themselves for 
the dreadful garbage they'd been re
hashing. Now, the industry is doing 
much better-not with any major vic
tories over those vicious home tapers, 
but by releasing lots of new material 
by young bands, and supporting them 
with MTV videos, banal as they may 
be. 

Realizing that cassettes are catching 
on, the record industry has put more 
effort into them: sound quality has im
proved, and extra songs are often add
ed to make them more appealing than 
the disc. (Cassettes can be twice as long 
as albums without losing any sound 
quality.) 

The name of the band that's done 
the most with cassettes must be Talking 
Heads: David Byrne's complete score 
of The Catherine Wheel is only avail
able on tape (the LP features excerpts); 
Portable Music is a Heads group and 
solo compilation with each side con
taining the same eight songs; their first 
two LP's are available on one cassette; 
and their latest, Speaking In Tongues, 
features five tracks that are longer than 
their album counterparts. (There are 
no plans, however, to release a Rausch
enberg designed cassette.) 

And, happily, Boston bands are 
starting to release their own indepen
dent cassettes. Proletariat scored big 
with their excellent 7-song Distortion. 
It sold out its first two editions, and 
there is still quite the demand for it. 
Here is a sampling of some commer
cially available cassettes that have been 
gathering dust in the BR office. (See, 
they are still second class citizens.) 

PETER DAYTON: This six-songer 
comes in an undistinguished black and 
white package with virtually no infor
mation . However, don't judge this 
tape by its cover. Dayton may be Bos
ton's cleverest songwriter. He swims in 
all types of musical streams-Jamaican 
("Breaking Up Inside"), 50's (the 
Holly-ish "That's The Way"), punk 
("Don't Wanna Die" from his La 
Peste days)-yet he always keeps his 
head above water, without any chance 
of him drowning. Although some of 
the performances sound lazy (maybe 
Dayton also sees cassettes as second 
class ci tizens), he should appeal to 
Marshall Crensha" fan s and anyone 
that likes diverse, intelligent pop. A 

the area 's largest 

,P~re,._"·-~_;_~-~-Ji~ 

MESSAGE UNITS: One man synth 
band Stephen Ward has released an in-
teresting cassingle. "Waiting For Go- * Send us your want lists, ask to be put on our 
dot" is a catchy, quirky synth-pop tune New Release and Collectors mailings lists. 
with a very light view of Armaggedon. 
"Justice For The Victim" is very Nu- * Thousands of 4S's in stock - including hard to find 
man-esque with predictable results. records by the Adverts, Elvis Costello, The Damned, 

B ~IDEOUS IN STRENGTH: Sound- The Dickies, Generation X, 999, The Police, PiL, 
track To Forever is ambient, textured, Squeeze, The Vibrators, Wire and X,:Ray Spex. 
moody, pretentious, long, daring, bor- -----~-----------------------_, 

ing, deep, intellectual, unlisten- MAIN ST. RECORDS, 
able ... Well, you get the idea. 

6i"3~~)s~eve, Box 
844

• Pembroke MA 213 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 
THREE HANDS: These four songs ,._ ___________________________ _, 

are a sad case of what I call Text-book 
rock. It is only rock and roll in theory 
because it has electric guitars and 
drums; it has absolutely no feelings or 
personality. They're at their best when 
sounding like Boys Life ("Climb" and 
"Norman Mayer"). (I 91 Common
wealth Ave., Boston, MA 02116) D 

FINE CHINA: "Mata Hari" is also 
text-book rock, but "Waiting" is 
great, like a kind of mellower version 
of Dangerous Birds. (Black Nun Pro
ductions, 204 Hampshire St., Cam
bridge, MA 02139) B-

TRADEMARKS: These three songs 
are dangerously close to text-book 
rock, but verging on AOR/Metal. 
"Running Away" is reminiscent of To
to. Or is it REO Speedwagon? Which
ever one does "Too Much Time On My 
Hands." Competent, but undistin
guished. (PO Box 271, Boston, MA 
02134) C 

INCREDIBLE CASUALS: Part of 
a monthly series, this Inedible 
Casserole idea is the most ingenious 
use of a cassette since I killed four 
cockroaches with one UD-90: Inedible 
Casserole is a compilation of every
thing from live songs, covers, and out
takes to "Al Bomba Fixes The Van On 
Location,'' available now on this cas
sette only-not available in any store at 
any price! The I C's may be more inter
ested in chops than depth, and their 
sense of humor may not be for every
one, but any band that can come up 
with a scam like this can't be all bad. 
Hopefully more bands will pick up on 
this idea and get their music into the 
public 's hands. (RR#I, Box 365A. 
Eastham, MA 02642) B+ 

Ok, class dismi%ed. * 

NEW! 

-----
..JlCE "I '.lle,r.R'!S '.R£CffiTI1.5 
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LOS ANGELES 

par Ex-Wax Coley 

F 
irst it was the Question, now 
it's somebody else. Seems like 
all the mod bands are getting 
gigs in Hawaii. Good fuggin' 
riddance. Their stinky clove 

stogies are a blight on our fair city and 
I hope to Chris! they don't come back 
... Flash: Wahlly quits Flesheaters to 
be a full-time bus driver. He will be do
ing some performing for Zoogz Rift 's 
new combo (who've a cassette Ip out 
now and an ep perhaps on the way), 
but tha1's a pan-time gig a! most. New 
Fleshbo named Ned . .. Jeff Long (ex
Wasled Youth) quits Savage Republic 
(whose new single's outright great) to 
hit the halls of academe. Good luck. 
TSOL finally bite the dust. Rumor has 
singer Jack forming a new wave synth 
combo called "The Voice" ... Kevin 
Barretl of the late lamented 100 Flow
ers starts new band called God & the 
Slale. Band slops operations after 2 
gigs but record enough tunes to fill a 
forthcoming Happy Squid ep. Also 
scheduled on Happy Squid-some 
choice vintage Gun Club ... Another 
one to watch for's the third {and final) 
addition to New Underground's comp 
catalog Life's Boring So Why Not 
Sreal This Record which'II feature 
more Germs ... Powertrip Ip out this 
week. Dream Syndicale signs with 
Geffen, plan 10 record this summer in 
SF with Sandy Pearlman ... cool new 
band blows in from Indiana. Lazy 

KANSAS CITY/LAWRENCE 

by Bill Rich 

F or the firs! time in a few years, 
your reporter picks up his pen 
and provides a scene report 

from the plains. The new hotspot has 
become the VFW hall in Kansas City, 
Mo., replacing Lawrence, whkh had 
been the major rockstop for the last 
five years. But due to several factors, 
including the loss of energetic promo
ters, all the travelling hardcore bands 
play the VFW. Presto! A new scene 
wil h new kids has developed. Some
times the all ages crowd of skaters, 
slammers, punks and poseurs go wild 
but generally there is just a great big 
party happening. Lots of new bands 
are starting up and fanzines abound. It 
has been a much needed shot in the 
arm. 

Recent shows al the VFW have been 
Jody Foster's Army, CH3 with Legal 
Weapon, Whipping Boy and Stretch 
Marks, !he OK's with None of the 
Above. Micronotz, No Trend, Fang 
and Choke, and Minor Threat. The 
hall is booked by DERK Produclions, 
who are also working on demos by The 
Tunnel Dogs, Choke and the Drunk 
Alcoholics, all popular local bands. 

Lawrence recently lost some of its 
force when both local halls closed, al
though thev remain open for private 
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Cowgirls wow crowd of ten with solid 
midwest punk (ala Pagans/Mortal Mi
cronotz) and encore with best version 
of "You're Gonna Miss Me" since the 
Neats debuted theirs many moons back 
... Speaking of which, Roky Erick
son's mgr, Craig Luckin, in town re
cently with Austin's Explosives saying 
Rok's "one song away" from having a 
new Ip. Yay! ... Meanwhile, Rocky's 
#I fan, Gregg Turner and the Angry 
Samoans have finished shooting a 
video of "Time Has Come Today'' 
with a featured appearance by the 
song's author Joe Chambers. Cham
bers looked like a million bucks as the 
President of the US, and a tape he 
played of the recently-reformed Cham
bers Bros. sounded mighty boss ... On 
a sad note, the Anti-Club has closed ID 

become a gay disco. On a better 
note, X have parted company with 
their long-time mgr, Jay Jenkins, who 
was always a hard guy to get backstage 
passes out of. X's fourth long-player is 
now finished and should be out in Au
gust. .. In a related note, John, Exene 
and Dave Alvin recently did an acous
tic gig at !he Vex as the Knitters. Chris 
D. was supposed to tape the event, but 
overzealous security guards wouldn't 
let him bring a tape deck in for fear 
1ha1 ii concealed plastic explosives. 
Biggest se lling local lps by Suicidal 
Tendencies (on Frontier of all places) 
which has been beating out both T. 
Heads and Police in fierce retail com
petition.* 

Byron Coley is running/or presidenr of 
the Alrered Srates on rhe psychedelic 
platform. 

parties. Currently working on re-estab
lishing Off The Wall Hall as a viable 
venue are two bands which formed 
when Ritual Roma nce broke up-En
emy Cowboy and Der Stil, who recent 
ly played with Violent Femmes ID a 
packed house. Once the student popu
lation returns, a regular schedule 
should be established. 

Moving on 10 other bits of news, The 
Embarrasment, probably the most 
popular band around, decided to call it 
quits due to internal tensions. How
ever, Death Travels West won't be their 
final say as a cassette of studio out
takes and live recordings is now being 
compiled. 

Although Get Smart! left Lawrence 
for Chicago, their debut album, Ac
tion/Reaction will be released on Fresh 
Sounds early in September. Also 
scheduled for September release is !he 
MicronOLz eight song ep, a follow up to 
their debut album of lasl year. The 
band is currently touring until the 
school year begins. Start continue to 
get favorable reviews on their Look 
Around album and plan to return to 
the studio to record their next Ip this 
month. 

Local tapes by Short Term Memor} 
and Other Geese are going fast. The 
Slip Kids have a four song demo out. 
They seem to be the only band who 
have been renting and doing shows at 
the Opera House. 

CONTINUED O.'\ Pl GE 48 

PHILADELPHIA 

by Gregory Beaudoin 

S 
umrner in the city, and the 
heal is on. Not simply weather 
wise, mind you, but vinyl wise 
as well. The college kids may 
escape the soaring temps by 

trekking home or to the beach, but it's 
the true blue who declare, "I'd rather 
be in Philadelphia!"; which, by way of 
segue, happens to be the title of 
Philly's first local band compila
tion-due out on Burn Potential 
Records after a collective two day East 
Side Club appearance by the bands. A 
showcase of local talent long overdue, 
coordinated by ex-Head C heese mem
ber, Susan Ottaviano. 

To be included on the record are, for 
the mos! part, long time practitioners 
in the local scene. Bunnydrums, PreUy 
Poison , and the Slickmen are three 
heavyweights who should dominate 
said compilation and (by coincidence?) 
each have released truly fine 12'' EPs 
over the past several months. Of the 
three, the most commercial sound be
longs to Prelty Poison, the band with j 

the sexy femal~ singer. But Prelly Poi- i 

son's no Berlm; they wax a dense 
sound of eerie pop, well suited for the 
dance noor and late nigh! listening. 
The sound of the Stickmen, tips the 
scale in the opposite direction: their 
nervous, nervous music can be disturb
ing-in an agreeable way. Seen live, 
the poor singer is so jumpy he can 

WORCESTER 

by Uncle Mark 

S ummer in Wormtown can 
seem like a deleted canto from 
Dante's "Purgarorio." This 

summer the situation went from bad to 
worse with the closing of Exil, Worces
ter's premier original rock club. Origi
nally, ii was only to close for the sum
mer, but word soon came out that its 
doors would be closed for good. 
Throughout its short but illustrious ca
reer, Exit went out of its way 10 sup
port New England bands, especially 
from Worcester and Boston. It was an 
awful 101 of work for little return and 
support and leaves one wondering 
whether a club dedicated to showcasing 
original rock acts can survive in Massa
chusett 's second largest city. 

To make matters a little more uncer
tain, Sir Morgan's Cove was sold to a 
new owner. Recently this landmark 
rock club, which had featured every
body from the Rolling Stones to 
T.S.O.L., had starled to book original, 
local acts once again. The new owner 
says he will keep weekends for rock but 
the weeks are resen:ed for jazz and 
bluegrass. How all this will affeel local 
acts remains to be seen. 

The big X-factor in all this is the tale 
that is circulating that certain promin
ent persons from the Boston rock com
munity have bought the former Le Jar-

barely hold his mike stand upright. The 
Stickmen's first LP, on Red Records, 
contains several stage favorites, includ
ing "Funky Hayride, "-funk with the 
energy of hardcore. 

The heavyweights may soon be up 
against stiff competition by way of rel
ative newcomers, The Vels. A tape of 
Vels originals has been in circulation 
about town, with Wlfl, the new 
"Rock of the 80s" station, giving it 
well deserved airplay. The Vels are a 
three piece, consisting of members 
from two mher local bands, Club of 
Rome and the Moroccos . The latter is 
fronted by vocalist and organist Alice 
Cohen. Cohen's liule girl vocals serve 
as both the dominant factor in the Mo
roccos sound and provide an intriguing 
contrast to the Vel's bass and synth 
work. No DOR here, folks, but a mas
terful blend of experimental instru
mentation and pure pop sensibi lities. A 
record deal is rumored to be eminent 
with Mercury Records. 

Other bands to be included on the 
compilation are Book of Love, Red 
Buckets, Mother Ma)' I, Girls Down
stai rs, Sensory Fix, Execut ive Slacks, 
and poet Marty Watt. Watt is a sound 
poet who may be compared with Eng
land's Attila the Stockbrocker, but 
while Watt shares the same affinity for 
puns, he invests heavily in vocal sound 
attacks-"It's like . it's like 
Boom!!! You're smart or like 
BANG!!! You're reallll dumb." Wall's 
latest volume of work is accompanied 
by Executive Slack Matt Marello's 
satiric drawings. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 48 

din (former arms-factory-testing build
ing and roller/disco) on Chandler 
Street. The lalk is of a Seplember 
opening. Local wags joke about names 
such as "Spit West." 

Bands In & Out: The Nebulas are 
spending a good part of their summer 
in the studio working on laying down 
new material. Everyone is waiting for 
the Performers record, expected in Au
gust. Best local cassette heard to date is 
Alex & the Droogs three-song tape, 
featuring the finest in local ghoulabill
ing shock/rock (or whatever). My fave 
is "Mummy Dearest." A band to 
watch for is the amazing Holy Cow 
and lhe Calves who have a genetic link 
with the Gluons-both are from the 
New Bedford area. Pete Murphy has 
nothing on these guys. They sometimes 
play with the Gluons and it makes for a 
great double bill. Another band that's 
making impressions is the Chain Reac
tions-whom I '11 admit to not having 
seen yet but have heard good things 
about. One of Worcester's best kept 
musical secrets, Ed Robichaud (who 
has a previously-released single, "If I 
Knew What It Was" as well as goodly 
amount on cassette), has signed a 
3-record contract with a German com
pany and begins work on his first LP 
this month. A possibility for the title is 
"Duplicate \Valker," the translation of 
the German word "Dopplcganger." * 

Uncle A1ark is the rnck /I/Usie direc
tor for local Worceste, 1:won, H-1C.\'. 
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Birdsongs of the Mesozoic: 
Debut 5-song 12" E.P. 

on Ace of Hearts Records 
Featuring Roger Miller, Martin Swope, 

Erik Lindgren and Rick Scott 
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Joa11 
Jett• 
A 

by Tristram Lozaw 

few years, ago, while mentioning Joan Jett 
in an anicle, I inferred, more ,orless,that Jen 

was just another Suzi Quatro incarnation. Well, the 
connection was correct-Quatro was a major innuence 
on Jett's desire to play music. Bui little else of my 
comparison stands true 1oday. Quatro has vanished 
except for occasional appe:-.rances on Happy Days 
reruns, and Jett is a mt1jor force in American 
mainstream rock, with several hits under her stud~ 
ded leather belt and a new album that promises 
more of the same. 

Jett grew up in Rockville, Maryland, halfway 
between Baltimore and Washington and about half 
an hour away from the Baltimore Orioles games 
she frequented. Around the age of 13, she brought 
her first album-T. Rex-and her first guitar- a 
Silvenone-and started playing along to songs like 
"Bang A Gong" up in her room. "I never really 
had any guitar heroes tha1 l 'd hang up on my 
wall," she claims. "I was innuenced by Suzi Quat
ro and I'd play along 10 all tha1 early '70s British 
glitter music-Gary Gli11er, David Bowie and all 
tha1, and also the Stones and the Who, the bands 
that everyone listened 10." Reading the Lifestyle 
section in Newsweek one day, she came across an 
article on gliner rock and Rodney Bingenheimer's 
English Disco in Hollywood where the turntables 
were devoted strictly to Jett's favorite music. "I 
said to myself, I wish I could go to that club, and 
before you knew it we moved to California and 
that was my weekend hangout." 

In 1972, her family moved 10 LA where she met 
an eccentric producer named Kim Fowley and 
drummer Sandy West. They gave birth to an all-girl 
band called the Runaways that toured for five 
years and recorded three albums for Mercury while 
trying to shake their jailbait image. "No one was 
ready for 16-year old girls running around the 
world swearing, having a few drinks, speaking their 
minds and playing sweaty rock'n'roll. I'm sure a 
lot people thought it was disgusting to see girls 
sweating. Now I can think back and I see that pre
juidice about girls not being able to do certain 
things, about being second class citizens, is deeply 
rooted. It's something that's been going on for 
lOOs of years. So you can7t expect everyone to 
change their attitudes overnight, but 1 did when I 
was 16 and 17." 

./ 
The Runaways did manage to break down bar

riers and help clear the way for other girl groups 
and the surge of women's involvement in rock mu
sic. "I feel grea1 that more girls are wanting to get 
up there (on stage) and do things, and I like the 
fact that girls have been able to break through. I 
just hope they can handle it. You really have to 
want to do this stuff unless you plan to get out af
ter a year of two. 

"I think the Runaways opened alot of doors. 
But I've yet to see any band with girls in it as raun
chy as the Runaways were. We were just teenage 
girls, but when we played, we played." Often the 
Runaways found themselves in front of audiences 
that wanted proof of that fact. Though most of 
these crowds were initially attracted by th~ novelty 
of an all-girl band, even heavy metalers usually left 
the concerts admitting that the Runaways could 
really handle their instruments. And Jett didn't 
really care whether she measured up to their stan-

dards anyway. "I know my limits, and I stick with 
what I know how to do. Most people are very hap
py with it, but if they aren't, well ... as the song 
says, I don't give a damn about my reputation. I 
really don't. 

Around 1979, when she lived across the street 
from L.A.'s Whisky-A-Go-Go, Jett met Kenny La
guna and Richie Cordell. In earlier days, Laguna 
played with, produced and wrote songs for an artil
lery of successful teenybopper bands that included 
the Ohio Express, Archies and 1910 Fruitgum Co., 
as well as for Tommy James & the Shondells, Dar
lene Love and Jay & the Americans. Cordell, a 
producer for Tommy James, penned a dozen and a 
half worldwide hits, among them the Shondell's 
"Mony Mony." Laguna and Cordell first worked 
with Jett on the soundtrack to a film that was to 
star the Runways, We're All Crazy. The movie was 
never finished, much to the relief of most people 
involved, but the threesome had inaugurated a pro-



duction team that stands 10 this day. 
With time to spare after the Runaway split, the 

late Darby Crash convinced Jett 10 produce the 
Germs' LP in the summer of 1979. Then, quickly 
getting the urge to play again, she called up some 
friends from another band that had just broken 
up-ex-Sex Pistols Steve Jones and Paul Cook
and cut three tracks with them in London. Of these 
tunes, "You Don't Own Me" and "Don't Abuse 
Mc" eventually ended up on the Bad Reputation 
LP, while her cover of the Arrows' "I Love 
Rock'n'Roll" was-at least for the moment
shoved onto the B-side of a Dutch single. 

Though none of the major record companies 
agreed, Laguna and Cordell were thoroughly con
vinced that Jett was ready to record a solo LP. La
guna used his connections to book recording time 
in the Who's Rampart Studios and Cordell arrang
ed a European label deal with Dutch Ariola. Again 
enlisting the aid of Msrs. Jones and Cook as well 
as Blondie's Clem Burke and Frank Infante, Jett 
recorded Bad Reputation in London during the 
winter of 1979-80. She next gathered some Califor
nia musicians together to form the Blackhearts. 

Laguna, now Jell 's best friend/manager was ad
vised by his manager that getting Bad Replllation 
out domestically would help immeasurably with the 
band's stateside bookings. So, with personal sa
vings and borrowed money, Laguna and Jett 
formed the Blackheart label, started pressing rec
ords and, a1 first, shipped them out directly to 
stores, C.O.D. The record sold out of its initial 
pressing of 5,000 in one week and was past 1he 
20,000 mark after a few more. But the more suc
cessful the record was, the touchier the dollar situa
tion became. Since distributors offen wait up to 
three or more months to pay for the records they 
buy, Laguna couldn't afford to make any more 
records. It was a1 just such a point of financial des
pair that the Lagunas cleaned ou1 their kid's col
lege education account so that the show could go 
on. 

So now, after proving that Joan Jell was a viab le 
music product, the record companies would have to 
change their tune, right? Wrong. Laguna tried call
ing in favors to the heaviest-weight s he knew 10 
get Jett signed, but there were no takers. 
He even offered Bad Reputation to one conglomer
ate. free! "We were turned down by something like 
23 labels, some three or four times," Jett recalls. 
"And we've got letters 10 prove i1. Most deny it 
and we say, 'Oh, isn't this your signature?' The lel
ers would say things like, 'Due to the high stan 
dards of our record label we cannot sign you.' Now 
they turn around and claim we never played our 
tape for them." 

Things seemed like they couldn't get any worse 
for the Blackhearts. They had just finished a Euro
pean "tour" and had little 10 show for i1. "We 
wound up playing all over Holland in high schools 
and barns. We were sleeping in our stage clothes 
afterwards, soaking wet, on floors in peoples 
houses. If you ate yesterday, you didn't ea1 today. 
The most nourishing thing around was beer." Back 
in New York: things were on the edge of falling 
apart. The original drummer wasn't working out 
and they had no money, no US record deal and no 
support. But the scariest 1hing for Je11 was to have 
no band. "I didn ' t care if I was starving or not, I 
just wanted to be in a band. More than anything I 
didn't want to lose that." 

Regrouped, the Blackhearts began playing small 
gigs all over the Northeas1-New Haven , the Rat in 
Boston, Queens, Long Island and nearly every club 
in New Jersey ("There must be 5,000 of 
them")-everywhere except Manhattan. Somehow 
a buzz started about the band and people were 
wondering why !hey never played the City. Mean
while the band was building, developing, working 
things out. When they finally did play Manhaltan, 
the late Neil Bogart came 10 see them. Laguna 
knew Bogart, then the head of Boardwalk Records, 
from his teen pop days when he was president of 
the bubblegum center of the world, Buddah Rec
ords. Bogart liked what he saw and signed Joan, 
and Bad Reputation became one of the ten mos1-
added albums in the country. 

Je11 started touring e.xtcnsively with the 
Blac~hearts, who had settled into a steady line-up. 
Bassist Gary Ryan \\as an ''army brat who grC\\ up 

everywhere." He ran away from home 10 LA and 
lived from couch to couch in the living rooms of 
X, the Germs and a group of girls who later be
came the Go-Gos. Ryan's girlfriend Lorna played 
in the Germs, and Germs vocalist Darby Crash 
reccommended Ryan to Jell (he was a babe of 15 
at the time). Weened on the Ed Sullivan Show, 
Bronx guitarist Ricky Byrd played with Binky Phil
ips (Plane1s), Tom Dickie, Susan and G.E. Smith 
before coming to the Blackheans. He wrote songs 
with John Waite of the Babys and had one tune on 
a Fotomaker LP. Lee Crystal, who grew up across 
the s1 reet from the Coney Island Cyclone, was fin
ally able to afford his dream drum set when the 
price was reduced because Carmine Appice had 
used them for a one-day clinic. He played with the 
Boyfriends, Johnny Thunders and Sylvain Sylvain 
before getting the recrui1ment call from Laguna. 

The Blackheans recorded their next album bet
ween dates and the resl, as they say, is history. / 
Love Rock 'n 'Roll spawned two giant radio hi1s: a 
cover of Tommy James' "Crimson and Clover" 
and the title cul, which was number one for eight 
straight weeks (it wa':I aho one of the songs on the 
repeatedly rejected demo tape). The follow-up hit 

was "Do You Want To Touch Me" from Bad Rep-
111ation, gi\·ing that LP ne\,-found life, and 1oge1-
her this trio of songs dominated 1he airwa\'es 
throughout the summer of 1982. 

W hy so much success , so quickly, to 
someone the major labels wouldn't let 

shine their shoes? Jen's appeal is summed up in this 
favori1e quote from No/ling Stone: "Jell fuses both 
the yearning of girl groups\\ ith the' c;; lapdash ferocity 
of garage bands to the power beat of Heavy Metal." 

The fact that J e11 & crew have been touring re
lentless ly, working every borough in the wilds of 
America, ingraining their music into the localfolk 
doesn't hurt either. The band 10\•es to !Our, "I 
don '! have any certain, steady boyfriend who wor
ries me or makes me homesick," Jett explains. "I 
travel so much that the word homesick almost 
doesn't apply. Where's home? Is it LA? NY? I live 
in NY now but I've been so many places, I could 
miss Paris or Germany as much as I miss New 
York. I want to get out there, get on !he bus and 
play . .. A lot of bands think it's substandard 
living, and in a certain way il is, because it's really 
hard. But there's something about it, and I guess I 
just thrive on it. I love rock. I love playing." 

And that, I think, is what fans like most about 
Joan Jett; through it all, rock'n'roll is still what 
matters most to her. No one claims that Jett or her 
band are the most dazzling musicians east of Eddie 
Yan Halen. But any cracks that are left by what 
1he band might lack in finesse or innovation are 
handily puttied up by a raw, gut energy that comes 
from being committed, totally, to what 1hcy do. 
And \,hat the~ do i\ play rock, the hard, blu111, 

sensory-overload kind that bangs your skull whe
ther you like it or not. The kind that's good back. 
ground music for a barroom brawl. The kind that 
tries 10 be fun and mean-assed at the same time. 

The new LP, called simply Album, carries on in 
1he Jett tradition. "I still think we're a pre11y raun
chy band. We don't do many overdubs. Because 
we're a very live band and play toge1her so much, 
it 's not so hard to play a song once or twice and 
have that be the basic track. We set up in the stu· 
dio just like we do on stage, and a lot of people 
have been telling me that Album sounds like it's 
live, without an audience." If you listen hard you 
can find some piano, percussion, an extra guitar 
here or there, the Uptown Horns .ind a whole two 
seconds of stri ngs ("Everyone thinks we're crazy to 
hire a string section for just two seconds of 
music"). In any case, as Kenny Laguna would un
doubtedly tell you, the purpose of the added instru
ments (which are usually buried in the mix) is to 
make 1he guitars sound fatter, like they do in con. 
cert. Jell also tried to ge1 a cleaner, live-er sound 
on her ,oice and insisted on next 10 no echo or rc
verb. "Coming off 2 ½ years of singing every 
night, my voice felt very strung . I wanted it dearer, 
closer sounding." 

Three years ago, Jett might have thought she 'd 
never gel 10 record again. NO\\, after the ste llar 
success of I Lo1·e Rock '11 'Roll, she has had the dis
tinctly gratifying pleasure of making an album 
knowing she ha,;, indeed. pro\'cn 10 all her old di\
belil'\Cr\ their blunder" of judgment. It's a thera
peutic part of the revenge that many people dream 
1hey'll unlea\h on those who trea1 them like 
schmucks if they e\er really make it. "Fake 
Friends," which opens Alh11111, '>pells out some of 
the resentment Jett felt \,hen the band was inun
dated by hangers-on and "best buddies'' after suc
cess rolled her way. " It was 1he way the success 
happened. We didn't ju,1 mme up 1he chart\ slO\\
ly, 'I Love Rock'n'Roll' was an instant smash. It 
was number one in six \\eeks. It happened so fast 
that it was real easy to see the change in people, to 
sec people who never believed in you at all quickly 
turn around and say, 'Oh, I knew you'd make it all 
along.''' 

Still, Jett likes the idea that she achic,ed her suc
cec;;s from the outside. "The people in mmic thal I 
respect have been on the road for years. It'\ called 
paying your dues, and that's a big ran or it. Some 
people are overnight sensations. They've ne\er tried 
this thing before, and the fir'il record !hey put out, 
wham, it', a big number one \ui.::ces\. I'm really 
glad that didn't happen to me. I'm glad I v,.:ent 
through everything that I did. I think you really 
ha,·e to kno" \,hat i1'<, like 10 be \taning and learn 
h0\\ 10 appreciate things. You really ha\·c 10 lo\e 
rock'n'roll to stay in it.'' 

Another key to Jett's success \\ilh the record
buying public, a custom continued on Album, is 
combining her originals with Blackheart interpreta
tions of classic (and semi-classic) hits; mixing the 
familiar ,,ith the new. Jett and Laguna team up to 
write most of 1he band's original tunes in· a sort of 
give-and-take. "I write lots of riffs and sometimes 
I have ideas for titles or lyrics. Then Kenny and I 
sit down and make songs out of them." While she 
got the idea to record "Tossin' and Turnin'" from 
a late night TV ad, "You know, one of those 52 
Gian I Hit s for $9.95 deals," most of the songs that 
Jett picks to cover-from "Wooly Bully" to Al:, 
bum's "Everyday People" and the cassette-only 
"Siar Star" (Stones)-havc been discovered while 
she was sift ing through Laguna's record collection. 

Album's time-proven rock grab bag will almost 
certainly push Jett to the top of the charts once 
again, but the money that mighl bring doesn't seem 
to matter much. The Blackhearts were offered a 
slo1 at this year's US Festi\'al, and though the mo
ney was good they turned it down because it wasn't 
right for the band. "After living in LA for eight 
years, I didn't want our homecoming to b~ stuck in 
the middle of 35 other band.,s. They offered us a 
quarter million bucks 10 do a 45.minute show. 
That works out to somelhing like $20.000 a song. 
If that doesn't prove to people that I'm not in it 
for the money, nothing will! 

"Material things just aren't very important to 
me. As long as I can tra\'el and play rock'n'rolt, 
that ·s \\ hat I '11 Ii\ e for." 



by Betsy Sherman 

"I suppose it's ironic, since I come from a place 
where you maybe see one black person a year, but I 
identify with soul music so much." 

Annie Lennox chuckles at her snow-white Aber
deen, Scotland roots; nevertheless she and her Eu
rythmics partner Dave Stewart have produced one of 
the year's steamiest, most proudly soulful couplings 
of synthesizer and voice yet on their superb album 
Sweet Dreams (Are Made Of This). 

Eurythmics take the familiar building blocks of 
soul stylings and manage to run them through syn
thesizers with no loss of potency. Add to that Annie 
Lennox's warm, versatile voice, and a set of iniri
guing, emotion-probing lyrics, and you've got some 
very gutsy dance music. 

Lennox and Stewart are veterans or The Tourists, a 
pop group that was very successful in 1he U.K., but 
was hardly known for adventurousness. Lennox des
cribes The Touris1s' 1981 crumble: "In a hotel in 
Bangkok, on our way to do an Australian tour, we 
decided to call it a day. We were already committed 
to the LOur; we managed to scrape through hair the 
gigs pretending we were still LOgether, then Peet 
Coombes (leader of The Tourists) went back to Eng
land and we had to finish the rest as a four-piece. 

"It was really a very trying time, but Dave and I 
were happy because we hadn't felt folly represented 
in The Tourists and we wanted to do someLhing dif
ferent, on our own. So we went to Germany, where 
we'd booked time at Conny Plank's studio 10 do 
some work just as an experiment." The result wsa In 
The Garden, the first Eurythmics album (never re
leased in the U.S.), produced by Plank and featuring 
Can's Holgar Czukay and Blondie's Clem Burke. 

Lennox and Stewart then suffered a disastrous set
back due to unscrupulous management, from whom 
they subsequently freed themselves. Fortunately, a 
sympathe1ic bank manager lent them enough to buy a 
second-hand 8-track deck. "We made the album 
Sweet Dreams on the 8-track," recounts Lennox, 
"with the exception of 'The Walk,' which we trans
ferred onto 16-track, and 'Wrap ll Up,' which we did 
24-track. Dave engineered it and produced it, with 
some friends helping out. It took us nine months to a 
year to make it.'' Sweet Dreams (Are Made Of This), 
as well as the singles culled from it, was a resounding 
success in England and Europe. Now America is be
coming just as enthusiastic. 

"It felt like an arrival point," says Lennox or the 
album. "We put everything previous in the context or 
just being a journey. I felt it represented me person
ally. I rediscovered soul music, which is something 
that was very dear to me. I had been exposed to Tam
la/Motown when I was about fifteen. We used to go 
out and dance to Otis Redding, Stevie Wonder, The 
Supremes. 

"In Eurythmics, we've 1ried to take some or the 
energy that came out of the punk movement, the 
sweetness from soul music, and the alienation or Eu
ropean synthetic mechanical rhythms, and blend it 
together into Eurythmics music. 

She has little patience for some of the other con
temporary purveyors of "soul": "These people 
don't have an understanding of soul music. I would 
really like to sit and have a talk with Kevin 
Rowland ... He's straining too much. Soul music 
was never about trying too hard; it's a lot cooler than 
that, more dynamic than that. It's the dynamics in 
soul music that really make the statements. It's the 
blowing from hot to cold, from tragic to joyous, 
from sweet to bitter. It's those contrasts that really 
make soul music. If you try to force it it's not soul 
music, it's just constipated." Of course it couldn't 
hurt any aspiring soul singer to be possessed of a 
voice like Annie Lennox's. 
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Sweet Soul Music 
(Is Made of This) 

The striking element or Eurythmics live show is 
toughness. The four-piece touring band (plus three 
female back-up singers and Lennox on vocals and oc
casional Oute) kicks harder than 1he Eurythmics on 
record. And Annie Lennox tackles the stage like a 
sparring boxer. For the Boston show she wore a gray 
man's suit with red gloves, handkerchief and suspen
ders. Nol 10 mention her industrial-orange whiffle 
haircut. It was an exuberant and powerful image, 
and a complement to other "Girl Annie" poses such 
as her businessman in the "Sweet Dreams" video and 
her matchstick chewing greaser on the cover of the 
"Who's That Girl?" single. But though the added 
muscle was perfect for the punchier songs, the swag
ger overwhelmed the softer songs which required a 
more delicate touch. 

"The androgynous image," Lennox explains, "is a 
tool to lift me out of being simply 'a girl singer.' Un
fbrtunately a lot of people, men particularly, only see 
the 'tits and ass' aspect, and that is limiting. So I play 
down my female role on stage, but in a way l feel it 
allows my sexuality to come out even more. By not 
fulfilling those expectations, by not coming on in a 
sexy dress or whatever, I feel that I can actually make 
a stand. 

"I am very feminine. I'm not gay. But [ feel, as a 
woman, sometimes, very masculine, powerful. Creat
ing this ambiguous image is a vehicle for that power 
to come through. When you're making statements to 

the public, it can become cliched ir you're not care
ful; I'm always aware of that fine borderline. Some
times I appear totally as a man, sometimes I appear 
as the ultima1e macho idea of a female object. I want 
to play with that, because it's a little dangerous, be
cause I want to confound people. There's always a 
touch of irony in everything we portray. There must 
be." 

Though members of the present touring band may 
record with Eurythmics, Lennox is adamant that the 
band will remain a duo: "It gives us flexibility. Our 
experience with The Tourists was that when you lose 
your nexibility you become stagnant. The most re
cent thing we did in England was a television pro
gram where we played with a grand piano, Nashville 
steel guitar, synthesizer, and an eight-piece gospel 
choir." Lennox has recently guested on a record that 
former Associates singer Billy MacKenzie is making. 
Dave Stewart (whose shaggy hair and beard and ever
present shades give the comical impression of a 
perpetual hangover), when not concocting bizarre 
b-sides, has been working with former Throbbing 
Gristle members Chris and Cosey. 

The name Eurythmics, by the way, is a nod to an 
Isadora Duncan-ish school where music is taught by 
expressing rhythm through movement. "The white 
European approach to music is intellectual," the 
classically-trained Lennox notes. "Eurhythmics was 
a useful way for people to feel music.'' * 
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In Search DI THE 

The Shaggs are real, pure, unaffected by outside 
influences. Their music is different, it is theirs 
alone. They believe in it, live it. It is a part of them 
and they are a part of it. OJ all contemporary acts 
in the world today, perhaps only the Shaggs do 
what 01hers would like to do, and that is perform 
only what they believe in, what they feel, not what 
01hers 1hinks 1he Shaggs should feel. 

The Shaggs love you, and love to perform for you. 
You may love their music or you may not, but 
whatever you feel, at last you know you can listen 
to artists who are real. They will not change their 
music to meet the whims of a frustrated world. 
You should appreciate this because you know they 
are pure what more con you ask? 

-Austin Wiggin, Jr., c. 1968, 
from liner notes on the Shaggs' 

Philosophy of !he World 

What more can you ask? I discovered the Shaggs 
soon after their first album. originally an obscure 
vanity record made in the late '60s, was reissued on 
the Red Rooster/Rounder label in 1978. In one of 
those classic, epiphanic scenes you never forget, 
somebody-in the midst of showing off some new 
sounds-put Philosophy of the World on the ster
eo, muttering those oft-repeated but generally dub
ious words: "You gotta hear this!" 

It was simple advice, but advice I nevertheless 
offer to anyone famil iar with the jaded, cynical, 
anti-creative, anti-artistic and anti-humanist pop 
music biz. 

You got/a hear this! It always begins with Philos
ophy's title track, which starts off with a guitarist 
strumming a slightly out-of-tune guitar in time with 
an amateurish drummer. Then, a few seconds into 
the record, the guitar and drums drift apart, each 
keeping its own beat but oblivious to the other. 
And we aren't talking about "syncopation" 
here-no tricks, jokes, or brain-teasers: these 
players are wrong, out of synch, off-beat, and 
hopelessly lost. Yet they str'll!gle on. 

You got/a hear this! As the initiate's eyebrows 
begin to rise with the realization that this is prob
ably the most heinous ineptitude ever immortalized 
on vinyl, the singing begins, a kind of singing that 
defies description, a style that is confident in spite 
of its formidable unpleasantness. The voice is that 
of a little girl, singing with a distinct backwoods 
New England accent, without a trace of vibrato, 
phrasing subtleties, affectation or gimmickry. 

The lyrics are as simple as the performance: 

Oh the rich people want what the poor peoples got 
And the poor people want what the rich peoples got 
And the skinny peoples want what the fat peoples got 
And the fat peoples want what the skinny peoples got 
You can never please anybody, in this world. 

Just like anyone else hearing this seeming abom
ination for the first time, I cracked up. It was hil
arious, and so ridiculous that I had to hear all of 
it. I was soon to learn that the Shaggs are not for 
everyone; Philosophy of The World, with its innu
merable flaws, is not good party music. 

I tried to locate a copy of the album. There 
weren't a lot around. I finally stumbled onto one 

about four years later, bought it, loved it even 
more, played it for all my friends-Hey! You goua 
hear this!-and then realized that it was more than 
comedy. 

Everything Austin Wiggin had said about the 
Shaggs was true. 

The Shaggs are three sisters-Dorothy, Helen 
and Betty Wiggin. They grew up in tiny Fremont, 
New Hampshire (pop. 1,333, as of 1980 census), in 
the '60s, under the stern eye of their father, Austin 
Wiggin, Jr ., who encouraged their growing interest 
in music. He took them out of regular high school 
and had them study by mail so they would have 
more time at home for their instruments, their ex
ercises and their rehearsals . They weren't allowed 
to date boys, but all the kids in town attended their 
weekend dances at the town hall. 

The recording engineer 
tactfully tried to suggest that 
perhaps they might like to 
come back after they had 
practiced a little bit more. 

"No," said Austin Wig
gin, "We have to get them 
while they're hot." 

Helen had a basic trap drum set-tom-tom, bass, 
floor tom, high hat, snare and cymbal-and Doro
thy and Betty had matching "Woolco special" gui
tars. Dorothy wrote the songs, straighforward little 
sketches based on life as she figured it, from her 
vantage point in rural New England. 

Why do I feel !he way I feel? 
Why do I do 1he 1hings I do? 
Sometimes I worry over nothing a1 all 
Sometimes I think life's just a ball 
When life changes and turns the other way 
1 try to think of something gay 

There was a sports car on the road 
I !hough! I knew 1he fellow 1h01 drove 
That Ii/lie sports car was as pre/ly as an oyster 
Following it was like riding on a roller coaster 

Some kids do as they please 
They don't know what life really means 
They don't listen to what 1he ones who really care 
Have to say 
Who are parents? 
Parents are the ones who really care 
Who are paren1s? 
Parents are the ones who are always there. 

Apparently, Austin was always there, giving his 
girls encouragement, reserving the town hall for 
Shaggs concerts, making sure Dorothy, Betty and 
Helen practiced. One day, Austin took the family 
on a little excursion to a recording studio where the 
Shaggs cut Philosophy of The World, in one take. 
Legend has it that the recording engineer, upon 
hearing the girls at work, tactfully tried to suggest 
to Austin that perhaps they might like to come 
back later, after they had maybe practiced a little 
bit more; Austin set his jaw with Yankee willfulness 
and said, "No, we have to get them while they're 
hot." 

The rest is history. A small quantity of rec
ords-estimates range from 25 to 4,000, although a 
couple hundred seems about right-was pressed, 
with a picture of the Shaggs in their matching psy
chedelic stage costumes on the front and Austin's 
notes on the back, along with a drawing by Doro
thy of her lost cat, Foot Foot. The record made its 
way into the urban centers of New England and in
to hip record stores, where employees delighted in 
playing it while shoppers attempted to browse. 

In the early '70s, a cult of fans, some as far 
away as Germany, grew around the legendary 
Shaggs record. Fanatics began buying and hoarding 
copies; to this day, there are rumors of one greedy 
eccentric actually possessing a majority of the ex
tant copies of the disk . Finally, the reissue appear
ed in I 978, immediately drawing bemused critical 
attention, and, in some cases, adulation . A second 
album, Shagg's Own Thing, including recordings 
made in the mid-70s (with in-tune Gretsch guitars), 



was released last year. While is wasn't the naive 
masterpiece that Philosophy seemed to be, it had 
its moments (such as a few new Dorothy Wiggin 
songs, a reworking of Philosophy's "My Pal Foot 
Foot," and a live song recorded at the town ha ll ). 
My Shaggs obsession reached a peak. 

Early this year a friend and 1 made a pi lgrimage 
from Los Angeles, CA, to Fremont, New Hamp
shire. I had business in New York , and one week
end I took the train up to Boston, where we rented 
a car for the drive up to Rockingham County. 
(New Hampshire's sole non-landlocked county). 
We had a little trouble finding our mysterious mec
ca; even as small towns go, Fremont is tiny, and it 
isn't on any of the larger, "scenic" routes. We in
quired at Bessie's Lunch ("Breakfast, Seafoods, 
Dinners, Ice Cream") in Brentwood. The girl be
hind the counter lived in Fremont (and sounded 
like it), and she described the way. In a few min
utes we were there. 

Fremont is quaint, friendly and comfy, without 
being spectacularly so. The town, nearly 220 years 
old, is proud of the parts it played in the American 
RetJolution, including one episode where the citi
zenry provided a hiding place for captured British 
gunpowder that was later used against the Redcoats 
in the Banle of Bunker Hill. Not a whole heck of a 
lot has happened lately, though. 

We stopped in at the town store and asked for 
post cards and were fortunate enough to bump into 
the town historian, Matthew (Sandy) Thomas, who 
was stocking the shelves with cans of soup. He was 
excited about our interest in his town and began 
looking all over for cards. He was even more ex
cited when I showed him an article I had written 
about Fremont's favorite daughters; he exclaimed 
with the familiar Fremont accent, "They have a 
wrekkid out!" He promised to pass along a copy 
of the article to Dorothy, who now lives in another 
town nearby, and I promised to write to him. 

My friend and I then had lunch in the Fremont 
cemetery, where we discovered the Wiggin family 
plot, containing the remains of Austin Sr. and his 
wife (the girls' grandparents) and Austin, Jr., who 
died in 1976. I touched the stones reverently. 

We went to the town hall, where the Shagg's un-

Fremont. N.H. Town Hall 

Austin Wiggin took them 
out of regular high school 
and had them study by mail 
so they would have more 
time at home for their in
struments ... they weren't 
allowed to date boys, but all 
the kids in town attended 
their weekend dances at the 
town hall. 

YOWL. The new Native Tongue LP 

earthly music had been heard so often, and looked 
over the list of Fremont's registered voters posted 
outside. No Wiggins. 

As l walked around 1he old town, with its sparse 
and wooden buildings, I tried to imagine little Dor
othy doing 1he same, l\.\enty year~ before, lis1ening 
to her radio ("My companion i~ with me wherever 
I go it goes too") and thinking about boys. I hum
med some of her songs and I could see how en
couraging the quiet and peacefulness of Fremont 
might have been to a young girl's musical imagina
tion. I thought about the girl I was with and the 
girl in New York and the girl back home, and I too 
wondered, just as Dorothy must have, "What 
shou ld I do? What should I do? Tell me, tell me, 
what should I do?" 

I netJer found any of the Wiggin sisters and 
Matthew Thomas still hasn't found them either, 
even 1hough they live close by. I think they've sort 
of severed ties with Fremont, and I get the impres
sion they didn't especially enjoy the way they were 
treated by their peers. It seems that Shaggs dances, 
whi le well attended, were supposed to be just some
thing 10 do since there was no alternative. It's al
most as if Dorothy Wiggin and her sisters, practi
cally trapped in their home without the usual es
capes of school and dating, were reaching out in 
their own way to the kids of the town, and it 
doesn't look like the kids, who saw the Wiggin 
family as strange or even funny, responded in kind. 

Perhaps the story about the sports car can tell us 
something about the Wiggin girls and their experi
ences in Fremont, New Hampshire. 

When I got there he was gone 
I don't know where I went wrong ... 
I turned around and headed for home 
I learned my lesson never to room 
I learned my lesson never 10 room 
New!r to room 
Ne\•er to room 
Ne\ler to roam 
Never to roam .. 

I never laugh at the Shaggs anymore. It just isn't 
very funny. * 
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This handful of Neo-Psychedelics have more on their minds than 
by Byron Coley 

The initial idea behind this piece 
was to offer friendly info re: 1hose 
SoCal dragoons generally thought 
t'bc l.'.ampcr, on the lll'O-p\yl:hcdelic 
trail. You knov., combm. that harken 
bad to 1he day, Y.hcn fatso journey~ 
men like the Ginsburg Boys (Al & 
Ralph), Wavy Gra,), Jerry Rubin, et 
alia v.ere viev.ed as .. ,i,ionaric-,"; 
and Kool Aid rather'n bile poured 
down that long dark throat called 
Life. I , howe,cr, ,pent June '67 stuck 
in this reall} y, re11..:hcd place called 
Camp Munsee in northern New Jer
sey, and the only good thing that hap
pened to me while hepcats galore 
were grooving with flowers in their 
hair was tha1 I got a concussion from 
hon,eback riding and got to come 
home from camp early. Anyhow, that 
was the train of 1hought: to pick 
some bands from 1he current batch of 
locals no1 afraid to show some roots, 
and to package 'em in some sorta 
horrible Peter Max gift-wrapping; 
thus demon!.tratin' how they were the 
tip of a wave that was gonna tow you 
screaming and kicking back 10 the 
heart of the Summer of Love. 

Well, I couldn't do 11. When you 
really look a1 these groJps from a 
sonic standpoint, they don't have 
jackshit in common. Conceptually, 
yeah, there's a slim golden thread 
binding 'em (their aforementioned 
non-fear of visible roots), but to ac
tually infer that by not deny111g his
torical precedents they're actually pre
senting some sorta unned front's to 
see a conspiracy where there is none. 

Much lip service has been paid over 
the last seven years to destruction of 
linear progression in the pop sub cult. 
A whole bucket of dicks who never 
had an original thought in their lives 
brayed heartily that they'd found 
"New Turf!" and they did so with 
words that would've seemed a tad 
strong even belching from true mas
ters of inven1ion like Capt. Beeflleart. 
Consequently, the whole notion of 
heading off where no band's gone be
fore's go11en a (rightfully) bad rap. 
Luckily, these combos make no such 
claims. This is not to say that any of 
them are doing anything unoriginal or 
ala the strict revo-garage antics of the 
Unclaimed or the Chesterfield Kings 
(both of whom I like a lot) but, 
rather, that they're (to a large extent, 
anyhow) extending and updating tra
ditional elements of Rock & Roll pro
per, rather'n trying to make their 
base in an aesthetic vacuum. Some of 
these bands're buddies, other 'r not. 
They're all fuggin' good 'though, so 
consider that my thesis, 'k? 

::-----:::;;;;a 

Chri, Cacav~,. ke)board, ·guitar 
Alu. MacNicol -drum, 
Dan Stuart-~uitar 
Jack Waterson --bas, 

What a \\,an!,,. and dand) band' 
The other night I had 1he great plea 
sure of hearing some rough mixc, of 
their (Chris D. produced) debut Ip, 
The Re.wrrfftion <~l \farlo 811/111gs, 
and 1f you're interested in hot coot 
buy this disk the second you see ii. 
"Lush'' is a word that', often ban
died ahout when these lads arc pre
sent (largely due to the ob\'iou, jo~ 
that re,ults when they comume 
brew), but with this disk they'll give 
the word whole new wads of (contex
tual) meaning. Nol that they're not 
still the hops-loving cactus heads who 
scooted here from Tuscon in late '81 
-they are-it's just that the alb (for 
the first time) actually makes phys
ical-via-vinyl the incredibly rich spoor 
these lads have left on so many 
stages. Forget their ep's, forget their 
take of "Apt. Six" on Valley Fel'er, 
forget the (pre-GOR) Serfers comp. 
cul you never heard-this is the real 

GREEN 
ON RED 
McCoy, pops. The band's selected 
only the finest spew of Danny's pro
lific pen, and the performance is ace. 
Fat rough down-stroked guitar, ex
actly perfect sounding keyboards (a 
true rarity), propulsively skunking 
rhythms that will make a fat man's 
belly roll with delight, excellent guest 
gtr stuff by a drunk and tired Mau 
Piucci, lyrics that will make you feel 
proud 10 be the ugly American once 
and for all. Kaboom! It's all yours 
for less than you'd pay for a three 
pack of lamb-skin condoms. Even-
1Ually, of course, you'll see them live 
and you'll wonder, "How'd they get 
it to sound so pro?" (Since it is, ac
tually, a bit cleaner than they are 
live.) Hey, who the fuck cares how 
they did it, the simple fact is that 
they did. But don't take this to mean 
that they're not righteous gints live. 
From the stage they will hammer you 
with as much folk/punk/groove, wail 
as you can handle, and I venture to 
say that if Neil Young happened to 
see them he would feel old and syphi
litic . Their power is in the combined 
wallop of Danny's lyrics of personal 
crises (in the great rum-soaked 1radi
tion), the oceans of drone and pomp 
that Chris is able to beat out of his 
88's, and gracefully doofy uber-riff 
into which the band generally tum
ble~. Truth i'i their wagon and you 
are the Clydesdale. Giddyup! 

Sid GriHin -guita r 
SteH Ml'Carth) ~-guitar, steel guitar 
De, Brewer-bas, 
Greg ~ow-ders-drums 

First lime 1 ,aw the Long Ryder'> 
\\-as at the Cathay. Both Gregg Turn 
er and Stc\C \\ \ nn had recommended 
them, but Yia tc-tung the band ,ct up I 
got the di!-itini:t feeling I'd been hood
Y..inked by lhe~e (\\-0 Yi1scnheimers . I 
,.,_a, \1,-1ll11lg to acccpl 1he fac1 that the 
band had been named after a Y..estern 
a, not ncces,arily of country-rock 
leanings, but \\hen I sa\1,- that a pedal 
steel guitar Yias included among their 
equipment, I began planning my re
venge on these two (obvious) bas
tards. Still, I'd paid my four bucks so 
I figured I'd s1ay and crickee am I 
glad I did. Apart from the Dream 
Syndicate, no band so shook me on 
first view last year, and '82 was a 
good one. 

Their cover selections (from the 
Velvets' "Run, Run, Run" to the 
Everley's ''Brand New Heartache'') 
were as well played as chosen, their 
sixties-influenced originals like 
"10-5-60" were brash slabs of unfil
tered thunk, and I was so happy with 
them that I didn't even wince when 
they played a couple of C&W num
bers further into their set. Hell, it's a 
free country, right? Let's be magna
nimous. 

After all, Sid's from Kentucky and 
Steve was weaned on C&W so I think 
it's only righ1 to give 'em a little lee
way. My personal bias dictates that I 
still hear their more drawling tunes as 
mere bridges between my favorite se
lections, but I bet that Doug Sim
mons would think differently. And 
heck, Steve's got such a classically 

LONG 
RYDERS 
good set of pipes that I've even start
ed to like a couple of his, um, "field 
hollers." Still, Sid's Mouse & the 
Traps meet the Byrds stunners are a 
bit more up my alley, but you, the 
listener, will soon get to vote on 
which of the band's st rains you pre
fer. See, they did five tune~ wit h Earl 
Mankey not too long ago, and this 
quintet of originals preuy much cov
ers all their stylistic ground. Is it 
good? You bet. I think that they took 
a little too much edge off Sid's vocals 
in a couple of cases, and I wish 
everybody had a chance to hear their 
rip of "Run, Run, Run" ,mmediate
/y, but that*s cool. The gents involved 
all seem to be pretty level-headed, 
and I trust they'll be recording more 
of their stuff before 100 long. And 
¼hen 1hey do, you will like it. 

Jim Barker or Tcrr)~drum, 
\ianfred Hofer-guitar 
Tom Hofer-guitar 
••t-alling Jame," Moreland--~guitar 

On a good nighl, tht..' Lca\ing 
Train\ are he-al conduc:tors of the firit 
degree and la,1 night v.as one of 1hetr 
be~t. Manfred cut Y..ah-\\ah chord 
slice, outta the air that matd1cd (in 
every way) Dave Alc,ander'\ hand / 
foot teamy,or!,,. on the first Stooge!-! 
alb, his bro and Terry hit extended 
bur\!\ of infra-rhythm ,ei.:tion bu11 
jams that anybody Y..Ould've been 
proud of, and ~oreland blasted ever} 
fibre of his being through either lar
ynx or gtr-string. Really cool. From 
the temporally distorted take of "5 
Years Ahead of My Time" that began 
the set (with Vox Pop's Don Bolle's 
on extra gtr) through the slowly fizz
ing "Going Down to Town/Signed 
D.C." medley that ended it, every
thing really worked. On a night like 
last, it's easy to believe in these guys 
as one of the best local combos ex
tant. This is something that's not al
ways possible. 

More than any other band I see on 
a regular basis (i.e. at least every cou
ple of weeks), the Leaving Trains can 
be very inconsistent. Their sound is 
always raw and charged, but some
times it doesn't really send me. One 
of the biggest reasons for this's that 

LEAVING 
TRAINS 
they've never really settled down with 
one drummer for any long period of 
time. Playing live their tunes a1e 
often subject to manic bursts of im
provisation, and too often it seems 
like their tubster has trouble figuring 
out what to do. And as Dennis Duck 1 

has so ably demonstrated with his 
ultra-precise time-keeping for the 
Dream Syndicate-when your gtrists 
fly off the handle, things will oftimes 
hold together if the drummer can 
keep his wits about him. Terry does 
this with the ease that you'd expect 
from a Gun Club alumnus, and when 
he plays with the band they shine in a 
whole new way. The word is that 
he'll be going into the studio with 
them 10 record the album they plan 
for fall release and, if that 's true, the 
band may finally cut the wax of 
which they 're capable. In mean , I like 
virtually everything that band's got 
recorded (cuts on two compilations 
and a 45) , but they've got tons more 
potential than any of it indicates. 
Watch for it. 
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the Paisley Revival. 
Joaquin Brewer-vocals 
Baiza-guitar 
Marc Speed-bass 
Tony Tercio-drums 

For a long time there was a senti
ment passed among the more panty
waisted members of the pro wrestling 
community that "the heart punch 
should be banned." Do-gooders and 
nitwits bandied this phrase around 
Until right-thinking folk felt encour
aged to give every geek they saw a 
solid punch to the chest. Now I don't 
know this for a fact, but it seems 
likely that the same group of morons 

SACCHARINE 
TRUST 

would be (conscientiously) boycotting 
shows by Saccharine Trust if they 
knew about them . 

ST has always been an immensely 
powerful band . Baiza's screeching 
gtrwork and the lyrical phantoms that 
fly around Brewer's head have always 
combined to produce a dissonantly 
compelling aural firestorm, but since 
the advent of their new rhythm sec- , 
tion they've been able to create and 
sustain levels of fevered dream states 
(in both themselves and the audience) 
that are totally without precedent. 
Most of their new material (soon to 
be recorded for a second SST 12 ") is 
a lot faster than you're used to if 
you're familiar with them from either 
their two Boston shows or their pre
vious releases, and it should, by all 
rights, astound you. Baiza's gtr play
ing veers between patches of Morse 
code-like noise bursts (signaling a 

,, soul in distress) and yowling white
outs that suck the air from your 
lungs. Brewer's implosive stage per
sona (and wild decrials of the bestial 
hell that .surrounds us) recalls '76 era 
Roky Erickson for sheer possessed 
"otherness ." And Speed and Tercio 
pull a sharp reversal on Liberty and 
Holzman's structurally simplistic ap
µroach by-slapping the shit out of every
thing with an immense writhing beat. 

They are un-fuckin'-believable, and 
you can call me a liar 'til you've got 
their next disk on your turntable and 
you Watch your room explode. As 
Cootchy Cooty once said, "Grab 
your ankles, Amerika." 

Well, I guess that about wraps it 
up. There are five very different 
bands and they all deserve far more 
attention than they've thus far re
ceived . Would you do yourself such a 
disservice as to ignore 'em? For your 
sake, I hope not. 

Will Glenn-keyboards/violin/ 
percussion 

Matt Piucci-guitar 
David Roback-guitar 
Steve Roback-bass 
Eddie Kawala-drums 

Steve's on vacation in Sweden, the 
band's taking a temporary respite 
from live shows and you'd think that 
everybody'd be lying around in ham
mocks catching 40 winks or some
thing, right? Wrong-David's got 
about forty projects going (a folk 
sampler, a new band with ex-Dream 
Syndicate Kendra Smith, &c.), Mau 
keeps sticking his gtr into 01her peo
ple's business, Will can be seen fid
dling around with the 3:00, their al
bum (tentatively called Emergency 
3rd Rail Power Trip) just got mixed 
down, Eddie's honing his pool game 
to an even more maniacal edge, and 
so on and so forth. In fact it's hard 
to go out without running into at 
least a couple of 'em (whereas a year 
ago the only one I ever ran into was 
Matt and that was at this bank where 
he used 10 be a teller). 

From the first time I heard their 
single though (which I bought 'cause 
it was announced by a placard that 
read, "First the Byrds ... then Big 
Star ... now Rain Parade") it was 
obvious I'd be seeing them fairly fre
quently. Recently I read a (very be
lated) review of this single which 
beefed about it ripping off sixties· 
bands in a very outright way, but I've 
been listening to the thing for a year 

RAIN 
PARADE 
and just let me tell you it's not so. 
Yes indeed, Matt loves to toss out 
that little "8 Miles High" curlicue 
when the spirit moves him, but the 
band's sound draws from a wide 
variety of sources (from Barrett to 
Reed to Fankhauser) and mixes these 
strands up with David's soft-psych 
vision in a truly original way . Much 
of the combo's sound is built around 
the dynamic inter-twining of Will 
Glenn's sitar-like kybrd work and the 
steller gtr jive that Matt bloots out 
with the ease that a drunk spills vom
it on your best suede suit, and I defy 
anyone to present me with evidence 
of this brand of teamwork having ex
isted in the savage days before the 
Rain Parade came along. Similarly, 
while most groups draw their strength 
from the sheer momentum of their 
delivery, the RP's have tunes so 
slowly paced (most notably the beau
tifully Berlin-esque "Carolyn's 
Song") that I can't imagine anyone 

but the dB's even thinking of trying 
to pull them off live. But often as not 
they do pull them off, and turn back 
in to the hard-throttle chiming splen
dor by which most folk know them . 
They are a solid threa1, and if David 

Roback was telling me the truth when 
he said he "only wanted to have a 
cult band," I'm willing to say that 
when the album comes out he'll have 
fully arrived. Won't you help?• 
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by Dean Johnson 

Trying to take notes while Mike Peters is talking is 
like trying to keep a row of candles lit in a hurricane: 
it doesn't matter how fast you work, you're going to 
fall behind. Peters is the lead vocalist for the Alarm, 
and if he is breathless it's because the four piece 
Welsh band is on a roll; origina lly into rock only as 
zealous fans, they formed in late I 98 I and recently 
released a very fine debut album on IRS records. 

The Alarm (Peters, guitarist Dave Sharp, bassist 
Eddie MacDonald, and drummer Nigel Twist), are a 
band full of positive thinking, which was evident in 
their area gigs as the opening band for U2 at the Wor
cester Centrum, and their performance as the "sur
prise special guests" at the Metro's Rock and Roll 
Rumble final. Armed with an idealism some would 
consider naive, and a batch of mercilessly catchy 
songs, the Alarm delivered wi1h an almost evangeli
cal zeal. 

days that gave us the enthusiasm for guitars. We were 
very inspired by the punk thing, the energy of the 
times; and the feeling." 

Peters explained that the idea for their single "The 
Stand" (one listen and the chorus lodges near the 
base of the cerebellum for days) came from a dream 
sequence in the Stephen King book of 1he same 
name; the people in it were being called to make a 
stand-against a supreme evil-but were indecisive . 
"If you are making a decision," Peters stated, "be 
positive about it. Sit down and work it out. Just set 
your sights and go for something; let it happen." He 
quoted the lyrics from "Blaze of Glory": "Funny 
how they shoot you down when your hands are raised 
up high.'" It's another example of 1he Alarm's phil
osopy: "If someone's got a belief, then they should 
be allowed it and respected for it." 

"Some songs we try to write like anthems," Peters 
acknowledged. "We wanna write the best songs ever 
writlen, the best songs have good lyrics. We just 
wanna write songs that could apply to anyone any
where. We believe that everyone'"i got their own song 
in lhem to sing to the world.'' 

There is no end to Peter's untapped enthusiasm for 
the power of rock: "We've always tried not to have 
the politics run the Alarm; the rock and roll system is 
gelling bogged down with that. But we're four very 
strong, idealistic people. We know what we want, 
and we know where we're going." 

Revealed Peters: "We don't try to put out a politi
cal message and be the spokespersons to a genera
tion; we want 10 be the ,oundtrack to a 
generat ion." * 

The Centrum show was 1he largest venue (approx. 
10,000 seats) the band has played at this point in their 
collective careers. But is was impossible to discern: 
by the end of their set they had people out or their 
seats and gathered in front of the stage, no easy trick 
for a group playing before the new generation of U2 
fana1ics. 

In fact, the members of U2 are big fans of the 
Alarm (which is reciprocated) and they promoted the 
band long before asking them to open some Ameri
can gigs. That should come as no surprise, because 
the music of both groups have much in common: the 
Alarm's music has the same sense of comeraderie and• 
wide-eyed optimism that permeates U2's songs. 
Though he didn't mean it as a complement, Echo & 
the Bunnymen's Ian McCullough referred to the 
Alarm as "U2 Mark II". 

The I;_\ 
The Alarm's sound has also been compared 10 ear

ly Dylan and the early Beatles (for the harmonies), 
ind the early Clash for their urgency. Peters cites all 
those bands as influences and added Springsteen, the 
Stones, Ian Hunter, and the Who. "We like guitar 
groups," Peters deadpanned. "That's why we play 
guitars.'' 

Indeed, the most impressive aspect of the Alarm's 
music is their powerful use of acoustic guitars. Peters 
explained that when he was a kid he began playing 
acoustic guitar so he wouldn't drive his mother bon
kers. One day a mate took off with it, did a little cus
tomizing, and brought it back. "Listen to this.'' he 
told Peters, and proceeded to knock him against the 
wall with the thickness of the sound from the souped
up acoustic. "It's got such a massive sound it goes 
through your own body," described Peters. "We al
ways thought the great bands could play quietly or 
loud, it didn't make any difference: what they were 
doing still came across." 

uwe're music fans," he remarked. "We have to 
have been influenced and inspired by people. But you 
have to have your own personality; when we founded 
the Alarm, we knew we didn't sound like anyone 
else." 

After being in a variety of bands over the years (the 
Alarm are in their mid-twenties), Peters claimed they 
had been on "Just about every bandwagon there 
was." But the punk movement left an impression: 
"Seeing a band like the Clash inspired me." The 
Alarm's name came from a song written by Peters in 
that phase of his musical life: "We went back to the 
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DEAR DIARY: 

JANUARY 1983 THE PARADISE 
Backstage after our set. Everyone is 

fighting to get al the deli plaiter and 
the few remaining beers. Suddenly I 
am approached by one Juan Carlos Le
compte. He tries 10 speak over all the 
noise but it is useless. I am, however, 
able to hear him distinctly say that he 
thinks we would do well in South Am
erica. I of course laugh, shake his hand 
and say goodnight. 

A FEW MONTHS LATER AT SPIT 
After our show I find myself back

stage, cornered by the very same Juan 
Carlos who is trying desperately to 
convince me to go to South America. It 
is at this point that I realize he is ser
ious. Just how serious I really don't 
know. So I arrange a meeting with 
him. South America? 

Later that week in my apartment on 
Newbury Street I meet with Juan Car
los and a Rueban Alvarez who comes 
from Honduras. Rueban tells me that 
we would be the first band from Amer
ica to play in Honduras. My question is 
of course about the war in and around 
Honduras. He assures me that we will 
be safe in the city. These guys seem sin
cere enough. I mean I've been around 
this business long enough to spot a 
crook when I see one and neither one 
seems to fit the bill. And of course the 
fact that Central America has excellent 
surfing (and I am first and foremost a 
surfer) makes his offer .)articularly ap
pealing. So I say yes. 

The tour is to include 20 days in 
South America, including gigs in Peru, 
Columbia and possibly Brazil. Then IO 
days in Honduras. Upon signing the 
contracts (all in Spanish) I have a ques
tion concerning the last paragraph. It 
states that in the event of war or earth
quake, all shows will be cancelled. 
"Hey ... what the hell is this sup
posed to mean?" I inquire. Rueban 
looks at me, smiles and says, "That 
mean you swim back to Miami." 

' MIAMI INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT 

' 
Boarding the plane at Avianca Ter

minal the people stare. We must look 
American. We are Americans. Once on 
board we quickly settle in our seats. 
The first signs of us leaving the States 
become evident-newspapers and mag
azines all printed in Spanish, flight at
tendants speaking Spanish and the cap
tain speaking Spanish over the inter
com. Hey, we really are going to do 
this. 

I can't help bul wonder what kinds 
of reactions we will get. I mean back 
home people like us . And it's no big se
cret that we are leaning toward a Latin 
dance rhythm in some of our songs. 
But people still know who we arc. Who 
the hell in Latin America knows who 
Vinny is? Al this moment Don Colby, 
our stage manager, leam over and 
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shows me an ad in the £/ Tiempo, The 
Boston Globe of Bogota. There, in the 
middle of the page is a photo of the 
band. El Grupo Vinny en Boston. Man 
this is too much. A short time later we 
pass over Cuba and on to Colombia 
where we land in Bogota 

m ' 
' 

-

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA 

Everyone in the band is smiling ... 
good, I like it when these guys smile. It 
makes me think they're happy. We 
have no problem going through cus
toms. Juan Carlos has arranged every
thing perfectly. The "tour" bus plas
tered with Vinny posters awaits us out
side. The equipment is all accounted 
for and graciously carried out to the 
bus by the local work crew. After 
checking into the ABC Hotel we visit 
the Keops Club. Nice place, It reminds 
me of somewhere back home. Every
one is so helpful. The PA looks good 10 
me. Hey, the club owner has acutally 
made a neon sign out of our name. 
"Wow, our name in lights." We all 
laugh. 

KEOPS CLUB, 
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA 

They've been playing our single "Hi
jacker' 1 on the radio all day. It's funny 
to hear the O.J. rap in Spanish about 
the band and the record. Then they 
play a spot for tonite's show and repeat 
every minute or so it seems. We're all 
feeling confident. We just hope the 
sound crew keeps their shll together. 

The first show goes off well. The 
people kind of stare al us during the 
first half of our set. But by the end of 
our set the dance floor is packed. Al
right, this is fun. The second show is 
even better. We play a different set of 
songs this time. Mostly dance tunes 
with a couple of covers thrown in. This 
place doesn ' t close until 5:00 A.M. so 
we hang out and mingle with the peo
ple. Oh, so this is where that stuff 
comes from. 

BOGOTA 

We arc to rehearse today. 1 wrote 
some new tunes and I'd like to try to 
work them into the set. We get to the 
club and find there's no equipment! 
We make some calls and the sound 
company tells us not to worry ... 
they'll be there shortly. Five hours later 
(seriously) they show up. From this day 
on we discover the meaning of time in 
South America. It doesn't exist! 

KEOPS 

Everyone feels positive about to
night. Juan, myself and Danny decide 
to walk to the club. It's a beautiful 
night I think to myself. Walking along 
we see that it's a full moon. Suddenly a 
car pulls up next to us, a door flies 
open and a man wearing black leather 
gloves and armed with a hand gun 
starts yelling at us in Spanish. We fig
ure he wants us to stop, so we do. Juan 
starts freaking out, trying to tell this 
man in broken English thut we are 
Americans. I'm trying to tell Juan to 
tell him in Spanish. By this time two 
other men get out of the car. They have 
uniforms on and are holding machine 
guns. I look over at Danny and smile. 
It is not a real smile and Danny knows 
it. We are scared. Some time passes be
fore the soldit!rs figure we're cool and 
decide to let us go. After walking a safe 
distance I ask Juan what the deal was 
back there. He say5 it was a routine 
check. A routine check? Are you seri-
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ous? That routine check almost caused 
me a routine fucking heart attack. 

The shows at the club are even better 
than the first night. The people like us 
and we like them. I keep thinking 
about the incident with the ·soll!f~rs. 
That night in bed I think of the movie 
Missing. 

KEOPS 

Our last gig in Bogata. We are invit
ed to dinner at a local D.J.'s house. We 
are treated to a wonderful meal. We eat 
coconut rice with shrimp and a banana 
type vegetable that tastes like a sweet 
potato. This D.J. is telling me that 
Peter, Paul and Mary is typical gringo 
music. I'm trying to tell him that they 
are all dead now. 

Back at the club for our last show in 
this city. We play the best of the three 
nights. Unfortunately, the crowd is the 
smallest. Everyone is invited to an after 
hours party but I need the sleep. Too 
much rumba in this country. 

SAN VICENTE, 
COLOMBIA 

We arrive at San Vicente Amphi
theater. Wow, there must be 10,000 
people here. Picture this scene: the 
stage, which is a lot like the Hatch 
Shell, is situated at the base of this 
mountain. The stands or seats are in
stalled right in the side of the moun
tain. The driver tells me the bus cannot 
go any further. The only way down is 
to walk through the crowd. Peter looks 
at me and says, "What did we do to de-



serve tbis?" Meanwhile, the bus is sur
rounded by curious Colombians. We 
have to move and move fast. People 
can't help but stare at these gringos 
carrying guitars. When we reach the 
stage we are drenched with sweat. 
There is a salsa band playing and the 
crowd really likes them. They are 
quickly followed by an aging Lucille 
Ball-type woman who sings songs 
about men and cocaine. The next act is 
truly a crowd pleaser-the South 
American version of Sonny and Cher. 
They call themselves Barbara and 
Dick. They are fun to watch. They 
actually lip synch to a tape that keeps 
stopping. The crowd really digs them 
though, which prompts me to wonder 
how these people will take to us. 

All in all, there are about seven or 
eight acts, with us scheduled to go on 
last. No one in the band has ever 
played in front of an audience this big. 
As I am backstage tuning my guitar I 
hear the M.C. call out my name. What 
the? . . Someone comes down and 

tells me to go out on the stage. Again I 
hear my name echo over the sound sys
tem. So I walk out on the stage. The 
people cheer when I walk out into the 
open. God, I feel sick . The M .C. starts 
speaking to me in Spanish. I just smile 
and nod my head . He then calls out the 
other members of the band, one at a 
time. We begin to feel more like a soc
cer team than a band. While the M.C. 
is calling out the band I decide to take 
advantage of the situation. I have my 
set list on me, so I very cool-like take it 
out of my pocket and place it in front 
of where I will be standing. Unfortu
nately the M.C. spots me and picks up 
the list and proceeds to read off the 
song titles to the audience. What? Hey 
man, don't do that. The whole band 
cracks up. Finally we get to play . The 
people go absolutely crazy over us . Af
ter about our fifth tune the M.C. 
comes out again. Now what? Accom
panying him this time is a little old 
lady. Apparently he and the committee 
have decided that we are the best act of 
the day. What? The best act? Too 
much! We win our first battle of the 
bands, in South America no less. After 
a brief presentation we finish our set. 
The crowd rea11y likes us. We sign so 

many autographs . Thousands of hands 
reaching out. All those faces. 

After a while the soldiers move in to 
separate us from the kids. "No mas" 
(no more). These guys mean business 
so we say goodbye to the crowd. As the 
bus drives off I wave out my open win
dow. Teenagers chase the bus wanting 
one last autograph. ''These people 
really love us" I'm thinking to myself, 
when suddenly whap! I'm hit in the 
head by a mango! The band just cracks 
up. Rock star my ass. 

SAN VINCENTE 

Today we are to go sightseeing. We 
get on the bus at 8:00 A.M. By 8:15 we 
are stopped by soldiers. They want 500 
pesos. No problem. A mile down the 
road we are stopped again. Again they 
want 500 pesos. Reluctantly we pay. I 
ask Juan what's going on? He says this 
is typical of the soldiers . They keep the 
money for themselves of course. A 
mile later another group of soldiers 
stop us. This is getting to be a drag. A 
half mile later the same thing. "Fuck 
this, we're going back/' I say. All the 
way back soldiers on the other side of 
the road stop us. You guessed it, 500 
pesos. We see one old man pulling a 
cart of milk get stopped. He has no 
money so the soldiers take his milk. It's 
times like this that make me glad I live 
in America. Semper Fi. 

MEDDILLIN 

One of the worse flights I've ever 
been on. The airport is surrounded by 
mountains. The only way in is to fly to 
the edge of the mountains, cut the en
gines, drop below the mountains and 
accelerate again. Intense to say the 
least. 

This city reminds me of Hong Kong. 
Overcrowded to the point of hysteria. 
Merchants selling their wares. Every 
conceivable type of food being sold 
every two feet. Small children huddled 
up together, sleeping in doorways and 
alleys, some of them deformed, others 
suffering from malnutrition. Their 
eyes tell the story. No future. 

Off to the club for a sc,undcheck. We 
play well tonight. People are very re
ceptive. They seem more curious at the 
beginning of the night but by the end 
they don't want to stop dancing. 

m •m=" 
Today I'm to do a radio show. Can 

you imagine speaking to two million 
people who can't understand a word 
you're saying? The D.J. asks me a 
question in English, then asks the same 
question in Spanish. I then answer in 
English and he translates my answer in 
Spanish . This goes on for a good hour 
and a half, during which time he plays 
"Why Can't You Say Love," nearly a 
dozen times . 

That night at the club this same D.J. 
insists that we play that song twice in a 
row and once at the end during our en
core. The crowd physically won't let us 
leave the stage until we play it once 
more. It'll be awhile before you hear 
me sing this one again. 
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MEDILLIN 

We spend the next couple of days 
trying to contact both Peru and Hon
duras. Peru is next to impossible to get 
through to. Honduras on the other 
hand has grim news. Apparently things 
are getting hot there. An American was 
killed in El Salvador a few days ago 
and the guerillas are on the warpath. 
Reagan and Nicaragua are trading citi
zens with bitter overtones . There is in
creased fighting on the borders . Our 
man there is worried about our safety. 

"I'm not going!" someone says. 
Hey you guys, things are cool there. 

Trust me. 
"Ralph, all you want to do in Hon

duras is check out the local surf 
spots," Danny butts in . 

I suppose he's right. I guess some
where in the back of my mind I did 
consider catch ing a few tubes near El 
Salvador. But only if things were cool, 
or maybe Juke warm. 

Our last night here. We have an early 
flight to catch in the morning to Car
tengna. Still no word from Peru (we 
learn later that guerillas have destroyed 
communications lines to Lima). The 
P.A. is terrible at this place. We have 

no monitors and only a handful of mic
rophones. Still the crowd likes us. 
Thank God for alcohol. 

CARTENGNA 

Question: How do you know when 
you're on a shaky night? 
Answer: When the flight attendants 
drop trays of food to rush back to their 
seats with the fear of God in their eyes. 

It is 100° in the shade. Everyone is 
complaining about the heat. No one 
really got to sleep last night. Juan has 
arranged for transportation and it fin
ally arrives. An open-bed pick-up 
truck. Oh, this is fucking great. Of 
course everyone complains even more. 
Peter tells me he's dying. I tell him he 
looks great. Everyone gets in the back 
of the truck with the equipment. On 
the way to the hotel it rains. Everyone 
starts laughing. No one back home 
would believe this. 

FM CARTENGNA 

Juan ofl the phone to Honduras. The 
agent says no, it is not safe. He informs 
us that there are rumors that the gueril-r---------~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = - - ~ ~

P1<Ase • 

That's it. There's no way I'm risking 
the lives of these guys. I'm sending the 
band home. We have accomplished 
what we set out 10: we have made the 
initial contact thus paving the road for 
future visits from other Boston bands. 
And like MacArthur once said, "We 
shall return." The next day I see my 
band board that Freedom Bird for the 
States. Juan Carlos and I choose to 
stay behind whereupon we eventually 
make our way to Central America. Af
ter all, there is surf there-but that's 
another story altogether ... hasta lue
go, muchachos! * 

Vinny celebrate their return to U.S. 
soil Sep1ember I at the Paradise. 
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by Bob Leja 
It's impossible to classify Bird songs 

of the Mesozoic. Their music is an ec
clectic blend of musical influences 
drawn from avant-garde classical, ex
perimental electronic, jau and rock. A 
typical set includes covers of Eno's 
"Somber Reptiles, 11 the theme from 
Rocky and Bullwinkle and excerpts 
from Stravinsky's Rite of Spring
not exactly standard repertoire. 

But the group doesn't want to be 
thought of as academic performers. 
0 That 's one aspect that we want to get 
away from," explains Erik Lindgren, 
who plays synthesizer and rhythm ma
chine. "Believe it or not, 1 think we're 
more of a pop band. It isn't academic 
music; we'd be thrown out of school if 
it was." 

"lt's a weird mish-mash of styles," 
adds pianist Roger Miller. "We don't 
really fit anywhere. We don'I really fil 
in rock clubs per se, but I like to play 
rock clubs some, because I don't want 
to be thought of as an art band and just 
play in these art settings, or a jazz 
band, because we aren't any of those 
things." 

Birdsongs began in the summer of 
1980, when Miller, a classically-trained 
pianist before taking up guitar, found 
time between Mission of Burma gigs to 
record some of his piano compo~i1 ions 
at L.indgren's four-track studio. One of 
the pieces, a Philip Glass-like composi
tion with percolating piano and synthe
sizer patterns titled "Pulse Piece,"was 
included on the Wicked Good Time, 
~'of. I anthology, released in the spring 
of 1981. Shortly 1hereaf1er, 1he band 
made their official debut at a Modern 
Method ~hov.ca~e at the Rat, "'ith Bur
ma's Martin Swope on guitar and tap
ed effects, Rick Scott on organ, and 
various guesl musicians. 

"The firs1 gig was supposed to be 
our last gig," Miller say~. "It \\as just 
a one·shol son of thing, like 'Let's 
have fun, lei's do il. "' 

Peter Hook, cw Order's shorl· 
haired bu1 ponytailed bass player, is 
stretched out on a couch backstage at 
Ci1y Gardens, a 1000-person capacity 
club on the nonh side of Trenion. 
Around the room are various members 
of New Order and rheir entourage in 
several stages of recline, a pile of lug
gage, a table full of food and drink, 
and a sleeping dog. "Oh, if 1ha1 dog 
could 1alk!" laughs Hook. 

Hook explains tonight's show is the 
last of New Order's 26-day lour of 1he 
United States and Canada. The facl 
1ha1 1hey played 14 shows in 26 days 
explains the band member's fatigue. 
The tour covered 12 cities, including 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Austin, 
Texas, A1lan1a, De1roit, Vancouver, 
New York City and Washington, D.C., 
but conspicuously omiued Boston. 
Hook offers no reason for this, but 
points oul 1ha1 New Order did play 
Boston twice before, in 1980 at the 
now-defunct Underground, and in 
1981 al lhe Channel. 

The present tour comes on the heels 
of the release of Power Corruption and 
lies, the band's second full album as 
New Order. Known previously as Joy 
Division, they earned a reputation for 
being a fa1alis1ic, gloomy band , yet 
were hailed for their stark, emotional 
laments and stripped-down, synthesi· 
zer-driven sound. Lead singer Ian Cur· 
tis, the primary songwriter, poured out 
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But response to the band was very ''I wouldn't want to work that way ceous'', aswirlingcollageofbirdcalls, 
good, and more offers came up. "Da· all the time," Swope adds, "It's real synthesizer blips and shards of piano 
vid Hild wanted us to play at the BFVF difficult to spend a year or more on six melody are standouts-but the other 
for his Mother's Day festival" Miller songs, but in ways it was really benefi. members have begun 10 contribute 
says, "so we figured 'It's cool, we'll cial to tije recording. I think it gave it originals as well. 
just do this." Then after that, Mike sort of~ relaxed quality; we were able "Now that Burma is defunct, every. 
Bastarache was interested in doing to sit bafk and say 'Let's try this, let's body's writing now, and it's becoming 
something with us, but he later backed try that) and I think it helped a lot." more collective oriented," Miller says. 
out; which was fine, because Rick "This was much more in our hands "With the loose parameters the band 
Harte saw us there and was kind of than althing else Rick has done," has, you can inject something weird," 
blown away, I guess. He must have Miller c ntinues. "He'd come in and adds Swope. "We can, rather than try 
been affected to a~k us to make a rec· listen, d sometimes he'd say some to fit pieces into this concept of a band, 
ord." constru tive advice, usually on things just sort of throw something in there 

They started work on it that August, he kne , like guitar and drums. Other· and sec what happens. If it works out, 
but it wasn't until this past spring that wise, h would sort of oversee." it's changed the band slightly." 
the EP was finally released on Ace of ';It as interesting," Lindgren says, "The repertoire is very ecclectic;" 
Hearts. "It was severely on·Off," Mil· ' 1becau e Rick was working with alien Lindgren says. "Philip Glass is extrcm. 
ler says of the recording. "There was instruments. He has never worked with ely one.dimensional, and even Terry 
no real band; we had played two gigs any of the things we play, so it was en· Riley. They have one idea, and that's 
and we'd rehearse once every two tertaining and educational for Rick it. Ours is more diversified." 
months, so it was done in bits. Erik Harte." And it's not likely to get narrowed 
and I would go in and we'd do the rhy. Miller wrote all the pieces on the down any in the near future. The band 
thm machine, piano and synth, then EP-"The Orange Ocean", a beauti· is currently working on a Lindgren 
when Martin had time off, he'd come ful, moody piece built around Miller's piece that would feature Miller and 
in and play guitar and when Rick soaring right hand nourishes and guest Lindgren on horns and Scott on clari· 
Scott wasn't working, he'd put in the Karen Kaderavek's dreamlike cello net, and Scott is also working on a 
organ. solo, and "Triassic, Jurassic, Creta- piece that integrates new instruments 
l--'--------------'----------------1 into the line.up. 
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his glumness and self.destructive ten· 
dencies in songs such as "Isolation," 
"I Remember Nothing," and "Love 
Will Tear Us Apart." Curtis 
committed suicide in 1980, leaving 
Hook, guitarist Bernard Albrecht, and 
drummer Stephen Morris, who would 
eventually add keyboardist Gillian 

Gilbert and carry on under the name 
New Order. 

Both Joy Divison and New Order 
were/are hallmarked by a deliberate 
non·commerc1ality. Their records have 
never been heavily promoted in this 
country or in Great Britain. They have 
chosen not to belong to a major record 
label, but to remain on the independent 
Factory Records in England, distribu· 
led by Rough Trade in 1he U.S. Their 
album sleeves do not bear the names of 
the performers, the instruments they 
use, or their photographs. New Order 
believe the emphasis should be on the 
music i1self, not on who or what per
forms the music; ins1ead, their co\:Crs 
feature graphics, or a classic work of 
art such as the Fantin.Latour painting 
of roses that is the cover of Power Cor· 
ruption and lies. 

Peter Hook explains, "I don't think 
our names are that important. And as 
for the cover, wouldn't you rather see a 
bunch of nowers than one of our 
faces?" He laughs. "Anyhow, it 
pleases girls-flowers and images of 
chocolate boxes." 

Keeping with New Order's precious 
anonymity and their lack of interest in 

"It'll be expanding, if anything," 
Miller says. "I mean, if you've got the 
roots of Eno, Stravinsky and Rocky 
and Bullwinkle, it's hard to narrow." 

Birdsongs hope to return to the Stu· 
dio in October to begin work with 
Harte on an album. Though they'll re. 
cord this one as a real group, with plen. 
ty or live performing behind them 
("For us, rwo or three gigs a month is 
cons1ant gigging"-Miller) they are 
still reluctant to set a target date for re· 
lease. 

"I don't expect it to break any rec
ord'i in speed," ~1iller says. "I hope 
it's out before next June; I mean, I 
would hope it came out in December or 
January, bul Y.ho knows? Optimis1i
cally, if we got an album out, we could 
hit some or rhe European new music 
festivals next summer. That's what I'd 
like 10 do."* 

mos1 cor,mercial aspects, Hook insists 
that the ,tour they are wrapping up 1his 
evening js not to promote their new LP 
and singles, but simply for fun. "I'm 
not inter,::sted in making a lot of mon. 
ey," he Says. "I'm pretty well off and 
happy 1he way I am." Hook pauses, 
and 1he~ adds, "ac1ually playing 14 
shows in!

1
26 days all over th. is country 

hasn't b en very enjoyable." 
The f igue shows in their JO.song, 

one enc re performance. They play 
beautifu y, but are obviously tired, 
and stay rela1ively still on stage exct:pt 
for an occasional exchange of instru· 
ments. New Order communicate with 
their audience through their music; not 
by chatter, elaborate sets, or unusual 
clothing. Their performance was a PO· 
werful emotional experience, simply 
because of the magnificance of their 
music. As they leave the stage you feel 
you have been a part of something 
rare; a witness to a baring of the soul; 
to a form of artistry that is quite unu<,
ual. 

The opportunity to be a part of this 
experience will nol arise again for some 
time. Hook says rhat Ne"' Order will 
return to Britain and depart for a tour 
of Australia in a month. He insists the 
band will not return to the U.S. for an
other two years. Until then we'll have 
to be content with their lovely record 
packages, and most importantly, what 
lies inside-New Order's strength and 
passion-their music.* 
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.----Making a Mess of the Message at the----. 
4th Annual New Music Seminar 

by Julie Panebianco 

I n 1hc lobby of the Ne" Yod. Hihon, 
busines\men in three piece 1jUils stared ao; 
mohawked offidals of 1he 4th Annual 
New Music Seminar waved attendec'i up 

the escalators. Three 1housand people arrived a1 the 
July 51 6 convention to tall,, about thi, 'new 
music'-a term everyone on every panel tried to de
fine but couldn'1. 

I RS president Miles Copeland opened the eminar 
liJ..e a cheerleader: "Radio! Support local music!" 
(Rah! Rah!); "Black music!" (Rah! Rah!}. John 
Doc and Exene of X were aJ\\3}'\ in the lobby wan
dering aimlessly: singer Mari Wilson (in a beehive 
hairdo that \\Ould'\'c made lhc B'52's weep wi1h 
envy) hung around in the hall handing out plastic 
l'Ombs engraved with her name, before sho1,1,ing up 
late for her only panel appearance. Boomtown Rat 
Bob Gddorf and hi, girlfriend auended in color (:0-

ordinated ou1fi1s. Pi!.'.., Kei1h Le\ene and Go-Go 
Jane \\'eidlin challed amiably, a mos1 unlikely duo. 

Bo,ion''i Ric\.. Harte arri\.'ed in s1yle: late for his 
Independent Label and Distribu1ion panel, he heli
cop1ered from the airport to the hotel landing pad. 
Said Harte: "The cab line "as too long." Sort Cell's 
eccentric manager Ste\.'O arri\.'ed for the Artists Man
agemem panel wearing a colorful dragon head; he 
promp1ly got in10 a screaming ma1ch with a member 

-SEMINAR-
-PANEL-

of the audience-promoter 81II Graham. 
Mma panels (Retail and Marketing; Publici1y; 

AOR and Ne" Mw,ic Radio; Talc111 and Booking; 
Producers; Artists; Video-Sor1v .. are and Technol
ogy; Press; etc.) and panelists (among them: radio 
programmers Lee Abrams and Rick Carroll; produ
cers Steve Lillywhite, Nile Rodgers, and Bernard Ed
wards; Toni Basil; 415 President Howie Klein; Ultra
\.'OX's Midge Ure) were calmer. One problem seemed 
10 be 1ha1 many panelists and panel moderators were 

unaware or what had been discussed on other panels; 
1his crea1ed endless repetition and the beating or one 
subject-MTV-to death. The recent mergers of Mo
town/MCA and Warner/Polygram (WEAP} hung 
over the proceedings: even the A&R panelists argued 
about the precarious state of independent distribu
tion. 

By far the most important outcome of 1he New 
Music Seminar could be the formation of the Inde
pendent Label Coalition-a group or more than 25 
independent labels. Tom Sil\.'erman, organi,er of the 
cartel and president or Tomm,· Bo\· Rccord<t later 
told Billboard that he envisiom Lhis as a national or
gani,ation, organized to "increase the independent 's 
market both collectively and individually by strcngth
ing the whole indie structure." 

The grOup (which includes Mango/Antilles, Rou. 
lelle, Streetwise, Prelude, Tommy Boy, Sugarhill, 
and Ace or Hearts) , says they arc forming subcom
mittees 10 deal with organization and distribution. 
Apparently a questionaire is planned, to be senl out 
to labels in order 10 determine priorities. (In the 
meantime, a special telephone number for informa
tion has been established: (212) 348-4876.) 

"We are in 1he business of making music; and we 
mean business," Jerry Casale or Devo intoned grave
ly on the Artists panel. Three thousand people 
ranted, raved and remarked about this business; be
low are some memorable quotes heard above the din. 

Chimps on Parade? Left to right: /Yltles Copeland (IRS); Seminar Organizer 
Tomm},· Sllrermun (To,nm}-' BOl-' Records) and \tarry Scolt (Jem) on the lndie 
label i1unel; rhe \·en Chic· Vile ·RodP,ers and Bt>rnurd Edv.:ards on the Produc:ers 

panel; Arri.HS Martyn Ware (Heai·en 17), Jerry Casale (Devo), and Blues-man 
Alexis A'oerner. 

" When I 1Aritc a ~ong I a'iJ.. my,elf 'Is it ne\\?' 
1 hen I a,J.. my,clL "hit mmu.:?' If the an ... wer to both 
ol ;hose is ·ye..,,· I a\k: 'But i-, it new music?"' 

Laurie Anderson, when asked 10 define the term 
·ne,\ mu\1c' on 1hc Arti'it panel. 

• · J 'd like to hear more gu11ars nying 
around."-Vince Hy, ex-Psychedelic Fur, \1ini...iry 
produl·er 

"It'\ hard to decide what''i new. That's \\hy e\.'ery
one asks: '\\'hat's new?"'-Glenn O'Brien, Editor, ln
ten1ew ,\1aga:.1ne. 

"Record companies are signing it; radio stat ions 
are playing it; people are buying it; drink the cham
pagne and let's go home."-The opening sen1cnce of 
IRS President Miles Copeland's keynote address. 

"On the first day of this seminar I must have heard 
the words ''Duran Duran" 20 times." - Mike 
Dreese, Boston Rock. 

<1Major labels are making bundles on the discov. 
cries and work or the independent labels."-- Rough 
Trade's Geoff Tra\.'iS. 

"Mmt indie labels are making really bad records; 
make good product 1"-Ace or Heans• Rick Harte 
on the Independent Label and Dmribu1ion panel. 

.. No sen i: bcine. an indic label and putting oul bad 
r ord, t s "or c 1han he111g a r-ia or " Rough 
,1.tdc'.., Geoff fra\l ' rt..·.,pon:,e. 
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"There are better odd'i 1n blad.jacJ.. at Atlantic 
City.'' Tommy Boy's Tom Sil\'erman, di'i~ussing 
the succes..,rul rate of independent rdea'iC\. 

"I make rock and roll record'i; I don't think any of 
my records were e\.'Cr played in a club c-..:1.:cpt at the 
wrong speed."- Rid Harte, Ace or Hearts. 

"By October 1st, anyone who is still around would 
be a good di'itributor."-\1arty Scott (Jem Records) 
answering the question: 'Ho,i. can you 1ell who's a 
good distributor?' 

"MTV was late in showing Culture Club because 
there were some black races on the 'Do You Really 
Want To Hurt Me?' video."-Susan Blond, publi
city, Epic Records. 

"Let's kick their racist asses!"-Rock critic 
Dave Marsh on MTV. 

"MTV allows you to promote your radio sta
tion. "-WBCN program director Oedipus. 

"Videos are baby pix for the record companies: or 
for some a chance to show off their new shag hair
cuts. But 1here i, no such thing a'§ a bad \.'ideo: it's 
like (:himps on parade."-Jerry Cac:alc of De1,o. 

''Whal l'i the dirfcrcn..:c bet\\ccn spOon reeding 
Asia and spoon !ceding Thomas D~1!by'!" -Ke\.'in 
Rowland, or Dc,y', \l1dnight Runners, "ho, as he 
\'.as 'ia)ing th.ti, happened to l:ic sitting ncx o Tho
mas D0lb\.'. 

"The Police and Go-Go's and ~1en at \\ork 
should 1101 be #1 on a college radio playlis1 " \1ilcs 
Copeland (IRS). 

"Lower the age or radio prograrl'mer'i from 50 to 
20" -·Martyn Ware, Hea\'cn I 7 

"What J want to know is: hmi. do I get my record 
played on AOR radio?"-Ke\.'in Rmi.land. 

"Would any or you like to manage my band?" 
-Roger Greenawalt or the Boston band the Dark, to 
the entire Artist Management panel. 

"The press creates an aura; I don't believe they se ll 
any records. "-Dennis Fine, Arista Records pubJi. 
city. 

"U2 sold 100,000 copies or their first album with
out radio airplay due to the press. "-Ellen Smith, 
publicity, Island Records. 

"Who is Minor Threat?"-Renowned rock critic 
Dave Marsh. 

"The do-it-yourself attitude is gone. "-Mike 
Dreese, Bosron Rock. 

"We must follow the Presidept 's lead, and j~ge 
things in terms or either good or e\.'il. "-lntenieH'l 
Glenn O'Brien. 

''I heard a lot or \\Ords in the la'it 'e\, minutes: and 
I'm glad I only understood a rev. '' ·German ("Der 
Commisar") star J-alco 
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INDEPENDENT RECORD LABEL 

SUPPLEMENT 

COMMENTARY 
by Mike Dreese, Publisher 

I went to the New Music Seminar in 
New York last month expecting an excit
ing, larger version of what I experienced 
the last time I went two years ago . I was 
frankly disappointed with the way the 
concerns of smaller independents were a 
non-issue. The narrow selection of 
panelists was a shame, and the lack of 
live questioning, which in the past had 
made some panelists deservedly uncom
fortable, meant that many concerns were 
either not addressed or else ridiculed. I! 
seemed as though everyone was so busy 
palling each other on the back over the 
arrival of the New Music Emperor, that 
few noticed he has no clothes! Al least 
not for the smaller independent. New 
music does not necessarily mean inde
pendent music! I suppose it's partly an 
argument in semantics, but I find it hard 
to consider Motown, Arista, Tommy 
Boy, or Jem to be independent in the lit
eral sense of the word. They are all de
dependent upon a highly complicated set 
of business relationships that are vital 10 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 48 



INDIE LABELS 

SO YOU WANT TO MAKE 
A RECORD ... 

by Mike Bastaro,·he 

There's tremendous pride in seeing 
your band's first record-the final pro
ducts of many months of time and 
money. You carefully open it up, and 
give it a spin on the turntable. With 
record jacket in hand, you retire 10 the 
sofa to get a first lic;ten of your accom
plishment. But what's this? There's a 
li1tle noise al the end of the second 
song! Oh oh, they spelled my name 
wrong! Hey, what happened to the 
drums?-they didn't sound like that in 
the studio. 

No one said it was going to be fun. 
Sure, there are all those night sessions 
in the studio, and heated arguments on 
whose an work should be on the jacket, 
but, that 1s the fun part. There's also 
the business side of making a record
how much is this gonna cost? How 
many records do we have to sell before 
we break even? And, what did we for
get 10 do? The details can kill ya. 

So, HOW MUCH IS THIS GONNA 
COST? 

That depends on what type of record 
you want 10 make (a single, a 12" EP, 
or a full-length album), of course, and 
the quality you are willing to live with. 
Quality cos1s, and before you pull our 
all the ~tops and insist on the best, re
member tha1 recording in a 24-track 

studio can easily cost four times as 
much as an eight track s1udio, and us
ing the highest grade vinyl will cost 
many cents more per record than stan
dard vinyl. ll's great if you can afford 
the best, but it also means you have to 
sell many more records 10 break even. 

There are basically two categories of 
record costs-one-time costs, and 
manufacturing costs. One-time costs 
are all those encountered in selling up 
the record for manufacture: 

I) All the studio cos1s for recording, 
mixing, editing and sequencing the 
songs on tape. 

2) Mastering lab and plating plant 
costs to get the record transferred from 
master tape to stampers. 

3) All setup costs associated with de
signing the record jacket, labels and 
(optionally), inserts or lyric sheets. 
This includes artist and photographer 
fees, material costs, and negative 
work. 

4) Miscellaneous costs for shipping 
items among studios, labs and pressing 
plants, and getting test pressings (a 
very recommended option). 

Manufacturing costs are "per re
cord" cost for record jackets, labels, 
inserts, actual pressings, and packag
ing. The per record varies according to 
the number of records you want. The 
place that prints your album jacket 

REAL ROCK & ROLL! 

THE 
LASTONES 
EP 1201 12 inch. 4 songs 

"Number One 
Again"+ 3 
Featuring ex-members 
of DMZ and The Lyres. 

RICHARD 
TAYLOR 

EP 1202 12 inch 4 songs 

"Rachel, Rachel" + 3 

"AIJ of Richard Taylor's 
records feature the 

chunky catchy rhythm 
guitar style that made 

Keith RIChards famous." 
- Ceofhey Hines. 

~ BaltJmore Sun 

~? 
STAR-RHYTNM 

DISTRIBUTION: ROUNDER, IMPORTANT, 
GREENWORLD, SQUARE DEAL & OTHERS. 

AVAILABLE BY MAIL $4.98 ea. postpaid in U.S. - add 
$2.00 postage in Canada & overseas. 
ST.AR-RHYTHM RECORDS 
P.O. Box 54, Malden, MA 02148 

may want $0.35 per jacket 1f you are 
only doing 1000 records, but will give 
you a price of S0.27 per jacket if you 
want 2000 records. The more records 
you want, the lower per record price. 
The same goes for pressing costs 
(which may also include labels and 
packaging). Album pressings, which 
cost $0.85 per record for 1000 records, 
might go down to S0.60 per record for 
an order of 5000 records. Remember 
also, that to a manufacturer, a 12" re
cord is a 12" record. The per record 
cost is usually the same for a 12" EP, 
regardless of number of songs, as i1 is 
for an album. Only the one-time costs 
are drastically different. 

Unlike manufacturing costs, there is 
no quantity discount for one-lime 
costs. One-time costs are the same re
gardless if you press 1 record or 
100,000 records. So although your 
manufacturing cos1s may only be S0.92 
per record (for 2000 records), the one
time costs for an album project may 
well be over $3000.00. For this reason, 
a lot of people 1ry 10 keep studio costs 
as low as possible, do the artwork 
themselves (rather 1han give it to a pro
fessional artist), and do a simple I or 2 
color jacket, rather than an expensive 
full-color one. 

HOW MANY RECORDS DO I 
HAVE TO SELL TO BREAK EVEN? 

Well, let's first find out how much 
our record is going to cost us. We can 
represent this total cost as follows: 

Total Cost= (Per Jacket Cost + Per 
Pressing Cost) x Number of records + 
One-lime Cost 

So in the example we've been using, 
the total cost will be: 

$4,840 (S0.27 + S0.65) x 2000 + 
$3000 

Which 1s quue a bu of money, espe
cially without a guarantee tha1 you 
break even on the project. Before we 
can find out what the break even point 
is, we need to know two things: what is 
my total per record cost (including one
time costs), and how much can I sell it 
for? Well, total per record cost is easy; 
just divide the Total Cost ($4,840) by 
the Number of records pressed (2000), 
and we get S2.42 per record. This is the 
actual cost of making the record. If we 
don't give even one record away, and 
sell every last one of them for the 
$2.42, then we'll break even. Hope
fully we can do better 1han that. We do 
want to give records away, to radio sta
tions, reviewers, friends, relatives, and 
just keep some around for ourselves 
(let's say in total, 100 records). And 
there's no guarantee we can sell all the 
remaining records, but at least we 
should get more than $2.42 each for 
them. 

While you can sell your record for 
whatever you feel it's worth, you also 
run the risk of not finding any buyers. 
There's basically three avenues to find
ing buyers: I) direct sales, 2) distrib
utors, and 3) record stores. Selling 
your product mail order and at con
certs is a highly profitable way of sell
ing. You can command a fair price, 
let's say $5.99 for your album, and you 
get the cash immediately in hand. Al
though it seems quite a11rac1ive to sell 
your remaining 1900 records for a total 
of $11,381, it is just too much work 
(and it may be impractical to think you 
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GETTING YOUR RECORD 
PLAYED ON BOSTON 
RADIO . .. 

by Cindy Bai/en 

Unlike many U.S. cities, Boston has 
historically been kind to bands without 
major label affiliations. We're lucky 
enough to have a strong college radio 
community, one or two receptive com
mercial radio stations and a respected 
rock'n'roll press, including some well 
put-together fanzines. A band that 
sounds good and does its homework 
should be able to get some attention . 
Consider, though, that the competition 
for airplay is rough. There are over a 
thousand working bands in the area, 
and many of them have tapes and rec
ords of their own. What you want to 
do is maximize your chances for expo
sure, and a well organized presentation 
can't hurt. 

What to include 
In addition to your record (more 

than one copy, if possible), you should 
send along the name, address and 
phone number of a contact person: 
someone in the band, your manager, or 
somebody at your record label. If 
somebody has feedback, or wants to 
interview you; they should know how 
to reach you. 

Seems like these days, every band 

has a press kit. I've never been impres
sed by a slick package-if it's not in the 
grooves, it doesn't matter what you 
like, or how many Monday night gigs 
you've played . What most people 
would rather see is something with 
originality and wit, or barring that, at 
least sincerity . If you opened for The 
Clash when they played in your neigh
borhood, it's okay to mention it. 

How to follow up 
Following up on your record is at 

least as important as sending it out. 
The idea is to find out what's happen
ing with it, but avoid the temptation to 
be a pest. You should call once to see if 
your record was received, and offer to 
call back for feedback in a week or 
two. Some bands include stamped, 
self-addressed cards for comments. If 
you ask specific questions and leave 
space for answers, you 're more likely 
to get a reply. Make sure you get on 
mailing lists for radio playlists (for_ 
your press kit, or course, and to help 
you get gigs in the area) and make sure 
you get copies of anything about you 
that appeared in print. Be ready to hear 
criticism and take it to heart. You may 
pick up something you can use. Most-

ly, be optimistic-if you've attracted 
their attention with this record, your 
next project has an even heller shot. 

Where to send it 
The recent demise of WBOS has 

eliminated your best bet for commer
cial airplay in the Boston area, but 
there are other possibilities . WBCN 
has been historically open to new 
sounds, though they've pulled back 
somewhat in recent years. Oedipus? 
Nocturnal Emissions show (Sundays 
from 7:00 to 10:00 P.M.) exposes new 
bands. At WCOZ, the main vehicle for 
local and independent releases was, un
til recently, my Party Out OJ Bounds 
show . This type of programming is 
likely to be curtailed in the future. Just 
outside of Boston, WFNX, the Boston 
Pheonix-owned radio station in Lynn, 
is a good bet, and WAAF in Worcester 
has Bay State Rock (Sundays from 
11 :00 to midnight), where New Eng
land bands can get airplay. 

The three most influential college ra
dio stations in the immediate metropol
itan area, WERS (Emerson College), 
WMBR (the community station at 
M.l.T.) and WZBC (Boston College) 
all have decent signals and broad
based, eclectic programming. A variety 
of other college and non-commercial 
stations play local bands and 
rock'n'roll that's out of the main
stream. This list should get you started. 

WAAF 9 Norwich Place, Worces1er MA 
0t605 
WBCN 1265 Boyls1on St., Bos1on, MA 
02115 
WBRS (Brandeis U.) 415 Sou1h St., Wa\-
1ham MA 

NEW IDEAS FROM BOSTON 

Music tor America 

WCHC Box 35A Holy Cross College, Wor
cesler MA 
WCUW 910 Main St., Worcester, MA 
0t6t0 
WDJM (Framingham State College) 100 
State St., Framingham MA 01701 
WERS (Emerson College) 130 Beacon St., 
Boston MA 
WFNX 25 Exchange St., Lynn MA 019()1 
WFRC 160 Pearl St., Fitchburg MA 0t420 
WHRB (Harvard University) 45 Quincy St. 
Cambridge MA 02t38 
WICN 75 Grove St., Worcester MA 01605 
WIQH (Concord-Carlisle HS) 500 Walden 
SI., Concord MA 01742 
W JUL (Univ. of Lowell) I University Ave., 

, Lowell MA 0 I 859 
WKKL (Cape Cop Community Col.) W. 
Barnstable MA 02668 
WMBR 3 Ames S1., Cambridge MA 02142 
WMFO (Tuf1s University) P .0. Box 65 , 
Medford MA 02153 
WMLM (Curry College) 1071 Blue Hill 
Ave., Milton MA 02186 
WMWM (Salem Slate College) 352 Lafay
eue S1., Salem MA 01970 
WRBB (Northeas1ern Univ.) 360 Hunting
ton Ave., Boston MA 02115 
WTBU (Boston University) 620 Beacon St., 
Boston MA 02215 
WUSM (SE Mass. University) Old West
port Rd., N. Dartmouth MA 02747 
WZBC (Bos1on College) Box K151, Chest
nut Hill MA 02167 
WZL Y (Wellesley College) Wellesley MA 
0218t 

Weslern Massachusells 
WAMH Amherst College Station %2, Am
hersl MA 01002 
WCCH (Holyoke College) 303 Homestead 
Ave., Holyoke MA 01040 
WCFM (Williams College) Winston MA 
02167 
WJJW (N. Adams Slate College) N. Adams 
MA 01247 
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PALACE OF LIGHTS RECORDS 

CURRENT ALBUMS 

SAVANT The Neo-Realist (at Risk) 

ROY FINCH Fiction Music 

K.LEIMER Land of Look Behind 

M. W. GILBERT In the Dreamtm1e 

STEVE PETERS Regional Zeal 

MARC BARRECA Twilight 

K.LEIMER Closed System Potentials 

Write for our new catalog and information on new 

and up-<:oming releases: 

K.LEIMER Installation View (cassette) 

Music for Land and Water (cassette) 

Imposed Order (new album this fall) 
--------

MARC BARRECA Music Works for Industry (cassette) 

All PoL releases are distributed by Rough Trade, Systematic, 

Greenworld, JEM, NMDS, Important, WIN, Wiyside. 

Pol 
'.34 Boston Rock 142 

PALACE OF LIGHTS RECORDS 
POST OFFICE BOX 4141 
SEATTLE. WA 98104 

INDIE LABELS 

DIRECTORY OF 
INDEPENDENT LABELS 
ACE CASSETTES PO Box 252, Auburndale. 
MA 02166 Ann James Holzman, Rec Cool 
Rays That's Life (EP) 

ACE OF HEARTS Box 597. Kenmore Station. 
aoston. MA 02215 Attn: Rick Harte (617) 
536-1770. 81rdsongs ot The Mesozoic (EP), 
The Lyres I Wanna Help You Ann (7"). M1ss1on 
of Burma Vs (LP). 

ACTION RECORDS Box 57, Kenmore Station. 
Boston, MA 02215 Alm 8111 801s (617) 
SEX-0238. Psycho (EP) 

ADELPHI 3619 Kennedy Rd Soulh Plamheld. 
NJ 07080 Attn Marty Scott {201) 753·6100. 
Vanous Kerrw le Fes11va1 (LP) 

ADVENTURE RECORDS PO Box 883. Plan
dome. NY 11030. Alln. Joseph Mo11ura. Mo
dern Pioneers Native N,ghts (7' '). Modern Pio
neers Big Hoo/f.up (EP) 

AIM RECORDS 929 Ashbury SI , San Francis
co, CA 94117. Aun Amy Lebov,tz. Various 
Arl1sts If Happened But Nobody Noticed (LP), 
Los Microwaves I Can't Say (7"), No S1s1ers 
Anim~IJ~~! 
AIRCUT RECORDS 967 Osos St., San Luis 
Obispo, CA 93401 Alln: Pally Dee, Pally Dee 
We've All Had Enough (7'"). Pally Dee Fade The 
N_19_ht Away (EP) 

ALLIGATOR RECORDS PO Box 60234, Chi
cago. IL 60660. Alln Mindy Giles (312) 
973-7736, Mula Baruka Ode To Johnny Drug
head (12·· single). Augustus Pablo King David's 
Me/Ody (LP & casselle). Lonnie Brooks Hot 
Shot (LP) 

ALPHA-MEDIA PO Box 444, Back Bay Annex. 
Boston. MA 02117 Attn· Wilham Garrett (617) 
266-1460 n,. S.. dm 17') Downt1me(T I Pink 
Caddallac (EP) 

ARF ARF RECORDS PO Box 954, Easl Den
nis. MA 02641 Attn. Erik Lindgren, The Space 
Negros jEP). Richard Hunter Play With Me (T ), 
Magt1c Mose and His Royal Rockers Qu,et Des
eerat,on (EP) 

(a)R(t)NOISE RECORDS & TAPES 2149 South 
13th St .. Milwaukee. W1scons1n 53215. Ann 
Thomas Gaudynsk1. David. Gaudynsk1 & Gau
dynsk1 wlSteve Neslon-Aaney Transubstant,a
llon (Tape). David, Gaudynsk1 & Gaudynski 
Ob1ect Lessons (LP). Paul Gaudynsk1 & The
mas Gaudynsk1 Arthflt1s (Tape) 

ATOMUSIC, INC. 639-A Knowles Ave, South
ampton. PA 18966 Attn John Kane (215) 
355-6927. Atomic Thinkers White Dwarfs 
(Tape), Atomic Thinkers Nuclear War Tactics 
(Tape). A!om,c Thinkers Atonal (Tape) 

BAO COMPILATION TAPES PO Box 2694. 
Spring Valley. CA 92077 Aun: Dave Way (619) 
287-7002, 20 band comp11a11on 1n English 
(!"ape), 20 band ~ompilat1on ~ltahan (Tape) 
BEEHIVE RECORDS 5927 Sundance Lane. 
San Antonio. TX 78238 Ann: Joe Pugliese 
(512) 684-7030, Myslery Oates Self Inflicted 
Sex (EP). Mystery Dates Mystery Dates (EP). 
The Vamps On Vinyl (twin 7") 
BEESWAX RECORDS ·as Elliot St #3, "Bever
ly, MA 01915 Attn: James Shaler, Angry Young 
Bees Shake Up The Suburbs/Bag Ladies (T'), 
Angry Young Bees, Squere One/You're Not 
Talking To Me (7") 
BETH RECoROs- 132 -Gar11eld St., New Bed
tord . MA 02746 Attn Aon Po11ras (617) 
992-7472, T_he_~luo_n.!_ Gluons~(E~P~) __ _ 

BETTER YOUTH ORGANIZATION PO Box 
67A 64, Los Angeles. CA 90067 Attn : Shawn 
Siren (213) 654-8743, Vanous Head Kicked In 
(LP). Youlh Brigade Sound And Fury (LP), Ag
~s~ £??!!_]_ Be M!_stake~~ 

BIG BUBBLE RECORDS c/o The L1v1ng Room, 
273 Promenade SI. Providence, Al 02903 
Attn: Randy and Brian Hien (401)521-2520. Va
nous Living Room Comp,lstion (LPl 

BIG MONKEY RECORDS PO Box 31217. 
Jackson. MS 39206. Attn. Tim Lee, Windbreak
ers Any Monkey w,th A Typewriter (EP). The 
Used Goods Used Goods (7''). The w,ndbreak· 
ers Meet The Windbreakers (EP) 

BLACK NUN PROOUCTIONS 204 Hampshire 
St Cambridge. MA02139 Attn PhylhsCostel 

(617) 491-1558, Fine China Wa,tmg!Mata 
Har, (Tape). Fine China Summer NightsJG,r/ 
Like Boys /TapeJ 

BLACK ROSE RECORDS, 24 Central SI Sau 
gas. MA 01906 Alln Al Cocoroch10 Jr, 
Apache Apache. Boston Aockab11ly Music Con
spiracy BRMC, New Hawks The New Hawks 

BLOOD RECORDS 639 Broadway Box 902, 
New York C11y, NY 10012 Attn: David Peel 
{212) 533-3413. G G Allin & The Scum Fucs 
Drin/f.. Fight & Fuck (EP). Steven Dead Down 
Below (Tape/LP) 

BLOTTO RECORDS Box 1786. Albany. NY 
12201 Aun Lee l-larvey Blotto (518) 462-3572 
New Shiny Things Changing Co/Ors blw Bread
lines & Dissidence (7"). The Sharks Shark 
Treatment (12' EP). Blotto Combo A/f.1mbo (LP 
& Cassene1 

BLUE FLAME RECORDS Box 49. Bradlord. 
MA 02808 Attn: Bob Bell (401) 596·42241596· 
5221. Roomful ol Blues Hot Lillie Mama (LP), 
Please Don't Leave (45). Don't You Want To Roll 
With M~_J_4_?) 
BLUES OUTLET RECORDS, 131 Washington 
St , Providence, Al 02903 Attn: Bob Angell 
(401) 273-6397. Shorty Jackson Tender, Slen
der & Tall (7"), Blues Outlet Olneyv1lle Stomp 
(7"), Everybody's Ftshin' _(EP) 

BOSSTOWN RECORDS Box 994, 104 Charles 
St., Bos!on, MA 02114 Attn Andrew Gordon/ 
David Perschall (617) 367-0810, Lynn laPrad 
Play With Boys (7"), The Make Democracy 
(E~)..:... 9?_¥ Next Door You Live T~o Far (7'') 
BOSTON INTERNATIONAL & BOSTON SKY
LINE 46 Church St. Boston. MA 02116 Aun 
Wayne Wadhams. Seymour Hayden Goldberg 
Vanat,ons (LP). The Edge Growth And Decay 
(Tape), Tno Sonata Meet Me Af The Fermata 
(Tape) 

BREAK THAU. RECORDS INC. 2 Lincoln SI 
New York City, NY 10023 Attn Robert Silver
stein, Pekka Poh1ola Urban Tango (LP) 

BRING OUT YOUR DEAD RECORDS PO Box 
160951 Sacramenlo, CA 95816 Attn Connie 
0·0onnel (916) 756-6748. True West True West 
(EP) 

CACHALOT RECORDS 611 Broadway #214 
New York C11y. NY 10012 Attn Eu DuFaure 
(2121925-5971 
CAT'S VOICE RECORDINGS Box 564, New
buryport, MA 01950 Aun Tom Reeves (617) 
462-1361. Steve Bradley Nobody Knows (TI 
Tape), He1d1 Mitchel Held Up (Tape). Protex 
Blue Tourist Town (7"/Tape) 

CONDOR RECORDS INC. PO Box 955, Brook
line MA 02146 Attn· Fred Pmeau, John War
ren Advance Warning (LP) 

CONFLICT RECORDS 1377 K St Suite 41, 
Washington. DC 20005 Attn: Norman Brandt. 
(202) 293-6245. Made For TV So Afraid of the 
Russians/Unknown Soldier (7"") 

CROW RECORDS PO Box 290552. Tampa. Fl 
33687 Attn: Doug Brewer (813) 988-6920. 
U-Boats Government Ripoff (7"). Dead & Des· 
perate (EP), Cheese Bros. Vieekend Alchollc 
(7""). 

CRUNCH RECORDS LTD. 39 Wmford Way, 
Medford, MA 02155. Attn : Dana Caus (617) 
391-4654 Breakfasl In Bed Australian Coffee 
(LP), Breakfast In Bed (12") 

CRYPTOVISION 411 E 91h-St , New York c,tY, 
NY 10009 Attn : J_ Taugy/K Beggs, OeprO· 
grammers Midas Touch (7"), Missed Takes 
(Tape), Kool Rays Kool Rays (Tape) 

DACOIT RECORDS 9306 Bulls Aun Pkwy, 
Bethesda. MO 20817 Attn: K1m Kane (301) 
530-8440. The Shckee Boys When We Go To 
The Beach (7'"), Nurses Extant (Box-Set-5 
7_].IJ_YF7'1 
DANCING BEAR RECORDS 311-0 No. Capitol 
Ave. San Jose. CA 95733 Attn: Diane Dra
gone (408) 926-5227 X-V1s1tors The Planet 
Doesn't Mind (7'') 

DEATH RECORDS PO Box 32. Lake Aonkon 
kama. NY 11779 Alln J1mm1e N1po, Cracked 
Actor Skid Row (EP). Naz, School b/w Judy ,n 

Disguise J?") 

DEATH TO SPIES RECORDS 337 William St 
Piscataway NJ 08854 Attn Chris Shepard 
(201) 753-6100. Smersh Caracas ( Tape) 7ti,s Is 
What You Missed (Tape), Dub Cherr: st K,fl tm 
lTapeJ 



DESTINY RECORDS 31 Nassau AYe., Wil
mington, MA 01887. Attn: Larry Feeney, True 
Desire When You Thoughr I Had Ir (7"), Wild 
Turkey She'll Drive You Crazy (7"), Organized 
Confusion Wife Beater (7"). 

DISCHORD RECORDS 3819 Beecher St. NY, 
Washington, DC 20007. 

DISCOS DE TINGA 3952 North Southport 
#240, Chicago IL 60613. Attn: Zirbel (312) 
477-7326, Bohemia No Ordinary Moon (EP), 

DISTURBING RECORDS PO Box 11463, Chi
cago, IL 60611 . Attn : Frank BrodlolMike Po
cius, Cunts L1Ye Musician In A Barhtub (7"), 
Problem Dogs City Haf/ (7"), Nicholas Tremulis 
You Call This Living (7"). 

DOLPHIN RECORDS PO Box 8744, Durham, 
NC 27707. Attn: Tom Roos (919) 493-1436, Va
rious Mondo Montage (LP), X Teens Play With 
Us Tonight (LP). 

OOODLEY SQUAT RECORDS 3007 Jennings 
Ad , Kensington, MD 20895. Alln: Jim Kowalski, 
White Boy Heavens of Hell (7"), Spastic (EP), 
Jeff Dahl R & Roll Critic (EP). 

OUBLAB RECORDS 1537 A 4th St. Suite 107, 
San Rafael, CA 94901. Attn: Pete Juliana, Taz
manian Devils Live EP {EP), The Impostors 
(7"), Mask (LP). 

DUMB RECORDS 625 Post St. Suite 129, San 
Francisco, CA 94109. Attn: Dewey Bruse, Bob 
Backward (LP), IXNA IXNA (7''), Bob Super Bin
go (7"). 

DUOTONE RECORDS, INC. PO Box 1168, 
Miami. FL 33243. Attn: Stephen Gibson Nester, 
The Happiness Boys Meat Parade (EP), Head 
Of The Class Head Of The Class {EP). 

EAT RECORDS 400 Essex St., Salem, MA 
01970. Attn: Don Rose, Rubber Rodeo She 
Had To Go (12" EP), Incredible Casuals Let's 
Go (12" EP), Men & Volts Rhythms & Blues 
(12" EP). 

EDITIONS EG 3619 Kennedy Ad, South Plain
field, NJ 07080. Ann: Marty Scott (201) 
753-6100, Jon Hassel Akal Dart,arVJava/Magic 
Realism (LP/Tape), Penguin Cafe Orch. Mini LP 
(LP/Tape), Killing Joke Firs Dances LP/Tape). 

ENGRAM CASSETTES & RECORDS Box 
2305, Seattle, WA 98111. Ann: Neil Hubbard, 
.Various Seattle Syndrome Two (LP/Tape), K7SS 
Phantom Sects {Tape), 3 Swimmers American 
Technology (EP). 
ENIGMA 20445 Gramercy Pl., Box 2896, Tor. 
ranee, CA 90509. Attn: Wes Hein (213) 
328-9407, 45 Grave Sleep in Safety (LP), 20/20 
Sex Trap (LP), The Thought The Thought (LP). 

EPIPHANY RECORDS PO Box 31125, San 
Francisco, CA 94131. Attn: Warren Smith, Bar
bara Paige Hear Me Now (LP), Max Edwards 
Rockers Arena {LP), Flo & Eddie Rock Steady 
With Flo & Eddie (LP). 

EUROCK RECORDS POB 4181, Torrance, CA 
90510. Attn: Archie Patterson {213) 542-4778, 
Eskaton 4 Visions {Tape), Pascal Comelade 
Slow Musics (Tape), The American Music Com
pilation (LP). 

EUROPA RECORDS 611 Broadway Suite 214, 
New York, NY 10012. Attn: Jean Pierre Weiller 
(212) 254-2047. 

FACTORY U.S. 326 6th St., San Francisco, CA 
94103. Attn: David Bassin (415) 621-4186. 

FEVER RECORDS Box 87610, Chicago, IL 
60680. Attn: Colin Camerer, Bonemen of Ba
rumba Driving rhe Bats Thru Jerusalem (EP), 
Book of Lies Cryptic Memo (EP), Bonemen of 
Barumba Live from Barumba {LP). 

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH RECORDS 5710 Dur
bin Ad, Bethesda, MO 20817, Attn: Derick, Arti
fical Peace E1<tended (EP), Government Issue 
Boycott Stapp (EP), Black Market Baby Sens
less Offerings (EP). 

•1s RECORDS PO Bo,c 14583, San Francisco, 
CA 94114. Attn: Howard Klein {415) 621"'3415, 

FRONTIER RECORDS PO Box 22, Sun Valley, 
CA 91352. Attn: Lisa Fancher, Three O'Clock 
(LP}, Suicidal Tendencies (LP), Three O'Clock 

ii' Baroque Ho-Down (EP). 

GREEN RECORDS 4107 Oak Knoll Ct. %69, 
Tampa, FL 33810. Attn: Pam Wiener, A New 
Personality A New Personality '83 (12"), 
N.E.M.B. The Middle Room/Torture (7"), A New 
Personality Eyes/Saturday/What I Lost (7"). 

GROOVY RECORDS PO Box 153, Arlington, 
MA 02174. Attn: Joan McNullylPete Shelley, 
Pete Shelley Sky 'mn {LP), Sally Smilt/Lindsey 
Lee Mangahar (LP), Tiller Boys Strange Man 
(Tape). 

GUSTAV RECORDS PO Box 452, New Haven, 
CT 06502. Attn: CW Bell (203) 562-0231, Com
pilation It Happened But Nobody Noticed (LP), 
The Bats How Pop Can You Get (LP), Saucers 
(7"). 

.HEARTBEAT 1 Camp St, Cambndge, MA 
02140. Attn: Duncan Browne (617) 354-0700. 
Various Best of Studio One (LP), Special Re
quest & A Popular Demand (LP), Sugar Minott 
Sufferers Choice (LP). 

HITMAN RECORDS 2 Bunker Hill Ad, Ply
mouth. MA 02360. Attn: Stephen Anzuoni, Mic
key Bliss Trapezoid (7"), Video Lizards (7"). 

HOPEWELL RECORDS 1613 Reed Ad, W. 
Trenton, NJ 08628, Attn : 0. Aotov {609) 
737-8537, Clive Pig, Live Sex. 

ICECUBE RECORDS (Dlstr. Rooster Rec
ords) 2615 N. Wilton Ave, Chicago, IL 60614. 
Attn: Phil Towne (615) 352·8887 or (312) 
281-3385. A.C. Reed Take these blues and 
shove ·em (LP/7"). 

JAM RECORDS 2739 Woodley Pl, NW, Wash-
ington, DC 20006. Attn: Richard Spring (202) 
638-3355, Les McCann The Longer You Walt 
(LPfTape), Phil Upchurch Revelatlon (LP/Tape), 
Akiyoshi-Taback1n Tanu Ki's Night Our (LP). 

JANE BEAR RECORDS PO Box 2634, Madi· 
son, WI 53701. Attn: Jane Bear, Sometimes Y 
I.L. T. Smoke/Crazy Dancer (7"), New 10 Song 
(Tape). 

J & J RECORDS 739 Boylston St. #203. Bos
ton, MA 02116. Attn: Jeff & Jane Hudson, Jeff 
and Jane Flesh (LP), Los Alamos (7"). 

LANDSLIDE RECORDS 450 14th St. Suite 
201, Atlanta, GA 30318. Attn: Michael Roths
child (404) 873-3918, The Brains Dancing Un
der Streetlights (EP), The Late Bronze Age Isles 
of Langerhan (LP), The Heartfixers Live at the 
Moonshadow (LP). 

LILITH RECORDS PO Box 4420, Riverside, Al 
02915-0420. Attn: Blair Sharp {401) 762-1317, 
John Orsi Can 'rou Draw Attention {double 7"), 
Noisy Data (Tape), Patience in Exile (7"). 
LITTLE RECORDS PO Box 1622, Alhens, GA 
30601. Attn: Woody Nuss (404) 546-7867, Little 
Tigers Ske Cityflhenk You Andrew (7"), BANG! 
at the 40-watt club {Tape). 

LLIST RECORDS RO #2 Dane Or., Ephra-
ta, PA 17522. Attn: Doug Phillips/Kate McCoy 
(717) 859-3048 or (212) 372-2178, Sharks 
Sharks (EP), Live at the Village (LP), Doug Phil
lips Superior Man b/w I Want (7"). 

LOCAL ANESTHETIC RECORDS 638 E 13th 
Ave, Denver, CO 80203. Attn: Duane Davis, Al· 
len Ginsberg/Still Lile (LP), White Trash Wake 
Up EP (EP), Frantix (EP). 

LO-TECH RECORDS 58 Boylston St, Boston, 
MA 02130. Attn: Billie Best, Berlin Airlift Profes
sionally damaged (EP). 

MAGICAL UNIVERSE RECORDS 459 W. 47th 
St., New York, NY 10036. Attn: Roger Weller 
(212) 541-7435 or 566-3452, Clyde Shelby 
Shattered Glass (EP), Raven Kase Home 
Universe (7"), Optimum Aandomnia Run 
(7"fTape). 

MCE Rc:E:-:C:-:O:-:R:-:D-::S-4:-:6--;:3--;:Sc-ta--:-te-;:-St,-, -;;S-:-;ch:-:e-,-ne:-:cc:,a::;d--:-y, 

NY 12305. Attn: Mark C. Ernst (518) 382-1762, 
Max Tash I Want To Do tr {7"), The Suspects 
Shot Eye Kings {7''), Various Hudson Rock (LP). 

MEDUSA MUSIC 875 Avenue of the Americas 
Suite rnoo1, New York, NY 10001. Attn : Colin 
Medlock {212) 279-9321, The Metros Driving 
U.S. Crazy (EP), Piccasso Titled Same (1"). 

MENTAL ASSAULT RECORDS 31 Walts St, 
Chelsea, MA 02150. Attn: Dave Singer (617) 
889·2526, Empty Rituals A Question of Free
dom {Tape), Dressed to KIii b/w Hardcore (7"). 

ME TAPES 2653 N. Farwell #2, MIiwaukee WI 
53211. Attn: Mark G. Eberhage(414) 961-1217, 
Xposed 4Heads Annoying Shit In a Bag (Tape), 
Joy Farm Cracks in the Empire (Tape), Baja 
Koala Semi Conchas {Tape). 

METRO-AMERICA RECORDS, INC. PO Box 
37044, Detroit, Ml 48237. Attn: Scott Forman 
{313) 582-0227, Figures on a Beach Swimming 
(mini LP), Urbalions Urban Dance Party {Tape), 
Rhythms Corps Paquet de Cinq (EP). 

MODERN METHOD RECORDS 286 Newbury 
St, Boston, MA 02116. Attn: Mike Dreese (617) 
247-0337, Native Tongue 'tbwl (LP), Lou Miami 
Lou Miami (EP), Billygoons Party Rap (EP). 

MOMENT PRODUCTIONS PO Box 12424, 
Austin, TX 78711. Attn: Bill Foster, Big Boys 
Lullabies Help The Brian Grow (LP), The Pool 
Dance It Down b/w Jamaica Running (12"), 
Standing WaYe& Vertigo bfw Crash and Bum 
(12"). 

• 



INDIE LABELS 

MONAD MUSIC Box 740, Cambridge, MA 
02139 Monad Love is the Lesson (7"). 
MULTIPHASE RECORDS 6955 Co;;;-ell Ave, 
St LOUIS. MO 63130 Alln. Carl We1nganen 
(314) 721-0933, Ormiston & Weingarten Wind· 
falls (LP). Various Art1s1s Urban Csbaf8t (Tape), 
Delay Tacllcs Out-Pop Opt,o'!_~_(L~ 

MUSTARD RECORDS 100 Smith St, Brook· 
tyn. NY 11201 Attn: Paul Marona, Paul Marotta 
Piano Octet (LP), Charlolle Pressler True Con
fess,ons (12"). Elec1r1c Eels Spm Age Blasters 
(7") 
NEUROTIC BOP 451 Redwood, Troy. Ml 
48084 Attn Rick Mills. the 3-D lnv1s1bles Love 
on Mars/Monster Island (7") 

NEUTRAL RECORDS 325 Spring Room 331 
New York. NY 10013 Ann Glenn Braca/Josh 
Baer, Some Youth Confusion Is Sex (LP). Enc 
Booosa1n L1Ve In London (LP). Glenn Branca 
SymphOf!Y #3 (Gloria} (LP) 

NEW UNDERGROUND RECORDS 4305 W 
153rd St. Lawndale. CA 90260 Attn: Gary Kail 
Anti Defy the System (LP). Vanous Life Is Bo, 
ing So Why Not Steal This Record (LP). Mood ol 
Defiance Now (LP) 

NIGHTCAAWLER RECORDS 4 Common
weallh Cl. Brighton. MA 02135 Aun. Mr A1c 
(617) 277 · 154 7. Johnny Barnes Sudden Death 
Overd11ve (7"). The Johnny Barnes Story (LP). 
Vanous Oddballs (Tape/LP) 

NOTOWN RECORDS 5732 Camerford Ave 
Hollywood. CA 90038 Aun: Tom Bolema (212) 
460·4205. The Butchers All Choked Up (7")_. 

NOW ANO THEN RECORDS Box 9650. Ne
wark. OE 19714 Ann· Ward Camp (302) 
737-2813. Bad Sneakers Sneak Attack (LP). 
Ange/me/Say Goodbye (7"), Gall Supreme Do 
You Belleve It? (EPfTape) 

NUTRONS RECORDS/BATTALION OF 
SAINTS 2015 Meade Ave. San Diego, CA 
92116 Aun. Theodore Olson (619) 296-9910 
Bat1ahon of Samls Fighting Boys (12' EP). Ba1-
taho_n ol Samls ~econd Coming (LP) 

ONE DIMENSIONAL RECORDS Box 923. 
Northampton. MA 01060 Attn George Kuce
wIcz. Eighth Routh Army Think For Yourseff 
{EP). No Leaders/Daily Beat (7' ) N1hal1st Olym
pics 1984 (LPJ 

ORANGE RECORDS L TO. 639 Broadway 
Suite 902. New York. NY 10012 Attn David 
Peel. David Peel & The Lower EasI Side 1984 
(LP/Tape). Steven Dead Drop Dead (Tape). Mo
zarls People This Is Mozarts People (LP/7"/ 
Tape) 

PASSPORT 3619 Kennedy Ad. South Plam
t1eld, NJ 07080 Alln: Mar1y Scon (201) 
751-6100. Greg Hawkes Niagara Falls (LP/ 
Tape), Three Dog N1ghl It's A Jungle (LP/Tape), 
lnv1s1ble M_tm _(LP/Tape) 

PARK AVENUE RECORDS PO Box 19296, 
Seattle, WA 98109 Aun Aober1 Jemker. The 
V1s1ble Targels Sat,e (12''), The Wipers Youth of 
Amer,ca _ (~P)_. Paul Revere San~· re-Issie (LP). 

PETER DAYTON MUSIC 139 Salem SI. Bos
Ion, MA 02113 Alln: Peter Day1on. Peter Day
~~gs _ffa~l 
PHILO RECOAOS/FRETLESS RECORDS The 
Barn, N Femsbury. VT 05473 Alln Bob Pes
kin. K1hmaniaro K1fman1aro Two (LP/Tape), Jon 
Ga11mor D1rt1 (LP~ Lisa Neustad1 & the Angel 
Band Anywhere is Home (LP) 

PINK RECORDS 1342 Nf!wP0n, Chicago, IL 
60657 Attn Franklin Stark, Ph1l'n'lhe Blanks 
Head Screwed On (EP), Lands and Peoples 
(LPl Multiple Ch01ce JLPJ_ 

POSH BOY PO Box 38861, Los Angeles, CA 
90038 A11n Robbie Fields 

PRAXIS RECORDS, INC. PO Box 120235, 
Nashville, TN 37212 Attn Jack Emerson, Ja
son & The Nashville Scorchers Fervor (EP), 
Reckless Counrry Soul (EP), Our Favorite Band 
Pmk Cadillac (EP) 

PULSE RECORDS PO Box 36 D 75. Los Ange
les. CA 90036 Ann Mark Humphries. Middle 
Class Homeland (LP). Tom Stevens Points of 
V~w (12: EP). Dead ti_1pp1e Dead 1!_1pp1'! (LP) 

PURE ANO EASY PO Box 912, North Chelms
ford, MA 01863 Attn John V1snaskas (617) 
459-0334. Gary Shane & The Detour Forever 
On Your Way (LP), The Reflectors Raining SteeV 
Let Her Dance (7''). Wayne Kramer Neg1tave 
G,rVStreet Warlare (!'~') ______ _ 

PVC RECORDS 3619 Kennedy Ad, South 
Pla1nheld, NJ 07080 Aun. Marty Scan (201) 
753-6100. Atomic Rooster Head/me News 
(LP/Tape), Bad Brains Rock for L,ght (LP/Tape), 
Gleaming Spires Walk on Well Lighted Streets 
(LPfTape) 

36 Boston Rock #42 

OL RECORDS 314 Romano Ave. Coral Gables. 
FL 33314 Alln Rob Burr (305) 446-2477, Em
ste1n·s Rice Boys CMI Rice {LPfrape). Steppm· 
Razor Studio Junkies (LP/Tape). Mike Rogers 
D1g1tal Steel (LPfTape) 

RADtoBEAT.RECORDS PO Box 75. Allston, 
MA 02134 Aun: Jim Dulour/Lou Giordano, The 
Proletarial So/ma Holiday (LP). Deep Wound 
Deep \Nound (EP) 

RAPTUROUS SUSPENSE RECORDS PO Box 
116·A Greendale Stahon. WorcesIer. MA 
01606 Attn Sandy Penta. The Nebulas More 
Than Myst1f1ed/Escapade In Ink (7"). Angel Up 
My Sleeve/Am'/ II Always Night al Night (7'') 

RAS RECORDS PO 40804. Washmglon. DC 
20016. Alln David Pansegrow. Peter Brougs 
Rastafar, Liveth.I (EP). Freddie McGregor Come 
On Over (LP). Melod1ans /r,e Feelm (LP) 

RATIONAL RECORDS L TO. 2410 East 8th St, 
Davis. CA 95616 Attn Scoll Vanderb1II (916) 
753-1675. Game Threory Pointed Accounts of 
People You Know (EP). Blaze of Glory (LP). Al
ternate Learning Painted WmdOws (LP) 

REACHOUT INTERNATIONAL RECORDS 
(ROIR) 611 Broadway Su1Ie 214. New York. NV 
10012 Alln. Neil Cooper (212) 477-0563. MC5 
Babes In Arms (Tape). Malana1 Revisited 
(Tape). Dub Synd1r.aIe One Way System (Tape) 

READY RECORDS 57 Berkeley St, Toronto. 
Ontario, Canada M5A 2W5 Alln Andy Cros
bie/Angus MacKay (416) 363-9164 The 
Spoons Arias & Symphonies (LP). Santers 
Racing Time (LP). Blue Peter Falling (LP) 

RED MUSIC 810 Longfield Ad. Philadelphia 
PA 19118 AUn Richard Jordan, Executive 
Slacks Executive Slacks (EP). The Stick Men 
Get On Board (EP). Stephen Spera Sound of 
the Crowd (7") 

REEL DREAMS RECORDS 6 East Newberry 
Ad. Blooml1eld. CT 06002 Attn Carl Henry, 
Rick Cerone A Long Run Home (7" '). Hozay 
Smith Regg10 For Chnstmas (T'). Dish Dish 

l~l 
RELATIVITY RECORDS 149-03 New York 
81vd, Jamaica (NYC). NY 11434 Attn: Walter 
o·enen (2121 995-9200, Indoor Lile fndoor Life 
{LP). Private Sector Like A Ton of Bncks (12··i. 
Roman Grey Look Me In The Eyes (12") 

R1VERHOUSE RECORDS POB 290552 Tam
pa. FL 33687 Attn Doug Brewer (813) 
988-8181 L1ber1y Avenue God Save The City 
(LP) 

ROAD RECORDS PO Box 112. Beverly, MA 
01915 Attn: Jim Femmo (617) 927-0404. Jim 
Fem1no Nancy ·s Song/Friends (7") 

ROc-KIN-, HORS"e" RECORDS 13 East 17th St, 
New York, NV 10003 Attn Steve Marks, TV 
Babies Apt 621 (EP). Bete Noire Ga///eo (12"), 
Stereo Types Bowing To Peer Pressure (EP) 

ROUGH TRADE INC. 326 6th St.: San Francis
co. CA 94103. Alln David Bassin (415) 
621-4186, David Thomas Var,at,ons On A 
Theme (LP). New Order Power. Corrupt,on & 
Lies (LP/Tape). Blue Monday (12") 

ROUtioeR 1 camp St,Cam~dg~~ MA 02140 
Attn: Manon Le1ghlon (617) 354-0700, Tony 
Tnschka A Robot Plane Ftys Over Arkansas 
(LP). The Johnson Mtn. Boys Work mg Close 
(LP), Clarence Ga1emou1h Brown One More 
M,le_(~Pl 
SAFETY NET PO Box 4546, For1 Lauderdale, 
FL 33338 Ann: BIii Ashton, Essen11als Fast 
Music m a Slow Town (EP), Bobs The Bobs 
(EP). 

SECO Box 651, Malden. MA02148 Alln: David 
A Sureue, Boys Lile Boys Life (EP), Two Doors 
Down/I Found Her (7") 

$Ex Execs Rec6RDs Box 8394 JFK Slat1on, 
Boston, MA 02114 Attn Walter Clay, Sex 
Execs Sex Execs (EP) 

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL 326 6th St, San Fran
cisco. CA 94103. Attn: David Bassin (415) 
621-4186 

SLITHERING DISC RECORDS 484 Lake Park 
Ave. Oakland. CA 94616 Alln Lester Drum
mond. Golden Gale Jumpers Crazy Money 
(7''). FlagyU Computer Mus,c for M1chroch1p 
minds (EP), Steve Ashman Cooler than Death 
(EP) 

SST RECORDS PO Box 1, Lawndale. CA 
90260. Alln. Joe Carducc1. The Dicks Kill From 
the Heart (LP), The Subhumans No Wishes, No 
Prayers (LP), Vanous Arl1sts Everything Went 
Blank (2xLP) 

STAR----=-RHYT-HM RECORDS PO Box 54. Mal
den, MA 02148 Alln: Dave Pierce (617) 
324-1070. Richard Taylor Rachel, Rachel (EP). 
The last Ones Number One Agam (EP). Real 
Kids Dutta Place (LP) 

SUB/POP Box 85136. Seallle, Wa 98105 Alln 
Bruce Pav11t 

SuBTERRANEAN RECORDS 577 Valencia 
San Francisco. CA 94110 Alln. Steven Tupper/ 
Kathy Hatch. z·ev Elemental Music (LP). Bruce 
Lose What's Your NameMakmg To Sleep (7"). 
Sick Pleasure (EP) 

SWEATSTAIN 1910 26th Ave North. M1nneapo
hs. MN 55411 Alln. Dana Hackel! {612) 
521-6065. The Sweat1es No lntelegence (EPJ 

SYMBASIS RECORDS #19F 200 E 571h St 
New York, NY 10022 Attn: Keith Raywood. 
Symbols Speed of Light (12"). Bahasa Geo· 
graphy (12"). 

TALK RECORDS PO Box 4406. Sprmgl1eld. Ml 
65808 Aun. Chris Nadler (417) 882-7195, 
Fools Face Public Places (LP/Tape). Tell Amer,. 
ca (LP) 

TFI RECORDS ANO TAPES 280 lmcoln St, 
Allston. MA 02134 AUn Michael Str1ar·T1m 
Collins (617) 376-2639 Jonathan Edwards (LP), 
Joe Perry ProJeCI 

THE ONLY LABEL IN THE WORLD c/o Seid· 
board World En! 75 Bleecher St New York. 
NY 10012 Attn Mykel Board. Ari. the Only 
Band m The World The Only Record In The 
World (EP). Live At Carnegie Hall (Tape), Va· 
nous The · You '/J Hate This Record·· Record 

TOXIC SHOCK RECORDS Box 242. Pomona. 
CA 91769 Ann WIiiiam Sassenberger Peace 
Corpse Owney (EPJ. Modern Industry Man In 
Black (EP). Vanous Noise From Nowhere (EP) 

TRACE ELEMENTS Box 3483 Grand Central 
SIat1on. New York. NY 10163 Altn: Nicolas 
Colhns, Western Eyes Western Eyes (Tape). Toi 
Rocke! Secur,ty Risk (EP). Eviction (EP) 

TRIPLE-X Box 844, Pembroke. MA 02359 
Attn: John McSweeney, Sleep Chamber Sleep 
In Tongues (EPfrape). Htd1ous m Strength ln
dustnal Suffocation (Tape). Daze ol Trance 
Daze of Trance (Tape) 

TRUE-LUY RECORDS N' TAPES POB 1871, 
Ventura. CA 93001. Aun: Alan Oecotes. Alan 
Decotes & The Phantoms I Looked & You Were 
Gone {LP). Buzzy Stone (Tape). The Mutant 
Boog,e (Video SoundtrackJ (Tapeff') 

TW1N-ToNE RECORDS 445 Ohver Ave South. 
Minneapolis, MN 55405. Attn Paul Slark (612) 
377-9541. The Replacements Hootenany (LP). 
Jett Waryen Figures (LP). Safety Last Struck By 
L_ov~_ (LP)_ 
UNORTHODOX MUSIC 1124 Commonweallh 
Ave #4A. Allston, MA 02134 Attn: Elaine Gil
lord (617) 738-7686. Eddie Walker & Martyrs Si
mone/Crazy Like Me (Tape). Eddie Walker East 
Coast Fear (EP) 

URBAN61SE RECORDS 92 Soulh St, Bos1on, 
MA 02111. Alln: John or Anlhony (617) 
432-4938. Primary Colo'!.1_EP.,_) ___ _ 

VAR RECORDS Box 2392. Woburn, MA 01888 
Aun Joe V1gllone (617) 935-5386, Vanous Bos
ton Rock & Roll Anthology (LP), The Coupers 
Stop Wasting T,me (7"), Counl V1ghone Band 
Cat In The Dark/Go On (7".,_) ___ _ 

VAARICK 1 Camp S1, Cambridge, MA 02140 
Alln: Manon Le19hton (617) 354-0700 The 
Nighthawks Ten Years Lrve (LP), John Fahey 
Christmas Gu,ta, (LP). JB Hutton & The New 
Hawks Sl1deslmger_J~f1 

VINYL REPELLANT RECORDS 143 Ludlow St 
%11, New York, NY 10002. Attn: 8. Goldow1tz, 
Stnpsearch Jesus Over NY/Galt/eo (7"), Strip
search/XYZ Hey Kid/Who Shot Sadat (7") 

WASP RECORDS 821 N Taylor. Arhngui°n. VA 
22203 Insect Surfers Sonar Satan (EP), The 
Source Picture Window (LP). Young Cauca
sians Pop Quiz (EPl 

WHAT RECORDS PO Box 49593. Los Ange· 
les. CA 90049 A11n Chns Ashford. Vart0us 
(Agent Orange, Davie Allen & The Arrows. The 
Hahbuts) What Surl (LP). The Pyramids Pene
tration (LP). Vanous (The Germs. The Dils. e1c.) 
What Is If? (LP) 

WEA INTERNATIONAL c/o Jem. PO Box 362, 
South Plamheld. NJ 07080 Aun· Many Scon 
(201) 753-6100. Moving Hearts Dark Endo/ the 
Street, Bodine Bold As Brass 

WORLD WIDE RECORDS PO Box 821. Ph1la· 
delph1a, PA 19105 Attn W1ll1am Goldsworthy, 
9-1·1 Dial 9-1·1 (EP). !he Rave Everyrhmg 
Comes/KO You (7") 

WM RECORDS PO Box 68. Garwood. NJ 
07027 Attn: B Martm, Stmky/Spuds Skeletons 
(EP). Tails Out Sonia (7"), Stmky/Spuds You·,e 
My Bitch & vau·11 Do What I Say (7'') 

Z.I.P. RECORDS 16 Newcomb St. Arhngton. 
MA 02174 Attn: Alex Ged1man. Future City Fu
ture Q!):'._D~· _sin9le) 

LATE ARRIVALS: 
DB RECS 432 Moreland Avenue. Allanta GA 
30307. Attn. Danny Beard. Pylon Chomp (LP). 
Love Tractor Around The Bend (LP). The Swim
ming Pool o·s Imaginary Boundaries (EP) 

FRESH SOUNDS PO Box 36. Lawrence KS 
66044 Alln: 8111 Rich (913) 841·6772. Get 
Smart (LP). M1cronotz (EP) 

PRESS RECORDS PO Box 7749 Station C. At
lanta. GA 30357 Aun: Peter Oyer. 'h Japanese 
Homble (12" EP). Jad Fair Everyone Knew 
But Me (12" LP). The M1croscopIc Septet Take 
The.Z_Tra,n _!]~" L~ 
RUTHLESS RECORDS PO 1458. Evanslon. IL 
60204. Aun: Jon Babbin (312) 761-3846. Naked 
Raygun Basement Screams (EP). Efh91es 
We ·,e Da Machine lEPJ. 819 Black Lungs (EP) 

THERMIOOR 5618 Central Ave Richmond 
CA 94804 Attn Jon. Oil Tasters (LP). Sport ol 
Kings Sing Marty Sing (LP). SPK Le1chenschrl1 
(LP) __ 

Radio List 
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WMHC (Mount Holyoke College) S. Had
ley MA 01075 
WMUA (U. Mass. Amherst) 42 Marston 
Hall, Amherst MA 01003 
WNEK (West N,E, College) 1215 Wilbra
ham, Springfield MA 01109 
WSCB (Springfield College) Box 1703 or 
674, Springfield MA 01109 
WSKB (Westfield College) Western Ave., 
Westfield MA 01085 
WTBR P.O Box 1885, Pittsfield MA 01202 
WTCC (Springfield Tech.) I Armory Si., 
Spring(ield MA 01105 

A former announcer and Local Mu
sic Director or WCOZ for Jive years, 
Cindy Bai/en now works part time al 
WHTT and for Adams-Russell Cable
vision ,n Lexington. 

john orsi 
"Can You Draw Attention" 

double pk. single 
Can You Draw Attention 

Noisy Data 
Rough, 

with lynne ferruolo 
Where Do 1he Aclors Hide 

lilith 59/60 
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DESTINY® 
RECORDS 
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DTY-8053S 
True Desire 

DTY-8122S 
Gold Fever 

DTY-8072S 
Wild Turkey 

A Federally Registered Trademark 

DTY-7079S 
The Kingdom of Simitz 

-
DTY-002 
The flashbacks 

-
XXX-001 
The Product 
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DTY-80508 
The General Foodz 

DTY-8061S 
Wall of name 

-
911077 DTY-8062S 

: G.G. Allin & The Jabbers O 3 2 1 
DTY-8092S 
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Organized Confusion 
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DTY-8101-EP 
The Frost 

DTY-8043EP 
Bob Blake and 
The Roustabouts 
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DTY-8012S 
Back Trak 
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DTY-8052S 
Johnny Logan 
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DTY-7079 
The Kingdom of Simitz 

TY- Ill 
Ann D' JUeuandro 

DTY-8111 Cassette 
Songs of Zion Album 

· Belen Ro11Ueau 

,Don't forget DESTINY's 16-hour (recording only) 
package ... including tape - still $300. 

RECORDS 

Do you have more talent than 
money? if you want the straight 

scoop on recording and a square 
deal, give us a call and check 

us out. 
THIS IS YOUR DESTINY 

1000 7 inch 45 RPM 
Records in Black & 
White Photo Sleeves 

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF 
THE DESTINY PACKAGE ARE: 

I. You get 20 hours studio time 
(not 10 or 15) TWENTY 

2. You get Photo Sleeves 
3. You get four cassettes, 8 Track 

Master & 2 Track Master. You 
OWN the Masters ... Nobody will 
erase them later. 

$1100 
$300 up front ... $400 at the final mix 
.. $400 when you approve the test 

pressing. 

DESTINY has the equipment & the 
experience you need in a pro
fessional, yet casual atmosphere. 

call Larry Feeney at 
(617) 658-8391 

Don't forget DESTINY's 
16-hour (recording only) 

package . . . including tape -
still $300 

All records available at: 
NEWBURY COMICS, HARVARD 
COOP and ROCKIT RECORDS 

for further information call or wn·te 

DESTINY RECORDS 
31 Nassau Ave. 

Wilmington, MA 01887 
(6 I 7) 658-839 I 

(JO min. Rte. 93 or Rte. 128) 



INDIE LABELS 

SLASH RECORDS: 
All You Need To Change 
The World Is Better Distribution. 

Since their inception as the seminal 
punk tabloid of the late seventies, -lhe 
Slash organization has always kept its 
finger on the pulse of new and exciting 
music. Their first release was the Joan 
Jell-produced Germs album; they have 
since followed 1ha1 with releases by X, 
the Blasters. Flesheoiers. Rank And 
File, the Dream Syndicate and others. 
Last year, a/fer having lost X 10 Elek
tra Records, Slash Records President 
Rober/ Biggs masterminded a unique 
/iscensing deal/or his lube/ with WEA. 
BR's Byron Coley talked 10 Biggs 01 
Slosh's Los Angeles office ... 

Ok. For quite a while Slash was cited as 
the example of on American label mak
ing it on its own, Why did you decide 
to change your profile? 

A$:tually we didn't change il. There 
are certain records that can be helped 
by going through a different distri
bution system and all we've done is 
allow some bands access to that sys
tem. The only difference is that, where 
before we could pretty much put out 
anything that came 10 us cheaply 
enough and expect to sell two, three or 
five thousand, now we've got to put 
out records with a fairly broad com
mon base. At this point I could11'1 put 
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out a new Germs record. It just 
wouldn't work. 

WEA has 150 new releases every two 
weeks and a new Germs record would 
just sit there. I don't know if that's 
good from a purely aesthetic stand
point, but we've got to make the deci
sion now of what will go through !he 
system and what will just clog it up. 
And it doesn't even have as much to do 
with the tastes of the mass market as it 
has 10 do wilh support in the field. One 
of WEA's big branches is in A1lan1a 
where 900Jo of the radio stations are 
consulted by Abrams, and every other 
market has some sort of blanding in
fluence, so we've got to give the WEA 
people something that at least makes 
sense to them. If you've got something 
that you like and you can't put it 
through their system you just don't. 
You've got to find another one. 
Do you have any altern(lfive roures 
rig/11 now? 

No, but we can put out certain things 
like the Violent Femmes, which are 
pretty progressive or non-commercial, 
by industry standards, and run them 
through that sys1em and build them 
and work on them. 
Are lite numbers of your Jirsr pressings 
higher now rhun they were? 

1 

Robe/'/ Biggs: "We make the record 
and worry about the market later." 

photo; Rachel Andrews 

1)1~111) 1111111l1~ 
WILL BE COMING TO YOUR TOWN 

DEAD HIPPIE I WILL REMEMBER WHAT HAS HAPPENED. 
I WILL EXPLAIN TO YOUR CHILDREN. 

LP TO BE RELEASED IN AUGUST 

ALSO FROM PULSE RECORDS: 
TOM STEVENS- POINTS OF VIEW 
6 SONG 12H EP FEATURING TELEPHONE 
and ANOTHER MAN'S WORLD 

DISTRIBUTED BY: 
IMPORTANT, GREENWORLD, JEM 
DISC DU MOND, SOUNDS GOOD IMPORTS 

MIDDLE CLASS- HOMELAND 
"Anglo-Funk sound and Images of urban 
paranoia and confusion maintain an Inner 
core thafs dlstlnctly Southern California.'' 

CRAIG LEE-LA. TIMES 

PULSE RECORDS 
P.O. SOX 36075 
LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 90036 



Actually, they're about the same. 
Our initial pressings ran about 10,000 
when they were independently dis
tributed and they run about the same 
now. 
I'd assumed they'd be higher. 

Well, WEA has subsidiaries like 
ECM which has some releases that only 
sell 3 or 4,000 and they also put out a 
lot of rock records that never hit, 
whose sa les are only 5,000 or so. All 
our records should do much better 
than that because our bands make an 
album, then they're out on the road 
and we work the record for a long 
time. The Femmes are touring now and 
they're doing 2,()(X) records every ten 
days and that's consistent. One of the 
big problems with the WEA system is 
that their time frame is very different 
from ours. They're used to having rec
ords either happen or stiff in three 
months. I've been out of town for the 
past few weeks meeting the people at 
all the WEA branches around the 
country and trying to explain to them 
that they've got to keep our records 
alive in the market much longer than 
they're used to . I think we've been suc
cessful a1 convincing them too. 
Did you feel that Slash had more or 
less reached a ceiling with its inde
pendent network? 

Yeah, I think we did. When you're 
involved in selling primarily to spe
cialty stores there's no real potential 
for any high end sales. Alternate sys
tems are great and they're important 
but if they can't get records to every
body what chance do they really stand 
of changing culture to any degree? If 
you've got a record that does 100,000 
through independent distribution you 
can almost figure that through a bigger 

"Alternative systems are great but if they 
can't get records to everybody what chance 
do they really stand of changing culture? 

-Robert Biggs 
system you could do 500,000. And if 
you can gel a record out in front of 
that many people it's great 'cause then 
you're offering them alternatives and 
the chance to pul things in their proper 
perspective. Music is really just a vehi
cle to change 1he world and culture and 
to open people up. I mean ii 's fine as a 
sryle, and ii has certa in beau1iful 
qualities in and of itself, bu1 it's 
no1hing if ii 's not 1rying to change 
people. That 's wha1 Slash is interested 
in. That's what we've always been in
terested in. 
Slash doesn't have a radical "label 
sound" anymore though. 

No it doesn't. It may have on the 
first few records, but not anymore. It 
does have a sound though-it's sort of 
a synthesis of old, new and in-between. 
Styles that, in a normal record com
pany way of thinking, don't have a ca
tegory. If someone at RCA listened to 
the Rank & File record all they'd hear 
was an album that would go right into 
the seam of a market. It's not going to 
hit a country market, it's not going to 
hit a pop market, it's not going to hit 
any market. We do the record because 
we think it's great and worry about the 
market la!er. And that's one or our 
cultural functions. We just try to find 
bands that we think are interesting or 
important and get their work in front 
or as many people as we can. And I 
don't think that's necessarily radical , 

but it certainly is in an industry sense. 
How has working with WEA been? 

About IOOOOJo better than working 
through indies. Slash, as a label, has a 
very specific identity to the industry 
people we ' re involved with and tha!'s 
made it a lot easier. 
What's your idemiry? 

Well that we're, for lack of a better 
word, a hip label that needs a higher 
radio profile, but 's great at a retail lev
el 'cause people recognize our product. 
Another thing that's made it easier for 
us is that we aren'1 really caught up in 
the Warners hierarchy 'cause we deal 
directly with WEA. It took about six 
months to get the deal we wanted, but 
we held out and we've got an arrange
ment that no other label has. We press 
our own records, we ship them to 
WEA, and it's just like having another 
distributor. I think we'll _end up press
ing our stuff with them, but with our 
distribution deal we sell them our 
records. It's not handled on a royalty 
basis. We can do anything we want and 
just put it through WEA. 
So you've been able to maintain 
Slash 's autonomy? 

Yeah, and that was one of the mos! 
important factors in our making the 
deal. l didn't want lo be wrapped up 
inside a prioritized system that would 
put, say, Green on Red up against 
Prince. We st ill get to be Slash. If we 
were a Warner Bros. subsidiary we'd be 

low men on the totem pole, and we'd 
never get anything out. Everybody 
would come before us. With WEA sim
ply as our distributors we just call them 
up and see what kind of a deal we can 
get. 
Who had the initial idea for rhe hook 
up? 

We got the Warners/Blasters li
censing deal and when they'd worked 
with us for a whi le they became very in
terested in the way we do business. We 
send out retail mailers to all our retail 
accounts around !he country and do all 
sorts of other very specific things that 
used to be the backbone of !he industry 
but more or less got forgotten in the 
early seventies when everybody was 
just pressing a million records then 
pushing them around on paper. They 
also liked the bands we were able to de
velop and wanted the option to pick 
them up. 
Did you ever envision this kind of thing 
for Slash? 

When we started the label we weren't 
even really thinking of starting a label. 
We were just putting out a record. 
Things just progressed and I've always 
wanted to get this kind of music in 
front of as many people as possible. 
And now we are. 

I was in a bar in Dallas last week, 
playing darts with this guy I'd never 
seen before and I asked him, "Hey, 
you ever heard of Slash Records?" He 
said, "Yeah, they do 1he Blasters, 
right?" Three years ago no one outside 
of a few people in Los Angeles knew 
what Slash was about, and getting 
through to the average guy in Dallas 
and getting him to enjoy something 
that he was sure he'd hate, like Slash, is 
wonderful.* 
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MANUFACTUREO 
ANO MARKE'!EO BY· 

BOUGH 
TRADE 

Pell Mell 
THE BUMPER CROP 

silo 3 

326 SIXTH STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO. TOLL FREE I: DISTRIBUTION: WHOLESALE: PROMOTIONS: 
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A ROSE BY 
ANY OTHER NAME 

by Dean Johnson 
Patrick Mathe is a 34-year-old 

French businessman with a unique oc
cupation and a somewhat bizarre (to 
some people) preoccupation. He owns 
an independent record label in France, 
and that's his occupation; New Rose 
Records has released nearly two dozen 
albums, sixteen EP's and several 45's 
in its nearly three years or existence. 

Mai he's (pronounced Mai-TAY) pre
occupation is also closely tied into his 
work. A casual glance at New Rose 
Record's roster of artists reveals sever
al names that are very familiar to Bos
ton area rock fans. Besides established 
aclS like Gun Club, lhe Dead Ken
nedys, and the Troggs, New Rose in
cludes Hub acts like Willie Loco Alex
ander, lhe Real Kids, 1he Dawgs and 
Count Joe Viglione. "We are consid
ered a Boston label in France," Mathe 
said durir ~ recent visit here. 

Mathe i!). just reissuing Boston-re
corded music in France. He is actively 
promoting and recording Boston 
bands. The Real Kids, for example, 
have become such an established act 
over there that Mathe reckons they 
could easily sell 4,000 tickets for a 
show in Paris; in Boston the Rat esti
males a draw of 150-200 people. 
Among Willie Loco's French releases 
was a live two-record set, available in 
the States only as an import. His al
bums regularly sell between 3,000 and 
4,000 copies in France. 

Upcoming projects for New Rose in
clude a new Willie Loco disc, a live 
Real Kids album, a siudio album by !he 
Kids in the fall, and a live album by the 
Dawgs. New Rose is not one man's ob
session to bring this music to the public 
regardless of the loss. It's a thriving 
independent label in France. "A label 
can only survive if it's profitable 
enough to expand," Mathe explained. 
"We are reaching quite a diverse audi
ence now, and it's very encouraging," 
he said. "The next year should be very 
exciting." 

Uh. exactly how does a 
businessman become devoted to the 
cause of Boston rock and roll? It all 
started back in 1977. Mathe purchased 
an EP by Joe Viglione, the patron 
"Count" of local rock and roll bands 
and a member of the local music scene 
for about a million years. 

"I bough! a copy of Joe's firSl EP, 
Love and Flame, in London," Patrick 
explained, "and I listened to it and 
thought it was so great I wrote to 
him." The two struck up a friendship, 
and Viglione acted as Patrick's bene
factor. First Mathe met Willie Loco 
through the Count. Loco's guitarist, 
Matt MacKenzie, helped him meet the 
Real Kids. "Since then, that chain has 
always worked," Mathe said of his 
connections. 

He added that "France is a great 
country for rock music because people 
don'l always follow fashion. They 
don't automatically follow all this Eng
lish rubbish that is selling all over the 
world. They're a really good audience 
because they don't change their minds 
every three months to follow the latest . 
musical fashions." 

Music people can tell you that 
French rock and roll collectors and 
fans can be among I he most obsessive 
in the world. Mathe agreed. "There is 
legend, there is magic in the music," he 
said. "It's exotica. Ir those bands like 
the Real Kids or the Dawgs were 
French, I think people would have for
gotten them here. But French people 
cannot do good rock music, so they 
have to get it from the States. 

"Rock music is not in the French 
roots. l1 cannot be sung well in French. 
It sounds corny." That may explain 
why people like Willie Loco Alexander 
and the Cramps are such big hits in 
France: their music may be a little ec
centric by your average rock and 
roller's standards, but ii is very Ameri
can. Therein may well lie the attrac
tion. 

Mathe's romance with rock and roll 
began in a way that should sound fa
miliar to most Americans. "Back in 
the sixties," he began, "I was 13 or 14 
when the Beatles, the Kinks, and the 
Troggs were big here. When something 
like that happens, you cannot miss it. 
You cannot forget it. You cannot 
change your mind.''* 

'' We are considered a Boston label in 
France . . . French people cannot do good 
rock music, so we have to get it from the 
States." -Patrick Mathe 
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by Bob Leja 

Don Roze started EAT Records in 
1979, "inspired by all lhe bad records 
that were out at the time." He sold his 
small chain of record stores in the mid
west, assessed the relative merits of 
several large, coastal, metropolitan 
areas with active music scenes, and 
chose Boston because "they have so 
much better fried seafood here." 

He set up shop in a doctor's office 
built into his home in Salem, 25 min
utes north of the city-"it's as close as 
I need to be and as far as I want to 
be"-and has since established one of 
the more successful independent labels 
around. Though EAT's first release, an 
LP by the Commercials, flopped, Roze 
released Human Sexual Response's 
Figure 14 in a joint deal with Passport 
Records. Wilh 30,000 sold, 1he album 
became the biggest-selling local inde
pendent LP and put EAT on its way. 

Since the, EAT has released albums 
or singles by the Tweeds, Vinny, Men 
and Volts, the Incredible Casuals, and 
its most recent success, Rubber Rodeo 
(juSl signed to Polygram). Roze has 

independent decline. "I heard someone 
speculate yesterday that preuy soon, 
there'll just be one big record company 
and one big store in New York and 
1ha1'1l be thal." 

But Roze isn't ready to throw in the 
towel. "I think that these things will, 
ironically, give the independent label 
situation another boost. As the corpor
ate conglomerates become more con
glomerated, and as new wave becomes 
more mainstream, history is bound to 
repeat itself again. So, even though 
Rubber Rodeo is going on to a major 
label affiliation, we certainly intend to 
keep EAT as mobile and vital as we 
can, so we can be firmly implanted 
here when the next independent wave 
occurs-which I predict will be fairly 
soon. 

"It's just a matter of the label biding 
its time. Slowly but surely, we're trying 
to build up our operations so 1hat 
perhaps someday, a label such as ours 
can reach potential. We're just trying 
to roll with the punches, 10 keep our 
feet on the ground, but get more invol
ved in management/production com
pany activities while the time is right 
for that." 

Roze selects bands for EAT on lhe 
basis of their marketability. "Market
ing is the key; it's the only yardstick 
under which I can operate. I'm not too 

''Major labels are very interested in what 
we 're doing, which has its benefits-but also 
hurts. It prevents independent labels from 
taking things the next step on their own. " 

also diversified, setting up a manage
menl arm (FAT ArliSls) and publishing 
company (Phonelones). 

But Roze isn't optimistic about the 
current state of the independents. '' At 
this point in time," he says, "we're a 
little obsolete, because our stock in 
trade has been co-opted by the majors. 
Many of the success stories in recent 
years-Slash, 415-are merely produc
tion companies and A & R departments 
for the majors. The majors are very 
interested in what we're doing, which 
has its benefits, but also hurts. It pre
vents independe111 labels from taking 
things the next step on their own." 

That's why Roze sought a major
label deal for Rubber Rodeo. "We saw 
the Polygram thing as lhe next kind of 
logical step in their progression. It indi
cates a kind of sad note for the current 
state of the independent label industry, 
because Rubber Rodeo was a group 
that, we felt, had limitless commercial 
potential. Even though what they're 
doing is fresh and innovative, their po
tential far outstripped the capabilities 
nOl only of EAT, bu1 of any bona fide 
independent labels left, and there 
aren't that m3ny." 

Roze points to the recent mergers of 
big indies like Motown, Arista, and 
Chrysalis with majors like MCA, 
RCA, and CBS as signs of 1he curreni 

-Don Roze 
hung up on whether it's punk or rock 
pop or . . . it could be anything, as 
long as it has image and songs. Not 
that I think image is all important in 
the long view of establishing the artist's 
career, but only in relation to what I 
can do with something. We're micro
scopic in relation to the industry as a 
whole, so whatever we do, we have to 
shout a little louder, jump a little high
er; anything. We can't make a record 
that's merely as good or as solid as an 
average good, solid major label re
lease. We have to be different." 

But Roze isn't interested in music for 
art's sake. "It's pop music, not art. I 
look at the artists and musicians I work 
with, and they look at me, as collabor
ators in the creation of a product, and 
we want to make it the best, most excit
ing product we can. When it boils 
down to it, it is a product and it has to 
be marketed as a product. Nobody will 
benefit if it is looked at in any other 
way." 

In spite of his successes, Roze still 
has a long way to go to achieve his lof
ty goal of EAT. "We wouldn't measure 
our success in financial terms at any 
point; we would measure our success in 
terms of our impact on popular cul
ture. That, I don't feel we've realized 
as yet. But we do have a shot at it."* 



0.1.Y. BAND 
Glenn Phillips 

by Tristram lozaw 

When punk/ new wave tolled the 
death knell for the extended guitar 
solo, who would've expected that 
Glenn Phillips would be around today 
exploring the possibilities of that realm 
to such a satisfying end? 

Lowell George called him the most 
amazing guitarist he 'd ever seen; Phil
lips can do things with a guitar, any 
guitar, that haven't been invented yet. 
His stage performances look like some
thing out of a gymnastics meet; accord
ingly, he comes equipped with km 
pads and wrist bands. Phillips jumps, 
flies, kneels, dips, pounds and darts 
about, persuading the audience to 
dance with unorthodox, furious lines 
flashing from his guitar all the while. 
Sort of what Ted Nugent might be like 
if he had a better sense of humor. 

Phillips initially gained notoriety as 
a guitarist with Georgia's quasi-legend
ary Hampton Grease Band, which he 
had joined at the age of 16. He now 
leads an impressive 4-piece, all-instru
mental, self-sufficient band. He's re
corded four albums since the Grease 
Band, including two that have enjoyed 
some modest British successes on Eng
land's Virgin label (he sells all four by 
mail through his Snow Star label) . 
With all the critical acclaim and cover
age that his records and performances 
have generated around the country, it's 
hard to fathom that Phillips remains a 
cult item. 

The vocal-less Glenn Phillips Band 
doesn ' t enjoy the camp appeal of other 
non-singing bands like the Raybeats, 
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and their instrumental approach isn't 
obvious enough for the mass market 
(or so it would seem). So the group 's 
currently stuck in the purgatory be
tween the underground adulation and 
major label recognition. They have 
been offered contracts by Swan Song, 
Elektra and MCA, but only if they'd 
add a vocalist. "I'm not against having 
a vocalist, ' ' explained Phillips from his 
Atlanta base. "I ' m just against putting 
one in the band to appease record com
panies. Besides, with the kind of vocal
ist tha1 we'd pick, they'd probably just 
turn around and say, 'That's not what 
we had in mind' anyway." 

Since no one seems to be willing to 
take care of business for him, Phillips 
has become something of a one-man 
music conglomerate, handling just 
about everything it takes to keep the 
band afloat-from booking dates to 
pressing records-as though he fronted 
a band that still played audition nights 
at the Channel. Though the rest of the 
baqd helps out where they can, these 
extra chores can seriously cut into the 
time actually spent on his music. 

records before hitting the road . And 
the satisfaction of playing their music; 
whatever they want, however they 
want. 

"When you handle all your affairs 
yourself, you have complete control 
over what you ' re doing. For some 
bands the do-it-yourself trip is a means 
for breaking into the business. But for 
us it 's a way of sustaining our music 
without restrictions. Of course," 
Glenn admits, " it can be a gigantic 
pain in the ass, and there are also prob
lems with quality control." lt took 
three masters and seven test pressings 
before their last album, Razor Pocket, 
came out right. "If a pressing plant 
loses my account, it ' s no big deal to 
them. So you have to hustle, scrape 
and yell to get things done right." 

And then there's the problem with 
distribution. "No matter how good 
your write-ups are, the average success
ful indy record only sells 5,000-10,000 
copies. A major label album with hor
rible reviews can sell 50,000." 

All these hassles can leave one with a 
unique sense of appreciation, though . 

"For some bands the do-it-yourself trip is a 
means for breaking into the business. But for 
us it's a way of sustaining our music without 
restrictions. " -Glenn Phillips 

So what do Phillips and his team
mates get for their independence? Well 
for one thing, a subsistence level in
come (par for the course). Then there's 
the thrill of being stuffed in to the 
group van with all of their equipment 
for IO hours at a time. Plus the grand 
opportunity to break down and load all 
of this equipment by themselves (even 
audition groups have roadies); after 
sweating their souls out on stage, they 
make sure they try to hawk a few more 

"When you go through so much just to 
be able to play, it makes that playing 
time very special, very valuable. You 
work twice as hard for half the money, 
but if it means that much to you to do 
it a certain way, that's the price you 

. have to pay. I know music is a busi
ness, but underneath it all there should 
be a glimmer of purity, and that 's what 
we go for. I feel lucky to have been 
doing this for 16 years and to still really 
enjoy the music."* 

CIVIL RICE Join the Rice Revolution! 

0.1.Y. TAPES 
F.O. Records 

by Beisy Sherman 

If you ' re wondering whatever hap
pened to that O.1.Y. spirit that punk in
spired, to those off-the-wall little Eng
lish "bedroom bands" (ones who can't 
afford a garage), and to those loveable 
limey eccentrics like Mark Perry (Al
ternative TV, Good Missionaries). 
F.O. Records may satisfy your craving 
for quirks. Based on London's groovy 
Portobello Road, F.O. is actually a 
cassette-only label which began life as 
Fuck Off Records, forced to change its 
name "due to problems cashing checks 
and having mail delivered." Their Mu
sic For Pressure cassette sampler. by 
"a load of bands nobody's ever heard 
of" (except maybe Androids of Mu , 
The Mob, and the Zounds) might be a 
good place to start, for the bargain 
price of £1.50 (plus fl overseas post
age). Other current F.O. offerings are 
a tape by Alien Sex Fiend (pseudo
Birthday Party) for £3 (plus fl 
postage) and a tape of poetry called 
Knife In the light (says F.O. supremo 
Geoff Pitts: "Why lose money on bad 
music tapes when you can do the same 
with poetry and gain some credibility 
as a patron of the arts?" ). If you've 
had it with today's overproduced pop. 
it could be worth sending for a 
sampling of what the real amateurs are 
doing these days (especially with 
exchange rates so low). Payment 
should be made in the form of an 
International Money Order in pounds 
sterling. Send for tapes or information 
to: F.O. Records, 286 Portobello 
Road, London W 10, England. 

According to the Bill of Rice, you have the right to a promo copy of Einstein's Riceboys new all
digital album, Civil Rice. You have the right to remain silent (while playing the record on the 
air). You have the right to bear arms (and legs) while reviewing this record and you have the 
right to have an attorney present at the time of listening. 
You have the right to lock yourself in the air studio and play 
nothing but Einstein's Riceboys for 24 hours. Remember, 
anything you say can and will be used in a magazine ad. 
If you have not received your copy yet, call the Feds or '--====~===- ~ 
OL Records immediately! Miami, Florida 13051446-2477 

f~FI W ART AN Fr,,~u< 
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TTR 8332 TTR8333 TTR8334 
The Replacementa-Hooknanny Jetr Waryan-Figure• Safety Lut-Struck By Loue 

COMING SOON: CURTISS A-THE DAMAGE IS DONE 
Twin Tone Records 445 Oliver Ave. So. Mpls .. Mn 55'05 Write for our newsletter. 
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REHEARSAL SPACE 
592-9496 

as low as $25.00 a week 
private rooms • loading dock • security 

NORTH SHORE 
MUSIC 

~·°"/"' _______ P_«_1a1s ___________ 4-,.,4 

all major brands of effects 
DOD - MXR - MORLEY - IBANEZ 

ELECTRO HARMONIX 

LARGE SELECTION OF USED GUITARS AND AMPS 
low low price on everything 
call for prices 592-9496 

An Alternative Music Program Seen 
Weekly On Cable 1V 

~¥gust 15 

~gust 22 

A!,gust 27 

Sept. 5 

towa 
East Boston 
Charlestown 
Lexington 

Arlington 

Somerville 

Burlington 
Stoneham 
Woburn 
Wilmington 
Billerica 

Mi•aion of Burma's last Boston concert at the Bradford 
Ballroom. 
Minor Threat and The Strangler• in concert and a video 
by The Fabulou• Blllygoons. 
Concert footage of The Anti-Nowhere League and The 
Proletariat. 
Coverage of the Finals of the 4th Annual WBCN/ Spit Rock 
and Roll Rumble featuring TH Tuesday and The Sex Execs. 
An interview with The Violent femme•, concert footage of 
D.Y.S. and a video by Kraut. 

cable channel 

A52 

A3 

day& ti•• 
Thur. 7:00 p.m. 

Mon. & Thur. 8:00 p.m. 

Tue. & Thur. 9:00 p.m . 

Fri. 8:30 p.m. 

Wed. 5:30 p.m. 
Sal. 6:00 p.m. 

For more information, contact Eric Melcher 
Adams-Russell Cablevision, Lexington, MA 

(617} 862-7720 

new cassette single 
SUMMER NIGHTS/GIRLS LIKE BOYS 

available at Newbury Comics $2.00 or send $3 .0 0 
to Black Nun Productions™ 204 Hampshire Street 

Cambridge, Mass 02139 



Elvis Costello has made his most ac
cessible-and enjoyable-record yet. 
Punch the Clock is supremely catchy 
and engaging-full of whimsical melo
dies and addictive choruses. The addi
tion of the TKO Horns and the lively 
back up vocals of the group Afrodiziak 
has given the music a bouncy, exub
erant feeling: everyone's playing (espe
cially Costello's gui1ar and Steve 
Nieve's keyboards} has become more 
disciplined. 

Another standout is Costello 's voice, 
wh ich is relaxed, confident and un
mannered; in fact, his loose scat sing
ing with Afrodiziak at the end of " I 
Write The Book" is worth the price of 
the record. But the real gem (among 
many} is Costello ' s version of the re
markable single he wrote with Clive 
Langor for Robert Wyatt: a pensive, 
theatrical piece, "Shipbuild ing" is 
sung by Costello wit h compassion
and Chet Baker's moody trumpet solo 
is a stirr ing addition. 

Perhaps it's all this talk about genius 
and masterpieces that has turned off 
the record buying public to Elvis Cos
tello; whatever, this man deserves a hit, 
and Punch The Clock is chock full of 
them. 

BAD BRAINS 
Rock for light 
PVC,LP 

-Julie Panebianco 

Most of the songs here have been 
previously released elsewhere, but all 
of them profit from the big studio 
treatment. For the first time H.R.'s vo
cals on the speed metal songs are under
standable without having to consult the 
lyric sheet. The three strategically 
placed reggae cuts rest rain this record 
from just thrashing by at high speeds, 
but are not up to par with the faster 
material. 

The simplicity of the album cover
done in sunshine yellow with the 
band' s name and title of the record 
scrawled across the top and bOL
tom-suggests that the Bad Brains are 
out to capture a wider audience. The 
music inside is unlikely to convert any
one. 

-Shred 

DAVID THOMAS & THE 
PEDESTRIANS 
Variations on a Theme 
Sixth Int. LP 

The more normal the context that 
Pere Ubu expatriate David Thomas 
creates his music within, the stranger 
the results and the more endearing his 
idiosyncracies become. When his 
quirky poetry and vocals are fo rced to 
play a subordinate ro le ro the folksy, 
simple instrumentation and basic song 
formats of Variations . ., the oddball 
appeal of his artful talents shi ne 
through in a direct way nOL possible in 
the cluttered complexi1ies of his more 
free-form improvisat ions. Ex-Henry 
Cow musicians Lindsay Cooper and 
Chris Cutler help out again, and Anton 
Fier and Richard Thomas were flown 
into Cleveland for the sessions with 
great results. 

Sixth Inter. Records/Rough Trade, 
326 Sixth St., San Fran., CA 94I03. 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Chaos En France 
Chaos Productions, LP 

French rockers have always been fol
lowers, not leaders, in developing rock 
music. And in most cases, they are very 
bad fo llowers, preferring feather
weight pop over music of substance. 

The French are now trying their hand 
at contemporary punk. While still not 
very imaginative, the results on this 
compilation of thirteen French punk 
bands shows some promise. Many of 
these bands are content to imitate the 
standard '77 British punk acts or the 
recently fashionable Oi groups, but at 
least Camera Silens, Collabos, Komin
tern Sect, and No Class show some true 
inspiration . 

The only blatant ripoff is 
Decontrol's "Children in Ulster;" and 
a very tired and sloppy rendition of 
Blitz's "Someone's Gonna Die To 
night" set to new lyrics. Most of the ot
her bands are at least cool enough 10 

sing in their native language. Except 
for a few gripes with production, this is 
a worthwhile record. Recommended. 

New Rose, 7 Rue Pierre Sarrazin, 
75006, Paris, France. 

-Mr. B 

gluons 

Available at: 

the 
gluons 

DOWNTIME 
"Don't Take Me Out" b/w "Not Yet" 
Alpha Media Records, 45 

A spu nky single by local funk band 
Downtime: "Don't Take Me Out" is a 
smoot h dance track, mostly notable 
for a bottom heavy rhyt hm sect ion tha t 
vi brates the song; strong back up voc
als make up for a weak lead. The in
strumental "Not Yet" features vigor
ous bass playing by Joe "Jam" Shum
rell-the song is a lively jazz funk exer
cise. 

Alpha Media Records, P.O. Box 
444, Back Bay Annex, Boston, MA 
02117. -Julie Panebianco 

RIFLE SPORT 
Voice of Reason 
Reflex Records, LP 

Musically, Rifle Sport falls into what 
we reviewers convenient Iv cate~orize as 
"post punk"; that broad spectrum of 
rock'n'noise spanning Joy Division 10 

Mission of Burma . But where these 
bands' records could gel the listener in
to a groove, Rifle Span provides few 
rhythms or melodies to latch onto. 
Most of the tunes are quite speedy, and 
perhaps too harsh (much of the credit 
goi ng to the David Byrne-ish sounding 
vocals). While this record may be fine 
for the dance floo r, I can't comfortab
ly listen to it in the privacy of my own 
home. 

Reflex Records E, 73 I Pontiac 
Place, Mendota Heights, Minnesota 
55120. 

-Mr. B. 

COSMETIC & JAMAALADEEM 
TACUMA 
"(In the) Nightlife" 
Gramavision 12" single 

As bassist for Orneue Coleman's 
Prime Time Band, Tacuma's bass work 
gained him a heavy duty reputation. 
He certainly didn't need 10 be, as one 
mag claimed, "t he greatest electric 
bassis t playing today" 10 record "( In 
the) Nightlife," a catchy, well-struc
tured but decidedly standard extended 
dance tune, but I guess it didn 't hurt 
any either. -Tristram Lozaw 

ARTHUR BLYTHE 
light Blue 
Columbia LP 

LOUNGE LIZARDS 
live from the Drunken Boat 
Europa LP 

It's truly an indicatar of the state of 
modern jazz when artists who are re
garded as being on its cutting edge are 
delving back into classical material and 
traditional styles instead of forging 
ahead. Sure, Thelonius Monk's piano 
was pure genius, but did we need Light 
Blue's saxophone adapla(ions to show 
us that? Why not let album reissues do 
that job? Blythe's in terpretations ring 
true to the originals and they're some
times moving, but they're hardly in
ventive enough to write home about. 

And is the Lounge Lizards' move 
away from their "car crash" and 
"fake" jazz tags towards tracks by El
lington and Dolphy supposed to indi
cate some measure of advanced artistic 
integrity? I don't read il that way. 
Though there are still hints of the 
Lizards' anarchistic tendencies on Live 
... I liked it be1ter when they were rip
ping out jazz's innards. 

Europa, 61 I Broadway, NYC 10012. 
-Trisrram Lozaw 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
What Surf 
Whal Records, LP 

Ever since "Wipe Out" was wiped 
out of the charts in 19(>3 (the Surfaris 
went on to wimp oul as folkies}, record 
companies have periodically been try
ing to create a surf revival. What Re
cords, best known for pulling out 
Germs, Dils and Controllers product, 
feel that the surf really is up this time 
and have turned their recording boards 
seaward on this short (20 min .} sam
pler. The LP includes Agent Orange, 
the Halibuts and comeback efforts by 
the Pyramids and Davie Allan and the 
Arrows. Two must hears are Allan's 
" Polyurethane," showing that he's 
lost nothing since the days of Blues 
Theme and Cycle-Delic Sounds, and 
"Wave Walk'n" by the Surf Raiders 
who are so bad they're good. 

What Records, P.O. Box 49593, Los 
Angeles, California 90049. 

-Michael Hafitz 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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ROMAN HOLIDAY 
Jive/ Arista EP 

Another episode in the continuing 
saga or the British invasion . Ro
man Holiday is a year-old band out of 
London whose sound is happy, light
hearted swing. The EP contains four 
finger-snapping, rockabilly/jive songs 
and the hit single "Stand By". The 
rhythms are infectious, the lyrics light 
and all in all, this is a Jun record. Rec
ommended. 

THE RAINCOATS 
The Kitchen Tapes 
ROIR, cassette 

-Marcia Smith 

Recorded live last December at The 
Kitchen in N. Y., this album-length cas
sette will please fans and intrigue the 
curious. The Raincoats sound "folky" 
in a sense, combining traditional (and 
non-trad) Anglo folk sounds with Afri
can/Carribean percussive rhythms, 
and Mid-Eastern violin lines and chord 
changes. The vocals of Vicki Aspinall, 
Gina Birch and Ana Da Silva comple
ment each other perfectly, creating one 
of the more distinct harmonic out fi1s 
today. Kudos to Boston's Michael 
Whitaker on the fine live mix. 

ROIR, 611 Broadway, Suite 214, 
NY, NY 10012. 

- Marc English 

JFA 
JFA 
Placebo, LP 

In the great tradition of West Coast 
skateboard bands JFA (Jody Foster's 
Army) have self-produced a very radi
cal album. Lyrically there is some good 
social commentary-when you can un
derstand the vocals-but I prefer the 
safari-surf instrumentals. 

Placebo, 5820 W. Virginia, Pheonix, 
AZ 85035. 

PERH:CT STRA NGERS 
Art and Label Design, LP 

-Shred 

Perfect Strangers have created per
fectly danceable music, in the Soft 
Cell, Depeche Mode tradition. Their 
sound is right: hammering bass synthe
sizers with not quite intelligible lyrics 
as sung by English-sounding voices. 
"Fascination" is sung in a low, emo
tionless voice by yet another singer im
mitating a computer and "Just 
Because I Know You" is yet another 
tech no pop ditty that's boring to listen 
10, but easy to bop to. Recommended 
for play in dance clubs. 

No Deal Management, 545 Haigh 
St., Studio 101, San Francisco, CA 
94117. 

-Kimberly J-/echr 

ARMBA ND 
l.P.S. Entert a inment , EP 

From N. Y.C., Armband'~ bi lingual 
dance-rock works a,;; well as England's 
(monolingual) Thompson Twins. In
cluded on this record are four ver~ions 
of one ..,ong. " I Need/Dami.: Amor," a 
funky latino number. What you get is a 
radio and dance mix in both English 
and Spanish (2x2 = 4). If you 1,1,ork at a 
radio station or nitc-club you oughta 
ha\e 1his dic;c, "1.:ause it'c; muy calienia. 
Si! 

222 W. 37th St., N.Y.C. 10018. 
-More Lllgli.~h 

STEVI E RAY VA UGHA N AND 
DOU BLE TRO UBLE 
Texos flood 
Epic, LP 

Thi::, blues guitarist has recently 
come into prominence for his work on 
David Bowie's let's Dance. It is easy 
to sec why Bowie noticed him-on Tex
as Flood, Vaughan plays with confiden
ce and a rdre..,hing lack of pretense. 
Gri11y vocalc; and rhythms are offset by 
smooth guitar runs and simple back
ings 1ha1 make this the freshest sound
ing \\ hitc blues album in ages. Highly 
recomendcd. 

-Harold f_epidus 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Posh Hits Vol. I 
Posh Boy, LP 

This extraord inary compilation is a 
mus1 for fa ns of American punk roc k 
and a good introduction fo r those who 
want to know more about it. 

A co llection of bands which have all 
recorded on the Posh Boy label, there 
are excellent cuts by L.A. 's current fin
est (e.g. Black Flag, T.S.O.L., Agent 
Orange, Channel 3, Social Distortion, 
Red Cross, Circle Jerks.) At the same 
ti me classic cuts like the Nuns' "Sui
cide C hild" and the Crowd's "Modern 
Machine" reach back to the begi nnings 
of California pu nk. 

Ignore 1he tacky record jacket and 
get this record for its exceptional con
tent. 

Posh Boy Records and Tapes, P.O. 
Box 38861, Los Angeles, CA 90038. 

-Tracy £1'erbach 

HALF JAPA NESE 
Horrible 
Press/ lmpo r1 a n1 EP 

Afler all this time you'd think that 
Half Japanese's loosely structured ex
plosions of distortion would get tire
some. But their warp factor is no su
perficial amenity of weekend weirdos: 
the Fair brothers are truly twisted, gen* 
uinely enlertaining and continually de
veloping their science. They mine noise 
as though it were limitless natural re
souce while throwing uncanni ly wryly
ric phrases into the fracas. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

JON HASS ELL 
Aka/ Darbari/Java c l\1agic Realism 
Editions EG, LP 

Hassell continues his juxtaposition 
of primitive and ethnic sounds with 
modern recording trea1ments and 20th 
century music theories. Not as richly 
dense as his brilliant 198 I release 
Dream Theory in Malaya, but honed 
more to his idea of creating a new form 
of classical music. 

Again Hassell !;_iucceeds, as he com
bines sounds from Central African 
pygmies, Senegalese drumming, and his 
own altered trumpet, structuring them 
around Indian ragas and snippeus of 
1950's era ll ollywood soundtracks. 

Having worked with pioneer mini* 
malists Terry Riley and La Monte 
Young, as well as popular artists Brian 
Eno and Talking Heads, Hassell has 
certainly carved a spot for himself in 
today's music. A fine album. 

-Marc English 

SHORT TERM MEMORY 
Every Head Needs Cleaning 
14-song casse11e 

This is o ne of those litt le pleasant 
surprises tha t come a long every once in 
a great wh ile. This electronic and vocal 
3-piece outfit have reco rded in thei r 
own home a really enjoyable, bouncy, 
interest ing, fun tape. One of my favor
ite cuts is " Risky," which consists of a 
recorded rad io conversat ion abo ut 
good Christian dating-spliced up aiid 
put against an orig inal music track. 
C reative wit ho ut being pretentious, 
it's , well ... ''neat''! 

Sho rt Term Memory, PO Box 8 146, 
Shawnee Mission, KS 66208 . 

-Uncle ,Wark 



FUN BOY THREE 
Waiting 
Chrysalis, LP 

Don'! be fooled by 1he name: fun is 
J the last thing these ex-Specials have in 
1 mind. This unseltling album addresses 
i insincerety, tragic marriages, upper
l class privilege, and everyday pres

;~ sures-and that's only the first side, 
1, which is positively cheerful compared 
J to the second. Side two includes "The 
I More I See (The Less I Believe)," the 
l most powerful rock song about Nonh-

l 
ern Ireland so far. Terry Hall's vocal, 

'

I the strongest he's recorded, seethes 
with rage as he lists the atrocities. The 
album's parting shot, "Well Fancy 
That,'' is a first-person account of sex-

1 ual molestation. It sounds like a male 
1 version of the Specials' "The Boiler," 
1 matching its harrowing narrative with 

an ironic, easy-listening backup. 
Under David Byrne's guidance, the 

Fun Boys have built on the sparse 
l sound of last year's debul. They've 

wisely elected not to play all 1he instru
'1 ments this time, but the backing play-
1 ers don't overwhelm. As he did with 

the B-52's on Mesoporamia, Byrne 
points the band in an abs1ract, anti
pop direction. He records vocals al the 
wrong speed, uses percussion for non
danceable rhy1hms, and throws on a la
yer of dissonan1 horns or cellos when
ever the record threa1ens to become ac
cessible. Only one song breaks the 
downbeat mood: "We're Having All 
the Fun" is a light bopper recalling the 
first Specials album. The only track 
tha1 misfires is the radio hit, a sedated 
version of "Our Lips Are Sealed." 
Like the jacket blurb says, it's "the de
finitive AOR version"-and that's no 
compliment. 

PSYCHO 
Psycho 
Eight-song EP 

-Brelf Milano 

The local punk band Psycho has one 
grea1 song, "Kids Are for Trix," a 
forceful, fast rocker which condemns 
teenage prostitution. The rest of Psy
cho's eight-song EP isn't as spectacu
lar. Though the band has a lot of ener
gy, they have little originality: they 
play three- and four-chord songs wi1h 
mostly cynical, cliched lyrics. ("Fuck 
the establishment/Fuck authority/Be
cause of rats like you/We'll take super
iority.") Even that could be ignored if 
Psycho hadn't lifted the guitar riff 
from Bad Brain's "Pay to Cum" on 
their song, "Elimination Process." 

Psycho, Box 57, Kenmore Station, 
Boston, MA 02215. 

-Tracy Everbach 

THE REFLECTORS 
"Let Her Dance" b/w "Raining 

i Steel" 
Pure and Easy, 45 

With the A side a hot dance rocker 
and the B side a tad slower and con
templative, the Reflectors have re
leased the archetypical single. Shades 
of the Everly Bros. vocals (from guitar
ist Steve Cataldo and bassist Jonathan 
Paley) ringed by Deric Dyer's salsa sax 
make "Let Her Dance" a spicy tune. 
John Muzzy's kick drum is right up 
front in both songs, as is the chiming 
interplay of guitarists Cataldo and Jim 
Perry. Solid. 

Pure and Easy, Box 912, No. 
Chelmsford, MA 01863. 

-Marc English 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Attack OJ The Killer B's Vol. 
Warner Bros., LP 

Ahh! Good things come 10 those 1 

who wail! A dozen non-1.F tracks (no1 1 

all are technically b-sides): this album 
a lso serves as an interesting intro 10 
0 New Music" (as Time magazine calls 
it). However, something is Josi here
the appeal of a non-LP b-side is the 
discovery, the rarity, 1he uniqueness, 
·and here all the work is done for you. 
Also, with recording costs non-exis
tent, they could have lowered the list 
price, although it's admiltedly cheaper 
than buying all the songs individually. 
The songs surprisingly fit IOgether 
well, bar a couple of clinkers. Stand
outs-Talking Heads, Laurie Ander
son, and Marshall Crenshaw, plus 
goodies from Gang Of Four, the Ra
mones, the Blasters, Roxy, and Peter 
Gabriel. 

-Harold Lepidus 

BERLIN AIRLIFT 
Professionally Damaged 
Lo-Tech, EP 

With its blurry cover shot of a tattoo 
session, Berlin Airlift's second release 
looks like a hardcore record. It may 
not sound like one, but ii benefits from 
a more aggressive sound than las1 
year's debut. This time they've toned 
down 1he operatic vocals and turned up 
Steven Perry's guitar, and gotten closer 
10 their live sound. Rick Berlin still 
writes skewered pop songs in a Tubes/ 
10cc vein, wi1h lyrics concerning the 
seamier side of romance. 

Each side starts with a punchy, 
straigh1forward rocker and leads 10 
more adventurous material. The rock
ers, "Stop and Think About It" and 
"Do It Tonight" are 1he obvious radio 
hits, wi1h hooks and smarts to match · 
the power-chording. "I Don't Know 
How 10 be Cool" is the funniest track, 
four minutes of adolescent frustration 
and sharp one-liners. "Hunger 
Strikes," a seven-minute epic, is the 
closest thing here 10 old Luna. This tale 
of a mo1el romance is set to a slow
building arrangemen1 1ha1 catches fire 
with Pery's solo. The las1 two tracks 
are the most ambitious, with subtler 
music ("Smoke is Rising") and more 
serious lyrics ("Not Guilty") than us
ual. They're the least successful songs 
here, but they point to a new diversity 
in Berlin's writing. Meanwhile, he's 
come up with four winners out of six. 

Lo-Tech, 58 Boylston St., Boston, 
MA 02138. 

-Breu Milano 

BIG BOYS 
Lullabies Help The Brain Grow 
Momeni Productions, LP 

From Austin, Texas come the Big 
Boys, with a totally original concept: 
mix hardcore with funk. Whether 
they're ripping through thrash num
bers like "We Got Your Money" and 
"We're Not in it to Lose," or getting 
down with soulful, James Brown-s1yle 
funk songs ("Funk Off'' and "Jump 
the Fence"), t\)<i Big Boys are highly 
energetic, exci,tfng, and hilarious. And, 
as if the hardCore/funk fusion weren't 
enough of a surprise, Big Boys offer 
"Sound ,Qn Sound," a melancholy, 
melodic, pop song. 

Hear this record! 
Moment Productions, PO Box 

12424, Austin, TX 78711. 
-Tracy Everbach 

48 Winter St. 
Boston, MA 02108 
338-983S 
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ATTENTION 
INDEPENDENT 

LABELS 

ROCK 
Starting with our next issue Boston Rock will begin pub

lishing a free monthly listing of new independent releases. 
Simply complete the following coupon and return to us by 
mail (no phone-ins please). 

Issue I Listing Deadline Ad Deadline 
BR 143 Aug. 15 Aug. 23 

BR 144 Sept. 16 Sept.. 27 

BR #45 Oct. 21 Nov. 1 

BR 146 Nov. 18 Nov. 29 

Return to: Boston Rock Label Listing 
739 Boylston Street #203 
Boston, MA 02116 

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE, 

Label Name: 

Onsale Date 

Sept. 6 

Oct.11 
Nov. 14 

Dec. 12 

Address: ______________________ _ 
City ____________ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Phone: ( 
Artist Record Title Release Date Distributors 

l) ____ _ 

2) ____ _ 

·----------------------~------------

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES 
Suicidal Tendencies 
Frontier Records,LP 

I've rarely been impressed by LA 
punk bands. Few (the exceptions being 
Black Flag and the Germs), can ma1ch 
the power and intensity of their east 
coas1 brothers. Suicidal Tendencies 
mold the besl musical elements of 
hardcore and heavy metal. Mike 
Muir's intense, desperate lyrics rede
fine "bad attitude" and focus on the 
negative aspects of society and the pos
itive aspects of nihilism. Each song 
packs a whollop, but "You'll Be 
Sorry," "Subliminal," and "I Saw 
Your Mommy' are immediate stand
outs. Best of the bunch is ''Institution
alized," which already has my vote as a 
punk classic, and is a true powerhouse 
of adolescent angst. If any record 
"rips", this one does. Recommended. 

Frontier Records, PO Box 22, Sun 
Valley, California 91352. 

-Mr. 8. 

EMPTY RITUALS 
''Dressed 10 Kill" bl w "Hardcore" 
Mental Assault Records, 45 

"Dressed to Kill' is a OK's influen
ced, semi-successful musical attack, 
aimed at that select group of red, 
white, and blue Republican youth who 
join the military in the name of tradi
tion and honor. Sound familiar? Un
fortunately, this subjec1 and all of its 
obnoxious, simplistic, generalizations, 
are over exploited cliches. Although 
the lyrics are weak, 1his song is saved 
by some good guitar effects (quality 
distortion) and a bass line which soars 
loudly over 1he mix, adding needed 
continuity. It's energetic. It's inter
esting. But don'! expect enlightenment. 

"Hardcore" is different. A languid 
bass repeats three notes over an occa
sional drum roll and restrained guitar, 
while the vocalist exhorts those eternal 
questions: "Who am I?", "What is my 
sex?", "Why does this matter?" 

Mental Assault Records, 31 Watts 
St., Chelsea, MA 02150. 

THE UPSTARTS 
Boppin' in the '80s 
S1art

1 
EP . . 

-Sam Nejame 

Hard-pop turies ("Head Over 
Heals," "1'11' Cadillac," "Dance, 
Dance, Danc6' 1) and rockabilly rave
ups ("Open Up Your Heart," "First 

. Kiss," the title cut): To quote the band, 
"We know it's all been done before, 
but .. . 11 these guys do sound enthusi
astic and competent. The best cut, 
"Open Your Heart" tips a hat to the 
King's early material. If you have to 
ask "What King?" forget it; you 
wouldn't understand anyway. 

URBAN BLIGHT 
My Side of the Fence 
Urban Blight EP 

-Marc English 

Urban Blight's My Side of the Fence 
lurches at your feet with a two-lOne 
shuffle. It's a lively romp topped off 
by barks, whistles and "sheep noises." 
By comparison, the rest of the four
song EP by this New York six-piece is a 
bit Oat, like lounge jazz sprinkled with 
ska overtones (albeit cleanly produced 
by Rudi Valentino). 

232 W 22 St., NYC 1001 I. 
-Tristram Lo~aw 

THE LYRES 
"I Wa111 lo Help You Ann"/"/ Really 
Want You Right Now" 
Ace of Hearls, 45 

Jefr Connolly and company are 
living proof that if you know how to 
use lhem right, three chords arc all you 
need. This overdue single-recorded 19 
months ago-is essential Lyres: 
sweaty, fast, and more fun than all ten 
volumes of Pebbles a1 once. Both tunes 
are longtime live staples, led by 1he 
since-departed Peler Greenberg's gui
tar and Monoman's mighty Vax, The 
A-side is a catchy radio contender and 
the nip, one of the most insistent love 
songs in history, jumps and stomps 
around Greenberg's po1en1 solo. Pro
ducer Rick Harte has done right by the 
band, adding sLUdio polish without di
luting the drive. The result is an easy 
entry for local single of the year. 

Ace of Hearts Records, PO Box 579, 
Kenmore Station, Boston MA 02215. 

-Breu Milano 

FLESHTONES 
Hexbreaker! 
IRS, LP 

If you liked their last album, Roman 
Gods, you'll love Hexbreaker!. The 
same strands-60's garage and Stax/ 
Volt soul-are explored in various 
combinations, but with more confi
dence and betler production. 

Call and response vocals have always 
been a strength of the Flesh1ones live,' 
and they stand out majestically on this 
disk. Peter "Dismember" Zaremba's 
vocals come across the void of acid
space IO be grounded on earth by the 
band's chorus. Or, Sky Saxon pays his 
dues to James Brown. 

The wisest decision the Fleshtones, 
have made in the last year was to keep 
Gordon Spaeth as a permanent fifth 
member. His saxophone and key
boards give their sound a fuller, more 
active edge. And a saxophone helps 
differentiate them from most of the ot
her 60's influenced groups. 

Song notes of interest: "Screamin' 
Skull" is both a great acid-voodoo story 
and a great potential band name (in the 
plural); "Legend of a Wheelman" is 
Spaeth's driving instrumental tribute 
to skateboarders (I think); and "Burn
ing Hell" proves Zaremba can sing like 
Eric Burdon. 

-Bruce Srahlschmidt 

GAME THEORY 
Pointed Accounts of People You Know 
Rational Records, EP 

If bands like the dB's and Bongos 
didn't have the spark that made them 
unique, they'd sound like Game 
Theory. This is strictly generic pop, 
with standard Byrds-style harmonies, 
jangly guitars, and bargain-basement 
organ. All six tunes are pleasantly mel
odic, the kind you can hear a dozen 
times and still not remember. Leader 
Scott Miller has a bemused vocal style 
resembling the dB's Chris Stamey, but 
lacking Stamey's ironic cutting edge. 
Game Theory's only saving grace are 
occasional flashes of twisted humor: 
it's hard to dislike a band who can 
wri1e "I Wanna Get Hit By a Car," 
even if the song doesn't live up to the 
title. \\'ith more of that wit and some 
hummable tunes. Game Theory could 
save themselves next time around. 

Rational Records, 2410 East 8th St., 
Da, is, CA 956 I 6. 

-Brefl Milano 



MOTORHEAD 
Another Perfect Day 
Mercury, LP 

Well, I'm no big fan of heavy metal 
(most of it is 100 slow, and too silly to 
suit me), but every once in a while a 
band comes around 10 stir it up. I've 
10s1 track of how many albums the 
British rockers Motorhead have put 
out, but this is the first with their new 
lineup. Not that different from your 
typical HM group, Motorhead just of
fers a bit more speed, variety and in
tensity to the basic menu. The rock 
cliches and mindless lyrics are still 
there, and the solos too long and te
dious, but those are the given trade
marks of the genre, I suppose. Of all 
the tunes on the record, the ones I find 
myself humming are "One Track 
Mind" and "Another Perfect Day," 
though all cuts are worth a few spins. 

ZODIO DOZE 
A mericommandoes 
Cardboard single, no label 

-Mr. B 

A si lly presentation of a fine record. 
Zod10 Doze have pressed themselves 
onto a postcard, looking like a Bicen
tennial souvenir, seven years late. The 
song comes to you in living mono, once 
you've detached half the postcard and 
figured out that it plays at 33. But 
"Americommandoes" is one hot tune, 
the sort of record Blondie might have 
made if they'd stayed together and ful
filled their first album's promise. A 
Farfisa organ glides around a pound
ing bassline, backing Philip Tatro and 
Beverly Bond's exuberant unison vo
cal. The chorus hook grabs hold from 
the start, and the lyrics cleverly recycle 
wartime B-movies. This could give po
wer-pop a good name; and it' s worth 
the abuse your turntable takes from 
trying to play the damn thing. 

Trak 4 Productions, 140 Boylston 
St., 4th Floor, Boston, MA 02116. 

-Brett Milano 

THE FLESHEATERS 
A Hard Road To Follow 
UpseUer Records, LP 

Chris D. is rock's most inventive vo
calist and colorful lyricist. His songs 
tell the tale of the worker of iniquity, 
posed with nagging moral dilemma, 
successfully smearing any distinction 
between the desecration and cannon
ization of Beauty. In D. 's words, they 
are "love songs" but torch songs would 
be a more apt description, for in them 
he bears a flaming cross wandering 
down salvation row, seeking to em
brace purity and escape tormented 
dreams. The new LP, the Flesheaters' 
fourth, is a more commercial effort 
than the last. A few covers are inclu
ded, the music is less on the offense 
and there's a metal sheen on everything. 
But it is not any less compromising. 
D.'s donkey wheeze gasps through the 
guitars, bellowing each syllable as 
though it was his last. Jill Jordan (Cas
tration Squad) has been added as a 
backup vocalist (only for the LP) with 
varying results; D. 's vocal style doesn't 
welcome company. A Hard Road. 
is an exceptionally powerful record 
which satisfies the intellect and dis
lUrbs the soul. 

Upsetter Records, Box 481144, 
L.A., CA 90048. 

-Michael Hafirz 

THE MOOD 
Passion in Dark Rooms 
RCA,LP 

The Mood cover no new ground on 
their five-song, mini-LP that hasn't al
ready been trodden upon by ABC, 
Thomas Dolby, or the Human League. 

The title cut is romantic, white funk 
in the ABC vain. "Munich Thing" fea
tures electronic beeps and bops a la 
Thomas Dolby. The best song on the 
record, "Paris ls One Day Away," al
most breaks the symh-pop mold with 
its fluent keyboards and female backup 
singers (en francais), but manages to 
st ick to the number one rule of current 
techno-pop: a monotonous dance beat 
with no twists or breaks. 

This is not to say that the Mood's 
music isn't pleasant. It' s melodic, un
offensive, generic, techno-pop. 

-Tracy Everbach 

THE I-TONES 
"Walk On By"l"Give Us the 
Strength" 
I-Tones, 12" 

Hear it from a distance, and you 
may mistake the I-Tones' " Walk On, 
By" for Dionne Warwick's original.

1 
Instead of pounding hell out or the 
song like the Stranglers did when they 
recorded it , the I-Tones 1urn in a sur
prisingly faithful version. The reggae 
rhythms are muted for a melodic ap
proach complete with sax solo; and 
Ram 's falsetto crooning sounds re
markably like Warwick. 

Purists will prefer "Give Us the 
Strength," a sweatier workout with a 
more driving Ram vocal. Matching a 
funk bassline with a reggae backbeat, it 
works as an inspirational singalong 
and an ace dance track. The I-Tones 
first release is polished and well-produ
ced, bul only the 8-side shows off what 
they do best. 

-Breu Milano 

GOVERNMENT ISSUE 
Boycou Stabb 
Fountain of Youth / Dischord, LP 

Generally hardcore bands release 
somewhat flawed records. Washington 
D.C"s Government Issue is an excep
tion to that rule. This Ian MacKay/ 
self-produced album is extraordinarily 
done, capturing O.1.'s unique style of 
thrash. And John Stabb Schroeder's 
vocal manner is one of a kind. · 

Fountain of Youth, 5710 Durbin 
Rd., Bethesda, MD 20817. 

-Shred 

THE NECROS 
Conquesr For Death 
Touch & Go Records, LP 

Has ha rdcore become too formula-· 
ted? Judging from this new effort from. 
Ohio's Necros, it's become as predict
able as any 01her music form. This rec-! 
ord is "more of the same" standard 
thrash fare with very few standouts. 
Only "Bad Dream" (previously re
leased on the Process of Elimination 
compilation), and "Face Forward" are 
the notable exceptions . Other than 
these selections, little else is recommen
ded. Even if you haven't heard 1his rec
ord, you've probably heard something 
like it. 

Touch & Go Records, PO Box 716, 
Maumee, Ohio 43537. 

-Mr. B 
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their existence. These relationships in
clude publishing companies, distribUl
ors, video companies, foreign licenses, 
independent promotion grease, man
agement companies, studios, radio sta
tion pals, etc., etc. 

My point isn't that there is anything 
wrong with 1hese people, but don ' t 
count on 'em to do anything for you ir 
you are a small independent label. 
Their concerns are emphatically not 
your concerns. You have to learn to 
count on one person, yourself. 

The underlying problem of small in
dependent labels is a lack of solid in
frastructure. By infrastructure I mean 
supportive media, distributors, and 
radio. The shakeout of independent 
distributors which has occured has af
fected primarily those who were willing 
to support product which obviously 
wasn't going to get them rich any time 
soon. New York Rocker is dead. 
D.I. Y. is dead. CMJ and Rockpool are 
quickly becoming major label tip 
sheets. College radio is being crowded 
by new (major label) music, and even 
being chastised for not playing more 
alternative LP cuts once they've brok
en a record, and are threatened with 
being serviced with singles only. 

The Solution? Create your own in
frastructure! Start a new music maga
zine. Work at an independent radio 
station. Deal with distributors who 
want more than the fast buck, or start 
your own . Be sure you have persever
ence . Expect setbacks . Have a business 
pla n . Stick to it. Communicate intense
ly with those who are in a similar posi
tion to you rself to seek out commo n 

48 Boston Rock #42 

values and goals. 
Boston Rock was started as a solu

tion to what we thought three years ago 
was a complete gap in imporl and indy 
coverage in the Boston area. Since then 
ii has gained national attention due to 
the fact that there is so little else out 
there! We have been overwhelmed by 
the amount of interest shown by inde
pendent labels and distributors in this 
issue. To service thi s interest we plan to 
continue to strongly supper! {he fnde· 
pendent side of the business, with inde
pendent charts , distribution informa
tion and indy group coverage. Starting 
with this issue the magazine is being 
mailed to music directors of 400 college 
stations, including most of those who 
report to CMJ and Rockpool. We hope 
1hat the more information in these 
people's hands , the more likely it is 
that they'll take indy radio back to ser
vicing the alternative needs of their 
communities rather than operating as 
test markets for the majors. 

Send us information that is helpful 
and we'll print it! * 

Philadelphia 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 

The Stack's early days were a unique 
blend of trash can bashing art and 
spontaneous noise. Current compari
sons to Killing Joke aside, the band's 
spankin' new 12" EP (Red Records) is 
an industrial sounding concoction 
proving, as a recent review noted, "like 
a Certain Ratio, Execurive Slacks 
know rep:tition has a zen of its own." 

Gregory Beaudoin is editor of Phil
ly'sfan~ine The Bob and a connoisseur 
of cheese steak hoap, ies. • 

CELEBRITY SECRETS 

AIMEE MANN 
TILTUESDAY 
Heroes: Albert Einstein and Bono. 

Stimulants: Thomas Dolby, Giorgio Armani, bowling. 

Repulsions: Drug-takers and violence-mongers. 

Inspirations: Listening to Bach cantatas Sunday mornings at 
Emanuel Church. 

Books you would like to have lived: Alice in Wonderland and the 
Great Gatsby. 

Writers: J.D. Salinger, Agatha Christie, Herman Hesse, P.G. 
Wodehouse, C.S. Lewis. 

First Record Bought: The Sound of Music soundtrack. 

Performances: David Cassidy at the Richmond Coliseum 10 years 
ago. 

Ambitions: To be built like Lisa Lyons. 

Dream Date: Alan Bilzerian. 

photo: Michael Grecco 

Make A Record 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32 

can find 1900 buyers in your town or 
neighborhood). The main advantage of 
this approach is that you can break 
even selling relatively few records (in 
our example, 810 records). 

An easier way of selling records is to 
have someone do it for you, which is 
exactly what distributors and record 
stores are all about. There are two dis
advantages, however: I) they pay you 
much less than the record's retail price, 
and 2) they pay you much later (and in 
some unfonunate cases, never). So, the 
album that costs you $2.42 to make is 
now being sold to the distributor for 
$3.25. (If you sell the record 10 a re
cord store, you might get a bit more, 
$3.50 10 $3.75 per record.) 

As you can easily see, you are going 
to have to sell many more records to re
cover your total investment (the 
$4,840). Assuming that you can unload 
all 1900 of the records to distributors (a 
big assumption) for $3.25, you'll break 
even once 1490 records have been sold. 
As luck will have it, distributors might 
only pick up 500 records, sell 280, and 
return the 220 in 4 months. And if 
you're really lucky, you'll get payment 
for the 280 records they did si:11 in an
other month or two. 

Well, I've been optimistic so far, but 
this is real life. All along I've assumed 
that our one-time costs have been low 
enough so that the total cost per record 
has stayed below what the distributor is 
willing to pay for it. What happens 
when you spend too much time in the 
studio , or get a reall y expensive cover? 
It means that for 2000 records, your 
per record cost is more than the $3 .25 

the distributor will pay. And it also 
means you'll never make any money on 
the project. Of course, you can press 
another 2000 records, but ... you 
aren't really doing this for the money, 
are you?* 

K.C./Lawrence 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 

Lots of fanzines here thrive on the 
VFW, filling the stage front with 
photographers and conducting inter
veiws left and right. The latest fanzine 
to emerge is the Kansas City Scar (a 
takeoff on the major newspaper, KC 
Star with interviews of the OK's and 
the Mkronotz. A smaller and more 
sporadic effort is Radioac1ive Waste 
put out by members of the straight 
edge skate band, Mental Crisis, who 
also have a secluded beautiful half pipe 
for shredding pleasure. Gismosis, en· 
gineered by the Tunnel Dogs, continues 
as does Issue with Issue #3 almost out. 
Blue #8 has good interviews with Mi
nor Threat and the Ramones plus lots 
of live reviews. Can't forget good ole 
Misery, put out by those wild anar
chists in Columbia, Mo. With all these 
'zines it's easy to keep up with the mu· 
sic scenes, especially hardcore oriented 
news and local development. * 
Bill Rich.former editor o/Talk Talk, is 
currently the head of Fresh Sounds, 
Kansas' coolest record company. 

NEXT AD DEADLINE: 
TUESDAY AUGUST 26 

ISSUE ON SALE 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 6 



· 27 3 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f401) 521-2520 

Located in the Cle Complex 
Free Parkrng 

Thur Aug. 11 From England 

Grand Alliance 
Frl12 The Blasters 

Sat 13 Robin Lane 
Rash of stabbings • Junk Mail 

Tue 16 
$5.00 

WHJY Nlte featuring English Heavy Metal. .. 

Wed 17 
Thu 18 

Fri 19 

Sat 20 
$7.50 

Thur 25 
Fri 26 

sun 28 

~-
Andy Pratt Band 
Live taping for TV show ... 
CLUB GENIUS with host RUDY CHEEKS 
plus The Probers 

New Models 

, \ '< ATC'H f1° 
~ - -

Mass 

Touch 

Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Til Tuesday 

• 

Johnny Barnes & The Back Bay Beat 
All Ages Hardcore 

The Proletariat 
and two guest bands 

•••• The Living Room •••• 
:compilation Album is •••• 

l ,rec::,:~ s:~:wr:s _J 
Living Room tickets available at 

strawberries, Newbury comic~ and the 
Living Room Box Office. 

SOME 
BODIES 
AT 
SPIT 
AUGUST 
10th 

Watch For 
"Sixteen" 

Cassette. 

OUT IN SEPTEMBER .... 
YOURAD 

HERE 
only $20.00 

(21/• X 2") 

1'1/Jo@ll"ft~}'\OOJ'I 
(Their new EP) 

----------------

Mon Aug. 8 
Video Free Europe 

Tues 9 
Fabulous Roys 

Wed 10 
The Dogmatics 

Thur 11 
Peter Dayton Band 

Fri 12 
Primary Colors 

Sat 13 
Hypertension 

Sun 14 
The Escorts 
l,he Shakes 

Mon 15 
Young Rationals 

Tues 16 
Sign Language 

Wed 17 
Barn Barn 

Skin 
Thurs 18 

New Models 
Fri 19 

Til Tuesday 
Sat 20 

Billy Price and the Keystone 
Rhythm Band 

Sun 21 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 22 
Face The Nation 

Tues 23 
Bricks 
Wed 24 

The Pencils 
~ours 25 

The Incredible Casuals 
Fri 26 

The Trademarks 
Athens 

Sat 27 
The Reflectors 

Bristols 
• Sun 28 

SUBSCRIBE TO I Paul Rishell Band 

Roc.K : Mon29 
· t Liquid Trance 
:. 1 Tues 30 

AND SAVE $5.00 OFF : - Three Colors 
11 Wed 31 

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 1 Blue Angels 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylsto n St. Rm . 203 1 'L;;=;;-------"---==:JII 

Boston, MA 021 16 I .. ,,Nn 
I UIOc:.,,,ll<ldgolt. 

TEN DQLLARS FOR TEN ISSUES I 1-lq., 
I c_..... 

D Check or money order enclosed 
,- Please charge to my Visa or ,'vi.aster Card I 

'-----"'"--: s19nature _______ 
1 

Name ________ I 

Address _______ : 

City -- State -- Z,p -- I 
A,r ma,1 and/or overseas add S2 00 per issue I 

I -----------------

Judy Ember! 
HA PPY BIRTH DAY 
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GG Allin & The Scumfucs . Buy It! Request It! 
DRINK, nGIIT & FUCK Die For It! 

EP NOW AVAILABLE at Newbury Comics 

THE 

CHANNEL THEONLY 
f=t§'";;~~~~f- PLACE TO ROCK! 
BOSTON'S iiEST LIVE ROCK 

Mon. Aug. 8 new music review/best of local talent 
$2.00 WISE GUYS • BOY NEXT DOOR • ROOM 101 

•EMPTY SET 

Wed 10 Ex-Boyfriends 
$4.00 Viking • Slam ' 

Thur 11 In The Style Of Aerosmith 
$2.00 LAST CHILD 

Fri 12 
$2.50 
Dance Party! 

Sat 13 
$2.50 
Dance Party! 

Sun 14 
$5.00 

All Ages! 
6p.m. 

Wed 17 
$3.00 

Thu 18 
$4.00 

Harlequin 

RUBBER RODEO 
Pink Cadillac • The Crabs 

NEIGHBORHOODS 
Rods & Cones • The Gluons 

YOUTH BRIGADE 
REPLACEMENTS 
JERRY'S KIDS 

Part 1 - New Music 
Countdown 
(call for info) 

Jim Femino Band • Luke Edwards 
B.and • Ron Scarlett Band 

Fri. 19 BERLIN AIRLIFT 
$3.50 The Dream • Joni & The Blast 
Dance Party! 

sat 20 NEW MODELS 
$3.50 The Dark • New Deal 
Dance Party! 

Wed 24 
$3.00 

Part 2 - New Music 
Countdown 
FABULOUS 
THUNDERBIRDS Fri 26 

$4.50 Adv. 
$5.50 Day of T-Blade & The Fabulous Esquires 
Show Natural Boogie Band 

--------
sat 27 THE ENEMY 
$3.50 John A. • Athens 
Dance Party! 

Wed. Sept. 14 SISTERS OF 
$3.50 Adv. MERCY 
$4.50 Day of 
Show 

25 Necco St. Boston 45f-1905 
ID'S REQUIRED 

ADVANCE TICKETS • ALL STRAWBERRIES • OUT OF TOWN 
HARVARD SQUARE • OPEN DOOR BROCKTON • NEW· 
BURY COMICS• TICKETRON 

p_rjmitiyf- rorY1M~e 

~'t,-...--~ ' ., . :Jt-li, .. ,, ·-
'Iii .... 

S,'11 Aug 6 
Welcome Back 

The Bush Tetras 
Fine Ch ina 

Thurs 11 
Funk Night 

Hypertension 
Fn 12 

Prince Charles and the 
City Beat Band 

Aug 14·22 
Closed For Renovation! 

Tues 23 
Reopening! 

The Neats 
Busted Statues 

Thur 25 

007 
Skin 
Fn 26 

Jeff & Jane Hudson 
w11h special guesrs 

Sa1 27 
Primary Colors 

MIA's 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 



1 .. 

.. 
ScotchJyi Selunds 

Tu,- Aue \J 

Backstreet Rocker~ 
Running Errands 

\'('<·d 10 

Nick Adventure Band 
Tirnll 

The View 
Fu l~ 

The Enemy 
"11h ,r,.·,1.1l cuc,1, 

Athen) 

S.u l 3 

November Group 
"''h ' 1"-"(1.,I 1,:uc,1, 

Primar, Colon 

llrnlO 
The Neighborhoods 

"lfh,p,.·(1.111,:U<.·,1, 
The faport s 

Fril'1 
Midnight Traveler 

Sat 20 

Berlin Airlift 
" 1th,pcc1;,l1,:uc,1, 

John A's Hidden Sccrc1 

WcJ14 
The View 

..I.h£ Arape;nen, 
Thu!; 
TBA 

l'nZt> 

Tht Stampers 
S,u 2i 
TBA 

WeJ}l 

Through The Doors 
Fri Sert- 2 

Lowgistics 

Westgate Mall , Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate Lanes 

584-1694 

Announcing the: 

CATALOG INFORMATION 

484 LAKE PARK AVE., SUITE 142 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94610 

HOLY COW 
AND THE 
CALVES 

opp'\artng·at The Channel 
Tu~sday August 23 

FIRST ANNUAL CONCERT FOR NEEDY CHILDREN 

ALL AGES alcohol served with proper id 

SATURDAY AUGUST 132p.m $4.oo 

BUNRATJY'S Haruard Aue., Allston 

NEXT AD DEADLINE: 
ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

TUESDAY AUGUST 26 
ISSUE ON SALE 

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 6 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1½" 

call <6171 266-8787 

SUNDAYS 
*OPEN BAR* ... For the ladies 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n' Roll, No Cover.I! Big Band Cover Rock 'n' Roll! 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n' Roll Bands Each Night 

WEDNESDAYS 
Best of Showcase 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2-4-1 8-11 p.m. 

AUGUST 
Monday 8 Muggs • 0-Positive • Flies 

Tuesday 9 The Runes • The Not • Strangeways 
Wednesday 1 O Jet Set • Frames 

Thursday 11 The Lyres • Classic Ruins 
Friday 12 Peter Dayton 

Saturday 13 Boston Brats • The Dark 

Sunday 14 Koriala 

Monday 15 The Shakes • The Undertaker & His Pals • Nile Owls 
Tuesday 16 Manray • Shelter • Accidents 

Wednesday 17 Tragus • Maximum Drift 

Thursday 18 Native Tongue • Zodio Doze • Bob Valentine 
Friday 19 The Enemy 

Saturday 20 Midnight Traveler 

Sunday 21 Koriala 

Monday 22 Pack • Empty Sets • Clicks 

Tuesday 23 Soma • Azrock • The Method 
Wednesday 24 Liquid Trance • TBA 

Thursday 25 Del Fuegos • Dogmatics • Noonday Underground 

Friday 26 Through The Doors • Pi Alley 

Saturday 27 TII Tuesday 
Sunday 28 Koriala 

Monday 29 TBA 
Tuesday 30 Prulrock • GG Turner • The Taint 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

--------------------------------
Jumping Jack Flash . .. 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS AD! 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

(expires 9/6183) 

--------------------------------
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NEWBURY COMICS MAIL OBDEB 
ROCK IN ROll BOOKS JOHN LENNON: A FAMILY ALBUM $19.9\ 

VIDEO TAPES Absolutely incredible phot0graphs of John and 

THE BEAT: IWIST& CRAWL $10.9) 
family. Color phocos superbly primed on the finest 

Pies, bios, and complete BEAT discograpy. 
paper. From Japan. Worth it. 

THE BEATLES: The Complete Beatles 120 min. 
THE BEAT1ES: ON RECORD S9.9l 

JOHN LENNON: IN HIS OWN WORDS $7.9) )9.9) 
The story behind every single and LP released 

Includes interesting early pictures. 
THE BEAT1ES: Magical Myscery Tour, The 

JOHN LENNON. THE LENNON TAPES $4 .9) by both the group and each individual. 
The BBC interview 48 hours before his murder. Movie $69 9) 

THE BEAT1ES: A DAY IN THE LJFE $10.9) 1HEBEAT1ES: Let It Be 80 min. $69.9) 
A day by day diary of 1960-1970. Huge . JOHN LENNON: A 1RJBUTE TO JOHN LENNON 

BEST OF BLONDIE: w/"Call Me," "Heart of 
MARC BOLAN: THE ILLUSTRATED 

$8.9) 

DISCOGRAPHY S7.9l 
Hardback of newspaper obituary reprints. Glass," "Sunday Girl," "Dreaming," "Aromic" 

PINK FLOYD: A VISUAL DOCUMENTARY $13 .9) + 9 more! $49 9) 
MARC BOLAN: ELECTRIC WARRIOR $8.9) Large size format. w/individual bios, etc. CABARET VOLTAIRE: w/"Nag Nag Nag," 
DAVID BOWIE: HIS PRIVATE & HIS PUBLJC PINK FLOYD: THE ILLUSTRATED DISCOGRAPHY "Eddies Out," "Seconds Too Late," "Moscow" 
LJVES $).9) $7 .9) + 9 more! $39 .9) 

A fan's inside view. Small size hardback book. THE CLASH: RUDE BOY w/"London's 
DAVID BOWIE: IN HIS OWN WORDS $) .9) 

PINK FLOYD: THE WALL $10.9) Burning," "White Riot," "I Fought The Law," 
Full of provocative quotes & pies! Complete lyrics plus stills from the film. "Police & Thieves" etc. $69.9) 

DAVID BOWIE: THE ILLUSTRATED THEPOLJCE: A VISUAL DOCUMENTARY $13 .95 DEVO: The Men Who Make The Music /''.Jocko 
DISCOGRAPHY $6.9) 

Large, w/pix, bios, quotes! Homo," "Satisfaction," "Uncontrollable Urge" + 8 
DAVID BOWIE: BLACK BOOK $13.9) IGGY POP: I NEED MORE $9 .9) more! $29.9) 

(Large sized) Illustrated Biography. -
A collection of autobiographical stories by Iggy . DURAN DURAN: w/"Rio," "Planet Earth," 

DAVID BOWIE: BOWIEPIX $) .95 Forward by ANDY WARHOL! Over 100 photos. "Girls on Film," "Hungry Like a Wolf' and 7 
Great pix and quotes. Includes Poster. IGGY POP: THE LJVES AND CRIMES OF. $6.9) more! $49.95 i -KATE BUSH: ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHY $7 .9) w/discography and musical history of Iggy . FACTORY COMPILATION: w/New Order 
w/many beautifully printed color photographs. DEATH OF A ROLLING STONE: THE BRIAN JONES ''Ceremony,'' OMO ''Electricity," plus: 

KATE BUSH: THE SECRET HISTORY OF. $9 .9) STORY $12 .9) Section 25, Certain Ratio, The Fall , Durutti 
Includes grade school pictures, etc. Column, Cabaret Voltaire, and more! $39.9) 1 

ROLLING STONES: IN THEIR OWN WORDS $6.9) 
THE CLASH: BEFORE AND AFTER $8.9) 

SEX PISTOLS: THE INSIDE STORY $7 .9) 
GRACE JONES: One Man Show w/"Warm 

Great, Great Photos! Well Primed. 
An in-depth biography w/pix. Thick! 

eatherette," "Walking in the Rain," and 8 

ELVIS COSTELLO: by Krista Reese $8.9) others! $39.95 

A successful inside look ar this very private 
SEX PISTOLS: SEX PISTOLS FILE $8 .9) JOY DIVISION: w/"Love Will Tear Us 

personality. 
Zany pies, h,lan·ous newspaper repn.nts! 

Apart," "Dead Souls," "She's Lost Control," 1, 
DEAD KENNEDYS: THE UNAUTHORIZED 

PATTI SMITH: HIGH ON REBELLION $).9) 
"Digital" + 9 more! $39.95 ~ 

VERSION $7.9) THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH: Starring 
Great pictures w/discography. Fanni1h, very interesting tzdbits. David Bowie in the lead role of the Sci-Fi 

DURAN DURAN: IN THEIR OWN WORDS S6.9l TALKING HEADS: THE NAME OF THIS BOOK IS ... classic! $64 .9) 
Filled w/large glossy color pies & quotes. $9.9) PAUL McCARTNEY AND WINGS: 

DURAN DURAN DURAN DURAN $6.9) Complete discography. Very well put together w/ Rockshow 23 songs 102 min. $79.9) 
Pies, story, and discography. history and photos. 

GARY NUMAN: The Touring Principle '79. 
DURAN DURAN: THE OFFICIAL LYRIC BOOK THE WHO: JUUSTRATED DISCOGRAPHY $8.9) Recorded live at Hammersmith Odeon, 

$6.95 A new, updated edition. London Sept. 1979 $39.9) 
Sing along! Learn to read the easy way! THE WHO: MAXIMUM R&B Sl).9) TOTALLY GO-GO's: 77 minutes w/"We Got 

HAIRCUT ONE HUNDRED: THE CATALOG $5.95 Great. Large sized. Includes a flexi-disc with Pete the Beat," "Vacation," "Cool Jerk," "Our Lips 
Bios, lots of quotes and pix, fan club info! Townshend's early demos on it! Are Sealed" + 15 more $49.9) 

HAIRCUT ONE HUNDRED: PELJCAN WEST FRANK ZAPPA: ZAPPALOG, RHINO BOOKS $9.9\ PINK FLO YD AT POMPEII: 90 minutes live $39.95 
SONGBOOK $4 .9) Who but Rhino could put together such a complete 

RAMONES: in ROCK AND ROLL HIGH 
Lyrics and Music scores. illustrated discography of the prolific Zappa? 

SCHOOL $39.9) ' 
ROLLJNG STONES: Let's Spend the Night 
Together $39.95 

HARDCORE BY MAIL (All 12" or LPs) THEEXPLOITED: TROOPS OF TOMORROW 10.49 SOFT CEIL: Non·stop exotic video show 
THE ADICTS: SOUND OF MUSIC 10.49 GOVERNMENT ISSUE: BOYCOTT STABB ).99 w/"Tainred Loved," "Bedsitter," "Say Hello 

THE ADICTS: SONG OF PRAISE 10.49 HUSKER DU: EVERYTHING FALLS APART 7.29 Wave Goodbye" + 10 more! $49.9) 

THE ADOLESCENTS: LP 7.29 HUSKER DU: LAND SP PED RECORD ).99 TOMMY: The Movie w/The Who, Elton 

ANGRY SAMOANS: BACK FROM SAMOA 7.29 M.D.C.: LP 6.99 
John, Ann Margaret, Eric Clapron, Tina 
Turner $84 .9) , 

BAD BRAINS: ROCK FOR LJGHT 6.99 MEATMEN: WE'RE THE MEATMEN ).29 THE TUBES VIDEO: w/"White Punks on 
BAD BRAINS: 1st 12" ).29 NECROS: CONQUEST FOR DEATH 4.99 Dope" + 13 more! $)9.9) 

· ~ 

BAD BRAINS: I & I SURVIVE ).29 SS DECONTROL: GETIT AWAY 3.99 THE WHO: ROCKS AMERICA - Their 1982 
BLACK FLAG: ISi LP ).99 TOXIC REASONS: INDEPENDENCE 7.99 U.S. Tour $39.9) 

CHADSUK: LP 10.49 U.K. SUBS: 1979-81 10.49 JIM! PLAYS BERKELEY: HENDRIX LJVE 

CIRCLE JERKS: GROUP SEX 7.29 U.K. SUBS: DIMINISHED RESPONSIBILJTY 4.99 
w / "Purple Haze" $39.9) 

CRASS: THE FEEDING OF THE J, 000 7.49 WHITE FLAG: LP 7.29 
THE STRANGE CASE OF ALJCE COOPER 
74min. $49.9) ~ 

CRASS: YES SIR, I WILL 6.99 WHIPPING BOY: LP 6.99 THIS IS ELVIS: w/42 minutes not seen on 
CRASS: CHRIST-THE ALBUM 2 LPs boxed 11.99 COMPILATIONS TV' $69.9) 
CRASS: PENIS ENVY 6.99 EASTERN FRONT 6.99 ORDERING INFORMATION: Please include $3.00 I> 
CRASS: STATIONS OF THE CRASS 2 LPs 9.99 FLEX YOUR HEAD (import version) 9,99 poscage & handling. We accept MC/VISA and , 

DISCHARGE: WHY 4.99 LJFE JS UGLY SO WHY NOT KILL YOURSELF 7.29 money orders for immediate shipment. Allow 3 weeks I:> 

DISCHARGE: HEAR NOTHING SEE NOTHING 
THE MASTER TAPE 6.99 for personal checks. No CO D's. All orders shipped via It 
NOT SO QUIET ON THE WESTERN F_RONT (2 LP) UPS. Call (617) 491-0337 for information or to place a 

10.99 8.99 MC/VISA order. Sorry, no collect calls. 
D.O.A.: WAR ON 4J ).29 PUNK & DISORDERLY 6.99 SEND ORDERS TO: 
THE EFFIGIES: WE'RE DA MA CHINE ).99 PUNK & DISORDERLY: FURTHER CHARGES 7.99 NEWBURY COMICS 
THE EXPLOITED: PUNK'S NOT DEAD 9.99 

PUNK & DISORDERLY JJJ: FINAL SOLUTION 10.49 
36 JFK ST. 

F.u..'.s : t'\'( A~elllC.I\ - tJE wj '-\,'11 
THIS IS BOSTON, NOT L.A. 4.99 

CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 I! I 
. ·-· ...... ·- -
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1iuBiERvau 
HUB-SERVALL RECORD MFG. CORP. 

* -, :Z" Pressings 
* Plating 
* Labels 
* Jackets 
* Quality Vinyl 
* Over night delivery to 

the NellV England area. 

CRANBURY ROAD CRANBURY, N.J. 08512 (609) 655-2166 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
MUSICIANS 
BASS NEEDED by Gtr & 
Orms for gigs/studio. Orig. 
Cont. Sound v. 'roois. Ameri
can/Brit. influence& more. No 
novices. M.E. 275-2221 or 
M.F. 353-6437. 

QUALITY PUNK ORUM,
MER WA'iTt.:O by Gu(-
1ar/Sym h, Bss Trans & Space 
prefered. 783-2340 Allston. 

WANTED 
Wanted to buy/bor row/trade: 
Live/studio tapes by Neats, 
Willie, Girls, DMZ/Lyres, Del 
Fuegos, MoB, (74/75} Mod 
Lovers, Men & Volts. Please in
clude titles. date, quality. 
Thanks. Byron Coley, 847 19th 
St., Sama Monica, CA 90403. 

Ed Slota needs records & tapes 
c/o WRJU 362 Memorial Un
ion Kingston RI 02881 Citibea1 
Sat. 7 p.m. 90.3 WRIU. 

Wanted: Import /New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/ Local 45s. Must be 
in good condi1ion. Call John at 
247-3007. 

Wanted to buy or trade: li,·e 
Dic1a1ors . Cramps, Neats, Vel
vets. Any location desired. Sal 
Cincona 282 Ri ver St. Wal
tham MA 02154 . 

Boslon Rock seeks dedicat hrd
wrk ad salesperson. Exper. and 
car very helpful. Call Greg 
Reibman 266-8787. 

FOR SALE 
for Sale-Tour Programs-US 
feslival: $5; Tom Petty '80 
Japan tour (imp): $6; '80 
Torpedo 1our: $4.50; Promises 
tour : S5. Torpedos songbook: 
58.50. Ramones s1ory book 
{imp): $4.50. Rolling Stone 
back issue #88 Aug . Jim Morri
son cover $5. #352 9/ 81 Morri
son cover $3.50. BAM (Bay 1 

Area Musician) Special Doors 
issue $3.00. Wendy Davi~ 6244 
Kiernan Carmichael CA 95608 . 

Attn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's mos! 
ac1ive club goers. Space in Bos
Ion Rock's Clubland pages is 
available fur ju~I SI0.00 per 
column inch. Call 266-878 7. 

FANZINES 
BA '\G! Magazine ~eek~ writ
ers. Write: BA '-G! 77 Nev. bcrn 
A\C. Medford, t\la<, \. 02155. 

Maller Magazine!!! J ulr ls~ uc: 
REM, Minor Threat, Pylon, 
Rank and File, Flipper, the 
Nea1s. Write: 674 Davis St., 
E\anston, IL 60201 $6 for 4 
issue~. 

PERSONALS 
Happy Birthday Joanie! From 
Broad Street. 

LUIS ... I LOVE YOU, JEFF. 

Johnny Angel is back in 1own 
... BIG DEAL!! 

Wekome back to Boston 
ALEXIS thanks for a great 
tour. P.D. 

JULIO VALDEZ WAS TRIED 
1-"0R MY SINS! 

Diane from Beacon Sirect: I 
had fun at the Channel and it 
wasn't because of Echo Arrd 
The Bunnymen. Call me at 697-
1303, lca\c a message and re
verse the charges. -Rus~. 

SERVICES 
HEADPHONES BUSTED??? 
Pro service. Most repairs $ 10! 
Call Judy 492-2031. 

TAPES 
Wanted Robin Lane and The 
Shake/ Chartbuslers li ve or 
st udio tapes. Please include a 
date. quality, price. Thanks. 
Bob Bcuendorf, 25-55 32nd 
St., Apt. 10, Astoria, NY 
11102 (212) 274-3763. 

Want ed to buy or trade: An y 
\ersion of the: song "Gloria." 
T.J. We!lesen POB 35651 NY 
NY 10310 or (212) 442-2694. 

LIVE TAPES from Doors 2 U2 
2 CHJ. Free li~t! Happening 
Tapes DB, 904 Silver Sp ur St. 
295 , RME, CA 90274. 

Native Tongue 
seeks exp. roadie 

cal/ Lee: 284·8294 

STURDY CARDBOARD 
ALBUM MAILERS 

AVAILABLE 
s.ocu,hlromBostonRoc, 

266-8787 

lwdkcm Rl'cordmg l\rt1M, ABYDOS. 251 W :10th SI •(JfHV. i\Y NY. IOOlll (212) 244 -~51 l 

Individual and band Classified ads cost $1.00 per 
line. The business rate is $1.50 per line. Boldface 
is available at a rate of .25 extra per word, under
line copy to be bold. Listings of stolen musical 
equipment will be run for free. 

Display space on this page is available at a rate 
of $9.00 per column inch (1 ½" wide). Display ads 
that are not camera ready are subject to a $10.00 
production fee. 

Please include name and address whether ornot 
you run it in your ad. 

Name ----......------------
Address ____________ _ 

City/State/Zip __________ _ 

Phone(_) __________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place your classifieds over the 
phone. (617) 266-8787. by using your Visa or Mastercard. or 
mail to: 

Boston Rock Classifieds 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116 

CIHlilied Ad OHdhne 

July28 
August 23 
September 27 

OnS•leOate; 

August 8 
Septembers 

October 11 

o Check or money order for$-~--enclosed . 

D Please charge $ ____ to my 

D MasterCardor O Visa #, ______ _ 

exp. date ____________ _ 

Signature ___________ _ 
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GIVE PEAS 
by Nayme Drawper 

On the morning of July 14, they called it THE 
BOSS. That afternoon it became THE HOSS. I'm 
talking, of course, about radio station WOOS and 
its sudden switch from playing a brave mix1ure of 
new/black/white/import and local sounds under 
the direction of Maxanne SarlOri, to an automated 
"Contemporary Country" station. 

As with the Boston Red Sox, when discussing the 
confusing world of commercial radio, you must 
first erase the word "logical" from your vocabu
lary. Maxanne's 'BOS had not been on the air long 
enough to subject itself 10 a full Arbitron rating 
book-but the station's ad revenues were reported
ly on the increase, and certainly the buzz around 
the city hinted that they were making progress. But 
owner Herbert Hoffman ordered the change any
way. He either didn'I know, or doesn't care, !hat a 
similar switch from rock to country al San Francis
co's KSAN failed, and that New York's once-popu
lar country station WKHK is now faltering. Ir 's 
Hoffman's bar and ball and he decides who gets to 
play with ii. 

Unfortunately this has left some talented-and 
some nol so talented-people out of work. Max
anne has reportedly asked both WBCN and the sta
tion she always bad-mouthed, WCOZ, for a job. 
News of the future whereabouts of announcers 
Randi Millman, Julia Figueras, Bob Slavin, Nancy 
Grimes and others will be reported here as ii 
happens. 

Logic has hardly been the f!Ianagerial calling card 
at the struggling 'CO2 either. The Cosmic Muffin has 
left 10 work at 'BCN, and after being ordered 10 

switch from mid-days to overnights, DJ Cindy Bai
len decided to switch instead to WHTT. Dick Dur
anle now works mornings and Scotl Cuzzins mid
days. 

The Neals and manager Jim Coffman have re
cently filed for divorce. There is no truth 10 rumors 
thar Jimmy will be entering the studio lo record a 
single of "I Fought The Law (And The Law 
Won)'' b/ w "Si11ing With Limbo." The Neats arc 
working, at least temporarily, with Discount 
Records' Decibel Dennis McDonald: their Ace Of 
Hearts album should be out next week-but I also 
said that last month. Rick Harte has also an
nounced plans to record the Del 1-,uegos! 

What's this Michael Hafilz said about Gerard Cos
loy putting out an aerobics compilation album? 
The F.U.'s are about to libera1e their second 12" 
EP, My America, on X-Claim! In a few weeks 
X-Claim! will also unleash Brotherhood, a serious 
debut EP by the serious DYS. Jerry's Kids, now 
featuring the amazing Chris Doherly from Gang 
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Green, wilt put out their 12-song LP on Modern 
Method, and the Dogmati(·s are working on their 
own four-song 45 including "Acid Rain" and 
"You Say." 

And that's not all! Local eight track studio 
Radiobeat is unveiling Radiobeat Records wi1h 
Soma Holiday, the long-awaited Proletariat album. 
Soma will be followed by a 7" from Amherst's 
Deep Wound. The latest signing at Condor are the 
Lowgistics. Jonalhan Richman 's album is due out 
this month on Sire, and Bob Toomy is producing 
an album of Irish music(!) by Chris Maher's band 
Manachie. 

A few months ago rumors were flying that 
November Group were signed to MCA. More re
cently IRS Records sent out a press release saying 
they had signed them. A week la1er Ann Prim in
sisted that they had yet to put their name on any 
contract. Rubber Rodeo, on the other hand, have 
confirmed reports that they will be recording for 
Polygram. 

Cambridge One Stop's Brad Hunt has left his 
job to work locally at Elektra. Brad's old position 
is currently being co-womaned by Deni Chapnik 
and Karen Brooks. Richard Walsh no longer works 
al RCA, but Pam Newman has been hired as a new 
regional promo-person for Chrysalis. 

Is Robin Lane reuniting the Chartbusters? Has 
Glenda McNeil ever been introduced to Billie 
Montgomery? Are drummer and singer Mall and 
Marge Olerio leavin~ the Hi-Beams? And whatever 
happened to Wild Kingdom drummer Malcolm Tra
vis? 

Longtime BR benefactor Otto Guatemala has 
formed a new band Nightland with ex-Basic Drives 
James Mayham and former V; members Pat Burns 
and Joe Cuneo. Michael Glickman from Someone 
and the Somebodies will be playing part time with 
our pal Otto, Former Map/ Ar1 Yarder Robert Valen
tine has formed his own band. Ex-Romeo Voidoid 
Larry Carler is playing temporarily with Peler Day
ton. The Hopelessly Obscure need a manager once 
again, one who can hopefully elicit a rational re
sponse from the Stor:,-·ville management. And 
Alberl Handmacher is rhe new drummer in the 
Rox. 

The Dangerous Birds, sadly, have broken up. 
Was that Eddie Murphy howling with laughter al 

the Billygoons video on the screen at lJUP? The 
Goons say they are going to split up after one big 
blow-out at 1he end of August: in September 
Tomm) While may be moving to LA, and Bob 
Suber is expected to go 10 the Big Apple. A belated 
congratulations to Slickball's Rich Parsons on his 
graduation from the boys' fitting room at Filene's 
to his job in the woman's hosiery business. 

Did 'BCN really try to talk late-nigh1 announcer 
Albert O into entering the Motor Cross dirt-bike 

"TIM£ OUT" 

A CHANCE 
race at Sullivan Stadium? I nominate Mark 
Parenteau for any future perilous stunts. Speaking 
of 'BCN how come Charles Laquidara keeps talk
ing about the Phoenix's Joyce Millman on the air? 

Popular legend has it that Doug Simmons re
fused 10 vote for either Tit Tuesday or the Sex 
Execs in the Rock 'n' Roll Rumble finals, and in
stead cast his ballot for the Del Fuegos. Smegma 
and the Nuns pulled the best stunt of the annual 
competition; they bought up a gross of used 45's 
from Nuggels, glued nsmegma Records" labels on 
both sides and handed them out at Spil. Carter 
Alan says he had to buy a new stylus after preview
ing his copy. 

Good news and bad news. The band Friday has 
been chosen to appear on MTV's Basemem Tapes 
program. That's the good news-the bad news is 
that since most of Boston still isn't wired for cable , 
few locals will be able to see it. But then again, not 
having to live in a city where everybody sits home 
and watches MTV may also be considered good 
news. 

Whatever happened to True Values? After 
vowing countless times that they would never play 
any show that wouldn't admit all ages-or ever 
again play the Rat, SS Decontrol did bo1h in the 
same night! Four days later the band climbed into 
Al's van and set off on an extensive West Coast 
tour. Good luck guys ... drink a few for me and 
tell Don Henley I said hello. 

As SSD set sail, another local favorite-Sleepy 
LaBeef-has just returned from, believe-it-or-not, 
his first West Coast tour. Boys Life, meanwhile, 
have been playing up and down the East Coast and 
Blowfish has taken his act to Germany. 

Which brings me to the New Music Seminar in 
New York. Did WZBC's Jim McKay kick the radio 
panel table over? Were Crass, Jim Sullivan, Julie 
Farman and Gerard Cosley really shacked-up in 
the same hotel room? Where did WFNX's Tom 
Lane sleep? Did 'COZ's Mary Menna just fly down 
for an hour? How did J.W. sneak in? Why was 
Joyce Linehan wearing Joan Martin's name lag, 
and how come Roger from the Dark didn't have a 
tag? Were November Group's Kearne.) Kirb) and 
Metro's Wendy Hunt in the hotel elevator when it 
crashed 34 flights? And what did Rick Harte order 
for breakfast that cost him thirty dollars? 

Suffice to say, this year's seminar attracted a 
record number of Bostonians-everybody fro'l1 
Bosslown Records' Dave Pershell to WXKS' ~ ·nny 
Joe White, or from Scotch and Sounds' Bonnie 
Reffelson to Neil Jacobsen. I think next year, I'll 
just stay in town and enjoy a quiet meal at the 
Hoodoo. 

See you in September! 
Write: Nayme Drawper, c/o Boston Rock, 739 

Boy/s1011 S1., Suile 203, B0s1on, MA 02116. 
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Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 
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special for 
Boston 

Rockers. 
Bring in this 
ad and get 

100/o Off 
anything 

you buy ... 
that's 
black* 

a11 sales final 

"the best ·rock 'n' roll 
photos in any store" 

* things we have in black ... 
leather pants, boots, leather 
Jackets, denim jackets, 
straight leg Jeans, belts, 
gloves, wallets, shirts, hats, 
ties, leather chaps, chinos, 
button-front jeans, socks ... 
and lots more! 

1mmuumum 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Eye Openers 

10. State of America 
New York by Jim Testa 
San Francisco by Jonny Whiteside 
North Carolina by Margaret Johnson 
Providence by Rob Tannenbaum 

13. The Boston Harold by Harold Lepidus 
15. The Neats by Brett Milano 
18. Motorhead by Peter Ortisi 
21. Fleshtones by Sheena 
22. Elvis Costello by Julie Panebianco 
25. Red Rockers by Tracy Everbach 

UB40 by Bob Leja 
26. Replacements by Michael Hafitz 

Beast by Jonny Whiteside 
29. Boston Band Report 

D. Y.S. by Sheena 
Christmas by Michel Bastarache 
The Eleventh Episode by Shred 

30. Vid Beat by Jeff Hudson 
31. Record Reviews 
32. Independent Releases 
35. Boston Club Report by Tristram Lozaw 
36. Celebrity Secrets: 

Human Switchboard's Bob Pfeiffer 
3 7. Clubland 
41. Classifieds 
42. Nayme Drawper 
Cover design by Chris Gilbert with Mike Frackleton. 

please note our new mailing address: 

Boston Rock 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 266-8787 
next issue on sale: October 11, 1983 
ad deadline: September 27 

·---------------------------------ANOTHER BOSTON ROCK 
FREE FOR ALL 

4 to 7 p.m., Friday afternoon September 23 
at the Inn Square 

(1350 Cambridge St., Cambridge 491-9672) 

FREE ADMISSION 
for all, 

and your first 

DRAFT BEER FREE 
with this ad. 

With special guests THE DECENTZ 
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If It Moves, PLAY It! 

We just received a copy or BR at our 
college radio station and let me say that 
I enjoyed reading it. 

I read the article in BR#42 regarding 
how to get one'.!i record played on the 
radio. I would like to mention to any 
indie labels and local bands putting out 
their own vinyl who are looking for air
play, to consider sending a copy or 
their vinyl to our station. Practically all 
or our air time is devoted to new music 
(pop to hardcore) so if any indie labels 
and local bands are looking for radio 
airplay for their products, by all means 
send us a copy because we will play it. 
You can sent it to: WKNJ 90.3 FM, 
Kean College or N.J., Morris Ave., 
Union, N.J. 07083. Thanx. 

Bob Beiner 
Music Direc1or 

WKNJ 

Anti-Duran League 

I think you have a great mag going 
but there is one thing that irks me. 
Your magazine seems to have taken a 
very anti-Duran Duran bias [BR #40]. 
Now granted, Capitol Records is trying 
to cash in as much as possible on their 
newfound success in the states, but can 
these guys help it if they have looks 
that drive girls wild, as well as a good 
sound that attracts such diversified lis
teners, as I, a seventeen-year-old male 
who likes Translator, the Freeze, 
O.M.D. and Heaven 17? Simon Le 
Bon once sa id in an interview that he 
would like Duran to look as well as 
sound, good to their audience. 

So come on BR, lay off Duran just 
because they appear in all the teeny
bop mags. 

Not jealous, are you? 
Respect fully, 

Crhis, [sic] 
Brockton 

Harold 'Rules' 

To Harold Lepidus, 
In your column (BR #42) you crilicise 

several bands' cassettes for being what 
you call "textbook rock." Why then 
must they be rated with a textbook 
grade? A good teacher never makes an 
example of bad work, but instead points 
out the qualities that make good work 
outstanding. A good teacher will also 
find the good qualities in all or his s1u
dents (or in this case, the bands) and en
courage them to polish the strong points 
and improve on the weaker ones. 

Other than this minor criticism, I en
joyed your column, as I have in the 
past, and I hope that you and your 
paper will continue to review local and 
independent cassette releases. 

Provo Prison Blues 

Margaret Hall 
Duxbury, MA 

My parents sent me to a reform 
school called Provo Canyon School, 
it's worse than a military school. I have 
no money here because money, along 
with a lot of other things, is contra
band. Ir anyone wants to write, that 
would be great. I would really appre
ciate it if you could. I hope to get out 
of here soon-so I can have some fun, 
go to gigs, and skate. I wanted to go to 
Massachusetts this summer-but my 
parents sent me here instead. Hey, 
thanks a lot. 

Killing Me Softly 

To a certain few or the Channel boun
cers (you know who you are): 
You swell your chest 
Stretch your massive arms 
Do you really think you impress me? 

So you can grab a kid 
½ your size 
Around the neck 
Throw him off the stage
Big baby in a rage. 
Your eyes wide in surprise 
As kids swarm all over you 
And kick you in the balls 
Punch your face-
Tables roll as the tables turn. 
You might hurt a few or us 
But you'll go down 
Cause you pushed it too far 
And the chairs you bring down 
On innocent kids' heads 
Will start another needless war. 
Why do you do this? 
Your body's so big 
ls your mind so small? 
Flex your head 
Instead. 

Dave Smallee 
Brighton, MA 

Boston Rock welcomes your le((ers. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
reques1. A/1 /e((ers are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 



EYEOPENERS 

Johnny Ramone pho10: Michael Grecco 

Ramone 
GoesHome 

New York City's rock beat became 
the focus of the tabloid press' crime 
beat when Johnny Ramone-described in 
New York Post headlines as "the Punk 
Rock Superstar" lead guitarist of the 
Ramones-was brutally beaten in a 
sidewalk donnybrook after he discov
ered his girlfriend in the arms of an
other punk rocker. 

FU's.USA 
It's no accident that the cover of My 

America, the new FU's album, looks 
familiar. You may have seen soinething 
like it on late night TV ads for "inspir
ational" gospel records-a bright sun 
gleaming through mountain tops. It's 
one of a number of stock budget covers 
available from record pressing plants 
that usually deal in religious and C&W 
groups. So what better way to decorate 
the front of a hardcore release? It 
seems like the perfect joke for a group 
that listed themselves under 
"classical" in the Phoenix band guide. 
"People think it's funny until they 
realize we're serious about patriotism.'' 
related FU vocalist John Sox before 
the band departed on a month long 
tour of the good ole US of A. "People 
should appreciate this country more. 
Don't complain unless you really have 
something to complain about.'' Some 
hardcore has been traveling on an anti
America bandwagon and Sox thinks 
people have been getting the wrong 
idea. "A lot of these kids are very 
young, and impressionable; they really 
don't understand what they're singing 
about yet.'' 

The FU's lined up their road trip on 
their own-through letters they'd re
ceived and contacts that favorable re
action to their first record genera
ted-and they snagged dates in Canada 
and major US cities from D.C. to Chi
cago to Phoenix. As the band set out to 
bring their message and album (com
plete with a slashing version of Grand 
Funk's "We're An American Band"), 
across America, an unwilling van stall
ed them before they could leave the 

A spokesman for Sire Records, the 
Ramones' label, said that Ramone was 
expected 10 recover fully and would be 
resting at home for the immediate fu
ture. The band had no plans.to tour or 
record at the time of the inciden1, he 
added. 

The fracas began near dawn on Au
gust 14 when Ramone confronted Cyn
thia Whitney, his longtime girlfriend, 
in the company of Seth Macklin, 22, 
outside the building in which Ramone 
and Whitney shared an apartment. Al
though Ramone allegedly threw the 
first punch, Macklin quickly knocked 
the stocky guitarist to the pavement 
and, according to newspaper reports, 
punished him with a relentless nurry of 
combat-booted kicks to the head which 
resulted in a fractured skull and a 
weeklong hospital stay. Ramone also 
injured his right hand throwing a 
punch. 

Macklin was later arrested and ar
raigned for first degree assault. Ra
mone, 29, whose real name is John 
Cummings, at first refused medical 
treatment, but was nonetheless rushed 
to nearby St. Vincent's Hospital, 
where he underwent surgery and was 
placed in intensive care due to his 
seripus head injuries. 

The melee brought two days of front 
page media altention to the Ramones 
and the city's punk rockers. Macklin 
told reporters he was a punk rock mu
sician in the band Sub Zero Construc
tion, an unknown quantity on the 
city's rock scene. 

-J. "Scoop" Testa 

state; they had to use rented vehicles to 
get to their first few gigs . But by 
now (as this is being written), we're 
sure they're in the midst of FUing peo
ple all over California. 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

"Bob's" Kids 
If you reel like the pod people with 

the expensive haircuts have taken over 
the music scene, maybe you're feady 
for an in-crowd so elitist that it consi-
ders itself an 
evolutionary sub-
species. Remember 
Deva's spuds vs. 
aliens? Then maybe 
you're ready for The 
Church of lhe Sub-
genius. This fake re "Bob" 

ligion, made up by some guys in Dal
las, was strictly an underground phen
omenon until the recent publication of 
the glossy Book of the SubGenius (Mc
Graw-Hill, $9.95). This indispensible 
volume is part evangelical pamphlet, 
part science fiction, peppered with 
both left.wing and right-wing jargon, 
full of hilarious clip-art, proudly glar
ing contradictions, pure smart.ass bull
shit, and much Good Sense. 

Here are some people who saw vast 
comic potential in Jim Jones' People's 
Temple, and ran with it. The figure
head for the SubGenius is the man with 
the pipe, J.R. "Bob" Dobbs, a sales
man who, in the forties, as legend has 
it, received the word of Jehovah-I and 
thus became his emissary on earth. 
When the world as we know it ends at 
7:00 AM July 5th, 1998, "Bob" will 
make sure that all good SubGenii are 

ROCK 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 

SLASHED! 
Subscribe to BOSTON ROCK and for one 

extra dollar (shipping & handling) we'll rush 
you your choice of one of these revolution
ary releases from Slash Records . 

DISTRIBUTED BY WARNER BROS. RECORDS 

Violent Femmes 

The Early 
Sessions 

The 
Blasters 
Non Fiction 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 
$5.00 (or more) OFF 

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE. 
send to: 
Boston Rock Subscription 
739 Boylston St., #203 
Boston, MA. 02116 ROCK 
Subscription rates ... (check one) 

D ten issues for $ 10. 00 D twenty issues for $18. 00 

D thirty issues for $25. 00 

D IN ADDITION, please send me the following album. 
(Enclose $1 .00 extra for postage & handling.) 

D The Blasters D Violent Femmes D Slash : The Early Sessions 
D Check or money order enclosed 
D Please charge to my Visa or MasterCard 

exp date _________ _ 

signature _________ _ 

Name 

Address _ _____ ____________ ___ _ 

City - ----,,--,---,----,--,- State ___ Zip ___ _ 
(Album offer good in U.S. only. white supplies last. We reserve the right to substitute for 
first choices.) 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD 
$2.00 PER ISSUE. _________________ _ 



POP QUIZ PICTURE WIND 

NOW PlAYING ON A 
RAQJO NEAR YOU . 
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INSECT SURFERS 
THE SOURCE 

OUNG CAUCASIANS 
Arlington. VA 22203 • (703) 527-1757 

The ad deadline for our October issue is 
Tuesday, Sept. 27. For more information 

call (617) 266-8787. 

An Alternative Music Program 
seen weekly on cable TV 

Week of 
Sept. 12 

Sept. 19 

Sept. 26 
Oct. 3 

town 

~o 
0 

() 

The Alarm, Cramps & GBH 
* Tune in to see how you can win backstage passes to the 
Alarm's upcoming concert and free tickets to a special Vldec> 
beat all ages show.* 
Echo & The Bunnymen, The Fleshtones, Class 
Action & New Man 
Madness, Peter Dayton Band & The Freeze 
Polyrock, Kraut, Blrdsongs of the Mesozoic 

coble chonnel day&. time 
Eas1 Boston & Charlestown Thurs 700pm 

Le11.ington A3 
Arlington 

Somerville 

Mon 700pm &Thurs 8.00pm 
9112 · 9/26 Mon. 5:30 pm. & Sot 9:00 o m 
10i3/83 on .. Thurs 900 pm. & So1 Noon 

Thurs. 5:00 & Fri . 8:30 pm 

Burlington. Stoneham. Woburn, Wed 5 30 p.m. & Sat 6 00 p.m 

Wilm!ngton&Billerica ~ 8,,.. --------~~~~-~~~-
NOfWood ,a~~' _____ 14 ____ M_ o_n_ 4_ 00~ p_m_ &_F,_, _9 _00~p~.m-

For more information, contact Lauren Goldfarb 
Adams-Russell Cablevision, Lexington, MA 

(617) 862-7720 

EYEOPENERS 

saved from the apocalypse and united 
under the new civilization brought by 
the aliens from Planet X. 

The Book of the SubGenius, 
through its many genealogy charts, will 
help you know whether you are one of 
the Chosen, or part of the dreaded 
Conspiracy of normals (or "pinks"). It 
will help you manipulate the "luck 
plane" so you can achieve "slack" (if 
" slack" sounds attractive to you be
fore you even know what it means, 
you're halfway there). Or else you can 
just look at the pictures. 

The SubGenius Foundation's won
derfully bratty message is, if you feel 
"different," use it; screw trying to 
"adjust" to this world, it's doomed 
anyway. The book is a great introduc
tion 10 their looney philosophy. lf you 
want to dig deeper, you can join the or
ganization (Church of the SubGenius, 
P.O. Box 140306, Dallas, TX 75214); 
$1 gets you the introductory pamphlet, 
$20 makes you a full-fledged 
minister!). Subscribe to their newslet
ter, The Stark Fist of Removal, and 
move on to more advanced objects of 
worship like the Bleeding Head of Ar
nold Palmer. And word has it that Bos
ton may be hosting its first-ever Sub
Genius Meeting in October, "Bob"
willing. 

-Betsy Sherman 

Brew Ha Ha 
Okay, you hosers, break out a case o' 

cold ones: The Great White North, 
originally a weekly segment of SCTV, 
which I hen became a hit comedy album, 
has finally made ii to the big screen with 
Strange Brew; hopefully, it's the 
first of a series of Adventures of Bob and 
Doug McKenzie. Strange Brew finds the 
two all-Canadian suburban yokels 
pitted against an evil brewmeister (Max 
Von Sydow) who is putting mind-con
trol drugs in beer. Rick Moranis and 
Dave Thomas, who wrote, directed, 
and starred in Strange Brew, explained, 
"We believed that a Bob and Doug Mc
Kenzie movie should be about beer." 
Both are versatile writers and actors (as 
evidenced by the range of their work on 
SCTV) but are content to keep the Mc
Kenzie brothers going (among other 
projects) as long as success demands. 
"We wanted to make a movie for the 
kids that bought the album," said 
Moranis. "We weren't interested in 
making a brilliant piece of satire." A 
second Great White North album is on 
the way; until then, any McKenzie fan 
should be more than happy with 
Strange Brew, a true dumb-fun classic. 

-Betsy Shl?nnan 

Bunny Hop 
It was billed as the concert of the 

summer and after catching one of the 
two Echo & the Bunnymen concert 
dates in the US this year, we'd have to 
agree that it was at least a strong con
tender for the title. After a depressing 
response at New York's Roseland 
theater and the subsequent cancellation 
of the resl of the dates on the tour, the 
Bunnymen brought their expanded 
stage line-up (extra guitar, violin, con
ga drums, xylophone) to the Channel. 

Once they noticed that the Boston 
crowd didn't resemble the nightmare 
of the previous evening, 1he band blis
tered through the rest of their set. You 
can disagree on how drug-related the 
songs are or aren't (one encore was 
Lou Reed's "Heroin"), but you can't 
deny that the Liverpudlians' wash of 
sound and color is an increasingly solid 
attack. Led by \Viii Sergeant's guitar, 
delicate and subtle one moment and 
slashing the next, the Bunnymen ap
pear lO be approaching sainthood in 
many of their fans' eyes. 

Though Porcupine, their latest LP 
for Sire Records, is arguably one of the 
year's best releases, it's only sold about 
35,000 copies over here. And the Bun
nymen have absolutely no desire to 
wGrk themselves silly criss-crossing 
America just to sell a few more al
bums. They were already homesick 
(Ian was recently married) and, to tell 
the truth, they don't really like us very 
much. They feel it's hard enough get
ting songs finished in the studio with
out having to deal with Americans too . 
"We spent the better part of a year 
writing and recording Porcupine," 
moptopped vocalist Ian McCullough 
told us, "and it was very confused. 
There was a lack of positive direction 

:he whole year." -Tristram Lozaw 

J. Lydon photo: M. Grecco 

Rotten Lies 
Here are some interesting things 

we've heard from various people 
recently concerning Johnny Lydon's 
current activities: 
• He's doing a one-off reunion gig 
with the Sex Pistols for the money, 
with the show being broadcast around 
the world. 
• He's formed a new band with ex-Pis
tol Paul Cook. 
• He's formed a band with (I kid you 
not) Paul Weller! 

Well, needless to say, these rumors 
are not true. Public Image Ltd. has just 
released a new 12" EP, (so far only a 
Jaoanese imoort) consisting of two 
versions of a ri:latively commercial 
dance number "This ls Not A Love 
Song," the Flowers of Romance-style 
"Blue Water, " and, for old times' 
sake, "Public Image." The new songs 
are credited to Lydon/ Levine/ Atkins, 
.although Keith Levine has since left the 
band-I mean, corporation. 

-Harold Lepidus 
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CID 
HOODOO BARBEQUE 

528 Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore Square 
invites you to attend our 

THIRD ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 

Sunday, Sept. 11 5--8 p.m. 
Buffet includes complimentary champagne, our fine 

barbeque and creole specialties, chili, sweet potatoe pie & 
continuous live entertainment by The (acoustic) Del Fue
gos & a friend . 

. . . And later that evening 

Live entertainment downstairs at the Rat, featuring 
The Turbines, Keith Dunn & The New Hawks, The Del 
Fuegos and (possibly) The Beer Puppets. 

$7 .50 Admission (includes buffet and admission to the 
Rat that evening). 

----------; Advance tickets available at the HOOIX>O; call 247-8267 for details. 
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by Jim Testa 

I 
t's been a hot summer for 
hometown heroes: the #I Ip of 
the season award goes to our 
very own Fleshtones, finally in 
danger of becoming trendy 

after five or six long, sweaty years of 
banging out the bestest high.gear rock 
'n' roll; their new LP (and second for 
I.R.S.), Hexbreaker, is their finest yet, 
a raucous, rockin' party record for the 
ages. And just to prove that they 
haven't grown too big for the scene, 
the 'tones turned up for a set at tiny 
Folk City's "Music For Dozens" series 
billed as "The Hexbreakers," which 
fooled absolutely nobody. Frontman 
Peter Zaremba even got down for a , 
little manic blues harp playing with 
Beantown's own Del Fuegos during the 
opener's set. 

But the hottest gig yours truly has 
caught this summer was that sizzling 
se( by ex-Voidoid Ivan Julian's Outsels 
at Maxwell's. Unimpressive in previous 
outings, the Outsets turned on the 
magic for this show: a sweet, sexy, 
soulful display that brought back I 
memories of every great black/white 
rock and roll streetcorner band, from 
Frankie Lyman to Phil Spector and 
right up to Prince. 

Lots of folks went outside for their , 
rock, with big shows by the Ramones 
and David Johansen at Pier 84 and,' 
speaking of hometown heroes, Talking 
Heads came back to NYC for two sold
out shows at Foresl Hills Tennis Sta-

NORTH CAROLINA 

by Margaret Johnson 

S 
ome kids may turn to music 
because there's "nothing bet
ter to do." Well, "nothing" 
here is a lot beuer than "noth
ing" in most places. In North 

Carolina, we have our moments. 
This state has had a progressive 

music scene since the mid-seventies. 
Original pop music forefathers, Arro
gance, got things started in the early 
seventies and inspired other bands to 
go for it. The Sneakers and the 
H-Bombs were the modern Anglo
popsters of the time. Th' Cigaretz, 
Raleigh's first punk band, led the first 
generation of pogoing punk rockers. 
By 1978, a new music revolution was in 
full swing. 

But enough with the ancient history. 
Arrogance broke up last month, mark
ing the end of an era. The members of 
this band will proceed with as of yet 1 

unannounced solo careers. Guitarist 
Robert Kirkland has been doing a great 
deal of production work with local 
bands as has bassist Don Dixon. Don 
has also helped out Mitch Easter with 
the production of REM's Murmur. 
Will Rigby and Chris Stamey of the 
Sneakers and Peter Holsapple of the 
H-Bombs teamed up with Gene Holder 
and are now well-known as the dB's. 

.Former Sneaker and H-Bomb, Mitch 
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dium. And then there was the debacle 
of the summer, Diana Ross' fiasco m 
Central Park: first try (auendance: 
800,(X)()) rained out, the second show 
ending in a youth gang crime spree that 
made The Warriors look like Bambi. 
The aftermath may be a very shaky fu
ture for any more free outdoor con
certs featuring black or "rowdy" rock 
performers. 

Going back underground, lotsa new 
bands on the scene lately: the Young 
Hegelians (not so young, as the trio in
cludes veterans from Stuart's Hammer 
and Tuff Darts, two CBGB '77 era 
bands); Mod Fun, a teenage trio from 
the suburbs, with a jones for the Jam 
and an impressive set of post-mod hits
to-be; Nekron 99, one of the original 
post-punk power-pop combos (billed 
as "the world's only Chinese-Amer
ican rock and roll band"), back in 
circulation after some personnel 
changes; and Certain Generals are 
back too, after a temporary breakup 
(and an unsuccessful attempt to spin
off a new group, The Keeper). 

Two popular Jersey bands-Chris 
Moffa, whose backup group, the Com
petition, recently broke up, and UXB, 
a power-pop trio-have combined 
forces to form Soul Attack, a very hot 
hi-energy punk band that should fit 
right into the psyche-punk garage-rock 
revival that's currently gaining 
momentum hereabouts: the New 
Seeds, the Fuzztones, the Chesterfield 
Kings (from upstate NY), the A.O. 's, 
and the Lenny Kaye Conneclion are all 
trying to bring back what Mr. Kaye 
once called "the first psychedelic era, 

Continued on page 41 

Easter, has gone on to achieve much 
status as a producer and performer in 
his own melodic pop band, Let's 
Active, who recently signed with IRS. 
Th' Cigaretz went their separate ways, 
forming other bands, producing, etc. 
Guitarist Jerry Williams is now in New 
York and highly respected as a hard
core producer and much sought after 
soundman. Guitarist Byron McKay 
opened up Jag Recording Studio in 
Raleigh and put together Jimmy and' 
t~e Jonsez, drawing from an impres
sive cross-section of area musicians 
and relying heavily on Cigaretz nostal
gia. The Jonsez also have a comical 
alter ego which is known as the Sublim
inal Surge. 

Possibly the most significant figure 
to rise from the early days is Mitch 
Easter. Not only has he gained national 
recognition for his work with REM, 
the Bongos, the Individuals, and 
others, a number of local combos ben
efit from Mitch's expertise in the stu
dio. The Triangle area is home to UV 
Prom and the Pound Notes. UV Prom 
sent me a demo, and it's great. They 
rate as one of my current faves and 
have a loyal following. Sonar Strange 
got her stuff together with the Pound 
Notes. The Right Profile also made a 
decent demo at the Drive-In Studio. 
All three bands have one thing in com
mon: the producer. The "Mitch" 
sound is all over their tapes. 

Other bands to be reckoned with are 
Continued on page 36 

SAN FRANCISCO 
not to return until he's cool again. 
Jakes' members arc still passing around 
hanks of the stuff . 

Flipper still can't quite bring them-
by Jonny Whiteside selves to split, having rendered them-s an Francisco, the city 1ha1 

1 

selves a non-event via personnel 
wai~s. to die, works overtime l changes, but hey, if you were Bruce 
devising amusements to com- Loose, what would you do? Our best 
bat boredom. Hordes of me!-' hardcore band: Fang. Best local 'zine: 
ancholy bohemians now flock Swill, whose savage piss-taking is never 

to the many disco and after hour joints anything short of hilarious. 
which've recently erupted, all specializ- 1 Bill Graham, the little corporal 
ing in one-dimensional, imported, whose Old Waldorf nightclub hosted 
danse music. These high-tech honky some great shows despite inept sound 
tonks (Echo Beach, Oasis, I Beam, people and terminal Brady Bunch 
Club Bizarro, Club 181, The Anon) are atmosphere, has moved operations to a 
regularly filled with gussied up I swank new location and dubbed ii 
groovers who strut and prance 'ti! the Wolf gangs. The new club features truly 
wee hours. · beautiful sound, very rare in stone age 

There's a stifling consistency in these Frisco. That's the least he could do, 
establishments; the records played, the I eh? New recordings: 415's latest bunch 
drinks and the costumes hardly vary~ of wonder boys, Renegades, have an LP 
(n.b. best djs-1 Beam): video-inspired I out now. Toiling Midgets also released 
glamour, casual sex and a hangover. a cassette of home recordings from the 
We've got it made! last three years. 

From the sound of the discos to the In the East Bay, the redoubtable old 
noise of the clubs: The break up in July R&B club Ruthies Inn is developing an 
of once popular S.F. trio B Team and admirable booking policy, with upcom
the departure for the real world by ing shows by the likes of GBH, SS De
Beast has a lot of folks crying into their control, Clifton Chenier, and Panther 
haircuts. Burns. Now that's more like it. Berke· 

One who can't, however, is Ricky Iey Square, shut down due to minor 
Williams (Sleepers, Toiling Midgets): trouble and lease expirations & etc., 
Recently featured on the cover of local should re-open soon, creating a health
back pat 'zine Ego playing peek-a-boo ier climate for live music in those parts. 
from behind his trademark bunny hair, A burgeoning so-called rockabilly 
Ricky was caught unaware and coma- culture, borne of boredom and nur
tose by notorious skaters Jakes Team, tured by knuckleheads, is coming 
who took advantage of Williams' along in fits and starts, and bands like 
stupor and sheared off all that hair. the Mud Dogs, Stirrups and Lucky 13 
'Pon awakening, Ricky threatened are among the most inept fiends who 
murder and disappeared, ostensibly Continued on page 36 

PROVIDENCE 

by Rob Tannenbaum 

P 
rovidence bands have been 
flying around this summer 
faster than heads turn at 
Moonstone Beach, and since 
you can't tell the players with-

out a scorecard anymore, pay close at
tention .. . The biggest shake-up came 
with the least publicity, as Margie and 
Matt Olerio (vocals and drums respec
tively) quietly left HiBeams at the end 
of July. The couple are rattier devout 
Christians, and they left the band so 
that they could "lead a normal life." 
In a matter of weeks, HiBeams were 
back in the clubs with two new mem
bers-Peter Davis, formerly of Sayne, 
on guitars, keyboards, and Vocals. and 
Matt Koomey, from the Worcester 
band Lynch Mob, on drums. Margie 
and Matt plan a nice long holiday, thus 
squelching rumors that they were 
about to start a band called 
ExBeams . . . Speaking of holidays, 
the Shake had a summer vacation 
which would make the GoGo's jealous . 
During the last week in August, the 
Providence quartet toured Europe with 
Robin Lane which included a gig at the 
Greenbelt Festival in London, broad
cast throughout England on BBC's Ra
dio One. Unfortunately, the tour 
marks the end of the Shake's associa
tion with Robin, since the band wants 

to concentrate on promoting their up
coming Shifting Sand EP (produced by 
ex-Modern Lover and ex-Chartbusler 
LeRoy Radcliffe) and on showing 
home movies of their trip ... A death 
and two births took place this summer; 
the Casbah Club, which generated a lot 
of excitement during its brief life (it 
was even air-conditioned!!) was forced 
to close its doors just a few months 
after it opened, while Action Faction 
and the Critical Few emerged as Provi
dence's most popular new bands. Ac
tion Faction are a politicaily-oriented 
quartet full of buzz-saw energy, fea
turing three former members of the 
Nads. The Critical Few sound like a 
cross between November Group and 
the Fixx, and they've recently finished 
recording a single ("Of That Kind" 
b/w "Sit in Silence") which was pro
duced by David Minehan of the Neigh
borhoods . . . And speaking of rec
ords, Rubber Rodeo's debut album for 
Polygram Records will be produced by 
Hugh Jones, a hot-shot British produ
cer who has made some great records 
with Modern English and Echo and the 
Bunnymen . The sessions will begin in 
October; in the meantime, Rubber Ro
deo's "How the West Was Won" is 
being shown nation-wide on 
MTV . . Rhode Island veterans the 
Probers, who were playing area clubs 
when Carl Yastrzemski was a bat-boy, 
got the biggest break of their career 
when the Plimsouls backed out of 

Continued on page 41 
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How To Be A Bob Dylan Fan 
by Harold Lepidus 

you know what with Reagun in the white house & everybody gettin sick 
of Bowie/the time is right for a Dylan revival ... i mean what with a new 
vietnam on our hands/who's sllpposed to be the voice of a generation any
way? Billy Joel? Johnny Lydon? John Ritter? the monguls at cbs realize 
this and are about to heap on you yes you the public at large (in abun
dance) a major Dylan media blitz . 
yessiree Bob, the mightly Zimm is 
makin a comeback/and you thought he 
never went away. 

of course those of you returning to 
school realize just how important peer 
pressure can be, and can you blame it? 
how else are you gonna impress Sally 
enough to take her to the annual thanx
givin' square dance if she thinks of you 
as just a ninety-eight pound sopho
more? wise up for once turkeyneck and 
be the first one in your dorm to put 
Bob Dylan posters on yer wall, wear 
harmonicas in the shower, and quote 
"hey mr tambourine man" in english 
lit class. boy won't all the girls be im
pressed? 

the Dylan publicity machine gets 
movin in earnest this month with the 
release of a new elpee. gone are the un
hip Jesus references & comin up are 
songs like "whats a nice girl like you 
doin in a dump like this?" & he's got 
help from Broooce Springsteen & 
Charlie Watts & Mick Taylor & Sly 
Dunbar & Robbie Shakespeare. (who 
does he think he is anyway-Ringo 
Starr?) 

an after the press & the public alike 
have their fill of new Dylan songs & 
Dylan this & Dylan that-it'll be time 
for (another) Bob Dylan's "greatest 
hits" set / but this isn't just your ordin
ary repackage, hell no! it is an 
elaborate (count 'em) five album box 
set with about an albums worth of pre
viously unreleased material. like Neil 
Young's "decade" compilation, this 
set will put Bob's less commercial work 
in perspective an hopefully show you 
yes you that you don't need green hair 
and an orange synthesizer to put out 
good music. an although the selection 
isnt quite yet exactly completed, here's 
a tentative list of the aforementioned 
previously unreleased tunes that i stole 
from the new musica: express (are you 
ready?): mighty quinn & percys song & 
carribean wind & lay down yer weary 
tune & jet pilot & baby i 'm in the mood 
& up to me & i 'II keep it with mine & an 
alternate version of youre a big girl 
now & live versions of visions of jo- , 
hanna & abandoned love & romance m I 
durango & its all over now baby blue & 1 

i dont believe you from royal albert 
hall I 966! ! this will of course excite 
older rock critics & theyll give ample 
space analyzing Dylans work making 
him very popular indeed an remember 
you read it here first. 

just when you thought it was safe 
enough to go to the movies and NOT 
see david bowie-who should be there 
but you guessed it mr robert alien zim
merman hisself! ! yup, undaunted by 
the debacle of relando & clara, Dylans '. 
name will be up in lightbulbs just like 
in the movies. first and foremost will 
be the rerelease of the I 967 (although 
filmed a couple of years earlier in eng
land mind you) film "dent look back" 
which was shown last september in a 

Is Bob Dylan the next David Bowie? 

limited run at center screen to bulging 
crowds & their wives. the cinema verite 
classic centers around dylan (mostly in 
a bad mood) & well known b.u. drop
out joan baez & fluffy folky donovan 
& dylans ruthless manager albert gross
man. "not to be missed" sez the bos
ton harold. 

not only that , however, but dylan 
has recently been sticking his forty-two 
year old puss in front of the cameras 
yet again (who does he think he is any-, 
way-Ringo Starr?) his recent sessions 
with broooce & sly & robbie & doc & 
sleepy & bashful & careful have been 
captured on celluloid for future use. 
what future use you might ask? well, 
i'd tell you but see its very secret hush
hush. (videos maybe? a documentary? 
tv special? mtv? part of nbc's fall line
up?) 

that only takes you up until xmas, 
but things will be in full force for 
the/you guessed it/1984 dylan tour! 
yes indeed-bob & sly & robbie & so on 
& so rorth & scooby doobie wah will be 
treking across europe next year, with 
hopefully a u.s. tour too, although no 
one seems to know much about that. 

so be the first one in your dorm to 
admit to owning dylan records and 
youll be glad you did, even if you 
werent or didnt. however, if you think 
blood on the tracks is a recent front 
page boston herald headline, i'd sug
gest reading "song & dance man-the 
art of bob dylan" by michael gray. it 
mixes indepth analysis with fannish en
thusiasm that gives a great overview ofl 
an excellent body of work by a true 
original. the end.* 

on two floors 
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by Brett Milano 

Trying to describe the Neats is the kind of task that 
frustrates rock critics. You can take the easy way out 
and call them a '60's-style garage band, but they're 
too eclectic for that. Or you can mention their hyp
notic two-guitar textures, but then you'd be forget
ting how much fun they are. 

' "I remember an interview a couple of years ago, 
when someone called us 'garage-surf-psychedelic
punk-pop,' all in one sentence,'' offers drummer 
Terry Hanley. "Maybe we're all of those, but maybe 
none of them either. We're just not that easy to cate
gorize.'' 

The Neats' self-titled LP on Ace of Hearts should 
complicate matters even further. The 60's elements 
are still there, but so skillfully mixed, matched and 
modernized that there's no easy reference point. In
stead, they use the directness of 60's rock as a base 
for reaching forward-or backward, as on a forth
coming B-side: a cover of the '40's big-band chest
nut, "Harbor Lights." 

Formed in early 1980, the Neats were a group of 
friends who fell together more for love of music than 
experience in it. Guitarist Phil Caruso, the band's 

only formally trained member, had been playing for 
fun with guitarist Eric Martin and Hanley, who had 
learned drums "by just fucking around." Eric's 
next-door neighbor Jerry Channell happened by 
one day at an informal rehearsal. When they learned 
that Jerry was just starting to play bass, he was re
cruited to complete the band. "None of us had ever 
been in a band, so we learned by just playing," re-

1 calls Martin . They got a quick education from steady 
gigs at the Underground, Can tone's, and Mondays at 
the Rat. 

The Neat's original sound, said Hanley, was 
"punk rock all the way," but a problem soon came 
up: "we didn't know what to do because we were 
playing punk, but we weren't mad about anything." 
Early sets featured a medley of spy-movie themes, 
and similar originals like "Radioactive Man ." 
Through the Neats' first year together, the sound 
gradually got tighter and subtler. Martin puts it more 
simply: "we learned how to play." 

The punk sound was already gone when the Neats 
made their vinyl debut, on a February '81 EP for the 
now-defunct Propeller label. The Neats' track, 
"Six," was a lesson in musical numerology driven by 
Martin's Yox organ and Channell's deadpan vocal. It 
had a more ominous sound than early Neats; but, 
said Martin, "it didn't really represent the band. It 
was just one aspect of our sound, and it was a little 

different." 
It was also the EP's sole hit, which led to some 

friction in the Propeller camp. "Nobody was that 
petty to cause problems, but it did make things a little 
uncomfortable," said Hanley. "Reviewers had a ten
dency to rate the bands from one to four. (The others 
were V;, People In Stores, and CCCP-TV). We were 
number one in most of the reviews, so somebody had 
to be four. We were all friends, and we had no idea 
we'd have our songs reviewed against each other." 

Still, for a short time, Propeller was a collective ex
periment that worked. "We were all young bands on 
that label. The idea was to sell records if we could, 
but the main objective was to get noticed. We wanted 
one label with a bunch of bands on it, so each band 
wouldn't have to do a one-shot record on their own 
label. We didn't want to say, 'this is "Six" by the 
Neats on Neats R~cords, published by Neats 
Music."' 

Another advantage was the low cost of the enter
prise. The four-track EP comprised tapes the bands 
had already made on their own, so the record was 
produced for "next to nothing." Propeller's next re
lease-an anthology cassette-offered over an hour 
of music at lower cost than the average import single. 

But problems resulted from splitting policy deci
sions between too many bands. "When we made the 
EP,'' said Hanley, ''we had four bands entailing 
about 25 people. It got impossible to get that many 
people to agree on anything. Getting the cover toge
ther for the EP was an amazing task, there were too 
many people who had ideas. That's why it ended up 
as simple as it is." The combination of frustration 
and Jack of interest led to Propeller's dissolution; 
only the Neats made it to another label. In addition 
to the EP track, the Neats contributed two songs to 
the Propeller cassette before being snatched up by 
Ace of Hearts. 

Their label debut-a seven-track EP, The 
Monkey's Head in 1he Corner of !he Room-aimed 
for accessibility, and succeeded with two obvious ra
dio hits: the hook-filled "Red and Grey," and the in
strumental "Pop Cliche." But while the record's 



Phil, Eric, Terry, .Jerry 

slicker sound helped build the band's following, it 
sometimes failed in capturing their live impact. There 
were no "organ songs" to follow up "Six," nor was 
there any or the band's more challenging material. It 
was a promising but cautious debut. 

"We were a little too careful on that record," said 
Martin. "I think we played well, but we didn't get a 
lot or energy in it. It came out with. one mood flowing 
through it." 

The new album sets the balance right, with sharper 
playing and more diverse material. "Now You 
Know" and the single "Caribou" recall the EP, with 
brisk tempos and jangling guitars. The organ sound 
is back on "Do the Things," a surr-rocker re-recor
ded from the Propeller cassette. There's a surprising 
touch of runk on "Sad", one of the first Neats songs 
wriuen around the bassline. And the band's darker, 
more introspective side-not shown on record before 
-surfaces on the trancelike "Water" and the coun
try-flavored "Stay Inside." 

Photo: Wayne Podworny 
The album matches four songs from early days 

with five written just before 1he sessions. "It was 
more spontaneous than the EP," said Hanley. " It 
was basically a maller of comfort. The EP was the 
first real recordin_g project we'd done, so I was more 
arraid of making mistakes. I played as sare as I 
could, so I wouldn't blow the beat. But for the album 
I jusl let go. We went into the studio and set up just 
like we do onstage. We recorded all the tracks in six 
hours, except for some overdubs. We did it all in one 
day and played a gig that night." 

I want the album to be the kind that grows on you, 
where you can go back arter a few months and get 
something you've never heard," adds Martin . 
"There's a couple of songs on it that grab hold from 
the beginning, but there's some you need to hear a 
couple of times. We like that." 

The record's high point is "Another Broken 
Dream," which builds from an inst rumental into to a 
high-tension peak. Like "Do the Things," it was re-

YOWL. The new Native Tongue LP 

done from the Propeller cassette. The original was re
corded live at the Underground, when the Neats liter
ally brought the house down. "We played that one 
while the place rell apart,'' recalls Hanley. ''That was 
when lhe roar caved in, on the last night before it 
closed. It was the last song ever played there coher
ently. That song was practically wrillen onstage, it 
went through so many changes before we recorded ii 
for the album. It's a part or us 10 play that song." 

Ir the Neats have their way, the new album should 
erase the Sixties comparisons once and for all. 
"We've never felt comfortable with that garage-psy
chedelic tag," sais Hanley. "It might have been true 
for awhile, but that was a long time ago. We'd gotten 
into a vein where all three guys up front were playing 
Vax guitars, and the sound was heavily reverbed. But 
I don't think the songs were very '60's-ish, even when 
the overall sound was. People think or the '60's 
whenever they hear a Vox organ with some reverb. It 
always happens onstage, whenever Eric goes to the 
organ, people scream out "96 Tears!" 

"ll's true, to the extent that we use twangy 
guitars," adds Martin. 0 The main element or our 
guitar sound is that neither me or Phil really play 
lead. Most two-guitar bands have different parts, but 
a lot of the time, the two or us are playing the same 
thing. The two guitars blend into each other, and we 
get a massive guitar sound. It's a simple idea, but it 
works well." 

"Between the four or us, we've probably been in
fluenced by every style that's come along," said Han
ley. "Jerry's the kind of guy who'll sit down at home 
with Henry Mancini records, or old movie themes. 
Phil listens to heavy metal. The first thing I listened 
to was early Elvis and Beatles; even when I was rive 
years old I was listening to it seriously. I think we've 
been influenced by everything we've ever heard on 
the radio." 

"But when people ask who our biggest influence 
is, we like to say we are," adds Martin. "We got to 
know each other's styles, and went from being influ~ 
enced by almost everything to being influenced by 
ourselves. Not be arrogam, but that's the way it 
is."* 
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A solemn mood permeates the backstage area of 
the Paradise: the three members of Britain's Motor
head are perplexed as to why their redecoration of 
the mid-sized club (wall to wall Marshall amps and 
enough drums to fill a small warehouse) has strained 
"the two Walkman speakers that are the house p.a." 
After contemplating this seemingly hopeless situa
tion for many long minutes, guitarist Brian Robert
son shrugs his shoulders: "Well if it don't sound too 
good at firs1, jus1 turn it up!" 

Such is the mentality of MoLOrhead. Since 1976-
whcn their Dave Edmunds produced album of mater
ial was rejected by Uni1ed Artists-to their just-re
leased album Another Perfect Day, Motorhead has 
blazed a trail of blown speakers and headbutting 
mobs throughout England, Europe and Japan. Now 
the band has set their sights on the final frontier-the 
U.S. 

It is only here t~at Motorhead's legacy precedes 
their handiwork. But since mere legend can never 
capture the effect these guys have on an unsuspecting 
eardrum, the band is playing clubs all across the 
States: "Apart from needing the U.S. market to sur
vive," bassist/vocalist Lemmy Kilminster confides, 
"this is where rock and roll started and we would like 
to bring a lillle back." 

Motorhead first brought their ferocious three-di
mensional wall of sound to this country a few years 
back supporting the madman himself, Ozzy Osbourne; 
although they went down reasonably well, more than 
a few people were left scra1ching their heads. "The 
one great thing about that tour," recalls Lemmy, 
"was the exposure-but there really were a lot of 
people who did11'1 know what we were about. And or 
course we had the usual few geezers yelling 'you 
punks' all night." 

To heavy metal crowds, Motorhead have always 
stood apart. The band's early records were released 
on the British punk label Chiswick; even though 
Mo1orhead's gestation period occurred during the 
punk revolution, the band rightly feels they "innu
enced the punks more than vice versa." Says Lemmy: 
"Some of our first gigs were supporting the Damned 
which started a cross-over thing, but even so I'd say 
we had as big a hand in the punk thing as anyone." 

As time went on, it seemed no one could stop these 
kingpins of thrash. The band reached a height or 
popularity in England wi1h their live No Sleep 'Till 
Hammersmith album; their 1982 followup Iron Fist 
was no deviation but lacked the spark of their pre
vious efforts. On the heels of some negative press in 
the U.K., Motorhead embarked on their first head
lining 1our or America. 

Halfway through that jaunt Lemmy met up with 
old friend Wendy 0. Williams or the Plasmatics. In 
between gigs they decided to do a single; but in be
tween recording sessions, guitarist Eddie Clarke be
came so disgusted with Williams-and her singing
that he walked out of the sessions, quit Motorhead, 
and returned to London. 

The Wendy/Lemmy single "S1and By Your Man" 
was finished, but things looked bad for the tour. 
"We knew that if (drummer) Phil (Taylor) and I 
packed up and left this would be our last time ever," 
Lemmy said. "We had to find someone 10 finish 1he 
tour right away.'' 

Fortunately, in a nearby studio, former Thin Lizzy 
guitarist Brian Robertson was recording a solo al
bum. Robertson agreed to sit in on the remaining US 
dates and their Japan~se tour; he soon became a full
nedged member. 

It is this line-up that terrorized the Paradise-and 
recorded Another Perfect Day. Although the album 
at first sounds like most of the other Motorhead plat
ters, there are subtle differences: the guitar is no 
longer fuzztone but smooth and distinct, and the 
songs themselves boast more melody than previous 
efforts. Have no fear though; they are played with 
the same boiling intensity that is Motorhead. * 
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by Sheena 

After seven years of bouncing around in vans, 
killing time in dressing rooms, and playing in 
sweaty clubs from one coast to another, you'd 
think the Fleshtones would've (a) stopped speaking 
10 one another, (b) become sick of it all, (c) lost 
their way and become a bar-band. In fact, the 
opposite is true in every case-there are bands 
who've been together for three months who aren't 
having as much fun as the Fleshtones, a band that 
seems to vie\\ 1he wearying business of IOuring as 
nothing more strenuous than an opportunity to go 
out and see old friends, and play the kind of music 
they like. They fit neatly into a ne1work of like
minded bands (the Plimsouls. Neats, Blasters, etc.) 
who aren't particularly desperate about scrambling 
up the charts, or making sure record-label scouts 
are impressed by their gigs, and for whom the 
whole matter really just boils down to playing a 
good set and having a good time. The Fleshtones 
are the kind of band who'd put just as much soul 
into playing for a crowd of 15 in Baton Rouge as 
they would to a full house at Storyville or 1he Dan
ce1eria. /111egri1y is the word I'm looking for. 

The Fleshtones are on a four-gig tour (prior to a 

Breaking 
He,~es 
With The 

much longer national one) on the heels of their sec
ond album H.exbreaker (glowingly reviewed in The 
New York Times no less), which is now #6 on the 
college charts and "doing really well ." This tour 
includes a date in Portland, Maine, "because we 
want our parents 10 see us." Are the parents un
converted? "Well," says guitarist Keith Streng, 
"my dad always listens to our records and says, 
'Hey, this has to be on the wrong speed.'" 

Any recorded track by the Fleshtones carries the 
intimation that they're a live band, the way, say, 
the Del Fuegos or any of the other Fleshtone faves 
mentioned above who only achieve their full potential 
on stage. For bands whose life-blood is an audi
ence, sweat, and dancing, vinyl efforts sound 
vaguely contrived. The Fleshtones are bridging the 
gap a liule more with every disc, but even wi1h 
Hexbreaker the suggestion of lhe tantalizing differ
ence between "real" and "recorded" remains. 
Fifteen seconds of sounck:heck confirm this: the 
Fleshtones._recorded are a pale ghost of the Flesh
tones in person-tidily arranged songs find their 
na1ural groove in raw, rawer, rawest guitars, and 
the clean snap of studio drumming gives way to 
live crunch. 

After sound-check, the band goes to a barbeque 
in Cambridge, as cheery as fifth-graders on a field 
trip. They don't mind touring? "Oh, this guy's 
ruining my life," groans sax/organist Gordon 
Spaeth. "He keeps taking me on the road." "I'm 
taking you so far on the road, you'll never find 
your way back!" menaces vocalist Peter Zaremba. 
Gordon renects, "Actually, I like the road; I 
escape from my creditors!" That was as down as 
anyone got. The rest of the time, the band was 
jumping up and down eating hamburgers and 
jittering around like it was a debut gig. They take 
showers, change clothes, pop speed, listen to the 
Lyres new 45, dance to the Plimsouls, and gear up 
for the evening despite the 100° heat. No one's 
much disposed to talk interviewese, but when 
Zaremba puts on Ann Peebles' song "I Can't Stand 

the Raill," turns off the living room lights, and 
everyone gets up to groove around, that's all the 
roois I need to know about. 

"We got together," in1oncs Keith (who is, for 
those interested in this sort of thing, married to 
Judy of Pulsullama), "because ii was Destiny." 

More precisely, Gordon, Peter, and Keith went to 
high school in New York together. The barbeque 
host (another high-school pal) lifts another beer out 
of the fridge: "There was something about that 
high school-Andy Shernoff [lhe Dictators] went 
there, this other guy who's now playing with Joan 
Jett, the Fleshtones-it was wild." Gordon played 
briefly with Keith in the Dregs (hence the Flesh
tones' Roman Gods song), but didn't officially join 
the Fleshtones until much more recently, playing in 
the meantime with the Psyclones and working with 
the Fleshtones in the studio. Bassist Marek 
Pakulski and drummer Billy Milhizcr are also 
childhood friends of various band members, and 
the feeling is more of a family than of a band. 

As a measure of their progress over the past 7 
years, try a brief listen to their tracks on the Marty 
Thau/Red Star compilation, 2x5 (released several 
centuries ago). Shak-k-ky and uninspired, these 
cuts gave way only a short time later to the Flesh
tones' 5-song EP, a great collec1ion of extremely 
catchy pop songs, brilliantly crafted, and marred 
only by a hint of artificiality. Roman Gods, the 
first LP, was listenable, more true-to-life raunchy, 
but the whole thing blurred together into a soup of 
60's homages. Happily, Hexbreaker combines the 
snappy, imaginative swing of the EP with the gutsy 
feeling of the first LP. From the song titles 
("Screamin' Skull," "Burning Hell," "Hex
breaker"-all the best cuts), I wondered if the 
band had found it s spiritual niche or something. 
"Hexbreaker," explains Gordon, " is about power
ful feelings against the negative forces that are at 
work against you. There's energy available that 
you're not always able to tap, and Hexbreaker 
allows you to tap it, break through, overcome an 
obstacle." Maybe he's bullshitting me, but it's a 
decent theory anyway-rock & roll as the totem 
against evil spirits-and one which the Fleshtones· 
practice with a vengeance. 

That night, the band takes the stage ready to let 
loose; they're roused by the Del Fuegos, but it's as 
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if they can't wait for the Fuegos to get off stage so 
they can one-up them. S1oryville's packed, every
one's slugging drinks and dripping pools of sweat 
-it's the ideal Fleshtones climate, and everything 
just ignites. Lackluster songs from the LP like 
"New Scene" become fuzzy and wild. "Empty 
House," structurally good, but kinda flat on Hex
breaker, is transformed into a furious all-band 
chant, backed by powerful guitar work. And strong 
songs like "Screamin' Skull"-representative of the 
best type of Fleshtones composition, built like a 
suspension bridge-crash out with renewed force 
and imaginative ornamenta1ion in the form of 
vocal interplay, organ lines, and sax work. 

Frontman Peter babbles away between songs 
("Yes! The SUPERHOT beat that's driving me 
right outta my mind!" stuff like that), dishes out 
compliments, and plays maracas; the band never 
lets up, moving casually and nuidly from one song 
to the next-no tuning breaks, thank you. Peter 
and Gordon break into a choreographed dance 
routine, and band and audience both go giddy with 
the effervescent energy and the chaotic good cheer 
of raucous 60's garage noise tamed by irresistable 
"pop-cliches ." Two encores, and by the second one 
("Ride Your Pony"-"a funk y way to end the 
evening," concedes Peter) two dozen people are up 
on the tiny stage hopping around the band, 
behavior usually reserved for all -ages shows. It's 
hard to imagine the whole thing being transferred 
to "American Bandstand ," although apparently it 
\\aS. 

The Fleshtoncs seem exhilarated rather than 
exhausted after the gig; they 've blown off some 
excess steam and they're ready to go. Despite a 
grueling set in 100 ° temperatures, several band 
members show up at a 3 a.m. party where the Dog
matics are playing, and the F' tones bound upstairs 
1owafd the noise of the guitars with an enthusiasm 
which understands that as long as it's good, ii 
doesn't really matter which side of the stage you're 
on.* 
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TO 
by Julie Panebianco 

A RED SH IRT AND RED SHOES: is what Elvis 
Costello is wearing, as he and the Attractions per
form in a barely fu ll Providence Civic Center. Six 
years ago he appeared here at Brown University in 
those same red shoes; skinny and sinewy, he wore a 
buuon that obnoxiously proclaimed: "Don't Talk To 
Me". Now he says things like: "This song is for all 
the young ladies in the audience." 

TRYING TO MAKE A LIVING: the Attractions 
play good naturedly in front of Japanese screens that 
flash polka dot colors-blue, green, pink, and a 
black and white enlargement that looks like hair folli
cles. The four TKO Horns (ex-Dexy's Midnight Run
ners, ci rca Searching For the Young Soul Rebels) 
wear while linen jackets and blis ter loud ly, drowning 
out everyone except the well lubricated "King of the 
Keyboard Jungle," Steve Nieve. 

PUNCHING THE CLOCK: they race through 
their career (says Elvis in his autobiographical con
cert guide: "I was accused of attempting to play 
every number we knew at one sitting-this would in 
fact take several days.") They play the songs from 
the new album ("Let Them All Talk," "The Greatest 
Thing"); the hit 'songs ("What's So Funny 'Bout 
Peace, Love, and Understanding?," "Accidents Will 
Happen," "Pump It Up"); the songs that don't 
work (the live version of "Shabby Doll" is the hum 
of a cheesy T. V. show soundtrack); and the songs 
that do (a punchy "King Horse," an explosive 
"Man Out Of Time"). There are no country songs: 
Elvis cautioned the audience to leave their cowboy 
hats home in the chatty tour booklet ("l was con
demning myself to years of being pursued through 
supermarkets by middle aged women clutching tear
stained copies of Almost Blue."). Elvis introduces 
"Everyday l Wrile The Book" by saying, "Let's get 
past the depression a little bit." 

SOTTO VOCE: feet apart, he holds the micro
phone tenderly, clutching his guitar close to his chest 
("Town Crier"). He is an R & B singer, his voice frit
tering on the notes while his feet tap out the rhythm 
("Backstabbers''). He is a saloon singer, belting out 
the last line-"Kid About It"-eyes closed as the 
piano tink les like ice cubes against a crystal glass . He 
is a wor ld weary balladeer at the end of the incom
parable "Shipbuilding": "We could be diving for 
pearls," he whispers gent ly. A wrenching a capella 
verse finishes "Clowntime ls Over," with Elvis 
waving his fists in the a ir. 

SUNG IN DIHERENT KEYS: after retiring in 
the middle of the show (whi le the Attrac1ions dispose 
of older songs: "Watch Your Step," "Mystery 
Dance"), the TKO Horns return; they are dressed in 
loud paisley shirts: the design looks like the spurn 
cells kids draw in biology class. Steve Nieve is slightly 
looped-the roadies served him lots of drinks-and 
he knocks over the keyboards; undaunted, he contin
ues to bounce his hands about as if he's still playing. 
A circus atmosphere prevails: through "Clubland," 
through "TKO" and "Alison," through the encores 
"(The Angels Wanna Wear My) Red Shoes," "I 
Can't Stand Up" and "Pump It Up." 

AND THE CAMERA NOSES IN: an image of El
vis Costello and the Attrac tions, nervous and nervy, 
on Saturday Night Live many years ago. Elvis' face 
pressed up against your T. V. screen, snarling 
"Watching The Detect ives." They play the song in 
Providence and the audience is visibly shaken up; 
heads bob and weave to the sinister music. From El
vis there was a lot of heart, but there was none of the 
menace that had once so forcibly carried the song. 
He told a writer in England recent ly that "You can 
only scream for so long; then you either lose your 
voice or people turn you off." 

THE INVISIBLE MAN: is in a corner backstage, 
talking quietly with the very slight, very pale Peter 
Wolf, lead singer of the J. Geils Band. Elvis looks 
larger, and friendlier, up close; he is sweating pro
fusely; he is wearing an Eraserhead button and a 
Rocky pin; he has changed his red shoes. 

WITH ALL THE WILL IN THE WORLD: a pin
stripe suited Steve Nieve sips his drink and straightens 
himself up. His dark eyes peer through dark glasses 
and dark hair; a dark hat is pushed down low on his 
forehead. "Are you married?" he asks. Discour
aged, he changes his tactic: "Are you from CBS?" 

(I WISH I NEVER OPENED MY) MOUTH AL
MIGHTY: Nieve is incensed. "I'm giving them 48 
hours to notice there is a band." "Who?" "Why, 
CBS. Do you happen to know what that siands for? 
They never even ask us to go on a radio show,'' he 
whines. "What do they expect us to do all day? 
Whal do they think we want to do? Go shopping?" 
He shrugs, then leans over to confide a secret: "I 
read Goebbels." 

PUT MY MARK ON ANOTHER MAN'S 
DREAMS: "We are a rockin' outfit; it's not just one 
guy you know." Nieve is silent for a moment, then 
blurts that "I never talked to tlv1s about this; I don't 
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know how he feels." A business type walks by and 
Nieve accosts him-"Are you from CBS?" The man 
looks afraid to admit or deny his affiliation; he walks 
away, but not before Nieve demands: "What have 
you done for the Attractions today?" 

LET THEM ALL TALK: drummer Pete Thomas, 
a pleasant, sharp featured Englishman, is leaning 
against a mirror, thinking about the show. '' I threw a 
bit of funk in during 'New Lace Sleeves'; I saw Bo
wie, and stole a few things from his drummer
what's his name, Tony Thompson? Anyway, I 
thought, 'Oh, that'll sound nice in the midd le of 
'New Lace Sleeves."' He is lightly tanned from a 
holiday in Maryland ("It just worked out that 
way.'.,). He is good humored about the four horns 
that blast behi nd him: "How do you think it feels?!" 
he laughs. "Someti mes they are a bit off key, and I 
want to stop and say, 'Hey guys ... "' Pete Thomas 
is also good humored about Steve Nieve, who is ask
ing everyone if they "want to smoke some pot"; a re
fusa l gets you accused of being a spy from CBS. 
Bruce Thomas, the Attractions bassist (no relation to 
Pete Thomas, the Attractions drummer) is a blond, 
conservative looking fellow who spends the evening 
talking to fans saying extraordinary things like: 
"Yes, trombonist Jim Patterson does the horn ar
rangements and then we fiddle with them." 

ONE SHAMEFUL ACT: "If you want to talk," 
Steve Nieve says slyly, "we can go back to my hotel 
room." Asked about his new solo album Keyboard 
Jungle, he is mute: "Are you from RCA?" 

CHARM SCHOOL: Elvis tugs at his baggy trou
sers, hikes up his belt, and signs a few autographs. 
His manner is shy and self-effacing. Last week he 
was in New York filming a television show called 
Swing It Again; he and Tony Bennett crooned "Lil 
Darling" and "It Don't Mean A Thing If It Ain't 
Got That Swing" barely accompanied by Count 
Basie's Big Band. Chuckles Elvis: "It was weird; I 
was nervous, and my voice sounded scratchy." 

HUMAN SACRfflCE: Steve Nieve is reading 
something by a guy named Bob called The Book of 
the SubGenius. "Can you tell this to CBS? It is a 
quote from page 134 by Goebbels: 'My kind of exe
cution is fun."' In a last ditch effort, he asks "Do 
you want to come back to my hotel room and check 
it?" 

THE GREATEST THING: a composed crowd 
files out of the arena, into the open air. There is muf
fled talk about a stabbing; no one knows the details . 
"Elvis Is King" someone yells; there is dispirited ap
plause.* 
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Red Rockers 

REDroGOLD 
by Tracy Everbach 

"We've been backing up Men at 
Work. I find that much more challeng
ing than playing with the Dead Ken
nedys or something," says the Red 
Rockers' dark-haired, boyish-looking 
bass player Darren Hill. 

Hill was backstage at the Paradise 
after the Red Rockers' most recent per
formance in Boston . When they played 
here two years ago, they were a self
proclaimed punk band with fast and 
furious political songs like "Guns of 
Revolution" and "Dead Heroes." 
This time around, however, their sound 
has become much more mainstream . 
They even have an album-oriented
rock radio hit, "China ." 

Hill claims the change from the Red 
Rockers' clamorous first album, Con
dition Red, to the calmer, more com
mercially successful Good as Gold, 
wasn't quite as drastic as it appears to 
be. "We had the songs from the first 
album written a year before it came out 
and we wrole a lot of new songs be
tween then and the time Good as Gold 
came out. Even though it seems like a 

big change, it was really a slow pro
gression," he explains. 

Hill says the transition in their musi
cal style occurred when the band, orig
inally from New Orleans, Louisiana, 
moved to California in 1980. Hill ex
plains they spent a year or so playing 
the California punk circuit with bands 
like the Dead Kennedys and Circle 
Jerks, but soon discovered they 
weren't happy with the hardcore scene. 

''We felt the music was very 
limited," Hill says. "At first it was 
very exciting to see the audience reac
tion, but soon we realized it didn't 
matter what we were saying-no one 
was listening. I think hardcore scares a 
lot of people away. What we're doing 
now is putting our music in a more 
accessible format so it can reach more 
people. But our message is still the 
same as it was before.'' 

When asked what that message is, 
Hill replies, "To think for yourself and 
question authority.'' 

Though this may sound rather 
cliched, Hill insists that the Red Rock
ers are a genuinely political band . 
"We're not Marxists or Communists, 
but our politics are to the left," he 
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Providence 
more locations soon 

says. "Our songs discuss other types of 
politics, too, such as politics at home in 
our song 'Home is Where the War Is.' 

"Also, the B-side of 'China' is 
'Voice of America,' a song about 
America's involvement in Central 
America, so we're still sending out the 
same type of political message we were 
when we were a hardcore band. It's 
just that now we're not screaming it 
out. Music is a great vehicle for chang
ing the way people think . We want 
people to be aware of what's going on 
and it's easier when we play our music 
in this format." 

Judging from their Paradise show, it 
is questionable whether or not the 
audience the Red Rockers attracted 
really wanted to hear a political mes
sage-most of the crowd was more in
terested in dancing than in listening. 
The band played all ten songs from 
Good as Gold, plus a rather mild ver
sion of their punk anthem "Guns of 
Revolution'' (to which the audience 
did not dance), and two covers: 
Johnny Cash's <lfolsom Prison" and 
an energetic version of "Shakin' All 
Over.'' 

The four obviously talented musi
cians performed well, the one draw
back being vocalist John Griffith's 
weak delivery. And contrary to Hill's 
wishes, the performance failed to spark 
the intended revolutionary fervor . The 
audience danced and called them back 
for an encore-but no one seemed in
spired to hear what they had to say.* , 

Clive Pig 

UB40 
/Jy Bo,b Leja 

It's an odd juxtaposition-light, lilt
ing reggae rhythms and beautiful melo
dies paired with powerful lyrics about 
oppression and social injustice-but 
that's the charm of UB40. Formed in 
Birmingham, England five years ago, 
UB40 took their name from a British 
unemployment form and spent their 
first six months together learning their 
instruments. Within a year, they were 
already making waves in Britain; now 
they're finally tackling America. Their 
first domestic release, UB40: 1980-83, 
is a compilation of several British sin
gles, and they've just begun their full
scale American tour. 

At the Necco Street Sauna (a.k.a. 
the Channel), UB40 were mesmerizing. 
Unlike bands like Burning Spear, 
UB40 relies on a smoother style of reg
gae, based on sparkling vocals and sub
tle instrumental interplay, with a dash 
of dub thrown in. Singer Ali Camp
bell's inflections often reca ll Stevie 
Wonder, but his voice blends with bro
ther Robin's for easy, fifties-style har
monies, while Astro tosses in some 
d.j.-style toasting between trumpel 
blasts. It's pretty music that paints a 
world that is definitely not pretty: "Ty
ler Is Guilty" tells the story of a Rasta
farian from Louisiana unjustly jailed 
for murder, while "One in Ten" is a 
tuneful cry of teenage suicides, hungry 
children and other victims of society, 
''statistical reminders of a world that 
doesn't care." 

UB40 cares, though; their music is 
honest and passionate. I only hope 
their message is heard.* 
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by Michael Ha/itz 

I was flexing a Stroh's, watching 
Carl Lewis at the Helsinki games, when 
I flashed on a fantasy about an 
Olympics of rock and roll. The sports 
world and the media have already 
screwed up next year's L.A. event; the 
stars in th€" stands will outnumber 
those on the field, and security will be 
tight as a little kitten. The idea for this 
music thing is to open everything up 
-the garage doors, living rooms, bed
rooms and barns-for real amateur 
fun and games. And how do the Re
placements fit in to all of this? Well, 
each time I rifled throu2h the forty or 
so midwestern bands I knew had the re
quisite intent to compete, Minneapolis' 
favorite sons kept coming to mind as the 
one band most likely to win the gold. 

"Now who ordered whatever 
draught was cheapes1?" 

"Right here." The Replacemen1s 
drummer, Chris Mars, is always mind
ful of the band's amateur status; he is 
also primarily concerned with drinking 
as much as possible while keeping 
within the daily budget. 

It has been over a month on the 
road. Gigs have been pretty steady for 
the most part, but during the last week 
they've been holed up in Boston, not 
practicing anything but hanky panky 
and doing a miserable job of staying 
out of trouble. Tommy Stinson, the 
16-year-old bassist, pouts that he got 
kicked out by his hostess, "just for 
pokin'." Also during the week, Peter 
Jesperson, all around good guy at 
Twin/Tone (the Replacements label) 
and the chief coordinator of this jaunt, 
received the call up to join the REM or
ganization. 

by Jonny Whiteside 

A five piece creepshow orchestra 
called Beast has become the fave of 
trendy decadents everywhere. Led by 
former Cramps guitarist Bryan Gre
gory, an atom-age zeitgeist; his spooky 
companion Andrella; and a synthesizer 
player mysteriously called Raven, 
Beast has become the focal point for 
that burgeoning underground of mor
dant popsters: the so-called "Death 
Rockers." 

Their two singles on the Amdusias 
label ("Wolfbane Night/Possesed" 
and "Love in a Dying World/Floating 
Dead") hinted that Beast has the po. 
tential to ignite its fledgling cult status 
into a broadly accepted, rock and roll 
persona for our times: "surviving with 
love in a dying, dying world . . " 

But we're getting ahead of ourselves. 
Beast first came together over two 

years ago in (hell) Michigan; the wild
eyed triune nucleus moved to San 
Francisco and began to search for a 
properly beastly rhythm section. 

They are a spectacular visual offer
ing; the stage is laden with a variety of 
arcane fetish objects: dead roses, 
shrunken heads, candlelight, serpents 
and smoldering incense. Beast seem to 
be searching for an ideal musical 
groove, but there's a strong core to the 
set, a sort of spidery anglo·pop muscu
lature that works best when led along 
by Bryan's guitar runs and Raven's 
plummy, melancholy sax. 

I met them over a year ago. I was 
confronted by a fiery, aggressive doom. 
saying tribe who violently prophesied 
anarchy, destruction, and Armaged· 
don as foretold in the Book of Revela
tion (from whence came the group's 
choice of name). 
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No one bla'V's him though, and they over the past four or five years he has full throttle, as though the place was 
are more than pleased just to be the written nearly a hundred songs but not packed. 
hell out of dull Minneapolis. "There all of them are appropriate for the Re- Over the course of two a lbums and 
are three places for us 10 play in Min- placements. A few minutes before, an eight-song 12"er, the Replacements 
neapolis and aside from them, the during soundchcck, I heard him take have diversified to the extent that on 
nearest club is in Madison, Wisconsin. the band through three of them: "Run Hootenanny there are bluesy, acoustic 
Between gigs there's nothing to do but It," "Color Me Impressed" and "I'm things; some straight ahead rockers; 
drink and watch television." In Trouble"; his voca l tore at the walls and a truly startling mood piece, the 

And write songs. Paul Westerberg, R record's masterpiece, ''Willpower.'' 
the twenty-three year old singer/song- Sometimes, dunng the course of an 
writer garners more praise and atten- evemng, they'll mcorporate that d1ver-
tion as th·e Replacements reach a wider Contmued 011 page 36 
audience. Westerberg doesn't have 

great things to say about Minneapolis EPLACEMENTS either, but the lack of diversion has 
given him the opportunity to concen
trate on his songwriting. He says that 
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"Whaddya mean we have to stay here? Aren't there anymore houses to wreck?" photo: Bruce Rhodes. 

At our second meeting, their hard
line worldview had given way to sly an
ticipation; while fondling the family 
pythons we talked thus'ly: 
BR: 0/ course, people are going to 
look at all the trappings onstage and 
say "this must be a platform to propa· 
gate some bizarre notions . .. " Would 
you say that's true? 

Bryan: It's just entertainment. People 
say, "Are they trying to do this, or 
that?" You pay your five bucks to see a 
fuckin' band and it's entertainment: 
I'm having fun and I hope you are. We 
experiment with a lot of different 
things, and we're writing a lot, con· 
stantly. Almost every night, we'll get 
an idea and file it on tape. 
BR: /s Beast ambitious? And I don't 
mean in a commercial sense . . 
Bryan: I think this band is very ambi-

tious to be recorded. We have a lot of 
ideas to get on a good sounding platter 
and I don't think we've had the ability 
to follow through, as far as our first 
two products on our own, 'cause of the 
budget and time limitations. 
BR: Well, they'll become collectors 
items. 
Bryan: Yeah, that's what I said too. 
(laughs) That's the reason behind 
them! 

Raven: You don't want to preach to 
people, 'cause once you start" telling 
people what to do, you're just setting 
yourself up. It's a trap, a horrible thing 
to fall into. It is tempting, but we just 
want to give people something to feed 
off of and make their own decision. If 
you can really excite people, or upset 
them, it's cool because everything is so 
anesthetized these days. giAf JE' BEAST 

Beast(/ tor): Bryan, Raven, Andrei/a, James and Jinx photo: Vicki Berndt 
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True Desire 
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DTY-7079 DTY- 11 
The Kingdom of Simitz Ann D' Alessandro 

! Helen Rousseau 

DTY-81 I I Cassette 
Songs of Zion Album 

Don't forget DESTINY's 16-hour (recording only) 
package ... including tape - still $300. 

RECORDS 

Do you have more talent than 
money? lf you want the straight 
scoop on recording and a good 
deal, give us a call and check us 
out. 

THIS IS YOUR DESTINY 

1000 7 inch 45 RPM 
Records in Black & 
White Photo Sleeves 

THE MJ\IN ADVANTAGES OF 
THE DESTINY PACKAGE ARE: 

I. You get 20 hours studio time 
(not 10 or 15) TWENTY 

2. You get Photo Sleeves 
3. You get four cassettes, 8 '!rack 

Master & 2 '!rack Master. You 
OWN the Masters ... Nobody will 
erase them later. 

$1100 
$300 up front. .. $400 at the final mix 
... $400 when you approve the test 
pressing. 

DESTINY has the equipment & the 
experience you need in a pro
fessional, yet casual atmosphere. 

call Larry Feeney at 
(617) 658-8391 

Don't forget DESTINY's 
16-hour (recording only) 

package . . . including tape -
still $300 

All records available at: 
NEWBURY COMICS, HARVARD 
COOP and ROCKIT RECORDS 

for further jnfonnation call or write 

DESTINY RECORDS 
31 Nassau Ave. 

Wilmington, MA O 1887 
(6 I 7) 658-8391 

(JO min. Rte. 93 or Rte. 128) 



Christmas 
I refuse to accept any excuses. You 

must see this band now. You must buy 
their records. Now. Christmas are 
funny, entertaining to watch, and a 
pleasure to hear. Nice people too. Mi
chael Cudahy plays guitar and sings. 
Liz Cox plays drums and sings. And 
Dan Salzmann plays bass, sings, and 
does a bunch of other stuff.· 

Christmas are nearly 1wo years old, 
though Dan just joined the band last 
November. Liz and Michael first met 
at school (Boston University), while 
Michael encountered Dan during the 
Thayer Street Loft party days. Dan 
earned his well-deserved rep from 
memberships in the Maps, Art yard and 
the Flies as well as his contributions to 
various Propeller Records projects. 
Michael gained nowriety for his part in 
Lori Green's cover of "Town Without 
Pity," and two earlier projects: the ini
mitable Chinese Girlfriends, and his 
first band, the Sour Grapes, formed by 
Michael at the impressionable age of 
five. This is Liz's first band. 

Christmas span a broad band of 
musical influences from Yardbirds to 
Michael Jackson, but I dare you to fig
ure how they incorporate them into 
their own songs. Christmas music is 
not easy to categorize: while moody, 
hyperactive, happy chaotic, noisy, mel
odic, and childish, there is an underly
ing enthusiasm and positive innocence 
that captures the true spirit of young 
rock 'n' roll. 

Christmas have only one release to 
date, "I Close My Eyes," on the four . 
song, laughing At The Ground, Pro
peller EP. Two additional songs, 
"100,000,000 Flowers" and "My Lit
tle Book of Lies" will be included on 
Gerard (Conflict Publisher/Editor) 
Cosloy's soon-to-be released Boston 
band compilation a lbum. Christmas 
are also recording a "secret project" 
which we shou ld hear more about dur
ing the fall. Until then, happy holi
days. 

-Michel Bastarache 

So this is Christmas (photo: Michel Bastarache): Dan Salzmann, Michael Cudahy, 
the Liz Cox; Just another boring DYS gig (photo: Bruce Rhodes): Jonathan Anas
tas (bass), Dave Smallee (wailing), Andy Strachan (guitar), not pictured, drummer 
Dave Collins; the 11th Episode's J.W. Winston (photo: E. Pugh); nowhere in sight: 
members Jim McKay and Tom Dube. 

Formerly the "nice guys, but . 
band of the Boston subunderground, 
DYS (who cares what it stands for) 
have pulled themselves up by their 
venerable jockstraps to compete with 
the best in the land. Yeah, I used to go 
laugh at 'em too, but I'm eating my 
words now. They've come a long way 
since the days when you could maybe 
listen to "Cro1ch Rock" before you 
had to go upstairs and find a 
JB & water. Maybe it's lhe weight lif1 -
ing or guitarist Andy Strachan, but 
DYS have changed literally overnite 
from another lightweight speedcore 
unit into something remarkable. 

A lot of people object to the indig
nant militancy with which bassist Jona
than Anastas and vocalist Dave Smal
lee insist on their opinions. ("The one 
thing you have to put down," says 
Anastas, "is that we hate homos and 
we love America."), but you have to 
remember that these guys are their own 
best saboteurs, and that Andy and 
drummer Dave Collins arc the perfect 
counterfoils. Anastas: "No, okay, put 
down that we're into socia l rather than 
global political issues, which we don't 
give a shit about-" Smallee inter
rupts, "But that we don't believe in an
archy-" And Anastas interrupts, 
"And that half of us are severely 
straight-edge, but that we have a mu-

tual respect for each other's opinions 
-'' Dave ·Collins leans over conspira
torially: "Put down that I play 
drums." 

The best description might be that 
they are serious about what they say, 
but that they're not humorless about it. 
During our brief interview Anastas 
says he wants to get some serious ideas 
across in print, but after a few at
tempts, we're talking about his sexual 
prowess again. 

DYS gig infrequently, bul the per
formance shortage may soon be reme
died by the due-out-soon LP, Brother
hood, which does a great job of captur
ing their improved sound . Although 
they're probably happiest with the fas
ter tracks-"Stand Proud,'' "Brother
hood," etc., I was impressed with how 
we ll the more complex songs came off; 
songs like "City To City," "More Than 
Fashion," and "Dave's Damage" be
come individualized in the studio, sus
tained as ever by a loud, plowing rhy
thm section. On their slower songs, 
there's a nice loose, flailing reeling you 
never get on stage, and Smallee's vo
cals-sometimes strained by the effort 
of encapsulating Major Ideas of the 
20th Century in one two-minute song 
-"fit" a lot better. 

-Sheena 

The Eleventh Ep_is_o_de ___ _ 
la a laundromat near Fenway Park 

J. McGill Winston (J.W.) unfolds the 
past, present, the future or the Ele
venth Episode: "It started on the day 
after Christmas, when Tom Dube and I 
got together-despite one unsuccessful 
attempt six months earlier-and re
corded 'Excuses' in about four 
hours." Originally an instrumental, 
they decided to supplement it with 
fragments of a c.b. conversation, 
which Tom had "found" earlier that 
year. As a tape "Excuses" became an , 
underground radio hit and aligned 
J.W. with drummer/WZBC music di
rector Jim McKay, whom he met while 
dropping off a reel of the song at the 
Boston College radio station. In time 
"Excuses" was pressed onto vi nyl with 

J.W.' and Tom's only other song, "In 
Broken (Sometimes I Speak)." 

At this time the two members or the 
Eleventh Episode are working separ
ately on projects towards thetr refor
mation as a five-piece band. In Boston 
"Jim and I are rehearsing as what we 
call Two of Eleven. And up in Port
land, Maine, Tom is playing guitar with 
two other guys-Dave Darby on bass 
and Greg Smith on drums. They are 
called Ration 3. On September I, 
they're going to move down here." 

As a full band the Eleventh Episode 
should be playing out around the be
ginning of October. J. W. describes 
how he foresees the line-up: "Greg will 
be pretty much strictly on drums, Jim 
will be on drums and percussion, Dave 

on bass, Tom on guitar, and I'll be 
playing synth and bass. So at times 
we'll have double bass and double 
drums. And the vocals will be split be
tween Jim, Tom and Dave, bul we also 
want to use found things for vocals." 

Won't all that get a bit too hectic? 
"We're five individuals. It's going to 

stand on its own," says J. W. 
"The thing right now that is real 

confusing is to try to tell someone what 
we sound like," explains Jim. 

"It's kind of what would you get if 
you took Sisters of Mercy, Jeff and 
Jane Hu°dson, Cabaret Voltaire, Danse 
Society, and Eyeless in Gaza." 

Something that did not sound like it 
came out of Boston. 

-Shred 
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by Jeff Hudson 

Fun Boy Three 
"Our Lif]s Are Sealed" 

Blurry film of the band playing be
fore a dancing audience, all slow pans 
and a li1tle spot lighting. It' s so low key 
that it dies. I really like their previous 
videos, but this gets a 8-minus. 

Shriekback 
"All lined Up" 

This one opens with the boys lugging' 
heavy kegs in a warehouse, cuts to a 
red mud-man outdoors who is singing 
and dancing like a 8 horror movie, in
sane asylum escapee. I like it; it's 
wugh, scary stuff. Black and white 
shots of the band in slow motion are 
very well handled. This tape is great, 
and the song's terrific. 

Malcolm McLaren 
''Soweto'' 

Terri fie dance performances by all 
kinds of folks in the streets of Soweto 
(McLaren is a genius of the cultural 
rip-off). It's Third-World-positive, 
though, and very entertaining. The 
song's good too. 

Yello 
"I love You" 

Yello's video tour was at Spit Aug. 
12, and I hope you caught it. Their 
tapes are some of the most artistic and 
original. This tape is erotic, with brilli
ant lighting and driving passages: the 
car- love trip is very Kraftwerk. Good 
animation throughout, all done with a 
sense of humor. This one is a must see. 

Ultravox 
"The Hymn" 

The power, the glory: a man coming 
to power, a political leader built to lead 
a nation , or a band; that's the confus
ing part. Slick film with that 35mm 
crop on your TV, which drives me · 
nuts. It looks like it should have sub
titles. The song is strong, but the im
ages don't really help much. 

Spandau Ballet 
''Communication'' 

This tape opens like a film, with dia
logue; after 30 seconds the music 
comes in, a nice device. Unfortunately, 
it ends there. The song is awful, and if 
the subject is communication, it 
doesn't offer any. They sing, "Com
munication let me down." No argu
ment here. 

Blancmange 
"Bt;nd Vision" 

The fast editing and imagery make 
this one of the very best. Very strong 
use of color: shifting blues, reds and 
greens flash over the screen. A running · 
figure with smoke zipping past him, a· 
figure spinning in space over a close-up 
of the singer's mouth. There is, also, a 
Mom character who gives this tape a 
sense of humor. The song's very 
strong, with a big beat and production, 
sung with pathos. A winner. 
30 Boston Rock #43 

VIDBEAT Human League 
''Fascination" 

Will Powers 
"Adventures in Success" 

"First Law of Success": incredible 
opening shots of 3-D shapes floating· 
and flying through space, computer 
simulated hands clapping, then more 
computer simulation of a face that 
spins like a hologram. I mean, magic 
stuff here. "Second Law of Success": 
The song's message is so positive, you 
can't help but get into it. Now, very 
slick animations of self-improvement, 
before and after. "Third Law of Suc
cess": this tape is pure entertainment , 
and to top it off, the song is hot and 
funky. "Make it happen, make it hap
pen," they sing over and over. They 
do. 

Heaven 17 
"We live So Fast" 

The song's great, the message is pos
itive, " ... Take the first step, reach 
out for tomorrow." The video is ele
gant, and fits the song like a glove; the 
band takes care of business by nying a 
jet to Charles DeGaulle Airport. Very 
modern. Personally I don't like nying, 
but these people do, and they do it 
well. Believable. 

Bauhaus 
"She's in Parties" 

From the vampire school of British 
rock comes another underworld inci
dent, set to a great song. Brilliant light- . 
ing effects and editing capture Bauhaus 
at their best. 

Violenl Femmes 
"Gone, Daddy, Gone" 

A 1950's look, brown scratchy film, 
camp humor, with a be-bop feel. It's 
cool and funny. Snappy dancing, and 
smart acting, make this a pleasure to 
watch. 

Friday 
"You Don '1 Want To Know" 

A Boston-based band delivers a very 
slick tape which uses lots of sophisti
cated effects, smoke dissolves, and 
spins, giving it a professional look. The 
use of cliches reduces the impact. This 
tape was selected by MTV to be shown 
on the Basement Tapes; congratula
tions! 

Love Tractor 
"Spin Your Partner" 

This tape has the best set. They 
painted a building, and part of a street, 
and all of a car, red, like a red dot on a 
map. You zoom down and fly into a 
window, where the League are per
forming in an all gray room. It 's slick, 
smart, minimal, and shows this band 
off as one of the greats. The song being 

A country-flavored song set to rural 
images of the South: the band playing 
on a porch, in rocking chairs; they get 
the big phone call from the big city rec
ord executive. The boys buy cars and 
,pick-up trucks, then drive away into 

· the sunset. 
I a winner ties it all together. 

Men Without Hals 
"Safety Dance" 

A 14th Century street carnival: medi
eval midgets, a pretty maiden, and 
orange banners-very beautiful color, 
but an uncertain performance by the 
singer makes 1his fun to watch only 
once or twice. 

• • 
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Modern English 
"Someone's Calling" 

Riot cops are marching on the 
streets, while the singer sings the song. 
I don't believe that the band really 
gives a shit about all the riot images. 
"Someone's Calling" is not "London 
Calling." I'd take the Clash's video 
any day with the band playing on a 
bridge, in the pouring rain, singing 
their hearts out. 

The Meetings 
"Love Me All The Way" 

I 
U2 

"Two Hearts Beat As One" 
After seei ng a number of U2's vid

eos, they all look so much the same. 
Soft film, lots of slow motion, the 
band playing. Please get a new director 
for the visuals. It's very predictable. 

Coolrays 
"Bundle OJ Nerves" 

This locally produced tape is very 
professional technically, with some 

1 more-than-adequate direction from 
( Cheryl Horton of Charicam Produc
. tions. There are some funny bits at a 

pool and in the subway with a zany 
1 drag performance by the "girl" in 

question. Otherwise, it's a bit gross 
taking_ Three Stooges-style cheap shots 
at women and romance. 

Soft Cell 
"Non-Stop Exotic Video Show" 

(55 min.) 
More and more videocassettes are: 

becoming available. Priced from 
$19.95-$69.95, these titles range from 
Soft Cell's "Non-Stop Exotic Video 
Show" to Joy Division. If you own a 
VHS ·you might want to start collect
ing. The quality is quite high on a lot of 
them. Soft Cell's very polished tape is a 
classic. (Almost as good as GRACE 
JONES' "One Man Show"!) If you 
like Marc Almond's voice, and Dave 
Ball's electric music, the video 
matches: its look is right up there in 
style and crafting. Each song has its 
own set and effects which are colorful 
and fun to watch. Included are "Enter
tain Me, 11 "Bedsitter," "Frustration," 
"Torch," "Seedy Films," "Secret 
Life," "Tainted Love," and 3 more. 
Unfortunately, "Sex Dwarf" is listed 
but is only here in very short form: 
maybe censored for American release? 
Well, Video Show is one of the first 
real Video Albums worth owning. 

The song is quite catchy in a pop sort· 
of way. This local tape is of high qual- . 
ity, and has some very good lighting ef-11 The Bill and Bob Comedy Show pre
fects, especially of the singer's face duced at Milton Cable is looking for 
with green bubbles behind him. The video/music tapes, ¼" format, c/o 
editing could be a little quicker because Greg Shea, 147 Rice Ave., Northboro, 
the song is up-beat and positive. Mass. 01532, or call him at 1-393-9205. I 

Yaz 
"Nobody's Diary" 

This is a sad song and a sad tape. It's as 
if they knew they were going to break 
up. The musical style is rock, but not 
as up as their earlier stuff. They seem 
so tired and depressed. They now walk 
alone. In the tape they tace each other, 
and see themselves for what they really 
want to be. Just another page in my . 
diary. 

If there are any other cable shows 
looking for video/music please send 

. me your info for publication . 
IN ENTRY. IN ENTRY. EDIT. END. 

Videotapes are always welcome 
along the Vid Beat. We prefer¾", but 
will accept Beta or VHS ½"format. 
Tapes will be returned if accompanied 
by a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

"Vid Beat" c/o Boston Rock 
739 Boylsron #203 
Bosron MA 02116 



X 
More Fun in the New World 
Elektra, LP 

This is X's transitional album, 
caught midway between punk thrash 
and commercial polish. Ray Manza
rek's production is cleaner than ever: 
the vocals are pushed way up front, 
and for once you can catch every word 
of the lyrics. Gone is the anarchic noise 
of X's wildest gifts: this time the melo
dies are more pronounced, and Billy 
Zoom's guitar is often slowed down to 
a pace that's more heavy metal than 
hardcore. There's just enough old-style 
X to satisfy longtime fans: "I See 
Red" is a snarling ·rwisted-romance 
song; "New World" is effectively cyni
cal; and "We're Having Much More 
Fun" has the energy of their best work. 
But the album ends miserably with 
"True Love Part Two," an overlong 
funk joke and intentional (1 hope) self
parody. 

The album suffers most from far too 
little of Exene. She sings lead on only 
two songs-one is the unremarkable 
"Breathless" single-and her voice 
gets buried in the mix whenever she 
duets with John Doe. On this record 
Doe finally steps forward as frontman, 
and his voice isn't flexible enough to 
sustain an album. Still, X deserve cre
dit for experimenting, and their sharp 
attack on "new music" (in "I Must 
Not Think Bad Thoughts") is worth 
the album's excesses. The jury's out 
until next time. 

-Breit Milano 

SAVAGE REPUBLIC 
"Film Noir"/ "O Adonis" 
Independent Project single 

Regarded by most as part of LA's 
burgeoning nee-psychedelic scene, 
Savage Republic's music rings closer to 
an Americanized garage version of 
Wire. "Film Noir" is a penetrating 
lament with blues guitar melodies and 
accomplished, inner-rage lyrics that 
border on suicidal (but somehow man
age not to be especially depressing). 
The flip is a springy spaghetti western 
interpretation of the theme from "Z." 
Great sleeve, too. 

PO Box 66!03, LA CA 90066 . 
-Tristram lozaw 

Clive Pig 

BEASTIE BOYS 
"Cookie Puss blw BEAST/£ 
Revolution" 
Ratcage Records, 12" Maxi Single 

BEASTIE Boys have responded to 
their fondness of the scratch/rap style 
popularized by Malcolm McLaren (in 
"Buffalo Gals") with their own zany 
brand of it. The two versions of 
04 Cookie Puss" (one edited for radio) 
are extremely well-produced gems; 
they must be heard to be believed. 
"BEASTIE Revolution" sounds like 
Musical Youth meets an honest at
tempt at roots reggae, but the lyrics 
make a mockery of the music form. 
Both these songs are destined to be 
classics. 

LOVE TRACTOR 
Around the Bend 
DB LP 

-Shred 

Unlike some instrumental groups, 
Love Tractor's songs aren't music 
minus one. They aren't perfect accom
paniment for a missing vocalist; they 
stand on their own. Relaxed and cool, 
two guitars jangle melodies off each 
other, mixing country & western twang 
with mild psychedelia. The newly 
added vocals on Around the Bend 
don't change this scheme: they're there 
for secondary support, like the spacey 
background on the premier cut "High
land Sweetheart." Rarely is a "pro
gressive" band this pleasant to listen 
to. 

DB Records, 432 Moreland Ave., 
Atlanta, GA 30307. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

PENGUIN CAFE ORCHESTRA 
The Penguin Cafe Orchestra Mini 
Album 
Editions EG, LP 

Listening to this record at a friend's 
apartment, we turned up the volume. 
Suddenly, in rushed his next door 
neighbor yelling "Penguin Cafe Or
chestra!" Just when you though no
body'd ever heard the stuff before ... 

A tasty sampler, "The ... Mini Al
bum" contains previously released ma
terial, live recordings and new compo
sitions. With a rich blend of pianos, 

& The Hopeful Chinamen 

guitars, viola, cello, violin, ukelele, 
oboe, and percussion the ensemble 
combines a multitude of styles and 
sounds (reggae to hillbilly) that put this 
outfit in a class of their own. A stellar 
performance, as they say. 

-Marc English 

BLACK MARKET BABY 
Senseless Offerings 
Fountain of Youth, LP 

Back in '81, D.C.'s Black Market 
Baby released an impressive but forget
table 45, "Potential Suicide" (Limp 
035). Two years go by and now comes 
Senseless Offerings, an LP of hard 
rockers, only about half of which are 
strong enough to merit recommenda
tion . The songs on this record are built 
on tough melodies over a rambunc
tious, if unenterprising barrage. Aside 
from the occasional bright lyric (' 1This 
Year's Prophet") the subject matter is 
nothing out of the ordinary-war, 
boredom, false idols-concerns which 
seem to turn up on nine out of ten inde
pendents. The anthematic "America's 
Youth" and "World Al War" were re
corded live at Washington's 9:30 Club 
with the original guitarist and bass 
player standing in. (Singer Boyd Far
rell is heard begging lhe crowd to snap 
some pix of 1he historic event; a real le
gend in their own minds.) Worthwhile 
studio versions of both songs are avail
able on the Connected sampler (Limp 
1005). 

Fountain of 
Durbin Road, 
20817. 

Youth Records, 5710 
Bethesda, Maryland 

-Michael Hafitz 

KING SUNNY ADE AND HIS 
AFRICAN BEATS 
Synchro System 
Mango, LP 

With last year's brilliant Juju 
Music, Nigeria's King Sunny Ade es
tablished himself as African pop's 
leading candidate for international su
perstardom. Synchro System , Ade's 
American follow-up, is culled from 
three of his recent Nigerian releases 
and brings Ade another step closer to 
stateside success . 

Juju Music was an accelerated 

primer of Ade's music, with a smatter
ing of styles on display. Synchro Sys
tem is a more consis tent, more repre
sentative picture. There's less emphasis 
on the steel guitar and synthesizers that 
sounded so startling on Juju Music; in
stead, the talking drums-the meat
and potatoes of the Juju style-take 
center stage. The result is a more subtle 
effect : without any single stand-out cut 
like Juju Music's "Ja Fummi," Syn
chro System works better as a whole . 

Ade has a knack for maintaining a 
traditional sound without sounding 
out-of-date. He uses sophisticated stu
dio gadgets and incorporates reggae
style "dub" techniques while singing 
songs of love and harmony, often 
drawn form his native Yoruba pro
verbs, in an easy, lilting tenor. Though 
Ade speaks English, he sings Yoruba; 
s1 ill, his message comes through in his 
hypnotic , polyrhythmic feeling. 
There's no doubt that Ade deserves the 
international success and recognition 
he's begun to receive; his Juju groove 
is universal. 

TOM TOM CLUB 
Close to the Bone 
Sire LP 

-Bob Leja 

Another Bahamian excursion for 
Talking Heads' Chris Frant z and Tina 
Weymouth; another Tom Tom Club 
album. Chris and Tina, assorted sisters 
and brothers, producer Steven Stanley, 
and an ace band stir up a melting pot 
of sensual styles: calypso, funk, space
funk, and reggae. They aim more at 
the hips and the feet than at the brain, 
and at their best are as bright as the 
cartoon sun on the album cover. 

Nothing here a1tains the genius of 
"Genius of Love'1; the similar "Pleas
ure of Love" comes closest. "The Man 
With the 4-Way Hips" is a meaner 
brand of fas1 funk with a vocoder put
ting an edge on the Club's schoolgirl 
vocals. There are some lapses into bub
bleheadedness, like the 1rite a1temp1 at 
feminist lyrics in "This is a Foxy 
World," and the nerdish Frantz rap in 
"Atsababy! (Life is Grea1)." Perhaps 
Tom Tom Club is simply destined to be 
a great singles band. 

-Betsy Sherman 

,, TltENEWWAVE 
kAIRSAlON 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 



G.G. ALLIN AND THE SCUMFUCSI 
Blood Records, EP , 

Nothing would give me greater plea
sure than tooling around town with the 
roof down, blasting "Drink, Fight, 
and Fuck." What could be more fun? 
A "Hard Candy Cock" you say. 
"Hard candy prick/hard candy stick/ I 

stick it/in you\',mouth/don't take it 
out/you want it/I want you/it's no ro
mance/just fuck and screw/suck! 
suck! suck! suck! . hard candy 
cock!" Mr. Allin may not be the next 
Baudelaire, bu1 he gets to the meat of 
his subject, to say the least. 

-Marc English 

ATTENTION 
RETAILERS: 

Increase prolits and store traffic. 
Our buttons and olher rock novel
ties are of the highest quality and 
so is the service. We deliver fast. 
The sturdy, no-cost displays boost 
sales, save time and space. 

For FREE pictorial catalog can now: 
1-800-343-9510 
1-617-266-1434 

David Alcott, Sales Manager 
Wholesale Only 

.~ CONSOLIDATED 
· W ROCK GOODS 

NEW RELEASES 
INDEPENDENT LABELS: 

ANCESTOR WORSHIP Live,Choski International Records, 1303 Mathis 
Ferry Rd., Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464 (803) 884-8733. Release date: 811/83. 
Also Ancestor Worship EP, 8115183. Distributors: Aztec, Vessel. 

NEATS LP, Ace of Hearts Records, P.O. Box 579, Kenmore Station, 
Boston, MA 02215. Release date: 916183. Distributors: Dutch East India, 
Jem, Rounder, Rough Trade, Systematic, Important. 

THE PLAN: "I Love New York (I Hate New York) blw When It's Too Much" 
(45). Gustav Records, P.O. Box 452, New Haven, CT 06502 (203) 
562-0231. Release date: 9112183. Distributor: Nu Music. 

SMERSH: Caracas and This Is What You Missed, Death to Spies Records, 
337 William St., Piscataway, NJ 08854 (201) 752-5402. Release date: 
811/83. 

Starting with this issue, Boston Rock is 
publishing a free monthly listing of new 
independent releases. To have your record 
and/or tape listed, complete this coupon 
and return by mail (no phone-ins, please). 

Issue I Listing Deadline 
BR #44 Sept. 16 
BR 145 Oct. 21 
BR 146 Nov. 18 

Return to: 

Boston Rock Label Listing 
739 Boylston St., #203 
Boston, MA 02116 

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE; 

Ad Deadline Onsale Date 
Sept. 27 Oct. 11 
Nov . I Nov . 14 
Nov. 29 Dec. 12 

ROCK 
Label Name: ___________________ _ 

Address: _____________________ _ 

City: ____________ State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone: ( __ ) _________________ _ 

D Boston Rock offers special low advertising rates for bands and independent 

1 
labels. For a copy of our rate card please check here. 

I Artist Record Title Release Date Distributors 
I I 
I l)____ ---- ---- ---- I 
I 2)____ ____ ____ _ ___ I 
I I 
I 3)____ ---- ---- ---- I 
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YOUTH BRIGADE 
Sound and Fury 
Beller Youlh Organizalion, LP 

These Los Angeles·based, Canadian· 
born brothers have put together an 
album's worth of the best reactionary 
songs and punk rock anthems since 
Stiff Little Fingers' Nobody Heroes 
LP. Each of the fourteen songs have 
robust sing·a·long choruses, but they 
vary in styles ranging from hardcore to 
rap to folk. 

Better Youth Organization, P.O. 
Box 67A64, Los Angeles, CA 90067. 

-Shred , 

BRIAN ENO 
Apollo 
EG Records, LP 

Lester Bangs used to joke about a 
forthcoming Eno album called Ten 
Real Songs With Bridges and Every
thing. Apollo isn't that, but it is a step 
away from the restrictive "ambient" 
concept of recent Eno. Atmospheric 
sound suspensions are still the rule, but 
unlike last year ' s On Land, this album 
doesn't discourage active listening. 
Working with other musicians
brother Roger Eno and Martha & the 
Muffins sideman Dan Lanois-adds a 
welcome diversity. Eno's synthesizers 
dominate the first side, but on the sec
ond he blends them with Lanois' gui· 
tars for a gentle, unusually melodic 
sound. There's nothing new in writing 
an album about space travel-Pink 
Floyd did it ten years ago-but the 
result is still Eno's most satisfying 
work since Before and Afrer Science. 

MCS 
Babes in Arms 
ROIR Cassette LP 

-Bretl Milano 

Before people argued that hardcore 
was just a remake of '77 punk, our 
forebearers argued that punk was just 
a rehash of the street rock of bands like 
the Stooges and their Detroit city· 
mates, the MC 5. Babes in Arms is a 
(very) worthwhile collection of out· 
takes, rare material, re-mixes and ex
periments picked from the personal 
archives of a band once cited by Spiro 
Agnew as part of a possible North 
Vietnam plot to destroy the youth of 
the nation (how's that for pedigree?). 
There's a healthy sampling from their 
legendary Back in the USA and High 
Time LPs of 1969·1970, along with a 
few obligatory acid jams: hardly any of 
it sounds 15 years old. l~li. Broadway, Suite, 214, NYC 

-Tristram Lozaw 

BOY NEXT DOOR 
"You Live Too Far"/"Too Ripped. 
Gotta Go" 
Bosstown, 45 

Whatever the hell vinyl is made of
whale oil, wax, black paint-this rec· 
ord wastes extravagantly. Boy Next 
Door's lead singer Gary Steven Shea 
has the whinyest voice this side of Opie 
from the Andy Griffith show-but 
Opie was funny sometimes. 

Bosstown, 994 104 Charles St., Bos· 
ton, MA 02114. 

-Julie Panebianco 

THE RADIO TOKYO TAPES 
A Compilarion of 17 Los Angeles 
Bands 
Ear Movie Records, LP 

A languid compilation from LA's 
premier eight track studio, Radio 
Tokyo features the Three O'Clock, the 
Last, Long Ryders, Rain Parade, and 
this is just the first side. Flip it over to 
where the record really kicks in: the 
Minutemen, 100 Flowers, Wurm, Sav. 
age Republic (this is beginning to 
sound like a K·Tel "western sound" 
offering) are the real standouts here, 
but as a whole the record is a non
adventurous event. I suppose that if 
you dig these bands you'll want this 
product; I suggest looking to their 
other releases. 

Ear Movie Records, Box 5040, Santa 
Monica, CA 90405. 

METALLICA 
Kill'EmAII 
Megaf orce, LP 

-Michael Hafirz 

On the crest of a new wave of heavy 
metal independent albums comes one 
of the year's most anticipated releases. 
Metallica is second generation of the 
Motorhead/Venom strain and they 
have learned their spontaneous com· 
bustion lessons well. While dishing out 
riffs that most hardcore bands can only 
dream about, Kill 'Em All clocks in at 
just under fifty minutes-and that's 
the most swea, per buck you can get. 

Megaforce Records, 149·03 New 
York Boulevard, Jamaica, N.Y. 11434. 

-Peter Ortisi 

ROOMFUL OF BLUES 
"Please Don't Leave"/ "Reelin' and 
Rockin'" 
Room-Tone Records, 45 

You didn't really think the new 
Roomful of Blues single would be bad, 
did you? "Please Don't Leave"· is a 
traditional ballad with rich vocals from 
Greg Piccolo and explosive horn 
charts. On the back side is Roy 
Milton's perfectly titled "Rcelin' and 
Rockin'," a rowdy raver with bashing 
drums, barroom piano, and a nimble 
trombone break from the legendary 
Porky Cohen. This single attests to 
Roomful's ability to take the blues at a 
slow bump or a fast grind, and my big· 
gest complaint (aside from the sub-par 
production) is that these two songs are 
too damn short. 

Room-Tone Records, P.O. Box 49, 
Bradford, R.I. 02808. 

KILLING JOKE 
Fire Dances 
EG/Jem LP 

-Rob Tannenbaum 

There was a time, not too long ago, 
when Killing Joke records drove people 
crazy; Fire Dances may be a step back 
in that direction. On cuts like "feast of 
Blaze," "Let's All Go," "Frenzy" 
and a handful of others, the band's 
melodic, creative and rhythmic sparks 
have been rescued from the strangle· 
hold of dissonant slush that bogged 
down most of their recent work. Kill· 
ing Joke are not as alluringly danger· 
ous as they once were, but Fire Dances 
is a welcome comeback after the messy 
disaster of Revelations. 

-Tristram Lozaw 



THE CURE 
The Walk 
Sire/Ficlion EP 

With doom and gloom currently our 
or style, former practitioners like New 
Order and the Cure arc now racing to 
see who can have the next dance-disco 
hit. Luckily the results aren't as bad as 
you might expect, and the Cure at least 
had the sense lO put "Let's Go To 
Bed" last on this 6-song EP; 1hat lets 
us listen to 5 songs withoul having 10 
pull up the needle. Down to a two
piece on The Walk,· Robert Smith's 
persistent whine and moody guitar are 
dominant as ever, keeping alive his 
penchant for "bleak" music; Laurence 
Tolhurst's synthis and plucky rhythms 
breath some life into the arrangements. 
"La Ment," classic Cure, is the high
light. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

MAN SIZED ACTION 
Claustrophobia 
Reflex Records, EP 

Man Sized Ac1ion has a distinctive 
style or thrashing noise-sort or psy
chedelic hardcore. It falls somewhere 
in between Flipper and Husker Du 
wi1hout directly extracting any key ele
ments or sound from either. The latter 
comparison is not surprising though, 
as Husker' guitarist Bob Mould pro
duces it. This is one record you are 
going 10 have to take a chance on and 
decide for yourse lf. 

Reflex Records, 731 Pontiac Place, 
Mendota Heights, MN 55120. 

-Shred 

BITCH 
Be My Slave 
Metal Blade Records, LP 

The second Bitch epic is a classic 
case or so-bad-it's-great. The band 
makes decent metallic noises, a bit like 
Motorhead in a nasty mood. But it's 
lead singer Betsy-the young lady sur
rounded by enough leather to fill the 
Ramrod Room-who turns the band 
into a trash collector's dream. To put it 
kindly, she couldn't carry a tune in a 
wheelbarrow; and you haven't cringed 
until you've heard her apply fake oper
atics to lines like "I love to crack my 
whips and see you kneel before me/ I 
love to shake my hips and make you 
really horny." Sample song titles: 
"Leatherbound," "In Heat." Average 
chords per song: two. Maybe the next 
step is to cover "Let's Get Physical." 

Meial Blade Records, 22458 Ventura 
Blvd., Suite E, Woodland Hills, CA 
91364. 

ANNABEL LAMB 
Once Bitten 
A&M LP 

-Bretl Milano 

Don't know who she is, but she's a 
remarkable singer. Her voice is deep 
and spectral, free or new wave manner
isms. This is a modern cabaret album 
with songs of love found and usuall} 
lost, with jail trumpets and synthe
sized strings adding an after-hours 
atmosphere. It opens with an electronic 
version or the Doors' "Riders on 1he 
Storm" that works belier than ex
pected-it's given the official seal of 
approval by Ray ManLarek's gues t 
appearance on piano. The original 
songs are sorter and more introspec
tive, making this a record for hopeless 
romantics. 

-Brelf Milano 

TRANSLATOR 
No Time Like Now 
Columbia LP 

Translator's first album was a gem 
or progressive pop, filling the void left 
by the demise or Squeeze and the dis
appearance or XTC. Nothing here is as 
commercial as the debut LP's hit 
"Everywhere That I'm Not," but the 
standouts grab hold with repealed lis
tens: the Byrd-like 1i1le track, the jerky 
tempos or" About the Truth," the mel
ancholy "End or Their Love" and the 
romantic elation or "Break Down Bar
riers." Trans lator's best songs examine 
personal relations with a sharp eye and 
offbeat.angles tha1 ring true (they can 
even say some1hing original in a song 
called " I Love -You"). Melodies are 
consislently strong, and the textured 
two-guitar sound is sometimes grace
fu l, sometimes drama1ic. There are 
occasional , misfires-notably the 
jumbled "LA, LA"-but when Trans
lator fail it's through ambition rather 
than lack or ideas. 

ALTERED IMAGES 
Bite 
Porlrail LP 

-Breu Alilano 

People are fond of cit ing Altered 
Images as a prime example of the joys 
of disposable pop. After two albums of 
Frothy hooks and happy giggles by 
elfin singer Claire Grogan, a change 
was clearly due. The direction Altered 
Images has taken with Bite is probably 
the right one, bu1 the results are mixed. 
One wouldn't expect Altered Images lO 
go for depth; instead they have gone 
for a wider musical scope. Four songs 
are produced by Mike Chapman, four 
by Tony Visconti, but the aim is the 
same, a fully orchestrated Spector/ 
Love Unlimited treatment. When this 
approach works, there's a wonderful 
tension between the lush arrangements 
and Claire's 3\\ kward, squealed vocals 
and simple, teasing lyrics. It works besl 
on "Bring Me Closer," a mock spy
movie soundtrack; on "Love lO Stay," 
a langorous South Seas postcard; and 
on the funky "Don't Talk to Me Abou1 
Love." However, on the weaker cuts 
the bombast of slick horns, strings, 
and back-up choruses swallow up 
C laire and the band like an overstuffed 
sofa. Bite has some very tasty morsels, 
though it's hardly a satisfying meal. 

-Betsy Sherman 

EINSTEIN'S RICEBOYS 
Civil Rice 
QL Digital LP 

The publicity on Ci\•i/ Rice makes a 
big deal about its direct-to-digital 
recording and lack of overdubs, but 
it's this very feature that turned it into 
a sleepy record-all the edges are 
rounded arr. There are also some real 
clunkers with one-too-many chord 
changes, but on the whole, ~lilwaukcc\ 
Riceboys write decent songs. Trouble 
is, the sound is so thin and new wavey 
that most have no personality. Regard
less, quality peeks through on a few 
tracks: "Time & Insomnia," the epic 
''Stranger in My Room" and a hard
core spoor called "Black Flag"-"He 
walked by me on the street, smelled 
like Aqua Vel,a to me." 

314 Romano Ave., Coral Gables FL 
33134. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

48 Winter St, 
Boston, MA 02108 

338-9835 
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NEW! 

Distributed by: 

4.0, , "I Want To Help You Ann 
b/w 

I Really Want You Right Now" 

OUT NOW ON: 

Dutch East India 
Important 
Rough Trade 
Rounder 
Systematic 
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AL 'D u H<" LOWEST PRICES 

"'.D ~ AND u~~oN!~oRos, 

new location . . 

438 Pleasant St. 
Worcester 

Monday thru Friday, 11 -8:30 
Saturday 10-5 

798-3657 

135 Boston Turnpike 
Shrewsbury 

Monday and Tuesday 10-6 
Wednesday thru Friday 10-9 

Saturday 1 0-6 
798-0349 

DANCE CASSETTE 
now available at 

Newbury Comics. 

NC LEADERS! 
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What follows is a general guide to 
rock nightspots in the Boston area. 
This ''fall season," the local club 
scene appears to be in its best shape 
in years. 

B oston's always had a deserved 
reputation for a consistently 
strong music scene, aided by · 

the overload of musicians and fans at 
our abundance of ivy-covered halls of 
higher education (not to mention 
their radio stations); that scene has 
splintered instead of congealed over 
the last couple years. Though the 
worst now seems to be over, the Rea
gan recession, shifts in radio pro
gramming and music politics, and the 
deterioration of independent distribu
tion networks, all played a part in 
sapping clubs and bands of their sup
port, and audiences of their en
thusiasm. 

During that time, despite a heavy 
turnover in who was actually booking 
the groups the.e, The Channel (25 
Necco St., South Station T stop) has 
offered the most consistently diverse 
and satisfying selection of bands to 
grace a local stage-from Minor 

Threat and Nona Hendryx to Echo & 
the Bunnymen and the Jam. Once the 
most resistable place in town, the 
Channel turned itself around by inter
esting its audiences in something be
sides the mainstream (while support
ing fledging locals as well). Tuesdays 
are Nu Music nights with four new 
bands, and you can usually get in free 
with a ticket from one of the groups. 
The Channel's (all-ages) hardcore 
shows have done the unthinkable
gotten people to a club on Sunday af
ternoons. Parking's easy, and inside 
there's a dance floor of blinking col
ored lights off to one side of the 
stage, a DJ between groups, a sunk
en dance area in front of the stage, 
three bars, a video game room, snack 
bar and various places to hide if you 
don't like what's onstage (it's the 
city's largest live rock club). The 
sound is usually good. And though 
there are still occasional run-ins with 
the bouncers, things are relatively 
calm. 

Once the center of all rock and 
punk activity in Boston, The Rat's 
(528 Comm. Ave., Kenmore Sq. T) 
one-time glory faded through tired 

bookings atld a series of nasty boun
cer-related incidents. Now Julie Far
man and Jane Richter are reviving 
this near-corpse of a basement club 
with promising results: over the last 
few months, there has been a much 
improved line-up of bands and livelier 
crowds . But most importantly, The 
Rat is once again actively booking 
touring bands. They landed Gun Club 
(though they disbanded a few days 
before the gig); Love Tractor, True 
West, and the Dickies are promised. 
All this is finally helping to put the 
extensive renovations of a year ago to 
good use. There's a decent Size stage, 
a small dance area in front, enough 
spots to light the Orpheum, taped 
videos between bands and even a 
functional toilet in the men's room. 
Upstairs, of course, is everybody's 
favorite joint for ribs, the Hoo Doo 
BBQ. 

After a slow start and a long strug
gle to establish itself in the minds of 
Boston club-goers, Storyville (645 
Beacon, Kenmore T) is coming 
around. Recent shows with the Flesh
tones and Prince Charles packed the 

· house, and party-type moods have 

started to prevail. Storyville's subur
ban restaurant furnishing must be 
fading into the woodwork because 
every time l venture there it feels 
more and more like a good rock club. 
The sound is generally fine; there's a 
DJ or WZBC tapes in-between sets; 
drinks are above-average quality; 

I there's a full bar in a "lounge" off 
the main room; and there are no 
bouncers! 

Though crowds at Jumpin Jack 
Flash (88 Queensbury, Fenway or 
Kenmore T) can be hopelessly mun
dane, the club itself is not. Smart di
visions in the layout of the club-a 
raised platform with tables here, 
stools and bench bars thefe-give the 
club a hospitable air. There's a dance 
floor and the sound is good when it's 
not too loud. Three bands a night is 
the norm, there are drink specials on 
various nights, and you can often 
find coupons for free admission 
(check BR's Clubland section). It's a 
club definitely worth checking out, 
but first see who's playing; with its 
eclectic-as-hell booking policy, you 
could wind up with a Grateful Dead 
coverband . 

Spit (I 3 Lansdowne, across from 
Fenway Park, Kenmore T) has two 
distinct audiences that show up at its 
door (we'll leave Sunday and Tuesday 
out of this). One group thinks that 
Spit has the best DJs in town and 
comes to dance to them; the other is 
drawn by the bands that Tony V 
and/or Dori Law brings in during the 
week (Violent Femmes, Alan Vega, 
locals). When there is a healthy mix 
of both, Spit is at its best. It is also 
the only rock club in town with a ser
ious commitment to rock videos (up
stairs-13-Up-is devoted to them). 
Though some people think it's too 
trendy a place to be caught dead in, 
don't let anything that frivolous stop 
you from going. The stage has hap
pily been redesigned, but the efficien
cy of the sound system still depends 
on whether there are enough people 
packed around the stage to absorb 
the room's boomy resonance (great 
for disco, bad for bands). 

Near BU on the BC Green Line is 
the Paradise (967 Comm. Ave). Once 
strictly a concert club, the Paradise 
found there just weren't enough 
bands that could fill a 500-seat club 

' four or five nights a week. So the 
tables and chairs were ripped out and 
replaced by theater seating around the 
perimeter, creating a dance floor in 
front of the stage; video monitors 
appeared. Now, between concert 
dates (like REM, Blasters, Altered 
Images and Heavy Metal Mondays), 
it's "Dancin' at the 'Oise" with a 
DJ . 

A little further out on the BC Line 
is the hard rock haven of Bunratty's 
(Harvard and Comm . Aves.). the sole 

· rock club in an area that used to 
sport several. 

Over in Cambridge is the Inn 
Square (1350 Cambridge St., Inman 
Sq.), a tiny, unlikely club that's host
ed some of the most fun nights in the 
history of Bean town R&R. If it's inti
macy you want, go no further. The 
front of what is lovingly referred to 
as the stage is, at most, 10 feet from 
the bar and you can, if you like, sit 
two feet from the knees of the lead 
singer. It's likely that the music will 
have bounced off three of four walls 
by the time it settles in your ears. But 

Continued on page 40 
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sity into one song. 
"We never get serious about any 

particular style," says Westerburg, 
"and we'll fool around with arrange
ments on songs like 'Heyday', playing 
it rockabilly the first set and doin' it 
slow blues the next." 

At the end of "Rattlesnake" on the 
first LP, Sorry Ma Forgot to Take Out 
The Trash, the band fades with a stan
dard blues figure. The hint has since er
upted into a full-fledged influence, 
Hootenanny being an eager acknow
ledgement of the band's evolution. 
Mars: "We'd been playing blues
drunk; sloppy, rock and roll blues, but 
we were afraid to play any of it out at I 

first. Now we're loose about it. Some
times it gets pretty funny." 

The Replacements make sure that 
everyone gets the joke. From the audi
ence track on "Headache" to the an
thematic "Kids Don't Follow" ("10 
tell you the truth, when the police came 
we left like everyone else") to "Love
lines" and "Mr. Whirly," humor is in
trinsic to the Replacements. "It's prob
ably what sets us apart from a lot of 
the bands," they agree, "the hardcore 
bands especially; they're so fucking 
serious!" 

This fall the Replacements go back 
in the studio to record their third al
bum for Twin/Tone. The time was 
booked to coincide with the tour's 
end-and because S1inson has to be 
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"We've got a single all ready and no 
recording costs, either," Westerberg 
says. '.'But between Cincinnati and In
dianapolis, our van broke down on the 
interstate. We ended up standing on 
the edge of the highway with the ghetto 
blaster recording, screaming, 'Can I 
get a ride?' and the trucks were bar
reling by and we're yelling 'GIMME A 
FUCKIN' RIDE!!" 

Assuming the Replacements can get 
reliable transportation, there's that 
Olympic gig to make. Besides, who 
needs gold records when there is a gold 

· medal up for grabs?* 

North Carolina 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 

Export A, the Pressure Boys, and the 
Fabulous Knobs. Export A demands 
the most attention. They are power 
pop to the max, and they get the award 
for making the greatest progress in the 
shortest amount of time. The Pressure 
Boys are entertaining if one likes ska 
dance music. The Knobs have been 
around the longest, and they're very 
tight. But if they don't get a break 
soon, they're going to fall into the 
deadly Triangle trap and burn out on 
the bar band boogie circuit. 

The most excitement is generated by 
the ever-growing hardcore contingent. 
For an area this size, there's an amaz
ing hardcore scene. Even conservative 

CELEBRITY SECRETS 

BOB PFEIFFER 
HUMAN SWITCHBOARD 

Heroes: None. 

Who/What do you hate most: Pretension and greed. 

Who influenced you the least musically? Obviously someone I 
wouldn't remember. 

The most: The Rolling Stones. 

Fave Books: Man with the Golden Arm-Nelson Algren; Flaubert's Madame 
Bovary; Plato's Republic 

Fan Movie: Sophie's Choice; and this new movie I forgot the name of which 
was about celebrity recipes that I was lucky enough to see the premiere of at 
the Ed Sullivan Theatre and which I loved because it featured my second 
favorite food: lobster . 

Movie/Book you would like to have lived: Rhett Butler in Gone 
With the Wind. 

First Record Bought: I can't remember-either Dean Martin's "Everybody 
Loves Somebody" or Dave Clark's "Weekend in London"-honest. 

Record you would like to have made: James Brown: "Live at the Apollo" 

Ambitions: To be cool at whatever I do and to be righteous while I do it
and/or a white picket fence in Vermont. 

Idea of Happiness: Lack of anxiety. 

Dream Date: Liv Ullman-preferably ten years younger; or Sandy Dennis, 
again preferably ten years younger. 

photo: Michael Grecco 

newspapers in the area are paying 
attention and writing about the bands 
involved . You see, around here, it's be
come the 11 in" thing . 

The man who keeps things organized 
is JD. He set up the No Core label and 
produced last year's No Core Compli
cation and the hot new mini-LP Why 
Are We Here? Both releases are compi
lations of N.C. hardcore bands. There 
are four bands included on the most 
recent No Core release. Blood Mobile 
make an outstanding showing with 
their vinyl premiere. Heavy-duty 
thrashers, Corrosion of Conformity 
(C.O.C.), and No Labels, the oldest 
surviving N.C. hardcore band, both 
give good performances. Stillborn 
Christians, comprised of formally 
trained jazzmen turned rad musicians, 
give an excellent taste of their ability. 
Unfortunately, the Christians are now 
defunct due to drummer Jon 
McClain's invitation into a prominent 
L.A. band. (No names, please.) 

Other recent vinyl releases iiiclude 
the Accelerators' long-awaited LP, 
Leave My Heart, on Dolphin Records. 
Also the Subliminal Surge's ' 1 DUI" / 
"ls the Microphone On?" 45 is on the 
Jag Ltd. label. 

Another item of interest is the hard
core fanzine Southern Lifestyle. Editor 
Lee Johnson has been known to "kick 
up dirt" in both the local and national 
hardcore arena. Although published 
sporadically, this rag rules.* 

Margaret Johnson is editor of Tri
angle Alternative Music M_?gazine. 

San Francisco 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE IO 

ever murdered a great song. Reggie & 
The Rebels, however, is somethin' else. 
R & The R's are an acoustic trio (up
right bass, guitar and Reggie) with an 
amazing frontman, a black soul rocker 
whose voice can do everything from 
doo wop falsetto to steamy "E" bal
lads. He's got what's called "poten
tial." Silvertone, one of the Bay Area's 
first rockabilly bands (who quit gigging 
for over a year and tried to convince 
everyone they'd landed a major label 
deal and were "in the studio") are 
playing again (two free shows this wee.k 
alone) and sound as tame as ever, typi
fying the unique inertia San Francisco 
has to offer. Not all.succumb, however. 
The smart ones take ii on the lam: lf
thenwhy currently on the road and 
Burnt Offerings are in Europe. 

Here at home, life goes on: Ginger 
Coyote, the living doll behind regular 
as clockwork 'zine Punk Globe, just 
celebrated her publication's 5th anni
versary. That's a lot of Budweiser 
under the bridge. And so, with the sun 
slowly sinking behind the Golden Gate, 
a lowly tern wheeling easily 'gainst 
azure skies, I'll don my plus fours and 
Boy George wi& hat and beat it down to 
Club Bizarro ... * 

Jonny Whiteside is editor of Beano, 
JO Brady, S.F. CA. 94103. 



next month in OCTOBER NIGHTS free admission to 
Boston Rock area's best clubs. ~-

Thur. Sept. 22 

Sat. Sept. 24 

Tue. Sept. 27 

Wed. Oct. 26 

Sat. Oct. 29 

AVG30 

J.J. FlASlf $£Pl' 20 

i\\E ~,- SE1'T 2b 

Joe Perry Project 

ad anners 

Look for Bohemia 
in Boston in October. 

to ~l'ift,fy l'W/'i 
(Their new EP) 

MEN'S u 
.. BAij 

----~Tue~s 6 ----m 
Chris Jones Band 

Wed 7 
The Accidents 

Big Tall Wish 

Thu8 m ____ H_y_p_e--=-rtc--:e_ns_io_n___ I 
Fri 9 

Peter Dayton Band 

Sat10 l 
14 .song }l'P.e-AE£01tD£1> LIWE __ R_u_b_b-=-! -~---:~--,-1o_d_e_o __ _ 
SENPl~;, (;f;..;,::::!. l. . , ..,___ Paul Rishell Band s.,,,. • .,. ,,,,.6 ,~v,,,,,,- 11"" ' 1' ·1 Tues 13 

PtJ sex -:11,oqg -LA .u.'ICQJb • ____ 1_g_n--,,--,-a_n..,.g,....u_a_g_e __ _ 
Wed14 I 1l!ESP£C/f.-41ENS /!!!J s· L B 

---------•• The Pencils 

BOSTON ROCK 
WHOLESALE 

I l~Thu--:--;;---15 - I 

Fri 16 

Lou Miami & 
The Kozmetix 

Future City m 
The Lads 

Sat17 (j] 
The Lyres I 

Del Fuegos 
.------:-Su-n---:1--=-a----• 

Benefit for East Boston Community News 
Sp.m. 

Limbo Race 
The Chance 

Children of Paradise 
Del Fuegos 

Mon 19 

Young Rationals 
Tues 20 

from Georgia 

,, you own or manage a record Love Tractor 
store and would like to sell Boston • -------,---,-,-,-----, 
Rock call Julie at (617) 266-8787. Fri 23 
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The Decentz 
Sat 24 

Incredible Casuals 
Sun 25 

Paul Rishell Band 
Tues 27 

from California 

True West 
Thurs 29 

Sex Execs 
with a special fashion show by 

Harbour Textile 

Fri 30 
The Reflectors 

The Bristols 
Thurs Oct. 6 

Til Tuesday 
491-9672 

t 350 Cambridge St. 
Inman Sq .. 
Cambridge 
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THE UPSTARTS 
"Rowdy and Endeanng" 

"Scabrous Guitars" 
- THE BOSTON PHOENIX 

-SWEET POTATO 

"Hard Pop Rockabilly Raveups" 
- BOSTON ROCK 

Newbury Comics available at Harvard Coop 
Popcorn Records Rockie Records 

n ,.. «> P .J:> :i. ..; .:i :o- I 
'W;:b_e, 80, 

SUNDAYS * OPEN BAR* . .. For the ladies 7:30 ti! 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n' Roll, No Cover!! Big Band Cover Rock 'n' Roll! 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n' Roll Bands Each Night 

Tuesday 6 
Wednesday 7 
Friday 9 
Saturday 10 
Sunday 11 

.Monday 12 
Tuesday 13 
Wednesday 14 
Thursday 15 
Friday 16 
Saturday 17 
Sunday 18 
Monday 19 
Tuesday 20 
Wednesday 21 
Friday 23 
Saturday 24 
Sunday 25 
Monday 26 
Tuesday 27 
Wednesday 28 

1 
Friday 30 

WEDNESDAYS 
Best of Showcase 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2-4-1 8-11 p.m. 

Chris Bright and the Sides • George • Anonymous Passion 
Harlequin • Sniper 

James Montgomery • The Jackals 
Berlin Airlift • Liquid Trance 

Koriala 
X-Dreams • White Lies• Mr. Wizard 

Dreamhunter • Blind Dates • Drezniak 
Vas deferens • Smegma and the Nuns 

August• Axminster Molly• L88's 
The Enemy • Mike Viola Aliiance 

Midnight Traveler 
Koriala 

Women of the Opposite Sex • Bang Bang Bang • Zero Zero 
Send Me To Camp • James Demon • Jitters 

Three Colors • Salem 66 
The Lines • The Mirrors 

The Lines • The Buddy System 
Koriala 

Boy Next Door • Blues Astronauts • Bleeding Hearts 
Circus In Tune • Manray • Busted Statues 

Christmas • Common Denominator 
Peter Dayton 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

--------------------------------· 
Jumping Jack Flash. .. 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS ADJ 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

expires 10/11/83 

YOURAD 
HERE 

only $20.00 
{2 1/• " X 2") 

Next ad deadline: 
9/27/83 

EVERY TUESDAY 
HIT Radio Free Boston 

Dance nite with Storyvi!Je DJ.s 
also a band showcase 

$LOO admission 

WED SEPT 7 
Funk-N-Chain 

THUR 8 
Rods & Cones 

Common Denominator 
FRJ 9 

Limbo Race 
SAT 10 

The Dark 
WED 14 

Benefit for Allied Artists Association 

Del fuegos 
The Zone 
THUR 15 

The Lifters 
Cool Rays 

FRI 16 
New Models 

SAT 17 
Lyres 

Dogmatics 
WED 21 

Glen Phillips Band 
Museum Direktors 

THUR 22 
Rough Trade Recording Ar1is1 

Shockabilly 
(with Eugene Chadbourne) 

Men & Volts 
FRI 23 

call for info 
SAT 24 

Rumble Winners 

'Til Tuesday 
Red 

WED 28 
Blind Dates 

The Accidents 
THUR 29 

Hypertension 
FRI 30 

Polygram Recording Anists 

Rubber Rodeo 
The Buddy System 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 



Thu sept. 8 
All Ages 
$3.00 

Fri 9 
$3.50 

Sat 10 
$5.50 

Tue 13 
$2.00 
Thu 15 

~---" · 273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
1401J521-2520 

Located in the Cle Complex 
Free Parking 

A&M Recording Artists 

The Europeans 
Critical Few 

Mari Wilson 
Holy Cow & The Calves 

Mitch Ryder 
The Fleshtones 
The schemers 

"Rich Moves" 
.. . a play by Al Gomes 

from Athens, GA 
· (tent.l LOVE TRACTOR 

Thur 22 

Thur 29 

Neighborhoods 
Rash of stabbings 
Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Loki 

BRIAN 
BRAIN 

sat Oct. 1 Robin Lane & 
The Chartbusters 

Sat 8 (tent.l Men Without Hats 
coming October 23-28 
THE WBRU Rock Hunt 

•••• The Living Room •••• 
•••• compilation Album is •••• 

............ rt-;;:,:~v5;~;r~si . J 
Living Room tickets available at 

Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 
Living Room Box Office. 

THE AD DEADLINE FOR OUR 
OCTOBER ISSUE IS 

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 27 

~ 

Scotch 'TI Seiunds 
Tue:sS<!:pt b 

Bricks Janez 
Weds7 

Mr. Wizard 

Pe:tu Dayton 
Control U 

Fat City 
Sat10 

The: Hove:mbu Group 
Se:x Execs 

Tues\3 

G.G. Turner 
X-Oreams 

Weds 14 

Motortrip 
T's 

ThurslS 

The: Lowgistics 
The: Zone: 

Fri 16 

Jon Pouse:tte: Dart 
Sat17 

Til Tuesday 
Drive 
tue:s20 

Rocket 
Liquid Trance 

We:ds 2I 

Laquidara 
Thurs22 

WCOZNITE 

Midnight Traveler 
fro23 

Robin Lane & The: Chartbustus 
Sa\24 

Blind Dates 
Weds 28 

TBA 

Thurs29 

The Neighborhoods 
FriJO 

The Stompers 
0<1 I 

Through The Doors 
Sat8 

David Johanson 
Low91sbCS 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

ROCK 
AND SAVE 55.00 OFF 

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Bo ston Rock, 739 Boylston St. Rm. 203 

Boston, MA 02116 

TEN DOLLARS FOR TEN ISSUES 
Check or money order enclosed 
Please charge to my Visa or Master Card 

'-- --- e<p 
s,gnature: 

Name _______ _ 

Address _______ _ 

City __ State __ Zip __ 

A,r ma,1 and/or overseas add S2 00 per ,ssue 

3 Bands 3 Nightly 

Reach Out & Touch Someone! 
concert info 

623-8177 
Fri. 9 

Aerosmith Tribute 
LAST CHILD 
The Bricks 

Sat . 10 
Johnny A 

The Accidents • The Rox 
Fri. 16 

Gary Shane & The Detour 
The Gagg 

Sat . 17 
James Montgomery 

Thur. Sept _ 22 
"Nasty Habits," WERS & 
Rockit Records present 
Heavy Metal Night with 

Tragus • Dorian Grev 
Fri. 23 

Berlin Airlift 
smuggler 
Sat. 24 

"World's Greatest 
Guitarist" 

GLENN PHILLIPS BAND 
Disguises 
Fr i. 30 

"Mississippi oueen" 

Lesley west, 
Corley Laing 

& New Mountain 
Sat. Oct. 1 

The Reflectors 
BAND BOOKINGS 

623-8177 



Club Report 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 35 

no matter: this is all part of the 
charm of the place. And you won't 
find just neighborhood yokels up on 
the 2x4 stage-Dream Syndicate and 
comedienne Sandra Bernhard have 
performed there recently . 

and that dancing is often discouraged. 
Jumbo's (1133 Broadway, Somerville) 
by necessity, lean§-ioward straigh1 
rahk en rohl, but they have open 
minds: they book people like Glenn 
Philips, as we ll as locals like the 
hardcore band Psycho. 

With the demise of Broad S1reet 
near downtown B'town (RIP Can
tone's and Maverick's), Chel's Last 
Call (Causeway St., Nonh S1a1ion T) 
is now the firs1 slop for the city's 
newer bands. Besides the Channel, 
Chet's seems to be the only other 
club with any real interest in hard
core. Situated across from Boston 
Garden, they're also the only ones 
that feature specia l "wrestling" 
nights. 

first place that the Fall played in our 
area, or that while The Rat assumed 
its position as the hub of the punk 
universe, The Club was also featuring 
the Ramones and Blondie. Now, after 
nings with comedy and blues, The 
Club is once again a rock outlet. The 
r-oom is basically a dimly lit dingy 

end. The Living Room is the blood
line for national and local rock in 
Providence. Near downtown, amidst 
reconverted warehouses and artists' 
spaces, it's a cleanly rustic club that's 
friendlier than most-despite the fact 
that on any given night you can ex
pect a wide range of rock tastes to be 
in attendance. 

Covering the north side of the Ri
ver Charles are the Three ls. Jona
than Swifl's (Harvard Sq. T) is a 
showcase club nestled in a J.F. Ken
nedy St. basement, speciali zing in reg
gae, blues and light rock. Jacks (952 I 
Mass. Ave., Harvard or Central Sq. 
T) features similar bills but is a light
er, more social hangoul. Keep in 

box with a high ceiling, but it has the 
potential to become a much-needed 
venue for new bands. 

mind that Cambridge crowds are 
more likely to be subdued-listeners 
only-than their Boston counterparts, 

These days, few people could im
agine that The Club (823 Main St., 
Cambridge, Centra l Sq. T) was the 

The more you think about it, the 
more twisted sense it makes for a 
suburban rock club to be ca lled the 
Scotch and Sounds and be located in a 
shopping mall (Westgate Mall, Brock
ton). It's a good place to see some or 
the region's more established rock 
acts- like Berlin Airlift, November 
Group and the Stompers. However, if 
crossing state li nes is your cup of tea, 
you can catch a worthwhile bill at the 
Living Room on just about any week-

If after all this you still moan for 
NYC and think it's absolutely un
bearable that Boston clubs close at 2 
AM, might I remind you of a few 
things: I) It rarely costs more than 
four or five bucks (dance parties are 
around $2.00) to get into a Beantown 
club, compared to an average of 
about $ 10.00 in the Big Apple; 2) 
Here, you don't have to wait until 2 
or 3 AM to see the headliner; and 3) 
You usually get to see more bands for 
your money. On the other hand, our 
subway system does shut down at 
12:30.• 

THENOT 
Four song cassette out now 

Deceive Me 
Time To Understand 

Break Free 
Lost Girl 

AVAILABLE AT LOCAL 
RECORD STORES! 

or send 
$2.50 + .50 postage to: 

THE NOT 

lfllACltl'IICOIIOINQ 

IN1tlNIIIIOl'IIIOUAl'll 0 IOllOIII, tll'llllNOUlll 

radiobeat 
ON TH,EWAYI 

DEEP WOUND 7",pl 
THE PROLETARIAT 12" Ip! P.O. Box 288 

Cambridge, MA 02238 AVAILABLE SOON ON radiobeaf RECORDS! 

VIDEO MAIWRDER 
THE BEATLES: The Complete Beatles 120 min. 

$59.95 
CABARET VOLTAIRE: w/"Nag Nag Nag,"' 
"Eddies Out," "Seconds Too Late,'· "Moscow" 

THE BEAnES: Magical Mystery Tour, The + 9 more' $39.95 

Movie $69.95 
. 
THE CLASH: RUDE BOY w/"London's 
Burning," "White Riot," "I Fought The Law," THEBEAnES:LetltBe80min. $69.95 

BEST OF BLONDIE: w/"Ca ll Me," "Heart of 
"Police & Thieves" etc. $69.9S 

Glass," "Sunday Girl," "Dream)ng," "Atomic" 
+ 9 more! $49.95 

·DEVO: The Men Who Make The Music /'Jocko 
Homo," "Satisfaction," "Uncontrollable Urge" 
+ 8 more! $29.9S 

Send to: Newbury Comics Video, 36 JFK 
St., Cambridge, MA 02138. 
Or phone: (617) 491-0337 to place a MC/ 
VISA phone order. 

.DURAN DURAN: w/"Rio," "Planet Earth," 
"Girls on Film," "Hungry Like a Wolf' and 7 
more! 

.FACTORY COMPILATION: w/New Order 
"Ceremony," OMD "Electricity," plus: 
Section 2S, Certa in Ratio, The Fall, Durutti 
Column, Cabaret Voltaire, and more! 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - , .FUPPER: CAUGHT LIVE.I All your Flipper 
Please send the following videos via U.P.S. I faves live . 

: GRACE JONES: One Man Show w/"Warm 
I eatherette," "Walking in the Rain," and 8 

D Check or money order enclosed. I O
thers! 

o PlcascchargetomyMamrC:ud/Visa# I JOY DIVISION: w/"l..ove Will Tear Us 

$49.95 

$39.95 

$44 .95 

$39.95 

exp. date ------ I Apart," "Dead Souls," "She's Lost Control," 
-------------- I "Digital" + 9 morel $39.9S 

N:!~~iurc : IBE MAN WHO FEU TO EARTH: Starring 
Address: 1 David Bowie in the lead role of the Sc i-Fi 

--------------- I classic! $64.95 

City: ----- State: --- Zip: --- l PAUL McCARTNEY AND WINGS: Rockshow 
Phone: ( __ )------------ I 23songs 102min. $79.95 

Make checks payable 10 Newbuf)·.C.Omics. Inc. Please include S3.00 : NEW ORDER: Taras Shevchenko, Everything's 

I :rp;~~e~~~e:5
1

1
; 1~c__:7~;;n~~;;

5
· r:~~~:ala;hdcc;s°ney 

0rd
m I Gone Green, Procession, Ceremony, Temp-

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - • 
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tation & S more! Recorded at the Ukrainian National 
Home in NYC, Nov. 1981. S37.9S 

GARY NUMAN: The Touring Principle '79. 
Recorded live at Hammersmith Odeon, 
London Sept. 1979 $39.95 

TOTALLY GO-GO's: 77 minutes w/"We Gor 
the Beat," "Vacation ," "Cool Jerk," "Our Lips 
Are Sealed" + l5 more $49.95 

PINK FLOYD AT POMPEII: 90 minutes live $39.95 

RAMONES: in ROCK AND ROLL HJGH 
SCHOOL $39.95 

, ROLLING STONES: Let's Spend the Night 
Togerher $39.95 

SOFT CEIL: Non-lt:op exotic video· show 
w/"Taimed Loved," "Bedsitter," "Say Hello 
Wave Goodbye" + 10 more! S49.9S 

TOMMY: The Movie w/The Who, Elton 
John ; Ann Margaret, Eric Clapton, Tina 
Turner $84 .95 

THE TUBES VIDEO: w/"White Punks on 
Dope" + 13 more! $59.95 

THE WHO: ROCKS AMERICA - Their 1982 
U.S. Tour $39.95 

JIM! PLAYS BERKELEY: HENDRIX LIVE 
w/"Purple Haze" $39.95 

THE STRANGE CASE OF ALICE COOPER 
74 min. $49.95 

1HIS IS ELVIS: w/42 minutes not seen on 
TV' $69.95 



New York 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 

1965-1968." 
On the disc front, there's lots of ac

tion from 'Coyote Records, the Ho
boken-based brainchild of Steve (Max
well's) Fallon and Bill (Pier Platter 
Records) Ryan. New releases include a 
zingy 45 by the Riff Doctors and a 12" 
EP from ex-Raybeat Danny Amis, 
featuring all mstrumentaJs. Still to 
come from Coyote are EP's from 
Lyndhurst's Ward 8 and Feelies spin
off band, the Trypes (the former pro
duced by ll_ongo Rob Norris). 

A couple of ex-New York Rockeli.tes 
have been busy as producers: Indi
vidual Glenn Morrow helping produce 
an EP by NYC's Dancing Hoods 
Alan Betrock behind the boards for the 
debut e.p. by NJ's Smithereens. And 
while the Rocker can now be officially 
laid to rest, what's this we hear about 
former editor Andy Schwartz helming 
the music desk at People magazine? 

Bad news for two big comebacks we 
trumpeted last column: the Feelies 
seem to be going nowhere fast, with a 

Labor Day date at Maxwell's their first 
since Memorial Day. Feelies' spinoff 
Yung Wu has gone on hiatus ("there 
are more important things to do right 
now, and no one seems to be demand
ing Yung Wu records," reports Stan 
Demeski, who drums for the Feelies, 
Yung Wu, the Trypes, the Willies, 
Ward 8, and the Phosphenes-a very 
busy young man, no?). And what of 
the dB's? With only one track re
portedly in the can for their scheduled 
Bearsville debut LP, the dB's continue 
to putter around elsewhere: Gene Hol
der playing guitar for the Individuals; 
Will Rigby turned up drumming for 
Never Never, the funk/pop combo fea
turing Myra Holder and former Crac
ker Kar.en Indiana; and-here's a 
bombshell-rumor has Chris Stamey 
mulling over a full-time commitment 
to his solo band, It's A Wonderful 
Life, which would leave the dq's some
where west of Neverland. 

The bright oews from the hardcore 
front is the new 12 " EP by the Beastie 
Boys on Ratcage Records. 

Jim Testa is the editor of Jersey Beat, a 
new.music fanzine that covers the Gar· 
den State. 

Providence 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 

opening for the Tubes at the Provi
dence Civic Center. The Plimsouls quit 
the tour bee~ ·1se they were tired of 
being pelted with chicken bones by 
white punks on dope, sn the Probers 
were understandably wary of the con
cert, but everything worked out fine. 
After the band finished a polished 
45-minute set, the crowd tried to call 
them back for an encore, but there 
wasn't enough time. The Probers plan 
to release a single in October, followed 
by an album sometime after Christ
mas .. , And Plan 9 got some much
deserved national attention in a recent 

' issue of Musician. An article called 
"The Return of Garage Punk" men
tioned Plan 9 as one of the leading pur
veyors of the psychedelic revival, and 
the magazine even referred to their 
Frustration EP as "very fab" ... Par
allel 5th, who contributed the holistic 
anthem "Carrots and Peas" to the 
Living Room compilation album, have 
been promoting their talents with a 

, cheesy, low-budget TV commercial. 
The spot, which airs exclusively on 

late-night television, shows the four 
band members lip-synching in a toilet 
tank . . Local concert promoter 
Frank J. Russo was left scratching his 
head in disbelief after a string of post
ponements and cancellations left his 
summer concert series in a shambles. 
First, Rick Springfield, the Kinks, and 
Asia postponed their summer shows 
until the fall, and then a Talking Heads 
date had to be cancelled after Russo 
had already announced it. An outdoor 
concert by Eddie Rabbit was cancelled 
due to poor sales, and a Joni Mitchell 
show was axed when the singer devel
oped throat problems. And most re
cently, a Jackson Browne concert was 
called off when the lighting rigging on 
stage collapsed just moments before 
rhe show was to begin. And you think 
you've had a bad summer? . , . Fall re
leases are scheduled from the R&B 
Spotfinders, Steve Smith and the 
Nakeds, primo blues guitarist Duke 
Robillard, and the Beefheart/Ulmer
influenced Parents. 

Rob Tannenbaum, inveterate scenes
der, wonders why there were no new 
Jazz bands booked for this summer's 
Newport Ja:zz Festival. 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
FANZINES 
BANG! Premiere issue is 
out!! With Iggy Pop, Pete 
Shelley, John Cale, MIA's and 
more. Send $1.25 per issue to 
Bang!, 77 Newbern Ave., 
Medford, Ma. 02155. 

BOSTON ROCK 
WHOLESALE 
If you own a record or book 
store and would like to sell 
BOSTON ROCK, call Julie at 
(617) 266-8787. 

The Groove Associates, 
formerly New Age fanzine, 
issue #2: Modern Clix, Real 
Kids, Rockin' Ramrods, 
Tommy Boyce, Fleshtones, 
Velvets, Malcolm McClaren, 
Eek-A-Mouse. $1.50 from 157 
Suffolk St., #20, NYC 10002. 

FOR SALE 

ADAM ANT FANS: Pho
tographer B.C. Kagan offers a 
ltd. ed. 19x26 poster of 
Adam in classic black & 
white. Mailed in a tube. $4.00 
+ 1.50 post. & hdlg. B.C. 

Kagan, 43 Winter St., Bos1on, 
MA02108. 

BOSTON ROCK TEE 
SHIRTS red & black letters 
on a quality white 50/50 shirt 
(S M L XL) $5.00 (includes 
postage) to: Boston Rock 
Shirts, 739 Boyls1on St., #203 
Boston. MA. 02116. 

MUSICIANS 

Drummer formerly with City 
Thrills seeks all orig. rock 
band. No covers; established 
bands please. 653-7206 Mike. 

Altn: Local Bands and Club 
Owners. Reach Boston's most 
acth·e club goers. Space in 
Bosto n Rock's Clubland pages 
is available for jusl S10.00 per 
column inch. Call 266-8787. 

Native Tongue seeks exp. 
ROADIE. Call Lee 284-8294. 

MISC 

IIEADPHONES BUSTED??? 
Pro service. Most repairs $10! 
Call Judy 492-2031. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS! 
BOSTON ROCK seeks dedicated, 

imaginative photographers who can 
work from both crowded dance floors 
and backstage. Must have sample and 

access to dark room. Call Julie at 
(617) 266-8787. 

Display space on this page is available at 
a rate of $9.00 per column inch (1½" 
wide). Display ads that are not camera 
ready are subject to a $10.00 production 
fee. 

Professional, dedicated e11gineeringlproductio11 
Demos or Mnster Product, 

Unbiased advice about recording i11 Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

RECORDS & TAPES 

Good quality demo tape 
wanted for radio play. Send 
to: Kate Ingram, KSUF, 350 
Townsend, SF CA 94109. 

Wanted: Robin Lane and The 
Shake/Chartbusters live or 
studio tapes. Please include 
date, quality, price. Thanks! 
Bob Bettendorf, 25-55 32nd 
St., Apt. 10, Astoria NY 

, Wanted: Import /New Wave/ 
Punk Ro<:k / Local 45s. Must 
be in good condition. Call 

. John at 247-3007. 

Wanted to buy or trade: lh·e 
Dictators, Cramp~,-Neats, 
Velvets. Any location desired. 
Sal Cincona, 282 River St., 
Waltham, /1.lA 02154. 

Wanted 10 buy/borrow/trade: 11102, 212/274-3763. BOSTON ROCK TEE SHIR S 
li ,e/st"dio tapes o, ,eco,ds by Waotcd to b"y/boffow/trndec }\ T 
:;~a:~ ~~s~:g:; Teddy. ca11 ~;

1
~(/t~~~s'.ab~i)~;;;~·oei {{ red & black letters on a quality 

F"egos, MoB, (74/75) Mod ... white 50/50 shirt (S M L XL) 
~~~~~~:e;~:;~~~.~i!~. Lovers, Men & Vohs. Please $5.00 (includes postage) 
Scandal, Pretenders, Joan include ti1\cs, date, quality. Boston Rock Shirts 
Jett, Blondie, Berlin, Paul ~~~":t. ~:~~~ ~:1~r~a~

4
~A 739 Boylston St., #203 

~:~~~s~~~ ~:~1
~~1~:.·· 90403 _ · Boston, MA. 02116 

r---------------------------------------------, 

I 

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. : 
MINIMUM CHARGE $3.50 PER AD 

Individual and band ads cost 2se per word. The business 
rate is 40e per word. Boldface is available for 25e extra per 
word. Underline copy to be bold. Address and phone num
ber are free. Listings of stolen musical equipment will be 
run for free. 

Please include your name and address whether or not you run ,tin your ad. 

Name 
Address 
City ______ State __ Zip __ 
Phone (_) ________ _ 

I 
__ Total number of words. I 

(individuals & band rate: 25¢ per word, business rate: 40¢ per word.) I 

Total number of words bold. : 
(25¢ extra per word.) 

1 
I would like to run this ad for __ issues. I 

I 
D Check or money order for $. ____ enclosed. I 

D Please charge$. ____ to my o Master Card or o Visa I 
card# _________ exp. date: ___ _ 
signature: ______________ _ 

Next deadline for classifieds 9/27/83. 

Ad copy: _______________________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place 
your classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-
8787, by using your Visa or Master Card, 
or mail to: 

Boston Rock Classfieds 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 266-8787 

I I 

~----------~----------------------------------J 
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by Nayme Drawper 

Armed with an arrest warranl for "one tall black 
male in the company of one tall white male," Boston 
Police erroneously handcuffed Mr. Butch and Del 
Fuegos drummer Steve Morrell in the parking lot of 
the Fenway Siar Market. Both were released within a 
couple of hours. A few soaked Bunratty's patrons 
wanted to handcuff Fuego Ork Boy Zaines after he 
sprayed the audience with beer during George Di
neen's all-ages benefit for needy children, While 
young Ork bathed the crowd in hops and barley
Limbo Race's Randy Black, The Noise's T. Max and 
Linda from Children of Paradise led the crowd in a 
rousing version of "People Get Ready." 

Rumored Ramone-in-the-wing Johnny Angel is 
forming a band with Whiley from the Outlets called 
Black Jack. Condor Records is working on a video of 
John Warren's Advance Warning. Suade Cowboy/ 
Goon Bob Suber will have a solo track on a com pi la
t-ion Erik Lindgren is putting together. November 
Group say that if they don't sign a major label con
tract in the next few weeks they will begin pursuing 
an indie label. Varulven Records, meanwhile, has 
signed former Rolling Stones/Johnny Thunders pro
ducer Jimmy Miller 10 a production contract. 

Am I the only one who's seen the TV commercial 
for Providence band Parallel 5th on the David Let
terman show? Did anyone see Vinny's Ralph Fatello 
take Eal Records' Don Roze surfing? And is it true 
that there was a party at Spit last month that A&M's 
Peter Wassyng didn't attend?' 

In between sessions by the Muppets, Cheap Trick, 
and others, former Atlantics Tom Hauck, Paul Ca
ruso and B. Wilkinson have been recording at Syncro 
Sound under the name Ball And Pivol. Pastiche has 
picked up the towel and is playing around again. 
Andy Pratt is presently touring in Europe. Bryson 
from Arms Akimbo has started a new funk band 
called Myrna Loy with Bob Mitchell, Relentless 
Cookoul's Greg Garfin and Diatribe's Jim Arhelger. 
And on the heels of the Dangerous Birds' breakup, 
guitarist/vocalist Thalia Zedek is either going to join 
San Francisco's Arkansas Man or start a new band. 

Okay, get out your rolodex. Former WLIR music 

direclOr Bob Kranes will become the music direclOr 
(and part time announcer) at WBCN. Karen Kirly 
has assumed the same title at WZBC. WCOZ sales 
person Rich "Bounce Around" Brody has left to 
work at Barlex Publishing. Jeff Berlin has left 
WAAF to deejay at 'COZ. Berlin's old local music 
program Bay State Rock has been expanded to 1wo 
hours and is now hosted by Aimee Mann's latest boy
friend Andrew Wolf. WMFO has dissolved its execu
tive board in the interest of direct democracy. And 
Russ Dana has given up his WHIT music director
ship 10 work al WVBF. 

J. Geils vocalist and all around cool guy Peter 
Wolf has taken Roxbury's New Edition (remember 
"Candy Girl"?) under his wing. No, only has Wolf 
visited New Edi1ion while recording, but he recently 
took them on a lOur of the world famous Hoo Doo 
kitchen. Let's hope they didn't run into Crass sport
ing her stylish mini-skirt and fright wig. 

On a rare off-night various members of the Blast
ers IOok in the Lyres, Classic Ruins, Turbines and 
about forty beers at Jumpin' Jack Flash. The Mighty 
Ions and Hopelessly Obscure set attendance (and 
drinking) records with their "Rock & Roll Wrestlin' 
Match" a1 Chet's Last Call. And on a quiet Sunday 
night at the Ral, ex-Mission of Burma drummer Pet
er Prescotl debuted his new three piece band. Peter's 
friend and former bandmate Clint Conley has quit 
his regular job and gone to Detroit to visit Belh and 
write songs. 

Is Anlhony Botta returning lO the rock club biz? 
Have you been to Storyville since they raised the 
stage? And is Doug Simmons running a gambling 
racket with Kit Rachlis, Milo Miles and Bruce Stall
smith? 

Aerosmith's Steven Tyler continues to have prob
lems standing up onstage. Tyler's latest collapse oc
cured one half-dozen songs into their show in Ven
tura, California. The remaining Aerosmith tour 
dates were cancelled. With all the trouble Tyler's 
been experiencing, I imagine Joe Perry is happier 
than ever that his new MCA/Blue Jay solo LP (with 
Mach Bell) will be ou1 anyday. 

Former Cars co-manager/Lookout Management 
person Steve Berkowitz has been playing out with his 
band T. Blade & the Fabulous Esquires and has 

" SIT - COMPLEX" 

formed his own management/production company 
called Serious Business. Steve Leeds, the dedicated 
New York A&R man who has courted many Bay 
State bands is no longer with MCA. Kevin Miller has 
has been hired as the new replacement for Nancy Flynn 
(who is now with RCA) at A&M. And DYS' Jon 
"T.he Bruiser" Anastas has left Newbury Com• 
ics/ Boston Rock to become a fry cook at the Faneuil 
Hall Salty Dog. 

Was Maxanne Sartori secretly managing the Re· 
flectors during the weeks she was programming their 
fine single in heaVy rotation on WBOS? Former 
'BOS jock Bob Slavin has just produced a tape for 
Rods & Cones, and Julia Figueras has been whiling 
away time at a place I'm not allowed to tell you 
about. 

The Cars are presently in London with illustrious 
heavy metal producer Mutt Lange to record their 
fifth album. Even though his band arrived without a 
hitch-Jon Butcher was refused entry to the U.K . 
where they were scheduled to record their second al
bum. Butcher will join Axis members Derek Blevins 
and Chris Martin, as soon visa problems are re
solved. Meanwhile, the Fools have a five-song EP 
that CBS is releasing only in Germany. 

We're glad to report that WMBR's Tami Heide es
caped without serious damage when a car hit her 
while she was riding her bicycle. Guitarist Wayne 
Simpson didn't know what hit him on his bike-he 
woke up in Mass. General. Alpo from the Real Kids 
hasn't been so fortunate-some say that he is in a 
coma suffering from a well-known rock musician dis
ease. Congratulations to Jess Cain on his 25th anni
versary (even Wade Boggs admirer Frank Perdue at
tended his bash at the Weston Hotel); to 'CO2 on 
their 81h birlhday; and 10 Mary Menna for (finally) 
moving out of Chelsea. 

Gosh that Raz sure knows how to have a good 
time: the late night 'BCN announcer just spent her 
summer vacation at the Iowa State Fair! Her boss 
Oedipus has been hosting the music segment of 
TV-38's magazine program Movie Loft & Company. 
Co-worker Carla Nolan does field reports and a cal
endar listing. 

Write: Nayme Drawper, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. * 
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107 Brip;hton Ave, '2nd. fl. 

A RECORD TO LIVE YOUR LIFE BY 

10 PROPHETIC CUTS, 

8 HISTORICALLY SIGNIFICANT BANDS 

THE BLASTERS 

GUN CLUB 

RANK AND FILE 
VIOLENT FEMMES 

X 

FEAR 

THE GERMS 

THE DREAM SYNDICATE 

SPECIALL y PRICED 

$4.95 LP/Cassette 
with this ad 

RECORDS• TAPES• VIDEO ___ ... _ .. .;. ... __ .,.;. __ _ ................. " 
aeed oillu.tiene 
CJOOd llibfGtiOft0 

• Fox~ro PlaZJJ, Rte 140 Foxboro 
• Smith Mills PlllZll, State Rd, 

N. Dartmoul/1 



Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 
Debut 5-song 12" E.P. 

Featuring Roger Miller, Martin Swope, 
Erik Lindgren and Rick Scott 

on Ace of Hearts Records 
Box 579, Kenmore Sta. Boston, Ma. 02215. 
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Eddy Grc;tnt ' 
~iztee a .mera 

. - -
Gralti~m Parker 

Brave Ne 
World 

Joe" .erry Project . . 
e Levene. Oo Lydon: 

''John Is Dead.'' · 



149-03 New York Boulevard • Jamaica, New York 11434 
Tel . 212/995-9200 • Telex: 668694 MPORT • Facsimile: 212/995-3858 

14505 Hmdry St., Lawndale CA 90260 
Tel. 213/644-9783 • Telex: 653563 MPORT WST LNDL 

Facsimile: 213/644-7036 
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MOMENT PRODUCTIONS 
709 IV. 14th ST. 

AUSTIN. TEXAS 78701 



THE LORDS OF THE NEW CHURCH 
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~ ROUNDER DISTRIBUTION 
~ THE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC SOURCE 

The Best of Louie, 
Louie 
(Rhino EP 605) 
As a tangible. longlasting 
tributeloth1snevertobe 
eQualledthreechord 
wonder. Rhino Reco,ds has 
1ssuedth1scollect1oncon
ta1ning the most 1mportan1 
anddefm111vevers1onsof 
mankind's lavonte song, 
Louie. Louie. perlormed by 

Big Daddy 
(Rhino LP 852) 
B1gDaddyapopular1950·s 
R&R combo has Ius1 reco,ded 
theirh1s1LPal1e1beingheld 
captive ror more than two 
decadesbyCommunis1 revolu
llonanesin Laos Amazmgly 
because1lleyhadnotheard 
Rock·n·Roll 101 a 0uar1er cen 
1ufythe1rrecordcons1stsofnew 
hilsrecordedm inestyleso! the 
1950"s Truly Amazing 

,_ _______ _. Richard Berry, The Kmgs-

r---------, ~:~ch;:; :;~~-U;l1;~~S~ll~g, 

10 
llfo,jlT,Hl~lilll: 

and many others You may 
never play another record 

Richard Taylor 
(Star Rhythm EP 1202) 
"Heavily influenced by the 
sound of the early Stones, 

Zion lnitation ~;~:;~~ ~~!~ ~~~s with 
(Zion lion 002) shameless enthusiasm. He 
The terrific new 12" single makes noises hkeatraff1c 
lrom Zion lnita11on features 1am, then lays down 
'"Bumm' Fire" and "leave rhythmsasJaggedasthe 
It Home!Complex1on skyhne." -Baltimore City 

'----------' Drum" Check 11 out! 1-........;.. ____ .;_ _ _. Paper 

r---------, Duke Robillard 
(Rounder 3079) 
Duke Robillard may have 
beenoneoflherock 
world's best-kept secrets 
until now, but the release of 
h1shrstalbumunder his 
own name should bea big 
step toward transforming 
h1spresen1cullstatus1nto 
thatola recognized maIor 
ta!er1t.Longha1ledas!he 
gwtar-player'sgu1tar-player, 

._ _______ _. his equally incredible song· 
r---------, writing and vocal ab1ht1es 

are also showcased on his 
new Rounder album 

I-Tones 

i...;;.,...a,..,i l\(;~~~n By" and "Give 
a11. _ _..,.-,_ Us The Strength" are lea-

turecl on the I-Tones double 
A side 12" A must lor all 
fans of "lovers Rock" 

L..:::....;:....:.....:..:.==:,_;=...J reggae 

NT LABEii 
7NoEPGERN::1 MUSIC f _ 
MAKE 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT 
RECORDS, HARVARD SQUARE. -

DANCE CASSETTE 
now available al 

Newbury Comics. 

111 c•RAYS: .. 1·sL,~ 
• 7 Song EP on Ace Cassettes ""- ~ l £ 

AvailableNowatNewburyComics -~ ~flf/ 
and Rocket Records. ::... HI, 

• Hear "That's Life" by THE COOLRAYS 
on WBCN and WFNX. 

• For More Information and Booking 
Contact James Holzman at 
P.O. Box 252, Auburndale, MA 02166 
(to purchase tape by mail, send $3. 99). 

CATCH THE RAYS 

Modern Pioneers, The Big Hookup EP 
featuring the song Far Away Places. 
Send $4 .00 to Adventure Records 
PO Box 886 Plandome NY 11030 

OVERSEAS ADD TWO DOLLARS 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

:29::Z Boylston St., Boston ::Z67-0t 9S 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway lo Arllnaton Station) 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight l.eg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans In Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots morel 

1mrnuurnu~ 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Ear Openers 
8. Independent Record Chart 
9. Mick Jones Gone From The Clash 

by Terri Sutton 
12. State of America 

Chicago by Elizabeth Phillip 
Cleveland by David Sprague 
Washington D.C. by Howard Wuelfing 

14. Keith Levene Interview by Julie Panebianco 
17. Eddy Grant by Dean Johnson 
18. Joe Perry Project by Brett Milano 
20. X by Bruce D. Rhodewalt 
23. Aztec Camera by Betsy Sherman 
24. Big Boys by Shred 
25. The Plugz by Bruce Stallsmith 
27. Graham Parker by Dean Johnson 
28. Love Tractor by Tristram Lozaw 
30. The Boston Band Report 

Three Hands by Blowfish 
Busted Statues by Tristram Lozaw 
Psycho by Shred 

33. The Boston Harold by Harold Lepidus 
35. Record Reviews 
39. New Independent Releases 
40. Celebrity Secrets: The Del Fuegos' Ork Boy 
41. Clubland 
45. Classifieds 
46. Nayme Drawper 

X Cover photo by Laura Levine, 
design by Chris Gilbert. 

Next issue on sale November 14, 1983. 
Adverising deadline November 1. 

CHARLES RIVER SKATE CO. 

SALE 
10% Off 

all skateboards and 
equipment! 
one week 
only 
Oct. 7-14 

121 Charles St. 
Boston 
S23-9656 

Powell 
SIMS 
G&S 

Santa Cruz 
Motobuilt 

variflex 
zorlac 

Kryptonics 
Tracker 

Independent 
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WORKING FOR ANN ARUNDEL 

I would like to thank Boston Rock 
for doing an excellent job. I just re
ceived a copy and found it 10 be a fan
tastic source or independent record 
labels. Keep up the good work! 

Mike Parker 
Music Direclor, 
WAAC 
Ann Arundel Communily College, 
Arnold, MD 

LINCOLN WHAT HE READS 

Thanks for the issue of Boston Rock 
you sent KZUM. It's apparent your 
staff and contributors have put a lot of 
work imo developing a professional, 
comprehensive magazine. 

I want to personally thank you for 
the independent label directory you in
cluded in BR #42. As the music direc
tor of a community radio s1at ion, I 

UNDERMANNED 

As a reader or BR .tnd a ran or the 
Boston music scene, I am disap
pointed, but not surprised wi1h your 
coverage (ac1ually lack or coverage) of 
the WBCN 5th Annual Rock and Roll 
Rumble (BR#42). The article consisted 
or two paragraphs and only mentioned 
the winners' names, no performance re
views or interviews. Even the Boston 
Globe gave i1 more a11en1ion and space 
than BR! 

What did surprise me was the "inter

RIGHT SIDE OF A GOOD THING 

A few weeks ago, I received a pack
age addressed to me in the mail. It was 
the Flcshtones' latest release, an LP by 
the name of Hexbreaker! And it was 
from yo u. 

Did I order it? Did I win it? How the 
fuck did I get it? 

It's prelly good-thanks a lot. 

Ethan Rogol 
Dedham, MA 

view" with Aimee Mann (Celebrily Se- t----------------1 
crets) or Til Tuesday (five pages from 
1he back-just before clubland) ii 
didn't even memion the Rumble, their 
recent success with "Love In A Va
cuum" on the 'BCN top lhree, her new 
band, or even why she left the Young 
Snakes. Bui we did find out that she 
likes bowling and wants to be built like 
Lisa Lyons! Gee thanks for clearing up 
those burning ques1ions for me! 

M. Sheely 
Walpole, MA. 

Boston Rock welcomes your lefters. 
All correspondence mus1, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All fellers are subject to edit
ing. Write to: 

Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

have found that directory greatly help- t-------------~--------------; 
ful in upda1ing and adding to our mail
ing list for playlists. As we are small 
and st ruggling ourselves, we at KZUM 
appreciate and support the efforts of 
independent labels. 

I hope you will compile another label 
directory for a future issue. Thanks 
again and keep up your fine work. 

Bill Stoughton 
Music Director, 
KZUM 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

• C0/11/HTIO,\S: 



EAR OPENERS 

TROUSER PRESS 
TAKESUPTHE 
SLACK 

The Trouser Press Guide To New 
Wave should be of in~erest to anyone 
that reads this magazine or listens to 
any new music. Although not really a 
guide (many of these records are out of 
print), The Trouser Press Guide 
(Scribner's Press), edited by Ira Rob
bins, is essential to understanding 
those wild and wacky punk rockers of 
the mid-seventies and beyond. Virtu
ally all the records listed here, up to 
1982, were or iginally released in the 
12" format (some 7" EP's are inclu
ded, as well as the predicted Bananara
ma debut with all their singles), wi1h 
1976 more or less being the crucial year 
in the birth of new wave (Bowie's al
bums go back no further than Station 
To Station. There are exceptions of 
course, such as the obviously inOuen
tial recordings of the Velvet Under
ground and the Stooges, as well as Syd 
Barrett's so lo albums. One can argue 

Blues?"), but one cannot argue with 
the Trouser Press style of professional, 
objective, intelligent journalism. There 
are long, loving reviews of the Soft 
Boys and Television Personalities (two 
of my favorite never-were's}, plus a 
healthy dose of Boston bands including 
Willie Alexander, November Group, 
Robin Lane, Mission of Burma, the 
Neats, the Lyres, G.G. Allin, Human 
Sexual Response, Rubber Rodeo, Real 
Kids, Peter Dayton, etc. Get it now 
while it' s sti ll up to date. 

-Harold Lepidus 

dB OR NOT DB 
One of pop music's brightest talents, 

Chris Stamey, has left New York's 
dB's to work full-time with his North 
Carolina-based solo band, It's A Won
derful Life. Stamey-singer, guitarist, 
and songwriter-founded the dB's in 
1978 with fellow Carolinians Gene 
Holder (bass) and Will Rigby (drums), 
and had previously played with Wins· 
ton-Salem's garage-studio wizard 
Mitch Easter in the Sneakers. Peter 
Holsapple joined the band a year later 

and the learn rt>IP~,,,.~ ,, .. _ 

LPs-Stand.s:_fqr P..e..cJ,9 ... ~~s 1R2 ~~2~~f.~!= 
· sions-on England 's Albion label. 

Stamey's defection comes just when 
things seemed to be turning around for 
the dB's, long considered one of the 
heavyweights in the new-pop division 
that includes the Bongos, the Indivi
duals, and the Raybeals. When their 
two English LPs failed to land them a 
stateside record deal, the band broke 
up temporarily; during this hia,us, 

· Siamey formed It' s A Wonderful Life 
and recorded an LP with that band, 
while Holsapple p~t together a solo 
acoustic act and toured with R.E.M. 
Earlier thi s year, however, lengthy ne

. go1iations with Bearsville Records fin
ally brought the dB's the American 
contract they had sough! so long. 

The three remaining dB's plan to 
complete the LP without Stamey, with 
Pat Irwin of the Raybeats filling in on 
guitar and keyboards until a per
manent replacement can be found. 
Considering Stamey's wide-ranging ta
lents, though, and his role in writing 
half of the dB's repertoire of intricate 
pop songs, longtime fans of the band 
probably find any ve rsion of the dB's 
without Stamey to be a shadow of the 
original. 

-Jim Testa 

VODKASOUR 
Americans have the notion tha1 they 

can fix everything. Sometimes this is 
productive and sensible, sometimes un
realistic and narrow. Reaction to the 
Soviet downing of the KAL plane and 
ideas on what, if anything, to do about 
it have been broadly mixed. Boston 
longshoremen refused to unload a Rus
sian cargo ship, forcing it to Halifax 
where its goods will be trucked down to 
their Somerville destination. Dimwits 
in Allston/Brighton showed them 
stinkin' reds by vandalizing a restaur
rant owned by Jewish Soviet exiles. 
And there's even a bill before the 
Mass. Legislature to ban the sale of 
Russian liquor products in the state. 

But the most visib le representative of 
Soviet society, and most likely target 
for retaliation by the average citizen, is 
Russian vodka. So after the "Boston 
Vodka Party of 1983" where dozens of 
bottles of Stolichnaya were emptied in
to Boston Harbor, we decided to see 
how the local r'n'r watering holes were 
handling the boycott question. 

The Channel withdrew Stoli from its 
shelves after the KAL incident, but 
haven't no1iced many complaints when 
they suggest Absolut as an alternative. 
"People have stopped calling for it 
(Stoli}," says owner Harry Bouras. 
Over in Kenmore Square, it's pretty 
much business as usual. Jumpin' Jack 
Flash has never offered the brand. 
Storyville doubted the effect of a boy
cou: "It'll probably hurt more Ameri
cans than Russians." At the Rat, one 
bar served us without comment (al
though the Stoli bottle was out of view) 
while the other bar 1old us "we 
shouldn't be drinking that." A Spit 
bartender related that "more people 
drink Stoli than anything else," as far 
as she could see, though a purely non
political Stoli vs. Absolut debate was 
evolving among vodka drinkers. One 
patron suggested 1ha1 Cambridge 

Continued 

ROCK 
TAKE THE ISSUE INTO 
YOUR OWN HANDS . .. 

Subscribe to Boston Rock and 
for one dollar (shipping and 
handling) we'll rush you your 
choice of these fine new re
cords from CBS. 

All the Way Strong 

ELVIS 
COSTELLO 
& THE ATTRACTIONS 
Punch The Clock 

PETER 
BAUMANN 
Strangers In The Night 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 
$5.00 (or more) OFF 

THE NEWSSTAND PRiCE. 
send to 

Boston Rock Subscription 
739 Boylston St., #203 
Boston, MA. 02116 ROCK 
Subscription rates ... (check one) 

D te11 issues for $10. 00 D twenty issues for $18. 00 

D thirty issues for $25. 00 

D IN ADDITION, please send me the following album. 
(Enclose $1 .00 extra for postage & handling.) 

D Elvis Costello D Third World D Peter ~aumann 
Check or money order enclosed 
Please charge to my Visa or MasterCard 

exp date 

signature _______ _ 

Name _____________________ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

City --,---.,.,.-~----,----- State Zip ___ _ 
(Album offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last. We reserve the right to substitute for 
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AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD 
S2.00 PER ISSUE. 
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introducing the 

ROCK 
Chart 

New Order The Neats 

American Independent 
Top Twenty* 

1. New Order Power Corruption and Lies 
(Factory, LP) 

2. New Order Confusion (Streetwise 12") 
3. Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
4. Minor Threat Out of Step (Discord LP) 
5. The Avengers (C.D. Presents, LP) 
6. Rubber Rodeo She Had To Go (Eat, 12" EP) 
7. Bad Brains Rock For Light (PVC, LP) 
8. New Edition "Candy Girl" (Streetwise 45) 
9. Killing Joke Fire Dances (E.G. LP) 

10. Man O'War (Megaforce, LP) 
11. Run-D.M.C. (Profile, 12") 
12. The Replacements Hootenanny (Twin-Tone, LP) 
13. Nazz Nazz (Rounder, LP) 
14. The Raven (Megaforce, LP) 
15. True West (Frontier, EP) 
16. Big Boys Lullabies Help the Brain Grow (Moment, LP) 
17. New Order Blue Monday (Factory, 12") 
18. Pylon Chomp (DB, LP) 
19. Beastie Boys Cookie Puss (Rat Cage, 12") 
20. Mettalica (Megaforce, LP) 

Top Ten Local Records* 
1. The Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
2. The Lyres "/ Want To Help You Ann" blw "I Really Want You 

Right Now" (Ace of Hearts, 45) 
3. Berlin Airlift Professionally Damaged (Lo-Tech, EP) 
4. Native Tongue Yowl (Modern Method LP) 
5. Hawkeye All Systems Go (Beantown 12") 
6. Primary Colors (Urbanoise, EP) 
7. Duke Robillard (Rounder, EP) 
8. New Models Sight And Sound (PVC, EP) 
9. 11th Episode (Playtime, 45) 

10. Lou Miami (Modern Method, EP) 

*Based on greater metropolitan area record sales ending 9/26/83. Report
ing stores include: Al-Bums (Worcester, Shrewsbury, Amherst locations), 
the CoopiCambridgc, Discount Recordi-vCambridge, Deja Vu/Cambridge, 
Goldy Records/Providence RI, Main St Records/Northampton, Newbury 
Comics (Boston/Cambridge), Rockit Records/Saugus, Skippy Whites/Mat
tapan, Sound Sations/\Vellesley, Strawberries/Boston, Wave Records/ 
Hyannis. 
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would be a belier place to look for a 
boycott. "Cambridge always needs a 
cause. A while back we were club-hop
ping and one club wasn't serving Rus
sian vodka because of Afghanistan, 
another had no olives because of the 
Middle East, and a third bar had cut 
ou1 limes in support of farm workers." 

Bui in actuality, the reaction in 
Cambridge seemed fairly blasc. The 
Inn Square was 1he only club we found 
not servi ng Stoli; they had stopped af
ter the Afghanistan invasion. In Wey
mouth, the Escapade club staged a 
one-night "prOlest" where Finlandia
brand drinks were $1 .50 and those with 
Russian vodka were $20, supposedly in 
a show of patriotic spirit. It's more 
likely that a zealous liquor distributor 
saw a good opportuni1y (have you no
ticed the surge in non-Russian vodka 
advertising?). 

If you think this vodka controversy 
is much ado about nothing, you're 
probably right. Remember the Soviet 
people and the actions of their govern
ment arc two separa1e things. "How 
would you like it," commented one 
Stoli sipper, ''if while traveling in a dis
tant land, you were held responsible 
for everything Reagan did?" 

CURRENT 
EVENTS 

-Tristram Lozaw 

From the Velvet Underground's col
laboration with Andy Warhol to the 
Talking Heads' recent Speaking in 
Tongues cover by Robert Rauschen
berg, instances of the relationship be
tween rock music and avant-garde art 
arc not difficult to find. And now with 
the advent of MTV and video/dance 
clubs and the reemergence of perfor
mance art in the last couple years, ties 
between musicians and artists are be
coming even more visible-and more 
complex. Recognizing a trend, 
Boston's Institute of Contemporary 
Art (I.C.A.) has incorporated the mu
sic/art alliance into their new format 
Currems, a continuing series of multi
media exhibitions, lectures, and per
formances. 

The result? Video music gone high
brow. Since September 13th, the 
LC.A. has been presenting videos by 
the Violent Femmes, Police, Ramones 
(!), and twelve O{her groups from 
6-7:00 p.m. daily as part of a video ex
hibition. Coordinated by LC.A. staff 
member Bob Riley, 1he video program 
starts at 11 :00 a.m., Tuesday through 
Sunday, and includes experimental 
work focusing on personal portraits, 
social and political vah .!S, and bizarre 
humor. From 2-3:00 p.m., the I.C.A. 
also screens recent video art; until Oc
tober 30th, the featured artist is John 
Sturgeon, who utilizes state-of-the-art 
video technology and eerie sound ef
fects-his Spine/ Time (1982) resem
bles watching news clips while listening 
to Life in the Bush of Ghosts. Videos 
change every eight weeks. 

In addition, the LC.A. has sched
uled live performances which make use 
of music in conjunction with art, 
dance, video, or narrative. Among the 
highlights are Scott Johnson (Oct. 
28th), creating music for solo guitar 

and electronics; David Van Tieghem 
(Nov. 11th), composer, percussionist, 
and performer who has recorded with 
Steve Reich, Garland Jeffries, and the 
Talking Heads; and painter Michael 
Chandler and Brian Eno (Nov. 22nd), 
who will construct a new work for the 
LC.A. 

All performances begin at 8:00 p.m. 
and cost $5 for LC.A. members, $6 for 
non-members. Tickets go on sa le at 
11 :00 a.m. the day of the show. A com
plete schedule of events is available at 
the LC.A., 955 Boylston St. 

-Terri Sufton 

COPELAND& 
COPPOLA'S 
FISHY ALLIANCE 

Rumble 1-'ish is Francis Ford Cop
pola's most consistently powerful 
movie si nce Apocalypse Now. It is the 
dark side of his recent The Outsiders, 
also based on an S.E. Hinton novel, 
shot with the same crew in Tulsa, and 
also starring Matt Dillon. But where 
the nostalgic orange glow of The Out
siders was mushy around the edges, 
Rumble flsh is razor sharp in every 

Stewart Copeland 

way. Its metallic black and white (with 
one strategic snatch of color) , stark set
tings, and oblique camera angles recall 
the brooding Method dramas of the. 
'50s, as docs the quality of its vivid 
characterizations. Finally, Rumble Fish 
is catapulted into a modern timeless
ness by its uniquely expressive sound
track, which boasts a sensational score 
by Policeman Stewart Copeland. 

It is integral to Rumblefish's visceral 
power. The nervous, kinetic rhyLhms, 
disquieting snaps, and discordant un
dulations create an edge of tension and 
expectation. The fight scenes erupt 
with wild drums, the party scenes 
sparkle with a Police-like buoyancy, 
the moody jazz of one fantasy scene 
suddenly soars with a soprano sax in
terlude. The soundtrack also features 

Continued on Page 40 
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GRAND OPENING Non1h a1 
Call us Today a1 * 921-4420 )4-

FOR 
"'1t1er ilformalioo regirding the drawing for free p,izes. 

specialsales, prodoctsemirm, SlJllise(Jieslsand special 
ewanls we v,;n have throu!ta4 the moofh of October 
SPECIAL SEMINARS 

SPECIAL GUESTS 

* FREE DRAWINGS iC 
FOR NANYPRODUCTS 
M,crophones, Tour Jackels, Guiials, GuitN Amps, &nan 

Kl!)Wrds, Instrument Cal*,s, T .shirts and Mixers. 

iC SPECIAL EVENTS iC 
The LaSalle Express 

{! 1o the AES ;} 
The Audio Engineenng Society Conveotion in New York 

City. Surday, October 9th al 7: 15 AM. A chartered rourdlrip 
bus lo New York wilh free admission lo the AES show 

!admission price is S25) for the sr:,,cial price of S30. Bus 
pickup p(jnls are al 8erl<lee Coley, of Music 1150 Mass. 
Ave., Bostonl al 7: 15 AM and al LaSalle Music 175 North 
Beacon SI., Watertown> al 7:45 AM. Return bus leaves 

New York at 6 PM. 

Make your reservations now ... more people will want to 
go than we can possibly provide accommodations for. 
Call us today at 923-4420 lo reserve your seal on the 

LaSalle Express!!' 

* l:!o!!!!!M~W/,~{rg * * 75 North Beacon St. Watertown, MA 02172 (617) 923-4420 

THE PEOPLE i; 
Jim Bazin, Marshall Berenson. Larry Dallon, Bob Oefenderier, Tim Long, Billy Murray, Larry Novak, Jel Powers 

l:< THE PRODUCT LINES i.} 
Keyboards: 

Y"11iiaOret-em.Rcml.KOly.Moo,Kurzv.,,(Rtodes,OctM!PlateauV.,..._:BJSystem,,E,MuSystems.Cnmar.Hdre.Wuf<tzer.Gasiota-e 

Recordlln9: 
Souooatt. 11am Tea,Jlascam Foste,. Yamaha DBX Aoooarts, JBL fAW. EXR. S)ffl1'elnx Lemn Mic·Mo<. loft, De!lalab, URB, Ort,r\ Troent. 
IIDsa Shxlomaster. Senrtetser. AKG. Beyer, sture. PlM. Au1o Teclnca Tec!ncs. Fumai, MXf\ Rn, kit/, T-rt. Clmcrafl 

Sound Rellnforcemeni: 
Au<foans, Y:rnaha. JBL Gauss. PAS, fAW, Symmetnc R....,, T ndent. Ramsa StudKJmaSler, Ashly, BOIT'!), Tangent le""'1. Loft. DBX. EXR. Oellalab. 
Bose, OSC. Carver. Crown. AKG. PlM. Attec·lan•ng. Atos. Aud<>-T ect,,,ca Beyer. Store, PZM, Sem'leser. Gresl Kelsey, Eoctro-Vooce. Fumm. 
Galaxy. Tap:o. Cer,mVega GJ!co. Renkus&nz. Em<!r. Nady, Telex, Roland. Se&:om, UREI, GU, Technics 

Gulltars and Amps: 
Yamaha. Fendef. R(jand. Marshall. Music Man, Gibson. Krirner. Ibanez. Hondo. BC Ach. Sammy, Ova11oo. Martln Guild. Rtckenbacker. Epi~ 
llorbro. Takamne. Aspen. Adamas. Ampeg. Plgnose Roel< legend. Celeslron Scl'dli 

Drums: 
Yat'lma Ro-Jet. wlw19. Sooor. ~- SrnfTl'.ilS. Gretsch. Tama. Zild1ian. PatSte. CB. LP. Synare Sy!l'.lnJms 

Di9ital/Analo9 Drum Nachines: 
Ooohem Orumuiator. Y.vnaha Aolard. Korg 

Accessories and Effects: 
M\SI Callo.-.. Alas. Barcus Be<~ Samsm Scl-otc SMF 000 8= lllar01. Rotnl MXR Mo<ley. Ka'ller. Foyd Rose. Dmaoo Gro,er Lawrence. 
Schecter. Schaelle(_ Seyrnoor Cm:an. Mighty Mile. Nady. Tele~ Hh-'E Loft. Conn l/'l't1 r1w100 Belden. Canare ·~ s II !Mi D WE'VE GOT ITALL Jl;otessi! Audi!f!Musica/Odi~{f We ~!~~~~:E.~R~:: p~:N!~~~ 

75North Beacon St Watertown, MA 02172 (6 17) 923-4420 (at !he o!d K&L building) 
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CAN I STAY ORSHauLa I Ga? 

Ruinors of Mick Jones' expulsion form the 
Clash by members Joe Strummer and Paul 
Simonon were recently confirmed. 

by Terri Sutton 

It's so an noying to be predictable, 
bul here goes . Rumo rs of Mick · 
Jo nes expulsion from the Clash by 
members Joe Strummer and Pau l Sim
enon were confirmed rece ntly by Eng
land's New Musical Express; and ii cut 
me 10 the heart, I' ll te ll ya. What with 
S1rummer's dip lomat fat her and pr i
va te school upbringing and Simenon's 
James Dean/oh-so-thin-and-that-c lass
ic-profi le pose, Mick Jo nes seemed the 
only aut hentic street-smart member of 
that lo ng- loved (and sometimes by the 
wrong people), beleaguered band, the 
Clash. 

Sure Jones had his guitar hero stan
ces, but, heck, he played like a star, 
why not move like one? ("You're my 
gui ta r hero.") Painfully thin , ugly to· 
the point of attrac1iveness, sna rl ing (re
member that scene in Rude Boy when 
dear old Ray-t he "lead" of the nick 
-chanced the stage?), and oh so vu l
nerab le beneath those o ut law togs and 
medals of the trade, Jones embodied 
the rebe l rock- n-ro ller; 1o ugh and 
ha rd, with a hea rt that was easi ly 
touched ("so if yo u're in the crowd to
night/have a dri nk on me''). 

And yet, as a band, the Clash de
fined rebel-chic. What made Jones im
portan1 in the Clash-besides the virtu
oso gu itar work, which was obvious 
even in the bash-'em-out-we're-your
average-Joe (s ic) days, was his edge, 
his unpredictabi li ty. I'm thinking of 
the Mick who could tell the crowd he 
wouldn't play if the fig hting cont in
ued , and in the next moment, slam a 
guitar chord that hit you like a punch; 
the Mick who could sing softly of his 
loneli ness and boredom in "Lost in the 
Supermarket'' and then come back and 
tea r into "The Card Cheat" with a des
pera te, fi lthy rage ("burn it fuc kin' 
dow11!'' ) . 

At hear t (I think) Mick was a pop 
craftsman, which may be why he was 
no lo nger welcome with St ru mmer and 
Simenon. Who can forge! the wonder-

fu l and na ive exuberance of "Crush on 1 

You" or the fadi ng cries of "Jail G ui 
tar Doors'': ''Johnny, Joh nny. " 
He seemed so rab id, and then o ut 
flowed some marve lous Jove song- I 
don'1 care about the sell-out calls after 
''Trai n in Vain"; as Mick sang it-pas
siona te, hurt, proud-that was a clas
sic song. 

As someone once said, it is internal 
tens ion that creates a great band-Len
no n/McCart ney, Richards/ Jagger, 
Rauen/Vicio us. The Clash was no ex
ception . Strummer's self-conscio us 
polit ics set up against Jones' innate mu
sical ity made tor a heady concoction, a 
pu ll between deliberate thought and 
gut-feel ing, between the left ist and the 
traditiona list. And despite the juxta
pos it ion , the band seemed to get a long 
so we ll-balancing the seriousness with 
large doses o f humor (" J immy Jazz ," 
"Should I Stay or Should I Go," the 
hi la rious self-deprecating comments in 
Penn ie Smith's book The Clash: Be
fore and After.). Perhaps it's idea lis1 ic 
of me, but I never thought they'd end it 
in quite th is bitter, ugly way. Their 
fr iendship-t hose qu ick shared gr ins in 
concert, 1hc vo ices supporli ng each 
other, goading each other to com plete 
the caia logue of sin-tha1 friends hi p 
was almost as meaningful as the music. 

J ust now discovered I've been 
unconsciously writing in the past tense, 
as if poor Mick were dead and gone. 
A nd, yes, I do feel as if something has 
fin ished, someth ing that was ve ry im
portant to me, someth ing-an in-joke, 
an honesty, a st rength - that got me 
1hrough an awfu l lot of pain , everyday 
and otherwise. Mick will probably go 
o n to make "valuab le contribut ions" 
to the " music world"-as producer, 
composer, singer, icon, whatever-but 
the Clash, I th ink, wi ll not. The sense 
o f jar ri ng, of opposites crashing to· 
gether, the clash , so to speak, no long
er exi sts. Without Topper Heado n, yes, 
but not witho ut Mick . Cheers to you, 
Joe and Paul - I hope you blend 
(bland?) together well. 
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by Elizabeth Phillip 

J 
ust when it seemed that na
tional acts had forsaken Chi
cago, some locals saved the 
day. In fact, Naked Raygun's 
latest, 1he Basemem Screams 

EP on Ruthless, is so great I keep for
getting it's from Chicago. It's the best 
local disc in years, one rnmpetitive 
wi1h anything released nationally. Only 
complaint with the noise on this six
song, 12-inchcr is that it all ends too 
soon. 

Raygun has lasted through lots or 
years and lineups. They're not hard
core, not straight rock, not comparable 
to anything. On Screams, echoey, 
gang-like uni.~on \'Ol·als and wailing sa, 
combine with drums 1ha1 feel like 
they're set up in your throat and sini
ster guitar rivaling the chainsaw in the 
Texas massacre, for a simple, heady 

CLEVELAND 

by David Sprague 

l 
iving with CLE's music scene 
is a lot like having a spastic 
child in the family. Catatonic 
spells are punctuated by bursts 
of hyperac1ivity at the oddest 

inten ats. Well, arter a looong sleep, 
the "child" is making some noises. 

Vet scene watchers know all the best 
bands have "IT"-that schizoid ability 
10 turn a good night into a drunken 
party and a bad one into a bottle 
throwing brawl (or was that the other 
way around?). The Easler Monkeys 
have " IT" and more! Reminiscent of 
"the good old days'' of Die Electric 
Eels and Rocket From the Tombs, the 
E. Monks arc transfixing. Psychovo
calist Chris Yarmock has calmed down 
a bit (except for antics during the show
stopping "Newspaper Mou1h") but the 
guitar of widely acclaimed "nicest guy 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

by Howard Wuelfing 

' 

his has been the liveliest 
summer DC has seen in over a 
decade. Two new live venues, 
both dedicated to showcasing 
acts that otherwise most prob-

ably would have gone gigless opened 
up. Space II Arcade, down near Union 
Station hosted regular harDCore gigs, 
including faith's farewell show. 
Oscar's Ele, a third noor walk-up fea
tured mixed bills of punk and weirdo 
groups like Grand Mal and '10 Trend 
in a pleasantly cramped and seedy set
ting (the room hosts drag shows nor
mally). 

Also the dance club thing got a li11le 
more bearable as Charmichael's culti
vated a very groovy clientele or rousla
bou1s and malcontents (being the only 
place around the boho-residen1ial Du
pont Circle area not to impose a cover 
or make you wait in line, even on week-
12 Boston Rock #44 

mix. Raygun has already recorded an 
album with lain Burgess, who did early 
Minislry, Sporl of Kings, and will en
gineer the next abrasion, expected in 
December, from Big Black. Those 
who've heard Raygun's album say it 
screams even louder than the EP. 

Toothpaste seems to have come 
from nowhere, but members served 
time in Raygun, Sih·er Abuse, and the 
Wayouts. Their selr-titled 12-inch EP 
mixes fast rock/punk with wi1 and in
telligence, and it's groovily packaged 
as a takeoff on Led Zcp, with a tube or 
goop exploding instead of the Hinden
burg. 

Stations ha\'e come back from Eng
land sans Marlin Hannett-produced 
tapes, bu1 with a new lineup and extra 
resolve to forge ahead. They're better 
1han ever, though more dance-ori
enled; key member David Stowell 
seems 10 have lost his rear or guitars 
and is back to cranking out noise with 
rerocity again. A 12-inch single is 
planned ror Christmas release. 

in the universe" Jim Jones remains un
tamed. Their a lbum The Splendor of 
Sorrow is due. 

Over on the Ubu front, Jones 
(again!) is working with Home & Gar
den, an cxperimen1al but run group 
with Scolt Krauss and Tony Maimone, 
as well as playing on the recent David 
Thomas disc. Maimone recently de
buted Tight Dreams, a jazzy erogenous 
sextet with some ex-Dr. Bloodmoney 
funksters. (Tri\'ia: TD's Gary Lupico 
had a band called The Dead Kennedys 
back in '76!) 

For even more outre sounds, watch 
for an as yet unnamed aggregation led 
by ex-Electric Eel vokalist David E. 
which promises tons o' grunge and 
lotsa surprise~. Neptune's Car is back 
after a hiatus. Now a trio, they're re
cording an EP for leader· Doug 
Moran's Koolie Records. And then 
there's The Numbers Band. Sigh. The 
brilliant 15-60-75:2, their first vinyl 
since '75, has brought these swampy 
blues mystics no closer to their de-

ends. Also they started staying open af
ter hours, serving good food and occa
sionally good sounds (went in last 
Thursday and heard four songs in a 
row with naught a synthesizer tone 
'twixt them). 

A rair amount or records came out, 
or will have in short order. There were 
Arlificial Peace and Double-O EP's 
earlier in the summer. The remixed, re
mastered, repackaged Minor Threat 
12" finally hit the stores. No Trend put 
out a very cool, noisy li11le debut disc 
and Iron Cross released their second 
45, Hated and Proud, (with production 
by ~linor Threat'<i L,)lc Prcsslar). 

Unfortunately the weekend before 
Sab and the boys started taking them 
around 10 s1orcs, drummer, Dante, 
quit, aborting a two week tour of the 
South and Midwest. Bad Brains' Ric 
Ocasek produced LP finally made it 
ou1 on Jem's PVC label though the 
band apparently is no more, this time 
for real. The 9:30 Club advertised a 
Brains' show, bu1 H.R.'s all-reggae 

Lawrence, Kansas's transplanted 
threesome, Get Smart!, get belier 
everytime they play out. Maximizing 
their minimalist sound, they've gotten 
more abrasive and relentless-qualities 
that surface o n their excell ent new 
t,resh Sounds Action Reaction LP. 

HusbanP, wire and others dance/ 
pop combo American Youth Ensemble 
have a promising debut EP out. Cheap 
Trick's Robin Zander produced 4xy 's 
in1eresting debut 

Hardcore Negative Element broke 
up, when Mom and Dael moved some 
of the kiddie members to Peoria. 
Articles of faith are back from a suc
cessful tour, on the heels or their Wait 
release. Popular with lots or the under
agcrs, Articles has helped with the hall 
gigs, which, despite talent like CH3, 
Big Boys, and young locals, have only 
attracted a small core of support. 

The ,,idest rirt in the factionalized 
hardcore scene became obvious at the 
Effigies· recent Tuls show. At the re
quest of singer John Kezdy, hecklers 

served stardom. Ronald Koal has been 
around for ages too, and new material 
more suited 10 his Bowic-esque vox 
bodes well for his Trillionares. Kaai ac
tually hails from Columbus as do 
Great Plains, whose Mark, Don & Mel 
EP captures their driving guitar laden 
sound 10 a "T." 

Unfortunately, most "moderne" 
youth choose 10 dance the night away 
to the unbearably twee synth-pop of 
the Exotic Birds, or even worse, the 
(shudder) Adulls. Fronted by a (barely) 
male Benatar type, they recycle every 
known arena rock cliche with enough 
newave gloss to be correct. An LP just 
out. (oh boy!) 

Commercial radio doesn't ex ist, but 
the College Radio Coalition-a coop 
of five local stations-guarantees fine 
listening 24 hours a day. The major 
problem is clubs. There ain't none. 
Nada. The Pirate's Cove went upscale 
for jazz, leaving only the Pop Shop 
(216-521-5350) and the Lakefronl 
(216-241-9055) And those are weekend 

band were actually scheduled to 
appear. They cancelled out at the last 
moment anyway The Slickee Boys, 
Very Nice Plants, Theresa Gunn 
Group and Black Markel Baby also 
emitted wax. Baby's drummer, 
Tommy Carr, is temporarily filling the 
drum-scat in a dreamy little syndicate 
called Crippled Pilgrims. 

Lotsa new bands popping up, espe
cially in and amongst the HC set: No 
Labels, Corrosion of Conformity , 
Committee for Public Safety, Under
ground Soldier. Marginal Man, an off
shoot of Artificial Pea(·e have an Ian 
MacKa.)e produced record already in 
the can to be issued by Dischord as 
soon as they can scrape the money to
gether. Grand Mal, formerly Wurm 
Babies, have begun playing oul. She, a 
band featuring former members of 
Egoslavia and the Bush Tetras will be 
making their public debut shortly and 
1hen relocating in N. Y .C. Cross Your 
Heart are an act described as "angular 
and propulsive.' 

took turns explaininp, into the mike 
why the Efs "sucked." 

Articles and friends claim the 
"Egogies" don't support local bands. 
That's not really true-they help out 
Rulhless-ma1es like Raygun and Big 
Black, but refuse to throw their weight 
around to become Chicago's hardcore 
stamp of approval. Though all factions 
talk about burying the hatchet, it 
sometimes seems they'd like most to do 
so in each other's backs. The Effigies, 
by the way, will re-release their great 
rirst Ha11111ed Town EP. 

Eagerly awaited: Book of Lies' 
brooding fever debut; Hal Russell's 
LP collaboration with Waitress/Swol
len Monkey Mars Williams, on Nessa, 
Eftsoons; and the first release, on 
Thermidore, by ONO, a mysterious, 
arty noise band either wildly exciting or 
horribly pretentiow,, depending on 
how you hear things. 

Ministry's Al Jourgensen produced 
tracks by 8½ that caught Polygram's 

Continued on Page 44 

only! The New Hope guys have had 
li mited success with all ages HC shows 
reaturing biggies like Social Unrest and 
Negative Approach (call Tome at 216-
464-3049). 

The HC scene is small, but 100 per
cent dedicated folks like Joe C. of 
Contempt (9135 Johnnycake Ridge, 
Mentor 0., 44060), Vince Ransid or 
Slam (possibly defunct) and the Real
ity/Slam houses have kept it gain' 
against the odds. 

Starvation Army, the best midwest 
thrash band I've seen, went down in a 
storm on an eastern tour, while older 
bands like the Dark, Urban Mutants 
and that dynamic duo The Guns could 
do just as well. They've been joined by 
a shitload o' newics like the very young 
Positive Violence, the gothick No Pa
role, and Spike in Vein, who lace slabs 
of dirge/noise with vivid armagged
deon imagery. They can all be heard on 
the tuff New Hope compilation (at 
2729 Shelley Rd. Shaker Hts. 0., 
44122). Continued on Page 44 

Most or the non-HC action these 
days revolves around the Umbra 
Group, a loose association of musi
cians and other artists that so far has 
set up a series or Sunday showcases at 
the 9:30 Club and arranged dates at 
D.C. Space. Headed by Brian Tale, 
brother ot writer Greg "lronman" 
Tate, the group plans to establish re
hearsal spaces, perhaps a studio-basi
cally facilitating the efforts of the local 
underground. 

Now the bad news. Popular Secrel 
have busted up; the French Are From 
Hell are in serious trouble, not being 
able to draf1 a qualified replacement 
for drummer Tom Paine, who split 
for Italy. The Static Oisrupters have 
called it quits (though some members 
reportedly already ha,·e a new line-up 
set to start gigging under a new name). 
Mike Salkind has left No Trend. Os
car's Eye is slated to close (damn. 
they're tearing the ,,hole building 
down to make way for some shining, 

Continued on Page 44 
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Keith 
Levene: 

Goodbye to Swan Lake, Lydon and Levene 

by Julie Panebianco 
The urgent guitar playing that cuts through the 

rumble of "The Public ln1age Theme" isn't just 
the sound of a guitar going through an amp. Po
werful, proud, hypnotic, cloaked in disquieting 
rhythms, the lead guitar of Keith Levene defined 
Public Image Ltd. 

Blessed with a lead singer who dropped his 
pseudonym-Johnny Rotten made way for John 
Lydon-when his infamous band the Sex Pistols 
broke up, Public Image ltd. created much ado. 
Levene marched Lydon's nastiness with his own in
timidating manner (his offhand, "Got a cig?" even 
shook up NBC Tomorrow host Tom Snyder). As 
Levene garnered praises from critics he was quickly 
dubbed the first "postpunk" guitarist. 

Things soured: live performances turned into 
riots ("I don't like being spat at," snarled Levene); 
innovative record packages became headaches for 
PiL and Jans alike ("We were all ripped off by the 
record company and by record shops, who charged 
three times more than they should have"); band 
members either quit or got kicked out (Lydon once 
remarked: "People don't leave Public Image, they 
are asked to leave"). 

After several publicized feuds with several major 
record companies, PiL moved 10 New York and 
formed their own label. It was the beginning of the 
end: making a production and distribution deal 
with Srijf/America ("This was going to save their 
lives," said Levene, "they knew it and we knew 
it."), rhe company floundered and folded before 
the band completed their fourth album (rhe others: 
First Edition, Metal Box/Second Edition, and Flo
wers of Romance). 

While they were recording that album, the rela
tionship-business and personal-between Levene 
and Lydon festered, irritated by the presence of oc
casional PiL drummer Martin Atkins. (Levene on 
Atkins: "I cannot tell you how much I despise 
him.") After threatening to quit many times, 
Levene lefr PiL last spring, on the eve of their 
Japanese tour. Lydon and Arkins recruited three 
members of a New Jersey cover band. They also 
took on a new manager by the name of Larry 
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White ("He used to manage Davy Jones of the 
Monkees," Levene explained, "he now manages 
John Lydon"). Virgin Records has released a 12" 
single by PiL called "This Is Not A Love Song" 
("Lydon was having trouble with words"), and a 
live two record set recorded in Japan (Levene's 
name was omitted from the songwriting credits; all 
songs are credited to Public Image Ltd.). PiL 
reportedly offered Levene only $10,000 to give up 
all the rights to his songs. 

Levene is now in New York, recording and set
ting up his company Multi-Image Corporation 
(with Bostonian Alec Peters). Hopefully M.I.C. 
will be what Public Image Ltd. intended to be but 
never was: an artists' collective where "we can de
velop ourselves, be creative. " He is looking into 
opening an eight track recording studio with Wait
ress/Swollen Monkey Mars Williams, and Cowboy 
International Ken Lockie. A project with premier 
bassist Jamaaladeen Tacuma is also in the works. 
Levene: "I don't want to talk about all this, I just 
want to do it." 

Levene and I walked around the Lower East Side 
of Manhattan for hours ("I've been taking you 
through the roughest, most dangerous areas in the 
city," he apologized), stopping only to play the 
video game Robirron. Wearing a golf jacket and 
jeans-shiny black vinyl steel toed shoes his only 
concession to fashion-he looked healthy. His mar
riage last year to former Pulsallama member Lori 
Montana has given him security and confidence; in 
March they are expecting a child. Says Levene: "I 
feel good abour things now. I've got my talent. I'm 
fine." 

So what happened? 
I can't believe how restricted I was by my own 

creative unit. If you are in the Swnes or Fleetwood 
Mac and making millions, I guess you can work 
with people you don't like; in PiL's situation, it 
couldn't have carried on because we had come to 
hate each other's guts. 
Were you depe11de111 on the silllation? 

When I formed PiL with John, people accused 

me of latching onto Lydon because he was a big 
star. When I left the Clash people said 'haha' 
you've blown it; that was your big chance. I don't 
feel I blew it when l left the Clash, l don't feel I 
was latching onto Lydon. I think I've got a million 
times more to offer than Lydon. At one time I 
would have said I feel I've got as much lO offer as 
Lydon; now I say different. I mean, any music you 
ever hear on a PiL record, except for the occasion
al drum track, is me; the music's me. So J feel Ly
don's lucky he knew me; if he didn't know me he 
wouldn't be around now. 

You know, we kind of got what we wanted. 
When we formed PiL we formed a company, we 
didn't form a band. Then we began lO find out 
what a "Ltd." company was really about; and 
what kind of expenses that incurred; and what 
managing yourself was all about, and what choos
ing your own direction was aII about. The way we 
followed through is what you see now-me here 
and them there; as far as I know, they're wearing 
tuxedos and singing "Anarchy in the U.K." 

How do you feel about Lydon? 
I think he writes great wotds, and I thought he 

had a unique talent-but I don't think he's got it 
anymore. 

You see he's not prepared lO work at it. I think 
he needs to see a psychiatrist, I don't think he's in 
touch wit h his feelings at all. And if you're gonna 
be an artist that writes words and songs, you've got 
to be in touch with something. I don't think he's in 
touch with anything. 
What was your role with PiL at its inception? 

I was 19, or 20 when we formed PiL; I was in 
the Clash then the band Flowers of Romance for 
abou, fo~r days, then Sid Vicious left to join the 
Pistols. Then I worked with Ken Lockie, of Cow
boy's International and the old company concept 
was coming to mind; we formed PiL lO be a com
munications company, wi1hou1 any horrible rock 
and roll routines. 

Then I'll tell you what happened: we did our 
first American tour, and me and John came a few 
weeks beforehand to do interviews . John would 



contribute about an eighth of it; and I ta lked a lot. 
John had just gotten over that Pistols bullshit, and 
he went out of his way to crush this bullshit 
Johnny Rotten image and promote what Pil was 
trying to do. That he wasn't the superstar, that he 
was part of the band. He really did try, and I re
spect him for it, because then he could have really 
sold out and been on the top of the charts; we 
could have done any sort of rubbish and made it. 
But he didn't; he was integral about it. Bui when 
all the stories and interviews came out, it was just 
pictures of John; nothing I said was even written, 
it was as if I wasn't even there. It was always 
John, John, John. 

It rea ll y hurt the band. You see the first year and 
a half-even longer-people came to see the Sex 
Pistols not Pil. Wobble left; J im Walker left; Jea
nette joined and things changed a bit. 
What was Jeanette lee's role? Nobody ever did 
quite explain it. 

The way it turns out is that Jeanette was an in
house groupie; she was a groupie that joined the 
band. She didn't do anything. She was supposed to 
excel in the video department and so on; she didn't 
do a fucking thing. All she did was use my mon
ey-I used to get a lot of things for her, because I 
was aware of all the latest things in video and film, 
ok? And she never did nothing with it. And all I 
can tell you is, I encouraged her. I don't know 
what happ,ened between her and John when he 
went to Ita ly with her to make that movie, but she 
left after that. Who knows? Who cares, you know? 
There was a two year period that nothing happen
ed; there were a lot of drug rumors about you and 
John. Was that part of Pil 's problems? 

Well, I don't know because, yes, I was doing 
smack, I was dabbling with it when we formed the 
band; then I was doing it constantly for about 
three years. But I stopped doing it about two-and
a-half years ago; I was still doing it while we were 
making Flowers of Romance, and I stopped just 
after we finished it. Like official. Stopped. Finish. 
I don't want to speak for anyone else's problem. 
The rumors were true: there was, let's say, a drug 
indulgence going on on my behalf, but not in the 
two years you're talking about. 

The drug thing has gone hand-in-hand with a lot 
of rock and roll people hasn't it? What do you 
think about that? 

It's sad; doesn't it hold you up at times? 
Yeah; when I was doing it for years-when I was 

firs, doing it, I was just finding out about it, and 
had the money to do it-then you get to a stage 
where you aren't enjoying it anymore, and you 
don't realize it but the reason you feel bad is be
cause of the drugs you are taking to feel good . It is 
not for fun; it is because you have to. And when 
you have to do something creative, it's very hard. 

When we did Flowers I tried to make the session 
coincide with the part of the day where I really had 
the least amount in my system . I always felt bad 
for it; I always felt better when I hadn't done any
thing, you know? But those were the days where if 
I hadn't done something I couldn't do anything; 
when you do heroin, it is a maintenance thing, you 
have to have it to get normal. Then maybe have 
some more and get high. Most junkies aren't 
happy . 
What made you stop? 

I just wanted to; I'd had enough. It takes control 
of your life and really drastic things start happen
ing-when you subtract it from your life, these 
things don't happen. It's a whole ritual, like junk
ies score together, take their drugs together; alco
holics drink together and so on. If you are' with a 
load of people that are doing it you feel better 
about it; it becomes an id~ntity. 

So why does it go hand-in-hand with rock and roll? 
Probably because it is such a horrible business, 

you fucking need something. I guess Keith Richards 
is the most reknowned junkie, and he's the one 
that lived the longest. Sid died by mistake; I'm still 
here, I stopped. 

It is encouraged. In fact you are looked up for 
ii, like some kind of cowboy, macho thing: 41 He 
draws a gun qu icker than you, he takes more drugs 
than him." 1 mean I used to have lots of little wor-

shippers . I didn't realize it at first; I realized it in 
the end. 

Did anyone try to stop you? 
No, no. My situation with junk was this: I used 

to run Pil when I was on junk. I used to make all 
the music, get the money out of Virgin, make sure 
the record was promoted, find out if we were on 
Top of the Pops that week, you know? I was quite 
pleased with myself. When I analyzed the situation 
it was because basically I was very lonely, and very 
scared, and under a lot of pressure. Once I worked 
that out, it helped my quest to stop, because I had 
to make a big effort to stop; a fucking big effort. 
Why did you move Pil to New York? 

We knew about the place. I originally popped 
over here for a week; then I got John and Jeanette 
over here fo r this thing we really wanted to do, 
which was a live video gig at the Ritz. All I got 
from them was that I was treating them like pup
pets; then the morning of lhe gig they had their 
suitcases packed, ready to go home. I said "look, 
fuckin' go home, I don't really care, cause if we 
don't do this gig we'll fuckin' get our legs broken 
by the people who own the club ." So we stayed, 

Keith Levene 

"John was my best friend 
for years; I thought he was 
great. It was me, John, and 
Sid. We all thought each ot
her were great. Sid died; 
and as far as I'm concerned 
John has now died." 

and we did ii, and it was what it was. And I've 
taken credit for it; I do, I do. All John did was put 
on his little yellow and black striped thing, walk 
around and give me a hard time, even at the gig. 
Do you think your live video concept was a couple 
of years ahead of what audiences were ready for? 

Everyone I spoke to said it was brilliant. The 
American public, I hear, thinks it was some kind 
of rip off; I'm sure I would have found that gig 
worth my ten dollars. The idea was that we weren't 
really gonna know what was going to happen. As 
you saw; we didn't. We weren't trying to start a 
riot; that was the last thing we were trying to do. 
We had a boom mike over the audience; I wanted 
this communication between the audience. 
It always seemed the communication between Pil 
and their audience was less than satisfactory. 

Not with me it wasn't. Anyone who asked or in-

terviewed me I fucking told what PiL was about. 
would have loved to go on the telly or done mil
lions of things to tell people what we were doing. 
Do you think all the negativity surrounding Pil 
turned on the band? 

Oh yeah; the punk scene was so negative it 
crawled up its own ass . Everyone fought against 
each other, that was the mistake. They had a lot of 
the right ideas; but there is nothing left. Which I 
guess is good: I'd much prefer the Clash to be dead 
and gone than be around in ten years like the 
Stones, because of course it is everything they said 
they would never be. 

That's why I'm glad PiL split; the last six, eight 
months we were going around being everything we 
always swore we would never want to be. I was 
aware of it; I had to see the scene through, but I 
had to say goodbye in the end: I never said "I 
quit." I told Martin "you do know, don't you, 
that I'm not going to Japan with you and I don't 
want to work with you again, or see you again." 
John was in L.A. by then, and I haven't seen him 
since. The next night I went to the studio to remix 
"Love Song," I told them, "I've got to remix it, it 
is embarassing." Martin called John in L.A. and 
told him I was in the studio-this was the major 
trump card in Martin's power play to be John's 
best buddy. John called up screaming that I was a 
fucking cunt and I should get out of the sJudio im
mediately, right? I said, "John, I can't put out a 
1une that sounds like that." 

This was just after that horrible manager Larry 
While had come along; l had originally hoped to 
God that he would run the band, and all I would 
have to do was worry about the music. But he was 
such a little creep, a five foot two inch sleezeball, 
and every idea he had sucked. It would have been 
nothing that me or John would ever have listened 
to-if Sid was alive he would have killed him on 
the spot-what I did was fucking tell him that 
night we met with him that I didn ' t want anything 
to do with him; I didn't want him to work with the 
band; I didn't want him touching our money. John 
was quite pleased . Martin thought he would save 
the world for us; get us loads of gigs, and make us 
loads of money, which is all he cares about. Grad
ually this little creep edged his way into the situa
tion; gradually I was finding it more impossible to 
deal with. 

Does John have a high tolerance for hangers on? 
John? John has a high tolerance for anyone who 

will save him effort, even though in the long run 
nobody is saving him anything. 
Do you think it was your marriage that pulled you 
away from Pil, made you view things differently? 

Yes; my obligations changed. And my responsi
bility factor changed: my marriage had a great deal 
to do with me leaving Pil, it was an integral rea
son. The way my wife puts it, right, which doesn't 
make me look too great, is that I was wilh a lot of 
bastards that were giving me a hard time and I was 
too much of a nice guy to know it. She's got a 
point; I always overestimate people, I really trust 
people, I'm very vulnerable. It took someone who 
really did love me and really did care about me, 
and someone I really love and care about and all 
those chivalrous things, to make me realize that 
these guys were total fucking assholes, and I 
shouldn't have anything to do with them, I should 
never have known them. 
What is the status of the unreleased PiL album? 

I don't know, you see, the record is finished; I 
finished it. I guess that was against PiL's will, but 
they weren't doing anything about it. I mixed all 
the records anyway, ok, but John would be there, 
he'd be into it. Well I hadn't realized they consid
ered the record finished vocally, but I heard 
through the grapevine they felt that it was. 
Personally, if I was John Lydon I wouldn't have 
said the vocals were finished, but they said they 
were; I went in and made the best of a bad job. 
But the album turned out to be quite good; the 
album is ready to go out. But, you see, I am owed 
a lot of money by Virgin; I am owed a lot of 
money by PiL; I am getting none of it. 

John and Martin have gone off and called them
selves PiL and released a record; all I 

Continued on Page 40 
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EDDY GRANT 

by Dean Johnson 

It it weren'! for a set of lost luggage, British rocker 
Eddy Grant might never have become a star in this 
country. 

Grant, 35, is the author and performer of the song 
that became the anthem of the Summer of '83: the 
throbbing "Electric Avenue." His new album, Killer 
on the Rampage, and the followup single "I Don't 
Want To Dance" have also been burning up the 
American record 1,;harts. 

But eighteen months ago, Grant's musical future 
looked anything but promising. He moved his family 
from his lifelong home in England 
to Barbados, and along the r---.,.;_,.,.., '-
\Vay the airline lost all his lug. 
gage. "It was a really terrible ~ 
thing," he recalled. "I lost all the. ~ 
memorabilia of 22 years of living in 
England." Grant also lost all the songs 
he had wrillen for his nex1 album, and he never 
got them back. Now. Grant wonders what those 
songs might have sounded like on record: "h's like 
the child you never had." 

Grant may be considered a "new" recording star 
by people in America, but he has been a major talent 
in the U.K. for well over a decade. During the 60's he 
wrote and sang the song "Baby Come Back" for his 
band the Equals, and it eventually became a Number 
One Single over 1here; la1er the Clash covered his ori
ginal hit "Police On My Back." 

A combination of heart problems and complica
tions from a serious au10 accident forced Grant to 
leave the Equals, and during his recovery he decided 
to learn about all facets of the music industry: he 
formed a record label and owned a pressing plant. He 
also mastered several musical instruments. On Killer 
he pulls a Todd Rundgren and plays every instru
ment. 

Though he was able lO enjoy a s1rong career as a 
solo artist in England, success always eluded him in 
America: "They told me my music didn't slot into 
any radio format over here. That was actually great 
because I didn't want to put my music into one class 
or another. I want it to be allowed to breathe." 

That is one of the reasons Grant is so delighted 
with the success of "Electric Avenue. "It's nOI a dis
co or black hit," he explained. "It's an across-the
board hit. It has declassified my music." 

Grant's music smoothly incorporates several 
styles, including rock, reggae, r&b, and blues, and he 
mixes them into his own very distinct musical form, 
claiming: "The only person who really had a marked 
influence on my early career was Chuck Berry." 

Grant's lyrics can be almost as varied as his melo
dies . "Elec1ric Avenue" addresses the problems of 

the black London ghello of Brixton, for example. It 
is one of several political songs on an album that also 
contains lighter, wistful tunes like "Latin Love Af
fair" and "I Don't Wanna Dance." 

''It's not something I go out of my way to do," 
Grant said about the way he freely meshes musical 
genres. "I can't change myself. I can only play the 
music that I am. I cross all borders as a human being. 
I am of no denomination. I am just me, Mr. E.; I 

don't have any political dogma in my head and my 
music reflects that. It's up to people to decide if they 
really like my music or not, but I can only play what I 
am." 

Grant added that he doesn't mind being labeled by 
the general American public as one of the few black 
artists making inroads in rock. "Everybody knows 
I'm black," he said, "and it's the smallest considera
tion in my musical life. No one asked Mozart if he 
was black, blue, or green. Music, you see, has no 
color." 

He added that being linked with the likes of Mi
chael Jackson and Prince in the minds of many poses 
no great problem. "It doesn't bother me because we 
all have our own space," he said. "I'm not like them 
and they're not like me by a long shot. McCartney 
and Jagger have their place and have plenty of room 
to work. We've all got our musical niches." 

But he doesn't feel it is fair for people to look to 
him to open up radio for black acts. "It's not really 
for me or Michael Jackson, or Prince to do any open
ing up; the fact or the matter is that it is for the ones 
who are closed to change. We know better," he said. 
"All the people who do this for a living know better. 
h's a matter of people putting their necks on the 
block and demanding a change. We know what's 
right. We know what it is supposed to be." 

Having been intimately involved in nearly every as
pect of the music business, Grant had some interest
ing insigh1 into its current decline: "It's paying the 
price for disco; not the music itself, which was okay, 
but the attitude. They weren't interested in devel
oping artists. They just wanted to sell product. This 
is an artist's industry. It's a people's business about 
emotion and feeling." 

Once the companies thought in terms of product 
and not artists, he continued, the problems began. 
"The whole industry revolves around the artist and 
his or her own personality. That is the record busi
ness." Grant said he felt the situation was improving, 
but he added: "I don't know what Journey or Air 
Supply look like. But I knew what the Rolling 
Stones, Led Zeppelin, and Santana looked like." 

Grant feels 1he musical climate in this country has 
changed enough to allow him and his music to be
come established here. He'd like to see that happen. 
'' I would hope that I would become one of the artists 
that lasts in this country," he said, "because I believe 
I have something to offer both as a man and as an 
artist.'' * 

Photo: Phil in Phlash 
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by Breu Milano 

Joe Perry's Once a Rocker, Always a 
Rocker is, as they said in high school, a 
great tennis.racket record: the kind 
that makes you want to grab anything 
tha1 even looks like a guitar. Its sound 
is purposely rough and basic, with bass 
drums to threaten your speakers and 
power.chords to bother your neigh
bors. It's heavy metal with guls and 
honesty, and without the Van Halen 
harmonies. 
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Mach Bell and Joe Perry 

The album resurrects the Joe Perry 
Project, after two years of legal battles 
and indecision. The second Project 
lineup disbanded after the I've Got the 
Rock 'n' Rolls Again album; leaving 
Perry wi1h no band, no label, and no 
solo hits to match his successes with 
Aerosmith. But with a new lineup feat
uring Boston veterans Mach Bell (ex
Thundertrain singer) and Joe Pet (ex
Berlin Airlift drummer), Perry's enthu
siasm is back. The new Project isn't 
technically better than previous incar
nations, but they play with a drunken 
camaraderie that tops the last Project's 
over-rehearsed sound. 

photo: B.C. Kagan 

"This band is gonna last," promises 
Perry. "I don't know if the music com· 
munity is ready to accept us, but the 
kids will be there and we're going to be 
around, like it or not." 

"This album's been worked out on 
the road," adds Bell. "That's why it's 
got 1ha1 raw sound. We played those 
songs live, we know what gets people 
off. This band's paid its dues, it's not 
like the Joe Perry Gravy Train. This is 
for real." 

The road has been Perry's home for 
most of his career. He was already on 
tour with the first Project before Night 
in the Ruts, his last album with Aero
smith, was even in the stores. "I wrote 
all the music for the first Project album 
right after we wrote the Aerosmith al
bum," he recalls. "Before I left Aero
smith, I already had the first Project 
put together, because I was gelling 
pretty bored. Then, when J found out 
they weren't going to let me do my own 
album if I was still with Aerosmith, I 
said, 'All right, if you want to play that 



way. See you la1er , guys." ' 
Aerosmilh, it seems, still haven'1 re

covered from Perry's departure. Their 
one non-Perry album, Rock in a Hard 
Place, was their firsl commercial nop; 
and recenl no-shows are eroding their 
reputalion as a live band. Asked how 
his departure arfecled 1he band, Perry 
shoots back, "I don't know-you're 
probably more in !Ouch than I am. 
Want me to wave my own nag? For 
awhile there was 2 little battle going 
on, because nobody was really sure 
why I left, and I wasn't in a mood to be 
talking 10 them about it, trying to jus
tify my escape. We're friends now, 
things have mellowed out. All that was 
three years ago, and I don't want to 
talk about it." Perry's sole concession 
to Aerosmith fans in his current live set 
is the Yardbirds/ Burnett classic "Train 
Kept A-Rollin'," probably better
known nowadays as an Aerosmith hit. 

But despite the quick start, it's taken 
Perry until now to get the Projec1 into 
proper shape. The first two albums, he 
said, "felt okay, but I wasn't com
pletely satisfied. It's that situation 
where you gel a bunch of guys that 
sound great at first rehearsal, but they 
have their own head trips going on. 
You do the album, go on the road, and 
find the personalities don't mix." 

After a brief tour, the last Project 
disbanded because "I didn't like the 
way the music business was hand ling 
it." Perry won't be' specific, but he'll 
say that "legal problems, business poli
tics, and being caught in the middle of 
music-industry changes" are the rea
sons he hasn't recorded in two years. 
With his long-standing relationship 
with Columbia at an end, Perry is now 
free to produce his own records. 

Perry's solution IO musical dissatis
faction was to get back on the road. 
Since teaming with Bell and the new 
band a year and a half ago, Perry reck
ons they've played more than 150 gigs 
- more than he played in his last three 
years with Aerosmith. "We put up the 
Jolly Roger, went from town to town, 
and rocked." Ports of call included 
South America, Texas and the West 
Coast. "The thing is, we went out 
without a record, which is basically un
heard-of in this business. That's why 
you haven't heard about the Project 
lately. You didn't read about us be
cause we're not Judas Priest, Iron Mai-
den. " 

.. navor of the month," picks up 
Bell. ''Most of the heavy metal, in quo
tations, that you hear now is almost as 
bland as the techno-rock. You've got 
ten bands that sound the same-chain
saw guitar attack, silly theatrics. 
There's no soul to it. They're the 4th 
and 5th generation rockers. We're 
maybe 2nd-generation ." 

Perry also points proudly to the new 
album's avoidance of a certain key
board instrument. "It's got no synthe
sizers, because we've heard too many 
of those already. There's a few bands 
using them tastefully (Perry's a Prince 
fan), but as far as I'm concerned, 
somebody's got to hold on to the raw 
edge. The school of music Lhat Mach 
and I come from, we're purists." 

"Traditionalists," adds Bell. "I 
mean, we were playing rock for years 
before anyone ever heard of synthesiz
ers, right? And now suddenly they take 
over seventy percent of the market. 
This is the synthesizer backlash: it has 
begun, let's plant the nag." 

" h 's not like we lock ourselves 
away , though," insists Perry. "When 
we go around the count ry, we try out 

the radio stat ions to see what's happen
ing. Usually we get bored pretty fast. 
It's like the disco thing that rock and 
roll had to go through in the 70s. The 
hard rockers lived through it, but i1's 
the same now. You can't tell one song 
from another on the radio. They all 
have 1he same drum machine." 

But didn't Perry help usher in the 
rock-funk fusion, with Aerosmi1h's 
"Last Child?" "Funk is one thing," 
he responds, "and disco is ano1her. 
That bass that you hear thumping 
through the speakers at the 1270 Club, 
that's what we can do without. But real 
funk, that sound goes back 10 James 
Brown, live at the Apollo. If it gets 
you off and we can do it with bass, 
drums, guitar and a lead singer, then 
we're living up to our standard." 

Sure enough, the album supports 
Perry's distinction. While the guitars 
never let up, Perry maintains a gut
level blues navor, a throwback to the 
days when heavy metal guitarists stole 
their licks from Elmore James and 
Chuck Berry instead of gelling them 
secondhand from Page and Clapton. 

"That roughness is the Joe Perry 
Project sound," said Bell. "There are 
enough productions out now that are 
glistening, smoo1h, perfect. The whole 
album's blues-based, that's the 
common ground in our music. Synthe
sized music is for all the synthesized 
people and the synthesized li fe that's 
happening now maybe, but the blues 
base is where we're coming from." 

But will it sell? Perry's optimistic: 
"Our fans know what's going on. On 
the road we were selling out every
where, holding the line. We didn't have 
a record out and we weren't in the rock 
rags, except maybe the gossip 
columns .'' 

Ah yes, the gossip columns. Perry 
never denies his reputation as a hell
raiser; and supports it on the new al
bum's lyrics. On nKing of the Kings," 
Bell sings about looking for eligible 
women after the show. A true story? 

"Who us?", laughs Perry. 
"That's a fabrication! What can I say 
-of course it's true. We'll see 'em 
when we get back. We've escaped by 
the skin of our teeth more than once, 
what we do should be illegal." 

Care to get specific? "How about 
the time you chased that armadillo 
around the hotel in Texas?" suggests 
Bell. 

"The first night in Cincinnati, they 
tried lO arrest us three times," recalls 
Perry. "We almost got into fistfights 
with the police. It was Super Bowl Sun
day. The people that lost their bets were 
bummed and the people that won were 
celebrating. There was a lot of hate out 
in the city, but we all went out, got 
crazy, and that was fine . 

"But the next night, we got offstage 
and our road manager to ld us, 'the 
bunnies are here.' And lo and behold, 
the dressing room was filled with bun· 
nies from the Playboy Club. I mean, 
filled. So we all went down to the club 
and got the royal treatmen1. After 1ha1, 
we didn't feel like hating anymore." 

Perry sums up his future plans on 
the album's closer, "Never Wanna 
Stop." "I'm ready to go," he said, 
"I've gotten the OK from my doctor, 
he says I'm good for another six 
months. Seriously, that song's our an. 
them. The kids came 10 see us when we 
were just a bunch of fuckin' rockers 
without an album out, so now we want 
to see them . " 

Bell : ". as a bunch of fuckin' 
rockers with an album out."* 

O,stub!J ted by WamerBros Recoroslric 
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Ii ,,as "hat·.., 1,.no,,n in the c,cr-challenging rod
crit bi7 as one of 1hose ''bad inter,icws." I was un
comfortable from the moment I got inside, facing a 
roomful of X, all four members too absorbed in their 
comersa1ions and reading 10 say Hi. I wasn'1 entirely 
surprised, though, having crossed paths wi1h them 
before in many ways, so I just got set up. 

Got the tape recorder out. Got out the note pad. 
Tool,. the cap off my pen. 

Made sure the tape recorder was ready. 
They still weren't acknowledging me. 
Checked my pen. 
Finally, John Doc, bass guitarist, singer, song

writer, looked up. I said Hi, and they all no1iced me. 
Yeah, it's me. The Boston Rock guy. You folks got 

a few minutes? 
So we talked. It ,\asn'! easy. 
John was helpful; he likes to do int en ie,,:s. But 

Billy Zoom, guitarist, was his usual reserved self, 
grin in place. Bill)- has "hat they called in grade 
school an artirude. It's an intimidating smirk or grin 
-one suspects it ·s intentionally intimidating-that 
looks a lot like what the clas, troubkmaker used to 
flash when the teacher 1old him off. He seems always 
poised 10 leap into the com·ersa1ion with <;0mething 
droll. 
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Singer E.xene Cervenka, 1he short, henna-haired 
woman ,,ho is John Doc 's wife and ,,ho was recently 
described in an L.A. 1/erald Ew1111iner article as a 
punk madonna, wavered between annoyance and dis
traction. (Unkind people in Los Angeles describe her 
as "a little testy.") 

D.J. Bonebrake, the boy.wonder drummer who 
says he likes to do interviews, didn't say much. Sort 
of spoke when spoken to, except to keep the group 
informed on the Dodgers' doings. 

These guys haven't changed one bit. 
When I first encountered X, it was early 1979 and I 

was working at the college paper at UC Irvine, in 
Orange County (home of Disneyland, Knott 's Berry 
Farm, Buddy Ebsen, and the group Berlin). X was 
scheduled to play at the campus coffeehouse in a 
week. Their first single, "Adult Books" b/w "We're 
Desperate" on the Dangerhouse label (who put ou1 
records by many of the early L.A. punk bands), was 
already out, and it sounded incredibly raw to me at 
the time. I called Exene to ask a few questions about 
the band. 

She answered the phone annoyed. She was confi
dent, telling me that X was the best band in the 
country and had a fan club in Pittsburgh, and opin
ionated, informing me, a college student, that college 
kids today are "scrC\\ed up." 

Both qualities seemed intact when I 1alked to her 
this year. 

And Billy looked at me just as steadily this year 
when I asked him my stupid questions as he did in 
1979, when I tried lO talk to him after the show. With 
a bottle of Southern Comfort in his hand, he fixed 
his trademark stare on me as I asked if it was true 
that he used 10 play wi1h Gene Vincent, and he 
replied, "Yes." 

He took a drink. I asked another qllestion. 
"Yes." 
He took another drink, continuing to stare coldly. 

Another "yes." 
An agreeable enough guy, I thought, but not 

exactly running for office. 
That evening they seemed like a real grim bunch, 

although in retrospect i1'.., probably not much fun 
playing "punk rock music" to 100 Orange County 
residents who are all si11ing st iffly on the noor, 
waiting for the freak s onstage to do somethi ng dis
gusting. 

In the time since then, the content of the group's 
songs also convinced people who hadn't met them 
that X was a grim bunch. The oft.cited "Nausea," 
for example, from 1980's debut L05 llnJ!e/es: "Today 
you're gonna be sick, so sick/You'll prop your fore
head on the sink/ And say oh Christ oh Jesus 
Christ . . . " It wasn't "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" by a 
long shot. 

In fact, except for the scene in the 1981 L.A. punk 
documentary by Penelope Spheeris, The Decline of 
Western Civilization, where John, Exene, Billy and 
some friends get drunk and give each other tauoos, 
and one still photo on the back of X's second album, 
Wild Gift from 1981, I never once saw Exene smile. 
Not on stage, not at parties, not dancing to the music 
of her pals the Blasters in sweaty nightclubs, and not 
walking around downtown in a ligh1 rain with her 
husband. 

And what about all that devil stuff? Exene's obses
sion with the imagery of new.world Catholicism
miracle candles, skulls, and crosses, including the 
group's very name-well, is that really healthy? Isn't 
it like necromancy? Isn't it at least morbid? 

Exene went so far as to name a song after a biblical 
tract given out by the Free Tract Society in L.A. In 
The Decline she explains, " 'Beyond and Back' is 
about sleeping on the couch, and the title comes from 
a bible pamphlet." 

Which, in part, reads as follows: 

BEYOND AND BACK HEART 
VICTIMS SAW A REAL I/ELL 

A real hell exists, exactly according 
10 the Bible's description, complete 
with a lake of burning fire and brim
stone, according to a noted leading 
hear, specialist. Maurice Rawlings. 
,H.D., 10/d the director of the f'ree 
Tract Socie!J~ Re\'. Ernest £. Soady, 
rhat a number of clinically dead pa
tie111s that he had revived told him of 
experiencing a terrifying plunge imo a 
flame-swepl 1w111el and being con
fronted by suffering tormented 
humans. 

Other patients described Hell as 
what appeared 10 be an underground 
tunnel leading into a cave filled with 
awful eerie sounds. There was an odor 
of decay . .. and some of the workers 
were only haff human. 

So their latest album (X's fourth, following las1 
year's Under the Big Black Sun), from its title, More 
Fun in the New World, and bouncy songs such as 
"True Love" and the Jerry Lee Lewis classic 
"Breathless," through the cheesy graphics and brash 
guitar sounds, seemed uncharacteristically cheerful 
to me. 

"Well," said John , silting between his wife, who 
was playing with her hair, and his guitarist, who was 
grinning, "we've always had a sense of humor. I 
think tha1's why I changed my name to John Doe." 

How do you tell someone you never though1 they 
were funny? 

Exenc, stretching languidly like a bored Southern 
belle in July, agreed with her husband: "I don't think 
we've ... changed very much," she \aid as she held 
out a st reaked lock. "over the years." 

I tried to convince the band that I found 1hem 
cheerier no"". 



John said, "People assume that you live ev~ry 
song, 24 hours a day, sleeping, awake, going to the 
movies. . 'We're Desperate' is real tongue.in· 
cheek." 

For example: 

Ei•ery other week I need a new address 
Landlord, landlord, landlord deaning up the mess 
Our whole fuck mg life is a wreck 
We're desperure-ger used to it 
We're desperare-ge1 used to ii 
We're despera1e-ge1 used 10 it; it's kiss or kill 

A lot of people, myself included, missed the irony. 
People confused Exene·s often cranky demeanor for 
some kind of rock star attitude, but people would 
have seen her get a lot crank ier if they had ever told 
her that. 

"Sometimes people say, 'Oh you rock stars are all 
alike,'·· Exenc said. "It makes me kind of blanch; 
even though I know they're kidding, it really burns 
me up." 

But, I wondered, isn't 1hal her chosen profession'! 
"No," she said. "I don'1 think there is such an 

occupation as Rock Star." 
Not even for people like Marc Bolan or Jim Merri· 

son? 
"That may be the exception. But you have to sleep 

in leather underpants and st uff, in case somebody 
comes over 10 your house at 1hree in the morning." 

John agreed. "Those people you mentioned-the 
example they set is why we are what we are. Cause we 
don't want to do it. It was fun for a while but it' s 
kind of a really stupid thing to do. " 

X have their own sense of harmony. Undisciplined 
but distinctive, maybe because of the lack of limita. 
tions imposed by writing the songs with John's bass 
as accompaniment, rather than guitar or piano. 

Since the beginning, Billy's guitars have told 
stories, complementing John and Exene's melodies. 
Each chord had a purpose, and even if i1 wasn't ex· 
actly what you expected to hear-any more than the 
next vocal line was expected-it always made sense in 
the context of the band and the song. The progres· 
sions often sounded like blues.based heavy metal, 
but, as is oflen the case with the punk sound, exuber· 
ant drumming obscured any si milarities between X 
and Black Sabbath. 

As if anyone could ever mistake Exene's unique 
singi ng for anyrhing else. It's been called everything 
from an "u nearrhl y wail" to just plain "flat," but 
this is one thing that has changed about the band. In 
the early days, Exene's singing voice was coarse and 
enraged, a good punk voice. The passing years and 
experience she 's gained, as well as voice coaching. 
ha,·e added to the angry scream a number of other 
facets, including the half-spoken lines heard on More 
Fun's "True Lo,c" and the randy tremble of 
"Breathless." 

John's voice has been melting punkette hearts for 
some time now, and it will continue to do so via More 
Fun. On "Poor Girl," while giving advice 10 a friend 
who's lost his girl, John sings, "Don't feel sorry for 
her,'' and 1he sorrow in his voice sounds like that of a 
man who is saying the right thing to a friend who 
needs support, \\hether it's the lruth or not. It' s no 
wonder many in L.A. consider John to be the city's 
best male rock singer. 

The homemade vocal harmonies arc open, with big 
gaps between John's note and Exene's note, produc· 
ing a haunting blend. This, coupled with the know!. 
edge that these two while, Californian nonconform. 
istc; are married to each other, is probably "hy X still 
gets compared to the Jefferson Airplane. (That'5 
another subject one doesn't want to bring up. Ask 
me. 1 did.) 

But longtime X fans notice one thing about More 
Fun in the New World, in comparison to the group's 
previous records. It' s wilder, stranger, happier and 
more melodic-in short, more fun. 

According to Billy, " That 's why i1's called 'More 
Fun.'" 

Yet the band members insisted it isn' t that much · 
different. 

"There's just as much unrequited love and angst, 
and whatever else that's in the other records,'' John 
said. "The only thing tha1's missing on this one 
is. 

"Cuss words,'' Exene injected. 
"Cuss words," John agreed. "And an ode to 

someone's death." 
Someone was Mary Cervenka, Exene's sis ter, who 

was killed in a traffic accident after the release of rhe 
band's second album. Under the Big Black Sun con· 
tained three songs dealing with Mary, one of which 
was a ballad·tempo elegy complete with Billy Zoom's 
mournful sax. 

"In writing the songs and recording them for this 
album,'' said John, "we wanted to make it si mpler 
because Under the Big Black Sun ... if we had con· 
tinued in that vein we would have become the inteJ. 
lectuals' rock band, sort of like Steely Dan or some. 
thing awful like that." 

Intellectuals might still appreciate More Fun, 
though. Lyrically, there's at least as much going on as 
on any of the others. And there'~ less of the tiresome 
common raving from the slimy city gutter (as in 
"Nausea" and Los Angeles's "Sugarlight": "My 
arm is tied off waiting to burn it do,\n"), and more 
about music, passion, "unrequited love," and git· 
down partying. 

John said, "We tried 10 make a rod & roll record, 
or a punk rock record, or whatever you want to call 
it. The last record was very introspective and per· 
sonal, and 1hi:. i'i a linle rnorc nationwide." 

And then, quoting Z.Z. Top, he added, "We're 
bad; we're nationwide." 

There you have it: X is trying to be Top of the 
Pops. Trying to hit those charts. 

Not so, according to Exene: "We couldn't hit the 
charts if they were painted on the side of a barn." 

John explained, "We're just trying to address our· 
selves to everybody's concerns." 

Everybody's concerns certainly includes having 
fun when li stening to rock & roll, and fun-seekers all 
over lhe nation should be happy with More Fun. It's 
go1 your pop songs, your love songs, your punk 
songs, even one funk song, and a whole bunch of fun 
songs, including several with Billy's wild guitar, all of 
which should chase away any of those timid intellec· 
tuals for good. 

More Fun also contains the X manifesto, in the 
song "Make the Music Go Bang": 

I can't stand people who bitch and whine 
Let's drink a beer from a paper bag while we got 

time 
Bang, bang, make the music go bang! 
Brilliant, shining and nasty 
Bang, bang, make 1he music go bang! 
Lei me hear a gui1ar sound like a !rain 
Bang, bang, make the music go bang! 

Indeed ii does. 
Anyway, enough of that opinion stuff. Suffice it 10 

say that the bad interview eventually ended. D.J. 
went in the bedroom to check out the Dodgers. Billy 
went outside to the garage to pla)' with his Vespa. I 
left. 

In the street a woman was backing into things with 
a large car. She looked drunk, or worse. 

I remembered a verse from "True Love": 

True lm•e is 1he devil's croll'bar 
He uses it to pry you out of your car and into the 

arms of 
The devil drives a Buick 
He sits inside and eats lunch 
And sticks his pitchfork through the trunk and 

imo the spare 
And pulls out !rue love, true love. 

I didn'1 kn0\\ what i1 all meant, but after I figured 
out wha1 kind of car the lady was driving, I got the 
hell out of there.* 
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by Betsy Sherman 

The air was fhick with the odour of swe(lfy denim, 
and cigare11e smoke which cleared fO reveal Aztec 
Camera ... Aztec Camera were a revelation, like 
stumbling into Max's to find the Velvet Under
ground, but this Lou Reed was sixteen and the audi
ence were sixty-one .. A;::tec Camera were in\lited 
aboard the good ship Postcard and the next dav we 
all set sail for less rocky ruff reefs. -

-Postcard Recorc!s brochure, spring, 1981 

Eccentric, loveable Postcard Records ("The Sound 
of Young Scotland") was responsible for some of the 
major listening pleasures of the beginning of this dec
ade. Founder Alan Horne and his roster of bands 
were unabashed music lovers, and they strum med 
jangly hymns to their deities, \\hich included Jona
than Richman, The Lovin' Spoonful, and the 
supreme Velvets. 

Bui the good ship Postcard has long since sunk , 
and with Josef K no longer together, and Orange 
Juice out of steam, Aztec Camera are proving to be 
!he label's long-distance runners. 

Praise, often to the point of raving like the above, 
has followed ALtec Camera and its leader, Roddy 
Frame, .since the band's inception. Since not all that 
much was heard from Aztec Camera in the two years 
between their st unning debut single "Just Like 

-

,. 

Aztec Camera's Roddy Frame 

Gold" and their first album, a lot of that praise came 
on faith. Frame's apparent songwriting potential was 
downright invigorating, and its promise has been ful
filled with High land, Hard Rain. 

Besides the lengthy wail between records, Aztec 
Camera fans rarely got a chance to see the band live. 
"We used to lhink that it was good lo just put out 
records and not play much," Frame confesses. " If 
we did play it would be somewhere quite small. It was 
a culty son of thing, well, trying 10 be . We'd be play
ing in tiny bars in Glasgo\\, \\hen we could llave 
o rganized something bigger. I think it was a sort of 
inverted snobbery. It made you look belier if you 
didn't play much, like the Pistols. Now I just like to 
go out and play." 

Aztec Camera have spent the summer in this 
country. During their first tour of the U.S. and Can
ada, at the beginning of the season, Elvis Cos1ello 
asked them 10 be the opening band on his ''Punching 
the C lock Across America" tour. Now that that lour 
has ended, the foursome is working its way back east 
with selected club dates that can showcase High 
Land, Hard Rain. 

Roddy Frame is simply one of the most gifted 
songwriters in pop music. He possesses 1he abi li ty to 
move the listener wi1h jus1 the turn of a phrase. The 
lyrical bite is cushioned by his clear sweet voice and 
his way with a melody. His use of words is unique 
(the brat can even get away v.ith alliterations!), and 
the images he conjures are compell ing. One could use 

as examples the very first words of their very first re
lease ("We Could Send Lellers" on the NM£/Rough 
Trade cassette): "You say you're free, to me that says 
it all/You're free to push me and I'm free to fall" or 
the chorus of "Orchid Girl," about ta in ted inno
cence: "You judge this world through jaundiced 
eyes/You sold too soon and none too wise/The big 
blue gull is in the sk ies/Orchid Girl, don't spend your 
money." 

Aztec Camera's music is emphatica ll y gui1ar-based 
(primarily acoustic), and Frame is fond of Spanish 
flourishes. Although the album touches bases with 
Latin rhythms (the shaker "Oblivious") and folk/ 
gospel (like the loping "Back On Board"), High 
Land, Hard Rain has an undeniably Sconish quali1y 
to it, a quiet power rooted in the elements. 

The ninetcen~year-old Frame is friendly and self
effaci ng. As he sits in the dressing room picking out a 
Django Reinhardt tune on a guitar, his oversized 
flanne l shirt, unruly hair, and "air-conditioned" 
ripped jeans do little to refute the "hippy" cag that 
Azlec Camera has been branded with. A~ide from a 
typically Scollish backhanded wit that he shares with 
bass player Campbell Owens, Frame is thoughtfull) 
straight forward. 

" I don't like clever-clever artiness," he maimains. 
"XTC were always clever-cle\'er, I really hated 
them." He prefers 10 write from a more personal 
standpoint: "Usually a song \\ill be about a certa in 
time in my life. It's almost like a diary." 

Roddy and Campbell both come from East Kil
bride, just outside of Glasgow. Roddy describes the 
Newtown housing project he gre\\ up in as ''very 
work ing class, but quiet, not scruffy." He started 
writing songs in 1979 and formed Aztec Camera in 
January 1980. Campbell replaced the original bassist 
six months later. 

"The first batch of songs weren't very good," 
Frame admits . "They were like imitat ion Joy Divi
sion, quite over the top. They 'd start really quiet, 
1hen everythi ng would come in and by the end it 
would be on massive noise, like 'White Light, White 
Heat.' Then we wrote ' Just Like Gold' on acoustic 
guitar, and I siarted writing more songs for 
acous tic." 

He describes the ear ly, clubby days of Postcard: 
"We were all sort of fans putting out records. Alan 
Horne had all these heroes like Andy Warhol, Mal
colm Mclaren, Bernie Rhodes. He tried to be like 
that.'' The decline of Postcard came when Orange 
Juice left to sign with Polydor. Subsequer<tly Aztec 
Camera signed with the independent Rough Trade. 

For High Land, Hard Rain they recruited Dave 
Ruffy, formerly of Ruts D.C., to drum. Since then 
they've added baby-faced guitarist Craig Gannon 
from Manches1er, who has only jmt turned scvcn-
1een. 

As Aztec Camera find them!)elvcs on the verge of 
success, they too are about to sign with a major label 
in England, Warner Brothers, but interestingly will 
remain t(ue to their independent roots: "Geoff 
Travis from Rough Trade is still going to work with 
us, and we'll give a percentage of our royalties to 
Rough Trade for publishing." 

In both sound and style, Aztec Camera decidedly 
stand apart from the rest of the so-called British In
vasion. "They're 100 showbiz," Frame wrinkles his 
nose. " I think you should have a reason for doing 
what you're doing. These bands, like Kajagoogoo 
and Duran Duran, are forming just for 1he sake of 
dressing up and putting on make-up. I like more 
human bands like The Fall, or Neil Young." For 
their upcoming U.K. tour, Aztec Camera has chosen 
as support band the ultra-human Violent Femmes. 

When asked whet her he has any li terary ambitions, 
Frame will on ly let slip that someday he'd like to 
writ e a really great detect ive novel. He dismisses pre
vious attempts al poetry as "pretentious, Allen Gins
burg sort of rubbish. I like Captain Beefheart's idea 
of poetry, loads of stuff coming ou1, loads of 
images." 

For now he is cement to devo1e his considerable 
talents to songwriting. Ambition enough, to be the 
Scottish Smokey Robinson.*· 
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One look at three ol the lour mem
bers of the Big Boys from Austin, 
Texas, and immediately you under
stand how they could have acquired 
their name. "Sheer girth," says bass
is1/lyricis1 Chris Gates, \\ho jokingly 
adds, "the combined weight of this 
group is well over a thomand 
pounds." Actually, Big Boys i.., a name 
guitarist/lyricist Tim Kerr said off the 
top of his head before the band took 
the stage for the first time almost four 
years ago. 

Indeed, this is a group that has been 
around for some time, and released 
many records of which on ly two are 
sti ll in print (fun, Fun, Fun EP and 
Lullabies Help lhe Brain Grow LP, 
both on Moment Records). "We 
s1arted before the hardcore stuff, when 
XTC and Wire and all that music was 

In 1983, the name Big Boys becam 
synonymous with the label "anarchy 
skate music," even though their song t 

bridge a variety of styles including pop 
punk, hardcore, and funk. This is i 
part the group's own fault: their log 
is a skateboard horizontally draw 
through the center of a capital A. Chri 



-Jarifies the symbol: "that's what 
kating is all about. I personally don't 
elieve in anarchy, because as a whole 
ig thing it would never work.'' 

Big Boys are hardly a political band 
t all. "Everyone believes in a lot of 

., ifferent stuff," reasons Chris, "and 
e feel if you don't have a concise 

view, then we stick it out there." They 
do, however, have a general phil
osophy, and that is the cliched "live 
and let live." Chris: "As long as 
people are doing what they want to do 
and letting you do what you want to 
do, then no problem.'' 

-Shred 

ll,H1PLUCZ St~\ i~otr-s 

1¥1@~~ 
by Bruce Stallsmith 

One of the interesting effects of the 
current renaissance at the Rat was that 
1he Plugz went over so big there for 
two weekend stands. The core of 1he 
Plugz, Chalo Quintana on drums and 
Tito Larriva singing and strumming, 
have resurrected their band from the 
wasteland of bogus management deals 
and derailed record releases. 

The Plugz were part of the firs! wave 
in LA focused around The Masque in 
1977/78. While Brendan Mullen 
worked the front door at The Masque, 
Kickboy Face emptied stray beers and 
Jeffrey Lee Pierce had visions of Cajun 
bands in the Hollywood Hills. In the 
midst of this particular social collapse 
the Plugz played Mexican garage-rock; 
"La Bamba" power-trio style, with re
worked lyrics. 

They released one album back then, 
which failed to capture their sound be
cause of the great bane of indies-un
derproduction. And to cap that, a 
Plugz album scheduled 10 come out on 
Slash Records after the first X album 
never materialized. So off they went 
for a stay in Mexico City. But they 
came back to LA after they noticed 
their audience was slumming rich kids 

(including the son of the then-Presi
dent of Mexico, Jose Lopez Portillo). · 

New York is now the temporary base. 
of the Plugz as they record an album 
and cool out from LA. For the first l 
time they have a second guitarist, 
Stevie from El Paso (their latest bassist 
is Tony from Philadelphia). 

This new line-up is a major depar
ture for the Plugz. Stevie's guitar 
playing gives their sound much more 
character. He apparently draws on a 
lot of the same sources as the Cramps' 
Kid Congo, all on a strong foundation 
of Texas blues guitar. Picking halfway 
up the neck and scraping the pick down 
a string are parts of a style that one 
doesn't hear too often outside of Bo 
Diddley records. 

With Stevie in the band Tito can 
focus more on singing and his already 
well-developed stage presence. From 
dumb jokes to singing, something 
about his delivery wows everyone from 
jockboys to would-be groupies. 

Their sets consist of almost all new 
material. Tito said tha1 they're trying 
to sound more Mexican, and that's as 
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by Dean Johnson 

Graham Parker has mellowed. The 
man who sang, " Passion Is No Ordin
ary Word " in 1979 st ill has passion to 
spare when it comes to making music. 
But now he has different priorities for 
his songs. 

His new album, The Real Macaw, 
indicates that. II contains his best work 
since Squee:.ing Out Sparks, but the 
quick burn of ea rly Parker songs like 
"Soul Shoes" and " Heat Treatment'' 
have been replaced on the new album 
with more controlled, thoughtful cuts 
like " Just Like a Man'' and "Life Gets 
Better." 

"I'm just concerned with good songs 
now," Parker sa id, feisty as eve r , in 
the first int erview of his current tour. 
" I certainl y don't listen to music that is 
tumbling over itself in franticness. I 
don' t really enjoy it. It 's okay if you're 
at a gig and drunk, bu t I can't just sit 
and li sten to it. I like mus ic that has a 
lot more control. A good song is what 
counts. It doesn't matter what way 
you projec1 it as long as it's got the 
right attitude. It 's not a case of being 
frantic or aggressive. It' s a case of aui
tude 

"If yo u take an a lbum like Stick to 
Me from 1977,'' continued Parker, 
"that was the yea r of the Sex Pisto ls 
and the whole now of being very aggres
sive and buzzy sounding, which I really 
liked a lot for about five minutes. I 
think the album reflected that time. I 
can hear my voice influenced by the 
(Johnny) Rotten sound. 

"But the important thing about 
Macaw is that I've shown I can write 
var ied songs. A lot of my records have 
had varied songs on them, but this time 
each one has its own strong identity." 

The Real Macaw was produced by 
David Kershenbaum, who worked on 
Joe Jackson's last LP. Parker chose 

11-IE 
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Kershenbaum because " he kept pester
ing me and was shorter than I am." 
Kershenbaum was "knocked o ut " by 
the feeling of the album's demo tapes 
that featured Parker on aco ust ic guit ar 
with a backing synthesizer. "So we 
kepi the album in that ve in, " Parker 
sa id , "and I really thought he was clev
er to do that." 

There's a wide range of material on 
the record, from the infectious, classic 
"Miracle a Minut e," to the in-joke 
dance instrumenta l "(Too Late) The 
Smart Bomb, " which was inspired by 
the video game "Defender." 

'"Can't Take Love For Granted'' is, 
to me, the key to the album," he re
marked. "It',;; probably a personal 
whim as much as anything. I never im
agined myself singing in a falsetto at 
all, and now I am. My voice is reaching 
areas 1 ·m very pleased with as an artist. 
I love the struc ture of the song: the 
feeling, it s acoustic guitar. the simpli
city a nd its power. That's the song I 
want to hear on the radio-." 

The radio in 1his country, of course, 
has been one of the banes of Parker',;; 
existence. He's been a cr it ic's pct for 
years here, but he's never quiir broken 
;hrough into the popularity tha1 many 
people feel he deserves. ls radio finally 
ready for Graham Parker? 

" I used to think so a few months 
back,'' he admilled. "Wow. Things are 
happening. I can't believe it. I heard 
'C'mon Eileen' and thought that if 
people who sing with funny accents 
like Kevin Rowland can get a hit the 
time is right.'' 

But Parker, who now spends most of 
his time in New York, quick ly changed 
hi s mind. His feelings about the me
dium are expre,;;sed in " Passive Resis
tance" on the new album. ·•11hink the 
song is appropriate for the way the 
world is run. Everything is filtered 

through the media so that it becomes 
nothing by the time it reaches the peo
ple. But 1ha1 song is specifically about 
the radio , and the way it is set up to 
complete ly nullify everybody. I 1hink 
it's tragic. ' 1 

There was a time-when Parker fin,t 
exploded onto the music scene in the 
late se\'enties-when it was all bUL im
possible not to bump in to him on the 
road. He and hi s crack backing unit, 
the Rumour, were constant ly touring 
Europe, .the Sta tes, and J apan. 

But after reco rd ing The Up Escala
tor, his last album with the Rumour, a 
li ve show by Parker suddenl y became a 
specia l event. His disappearance from 
the stage coincided with his new mar
r iage, and some said that Parker 's 
spouse wanted him off the road and 
that he was pleased lO comply. 

" lsn'; that a n incredible thing?" he 
asked . " I don't know how something 
like that goes into print. It's unbclicve
able to me! I stopped touring becau,;e I 
didn't ha\'e a band. I fini'lhed with the 
Rumour. We'd been touring so heavily 
with so very litt le return, other than 
the fact that aud iences like us and we 
had a good and exciting time on c;tage; 
11 was time to stop. 

"When you tour for .so long, there's 
no doubt yo u're on stage and all you 
care about is when it ·s finished becau'if' 
you've just seen the same situat ion so 
many times. The band is like clock
work, which is nice, but you want 10 

have them on the wrong time occasion
ally, and it's much beuer 10 break now 
and again when yo u get that kind of si
tuation. I needed a break. Now going 
ou1 on the road is at least a challenge 
becaus~ 1 'm doing it to promote the re
cord and feel people again. To me. re
cording is the mmt important thing. I 
love records. A good gig is just icing on 
the cake, really.'' 

Parker's present to ur is limited to a 
few gigs in the Northeast and Midwest 
There are no European or Japanese 
dates. He doesn ' t even plan on heading 
10wards the West Coast unless the new 
a lbum takes off. 

His current band :ncludes Sieve 
Braun on drums , Kevin Jenkim on 
ba<ss, George Small 011 l.~:~vhoards, and 
guitar ists Huw Gower and Brinsley 
Schwarz. Schwarz is the only holdover 
from the Rumour He wa'I alc;o on the 
new album, and Parker brought him 
back for one simple reason, " I 
couldn 't think of anyone better than 
him." 

Gower is an alum n u,;; of the Records 
and David Johansen's group. Parkf"i 
got to know him when the Record ~ 
backed Rachel Sweet on one of tlie 
Stiff tou r'> and Parker tagged along ro 
\ing a duet. "I thipl,. ·_he combination 
of These two ~uitari<.;ts is ,·cry good," 
he understated 

Parker'-; shm., at the ~h·!ro was 1he 
be,;;1 oosi-Rumour performance he's 
gi,·en ·in Boston. The early portion fn
,.;11,;,cd on the new and relati,ely un
r;1111 iliar material from the new album. 
Yet Parker quickly demonstrated that 
he ,;;t ill able 10 work him,;;e lf into a 
fierce-yet controlled·-: frcn1y on 
s1agc. 

Though Schwarz and Gower were 
both given room to work during 1he 
show, it would have been nice if they 
had a chance for more instrumental in
terp lay instead of leaning towards the 
"your turn /my 1urn" approach to the 
lead guitar. 

When Parker sta rted 10 dip into his 
bag of o ldies, things did nor start on a 
particularly auspicious note. His rend i
tion of "Soul on Ice'· was perfunc10ry 
in comparison to previous ti,·c ve, 
,;;iom. Bui when he began ,o wrap ur 

Conttnued on Page 44 
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LOVE 
TRACTOR 

by Tristram Lo:,aw 

Love Tractor started about three 
years ago for the same reason 1ha1 
most people in backwater towns start 
bands-"sheer boredom." As college 
st udents in Athens "there's-no1-a
hcck-of-alo1 -to-do" Georgia, they 
made it through the tedium of 1hc week 
only by the promise of parties on the 
weekends. These shindigs were regular 
ly staged by people "who really like to 
dance and ge1 drunk." E\'ervone knew 
everybody ; lse, and o ut of 1l;ese groups 
of party-crs, some would form bands 
to provide the music. 

One such band was Love Tractor, 
formed with no particular plans for 
content or dfrection ot her than ·'per
sonal enterlainment." Guitarists Mark 
Cline and M ike Richmond (who occa
sionall y sing~) were Georgia boys who 
met bassist Armistead Wellford (name 
of the month) and drummer Kit Sch
wartz in Athens while attending the 
Universi ty of Georgia. Kit, who played 
on the la1est LP, gradua ted from 
school this past 1,ummer and had the 
opportunity 10 go to Sweden, hi~ 
parent•,' homeland, to 1,1udy film. Tht: 
separation was totally friendly, and 
Andre\\ Carter replaccd Kit. Andre\, 
and Armistead \\ere "cousins" who 
went 10 a Virginia prep school 10gether 
before migra1ing father south. 

"We were Virginians, the real 
Confederates. " claimed Armistead. 
He's spea king for himself," Andre\, 
covered. ·'The 0701/!* • Virginians lost 
the goddam war anyway," someone 
else said to a chorus of catcalls. 

Needing a name quickl y when they 
landed their first gig, they adopted 
"Love Tractor'' which came off the 
top of 1heir collecti\e head. mostly for 
it s rural imagery. Mark once contend
ed that they chose it because ii was 
"synonymous with the soybeans of the 
rural 1,outh." We suspect the name 
came first and the e,planations were 
formuli1ed do\,n the road apiece (in 
some circles Lo\'e Tractor has been af
fcctionatel) tramlatcd into F*ck 
Tr*ck). 

With groups like the B-52s, Method 
Actors. R.E.1\1. and Pylon, Athens 
(Population: -12,549) has probably e,
poned more rock bands per capita 
than 311\' 01her cit\ in the countrv. 11· ~ 

a tightiy kni1 £roup. '"E\'er)•onc·,. 
friends. 1here·<. Jll' l"(Unpeti1ion l'L'l
ween band\_•· In l,1.._ 1 1! ll \\Crcn·, t,)r 
R.E.;\1 . Lme lrat.:101 might 1101 c,cn 
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be around, "We never owned much 
equipment. R.E.M. and Side Effects 
used to have a studio and we 'd practice 
there and use their equipment. Pele 
and Mike (from R.E.M.) lived in this 
old church that had been renovated. A 
house had been built in half of ii, and 
half of it was st ill 1he church. We'd 
have huge parties in there , using the al
tar as the stage. It was a great place. 
But everyone had to move out because 
the neas got too bad." 

Parties a rc to Athens what the club 
circui1 is to most cities . Danny Beard 
(of DB Records, Love Tractor's label) 
had also been a student at University 
and he kept tabs on the party scene 
around town. ''That's how he picked 
up on the B-52s." When Love Tractor 
began playing at what clubs there were 
in the Athens area, it was like moving 
the parties into a be1ter hall. 

Through no conscious efforts of 
their own, Love Tractor became known 
as an instrumental band. "We had vo
cals \,hen we first s1arted, " they ex-

plained. "But we didn't want to drag 
around a whole PA system just for two 
or three songs. And we so rt of figured 
that the songs sounded OK without vo
cals." In February of 1982, the y re
leased their first album, recorded in 
four days, an all-instrumental collec-· 
tion notable for its comfortable under
sta ted presentation. It was cool, ca lm, 
and collected in true Southern fashion, 
though ii was slill ve ry inspired. But 
when the press clips came in tagging 
them as an instrumental band, Lo,.e 
Tractor \\.a::, caught off balance. "We 
knew we were playing instrumentals, 
but I guess we never really thought of 
ourselves as an instrumental band. We 
were being compared to 1he Raybeat s, 
the Ventures ... and it seemed pretty 
limiting." 

Despite their protesls. Love Tractor 
pulls off the no-singing schtick with 
a larm ing attention-keeping result s. 
With rock so smooth, so easy-going, so 
effortless and painless , you'd think 
that a good snooze might be in order 
after a few of their songs. That' s not 
the story here. During an hour-long set 
at the Inn Square recent ly, the 
Tractor's we ll -developed music kept an 
invigorated audience hanging on every 
twang. There was even a friendly go-go 
julep leading cheers and dancing on the 
tables who convinced several others 10 

do the same. A lot can be a1tributed 10 
the care which seems to go into the 
construction of the Tractor 's tunes. 
Though the vocals are tentative from 
under-use, the gui1.ars are manipula_ted 
through a churnmg gamut of im
pressive combinations: chords, har
monics and harmonics that make yo u 
forget all about the missing lead singer. 

"We just hash it out,'' says Mark. 
"We' ll play a part over and over again 
and just improvise until we get il down. 
Some songs just happen, others 1ake 
lot s of work. Some songs 1hat we've 
had a couple of years are just now 
reaching their prime." Playi ng more 
often seems to help 100. "People have. 

said that this line-up sounds better than 
the old band," injects recent ly re
cruited skins-beater Andrew. "But I 
think that' s just becau\C the guys had 
10 practice so much to break me in. 
Maybe they should get a new drummer 
every three yea rs." 

After the first LP was released, there 
was a six-month lag before the band 
started touring to support it, and then 
there weren't many dates. They made 
sure that things were different for the 
new album, Around the Bend. When 
BR spoke to them , Love Tractor was 
on the first leg of a tour of the US that 
will continue through November, when 
they're expected back in the Northeast 
10 cap it off. "We were still in school 
when the first record came ou1. So 
we're kind of making up for lost time 
110\\','' 

Impeccably recorded and pressed, 
Around the Bend is the product of 
many weekend studio sessions spaced 
over four months. "What we wanted 
when we went in to do Around the 
Bend was a lot of diversity and a fresh 
sound. Sometimes after the third or 
fourth mix, we'd just go back and use 
the first rough 1ake." They also 
wanted to expand their use of vocals. 
"We weren't interested in doing anot 
her completely instrumental album. 
And vocals wereJike a new instrument, 
something else to use. The next record 
will probably have even more voca ls. 
We'll never give up our instrumentals 
though." 

Originally, they had intended 
Around the Bend, and a lso the first 
LP, to be EPs, but "three songs just 
don't make much sense. We decided to 
do albums to give a bigger picture of 
what we're doing. Now we'd like to do 
a single, release a 12". 'cause we've 
never done that." 

''A· dance record?,'' someone ques
tions incredulous ly from the peanut 
gallery. 

"Yeah, a Flock of Love Tractors." 

* 
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Three Rands 
"I don't honestly feel we are a Bos

ton band," confesses John Farrell. 1he 
Three Hand's drummer, in a heavy 
Iri sh brogue. Arter I find that Mark 
Kopenits, their guitarist, is from Los 
Angeles and Chas McCann, brass, 
from Bermuda, John further reflects 
"Maybe that's the reason we don't 
have a B0s1on sound!'' 

Right Sherlock, Case Closed. 
Mark and Chas actually have been in 

town and playing together for several 
years but never quite formed a band 
until December of '82 when they fin
ally decided to look for a drummer and 
singer. One day John was in Wurlitzer 
in Boston tacking up a drummer/avail
able ad when he saw a drum
mer/wanted -ad and applied. John had 
previously been in severa l groups here 
(Swallow) and abroad, and has 
recorded with Chris Martin, a 1982 
Rock and Roll Rumble Semi-finalist. 
They knew at once that they had the 
right combination. "We auditioned a 
dozen singers and knew we would 
never find the one for us," reveals 
Chas. They opted instead for the vo
cals to be shared by John and Mark, 
and in six weeks they had a tape. 

"Climb," the much played song off 
thac cassette, became their signature 
tune. "Climb" is Three Hands at their 
best. It s di st inctive opening guitar riff 

and kick drums lead into the vocals; 
both voice and lyrics are charged with 
wide-eyed optimism (indeed, lyrically, 
the song is sister to "Climb Every Mt." 
the Sound or Music favorite.) 

The song as a whole neatly illustrates 
Three Hand's objective to combine ele
ments of pop with what is pegged as 
"any" music. Imagine a combination of 
the Neats and Native Tongue! Not an 
easy job for sure, but one that is shared 
by others-the Talking Heads most 
notably, especially at the beginning of 
their career. 

Three Hands new tape "Big 
Person," a song about egomaniacs is a 
wonderful follow up to "Climb". 
Other tunes arc "Norman Mayer" 
about the man who threatened lO blow 
up the Washington Monument, and "I 
Saw The Light ", which is an upbeat 
song actually concerned with "seeing 
the Bomb go off," as Mark surpris
ingly states. 

Live, Three Hands doesn't disap
point, fulfilling the promise made in 
their tapes. A busy drummer, John is 
particularly a treat to watch. They are 
all good musicians and are one of those 
bands that never seem to have a bad 
night. 

Catch them live. Soon! 

-Blowfish 

Three Hands (photo by Blowfish) left to right: John Farrell, Chas McCann, 
Mark Kopenits; Busted Statues (photo by Tristram Lo:r.aw): Michael Mooney, 
Diane Bergamasco, Bob L 'Heureux, Bob Moses; Psycho (photo by Amy Golub): 
Bill Normal, Mick Keddy, Denny, Johnny X. 

Psycho has been playing around 
Boston for over two years now, 
although I ser iously doubt that more 
than a handful of people recognize 
their past. Virtually overlooked by 
everyone, it was not until the recent re
lease or their su rprisingly strong 
8-Song EP ("It says it the way it is," 
offers bassist Bill Normal) on their 
own labe l Ax/ction Records that 1he 
band started to gain a following. The 
members of Psycho cannot offer an ex
planation for their lengthy under
ground existence, but guitarist Johnny 
contends, " We're trying 10 come up, 
but we need help gig-wise." 

Al one point a few weeks ago, it 
looked as though the band would need 
a little more assistance than they antici
pated. Vocalist Mick Keddy has since 
aniicably parted ways with the other 
three members to pursue a new musical 
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Busted Statues 
What can friends and roadies or a 

band like Mission or Burma do when 
that popular institution breaks up? 
Carry on tradition and form their own 
band, or course. Actually, Busted Sta
tues arc a little worried that their heavy 
tics to Burma-they even practice in 
MoB's old space-might prevent 
people from considering the band in 
their own right. That hardly seems a 
problem since the Statues arc quickly 
developing their own unique appeal. 

Even while they were roadies ("dea
cons,'' as Burma called them), guitarist 
Bob Moses, drummer Michael Mooney 
and vocalist Bob L'Heureux had aspir
ations to play in their own band. Along 
with bassist Diane Bergamasco, a close 
friend or MoB who shot photos for 
their records, they fooled around in 
va rious configurations that they 
tagged Red Effect and Pajama 88. 
You've heard or garage bands? Well, 
these were bedroom bands. They'd 
hole up in somebody's room, turn on a 
tape recorder and play until the tape 
ran out. Around April or this year, 
they decided to get serious about writ
ing songs. Still taping just about every
thing they played, the foursome relt 
they could deem themselves a 'real 
band' when (they] could play a song 
the same way twice in a row." 

Arter considering monikers like Dea
cons or the Lost Cave, and the Corn 
Things, the group settled on Busted 
Statues. Shortly afterwards, (and be
fore playing their first gig), they 
strolled into Rael' 1•.:-ar st udios to re
cord 11 :,vngs. To test the waters of 
college radio, they gave a tape to 
WZBC which rejected it as "bad 

Count Five or even worse Joy 
Division." Luckily, Conflict mogul 
Gerard Cosley was more sympathetic, 
and he aired the tape while filling in 
shifts over the summer at 'ZBC where 
it reached Number 3 on the local play
list. Cosley also picked two songs from 
the Radiobcat sessions-''Nautical'' 
and "Blue Cheer" for hi s upcoming lo
cal sampler LP. 

Since they began playing out (MoB 
guitarist Roger Miller roadied for 
Moses at their first gig), Busted Sta
tues' songwriting has improved drama
tically. Each performance is more en
ticing and focused than the last and 
they always seem to have a rew brand 
new tunes (some without names). 
Newer songs like "Steep Lullaby" and 
"Allure" show just how far the band 
has come since their early tapes. You 
can tell the Statues were paying atten
tion when they were hanging around 
listening to "Revolver" and "Dead 
Pool"; in their songs you'll often find 
broad-based guitar chords droning 
against moving basslines and frenetic 
drumming. But the Statues' appeal lies 
in their minor-key clouds of sound 
which range from sensuous 10 perturb
ing. And if I were hard-pressed for a 
comparison, I'd pick NY's Certain 
Generals over Burma. 

Despite Busted Statues new-found 
affinity for writing and perform
ing, they still get 1he urge to "deacon" 
once in a while. So don't be surprised if 
you see them hiding in a corner or a 
stage behind bands like Salem 66 and 
Sorry, waiting for a microphone stand 
to fall over. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

direction. His reasons for leaving 
Psycho are nothing more than the 
desire "to try something different." 

Although they were left in a bind, 
Psycho did not view Mick's sudden de
parture as a major problem. The group 
immediately started to audition new 
frontmen, and oul of a dozen or so 
applicants the band decided on a short, 
stocky vocalist named Joe Glassmcn. 
A former singer for the Cleveland 
hardcore outfit, the Rayguns, they 
have high hopes for him. 

Asked how this will affect the band, 
Bill replies, "the new Psycho will be 
faster.'' 

"And livelier onstage," adds 
Johnny. 

With influences which include '77 
English punk, Discharge, and heavy 
metal, I see no way this band can go 
wrong. -Shred 
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Mystery Date is a music 
magazine on cassette. The first 
issue is available at Newbury 
Comics, 332 Newbury St., Boston 
and 36 John F. Kennedy St., 
Cambridge. 

Mystery Date is more than 45 
minutes of music and insight, 
including music from eight local 
bands as well as an exclusive 
interview with the Dark. 

Mystery Date is intended as an 
outlet for local musicians. If you 
know a musician who deserves to 
be heard, or if you are one, please 
write to find out how to get onto 
the next issue: Mystery Date · 
Magazine, 8 Sacramento Street, 
Cambridge, MA 02138. 
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THE BOSTON HAROLD 

MODROCKBYTHEBOOK 
by Harold Lepidus 

It's not at all ironic that within the last month, major books on both the 
Who and the Jam should be published. Paul Weller's whole Jam schtick 
was based on the strong foundation of the Mods and "My Generation," 
although he soon found his own niche and became a hero to much of Bri
tain's youth. Likewise, punk and the Mod revival of the late seventies af
fected Townshend artis1ically and per
sonally. 

The books themselves are represen
tative of their subject. Before I Get 
Old-The Story Of The Who (St. Mar
tin's Press), was written by American 
rock journalist Dave Marsh, a Who fa
natic since 1965. The Jam: A Beat 
Concerto (The Authorized Biography) 
(Riot Stories / Omnibus), was written 
by Paulo Hewitt, a 25-year old writer 
for the English weekly Melody Maker 
(he recently switched to the NME). 
Marsh's book is 525 pages; Hewitt's is 
400 pages less. The Who's story con
tains a few photographs, almost all 
previously published; the Jam's has 
scores more, many never before seen. 

After last year's Ma>. 1 R&B, 
there seemed litlle reason 1r another 
book on the Who (espec1.1lly garbage 
like The Farewell Tour). Bui while 
Richard Barnes' Who memoirs chron
icled almost everything that ever hap
pened to the Who from the perspective 
of an employee (and fan), Marsh's 
tome is a much more ambitious event. 

Marsh uses 1he Who as the center
piece of the history of rock and 
roll-what it means, what it meant, 
how and why it changed. He tries to 
cover all the bases; from the inside, 
Marsh talks about the band collec
tively, individually, spiritually, ec
onomically, legally, musically. From 
the outside, Marsh shows where rock 
music came from, describes its growth, 
conveys its strength, chronicles its 
decay, with all the facts and opinions 
he can muster. 

The main problem with this method 
is Marsh himself. While there is no 
doubting Marsh's intelligence, or his 
love of rock and the Who, his writing 
style can be irritiating, eventually 
becoming obnoxious. This stems from 
Marsh's tendency to treat all of his 
final opinions-given after accumulat
ing endless information-as facts, 
whether it be about Andy Warhol, 
punk rock, opera, or Who songs. Now 
this is not unusual in rock journalism, 
especially in these days of "critic-as
star," but Marsh puts forth his opin

. ions with such snobbery and self-right
eousness that even when he "couldn't 
be more correct" (a typica l 
Marsh-ism), his delivery is so smug 
that-out of spite-one wished he was 
wrong. 

Hewitt, like the Jam, strives for less, 
but he succeeds in what he tries to ac
complish. Like Maximum R&B, A 
Beat Concerto was put oul with the co
operation of the subjects (The Jam's 
was published through their own Riot 
Swries), yet without their interference. 
As Weller wrote in the intro, "there 
haven't been any drug busts, violent 
deaths or mystical sojourns," thus 
making the Jam's story seemingly less 
interesting than the Who's. 

A Bear Concerro, also like the Jam, 
make no concessions lO us Yanks 
(unlike Marsh, who constantly com
pares and contrasts. the cultures and 

While I'd probably choose the life of 
Paul Weller, I'm sure glad that Pete 
Townshend went through what he did. 

their reactions to the Who, always re
membering to convert pounds to dol
lars). Americans are barely mentioned 
except for three negative rem
iniscences-two early unpleasant tours 
and being in California when "Going 
Underground" went to number one at 
home (but they love our R&B). In fact, 
the Who are mentioned more often 
(Marsh only gives the Jam a token 
paragraph). 

The most interesting thing about 
reading both books in one week is the 
similarities between the 1wo 
bands-not the obvious ones, but per
sonal and background experiences 
that, while I may be reading more inlO 
it than what is there, are none the less 
intriguing-the help of Townshend's 
and Weller's parents; the drinking 
problems of the drummers (Rick Buck
ler cured his, drinking cured Keith 
Moon); early stupid political s1a1e
ments-Townshend doing a U.S. Air 
Force commercial, Weller saying he'll 
support the Conservative party; the ini
tial internal bickering and hatred 
within both bands, and so on. 

After reading both books, it's hard 
to decide which path is better! Weller 
had simple goals: to please English 
fans and put out fine music; he ad
mirably broke up his very successful 
band before they would inevitably fall, 
going on to newer challenges with Style 
Council (who are not even mentioned· 
in the book!). Townshend reached for 
higher highs, and he grasped 1hem, 
tried forever to break the States, and 
became very rich, yet felt he was selling 
out; he had a nervous breakdown, be
came a drug addict (and almost died), 
and ruined his family life over and over 
again. While 1 'd personally choose the 
life of Paul Welter , I'm sure glad that 
Townshend went through what he did, 
gave us what he could, and is still alive 
and leaping.* 
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An IRS Video Re/eose 

starring: 
Sting, Andy Summers, Stewart Copeland 

The Police 
AROUND THE WORLD 
VIDEOCASSETTE 
VHS or BETA 

Includes: 
Do Do Do Roxanne 
Don't Stand So Close 
Walking On The Moon 
So Lonely 
Bring On The Night 

Message In A Bottle 
Can't Stand Losing You 
&many more! 
77 minutes long 

THE POLICE: Around the Wortd. Featun,s all their 
big hits, plus lnc111dlbla behind the scenes Inter
views and spoofing. Saa them fight a Sumo 
w111stlar. Include llva footage from Japan, Hong 
Kong, Australla, ate. "Do Do Do,• "Don't Stand So 
Close," "Roxanne," "So Lonely," "Message In A 
Bottle,• ate., ate. n minutes Sale Priced $37.50. 

FLIPPER: CAUGHT LIVE! All your Flipper 
faves li ve. ~ V\j) Ci\\'( f S44.95 

GRACEJONES: One Man Show w/"Warm 
eacherenc ," "Walking in the Rain," and 8 
others' $39.95 

THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH: Starring 
David Bowie in the lead role of the Sci-Fi 
classic! $64 95 

Sale priced just $37.50 
PAUL McCARTNEY AND WINGS: Rockshow 
23 songs 102 min. $79.95 

NEW ORDER: Taras Shevchenko, Evcryrhing's 

from Newbur Comics video. Gone Green, Procession, Ceremony, Temp-

Call (617) 491-0337 for immediate credit card service! 

tation & S more! Recorded at the Ukrain ian National 
Home in NYC, Nov. 1981. $37.95 

GARY NUMAN: The Touring Principle '79. 
Recorded live at Hammersmith Odeon, 

We accept VISA/MC/AmEx. London Sept. 1979 $39.95 

-----------------, 
Please send the following videos via U.P.S. 

Check format: 
D VHS D Beta 
0 Chclk or money mdn cndn~nl 

D Please lh;ff)te to Ill) 1'-Lt~tl·r C,1rd/Vis,111 
exp. dait· _________ _ 

s1gn:1tua· ____ _ 

Name: 
Address: ______________ _ 

City: ______ State: ___ Zip: __ _ 
Phone: ( __ ) ___________ _ 

Mlkt' ,hc(ks pay~bk to Nnd>ury Cnmils. Im . Pin~ indudt· S} 00 
pi:r order for postJ)tl' and h.mdlin.:. MC/VISA ;md mo11l"Y orders 
shipped immedi;11ely-altow} WlTb for pl·r,1m;il d1nk.s. 

Send to: Newbury Comics Video, 36 JFK 
St., Cambridge, MA 02138 . 
Or phone: (617) 491-0337 to place a MC/ 
VISA phone order. 

----------------~ 

THE BEATLES : The Complete Beatles 120 min. 
$59.95 

THE BEATLES: Magical MyStery Tour, The 
Movie $69.95 

TOTALLY GO-GO's: 77 minutes w/"We Got 
the Beat," "Vacation," "Cool Jerk," "Our Lips 
Are Sealed" + 15 more 

PINK FLOYD AT POMPEII: 90 minutes live 

RAMONES: in ROCK AND ROLL HIGH 
SCHOOL 

_TH-,-E_B_EA_TL_ES_:_L_et_I_t _Be_8_0_m_in_. ____ _cS'-6'-9.-"9'-5 ROWNG STONES: Let's Spend the Night 
BEST OF BLONDIE: w/"Call Me," "Hean of Together 
Glass," "Sunday Girl," "Dreaming," "Atomic" 
+ 9 more! $49.95 

CABARET VOLTAIRE: w/"Nag Nag Nag," 
"Eddies Out," "Seconds Too Late," "Moscow" 
+ 9 more! l' -.'t\', c~.'( *' $39.95 

SOFT CELL: Non-stop exotic video show 
w/"Tainccd Loved," "Bedsitter ," "Say Hello 
Wave Goodbye" + 10 more! 

TOMMY: The Movie w/The Who, Elton 
John , Ann Margaret, Eric Clapton , Tina 
Turner 

$49.95 

$39.95 

$39.95 

$39.95 

$49.95 

$84.95 
THE CLASH: RUDE BOY w/"London's THE TUBES VIDEO: w/"White Punks on ~~;~~:g&";~'fc~!:~~~~c." "I Fought The Law," $69 95 _Do_p~e_"_+_l_3_m_o_re_! __________ S_59_._95 

Homo," "Satisfaction," "Uncomrollable Urge" ___ ou_r ____________ ~S'-39'-.~95 
DEVO: The Men Who Make The Music /'Jocko ,, ~E :HO ROCKS AMERICA - The,r 1982 

+ 8 more! $29 95 ]/Ml PLAYS BERKELEY HENDRIX LIVE 

DURAN DURAN: Featun,s "Rio,• "Planet Earth," 
the night van,lon of "Girts On FIim," "Hungry Like 
A Woll," and 7 mo111. One of the bast produced 
and popular rock videos of all time! Sale Priced 
$47.50. 

w/"Purple Haze" 

THE STRANGE CASE OF ALICE COOPER 
74min . 

THIS IS ELVIS: w/42 minutes not seen on 
TV! 

$39.95 

$49.95 



JONATHAN RICHMAN & THE 
MODERN LOVERS 
Jonarhan Sings! 
Sire, LP 

It' s his first album in four years, but 
the sound is still unmistakably Jona
than: the lyrics are naive and whimsi
cal, the music is technically horrible, 
and that's precisely why both are great. 
The new Lovers favor an acoustic 
rockabilly sound driven by piano and 
sax, with sweet backing vocals (by the 
Rockin' Robins) to balance the leader's 
endearingly ragged singing. There's a 
laugh or two in every song, but some
like the wistful "That Summer Feeling" 
-have a surprising double edge. ''Stop 
This Car" joins the li st of Richman 
automotive classics, and on "The 
Neighbors," he wonders what his wife 
will think if he stays up all night talking 
lO Ellie Marshall. The infectious "This 
Kind of Music" provides the album's 
best review: "That cheap guitar is 
soundin' bad, and that saxophone's 
worse than the last one he had-but I 
want it in my life, 'cause this kind of 
music, it 's the kind that I like." 

-Breu Milano 

Clive Pig 

PETER SCHILLING 
Error U/ the System 
Elektra/ Asilum LP 

I spent much more time with 1his "as 
seen on MTV" record than I should 
have. Was I ~omehow missing the ap
peal of a possible universal hit, the 
kind that can make everyone but the 
hardest core admit to tapping his 
shoes? No. "Major Tom" is not a song 
that warrants the release of disco, Eng
lish, German and other versions for all 
occasions by it's record company. I'm 
not sure about the German version, bu1 
the English lyrics by David Lodge are 
the most shameless Bowie cop ever. 
After that realizat ion, the rest of 1he 
LP, which is prelly similar to "Major 
Tom," had no chance. Especially in 
English. -Tris/ram Lozaw 

MONSOON 
Third Eye 
Phonogram, import LP 

Monsoon have one appealing quality 
-they play commercial, danceable 
Indian (as in George Harrison) pop 
music. The exotic (nostalgic?) sounds 
of sitars and tablas back Sheila 
Chandra's dreamy vocals to form a 
magical hypnotizing potion. A whole 
album gets to be a bit much, but 1he 
singles "Ever So Lonely," "Shakti," and 
a cover of 1 'Tomorrow Never Knows'' 
all stand out. Bill Nelson helped on 
some 1racks. -Harold Lepidus 

TIN TIN 
"Hold It" (vocal/instrumental)/"8/ow
ing Kisses" 
Sire, 12" 

The phrase ''not just another synthe
sizer band" has become common in 
record reviews, but nobody will ever be 
able to say that about Tin Tin. Every
thing about them-their mannered 
voca ls, repe1itive funk riffs, soft-core 
love songs, even their clothes-was al
ready cliched last year. After this sum
mer's hit "Kiss Me," which sent crowds 
of dancers to the bathrooms al Spit, 
comes this followup. The A-side is the 
"Kiss Me" riff played sideways, with 
perceptive lyrics on the order of "hold 
it, squeeze me baby/hold it, love me 
baby." The B-side features a sub
Hollies trifle and the A-side with vocals 

& The Hopeful Chinamen 

Princeton, NJ 08540 1 

removed, a distinct improvement. The 
cover shows singer Stephen Duffy try
ing his best to look cuddly, androgy. 
nous, and pissed off. Actually he looks 
a bit like Paul Weller, bu! the resem
blance ends there. -Bre11 Milano 

INSECT SURFERS 
Sonar Safari 
Wasp Records, EP 

Though summer's over, one way to 
capture and preserve its spirit is to li s
ten to the Insect Surfers. This Wash
ington, D.C.-area band's second EP, 
Sonar Safari, is an aural pleasure. 
(Their first EP, Wavelength, was re
leased in 1981 and featured "I'm in 
Gear," a co llege radio hit.) 

Sonar Safari offers a range of mate
rial, all flavored with '60s-style surf 
music. While "Sound of the Surf" is 
country/western-flavored, '' Barricade 
Beach" is a surf rave-up straight out of 
a '60s drive-in movie. Two instrumen
tals, "Twenty 9" and "Blue Line," add a 
psychedelic feel. 

The biggest surprise is an excellent 
cover of Todd Rundgren's "Open My 
Eyes," which emphasizes the song's im
pressive melody without the over-pro
duction of the original version, and 
makes the record a real gem. 

821 North Taylor St., Arlington, VA 
22203. -Tracy Everbach 

JAMAALADEEN TACVMA 
Show Stopper 
Gramavision, LP 

As a progressive jazz showcase for 
Tacuma's unique virtuositY on the elec
tric bass, Show S1opper is a perfect 
barrier-free vehicle. The real question 
is whether he needs the guidance, and 
compositions, of a Miles Davis or Or
nette Coleman.type figure to push his 
monstrous potential to the sky. When 
he's hot ("Animated Creation"), his 
tunes sizzle, putting his training under 
Ornette lO good use. At it's weakest, 
hi s writing can be likened to funked
out Weather Report. The real show 
stopper here is the thoroughly amazing 
"Tacuma Song," a solo bass piece 
penned for Jamaaladeen by Ornette. 

260 W. Broadway, NY 10013. 
-Tristram Lozaw 

LONNIE BROOKS 
Hot Shot 
Alligator, LP 

R&B, the real thing, is a neglected 
art form these days, but Hot Shot is a 
classic specimen from Chicago's blues 
haven, Alligator Records. Recorded 
live in the studio, it's a deep-rooted 
brew of steamy roadhouse romps and 
rave-ups, and you can just picture 
Brooks on stage stripping off his jacket 
in between his gritty vocal wails and 
fluid guitar leads. 

Box 60234, Chicago, IL 60660. 
-Tristram Lozaw 

BOYS SAY GO 
"Bang, Bang, De Boogie"/"New Song" 
Cassette, no label 

Reviewer says stop: there 's enough 
dance-rock in the world already. Boys 
Say Go have a knack for catchy tunes, 
but the faceless arrangements and the 
singer's uh-oh mannerisms-like a 
male imitation of Missing Persons' 
Dale Bozzio-make them wear thin. 
The A-side is the first record in a while 
to steal its drumbeat from "Whip It." 
The playing is polished, and the pro
duction is first-rate, but new bands 
shouldn't be straining lO be this con
ventional. -Brell Milano 

SOCIAL DISTORTION 
Mommy's Lillie Mons/er 
13th Floor Records, LP 

It is not often that a band releases a 
full album of such an incredible cali
ber, but Social Diswrtion has accom
plished this rare feat. After two 
mediocre singles, the band has finally 
found their niche with a devastating, 
thrashing, power-chord dominated 
sound. An album not to be passed up. 

13th Floor Records, no address. 
-Shred 

SEONA DANCING 
"More To Lose" bl w "You're On My 
Side" 
London, import 45 

Another duo from the British Em
pire, Seana Dancing (that's SHAWN
a) rise above pretty pop pablum with a 
warm, rich sound. Ricky Gervais' 
soothing voice coasts over the dense 
web of piano, synth, and percussion set 
up by writer Bill Macrae. Successful 
first effort. -Marc English 

11 .NEWWAVE 
ltAIRWON 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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Sometimes "previously unreleased 
ma1erial" is better off ldt tha1 way, and 
a fe,, of 1he 14 tracks on Tapes should 
have stayed undiscovered. But overall, 
these remnants of the wa1usi era drawn 
from 1he family vault lend some sup
port to the notion that Fuller was a 
budding R'n'R gianl before he go1 cut 
down. Not as compelling as Best OJ, 
nor the three singles on Mustang that I 
rescued from the attic, but a deceni in
dication of Fuller's Holly-esque poten
tial. A special booklet is included. 

Rhino Records, I 1609 Pico Blvd., 
LA, CA 90064. -Tristrom Lozaw 

MOVING HEARTS 
Dork End of the Street 
WEA International, LP 

This monih's angriest record comes 
from Moving Hearts, a militant Irish 
folk-rock band. Although often preny 
on the surface, these songs confront 
the listener with images and stories of 
Ulster riots, Bobby Sands, and sirens 
in the nigh1. The old Quicksilver chest
nut "What About Me'' is redone as a 
resistance anthem, and the finale is a 
mock-tribute to national heroes. The 
group's sound, a fusion of rock and 
traditional Irish clements, recalls the 
70's Celtic-rock band Horslips, with ar
rangements that work saxes into folk 
songs and Irish pipes into rockers. Ba\'.:" 
ancing the aggressive songs arc three 
tuneful instrumentals based on Irish 
dances. Recommended for adventur
ous tastes. -Breu Milano 

ANGST 
Happy Squid, EP 

The most over-used noun in describ
ing subculture rock over the last seven 
years has been "angst," the winner 
going away. So why this post-punk 
band from LA would call themselves 
that is beyond me. Once you get past 
the name, and the band's simplistic 
politics ("Pig" would've been better as 
a song about barnyards), Angst is a 
preuy neat linle rock band. Raucous 
and raw with a keen sense of garage
land, they have more up their sleeves 
than even they realize. So next time, 
take your song-writing just a lillle 
more seriously, OK guys? Well-done 
cover. 

PO Box 64184, LA, CA 90064. 
-Tristram Lozow 

YOUNG CAUCASIANS 
Pop Quiz 
Wasp Records, EP 

Clever title, amusing sleeve, fun rec
ord. The Young Caucasians aren't pro. 
found and they know it, so they flaunt 
their dumbness on these frat.party 
rockers ("Ready Steady") and sub
urban pick-up fantasies ("Little Sister 
Says"). Judd Less' guitar style is 
straight from the beach, with an occa
sional flash of Ramones chording. 
Andy Kaulkin plays low.budget Far· 
fisa organ, and singer Mau Hahn has 
an odd habit of throwing Yogi Bear 
imitations into love songs. The one 
track that's not played for laughs, 
"Something Between Us," is a convinc· 
ing Merseybeat throwback and the 
EP's standout. 

Wasp Records, 821 North Taylor St.. 
Arlington, VA 22203. -Brei/ Milano 

THE SMITHEREENS 
Beauty and Sadness 
Little Ricky, EP 

If you've got all four Shoes albums 
and cry because the dB's haven't re
corded a new one, you will love this E.P. 
Like those bands, 1he Smithereens 
make relentlessly emotional pop, with 
fresh songwriting twists to match the 
60's influences. All four songs (plus a 
remix) have inventive melodies and 
chord patterns, and even their token 
rockabilly number (''Much Too Much'') 
is clever and stylish. The standout title 
track is, well, beautiful and sad; one 
listen will hook you for keeps. The 60's 
elements are there, with a drum riff 
lifted from "Tomorrow Never Knows," 
but the song's airy, melancholy feel 
wasn't common on the 60's charts. If 
1he Smi1hereens can keep this freshness 
as they gro"' more polished, they'll be 
home free. 

Little Ricky Records, 1133 Broad
way, Suite II07, New York, NY 10010. 

-Brei/ Milano 

PEDANTICS 
"Boy Most Likely"l "Cry Cry" 
Pedantics, 45 

Gary Numanesque A side which is 
indiscernable from the Gary Numan
esque B side; at least Uudging from 1he 
back cover photos) 1hey show no physi
cal resemblance to Mr. Numan. 

Pedantics, 160 Bleeker St. HW, New 
York, NY 10012. 

-Julie Ponebionco 

NEW SHINY THINGS 
''Clumging Colours"l ''Breadlines and 
Dissidence'' 
Blotto Records, 45 

This moody electronic single marks a 
change from Blono Records' usual 
fun.loving output. The A-side is a 
twisted love song with a "Don't You 
Want Me"-style dialogue; the nip's an 
equally twisted ode to technology. Both 
songs are abstract and intriguing, but, 
the record makes the most impact by 
pairing a male singer whose voice re
sembles Wall of Voodoo's Stan Ridg
way with a female who sounds like 
Connie Francis. 

810110 Records, Box 1786, Albany, 
NY 12201 . -Brei/ Milano 

BLIND DATES 
"Don't " / "Hold On" 
Savage Records, 45 

The debut single from Providence's 
Blind Dates reminds me of Seven-Up; 
it's clean, crisp, and refreshing. 
"Don't" is a brisk pop tune which 
showcases Sean Altman's multi
tracked, innocent tenor, while the nip 
side, "Hold On," stre1ches out a bit to 
demonstrate the considerable talenis of 
the entire band. David Ward's thick, 
reggae-ish bass line is 1he pulse of the 
song, simultaneously melodic and 
rhythmic; drummer Jason Spingarn 
punctuates the arrangement with sharp 
syncopation, and guitarist Josh 
Deutsch chimes in with brighl har
monies. They lyrics will never be 
quoted as especially profound, but this 
is pop music we're talking about here 
-with crystalline production, fine 
melodies (and one of the best rhythm 
sections around); an impressive single. 

Savage Records, 93 Benevolent St., 
Providence. R.I. 02906. 

-Rob To1111e11bo11111 

Small Chex 

Sl2.00 

y 

48 Winter St. 
Boston, MA 02108 

338-9835 

Come in and visit us! We have all your 
Halloween needs: Boy Hair Lacquer, 
punk sunglasses, jewelry, plus new fall 
accessories. 

Harlequin 

Sl200 

Tiger 

SllOO 

Bnt1sh Flag 

Sl600 
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THE SCHEMERS 
"/ Want Some Fun"l"That Shadow" 
Big Bubble Records, 45 

If British synth-pop has given you 
the summertime blues then this piece of 
authentic rock and roll music from one 
of Providence's best bands might be 
the cure. The Schemers evoke all the 
right influences-Lou Reed, the 
Stones, Tom Verlaine, the Kinks, Jona
than Richman-but lead singer and 
songwriter Mark Cutler subsumes 
these influences to an original style 
which combines sensitivity with balls, 
intelligence with humor, experimenta
tion with a strong sense of rock's past, 
and personal desperation with univer
sal emotions. The smoldering frustra
tion of " I Want Some Fun" builds up 
from the opening acoustic arpeggio, 
through tense power chords and a 
maddened solo 10 an explosive climax; 
the song is fueled by Cu1ler's convinc
ing vocals and a smoky saxophone fill. 
The nip side is a short but catchy riff
rocker which highlights the dual guitar 
attack of Culler and Emerson Torrey. 
By general acclaim this is the best 
single to come out of Rhode Island in 
quite some time, and you should make 
an effort to hear ii. 

Big Bubble Records, 273 Promenade 
St., Providence, R. I. 02908. 

-Rob Tannenbaum 

DUKE ROBILLARD AND THE 
PLEASURE KINGS 
Rounder, LP 

A hot solo debut from Roomful of 
Blues' ex-lead guilarist, this LP com
pares well with Stevie Ray Vaughan's 
recent debut. Like Vaughan, Robillard 
attacks the blues with a rocker's energy, 
but Robillard's album is more diverse. 
The guitar showpiece "J usl Kiss Me" is 
the album's only slow blues; 1he other 
tracks range from Dr. Feelgood-style 
pub rock ("It's My Own Business") to 
rough r&b recalling Fats Domino and 
early Presley. The production wisely 
avoids polish to capture a sweaty, late
night mood. Nothing greatly original 
here, but a guaranteed mood elevator. 

Rounder Records, l Camp St., Cam-
bridge, MA 02140. -Bre/1 Milano 

INDOOR LIFE 
Relalivity/lmportanl LP 

With three musicians whose outside 
activities probably place them on what
ever Social Register that NY has for 
arty types, it is not surprising that In
door Life's pappier moments sound 
more like projects than songs. Member 
J.A. Deane, in true avant artiste style, 
doesn't play instruments; he plays 
model numbers-W. 9, V.400, DMX. 

Jorge Socarras, who doubles as a 
music director for a fashion company, 
has studied all of Bryan Ferry's vocal 
moves. In fact, on first listen most 
people think that "Searching" is a new 
Roxy Music single. When Indoor Life 
go exploring, as they do on side two, 
they are miles more interesting, incor
porating white funk with heady elec
tronics and loverly crooning. 

149-03 NY Blvd., Jamaica, NY 
11434. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

BAUHAUS 
Burning from the Inside 
A&M Records, LP 

Bauhaus' second U.S. album dis
plays a lighter side of the group that 
didn't come through on las1 year's The 
Sky's Gone Out. The instrumentation 
has become less murky (with the excep
tion of the title track). And if Bauhaus 
is sti ll emula1ing the slyles of their 
heroes, then they have changed those 
heroes drastically: "Slice of Life" and 
"Kingdom's Coming" sound pecul
iarly like Pink Floyd. But it's too bad 
that the group has since broken up; 
songs like "Who Killed Mr. Moon
light?" and "Hope" could have fash
ioned Bauhaus for commercial success. 

-Shred 

GLENN BRANCA 
Symphony No. 3 
Neutral LP 

Glenn Branca has found a crack in 
the sky between guitar symphonies and 
orchestral works: the 40 or so minutes 
here (live excerpts from a I ¼ hour per
formance in Brooklyn N. Y.) represent 
what he's discovered so far. His is no 
longer a musical pursuit; it is a techni
cal attempt to realize sonically wha1 he 
hears inside his head-mammoth reso
nances, chords, and noises. He further 
abandons any notion of complex struc
ture; using staircase guitars (with mod
ified tunings and played with mallets) 
and specially-built keyboards-along 
with conventional bass and drums
Branca pjts harmonic drones against 
unsettling dissonances. Its slow, rich 
build has an almost sexual steam to it. 

Symphony No. J's peaks do sparkle, 
but sometimes Branca becomes more 
involved with the physics of his set-up 
than the music it creates. Overall, it's 
not as emotional, or intuitive, as some 
of his previous work. I also miss the 
uncontrolled fury of 8 people simultan
eously bashing away on guitars. Still, 
Branca's just gelling his feet wet, and 
if his creative side ever catches up with 
his scientific approach, the re~ults 
could be phenomenal. 

325 Spring St., NYC 10013. 
-Tristram Lozaw 

NEW RELEASES INDEPENDENT LABELS: 
AMERICA'S HARDCORE: Upstart Records, 11343 Homedale St., Los Angeles, 
CA 90049 (213) 472-3242. Release date: 9/19/83. Distributors: Bonaparte-West, 
Win, DEi, Greenworld, Wamid, Important, Rough Trade, Sounds Good, System
atic, Upstart, Rounder, Twin Cities. 

ANGRY RED PLANET: Too Much Knowledge, Angry Red Records, PO Box 9 
East, Detroit Ml 48021 (313) 544-2710. Distributors: Rough Trade. 

CIRCLE ONE: Patterns of Force, Upstart Records, 11343 Homedale St., Los 
Angeles CA 90049 (213) 472-3242. Release Date: 9/12/83. Distributor: Same as 
America's Hardcore (above). 

FATS DEACON: Buzzardhead (12" EP) Ames Griffin Records, 55 East 86th St. 
Ste. 14-A, New York, NY 10028 (212) 860-9150. . 

DESIREE COVE: Cassette, ME Tapes, 4606-Campbell #1, Kansas City MO 64110 
(414) 931-7123. Release date: 9/1/83. Distributor: ME Tapes. 

HATED PRINCIPLES: The Curse of Prince Hated, Upstart Records, 11343 
Homedale St., Los Angeles CA 90049 (213) 472-3242. Release date: 9126183. 
Distributor: Same as America's Hardcore (above). 

JAG PANZER: Tyrants, Azra Records Box 4n, Maywood CA 90270 (213) 
560-4223. Release date: 9/1/83. Distributors: Greenworld, Important. 

MEN & VOLTS: Hootersville, Eat Records, 400 Essex St., Salem MA 01970 (617) 
744-7678. Release date: 10125/83. Distributor: All the usual good ones. 

NO TREND: Teen Love (EP) No Trend Records, 1014 Ashton Ad., Ashton MD 
20861, (202) 745-1057. Distributor: Rough Trade, Systematic, Important, Upstart, 
Seidboard, DEL Also No Trend: Too Many Humans (LP). Release date: 11/83. 

NO V Z: Sheer Electronic Din, Azra Records, Box 411, Maywood CA 90270 (213) 
560-4223. Release date: 9/1/83. Distributors: Greenworld, Important. 

JERI ROSSI: "/ Left My Heart But I Don't Know Where" blw "It's a Man's Man's 
Man's World," Local Anesthetic, 638 E. 13th, Denver CO 80203 (303) 831-7246. 
Release date: Late August '83. Distributor: Dutch East, Important, Systematic, 
Rough Trade. 

SECTOR 4: EP, Destroy Records, 110 NW 39th Ave #73-A, Gainsville, FL 32601 
(904) 373-7154. Release date: 9122183. 

SIN 34: Over The Edge, Upstart Records, 11343 Homedale St., Los Angeles CA 
90049 (213) 472-3242. Release date: 10/3/83. Distributor: Same as America's 
Hardcore (above). 

VINNY: Oh/as de Sexo, Eat Records, 400 Essex St .. Salem MA 01970 (617) 
744-7678. Release date: 10/25/83. Distributor: AU the usual good ones. 

EDDIE WALKER & THE MARTYRS: "Simone" blw "Crazy Like Me" (45) Un
orthodox Music. 21 Overlook Or., Weston MA 02193. Release date: 10/3(83. 

XPOSED 4HEADS: Annoying Shit in a Bag, (cassette) ME Tapes, 4606-Campbell 
#1, Kansas City, MO 64110 (414) 931-7123. Release date: 9/1/83. Distributor: ME 
Tapes. 

Various Artists: We Can't Help It If We're From Florida wt Hated Youth, Sector 4, 
Morbid Opera. Roach Motel, and Rat Cafeteria. Destroy Records, 110 NW 39th 
Ave. #73-A, Gainsville, FL 32601 (904) 373-7154. Also, Roach Motel: Roach And 
Rolf. 

Boston Rock publishes this free listing 
of new independent releases monthly. To 
have your record and/or tape listed, com
plete this coupon and return by mail (no 
phone-ins please). 

Issue# Listing Deadline Ad Deadline Onsale Date 

BR #45 Oct 21 Nov 1 Nov 14 

BR #46 Nov 18 Nov 29 Dec 12 

BR #47 Dec 23 Jan 10 Jan 23 

BA 1148 Jan 27 Feb 7 Feb 21 

BR #49 Feb 24 Mar 6 Mar 19 

---------------------------- ·----Return to: 

Boston Rock Label Listing 
739 Boylston St., #203 
Boston, MA 02116 

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE: 

Label Name: 

ROCK 
Address: ____________________ _ 

City: ____________ State: ___ Zip: ___ _ 
Phone:( __ ) _________________ _ 

D Boston Rock offers special low advertising rates for bands and independent 
labels. For a copy of our rate card please check here. 

Artist Record Title Release Date Distributors , 

l) ___ _ 

2) ___ _ 

3) ___ _ 
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I 
Levene I tracks we·u do; we want to do graphics 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15 and soundtracks for video games. We 

~-----------~ want to communicate with seven year 

all I ''"ant is my money and 
credit for my songs. ll upsets me. Le
gally I have as much a right to the PiL 
name as John, and I've no aversion, if 
it comes down 10 it, to phoning up 
Wobble and showing people who's 
worth going to see. 

Did Lydon feel over his head musically 
with you? 

No; the way he felt was really glad 
that he knew me, cause he knew I could 
do what he wanied. We were both 
always onto the same things, telepathi
cally. 

Do you miss that? 
No; I don't miss it. I feel sad that we 

had that, and we should never have lost 
that. John was my best friend for 
years; I thought he was great, so great. 
It was me, John, and Sid. We all 
thought each other were great. Sid 
died; and John has now died as far as 
I'm conc~rned. 

Do you feel like you've wasted a lot of 
time? 

Yes; but I regret nothing. There has 
been no time wasted that won't be 
used. More results should have hap
pened, could have happened with PiL. 
I'll just carry it on with MIC. 

What is the concept of Multi-Image 
Corporation? 

Our main interest isn't making 
records; we just happen to be very 
good at making records. If we want to 
plz.y something that sounds like El La
tino/ Puerto Rico, we'll do it; sound-

40 Boston Rock #44 

old lads; we ,...,ant to have fun. We will 
not be rock and roll, we will not take 
drugs; we will not stay up all nigh1. 
That is MIC in a nutshell. 

Why do you want to communicate with 
seven year olds? 

My ideal audience is betweeen seven 
and fourteen; they aren't infested by 
that rock and roll desire. Not trying to 
be hip. Not listening to a group be
cause everyone does. Maybe not lis
tening 10 any group. 

I understand wanting to be the next 
Beatles, the next Stones, because of 
their impact on kids, that kind of ex
citement. But you won't do that by be
ing like the Stones. It's got to be totally 
different. For all we know, the thing 
that might be the next Stones will be 
the furthest thing from rock and roll 
you've ever come across. It might be 
those fucking little intellectual kids 
who wear glasses and use computers. 

How do you write music? 
Every now and then I' ll say "I'm go

ing to write a commercial single," and 
it'll turn out to be the most esoteric 
thing possible. I don't write songs that 
verse and chorus and have words-I 
write modules, bits all over the place 
and I put it together. I haven't got 
songs, I've got loads of bits. !i's like 
dub: I just slap them 1ogcther. 

Everything inspires me: it sounds 
really corny bu1 i1's true. I hate to 
sound like Mick Jones, but everything 
I do is part of what I do in music.* 

CELEBRITY SECRETS 

ORKBOY 
DELFUEGOS 

Heroes: Monoman, Brian Jones, Springa 

Villains: R.E. Lane, people who order sandwiches on pita bread. 

Slimulants: Prayer sessions over a case of beer with the rest of the Fuegos. 
(Mock U2) 

Repulsions: Sundays in Massachusetts {no cold frosties). 

Inspirations: Terry Hanley (beer god), Monoman (god), Warren Zanes (basic 
disciple). 

Movie/book you would like to have lived: Old Yeller 

How did you gel your name? It is a biblical name given to me by my mother. 

First record bought: Trapp Family live at Cher's last Call. 

Record you would like to have made: Rolling Stones' Now. 

Performances: Beer Puppets at Inn Square, Blasters at Paradise. 

Ambitions: To be able to do interviews without coming across as a skitz. 

Dream Date: Mrs. Right or a girl who goes to bed before the first date. 

photo: Michael Grecco 

I 
Copeland I jects glutting the box these days. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGES First of all, points out executive pro-

~-----------~ ducer Lauren Goldfarb, the show does 

Queen Ida and the Bons Temps Zydeco 
Band, and an end theme by Wall of 
Voodoo. Interact ing with the music is a 
stylized punctuation of amplified street 
sounds, distant thunder, and an almost 
constant ticking that seems to measure 
and mock the urgency of youth. As 
Tom Waits, portraying the pool-hall 
philosopher Benny, reckons: "Time is a 
very peculiar item." -Betsy Sherman 

ABLE 
CABLE 

When cable television first became 
popular, one of its advantages, we 
were told, was that it would give us the 
opportunity to see things on the tube 
that we'd never catch on commercial 
television. Excerpts of live perform
ances by the Freeze and DYS seem to 
meet that qualification. 

But chances are good you've seen 
neither band on 1he tube-unless 
you're a subscriber to cable TV and 
live in the towns of Lexington, East 
Boston, Charlestown, Somerville, Wo
burn, Billerica, Burlington, Wilming
ton, Arlington, Maynard or St0neham. 

Adams-Russell Cablevision, out of 
Lexington, has been producing a week
ly half-hour music program, Video
beat, since Sep1ember of '82 that is 
currently being aired in all of those 
towns. 

Originally the creation of a 17-ycar
o ld Lexington high school student, the 
program is a welcome blast of fresh air 
compared 10 most "video rock" pro· 

not and will not use commercial video 
clips provided by the record companies 
(yeah!). "We still want to be on the 
edge," she says. "There's no use in be
ing another MTV. " Secondly, Video
beat does air videos made by indepen
dent companies and local acts. 

"We want to be accessible," Gold
farb continues. "We don't want to 
control the whole show. We want peo
ple to know we can be a vehicle for 
them." But Videobeat is more than 
just an inside look at local acts. Na
tional bands are featured as well, yet 
not the ones you're going to see often 
on MTV. 

For example, recent shows--included 
interviews with the Violent Femmes 
and Madness, along with concert clips 
from local appearances by Echo and 
the Bunnymen, the Fleshtones, and the 
Alarm. 

Until recently, the production qual
ity of the show was "quaint" at best, 
and it can still be very spotty at times. 
New producer Charles Jevremovic put 
in time at the BF/ VF before he came to 
the show, though, and his production 
experience has notably improved the 
program's quality. 

But, encouraging as it may be, Vid
eobeat has a ways to go. The problem 
is, unless the show finds some regular 
sponsorship in the next couple of 
months, the program might be can
celled. 

Bands intere~ted in getting tapes 
aired should contact Charle.!. Jevremo-
1,,ic at Adams-Russell Cablevision, 1403 
Mass. Ave., Lexington, 02173. 

-Dean Johnson 



EAS1ERN LIIIE 
sound 

... 16-ehannel. .t-iamped thr~e way systel". . . . Y.lipsc:h-?Jased quality 

... liv~ /studio engineer .. S l '.!0/r. i[~. ~, 

Chris (617)492-1376 

SUNDAYS * OPEN BAR* . .. For the ladies 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n' Roll, No Cover!! Big Band Cover Rock 'n' Roll! 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n · Roll Bands Each Night 

Tuesday Oct. 11 

Wednesda~ 
Thursday 13 

Friday 14 

Saturday 15 

Sunday 16 

Monday 17 

Tuesday 18 

Wednesday 19 

Thursday 20 

Friday 21 

Saturday 22 

Monday 24 

Tuesday 25 

Wednesday 26 

WEDNESDAYS Best of Showcase 
;, OPEN BAA * ... for the ladies 8-9:30 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2·4·1 8· 11 p.m. 

UNDERACHIEVERS • SHEL TEA • NIGHTOWLS 

MUGGS • FINE CHINA 

GARY SHANE• FRIDAY• BLACK AND WHITE 

LYRES • CLASSIC RUINS • HOUSE OF CARDS 

BERLIN AIRLIFT• WHICH DOCTOR? 

JULIE & THE FLASHERS 

CRITICAL FEW• MAGNETICS• CHILDREN OF PARADISE 

1 . .. 4 .. . 5 • U.X.B. • COOL RAYS 

THE ZONE• FRAMES 

NATIVE TONGUE• O-POSITIVE • JUDY'S TINY HEAD 

TIL TUESDAY• ZODlO DOZE 

MIDNIGHT TRAVELER• DAMIEN STEEL 

WHITE LIES• POLICE STATE• THE CLONES 

THE EDITORS• FAB HOLIDAY• BOYS SAY GO 

NEWS • SECRET 

Boston Rock night ... free admission with coupon in this issue! 
Thursday 27 BOY'S LIFE • SANDMAN 

Friday 28 LINES • DRIFT 

-~ Halloween ... $1 00 for best costume! 
Monday 31 ~ LIZZY BORDEN & THE AXES 

Thursday Nov. 3 THE DRIVE 

Saturday Nov. 5 NEW MODELS 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

Jumping Jack Flash. .. 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS ADJ 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

expires 11/14/83 

ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1½" 

call 1617> 266·8787 
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• _. A VANCE TIC ETS AT· TRAWBERRIES• 
•NEWBU~Y COMICS·~CKETRON•OUT OF TOWN• 
•QUINCY ROCK & F\OL\- MARKET •THE CHANNEL• 

Fri. Oct. 14 Neighborhoods & Blackjacks 
2 for 1 admission with college id 

Sat. 0 t. 15 Betts, Hall, Leavell & Trucks 

Thur. Oct. 20 John Mayall & Canned Heat 

Fri. Oct. 21 Orbits, Reflectors & Liquid Trance 
free admission with coupon ih this issue 

Wed. Oct. 26 Richard Thompson & T. Bone Burnett 

Fri. Oct. 28 

Sat. Oct. 29 

Halloween fest . . . The Enemy 

f,,l\onster Mash .. . The ·Cramps 
Prince Charles & The Blackouts 

Nazareth 

Divine Evening with special guest 
speaker John Waters 
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Native aon9ue Jeff att0 Jane HuJson Christmas 
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.. 
Scotch 'n s.iunds 

Every Sunday 
Euphoria 
r hur~ 0<1 6 

Boys Life 

Mld11l9h1Tra\laler 

David Johanson 

Sun II 

Berlin Airlift 
.lohnn11 liarnu & The Bad, Ba11 Beal 

Low gl•lic• 

Molor1rlp 

r,i L4 
.l ,D,, BlllyandKocn 

!,,,I 15 

Til Tuesday 
Guy Shane • The D,u o,u 

Lo 9lcSe,ebu• 

r,121 
.1 .0 ., BIiiy & Ke n 

!,.,,22 

Joe Peny Project ,. 
fo,•,25 lhu,27 

S cotch and Sounds South Shore 
Preliminary Nights (Part I) 

~ •• 211 

THENOT 
Four song cassette out now 

Deceive Me 
Time To Understand 

Break Free 
Lost Girl 

AVAILABLE AT LOCAL 
RECORD STORES! 

or send 
$2.50 + .50 postage to: 

THE NOT 
P.O. Box 288 

Cambridge, MA 02238 

___ J.D_ •• _B~l!~~~.:-·•_K_en ___ ..... .,,,r,_-/1 ~"""II(.;'-:;-~, ... !F"'-~-~,..e::;; 
John Buecher Axis 

Mike \/Iola A.llian,;a 

Scotch and Sounds South Shore 
Preliminary Night (Part II) 

!,d,s 
The Stompel'II 

The C,•b• 

Tuv,8& W~d9 

Scotch and Sounds South Sho re 
Semiffnals 

Thur, LO 

Scotch and Sounds South Shore 

1 (j) ''No" (i) 'r;),.TSoME~57t' 

I ! Send $6.00 plus $1 .00 hand I Ing and shipping to "STEVEN" c/o Boston Rock, 739 
; Boylston St ., #203, Boston, MA 02116. (Make checks payable to: Boston, Rock Inc. 

' 1 Ailo·w4-5 weeks for delivery.) 
I Name ____ ________ _ 

: Address _______ _____ _ 

~ City, State, Zip ___________ _ 

1 style 1 D 2 0 sm D med D lg D xi D 

--~-----------------------------



SEX 
IN 
MIAMI 
have it now 
on 
Intense City Records 
513 E. 13 St., NY, NY 10009 

also thru: 
Important & Dutch East India 

You can now 
charge your 

ROCK 
subscription 

with your Vi:::ia 
or Mastercard. 

Call (617) 
266-8787 
or see page seven 

of this issue. 

Sot 22 
From Texas. blues guitarist . . 

Johnny Copeland 
Borrence Whltfleld &. The Savages 

Thur 27 
Record Release Porty 

Dlgney Flgnus 
Trodemar 

Thur Oct 13 
$7.50 

Fri 14 
$3.50 

Sat 15 Robin Lane & 
i::gg :~~e dav The Chartbusters 

sun. 16 
$3.00 

Thurs 20 
$3.00 

Fri 21 
$3.50 

Sat 22 
3.00 

Thurs 27 
$3.00 
Fri 28 
$3.50 

Sat 29 
$3.00 

sun 30 
$7.50 
Mon 31 

Mon NOV 7 
$4.00 

Fri Nov 11 
$6,50 

Clen Phillips Band • 
Mike viola Alliance 
Pressure Boys • Mystery 
Dates • Blues Astronauts 
Berlin Airlift 
oigney Fignus • Ampeaters 
Free admission with coupon In this Issue. 

Neighborhoods 
Primary Colors • Salem 66 
Hi Beams • Wild Kingdom 

Hometown Rockers ,,,.,.~, """' %. 
:t~:i:~ritical Few _ 
Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 
Til Tuesday • Parallel 5th 

Nazareth 
Halloween 
Rash of stabbings • The Schemers 

Lords of the ~ 
New Church , .. ,.. ,· 
crown of Thorns • · 
Rash of stabbings J:,,,, :i 
Men Without Hats 

sat Nov 12 Berlin Airlift 
Fri Nov 10 WBRU Rock Hunt Finals 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 

Tue Oct JI 

Amazing Box Band 
Big Tall Wish 

Wed 12 

Fabulous Roys 
Thur /3 

Pencils 
Frt 14 

I-Tones 
Sat 15 

Primary Colors 
Sun 16 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon.fl 

Stone Blm 
LA Express 

Tu.es 18 

Julie & The Flashers 
Wed 19 & '/'hur :10 

r,ti,mof 

Sandra Bernhard 
Sun 23 

Paul Rishell Band 
,'vton 24 

Alpha Betty's 
Myrna Loy 

Tur 25 

Pink Cadillac 
f,rr ndm1uw11 u 1th 1m1pu111111h1, 1,111r 

11-(d 26 

Young Rationals 
Thu 27 

City Edition 
Fri 28 

Peter Dayton Band 
Sat 2Y 

Rods & Cones 

Paul Rishell Band 
Thu Nov 3 

Face The Nation 
Fri 4 

Sex Execs 
Sat 5 

New Models 
Fri II 

SKA tterbrains 

491-9672 
1350 Cambridge St . 

Inman Sq ., 
Cambridge 
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I 
Discos de Tinga presents . 

• 

I American Tour II, 1983 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 23 
SeAt. 28 
Sep!. 30 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 5 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 7 
Oct. 8 
Oct. 9 
Oct. 12 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 22 
Oct. 26 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 28 
Oct. 29 
Nov. 4 
Nov. 5,6 
Nov. 8 
Nov. 13 
Nov. 14 
Nov. 16 
Nov. 18 
Nov. 19 
Nov. 21 
Nov. 23 
Nov. 25 
Nov. 26 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 3 
Dec 10 
Dec. 31 

Ann Arbor (Joe's) 
Detroit (Todd's! 
Akron, Ohio (University) 
Kent, Ohio 
Cleveland !Pop Shop) 
Pon.land ME (Kayo's! 
Providence, A.I. (LI\li!"IQ Rooml 
Worcester. MA (Clark Univ.I 
Boston (Storyville) 
New Haven IElfothet's 1111 
New Yo1k {Snafu's) 
New York (CBGB's) 
Philadelphia (East Side Club) 
Washington O.C, (tba) 
Atlanta Oba) 
Atlanta (tba) 
Nashville !Cantrell's) 
Carbondale. m. (Main St. East> 
Memphis !Antenna Club! 
Houston (Fitzge,efd'sl 
Austin, Texas (tba) 
Dallas, Texas (Ground Zero) 
Juarez. Mexico (ring& Time) 
Tucson, Arizona tNino's) 
Phoenix, Arizona lMason Jprl 
Los Angeles {tbal 
San Francisco (Mabohay Gardens) 
San Francisco (tba) 
San Francisco (tba) 
Portland, Oregon {tba) 
Seattle (tba) 
Seattle ltbel 
Bellingham, Wash. (tba) 
Vancouver, British Cofumbia (tbe} 
Denver, Colorado {tba) 
Chicago (Cubby Bear Lounge) 

bohemia's new EP "No Ordinary Moon" distributed by 
Important, available at finer American record stores. 

Write bohemia at: 3952 N. Southport #240, Chicago, IL 60613. 
(312) 477-7326. 
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Cleveland 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 

Pop Shop manager Chris Andrews' 
Red October are breaking in a new 
drummer. Occupying that terri1ory of 
"too metal for punx, too thrashy for 
metal kidz," RO toss in some Re,•olu
rionary Worker to alienate 1he rest. 
Further ou1 in "lefl" field are the 
smoldering Sacred Guns with a wall of 
guitar fronted maniacally by Breu 
Kristoff. We recently said our farewells 
to the truly awe-inspiring Zero Ddex, 
Ohio's premier anarchis1 thrashers. 
They will be sorely missed. O-D-FX's 
Tommy Strange now fronts Ragged 
Bags, an ultra cool Gun Club style 
band. Wi1h Tommy leading "The 
Horns From Hell" on trombone(!) the 
Bags leave charred bodies in their 
wake. 

New pop combos are multiplying 
quicker 'n bunnies; the cute ska sound 
of the Bangorillas is gaining them a fol
lowing, while the Set, Tent Sleeps 4 
and House of Cards (who resemble 
King Tubby meets King Carrasco inna 
Burger King) have all improved loads . 

For those of you suffering "famil
iarily withdrawal," Human Switch
board recently finished demos with 
Mike Thorne in NYC, while local le
gend Brian Sands was in the Apple 
looking for a distributor for his always 
dada Bizart bunch. And tha1 triad of 
popslcrs that have been here forever 
. . . er. .. still are . The Action, Wild 
Giragges and the Wombats continue to 
carry on the Raspberries' New Liver
pool tradi1ion. The Wombats rise 
above, tho', with a newly psycho-deli
cized sound that lends credence to their 
"dark pop" tag. Their Bomp LP is still 
in 1he can . Greg? Greg Shaw?? 

Last, but far from least, there's 
Terrible Parade. It's Alan Grandy digs 
the "dark pop" label too (or was that 
"sinis1er surf"?) bul the trio actually 
serves up a heady European brew 
somewhere between Comsat Angels 
and the Cure, with Franklin Pesuit 's 
bass dominating. A whole slew of ace 
originals like the tense "Sometimes I'd 
Rather be Alone" scream for vinyliza
tion. 

So if you ain't dying to move to CLE 
by now, i1's probably just good mental 
health. But be sure not 10 ignore CLE 
when it comes to you, seen? 

Wash.D.C. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 

shitty office complex!) However the 
club's organizers have found a new 
venue which they'll open shortly. Oh 
yeah, and Ex-Urban Verb, Roddy 
Frantz has joined the Tom Tom Club. 
It's unders1ood that being the younger 
brother of the drummer, and thus the 
brother-in-law to the bass player and 
all the vocalists was not considered a 
serious impediment 10 his membership 
(righl Rodgers?)* 

Chicago 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 

ear, then the label decided ii wanted to 
hear more before inking. Nicholas 
Tremulis' latin-tinged, jazzy sound 
seemed alluring 10 some independents, 
but Nick may put a record oul himself. 

Bands to listen for: Interceptors, 
Breaking Circus, Savage Beliefs, Silent 
Language, and the Reverbs. 

Noise has hit the suburbs. WVVX-

FM, a commercial oldies s1ation now 
boasts late night Antidote Radio, with 
a playlist more radical than local col
lege stations. 

In clubland, Metro has closed its 
doors, bu1 ~evcral old rock spots threa
ten to reopen. Video's bigger than 
ever, with new clubs popping up, and 
the Park Wesl hosting video dance 
nights. Performance an flourishes in 
both classy galleries and seedy fire
traps.• 

Parker 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27 

the set with a bevy of tunes like "Satur
day Night is Dead," "Discovering 
Japan," "Passion is No Ordinary 
Word,'' and ''Proteclion,'' the show 
quickly kicked into overdrive. 

One of the items that fin;t attracted 
many to Graham Parker's music was 
the feeling 1ha1 here was a guy who was 
searching for a good thing, bu1 all he 
found was plasticity and empty 
thoughls. 

Well, Parker's still looking, and 
somehow things still seem the same. He 
described the British music scene as, "a 
horrendous, desolate amount of David 
Bowie impersonators.'' Though he rec
ognized tht: valve of video as a promo
tional device, he still thought rock 
video was "the most awful, cliched me
dium there is." 

"Anniversary" from the new album 
is a touching tune about his marriage . 
But ask him if the institution has given 
him a different perspective after three 
years, and he'll say, "Just waking up 
every morning and J get a different per
spective. You're always left with your
self in the end, though, aren't you?" 

Graham Parker, now "somewhere 
near 30," has learned to have simple 
expeclations for his music. "I jusl like 
to have everybody hear it and be stim
ulated," he said. "It's entertainment, 
really. What else can you leave people 
with," he chuckled, "but some kind of 
stimula1ion somewhere left of the 
norm?''* 

CLASS 
IS NOW 
IN SESSION 

Lots of people in Boston would sign 
up for a course on sludio recording. 
Even more would show up if it were 
free. Professional Recording and 
Sound (P.R.S.) in Brighton has been 
sponsoring a series of five "In Ses
sions" seminars on modern recording 
techniques and studio design. Held in 
the Stitches from room at the Paradise, 
the P.R.S. version of night school co
vers acouslic design, miking techni
ques, signal processing, computers, 
and video. Outlines and suggested 
reading lists are dislributed and P.R.S. 
reps and local experts stuff as much 
into the two-hour "classes" as they can 
(!here's no homework and liquor is 
served). The free seminars serve as a 
big, classy, functional advertisement 
for P .R.S. "We're trying to get people 
interested and give them a little educa
tion 100,'' says Luke Furr. ''The idea is 
to get people started so they'll find out 
more on their own. "Three seminar 
dates remain: Oct. 18, Nov. 1 and an 
all·day session Nov. 15. Reservations 
are required (call P.R .S.) . 

-Tristram Lozaw 
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_. D ~ AND U~~::~ORDS! 

·'31 Pleasant St. 
Worcester 

........,.,,,,.,_,. ,1 .. ,,0 

S.""*"110-S 
(617)798-3657 

OUT THIS MONTH! 135 Borton Tumplke, 
Shrewsbury 

i"lo<>cbyMdT ... odoyl0-4 
WM>ieodlydvuF<icbJIO-, 

S.~10-4 
(617)798-0l-4_9 

A NEW 3-SONG 7" EP 
DISTRIBUTED BY ROUNDER RECORDS 

SEE THE BEES LIVE-EVERYWHERE! 
-locadon .. 

Ill N. Pleasant St., 
Amhent 

l"lo<>cby<Mlfnd.11104 
s.,..,..,10-s 
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BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED 
WANTED 
"CELE13RATION" by U2 in 
mint cond. and any rare 45's b) 
U2. Call Paul at 537-8879after 
5pm. 

Good quality demo tape 
wan1ed for radio play. Send to: 
Kate Ingram, KSUF, 350 Town
send, SF CA 94109. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45s. Must be 
in good condition. Cal! John at 
247-3007. 

FOR SALE 
Original El,is snapshots on and 
off stage. $1.50 each. Free list. 
Ask about our laminated 
plaque Service. Bradley 
O'Brien P.O. Box 348098, Chi
cago II. 60634. 

BOSTON ROCK TEE 
SHIRTS RED & black letters 
on a quality white 50150 shirt 
(SM L XL) $5.00 (includes 
postage) to: Boston Rock 
Shins, 739 Boylston St., #203 
Boston. MA 02116. 

Custom Rock Poslcrs I will 
paint your favorite band's 
emblem. Prices vary accord. to 
size and time. Pay when it's 
done. Very Rca~onabh:. Ask 
for Marc 524-1328. 

24ch Tri-Amp S)slcm all state 
of the an Bi Amp BGW shure
very affordable. Call Ted at 
325-5643. 

FANZINES 
BANG! Magazine seeks· writ
ers. Write: BANG! 77 Newbern 
Ave. Medford. Mass. 02155. 

VIDEO 
Video Produclions $500 and 
up. Call Jeff Hudson for con
sultation at 266-3198. 

PERSONALS 
Bonnie Wise please get in touch 
with Rocco thanks U2 
ABBY. 

It's BREAKFAST OF CHAM
PIONS ... the new wake-up 
show on WMBR, Monday thru 
Frid ay 8am to IOam jus1 before 
the Late Risers C lub. 

Display space on this page is available at 
a rate of $9.00 per column inch (1½" 
wide). Display ads that are not camera 
ready are subject to a $10.00 production 
fee. 

Professional, dedicated engineering/production 
Demos or Master Product, 

U11b iased advice about recording in Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane--

I 
Happ) ,Birthda) Debbie, from I Johnn) Angel . . . \d10\e I He) Harold I.. ,1_anna dance? I MUSICIANS I 
Mick

1 
and the whole Beacon SL gonna buy ads for you now? -Sue trom Nadd1d. Pop lyridsl needed lkvcrly 

crew . area. Call 927-1003. r----------------------------------------- --- -, 
: NEW CLASSIFIED RATES ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID.: 

I 
I 

MINIMUM CHARGE $3.50 PER AD I 
__ Total number of words. I 

{individuals & band rate: 25¢ per word, business rate: 40, per word .) I Individual and band ads cost 25; per word. The business 
rate is 40¢ per word. Boldface is available for 25; extra per 
word. Underline copy to be bold. Address and phone num
ber are free. Listings of stolen musical equipment will be 
run for free. 

Please include your name and address whether or not you run it in your ad. 

Name 
Address 
City ______ State __ Zip __ 
Phone ( __ ) _________ _ 

Total number of words bold : 
(251te11:traperword.) 

1 
I would llke to run this ad for __ issues. I 

I 
D Check or money order for $, ____ enclosed. I 

D Please charge$. ____ to my D Master Card or D Visa I 
card II _________ exp. date: ___ _ 
signature: ______________ _ 

next ad deadline: 

November 1, 1983 

Ad copy: _______________________ _ 

All ads must be prepaid. You can place 
your classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-
8787, by using your Visa or Master Card, 
or mail to: 

Boston Rock Classfieds 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116 
(617) 266-8787 
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UDtilled 
by Nayme Drawper 

Believe il or not, the only person 10 
dance during Stickball's set at the aptly 
named Chel's Last Call on September 
27 keeled over and never go1 up again. 
While the band continued to play, an 
emergency ambulance arrived and car
ried him away. He was pronounced 
dead on arrival at Mass. General. 

In more pleasant news, Roomful of 
Blues were the special musical guests at 
Leonard Bernstein's 65th birthday par
ty in Lawrence. Not only did the Maes
tro request that Roomful provide the 
entertainmenl for the affair, but 
during "Albie's Boogie" he joined Al 
Copley on piano. Peter Wolf made a 
surprise onstage appearance with 
James "gunshots out my window" 
Ryan and the Del Fuegos at the 
Hoodoo's Third Ariniversary blow
out. And Robert Plant ca lled Tom Del 
Fuego when he was in 1own to play the 
Centrum to find ou1 when the Fuegos 
were playing. Plant, however, failed to 
show up the nexl night al the Rat. 

After zillions of delays, two of our 
belier-known bands, November Group 
and the Dark, are abou1 to release lo
cally-recorded eps on ou1-of-town 
independent labels. November Group's 
four-songer was mixed by Jack Malken 
(who also did Kool and the Gang's 
"Celebration"), and will be out on 1he 
Dutch East India affiliated Brain Eater 
Records. The Dar k's ep Don't Feed the 
Fashion Sharks is being pressed by Im
portant Distribution's Relativity Rec
ords. 

In addition to these projects: Christ
mas and Pep Lester are unleashing sin
gles via California's Iridescence Rec
ords; and the Prime Movers will have a 
track on Bomp's Battle of the Garages 
Volume II. 

If you haven't seen David Robinson 
walking up and down Newbury s1reet 
lately that's because the Cars' album is 
taking much longer than expected and 
the band remains st randed in the U.K. 
Plan Nine are touring the West coast 
and Dish are recording an ep in L.A. 
And former BR contributor and 
WZBC person Tom Gilroy has moved 
to New York. 

Contrary to rumour, Maxanne Sar·· 
tori insists that she "never managed 
the Reflectors and never will." The 
former WBOS chieftain does however 
concede that the ReOectors "some-
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photo: Phil In Phlash 

Del Fuego Dan Zanes, Peter Wolf and chef James Ryan at the Hoodoo bash. 

times refered to me as their manager 
when it was convenient." ... Huh? 
While Max is still looking for a new 
job, she somet imes spins records in the 
recently enlarged Spit deejay booth. 

WFNX has just undergone a major 
housecleaning. Program director Russ 
Motlla, announcer Andy "three balls" 
Geller, and production-person Jerry 
"Job" Goodwin were let go, and ex
WCOZer Michael Bright was hired. 
Operations manager Judith Brackly is 
_now assuming the program director
sh ip and music director Steve Strick 
has picked up a full time air shift. 
Long1ime local scenester Tom Lane can 
now be heard working overnights. 

Are relations between Worcester's 
WAAF and Til Tuesday as st rained as 
1hey were a month ago? And how come 
Til Tuesday refuses to give college ra
dio a copy of their rape? 

Ex-Real Paper editor and music 
columnist Rory O'Connor has been 
dismissed from his brier producership 
of !he Channel Two News. O'Conner's 
quick exit occurred after popular an
chor Christopher Lydon refused to 

work with him. One time WBCN jock 
Randi Kirshbaum reports that she is re
couperating after becoming involved in 
a major three-truck collision in Ports
moulh Maine where she works for 
WMGX. 

Rat owner Jim Harold also appears 
to be okay after an ugly tumble down 
1he Ral 's stairs. And an anonymous 
caller reports that Neil Paradise had a 
golden time at the Channel 68 bash on 
the Boston Tea Party Boat. Everyone 
should get ready for the posl-CCCP
TY revival with ex-Dangerous Bird 
Thalia Zadek helping. 

Surprise, Surprise. A Media Work
shop card and a dollar in change will 
still get you a pack or cigarettes at the 
Club-but the Central Square hell-hole 
is, once again, no longer booking rock 
acts. In other Central Square news, 
Star Rhythm's Dave Pierce has left 
friendly Cheapo Records to help Kub 
Koda with his forthcoming record and 
French tour. Pierce has also just-re
leased an ep by Washington D.C.'s 
Richard Taylor. 

The Angry Young Bees are back 

"NO CONT€ST" 

from summer vacation with a three 
song seven incher. Dave Edmunds was 
in town recently to produce a single for 
George Thorogood. And Boston Rock 
is pleased to announce 1hat we will be 
releasing a limi1ed edition five-song 
Chris1mas record with the 'Fuegos, 
Christmas. SS Decontrol, Jeff and 
Jane Hudson, and Nalive Tongue. 

A free life-time subscription goes to 
anybody who can produce a photo of 
Peter Wassyng and the fifty other 
A&M execs who crooned "Every 
Breath You Take" in the nude al the 
label's convention last month in San 
Francisco. The entire proceeds were 
video-taped and presented 10 the Po
lice. 

Things were reportedly more reser
ved al the Warner Brothers get
together in the Big Apple-but we're 
proud to report that Bostonian Mike 
Symonds was named "WEA Promo 
Person of the Year" and co-worker 
Barbie Hodges was awarded the "Spe
cial Projects Co-ordinator" title. 
Kudos also to Charlie Datri who has 
left CBS for a local promotion job with 
the MCA-distributed Rockshire Rec
ords, and to David Alexander who has 
left the Channel to work with Cam
bridge One Stop. 

Atlantics Fred Pineau and Bobby 
Maron have formed a new outfit with 
Joe Krown, Bob Sus, Tony Quintiliani, 
and Geoff Thurber (brother of New 
Models Steve and Matt) called Upscale 
Male. Children of Paradise have added 
former Shark Attack bassist Ruby 
Black but are still searching for a new 
drummer. And several long months ar
t er Brad Hallen and Mark Pothier quit 
Adventure Set to join Ministry, Ken 
Scales has reformed his band with gui
tarist Steve McGuire, bassist Steve 
Monahan, keyboardist Gideon Ansell, 
and drummer Tom Comparto. 

On the other hand-the Unattached 
have become, er, unauached. Moving 
Targets and Fine China have also called 
it quits. But even worse, every time 
somebody mentions the J. Geils Band 
we notice these dark clouds hanging 
over Boylston street. 

Somebody might be tattling on 
you-so you might as well tell on 
them . Write Nayme Drawper, c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylst0n St., Bos
ton, MA. 02Il6. 
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DOMESTICS . 
Ace of Hearts 
R.O.I.R. 
Mustard 
Hannibal 
Subterranean 
Rough Trade 
Modern Method 
Neutral 
Enigma 

DB/Compendium 
Ralph 
Fresh Sounds 
Happy Squid 
Celestial Harmonies 
Shanachie/Greensleeves 
Frontier 
Europa 

Palace of Ughts 
Posh Boy 
Thermidor 
Zoar 
Twintone 
99 
SST 
Varulven 

-------------------- PLUS HUNDREDS MORE!!! 

OUR OWN 

RELATIVITY 
RECORDS 

PRESSING & 
DISTRIBUTION 

(Boston's Own) The Dark! Beastie Boys 
Metallica 
Manowar 

Raven 
Anthrax 

Mercyful Fate 

Indoor Life 
Alien Sex Fiend 

Clock DVA 
Talas 

Roman Grey 
... and more 

149-03 New York Boulevard • Jamaica, New York 11434 
Tel. 212/995-9200 • Telex: 668694 MPORT • Facsimile: 212/995-3858 

14505 Hindry St., Lawndale CA 90260 
Tel. 213/644-9783 • Telex: 653563 MPORT WST LNDL 

Facsimile: 213/644-7036 

SEATILE 
(206) 722-8060 , CIDCAGO ~ 

(312) 296-7568 

0 
LOS ANGELES 

ATLANTA 

EXCLUSIVE 
DISTRIBUTION 
Einstein's Rice Boys 
Steve Nieve 
Peter Hammill 
Chameleons 
Nude Ants 

out now on 
Relativity 

new 12" by 
1 The Dark 
"DARKWORLD" I 

and "More Fun" 

Don't Feed The 
,1 Fashion Sharks 

ep coming 
soon!!! 

The best national 
indie & import distributor 

in the country! 
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UB4O has selected songs from an ~ra 

when reggae was pure dance music. Their 

new album is a LABOUR OF LOVE. All of 

these songs were originally recorded by 

reggae artists between 1969 and 1972. 

South Shore Plaza, Braintree 
The Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 
Meadown Glen Mall, Medford 

Here they are again-with the UB4O touch 

-stiH fresh and highly danceable. Whether 

or not you heard these songs then, you'll 

love them now. 

Arsenal Mall, Watertown 
Special sale price also available at these locations . 

Featuring the first major hit single In England from 
this new album, "Red Red Wine:• 

LABOUR OF LOVE, A new album from UB40, produced 

by UB40 and Ray "Pablo" Falconer, on A&M Cas
settes and Records. 

GRAND 
OPENING 
SALH 

AM 
RECORDS 
• QU..l~ 

Methuen Mall , Methuen 
Fox Run Mall, Newington 

Maine Mall , Portland 



Thurs. , Nov. 17 CHAZ JANKEL 
(Ian Dury's producer) 

with BERU REVUE 
Official Release of BERLIN AIRLIFT video 

Fri., Nov. 18 Dramatic new sensation from NY 
Don't miss this! 

Tues., Nov. 22 SE/ (Sex) 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

New: 
Black Leather 
''Fingerless'' 
gloves $24. 50 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight -Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans in Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots morel 

1mmuurnum 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Ear Openers 
8. Independent Sales Charts 

10. State of America 
Sacramento by Wendy Davis 
Providence by Rob Tanenbaum 
Athens by Rachel Elliott 

13. The Boston Harold by Harold Lepidus 
Boston Rock Readers Poll Questionnaire 

15. The Boston Band Report 
Turbines by Sheena 
Zodio Doze by Carter Alan 
Salem 66 by Marc English 

16. November Group by Brett Milano 
18. Jonzun Crew by Julie Panebianco 
20. Big Country by Julie Panebianco 
22. Bongos by Brett Milano 
24. True West by Harold Lepidus 
27. Record Reviews 
30. This Month's Independent Releases 
32. Celebrity Secrets: Eddie Gorodetsky 

Vid Beat by Jett Hudson 
34. Clubland 
37. Boston Rock Classifieds 
38. Nayme Drawper 
Big Country cover design by Chris Gilbert. 

This issue dedicated to Mick Miller. 

Clive Pig 
& The Hopeful Chinamen 

On cassette $5 Hopewell Records Princeton , NJ 08540 
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Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, BoSlon, MA 02116. 

MR. IMMIGRATION MAN 

I've been reading your magazine for 
quite some time (years) now and I feel 
it is the best magazine for independent 
record companies (and buyers) quite 
often supplying information that can 
only be obtai ned thru reading BR. I 
love the way you fea ture the indepen
den t new groups and would like to 
know if you cou ld possibly furnish any 
information concerning the group 
Fredrix C lark and The Immigrants. 
This group (I reel) has got to be seen to 
be believed. They 've played with such 
groups as The Ramones, Del Lords, 
Shrapne l and their sister group D.C. 
Bad Brains. Fredrix C lark a nd the Im
migrants have re leased two LPs, 1 cas
se tte / LP (Limited edit ion) and a new 
single (Asia b/w The Immigrant Rock 
FSEI 17) released on Free Soul Exper
ience Records/Tapes. They're a cross 
between lhe Ramones, Squeeze, Hen
drix and Bob Marley - truly unique. 

Rick Starr 
New York City 

Heck Rick, you've made this one 
easy. First you ask us to furnish some 
information, then you do so yourself. 
Are you their publicist? 

AN OPEN LETTER TO OUR 
HARDCORE AUDIENCE 

The Channel has always been acces
sible to all types of rock and roll. 
"Hardcore" is a legitimate sound and 
deserves to be heard. We at the Chan-
nel wam to continue having hardcore 
bands perform here. We will be unable 
to do that if stuge diwng continues. 

It b physically dangerous and impos
sible to control. No entenainment 
form can exist if it endangers public 
safety. 

Please work with us 10 keep the 
Channel acce~s ible for all music: and all 
ages. 

The Channel 

LET THE BAND GO BANG! 

I think Boston Rock is o ne of the 
best music magazines I have ever read. 
I was, however, disappointed wit h 
you r interview with X. (B.R. #44) It 
gave more information about the au
thor than it did about X. Why does he 
insist on trying to cram X into a mold? 
Does it matter whether they a re a 
funny, intellecLUal, pop, punk, funk or 
heavy metal band? X is si mply X, one 
of the most original bands of all time. I 
would have preferred to hear what the 
band members have to say, grim, an
noyed, opinionated, intimidating, 
morbid, cranky, cooperative or not., 
Let us readers judge for ourselves. 1 

Anna Walters 
Harrisonburg, Ya .. 

WINOY RAOIO 

I was glad lo see Amidote Radio [BR 
#44] mentioned in the C hicago Scene 
Report of your latest issue, and thank 
Elizabeth Phillip for her kind atten-
tio n. 

To be more accurate, though, Anti
dote is not suburban-our broadcast 
range is in excess or 2500 square miles 
of greater metropolitan Ch icago, 
reaching sout hern Wiscomin and 
northwestern Indiana. Also, while we 
broadcast on WVVX 103.1 FM, Ami
dote owns it s nightly airtime. We pro· 
duce the program independently of the 
station (which , by the way, is not an 
oldies station but, more bizarrely, part 
of a re ligious broadcasting network). 

Frank Rothschild 
Antidote Radio 

PO Box 14684 
Lincoln Park Station 

Chicago, IL 60614 



EAR OPENERS 

GEILS' PETER OUT 
It's hard to believe, bul after 16 

years, Peter Wolf is no longer a mem
ber of the J. Geils Band. The band was 
in the process of recording the follow
up to their best-selling album Freeze 
Frame when rumors surfaced that 
Wolf was leaving t'he band. This news 
was followed by further speculation 
that co-songwriter/keyboard ist Seth 
Juslman was instrumental in forcing 
the vocalist to leave. "It's a sad thing, 
and it's not coming out of choice," 
Wolf told the Boston Globe's Steve 
Morse. "It's a decision the band made; 
it comes as a great shock.'' 

According to further reports, Geils 
will resume recording this month with-

Peter Wolf photo: Paul Robicheau 

out Wolf-but so far no new vocalist 
has been announced. Wolf, mean
while, has been working locally with 
various Boston-based acts (see Julie 
Panebianco's article on the Jonzun 
Crew in this issue) and frequently 
makes surprise guest appearances in 
area clubs. 

It's easy to imagine Peter Wolf suc
ceeding with any of a number of musi
cians (after all, half the kids who ever 
saw the band probably think Wolf was 
J. Geils), but what the rest of the band 
has planned-and why such a decision 
was made-remains a secret. 

NO TIME 
TO BE 21. 

-Greg Reibman 

olds-and taking action that would 
affect just them," the senator ex
plained. On the contrary, there was a 
very strong suggestion 1ha1 more peo
ple would be driving to bordering 
states, drinking, and then driving the 
long trip back, increasing the dangers 
to themselves and other drivers . As an 
alternative, Bertonazzi offered amend
ments to the curren! law that would 
st iffen penalties for drunk driving re
peat offenders. 

Though there is talk of a national 
drink1ng age of 21, Bertonazzi ques
tions "just how sincerely they [the fed
eral government] are interested in do
ing something about drunk driving," 
dting impractical guidelines and lack 
of concern for the efforts many states 
are making. But he also informs us that 
the drinking age issue is not dead in 
Massachusetts yet. "The same bill has 
already been filed for consideration 
a~ain next year." -Tristram lozaw ' 

SEIWHAT? 
It's a busy night at Spit, 1hat chic but 

funky, intimate dance club on Lans
downe Street, next to the more glamor· 
ous Metro. This evening, eyes will 
judge, glances meet, and looks clash, 
drinks will be downed, and hips will 
grind and twist and pop. It's business 
as usual at Spit, except that the night is 
Sunday, and the crowd is largely gay. 

Spit has reserved bmh Tuesday and 
Sunday as gay nights at the club-an 
innovation which is fast becoming a , 
Hvely tradition through the support of 1 

an enthusiastic management and a re
sponsive crowd. 

Usually the low attendance nights · 
for most clubs, Sunday and Tuesday 1 

attract quite a throng to 13 Lans- /' 
downe. "Sunday is one of the biggest 
nights for Spit," says Steve Strick, re· 
·gular Sunday disc-jockey there since , 
last Halloween. Strick took over Tues· ; 
day nights as well at the beginning of , 
this past summer, when the average 1 

"crowd" numbered a mere 50. Four 1 

months later under the gay format, the 1 

count exceeds 250 people, according to . 
Strick, who states firmly, "Tuesday 
night has the potential to be a very hot 1 

night. Sunday is already hot." 1 
Strick spins basically the same tunes 

as the other Spit d.j.'s-from Joe · 
Jackson to New Order-although he · 
may throw in a bit more fresh material 

1 

since, he maintains, the gay clientele 1 
seem more receptive to new music. For ' 
Strick, the real difference between a: 
Sunday and a Saturday night, how
ever, is the atmosphere of easy accep· 
tance characteristic of gay nights. 

How to get six weeks 
of exposure for the 

"'~-~ price of four. 
~ -

-~ ~ 
The Christmas issue of Boston Rock '!? 

will be on the newsstands from 
December 12, 1983 until January 23, 
1984. For advertising information call 

Greg or Julie at (617) 266-8787. 

S~\ i~ott> 

~@~~ 
SPECIAL GIFT RATES: Pay our already low rates for 
your first subscription and get each additional subscription at an 
even greater savings! 

Strick labels the Friday and Saturday: ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
factions "suburban," and describes·: • • . . 
Sunday's ambience as more com for- Boston Rock Subscr1pt1on P/1!(]~ also compl,c, tJi,s section 

table: "the crowd is not exclusively 739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 Yournime -----------

gay, but even if they're not gay, they Boston, MA 02116 Addms __________ _ 
are urban; they're not unaware of City _ ___ Stace ___ ' • __ _ 

what's going on." FIRSJ 1~~!~7o~!~~~0
,~\weniy ,ssue, for s,a oo 

Strick asserts that there's never been o mc1uoe my own wbscnpt,on for o " " ,uue, or 

If you were worried about the Mas- a problem between gay and straight pa- Name - - ---------- ~ =ty ~;,,.;~~e !,,),me speuil gift ru es 

sachusetts drinking age getting pushed trans on a gay night, for the straights Address -----------

to 21 (and the effect that might have on who do attend "are sophisticated City _ ___ Su.te ___ z,p ___ D Check or Money order eodoied 

the club scene) you can breathe easier. enough to be able to deal with two men D Plme chirge 10 my M,sm Ci rd or v;~ 
(At least for now.) Led by Sen. Louis dancing together." SEC~N~ 1!~~!~aR:~~~;y luuesforsisoo ~.i:!

1
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Bertonazzi (D-Milford), who was a key On-a recent Sunday evening, the Spit 
figure in the implementation of the crowd boasted a healthy percentage of Nime o Check here if you would like a gift sub· 
state' s strict drunk driving law, the women, unlike the almost exclusive Addms ----------- scription announcement sent in your 
Senate defeated the bill 27-7. "There scenenextdoorattheMetro.AsStrick City _ ___ s111e ___ z;p ___ name. ~-j 1~ 1 
was simply no evidence that supported , said, the emphasis at Spit is on hassle- r..,.,. ~ 

._s_in_g_l_in_g_o_u_t_on_e_a_ge_g_ro_u_p_-_2o_y_ea_r __ rr_e_e _e_n;..jo_y_m_e_n_t _w_i_th_a_dd_i_ti_on_a_l_p_e_r_ks_ ~n:~ a!i:n! n.:_m:;: a_::r:_e :e: :!_P:e: _________________ _ 
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' INDIE SALES CHART 

Bes/ sellers two months in a row; 
New Order and the Neats. 

American Independent 
Top 'Iwenty Sales 

THIS LAST 
MONTH MONTH 

I. I. New Order Power Corruption and Lies 
(Factory, LP) 

2. Grandmaster Flash/Melle Mell "White Lines" 
(Sugarhill, 12 '') 

3. The Minutemen Buzz or Howl Under the 
Influence of Heat (SST, LP) 

4. 3. The Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
5. 19. Beastie Boys "Cookie Puss" (Rat Cage 12'') 
6. 5. Avengers (CD Presents, LP) 
7. Various (Black Flag) Everything Went Black 

(SST, LP) 
8. Husker Du Metal Circus (SST, LP) 
9. Circle Jerks Golden Shower of Hits (LAX, LP) 

10. New Edition "Popcorn Love" 
(Streetwise, 7" & 12 '') 

11. 15. True West (Frontier, EP) 
12. 2. New Order "Confusion" (Streetwise, 12'') 
13. 17. New Order "BlueMonday"(Factory, 12'') 
14. Social Distortion Mommy's Lillie Monster 

(13th Fl, LP) 
15. Long Ryders 10-5-60 (Jem/PVC, LP) 
16. Shannon "Let The Music Play" 

(Emergency, 12 '') 
17. 10. Man O' War (Megaforce, LP) 
18. Planet Patrol (Tommy Boy, LP) 
19. Various Best of Louie, Louie (Rhino, LP) 
20. 16. Big Boys Lullabies Help The Brain Grow 

(Moment, LP) 

Top Local Records Sold 
THIS LAST 

MONTH MONTH 

I. I. The Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
2. Proletariat Soma Holiday (Radiobeat, LP) 
3. 2. The Lyres "/ Want To Help You Ann" b/w 

"I Really Want You Right Now" 
(Ace of Hearts, 45) 

4. FU's My America (X-Claim, LP) 
5. DYS Brotherhood (X-Claim, LP) 
6. I-Tones "Walk On By" (12'') 
7. New Edition "Popcorn Love" 

(Streetwise, 12" & 7 ") 
8. The Freeze Land of the Lost 

(Modern Method, LP) 
9. The Lines Stand By (Sideman, EP) 

10. 4. ~alive Tongue Yowl (Modern Method, LP) 

•Based on greater metropolitan area record sales ending 11 / 1/ 83. 
·Reporting stores include: Al-Bums (Worcester, Shrewsbury, Amherst 
locations), the Coop/Cambridge, Discount Records/Cambridge, 
Deja Vu/Cambridge, Goldy Records/Providence RI, Main St Rec
ords/Northampton, Newbury Comics (Boston/Cambridge), Rockit 
Records/Saugus, Skippy Whites/Mattapan, Sound Sations/Welles
ley, Strawberries/Boston, Wave Records/Hyannis. 

like colorful people, some ski llful 
dancing, and a small, good-naturedly 
tacky room . 

At $1 a pop, Sunday and Tuesday 
nights at Spit have become a cheap, af
firmative, high-energy alte'rnative for 
-eople who li ke to dance. 

-Terri Sutton 

CHEAPER BY THE 
DOZENS 

The ha llowed siage of New York's 
Folk City, forever blessed by the ghost 
of Bob Dylan, has had precious li11lc 
else of interes1 go on there. That is 
uniil Music For Dozens, the Wednes
day night slots booked by ex-New York 
Rocker staffers Michael Hill & Ira 
Kaplan. It celebrated its 50th (show) 
anniversary last monih: simply rhe 
social event of the season, Dar-lings. 
Warhol and Bowie didn't show, 1hank 
God, but everyone who did grooved 
thru the wee hours to musica l fare as 
diverse as the hyper-funk folk of 
IO,(X)() Maniacs, the working class 
R&R of the Del-Lords, and the hard 
bop of John Zorn. 

Such schizophonia has been 1he 
mainstay of the series. One week, 
!here's a terrifying bill of say, Swans & 
Sonic Youth; the next week half the 
population of New Jersey is diggin' the 
Feelies. Hill & Kaplan have provided 
these double & triple bills for a full 
year wi1h admission at a steady $3, 
barely the price of a brew at bigger 
rock palaces. 

The tiny folk club seems like an un
likely place to host acts like the Min
utemen, Dreai:n Syndicate or the Knit
ters (LA's "X"-tra special answer to 
1he Weavers). The atmosphere has 
resulted in both the ridiculous-Zantee 
Paul Statile panting lustfully at a snap-

shot of Joan Baez-and the sublime
Scott Kempner of the Del-Lords dedi
cating a spine-chilling "Ballad of 
Hollis Brown" 10 Bobby Zimmy. 

As for the party, it was a smash. 
BOLh the Del-Lords, whose four song 

' set seemed barely a minute long, and 
the Hanna Barbarians (a surf super
group) got the collective booty shakin ' 
at maximum velocity. The capacity 
crowd drank & danced the hours away. 
A good time (and terrific chocolate 
chip anniversary cake) was had by all. 

-David Sprague 

MUDD IN HIS EYE 
For Sieve Mass, 1983 has been a neg

a1ive one, to say the least. First, his 
Mudd Club closed in late spring after 
several months of dwindling crowds, 
and now he's been charged with brib
ing a tax assessor who was auditing the 
Mudd's receipts. 

Once the pinnacle of a crest ing Man
hattan club scene, the Mudd was 
deserted by the glamour set, a nd even 
Mass' tire less promotion (including 
free admission every night) couldn 't 
bring the crowds back to the green 
door on White Street. 

In addition, Manhattan District 
Attorney Robert Morgenthau has 
cha;ged lhal Mass paid a NYC tax aud
itor $9000 to reduce his sa les tax assess
ment by $130,000 and presumably alle
viate the financia l woes of the club's 
last year in business. 

Mass, who now owns Earth's Edge, 
a rap club deep in the bowels of New 
York's Lower East Side, has refused 
comment on a ll charges . His lawyer 
said Mass entered a p lea of not guilty 
and was released on $20,000 personal 
recognizance bond pending a prelim
inary hearing on November 18. 

-David Sprague 

111 c•IAYS: .,1sL,~ 
• 7 Song EP on Ace Cassettes ~ ~ J 

Available Now at Newbury Comics . ' ~VV 
and Rocket Records. ::... WIB 

• Hear "That's Life" by THE COOLRAYS 
on WBCN and WFNX. 

• For More Information and Booking 
Contact James Holzman at 
P.O. Box 252, Auburndale, MA 02166 
(to purchase tape by mail, send $3.99). 

CATCH THE RAYS 
------------------------1 

R '~~·:,Wr! 
TEE SHIRTS! : 

Send to: Boston Rock Shirts, 739 Boylston St., Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. Make checks 
payable to Boston Rock Inc. or charge to your Master Card or Visa by calling (617) 266-·8787. 
Allow 4-5 weeks for delivery. Name 

Style: ---.A _ e _c Address 

I 
I 
I 
I Size: _SM _MEO _ LG 

__)(L City ______ State __ Zip ___ I 

-----------------------------------------------------~ 



0 p E N I N G * 
WHERE THE PROS SHOP! 

* • * ... li!o!!!!gMf!OJ!!l~ * Next to More Manufacturer's Marketplace 
/At The Old K&L Building! ... ~ ... 

We Have Our Own Large Free Parking Lot! * 75 North Beacon St. Watertown, MA 02172 (617) 923-4420 

November is grand opening month Yamaha DX-7 and DX-9 Programmable Dtg1tal Deltalab Effectron ADM-256 $225-

at LaSalle Music! Visit us now and Synthesizers IN STOCKI Deltalab Effectron ADM-64 .. $150-
Korg Poly-61 Polyphonic Synthesizer $995- Lexicon PCM-41. .. $525-

register for our free drawings (many Karg EPS-1 . $1,225- Le)l.1Con PCM-42 $800-

special prizes) to be given away dur- Karg SP80S $1,075- Goldltne M-10 10 band professional analyzer $175-
Roland Juno-60 Polyphonic Synthesizer BGW 750 Ampl1f1ers $799-

ing the month of November. You'll with case $1,395- QSC 1400 Power Amplifiers $499- I 

enjoy meeting our professional sales Roland VK-09 Organ $595- Taoco 2210 Dual 10 band Graphic Equahzer $200-
Oberhe1m 08-8 Polyphonic synthesizer $3,400- Tapco 2230 1. 3d Octave Equalizer $285-

staff: Billy Murray, Jim Bazin, Eric Oberheim DX Programmable Digital JBL 4312 studio monitors $595 pair. 

Blackmer, Marshall Berenson, Larry Drum Machine $1,175- Fostex A-8 8 track recorder $1 ,395-
E-Mu Systems Drumulator D191tal Fostex A-4 4 track recorder $899-

Dalton, Bob Defenderfer, Eric Drum Machines 5995- Fostex 250 4 track recorder mixer $1,025-

"Rooster" O'Brien, Tim Long, Larry E-Mu Systems Emulator 8-Vo1ce Tascam Model 32 ½ track recorder $995-
with Sequencer $6,500- Tascam Model 34 4 track recorder 51,095-

Novak and Jet Powers. Rhodes Chroma 16 Vrnce Tascam Model 38 8 track recorder $2,250-
Polyphonic Synthesizer 53,775- Tascam Model 124AV 2 track 

The following is a partial list of the Audio Technica ATM-41 microphones cassette mastering deck 
in various colors $69.95 Tascam 234 Syncassette 

special grand opening sales currently Audio Techn1ca Pro-2 microphones $22- Tascam 244 Portastud10 
Pro-3'5 $32- Yamaha MT-44 4 Track 

in progress at LaSalle Music. Call us ATM 818 Microphones $50- Cassette Recorder 

today at 923-4420 for further infor- Shure SM-57 microphones $99- Ibanez Acoustic Guitars 

mation on our product and prices. 
Shure SM-58 microphones 5125- Cimar Gurtars 
Samson SMX-1 hand held wireless Gibson Sonex Artist Guitars 

~11§ 
microphone system $190- Gibson ES-175 
Samson TR-2 wireless guitar system $149- Ovation Applause 
ATM 18' microphone cables $10- Ovation 1639 
Deltalab Effectron ADM-1024 5299- Boss CE-3 Stereo Chorus 

Where the Pros Shop! 
Next to more Manufacturer's Marketplace 

75 North Beacon Street Watertown, MA 02172 !at the old K&L Bwld1ng1 
(617) 923-4420 We have our own large free parking lot' 
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SACRAMENTO 

by Wendy J. Davis 

' 

rue West, a Sacto-based band 
that's played their home town 
only three times, are on tour 
throughout the east coas1. 
They recently played the Rat 

in Boston and in New York opened for 
John Cale. Let's quit calling the Fea. 
tures the next Steel Breeze; they've got 
their own sound and style. Their first 
EP Up, Up, Right, Right should be out 
around January. It will include their hit 
"Misfits," but unfortunately not 

PROVIDENCE 

by Rob Tannenbaum 

A 
lot of people seem to think 
that the Providence music 
scene ended when lhe Artislics 
left the Rhode Island School 
of Design and senled in New 

York as Talking Heads, but Rhode ls
landers are currently witnessing an un
precedented burgeoning of local 
bands. On a recent trip to Manhattan it 
seemed like I had never left Providence 
-there was Duke Robillard and lhe 
Pleasure Kings at the Lone Star Cafe, 
HiBeams al the Other End, and Blind 
Dates at CBGB's, all the same week
end. And with the Schemers, the De
tectives, Rash of Stabbings, and Criti
cal Few playing frequently in Boston 
clubs, and Plan 9 and Roomful of 
Blues continuing to draw national 
praise, the prosperity of the Provi
dence scene continues its upward swing 

ATHENS 

by Rachel Ellio11 

D 
own in the hinterlands it's 
sometimes like the Twilight 
Zone, but always so in Athens, 
Georgia-the majic town 
where time both stands still 

and takes quantum leaps. That seems 
to be the trick, the trade, and, consid
ering the preference, lhe treat. Bryan 
Cook is the lead singer of ls/ Ought 
Gap and the organist of Club Gaga: he 
says the main idea is to "write songs 
that haven't been written before." 
Something old, something new, some
thing black, plenty said. The other 
much-spoke-of reason for all those 
Athens bands is that it all started in 
honor of fun. Almost all of the bands 
began playing in kitchens, churches, 
parties, and such. Somehow this all 
turned into a major industry. 

Alphabetically, here is a dictionary
like reference guide to those that are 
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"Swing Righi," their most popular 
original that includes the lyrics " up, 
up, right, right.'' They have an original 
dance to this tune: members of the 
audience usually get up on stage volun
tarily and dance with the band mem
bers. "Swing Right" may be recorded 
live at another date for another release 
at another time. 

Hunting Game continues to mostly 
perform in San Francisco where they 
seem to be more popular. Their EP 
Rules distribu1ed through Rough Trade 
is getting airplay here; a new EP or a l
bum will be recorded by the end of the 
year. Their music has been described as 
"original. .. which features no lead 
guitars, no keyboards, no synths 
straight through ... " Hunting Game 

And things are only gonna get 
better in 1984. Beaver Brown recently 
landed themselves a record contract 
with Scotti Bros ., the CBS-distributed 
label that issued the Beaver's incredibly 
successful Eddie and the Cruisers 
soundtrack album. After just four 
weeks that album reached #50 on the 
Billboard LP chart, while the single 
from the album, "On The Dark Side," 
stood at #68, making it one of the few 
soundtrack albums ever to become 
more popular than the film it accom
panies . This is no case of overnight 
success-Beaver Brown have been to
gether for over a decade-but it's such 
an unexpected triumph that Entertain
mem Tonight is producing a feature on 
the band (filmed in Providence al the 
Living Room). Beaver Brown have ten
tative plans to record their album in 
January, out in Los Angeles, with Ken

. ny Vance. producing. . Meanwhile, 
Rubber Rodeo have been commuting 
between Providence and Bearsville Stu-

now playing or did for some time in the 
Classic City. 

Art in the Dark- a four-man sixties 
touring band. 

B-52's-Athen's first and foremost. 

Boal Of-(defunct)-lots of differ
ent members and assorted percussion. 

Club Gaga-five-piece w/ a female 
front and totally dance-oriented. 

Group Three-(defunct)-splinter 
group of the Side Effects and Little 
Tigers. 

ls/ Ought Gap-catchy melodies, 
kind of psychedelic, definitely dance
able. 

Kilkenny Kats-a splinter group of 
above. More traditional psychedelic. 

Limbo District-(defunct)-jaunty 
tribal rhythms. In their own class. 

Little Tigers-(defunct)-one single; 
specialized in somewhat ska and sixties 
covers. 

Love Tractor-mostly instrumental. 
Currently becoming real heard of. 

Method Actors-(defunct)-started 
as a two-man band, then grew. Lots of 
vinyl. 

MERICA 
still have no plans to tour, even after 
opening for the Bad Brains and twice 
X, the second time at Exene's specific 
request. The Hunt have been together 
just one year. 

On the hard-core scene (What? Sa
cramento has punk rockers?!?) Rebel 
Trulh's next release should be availab le 
anytime now. . Already out for 
awhile is a single that includes "Un
scene Effort" and "Child Hosts The 
Parasite" available by writing Rebel 
Truth, P.O. Box 22243, Sacramento, 
CA 95822. 

For alternative sounds there's the 
Veil and Game Theory. The Theory 
have an EP titled Pointed Accounts Of 
People You Know. Distributed through 
Jem, Important, and Rough Trade, it 

dios in Woodstock, N. Y., where 
they're recording Scenic Views, their 
first album for Polygram Records. The 
LP is being produced by Hugh Jones 
(Modern English, Echo and the Bunny
men, Teardrop Explodes), and Second 
Story TV is preparing the video ... On 
the blues front, Duke Robillard and 
the Pleasure Kings recently returned 
from a national tour, and their new al
bum on Rounder Records is just begin
ning to draw rave notices. The Duke 
was out west at the same time as 
!<oomful of Blues, the jump and blues 
rand he co-founded ten years ago. 
Bi.~~ Gibbons of ZZ Top came to see 
Roomful in Austin, Texas, and was so 
impressed that he new them to Hous
ton to hear his band play. Roomful 
have recorded some material for a new 
album at Syncro Sound Studio in Bos
ton, and it's just a matter of time be
fore some smart national label signs 
the highly-acclaimed ensemble ... The 
focus will be on hometown rockers, 

Mystery House-(defunct, but could 
be coming back)-great fun, beat 
band. 

OH-OK-two girls, two guys, mood 
music. New EP out in December. 

Pylon-(now becoming defunct)
power dance. 

R.E.M.-they're the ones that 
played in the church. 

Side Effects-(defunct)-a fun trio 
that had wonderful guitar. 

Squalls-big buzzsaw band. 

Tanz Plagen-(defunct)-psyche-
delia that should have gone some
where. 

Tone-Tones-(dcfunct)-one of the 
first bands; it was so long ago that I 
can't remember the sound. 

One of the big pushers of Athens 
music is Danny Beard of D.B. Records 
(Atlanta): he put out the B-52's first 
record, and also handles/handled the 
Method Actors, Side Effects, OH-OK, 
Pylon, and Love Tractor. To get infor
mation or records, write 432 Moreland 
Ave. N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30304. 

As for the Athens sound, there isn't 

includes "I Wanna Get Hit By A Car," 
their most popular tune. Their ad des
cribes the release as defining "the 
whole sucking music for the sucking 
80's." They've recently opened for 
Translator, and not surprisingly, the 
Dream Syndicate. 

Usually paired at shows with Game 
' Theory are the Veil. They're adding 

finishing touches to their EP, which 
should be out in February. Lead vocal
ist Donnette Thayer, who a lso plays 
some guitar, looks like a cross between 
Deborah Harry and Marilyn Monroe. 
Steel Breeze has been back for some 
time, occasionally performing at a few 
nightspots. Yet there's more going on 
than "You Don't Want Me 
Anymore . .. ''* 

and four of Rhode Island's best young 
bands promise to provide quite a few 
thrills in the WBRU Rock Hunt (which 
runs between November 6th and 18th). 
Critical Few are the new band that ev
eryone's talking about, and their al
ready-recorded single (produced by 
David Minehan of the Neighborhoods) 
should be out soon. Blind Dates were 
in last year's Rock Hunt, and a fo llow
up to their "Don't" 45 will be recorded 
at the Power Station in New York. 
Some Red broke up, but returned with 
a brand-new rhythm section and the 
Rock Hunt competition will be their 
official dcbu1. Finally there's Rash of 

, Stabbings, a tempestuous quartet who 
recently cut a 15-song demo tape al 
Syncro Sound. The four bands who 
make the finals of the Rock Hunt will 
record an EP to be sponsored by 
WBRU and the Living Room. 

Rob Tannenbaum is not currently af
filiated with any radio station, but his 
agem is working on it.* 

one to speak of. True, most of the 
bands are dance-oriented, but the 
deviants allow NO comparison. There 
is folk, funk, ska, N.W.oopsN.M., 
pop, psychedelic and easy listening. 
The "sound" means that it sounds dif
ferent. Being a little atonal or off-off
beat can go a long way. At present, 
things are buzzing as usual. R.E.M.'s 
LP Murmur is making good. Love 
Tractor has a fairly new LP Around the 
Bend, which is doing well {plus a 
video). The Kilkenny Kats arc a new 
band that shouldn't be missed. Lastly 
(as mentioned before), OH-OK's new 
EP Furthermore What will come out 
on D.B. Records. Please to keep an eye 
on a ll of these. 

THE TOWN-Athenians like visi
tors, and Athens is a superb vacation 
spot. There is the tree tha1 owns itself 
(seriously), old houses smelling of 
magnolia blossoms and good cooking, 
1,000s of parties, lots of young whip
persnappers, and famous U.G.A. (not 
to mention, far better weather than 
Boston). 

That is Athens. Bye-bye.* 
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S5.29 

Alternative Stooges 
Rarities 

mini LP ......_ ____ I_I_P_H_~I_ 
' Socially Minded 

Power Pop 
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WIPERS 
New LP 

"OVER THE EDGE" 
Out Now! 

~N~~k> 
Box.I, 191uc1 Park, N.Y.11558 (5161432·6160 

~ - · /;. vu) : ""' -r., ~ .OUNGE 

NEW SIX TRACK 
LIVE LP 

NOW ONLY 
$5.29 

· Debut LP from LA's 
Psychedelic Phenomenon 

Just 
$6.99 LP 

!rr/ , 1 Just 
'-----,,--.,.,...,-,=--:-:--;---:-:::--~ $5.29 LP 

featuri~~~~.,~!~h;~ream ~ 
Syndicate, Three O'Clock , Bangles .., 
and Rain Parade . 
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Modem Pioneers, The Big Hookup EP 
,_..Ing the song Far Away Places. 
Send $4 .00 to Adventure Records 
PO Box 886 Plandome NY 11030 

OVERSEAS ADO TIK> DOU.ARS 

tis the season for 
A Boston Rock 

Christmas. 
Announcing the debut release frorri Boston 
Rock Records, featuring five of Boston's best 
bands in the true holiday spirit. 

SS Decontrol "Jolly Old Saint Nicholas" 
Christmas "O Holy Night" 
Jeff and Jane "Jingle Bells" 
Native Tongue "Do You Hear What I Hear?" 
Sonny Columbus and His Del Fuegos "That 

Punchbowl Full of Joy" 

This special limited edition 12" ep will be on sale, while 
they last, this December at your favorite record store. Or order 
now, by sending $3.00, plus $1.00 postage and handling, to 
"A Boston Rock Christmas", 739 Boylston Street, Suite 203, 
Boston, MA 02116. 



THE BOSTON HAROLD 

Scratch If It Itches 
by Harold Lepidus 

Twelve inch singles have been in existence for quite some time now, and 
l have been duly ignoring them. l couldn't see the point: they seemed to be 
for lazy DJ' s who would leave them next to normal sized LP's and make 
their queuing easier; record stores would no longer have to worry about 
how to stock 7 " singles; and the consumers that had a stigma about buying 

sissy 7" singles shelled out their hard 
earned cash for macho 12" ones. I, 
meanwhile, was an unabashed sup
porter of the unloved 7 ". I thought 
there was nothing overly exciting about 
12 "ers; at the time they didn't have 
picture sleeves, and they were no bar
gain money-wise. 

Not that there weren't interesting 
things going on. In reggae, "dub" ver
sions were making inroads. This was 
basically a producer's medium; fin
ished tapes were manipulated with all 
the knobs at their disposal, especially 
the one marked "echo." Disco's inno
vations were also finding their way into 
the mainstream, the heavy dance beats 
pounding out booming bass and 
demonic drums. 

The art of "scratching" records 
(causing the record to purposely skip 
or revolve counter-clockwise) is also a 
recent phenomenon. If a disc jockey 
was scratching your records a few years 
ago, you'd probably want him to go 
out and buy you some new copies; now 
you ' re paying him $25 an hour to do 
so. This effect, too, has made its way 
to pre-recorded, "pre-scratched" 
records. 

The common trend now is to have a 
"normal" mix on the 7" and LP, with a 
"remix" specially recorded for the 12 ". 
The latter would include many if not 
all of the aforementioned effects on an 
extended version of the hit song. I 
never understood why they always do a 
"remix." Couldn't they get it right the 
first time? Why waste time and vinyl 
on a remix when you could be record
ing a new song? 

Well, 12" singles are finally sneaking 
their way into my collection . The rock 
world is beginning to see them as a 
unique musical form, a totally separate 
idiom with a whole new set of possibili
ties, especially due to innovative New 
York City DJ's. 

New Order's "Confusion" 12" 
(Streetwise) is a collaboration with NY 
mixmeister Arthur Baker-they pro
duced, arranged, and co-wrote it; John 
"Jellybean" Benitez helped Baker on 
the mix. Available only on 12" fo rmat, 
this disc contains four versions of the 
same song; the original, the dub, the 

instrumental (actually most "instru
mentals" leave some vocals so you ' ll 
know what to request), and a rough 
mix (all records should have such a 
"rough" mix) . While "Confusion" 
isn't one of New Order's bes1 songs, it 
succeeds on the dance floor because of 
Baker's integral part in the proceed
ings; the "normal" mix already has an 
exciting percolating rhythm around 
which the song is based; the others are 
variations on the theme. 

"I never understood why 
bands did a remix. 
Couldn't they get it right 
the first time?" 

David Byrne allegedly wanted to 
work with "Jellybean" Benitez so 
badly that he paid the expensive entry 
fee at this summer's New Music Semi
nar just to meet the man . The resulting 
12 " mixes of Talking Heads' "Making 
Flippy Floppy" and "Slippery 
People" {Sire) clearly show the Bean's 
strength-adding lots of percussion 
(mostly congas) while keeping his own 
ego in check. 

Even the Bean, however, can only be 
as good as his material. The recent 
Paul McCartney/ Michael Jackson 
duet "Say Say Say" (Columbia), is a 
slight song that is already buckling 
under strong production (you may be 
familiar with some of 1he work of 
Jackson, McCartney, and producer 
George Martin); so there was little left 
for the Bean to do . On Elvis Costello's 
"Everyday I Write The Book" (Col
umbia) Benitez totally transforms the 
'Song, giving the Nick Lowe-like pop 
song a certain Latin feel (The U.K. 
12 "just extends the length of the song). 
But the U.K. 12 " of Elvis' "Let Them 
All Talk" (F-Beat), presumably mixed 
by producers Langer and Winstanley, 
is the most exciting of them all-the 
brashness of the TKO horns is matched 
by a stop-and-go kitchen-sink mix that 
is guaranteed to make you dance; and 
that, of course, is the name of the 
game.• 

ROCK 
END OF THE YEAR 

READERS POLL 
Must be received by December 31, 1983. Results will be 

published in BR #47 (on sale January 23). 
Send to: Boston Rock Readers Poll 

739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston, MA 02116. 

1. Best Local (New England-based) Group or Artist 

2. Best American Group or Artist 

3. Best Foreign Group or Artist 
4 . Best Record of 1983 _______________ _ 

5. Best Local Record 

6. Name one song from '83 that you hope you'll never hear aga in 

7. Name one group or artist that you hope you'll never hear aga in 

8. Best Independent Record Label 
9. Best Radio Station _ ____________ ____ _ 

10. DJ of the Year __________ _______ _ 

11. Best Club ___________________ _ 

12. Best Clothing Store 

13. (Non-music related) Personality of the Year _ ______ _ 

14. Disappointment of the Year _________ ____ _ 

15. What do you consider to be the biggest problems confronting 
the Boston Music Scene in 1984, and what do you think can be 
done about them? 

The following questions are for our own use, and we would appreciate a 
response. 

A. Are you a musician? (circle one) yes no 
B. How many times do you go out to see live music per month? 

none 1-5 5-10 10 or more 
C. How much money do you spend approximately on music-related 

interests per month? 
less than $10 between $10 and $50 between $50 and $100 

more than $100 
D. Do you own a turntable? yes no 
E. Do you own a cassette tape machine? yes no 
F. Do you own any video playback equipment? yes no 

G. How old are you? 
H. What do you like best about Boston Rock? 

I. What do you like least about Boston Rock? 

G. What other magazines do you read? 
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Turbines 
Of all the oddilies to be taken in on a 

tour of the club scene, perhaps none is 
so pleasing as the sight of John 
Hovorka-he of the dulcet monotone 
and the art-band bearing, the very anti
thesis of the perspiring, gyrating rock 
frontman-singing ''Hey, hey, there's 
a party tonight, waaahh!" Hovorka, 
who plays rhythm guitar with a bea
tific, Mr. Rogersesque smile on his 
face, plants his weight firmly in front 
of the microphone: he has left off sing
ing about anything remotely remote 
and is singing instead about love, and 
parties, and all rock and roll's other 
pet subjects. And, better than anything 
else, he typifies the Turbines-a band 
that looks an, but sounds like jumpin' 
50's rip-it-up . 

Guitarist Jack Hickey is almost palp
ably excited about the whole thing
for him, this is it: "l was never in any 
bands before 1his. Well, okay, I played 
at parties in a heavy metal band; I was 
a good suburban kid." Bassist David 
Shibler ("This sa1isfies my urge to get 

on stage and make a fool of myself") 
and drummer Fred Nazzaro complete 
the line-up. Hickey and Hovorka were 
in Noise Pencil, a brilliant if somewhat 
inaccessible ensemble, which featured 
Hickey's masterful guitarwork. 

The Turbines (name chosen as a 
backlash against nationwide fetish for 
cutesy band names) play no slow songs; 
they have a high snap/crackle/pop, 
and lots of 1hat showoff guitar (a deli
ciously twangy 1960 Gretsch bought 
off some witless suburban 12-year old). 
It 's rock and roll wi1hout being too 
close to what, say, the Del Fu egos are 
doing; the sound is traditional, and the 
arrangements aren't. Different songs 
spotlight each of the members ' talents, 
with "Whirlpool," "Coming In on the 
Outside," and "I Can't Stand It" 

1 

(four stars) at the top of the list; plus: 
insane cover of "Midnight Hour." "l 
Get Excited " is 1he popular radio tape, 
and it's not even the best they have to 
offer. -Sheena 

Top left: Turbines photo by Amy Golub; Zodio Doze photo by T. Max; Salem 66 
by Tim Swan. 

Cleopatra eyes and Mona Lisa 
smiles, delicate melodies and raw im
pressions, Salem 66 are as enigmatic as 
the Sphinx. Together long enough to 
arrive at a sound they can claim as their 
own, Salem 66 is the product of Judy 
Grunwald (guitar, vocals, ex-Maps), 
Beth Kaplan (bass , vocals, ex-Insteps) 
and Susan Merriam (drums). 

Never having played drums before, 
Susan's beats are made of simple, ef
fective, and interesting patterns; each 
drum is treated as a separate instru
ment. Be1h lopes her melodious bass 
lines around 1he rhythm, sensually 
flexing her knees to the beal. In con
trast, Judy adds a degree of dissonance 
with her ringing chords and droning 
strings. Almost an Eastern touch. In 
relief to the positive aggression of their 
music, Judy's husky voice and Beth's 
softer tones float vocal harmonies to
gether, keeping the sound warm and 
soothing. 

To date, Salem 66 have released 
three tapes which have garnered much 

Salem88 

ZodioDoze 
0 1 don't want to be up there (on

stage) bashing and screaming all night, 
but at the same time we don't want to 
do something that is s1erile." Beverly 
Bond, bassist and lead si nger for Zodio 
Doze, targets the band somewhere be
tween 1he energy of punk and cool syn
thesizer pop. With Phil Tatro provid
ing a wealth of keyboard textures and 
Bart Caruso defining a metallic edge 
on hard biting guitar, Zodio Doze is a 
mixture of pretty and powerful. The 
steady "wicked Jim beat" is pumped 
by James Clements, whose previous 
Boston band associations include 
Radio Novena, Art Yard, and The 
Maps. 

The quartet's live ability has been ce
mented over the course of a 2½-year 
career (with the current lineup intact 
since this March.) The original idea for 
a band grew between Bond and Tatro 
as the two began exploring their song
writing talents. At the time, Bond 
could barely play: "We used to jam in 
the dining room to Otis Redding re
cords and Phil would coach me 
through tunes." Along with a huge 
book of originals ("most of which we've 

outgrown" mentions Tatro), the group 
has also shown an affection for light 
cover tunes like ''The Man From 
Uncle" and "Munsters' Theme". 

Zodio Doze would love to record an 
EP, but lack of money precludes 1hat 
idea. The band has instead produced a 
picture postcard single. On a card
board backed pie of the band's smiling 
muggs are the plastic grooves of ''Am
ericommandos"; a power pop spitter 
that highlights Bond's no nonsense 
vocals and a tight instrumental assault. 
In regards to the song's tirade against 
imperialism, Tatro explains that "the 
sad part about it is that the subject 
matter is always timely.'' Bond adds, 
"I like the idea of being able to turn 
out songs tha1 will last in time and not 
fit into a slot of only a few months." 

If this last statement can be inter
preted as one working definition of art, 
then Zodio Doze's art slams forward 
with a sweaty fervor-uniting music 
for mind and body . Pick up their nic
ture postcard; better yet, pick up two 
postcards and send one to a friend: 
''Wish you were here, Boston rock 
sounds great!" -Carter Alan 

radio airplay: "The Well," "Shim
mery Fish," and "The Pony Song." 
The soon to be released Conflict/ 
Radiobeat compilation will contain 
"Sleep on Flowers," one of the band's 
strongest songs. Also recorded and be
ing shopped around are "Primavera" 
and "Kamikaze." 

· As well as the abovementioned 
songs , other enduring numbers in their 
live set include "Recognition," 
"Salt," "Sinking Ship," "Life With 
Gary," and the cryptically 1i1led 
"Beth's New Song." For all 1he 
dynamism in their material, Salem 66 
can seem stoic; though Beth visibly ex
udes her bass pulse, Judy often seems 
austere and unreachable as she concen
trates on her vocals and guitar parts. 
Yet Judy can be found moving a wary 
toe-heel step across 1he floor on occa
sion. And even as you think Susan's 
trance 1s unbreakable, her Sphinxed 
countenance breaks with a smile. Ah, 
the wonders of the world. To get your 
kicks visit Salem 66. -Marc English 
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NOVEMBER GROUP 
Lawyers, Drums & Money 
by Breu Milano 

Persistent Memories, November 
Group's long-awaited major- label de
but, has finally been released-but not 
on a rnaJor label. Despite flying rumors 
about contracts with MCA and IRS, 
November Group have released the 
new EP on the New York-based Brain

~ater label. 
November Group's stylish dance 

music has earned them a reputation in 
Boston as one of the "Bands Most 
Likely to Succeed," a nd this summer it 
seemed they were on their way. First 
Billboard reported that the band was 
preparing its MCA debut; a month 
later I RS mailed press releases announ
cing its own signing of November 
Group. That neither contract material
ized surprised no one more than the 
band. 

"We're a casualty," says front
woman Ann Prim of the MCA tangle. 
"We were in the final stages of work
ing out a contract when Irving Azoff 
became the new president of MCA. 
The new administration decided they'd 
rather put emphasis on more estab
lished acts, rather than take a chance 
on a new dance band. lmmediately 
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they appropriated Joan Jell, a nd our 
contract was put to a halt. Even though 
we'd already spent a lot o f money ne
gotiating-we learned a strong lesson 
in politics. The A&R person who 
brought us to the label (ironica ll y, the 
same one who signed Joan Jett) is no 
longer with them either." 

As for I RS, the band claims to be as 
confused as thei r fans. "We have to 
say it's a mystery," said Ann. " I · 
mean, (IRS President) Miles Copela nd 
was in our dressing room, he was very 
much in favor of us. We' re totall y in 
the dark with what went wrong." 

Joan Mart in, November Group's 
manager, has a clearer idea of what 
happened. "We met and ta lked with 
IRS, and they made us an offer," she 
said. "Instead of accepting 1he offer, 
we put it to our lawyers. Because of the 
financial structure of the deal our at
torneys advised us not to accepl. 
Meanwhile IRS jumped the gun, and 
pul out their press release." 

John Guarnieri of IRS has this ex
planation: November Group were 
brought to the label by Gary Velletri 
(now with Braineater), then working 
for IRS' Faulty Products division. Vel
letr i brought word 10 Miles Copeland, 

who saw the band and was impressed. 
But before any cont racts were singed 
Faulty Products folded, and Velletr i 
moved on . "There was never one poin t 
where we said ' 1he hell with it,'" said 
Guarnier i. "II was just tha1 we got car
ried away with other projects, and no
thing was fo llowed through." The 
press release , he admits, was prema
ture. 

T he band eventually decided on 
Braineater , rather than a Boston label, 
" because they offered us instant grat i
fication," said Ann. " We wanted an 
absolu tely one-shot deal with no 
attachments. Everyone else wanted 
more than just one EP and wanted to 
put it out within their time fra me, 
which didn't fit with ours. Also, com
pared with most Boswn labels, they're 
large r and more able to promote a re
cord-basica ll y, they have more 
money. Modern Method (who put out 
the band's debut) is a wonderful label, 
but they just don't have the resources 
to break a record nat ionally. n 

Major label or not, the new record 
has a slicker sound which may surprise 
some old fans. New York dance pro
ducer Jack Malken adds a polished 
club remix which favors d rum ma-

chines over group drummer Alvan 
Long's usual swift kick. High-tech 
sound effects are rampant-"Put Your 
Back to It" has a synthesized whip
crack after every chorus line-and 
Ann's vocals, always one of the band's 
major strengths, are far back in the 
mix. It's a technical improvement over 
the debut, but sometimes lacks the 
sweatier side of the band's live sound . 

" I th ink he mixed it more for club 
and radio play than for home stereos," 
said synthes ist Kearney Kirby. " I li s
tened to it at home and the vocals 
seemed a li tt le distant, but in a large 
room they pop right out. When we 
turned the record over to Jack, we 
wanted the sound that he's known for. 
T he sound is more plush than before, 
bu1 he's got good taste and we like 
what he did." 

Persisteflf Memories' four songs 
show a breakthrough in Ann and 
Kirby's songwntmg. I he group is best 
known for its rebel-rousing dance an
thems, but the new lyrics show Ann 
taking a more personal approach. "I 
Live Alone" is a biuersweet declara
tion of independence, and "Put Your 
Back To It" addresses overcoming 
loneliness. 



"I started opening up on those 
two songs," said Ann. " I'm an ex
tremely private person, and I've never 
felt comfonable writing lyrics 1hat di
rectly expressed any situation I was go
ing through. Those songs are a whole 
new avenue for me, and a very vulner
able one. "I Live Alone" came from 
an experience I had gone through-it 
was me feeling so alienated by the 
world and the human relationships 
around me. It's more a personal than 
sexual anthem." 

The EP's major surprise, and one of 
it s high points, is the moody instru
mental "Night Architecture.'' It's the 
subtlest track they've recorded, am
bient music with a beat. "That was 
definitely inspired by Brian Eno's 
style," said Ann. "That sort of music 
lulls me, it's my drug. It just takes all 

ofmy problems away." Prim and Kirby 
played every instrument on this track. 

"Heart of a Champion," with its in
sistent pulse and idealis1ic lyrics, is the 
closest thing here to old-style Novem
ber Group. Its lyrics, like those of ol
der NG songs, have been misread by 
some as totalitarian. 

"It's funny," said Kearney, "people 
tend to interpret us in one of two ways. 
Either they say we're Communists, or 
that we're Nazis. I find that very intri
guing, because the lyrics have no bear
ing on either of those concepts. Our 
songs are consistent in telling people 
that they should be thinking about 
things, about their own lives . Each in-

says. "When you have a thousand 
people at the Channel, all saying 'yes' 
to what you're doing, it does a lot for 
your confidence. At first it was all very 
intense and personal, and I had a hard 
time making eye contact with people 
because I was afraid of being rejected. 
But with an audience that understands 
us and supports us, we can develop a 
rapport.'' 

Ann's en igmatic stage presence, she 
said, ''has a lways been a part of my per
sonality; but the more response you get 
from an audience, the more you can 
play with them. That's wha t actors do, 
the whole school happening now is 
people emphasizing certain quirks of 
their own personality, that come out to 
fit a particular ro le. I try 10 do that 
with our songs. If I'm singing 'I Live 
Alone,' obviously I'm going to be 
removed; very angst. But if we're 
doing 'Put Your Back to It,' everyone's 
going to see a lit1le smirk from me, 
because it fits the song. If I happen to 
gaze out into the audience and some
one's looking at me like they're not 
really seeing me, all I have to do is 
crack a slight smile-and suddenly they 
see me as a human being, not just this· 
thing onstage. It's nice to have that 
sort of interchange, it's special and 
very private." 

Ann figures that she'd always need a 
performance outlet, even if she hadn't 
turned to rock and roll. "A lot of 
musicians are excommunicated art stu
dents, and that's where I came from. I 

'' We have to say 
[IRS not signing us] 
is a mystery; Miles 
Copeland was in our 
dressing room, he 
was very much in 
favor of us. We're 

· totally in the dark 
with what went 
wrong." -Ann Prim 

·+----------------------------1 
dividual has their personal freedom 
and responsibility, and that idea isn't 
socialist or racist. We're just saying, 
'pay attention, this is your life . It 's all 
you have, make the best of it."' 

" We write those songs to keep us in
spired. Sometimes it' s hard to live in 
this world, and you need to feel that 
there's light at the end of the tunnel, if 
you struggle. When we started, we 
knew that there were enough songs 
about love and romance. We thought 
that other subjects were equally impor
tant-you need a song for when you 
get out of bed and go to work in the 
morning.'' 

The negative associations, suggests 
Ann, come from npeople who see us 
onstage and use the label that's their 
personal fear. To some people's minds 
it's racism, totali tarianism-and that's 
what they put on us! All it means to me 
is that the energy we project is so 
intense, that it makes them think of ex
tremes like that, instead of trying to 
dissect what's really hitting them." 

In recent gigs, however, the band 
appears warmer and more relaxed on
stage; the once-distant Ann has been 
positively exuberant. "The audience is 
making it easy for me to open up,'' she 

was a filmmaker and photographer, 
who got into music out of frustration. 
A lot of my work was going into gal
leries, and I felt they were too exclu
sive. I wanted to work in a medium 
that everyone felt relaxed with. Not 
everybody goes to galleries, but every
body listens to the radio ." 

Did November Group anticipate 
becoming one of the most popular 
bands in Boston? Not at all , says Ann. · 
"The clubs we were playing in at fir~t 
were most support ive of Mission of 
Burma, those kind of bands, and we · 
were always very different. I would say 
the atmosphere at the time was very · 
closed. When we put out the first rec
ord, we were afraid we'd get rejected 
and nobody would listen to it. People 
put it in the category of disco music-if 
it wasn't guitar-or iented, then it was 
labelled as techno-disco." · 

"We didn't start out thinking we'd 
be this popular," said Kearney. "It 
wasn't what we desired or expected. It 
just happened, because we touched a · 
nerve with people and they responded. 
We did hope to be successful, but we 
never expected it to happen the way it 
did. " 
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MICHAEL 
JONZUN 

Pack Jammin 'from 
Roxbury to the Top Ten 

by Julie Panebianco The eight track studio ("We do all the basics here 
1
-

-hey, if you don't have it on eight track, you defin- ~=--'-=-=--==~---------
At the end of the street on the top of a hill in Rox- itely won't have it on 24") was formerly a bedroom: 

bury is a two-story, weather-beaten wooden house. , it was built with money Jonzun earned producing 
The first floor windows are boarded up, the screen Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five, and the 
door slams back and forth with every draft of wind, Sugarhill Gang. (He also produced Prince Charles 
and the narrow staircase inside has holes through and the City Beat Band's first single .) 
the flooring. But it was "Pack Jam", an electronic fusion of 

But the shaky staircase leads to a recording studio funk and rock rhythms, that made the Jonzun Crew 
owned by Michael Jonzun (of the Jonzun Crew) and a contender on the dance floor. "After playing 
his brother Maurice Starr: it has become a veritable many, many years, all sorts of music, I decided to 
hit factory. From the Jonzun Crew: "Pack Jam" a make a little noise. 
dance "experiment" (as Jonzun calls all his songs) 
that became a top ten single; its languid followup "Not to take anything away from my group," ex
"Space Cowboy"; and their Tommy Boy LP Lost Jn plains Jonzun as he settles into a folding chair in the 
Space. Under Maurice Starr ' s tutelage: New Edition middle of the carpeted studio," but 'Pack Jam' was 
recorded their international (over two million sold Maurice and I. A couple of times Maurice was out; 
worldwide) smash " Candy Girl" for the Streetwise I'd have to go into the other room, turn the tape on, 
label; this past month, Starr completed a solo album and run in here and start playing drums. If I made a 
for Arista. (Peter Wolf, a frequent visitor to the stu- mistake, I'd be pressin' the machine with one hand, 
dio, sings a duet with him on the LP, and a furor playin' with the other. 
ensued when Federal Express lost the master tape for "Maurice and I," Jonzun says, "are a production 
a few davs .) team. He might produce something 1'11 have nothing 

The sitting room of the studio-which has a to do with but he'll credit me and vice versa. I mean 
breathtaking view of Boston, from Kenmore's Citgo on some of his stuff, all my input might be is: 'those 
sign to the skyscrapers of Government Center-is drums arej1:-'" sloppy as h.ell.' 
------------------'!~ •N .-...._ ,11 I, _ "-.::------------

"After playing many, 
many years, all sorts of 
music, I decided to 
make a little noise. " 

decorated by red velvetine chairs and a matching 
sofa. An old Billboard thrown on the table, and a 
huge pencil sketch of James Brown on the wall are 
the -:only hints of the music made inside the next 
room. Older brother Calvin ("I want to produce 
some of that commercial noise and retire to Delan, 
Florida") answers dozens of phone calls and enter
tains a steady flow of visitors; all desire some of 
Michael Jonzun's time. 

When Jonzun finally arrives, handsome and 
scrubbed in a sweatsuit and sneakers, he is all tangled 
up in his Walkman headphones. He greets his friends 
("This fifteen-year-old kid here, call Toejammer, 
scratches records with his feet," he remarks, incredu
lous), then wanders into the studio. 

"Peter Wolf loves this place," Jonzun harmlessly 
brags. "He comes in here and we just write and 
write: he says, 'Michael, let's come up with some 
more hits.' He thinks it's something in the environ
ment; 'Don't change nothing' he says." 
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· ·With New Edition, we worked with those kids for 
two years. Maurice said: 'Mike, remember "Candy 
Girl", this is the song for them.' I said 'Maurice, we 
wrote that umpteen years ago: it isn't gonna do any
thing.' Even I said it sounded too much like the Jack
son 5." 

Jonzun laughs: "The thing was, I overlooked the 
fact that what is old to me, is new to kids today. They 
weren't hip to the Jackson 5 in 1970; they weren't 
born. They don't know Michael Jackson sang 'I 
Want You Back.' 

"But with New Edition the situation went haywire; 
suddenly their parents told us 'We don't need you 
Maurice, we don't need you Michael.' But their 
sound was Maurice and I; to tell you the truth, when 
Maurice found them they could dance real well, but 
they couldn't sing. 

"We've already found other kids to work with," 
he shrugs. "We always got people knockin' on our 
door. When I was a kid," Jonzun remembers 

gravely, "I went to a lot of people-James Brown, 
Bobby Womack-and asked for a hand, people I ad
mired. And you get turned off cold: 'hey, ain't 
nothin' I can do'-it kind of takes a lot out of you. 
So I can't turn people down; If I'm too busy one day, 
I 'II make it the next." 

He shakes his head: "Sometimes I think a local 
black group that plays original music doesn't have a 
chance; I always tell 'em to get a regular club gig, 
work out their tunes, make steady money. They say 
'man, we don't wanna be no house band, we'll just 
travel around so that when we put a record out, 
people will know us.' That don't help you; that's the 
biggest lie of them all. The average person in a club 
that holds 75 people ain't gonna buy your record no 
way; all the people in the big super, super discos that 
love to dance and love to hear music are the ones." 

Jonzun tugs on a baseball cap, then pulls it off to 
point out the name printed on the front: Hyperten
sion. "A local group that has a record out, which has 
never been played on WILD-it is supposed to be a 
black oriented station; it is located in the ghetto. But 
they play Carole King, the Doobie Brothers, all those 
white artists. They play these people who will never 
walk into their office and thank them; they will never 
go to the prison and play for the inmates at Christ
mas, or play in the park for the kids. 

"I mean I have to practically beg them to play my 
records. They don't support any of the black enter
tainers from Boston. Planet Patrol; nobody respects 
them, because 'ILD doesn't support them. And it is 
this in a nutshell: if 'ILD isn't playing it, and they are 
a black station, why should Kiss (WXKS) play it? 
Kiss didn't play 'Pack Jam' until it was top ten. We 
are recognized outside of Boston more thau in our 
own city. 

''Their Program Director Elroy R.C. Smith'', Jon
zun emphasizes angrily, "is an idiot; he is ignorant. 
But so what? I'm not starving; I can eat for the next 
ten years even if Elroy and 'ILD never play another 
record of mine." 

"I have attained the black audience," Jonzun 
smiles slyly, "Peter has been telling me it is time to 
crossover, get into another market." 

The plan is to release a J onzun Crew record that 
isn't "outer space, video arcade, make believe"; in
deed, Jonzun played a tape of himself crooning 
sweet, rhythm and blues based love songs. There will 
be no more white wigs, no more tin-foil futuristic 
costumes: "We're handsome, we want girls to want 
to take us home, not freak out," Jonzun chuckles. 
"When Kiss took off their makeup it was for the 
worse; that's not our reality.'' As for producing: he 
would love to work with James Brown ("Brilliant"), 
Tina Turn.er ("Powerful"), and Buddy Miles ("I 
have every album he ever made"). 

A 24-track studio is also in the works. "But not in 
Roxbury. I want a place where black kids and white 
kids can come, show they've got talent; ideas . I make 
my living off ideas; and I'm into kids, my heart is 
with them. Maurice and I were always into having a 
collective: many different groups related to the same 
sound; we're into that Berry Gordy thing." Jonzun 
looks around his studio: "A lot of musicians just 
have a record; people like Maurice and I, we have a 
career.''* 



BREAKFAST IN BED 
Lust Drive 

• new five song ep, available at your local record 
store or send five dollars to Crunch Records Ltd ., 
39 Winford Way, Medford , MA 02155. 

PRODUCED AND ENGINEERED BY MICHAEL WHITTAKER. 



by Julie Panebianco 

The music scene of late-with the Scottish 
sounds of Aztec Camera, the Eurythmics, and 
Big Country all climbing the charts-reminds me 
of a favorite Monty Python skit. A horrible 
monster, the Blanc Mange, is turning everyone 
into kilt-wearing, bagpipe-playing Scots. Terry 
Jones, as a befuddled BBC commentator. does 
man-on-the-street interviews, asking: ''When 
did you first notice this Scottishness?" 

It started with the Skids, a quirky band from 
Dunfermline Fife, Scotland. Apparently the Sex 
Pistols left no ground uncovered-at least not in 
Scotland-and so, punk circa 1977 inspired two 
lads named Stuart Adamson and Richard Job-

son to form a band. Scared 
To Dance, the Skids 

debut LP (and only U.S. release) was a decent 
enough effort; but more important to this story, 
it was the first time Adamson's guitar playing
likened to the mournful wail of bagpipes-was 
heard . 

The Skids went on for years, somehow out of 
step, their records-save for the occasional hit 
single-never capturing their talent. Jobson was 
more concerned with being a poet; he became an 
alcoholic instead. By their last album, Days In 
Europa, the Skids had developed a perverse ob
session with pre-war Nazi Germany. (Jobson in 
1980: "If I could go back in time I'd like to be in 
Germany in 1936.") 

But also on Days In Europa was a song called 
"Working For The Yankee Dollar." For the first 
time Adamson's Scottishness-as Monty Py
thon might put i1-in the guise of his guitar, was 
no longer subliminal; it had become a dominant 
force, and the source of things to come. 

Michael Palin (as a Scottish tailor): "Last year 
we made nine kilts ." 
His Wife (a seamstress): "Because the Blanc 

The Wild 
The Innocent 

& 

Stuart Adamson. Does 
Monty Python know 

something about Scottish 
guitar playing that we 

don't? 

Mange is turning everyone into Scots1 , 
have orders for eight million kilts. 11 

Palin: "Start sewing, Mary." 

Big Country, the protagonists of o, 
were born when Adamson returned to D 
line, after the Skids-sorry-hit the sl 
began collaborating with guitarist Bru 1 

son. Although they came up with then . 
Country right away, they neglected to c 
with a sound; two dates supporting Ali 
per were unmitigated disasters, and Wat , 
Adamson retreated to Dunfermline , 
safety of their local pool hall basement 
tice . 

Enter from London (with Scottish bl 
tions) Tony Butler and Mark Brzezicki ( 
he's not), a session team known as Rhy 
Hire. (Tony and Mark are familiar 
Townshend fans for their work on £mp 
-Pretenders fans know Butler as the b, t 

"Back On The Chain Gang.") These t w • 
men met with Big Country in a Londo ! 
and immediately "felt like a group" (a 
put it); shortly thereafter, contracts wer · 



we 

Then came the records: "Harvest Home," Big 
Country's first U .K. single, did not exactly make 
men/women/nor record buyers start fires-fact 
is, it bombed. "Fields Of Fire," however, their 
next attempt, did the job quite nicely. The 
Crossing, Big Country's debut LP (sporting a 
luxurious blue and gold embossed cover), was 
produced by the highly esteemed Steve Lilly
white (after an aborted allempt by Pretenders 
producer Chris Thomas) . Their first American 
single off the album, "In A Big Country" (an 
explanation for looking so healthy and feeling so 
happy), has just broken Top 40 radio. MTV, na
turally, plays the accompanying video repeat
edly. The boys, wearing plaid flannel lumber
jack shirts, look pretty cute, and the shots of 
them sporting about in the-you guessed it-big 
country are exhilarating (but why are they scuba 
diving?). At any rate, Butler says: "We are ab
solutely shocked at our success in the States. I 
mean, I thought there might be some interest, 
but the way the LP's been going . . . I guess it's 
our penchant for good songs that's done it." 

So we called Scotland and interviewed Big 
Country. Actually, only Tony Butler was inter
viewed; over the phone, Stuart Adamson and 
Bruce Watson's Scottish accents are unintelli
gible to the American ear. Prepared for the 
worst, the band is inclined to use expressions like 
"positive," uplifting," "exciting," "music 
should reflect the feeling of the times," "time
lessness," and 11 we draw from all sorts of ethnic 
musics." Though these are surely heartfelt senti
ments, it's all been said by many bands, many 
times before: it 's also dreadfully dull. Happily 
there were a few entertaining moments. Here are 
some excerpts: 

BR: Is there anything particularly Scollish about 
Big Country? 
Butler: Yeah; Stuart and Bruce. 

BR: Why does Big Country always wear plaid 
shirts? 
Butler: Well it's something we carried over from 
the Skids . Also, there is this shop down the road 
that sells them quite cheaply. But after awhile, it 
gets like-well you want. .. 
BR: To change your shirt? 

BR: There was this quote by Stuart in the NME 
recently: "Americans .. . have never produced a 
thing worth calling art themselves! They've had 
to borrow everything from Europe. . . even 
punk rock, they even took that!" 
Butler: Uh, I uh, never saw that. I uh, certainly 
don't uh, feel that way. I mean, I loved Jimi 
Hendrix! 
BR: It's a curious statement. 
Butler: Yeah, well uh, Stuart is a curious fellow. 

BR: How do you want people to react to Big 
Country? 
Butler: I want Big Country to affect an audience 
like I saw the Skids do . People. . their souls 
were in the air, hanging from the ceiling. It was 
amazing. 
BR: Huh? 

If this writer lacks enthusiasm, it's becaus~ 
The Crossing is not (except for "Fields Of 
Fire," "The Chance," and "In A Big 
Country") that big of a deal. Even when the 
music's engrossing ("Inroads") the lyrics are un
necessarily oblique (what the hell are "scouts in 
a stairwell"?). Big Country is simply Bruce 
Springsteen with bagpipes*; the Dunfermline 
equivalent to Asbury Park, New Jersey's bright-

*Fact #1: There are.no bagpipes on The Cross
ing. 
Fact #2: By leaving some guitar strings 
"open," Adamson causes the harmonic effect 
confused with the sound of bagpipes. 

, est boy. It is unmistakable-from the themes Big 
Country attempts to convey, right down to the 
phrasing of Adamson's singing (notably on 
"The Chance," strikingly similar to Spring
steen's "The River") . They share the thunder, 
fire, storm, rain and wind motifs (no roads, 
though, only fields-not as many cars in Scot
land) . And then there are the "human" ("Well; 
we are humans," assens Butler) elements of 
pride, courage , and dignity. The thing is, Spring
steen said i1 better, and he said it first. But Butler 
stammers: "I can safely say we were never influ
enced by Springsteen ." 

"In A Big Country," though, is a damn good 
song. Adamson was paying attention to 
Jobson's lyricism all 1hose years, and gets in a 
bit of his own: "And that's a desperate way to 
look/for someone who is still a child ." And 
those guitars! Adamson and Watson's bagpipe 
chorale have even caused a furor in rock critic 
circles: "ls the guitar making a comeback?" 
they ask themselves. U2 are from Ireland, The 
Alarm from Wales: they all compose guitar an
thems. Is there a connection? ("We all do know 
each other," Butler admits.) ls there any signifi
cance to any of this? Probably 1101, although the 
New York Times found the need to run an essay 
on the subject. 

But who cares? "In A Big Country," with its 
rousing chorus, and those weeping guitars-bag
pipes or no-does kick up quite a bil of dust on 
the airwaves. 

As the curtain closes, the Blanc Mange mon
ster finally reveals that the reason it's turning 
everyone into Scotsmen is because it wants to 
win Wimbledon-"Scotland is well known to be 
a nation of the worst tennis players." Is the 
Blanc Mange confusing its stringed instruments? 
Does Monty Python know something about 
Scollish guitar-playing that we don't? What 
does this have to do with Big Country? Nothing, 
really.* 
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by Breu Milano 

Bongos leader Richard Barone is 
upset over a recent radio interview 
with New York's WLIR. "They told 
us we sold out, just because we 
signed with a major label. I can't see 
why 1hey though! that," he grimaces. 
"You don't think we have, do you?" 

Hell, no. Numbers With Wings, the 
band's RCA debut, is no less fab-gear 

than Drums Along the Hudson, last 
year's independem release. Richard 
Gottehrer's polished production 
doesn't hurt a bit, and the occasional 
synthesizer or steel drum don't 
intrude on the Bongos' rich wall of 
guitars. Vocals are notably stronger 
this time around, and the melodies 
unravel with more st rengt h and confi
dence. With lyrical inspira tion 
ranging from William Blake ("Tiger 
Nights") to Jane Fonda ("Barbar
ella"), Barone's songs still use off
heal angles 10 provoke the 
imagina1 ion. 

"We don't want to make really 
commercial records," insists Barone. 
"The first thing RCA told us when 
they signed us was, 'Don't change for 
us.' I'd say, 'Don't you want this 
song to be slower?' and they'd say 
1 No, just the way you're doing it 

now. ' We were really surprised. 
That's why we didn't go with Warner 
Brothers; we had an offer from them. 
But we heard about Warners from the 
B-52's. They'd turn in a whole 
album, and the company would reject 
it. Mesopotamia was a whole album, 
and Warners made them cut it to an 
EP. When we heard that, we said 
'Forget it .'" 

Although Numbers With Wings is 
also an EP, it includes everything the 
Bongos have recorded since signing 
with RCA. "Those songs seemed to 
go together well as an EP," said 
Barone. "We thought it would be 
ri sky to put out an $8.98 album, and 
compete with all the superstars. This 
way the stores can sell it at a decent 
price.'' 

Barone calls the EP '~ore of a 
studio effort" than the debut. "There 
was more attention to arrangements 
and minor details. With an outside 
producer we didn't have to worry 
about getting sounds, so we could 
concentrate more on playing." Got
tehrer, a New York veteran with 
credits as long as this article, was 
chosen to produce because "we 
wanted to keep this a New York 
project. We auditioned all those Brit
ish producers, and wound up saying 
'No Brits.' We got tired of the whole 
British producer syndrome-they 
already overtake half the airwaves, so 
we decided not to give 'em a chance 
on us! Besides, Richard Gottehrer 
seemed so smart and experienced, and 
we needed that, because we are so in
experienced.' ' 

Barone is reluctant to explain his 

more enigmatic lyrics. What, for 
instance, is a "Number With Wings" 
-a magic car, or an enchanted girl
friend? Or is it what Paul McCartney 
used to play? "It's just personal, and 
I probably shouldn't say what it 
means to me. You'd probably get a 
lot more out of it if you made up 
something of your own. I like my 
lyrics to be open-ended, so they're 
personal but can belong to anybody. 
don't try to write them that way, but 
tha1's how they end up.'' 

He's more specific about "Barbar
ella," written because "I thought we 
should have a song with a girl's name 
in it, and that was the perfect name 
for a Bongos song. I saw the movie 
in high school and thought it was 
great, so i1 stayed with me for a few 
years. When I wrote the song I was 
thinking of her, but a more African
lype Barbarella. A real primitive, 
futuristic girl." 

Barone wrote some more straight
forward, romantic songs for Nuts and 
Bolts, a duet album with Bongos gui
tarist James Mastro that was 
released earlier this year. With an 
acoustic, almost folkish sound, it's 
the subtlest and prettiest work 10 
emerge from the band. "That album 
was just a summer vacation," said 
Barone. "It was more casual than 
you're thinking. I wrote some of the 
songs on the plane ride to North 
Carolina, and the rest were made up 
in the s1 udio. It wasn't really planned 
to be an album.'' Barone supplies the 
record 's miss ing credits: he played 
every1hing including drums on his 
side; and Mastro's side was cut with 
Barone on bass and Mitch Easter on 
drums. 

Barone's ears prick up when I com
pare his singing on that record to 
Marc Bolan. "Bolan was great, I 
have to admit he was a big influence. 
Parts of the new record are more 
Donovan-ish, but the next one might 
have tha1 T. Rex sound back again. 
You know the T. Rex album Zinc 
Alloy? It's the heavier sound they 
were getting into then." 

The band is less comfortable with 
Sixties pop comparisons. "We draw 
the line at the Beatles. If we liked 
stuff like the Raspberries, I think 
we'd be a boring band. They made 
great singles but they were a formula 
band, stealing Beatles techniques and 
chord changes. We don't even have 
chord changes in our songs-we like 
to get into drones, where you get one 
note forced imo your head. 'In The 
Congo' is written that way, one note 
going through the whole song. We're 
tired of the garage thing, that square 
sound. It was fun for a while, but got 
boring quickly. It's not hi-fi.'' 

Bassist Rob Norris promises a 
"more complex, more intricate" dir
ection in the Bongo's songwriting. 
11 8roken Circus," the one un
recorded song at the Bongos' Spit 
show, was moody and challenging, 
and the band promises to keep taking 
chances when they return to the 
studio next year. "We don't like for
mulas," said Barone. "A lot of 
bands get signed to major labels and 
get into patlerns-whether it's a 
rhythm or a synthesizer riff. We're 
going to try and steer clear of that.'' 

"We still do this pretty casually," 
he said. "We just don't know how to 
do anything else. We tried to have 
other jobs, but being in a band is all 
we can do. It fits how we live.''* 
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the best kept secret in town ... 

Raining Steel/Let Her Dance 

by 
The Reflectors 

... is out 

pw,t.~£~R~ 
PURE AND EASY RECORDS, INC./BOX 912/NORTH CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01863 



by Harold Lepidus 

"You can talk to me; I've got the 
biggest mouth," True West guitarist 
Russ Tolman says after playing a blis
tering version of "Lucifer Sam" at 
soundcheck. We try to find a place to 
talk and end up at the HooDoo. A 
Bud for him, a Coke for me. His 
Rubber Soul-era haircut almost 
covers his eyes, a tweed jacket barely 
covers his Suspects T-shirt. He is 
more than happy to talk about any
thing and everything, and rarely 
allows a lull in our conversation. 

"It's my band, that's why I got rid 
of everybody [after the soundcheck]. 
We all have strong points-Gavin 
(Blair] and I are good with lyrics, but 
in two different styles. Rich 
[McGrath] is real good at writing 
strong, melodic guitar lines, and also 
technical things, so we balance each 
other out.'' 

True West, like the Dream Syndi
cate, grew out of California's legen
dary Suspects and are now linked as 
part of the so-called Psychedelic Re
vival. Says Tolman: "I think it's just 
convenient for all the writers to say, 
'Oh, yeah, Psychedelic Revival. ' In 
some ways, I guess there is. We all 
know each other. However, I don't 
think any of the bands sound alike. 
We've never, ever considered our-

selves as a psychedelic band. We con
sider ourselves more of a guitar band 
in the tradition of the Yardbirds or 
Television.'' 

Does acid play a part in his life? 
"It used to. It doesn't now. I 

haven't taken it for a long time. I 
learned my lesson." 

In retrospect, the Suspects read like 
a supergroup bursting with talent; the 
line-up featured Dream Syndicate's 
guitarist Steve Wynn and former 
bassist Kendra Smith, along with nue 
West's Blair and Tolman. Tolman, 
however, describes their 1978 single as 
"the lamest pop record you ever 
heard in your life." So much for 
hindsight. 

Wynn, however, is still friellds with 
the band, and assisted them with their 
single, a cover of Pink Floyd's "Luci
fer Sam," and their EP, True West. 

Only 500 copies of "Lucifer Sam" 
(with the B-side in reverse) were 
pressed last November, mostly for 

RECORDS 
Do you have more talent 

than money? II you want the 
straight scoop on recording, 
and a square deal, give us a 

call and check us out. 
THIS IS YOUR DESTINY 

24 Boston Rock #45 

photo: 

college radio and the press. "I wasn't 
surprised by the positive response," 
says Tolman. "I thought it was a real 
good record .... I'm surprised that 
many got here to the East Coast. 

11 Right after we recorded it, Steve 
[Wynn] came up to help mix down, 
and he said, 'Oh, by the way, the Sal
vation Army do this song in their set. 
But you guys do it much more ... 
rock and roll, so l guess it's okay.'' 

The success of the single led to 
their five song EP (which the French 
label New Rose will soon be releasing 
with three additional tracks) and also 
resulted in personnel changes. 

"Mike Palmer and Frank French 
[bass and drums, respectively] didn't 
have a clue to what we were doing. 
We're not really liked in our home
town-they're finally getting into 
haircut bands with synthesizers. Mike 
and Frank figured, 'How could we be 
good if we're not popular in our 
hometown?' We're still friends with 
them, but we're kinda glad they're 
gone," he laughs. (Joe Becker is now 

... on drums, Kevin Staydohar on bass.) 
While various labels are interested 

in the band, Tolman is wary of being 
swallowed up in the corporate world 
of rock and roll . 

"We're in no hurry to sign, but 
I'm kinda in a hurry to make another 

record. Signing with a label is a lot 
like marriage. You've got to know 
what you're getting into, and to make 

TRUE 
WEST 

sure there's commitment." 
The band is also wary-or rather, 

weary-of questions about their influ
ences. Without provocation, Tolman 
swings into a well-practiced recital: 
"No, we don't sound like the Velvet 
Underground, and, no, we don't 
sound like Pink Floyd. I liked the 
Led Zeppelin comparison in Boston 
Rock," he continues. "I'd rather be 
compared to them than Missing 
Persons. 

"The Dream Syndicate don't sound 
like the Velvets any more either. Their 
new stuff is Creedence meets the 
Great Midwestern All-American Rock 
and Roll Band. 

HOLLYWOOD 
BABYLON 

"We just try to write good songs 
and be honest." He pauses for a 
moment. "It's almost a new idea! 
When's the last time you heard of an 
honest band?'' * 

1000 7 inch 45 RPM 
Records in Black & 
White Photo Sleeves 

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES OF THE DESTINY 
PACKAGE ARE: 
1. You get 20 hours studio time 

(not 10 or 15) TWENTY 
2. You get Photo Sleeves 
3. You get four cassettes, 8 Track Master & 

2 Track Master. You OWN the Masters ... 
Nobody will erase them later. 

$1100 
$300 up lront...$400 at the final mlx ... $400 when 
you approve the test pressing. 

DESTINY has the equipment & the experience 
you need in a professional, yet casual atmosphere. 

Call Larry Feeney at (617) 658-8391 
31 Nassau Ave., Wilmington, MA 01887 

(10 min. Rte. 93 or Rte. 128) 
Don't forget Destiny's 16-hour (recording only) package .. .lncludlng tape - stlll $300 
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The Freeze 
Land Of The Lost 

SIDE ONE 
American Town 
Gardener And The Maid 
No Exposure 
Food Lava 
Days Of Desperation 
Go Team Go 

SIDE TWO 
Won't Come Back Alive 
Nazi Fun 
Duh Family 
So Long Ago 
The Megawaki Cult 
Sickly Sweet 
Pig Hunt 

FIVE DOLLARS POSTPAID 

Modern Method Records 
332 Newbury Street 
Boston, MA 02116 
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THE PROLETARIAT 
Soma Holiday 
Radiobeal /Non-U LP 

The Proletariat blurs the dis1inctions 
between punk/hardcore/ heavy metal / 
protest; fueled by rit s of gui1ar discord, 
Soma Holiday is a crisp, hard record. 
Most of the material here plays like a 
honed version of their Disronion cas
selte, and those 1racks are included. 
The political slant sometimes reduces 
the lyrics to sloganeering, and the band's 
st rident approach can promote tedium 
over 18 (count 'em) songs, but The 
Proletariat's foundations are strong 
enough 10 withs1and these sidetracking 
obstacles. 

PO Box 534, Kenmore Station, Bos-
1on, MA 02215. 

MASSACRE 
Killing Time 
Celluloid, LP 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

A courageom instrumental adven
ture in the traditional guitar, bass and 
drums formal-but only the instru
ments remain the same. Massacre 
search out new territory, fusing frag
men1 s of jazz, rock, and funk into their 
own creation. Their tunes become 
weird hybrids which are both challeng
ing to the senses yet oddly familiar. 
Good stuff. Recommended. 

Celluloid, 260 WeSI 39th Slreet, New 
York, NY 10018. 

SKAFISH 
Conversation 
IRS, LP 

-Mr. B 

Mr. Fish is most often compared to 
Pete Townshend-not because of any 
Mod infatuations or guitar acrobatics, 
mind you, but because of the enor
mous elbow protruding out of the 
middle of his face . Conversalion, his 
second LP, reminds me of an updated 
skinny-tie new-wave sound; although 
the lyrics attempt to say something, 
they don't mean much to me. Glinda 
Harrison's occasional lyrics help. 
Meant to be fun and disposable. 

new &used record$ 
on two Ooort 
41)-S86-5726 or 
413-584-lll0 

-Harold Lepidus 

RICHARD TAYLOR 
Rachel, Rachel 
Star-Rhythm, EP 

THE LAST ONES 
Number One Again 
Star-Rhythm, EP 

Maiden 's S1ar-Rhy1hm Records has 
shown a solid commitment to rootsy 
rock and roll, and these two release~ 
further their cause. Richard Taylor, a 
ve1eran of the Washington /Baltimore 
scene, is a sharp guitar player whose 
chunky rhythm style is as gritty as vin
tage Keilh Richards, but his crisp, pop
oriented vocals are well polished. "Ra
chel, Rachel" and "No Guarantee" 
are catchy rockers that showcase 
Taylor's stylish soloing, and he even 
throws in some nifty slide work on 
"Sheila". Good S1uff. 

The Last Ones, featuring former 
members of DMZ and lhe Lyres, share 
similar garage-based roots, but leave 
their rough edges intact. But while 
their spirit is willing, the songs are 
weak; without hooks potent enough to 
make them memorable, these four 
songs are merely run-of-the-mill 
throwaways. A disappointment, con
sidering their credentials. 

Star-Rhy1hm Records, P .0. Box 54, 
Malden, MA 02148. 

-Bob Leja 

* Send us your want lists, ask to be put on our 
New Release and Collectors mailing lists. 

* Thousands of 4S's in stock - including hard to find 
records by the Adverts, Elvis Costello, The Damned, 

The Dickies, Generation X, 999, The Police, Pil, 
Squeeze, The Vibrators, Wire and X~Ray Spex. 

MAIN ST. RECORDS, 
213 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 

THE NOT 
Break Free 
Cassette, EP 

Not unlike !he early Jam, this Cam
bridge-based trio embrace 1heir mate
rial with a genuine sense of warmth 
and sincerity, especially on "Break 
Free" and "Deceive Me," 1wo of this 
four-song EP's standout s. Vocalist 
Tommy Lamont croons his ma1erial in 

, a slyle reminiscent of Paul Weller, but 
with a far rawer edge. The band is pur
posely unrestrained, making lhis a fine 
cassette accessible 10 a wide and sure to 
be satisfied audience. 

The Nol, 133 E. 80 S1ree1, New 
York, NY 10021. -Mike Gi11er 

STATE 
No Illusion e.p. 
Statement Records, 7" EP 

A truly excellent seven song disk 
blasting out of Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Though some ideas sound borrowed 
(lhe G.B.H.-ish "No Illusions" for 
one), every song is a high-energ}' 
crusher. Favorite tune is "Girl Vio
lence." Highly recommended hard
core. 

S1a1emen1 Records, PO Box 4412, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48106. 

-Mr. B 

JEFF AND JANE 
"Special World" blw "Mo1her Told 

Me" 
J & J Records/Video 

The A-side is Dare-esque Human 
League, catchy but disposable. With a 
voice like Ian Curtis', Jeff shou ld be 
singing stronger lyrics than " In this 
special world /you must find a gir l/who 
understands you." The more idiosyn
cratic nip-side features Jane updating 
the "Mama told me there'd be days 
like this" Iheme; percolating synthe
sizer, hand claps, and Jane's common 
sense message ("My man is the sweet
est thing/ but he ain't no diamond 
ring") keep 1his lune li ve ly and 
current. -Terri Su11011 

ALIEN SEX FIEND 
Ignore the Machine 
Relativity/ Important 12 '' 

This sampling is a shotgun wedding 
of hard metal and death disco, with a 
sense of humor to boot (" I live in Si
beria through no fault of my own"). 
There's no reason your local dance 
dungeon couldn't li ven things up by 
spinning this (a core-ish dance hit?!), 
bu1 will they? Good guitar work. Dub 
version included. 

Relativity, 149-03 NY Blvd., 
Jamaica, NY 11434 

-Tristram Lozaw 

VARIOUS 
English as a Second Language 
Freeway Records, double LP 

An L.A. collection of 84 sad serious 
thoughtful s1Upid insighlful and useless 
talking stories songs poems and noise 
by Bukowski, Dukowski, Phreddie, 
rowley, Rodney, Rollins, Coleman, 
and others-but they're all pretty 
short. It's a "hundred odd" minutes of 
babble spread over two platters. Okay, 
so what do ya think? 

Freeway Records, P.O. Box 67930, 
Los Angeles, CA 90067. 

-Mr. B 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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ATTENTION 
RETAILERS: 

Increase profits and store traffic. 
Our buttons and other rock novel
ties are of the highest quality and 
so is the service. We deliver fast 
The sturdy, no-cost displays boost 
sales, save time and space. 

ROYAL AIR FORCE 
Ra Fire Ra rooly 
Last Child Productions, LP 

Being an extremely dull first release 
· from a relatively unknown local band, 
Royal Air Force are certainly guaran
teed obscurity as they trudge through 
nine drawn out and poorly written 
songs. Granted, vocalisl Sandra Cohen 
has an interesting edge to her voice, of
ten reminiscent of Legal Weapon's Kat 
Arthur, but her backup is far too often 

For FREE pictorial catalog call now: 1 
1-800-343-9510 

· I bogged down in cliched guitar riffs 1hat 
fail to command any attention whatso
ever and only emphasize the material's 
weaknesses. The obvious over-abun
dance of influences is another detri
mental factor as the band's prescnta-
1 ion comes across as a sloppy hodge 
podge of rap ("Teenage Stratocas

1-617-266-1434 
David Alcott, Sales Manager 
Wholesale Only 

JOE JACKSON 
"Mike's Murder" Soundtrack 
A&M LP 

Taking yet another direction, Joe 
Jackson brings us his version of film 
music, even though 1he producers are 
still toiling to bring the film in question 
up to snuff for general release. While 
side two's instrumentals run from light 
conga jazz lO ethereal keyboard 
sounds, side one's lyrics give its cosmo
politan rock songs the bite they need 10 
stand as something other than a sound
track. Delivery of the music falls some
where between Costello and Billy Joel, 
occasionally bordering on cocktail 
clackery, but the edge on Jackson's 
vocals is as sharp as ever. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

'-----------------------------t ter"), teen romance stories ("Hurt Me WILLIE ALEXANDER 
So Bad") and tribal beat ("Jungle "Perfect Stranger"l"Lonely Avenue" 
Beat"). To be honest, I've never heard ~ew Rose, import 45 
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of these guys before and sincerely 
doubt we'll ever hear from them again. ' Willie's latest single returns to the 

Last Child Productions, 73 Surrey electronic sound of Solo Loco, after a 
St., Brighton, MA 02135 rougher garage rock album with the 

-Mike Gitter Confessions. The A-side's pulsing syn
thesizers and growling vocal are tense 
and ominous, but s1ill as catchy as they 
come. The nip is a relaxed blues with 
some gritty piano, and both tunes 
deserve to blast from jukeboxes. Some
body give this man an American 
recording contract. -Brett Milano 

JOHN ORSI 
"Can You Draw Allention" 
Lilith, EP 

This double-pack single shows dif
ferent sides of Providence's John Orsi . 
"Can You Draw Attention" is a repeti
tive, riff-driven rocker lied to an insis
tent beat that all but smothers Orsi's 
vocals. "Noisy Data" has a more elec
tronic sound, thanks to the synthesizer 
that provides the riff, but shows the 
same flaw: lots of repetition, little di
rection. 

Record two fares much better. 
"Roughs" is the strongest cut, a 
sparse, haunting melody sung by guest 
vocalist Lynne Ferruolo over simple 
piano and fuzz-guitar lines backed with 
a clap track and occasional percussion 
crashes. "Where Do the Actors Hide" 
has a lively, Latin-flavored beat that 
brings Orsi's voice to life, even though 
he's merely repeating the title phrase. 
Not bad, but could use some new 
ideas. 

Lilith Records, PO Box 4420, River
side, RI 02915. 

SLICKEE BOYS 
"When I Go To the Beach"/"lnvisible 

People" 
Twin-Tone, 45 

The summer of '83 almost went by 
without a single new song with the 
word "beach" in the title, but the 
Slickee Boys came through in 1he nick 
of time. The cheerfully tacky A-side 
sounds like the Beach Boys overdosing 
on helium, and the nip goes for a more 
0 modern" (via Ramones) sound. Both 
are punchy and hook-filled, as the 
Slickees prove that it takes a smart 
band to make a good dumb record. 

Twin-Tone, 445 Oliver Avenue S., 
Minneapolis, MN 55405. 

-Breu Milano 

-Bob Leja WILD FANG 
"He's More American Than Johnny 

Carson"l"You Say You Want" 
Mugician Records, LP VARIOUS 

Rainy Day 
Llama Records, LP 

This Sixties recital features South 
Californians (Bangles, Dream Syndi
cate, Three O'Clock) covering the 
bands they're usually compared to 
(Velvets, Byrds, Buffalo Springfield) . 
Predictably, the results are mixed. 
"Rainy Day, Dream Away," like most 
Jimi Hendrix songs, is impossible to 
cover, and Karl Precoda's eleven
minute guitar solo doesn't match the 
original. Other choices are even more 
unusual, like the Who's "Soon Be 
Home" (the cowboy-joke section of 
"A Quick One") . The best moments 
come from the Three O'Clock's 
Michael Quercia, who sings the Byrds' 
"John Riley," ex-Dream Syndicate 
bassist Kendra Smith, who does a spec
tral version of Buffalo Springfield's 
"Flying on the Ground is Wrong," 
and Bangle Susanna Hoffs, who's 
charming on Dylan's "I'll Keep It· 
With Mine." With no fast songs at all, 
this album works best in small doses. 

Llama Records, P.O. Box 2896, Tor-
rance, CA 90509. -Brei/ Milano 

In the finest tradition of American 
garage rock comes the second Wild 
Fang record. ' 4You Say You Want" has 
all the familiar rolling harmonies and 
classic chord changes that made Creed
ence a legend. "He's More 
American . .. ,'' however, doesn't cut 
it; a weak hook and a few too many 
ideas clutter it up. Could be better, 
boys. 

Mugician Records, 158 Lynch Street, 
Brooklyn, NY 11206. Mr. 8 

PRESSURE BOYS 
Jump! Jump! Jump! 
A-Root-Da-Doot-Doo, EP 

North Carolina's Pressure Boys cer
tainly do not lack a sense of humor; 
however, they do not have a very con
sistent sound. This sextet blends ele
ments of pop and ska together with 
moderate success. The faster skanking 
tunes like "Armchair Radical" and 
"Nothing To Say" work best. 

A-Root-Da-Doot-Doo Records, 
P.O . Box 305, Cary, N.C. 27511 

-Shred 
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WAS (NOT WAS) 
Born To laugh At Tornadoes 
Geffen, LP 

Those wild and wacky Was brothers, 
Don and David, are back again, with 
more of their unique blend of rock, 
soul and dance music. And they've got 
help: would you believe Ozzy Os
bourne doing a new wave rap? How 
about Marshall Crenshaw doing "Feel
ings"? Mitch Ryder, ex-Knack singer 
Doug Fieger, and former MC5 guitar
ist Wayne Kramer are also on hand to 
contribute to the mayhem. The songs 
range from the electronic weirdness of 
"Man Vs. The Empire Brain Building" 
and "The Party Broke Up" to the 
skewered soul of "(Return to the 
Valley of) Out Come The Freaks," but 
despite the diversity, the presentation 
and arrangements are consistently bril
liant. My favorite is Mel Torme's poig
nant jazz stylization of "Zaz Turned 

, Blue," a story about strangulation. 
Overall, a record not to be missed. 

-Bob Leja 

THE SWEATIES 
No Intelligence 
Sweat Stain, EP 

Minneapolis' answer to the Ra
mones. Music's fine but the vocals 
aren't too clear. Titles include "Happy 
Meal," "Paint Your House (And Not 
Your Face)," and "College Guru." 

Box 11400 Mpls. MN 55411. 
-Marc English 

DISCHARGE 
Warning: Her Majesty's Government 

· Can Seriously Damage Your Health 
Clay, EP 

Undoubtably, Discharge stand tall 
as the undisputed kings of English 
metal punk, which is further empha
sized by this disk's four blistering cuts. 
The addition of new guitarist Pooch 
finds the band along more heavy metal 
lines and should make them increas
ingly accessible to both metal and 
hardcore listeners. Similarly, Cal's 
vocals are more refined and brutally 
cut through the powerful backup in a 
distinctive and original manner best ex
emplified by "Anger Burning," a 
slower-paced cut which builds into a 
grasping and electrifying crescendo. 
Although a bit slower than past re
leases, this record offers in sheer power 
what it lacks in speed. 

-Mike Gitter 

URBAN GUERILLAS 
darwin's theory of pelvic revolution 
Camouflage Records, LP 

Recorded live in studio, the clarity of 
the production here emphasizes a lean 
sound comparable to early Police, but 
also shows a somewhat monotonous 
tendency to spare reggae guitar and un
distinguished drumming. Vocalist 
Larry Sahagian alone saves the band 

· from anonymity; with a flexible voice 
.reminiscent of both Teardrop's Julian 
Cope and the Cramps' Lux Interior, 
Sahagian energizes a lyric like 
"Shimmy shimmy ko ko bop" with sly 
wit. The incongruity between his 
ghoulish growls and the cheery guitar 
diddles on "Dead Souls" would be 
funny if one weren't wishing the gui
tarist would speed it up or become Billy 
Zoom or something. Give Sahagian a 
band with guts, and we could start 
worrying about the china. 

Camouflage Records, 3 West 25th 
St., Minneapolis, MN 55<404. 

-Terri Sutton 

UB40 
labour of Love 
A&M, LP 

Roots-reggae fans have long been a 
bit skeptical about accepting UB40 as a 
"real" reggae band, either because of 
their use of synthesizers or their British 
ancestry. 

This album should quell any doubts 
about UB40's credibility, for here they 
cover ten classic reggae love songs, 
songs from the days when-according 
to the liner notes-reggae "appealed to 
the heart and hips," before it became 
concerned with religion and politics. 

Included are true-to-form versions 
of the Slickers' "Johnny Too Bad" 
and Jimmy Cliff's "Many Rivers lo 
Cross," as well as excellent covers of 
more obscure tunes like the Melodians' 
sentimental "Sweet Sensation" and 
Winston Groovey's "Please Don't 
Make Me Cry." -Tracy Everbach 

MALARIA 
Revisited 
ROIR cassette 

This low-tech live collection by the 
all-fraulein band from Berlin sounds 
like it could have been recorded in a 
Krupp factory (actually it was Dance
teria and the 9:30). Their voices and 
drum shots clang off the walls while 
the instruments often blur into one 
drone. Not a bad way to sample a 
group with such a high industrial fac
tor. Includes version of mini-hit 
"Kaltes Klares Wasser." 

ROIR, 611 Broadway #214, NYC 
10012. -Tristram Lozaw 

RUDIMENTARY PENI 
Death Church 
Corpus Christi, LP 

This is British punk at its very best. 
While sharing many of the same 
themes as the Crass-family bands, the 
Peni perform with the necessary power, 
noise, and snarling conviction to truly 
pull it off. There's too many great 
songs to mention but "1/4 Dead," 
"When You Are A Martian Church," 
ahd "Nothing But A Nightmare" are 
my faves. Look for a black and white 
paper record jacket with ghoulish pen 
& ink religious objects drawn in pain
staking detail ("Rudimentary Peni" is 
scrawled in tiny unreadable lenering). 
Rumor also has it that the band has un
fortunately split up. Too bad-punk 
don't get bener than this. Highly rec
ommended. 

Corpus Christi, PO Box 279, Lon-
don, N22, England. -Mr. B 

VARIOUS 
We Can't Help It If We're From 

Florida 
Destroy, compilation EP 

Florida happens for hardcore. This 
compilation features five emerging 
bands from the southern state, but 
only Morbid Opera display any kind of 
consistency with three good-to-excel
lent songs. The other four bands 
(Hated Youth, Rat Cafeteria, Roach 
Motel, Sector 4) all have one decent cut 
apiece. 

Destroy Records, 110 NW 39th Ave., 
#73-A, Gainesville, FL 32601. 

-Shred 
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NEW INDIE RELEASES 

Accelerator Records: I039A Page, San Francisco, Ca 94 117. Breakouts: No More (12~ EP). 

Autumn Replica: 312 S. Cedar Rd. Minneapolis, Mn 55405, (612) 377-2803. Secret Flower 
Mission: Flowers i11 the Basement; release 11 /30/83. 

A.R.M. Records: 1014 Wes1 Dakin, Chicago 1160613, (312) 975-0551. Armageddon Reggae 
Ensemble: "Natty Skank" b/w "Rock To Jah Music"; release 11/1/83. 

C.D. Presents: 1230 Grant Ave., Ste. 531, San Francisco, Ca 94133, (415) 221-1112. 
D.O.A.: Grea1es1 Hits-Bloodied 8111 Unbowed; release 11 / 15/83; D.E.I., Important, 
Rough Trade, Jem West, Gree nworld, City Hall, Sounds Good, L.A. Bonaparte, Radio 
Active, Sys1ematic, Twin Cit y, Ra1 Cage, Record Record (Canada). Also: Avengers cassette 
w/2 xtra 1racks; release 11 / 15 /83. 

Doodley Squal: 3007 Jennings Rd ., Kensington Md 20895 (301) 946-6272. While Boy: 
Kissing al Midnigh1 (EP); release 11 / 30/83; DEi. 

Fourth World Ltd.: 2629 Pillsbury Ave. S. #3 Minneapolis Mn 55408, (612) 872-9345. Bor
rowed Time: "Fair Warning"; release 10/7/83. 

Frontier Records: P.O. Box 22 Sun Valley Ca 91353 (213) 766-3374. The Three O'Clock: 
Six1een Tamborines; release 10/21/83; Jem, Important, D.E.I. , Rough Trade, Systematic, 
Greenworld, Twin Ci ties. 

Galt Records: 209-80 18th Ave., Bayside, NY 11360, (212) 224-9754. Awo-Da: Trucks; 
release 9/83. 

Go Records: 3327 Rittenhouse St. NW, Washington DC 20015, (202) 966-7985. The Plants: 
Rock For Horticullure; release 8/83. 

Hysterical: Box 2081 Station A, Champaign II 61820, (217) 356-6851. The First Things: A 
Nation of Employees; release 10/31/83; Important. 

lnlense Cily Records: 513 E. 13 St., New York, NY 10009, (212) 982-385 1. Sex In Miami: 
Japan M11s1 Be S1opped; release 9/1/83; Important, D.E.I. 

Lilith Records: P.O. Box 4420, Riverside, RI 02915, (401) 762-1317. Exposure: b~,;eath The 
Wave (LP); fall '83. 

P}ramid Reco rds: P.O. Box 23506, Nashville Tn 37202, (615) 269-9516. Praclical Stylists: 
"General Beat'' b/ w "My Bed"; 9/83. 

? Records: P.O. Box 1652, Wayne, NJ 07470, (201) 694-2591. Dramarama: Femme Fa1ale; 
9/83; Important, D.E. I. 

Rhino Records: 1201 Olympic Blvd., Santa Monica, Ca 90404, (213) 450-6323. Gefilte Joe 
and The Fish: Hanukah Rocks; Christmas Rocks (various); Worsl Records (various); 
Freddie Blassie: / Bite The Songs. 

Seducer Songs: 76 High St., Mansfield, Ma 02048. Seducer: "Malibu Sands" b/w "Shot in 
the Dark"; 11/21/83. 

Wesl Records: P.O. Box 5016, Phoenix, Az 85010, (602) 244-0290. Nuvo Wesl: Scary; 
11 / 1/83. 

Boston Rock publishes this free listing of new independent 
releases monthly. To have your record and/or tape listed, complete 
this coupon and return by mail (no phone-ins please). 
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LORDS OF THE NEW CHURCH 
ls Nothing Sacred? 
IRS, LP 

The second Lords album spons a 
more ornate sound than the debut, 
with longer songs and richer arrange
ments. Fortunately, they haven't gone 
for the formula new-wave sound that 
their "Live For Today" remake sug
gested. That song is here at the end of 
the album, so you can take the needle 
off without missing anything. It 's st ill 
hard to take the religious pronounce
ments from the man who wrOLe 
''Caught With the Meat in Your 
Mouth, " but you don't have to take 
this band seriously to appreciate the 
noises they make. They continue to 
find the right mix of sophistication and 
aggression, and James, formerly the 
Damned's good guitarist, is still a 
damned good guitarist. 

-Breit Milano 

LOS LOBOS 
... and a rime ro dance 
Slash Records, LP 

Los Lobos play tex-mex, a blend of 
C&W, R&B, and Mexican folk music 
utili zing both accordians and electric 
guitars. As Joe Ely does it, the style is 
in turns raucous and achingly roman
tic. In Los Lobos' hands, the mix be
comes something less than the sum of 
it s parts. 

An R&B song like "Why Do You 
Do'' rollicks along with a gutsy sax 
break and brawling (albeit self
conscious) vocals, and the energetic 
"Anselma" is fine Mexican fo lk , but 
neither ventures out of their respective 
genre. The lyrics also lack creativity; 
surely life in Eas1 L.A. provides more 
subject matLer than evil women and 
topless bars. If you're casting about 
for music with spunk, audacity, and in
genuity, this isn't it. -Terri Sulton 

THE FREEZE 
land of the lost 
Modern Melhod, LP 

Here on their first LP, this five-year
old Cape Cod band redefines their ap
proach with a newborn intensity and 
clever lyricism only hinted at on pre
vious releases. The guitar textures of 
Bill Close have a very uncharacteristic 
sound , as do Cliff Croce's raw and gut

, teral vocals . Ridiculed by some mem-
bers of the hardcore community, the 

1 Freeze use this album to fight the un
founded criticisms made against them: 
the album's strongest songs lash back 
at fanzines ("No Exposure"), gang 
mentality ("Nazi Fun") , and self
doubl (" Days of Depression"). The 
Freeze are by no means a band to ig
nore or ridicule; it's time they were 
congratulated. 

Modern Melhod, 332 Newbury 
Street, Boston, MA 02116. 

-Mike Gifler 

"Cheap Tragedies," which appeared 
on the Rat Music For Rat People com
pilation is unforgivable. 

However, all four songs from the 
1979, out-of-print Avengers EP have 
been included, and the songs "We Are 
The One " "Thin White Line " and 
"Second 

1

To None" display ho~ great 
this group was in their time-both 
musically and lyrically. 

C.D. Presents, Ltd., 1230 Grant 
Ave. Suile 531, S.F., CA 94133. 

-Shred 

D.O.A. 
"Burn It Down"/"Puck You" 
D.O.A. Records , 45 

After "Fuck Off," "Fuck Christ
mas," and "Too Drunk to Fuck," it 
was only a matter of time before some
one made a record called "Fuck You." 
D.0.A. 's song shout s the title as often 
as poss ible, be1ween thrashing chords 
(three of 'em) and exhortations like 
"you call us weirdos, we don't care 
what you say." The A-side is Jess typi
cal D.O.A.: too slow to be hardcore 
but too angry to be anything else. The 
record's politics arc dubious-the band 
is mad because their friends got 
arrested for throwing bombs in Van
couver-but the band packs an arsenal 
of its own. 

D.O.A. , 1230 Grant Ave., Suite 351, 
San Francisco, CA 94133. 

CULTURE CLUB 
Colour By Numbers 
Epic, LP 

-Breit Milano 

The only thing more surpr ising than 
Culture C lub 's Kissing To Be Clever, 
becoming a hit in the States (the first 
debut LP to spawn three top ten US 
hits since the Beatles did it in '64), is 
that their follow-up is far superior! 
The feel is that of 1960's Motown-a 
sort of optimistic melting pot of music, 
but without coming on less au courant 
than, say, Duran Duran. The sound on 
Colour By Numbers is much more real 
ized, with fuller production and 
stronger vocals, especially from singer 
Helen Terry. If you don't like this re
cord, you're eit her close (poison) 
minded or dead. 

GREEN ON RED 
Gravity Talks 
Slash Records, LP 

- Harold Lepidus 

If you've worn out your Dream Syn
dicate, Neats, and Three O'Clock 
albums and s1ill haven't had your fill 
of two-guitar drone bands, here comes 
another one. A good one, too, if you 
don't mind that their sound has been 
done to death over the past year. Dan 
Stuart's songs absorb the ever-popular 
Byrds and Velvets influences and add a 
few original touches, like elegant mel
odies and organ lines that don't bor
row from "96 Tears." Lyrics are suit-
ably angst-ridden, recalling such 

AVENGERS traumas as "when I was eight years 
Avengers old, my dog died. " A solid enough 
C.D. Presents, Ltd., LP effort, but it' s time for another trend . 

Avengers are credited as being one of -----------B_,_,_11_M_ila_n_o..J 
the earliest punk thrash bands, and this 
album documents fourteen of their 
songs from late 1977 tomid-1979. While 
this record is better than most on the 
market, there are definite flaws in the 
choice of material. Their cover of the 
Rolling Stones' "Paint It Black" 
results in more than two minutes of 
tedium, and a few other songs are 
mediocre at best. The omission of 





The Police 
Around The World 

(I RS Video, produced and 
directed by Kate and Derek 

Burbridge) 
This 77 minute video of the Police in 

concert (t980-8I) includes Slops in Ja
pan , Hong Kong, India, Egypt, Aus
tralia, and Latin America. Sixteen 
songs are featured; it retail s for $39.95. 

Japan: "Next To You, " is intercut 
with beautiful shots of Mt. Fuji and 
some shon interviews. "Walking On 
the Moon" is next, and the crowd goes I 
nuts, waving their arms and rushing 
the stage; this is intercut with Andy· 
Summers humorously interlocking a 
Sumo wrestler. 

Hong Kong: some cute rick-shaw 
footage while 1he band plays at a sound 
check. So far the music sections are 
much 100 short , and the audio of the 
concert is only fair. This is a little like a 
National Geographic television show, 
boats on rivers cut into "Born In The 
Fifties." Now the boys lip-sync "So 
Lonely": the sound is belier, things 
start to work, bu1 Sting, singing into a 
walkie-talkie on a subway car, gives an 
ultimately lazy performance. 

Australia: Some interviews wi1h the 
fans which you can't understand be
cause everyone is talking at once. 
'

1 Man In A Suitcase" is spliced into 
(predic1ably) sholS of 1he band's suil
cases being loaded (or unloaded) off 
the plane. This tape has more filler 
than a twinkie. I'm starting to think of 
other things you can do with your 40 
dollars, because this is not worth the 1 
price. I 

India: Andy and 1he boys playing 
Beatles-style sitars; terribly, that is . 

CELEBRITY SECRETS 

EDDIE GORODETSKY 
writer and friend to animals 

Heroes: David's Bieber & Greenburger, Bob & Ray, Dorothy Wiggins, Harv 
Greentop, Wanda Jackson, Al Anderson, Prof. Charles Xavier, Ed Wood, 
Preston Sturges, Jerry Howard, Red Prysock, Sonny Columbus, Thelonious 
Monk. 

Villains: Leonard Nimoy, Sajid Kahn and Jackson Browne. 

Stimulants: God, mother, and country. 

Repulsions: Stepping on something soft and wet barefoot in the dark. 

Inspiration: Denzil Best. He s1arted off as a trumpet player until his lungs col
lapsed. He then took up drums until he got calcium deposits in his wrists and 
couldn't use them. He then started writing songs for his prior musical asso
ciates (Charlie Parker, Wardell Grey). Some of these songs became be-bop 
standards. Then he fell down a night of steps and died. 

Movie you would like to have lived: "Get The Big Picture-a guide 10 driver's 
education." 

Writers: Emily Parker, Dashiell Hammett, Dorothy Parker, Robert Benchley, 
Robert Leslie Bellem and Raymond Chandler. 

First Record: "Brother Love's Traveling Salvation Show"-Neil Diamond, 
stolen from Top Ten rack at Sears, in Providence, R.I. 

Record you would like to have made: Elektra Sound Effects Vol. II-with 
"Happy Baby" and "Man Falling Down Steps, Victim Groans." 

Ambition: To wake up without a headache. 

Dream Dale: Oc1ober 8, 1973. 

pho10: Wayne Podworny 

VID BEAT 
scape (by Lisa Crafts): this image dis
solves into the band playing their in
struments. The lighting is dramatic, 
and slides projected onto the musicians 
look like _a psychedelic 60's light 
show. The focus is on the members of 
the band performing, and it works: 
they are all really into it, and there is a 
relaxed distance to the piece, so it 
works on a subliminal level. 

Police, Digney Fignus and Birdsongs 
video reviews by Jeff Hudson 

"Can't Stand Losing You" is per
formed for about 40 seconds in con
cert; 1here are mostly shots of people in 
India. 

Egypt: More pointing the camera 
out of the car, and some token camel
on-the-desert footage. By the time they 
get to South America, the boys are rid
ing horses (very gaucho!) while they 
sing "Shadows In The Rain." This 
song has some real soul, and Sting fin
ally starts to deliver. In most of the 
earlier tunes the band seems 10 be rush
ing the ma1erial; with "Shadows In 
The Rain" they start to get into the 
groove. 

Digney Fignus 
"Girl With The Curious Hand" 

(directed by Luis Aira) 
This tape looks like a cosmetics ad: 

using a beautiful model as the focus, 
it's set on the beach and by the pool. 
The song is very good pop, with some 
catchy whistling and strong produc
tion. Digney gives a surprisingly re
served perforQ1ance, but because of the 
finely crafted film-making it all nies by 
without a hitch. The story about the 
girl is a little convoluted, but that's par 
for most lip-syncs. This tape won in its 
first outing on MTV Basemen, Tapes: 
Congratulations! 

Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 
"Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous" 

(directed by Mark Diamond) 
Opens with a very nice animation of 

a prehistoric bird flying over the land-

SOMEONE ANO THE 

There are three other songs on the 
tape: "Sound Valentine," "Terry 
Riley," "Transformation of Oz." And 
as a whole they are nice because they 
reinforce each other, the music blend
ing well with film and video; it's all at
mosphere, with no language, and it's 
refreshing. 

Videotapes are always welcome 
along the Yid Beat. We prefer ¾ ", but 
will accepi Beta or VHS ½" format. 
Tapes will be returned if accompanied 
by a self-addressed stamped envelope. 

"Vid Beat" c/o Boston Rock 
739 Boylston #203 
Boston, MA 02116 

"Do Do Do De Da Da Da," and you 
actually gel a whole song wilh good 
lighting and superb performances. This 
is followed by a great version of 
0 Don't Stand So Close To MeY Andy 
Summers' guitar work is very atmos
pheric and fills out the music, while 
Sting's voice is in strong form; more 
bass also helps to create a fuller sound. 

Jules Holland interviews the band 
with some humorous moments. Sting 
becomes the focus and it does help: 
you get the feeling he's enjoying him
self. "Roxanne" with the use of im
ages of the band in slow motion, has 
power. 

SOMEBODIES 

Then, that's it, the credits roll. Con
clusion: I really expected a finer pro
duct from this band. They certainly 
have the resources to do it; instead, 
they have delivered only a fair concen 
tape. 

Sixteen 
CASSETTE 



Wed. No 16 

Thur. Nov. 17 

Fri. Nov. 18 

Sat. Nov. 9 

Sun. Nov. 20 

Fri. Dec. 9 

!Burning Spear, One People 

The Gr g Allman Band 

TheSto pers 

II ages, 5pl" . . Circle Jerks 
sp~ciai guests SS Decontrol 

l<tissing t e Pink 

~~Ge 
Nov. 29 Jumpin' Jack Flash 
Tape available at Newbury Comics 

PELVIC REVOLUTION TOUR 

Nov. 16 Detroit (Trax) Dec. 3 H oboken 
Nov. 17 Toledo Dec. 5 Trenton (City Gardens) 
Nov. 18 Chicago Dec. 6 Philadelphia (Eas1 Side Club) 
Nov. 19 C leveland Dec. 7 80s1on (The Ra1) 
Nov. 21 Kent Ohio (Kent Stale) Dec. 8 Baltimore MD (Marble Bar) 
Nov. 24 NYC (Dance1eria) Dec. 9 Washington DC (Bayou) 
Nov. 27 NYC (C.B.G.B.'s) Dec. 11 Richmond VA (Hardtimes) 
Nov. 29 NYC (Great Gi\dersleeves) Dec. 13 Virginia (Southern Orchestra) 
Nov. 30 NYC (Folk Ci1y) Dec. 16 Athens GA (40 watt club) 
Dec. 1 Boston (Spi1) 1 Dec. 17 Atlanta 
Dec. 2 Providence (The Living Room) 

Saturday, November 19th, 6pm 
From LA, Allegiance Records and Boston Rock welcome . 

Gi1c\J l;1t~, 
i===N=O=R=T=H=S=H=O=R=E==a;;:;;/.I io~3~ c1htF~~ze t_t, ;{i 

9:00 The Annoyed 

MUSIC 7:30 Volcano Suns 
store is open! 

592-9496 

A recent fire destroyed the rehearsal spaces, and 
those rooms will be closed while renovating. We will 
help bands replace their damaged equipment at 
cost. 

107 Monroe St., Lynn MA 01907 

6:00 Deep Wound 

Show starts at 6pm, admission 14.00 advance, 15.00 day of show 
Advance Tickets on sale now at Newbury Comics. 

MON. 
$1 Admission 
$1 Bar Drinks 

8-10 pm 
3 Bands 

TUES. 
2-4-1 Bar Drinks 

8-10 pm 
3 Bands 

WEDS. 
"futuroc 

showcase. 
call 623-9508 for 

bookings 

FRI-SAT 
CONCERT 

NIGHTS 
Tape Info 
623-8177 
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Thur Nov. 17 
$4.95 WBRU 

Fri 18 

Sat 19 
$4.00 

Tue 22 
$2 .95 WBRU 

Wed 23 

Fri 25 

Sat 26 

Fri Dec. 9 

Sat 10 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
(40JJ 521-2520 

located in the Cic Compl~x 
frtt P~rking 

Former lead singer of Haircut 100 

Nick 
Heyward 
MX 

Finals WBRU 
Rock Hunt, 
call club for details. 
The Dickees 
Til Tuesday • Blind Dates 
From England ... 

Kissing The Pink 
Holy cow & The Calves 
Hometown Rocker~_ 
NewModels ~ 
Mike viola c 
Alliance , . .:... ,.. 

Neighborhwods ~ 

Boys Life 
~ 

from England .. . 999 
LOU Miami & 
The Kozmetix 

,.. 
Scotch 'n S•unds 

Weds Nov_ 16 

The Trademarks 
special guests 

Voyager 

Th urs 17 
WCO Z nite 

Midnight Traveler 

Fri 18 
J.D., Billy, and Ken 

Sat 19 
Jon Butcher Axis 

Friday 

Sun 20 
2-6 p.m. All Ages! 

Lowgistics 
Canin Connection 

Cover Girls 

Sun 20 
8pm. - 2 a.m 

Euphoria 

Weds23 
Midnight Traveler 

Thurs 24 
Lowgistics 

Fri 25 
The Sto mpers 

Sat 26 
Berlin Airlift 

Sun 27 
Euphoria 

Weds 30 
Drive 

Sat Dec. 3 
Til Tuesday 

Sat 10 
David Johansen 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate Lanes 

584-1694 

Mon 12 
$5.50 

·=----------------"" ~ 

ii :J:tf!~~tl ~ I : :ROCK 
SUBSCRIBE TO 

Fri 16 Jon 
Butcher 
Axis 

sat 11 Robin Lane & 
The Chartbusters 
Planet street 

Living Room tickets available at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 

I 
1 AND SAVE SS.00 OFF 
( THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 

Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St. Rm. 203 
Boston, MA 02116 

TEN DOLLARS FOR TEM ISSUES 
D Check or money order enclosed 
D Please charge to my Visa or Master Card 

,, _____ e><p __ 

signature _____ _ 

Name ______ _ 

Address _____ _ 

City --State - Zip -- I 
t\1r ma,! arld/or overseas add S2.00 ~r 1ss~ : I 

-----------------·· 



SUNDAYS 
*OPEN BAR*· .. For the /adies 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n' Roll, No Cover!/ Big Band Cover Rock 'n' Roll! 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n' Roll Bands Each Night 

WEDNESDAYS Best of Showcase 
-tc OPEN BAR.,:, ... for the ladies 8-9:30 

Monday Nov 14 

Tuesday 15 

Wednesday 16 
Thursday 17 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2-4-1 8·11 p.m. 

CIRCUS IN TUNE • WRATH CHILD 
• THE WORKERS 

DU BANG GANG • ANONYMOUS PASSION 
• MAIN ACT 

TRAGUS • 2 MILLION B.C. 
THE STREETS • FACE THE NATION 

Northeast Tribute to Rolling Stones ... 
Friday 18 MAURICE RAYMOND AND LONELY BOYS • SANMAN 

Saturday 19 SEX EXECS • ZODIO DOZE• SKIN 
Sunday 20 HEADRUSH 
Monday 21 

Tuesday 22 

CHAIN LINK FENCE • APARTMENT TWO 
• LOOSE ENDS 

CONTROL U • THE NOT• LITTLE SISTERS 
Wednesday 23 SNIPER • 3 COLORS 
Thursday24 (TBA) 

Friday 25 BERLIN AIRLIFT • ATHENS 
Saturday 26 THE LINES • MIRRORS 
Sunday27 Ladies Night Open Bar 7:30-9pm 

Monday28 SETH • VOYCE • BLEEDING HEARTS 
Tuesday 29 BOYS SAY GO • JET SET • BLACK AND WHITE 
Wednesday 30 NEW MAN • IMPULSE 
Friday Dec. 2 MIDNIGHT TRAVELER 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

Jumping Jack Flash. .. 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS AD! 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

expires 12 / 13 /83 

Wed Nov 16 
Salem 66 • Volcano Suns 

Thur 17 
Jeff & Jane • Alpha Betty's 

Fri 18 
Berlin Airlift 

Sat 19 
The Thl'ee O'Clock 

Prime Movers 
'l\vo shows! (all ages & over 20's 

call for show umes) 

Wed23 
from England 

Picadilly Rogues 
Blind Owl 

Fri 25 
SKAtterbraina 

from North Carolina 
The Good Guys 

Sat 26 
007 

Wed 30 
Common Denominator 
Noonday Underground 

Thur Dec I 
£rom NYC . The Cyclones 

Fri 2 
The Lyres 

Barrance Whitfield & The Savages 

Sat 3 
Boys Life 

Wed 7 
£rom NJ .. The Smithereens 

The Odds 

Thur8 
Incredible Casuals • Cool ltays 

Fri 9 
Chris Stamey • Insect Surfers 

Dec 14 
Relentless Cookout • T-Zero 

every Tuesday Alpha Pi Theta Night 
$1 admission/beer special/band showcase 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SQ. 

ADVENTURES IN ROCK 

ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1½" 

call <617> 266-8787 

OF 
WOMEN THE OPPOSITE 

SEX 

.. Wetook(Nltth11odnowwenttdJobs·· 

look(ortopt. 

(or m(ojoel 787-7383 

BOSTON ROCK 
WHOLESALE 

If you own or manage a record 
store and would like to sell Boston 
Rock call Julie at /617) 266-8787. 

NN
SOUA~E 

MEN'S 
BA~ 
Mon 14 

Blue Angels 
Tues 15 

Alida Rohrs Band 
Wed 16 

John Lincoln Wright 
and the Sour Mash Boys 

Thur 17 
Johnny Copeland Band 

Fri 18 
Til Tuesday 

Sat 19 
The Dark 

From Atlanta 
Arms Akimbo 

Sun 20 
Paul Rishell Band 

Mon 21 
Christopher Jones Band 

Tues 22 
Mimi Jones Big Band 

Wed 23 
Lou Miami and Kozmetics 

Thurs 24 
Welcome back those ever lovin' 

turkeys . 
The Del Fuegos /;;1.___ 

Fri 25 
Nevard and the 

Barrelhouse Boys 
Sun 27 · 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 28 

Three Hands 
Tues 29 

The Pencils 
Wed 30 

John Lincoln Wright 
and the Sour Mash Boys 

Thurs Dec I 
Julie & the Flashers 

Fri 2 
Urban Blight 

Rods and Cones 
Sat 3 

Trademarks • The Bristols 
Sun 4 

Buffalo Chip Tea 
Tues 6 

Busted Statues • Christmas 
Wed 7 

John Lincoln Wright 
and the Sour Mash Boys 

Thur 8 
From Los Angeles 

Rain Parade 
Fri 9 

Lyres 
Sat IO 

Skatterbrains 
I 491-9672 
;1350 Cambridge St. 

Inman Sq .. 
Cambridge 
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YOU'LL ALSO ENJOY "SAFE LIFE" BY WAYNE KRAMER, OF THE LEGENDARY MC-5. 
AVAILABLE SOON ON "FALLOUT SHELTER" L.P. (PE-018) 

PURE AND EASY RECORDS 
P.O. BOX912 
NO. CHELMSFORD, MASS. 01863 

at 1· record 
stores 

everywhere 



Needed: Female guituist 
(name Karen or maybe some
thing similar) female key
boardist. Current composition 
oriented. Perception and orig
inal ity is stressed. Would be 
helpful if you've had some 
!raining o r experience in meta
physics or dance. Not inter
ested in technical snobbery. 
Adreana: (919) 852-0588. 

NATIVE TONGUE seeks key
boardist fo r new project. Call 
Lee 284-8294. 

Lead singer frontman. song
writer wanted for 1h ree piece 
high energy original rock 
group shopping for deal. 
Good stage presence, looks, 
sw dio experience, relocation a 
must. Serious inquiries only 
with a former member of re
co rding group .. Toronto" 
call- Rochester. N.Y. (716) 
482-7654, (716) 352-4854. 

son / VocaliSt with writing exp 
for post-punk rock band to 
play ou1 by January. Previous 
band cxper. preferred . Pam 
536-0538. 

WANTED 
Coll~e lnlerns Wanted , 
Boston Rock is look ing for 
serious journal ism majors who 
can get academic credit for 
volu nteer work at Boston 
Rock. Wri te: Greg Riebman 
c/o BR, 739 Boylston St. . 
#203. Boston, MA 0211 6. 

p ood quali ty demo tape 
wanted for radio play. Send 
10: Kate Ingram, KSUF. 350 
Townsend, SF CA 94109. 

Wanted: Import/New Wave/ 
Pu nk Rock/Local 45s. Must 
be in good condition. Call 
John at 247-3007. 

~ 
WANTS LOCAL MUSIC!! 

Send tapes, 45's, records to 
PJ, WCHC-FM, Box 35A, 

Worcester, MA 01610 

Display space on this page is available at 
a rate of $9.00 per column inch (1½" 
wide). Display ads that are not camera 
ready are subject to a $10 .00 production 
fee . 

Professwnal, dedicated e11gi11eeri11g!prod11ctio11 
Demos or Master Product, 

Unbiased adt,ice about recordmg m Bosto11 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

FOR SALE 

Nuvo West, "Scary" Six song 
ep in the Arizona uadition, a 
record that captures the fee l 
of the modern west, the lure 
o f the desert . Send S5.00 to: 
Wesl Records Inc ., PO Box 
5016, Phoenix, AZ 85010. 

Custom Rock Posters I wi ll 

Nayme Drawper 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38 

and Boy Of London zipper pants? And 
hm\ come ex-WFNX/WBOSer Randi 
Millman didn't tell me she was working 
al Storyvillc? Every time I saw her 
there I assumed she was just com
miserating wi1h former co-workers 
Bob Slavin and Russ Mott la. 

Would it be a connict of interest for 
a disc jockey to play a record by a 
group managed by his or her lawyer? 
Well I'm not just feeding you a line
these th ings happen in this city. I've 
never been a big fan of Channel Four's 
J ack Williams, but he deserves a go ld 
star for putting the nervy Mark Pare n
teau in his place after Mr. "Rock of 
Boston" rudely inter rupted Joyce Kul
hawik during her live Ha lloween report 
from Metro. 

W hile Michael Langone spent Hal lo
ween dressed as J ohn E. Angel, Mr. 
Angel h imself went in New York Dolls 
d rag. All decked o ut with somewhere 
to go, J ohn E. and his new band the 
Blackjacks opened for David Joha nsen 
at the P aradise . More than a few trick 
or treaters were offended when Row
land from the Blacko u1 s wo n second 
prize at the C hannel for his Nazi cos
tume. Though the C hannel has worked 
hard a! tryi ng to shed thei r "t hug" im
age, things like this keep sett ing them 

back.. 
And yet, you can't blame the Chan

nel for the handful of selfish stage
divers (lead by Cheapskate Dickee Bar. 
rctt) who managed to ruin the night's 
Cramps show for 1250 paying cus1om· 
ers. Who could blame Lux Interior for 
getting into a slug fest with Dickee? 
And who could blame the Cramps for 
nOI doing an encore after one stage
d iver knocked Ivy off the stage? Says 
the Channel's Harry Bouras, "We've 
been forced to think twice about the 
kind of acts we book. Right now we are 
having second thoughts about the Cir· 
cle Jerks show. We don't like being 
faced with the risk of someone gelling 
seriously hurt." 

We get a lot of strange ma il here, bu t 
1he uns igned note that read "Peter 
Wassy ng doesn't wea r underwear" 
earns a spot in the Nayme Drawper 
Hall of Fame. Oddly enough, the 
handw rit ing is strikingly simi lar to Mr. 
Wassy ng's own. I'm happy 10 report 
that the med-student girlfriend of At
la nt ic Record's J oe la nello escaped 
from Grenada without complications. 
And congratu lations to our own Julie 
Paneb ianco for gett ing her Keilh Le· 
vene interv iew (BR #44) reprin1ed in 
theNME. * 

Don't forget the Readers Poll in this 
issue. And write: Nayme Drawper clo 
BR, 739 Boylston St., Suite 203, Bos." 
ton, MA 02116. 

BOSTON ROCK CHRIST
MAS COMPILAT ION WITH 
Native Tongue.' Christmas, 
SSD. Sonny Columbus and 
his Del Fuegos, and Jeff and 
J ane .On sale Dec . I in your 
fav. record store, or send 
S4.00 now 10 Boston Rock 
Records, 739 Boylst0n St. . 
#203. Boston, MA 02116. 

Dan Ge1+er1z fans uni te ! 

FAN CLUBS 

Write Crazy Quilt Fan Club, 
c/o WM BR , 3 Ames Street, 
Cambridge, MA 02142. 

ATTENTION MODERN 
ENGLISH FA NS! Join the 
official M.E. Fan Club. Send 
for free derails: Box 1670, NY. 
NY 10!16. 

PERSONALS 

It 's BREA KFAST OF 
CHAMPIONS ... the new 
wake-up show on WMBR, 
Monday thru Friday 8am to 
10am just before the Late 
Risers Club. 

~~i~ie~o_u;r~~;;r~~:::~i~~d- :~it~''t;;_! ~ ~11~;~b~1~:tans. ~~wC~~f~~~~n!:i1~~s~e~orth- V_I_D_E_O _____ _ 
lO size and time. Pay when more info send one 2()¢ stamp Minislry and the New Video Produclions S500 and 
i1 's done. Very Reasonable. to: C.C. F. C., 2020 Lonesome Models? - Wendy in Sacra- up. Call Jeff Hudson for con-
Ask for Marc 524-1381. Circle, Dallas TX 75232. mento. suhation at 266-3198. r----------------------~----------- - ---------

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID. : 
MINIMUM CHARGE $3.50 PER AD 

Individual and band ads cost 25¢ per word . The business 
rate is 40¢ per word. Boldface is available for 25¢ extra per 
word. Underline copy to be bold. Address and phone num
ber are free. listings of stolen musical equipment will be 
, un for free . 

__ Total number of words. ti 
(ind1vrduals & band rate: 2s, per word, business rate 40C per word.) I 

Total number ol words bold. : 
(25te1Ctraperword) 

1 

I would like to run this ad !or __ issues. : 

Please include your name and address whether or not you run 1t ,n your ad 

Name 
Address 
City ______ State __ Zip _ _ 
Phone ( __ ). _ ________ _ 

D Check or money order !or $, _ ___ enclosed I 
D Please charge$ ____ to my U Master Card or D Visa I 
card # ________ e1Cp. date: ___ _ 

signature: 

Ne1Ct ad deadline: 

November 29, 1983 

Ad copy: ____ _________________ _ _ 

All ads must be prepaid . You can place 
your classifieds over the phone, (617) 266-
8787, by using your Visa or Master Card, 
or mail to: 

Boston Rock Classfieds 
739 Boylston Street, Suite 203 
Boston , MA 02116 
(617) 266-8787 
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Gobbledy Gook- Your Goose Is Cooked!! 

by Nayme Drawper 

Some months writing this column 
isn't all it's cracked up to be. Sure 
there's a dozen chances to take jabs at 
people that didn't send me Christmas 
cards, like Gerard "Post Punk" Cos
loy, Jim "Post Punk Writer" Sullivan, 
or Michael "Guest Lisi" Grecco; and 
to offer congratulations to Ace Of 
Hearts for their fifth anniversary, or to 
Spit/Metro receptionist Shelly Barber 
for taking the vows with Limbo Race 
soundguy George Dineen. There are 
also stories I only hint at because (even 
though half the town is blabbing about 
them) they strike awfully close to folks' 
private lives (like the deejay who 
moved out on her husband/banender 
while he was a1 work). And then there 
are some legitimate news items that 
can't be ignored, but are difficult and 
upsetting to report. .. like the disap
pearance of Mick Miller. 

As chronicled extensively in our 
daily newspapers, and on 1he evening 
news, Mick, the former general man
ager at WMBR, Wednesday host of the 
popular LOie Risers Club, and a skill
ful engineer/producer at Radiobeat 
studios, disappeared while on a day 
hike in the White Mountains. Working 
agains1 sub-zero temperatures and 
harsh winds, survival experts with heli-1 
copters and dog teams, and many of 
Mick's friends, have been unable to. 
find him. As we go to press (two weeks 
later) he remains missing. 

The other announcers on the Late 
Risers Club often teased Mick for his 
tendency to play either hardcore or art 
rock-and nothing in between. That 
really does describe Mick though, for 
he always championed the extreme. 
Mick played hard, and given a chance, 
would always stand clear of the petty 

glPP'f ~ JAMES WATr TA!lE' 
A LITTLE' Nl/(.6' TT)vtTIIEf2 

AFl'f'l2 Tµe BtG- RESIGNATION ... 

I'm HA\/ttJG FUN! 
LET'S S'LEEP ON 
WET LEAVES 
J.CIIE>V CV8 
SCOUT 
M/\HVI\Lf 1 • ,' -':'\ 
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local politics that so many are obsessed 
with. His contributions to the Boston 
underground (including the bands he 
recorded) remain, as do the memories 
held by those with whom he worked, 
hung out with, and entertained. 

Hey Mick, (wherever you are) 
thanks. 

Due to "musical differences that 
turned into personal differences," 
starry-eyed supergroup Primary Colors 
have yanked their synth-pop plugs and 
called it quits. On the other hand (a left 
hook) Barrence Whitfield and the Sav
ages are a local supergroup after my 
own heart: featuring ex-DMZ/Cus
toms/Lyres guitarwiz Peter Green
burg, 21-645 bassist Phil Lenker, one
time Real Kids/Lyres drummer Howie 
"Thunder" Ferguson, Sieve LaGraddy 
on sax and vocalist Barry While, the 
Savages have quickly become Boston's 
best new band; don't miss 'em, and 
pray for their record's release. 

Months behind schedule, the Cars 
have finally completed the basic tracks 
to their fifth album. As David Robin
son goes vacationing in Milan, Ric 
Ocasek and Greg Hawkes prepare to 
return 10 the U.K. to mix the project 
for a hopeful February release. Dave 
Presehel and Andy Gordon of Modern 
Management have secured a re-release 
deal for last year's overlooked "Twas 
The Night Before Christmas" by Billy 
Jackson on Streetwise. 

Del Fuegos manager and Hoo Doo 
hostess Lilly Dennison recently spent 
the weekend as tour guide for Slash Re
cords prez Roberl Biggs. Guess what 
band they went to see and where they 
ate? The Hoo Doc's Wayne Podworny 
(one of the meanest broccoli slicers this 
side of Dallas) is planning on opening a 
used clothing and rurniture store in the 

~d 
~ 

Fenway and has helped orchestrate the 
rock photography show at the New 
England School of Photography now 
through December 16. 

On the surface it sounded like just 
another clever stunt dreamed up by 
promotion director Mary Menna-but 
WCOZ's decision to give away the 
·coz van marks the end of an era . 
Now selling themselves with the slogan 
"We're not for kids anymore," 'COZ 
has at long last abandoned their album 
rock format (leaving WBCN officially 
without any AOR competition) and 
adopted a contemporary adult format. 

Best of luck to 'BCN's Dave Wohl
man who is moving to San Jose, Cali
fornia to become production director 
and weekend deejay for KUMZ and to 
A&M's Mike Silvia who doesn't know 
why he's moving to the Med Fly state. 
Another ex-BCNer, Randy Kirshbaum, 
has been crowned program director at 
WMGX in Portsmouth, Maine. And 
Marci Forest has taken on the sales 
spot at WBZ. 
~ Cub Koda does a radio show Friday 
nights on WCGY. WERS has named 
Cathy Carter, Shred, Debbie South
wood Smith, Rick Love, and Andrea 
Barnes as this fall's Nireclub hosts. 
And WHRB is back on the air with 
Plastic Passions nightly at 10 p.m. 

Watch out ladies, GG Allin reports 
he's getting divorced and filing for free 
agency. Fine China bassist Sukie is 
starting a new combo with Sue Melro 
and ex-Plastic Warsaw members Jo Jo 
and Maureen. Are local popstars Na~ 
live Tongue really looking for a key
boardist or just eternal happiness? 
Time will tell. Jeff Baust is the new 
Angry Young Bees bassist. SS Decon
trol will start billing themselves as just 
SSD. And DYS have added Ross from 
lmpacl Unit as a second guitarist. "We 

SAV WATT?? 

sound more like Black Sabbalh than' 
ever," DYS' Jon Anastas modestly ad
mits. 

On the heels of his new single re
lease, Eddie Walker has split town for 
a few weeks in foggy London. Al
though Eddie is not one for idol wor
ship, let's hope he doesn't over do it on 
the Graham crackers (or is that crum
pets?). Johnny Barnes is about to re
lease a six-song cassette; the Count will 
soon have another long-player out in 
France on New Rose (surely to be re
viewed by Joyce Millman in the Phoe
nix); and the Donnie Thayer Band are 
putting together a six-song EP. 

Former Spit soundperson Stephen 
Lovelace returned to his former mixing 
grounds the other night to see old fav
orites Smegma and the Nunz. A few 
weeks before, Mel King showed up for 
the Neats' record release party (the 
Neats spent half the night in the men's 
room with WHTT's Cindy Bailen), 
and to pose for pictures with admirers 
Tami Heide (WMBR), Suzi Lipetz (The 
Guide) and photographer Kathy Chap
man. Later Mel went next door to 
catch November Group at the New 
England D.J. Associa1ion awards at 
Metro. 

As hard as it is to admit this, I gotta 
say Crass seems to be doing a decent 
job booking the Rat. Of course she's 
been there a few months already, and 
considering how quickly folks turn 
over there, and how many jobs she's 
taken on in the past few years, can any
body reasonably expect her to last 
much longer? This may not be any re
flection on Crass' performance-but 
things change. Are mini's out and 
Maxi's in? 

Speaking of bosses-have you seen 
Mike Dreese in his studded leather belt 

Continued on Page 37 
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THETHR O'CLOCK 

NOV. 17: SIR MORGAN'S COVE 
WORCESTER, MA 

NOV. 11: MAXWELL'S 
HOBOKEN, NJ 

NOV. 11: STORYVILLE 
BOSTON, MA 

NOV. 21: GENO'S 
PORTLAND, ME 

NOV. Zl: FOLK CITY 
N.Y.C., NY 

NOV. ZS: FILL Y'S 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 

NOV. 21: 1:31 CLUB 
WASHINGTON, DC 

NOV. 21: 41 WATT CLUB 
ATHEIS, GA 



The Freeze LP 
$499 

r----------------~ 
Newbury Comics 332 Newbury St., / This coupon Good for an additional/ 

Boston 236-4930 / ------- , 
Newbury Comics 36 JFK St. at The Garage / $1. 00 OFF anv / 

Harvard Sq., Cambridge 491-0337 / of the above recordsf / 
b::z:=::c:::::::iEIZ!liic:c:==;::;mmm:::-.::=1311111:zlallll:-lll!::t..:Dllm;/'"/ (limit one coupon pEe;pfr~~c~~~oia;o double discounts) , ..__ 

I I L ________________ J 
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the year in review: 

FOUR 
who made a difference: 

REM 
GRAND

MASTER 
FLASH 

MINOR 
THREAT 

DREAM 
SYNDICATE 
ALSO: 
THE CRAMPS 

GANG Of FOUR 
LET'S ACTIVE 

JUDY'S TINY HEAD 

BARRENCE 
WHITFIELD & 
THE SAVAGES 

BLACKOUTS 



Season's Greetings 
from 3*~N~TfR. l?fco~~s 

november Group 
Persistent memories 
BRUIN 1 $5.98 List 

Wipers 
Over Tlte Edge 

EGTER 2 $8.98 List 

Sisters Of mercy 
Temple Of Love 

tnRX 027 $4.98 List 

Box J, Island Part., N.Y. 11558 Phone (516)432-6160 





BIG BROTHER WELCOMES YOU to HIS 1984 NEW YEARS EVE PARTY 

Wednesday, December 28 

- Digney Fignus 

Wednesday, January 4 

- Dez Dickerson 
former guitarist for Prince 

with the November Group and 'Til Tuesday 

Oedipus spins the top 20 SpitHits of 1983 

Doors open at 8=30 pm 

Party til 4=00 am 

~ ~ ''"'"""'" 262-2437 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

Happy Holidays 
ToAll 

Boston Rockers! 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Super-Straight" Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans in Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots morel 

1mmuumum 
6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Ear Openers 
8. Independent Sales Chart 

10. State of America 
Los Angeles by Byron "Express 

Mail" Coley 
Texas by Billy Sinatra 
Mpls-St. Paul by Terry Katzmas 

13. The Boston Harold 
by Harold Lepidus 

14. Boston Band Reports 
Blackouts by Shred 
Judy's Tiny Head by Carter Alan 
Barrence Whitfield & The Savages 

by Brett Milano 

16. The Cramps 
by Sheena 

18. Gang of Four 
by Terri Sutton 

21. 1983 In Review 
Introduction by Tristram Lozaw & 

Brett Milano 
Grand Master Flash 

by Tristram Lozaw 
Minor Threat by Michel Bastarache 
Dream Syndicate 

by Harold Lepidus 

26. Let's Active 
by Jim Testa 

29. Record Reviews 
31. Independent Label 

Listing 
36. Celebrity Secrets: 

Sandra Bernhard 
37. Clubland 
42. Nayme Drawper 
Cover photos of R.E.M., Grand Master l1ash and 
Dream Syndicate by Laura Levine. Minor Threat photo 
by Bruce Rhodes. Design by Chris Gilbert. 
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NO KIND OF KICK 

While Naymc Ora,\ per proper ly 
chastised the jerks who "ruined" the 
Cramps show at the Channel last 
month [/3R 1145), don't you think that 
(Cramps voca li st) Lux Int erior shou ld 
take some responsibility for refusing 10 

take the stage divers to task? A one or 
lwo word leclure from any one of the 
Cramps would've spoken louder than a 
thousand Channel bouncers. 

Carol Grein 
Waltham 

COME ON, HEAR THE NOISE 

Why do you people ignore the local 
heavy meta l scene like a retarded chi ld? 
It can't be because of a lack of good 
bands like Steel Assassin , Tragus, Two 
Million BC, Ball and Chain, Du Bang 
Gand, or Tragus (to name a few). In 
addition Mike Jones does a great job 
with his Nasty Habits program o n 
WERS. A year ago there might have 
been some excuse-but now there is no 
denying that Boston has a great and 
powerful heavy metal scene. I hope 
you will soon correct this oversight. 

Jo n Johnson 
Hamplon, N H 

Local metal hands should send press 
kits and/or tape.s to Greg Reibman c/o 
BR. Anybody who feels qua!tfied to 
wrire arricles about rhese bands should 
also coll/acr Greg. 

NO PLAY LIKE HOME 

Hey, I didn't even know that the 
Jonzu n Crew were from Boston 
(BR#45)! Thank s for the article-now 
can somebody get them to play in their 
home lQwn? 

Specia l Thanks 

Sandy Sutherland 
Dedham 

... 10 Julie Panebianco who leaves 
her Associate Editor position aflcr 
a lmost a year and a half of serv ice. 
Many of the reccn1 improvemenls 
made in llosron Hoel,. are direct I) re
lated to Julie' s cfforb. 

Thanks abo 10 the resl of the /JR 
staff who rallied in the ele\enth 
hour lo gel this particular issue to 
press. -Greg Reibman 

next month in Boston Rock . . . 

READERS' POLL WINNERS 
ANNOUNCED. 

Attention Advertisers: Last year 's Readers ' Poll Issue was one of 
our best selling issues ever. For information about advertising rates 

call Greg Reibman at (617) 266-8787. 

Issue On Sale: January 23 
Advertising Deadline: January 1 O 



EAR OPENERS 

photo: Sieve Wunrow 

RASH STOPPED 
FROM SPREADING 

When Providence's Rash of Stab
bings made their musical debut on Hal
loween night of 1982, they hoped that 
their name would shock people the 
same way their tempestuous music 
does. They had no idea that the name 
would incite a major controversy 
which may force them to change it. 

The band's moniker (derived from a 
newspaper headline reading "Rash of 
Stabbings Hits Boston") has made 
club owners in the Northeast reluctant 
to book the quartet, according to 
drummer Bob Giusti, "because the 
police depanment, politicians, and 
neighbors call up when they see the 
name advertised." 

Now the Alarm have refused to let 
Rash open for their December show at 
the Living Room because of the name's 
violent connotations. "The funny 
thing is," Giusti says, "there was talk 
about sending us out to open for the 
Alarm in New York and Boston. They 
thought the Alarm might like our 
music, and now we can't even open for 
them in Providence." 

The controversy became public after 
the Providence Journal ran an article 
about Rash's name-related difficulties; 
the Associated Press picked up 
on the story, which was then published 
in several national newspapers, includ
ing the second page of the Los Angeles 
Times. Understandably anxious to 
avoid any further unemployment, 
Rash of Stabbings are looking for a 
new appellation. "We feel foolish that 
we have to submit to pressure," Giusti 
says. "We're reluctant to change it, but 
we're working on it. We have to." 

-Rob Tannenbaum 

BLACK FLAG 
BROWNOUT 

According to vocalist Henry Rollins, 
rumors of Black Flag's demise are 
greatly exaggerated. There's been a lit
tle rearranging but the band remains 
intact. 

Gossips began spreading the news a 
month ago that Black Flaggers were 
rife with discontent, causing guitarist 
Greg Ginn to leave, followed shortly 
by bassist Chuck Dukowski. Rollins 

Rash of S1abbings 

says, naw, in spite of some changes, that 
they're still one happy family. True, 
Dukowski no longer plays bass for the 
band; he's 1heir new manager. Bass is 
now being handled by Kira , ex of LA' !-! 
Twisted Roots. 

If you've lost track of Black Flag '~ 
lineup since 1981 's Damaged LP, you 
might note that Robo was replaced by 
a succession of drummers, with ex
Descendants Bill Stevenson filling the 
spot for the last year. Ex-vocalist, 1 hen 
ex-guitarist, Dez Cadena has since 
moved on to the deservedly infamous 
Redd Kross. The current lineup has no 
plans to tour until the next Black Flag 
album comes out, which is due early 
March or 1984. 

According 10 Black Flag, this record 
will not be on Unicorn Records, the 
label responsible for Damaged. Uni
corn's contract with Black Flag was re
portedly dismissed by the courts in late 
October, thereby clearing the way for 
the band to release material on any la
bel it desires. 

Black Flag's initial attemp1 to 
terminate the contract and a subse
quent non-Unicorn release of early 
Black Flag recordings called Every
thing Went Black got the band into 
considerable trouble over the summer 
resulting in contempt of court convic
tions for both Ginn and Dukowski, 
with five-day jail sentences to boot. 
Both Black Flaggers spent three days in 
jail but the balance of the sentence, 
and a $ I 500 fine are under review by 
the court. -Michel Bastarache 

ROCKER ROLLS 
NrVt York Rocker i.., coming back. 
Jusl don'1 expec1 1he same maga7ine 

1ha1 suspended publication a year ago, 
when publisher/editor Andy Schwartz 
finally ran out of money and pa1icnce 
shortly before issue #56 would have hit 
the stands. Ne\v owner Iman Lababedi 
has already announced plans to drop 
the "New York" from 1hc maga1inc·~ 
logo after a few months and change the 
focus, because "the New York scene 
really sucks right now." 

Already on tap for the new mas1head 
are Richard Fan1ina as managing edi
tor and Village Voice critic John 
Morthland as associate editor; the 
maga7ine'1i office'>,, ill he a1 611 Broad
way. 

Lababedi , a s1 ruggling rock writer 
himself not too long ago, came into the 
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INDIE SALES CHART 

The Cramps November Group 

American Independent 
Top Twenty Sales 

THIS LAST 
MONTH MONTH 

I. 

2. 
3. I. 
4. 2. 

5. 9. 
6. 

7. 

8. 16. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

4. 
11. 

14. 

12. 

The Cramps Smell of Female 
(Enigma, EP) 

The 3 O'Clock Sixteen Tamborines (Frontier, LP) 
New Order Power Corruption and Lies (Factory, LP) 
Grandmaster Flash/Melle Mel "White Lines" 

(Sugarhill , 12 '1 
Circle Jerks Golden Shower of Hits (LAX, LP) 

November Group Persistent Memories 
(Braineater, LP) 
Rain Parade Emergency Third Rail Power Trip 

(Enigma, LP) 
Shannon "Let the Music Play" (Emergency, 12 '1 
Love Tractor Around the Bend (db, LP) 
The Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
True West (Frontier, LP) 
Dead Kennedys Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables 

(Cherry Red, LP) 
Twilight 22 "Elecrric Kingdom" (Vanguard 68, 12 '1 
Social Distortion Mommy's Little Monster 

(13th Fl, LP) 
Minor Threat Out of Step (Dischord, EP) 
Birthday Party Mutiny (Mute, EP) 
Exciter Heavy Metal Maniac (Thunderbolt, LP) 
Jason and the Nashville Scorchers (Praxis, LP) 
New Order "Confusion" (Streetwise, 12 11

) 

Philly Hardcore Compilation Get Off My Back 
(Red, LP) 

Top Local Records Sold 
THIS LAST 

MONTH MONTH 
1. 

2. I. 
3. 2. 
4. 8. 
5. 
6. 
7. 3. 

8. 
9. 9. 

10. 

November Group Persistent Memories 
(Braineater, EP) 

The Neats The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
The Proletariat Soma Holiday (Radiobeat, LP) 
The Freeze Land of the Lost (Modern Method, LP) 
Jerry's Kids ls This My World (X-Claim, LP) 

Digney Fignus (Starstruck, EP) 
The Lyres "/ Want to Help You Ann" blw "I Really 

Wont You Right Now" (Ace of Heart s, 45) 
Deep Wound (Radiobeat, EP) 
The Lines Stand By (Sideman, EP) 
Hawkeye "All Systems Go" (Beantown, 12 '1 

• Based on greater rne1ropoli1an area record sa le\ ending 12, I '83. Rcpon ing ~tore~ include: Al
Bums (Worcester, Shrewsbury, Amherst locations), the Coop/Cambridge, Discount Records, 
Cambridge, Deja Vu/Cambridge, 1\.lain St. Records/Northampton, Newbury Cornie~ (Bos
lOn/Cambridgc), Rockit Records/Saugus, Skippy Whitcs/ Mauapan Sound Sations/Welles
lcy, Strawberrie~/Boston, Wave Records/ Hyannis. 
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fund\ to re\'ive Rocker when hi'> family 
liquidated it• holding'> in Lebanon. 
Former publi'>her Andy s~·hwar11 ha'> 
'la id thai he plaih 10 'ltay aboa1d a\ a 
contributing editor and hope\ 10 \Cl' 

many of the old Hocker ,,riter\ return. 
New York R,Kker enjoyed an un

paralleled influern.:e on the American 
rock scene, chronicling I he ri\e of pun I,. 
and new-\\a,c in the lat e Sevcntie\ and 
championing the l'aU'iC of Ne,, Yorl-.
ba\cd talent like Ma,..,hall Cremha,,, 
the dB\, and the Bongo\. The debt
ridden paper, "hkh had to !Mugg.le 
through the la1c Se\'cntic., and 1hc 
wor~I rcce\~ion in 1hc hi\tory of 1hc 
record bu<iinc\\, suspended publication 
in November, 1982; after a futile 
attempt 10 re-finance. Sclrnant clo\ed 
1he mag<llinc'\ office\ and paid off hi\ 
staff on the proceed\ or \everal fund
rai,;;er\. 

Lababedi. a contributing editor \\ith 
the arty Manhattan monthly The t :a5I 
Villa~e Eye, say\ he hope\ to maintain 
Rucker' -:, old a11i1udc while also taking 
"more of a pop culture direction than 
a rocl,. and roll maga1ine.'' When 
a\ked if he planned to mai111ain the old 
Rocker's commitment toward indepen
dent labels and ac1-:,, he replied, "Oh, 
we plan on being radically indepen
den1. '' How all thi~ will spell out in 
terms or whal geb covered and in what 
fashion I he new "glossy cover" Rocker 
take\ will be answered when the maga
zine returns w the nation'\ new\stands 
-early in 1984. - Jim Testa 

PUTOUT OR 
GET OUT 

Ir you've spent the last five years 
waiting for the third Boslon album . 
keep wailing. Work on Third Stage is 
progressing so slowly 1hat CBS Rec• 
ords has hit the band with a $20 million 
lawsuit for breach or contrac1. 

According to Boston's contrac1, the 
band should be on its fifth album by 
now. But Tom Scholz and company 
haven't made a record since Don't 
Look Back, their second, was released 
in 1978. CBS is charging Boston with 
$10 million in damages for los1 sales 
from the undelivered third, fourth and 
fifth albums. A third claim of $5 mil
lion is based on CBS' option to renew 
the contract for five more albums. And 
an addi1ional $5 million claim is based 
on catalogue sales or previous Boston 
albums that a new release would gen
erate. 

Boston have spent over $5 million on 
the uncompleted record, according to 
CBS. The band's advances and royal
ties are now being frozen, and Scholz is 
reportedly paying for the record him
self. 

Don Dempsey, general manager or 
Epic/Portrait Associated Labels, 
denied in Billboard magazine tha1 the 
suit was designed to force Boston to 
deliver the album. ''It's an interesting 
theory, but I think we're a bil more 

professional than that," he said. "We 
sincerely thought we'd get a record last 
year, and even this year, ba\ed on what 
we'd heard." 

Despite the suit, the band seems no 
closer 10 delivering the goods. "Don't 
forget, the first Boston album took 
seven years to co111plc1e," co-manager 
Jerf Dorenfeld told Billboard. There's 
s1 ill no word on why thb once-chart 
topping band has such difficulty 
coming up with an clpee's worth of 
tunes. -Brei! Milano 

FEW ARE CHOSEN 
Controversy is generally inevitable in 

any ba11le or the band,;;, so it's a big 
credit 10 Critical Fe" that their victory 
in the 4th annual WBRU Rhode 
Island Rock Hunt was virtually undis
puted. Their 40-minute set was the las! 
or the final round, and when Critical 
Few lert the Living Room stage to 
rousing cheers from a large crowd of 
sweaty patrons, it was clear 1hat they 
would join the Mundanes, DC Tenz, 
and the Schemers in the list or Rock 
Hunt champions. 

The Rock Hunt semi-finals began on 
November 6, with Critical Few scoring 
a commanding victory over the ELP
s1yled Mansfield and Primal Urge, who 
showed occasional nashes or punkish 
energy and strong song-writing. The 
second round featured the toughest 
competition or the semi-finals, as an 
inspired set from the Incredible Cas
uals brought 1hem a narrow victory 
over Rash of Stabbings and GaQ 
Shane and the Detour. The third round 
was a predictable rou1, with Blind 
Dates taking an ea,;;y win over the hard 
pop of the Promise and the dismal 
thrashing of Boston's 1-4-5. In the last 
semi-final round Some Red made their 
first appearance in months since 
acquiring a new rhythm section, and 
outclassed the Threats and the under
rehearsed New Rules. 

The Casuals led off the finals on 
November 18 with a delightrul set or 
evocative, old-fashioned rock some
what marred by the inclusion of a few 
distracting novelty songs. Some Red's 
se1 was identical to their semi-final per
formance, and although their new 
streamlined sound is an obvious im
provement, the set turned sluggish 
after a strong start of "She Snickers 
Euphoric Barf" and 1he Motels-ish 
"Don't Break My Heart." Blind Dates 
followed with an impressive display of 
intelligently crafted, well-played pop, 
but their performance lacked the fre
netic intensity which drove Cri1ical 
Few. The winners collected $1,000 in 
cash and $1,700 in equipment for their 
victory, with the other three bands fin-, 
ishing ,,.·ithin two points of one another 
in a virtual dead-heat for s-econd place. 

All four bands will be featured on an 
upcoming EP LO be sponsored by 
WBRU and the Living Room, hope
fully available next spring. 

-Rob Tannenbaum 



FEATURING "POWER AND THE PASSION" AND "READ ABOUT rr:• 

TAKING ON ALL COMERS WITH THEIR US. DEBUT,"10,9,8, 7,6, 5,4,3,2, l'.'ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND CASSETTES. 

available at S6. 29 Ip/cassette 
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ADAM & THE ANTS: "Goody Two Shoes" (UK poster sleeve S10.00), "Stand And 
Deliver" (UK poster sleeve S10 00). DAVID BOWIE: "China Girl" (UK pie disc S7.50). THE 
CLASH: "Rock The Casbah·' (UK pie disc S12.00), "Should I Stay or Should I Go?" (Spain 
diff ps with lyncs S6.00). ELVIS COSTELLO: .. Stranger In The House"/"Neat, Neat, 
Neat" (UK freeb,e S17.50). THE DAMNED, "Smash It Up" (Spa,n d,ff ps S6.00). DICKIES, 
"Nights In White Satin" (UK ps white wax S8.00), "Banana Splits·· (UK ps yellow wax 
S8.00), "Fan Mail" (UK poster sleeve red wax S8.00), "Gigantor" (UK ps yellow wax 
S8.00), "Paranoid" (UK ps clear wax S8.00). GENERATION X: "Valley Of The Dolls" (UK 
p s brown wax S8.00). NEW ORDER: ··Merry Christmas From The Hacienda" (UK flexi ltd. 
edition of 500 S25.00). POLICE: "Every Breath You Take" (UK ps w/ xtra r ltd. ed1t1on of 
2000 S75.00), ··Every Breath You Take" (UK p ie disc S15.00), " Wrapped Around Your 
Finger" (UK pie disc of Sting S10.00), ··Don't Stand So Close To Me" (UK poster sleeve 
S6.00). PSYCHEDELIC FURS, "Love My Way" (Spain d,ff ps w/ lyncs S6.00). PUBLIC 
IMAGE LTD: "Public Image" (UK newspaper sleeve S15.00). SNIVELING SHITS: 
" Terminal Stupid'· (French ps S25.00). SQUEEZE: "Annie Get Your Gun" (Spain diff ps 
w/ lyrics S6.00), "Cool For Cats" (UK ps pink wax S8.00). U!l: "Two Hearts Beat As One" 
(UK ps dbl r S8.00). 

TO ORDER SEND MONEY ORDER & INCLUDE $1.50 FOR POSTAGE 
AND INSURANCE. 
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, Los Angeles 

by Byron "Mustang" Coley 

I 
n terms of fun-filled live per
formance, the summer, fall 
and early winter 'round here 
have not exactly o'erwhelmed 
your narrator with vast un-

earthly-type charms. Undoubtedly, a 
large part of my malaise stems from 
the fact that I'm still very upset by the 
fact that the greatest band that ever 
was (the 1-·1cshcatcrs) are no longer with 
us, but this problem is compounded by 
other facts and siatistics. One big bug 
up my ass's the asinine reality that 
there still isn't a venue that's come 
close to filling the pos1-\Vhiskcy void, 
and when you consider that there's no 
consistently bearable club in its (and the 
Anli's) wake, I can only hope that you 

Texas 

by Billy Jones Sinatra 

I 
f you're interested in Texas 
music, then this is your lucky 
year. There've been records, 
records (and more records), 
and poor white trash like me 

can barely scrape up enough money to 
get them all but I'll collect enough de
posit cans and bollles to complete my 
collection soon. Anyway, I have heard 
Lhem all (often-ah, the convenience 
of cassettes) and have the following to 
report: 

The Dicks came home from Califor
nia recently and did some great shows, 

Mpls-St. Paul 

by Terry Katzman 

J 
ust because the north land gets 
colder in 1he winter doesn't 
mean things s1agna1e music
ally. Perhaps 1he mos1 impor-
1ant bit of news to pass on is 

1hat Marty Keller has been fired from 
his editor post at City Pages, Mpls.-S1. 
Paul's only decent music tabloid. Dur
ing his four year tenure as music edi
tor, Keller championed the cause ol lo
cal music while broadening the scope 
of the paper's general music coverage . 
Keller has taken residence at the Twin 
Cilies Reader, long-range plans uncer
tain. 

The latest from the Suburbs, Love ls 
The Law has entered the charts after a 
couple of months of brisk local sales. 
Polygram recently new the band 10 
New York to make a video, while a re
cent performance at First A venue drew 
over a 1housand people. For the up
coming winter tour, the band will tra
vel by bus wi1h a full horn section. 

Speaking of busy boys, the Replace-
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see the grounds for my beef. AnOlhcr 
big stick on a short leash results from 
the vinual stage-exile that numerous 
wonhies have imposed on themselves. 
Non shows have been the rule lately for 
such exlremely enter1aining noiscrs as 
Black Flag, Zoogz Rift (the Thin White 
Dude has forsaken performance in or
der to perpetrate acts of cultural ex
tremism), Rl~7 (status unknown), 
Green On Red (embarked on wha1 may 
prove IO be an eternal tour), etc. etc. 
Recent re-emergence of the Rain Pa
rade, 1he Long Ryders, the Minutemen 
and the Leaving Trains (whose in-pro
cess D. Roback-produced alb sounds 
killer so far) lends a cer1ain amount of 
credence to the widely held belief that 
things'II be back on an even keel afore 
too much longer. I dunno. Could be. 
And I mean it's not as if nothing's been 
going on. Bands that have been hap
pening during this three season stretch 

including a record release party. Then 
they broke up. Too bad-lhe record is 
kick-ass and includes a great version of 
"Purple Haze" and "Right Wing/ 
White Ring." (Jimi Hendrix is alive 
and white and living in Austin .) Dick
heads despair not; recent reports sug
gest 1ha1 Gary has returned IO Frisco to 
erect some new Dicks; Buxf, Glenn, 
and Pat are rumored to be searching 
for a new front man and plan to remain 
in Austin. 

In San Antonio the Marching Plague 
have released their Rock 'N' Roll Ass
hole EP featuring "Oh No (Poor 
Johnny Poor Johnny)." The cover 
design is a masterful artist's rendering 
of Ozzy getting his head bit off by a 
gian1 bat. Alas, scenes we'd like to 
sec . 

menls have been accumulating a lot of 
road miles in suppon of Hootenanny. 
The 'mats made their first visit to 
the West Coast, playing a series of 
da,es there throughout December, 
coming right on the heels of some mid
west dates in support of X. The band 
hope to have a new single and album 
available sometime in the new year. 

In 01her news, Husker Du returned 
from California, a 1rip designed IO pro
mote their latest, Metal Circus. SST 
sold out the first five thousand with 
another pressing soon to follow. While 
on 1he Coast, Huskers' returned to 
Total Access studios in Long Beach to 
record a bulk of new material. The re
sulting album, possibly a double, will 
sec the light of day sometime in April. 
Meanwhile the Huskers' coming home 
gig at the Oddfellows Hall gave the 
band a chance to premiere much of 1his 
new material. Sharing the bill with the 
Huskers' were the Tar Babies from 
Madison and locals 0110 1s Chemical 
Lounge with l~inal Conflict. Both have 
new 7-inchs out on Reflex. 

Hall shows are becoming more fre
quent since the demise of Goofy's 
Upper Deck-the only club that of
fered no I .D. shows on a regular basis. 

of my discontelll include the Nig Heist 
(whose upcoming Therrnidor LP dis
plays wads more musical spunk than 
even I've ever seen, and whose new 
"Ozzie Rules" I-shin's a rnigh1y hand
some piece of cloth), the Lazy Cowgirls 
(whose grungy midwest punk continues 
to get better and better), Electric Peace 
(their crunchy psych-pop-abilly 
"Sniper on a Rooftop" EP's getting big 
play 'round my pad), Blood on the 
Saddle (honest-to-god cow punk with 
former Bangs bassist Annette and a 
soon 10 come disk on Nen Alliance), 
WURM (who, wi1h 1he addition of 
Dead Hippie's beer-swilling Simon on 
lead vocals are crasser than ever), the 
Unclaimed (whose psych cave punk has 
finally found a receptive audience), the 
Pandoras ( a sorta Amazonian version 
of the Unclaimed whose last show 
raved a mile a minute and featured a 
super fine cover of the Dirly Wur!s' 

Also from the home of the Alamo 
comes the Bang Gang EP She Ran . 
8111 We Ran Faster, which includes my 
favorite song "Dickhead" and a three 
and a half minute ballad dedicated to 
Charles Manson, "Charlie Lives in 
Our Hearts." Apparently, the people 
at Maximum Rock 'N' Roll were not 
much amused; they refused ad space 
for the song . (Say, are they still funded 
by the CIA?). 

Bullhole Surfers have a frisbee on 
the market al las1: Virus 32 on Alterna
tive Tentacles, can you even believe it? 
( They're funded by the CIA, right?) 
"Suicide" is what Black Flag wishes 
they could sound like, and "The Shah 
Sleeps In Lee Harvey's Grave" gets my 
vote for dance song of the decade. 

~ Worth the wait. 

Another locale, the Purple Hearts 
Club, is a VFW post on Lake Street. 
Though it's fairly tiny, the club has be
come a good place to stage shows. The 
Whole Music Club, formerly 1he 
Whole Coffeehouse, is ano1her club 
offering music 10 kids of all ages. Lo
cated in Lhe basement of the University 
Student Union, the Whole offers a 
show each Sunday evening from eight 
to twelve, with recen1 appearances by 
Urban Guerillas, Man Sized Action 
and Kini:lergarlen. 

In 1he coming down the record pike 
department: lhe Slickee Boys' Cyber
netic Dreams of Pi should be avai lable 
by the Lime you read this. Curtiss A's 
The Damage is Done is right around 
the corner. Also new in retail racks, 
Civil Defense, Gun Control EP, a lim
ited edi1ion casseue from 2i enti1led 
Boo, and new cassettes from Bor
rowed Time and Skinny Jim, plus the 
last ever performance of the 
Warheads, the 90-minute Where were 
you when we were cool. Boiled in 
Lead recently entered Blackberry Way 
recording studios to record an EP of 
eclectic Irish music. Riflesporl also is 
laying down tracks. 

Speaking of Blackberry Way, head 

"Why"), Tex & the Horseheads (a 
band with more ac1ual griL and a larger 
booze budget than their mentors the 
Gun Club), the Romans (suave post-ex
perimental masters of the country/surf 
cusp and favcs of LA 's best music 
writer, Shredder), Suicidal Tendencies 
(rough thump tubesters who're the 
current beach punk threat), the Joneses 
(squabbling Doll boys with coordin
ated doo's and dunt), Los Lobos (the 
only band with an accordian I'd ever 
see on purpose). Youth Brigade 
(who've been blowing every big Brit
punk combo that comes to town right 
off the stage), Agent Orange (their in
strumentals are now as mean and crazy 
as anything Davie Allan ever did), and 
there's probably more as well. Hmm. 
Looking back, it looks as if there's ac
tually quite a bit going on, doesn't 
it? Yeah, well that may be the case, 
but I still miss the Fleshealers. * 

Meanwhile, the Big Boys have 
re leased yet another platter, Lullabies 
Help The Brain Gron·. Finally, "Baby 
Let's Play God" has been immortal
ized on vinyl. 

And in the live-and-still-kicking de
partment, the Bullholes played a great 
set the other night at Nite Life (for
merly Club Foot, affectionately known 
in some circles as Club Shit) along with 
Crucifix (from Frisco), Marching 
P lague and Blitzhocker. The 'holes, 
who've added ex-Buffalo Gal Teresa 
and former Hugh Beaumonl Experi
ence King Vitarnan IO their lineup, 
achieved a rare Butthole-meets-Paul 
Revere and The Raiders sound.* 

engineer Steve Fjelslad wok time out 
from twirling knobs 10 tour as a mem
ber of l~igures. The seven day mini
tour covered Boston, D.C. and New 
York. The ever busy Urban Guerillas 
embarked on their first major in sup
port of Darwin's Theory of Pelvic 
Revolution. The trip 111cludes dales in 
thirty-three cities . 

Composer Chris Osgood and chore
ographer Carol Glaig unveiled their 
latest collaboration billed "The 
Plane1s" at the Walker Art Center
dance, lights, and visuals combined 
with live music from Osgood and the 
double drum section of Dave Ahl and 
Hugo Klaers. Sixth in a series of colla
borations between Osgood and Flaig, 
this one centered on ° ... the rotation 
of heavenly bodies ... ," as Osgood 
would later comment. 

In clubland First Avenue closes 
throughout the month of December so 
Prince may film "Purple Rain" undis
turbed. 71h SI. remains open. The ad· 
joining room continues to provide the 
best in local and rising regional acts, 
including recenl debuts by Laughing 
Stock, Teles Noires, Crush On You, 
Dark Carnival, and others. See you in 
the spring.* 



LaSalle Christnias S ecials 
WHERE THE PROS SHOP! 



DISTRIBUTED BY 

ROUNDER, 
IMPORTANT, DEi, 

GREENWORLD 
AND 

ROUGH TRADE 

SS Decontrol: "Jolly Old Saint Nicholas" A Boston Rock Christmas: "O Holy Night" 
Jeff and Jane: "Jingle Bells" 
Native Tongue: "Do You Hear What I Hear?" 

Christmas 
Sonny Columbus and His Del Fuegos: "That Punchbowl Full Of Joy" 

' ON SPECIAL SALE AT: South Shore Plaza-Braintree, Mall of New 
Hampshire-Manchester, Meadow Glen Mall-Medford, Methuen Mall
Methuen, Fox Run Mall-Newington, Maine Mall-Portland, and our 
newest location, Arsenal Mall-Watertown. 



THE BOSTON HAROLD 

Hark The Harold 
.Angel Sings 

by Harold Lepidus (with Mr. B) 

Christmas comes but once a year, but when it does it brings big sales. 
That explains why so many mediocre releases are released just in time for 
the Christmas shopping ritual. In the rush, shoppers will buy a11y1hing. 

For the most part, the big releases came from established rock stars in 
the twilight of their years-Bob Dylan's Infidels (Oawed with occasional 
brilliance), the Stones' Undercover (aw
ful), Paul McCartney (vapidly 
vacuous), and Paul Simon sans 
Garfunkel (perfectly predictable). 

Other artists didn't even bother to 
record-they just repackaged (Roxy, 
the defunked Jam). Aside from Duran 
Duran and Adam Ant, most "new 
wave" bands either pos1poneri release 
(Pretenders, Eurythmics-though their 
records are already oul in England) or 
econo-packed (Echo and the 
Bunnymcn's excellent EP, U2's 
35-minute live "mini"-LP). 

This is all very fine and good, but I 
know you're asking yourself just one 
question, "Whal should I buy?" Well, 
here' s whal you've been waiting for: 
The First Annual Boston Harold Gift 
Guide, brought 10 you by Boston 
Rock. and now, hheeeerrreee's 
Harold!! (Da-dut-dut-DA-duh ... ) 

Thank you, 1hank you, thank 
you ... but seriously, folks, my Christ
mas I rec is so small. .. oh, never mind. 
Here's a handy guide to help you in the 
selection of groovy gifts for your dear
est friends and enemies. 
Very Nice Records: Elvis Costello, 
"Pills and Soap" and "Shipbuilding," 
Echo and the Bunnymen's "Never 
Stop," all New Order, any Grand
master Flash, R.E.M.'s "Radio Free 
Europe," Culture Club, Minor Threat , 
The The and "Tour de France." 
"Lump of Coal" Records: Style 
Council, Bowie, Crenshaw, PiL 
(again). 
Frivolous Fashions: Stage diving 
lessons, MTV, Joy Division bootlegs. 
Concert Tickets: Violent Femmes 
(rookies of the year), Echo and the 
Bunnymen, King Sunny Ade. 
Ticket Refunds: Grace Jones, Lou 
Reed (shortest live appearance by an 
American artisl at the Rat), US 
Festival. 
Americana Artifacts: Posters, 
fanzines, records, tapes and ticket 
stubs from the Flesheaters, Replace
ments, Grandmaster Flash, psyche
delia and hardcore. 
New Friends: Simon Townshend and 
Julian Lennon {nepotists to know), 
Boy George {road manager for the 
Barbarians). 
Budget Compilation: Pillows and 
Prayers (Cherry Red), only three 
bucks! 
Gifl Ideas for the Hard of Hearing: 
Records by Venom, Motorhead and 
DYS. 
Top of the Heap Hardcore: Records by 
Minor Threat, the Proletariat, DOA, 
Circle Jerks. 

Music to Relax by: Aztec Camera, The 
Alarm. 
Best Album by a Prune: ///Die, I Die, 
Virgin Prunes {winner of the "You're 
kidding, they put out a good record!" 
award for 1983). 
Gotta Dance {to Keep from Crying): 
New Order, the Cure. 
Comics to Laugh al: Bloom County, 
Steven Wright, S1even. 

Nothing to Laugh at: Joan Rivers 
jokes. 
Sleazy Bedtime Books: Dakota Days, 
John Green (winner of the Albert 
Goldman Excellence in Yellow Jour
nalism Golden Shovel), Hitler 's Diar
ies. 

Magazines: The seven or eight wi1hout 
Bowie, Elvis, Prince or Boy George on 
the cover. 

Slrictly for Enemies: LPs by third-rate 
Bauhaus clones, deservedly obscure 
hardcore bands, or bands that need 

.MTV. 

Videotapes of TV shows: The Day Af
ter, MASH, David Lellerman. 
Breakfast Food: Kellogg's Corn Flakes 
(but only boxes with Wally and Beav 
on the cover). 
Most Dh·erse Album: Best of Louie 
Louie. 
Hoflest Local Vinyl: The Neats, Del 
Fuegos, New Edition, Limbo Race, 
Birdsongs, November Group, Jonzun 
Crew, 1he Proletariat. 
Best New/Old Record: Soft Boys' In
visible Hits. 
When In Doubt, Get: Duran Duran.* 
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Blackouts Judy:'s Tin1 Head 
Meet Blackouts, Boston-based band. 

And 1he key word is based. 
"We don'1 really fit in and kind of 

know we don't choose 10 fit in. We 
don't have any roots anywhere," states 
their darkly dressed vocalist, Erich, 
adding, " How can a band that 
attempts to be original or pursues their 
own goals expect to fit in-and why 
try? There's really no reason if you 
have power in what you're doing." 

Blackouts do. Together for a lmost 
five years, Blackouts have mastered 
their own demandingly unique sound. 
Ion's pulsating bass lines and Bill's 
simple, yet clever drumming provide 
the critical, working foundation for the 
band. The two other members of the 
group play important dual roles: key
boardist and saxophonist Roland util
izes both instruments 10 surround the 
rhythms, while Erich's fragmenled 
vocal delivery and jagged guitar s1rurn
ming cut across 1he music. Overall, 

Blackou1s' music is very full, some
times chaot ic, and terribly hard to 
describe. They must be heard on vinyl 
or seen li ve. 

Unfortuna1ely it is difficult lO do 
either. The group rarely plays out, ex
plaining 1hat "each show is treated in
dividually, emphasizing them as special 
events." Also , the four Blackou1s' re
cordings (including a British import 
single) are all virt ually out of print. 

Luckily, this story has a briglu side: 
!'a.st spring the band recorded three 
songs at the Cars' s1udio, Synchro 
Sound. Their 1ape was produced by 
Ministry's Al Jourgensen with much 
help from engineer Tom Moore. 

Blackouts have plans 10 turn this 
technically phenomenal tape into vinyl 
after remixing it, but first they need a 
record deal. J f no American label can 
be persuaded to release it, the band has 
no qualms about releasing it in the 
U.K. fi rst. - Shred 

Blackouts photo by Bruce Rhodes; Judy's Tiny 
Head photo by Amy Golub; Barrence Whit
field and the Savages photo by Phil-In-Ph/ash. 

Act uall y, there is no Judy in the 
group known as Judy's Tiny Head. 
Taken from a cartoon by 8. Kliban 
(NEVER E:AT ANYTHING BIGG1=.R 
THAN YOUR HEAD), Judy's Tiny 
Head seemed like a great name 10 gui
tarist Mark Hill and bassis t James 
Whitcomb, original members of the 
group which migrated to Boston in 
September of '82. 

"We were lhe only original, alterna
tive band in Mount Pleasant, Michi
gan: population 16,000," mentions 
Hill. Despite a local affinity for cover 
bands, JTH was able to build a solid 
audience in tha1 area playing their own 
brand of Zappa-esque tunes. The 
jerky, quirky style-wh ich also owes a 
lot to Devo-was chronicled on a 
debut LP that emerged as a rough 
affair due to budgetary considerations. 
Since then, the band has evened out 
their approach and made it punchier. 
After moving 10 the Hub, the group 
dropped their original drummer and 
added Casey Jo nes, then powering the 
band Dish. Max Rase was added on 
saxophone and synt hesizers 10 fa11e11 
out JTH 's lean beginnings. 

The group has relea::.ed three songs 
011 tape since a~ri_v ing;in Boston. Pro
duced by W1ll1am Garrett, \\ell
respected for his previow:, work with 

Can three e.\-Lyres find true happi- B Wh 'tf I Id & 
ness in a band fromed by Barry White? arrence l le 

Not rhclf Barry White, of course, but 

the change is almost as abrup1. The Th s g 
Savage, style combine, a dash of rock- e 8""8 es 
abilly, a shot of rhythm & blues, a pile , 1f 
o[ da::.sic rod ·n' roll, and a whole lol ---------------• 
of jumping and hollering. The sound 
may be mile-. a\,ay, but the Savages 
play roots rock the same way the Lyres 
play garage nugget..,: not a, revivalism, 
but as a burst ot' energy from the heart 
a nd lhe gut. 

The lineup began \\hen the trio of 
guitarist Peter Greenberg, drummer 
Howard Ferguson, and bassist Phil 
Lenker-essentially the 1981 Lyres 
without !\ lonoman-me1 up with sa\ 
b\a-.ter Sle\e Greg.a. Al first they 
meant to be an instrumemal band, 
taking classic Atlantic: ::.essions as in
spiration. Then Greenberg met White, 
a / k/ a Barrcm:e Whitfield, an old mate 
from a local used record shop. "I 
could 1ell just by looking at him that he 
could sing," recalls Greenberg. 

He \\'3", rig hi. \\'hit field pu1s e\·ery 
tune acros-. "ith a fury, hooting and 
shaking like a true r 'n' r demon. 
Greenberg is still one or the hottest 
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Rubber Rodeo and Pink Cadi llac, 
"Little Hat s" and " Ballad o f the Farm 
Owner" arc snappy dance tracks tha1 
capture the promise seen in that orig
inal LP. Both songs are smoo1hly flow
ing pieces that pack alternaling cogs of 
sax, synths, and guitar over a steady 
drum pu lse. "Ballad" was penned by 
Whitcomb about a farmer who loses 
everything he's worked his life to 
build. " l1 's about the Third World: 
this guy owm something, the troops 
move in, comm it their mortal sin, and 
then leave," Hill says, adding, " It 's 
definitely dance-oriented and there is a 
dance-oriented scene here. When we 
moved, we had a lot of weird , odd
metered songs, and since !then] we've 
definitely changed. I don't feel we've 
compromised because I like wha1 we're 
doing. '' 

JTH has completed a new !ape 
entitled "Myths," featuring guesl 
vocals from Ti\ Tuesday's Aimee 
Mann. The slow, dreamy piece was 
completed using prize money from the 
band's victory in the Channel Nu 
Music Co11mdow11 competit ion. 
Taking top honors in th at contest and 
slowly building a local following has 
given this quartet a great deal of opti
mism; it's a good time to catch their 
energy li ve. -Carter Afan 

soloists in town, and the rhythm sec
tion is tighter than a -.narc. !\ luch ol 
the material come-. from Greenberg's 
e.xtensi\·e collection of overlooked '50's 
discs, but he's quick 10 point out that 
"this isn't a record collector's band. 
We're not out to play the rarest songs 
we can ." 

Still, you'll ne,cr hear the Savages 
play the umpteenth co,·er ,er..,ion of 
"Something Else.·· Greenberg heh un
earthed some buried treasures, includ
ing songs by Ba Ba Tho.mas (''Mis-. 
Shake II") and Bobby Moore's 
Rhythm Aces (the fun-lo\'cr's anthem, 
"Go Ahead and Burn"). Meanwhile, 
the band is building a stockpile of orig
inals. with tunes by Grccnherg and 
Lenker edging OU! the C0\'Crs. 

The Savages' debut album i, already 
in the can, and would be in the stores if 
not for technical difficulties (in other 
words, their label folded). They \!ill 
hope to ha\'e it on the racks ear ly in the 
new year. on their own label if not on 
another i11dependen1. 

And label, arc ach i .. ed to take 
notice. The Sarnge\ · unreleased debut 
cou ld be one of 1hc )em's prime pan) 

Continued on page 36 
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CRAMPS 
RETURN 
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Genius 
OnTap 

O
nstage, the band that can do no 
wrong . Why is it that the Cramps 
have been doing variations on ~he 
same ten songs for what seems like 
a decade and they still manage to 

ignite the stage, the club, and the surrounding 
area within a ten-mile radius every time? Has 
anyone ever seen a bad Cramps show? Has any
OITe ever 1101 been slammed, sloshed, .stepped
on, and squashed in the maddened exhilaration 
generated at a Cramps gig? They arc monumen
tal-you look at the stupid song titles, check out 
the way the riffs are copped from forgouen 
oldies and unrecorded backwater rhythm 
screamers, figure the only thing that's changed 
about the band (except for Bryan Gregory leav
ing, Kid Congo Powers joining and leaving, and 
now Ike Knox join ing) is that Ivy's gone from 
gold to name colored hair, and it all adds up to 
some kind of genius. 

Genius on tap. The Cramps can just turn on 
some1hi11g, and when their \\all of <.,yndicatcd 
~ound. like noboch else\, before or after, goc ... 
out, you're pO\\~rlev,. At the soundch~ck, 
they're dismally lo\,-kcy. Lu,\, hair'.) combed 



back tidily, he'; got shades on, no makeup, a 
jacket, looks kind or Brian Ferry/Clint Conley, 
suave and calm. Ivy looks like a dance major 
from B.U.-friu) hair, baggy clothe,, no 
makeup, mile~ 3\\ay from 1hc sex-kiuen on the 
coH·r of Smell of f-e111ale, the band's new six
song EP. Ike anci Nick (KmJ\-thcy're cou;in;) 
look like generic New York-rockers ,1r·ith inter
changeable black leather jackets. They plough 
through a lackluster "Gorehound" and "You 
Got Good Taste," from the new record. 
Nothing. Everyone just stands there, including 
Lux. It's ,·ery disconcerting; maybe their old rec
ord company is putting sedatives in their scotch. 
But that night, '"ith Hallov,1een in the air, in 
front or the inevitable army of 1500 that show 
up every year to see the "best band in America," 
they're up 10 their old tricks-Lux, his hair 
teased up to the ceiling, writhing, stalking, and 
bellowing, the madman incarnate once again; 
Ivy in a plastic-y bodysuit, high heels, and Hal
lo,,cen mask; Kno-.; pounding his drums like an 
m11 ist i<.:-ge11era1 ing enough tension to wake the 
dead. 

Their songs arc 1_,o familiar by now (even the 
new ones, I guess) that part of the ritualistic for
mula is sheer anticipation. T\vO seconds of intro 
and everyone knows precisely \\.:hat form their 
release is about to take, bu1 in the seconds 
before ... well, 1ha1·s the dynamic of \\hich the 
Cramps are pa;t-masters: the extended syllable, 
the dramatic pause, an I/8th of a second of 
withheld drumbeat, lhe weird contrast between 
icy Ivy and dionysian Lux onstage. Bring you 
'way up, hold you there for one second too long, 
and then, psychotic reaction. 

They do a bunch of stuff from their new rec
ord: "Good Taste," a \\Ondcrfully heavy
handed bit of vulgarity with a mindless chorus 
you can't get out of your mind ("You got good 
taste/You got good taste/You come over here/ 

Sit on my ... lap''); "Fa1_,1er Pussycat,'' innoc
uous on the EP, but improved live, and (also off 
Fe1J1ale) "Psychotic Reaction," in which the 
Cramps take one of the most insane rave~ ever 
wrillen and lea\ e it begging for liquid valium
Lu'< contributing some very bad harmonica 
playing. 

A rare live treat came with "T. V. Set" and the 
classic "Green Door," possibly the best song of 
the ;et, and both had fresh-faced kids behind me 
hully-gullying like rabid dogs. Natch, stage
diving went on apace, as did a tepid fbt-fight 
bet ween Lux and a local singer, but people 
would dive at the Channel if someone put a 
third-generation recording of A Flock of Seagulls 
onstagc. Lux was unintimidated; the band 
looked grumpy. 

"I wish," Lux sighed later, "kids would learn 
a more sexual form of dancing." 

But, while the Cramps' music might be based 
on primal sexual urges, it's hard to keep in con
trol during a set. More and more, their music 
has to shoulder their total appeal, and it seems 
to have taken on a more emphatic savagery from 
their exoticism. "Weird" is so much more tol
erable now, and in the wake of bands like the 
Birthday Party, Bauhaus, and Specimen (Amcri-

cans always come 'round 10 their own music via 
the UK . .) the Cramps just don't seem 1ha1 
bizarre as a band, anymore. Which they're prob
ably happy about-"But there is nothing really 
that weird about us," h y told BR l\\O years ago. 
All of \,hich reminds us that the Cramps used IO 
be a phenomenon, a curiosity to sec, becau'Jc 
you k11e11· Lux would drop his trousers, or you'd 
never seen anything like Ivy Rorschach before, 
but no\,, since they no longer have the corner on 
weird looks (and, in fact, looking weird is all the 
rage in the 81llbuard "Hot 100"), the music is 
pre-eminent. They still ha\e presence, but it 
doesn't subsume content, and their mw,ic moves 
in to clo~e the gap. 

This is best demonstrated by the new EP, 
which stands completely on its own-unlike pre
vious recordings that left you feeling like you 
had to see Lux's delivery to really get the full 
effect. Smell uf Female gets at what only boot
legs could capture before-it's clean and very 
well-recorded (be~t vocals eH·r), but there·.., 
fua, junk, noise, and an audience, too. Except 
for an import compilation of old singles, 1--""emale 
is the first thing from 1he Cramps in two years. 
Like a Cramps set, it seems too short, but you 
take what you can get. Recorded live this Febru
ary at the Peppermint Lounge ("This is dedi
cated 10 all you Gucci bag carriers out there.'' 
yells Lux as an intro to "Good Taste"-·n I bet 
they were there), this .is all previously unre
corded stuff, and, as noted, the dementia of Lux 
live is finally on vinyl. Female is a heady cocktail 
of trash and smash; the idiotically chee,y intro 
to "Thee Most Exalted Potentate of Love" and 
Lux's signature s1u11er/hiccup on "Gorehound" 
are tied up in rock and roll like it's 
supposed 10 ,ound, Mad Daddy School or 
Preaching lhe Blues. Well, whatever-"! don't 
know about art/But I know\\ hat I like," as Lu.\ 
puts it. 

Why is it that the Cramps 
have been doing variations 
on the same ten songs Jor 
what seems like a decade and 
they still manage to ignite the 
stage, the club, and the sur
rounding area within a ten 
mile radius every time? 

There's something sacrilegious about the fact 
that this is the first bit of vinyl the Cramps ha\·e 
been able to squccLe ou1 in two year1_,. They"ve 
been entangled in a mysterious legal has1_,lc with 
their old record company for that whole period, 
a subject they're loathe to discuss. This is !he 
IOpic I want 1he Cramps to explain-how a band 
holds out against a major label's pressures,\\ hat 
they did. what it means for other bands, and 
wha1 the preservation of this integrity will cost 
them in the future. But on the heels of an out-of
court settlement, and the ink not yet dry on their 
contract with Enigma, the band's not rocking 
the boat. 

In general, the Cramps don't want to reveal 
100 much about anything ("Sunglasses After 
Dark"); they'll talk about records they like or 
experiences abroad, and they're mvfully polite, 
but there's a deliberate cultivation of, \\Cll, the 
enigmatic. Ivy's managing the band (she's self
deprecating about this, taking little credit for 
what must be a lot of work and an unw1ual 
arrangement for a band of their stature), which 
keeps things accessible, but everyone in the band 
defers ID her in answering questions-it's almost 
unnoticeable, but 1he defenses are up, and the 

Cramps aren't going to get burned. But eventu
ally Lux concedes, "We've been in lawyers' 
offices almost every day for two years; for two 
and a half years ,ve couldn't make records, it 
was like a hex people were calling us and 
writing us constantly, but it was something we 
had 10 do." 

"Besides," adds Nick, "they had medicine 
breath." 
Lux: "A lot of people understand what we've 
been through, and what we went through might 
have been completely unique . " 

"But it's over," stresses Ivy firmly and finally. 
She's wearing sunglasses, 1_,o I tan't lell if she's 
irritated. 

"And besides," Nick insists, "they had medi
cine brealh ." 

Plans are sketchy. They'll tour Europe for the 
third time and the UK, where they are 
immensely popular, for the fourth; as for re
cording, the Enigma deal \\as a one-off, lo\,
prorile thing; maybe they'll do more. Ivy claims 
the band hasn't been blacklisted, and that they 
chose Enigma because it was small and reput
able, with people like Iggy Pop recording with 
them. Would the Cramp, start their°''" label 10 
guarantee artistic control? "\\'e could start our 
own cuu111ry," suggest<., hy listlessly. Which 
makes me feel a little ner,ous about 1he band. 
They don't seem too thrilled abou1 having won 
their battle, a battle most bands lose. And their 
plans for the future-"blow all our money," 
someone says. Maybe they're war/tour weary, 
and it is 5:30 a.m. in an overlit HoJo's, wi1h 
breakfast/lunch/dinner swimming around the 
table, after a ,·ery long night. But a couple ol 
people, including photog.rapht:r Bruce Rhode-.,, 
saw Lux backstage after the Channel shO\\ fight
ing off a massive case of dismay and discourage
ment, to the effect thal hewastiredofthesong1_,, 

tired of touring, tired of the "dancing," and 
tired of the whole thing. I hint around that 
maybe he wants to do something else. Lux looks 
,tanled, 'lhoots Bruce a diny loo~; C\.cryone'\ 
uncomfortable. "I might have said I was tired 
!Unig/11," says Lux, "but this is my life, this is 
"hat I enjoy doing ." 

Let's hope i1's true. In the face of the new 
British invasion and Rolling Slone, et al. 's 
goggle-eyed happiness about the "music explo
sion" being generated by the Eurythmics, the 
Thomp . ..,on T\\ ins, and the Alarm, and 2,000 
generic U.S. thrash bands each releasing an EP 
every six months ("You can punch to it, but you 
can't dance 10 it/' says Lux), the Cramps' 
sacred mission takes on a new urgency. Who else 
is left (save for the inaccessible bands tha'! 
inspire the Cramps themselves) to preach the 
credo 1hat "Real rock 'n' roll is God and the 
Devil in equal parts," as Lux succinctly puts it. I 
think back to an interview I read a long time 
ago, in which Ivy explained that rock and roll's 
energy afforded a kind of "vaccination" against 
modern vampires, things that drain your energy. 
Onward, Cramps, onward: I got the synthesizer 
pneumonia, I need a shot of rhythm and 
blues!* 
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GANG OF FOUR: 

EASY 
TOBE HARD 

by Terri Sulton. 

"I think what we're doing now is 
more radical than what we've done," 
declare!. Gang of Four's Andy Gill, 
adding with a grin, " ... which may 
sound ridiculous." 

It is an ouliandish statement, corning 
from a guitarist who finds his former, 
slashing feedback-heavy style 
"boring," a man now more inclined to 
the subdued nudges and picks of AM 
radio funk. 

Long infamous for their jarring rhy
thms, dissonant melodies, and rabid 
politicizing, GOF have taken a new 
iack on their recent-and fourth-LP 
Hard, a record which, critics arc say
ing, might better be elllitled limp. 

Released early this fall, Hard fea
tures core GOF members Gill, vocalist 
Jon King, and bassist Sara Lee, and 
additional singers Alfa Anderson and 
Brenda White, be1ter known for their 
efforts with the funk band Chic. 

The Chic influence (a band Gill de
scribes as "brillian1, so brilliant") is 
also apparent in the use of smoothing 
strings and horns, King's more melodic 
singing, and Gill's own development as 
a vocalist (he sounds al times like 
Glenn Gregory of Heaven 17). 

Cri1ical reaction to the LP has not 
been mixed, with most adjec1ives being 
of the "1epid" variety; one critic went 
so far as 10 liken GOF to a "cheap 
Shalamar." Certainly, the GOF of 
their debut LP Emertainment! would 
have balked at the idea of strings; voc
alist King in 1980 was more a ranter 
than a crooner; and as for drum ma
chines ... well, 'nough said. 

"I don't want to do 'Anthrax' 
again," Gill states emphatically after a 
recent show at the Metro. "I've done 
that. I can't listen to Emertainment! 
anymore-it's shit." 

Uh. 
Gill laughs, "That was an extreme 

point of view." 
Whew. 
"I think we're trying something dif-
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ferent," he explains. "It's almost as 
simple as that, really. 

"You do something, right, on the 
first record-you be as overt as you 
possibly can be. Like the album cover 
itself is sort of typical of that: where 
you say 'The rich get richer, the poor 
get poorer, blah blah blah' that 
son of thing. 

"Now we're going into a much rich
er kind of area, where you aren't mak
ing bald statements." 

Have they exchanged their common 
sense political acui1y for new wave 
angst? 

Gill disagrees . "On this album as 
much as the first album, it's been 
abou1 the way people think and the 
way they articulate ideas." 

Their goal, he emphasizes, "is just 
trying to get the thing heard. It seemed 
at dne point that you could do that by 
sounding different and awkward and 
difficult, but now we are easing into 
various pop music forms so tha1 people 
who might 1101 otherwise acceP.t you or 
listen 10 you-because they don't iden
tify with difficult music-will listen to 
it and perhaps find some of the ideas 
appealing or interesting or whatever." 

Luckily for their long-time fans, 
GOF s1ill manages ro bash out an exhil
arating, energy-fueled live show: King 
emulates his idol Michael Jackson with 
non-stt>p (albeit considerably less pol
ished) dancing, while Gill churns out a 
jagged line of the corrosive chords so 
sore ly missing on Hard. 

Unobtrusive guest drummer Steve 
Goulding compe1ently fills the place 
left by Hugo Burnham, the band's ori
gina l drummer. Burnham was asked 10 
leave las1 March in what Gill calls a 
tough but necessary move. "Someone 
who's essentially a friend, you know, 
it's not very nice 10 go up and say 'I 
don't think we should cont inue work
ing together'-which is what we said." 

At the time, Gill adds, it was like a 
messy divorce, but their relationship 
has since become more amicable. 

"Now we bump into each other quite a 
lot-we have mutual friends in London 
-and we get on fine." 

Sara Lee, quie1ly effective on bass, 
has contributed a much needed female 
voice to the band's live performance, 
as have the 1wo additional women voc
alists, Paula West and Anson Wil
liams. (Anderson and White were un
able to make the tour.) Comments Gill, 
"I would hate to be an all-male group 
again"; and the unusual backstage am
bience of good-natured banter-a re
laxed, communcal camaraderie-sup
ports his statement. 

Gill and King-who receive all writ
ing credit-also have been tackling so
called "women's issues" on the last 
1wo albums, from the desperately dis
satisfied wife of "It Is Not Enough" 
on Songs For The Free to Hard's "Wo
man Town," an ominous but seductive 
tale of one man's foray into an all
female community, inspired, says Gi ll , 
by Fellini's film City of Women. 

Gill is aware of the implicit contra
dictions of dealing with such topics. 
"Jn a sense it's kind of patroni1ing for 
men to sing about women's ideas, OK? 

I accept complete blame and guilt for 
that, but," he laughs, "I don't care. 

"In a way, it's not coming from that 
feminist position," he explains. "If 
you watch MTV, it's just this indiluted 
shit of stra igh1forward, complete sex
ism. If I'm going to do this thing, 
music, 1 've got to sort of adopt an alti
tude towards that and 1alk about it and 
analyze it." 

But he is resigned to criticism, some 
of which comes from his own feminist 
friends in London. "I can accept that it 
could be seen as 'who the fuck are 
these people, · and that idea is included 
in the song ('Woman Town')." 

Composing the son of music which 
now interests him has been a challenge, 
notes Gill. "It's much more compli
cated, more difficult, lyrically, than it 
ever has been. 

"I don't know whether it's been bet
ter or more successful," he muses, but 
asserts firmly, "I don 't see it as a com
promise. I rea ll y don't. What we're do
ing musically and lyrically is exactly 
what I want to do." 

And how can you call that ridi
culous?* 



~ ROUNDER DISTRIBUTION 
~ THE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC SOURCE 

·, '1E LINES 
S1ANDBY 
(Sideman EP001) 
Finally the excitement gen
erated by The Lines has 
beencapturedonvinyll 
The Lines' debut EP 
showcases six strong 
numbers1nclud1ng "Ran 
Away.'' 

NOVEMBER 
GROUP 
PERSISTENT 
MEMORIES 
(Braineater 1) 

A mesmerizing new 
4-song dance EP from the 
November Group, includ
ing " Pu1 Your Back To It " 
and "I Live Alone" 

JOHN WARREN 
ADVANCE WARNING 
(Condor LP 001) 

Warren's "Advance Warn
ing·· 1s being heard and 
heeded across New Eng
land and now the country 
Watch for the "Advance 
Warning" video on MTV 

SLIM HARPO 
THE ORIGINAL 
KINGBEE: BEST OF 
SLIM HARPO 
(Rhino LP 106) 

"I'm A Kmgbee. " "Shake 
Your Hips," "Gol Love If 
You Want It" and more 
"An illummaung and en
JOyable co!lectt0n" -Dave 
Marsh Influential.rocking 
and essential 

SEX E·,,. rs 
_.: ' ··~ -......... 

MY· < 

SEX EXECS 
"MYEX" 
(Sexexecs 22) 

By popular demand the 
Sex Execs· smash radio 
hit "My Ex" Isnowava1l
able on vinyl. Buy two 
and give one to someone 
you used to love 

THE RHINO 
BROTHERS 
PRESENT THE 
WORLD 'S WORST 
RECORDS 

. (Rhino LP 809) 

. Anynerd canmakebonng 
music ltlakeslruelalenl 
tomakeoneolthe 
world'sworsl records
and1ttakesmfm11ege'l1us 
to listen to 1-4 of them on 

===--=====::.i one record Shaw the 
worldyourbnlhance-buy 
lhisrecord1 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT RECORDS----
---------HARVARD SOUARE 

ACTION
PACKED 

9 SONG 7" EP! 
ONLY s300 PPO. 

radiobeat 
RECORDS 

P.O. BOX 75, ALLSTON, MA. 02134 

Attn: RECORD LABELS 
and DISTRIBUTORS 

Don't miss BOSTON ROCK's 

INDEPENDENT 
RECORD 

DISTRIBUTION 
SUPPLEMENT 

Featuring: A general directory of distributors and a 
special editorial section focusing on industry trends. In 
addition to our regular mailing list and newsstand dis
tribution this supplement issue will be sent to retail 
stores who specialize in American independent and 
import labels. 

Issue on sale: Feb. 21, 1984 
Advertising deadline: Feb. 7, 1984 

Call Greg Reibman 
at (617) 266-8787 for more details. 

Note; Independent Record Distributors must fill out a brief questionnaire 
in order to be listed in our guide. Call today for yours. 



BREAKFAST IN BED 
Lust Drive 

• new five song ep , available at your local record 
store or send five dollars to Crunch Records Ltd. , 
39 Winford Way, Medford , MA 02155. 

produced and engineered by Michael Whittaker. exclusive distribution by Important (212) 995-9200. 



ALTERNATIVE 

ALL* 
ST 

RUNS, HITS & ERRORS 
OF THE PAST SEASON 

by Tristram Lo~aw and Brett ,\filano 

It had to happen sometime: as 1983 drew lO a close, the Canadian punk 
band DOA put out a state-or-the-music-scene single. Its title: "Ne" Wave 
Sucks." · 

You can guess the lyrics, but the song sums up the two-way split in new 
wave-or, to use this year's term, New Music. Back in 1977, "new wave" 
was simply a unifying term for anything fresh, loud, and not part of the 
mainstream. But six years later, the most prominent school of new wave is 
the mainstream. The likes of Culture Club, Duran Duran and Eurythmics 
rely heavily on visual appeal and MTV for their impact. 

Even though they've (continued on page 25) 

* Four* Beyond* Fashion* 
HARD 

MINOR 
THREAT 

by Michael Bastarache 

In 1983 , a subtle shifl took place in 
hardcore; the speed and chaos of the 
early basement recordings were 
replaced by medium-paced rockers 
produced in 16 and 24 track studios. 
The new hardcore (post-core?) wasn't 
less energetic; the energy was redi
rected. 

The leading hardcore band of each 
major American city was also going 
through changes: Black Flag in LA, 
Dead Kennedys in San Francisco, SS 
Decontrol in Boston, Bad Brains in 
New York, and Minor Threat in Wash
ington , D.C. Independently, these 
bands were beginning to slow down the 
tempo of their newer songs. Forty and 
fifty second thrashers were being 
replaced by two and three minute 

HIP HOP 

GRAND 
MASTER 
FLASH -

by Tristram Lozaw 

When most people think of the 
South Bronx, empty lots and bombed
out buildings pop i1110 their heads-a 
post-holocaust picture. 

But from a neighborhood of activity 
centered around Boston Road, on the 
edge of all this decay, has come a cul
tural development that may redefine 
black arts from the street level up: hip 
hop-a rciose, free form coalition of 
rap music, break dancing, graffiti art 
and scratch DJs. 

Before Grandmaster Flash recorded 
''The Message" in 1982, the rhythmic 
ta lk-back of rap seemed little more 

DRONE POP 

R.E.M. 
by Bretl Milano 

Bands 1hat create fresh sounds are a 
rarity; bands that bring those sounds to 
the airwaves are a godsend. This year 
REM did both, and made it look easy. 
REM's Chronic Town EP, released late 
last year, was rich with abstraction, 
imagination, 60's allusions, and non
obvious hooks-all qualities that 
a1tract serious listeners, but usually fail 
to warm radio programmers' hearts. 

But this year's Murmur album was a 
double success: its swi rling rhythms 
and reconstructed pop songs delivered 
on the EP's promise, while a handfu l 
of hook-filled tracks-notably the 
single "Radio Free Europe"-put 
REM on the airwaves. After an over
load of Kajagoogoo (and other bands 
that may as well be Kajagoogoo), the 
mainstream was ready for an Ameri
can, guitar-based band that didn't 
write (many) love songs, and that you 

PSYCH 

DREAM 
SYNDI 
CATE 

by Horold Lepidus 

With every musical trend, there are 
the great, the near-great, and the in
grate. In the so-called "Psychedelic 
Revival," the Dream Syndicate werC 
the greatest. 

Compare the position the Dream 
Syndicate (guitarist/singer/songwriter 
Steve Wynn, new bassist David Pro
vost, guitarist Karl Precoda, and 
drummer Dennis Duck) are in today 
with that of any of their peers. While 
the rest are, for the most part, enjoying 
successful careers with independent 
labels and tiny clubs, the Syndicate are 
recording an album for A&M-The 
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MINOR 
THREAT * rockers. For many of 1he scene vet

erans, the slam and dive rituals had 
become routine and no fun. 

It's difficult to imagine how hard
core would have developed without 
Minor Threat. Although Minor Threat 
were 1fev-er prolific, !hey did more {my 
humble opinion} than any other band 
to make hardcore significanl, and fun. 
In three years they·managed to record 
only 23 songs over four records. But 
the impact of those 23 songs on thou
sands of fans and hundreds of bands 
throughout America was ... well, his
tory. 

Prior to Minor Threat, hardcore was 
not a phenomenon-not culturally.,not 
musically, not socially. When the firs1 
Minor Threat EP was released (early 
1981), it triggered an avalanche of 
basement bands who rejected the fash
ion of "commercialized" punk and 
were ready, willing, and able to create 
music from new values. In addition to 
providing an alternate to the "No 
Future" philosophy, Minor Threat 
avoided posting any specific guidelines 
other than "think positive," and "do 
it." 

More than the high-energy attack of 
guit.ar and drums that Minor Threat 
spearheaded, the band held true to a 
code of honesty and integrily that ran 
counter to the rock 'n' roll business 
that many punk groups were-and still 
arc-trying to "break" into. Minor 
Threat probably never had the po1en
tial to create a ''hit" record, and were 
all the more valuable for it. 

Unlike their predecessors, the Circle 
Jerks and Dead Kennedys, Minor 
Threat never became "big" enough LO 

warrant the aggravation 1hat 1he "big" 
bands received. By remaining a 
'

1 minor" they maintained their musical 
and ideological credibili1y, never hav
ing to deal with the "sell out" criti
cisms to which the OK's are constantly 
being subjected. Still, the band went 
through changes. 

This year's Out of Srep marked the 
band's move to a new musical direc
tion. Though the atti!ude remained the 
same, the rough and raw anthems from 
their debut record were gone. The early 
songs may have been simple, but there 
were melodic and rhythmic hooks in 

those songs that nothing on Our of 
Step matches. 

And though the edges were still 
there, I for one missed the spontaneous 
intensity of the early recordings. It's 
hard to explain, but the high technol
ogy of today's recording studio makes 
for a more seductive, yet less immedi
ate sound. To mos, cars, high tech just 
sounds good. 

The two songs on Our of Step which 
best represent the band's current skills 
are "Betray" and the untilled hard 
roclc parody which follows "Out of 
Step." Production on "Betray" is al
most slick, and the musical arrangement 
and performance are except ion ally 
tight. While 1he untitled cut isn't in
tended to be 1aken seriously, it's still 
surprising how well the band pulls off 
the rock 'n' roll cliches. 

It's apparent that America's hard
core bands are following Minor 
Threat's progression. (Other bands, 
like Suicidal Tendencies, Aggression, 
and Scream have by-passed the base
ment recording stage altogether and 
have produced very slick debut rec
ords. How long can you bang out the 
same tempo and the same chords 
before boring yourself and your audi
ence? With age comes sophistication. 
As Minbr Threa1 became better musi
cians, they took advantage of their im
proved skills and knowledge in the 
studio. Bui a1 some point the "sophis
tica1ion" threa1ens to run counter to 
what the band stands for. Fortunately, 
Minor Threat never reached 1hat poin1. 

Minor Threat officially disbanded 
November 6, 1983, three years to the 
day the original band formed. Ian 
MacKaye (vocals) and Jeff Nelson 
(drums), co-owners of Dischord Rec
ords, are working to get the label back 
in financial shape. Lyle Preslar 
(guitar), and Brian Baker (bass) are 
working together on other musical 
projects in the D.C. area. 

MacKaye says that the split is amic
able: "We're on better terms now than 
before breaking up." The individual 
band members were pursuing increas
ingly difficult-to-write new material 
(they had only one new unrecorded 
song to show for the last 1en months}. 
MacKaye makes it clear that the words 
he speaks are his own opinion, but con
vincingly explains that, "It was a good 
thing to break up" for all concerned. 

Though Minor Threat never in
tended it, they became a role model for 
punk and hardcore bands all over the 
country. Minor Threat did not betray 

their rans by '.':>plitting up; they were 
holding true to their commitment to do 
it 11gh1, ,,ithout compromi-.c, or not do 
it at all. In the end, everybody won.* 
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GRAND 
MASTER 
FLASH * 

than a novelty with a limited audience. 
That single, with its harsh visions of 
disturbing decadence in the inner city, 
broke the black music scene wide open. 
It was the start of socially significant 
rap lyrics (previously limited to humor
ous rhymes) and it was only the begin
ning. In 1983, fueled by Flash's suc
cess, South Bronx hip-hop became a 
city-wide phenomena that had already 
started to spread across the country. 

Born in Barbados and raised in the 
Bronx, Grandmaster Flash began prac
ticing his artful mixing 1echniques at 
block parties and gym dances. He de
veloped "scratch' maneuvers like back 
spin and phasing, manipulating re
cords to produce synthi-like sounds 
and emphasize drum beats. Flash got 
the idea to team up with some hot 
rapping DJs and one by one he enlis1ed 
Cowboy, Kid Creole (no, 1101 August 
Darnell) and Melle Mel (brothers), Mr. 
Ness/Scorpio, and Raheem to form the 
Furious Five. 

While Flash worked out new phasing 
methods-violin phase, punch phase, 
scratch phase-the Five practiced 
breaking down sentences into phrases 
and trading them "back and forth." 

peek into a minor revolution in mu:,ic. 
!nil ially out of neces\ity but now by de
sign, the ne" modern funk group i\ 
comprised or four or five rapper\ -the 
traditional front vor.:al team in a new si
tuation-backed by a music cn-.emble 
consisting of a DJ, a re,\ turntable.\ 
and a stack or record\. Packed into 
tiny, smoke-filled clubs, the orten fev
erish call-and-amwer interplay with 
audiences ha1o turned rap into a nc,\. 
gospel music of cnergy-d1arged ghe110 
spirituals. Simultaneously experimen
tal and acce.;.,.;.,iblc, the rehearsed ar. 
arrangements leave room for spontane
ous worldplay and rancy footwork. 
It'\ exciting ~tufr. 

Beware, however, of the imitations 
thi.11 are already crl'cping into suburban 
glitter palaces; hip-hop could become 
next year's Ffashdann.•. Harry Bcla
ro111e (with Boston':-. Anhur Baker) 
and Sidney Poitier have already begun 
big-budge! mo,·ic extravaganrn:,. 

Closer to home, the Roxbury funk 
scene was s1arting a golden age or i1s 
own in 1983. Under the tutelage of 
Boston funkmaster Maurice Starr, 
New Edition had an interna1ional best
seller with "Candy Girl," and the Jon
zun Crew had a string of hits including 
"Pack Jam." "Planet Rock," pro
duced by Arthur Baker (again) with 
Afrika Bambaatta, sold 500,000 copies 
for Planet Patrol. And Prince Charles 
and 1he City Beat Band tore up the 
clubs and impressed the press in Eng
land.* 

They could soon fill clubs in the Bronx I--------------~---+c, 
and Harlem, but Flash became wary of 
"spying" DJs. To keep them from 
walking off with too many of his se
crets, Flash would take his records 
home, soak off the labels in the bath
tub, and put on new labels of his own. 

Though the group never thought 
their "talking music" would sell, their 
first single for Sugarhill Records, 
"Freedom," went gold in six months. 
GMF & FF went on tour and rap was a 1 

break-out trend-the Clash, Blondie 
and Tom Tom Club quickly picked up 
on it. 

This year, Flash followed up "The 
Message" (1982's Single of the Year) 
with two more gargantuan hits pushing 
themes of social realism and the need 
for reform: the city-lire slice of ' 1 New , 
York, New York" and 1hc anti·drug 
"White Lines," written with Melle 
Mel. With a little Liquid Liquid bass 
part here, a little David Bowie vocal 
there, "\Vhite Lines" is the craft of 
break-mixing at its best. (WZBC 
banned 1hc record, citing these 
"lhefts." Perhaps they've never heard 
Arthur Baker's "Plane! Rock" mix of 
the Kraftwerk lune.) 

If you're interested in seeing the hip· 
hop culture in all its natural glory, 
Charlie Ahearn's Wild Sryle is a pow
erful, upbeat film made as a "party 
movie for the kids of NY." Renecting 
real life events and relationships, it fea
tures Grandmas1er Flash, Double 
Trouble, Fantastic Freaks vs. Cold 
Crush in a jive-1alk basketball game, 
Pop-O·matics, Busy Bee, Rock S1eady 
and a slew of other new black artists. 

Wild Style also provides an inside 



R.E.M. 
couldn't (always) dance to. 

"The success certainly surprised us, 
but it didn't throw us off guard," said 
gui1arist Peter Buck, telephoning from 
their first English tour. "We didn't ex
pect to get into the top 40, but it's 
nothing we can't handle. We never 
seemed to care much about the mone
tary side of the business, or any success 
other than what we consider to be suc
cess-which is writing good songs and 
playing them well. It's good because it 
puts us in a position where we don't 
struggle every day to pay the rent. We 

1--t---l get more time to write, rehearse, try 
out things we wouldn't normally do." 

Optimism now runs high in the REM 
camp. Asked if their next album will 
have a killer radio track a la "Radio 
Free Europe," Buck replies, "No, it's 
going to have twelve killer radio tracks. 
I don't think we know how to make a 
hit single-it would probably be a com
plete failure if we went out of our way 
to do it-so we're going to hand in 12 
tracks and the label can decide what 
the single is ." 

The band's new songs-most as yet 
untitled-are already featured in their 
live set; at this fall's Metro show, they 
played as many new songs as old. "For 
the album we've got some real loud, 
wild-sounding stuff, tougher-edged 
than the firsl. There's some quiet ones 
too-we've got about 17 songs, so 
we're not sure which ones we're going 
to pick. Michael (Stipe, singer) changes 
the words around daily-some of the 
words are real straightforward, for us. 
We want to play more loose in the 
studio, tO get across the edge that we 
didn't really get on the first one." 

If REM have their way, the new 
album will discourage 60's compari
sons. "The 60's wasn't any great 
period for any of us," Buck insists . 
"We were all six or seven. II doesn't 
really bother me because people have 
to compare us to something, but hope
fully next year 1hey won't have lO make 
comparisons any more. Nobody com
pares the Police to reggae any more, 
because everybody knows who the 
Police are. 

"It's kind of si lly sometimes when 
people say we sound like this or that 

band, and we have to buy the record 
just to figure out who !hey are. The 
Beau Brummels are a great case in 
point-everybody said we sounded just 
like them, so we had to go out and buy 
a Beau Brummels album, because we'd 
never heard anything by them-and I 
don't think they sounded much like us. 
The same with the Byrds-people 
picked up on that comparison, but I 
think I got more of my guitar sou nd 
from the V~lvet Underground than the 
Byrds." 

Can REM's achievement make suc
cess easier for other deserving Ameri
can bands? "Ideally," says Buck, "I'd 
like to open 1he door for bands that are 
on the level we were a little while ago
bands on independent labels that are 
really exciting. Bands li ke the Replace
ments, and o thers that aren't necessaril y 
hardcore-from the Dream Syndicate, 
to Husker Du, lO Flipper-and 
Mission of Burma . People we really 
respect and admire, who haven't IT1ade 
it either because of the uncompromis
ing nature of their music, o r the 
amount of money their lillle record 
label has. That's what I hope will be 
the resu lt of our little bit of success
that radio people and fans will be 
turned on to things that are a little less 
mainstream.'' 

Should Buck's prediction come true, 
there's no shortage of worthy contend
ers. The best new bands refuse to be 
pigeonholed, but most share an ability 
to subvert the conventions of three
minute pop, while maintaining its 
accessible drive. Three such bands 
recently made it 10 major labels: the 
Bongos, last year's band-most-likely, 
got to RCA and made .!\/umbers Wi1h 
Wings, adding new subtlety to Lhe 
brightness of their indie debut. From 
San Francisco, Translator made one of 
the year's most emOlional and sat isfy
ing pop records with No Time like 
Now. And the dB's got signed lo Bears
ville, but proceeded 10 fall prey 10 in
ternal shakeups. Vinyl is sti ll due from 
the band minus Chris Stamey, and 
from Stamey solo. 

The South remains a viial ground for 
new ideas, and there may be more great 
bands where REM came from. Lei's 
Active, a sprightly trio fronted by 
whiz-kid producer Mitch Easter, made 
a strong impression with their debul 
EP and fall tour with REM. Love Trac-

tor took an unfashionable idea-rock 
\\llhout vocal.,-and gave il a swift 
kick. And the well-touted OH-OK are 
due for a debut EP on lhe reliable D.B. 
label. But shed a tear for Pylon, the in
vemive dance out fit who disbanded 
after two fine albums and an exhilarat
ing farewell gig at Boston's Storyville. 
All four members plan 10 leave music 
with no regrets and pursue visual art. 

On the shameless-pop front, the 
brightes1 hope is New Jersey's Smither
eens, who emerged this year with the 
gorgeous Beauty and Sadness EP. The 
Smithereens may be more blatantly 
60's-ish than everyone elc;e mentioned 
here, but their EP is wide-eyed 
romance at its mo,;t compelling. Same 

.i goes for 1he be\t moments or Six1ee11 
Tambourines. the Three o·ciock·s 
latest, which breaks from their psyche
delic origins in favor of a more melodic 
style. And the Shoes, who',e been 
making original pop for five years now, 
reportedly bought out their Elektra 
contract to make a ne" album for their 
own label. If the strategy pays off, it 
could give them the recognition they've 
deserved all along. 

Locally, there's 100 many bands to 
list here who've twisted pop conven
tions to suit their own ideas. But give a 
cheer for the Neats, whose debut 
album at1rac1ed national at1en1ion; for 
Someone & the Somebodies, whose /6 
cassette deserves to do the same; and 
for the Prime Movers, ,.,hose si ngle is a 
potent neo-Mod blast. Pray tha1 Salem 
66 and the Hopelessly Obscure ge1 lO 
make records: the first for their hyp
notic and stately prettiness; the seco nd 
for their acid-drenched blend of punk
surf. And give 1hanks for the Lyres, 
who keep proving that some of the 
swinginges1 parties get thrown in the 
garage.* 

DREAM 
SYNDI 
CATE * Medicine Show-and playing to large 

audiences at prestigious venues. 
At the same 1ime, the Dream Syndi

cate a re a lready progressing away from 
the "psychedelic" tag which has 
haunted 1hem from the start. 

"I think the term 'psychedelic' gives 
a better angle for the press," Steve 
Wynn said over the phone recently dur-

Laura Levine 

ing a recording break. "They could 
have called it an opera revival, but the 
audience could sec we weren't Pava. 
ro1ti. 

"We're like five-year-old brats. 
We've always been changing, jumping 
into something new. The band has a 
very short allention span. Since we've 
started, we',·e had ten different 
phases." 

When the Syndicate grew out of the 
Suspects at the end of 1he seventies, 
they were up to their axes in psyche
delia, rooted in the feedback or the 
Velvet Underground. The Syndicate's 
first release was an impressive four
song, twelve inch EP on their indepen
dent label, Down There, last year. 
These songs represent their rawest 
recordings, especially the Veh cis
drenchcd "Sure Thing,,. as well as 
early versions of "That's \\'hat You 
Always Say" and the classic feedback 
ballad, "When You Smile." 

The success of that record led to 
their debut album later that year, The 
Days of H ·me und Roses, on Ruby / 
Slash. The music in these grO0\'e\ was 
more representative of the "guitar 
band" sound they always claimed lO 
have. Aside from the Nico-ish "Too 
Lillie, Too Late" (sung by original 
bassist Kendra Smith, who departed 
seven months ago), one could assume 
they were innuenccd as much by 
Johnny Rotten as by Lou Recd with 
such rockers as "Definitely Clean," 
"Then She Remembers," and the ti1\e 
cut. But the mid-tempo sounds of "Tell 
Me When It's O,er" and ''Hallo
ween" were the real breakthroughs
marked by the distinctive sound of the 
Dream Syndicate, energetic yet disci
pl ined, intelligent yet firm, songs to 
enjoy and devour. 

Warner Brothers was so impressed 
with The Days . and other Slash 
products by X, Violent Femmes, Blas
ters, and the Gun Club, that they 
struck a deal to distribute Slash records 
pas1, present, and future. But the 
Dream Syndicate were eager to look 
elsewhere. 

"We shopped around the K-Mart of 
record labels, did our own comparison 
shopping, and chose A&M," Wynn 
vaguely explains, although Wynn's 
friend Russ Tolman of True West pro
vides a fuller story. 

"Geffen (with whom, it was ru
mored, the Dream Synd icate had 
signed) had this auitude like "We're the 
Great Geffen and we can make you 
stars,' while A&M took a more per
sonal interest in the band and their 
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chedelic sixties vernacular. 
"We're gonna have piano on this 

one! I used to rant and rave about how 
we were a guitar band and that only 
guitars can express certain emotions, 
but now I have to eat my words. Key
boards aren't 1hat bad; I love piano, 
lei 's get rid of the guitars! The LP's 
gonna include a 1wenty-five minute 
version ·of 'John Coltrane on the 
Stereo.' We've been doing that one 
live, and it 's gonna be the centerpiece !--------------_. of 1he album. It's gonna be all original, 

ideas ." 
The Medicine Show should be out by 

the end of February. It' s be ing pro
duced by Sandy Pearlman of Give 'Em 
Enough Rope fame. 

"This a lbum is gonna be a real killer, 
I 1hink," Wynn boas1s. "It's gonna 
blow a lot of people away, 10 use psy-

all new stuff." 

Those who just can't wait can con
sole themselves with a new 12" EP 
from England. The A-side is "Tell Me 
When It's Over," but the flip has three 
early live tracks, including a cover of 
Neil Young's "Mr. Soul._"* 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21 
made some good records, the presenta
tion is far from the populist free-for-all 
of '77 punk. With their emphasis on 
style and their reluctance 10 release a 
non-danceable record, these bands are 
more indebted to the Bay City Rollers 
than the Sex Pistols. 

The Olher school of new music is 
unified only by its reaction against the 
mainstream. Making their revolt 
against style, the best American bands 
are finding fresh ideas in stripped
down pop, in urban grit, in 60's inno
cence, or in hardcore energy. Nearly all 
have made their waves on small labels, 
and few are heard on mainstream radio 
or MTV. But the likes of REM, the 
Dream Syndicate, Grandmaster Flash 
and Minor Threat emerged this year as 
the ne\, prime movers of the under
ground. 

REM, whose A1urm11r is one of the 
year's most acclaimed albums, are the 
most popular of a new school of in
ventive pop bands that also includes 
the Bongos, the dBs, and Translator. 
After Pylon and the B-S2's, REM are 
the latest notable band to emerge from 
Athens, GA. Thanks in large pan lO 
the 1own of Athens, Southern rock has 
made a clean break from its 70's image 
of country-rockers in cowboy hats. 

The turn back to psychedelia hits its 
peak in the Dream Syndicate, \\ ho fea
tured some superb nc,\ material in 
their local shows this ..,ummer. Thcy'\·e 
been known 10 ... ncal.. in Grateful Dead 
songs in concert, and to rcvi\e the ten
minute guitar solo, but the Syndicate's 
main strength is that 1hey still manage 
tO sound thoroughly modern. 

1983 "as an acros..,-thc-board.., ban
ner year for black music, and the suc
cesses were both musical and commer
cial. While Michael Jackson·~ Thriller 
hung to the top or the charts all year 
long and Prince's 1999 conquered the 
crossover market, the hip-hop combo 
of rap, grafitti, break dancing and 
scratch DJ-ing-spurred by the tri
umphs of Grandmaster Flash-prom
ised to redefine funk from the street 
level up. 

Hardcore, still commanding a lion's 
share of the indie market, saw songs 
get longer and slower with its top 
bands reaching a crossroads. Their 
question is a tough one: how do you 
expand, using your growing musical 
sophistication, without compromising 
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raw core convictions? D.C.'s Minor 
Threat, a model for punk and hardcore 
bands across the US, has led the way in 
both the "old" and "new" hardcore. 
Excellent releases with broad appeal 
came from all over the US-Youth Bri
gade, the Angry Samoans, Husker Du, 
and locals DYS, Jerry's Kids and SSD 
are all notable examples. 

One of I 983's casualties was the 
near-extinction of non-hardcore punk. 
The few bands who've stuck to their 
guns (X, Ramones, Stranglers) are still 
A-I on 1he jukebox, and nowhere on 
the charts. The idealism or 1977 may 
have had its last gasp when Mick Jones 
got sacked from the Clash. Joe Strum
mer and Paul Simenon plan to keep 
the band IOgether, but few fans believe 
it can ever be the same. A depressing 
footnote: the "real" Clash, once the 
ultimate peoples' band, played their 
last gig at the corporate US Fest iv al. 

The move away from records and 
towards cassettes is a 1rend we can live 
wi1h, but Video Rock isn't as easy to 
swallow. Cable television's MTV has 
lllrned the industry upside down by 
providing the marketplace with an
other way lO push records. (Ebn Ozn's 
"AEIOU" sold 750,000 copies without 
substantial airplay.) Major label.., ha\'e 
been jubilating over the rebound in 
sales. But the supposed New Mmit: 
that MTV is heralding is, for 1hc most 
part, a collection of m·erly-at:ce\\ible 
bands \\ ho have enough clout to get 
someone to put up big bud" for a 
video. Just when sound technology \\as 
within the gra'ip of your neighborhood 
garage band, ~omebody'" found a ne\\ 
way to keep the little guy kKkcd out: 
now you need a demo 1ape and a 
$20,000 video. 

The rockabilly revival ha.., pcal..ed a~ 
a trend, but jw.1 as Madness and the 
English Beat outlived the ska trend, a 
handful of excellent bands-from 
the Blasters, LeRoy Bro1hers, Jason 
and the Nashville Scorchers, and Rank 
& File to hot locals like Duke Robillard 
and Barrence Whitfield & the Savages 
-promise to be rockin' the house for 
years to come. Oh yeah, the Stray Cats 
are still around too. 

Joan Jell continues her reign as the 
Queen of Rock in many 'people'~ 
minds, but her hard-ass image is no 
longer a necessity for females who 
want lO play real rock 'n' roll. Rock is 
finally attracting women to role~ that 
aren't limited to lead vocals or cutcsy
bands. Kendra Smith (ex-Dream 
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Mitch Easter's 
l-_=_=_=_=_=_~=-=_=s~_~:_7"';;'-~_o~~;cc~1c~_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=--===::::~;~;=;:;=~:=;'~ISI~I;}>:>~>f>0>[>U>J>~>~>l---------------b J . T. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>» lfj>>> y 1111 ,es/0 > > > > > > > rock heaven; even an anthem of sons 

Mitch Easter is the guru of garage- ;;;;;;;;;~;J>S\>>;;;~;>;>E> > ~> >>;; to the rock and roll vicwpoini: "This is 
rock, America's answer to Nick Lowe; > > > > >~ > > > > > > > > > > > > > a room with a view/Sec everything for 
if nol quite 1he Jesus of Cool, at least > 11]> > > > > > > > > > > > > what it is/We want 10 do what we 
one of the lop four apostles. He calls > > > > > > > > > > >; > > > > > > > want/Forever. " 
his little place in Winston-Salem, > ; > >; > ':> >; > >; > > >;;; >;;; > > > > > > > > > As a producer, Easter is especially 
North Carolina, the Drive-In Studio (it >' ; > > > > > > > > > >; > > > good with percussion: a tambourine 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> was once his parents' garage). There, > > > > > > >? > > where anyone else would use a snare 
Easter has produced or recorded the drum, fingersnaps on the downbeat, 
cream of the East Coast's new-pop funny little pops and whistles every-
movement: R.E.M. , the Individuals, a 'ne 'I • t where. On stage, there's the show. "I 
Beat Rodeo, Chris Stamcy's It 's a I J WI • 00 really don't care about having the live 
Wonderful Life, and Nuts & Bolts by ..,,...,..."""llml""'1WMJ ______ 'IW""*'txtf!.f$~~-ilii;----•-"""'I show sound like the record, or having 

Bongos Rich Barone and Jim Mastro, ,•n the door the record sound like the live show,'' 
to name a few. Now add another im- Easter says. "The record should stand 
pressive pop band to that roster: Let's alone and so should the performance." 
Active, starring ... Mitch Easter. Pan of being in a band, Easter 

The shift from behind-rhe-boards "Well, maybe you could say thar, piece, "Room With A View,,, the song notes, doesn't have anything to do with 
wizard 10 on-the-boards performer but really it's just that I'm basically thar atrracred record industry attention the music. "I think the entertainer has 
comes naturally to Easter, who pio- doing now what I've always done,,, on the Carolinian compilation LP, an obligation to have some sort of look 
neered post-punk Southern-wave in the Easter says. "We don't have any Mondo Montage. and all that," he states. "It's worrh 
mid- and late-Seventies. "Having a special direction as a band. We just "Room With A View" is a good spending some time on your (hair) do 
band is something I've always done," write 'em and play 'em.,. song to delineate Let's Active's st rat- and your clothes. I understand there's 
says Easter, "and I always just wanted Besides, Easter has something those egy: the opening bars are almost a pas- some sort of aesthetic of looking like 
to be in a band. other bands don't-"the girls." Faye tiche of cutey-pie synth bands like you just walked in off the street and 

"To write songs and record them is picked up a guitar, but somehow to me 
okay, but it doesn't really count until it's fun to be more 'show biz' than 
you have a band." that." 

Although his successes as a producer Currently, Easter's "do" is a fright-
(especially with R.E.M.'s critically wig mass of blonde spikey locks. With 
acclaimed Murmur earlier this yea r) his liule-boy looks and diminutive 
have eclipsed his career as a working bearing, it's hard to lell him apart from 
musician, Easter's roots go back 10 the Faye and Sara on stage; Lei's Active 
beginnings or American new wave: can be a disarmingly androgynous 
Winston-Salem's tccnaged Rittenhouse bunch at first glance. 
Square (with future dB's Peter Ho!- You can't help but come up with the 
sapple and Chris Stamey); the word "cute" for them; paint them blue 
H-Bombs (wi{h Holsapple again); the and they could pass for Smurfs. But 
power-pop Sneakers (with Stamey and they don't move well on stage, 
dB-10-be Will Rigby); and the Crackers although Easter will do the occasional 
(with Steve Almaas, whose Beat Rodeo shuffle during a guitar break; conse-
EP Easter would one day produce). quemly, keyboardisl Blakey is a wel-

l ronically, the records of his old come addition. 
friends serve as the standard by which Not only does Blakey fill out 1he thin 
Let's Active's debut afoot (an IRS sound tha1 Let's Active can have as a 
mini-album) is judged: "We get com- trio, but she lends a big dollop of stage 
pared to the dB's the most, but also to presence too-an attrac1ive brunette 
the Bongos," Easter notes. "One guy with good moves, she provides a styli sh 
wrote I sing like Steve Almaas. And balance to the three elfin towheads 
1here was one whole story that said we across 1he stage. 
were some kind of Mersey Beat reviva l At the moment, Easter's only career 
band, which I don't understand at is Lei's Active; the Drive-In Studio is 
all." closed, in the process of being 

Sure, Easter's upbeat, propulsive remodeled. Still, there's talk of Mitch 
signatures might suggest the Bongos, photo; Phil In Phlash producing the next R.E.M. LP soon, 
and those eccentric, convoluted melo- Hunter on bass and Sara Romweber on Altered Images; Faye's falsetto vocals and that would mean setting aside 
dies may smack of Chris Stamey. But drums round out Let' s Active; on their intone spacey lyrics on top of a compu- Let's Active for a time. With both 
remember, Easter has been doing this current tour (and "maybe indefinite- terized beat. But as soon as Easter's bands signed to I.R.S., it's a good bet 
stuff for a while; the Sneakers' 1978 ly") the band has added Lynn Blakey whiny midwestern voice comes in on that time will be found for both 
"Decline And Fall/' in fact , would fit on keyboards. It's Faye 's high, pure the chorus, the synths fade out, the projects. 
right in on afoot. Perhaps those other vocals that kick off afoot's center- guitars chime in, and it's pure garage- Active? Lei's.* 

bands actually sound like him. r------------------A. $5.00 B. $6.50 C:~6.50 - -1 
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. . and your lease. 
Bonemen of Barumba 
Driving the Bats thru Jerusalem 
"'Thick Promise' is o classic 
the other songs use ethnic sounds 
& heavy rhythm (o lo KilUng Joke) 
to good ellect. A hit·· 

John Foster, Op 

··This bunch hos the mighty 
rhythms lo gel the iom moving 
Hypertense funk and lroclured 
grooves recreole lhe inspired 
mess of the Pop Group. the 
Bonemen ore unusual party guests 

Trouser Press 

Book of Lies 
Cryptic Memo 

"Powerful and wierd' 
Trouser Press 

"On one listen. I went go·ga 
great lyrics and o soullul

modern delivery. smooth and 
endeonng 

Gory Sperrozzo1 NY Rocker 

Jogged rhythms and tremulous 
vocals give the music a 

distinctive edge ('Book 
is) mesmerizing 

Don Mcleese. Chicago Sun-Times 

Fever Records 
621 South 4th 
Phllodelphlo 
19147 

Box 87610 
Chicago 
60680-0610 

Distributed by lmportont, House, Greenworld, Systemotic, Rough Trode 
Also ovoiloble by moil. S4.50 prepoid. Coming soon: Bonemen of Borumbo LP 
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ADAM ANT 
Strip 
CBS, LP 

In 1980. "Antmu~ic For Sex 
People" swept this country-a novel 
idea that bordered on being a one-shot 
novelty song. 

Three years later, Adam Ant has 
endured the pop singles market to 
release his fifth album, a throwback to 
earlier sexual themes. One cannot deny 
Adam's intelligent marketing plan: the 
album cover is the first clear photo
graph of his unmarred face and the 
innersleeve finds him posing half nude. 

Musically, Strip is more subtle lhan 
any or t1i., prt>vinus efforts, favoring a 
minimalistic, Spanish-type sound, -with 
only Marco Perrini's occasional leads 
gliding through. The title track and 
"Puss 'N' Boots" are the melodic, ear
catching standout s; as a whole, Strip is 
a step above last year's Friend or Foe. 

-Shred 

STRANGLEHOLD 
One-Step Records, EP 

This is an energizing, non-hardcore 
punk album, comparable to the Real 
Kids in lheir drunker moments. The 
songs average two minutes even with 
the gui1ar solos, and the riffs fly with 
fury. Lyrics are about hating school 
("Any Way l Can"), hating work 
("Doesn't Get Any Better"), hating 
the neighborhood bully , " Tommy 
Tools"), and kinda liking the girls at 
school and work ("Corridor Girls"). 
Vocals could be better and a slow 
number wouldn't hurt, but give 'em 
time-the spirit is right, and that's 
wha1 counts. 

One-Step, 321 Huron Ave., Cam-
bridge, MA 02138. -Brei/ Milano 

VARIOUS 
What A Way To Die 
Satan Records, LP 

A mucho excellent compilation of 
obscure 60's bands. Now, if you're like 
me, you're thinking, "Oh, no! Not 
another 60's compilation. Sure 
Nuggets was swell, but Pebbles and the 
rest of those ripoffs sucked." 

True. But, this one's more like 
Nuggets, with weirder bands . There are 
a few real oddities, like the Pleasure 
Seekers (Suzi Quatro's first band), the 
Beech-Nuts, and the first known re-

cording of the Standells. These I leave 
10 the "collectors." 

My happiness lies in discovering a 
handful of true rock classics I never 
knew existed. The Grains of Sand, The 
Magic Mushrooms, The Renegades, 
and The Sv.ingin' Machine kick out 
some great garage hits that somehow 
got lost in the shuffle. Top pick is the 
Human Beingz (yeah, of "Nobody But 
Mc" fame) cut, "Evil-Heaned You." 

Sure, it's a cheap nash to the past, 
but i1's an enjoyable one. Highly rec
ommended. -i\1r. B 

THE SUBURBS 
Love is rhe Law 
Poh GramB.ecords, LP 

Since 1980, when they first sang 
paeans to cows , the Suburbs have 
moved uptown, trading their bizarre 
punk for the eclectic blend of jazz/ 
funk/rock on this year's EP Dream 
Hog. Lol'e is rhe LaH' is more an embel
lishment on Hog than a report of 
change, featuring the same contagious 
guitar hooks, drums with the human 
touch, and more of Beej Chaney's 
loopy vocals-the voice of a funeral 
direc1or with allergies. The title song 
mixes bouncy horns and a sensuous 

· guitar line, recalling their 1981 dance 
hit "Music for Boys" without being 
derivative, while "Rattle My Bones" 
revamps an old gospel number with 
pounding Piano and charming irrev
erence. The only disappointment here 
is "Hell A," an unfortunate attempt ar 
rap. -Terri Suuon 

THE MICRONOTZ 
Smash 
Fresh Sounds, EP 

Liule is borrowed or rehashed, as 
the Midwestern Micronotz, (a group of 
high school-aged musicians) upstage 
well-established bands like the Flesh
tones, and even manage to cover Iggy's 
"I Got a Right'' with originality. Like
wise, the rest of this eight-song EP is 
loaded with si ncerity and a refresh
ing abrasiveness most obvious on 
cuts like the outs1anding "Lately." 
This third Micronotz release proves 
they don't limit themselves to any par
ticular style and are capable of any
thing. 

Fresh Sounds, Box 36, Lawrence, 
Kansas 66044. -Mike Giuer 

TIE c•L11vs: .. 1· s L, ~ 
• 7 Song EP on Ace Cassettes ~ ~ l £ 

Available Now at Newbury Comics -~ ~fifi 
and Rocket Records. - WUB, 

• Hear "That's Life" by THE COOLRAYS ,..... \/1 
on WBCN and WFNX. ~ 

• For More Information and Booking 
Contact James Holzman at 
P.O. Box 252, Auburndale, MA 02166 
(to purchase tape by mail, send $3.99). 

DANCE MORE IN '84! 

HUSKER DU 
,\1etal Circus 
SST, F:P 

The re1.:ord's title dc\cribes the 
music. Guitar is undcniabl) the pre
dominant imt rurncnt on all se\'en 
tracks, and Bob Mould cxt.x:utc.., the 
metallic si,-c,tringing ,,ith nice psyd1c
delic undertones. A/era! Cit<"II\ is a real 
impro\'ement O\'er last year's hit-and
run-st op-and-slo" -do,, 11-and-'>peed
up-again t:1•ery1l/111~ I 'alls Apart LP. 

SST, PO Box I, La,rndalc CA 
90260. -Shred 

NIHILISTICS 
Brain Eater, LP 

Thb-N.Q\ York-based hardL"orc band 
transfers onto , inyl a<, ·a bla\1 of pure 
hate, making band~ like Suicidal Ten
dencies sound cheery in comparison. 
Subject maucr ranges from anti-U.S. 
diatribes ('"I'm a Patriot") to ,,orking 
class anger (''Death and Ta\c-, "). Un
fortunately, very little of thi.., rings 

. true, despite vocalist Ron's thundering 
attack, remini,ccnt of Da\ id from 
MDC . Possibly, this is due to the rec
ord's almost sterile produL"1ion, \\hich 
eliminates the bite the record needs for 
credibility. Worth a listen, however. 

Brain Eater Record!., Bo\ J, Island 
Park, NY 11558 -Mike Giller 

DIN 
Grear Tradition 
High Velocity, LP 

This promising debu1 album by the 
California sextet Din would be notable 
if only for its startling array of lyrical 
influences. Kafka, Plath and others 
find frequent (yet unpretentious) allu
sion in Grear Tradition's deceptively 
simple poetry of daily hopes and con
fusion, set against an unrelenting back
drop that stylis tically runs the range of 
early Psych Furs to white-angst two
tone. Occasionally the sheer force of 
1he band (two bass, saxophone, gui1ar, 
percussion and drums) overwhelms the 
melodies and somewhat-submerged 
vocals . Bui when one hears 1he band 
lace the song "Rejection" ("I ask for 
the favors of life/For this I am con
demned") with a sound that just 
screams with joy, it becomes apparent 

.that Din's lyrical-musical melange is 
not altogether inadvertent. 

-Scott Pascucci 

SHADOW MINSTRELS 
Grear Expectations 
Plerodact~I. EP 

The Shadow Minstrels arc a spirited 
LA band that has had members of Gun 
Club and BPeoplc traipse through their 
ranks. From the modulated funk of 
"The Guest" to the slinky grey piano 
of "Mardis Gras," they seem to know 
how to treat melody as something be
sides a corporate a\Sct and acl'C~ll it 
with a deep bump in their beat. A great 
sa>.. solo by Kenny Padilla notwith
standing, side two is bogged down by 
so-so phrasing and a fe,, too many 
murky jumbles. 

PO Box 3285, Arcadia, CA 91006 
-Tristra111 l.o:.m,· 

VARIOUS -
Get Off My Back 
Red Music, LP 

What you hear is what you get: 10 
fast Philly thrash bands, and 20 noisy 
songs. If not as essential as Boston Not 
LA, or Let The111 Ear Jellybeans, this 
record provide!:. a comparable sho,,
case for Philadelphia's hardcore ere,,. 
There's some sol id stuff here, wi1h 
track s by YDI, Little Gentlemen, 
Autistic Behavior and Mc Rad being es
pecially cool. A good sense of humor 
all around, and a decen1 set of sounds 
100. Give a li sten. 

Red Records, 810 Longfield Rd., 
Philadelphia, PA, 1911 8. 

-M,: B 

ANGRY YOUNG BEES 
"Crossfire" I" Watching the Sharks"/ 

"Can't Give It Away" 
Beeswax, EP 

The Angry Young Bees save the best 
for last on this EP. The two A-sides are 
competent new.wave funk , with no 
rough spots but no nornble hooks. 
When they shift to a sorter sound on 
the flip, 1hc resu lt s are more memor
able . "Can't Give It Away" is a slow, 
preny tune that stretches out to six 
minutes without overstaying its wel
come. Driven by Will Hunt's flute, and 
a vocal duet between Jamie Shaler and 
an unidentified woman, the song 
proves tha1 subt ler music is perhaps the 
Bees' grea1er streng1h. 

Beeswax, 85 Elliott S1., Beverly, MA 
01915. -Breu Milano 

/1 TltENEWWAVE 
ltAIRSA[ON_ 

Wash & Wear Cuts Without the Polyester 

1310 Boylston St. Boston, MA 02115 
262-9131 
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CRAZY CARDS 
PUNK GEAR 
WILD SHIRTS 
IMPORT RECORDS 
DANCE MIXES 

... FUN -GIFTS I 

NEWBURY 
COMICS 

Two great locations: 

332 Newbury St., Boston 236-4930 
(½ block from Auditorium T stop 
on the Green Line) 

36 JFK St. Harvard Sq. 491-0337 
2nd floor at the Garage 

--------------------• I 
I $1.00 OFF I 
I any T-Shir t purchase with this coupon. I 
I good thru 1/25/84 (no dou ble discounts) I 
I I 

----------------------------------------• I 
I $1.00 OFF I 
I any leather belt or bracelet with this coupon I 
I good thru I ·25 84 (no double discounts) I 

I I --------------------
Both stores open late 7 days a week til Xmas for your shopping convenience! 



MINUTEMEN 
buzz or howl under the influence of heat 
SST LP 

Let's hope that this acid hardcore, 
with its pseudo-jazzy and semi-psyche
delic wanderings, is not a sign of trends 
to come. Choppy flake-outs pop up all

1 
over buzz or howl under the influence 
of hear, ruining momentum and other- , 
wise mangling s1rong tracks. Let's also 
hope that this une\'en effort is merely a 
transition album for the Minutemen, 
writers of some of the best harder/ 
faster songs this side of 1977. 

PO Box I, Lawndale, CA 90260. 
-Tristram lozaw 

POLICE STATE 
, Cassette 
,, Local band Police State plays a 
grasping and melodic punk style with 
an energy that recalls Stiff Lit!le 
Fingers. On Lhis 1hree-song cassette, 
the tempo remains somewhat subdued, 
but gripping nonetheless-especially 
on "In My Alley," the band' s com
ment on how people can get locked 
into certain patterns. By never being 
overly message-conscious, the band is 
able to discuss various aspects of relat
ing to the world without sounding 
cliched or overbearing. Police State 
have been playing around the area for 
quite some time now, but hopefully, the 
strengths of this cassette wi ll expose 
them to a far larger audience. 

Police State, 37 Rublee St., Arling-
ton, MA 02174 . -Mike Giller 

DYS 
Brorherhood 
X·Claim!, EP 

DYS' debut record hammers its 
themes of straight-edge abstinence and 
unity of the ''Boston crew" into your 
head so hard that, if you don't follow 
its policies, you might feel alienated by 
it. With almost every song repeating 
these themes, they risk becoming 
cliches. The music is standard guitar
based thrash-rock, with one straight 
heavy metal number, "The Girl's Got 
Limits," a tongue-in-cheek crotch
rock ballad. Only one of the other nine 
songs, "Escape," really stands out. 

X-Claim Records, 162 Gray S1., 
Arlington MA 02174. 

NICK HEYWARD 
North of a ,\lliracle 
Arista, LP 

- Tracy Everbach 

As the leader of Haircut One Hun
dred, Nick Heyward pro\'Cd that you 
can cross Sergio Mendes with Chicago, 
and still pass the result off as "new 
music." It's been a year since he left 
that band, but Heyward hasn't solved 
his glaring lack of talent. Hi!-i lyrics are 
as annoyingly cutesy as ever, the best 
you can expec1 from someone with no 
imagination and nothing to say. The 
music is tunefull y palatable, with 
second-hand rhythms that might sound 
alright on the dance noor if you're 
drunk enough. Veteran producer Geoff 
Emerick provides glossy sound, and 
wisely buries Heyward's voice in the 
mix. The backing players are top-notch 
-including the Anractions' Steve 
Nieve and ex-Fairpon Convention 
drummer Dave Mattacks-but unfor
tunately, as Nick Lowe says, you can't 
shine shit. -Breu l\lfilano 

THE THREE O'CLOCK 
Sixteen Tambourines 
Fronlier Records, LP 

Psychedelic revivalists, garage band, 
Byrds clones ... at the moment, the 
Three O'Clock are none of the above. 
With this a lbum they've found a more 
individual sound, based more on song
writing than style. It's still got 60's 
freshness, but nothing here evokes 
deja-vu. ·The three openers are some of 
the year's strongest American pop. 
"Jet Fighter" is a melodic power
rocker complete with (gasp) synt he
sizers; "Stupid Einstein," despite the 
title, is touchingly romantic; and "And 
So We Run" is pure wide-eyed ideal
ism. The resl isn't quite as glorious, 
but the closing "Seeing is Believing" is 
the only dud. The one non-original, 
"In My Own Time," comes from an 
admirably non-trendy source: pre
disco Bee Gees . Producer Earle 
Mankey adds slick touches (str ings, 
horns, steel drums) without losing the 
spontaneity. A major improvement 
over last year's Baroque Hoedown EP. 

Frontier Records, Box 22, Sun 
Valley, CA 91352. -Brei/ Milano 

OMEGA TRIBE 
No love Lost 
Corpus Chrisli, LP 

If you've come to expect a cenain 
drabness among the Crass family 
bands, Omega Tribe pull a surprise. 
Extremely diverse in their musical 
approach, they merge pop rock, hard
core and punk mngs into the oddest 
"punk" record I've encountered. The 
lyrics arc still heavy with social rele
vance, but setting the serious tone of 
"Aftermath" to melodic pop is down-. 
right funny. Best cuts overall are 
"Profil" and "Man Made." Not an 
essentia l record, bu1 an emertaining 
one nonetheless. 

Corpus Christi, PO Box 279, Lon-
don N22, England. -Mr. B 

KILLING JOKE 
"Me or You" b/w "Wilful Days," 

"Feasr of Blaze" 
EG Records, Ltd., EP 

Could this be the Killing Joke of 
yore? With spare , melodic guitar, a lih
ing vocal, and background "whoo
hoo"s, the A-side sounds like 60's pop 
via Gerry and the Pacemakers-the 
only familiar touch being the feisty, 
tribal drumming. "Feast of Blaze" (in
cluded on the recent LP Fire Dances) 
and "Wilful Days" do harken back to 
the noisy guitar grumblings of "Ten
sion." At times, though, KJ danger
ously resembles Adam Ant-especially 
on "Days," \vhich come~ much too 
close lO "Antmusic" for anyone's 
comfort. Unspectacular. 

PEACE CORPSE 
life, Death and Quincy 
Toxic Shock, EP 

-Terri Suuon 

From Pomona comes a snarling and 
abrasive sou nd in the form of Peace 
Corpse. Vocalist Bill Warbucks' sar
donic edge cuts like a jagged knife as 
he sings about Anwar Sadar. Jack 
Klugman, and religious war in a distinc
tive style that is slightly reminiscent of 
Government Issue's John Stabb . 
Although flawed, the sheer originali1y 
and sharpness of this EP makes it well 
worth having. 

Toxic Shock, Box 242, Pomona, CA 
91769. -lVlike Giller 
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K·K·PROFFITT 

Monday January 16 at 
Jumpin' Jack Flash 

Wednesday January 25 
at Jacks. 

Box D, Astor Station • Boston MA 02123 (617) 935-5091 



NO TREND 
No Trend 
7" EP 

These "fine youngsters" from 
Maryland kick out the noise on this 
fine three-song record. Loosely planted 
somewhere beyonti punk anQ. hard
core, these folks might be mistaken for 
a British art band if it weren't for their 
gruesome sense of humor. No Trend 
offer no solutions to society's prob
lems (notably, "conformity" and "iso
lation"); they just calls 'em as they sees 
'em. Best cut: "Cancer." Recom
mended . 

No Trend Headquarters, !014 Ash
ton Rd., Ashton, MD, 20861. 

CLOCK OVA 
Breakdown 
Relativily Records, 3-song 12 " 

-Mr.B 

Clock OVA are an intriguing British 
band. "Breakdown" (feawring a 
funky bass line, creative drumming, 
and a horn section) is the type of song 
you'd want to hear blast ing out a win
dow-it immediately grabs you. 

The other tracks are moodier and 
less cheerful: on "Beauliful Losers," 
Clock OVA use the horns for a spooky 
effect; "Black Angel's Death Song" is 
a haunting cover of a Velvet Under+ 
ground composition. 

Relativity Records, 149-03 N. V. 
Blvd., Jamaica NY 11434. 

SAt'ETY LAST 
Struck by Love 
Twin-Tone, LP 

-Tracy Everbach 

The rockabilly revival has taken a 
number of different forms: bands have 
played rockabilly with fury (Blasters), 
played it for laughs (Morells), or just 
played it badly (Stray Cats). Safety 
Last are the most authentic of the lot; 
they sound like they've been playing at 
the same truck stop for the last 20 
years. Nothing original here, but the 
band's spirit is infectious, and the 
songs are likably catchy. Guest singer 
Lianne Smith, who sounds like Wanda 
Jackson, is the band' s main asset. 

Twin /Tone, 445 Oliver Avenue 
South, Minneapolis, MN 55405. 

-Breu Mila110 

BIG COUNTRY 
The Crossing 
Polygram, LP 

Rudyard Kipling would love this 
album . Gunga Din could dance lO it. 
People who scream cha1 music has 
become too cold and synthetic will 
embrace it as nothing shon of salva
tion. Featuring searing, soaring guitar 
lines, it exudes images of raging 
storms, burning fields, and common 
men doing their best to be bloody well 
heroic. And when Stuart Adamson 
shouts "SCHA" over 1he bagpipe 
wailing guitars, people smile and dance 
so hard they actually sweat. 

WHITE CROSS 
What's goi11g on? 

-Scuff Pascucci 

Zero Degree Records, LP 

Two items of interest finally emerge 
from this morass of humorless hard
core. "Too Much Caffeine" attributes 
child abuse, wife-beating, and suicide 
to that demon java-shades of the 
FDA. "Pink Flamingos" may be a 
joke (probably not), but it works as 
he~ vy metal, featuring scari ng guitar 
and appropriately neandenhal lyrics. 

Otherwise, though, this is hardcore 
as usual: no frills, few thrills, and a 
panting, breathless singer who can't 
keep up with the pace. Perhaps White 
Cross should consider writing a song 
about cigare1tes. 

Zero Degree Record<,, P.O. Box 
14532, Richmond, VA 23221. 

DEEP wour-o 
Deep Wound 
Radiobeat, 7 1' EP 

-Terri Su/Ion 

Deep Wound are a faster·than-you 
Western Massachusetts hardcore o ut
fiL. And when Deep Wound are fast, 
1hey are (I don't believe I'm saying 
this) 100 fast. The song s1ruclure falls 
apart without giving 1he ear anything 
to hang onto. Deep Wound are much 
better when thcv slow down a bit. "I 
Saw It," "Vid~o Prick" and " Dead 
Babies" pack a punch because you can 
feel the noise, not just hear it. 

Radiobeat Records, PO Box 75, 
Allston, MA 02134. -Mr. B 

~ HOPEFUL 
; CHINAMEN 

51 Main Street 
Peabody,MA 

532-4300 

SWANS 
Filth 
Neutral LP 

No mauer how you set your turn+ 
table, at least half of this record will 
sound like it's playing at the wrong 
speed. I'd be the first to admit that a 
shot of ponderous, overbearingly dis
sonant noise is good for cleaning out 
the head, but most of Filth isn't fast 
enough to be a funeral dirge. Some
body must have pulled the plug on the 
Swans' motor skills since their last 
record. 

325 Spring Street, Rm. 331, NYC 
10013. -Tristram Lozaw 

JERRY'S KIDS 
ls This My World? 
X-Claim, LP 

Since their previous release on the 
This is Boston: Not L.A. and Unsafe at 
Any Speed compilations, Boston's own 
Jerry' s Kids have developed into a 
powerful and energetic hardcore 
band. Credi! this improvement to the 
addition of second guitarist Chris 
Doherty (ex-Gang Green) who adds a 
diversity lacking on Jerry's Kids' earlier 
efforts, and the improved vocal prow
ess of Rick Jones. Material CO\'ered 
here ranges from breakneck thrash 
("Crucify \Ile") to ominously snarling 
heavy metal ("Raise the Curtain"). 
Once again, Boston has produced 
another great hardcore record. 

Jerry's Kids, 96 Robert St., Brain· 
tree, MA 02184. -lvtike Girt er 

VARIOUS 
The Best of "Louie, Louie" 
Rhino Records. LP 

With the possible exception of 
"Muff Di\in' in Wilkie South," no 
song can match "Louie, Louie" for 
impact on an e111ire generation. This 
album compiles ten versions of Rich
ard Berry's 1963 classic, ranging from 
Berry's original (sounds like the Beach 
Boys) to Black Flag's souped-up 1981 
model. But this is no definiti,·c collec
tion: a few essential versions (Kinks, 
Iggy, Paul Revere & the Raiders) arc 
missing, and, thanks to Rhino's love of 
novelty records, there are too many 
joke versions. The marching-band ver-

hair for you 

sion is fair enough, but you won't want 
to hear the "Hallelouie Chorus" more 
than once. Still, there are some ace 
"Louie''s here: the Last do a fine neo
garage version; the Sandpipers sing it 
in Spanish; and the legendary Sonics 
play it in the wrong key. Lyrics are in
telligible on every version but the 
Kingsmen's, proving that "Louie, 
Louie" never contained the fabled 
naughty words-al least, not until lggy 
Pop got hold of it. 

Rhino Records, 1201 Olympic Blvd., 
Santa Monica, CA 90404. 

LIO 
Amicalemeflf Votrt.' 
Cachalot 12" EP 

-Brell Milano 

Lio is (supposedly) a teenage Belgian 
songs1ress whose records are produced 
by Telex. But here' s what 1 think is lhe 
real story . The space aliens that 
attacked earth in '50s movies captured 
some beach blanket teen angels and 
also absconded with a few French+ 
singing water lilies from Tokyo (the 
Japanese were too busy fighting God
zilla to n01ice). Back on Mars, 1he 
earth lings gor 1oge1her in a snappy, 
dancey girl group and sold millions. 
When sales started to fall off they 
began to 1es1 other markets and sent 
some of the su rplu .., dm, n here. 

61 I Broadway, Suilc 214 , NY NY 
10012. -Trisrram Lo~a\\' 

RAIN PARADt: 
Emergency Third Rail Power Trip 
Enigma, LP 

Preny, especially "What She\ Done 
10 Your Mind," but way too folky and 
drippy, and not much of a follow-up to 
the earlier release, " I Look Around" 
(which is included here). Li\'C, they 
might conceivably create a mesmeriz
ing effect, but 1he studio sound is like 
REM with 1he passion sucked out. The 
songs are quiet and modest, but you 
gel the feeling you've heard it before. 
At any rate, it's hardly up to Byron 
Coley's pontifical pronouncements on 
the press release: "You are the ocean; 
these are the tides." More like, you are 
the clam chowder, these are the soda 
crackers. -Sheena 

(answers your hair fantasy or reality) 

5 Pleasant Street 
Malden, MA 
322-8880 

ON CASSETTE 
$5.00 

HOPEWELL RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 3131 

PRINCETON, NJ 
08540 

(I tor): Janet Holt, Ro,e Anne Volanti, Ste, en Bruno, Joyce Na,h, Albie Mukah}·, ,md Rita Parent. 

From all of us to all of yot! 

(609) 737-8537 
Happy Holidays 
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NEW INDIE RELEASES 

Apt. Records: 522 Park Dr., Box 2102 , Boston MA 02215, (617) 353-6003. Aparlmcnl Two: 
"Oiffercnl Worlds" b/w "Change Away" (tape); release 10/83. 

A.R.M. Records: 1014 West Dakin, Ch icago IL 60613, (312) 975-0551. Armageddon Reg
gae Ensemble: "Natty Skan~" b/w "Rock 10 Jah Music"; release 11/83. 

Art Interface: 1102 E. Ridgewood Drive, 7 Hills OH 44131, (216) 524-6298. Art lnterrace: 
Secretaries From Heaven; 8/83; Rough Trade. 

Autumn Replica: 312 S. Ccdcrik Rd., Mnpls MN 55405, (612) 377-2803. Se<:ret Flower Mis
sion: Flowers in the Basement; Release 11 /83. 

Azra/ R2R: Box 411, Maywood CA 90270. Greg Leon Invasion. 

Beanlown Music: 100 Mass. Ave., Boston MA 02115, (617) 262-5660. Hawke)e: All Sys
rems Go. Lance Webb: Lifes Charade; Release 11 /83. 

Cal Records: 16 Thayer St., Boston MA 02118, (617) 542-8112. Dogmatics; Release 2/84. 

Jumbo Beach Music and Records: PO Box 933, Cambridge MA 02238, (617) 354-5659. The 
Fal Bo) lnlernalional Band: Outside Your Window; Release 1/84. 

Pretzel Records: PO Box 464, Brockport NJ 14420, (716) 637-2544. Terry Adams: Made in 
Japan; Release 6/83; Pretzel, Kack Klick. 

Public Records: '5640 Franklin Ave., Suite 213, Hollywood CA 90028, (213) 467-4827. 
Powerlrip: Powertrip; Release 8/82; Important. 

Pyramid Records: PO Box 23506, Nashville TN 37202, (615) 269-9516. Practical Slylisls: 
"General Beat" b/w "My Bed"; 8/83. 

Ronto Records: c/o Elwitt, 151 Evandale Rd., Rochester NY 14618, (716) 271-5535. The 
Degrads: "I Saw Bobby Sobbing in the Lobby" b/w "Frontal Lobotomy"; Release 9/83. 

Toxic Shock Records: Box 242, Pomona CA 91769, (714) 865-2088. Various: B(lrricaded 
Suspects. Peace Corpse: Life, Death, Quincy; Release 12/83. 

Ubuibi: 225 Walk Circle, Santa Cruz CA 95060. Relentless: Re/e111fess One Casselfe; 
Release 9/83. Muck: Muck Casseue; Relase 10/83. Big Cit) Orchest ra: Number Four Cas
sene; Release ll/83; Rough Trade, Systematic, Ubuibi. ·· 

Boston Rock publishes this free listing of new independent 
releases monthly. To have your recorp and/or tape listed, complete 
this coupon and return by mail (no phone-ins please). 

Issue# Listing Deadline Ad Deadline OnuleDate 
BR #47 Dec23 Jan 10 Jan 23 
BR #48 Jan 27 Feo 7 Feo21 
BR #49 Feb 24 Mar6 Mar 19 

r---------------------------------1 Return to; 

~ton Rock Label Listing ·R·-. OCK 
1 739 Boylston St., #203 
1 Boston, MA 02116 

: PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE: 

I Label Name: 

: Address: 
I City: ____________ State: __ Zip: ___ _ 

Phone: ( __ ) _________________ _ 

D Boston Rock offers special low advertising rates for bands and independent 
labels. For a copy of our rate card please check here. 

Artist Record Title Release Date Distrlbuton 
l) ____ _ 

2) ____ _ 

3) ____ _ 
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CONFLICT 
To a Nation of Animal Lovers 
Corpus Christi, EP 

Conflic1 takes a strong stand for ani
mal liberation, and I have to agree with 
their viewpoi nt. Loi s or ract ual mate
rial and addresses are provided here in 
the band's plea against cruelty to a ni 
mals. As ide from the politics, the 

1 music is prime Connict material. The 
tempo changes rrom fast to slow and 
back again with two lead vocalists sp i1-
ting out 1he words quicker 1han you 
can follow them on the lyric shee1. 

Corpus Christi, PO Box 279, Lon-
don N22 4NU. -Shred 

THE CYCLONES 
Out in the Cold 
Plexus Records, EP 

Appearing nearly two years arter the 
Cyclones' well- received debut single, 
"You're So Cool" bl" "RSVP," 0111 
in the Co/d's four songs bree,e off the 
turntable like a pleasant \1,ind, sparse 
yet engaging. Although they live in 
New York, the one-woman, two-man 
Cyclones have a light grasp of the 
" Hobo ken sound" gained from 
numerous appearances at Maxwell's. 
Their folk-popsy, straight forward 
songs arc less experimental than those 
of the Bongos, dBs or Individuals, but 
lead singer /songwriter/guitarist 
Donna Espos ito's a iry voca ls, semi
electric strummi ng, and tastefu l so los 
closely connect them with their more 
famous friends. "Catch-22," featuring 
Esposito's clipped st rumming and 
most restrained singing on the record, 
is the EP's best cut. 

Plexus Records, PO Box 270, Ged
ney Station, White Plains, NY l0605. 

- David Wykoff 

MIDNIGHT OIL 
10,9,8, 7,6,5,4,3,2, I 
Columbia Records , LP 

Now that the Clash seem most 
inspired on their 12-inch dance mixes, 
the field looks open for some new com
bal rockers. From (you guessed it) 
Aus tra li a come Midnight Oil, who may 
be the leading contenders. /0,9,8,7,6,-
5,4,3,2, I, their fourth release in the 
Land Down Under and their first in the 
US, is a work of poise and power 
bursting with melodic urgency. Poli1i
cal communiques-coupled with des
pera1e attempts at understanding the 
self-boil down to a simple desire for 
compassion, wit h the band effortlessly 
switching from garage 1hrash lO ja ngly 
folk . -Jomes Daly 

BREAKFAST IN BED 
Lust Drive 
Crunch Records, Lid., EP 

Like Shriekback, Boswn's BiB 
creates sophisticated dance music: 
bass-driven and spare, wit h keyboards 
a nd voca ls woven through the 
rhythms. Such a repetitive, bare-boned 
sound is tricky; as wit h Shriekback, 
BiB can become tedious, and "Lust 
Drive" suffers from that malady. The 
song definitely does not merit two dubs 
and 13:18 minutes of vinyl. Slill, on the 
other 1hree songs, Doug Klayman 's 
bass is solid and inventive, and Joe 
Marrazzo's percussion lives and 
breathes and varies. BiB are bes l in 
short bursts-"Clouds" and "Occa
sion" swirl with hypno tizing intensity, 
calling to mind by turns Kraftwerk and 
Peter Gabriel. Good effort. 

Crunch Record\, 39 Winford Way, 
Medford, MA 02155. -Terri Su11on 

IRON CROSS 
Hated and Proud 
Skinflint Records, EP 

This EP is a step forwa rd for this 
Washington-based hardcore band. 
Originally known for their similari1y to 
English Oi! groups, Iron Cross dispel 
this image with "Wolf Pack, " which 
takes a stand aga inst gang mentality. 
They also combine their original a nd 
curren t sty les on "You' re a Rebel," a 
ca tchy chan t-ori ented song. A well
developed and exciting record. 

Skinnint Records, 4771 Berkeley 
Terrace, N.W. Washing1on D.C. 
20007. -Mike Giller 

DISH 
"Twisted" b/ w "Kamikazi Lover" 
Rock-Doc Records , 45 

The sad talc of too many vodka 
sours, the A-side from Bos1on-based 
Dish combines rich and versatile sing
ing, a chugging rave-up horn break, 
and tense, building guitary. "Kamikazi 
Lover'' takes off from a James Bond
like theme, and also features exce llent 
vocals. Sti ll , both songs would profit 
from more adventurous hooks. 

-Terri Sulton 

A Compilation Album 
Featuring : 

A6ac:aaa 
•. ,.1/. 
Dec:rr 
t•• a.11 
H•• • Crr ,,.,,,. .. ,..,.. .... 
ta••• llonM.r .,,,,.y 
•••c•••••f• ••ti P•r•tl• •••• -,..c.,,. 
p •• c. c.r .... 
ll•tl TIiie 
•••c•••tsl •... , ... 
S.1/.lf. s.,,,c a .. ,,. 
r,-,-. / D•c•r 

All this for only 
$5 postpo1d 



NEW 
LP 

''CYBERNETIC 
DREAMS OF Pl " 

FIRST REAL ALBUM FROM THIS 
WASHINGTON DC FIVE PIECE . IT'S 

ABOUT TIME AND IT'S ABOUT FUN. 

TWIN TONE RECORDS INC 
445 OLIVER AVENUE SOUTH 

MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55-405 

Write for our free catalog 

Distributed by CITY HALL. DUTCH EAST !NOIA, GREENWORLO. IMPORTANT JEM 
METROAMERICA. ROUGH TRADE. SYSTEMATIC ANO TWIN CITIES 

WE BUY 
NEW & USED RECORDS 

WE SELL 
FINE FOOD FOR HUNGRY EARS 

. 353-0693 

JERRY'S 
KIDS 

IS THIS MY WORLD? 

new 12 song album out 
now on x.claim! 

send $5.00 p.p. to 

Jerry's Kids 
96 Robert St 
Braintree. MA 0 2184 

d1stnbutcd by DEi. Rough Trade. 
Important. Ups tan. Grccnworld 
&Systematic 

The Freeze! 
13 song album 

"Land 
of the 
Lost'' 

on sale at 

$4.99 
or send five dollars postpaid to Modern 
Method Records, 332 Newbury St. , Boston, 
MA 02116. 
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Synd.), 1he Bangles, Let's Active, Tom 
Tom Club, Marcy Saddy (Cenain Gen
eral), and Gang of Four's Sara Lee are 
a few good examples. Locally we have 
the Ann Prim/Kearney Kirby axis (No
vember Group), the Dangerous Birds 
refugees, Jane Hudson, Salem 66, the 
Bristols, Zodio Doze and 'Til 
Tuesday's Aimee Mann-who proved 
tha1 you can sing, play bass and look 
striking all at the same time. 

In New York City, most of the good 
bands were going to major labels, 
breaking up, or going underground. 
The interesting action centered around 
the Del-Lords and the various ongoing 
projects of the loose cooperative 
named Material. Named "NY's most 
likable rock 'n' roll band" by the Vil-

Savages 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14 

records. For classic styles broughl up 
to date, it compares with the Blasters at 
their roughest and NRBQ al 1heir rock
ies!. "We left a ll 1he fun s1uff on the 
tape," said producer Greenberg. "We 
kepi the wrong no1es and the back
ground shouts, as long as 1he feel was 
right." 

"It all boils down to people getting 
drunk and having fun," says Green
berg of his favorite records. The same 
spirit rules whenever the Savages play. 
"It's just stuff for people to dance and 
have fun with. It 's the kind of music 
we'd like to hear a1 a party." 

-Brei! Milano 
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!age Voice, the Del-Lords are the type 
of band for whom the phrase "rip this 
joint" was invented. The Material peo
ple put out One Down with Nona Hen
dryx (an album dripping disco), Bill 
Laswell's Baselines (with Ronald Shan
non Jackson, Fred Frith, and syn1he
sist Michael Beinhorn, among Olhers), 
and 1he Shango dance 12". But the 
most impressive, and one of the year's 
top records, was Golden Palominos 
with Anton Fier (Feelies, etc.), Arto 
Lindsay (DNA), Tacuma, Frith, and 
Beinhorn, to drop just a few of the 
names involved. 

Wi1h hardcore losing its momentum, 
the res1 of the NYC scene focused on 
jazz and the experimentalis1s. Since 
most of the best jazz of the last few 
years (with a few glowing exceptions) 
has been found in re-issues of decades
old material and tribute LPs, this is not 
an inspiring developmen1 (even the 
Lounge Lizards appear to have gone le
git}. The leading "newcomer" was a 
bass-playing monster by the name of 
Jamaaldeen Tacuma, who sprang from 
Ornette Coleman's Prime Time (one of 
those exceplions). Reaction to his 
Show Stopper LP, with James Blood 
Ulmer helping out, was mixed. But 
nearly anyone who was paying atten
tion ageed that the potential was great. 
Drummer Ronald Shannon Jackson's 
Decoding Society, probably the hottest 
band around, released Barbeque Dog: 
razor sharp jazz-funk-rock with a ghet
to slam. 

The experimentalists, combining 
musics, arts, or media for results that 
don't yet have generic titles, were busy 
the past 12 mon1hs. While 1he West 
Coast had Zev's Elemental Music (im
pressive as random banging gets) and 

CELEBRITY SECRETS 

SANDRA BERNHARD 
Heroes: Hanna Schygulla, Joan Jett, Tina Turner, Harry Reasoner, Andrea 
Martin, Katherine O'Hara, the late Jessica Savage. 

Villains: Cat Woman, the Penguin, the Riddler. 

Stimulants: Salt, sugar, new clothes. 

Repulsions: Sammy Davis, Jr. and Sammy Davis, Jr. rubber masks. 

Inspirations: National Public Radio's All Things Considered, ero tic dreams. 

Movies/books you \o\Ould have likr to have lived: Gofdfinger as James 
Bond, Rabbit Redux. 

Writers: John Updike, Jcrzy Kosinski. 

First Record Bought: Carol King's Tapestry-no, the musical "Hello Dolly." 

Records you would like to have made: Any Dionne Warwick record written 
by Bacharach and David. 

Performances: Tina Turner anywhere, Bette Midler at the Palace in NY, 
Dec. 1973. 

Ambitions: To be a role model for young girls and boys and to become 
white trash. 

Dream Date: Tom Cruise-or Harry Reasoner. 

photo: Michael Romanos 

Johanna Went's screaming Hyena, 
performance art in the East got a big 
audience boost from the Laurie Ander
son United States mini-tour. Besides 
recording a new EP with Peter Gabriel 
and Adrian Belew, Anderson was busy 
with projects like her multi-media ex
hibit at the Univesity of Pennsylvania 
and the Set and Reset collaboration 
with Trisha Brown (dance) and Robert 
Rauschenberg (of Talking Heads cover 
fame). 

Contemporary classical composer 
Philip Glass had less success with his 
musical theater piece on photographer 
Edward Muybridge; he released two al
bums to lukewarm reviews. But Glass's 
trancey works continued to be a major 
influence on new progressive ensem
bles (like Boston's Birdsongs of the 
Mesozoic). Glenn Branca, whose ap
proach has spawned dozens of guitar 
orchestras, also had a rough time when 
he premiered Symphony No. 3 at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music early this 
year. Branca, the guitar world's fore
most avant-gardist, was a bit over-in
volved in the physics of vibrating 
strings. He was so busy modifying in
struments to get mammoth, resonant 
chords that the pitched peaks of his 
earlier days got left behind. For those 
who miss that old stuff, there's Bran
ca's fine LP with John Giorno, Who 
You Staring At?, and ROIR has re
leased his acclaimed Symphony No. 1 
on cassette. Also, groups like Sonic 
Youth have carried his guitar clanging 
concepts back to more rock-oriented 
formats. 

Locally, there still hasn '1 been a 
band since the Cars to cross over into 
national stardom. '83 saw the re-emer
gence of three hometown heroes: Jona-

than Richman made one of his best 
albums after a three-year delay; Willie 
Alexander keeps cranking out gems on 
the French New Rose label ; and Robin 
Lane reformed the Chartbusters with 
promising results. 

The local radio scene is ready for a 
shakeup, after two major casualties. 
WBOS had two months of glory with 
its innovative "color-blind" format, 
but management pulled the plug before 
ratings emerged. And WCOZ, the 
longtime kick-ass stronghold, con
verted to an adult contemporary for
mate (from AC/DC to A/C). This 
leaves the increasingly conserva1ive 
WBCN with no AOR competition. The 
new WFNX comes closest, but has 
proven too eclectic for mass appeal. 
But then again, any station that plays 
Keith Jarrett, Bob Marley, and X-all 
in the same set-deserves some kind of 
award . WEEI-FM changed its call let
ters to WHIT and became a major 
contender in the hit-radio stakes. 

The big news in town was the Mi~
sion of Burma break-up forced by Ro
ger Miller's hearing problems. Miller 
now devotes most of his time to the 
contemporary pieces he composes for 
the (quieter) 81rdsongs of the Mesozoic 
(Martin Swope plays too}, while drum
mer Peter Prescott has formed Volcano 
Suns. Burma's appeal bridged many 
tastes, and they were a unifying factor 
for beantown rock. Their departure 
further emphasized how factionalized 
the local scene has become. But while 
the rock community here may not be as 
cohesive as it was one or two years 
back, and the clubs are relying heavily 
on traveling out-of-towners to fill their 
dance floors, Boston rock appears 

Continued on page 40 



· 273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f40IJ 521-2520 

Located in the Cle Complex 
Free Parking 

The Schemers 

Tue 13 Rain Parade 
Holy cow and The Calves 
Danny Spanos • Digney Fignus 

120 Free Baffles of Strohs Beer To Be Given Away. 

Thur 15 Love Tractor 
free with The Plugz 
college ID 

sat 17 Robin Lane & 
The Chartbusters 
Garv Shane & The Detours • The Threats 

sun 18 

Tue 20 Benefit for Foundation of community 
Organizations 
The Grove Masters 

Thur 22 The Detectives 

Fri 
23 November 

Groua, 
House of cards 

sun 25 
Sat 31 
New Years schemers 
Eve! High Beams 

Thur Jan. 5 Guitarist with Prince ... 
Dez Dickerson 

Fri Jan. 6 New Models 
Til Tuesday 

-~ 
~c~ 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Llylng Room Box Office. 

THE CHANNEL PRESENTS 

SPANDAU BALLET I 
0 
U1 

~!:J, OV~!,?u!:'~~.ICA U] 
( / 

1 TUESDAY • DECEMBER 13 l 
BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER . 

136 MASS. AVE.• BOSTON 
$12.50 ADM. 7:30 P.M. 

THE CHANNEL AND THE BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER I 
BOX OFFICE 

TICKETS AT STRAWBERRIES • TICKETRON, II) 
~-------;~; CHANNEi:81

~:; II] 
~~~'='!~fff" ~ll6q<_ 11il 

· c.r ADVANCE TI CKETS AT ·STRAWBERRIES• 
•NEWBURY COMICS•TICKETRON•OUT OF TOWN• 
·QUINCY ROCK & ROLL MARKET •THE CHANNEL· 

Thur Dec 15 

Fri Dec 16 

Sat Dec 17 

Christmas Party '83 The Fleshtones 
with Lizzy Borden & The Axes 

The Fools, The Make 

The Lines, The Reflectors 

Sun Dec 18 all ages, 4pm ... Minutemen, Husker Du 

Fri Dec 23 Lou Miami & The Kozmetix 

Fri Dec 30 NRBQ & The Whole Wheat Horns 

Sat Dec 31 New Years Eve ... Jon Butcher Axis 
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1984 
PRODUCTION 

SCHEDULE 
Ad deadline 
Jan.10 
Feb.7 
Mar.6 

Street date 
Jan. 23 
Feb. 21 
Mar. 19 

Attention Bands 
This Space Available 

for 

$10.00 
(21/," x2") 

call (617) 266-8787 
Next deadline January 10, 1984 

:5J:!J1JJ,J:!)J)j f 51gj) 
P1.lf'/! 

·~~~·oc'io;·;;s'''i;Ai·,A·r;;,,,.-.. 
A VISUAL NEW MUSIC CONCERT , !t ..,. direction , 

'--f' ~J- r. animario~, ? and design 

"ii by LISA CRAFTS 

-~ , music composed 
>;:..,,'~ •j ,:,.../· and performed 

~ ,----- by CALEB SAMPSON 

9 pm J A N 2 8 1 9 8 4 

Old Camb. Bapt. Church ·1151 Mass Ave. 
cam bridge 

presented by Rear Window 277·4618 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1• 
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Scotch'n s!unds 
Every Tuesday Local Band Night 

Sot Dt-c. 10 

David Johansen 
The Neighborhoods 

Sun 11 
Euphoria 

Wed 14 
The Drive 

Thur 15 
The Lines 

Fri 16 
J.O., Billy & Ken 

Sot 17 

New Models 
Sex Execs 

\\'edZI 
The Drive 

Thur22 
The Neighborhoods 

Swami 
Fri 23 

Xmas Party 
The Stompers 

Sat 24 
C]oSl'd 

Sun 25 
Xmas Night Party 
The Logistics 

Mon 26 
allages7-1J 
Mike Viola 

Wod21.1 
The Trademarks 

Sat :ll 
New Years Eve 

Midnight Traveler 
The Logistics 

Sat Jan. 7 
Robin Lane & The Chartbusters 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacenl to Westgate Lanes 

584-1694 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

:ROCK 
I 
I 

~ 
AND SAVE $5.00 OFF 

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St. Rm. 203 

Boston, MA 02116 

TEN DOLLARS FOR TEN ISSUES 
D Check or money order enclosed 
L Please charge to my Visa or Master Card 

••------- exp. __ _ 
s19nature, _________ _ 

Name __________ _ 

Address _________ _ 

City ___ State __ Zip __ _ 

Air ma,I and/or overseas &dd 52.00 per issue 

Next Deadline: 
Tuesday January 10 

Issue on sale January 23 

on 
Intense City Records 
513 E. 13 St., NY, NY 10009 

SUNDAYS 
*OPEN BAR* ... For the ladies 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n' Roll, No Cover!! Big Band Cover Rock 'n' Roll! 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n' Roll Bands Each Night 

WEDNESDAYS Best of Showcase 
,, OPEN BAR* ... for the ladies 8-9:30 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2-4-1 8-11 p.m. 

Monday December 12 • The Lads • Flicks • No Idea 

Tuesday 13 Luanne Crosby Band • Vagrants • Night Owl 

Wednesday 14 Blind Oates • Circus • In Time 

Thursday 15 Liquid Trance • Shade • Click 

Friday 16 The Lyres 

Saturday 17 Roomful of Blues 

Sunday 18 (Ladies' Night) 

Monday 19 Video Free Europe • Kent Pearson • Room 9 

Tuesday 20 The Positions • Ata-tat • Nightland 

Wednesday 21 Cool Rays • The Undertaker & His Pals 

Thursday 22 The Dark • Salem 66 • Busted Statues 

Friday 23 Til Tuesday 

Saturday 24 Merry Christmas! (closed tonight) 

Sunday 25 (ladies' Night) 

Monday 26 Sapien • The Editors • The Clone 

Tuesday 27 Beauty & The Beast • Emergay Sons • Control U 

Thursday 29 Native Tongue • Zodio Ooze • House of Cards 

Saturday 31 Happy New Years ... Berlin Airlift 

Wednesday January 4 Chris Bright & The Sods • Common Denominator 

Thursday 5 Dish 

Friday 6 Midnight Traveler 

Saturday 7 New Models 

Wednesday 11 Du Bang Gang 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

Jumping Jack Flash. .. 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS ADI 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

expires 1/23/84 I 
~ 
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new tape: "DANGEROUS LIVES" 
Hear 11 on: 
WAAF 
WBCN 
WBRU 
wcuw 
WERS 
WFNX 
WMBR 
WZBC 

Request it 
Appearing: 

P.O. Box 2228 
Worcester, MA 01613 

Fri. Dec. 2 at Xii, Worcester 
Wed. Dec. 14 at Sir Morgan's 

Cove, Worcester 

e b f I J um O S ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 

1133 Broadway 
· Somerville, MA 02144 (617) 623-9508 · 

YOUR NEW BAND NEEDS A BOOKING? 
it's as easy as • •• 

A.B.C. * 
• All Bands Considered 

THREE BANDS NIGHTLY (9:00, 10:30 and 12) 

OUR POLICY FOR BANDS: 
• First Time In: Tickets Only! (No selling) 

Give away tickets that read: 
"Admit One For One Dollar," you get the $. 

• Second Time In: Tickets and Door % . 

• Subsequent Re-Bookings: Negotiable. 

We provide support: WBCN, MTV (Warner Cable), 
Boston Phoenix, Boston Rock, 1,500 person monthly mailing, 
posters, flyers & interior ads. 

Incentives .. 
• SUNDAY - party atmosphere-theme parties: (i.e. "½ way 
to St. Pattie's Day," "Christmas in July," "Summer New Years 

Eve Party," "Practice New Years Eve Party," "Manager's 
Birthday" and more) 

• MONDAY: $1 Bar Drinks 8-10 PM 

• TWOSDAY: 2-4-1 Bar Drinks 8-10 PM 

• WEDNESDAY: Midnight Madness Happy Hour 
$1.00 Bar Drinks 8-10 PM 

Also Featuring Our: 
$20,000 House PA & Lighting Systems 

Call Jumbo's 4-7 p.m. daily: Rick or Mickey 
623-8177 

ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
2¼" X 1½" 

call <6171 266-8787 

You can now 
charge your 

H 

ROCK 
subscription 

with your Visa 
or Mastercard. 

Call (617) 
266-8787 
or see page seven 

of this issue. 

Ger your shirt 
together with 

d/iwo'lje 
£:.~~~~~g 

T-Shirts 
$3 ••. 

(2doz. mm. $15one-t1me set-up) 

Home of The Living Room. Steven. 
Boston Rock, NewPaper, 

Hometown Rockers. Last Call Saloon 
T-Shirts 

448 N. Broadway, E. Prov .• A.I. 02916 
401 -434-5646 401-434-6625 

Call for our free brochure 
..._ __ we ship C.O.D.---~ 

~~ I 
r--M~-n~..,e~-12 ----u 

Voyce • X-Boyfriends 

Tue13 ·.[I] Young Rationals 
Wed 14 

John Lincoln Wright 
Thur 15 

Hypertension I] 
Fri 16 

Digney Fignus . I 
Buddy System 

Sun 18 
Paul Rishell 

Sat 17 l Ti! Tuesday 

Mon 19 

The Zone • Moulin Rouge II) 
Tue 20 

The Shakes • Wandells 
Wed 21 

John Lincoln Wright 

Thur22 . m 
Memphis Rockabilly 

Band 
Fri 23 

New Models 

Merr;at-Sun,-~24/25 

Christmas .· · ~1 .· 

To All Our . • • :• : 
Friends! . ·• · · · ·. · .. 
(closed x-mas eve . · . .,· · J. M 
and all day sunday ) . _ ~ --

Mon 26 
Arthur Slick & Nice Girls 

The Effect 
Tue 27 

Volcano Suns • Turbines 
Wed 23 

Lizzy Borden • Viper 
Thu 29 

Mimi Jones Band 
Pencils 

Fri 30 
Peter Dayton 

0 Sat 31 c:, 
1 New Years Eve ... 

Del Fuegos 
Barrance Whitfield & 

The Savages 
(Advance Tickets/ 

Thu Jan. 5 
Duke Robillard Band 

Barrance Whitfield 

491-9672 
1350 Cambridge St. 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridge 

IJ1 
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#9. Jim Curoll, Skids, Ruts, Marthil & the Muffins, Lenny Kaye, Son of Stiff, Iggy Pop, Capt. Beefheart. 
V1u.m1n, Alberto y lost Trios Paranoias. 
1 10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, SVT, Carlene Caner. the fast. 
I I I. Elvis Costello pt. I, Squeez.e. Sector 27. W1nwood. Frith. La Peste 
# 12. Robin Lane, Pylon. Elvis Costello pt. 2. Bongos, Fleshtones, Rev1llos, J_onathan Richman, Rings. 

115. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour. The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 
/ 16. Garland Jeffreys, Wall of Voodoo. Echo and the Bunnymen. The Rumour. Joan Jen, Marshall 
S1mpk1n . 
/1 7. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Ch;irles hrren, Los Microwaves, 
Eventworks, Circus Mort 
118. The Jam Interview, Atlantics. John Cale. Joe Ely, Planet Street, UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, 
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sen, T. Petty, T. Tim. limbo Race, Wendy Williams. 
/22. Specials, GoGo's. X, Neats. Edith Massey. Lydia lunch. November Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson. 
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/25. Black Flag Interview, Readers Poll Results. Pete Shelley. Gun Club, Berlin A1rltft, Local Band Re
view #1, Cramps. Elvis, Raybeats. Grace Jones. Salem Sound. Legal advice 
/26. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers, Alan Vega, Boys Life, Panther Burns, Sex Execs, Police, Certain Gener
als, Wuhington DC. News, Battle of Broad Street. 
#27. Bush Tetras, Club Update. Neighborhoods. U2. Flipper. Young Snakes. Albert O. Fleshtones. 
Waitresses, London and D C. News 
#28. Romeo Void, Lou M1am1. Black Sabbath, The Dark. GI., Nick Lowe, Music Seminar, t 3 UP. Why 
Bands Move To Boston 
i 19 . Stompers, Paul Weller Interview. Human league. V;, Girlschool. B-Sl's. Bongos. Fear. Joe Perry. 
Toots and the Maytals, Gun Club 
130. The Clash, Eric Burdon, Circle Jerks. Ken Shelton, Sparks, Haircut 100, Tweeds, Slickee Boys, 
Boston Street Bands 
/31. X, Motels, Stray Cats. Robert Ellis Orrall. SS Decontrol, Wipers. Comsat Angels. Independent Re
cord Supplement 
Ill. Public Image Interview, Billy Idol, Clarence Clemons, Willie Alexander, Prolen.riat, Flesheaters, 
Jon Butcher Axis 
Ill. The Who, Jello B1afra. English Beat. Lords of The New Church. Nico. Undertones, Ooh Ah Ah, 
MDC, The Brains, Healin' of the Nation, The Dawgs. Nebulas 
;J4. Psychedelic Furs, Mission of Burma, George Thorogood. Rubber Rodeo. Dream Syndicate. 
Grand Master Flash. Robin lane, Del Fuegos, Jeff and Jane Hudson 
l]S. Sting lnte..view, Peter Wolf. The Bangles, Dangerous Birds, Peter Gabriel, Lene Lovich, The 
Residents, Marshall Crenshaw. R.EM, Blues Astronauts, Effigies, Man from Hoodoo, Best of '82. 
136. Readers Poll Winners: November Group, Clash and Ric Ocasek, Special Distribution 
Supplement, ABC. Burma Breakup, Thompson Twins, Bauhaus. Fools.John Orsi, The Three O'Clock. 
Richard Hell. Spr1nga 
137. 0.O,A., lauric Anderson, New Models. Bow Wow Wow, The Time, Members, Rolling Stones and 
Richard Hell Films, Arms Akimbo. Iggy Pop 
138. Culture Club. Musical Youth , Dexy·s. Minutemen.FU s. Angry Young Bees, Storyv1Ue, Tony V, 
M1dem • 
#39. U 2,, Blasters. Minor Threat, Stompers. Monty Python, Limbo Race, Birthday Party. Angry Sa
moilns, Lou M1am1, Walter Clay. Music Seminar Supplement 
#40. The B-52's, Modern English, R.E.M., Greg Hawkes. The fall, M1n1stry, Jonathan Rtchman. Violent 
Femmes. Kid Congo, The Freeze, Sorry . 
#41~ Talking H eads, US festival. Husker Du, Peter Tosh, Primary Colors. Native Tongue, Black Flag. 
Noni!. Hendryx, Simple Minds, Synthesizer Review, Meiltmiln Tesco Vee, The Fixx, Rock America 
#42. Joan Jett, Dilvid Bowie, Eurythmics. New Order. Birdsongs or the Mesozoic. Vinny, The Alilrm, 
Shaggs. Ttl Tuesday, Glenn Phillips, Green on Red, Saccharine Trust. Ram Pil.rade. Long Ryders, leaving 
Trilins. Special Indepe ndent Record Label Supplement . 
143. Elvis Costello, Neats. Motorhead, Fleshtones, Red Rockers, Replacements. DYS. Christmas, 
Beast, Human Switchboard, Eleventh Episode. f .U.s. Bob Dylan, UB40, Tour of Boston clubs. 
144. X, Mick Jones leaves Clash, PiL's Keith Levene, Eddie Grant, Joe Perry Proiect. Azte,c Camera, Big 
Boys, The Plugz. Graham Parker, love Tractor, Three Hands. Busted Statues, Psycho, Ork Boy. 
#45. Big Country, Turbines, Zodio Doze, Salem 66, November Group, Jonzun Crew, B'lnfOS, True 
West, Eddie Gorodetsky. 
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I 
Nayme Drawper I 
CONTI NUED FROM PAGE 42 

Sempera.k.a. Tis no longer at WBCN. 
I keep meaning 10 buy Oedipus 

I something special for hiring Alberl 0 
to fill the void left by T-but what do 
you give a program director who has 
everything including a pct wolf and a 
coke·snoning giraffe? 

Will the Cosmic Muffin (now at 
'BCN), Cindy Bailcn (no" at WHIT), 
and Bob Slavin (now at home) pool 
their pennies to get something really 
nice for their former 'COZ boss Frank 
Hollar? And has Maxanne Sarlori been 
using her abundant spare time lO knit a 
cowboy hat for her o ld hos~, I mean 
boss, WBOS' Herberl Hoffman? 

What did Michael Jonzun buy 
WILD's Elroy R.C. Smilh? Will the 
' MBR management ever give its listen· 
ers more hours of programming? And 
did WERS facuhy adviser Fran Berger 
ge1 her fingerless gloves from Curlis? 

Who paid for Priscilla Sims' holiday 
haircut ? Will Peter Oaylon shell out 
more for Digney Fignus-or will it 
work 1he other way a ro und? Is Tami 
Heide gelling Con/lier's Gerard CosloY 
a diclionary? And did Forced Expo. 
sure's Jimmy Johnson come 1hrough 
with the gift subscription he promised 
the Freeze? 

Are Doug Simmons and Jim Sulli
van goi ng 10 spend Christmas Eve li s
tening to records 1ogether? How about 
Steve Berkowitz and Elliol Roberts? 

While the Cars didn't have enough 
elves lO make an album this year, both 
Ric Ocasek (wilh help from the Dark's 

. Roger Green\\alt, Reflectors ' Sieve 
"dj" Cataldo and Derek Dyer, Akio 
Akashi of Ooh! Ah! Ah!, the New 
Models' Casey Lindstrom and 01hcrs), 
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pretty healthy on most fronts. Our col· 
lege rad io sta tions (WZBC, WMBR, 
WERS, WMFO, WHRB a nd ot hers) 
offer an unsurpassed sclecLion of new 
and local music (the best in the coun
try?) and have been branching out to 
include anything worth hearing from 
the last 20 years. 

While hometown bands like Novem· 
ber Group and 1he Neats were trying to 
clear thal final hurdle towards national 
recognition, the Del Fuegos, 'Ti l Tues
day (label deal promised), Berlin Air

. lift (one of these years) and Digney Fig· 
nus (MTV video win ner) hoped to gel 
righl behind. And al last count there 
were at least a baker's dozen of very 
good, estab li shed bands right behind 
them wait ing for that nebulous some
thing to push them to the next plateau. 
Newer bands raising the most eyebrows 
include Sorry, Busted Statues, Barn 
Barn a nd Skin . 

In the UK, the queen's subjects con
tinued their habit of bastardizing 
stolen properties from the US-this 
year it was soul and disco-and then 
claiming that Americans never come 
up with anything original. Of course 
they're always willing to take our cash, 
and in '83, from David Bowie's "Seri· 
ous Money" tour on down, America 
was blinded by fashion. We \\Cre over· 
run by highly stylized synth bands 
(Duran Duran, Flock of Seagulls, Hu
man League) that made fluffy dance 
tunes while making .'>urc that their hair 
stayed in place for their \'idcos. Even 
former doom and gloomers like the 

andGreg Hawkes sprung solo records. 
The Stomper~' Sal Baglio found 

himself in a rather humble position in 
'83: after telling the 80s1011 Globe, Tab 
and BR how unhappy he was with his 
debut LP on Boardwalk, he wa1chcd 
his song "Never Tell An Angel" be· 
come a big regional hit. 

Aerosmilh's Sreven Tyler spent the 
year learning to wal k omtagc. Both 
Jon Butcher {\\ ho recently had prob
lems wi1h immigra1ion ofric ials when 
he went to England to record) and Joe 
Perry (who, along with Mach Bell, was 
kicked out of Disneyland) enjoyed rca· 
sonablc success with major label re
leases. And we're st ill waiting for 
major label product from Fal'C 10 Facr 
(Epic), Rubber Rodeo (Polygram) and 
the Enemy (Atlantic). 

I'm sure November Group has some· 
thing nice in mind for IRS Records. 
But wha1 has Jim Coffman done for 
the Neats and Limbo Race? How 
about the Neighborhoods for Joe 
Casey? 

Once again our clubs went through 
changes and renovations. Better book· 
ings and tamer bouncers at the Rat, 
and a raised siage and dj booth at 
Storyville, made club-hopping in Ken· 
more Square a favorite pasHime. On 
the 01her hand, Canlones and Maver
ick 's closed down , ending a five year 
tradition of clubbing in the Financial 
Zone. Part of the slack was picked up 
by nearby Chet's which has slowly be· 
come rhe club for new Boston bands. 

Age.old protests over the Paradise's 
nailed.down seats were finally pul to 
rest when the club wem through a 
major overhau l. The improvements at 
Spit (a raised stage a nd new bath· 
rooms) were also welcome. The Chan· 
nel opened a branch on the Cape, a nd 

... conr. on nexr page 

Cure ("Let's Go To Bed") and New 
Order ("We're not so depressed any. 
more") got into the disco picture. Boy 
George, who was a fashion unto him· 
self before he started playing music , 
surprised a few people by showing 
that, yes, he cou ld actua ll y sing. For 
others (The Alarm, Big Country, etc.), 
plaid and/or cowboy outfits were the 
proper atlire for staking out some 
ground between 1he Clash and U2 (best 
live shows ye1), and following in 1hcse 
bands' fo01s1eps (and best riffs) in· 
stead of blazing their own paths 10 the 
US. 

The spunky songwriting of Elvis 
Costello's young fave, Roddy Frame 
of Aztec Camera (whose show at Spil 
was just plain dull), set dozens of US 
critics on their ears. Meanwhile, Echo 
& the Bunnymen got bored with 1he US 
and canned their tour after two dates . 
At least they left us with Porcupine, 
two-thirds of which is ster ling. Along 
with half of U2's War, a third of New 
Order's Power, Corruprion and lies 
a nd virtuall y all of XTC's Mummer, it's 
among the year's most li stenable " im· 
pons." 

All in all, a ny year where you can 
find great albums from the top (Talk· 
ing Heads' Speaking In Tongues) to the 
dedicated cuh level (Flesheaters· Hard 
Road To Follow or Dearh Travels Wesr 
by The Embarassment) ain't so bad. 
Next year we might not be so lucky. 
Many of the bands mentioned in this 
O\'Cf\'ie\,, while not yet commercial 
blockbusters, ha\·c the poten1ial to 
shake things up. \Ve do ha,·c a linger· 
ing fear, hm\c\'er. that a1 the end or 
1984, someone ,,ill be \\filing a song 
called ''New Waye Sri/I Suck\."* 
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Metro did the same in Worcester. As 
usual, all the main people involved at 
Spit / Metro / Paradise / Rat / Storyville 
etc. will be gelling together for their 
annual Xmas party at Kevin Porter's 
house. Anybody with a Media Work~ 
shop card gel s in fpr half-price. 

While 'BC N's David Beiber·Was re
portedly on time for work a record 

high of three days this year, we under
stand that Tony "Crash" Berardini 
was la1e only once; and that was the 
day he was out getting Dom Silvi's gift. 
Johnny Angel says he still hasn't fig
ured out what to get the boys in Bar
ranee Whitfield yet. And DYS have yet · 
to decide if they should give producer 
Lou Giordano a copy of their EP . 

But more importantly, 1983 will be 
remembered as the year Rick Harte 
posed naked in the Sugar Guide fan
zine, and as the year of the unholy trin
ity: Ork Boy, Mr. Butch and the 
Hoodoo . 

Merry Christmas everybody! 
Wooeeee! ! !!!!! * 

PROMOTIONAL 

PHOTOGRA 
ANoGRAPHIC 

bands cannot live 
on eCK.nd alone. 

Janine Doucette 
& Tony DeLuz 

have a rock 'n' roll Christmas from . .. 

• Refurni shed Rehearsal Spaces 
Now Available 

• We buy used instruments. Guitars, 
dr ums & amps now wanted. 

• Most major brands of pedals on 
very special sale, starting at $15.00. 

107 Munroe St., Lynn 592-9496 

SU RRE!\UER DOROTHY Good quality dem~ FOR SALE Re..:onh , 739 lio~hton St., 
.11'203, lio~10n, ~IA 02116 . 

An orn('~ O;11irJ (in,1,,;11.:L J D 
Nc11 Lngland S..:hool o l I ~\1 

1981: 13Sc ,\ 1arkcting, 13ab,on 
College 1976: _(617) 925 -2667. 

Sell me yo ur broken Doku rder 
8140 4-channcl tape recorder . 
Call John at (6 17) 877-0690 

Breakfas t in Bed Ind ustrial 
Funkster~ seek exceptional 
bass pla)er . Call Dana 
391 -4654. 

Exp., 1er~atile drummer 11antcd tor radio play. Send 
LA DA \LA A SIX :-iONG 
EP 0 1- O R IG l1'AI. ;-,,,t,;\\' 
ROC K-a1 ailable b) mail 
order. Send $5.50 ppd to: 

sought for o rigi nal progre~si1e to: Kate Ingram, KSU F, 350 
rock band. Have material and T011nscnd, S F CA 941 09. 

FAN CLUBS 
Spike & B) rOne hn Club. 
W rite i: / o \\ !\IBR !\ l u~ie 
Direc10r, 3 Ames Strcc,, 
Ca m bridge, MA 02 142. 

Lead s inger frontman, song
writer wanted for three piece 
high ·energy original rock 
group sho ppi ng for deal. 
Good stage presence, looks, 
studio experien,e, relocat io n a 
must. Serious inquiries on ly 
Y.ith a former member of re
cording group "Toronto" 
call - Rochester, N. Y. (716) 
482-7654, (7 16) 352-4854. 

practice space, ready to gig. 
Trnsp. a must. Cati 628-1077 , 
eves 6-8 p. m . 

WANTED 
College Interns Wa nted . 
Boston Rock is looki ng for 
serious journalism majors who 
can get academic credit for 
volunteer work a1 Boswn 
Rock. Write: Greg Reibman 
c/o BR, 739 Boylston St. , 
11203. Boston, MA 02 11 6. 

LOCAL BANDS, MUSICIANS 
your "product," whether it is T-shirts, buttons, 
records, tapes or posters, as well as outgrown 

musical equ,pment, has a snowball's-chance-in-hell 
of selling, until you firs t 

TURN 2 MUSIC 
137 Prospect (twixt Main & Moody) 

W altham. Ma. 02154 
open 11 .9 M·S. Sun 12-6 

VIDEO LIP SYNCS 
$500 and up 

For consultation call Jeff Hudson 
Productions (617) '266·3198 

Profess,onal, dedicated engineering/production 
Demos or Master Product, 

U11 b1aSt>d adl'lt:e about recording in Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

~ 
WANTS LOCAL MUSIC!! 

Send tapes, 45's, records to 

Frodo Records, 6 104 A. 
Laird, Austin , TX 78757. 

Wamed: Import / Ne,, Wave , 
P un k Rock / Local 45s. Musi 
be in good condition . Call 
John at 247-3007. Corning soon on Frodo A·nt-:...,TIO\ MOllER\ 

Record~- The Oftender~ ·· 1 E\Gl ,ISII 1-·A,s! Join the 

aflcr 5 p.m. 

Gel ~omelhin i.: fur nothin g! !! 
Fn:c k~,011, on ho\1 10 get 
,umeihing Im :1 rromiw! Call 
fona1ha11 (6 17) 734-0095, l·all 
collect. Or Y.ritc: 75 Al
phon <, u<, S1., Apt. 1602, 
13o<;ton, M A 02120. I gel 
re<,uli\!! 

French Independent Record 
Compan) is looking for ney, 
groups or ~mall indie labels 
for licensing in France . Send 
tapes/ information / record etc. 
to: F.G.L. c / o EVA & 
LOLI TA RECO RDS. 15 Rue 
de L'Amiral Rou\sin 750 15, 
Pari\, France. 

Hate !\1rself:· official !\ I. [. Fan Club. St•nd 
BOSTO N ROCK C HRIST- for free detaih: 13ox 1670, N Y, 
MAS C OMPILATIO\ W ITH NY IOll6. 
;-,,,a1h e Tongu e, C hri, 1m a_.,, 
SSD, Sonn) C olumbu \ and 
his Del f uegos. and Jl'ff and 
Jane . On <,ale 110" in your 
fa,. reco rd <;1ore, o r ~end 
S4.00 no,1 to Bo,; ton Rock 

------
PERSONALS 
Shell) ("Tbha" ) Rarnonl.', are 
) UU ~till in ,'\forlhampton ? 
- Bruce 

MISC. 

Hey Eli-gel off the G . 
Dcatl!! 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 

CLASSIFIED RATES: 
___ total number of words {30c per word , address & 

phone trs are free) 

.•. 

• 30' Per Word. 
• Boldface Costs 25' Extra Per Word 

(underline bold copy). 

___ total number of bold words. (25' extra per word) 

___ number of 1ssues you wou ld like ad to run 

• Address and Phone Numbers Are Free. Check er money order for $ ___ enclosed 

• Minimum Charge $3.50 Per Ad. Please charge $ _ __ to my Master Card Visa 

• All Ads Must be Pre-paid . ___ ____ exp date ______ _ 

signature: ___________ _ 

Ad copy: 

PJ, WCHC-FM, Box 35A, Send To: Boston Rock Classifieds, 739 Boylston St #203, Boston , MA 02116. Or 
Worcester, MA 01610 ,Charge by calling: (617) 266-8787. : 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Woooeee! ! ! Ano1her year and an

other string or Christ mas panics to a t
tend. It's downr ight cheery to know 
that even the grimmest or folks become 
modern day Kris Kringles when you 
palm them enough free d rink t ic kets. 
W hy, just a t thi s very m om ent , I can 
pic ture Rick H a rte ma king a g ift fo r 
Don Roze, Al fro m SSD baking a rum 
cake for Springa, o r Charles Laquidara 
helping his o ld comrade Jerry Good
win fi nd a job . 

Come to th ink o f it , wha t did Pal 
Lyons buy Crass for Xmas? What did 
the J ilters get for the Del Fuegos? The 
Count for Mike Dreese? Or Rory 
O'Conner fo r Christopher Lydon? 

Last yea r a t this t ime, Aimee Mann 
had just spli t up wi th the Young Snakes 
and was looking to form a "pop-ori 
ented" band. On New Year's Eve, the 
J. Geils Band were a t 1he Centrum 
play ing the fi rs t o f their last three 
ho melown dates with vocalist Peter 
Wolf . Twelve mo nths la ter-while 
Geil s is a t Longview recording their 
fi rst Wolf- less album (drummer Steph
en Bladd a nd keyboardist Seth Just
man are sa id to be sharing the voca ls) 
-you wonder what special stoc king
stuffer Just man has in mind for his 
fo rmer songwri ting part ner. And just 
yesterday I thought l saw Ms. Mann 
and her Rock and Roll Rumble-win
ning quartet 'Til Tuesday mailing 
Christmas cards to a ll their favori te 
college stat io ns. 

I DON'T lbJOW, 
21\> • . I CAN'T 
ru,o MUOI ID 
tHOflrtE P.,BO<lf 
tN TOQ<lv '5 "N-
flOli•F/LlED ,....,,,,,_...._,--r-'-"':] 
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The Dangerous Birds broke up in 
'83, but I understa nd they've reunited 
to raise eno ugh mo ney to find urchin 
Eric Van a good home. Certa inly the 
biggest spli t o f the yea r was Mission of 
Burma. Guit ari st Roger Miller and 
soundmaestro Martin Swope immedi 
ately focused 1heir eaergies on Bird
songs of the Mesozoic and drummer 
Peter Prescott fo rmed Volcano Suns. 
Now if onl y someone wo uld give bass-

ASSORTED BOAR 
While most of my space this month 

is devoted to the year in review-there 
are still a few current happenings that 
l'm dying LO tell you about. .. 
• Citing a " personality conflict and 
not musical differences/' drummer 
Alvan Long and bass ist Don Foote 
have announced that they will be quit
ting November Group a fter their New 
Year 's Eve date at Spit . Quick to point 
o u1· that November Group has always 
been vocali st/guitarist Ann Prim and 

isl Clint Conley a guitarist, a drummer , 
a jo b, or a nything else he wants for the 
holidays. 

The Atlantics also pooped out this 
yea r. Fred Pineau launched the Con
dor Records la bel , while B Wilkinson , 
Tom Hauck and Paul Caruso (alo ng 
with Skip Smith and Tim Long) re
corded a fi ve-song EP under the name 
Ball and Pivot to be released la ter this 
winter. 

vocalist / keyboardist Kearney Kirby, 
and that the rhythm section arc essen
tially hired hands, manager Joan Mar
tin says that lheir leaving "will not af
fect November Group's progress ." Ac
cording to Martin, a new rhythm sec
tion is already in rehearsal. 
• After much concern about violence 
at the Channel's all -ages shows, book
ing agent Warren Scott report s that the 
Circle Jerks/ SSD show went on ''with
out any major problems," and that the 
club will continue to book all-ages con
certs. While the Channel was obviously 
pleased, so was DYS' Jon Anastas who 
was heard to brag, 0 1 knocked out two 
people and was in two fights without 
getting caught." 
• As predicted here last month, Jane 
"Crass" Richter has been dismissed as 
booking agent for the Rat. While ru
mors that owner Jim Harold fired 
Crass the moment he spotted her hang
ing mistletoe over her office door are 
untrue, it is believed that friction be
tween Crass and orhcr club employees 

We also lost Negative FX , the 
MIA's, Primary Colors, Moving Tar
gets, Impact Unil, the Billygoons, Un
touchables, Mighty Ions a nd Fine Chi
na. CBS' Jeff Jones moved to the Big 
Apple, and WCOZ's Andy Beaubien 
wen1 to Texas. WEA's Fran Alberti, 
WMBR's Jon Von Zelowitz and 
A&M's Mike Silvia all happily relocat
ed to sunny California. And Tom 

cofllinued on page 40 

has existed for some time. Alan Roth
berg, manager of Gary Shane, and for
mer booker of the Rat, has been re
hired to fill Crass ' substantial seat. 
While Rothberg plans to continue 
booking out-of-town acts, he also 
wants to re-establish the cluh as a 
showcase for local bands. 
• Does anyone really know what is go
ing on at Storyville? We understand 
that their booking agent Jodi Good
man will be leaving the rumored to be 
struggling club al the end of the year. 
• Congratulations to Gina Royce (for
merly of Pink Ink) and Duane Lucia 
(formerly of Gallery East) on their 
marriage. Gina's bachelorctte party at 
the old Pink Ink loft was a lot of fun 
for the 15 women who attended. But 
who was the young man who ' ' enter
tained" most of the 15, and how did he 
do it? 
• Finally, congratulations to Trac, 
Roach, who will be sworn in as a law
yer on December 15.* 

- Nayme Drawper 



NEW ALBUM 

FOR EVER GROUNDED 

CIRCLE SEVEN 

DEBUT EP 

SUBURBAN HOPE 

WRITE FOR TEE SHIRTS AND STICKERS 

RUTHLESS RECORDS 
POST OFFICE BOX 1458 EVANSTON ILLINOIS 60204 

NEW 3 HIT SINGLE 

FLAMMABLE SOLID 

BIG BLACK 

NEW EP 

BULLDOZER 



EAT RECOROS 

400 ESSEX STREET SALEM MASS 01970 





LISTENTo THE DARK 

, .. . , 

DON'T FEED THE 

FASHION 
SHARKS 
THE NEW MINI ALBUM 

available on chrome cassette 

>, 

MARKETED BY~ 212-995-9200 

149-03 New York Boulevard • Jamaica, New York 11434 

On sale now at: Newbury Comics, Rockit Records, Harvard Coop and Book and Records 

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION IS A VIOLATI ON OF APPLICABLE LAWS 



Express yourself ... 

The Expression 
featuring With Closed Eyes, 
Nothing Changes and 
eight more. 

-RECORDS 

'c:Ll~ 

on sale $4. 99 





Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-019S 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway to Arlington Station) 

"the best rock'n'roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, Engineer 
Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western Jewelry, 
Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black Denim Jackets, 
Levi "Super-Straight" PeggedJeans, Cowboy Shirts, 
Motorcycle Jackets, Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front 
Jeans in Black, Red, Natural, Turquoise, Sleeveless 
Denim Jackets ... and lots morel 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE 
ROTTEN REVIEWS 

I write this letter out of love and with 
sincere hope that Johnny Lydon 
(BR#44) rediscovers the essence of his 
attitude and the path to Nirvana. 
While visiting London in December, I 
caught Lydon at the Hammersmith 
Palais. While his band consisted of 
finely groomed studio robots who me· 
chanically and indifferently resurrected 
his greatest hits-Lydon beautifully 
rolled through the motions without any 
heart or soul. In short, the legend 
could no longer sustain himself. There 
were no clever twists of irony to un~ 
tangle, but rather the image of a one 
dimensional martyr taking a lonely trip 
down memory lane. Premature death is 
too tragic. 

SAD SALVATION 

Gregg Zoske 
Allston 

Tristram Lozaw's and Brett 
Milano's assessment of WFNX 
(BR#46) was right on the money. Sure 
they play every kind of music under the 
sun, but who wants to listen to it? 

Kevin Greenburg 
Boston 

TIGERS STILL ON PROWL 

Thanks for including our band Little 
Tigers in the Athens segment of State 
of America (BR#45). However, far 
from being "defunct," as was stated in 
the article, we have an EP in the works 
and an East Coast tour tentatively 
slated for Feb/Mar of '84. 

Juan Molina 
Little Tigers 
Athens, GA 

LEVINE PIECE 

Keith Levine says "John (Lydon) is 
dead" (BR#44). But who cares? It was 
all over the day Sid died. 

_MAINE LINE 

Joan Randoll 
Sommerville 

In BRl/45 Nayme Drawper claimed 
that Randi Kirshbawm was crowned 
Program Director at WMGX in Ports
mouth, Maine. You are dead wrong. 
Kirshbawn is in fact, Operation's Man
ager-and please it wasn't Portsmouth 
but Portland, Maine. Although 'MGX 
sucks the big one, Portland is becom
ing a pretty happening place. In the fu
ture please give us Mainers a break, or 
let 's just say a fair shake, we need all 
the correct publicity we can get. 

Liza Jabar 
(ex-WBOSer) 

Peaksk Island, ME 

HOGCORE & MORE 

Thanks for recognizing the music 
coming out of Washington, D.C. on 
various labels (Dischord, Skinflint, 
Zero Degree, Wasp, etc.) (BR #45 and 
#46). The no-nonsense, straight-edged 
hardcore bands are very important to a 
small but devoted number of folks. But 
more important in the last few years 
are the pro-nonsense bands such as the 
Slickee Boys, the Insect Surfers, the 
Young Caucasians, the Reactions and 
a whole host of other "fun" bands 
who pack 'em in at the clubs. You are 
the first magazine inside or outside 
D.C . to recognize that local hardcore 
bands are not all we listen to or see. 

Bob Lieberman 
Washington, D.C. 

I THOUGHT IT WAS CURLY JOE 

Byron Coley says in the "Five From 
L.A." article (BR #42) that Dave Alex
ander was the original Stooge guitarist. 
C'mon! This is sacred material we're 
talking about! Ron AsheLOn was the 
guitarist on the I st LP and Funhouse 
- he played bass though on Raw 
Power. After Williamson got into the 
lg's act, Alexander played bass. Inci
dentally, Asheton still plays guitar (no 
wa-wa though) in the band Destroy All 
Monsters, which also features MC5 
bassist Michael Davis. A couple of 
their singles were made when the band 
included two brothers of Mission of 
Burma/Birdsong's Roger Miller. 

Peter Forbes 
Ann Arbor, Ml 

Boston Rock welcomes your fellers. 
All correspondence must, for the pur· 
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All leflers are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

note this date . .. 
The Third Annual Boston 

Rock Music Seminar will be held 
Saturday, May 19, 1984 starting 
at 10 a.m. at Spit/Metro, 13 
Lansdowne Street, Boston. 

More information will be 
available in next month's Boston 
Rock. 



EAR OPENERS 
A STATEMENT FROM THE J. GEILS BAND 

The following stalement was issued 
jointly by the five members of the J. 
Geils Band: 

It has been reported to the press 
Peter Wolf was fired by the J. Geils 
Band. This is a gross misrepresentation 
of the facts. In the last year, Peter has 
left the band more than once, in spite 
of extensive efforls by us to have him 
remain a member of the band. 

After months of these efforts, Peter 
made his return conditional upon the 
band's acceptance of certain ultima
tums. These demands were unreason
able and unacceptable. Peter was un
willing to accept any counter proposal 
from the other members of the J. Geils 
Band. Therefore, Peter and the rest of 

Ziggy Strikes 
Back 

T 
en years :ifter the fact, David 
Bowie's first farewell concert, Zig
gy Stardust and the Spiders From 

Mars, has finally hit Lhe big screen. 
Bowie has complained for the past 

decade that Ziggy is a monkey on his 
back that he has been unable to shake, 
yet after seeing the film, it's hard to see 
why. The skinny, orange-haired andro
gynite doesn't even seem like the same 
guy who sang "Let's Dance" or 
starred in Merry Christmas, Mr. Law
rence. 

Actually, the two previous local 
showings of the film were much more 
impressive than the recent Nickelodeon 
version. ABC's last In Concert (1974) 

and a showing at the BF /VF a few 
years ago, were colorful one time spec
tacles which captured the excitement of 
the event. Something is lost on the big 
screen, however-the color looks 
washed oul, and any intimacy is lost; 
the film becomes your typical concert 
footage. 

This whole Ziggy revival business 
(with emphasis on Lhe "business"), 
seems to be a sort of vengeful act. The 
soundtrack, recently remixed by the 
thin rich duke, seems more muddied 
than decade-old bootlegs. RCA, Bow
ie's old nemesis, gets to profit from the 
double album soundtrack which, along 
with the misleading Golden Years com
pilation, reeks of contractural obliga
tions winning out over artistic merit. 
Even Mick Ronson's endless and em
barassing guitar solo during "Width 
or A Circle" takes priority over 1he 
missing "Around And Around" and 

the group decided mutually that he 
would no longer be a member of lhe 
band. 

It would seem obvious even to the 
casual observer that after an associa
tion of 16 years, recent great success 
and an extremely bright ruture, any 
such split would not have occurred 
wilhout numerous extreme and un
workable dirrerences. 

We regret having to make this an
nouncement, as the J. Geils Band and 
Peter mutually agreed not to discuss 
these matters with the press. Since it is 
clear, however, that an inaccurate ver
sion of this matter has made its way 
into the media, we feel it is necessary lo 
make this clarification of the facts. 

Jeff Beck's guest spot on" Jean Genie/ 
Love Me Do," thus cutting down on 
the roya!Lies. 

But, it's time to look at the bright 
side: 1983, the year of the Bowie, is 
over. Hopefully he'll take some time 
off so that the fans can get some per
spective on his work and look forward 
to seeing him again. But what's this? 
The Serious Moonlight video on HBO? 
And is that his version of 11 1984" on 
the radio? Oh no, it's come to this. 
Watch out, Big Bowie is still watching! 

-Harold Lepidus 

New Valley For 
Ex-D 

F 
olk City, Manhattan's venerable 
folk/rock club, where legends like 
Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, and Simon 

& Garfunkel got their stan, will 
soon be reverting to the format that 
put the place on the map-acoustic 
folk music. That's not because of a 
folk-music revival, though; Folk City's 
lease is up, and the club has been told 
in no uncertain terms to knock off the 
noise or leave. 

Apartments above the club have 
been unlivable for years due to Folk 
City's nightly shows. The owners of 
the building, no longer tethered by the 
club's recently-expired 25-year lease, 
now want to rent those apartments. To 
comply with city housing laws, Folk 
City will either have to soundproof the 
club (at enormous expense) or keep the 
volume down. Preliminary plans focus 

JOIN ()11R 
--- CuLtlJl',f. c,11131 

It's more fun 
than a monkey 
in a barrel!! 

Subscribe lo Boston 
Rock and for one extra 
dollar (shipping & 
handling) we'll rush you 
one of the latest releases 
from Twin Tone Records. 

JEFF 
WARYAN SLICKEE 

BOYS 
Struck By 

Love 

Figures 
Cybernetic Dreams 

of pi 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 
UP TO $15.00 OFF THE 
NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Subscription rates . .. (check one) 

D ten issues for $10.00 D twenty issues for $18. 00 

D thirty issues for $25. 00 

D IN ADDITION, please send me the following album . 
{Enclose $1. 00 extra for postage & handling.) 

D Slickee Boys D Jeff Waryan D Safety Last 

Is this a D New Subscription? or D Renewal? 
D Check or money order enclosed 
D Please charge to my 

D Visa or D MasterCard 

·------------
exp date ___ signature __ _ 

Name _ ______________________ _ 

Address _____________________ __ _ 

City ___ _ _____ _ __ _ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

(Album offer good in U.S. only, while supplies last. We reserve the right to substitute for first 
choices.) 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD $2.00 PER ISSUE. 

Send to: BOSTON ROCK SUBSCRIPTION, 739 Boylston St., 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116 . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . ... .... ..... ..... ....... ....... .. ·--~ 
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HOW DO I 
DISTRIBUTE MY 

RECORD? 
Next month's Independent Record Distribution Sup· 

plement will address this question and provide you with the 
names and addresses of many of the nation's leading indie 
distributors. 

In addition, a special mailing of this supplement issue will be 
sent to these distributors and the many retail stores who spe
cialize in American independent and import labels. 

Issue on sale: Feb. 21, 1984 
Advertising deadline: Feb. 7, 1984 

Call Greg Reibman at (617) '266-8787 for more details. 

ROCK 
Note: Independent Record Distributors must fill out a brief questionnaire in 
order to be listed in our guide. Call today for yours. 

new&u~drttords 
on two noo~ 
413-S86-S726 or 
413-584-3130 

A Compilation Album 
Featuring : 

A••c••• ._,_IJ_ 
Decrr 
, •• 0.11 
H•• A Crr 
ll11men ner•11r 
teo1• llonlt•x .,,,, . ., 
•••c••••••• ••d ,..,.11. 
•••••crec.,.. 
r •• c. c.,~·· 
••ti TIii• 
•••c•••hl 
••••l•n• ._I/_.,_ 
S.~lc ••••• 
l'MMa/ Dacar 

plu, fanzine 
All this for only 

$5 postpaid 

* Send us your want lists, ask to be put on our 
New Release and Collectors mailing lists. 

* Thousands of 45's in stock - including hard to find 
records by the Adverts, Elvis Costello, The Damned, 

The Dickies, Generation X, 999, The Police, Pil, 
Squeeze, The Vibrators, Wire and X-Ray Spex. 

MAIN ST. RECORDS, 
213 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 

EAR OPENERS 
on the latter option: a new series of 
film, theater and comedy will supplant 
the rock bands, and the only music will 
be acoustic. 

It 's unlikely that the club's owners 
will spring for the costs of soundproof
ing; if the comedy/theater/acoustic 
format doesn't work out, the club will 
either have to find a new location or 
close. One of Folk City's most popular 
attractions, the Wednesday night 
"Music For Dozens," featuring under
ground American bands, has already 
been dubbed "Mumblin' Music For 
Dozens." Quieter music and films have 
taken the place of the imaginative 
triple-bills that have been the series' 
focus for the last year. -Jim Testa 

Worcester Club 
Update 

J
anuary '84 has ushered in 
shakiness in the club scene. Exit, 
Worcester's foremost original/ 

local rock club, closed its doors on De
cember 31 because of a snafu concern
ing failure to refile for a license by No
vember 30. Exit now faces code inspec
tions as well as the necessity of adding 
more sanitary facilities-and the word 
as of this writing is that they will be 
closed indefinitely. This is particularly 
a shame, because under Exit's new 
management with Bob Jordan doing 
the booking, Exit was turning into a 
truly original club featuring not only 
punk, but R&B, reggae and non-cate
gorizable music. During December it 
featured several all-ages gigs (a rarity 
in Worcester) with the likes of Crucifix 

(This lP. is in Casutlt form 
only,) 

and D. Y.S. We can only hope that they 
get back on their feet soon. 

To add insult to injury, another of 
Worcester's clubs, J.C.'s, succumbed 
to similar hassles with failure to renew 
licenses and Code Inspection and 
Health Department problems. J .C.'s 
was a more mainstream club, but still 
featured many local bands and was 
popularly supported. Let's hope its 
doors don't stay closed too long. 

This leaves Sir Morgan's Cove on 
Green Street, which occasionally fea
tures more original rock ac1s, but 
(bands take note) docs not have an in
house sound system. Lately, the Cove 
hosted an outstanding gig with neo
post-neuvo-psychedelic good guys, 
Woodrose, from Marlboro country 
(who have a new cassette out), along 
with the incomparable Rash of Stab
bings from Providence, who are quick
ly gaining a big Worcester audience. 

Ralph's Diner, though traditionally 
closed for the month of January, will 
re-open in February. However, if you 
are an eager band looking for bookings 
in Wormtown, realize that Ralph 
books the choice weekend gigs literally 
months in advance, and hardcore/ 
punk bands are not a feature. 

Worcester's own Metro has found a 
home here, and the Wednesday Spit 
Nights are well attended, as well as the 
rest of the week for those interested in 
videos and dance. They have even insti
tuted all-ages night on Tuesday. Still, 
their stated policy for not admitting 
people because of dress or something 
called "not having the right attitude" 
puts one off, and it is, as of yet, no 
showcase for local music. 

-Mark Lynch 



Sammy Baby Stratocaster, 
Baby Les Paul or Baby V 

ElectricGuitarw a Yamaha 
JX-15 Guitar Amplifier 

$215 

Cimar Electnc Guitars 
$99 

Hondo Electric Bass 
Guitar with a Yamaha 

JX-30B Bass 
Amplifier 

$260 

LaSalle January Specials 
WHERE THE PROS SHOP! 

Next to more Manufacturer's Marketplace 
(at the old K&L Building) 

We have our own large free parking lot! 

Fender Musicmaster 
Guitar with a Yamaha 

JX-15 Guitar 
Amplifier 

$205 

Cimar Electric Guitar 
with a Yamaha JX • 
15 Guitar Amplifier 

$185 
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MUSIC 592-9496 

Sale on pedals 11nc1ud1ng compressors, delays, 
noise gates & morel 
including MORLEY, MXR, DOD, BOSS & IBANEZ 

IBANEZ 
DISTORTION 
FLANGES 
PHASE~ 

$45.00 
$65.00 
$50.00 

DOD 
DISTORTION 
STEREO CHORUS 
OVERORIVER 

$45.00 
$50.00 
$40.00 

REHEARSAL 
SPACE 

AVAILABLE! 

get an extra 100/a OFF with this ad! 

------------------------
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ROCKIT 
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The Pretenders album: 
Leaming To Crawl 

Big Country 12" 
The Alarm 12" 

Rockit Records 
(617) 233-7805 
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Police Under A Rest 
by Harold Lepidus 

Friday. January sixth. 8:30 a.m. I awaken to the sound of my alarm 
clock radio. As a familiar song assaults my senses, my eyes focus on the 
cold, familiar view from my third floor window. "King of Pain" is play
ing. I'd heard it before. Many times. This is followed by "Roxanne," an 
earlier hit from another time. I'm getting suspicious. Then, a real shock
the solo version of "Roxanne" from 
The Secret Policeman's Other Ball. 
Something's up. First thought-Sting 
is dead. Don't panic, I tell myself. 
Don't jump to conclusions . I tried to 
remain calm as the familiar strains of 
"Don't Stand So Close To Me" re
sounded in my half-numb skull. I shut 
off the radio, and decide to hit the 
shower. I hope not lO bruise my 
knuckles . 

After drying myself off, I turn on 
the radio again . The Who's "Slip Kid" 
is playing, followed by the Pretenders' 
"Back on the Chain Gang.'' Sigh of 
relief. Sting isn't dead. But what's the 
story on the Police? 

I walk down Harvard Avenue. Stop
ping into the stationary store, l 
drop two bits for the Globe. On 
page 21, there's a clue. A four para
graph story is prefaced with the four 
word headline-"Police announce 
farewell concert." No capital letters, I 
note, and read on. The article states the 
facts. The Police have cancelled all 
future shows (except a March 2nd date 
in Sydney, Australia) due to "internal 
pressure" and "the deteriorating rela
tionship between lead singer Sting and 
drummer Stuart (sic] Copeland." This 
final goodbye is to be followed by a 
three-year break. "Three years?" I'm 
thinking. "What's the big deal? Pink 
Floyd does it all the time." 

It's time to do some research. My 
secretary calls up Kevin Miller at 
A&M . He gives the story a brush-off: 
"Unmitigated bullshit." The Police 
are just taking one year off, he says, 
before they return to the studio in '85 
and release a successor to Synchronic
ity. 

So what will the Police be doing with 
all that time and money? According to 
Miller, Andy Summers is pursuing his 
interest in photography and will act in 
a movie. Sting will also be acting, and 
Stewart will be writing another sound
track. September will see a greatest hits 
package. I'm not surprised. 

"What about Sting and Stewart's re
lationship?" she grills him, little realiz
ing its scandalous nature. Miller 
acknowledges that rumors were started 
by an interview on NBC's Source radio 
program. The friction in the band is a 
common topic in Sting's interviews, 
she fires back. Miller can only add that 
the Syracuse and Providence shows in 
February will go on as scheduled. 

With that case closed, we check out 
the next item in the Unsolved Rock 'n' 
Roll Case Book: "The Case of the Dis
gruntled Guitarist." 

"I will not be making any more rec
ords with the Who, '' Pete Townshend 
confessed in an unseasonal press 

Sting, Copeland and Summers. Their 
tour has not been cancelled. 

photo: B.C. Kagan 

release just before Christmas. Accord
ing to the note, the decision was made 
in May, when he informed other mem
bers of the Who that he was having dif
ficulties writing suitable material. He 
blamed no one but himself. 

"On 7 December, we received 
Warner Brothers notice of termination 
of contract,'' Pete Townshend told my 
secretary. Furthermore, there is 
no truth to the rumor that Dal trey, Ent
wistle, and Jones arc backing Simon 
Townshend on his upcoming U.S. tour. 

Next, there's "The Case of the Born 
Again Rock Band." No, the Preten
ders are not religious fanatics. But, 
they are starting again after some time
outs and tough breaks. Ray Davies and 
Chrissie Hynde had their first kid . 
Original members James Honeyman
Scott and Pete Farndon joined that 
great rock and roll band in the sky. 
Hynde and original drummer Martin 
Chambers are working with new mem
bers Robbie McIntosh (guitar) and 
Malcolm Foster (bass). Keyboardist 
Rupert Black is helping out on the tour. 
The new LP is called learning to 
Crawl. 

1 1 learning to Crawl was something 
Chrissie came up with, " says Cham
bers, 11and I thought 'That's great! It 
describes our predicament so well.' 
Her baby is actually learning to crawl 
right now, and the band is a new band. 
It's a bit like starting again." 

I put on my hat, finish my drink, 
and head out to face the cold. It got me 
thinking. What if Dave Davies never 
returned to his band? I could've called 
it " The Kase of the Missing Kink."* 
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Boston's Best Vintage & Contemporary Clothing 
Winner of "Best of Boston" Award for Vintage Clothmg & Sunglasses. 

-Boston Magazine & the Real Paper 

1984 Winner of the Boston Rock Reader's Poll for Best Clothing Store. 

Now at our 273 Newbury Street store . 

INSANITY SALE! UP TO 50% OFF! 
Formal Rental and Sales Available at 252 Newbury 

273 & 252 Newbury Street, Boston 02116. 617-266-8957 





STATE OF AMERICA 

New York 

by Jim Testa 

I 
t was the best of times, it was the 
worst of times . . . Welcome to 
1984. It sure didn't turn out like 

anybody expected, did it? 
The Individuals have finally called it 

quits-too many years of butting heads 
against the indifference of Corporate 
Amerocka. So much for "America's 
smartest pop band." Survivors have 
already retrenched: Gene Holder is 
back full-time with the dB's (who are 
completing their first LP for Bearsville 
with producer Chris Butler of Wait
resses fame). Glenn Morrow has reacti
vated his iniermittent solo band, Rage 
To Live, and debuted with a New 
Year's Eve show at (where else?) Max
well's. The remaining lndo's-Doug, 
Janet, and Tricia Wygal-plan to carry 
on as The Wygals (makes sense) and 
are auditioning guitarists. 

Guitarist Jon Klages-who bailed 
out of the Individuals about a year ago 
-unveiled his new band recently at 
(again, where else?) Maxwell's: Jon 
Klages & The High S, with a set of new 
Klages originals and featuring Music 
For Dozens booker Ira Kaplan on gui
tar and ex-Human Switchboard Dave 
Schramm on bass. 

Lots of Psychedelic Revival poop 
afoot. The place to get groovy these 
days is The Dive, a cozy little bistro on 
a seedy stretch of Eighth Avenue where 
"Psychedelic Weekend" soirees have 
become the city's newest blast. Hot 
combos on this scene include the Outta 
Place (reportedly fishing for a major 
label deal, and they're only teeny
punks), the Fuzztones, the Vipers, 
Hoboken's Malkotians, and South Jer
sey's Secret Syde (whose indie LP, 
Hidden Secrets, sports the grodiest 
fuzztone/acidrock/freakout sound 
since Moby Grape). 

Tom Verlaine has just finished a new 
LP for Warners and Bongos fans will 
be happy to hear that RCA plans both 
a 7 and 12-inch single of "Barbarella" 
from the Numbers With Wings EP 
(with an alternate live version 8-side) . 
The video of HNumbers With Wings" 
made MTV's medium rotation . Also, 
Robert Quine reportedly has been 
kicked out of Lou Reed's .t,and. 

Big noise from Clubland has Jim 
Fouratt returning to the ~ppermint 
Lounge to help with the bookings, as 
Pep booker Tom Goodkind gets in
creasingly busy with his bent-edged 
folkie act, the Washington Squares (a 
Pick To Click in '84). The newest 
mega-disco in town is The Limelight, 
down on the northern edge of the Vil
lage. Irving Plaza has been hosting 
shows again-a pity the crowds have 
been so disappointing for such a warm 
and comfy spot to see bands and 
dance; better luck to boss Frank Gal
lagher in the coming year. And quaint 
old Luchow's on East 14th Street (oh, 

· those potato pancakes ... ) is now The 
Union Club, a gay disco with New 
Wave Tuesdays. 

Recordwise, the Comateens· Pic
tures On A String (Mercury) has been 
getting a bit of a buzz on the grapevine, 
while ex-Comateen Ramona Jan's 
technopop Nursery School has a (truly 
awful) 12" out on Epic. NJ's 
Beatlesque Smithereens sold out the 

first printing of their Little Ricky 
release, Beauty And Sadness; they may 
be adding tracks to the EP for release 
as a Japanese LP. Speaking of imports, 
Sonic Youth-just back from a suc
cessful European tour-will have a 
12-incher available in Germany soon; 
their Neutral label will probably release 
the disc stateside eventually. 

The hardcore scene has retreated 
back into the shadows-not much 
going on beyond CBGBs, these days. 
Best new band lately has been Virus, a 
hard-edged punk band with ex-mem
bers of Agnostic Front and the Un
dead. Heart Attack's EP on 99 Rec
ords was produced by Ed Bahlmann, 
more famous for the funky hits of 
Liquid Liquid and ESG. Glenn Danzig 
of the disbanded Misfits plans on start
ing a band with ex-Minor Threats Lyle 
Preslar and Brian Baker-now that 
should be worth waiting for! 

Congratulations to Michael Hill, 
now an A&R man for Warner 
Brothers; former partner Ira Kaplan 
will be booking Folk City's popular 
Music For Dozens shows by himself, 
and they're adding movies to the for
mat as part of Folk City's overall ''new 
look."* 

Chicago 

by Elizabeth Phillip 

W 
hen the wind chill pushes the 
mercury to 71 degrees below, 
it's kinda understandable 

that musical activity slows down. 

Tuts, the main venue for visiting 
bands, closed last month, but the own
ers vow to reopen soon. Three new 
video clubs, AKA, Berlin, and Me
dusa's, have opened. Still, most of the 
action is going on in studios. 

You may remember Sports of Kings 
from 1982's doomy, gloomy Sing Mary 
Sing album . They're back with a new 
line-up and a lighter pop sound. This 
month they'll release a four-song 
12-inch, Parade, produced by lain Bur
gess (Ministry, Naked Raygun) on At
lanta1s Press Records. 

Locally, there's been a dearth of gar
age rockers lately, but the new folk
rock flavored Reverbs may change 
that. The band, just a guitarist and 
drummer with friends filling in, drew 
ecstatic responses at their first show, 
opening for the Bongos, and fared well 
again before the Bluebells. Their debut 
LP, The Happy Forest, on Metro
America/Enigma, should be out this 
month . They'll tour this summer. 

Minimalist garagers Get Smart are 
label shopping with their Action Reac
tion album, because their Kansas
based Fresh Sounds backers ran out of 
money. The Interceptors, promising 
garage punks whose members have 
served time with Da, Strike Under, and 
Raygun, are laying low, planning a 
strategy. These guys never seem to get 
the audience they deserve. 

Chicago's very first punk band, Sil
ver Abuse, has finally broken up . 
Hardcore heavies Articles of Faith will 
record a 12-inch EP this month with 
Husker Du's Bob Mould. Look for 
that around April. Wasteland label
mates Savage Beliefs successfully com-

VINTAGE CLOlff ING 
EXT~VAGAN1A 

MASSIVE SALE 
BARGAINS GALORE 

I0-5010tscoutrr 
ON ALL STOtl<. 

SALE LAST$ THRU FEB. 

ALLSTON BEAT 
Av 2ND ?9?-107 BRIGtfTON E. FIOOR ~47 b 

SOON TO BE 
RELEASED: L-------
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INDIE SALES CHART 

New Order November Group 

American Independent 
Top 'l\venty 

THIS LAST 
MONTH MONTH 

I. 3. 

2. 6. 
3. 5. 
4. 
5. 2. 
6. 
7. 
8. 8. 
9. 

10. 11. 
11. 
12. 
13. 4. 

14. 
15. 1. 
16. 10. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 7. 

New Order Power Corruption and Lies 
(Factory, LP) 

November Group Persistent Memories (Braineater,EP) 
Circle Jerks Golden Shower of Hits (LAX, LP) 
Dickies Stukas Over Disneyland (TVC, LP) 
Three O'Clock Sixteen Tambourines (Frontier, LP) 
Misfils Earth A.O. (Plane Nine, LP) 
Sex Execs "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12 'l 
Shannon "let the Music Play" (Emergency, 12 ") 
Siouxsie and the Banshees Nocturne 

(Wonderland, LP) 
True Wesl (Frontier, LP) 
Freeez /.0. U. (S1ree1wise, LP) 
Eartha Kitl "Where is My Man" (Streetwise, 12 ") 
Grandmaster Flash/Melle Mel .. White lines" 

(Sugarhill, 12 ") 
Wipers Over the Edge (Braineater, EP) 
Cramps Smell of Female (Enigma, EP) 
Neats The Album (Ace of Hearls, LP) 
Run/DMC "Hard Times" (Profile, 12 ") 
Violenl Femmes "Ugly" (Slash, EP) 
D-Train "Something's 011 Your Mind" (Prelude, 12 ") 
Rain Parade Emergency Third Rail Power Trip 

(Enigma, LP) 

Top Ten Local Records 
THIS LAST 

MONTH MONTH 
I. 1. 

2. 
3. 2. 
4. 
5. 4. 
6. 
7. 3. 
8. 10. 
9. 

10. 5. 

November Group Persistent Memories 
(Braineater, LP) 

Sex Execs· "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12 ") 
Neals The Album (Ace of Hearts, LP) 
A Boslon Rock Chrislmas (Boston Rock, EP) 
The Freeze land of the Lost (Modern Method, LP) 
Native Tongue Yowl (Modern Method, EP) 
Prolelarial Soma Holiday (Radiobeat, LP) 
Hawkeye "All Systems Go" (Beantown, 12 ") 
The Dark Don't Feed the Fashion Sharks 

(Chromecasselle, EP) 
Jerry's Kids Is This My World (X-Claim, LP) 

•Based on greater metropolitan area record sales ending 1/1/84. Reporting stores include: A\. 
Bums (Worcester, Shrewsbury, Amherst locations), the Coop/Cambridge, Discount Records/ 
Cambridge, Deja Vu/Cambridge, Main SI. Records/Northampton, Newbury Comics (Bos
ton/Cambridge), Rockit Records/Saugus, Skippy Whites/Mauapan, Sound Sations/Welles· 
ley, Strawberries/Boston, Wave Records/Hyannis. Chart compiled by Terri Sutton. 
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STATE OF AMERICA 

mitted their psychedelic surf/punk/ 
thrash "Throb" to vinyl, with the 
seven-song, seven inch, The Moral Ef
ficiency of Savage Beliefs. Their 
name's new, but two members pre
viously played in D.C. 's Government 
Issue. . 

Latest of the underage hall shows 
that Articles and friends sponsor 
joined them with Savage Beliefs and 
rumored Ruthless Records rivals, Big 
Black and Naked Raygun. The Novem
ber show packed in one of the largest 
hall crowds, and everyone got along 
just swell. 

The Ruthless coopera1ive is readying 
four releases. The Effigies' Forever 
Grounded LP should be in stores this 
month. Naked Raygun will put out a 
three-song single as a prelude to the re
lease later this year of their killer al
bum. Also out soon on Ruthless, a 
12-inch from Seattle's Circle Seven. 

Bulldozer, a six-song EP from Ruth
less' Big Black, should be out as you 
read this. Black-man Steve Albini has 
traded in the drum machine for the 
flesh and blood kind, and Bulldozer's 
tighter and even more relentless than 
last year's Lungs. A live Big Black cas
sette is available by mail. 

New synth poppers (But wait! 
They're rumored to be decent people!) 
The Way Moves, are shopping around 
their demo tape, produced by Ian Tay
lor (The Cars, Romeo Void). Also label 
hunting: 8Y2, whose drummer quit to 
form his own Cause for Passion, and 
Nicholas Tremulis, with new funkified 
tapes. American Youlh Ensemble's 
next single will feature a harder, grittier 
sound. Stations has recorded a new 
single as well, and a major label has ex
pressed interest. It's about time. 

Ritualistic noisemakers ONO are 
racking up good reviews for their Ther
midor debut, the rambling, damaged 
Machines That Kill People LP. And 
mysterious, melodic Book of Lies 
enthralls many with the aptly-named 
Cryptic Memo EP on Fever. 

Fev'er fellows the Bonemen of Bar
umba are recording their first album of 
jungle noise with Iain Burgess. And 
funny punksters Toothpaste will 
release a single this month with their 
medley on one side and on the other a 
tune from a new female trio, the Sacri
ficial Virgins. Consensus is they're not. 

Ann Arbor 

by Rob Wylie 

N
ational prominence may not be 
too far away for Ann Arbor, 
mainly due to the sudden suc

cess of hardcore band the State. 
With their "No Illusions" EP in the 
stores across America, on the playlists 
of the Maximum Rock'n'Roll DJ's, 
and lauded by all the critics, a national 
tour is inevitable ... but not until next 
spring. By that time you can expect 
their second EP, possibly titled "Don't 
Tread On Me," to follow the same pat
tern as their first. "It will offend a lot 
of people," says guitarist Art Tendler. 
Between now and then, they plan to do 
weekend shows along the eastern side 
of the states, perhaps playing Boston. 
There is the possibility (and I stress 

possibility) of a national tour opening 
for the Dead Kennedys. 

The State also hope to turn their 
label, Statement Records, into "an
other Touch & Go." They're planning 
a compilation LP with such Ann Arbor 
hardcore bands as Guardians of 
Chaos, Ground Zero and Sudden 
Dealh. 

And while we're on that track, let's 
mention a few more hardcores: the 
Lunalics, 3D Jesus, the Fury and Di
missle. Most of these bands are from 
Community High School, the core of 
the SE Michigan hardcore scene. An
other young band is the Variables, an 
outfit with mod influences. 

Obviously, these underage bands 
would have a hard time getting ex
posure on the club circuit. But Joe's 
Star Lounge did all ages shows this 
summer, and the Halfway Inn seems to 
be having them almost weekly. The 
State have also been working with the 
Second Chance on a series of all-ages 
shows. 

Moving from hardcore punk to 
hardcore rock'n'roll, last reports indi
cate that the Cult Heroes' Nation Of 
Strangers mini-LP should be out by the 
time you read this. They're a band 
well-known for their catchy, original 
rockers. Again, a tour is inevitable, but 
no news on this-their phone's been 
disconnected. 

Also disconnected: Euthanasia. 

Not answering: SLK, but word-of
mouth suggests an identity crisis in this 
ska-oriented band. Their second LP (a 
cassette-only release this time) is in the 
works, and perhaps a deal with a major 
label. 

As of this writing, it's been a year 
since the Cruisin' Ann Arbor compila
tion LP was released, and it'll be a year 
'til the next one. The Ann Arbor Music 
Project plans to have live recording 
sessions in September and have it out 
in December. The result will include 
more "new rock" and less blues and 
rockabilly than last year's. Six of the 
twelve bands on last year's LP have 
since split up and/or relocated, but 
many more have emerged, so look for 
a lot of new blood on the record. 

One of those six bands, It Play, have 
moved to Boston. Check 'em out, and 
expect to hear a lot of Joy Division, 
early Gang of Four and Talking Heads 
influences. 

Nonfiction are urea! pleased" after 
mixing five songs which will comprise 
one side of a cassette due for release in 
late January. The other side will consist 
of live cuts by the band from their 

· Cruisin' Ann Arbor sessions in '82. 
Incidentally, Nonfiction's Ben and 
Larry Miller are brothers to Birdsongs/ 
Burma's Roger, of the same last name. 
There's an Ann Arborite for ya! 

Finances permitting, the Truth hope 
to be recording in March and should 
have an EP out by the beginning of the 
summer. 

On the fanzine front: Isolated Rat 
Hearts isn't as great as it used to be, 
but contains mounds of information. 
I'll certify the editors historians of the 
Ann Arbor music scene. The A2 Re
view is often childish, but keeps on top 
of the hardcore scene. Then there's my 
own Disposable Press-decide for 
yourself! Write PO Box 2362, Ann Ar
bor, Ml 48106. * ' 
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~ ROUNDER DISTRIBUTION 
~ THE ALTERNATIVE MUSIC SOURCE 

r.========::;i Angry Young Bees 
(Beeswax 3333) 
Here's the new 3 song EP 
from the all new Angry Young 
Bees, featuring the radio hit 
"Crossfire." Boston Rock 
says, "memorable." The 
Noise says, "powerful and 
dynamic.'' Sweet Potato 
says, "a new direction." Find 
out for yourself about the 
new Bees. 

Rockophiles 
(Pure and Easy 019) 
The Rockophiles invite you to 
let "Doctor Nick" write your 
prescription for Rock-Country
Rockabilly fun with their new 
4 song 12" EP on Pure and 
Easy Records! 

ZION 
l"'ITATl~lill: 

TIii: 111S fORYOr LATINO ROCK 

Zion lnitation 
(Zion Lion 002) 
The terrific new 12" single 
from Zion lnitation features 
"Burnin' Fire" and "Leave It 
Home/Complexion Drum.'' 
Check it out! 

The History of 
Latino Rock 
(Rhino/Zyanya LP 061) 
For!hefirst11meeverallofthe 
greates! Latino Rock legends are 
comp1ledononerecord which 
paystributetotheenormouscon· 
tribut1onthesebandshavemade 
toshap1ngtherocksceneln
cluded are Ritchie Valens, Thee 
M1dniters. Canmbal and the Head· 
hunters,andmany,manymore. 

SEX EXECS 

MYEX 

Sex Execs 
"My Ex" 
(Sexexecs 22) 
By popular demand the Sex 
Execs' smash radio hit " My 
Ex" is now available on vinyl! 
Buy two.. and give one to 
someone you used to tove. 

1 
Los Angeli nos 

· Rhino/Zyanya LP 062) 
Alter months al extensive 
research,Zyanyahasputtogether 
analbumthatoffersacollection 
olworkfromnine oflhe best. 
newly emerging bands in East 
L.A. The songs include numbers 
from local "new wavo· · rock 
raves The Plugz. The Brat and Odd 
Squad, as well as exciting tunes 
lrommore traditional Latino Rock 
BandssuchasCalilas. LosPerros 
and many others 

AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT RECORDS---
HARVARD SOUARE 
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Boston 
This is the first of a two part article. 

Part One: The Promised Videoland 

byM. Howell 
"The cable is coming! The cable is coming!" This is the cry the 

city of Boston will rally to in 1984. Cable brings Boston its first real 
contact with the phenomenon that has shaken the music industry: 
MTV: Music Television. How will it affect our city's somewhat her
metic music scene? How will it influence local radio? Retailers? 
Clubs? 

First, we should put this discussion 
in perspective. For most of metropoli
tan Boston outside of Brookline, Cam
bridge and the city proper, cable has 
been a fart of life for some time. In 
fact, Boston is an oddity in that it's one 
of the few major cities that is not cable
wired. So while "cable is coming" is 
big news for people who live in Boston, 
Brookline or Cambridge, it's not so 
revolutionary to the kids in the 'burbs 
or to people (like radio programmers) 
who treat the entirety of'metro Boston 
as a single market area. 

Some parts of Boston have rather 
quietly been brought on-line already. 
Cablevision, the cable company 
awarded the IS-year contract to install 
and operate Boston's (and recently 
Brookline's) cable system, has been 
busy wiring the city, neighborhood by 
neighborhood. According to Cable
vision spokesman Jack Agnew, over 
28,CXX) homes have cable available 
(mostly in East Boston, Charlestown, 
Dorchester and parts of Roxbury and 
Jamaica Plain). By the end of 1984, 
Cablevision projects that 950Jo of the 
city's residents will have access to 
cable. The "student" areas (Allston 
and Brighton) are scheduled to be 
wired in April and May, with the Fen
way and Back Bay right after them. 

The West End, Beacon Hill and down
town are the last areas on the construc
tion schedule. 

And then there's the small matter of 
money. No matter how much wind was 
puffed by former Mayor Kevin White 
about the system's affordability when 
the Cablevision deal was announced, 
"affordability" is a relative term. It 
costs $40.00 to install cable, which is a 
one-time charge that brings the thing 
into your abode. Thereafter, you can 
have cable service for as little as $2.00 
per month . However, a lot of the 
goodies that people want cable for 
aren't covered by the bargain-base
ment rate. Like MTV, for example. 
And if you specifically want MTV, you 
have to buy the whole "tier" of serv
ices in which it is packaged-you can't 
simply add MTV onto your basic serv
ice. MTV was originally bunched in 
Cablevision's "Rainbow Package," a 
so-called "premium" tier that included 
movie services, Sportschannel, and the 
Playboy Channel, among other entice
ments, all for $39.50 a month. All well 
and good to have Pete Townshend 
screaming "Tell your cable operator 'I 
want my MTV!' "-but he's probably 
the only one who can afford it. 

Recently though, Cablevision 
announced a series of controversial 

changes in its tier packaging. Although 
they decided aga inst one proposal, 
which would have moved the USA 
channel, Cable News Network, ARTS, 
and ESPN (24-hour sports) from the 
Basic Service Package to the ''mid
priced" (now $10.00 per month) Omni
bus tier, Cablevision is sticking with 
their proposed transfer of MTV and the 
Nashville Network (Nashville-style 
country music I 8 hours a day) from 
Rainbow to Omnibus . At either tier, 
Cablevision subscribers can't take ad
vamage of one of MTV's selling points: 
Dolby-B Stereo broadcasting; the 
adapters aren't available yet. However 
these maneuverings are resolved, it 
means that MTV-at least in Cablevi
sion communities-will involve some 
extra financial commitment from its 
viewers. 

People on a fixed budget wi ll have to 
ask themselves if it's worth $120.00 a 
year to enjoy what are essentially com
mercials for the record indus1ry. 
Remember that when MTV was first 
starting, it was generally included in a 
system's basic service (as it is in Somer
ville, for example) which is one reason 
why it grew so quickly. (The latest fig
ures have it reaching 15 million house
holds!) But tuning in for free and 
$120.00 a year are two different things. 
There's also an interesting marketing 
question: Will students, who tend to be 
very transient, sink $40 into even 
installing the cable? No one seems to 
be sure right now, although we'll cer
tainly have a good idea by next Octo
ber I. 

SELLING RECORDS 
One of the ways that MTV made its 

myth was by being credited with break
ing new artists and selling lots of rec
ords for a slumping record industry. 
The stories are legion, but they all go 
something like this: act with no visibil
ity and no airplay gets onto MTV rota
tion. Record starts selling like grams of 
uncut $40 cocaine. Act becomes big, 
record company rakes in the cash, and 
they may have even saved touring ex
penses. 

Sev'eral key factors have changed in 
the past year or two, since MTV's 
ascendancy began. A lot of the acts 
that were "broken" by MTV (Duran 
Duran, Men at Work, Culture Club, to 
some extent the Police) are now estab
lished artists, with their latest releases 
likely to be near-automatic add-ons to 
radio playlists as well as MTV-a de
velopment which makes it more diffi
cult LO credit MTV as the sole influence 
on sales. Also, partiaJly in reaction to 
MTV, radio playlists are loosening up a 
bit. Finally, following MTV's success, 
the MOR and dinosaur bands that had 
previously ignored video promotion 
are bowing to the dictum that "you 
gotta have a video." So where MTV 
originally had a lot of very fresh (and 
usually British) acts getting lots of ex
posure, now much more time is given 
to the latest Journey or Rush video, 
not because they're any good, but be
cause they're already a proven com
modity and MTV doesn't have to take 
as many risks now. But by doing that, 
they've opened up the probability of 
becoming · ·• one more link in the 
food chain rau1er than remaining the 
pre-eminent force they were a year ago. 

A STAR IS SHOWN 
During the resurgence of clubs a few 

years ago, it was considered news that 
a record could sell strongly without 
benefit of radio airplay. But as we said, 
what makes MTV a force LO be reck
oned with (or, to put it another way, 
why anyone in the industry pays any 
attention to it) is its sa les influence. 
And if MTV is a big winner, the big 
loser has been radio. 

That statement is, of course, a gener
alization. MTV is perceived as power
ful insofar as it "breaks" records. To 
break records, you have to play (or 
push) them before others do. And 
while there are legitimate complaints to 
be made about Boston's radio stations, 
Boston remains one of the more pro
gressive radio markets in the country 
(and if you don't believe that, try 
spending a day or so dial-turning in 
New York or Los Angeles). Through
out most markets, MTV snuck up on 
radio by exposing radio's stultifying 
conservatism (Whaddaya say, #1 again 
this week-"Stairway LO Heaven"!). 
BosLOn's commercial stations are 
under more left-flank pressure from 
the area's non-commercial stations 
(WMBR, WZBC, WERS) than from 
MTV. That means that local program 
directors have little fear of being 

All is well and good to 
have Pete Townshend 
screaming, "Tell your cable 
operator 'I Want My 
MTV!'" - but he's prob
ably the only one who can 
afford it. " 

"scooped" or shown up by MTV. But, 
it doesn't mean they haven't thought 
about its arrival. 

"I think that MTV will affect sta
tions that play Top 40 like WHIT and 
WXKS-primarily WHIT," said 
WBCN's Oedipus, "because Top 40 is 
essentially the radio version of MTV. 
When people gel to see MTV all the 
time, it will pale quickly. I don't believe 
that MTV can compete with the quality 
of 'BCN's music and with our person
alities. It's not a fun medium. The 
V.J .'s are boring. They can't compete 
with our personalities-how can any of 
them touch Charles Laquidara?'' 

Sunny Joe White of WXKS also 
feels that MTV won't have as dramatic 
an impact on Boston as it has had on 
other places. "MTV has been most 
popular in places where there isn't a lot 
of new music available. Boston has 
'XKS, 'BCN, 'FNX-all playing new 
music. There haven 't been any records 
broken out of this market first by 
MTV." 

"We get a lot of requests that specif
ica!ly mention the video," reports 
Judith Brackley, whose WFNX on the 
North Shore is in an area that has been 
wired for a while. "We definitely keep 
an eye on it. It's part of the '80s." 

"I hope they get wired soon," 
asserts Rick Peters of WHTT. "People 
enjoy the music more after they've seen 
the video. MTV helps expose music 
.. . and makes my job easier. MTV 



starts the audience, but radio carries it 
through. In fact, I have research that 
shows that if anything, MTV helps 
radio. It doesn't take away from our 
listening time, it takes away from other 
TV viewing time." 

"I believe that the effect we'll see in 
Boston is the same as we've seen in the 
suburbs," White adds. "MTV hasn't 
caused any quarter-hour losses." 

"After all, you can't take MTV 
away from home with you. You can't 
watch it in a car," Oedipus declares. 

"We get a lot of in-store and in
office listening," reports White. "I 
don't think people's bosses are going 
to let them bring in a television to catch 
MTV." 

All this talk about "quarter-hour"s 
and such relates to the heart of the turf 
battle between MTV and radio: adver
tising dollars. Specifically, who can 
deliver the most of the most desirable 
listeners. Peters feels that MTV will 
help warm up his audience, and once 
they're primed "I can reach anyone 
with (the signal power) of my radio sta
tion." Oedipus and White aren't sure 
that MTV's audience is also theirs. 
"MTV's audience is very young," 
White asserts. "The 12-to-24 male 
audience. I think that its effect will be 
like what happened with (WCOZ's) 
Kick Ass Rockjn'Roll: a big initial 
impact that won't last." Oedipus 
agrees. "The average BOston Rock 
reader isn't going to sit through MTV's 
Triumph concert clips. I watch MTV 
once every two months or so to catch 
up on what's on. But I can do that very 
quickly." What it all comes down to is 
none of the program directors feel that 
his or her audience-or the station 
demographics that define ad rates-are 
endangered by MTV. ''The thing we 
have to be careful of is MTV cutting 
into our ad dollars," Oedipus says 
bluntly. "But we think we'll be okay. 
In fact, 'BCN advertises on MTV!" 

How might cable-exclusive of 
MTV-influence the local scene? "I 

~// 
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think it'll give the Boston music scene a 
real shot in the arm," Brackley claims. 
u It will give local groups a chance to 
reach people through the local access 
channels ." Oedipus has a more far
reaching vision: MTV's bigness, the 
fact that it reaches the whole country, 
will also be its downfall, because it also 
has to cater to the tastes of the whole 
country. "Once we get local competi
tion-video shows that cater to local 
tastes-MTV will be on the way out.'' 
That may not mean a 24-hour a day 
stereo version of The Late Riser's Club 
or Nocturnal Emissions, but it does 
pose some possibilities. 

THE RETAIL TALE 
The recording industry could care 

less whether you first hear a song on 
WBCN, WXKS, WFNX, MTV or 
WHAT. They only care that you buy 
the record. We've said already that 
MTV's exalted status comes from its 
attributed ability to move albums off 
the shelves. Mark Briggs, Director of 
Operations for the Strawberries chain 
of 38 stores, markets records through
out the Northeast. He estimates that 
his customers are split evenly between 

wired and non-wired communities. ls 
there a difference in the buying pat
terns between the two? "Not really. 
There's a tremendous crossover, even 
though MTV isn't in most of Boston 
yet. Awareness of anything on MTV in 
the suburbs travels pretty quickly into 
the city by word of mouth." 

"When Adam Ant's 'Goody Two
Shoes' hit cable. the demand was in
credible," recollects Fred Jeffery of 
Rockit Records in Saugus. "Maybe we 
saw it more than most stores around 
here because it was available only as an 
import single and we're known for that 
sort of thing. But we knew that the 
demand was because of the video. 
There hasn't been anything that dra
matic since, although I think you could 
attribute requests for Quiet Riot, 
Motley Crue and the rehabilitation of 
Kiss to MTV. But MTV's impact on 
sales is more of a gray area now, 
because 'BCN, 'FNX and MTV are all 
exposing a lot of the same stuff. It's 
smaller ripples at this point." 

Briggs adds, "What we see is that in 
MTV areas requests come in Jaster. 
People ask for a record like Saga 
earlier in our Burlington store than in 

one where there's no cable. But we 
don't stock our stores according to 
whether they're in communities that 
get MTV or not. The popular records 
are the same; the difference is that 
something featured on MTV will break 
faster." 

Jeffery disagrees with this some
what. "I think that MTV has a definite 
effect on sales in that it makes people 
aware of a wider range of bands than 
they'd otherwise be exposed to. You 
know, the V.J .'s mention the Residents 
or Oingo Boingo, and even if the audi
ence hasn't heard those bands, now 
they know that they exist. And they're 
always reporting on the British scene. 
That makes people feel it's important 
... that it's something that's maybe 
all right to like. I think that people are 
buying more records, and a wider 
variety of records because of MTV, 
although whenever I've tried to antici
pate what will be big on the basis of 
watching MTV I haven't been too suc
cessful. For example, Echo and the 
Bunnymen and lately the Comsat (re
named the C.S.) Angels had nice 
videos on, but we haven't seen an 
appreciable sales jump for either of 
them.'' Briggs also says that while he 
monitors MTV, he doesn't plan his 
buying on the basis of what the cable 
channel thinks is hot. 0 We let demand 
dictate supply," he says. 

"The one recent dramatic evidence 
we've seen of MTV," Jeffery mused, 
"was Thriller. Now, you'd think that 
everyone in the world had that album, 
but as soon as the (John Landis
directed short film) hit, the LP jumped 
again. It was the number two or three 
record in the store through 
Christmas!"* 

Next month: A look at MTV's '"Night 
After" and the impact cable TV would 
have on Boston's clubs and bands. 



by James Daly 

It 's Tuesday turning to Wednesday at the smoke
choked Paradise Theater. The Lords of the New 
Church are crank ing along, their sound harsh and 
raw in the ham-fisted mix, their music threatening 
10 come apart at the seams. Lead singer Stiv Bator, 
stripped 10 the waist, his eyes shadowed and his 
hair pulled back and askew, lurches around like a 
grimy gender-blending rag doll. He falls down a lot 
bul gets up quickly to resume his usual stance, 
leaning over like a bent mike stand. On stage right, 
a man and a woman grope enthusiastically. Two 
kids are beating the dayligh ts out of each other 
near the front. The band chugs. Bator yowls. The 
couple kisses. The kids hit. The New Church is in 
sess ion . 

"We see our concert s as Western civilization and 
voodoo," Bator says. "The drums. The beats . It' s 
a great energy flow that lets you get to the other 

N&ctt ctt Building A Voodoo Civilization-
side with them. Kids don ' t have religion. They 
don ' t believe in it. That's why we feel it's a new 
church." 

Enter the Lords. Their doctrine is a fast chord, a 
cymbal smash, a loud howl and a be-yourself atti
tude. Fronted by Cleveland boy turned New York 
punk turned decadent hallucination Stiv Bator, he 
and his tribe (ex-Damned guitarist Brian James, 
former Sham 69/ Wanderers bassist Dave Tregunna 
and ex-Barracudas drummer Nicky Turner) are on 
a crusade of sorts; a crusade to tell people that the 
Lion is al the Door and $60 "punk" outfits and 
shock-ward hairdos don ' t mean a damn. 

"Y'know, new music has become exactly what it 
fought against," says Bator. "Punk is now the 
standard and normality:'' 

" It' s become commercial," adds James. "Now 
you've got Woolworth's punk. " 

"Hardcore is repeating the same slogans and cli
ches of '76 without any of the real knowledge of 
the reasons behind it ," Bator continues. "If they 
wanted to follow the real true ideals of punk, they 
wouldn't be playing the same music. What they 
would have done was start a new movement, not a 
continuation of '76. I'm not knocking it. Sure 
you've got to start somewhere, but they should 
have taken it a step further and not follow what 
people did before. They're followers, not leaders. 
In punk, everyone is a leader. 

"Punk was Eddie Cochran. It was the early 
Stones. It wasn't just a leather jacket or a uniform 
of that period. It 's an attitude. But what happens 
is that a movement will start and it's subversive. 
Then big business infiltrates and learns how to 
homogenize it and neuter it and sell it to the public. 
while misusing the fashion of it as a selling point. 
That 's when you break the barriers and go on to 
another.'' 

One barrier was broken in 1981 when Bator and 
James, still tumbling in the wake of previous 
bands, decided to team up. They first met in 1977 
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in New York City when Bator's old band, the Dead 
Boys, and the Damned played a gig together. "We 
knew we were going to work together," James 
says. "We're the same people. We're like 
brothers." Bator had worked with Tregunna in the 
Wanderers and, when the Wanderers scattered after 
one album, the Bator/Tregunna team remained, 
grabbed up James and looked around for a drum
mer. After seeing Turner bashing away with the 
Barracudas, their decision was made. 

A sound had to be developed which drew upon, 
but didn ' t shamelessly regurgitate, their old bands. 
"We could have just become a cabaret punk band 
and played to lots of people," notes Turner. They 
knew old fans might expect a combination Dead 
Boys/ Damned/Sham 69/ Barracudas nihilistic 
noisefest. They decided to keep a rough sound, but 
drew heavi ly on the political bent of the Wan
derers. 

"Instead of kicking people in the teeth, we're 
kicking them in the brain," said Bator soon after 
the release of their self-titled debut album, which 
set the tenor of the Lords as a highly charged po~ 
litical broadside, leaning heavily to warnings of the 
apocalypse. 

Their recently released Is Nothing Sacred? 
(Answer: "Nothing is," notes Bator, "especially 
rock'n'roll .") continues the aggressive energy but 
shows the band in a more eclectic mood. "On the 
first album, we said a lot of worldly concepts," 
says Turner. "It would be silly for us to say exactly 
the same thing again. We've changed. We 've 
evolved. It' s more personal politics. It' s how we 
li ve our lives." 

James simplifies: " It' s more the politics of sex 
1han around-the-world stuff." 

Songs like "Black Girl/White Girl" and "Part
ners in Crime" continue to prove that the Lords 
can produce highly-charged numbers with a mes
sage when they like. Still, when you head in all 
directions at once, you're liable to make a few 

wrong turns; Bator's whining vocal over the horn
blast punctuations of "Don't Worry Children" 
wind up sounding like Southside Johnny with a 
head cold. The album also features the Grass 
Roots' "Live For Today" with the lyrics scrambled 
a bit because, says Turner, the original "was a bit 
wimpy." Studio technoid Todd Rundgren produced 
the song as an experiment. "You can't let some
body else take control of your own song," James 
says . "They can take control of another song, fine. 
And that's what happened." 

The apocalyptic thread remains, however, some
times running through numbers in the form of 
scatological malaprops. "Copulation explosion 
spreads disease/Premature evacuation into the 
seas," Bator snarls during "Tales of Two Cities." 
"Something is going to happen and you've just got 
to compose yourself for it,·, Bator says . "What 
they've done with all these World War Ill pro
grams on T. V. is that they're gelling people used to 
the idea of a holocaust, because they're planning 
for war. There are more people than there are jobs 
and they're planning for a genocide." 

The hypnotizers who preach conformity, accept
ance and the superiority of their own values are the 
ones to watch, say the Lords. Dissent is in. Ques
tion what you're given, whether it 's from a politi~ 
cian, priest, or rock performer. 

'' Rock and roll concerts are rea l similar to Nazi 
rallies because of the power, the people and the 
emotions,'' says Bator. 

" It just depends on how you use it," adds Tre
gunna. "You can use it for good or for evil. You 
can use it as a celebration of people being happy or 
you can start telling them what to do." 

"Politics is mind control and so is religion," 
continues Bator. "Get rid of ii. It 's all bullshit. 
We're not political in the sense of political issues. 
We're political in the sense of saying 'Fuck politics. 
Fuck religion. Be yourself. Be an individual."' 
Amen.* 



new tape: "DANGEROUS LIVES" 
Hear it on: 
WAAF 
WBCN 
WBRU 
wcuw 
WERS 
WFNX 
W/CN 
WMBR 
WMWM 
WZBC 

Request it 
P.O. Box 2228 
Worcester, MA 01613 

Appearing: 
Tue. Jan, 24 - The Channel Boston 

Tue. Jan. 31 - jumpin' jack Flash, Boston 
Sat. Feb. 4 - Sir Morgans Cove, Worcester 

Tue. Feb. 7 - jumbo's, Somerville 

TIE c•LIAYS: .. 1·st,~ 
• 7 Song EP on Ace Cassettes «I, ~ l £ 

Available Now at Newbury Comics . ~ ~OV 
and Rocket Records. =- WVE 

• Hear "That's Life" by THE COOLRAYS ,.., \// 
on WBCN and WFNX. ~ 

• For More Information and Booking 
Contact James Holzman at 
P.O. Box 252, Auburndale, MA 02166 
(to purchase tape by mail, send $3.99). 

CATCH THE RAYS 



BEST LOCAL GROUP 
OR ARTIST 
1. The Proletariat 
2. The Neats 
3. November Group 
4. Del Fuegos 
5. Tie: SSD 

New Models 
Til Tuesday 

The Proletariat were the clear winner, 
but runner-up votes were nearly close 
enough to be a six-way tie. Last year's 
winners, November Group, took a slip 
even after a well-received EP. Other 
contenders: Lou Miami, Boys Life, 
Lyres, Mission of Burma (RIP). 

BEST FOREIGN GROUP 
OR ARTIST 
1. U2 
2. Echo & the Bunnymen 
3. New Order 
4. Tie: Big Country 

The Alarm 
Elvis Costello 
The Clash 

Blame it on their 1101 making an album 
or on sacking Mick Jones, bill the 
Clash took a nosedive after topping the 
poll in '81 and '82. Also missing from 
last year: Psychedelic Furs, Paul Wel
ler/ Jam, and the Who; while U2 and 
1he Bunnymen make a comeback from 
'81. Commercial new wave made the 
least impact: Eurythmics got one vote, 
which is one more than Culture Club 
or Duran Duran got. Most original 
vote for Best Foreign Artist: Rem
brandt. 

BEST NATIONAL GROUP 
OR ARTIST 
1. Talking Heads 
2. X 
3. R.E.M. 
4. The Proletariat 
5. Violent Femmes 
Longtime /aves make a great album 
and top the poll, even though their 
summer tour seemed to hit ei1erywhere 
but Boston, Last year's winners, X 
made a close second; everyone else 
deb111s in this category. Surprising 
turn: 110 placemem for the Cars or J. 
Geils, either here or in Best Local 
Band. 

photo: BC Kagan 
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BEST RECORD OF 1983 
1. U2, War (Island) 
2. Proletariat, Soma Holiday 

(Radio beat) 
3. R.E.M., Murmur (IRS) 
4. Talking Heads, Speaking in 

Tongues (Sire) 
5. Violent Femmes, Violent 

Femmes (Slash/Warners) 
U2 made their most popular album this 
year, and the Proletariat-the only 
local band to turn up in the national 
category-strike again. This year we 
combined albums, singles, and £P's 
into one category, but nearly all votes 
were for albums. The highest-rated EP 
was a runner-up, Echo & the Bunny
men. Lost year's album winner, Elvis 
Costello, got no votes this year for 
Punch the Clock . Last year's other 
winners: Mission of Burma, "Trem 
Two" single; November Group EP. 

BEST LOCAL RECORD 
1. The Neats (Ace of Hearts) 
2. The Proletariat, 

Soma Holiday (Radiobeat) 
3. Native Tongue, Yowl 

(Modern Method) 
4. The Lyres, "I Want to Help 

You Ann" (Ace of Hearts) 
5. Tie: New Models, Sight and 

Sound (PVC) 
November Group, 
Persistent Memories 
(Braineater) 
SSD, Get It A way 
(X-Claim!) 

Another strong showing for the Nears 
and the Proletariat. November Group 
are still a contender, although their sec
ond EP didn't match the popularity of 
their debut. The bands with the biggest 
radio hits-Sex Execs, Digney Fignus, 
Berlin Airlift, Reflectors-didn't do as 
well. Last year's winner: Mission of 
Burma, vs. 

SONG YOU HOPE YOU'LL 
NEVER HEAR AGAIN 
1. Quiet Riot, "Cum On Feel 

The Noize" 
2. Men Without Hats, 

"Safety Dance" 
3. Bonnie Tyler, "Total Eclipse 

of the Heart" 
4. Police, "Every Breath 

You Take" 
5. Tie: Michael Sembello, 

''Maniac'' 
David Bowie, "Let's 
Dance" 
Duran Duran, "Some
thing I Should Know" 

Anything that made the charts this year 
was fair game-from "Just Got 
Lucky" to "Owner of a Lonely Heart" 
-but the clear winner was a song we 
should have gotten sick of eleven years 
ago, when Slade did the original ver
sion. Michael Jackson had too many 
hits to place with one of them, but his 
combined votes would place him near 
the top. And who was it that had a 
chance to get sick of "Cookie Puss"? 

GROUP YOU HOPE YOU'LL 
NEVER HEAR AGAIN 
1. Quiet Riot 
2. Duran Duran 
3. Tie: Michael Jackson 

Men at Work 
4. Def Leppard 
Just goes to show how much you can 
irritate people with one hit. Highest
rated local group: Ti/ Tuesday. Sour 
grapes/burnout superstars: Bowie, 
Police, Rolling Stones. And for last 
year's new-wave stars: rhe Fixx, Kaja
googoo, Big Country. Would Van 
Halen have rocketed to the top spot if 
"Jump" had come -out a month 
earlier? Message to whoever wanted to 
never hear from Eyeless in Gaza: you 'II 
probably get your wish. 

The Neats 
The holidavs arc over for most of us, 

but the Neats.are taking their own well 
deserved break. Their debut al
bum, picked in this year's poll as be~t 
local record, scored high on the alter
native charts and earned some local 
and national airplay. But instead of 
staying home to Va&k in the glory. they 
took off on an ambitious national tour. 
In seven weeks on the road, the band 
played in Texas, Chicago, Denver, 
rvtinneapolis. Lm An/Zetes and San 
Francisco. 

''We had a blast, but this was a long 
trip, I mean long," said drummer 
Terry Hanley. ''We'd done other tours, 
but they were only a momh or l 
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BEST INDEPENDENT 
RECORD LABEL 
1. Ace of Hearts 
2. Modern Method 
3. Radiobeat 
4 . Slash 
5. Tie: Rough Trade 

Factory 
Streetwise 

Two local labels ballled it out for the 
top spot; with last year's Mission of 
Burma album and this year's Neats LP 
and Lyres single, the Ace took the title. 
Other local contenders: Eat, Propeller, 
and Philo (Philo??). 

BEST RADIO STATION 
1. WBCN 
2. WZBC 
3. WMBR 
4. WFNX 
5. WERS 
Now a virtual monopoly in the AOR 
market, WBCN tops th€ poll for the 
first time, while last year's winner, 
WMBR, falls to third place. Runners
up: WBOS (for three months), and 
WUSM. 



ADERS'POLL 
What do you consider to be the 
biggest problems confronting 
the Boston music scene in 1984, 

. and what do you think can be 
done about them? 

Commentary by Breit Milano. 
Compiled by Polly Campbell, 
David Wykoff, Shred and Breit 
Milano . 

DJ OF THE YEAR 
1. Carter Alan (WBCN) 
2. Mick Miller (WMBR) 
3. Tie: Maxanne Sartori 

(ex-WBOS) 
Oedipus (WBCN) 

4. Tie: Randi Millman 
(WBOS/WFNX) 
Charles Laquidara 
(WBCN) 
Curtis (WERS) 

Last year Carter Alan was holding 
down the overnight shift on WBCN 
and didn't place in this poll; this year 
he moved to prime lime (6 to JO PM) 
and took the top slot. Nocturnal omis
sion: last year's winner, Albert 0. Elit
ist award: to whoever voted for John 
Peel, from London's BBC-I. Dishon
orable mention: to WERS' Curtis, 
more than half of whose votes were in 
his handwriting. And, no doubt about 
it: it would be a belier world if we still 
had Mick and Maxanne on the air. 

BEST CLUB 
1. The Channel 
2. Storyville 
3. Metro/Spit 
4. Living Room 
5. Tie: The Rat 

Inn Square Men's Bar 
Maybe it's because they book the right 
bands, but the Channel holds the title 
for the second year in a row (and in 
1981, it finished second to the now
defunct Streets). Runners-up: Chet's, 
the Paradise, Streets (!), the 1270, 
Jumpin' Jack Flash, Scotch 'n' 
Sounds, Jumbos. 

BEST CLOTHES STORE 
1. High Society 
2. Walker's 
3. Hubba-Hubba 
4. Tie: Oona's Experienced 

Salvation Army 
Dollar-a-Pound 
Allston Beat 

Runners-up: Strutters, Goodwill, 
Bertha Cool, any Army/Navy. And 
yes, there's at least three people who 
get their clothes at K-Mart. 

The Proletariat 
In Huxley's Brave New World, you 

take a 11soma holiday'' when you want 
to drug yourself and forget 1here's a 
world around you. In the real 1984, 
you can take the Proletariat's Soma 
Holiday as an antidote. 

This year's pollwinners for best local 
band, the Prolerariat, make no com
promises-either in their driving, con
frontational music. or in their do-it
yourself approach to distribution ... As 
far as major labels go, we're not inter
ested," said guitarist Frank !\·1ichaels. 
"We'd rather have control over every
thing, and make sure it gets done the 
way we want to do it. If there's any 
mistakes, we know where the blame 

Continued on next page 

(NON MUSIC RELATED) 
PERSONALITY OF THE 
YEAR 
1. Mel King 
2. James Watt 
3. David Letterman 
4. Eddie Murphy 
5 Joan Rivers 
Save for Mel King, everybody on the 
list ,s a comedian-especially #2. One 
vote for Boy George as non-musical 
personality: "yes, I understood the 
question." Local heroes: Kevin White, 
Mr. Butch, Steven. This is pop: votes 
for Jabba the Hut, Cabbage Patch 
Kids, Larry Flynt. Everybody's in 
showbiz: Rodney Dangerfield, Pia 
Zadora, John Cleese, Tom Selleck. 
Let's get serious: Lech Walensa, Helen 
Caldicoll, Petra Kelly (German Green 
Party). 

DISAPPOINTMENT OF 
THE YEAR 
1. WBOS Goes Country 
2. Clash sacks Mick Jones 
3. J. Geils band sacks 

Peter Wolf 
4. Mission of Burma breakup 
5. Gang of 4 
Group breakups are always good for 
this category-last year's winners, the 
Jam-and WBOS fans remember. The 
Clash ore no strangers to this category, 
having placed last year for Combat 
Rock and won in '81 as Most Dis
appointing Group. Other musical dis
appointme111s of '82: "Mick Jagger 
didn't OD'' (maybe next year), ''Grace 
Jones' no-show at 9 Lansdowne," 
"the Neighborhoods still stink," and 
"Simple Minds' failure to play an 
encore at the Channel" (that ruined 
your year?). Other provocative 
responses: "all-ages shows are only 
hardcore," " I didn't get a Cabbage 
Patch Kid," "/983, the whole year," 
and-get happy-"my life." 

More than half of the responses cited 
the same problem: lack of oil-ages 
shows. Other popular responses: un
willingness of clubs to book hardcore, 
unwillingness of radio to play new 
music, and stagediving at hardcore 
shows. A few samples of the most in
teresting responses: 
"The main problem is the lack of 
opportunity for people under 20 to 
participate in Boston music. Solution: 
allow 18-20 year olds into clubs, keep
ing them separate (but equal) to the old 
folks. This is done in other parts of the 
state, notably the Amherst area, with 
few if any problems." ... "The kids 
who supposedly want to 'unite' or 
'support' the hardcore scene, by their 
own violence in the name of 'unity,' 
banned hardcore from every hall in 
town. Nothing can be done, they saw it 
coming and chose not to change." ... 
"ls progressive commercial radio pos
sible without overplaying WHTT 
material? Can a commercial radio sta
tion provide more variety, including 
going deeper into albums, avoiding the 
hit mentality?" "Problem: not 
enough people dye their hair blue . Sol
ution: Free Rit with every ticket." . 
"Turn down the volume al Storyville." 

. "Problem: stage divers. Solution: 
shoot them." ... "No real chance for 
new bands to be seen, other than Mon
day or Tuesday nights. Can't the clubs 
be more daring?" "The more 
videos that nightclubs show, the less 
live music per night. Hence, less gigs 
for new bands." ''Not enough 
hardcore shows. We need a club run by 
kids." ... "Problem: bouncers at the 
Channel. Handcuff them to the equip
ment they're supposed to protect. Then 
they couldn't romp around beating up 
dancers." ... "Problem: not enough 
talent. Solution: import talent." 
"The hardcore scene dominates. It was 
passe in 1980." " I'm amazed at 
the small number of people who con· 
trol 1he radio and club scene in Boston. 
Where's the diversity?" "Prob
lem: Jordache jeans and girls with 
feathered hair who like the Police and 
think they're punk. Solution: a nuclear 
attack." "Parking in Kenmore 
Square is impossible." ... "Problem: 
Til Tuesday. They should be 
deported." ... "Huh?" 

photo: BC Kagan 
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Boston Rock Night at the 
Inn Square 

Thursday, February 23 with 

PUSH PUSH plus special guests* 
•that means we haven't figured out who it's gonna be yet-but we will! 

SAVE $1.00 OFF ADMISSION AND GET A FREE 
DRAFT WITH THIS AD! 

The Neats 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20 

Some shows were great, like in San 
Francisco, when we were third on a 
bill with REM and Let's Active, and 
people still came to see us. Other times 
we got pretty demoralized, when we 
ran out of money. We did a show in 
Anaheim that was a little weak, like 
only two or three hundred people. 
("More like two or three!," adds gui
tarist Eric Martin). But whenever that 
happened we'd call home, and hear 

about how well the record was doing." 
Plans arc underway for a second al

bum; the band is now taking a break to 
develop songs they've begun to write. 
"L'd like LO say the songs keep getting 
beuer, but we've jusL starled lo work 
on them," admits Martin. "We only 
got back from the tour three weeks 
ago, then we wenL home for vacation. 
Now we've got lo get back on the 
ball." A video may also be in the 
works, buL drawn mainly from lOur 
footage-no Hollywood productions 
for this band. Finally, a single is prom
ised any day now, with the album's 
"Caribou" backed with their current 
encore, the big-band oldie "Harbor 
Lights." "The single is on the plat
form, ready to take off," says Hanley. 
"We're working right now on the pro
motional extravaganza that's going to 
accompany it. But that's top secret, we 
couldn't divulge any information, even 
under threat of gunfire-mainly be

don't know about it our-

-Breu Milano 

The Proletariat 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21 

goes . When you lose control, you start 
compromising yourself. But I don't see 
us ever gelling a major label offer, so I 
don't think we even have to worry 
about it. 

"For every one person that likes 
you, there's probably 50 out there that 
hate your guts," he said of the band's 
popularity. 1 'Take this readers' poll
we have no control over that, so we 
just take things the way they come. 
And I think that applies to any inde
pendent band, even a successful punk 
band. There's so many people that hate 
that kind of music, so you can never be 
really popular. You might be popular in 
the punk scene, but in America, the ef
fect you really have is miniscule." 

This sounds oddly pessimistic from a 
band of political idealists. "We 
thought we could change the world 
when we first started, but I think we've 
grown up a bit. Now I think the most 
important thing we can do is to create a 
public exchange of ideas. You might 
get people 10 start thinking a liule 
more, lo open up their spectrum of 
ideas. Just having that in public is a 
good situation-because it isn't done 
that often, and it isn't something that 
the government wants you to do." 

The next Proletariat record, aimed 
for an August release, should take a 
more personal slant in the lyrics. "\Ve 
still address national and international 
issues, but the lyrics are related to our
selves a little more. There's definitely a 
change, but I wouldn't say it's a Clash 
or Gang of 4 type change, where all of 
a sudden it's really funky and the gui
tars are gone. It's nothing that drama
tic, just a process of keeping ourselves 
interested. We don't want to keep 
doing the same songs over. The first 
record was really a cross-sectio11 of 
three years-that's why it's a little 
strange-but the next one should be 
more focused." 

-Breu Milano 

Next Deadline 
FEBRUARY7 



by Jim Testa 

"Call it psychedelic, call it garage
rock, or call it, for want of a better 
name, the new breed of sound, but it's 
going to be the next big thing-as big 
as rockabilly, as big as synth-pop, as 
big as disco," predicts Jon Weiss, lead 
singer and head tambourine banger for 
one of New York's grooviest combos, 
the Vipers. 

For years a small and loyal cult, the 
psychedelicized Sixties freaks who long 
for the days of !he Music Machine and 
the Blues Magoos finally seem to be 
coming into their own. New York has 
always had a crush on the Fleshtones, 
but now there's a bona fide scene hap
pening that just may shake Manhat
tan's nightlife out of its doldrums and 
bring back The Beat; such groups as 
the Fuzztones, the Outta Place, the 
Malkotians, the Mosquitos, and the 
Mad Violets are shaking and shouting 
just fine, and the Vipers are the best of 
them all. 

"There is a scene here and we defi
nitely feel a part of it," says Weiss, 
who's spent two and a half years with 
the Vipers waiting for it to happen. 
"We and these other bands share a 
common sound, we share the same 
roots, and most of all, we share a sense 
of ethics." That means, among other 
things, setting up double and triple 
bills together, cultivating new clubs 
sympathetic to Sixties sounds, and 
working together rather than against 
one another in the cutthroat club 
world. 

Most of the action for Manhattan's 
garage bands revolves around The 
Dive, a small club on a seedy stretch of 
Eighth Avenue near Madison Square 
Garden. The Dive's "Psychedelic 
Weekends" have become a regular
and increasingly popular-feature, and 
the joint is the unofficial hangout for 
the bands. 

Most of Manhattan's rock clubs 
have opened their doors and dance 
floors to this new hybrid of rock 'n' 
roll, so it's far from a one-club scene: 
"Music For Dozens," the popular 
Wednesday night series at Folk City, 
has hosted psychedelic bands from 

both coast.S, as has Maxwell's in Ho
boken. And the Peppermint Lounge, 
one of the biggest new-music ven
ues in the City, has proven sur
prisingly receptive to garage 
bands. "We've been lucky 
in that we've played some 
of the bigger clubs like 
the Pep-which is un
usual since we don't 
have a record out, 
and we've also 
toured very suc
cessfully to 
good re
sponse in 
Boston 
and 
D.C.," 

Vipers apart from 
some of the other "new 
breed" bands? For one thing 
their range-while a lot of psych
edelic bands try to recreate just one 
certain sound, the Vipers' originals 
span influences as diverse as Mersey
beat pop ("Cheated and Lied"), gut
bucket Amerockan garage punk (' 'Got 
The Hun"), and lysergic psychedelia 
(the liule-known Standells cover, 
''Medication''). 

"We all write, which gives us a 
$trength that a lot of bands don't 
have," comments bassist Graham 
May. ''Somebody will come up with an 
idea, a lyric or a melody, and the rest of 
us will put our heads together and turn 
it into a song." 

"Sometimes we wind up fighting like 
cats and dogs, really yelling and 
screaming about our ideas," adds gui
tarist Paul Martin . "Then two weeks 
later we're all looking to see if it's on 
the charts yet." 

Unfortunately, the Vipers won't 
have anything on the charts for a while 
yet. There's a five-song EP in the can 
that was scheduled for release on 
Plexus Records in November; business 
problems resulted in Plexus canceling 
the "It's a story," 

lason & the 
h ·\\e Scorchers Nas v, 

explains 
drummer Pat 
Brown, "but basical
ly, what happened was, 
we got screwed." The band 
is shopping the tapes around to 
other independent labels and hopes 
to get a record out in early 1984. 

The Vipers' enthusiasm and opti
mism seems more than equal to the 
task. "It's time for the Sixties to come 
back again," says May. "It's taken 
twenty years for us to absorb and 
understand what was happening back 
then, but it was a time of great adven
ture, and a time of great freedom." 

It's more than just nostalgia, 
though, more than just a yearning to 
go back in time. "Nobody calls it nos
talgia when a great blues singer sings 
the blues," argues Weiss. "Look at 
opera, that stuff is a lot older than I'll 
ever be, but no one says that's nostal
gia. They just say that they're singing 
the classics. Well, it's time real-

by Shred 

When you think of Southern rock, 
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Outlaws and Allman 
Brothers typically come to mind. And 
because these groups represent the 
sound of down yonder, they also churn 
up images of music ladened with need
less solos and mindless songs about 
beer drinkin' and hell-raisin'. 

Jason and the Nashville Scorchers 
are one Southern rock group that run 
on a different track. Formed two years 
ago, the Scorchers play country music 
with the sincerity of Hank Williams 
and rock and roll with the speed and 
hellfire of Jerry Lee Lewis. Guitarist 
Warner Hodges explains: "I like to 
think we can play rock and roll along 
with the best rock and roll bands and 
that we can also play country music 
-not like Kenny Rogers and Olivia 
Newton John-but the way it's sup
posed to be done." 

On Fervor, the band's second re
lease, Jason and the Scorchers mold 
these musical styles together. Five of 
the six songs on the EP were written by 
vocalist Jason Ringenberg or in colla
boration with bassist Jeff Johnson, 
R.E .M. 's Michael Stipe and Jason's 
brother J . The remaining cut "Help 
There's A Fire,'' was given to the 

ized that the 
Sixties were classics, 

too. We're playing the 
classics, man, we're carry

ing on a tradition." 
And the Vipers are con

vinced that if those groovy 
times are going to come back, 

it'll take a new generation of bands 
to do it. 

''You know, I was listening to that 
new Stones album that everyone says is 
so great," says David Mann, the key
boardist who doubles on harmonica 
and rhythm guitar. "But there isn't a 
'19th Nervous Breakdown' or a 'Satis
faction' on that record. 

"I was talking to my kid brother 
about this and he said, 'Yeah, but 
nobody's writing songs like that any
more,' and I said, 'Hey, man, we 
are.'"* 

group by a Nashville friend, Tim 
Kreke!. 

All the tracks on the record have reli
gious imagery. "Coming from the 
South you can't help but be influenced 
by religion,'' says Ringenberg. "When 
I wrote those songs l wanted to make a 
statement. I don't believe rock and roll 
has 10 be decadent, negative or the 
devil's music, so Fervor sort of 
summed that philosophy up. I just de
cided to write a clean album, but I'm 
not like that all the time." 

Onstage at the Rat, the four mem
bers dressed country-style: fringed 
shirts, pointed cowboy boots and hats. 
"I wouldn't think of dressing like that 
offstage," Ringenberg laughs, "be
cause it would seem too pretentious. 
But when you 're on stage, you have to 
supply people with a vision . And that's 
where the clothes come into effect." 

"I think all of us are willing to do 
whatever the hell it takes to keep doing 
this, because we can't stand doing 
nothing else," states Warner. 

Jason Ringenberg adds another per
spective on the importance of success: 
0 Qnstage for me it's life or death, be
cause if I don't make it l will die of a 
broken heart. ll's that important to 
me."* 
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You many enter as many times as you wish. All 
entries must be postmarked no later than midnight 
March 30, 1984. 

Narne _______________ Age __ 
Address __________________ _ 
City ___________________ _ 
State _____________ Zip _____ _ 

Is there a VCR in your household? Yes D No D 

Send to: Sony Video 45-Bowie Plus Beta Contest 
c/o Boston Rock Magazine 
739 Boylston St. 11203 

1 Boston, MA 02ll6 
L------------------------------J 

Presents Sony Video 
45 Contest 

NOW YOU CAN OWN VIDEO 
MUSIC-SEE AND HEAR SONY 

VIDEO 45's - MUSIC FOR 
YOUR EYES ... 

GRAND PRIZE: A COMPLETE 
COLLECTION OF SONY VIDEO 45's 
including David Bowie, Phil Collins, 
Duran Duran, A Flock of Seagulls and 
many more 

FIRST PRIZE: 10 FIRST PRIZE WINNERS 
EACH RECEIVING David Bowie's Video 
45 including "Let's Dance," "China Girl" 
(uncensored), "Modem Love" 

OFFICIAL RULES: No purchase necessary. Send the coupon below 
or a post card with your name, address, age, and phone number to Boston 
Rock/Sony Video 45-Bowie Plus Beta Contest. All en1ries must be 
postmarked no later than midnight March 30, 1984. No responsibility is 
assumed for lost, late or misdirected mail. Drawing will be held on April 3, 
1984. 

All prize winners' names will appear in Boston Rock •SO and will be 
notified by mail. 

Prizes are not transfenable and may not be exchanged or substituted. 
Taxes, if any, are the responsibility of the ind.ividua1 winners. Only one prize 
P.er household. Prizes are subject to availability. List of ·winners may be 
obtained by writing Boston Rock after contest drawing date. Contest is open 
to all U.S. residents except employees or Boston Rock Inc. and their families, 
Sony Corporation and their affiliates, subsidiaries, agencies, printers, or any 
other organization affiliated with this contest. Winners may be required to sign 
an affidavit of eligibility and release. Void where prohibited. 

© 1984 Home Box Office Inc. all rights reserved. 
* Registered service Mark Television. 

Don't miss the HBO David 
Bowie Sneak Preview from the 
Serious Moonlight World Tour 
1983 at the IMETROI on February 
8th! Listen to W:J<:11, to win 
tickets! 



oiGNEY 
FiGNUS 

by Breu Milano 

Oigney Fignus doesn't ask for much 
-he just wants to be a millionaire by 
the time he's 30. "I'd love to have 
that," he laughs, "but I'm willing to 
settle for 35." 

At the rate he's going, it might not 
be hard. With less than a year together 
and o·ne EP to their name, the Digney 
Fignus band is already a national con
tender. And though their EP is a solid 
set of pop hooks and jumpy rhythms, 
it wasn't the record that did it. Instead, 
thanks to MTV and "The Girl With 
the Curious Hand," Fignus has be
come Boston's first video star. 

The tape, directed by Luis Aira (the 
Cars, Alan Vega, New Models), is a 
finalist in MTV's national Basement 
Tapes competition, and will compete 
with five others in the spring. But while 
the video has proven a national suc
cess, it' s stirred up some local contro
versy. Visually, the tape's main features 
are bare skin and suggestive winks, tied 
to a dubious spy plot. It's a fantasy 
suited for Playboy magazine, and in 
fact much of the skin belongs to Play
boy model Gail Huff. The video has 
been criticized as sexist-Channel 5's 
Chronicle refused to show it-and the 
EP's cover stirred up further com
plaints. Taken from the video, it shows 
a female hand fondling a rod-like ob
ject (actually a swimming-pool ladder, 
but you don't have to be Fellini to get 
the point). 

"Fuck 'em if they can't take a 
joke!" laughs Fignus in response. 
"No, I can't say that, but I think 
they're being a little too serious . Sex
ism is only in the eye of the beholder, 
and I don't think it's really blatant to 
shoot a woman in a bathing suit at the 
beach . Besides, I'm not the filmmaker. 
But if they think the song is sexist, then 
maybe they should read the lyrics 
again, because the song can be taken in 
a number of ways. You can read sex 
into anything-I mean, if you look at 
your hand, you can see little x's in it. 
But we used a woman in the video, be
cause "The Girl With the Curious 
Hand" is the name of the song. We 
could have put her in a paper bag, I 
suppose, but it wouldn't have been as 
much fun to do. And Gail didn't mind 
doing the video ." 

As for the Chronicle incident, Fig
nus maintains that "there wasn't an 

obscenity charge. The Channel 5 peo
ple thought it was just too sexually ex
plicit, in the scene where she squeezes 
the tube; and they thought it was too 
violent in that she comes to kill me. So 
I hear that, and then I tune into Gener
al Hospital the next day-and I see 
Luke tied to a bedpost, while Stavros is 
about to rape his wife. So he tears off 
the bedpost and kills this guy. Then l 
see other things on TV, like "Chained 
Heat" -that movie about women in 
prison. People tell me I just don't un
derstand network, and I say, 'well, 
that's very interesting.'" 

Perhaps Fignus and Aira felt the 
video's soft-core gloss was necessary to 
sell the product, but it diverts attention 
from Fignus' real strength-as a mas
ter of hooks. The EP's six tracks jump 
between styles-from high-tech elec
tronics on "She Only Broke Your 
Heart," to light ska on "Not 
Satisfied," to straight pop on "She's 
My Girl"-all done with likeable flair. 
In concert the band is even more versa
tile, sounding like Southern rock on 
one song and the Police on the next, 
but always tight and energetic, and be
lievable. 

"You wouldn't believe the shit I've 
gotten for writing pop songs," Fignus 
explains. "But this is the way I've al
ways written them. I try to write the 
best song I can, and however it comes 
out, to fit it with the best style. More 
than anything, it's the songs that come 
first with me. I can play you songs that 
you wouldn't believe the same person 
could have written-but I don't want 
any restrictions on my style. Some 
people will come out and do the same 
song 10 or 12 times-and critics will 
say, 'well great, they've got style.' But 
I'd rather have great songs, and I don't 
care what style they come out in. And 
I'm fortunate to have musicians who 
can handle that." 

While Oigney Fignus (the band) is a 
newcomer to the local scene, Digney 
Fignus (the individual) is anything but. 
When he first hit the clubs in the late 
?O's, Fignus led two bands at the same 
time: the speed-rocking Spikes, and the 
avant-garde Mono Vogue. "We used to 
open up for one another," he recalls . 
"It was the same people, so we'd go 
down to the Underground and play as 
either band, depending on how we felt 
that night. Mono Vogue was all drum 
machines and synthesizers, all spontan-

«THE BOY WITH THE 
CURIOUS NAME~~ 
After having run a local club, and 

-nurturing the careers of many other 
bands, Digney Fignus has become 
Boston's first video star. But while his 
video has become a national success it 
has also been criticized as sexist and 
violent. 

Digney Fignus; "Modern science is wonderful." photo: B.C. Kagan 
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eous, we never really had any struc
ture. The .:ipikes were real fast, wilder 
stuff. We had songs like 'Body Bag' 
and 'Bite My Chest.' Even then I was 
trying to write hooks, but then they 
were more like ... " Like spikes? 
"Right." 

Like many local bands, the Spikes 
lost most of their gigs when the Under
ground closed. But while few other 
bands even dreamed of opening 
another club to take its place, Fignus 
stepped in and did the job . "That was 
when I met Maryann Carmel, my part
ner in crime. We'd been talking, she 
had a friend who was looking for 
someone to help open a nightclub. She 
knew that I'd been around music, and 
that I'd set up some after-hours parties 
at Spit. So I got together with the guys 
who owned the Oxford Alehouse, and 
we discussed putting together a night
club. We called it Streets." 

Fignus wasn't exactly a conventional 
manager. "I had orange hair at the 
time, with white on the sides," he re
calls . "And I wore a big dice earring, a 
lot of makeup. And all these straight 
businessmen, lawyer types saw me 
coming in to the business meetings with 
squirt guns. It was a whole differenl 
approach for them. But then, when the 
club opened, we had the Bush Tetras 
the first night and there was a line 
around the block. From that point on, 
they listened to what I had to say." 

Streets saw a year of glory before 
converting to Club Soda in 1982. 
Bands like Snakefinger, the Blasters, 
Bongos, REM, Fleshtones and Gun 
Club played there, as did many hard
core bands. "I don't know if we were 
the first club to feature hardcore, but 
we were the first to let people slam-
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dance and not beat them up. When we 
had Black Flag for Christmas, it was 
unbelievable. I'd be the slam dance 
monitor, and I'm not a big guy. The 
bouncers were big burly guys, but 
they'd be in total shock from what was 
going on. We had one guy about six
feet-five in the audience, getting 

"I don't know if Streets was 
the first club to feature 
hardcore - but we were 
the first to let people 
slamdance and not beat 
them up." 

carried away like he was in Clockwork 
Orange. So I had to walk up to him 
and say, "er, sorry, you can't do that!" 

Fignus eventually turned the book
ings over to Jim Coffman, to give him
self more time for songwriting. But be
fore forming his band Fignus took on 
another project, helping to steer Peter 
Dayton's career. "I can't say I man
aged him, that was more my partner 
Maryann's job to handle his everyday 
affairs. But I helped a little bit, I tried 
to get him bookings and publicity, and 
helped mix his EP Love at First Sight." 
Fignus won't go into details, mainly 
because he and Dayton are currently 
involved in a legal battle. But he will 
defend his over-the-top promotion for 
Dayton, which included record-store 
appearances and full-page ads for the 
EP. "Publicity works. Peter went from 
playing $200-a-night dates to getting 
$I(X)() some nights. He went from not 
even being able to get a gig at Jack's, to 
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opening for the Ramones (at MIT). He 
played clubs in New York, which he'd 
never be able to do wi1hout the publi
city." 

The Spikes disbanded while Fignus 
was involved with Streets, but he never 
lost the urge to get back onstage. "The 
nightclub and Peter were taking too 
much time, so I took a break to put 
songs together. I had a hard time find
ing musicians, because everybody I 
knew was already in a band, or else 
they saw me in the Spikes and thought 
I was too weird. I knew I wanted to 
work with (ex-Chartbuster) Leroy Rad
cliffe as producer, so I had him picked 
out before I had any band at all." The 
first step came when Fignus met bassist 
Danny McGrath on the subway. "He 
came up and asked me what was in my 
guitar case. We started talking, and I 
asked him to audition." 

McGrath became the band's second-

"Publicity works. Peter 
Dayton went from playing 
$200-a-night dates to getting 
$1000 some nights. He went 
from not being able to get a 
gig at Jack's, to opening for 
the Ramones. " 

in-command, appearing in the video 
and playing on all six EP tracks. The 
remaining personnel wasn't as stable: 
drummer Rick Rothchild left to join 
Gary Shane after recording "The Girl 
with the Curious Hand"; his replace
ment Matt Thurber played on four 

tracks and left to join the New Models. 
This fall the band reached its current 
lineup of Fignus, McGrath, Paul 
Candilore (guitar), Greg Gilmartin 
(drums), and Jimi Zimmardi (sax and 
synth). 

With the MTV finals coming in 
April and plenty of new songs in the 
works, 1he band is set for another hec
tic year. "The recognition has been ter
rific, but it's not like it's overnight," 
says Fignus. "Danny and I have been 
working for this a long time, so I think 
we can take it more in stride than the 
newer people. Like our sax player, he's 
only been in the band a couple of 
months, and already he's been on TV 
three times. He went down to New Jer
sey and they've got MTV out there, so 
they dragged him to his old high school 
to give a lecture." 

Is Digney Fignus poised for national 
success? "Well, knock wood. But no, 
you can't anticipate that. It might seem 
like I'm on the crest of something, and 
I sure hope so. But I can also see we've 
got a long way to go, a long way.''· 
We're opening for the Ramones in a 
little while, and they're way ahead of 
us-they've done movies, records. But 
even where they are is a long way from 
someone like David Bowie or Rick 
Springfield. So the distance we have to 
go is-whoa, Jesus! Light years. But, 
who knows what can be accomplished 
-modern science is wonderful." 

More videos are also part of the 
game plan. "We seem to be photo
genic, and that's hopefully going to 
work to our advantage. I've always 
liked television-my father used 10 be a 
TV repairman, he was always looking 
into the tube. So maybe this is my an
swer-now I'm looking out."* 
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Prince Charles and His City Beat Band & 
Their Plans to Funk Up the Countryside 

by Tristram Lozaw 

Prince Charles Alexander. 
ls Sex. Pure, unadulterated, salacious desire. 

Primitive, wanton, lascivious lust. Sex. Sex. S-E-X. 
Anyway you want it, anyway you need it. 

As a young dude, PC's ambition was to be like the 
Superfly-styled pimps around him 'cause they had 
the flash, the cash, and the girls . To see Prince 
Charles now, there is little in his image to dispel that 
aspiration. On anyone oozing less machismo, the lea
ther, studded jewelry, mirrored sunglasses and bared 
chest would seem more a bad dream co-starring the 
Village People than a statement of raw sexuality. On 
stage, he sings explicit songs of the flesh (try "Big 
Chested Girls" on for size) and matter-of-funkly in
vokes a sing-along on phrases like "fucking is a 
groove.'' 

Sex is a time-honored topic in black funk music. 
James Brown did it. So did Sly Stone and Bootsy 
Collins (PC's musical heroes). Prince Charles' music 
is sexy too-others say sexist. The under- and over
lying theme of nearly ever beat is sex, or how to get 
it. But what is real funk if not a musical expression of 
sex? And where would funk folklore be without its 
ghetto connection? The press and PC's PR have 
pumped his baaad background (Boston's own Rox
bury district) to those who need to see his funk 
credentials as well as hear them . 

That kind of inner-city success tale goes over par
ticularly well with socially progressive types in 
England, where (so far) Prince Charles js at least ten 
times as well known as in his native Boston. The 
story sounds even better if it 's embroidered to fit (not 
too cleanly now) the tough-ghetto-dudes-make-good 

mold. At various times, in various British publica
tions, readers were told of PC's days as: a pimp (his 
mother sent around priests to try to redeem him, uh
huh), a drug dealer (though he claims drugs play no 
part in his life), and a prison inmate. According to 
one pre-fab account, he and his better business half, 
Tony Rose (who aids in writing songs as well as 
spinning tales), first met as leaders of rival gangs, the 
Black Saints and the Crypts-though another version 
had Rose "discovering" Charles in a divey bar. And 
the story behind the Prince Charles name got a new 
twist for each new journalist; it started with def
erence to the royal family of Windsor and ended up 
being inspired by Prince Machiavelli. 

The duo's myth-making worked because PC's 
albums-Gang War (out over there on Greyhound) 
and Stone Killers (released in a lucrative deal with 
Virgin Records)-have done very well in the UK. In a 
pattern that is being repeated all too often by US 
artists, Prince Charles had to go to England to get 
discovered, "just like Jimi Hendrix." The English, 
who are fond of presuming they possess more taste 
and insight than those of us in the colonies (pick up 
any Julie Burchill column), m1•st feel that embracing 
American black artists also shows off a greater 
worldly social awareness . But what the British don't 
realize is that the bottom-line urban wisdom of these 
artists, the street sass that makes them genuine and 
appealing, is tempered by their dedicated drive 
toward the American dream. People from the tene
ments, at least the ones li ke PC and Rose, aren't just 
racing to see who can make it to the city limits first. 
They' re trying for it a ll , the capital S of Success-and 
all that it represents-wealth, fame, women and 
power. 

This particular duo is street smart enough to know 
tha1 street smarts aren't sufficient for dealing with 
the music business endosystem. You gotta have 
talent, hustle, discipline and a plan-a workable 
marketing strategy (which is where Rose comeS in). 

Charles Alexander and Tony Rose did serve 
stints as street gang leaders. But these gangs were 
based on survival and friendship, not violence, and 
the two were never rivals . Charles, heavily influenced 
by Bootsy and the Funkadelic crew, taught himself 
sax and piano and went on to show his capacity for 
hustle and discipline by mastering political science at 
Brandeis ("politics is power"). Rose worked record 
company promotion and production for WEA and 
RCA and met Charles while PC was playing with 
Maurice Starr, a leader on the Boston (and now na
tional) funk scene. Together they forayed into The 
New R&B-punk/funk with a hard electronic 
thump-and Charles was dubbed Prince: "It's only 
one from the top.'' 

They recorded Gang Wars, an album that was 
summarily rejected by the major labels (at one point 
they did have a contract with a major that left them 
on hold, refusing to release any records). Rose and 
Charles raised $10,000 and put the LP out on Rose's 
Solid Pla1inum label (it was later picked up by Grey
hound). Relocating to New York, where Charles now 
lives in a Harlem townhouse that "sticks out like a 
diamond ring on a dog," the two pushed their music 
ahead quickly . They kept the raunch of the first 
record but disposed of most of the borrowed Kool 
and Sly riffs and released a few singles under Trigger 
Finger & the Space Cadets, and Slych. With the City 
Beat Band, they cut Stone Killers-aggressive, ob
sessive and colored with a ghetto itch-and released 
it on NYC's all-cassette label ROIR in the US and 
Virgin in the UK. 

Buoyed by the showmanship of his studied cool, 
PC's "Cash Money" hit big in Europe, prompting 
production of his first video. "I doubt you'll ever see 
it in the US," says Charles. "I don't think people 
here are ready for a black guy running down 1he 
street, hitting white people over the head and taking 
their money." 

Rose and PC co-wrote and co-produced Stone 
Killers and recently finished the soon-to-be-released 
Combat Zone, which will include a few of the live 
show's standouts like "Heavy Duty Booty," "I 
Want to Satisfy You" and "City Life." The LP will 
be released by Virgin in the UK, where some journal
ists are now claiming that Charles has already out
classed his idol Bootsy, and a US deal with Vir
gin/Epic has been set. This spring, Charles will take 
his band out on a 65-city tour of Europe. There's also 
a movie in the making, the details of which can't be 
disclosed yet because "there are lots of people out 
there ready to steal anything they think they can turn 
into a buck." 

So what exactly is it that people see in these guys? 
The City Beat Band's music is, as Charles puts it, 
"the heavy metal of funk.'' It swirls around bassist 
Killer Kim's punchy, percolating bottom with street 
flash and street sex, smooth 'n' cool. Greg B. 's 
drumming is top notch; Tony Bowie's guitar chinks 
away in the JBs' "Hot Pants" tradition one minute 
and screams the next; synthesist Daniel Hardrock 
and singers Ruth Starr and Robin Hood trade beefy, 
hook- laden melod ies . And on top of it a ll , dominant 
and decisive with his vocals and Lyricon, is big, bad 
Charles. 

The British successes have given Charles a 1aste of 
the power he craves the most-to move masses of 
people to soulful hysteria. Now he's disappointed if 
he can't repeat the feat at every performance. At one 
of his recent Boston performances, he was obviously 
dismayed when he could get only half of a very white 
Cramps crowd to bob and weave to his City Beat. 
With many of his goals just beyond his grasp, 
Charles feels that his music, and sexual appeal, are 
on the line for increasing stakes each time he takes 
the stage . 

But Prince Charles Alexander is up to the chal
lenge, perpetually fueled by the lessons of persistence 
learned while pulling himself up from the ghetto. 
Having already laid a sol id groundwork for Success, 
PC's imminent ri se to fame only waits for the rest of 
us to wake up and make it happen.* 
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R E C O R D R E V I E W S. 

ENGLISH BEAT 
What is Beat? 
I.R.S., LP 

Now that the creative core of the 
(English) Beat has split off (Ranking 
Roger and Dave Wakeling have formed 
their own group, General Public, while 
the remaining Beat-sters are fishing for 
new vocalists), l.R.S. is doing its best 
to give the Beat the attention it 
deserved with What ls Beat?, a thor
oughly satisfying "best of" package. 
As an introductory sampler, it serves to 
chronicle the history of the best of the 
two-tone era ska bands (sorry Mad
ness). For the casual fan, it's a well
chosen "greatest hits." And for the 
real Beat fan, it contains three singles 
not released in America: the Jellybean 
12" remix of" I Confess," and two live 
cuts recorded at Boston's Opera 
House. The only problem with this 
record is that it's a maddening tease for 
the (hopefully) soon-to-be-released 
General Public LP. -David Wykoff 

PRIME MOVERS 
"Change for the Beuer/I-2-5" 
Moulty, 45 

You may have noticed this single by 
the Movers-part of Boston's current 
upsurge of 60's influence garage bands 
-on local college radio. While 
"Change for the Better" is a good song 
with strong vocal harmonies, the 
muffled production weakens the over
all sound. The flip, an obscure cover of 
the Haunted's "l-2-5" is a much better 
(and clearer) representation of the 
group. 

Moulty Records, PO Box 199, Cam-
bridge, MA 02140. -Shred 

SEX IN MIAMI 
"Japan Must be Stopped" b/w 
"Brenda Is" and "1988" 
Intense City, 12" single 

As their name might suggest, NY
based Sex in Miami don't want to be 
just your average band. Lead vocalist 
Clark Render looks like one of the New 
York Dolls in the early '70s. "Japan 
Must be Stopped" is an outcry against 
the invasion of Japanese products into 
the American market, complete with a 
chanting of brand names ("Sanyo/ 
Sony/ Akai . . . "). All three songs are 
heavily percussive, with strong bass 
lines. The music is intense, innovative, 
and danceable. 

Intense City Records, 513 E. 13 St., 
N.Y.C . 10009. -Tracy Everbach 

VARIOUS 
The World's Worst Records! 
Rhino Records, LP 

It seems like everyone and their 
uncle is trying their hand at putting out 
some compilation of godawful novelty 
songs, and now looney-tune veterans 
Rhino Records are giving it another 
shot. So, how bad is it? Well, not that 
bad. There are a couple of truly awful 
songs like Gloria Balsam's "Fluffy" 
and Barnes and Barnes "Boogie 
Woogie Amputee," but most are only 
good for a chuckle or two. Of course 
there are a few real funny tunes like 
Heathen Dan's "I Like," The Seven 
Stooges' travesty on Iggy Pop's "I 
Wanna Be Your Dog," and Ogden 
Edsl's "Kinko the Clown." For good 
measure, a few classics like the Novas' 
"Crusher" (as made famous by the 
Cramps), and Jimmy Cross' "I Want 
My Baby Back" are thrown in for his
torical perspective, but these curios 
would be unlikely to gross out today's 
typical model citizen. If you're looking 
for the ultimate in poor taste, you're 
bound to find this collection a bit too 
safe. Anybody got some plastic vomit 
they can spare? 

Rhino Records, 1201 Olympic Blvd., 
Santa Monica, CA 90404. -Mr. B 

THE FALL 
Perverted by language 
Rough Trade, LP 

God! It's God, I see God! Mark E. 
Smith is God. I have seen rock and roll 
future and it is The Fall. God rest and 
save The Fall. -Joe Totale 

11 TkENEWWAVE 
JiAIR SALON 

THE SHAKE 
Shifting Sand 
EP, no label 

This sprightly, hook-filled record 
proves that the Shake are more than 
just Robin Lane's ex-backup band. 
With three capable singers, the band 
pulls a neat balancing act between 
glossy production and urgent delivery, 
melodic songs and rough vocals. 
Although three songs here are filler, the 
other two are outright gems. 40 Too 
Funky For You'' puts urban tension to 
a pulsing beat, for dance-rock with 
guts and a message. In contrast, the 
record's other standout is cheerfully 
irrelevant: "Daytime Nighttime Girl 11 

sounds like a long-lost Herman's 
Hermits single. Smart production by 
Chartbuster Leroy Radcliffe is an 
added plus. 

The Shake, 12 Rita St., West War-
wick, RI 02893. -Brett Milano 

DOA 
Bloodied But Unbowed 
CD, LP 

Now that punk has become a musi
cal style instead of (just?) an attitude, 
we have to redefine what is good and 
bad about it. 

Bloodied But Unbowed chronicles a 
variety of material from 1978-1983 by 
DOA . Taken from various singles and 
albums (mostly out of print), Bloodied 
shows both the band's strengths and 
weaknesses, from early fifty second 
screamers to "mature" four minute 
songs! 

Musically, DOA are first rate. The 
sound is strong, with muscular guitars 
and precise, thrashing drums, and Joey 
Shithead is a convincing angry young 
frontman. The compilation shows 
DOA's growth from derivative punk 
ala Clash and Pistols ("The Prisoner" 
and "Smash The State," respectively), 
towards (slightly) restrained rock and 
even hints of reggae ("Whatcha Gonna 
Do?"), as later perfected on War on 
45's. 

Lyrically, DOA need a broader per
spective. They scream that you need to 
know your enemy, yet they one-sidedly 
slag off well-known targets ("Fucked 
Up Ronnie"). However, they've passed 
their "Fuck You"/"I Don't Give a 
Shit" phase, so we can only hope for 
the best. 

C.D. Presents, Ltd., 1230 Grant, 
Suite 531 , San Francisco, CA 91433. 

-Harold Lepidus 

U2 
Under a Blood Red Sky 
Island, LP 

WOBBLE/EDGE/CZUKAY 
Snake Charmer 
Island mini-LP 

A lot of people call U2 the best live 
band around, and Under a Blood Red 
Sky does nothing to disprove that 
judgement. Beside tracks from their 
1983 West Germany and Boston dates, 
this LP includes a couple from their 
Red Rocks, Colorado spectacle (my 
unquestionable favorite of last year's 
tour). There's an evangelical attraction 
here that goes beyond the religious 
themes of "Gloria" and "40." This 
church is non-denominational, draw
ing rock and non-rock fans alike in a 
way reminiscent of Patti Smith's smor
gasbord appeal. The occasional off
beats and missed notes are among the 
record's highlights, further emphasiz
ing emotion over U2's generally 
admired technique. 

Because of The Edge's guitar abili
ties, it's not surprising to hear him 
working out with Jah Wobble and ex
Cannibals Holger Czukay and Jaki 
Leibezeit on Snake Charmer. It is a 
super-jam for the '80s complete with 
break mixing by producer Francois 
Kevorkian (who also re-mixed a few 
U2 singles). Full of the Latin-funk that 
is becoming Wobble's trademark, 
Charmer succeeds because it steps out 
enough to be interesting, is focused 
enough to be easily listenable, and is 
beat-oriented enough to provoke some 
dancing. -Tristram Lozaw 

HAWKEYE 
"All Systems Go" 
Beantown Music, 4S 

Boston-based funk band Hawkeye 
has been around more than seven 
years, but this is their first release on 
Beantown. If this 45 is any indication, 
the collaboration will be good for 
both. After initial nods to Rick James 
and the Gap Band, Hawkeye carve out 
a niche of their own with sliding 
punches of synthesizer, witty wordcraft 
(the single is dedicated to Guion Blu
ford, the Black astronaut), gutsy sing
ing, and a hum-along chorus wich stay
ing power. More energizing than ten 
"Say, Say, Say''s, this is a confident 
and competent performance. 

Beantown Records, 100 Mass. Ave., 
Boston, MA02115. -Terri Sutton 
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THE COOL RAYS 
That's Life 
(Ace, cassette) 

This reminds me of one of those old 
60's garage/pop records that they play 
on college radio nowadays-but never 
played in the 60's. While many of the 
seven songs seem too long, guitarist 
Andy Baldwin provides some surpris
ingly fresh riffs, and keyboardist Cary 
Flanagan can be counted on lo keep 
things bopping. Next time I'd like to 
see these guys concentrate their efforts 
on just two songs (a single), instead of 
this overly-ambitious twenty-two-plus 
minute tape. 

Ace Management , PO Box 252, Au
burndale, MA 02166. - Gwen Griffin 

THE ROCKOPHILES 
Pure and Easy, EP 

If you happen to frequent Cam
bridge's popular watering hole The 
Plough and Stars, you've probably 
already run into the Rockophiles. Led 
by the swaggering, sweet vocals of 
Lynne Carroll, they shuffle through 
four songs (three remakes of classics) 
of country-ish r'n'r with a litlle doo- . 
wop and a definite '50s/ Presley slant. 
Cleanly played and produced and on 
the casual end of the intensity meter
except for some inspirational leads on 
sax and Jim Scoppa's incendiary 
guitar. 

Pure and Easy, Box 912, N. Chelms-
ford, MA 01863. -Trisrram loww 

NEW INDIE RELEASES 

Cal's Voice Recordings: P.O. Box S64, Newburyport, MA 019S0, (617)462-1361. Grand Ultra: "Hey 
Girl" (single and tape); Release 12/ 83. 

Oeadflsh Records: P.O. Box S28, Plainview, NY 11803, (S16)433-2487. Moral Majority Dance 
Band:litt/e Bit; Release 9/ 83; Dutch East. 

Frodo Records: P.O. Box 4926], Aus1in, TX 78765, (512)4S]-0S98. La OanZlit: Lo Dan1.a; Release 
12/8]. 

Homegrown Apocalypse Recordings: 9 Hendrick St., Providence, RI 02908. Sons or Bitches: Lis1en 
or die (cassette and EP) Release 12/8]. 

Hysterical: Box 2081 Station A, Champaign, IL 61820, (2l7)]56-6851. The Arms or Someone New: 
Significon1 O1hers; Release 12/8]. 

Moulty Records: P.O. Box 806, Boston, MA 02120. Prime Movers: 1-2-5; Release 11/83; Important. 
various: N.E. T.S; Release 4/ 8]. various: N.E. T.S #2; Release 2/84; Dutch East. 

The New Deal: P.O. Box 8912, Bos1on, MA 02114, (617 )S23-36]7. The New Deal: "Make a Buck" 
b/ w "Connect lhe Dots"; Release 1/ 84. 

Radiobeat Records: P.O. Box 75, Allston, MA 02134, (617)3S]-1608. Proletariat: Soma Holiday; 
Release 10/83. Deep Wound: Deep Wound; Release 11/83; Rounder, Important, Dutch East, Upstart, 
Systematic, Rough Trade. 

Relalivily Rtcords: 149-0] New York Blvd., Jamaica, NY, (212) 995-9200. The Dark: Don't Feed the 
Fashion Sharks. Release 1/ 84; lmporiant. 

Ribbelapts: 39 Simp\on Drive, Framingham, MA 01701, (617)877-9106. The Bealnlcks: / Like Dolf; 
Release 12/83; Guerilla Warfare. 

Sch\ol'II Records: 806 N. Peoria Suite 3000, Chicago, lL 60622, (]12}]66-5]20. Silver Abuse: Fall From 
Grace. Toothpaste: Too1hpas1e. Silver Abuse: Live Abuse (cassette and LP) Release 2/84; Systematic. 

Three Hands' Records: 191 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02116, (617)267-9183. Three Hands: 
"Climb" b/ w "Big Person": Release 1/84. 

T-Slreel Records: 13S Central Ave., East Providence, R.I. 02194, (401)438-]08S. Ed Tabela: The Ed 
Tobe/a EP; Release 1/ 84. 

Twis1-o-•·1ex Records: 647 E. I Ith St. #2, NY, MY 10009, (212)982-4979. Heallh Hen: It's Obvious; 
Release 1/ 84. Baby Boom: Baske1 Case; Release 2/84; Rough Trade, Dutch East, Important. 

Wasleland Records: P.O. Box S78\SS, Chicago, IL 606S7, (]12)525-2450. Articles of Failh: "What We 
Want is Free"; Release 8/ 83. Articles of Faith: Wail; Release 7/ 8]. Savage Beliefs: The Moral £/fl· 
ciency of Savage Beliefs; Release 10/ 83; Rough Trade, Dutch East, Upstart, Systematic, Rat Cage, 
Important. 

Boston Rock publishes this free listing of new independent 
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RAYBEATS 
"It ·s Only A Movie!" 
Shanachie Records Corp. 

The Raybeats copped a pick and a 
p hoto in The Catalog of Cool a year o r 
so back, and for a good reason. 
Although they're an instrumental 
group for the eighties (replete with 
"artful" noises, feedback, fuzztones, 
and pseudo-ambient sounds), they fuel 
their songs with a firm grounding in 
classical sixties sounds: rumbling soul
ful rhythms, Memphis/SLax ensemble 
tightness, surf-style leads and drum 
rolls, and jet propelled power. More
over, they wear the funkiest sharkskin 
suits around. On this offering, as 
always, Jody Harris' guitarwork is 
exemplary. For a noted soloist, he 
plays some real down-and-dirty 
rhythm parts. Although I've always 
liked their surfy songs best, anier bits 
like "Doin' The Dishes" and "It's 
Only a Movie" are captivating, LOO. 

Shanachie Records, Dalebrook 
Park, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423 . 

-David Wykoff 

MAURICE STARR 
Spacey Lady 
Arista, LP 

If you think Boy George is the next 
Smokey Robinson, you may change 
your mind after hearing Maurice 
Starr's seductive croon on "Be My 
Lady." Starr is a silky and convincing 
singer, but his Arista debut is flawed by 
inconsistent material. The high
stepping title track and the novelty 
dance number "Electric Funk 
Drummer" are standouts, but the 
scratch instrumental "Super Rock" is 
blatantly lifted from Herbie Hancock's· 
"Rockit," and most of the slow num
bers could use stronger melodies. 

Starr plays every instrument, aided 
only by brother Michael Jonzun as co
producer, and the do-it-yourself 
approach gives mixed results. He can 
do one-man arrangements as well as 
Prince, but most of these tunes would 
benefit from a live band's added kick. 
Spar~s only begin to fly when Peter 
Wolf guests for a supercharged vocal 
duet on "Can It Be Love." 

-Breu Milano 

SLICKEE BOYS 
Cybernetic Dreams of pi 
lwin Tone, LP 

The Slickee Boys have been around 
for ages (well, at least since 1976), and 
have appeared on 18 various discs, yet 
this, surprisingly enough, is their first 
bona fide album. 

The five-piece pride of D .C. are firm 
believers in music as enjoyable enter
tainment, not something to be 
analyzed or intellectualized. They've 
been preaching their gospel for eight 
years, to whomever would listen, and 
whenever they could get away from 
their day jobs. 

Cybernetic Dreams is a diverse col
lection of polished pop, with various 
60's influences {surf and secret agent 
riffs, Stones rewrites, a cover of "Pic
tures of Matchstick Men"), all framed 
in gleaming guitars and soaring har
monies, yet rough around the edges . 

The only major complaint is that the 
infamous Slickee brand of humor 
doesn't seem as potent here as in their 
live shows. Still, a tight, rock in', un
pretentious set. -Harold Lepidus 

WIRE TRAIN 
Chamber of Hellos 
415/CBS, EP 

This three-song import EP is a teaser 
from San Francisco's 'Train (nee The 
Renegades), who are due to release a 
full LP this month. Since their early 
days opening for the Jam in SF, 'Train 
has grown considerably more sophisti
cated; with crisp drumming, delicately 
chiming guitars, and lofty, echoed 
vocals, they've overcome their earlier 
resemblance to the Bunnymen and now 
recall Modern English and the C.S. 
Angels. Besides the two originals (fea
tured on the LP), 'Train cover Buffalo 
Springfield's "Mr. Soul"-and com
pletely miss the otherworldliness of the 
original. Ah well. Bands like this exist 
to sound pretty-which Wire Train 
does as well as any. -Terri Sullon 

WHITEBOY 
Kissing At Midnight 
Doodleysquat, EP 

The word I have is that Whiteboy is 
a Washington D.C.-based father/son 
band (the Whipps) that's been around 
for quite some time. Doesn't surprise 
me too much; they sound fairly tight 
and accomplished (listen to "Living in 
the Shadows"). The singer (you tell 
me, father or son?) reminds me of 
John Hiatt, but the songs don't have 
Hiatt's bite or R&B feel. It's all basic
ally DOR, poppy stuff. The 33 RPM 
side is the best of the pair, although the 
programmed drums and synthesized 
keyboards do overwhelm the simple 
melody of "Be the First One." 

Doodleysquat, 3007 Jennings Road, 
Kensington, MD 20895. 

-David Wykoff 
BOYS BRIGADE 
Boys Brigade 
Capitol, LP 

This album may not win the radical
chic award for 1983, but with "Passion 
of Love" it was one of the best singles 
of the year. Lots of percussion, synth 
and keyboards that do more than just 
soak in self-infatuation, and a happy 
ending to boot: "love is a dance, 
romance is a trance, it makes my head 
spin ... the passion of love ." Along 
with Colour Box's "Breakdown," this 
song is further testimony that not all 
slick modern tunes are disposable gar
bage. As for the rest of the record: very 
pretty, thoughtful, full of stylistic ex
perimentation, some interesting Near 
Eastern tonality-and seeing as you 
can't find the single anywhere, the 
album seems inevitable. 

-Scott Pascucci 

BALL AND PIVOT 
Z-Club, EP 

The credits look suspicious: B. Wil
kinson plays synthesizer, Tom Hauck 
plays guitar synth, and Paul Caruso 
plays Linn drumbox. Have the ex
Atlantics turned into the Human 
League? Thirty seconds into the EP, 
my fears were over: "Two O'Clock 
Jump" is an infectious slice of pop, the 
long-overdue followup to "Lonely 
Hearts." The rest has a more fashion
able, electronic sound, but the Atlan
tics' giddy frat-party appeal is still 
there, and the songwriting is sharp as 
the old band at their peak. It may be 
too lightweight for the progressive 
crowd, but Atlantics fans should have 
a ball-or at least a pivot. 

Ball & Pivot, PO Box 513, Boston, 
MA 02199. -Brei/ Milano 



TALKING HEADS 
"This Must Be the Place"/"Moon 
Rocks" 
Sire, 45 

A pleasant surprise if there ever was 
one. "This Must Be the Place" marks 
the second single from the Head's 
Speaking in Tongues to hit the singles 
charts. We're talking about a genuinely 
pretty song here. One that will shiver 
your bones under the right circum
stances. The 8-side ain't bad either. 

-Tristram Lozaw 
ISM 
A Dier for the Worms 
S.I.N., LP 

The debut record from New York 
band ISM should win a prize for sick 
humor and most unattractive cover of 
the year. The front cover features a 
close-up of a baby being born and the 
back a corpse, while song titles include, 
"Life Ain't No Bowl of Brady Bunch 
Punch ," "Vegetarian at a Barbeque," 
and "Moon the Moonies. " "Proud to 
be Guilty," with the power of an Oi 
chant, and the pounding Flipperesque 
"I Think I Love You" are the strongest 
cuts. 

The music is a jumble of hardcore 
with a little funk thrown in, somewhere 
between the Beastie Boys and Dead 

Kennedys. Still, the sound is messy, 
often pushing the instruments into the 
background in favor of lSM's ill-fated 
efforts to say everything about racism 
and child abuse in three minutes. This 
record is both too garbled and too 
long. 

S.l.N. Records, PO Box 253, Oak
land Gardens, NY, NY 11364. 

-Polly Campbell 

THE FAITH 
Subject to Change 
Dischord, EP 

While not packing the punch of pre
vious material, this collection of eight 
thrashers does deliver. The sound is 
reminiscent of Minor Threat's Out of 
Step EP, possibly attributable to Ian 
Mackaye's seamless production. The 
Faith's attack can at moments be 
relentless, due mostly to the dual guitar 
onslaught of Mike Hampton and Eddie 
Janney, and the raw, occasionally im
passioned vocals of Alec Mackaye. 
With the splitups of first generation 
DC bands like S.O.A. and Minor 
Threat, The Faith offers up a worthy 
replacement . 

Dischord Records, 3819 Beecher St., 
N.W. Washington DC 20007. 

-Mike Giuer 

ANTI SECT 
In Darkness, There Is No Choice 
Spider Leg Records, LP 

This is more than more songs about 
animal torture, annihilation, and state 
control; this is the hardcore record to 
have. While Anti Sect are just as 
serious and somber as the next British 
punk band, they've captured a double
edged guitar sound no other group 
approaches (except maybe Discharge). 
And though Anti Sect are very good on 
the thrash tunes ("Channel Zero" and 
"In Darkness" for example), they are 
even stronger on heavy-metal paced 
rockers like "Tortured and Abused" 
and "Heresy." A great collection of 
noise all around. Recommended. 

Spider Leg Records, PO Box 59, 
London N22, England. -Mr. B 

CUB KODA 
Let's Get Funky 
New Rose, EP 

Many, many American blues and 
rockabilly musicians have commanded 
significantly larger audiences in 
Europe than in the United States . So it 
should come as no surprise that Cub 
Koda, noted WCGY DJ/Goldmine 
columnist/record collector/former 
Brownsville Station-ite/ American 
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music purveyor, has his latest EP out 
on New Rose, a French label. Koda 
heads his rock 'n' roll outfit through 
six rip-roaring songs. As usual, Koda 
values the energy of his rhythm and 

· bluesy, rockabilly influenced pop songs 
over such mundane matters as clear 
sound, instrumental virtuosity, and 
modern production techniques-which 
makes this a very satisfying record for 
those used - LO listening to records as 

. raw and scratchy as used Hound Dog 
Taylor LP's . Rough and tumble fun 
for those not faint of heart. 

New Rose Records, 7 rue Pierre Sar-
azin 75006 Paris. -David Wykoff 

THE LEATHER NUN 
"F.FA. "/"Prime Mover" 
Subterranean, 45 

There are a few good lines in 
"F.F.A." (Fist Fuckers Associated), 
but not enough LO rescue six minutes of 
unprovocative recitation over a forget
table musical vamp. The flip is an im
personation of Lou Reed singing for 
Van Halen after he's fed them all quaa
ludes (much better) . "Totenkopf rock 
'n' roll" indeed. 

Subterranean, 577 Valencia, San. 
Fran., CA 94110. -Tristram lozaw 
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BOSTON BAND REPORT 

Adventure Set Men & Volts 
What is Adventure Set? 

"Drum machines, sequencers, and 
high tech," offers guitarist Steve 
Maguire, "with one important differ
ence-we mix it with emotion." This 18 
month-old Boston outfit, plagued 
early-on by personnel upheavals, is 
now prepared to demonstrate a style of 
music which Adventure Set feels is 
sorely lacking in this city. Maguire 
points to Roxy Music, David Bowie 
and Simple Minds as British rock influ
ences that the quintet mixes with their 
love for Black dance music. 

Originally, Maguire joined with Tom 
Comparato Jr., on drums, and ex
Pastiche vocalist Ken Scales, who left 
that popular Boston band because of 
diverging musical interests. Mark 
Pothier and another former Pastiche 
member. Brad Hallen, rounded out the 
group on keyboards and bass, respec
tively. For six months the group 
rehearsed extensively, then recorded a 
demo tape that landed them local air
play and attracted the interest of CBS 
Records. Intrigued by the freshness of 
their sound (and by the fact that the 
English were already exploiting it), 
CBS asked the band to record another 

demo for them and sent cash to back 
the request up. 

It was then that the axe fell. On the 
same day that the record company sent 
the money, both Hallen and Pothier 
announced their intention to leave and 
join Ministry. Scales relates. "It was a 
double whammy-they both left, and 
they both joined the same new band." 
Adds Comparato, "Now we still had 
to do a demo, but the chemistry was 
gone. We had to go into the studio and 
make believe that the chemistry was 
still there ... " 

. . and it showed up on the 
tape,'' concedes Scales. 

Adventure Set have since added 
Gideon Ansell from Radio Novena on 
keyboards as well as the multi-talented 
Steve Monahan on bass, whose exper
ience ranges from top 40 cover circuits 
to scoring classical compositions. The 
new lineup rehearsed (again) six 
months before appearing live and is 
now playing a str ing of shows around 
Boston. A new tape, "Blue is for 
Boys," is out and is again netting radio 
play in the New England area. Slowly 
and carefully Adventure Set has re
gained its balance; the members do not 
intend to lose it again. -Carter Alan 

Adventure Set,L-R: Ken Scales, Steve Maguire, Tom Comparato, 
Gideon Ansell, Steven Monahan. Photo by Amy Golub. Men & Volts, 
L-R: Jeff Cronenberg, David Greenberger, Jon Proudman, Phil 
Kaplan. Photo by Janine Douce/le. The Schemers, L-R: Rene Blais, 
Jimi Berger, Emerson Torrey, Mark Cutler. Photo by Ralph Palmer. 

That a group like Men & Volts, 
whose deepest roots extend to delta 
grit, Western guitar, good time R'n'R 
(ala NRBQ), and Howlin' Wolf blues, 
can find itself tagged as an "art band" 
shows just how off-kilter the music in
dustry of the '80s is. Admittedly 
there's a demented twist in their music, 
as Men & Volts' R&B has been modi
fied and filtered through late '60s ex
perimentalism, Watt/ JCOA avant 
jazz, and especially the music of Don 
Van Vliet, aka Captain Beefheart, of 
whom they are professed disciples. 

Men & Volts, like other smart bands 
that play their instruments well, often 
find themselves christened "art rock" 
just because they don't do things a set 
way. This label can be disastrous for 
some, however, since it's also one 
that's applied to the dreaded artistes 
who try to drag music where it doesn't 
want to go for their own amusement. 
The band's previous incarnations may 
have been perilously close to fitting 
that fearful description, but now Men 
& Volts have emerged from the woods 
with a new album, an open attitude, 
and plans to leave their murky obscur
ity behind them. 

"The band is more streamlined, 
more down to earth now," offers bass
ist David Greenberger, who also pub
lishes the legendary Duplex Planet. 
Formed in 1979 as a one shot, nOLe-for
note Beefheart tribute by Greenberger, 
guitarist/vocalist Phil Kaplan, drum
mer Jon Proudman, and vocalist 
Roger Stevenson, Men & Volts soon 

All the national rock publications Th s h 
say there's a guitar reviva l, but the e c emers 

. Schemers disagree. "Revival implies 

that it's gonna come and go," observes --------------------------
Mark Cutler, lead singer/songwriter/ 
guitarist of the Providence quartet, 
"but it'll always be there, because the 
good stuff lasts." 

The Schemers describe themselves as 
"a guitar band," but they evoke such 
an inventive variety of influences 
within that broad :diom that their 
description is deceptively modest. The 
economic, danceable groove of bassist 
Jimi Berger and drummer Rene Blais 
cements the songs in a classic rock 
structure, while Emerson Torrey builds 
on their steady beat with a seemingly 
endless supply of catchy rhythm riffs. 
Cutler himself favors guita ri sts who 
can "see beyond six st rings," and his 
frenetic, high-toned solos play Tom 
Verlaine to Torrey's Keith Richards. 

The nervous urgency of Cutler's 
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became a full-nedged band. Their 
Rhythms & Blues EP, released in June 
1982, did little to alter their rep as a 
Beefheart fan club, and it was time for 
a change. "It just seemed real indul
gent to keep doing stuff that people 
weren't getting anything from," says 
Greenberger. "That first EP, I don't 
even understand what we were thinking 
when we did it ... l think it came out 
well, but it was a difficult listening ex
perience." 

Their new Eat Records album 
* Hootersville (the star is included be
cause it's the capital of the map on the 
cover), while not deserting the Cap
tain's teachings, shows that M&V have 
ideas of their own, and the record 
showcases a wide lot of styles and 
moods: cajun honky-tonk twang, a lus
cious instrumental, a little guitar-band 
pop, and a general move away from 
their more difficult, abrasive side. 

"We want to keep the things that we 
think are important," adds Greenber
ger, 0 but also get people to hear it. 
There's a conscious effort to put some 
hooks in the music. The album is 
sequenced to pull people through it, 
since there's a lot of different music on 
it. And we still maintain that a lot of 
it's real danceable." 

Meanwhile, Stevenson is still active 
in band projects and "general schem
ing" but has retired from the live cir
cuit. He's been replaced by guitarist 
Jeff Cronenberg, a long-time "fifth 
Volt," and Kaplan has taken over 
front man duties. -Tristram Lozaw 

playing complements his trenchant 
tales of everyday crises, and his uncom
monly honest, often first-person 
narratives are frequently-and justifi
ably-compared to lyricists like Lou 
Reed, Ray Davies, and Graham 
Parker. Over the Schemers' six year 
existence, Cutler has had time to 
develop a full stable of solid material, 
and two of the band's strongest tunes 
were recently captured on an electrify
ing single, "I Want Some Fun" b/ w 
"Thal Shadow." (" High Fashion 
Girl" and "Streamline Heart" have 
also appeared on local compilations.) 

Like Elvis Costello fronting Creed
ence Clearwater Revival, the Schemers 
combine the passion and intelligence of 
modern music with the simple virtues 
of old time rock 'n' roll. Revivals may 
come and go, but as Mark Cutler says, 
"Sooner or later you always go back to 
'Little Queenie.'" 

-Rob Tannenbaum 



GO JOHNNY GO! 
r. 

limbo race is back 
LIMBO RACE 

CHILDREN OF PARADISE 

Attention Bands 
This Space Available for 

$20.00 
. or $40.00 for three issues. 

Send ad copy (2¼ " x2") and payment to: 
Boston Rock , 739 Boylston St ., 1203, 

Boston MA 02116 

GGALLIN 
NERVOUS DISORDER 

SEXUALLY ABUSED 
CHILDREN 

me-DICK VRINE & more 

Sat. Feb. 4 - 2 shows! 
Metro-Manchester, NH 

(near bus station) 
2-Spm all ages/ 9-1 BYOB 

273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f401J 521-2520 

Located in the Ck: Complex 
Fret: Parking 

Wed Jan. 25 Live DJ New Music Party. 
WE pay you $1.00 to come_ 

Th Ur 26 2nd chance New Years Eve Party! Noise Makers, 
$3.00 Hats. Free Food, Champagne Toast at Midnight. 

The Schemers & The Shake 

Jonathan 
~ Richman & 

~ .~The Modern Lovers 
_J,l~ :; co-Motion nmprovlsatlonal dancel 

Sat 28 Hometown Rockers • Next Exit 

Sun 29 

Love Tractor 
$3.00 The Parents• Magneetos 

Mon 30 T-Bone Burnett 
Wed Feb. 1 WBRU night with WBRU DJ'S 

We pay you w·re Tr •n 
95C at the door. I a1 

;~_Jo Nina -
Hagenll;I{_ 

Tue 7 
NO COVER! 
PRIZES! 

Thur9 

Fri 10 
Thur16 

sun 19 

HBO Presents a special sneak Preview of 
David Bowie's "Serious 
Moonlight Video" 
Plan 9 
Hi Beams, Action Faction 
Mansfield 
All Day . - - All Night ... All Ages ... 

HARDCORE 
SHOW <call for details> 

Neiuhb0Piioo;1.f 
Living Room tickets avallable at 

strawberries, Newbury comics and the 
Living Room Box Office_ 

NN
SQUA~E 

MEN'S 
BA~ 

Tue 24 

Loose Ties 
Class Action 

Thu 26 

Sex Execs 
Fri 27 

New Models 
Sat 28 

Ball & Pivot 
Sun 29 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 30 

Constant Change 
Tue 31 

Viper 
Mon Feb. I 

John Lincoln Wright 
Thur 2 

Life Boat • Three Colors 
Fri 3 

The Trademarks 
Sat 4 

Del Fuegos 
Wandells 

Sun 5 
Paul Rishell Band 

Tue 7 
The Turbines 

Wed 8 
John Lincoln Wright 

Thur 9 
Memphis Rockabilly 

Sat II 

Limbo Race 
Children of Paradise 

Sun 12 

Paul Rishell Band 
Tue 14 

Julie & The Flashers 
Thur 16 

Museum Direktors 
Judy's Tiny Head 

Fri 17 

Del Lords 
Barrance Whitfield 

Sat 18 
Reflectors 

Sun 19 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 20 

Young Rationals 
Wed 22 

John Lincoln Wright 
Thur 23 

Push Push 
($1.00 off admission with this ad 

plus one free draft) 

491-9672 
1350 Cambridge SI. 

Inman Sq., 
Ca mbridge 
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a new rapid fire release by 

~--GRADEUITRA __ ~ 
"Hey Girl" 

blw 
the duet: "What Do Women Want/Why Can't Men Do That" 

S2.00 postpaid. 

Available now from Cat's Voice Recordings, Box 564, 
Newburyport, MA 01950 fallow 2 weeks for delivery). 

charge your 

ROCK 
subscription 

with your Visa 
or Mastercard. 

Call (617) 
266-8787 
or see page seven 

of this issue. 

MASON 
VINCENT 

Is 
coming! 

~~~·ocro,us'''ixn'iiA'rioi"' 
A VISUAL NEW MUSIC CONCERT 

~ dfrecUon , 

~f a;~';;"cJ!~7~n 
~ b y LIS A CRAFTS 

.-JA~ music composed 
,;::;.,~} ,:::I,. and p erfo rmed 

(it by CALEB SAMPSON 

9 pm J A N 2 8 r 9 8 4 

Old Camb Bapt. Church•tt51 Mass Ave. 
c " ambr i dge 

presented by Rear Window 2 7 7-4618 
11111111111111111111111111u1111111111 

ATTN . BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
.. or just $30 .00 for three issues. 
Send ad copy (l¼"xl½) and p;i.yment to: 

Boston Rock . 739 Boylston St. #20] , Boston 
MA021 16. 

myrna 
J.OY 

'i'WlST AND FYW: 

617-666-9266 

SUNDAYS 
•OPEN BAR• . .. For the ladies 7:30 ti/ 9 p.m. 
Top 40 Rock 'n ' Roll, No Cover!! Big Band Cover Rock 'n ' Roll.I 

Every MONDAY and TUESDAY 
... Three Original Local Rock 'n' Roll Bands Each Night 

WEDNESDAYS Best of Showcase 
* OPEN BAR * ... for the ladies 8-9:30 

THURSDAYS 
ALL DRINKS 2-4-1 8-11 p.m. 

Monday January 23 Volcano Suns • Children of Paradise • 3 Colors 

Tuesday 24 Myrna Loy • Voyce • Chain Link Fence 

Wednesday 25 GG Turner • Hot Licks 

Thursday 26 The Del Fuegos • Dogmatics • Stranglehold 

Frlday27 Midnight Traveler 

Saturday29 Otis Lewis & the Fabulous Soul Dukes 

Monday 30 Crowbats • Reaction Time • Vagrants 

Tuesday 31 The Pack • Perfect Strangers • Electrolas 

Wednesday February 1 Wrath Child • New Man 

Thursday2 Liquid Trance 

Saturday 4 Peter Dayton • Lizzy Borden & the Axes 

Sunday 5 Otis Lewis & the Fabulous Soul Dukes 

Monday 6 UXB • Scruffy the Cat • Dump Truck 

Tuesday 7 Jet Set • Relentless Cookout • Group 5 

Wednesday 8 Boys Say Go • Muggs 

Sunday 12 Needles 

Monday 13 Flicks • The Quest • First Set 

Tuesday 14 Room 9 • ATA-TAT • 1/4/5 

Wednesday 15 Noonday Underground • Ron Scarlett 

Thursday 16 Chrystal Ship 

Friday 17 former At/antics ... Ball and Pivot 

Sunday 19 Needles 

Friday 24 Midnight Traveler 

Saturday 25 Robin Lane 

Jumping Jack Flash is available for functions and private 
parties. Call for info: 536-2537. 

• PROPER DRESS REQUIRED • 

--------------------------------
Jumping Jack Flash . . . 

FREE ADMISSION 
WITH THIS ADJ 

Good all night Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday 
OR Friday and Saturday before 9 p.m. 

expires 2/21/84 

-------------------------------



K·PROFFITT 

Wednesday January 25 
atJacks 

Wednesday February 8 
at Storyville 

Box D, Astor Station • Boston MA 02123 (617) 935-5091 

• _. AQVANCE TICKET{; AT! ·STFjAWBERRIES• 
·NEWBURY COMIC$·TJC~E'tRON•out OF TOWN• 
•QUINCY ROCK & ROLL MARKET ·THE CHANNEL· 

Citizens For Handgun Control Present Dance Don't Shoot 

The New Models, Ball & Pivot 

Ame,;cans w;th Hart p,esant ... Lou Miami, Del Fuegos 
also a continuous running of '"The Man Who Fell To Earth" 

,wo shows ... Jon Butcher Axis 
3pm all ages with The Lifters 8:30 with Gary Shane 

The Neighborhoods 
Prime Movers. Men And Volts 

Nina Hagen 
Dez Dickerson, Blackouts 

The Neats, Boys Life, 3 Colors 

hom za;,e ... Tahu Ley Rochereau 

Wed Jan. 25 

Salem 66 • The Flies 
Thur 26 

007 • Rash Of Stabbings 
Fri27 

Robin Lane & The Chartbusters 
The Zone 

Sat 28 
Love Tractor 

Life Boat • The Turbines 
Wed Feb. l 

Which Doctor? • O-Positive 
Fri3 

Gary Shane • Cool Rays 
Sat 4 

Til Tuesday • Relentless Cookout 
Wed 8 

Judy's Tiny Head 
K.K. Proffitt 

Thur 9 

Incredible Casuals 
Fri 10 

Adventure Set 
The Good Guys 

Sat 11 
Chris Stamey 

Smithereens • Bristols 
Wed 15 

Volcano Suns 
Underachievers 

Thurs 16 

Skin 
Sat 18 

The Feelies 
Limbo Race 

(possible all ages show - caU for infof 

Wed 22 
from Minneapolis 

Urban Guerrillas 
Blackjacks 

Wed 23 

Alpha Bettys 
Buddy System • Museum Direcktors 

Every Tuesday 
$1.00 Admission 50¢ Drafts 

Band Showcase 

645 BEACON ST. , 
KENMORE SQ. 
ADVENTURES 

IN-ROCK . 

EVERY SUNDAY 
EUPHORIA 

ThurJdn2b 

Lowglstlcs 

The siompers .,,,. 
Joe Perry Project 

Mike Viola 
S,U Feil 4 

Sex Execs 
Ball & Pivot 

Wrd8 

The Drive 

Midnight Traveler 
f'IIO 

Fat Cit 
Thurl6 

Mitch Chakour Band 

New Models 
S.i118 

Beaver Brown 
Sunl9 

Girls Night Out 
Wrd22 

Drive 
FroH 

The Stompers 
S.it25 

Midnight Traveler 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacent to Wes1ga1e Lanes 

584-1694 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

ROCK 
AND SAVE UP TO $12.00 OFF 
THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St. Rm. 203 

Boston, MA 02116 

0 Ten Dollars for ten issues. 
D Eighteen Dollars for twenty issues. 

O Check or money order enclosed 
0 Please charge to my Visa or Master Card 

, _______ eKp. ___ 1 
s,gnature __________ 

1 
Name ___________ , 

Add,ess ---------- : 
City ___ State __ Zip ___ I 

Air mail and/or overseas add S2.00 per issue I 
I 
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SOMEBODIES 
"Sixteen,. 

CASSETTE 

Sixteen new songs, 
nearly an hour of music. 

• 
on sale at 

------- A•ailable thraughBosto" Roclt. U.00 ppd. -------
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Nayme Drawper 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38 

Storyville's Jody Goodman has decid
ed not to bail out of her booking duties 
and insists that the club "has never 
done better, and is not struggling at 
all." Okay Jody, whatever you say. 

Is there any truth to rumors that one 
of our nicer clubs has discussed hiring 
male and female strippers? Ir so, get 
me two tickets . . . 

How did Spit/Melro's Jill Glass end 
up at the Channel on New Year's Eve, 
and what was she doing besides watch
ing Jon Butcher Axis? The good news 
is that the Axis' second planer should 
be out any day on Polygram. Polygram 
is also gearing up for Rubber Rodeo's 
record-and surprise, surprise-the 
Stompers! The Rubbers are still in the 
UK mixing their new album and are 
also, we're sorry to report, looking for 
a new bassist. The Stompers' release 
will be the same record they put out 
last year on Boardwalk with two new 
songs added and one or two taken off. 
Polygram purchased the Stompers 
shortly before Boardwalk packed it in 
on Chapter 11, and wants to re-release 
the old material because they're con
vinced there are still a couple of poten
tial hits that were never milked. 
er. . properly promoted. The updated 

album cover will picture new drummer 
Lenny Shea and piano man Jeremy 
Brown. 

Eric Schermerhorn of Ooh! Ah! Ah! 
and Til Tuesday soundperson Jeff 
Stein both work at the new LaSalle 
Music in Watertown. The new 'HIT 
promotion-person is Rick Van Zant. 
And Tesil Collins has left RCA to be
come National Director of Promotion 
and Marketing at Beantown Records. 

Did Chrysalis' Pam Newman ever 
gei Spil's Tony V the copy or the Jelh
ro Tull record he so desperately re
quested? Vinny and the I-Tones 
opened for the West Street Mob before 
20,000 folks at the Bon Bini festival in 
Curaco. That's the good news-the 
bad news is that Vinny's Ralph Fatello 
had his favorite (camouflage) surf
board busted into two pieces by the air
line. 

Eddie Walker is still in England. Cub 
Koda and Dave Pierce are hiding-out 
in France. Judy Ember is getting mar
ried to Phillip Rosenberg. Anthony 
Botta has been observed comparison
shopping cigar prices. Long-time 
November Group soundperson Lisa 
DiPietro has defected to Adventure 
Set. Mr. Curt is in the studio with 8am 
Barn. And I'm out of room!* 

Write: Nayme Drawper c/ o Boston 
Rock, 739 Boylsron Sr., #203, B0s1011, 
MA 02116. 

REMEMBER 
Tuesday Feb. 7 Ad Deadline for lndie Record Distribution 
Issue 
Saturday May 19 The Boston Rock Music Seminar at 
Spit/Metro 

Independent 

PLASTIC 
PASSIONS 

and Imported Music 

weeknights 
at 10pm 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 



r----------------------------------------------~ 
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK(allyearlong) 
0 Ten issues for S10.00 0 Twenty issues for S18.00 0 Thirty issues for S25.00 1· O Check or money order enclosed. 
0 Please charge to my Visa or MasterCard SUBSCRIBE 
·-------------------------

AND SAVE exp. date 

signature 

Name 

Address 
City _______________ State __ Zip __ _ 

UPTO 
TWENTY 

DOLLARS! 
To: Boston Rock Subscription, 739 Boylston Street, Suite 203, 
Boston, MA 02116. Or call (617) 266-B787 and charge to your Master 
Card or Visa. 

-----------------------------------------------~ 
MUSICIANS 
Crealin guitars and 
keys/synth needed to form 
mostly original new rock/new 
wave band. Must have equip
ment, transporta1ion, and de
sire to perform. Attitude more 
important than experience. 
Goals: Art and Stage. Call 
353-6054 evenings. 

Experienced versatile bass and 
drummer wanted by original 
band. Have material and re
hearsal space. Call Jim 
361-1788 or Jon 387-6143. 

ZODIO DOZE seeks bassist 
and synthperson for musical 
expansion & development. 
Qualified inquiries only. 
Please call (617) 423-1634. 

Contemporary Poet in Search Wanted: TAPE OF THE 
of Band. Something different ALARM from the Paradise 
intended. Cooperation needed 12/13/83 Broadcast on 
to splice my words to your WBCN. Will buy or trade 
music equalling something phoios/tapes. Call Mark 

~g~~;a~:,~;~18!?HN BLACK ~-'-62_~"~~-'-E-'-D_:_L_IV_E ___ _ 

Rock and Roll Violinist is ATLANTICS tapes, any year. 
available for work, sessions Please contact G. Kalogerakis, 
etc. Call (617) 663-2520. 27 W. 76th St., NY, NY 

Concen Photos: REM, U2, 
Big Country, Psych. Furs. 
Geils, Cars, Alarm & more. 
Catalogue & sample $2. Pop 
Shots, PO Box 1247, Bosion, 
MA02ll7. 

PA SYSTEM 

Attorney David Grossack JD 
New England School of Law 
1981; BSc Marketing Babson 
College 1976: 925·2667. 

MISC. 
Friday On My Mind: The 
Spike and Byrone tribute 
band. Playing in your favorite 
club starting in March. 

WANTED '~00
~
2
~
3·~~c-----

,-------------------, s",-'-nd"m-'-,=-y=o=u-, -b,-ok-,-.--- I F_O_R_ S_A_L_E ____ _ 

Good Deal · PA System · 
Crown DC 300A Stereo Amp 
$950. ALTEC SPEAKERS, 
SNAKE & MORE (617) 
776-7850. 

MUSICIANS, SINGERS! 
NEED PUBLICITY 
PHOTOS? Richard Dante, 
Professional photographer a1 
your service. Low Rates. Save 
this ad. (617) 646-1432, IO am 
to IO pm. 

SELL IT HERE! 
SMALL ADS on this page start at $18.00 

per issue (3" x l"). For more information or to re
serve space call (617) 266-8787. 

LOCAL BANDS, MUSICIANS 
your "product," whether it is T-shirts , buttons, 
records, tapes or posters, as well as outgrown 

musical equipment, hos o snowbol/'s-chonce-in-he/1 
of selling, until you first 

TURN 2 MUSIC 
137 Prospect (twixt Main & Moody) 

Waltham. Ma. 02154 
open I l-9 M-S. Sun 12-6. 

Profess1onal, dedicated engineering/production 
Demos or Master Product, 

Unbiased advice about recording in Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

SYNCLAVIER II 
WORKSHOP 

Two week workshop with the 
Synclavier II Digital Synthesizer. 

Held di the BEEP Studio. 

Call Robert Ceely at (617) 731-3785 for information. 

VIDEO LIP SYNCS 
$500 and up 

For consultation call Jeff Hudson 
Productions (617) 266-3198 

Dokorder 8140 4-Channel iape Original " If it ain't Stiff ... " 
recorder. Call John at T-shirts. Black, Blue or Red 
877-0690 after 5 p.m. on Whi1e. S, M, L. $6.00 
Wanted: Import/New Wave/ ppd. 10: Laura Clark, 10 Bank 
Punk Rock/Local 45s. Musi Ave., Hingham, MA 02043. 
be in good condiiion. Call Wholesale inquiries welcome. 
John at 247-3007. Original Curtis-brand 

fingerless gloYes. On-sale now 
at your favorite clothing store. 

FANZINES 
Bang! #2 is out. With Willie 
Alexander, the Slickee Boys, 
Mitch Ryder, Quiet Riot and 
more ... Send $1.25 per issue 
to: BANG!, 77 Newbern Ave., 
Medford, MA 02f55. 

LAWYERS 

A Valentine for Boston's fav
orite Ladies' Man: Be My Ex. 
(I forgot Elvis.) 

Gregg Z - a blah-woof 
Valentine for you! -LJ...,e 

. BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 

CLASSIFIED RATES: 

• 30' Per Word. 
• Boldface Costs 25' Extra Per Word 

(underline bold copy). 
• Address and Phone Numbers Are Free. 
• Minimum Charge $3.50 Per Ad. 
• All Ads Must be Pre-paid. 

Ad copy: 

___ total number of words (30' per word. address & 

phone 1/'s are free) 

___ total number of bold words {25' extra per word) 

___ number of issues you would like ad to run. 

~ Check or money order for $ ___ enclosed 

Please charge $ ___ to my Master Card _. Visa 

_______ exp date ______ _ 

siQnature: _____________ _ 

Send To: Boston Rock Classifieds, 739 Boylston St. #203, Boston, MA 02116. 
,Charge by calling: (617) 266-8787. , 
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-you IHINK YOU'V( GOI PROBUMS!-by N-ayme-Draw-per --

I didn't immediately recognize him 
with his shirt on. But amidst the many 
sweaty celebs at the Neats/Del Fuegos' 
Paradise show (Albert O called it the 
first major social event of '84), was the 
Flesheaters' Chris D. Mr. D and Slash 
Records boss Robert Biggs were in 
Beantown with hopes of nailing down 
a contract with the Del Fuegos and
we later learned-to coun their latest 
interest: the Neats. 

Those touting 1he friction between 
Slash and Boston's Ace of Hearls (who 
were working on a Fuego album during 
'83 and had released two Neats discs) 
as a full scale "label war'' are scnsa· 
tionalizing the whole matter. The bot· 
tom line is that Ace of Hearts asked for 
a cash settlement compensating them 
for the time and money invested in the 
uncompleted Fuego album, and Slash 
is shelling out. 

As for the Neats , Ace of Hearts' 
head (sic) Rick Harte states, "I've fin
ished my work with them. The two 
records we put out plus the single we 
will soon put out, was all we had 
agreed to, so I have no problem with 
it." The Neats have confirmed that 
Slash as well as other labels have ex
pressed interest, but that at this time 
they are not pursuing any concrete 
offers. 

"All this interest shows that I must 
be doing something right," concludes 
Harte. And he adds, "there is no 
roughness between me and the Del 
Fuegos." Okay, but how come Rick no 
longer dines at the Hoodoo? Can't be 
the food. 

Does anybody remember Face to 
Face; the once very popular, and still 
very talented, Boston band that van
ished from the club circuit close to two 
years ago? Well at long last, they are 
about to release their debut LP (pro
duced by Jimmy Iovine and Arthur 
Baker) on Epic. And as if that wasn't 
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enough, this spring Face to Face will be 
seen in the Walter Hill film Streets of 
Fire and heard on the MCA sound
track album. 

The J. Geils Band continues lO work 
on their new album with hopes for an 
April release. And Peter Wolf has been 
busy laying down tracks for his solo 
project at Syncro Sound. Wolf can also 
be heard on Maurice Starr's new Arista 
album. 

In addition 10 promoting his own al
bum, Starr is working with Irving and 
the Twins and Tom Brown. The four 
original members of Arms Akimbo 
who changed their name to House of 
Cards are now calling themselves Life
boat. They are also working on a new 
EP produced by Human Switchboard
ist Bobby Pfeiffer-bu! can't decide on 
a title for it. 

SSD are presently at Downtown re
cording a record with Mike Bastarache 
and Lou Giordano that sounds nothing 
like their earlier EPs. Viper has a tape 
available by mail. Billy Desi's Lo-Tech 
label is about to release a single by 
Brad Hatfield. When they're not get
ting their van stolen, KK Proffitt are 
finishing their new 12°. And Califor
nia's Rhino Records is looking for 
tapes from pop-oriented all-woman 
bands for a modern girl-group compi
lation. For more info contact Gary 
Stewart al Rhino (213) 450-6323. 

Considerably closer to home, 
WHTT's Cindy Bailen is looking for 
high quality local videos to air on a 
program being simulcast on Channel 7. 
The ninety-minute Hot Hits Video 
show will be seen each Friday at 11 :30 
p.m. starting February 24. Bailen, who 
starred on a similar program on New 
Year's, will co-host the slot with 
'HTT's Mike Olson. Bands with good 
videos should call 236-7900. 

Was Woodrose drummer Greg Sulli· 
van really in the sixties TV show Cath
olic Boy? Was there really a TV show 
called Catholic Boy? Former Blitzkrieg 
drummer Al Young has linked up with 
Two Million B.C. But has Two Mil
lions' guitarist Saint Evil recovered 

from the concussion he suffered during 
their explosive set at the Rat? 

The Ral has unquestionably recov
ered from the dismissal of booking
person Jane "Crass" Richler. Not only 
have they swept all the chicken-bones, 
french fries, and skirt trimmings out 
from under lhe office carpet-but 
they've wisely retained the services of 
promotion person Juli Farman, and 
re-hired alumni n Rotberg and 
Bruce-Hough- n to get the bookings 
hopping. 

I wasn't aware that Conflicl's Ger
ard Cosloy had been appointed ''Offi
cial Spokesman of the Hardcore Gen
eration" until I saw him onstage at the 
Channel lecturing potential slam
dancers before 1he Minutemen/Husker 
Du show. "I can'I help you on this one 
kids," the junior Slatesman said, 
"you're just gonna have to stay off the 
stage." During the Husker's terrific 
set, a very bored-looking Curtis was 
heard to complain, "Duh, it's not any 
fun 'ef youse can't stage dive." 

Who was on the air when most of 
WZBC's deejays, WMBR's Modern
Rocker in exile Peter Gates, and Boys 
Life hornblower Neil Sugarman made 
a pilgrimage to see the Cocteau Twins 
in New York? (Come to think of it
who was listening?) WERS' Mike 
Jones' Heavy Metal program has been 
blasted to Saturday mornings from 2 to 
6 a.m. Steven Schildwach and Louis 
Caputo have been ordained station 
manager and program director at Holy 
Cross' WCHC. And congrats to the 
Proletariat, whose record was named 
"best of the year" by 'MBR's late 
Risers Club, and to the Lifters, who 
captured the top local honors at 
WFNX. 

Pittsburg emigrant Jeff Watts joins 
Limbo Race as their new drummer; 
and their keyboardist Catherine Cole
man has amassed a large number of the 
NETCO trading cards of herself. Rich 
Parsons is starting yet another new 
band with old friends Frank Dehler, 
Fritz Ericson and Mike Collins. And 
while Jane Hudson will continue to 
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write and teach video, she has decided 
to give up live performance. Jane's 
hubby, Jeff, is forming a wild new 
combo with Bill Torry and Walley 
Gagel. 

When A&M's Kevin Miller made 
dinner reservations at Dom's with his 
boss Peter Wassyng and some out-of
town A&M execs, did he know that 
WBCN was holding their exclusive 
"staff only" party in an adjacent 
room? Or did Wassyng (who has mys
teriously appeared at other 'BCN staff 
parties in the past) put Miller up to it? 

Just about anybody who has ever 
worked at 'BCN, or pretends they 
work there-except Charles Laquidara 
-was invited to the 'BCN Alumni 
Party at Bumpers. Charles wasn't 
asked because nobody thinks he will 
ever become an alumnus. Among the 
ghosts of 'BCN past were Maxanne, 
Jerry Goodwin, Eddie Gorodetsky, 
Mississippi Fats and Mary Menna. 

Purple Hearts go to Menna and Tom 
Couch who have just become ghosts of 
WCOZ past. From now on Mary will 
be gossiping from under her new desk 
in the WBZ sales department, and Tom 
will spread his lies long distance from 
the production studio at WNEW-FM. 

Was Noise publisher T. Max expect
ing to shed his nerdly image by getting 
his ear pierced? You might try a bag, 
Maxie baby. And did Julie Panebianco 
think she could really dispell her "anti
Scottish" stigma by dressing up in a 
plaid Big Country outfit at the BR 
Christmas Record party? Aye, 'twas a 
curious costume! 

Although Rods and Cones frontper
son Kris Kelly took the rap for not ar
riving on time, the Cones got into a 
nasty shouting match with Storyville 
management when set times were 
swapped and the band was forced to 
play their New Year's set without Kel
ly. Things got extra-sticky afterward 
when one Coner stood by the door and 
encouraged anybody who hadn't paid 
yet to go somewhere else. Contrary to 
what was reported in our last iss1:1e, 

Continued on page 36 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE 

HOW BAD IS IT? 

So you folks in Boston think you've 
got it bad. Here in Chicago the radio is 
so awful, I'm lucky to hear something 
other than Top 40, Bob Seger, or John 
Cougar Wets-his-pants. I hear there's 
good college stations, but I don't live 
within 500 yards of one. And you can't 
borrow records from a friend, 'cause 
no one here is into new music. I sub
scribe to BR and I '11 have to buy the 
music I want. Now if I could only find 
a decent record store ... 

Andrea Koziol 
Chicago, IL 

A little bit of searching can go a long 
way. We're told that Chicago does 
have a new music scene (see State of 
America, BR #47), and MATTER, an 
Evanston-based magazine (624 Davis 
St., Evanston, IL 60201) does a great 
job covering local and national inde
pendent and new music. 

TV OR MTV? 

A few words about M. Howell's 
"MTV Falls On Boston" [BR 47] from 
someone who's been "wired" for cable 
and MTV for about 2 years: first, the 
assumption that anyone woulct get 
cable just for MTV is silly; that's like 
buying a $1000 FM tuner to hear the 
news and weather. People get cable for 
better reception, for the sports, and for 
movies; the other stuff-Lhe all-news 
channel, the all-health channel, the all
video channel-is extra. 

Secondly, you don't watch MTV the 
way you'd watch, say, a movie or a 
baseball game. You take your cable 
tuner with the long cord, plop down in 
your favorite chair, and play channel 
jockey, like this: Hill Street Blues . 
commercial. Switch to MTV for a min-

ute. Oh, a Journey video? Yecch. 
Switch to the hockey game on USA. 
What, the Rangers are losing? Back to 
MTV. Oh, it's Let's Active, let's watch 
a minute. Commercial's over, back to 
Hill Street Blues ... Get the picture? 

There are refinements. I have some 
friends who leave MTV on the set with 
the sound off, then play records or the 
radio. When something interesting 
comes on (maybe one video out of ten), 
you can always turn up the sound. 

Much has been made of the restric
tive MTV format, but Howell didn't 
even mention that only some of the 
videos offered the channel are aired, 
and then in varying degrees of "rota
tion" (frequency of airplay). So you 
may see the Stray Cats or Adam Ant 
twice an hour, REM twice a day, and 
anything black, reggae, rockabilly, 
hardcore, or arty not at all. Things 
have loosened up some-the record 
companies started screaming 
"racism," as well as a few critics, and 
now Prince, Lionel Ritchie, and Donna 
Summer get on MTV. That wasn't 
always the case. 

though, regardless of what Oedipus 
thinks. England has the BBC and the 
NME-national rock media. America 
has never had anything like that, just 
local radio and local magazines like 
Boston Rock or the Village Voice. 
Sure, there's Rolling Stone and Creem 
and their ilk, usually six months to a 
year behind any important trend. MTV 
thrives on newness; with 24 hours a day 
to fill, they need a lot of videos. So 
some local, underground stuff will seep 
through the format; and one thing the 
Stray Cats and the Who share with, 
say, Digney Fignus or NY's Kraut (the 
only hardcore band with an MTV 
video) : if they get on MTV, the whole 
country gets to see and hear them. 
Oedipus may find that kind of "big
ness" negligible . I don't. 

MTV is a blessing and a curse. The 
potential is immense; the actual prod
uct mediocre most of the time. You' ll 
gripe and bitch and moan and then 
wonder how you ever got a long with
out it. Kinda like television itself. 

MTV's impact on local scenes? I can 
think of a few NY bands that have ben
efitted from having popular videos
Scandal, the Comateens, maybe the 
Ramones a little. I don't think there's 
been a band yet that landed a record 
contract or scored a hit solely because " 
of MTV, though. There are a lot of 
local bands that are finding imagina
tive ways to produce their own mega
cheap videos; NJ's Bouncing Balls 
even got their self-financed and pro
duced video on MTV's medium rota
tion. That's a rarity, though; and a rec
ord company-produced video will run 
from $20,000 to half a mil. Local 
bands don't interest MTV much. 

Jim Testa 
Weehawken, NJ 

Jim Testa is the editor/publisher of 
Jersey Beat, and yes, he also sometimes 
contributes to BR. 

Boston Rock welcomes your fellers. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ· 
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All letters are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylslon St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

MTV will have a national impact, 



EAR OPENERS 

CLASH GOT A 
MICKEY ON 
THEIR BACK 

T he name is familiar, but the faces 
are not: yes, the Clash is back in 
action, with only lead singer Joe 

Strummer and bassist Paul Simenon 
remaining from the original band. 
Now a five-piece, the new C.C. 
Rockers include drummer Pete How
ard and guitarists Vince White and 
Nick Sheppard. 

The reformed Clash recently swept 
through a California tour before head-

known, and ' 1 lost" musics. The maga
zine's feature articles come unsolicited 
from LMN members (a unique ap
proach), and Op also runs a series of 
,regular pieces on networking contacts, 
world music reports, and reviews of all 
records, tapes , and publications that 
come their way. 

So what happens to Op and the 
LMN after November? "We' re still 
looking for ideas," says Dave Rauh, 
Op's advertising director, "but there 
are no plans for Op to continue in 
Olympia (Washington, the organiza
tion's headquarters) after the "Z" issue. 
Rauh notes that the LMN will hold a I 
members conference in Olympia July . 
6-IO, and he hopes that plans can be 
ironed out then. 

Information on Op, the LMN and 
the LMN conference in July can be ob
tained by writing P.O. Box 2391, 
Olympia, WA 98507 or by calling 
206-352-9735. -David Wykoff 

NOISE AT "NINE" 

W here can you go to find 
unruly drunks, illegally 
parked cars, vanda lism, and 

a continuous "dull, throbbing, bass 
tone?" Boston's Landsdowne Street, 
of course, and the West Fenway resi-

i.. .... ...1•..a ... ..i....,1,.. ___ ...... I dents living in the brownstones over-
Joe St rummer pho10: Phil In Phlash 

ing off to tour Ireland, Scotland, Scan
dinavia, France, Spain, and Portugal. 
A followup album to the platinum-sell
ing Combat Rock is also planned, 
which will, according to St rummer, sig
nal a return to "rebel rock," recaptur
ing the "soul of rock" he feels was lost 
on the last LP. 

Quoted in the Feb. 4th issue of Bill
board, Strummer also revealed that 
long-time drummer Topper Headen 's 
dismissal last year was due to Headon's 
heroin dependence. 

Commenting on his recent firing of 
guitarist/singer Mick Jones, Strummer 
said the split resulted from Jones' lack 
of ambition: "Mick thought that sell
ing a million records was a big deal. I 
know that's not a big deal. It's a feeble 
deal. I want the Clash to be the biggest 
band in the world." 

Apparently unconvinced, Jones has 
brought an injunction against Clash 
profits from the US Festival and Com
bat Rock. -Terri Sullon 

IS THERE LIFE 
AFTERZ? 

W hat happens when you run 
through the alphabet and 
reach th.e letter Z? Do you 

quit there, content that you've done it 
once, or do you go back to A and do 
the whole thing again? This is the 
dilemma facing Op magazine, "the of
ficial periodical of the Lost Music Net
work." Each issue of Op focuses upon 
topics that start with a single leuer of 
the alphabet (you'll find articles on 
Upper Volta, UK Subs, U-Brown, and 
Ukuleles in January/ February's "U" 
issue), and-as the letters run consecu
tively-the "Z" issue will appear this 
November. 

Op and the Lost Music Network 
dedicate themselves to promoting 
knowledge of independent, not widely 

looking Fenway Park and the clubs on 
Landsdowne Street are not happy 
about it. Police and tenants alike re
cently singled out the thousand-person 
capacity club, Nine Landsdowne Street 
and brought them before the Boston 
Licensing Board for alleged violations 
of noise pollution ordinances. 

The problems, according to Fenway 
resident Joe Precopio, occur nightly 
when the club opens at about 9 p.m. 
and continue until 3 a.m. "I have gone 
through hell for months over this prob
lem," Precopio claimed. "At first I 
thought the thump thump thump was 
the neighbor upstairs." 

David Scondras, newly elected City 
Councilor for the district, commented, 
"People in the back apartments are 
suffering from noise pollution. It's 
awful to be woken day after day. " Ac
cording to Lawrence Blacke, attorney 
for the Nine, the problems Precopio 
and his neighbors were complaining 
about stemmed from an "unattached, 
unsolidified thin metal garage door'' 
that the club has since demolished and 
replaced with a one-foot thick brick 
wall. " I won't have to go out and 
check," Precopio said when asked if he 
thought the removal of the door would 
solve his problems, 0 1 know because 
I'll hear it." 

-Sue Brisk 

ROCKY AT HOME 

A s you well know, The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show is Amer
ica's preeminent late-night audi-

ence participation movie. Throw some 
rice, cover your head from the rain of 
the squ irt guns, and ask if we're having 
Meatloaf aga in for dinner tonight. 
And, go back again and again and 
again . . 

If you've ever wanted to bring all 
that fun back home with you some 
night or you 're just too scared to go 
yourself, now's the time to get on the 
stick. Ode Records has just released 
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new & used 
records on two 
floors 
413-586-5726 or 
413-584-3130 

the area's (and pos 
sit>ly New Eng 
land's) largest 

selection of imports 

EAR OPENERS 

The Rocky Horror Audience Participa
tion Record, a live record of an audi

a-----------11 ence loving the Rocky Horror experi

their expenses." The other costs in pro
ducing the concert included $200 to 
$300 for paid publicity, $300 for the 
Channel' s production costs (since the 
club had good bar business, it waived 
its rental fee of approximately 
$1,200), $150 for White's work, all 
adding up to the $1,250 figure. New Catalogue Out Now! 

Hundreds of rare 45's from Minor Threat to Roxy Music 

ence at the 8th Street Playhouse in New 
York. The two-record set aurally cap
tures film dialogue, the musical score, 
and the movie hall crowd trying to one
up the movie. Rocky and Dr. Franken
furter may nm dance on the kitchen 

'table in front of you, but you won't 
have to clean up the rice and toast 

1-------------------------------, either. -David Wykoff 

White notes that the major differ
ence between the first and fourth CHC 
shows was the cost of the bands, saying 
that, "the only major expense [for the 
first show} was paying the Paradise for 
providing the tickets, an outlet, lights, 
etc.'' 

Send want list and ask to be put on our 
new relase and/or collectors mailing list. 

MAIN ST. RECORDS 
213 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 

THE COST OF 
HANDGUN 
CONTROL 

I January 26th "Dance, Don't C itizens for Handgun Control's 

~===========================,,; Shoot" benefit concert at the 
Channel suc~eeded in raising approx
imately $700 for the organization 

White stressed that the actual dollar 
amount earned on the 26th was insigni
ficant; "the organization benefited, as 
well as the bands, from the amount of 
press the show received," he said. 
Lentz almost agreed, "I would have 
liked to have made more, but you're 
never really satisfied ... we got some 
good publicity." -Clea Simon 

HERE'S WHAT THE CRITICS SAID 
(TOTALLY OUT-OF-CONTEXT, OF COURSE) 
ABOUT "QUIET DESPERATION", · 
BY MAGIC MOSE & HIS ROYAL ROCKERS, 
featuring 'BLIND SAM': 

• makes the RESIDENTS saem h1gh-prot1le !!'le lyrics 1eeall trte BONZO DOG SANO at 1ne>1 best 
- Robe,1 Payes Trouser Press 

.. ·su Ju · Is se11saI,onal very ObYlOus in its deme11tIa .. - Or Demento. pers011al letter 10 Ar! Ari Records 

"Somewhere belwee11 FRANK ZAPPA ,nd STEELY DAN . - Geoll Kuk, JoM Fosler, Steve Pe1ers Op 

the No,thHS1 RESIDENTS. one supposes a studio acume11 akin 1010CC steihng inst,umentat,ol\ ala 
STEELY DAN - Mariaririe Meyer. GoIom1ne 

leh,wing Jug band music maybe tne I011e·s ori me•·· -Jon McAul,lte. Bos10ri Rock 

- like low,rerit TODD RUNOGREN, cl1ca 'SOMETHING-ANYTHING - - - Rocha<d Cfom,mc. Swee1 Po1at0 

- . _ reminds us of a woriderlul blues record o! many years ago by BACKV.OOOS SAM FIRK ANO DELTA X -Shel 
Kag,ri. The For1ri1ghtly College Rad,o Report 

· ., _ • poehc mongrel FRANK ZAPPA would be proud " -Joe Umoert. Wheehng News-Reg,ster 

-Reminds me ol l he 'ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHON best UH ol the word "buris since JAN & DEAN 
mce ZAPPA- esQue instrumentals vocal re-calls FEVER TREE" - The New Mus,c Review 

•. across between ELO, THE DOORS. and GARY NUMAN " - M,ke Shannon, The No,se 

• . •• 70S ar1-rock-your poor,man·s GONG, II you wm.·· -Larry Sauriders, The Bob 

-r, thal by the INCREOtBLE CASUALS?" -Ken Eghn. The Ouplu Planet 

· BETWEEN GRIEF ANO NOTHING • .," THE NEW EP SY MAGIC MOSE & 
HIS ROYAL ROCKERS, teatuflng 'BLIND SAM ' 
THE BAND THAT REALLY IS ALL THINGS TO All PEOPLE 
AVAIU.8LE IN SELECTED STORES, OR 15.50 PPD FROM ~/ 

::-~, ~' < . . 
~ .: 

Arf Arf Records 
P.O Box 954, East Dennis, Mass. 02641 

(which was formed in response to John 
Lennon's violent death over three years 
ago). What's wrong with that, you 
ask? How about the fact that the CHC 
had to spend nearly two-thirds of the 
amount it raised to cover expenses
certainly not the most economical way 
to go about raising funds. 

Despite sponsorship by The Boston 
Phoenix and WFNX; "$2,500 to 
$3,000 worth of free advertising" (ac
cording to promoter Joe White of Left -
Bank Consultants) from local media; 
and local name acts New Man. Ball & 
Pivot, and the New Models, the show 
drew a less-than-capacity crowd. Multi
ply ticket prices ($4 in advance, $4.50 at 
the door) by 500 (a rough attendance 
figure) to get nearly $2,000 in gate re
ceipts. Subtract out $1,250 in expenses, 
and there's about $700 left for the 
CHC, which plans to apply the monies 
to a range of lobbying and public edu
cation projects. 

In contrast, the first of the "Dance, 
Don't Shoot" shows, a sold-out dance 
party at the Paradise, grossed over 
$2,000, and $1,700 of that made it" 
back to the CHC. When questioned 
about the $1,000 increase in expenses, 
CHC president Larry Lentz replied 
that, "I do not think that there was any 
money wasted. When you add up the 
costs, I don't think that any particular 
cost was exorbitant." 

The show's greatest single expense 
was approximately $700 paid to the 
three bands. "These bands have do
nated significantly to the show," says 
White, "but they have to be paid for 

ELGIN GONE BUT 
NOT FORGOTTEN 

S ad news from the obituary pages 
-Ken Eglin, 68, died at 2: 15 
a.m. on January 26th after suf

fering a heart attack. Eglin is best 
known to rock fans as a music critic 
whose reviews ("Ken's Corner") have 
appeared in The Rocket and Op from 
Washington and local fanzines Duplex 
Planet and The Noise. 

Eglin, who was born and raised in 
Cambridge, became involved with the 
black jazz scene in the 1930s as a tap 
dancer and knew such greats as Lester 
Young, Billie Holliday, and Charlie 
Parker. Eglin's renewed contact with 
contemporary music was spurred by 
David Greenberger, an employee of the 
Duplex Nursing Home (in which Eglin 
resided), who played records for Eglin 
and transcribed his remarks for his Du
plex Planet fanzine (and later placed 
Eglin's reviews in other magazines). 

Youthful enthusiasm and outlook 
were trademarks of Eglin 's reviews and 
personality. Although in his late six
ties, Eglin occasionally accompanied 
Greenberger to shows at Boston rock 
clubs and became acquainted with 
many area musicians and fans. "He 
really liked keeping up with music, 
with what was going on," says Green
berger. " He was a good-natured guy 
and liked talking with and meeting 
people all the time." -David Wykoff 
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LOCAL SALES CHART 

New Order November Group 

American Independent 
Top Twenty 

THIS LAST 
MONTH MONTH 

1 1 

2 2 
3 15 
4 20 

5 

6 7 
7 14 
8 3 
9 4 

10 5 

11 13 

12 
13 10 
14 
15 18 
16 
17 6 
18 17 
19 
20 19 

New Order Power Corruption and Lies 
(Factory, LP) 

November Group Persistent Memories (Braineater,EP) 
The Cramps Smell of Female (Enigma, EP) 
Rain Parade Emergency Third Rail Power Trip 

(Enigma, LP) 
Agent Orange When You Least Expect It 

(Posh Boy, EP) 
The Sex Execs "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12 ") 
The Wipers Over the Edge (Braineater, LP) 
The Circle Jerks Golden Shower of Hits (LAX, LP) 
The Dickies Stukas Over Disneyland (PVC, LP) 
The Three O'Clock Sixteen Tambourines 

(Frontier, LP) 
Grandmaster Flash/Melle Mel "White Lines" 

(Sugarhill, 12 ') 
Time Zone "Wild Style" (Celluloid, 12 ') 
True West (Bring Out Your Dead Records, EP) 
Negative Approach Tied Down (Touch & Go, LP) 
The Violent Femmes "Ugly" (Rough Trade, EP) 
J. Blackfoot "Taxi" (Soundtown, 12 ') 
The Misfits Earth A .D. (Plan Nine, LP) 
Run/DMC "Hard Times" (Profile, 12 ') 
Golden Palominos (Celluloid, LP) 

D-Train "Something's On Your Mind" (Prelude, 12 ') 

Top Ten Local Records 
THIS LAST 

MONTH MONTH 
1 1 

2 2 
3 7 
4 3 
5 

6 5 
7 
8 
9 

10 10 

November Group Persistent Memories 
(Braineater, EP) 

Sex Execs "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12 ') 
The Proletariat Soma Holiday (Radiobeat, LP) 
The Neats The Album (Ac~ of Hearts, LP) 
New Edition "Popcorn Love/Jealous Girl" 

(Streetwise, 12 11 
The Freeze Land of the Lost (Modern Method, LP) 
Ball and Pivot (Z-Club, EP) 
Digney Fignus (Starstruck, EP) 
Lance Webb "Life's Charade" (Beantown, 12 ') 
Jerry's Kids Is This My World (X-Claim, LP) 

•eased on greater metropolitan area record sales ending 2/1/84. Reporting stores include: Dis
count Records/Cambridge; Newbury Comics (Boston & Cambridge); COOP/Cambridge; 
Skippy White's/ Mattapan; In Your Ear/Brighton; Strawberries/Cambridge One-Stop; Deja 
Vu/Cambridge; Main St./Northampton; Rockit/Saugus; Musicsmith/Hanover; Midlands/ 
Providence, R.l.; Inner Light/ Manches1er, NH; Goldie/Providence, R.l.; Rock Bottom/ 
Portsmouth, NH; Soundsations/Wellesley; A1Bums (Worces1er, Shrewsbury, Arnhem loca
lions . Chart com iled b Terri Sutton. 
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Another One Bites 
The Dust 

by Harold Lepidus 

My fellow Americans, I come to you tonight to talk of a disease 
that has been with us for decades. Its contagious nature knows no 
bounds; it shows no favoritism -it affects both the young and old, the 
black and white. It attacks the mind 
and the emotidns as well as the wallet. 
Of course I am talking about-REC
ORD COLLECTING (RC). 

Yes, we all know those vinyl junkies, 
those disc delinquents, those record 
(al)bums. In fact, many people reading 
this magazine have already contracted 
RC. Although there are many different 
strains of R.C, several characteristics 
are common to all. For example, the 
collector takes little interest in the ac
tual aesthetic quality of the music with
in the grooves. What is important to an 
RC victim are perversions such as pic
ture sleeves, colored vinyl, alternate 
versions, and non-LP b-sides. 

The record industry has only recent- is the (not so) small American indepen
ly, since the start of the punk rock era dent record label that releases only 
(c. 1976), begun taking advantage of what it can afford. Most independent 
these sickly souls. Prior to '76, collect- labels do not have the cash to release 
ing had little to do with acquiring re- .. cassettes of, or singles from, an album 
leases. It was, rather, a personal quest -they can barely afford the album it
to find a recording no longer available self! Following the precedent of Sun 
due to a record company's decision to Records, Bersekley, Stiff, and Two' 
delete unprofitable products. Tone, many other independents are 

The first to catch RC were the Brit- putting out the most vital music today; 
ish (as usual). Lack of LP airplay and but by the time they exhaust their first 
high album costs spawned a vital sin- pressing, they're more interested in a 
gles market in the Mother Country. newer venture than reissuing past ac
With the hoards of exciting, if unprov- complishments. 
en, acts all competing for the English Much of the early hardcore (HC) 
pound, young bands had to do some- records have already disappeared far
thing different with their record re- ever-early dishes by Minor Threat, 
leases to make them stick out. First for example, are still in demand. Some 
came the revival of the picture sleeve, ____________ _ 
which is always more desirable than 
your average generic one. Picture 
sleeves were printed in limited quanti
ties so as to further fan the flame of 

Don't expect to find 
a Columbia "Nice 

RC fever. Price" reissue of 
The next stage was to press the rec- , ~ I [ 

ords on cotored vinyl or as picture Husker Du s 1neta 
discs. Special inserts were_ always a Circus or SSD's The 
qUJck f1x-1.e., suckers, lyncs, photo-
graphs . As the platter plague pro- Kids Will Have Their 
gressed, singles began to feature rare 
songs which were availabte nowhere Say. 
else. -~-----------

Of course, by then the market was so 
flooded with gimmicks that they be
came the norm. Now we have "shaped 
discs"-10" odd-shaped singles
which fit around the inner picture. 
Double singles and gatefold sleeves are 
also being released in limited numbers. 
Last year. F-Beat was so caught up in 
the panic it gave away Elvis Costello's 
Get Happy LP with each purchase of 
his new single. As the madness spread, 
certain English charts had to take on 
any unusually packaged single. 

Here in America, the RC infection 
was slower to spread. American major 
labels began routinely releasing singles 
with picture sleeves only last year. 
Cases of non-LP b-sides also became 
more frequent. But aside from the 
Stray Cats' "Sexy And Seventeen" 
double single, a victim of RC had little 
to worry about from the major record 
companies. 

The real t(h)reat to a record collector 

HC gets reissued (F.U.'s Kill For 
Christ), some does not (SSD's The 
Kids Will Have Their Say). Some day 
soon, the Replacements' Hootenany or 
Husker Du's Metal Circus will be out 
of print, leaving RC victims to kick 
themselves for their lack of foresight; 
and there won't be a Columbia Nice 
Price reissue to cure them either. A 
counselor at the local chapter of RCA 
(Record Collectors Anonymous) tells 
me of patients who agonize-too late! 
-over their hesitation in buying local 
records by the New Models, Lou Mi
ami, Robin Lane, the Atlantics, the 
Neighborhoods, Lyres, and Mission of 
Burma. 

So if a friend of yours has fallen to 
RC and needs an antidote, just give 
him a pile of fanzines, get him in the 
habit of seeing young bands in seedy 
clubs, and give him a dose of college 
radio twice a day. It won't save him, 
but what a way to die.* 



STATE OF AMERICA 

Seattle 
by Dennis P. Eichhorn 

N ot many bands from the 
Northwest and Seattle in par
ticular have hit the big time, 

but fortunately this hasn't stopped lo
cal bands from struggling in the clubs 
and putting together their own record
ing and video projects. 

Heart is the Seattle band with the 
biggest international rep, but they've 
had it, and we can forget about them. 
Queensryche, a heavy metal band with 
very little stage experience, recently 
signed with EMI Records, and their al
bum Queensryche is going all right. 
Rail, purveyors of somewhat milder 
metal, won the Basement Tapes compe
tition on MTV last year and have re
leased an album on Passport Records. 
Culprit, metal maniacs with a devout 
following, have an album on Shrapnel 
Records. The Allies, a rock band with
out much stage pizazz but red-hot 
tunes, have been getting good radio 
and video airplay with their modest hit 
"Emma Peel." Red Dress is on a roll 
with a great video, and their debut al
bum is near release. 

The Visible Targets, Mondo Vita, 
The Cowboys, Zero Deals, The Heats 
and The Attachments are all local 
bands in a newish music mode who 
have vinyl to their credit. R&B-type 
bands such as The Isaac Scott Band, Jr. 
Cadillac, Annie Rose and the Thrillers, 
Sam Smith, Kathy Hart, The Reputa
tions and Gloria Weems have also re
corded. The Original Hightops with 

Patti Vincent and The Homeowners 
featuring Boston-bred Kathy Moore 
are two acts with killer female vocalist/ 
saxladies. 

Seattle's adventurous art-music mil
ieu has been represemed on vinyl by 
such artists as Moving Parts, 3 Swim
mers, Red Masque, The Moberlys, K. 
Leimer, Life in General, Ten Minute 
Warning, Next Exit, Rally Go, Cinema 
90, Mr. Epp, Beat Pagodas, and 
U-Men. Many can be heard on Engram 
Re<:ords' Seallle Syndrome and Seaule 
Syndrome Two compilation albums. 

A few bands from Oregon have 
gained popularity in Seattle. The Rob
ert Gray Band, Curtis Salagado & the 
In Yo' Face Band, and The Paul deLay 
Band are all primarily R&B. Billy 
Rancher, a Portland boom-chuck 
rocker who just signed with Arista, is 
big in Seattle, as is Portland-based 
Johnny Koonce. 

Vancouver, B.C ., 150 miles north of 
Seattle, has nurtured a healthy record
ing industry and some serious hardcore 
revo-rock bands. D.O.A. and the all
female Moral Lepers do well in 
Seattle's Metropolis club, which caters 
to all-ages crowds. 

Seattle, which is now on the KOOL 
Jazz Festival circuit is also the home of 
such jazz artists as trombonist Julian 
Priester and pianist Sam Rivers, both of 
whom teach at the Cornish School of 
Music. Improvisational artists like sax
man Denny Goodhew and guitarist/ 
keyboardist Jeff Simmons are noted 
for their jazz/blues/rock jams, while 
electronic composer Norman Durkee 

continued on page 40 

Hawaii 
by Jane Shishido 

0 ne of the best kept secrets in the 
world will finally be revealed to 
Americans everywhere ... Yes!! 

There are underground bands in 
Hawaii. WELL, not really on Hawaii, 
but the island of Oahu. The bands do 
find it difficult to get gigs, as club 
owners (like those all over) are into 
making money rather than creating a 
musical scene. Most of the music clubs 
are "hard rock" or college discos, but 
there are two new music clubs: The 
Wave (a gay club after 1:30 a.m. and 
basically a lukewarm singles-oriented 
0 NEW WAVE" club with a lounge act; 
cliches of the music world can be found 
here) and J.D (a very trendy dive which 
features no hardcore, but seems to 
attract a lot of street urchins; the egos 
alone can fill up the club space there). 

But on to the bands themselves: 
BATTERY CLUB-Features a 

superb frontman, the wild Raoul 
Vehill. Basically a hardcore band, but 
with their unpretentious attitude, they 
could succeed at any style. The band's 
most popular number is· a criminally 
bad rendition of "The Theme from 
Hawaii Five-O." 

MUMBO JUMBO-A ska/reggae 
band with another strong lead vocalist. 
Robert Scott is a crazy showman who 
plays the part of "a James Brown into 
ska rather than funk." They've got 
some great originals to boot. 

HAT MAKES THE MAN-A won
derful five-piece who play great pop/ 

dance tunes. Somewhat of a cross be
tween the Beat/U2/ Altered Images, 
the band has the best musicians and the 
most experience of any in the Hawaiian 
music scene. The Hat were privileged 
to open for Peter Tosh at the Univer
sity of Hawaii and had a visiting Iggy 
Pop come and join them with some 
songs at the Wave. 

THE RATLS-A hard-working, 
energetic four-piece with some of the 
tightest playing you could hear any
where. The Ratls, who resemble a psy
chedelic-garage-punk band, are the 
only underground group to release a 
cassette tape. The band plays only orig
inals, thus making them quite unpopu
lar with club owners who want nothing 
but covers of "Modern Love." 

THE SHARX-A young hardcore 
band (all the guys are still in high 
school) that thrashes with the best of 
them. The boys play a lot of the usual 
Minor Threat material, but their orig
inals stand out by far. One of their 
most infamous covers is "Hava 
Nagila." 

COMMUNIQUE-A three-piece 
mod band who look sharp and play 
hard. The group achieves a broader 
sound than your typical mod band by 
including some originals that combine 
reggae with the Jam. 

FALL OUT-The most political of 
the scene bands, and the most com
mitted-they do nothing but originals. 
The most popular Fall Out song is 
"Plastic Paradise," which starts out 
sounding slow and beautiful and then 
turns corners into a mad brain-grind-

continued on page 40 
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BOSTON BAND REPORT 

Johnny Angel, Jeff Erna, Mike "Whitey" White photo: Janine Doucette Keough, D'Antona, McKenzie, Roberts ----------------------------
Blackjacks 

"This band's goal is to do something 
totally devoid of bullshit," explains 
Blackjacks leader Johnny Angel. 
"Everyday we're surrounded by crap. I 
just want to create an island away from 
it." 

Bullshitters beware: the Blackjacks 
-guitarist/singer Angel, drummer 
Jeff Erna, and ex-Outlets bassist Mi
chael White-have launched their at
tack with a stack of unsubtle songs and 
good 'n' loud delivery. 

Angel is best-known as the leader of 
(City) Thrills, who had some glory 
years in 1979-80 before defecting to 
New York. "We just went there to t,_e 
hot shits again, like we were in '79. We 
figured the only reason nobody liked 
us anymore was that we'd been here so 
long. We thought that if we moved lO 
New York, being fucking brilliant like 
we thoughl we were, everybody was 
going lO be bowled over. But we were 
totally wrong-everyone in New York 
thought we were just heavy 
metal-which we were, at that point. 
We sucked. I just didn't care anymore, 
and that's why I quit.'' 

So Angel returned to Boston, more to 
get a job than to start another band. 
"But then I saw all the local bands, 
and didn't see anybody with a person-

How does one characterize a band 
with influences as disparate as Patti 
Smith and the Minutemen-a band 
that is apt lO weave sensuous trumpet 
lines around the throb of Joy Divis
sion-esque dirge? 

"Well ... we definitely like furry gui
tars," comments Tim Sprague, Chil
dren of Paradise's guitarist/vocalist/ 
horn blower, adding, "The sound we 
go for is warm." 

"Warmth, but with proteclion," 
amends vocalist Linda Price, "just like 
it is lO survive in an urban environ
ment." 

This duality of distance and emotion 
shapes much of the band's sound; the 
atonal harmonies of Price and Sprague 
duel and intertwine by turns, as do 
Sprague's and Ken Travers' guitars. 
Fueled by Steve Haberland's ardent 
drumming and Ruby Black's rigorous 
bass, the sound builds from eerie noc
turnal menace to a swollen Hendrixian 
frenzy-and plunges back down again. 
One moment aloof, the next truculent 
and writhing, Price's vocal intensity es
capes classification. 
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ality that I liked or could identify with 
-so I started my own. Everybody's in 
a band now to get a record contract, or 
to get on MTV-and I just want to get 
out there and rabble-rouse.'' 

Angel calls the Blackjacks' songs 
"more honest, less bullshit" than the 
Thrills'. "These are more like my own 
personality. I like to think I'm a rela
tively wry, intelligent person, and the 
Thrills' music was stupid-just end
less, goopy love songs . If I wouldn't 
buy it, why should I write it? I figure 
the only way you can really get to peo
ple is by hammering them right in their 
fucking consciousness.. Besides, our 
stuff is funny-songs like "Every
body's a Whore" and "Motherfuck
er." The latter song, which has already 
gotten the band in hot water with local 
clubs, was inspired by ''working in 
shitty jobs, having to deal with people 
who are stupider than you are, and 
have more power than you. No doubt 
about it, they ' re motherfuckers." That 
song, along with "Get Off the Junk 
Train" (written because "people who 
use heroin are stupid, and shouldn't be 
glorified") and a few others, will be on 
Blackjacks' EP-which they'll release 
themselves if a label doesn't pick it up. 

-Breit Milano 

Children of 
Paradise 

Str~nglehold 
It's a red-letter day for the Strangle

hold boys. Richie McKenzie (lead gui
tar) has finally squeezed an old Gibson 
out of financially-strapped Jon Anas
tas (DYS). Jon Roberts ("J.R.," bass) 
forks over the hundred-plus bucks like 
an indulgent big brother, and the prize 
is carried down the hall to the Strangle
hold practice room, where another 
coup is unfolding. Drummer Mark 
D' Antona has just confiscated an aban
doned Sonar drum-set from the prac-" 
tice room next door. The Sonar looks 
like it was built during World War II, 
but D' Antona is fanatically happy, and 
we all eye it respect fully. 

Enriched by a thousand dollars 
worth of new set-up equipment, the 
practice takes off; it's a treat to see 
them play since these days club dates 
are rare, and in Lhe wake of a four-star 
album, much needed. The last gig, and 
the first since a violent date at the Club 
this summer, was a night-to-remember 
at Chet's, with the Dogmatics and the 
Del Fuegos-three bands of common 
blood, Boston's best practitioners of 
what-the-hell, beer, cigarettes, sweat 
and rock 'n' roll. "Our main 
influence," says McKenzie brightly, 
"would have to be the Del Fuegos . 

. We've been listening to the Del Fuegos 
for almost ten years now." The rest of 
the band nods solemnly. "And the 

Jackson 5; Joan Jett was a sexual influ
ence," adds Roberts . 

Actually, Stranglehold's influences 
are blatant; they even tune their guitars 
to Undertones' riffs. During rehearsal, 
they do "I Gotta Getta"-and the ef
fect is of SLF covering the Undertones 
(Roberts and McKenzie even look like 
working-class English boys-skinny, 
sarcastic, speedy). 

The line-up's a little different these 
days. John Murdock, who drums on 
the LP, quit to play with the November 
Group (" No comment," sez collective 
S'hold), and was replaced by the 
band's original drummer, D'Antona. 
A small tour is planned during, appro
priately, Mardi Gras to promote the al
bum, which-incidentally-carries the 
distinct stamp of Jimmy Keough's ag
gressive vocals, a brash, rough sound, 
and inspired melodies. The best songs, 
like "Corridor Girls," "Anyway I 
Can," and "Cause I'm Gonna," bris
tle with the same high spirits, defiance, 
and emotion of "Gotta Gettaway" or 
"Alternative Ulster." There's nothing 
imitative-these are just the songs the 
Undertones didn't have time to write. 
No inflation or pretemion, just high 
school pals playing vicious pop. As 
they put it, "Well ... we really like to 
drink beer." 

-Sheena 

The sound of the Children was sim
pler two years ago, when Travers (ex
People in Stores), Price, and original 
bassist Mark Durant played "Cure
like, dream-like" music. A year later, 
the trio drafted Sprague, and Price 
moved out from behind the drumkit to 
front the band. 

With the addition of a new drum
mer, the Children worked as a five 
piece last summer-for all of two 
months. After recording the popular 
radio tapes "Subway" and "VisilOr," 
drummer Patrick Nolan left and bas
sist Durant took off for San Francisco. 
The currem version jelled late last year 
when first Black and then Haberland 
joined the band. The common link, 
they all agree, is a commitment to 
emotion. 

Enthusiastic and optimistic, the 
"final form" of the Children is saving 
up for an EP and a European lOur later 
this year. And the name? 

It's ironic, explains Sprague: "We're 
still kids, but we're not kids, and this 
isn't paradise, but it could be." 

-Terri Sulton 





MTV FALLS 
on Boston 

/ PART TWO: 
THE NIGHT AFTER 
I 

This is the second 

of a two-part article. 

Last month (BR#47), we looked at the incipient home video revolu
tion. Cable has become a fact of life in the suburbs for some time; but 
as Boston and Brookline are just now becoming wired, what will the 
impact be on the city's music scene? The question is complicated by 
the sniping going on between Cablevision of Boston, Inc., and City 
Hall regarding proposed changes in the 
11tier" system of service. While a Cable
vision customer can receive cable for as 
little as two dollars a month, many of the 
channels that people commonly associate 
with cable-including HBO, Sports
channel and MTV: Music Television 
-are in higher-priced tiers. Recently, 
Cablevision shifted MTV to the monthly 
ten dollar Omnibus tier from a consider
ably higher priced one. But still, in most 
cable communities the 24-hour music 
video channel is included as part of the 
basic service package. 

In Part One, we talked with the pro
gram directors of the area's leading.com
mercial radio stations as well as several 
prominent record retailers about how 
they felt MTV will affect Boston's music 
scene. This month, we also get reactions 
from the people who are closest to the 
day to day (or night-by-night) fluctua
tions in the scene: the people who run 
Boston's clubs. 
LITILE BROTHER IS WATCHING ... 

Once the novelty wears off, who will 
be MTV's mainstay viewers? "I would 
expect that in Boston, it would mostly 
affect younger buyers," opines Fred Jef. 
fery of Rockit Records in Saugus. 
"MTV isn't as open as it once was; now 
their p!aylist resembles a typical AOR 
station. They'll play the weirder stuff, 
but it's in light rotation." Of course, on 
the North Shore where Rockit is located, 
MTV is also a freebie. Still, people who 
watch it watch quite a bit. According to 
one survey, 42 percent of MTV's viewers 
watch between one·half and two hours 
every day, and another 11 percent tune in 
for two to four hours. Significantly, 44 
percent of MTV viewers usually watch 
between 7 p.m. and 2 a.m . - normally 
clubbing hours. 

One would guess that clubs would be 
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the part of the music scene with the most 
potential to be affected by MTV. Ten 
dollars each month is expensive enter· 
tainment compared to radio, but 
wouldn't last a club-goer much past the 
cover charge and two drinks. Then 
there's the convenience factor. Few, if 
any of Boston's music establishments 
can be characterized as "easy to get to/ 
no hassle to park." The heart of the 
city's club scene, Kenmore Square, fea. 
tures a nightly conga line of cars down 
Lansdowne Street. The areas near Story
ville and the Rat aren't much better. And 
that's under ideal conditions! How 
about when it snows, or when the Sox 
are playing at home? How many people 
come to clubs by subway, knowing that 
they have to be back at the station by 
midnight to catch the last train? Many 
bands aren't even onstage by midnight, 
and places like Spit and the Metro don't 
open their doors until 10 p.m. While 
MTV might not cut into radio's audien
ces, it does offer a less expensive, vastly 
more convenient alternative to clubbing. 

That's one side. On the other, you'll 
doubtlessly have more success meeting 
people at a club than on your couch in 
front of your TV, and most people's liv· 
ing rooms lack the dazzle and romance 
of the Metro or Nine Landsdowne. It's 
also doubtful that your dancing will im
prove on MTV's steady fare of Scor
pions concerts. If we go along with the 
assertion that MTV's audience tends to 
be younger (that is, below the drinking 
age), then clubs would be "losing" a 
market that it couldn't attract anyway. 
And there will always be an audience for 
a club's unique attractions: the dress-up 
fantasy of Metro and Nine Lansdowne, 
the dress-down comraderie of Spit, the 
knowledgeable you· won't-see-these-guys 

on MTV bookings at Storyville and the 
Rat, or the homeyness of the Inn Square. 
These clubs have survived-in some 
cases flourished-by cultivating a dis
tinct feel and reaching out to people 
looking for that certain style and am
bience. (If there's one thing MTV does 
not do well, it's reach out to its viewers.) 
So it would be folly to think that MTV 
will cause people to stop going to clubs. 
The real question is how deeply will it cut 
into club attendance? Will MTV's bene· 
fits (it's there, it's music, it's already pa.id 
for) cause fewer paying customers to 
venture out, and to go out less often? 
Will a place like Spit's l3UP, which is 
basically a video viewing room, become 
obsolete once everyone can have one of 
their own? 

Seth Greenberg, manager of the Para· 
dise, doesn't think so. "We always try to 
be one step ahead. We're constantly up
dating the club-adding new lights, up
dating the video library-so that every 
time a person comes in they see some
thing new. I ti-rink that MTV could be a 
pcsitive force in that it will introduce 
people to a wider range of sounds and 
groups ... and when they come out to a 
club, they'll be more familiar with those 
new sounds and more ready to dance. 
We always want to play what's popular, 
but I think that even a song you know 
well gets better when you add in the 
lights, the sound system, that a club 
has." 

John Lyons, who is involved with 
Spit, Metro and the Paradise, is more 
emphatic. ' MTV is a passive form of en
tertainment, and club people are panici· 
patory people. I don't foresee any signif. 
icant impact on either the club scene in 
general or Metro in particular. I've lived 
in and run clubs in areas where they had 
cable, and it gets old real fast. No matter 
what they're programming, it's still tele· 
vision!" 

WBCN's program director Oedipus 
doesn't like video in clubs "unless it's an 
adjunct to what's going on . People 
watching TV don't interact-they don't 
talk to each other-and the idea of going 
to a bar is to meet people. I think video is 
effective in a club if it's either just part of 
what's happening, or if it's put together 
so that it gets people talking. Like some 
of the collages that they put together at 
Spit/Metro-when they drop the scene 
of Krystal and Alexis fighting in the lily 

"I subscribe to the 
theory that (MTV) will 
make people want to stay 
home; that means that I'D 
have to work harder to 
convince people to come to 
my club." 

JOHN LYONS 
(SPIT/METRO & PARADISE) 

pond (from Dynasty) into the middle of 
other thipgs. That gets people talking: 
'Did you see that show? Wasn't that an 
incredible scene?"' 

In some ways, club owners face the 
same threat from cable that movie thea. 
ter owners do. Now that people can get a 
similar (if diluted) experience right in 
their own homes, how do you get them 
to toss some money in their wallet, put 
on a winter coat, and trudge out to your 
place of business? Part of the theater in
dustry is trying to make going to the 

movies very different from watching a 
movie at home: 70mm screens and super 
duper sound systems is one way, and 
greater attention to non mass·market 
films (which HBO and the like don't 
show), an approach followed by the 
Nickelodeon and the new Sack Copley 
Place complex, is another . Clubs already 
provide a larger-than·life (or, in some 
cases, grittier than life) night out. 
"When you come to the Paradise," says 
Greenberg, "it's a whole experience. We 
just re-did the club to renect more of 
that 'paradise' theme. We changed the 
color scheme, added a tropical hut that 
serves pina coladas; and we even have 
jungle noises in the background. Plus the 
videos, lights, and music." Well and 
good for the weekends, but what about 
those weeknights? "Competitively 
speaking," Lyons calculates, "we're 
O.K. During the weeknights, we only 
have a one or two dollar cover, plus 
2-for.I drinks and other attractions. 
We've moved to where midweek people 
can afford us. I believe that MTV is 
something you go home to. If I subscribe 
to the theory that it will make people 
want to stay home, that means that I'll 
have to work harder to convince people 
to come out to my club-and I'll happily 
do that." 

The possibility of fewer patrons af. 
fects more than just clubs. For those 
bands that form the hub of the city's 
music scene, there's also the danger of 
losing a vital source of drawing power. 
Young bands could skip their "dues
paying" period and jump right out of the 
local clubs' financial bracket via a SUC· 

cessful video. Ten years ago, David 
Bowie played his first Boston concert at 
the Music Hall, when it was regarded as 
extremely cheeky for an (almost) un· 
known to book the second largest hall in 
the city. While, just in the past year, Cul
ture Club, ABC, and Men without Hats 
have all made their Boston debuts at the 
Metro-one of our larger pop venues. 
Duran Duran even packed the Metro 
without showing up: the promoters 
played the band's "video album." Will 
MTV rob the clubs-and the bands-of 
the chance to work things out in close 
quarters? Will it mean the virtual end of 
events like the Police's ill-prepared Rath
skeller debut ... the Talking Heads at the 
Rat the day their fust album came out . . . 
the Cars actually sweating (also at the 
Rat)? Bands, clubs and audiences exist in 
a symbiotic relationship; MTV could up· 
set that essential balance. 

There's one other consideration . Even 
if MTV's audience is younger than club 
age now, what will happen when it 
comes of (drinking) age? Will it be suffi
ciently saturated with video·at·home that 
it can't wait to get out of the house? Or 
will it have ingrained the video habit
perhaps forming a new social structure 
around it, just as kids once gathered in 
basement recreation rooms to play rec
ords? This is one area where we can't 
learn anything from the suburbs' MTV 
experience. Record stores are record 
stores and radio is everywhere, but Bos
ton's club scene, and the bands and fans 
that make it up, are unique to the city. 
There's no Spit, no 13UP, no Inn 
Square, no Metro, no Storyville, not 
even a Jumpin' Jack Flash out there in 
Lynn or Peabody or Reading or Stough
ton. And that club scene is what has kept 
Boston a vital force in pop/new wave/ 
hardcore/whatever; it's one reason why 
kids leave places like Lynn or Haverhill 
or Newton and move into rundown 
apartments in the Fen way and Brighton. 
It's one thing that MTV can't replace.* 
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by Breu Milano 

The Alarm have all the earmarks of a soon-to
be-huge band. They write rousing, anthemic songs, 
the kind that make you want to grab a can of 
spray paint. Some have lumped them into the "gui
tar revival," but the Alarm have more than guitars 
in their favor. They dare to be hopeful, even inspir
ing; and to address serious issues in a year when 
the charts seldom get more political than "The Pol
itics of Dancing." Their two Paradise gigs last fall 
had the same communal thrill as U2's local debut 
(opening for Barooga, remember?). 

Still, the Alarm's blatant idealism has left them 
open to critical knocks. They've been called naive, 
or even poseurs for their taste in clothing and hair
styles. Other political bands have gotten discour
aged and softened their message (look at Gang of 
4), and fans fear the Alarm will do the same. But 
the band recognizes the threat: "We never meant to 
be a political band in terms of left- and 

right-wing," said frontman Mike Peters, on the 
phone from London. "We've always been more 
fond of the politics of the individual, and the poli
tics of within. We've never felt that any politician 
had an answer. You know that famous quote that 
says 'rock 'n' roll asks all the questions and never 
has answers'? Well, I think that politics never have 
answers, either. Rock has got an answer, but it's 
got to be found in the individual. I saw the Clash 
in 1977, and I took Joe Strummer's message liter
ally when he said, 'go out and get it for yourself.' 
That's the only politics the Alarm has." 

If this sounds like naivete, Peters will gladly lake 
the rap. "We first heard that charge when we did 
'Across The Border' (from the debut EP), a song 
about the violence in Northern Ireland. I felt very 
moved when Dave Sharp wrote that song, just say
ing 'that's not right.' It's such a simple statement, 
but ttiose three words say it all. And yet people 
called him naive for saying that. I think that if 

someone's got the guts to get up there and say 'this 
is it, this is my view,' they should be respected for 
it." 

As for the clothing, Peters will cheerfully admit 
that "we're all young lads, and we're all into fash
ion,'' and will rave about the Elvis Presley badge 
he's found for the next tour. But fashion's only the 
medium, not the message: when I mention I've 
seen fans copy Peter's hairstyle, his response is "as 
long as we can influence their hearts as well as 
their heads, I don't mind." 

The Alarm was formed around Peters and Eddie 
MacDonald, longtime friends who'd grown up to
gether in Rhyle, North Wales. When the British 
punk explosion hit in '77, Peters was just gett ing to 
know Nigel Twist, "who I met at a college where I 
went for two weeks." Twist was drafted into 
Peters' band, the Toilets. With MacDonald's addi
tion, the band became Seventeen, which Peters 
describes as "a cross between the Buzzcocks and 
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the Beatles, if you can imagine that. We were just 
emulating our heroes." 

Another local friend was Dave Sharp, who sat in 
with Seventeen between stints in the merchant navy. 
He returned to shore just when Seventeen were fall
ing apart, and was recruited for their new band. 
One problem: all four members were guitarists, not 
quite an ideal lineup. MacDonald volunteered to 
get a bass, while Twist took up drums. 

A turning point came when Sharp brought in a 
new song, which got a lukewarm reaction from the 
band. According to Peters, "We all said, 'it's a 
good song Dave, but that acoustic guitar sounds a 
bit wimpy.' And Dave said, 'but look, you're not 
hearing this filthy rock 'n' roll sound I'm getting in 
my head.' So in a fit of frustration, he ripped all 
the electronics out of my cheap guitar, and wired 
t~em into his acoustic . Then he started hammering 
out the song on this amplified acoustic . We all 
went, 'gasp-what a sound!' " 

The Alarm's instrumental trademark was born. 
They still use acoustic guitars on nearly every tune, 
but amplified so radically (and loudly) that they 
could be a wall of Stratocasters. Which brings up 
an obvious question: if they want an electric sound, 
why use acoustic guitars at all? "For purely per
sonal and inspirational reasons/' Peters replies. "A 
guitar should look like an extension of you, not 
like a piece of machinery or a lump of lead. It 
should be an instrument you can feel. The acoustic 
guitar has an inner sound, which can be very 
powerful, and that's what we want to amplify.'' 

With Seventeen rechristened as the Alarm, the 
band packed off to London to avoid the earlier 
band's lukewarm response. "We wanted this band 
to be special, we wouldn't have it fall on the waste
land of Rhyle. We weren't going to make a demo 
tape, because those are second-class tickets . 
Nobody listens to them anymore.'' Instead they 
spent all their money on one day of studio time, 
and pressed 2000 copies of a Single, "Unsafe Build
ing" /"Up for Murder" (both still in their live set). 
"We had to make sure everybody who got the 
single would become a committed Alarm fan. If we 
could get those 2000 gathered in one place, the 
world would have to take notice." That wasn't 
quite what happened, but the single sold out its 
pressing and early gigs were well-received . By their 
fifth London show they landed a support gig with 
U2, beginning the friendship which led to a 
U2/ Alarm tour, including last summer's show in 
Worcester. 

Still, the world hadn't taken notice. "At first we 
thought it would be so easy to market the Alarm
we were these good-looking lads with acoustic gui
tars, such a nice pop package. Then we realized 
how much we needed to develop our songwriting . 
Everyone starts out life as a fan, but we had so 
many influences, there was no coherence. We've 
always had a knack for catchy tunes, but the words 
were all wrong. My songs from those days seem all 
confused: middle of the road, nothing to say. 
Firmly implanted on the top of the fence.'' 

Seeing London torn apart by violence and unem
ployment, the Alarm wrote new songs to channel 

photo: Phil In Phlash 
their frustration. "At the time there were riots all 
through Great Britain, and we were influenced 
quite heavily by it. It almost became a b3ndwagon 
to jump on, to have a riot in your own hometown. 
It wasn't a race riot, just youth-unemployed 
people going out at night and wrecking city centers 
as a mark of protest. It spread like signal fires 
being lit all acrbss the country. It relieved tension 
in a lot of people, but it was all destructive. It 
allowed the people who took part to stand back 
and say, 'that was the wrong statement to make.' " 

From this experience came "Marching On," the 
Alarm 's first hit. While this and the more recent 
"68 Guns" use violent imagery, the band rejects 
violence as a medium for change. "We never took 
part in the riots, but we saw how they were being 
caused by people in the same position as us. We 
didn't feel it was a constructive statement, so we 
wrote 'Marching On' in response. We had the same 
frustration to express, but we wanted to do it more 
creatively-to make our statement through the 
song. That's why a lot of our early writing has an 
anthemic quality. We were fighting a battle against 
the world, a battle to be heard. The songs became 
our anthems, to be heard in a world that didn't 
need another band. All of the songs reflect our ex
perience as a band. Right now it's an exciting time 
for us; our following is. growing, and our relation
ship with our audience is growing stronger. We're 
getting more able to express our feelings in the 
songs." 

The just-released debut album, Declaration, is in
tended to chronicle the Alarm's growth to date. 
''We recorded it over seven months, in blocks of 
two or three songs at a time. We arranged it so 
there'd be a progression from the first song to the 
last, and we made a point not to stick with the 
sound and the instrumentation we're known for." 

Declaration should be in the stores any day now 
(it's unreleased at this writing), and it could make 
considerable impact. Most of the songs should be 
familiar to anyone who's seen the band live, and 
many of them-notably "Blaze of Glory" and 
"We Are the Light" -plant their hooks at first 
listen. On the strength of two import singles, it 
sounds like producer Alan Shacklock has done a 
brilliant job, filling out the live sound with added 
instruments (everything from piano to horns) that 
enhance without overwhelming. 

Peters was anxious to give the album a track-by
track rundown, commenting on the lyrical ideas 
and explaining how each track took shape. 

The opener is a re-recorded version of "March
ing On," the only track repeated from last year's 
EP. "We recorded this live in the studio, just belt
ing it out because we needed a really good version . 
It's the only nod we make to our past, and since 
the album is 50 minutes long, we thought we could 
justify re-recording a song we had already done." 

0 Where Were You Hiding When the Storm 
Broke" is the latest English single. "We started 
playing it on the last US tour, but never took it too 
seriously until we went in the studio. All we had at 
first was the title, then I wrote the words in about 
ten minutes. It's the most spontaneous song." 

"Third Light," sung by Eddie MacDonald, is 

another live-in-studio take. "We wrote it as a war 
story, a song for an unknown soldier. But it turned 
into an analogy for our early days in London. Our 
fans took it as an anthem, when they were tell ing 
the world about the Alarm. So to us, they're the 
unknown soldiers-not fighting a war with bullets, 
but fighting one on our behalf." 

"68 Guns" was the band's biggest UK hit, and it 
took off so quickly that they postponed one Boston 
show to fly home and sing it on Top of the Pops. 
"The song was inspired by a book I'd read about 
Glasgow street gangs, in the year 1968. I always 
thought that was an important year for young 
people, it was the first time they really said 'no.' It 
was just when the hippie thing was ending, when 
peace and love was all going sour. So we're writing 
about a street gang called the 68 Guns. It's about 
how society reacts against the presence of these 
young people on the street, and how they turn to 
violence in response.'' 

"We Are the Light" follows with a more opti
mistic sentiment. 0 The light is the hope that people 
have in their hearts, and the message is not to let it 
be buried. If you've got hope, let it shine out of 
you. I wrote that song on Christmas Day, so it 
reflects how I was feeling that day." Peters points 
proudly to the song's string arrangement, the first 
they've done. 

Side two's opener, ' 1Shout to the Devil," was 
written 1 'when I came over to America, and saw 
how people wear their religion on their sleeves. In 
England, we always keep religion as a very private 
thing. That was the first time I'd seen religion on 
the television. It gave me the idea of a preacher on 
a train, to wherever he's going after this life, leav
ing his impressions to the people he's left behind.'' 

"Blaze of Glory" is the band's answer to criti
cism for being outspoken. "It's a personal song, 
written for ourselves and ... certain famous musi
cian friends of ours. But it's really for anybody 
with the guts to take a stand for what they 
believe." 

"Tell Me" is Dave Sharp's song, and one of 
Peters' favorites. "I think 1\vist's drumming on 
that track is superb, just the way it starts off with 
the guitar. I think we captured a special moment on 
that one.'' 

A treatise on greed, "The Deceiver" comes next. 
"We've always said 'go out and get what you can,' 
but I believe there's a line to be drawn. I don't 
want to take too much from our audience, or too 
much out of life. This was a hard song to write, 
coming from feelings that weren't quite definable. 
So it came out quite obscure, with some strange 
twists in it." 

The next track, a one-minute fragment of "The 
Stand," takes some explaining. "When we first 
recorded for IRS, the band didn't have much 
money, and neither did the company. So we 
recorded 'The Stand' twice, one version for the 
7-inch and a longer version, with a fourth verse, 
for the 12-inch. But we never had enough money to 
put the 12-inch out, so we took the liberty of 
pulling the fourth verse on the album, without the 
rest of the song. It completes the lyric, and gives a 
fuller picture.'' 

Finally there's "Howling Wind," a seven-minute 
epic that may be the record's major surprise. "Our 
producer suggested we use a sequencer on it, which 
we were set against at first-we thought synthe
sizers just weren't us. But I think it came out to 
good effect-us playing it instead of it playing us . 
Lyrically, it's the first song really inspired by our 
homeland. Maybe Dylan Thomas is in there sub
consciously. I tried to get an exiled or lonely feel, 
without corning out and saying I was lonely. I think 
this will show a change for anyone who sees the 
Alarm as a band of one emotion. It's still an opti
mistic song, but from a more personal viewpoint. 
It's a beautiful lyric, if I can blow my own trumpet 
about it." 

If the record's message comes out as overwhelm
ingly positive, it's no accident. "At the moment 
we've got great hope for ourselves, and we want to 
pass that hope on. We've come from nowhere, 
we've had people tell us 'you have no future' and 
'you'll never get anywhere.' So if we've got a hope
ful message, it's been proven by our own 
example."* 
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1983 saw a number of independent record distrib
utors-including Bonaparte, Faulty and Skydisc
close up shop. But it was also a year of substantial 
growth for the remaining biggies (and those on their 
way to becoming biggies) . The matler of getting indie 
music from the labels to the consumers (with stops at 
the distributors and record stores along the way) is 
still a mysterious affair for most folks-be they 
bands, indie labels, distributors, record stores, or 
fans looking for independent releases. 

Our second annual Independent Distribution Sup
plement helps clear up some of these mysteries. The 
feature on Important Records, one of the nation's 
biggest distributors, profiles both the growth of Im
portant and how a distributor works. The Directory 
of Distributors provides a guide to thirty American 
distributors and the services they provide. We then 
surveyed dozens of indie labels about the distributors 
they use most and how they rate them. We also asked 
the distributors what they had to say about the state 
of independent' music. Finally, we spoke with Cosmo 
Wyatt, head of the New England Disc Jockey Asso
ciation, and found out how to get independent music 
releases to dj's and their audiences . 

-Dave Wykoff 



by Tristram Lozaw 
In a way, it's ironic that two of the 

main cogs at Important Record Dis
tributors got involved in the indepen
dent/underground music market due, 
in large part, to a mutual affinity for 
English art-rock bands, some of which 
were part of the reason for the '77-and
beyond punk uprising. Both Important 
President Barry Kobrin and Label 
Manager Walter O'Brien, neither of 
whom can play an instrument, got 
vicarious musical pleasure from pro
moting and selling records by bands 
like Genesis, Greenslade and ELO that 
they listened to at home. 

But if one checks the footnotes in 
rock history books, they'll find that in 
the early seventies European imports 
were the progressive equivalent of 
today's indie product. And it was the 
importing and selling of those art
space-classical rock bands by a few 
people like Kobrin and O'Brien that 
laid the groundwork for the indie dis
tribution networks that exist today. It's 
hard to imagine that Genesis helped to 
pave the way for everything from hard
core and heavy metal to dance rock 
and experimental music, but that's 
closer to the truth than you might 
think . 

While working at a posh computer 
job, Kobrin used to moonlight by sell
ing overstock imports that he'd pick up 
from Peter's International (one of his 
customers was JEM) . Peter's, a Greek 
company that specialized in ethnic rec
ords, offered him a buying job. He 
jumped at the offer and stayed at 
Peterts for about a year before moving 
to a similar position at New York's 
Record Shack distributors . A while 
later he was convinced by a friend, 
John Lata, to start their own business 
selling English imports. So in 1979, 
Kobrin and Lata (now Important's 
European buyer), along with an Israeli 
bookkeeper named Tova, started Im
portant, doing all the buying, selling, 
shipping, and packing from a garage in 
Queens. 

Today, in slightly larger offices 
(where a dozen workers are dwarfed by 
cartons and cartons of records) about a 
block away, Important has become the 
second largest independent distributor 
in the country (behind JEM). They're 
affiliated with Windsong, England's 
largest record exporter, and have 
nearly 40 employees in the NY area, 
two in Chicago, two in Atlanta, one in 
Austin, one in Seattle, and 10 more in 
L.A. with their other warehouse. 

Important distributes dozens of 
domestic labels, big and small, to 1500 
accounts nationwide. They've had ex
clusive distribution arrangements with 
Modern English, Joan Jett, and DB 
Records. They've signed pressing and 
distribution deals for records by the 
Cure, Shriekback, Bad Brains, Pigbag, 
and Beastie Boys. Their in-house labels 
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What's So Important About 
include the heavy metal-oriented 
Combat and Relativity, which recently 
released the Dark's Don't Feed the 
Fashion Sharks EP. And besides im
porting, their licensing contacts enable 
them to export US records to England, 
France, Italy, Sweden, Germany, and 
Australia. 

Despite all this growth, Important 's 
goals have hardly changed over the last 
four years. "In the beginning we just 
wanted to sell the records we liked and 
bring in the stuff that no one else did,'' 
explained Kobrin. "Now we just have 
to keep it profitable." 

O'Brien, who sometimes refers to 
himself as Director of International 
A&R "because it has a nice ring," was 
a college DJ in New Jersey when he 
took on a "temporary" semester-break 
job building shelves for JEM. He 
stayed three-and-a-half years doing pro
motion work. "I convinced them 
they'd never get anywhere if they 
didn't _start servicing college radio and 
the indie press so they could sell more 
records. And, it turned into ·a job," 
O'Brien recalled during an interview in 
his Manhattan apartment. 

''[When we 
started] Important 
was one in a field of 
about eight small US 
importers trying to 
compete with JEM. 
JEM had forgotten 
the Mom and Pop 
stores. When they got 
bigger accounts they 
didn't hire additional 
sales staff to cover 
the growth, so these 
small distributors 
sprouted up to take 
up the slack. " 

-WALTER O'BRIEN 

Seeing that the chances for advance
ment were not great, he left JEM and 
started running coffeehouses and help
ing bands with their business dealings. 
"Most of the bands didn't even know 
the first thing about balancing a check
book.'' O'Brien soon landed a job at the 
New York office of Pye Records, the 
English company that worked with the 
Kinks, Searchers, and Donovan . Pye 
went bankrupt in a year, but before 
they did, O'Brien helped Alan Betrock 
(former NYRocker editor) release six 
of nine planned volumes of the Pye 
History of British Pop. 14 We also put 
out a Monty Python record, and I still 
have the Stereo Review Award for it in 
my room.'' 

O'Brien returned to JEM to manage 
their Passport Records label. It was 
through Brand X, one of Passport's 
bands, that he teamed up with Hit and 
Run-the management company for 
Genesis, Peter Gabriel, and Peter 

Hammill-and became their NY liai
son with Atlantic Records. When he 
left Hit and Run, Atlantic offered him 
a lucrative slot running Swan Song 
Records, then home of Led Zeppelin, 
Bad Company, and Dave Edmunds. "I 
decided, though, that I'd rather help 
bands sell their first 30,000 records 
than help Led Zeppelin sell their eighth 
million. 

'
1That's why Important is perfect for 

us . We all love imported music, indie 
labels, all the underground stuff that 
no one else in the world seems to like 
except the 20,000 people that always 
buy them." 

''When I joined up with Barry a year 
and a half ago, Important was one in a 
field of about eight small US importers 
trying to compete with JEM . JEM had 
forgotten the Mom and Pop stores. 
When they got bigger accounts they 
didn't hire additional sales staff to 
cover the growth. So these small dis
tributors sprouted to pick up the 
accounts that were left behind, taking 
up the slack ." Then, one by one, indie 
distributors started falling by the way
side. Bonaparte, SkyDisc, Faulty, and 
Disc Trading all went out of business 
while Important just kept getting 
bigger. 

O'Brien claims that the main differ
ence at Important is its sales staff and 
their use of telecopier communica
tions to link its branches . "We know 
what's coming in from England be
cause Windsong notifies us from Lon
don through th is machine." The NY 
office then sends the information to all 
their sales people-who each have a 
machine in their offices. Within 15 
minutes of when the packing slips are 
written up in England, all the Jmpor
tant offices around the country know 
what will be arriving the next day and 
they start selling. The telecopier works 
the same way for domestic releases. 

When O'Brien started at Important, 
American indie product made up only 
10-150Jo of their total sales . 0 Now it's 
real close to 50-50, and with our own 
labels taking off, the domestic num
bers will climb even higher." They're 
also not selling as many pre-American 
release imports by groups like Duran 
Duran as they used to. "The major 
labels get too nervous. If we sell 
4-5,000 copies of an import, that's 
huge to us . And if 4,000 Duran Duran 
records are going to break Capitol's 
back, they might as well go back to the 
butcher shop. But you can't exactly 
laugh at potential lawsuits.'' 

Important did get sued by CBS. "It 
was the dumbest thing. It was for a 
Journey picture disc and Santana's 
Greatest Hits, neither of which were 
out in America. They were claiming 
'parallel imports.' Parallel imports is 
when you get the Michael Jackson 
album from Portugal for $1 and sell it 
over here to $2 (undercutting the US 
distributor's price). You're ripping off 
people because it's usually lousy qual
ity, and you're ripping off Columbia 
because they have the right to put out 
the Jackson album here. That's some
thing we've never done or wanted to 
do. We're in business to bring over a 
brand new group that nobody's ever 
heard of, say like Culture Club in the 
early days. On the other hand, once 
Culture Club gets going, we think we 

deserve to sell a few thousand because 
we've had a part in establishing their 
visibility here." 

Now Important buys more product 
from the American majors-Colum
bia, Warners, RCA, Arista, A&M
and one-stops them nationally (acting 
as a middle man for stores and 
accounts too small for the majors to 
service). ''This does a couple of things. 
First, it makes them realize that we're 
not their enemy. If they put it out in 
America, we'll buy it in America. Sec
ondly, it makes those records available 
to the ma & pa stores." 

0 Generally speaking, the major 
labels don't know how to get that first 
20,000 records sold. They've also lost 
sight of the fact that sometimes to get a 
group to sell 200,000 records, maybe 
you have to put out an album that sells 
40,000, and then another that sells 
80,000, and so on. You've got to build 
it up, and nobody wants to build any 
more. Important is perfect for selling 
that first batch." 

A good example of this happened 
when Chris Perry came over from Eng
land with the Cure; they had a new 12" 
and though A&M liked it, the label 
wanted to wait until there was an 
album before releasing it. Chris and 
the band didn't want the delay. "The 
12" was out everywhere in the world, 
but, as usual, American record labels 
don't know what to do with singles 
anymore. Selling 50,000 of a 12" 
doeSn't mean a thing to them. They 
want to use it as promotion for an 
album." Luckily for the Cure, their 
contract contained a clause that re
leased them if they gave A&M material 
and A&M chose to not release it. Chris 
just happened to be staying across the 
road from Important at JFK Airport 
when the band left A&M. 

"He called up, came right over, and 
we did a deal right on the spot to put 
out "Let's Go To Bed" on Fiction/Im
portant, and it sold 15,000 pieces . It 
was a remarkable seller for us at the 
time, and Chris was thrilled because it 
got Warners/Sire interested enough to 
sign them.'' 

In selling those first few thousand, 
Important relies mostly on the taste
maker /trendsetters that create a word
of-mouth buzz, the underground/indie 
press and college radio . "We service 
about 300 college and commercial sta
tions that will take a risk on an A List, 
and other college stations that report to 
any of the trade papers are on a B List. 
They get everything I put out. Then 
there are others that really aren't big 
enough to send anything to, but I'll 
send them announcements of our re
leases. And any stations that call and 
ask about new material, I'll send some
thing out. But, being a small label, I'd 
go out of business if I serviced every
body on my lists . 

"We also help with tour support 
when we can-in-store appearances, 
displays, posters, helping to book some 
dates, radio station and store contacts. 
We don't have the money to give the 
Dark time buys on WBCN, so we have 
to be as creative as possible." 

Promotion for the records 
Important distributes is different for 
each record, depending on what ar
rangement they make with the label. If 
they're given promo copies, they'll 



Peace, Love, And Distribution? 
send them out and sometimes help with 
other promotion. "But generally 
speaking, a distributed label is just a 
label whose records we bought [Mod
ern Method, Ace of Hearts, Twin 
Tone, Neutral, 415]. Then there are the 
P&D labels, ones that we have pressed 
up and then distribute [Fiction, Mega
force, Ratcage]. And there's exclusive 
distribution, like we have with DB Rec
ords. They still do all the promotion, 
but we buy all the records that they 
have and make them more available 
and a better price than they could on 
their own ." 

Important sells their records, includ
ing Relativity releases, to any distribu
tor or retailer that will buy them. They 
buy exclusive product from other dis
tributors as well, a group that includes 
Rough Trade and Greenworld but not 
JEM . "JEM won't sell us their stuff, 
and they won't buy ours either. 

'' As far as American indies are con
cerned, buyer Eric Williams will take 
practically anything, because that's our 
attitude. We want to make as much 
available as possible. As for payment 

"Nobody wants to 
build fan act] any 
more. The major 
labels don't know 
how to get that first 
200,000 records sold. 
Maybe you have to 
put out an album 
that sells 40,000, and 
then another that 
sells 80,000 and so 
on." 

-WALTER O'BRIEN 

terms, you can generally consider it a 
30-60 day consignment. In 30 days 
we'll pay you for the ones that we've 
sold, and after a while we'll return 
what hasn't. It allows us to be a lot 
looser about what we'll take ... Be
lieve it or not, a good chunk of our 
sales are still C.O .D., which is almost 
unheard of with most stores." 

It's a little more complicated for 
groups that are trying to get their rec
ord released on one of lmportant's 
labels. "If we're considering signing a 
band, first we determine whether we 
like the material enough to get behind 
it . I don't try to hardnose a band down 
to a price, I just look at the business 
realities of what we need to break even. 
We don't mind breaking even, but we 
don't want to lose money, and at this 
point, to press a record, we usually 
have to sell 3,000-5,000 to make it 
worth it." 

There is some talk among lmpor
tant's chiefs about coming up with a 
method that will enable them to put 
out certain records cheaper, quicker, 
and on a smaller' level where they only 
need to sell a thousand or so units to 
break even. That would take care of at 
least some of the bands whose tapes 

O'Brien really likes but can't sign 
because he knows they'll never make it 
past college radio . This project prob
ably won't surface until next fall, 
though, even if Important decides to 
follow it through. "After March, col
lege radio stations are for the most part 
out of business 'til the fall. I don't 
want to be like Rick Harte and release 
my records in the summer and wonder 
why there aren't any college stations 
playing it. I also want to take a lot of 
time to formulize and organize it 
right.'' 

While 4,000 is about Relativity's 
break-even point (and also co"nsidered 
a good sales figure for distributed 
product), the Important people start 
getting real happy around 8-10,000 
sold. "The Beastie Boys' 'Cookie 
Puss' did that. College radio went wild 
over it, and it entered the WNYU-FM 
charts at number one. It's still a huge 
thrill for me to hear one of my records 
on the radio." 

As Important grows, they're seeing 
records that are topping the 30,000 
mark more frequently. But could a 
company their size handle a huge 
blockbuster hit? Though Kobrin and 
O'Brien disagree slightly on what 
they'd do if this happened (Kobrin 
would probably hang on longer), both 
realize that there's a point at which 
they'd have to solicit outside help. 

''The idea is to keep it as close to 
home as we can, but we also recognize 
our limitations. We could handle 50 or 
60,000, but after that I don't know 
what we 'd do . If I had to call a 
pressing plant and order 100,CXX) copies 
of one record, and I knew that in 30 or 
60 days I'd have to pay that bill for 
pressing, and I was selling to a record 
chain that wasn't going to pay me back 
for 90 days . . or that I could ship out 
100,000 and all of the sudden the rec
ord would die and we 'd get 95,000 
back in returns ... well, we'd be out 
of business. So at a certain point we'd 
try to sign a good deal with a major 
label. I think we'd be kidding ourselves 
if we thought we could sell a couple 
hundred thousand of one record out of 
our warehouse. For one thing, we'd 
have to get another warehouse." 

O'Brien claims, however, that they 
can still do a better job than any major, 
even with the majors' own product, on 
those first few thousand sales. "Two 
years ago we sold 10,CXX> Police records 
the first day it was out in the US. We 
sold a ton of Units albums, about a 
third of all Epic sold. And another ex
ample, even though it's not on a major, 
is New Order's Power, Corruption & 
Lies LP. Rough Trade was running 
around saying, 'Wow, we sold 70,CXX> 
albums. We must be hotter shit than 
Important.' And we said, 'Yeah, but 
we sold 45,000 of that 70,000.' " 

It's always been easy for Important 
and other indies to pick up licensing 
deals for overseas bands, but now Im
portant is more interested in develop
ing US talent. "I'd like to work with 
American bands that can go out and 
play clubs to help sell records . The 
majors are throwing money at foreign 
bands right now, and I think it's time 
for us to build our American base back 

up." Of course that means keeping an 
eye on trends as well as nurturing long
term talent, and right now heavy metal 
is selling through the roof in the indie 
markets. Hardcore isn't doing half as 
well as it was a year ago, and buyers 
are mostly ignoring what's left of new 
wave. "Our metal bands are doing in
credibly-Rods, Talas, Hell Star 
[17-year-old Mexicans from Texas]. 
The kids out in the suburbs are eating it 
up. They were never into new wave or 
dance rock. They hung out and 
watched Led Zeppelin cover bands in
stead . Now all these bands have their 
own material, and that's what the kids 
are buying. They've always managed 
to find those groups, even when those 
of us in the record industry did our best 
to squelch them. 

''We didn't go out of our way to 
start a heavy metal label. We just 
noticed that we were selling thousands 
and thousands of these records. Six 
months from now heavy metal will 
slide back down, because they're 
wiping it to death. Everyone's putting 
out metal records, even us. But that's 

Howie Gabriel, who joined Important 
about the same time as O'Brien. Like 
Kobrin, he had also worked at Record 
Shack, which was one of the biggest 
organizations of one-stops in the world 
before they went out of business. 
Gabriel's forte is dealing with the 
larger chains. "When he cracked Rec
ord Bar for us we went crazy. 

"Important has a killer sales staff. 
And every time we start getting more 
accounts, instead of losing those ma & 
pa stores, we just get more sales people 
and shift the accounts around a little." 

Important also has their eye on mar
kets overseas . "After ten years with 
imports, we're used to those foreign 
markets and know that we can export 
and license over there. And you have to 
also realize that some American bands 
do much better overseas. Look at [Bos
ton's] Real Kids on France's New Rose 
label. And I've already gotten bites on 
the Dark in Germany and Australia ." 
Also, Roman Grey, the first record re
leased by Relativity, got picked up by a 
division of Polydor and went to num-

Boston band The Dark. Their first LP on Important Records' Relativity 
label, Don't Feed The Fashion Sharks, is already receiving substantial air
play across the country. 

why we also have the Dark coming out 
now. It's quality music and there will 
definitely be a place for it. People 
think the Dark are weird, but I think 
they should be on Top 40 radio. They 
just haven't been able to afford the 
studio time to refine the music as much 
as they'd like.'' 

Another thing that sets Important 
apart from most indie distributors, and 
helps them sell so many records, is 
their national coverage. "Recently in 
Music Retailer magazine they listed the 
top 100 retail accounts for 1983, and 
we sell to 94 of them. The six that are 
left are major chains like Pickwick 
(Sam Goody's), Musicland, and others 
that only sell top 100 product anyway, 
and they also don't pay their bills very 
well, so who cares? . . Record Bar (in 
the South), Tower Records , and a lot 
of the 20-store chains that we couldn ' t 
get into a year ago we sell to now." 

A lot of the credit for that goes to 

ber one on the Italian dance charts. 

O'Brien sees a bright future for Im
portant. "I really think that companies " 
with real national distribution net
works, like us and JEM, are the way 
it's going to be. Labels that come to us 
only have to go to one person for a 
whole country's worth of sales re
ceipts . We're not afraid to take 
chances. We're close enough to the 
street to see a buzz develop , but big 
enough to move lots of records ." 

The company's most important (so 
to speak) function will be maintaining 
a breeding ground for national talent. 
"There will be' more of a symbiotic re
lationship between us and the major 
labels . We'll do their ground work for 
them and sell their first 20,000-30,CXX>. 
Then they'll kick in and put their 
muscle behind the bands that we've 
essentially test-marketed for them, and 
everybody will win ."* 
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Now in our third year, the Boston Rock Music Seminar is one of 
the best ways for newcomers and professionals in the music busi
ness to get together and learn from each other. Through formal and 
informal discussions the Seminar offers an opportunity for entre
preneurs to understand how the music business works from the in
side out, and a chance for veterans to share common problems and 
new ideas. 

Last year's panelists included: STEVE BERKOWITZ (Serious 
Business, formerly Lookout Management), MICHEL BASTARACHE 
(Boston Rock), JIMMY DUFOUR (Radiobeat Recording Studio), 
RICHARD HARTE (Ace of Hearts Records), RIC OCASEK (The 
Cars), ANN PRIM (November Group), DUNCAN BROWN (Rounder 
Records & Distribution), NEIL COOPER (Reachout International Re
cords), MICHAEL DREESE (Modern Method Records & Newbury 
Comics), ERIC DUFAURE (Cachalot Records), DON ROZE (Eat Rec
ords), MARTY SCOTT (Jem Records & Distribution), GARY 
VALLETRI (Faulty Products), LARRY BRAVERMAN (Electra Rec
ords), HERNANDO COURTRIGHT (A&M Records), STEVEN 
LEEDS (MCA Records), LOUIS AIRA (Video Producer), JAN 
COCKER (Film Studio Center at MIT), PETER DIETZ (DJ), JEFF 
HUDSON (Museum School of Fine Arts), JAMES ROBBINS (Red 
Shark Video), CINDY BAILEN (DJ), ROB BARNETT (WAAF), TAMI 
HEIDE (WMBR), WENDY HUNT (DJ), MARK JOSEPHSON (Rock
pool Productions), MARK LYNCH (WICN), JIM MCKAY (WZBC), 
OEDIPUS (WBCN), COSMO WYATT (New England DJ 
Association), JOCK BAIRD (Musician Magazine), RICHARD 
CROMONIC (Sweet Potato Magazine), STEVE MORSE (The Boston 
Globe), GREG RIEBMAN (Boston Rock). IRA ROBBINS (Trouser 
Press), DOUG SIMMONS (The Boston Phoenix), HARRY BOURAS 
(The Channel), HOWARD CUSACK (Pretty Polly Productions), 
RANDY HIEN (The Livingroom), JOAN MARTIN (Manager, No
vember Group), MARSHALL SIMPKINS (Inn Square Men's Bar), 
TONY V. (Spit), BRUCE HOUGHTON (Booking Agent). 

• mu~,c. 
Saturday, 

10A 

SPIT/:METRO 

MEET 
HEAR 

13 Landsdo 

LEARN How the music • 
your own recor 

SEE Independent & 
demonstrations! 

BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR BOOKLET 
Every person attending the Seminar will receive a copy of the Seminar Booklet containing not only the 

day's agenda, but also an attendee and panelist directory; information regarding each panel; Indie lists of 
labels, distributors, and manufacturers; guides for do-it-yourself labels; pages for note taking; and lots more. 
If your advertising target is the music business constituency, or a related field, the Seminar Booklet is guar
anteed to hit the mark over and over again at the Seminar, and afterwards as a handy desk reference with a 
high pass-along .rate. 

ADVERTISING RATES 
• BACK COVER (7" x 10") 
• INSIDE BACK (7" x 10") 
• INSIDE FRONT (7" x 10") 
• FULL PAGE (7" x 10") 
• HALF PAGE (7" x 5") 

$325 
$275 
$275 
$200 
$110 

• HALFPAGE(3½"x10") 
• QUARTERPAGE(3½"x5") 
• EIGHTHPAGE(3½"x2½") 
• COLOR ADDED 

$110 
$60 
$35 
$50 

AD DEADLINES 
SPACE RESERVATION-April 18th 

ROUGH COPY-April 20th 
CAMERA READY COPY -April 25th 

DEMONSTRATION & 
INFORMATION TABLES 

Ideal for video display and playback, equipment display, promo
tional materials, synthesizer programming and demonstration, etc. 
Tables will be rented on a first come, first serve basis, as space is lim
ited. Rental fee of $175 includes admission for two persons, and must 
be paid in advance to confirm table reservation. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-266-8787 



1, ay 19, 1984 
~ ~ 6PM 
~ !rertainment Complex 
~ treet, Boston 

On Saturday, May 19th at the Spit/Metro Complex, 
the Boston Rock Music Seminar will present an in
depth look at each faction of the music industry 
through panel discussions and audience question
ing. Topics include do-it-yourself and independent 
record companies, retail and distribution, video and 
radio, press and promotion, booking and manage
ment, musicians and performers, clubs and DJs, re
cording, producing, and engineering. 

This year's format will feature a wider variety of 
speakers and panels, pro-audio and video work
shops, and special nightlife showcase performances 
at Spit and the Rat. 

The Boston Rock Music Seminar is an educa
tional, entertaining investment in your career. 
For more information call (617) 266-8787 

This year's panelists 
will be announced in the next issue of 

every facet of the industry! l.-~-:".":::~=· ar;;:T-stShirt:' :'s ,Boston Rock. 
Boston Rock fylu~ic SeJlllll 
$7 .00 d~y of senu;::registration 
$5.00 with your ON ROCK 

a BOST 
Save $2.00 {:frNAR T-SHIRT by 

, ss today's pertinent issues! 

, ·ness works! How to make & sell 
MUSIC . SE . 'th your advance 
purshasmg it WI 

; ly produced videos! Workshops & L~r;eg~i;st;ra;t:io:n:! =========----------... 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Saturday, May 19th, 1984 10am - 6 pm 
Spit/Metro Entertainment Complex 
13 Landsdowne Street, Boston 

REGISTRATION FEE 
Register before MARCH 31st & pay $20 
Register before APRIL 30th & pay $25 
Register before MAY 11th & pay $30 
Register on day of Seminar & pay $35 
Advance registration ends May 11th. 

GROUP RATES 
Subtract $2.00 from the regis
tration fee of each additional 
person registering at the same 
time. Group rates are NOT 
available after May 11. 

r--------------------------------------------------------, REGISTER 
BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR 
REGISTRATION FORM 
Your name ______________ _ 

Your title or job _____________ _ 

Company ______________ _ 

Mailing address ____________ _ 

City ____ State ____ Zip 

Telephone(_) ____________ _ 

Each additional person registering should include the above information on a 3X5 cord. 

Total persons registering _____ _ 
Total amount paid $, ______ _ 

D Check or money order enclosed, 
D Charge to my OMasterCard DVisa # __ _ 
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How The Distributors Rate 

by Dave Wykoff 

The following rankings are the re
sults of a phone survey directed to 46 
independent record labels inquiring 
about their dealings with American in
dependent record distributors. The 
labels surveyed were chosen to reflect 
diversity in size, interest, and musical 
styles among independent labels, and 
were picked from listings in our Direc
tory of Independent Record Labels in 
BR #42 (August, 1983). Results are 
taken from the responses of those 
labels who could be reached over the 
phone in the last week in January. 

Record label chiefs rated the distrib
ulOrs they've dealt with in the last 
eighteen months in four categories 
(payments, promotions, communica
tion, and general professionalness) on 
a scale of one to five-with one indi
·cating terrible and five great. Label 
heads were told that their responses 
will remain confidential and that the 
survey results would reflect average
and not individual-rankings. Re
sponses in the four categories have 
been averaged to determine an overa ll 
ranking among distributors. Also, a 
listing of the most used distributors is 
included at the end 'or the rankings. 

To assure that the rankings are a fair 
reflection of the survey results, only 
the distributors that were rated by 25% 
or more or the responding indie labels 
have been included in the rank ings. All 
other distributors mentioned will 
appear in the most used listing. 

It should be noted that a surprising 
number of label heads declined to re
spond . A wide range of reasons were 

cited-"our label 's releases and the 
way distributors have dealt with them 
are too different for me to be able to 
make any kind or judgement," "we 
haven't used any of them enough to 
make a judgement yet," "can't rate 
them because we couldn't work out a 
deal with any distributor because we 
couldn't move enough units," and, un
fortunately (especially since all re
sponses will remain confidential), "we 
don 't want the distributors to know 
what we've said because it might hurt 
our relations with them. " 

BEST FOR PAYMENT 
I) Rough Trade (4.2) 
2) Greenworld (3.5) 
3) Dutch East India (3.4) 
4) Rounder (3.3) 
5)1mportant (3. I) 
Rough Trade was a runaway victo r 

in this category, placing well ahe.ad of 
second-ranked Greenworld. Nearly all 
the labels that use Rough Trade chose 
to give them a four (very good) for 
their promptness and reliability in pay
ing for reco rds and tapes sold. Rough 
Trade's rating in this category is higher 
than that of any other distributor in 
any category. Average rating of the top 
five: 3.5. 

BEST AT COMMUNICATION 
I) tie: Dutch East India (3.8) 

Greenworld (3.8) 
Rounder (3.8) 

4) Important (3.1) 
5) Rough Trade (3.0) 
Ir we were to name a single winner, 

Dutch East would have to get the nod 
because ii was named by a greater 
number of labels than Rounder or 
G reenworld. But, in terms of respond-
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ing to phone calls and staying in touch 
with their labels , they ' re really too 
close to separate. Average rating of the 
top five: 3.5 (same as the payment fig
ure). 

BEST FOR PROMOTION 
I) Rounder (3.3) 
2) Rough Trade (2.9) 
3) Green world (2. 7) 
4) Dutch East India (2.5) 
5) Important (2.4) 
More important than the order of 

the rankings (or that Rounder is the 
only one to be rated better than aver
age) is that the resulting average for the 
top five is only 2.8-a figure signifi 
cantly lower than any other average 
rating. This general dissatisfaction 
with promotion was reflected by one 
label chief who said that one of the 
major problems or the present distribu
tion st ructure is that "there's not 
enough national promotion by distrib
utors." Another said that he's particu
larly disturbed by the distributors' 
"failure to promote and inform store
owners and salespersons of the records 
and tapes they distribute." 

MOST PROFESSIONAL 
DISTRIBUTORS 

I) lie: Rounder (4.0) 
Green world (4.0) 

3) tie: Important (3.6) 
Dutch East India (3.6) 

5) Rough Trade (3.3) 
A very surpri sing result was that 

many label chiefs who gave all the dis
tributors very low marks on payments, 
promot ions, and communications 
nonetheless rated the distributors as 
being fairly courteous, respectful, and 
business-like in their dealings with 
indie labels. Maybe they thought that 

mediocrity is a characteristic of the 
successful business . Average rating of 
the top five : 3. 7 (highest average of the 
four categories). 

BEST OVERALL DISTRIBUTORS 
(An average of the four previous 
ratings) 

I) Rounder (3.6) 
2) Greenworld (3.5) 
3) Rough Trade (3.4) 
4) Dutch East India (3.3) 
5) Important (3. I) 
It looks like nobody comes out as a 

marked favorite of label chiefs, but it is 
encouraging to' see the whole top rated 
favorably by survey respondents. Sys
tematic and JEM East, two other dis
tributors that were named by more 
than 25% of the respondents, failed to 
place on any of the five rankings. In 
both cases their overall averages were 
chosen to be poor (2.2 for JEM, and 
2.0 for Systematic) by the label chiefs. 
Average rating of the top five: 3.4. 

MOST USED DISTRIBUTORS 
I) Important 
2) Dutch East India 
3) · Systematic 
4) Rounder 
5) JEM 
6) Rough Trade 
7) Greenworld 
Others mentioned: Innersleeve, 

WIN, Twin Cities, New Music, 
Upstart, Sunshine, Moss, Bomp, 
Square Deal, Malverne, Discs du 
Monde, House, Wayside, Making 
Waves, Rich Ballard, Audio Heard, 
Caroline, LSR, Midnight Inter
national, MetroAmerican, California 
Record, Bayside, Cambridge One
Stop, and Trans World Music. * 
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ALPHA DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION 
20 West End Ave. 
New York, NY 10023 
(212) 397-1920 or (800) 223-0340 
Buyer: Murray Viscoso 
GEO: US 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12'', CFB, JZ, CL, R&B 

AQUARIUS DISTRIBUTION OF N.E., INC. 
479 Park Ave. 
P.O. Box 8867 
E. Hartford, CT 06108 
(203) 528-2185 
Buyer: Marvin Ginsberg 
GEO: New England 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12~, Children's Music 

AZRA INTERNATIONAL 
P.O. Box 411 
Maywood, CA 90270 
(213) 560-4223 
Buyer: David T. Richards 
GEO: US/Europe 
Specialties: NM, IMP, HM, COL, Mags, 
DMO, Free Cat 
BS: Jag Panzer, Tyrants; Vixen, Made in 
Hawaii; Snowmen (LP); Evasions, Son of 
Surf; Greg Leon, Invasion 

CAMBRIDGE ONE-STOP 
40 California Ave. 
Framingham, MA 01701 
(617) 879-7160 
Buyer: Al Wilson 
GEO: Strawberries chain only 

CAROLINE IMPORT 
5 Crosby St. 
New York, NY 10013 
(212) 219-1500 
Buyer: Ashley Warren 
GEO: US 
Speclalties: NM, HC, 12", IMP, COL, R&B, 
Mags 
BS: New Order; Black Flag; Sisters of Mercy; 
Armband; Liquid Liquid 

CONST ANT CAUSE 
P.O. Box 15243 
Philadelphia, PA 19125 
GEO: Worldwide 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, COL, lndie, 
Media, Mags, Mail Order, Free Cat 
BS: Terminal! #13 w/flexi; You'll Hate This 
Record; Sirius Music Sampler; Atomic 
Thinkers; Paul Dresher 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
GEO: Geographic area covered by distribution 
BS: Biggest-selling American independent 

releases for 1983 . 
AG: Avant Garde 
CD: Compact Disks 
CL: ClaSS1cal 
CO: Cut outs 
COL: Collectibles 
D: Disco 
OMO: Ditect Mad Order 
EL: Electronlc 
F,.. Cat: Free CalalOgue 
HC: Hardco<e 
HM: Heavy Metal 
IMP: Imports 
JZ:Jau 
MLD: Major Label Domestics 
NM:NewMualc 
RMI: Rhythm & Blues 
REG: Reggae 
12•: Daoce 12~ 

Record Distributor Directory 
DUTCH EAST INOIA TRADING 
45 Alabama Ave. 
Island Park, NY 11558 
(516) 432-3500 
Buyer: Sam Berger 
GEO: US/International 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", CFB, IMP, MLB, 
COL, Video, Mags, Free Cat 
BS: New Order, Power Corruption and Lies; 
Minor Threat, Out of Step; Killer Pussy, 
Teenage Enema Nurses in Bondage; Lyres, 
Help You Ann; November Group, Persistent 
Memories 

Mall Order: LSR Records, Inc. 
P.O. Box J 

Island Park, NY 11558 

EUROCK DISTRIBUTION 
P.O. Box 13718 Shipping: 3224 NE 57th 
Portland, OR 97213 Portland, OR 97213 
(503) 281-0247 
Buyer: Archie Patterson 
GEO: US/Foreign 
Specialties: NM, IMP, COL, EL, Mags, OMO, 
Free Cat 
BS: American Music Compilation; Emerald 
Web, Dragon Wings; Amber Route, Ghost 
Tracks; Trans Millenea Consort, Plot Zero; 
Care of the Cow, I Still Don't Know Your Style 

GREENWORLD DISTRIBUTION 
20445 Gramercy Pl. 
Torrance, CA 90509 
(213) 533-8075 or (800) 421-2095 
Buyer: Peter Huer, Dean Naleway 
GEO: US 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, MLB, COL, CD, 
12", Mags, Cat ($1) 
BS: New Order, Power Corruption and Lies; 
Cramps, Smell of Female; Rat; Slealer; Iggy 
Pop, / Gotta Right 

Mall Order: Paradox Music 
P.O. Box 2896 

Torrance, CA 90509 

GUT LEVEL MUSIC 
83 lntervale St. 
Brockton, MA 02402 
(617) 584-9447 
Buyer: Jonathan Small 
GEO: Worldwide 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, CO, AG, Mags, 
DMO, Cat 
BS: Minor Threat, Out of Step; Z'ev, 
Elemental Music; Sleep Chamber, Dream 
Distillate; Negativland, Points; Scream, Still 
Screaming 

IMPORTANT 
149-03 New York Blvd. 
Jamaica, NY 11434 
(212) 995-9200 
Buyer: Eric Williams 
GEO: US/International 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", IMP, MLD, COL, 
CD, Video, Mags, T-Shirts, Accessories 
BS: Metallica, Megaforce; Tallis, Combat; 
New Order, Power Corruption and Lies 

INNERSLEEVE RECORDS AND TAPES 
111 Brighton Ave. 
Allston, MA 02134 
Buyer: John Mcsweeney 
GEO: US/Germany/Sweden/Switzerland/ 
Belgium 
Specialties: EL, OMO, Free Cat 
BS: Ceramic Hello, Absence of a Canary; 
Submergings, Wiengarten, Ormiston & Neon; 
Kinetic Ideals, 12" EP; Delay Tactics, Out Pop 
Options; The Oblique Collection 

JAM RECORDS AND TAPES 
1737 De Sales St. NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 638-3355 
Buyer: Estella Slvatierra 
GEO: East & West Coasts 
Specialties: 12", IMP, OMO, Free Cat 

JEM RECORDS, INC. 
3619 Kennedy Rd. 
South Plainfield, NJ 07080 
(201 I 753-6100 
Buyer: Kevin Addis 
GEO: National 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, Video, Mags 

MALVERNE 
35-35 35th St. 
Long Island City, NY 11106 
(800) 221-1406 
Buyer: Tony Mascia 
GEO: Mid Atlantic and New England 
Specialties: NM, 12", JZ, D, R&B 

MIDNIGHT INTERNATIONAL RECORDS, 
INC. 
255 W. 23rd St. Mail Order: P.O. Box 390 
New York, NY 10011 New York, NY 10011 
(212) 675-2768 or 741·7230 
Buyer: JD 
GEO: US 
Specialties: NM. HC, IMP, COL, Mags, 
Reissues, DMO, Free Cat 
BS: Misfits; D.K. 's; Rebel Kind 

NEW MUSIC DISTRIBUTION SERVICE 
500 Broadway 
New York, NY 10012 
(212) 925-2121 
Buyer: Yale Evelev 
GEO: US/Europe/Australia/Japan 
Specialties·: NM, AG, DMO, Free Cat 
BS: Hery Threadgill, Just the Facts and Pass 
the Bucket; Kip Hanrahan, Desire Develops 
An Edge; Ronald Shannon Jackson, Street 
Priest; Giorno/Branca, Who You Starin' At; 
Carla Bley, Martelle Randonee 

NEW PERSPECTIVE 
3438 Bellevue St. 
Toledo, OH 43606 
(419) 474•1979 
Buyer: Shawn Ferguson 
GEO: Midwest 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", IMP, JZ, Inner & 
Outer Sleeves, Mags 
BS: New Order, Power Corruption and Lies: 
Love Tractor; Rubber R Jdeo, She Had To Go; 
Microspoic; Lounge Lizards 

NOTOWN RECORDS 
5732 Camerford 
Hollywood, CA 90038 
(213) 460-4205 
Buyer: Tom Bolema 
GEO: National 
Specialties: NM, HC, COL, Video, DMO 
BS: The Butchers, All Choked Up 

ROOSTER BLUES 
2615 No. Wilton Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60614 
(312) 281-3385 
Buyer: Jim O'Neill, Felix Wohrstein 
GEO: Chicago area/export 
Specialties: Blues, DMO, Free Cat 

ROUGH TRADE, INC. 
326 6th St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 621-4307 
GEO: International 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", IMP, REG, African, 
Video, Mags 
BS: New Order, Blue Monday, Power 
Corruption And Lies; Minor Threat, Out of 
Step; Crusifex, Rehumanization; Augustus 
Pablo, Earth's Rightful Ruler 

ROUNDER DISTRIBUTION 
One Camp St. Mall Order: Round-Up Records 
Cambridge, MA 02140 P.O. Box 154 
(617) 354-0700 Cambridge, MA 02140 
Buyers: Duncan Brown, Glenn Jones 
GEO: New England/New York/'Norldwide 
Specialties: NM, CFS, IMP, JZ, CL, R&B, 
HC, DMO, Free Cat 
BS: The Neats; The New Acoustic Music 
Sampler; A. Thompson, Hand of Kindness; 
The Weavers, Wasn't That A Time 

SCORPIO MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 391 Shipping: 2933 River Rd. 
Bensalem, PA 19020 Croydon, PA 19020 
(215) 785-1541 
Buyer: Steven S. Parelman 
GEO: International/US 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", CFS, IMP, MLD, 
COL, Free Cat 

SEIDBOARD WORLD ENTERPRISES 
75 Bleecker St. 
New York, NY 10012 
(212) 674-7018 
Buyer: Mykel Board 
GEO: NY, DC, Finland, S. Germany 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, Free Cat (mention 

BA), DMO 
BS: You'll Hate This Record; Minor Threat, 
Out of Step 

SOUNDS GOOD IMPORTS 
1201 Olympic Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90404 
(213) 450-6323 
Buyer: Steve Donahue 
GEO: US 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, Oldies, Free Cat 
BS: The Point, Magic Circle; Unclaimed, EP; 
Three O'Clock, 16 Tambourines; Wednesday 
Week, Betsy's House; We Got Power 
(Compilation) 

SUNSHINE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
747 10th Ave. New England Rep: Dom Silvi 
New York, NY 10019 686 North St. 
(800) 223-6331 Walpole, MA 02081 
Buyer: Pat Monnoco (617) 668-0326 
Specialties: NM, HC, 12", R&B 

SYSTEMATIC RECORD DISTRIBUTION 
Berkeley Industrial Ct. 
729 Heinz Ave. Space #1 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 845-3352 
Buyer: Joseph Pope, Garry Henkel 
GEO: Worldwide 
Specialties: NM, HC, IMP, Video, Mags, 
OMO, Free Cat 
BS: Black Flag, Everything Went Black; We 
Got Power (Compilation); OK's, Plastic 
Surgery Disasters; Minor Threat, Out of Step; 
Social Distortion, Mommy's Little Monster 

TRANSWORLD MUSIC CORP. 
P.O. Box 11580 
Albany, NY 12211 
(518) 783-5152 
Buyer: Dave Roy 
GEO: Record Town chain only 

Shipping: 874 Albany-Shaker Rd. 

WAMID, INC. 
P.O. Box 270 
Gedney Way Station 
White Plains, NY 10605 
(914) 683-1388 
Buyer: Jacques Malo! 
GEO: Worldwide 

Latham, NY 12110 

Specialties: NM, HC, CFB, IMP, MLD, Mags, 
Free Cat 
BS: Rain Parade; Jason and the Nashville 
Scorchers; Green on Red; Smithereens; 
Cramps 

WAYSIDE MUSIC 
P.O. Box 6517 
Wheaton, MD 20906--0517 
Buyer: Steven Feigenbaum 
GEO: US & Canada/International 
Specialties: NM, IMP, COL, AG, EL, OMO, 
Free Cat 

WOMEN'S MUSIC DISTRIBUTION CO. 
33 Richdale Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02140 
(617) 661-0554 
Buyer: Merle Bicknell 
Specialties: JZ, CFS, CL, Gospel 
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NEDJA: Record Pool Distribution 

by Terri Suuon 

While the days of peddling one's rec
ord from radio stat ion to radio station, 
and from club to club, have not yet 
passed, disc jockey organizations 
called "record pools" are making it 
easier for artis1s to find their audi
ences. 

Record pools act as intermediaries 
between record companies (or bands) 
and the member radio station and 
dance club disc jockeys; they channel 
record product to the dj's while supply
ing record companies with information 
on audience response. 

According to Cosmo Wyau, head of 
the New England Disc Jockey Associa
tion, there are 80 to 90 such pools 
throughout the U.S. and Canada . The 
NEDJA, along with its only area com
petitor, the Boston Record Pool, 
covers all six New England states; the 
eight-year-old NEDJA has plans for 
further expansion over the nex1 1hree 
or four months. 

Wyatt: "Our job is to introduce new music to our audiences." photo: Sue Brisk 

75 Northeast disc jockeys pay dues 
to the NEDJA in order to receive cur
rent record product as well as a 
monthly tip sheet-The Progressive 
Platier-which includes charts of the 
pool's most popular records. Members 
meet every other month to discuss 
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recent releases and exchange sugges
tions about effective song sequences 
(i.e., mixing). Potential members are 
carefullt screened not only for their 
ability to spin records, but for long
range commitment to the NEDJA. 

Emphasizing the diversity of the 
association, Wyatt says: "I have Top 
40 jocks, jocks who just play scratch 
music, and jocks who work at the Mar
riott. So I have to have a rap for them 
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... like 'This record's good for you, 
but this is not; you 'II have to wait for 
this.' That's the main purpose-break
ing the music." Among the NEDJA 
members are radio stations WILD, 
WERS, and WRBB, as well as dj's 
from WMBR, the Metro, Spit, 1270, 
and Buddy's. 

Although pools receive most of the 
predictable releases from major record 
companies, Wyatt himself is com-

mitted to being an influential force in 
radio: "In my opinion, a record pool 
does not exist LO reiterate what radio is 
doing. Our job is to introduce new 
music to our audiences." 

Due to the eclectic taste of some of 
its dj's, the NEDJA receives quite a bit 
of service from independent labels. 
The in dies supply the pool • 'mainly 
through the Platier, 'cause we do a lot 

continued on page 40 
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The Distributors Have Their Say 

In a Boston Rock questionnaire di
rected to the independent record distri
butors in our directory, we asked four 
questions; here are some of the results: 

How was business in the last year? 

"Very good." -Pat Monnaco, 
Sunshine 

"Trends a minute, lots of fluff and 
little stuffing, more mediocrity." 

-F. Couch, Constant Cause 
"Monopolized." -Tom Bolema, 

Notown. 
"Cassettes have taken up 60% of sales 
-and still going strong. I can almost 
see the singles market dropping out ex
cept for pop/novelty releases." 

-John Mcsweeney, Innei-sleeve 
"Wonderful." 

-Howard Gabriel, Important 

"It seems that increased competition 
among distributors is resulting in ac
tually less effective promotion." 

-Archie Patterson, Eurock 

''Excellent.'' 
-Steven Feigenbaum, Wayside 

"Exporting of indie product to Europe 
has increased greatly as the media there 

has really started to recognize the qual
ity of much of our music." 

-Sam Berger, Dutch East India 

"1 'm not making a lot of money, but 
I'm having a lot of fun." 

-Jon Small, Gut Level 

''Improving-the independent market 
is being taken seriously because of more 
releases, better quality, more know
ledge, and generally more 
enthusiasm." 

-Stephanie Ryskiewicz, Systematic 

"Unless your name is Michael Jackson 
and your hair is on fire ... business as 
usual." 

-Steven G. Nester, Duotone 

In general, most folks had positive 
things to say about an upswing in busi
ness last year. In fact, many had their 
best year ever. Then again, we didn't 
survey the distributors who had to 
close up shop last year. Smaller, more 
specialized distributors who couldn't 
cash in on the year's trends in hard
core, heavy metal, and neo-psychedelic 
music had a tougher time of it. 

What does the future hold for indepen
dent labels? 

"Oversaturation-too much music is 
being released and too much of it isn't 
worth a listen. Quality standards have 
gotten lost amidst the glut." 

-Archie Patterson, Eurock 

"Let's face it: if anyone should worry 
about the future it's the majors ." 

- Tom Bolema, Notown 

CON&UllllATIONS 

YOUR RECORD \S 0\11\ 
SO NON WHAT DO YOU DO? 

If this sounds famil ar you' re not a 1 one. Seems 
1 i ke everybody these days is in a hurry to 
get the vinyl out. We' re DUTCH EAST INDIA TRADING, 
a national and international distributor of inde
pendent records, tapes, and magazines. We' re here 
to help you with problems like the above. We 
realize the importance of the independent artist in 
today's music scene. That's why we make that extra 
effort in getting your music to stores across the 
country and overseas. We a 1 so want to he 1 p out 
those who should have re<:_OrdS out but need some 
assistance, so contact us about our production 
and distribution arrangements! Coast to coast, 
more and more bands covering every spectrum of 
today's music are finding out that for maximum 
exposure it's DUTCH EAST INDIA TRADING. 

"Network of distribution should im
prove things-more stores and chains 
carrying indie lines." 

-Howard Gabrie_l, Important 

"The independent labels will probably 
continue to be the testing ground for 
the majors so the best of the indepen
dents will opt for the major label route 
and almost immediate obscurity and 
oblivion. Also, independent labels will 
continue to be the most important, 
vital, and problematical aspect of the 
record, tape and video industry." 

-Duncan Browne, Rounder 

"Independents could burst out in Am
erica like they have in England." 

- Tom Stevens, Sounds Good 

"There has to be more radio support. 
Boston needs more club support to 
keep local labels alive." 

-John McSweeney, Innersleeve 

In addition lots of distributors felt 
there was too much inferior product 
flooding the market and many labels 
would die out. Others thoughr that im
pressive advances in national distribu
tion (their own growth) made future 
prospects for indie labels look very 
good. Other respondents also believed 
that indie labels will continue to be un
official farm clubs to the major labels' 
big leagues. 

What do you think will be the new 
trends in music? 
"Heavy metal will increase greatly. 
However, only the groups with a strong 

image and a more melodic structure to 
their music will survive." 

-David Richards, Azra Intl. 

"Industrial music is finding a growing 
audience throughout the world." 

-Jon Small, Gut Level 

"Music that is simple and heartfelt and 
rootsier is once again becoming impor
tant. People are getting away from car
ing about style and fashion and realiz
ing what's really important is what's 
between the grooves." 

-Sam Berger, Dutch East India 
"Psychedelic, fun, sixties-generally 
unselfconscious music that doesn't 
worry about fads or trends." 

- Tom Stevens, Sounds Good 

"If you can pick the trends, it's a very 
sad business." 

-Stephanie Ryskiewicz, Systematic 

'
1 Who cares.'' 

-Jacques Malot, Wamid, Inc. 

Generally speaking, which music for
mats (LP, 12" EP, 7", Cassette, Video) 
do you find the most marketable? 

The distributors say that albums are 
uniformly very marketable, while 12" 
£P's are doing well to very well. Sin
gles are not selling well at all, a step 
down form previous years. Responses 
were mixed on cassettes with equal 
numbers saying that they are selling 
very well, well, and poorly. Finally, of 
the markedly smaller number of distri
butors who sell videos, no one reports 
that they're selling very well. 

-David Wykoff 
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GET THEIR 
NEW ALBUM 

DISTRIBUTED BY: GREEN WORLD, IMPORTANT, DUTCH EAST INDIA, 
ROUGH TRADE, SOUNDS GOOD, DISC DU MONCE OR DIRECT FROM 
US: $6.00 + $1.00 POSTAGE. 

Music to break your heart 

. . and your lease. 
Bonemen of Barumba 
Driving the Bats thru Jerusalem 

Book of Lies 
Cryptic Memo 

"A hit." 
John Foster. Op 

.. the Bonemen are 
unusual party guests." 
Trouser Press 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

"Powerful and weird" 
Trouser Press 

" ... I went ga-ga . . ," 
Gary Sperrozza! NY Rocker 

" ... mesmerizing" 
Don Mcleese. Chicago Sun-Times 

BIG BLACK ... 12" EP "BULLDOZER" 
Fever Records 

621 South 41h 
Philadelphia 
19147 

Box 87610 
Chicago 
60680-0610 

Distribution by Important. House. Systematic. Gre'enworld, Rough Trade, WIN, 
and Midnig ht. Store inquiries welcome. 

Also available by mail. S4 50 prepaid Coming soon: Bonemeri of Borumbo LP 



AM ONE 
ROAD TO RECOVERY 

by Bretl Milano 

Who would've thought the Ramones could last 
this long? I mean, wouldn't you get tired of 
playing "Blitzkrieg Bop" after ten years? But after 
seven albums (with an eighth on the way), the fab 
four are the same noble underdogs they've always 
been. Commercial breakthrough may have been a 
lost cause years ago, but the brothers thrash on 
with the spirit of true believers. 

Backstage at the Channel, the Ramones are the 
same likeable bunch we've known all along. With 
fans milling about, it could be the backstage scene 
of Rock 'n' Roll High School, except that nobody 
is feeding alfalfa sprouts to Joey. The new face is 
Richie Beau, the band's third and best drummer, 
who filled in for a tour last spring and is now a 
full-fledged brother. The newest hairstyle belongs 
to Johnny, who's fully recovered from his street
fight injury last summer [BR #43). It's not his fav
orite subject to talk about, but Johnny assures fans 
that he and his guitar are just fine, and his current 
project is replying to the hundreds of fans who sent 
cards while he was in the hospital. (Joey also 
checked in for a few weeks, to tend to a foot infec
tion.) 

Onstage they're still ... ya know, da Ramones. 
They pound out two-minute headbangers, give you 
a few seconds to rest, then Dee Dee cuts loose with 
another "one-two-three-four." Does the magic still 
work? Suffice to say that a friend, who swore in 
the lobby that he was "too old for this shit," was 
jumping and hey-ho-let's-going with the loudest of 
them once the band hit the stage. 

But is it still exciting for the band to get onstage 
after going at it for nearly a decade? "It's more 
exciting now than it was before," says Joey. 
"Especially since Richie joined the band; I think he 
put the spirit back in . Before he joined, I was start
ing to get a little bored. Sometimes you get dis
couraged, y'know? But all that goes away when 
you play. It's so exciting when the kids start going 
nuts. That re-establishes everything." 

Some time ago the Ramones began two consecu
tive albums with songs about wanting to get on the 
radio, and they still haven't given up on the air
waves. "It gets frustrating that we haven't gotten 
there yet, especially after all these years . But it 's 
gratifying in one sense, because we've maintained 
what we originally set out to do. We've retained 
our self-respect, we didn't take the shortcut. As far 
as I'm concerned, there aren't any other bands 
playing rock and roll anymore. Everybody that was 
good broke up-the Buzzcocks, the Undertones, 
the Pistols. I guess Billy Idol's the only one left, 
but he's into this packaging now. He's found his 
niche with the slick image-the pretty punk boy. 
And I sure don't like what I've been hearing lately, 
all this Spandau Ballet shit. Elevator music." What 
about hardcore? "Well, Dee Dee likes it. He's a 
real fanatic." 

Joey's dislike for synth-pop is legendary, bul 
how did he feel when the Human League men
tioned "Johnny, Joey, Dee Dee, good times" in 
"The Things That Dreams are Made Of"? "Well, 
we were flattered," he shrugs . "I know this guy 
Adrian (Wright), who's in the band. It was flatter
ing, because the album was number one worldwide, 
and it's such a contrast, such total extremes, from 
us to them. The fact that they admire what we're 
doing is sort of rare for that kind of band. Most 
synthesizer bands don't want to know from any
thing. But I like the Human League- they've got 

Photos by Phil In Phlash 

Now that Johnny Ramone 
has fully recovered from last 
summer's streetfight injury 
the brudders are back on the 
road; preparing to record 
their eighth album; and 
promising to "recapture the 
old Ramones spirit." 

"Marky [Ramone] didn't leave the 
band, he was ... let go. He had a 
drinking problem. It was a thirst he 
couldn't quench. " 

-JOEY 

songs, a pop sensibility, there's some imagination 
in there. It's not all drum machines and synthesizer 
bullshit. And no stupid lyrics." 

The next album, which they started recording 
this month, marks something of a return to basics. 
The producers, Ed Stasium and Tommy Erdelyi 
(alias original drummer Tommy Ramone), haven't 
worked with the band since Road to Ruin in 1978. 
"We've got about 12 songs, with a lot of variety," 
promises Joey. "There's some hardcore stuff, some 
traditional Ramones, even a touch of metal. We 
want to recaptL.:re the old Ramones spirit." 

The band has p. ....,.. a game of "m usical produ-
cers" on the last few .....,s, working with people 
as diverse as Phil Spech. c'nd of the Century), 
10cc bassist Graham Gouldman (Pleasant Dreams), 
Tommy James/ Joan Jett producer Richie Cordell 
(Subterranean Jungle), and funk bassist Busta 
Cherry Jones (an unreleased '82 project). Since 
they wound up returning to their original producer, 
does that mean they weren't satisfied with the ex
periments? "Well, I liked the Spector album, but 
not everybody did," says Joey. "On 'Baby I Love 
You,' it wasn't even the band playing. It was an 
all-star cast, all the old Spector people. The only 
album l wasn't thrilled with was Pleasant Dreams. 
The songs were good, but the production wasn't 
tactful enough . It just didn't have the balls the 
other records had.'' 

As for Subterranean Jungle, it may be the first 
album in years that the whole band's been pleased 
with. "1t didn't sell as well as we would've liked, 
but it puts us back on top with people who were 
maybe becoming disbelievers. A lot of people at 
that time really weren't sure where we were head
ing, maybe they were gelling weary with our direc
tion. So that album was a big change after Pleasant 
Dreams.'' 

Subterranean Jungle has a lot more lead guitar 
than usual for the Ramones, along with a sus
picious credit giving special thanks to Heartbreak
ers guitarist Walter Lure. Joey was surprisingly 
willing to spill the beans: "Walter played all the 
lead guitar on that album, it was him and Johnny 
playing together. We don't usually use other guitar 
players, but I think Walter did a great job." Also 
guesting on the record was Heartbreakers drummer 
Billy Rogers, who filled in on "Time Has Come 
Today" after Marky Ramone was asked to leave. 
"Mark didn't leave the band, he was ... let go. 
He had a drinking problem. It was a thirst he 
couldn't quench." 

After the next album has been completed, Joey 
will be working on a solo record, most likely an 
EP, which he hopes to co-produce with Richie Cor
dell. "I want to do all my own songs, maybe a 
cover or two, but I'd rather keep it all original. I 
just want more freedom to do things that wouldn't 
fit in with the band. When I write a song, I hear 
every part-I hear a guitar part, a background, a 
keyboard, and I want it to be executed that way." 
Will the solo record be credited to Joey Ramone? 
"I was thinking of using another name altogether, 
but Warners wants it to come out under that 
name. But the Ramones name won't last forever, 
and I really feel I can do ·it on my own. I don't feel 
I need to use the name as a crutch." 

If this sounds like the beginning of the end, fear 
not: the Ramones just signed a new contract (from 
Sire to Warners), and the next album won't be the 
last. As for that commercial breakthrough, odds 
are the new album won't do it either. But look at it 
this way: we fans are having much more fun . * 
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One of the most 

important business meetings 

record career NAIRD CONVENTIO 

WHERE: 
Golden Gateway Holiday Inn 

San Francisco 

WHEN: 
May 3 - 6, 1984 

WHY: 
The perfect blend of workshops, 

Trade Show, and Social Events 

designed to encourage communication 

and growth of the record industry. *-~u ,~n~ ~n oo =, 
NAIRD 
6935 AIRPORT HWY. LANE 
PENNSAUKEN, NJ 08109 
(609) 665-8085 

NA/RD - 1981/- THE YEAR OF THE IND/ES 



WIRE 
TRAIN 

by Rob Tannenbaum 

A long, long time ago-even before Chuck Berry 
was born-a guy named Plato announced to every
one within earshot that if he was in charge, he'd 
toss all the poets and musicians out of Greece. 
They're a bad influence on people, Plato claimed, 
because they're concerned with emotions rather 
than logic. Put down your guitars, Plato advised 
youngsters (I'm paraphrasing loosely here-the 
Greeks only had lutes), and become a rational phi
losopher instead. 

Plato would have hated Wire Train, because the 
San Francisco quartet's fascination with detailing 
the vagaries of human emotion helps makes them 
the first vital new American band to surface in 
1984. The eloquent lyricism and mature melodicism 
of In a Chamber, Wire Train's debut album for 
415/Columbia, belies the fact that Kevin Hunter 
and Kun Herr began the band just two-and-a-half 
years ago, and that the group's current rhythm sec
tion has only been together for ten months. "Kurt 
and I met in college in San Francisco in 1982," re
calls Hunter. ''I asked him two questions: did he 
play music? And did he want to be in a band? His 
answer to both questions was 110." 

Hunter and Kerr cou ldn 't be more different in 
appearance, demeanor, and background. Hunter is 
thoughtful and lanky, bearing a strong resemblance 
to whichever Van Patten kid used to be in "The 
White Shadow.·• He studied literature in Europe, 
and wrote a couple of novels as a teenager. Herr, 
on the other hand, is shorter and darker, a blunt 
New Yorker with a street punk aura. In spite of 
their differences, they have learned to combine 
their skills toward coloring songs with affecting 
emotional moods. "Kevin had an idea that he 
wanted to be in a rock 'n' roll band," Herr ex
plains. "I'm not real comfortable working with 
words, but I found that Kevin would say some
thing, and I could feel it and express it on guitar so 
that if you removed the words, you would still feel 
the emotion." 

Once Herr had learned to play a few chords, he 
and Hunter formed a band which they audaciously 
named the Renegades. "We were very young and 
foolish," Hunter now says. "When we started, we 
didn't know how to play at all, but we had a lot of 
nerve. It was kind of a thrash-and-burn thing, 
because you have 10 use distortion boxes and loud 
amps to hide the fact that you can't play." In spite 
of the band's dubious instrumental ability, Howie 
Klein of 415 Records was interested in them. "He 
really liked the songs,'.' Hunter says, "and they 
were waiting for us to do something serious." 
When bassist Anders Rundblad, a veteran of a 
popular Swedish band, and Argentinian drummer 
Federico Gil-Sola fortified the band's tightness, 415 
was convinced, and they signed the Renegades just 
two months after the new rhythm section joined. 

The Renegades changed their name partly be
cause they had begun to disli 1-e it (Hunter: nit's 
sort of a cultural cliche"}, bt. mostly because a 
similarly-named band threatened them with a mas
sive lawsuit. Last spr ing, the band entered Auto
matt Studios in San Francisco and recorded In a 
Chamber with David Kahne (Romeo Void, Transla
tor, Red Rockers, Rank and File} producing. 

Like Steve Lillywhite and other well-known 
knob-twirlers, Kahne has a distinctive production 

sound, and Wire Train are already being compared 
to 415 label-mates Translator and the Red Rockers. 
"Before we started recording the album," Hunter 
explains with noticeable exasperation, "the Red 
Rockers album Good As Gold was just coming 
out, and Translator had only done their first 
album, so !here was no series of albums sounding 
the same . ln hindsight, I might have given [using 
Kahne] a second thought, only because so many 
people are asking aboul it, but I don't think the 
albums sound the same." "A lot of critics just 
don't have the patience to describe our music," 
offers Herr. "Our record comes from 415, and they 
have other 415 stuff, so the easiest thing to do is 
listen to the record once and say, 'It's the 415 
Sound.' There are certain tones which sound simi
lar (to Translator}, but I think there's a distinct dif
ference." 

"I think that when Translator puts out their next 
album," Hunter smiles, "people will say they 
sound like us." Obviously, simplistic critical com
parisons haven't dimmed Wire Train's sense of 
humor; when Herr complains about being com
pared to the Byrds, Hunter mentions that "Kun 
wanted to play a 12-string Rickenbacker but we 
couldn't afford one," and Herr argues that psyche
delic comparisons are ludicrous because "I don't 
even know what an arpeggio is." "We don't have 
the skill necessary to emulate another musical 
style," Hunter laughs. "What we've learned to 
play is yesterday's accidents." 

Though it was just released, In a Chamber was 
recorded a full eight months ago, and Wire Train 
now think that the LP is an outdated document. 
"We went into the studio and we didn't kno,, to 
say, 'What's going on here?"' Herr observes. "The 
album's a good start, but ii got overladen with 
echo and delay." 

Onstage at the Living Room in Providence 
earlier this month, Hunter seemed determined to 
prove his claim that "the album is really overpro
duced." The thoughtful restraint he demonstrated 
backstage disappeared onstage as Hunter led the 
band through all ten tracks from In a Chamber, 

plus six new songs and an unrecognizable cover Of 
the Stones' "Lady Jane" ("Raise your hand when 
you recognize this song," Hunter challenged the 
crowd, but few could identify it}. Since "Chamber 
of Hellos" had just started to get airplay, and 
"Never" had just entered MTV rotation, Wire 
Train faced a tough mid-week crowd that wasn't 
familiar with their music, but most of the 250 
cynics in attendance were dancing by the end of the 
night. And the band proclaimed the evening one of 
the biggest successes of their current "Serious 
Sleepingbag" wur (their girlfriends, you see, were 
left back on the coast}. 

Even on stage, the moods of the songs are 
crafted with obvious care. "When I start writing 
a song it has a certain emotional tone," Hunter ex
plains, "and Kurt has the ability to match the emo
tional tone of the lyric with a tone of a guitar. 
That's what's central to our sound." And indeed, 
the droning licks of "Never" suit its melancholy 
lyrics, just as the feedback intro to the exceptional 
"Everything's Turning Up Down Again" precedes 
the nightmarish intensity of the verses. 

But for all of Hunter's concern with expressing 
familiar emotions in new ways, each of the ten 
songs on In A Chamber coalesces in its chorus 
into a catchy, often sophisticated melody, He 
blanches when I suggest that Wire Train are basic
ally a pop band because they employ traditional 
rock structures, but Hunter does admit that "we 
understand that the form of the song will get 
people to listen to what we're talking about. We'd 
have to make up a new word for a pop band that 
has something more going for them than jus1 a 
hook. There's obviously a grey area in there.'' 

Thal grey area is the junction of experimentation 
and traditionalism, willful lyricism and shimmering 
melodicism, and it's an area that Wire Train 
occupy very well. "I'd like lO think we're in a 
healthy spot," Hunter concludes confidently. 
"We're making music that people can listen to, 
wi1h words and feelings that they can understand. 
It's electric Woody Guthrie, electric hobo 
music."* 
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···THE DRONGOS····················· 

From 1he end of the bar I could see 
Stanley Mitchell's left arm banging on 
the drums; Tony McMaster timing the 
swings on his bass to sync in with the 
women ducking to get into the bath
room; and somewhere behind the guy 
carrying ice Jean McAllister singing. 

Richard Kennedy was in his usual posi
tion, guitar blocking the only aisle. 
Feeling comfortably trashed, I was see-

ing the Drongos for the fifth tiine in as 
many months-all at the mid-LOwn 
Manhattan dive Tin Pan Alley. 

At first I thought "the Drongos" 
was the name of a Hoboken cover 
band, and got laughed at. Four years 
ago they came to New York from New 
Zealand, and since then have estab
lished themselves as one of the best, 
most consistent bar bands in New 
York. Bar band-i.e., they don't pose 
or pretend (or mind being referred to 

photo: Leslie Fratkin 

as a bar band). The Drongos play loud, 
sparkling, danceable songs that reflect 
so many influences, past and present, 
the sum total defies categorization. Af
ter years of shows at Tin Pan Alley, 
CBGB's, the Ritz, and other places, 
the Drongos played their first Boston 
show at Storyville last month. The 
band also recently finished an indepen
dently-produced album and are look
ing at contract offers. But when the 
weather's good, the Drongos still play 
the streets of lower Manhattan, 

throwing ou1 fast, edgy pop songs to 
draw in passersby. 

"Some bands that won't do the 
street," says Mitchell, "like the Lower 
East Side set-are forever wanting to 
be exclusive. They always want to be 
the first to come up with a diffcrenL 
sound. But then the instant they be
come popular, it seems like it's uncool. 
It's always the obscurity, working into 
obscurity. 

"We've found, playing on the street, 
that we'd have an incredibly mixed au
dience around us, and then we'd see 
people walking by who were obviously 
nightclubbers, and they'd be embar
rassed. You could read the embarrass
ment on their faces-they'd rather pay 
to see us at the Ritz." 

So, after all the work, the Drongos 
seem to have the right ideas and more 
than enough material. And of all the 
bands with whom I've talked, this one 
stands out for having the most open
minded, sane attitude around. As Mit
chell sees it : "A lot of rock 'n' roll 
bands preach to the converted. They're 
forever trying to get patted on the back 
by people whose criteria they know 
well. But the world's not like that." 

"The tradition in rock is to be ex
treme," Kennedy continues, "like the 
heavy-metal bands-they all want to be 
extreme men with balls of fire. Or the 
punk bands being so fucking outra
geous. We're not that extreme, but we 
warit to be effective. Extremely effec
tive."* 

···THE COCTEAU TWINS········ 

by Nick Gucci 

For introduction's sake, the Cocteau 
Twins are Robin Guthrie and Elizabeth 
Frazer, and together they create an in
toxicating blend of music, words and 
emotions. Their musical world is a 
richly embroidered cloth of pastel col
ors, a world they hold very close. 

Up until June of last year, the Coc
teau Twins were three: Guthrie on 
guitar and tapes, Frazer singing, and 
Will Heggie on bass. In the midst of a 

lengthy European tour supporting Or
chestral Manoeuvres, Heggie split and 
the band had to cancel the rest of the 
tour. "We did that big tour with Or
chestral Manoeuvres," Guthrie recalls, 
"and it ended up as bland. For me to 
enjoy it, it's got to be special. If you do 
it every night for three months, it's not 
special anymore." 

The new LP, Head Over Heels, re
leased on Britain's 4 A .O. label, was 
recorded in Edinburgh, Scotland with 

just Guthrie and Frazer. "The two of 
us went in to make Head Over Heels, 
and it was a case of not having any 
songs written," says Guthrie. "We 
wrote them in the studio. Then we re
corded it and produced it ourselves. It 
was much better, just the two of us." 

Frazer talks very little. She is a coy, 
pleasant woman with an infectious 
habit of giggling, and seems nearly as 
delicate as a butterfly, yet possesses a 
mesmerizing and powerful voice. "I 

worry about it," she remarks in her 
usual soft-spoken way. "I worry about 
whether or not I have a good voice be
cause I don't know what a good voice 
is, but I'd like to have one." 

Frazer's songs weave a trail of ab
stract images that blend perfectly with 
Robin's angular guitar style. Tile titles 
of the songs, like "Glass Candle Gren
ades," "When Mama Was Moth" and 
"Sugar Hiccup" are as oblique and 
mysterious as her lyrics. As Elizabeth 
tries to put the intangible into words, 
she breaks into laughter. "I just can't 
write 'I'll meet you at the candy store, 
yeah, yeah, yeah.' It's mostly just 
like ... well a word like 'Hitherto' (a 
song from their recently released EP 
Sunburst And Snowblind), something 
simple, yet it sounds so good. It feels 
good just to say it." 

Do they try to phrase words to form 
a good sound? 

"It turns out that way," she says. 
" It 's mostly picking words out. It's not 
deliberate, but it seems to work out 
that way. Some people say I must be 
embarrassed about the words or some
thing. I'm sort of confused about them 
myself. I'm trying to work it out too." 

Guthrie and Frazer communicate to 
each other with a personal language, 
one of jokes and puns, of smiles and 
smirks . Frazer giggles while Guthrie 
dishes out one-liners. More compelling 
than the textures and colors that mold 
their sound, the Cocteau Twins shim
mer with romance.* 



RECORD REVIEWS 

THE CURE 
Japanese Whispers 
Fiction/Sire, LP 

Some people simply hate the Cure. 
Some think they haven't done anything 
worth squat since 1982's gloomy Por
nography. And then there are those of 
us who find Robert Smith's slippery 
lust/love/pain-drenched tenor the best 
thing in romantic pop since Bryan 
Ferry crooned "Just Another High." 
This eight-song LP of reissues brings 
together a year's worth of fluff: the 
funky infectiousness of "Let's Go To 
Bed," the stately melancholy of "La 
Ment," and the wacko vaudeville jaun
tiness of "Love Cats." Nothing serious 
here, but if you're feeling wistful-and 
just a bit impudent-slap it on, grab a 
gin & tonic, and moan along: "Oh, the 
kiss ... so alcoholic and slow . " 

-Terri Sutton 

Condos"), Cars-sounding group
choruses, shiny synthesizer parts, 
backing vocals by the Rock in' Robins, 
and a little steel drum here and there. 
All in all, an interesting combination 
of modern tech sounds with a latin 
pulse. My only qualm: don't rely so 
much on the short, repeated guitar fig
ures, guys-I like it when you let loose 
with some real riffing. 

Eat Records, 400 Essex Street, 
Salem, MA 01970. -David Wykoff 

NEGATIVE APPROACH 
Tied Down 
Touch & Go, LP 

Tied Down is a swell balance of fast 
to medium thrashers from Michigan's 
premier hardcore band. While some of 
the strongest songs conjure up familiar 
hardcore raves ("Hypocrite" is IO 

Minor Threat what "Dead St0p" is to 
the OK's), "Evacuation" delves deep 
intO heavy metal. Still, the best of the 
bunch is a remake or their classic, 
"Nothing." The voca ls on all tracks 
are so raw they dry up your throat 
from listening tO them. Recommended, 
if you can take it. 

Touch & Go Records, P.O. Box 716, 
Maumee, OH 43537. -Mr. B 

THE DICKIES 
Stukas Over Disneyland 
PVC, EP 

Ever wonder what your penis would 
say if it could talk? Or what it's like tO 
have a hunchback girlfriend? The 
Dickies have the answers, and a whole 

>--------------~ lot more. This long-overdue comeback 

VINNY 
0/as De Sexo 
Eat Records 

0/as De Sexo, a debut LP by North 
Shore locals Vinny and Eat Records' 
latest release, is a surprisingly witty 
and tuneful record. Bandleader Ralph 
Fatello, singer /songwriter /guitarist/ 
co-producer (along with David Robin
son), gives Vinny a different sound by 
mixing new ingredients into a basic 
rock structure-latin rhythms (check 
out the bass part in "Waves"), a smat
tering of Italian lyrics ("Los 

finds the band as lovably ridiculous as 
ever, blasting through adrenalin 
anthems and even a pop love song or 
two. One problem: side one, recorded 
in 1980, beats the pams off side two, 
recorded early last year. But the new 
Dickies were back on track when they 
played the Rat in November, so hope
fully more twisted brilliance should be 
coming our way. (Answer tO question 
#I: it wou ld complain about the kind 
of company you keep.) 

PVC/ Jem Records, 3609 Kennedy 
Rd., South Plainfield, NJ 07080. 

-Brett Milano 

111 TkENEWWAVE 
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THE WIPERS 
Over The Edge 
Braineater, LP 

This is the music of America's youth 
-if only they knew it. Sincere, hard
edged, and unself-consciously ugly, 
The Wipers stake out a space between 
the intellectual/wimpy pop of R.E.M. 
or Translator and hardcore's some
times one-dimensional snarl. Greg 
Sage's guitar sta lks this defined terri
t0ry with ease, effortlessly utilizing 
touches of Hendrix (the steely delicacy 
of "The Lonely One"), R.E.M. (the 
jangling soar of "No One Wants An 
Alien"), and Black Flag (the "Dam
age"-esque "This Time") while 
achieving a signature tension and 
drive. Sage reveals the same diversity 
on vocals tO recall Jim Carroll's street
wise sass, Jerry Lee Lewis' maddened 
energy, and the hoarse fury of Fear's 
Lee Ying. Lyrically, lhe trio speaks 
from the loneliness or the outsider 
without cynicism-a real achievement 
from a band still relatively unknown 
after three albums. This is exhilarating 
rock 'n' roll-highly recommended. 

Braineater Records, Box J, Island 
Park, N.Y. 11558. -Terri Surran 

ECHO & THE BUNNYMEN 
"The Killing Moon" 
Korova, import 45 

Oh my, the Bunnies muddle much 
IOO much on "The Killing Moon," an 
unremarkable, melodramatic pop song 
if there ever was one. The nice chorus 
isn't salvation enough and the song 
meanders on endless ly without it. The 
8-side, "Do It Clean" (a clever tune 
swiped from their firs! album), packs 
both the emotional and musical punch 
that "Moon" sorely lacks. As a fol
lowup to the excellent Porcupine LP, 
"The Killing Moon" just won't do. 
Not recommended. -M,: B 

RASH OF STABBINGS 
Alive On Your Face 
No label, cassette 

The opening chords and verse of 
"Safe and Sound," the first song on 
this cassette, are melodic and softly 
sung by Carlotta Christy. Not more 

than a minute into the song, a single 
thud of Bob Giusti's drums propels the 
group into overdrive through a chorus 
of "Safe and sound/safe and sound." 
Most of the eight songs on Alive On 
Your Face are similarly structured, and 
all of them are ultimately satisfying. 
The anthemic "Banners," "Fight If 
It's Right," and "I Kill With Warn
ing" (previously released on the Living 
Room Compila1ion) should be put to 
vinyl-they'd make for a blazing EP. 

Rash of Stabbings, c/o Ken Goes, 
474 Chase Rd., N. Dartmouth, MA 
02747. -Shred 

SEX EXECS 
"My Ex"l"Ladies Man" 
Sex Execs, U" single 

After generating considerable 
response as one of radio's !Op-rated 
local songs (and a sharp video tO boot), 
Rumble runners-up the Sex Execs have 
released "My Ex" co further capitalize 
on the attention. It's a catchy, acces
sible tune with horn-hooked melodies 
you'll find repeating inside your head 
all day long. Even the group's cabaret 
troupe-style stage show translates well 
through the song's multi-layered pro
duction. In comparison, "Ladies 
Man" is a bit nat and under-developed 
but still manages a nice sax break. 

Execs, Box 8394, JFK Station, Bos-
ton, MA 02114. -Tristram Lozaw 

SIMPLE MINDS 
Sparkle in 1he Rain 
A&M, LP 

You'd think that teaming producer 
Steve Lillywhite with the Simple Minds 
would yield nothing but lush overkill, 
but instead Lillywhite has beefed up 
the drums and guitars. As a result, the 
band appears less intoxicated with their 
synthi-sheen and more able tO knock 
through their patented dreamy fog 
with a sharpness not heard from them 
before on cuts like "Waterfront" (the 
likely single), "Speed Your Love to 
Me," and "C Moon ... " Hell, they 
even cover Lou Reed's "Street 
Hassle." And you might mistake "The 
Kick Inside Me" as U2 on first listen. 

-Tristram Lozaw 
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Attention College and/ or 
Non-Commercial Radio 

Stations 
In our April issue we will publish a state by state listing of the 

nation's best college and/or non-commercial radio stations. If 
your station has not yet received a questionnaire that must be 
completed in order to be listed in this special issue, call or write 
immediately. 

739 Boylston St. #203, Boston, MA 02116 (617) 266-8787 

Issue Onsale: April 16, 1984 
Advertising Deadline: April 3, 1984 

NEW INDIE RELEASES 

Destiny Records: 31 Nassau Ave., Wilmington, MA, (617) 658-8391. Rude 
Awakening: "Wing & a Prayer" b/w "Decisions"; Release 2/84; Rockit 
Records, Enter, Etc., Record Rack . 
Diversified Records: 7 Florence St., E. Patchogue, NY 11772, (914) 238-4381. 
The Plague: Catch; Release 12/83. 
Friendly Angel Records: 238 Irvine Rd. #4, Lexington, KY 40502, (606) 
269-6738. Kiya Heartwood: Gravity; Release 2/84. 
Frodo Records: 6104 A Laird, Austin, TX 78757, (512) 453-0598. La Danza: 
La Danza; Release 12/ 83; Dutch East India. 
Northern Tier Records: Turf Meadow Rd ., Bedford, MA 01730, (617) 
275-2890. Northern Tier: How Long Can You Wait; Release 11/83. 
Piranha: c/ o D. Boulanger, P.O. Box 965, Southbridge, MA 01550, (617) 
765-5007. Joey Picasso: "Tough Guys" b/ w "Stop Telling Me No" and 
0 Victim of Vice" (EP); Release 1/84; Artistek. 
Rational Records: P.O. Box 1920, Davis, CA 95617, (916) 753-1675 . Game 
Theory: Distortion (EP); Release 2/84; Greenworld, Dutch East India, 
Systematic, Important, Sounds Good. 
Red Music: 810 Longfield Rd., Philadelphia, PA 19118, (215) 233-5669 . 
McRad: Dominate Force; Release 2/84. Ruin: He-Ho; Release 2/84. Bunny
drums: PKD; Release 9/83. 
Ribbetapes: 39 Simpson Dr., Framingham, MA 01701, (617) 877-9106. The 
Beatniks: BOB-Birth of the Beatniks; Release 1/84; Guerilla Warfare. 
Smersh: 337 William St., Piscataway, NJ 08854. Smersh: Cash; Release 1/84. 

Boston Rock publishes this free listing of new independent 
releases monthly. To have your record and/or tape listed, complete 
this coupon and return by mail (no phone~ns please). 

Issue# Listins; Deadlines Ad Deadline Onsale Date 
BR #49 Feb. 24 Mar. 6 Mar. 19 

BR #50 Mar. 3 Apr. J Apr. 16 

BR #51 Apr. 20 May I May 16 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

CIRCLE JERKS 
Golden Shower of Hils 
Allegiance Records, LP 

This may be the most polished hard
core album ever made. The opening 
"In Your Eyes" has that familiar two
chord thrash, but after that the songs 
get longer and more controlled. On the 
metallic "Rats of Reality," complete 
with overdubbed guitars, the Jerks 
could pass for Van Halen. War pro
ducer Jerry Goldstein does what Phil 
Spector did for the Ramones: he makes 
every chord ring clear without losing 
the basic drive. 

Lyrically, the Jerks have no preten
sions: they're louts and they know it. 
Still, they can come up with a smart 
line when you least expect one: "High 
Price On Our Heads" is a convincing 
eleventh-hour survival song, and 
"Junk Mail" concerns a nuisance 
familiar to us 311. The title track, sure 
to get the most airplay, is a hilarious 
"Stars on 45"-type medley that gives 
songs like "Afternoon Delight" and 
"Having My Baby" exactly what they 
deserve. It makes a great finale, but 
this album would be strong enough 
without it. 

Allegiance Records, 7525 Fountain 
Ave., Hollywood, CA 90046. 

-Breu Milano 

MAGIC MOSE AND HIS ROYAL 
ROCKERS (featuring BLIND SAM) 
Between Grief and Nothing . 
Arf Arf Records, EP 

Magic Mose and crew are tough to 
put a finger on. The half dozen (or so) 
eccentric ' 1 pop" songs here are rem
iniscent of Mothers of Invention-era 
Zappa. The offbeat tunes and zen-like 
lyrics are best exemplified in the re
frain, "Dating a witch beats dating a 
nun," from the opening song. This sec
ond Magic Mose record of intriguing 
"Musique Noire" has again been spot
lessly produced by Erik Lindgren. 

Arf Arf Records, P.O. Box 954, E. 
Dennis, MA 02614. -Marc English 

MUSICAL YOUTH 
Dijferem Style! 
MCA, LP 

Pre-adolescent or not, Musical 
Youth are still the best reggae/pop 
band since the English Beat. They may 
lack the Bear's flair for incisive lyrics, 
but they put an addictive hook inlO 
every tune, and their 15-year-old bass
ist can drive a rhythm with the best of 
them. This time they've gotten funkier, 
and made a party record with class. 
Their second album is more polished 
than the debut, and abandons the do
it-yourself approach. This time there's 
only three original songs (all loose jams 
and the record's low points), and back
up musicians appear on horns and key
boards. Superstar guests also show up: 
Donna Summer joins for a jokey duet 
on "Sixteen"; there's a witty new song 
by Stevie Wonder, and an unusually 
thoughtful one ("No Strings") by Boy 
George. The band is always equal to 
their material, even doing a convincing 
version of Desmond Dekker's "Shanty 
Town," with new lyrics about 007. 
Does this mean they've heard of Bos
wn's best ska band? -Breit Milano 

NINA HAGEN 
Fearless 
Columbia, LP 

Nina Hagen's vocal contortions arc 
good for a novelty single, but over a 
whole album it's enough to make you 
reach for your revolver. Hagen has a 
remarkable range and can stretch her 
voice from a bullfrog croak to a fire
siren screech-but she insists on doing 
both in practically every song. There's 
an occasional provocalive lyric, but 
lhey get lost in cosmic si ll iness; and 
Giorgio Moroder's ultra-s lick disco 
arrangements are out of place . The 
single "New York, New York," and 
the mutated rap number "What It ls" 
are clever and fun; the rest is best 
suited tO vexing the neighbors. 

THE CUCUMBERS 
The Cucumbers 

-Breu Milano 

Fake Doom Records, EP 
More pleasant pop-rock from (where 

else?) Hoboken, New Jersey. The 
Cukes, who are fronted by singers/gui
tarists/songwriters Deena Sashkes and 
Jonathan Fried, strip their instrumen
tation way down, and their minimalist 
melodies are faintly reminiscent of the 
early Bongos (but without the Bongos' 
compulsive rhythms). Most folks rave 

'about "My Boyfriend," a girl groupish 
ditty about what he doesn't do and 
how she likes it, but I'm more 
enamored with the less chirpy second 
side of the EP-especially the drawn
out "Go Ahead And Do It." 

Fake Doom Records, Box 1698, New 
York, N.Y., 10116. -Da.,id Wykoff 

THE MISFITS 
EarthA.D. 
Plan 9, LP 

Death comes ripping on this snarling 
new release from the recently dis
banded Misfits. While their previous 
LP, Walk Among Us, failed LO capture 
the band's live intensity, the blistering 
a1tack apparent on all nine songs here 
totally blows away any earlier releases. 
Once again, vocalist Glen Danzig and 
crew take us on an excursion through 
Herschell Gordon Lewis land-espe
cially on cuts like "Demonomania," 
where the Misfits seem 10 revel in their 
own ghoulishness, and "Death Comes 
Ripping," a full, frontal assauh in a 
style only the Misfits are capable of. 
Faster and more full bodied than ever, 
the Misfits bow out in style and power. 

Plan 9, P.O. Box 3112, Grand Cen
tral Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10163. 

THE POINT 
Magic Circle 
WarfRat, LP 

-Mike Giller 

Unlike many bands associated with 
the '60s revival, the Point don't drone 
on with a one limited style/big blur 
approach. They can write songs, dif
ferent ones, and they mix garage psy
chedelia, '70s punk, and timeless pop 
as well as any. Standouts include the 
title cut, the rave-up "She's Gone Too 
Far," Gary Valentine's "I Like Girls," 
and the Farfisa instrumental "Streets 
of Warsaw." 

WarfRat, P.O. Box 25A39, LA, CA 
90025 . -Tristram Lozaw 



RECORD REVIEWS 

VIOLENT FEMMES 
"Ugly"/"Gimme the Car" 
Slash, 45 

Violent Femmes fans are already 
dancing to this, the V.F. 's latest release, 
and there's no reason why this single 
should be overlooked by any real music 
fan. 

The band's sound and Gordon 
Gano's lyrics and vocals are more rest
less and desperate than normal in 
"Gimme the Car," their ode to the 
miseries of growing up and getting 
girls. "Ugly" features an upbeat confi
dence in Gano's voice ("you're so 
UGLY . .. why would I lie to you?") 
backed by the V.F.'s trademark sound 
-acoustic guitar, damp snare, and 
deep, hollow bass. -Sue Brisk 

VARIOUS 
The Ar/ Ar/ Contemporary Music 
Sampler Volume I 
Arf Arf, LP 

There's a new Boston compilation 
out. Yup, another one. But this one's 
put together by the Jingle King, Erik 
Lindgren. Yeah, you know, the guy 
who plays in the Space Negroes and 
Bird Songs of the Mesozoic, and who 
does those catchy radio commercials . 
So he put together this 14-tune record, 
with Willie ' 1 Loco" Alexander, Bird 
Songs, and Bob Suber (ex-Suade Cow
boys) all throwin' in a song. It's pretty 
weird stuff ya know. Some of it's silly, 
but cool, like the 2x4's rendition of 
"Midnight Hour," and Pink Negroes' 
cover of "Sex Bomb." But most of it's 
just silly, really. 

Arf Arf Records, P.O. Box 954, East 
Dennis, MA 02641. -Mr. B 

BAM BAM 
Try 
Cassette, no label 

SKIN 
Pointless Spearhead 
E.O.D., cassette 

Barn Barn and Skin, relatively new 
Boston bands that have been playing 
out together, are two increasingly 
popular practitioners of rhythm 
methods for dance floors public and 
private. 

Barn Barn are disciples of the Talking 
Heads/Byrne-Eno school of poly
beats. Full of brisk uptempo grooves 
and metrical patterns that are best 
shown here on 1 'All the Rage,'' their 
studied rhythms transfer well to their 
new three-song cassette, produced by 
Mr. Curt. Barn Barn nestle themselves 
into intricate, heady open-ended 
grooves that work to subtle, cataloptic 
climaxes. (No address given.) 

Skin's 7-tune .tape, which comes 
velcroed to a booklet, more closely 
follows the rock-steady precepts of 
James Brown. Their debt to the god
father of soul, however isn't as ap
parent as in their live show, where their 
solid bass/ drum foundations and 
smooth rhythm guitar are punctuated 
by fiery horn arrangements that are 
missing on the tape. Skin's well-laid 
songs are loose enough for levity (" 1 
Ain't Takin Out Your Trash"), with 
strong, beat-heavy cadences that are 
tempered by an infectious swing. 

E.O.D., PO Box 238, Kenmore Sta
tion, Boston 02215. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

THE PRETENDERS 
Learning to Crawl 
Sire, LP 

The Pretenders have come to define 
the new-wave mainstream, but it's im
possible lo be cynical about them any
more: this is a brilliant record, even for 
those of us who weren't convened by 
the first two. The new Pretenders are a 
better band than the old, with the sur-' 
face gloss removed and a tense energy 
added. The rockers have the feel of 
emotion stretched tO breaking point. 
"I Hun You" snarls and threatens; 
and "Middle of the Road" finds Ms . 
Hynde rejecting the live-fast lifestyle 
even while the music celebrates it. The 
funk numbers achieve a nervous ten
sion that the old band always strived 
for: "Time the Avenger" may borrow 
its riff from "Mystery Achievement," 
but the new song's pulsing buildup is 
far more dramatic. And the slow num
bers are gorgeous-' 'Thin Line 
Between Love and Hate" has the best 
harmonies in Pretenders hist0ry, and 
"2000 Miles" has the most warmth 
Chrissie's ever shown on record. (One 
complaint: as usual, they've broken 
their promise not to put the singles on 
the album.) Anything the Pretenders 
released would probably be hai led as a 
classic; but this time the praise is 
deserved. -Breit Milano 

THE DARK 
Don't Feed the Fashion Sharks 
Relativity, EP 

"You're not alone in this dark
world," sings Jace Wilson in "Dark
world," the Dark's pay-ticket to 
MTV's Basement Tapes. Actually, he's 
got it backwards-it's the Dark that's 
not alone in this world of Roxy-influ. 
enced and Ocasek/New Models man
nered vocals syncro-dance bands. 

Although the synthesizer washes 
come on a little strong, Roger Greena
walt 's superb guitarwork often fights 
its way upfront. And if your main in
terest is on the dance floor, then slap all 
of side two onto your boogie tapes. On 
"Better Than That," the album's best 
cut, Wilson tones the vocal efforts 
down and discovers a heartfelt sincer
ity to go with the song's simple melody. 

Relativity Records, 149-03 New York 
Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11434. 

-David Wykoff 

BUTTHOLE SURFERS 
Alternative Tentacles, EP 

The Residents at a beach party? 
Dead Kennedys as produced by Cap
tain Beefheart? The Buttholes-who 
claim they chose their name for com
mercial reasons-aren't merely eccen
tric, they're just plain weird. Ever 
wanted to hear two different songs 
about smoking Elvis Presley's toe
nails? Or a rap-meets-hardcore number 
entitled "The Shah Sleeps in Lee Har
vey's Grave"? "Something" repeats a 
single line until you can't take it any 
more, then repeats it some more until 
you get to like it. They've got a sax 
player who can't find the beat, and a 
rhythm section that won't help him 
look. Do I like this record? Yes-and 
that's what scares me. 

Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 
11458, San Francisco, CA 94I01. 

-Brett Milano 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

THE FOOLS 
OU/ of My Head 
Invasion, import EP 

This is the great rock record that the 
Fools never got to make when they 
were with EMI. Now siripped down LO 
a four-piece, the band sounds a lot 
more spirited than ever before, and the 
hooks are sharper. On the best tracks
the title song and ''Rock 'n' Roll 
Heart"-their kick-it-out feel could 
pass for vintage Slade. Old fans may 
miss the sense of humor-after all, this 
is the band that wrote "Psycho 
Chicken"-but the Fools have finally 
delivered the goods as no-nonsense 
rockers. All mainstream records 
should be this much fun. 

-Brei! Milano 

ART IN THE DARK 
Something El~e Records, EP 

Obviously misnamed, Art in the 
Dark is enthusiastic, blissful guitar pop 
from Athens, Georgia, once again 
arriving under the wings of producer 
Mitch (dB's, REM, Let's Active) 
Easter. Though the lyrics are some
times undercooked, the material on 
this 4-song EP is dripping with those 
"pop sensibilities" that make the new 
Southern rock so attractive . 

Something Else, PO Box 3287, NYC 
10185. -Tristram Lozaw 

RAIL 
Arrival 
Passport Records, LP 

I should've known better than to 
listen to an album with the MTV logo 

on the front and back covers. It's not 
quite pop and not quite heavy metal, 
just a bland shot from the corporate 
zone. Lyrics would be offensive if they 
weren't so pathetic ("you're a cheater, 
yes, a two-timing woman, hooyeah''), 
and the lead singer sounds like his 
pants are much too tight. If this is the 
video revolution, I'm sticking with 
Gilligan's Island. 

Passport Records, 3619 Kennedy 
Rd., South Plainfield, NJ 07080. 

-Bretl Milano 

ABORTION SQUAD 
Cassette 

And you thought there were no 
punks in N.H. besides GG Allin. Man
chester's Abortion Squad have just re
leased an energetic, cleanly recorded 
twenty-two song cassette. Although Lhe 
vocals are a bit too hurried and the 
lyrics at times generic ("No Au1hority 
No Rules"), Abortion Squad's mate
rial is both playable and memorable. 
GG, eaL your heart out! 

Abortion Squad, 131 Woodbine 
Ave., Manchester, N.H. 03103. 

-Mike Gitter 

AWODA 
''Trucks'' 
Galt, U II single 

~ Designed for the dance market, 
AWO DA couples ethnic polyrhythms 
and a black box beat with strong vocals 
and artful mixing to produce a sure bet 
for your feet, though your head might 
not agree. 

Galt, 209 18th Ave., Bayside, NY 
11360. -Tristram Lozaw 

~--------------------------' -~ ---------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------

(His lt is i• Cassette for 11 
OIIJ.) 
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THE NEW DEAL 

make a buck connect the dots 

Send $2.95 (postage paid) to: 
Box 8912, JFK Station 
Boston, MA 02114 
or pick it up at your record store! 
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CELEBRITY SECRETS 

NEXT 
DEADLINE 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 6 

NEDJA 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28 

of charting of that sLUff," comments 
Wyatt. 

While the NEDJA has been charac
terized as Boston's "black pool" 
("mostly 'cause I'm black," laughs 
Wyatt), the association does not deal 
primarily in one musical style or genre, 
according to Wyatt. "Perception-wise, 
they think we just do funk, but our reg
ular record stores and companies know 
that we basically just push and report 
the hottest music that's happening that 
we've gotten.'' 

Record companies and bands alike 
receive what-other than airplay-is 
probably the most valuable service pro
vided by the NEDJA (and pools in gen
eral): response to their product. For 
every record sent to the NEDJA, the 

40 Boston Rock #48 

respective company, band, producer, 
and even manager receive written feed
back in the form of a rating sheet. 
With the dj's names listed down the 
side of the sheet, records are rated 
from one to a high five in terms of 
audierice response, pressing quality, the 
dj's personal reaction, and his or her 
judgement as to its comparative worth 
in relation to other radio tunes. Com
panies can also call in for immediate 
feedback on recent releases. 

In addition, Wyatt is launching a 
new plan to ex tend record feedback: 
the NEDJA Tea Party. From 4-6:00 
p.m. every Friday, Wyall and all inter
ested parties will gather at his office to 
drink tea ("for real!"} and li sten to 
"whatever test pressing and tapes that 
I get in during that week. Whoever 
comes in, we'll just screen it, and the 
companies can call and find out what 
the particular product is doing." 

The Friday Tea Parties also present a 
marvelous opportunity for fledgling 
bands to obtain immediate feedback 
on recorded material. Urges Wyatt: 
"Just bring the tape over-I'm in my 
office Wednesday and Friday-or 
make a special appointment." Having 
done some studio work himself, Wyatt 
says he doesn't mind demo material: 
"I like listening to it, giving opinions 
on what it could do in relation to what 
I do." 

Although Wyatt is most familiar 
with r&b, funk, techno-pop, and dance 

LISA LIPS 
WXKS 
HEROES: Ham & cheese, It a lian cold cuts, steak & cheese, bur no steak bombs! 

VILLAINS: Duran Duran, M-TV, Cathy Rigby. 

STIMULANTS: White white wine (Sorry, UB40), Lite Beer, caffeine-I'm one of the coffee 
''underachievers.'' 

REPULSIONS: Late arternoon, watching Matt Siegel eat a sandwich & then do a train wreck. 

INSPIRATIONS: Boy George, PeeWee Herman, Madame Curie. 

FAVORITE SOAP: General Hospital ....... s1ill. 

FAVORITE SOAP STORYLINE: Mark' s yeah-a problem on "All My Children." 

MOVIES YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE LIVED: Allock of rhe 50 Foor Woman, Raiders 
of the Lost Ark, and Wild Style. 

WRITERS: Anyone on the National Enquirer staff. 

FAVORITE SONG RIGHT THIS MINUTE: "On The Upside" by Xena. 

SONGS I WOULD LIKE NOTTO HEAR AGAIN IN MY NATURAL LIFETIME: "Truly" 
by Lionel Ritchie & anything off the F/ashdance soundtrack. 

FIRST ALBUM EVER BOUGHT: Who's Nexr. 

RECORD YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE MADE: "Wishin' on a Star" by Rose Royce. 

DREAM DATE: Michael Jackson with both gloves on! 

AMBITION: To take Madge's place on the Palmolive commercials, " .. you' re 
soaking in it." 

PERSON WHOSE BONES YOU'D LIKE TO JUMP ON: Sorry, can' t tell you that. 

photo: Roger 0. Farrington 

music, he has an open mind: "I defi
nitely enjoy listening to new music-I 
love that excitement. That 's part of 
what I live for-it's one of the things 
that's kept me going in the busi
ness ."* 

listed below is information on Bos
ton's two record pools, as well as on 
Rockpool, a national organization 
focusing on alternative music. 

NEDJA, 25 Huntington Ave., Bos
ton, MA (617) 247-1144 

The Boston Record Pool, 636 Bea
con St., Boston, MA (617) 536-2094 

Rockpool, 50 West 29 St., NY, NY 
10001 (212) 686-7410 

I 
Seattle 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE II I 

provides sounds for all sorts of events. 
Kenny G. (for Gorelick) performs with 
his own group when he's not touring 
and playing sax with the Portland
based Jeff Lorber Fusion. Vocalist Er· 
nestine Anderson also tours constantly 
and sometimes appears at her Pioneer 
Square club, Ernesline's. 

Another Pioneer Square attraction is 
the musical punk-rock comedy Angry 
Housewives. This play features several 
tunes by composer Chad Henry, and 
has become Seattle's longest-running .I H • • I show at the Pioneer Square Theater. a Wall There's even an Angry Housewives 45: 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11 "Eat Your Fucking Cornflakes" 
~-------------' backed with "Man From Glad" on 
ing mess of noise. Some people say the 
group sound like the early Clash, but 
it' s more like the Furs. 

SRO (Slamming Room Only)-A 
new hardcore band in the tradition of 
American punk. The members are 
older than the other rough-edged 
groups, ranging from 18-to-24 as 
opposed to the high school kids, but 
they come off as the more aggressive 
band. 

Yes, even amid sun-broiled tourists 
and Don Ho muzak, Hawaii's under
ground music survives-and thrives. 
Aloha! 

Square Records. 
Seattle has spawned one of the most 

successful free monthly music and en
tertainment tabloids in the country, 
The Rocket. There's also a locally pro
duced TV show titled R.E. V. which 
showcases videos from Jetburg groups 
interspersed with new releases from na
tional acts. Local recording and video
taping industries are flourishing. 

The Northwest sound-with its base 
in rhythm 'n' blues-has branched out 
into every musical form imaginable. 
What's that? Sounds funky? It's just 
Seattle calling.* 



TWO 
MILLION 

a.c. 
Rock and Destroy 

(~()JIJl()N 
l)l~N()JIIN1\'l'()ll 

march 
7«» jumpin jack flash 

8«» s toryville 
12 «» rat 

20 CHANNEL 

. b ' J um O S ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX 

1133 Broadway 
Somerville, MA 02144 (617) 623-9508 

Tue. Feb. 21 Pleasure Point• Group 5 
Wed. 22 
Thur. 23 
Fri. 24 
Sat. 25 
Sun.26 Klaxxon 
Tues. 28 Powerglist 
Wed. 29 The Scheme 
Fri. March 2 Moulin Rouge • Phretts 
Sat. 3 
Tues. 6 
Wed.7 
Fri. 9 
Sat. 10 
Sun. 11 
Tues. 13 

'Wed. 14 

Sons of the Beach 

Royal Air Force 
College Party 
College Party 

y A• Pleasure Pointe 
• Jackie Lee Williams 

Call Jumbo's 4-7 p.m. daily: Rick or Mickey 
623-8177 

new tape: "DANGEROUS LIVES" 
Hear it on: 
WAAF 
WBCN 
WBRU 
wcuw 
WERS 
WFNX 
WICN 
WMBR 
WMWM 
WZBC 

veti;~s 
~~FECT STRANGERS (Mo U™t!) 

Appearing 
Tue . Feb. 28 - Jack 's, Cambridge Request it 

P.O. Box 2228 
Worcester, MA 01613 

Tue. Mar. 13 - The Rat, Boston 
Tue. Apr. 10 - Storyville, Boston 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC EXHIBIT 
Innersleeve Record Shop 

111 Brighton Ave., Boston 
FEB: Astronaughts, Daze of Trance, 

Come Hear The Music! (10a.m.-8p.m.) 

ru,·ol S! tM1 .. ,1,,.,_,,.,,, )(I( ,r, .. 1, 

Harlequin• Acddcnts 

\\,·<Ii 

Red PrimitiYc Romance• hildrcn or Puadi11e 

~-" IU 
Lyres• Human Switchboard • Rash of St;i.bbings 

lu, H SI INl.,ot,,,,, .. ,,,, -~,< dr.,I< 

Vip,:r • Darling 

\\o·,I H $1 IKl."I"""'"";-,< ,h,,B 

Anonymous Passion • Loose Tics• The Pack 

Fcclics 

'>.11 Ji ,\ll,\1(,-, [).,, -,i,.,,._ (.,II~ .. , Jm,.., 

Fcclics 

Certain Generals • Band of Outsiders 

... ,,J+ 
The Flc1htoncs 

645 BEACON ST. 
KENMORE SO. 
ADVENTURES 

IN ROCK ' 

Wed. Feb. 29 
WMBR & The Late 

Risers Club present their 

Sadie Hawkins Show 
PSYCHO, 

VOLCANO SUNS, 
BLACKJACKS, 

TURBINES & THE 
WORLD'S WORST 

BLUES BAND 
Admission $3.00 or Just $1.00 for 
Late Risers Club Card Holders 

ATTN. BANDS 
This space costs 

$15.00 
... or just $ 30. 00 for three issues. 
Send i!.d copy (2 ¼"x l ½) and payment to: 

Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St. 1203 , Boston 
MA 02116. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

ROCK 
AND SAVE UP TO $12.00 OFF 
THE NEWSSTAND PRICE! 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St. Rm. 203 

Boston, MA 02116 

0 Ten Dollars for ten issues. 
D Eighteen Dollars for twenty issues . 

D Check-or money order enclosed 
D Please charge to my Visa or t,,,\aster Card 
______ exp. __ _ 

s19nature _______ _ 

Name ________ _ 

Address _______ _ 

City __ State __ Zip __ 

I Air mail and/or overseas add 52.00 per issue I 
I ·-----------------
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K·K PROFFIT 

Wednesday February 22 
Monday February 27 

Jumbos 
The Rat 

Wednesday March 7 Jacks 
Monday March 19 Jumpin' Jack Flash 

Fri. Feb . 24 

Sat. Feb. 25 

Sat. Mar. 3 

Fri. Mar. 9 

Sat. Mar. 10 

Sun . Mar. 11 

Fri . M ar.1 6 

Sat. Mar. 17 

Sun . Mar. 18 

Wed. Mar. 21 

Fri. Mar. 30 

Sun . April 15 

Thur. April 19 

$2 .50 Dance Party ... Lyres, Del Fuegos & Lifeboat 

Live 'BCN Broadcast Jon Butcher Axis 
Lifters, Lynn LaPrad 

John Cafferty & Beaver Brown 

Stampers, Johnny A & Turbines 

Joe Perry Project, Preview 

Clancy Brothers 

The Lines, Foreign Legion 

November Group 

all ages U.K. Subs 

James Brown 
Echo & The Bunnymen 

Let 's Active, Birdsongs of the Mesozoic 

all ages Black Flag, Hammer Down, Nig Heist 

BoDiddley 

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
MARCH 4TH 

AT STORYVILLE 

myrna 
J.OY 

'l'WIST AND FIJ!3K 

617-666-9266 

EDTABELAEP 
3 Trks. Feat. Schemers 
AVAILABLE NOW AT 
NEWBURY COMICS 

Or $2.50 Post Paid 
From-T-Street Records 

135 Central Ave. 
East Providence, RI 02914 

... 
Scotch~ S•unds , 

\\-~J f.\, ll 

The Drive wilh The Zone 
Thul'.h·t-. 2l 

Midnight Traveler with Cerebus 
fri.,FMI.U 

T he logistics 
-..,t f.t, H 

Ball & Pivot with T he Drive 
Sun .. F.b.26 

Euphoria 
h, M.u,h2 

Jon Bu tcher Axis 
S.u.M.1r,h I 

Jon Pousette-Dart 

"'"'. M.uch ~ 
T he Crabs 
Tue,, ~-1.u,h b 

The Boston Brats 
h,_ \1.,,hi 

The Stompers 
h, \l,ir,h !t> 

GirlsNijl:htOut 
",, ~1.u,h 17 

John Cafferty & The Beaver Brown Band 
h ~!.,ah !1 

The Ramones 

EVERY MONDAY 
A LL,.STAR COMEDY N IGHT! 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacent to Westgate Lanes 

584-1694 



16 
SOMEBODIES 

0 Sixteen" 
t AS~l Tl I 

Sixteen 11e11· s011fis, 
nearly an hour of music 

Attention Bands 
This Space Available for 

$20.00 
.. or $40.00 for three issues. 

Send ad copy (2!/4 "x2") and payment to: 

! 
Boston Rock. 739 Boylston St., 1203, 

Boston MA 02116 

SEX 
IN 
MIAMI 
have it now 
on 
Intense City Records 
PO Box 1657, NY, NY 10009 

also thru: 
Important & Dutch East India 

• 

·273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
f401J 521-2520 

Locat~ in the Cic Complc-x 
Frtt Parking 

Tue Feb. 21 Worcester invasion: Creatures of Habit 
$2.00 Trouble Boys• Los Hollywood 

Hollowbodles 

wed 22 DJ Dance Party 
we pay $1.00 at door 
Thu 23 Blind Dates • Time zero 
Record Release 
Party 

Fri 24 
$3.00 

Sat 25 
$5.50 

Mon 27 
$5.00 
Thu March 1 
All ages! 
$7.50 

Sat 3 
New Paper 
Party $3.00 

Fri 9 
$2.94 
WHJY Night 

Sat 10 
$7.50 

Tue 13 

Sat 17 

Mon19 

Beatles Party with The Schemers 
Tribe Numbers • Schetles 
John Cafferty & The Beaver 
Brown Band 
The Backbeats 

FRED FRITH 
"FOOi For The City'" "Slow Ride," "I Just 
wanna Make Love To vou." 
Foghat 
F.Sharp 
Hi Beams 
Deranged Deranged !formerly Flock 
of Egos> Rash of stabbings • Life 
Boat 
Guest M.C. Pete Cronin - Rock ·n Roll 
Troubador 
Preview 

Neighborhoods 

UK SUBS 
Fri 23 ALIEN SEX FIEND 

Proletariat •1 
:~~Af.~11~~5 BLACI( F~G - I 
s5.50 Hamn:,erdown • N1g-He1st • 

Idle Rich 
Living Room tickets available at 

Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 
Living Room Box Office. 

N
SOUA!ME 

MEN'S 
BAR 

Tue Feb 21 
Skin 

Guilty Party 
Wed 22 

John Lincoln Wright and 
The Sour Mash Boys 

Thur 23 

Fri 24 
Rods & Cones 

Angry Young Be~ 
Sat 25 

SKAtterbrains 
Sun 26 

Paul Rishell Band 
Mon 27 

Silver Lining __ _ 
Tue 28 

Members Klezmer 
Conservatory Orchestra 

Eastern Shuttle 
Les Miserables ---

Wed 29 
John Lincoln Wright and 

The Sour Mash Boys 
Fri March 2 

Til Tuesday 

Sun 4 
Paul Rishell Band 

Wed 14 
10,000 Maniacs 

491-9672 
1350 Cambridge St. 

Inmon Sq., 
Cambridge· 



SEND US YOUR LOGO FOR A FREE 
PROOF OF A+ BUTTON + CtfSTOMED 

#lDES _IGNED TO PROMOTE YOUR J•yj' 
.',, jlr), # GROUP FOR AS LITTLE 
AS $40 PER 100 BUTTONS. 

radiobeat 
RECORDS 

~- 0 · e:,o)( 75 
A/15:To/\J, M A 

D21)l/ 
U·S·/-1" 

\ 

~~'!TO.v,S 
~ i::rby,::r ~ 
Gregory Wilson 

P.O. Bez 3i~ 
Fl:rei::e. Mass. 
010 5 0 

c-~,..<:l\MIINJ-iftN,;;111""' 
fK,o 1G.li. 

_c;co\LAND 
\0· I ; ... 

SOMA HOLIDAY 

WE OFFER THE BEST IN ALTERNATIVE ANO PRO
GRESSIVE ROCK. IN ADDITION, WE FEATURE REG
GAE, SOUL, BLUES, ALTERNATIVE, AND DANCE 
MUSIC ON "SPECTRUM" 6-JOPM MON-FRI, AS WELL 
AS JAZZ AND FOLK ON THE WEEKENDS. TUNE IN 
ANO CHECK US OUT! %5 WJUL-LOWELL 

REAL UNDERGROUND RADIO 
Inside Line 

459-0579 

WJUL, 1 University Avenue, Lowell, Mass. 01854 



'Try' • I THE 3- SONG 
GASSET TE 

Available Al 

Newbury Comics, 
Rockit AecordsJ 
The Coop 

Produced by Mr Curt 

VIDEO LIP SYNCS 
$500 and up 

For consultation call Jllff Hudson 
Productions (617) 266-3198 

SYNCLAVIER II 
WORKSHOP 

Two week workshop with the 
Synclavier II Digital Synthesizer. 

Heid at the BEEP Studio. 

Call Robert Ceely at (61n 731-3785 for information. 

MUSICIANS 
Crea.live guitars and 
keys/sym h needed to form 
mostly original new rock/new 
wave band. Must have equip
ment, 1ransportation, and de
sire 10 perform. Attitude more 
important than experience. 
Goals: An and Stage. Call 
353-6054 evenings. 

HEALTH HEN seeks drum
mer and ability to break odd 
meters into a strong primitive 
pulse. Record/tour. (212) 
982-4979, (212) 574-9014. 

CHOIRBOYS seek lead man. 
Into SLF, Clash, Buzzcocks, 
'77. No experience needed. 
(617) 773-8902, (617) 472-8545. 

SYNTRONICS now perform
ing midi mods on Prophet S's 
or Memorymoogs. Rush serv
ice. 475 Commonwealth Ave., 
Boston, MA 266-5039. 

BUDDY HOLLY PRFSS 
KITS: $21.50 each, includes 
T-shirt, 45, program, poster, 
sticker, buuon and 3 pictures. 
Send money order to: Stathes, 
14916 Greenleaf, Sherman 
Oaks, CA 91403. 

FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
CASSETTES: Mellow music 
of the 80's in stereo. Only 
$4.00 each, includes postage. 
Send money order to; Stathes, 
14916 Greenleaf, Sherman 
Oaks, CA 91403. 

BOSTON ROCK TEE 
SHIRTS RED & black letters 
quality 50/50 shiri (S M L 
XL) $5.00 (includes postage) 
to: Boston Rock Shirts, 739 
Boylston St., #203 Boston, 
MA02116. 

PHOTO ID CARDS 
PHOTO )D CARD-$6 

HELLO NEW YORK: 

LOCAL BANDS, MUSICIANS 
your "product," whether it is T-shirts, buttons, 
records, tapes or posters, as well as outgrown 

musical equipment, hos a snowball's-chance-in-hell 
of selling. until you first 

TURN 2 MUSIC 
137 Prospect (twixt Main & Moody) 

Waltham, Ma. 02154 
open 11-9 M-S, Sun 12-6. 

SELL IT HERE! 
SMALL ADS on this page start at $18.00 

per issue (3" x l"). For more information or to re
serve space call (617) 266-8787. 

Profess1onal, dedicated engineering/production 
Demos or Master Product, 

Unbiased advice about recording in Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 

CLASSIFIED RATES: 
• 30' Per Word. 
• Boldface Costs 25' Extra Per Word 

(underline bold copy). 
• Address and Phone Numbers Are Free. 
• Minimum Charge $3.50 Per Ad. 
• All Ads Must be Pre-paid. 

___ total number of words (30' per -..vord. address & 

phone Ifs are free) 

___ total number of bold words. (25t extra per word) 

___ n~mber of issues you would like ad to run. 

_ Check or money order for $ ___ enclosed . 

"- Please charge $ ___ to my - Master Card _; Visa . 
, _______ exp date .: ______ _ 

signature.: _____________ _ 

Exp., prof. Guitarist, BMI 
lyricist with keyboards and 
prof. rec'dng eng. exp. Plan
ning to move to Boston .area 
by August 1984. Would like to 
correspond with any musicians 
to help me find a place to stay 
and original musical work. No 
HM or T40. Phil Hatfield, 
Box 18, Hurricane, W. Vir
ginia 25526, (304) 757-9408. 

~~:;:t~~i~::~;C:~\:~r· Ad copy: 
$6 (2/$10), photo, description. ' I 

WANTED 
Wamed: Import /New Wave/ 
Punk Rock/Local 45s. Must 
be in good condition. Call 
John at 247-3007. 

FRIDAY ON MY MIND seeks 
Jenny The Straight Edge look
alike for Spike & Byrone Trib
ute Band. Call T.L.H. at 
253-1000 ext 6731 Thursdays 
between 10AM and Noon 
only. 

More details $25. AMERI- I-----------------------------------
CAN PRESS, Box 10187, I 
Dept. B, Colorado Springs, I-----------'~-----------------------
CO 80909. I 

MISC. I-------------------------------
Learn Programming Linn I 
Drum/DMX Private Lessons -----------------------------------

with NYC studio drummer, : -----------------------------------
Ron Tierno (617) 783-2849. 

We deal in electronic, avant &
1
: ----------------------------~-----

progressive music, both im-
port and domestic. Many I----------------------------------
exclusive items plus hundreds I 
of cut-outs. Free catalogue: I-----------------------------------
Wayside, P.O. Box 6517 • I 

f~BR, Wheaton, MD ~Send To: Boston Rock Classifieds, 739 Boylston St. #203, Boston, MA 02116. Or 
1 ,Charge by calling: (617) 266-8787. 1 
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Not The Official 
Gossip Column Of 
The 1984 Olympics 
by Nayme Drawper 

Welcome to the big-top. Did anyone not notice the 
enormous, expensive Ace of Hearts ad on page 1119 
of the new Boston area Yellow Pages? If this market
ing madness continues we'll be seeing Storyl'ille ads 
in the Wall Street Journal and then Varulven spots on 
Family Feud. And will someone please get me a 
''Schlitz Presents SSD Over America'' satin tour 
jacket? 

Speaking of SSD, crooner Springa tells us he is 
managing the born-again Outlets. But who is manag
ing Springa? The Trademarks are now being booked 
by Source Talent. Mary Shanklin and Lisa Muccini 
have been invited to Relentless Cookout. And It 
Play, a band that has just migrated here from Ann 
Arbor, Michigan have ordained Providence's John 
Orsi as their new drummer. 

According to Kearney Kirby, Elektra branch-man 
Brad Hunt's claim that the November Group have 
signed with his label "is just not true." I forget the 
proper sports term, but this is the third time that 
rumors of a major league inking (first it was MCA
then IRS) have proven to be unsubstantiated. Why 
these persistent misstatements? On a cheerier note, 
Stranglehold's drummer John Murdock and bassist 
Jack Lambert have been drafted for the new Novem
ber Group rhythm section. 

How about the rumors that Boys Life have been 
chatting with Atlantic Records? Or that both Atlan
tic and Elektra have been sniffing in Digney Fignus' 
direction? Oh yeah, Til Tuesday continue to boast 
that they are close to joining the major label ranks. 
(Isn't that what the Neighborhoods have been saying 
since 1980?) 

With no one left 10 talk to, Crass has taken up 
working with computers. Cambridge One Stop's 
David Alexander recently took a mysterious quick 
trip to a luau in Hawaii. Craig Leonard of the Alls
ton Beat says he is moving his shop in the next week 
or so. And Mary Menna says that since leaving 
WCOZ for her new job at WBZ she hasn't had any 
time for nightclubbing-but do you believe her? 

Have you heard the live broadcasts that WFNX 
does from Spit every Thursday night? Neither has 
anyone else. And boy, was Monoman exasperated 
when he found out that his Lyres were scheduled for 
the broadcast by reading it in the Phoenix! Mean
while the 'FNX air staff has undergone another ex
tensive shift switch, and newsguy Henri's on-location 
reports seem 10 be getting mighty scarce. 

Rock impresario T. Max is dreaming of starting a 
lonely hearts dating service. Enzone Management's 
Dan Russel has more modest goals these days; he's 
been shopping Robin Lane's new tape and helping 

UM-~-- HE12€ 
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her find new management. Back on the ranch, guitar
ist Billy Loosigian has replaced Leroy Radcliff in the 
Chart busters. 

I barely recognized Children of Paradise's Linda 
Price at Spit the other night with her wild new hair
do. And I definitely didn't recognize half of the 
bands lJUP featured as part of local video night. 
Fortunately we will all get a second peek on February 
29, when the very ambitious project will be screened . 
The 29th is also the same night that WMBR's Late 
Risers' Club hosts their Sadie Hawkins blow-out at 
the Rat with Psycho, Volcano Suns, Blackjacks, Tur• 
bines and World's Worst Blues Band. Two big ques-
1ions: first, will Peter Gates have the courage to show 
up that night, and second, how will Gym Nazium fit 
all those women on his dance card? 

No Virginia, Peter Wassyng didn't crash Judy Em· 
ber's wedding, but where did he get the invitation? 
And why was our favorite promoman sitting in the 
seats reserved for (WCOZ/WHDH receptionist) 
Sheila and (husband) Leroy Little? Both Warners' 
Mike Symonds and Atlantics' Joe lanello reportedly 
spent the night playing Trivial Pursuit. Jeff Heehs 
and Debbie Kramer are moving to the 'burbs
Watertown, to be exact. Meanwhile, WBOS salesper
son and well-known local model, Billie ~ontgomery 
will be featured on the box cover of a riew Parker 
Bro1hers' board game called Celebrity People Maga
zine. 

I gotta give credi1 (but I don't trust him with cash) 
to WBCN's Tony Berardini. While most General 
Managers of roCk 'n' radio stations would be terri
fied at the idea of even riding in an elevator with one 
of their listeners, Tony did a terrific job introducing 
Motley Crue and Ozzy Osborne and braving thou
sands of headbangers at the Boston Garden. 

According to the Boston Globe, former 'BCN jock 
Tom "T" Semper has filed a lawsuit against his for
mer s1ation (as well as Oedipus and Mark Parenteau) 
for '''Certain slanderous remarks alleging serious 
drug abuse and usage' and that there was 'a conspira
cy to have him released' and 'that there is an ongoing 
conspiracy to see that he doesn't work."' 

Did you see the picture in Rolling Stone of Peter 
Wolf and (his co-producer) Michael Jonzun taken at 
Newbury Comics? While I'm still waiting for my 
invitation, everybody who has heard the rough tracks 
of Wolf's album swears it's gonna be killer. Steve 
Berkowitz is working with a new band (featuring for
mer Martels' members) called Push Push. When Lou 
"Romeo" Giordano isn't flying cross-country, he 
has been helping Zero Zero and Siege in the studio. 
And unfortunately,. rumors that the Billygoons are 
recording new material are true. 

Hey Pam Newman, do you always get !he Program 
Direc1or to pay when your credit card screws up? I 
can't believe they flew Angela Rippon all the way 
across the ocean to work at Channel Seven, bu! I can 
sort of understand why Willie B drives from Connec
ticu1 every weekend to work at WHIT. 

It's too bad 1hat drummer Steve Morrell has 
dropped out of the Del Fuegos. Fortunately for us, 

.. !TRIP TEA re,, 

the Embarrassment's Brent "Woody" Geissman (who 
escaped from Lawrence in just the nick of time) has 
been recruited as Steve's replacement. While there 
was never any doubt about Woody's musical abi lity, 
the Fuegos have been diligently teaching their newest 
member the essential Fuegoean traditions. Woody 
has already quit his job and been converted from 
Pickwick to Budweiser. Now it's just a matter of 1ime 
before he climbs that one flight of stairs over the Rat 
to be fined in one of Bertha Cool's flannel shirts. 

From the "Your Record is in the Mail" Depart
ment comes word tha1 scene expert and magazine 
mogul Gerard "Mr. Deejay" Cosloy is putting the 
final synthesizer overdubs on his compilation album. 
Proposed titles for the project include: Bands That 
Could Be Gerard or This Is Cosloy-Not Mike 
Dreese. Gerard will also accompany the Neats on 
their southern tour in March as road manager. 

Gang Green drummer Mike Dean receives this 
month's "Got What He Deserves" award after verb
ally abusing Jerry's Kids bassist Rick Jones at (:het's 
Last Call. Rick bestowed the honor upon the disor
derly drunk by slugging him sober. Rumor has it that 
the humble Mr. Dean retreated to the safety of the 
nearest U.S. Marines recruitment office for some 
toughening up. 

Best wishes to Jill Glass who leaves Spit/Metro to 
go to work at A&M. Of course the big question that 
I'm sure is troubling scenesters like Ken Shellon and 
Johnny Angel right now is, with Jill no longer writing 
the Spilline newsletter gossip column, who can they 
con into writing about them? 

MCA's Roman Marcinkiewicz has been gulping 
extra doses of Vitamin L to help him cope with his 
new expanded sales territory. Former Sweet Potato 
salesguy Jack Groh, who briefly did sports with Bob 
Lobel on Channel Four, has been named news an
chor at KREM-TV in Spokane, Washington. And 
while Berlin' Airlift are resting their wings, Rick Ber
lin is teaching songwriting at Boston Technical High 
School. 

I had a blast the other night at the big, schmaltzy 
Arista Records listening party at Jason's. Bui why 
did they shul the bar down when they debuted the 
new Alan Parsons' Project album-heck, that was 
the time when I needed a drink the most! And how 
could WGIR's Karen Anderson possibly think that 
'HTT's Cindy Bailen was the spouse of (her former 
'CO2 boss) Frank Holler? 

Congratulations to little Eddie Gorodetsky who 
finally woke up from his year-and-a-half long siesta 
to take on a full time staff writer job on the David 
Leuerman Show. And a warm welcome to our new 
Associate Editor Billie Best. Billie's only been hang
ing around the BR office for a couple of weeks now, 
but it's already obvious that she doesn't get nearly as 
grouchy as Editor Greg Reibman sometimes does. 
Feel free to call her up and say hello-but if you see 
her driving down the street, get out of the way!* 

Pssst!! Your secret is safe with me. Write Nayme 
Drawper c/o Boston Rock, 739 Boylston Street, 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02JJ6. 
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introducing our alternative top 100 chart 

Talk about 
Heartbeat City 
BEASTIE BOYS 
BALL&PIVOT 
DUKE ROBILLARD 
PUSH PUSH 
JOE PERRY 

ECHOA::E 
BU EN 





the 

produced by Martin Rushent 

AT STRA WHERRIES, THE TAPE NEVER 
COSTS MORE THAN THE RECORD. 

jt 
I.R.S."' 

are back 

talk show* 

$5.99 

IF YOU DIDN'T BUY YOUR MUSIC 
AT STRA WBERRIFS YOU 

PROBABLY PAID TOO MUCH! 

BOSTON• Cople)· Square• Kenmore Square• Downtown Crossing• CAMBRIDGE• Hanard Square• 750 Memorial Drive 
•WATERTOWN• Watertown Mall• SOMERVILLE• Twin Cit)' Plaza• MEDFORD• 25 Re,·ere Beach Pk way. 

SAUGUS• Rte. I •FRAMINGHAM• Rte. 9 DEDHAM• Dedham Plaza• BURLINGTON• Crossroads Plaza • Burlington Village 
CHELMSFORD• Drum Hill Rd.• WORCESTER• 10 Front St.• SHREWSBURY• While Cil) Shopping Center• AUBURN• 390 Southbridge St. 

LEOMINSTER• Searslown Mall• PEMBROKE• North River Pla,a • PRO\'IDENCE, RI• 177 Union SI.• WARWICK. RI• Bald Hill Rd. 
MANCHESTER. NH• 1525 So. Will'!it. • '.',ASHUA. NH• Nashau Mall• PORTSMOUTH, NH• 1981 Woodbur)· Ave. al Gosling St. 



COOP 102 BIRTHDAY SALE! 20% OFF ALL RECORDS - *SALE ENDS MARCH 25 

PLUS THE ENTIRE STOCK 
OF IMPORTS-20% OFF* 

COOP 102 BIRTHDAY SALE! 20% OFF ALL RECORDS - *SALE ENDS MARCH 25 

PLUS THE COOP'S 
--\ ENTIRE STOCK OF LOCAL MUSIC -
~ NOW 20% OFF* 

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY 
HARVARD SQ. • MIT • 
ONE FEDERAL ST. 
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER 
WITHIN MASS. 1 ·800,343·5570 
OUTSIDE MASS.1-800,792,5170 

COOP 102 BIRTHDAY SALE! 20% OFF ALL RECORDS- *SALE ENDS MARCH 25 



Western Wear ... and assorted togs 

292 Boylston St., Boston 267-0195 
(opposite the Public Garden, subway lo Arllnaton Station) 

"the best rock 'n' roll photos 
in any store" 

Black Leather Pants, Black Straight Leg Jeans, 
Engineer Boots, English Riding Clothes, Western 
Jewelry, Cowboy Boots, 60's Style Pants, Black and 
Natural Denim Jackets, Levi "Super-Straight" 
Pegged Jeans, Cowboy Shirts, Motorcyle Jackets, 
Studs, Leather Ties, Button Front Jeans in Black and 
Blue, Sleeveless Denim Jackets, Racoon Hats, 
Studded Belts ... and lots more! 

CONTENTS 

6. Your Helium Voice 
7. Ear Openers 

10. Alternative Charts: The Indy 100 
11. Publisher's Notes by Mike Dreese 
12. Boston Band Report 

Duke Robillard by David Wykoff 
Push Push by Carter Alan 
Outpatients by Michel Bastarache 

14. The Boston Harold by Harold Lepidus 
16. Echo and the Bunnymen by Tristram Lozaw 
19. Ball and Pivot by Terri Sutton 
20. Beastie Boys by Sheena 
22. The Cars Interview by Brett Milano 
24. Michael Gregory Jackson by Tristram Lozaw 
24. Trypes by David Sprague 
27. State of America 

San Francisco by Jonny Whiteside 
Providence by Rob Tannenbaum 

28. Report From Midem by Don Roze 
32. Record Reviews 
35. Let's Experiment by Tristram Lozaw 
36. Celebrity Secrets: Joe Perry 
37. Clubland 
40. Nayme D~awper 
41. Classifieds 
42. Spit's 5th Anniversary Party 

by Blowfish & Miss Lyn 

Cover photo of Ric Ocasek by George Holtz, 
photo of Ian McCulloch by B.C. Kagan. Cover 
Design by Mike Frackleton. 

Next month: 

Our Fiftieth Issue 
Ad Deadline Tuesday April 3 
Onsale Monday April 16 

Music Seminar Issue Deadline: May 1 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE 

APPLE CORE 
I have just read BR #47 with grea t 

enthusiasm. What impresses me most 
about your magazine is how you cover 
many different styles of Boston music 
and a lso cover the New York scene. I 
wish we had a magazine like yours in 
the New York area. However, I must 
info rm you that you are wrong when 
you report 1ha1 there isn't much action 
on the New York scene o ther than 
CBGB's. The Rock Hotel and Brians 
Place are both booking shows regu
larly. And while you correctly stated 
that Virus are one of the better bands 
in the New York area, there are actu
a ll y quite a few Olher good bands who 
a re bringing life to the New York scene, 
including Heart Attack, Cause for 
A larm, Kraut, S.D.P., Undead, Major 
Con nict, No Control and Rapid De
ployment. 

Keith McLevish 
West Longbranch, NJ 

ANTI-ABORTION 
I' m sick of being compared to a ll the 

bands that come out of New H amp
shire (Record Reviews BR#48)-but 
I'm especia ll y sick of being compared 
to a bunch of mama's boys like Abor
tio n Squad. 

GG Allin 
GG Allin a nd the Scumfucs 

H ooksett, NH 

Comparing the Abortion Squad to 
anyt hing by GG Allin (BR#48) is 
utterly ridiculous. That's like compar
ing the Beach Boys to the Dead Boys. 

Tim McCarthy 
Manchester, NH 

SPRINGA IS SPRUNG 
Just a quick no1e to inform Nayme 

Drawper tha1 Spn nga (of SSD) is not 
now, nor has he ever been, the manager 
or the Outlets (RR#48). Spri nga is our 
road ie. When I am unable to accom
pany the band he ac ts as road manager. 

Kathei Logue 
Outlets Manager 

Brookline 

A VOTE FOR HEART 
I can't stand the way Hean was dis

missed in the Seatt le scene report 
(BR#48). It' s 1101 nice. I personally like 
Heart. I think they did better stuff 

ear lier-but gee whi;,-Ann Wilson 
can sing like nobody I' ve ever heard 
li ve. 

A fan 
Boston 

Bos ton Rock welcomes vow· /euers. 
All correspondence mml, /or the pur
poses of 11erification, include the writ
er's name, address and 1elephone num
ber-and these may be wilhheld at your 
request. A II leuers are subject to edir
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/ o 
Boston Rock , 739 Boylston SI., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

Attention College and/ or 
Non-Commercial Radio 

Stations 
In our April issue we will publish a state by state listing of the 

nation 's best college and/or non-commercial radio stations. If 
your station has not yet received a questionnaire that must be 
completed in order to be listed in this special issue, call or write 
immediately. 

739 Boylston St. #203, Boston, MA 02116 (617) 266-8787 

Issue Onsale: April 16, 1984 
Advertising Deadline: April 3, 1984 

WIIAT 1/-IE Hl:1-l. ARE' WI, 7Nl<IN(,, 
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EAR OPENERS 

Not Grandmasrer Flash. 

GRANDMASTER 
FLASH FIASCO 

G 
randmasler 1-~lash and the Furi
ous Five recently played the 
Channel. .. sort of. Even casual 

fans could tell that something was 
missing . The show was padded with ir
relevant bits , like 1eenage break
dancers and a misplaced magician. 
Though the MC's were in capable 
form, the DJing lacked the fabled cross
cuning and scratch-mixing. It sounded 
more like someone was jus1 spinning 
the backing tracks. 

What was missing, as it turned out, 
was the Grandmaster himself. News 
broke in the Boston Globe two days 
later that a battle over royalties had 
split the group in half, and that Grand
master Flash-a/k/a Joseph Saddler
was silting out the tour. The group that 
packed the Channel under the Flash 
banner was three of the original Furi
ous Five (including lead rapper Melle 
Mel), plus two stand-ins and a substi
tute DJ (Easy Mike, Flash's ex-assist
ant). Although most critics and audi
ence members were disappointed by 
the show, few seemed to notice the 
switch. 

The Channel's Warren Scott said 
that the show was booked through a 
dependable agency. "We weren'1 
aware that there'd been a split in the 
group, but we knew that Melle Mel, 
who's the main singer and writer, was 
still with them." The first signs of 
trouble came the afternoon of the 
show, when Saddler's lawyers con
tacted the Channel, claiming rights to 
the name Grandmaster Flash. "At that 
poini we had the first show sold out, 
and there was no way we could get 
word to the media that Joseph Saddler 
had left the band. If we'd been in
formed in advance, we would have in
vestigated further, to see what the final 
consequences would have been. But 
since it was right before the shO\\-and 
I '11 tell you honestly, not knowing who 
Joseph Saddler was, but charting the 
band and seeing how well their song 
was doing-it forced us tO keep the 
show in the position it was in." Since 
then, he said, the only nega1ive res
ponse has come from the media. "If 
the patrons here were concerned about 
it, I haven't heard any feedback. It 
didn't seem that anyone noticed a dif
ference." -Brei/ Milano 

photo: Phil In Phlash 

"WHITE LINES" -
WHO DID IT? 

M
ost people don't realize that 
the music for Grandmaster 
Flash & the Furious Five'S best 

seller "White Lines" was lifted directly 
from Liquid Liquid's "Cavern." And 
if you don't remember seeing anybody 
from Liquid Liquid credited on the 
label, you're right. This is the center of 
a curreni legal scuffle between Flash's 
(ex?) label Sugarhill Records and 
NYC's feis1y 99 Records. 

Amidst rumors of impending bank
ruptcy ("too many Mercedes in the 
parking lot''), Sugarhill found itself an 
overnight success in "White Lines," 
which generated incredible response as 
a 1ape on NY 's WBLS-FM. They 
moved quickly to strike a deal with 99. 
"Sugarhill called us up and offered us 
half of the publishing rights for a song 

that was already ours,'' said 99's Ed 
Bahlman. Bahlman sent a counter of
fer asking for, among other things, 
royalties on already reported sales. 
Sugarhill signed those contracts last 
November, but Bahlman is waiting for 
the money before he puts his pen to 
paper. "If I sign without it, I give up a 
IOI of our right s and become just an
other small-time sucker." Sugarhill, of 
course, hopes that 99 will roll over and 
play dead. "They' re counting on us to 
get tired of pursuing the matter. " 

GrandmasLer Flash and che two 
other original Furious Fivers, Kid Cre
ole and Rahim, reportedly filed suit 
against Sugarhill last fall, seeking five 
million in damages and the rights to the 
name Grandmaster Flash. Sugarhill 
president Sylvia Robinson told the 
Globe that ''Grandmaster Flash and 
the Furious Five" is a corporate name, 
which rightfully belongs tO the group 
rather than tO individuals. She has al so 
claimed in the New York newspapers 
recently that the group was advanced 
$120,000 over their earned royahies 
and tha1 "Grandmaster" is a generic 
term for a DJ. She seeks to hold the 
band to a three-year contract signed in 
June, 1983. 

Now enter a third party-MCA
which has a distribution deal with Sug
arhill and found out about Lhe conflict 
with 99. While their pressure may 
prompt Sugarhill IO settle wnh 99 once 
and for all, MCA may decide it' s in 
their best interest IO exit altogether. 

-Trisrram Lozaw 

ROCK 
BUY NOW! 
BEFORE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
GO UP! 
Increased costs have 
forced us to raise our 
cover price-but our 
subscription prices 
temporarily remain the 
same. 

The 

If!. 
r~ Special Bonus 
'i.l.- • 
· Subscribe today, and for 
~ one dollar we' II rush you 

J, one of these fantastic 
new releases ... 

4M Expression . 
.. ~S-im-pl_e_M-in_d_s~=--RECORDS 

~ Jj-:11,,,, SPARKLE IN THE RAIN 

I.R.S. 

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE 
UP TO 48% OFF THE 
NEWSSTAND PRICE! 

Subscription rates ... (check one) 
0 ten issues for $10. 00 0 twenty issues for $18. 00 

0 thirty issues for $25.00 

D IN ADDITION, please send me the following album . 
(Enclose $1.00 extra for postage & handling.) 

u The Alarm The Expression 

Is this a D New Subscription? or L R~newal? 
Check or money order enclosed 

0 Please charge to my 
Visa or MasterCard 

exp date ___ signature __ _ 

Simple Minds -V/S4" J 
Name - -~----------------------
Address ______________________ _ 

City ____________ _ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Note: Album offer good m the U.S. only, uni it M ay 11 , 1984 . We reserve t he right to substi
tute for first c hoices . 

AIRMAIL AND/OR OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTIONS ADD $2.00 PEA ISSUE. 

Send to: BOSTON ROCK SUBSCRIPTION, 739 Boylston St., 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. : ................................................................................. -, 
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Attention club owners 
& local bands 

FOR THE BEST IN LOCAL MUSIC 
Progressive Rock - Heavy Metal 

Our Specialties 
CLUB OWNERS: We'll bring you tapes 
and indepth background information. This will 
give you a vast selection of styles and talents to 
choose from. 

BANDS: Our services include: Management, 
Promotions, Booking and Recording. Get the 
break that you have been looking for and 
deserve. 

Write: ROCK-ON PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 728 
MARBLEHEAD, MASS. 01945-3928 

OPENERS 
AS SAFE AS YOUR 
LIVING ROOM 

Lel 's Have a War," Fear proposed 
two years ago, and whi le they were 
obviously being sardonic, all too 

many hardcore shows have turned into 
jus1 1hat-violent connicls break out 
whi le stage-divers sq uare off aga inst 
bou ncers and bands battle wit h club 
owners. Some cl ubs have qu it book ing 
hardcore shows altoget her, bu t the Liv
ing Room in Providence has proven 
that an a ll -ages hardcore show can be 
peaceful, when everyone involved acts 
reasonably. 

The Living Room has hos1ed such 
hardcore sta lwarts as the Bad Brains, 
Black Flag, the Angry Samoans, Circle 
Jerks (twice), Discharge and C H3, but 
the most successfu l show yet was a 
Hardcore Festival on February 19th, 
which ran from noon until one a.m. 
Among the 16 band~ featured were the 
Vibrators, Psycho and Neutral Nation, 
plus four RI bands, Positive Outlook, 
Verbal Assault, Vicious Circle and Id le 
Rich. 

Booking such a heavy dose of hard
core and adm itting nearly 700 people 

After the program has been typed in, 
the computer "tunes up" and plays 
the song while the lyrics flash onto the 
monitor and a dancing slug performs 
o n the screen. 

Other rock-related articles in 

•--------------------------_. to participate may seem an invitation 

March's K-Power focus on using home 
computers to compose songs and lists 
the several commercially available soft
ware programs available for this pur
pose. Also, Talking Heads Chris 
Frantz and Tina Weymouth review two 
of these packages. 

book $to,e d•st ribu hon 
Inland Book. 22 Hern,ngwa y. E H.iven. CT 0 651 2 

for countless beaten heads and bloody 
noses, but Living Room owner Randy 
Hien assured us otherwise. "We 
haven't had even one inddcnt of vio
lence," he said with considerable 
pride. "The kids are great. T hey say 
'please' when 1hey come in a nd 'thank 
you' when they leave.•· 

The Room makes every effort to 
accommoda1e the audience, turning 
the coatcheck area in to a skateboard 
chec k and offering free ice water so the 
patrons don't have to buy juice or 
soda. "We treat the kids wi1h respect,'' 
Hien emphasized. " It's their night, so 
we let them do their thing. My 
bouncers know that if they lay their 
hands on a customer, they'll get fired. 
The kids d idn 't like it at first when we 
said ' no stage-diving,' but after we ex
plained ·that it was dangerous there 
were no more complaints." 

The Festival was a financial success 
for the Living Room as well as an art is
tic success for the bands. The most im
portant success, however, was that the 
bands, the fa ns and the clubs were able 
to work together wit hout incidence of 
vio lence. -Rob Tannenbaum 

THE RAMONES 
COMPUTERIZE 

W ant a sneak preview of "Slug," 
a soon-to-be-released Ramones 
song? If so, march down to 

your favorite hardware store and buy 
yourself an Apple, Atari, Com modore 
64, or TRS-80 computer, grab the 
March issue of K-Power magazine, 
type a program in , and let 'er rip. 

The computerized version of 
"Slug" that's rendered visually and 
aurally by the computer is the brain
storm of K-Power (a magazine for teen 
and pre1een computer users) assoc iate 
editor John Holmstrom, who became 
acquainted with the song\ composer 
Joey Ramone while Holmstrom edited 
Punk magatine in the 1970's. After he 
obtained ''Slug" from Ramone, 
Holmstrom tt~rncd ii over to 
K-Power's technical staff 10 complete 
the computerized rendition. 

K-Power is pub li shed by Scholast ic 
Inc., 730 Broadway, NY, NY 10003. 

-David Wykoff 

'BCN IS OUT TO 
LUNCH 

Free food! Where? Free beer! 
Where? Free rock 'n' roll! Where? 
All three freeb ies a1 once? Wow, 

get me some directions, and I 'll be 
there in no time. 

This, I 'm sure, is a lot of folks' 
response 10 WBCN 's Free Lunchlime 
Concert series. Every other Wednesday 
the Metro opens its doors shortly 
before noon, and several hundred 
people wander in, are handed a free 
Miller beer, offered all the hOl dogs 
they can eat (before they run out , of 
course), a nd check out a free concert. 

Although it's not altogether clear 
whether it's any single one of the free
bies or the whole scene that atlracts the 
large crowds, it is certa in that nearly all 
involved have fun. A recem show, fea
turing the high ly-touted Jason and the 
(Nashville) Scorchers, dre,v the largest 

Continued on page 36 
Lunch hour al Melro (I tor:) 'BCN Music Direc
tor Bob Kranes, announcer Bradley J., Jason 
Ringenberg, EM J's Tom Jodka and Howard Les
nick and assistant 'BCN Music Director Dan 
McClusky. 



Some of today's finest 
equipment is available only 

at E.U. Wurlitze~ 

~.m,~ 
~ ' 

THE PEOU LI.A BASS 

H;indmack with sclcll woixls, advar1t.:t·d dntronics, and a 
h:d that is unin-rsalh- t·njop:d A liktimc imntmcnt 
Ft·~-1 Ollt' 

........ _ 

GALLIEN-KRUEGER 

Gr\1.1.IE;-.:.KRUEGER 

50 \Valls per dlilnnd, this is tht> mo.st irnprcss1\·t· portable 
amp \H-'n: stTrl. Built-in stcn.·o ctho and dwru-; along 
with Gallicn-Kru1:gt·r's rdint·d tonal nrtuitry makt· this 
amp most dt·sin:ablc today. It mounts on a mike stand, 
sounds great alone, and will push any numlx-r ot spcakt"r 
un 11 hinations 

¥ 
Steinberger 

STEI1'BERGER GUITAR 

MI think l'rn in lm·t·.~ . ~Thl' Stt·inlx·rgt-r ,oull(I,., !ikt· .i 

guitar llwuld sou nd.~ ... "Aftl·r playinl.{ it, my ll'W,t\' 'b6 
Tl'IL'l'astt·r sounded tbitk and sonwwhat mullkd" -Cr.tig: 
Andrr10n, '.\ l usit & Sound Outpul, Augu,1, 198J 

50UNDCHASERJ 
SOU:S:DCHASER 

For ust· with Appk II +, Appk lift' or Franklin Ate 
Computers. \Vith instructional soltwarc for stu<lcnb. And 
for the pro. ~\\'ith tlw Apple Computer, Soundchasn " 
a polyphonic synthesizer with mon_. open t·r1<kcl \ns,uilit~ 
than an}· u1mpu1eri1.cd patka!-{l' musital inslnJlllt'lll 
costing: kss than a fort·ign sports rnr." -Rolx:n l\loog:, 
Bytt· Mag:a:1inc Dn 1982 

REGISTER TO WIN A_F_R_E_E_T_E_A_C_;;~-----------------1 

4-Trat k syntasl't -$900 value 
NA:\IE 
ADDRESS _______________ _ 

AGE 
\\'HA'J' l~S-l'RU':\lENT J)()YOU Pl .Al' 

Entnt·s must IX' rl'lt·1n·d bv Saturda, ;\l,mh :{1-,1 1984 
Drawmg Apnl Isl 1984-'2p.m. 

SIMMONS SDS-7 

Send entries to: L. U. \.Vurliver 
'{ti() i\c\,burv St. 
Boston. i\lA,0211:"> 

l------------------------ ---------

The Simmons SDS-7 is 1hc muc·h imprO\·cd rcpla<.:emt·nt 
to the highly regarded SDS-5 set. The SDS-7 can 
produce digitally-recorded drum sounds a nd JOO sounds 
pt·r channd. This set accepts 12 drum pads per rack and 
features rubber-coated drumpads. (Watch IOr the new 
inexpensive SDS-8 set co11,1ing in mid-March.) 

C 

LINN DRt..:M 

The world\ most highly rcrnrnmt·ndcd digital drum 
machint· is proud to an nounn· a doubling of its nwrnory 
capacity T he Linn nm, katurn stl'P prn~rammim.;:. and 
120 a\'ailabk sounds indudin!-!; slap bas~. nKk g-u11ar 
thords, and a hos1 of penussin· dilTts-nen bn·akin!-!; 
glass. For producers. the Linn otkrs dw kind of qualil\ 
drum sound that the markt·t dcm,md~. 

Where music means something . 
. 360 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115 • 437-1815 

Belmont 617-489-..U1 • Framingham 617-879-3590 • Sprlngfteld -'13-783-6178 • Newington 1-800-633-9800 



ROCK THE INDY I 00 

... ~ 
!i ARTLST, TITU. RECORDL.AIEL 

Black flag , My War (SST, LP) 

Rain Parade, Emergency Tflird Rat/ Power 
Tnp (Emgma, LP) 

3 The Cramps, Smell of Female (Emgma. EP) 

The Meal Puppets, II (SST, LP) 

New Order, Power Corrup/lon and Lies 
(Factory, LP) 

Husker Du , Metal C,rcus (SST. LP) 

Suicidal Tendencies (Frontier, LP) 

The Minulemen, The Pollflcs of Time (New 
Alliance, LP) 

9 To,:ic Reasons, Kif/ By Remote Control (Sixth 
International. LP) 

10 The Velvet Monkeys, Future (Fountain of 
Youth, LP) 

11 The Three O'Clock, Sixteen Tambourines 
(Frontier. LP) 

12 10,000 Maniacs . Secrets of the 1-Chmg 
(Chr1s11an Burial, LP) 

13 The Mistils, Earth AD. (Plan Nine, LP) 

14 The November Group, Persistent Memooes 
(Braineater, 12• EP) 

15 The Wipers, Over the Edge (Braineater, LP) 

16 love Tractor, Around the Bend (OB. LP) 

17 Fred FrllhfHenry Kaiser, Who Needs 
Enemies (Metalanguage, LP) 

18 The Sex Execs, "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12" 
single) 

19 Kip Hanrahan, Des1re Develops an Edge 
(American Clave, LP) 

20 The Slickee Boys, Cybernellc Dreams of p1 
(Twin Tone, LP) 

21 Barbara Mason, "Another Man" (West End. 
12•single) 

22 Tesco Vee, Dutch Hercules (Touch and Go, 
12" EP) 

23 G.B.H., City Baby's Revenge (Relahv11y. LP) 

24 The Butthole Surfers (Alternative Tentacles. 
LP) 

25 Soul Sonic Force, "Renegades ol Funk" 
(Tommy Boy, 12" single) 

26 Tne Dickies, Stukas Over Disneyland (PVC, 
LP) 

0 m e 0 

!i ARTIST. TlTlf. RECOflOlAIEL 

27 Tyrone Brunson, "Fresh · (BJ D., 12" 
single) 

28 The Avengers (CD Presents. LP) 

29 Social Distortion, Mommy's Little Monster 
(13th Fl., LP) 

JO Ball and Pivot (Z-Club, 12· EP) 

31 Brian Eno , Apollo (Ed1t1ons/EG, LP) 

32 Ulopia, Obliwon (Passport. LP) 

33 The Proletariat, Soma Hollday (Radiobeal, 
LP) 

34 ORI , Violent Pacification (Radical, 7" EP) 

35 The Minutemen, Buzz or Howl . (SST. 
LP) 

36 The Blasting Concept Compilation (SST. LP) 

37 Agent Orange , When You Leas/ Expect It 
(Enigma, 12# EP) 

38 C.D. Ill , "Get Tough" (Prelude, 12" single) 

39 The Circle Jerks, Golden Shower of Hits 
(LAX, LP) 

40 Oominalri1, "Dominatrix Sleeps Tonight" 
(Slreetw1se, 12# single) 

41 The Golden Palominos (Celluloid, LP) 

42 The Neats (Ace of Hearts, LP) 

43 True West (Bring Out Your Dead Records, 
12" EP) 

44 Run/OMC, "Hard Times" (Prelude, 12" 
single) 

45 Red House, ''Twenty-live Reasons" (Wave 
Seven, rsmgle) 

46 Fred Frith , Cheap at Half the Poce (Ralph, 
LP) 

47 J. Blackfool. "Taxi" (Soundtown, 1r 
single) 

48 Bill Brulord/Palrick Moraz. Music for P,ano 
and Drum (EG. LP) 

49 Art in the Dark (Something Else. EP) 

SO Naked Raygun, "Flammable Solld" 
(Ruthless. 7" EP) 

51 The Raybeats, fl's Only a Movie (Shanach1e 
.EP) 

52 Ronnie Earl, Smoking (Black Top, LP) 

SJ Curtiss A., The Damage is Done (Twin Tone, 
LP) 

n e a n d 

CASSETTE 

... ~ 
!: i ARTIST. TITLE. RECORD LAIEL 

54 Elvis Presley, The First Live Recordings (The 
Music Works, LP) 

55 Trouble Funk, In Times of Trouble (DETT. 
LP) 

56 Kim Field and the Facts ol lile, "Dear 
Michael" (Critique. 12" single) 

57 Negative Approach , Tied Down (Touch and 
Go. LP) 

58 The Dark, Don't Feed the Fashion Sharks 
(Relativity. EP) 

59 0-Train , "Somethmg's on Your Mmd" 
(Prelude. 12" single) 

60 The Dicks, "Peace?" (Radical, r single) 

61 MDC (Radical. 7" EP) 

62 Teles Noires (Rapunzel, 12"EP) 

63 54-40, Set the Fire (Mo Oa Mu, LP) 

64 Patti LaBellelBobby Womack, · ·Love has 
Fmally Come at Last" (Beverly Glen. 12" 
smgle) 

65 Tabu Ley Rochereau (Shanach1e, LP) 

66 Johnny Thunders , Diary of a Lover (PVC, 
EP) 

67 The Big Boys , Lullabies Help the Bram Grow 
(Moment. LP) 

68 Sisters of Mercy, Temple of Love 
(Braineater. 12# EP) 

69 Crucifi1, Dehumamiation (Corpus Chrisu, 
12" EP) 

70 Various , Hell Comes to Your House II 
(Bemisbrain, LP) 

71 Various, We Got Power (Mystic, LP) 

72 45 Grave, Sleep m Safety (Enigma, LP) 

73 Exciter, Violence In Force (Megaforce, LP) 

74 Minor Threat , Out of Step (Oischord, 12" 
EP) 

75 Anthra1, Fist Full of Metal (Megaforce, LP) 

76 Plasticland , "Rattail Comb'" {Scad1Hac, 7" 
single) 

77 Various, Ramy Day Comp1/a1ion (llama, LP) 

78 The Replacements, Hootenanny' (Twin Tone, 
LP) 

79 Magic Sam, West Side Soul (DelMark, LP) 

BO Obsession , Mania/ Law (Metal Blade, 12" 
EP) 

Nearly an Hour of Music.--

... ~ 
~j ARTIST, TITLE.RECOROUIEL 

81 Time Zone , "Wild Style" (Celluloid, 12· 
single) 

82 George Kralll, "'Trommeltanz (Om OaJ 
Daa)" (Personal, 12" single) 

83 Faith, Sub1ect to Change (Dischord. 12" EP) 

84 Final Conflict (Retlex, r EP) 

85 0.0.A., Bloodied But Unbowed (C.O 
Presents, LP) 

86 Melalllca (Megaforce, LP) 

87 Pablo Moses, In the Fulure (Alligator, LP) 

88 ssa, Play Back (Enigma. LP) 

89 Target ol Demand, Man's Rum (Happy 
Hermit. LP) 

90 Oh Ok, Furthermore What (OB. EP) 

91 The Effecl , Stop Those Songs (Rough Trade, 
LP) 

92 Amamore (Hooter, LP) 

93 Sons ol Artiqa , "'Gel Down Magic·· 
(Rocksteady_ 12# single) 

94 Blood on the Saddle (New Alliance, LP) 

95 Theatre of Sheep (Sheepish, EP) 

96 The Everly Brothers, Reunion Concen 
(Passport, LP) 

97 No Trend, Too Many Humans (No Trend, 
LP) 

98 Various, I'd Rather Be m Philly (Bum 
Potential, LP) 

99 You Suck (Seidboard, 7" EP) 

100 Julie & Co., "Break II Down" (0.C 
International, 12· single) 
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P U B L I S H E R 'S N O T E S 

by Mike Dreese 

People are the key to any business ... 
. . . and Boston Rock has made some excellent additions to its staff in recent 
months: 

Billie Best joins us as full time Business Manager/Advertising Director. Her 
past experience includes: Advertising Director for the Strawberries Records 
and Tapes chain; and managing her own Vanilla Production One and Lo-Tech 
Records. She has also been Business Manager for local band Berlin Airlift and 
has run her own series of music business seminars. One of her primary job 
functions will be directing the third Boston Rock Music Seminar. 

Laura Cabot, Terri Sutton and Dave Wykoff have each been putting in enor
mous amounts of time and energy, which have resulled in well-researched edi-
1orial features like last month's lndie Label Supplement, and this month's Indy 
100 Chart, as well as a more organized and responsive office staff with which tO 

serve our readership . 

It's fast approaching Boston Rock Music Seminar time. 
Anybody who's interested in furthering their career in the music business 

should check oul the ad in this issue concerning our Third Annual Seminar. Two 
months of preparation have already gone into this year's event and many changes 
from last year will be in effect. First, we will be using bolh Spit and Me1ro as 
simultaneous lecture rooms, which will allow us to cover more wpics in greater 
depth and allow room for the 800-plus people we expect. Second, the Hoo Doo 
Barbeque will be cateri ng the event for those who want to spend a few bucks for 
some great food. Third, we' ll have professional sound provided by E.U. Wurlitz
er. And, fourth, we'll be producing an informative Seminar Booklet which will 
provide you with a directory of resources for use after the event is over. 

In total, we will ha\'e over 50 music professionals speaking. iVlany Scoll has 
accepted an invitation to be the Keynote Speaker. We also plan to have a 
major performing figure address the audience. Anyho\,, 'nuff said on why you 
,hould altend. When you should decide is rdc\anl in lhat \\e offer lower admis
:-:.ion for ad\'ance rcgi:-:.tration. For more information call (617) 266-8787. And no, 
there\ nor a guest li'>l! Hope to see you there! 

Notes on the new "Indy 100" Chart: 
This chart is our first a11cmp1 to track the national movement of independently 

distribuled records relevant tO our readers. The present methodology of chart 
comtruction is as follows: 

I.) Key distributors were asked for names of their bc11er "mom and pop" stare 
accounts as \\ell as some larger accounts. 

2.) Said accou111s were sol icited for their top indie sellers. 
3.) Results were tabulated using an inverse curve weigh1ing. 
4 .) Large accounts were given additional weigh!. 

Although we are pleased with our debut chart, we are already looking forward to 
improving our system. These are some of the changes we will be making: 

I.) More larger and diversified accounts will be surveyed. 
2.) The sample size will be increased from 40 accounts to add less variance to 

the botlom half of the chart. 
3.) Distributor sales figures will be weighed in a different manner from retail 

accounts which will allow for greater accuracy. 

The chart will become a permanent part of Bos/on Rock and will hopefully 
be genuinely useful to radio stations, s1ore owners, consumers, labels and dis~ 
tributors a like. We are committed to expending additional resources to do the 
accurate research required. But we need input. Please send chart suggest ions to: 

Terri Sutton, Chart Editor 
Boston Rock Magazine 
739 Boylston Street, #203 
Boston, MA 02116 
Terri and I will be stri\'ing lo work with you to make the chart ser\'ice your. 

needs. 

Why Isn't Modern Method releasing more product? 
While we have always tried to keep the business of the paper and our record 

label separate, lhis is a queslion often asked of me, especially by bands who wish 
to see their name on vinyl. The answer is that it' s difficult to break even pulling 
out a record, and the personal rewards diminish considerably after you've dealt 
with 22 projects in three years. Regardless, you can look forward LO more compi
lation projects this year on either Modern Method or the new Bostan Rock Rec
ords label. The recent Bostan Rock Christmas record was well-received nationally 
and in Boston, and may serve as a model for future projects as it was financially 
low key, but 1he recordings were quality enough to serve the interests of the bands 
and the magazine. ~ 

About the cover price increase ... 
. . . we just received a price increasC,Jrom our printer and typesetting cos1s have 
risen dramatically for us in the past· year. We're also trying to give a financial 
boost to our hardworking staff. ' 

And last but not least we think it's woriNL2_z! 

AVAILABLE 
NOW-

THE MOON 
RACE WITH N VACATION 
TEMPTATIO Produced by 

DAVEY JOHNSTONE 

Check local listings for DISH's 
"TIGHT ... HARD-ROCKING SHOW" (Boston Globe) 
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BOSTON BAND REPORT 

Duke Robillard & 
the Pleasure King,_s _____ _ 

Rhode Island native Duke Robillard 
may not be the best-known guitarist in 
New England, but he may well be the 
most accomplished. Robillard spent 
over a decade establishing 
Providence's Roomful of Blues as WIC 

of America's premiere jump blues 
bands, and has toured with Robert 
Gordon as one of his Wild Cats, played 
with and produced an album for for
mer Muddy Waters-sidemen , the Leg
endary Blues Band, and is now tearing 
up the country playing in his own out
fit-Duke Robillard and the Pleasure 
Kings-with a debut LP out on Rounder 
Records. 

After playing with so many outfits, 
Robillard is qui1e satisfied with his cur
rent three-piece unit {the Pleasure 
Kings are bass-player Tom Enright and 
drummer Tom DeQuatro) and the mu
sic they're making . 11 1 was a real pur
ist ," says Robillard of his days with 

Roomful, "and almost all I li stened 10 
and played were old R&B and swing 
tunes. But, now I like a wide spect rum 
of music; and I draw from that spec
trum whatever I need ro express my
self." 

Although all of the Pleasure Kings' 
music is roughly blues-based, it is by 
no means limited in scope. On any 
given night, you'll hear everything 
from a Count Basie swing tune to a 
slow, pounding Johnny Guitar Watson 
number to Presley's "Good Rockin' 
Tonight"-plus any of Duke's many 
originals. 

Duke's guilarwork and his deliberate 
and expressive singing style pull all of 
the band's performances rogether. I 
could run through a million cliches for 
how well Duke plays his guitar, but let 
it suffice to say that he's very, very, 
very good and lots of fun to watch and 
listen to. -David Wykoff 

Duke Robillard & !he Pleasure Kings (I to r): Tom Enright, Duke, Tom 
DeQuatro. Push Push (I tor): Adam Steinberg, Dennis Brennan, David Binning
harn, Jay Feinstein (photo by Sue Brisk). Outpatients (I tor): Vis Helland, Scoll 
Helland, and (not pictured) Mike Kingsbury (photo by Bruce Rhodes). 

While more and more hardcore com
bos are moving towards heavy metal, 
Outpatients come from the other direc
tion. Gui1arist/vocalis1 Vis Helland 
and drummer Mike Kingsbury strug
gled in a three-piece metal band called 
Mace until they replaced their bassist 
with Helland's sixteen-year-old bro
ther, Scott. At that point Scott Helland 
was already notorious as Deep 
Wound's bassist, and he played with 
both bands until Deep Wound broke 
up late last year. 

Together since November of 1982 , 
Outpatients only started playing shows 
in Boston last summer. As a Westfield, 
Massachuseus band (Westfield is a 2½ 
hour drive wesl from Boston), they've 
done most of their gigs in the western 
part of the state, Connecticut, and 
more recently in Rhode Island and 
New York. 
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Push Push 
Local club li st ings have recently been 

infiltrated by the name Push Push, a 
band that has been very busy indeed. 
"We just wam to write good songs and 
perform them well, that's why we're 
playing live so much," explains lead 
vocalist and guitarist Dennis Brennan. 
After rehearsing extensively for five 
months, this quartet has been painting 
the town on "off-nights" proving their 
worth and are now moving toward the 
favorable top slot weekend gigs. Bren
nan fronts the group with a well-sea
soned voice that often resembles Mike 
Peters of the Alarm. A masterful gui
tarist, Adam Steinberg is as equally tal
ented at layering out fat rhythmic 
strokes as he is darting out leads. The 
bass and drum punch of Jay Feinstein 
and David Birmingham, respectively, 
could explain the origin of the group's 
name, since both players push the beat 
at an exhilarating pace. 

Brennan and Feinstein were Boston 
hitters in the Manells, an R&B fla
vored band who scored well on local 
radio with a series of demo tapes in 
1980 and '81. Brennan explains: "The 

Martells songs were built around a 
Stax/Volt R&B sound, but I also liked 
straight pop and rock 'n' roll. I 
couldn't write that way in the Martells, 
'cuz the rhythm and blues innuence 
was roo present." When the band split, 
he took more than a year off to write 
songs in any s1yle he chose. Enter 
Steinbcr'g, who left the disintegrating 
Electric Children, a band that seemed 
forever doomed to play the 
"Bunratty's-Jumbo's circuit." The 
pair grabbed Feinstein and finally Bir
mingham from Richard Nolan's Third 
Rail. "We've all had experience in 
bands, and now we have a much better 
idea of where we are musically and 
where we want to go," says the lead 
guitarist. 

Currently, the group would like to 
go into a good studio and get more 
ideas on tape. A current demo has re
sulted in airplay for "This Kind of 
Love," a hybrid of folkiness and driv
ing pop a la Dwight Twilley. If you 
happen to have a studio, these guys got 
the time. Now if someone can find the 
money . . . -Carter Alan 

The band members maintain a 
"straight-edge" philosophy which 
keeps them away from the traditional 
rock 'n' roll excesses of drugs and 
booze. Scott is st ill in high school, and 
Mike works a day job in a bicycle fac
tory, while Vis chooses to stay unem
ployed so that he can pursue hi s musi
cal goals. 

In keeping with their fast and loud 
image , their innuences are furious 
rockers like Motorhead, Bad Brains, 
and Discharge. Outpatients' own 
music is a speedy barrage of tight hard 
rock, pumped up by Vis's blazing gui
tar work. Outpatients have two songs, 
"Light Blue" and "Fight,'' soon to be 
available on the Conflict fanzine com
pilation album, Bands Thar Could Be 
God. They have an additional 25 songs 
ready to record, so expect more Outpa
tients vinyl sometime this summer. 

-Michel Bastarache 





THE SLICKEE BOYS 
CYBERNETIC DREAMS OF Pl 

THEIR FIRST REAL ALBUM 
IT'S ABOUT TIME AND IT'S ABOUT FUN 

•• An album of glorious foolishness, dedicated to the proposition that man 
can create an equal and absolute other reality, not with the tools of the 

physicist, but with the fuzz-tone guitar." 
Par1te Puterbaugh - Rolling Stone 

"The Sllckee Boys have blazed a singular and uncompromising trail across 
the frontiers of American trash." 

Crew Wheeler- New Yorit Rocker 

"Loud, fast and just as wild ... this LP roars along like 
Blue Oyster Cult on acid." 

David Fncke - Star Hits 

"A gem." 
Roben Palmer - New York Times 

LIVE 
Wednesday, March 21 •• Boston, Spit 

Thursday. March 22 ·- Providence, Living Room 
Saturday, March 24 •• Portland, Geno's 

TWIN/TONE RECORDS, 445 OLIVER AVE SO, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55405, 612-3n-9541 
Available&1goodslofes~,Ofbymail(S8posfpMl)Wlllelore11talog 

Dis! DulCl'I East, Gre&l'IWOl1d, lmporta,'11, Jem, Metro Am' NeYlrte, Rough Trade, SystemabC. TCI 
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Down the Tube 
by Harold Lepidus 

If the 26th annual Grammy Awards proved one thing, it was that rock 
and roll on television can be exciting. Of course the spotlight was on the 
unstoppable Michael Jackson. There was excitement starting with the 
opening credits and lasting for well 
over an hour, but unfortunately, the 

· show went on for another two. 
Right from the first presentation, 

made by Stevie Wonder and a petrified 
Bob Dylan, through to the latest cream 
of the video crop, it was out with the 
old and in with the young. The new 
wave was staring into America's living 
rooms, and it flinched not once. 

While most of those nominated for 
the awards may seem conservative to 
us, they are radical-if not revolution
ary-for a stodgy institution like the 
Grammies. And even if the Police, 
Duran Duran, and Big Country seem 
safe as milk, the Eurythmics' and Cul
ture Club's cross-sexual appearances 
probably banished MTV from more 
than one household. Annie Lennox 
dressed a la Presley circa '68 (complete 
with sideburns), while an unkempt Boy 
George possibly deep-sixed his career 
with his acceptance speech, "America, 
you've got good taste . And you know a 
good drag queen when you've seen 
one!" 

Now, that's entertainment! 
Needless to say, rock on the tube is 

not always this exciting. Which brings 
us to MTV, or rather, its imitators. 

Here 1S a par11af fist of rhe above mentioned 
shows and their local broudcu:.r 1ime . 
Friday Night Videos 

/2:JO AM, Fridays Channel 4, /0 
llo1 Hit Videos 

JJ:30 PM, S0111,days Channel 7 
Creal Record Album Collection 

5:30 PM, Weekdays Channel 56 
Austin City Limits 

8:30 PM, Friday Channel 44 
Night Shift 

J:00 AM Channel 5 
Entertainment Tonight 

7:J0 PM, Mon-Fri Channel 7 

there's more to public television than 
Austin City Limits. A recent Saturday 
night featured back-to-back specials on 
Woody Guthrie and the Everly Broth
ers. The evening was spoiled, however, 
by yet another membership drive, in 
which one of the beggars said that he 
was the only one at that snobbish sta
tion who thought a "rock" program 
would generate any income. Imagine! 
Just because of that, I refused to 
pledge. 

----------------------------• There are now countless video pro-

Aside from the late night video 
shows, the wee hours can be good for 
rock viewing. The Neats and Del 
Fuegos were recently on the Emerson 
College-produced Night Shift at 3 AM. 
Saturday Night Live used to be good 
for catching Talking Heads, Bowie, or 
Costello. Now, all we've got is Late 
Night with David Letterman. True to 
his surname, he's featured acts like X 
and REM. Tonight Show host Johnny 
Carson recently had Cyndi Lauper on, 
and Joan Rivers had Boy George, but 
that's just a rumor. (Can we talk?) 

grams on regular- and pay-TV that 

.. --------------------------- have been slopped LOgether in order to 

GET THEIR 
NEW ALBUM 

DISTRIBUTED BY: GREEN WORLD, IMPORTANT, DUTCH EAST INDIA, 
ROUGH TRADE, SOUNDS GOOD, DISC DU MONDE OR DIRECT FROM 
US: $6.00 + $1.00 POSTAGE. 
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compete with the cabled monster. ll 's 
cheap, it's economical, and it can even 
be entertaining. The king of the video 
shows is NBC's Friday Night Videos. 
This national late-night program has a 
variety of big name and/or major label 
acts, celebrity interviews, and an occa
sional vintage video. This may be the 
first (and last) place you might see cer
tain videos-I've seen Neil Young's ex

\ cellent "Wonderin' " video nowhere 
else-and they are all announced at the 
I beginning of each show, so you know 

I 
how worthwhile the evening's viewing 
will be . 

I On the following night is the Chan
nel Seven/WHIT-produced Hot Hit 
Videos. Unfortunately, most of the 
show is a slave to the charts. But, they 
do have a local segmem and are hosted 
by real human beings. There is also 
Great Record Album Collection, which 
is on 5:30 PM weekdays. The show 
consists of just a half-dozen randomly 
chosen videos, but ir's not a bad back
ground for making dinner-especially 
if ~ou can't get Taxi on Channel 
Twelve. 

Public 1elevision has also had quite a 
4 

few interesting low-in-brow music pro
grams recently. Roger Daltrey was sur
prisingly successful playing not one, 

1 but two roles in Shakespeare's "A 
Comedy of Errors." Obviously, Dal
trey was the bait to hook viewers like 
myself who tend to shy away from such 
goings on. The only 1ime Roger seemed 
like a rock star was in the introductory 
clip; otherwise, only his thick accent 
gave him away. 

Most PBS music programs are not 
rock-oriented, lo say the least. But 

Daytime TV doesn't have much 
except The Banana Splits now that The 
Monkees are off and Rick Springfield 
left General Hospital. But rock com
mercials are almost as good. Of course, 
there's the Nestle's Quik rabbit with 
his psychedelic guitar, crooning, "You 
can't drink it slow/If it's Quik/Lo do 
de yo do." Ah, what poetry! 

Almost as exciting are the Jacksons' 
new Pepsi videos. The lyrics to "Billie 
Jean" were changed to promote the 
pop, and both clips are excellent. There 
is the one in which Michael's hair even
tually caught on fire (obviously an 
early take was used), and another 
which features a cute liule kid imitat
ing the mighty Michael, who has the 
thrill (gel it?) of seeing His Grammi
ness appear before his very eyeballs. 
Needless to say, these clips are far more 
entertaining (and far less embarrass
ing) than the Who's similar commer
cials for Schlitz. 

But where would we be without 
Entertainment Tonight? (Probably 
watching Bame_v Miller, l would imag
ine.) While the hosts don't exactly look 
like rock fans-they actually look like 
they were taken from a Jordan Marsh 
display-they do dutifully report all 
the goings on in the rock biz. Why, just 
yesterday, they had Jerry Lee Lewis, 
who insisted he was not ''the Killer.'' 
Let's see who's on tonight? 
(Gasp!) It's Duran Duran! Golly, well I 
guess it's time for me to go. See you in 
the TV listings.* 
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MEAT 
PUPPETS II 

"Assimilating musical ideas from (at least) two 
rock generations along with cultural by-products 
of the Southwest-Bible preaching, earth muffin 
naturalism, the music of hack country-and-western 
dance bands-the Meat Puppets spit back a synapse
melting sound that's both lyrical and intense." 

• VILLAGE VOICE 

AND DON'T MISS 

BLACK FLAG 
MEAT PUPPETS 
plus Nig-Heist 
at the Channel Sunday, April 15 

$5.29 

$6.29 

BIACK 
FlACilll 

KFIAG - GET READY FOR THE BIG ONE 

MY 
My War 
Can't Decide 

WAR 

Beat My Head Against the wall 
I Love You 
The Swinging Man 
Forever Time 
Nothing Left Inside 
Three Nights 
Scream 

AVAILABLE NOW AS L.P. OR CASSETTE 

photo: Cathenne McCabe 

IF YOU DIDN'T BUY YOUR MUSIC 
ATSTRAWBERRIESYOU 

PROBABLY PAID TOO MUOI! 

BOSTO:'\'. • C'ople~ Square• Ki:nmore Square• Do"nto"n Crossin2 • CA'.\IBRIDGE • Hanard Square• 750 Mernorial Drive 
• \\ ATERTQW:o,; • \\aterlo"n ~lall • SOMER\'11.1.E• T"in Cit, Plaza• MEDFORD• 2S Reu•re Beach PkMa). 

SAUGL.;S, Rte. I• FRAMINGHAM• Rte. 9 DEDHAM• Dedham Plaza• BURLINGTON• Crossroads Plaza • Burlin2ton \'illa,ie 
CHELMSFORD• Drum Hill Rd.• WORCESTER• JO Fron1 St. •SHREWSBURY• \\ hite Cit~ ShoppinK Center• A UBL RN• 390 Southbridgo: S1. 

LEOMJNSTER•Sursto"n Mall• PEMBROKE• :Sorth Ril·er Pia.ti&• PR0\'101::!'\CE. RI• 177 Union St.•WARWICK, RI• Bald Hill Rd. 
MANCHESTER. NH• IS25 So. Will SI.• :SASHt..:A, NH• Nashau Mall• PORTSMOUTH, NH• 1981 Woodbury A,e. at Goslin1 St. 



by Trisrram Lozaw 

Even though Echo & the Bunnymen 
cringe at the very idea, it's hard not 10 

compare them with Ireland's U2. They 
both arrived on these shores from the 
UK within a few weeks of each other in 
1981 and genera1ed a considerable 
wave of excitement. Both had a grand, 
spatial quality to their music. 

Since then, however, their paths 
couldn't have diverged more . U2 have 
exhausted themselves criss-crossing the 
Western world, often playing for less 

AND T H E 

Never Stoop--
The Bunnymen's latesl effort, due in 

May, has been recorded over two 
months at London's Amazon Studios. 
Mac coy ly withheld the new album's 
title, but a few of the more interesting 
tracks include "Yo-Yo Man" and 
"Thorn of Crowns," as well as the 
single "Killing Moon." The record is 
self-produced, with a backing orches
lra beefing up some songs . "There are 
plenty of vocals on it for a change," 
says Mac. "It's fast and bully music, 
but you can hear 1he words." So i1 's 
more uptempo than their last LP, Por-

Reed's "Heroin" as an encore. But 
Mac sees i1 a different way. "The music 
and lyrics aren't at all drug-related. 
Just symbolic, metaphysical. These 
days anybody who's got any imagina
tion is thought to be off his head." 

The Bunnymen's sonic washes of 
color, subt le and delicate one moment 
only 10 be slashed the nex1, have also 
drawn comparisons with the Doors
comparisons that the band doesn't 
mind. "We're a lot more like the Doors 
than this new wave of British wha1ever. 
But the similarities are mainly on the 

The Bunnymen: Pete deFreitas, Ian McCulloch, Will Sergeanl, Les Pa11inso11. 

money than an average local band 
might make. Now, after three well
received albums and a few grey hairs, 
they're popular figures on the arena
rock circuit. 

Echo & the Bunnymen have laid low 
as far as America is concerned and 
have barely visited the US since. Shun
ning all attempts tO make I he band yet 
another media darling, they've released 
three stunning LPs that have chalked 
up less-than-impressive sales figures. 
But Echo's ever-swelling cull of fans 
and the release of a new album that 
singer Ian McCulloch claims is "their 
best yet" may change all that. McCul
loch, who prefers the nickname Mac, 
spoke to Boston Rock from Liverpool 
recently while Laking a breather from 
recording sessions. 
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cu pine? "It might not be more up
tempo, but it's definitely not suicide 
material. Porcupine was music to 
swing by ... a rope." 

Though the band started writing 
material for the record last summer, 
they've only played the songs in con
cert a few times. "It's best to record 
them fairly fresh. When you play them 
live, they can get heavy or go off in a 
direction you don't want. It's good 10 
keep with the initial idea of the song." 

11 's fair 10 say that there's a healthy 
tinge of psychedelia in Echo's music. 
Most of their songs feature swirling, 
impressionis1ic 1ex1ures cen1ered on an 
emotive backbone. And it doesn't take 
a methadone genius to see that many of 
the lyrics could relate to the experience 
of being high. Hell, they even do Lou 

surface. I have that kind of deepish 
voice and the intonation might be simi
lar to Morrison 's. Bul lyrically, it's 
quite different. He was the back door 
man, always having his fires lit. He 
wrote more about the groin. I'm more 
cerebral.'' 

Also like the Doors in their later 
days of Morrison's unpredictable per
formances, the Bunnymen have gained 
a reputation for cancelling concerts 
and tours. A promised 1982 tour was 
scrapped and last year the Bunnymen 
returned home after just two dates. 
Mac claims the reputation is unwar
ranted. "We've never cancelled dates. 
Or if we have it was without the band's 
knowledge. Maybe the promoters were 
promising more than we agreed to. But 
as far as we knew, there were never any 

tour plans beyond what we've played." 
In any case, Mac feels there's more 

10 life than touring. " I like to have a 
life outside the band. And that means 
no1 being able to play everywhere 
you're expected 10. Plus there didn't 
seem to be much point 10 it last time we 
were in the US. When you're between 
albums you feel like you're treading 
water. Now the time is better. We play 
better live, and we know what we're 
doing a bit more." 

Many bands devote themselves to 
seemingly ceaseless tours, playing 

Photo: 8.C. Kagan 

every backwater dive they can, trying 
tO establish themselves in the US. Not 
the Bunnymen. And they don't seem 
too concerned that their lack of touring 
has hurt their record sales or audience 
growth here. "We don't want to fa ll 
into the trap where we go off for 
months and months tO conquer some 
land we really don't need to. A lot of 
bands are obsessed with it. We don't 
want to do the U2 or Big Country cir
cuit. We've been offered big support 
bills, with Robert Plant and Yes and 
others, in America. But we didn't go. 
You have to retain your self-respect." 

Unlike other Brits who warm up to 
the US after spending some time here, 
Mac and crew have remained very 
cool, almost hostile, t0ward American 
society. "I!'s so horrible, the fact that 



U2 and Big Country can go over there 
with those disgusting heavy rock 
sounds camouflaged as something use
ful and new, make it sell, and have lhe 
American people think that it's the new 
British sound. England can be just as 
bad. But in America it gets magnified 
much more. It's not a heahhy place. 
Over the last fifteen years or so there's 
really only been the Talking Heads, 
Television and a few others that have 
come out that are any good." 

It 's apparent that Mac is reacting to 
the American mass-marketing tech
niques 1hat have been adopted by some 
of his countrymen rather than any 
dearth of stateside talent. There have 
been dozens of wonderful US bands 
that have been grounded by the record 
biz mega-sales mentality that sprung 
up in the '70s. 

Mac has not been completely immune 
to expanding consumerism either. 
Throughout the course of this inter
view, he searched for a stylistic tag-a 
catch-phrase for the buying public
with which he was comfortable. He 
toyed with the Mel Brooks of Song and 
the Jacques Brei of Rock until a discus
sion of impressionism led him to the 
Van Gogh of Song. Bui Mac, for one, 
is nol interested in having his music 
treated as a product, even when that 
means not reaching as many potential 
Bunnymen fans. 

"Obviously I'd like people to like us, 
but it depends on what that means. I'd 
prefer it if they just cared about us and 
listened to us whether or not we had a 
hit single or were considered accessible 
enough. I'd rather stay a minority 
band than be taken as one-dimensional 
and have loads of stupid people tell us 
how great we are. Especially when we 
know they're fairly stupid people." 

Despite making a lot of critics' top 
ten lis1s for the year, Porcupine only 
sold in the 50,000 unit range. "We 
don't seem to have set the world on 
fire. I think basically we're just not the 
most accessible group in the world. We 
write songs that just aren't mainstream 
stuff. The on ly place we really do well 
is in England. In Britain, people are 
more receptive to things slightly out
side of the mainstream. I guess we just 
make lhings difficult for ourselves." 

Since the release of Porcupine, Sire 
-the Bunnymen's US record company 
-has made a concerted effort to in-
crease the band's visibility here. In 
addition to extensive advertising, Sire's 
released a number of singles, an "in
troductory" EP, and a slew of videos. 

What about all the different versions 
of Bunnymen songs that have been 
coming out: the "Never Stop 'Disco
theque,' " the "summer version" of 
" Heads Will Roll," a live "Do It 
Clean," an "all night" version of 
"The Killing Moon." Aren't these 
marketing ploys, or do they just like to 
play around with the mixes? "Person
ally, I'm into 'Never Stop,' the 7" ver
sion. That to me is definitive. I think 
making the song go on too long negates 
the whole thing. The same with 'Killing 
Moon.' It's quite interesting to listen 
to, but I'd sooner play the 7" twice 
than the 12" once. I think the Olhers in 
the band like to fool with all those 
twiddly knobs on 1he studio desk. I'm 
not much of a studio person." 

True to charac1er, the Bunnymen 
don't plan any special promorional 
surprises once the record is released. 
They'll let the music speak for itself. 
But they are looking forward to a tele
vised concert that's in the works. 

"We're doing a gig in Liverpool in 
May that will be filmed for English !el
evision, a one and a ha\ f hour special. 
Bui I don't think we'll be on the tube a 
lot trying to sell the new album. In 
England everybody goes on TV to push 
their records, and it's like se lling dish· 
washing liquid. It' s very artificial. I 
watch bands like Big Country, U2, 
Simple Minds and Thompson Twins, 
and I think to myself, 'What is their 
motive for doing that?' It' s that child
ish need for fame and money. These 
groups are saying, 'Look at me, watch 
me, like me.' It's disgusting. It 's one of 
the more pointless things to want to 
do. 

"They're se lling themselves all the 
time, and the records start sounding 
like an extension of 1his 'please like 
me' syndrome. It' s sad. The music is 
secondary. All that matters is gelling 
your face on this and that. 

"Maybe it' s always been like that. 
But I thought that in the '60s there was 
a genuine aim 10 write music. There 
were so many more great singers then, 
it was somethi ng they were born 10 do. 
Now there are a lot of crap singers that 
get produced in the studio so they 
sound okay. Like Boy George or Big 
Country [Stuart Adamson]-he's got a 
horrible voice but because of that total 
barrage of sound a lot of people don't 
realize it.·• 

As the Bunnymen's musicianship 
has improved with experience, Mac has 
grown more confident in his own vocal 
abilities. "My vocation is singing and 
writing words, and that is what I do 
best. Once you wander into other fields 
you start losing it. I don't want to get 
distracted by other things, so I concen-
1ra1e solely on my music. 

"I think I would have survived in the 
'60s with my voice, but I don't know 
how many others would've. There's a 
lack of good people around now. John 
Lennon, Jim Morrison, even Lou 
Reed, they all had great vo ices because 
they were original. Mick Jagger, Paul 
McCartney, the Spector singers and all 
that soul stuff ... but name the great 
singers today. Bowie's got some quality 
in his voice, but he was knocking 
around in the '60s anyway. It' s a defi
nite worry! 

"My si nging on this new album is 
pretty good. Not quite Jacques Brei
he had one of the best voices around
but a lot betler 1han Big Country and 
U2." 

On Echo's impending three-week 
crusade in the US, they'll be perform
ing mostly as a quartet: Mac; Will Ser
geaill, guitar; Les Pattinson, bass; and 
Pete Defreitas, drums (their friend 
Jake may throw in a keyboard part 
now and then). The band has dropped 
last year's Bunnymen Orchestra instru
mentation-extra guitar, violin, conga 
drums, xylophone, etc. "Live, when 
you ha\'e a 101 of people, it's difficult 
to relate what you're doing 10 one 
another. Everybody wants to play all 
the time and it 's a ·mess. With just the 
four of us we all know what we should 
and shouldn't be playing; it comes nat
urally. A four-piece is the perfect rock 
set-up anyway.'' 

The band's Boston dates were sold oul 
nearly a month in advance, so maybe 
the US is warming up to the Bunny
men, even if that affection isn't being 
reciprocated at this point. In any case, 
Mac promises good things. "I know 
people will love it, 'cause we'll play in
credibly. And hopefully then !hey'll sec 
the difference between us and U2." * 
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Clockwise from left: Paul Caruso, Tom Hauck, 
Skip Smith, 8. Wilkinson, Tim Long . 
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by Terri Su11on 

Ask Tom Hauck what his hopes for Ball & Pivot 
are. and he's liable 10 say "Peoria." Peoria? Yup. 
"We want to bring our music lo as many people a~ 
possible, which means go ing tO a viable record 
company and having your record put across nation
ally - so that the band can go 10 Peoria or St. 
Louis and tell the kids there 'OK, this is what's 
going on - this is what we're singing about.' 

"Even though Boston will always be our home," 
Hauck continues, "we do want to be able tO take 
our music everywhere ... India, say. See if they get 
it; see if they understand it. If they do, that's 
terrific." 

From Boston to Peoria IO India - rather large 
jumps for a band that played its first gig less than 
two months ago. Ball & Pivot can be excused for 
such optimism, though, for they\e carefully avoided·· 
the uncertain, even clumsy, steps common 10 most 
new out fits. Instead, they have vaulted - polished, 
practiced, and, luckily, distinctive - straight into 
the public's lap. 

That first gig, you see, was not only Ball & 
Pivot's debut, but their record and video release 
party as well-all of which took place, not in 
somebody's groggy basement, but at one of Bos
lOn's mos1 popular nightspots, Spit. 

Now, before anyone starts griping about dues
paying or earning one's stripes, a look at the band 
is in order. Hauck plays guitar, 8. Wilkinson sings 
and contributes the occasional sax, and Paul 
Caruso drums and does keyboards. If the names 
sound familiar, it's because all three were members 
of Boswn's Atlantics (Best Boston Band in BR's 
1981 Reader's Poll) until last year. Bassist Skip 
Smith was with Gary Shane before he joined Ball & 
Pivot. Finally, keyboardist Tim Long played in the 
synth band Extremes until last Halloween. As 
Caruso concludes: "We're a new band, but we've 
been around for awhile. We know what we're 
doing." 

Indeed, the present form and accomplishments 
of Ball & Pivot ha"Ve"QC~~e works since last 
January, when Hauck, Wilkinson, and Caruso 
realized they'd be happier not being Atlantics. 
Caruso remembers: "Our favorite records were rec
ords with instrumentation the Atlantics didn't 
have. It was a mailer of giving something up that's 
doing well moneywise IO do something you really 
want to do creatively and artistically . We really 

LOVE BEATS 
FOR FORMER 
LONELYHEARTS 

liked the style of music we're playing now back 
then." 

Besides discovering ne\\ sounds by bands such as 
the Tom Tom Club, the 1hen A1lan1ics were catch
ing up on older material by artis1s like Cole Porter 
(whose "It '5 Alright With Me" is now a part of 
Ball & Pivot's live se1). What resulted was a grow
ing emhusiasm w'ith keyboards. Wilkinson laughs: 
"A lot of lines were written tha1 would've sounded 
great on keyboards-bu! we didn't have lhem. We 
just played 'cm on guitars in the Atlantics." 

"It ,,a~ lime to mo,e on," commcm, Haud. 
Although the Atlantics agreed to disband much 

earlier, their last show wasn't until May 141h. 
During the Spring, Caruso met Smith a1 a recording 
session. Because Wilkinson wanted to front the 
new band rather than continue as a bassist, Smith 
wa~ enlisted (with little protest, he admit<:i, " I ,,as 
looking for something new") IO hold down bass. 

In August, 1he four went into Boston's Syncro 
Sound IO record five songs (1hey'd only written 
seven) with soundperson Waller Turbitt. After 
laying down 1he basic parts - guitar, drums, bass, 
voice - they went home, wrote the synthesizer 
lines they thought were necessary, and returned a 
week later to record again. They didn't meet key
boardist Long until September, and he didn't offi
cially join until early November. 

Bands with synthesizers come a dime a dozen 
these days, but Ball & Pivot deny they were (or 
are) jumping someone else's train. "If we came out 
like Kraftwerk - if we came out like anyone, the 
November Group, an_x band you want to mention 
- then sure, you could say that/' Caruso argues, 
"but we're not that generic techno-pop band." 

Smith agrees: "We're playing a lot of techno
pop-oriented instruments-so IO speak-but there's 
a lot of emotion involved 100, a l01 of warmth and 
giving IO the audience." 

"To us," Hauck summarizes, "any instrument 
- whether it be a Linn drum, a piano, or a clar
inet - is just an instrument. It's a matter of taking 
advantage of all the ne\\ things." 

Fortunately for us, they're telling it true. The 
EP, out on the band's own Z Club label, is a dazz
ling, energizing piece of pop music that is, yes, 
friendly - with none of 1he cool distance and 
lyrical ambiguity affected by the English pop mech
anics a[(empting to be "meaningful." 

Ul1ima1ely, one remembers Wilkinson and 
Caruso's climbing harmonies on "Two O'Clock 
Jump," the melancholy piano s1rewn through 
"You Broke My Heart," and Hauck's striking, 
oriental-navored guitar on "Love Beat" - which 
is not to say that the keyboard pans are forget
table. Ra1her, the synths provide atmosphere, build 
energy, and add rhy1hmic punch. Never do they 
dominate, nor do they when Ball & Pivot plays 
live. 

In performance, again, the impression is one of 
in1ensity and competence, allied wi1h enthusiasm 
and humor. Af1er (he long hia1us, 1hc band is ob
viously having a wonderful time playing shows 
again; Caruso jabs his keyboards, slams Linn 
drums and cymbals, dances and sings - all with 
joyous fervor; Smith, smiling serenely, jams away 
in back; ~nd the waifish Wilkinson - finally free 
of his. "troublesome" bass - weaves and mugs like 
a young Jagger let loose in Bowie's bo,dy. 

This same energy carries over into their Jeff 
Hudson-produced video. The band chose "Love 
Beat" rather than the predicted radio hit "Two 
O'Clock Jump" because, as Wilkinson says, "We 
decided 'Love Beat' would be better for a lower 
budge1 video." The iape has been distributed IO 

BoslOn clubs and elsewhere, including a copy to 
MTY's Basement Tapes. 

With the EP se lling we ll and receiving steady 
airplay regionally, Ball & Pivot plan lO continue 
gigging around the Northeast and, hopefully, New 
York. "It's an ongoing process," says Wilkinson, 
"just like 1he record." 

"If you haven'! seen the band," Hauck slips in, 
"come see us." 

And if you hurry, you just might catch 'em be
fore they hit Peoria.* 
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by Sheena 

I tOppled out of the Beastie Boys van, with 12 
pages of notes-but mi nus a six-pack. There's no 
denying the full-throttle pleasun: of chatting 
with six wiscass kids from New York City, hyped 
outta their rhyming minds on a weekend t0ur-and 
if Bantam Books ever needs an editor for The 
Beastie Boys: The Early Years, I've got the defini
tive scoop. 

It takes 15 minutes for them just lO introduce 
themselves, and they have 10 say everything twice 
since someone else always talks over the first t ry: 
Okay, okay ... there are two guys named Adam .. 

"No, I'm Bill Hammill. That's my stage name." 
You ha\'e a stage name? 
"Nah, that's the name on my fake I.D." 
"I'm Rick, I'm the D.J." 
Just Rick, you're sure? 
"Ok, pul Rick Double R." 
Well, if you've heard the Bcastie Boys' landmark 

musical contribution n' claim-to-Fame, "Cookie 
Puss'' (and for a whi le there, it was ge1t ing a tad 
irritating to hear it on the radio again), you can 
imagine the kind of giddy minds that produced 
such a masterpiece. The Beastie Boys are four kids, 
plus soundman Scott and DJ Rick, all hooked in 
on one big in-joke. Lead singer Michael Crawford 
desperately tried to keep things o n track, but only 
succeeded in setting up yet another volley of punch 
lines. They're kinda know-it-all'y, but then, they've 
been going to nightclubs and practice spaces from 
an age when I was !,till playing with Barbies. 
They've got street smarts and school smarts, and 3!, 
is often the case, the resuh can be obnoxious. 

"Cookie Puss" is, after all, the song that's hip 
to everything, right? It's lampooning the groovier
than-thou Grandmaster Flash approach to the 
world of hip-hop, and at the same time sending all 
the Malcolm \1aclarenized masses hungering af1er 
more cleaned-up whomping. An hour with the 
Beastie Boys (who get my attention by yelling "Yo, 
man!," wear name buckles, and refer to a vicious 
reviewer as "a jealous toy tha1 mus' be s1op") and 
I can't decide if they really wish they were black or 
if they're just making fun of the mos1 stereotypical 
aspects of a culture. 

Village Voice critic Tom Sommer apparently 
called "Cookie Puss" a "racist" song, although he 
liked the tune. Or as Adam Yauch, bass, modifies: 
"The impression I gOI was that he thought we were 
talent less assholes who made a good record by mis
take." For all the song's snottily spoofish elements, 
it's as much a tribute as a caricature and vice 
versa. When I commented on their belt buckles 
Scott put the whole cult back into perspective: "I'd 
like to point out that I do nor have one," he said, 
rolling his eyes. 

Beastie Boys ("Boys Entering Anarchistic States 
Towards Internal Excellence") met as pubcscents 
(13, 14) hanging out at New York's Rock Lounge, 
Tier 3 and the Botany House, digging the S 1mu
lators and the Bad Brains and moving to Nt'v. Or:
der and Delta 5. Kate (drummer) and Cra\\ford 
formed the Young Aborigines, a very progressive 
unit with two drummers that Yauch sometimes 
showed up and jammed with. "We were making 
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Hip hop to the 
Cookie Puss slop 

fun of all the hardcore bands that were coming out 
everywhere ... It started as satire and NOW it's a 
way of life," Yauch hi sses. The joke got to Kate, 
though, who "hated playing that stuff" ("Now I 
like it though"), and the band broke up. Was the 
wor ld to be denied "Cook ie Puss"? 

Nyet. Onto the scene comes Ratcage Records 
maven Dave Parsons who caught the Beasties at a 
party and persuaded them to regroup and do a 
record. Pollywog Stew, a likeable, but 1101 ground
breaking, eight-song seven-inch EP came out. "We 
did i1 with the i111en1ion of breaking up," recalls 
Crawford, "but the record sold okay and we got 
gigs from it.'' 

The Beastie!,' activities in the next year or so 
were stined mostly due 10 Yauch's decision to at
tend college and a disagreement be! ween Yauch and 
original guitarist John Barry, who eventually left. 
He was replaced by Adam Horovi1z. 

Unexpectedly, Doug (Doug who?-Forget it, the 
B'Boys figure I know all their friends in NYC; they 
keep !,aying things like, "All this happened when 
we were at Judy's house .. . ") snagged them a 
couple of hours in a 24-track studio: "They did the 
soundtrack for Star Wars there, Diana Ross- uses it, 
they do a lot of jazzhomofusion ... We didn't know 
what we were doing. The 1wo songs we did as a 
joke were 'Beastie Revolution' and 'Cookie Puss'," 
recalls Crawford. "It was just a massive crea1ivc 
outpouring," he winks. 

"And there were a ll these weird instruments ly
ing around," adds Yauch, "which is how we got 
all the nutty sounds for 'Beastie Re\'olution'." 

Ratcage/lmponant put this lucky accident out 
and bigtime hit like a 10n of bricks: 10,000 sold, a 
recommendation in The Face, Rockpool, and
most important-airplay at the hottest clubs, black 
and white (Danceleria, Roxy), and on radio sta
tions from coast to coast, including KISS-FM and 
KROQ. Soul Train, someone asserts, is the next 
goal. 

After "Cookie Puss" went massive, the Beasties 
needed to hire a full-time DJ to accommodate the 
live show. So, they nabbed Rick Double R, of 
Hose, a New York slaver 'n' funk outfit, with, I 
guess, the same lofty ideals as the B'Boys. 

"We met Rick at a gig at the Kitchen-he had a 
bubble machine," Kate recalls. ·'He was working 
with Soul Sonic Force DJ ... Jany J?" 

Horovitz protests, "Rick welll our with him for 
a few months, that'!, what"-but Rick's busy try
ing 10 make sure I ge1 down that he's wearing Sud
den Impact style, bulletproof Gargoyle sunglasses. 
Anyway, 1hc guy's practically related to every hot 
DJ in the Big Apple, \vhich can'1 hardly hurt the 
Beasties. 

For the first part of their set at the Rat, the band 
went at it alone and the audience wa!, puzzled at 
the straight hardcorhh set, expecting Rick and the 
bubble machine to break in any second. By all 
reports, I was in the minority, but I liked this part 
of their set. The songs were decent and the delivery 
better, especially "Egg Raid on Mojo" (from Pol
lywog Stew) and "Subculture," which is thrashy, 
but preceded by a "Hey, y'all! What's your sign" 
rap from Crawford. "Don't be stuck up! Kiss 
some ass!" he yelled al the crowd when the 
bouncers started getting itchy to punch someone. 
Now, that's a change. 

They dumped their instruments and came back 
to do the rap part of the evening. No "Cookie 
Puss," and some fuck-ups (Kate drops the rap and 
gets soundly booed), bu1 ii was disarming, espe
cially after the slickness of Grandmaster Flash and 
other exponents of the "real" thing. Yauch is the 
best, looking vaguely embarra!,sed about delivering 
letter-perfect rhymes and adding a little endearing 
foot shuffling to his segment. Horovitz, band brat, 
does a lillle poppin' and the band blows out with 
the best touch of the evening-an approximate 
cover of "Cum On Feel The Noize," to the 
crowd's delight. Not too heavy/Not too lite/The 
Beastie Boys are/Fun for nite. * 

------st:Alltt 
OO'U 

We were making Jun of all the hardcore bands ... It started 
as satire and now it's a way of life. 

photo: Bruce Rhodes 



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21 - S/Jckee Boys/Skm WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28 - Hano, Rock/B/ack1acks 

THURSDAY, MARCH 22 - A/Jen Sex Fiend/Breakfast In Bed THURSDAY, MARCH 29 - Sex Execs/Three Colors 

FRIDAY, MARCH 23 - Pnnce Charles and the City Beat Band WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11 - Sisters of Mercy 



~ by Brei! Milano 

~eard the new Cars album yet? 
You will, at least if you plan to be 
near a radio at some point in the next 
year. The main problem, at times, 
may be recognizing it as the Cars. 
For their fifth album, the band has 
paned with longtime producer Roy 
Thomas Baker, and left their Syncro 
Sound studio behind to work in Lon
don wi1h Robert John "Mull" Lange 
(producer of the Boorn1own Rats, 
Foreigner, AC/ DC, and Def 
Leppard). The result may be contro
versial with longtime fans. 

If you've missed the straightfor
ward sound of the first Cars album, 
Heartbear Ci!y may be the one you've 
been waiting for. But the wild experi
mentation of the las1 1wo albums
especially Panorama-is in shorter 
supply. Instead there's a renewed pop 
exuberance, and a more positive qual
ity in the lyrics. Ric Ocasck s1ill takes 
a sharp look at romance and rela1ion
ships, but this time the \'icw is more 
hopeful. Heartbeat Cit)~ true to its 
tiilc, is the first Cars album 10 end 
wilh a satisfied love song instead of 
an uncenain one. 

Lange's produc1ion is more 
startling. He gives the Cars a full
blown radio sound, making Baker's 
already-elaborate production sound 
like garage tapes in comparison. 
From the choral vocals that open 
"Hello Again" to the synthl!sizer 
explosiom. on "Jacki," this is a new, 
souped-up Cars (this s1ory's only 
automotive pun, I promise). ll would 
be too cynical 10 call the album a 
commercial mo\'C-it sounds more 
like the work of a band genuinely 
interested in trying ne\, approaches. 

The album i.'> their firs! in 21/1 
years, but 1he Cars ha\cn't been 
idling (I lied about the la:-.t pun) in 
the meantime. Ric Ocasek made his 
solo debut last year with Beatitude, 
scored a hit wi1h "Something lO Grab 
For," and produced an album for the 
reggae/hardcore band Bad Brains. 
Keyboardist Greg Hawkes also went 
solo, on a smaller scale, wi1h the 
mos1ly-ins1rumental Niagara Falls. 
The other three band members have 
kepi a lower profile, bu1 have 
remained active: David Robinson co
produced Vinny's debut LP; Ben Orr 
began work on a solo record; and 
Ellio1 Easron recently guested at the 
Rat, playing with rockabilly guitarist 
Scott the Cat Anderson. 

With the album being prepared for 
release, Ric Ocasek and Greg Hawkes 
mer with BR in the lounge of Syncro 
Sound, to discuss present and ruture 
work. 

The sound of the new record was sur
prising at first. A warmer sound, 
maybe? 
Ric Ocasek: Maybe so, yeah. It's got 
that runny edge . Maybe it's from 
using 48 tracks instead of 24, more 
space and time, and a lot of layering. 
lt wasn't really imendcd to be a 
warmer record, but maybe ii came 

out tha1 way. 
Why did you decide 10 work Ul 
England with Mull Lange, ins1ead of 
using your own studio? 
Ocasek: Jus1 because I thought he gOI 
grea1 sound on his records. l1's more 
Greg Hawkes: If there was anything 
conscious, it was a decision to keep 
this one modern-sounding. So maybe 
that made it lean toward the key
boards. We really worked on pro
gramming this time, and I'd say that 
more pans on the record were pro
grammed than played by hand-if 
that's a fair comparison. Bui maybe 
ii isn't, because when you end up 
programming pans, you ac1ually 
spend more time getting ii ready. 

Ocasek: live and s1udio arc two dif
ferent media for us. I've always liked 
harmonics to have a large sound-the 
thicker and bigger, the better. On this 
album we used all the technology that 
was available; Greg spent literally a 
monlh learning how to program the 
keyboards. A<, long as we've got good 
songs, we feel free to embellish them 
in the Mudio. 

Will these songs be hard 10 rework 
onstage? 
Hawkes: Yeah, they sure will. It's 
going to take considerable thought. 
That's my projec1 for the next 3 
months, to figure out how to play 
1hese parts live. 

----T---H--E-----

Ocasek: I also think. oddly enough, 
that Mull-who's done a lot of guitar 
bands-was really shooting for a 
heavily keyboard-oriented sound. He 
was trying to get away from his old 
sound. 
Hawkes: He wanted to have me 
working with sequencers-I was there 
a long time. 
Can you see producing a Cars album 
yourselves? 
Ocasek: Sure. Might be the next one, 
who knows. Bui this time we needed 
to make sure we had an outside ear. 
Greg and I especially, since we did 
solo records this year with us doing 
all 1he work, wanted someone else's 
inpul. 
Did you work harder on the vocals 
this time? Some of the voices are 
hard to recognize. 
Ocasek: Mostly on the harmonies. 
They were pretty thickly layered. I 
don't know if we spent more time 
tracking lhan usual, but we spent 
more time developing vocal sounds. 
Do you think you might gel criticized 
for that? Sometimes you get knocked 
for sounding too studio·ish, and this 
time it seems you've gone even 
funhe1: 
Ocasek: No, I think it's imponanl to 
have this kind or sound . 
Hawkes: If something is available to 
use, you should use it. When you're 
making a record, you want lO make 
1he best possible one. You don't 
worry aboul whether you can play it 
live or not, because it doesn't matter. 

Ocasek: When we go out this time, 
we want to rework a lot of the old 
songs as well. Because I just can'! go 
out and play them all the same way 
again. We might do songs from my 
album or Greg's, or revive songs like 
''A Dream Away.'' We need a nC\\ 
approach-we can't go do a greatest 
hits show. I figure that if people just 
want to hear 1he records, they can 
bring a Walkman 10 lhe concens. 
Was the album difficult to make? 
There's been rumors of disputes 
within the band. 
Hawkes: Well, it's all true. We broke 
up, got back 1ogether . 
Ocasek: We broke up four 1imes! 
Hawkes: Well, maybe there were 
more tensions with this record 
because it took longer. Everybody 
had to concentrate a lot harder, and 
the amount of time we spent together 
probably fueled the tensions. It was 
nothing we didn't work out . 
Ocasek: After all, we were there six 
months in one house-and when we 
went over, we only rented it for two. 
H;awkes: We went with lhe full cxpec-
1ation of gelling ii done in 1wo 
months. When we started gelling into 
the fourlh month-not only were we 
living with each 01her on a day-to-day 
basis, bu! also going "how long is 
this gonna take?" 
Ocasek: Two months on and we only 
had four songs done. The rest were 
all down to basics. It got tedious, and 
it was nerve-racking for us. And 
besides, it wasn't our domain. We 

were in England, and the studio was 
Mutt's. If things took longer, it was 
because of him ins1ead of us. 
Hawkes: That's his approach. He'll 
think nothing or spending eight hours 
just to get a :-.ound. 
because of that 1han because of the 
group':> he'd worked with. I thought it 
might be an interesting combmation, 
to get his sound and mix ii up with 
ours. Also, we wanted ro get out of 
the city, to leave Boston for a while 
and go to a different place. Because 
I've done so many projects here over 
the past two years-which is fine, but 
I thought we'd ha\'e an en\'ironmcnt 
change on this one, a differen1 mood. 
fl seems a .swing back 10 a more 
d1recr sound, after some of the last 
two. More of a radio sound as well. 
Ocasek: Yeah, and I think 1hat':-. 
some of Mutt, making it that way. 
That sound is characterisric or him. 
But it·., definitely more of a pop
oriented album. When we did Pan
orama we made a consciou\ change 
or direction; this time the songs had a 
different character. 
Sounds like Phil Specror, the way he 
had the Ramones 111 1he stud/0 /or 1e11 
hours just to 1:,et the opening chord of 
"Rock '11' Roll High School. ' 
Hawkes: Right! Did you sec that Brit
ish documentary on Spector? \\ell, 
Mull saw that shm, 100, and he was 
nodding his head and saying "right, 
that's how long il should take." He 
respects Spector a lot, \O ir Spector 
can spend 10 hours on one chord . 
Ocasek: And 1his is the quicke~t 
album he's done in the last four 
years! To him fi\'e months is nothing. 
most of his projects take a year. The 
Def Lcppard album took cle\'en 
months. 
Hawkes: We're used to more spon
taneity than we gol on this one. I 
mean, there'd be periods of spon
taneity, but once we'd get a spon
taneous idea, we'd ~pend hours per
fecting it. 
Ocasek: Bul then again, when we 
took the tapes home to lis1en, they 
wore very well. So in some ways, 
time equalled quali1y. When we first 
go1 back 10 Boston, someone had 
gollen a hold of the rough demo 
tapes and started playing them on the 
radio. Someone jumped the gun, but 
I won't say who. 
I didn't carch it 011 the air back 
then. 
Ocasek: Good! 
The lyrical mood sounds differe111 
this time. A /01 of Cars' love songs 
usually have an element of danger in 
them, but this time they're more 
hopeful. 
Ocasek: I definitely think so. Maybe 
it was a conscious effort this lime not 
to return to the usual !hemes and lO 
be a little more optimistic or upbeat. 
That comes out in "Drive" and 
"Why Can't I Have You" . 
Hawkes: But "Why Can't I Have 
You'' isn't lhat optimistic a view
point. 
"You Might Think" sounds like one, 
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though. Not really resolved, but s111/ 
pos11n•e. 
Ocasek: And i1's funny, because 
that's the oldest song on the record. 
It was written around '78 or '79. It 
could have been on the first album. 
We tried recording i1 then, and 
wound up leaving it off. 
Hawkes: I don'1 think we worked ii 
up back then-ii was just one we had 
in the files and decided to use this 
time. 
Ocasek: I chink this record's more in 
tune with people's relationships. I'm 
not out to write a political record; it's 
more about the politics of relation
ship~ . More so than usual, I'd say. 
Thematically, that's always been a 
part of my songs-I often feel that 
people write the same song their 
whole life anyway. 
It sounds more abouf wha1 goes 
1hro11gh people's heads when they're 
Ulvolved with somebody. 
Ocasek: Right, that comes from 
observing what goes on in people's 
lives. Bccam,e it's hard to find people 
\vho have good relationships-I don'l 
think I knO\\ of many \\ho do. In 
this cou111ry, people mostly seem co 
ha\'C economic rela1ionships. So I 
write about being in a personal rela
tiomhip and feeling confused by it. 
Hawkes: The theme of a record 
presents itself more as you're piecing 
it wgcther. When you get to some
thing like a final form, you can see 
how it all !lows. 
Do you hm·e a lot of songs on hand 
when 1he Cars make a record? 
Ocasek: Yeah, and it's funny because 
sometimes the songs I most want to 
<lo don't get used. Maybe because of 
the lyrics, or just the linear shape of 
the song. When I write, I pul songs 
down on 8-track, and sometimes the 
concept is already complete. To me 
the Cars have a whole quality as a 
band, and some songs are better 
suited for it. For 1his album we went 
over with 15 songs, wound up record
ing II and using 10. The other will 
probably be a B-side. 
Now thar you've srar1ed making solo 
records, do you make a division 
between the kind of song you'd give 
the Cars and the kind you'd keep for 
yourself? 
Ocasek: I seem to do that now, bm I 
didn't when I made the first solo. 
Now that we've done another Cars 
album, I can see putting the less 
poppy songs on the next solo. With 
the Cars there's five people, and I 
need to think about supporting a 
band, but solo I'm only supporting 
myself. The pop seems to be the 
Cars' character, but the band is really 
capable of doing anything I've 
wrilten. It' s more a question of doing 
something that a lot of people are 
going to like. We could do a record 
that only three people would like
that would be easy. 
Are plans underway for the next 
solo? 
Ocasek: Yeah, bul I probably won't 
s1art on it till after the summer tour. 

But I've got a few songs wriuen. I 
should be going back and forth 
between solo and Cars albums, but at 
this point I'm contrac1ed for more 
solos , because I' ve only done one so 
far. 
Greg, were you satisfied with the 
reception of your solo LP? 
Hawkes: More or less. Ii wasn't a big 
reception by any means, but I really 
just wanted lo document that kind of 
music, more than making a big state
ment. Just to let people know I could 
do something a liule different. I' ve 
been writing for years, so I'd like to 
put out records as I gather batches of 
material. I'll probably continue work
ing that angle on my own in stages, 
short periods of time. 
A lot of it had a European-progres
sive sound. Do you listen ro rhat type 
of music? 
Hawkes: Lots of European synthe
sizer records. I wouldn't say progres
sive, because that makes me think of 
Yes or Genesis, Jethro Tull. Mostly 
I'm a big Kraftwerk fan. And certain 
other Germany guys, and I've been 
hunting out some Japanese synthe-

sizer records. Things that you don't 
hear normally. 
Do you try working those ideas info 
Cars songs? 
Hawkes: I'd say so. Between the 
lines, anyway. 
Ric, your las1 production was the Bad 
Brains, which seemed a departure 
from 1he kind of people you'd 
worked with before. 
Ocasek: That was definitely a differ
ent approach-in fact, the whole rec
ord was done in less than two weeks. 
The approach was jmt 10 set up and 
play. Preuy much li ve takes, very 
linle overdubbing. Just a few guitar 
things, and 1he vocals were done in 
one day. The dub stuff took a linle 
longer than the hardcore. With 1hat 
kind of energy, I couldn't keep on 
doing takes-al most, \\e did two per 
song. It was more like playing li ve. 

I still intend to do productions; in 
fact I'm hoping to stan a label pretty 
soon. I can't say who I'll be working 
with yet-1 've got a few people in 
mind, bu1 I'll need to hear a few more 
before I start. 
Do you 1hink radio is open to new 

ideas nowadays? 
Ocasek: You mean, in terms of Brit
ish slllff? The trend seems to be that 
top-40 radio is at an upswing. Bui 
this so-called British In vasion seems a 
li1tle stupid co me, especially af1er 
spending six months O\er·there. 
Because the records making it here 
are considered 1he most pop over 
there. 
Heartbeat City is the firs/ Cars album 
in 2 ½ years. Is there some apprehen
sion in bringing out a record a./Jer 
you've been away, th(lf it 'II sfill do as 
well? 
Ocasek: No, I wouldn'1 say so
people will either like it or not. But I 
1hink it 's a good Cars record, pretty 
well thought out, inlercs1ing songs. 
So it should do OK. Bul it's hard for 
me co see it that way, because two 
years seems like two weeks ago. Since 
I did the solo and the other projects 
in the meantime-just going straight 
along, so i1 seems like a shon 1ime. 
I'm always surprised when people say, 
"you haven't been on the road for 2½ 
years." To me it seems like just a few 
weeks. * 

erf ect Heartbeat' 
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MICHAEL 
GREGORY 

The Jackson 
Is Silent 

by Tristram Lozaw 

"The avant garde guitarist in me is 
no longer in operation," says North
ampton's own Michael Gregory. 
Gregory has released a promising new 
rock LP for Island Records, pro
duced by Chic's Nile Rodgers, who 
also produced Bowie's let's Dance. 
Rodgers brought along a few of the 
musicians from the Bowie sessions 
and some other hot shots from Chic. 
In three months, they cut the eight
song Situation X, which has given 
Island head Chris Blackwell justifi
ably high hopes. 

Situation X marks both a change in 
sound and name for Gregory; he's 
dropped his surname to avoid confu
sion with the other Michael Jackson. 
"It's nice not being asked if I'm in 
the Jackson Five," Gregory ex
plains. 

Gregory's move from jazz Lo pop- · 
rock isn't as Slraightforward as it 
might sound. Coming from a home 
where the family phonograph blurted 
out everything from Gospel 10 Col
trane to Stravinsky, Gregory played 
power-trio hard rock in junior high 
and specialized in Jeff Beck, Cream 
and Hendrix songs. "My taste in 
music got to the point where in the 
course of a day I was listening to 
everything from soup to nuls," ,. 
calls Gregory. A few years late 
was teaching at conservatories in .. 
ton and Denmark and becoming in
volved in the Creative Music Studio 
in upstate NY, where he concentrated 
on "altered forms of music. That's 
when I was in my conceptual slage, 
heavily into John Cage, Dada, Zen 
Buddhism. " 

After developing a strong reputa
tion for his guitar abilities with avant 
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THE 
TRYPES 

Serious Music 
From Haledon, NJ 

by David Sprague 

"Are they gonna be as intense as 
they look?'' a friend asked me as we 
watched the Trypes set up. I'd never 
seen 'em before either, and the sight 
of seven poker-faced musos onstage 
had me braced for a barrage of ear
bending skronk. 

Well, from the word go, I was 
pinned 10 my seat (along with a 
roomful of others) by a sound that 
was not noisefest jumble, but late
night airy and meditative. At once 
quietly pretty and powerfully grip
ping, the Trypes play serious music, 
but go light on the pretension. 

With two Feelies (Glenn Mercer 
and Bill Million) in the bunch, you'd 
expect a complex blend of rockin' 
and avant innuences, but-as is 
obvious in their version of Eno's 
"Warm Jets" or any number of origi
nals-the Trypes take the Feelies' in
tricacy and inject almost (read: 
ALMOST) effervescent happiness. It 
never quite spills over, but the mood 
is definitely celebratory. 

The sound has been honed over 
three years of constant playing. The 
band was "strictly a social thing at 
first," according to guitarist Marc 
Francia. "It was just a way for us to 
get together-like bowling." 

Rather than invest in bowling 
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shirts, they began practicing weekly in 
the old hometown of Haledon, NJ, a 
situation which developed into a Sun
day night residency at the Peanut 
Gallery there. A summer's worth of 
friends and strangers alike went away 
muttering the usual cliches: "awe
some,'' ''stunning,'' ''what did you 
say they were called?" Word spread 
fast, and the band, by then aug
mented by Mercer and Million, be
came a fixture at Maxwell's (they give 
owner Steve Fallon much credit in 
their success). Shunning the barren 
glitz of the club scene (writer/ key
boardist John Baumgartner confesses 
to a desire 10 play cathedrals and lec
ture halls), the Trypes sharpened their 
precise ensemble work to Steve 
Reich / Glenn Branca levels. 

The classical background of Toni 
Paruta (lead vocals/ flute / sax/ clari
net / you name it) probably has a great 
deal to do with their sense of ensem
ble. Paruta's years of playing in 
chamber music groups while remain
ing a rock & roll child have resulted 
in an interesting split personality, 
which, in turn, is reflected in the 
Trypes' music. Subtle dynamics make 
it hard to notice, but all of a sudden, 
you're enveloped in this sound which 
is ... well, like a hybrid of Phillip 
Glass, 60's raga, and late psychedelia. 
"Don't pay 100 much attention to all 

players Leo Smith and Oliver Lake, 
Gregory cut five jazz albums on his 
own. Increasingly nostalgic for his 
power trio, Gregory inched in that 
direction with two albums on Arista, 
Gif1s and Heart and Cemer. He then 
formed Signal, a mega-watt three
piece that was very popular in the 
Northampton area. 

Arista-and the other record labels 
that Gregory approached with his 
new set-up-were not so keen on the 
idea of a black rock 'n' roller. "They 
thoughl it would be safer if I moved 
in the R&B direction. They felt that 
there would be a problem marketing 
a black rock artist ... People who 
listen to heavy metal bands that are 
into the devil and violence against 
women probably wouldn't even give 
me a chance. It took me until last 
year to find a record deal for the 
music I was doing in 1980." 

In the meantime, Gregory soured 
on his band and dropped out of the 
club circuit. He also looked on help-
1essly as a budding collaboralion with 
Jteely Dan's Walter Becker was 
ruined by a former manager. But the 
Island sessions with Rodgers made 
the wait to record his skillfully writ
ten pop-rock worthwhile, and it gave 
him some extra time to solidify his 
new direction. 

As Gregory prepares a band to take 
on the road, he's also busy with a 
few other projec!s. He wrote, 
arranged and produced one side of 
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The olher Michael Jackson, 

drummer Pheeroan akLaff's Fits like 
A Glove soul/dance EP. Doing the 
video for ' 1Can't Carry You," the 
lead-off cut on Situation X, has also 
given him a tasle for acting that he 
might pursue at some poinl. "I'd like 
to act but I don't say that lightly. I 
know what it took to do a four
minute video. I can just imagine what 
it takes to do a two-hour movie."* -

The Trypes (I tor): Glenn A-lercer, Stanley Demeski, Marc Francia, John Baum
garlner, Brenda Sauter, and Bill A,/il/ion. 

that stuff about lecture halls and 
everything," Mercer insists. "We can 
still rock out." 

Al2" EP due out late this month 
on Fallon's Coyote Records should 
spread the word further. The EP 

features their reading of the Beatles' 
"Love You Too," as well as three 
originals: "From the Morning 
Glories," "Music for Neighbors," 
and a powerfully pounding piece 
called "The Undertow."* 
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#26. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers. Alan Vega. Boys Life. Panther Burns, Sex 
Execs, Police, Certain Generals, Washington D.C. News, Battle of Broad 
Street. 
#27, Bush Tetras, Club Update, Neighborhoods, U2, Flipper, Young 
Snakes. Albert 0, Fleshtones, Waitresses, London and D.C. News. 
#28, Romeo Void, Lou Miami, Black Sabbath, The Dark, G.t., Nick Lowe, 
Music Seminar, 13 UP, \•Vhy Bands Move To Boston. 
#29. Stompers, Paul Weller Interview, Human League, V;, Girlschool, 
l3·52's, Bongos. Fear, Joe Perry, Toots and the Maytals. Gun Club. 
#30. The Clash, Eric Burdon, Circle Jerks, Ken Shelton, Sparks, Haircut 
100, Tweeds, Slickee Boys, Boston Street Bands. 
#31, X, Motels, Stray Cats, Robert Ellis Orrall. SS Decontrol, Wipers, 
Comsat Angels, Independent Record Supplement. 
#32. PubHc Image Interview, Billy Idol. Clarence Clemons, Willie Alex· 
ander, Proletariat, Flesheaters. Jon Butcher Axis. 
#33. The Who, Jello Biafra, English Beat, Lords ofThe New Church, Nico, 
Undertones, Ooh Ah Ah, MDC, The Brains, Healin' of the Nation, The 
Dawgs, Nebulas. 
#34. Psychedelic Furs, Mission of Burma, George Thorogood. Rubber 
Rodeo, Dream Syndicate. Grand Master Flash, Robin Lane, Del Fuegos, 
Jeff and Jane Hudson. 
#35. Sting Interview, Peter Wolf, The Bangles, Dangerous Birds, Peter 
Gabriel. Lene Lovich, The Residents, Marshall Crenshaw, R.E.M .. Blues 
Astronauts, Effigies, Man from Hoodoo, Best of '82. 
#36. Readers Poll Winners: November Group, Clash and Ric Ocasek, Spe
cial Distribution Supplement, ABC, Burma Breakup, Thompson Twins. 
Bauhaus, Fools, John Orsi, The Three O'Clock, Richard Hell, Springa. 
#37. D.O.A., Laurie Anderson, New Models, Bow Wow Wow, The Time. 
Members, Rolling Stones and Richard Hell Films, Arms Akimbo, Iggy Pop. 
#38. Culture Club, Musical Youth, Dexy's, Minutemen, F.U.s, Angry 
Young Bees, Storyville, Tony V, Midem. 
#39. U2, Blasters, Minor Threat, Stampers. Monty Python. Limbo Race. 
Birthday Party, Angry Samoans, Lou Miami, Walter Clay, Music Seminar 
Supplement. 

Act now as 
supply on certain 

issues is very limited 
#40, The B-52's, Modern English, R.E.M .. Greg Hawkes, The Fall, 
Ministry, Jonathan Richman. Violent Femmes, Kid Congo, The Freeze, 
Sorry. · 
#41, Talking Heads, US Festival, Husker Du, Peter Tosh, Primary Colors, 
Native Tongue, Black Flag, Nona Hendryx, Simple Minds. Synthesizer 
Review, Meatman Tesco Vee, The Fixx, Rock America. 
#42. Joan Jett, David Bowie. Eurythmics, New Order, Birdsongs of the 
Mesozoic, Vinny, The Alarm, Shaggs, Til Tuesday, Glenn Phillips, Green 
on Red, Saccharine Trust, Rain Parade, Long Ryders, Leaving Trains, 
Special Independent Record Label Supplement. 
#43, Elvis Costello, Neats, Motorhead, Fleshtones, Red Rockers, 
Replacements, DYS, Christmas, Beast, Human Switchboard, Eleventh 
Episode, F.U,s, Bob Dylan, UB40, Tour al Boston clubs. 
#44. X, Mick Jones leaves Clash, PiL's Keith Levene, Eddie Grant, Joe 
Perry Project, Aztec Camera, Big Boys, The Plugz, Graham Parker, Love 
Tractor, Three Hands, Busted Statues, Psycho, Ork Boy, 
#45. Big Country, Turbines, Zodio Ooze, Salem 66, November Group, 
Jonzun Crew, Bongos, True West, Eddie Gorodetsky. 
#46. REM, Grandmaster Flash, Dream Syndicate, Minor Threat, Cramps, 
Barrence Whitfield, Blackouts, Judy's Tiny Head, Rash of Stabbings, 
Gang of Four, Let's Active, Sandra Bernhard. 
#47. Readers Poll Winners: The Proletariat & Neats, Police, MTV (Part 1), 
Lords of the New Church, The Vipers, Jason & The Scorchers, Digney 
Fignus, Prince Charles, Adventure Set, Schemers, Men & Volts. 
#48. The Alarm, Independent Distribution Supplement, Ramones, 
Blackjacks, Stranglehold, Children of Paradise, Wire Train, Drongos, 

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Cocteau Twins, Lisa Lips. 

~--------------------------------J·-----------------------



TATE OF AM ERIC 

San Francisco 

by Jonny Whiteside 

T
his fine New Year of ours sees 
~ris~o's varied groovers splinter

. mg into ever more divisive broods, 
wllh each particular sect more intent 
on bearing the regulation plumage and 
badges of ideniification rather than 
striving to breathe any Ii fe or honest fun 
into the community. 

A most amusing trend is our bur
geoning mod scene, with the apple
cheeked anglophiles festering through
out the Bay Area in proportions we've 
never before seen. They've got their 
own 'zine ( Whaaam), several bands 
gigging (New Breed hands down quel 
gear!), several more back in the garage 
and there's even a local Vespa deaJe/ 
ship hoping 10 cash in on it. 

Hardcore as an inner city phenom is 
over for us. Though a big name L.A. 
or U.K. punk act will draw armies 
from out of their suburban rumpus 
rooms, headline bookings and general 
enthusiasm for locals like Code of 
Honor, Fang, and Fuck Ups are on the 
wane . 

Older, calmer cats and chicks with 
money and time to spend in front of a 
mirror have stewed up a minor league 
death rock scene out in the Mission 
District at former new wave hairdresser 
bar Graffiti. New S.F. bands like Our 
Lady of Pain, Batican, and Fountains 
of Use regularly explore the fabulous 
miseries of catholic guilt and mascara. 
Founding fat~ers Fade to Black are 

still the best part of an otherwise /Jfe
less scene . 

Blue Cheer, Beau Brummels and the 
Co_unt Five all came out and played re
union shows recen1ly. Buddy Miles has 
been sent to San Quentin on drug 
char~es, and Cyril Jordan, arguably 
the hippest man on the west coast, still 
hasn't unveiled the new/current 
Flamin' Groovies line up. 

The Order of Olufunmi, a chaotic 
religious collective who've produced 
shows around town for years (circum
venti.ng dance and drink licensing 
requirements by virtue of their non
profit church status) are now repre
senting a variety of JA acts (the Gladi
ator~, Sisler Nancy} and have begun 
hosting shows in a basement sound 
system known as Reggae St., a set-up 
very similar to the real Jamaican 
McC<;>Y- Such an atmosphere begets a 
!un lime, however, and its appearance 
1s a good omen. 

Legitimate San Francisco Rock & 
Roll threw its annual back-patting 
Bammie awards, gelling dangerously 
rad by allowing 415 stadium rebels 
Translator on the bill. Translator's 
equally outspoken brethren Wire Train 
have landed themselves a support slot 
on a Big Country tour. Meanwhile, Bill 
Graham is trying on some new wave 
having signed a personal contract with 
Chris Ketner (former frontman of 
Chrome Dinette, yet another S.F. band 
t~at announced each song in bogus 
hmey accents), so look out for one 

more well-groomed man-without-a-hat 

Continued on page 36 

Providence 

by Rob Tannenbaum 

There won't be any ranting about 
the vitality of the Protown scene 
this time around-just IOls of facts 

which prove it ... Beaver Brown re
leased a second successful single from 
their Eddie and the Cruisers sound
~rack, ".Tender Years," which peaked 
m the m1d-60's on the Billboard singles 
chart and is still in MTV rotation. 

Scenic Views, Rubber Rodeo's debut 
LP for PolyGram. has been pushed 
back to a May release. The NME did a 
feature on them while the band were in 
London mixing the album with produ
cer Hugh Jones (Echo and the Bunny
men, Modern English, the Damned). 
and the combo also figured promi
nently in Musician's recent article on 
"Country Punk." The dB's were using 
Bearsville Studios in Woodstock, NY 
at the same time Rubber Rodeo were 
recording Scenic Views, and they asked 
the Rodeo's pedal steel guitarist, Mark 
Tomeo, to play on a song for their up
coming disc. 

Roomful of Blues received their sec
ond consecutive Grammy nomination 
for Best Traditional Blues Recording, 
but lost the award to Michael, uh, 8.8. 
King . They were also featured in a 
recent issue of Downbeat, and they've 
been finishing tracks at Syncro Sound. 

When T-Bone Burnett played solo at 
t~e Living Room in late January he in
vited several local musicians onstage to 
sing with him, including Pete Cronin, 

1 Debbie Lilli of HiBeams, Robin Lane, 
and Mark Cutler of the Schemers. 
T-Bone was so impressed with the 
Schemers' new tape that he took a copy 
of it with him to play for Slash. 

Also looking starry-eyed are Blind 
Dates, who have a boffo new single 
("Radio" b/w "Second Hand"). The 
Dates recently signed with a NY man
agement company, and earlier this 
month they opened for Simon Town
sh~nd. at the Ritz in NY. Plan 9's five 
~uilansts make Molly Hatchet look 
like a synth-pop band, and their new 
album, Dealing With The Dead, is 
guaranteed to please fans of True West 
and the Slickee Boys, but please don't 
call them neo-psychedelia. 

~rummer John Orsi has put his solo 
proJects on hold, and he is now a mem
ber of It Play, who recently moved to 
Boston from Ann Arbor. Orsi is also 
moonlighting in Exposure, who just re
leased an impressive single 
("H;?·M.E." b/w "No Thing, No 
One ) as a prelude to their upcoming 
album. It may be just a coincidence 
but after their third consecutive rating; 
drop AOR dinosaur WHJY has begun a 
show which will spotlight New England 
bands. Soundcheck will air Sunday 
nights at 8pm, co-hosted by 'HJY's 
Rick O'Brien and Randy Hien, owner 
of the Living Room. Local bands 
should send their tapes and records to 
WHJY (115 Eastern Avenue, Provi
dence, 02914} or to the Living Room 

Continued on page 36 
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The Midem Touch 
by Don Rose 

CANNES, FRANCE-Was that really 
T ina Turner standing nex t 10 me a 1 the 
baggage carousel? If I had a ny doubt 
tha1 I'd died and gone to Record Busi
ness Disneyland, !he sudden prolifera
tion of satin jackets and anv il brief
cases confirmed my worst fears; I was 
back . Not that I mind visiti ng the 
French Riviera in the dead of January, 
but 1he intens ity of the MI DEM exper i
ence borders on the unfat homable. 

11 .2 billion dollars (reta il sales) were 
genera ted by 1he internat io nal mus ic 
industry last yea r, and over 7<XX> rec 
execs from 1400 companies in nearly 50 
count ries (from Argen tina to Zim
babwe) converged upon Cannes, all 
a11e mpting to re-carve th is year's pie. 

Upon entering the convention com
plex (the Palais des Festivals), one pen
etra ted the wom b of music commerce 
and was confronted by the ultimate 
a nd complete business environment. 
Over 300 offices were has1ily erected by 
companies ready, willing and ab le to 
pay from $3000-$10,000 for the pri vi 
lege of on-s ite representation and 
(some1imes pretent ious) displays. (The 
Lamborghini Records booth was 
dwarfed by the fiery red Lambo 
Counrach S, a $100,000 exot icar as 
ridicu lous as it was striking there on its 
pedestal-with no room for records in 
its trunk!) Each had a reception area 
and private chamber fully equipped 
wi1h telephones, phone and tape 
stereo, and video monitoring (mirrors 
and straws optional, perhaps). 
MIDEM also provided an elec tronic 
message cemer, roving secretaries (for 
dictation or typing), copy and printing 
facilities, tape duplicating (for on-the
~pot master copies or demo casseHes), 
international legal services, a telex cen
ter, a foreign-exchange bank, a pos1 
office, travel and shipping agents, and 
a daily paper (the "M I DEM News," in 
both French and English editions) 
which duly noted the events and deals 
of the previous day. And MTV pro
vided continuous music video in many 
strategic locations throughout the hall, 
a constant reminder that you can never 
gel too far from home. 

As the introduction of the Compac1 
Disc thematically defined last year's 
festival, i1 soon became apparent that 
1984 will be 1he year of "consumer" 
music video. A vast array of concens, 
long-form conceptual pieces, and stan
dard song "clips" were being marketed 
by a surprising number of companies, 
most ly European and Japanese. Sti ll , I 
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TEN SONG LP 
DI STRIBUTED BY JEM 
& IMPORTANT 

HOPEWELL RECORDS 
P.O. BOX 3131 

PRINCETON, NJ 
08540 

(609) 737-8737 

got 1he impress io n that the Americans 
were beginn ing to catch on . 

T he Rea l Act ion, however, went 
down at the in fa mo us bar in the Mart i
nez Hotel, the si te of the first M IDEM 
in 1967. Noisy, expensive, bu1 con
genial, this gemeel ginm ill cranks 'em 
out 'ti l sunrise and boasts that magic 
a mbia nce wh ich cements deals and 
makes the cash registers ring. Heads 
were a lso ringing-and pounding-in 
the mornings, a n un fort unate but un
avoidable side-e ffec t of the Mart inez 
experience. Indeed, many rec execs 
don 't make it to the convent ion-floor 
at a ll , preferring instead to conduct 
business from the hotels, or in extreme 
cases of ostentat ia, from one of the 
many sleek yachts which line the Cote 
d'Azur. 

Bac k o n Planet Eart h , thi s 18t h 
annua l MIDEM presented many 
un ique opportun it ies to independent 
ent repreneurs wi ll ing 10 hustle. 
English, after all, is the language of 
rock 'n' roll, and those who make the 
journey can ult imately make contact 
wi1h companies in foreign markets 
eager to collaborate. ( I found a Ger
man company I hat withheld judgement 
o n a ny proposition unt il a young 
woman-brought along for her ten
dency to sprout "goosebumps" upon 
hearing a hit-rendered judgement: we 
are about lO make a deal.) I saw Olher 
familiar faces representing Boston as 
well: Rounder, Rick Harte (Ace of 
Hearts), Dave Pierce (Star.Rhy1hm), 
and Randall Barbera ('Til Tuesday, 
mgr.) 

Entertainment (nightly) included 
performances by Herbie Hancock, 
Bananarama, the Belle S1ars, Greg 
Kihn, Paul Young, and, while we're on 
the subject, Tina Turner. Bui this is not 
10 say there was a shortage of day1imc 
amusemem: like the French guy hawk
ing a disco single version of "Tea For 
Two," or the American girl with her 
reggae "Guantanamera. '' My favorite 
play-toy, though, was a demonstration 
of a new Japanese contraption used to 
"natten" warped records. Dubbed the 
"Disc Reformer," it resembles a 
,,arne-iron and iakes a long time t0 

work-if you've ever watched paint 
dry, you'll understand why I didn't 
stick around. Maybe ncx1 year . 

(For information regarding MlDEM 
'85, wrire Commissariar General, 179 
Avenue Vicror Hugo, 75116 Paris, 
France.) 
Don Rose is the preside111 of EAT 
Records. 
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Boston Rock 
Music Seminar 

When: 1984 
Saturday' May 19, 
10AMto6PM 

SPIT/METRO 
Entertainment Complex 

d downe Street 
13 Lan s 
Boston, MA 

t with music 
Make more contac s d than 
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a whole year! 

Don't be left out! Advertise in the Boston Rock Music Seminar Booklet! 
Place your ad reservation today! 

BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR BOOKLET 
Every person attending the Seminar will 

receive a copy of the Seminar Booklet con
taiping not only the day's agenda. but also an 
attendee and panelist directory; information 
regarding each panel; Indie lists of labels, 

ADVERTISING RATES 
• BACK COVER (7" x 10") 
• INSIDE BACK (7" x 10") 
• INSIDE FRONT (7" x 10") 
• FULL PAGE (7" x 10") 
• HALF PAGE (7" x 5") 

$325 
$275 
$275 
$200 
$110 

distributors, and manufacturers; guides for 
do-it-yourself labels; pages for note taking; 
and lots more. If your advertising target is the 
music business constituency. or a related 
field, the Seminar Booklet is guaranteed to hit 

• HALFPAGE(3'/z"x 10") 
• QUARTER PAGE (3 ½" x 5") 
• EIGHTH PAGE (3 1/z" x 2 1/z") 
• COLOR ADDED 

$110 
$60 
$35 
$50 

the mark over and over again at the Sem inar. 
and afterwards as a handy desk reference 
with a high pass-along rate. 

AD DEADLINES 
SPACE RESERVATION-April 18th 

ROUGH COPY-April 20th 
CAMERA READY COPY-April 25th 

DEMONSTRATION & 
INFORMATION TABLES 

Ideal for video display and playback, equipment display, promo
tional materials, synthesizer programming and demonstration, etc. 
Tables will be rented on a first come, first serve basis, as space is lim
ited. Rental fee of $175 includes admission for two persons, and must 
be paid in advance to confirm table reservation. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-266-8787 
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• • mu~,c 5em,na11 
Keynote Speaker Marty Scott, President, Jem Records, Inc. 

This year's Panels and Moderators: Independent Labels & Distribution-Mike Dreese, Pub-

A&R-Steve Leeds, Independent Promotion, former V.P. 
of A&R for MCA Records 

lisher of Boston Rock Magazine, owner of Newbury 
Comics 

Artist Management-Steve Berkowitz, Serious Business 
Artist Management 

Press, Publicity & Promotion-Doug Simmons, colum
nist for The Boston Phoenix 

Producers, Engineers & Recording Techniques-Mike 
Bastarache, Producer 

Commercial Radio Programming-Bille Best, Advertis
ing/Business Manager Boston Rock Magazine 

College Radio-Albert 0., DJ on WBCN and WMBR 

Video Workshop-Cindy Bailen, Music Director, WHTT 
and VJ on Channel 7, "Hot Hit Video" 

Clubs & Booking-Moderator to be announced. 

pi,\JS An all day Legal Workshop! A Pro-Audio Workshop sponsored by LaSalle Music of Watertown. 

And special guest speakers! 
Some of the other Seminar participants will be . .. 
Walter O'Brien, Important Records 
Rick Peters, Program Director, WHTT 
Don Roze, Eat Records 
John Brusger, Newbury Comics 

Jim Bazin , LaSalle Music 
Howie Cusack, Pretty Polly Productions 
Greg Riebman, Boston Rock Magazine 
Mike Z. , Strawberries Records & Tapes 
Howie Klein , 415 Records 
Judith Brackley, Program Director, WFNX 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION REGISTRATION FEE 
Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Saturday, May 19th, 1984 10am - 6 pm 
Spit/Metro Entertainment Complex 
13 Landsdowne Street, Boston 

GROUP RATES 
Subtract $2.00 from the regis
tration fee of each additional 
person registering at the same 
time. Group rates are NOT 
available after May 11. 

Register before MARCH 31st & pay $20 
Register before APRIL 30th & pay $25 
Register before MAY 11th & pay $30 
Register on day of Seminar & pay $35 
Advance registration ends May 11th. 

REGISTER EARLY r--------------------------------------------------------, 
BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR 
REGISTRATION FORM 
Your name _________________ _ 

Your titl e or job _______________ _ 

Compa ny _________________ _ 

Mailing address 

City ______ State ______ Zip _____ _ 

Te lephone ( __ ) ______________ _ 

t-:m /1 additional pnson n•gi~tning should indtuf1, !h1· obon· in/urrm1!im1 on 11 JX5 card 

Total persons reg istering 
Total amount pa id $ _______ _ 

LJ Check or money order enclosed. 
L.J Charge to my Master Card \'11:ia II _ _ _ 

Exp. Oate: Signature __ __ 

0 Check here if you woul d li ke yo ur name 
and address to appear in the Boston Rock 
Music Seminar Bookl et. Applies only to 
pre-reg istrants before Apri I 3oth . 

Boston Rock :1- lusic Seminar T-Shirt 
Include $5 per t-shir, " ith reg istration 
payment. Indicate nu mber of shirts and size. 

__ S __ i\l __ L __ XL 

Make checks payable to Boston Rock Inc. Send to: Boston Rock Music Seminar, 739 Boylston 
Street , Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. For more information call (617) 266-8787. 

L--------------------------------------------------------~ 

AND 
SAVE 
$$$! 



RECORD REVIEWS 

BLACK FLAG, My War (SST, LP) 
After two years of variou!> lawsuits 

and personnel changes, one of Amer
ica's best hardcore outfits finally puts 
toge1her some new vinyl, and guess 
what ... i1's more dirge than thrash. 
Side One provides the more "trad" 
Black Flag sound, bu1 not without sur
prises. This "mature" Blad Flag has 
grown serious, alright-tuo ser ious. 
The self-parody laced through Henry's 
vocals-so crucial on earlier songs like 
"Six Pack," "TV Party," and 
"Jealous Again''-has all but dis
appeared, and hearing him sing lyrics 
such as "no me1hod to 1he madness" 
and "I love you" straight is almost 
ridiculous . This LP's "Can't Decide" 
features grueling, diverse guitar by G. 
Ginn and a "Rise Above" rock-along 
chorus, bu! the words are just too easy 
-and unfortunately too legible. Ditto 
for " I Love You" (yeah, you heard 
right) which begins with a terrific 
sc ream or guitar and never goes 
anywhere after that (except for the 
merest chuckle at lhe end-which gives 
hope that maybe the song is a joke-ha 
ha). 

Three songs do stand out here: 
"Forever Time," a good journeyman 
thrasher; "Swinging Man," which is 
actually both fonny-"AII the girls 
know my name / I go by 'the swinging 
man' "-and raucous; and "My 
War," a stop 'n' go scorl.'. her with 
throbbing bass. Even on the latter, 
though, the guitar' s murncd, and the 
whole thing overstays ils welcome. 

And speak ing of excess, nip the rec· 
ord over: three songs, an average or 
6 V2 minutes apiece. Heavy metal 
dirge? Hell, this is "Damaged ll " on 
10 r.p.m. Complete with lyr ics like 
"Leech . drain me dry," plodding 
drums, and lot s or screaming, the 
songs arc virtually indistinguishable. 
O.K., I guess, ir you like Quaaludes, 
but I miss the noisy energy, the fero· 
cious rule·breaking, the humor or 1he 
earlier releases. Where Damaged relt 
tense, ugly, desperate, My War tells us 
"my tension grows.•· An unnecessary 
warning in this case. Disappointing. 

SST Records, PO Box I, Lawndale, 
CA 90260. -Terri S1111on 
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THE BOOMTOWN RATS THE EURYTHMICS 
''Tonight''/''l'recious Time'' Touch 
Mercury import, 4S RCA, LP 

The RalS' last entry, V Deep, was a 
classic of 1he "Horrible Albums by Ex· 
cellent Bands" category, bu1 this single 
shows a quick recovery. Bob Geldorf 
has 1hankfolly abandoned his acting 
career to work on what he does best
provocative, fractured pop songs. The 
A-side is catchier and wittier than any
thing the Rat s have done in years. With 
a low·life feel and syn thesized big-band 
arrangcmc111, i1 sou nds like something 
from a SO's gangster movie. The nip is 
neat 100, a bitl.'.hy pul-down with a 
run!,. backbeat. Welcome baci... 

-Breu Milano 

ALBERT COLLINS AND THE 
ICEBREAKERS 
lfre in Japan 
Alligator Records, LP 

Hous1on born and bred blues guitar· 
ist Albert Collins counts among his 
fans such musicians as Albert King , 
Eric Clapton, S1evic Ray Vaughan, and 
Johnie Lee Hooker, and has been nom
inated for three Grammies-all for 
good reason. Collins' di st inctive gui. 
tarwork is clearly captured on vinyl 
here , and the Icebreakers' support 
(especially A.C. Reed and his tenor 
saxophone) is supple and straightfor
ward. All nine-plus minutes of Collins' 
version of T-Bone Walker's "St0rmy 
Monday" are s1ingingly powerful. 
Who says that there's no one left to 
carry the blues torch? 

Alligator Records, Box 60234, Chi-
cago, IL 60660. -David Wykoff 

SPIKE IN VAIN 
Disease Is Relative 
Trans-dada, LP 

There's something st range brewing 
in Ohio, and Spike In Vain have much 
10 do with it. The rough.edged, primal 
sounds that pour out from thi s debut 
album make it a treat to anyone that 
savors the sounds of Husker Du, No 
Trend, and Mission or Burma, but 
Spike are sca rier than all of them. Even 
without siandouts like "God On 
Drugs" and "E.K.G.," this is a great 
record to get spooked by. Highly rec
ommended. 

Trans-dada Records, 2913 Hunting. 
con Rd., Shaker Hes., OH 44120. 

-Mr. 8 

new & used 
records on two 
floors 
413-586-5726 or 
413-584-3130 

Their second LP proves once more 
that the Eurythmics sink or swim on 
Annie Lennox' voice. The subtly com
plex musical arrangements-with 
stri ngs, horns, synths, etc.-slip into 
insignificance behind Lennox' multi
faceted singing. On the eerie "Aqua," 
she takes on a Grace Jones punch, 
backed by (her own) arcing, primitive 
chanting. "No Fear, No Hate, No 
Pain" slides off with an evocative 
Lennox moan, selling the mood with
out a word spoken. When she sings 
"cold steel," her voice becomes it. Of 
the two songs with more pronounced 
musical backgrounds, "Here Cornes 
the Rain Again" succeeds most-the 
plucked and building s1rings are a silky 
accompaniment 10 Lennox' enthralling 
vocals and richly detailed lyrics. The 
full but forced Caribbean jollity of 
"Right By Your Side" is less innova
tive; Lennox' singing is not up to par. 
When she's good, she's amazing, but 
when she's mediocre (about a third of 
the LP), so are the Eurythmics. 

SHRAPNEL 
Elektra, EP 

-Terri Su/Ion 

Shrapnel 's raw, high-energied 
approach blasts forward with genuine 
honesty comparable to fellow New 
Yorkers, the Ramones. While this five· 
song EP doesn't quite pack the punch 
of their "Combat Love" single, the ex
citement and power are here, making 
this-quite possib ly-a look at the next 
big band out of che Apple. 

-Mike Giller 

the area·s (and oos· 
sibly New Eng· 
land's) largest 

selection of imports 

New Catalogue Out Now! 
Hundreds of rare 45's from Minor Threat to Roxy Music 

Send want list and ask to be put on our new 
release and/or col[ectors mailing list. 

MAIN ST. RECORDS 
213 Main· St.; Northampton, MA 01060 
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MODERN ENGLISH 
Richochet DaJ'S 
Sire, LP 

A disappointing effort from 1he 
band that brought us "Melt With 
You'' and ''Someone's Calling.'' 
Where those songs were larger than life 
-layers upon layers of gu itars, voices, 
and echoing drums, all careening 
around monster hooks-rhis LP is 
spare and res1raincd. With the guitar 
pushed back, the lyrics are all 100 clear 
(sample: "Who's that smiling in the 
mirror/it's me." You don't say?) Mod
ern English do write lovely melodies, 
but these get lost in the terribly mean
ingful effects-strings, synths, preten
sions tO poetry. Here's hoping ME will 
return to the starm tactics soon. 

-Terri Sutfon 

TOXIC REASONS 
Kill By Remote Comrol 
Sixth Internalional/ Rough Trade, LP 

Toxic Reasons' third vinyl release is 
their most powerful and, uh, intoxicat
ing, yet. The loss of husky frontman 
Ed Piuman has caused the group's 
four members lO split the vocal chores, 
resulting in a more varied altack. All 
ten songs are deadpan political out
rages or sociological overviews with 
chanting, singalong choruses. Music
ally speaking, the cuts either thrash 
along at various speeds or border on 
mid-tempo punk. "Junior's Friends," 
"Limited Nuclear War," and "Revolu
tion?" are brutally infectious. 

Rough Trade Inc., 326 Sixth Street, 
San Fran., CA 94I03. -Shred 

CURTISS A 
Damage Is Done 
Twin Tone Records, LP 

The press kit with this album says 
that old Curtiss A has played in more 
bands than there are songs on the rec
ord. It's not surprising, then, that no 
two of the songs seem to sound the 
same. They're all poppy kind of songs 
with some rhythm and blues and heavy 
rock 'n' roll innuences, and they're all 
usually quite pleasant. Which is a bit 
strange for a group of songs that are 
about lost, unrecognized, and unre
quited loves, and lots of other eccentric 
stuff. Check out "The Man Who Can't 
Say No," it doesn't sound too much 
like "The Girl With The Curious 
Hand," does it? -David Wykoff 

JON BUTCHER AXIS 
State at the Sun 
Polydor, LP 

Send a good mainstream band to the 
UK, and suddenly they're playing syn
thesizers and covering Bill Nelson 
songs. The Axis haven't totally Anglo
fied their sound, but they've added 
more textures and started hanging the 
songs on the melodies instead of the 
guitar solos. It's a smart move, but the 
results are mixed: Butcher doesn't 
write slow numbers as well as he does 
pounders, and the band still sounds 
more comfortable with the thrash
tunes. At times the experiment pays 
off: the six-minute ''Dreams Fade 
Away" has a surprisingly sensitive 
vocal (sounds remarkably like Pete 
Townshend), and "Victims" has a con
cise, lyrical guitar solo. The Nelson 
tune, "Eros Arriving," is the surprise 
standout, with a more driving feel than 
Nelson's original. This is a less consis
tent record than the Axis' debut, but it 
should keep them from being typecast 
as kick-assers. -Breit Milano 

BATTALION OF SAINTS 
''2nd Coming''/''/ntercourse Solitary 
is Fun" 
Mystic Records, 45 

Somewhat of a disappointment. If 
any band were LO combine the best ele
ments of English and American hard
core, it would be the Battalion, bu{ 
that isn't the case here. Neither of the 
two songs contain the Bat's usual 
abundance of hooks that makes them 
the superb group they can be. 

Mystic Records, 6277 Selma, Holly-
wood, CA 90028. -Mike Giuer 
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MADNESS 
Keep Moving 
Geffen, LP 

Madness have come a long way and 
done a IOL of growing up since the o ld 
days of nutty boys in baggy lrousers. 
Their music may have losl some of it's 
purely contagious insanity, bu1 they 
have more than made up for that on 
this record by writing a whole set of 
endearing, bittersweet songs that are 
just as irresist ible as ever. Suggs sings 
with sympathy for everyday things 
from bag people to the weather or love. 
The best cuts include the ecstatic 
"Wings of a Dove," the touching 
"One Beuer Day," the quirky "Sun 
and the Rain," and "Yict0ria Gar
dens" strengthened by backing vocals 
courtesy of General Public-I cou ld go 
on. Madness toe the line between 
school boy freshness and gentle irony, 
and they manage beautifully. A de
lighrful record. -Polly Campbell 

ESG 
Come Away 
99 Records, LP 

ESG reduces notions or funk, p; 1 

groups and polyrhythm to their bare
bone minimums, always centering on 
the steamy core of a street beat. The 
four teenage Scroogins sisters and their 
conga-playing friend Tito lay down 
simple bass and drum lines with occa
sional sparse guitar and percussion, 
and they perch their hooting vocals on 
top, accomplishing more than any 
multi-layered high-tech dance band 
ever could. Come Away, ESG's first 
LP, shows off eight new studio tracks, 
a couple of the group's dance hits 
("The Beat," "Dance"), and a puls
ing, dubbed-up, spaced-out rendition 
of "Moody." 

99, 99 Macdougal Sr., NYC 10012. 

ACCEPT 
Balls To The Wall 
Portrait, LP 

-Tristram Lozaw 

It's too hard to be objective when re
viewing a record this bad-so I won't 
try. West Germany's Accepl are too 
serious to parody AC/ DC, and too un
imaginative to do any better. Instead, 
they settle for the middle ground, copy 
the standard heavy metal cliches, and 
don't even try for an innovative hook, 
melody, or lyric. Not recommended. 

-M, B 

JOHNNY THUNDERS 
Diary of a Lo11er 
PVC/ Jem , EP 

I've waired a long time for an Ameri
can vinyl release from Johnny Thun
ders, and now that one is here, I'm 
sorely disappointed. Of the EP's six 
cuts, only two ("In Cold Blood" and 
"Just Anot her Girl") rock out enjoy-

_,-and they've already appeared on 
ROIR's Too Much Junkie Business. 
The EP's two "a man and his acoustic 
guitar" songs waver from general 
clumsiness to muddled transcendence 
wirh "Look In My Eyes" displaying 
too much of the former and "Diary of 
a Lover" not enough of the latter. 
Whar's left over-a dance mix (heaven 
help me!) of Booker T. & the MG's 
"Green Onions." Johnny Thunders 
fans everywhere: do yourselves a favor 
and get the ROIR cassetle instead. 

THE THE 
Soul Mining 

-David Wykoff 

Some Bizarre/Epic, LP 

The sole member of The The, poet 
Matt Johnson builds his sound upon 
repetition; not surprisingly, his first 
domestic album comes crammed with 
marvelous drumming, mixed way up. 

. On "I'm Waiting for Tomorrow," the 
drums pound like an omen-or a 
migraine, an aural representation of 
the hammers featured on the record 
sleeve. Next comes Johnson's voice: he 
can't carry a tune, but he manages to 
bring a convincing urgency to his pro
nouncements, aided by well-placed 
synthesizer patterns. Floating above 
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MINIMAL MAN 
"SAFARI" 

1 SAVOY SOUND SPECIAL: order with this coupon 
1nd save 50% on this incredible compilation 
lp. Includes: TUXEDOMOON, EAZY TEETH, THE 
SLEEPERS, SNAKEFINGER, THE MUTANTS, and more. 
Jnly $4 with coupon, plus we'll send you our 
FREE CATALOG. DO IT NOW! 
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11.ddress -----------------------
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are the melodies-spare, lihing sounds 
summoned from a menagerie or instru
ments: a sun-dappled mix o r accordion 
and harmonica; warm, force ful piano; 
t rumpet ; twilight chanting. The few 
songs here wi thout that fillip of color 
tend to blur into each other. Johnson's 
poetry can best be summed up in the 
line: "Oh what a perfect day to think 
abo u1 myself." If you can get beyond 
the heavy soul mining, this is a unique 
and engross ing record. 

- Terri Sulfon 

CLIVE PIG AND THE HOPEFUL 
CHINAMEN 
Hopewell, LP 

A fine exam ple of clever Bri1ish pop. 
Though much of this collection (a sort 
of "best of" compila1ion) is too odd to 
describe, a sonic.: mating of T. Rex and 
the Violent Femmes is a neat way of 
gelling around it. The straightforward 
pop-rockers like "Our Movement" 
and "The Masters" are the strongest 
tracks, espec ia lly if you're fo nd of 
ringing guitars. A pleasant record. 
Recommended. 

Hopewell Records, PO Bo>. 3131, 
Princeton , NJ 08540. -,vi,: B 

ED TABELA 
The Ed Tabela EP 
T Slreel Records 

Providence's Ed Tabela, former lead 
vocalist of the Schemers, gets some 
help from his old mates on this 3-song 
EP. "Lipstick on a Cigarette" is a 
brassy, classic-sounding number which 
showcases Tabela's strong voice (which 
is bes t desc ri bed as a cross between 
Paul Weller and Tony Bennett). "Vir
gina" never expands beyond a simple 
riff, but when Tabela leans into a ter
rifically sexy ballad called "Share a 
Dream," his vocal chops sh ine. The 
song, wri1ten by Schemer Mark Cut ler, 
seems tailored for Tabela's smoky 
vo ice, and the smoldering sweat of the 
Schemers' backing makes the track 
positively ooze. 

TStreet Records, 135 Central Ave
nue, East Providence, RI 02914. 

-Rob Tannenbaum 

BUNNYDRUMS 
PK/J 
Red Records, LP 

There's a sharp , o ther-wor ldly a ura 
to PKD-a strong, breathy album 
that's been a long time coming from 
the Bunnydrums. The dense te>.tures 
have bite, the dance beats have an 
edge, and a creative verve nows 
through the whole record. It 's persis
tent groups like the Bunnydrums that 
make Philadelphia, with it s faltering 
club scene, more than a pit s top 
between NY and DC. 

Bunnydrums, 1704 N. 5th St., 
Phila., PA 191 22. -Tristram Lozaw 

SOVIET SEX 
Soviet Sex 
Secrel Society, EP 

Not as angry as their name or the 
cover of this EP might suggest, Soviet 
Sex combine a bit of lively reggae with 
hard-driving , politically correct lyrics 
to produce a sound that lends itself to 
some really fine sax solos. "Everyt hing 
Is Beautiful" (no, not in its own way) 
and "Honest Man" are uplifting and 

optimistic, wonhy of some good 
boogie. "Youth of America" tones 
down the sou nd , using creative percus
sion and bop and sway vocals that may 
bring Bow Wow Wow to mind . ''25 
Years" is the only rea l disappointment 
-too whiny and weird for my tas te. 
This New York -based band shows 
promise for a good workout li ve. 

Secret Society Productions, 58 E. 1st 
St. #6A, New York, N.Y. 10003. 

- Laura Cabot 

ZANTEES 
Rhythm Bound 
Midnighl lnlernational Records 

More roots-conscious rockabill y 
from the deepest hills of ... New York 
City. These folks rock a long with the 
elan of, say, the Morells, but throw in 
more trembly, hillbill y elcmems. Some
times the hillbilly vocal mannerisms 
(remember the "oh babeee, babeee, 
babeee" in Presley's " Let's Play 
House") are a little too much, as are 
drummer Miriam Linna's grat ingly 
chirpy lead voca ls o n two cuts. But 
songs like "Money to Burn" (penned 
by singer Billy Miller with Dave Alvin 
of the Blasters) and "Ruby's Place·· 
are superlative rock 'n' ro ll . The addi
tio n of Blaster Gene Taylor on piano 
for 1wo cuts doe~n·t hurt either. 

Midnight International Record..,, PO 
Box 390, Old Chelsea Station, NY, NY 
10011. -/Ja,·itl Hykojj 

TESCO VEE 
Dutch 1-/ercules 
Touch and Go, EP 

Without the benefit of his Mealmen, 
the incomparable Tesco Yee is still a 
force with which to contend. The 
Meatmen revelled 1n their sheer offen
siveness, and Tesco cuts loose on this 
five-songer to talk about his favorite 
subjects: heavy metal "gods'' ("Wine, 
Wenches and Wheels"), rapping 
("Crapper's Delight"), and obnoxious 
feminists ("Lesbian Death Dirge"). To 
back him up, severa l members of 
Minor Threat contribute instrumen
tals, making this the consummate 
Tesco Yee experience. 

Touch and Go, PO Box 716, 
Maume~, OH 43537. -Mike Gitter 

THE NEW DEAL 
"Make a Buck " / "Connect the Dots" 
New Deal, 4S 

Let's hear it fo r diversity; the New 
Deal may be the first band to put a 
symh-pop A-side and a ga rage-rock 
nip o n the same single. I prefer the gar
age side, because "Connect the Dots" 
has a snarl ing lead guitar and four-four 
kick, but the synt h number, "Make a 
Buck," has a sprigh tl y beat and spec
tral vocal from Janice Kaidan, a gifted 
si nger in the Grace Slick/ Annie Len
nox vei n. Despite thin recorded sound, 
this is an impressive first effo rt. 

The New Deal, Box 8912 , JFK Sta
tion, Boston MA 02114. 

-Breff Milano 

VARIOUS 
"Wild Style" Soundtrack 
Animal / Jem, LP 

The movie "Wild Slyle" is a finger
poppin', cheek y, invigorat ing concoc
tion about the rappers, dancers, and 
graffiti artists clustered in the South 
Bronx. One fairly bops out of the thea-
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ter only to find that the party's over. 
Well, now there's no excuse nol lO keep 
boppin' because the soundtrack fea
tures most of the music {hat made the 
film infectious : 12 cuts of scratch and 
rap-10 of which are live recordings 
from South Bronx locales. This is raw 
"rock the house" stuff-no "White 
Lines" overdubs, and the focus is on 
the rappers-their love lives, sex 
drives, and rapping expertise-rather 
than social concerns . My faves are the 
two a cappella raps-the Cold Crush
ers and Fantastic Freaks' "Basketball 
Throwdown" and Double Trouble's 
"Stoop Rap"-for their unrefined 
streetcorner sass-which is, after all, 
how hip hop began. "Everybody say 
'Yeah! ' "Yeah! -Terri Suuon 

G.B.H. 
City Baby's Revenge 
Relativity Records, LP 

On stage, G.B.H.'s music is a shot 
of pure adrenalin which is difficult to 
reproduce on vi nyl. They make an 
admirable effort on 1heir 1hird LP, 
though, and succeed a couple of times 
in capturing their raw power with the 
opening cut "Diplomatic Immunity" 

and "City Baby's Revenge" (!he sequel 
tO "City Baby Attacked by Rats"). 
Their heavy metal innuences are more 
prominent than ever, as abrasive guitar 
pumps through every song, sear ing 
around the shouted vocals. This album 
lacks the diversi1y and amhcmic qual
ity of some of their earlier recordings, 
but it is s1i ll a s1rong sincere record. 
Recommended for loud playing if you 
have trouble gelling out of bed in 1he 
morning. 

Rela1ivi1y Records, 149-03 New York 
Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11434. 

-Pully Campbell 

THREE HANDS 
''C/imb''/''Big Person'' 
Three Hands, 45 

If anybody wants to do a rock up
date of The Sound of Music, Three 
Hands' "Climb" would make a strong 
finale. This month's most optimistic 
song, it matches a convincing pep-talk 
with a memorable guitar line. The nip 
is rougher and angrier, but still catchy 
and stylish. Nice sleeve, too. 

Three Hands, 191 Commonwealth 
Ave., Boston, MA 02116. 

-Breu Milano 

Let's Experiment ... 
by Tristram Loww 

Now that we've run the punk-new 
wave-post punk-hardcore-heavy metal 
cycle and are waiting around for the 
nexl "wave" to arrive, music that 
hasn'1 fit into any of those trends is 
getting some atte1;nion. Not that these 
other styles haven't always been 
around. It's just that la1ely they're 
more able to surface for some air, and 
visib ilit y. Much or this music fi1s 
loosely into the experimental fold, a 
ca1egory which traditionally lumps to
gether everything from spacey dream
scapes to rhy1hmic slag heaps. Here's a 
sampling of the latest bunch of "exper
iments". 

Like their mentor Glenn Branca 
(whose lat est unrecorded marriages of 
science and sound are insistently 
enthralling), NYC's Sonic Youlh are 
exploring the physical aspects of 
music. Sometimes this leads to experi-

menting with sheer volume of streams 
of unison chords as music forms. Their 
Kill Your Idols EP (Zensor import), 
one side of which is culled from last 
year's Confusion is Sex LP (Neutral), 
snarls and growls where most rock yips 
and yaps. Clanging despondency and 
beat-heavy dissonance may not sound 
like pleasurable listening for a lazy 

Sunday, but Sonic Youth pound it out 
so convincingly that they can irritate 
you into a twisted ecstasy. (Neutral, 415 
Lafayette St., NYC 10003.) 

The people at Palace of Lights Rec
ords are also exploring physics and the 
heavily calculated use of musical com
ponents. The trick, of course, is to 
make sure that the result doesn'1 sound 
contrived. Kerry Leimer, Pol's pri
mary artisl (as well as co-head of its 
self-sufficiem operations), succeeds 
with a sophistication belied by his rela-
1ive obscurity. On Leimer's Imposed 
Order, Pol's eighth LP, he often rec
onciles the attraction of pedestrian 
rock beats with a desire to crea1e more 
challenging music, blending austere 
rhythms with cloudy, romantic atmo
spheres. If you're at all a fan of 
esthetic aural images, check out K. 
Leimer and Pol. (Pol, PO Box 4141, 
Seattle, WA 98104.) 

The grandmaster of ambient trances 
and cyclical drones, Terry Riley has 
joined Far East mysticism with modern 
technology on Songs/or the Ten Voices 
of the Two Prophets (Kuckuck LP). 
Spurning stacks of keyboards in favor 
of his two Prophet 5 symhesizers 
(hence the record's title), Riley has re
corded his latest intimate excursions at 
a Munich concert on ne\\ digital PCM 
equipment. With Riley adding some 
"chanting mantra" vocals a la Gong's 
Daevid Allen along the way, ... Two 
Prophets is a subliminal heaven of 
calm, pastel repetition. (Celestial Har
monies, PO Box 673, Wil10n CT 
06897.) 

Like olher noiable dementos (Birth
day Party, SPK) from the Throbbing 
Gristle School of Injured Music, 
Miami's Happiness Boys' aim is co rav
age musical traditions like scavengers 
gnawing at the grimy underbelly of a 
fallen animal. On Res idem A lien (Duo
tone EP), the erstwhile electronic duo 
of Stephen Nester and Edward Bobb 
offer "six aggressive structures for 
dance," convoluting downbeats into 

Cv111inued on page 36 
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CELEBRITY SECRETS 

Providence 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27 

JOE PERRY 
JOE PERRY PROJECT 

Heroes: Clint Eastwood, Al Shepard, Leo Fender 

Villains: Jack Daniels 

Stimulants: The hope that they might find intelligent 
life on this planet someday. 

Repulsions: Questionnaires that ask my favorite color 
and why I left Aerosmith. 

Inspirations: A beautiful spring afternoon with no 
hangover. 

Movies/Books You Would Have Liked To Live: 
Pink Flamingos, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. 

Writers/Composers: Hunter S. Thompson, Jimi 
Hendrix, Stephen King. 

First Record Bought: Having A Rave Up with the 
Yardbirds. 

Record You Would Have Like To Have Made: Hasn't 
been done yet. 

Performances: '72 Stones tour at Boston Garden and/or 
New York Dolls at any given time. 

Ambitions: To be a centerfold for Playgirl. 

Dream Date: Mark Parenteau 

Favorite Quote: He who makes a beast of himself gets 
rid of the pain of being a man. 

Brownie McGhee. and Oakland's own spurred a lot of curiousity about the 
vastly underrated wild woman, Max- band and cenainly added to the size of 
ine Howard, have been featured. the audience." 

Naomi Ruth Eisenberg and Mary Show host Bradley J, who decked 
(273 Promenade Street, Providence, ' Anne Price have begun performing himself out in his best country-style 
02908). their vast repertoire of pop, jazz, west- bow tie for the day's festivities, com-

The NewPaper celebrated its 300th em swing, and R&B once again as the mented that it was "great fun. There 
issue earlier this month with a mon- 1 Lickettes. Paris Working and the Con- was a very large turnout. The crowd 
strous basb at the Living Room, fea- tractions have just released a bit of was very, very responsive, and Jason 

others-on Mister Heartbreak (Warner 
Bros. LP), an exotic superjam for the 
'80s. Though the stand-out here is an 
alluring collaboration with Gabriel 
called "Excellent Birds," most of the 
album draws heavily from Anderson's 
United States material. She's been 
doing a lot of this stuff for years, so 
not only are the songs highly refined 
but the new recordings are impeccably 
clean. Besides being a good album, 
Mister Heartbreak is a studio achieve
ment, with Anderson's sonic wizardry 
only briefly interrupted by guitarist 
Adrian Belew's unfocused brilliance 
(he literally needs to be whomped into 
submission). I'll still ignore the cries of 
"sell out" aimed at Laurie, but I do 
have to wonder about the $20 tickets 
for her live shows. 

turing Lifeboat, Hi Beams, Rash of vinyl, an EP and LP, respectively. and the guys played great." 
Stabbings, and the Neighborhoods. Nightbreak, a new club in the Haight, Jason, who led the Scorchers 
The NewPaper is the most comprehen- is darn encouraging, although it's just through a blistering set of souped up 
sive music paper in Rhode Island: down the street from everybody's stiff- country hellfire, was also quite pleased 
bands who are coming to the area, or est competition, I Beam (still SF's best with the proceedings. "It was a differ
just looking to promote a new release, all around fun factory). ent audience for us-lots of people in 
should write them at Box 2393, Provi- All around, things are OK, but just coats and ties and business suits-so 
dence, 02906. wait 'til after that earthquake-then we let our music take care of winning 

And finally bands seen hanging we are gonna have ourselves a time!* the crowd," he said afterward, "and it 
around local studios planning mid-year l worked real well. A real good show, 
releases include Critical Few, the Jason & Scorchers I even for that time of the morning." 
Groovemasters, the Detectives, and CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 -David Wykoff 

. Parallel 5th.* ------------~ 

San Francisco 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27 I 

on your TV soon. 

Another musical form all but 
stamped out by the greedy airtight 
Frisco club void, the blues (rememberl 
them?), is seeping back into the city via 
some great shows at La Citta and New 
Jacks. Heroes such as Lowell Fulson,· 
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audience yet-with well over a thou- I Experiment I 
sand attendees. CONTINUED FROM PAGE 35 

Jason and the Scorchers, whose Fer- ~-----------~ 
vor EP on Praxis Records has been 
picked up and promoted heavily by 
EMI/ America, were the first national 
recording act to play the lunchtime' 
series. " 'Absolutely Sweet Marie' is 
one of our hottest songs," says 'BCN 
promotion person Larry LoPret of the 
Scorchers' song that was added to the 
EMI edition of Fervor, "and I think it 

Jflurky pools of heaving rhythms. 
(Duotone, PO Box 1168, Miami, FL 
33243-Videos available.) 

In the middle of all this is Laurie 
Anderson, an anqinted saint of Per-. 
formance Art. She assembled a cast of 
MVPs-Peter Gabriel, Bill Laswell, 
William Burroughs, Anton Fier, Nile 
,Rodgers, David Van Tieghem and 

Tuscaloosa's Fred Lane has another 
kind of "performance art" on his 
mind with From the One that Cut You 
(Day Bew LP), available in Bolophonic 
Sound. From the pangs of Lane's iso
lated dementia comes a style of strip
mine crooning that plays like Sinatra 
on ·sterno. Lane is backed by Ron 
Pate's Debonairs, possibly a lounge 
band playing their tenth set of the eve
ning, on tunes like "I Talk to My Hair
cut" and "Danger is My Beer." (Day 
Bew, 527 ½ 13th Ave. #6, Tuscaloosa, 
AL 35401).* 
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Jumpin' Jack Flash 
Storyville 

Box D, Astor Station • Boston MA 02123 (617) 935-5091 

MERCHANDISE YOURSELF! 
CUSTOM SILKSCREEN ED 

T-SHIRTS 
& 01her produc,s as low as $2.60 ea. 

448 N. Broadway 
E. Prov., R.I. 02914 

434-5646 • 434-6625 
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Mon Mar 19 
8pm all ages 
S5.00 

UK Subs 

· 273 Promenade St .• 
Providence. R.I. 
(401) 521-2520 
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Idle Rich, Vicious Circle 

Wed 21 Bam Bam 
Dance Party-we pay you $1.00 at the door! 
Thur 22 
$3.00 

Fri 23 
S3.50 

Sat 24 
ss.oo 
sun 2s 
$3.00 

si.,cKt:t: BOYS 
Plan 9, Yuh Boys 

Aue.~ se.x Fc"ttJ~ 
Proletariat, Neutral Nation 

coup d'Etat 

Tue 27 City History Meeting_ Meeting for our 
9pm next compilation album. 
Wed 28 <from Athens, Gal Art In The Dark 
Dance Party-we pay you $1.00 at the door! 
Thur 29 Nebraska Night; acoustic showcase 
7:30pm S2.50 Featuring members of Robin Lane & 
Don't Miss The Chartbusters, the Neigh-
This one! borhoods, Schemers, Rash of Stab

bings, New Models, Hi Beams, Shake, 
Hometown Rockers, Rizz, Reflectors 
plus Jim Kelleher, Carl Sugerman & 
Peter Cronin-the Rock & Roll 

Fri Mar 30 
S4.00 

Fri Apr 6 
WHJY Night! 

Mon Apr 16 
All ages 
S5.50 

rm.;u~n,w 
Schemers 
Super group to be announced. Call club 
for details. 

Black Flag 
Idle Rich, Nig Heist 111 

coming April 20: GANG OF FOUR! 

Listen to WHJY's <94FM> local music program 
"Sound Check" every Sunday at 7pm. Call and 
request your favorite local music at <401 > 
438-0094 or <401> 224-1994. New England 
bands send tapes & records for airplay to 
Randy Hien, PO Box 382, Lincoln, RI 02865. 
Help support this important project! 

Living Room tickets avallable at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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TUESDAY, APRIL 3 
at STORYVILLE 

SUNDAY, APRIL 15 
at THE RAT 

For tickets & information call 641-2065 

Nightclubs 
Need Promotional or Systems Help? 

Industrious, Ambitious, Self-Starting, Nightclub 
Manager looking for short-term assignments. Know
ledgeable in all facets: P.R., Purchasing, Controls, 
Operations & Administration. 14 years of experience 
as Nightclub Operator, Theatrical Booking Agent, 
Public Relations & Advertising. Past Publisher of Bar 
Keep-Bartender's Guide & Manager's Digest. Past 
Vice-President of Night Life Magazine-Area Enter-! 
tainment Guide. Headed Club Division of Concerts· 
Month, Inc. (CNI)--a Major Theatrical Booking 
Agency. 

References Available on Request. 

Call or Write After March 19, 1984 
Mickey O'Halloran 

1133 Broadway 
Somerville, MA 02144 

(617) 623-8177 

More Proffessional 
EDTABELAEP 
3 Trks. Feat. Schemers 
AVAILABLE NOW AT 
NEWBURY COMICS 

Or $2.50 Post Paid 
From- T-Street Records 

135 Central Ave. 
East Providence. RI 02914 

SPEND THE NIGHT WITH ... 

petfed 
Strangers 

For info / bookings: 
Box 2228 
Worcester. MA 01613 
617 278-3503 

Dangerously live 
Tue Mar. 13 - The Rat 1Boston1 

Tue. Apr. 10 - Storvville !Boston> 
Thur. Apr 12 - Ralph·s Diner IWorcesten 

Fri . Apr_ 13 - Sir Morgan·s cove 1worcesterl 
Thur Apr 26 - Ralphs Diner 1worcesten 

Listen for "Dangerous Lives" 

.. 
Scotch'n S•unds 

Every Monday All Star Comedy Night 

Tue March 20 
Ellis Island 

0 Day 4 Export s 

Wed 21 
TBA 

Thur 22 
Max Creek 

Fri 23 
Robin Lane & the Chartbusters 

Greg Greenway Band 

Sar 24 
Mitch Ryder of the Detroit Wheels 

Sun 25 
Euphoria 

Tue 27 
Kolo • Disarray 

Wed 28 
TBA 

Thur 29 
Lowgistics • Liquid Trance 

Fri 30 
Ramones 
~ The Vex 

Sat 31 
TBA 

Thur April 5 
Midnight Traveler 

Sat 7 
Orion 

featuring Barry Gaudrea G Mike DeRosier 

Fri 13 
Jonathan Edwards 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Adjacenl lo Weslgate Lanes 

584-1694 

" 52JYl60 

C,L,...-rc. LAST 
~ CALL! 

-Open "til 2 am -

Featuring Boston's 
Best & Newest 

Bands! 

Across from Boston Gdrdcn 
Over the Penalty Box Lounge 
Causeway St . North Station 

- 'm Attention Bands 
j This Space Available for 

1 $20.00 
. or $40.00 for three issues. 

Send ad copy (2¼"x2") and payment to :· 
Boston Rock, 739 Boylston St ., 1203, 

Boston MA 02116 
. ,-w . .,_·,y r~ 

myrna 
:LOY 

'i'wisT AND FYW 

617-666-9266 



TWO 
MILLION 

B.C. 
NITRO ON THE ROCKS 

Wed. Mar. 21 

Thur. Mar. 22 

Fri. Mar. 23 

Sat. Mar. 24 

Sun. Mar. 25 

Thur. Mar. 29 

Fri. Mar. 30 

Sat. Mar. 31 

Fri. April 6 

Sat. April 7 

Mon. April 9 

Tue. April 10 

Fri. April 13 

Sun. April 15 

WBERRIES• 
OF OWN
Ctf4NNEl.• 

James Brown Review 
The Drive, Downtime 

from England Paul Young & The Royal Family 
Judy's Tiny Head 

Girls Night Out, Lizzy Borden, Body Politics 

Ball & Pivot, 3 Colors 

from Zaire. Africa Tabu Ley Rochereau 

Outlets, Volcano Suns, Two Million B.C. 

two shows Echo & The Bunnymen 
5:30 show. all ages with Let's Active 

8:30 show. proper id required 

heavy metal Frank Marino & Mahogany Rush 
Talas, August 

The Nighthawks, The Radiators 

1rom down under Midnight Oil 
Reflectors, Push Push 

WBRS presents BB King 

George Clinton & 
The P Funk All Stars 

Hypertension 

NRBQ & The Whole Wheat Horns 

an ages Black Flag 
Meat Puppets, Nig Heist 

Next Deadline: 
Tuesday April 3 
Issue Onsale Monday April 16 

every Tuesday S 1.00 admission 
and 504 drafts! 

Tue MM 20 
Angry Young Bees 

Wed ZI 

The Time Beings • Schemers 
Solution Set 

S2.00 Adm 75~ drcdt 

Thur 22 

Hypertension 

fri 23 
Til Tuesday • rush rush 

Sclt 24 

Flesh tones 
lifeboat • Miracle Legion 

Tue 27 
rleasure roint • Julie &. The Flashers 

Wed 28 
Flies • Busted Statues • Blairos 

Thur 29 
Incredible Casuals • Men and Volts 

fri 30 
Robin Lane • Relentless Cookout 

S.l131 
Ball & r1vot • Skin • A.ta-Tat 

Tue Ap, 3 
New Deal • Serious fun 

Wed 4 

Ellen rhlash Fashion Show 
World's Worst Blues Band & guests 

fr i 6 

reter Dayton 

Tue 10 

O rosltlve • rerfect Strangers 

Wed 11 
Wild Stares • Novo Mob 

Greeting Committee 

Thur 12 
Blackouts • the new MIA.s • Zero Zero 

f ri l3 

Boys life • ludy's Tiny Head 

S,1.1 14 

Green on Red 
Long Ryders 
rrime Movers 

645 BEACON ST. 1 

KENMORE SQ. · 
ADVENTURES 

IN ROCK 

Tue March 20 

O-Positive 
Wed 21 

Julie & The Flashers 
Thur 22 

Fabulous Roys 
Fri 23 

Sex Execs 
Men & Volts 

Sat 24 

The Reflectors 
Wandells 

Sun 25 
Paul Rishell 

Mon 26 

Ray Bonneville Band 
Tue 27 

The Accidents 
Clean Wipe 

Wed 28 

Young Rationals 
Thur 29 

Loose Ties 
Class Action 

Sa t 31 

Nevard & The Barrelhouse 
Boys 

Sun April 1 

Paul Rishell 

Thur 5 
From New O rl eans 

The Radiators 
Fri 6 

Barrence Whitheld 
& The Savages 

Sat 7 

New Man 
Sun 8 

Paul Rishell 
Fri 13 

The Neats 
Sat 14 

Peter Dayton 
Push Push 

Wed 18 

John Lincoln Wright & 
The Sour Mash Boys 

Thur 19 

Glen Phillips Band 
Sat 21 

Good Guys 

491-9672 
1350 Cambridge Sf 

Inman Sq., 
Cambridgt; 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Peter Wolf and Michael Jonzun are 

in the Big Apple mixing Pe(er's solo al
bum. In 1heir spare time, they've been 
spo11ed partying wilh Eddie Gorodel
sky and imtrumcnt shopping with 
Mick Jagger. The Wolf-man has been 
quoted as saying that Jagger is not in
volved in his record. And dare I repeat 
what Norma Nathan wrote about Wolf 
and Carly Simon? 

Move over GG Allin . Make room 
for Kenne Highland. The easi ly excited 
front man/guitarist from the Hopeless
ly Obscure, recent ly sent P ri me Mover 
Cam Ashland off for tetanus shots 
after he bit him through two layers of 
clothing. I suppose Highland would 
feel perfcc1 ly at home with fellow 
mammal Slim Jim Phantom \\ ho along 
with the other Stray Cats hac; ht:-en seen 
girl chasing, beer guuling, and hang
ing out with Tony V at Spit. 

Meanwhile Marco P irroni-Adam 
Anl's longtime gui1arist-pluc; a couple 
or other members of his \nterage 
showed up at 1he Ral 1he other night 
for the WMBR Sadie Hawkins show. 
You gotta wonder ir Marco rea lized 
tha1 the raven-tressed guitarist wilh the 
fishnet stockings he seemed to be ad
miring was in fact the Blackjacks' own 
Johnny Angel. And why did 'MBR's 
Music Director Tami Heide -want to 
handcuff herselr to the dragged-out 
Mr. (Ms.?) Angel? 

Mi(·hae l Jackson may ,,._ork for 
Pepsi, and Duran Duran may promote 
Coca-Cola-but what's this about the 
Neals being considered for Miller beer 
sponsorship? (And \\.-hatever happened 
to the SIOmpers' short-lived Miller af
filiation of last year?) While a1 the 
Midem Conference in France, Rick 
Harle signed a reported four-figure 
deal to release the Neats LP in Bel
gium, Holland and Luxembourg on 
H imalaya Records. There is a lso talk 
of the Neats and Mission of Burma a l
bums coming out in Greece o n Music 
Box, as well as a French release of the 
j ust finished Lyres disc on New Rose 
Records. 

Meanwhile way down south in Con
necticut, former Clolhespin Dan Nu
gent j!) releasing platters by Vacant Loi , 
Paisley J ungle, and M illenial Aspecl 
on his True Love record label. The Re
ducers have just finished their album . 
And Rhode Island's P lan 9 traveled to 
the Nutmeg State to complete their sec-
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WE'RE FULL OF IT! 

With his old man available to pay his 
Harvard and cleaning bills-scenesrer 
Billy Ruune practices what he does 
best. photo: Bruce Rhodes 

ond album at Wa ll ingford's Trod 
Nossel stud ios. 

And now for something even more 
exciting ... according to their press re
lease, John Warren's "Advance Warn
ing" video features a "theme of nuc
lear holocaust through a thorough ly 
danceable, finger popping, rock and 
roll love song." No, i1 doesn't star 
Ro na ld Reaga n. 

Why were the members of Joe Pis
copo's band anxiously waiting back
stage at the Paradise to meet the fam
ous Peter Wassyng? Wassyng's A&M 
co-worker Kevin Miller sure gives lousy 
d irectio ns 10 his house-cou ld it be 
that he's never been there? 

I had no idea that WBCN Program 
D irector Oedipus was so a nxious to be 
seen on C hannel Seven-but there he 
was sin ing next to the Gatlin Brothers 
o n the Grammy Show. Of course Oedi 
wouldn ' t go around boasting that he 
had better seats than WX KS' Sonny 
J oe While if it weren't true-would he? 
Oedi may have clout in LA, and can 
even manage a side trip to Acapulco, 
but why wouldn't they let him-and 
buddies Mall Schaeffer, Dean and 

Hey! Not just another face in the 
crowd: Blackjack Johnny Angel puts 
his best foot forward. 

photo: Janine Doucette 

Denise J o hnson , Pam Newman and 
Mary Menna-i nto the Boston screen
ing of Hotel New Hampshire? 

Meanwhile, the bes t G rammy.re lat
ed seats of all were not 10 be found any
where near the famed city of smog
but aboard a Hawaii-bound 727-
where Sal Engeme, Lenn y Collins, and 
other CBS Records employees cele
brated a record year of sales and 
awards at their annua l luau, er, 
meeting. 

Rich Parsons' latest super-group, 
featuring ex-Thrills drummer Mike 
Collins, U nnalura l Axeman Frank 
Dehler, and fo rmer }"uture Dad Frilz 
Ericson , has been chr istened Band 19. 
Roger Miller fro m the Birdsongs of lhe 
Mesozoic repo rts tha t their new a lbum 
is " hal f mixed and is much roc kier and 
denser than the EP." November 
G ro up 's Kea rn y Kirby wi ll be produc
ing a tape for Loose Ties. Ex-Novem
ber Groupites Alvan Lo ng, Do n Foole 
and Lisa DiPietro have fo rmed a pro
duction company ca ll ed New Alliance. 

The bad news is that Sex Exec croon
er Waller Clay has been la id off from 
his promotion job at Ro under. The 

"TOUR DE FAl<CE" 

i11£ MID·'Bos I WANT 
Al2E A80UT"(U6ANT TO J€€ 
SV/2VIIIAC . . 111£ 11/@U> ANO Bt 
IS A MENTAL HofPITAL fEEfll! 
SOT Yov 6oTTA WEA12 
YOV12 JT/lAIT JACKET 
WITH Fl,4/R !! 

COMMVNICATt 
A <IHVAl·VPrl6HT 
QUALITY- . EAT A 
LOT OF fGV/0- -

.. f'LA'/Tll' 80/'JGoJ .. 
• . Tf.ltN!l ABOUT A 

CA126El2 l>J 
C,IET fODA·· 

good news is 1ha1 o ne time Ambitions' 
voca li st Larry Wu is turni ng a lot o f 
heads with his hot new release on At
lantic. A nd Face lo Face have signed 
on with the (J . Geils) management 
team of H arte and Hinkle. 

Congra1ulations to W HTT on their 
first birthday and to 'BCN for number 
16. And a tip of the ha1 to Sloryv ille 
for pu ll ing orf a successfu l, problem
free, all-ages show with the P rolela ri al. 
The New England School of Pholo
graphy recently moved their excell em 
rock 'n ' roll photo exhi bit into the new 
back room at the Channel. But can you 
be li eve that wi th all the great shots of 
Human Sexual Respo nse, the Gun 
Club , Ray C ha rles and others, the only 
photo sto len from the exhibit was Nea l 
Trousda le's Pia Zadora portra it? 

Thanks to matchmaker Mary 
Menna, WBZ sa lesmanager Marci For
esl and WJIB salesperson Michael Co
hen are about to tic the knot. Former 
'BCN person Tracy Roach has em
barked on an extensive Mediterranean 
tour accompanied by her new Greek 
beau (no, not Oedipus!). 

Were Night Person sta r Robin Cic
cio a nd WF NX 's Henry Sartoro out on 
a double date wi th one of the Jacksons 
and a tea part ier? A nd did wri ter Jim 
Sullivan spend his Florida vacation in 
Winter H aven learni ng baseba ll fro m 
expert Peler Gammonds? 

Local gu itar legend Eric Roze (t he 
Sidewinders) has joi ned Gary Shane's 
band. J on Bulcher Axis member Chris 
Marlin produced a tape for New Man . 
Ello n John guitarist Davey Johnson 
he lped Dish with their just-released sin
gle. And Rash of Slabbings are return
ing to Syncro Sound to record yet an
ot her casselle . 

In the February issue of 1\1a11er Mag
azine, a number of Beantown bands 
were favorably mentioned in a musi
cians poll as being groups to watch in 
'84: J ohn Doe, Exene and True Wes t's 
Russ Toleman picked the Del Fuegos; 
REM's Mike Mills' se lections included 
the Neats whi le Mike's band-mate 
Michael Stipe chose the F.U.'s; and 
Husker Du 's Bob Mould mentioned 
the P ro leta riat. * 

Nayme Drawper is compiled by Greg 
Reibman with lots of help from lots of 
people. Send your dirt to Nayme 
Drawper c/o BR, 739 Boylston St., 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. 

i0Wo3 J?i a . ..£12,rnrtt

THtNll fJlfEKVAl. 
iAilE ITiOTM' t.1"111'-· ,!ff,-'::!°. 
AN{> ll~MfM6'ff2 · · 
1°11' 'J6V~NTIG( 
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VIDEO FREE EUROPE 
RELEASE NEW DANCE SINGLE 

\licleo Free Europe. the slighUy eccentric 
nev Boston band, have annoooced the release of 
their new dance single -Pornognphic Drugstore· 
bl• "Old Songs". on CIF Records. It's eveilable 
f'IOlf ot Newbury ConiC3, Looney T...s, and other 
area record stores. or by sending $2 .00 to 
Video Free Europe. :l6 Paul Street. llatert.own, 
na. 02172 (617)926-1715. Or C<lll ..., your 
favorite radio station and request it! 

Professwna/, dedicated engineering/production 
Demos or Master Product, 

Unbiased adl•ice about recording in Boston 

Phone (617) 923-9366 

Karen Kane 

~ 
WANTS LOCAL MUSIC!! 

Send tapes, 45's, records to 
PJ, WCHC-FM, Box 35A, 

Worcester, MA 01610 

VIDEO LIP SYNCS 
$500 and up 

For consultation call Jeff Hudson 
Productions (617) 266-3198 

LOCAL BANDS, MUSICIANS 
your "product," whether it is T-shirts, buttons, 
records. tapes or posters, as well as outgrown 

musical equipment, has a snowboll's-chance-in-he/1 
of selling, until you first 

TURN 2 MUSIC 
137 Prospect (twixt Main & Moody) 

Waltham, Ma. 02 154 
open 11-9 M-S. Sun 12-6 

SELL IT HERE! 
SMALL ADS on this page start at $18.00 

per issue (3" x 1"). For more information or to re-
serve space call (617) 266-8787. 

LOCAL BANDS 
PROGRESSIVE ROCK & 

HEAVY METAL 
If you're looking to make it .. 

we 're looking for you! 
Management/Booking/Promo/Recording 
Write Rock On Productions, po box 728, 

Marblehead, MA 01945-3982 

USED _7:Siri, 
SOUND\f/~ 

ad deadline 
BR #50 tuesday april 3 

$?¼,&:":---~· '\:~ 
• • i a l • deferens. 

fas .• A •, £ a 
~I <.o: "1l-l ._ ~ 

&. • .. : ~ • ~~·,.14, ~ Quality used audio equ1pmen1 and TV ·s We buy. sell & .... 
repair. Records bought sold and traded. 225 Newbury St. 

'---··-·-··-"~(6_17_)_23_,_ ... _,_1. _________ ~ II,""""""""""""""""""""~·""""""""_---------· 
MUSICIANS 
P~) eho1ie Reac1ion! Bassist 
looking 10 form primitive gar
age punk band ala 13th Floor 
Ele\'ators , Count 5, Standeh, 
Chocolate Watchband . 
etc. Planning 10 mo\C to Bo!>-
1011 area in mid-Ma}', need a 
plai.:c to stay. tr in1erested 
v.rite J ohn La\\\Oll, PO Box 
3766, FSC. Fi1chburg. MA 
01042. 
The Underachie\ers need 1hc 
right drummer with punk 
energy. pop ,marts & commit
ment. We lO\ e Ramones. X, 
Buacocks. Ha,c tape on 
radio, gigs, spai.:c. Call Noel 
(617) 367-7190 days 566-3527 
(night & weekends). 

Drummer \\.anted "The 
Edge" i'> reloca1ing to Boston 
in May. Original mu..,ic in 1he 
'>iylc of Siiff Link Finger-'>. 
Contact: Victor Garcia. 5862 
Windermere Lane. I airfield, 
o. 54014. (513) 829-3607. 

PLAY GU ITAR INSTAr\T
LY! 248 chord-., 30 .. crum.<, 
and more with prok.<,.<,ional 
1ip., and ~cacts. Only $5.95. 
Bate., :-.1u.,ic-Dept. G, :?717 
Aldrich A\C., South. \linnea
poli-., \1N 554{)8. 

WANTED 
Wanted: Import /Nev. Wave/ 
Punk Rock /Local 45.<,. Mu<,1 
be in good condition. Call 
John a1 247-3007. 

BA~DS WA '\TED-for PO'>· 
Sible RECORD co~ TRACT, 
send demo tape and promo 
package 10: Future World 
Record-'>. PO Box 476, Stone
ham, MA. 

TOP QUALITY LOCAL 
VIDEOS WANTED FOR 
WHIT/ CHANNEL SEV[:'\ 'S 
HOT HIT VIDEO PRO
GRAM. Send to: Cindy 
Bailen c/o WHTT, 4418 Pru
<.kntial Tower. Bm10n, MA 
02 195. 

fOR SALE 
Keep Left T-~hirl.<, 
No Bonzo.<,, I Fought the La,~. 
War i-'> Mcmtruation Emy, 
SJ..an\.., Punch thi: Clotk. 
\lao, and more . ,end 
S.A.S.E. for ~·ataloguc to: 
l\~•cp Left T-Shim. PO Bl1\ 

83573, San Diego, CA 92138. 

Whal the Fuck! Get a Fuw 
1-:ar-Rin~ for pierced car,. 
SJ.00 ,ingk, S6.00 pair. lar 
Gear, 555 Atherton AH~ .. 
'\o\alO, CA 94947. 

ALBUM CO \ ER POSTERS \Oluntcer v.ork al Bo'>lOll 
Pin\.. Floyd, IOCC & othi:r,. Rod. \\ rite: Greg Reibman 
,end SASE for .:ompkte li,t c/o BR, 739 Boybton St., 
Pos1cr Perfect, PO Bm. 21, Bo,ton, MA 02116. 

N_Y'-'-.~N-'-Y---'l'--'00'-"2'-8. _____ 
1 

RECORDS & TAPES 
HOSTON ROC K T[E NEW lr-.lPORTS ARE US! 
SHIRTS Red & black letter, Late,c UK boo\..\ and records 
quality 50/50 shirt (SM L a1 rod bottom price_.,! Culture 
XL) $5.00 {includes pmtagl') Club, Duran, Japan, Idol, 
to: Bost0n Rod Shin,, 739 Spandau, Thompson T,\ ins, 
Boybton Sc., 11203 B0'>10n, XTC, more! Send cv.o twenty 
.\tA 02116. ccm ~camp~ for FREE i:ata-
PHOTO JD CARDS !ogue 10: W.T. Rcrnrd\, PO 

Box 532, Palm Park, lt 
PH OTO ID CARD-S6 60464. 

~~:~1;e~~~i;:::~;e~~~l;e~r fa.<,te~I and Be~t Record 
S6 {2/SIO), photo, dc,cription. Searcher'> in the v.e,t. Si:nd 
:-.lore detail, 25c. AMER I- v.ant Ii'>!\ for free li,t., ot' rare 
CAN PRESS, Box 10187. rock/jaLZ/p.,ychcdclia blue,. 
Dept. B, Colorado Spring,, Mkhacl Brigg,, PO llO\ 5544, 
CO 80909. \!ill Valley, CA 94942. 

MISC. i~-:~~ ~~;i;,~1
~

1
~1~~;·print 

S\'1\TH:01' ICS no,\ perform
ing Midi \1od '> 011 Prophet 5', 
or Mernorymoog~. Ru,h Sen -
ice. 475 Cornrnon"cahh A\e., 
Bo~1on, \IA 266-5039. 

Donny G for Pre~idcn1 
T-Shin., coming ~0011!!! 

~prin~ & !,ummer Co lle)!_c In 
tern~ \\.anted: Bo .. ton Roe\.. 1\ 

looking for .. eriom, hard"or\..
ing JOUrt1.1ti,m major, \\ ho 
can get aL"adi:mk credi1 for 
thi\ ~pring and ,ummcr tor 

ri:cord,, import'>. unu,ual ri:c
ord,. 110\\ a,ailabk by mail. 
Offlhe lh·con.l. Dept. H, 
6136 ll L1J1.H1 Bhd., San 
D1c_g?, ~A 9:?l ~-

WANTlD: Fre..,h pl.'opk 10 

trade !ape~ ,1.ith. lntcrc.,tcd in 
[i,e nc,\ \\i\\C of all ii\..,; 60', 
material and more. Al'>o Hl\l'r· 
e\ti:d in lapc-S,\appmg 60', 
Colkctibk'>. Send ti,1, w: 1'cn 
lricdrnan, 803-A lanca,tcr. 
Durham, '-.C 27701. 

BOSTON ROCK CLASSIFIEDS 

CLASSIFIED RATES: 

• 30' Per Word. 
• Boldface Costs 25' Extra Per Word 

(underline bold copy). 
• Address and Phone Numbers Are Free. 
• Minimum Charge $3.50 Per Ad. 
• All Ads Must be Pre-paid. 

Ad copy: 

___ total number of words (30c per word, address & 

phone" s are free) 

___ total number of bold \'•Ords (25c extra per :Jord1 

___ n~mber of issues you would like ad 10 run 

Check er money order for $ ___ enclosed 

Please charge s ___ to my Master Card Visa 

_______ exp date ______ _ 

signature 

~Send To: Boston Rock Classifieds, 739 Boylston St. #203, Boston, MA 02116. Or 
1 Charge by calling: (617) 266-8787. : 
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AT STRAWBERRIES, THE TAPE NEVER 
COSTS MORE THAN THE RECORD. 

fi 

THECARS 
oll~(Jf!f, 

~\ ;;~~~~ 
i ~'-I;-· -
" t I 0 Includes 

You Might Think 
Why Can't I 
Hello Again 

$5.99 tP/TP 
CASSETTE 

IF YOU DIDN'T BUY YOUR MUSIC 
AT STRAWBERRIES YOU 

PROBABLY PAID TOO MUGI! 
BOSTON• Cople) Square• Kenmore Square• Do,.nto"n Crossing• CAMBRIDGE• Hanard Square• 750 Memorial Drive 

•WATERTOWN• Waterto"n Mall• SOMERVILLE•T,.in C'ih Plaza• MEDFORD• 25 Re,·ere Beach Phu. 
S .-\l:Gt:S • Rte. l • FRA:\ll'IGHAl\1 • Rte. 9 DEDHAM• Dedham Plaza• Bl'RLINGTON • Crossroads Plaza • Burlington Village 

CHELMSFORD• Drum Hill Rd.• WORCESTER• 10 Front St.• SHREWSBlR\ • \\ hire City Shoppin~ Center• Al'BLR:-- • 390 Southbridge St. 
LEOMINSTER• Searsto"n :\!all• PE:\IBROKE • North Rher Pla,a • PRO\IDE:--CE. RI• 177 l'nion St.•\\ ARWICK. RI• Bald Hill Rd. 

:\UNCH ESTER • .._H • 1525 So. Will St.• ..._ \SIILA. :"ill• Nashau :\lall • PORTS:\IOl'TH. NH• 1981 Woodbury Ave. at Gosling St. 



Directory of Over 150 Alternative American Radio Stations 

No. SO 





the new album 

AT STRA WHERRIES, THE TAPE NEVER 
COSTS MORE THAN THE RECORD! 

as different as 
night and day 

s5_99 LP/CASSETTE 

riiil 
~ 

Check out our 
newest location 

in the Watertown Mall 

BOSTON• Copley Square• Kenmore Square• Downtown Crossing• CAMBRIDGE• Harvard Square• 750 MemoriafDn•e 
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YOUR HELIUM VOICE 

FUN WITH NUMBERS 

The idea of an Independent Distri 
bution Supplement (BR#48) is entirely 
laudatory but I fail to see much value 
in the survey conducted by Dave Wy
koff. First he surveyed labels during 
the last week of January; he must not 
rea lize that many decamp for MIDEM 
(the international music conference) in 
Cannes which is held at that time every 
year. How many, besides myself, were 
disenfranchised by this oversight? 

It was indeed enlightening to read a 
detailed accoum of lmportant's history 
and modus operandi. They are good 
people and I'm glad to do business 
with them but I'm afraid you're guilty 
of not allowing the other guy-in this 
case, Jem inter a/ia-have their say. 
From the survey, it's hard to see that 
Jem exists at all, let alone was the trail
blazer that dominates distribution of 
alternative music. 

As far as payment goes, virtually 
every one deserves a " five." Com
pared to the real world of hit record 
distribution, the distributors you list 
are magicians conjuring payments 
from shops and chains and passing 
them on to us, the labels. Really, Ihe 
fact that one guy is 30 days faster than 
another is irrelevant. As Important's 
Walter O' Brien eloquently states, 
many chains do take longer to pay. All 
your poll succeeds in doing is implying 
that certain distributors are of ques
tionable honesty while others are of a 
higher moral breed, such implication 
being the result of poor journalism. 

Other than in the case of Important, 
where are the details, the billing info, 
the real lowdown? Your directory is 
good for addresses only; you list and 
laud Rounder but for years Duncan 
Browne (mind your spelling!) has resis
ted adding non-local labels to the 

Rounder roster. Has his policy 
changed? If so, 1hat's the kind of in-

BOSTON RULES 

formation labels need. In a world where chaos, war, and 
Of course, my bias is against a poll many stupid people exist, your maga~ 

constituting a beauty pageant, there zine is a gift from heaven. Last fall I 
having to be "winners"; for those who had the unfortunate experience to 
use distributors who rate poorly, either move to Syracuse New York to attend 
we're stupid or we know something the the university and thus had to leave 
labels you surveyed do not. Boston. From my many travel exper-

And by the way, rather than being iences I believe Boston to be the almost 
set upon, Systematic ought to be con- ideal city with the best music scene 
gratulated for having survived a brutal around. I try to get back to Boston for 
1983, managing to re-organize without certain events and am eagerly awaiting 
shirking a dollar of their indebtedness, the Black Flag show. The only com-
doing their best now to catch up and plaint I have about BR is that by the 
finally-most importantly of all-con- time I receive the magazine, some of 
tinuing to handle some of the oddest the club listings are already out of date. 
records released and distributing them There is hardly a music scene in Syra-
to their allies throughout the world. cuse outside of the top forty and I am 

So, for me, it's a fond farewell to Continued on page 4i 
people like Jim Enright (Disc Trading), t---------------1 
Simon Goodman (Bonaparte), Peter 
Handel (ex-Systematic) and Tim Kelly 
(Skydisc) who all bought my first rec
ords . Curiously, 1 never sold anything 
to Faulty (remove the veil-Miles 
Copeland). I wonder why? 

Robbie Fields 
Posh Boy Records 

Los Angeles 

PUMP IT UP 

A great friend of mine turned me on 
to BR a few months ago, and I really 
have to hand it to ya! You guys knock 
the socks off of all other magazines . 
I've just read BR #49 and I'm really 
proud of you. One comment to make 
on your "alternative chart": please 
don't follow anorher magazine's foot
prints and cut ii down 10 a mere 
quarter of a page. Keep it large so it ' ll 
be noticed! It's important to record 
collectors like myself. Thanx! 

Tom Sturdevant 
Beeville, TX 

Boston Rock welcomes your letters. 
All correspondence must, for the pur
poses of verification, include the writ
er's name, address and telephone num
ber-and these may be withheld at your 
request. All letters are subject to edit
ing. Write to: Your Helium Voice c/o 
Bosion Rock, 739 Boylsion SI., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

VIDEO CONTEST 
WINNERS ANNOUNCED 

Congratulations to Robert Joyce of Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota, wmner of Boston Rock's/ 
Sony Video 45 contest. Joyce wins a complete 
co1lect1on of Sony Video 45 's, including David 
Bowie, Devo. Duran Duran, and many others. 
Runner up wmners Amy Bernard (Milton, MA). 
Carmen Jacobsen (Cambndge, MA), Doug 
Anderson (Rockford . IL). William Rainslord Jr. 
(Natick. MA), l.M . Wentworth (Warwick, RI). 
Steven Kirstein (Boston, MA), Jennifer Byrd 
(Boxborough, MA). Stephanie Lee (Palo Alto. 
CA), Adam Weintraub (Samt LOUIS, MO). and 
Jodi Manfredonia (Braintree, MA) all receive a 
copy of the David Bowie ··Let's Dance" Video 
45. 

1/11 "1.-u.J> 0, 
71'/S Rlli,ID 
COMIC ST'RJP 
FOFtf(IAT. THIS 
$'TRIP I~ 'TOO 
Cl)N$aVATIVE. 
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EAR OPENERS 

Contracts of Epic 
Proportions 

Boston's 'Til Tuesday, blitzkrieg 
winners of WBCN's 1983 R'n'R Rum
ble competition, have inked a five
year, five-album deal with Epic Rec
ords. Contracts were signed live over 
'BCN in conjunction with the station's 
16th birthday celebration. Led by the 
blonde persona of Aimee Mann, cur
rent holder of the Most Photographed 
Face in Town Medal, the band will 
begin recording their first album at the 
end of May with an as yet undeter
mined producer. (Names like Nile Rod
gers, Martin Rushent and Keith 
Forthe, of Billy Idol fame , have been 
bandied about.) 

With the group's heavy ties to 'BCN, 
there has been some question as to how 
the area's other FM-ers will react to the 
record. But band manager Randall 
Barbera doesn't think it will be a prob
lem. "I think everyone realizes our 
signing at 'BCN was just a tie-in as part 
of the Rumble . But I guess the ultimate 
test will come when the record comes 
out. I don't think [there will be any 
backlash], but who's to say?" 'Til 
Tuesday was signed by Epic A&R man 
Dick Wingate, who was also respon
sible for signing Face to Face (see arti
cle this issue) to Epic, home of mega
platinum boy Michael Jackson. 

Yet another Beantowner, Digney 
Fignus, reports an "imminent deal 
with a major label" rumored to be 
Columbia, Epic's mother company. 
Digney, currently restructuring his 
band, had to withdraw his successful 
"Girl with the Curious Hand" video 
from MTV's Basement Tape Finals 
(first prize: record contract) due to the 
impending deal. -Tristram Lozaw 

O'Brien Leaves 
Important 

Walter O'Brien, manager of Impor
tant Distribution's Relativity and Com
bat in-house labels , has left the Jamai
ca, New York based-company. ' 1 Im
portant and I were floating in two dif
ferent directions," O'Brien told us, "so 
we decided to split. A few people have 
already asked me to manage them, or 
work wit h them, and I 'm confident that 
I will be doing somethi ng independent 

very soon.'' Important President Barry 
Kobrin called O'Brien's departure "re
greuable" and went on to reiterate his 
company's commitment to its record 
manufacturing division. No replace
ment has been named. -Greg Reibman 

Del Fuegos Take 
America By Storm 

Boston's Del Fuegos were driving 
through an icestorm just south of 
Cleveland, Ohio when their van skid
ded on a sheet of ice and flipped over a 
guardrail. Guitarist Dan Zanes and 
drummer Woody Geissman, both thrown 
from the vehicle, were rushed to a 
hospital. While the entire band escaped I 
serious injury, the van was totalled, ' 
and some of their instruments were 
damaged. 

The Fuegos were in the middle of a 
cross country tour that would even
tually take them to Los Angeles to re
cord an album for Slash Records. They 
spent a few days recovering in Ohio 
while searching for new transporta
tion. 

Back in Boston, a multi-band benefit 
to help the luckless locals was sche
duled for a recent Thursday night at 
the Rat. But, snow and sleet struck 
again, and the show was postponed to 
a less advantageous Tuesday night. 

After buying a used truck, the Fue-

gos headed southwest to avoid any 
more foul weather. Their journey was 
slowed yet again when they hit a rare 
snowstorm in-of all places-New 

1 

Mexico. Upon their arrival in LA, a big 
picnic was arranged as a welcome for 
the worn and weary travelers-but had 
to be cancelled due to rain. At this 
writing, the band is scheduled to enter 
the studio with producer Chris D on 
April 22. -Greg Reibman 

Highway 61 Revisited 
"I'm ready for to fade into my own 

parade," sang Bob Dylan way back 
when. And today, amid so much Sixties 
revivalism, it ' s only inevitable that the 
image of the singer/songwriter has 
made a comeback, too . 

Steve Wynn of the Dream Syndicate, 
Richard Barone of the Bongos, John 
Doe and Exene of X, and Dave Alvin 
of the Blasters (the last three tour as 
the Knitters)-all these and more have 
taken to performing acoustic solo acts 
in the spirit of the freewheelin' Dylan 
era. 

In many cases, these solo ventures 
fill time left vacant by the vagaries of 
recording contracts and touring 
schedules. Peter Holsapple launched 
his 0 No Nebraska" tour while his 
band, the dB's negotiated a recording 
deal with Bearsville . Now, Wynn plays 
in the time before the release of the 
Dream Syndicate's second LP and 
Barone, while waiting for RCA to 
schedule recording time for the 
Bongos. 

New York's Folk City hosts a regular 
Wednesday night series run by Dave 

ROCK 
When Boston Rocks 

People Listen 
. . . and read about it twelve times a year. 
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OPENERS 
Wynbrandt (ex-Miamis), where local 
electric bands play acoustic sets. At 
Washington, D.C.'s 9:30 Club, Wed
nesdays are 0 Hootenanny Nights," 
and locals like the Velvet Monkey's 
Don Fleming and ½ Japanese's How
ard Wuelfing have done the solo 
schtick. The Living Room in Provi
dence also sponsored an acoustic show
case in March that included members 
of many New England bands. 

Here in Boston, the Rat also features 
acoustic shows on Friday and Saturday 
evenings in the upstairs lounge. Kenne 
Highland of the Hopelessly Obscure, 
Johnny Angel of the Blackjacks, and 
Dave Barton of the Outlets have per
formed to date; upcoming shows will 
include Rich Parsons (Band 19/Unnat
ural Axe), the O'Helligan brothers 
(aka, the Dogmatics), New York's 
Smithereens, and Angel reunited with 
former City Thrills bandmate Barb 
Kitson. 

The trend could be blamed on Bruce 
Springsteen's stark, stripped-down 
Nebraska LP, an album of acoustic 
songs recorded in his home, which won 
kudos for its simplicity and power. 
Elvis Costello's current solo, acoustic 
tour has given the concept inter
national notoriety. But Wuelfing gives 
the credit to Boswnian Jonathan Rich
man: "He was the first punk rocker 
who said, ' We can do this with acoustic 
guitars.' Everybody else is following in 
his footsteps.'' 

-Jim Testa and Breit Milano 

Storyville's Last Call 
It's almost like the passing of a 

friend. Storyville will host its final 
show, featuring funky ska-sters Dub 7, 
on Tuesday, April 17. The building's 
owner sold the club's lease to new 
operators, who intend to house a res-

taurant in the club's space. 
Since opening in July of 1982, the 

Kenmore Square club has been an im
portant supporter of local and national 
underground music and has hosted a 
diverse range of acts including the 
Fleshtones, Bush Tetras, Del Fuegos, 
Sleepy LaBeef, and Prince Charles and 
the City Beat Band. 

"This whole past season [of shows] 
we reached the point where we met our 

A Jew departing Sroryville sraffers. 

booking goals," says manager Kate 
Tuohy, "and I'm glad it happened at a 
time when the club was doing well, be
cause if it happened during a slow time 
of the year it would have looked like 
we went under and that's not the situa
tion." 

"I feel disappointed and sad," sighs 
booking agent Jodi Goodman. "We all 
feel we've been kicked out of our 
home.'' -Shred 

Punks Help Break 
NBA Record 

A battle for first place in the 
National Basketball Association's Cen-

tral Division combined with a recent 1 

"punk night" promotion organized by 
the Detroit Pistons helped set a new 
NBA attendance record. 

The promotion-set up after Mil
waukee Bucks veteran Marques John
son publicly labeled the rival Pistons 
"young punks"-allowed any person 
wearing a leather jacket into the 
Bucks/Piston game for just one dollar. 
The record crowd of 35,407 watched 
the punkish home team defeat the 
Bucks 107-105. -Greg Reibman 

NY Rocker's 
Return Fails 

New York Rocker has-once again 
-stopped publishing. Rumors of the 
born-again Rocker's demise began to 
fly when the magazine's second issue 
did not appear on its publication date. 
Three weeks ago, Rocker managing 
editor Richard Fantina reported, "Our 
second issue has been delayed because 
we missed getting the pages to our 
printer on time." Fantina did confirm 
one rumor: that the magazine's pub
lisher and editor, Iman Lababedi (who 
purchased Rocker from previous editor 
and publisher Andy Schwartz), was 
having difficulties drawing upon assets 
in Lebanon to use for the magazine's 
regular expenses. 

Three days after Rocker's second 
issue hit the stands, Fantina told us, 
"Rocker has gone out of business." 
Noting that Lababedi 's decision came 
very suddenly and shocked the maga
zine's staffers, Fantina went on to say 
that Lababedi "had money tied ·up 
overseas and could not meet the maga
zine's bills," hence the decision to 
shut down. 

Lababedi could not be reached for 
t--------------------------------1 comment. -David Wykoff 

Visual Artists! 
Illustrators! 

Photographers! 
Showc;ase your an in the 

1985 BOSTON ROCK 
CALENDAR 

Entries are being accepted now for this contest. The calendar 
will be published in September 1984. The deadline for entries is 
July 31st, 1984. Thirteen winners will be chosen. Entries will 
be judged on the basis of artistic merit, creativity, originality, 
and content. The calendar will be printed in black and white, 
on glossy paper. Original artwork will be returned to the artist, 
if the artist includes a self addressed, stamped envelope with 
the entry. Model releases must accompany all photographs, 
and must be verifiable. 

Winners will receive $25.00 plus 5 copies of The Calendar, and 
wide exposure of their talent. 

Send entries to Boston Rock 1985 Calendar, 739 Boylston St., 
Suite 203, Boston, MA 02116. 
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Playback On Words 
What will they think of next? First it 

was sliced bread. Then it was electronic 
voting machines . Now it's rock 'n' roll 
magazines on tape. 

Bang Zoom, "America's New Music 
Magazine on Cassette,'' is the brain
child of Michael Baseman, a resident 
of Manhattan's East Village. Each 
issue contains taped interviews with 
musicians, record reviews (with por
tions of songs played after each 
review), artist profiles, and unreleased 
live songs. Bang loom's current issue, 
#4, ought LO be of particular interest to 
BosLOn enthusiasts because it contains 
an interview with the Neats and reviews 
of records by the Lyres and Native 
Tongue. 

Baseman thinks that Bang Zoom 
offers its listeners a unique service. 
"When you hear something on our 
tape you'll have a better idea of what 
it's about." Jt may also be particularly 
helpful to those folks who don't live 
within listening distance of an indepen· 
dent or non-commercial radio station. 

For more information, write: Bang 
Zoom, 34 East 7th Street, NY, NY 
JCXX)3 (single issues can be obtained by 
sending $5.00, and four-issue subscrip· 
tions run $22.00). -David Wykoff 

The following announcement was re
leased on March 12, 1984. We believe ii 
speaks for irself: 

This past week, Trouser Press cel
ebrated our tenth anniversary. It's hard 
to believe that it's been a decade since 
we mimeographed and stapled our 
primitive first issue, but it has. We've 
received many kind words of con
gratulation recently, and many friends 
have offered good wishes for the 
magazine's next ten years. Unfor
tunately, in the words of an ancient 
Anglo-Saxon poet, ''There is no 
future." After much sober (and not so 
sober) consideration, we've decided 
that the 10th Anniversary issue (TP 
96/ April 1984) will be the final one. 

Although money problems have 
plagued Trouser Press since the be
ginning, that is not the basis for this 
decision. Truthfully, it would have 
been easier to opt for continuing were 
there no financial pressures, but sur
viving ten years of near-insolvency 
makes virtually any challenge of the 
checkbook endurable. Why Trouser 
Press is stopping has more LO do with 
why it began in the first place and how 
the role and nature of the rock press 
has diminished and changed over the 
years. ll comes down 10 the realization 
that we've basically accomplished what 
we set out to do, and that our feelings 
about music and writing and the record 
business have less and less in common 
with our readers. We've become rea
sonably skilled at this rock magazine 
game, but the ability to publish a cre
dible issue every month isn't the same 
as. knowing why we should. Rather 
than muddling on with reduced enthu
siasm simply out of inertia or lunging 
for the commercial jugular and selling 
out to the latest big thing, we want 
Trouser Press to end with grace and 
dignity. 

Good sense and realistic modesty 
prevents overestimating or overstating 
the impact Trouser Press has had, but 
it would be highly gratifying if we 
could claim some credit for abetting 
and possibly aiding such commendable 
developments as the mushrooming of 
do-it-yourself records, the proli
feration of imports, the acceptance of 
new wave and fringe musics, and the 
spread of mail-order record sales. 
Hopefully, Trouser Press has exposed 
readers to some worthwhile bands and 
records, maybe given some artists the 
boosts they needed, inspired a few 
fanzines into existence . Knowing that 
TP has contributed something to the 
rock culture more than justifies the 
extraordinary work many fine people 
put into creating ninety-six issues, not 
to mention all those trees who gave up 
their lives. 

Finally, l want LO offer my deepest 
gratitude LO everyone who has sup
ported Trouser Press, and to anyone 
who agrees with us that rock 'n' roll 
should be played for love, not money. l 
also want to offer my continued sup
port and encouragement for indepen
dent musicmakers everywhere. And 
last but absolutely not least, thanks to 
our readers, who are the smartest rock 
fansinthecountry. Ira Robbins 

Publlsher/Ed11orial Director 
Trouser Press New York 
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P U B L I S H E R 'S N O T E S 

by Mike Dreese 

On Trouser Press, NYRocker, and the future of Boston Rock ... 
The recent decision made by the publisher of Trouser Press magazine to cease 

publication took all of us by surprise. TP's decision, combined with the problem
atic re-launch efforts of NYRocker, has confirmed our ideas on the direction of 
Boston Rock. 

A few months ago we decided to re-focus Boston Rock as an information vehi
cle for the Independent Music Industry. This "middle class" segment of the in
dustry contains a broad spectrum of interests that include avid record collectors, 
aspiring and working musicians, alternative radio, DJ's, indie record labels and 
distribuwrs, clubs, managers, booking agents, and alternative music retailers. We 
inlend to serve this market by providing the mixture of useful hard news, timely 
features, essential directories, and forums for professional opinion that will make 
Boston Rock required reading. The magazine's targeting is gradually shifting 
away from the general consumer market towards those who are professionally 
interested in Lhe music business. 

Boston Rock readers will be exposed to fewer critical reviews of the music it
self, and more facts and information regarding its progress in the marketplace 
(i.e., our newly instituted sales-based Indie 99 Chart). We hope we won't alienate 
too many of our regular readers in the process, as more sophisticated consumers 
will enjoy the change. We know we will deliver a far more influential and focused 
readership to our advertisers . 

Implicit in our decision to reposition Boston Rock is the recognition that we 
must provide a better researched and more professional editorial product. To do 
this, Greg Reibman and I have come up with a new structure for mmivating and 
compensating our editorial staff. We are on the lookout for additional talent, and 
the talent we have will be featured more prominently. In addition, Chris Gilbert's 
position of Art Director has been augmented to that of Art Director /Production 
Manager. All of these changes will allow Greg more time lO formulate editorial 
concepts and to implement them with a more efficient organ ization. 

On the business side of the magazine, Karen Brooks has been hired as a full
time Administrative Assistant to Billie Best. Among her responsibilities are ad
ven ising sales and compiling the Clubland and Classified sections of the maga
zine. Previously, Karen worked at Cambridge One-Stop/Strawberries Records & 
Tapes as Advertising Promotion Director. She has already proven to be very 
effective, both in sales and in her advance work for the Seminar. We welcome 
her! 

Boston Rock's lndie 99 Chart 
The response to the Indie 99 Chart has been most encouraging. Although we 

still have a way to go with its formulation, it 'is clear that there is significant sup
port in the industry for our concept. In our second month we were able to add 
numerous distributors to our existing research base, as well as a few large chains. 
Jem, Rough Trade, Rounder, Alpha, Systematic, Dutch East India, Greenworld, 
Important, and New Music Distribution all participated. So, the results of this 
month's research are not directly comparable to last month's chart, as there has 
been a qualitative change in the reporting base. The changes have improved the 
chart by insuring its accuracy. 

Next month we are expanding this base by including even more of the large 
chains that sell indie product in quantity, as well as more diverse distributors. Our 
methodology will become more complex in that we will also begin a mild 
weighting based on volume. 

I personally wish to thank each and every advertiser who supports the concept 
of the In die 99 Chart. It is such support that inspires us to devote more resources 
to its refinement. 

Club and radio 
Next month we will introduce a "venue gate chart" that will be based on 

reports from mid-size halls and clubs across the country. It will be a listing of 
which acts/venues are doing what numbers in live performances. 

In September, we plan to initiate an alternative radio directory and airplay 
chart, which will track both indie and breaking major label product. Look for the 
notice explaining how you can contribute to this new feature in this issue's 
alternative radio listing. 

The 3rd Annual Boston Rock Music Seminar 
This year's Seminar is really shaping up . Advance registrations are up drama

tically from last year. An impressive line-up of recently confirmed panelists is 
listed in this issue's two-page Seminar advertisement. They, along with Keynote 
Speaker Marty Scott of Jem Records, form what will be the most prestigious 
group of music professionals to e_ver address the public in Boston. Definitely an 
event not to be missed. I'll see you there!* 

THERE'S SOMEONE YOU 
SHOULD HEAR at the 

Boston Rock Music Seminar 
Look for their name on 

page 24! 



Some of today's finest 
equipment is available only 

at E.U. Wurlitzer 

~ti ~ . 
THE PEDULLA BASS 

Handmade with sele(;l woods, advan(cd c.:lntronil:s, ant.I a 
foci that is universally enjoyed. A lilc1imc investment. 
Fed one. 

50 watts per channd , this is the mus! impressive portahk 
amp we've see n . Built-in s1erco ci::ho and d10rus along: 
with Gallien-Krueger's refined tonal <: ircuit ry mah· this 
amp most desircablc today. It mounts on a mikt.> s1and, 
sounds great alom:, and will push any number of spcakt:r 
rnmbina1ioris. 

~ 
Steinberger 

STEINBERGER GUITAR 

"I think I'm in love.~ ... ~The Stcinbcq~er sounds lih· a 
guitar should sound." .... "Ahcr playing it, my trusty '66 
Teletastcr sounded thic.:k and somewhat mutHed.~ -Craig 
Anderton, Musi<.: & Sound Output, Augus1, 1983. 

For use with Apple II+ , Applt: 11/e or Franklin Ace 
Computers. With instructional suhwart: IOr students. And 
for the pro ... '"With the Apple Computer, Suundthasa is 
a polyphonic synth1·sizer with more open t:nded n:rsatility 
than any computerized patkage musital ins1run11.:nt 
costing lcss than a fort:ign spon s car." -Robcn M1x,g, 
Byte Magazine Del'. 1982. 

l'ht· rnult ul rnrdul design and advanced engincn 
ing. the 22 ~cries lOnsolc provid,cs the ncati\'l.' musi
cian or sound cnginn'.r with new dimensions in 
control (on top or this impeccable performance), in 
applirntions for live and recorded sound; whe re sonic: 
excellence is a lot more than just .. the las1 word." linnJDrum .. 

SIMMONS SDS-7 

The Simmons SOS· 7 is the much improved replacemem 
to the highly regarded SOS-5 set. The SOS· 7 can 
produce digitally-recorded drum sounds and 100 sounds 
per c.:hannel. This set accepts 12 drum pads per rack and 
reatures rubber-coated drumpads. (Watch for the new 
inexpensive SDS-8 set coming in mid-March.) 

LINN DRUM 

The world's most highly recommended digital drum 
machine is proud to announce a doubling of its memory 
capaci1 y. The Linn now lt!atures step programming, and 
120 avai lable sounds including slap bass, rock g:uitar 
chords, and a host of pcn:ussivc etfects-c\'cn breaking 
glass. For producers, the Linn o!li.-rs the kind of quality 
drum sound that the market demands . 

,, ~ e.u. ,? ~ 

WURLITZER 
PRO MUSIC AND SOUND 

Where music means something. 
360 Newbury st., Boston, MA 02115 • 437-1815 

Belmont 617-489-4441 • Framingham 617-879-3590 • Springfield 413-783-6178 • Newington 1-800-633-9800 



BOSTON BAND REPOR T 

HiBeams 
"People in Boston have probably members Matt and Margie Olerio 

forgotten about us," sighs Debra Lilli, (drums and vocals, respectively) 
bassist of Rhode Island's HiBeams. decided to leave the band. 
"People in Rhode Island have forgot- Not wishing to lapse back into dor
ten about us,'' laments guitarist Lou I mancy, Lou and Debra Lilli replaced 
Lilli. Matt and Margie as quickly as pas-

For those with a bad memory for sible, and within weeks they were back 
ancient history, HiBeams first attracted in the clubs with new drummer Matt 
attention in the spring of 1981 with Koomey (from Worcester's Lynch 
"Hyperactive," a catchy, hard-hitting Mob) and guitarist/keyboardist Peter 
45 which was recorded only a few Davis (formerly of Sayne). The new 
months after the band's debut. Exten- line-up, according to Debra Lilli, "is a 
sive airplay for "Hyperactive" gained little harder than it was before, but it's 
HiBeams an invitation to the 1982 a little more soulful, too ." That new 
WBCN Rumble, where they startled sound is documented on an upcoming 
everyone but themselves by making it 4-song EP, which includes "Break It 
to the final round. Down," a propulsive dance-rock num-

Soon after their impressive Rumble ber, and "Crossroads," a sultry ballad. 
performance, HiBeams vanished into And, more significantly, HiBeams have 
the Dead Zone. The somnambulent returned to the same New York and 
stage ended when they released "Live Boston clubs they first played three 

, In Shadows" last spring on the Living years ago, where people are rediscover
Room compilation album; the song ing them once again. 
was unanimously cited as the album's -Rob Tannenbaum 
best track. Just as the HiBeams began 
to re-establish themselves, original 

new Boston vinyl. .. 
While Til Tuesday and the Del 

Fuegos have just joined ranks with 
major labels, and the signing of Digney 
Fignus is expected shortly (see stories 
on page seven), a number of other area 
bands are getting ready to release vinyl 
on independent labels. 

Among the most hotly anticipated 
new projects is the album On Fyre by 
the Lyres. Band leader Jeff "Mono
man" Connolly has made terrific rec
ords with both the Lyres and his pre
vious band, DMZ, despite personnel 
difficulties, and this ten song LP marks 
Conolly's first full scale project with
out guitarist Peter Greenburg (who is 
now with Barrence Whitfield). On Fyre 
should be out on Ace of Hearts in 
about a month. It will also be available 
in Sweden on Wes Records and in 
France on New Rose. Both import ver
sions will feature one bonus track. 

Four years after the release of their 
one and only single "Prettiest Girl," 
the Neighborhoods have at last agreed 
upon a May release for Fire ls Coming, 
an eight song 12" EP on the new Mus
tang Records label. 

Californian Michael Shepard has 
scheduled a 7" single by the impressive 
local trio Christmas ("Ballad of the In
visible Girl" b/w "Wilhelm Reich"), 
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and an EP entitled Jack O'Lantern 
Moon by the elusive Pep Lester, for 
May release on Iridescence. Christmas 
-along with Busted Statues, the Out
patients, Salem 66, the Flies, Sorry, 
Deep Wound, and Beanbag-will also 
be featured on Conflict Fanzine's past 
due compilation Bands That Should Be 
God. 

After a long absence, Propeller Rec
ords, the collective that released rec
ords by the Neats, CCCP-TV, the Dan
gerous Birds, V;, and others, is about to 
release an album by the Wild Stares. 
From Radiobeat Records we can look 
forward to an LP by Sorry within the 
next few weeks and a second record by 
the Proletariat, hopefully this summer. 
SSD, formerly known as SS Decontrol, 
have mailed off their heavy-metalish 
third EP for mastering, but have yet to 
determine if the project will be avail
able on their own X-Claim ! label or 
from a different independent. 

Men and Volts are presently mixing a 
13 song album Tramps In Bloom for an 
August release. Both Salem 66 and 
Johnny Angel's new band, the Black
jacks, are close to signing pressing and 
distribution agreements for 12" EPs 
with a distributor-affiliated indie that 
has asked to remain nameless until 
negotiations are completed. 

The Dogmatics 
It's 3:45 p.m. on St. Paddy's Day, 

and Paul O'Halloran, bassist for the 
Dogmatics, has been awake an hour. 
Pouring himself another glass of Pick
wick's, he leans over to confide 
bemusedly, "Looks like I'm gettin' 
drunk again." 

Never ones to shirk their Irish duty, 
the Dogmatics are at the Rat preparing 
for this, the "fourth record release 
party" of their first single. ("We'll be 
having our 216th party in June," says 
Paul.) Featuring wailing harmonica by 
Classic Ruin Frank Rowe and an un
stoppable chorus, the ''Gimme the 
Shakes" 45 hit the stores in early 
March . Since then, the band has been 
hyping the record with rave-up shows 
around town. 

With Paul and his twin Peter (on 
guitar) mugging away furiously and 
contributing their elastic vocals, the 
Dogmatics are definitely amusing live . 
Enriched by Tommy Long's hammer
ing drums and guitarist Jerry Lehane's 
classically earnest rock 'n' roll voice, 
they are also incendiary enough to fill 
the dance floor. 

Pals since first grade, Jerry, Paul, 

In the singles department, look for 
new product by the Flies, Turbines, 
Hopelessly Obscure, Ed ''Moose'' Sav
age and the Mudbugs, and Relentless 
Cookout. There will also be a 12 11 

dance record by KK Proffitt, and 
hopefully, the long-delayed album by 
Amherst's Eighth Route Army. 

Finally, expect posthumous releases 

and Peter honed their musical skills lis
tening to old records by the Stones, 
Buddy Holly, and Eddie Cochran ("the 
quintessential rock 'n' roller"). 
Remembers Peter, ''We used to go over 
to our friend's attic and play 
'Sympathy for the Devil' for 12 hours 
straight.'' The present Dogmatics still 
crank out songs like "Around and 
Around" and "C'mon Everybody" 
with raunchy enthusiasm-and a bit 
more speed than the originals. Still, 
Dogmatics-penned tunes like "Gimme 
the Shakes" rival the older songs for 
wit and appeal. 

The three parochial school buddies 
hooked up with Tommy from Quincy 
almost two years ago, and now they all 
eat, sleep, practice, drink, etc., in a 
Thayer St. loft. The Dogmatics are 
young (18-23), scruffy, and due to the 
costs of producing and promoting their 
single, now in debt. 

Acting manager Jerry demands, 
"Buy our 45, 'cause we'll eat it if you 
don't . .. " 

"Yeah," laughs Paul slyly, "for 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner." 

-Terri Sutton 

by both Mission of Burma and Gang 
Green. Scheduled for late summer 
release, the Burma record-entitled 
The Horrible Truth ut Bur 
will be a - eng ive album on Ace 
of Hearts, recorded over the course of 
the band's final eight shows. Sold Out, 
the record by speed-rock pioneers 
Gang Green, is expected in May. 

-Greg Reibman 



WHERE THE PROS SHOP! 
Next to more Manufacturer's Marketplace 

(at the old K&L Building) 
We have our own large free parking lot! 



RENT OR BUY your vintage 
tuxedo or tails now and 

you'll be 

1wiSTin' 
m 

HIGH 
SOCIETY! 

Arrival of a new 
spring and summer 
line at our main 
store .. . 

two locations: 273 Newbury Street (main store) 
252 Newbury Street (formal wear store) 



THE BOSTON HAROLD 

Days of Our Lives 
by Harold Lepidus 

It's a conspiracy! Well, maybe not a conspiracy, but, uh, 
well ... it's spooky. Yeah, definitely spooky. 

When I left the house, everything seemed to be normal. 
My Boston Globe was missing from the 
front steps, the front door was un
locked, and my mail box was empty. 
Nothing too unusual, though. 

Starting out on the day 's errands, I 
notice Clint Conley (ex-Mission of 
Burma) and Thalia Zadek (ex-Dan
gerous Birds) painting a neighbor's 
house. I pay this no mind as I get into 
my car and head out toward Copley 
Square. 

I soon see bass reponer Tristram 
Lozaw (of Someone and the Some
bodies) leaving the Boston Rock office 
in a hurry. I inquire as to where he's off 
to and am told, "I'm off to do some 
graphic design for Church Weekly,'' in 
a hushed tone as he scurries on his way. 

Unfazed, I enter the Bank of New 
England and see the Sounding (ex
MIA's) keyboardist Tony Perisi perus
ing the premises. " I'm a security guard 
here," "We'll be playing out soon," 
and "Well, I've got to get back to 
work'' he shoots in my direction as his 
eyes focus on a potential troublemaker. 
I toss it off as just a coincidence and 
continue with the day's work. 

Next stop, the Boylston Street Copy 
Cop, and who should be there to take 
my order but Peter Prescott and Steve 
Michener of Volcano Suns. They give 
me one of those scary Twilight Zone 
stares and say, "Ha ha, Harold, there's 
no more paper," over and over and 
over again. I forget about doing any 
xeroxing and decide that I'd better pull 
myself together. Food's always good 
for doing that, so I stop into Primo's 
and order a serving of spaghetti. I look 
back into the kitchen and ... and .. 
it's Dave Darby of the Sounding and 
J.W. of Red concocting what's sup
posed to be lunch while they're saying 
something like, "Harold never comes 
to our shows," just loud enough to 
catch my attention . I pass on the pasta 
and hightail it out of there . 

Convinced that I need to relax, I 
head up Newbury Street to some quiet 
time at the Video Connection, where 
I'm met by none other than Barry Mar
shall. "Welcome," he says in a bellow
ing baritone. "I suppose you want to 
spend some money on a video," says 
he, wringing his hands with glee. 

I reply with some feeble excuses 
and try to exit the scene as quickly anl 
inconspicuously as possible. Hopping 
inio my car, I drive down Newbury 
Street and see DYS's Dave Smallee and 
ex-Dangerous Bird Lori Green staring 
out of Newbury Comics' front 
window, and Steve Berlin (ex-Berlin) 
Airlift) doing the same from 
Wurlitzer's. 

l stop at Park Street and go over 
toward Strawberries. Dave Schibler 
(Turbines) and Jon Anastas (DYS) 
stand inside the door with folded arms 
and killing smiles, saying ''Can we help 
you?" in harmony. 

I scream "NOOOOO ! " and run 
back to the car, knocking over Johnny 
Angel the stockbroker and a couple of 

guys from the Buddy System (sending 
them and their delivery packages fly
ing) in the process . 

Safely inside the car, I start the 
engine and floor the accelerator, hit
ting the car in front of me. The next 
memory is hazy, but I could swear 
embalmer Richard Nolan was licking 
his lips as I lay there semi-conscious. 
My doctor remarks that he is in the 
Catch and agrees to fix me up in 
exchange for promotional consider
ation . I am too weak to argue. 

Hours later, I try to sneak out of the 
hospital, and my adrenalin starts 
pumping when I see Lee and Lou of 
Native Tongue drop their clipboards 
and bedpans and start chasing me. I 
lose them in the maternity ward. 

I go outside and find my car parked 
in the security lot across the street. I'm 
about to make good on my escape 
when I notice a member of the Proleta
riat pounding on the car' s fenders with 
a wrench. He is screaming, "Death to 
the capitalist swine!" 

Not feeling entirely safe, I try to hail 
a cab . However, the first one that slows 
down is driven by Doug Simmons, and 
the second has all of the Wild Stares! 

Rushing to the nearest phone, I 
call the first rent-a-car company in 
the book, and a vehicle is delivered 
immediately by Drumm McDowell/ 
Digney Fignus guitarist Alan DeVine. I 
grab the wheel and tear down Comm. 
Ave. to get some food to fill my empty 
stomach. Going into the fresh produce 
section of Bread and Circus, I find 
Miguel D' Amore of the Hopelessly 
Obscure arranging heads of lettuce. 

Muttering something akin to, "I'm 
not surprised," I decide LO make my: 
way over lO Blanchard's to get a six
pack to calm myself into oblivion . As I 
look through the domestic beers refrig
erator, Mike Quaglia of the Neighbor
hoods asks me if I need help. I say no, 
grabbing the nearest six of Bud , and 
head for the nearest counter. While 
ringing up my order, David Minehan 
smiles and says, "There's no place like 
home." 

There certainly isn't, and that's 
where I head back to. Next thing I 
know, I awaken to The Bob Newhart 
Show. Was this all real, or _just a 
dream? Maybe it was the ghost of con
certs past? Maybe I should see more 
bands? Or maybe stop watching late
night TV? Or maybe ... * 
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STATE OF AMERICA 
Washington, D.C. 

by Howard Wuelfing 

Sometimes news is slow to penetrate 
my consciousness. I do honestly prefer 
the company of a buncha drunken old 
coots in a neighborhood saloon to the 
terminal twits who infest the under
ground rock scene these days. None
theless, enough folks nab me on the 
streets in hopes of grabbing some 
column-inches to eventually fill my 
head with enough informational pus 
that can only be drained thusly .. . 

The Velnt Monkeys' Future LP fin
ally came out. They've already been up 
to NYC to record a follow-up single 
with the fellow who produced the Bad 
Brains' ROIR cassette. Look ye also 
for release of vintage D.C. outrage on 
their Big Circus cassette label (requests 
for catalogues go to: P.O. Box 5658, 
Washington, D.C. 20016). First release 
(already out) is a posthumous Chumps 
tape (whose alumni now people ¼ Jap
anese and Hoboken-based Jihad), and 
more stuff is imminent. 

The ever laughable, er, lovable Tesco 
Vee somehow managed to sling out 
another issue of Touch and Go and a 
new EP, Durch Hercules; and he even 
played the Wilson Center accompanied 
by onetime threatening minors Lyle 
Presslar and Brian Baker, among 
others. The latter pair, meanwhile, 
have acquired a bass player so that 
Brian can move over to guitar. They 
have been rehearsing with ex-Misfit 
Glen Danzig, but are waiting to script a 
set of originals before taking it to the 
streets or the recording studio. 

Onetime Pin-Ups Lisa Mednick and 
Liz Dumais have resurfaced in an all
distaff popabilly outfit, the Quiet 
Americans ... oops, that was last 
week, make that Pirate Jenny. Onetime 
Young Turds are trying to avoid credi
tors and other old nemeses by playing 
as the French Are From Hell and have 
put out a debut single of two of their 
prettier, poppier things. Big Circus 
magnate Don Fleming is anxiously 
hoping to release some of the Turds' 
studio and live sessions. Keep an ear 
peeled (ouch!). 

Keith Campbell reunited with Black 
Market Baby for a few gigs in February 
and plans to form a new group with the 
band's lead singer Boyd. They'll be [ 
playing "more normal sounding" 
hard-rocking punk. Fountain of 
Youth, I believe, still plans to put out 
an LP of early studio work featuring 
Campbell. 

Dischord is readying a couple of 
items: Marginal Man's debut should be 
out now, and there's a compilation 12 11 

of the two Minor Threat EP's issued in 
England and possibly a post-facto 
domestic 7" with studio and live stuff. 

The Crippled Pilgrims have been 
playing out minus one guitarist as 
Black Nixon. The Velvet Monkeys 
appeared at a party sponsored by Bill 
and Barbara (publishers of D.C.'s 
coolest retard fanzine, Truly Needy), 
backing up Kendall from the Nuclear 
Crayons on acoustic instruments under 
the guise of the Kendall Explosion. 
Kendall's crew is putting the final 
touches on a new record that will be 

Continued on page 44 
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North Carolina 

by Ken Friedman 

Central North Carolina is largely 
suburban, with low crime and unem
ployment rates, and lacks many of the 
working class frustrations that spawn 
prolific scenes. But, we do produce our 
share of notables . 

Let's Active is our best known call
ing card. Their mini-LP, afoor, on IRS 
was a splendid first effort that gained 
broad national acclaim. Activist Mitch 
Easter has finished his work with the 
upcoming REM and Marshall Cren
shaw albums and continues to produce 
many area bands at his Winston
Salem studio. 

By now most are aware that Chris 
Stamey left the dB's to concemrate on 
his activities with It's A Wonderful 
Life. Chris did contribute to the im
pending dB's domestic debut album, 
but it's been imminent for over nine 
months and it's anyone's guess when it 
will appear. 

Not long ago the X-Teens (Dur-ham 
Dur-ham to be flip) celebrated their 
fourth year together and will honor the 
event shortly with album number two 
on Record Bar's in-house Dolphin 
label (PO Box 8744, Durham, NC 
27707). The band was dismissed too 
easily by outlanders as quirky pablum
pop, but an attentive ear will hear a 
clever grasp of the matters of day-to
day life couched in smart melodies and 
hard-nosed rhythms. 

Meanwhile, in Chapel Hill, the for
tunes of UVProm have been growing 
stead~ly as Mitch Easter has produced 

i 
t 

several of their demos and EMI picked 
up the tab for recent studio time. The 
Pound Notes persevere along anthemic 
limey-influenced lines and show 
serious progress . Rick Rock felt a brief 
trickle of glory as nascent pop stars 
before disbanding. Drummer Chip 
Shelby teamed up with ex-Dead Bag
gers and created Southern Culture On 
The Skids. Matt Barrett, pop tune
smith of the Late Great Dads, brought 
home a four-track and is cranking out 
superior demos of that southern pop 
sound. The Pressure Boys made a 
decent East Coast showing with their 
tour and mini-LP out on A-Root-Da
Doot-Doo Records (PO Box 305, Cary, 
NC 27511). 

And in Durham, Terry Mcinturf, the 
most sought-after guitar repairman in 
the area, fronts Export-A, whose 
sound has shifted from rock guitar 
army to driven angle-flavored styles. 
The Bad Checks persevere with a blis
tering slide-punk rave-up style a la Gun 
Club, and they get the state's "Endur
ance In The Face of Minimal Reward" 
Award. 

In Raleigh, the hardcore hub of 
North Carolina, turnover rates are 
appalling. Jimmy & the Jonesez (aka 
Subliminal Urge) bit the boot after a 
spiffy release on Jag (3801-C Western 
Blvd., Raleigh, NC 27606). No Core 
(PO Box 5091, Raleigh, NC 27607) is 
the information center for all area 
slammers and have released both cas
sette and EP compilations, mostly of 
defunct acts . No Labels, however, have 
released two out-of-state compilations, 

Conrinued on page 44 
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1 3 LANSDOWNE S T 

Wednesdayo: Albert 0. 
Thursdays: Tom Lane 

Frldayo: Oedipus 
At 131' : DJ Brian Robin 

Saturdayo: Tony V 
At 1H : DJ Brian Robin 

Coming 

May 3: Bill Nelson 

May 111: Level 42 

May 19: Boston Rock Seminar 

Coming Later On: 

Violenl Femmes. WBCN Rock & Roll Rumble 



WIN ATRIP TO ENGLANDI 
7 Days in London, Airfare and Accomodations 

ENTER TO WIN AT 
Gi~SG[S~[)OR NEWBURY COMICS 

in Back Bay or Harvard Square 
Ruggles addresses: 
889 Boylston Street 436 Mass. Ave. 
Opposite the Pru Harvard Sq. 
Boston Cambridge 

rn~ 
Pizza of 
Distinction 

--------8}~CGr£~0--------1 
I 
I 

$1.50 OFF any Regular Pizza : 
889 Boylston St.. oppos11e the Pru I 
436 Mass. Ave .. Harvard Square I 

~ - - -- - - - - - _ ::1::v:~1-= :':":!,;c:n:_,i _ - -- - - • - • _ J 

Newbury Comics addresses: 
332 Newbury Street 36 JFK Street 
Boston ----.-=::~ 111 2nd Level - The Garage 

Harvard Square, Cambridge 

Newbury 
Comics 

A Wicked 
Good Time 

listen 
to 
/040, 

"VBcn. 
for 

details! 

No purchase necessary to win. 

f-------Nevz~~fi3:iiifn ics---------
I Thts coupon good tor 
I 

: $1.00 OFF any Record Album 
I 332 Newbury S!. Boston 
I 36 JFK St. The Garage, Harvard Square L •• ________ ; ... ::u,:~201!1!"."'°-~.:!·:.f'lll::~. _______ • J 
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JOE STRUMMER 

"Everyone always thought that taking drugs was rebel 
and anti-law, but the record companies have actively pro
moted that outlook because it's good for business.'' 

/Call On 
Joe 

Strummer 
And Live 

1 to Tell 
I About It! 
' By Jon Young 

-

Wat becomes a legend most? In the case of the 
Clash, overcoming the obstacles and carrying on, 
head held high. If you've followed their inconstant 
fortunes since the flowering of punk in '77, you ex
pect turmoil from Joe Strummer and company. For 
example, the news in '82 that drummer Topper 
Headen had been fired for heroin use was just 
another chapter in the continuing saga. But the 
ouster last fall of co-leader / lead guitarist Mick 
Jones seemed more than even these stout-hearted 
men could survive . Could the group once billed as 
"the only band that matters" be mortal after all? 

Fear not, dear reader. As you surely know 
already, original Clashers Strummer (guitar) and 
Paul Simenon (bass) have recruited new mates
and rejoined the fray. Since January, they 've 
played dates from the West Coast to England to 
Europe and back to the States again, spreading the 

1 word that the Clash is alive and well. 
Boston Rock recently managed to coax a couple 

Or principal Clashtypes to the phone to explain 
what goes on these days. At the time of our chat, 
the gang was in Miami, on the first leg of a two
month U.S. tour. 

First on the line: the ebullient Kosmo Vinyl, a 
spirited character who serves as the Clash 's aide de 
camp and spokesman . If Joe Strummer formulates 
much of the band's party line, Vinyl likely as not 
will be the one who ends up mouthing it. 

So, Kosmo, how come Mick Jones left the band? 
"Paul and Joe told him to go because they'd had 

enough of him. Mick had changed; he wasn't the 
same person he used to be-not as enthusiastic. We 
had to persuade him to tour as much as we did 
after the success of Combat Rock [1982]. If they 
hadn't fired him, you wouldn't have heard any
thing from the band to this day. 

"In the last conversation he had with Joe, Mick 

The new line-up: Strummer, Simenon, guitarist Vince White, drummer Pete Howard, guitarisl Nick Sheppard. 

", ~ 
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said he didn't particularly mind what the Clash 
did, but it would have to be ok'd by his lawyer. 
Mick likes lawyers. Joe said, 'Fuck you, go write 
songs with your lawyer.'" 

Says Vinyl, "I've been told through the grape
vine that Mick feels the split was for the best, 
'cause what's the point of us forcing him to do 
something he doesn't want to do? He's getting 
another band together, but I understand he's 
dropped the idea of calling it the Clash." 

Ultimately, according to Vinyl, the split came 
down to the fact that Strummer's camp wanted to 
continue assaulting the public consciousness, while 
Jones preferred a mellower approach. 

"Mick felt we'd made it after Combat Rock, 
where we felt that was just the beginning. A 
million-selling record isn't all that impressive when 
Def Leppard sells seven million. We want to sell 
more than Michael Jackson!" 

Last fall was devoted to finding not just guitar
ists, but a new drummer as well. Following Head
on's dismissal, Terry Chimes (from the first Clash 
LP) signed on for the '83 tour, but no more . After 
looking at 350 guitarists and 200 drummers, Strum
mer and crew hired White, Sheppard and Howard 
-all from obscure London bands, unless you con
sider Sheppard's tenure in the Cortinas ("Fascist 
Dictator") a brush with fame. 

According to Vinyl, the prognosis so far is favor
able. "Some people say this band sounds more like 
the Clash than ever," he bubbles . "It's stripped 
down, but they're not trying to relive 1976. It's not 
a 120-miles-per-hour thrash-they haven't gone 
hardcore, but they have gotten tougher and more 
hard-hitting." 

New songs include: "The Dictator," "Three
Card Trick," "Are You Ready for War?" and 
"This Is England ." All Clash-sounding titles, don't 
you think? 

He stressed that the new guys aren't yes-men, 
noting that "Police and Thieves" is in the set at 
Vince White's insistence. Remarks Kos', "Vince 
said to Joe, 'We have to do "Police and Thieves." 
It's one of the greatest moments of the Clash!' 

"So it's not like it's Paul and Joe's group, with 
the other guys doing what they're told. They all 
pretty much agree on what the Clash should sound 
like in the first place. Now they just want to get on 
with it." 

Next in the docket: Mr. Clash himself, Joe 
Strummer, which turns out to be like trading a 
pussycat for a rattlesnake. Monosyllabic and surly 
at first, Strummer immediately makes me grateful 
he's on the phone and not live in person. 

Here's an excerpt from our initial exchange: 
How would you describe your new songs? 
"They're like rock'n'roll songs, kinda lively. 

They've got guitars on them." 
When will you record? 
"Summer." 
Why haven't you done so before? 
"Not ready." 
How do you get ready? 

White & Strummer surrounded by fans. 
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"Play some more live. I want to know what I'm 
doing before I do it, rather than experiment. We're 
going to be harder and more severe. I'm not saying 
we're gonna do punk by numbers, but I don't 
wanna fucking sit around in the studio at $200 an 
hour and make up a load of shit!" 

At last, the old sourpuss loosens up-though he 
doesn't lighten up-and our talk turns to his cur
rent objectives . 

Strummer snarls, "I want people to realize that 
no one has any sensitivity toward anything any
more. It's just more, more, more, color, color, 
color, video, video, video. They're so stuffed they 
can't see good or evil, right or wrong. I just want 
people to get involved with life. 

"If they accept what they're given, they're to 
blame for it. I don't believe people are seriously 
checking whether records are good or bad any
more. They're just sleepwalking. There's so much 
media illusion, with videos and all . I wouldn't even 
turn on an American radio-that formula hot rock 
sound is soul destroying. How can people take it?" 

Far be it from me to suggest that someone might 
actually enjoy listening to Van Halen. Obviously, 
the correct answer is that people have been condi
tioned to accept it. 

"In the last conversation [Mick 
Jones} had with Joe [Strummer}, 
Mick said he didn't particularly mind 
what the Clash did, but it would have 
to be ok 'd by his lawyer. Mick likes 
lawyers. Joe said, 'Fuck you, go write 
songs with your lawyer. '" 

-KOSMO VINYL 

"Yeah," he agrees. "And who's gonna do the 
unconditioning? Just say we're trying our little bit. 
We've gotta say what's gotta be said and speak the 
truth." 

Apparently by way of explaining his disagreeable 
state, Strummer continues, "I've been here for 
four days, and I'd forgotten how American 
America was. I'll be alright, but it's difficult going 
around explaining to people at radio stations and 
small-town papers who haven't got the faintest idea 
what you're talking about. 

"It's all fake here. Everybody's been watching 
TV since they were born." 

Better scratch the question about whether he 
likes "Dallas" or "Dynasty" better. Instead, I 
make the unforgivable blunder of inquiring if 
things are better in England. 

Spitting ensues. "I'm not saying that, dammit! 
l 'm saying people should realize they're not watch
ing their lives on television! I'm taking this 
seriously and getting involved to the bottom of my 
spirit! Do you think I should be whistling and 

happy?" 
Excuuuse me! Time to change the subject. 
Lest we forget, jolly Joe is the leader of a very 

fine rock 'n' roll combo called the Clash. Said 
band is touring now-without "product" to pro
mote-to ensure that the new line-up jells into a 
legitimate band. 

Says Joe, "I want this to be a group in all senses 
of the word; that's why we haven't rushed into the 
studio . Once we have some shared experiences, 
we'll feel like a unit." 

He wants to recapture the directness of that first 
Clash LP. 

"We're after that basic sound of guitars and 
drums, 'cause that's the Clash sound . Somewhere 
between the first album and London Calling, we 
lost our sound." 

In between was Give 'Em Enough Rope: 
"I don't think we were ready to make that 

album. We put so much into our first record that 
we didn't know what to follow it with. I felt a little 
left out, because [producer] Sandy Pearlman
whose ears were full of that hot-rock Blue Oyster 
Cult sound-and Mick were dubbing on 40 guitars 
at a time ." 

After London Calling came the triple-disc Sandi
nista!, another faux pas: 

"There were so many songs on there that could 
have been better, but we weren 11 severe enough 
with our artistic decisions. If there'd been 36 dyna
mite songs, all well and good, but it didn't demand 
to be a three-LP set." 

As for Combat Rock, he says, ''At one point in 
the sessions, I began to feel a whiff of Sandinista! 
in the air. A lot of the tracks were over six minutes 
long. It started to get out of hand, so we gave it to 
Glyn Johns to mix." 

(According to Kosmo Vinyl, bringing in Johns 
was a way to squelch Mick Jones, who was domi
nating the production, to everyone else's annoy
ance.) 

There's something else new about this Clash 
besides its lineup: no more drugs. Explains 
Strummer, "I always liked reefer, but I decided 
that the drug culture wasn't going anywhere. Per
haps we could have accomplished more if we 
hadn't been reefered. 

"Everyone always thought that taking drugs was 
rebel and anti-law, but the record companies have 
actively promoted that outlook because it's good 
for business. It's the Keith Richards glamor syn
drome: 'Hey man, he's so wasted, isn't it great?' 
The hospitals and soup kitchens are full of people 
that bought that line.'' 

AT LAST, Joe Strummer laughs: 11Yeah, we've 
got a much healthier thing going here now." 

So all's well that ends well, for the moment, any
way. Wish the Clash luck and pray they don't 
entirely lose their sense of humor. If Joe Strummer 
can be believed, they're on the right path . 

"Now that our problems are out of the way," he 
says, "and we've got a new team in, we're redis
covering how lively rock 'n' roll can be."* 

Strummer, White & Sheppard-back to the basic Clash sound. 
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THE PRETENDERS 
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.-Stop Their
Sobbing 

McIntosh wasn't chosen to fill Honeyman-Scolt' s 
spot sole ly because of this recommendation . 

"We put an advert in the paper," remembers 
Chambers, "and we got answers from lots of 
people. But we only did five days (of auditions). 
The first person who auditioned was Robbie. After 
three or four days, Chrissie and I said, ' Why don't 
we get Robbie back?' He was far better than any
body else. All the other players were Kei1h Rich
ards clones and Eric Clapton clones. Robbie has a 
similarity to Jimmy's style, which I think is impor
tant to the band, but I think he's also developed 
into his own thing as well." 

McIntosh introduced the band to Foster; Foster 
then returned the favor by bringing in keyboard 
player Rupert Black, who played on the album and 
is now touring wi1h the Pretenders. 

"I've always been one to say that the bass 
player/drummer thing either works or it doesn't,., 
says Chambers. "If it doesn'1 work. don't do it. 
and if il does, wonderful. I had no problem work
ing with Malcolm." 

With such a significant change in personnel, it's 
not surprising that the band toyed with the idea or 
altering its name. During their work on Learning to 
Crawl, ~inger/songwriter Chrissie Hynde 
approached Chambers about a name change. He 
told her that the idea was wonh 1hinking about, 

Robbie McIntosh, Malcolm Foster, Chrissie Hynde and Martin Chambers. 

but that he didn't think that a change was neces
sary or appropriate. "She never mentioned it to me 
again," he says. " The way the album was going, it 
was still her singing, it was still her songs. It 
sounded so much like the Pretenders anyway. As 
far as I was concerned, with Jimmy and Pete we 
worked very hard to get the band where it was. l 
wanted to keep the name going in their memory 
because they'd worked so hard for it." by Dean Johnson 

Martin Chambers is tired. But not from touring, 
making music, or even talking with interviewers. 
Instead, the 32-year-old Pretenders drummer has 
lost patience with the sensationalism that has 
accompanied his group during its current tour of 
the United States. "Everyone always thinks of us 
in terms of being able to 'pull through,'" says 
Chambers, "and it does get to be a drag." 

Nonetheless, Chambers quickly points out, 
"Audiences have been very kind and appreciative 
that we've carried on. Sometimes between songs 
people would start cheering, and the cheers would 
just get louder and louder and louder, and we just 
stood there ... it was very emotional." 

Considering that the band had to deal with firing 
bass player Pete Farndon, due to his drug addic
tion, and with the unexpected deaths of guitarist 
James Honeyman-Scott and Farndon-all in the 
space of one year-it's remarkable that the Preten
ders still exist and that they 've achieved the success 
they have. 

Although the demands of touring and heightened 
media exposure have been consuming in recent 
months, Chambers continues to think of Honey
man-Scott and Farndon. "They're constantly on 
my mind," he says matter-of-factly. "I mean all 
the time, and it will always be like that. Jimmy and 
I went through a lot together. 

"When I learned that Jimmy had died, nothing 

came through. The band, everything stopped. 
didn't have considerations for anything. About ten 
days after the funeral, his mother and his friends 
told us, 'You have to carry on,' but it never 
occured to me either way. Chrissie and I decided to 
go in and record 'Chain Gang,' which was a song 
we'd already rehearsed with the band. So we went 
and got Tony Butler and Billy Bremner and found 
ourselves in the rehearsals with total strangers. 
That was very, very hard. That hurt." 

In fact, Farndon and Honeyman-Scott had con
vinced Chambers to join the Pretenders in the first 
place. Though he'd been a professional drummer 
for many years (playing everything from top forty 
covers and swing to trad jazz and progressive 
music), he'd given up on furthering his musical 
career and started working as a driving instructor. 
One day, Farndon cornered him and played Cham
bers some of the fledgling Pretenders' tapes. "I 
really liked what I heard," he recalls. "Chrissie's 
voice was Grade A. Her songs were really interest
ing and had some good time changes. So, they 
invited me down to rehearsals, and it just clicked . 
Chrissie realized that was it. " 

Moving on to the formation of the "new" Pre
tenders, Chambers talks about how the band hap
pened upon guitarist Robbie McIntosh and bass 
player Malcolm Foster. Weeks before Honeyman
Scott died, he suggested to the other band members 
that McIntosh ought to accompany the Pretenders 
on future tours to fill out their live sound . But, 

Although learning to Crawl carries the indelible 
mark or Hynde on it, Chambers was an essential 
dynamic in the recording process. "Once we started 
recording-after we auditioned Robbie and 
Malcolm-I was charged with a ve ry positive thing, 
and I think that's mainly because of a device l 
have built into me, a chemistry that's particular to 
me. 

"Chrissie was a little unsure of a few of the 
songs. Well, we took it day by day. But I was abso
lutely positive we were going to make a great 
record , and I was sure it was going to be well
received. It is sort of a device I have to be abso· 
lutely positive when everybody else is not. I assume 
that role all the time, anyway. I have always been a 
father figure in the band," he chuckles. 

And he's very optimistic about the band and its 
future. "It's great now. Everything seems to be 
good. In the past Chrissie's been a little apprehen
sive of touring and stuff, but now she seems to 
have a very positive attitude towards everything. 
She wants to do more gigs. She wants to talk more . 

"It's a relief to me, actually, because she's the 
way I wanted her to be for a long time. The things 
that would normally annoy her she's just riding 
over now-like she should. 

"People, after all, are paying for their tickets 
every night, and you've got to put on a good show 
for them, no matter what. Play it like it's the last 
show you will ever do."* 
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BOSTON ROCK MUSIC SEMINAR BOOKLET 
Every person attending the Seminar will 

receive a copy of the Seminar Booklet con
taining not only the day's agenda, but also an 
attendee and panelist directory; information 
regarding each panel ; Indie lists of labels, 

ADVERTISING RATES 
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the mark over and over again at the Seminar, 
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Tables will be rented on a first come, first serve basis, as space is lim· 
ited. Rental fee of $175 includes admission for two persons, and must 
be paid in advance to confirm table reservation. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-266-8787 
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My War 
SST 
Olslribuled by Jem, Greenworld, lmponant, LSR, 
Systematic, Rough Trade, Twin Cities, Caroline, 
Metro-American, Richmond Brothers, Piks, Roun
der, Scons, Swmgland, Wrestler. 

Mail Order; SST023 LP/CASS $6.98 list, S6.00 ppd 
SST, P.O. Box 1, Lawndale, CA 90260. 

This, Black Flag's second studio album, 
releases all the energy and passion you'd 
expect to have been pent up during the 
group's two-and-a-half year recording , 
hiatus (since the release of Damaged). 
You'll find all this, and more, on 
My War. 

MEAT PUPPETS 
II 
SST 
Distributed by Jam, Important, Greenworld, LSR, 
Systemahc, Rought Trade, Twin C1hes, Caroline, 
Metro.American, Sw1ngland, Wrestler. 

Mail Order: SST 019 LP $8.98 hsl, $6.50 ppd . SST. 
P.O. Box 1, Lawndale, CA 90260. 

Phoenix's Meat Puppets play aggressive 
rock 'n ' roll that's hard to classify. Con
taining country, metal, and psychedelic 
influences, the Puppets' music is alter
nately haunting, artful, fast, slow, melo
dic, and hypnotic-and always gripping. 

THE THREE 
O'CLOCK 
Sixteen 
Tambourines 
Frontier 
Distributed by Jem, Important , Dutch East. Green. 
world 

Mail Order; FLP 1012 LP $7.00 ppd. Frontier Rec
ords. Box 22. Sun Valley, CA 91353 

These charmingly youthful boys from LA 
have delivered yet another slice of vibrant 
pop on this follow-up to their Baroque 
Hoedown EP. The Three O'Clock are 
moving from their psychedelic roots 
towards a uniquely fresh and soaring 
sound. 

'"" "",,,,,, '" "'" BILL BRUFORD/ 

25 

49 

PATRICK MORAZ 
Music For Piano 
And Drums 
Editions EG 
Oislnbuted by Jem. 

A new collaboration between King Crim
son (et al) drummer Bruford and Moody 
Blues/ex- Yes keyboardist Moraz, this is 
an LP of acoustic piano and drum duets. 
It's melodic, energetic, improvisational, 
and filled with all the exquisite musician
ship you'd expect from these veterans. 

THE BLASTING 
CONCEPT 
Various Artists 
SST 
Distributed by Jem. 

Mail Order: SST 013 LP $3.49 list, $2.50 ppd. SST. 
P.O. Box 1, Lawndale, CA 90260. 

SST Records' precedent-shattering 
$3.49 list price, fourteen-song album fea
tures likewise precedent-shattering mus
ical entities BLACK FL.AG, MEAT PUP
PETS, MINUTEMEN, HUSKER DU, SAC
CHARINE TRUST, WURM, STAINS, and 
OVERKILL. 

Black Flag, My War (SST, LP) 
The Meat Puppets, // (SST, LP) 
New Order, Power, Corruption and Lies (Factory, LP) 
Suicidal Tendencies (Frontier, LP) 
The Minutemen, The Politics of Time (New Alliance, LP) 
Toxic Reasons, Kill By Remote Control (Sixth International, LP) 
Marginal Man, Identity (Dischord, 12" EP) 

Rain Parade, Emergency Third Rail Power Trip (Enigma, LP) 
Oh Ok, Furthermore What (DB, 12" EP) 

10 Minor Threat, singles compilation (Dischord, 12" EP) 
11 The Misfits, Earth A.D. (Plan Nine, LP) 
12 Husker Du, Metal Circus (SST, EP) 

13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 
20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 
30 

The Velvet Monkeys, Future (Fountain of Youth, LP) 
The Three O'Clock, Sixteen Tambourines (Frontier, LP) 
Soul Sonic Force, "Renegades of Funk" (Tommy Boy, 12" single) 

Elvis Presley, The First Live Recordings (Passport, LP) 
10,000 Maniacs, Secrets of the I-Ching (Christian Burial, LP) 
Kip Hanrahan, Desire Develops an Edge (American Clave, LP) 
The Cramps, Smell of Female (Enigma, 12" EP) 

Hashim, "Al Naafiysh (The Soul)" (Cutting, 12" single) 
The Raybeats, It's Only a Movie (Shanachie, 12" EP) 
The Sex Execs, "My Ex" (Sexexecs, 12" single) 
The Butthole Surfers (Alternative Tentacles, LP) 

Patti LaBelle/Bobby Womack, "Love Has Finally Come at Last" 
(Beverly Glen, 12" single) 

Bill Bruford/Patrick Moraz, Music for Piano and Drum (EG, LP) 

The Wipers, Over the Edge (Braineater, LP) 
J. Blackfoot, "Taxi" (Soundtown, 12" single) 
Brian Eno, Apollo (Editions/EG, LP) 

Newcleus, "Jam On It" (Sunnyview, 12" single) 
Buzz of Delight, Sound Castles (DB, 12" EP) 

31 Metallica (Megaforce, LP) 

32 Blood on the Saddle (New Alliance, LP) 
33 Divine Sounds, "What People Do for Money" (Specific, 12" single) 

34 The Replacements, Hootenanny! (Twin Tone, LP) 
35 Social Distortion, Mommy's Little Monster (13th Floor, LP) 

36 Exciter, Violence in Force (Megaforce, LP) 
37 The Dicks, "Peace?" (R Radical, 7" single) 

38 "Wild Style" soundtrack (Animal, LP) 

39 The November Group, Persistent Memories (Braineater, 12" EP) 
40 Agent Orange, When You Least Expect It (Enigma, 12" EP) 

41 Barbara Mason, "Another Man" (West End, 12" single) 
42 Various, Hell Comes to Your House II (Bemisbrain, LP) 
43 Tahu Ley Rochereau (Shanachie, LP) 
44 

45 

46 

47 
48 

49 

50 

51 

52 
53 

45 Grave, Sleep in Safety (Enigma, LP) 
Dominatrix, "Dominatrix Sleeps Tonight" (Streetwise, 12" single) 

The Slickee Boys, Cybernetic Dreams of pi (Twin Tone, LP) 
Trouble Funk, In Times of Trouble (DETT, LP) 
Tesco Vee, Dutch Hercules (Touch and Go, 12" EP) 
Various, The Blasting Concept (SST, LP) 
Funk-shun, "/ Want Your Love" (Zakia, 12" single) 
The March Violets, "Snakedance" (Rebirth, 12" single) 
D-Train, "Something's on Your Mind" (Prelude, 12" single) 
GBH, City Baby's Revenge (Relativity, LP) 



54 
55 
56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

Malcolm X, "No Sell Out" (Tommy Boy, 12" single) 

Pumpkin, "King of the Beat" (Profile, 12" single) 

Alisha, "All Night Passion" (Vanguard, 12" single) 

Utopia, "Cry Baby" (Passport, 7" single) 

Ball and Pivot (Z-Club, 12" EP) 

The Dickies, Stukas Over Disneyland (PVC, LP) 

The Reducers, (Rave On, LP) 

61 The Golden Palominos (Celluloid, LP) 

62 The Circle Jerks, Golden Shower of Hits (LAX, LP) 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 
68 

69 

70 
71 

72 

73 
74 

75 
76 
77 

78 
79 

80 
81 

82 

83 
84 

The Fresh 3 MC's, "Fresh" (Profile, 12 " single) 

KC, "Give it Up" (12" single) 

DRl, Violent Pacification (R Radical, 7" EP) 

Fred Frith/Henry Kaiser, Who Needs Enemies (Metalanguage, LP) 

MDC (R Radical, 7" EP) 

Naked Raygun, "Flammable Solid" (Ruthless, 7" EP) 

Flipper, Blowing Chunks (ROIR, cassette) 

John Zorn, Locus So/us (Rift, 12" EP) 

Barrence Whitfield and the Savages (Mamou, LP) 

Pamela Stanley, "Coming Out of Hiding" (TSR, 12" single) 

The Cucumbers (Fake Doom, 12" EP) 

Hew Gower, Guitarophelia (X-Disque, 12" EP) 

Soviet Sex (Secret Society, 12" EP) 

The Bobs (Kaleidoscope, LP) 

The James Harman Band, Thank You Baby (Enigma, LP) 

Anthrax, Fist Full of Metal (Megaforce, LP) 

The Everly Brothers, Reunion Concert (Passport, LP) 

Teles Noires (Rapunzel, 12 " EP) 

Yellowman (Sunsplash, LP) 

DOA, Bloodied But Unbowed (C.D. Presents, LP) 

Xena, "On the Upside" (Emergency, 12" single) 

Various, Col/age Cheese from the Lips of Death (Ward 9, LP) 

85 Psychobud (Ear Movie, 12 " EP) 

86 Alien Sex Fiend, Who's Been Sleeping in My Brain (Relativity, LP) 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 
95 
96 

Curtiss A, The Damage is Done (Twin Tone, LP) 

Red House, " Twenty-Five Reasons" (Wave Seven, 7" single) 

Hazel Dean, "Jealous Love"/"Evergreen" (Quality, 12" single) 

Dolce Vita (Braineater, 12" EP) 

Steeler (Shrapnel, LP) 

Various, We Got Power (Mystic, LP) 

The Neats (Ace of Hearts, LP) 

Run DMC, "Hard Times" (Profile, 12" single) 

True West (Bring Out Your Dead Records, 12" EP) 

Sisters of Mercy, Temple of Love (Braineater: 12" EP) 

97 George Kranz, "Trommeltanz (Din Daa Daa)" (Personal, 12" single) 

98 Julie Brown, "I Like 'Em Big and Stupid" (Bulletz, 12" single) 

99 The Proletariat, Soma Holiday (Radiobeat, LP) 

"Based on national record sales ending 4/1/84. Rcponing stores include: Skippy White's/Mattapan, MA; Strawberries/MA; Newbury 
Comics/MA; Harvard COOP/Cambridge, MA; Sounds/NY; Rocks in Your Head/NY; 99 Records/NY; Capital Records/Hanford, CT; 
New Musie/ Bridgcpon, CT; Sound Ody55e:y/Cherry Hill, NJ; Jim's/Pittsburgh, PA; Sand J One Stop/Bronx, NY; Spin City/R011bury, 
MA; Good Vibra1ions/Stough1on, MA; New York Spo1ligh1 & Sound/Columbus, OH; Record World/Pon Washington, NY; Third St. 
Jau./Philadelphia, PA; Record & Tape, Ltd./Washington, D.C.; Melody/Washington, D.C.; Wax 'n' Fax/A1\an1a, GA; Wax, Jr., 'n' 
Fax/ Athens, GA: Yesterday and Today/ Rockville, MD: Joe's Record Paradise/Sil\'er Springs, MD; Plan Nine/ Richmond, VA; VA 
RTX/ Arlington, VA: Open Books/Miami, FL; Wax Trax/Chicago, IL; Rave On/Wheaton, IL; Nonhern Ligh1s/Minneapolis, MN: Oar· 
folk/Minneapolis, MN: School Kids Records/Ann Arbor, Ml; Paradise1Madison, WI; Rock Therapy/ Kansas City, MO: Din Cheap/Lin· 
coin, NE; Record Revolu1ion/Cleveland Heigh1s, OH; Shauered/Cle\eland, OH; Warped/ Lakewood, OH; Inner Sanctum/ Austin, TX: 
Rae/Houston, TX: Zip'sfTucson, AZ; Rhino/Los Angeles, CA; Zed's/Long Beach, CA; Aquarius/S.F., CA: Leopold's/Berkeley, CA: 
Tower/S.F., CA; Moby Disc/Pasadena, CA: Off the Record/San Diego, CA; Licorice Piua/L.A .. CA: Singles Going Steady/Ponland, 
OR: Bomb Shelter/Seattle, WA: Wax Trax/Denver, CO. Reponing distributors include: Alpha, Dutch East. Grecnworld, lmponanc , Jem, 
New Music, Rough Trade, Rounder, Systematic. Compiled by Karen Brooks, Mike Dreci,e, and Terri Sunon. 

82 

93 

GliORGE KRANZ 

97 

99 
ROCK 

$60 

DOA 
Bloodied But 
Unbowed 
C.D. Presents 
Mail Order: LP send for free catalog. C.D. Presents, 
Lid., 1230 Grant Ave .. Suite S31, San Francisco, CA 
94133. 

Compiling material from 1978-1983, 
Bloodied But Unbowed features the 
thrashing, muscular guitars and pound
ing drums which have earned DOA its rep 
as harsh and committed hardcore war
riors. 

THE NEATS 
The Neats 
Ace of Hearts 
Distributed by Dutch East India, Jem, Rounder, 
Rough Trade, Systematic, Important. 

Mail Order: LP, Ace of Hearts Records, Box 579, 
Kenmore Station, Boston, MA 02115. 

Voted Best Local Record in Boston 
Rock's 1984 Readers' Poll, The Neats is 
a hypnotic mix of jangly guitars, subtle lyr
ics, and a complex, invigorating pop sen
sibility. 

GEORGE KRANZ 
Trommeltanz 
(Din Daa Daa) 
Personal 
Mail Order: Personal Records, (212) 246-5520. 

This single is currently racing up both the 
Top 40 and dance charts. It's quirky and 
exotic, and will get your hips shaking and 
your pulse pumping to its insistent 
groove. 

THE PROLETARIAT 
Soma Holiday 
Radio beat 
Distributed by Rough Trade, Important (East), Dutch 
East, Rounder, Upstart, Systematic. 

Mail Order: LP $6.00 ($7.00 overseas) ppd. The 
Proletariat/Non-LI Records, P.O. Box 534, Kenmore 
Station, Boston, MA 02215. 

Selected 1984's Best Local Group by 
Boston Rock readers, the fiercely uncom
promising Proletariat have assembled a 
driving, confrontational debut LP. A must 
from Boston's favorite politicians. 

THE INDIE 99 
American lndie 
Sales Chart 
Boston Rock Magazine 
Jistributed by subscnp1ions, indpendenl record dis
tributors, newsstands, and record and specialty 
shops. 

Mail Order: Send $60.00, artist, 1111e, label, a mini, 
d1slribu11on and ma1t order information to: The India 
99, Boston Rock Magazine, 739 Boylston St., Suite 
203, Boston, MA 02116. 

For only $60. 00 this is an excellent oppor
tunity for indpendent record labels to in
crease exposure and boost record sales. 
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NEW MATH 
Gardens 
NEW MATH step out of the shadows with an eight 
song mini-album, "Gardens", of ominous music 
with cryptic lyrics and a decidedly tongue in 
cheek approach. NEW MATH were last heard from 
on their highly acclaimed 1982 415 Records 
release "They Walk Among You". Watch for New 
Math to be touring the East Coast soon. 

~ MILKSHAKES $ 
tAiLK~~A~[~! ~ ~~~~ES celme fo,~ L--------5;-" tirely different albums in four countries 

• 

(England, France, Germany and the United 

with Shlrnm1,1 Sh•k• 

H States) this month in celebration of "Around 
0 

- , The World With The Milkshakes" month. -America's 
w 
C 
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s 
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MILKSHAKES album "Showcase" is a best of com
pilation of their classic 1965 Kinks meets Link 
Wray stomping garage sound. Look for a short 
visit by THE MILKSHAKES to America in June. 

WIPERS ~ 
Over The Edge~ 
This record is great. No quirky trends or gim-
micks here - just three people who believe in what 
they're doing. No, it's TOTAL CLASSIC ROCK. Frustra
tion, loneliness, alienation, rebellion. Conviction. 
A few psychedelic flourishes, subtle use of feedback, 
tremolo bar. Greg Sage's guitar playing , like his 
voice is stylish, powerful yet understated. The 
Wipers are the best Northwest rock band since The 
Sonics and "Over The Edge" is a total American classic 

Seattle Rocket 

••••• ~N ~ ~o~~ Box J, Island Park, N.Y. 11558 (516)432-3500 



Where have we seen that 

CE10 
·,r Beard and John Ryder. 

K
. ball Angelo, Laurie Sargent , w, ,am 

scuart tm . 

before? 
Sargent's voice is dubbed in for Lane's dur

ing the songs, but while the rest of the band 
portrays Lane's group in the flick, you won ' t 
hear them play. That will be dubbed in too. 
" We're actually just actors," Angelo added . 
In other words, you'll see pictures of Face to 
Face backing Lane in the movie, but it' s not 
Lane's voice , it 's Sargent's. And it 's not the 
band's music . It' s somebody else's. 

"The movie paid very well, " bass ist John 
Ryder said. "Doing it bought us time to put in 
the band now," Sargent added. " We didn't 
have to take day jobs to keep money ro lling in 
while we finished the record ." 

The band 's work on Streets of Fire ended 
last September, b ut lovine had Olher commit
ments, so he suggested they continue working 
on the album wi th Arthur Baker. Since Baker 
had previously worked with them on two 
dance cuts , "10,9,8," their first single, and the 

l'.l'llliiiii __ _,I very " Rapture "-ish "Under the Gun," it was 

by Dean Johnson 

It's been over a year since Face to Face have 
played in a Boston club. So where have they 
been? Pouring over their debut album which 
was just released on Epic Records. 

Even though work on the record began in 
mid-'83, it progressed like a soap opera baby; 
people kept saying it was due for delivery in a 
couple of weeks. In the end it seemed like it 
took 12 years. 

"There were several different delays," said 
singer Laurie Sargent. "The first delay after 
we got signed had to do with timing." Pro
ducer Jimmy Iovine (Bob Seger, Tom Petty, 
Stevie Ray Vaughn, Patti Smith) was slated to 
work on the album, but by the time it finally 
came out, three producers had toyed with it, 
including dance king Arthur Baker and former 
Ring Mike Baker. 

When Face to Face stopped gigging in early 
'83, they expected to head into the studio by 
March, but Iovine wasn't ready to begin work 
until June. Instead of one month to prepare 
for the recording, the band ended up with 
several - to get psyched. 

Barely a month into the project, lovine got 
involved in the soundtrack for the movie 
Streets of Fire, produced by Walter Hill and 
starring Diane Lane as the front person in, 
that's right, a rock band. 

"They needed somebody to sing for Diane 
because she couldn't sing, and they needed a 
band behind her," rhythm guitarist and chief 
composer Angelo explained. Since lovine was 
in charge of the film's music and working with 
Face to Face simultaneously, it was only 
natural for him to introduce the band to Hill. 
"Immediately he offered us the work, " 
Angelo said. 

an easy transition . 
"Jimmy's involvement continued right 

through to the end of the record, " Angelo in
sisted. "Everything we did was continually .sent 
to him." Even though lovine kept his fingers 
in the proceedings, the album was eventually 
finished up by Bostonian Mike Baker, who had 
worked with the band on their original demo 
tape. 

So the delays in the album' s releases were 
caused by lovine's schedule, working on 
Streets of Fire and dealing with additional pro
ducers. But why did Face to Face stay off live 
stages- for so long? 

"There wasn't any time," Sargent said. 
"The work was hard. Real hard." While re
cording, the band put in 12-hour days and six
day weeks. 

Sargent admitted the band was a little con
cerned about the possibility of a schizophrenic 
sound from working with three different pro-

. ducers. "It crossed our minds, but in the end 
we think it worked out for our benefit." 
Ryder chimed in, "Different songs got differ
ent treatments." Drummer Billy Beard 
remarked, "Musically the diversity of the 
album is refreshing. The lyrical content ties all 
the songs together." 

Sargent concluded, "We've always sort of 
felt that the music we play is uplifting. To sum 
up, all the songs and lyrics on the album came 
from the heart. I meant every single syllable I 
sang on the album. You can like it. You can 
hate it. But it's me, and that's it. I don't want 
to make apologies for it. If someone takes it in 
an ugly way, I can't help it. The record is hon
est from start to finish.'' 

And from Face to Face . * 



FAR AWAY IN AMERICA 
WI TH 

CERTAIN 
GENERAL 

stage at CG gigs, replaced Berke on 
bass. "Joe has brought spontaneity 
and freshness, and there's a lot of new 
life in the band," he continued. 
"We're received better now than we 
ever were before." Indeed, some of the 
band's latest material is quite im
pressive. 

With the band back on track, Cer-___ _..,._:......,_ _____ _. _____ ._._u.....1 tain General went into the studio last 
Certain General: Marcy Soddy, Joe Lupo, Phil Gammage and Parker Dulany. November and recorded 12 songs . Two 

of those tracks ("Sympathy," "Voo
doo Taxi") plus two live cuts {"Where 
I Hang," "The Shang") are featured 
on the new album Far Away In Ameri
ca (Sour Mash) that Certain General 
share with another NYC group, the 
'lluch-improved Band of Outsiders. 
CG and BoO sometimes join forces in 
a party band they call Ray Drug, in 
which they mutilate old favorites like 
"White Rabbit" and the Stones' "Jig
saw Puzzle." 

According to Dulany, Certain Gen
eral like to keep their songs simple and 
emotionally charged, exploiting their 
American roots-Patti Smith, Doors, 
Velvets, Billie Holliday. "The most im
portant thing in our music is sincerity. 
The basics. When I write songs they're 
usually two chords that go back and 
forth and build and build. You drive at 
people until finally they just scream 
and break and crumble like a leaf un
der your music. [Lyrically) sometimes 
I go in so deep that I come out the back 
door and end up sounding vague." 

by Tristram Lozaw 

When Certain General released their 
Holiday of Love EP in 1982, critics up 
and down the Eastern seaboard rushed 
to describe the band with a slew of 
next-big-thing adjectives. But then the 
band stalled, and the expected suc
cesses never materialized. ' 'We weren't 
able to capitalize on the record's popu
larity like we should have because of 
internal problems," explained guitarist 
Phil Gammage, who quit the band 
temporarily in Match of ' 83. 

Certain General (a contradiction of 
terms-specific/ vague) and their quick 
rise had attracted major record labels 
looking to sign the band. Russell 
Berke, their original bassist, "smelled 
gold and started pushing the band in a 
direction it didn't want to go," added 
Parker Dulany, the band's whirling 
dervish vocalist "We were starting to 
sound like Tom Petty!" Though rec
ording sessions with Ivan Kral (ex-Patti 
Smith guitarist) at the helm did pro
duce a few great tracks, Gammage and 
Dulany grew increasingly dissatisfied 
with the results of nearly 180 hours of 
taping. "Phil quit and three weeks 
later I left," said Dulany. "The music 

WOULD 
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? ? ? ? 
by Harold Lepidus 

Look at these guys. Just look at 'em! 
They're called Los Lobos. Ya know 
what that means? The Wolves. Yup, 
the Wolves! I wouldn't like to be cor
nered in some dark alley by these 
Lobos, nosireebob. 

Luckily, they're not some sort of 
street gang ready to slash your throat; 
they are Slash recording artists ready to 

30 Boston Rock #50 

was getting too embarrassing." 
While Gammage pursued his surfy 

side project, the Corvairs (due to release 
an EP this spring), Dul.any responded 
by linking up with the most anti-com
mercial group he could find. "It was 
called the Keeper, and the idea was to 
go out and make a lot of noise and read 
poetry over it. l didn't expect anyone 
to like it, but even Slash Records was 
interested." The Keeper seemed like a 
healthy thing 10 do at the time, but Du
Lany's heart wasn't really in it. "Cer
tain General had a lot of good ideas. I 

"We wanted to do a rec
ord to show people that 
there's something 
burning In New York." 
didn't want to lose all that and decided 
to re-form the band. 

"The essence of what made people 
like Certain General a year and a half 
ago is back now," he correctly stated. 
"Simple patterns, strong rhythms, it's 
honest music." Ex B-Girls drummer 
Marcy Saddy rejoined Gammage and 
Dulany last summer and friend Joe 
Lupo, who used to dance around on 

Dulany often hangs out with Out
siders leader Marc Jeffreys and about 
20 other people in Jeffreys' living room 
(nicknamed Club Po) to spout the 
"drunken gibberish that results from 
listening to the same Syd Barrett album 
over and over ... Marc and I have the 
same interests, esthetics, and cares 
about music. We wanted to do a record 
to show people that there's something 
burning in New York-that New York 
isn't just a slut, a trendy thing that 
changes in the wind." Both bands will 
get a chance to prove that to audiences 
overseas this spring. British writer 
Chris Nieve, who has taken a special 
interest in their fates, hooked the two 
groups up with promoters for a 16-date 
UK tour. 

get your feet moving. They are an East nr----si.,--~"':'l~l!'l 
Los Angeles band that wear Richie 
Valens on their sleeves in much the 
same way the Beatles wore Chuck , · 
Berry on theirs. A hodge-podge of 
various American musics, Los Lobos' 
music is probably as appropriate at a 
Mexican wedding reception as at just 
about any new wave club. 

While the band is organized around 
the traditional guitar-bass-drums set
up, Los Lobos use unusual instrumen
tation to enhance their sound. David 
Hidalgo's accordion is the most dis
tinctive flavoring, but Cesar Rosas' 
bajo sexto and Conrad Lozano's gui
tarron help spice up their musical melt
ing pot. But just what are these instru
ments? 

A charmer when he's in front of a 
microphone, Dulany has been known 
to go off the deep end on stage as well, 
floundering about with his tortured 
eyes in a wild frenzy. "Sometimes I do 
something bizarre or idiotic on stage 
and people have said they thought it 
was 'cause I was a junkie! I'm too chic
kenshit to violate my arm with that 
mess ... When I'm on stage l get com
pletely immersed in what I'm singing. I 
guess the sincerity overloads and peo
ple think I'm off my nuts." 

Though DuLany's mobility is now 
more frequently anchored by the black 
and gold Rickenbacker strung over his 
shoulders, he'll certainly hold his own 
in British venues that regularly feature 
such attractions as the ghoulish gestur
ing of Alien Sex Fiend and Specimen. 
"I can just see us walk out on stage 
with our flannel shirts and hear people 
say 'What the fuck did we pay ten 
pounds to see this for?' But l think 
once we start playing we'll prove our 
merits, and that there is music worth 
listening to in the US."* 

"A bajo sex to is a 12-string Tex-Mex 
border instrument," according to 
Cesar. "It's been around for about a 
hundred years. It was probably created 
around the time of the Mexican revolu
tion. It's tuned differently from a regu
lar American 12-string. It was probably 
made to go hand-in-hand with the 
accordion. You play the rhythm and 
bass-they made it real deep, so you 
get a bass feel to it." 

The gospel accordion to Los Lobos: Cesar Rosas, Conrad Lozano, Louis Perez 
and David Hidalgo. 

And a guitarron? "It's just a real fat 
guitar," Conrad laughs. "It's a bass in-

strument that's played in octaves. It's 
made of real light wood, and it has a 
deep, short neck. They use it in 
Mariachi bands." 

So while Los Lobos are racking up 
Grammies and Village Voice polls, and 

critics analyze the influence of Tex
Mex music on rock and roll, just re
member that when Los Lobos say 
there's a time to dance, you'd better 
start moving, or there 's gonna be 
trouble, y'hear? * 



by Breu Milano 

"I don't think that a rock band should 
know how to play instruments/It's old
fashioned, and besides/ I can't relate to 
it politically." 

-Ebn/Ozn, "Pop Art Bop""' 

Don't look now, but here comes 
another rock band that doesn't play in
struments. On the surface, Ebn/Ozn 
have a lot in common with the synth
pop brigade: two members, one who 
plays all the music on keyboards, the 
other a singer/actor who does the lyr
ics. They borrow funk rhythms, write 
love songs to video DJ's, and use MTV 
to build their career. Doesn't sound 
promising so far. 

But we haven't yet gotten to their 
off-centered humor, unusually clever 
arrangements, or the fact that they can 
really sing and make creative keyboard 
sounds . Ebn and Ozn (known only to 
their families as Ned Liben and Robert 
Rosen) were an unlikely combination 
from the start. Ebn was a New York 
studio-owner/engineer (he owned Sun
dragon Studio, where the Ramones 
and Talking Heads made their debuts) 
and guitarist for the metal band Riff
raff. Ozn is a veteran opera singer and 
Broadway actor, whose closest brush 
with pop had been a starring role in 
The Pirates of Penzance and a touring 
stint with the Tonight Show band. 

So Ebn/Ozn is a fusion of heavy 
metal and theatrics, right? Not exactly. 
Instead, they throw dance rhythms, 
Europop, and comic monologues into 
their shredder; what comes out can be 
crafty and fun. Their album (Feeling 
Cavalier, Elektra) does have its ex
cesses (a cover of "Rockin' Robin" 
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shows how to make silly 
noises with Vocoders), but 
there are moments of sharp 
song- writing and bright 
invention. Last summer's 
dance single "AEIOU, 
Sometimes Y" -a pick-up story 
gone awry-shows their flair for the 
unexpected. Just when the singer is 
alone with his girl, he whispers a sweet 
nothing in her ear: "I dare you to play 
this record. 11 

"If anyone tried to categorize us, I 
would resist it gravely," says Ozn. "I 
think it's part of our charm, that every 
cut on our record is different. We 
wanted some dead-ahead pop hits, and 
some black music, and 'AEIOU' -
Lord knows what you'd call that, 
punk-rap maybe. It's a true story, any
way. 'Pop Art Bop' is meant to be a 
cut at self-important, politically-orien
ted British musicians, and a swipe at 
tt-\e blatant commercialism of the music 

usiness - but at the same time, it's 
meant to be fun. 

"The advent of music-video has 
been the whole groundwork for my ca
reer to take off," he says. "Ever since I 

was a teenager, I wanted to do some
thing combining music with visuals - I 
was involved in musical theater, and I 
wanted to do that with pop. But at the 
time, there was no way - I thought I'd 
have to get a movie deal, and I knew 
how hard that was going to be. Video 
lets me do everything I know how - it 
lets me write, act, compose and sing." 
Their latest video, a serio-comic "Bag 
Lady," features comic great Imogene 
Coca (of ll's About Time and Your 
Show of Shows fame) in the title role, 
and direction by Luis Aira. "He's a 
fantastic director,'' comments Ozn. 
"I'm telling you that most music-video 
directors don't know fuck about rock 
- they're commercial directors, mak
ing products for clients. Which is OK, 
but Luis truly loves rock. He's got an 
artistic temperament - we were but
ting heads like two old goats - but 
he..,s great to work with. 11 

With the album just released and 
"Bag Lady" out as the second single, 
Ebn/Ozn are looking to crack the air
waves. "I want to stress that I'm not 
saying this about Boston radio, be
cause they've been good to us - but 
the arrogance of radi? programmers 

scares 
me. They 
have a job 
to anticipate their au- }( 
dience's tastes, and 
they're not doing it. L_,... ~ , 
When 'AEIOU' was a success 
on video and black radio, the 
fans were calling up the AOR stations, 
and getting ignored. Interesting British 
stuff gets programmed, but it seems 
that American acts only make it if 
they're mainstream. When an Ameri
can band is adventurous and commer
cially viable - and I think we're both 
- you can get left behind. But you'll 
notice that the biggest acts of the past 
year are British, and that really pisses 
me off." 

Still, Ebn/Ozn have every intention 
of being a hit. "I'm afraid of being la
belled as a synth act, but I can tell we'll 
break through - not just because we 
use guitars sometimes, but because it's 
high-quality and commercial. But I 
don't think we're going to have a quick 
breakthrough like whoever the fuck 
did 'Cum On Feel the Noize.' It's go
ing to happen for us, but it'll happen 
slow."* 

COMING SOON NEW LP 
2 

ONE DIMENSIONAL RECORDS BOX 923 NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060 
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·~sixteen" 
CASSETTE 

Sixteen New Songs, 
Nearly an Hour of Music. 

Albie Mulcahy For Hair 
(a.k.a. Hair For You) 

Serious Haircutting At It's Best 

Mod,/,: Lou & Su,an, Hair by Albie, Photo by Andy Swaine 

51 Main Strcct 
Peabody, MA 
532-4300 

DOGMATICS 

5 Plcas:mt Strttt 
Malden , MA 

322-8880 

SINGLE OUT NOW 



Directory of 
FLORIDA WMXM wcuw 

WPAK 
Lake Forest College 910 Main $1. 
Lake Forest, IL 60045 Worcester, MA 01610 

Rollins College (312) 234-5480 (617) 753-1012 
Box 2745 · Adam Hoffberg Michael Malone 

Alternative American 
Winter Park, Fl 32789 
(305) 646-2398 

WAAG WEAS 
Melinda Blankenburg 

Triton College Emerson College 
2000 5th Ave. 126 Beacon St. 

Radio Stations 
WMNF River Grove, IL 60171 Boston, MA 02116 
3838 Nebraska Ave. (312) 456-0300 x569 (617) 578-a892 
Tampa FL 33603 Scott Dirks , Music Director Shred 
(813) 226-6005 
Pam Weiner, 

INDIANA WFAC 
New Music Coordinator Fitchburg State 

ALABAMA KSM KGNU GEORGIA WCCA 160 Pearl St. 

Palomar College 2049 Broadway, PO Box Purdue University Fitchburg, MA 01420 
(617) 345-0276 

WEGL San Marcos, CA 92069 1076 WABA Box M Cary Quad Annie Bryant 
Auburn University (619) 727-7558 x2438 Boulder, CO 80306 Abraham Baldwin College West Lafayette , IN 47906 

1239 Haley Center Phil Drenth (303) 449-4885 PO Box 34 ABAC Station (317) 494-9773 
WHA!I 

Auburn AL 36849 Tifton , GA 31794 Marc Tobalski, 
Acton-Boxborough H.S. 

(205) 826-4057 KSUN CONNECTICUT (912) 386-3598 Program Director 
Rt.111 

Tina Crocco, Music Director Sonoma State University Mark Alley Acton, MA 01720 
1701 E. Cotati Ave. WIUS 

CALIFORNIA Rohnert Park , CA 94928 
WCNI 

\/VP.A.S FM 
Indiana University 

(617) 263-TT18 

(707) 664-2289 
Conneclicut College 815 East 8th Street 

Cory Ericson 

Music Director 
Box 1333 Bloomington, IN 47401 

KAZU New London CT 06320 WAAS (812) 335-6709 WHAB 
Box 206 (203) 447-7631 Harvard University 
Pacific Grove, CA 93950 KUCI 

Georgia State Un1versi1y Diana Mercer, Music Director 
Chapman Todd University Plaza 45 Quincy St. 

(408) 375-7275 Atlanta, GA 30303 WMHD Cambridge, MA 02138 
Ace Lopez, Music Director WESU (404) 658-2240 Rose-Hulman Inst . of Tech. (617) 495-4818 

88.9FM 
Wesleyan University Jane Davis 5500 Wabash Ave. Box 128 Jim Barber 

KCSB Box 2300 Wesleyan Station Terre Haute, IN 47803-3999 
University of California, S.B. Middletown, CT 06457 WAEK (812) 877-2623 
P.O. Box 13401 KUCI (203) 347-0050 Georgia Tech Joe Xaver, Music Librarian 
Santa Barbara, CA 93107 University of California, Irvine Marcy Hirschfield Box 32743 WICN (805) 961-3757 c/o ASUCI Atlanta, GA 30332 WOAX Janice Peterson, Irvine, CA 92717 WFCS (404) 894-2468 Indiana University 
Music Director (714) 856-6868 Central Conn. State U Mark Mitchell 400 W. 1st St. 

John Talley, Music Director 161 5 Stanley St. Bloomington, IN 47401 90.Sfin KCSN New Britain , CT 06050 WUOG (812) 334-0717 
California St. Univ. Northridge KULV (203) 223-6767 Tom Donohue 
18111 Nordhoff St. University of Laverne Brad Farley, Music Director 
Northridge, CA 91330 1950 Third St. WUOG 

(818) 885-3089 La Verne, CA 91750 University of Georgia KENTUCKY WICN 
WHUS 

Paul Vinetz, Music Director (714) 596-1693 University of Connecticut 
PO Box 2065 75 Grove St. 

Lucy Beloian Box U-8R, 
Tate Student Center 

~®~ 
Worcester, MA 01605 

KDVS Storrs, CT 06268 
Athens, GA 30601 (617) 752-751 

University of Calif., Davis KUOA (203) 486-4007 
(404) 542-7100 Bob Mercer/Mark Lynch 

14 Lower Freeborn University of Redlands Attn. Music Director 
Craig Williams 

WDNA 
Davis, CA 95616 1200 East Colton Ave. Berea College WIQH 

(916) 752-0728 Redlands, CA 92374 WNHU 
IOWA CPO 381 Concord-Carlisle High School 

Music Director (71 4) 792-0951 University of New Haven Berea, KY 40404 500 Walden Street 

William Bruns 300 Orange Ave. KDIC (606) 986-9341, ext. 617 Concord, MA 01792 

West Haven, CT 06516 Grinnell College J. Lipscomb (617) 369-2440 

~ ~ .!:'-! KUSF (203) 934-9296 Box 805 Ann Grabhorn 

University of San Francisco Gina Capristo Grinnell , IA 50112 LOUISIANA 
KHSV 2130 Fulton St. , (515) 236-1804 (afternoons) YliY Humboldt State University San Francisco, CA 94117 WPKN 

Jean Silverberg KLPI 

Arcata, CA 95521 (415) 666-6206 University of Bridg~port La. Tech 

(707) 826-4807 Steve Lionetti 244 University Ave. 
KUNI 900 Gilman 9U "' 

Jim Curland Bridgeport, CT 06601 
University of Northern Iowa Ruston, LA 71270 WJJW Cedar Falls, IA 50614 

KUSP (203) 576-4895 (319) 273-6400 
(318) 257-4851 North Adams State College 

KLA P.O. Box 423 Tony Imbimbo, Music Director Al Schares, Music Director 
Richard McKinnon, Campus Center 

UCLA Santa Cruz, CA 95061 Music Director Receiving Room 

308 Westwood Plaza (408) 476-2800 
IDAHO 

North Adams, MA 01247 

Los Angeles, CA 90024 Johnny Simmons WTUL (413) 663-9136 

(213) 825-9104 

~ 
Tulane University Mike Moran, Dan Fuqua 

Steve Ramirez KVMA KUOI Tulane University Center 
American Victorian Museum University of Idaho New Orleans, LA 70118 

~.w1m__ KOHL 325 Spring St. U of I S.U.B. (504) 865-5887 

Ohlone College Nevada City, CA 95959 Moscow, ID 83843 Ivan Bodley, Music Director 

P.O. Box 3909 (916) 265-9073 (208) 885-6433 

Fremont, CA 94539 Laurie Miller Dave Hanson MASSACHUSETTS 
(415) 657-5645 WSCB ' WJUL 

Cliff Kemper, Music Director KZCS Southern Ct. State University ILLINOIS WBAS 
University of Lowell 

Univ. California Santa Cruz 501 Crescent Street Brandeis University One University Avenue 

KPFK KZSC, UCSC New Haven, CT 06515 WDGC 415 South St. Lowell , MA 01854 

Post Office Box 4904 Santa Cruz, CA 95064 (203) 389-4457 Downers Grove H.S. Waltham, MA 02254 (617) 459-0579 

Panorama City, CA 91412 (408) 429-2811 Attn: Music Director 4436 Main St. (617) 647-2148 or Rich Seed, Music Director 

(213) 877-2711 Rob Mullen Downers Grove, IL 60515 (617) 899-4970 

Andrea Enthal WXCI (312) 852-0404, ext. 75 Robert Sacks WKKL 

COLORADO Western Conn. State Univ. Jim Slusarek Cape Cod Community 

KSCU 181 White St. WCCH 
Route 132 

University of Santa Clara KAIA Danbury, CT 06810 WEFT Holyoke Community College West Barnstable, MA 02663 

Box f207 University of Colorado (203) 792-8666 113 N. Market St. 303 Homestead Ave. (617) 362-4941 

Santa Clara, CA 95053 KAIA , Campus box 207 Attn: Music Director Champaign, IL 61820 Holyoke, MA 01040 Attn: Music Director 

(408) 984-4413 Boulder, CO 80309 (217) 359-9338 (413) 538-7000 Ext. 488 

Music Director (303) 492-5031 WYBC Bill Thomas Ronald Reed, Music Director wmhr Dan Blumstein, Yale University 

KSOT Music Director P.O. Box WYBC Yale Station WHPK 
Univ. of California San Diego New Haven, CT 06520 University of Chicago WMBA 
KSDT, B-015 

EtB? 
(203) 436-1176 5706 S. University Ave . 

~ 
MIT 

La Jolla, CA 92093 Marisa Vela Chicago, IL 60637 3 Ames St. 
(619) 452-3673 

WASHINGTON D.C. 
(312) 962-8289 Cambridge, MA 02142 

Jill Pearson/Chris Howard Attn: Music Dlfector (617) 253-4000 
Tami Heide, Music Director 

KSFS KASF WRGW WLAA WCHC 
San Francisco State Univ. Adams State College George Washington Univ. Lewis University Holy Cross College WMHC 
1600 Holloway Avenue 110 Richardson Avenue 730 21st St. NW RT 53 Box 35A Mount Holyoke College 

San Francisco, CA 94133 Alamosa, CO 81102 Washington, DC 20052 Romeoville , IL 60441 Worcester, MA 01610 South Hadley, MA 01075 

(415) 469-2428 (303) 589-7154 (202) 676-6085 (312) 838-3864 (617) 793-2471 (413) 538-2044 

Bev Chin , Dee Dee Davis Attn: Music Director Sergio Ceroa, Music Director Megan Brown Kathleen Maguire 
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Directory of Alternative 
American Radio Stations 

WMUA 
University of Massachusetts 
102 Campus Center, UMass 
Amherst , MA 01003 
(413) 545-2875 
James Neill 

WMWM 
Salem State 
352 Lafayette St. 
Salem, MA 01970 
(617) 745-9410 
Bob Nelson, Music Director 

WRBB 
Northeastern University 
360 Huntington Ave. 
Boston, MA 02115 
(617) 437-4338 
Mr. Eric Scott, Music Director 

WTCC 
Springfield Tech. Comm. 

Coll. 
Box 9000, One Armory Sq. 
Springfield, MA 01101 
(413) 736-8833 
Bob Ailey 

WUSM 
Southeastern Mass. Univ. 
Old Westport Rd . 
North Dartmouth, MA 02747 
(617) 999-8149 
Attn: Music Director 

WYAJ 
Lincoln-Sudbury High School 
390 Lincoln Rd. 
Sudbury, MA 01776 
Steve Espinola 

MARYLAND 

WCVT 
Towson State University 
c/o Media Center 
Baltimore, MD 21204 
(301) 321-2897 
Jamie Cohen 

WMUC 
University of Maryland 
Box 99 
College Park, MD 20742 
(301) 454-2744 
Tony Lombardi 

MAINE 

WBOR 
Bowdoin College 
Moulton Union 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
(207) 725-5008 
Dan Covell 

WMEB 
University of Maine at Orono 
East Annex 
Orono, ME 04469 
(207) 581-2332 
Susan Seltramini , 
Dana Snyder 

WMPG 
University of Southern Maine 
37 College Ave. 
Gorham, ME 04038 
(207) 780-5416 
Richard Cooke 

WUMF 
University of Maine 
86 Main St. 
Farmington, ME 04938 
(207) 778-4522 
Liz Mead, Music Director 

MICHIGAN 

viC8Np~r-, 
Radio Free Ann Arbor 

WCBN 
University of Michigan 
530 SAS Building 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109 

WFBE 
605 Crapo St. 
Flint, Ml 48503 
(313) 762-1148 
Barry Alick , Music Director 

WNMC 
Northwestern Michigan Coll. 
1701 East Front Street 
Traverse City, Ml 49684 
(616) 922-1091 
Jim Frixen, Music Director 

MINNESOTA 

WMCN 
Macalester College 
1600 Grand Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55105 
(612) 696-6082 
Mike Mulcahy 

MISSOURI 

KWUR 
Washington University 
Lindell & Skinker Blvds. 
Campus Box 1182 _ 
St. Louis, MO 63130 
(314) 889-5952 
Attn: Music Director 

NORTH CAROLINA 

wqfs 
90. 9 FM STEREO 

WQFS 
Guilford College 
Founders Hall, 
Greensboro, NC 27410 
(919) 294-3820 
Attn: Music Director 

WXDU 
Duke University 
PO Box 4 706 Duke Station 
Durham, NC 27706 
(919) 684-2957 
Joel Gartland 

WXYC 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Box 51 Carolina Union 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-7768 
Ken Friedman, 
Music Director 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

QQ.CM 
W,£7.;l) 

WFRO 
Dartmouth College 
Box 957 
Hanover, NH 03755 
(603) 646-3699 
Ray Wagner, 
Programming Director 

WKNH 
Keene State College 
229 Main St. 
Keene, NH 03431 
(603) 352-1909 ext. 387 
Anne Liggett, Music Director 

WPCR 
Plymouth State College 
Box 189 
Plymouth, NH 03264 
(603) 536-1769 
Kurt Kozyra, Music Director 

WUNH 
University New Hampshire 
M.U.B. 
Durham, NH 03824 
(603) 862-2541 
Eddy Cabdriver 

NEW JERSEY 

WBCC 
Bergen Community College 
400 Paramus Rd. 
Paramus, NJ 07652 
(201) 447-7100 ext. 5540 
Sandra Krumbein 

WFDU 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
795 Cedar Lane 
Teaneck, NJ, 07666 
(201) 629-2012 or 2013 
Oliver Diaz 

WGLS 
Glassboro State College 
Box 116 
Glassboro, NJ 08028 
(609) 863-7335 
Chet. R. Rietheimer 

WKNJ 
Kean College of New Jersey 
Morris Ave. 
Union, NJ 07083 
(201) 289-8388 
Bob Seiner 

WPRB 
Princeton University 
PO Box 342 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
(609) 921-9284 
Attn: Music Director 

WPSC 
William Paterson College 
300 Pompton Road 
Wayne, NJ 07470 
(201) 595-5900, 5901, 5902 
Peter Sage Gladue, 
Music Director 

WTSR 
Trenton State College 
Trenton , NJ 08625 
(609) 771-2420 
Karen Rae 

KUNV 
UNLV 

NEVADA 

4505 S. Maryland Pkwy. 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 
(702) 739-3877 
Ken Jordan 



NEW YORK OHIO 

WALF WBWC 
Alfred University Baldwin-Wallace College 
PO Box 548 Berea, OH 44017 
Alfred , NY 14802 (216) 826-2145 or 826-2187 
(607) 871-2287 Attn: Music Director 
Carbon Monoxide, 
Burt Payne WCSB 

Cleveland State University 
WBAU RT 956 
Adelphi University Cleveland, OH 44115 
WBAU PO Box 365 (216) 687-3523 
Garden City, NY 11530 Steven Polk 
(516) 747-4757 
Terry Ducey WERC 

University of Toledo 
WCDB 2801 W. Bancroft 
SUNY Albany Toledo, OH 43606 
1400 Washington Ave. cc316 (419) 537-4172 
Albany, NY 12222 Man Messinger 
(518) 457-5262 
Mike Greenfield, WOBC 
Music Director Oberlin College 

Wilder Hall 
WEOS Oberlin, OH 44074 
William Smith/Hobart College (216) TT5-8107 
Colleges of the Seneca Tony Stocks 
Geneva, NY 14456 
(315) 789-8970 WYSO 
William Fryer, Music Director Antioch College 

Yellow Springs, OH 45387 
WHBI (513) 767-1722 
Real Radio Dan Gediman 
4 77 82nd Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11209 OKLAHOMA 
(212) 745-2537 
Phil Barry 

'K~L~ WHRW 
SUNY-Binghamton 
Vestal Parkway East ~,-/z... Binghamton, NY 13901 
(607) 798-2139 

~DIO Gregg Bucci 

KBLZ 
WNTC Central State University 
Clarkson College of Tech . 100 North University 
Potsdam, NY 13676 Edmond, OK 73034 
(315) 265-7650 (405) 341-2980, ext. 414 
Robert A. McPhee Thomas Clare, 

Program Director 
WNYU 
New York University 
566 LaGuardia Pl. 
New York, NY 10012 
Anne Clark 

WPBX 
Southampton College 
Box 462-s 
Southampton, NY 11968 
(516) 283-4000 Ext. 290 
Karen Tumelly 

~ft!:!~ 
KBVR 
Oregon State University 
Memorial Union East 
Corvallis, OR 97331 
(503) 754-2008 

WRPI Brandon Lieberman 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. 
1 WAPI Plaza 
Troy, NY 12181 PENNSYLVANIA 
(518) 266-6248 
Bors Henrickson, 
r.1usic Director 

WRUR 
University of Rochester 
PO Box 29068 
Rochester, NY l 4627 
(716) 461-1450 
Frank Spencer, 
Music Director 

WTNY 
New York Tech 
1855 Broadway 
NY, NY 10031 
(212) 757-7121 WARC 
Steve Julty Allegheny College 

Box C 
WTSC Meadville, PA 16335 
Clarkson College (814) 724-3376 
Potsdam, NY 13676 Wes Rehm 
(315) 265-7180 
Bernie Gunther wesc 

Bloomsburg University 
WUSB Box 85 Kehr Union Building 
SUNY Stony Brook Bloomsburg, PA 17815 
Stony Brook, NY 11794 (717) 389-4458 
(516) 246-7901 Frank Minishak, 
Music Director Music Director 

WKDU 
Drexel University 
3210 Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
(215) 382-6880 
Jeremy Pease, 
Music Director 

WRKC 
King's College 
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711 
(717) 826-5821 
Tony Petrillo 

:Jf1 
WSRN 
Swarthmore College 
Swar1hmore, PA 19081 
(215) 447-7340 
Andy Liu, Rock Director 

WVBU 
Bucknell University 
Box C-3088 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 
(717) 524-1326 
Neil Kotinsky 

WVYC 
York College 
Country Club Road 
York, PA 17405 
(717) 845-7413 
Brenda Casner, 
Keith Strausbaugh 

WXPN 
University of Pennsylvania 
3905 Spruce St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Michael Morrison 

RHODE ISLAND 

WDOM 
Providence College 
Box 377 Friars Station 
Providence, RI 02918 
(401) 865-2460 
Victor Johnson, 
Music Director 

WIRE 
162 Roger Wi11iams Ave. 
E. Providence, Al 02916 
(401) 421-8505 
Rob Tannenbaum 

WRIU 
University of Rhode Island 
362 Memorial Union 
Kingston, RI 02886 
(401) 789-4949 
Ed Slota, Music Director 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

WPLS 
Furman University 
Box 28573 
Greenville, SC 29613 
(803) 294-3045 
Russ Morin 

~~~i~!.nE-~ : 
WUSC-FM 
University of South Carolina 
Drawer B 
Columbia, SC 29208 
(803) n1-1112 
Rick Weiner, 
Music Director 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

KAUR 
Augustana College 
29th & Summit 
Sioux Falls, SD 57197 
(605) 336-5465 
Scott Hudson 

ALTERNATIVE 
RADIO STATIONS: 

WHERE WILL YOU 
BE IN SEPTEMBERl 

You should be a contributor to 
Boston Rock's Alternative Radio Li.sting! 

Starting in September this directory will be a regular feature in 
Boston Rock. Whether a college, small market commercial, or 
large market progressive radio station, don't be left out. Up
dated monthly, this directory will serve as a desk reference and 
mailing list for industry professionals, making your radio sta
tion an important part of the Boston Rock network of indepen
dent labels, distributors, bands, and the press. Communication 
and service between your station and each faction of the 
industry will naturally improve. 

FOR ONLY $60.00 A YEAR 

Your station will receive: 

• Two free subscriptions to Boston Rock sent to the Music 
Director and Program Director. 

• Free monthly listing of your station's call letters and fre
quency, address and phone number, and the names of the 
Music Director and Program Director. 

That's just $5.00 a month for two copies of Boston Rock and 
national exposure for your station! 

RADIO LISTING 
REGISTRATION FORM 

$60.00 includes monthly listing and two subscriptions for one 
year. 

Call Letters ______________________ _ 

Frequency ______________________ _ 

College (if any) _____________________ _ 

Mailing Address ____________________ _ 

City ____________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

Telephone ( 

Music Director _____________________ _ 

Program Director, ____________________ _ 

Please enclose payment. 
Make checks payable to Boston Rock Inc. Send to Boston Rock 
Radio Listing, 739 Boylston Street, Suite 203, Boston, MA 
02116. For more information call (617) 266-8787. 
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WISCONSIN 

wccx 
Carroll College 
221 N. East Ave. 
Waukesha, Wt 53186 

1--------------------< (414) 544-4577 

KTEQ 
South Dakota Tech. 
500 E. $1. Joe 
Rapid City, SO 57701 
(605) 394-2231 
Dan Wenzel 

TEXAS 

KTRU 
Rice University 
Rice Memorial Center 
6100 S. Main 
Houston, TX 77005 
(713) 527-4098 
aun: Music Director 

KUT 
University of Texas, Aus!ln 
Center for Tele
communication Services 
Austin, TX 78712 
(512) 471-1631 
Cheryl Bateman 

VIRGINIA 

WCWM 
College of William and Mary 
Phi Beta Kappa Hall 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 
(804) 229-2600 
attn: Music Director 

WOCE 
University al Atchmond 
PO Box 85 
Richmond, VA 23173 
(804) 288-2024 
Todd Larrabee 
Mus,c Director 

new &used records 
on two Ooors 
411-586-5726 or 
411-584-)130 

VERMONT 

WRMC-AM 
Middlebury College 
Drawer 29 
Middlebury, VT 05753 
(802) 388-6323 
Evan Gsell, Music Director 

WRUV 
University of Vermont 
489 Main St. 
Burlington, VT 05401 
(802) 656-2247 
Josh Brickman 

WASHINGTON 

KUGR 
Washington State University 
301 Murrow Communications 
Building 
Pullman, WA 99164-2530 
(509) 335-5042 
Tom Kee/Brian Smith 

KUGS 
W. Washington Umversity 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
(206) 676-5847 
Mark Turner 

WGBW 
University of Wisconsin, 
Green Bay 
Green Bay, WI 54302 
(414) 465-2444 
Ric Counihan, Music Director . 

WMSE 
Milwaukee School of 
Engmeenng 
1025 N. MIiwaukee, rm. C-24 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
(414) 277-7247 
attn: Music Director 

WMUR 
Marquelle 
1131 W. W1sconstn Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
(414) 224-6748 

WORT 
118 S. Bedford St. 
Madison, WI 53703 
(608) 256-2695 
Danny Kahn, Music Director 

WYRE 
University of Wisconstn, 
Waukesha 
1500 University Dr. 
Waukesha, WI 53186 
(414) 548-5898 
Leila Eminson, 
Music Director 

* Send us your want lists, ask to be put on our 
New Release and Collectors mailing lists. 

* Thousands of 45's in stock - including hard to find 
records by the Adverts, Elvis Costello, The Damned, 

The Dickies, Generation X, 999, The Police, PiL, 
Squeeze, The Vibrators, Wire and X-Ray Spex . 

MAIN ST. RECORDS, 
213 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 

dis foroumptruck 
Dumptruck 

i{/ lJ, Dis for Dumptruck 
I. t ~ 12-song LP ~ 6 ppd. 

Miraclelegionlf'i'~ 11· . ADX 
A Simpl~ Thing fr 11 ,~ ~urvive b/w Defendant 

6-songcassette Hppd .. ,.t ..... ._ .. n.50ppd 
Lost Generation Valley of Kings 111 
Return from Incas Happy Hour b/w What I .. 

, 14-songlP ~6ppd. WouldritGivd2.50ppd , . -~ · --t 
P.O.Box 551 Brookline.HA 02146 OR 817 ChapelSt_ 3rd floor 
MH1imm-om crno!J776·5m New Haven.CT. 06510 

How 
/1.va il able 

MINIMAL MAN 
"SAFARI" 

~-

SAVOY SOUND SPECIAL: order with this coupon 
1nd save 50% on this incredible compilation 
lp. Includes: TUXEDOMOON, EAZY TEETH, THE 
SLEEPERS, SNAKEFINGER, THE MUTANTS, and more. 
Jnly $4 with coupon, plus we'll send you our 
FREE CATALOG. DO IT NOW! 



J.B., rhe Godfarher of Soul 

JAMES BROWN, 
DOWNTIME, 
THE DRIVE 
The Channel 

When James Brown warbled the na
tional anthem at a recent Celtics/Hawks 
basketball game, his voice showed an 
understandable loss of luster from its 
thirty-plus years of professional em
ployment. Surprisingly, it was with the 
lower notes, and not with the higher 
reaches of his range, that Brown had 
the most difficulty. Voices are not eter
nal, and soul godfathers, like rock 
stars, are prone to aging ungracefully. 

After seeing Brown showboat him
self around a stage in concert about 
eight years ago, I figured that I'd limit 
future viewings to T.A.M.I. reruns 
from the early sixties. Though one 
would still be hard pressed to call 
Brown a humble individual, at the 
Channel he seemed to realize that he's 
no longer strutting an ego that can be 
backed up by a 25-year-old's nimble 
athletic talents . One thing that hasn't 
faded over the years, though, is show
man Brown's ability to work a crowd, 
which is exactly what he did with the 
show's ever-sweating, shoulder-to
shoulder horde. 

When, after a two-hour wait, the 
band finally mounted the stage, it was 
without James . Although this crowd

) baiting anticipation-building has al
ways been part of Brown's schtick, it 
also appropriately set the tone of the 

' evening's show. Brown's bands-the 
Famous Flames, the JB's-are at least 
as much a part of the legacy as his 
voice or stage antics. This ten-piece 
was a soulful drill team in red coattails, 
giving new life to the great R&B licks 
that are Brown's (much borrowed) 
trademark. Priming the audience with 
its burning dynamics and fllnky preci
sion, this best of "back-up" bands 
made the job easy for Brown once he 
arrived on the cramped stage during 
the third number. 

The lack of space was somewhat of 

SHOW&TELL 
an asset for JB, as it magnified the 
spins, drops, and pumps that he still 
delivers with zest. But once the excite
ment of his arrival wore off, the set 
drooped (except for a torrid "Get Up 
Offa That Thing"). " I Got The Feel
ing" was perfunctory, and two slow 
ballads, "Try Me" and "Georgia On 
My Mind," were merely sung, not bled 
from his inner soul. 

Granted, an average James Brown is 
still better than most. And, the aging 
Brown has an additional handicap: be
cause his albums of the last ten years 
have been relatively ignored, all of his 
hits are two decades old. Even if 
Brown's body were still 25, it's doubt
ful that he could muster the same en
thusiasm he did when the songs were 
fresh . 

These days, Brown succeeds by dol
ing out his winning charms econom
ically, allowing the band more minutes 
for their funk-outs. He makes the 
people work for their taste of the leg
end. Give 'em just enough, keep 'em 
asking for more. 

After some more coasting ("This Is 
A Man's World" became a "testi
monial" for dead musical heroes), 
Brown launched into a blistering end
ing, fueled by a medley of hit fragments. 
Quickly pushing the show to a fevered 
pitch, Brown, the band, and the crowd 
pulled out all the stops with "Cold 
Sweat," a JB's soul vamp, and 
"Papa's Got A Brand New Bag." "I 
Feel Good" and "Please Please Me" 
delivered much more fire than expected 
-a steaming closing that exploded into 
15 more minutes of party jamming. 
And somehow I nobody seemed to 
think that this half-century old man, 
wearing a lime green knee-length vest 
coat (dress?) and banging on the 
drums, looked si lly at all. 

Opening were Downtime, with some 
lite funk for the eighties, and the Drive 
(the Lines redux). The Drive, once they 
begin to move away from the generic 
dance riffs and to flesh out their real 
funk meat, could be a band to watch . 
They pulled off a rap sequence surpris
ingly well ... for white boys. 

-Tristram Lozaw 

REM, HUSKER DU, 
KILKENNY CATS 
The Rat 

The "surprise" REM appearance 
March 23 was not much of a shock to 
the people already packed into the Rat 
by 9:40 p.m. Hot, smelly, and semi
trashed, the sell-out crowd survived to 
hear two great and very different sets 
of rock 'n' roll . 

After a competent but derivative 
performance by the Kilkenny Cats, 
Husker Du came on with a ferocious 
"Something I Read" and never let up . 
"Diane" was the topper-featuring 
Grant Hart's ravaged vocals, Bob 
Mould's crunching, riveting guitar, 
and that hammering bass, the song 
built to a spine-tingling, cement mixer 
catharsis. These guys are rapidly going 
beyond any "hardcore" tag or trap
pings-Husker Du is simply a terrific 
and complex rock band . 

When REM's Michael Stipe floated 

On a lion hunt: REM's Michael Sripe 

onstage yodelling the Token's "Lion 
Sleeps Tonight," it was as if we'd time
warped two decades. With his floppy 
long hair and dressed in what seemed 
to .. be a dress over blue jeans, Stipe 
looked and moved like a hyper 
Raggedy Andy. Relaxed and friendly, 
REM played some (very) obscure 
covers and originals (some off their up
coming LP) . At first confused, the 
crowd started grooving on the infor
mality and cheered on their personal 
favorites, among them: a haunting 

· "Femme Fatale," the Byrds' "Rock 
'n' Roll Star," the infectious 0 Rock 'n' 
Roll Nurse," and an intense, monster 
take on the Stones' "Paint It Black," 

, with Mould assisting on guitar. It was 
' worth the hassle. -Terri Sutton 

FREEZE, OUTLETS, 
PSYCHO, STRANGLEHOLD 
The Paradise 

Freshly shaven crew cuts out for an 
educational afternoon cruised Comm. 
Ave. on skateboards-and a handful 
of passersby peeked into the Paradise 
to discover the reason for this sudden 
skinhead invasion. At this all ages 
show, the club resembled a movie 
house as kids lounged about in fold
out cushioned seats: bored, swigging 
cokes, and watching the inevitable 
videos (Greg Kihn, Michael Jackson, 
and others). 

Rock gods Stranglehold soon 
smashed the audience's listless mood, 
bringing everyone to his or her feet, 
and dragging dancers out onto the 
floor. The recent addition of veteran 

. hardcore guitarist Chris Doherty has 
strengthened Stranglehold's sound
the guitars hurdle and lurch against 
each other madly. Broken strings 
abound. 

Psycho's careening metallic hard
core numbers, each barely over a 
minute long, were possibly too much 
(could this be?) for even this hardcore 
crowd. Most stood passively gawking 
while a few loyal fans staked out space 
in front of the stage and made it clear 

that they knew the words to every 
song. 

The Outlets inflamed the audience. 
by peppering their set with a few clas
sics from the old days ("Best Friends" 
and "Knock Me Down"). It was 
sweaty, raucous pop, maybe not the 
most original, but still flashy. And it 
was fun to follow Dave "Lee Roth" 
Barton, all decked out in black leather 
and spy shades, looking sharp but not 
dangerous. 

At the first snarl made by the 
Freeze's Cliff Croce, the only real 
slamming of the show began . As half 
the audience piled onstage to help (or 
hinder) Croce's singing, the people left 
in their seats waited uneasily for the 
club's bouncers to step in and set off 
the inevitable arguments and spitting 
contests. Instead, two bouncers stand
ing near the stage merely smiled indul
gently at each other. So the Freeze 
slashed on, and the kids slammed and 
dived . No one was hurt, and everyone 
seemed pretty happy. The good beha
vior at· this show set plans in motion 
for more underage gigs at the Paradise. 
Said Croce, "I like the atmosphere in 
here: It's real do-it-yourself." 

-Polly Campbell 

MINK DEVILLE, 
TROUBLEMAKER 
The Ritz, New York 

At the Ritz in Manhattan, it looked 
as if the cards might be stacked against 
Willy DeVille (songwriter and front
man for Mink DeVille) yet again. 
Troublemaker, a pedestrian opening 
act, failed to do anything to warm up 
the audience for the headliners. And, 
to make matters worse, DeVille was 
served notice of an impending lawsuit 
with his old management in the form 
of a writ thrown at him on stage part
way through the show. 

In spite of these (or, possibly, be
cause of these), De Vi lle went on to de
liver a truly electric performance. Nat
tily outfitted in a magenta tuxedo, and 
gold hoop earrings with his pompa
dour piled especially high, DeVille led 
the band through R&B-influenced rock 

· 'n' roll songs (with an ethnic, Lower 
East Side bent) from all four of his al
bums. 

As always, Mink DeVille was well
practiced, and the song arrangements 
(often featuring an accordian or 
DeVille's acoustic guitar) were sharp 
and to-the-point (remarkably few solos 
were played, as well), allowing Willy 
the opportunity to show his real talents 
as a showman and a songwriter. 

His twists, shuffles, and spins were 
all part of the act, but the real focus of 
the performance was his singing, which 
was full of conviction and drive . In 
several songs, DeVille displayed his in
debtness to various vocal styles (most 
memorable of which were "Spanish 
Stroll'"s Lou Reedicisms and "Savoir 
Faire" 's rockified delta bluesy growls), 
but they all came out, in the end, as ex
tensions of his musical personality and 
not as imitations. On the well-received 
"Every Word's A Beat Of My Heart," 
DeVille's R&B heritage was trans
formed into a song of the eighties, un
mistakably DeVille. -David Wykoff 
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BARRENCE WIDTFIELD & THE 
SAVAGES Mamou, LP 

People all over the Northeast have 
brandished some of the fanciest super
latives in Webster's New English to 
describe Barrence Whit field and the 
Savages' deliriously driven live per
formances. The truth is, you should 
allow yourself to be snowed by all this 
highfallutin ' hoopla, and, while you're 
at it, go out and buy this record. 

Whitfield and the Savages (three 
former Lyres-Peter Greenberg, 
Howie Ferguson, and Phil Lenker
with sax-blower Steve LaGrega) play 
with all the soul, energy, and convic
tion they can muster. "Sip Bop Bip," 
the LP's opening cut, sets the stage for 
the rest of the record: Whitfield's five 
hell-bent-for-wherever screams are 
furiously amplified by the band's 
manic backing. Later in the song, 
Whitfield's shouts of "come on baby, 
let's rock" barely keep pace with the 
Savages' runaway beat. 

The album's nine remaining songs 
all adhere to Greenberg's dictum that 
great rock 'n' roll "all boils down to 
people getting drunk and having fun." 
The songs are a rough-edged meeting 
of Whitfield's unrestrained wailings, 
Greenberg's rockabilly/Chuck Berry 
guitarwork (listen to him hammer 
down on a single string at the end of 

the solo in "Big Fat Mama"), La
Grega's Memphis/Stax-intluenced sax.
playing, and Ferguson and Lenker's 
barrelling rhythms . 

Most of the songs are obscure R&B 
oldies written by folks like Don Covay 
or Bill Ballard and recorded by Big Al 
Downing or Australian rockabilly per
former Bobby Peterson. The "feel" of 
the songs is what's most important on 
this record, and the missed notes and 
"sounds like the band's really in your 
living room" production (it was 
recorded at Watertown's Perfect Crime 

.Studio for less than $2,000) take a 
backseat to the music's dancetloor 
drive. "Go Ahead and Burn," which is 
powered by bopping handclaps and 
LaGrega's sax, might as well be called 
"Go Ahead and Boogie." 

The highpoints of the album, 
though, are the band's originals. 
''Savage Sax,'' an instrumental that 
opens side two, is more than just a re
vivalist stamper. And, Greenberg's 
"Ship Sails at Six," featuring La
Grega's foghorn sax, revs up part-way 
through, and the music and Whitfield's 
falsetto screams build to a climactic 
finale. A real rock 'n' roll celebration. 

Box 56, Hanover Street Station, 
Boston, MA 02113. -David Wykoff 

. DEAD HIPPIE 
living Dead 
Pulse, LP 

With a name like Dead Hippie, it's 
not hard to guess that the band will 
produce some kind of contorted psy
chedelic noise. Simon Smallwood 
has the same high-pitched, whiny 
vocal mannerisms as the Dead Ken
nedy's Jello Biafra, and the songs are 
generally raw and garage-sounding. 
The difference is that this band has 
nothing pertinent to say. And even if 
they did, by the end of the record you 
wouldn't care. 

P. 0. Box 36D7 5, Los Angeles, CA 
90036. -Shred 

OH-OK 
Furthermore What 
DB, U" EP 

Yes. it's another excellent band from 
Athens. OH-OK have a lighter touch 
than many of their neighbors, often 
hypnotic and sometimes outright beau
tiful. The songs are tantalizingly brief, 
throwing out quick streams of images 
and hooks that surface and disappear. 
Singers Linda Hopper and Lynda Stipe 
(sister of REM's Michael) glide their 
voices around each other, at times like 
the B-52's without the shrillness. The 
band makes suggestive use of empty 
spaces, never playing ten chords when 
one would suffice. Producer Mitch 
Easter adds his usual trademarks: 
swift~kicking drums, and acoustic gui
tars layered with electrics. A charming 
trance'n'dance record. 

432 Moreland Ave., Atlanta, GA 
30307. 
~- -Brett Milano 

G.G. ALLIN & THE SCUMFUCS 
EatMyFuc 
Toilet Rock Productions, LP 

The music's not bad-standard 
thrash with nice R&B overtones
although it seems to have been re
corded on a cassette deck. Still, lyric
ally, this LP (sorry) sucks. With many 
lines like "Put it in your mouth/Don't 
take it out," Mr. Allin is fascinated by 
only one thing. Unfortunately, he 
assumes we, too, are interested in how 
and with whom and how many times 
he does it .. . and he's wrong . This LP 
is less offensive than absurd. 

P.O. Box 54, Hooksett, NH 03106. 
-Terri Sutton 

CLIVE PIG~ 
ig HOPEFUL 
CHINAMEN II OUTTA PLACE 

"We're Outta Place" 
"New York's own cave-1eens 
debut reco<dmg 1s a m1rn·LP or 
savagegaragerock'n'ro11111" 

$6 50lls1 MldnlghtPrlce$4.75 11'~-------~L 

$898US1 Mldnlgh1Prlce$6.98 

-~tiff~ ZANTEES Live 12" EP 

M
With 2previouslyunreleasedcuts 
''Fuck.mg bf1ll1ant'' - rip Germany 
··Th1s1stheori9malUSvar1e1y 
24k1 rock'n'roll" - Sounds 
S5.45Ust MldnighlPriceS4 .50 

Mklnigh11s 1he world's largesl rock collector mail order serviee rock or1gma1s. 1nd,es, imports. and a huge seleclion ot ·sos and 
'60s r&b/blues all at the lowest prices To get our list spec1ty your interests and send a SASE to lhe address above Add $2 

postageperorderlor1herecordsabove. And1tyou're1nNewYorkC1ty,besuretovis11ourstoreat255Wes123rdStree1 
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Ten song EP dist. by 
Important, Jem, 
Systematic, New 
Prospective. 

HOPEWELL 
RECORDS 
P.O. Box 104 
Hopewell , N.J . 08525 
(609) 737-8537 

THEGO-GO's 
Talk Show 
IRS, LP 

Advance publicity promised "a new 
sound for the Go-Go's," but-surprise 
-that doesn't mean they've gone syn
thesizer. Instead, they've jacked up the 
guitars, dropped some of the polish, 
and made the first album that cap
tures their live sound. They've still got 
the beat, but now they've also got the 
bite. Even the vocals have more guts 
than before, but the catchy hooks are 
still intact. The best songs are collabor
ations with Sparks ("Yes or No") and 
Carlene Carter ("I'm the Only One"), 
but there are no duds. The first two 
Go-Go's albums made great party rec
ords when they were released, but they 
haven't held up well since. This one 
should. -Brett Milano 

THE STYLE COUNCIL 
My Ever Changing Moods 
Geffen, LP 

Q_ne of the past year's prime dis
appointments has to be Paul Weller's 
transformation into a lounge lizard. 
The problem isn't that he now writes 
mostly love songs-he did some great 
ones with the Jam-but that he's lost 
the old driving urgency. For the first 
time in his career, he sounds comfort
able, even complacent. It's one thing 
to write homages to classic soul
again, he did that well with the Jam
but another to fancy yourself as Otis 
Redding reincarnated in a Paris cafe. 
(Keyboardist Mick Talbot, Weller's 
"partner;'' is a nonentity.) Two lesser 
tracks are repeated from last summer's 
EP, and the slicked-up arrangements 
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are no improvement. A pair of great 
songs (the title track and "Solid Bond 
in Your Hean") are done in by sloppy 
arrangements, and the three instru
mentals are embarrassments. On the 
plus side, Weller does his best soul
croon yet on "You're the Best Thing," 
and there are flashes of genuine anger 
and optimism between the lines. But 
the moments of brilliance are over
whelmed by the excess of an ego gone 
out of bounds. -Breu Milano 

JOE JACKSON 
Body And Soul 
A&M, LP 

Jackson's never-ending quest to 
adapt and clarify his musical vision 
brought him to NYC's Masonic Lodge 
(a symphony performance hall) to 
record Body And Soul. Unfortunately, 
Jackson's material wasn't quite up to 
the quality of the facility. Only "Be My 
Number Two," a ballad which features 
Jackson at his most stripped-down and 
personal, has the melody and words of . 
a winning song. For the rest, Jackson's 
lyrics drift off into grand generaliza
tions, and the music does little to push 
them forward. Still, on the largely in
strumental "Loisaida" and "Heart or' 
Ice," Jackson is moving towards a 
kind of classical/pop/jazz hybrid that 
could be a major step forward. 

-David Wykoff 

THE REDUCERS 
Rave On, LP 

I've got to admire any band who 
sends me a note saying "Dear Brett: 
Please feel free to give us a rave 
review.'' Sure enough guys, you've 
earned one. The Reducers have been 
kicking around Connecticut for about 
five years, but they're even brasher and 
more energetic now. "Out of Touch," 
the remixed A-side of their '82 single, 
makes a convincing anthem: even while 
declaring themselves ''out of touch 
with reality," the Reducers are getting 
down to the business of survival. "Life 
in the Neighborhood" is what a lot of 
people wish the last Ramones album 
sounded like; and "Scared of Cops" 
could be the Clash-if only Joe Strum
mer would start drinking again. Music 
this basic stands or falls on spirit-and 
energy, and the Reducers have plenty 
to spare. 

P.O. Box 1388, New London, CT 
06320. -Breit Milano 

THE VELVET MONKEYS 
Future 
Fountain of Youth, LP 

PhlllnPhlash 

This Washington, D.C. band 
must've been weaned on the same 60's 
garage/acid rock as Dream Syndicate, 
etc., only they sound even druggier and 
darker than the L.A. flower crowd. 
Trembly organ; discordant, raunchy 
guitar; and the buzzing backdrop of 
rhythm guitar and bass-it's the 
Moody Blues by way of Joy Division. 
Still, Don Fleming's talking-into-the
void vocals escape affectation due to 
an edge of bratty sarcasm, and the 
whirling guitars and keyboards can be 
heady (sic)-especially on "World 
Of .. . " A couple of self-indulgent 
tunes here, but on the whole, the Mon
keys are smart enough to use psyche
delia more as a tool than as a gimmick. 

5710 Durbin Road, Bethesda, MD 
20817. -Terri Suuon 

KING CRIMSON 
Three of a Perfect Pair 
Warner Bros., LP 

The title song, about schizophrenia, 
is appropriate for this album. Side one 
boasts the most outgoing music ever 
made by any King Crimson. With the 
emphasis on melodies and instrumen
tals kept to a minimum, it $Ounds more 
like Adrian Belew's best solo album. 
"Sleepless" has even come out as a 
dance single, but it may be the first 
dance hit that tells you "it's alright to 
feel a little fear.'' Side two is more 
startling-mostly instrumental with the 
jarring tempos and violent guitars of 
Larks Tongues-era Crimson. Fripp still 
plays gasp-inducing leads, but the band 

sounds more like a unit now {this is the 
first Crimson lineup that's stayed 
intact for more than one album, and it 
shows). This album is the best of the 
trilogy it completes. -Brett Milano 

THE OTHER 
Cassette mag/compilation 

Aural magazines have always been 
an idea that looks great on paper but 
doesn't quite deliver. So imagine my 
surprise when I plunked issue number 
two of The Other into my cassette 
deck. It's a semi-regular "publication" 
that culls its material from unsolicited 
tapes mailed to "publishers" George 
Parsons and Mikail Graham. The 
result could have been nothing but a 
_hodgepodge of also-rans, but The 
Other holds together better, and can be 
far more interesting than most hand
picked, higher budget collections. Each 
of the 31 tracks here is expanded upon 
in the accompanying booklet, and 
styles run the gamut. Definitely worth
while. -Tristram Lozaw 

BOHEMIA 
"Love Turns To Stone/All the Way" 
Discos de Tings, 12" single 

Bohemia doesn't exactly break any 
new ground on this single, but both 
songs are ideal for late night listening. 
"Love Turns to Stone" possesses a 
·vefy haunting and disturbing dream
like quality, with rich instrumentation 
flowing around Carla Evonne's exqui
site vocals. "All The Way" is more up
beat, with a drum machine providing 
the dense rhythm. 

3952 N. Southport, Chicago, IL 
60613 

-Shred 

BRAD HATFIELD 
"Get Out (Military Man)" (vocal/in
strumental) 
Lo-Tech, 7" single 

Mighty funky stuff, with a tension 
not usually found in synthesizer rec
ords. Ex-jazzman Hatfield produces 
five minutes of pounding riff and 
snappy solos, similar to what Herbie 
Hancock has been doing lately. The 
rhythm pulses and bubbles, and the 
manic vocals add an off-centered 
touch. The flip has some extra key
board bits for added danceability. 

Lo-Tech, 58 Boylston St., Boston, 
MA 02130. -Brett Milano 

NENA 
99 Lu/tballoons 
Columbia, LP 

As a group, Germany's Nena is more 
innovative in their native language. 
The English "99 Red Balloons" is fly
ing up the U.S. charts, but the original 
"99 Luftballoons," also included here, 
tops the English hit by a mile. Nena 
Kerner's vocals are tougher and more 
vulnerable throughout the entire Ger
man second side; and the band cap
tures her energy, putting together some 
quirky rhythms and inventive synthe
sizer lines. The English side stays mired 
in dull Quarterflash pop/ rock. 

-Terri Sutton 

THE VISIBLE TARGETS 
Autistic Savant 
Park A venue, 12" EP 

Mick Ronson produced this five
song EP by the Visible Targets: three 
sisters {with different last names) and a 
male drummer that have earned a rep 
in the Northwest. Fluffy vocal har
monies bathe the record with a roman
tic wash and avoid crossing over the 
line from pleasantly sweet to saccharine. 
Mild-mannered but modern, Autistic 
Savant is preuy. 

P.O. Box 19296, Seattle, WA 98I09. 
-Tristram Lozaw 

THE SMITHS 
Sire, LP 

The English press has been raving 
about the Smiths, and rightly so. 
Johnny Marr's music is rich yet unob
trusive, with bell-like guitars and crisp 
drumming. Singer Morrissey is the 
risk-taker here, stretching and indulg-
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ONLY WJat, CAN GIVE BOSTON 

THE INCREDIBLE 

Visit the outstanding displays and exhibits of these 
WBCN Rock 'n' Roll Expo participants: 

ADAP Discount Auto Parts 
American Airlines 

Autorama 
BayBanks 

Capitol Records 
CBS Records 

Coca Cola 
Daddy's Junky Music 
E.U. Wurlitzer Music 

Elizabeth Grady Face First 
Gillette 
Jobline 

Kenmore Club 
Lappen's Auto Part 

Miller Beer 
National Tire Wholesale 

,.ew England AMC/Jeep/Renault 
New England Ford Dealers 

New England Honda Dealers 
Northeast Sailboard 

Northeastern University 
Polygram Records 

Reading Cycles 
Aediffusion Video Leasing 

Sound Advice 

Strawberries Records & Tapes 
Stroh's Beer 

TeleJob 
The Channel 
Tweeter, Etc. 

U.S.Army 
Van Munching & Co. 

Waltham Camera & Stereo 
Waterbed Factory 

Warner/Elektra/Atlantic Records 
WBZ-TV 

WCVB-TV 

Everything you ever hear on WBCN comes alive 
in our 80,000 square feet of 

booths, displays, and lifestyle exhibits 

admission: $2. 04 

Saturday, April 28 S=9 Sunday, April 29 
1 0AM - midnight ~DE noon - 7PM 

BAYSIDE EXPOSITION CENTER 200 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON, MA 02125 
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ing his voluptuously dark voice with no 
excuses offered. While his voice may 
carry the melody. he does not sing 
hooks. And, he is vulnerable without 
putting a price on it. He tastes words 
like ''charming,'' ''unsoiled,'' and 
"gruesome" with slow pleasure. On 
this, their first album, the Smiths hyp
notize like a long Irish folk song-and 
are just as fervent. "Fifteen minutes 
with you/oh I wouldn't say no.'' 

-Terri Sutton 

,FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD 
Relax 
Island, EP 

Stop here if you've heard this story 
before. After discovering that the song 
"Relax" contained references to fella
tio and ejaculation, the BBC banned it 
from the airwaves. So here it is, glor
ious black vinyl sex splat on the turn
table, celebrating dance and sex as one 
and the same. Frankie Goes To Holly
wood may be Soft Cell with real instru
ments, but their beat can kick you in 
the shins with the best of them. The 
short version has more push and 
punch; the long version just drags out 
the intro. Don't be afraid of this. 

-Julia Figueras 

Hell Comes to Your House II 
Enigma/Bemisbrain, LP 

One of the better LA compilations 
you'll ever hear, Hell II has a definite 
C&W slant. Even the Minutemen 
check in with a cowboy march, 
"Corona." But while the boys here do 
fine-like the Joneses (punky Mon
kees?) and the hard rock Mau Maus
it's the girls that dominate the better 
tracks: Screamin Sirens take their 
beach parties out to the range; Blood 
on the Saddle kick their love songs 
along with a steel-toed country stomp;, 
Linda "Tex" Jones (Joplin '84) laces 
her Horseheads' heavy-metal swamp 
music with her unmistakable shriek/ 
moan. Possibly the most satisfying 
cuts, and those most likely to fill a 
dance floor, are by the Cambridge 
Apostles (drifting guitar trails over 
solid rhythms) and Lotus Lame and the 
Lameflames (good Gotham funk). Buy_ 
it! 

PO Box 90901, Long Beach CA 
90809. -Tristram Lozaw 

MARCIA BALL 
Soulful Dress 
Rounder, LP 

A refreshing, unpretentious record. 
Ball makes the transition from country 
singing to rhythm and blues belting 
smoothly and successfully. Although 
many of the LP's songs are covers, 
none are over-used staples. Check out 
the horn tracks by the Mighty Big 
Horns. The LP is produced by Denny 
Bruce, the producer of the Fabulous 
Thunderbirds' first three records. 

One Camp Street, Cambridge, MA 
02140. -David Wykoff 

MEAT PUPPETS II 
SST, LP 

Another "cult" band that writes 
great songs, Arizona's Meat Puppets 
claim an unlikely set of heroes: the 
Stones, Grateful Dead, and Neil 
Young. Their coup is that they can 
make these ingrained influences sound 
so timeless and appealing . Curt Kirk
wood yodels his durable lyrics like a 

Jerry Garcia/poet John Giornio 
hybrid, while the band pumps out 

.heavy doses of C&W/rock, with the 
emphasis on western. It's all tempered 
by punkish psychedelia and core over
tones, but as drummer Derrick Bos
trom once put it, "Our music's not 
hard core, b.ut it's got a hard core." 
There's good stuff gain' on here. 

9851 N. 28th Way, Phoenix, AZ 
85028 (send S.A.S.E.). 

-Tristram Lozaw 

YOU SUCK 
The Only Label In The World, 
7" single 

As You Suck are quick to admit, 
"We're a one joke band, and the joke 
isn't funny." They're so right: it's been 
done before, and it's been done berter. 
Stunning cover photo, though. 

75 Bleeker Street, New York, NY 
10012. -Michel Bastarache 

THE TARGETS 
Unity Beat 
American Standard/Enigma, LP 

On Unity Beat, the Targets play hit 
and miss with variations on pop and 
ska approaches. Unfortunately, the 
majority of the pop songs are bland. 
The two ska-influenced cuts work 
much better, with the title track-a 
cool Carribean-like instrumen
tal-being the best. 
P .0. Box 2896, Torrance, CA 90509. 

-Shred 

NOONDAY UNDERGROUND 
''Your Touch''l''lnside-Out''/• 1Fallen 
Heroes" 
Cassette, no label 

If Noonday Underground were more 
polished, they might sound like a stan
dard pop band. But they're not, and 
that's their strength. Leslie Greene has 
a pretty voice and writes tuneful songs, 
but the band matches them up with 
jagged chords and growling, PiL-style 
bass lines. The result is a smart mix of 
hooks and rough edges, drawing from 
'77 punk without turning into a throw
back. Pick to click: "Inside-Out," 
with some wailing harmonica between 
the lines. 

Noonday Underground , 669 Wash
ington St., #2, Brookline, MA 02146. 

-Brett Milano 

ART OF NOISE 
Into Battle With The Art OJ Noise 
Island, EP 

You won't find this one on the com
mercial airwaves, but Boston's best 
boom boxes play it constantly. One 
side hops, jolts, and scratches along 
with all its energy focused on this sea
son's street song, "Beat Box." Trevor 
Horn had a holiday producing, adding 
the sounds of cars starting, faucets 
dripping, and even a smidgeon of Yes'. 
"Owner of a Lonely Heart." Although 
the vocals are muddy, the beats are 
always heavy and driving. Side two 
begins and ends with the flowing 
"Moments In Love," smooth but 
never boring, almost romantic, and 
very Eno-esque. The single "Beat 
Box" /"Moments In Love" is avail
able, but the EP's "Beat Box" is two 
times longer. Spend the extra money 
and get all nine cuts. -Julia Figueras 

SJ.SO 
Over 900 Posters Available 

"BOSTON'S ONLY 
ROCK 'N' ROLL 

SUPERMARKET" 

Mon-Wed 10-6 
Thu-Fri I 0-7 
Sat 10-6 
Sun 12-5 

WASHINGTON S 

Boston Rock #50 41 



VIDEO REVIEWS 
byM. Howell 

The Buggies claimed that "video 
killed the radio star.'' In actuality, '\II it 
has done is create a slew of video stars. 
Some of them are established favorites 
who are either imaginative, photogen
ic, or just plain popular enough to 
make the jump to video while others 
use video (MTV-style) in the same way 
an earlier generation of musicians used 
16 Magazine. Nothing wrong with that, 
as long as you know what you're buy
ing. 

For obvious economic reasons, "in
concert" tapes dominate the longer
length video offerings. (However, as 
bands start backlogging single song 
videos, we'll begin to see a profusion 
of "Greatest Hits" compilations. 
Deva, Queen, Duran Duran, and the 
Eurythmics have already released such 
collections.) And there are two things 
to remember when considering concert 
videos. First, a video is completely un
like a real concert. No matter who the. 
band is, the tape is no substitute for ac
tually being there. Also, a video is re
markably similar to a concert-your 
satisfaction with the tape is predeterm
ined by your interest in the band. 

Herewith, a brief consumer's guide 
to some readily available videos: 

ROXY MUSIC 
Th• High Road 
RCA/Columbia Pklura Home Video. Approx. 
1 hour. Stereo. $29.95 11st. 

As a certified Roxy Music junkie, I 
couldn't help but like The High Road. 
Recorded at Frejus, France on their 
last tour (the one that played BU's 
Case Center in May, 1983), The High 
Road shows that Bryan Ferry's melan
choly romantic sensibility has taken 
over whatever ·rock'n'roll instincts he 
may have had. (I never thought he had 
any in the first place, but never cared.) 
Roxy's chiaroscuro shadings of music
al tensions can't be beat among art
rockers. Ferry's impersonation of a 
'40s matinee idol is still the band's 
focal point, but the trade-off between 
Andy MacKay and Phil Manzanera 
(ably augmented by second guitarist 
Neil Hubbard) are what make Roxy's 
music so unique. Roughly half of the 
14 songs come from their post-Siren 
comeback albums, but long-term fans 
will be heartened to hear that "Out of 
the Blue/' "Both Ends Burning," 

"Editions of You," and "Do the 
Strand" are done for real-not as nos
talgic throw-ins. In all, I'd rather have 
this concert than the Roxy-as-S.S. Of
ficers tour of 1975. One complaint: 
where's Manzanera's "Impossible Gui
,ar"? 

ABC 
Mantrap 
RCA/Columbia Pktura Home Video. Approx. 
1 hour. Stereo. S29.95 list. 

Speaking of Roxy Music, ABC have 
built their sound around precisely the 
same elements: elegantly raunchy gui
tars played off elegantly demented sax-_ 
ophone played off suavely world
weary vocals. But while Ferry assumes 
his myth, Martin Fry has one to con
struct. Billed as an "espionage 
thriller," Mantrap casts Fry as a sin
cere playboy given a job as the band's 
lead singer under the most unlikely cir
cumstances. Encouraged by mystery 
woman "Samantha," Fry becomes a 
star as ABC wow Europe and head be
hind the Iron Curtain where ... Well, 
let's just say that Mantrap's convolut
ed plot has so many holes that it makes 
Remington Steele look like Raymond 
Chandler. So be warned that any at
tempts to apply rational thinking to 
matters of plot line (as in "Why'd he 
do that?") are foredoomed. In a brave 
but ultimately foolish move, most of 
the songs are done "live" as opposed 
to synched with the album versions. 
Great for the cinema-verile ambience, 
but a mistake for a band so dependent 
on the grandeur of its audio produc
tion. What's left? Some very good
looking photography-both on stage 
and location-under the direction of 
Julien Temple (who also directed 
ABC's spectacular "Poison Arrow" 
video and the Stones' controversial, 
"Undercover"). Mantrap has admir
able goals, but something more simple 
would be better. 

DEYO 
WeAreDevo 
Sony Video LP. StettO. 54 minutes. S29.95 II.st. 

Not to be confused (as Barry & Elliot 
say) with Devo's "The Men Who Make 
The Music," released on Warner 
Home Video. The difference, accord
ing to Gerald Casale, is that "We Are 
Devo'' presents the Devo collection 
Devo's way. Most of their famous but 
now over-exposed stuff is dropped in 

Below: is Devo's Boogie Boy just another Evil Clown? Above: Bowie's 
"China Girl. " 

favor of the band's later excursions in 
surrealism-"Beautiful World" (argu
ably the best clip they've ever done), 
"Peek-a-Boo," and "Love Without 
Anger" (featuring dancin·g roosters 
and the domestic life of Ken & Barbie). 
Love 'em or hate 'em (I alternate), 
Devo's clips never commit the cardinal 
sin of being boring or predictable. As a 
special thumb up the ass of their record 
company, Casale structures the tape as 
Devo's efforts being reviewed by Rod 
Rooter, president of "Big Entertain
ment, Inc." In between clips, Rod's 
daughter (Laraine Newman), who has 
come down to wheedle abortion mon
ey-again-pleads for her faves. In the 
tape's funniest moment, smug asshole 
Rod suggests that if his daughter wants 
to get involved with rock stars, he'll in
troduce her to some real men-the Evil 
Clowns! The camera pans to the wall, 
where an Evil Clowns poster shows the 
infamous bondage poster of Van 
Halen's David Lee Roth, only Roth's 
puss has been replaced by Mark Moth
ersbaugh's. Devo can be evil clowns 
themselves. 

DAVID BOWIE 
Sooy Video 45. Slereo. 14 minutes. $16.95 list. 

"Let's Dance" you've seen a million 
times, and it isn't even one of the Thin 
White Normal Guy's best. 0 Modern 
Love,'' filmed live, is fine for fans who 
somehow missed taping "Serious 
Moonlight" off HBO. The hook here 
is the "uncensored" version of 11China 
Girl." Uncensored means you get a 
quick tit shot and a lingering look at 
Bowie's ass as they go at it in the surf. 
Actually, "China Girl'"s mixture of 
intrigue, sex, and politics make it 
worthwhile in any version. Recom
mended. 

BILL WYMAN 
Sooy Video 45. Slereo. 11 minutes. $16.95 list. 

"(Si Si) Je Suis un Rock Star.'' 
(Non, Non) Yous n'Etes pas un Rock 
Star. 

THE BEATLES 
A /lard Day's Night 
Waller Shenson Video. Stereo. Blad, and White. 
$69.95 lisl. 

These are rock stars! And very clean, 
too. The Beatles were not only 
"charming" and all that other crap, 
but also very funny! They talk back to 
managers, cops, and the hilariously 
high-strung Victor Spinetti as the TV 
show director who hates them and all 
they represent. No posing here. Damn 
good tunes, too. 

Strange Bedfellows Dept.: Have you 
noticed that the only two acts to pro
duce videos in which they do not ap
pear are Bruce Springsteen and Kraft
werk? * 

CITY LIMITS CIT~ LIMITS 

Available at Newbury 
Comics and Rockit 
Records. 

1 
Request it on 
WBCN, WFNX and 
WXKS plus all college 
stations in New Eng
land and New York. 

for more Information: 

John Giangregio 
PO Box 70 

,Boston Mh 02113 



NEWBURY COMICS EXPANDS AGAIN! 

HARVARD SQUARE STORE 
DOUBI.Es IN SIZE, ,·,".c:,. 

. .. . : .. : .. ,;- "' ...... ,. ... ; : ~ 
• ;;~-:-:·<·~·:·. 

20% OFF 
our entire Harvard Square stock* 

cash onlv 
·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::::,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-::;:;::-:-:-::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::··::·:·::-·-· 

A more wicked good time than ever! 

Two great locations: 

36 JFK St. Harvard Sq. 491-0337 
2nd floor at the Garage 

s:::,..._ 

,. "' 'If;<: JI, 

for five days only 
Monday to Friday 

April 23 to 27 

*except sale items. No double discounts. 

332 Newbury St., Boston 236-4930 
(½ block from Auditorium T stop 
on the Green Line) 



CELEBRITY SECRETS 

I I 
Issue was shut down by fire marshalls 

Washington, D.C. before T.F. even got near the stage. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16 When 9:30 Club bartender Mark 
~-----------~ Hall was burned out of house and 
their finale. A shame; they're a great 
band. 

This month's busybody award goes 
to Jared Hendrickson, who put on in
creasingly well-attended shows with his 
underground poetry group Sabotage 
Poets (aka Lights Out aka Shadow 
Street Poets), published a book by 
same, and worked with Bloody Manne
quin Orchestra 's Don Joseph and 
Colin Sears as Morgue One, aka Great 
Cake. 

home (and his pets either killed or 
severely injured-one to the tune of 
400 bucks worth of medical expenses), 
the club threw a benefit show featuring 
the like of Tex Rubinowitz, Black 
Market Baby, and Cripple Pilgrims, to 
name but a few. 

And last , but not least, recem good 
fortunes have enabled Irridescence 
Records' major domo Mike Shepard 
to release not one, but two new ½ Jap
anese albums, as well as Jad Fair's sec
ond solo LP and his collaboration with 
Maureen Tucker and Erik Lindgren, 
1

' Bet ween Meals.'' * 

JOE VIGLIONE 
The Count 
HEROES: Patrick Mathe, Jimmy Miller, Neil Jacobsen & 

Don Law Co., Kent McCord of I Adam 12. 

VILLAINS: Johnny Angel, Johnny Thunders, Kathei 
Logue, Janis Reed, John Carmen & Mike Dreese 

STIMULANTS: Chocolate chip cookies 

REPULSIONS: Nothing good on TV 

INSPIRATIONS: Now that's private 

MOVIES/BOOKS: Performance, Dracula 

WRITERS/COMPOSERS: Jagger, Lennon, Reed (Janis 
& Lou), Carole King, Tommy James, Bowie, Shelley (as 
in Pete) 

FIRST RECORD BOUGHT: Vacation, Connie Francis 

RECORD YOU WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE 
MADE: Rollin~s Stones' Tumbling Dice 

PERFORMANCES: Lou Reed-Lenox, Mass., 
September, 1973 

AMBITIONS: My own TV series where I sign local bands 
to record contracts & we all become famous 

DREAM DATE: Brooke Shields, Bo Derek, Janis Reed, 
Joan Collins & Oedipus at the same time. 

WHAT DOES THE BOSTON SCENE NEED: 
All Ages Club. 

appearance. 
Clubs are in the usual state of flux. 

The Cat's Cradle in Chapel Hill is com
fortably sett led into its new digs and is 
drawing the best in touring bands. The 
folky Rhythm Alley is taking some 
cautious steps by booking local new 
music bands and hopes are up for fur
ther exploration. The Refuge was shut 
down as a consequence of parochial 
liquor laws (it's now a Dancercize 
studio). The Pier in Raleigh folded 
after years as the area's showcase 
venue. The Culture Club apparently 
filled its shoes and is slowly converting 
an old tractor showroom into a space 
of plausible acoustics. 

UNC's WXYZ (Box 51, Carolina 
Union, Chapel Hill , NC 27514) is near
ing its eighth anniversary on the air and 

I Letters 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6 l 

trying to gain airtime on the college ra· 
dio station for my own show, but this 
seems to be a futile effort. Your maga
zine is an excellent one, I only wish I 
could be in Boston to enjoy more of 
the concerts and gigs. 

Todd Miller 
Syracuse, NY 

BAN THE BUNNY 

Everyone's favorite up-and-coming 
act, Grand Mal, had been recording at 
No Evil Studios with ex-Scientific 
American Chris Vine producing. Pip
pin from the Orthotonics called up on 
his way to NYC, where he was going to 
work with Fred Frith, among others, at 
Material's OAO Studios . The Ortho
tonics have finally completed their new 
record and are currently shopping 
around for a label. 

I North Caroll·na I deftly juggles a wide varie,y of music 
from the latest modern sounds on 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16 imported and indie labels to superior 
~-------------" reggae, folk, and blues releases. Duke 

I'm so sick of all these "cerebral," 
self-satisfying bands like Echo and the 
Bunnymen taking pot-shots at great 
bands like U2 and Big Country 
(BR#49). Vocalist Ian McCullough 
comes off as a confused, jealous, and 
spiteful musician. May Echo and the 
Bunnymen remain poor and unknown 
in the music world: they'll be happy 
that way, and so will a lot of other 
music fans. A recent "P(h)unk" line-up of 

Trouble Funk (who just released their 
second album, a two LP set, half 
studio slickery and half ultra-wunner
ful live "Go Go") and Government 

44 Boston Rock #50 

and Corrosion of Conformity have an 
LP in the works. 

Eugene Chadbourne and Shocka
billy from Greensboro top our 
love-'em-or-hate-'em category. They 
play with a perplexing mix of superb 
musicianship and looney antics. The 
Right Profile from Boone have pro
duced one EP of tentative power pop, 
and A/K/ A from Cullowhee made 
friends aplenty with their one area 

University's WXDU (Box 4706, Duke 
Station, Durham, NC 27706) hit the 
airwaves last semester and is working 
out the kinks in its new music format. 
Between clubs, bands, and radio, it's 
far more difficult to get bored in North 

- Carolina than outsiders might 
imagine.* To Ian McCullough, 

Stan Reid 
Concord, MA 

Please stay home until you grow up. 
John Rapier 
Boston, MA 



CUSTOM S/LKSCREENED 

T-SHIRTS 
& other products as low as $2.60 ea. 

-~Qe 448 N. Broadway V t'CW" U $7" E. Prov., A.I . 02914 
-e'C.aDh.LX 434-5646 • 434-6625 

c:r-i-- Send for ou, free brochure 
catering to the graphic needs of musicians 

EDTABELAEP 
3 Trks. Feat. Schemers 
AVAILABLE NOW AT 
NEWBURY COMICS 

Or $2.50 Post Paid 
From-T-Street Records 

135 Central Ave. 
East Providence, RI 02914 

LOCAL BANDS 
Progressive Rock 
& Heavy Metal 

1/3 off 
8 track recording• 

(*with our services) 
Record in a rural North 

Shore Suburb. Our 
services include: 

Management , 
Recording, 

Promo, Bookings, 
& Photography. 

myrna 
J.OY 

'i'WIST AND FYW 
617-666-9266 

CLUB OWNERS 
Hassle free booking with 

NO service charge. 
Progressive Rock, Heavy Metal 

our specialties. 
At your convenience our agents 
will meet with yo u to give you in
depth background information , 
tapes , and photos on each of our 
bands. This gives you different 
styles and talents to choose from 
who knows what draws from 
your club than you. 

For more information 

Rock On Productions, PO Box 728, 
Marblehead, MA 01945 (617) 631-0506 

TWO 
MILLION 

B.C. 
ROCK AND ROLL 

Mon Apr 16 
all ages 
Wed18 
Thur19 

Fri 20 

Sat 21 

· 273 Promenade St., 
Providence, R.I. 
1401 J 521-2520 

Located in the Cic Complex 
i=re,e Parking 

Tim Scott, If Then co To 

Plan9 
Cheapskates, Miracle Legion 

farewell tour Gang Of Four 

it•~ I- .,..., \ 

speclal guests The Cood Cuys · 

Jim Carroll 
Rash of stabbings, The Shivers 

sun 22 Maynard Silva, The Spot Finders 
Wed 25 Yuh Boys 
rec. release party Mumbling Skulls 

we pay you 

Thu 26 

Fri 27 

sun 29 

sat May 12 

Fri May 25 

$1 at door 

Parallel 5th, Art School 
Glenn Phillips, Hi Beams 
City History Benef'lt featuring a Tae Kwon 
Do demonstration and an acoustic 
showcase. call club for details. a' --
Joe 11 K1·ng'' '-;,... .. .f> 

~- . 

Carrasco ~~ 

\i,•JIRE 
TRAIN 

Listen to WHJY's <94FM> local music program 
"Sound Check" every Sunday at 7pm. Call and 
request your favorite local music at <401 > 
438-0094 or <401> 224-1994. New England 
bands send tapes & records for airplay to 
Randy Hien, PO Box 382, Lincoln, RI 02865. 
Help support this important project! 

Living Room tickets available at 
Strawberries, Newbury comics and the 

Living Room Box Office. 
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Storvville would like to extend many 
thanks lo all of you who have contributed 
in some way towards our success in the 
last two years. Through your constant sup
port, we've hosted a series of creative 
shows for Boston. Special thanks to all 
local radio staff, journalists, and most of all 
the entire community of musicians. Look
ing forward to seeing you at our closing 
Tuesday, April 17th with Dub 7 at 10 p.m. 

THIS SPACE 
AVAILABLE FOR 

$24.00 
(2" x F,") 

for information about 
clubland advertising call 

Karen Brooks at 
(617) 266-8787 

May 9, 1984 at the Paradise 
Celebrate the Count's 30th 

Paradise Performance 
aad 

the Count's 30th Birthday 
at "Count Spectacular #l I" 

····im·-
% ···.·.~ 

-~--------4•------------~ 
with The Count, Willie 

Alexander, 3rd Rail, the 
Outlets, Blackjacks, Ron 
Scarlett and special guests. 1t-'P,O.A1, M,A'( I~ 

f'l'l'I 1,0>,W,a&, 

CLAY 
ALISON 
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Scotch'n f'- , 
Saunds 

>!very monday 
AU STAR COMEDY NIGHT 

"veryTu .. ~ay 
COMEDY SHOWCASE REVIEW 

Wed Apr 18 
Mr. Wiuard f-hubla H•11h ferp-• 

• / •pee. p-u Th• CttlHn• 
.,; t ... , .l,,,,k,,1;..,,.uo,i.,d ,~,m,·'>lk h.-.·1, ~IIMI 

Fn 20 
New Models 
Ball & Pi1.101 

!:klr 21 
r..co,d ,eleaw pany • guell MC Mark Paren1rau 

The Lines 
Athens 

~U11 2~ 
Uphoria 

Wed25 
The Drive • The Flicks 

Thur 2(, 
Logist ics • Ellis Island 

1h<1pp, h .. u,i. Ulpml 

Fri27 
Midnight Traveler 

Greg Greenway Band 
Sat 28 

Til Tuesday 
Sun 29 

The Vecs 
w._.dM<}y2 

The rs • The Accidents 
Sa1 5 

The Fools • The Drive 
Thur llJ 

Midnight Traveler 
fnll 

The Stompers 
Scir\2 

Sex Execs 
Gary Shane & The Detour 

Westgate Mall, Brockton 
Ad1mnt to We<tgate Lane, 584 1694 

BD BIRD'S 
ThuApr/9 

Vast Ed Vaclaa & 
The Fabulous 
Heavyweights 

Fn20 

Luther "Guitar Jr." 
Johnson with Ron 
Levy • The Magic 

Rockers with 
A.C. Reed 

Sat21 

Midnight Traveler 
Thu26 

Fat City 
Fn27 

Mitch Chakow Band 
Sat28 

Sally & the Sophisticatz 

ThuMayJ 
The Eyes 

Fn4 

Jim Femino Band 
s,,s 

Little Frankie & The Premiers 
Thu 10 

Lee Baird Band 
Fn II 

Lizzie Borden & The Axes 
Sa112 

Inside Straight • Big 16 
808 Huntington Ave. Boston 
S66-9267(nr BrooklmeVillage) 

k't Records Presents 
Bruce Solar: AOCR Vaughan 
Stevie ouiYe Trouble 
and D h saiem Theater at t e I m 

293 Essex SI., Sae 
(617) 744-0400 

Thursday May 3, 8pm 
Tickets $10.50 advance, $11 .50 day of show. All ages/No Boston Date 

Tickets available at th.e Salem Theater Box Office, Aockrt Records, 
Newbury Comics, Strawberries and the Record Exchange. 

• ,_. I 

• r:,:ti9.g~: .. :$'!:'-)9~~,;; ·.,.\· 



I I 

ROCK 
50th issue party 

The 
ALL AGES SHOW 

of the year! 

• The Neats 
• The Proletariat 
• SSD 
• Blackjacks 

Sunday April 28 at the Channel 

You can charge your Boston Rock 
subscription-ca/1(617) 266-8787 

jumbo's 
1133 Broadway 

Tue. April 17 Bruce Marshall & The Clue• 
Pleasure Point • Choir Boya 

Wed.18 
Thur. 19 
Fri. 20 

Sat. 21 

Sun. 22 
Tues. 24 
Wed. 25 
Thur. 26 
Fri. 27 
Sat. 28 

Sun. 29 

Mystique • Muggs • Wrathchild 
2 for l College Party with DJ 

Gary Shane And The Detour • 
Lizzy Borden & The Axes 

Ball & Pivot • Julie & The nashers • 
Electric Eye 

Comedy Night 
Orfans 

Two Million B.C. • F.U.'s 
Take-5 

TheBobbys 
Glenn Phillips Band • 

The Hollywood Hollowbodies 
Comedy Night 

Thurs. May3 The Accidents with EMT 
Fri.4 The Fools 
Sat.5 The Dream 

(617) 623-9508 

Bands 
Clubowners 
Say a lot 
for a little 
with an ad 
on this page. 

Clubland ads start 
at $12 .00 per 
column inch 
for more info contact 
Karen Brooks at 

(617) 266-8787 

4 pm $5.00 

C½e[s
,, 5·3·9160 

LAST 
CALLI 

-Open 1112•m-

Wed Apr 18 
Electrolas • Reaction Time 

Thu 19 
M an Act • Chain link Fence 

Fri 20 
Wild Kingdom 

Salem 66 • Dogmatics 

Sat 21 
The Flies • Turbin es 

World 's Worst Blues Band 

Wed 25 
Nova M ob • Harlequin 

Thur 26 
Bim-Sca- l a-Bim 

Fri 27 
Boys life 

Noonday Underground 
Beat Surrender 

Sat 2B 
record release party for 

Video Free Europe 
going away party for 

Judy 's Tin y Head 

Wed May 2 
call for info 

Fri 4 
Busted St atues 

Volcano Suns • Bla ros 

Sat 5 
back by popular demand -

an evening of 
Cabaret and Ent ertainment 

Sun 6 
call for info 

Wed 9 
call for info 

Thur 10 
WMBR M ystery Girls Benefit 

call for info 

Fri 11 
call for info 

Sat 12 
A private party by 

Go Mental Productions 

Acron lrom Bo1lon Gardin 
Overlh1P1n1U1Bo•Loung• 
Cauuway St Horth Station 

• LADIES INVITED 

Mon Apr-16 
lnusRecotdsp,esents 

Lifeboat • Dump Truck 
Valley of Kings 

Tue17 
fromLA 

Green on Red 
Secret Word 

Wed18 

John Lincoln Wright 
& The Sourmash Boys 

'"" The Drive 
Beat Surrender 

Sa121 
FromV,gim4 

The Good Guys 

"'"" Scruffy the Cat 
Band 19 

Tue24 

w .. ,, 

Busted Statues • Guilty Party 
Thu1s26 

Boston Rockabilly Music 
Conspiracy 

Fn27 

The SKAtterbrains 
~128 

Limbo Race 
3 Colors 

""" The Pencils 
Mon30 

Power Glide • F Sharp 
TllursMay3 

The Fabulous Roys 

'"' The Trademarks 
Viking 

""' Jah Spirit 
Fn11 

EtNCRecotdillgAlttSI 

-

'til 
ruesday 

491-9672 -
1350 Cambridge SL 

Inman Sq.1 Cambridge 

Boston Rock #50 4 7 



THE HISTORY OF ROCK 
ROCK 

I~
. __ _,_ 
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• (l REM I 
GRAND·· 

) , F~TJ~ 
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I
DREAM 
SYNDICATE 

,.. ALSC>i 
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(Almost) every 
back issue of 

Boston Rock is 
now available. 

#1. The Neighborhoods, Rick Harte, Johnny Lydon, Unnatural Axe, The 
Troggs. Crystal & Candy. Suicide. 
#2. Mission of Burma, Gang of 4, The Selector, California Report, 
Orchestral Manoeuvres, Lydia Lunch, Providence News. 
#3. Ramones, Undertones. Fripp, Pastiche, Joe "King" Carasco, X, La 
Peste. 
#4. Cars, Deva, Go-Go's, 8-52's pt. 1. Magazine, Members, Nervous 
Eaters, Pere Ubu, Speedies, Otway, New Models, Heatwave. 
#5. H.S.R., B-52's pt. 2, U.K. Beat, Feelies. Rockats, Bush Tetras, Della 5, 
Boys Life, Pylon, Someone & the Somebodies, Peter Noone. 
#7. Talking Heads, Slits, Polyrock, Kid Creo le, Buzzcocks pt. 1, Suade 
Cowboys, Plasmatics, Roches. Brian Brain. 
#8. Police, Siouxsie & the Banshees, Peter Dayton, Spizz, 999. Buzzcocks 
pt. 2, Gang of 4. Vinny Band. 
#9. Jim Carroll, Skids, Ruts, Martha & the Muffins. Lenny Kaye, Son of 
Stiff, Iggy Pop. Capt. Beefbeart, Vitamin, Alberto y Lost Trios Paranoias. 
#10. Ramones, Rings, U2, Mekons, Au Pairs, Bound & Gagged, Outlets, 
SVT, Carlene Carter, the Fast. 
#11 . Elvis Costello pt. 1, Squeeze, Sector 27, Winwood, Frith, La Peste. 
#12. Robin Lane, Pylon, Elvis Costello pl. 2, Bongos, Fleshtones, 
Revillos, Jonathan Richman, Rings. 
#13. Boomtown Rats, Lou Miami, Shan(:} Champagne, Teardrop Explodes, 
Blurt, Arthur Blythe, Doug Sahm, Johnny Cash. 
#15. Adam and the Ants, Pearl Harbour, The Units, Claudia Perry, Doug 
Simmons, Ric Ocasek. 
#16. Garland Jeffreys , Wall of Voodoo, Echo and the Bunnyrnen, The 
Rumour, Joan Jett, Marshall Simpkin . 
#17. Oedipus interview, HSR on tour, Bob Marley Photos, XTC, Charles 
Farren, Los Microwaves, Eventworks, Circus Mort 
#18. The Jam Interview, Atlantics, John Cale, Joe Ely, Planet Street, 
UB40, Native Tongue, GE Smith, Robert Klein 
#19. Clash Interview, Neighborhoods Breakup, Billy Idol, Fad Gadget, 
Plastics, Boston Punk Scene, Readers Poll. 
#20. Cramps, Greg Kihn, Rock 'n' Roll Rumble, Stampers, Orchestral 
Manoeuvres, Ventures, Letter from Martin Atkins, Heavy Metal, Alterna
tive Radio Guide. 
#21. Pretenders Interview, Psychedelic Furs, City Thrills, Killing Joke, 
Squeeze, Black Flag, 0. Johansen, T. Petty, T. Tim, Limbo Race, Wendy 
Williams. 
#22. Specials, GoGo's, X, Neats, Edith Massey, Lydia Lunch, November 
Group, Jeff and Jane Hudson, Peter Hammill, Rich Anzalone, England '81. 

r--------------------------------~ 
Send $2.50 per issue or $6.00 for three 
issues (includes postage) to: Boston Rock 
Back ]ssues, 739 Boylston Street, Boston, 
MA 02116. 

Enclosed is $____ (check or money order only). Piease 

send me the following back issues of Boston Rock: _______ _ 

Name _______________________ _ 

Address 

City ___________ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

#23. Lene Lovich, Greg Hawkes, Malcolm McLaren Interview, Romeo 
Void, The Blasters, Ian Hunter, Willie Alexander, SS Decontrol, Sleepy 
LaBeef, 007, dBs. 
#24. J. Geils Interview, Deva, Tom Verlaine, Dangerous Birds, Trade
marks, Boston Hardcore, The Rings, New Order, Phil Gentili. 
#25. Black Flag Interview, Readers Poll Results, Pete Shel ley, Gun Club, 
Berlin Airlift, Local Band Review #1 , Cramps. Elvis, Raybeats, Grace 
Jones, Sa lem Sound, Legal advice. 
#26. Ric Ocasek, Red Rockers, Alan Vega, Boys Life, Panther Burns, Sex 
Execs, Police, Certain Generals, Washington O.C. News, Battle of Broad 
Street. 
#27. Bush Tetras, Club Update, Neighborhoods, U2, Flipper, Young 
Snakes, Albert 0, Fleshtones, Waitresses, London and O.C. News. 
#28. Romeo Void , Lou Miami, Black Sabbath, The Dark, G.I., Nick Lowe, 
Music Seminar, 13 UP, Why Bands Move To Boston. 
#29. Stampers, Paul Weller Interview, Human League, V;, Girlschool, 
B-52's, Bongos, Fear, Joe Perry, Toots and the Maytals. Gu n Club. 
#30. The Clash, Eric Burdon, Circle Jerks, Ken Shelton , Sparks, Haircut 
100, Tweeds, Slickee Boys, Boston Street Bands. 
#31. X, Motels, Stray Cats, Robert Ellis Orrall. SS Decontrol, Wipers, 
Comsat Angels, Independent Record Supplement. 
#32. Public Image Interview, Billy Idol, Clarence Clemons, Willie Alex
ander, Proletariat, Flesheaters, Jon Butcher Axis. 
#33. The Who, Jello Biafra, English Beat, Lords of The New Church, Nico. 
Undertones, Ooh Ah Ah, MDC. The Brains, Healin' of the Nation , The 
Oawgs, Nebu las. 
#34. Psychedelic Furs, Mission of Burma, George Thorogood, Rubber 
Rodeo. Dream Syndicate, Grand Master Flash, Robin Lane. Del Fuegos, 
Jeff and Jane Hudson. 
#35. Sting Interview, Peter Wolf, The Bangles, Dangerous Birds. Peter 
Gabriel, Lene Lovich, The Res idents, Marshall Crenshaw, R.E.M .. Blues 
Astronauts. Effigies, Man from Hoodoo, Best of '82. 
#36. Readers Poll Winners: November Group, Clash and Ric Ocasek, Spe
cial Distribution Supplement, ABC, Burma Breakup, Thompson Twins, 
Bauhaus, Fools, John Orsi, The Three O'Clock, Richard Hell. Springa. 
#37. D.0.A., Laurie Anderson, New Models, Bow Wow Wow, The Time, 
Members. Rolling Stones and Richard Hell Films, Arms Akimbo, Iggy Pop. 
#38. Culture Club, Musical Youth, Oexy's, Minutemen, EU.s, Angry 
Young Bees, Storyville, Tony V, Midem. 
#39. U2, Blasters, Minor Threat, Stampers, Monty Python, Limbo Race, 
Birthday Party, Angry Samoans, Lou Miami, Walter Clay, Music Seminar 
Supplement. 

Act now as 
supply on certain 

issues is very limited 
#40. The B-52's, Modern English, R.E.M., Greg Hawkes, The Fall, 
Ministry, Jonathan Richman, Violent Femmes, Kid Congo, The Freeze, 
Sorry. 
#41. Talking Heads, US Festival , Husker Du, Peter Tosh, Primary Colors, 
Native Tongue, Black Flag, Nona Hendryx, Simple Minds, Synthesizer 
Review, Mealman Tesco Vee, The Fixx, Rock America. 
#42. Joan Jett, David Bowie, Eurythmics, New Order, Birdsongs of the 
Mesozoic , Vinny, The Alarm , Shaggs. Til Tuesday, Glenn Phillips , Green 
on Red, Saccharine Trust, Rain Parade, Long Ryders, Leaving Trains, 
Special Independent Record Label Supplement. 
#43. Elvis Costello, Neats, Motorhead, Fleshtones, Red Rockers, 
Replacements, DYS, Christmas, Beast, Human Switchboard, Eleventh 
Episode, F.U.s, Bob Dylan, UB40, Tour of Boston clubs. 
#44. X, Mick Jones leaves Clash, PiL's Keith Levene, Eddie Grant, Joe 
Perry Project, Aztec Camera, Big Boys , The Plugz, Graham Parker, Love 
Tractor, Three Hands, Busted Statues, Psycho, Ork Boy. 
#45. Big Country, Turbines , Zodio Doze, Salem 66, November Group, 
Jonzun Crew, Bongos , True West , Eddie Gorodetsky. 
#46. REM, Grandmaster Flash, Dream Syndicate, Minor Threat, Cramps, 
Barrence Whitfield , Blackouts , Judy 's Tiny Head, Rash of Stabbings , 
Gang of Four, Let's Active, Sandra Bernhard. 
#47. Readers Poll Winners: The Proletariat & Neats, Police, MTV (Part 1) , 
Lords of the New Church, The Vipers, Jason & The Scorchers, Oigney 
Fignus, Prince Charles, Adventure Set, Schemers, Men & Volts. 
#48. The Alarm, Independent Distribution Supplement, Ramones, 
Blackjacks, Stranglehold, Children of Paradise, Wire Train, Orongos, 

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Cocteau 1\vins, Lisa Lips. 

~--------------------------------~----------------------------~ 



OUR tlEXr ISSUE: <ifOES ON SALE l1A Y /'I 
,HE AD Pl!:APLINlf IS TUESDA Y, l'/AY I, .STFV~N . 

Advertise in the 

[8QsK] 
SEMINAR BOOKLET 

Every person attending the seminar will receive a 
copy of the Seminar Booklet containing the day's 
agenda, an attendee and panelist directory, information 
regarding each panel, lndie lists of labels , distributors 
and manufacturers, guides for do-it-yourself labels, 
pages for note taking and lots more. If your advertising 
market is the music business constituency, or a related 
field, the Seminar Booklet is guaranteed to hit the mark 
over and over again at the Seminar, and afterwards as a 
handy desk reference with a high pass-along rate. 

ADVERTISING RATES 

• BACK COVER (7" x 10") $325 
• INSIDE BACK (7" x 10") $275 
• INSIDE FRONT (7x 10") $275 
• FULL PAGE (7" x 10") $200 
• HALF PAGE (7" x 5" or 3 ½" x 10") $110 
• QUARTER PAGE (3 ½" x 5") $60 
• EIGHTHPAGE(3½"x2½") $35 
• COLORADDED $50 

AD DEADLINES 
SPACE RESERVATION - April 18 

ROUGH COPY - April 20 
CAMERA READY COPY - April 25 

For more information call 
(617) 266-8787 

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 

SELL IT HERE! 
SMALL ADS on this page 
start at S 12. 00 (13/8 " x l " ). For 
more information call Karen 
Brooks a t (617) 266-8787. 

your "product," whether 11 1s 
T-shirts, buttons, records, tapes or 

posters, as well as outgrown 
musical equipment, has a 

snowball's-chance-in-hell of selling, 
until you first 

TURN 2 MUSIC 
137 Prospect 

(twixt Main & Moody) 
Waltham , Ma. 02154 

open 11-9 M-S, Sun 12-6 

Next deadline 
Tuesday, May 1 
on sale May 14 

Professional, dedicated engi
neering/production. Demos o r 
Master Product. Unbiased advice.-: 
abou1 recording in Boston. 

phone 
(617) 923-9366 
Karen Kane 

FOR SALE 
U2 Fans: U2/USA Magazine #2 avail
able! 21 pages: original prose, photos, an
work, complete 70 plus item discography. 
For the thmkmg U2 fan! $2.50-or $2.00 
and 3 stamps. Rise up, and reioice! 
U2/USA, P.O. BOK 753, Canal Street Sta
lIon, New York, NY 10013 

Studio For Sale-Boston area, successlul, 
professional, working 8 track sIudI0 with 3 
bdrm house. Suburban senmg, many 
repeat clients. EKcellent opponunity 
S150K. Call Larry 617-658-8391 

CLASSIFIED RATES 50~ per word, for bold type 
add 25~ extra per word (underline copy to be 
bold), $5.00 minimum charge per ad. Phone 
numbers count as one word, P.O. Box numbers 
counts as two words, and zip codes are free. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES are $12.00 per col-

BOSTON ROCK TEE SHIRTS Red & 

black letters quah1y 50/50 shin (SM L XL) 
$5.00 (includes pos1age) to; Boston Rock 
Shirts , 739 Boylston St. , lt203 Boston, MA 
02116 

RECORDS & TAPES 
" On The Beach" New instrumental surf 
LP by The Surf Raiders on Surf Wax Rec
ords. $8.00 PP. Robert Dalley. 6209 Oak
bank Or. , Azusa, CA 91702. (818) 
914-1148 Dealer inquiries welcomed 

ATTENTION COLLECTORS 10.000 
Maniacs LP ·· secre1s of the I Chmg· · ongI
nat pressmg and anwork. $10.00 postpaid. 
Dennis Drew. 4 Ridgley Terrace, James-
1own. NY 14701 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. 1000's of 
oldies, out ol print LP's, imports, unusual 
records now available by mail. Off The 
Record, Dept. H, 6136 El CaJon Blvd .. San 
Diego, CA 92115. 

Wanted: Fresh people to trade tapes wI1h. 
Interested m live new wave ot all Ilks, 60's 
material and more. Also interested In Iape
swappIng 60"s collectables. Send hsls to: 
Ken Friedman, 803-A Lancaster, Durham, 
NC 27701 

WANTED 
BANDS WANTED-tor possible RECORD 
CONTRACT, send demo tape and promo 
package 10: Future World Records, PO 
SOK 476, Stoneham, MA. 

Spike & Byrone radio tapes wanted to 
record over Call Don'ly G a1 936-1234 

wanted; Import/New Wave/Punk Rock/ 
Local 45s. Must be m good cond1t1on . Call 
Johnny at 247-3007 

TOP QUALITY LOCAL VIDEOS WANTED 
FOR WHTT/CHANNEL SEVEN'S HOT 
HIT VIDEO PROGRAM, Send to: Cindy 
Bailen c/o WHTT, 4418 Prudential Tower. 
Boston, MA 02195 

MUSICIANS 
Bassist seeks estabhshed new wave band 
with gigs, or w1ll lorm new band. Need re
hearsal space. CaU Bobby weeknights 
485-2257 Marlboro 

SYNTRONICS now perlormmg MIdI Mods 
on Prophet 5 's or Memorymoogs. Rush 
Service. 475 Commonwealth Ave., Bos
ton, MA 266-5039. 

PHOTOS & POSTERS 
Professional Concert Photos-$3.50/ 
8 x 10 color photo-Nicks, ARMS, 
Maiden, Rush-183 groups Send SASE 
for FREE lnlo on favontes to S&M Rock 
Photos, BoK 525, Middle Village, NY 
11379. 

PHOTO ID CARD-S6 Heavy Laminated 
Full color, all states. Guaranteed Send $6 
(21$10). photo. descrIphon. More de1atls 
25C: AMERICAN PRESS. Box 10187, 
Dept. B, Colorado Springs, CO 80909 

umn inch (11/a" or 11 picas). 
Please send payment, your street address, and 
phone number to: BOSTON ROCK CLASSI
FIEDS, 739 Boylston St., Suite 203, Boston, MA 
02116. Master Card/Visa accepted, call Karen 
Brooks (617) 266-8787. 
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by Nayme Drawper 
Spring has returned. Reggie Jackson 

hit a homerun in his first game of Lhe 
season, and Princess Cheyenne is back 
dancing at the Naked Eye. A&M's 
Kevin Miller was spotted hanging out 
under the Chelsea Bridge with his feet 
dangling in the water. Blackjack John· · 
ny Angel took a shopping trip down
town to buy a brand new pair of nylons 
from Richie Parsons. And I'm stuck at 
home writing another column. Who 
can blame me for making up a few lies 
here and there .. 

Thanks to an invitation by headlin
ers Duran Duran, Prince Charles and 
the City Beat Band became the first 
Boston funk band to play Madison 
Square Garden. The Durans also took 
Chuckie and band along to warm audi
ences at NY's Hampton Coliseum and 
the Philadelphia Spectrum. 

Although the places they play are 
comparatively smaller, the Lyres are 
among a handful of hardworking Bos
ton bands who regularly play in New 
York. But did Monoman really sleep so 
soundly that he missed an important 
live radio broadcast / gig at the Pepper· 
mint Lounge? 

Is Joan Martin still working the 
deals for November Group? And why 
would DYS' Dave Smallee call up the 
BR office and say, in a poorly dis
guised voice, <lTell Nayme Drawper 
that Dave Smallee is no longer in 
DYS"? 

It turns out that Mick Jagger will be 
doing some back-up vocals on Peter 
Wolf's album after all. On May 12, 
SSD are going to be flown to Los An
geles to play one date at the giant 
Olympia Auditorium with Suicidal 
Tendencies and others. Is Joe Perry 
drummer Joe Pet (ex-Berlin Airlift) 
really joining Alice Cooper's band? 
And would the troublemaker who's re
kindling those ancient rumors about 
Perry returning to Aerosmith please 
step forward (to be shot). 

The long-lost WCOZ local compila
tion album (produced by Mary Menna 
back when she worked at the station) 
was recently debuted by WBCN's Car
ter Alan. 'BCN's current big project is 
a two day Rock and Roll Expo at the 
Bay Side Center. The music fair opens 
on April 28 . 

Vidwiz Luis Aira recently shot the 
Jon Butcher Axis at Bedford's Han· 
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INSULT TO INJURY 

Will the real Mr. Ed please stand up? On the right: Oedipus in the 
"Demi-Monde." And to the left: Weird Al Yankovic in "Eat It!" 

scorn Air Force Base. Jeff Hudson's 
Ball and Pivot video will be aired on 
the MTV Basemen! Tapes and Ted 
Turner's Nighr Fligh1. And Rubber Ro
deo are in California filming videos of 
"Slow Me Down" and "Hardest 
Thing." 

The Rubber's album will be out on 
Polygram in June, and '' Hardest 
Thing" will be released as a UK single 
next monch. Rubber Rodeo, with new 
bassist Hal Cragin, will begin playing 
out again in May. 

Isn't the Jeff Stein video of the Cars' 
"You Might Think" the best thing 
since Hoodoo Sauce? The next Cars 
video extravaganza will be Heartbeat 
Ciry's "Hello" produced by Andy 
Warhol. 

After weeks of nasty rumors, Peter 
Wassyng confirmed that he is leaving 
his post as A&M's New England Pro
motion Manager to pursue other pro
jects . Young Pete tells us that he hopes 
to remain in the area, and that he al
ready has a few employment possibili
ties lined up. There is no truth to spec
ulation that Wassyng was offered a job 
modeling Calvin Klein underwear. 
Chuck Bliziotis is being shipped up 

from A&M in New York to fill Wass
yng's sneakers. 

We are sorry to report that Pam 
Newman has been dismissed from her 
Chrysalis job . No replacement has 
been named. Bob Anderson has hop
scotched from Polygram to RCA. 
Other newcomers at RCA include new 
branch manager Mike Tawa and for
mer Strawberries buyer Frank Urselo. 

And the exodus continues. Spit 
bookkeeper Michele Zichella has ven
tured west on a cross country drive . 
'CO2 general manager Dick Borel and 
program director Frank Hollar cele
brated their recent monthly rating of 
1.9 (an all-time low) by taking an extra
long walk down.. er. .. they're pur
suing 0 other interests." Lizzie Borden 
vocalist Colleen Feeney has moved to 
Brooklyn and has been replaced by Di
ane Derian. 

Roger froni the Dark is no longer 
from the Dark . Not only has he left the 
band (they're presently auditioning 
new guitarists), but it is rumored that 
he skipped town so quickly that all he 
had time to pack was his hammer, a 
pair of earplugs, and a fake ID . 

Who helped Deni Chapnick pack her 
bags when she "left" her job at Cam
bridge One Stop? Deni's chair is now 
being warmed by former WBOS deejay 
Nancy Grimes, who also spins week
ends on WHJY. Meanwhile Nancy's 
old boss, Maxanne Sartori, can be 
heard on weekends at WNEW-FM, 
New York. 

How come the nicest guys have the 
worst luck? After working his typical 
13-hour day at the Hoodoo, chef 
James Ryan was on his way home 
when he was mistaken for a criminal at 
large and harrassed for over an hour by 
four cops . Six hours later he was back 
in the kitchen peeling potatoes. 

Oedipus, another hard-working guy, 
returned from his Acapulco vacation 
just in time to co-host (with Albert 0, 
Peter Gates and modest Bernard 
Smith) the final Demi-Monde show on 
WMBR. As documented on its final 
episode, the Demi-Monde played an 
important role in the evolution of new 
music in general, and the local scene in 
particular. Many fans are understand
ably saddened to see the nation's first 
punk show leave the airwaves . But they 
should be comforted to know that the 
spirit of Oedipus circa 1976 lives on in 
lookalike Weird Al Yankovic. 

Ever since a flight instructor demol
ished WHTT program director Rick 
Peters' private plane, Mr. Rick's been 
spending his spare time hooting it up at 
the Metro. Meanwhile Brian Robin, 
former p.d. at WZBC, has been spend
ing his weekends twirling platters in the 
new deejay booth at 13UP. 

And finally, if Boston Herald colum
nist . Norma Nathan spotted a well
known-woman-about-town strolling 
out of the Sack Cheri theater ladies 
room with toilet paper stuck to her 
shoes, she would feel obligated to write 
about it-right? Eye think you better 
watch your step next time Norm' baby: 
you might find your Nayme some
where you might not want it. * 

Nayme Drawper is compiled by Greg 
Reibman wirh /ors of help from tors of 
people. Rake your muck at: Nayme 
Drawper c/o BR, 739 Boyls1011 Sr., 
Suire 203, Bosron, MA 02ll6. 



WE AT ENIGMA RECORDS ARE PROUD 
TO HAVE HAD 100/o OF BOSTON 

ROCK'S DEBUT INDIE CHART 

• 
WO~ ~ ""~ LO UHGl 

2 Rain Parade, Emergency Third Raif Power 3 The Cramps, Smell of Female (Enigma, EP) 8 The Minutemen, The Politics of Time (New 37 Agent Orange, When You Least Expect Ir 
Trip (Enigma, LP) Alhance , LP) (Enigma. 12" EP) 
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nUl,P IN SAfETYcc 

70 Various , Hell Comes to Your House fl 
(Bemisbra1n, LP) 

72 45 Grave, Sleep in Safety {Enigma, LP) 77 Various, Ramy Day Compilar,on (Llama, LP) 80 Obsession, Maf11al Law (Metal Blade, 12" 
EP) 

88 ssa, Play Back (Enigma, LP) 

VOLUMATIX TEX and the HORSEHEADS 

AVAILABLE AT... 

AT STRAWBERRIES, THE TAPE NEVER 
COSTS MORE THAN THE RECORD. 

.t 
--< ""! &°;: f'. j(', ... 

THE REVERBS 

94 Blood on the Saddle (New All iance, LP) 

1984 EN IGMA RECORD S 
• 1984 EN IGMA RECORD S 

En19m1 llllo & C111logue. 
•1 • pJl'for11tn) IO 
ENIGMA RECORDS 

POB28!16 
To111nc1. CA90509. USA 

OUTER CIRCLE 

Check out our 
newest location 

in the Watertown Mall 

BOSTON• Copley Square• Kenmore Square• Do,rnto"n Crossing• CAMBRIDGE• l-lanani ~quare • 750 Memorial Drive 
•WATERTOWN• Watertown Mall• SOMERVILLE• T"·in Cit~· Plaza• MEDFORD• 25 Revere Beach Pk way. 

SAUGUS• Rte. I• FRAMINGHAM• Rte. 9 DEDHAM• Dedham Plaza• BURI.INGTON • Crossroads Plaza • Burlington Village 
CHELMSFORD• Drum Hill Rd.• WORCESTER• 10 Front St.• SHREWSBURY• White Ci11 Shopping Center• AUBURN• 390 Southbridge St. 

LEOMINSTER •Searsto"n Mall• PEMBROKE• North River Plata• PRO\'IDE:-iCE. RI• 177 Union St. • WARWICK, RI• Bald Hill Rd. 
MANCHESTER, NH• 1525 So. Witl'St. • :-;ASHUA, NH• Nashau Mall• PORTSMOUTH, NH• 1981 Woodbur~· An. al G115ling St. 



Jimmy & 
the Mustangs 

$4. 49 LP/CASS. 

Joe Ely 

Chameleons 
UK 

_r~-~-MCA _____ $4.99 LP/CASS. 

Real Life 
REAL LIFE 
HEARTLAND 

Include,;: :;END ME AN ANGEL CATCH ME IM 
FAll lNG UNDER THE HAMM EA ALWAYS 

$5.99 LP/CASS $4.99 

Jacqui 
Brooks 

$5.99 LP/CASS. 

JACQUI BROOKES 
SOB STORIES 

Include$; LOST WJTHOllTYOUR LOVE HAUNTED 
COCKTAILS'TRAINS ANO BOATS AND PLANES 

LP/CASS 

lONYCAREY 
SOME TOUGH CITY 

Includes: A FINE FINE DAY T HE FIAST DAY OF 
SUMMER A LONELY LIFE 

}'~:) .... ~ . ~ __ . ..,. 
Tony 
Carey 

s5.9~P/CASS. 

®MCI\ RECORDS 

AT STRA WHERRIES, THE TAPE NEVER 
COSTS MORE THAN THE RECORD. 

Check out our 
newest location 

in the Watertown Mall! 

BOSTON• C'ople)' Square• Kenmore Square• Downto"n Crossing• CAI\IBRIDGE • Harvard Square• 750 Memorial Drive 
•WATERTOWN• Watertown Mall• SOMERVILLE• Twin Cit)' Plaza• MEDFORD• 25 Revere Beach Pk,.ay. 

SA UG US• Rte. I• FRAMINGHAM• Rte. 9 DEDHAM• Dedham Plaza• BURLINGTON• Crossroads Plaza • Burlington Village 
CHELMSFORD• Drum Hill Rd. • WORCESTER• JO Front St. • SHREWSBURY• \\ hitc Citi Shopping Center• AUBURN• 390 Southbridge St. 

LEOMINSTER• Searstown Mall• PEMBROKE• North Rh·er Pla,a • PRO\'IDENC'E, RI• 177 Union St.• WARWICK. RI• Bald Hill Rd . 
MANCHESTER. NH• 1525 So. Will St.• '.'iASH UA. NH• Nashau Mall• PORTSMOUTH, NH• 1981 Woodburi· Ave. at Gosling St. 
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